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ILLL'STIiATJOXS IX ITALICS. 

A BUT.LON in.:)- ir, .'.so 
au Huvitzi, 57H 

%itifoliiiiu. 3nl 
Al atilons, the ls-st, 4 
A'» ii aruiata. 586 
Ac®. a*. MS 

l,i I are ol. *74 
tram wed, 6GO 

Arhernatiaatrojios, 29s 
A-'hiUr* *-<r|4iaca, 20 

i(tnl ihwa, -9) 
surra. 30 
i 'la> cnmr, 20 

Huteri. 20 
luoschata, 20 
uiu, fli 
rupestria, 20 
loaientoia. 20 
11 int M* 11st,, 20 

A-himenc*. 85, M4, 7.70 
A* *1, chkwhydic, fitfi 
A-smitum*. is.'. 
A.lumtuii runMtum, growing, DUO 

Parle} ruse in hanglng-blskvt. IHI 
true nun ear. h'nrleyenv, 2211 
traperifonnr, how to treat, 171 

.VthioHfuui eordyftdium, HI I 
-Kthionvina*, SO 
A.jjanthu* and Crinuin, 402 

nlooui stem mulfnnned. 407 
Aralhaa >srle*tis, 288, 502 
Agrostctntna ■ ■.•rnuaria Walkcri, f..'.2 
Agroli* pulchella, 573 
Air root, on Vine., 244 
Alkali -an*:i-- solution, spraying with, Cl 
Atronodlree, jiruning an, 457 
Aloe, treatment of, 05 
Akmsoa Warwcwicxii, 454 
Aioisia cilrindoni, jirujiagating, 310 
A)<neroeraw. 0, 30, 310, 311 

crowing. 020 
in pot., 393 

Alum water lor Hydrangea., 8S 
Amaranthu*. Olotie, 261 
Amari Ilia, 493 

Belladonna, 537 
growing. 40, IMS 
Johnsoni. 439 
leal diseased, )W4 
lotting. 696 

Anibrnwia mevicnna, 604 
Amelanehier eanadenrir. ^00 
A mrrienn-bliglit in mriun* Hager of dr- 

ret.iinnent, 692 
Ammonia, 010 
Ampelopai. Veitehi, increasing, 08 
Amygdalu* nsna, till 
A ndrnnietla rpeeiura, 342 
Anemone, s One lorm ol I he Wood, 255 

r in.iuina, 5 
tulgens Irani seed, 289; planting over, 

174 
^ijxnxYl Quern Charlotte, 020 
nemnnm, 255 ; n. major, 255 
the Peacock, 149 
the Puppy. 5 
icmahs. tl 
Wood. 255 

Anemone*. 186 
Cluster Cup fungus on, 179 
Crown, in Scotland, 474 
forcing. 49 
hybrid Japan, 421 
Poppy, 412 ; Irom wed, 35 
St. Brigid, Hi net ring in early tpriiuj at 

Heath ill. 194 
A ngrteaim ten/uipedale, 072 
Annuals, 295 

and perennials, 28 
etc-, lor early flowering, 418 
lor the flow er garden, 369 
lor town garden*, 68 
hardy, 459 ; and other flowers, starting, 

58 
in pot., culture ol, 70 
in the garden, 30C 
nmk-hing, 95 
pretty. 311 

Anoiganlhu* hreviflonis, 012 
\nomathe--a crnento, 174, 1 5 

A nous squamosa, 54 
AntkrricHiH ra negation, 513 
Antirrhinum* and Pentatemona, 518 
Anthuriuni Hcherxerianilin, 451 
Ant, the common, 072 
Ants, 392 _ . , 

Hack, destroying CjclMlt®^^RjZ6Cl 

Ant% destroying. 111,'., 171 
in a Rose-lied. 345 
in j'rcciihousA-, S02 
in lawn, 230 
lilague id. 112 

Apiary, seasoiuhle work in the, 53,181 
Aponogeton distachyon, 497 
Apparatus, heating, 508 
Apple, a goo I haruy, 040 

n good lute. 569 
AUingtan Pippin. hnrh-trerr of, 47.8 
and Pear trees, cordon, 394 ; insects on, 

232 
aphis, the, 298, 
Autumn Prarinain, 531 
Hr Hr tin I loir, 057 
Blenheim Orangr, mill to he on men 

rir.tr, 437, 485, 673 
hlimsoui, thinning, 97 : weevil. 068 
Cox’s Pomona and lauker, IS) 
culture in 8. Wales, 547 
Hutch fodlin, 42 
Knglish fodlin, 42 
five-crowned Pippin, 608 
franklin’s (lolilen Pippin, 630 
(lareuigne’t Scarlet, 003 
tllnriu Mnmli, 057 
Keswick Cisllin, 42 
/.nlie’s /Vince Albert, 669 
leaves, mildew on. 19s 
London Pippin, .'sis 
laird Urosveiior. 42 
la.nl Snltleld, 42 
Maliks’ Cisllin, 42 
MCre de Menage, 043 
Xeietan Wniuler, 694 
Peargmrt'r .Xnnrueh, 548 
Itymer. 666 
Sandringham, 484 
shoots and liloom iliseased, 212 
the Ciutenl, 64 
Tmcer n/1l/amir, 407 
Transparent. 42 
HViiWf* King, 025 
Wvken Pijwiii, 643 

Apples and Pears, late. 604 ; thinning, 
220 

hush, lor small ganlens, 11 
fodlin, a girrt crop of, 42 
cordon, 37 
esjialier. 4S2 
lor Kxuioor, fall! 
gathering, .’194 
green, cooking, 90 
highly-coloured, early, 004 
injured, 105 
keeping. It, 345 
late-keeping cooking. 419 
planting, 06s 
scarcity ol, 410 
six good eating, 407 
some good (’isTlin, 42 
sjiot ted, 686 
I able, 016 
the larger. 625 
twelve dessert, 38 
twelve varieties ol aromatic, 174 
weighing r. measuring. 500 

Apple-tree, insect on, 320 
leaves, grubs on, 202 ; insert* on, 232, 

826 
standard, transjilanting. 14 
unhealthy. 635 

Apple-trees, American blight on, 90, 304, 
488, 477, 633 

hush, planting, 600 
cankered, 122, 631, 007 
decaying, 161 
diseased, 188 
esjialier, training, 500 
insects on, 105, 2o9, 272 
manuring, 544 
mussel si-ale on. 32 
producing small Iruit, 042 
pruning. 440 ; three-yeaiyold, 575 
spraying, 108 ; with Paris green, 04 
trained, 028 
unhealthy, 293, 402 

Apricot, tour-year-old, 112 
Moorpark. 401 

Apricots, Chrrries, and Peaches, wash lor, 
008 

tailing, 410 
Iruit less, 383 
pruning, 058 
stopping and disbudding, 93 

Apricot-tree, a gross growing, 112 
cjudu-r on, 400 •« 

Aj/Wrof-trees pe* UUeuliuts 484 

iyAtij_fl|.0,so.'O]T 

Aquatic, a |iretty, AMI 
soil for, U52 

A.plilegia aljiina, 138 
Itertoloni, 13h 
eulilornlca, 1.88 
canadensis, 188 
ehrysanthu. 188 
eccrulea, l:ts 
fragrant. 139 
glandulosa, 139 
glauca, 139 
leji Us'eras. 139 
Skinneri. 139 
Mtuartl, 139 
viridiltora, I.'IO 
vulgaris, 139 

.4 ivhir athida, 650 
AraliuHirholdl, jiro|iagating, 202; unsat is- 

factory, 28 
Araucaria excelsa lor tiirnishing, 206 

tailing, 544 
lilting, 007 

Amuja ullsuis, 310 
.4 Home, a Hnte-eotered, 603 
Arch, elimlier lor, 4(»l 
Arches, eliinbers lor, 610 
An totls grandis, 897, 426, 453 
Aristolm nia elegans, raising, Irom seisl, 

28 
Arrangement, I adding, 052 
Artichokes, cultivating, |0U 

diseased, (XI 
Ololie, 367 : from seed, 5541 ; |irotei ling, 

308 
Artichokes, Jerusalem, 2 ; and the lllolie, 

660 
Arum leaf ilamagisl, 052 

Lily decaying, UIU; leaves turning 
brown, 39 

Perle eon Stuttgart. 239 
Lilies, 288, 1172; and Sjiineas, summer 

treatment ol, 186 
small-flowered, 2:19 

Arums, lilting. 445 
yellow, growing. 439 

Aruiulo conspieua at Boseomhe, 157 
Donax, 157 ; l>. versicolor, 157 

Arundos, 157 
Asclepias tuberosa, 149 
Asparagus. 392,018 

and other Kales, 221 
Is-d weedy, 202 
beds in winter, 570 ; manuring, 640 
beetle, the. 28-'., 402 
culture. 850 
cutting. 96 
leeding, 40. 223 
foliage light green, 071 
forcing, 613, ti5u 
french system of growing, 249 
newly planted, 150 
nitrate of sislu lor, 275 
on the french system, 269 
planting, 108, 147, 573 
|>himosus Irom seed, MW 
rotting, 18-3 
securing the stems ol, 105 
setsls, sowing, 123, 183 
Sjirengeri, 102, 161 ; seeds, 393 
summer treatment of, lor forcing, 231 

A.|iidistra, 662 
failing. 17 
leaves splitting, 40, 236, 518 

Aspidistras, 321, 593 
polling. 431 
with short leaf-stalks, 622 

Asplenium flaceidmu, 14 
S'idttr aurtralarieum, 549 

Aster acris, 524 
China, in border, 205 
Townshendi and A. hisjiidus, 130 

Artery, a bed of China, 309 
China, 205 
destroyed by Insects, 210 
[ailing, 303 
outdoor sown, 100 

Aubrietias, 435 
increasing, 419 

Aucubas, berried, 580 
raising, 82 

A ti rial la. an alpine, 373 
treatment of, 115 
seed, sowing, 198 

Auriculas, 204, 873 
al|>ine, 222 
in jKits, growing, 621 
outdoor, 185 

Autumn, the mild, and it/r,etecu on 

A PI Ira, a niitiirn/ly gro.rn. IM 
iMilica, 016; alter flowering, 122; (ail¬ 

ing, l fin 
leaves turning brown, 288 
mollis, 162, 236; alter flowering, 82, 

122 ; in |sits, 660 
Azalea*. 239, 267 

and Camellias, jsuting, 165 
and greenhouse, KM 
good hardy, 455 
hardy. 274 
in Isul condition, 198 
Indian, 254 ; tor house furnishing, 612 
not flowering, 320 
pluming, 400 
jMitling newly imjiorted, 673 
thri|i on, 63 

DALCON Y garden, a lieauliliil. 498 
O Balsams. 3 

in IM)ts, 159 
Itamlssis for the conservatory, 201 
Hank, JM-aty, |ilauls suitable lor a, 114 

shady, sandy, |ilunt* (or, 34 
sleep, covering a, 037 

Hanks translormed, 374 
HarlN’i ry lierries, 460 

eoiiiinon, 586 
llark ol trees .jililliiig. 369. 499, 6.30 
Baskets, ferns and Imltis in, 822 

hanging, 290 
Bean, llroiul, late. 449 

Johnson's Wonderful, 58 
Beans and Broccoli, 317 

Broad, 84 ; failing, 247 ; or tong I’o I 
613 

dwarf, forcing, 583 
early Kunner, 136 
lor exhibition, 230 
french, forcing, 1 : Runner, 234 
Kidnev, 421; jireserving, 419 
large kunner, 106 
Runner, 319 

Redding, I'lants (nr, 5s7 
Beil, oblong. 211 

jilanta (or. 58 
shaileil, plants (or, 186 
utilising a shady, 420 

Beils and borders, .370 ; clearing, 524 
lor hardy flow ers, 387 

lleeeh Coccus, the felted, 408 
Beech-trees, plants under, 480 
Bee food, 505 

keejiing, starting, 235 
Bees, uiitumii treatment ol, 444 

foreign, 492. 517 
in liaiik, 145 

Beet, Crimson Ololie, 25 
sowing and thinning. 124 
Spinach. 84, 280 
Hutton's tilohc, 571 

Beetroot and Carrots, 515 
tailing, 628 

Beetroots, storing, 446 
Begonia, a double-rimmed, 502 

a fine, for hanging-barket, 191 
n fine-teared, 320 
double, Dorothy Uardtriek, 451 
luelisioUles- 612 
glaueophylla, 191 
(llnire dr Isirraine, 17, 142, 578; in¬ 

creasing, 197, 612 
(llnire de Si'eaiix, 4 
llaageiuia. 54 
-Martiana gracilis, 404 
seiuperflorens, 432 
the, nr a trindmr jdanl, 203 
Worthiana, 374 

RegoniOs, 324 
bedding, prejiaring, 101 
double, 5o2 ; increasing, 4tX) 
ilrojijiing their flowers, .331 
fading, 300 
fibrous-rooted, growing, 33:1 
fine-leaved, 320 
in bloom at Christmas. 120 
in hanging-laskcts, 191 
in the flower garden. 88 
in the open air, 282, 310 
tuberous, 308, sso; as basket jilants. 

288 ; in windows, 292 ; potting, 875, 
jireserving, 405, 470 

Belladonna l.lly, the. 537 
Bellfimrer, Caueanan, 7 

Autumn., the mild, and itQ^gn f Q^ ,Wh.leavwJ. m,. 580 
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IV GARDENING ILLUSTRATED. 

Berry, Logan, increasing Hie, 4o7 

Biennial*, seedlings of, treating, 552 

sowing, 3S9 
liignonia railicans, 400; not flowering, 

590 
Birch-tree aphides on, 450 

Bird*, death ot foreign, 261 
dying, 283 

foreign, Breeding, 6:10 
treatment of, during moulting, SI4 

Black Bird ailing. 121 
Blackbird* and thrushes, food for, 121 

Black Currant-mite, the, 112, 872 

ltletia hyacinthina, 171 
lihght and Birch-trees, 400 

on leaves, Old 

Blood manure, 248 
/foot, Me, 521 

Blossoms, cut, keeping, 307 

everlasting, in the house, 91 
Bog garden, the wild, 433 
Boilers, greenhouse, 76 

Bone-meal, value of, 40 
Bones as manure, using, 121 

Books— 
“ Hoses for English Gardens." Mil 
“ The Best Hardy Perennial* for Cut 

Flowers," 172 
“The Book of the Apple," 52 

“The Book of the Strawberry." 378 
“The Book of Vegetables," 172 
“Trees and Shrubs for English 

Hardens," C15 
Bordeaux-inixtnrc, 90 

Border, a rock, 454 
a rose coloured, SS8 

a shaded,475 
a mm nice, 167 

n irall'hiickfil hniilg /ilniil, 45 

bulb* for, 34, 46 
climbers for wall-backed herbaceous, 

45 

faring east, 488 : plants lor, 114 
lierliaceous, 289, 347, 361 

mulching a, 67 

north, plants for, 89 

old-fashioned, an, 43 
planting north, 433 
plants tor, 454 : for shady, 22 

ruck, minimi a null, 454 
the herbaceous, in winter, 566 

the mixed, beautiful, 4»7, 51U, 538 
t undressing, out) 

Borders, herbaceous, 552,621 

planting, 463 
spring, 413; hardy plaids for, 43 

Borecole or Kale. 637 
llandswortli, loti 

Bnrouiu lieterophylla, 102, 117 
iiiegnatigma, 525 

lluroiiias, treatment of, 149 

Bougainvillea glabra, 627 
Sanderiana, 480 

Bouquet competition, 288 
llmivanlia longillora outdoor*. 552 

Bouiurdias, (II, 85, 160, 299, 351, 471 
planted out. 624 

Box eilglng, 42.5 
moving setslling, 186 

relaying, IUS1 
I oxes for exhibiting flowers, 432 

Bracken, planting, 121, *57 
Brier foliage from Hose, lo distinguish, 

506 
Briers Inidded last summer, 218 

hybrid Sweet. 032 

raising, from masl, 457 
standard, budded, 393 

Sweet, the first year alter planting, 67 
■ lie Austrian, 246 

Brocs-oll. a good, 272 
and Cauliflower, liesf kinds of, 29 

lireen Cape, 597, 018 

hardiness of, lno 
planting, 82 
seeds, saving, 259 

Spring, white, 79, 100 
Witch's Sidf-protecting, 655 

Brook, side of, plaids for, 149 
Broom, growing, 189 

Pincushion Hock. 325 

Browallin elata for winter, 634 
h/iecioxn major, 649 

Bnignmnsia arliorea, 233, CnO 

snaveolens, 578 
Brugmausias, 426 

growing, 303 

Brussels Sprouts, 2 ; lilg, 571 ; cblbUsI, 
6<0 ; early e. lute, pluiding of, 200 

Buckthorn, the Sea. 659 
liiiddleia, cutting down, 153 
Building, unsightly, creeper lor. 493 

Itillli, growing without soil and Rater, 77 

name of, 102 
Bulbs, 439 

African, treatment of, 74 
after blooming, treatment of, 192 

earlv, (Kitting of, 407 
for border, 34 

forcing, 533 

growing in a gloas bowl, 445, 404 ; with¬ 

out aoil and water, 86 
in pot*, 525, 000 

left in the soil, manuring, ITS 

lifting, 388 
|mlted, 512 

(Kitting, 559 

South African, 548 

spring-flowering, in pots, 464 , . 
treatment of, 103 /|T 

I5.,|IH,,C|I, M.5,517 Digitized by \^J 

food for, f>85 

treatment of, 248 

Bullfinches, death of, 948 

B.iali Poppy, Californian, CCS 

the Burning, 4SS 
the Pearl, 25 

Ilush-ticis, planting, in nuail garden, 

440 
Buttercup, alpine, 2s0 

gra«*i, 280 
l.nil,/, 280 

Marigold, 2S0 
Pyrenean, 281 
Seguir's, 281 

Mr Airlir, 280 

the Mountain, 281 
the Parnassia-leaveil, 2S1 
the Hue, 231 

Venom, gsl 
Buttercups, al(iinc, for rock gardens, 203 

r ABBAGI club, fiSO 
s' Defiance, 24 

early, 182 
for spring use, 442 
plants blind, 392 
Sutton's Flower of Spring, 121 

Cablage* Isilting, 199 
caterpillars on, 544 

earlv, 272, 650 
late planted. 237 

planting, 459 
scar ify of, 292 

Cactus, insects on a, 211 
Jrnkimnni groion in a teiiufoir, 307 

Cacti for window culture, 307 

from seed, raising, 40 
growing, llr2 

mealy-hug on, 418 
watering, loo 

( alodiums, 142, 208 

( iilantlie Veitclii, 593 

Calceolaria amplexicauli*. 499 
Calceolarias, growing 3(Hi 

herlioceuiis, 260, 308, tt48 
under liaud-glassi-*, 46 

I 'allii-nrpa purpurea, 633 

Calysfegia puliesccnK fl.-pl., 453 

Camellia and Isqiagcriu lean-* injured, 
135 

buds dropping, 40 

leaves blotcbeil, 344 ; curling, 230 
unhealthy, 267 

Camellias, 4, 284 

in the open air, 122 

leggv, 649 

moling, 052 
planting out, 117 
(sitting, 559 

pinpagiiting, 102 

jinuiing, 316 

siiuiiuer treatmenf of, 207 
wiring, 30 

fanipanulu Allioni, 170 
alpina, 176 
lurlrata, 176 

eirxpiliHta, 176 
rnr/mtien, 176 
cenisia, 176 

excisa, 170 
lading, 342 
/eayilit, 17(1, 177 

gloniernta, 288 
hederacea, 176 

isophylla, 177. 56S ; i. alia, COO 
inacrorrhixa, 177 
lllirnbili", 7 

mollis. 177 

imiralls, 177 

iieraicifolia, 293, 070 
pulla, 177 
py rumidalis, 131, 6B2 

llainrri, 177 
riiliiiirlifnlia, 177 

the chimney, 131 

tiirhiiiatn, 177 
Waldsteinlana. 177 
y.oyxi, 177 

Campanulas, 170 

I 'litnmct, 48 
Canary, 572 

ailing, 107, 173. 274 

death of, 81, 135, 160, 17.3. 1S5, 211, 2X8, 
302, 444, 450, 015 ; llarU Mountain, 

517 
dying, 148 
eating its feathers, 27. 492 

losing feathers, 12, 173 
iiionltiiig, 357 

treatment of, 675 
troubled with insect pcsls, .572, 675 

young, death of, 480 
Canaries, food for, 197 

t wo dead, 605 

Cniiilytn.fi, annual, 34.3 

lli' renyeem, mam of. by eareiage 

drier, 348; tolnnirt o', in the rock- 
ijaixlrn, 349 

Candy tufts. 282 

Canker on Apricot-tree, 406 
faunas failing, 95 

in pots failing to flower, 320 

in winter, keeping, 314 

Canterbury Bell failing, 298 

Canterbury Bells, [sitting, 426 
Cn;s> Leaihcort, 308 

Marigold, 421 
662 

atinir. 32 

Carnation, the Mnhnaison. 299 

Carnations, 81. 216. 857, 497, 580 
and Stocks making flower about lame 

period, 394 

bonier, 107 
destroy iug wireworms In. 232 

diseased. 40j 
tailing, 197, 405, 633 
for spring planting, 5 

for winter, 320 
from cuttings, 319, 402, 506 

from seeds, 405 

good. 405 
ilalniait.nl. 165. 299; failing, 609: 

striking cuttings "t, 213 

Margin rile, 3 >, 98, 800; failing, 559; 
in a ;,'n r, 98 

perpetual IIinuring, 539 

seedling, 360 
s[Kit in, 612 

ivireworm in. 310 
Caepnitnia rali/oiniea in Col. Hanker- 

rille't garth n uf llrulru-oiiThainri, 

182 
Carrot (lest*, 70 

('arrofs, 20 
cankered, 28 
cracking, 421 

early, 013 
summer-sown, 291 

Cnmin corum'iota, 3, 65, 192 
I’atanantfir arrutfa, 550 

Caterpillar, 414 
Caterpillars, .326 

and Apple-trees, 175 
eating (.'rapes, VOS 
oil Gooseberry -bushes, 450 

on Rose-bushes, 86(1 

Cattle hones, buried, 678 
Cattlcyas making second growth, 496 

Cauliflower, 516 

Autumn Giant, 720 
autumn-sown, 34n 

seed, sai lug, 450 

Cauliflowers clubbing, 237 
early, 613 

(VauoUms, 245 
riglilus, 271 

Crtlu m in n Thamrt I 'nlley on tile n, 667 

Ceilrua INsslara iiiibeallby, 613 

Celeriac, 21. 446. 594, 
lading, 637 

Celery. 304, 556 
blam-bing, 371 

blighted, 4i 3 
di cm mg 403 

fuihug, 583 
growing, with artificial manure, 163 
maggot. Hie, 4.81 

protecting, 541 
mnniiig to sessl, 432, 028 
Turnip-routed, 24 

Celosias nr feathered CiK'ksconilis, 419 

(Viola Arelurns, 160, 181 
eretiea, 122, 213 ; in pot*, 126 

Ccntropogon l«ucy anus, 75 
Cerosils. 13 

I'tnnhi-Ceeamt, 17,3 
Cen-is i-nnadensis, 245 a mica. 245 

iua«t rum, 245 
Censis|s,ra inelonis, 45l» 

Cesspool contents for a garden, 223 
Cestrum niirantiaciini, 573 

Cliultinch. the, 41.8 

Chalk, DafTislils in. 170 
Cherry litniernnr ll’.ssf griming in a ;*-( 

ni lluiinrinhurg llotitr, 252 

(luigne iVAmonay in a /"it al Hint- 
nrnbiirg Hinmr, 220 

I’liiin. tin* double-blossomed, and I'ril- 

nu* Bissatvli, 1,5.3 
Mr lli n(, 152 
Mr tlntililr-jliiim iiui, 153 
the ll'i/'l, 17,2 

White Ilea el in lilt-ml. 113 
Cherries, some flowering, 1.52 

sonic gissl, 252 

t 'liesldre, garden in, 627 

t hicken, dentil of, 121 
t 'bickeiis ailing, laS) 

and ducklings, fooil for, 197 

death of, 211 
dying. 135, 418 

Children's |s-l Mowers, 117 

Cbiinonnnthila fragrans, moving llir, 05 

I'hoingn trrmita, 165 
Christinas Rose, the Eastern, 88 

Chrysalis in lime, 592 
in soil, 01 

Chrysanthemum, n gmsl limnre .la[ian, 

i-s«-, dwarl and spiky, 744 

a gissl early -flowering, 399 
amateur's, 512 

Beauty ol laugh, 554 
blooms dani|iiug in oenlre, 6n6; in 

vases, (|l||, 629 

Chas. l>ai is, 05 
Crimson Source d'Or, 526 

cuttings, wlipn to put In for first 
crown-bud, 623 

Dorothy I’ywell, 536 

early-flowering. Horace Martin, 122; 
Orange Masse, 63 

Early White (juiiitiis, 189 

feast at Taiinvorth, 376 
flowers, keeping, 476 

fungus, 180 

Gladys Koult, 500 
Incurved, Mr-, Geo. Rundle mid its 

s[Kirts, 513 

SjBSS^SfTY OF ILll 

Chrysanthemum Mmo. Felix Perrin, 670 

Mine. Marie Masse. 428 
Mom ti. (ininnirald, 466 

Mans. William Holmes 19 

Mychitt Pink. .3 at 
novelties of leiog.iised merit, 690 
1‘hirlniA, <iol 

rust. 47, 180 

single, King of Siam, 520 
single. Miss Hose. 513 
Sir lie Melanie, 623 

Chrysanthemum*, amateurs', C23, CC1 

mi amateur's. 653 
Anemone l'otn(ionc, 876 

annual. 392 
art il's ial manures for, 2*1 

al the Aquarium, 59.'!, fi2ii. 582 

Avalanche and Viviand Morel, 216 

boil retaining, 336 
changes in the methods of exhibiting 

large bbsiiiis, .620 
classification of varieties, 457 

classified, 023 
crimson early-flowering varieties, 455 

Crimson Bride and yueeii o( the 

Kirlics, 245 
cultiiral notes, 2.83 
cutting down. 108 

damping olT, 612 

deteriorating, 629 
earlv, 13 ; at the N.C.S. October show, 

470 
early-flowering, 320, 3.60, 391, 400, 438, 

455, 176. 48(1; and whv I grow them, 
*36; notes on, 216 ; old stmils, treat¬ 

ment of. 0«); seasonable work among, 

007: spring propagation of, 79 
enemies , ,f. 15 ft 

exhibited at flic N.C.S., 582 
fur iK-ginncrs, o 

for cold greenhouse, .601 

for Decemlier, HU 

fur dre-ir.it ion, ami cutting, 330 
for decorative uses, 05 

for exhibition, l«o 
for grouping, oio 

freely flowereil I'oaipon, 526 

gmsl eai'l.v-fliinvriiig, 189 
grafting, IS 
growing plants oil the decorative 

si stem, 661 
growing under glass during flic sum- 

incr. 81 
housing the [ilaufs, 376 
how I,I tlx a s|»n t. 562 

bow to make busby plant.*, 119; for 

November flowering. 63 

h iw to treat to flower late. SO 
increasing, IS 

ill vases and baskets, 582,4**1 

Japanese, .'till 
large, 535, 582 

late. 520, 663, 619 
late-flowering, (ailing, 050 
late, stopping ol die iratiie plants, 296 
liquid-manure for, 4-16 
uiaiiiires for, 290 

Mrs. II. Weeks and It. Hooper Pearson 
a* bush plants for late display, 610 

naturally-grow n. 486 

new early -flowering varieties, 633 
notable, .6*9 

notes on, 3lt9 
ts-tolier-flowering, 466 

of a bushy habit, 216 
old, 582 

old sUhiIs of, OKU 

o-i single stems in 0-inch or 7-inch pots 
659, 027 

outdoor, 48, Uf 428, 465 
pinching curly-flowering, 9> 

planted out, 326 
plants shy ill producing cuttings, fifil 

pompon, 245, 623; earlv-flowering 
sorts, 281 

pitting, 154 ; late, 290 

jin-paring for next season. 526 
■picstionable exliiliillou sorts, 121 
raising seisllings, 18, 174 

ni't on. 654 
sea.able notes. 47. 1.64, 188. 276, 326, 

39J, 414, 4.65. 41V. 

single, 582, 59 > 

six early-flowering, for Isinlcr*. 36 
six of the fuller curb It mi-ring Japan¬ 

ese sorts. 140 

soil lor. 154 
Soleil d'Oi'Uibre and Ralph Hatton, 514 

some Japanese novelties of the past 

season, (110 
some of the ls--t Jupniicacnnvcltles. 501 

some of the I sit ter, for cutting, 62 

specimen, ISO 
staking and tying, 391 

stopping Will tuning, 37, 53, 78, 79, 90, 
101. 119, 122. 610 

sturdy, plants, (MX 
Ibrcail pet ailed, 428 

to flower in November and December, 
78 

treatment of, 104. 610 

treatment of plants to flower at Christ¬ 
mas, .64 

twelve Isirder sorts for present plant¬ 

ing. 132 

watering, 290 

what to do with recently-rooted cub 

lings, 4,8 
when to lift, for flowering indoor*. 380 

when fo projiagnto early sorts, 544 
when to retain the buds, 3611 

when to stop plants lo hlooin in Sep. 

with fin <ipen centre, 536 

PAT^i'To-r ir,w'1*i"’ C,C; 
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Ciaeraria sDllata, 908, 267 
. thr Star, 207 

». 142, 264 
failing. 163 

in frames, 290 
Cinquefoil, f.59 

Gssus discolor, 580 
Cbtus, Ibick, priming, 000 
Qay, burning, 83 

burnt in the garden, 55 
•oil, renovating, 573 

Oemalis, a purple, id7 
• yellow, 457 

Beauty of Worcester fulling. 250 

ooodnea, 559; c. hybrids, 114 
drooping, 211 

FUmmiila, 193 : on n pillar, 193 
increasing the, 452 

indivisa after flowering, 125 ; i. lobuta, 
13 

in pots, soil for, 121 

Jackmani, 474, 5U0 ; cutting down, 22 
mealy-bug on, 316 

M,es CrttinJiay, 256 
Montana on bushes mul loir trees, 413 ; 

propagating, 230: cutting down, 230 
planting the, 599 
thr tuition Mountain, on bushes amt 

Imr trees, 413 

the scarlet, 559 
Clematises, 22, 324 

tailing, 367, C02 

from cuttings, 076 
from see,!. 14 

garden, 257 

ladv Caroline Ncvill and Fairy Queen, 
310 

priming, 621 

treatment of, 052 

Ctethrn aloyfotul 610, (VIS 
(lianthu* lXinipieri, 533 

puiis-ein., 213 ; from seed, 419 

OUT garden, wild, 248 
timber for arch, 400 

fur hot, sheltered, south brick wall, 49 
Climbers. 211, 358 

covering wall with. 51 

fast growing, for open palisade, 023 
flowering. 389, 440 

for arches, 040 

for a small stove, 393 
for conservatory, 213 

for cottage, 4 iO 
for house, 141 

for north aspect, 14 

for rough fence, 14 
greenhouse, 208 

outdoor, for various nupecU, 601 
planting, to arch, 27 

Clivios, pnqmgntiiig. 327 

Clover, the t 'alvary, 431 

Coin s-andens, 544 ; raising from seed, 

316 
Cockerels, young, tor table, 444 
Cork, Orpington, dentil of, 605 

Cocks and liens clipped “I the- Temple 
Show . 201 

Cocoa-nut fibre as a protection, 644 
Coros Wcrideliiiuin for rooms, id4 

Cudlin moth, grease lands to prevent, 

358 ; destroying I‘ear liloom, 145 ; the 

302 
Coke r. cssil, 573 

Colehk-um, ,r4ts 
atpinuin. .'418, 599 

autumnal*. 598; a. rosrtim, 599 

Bivonoi, 508 asanlimiiii. 598 

licicuin, 598 
croeiflonun. 598 

Ikvaisnei, 5118 

Hsmskuschtii, 598 
hydrophilum, 593 
I'nrkinsoni. 593 

Sibthorpii. 593 
s|ss iosiim, 593 

variegatutn, 599 
Crjchimins, group of, 598 

Cold frames in April, 40 

Coleuses. 4 
growing, 135 
striking, 331 

Coleworts, 233 
Coltsfoot In garden. 6?0 

Columbine, a xrhite, 138 
Columbines, 242 
Conifers, upright low-growing, 601 

Conservatory and plant*, 331 
a north aspect, :«i 
Bamboo* Inr the, 201 

cold, plants for, 67 

Tarnishing, 662 

heating. 207 
keeping moist, 100 

Mnv flowers in, 471 

plants for. 308. 502 
Cordons for walls. 500 

Conlylinc australis In flower, S91 ; in 

bloom, 3iil 
Cornelian Cherry•, increasing the, 174 

Owner*, ugly, 620 

Corn mind. 653 
Cornwall. Daffodil* from. 58 

Coronilla Einerus, 174 

glauca in small |s.ts, 672 
Corridor, eroeper* for a glared, S69 
Corynoenrpus laivigato, 675 

Casinos, 47 
thpinnatus dowers in rare, 47 

Cotta -: garden, a Somersetshire, 35: 

jfont, a, 70; lessons, 70 ; renovating, 

oottager*’flower »ikiw», lBigitizGcl by 

garden*, 35 
Cotton plant, growing the, 198 

Crassula coocinea after blooming, 357 I 

Creeper for unsightly building, 493 

Creepers for a balcony, 662 
for fence, 541 

for town garden, 358 
Crinum Foirelli in Mr. flumhleton's 

garden ul llelgrote, Queenstown, 487 
Crinunis, 82, 242 

hardy, 487 

Crocus, the soring, 170 
vermis in the times, 179 

Croquet-lawn, sow ing, 599 

Crown Ini|>erial in pots, 117 
Cucumber bed, insects in, 32 

disease, 449 

grow ing, 23 
house, building a, 63 

pit, woodlioe in, 331 
Cuoumljcrs, 221, 573, 013 

about, 415 
and Tomatoes, growing, 29 

bitter, 379 

dying off, 147 
failing, 340 

growing, 394, 676 

in pit, 212 
ridge, 122 

stopping, 100 
tender, sso 
treatment of, 219 

twin, 556 
winter, 459 

Cuphea ignea, 27 
Cupid our, lh e llliie, 550 

Currnnt bushes, 446 : Block, insects on, 
272 ; old, 358 ; young, pruning, 560 

mite, the Black, 477, 600, 613 

the flow ering, 141. 132 
the golden flowering, 153 
trees, scale on, 04 

Currants, Black, failing, 220 ; pruning, 10, 

531 
on north walls, Oflfl 

lied, pruning, 10,470 
summer pruning. 27* 

the best, 065 
Cusnita redeia, 75 

Cuttings, moving Tea Rose, 9 

Cyclamen, 27, 36 
Atkinsi, 323 

conn, nil old, 117 
conns, old, 61 

Count, 323 
cyprium, 323 

europnmin, 323 Cing. 540 
nefoliiim, 324 

iliericimi, 324 
llcajsditaun in, 323 
roots, gnibs among, 477 

soring, 324 
tlie EiirojK-an, 323 

Cyclnmcn* after ItliKimlng, 135, G64 

liluek ants destroying, 32 
from seed, 80 
liardv, 323 ; raising. 274 
not flowering, 30 

old conns of, 30 
seedling. 126 

treatment of, 27 
Cydonia Ja|s>nica—severe priming a mis¬ 

take, 153 

Cyiiibidiimi Dcvonianutn, 67 
CyprilM'diliiu manic, 327 

t'alceulns, 48, 327 ; al Horsham, 4S 

guttatiiin, 327 
lnsigne, 490; i. Ilarejiehl Halt ror My, 

862 
Japonienm, 327 

nioerantlmui, 327 
pubeseens, 327 

B| ice labile, 327, 580 

Cytisus. 203 
Adauii, 220 
prtreax, 77 

pur|iureus, 245 
racemosus, propagating, from cuttings, 

331 

D 
rkAFFODIL Empress forced, 233 
be the Itush, in a /*it, 61 

Daffodils after blooming, 114 

among Beech-trees, 215 

forcing, 232 

from Cornwall, 58 
green flowered, 170 
ill chalk, 170 

In fibre, 53 

lifting, 412 
moving, 160 
planting, 474 

Snowdrops, and Crocus, 140 

Dahlia, 492 
a fine Cactus, 567 

a neir yellow Cactus, hla, 567; C. 
Kriemhilda, 609; C. Mrs. J. J. 

Crour, 49.1; C. Winsome, 670 
propagation of tlie 

lialilios, 303 

Cactus, 14, 135, 522, BOO, 627 ; yellow 

varieties, 499 

failing. 331 
from seed, 500 ; raising, 160 

good Cactus, 149, 010 
good I'oiii|hiii, 675 

(Trowing, 202 

Increasing, 324 

rinyum, arranging! 374 

Cssagle 
propagating, tnw 

select Cactus, 445 

Dahlia*. sil gic, 22. 215 : Cactus, 250 

staking. 2.16, 303, 418 
w hite Cactus, 530 

Daisies in luwn, 470, 493 

Michaelmas, 57, 374 , 514 
Daisy-Jly, the Murgiierit \ 510 

Damping off, 116 
Dandelions on luwiis, 445 

Daphne, 201 
alniita, 201 

lltagayana, 201 

Cneonun, Ml, 2ul 

collina, 201 
Kioniana, 201 

Oenkwa, 201 

Uouttciann, 201 
indi<-a, growing, 070 

Mr fere n in, 200, 201 
odora, 200 
ru first r is, 200, 201 

the Street, 200, 2ul 

Daphnes, some good hardy, 231 

Date I’ulin seeds genuinutilig in the open 
air, 454 

Datum, 480 

Davallia failing. 164 

Decoration, floral, 229 
Decorations, floral, Judging, 307 

Dclptiiiilum Blue Butterfly, 599 
Delphiniums, 2(44, 372 

from seed, 261 
in the garden, 129 

Dcinlrohitmi noliile, young growths on 
stems of, 563 

Pleranli, grow ing. 327 
spreiosmn mul bilk’s Horn Fern in an 

Aoslralinn ijanlrn, 105 
Miiiivissiniuni, growing, 327 

Desfontainea, a suppo-usi, 019. 659 

spinnsa, 49tl; grafted on l’rivct, 555, 

568 
Doiltaia (ailing to liloom, 16t 

gracilis, 174, 426, 536; after blooming, 

661; failing, 103; iirojMgating, 2( 2 
Detitzios for forcing, :til 
Diclnninu* FruxincHa, 483 

Ilielytra s|iectahilis in pots, 333 

Diinnnilintliecu, 424 
Kekloni, SKI, 424 
|iliivialis, 421 

Diosnut ericoides, 211 

Disa grnndillora, 493 
iJmlder, thr East Indian, 76 

tile (treat Indian. 75 
tlie, on Pelargoniums, 290 

Doronieum jilantaginemu, 194: flower* 
of, in a vase, 132; p. Harptir-Crew e, 

132 

Dmeania failing, 18 
Drop, tin- floklen, 21 

Duck, the Indian Itunncr, 639 
Ducks, 558 

Dyer's Greenweed, 320 

gARWIGS eating Nectarines, 403, 

in hives, 315 

on Chrysanthemums, 445 
plaglle'of, 121, 145 

Eeheveria retusa, 357. 592 
Kcheverios in winter, .Vis 
Krhinarra purpurea and its rarirtirs, 620 

Kcliinorystis Inlsitn, 004 

Kchinopsis Kyriesii, 191 

ox.vgunn, 191 
Edelweiss, grow ing. 3117 

Eilgimj, a shoir, 57.8 

in greenhouse, hiding a, 267 
of line. 579 

n.f leu, 678 
of White Finks, 570 

Edging*, garden, 573 
linrity plants lor, 201 

Eel worms, 2»0 

Eggs, red sjiots in, 135 
with pale yolks, 39 

Eicliornea i-ordnta, 140 
Endive, 237 

Fraser's Improved Broad-leaved, 124 
Elsierises, 42(1 

Kjii|ihylliiniM, growing, 627 
Krenmms, 71 

robustus, 71, 323 

Ercnmri from veed, 46, 70 

growing, 23, 111 
F.rii-a arboren, Ho 

cornea, 110 

dnerea, 110 
codonodes, 110 
Dalmoci, 111 

hubrula, 110 

Mnirrnna, 111 
niediterrnuca, 110; in Holanie Cardens, 

Dublin, 271; m. hj hriilu, 61s 

scoiHiria, ill 
Btrfctn, 110 

tetralix. 111 
vngun*. Ill 

vulgaris. Ill 
Ericas alter flowering, 670 

Erigeron, 452 
aitrantiaeiis, lnS, 452 

eaucosii-us, 452 
glaln'llus. 452 

glaums, 452, 453 

granditlorus, 452 

maera ul Inis, 452, 453 
mucronotiis, 174,452 

»SiSr^N1VERSITY OF 
Ery ngiunis, K^BANA-CH^MPA'i' 

Escallunia exoniensis, 477 

Isuigleyelisis, 477 
macrauthn, 477 

monfsvidetisis, 477 
FhUippiana, 477 

ptero imiori, 477 

punctata, 477 
Esnillunia*, 477 

pro|>agating, 506 
Eucalyptus, 419 

Eiichans amazonica failing, 548 

Hurrypliia pimiatifolin. III 
Kupntoriuni ianthiiiuin, 1!0 

Wcndliindi, 357 

Euphorbia jaoiuinicrdura, 112, 593 
Kxni'iiin attlnc mat Vinca rosea, 18 

Exhibition, an excellent country, 391 
Exhibitions, early garden, 242 

TJ’.I lit Maids of Fra lire, 280. 281 
~ Fairy rings on lawn, 212 

Farmhouse and ijanten, ti/oiieestrcshire. 
311 

Kern ease, manngeincnt ot a, 203, 274 
clad imil, a, 105. 140 

fronds turning brown, 171 

Maiden-hair, fronds of, 027 
the Killarney, 82. 603 
the link, 279 

the ltoi/al, al Mount Usher, 367 

the Mtag's-hom, 471 
unhealthy, 400 

Frrns, a group of the Itogal and Male, in 
an Irish garden, 133 

nnd bulbs in liuski ts, 022 

mid plants tor winter bloom, 159 
and sunshine, 229 
ns table plants, 629 
Bird's-uest, Mil 

damping off, 67 

during the summer, treatment of, 257 
for rooms, 513 
greenhouse, repotting, »(i 

growing, 171 

hardy, 119 ; anil their culture. 133; 

conservatory, 67 ; for rooms, 47; in 
winter, 523 ; wall for, 133 

In mid for the house, 71 • 
losing their fronds, 283 

Maiden-hair, treatment of, 519 
Htag's-horn, 3n6 
tlie Klk's-liorn, 63 

treatment of young, 288 
under greenhouse stage, 53 

Vine-weevil destroying, 105 
watering, 6f6 

Fernery, a hardy, ISO 
a useful, 203 

plants for a, 201 
Finis, rutting down. 203 

rlastioa, striking, 212 
rejn-ns, 216 

Fig, Holden ii.r, 423 

llroirn Turkey, 123 

cultivation in the north of France, 173 
fruiting briiueh of a, 423 

.Xrbian, 422 
tlie, in Sussex, 243 

Vinlettr Sipor, 422 

Figs. 417, 530 

nnd their culture. 422 
failing, 274, 30.5, 422 
in (Hits, 394 

Fig-tree, growing a, 586 
not fruiting, 331 

Fig-trees fruiting anil non-fruiting, 423 

not fruiting, 3*3 
trail of, at ti/gnde, Sussex, 243 

watering. 123 
FillKTts, 605 

mid Nut-tri'cs, 310 

(■lanting, 423 

pruning. 97 

Finch, tlie llrmnliling, 658 
Zebra, death of. 65 

Fire Finch, death ot African, 107 
Fir-tree, fungus on. 2'r2 
Fir-trees, climber* for, 40 

Fish-pond, plants for, 6415 

Fittonia aigyronenra, .577 
Fittonias, 577 
Flame-flower*, 410: hybrid, 653 
Flax. tVimsoii-flowered, 331 

perennial, 339 

the alpine, 339 
the Sarbiomr, 339 

the New Zealand, 339, 568. 580, 599; in 
Devon, 131; in n|ien nir, 40 

the Hrd, 338, 339 
the vellnw Taurian, 339 

White Ko< k, 340 
yellow herbaceous, 339 

Flaxes, the dwarf, 339 

Flcn-Uuic, 452 
Flies on Apple-tree*. 218 

Floral decoration, 205 

Flower Issl, planting a, 115 
Iks Is. .*: Illling, 14; planting, 63 
(•order, Von, 536; mid Itoses, manuring. 

668;insects on n. 344 ;planting a, is,: 

border*, colour in. 395 ; dr), S3 

garden, planting, 197 
the Coronation, 20 

Flowers all the year, 622 
and ratkins, arrangement of, 170 

and Ferns, planting, on walls, 371 

Original f on$^LX’^et«ie. 333 
warm water, 131 

• use, 141, 270; keeping, ‘iisi; 

ile vases for, 549 

In 
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Mowers, description of, 480 

Lverlasting, (Ml; for while. us.1, 414 

exhibiting hardy, Ml 
lor mitninn cutting, SIM 
for fragrance, no 

for snmll garden, 34 
from need, 052 
greenhouse, in late smimier. 238 

hanly, at Lhe I ii ill Mali, 135 : notes on, 
2.55. 550 ; «liite, 83S 

in February in the Thames Valley, mis 

in May ami June, 210 ; from seed' sown 

now, 248 
in Switzerland in June, 4H1 

in the house, 57. Mil 
in vases, 2211: elTeetlveurrauireineiU of, 

rtfs i 
of the spring. a glimpse at the, 203 

old-time garden, 44 

shading;. 2112 
the distillation of, 45 
two good early June. 22S 

while, 388; for all seasons, Us 

wild, worth growing, 2s2 

Flv in einiler tmth, 171) 
the St. Mark s, 145 

k'lniin-tloieer at an edging. 57!) 
Komi for eliiekens and ducklings, 1117 

Forget-me-nots, 250 
Korsythia suspeinsi, 111 

Foxgloves, 223, 5511 

Fowl-manure for Onions, 094 

Fowls eating their fiat hers, 30 
f.,r enclosed i no. SI 
laying soft-sh.llcd eggs, 12 

roup in, 21s 
run. fruit-trees for. 309 

scaly legs in. 1175 
Fraitranee in the garden, 131 

Flame, cold, l>ositlon for, 24s 
hot .lad, uses of a. 3!>4 

Frames, beating, 420 

Franeiseea, 04!) 
Francoa ramosa, 120, 334 

Freesia refraela, 034 

Freesias, 70. SO 
as wiiulow plants, 000 

for w inter, 3110 
Frifillnrin itnperialis in pots, 117 

Mclcngris nllio. 174 

Frosts, r.s-ent result of. on Itomhoos and 
shrub- ill North of Ireland. 95 

Fruit and other in u>, feeding, in ant limn, 

3.M 

ero|w and rain. 383 
garden, manuring the, (ill 
gathering and packin'.;, for -.dc by 

small glowers and cottagers, 542 

notes, some, 575 

not ripening, 517 

nrehanl planting. 437 
planting hush, 057 
pros|»s ts, 74 

j>rot«-i'tinir. from birds, 171 
loom, making. 3>o 

Fruits ami vejri tallies, mulching, 251 
Fi lit-tree arches, 73 

nirhir.iji in /...Iiih.il jmrk, 73 

hark beetle, 072 
grafting in •‘prim;, 012 
s|is-ks. 41. till 

Fruit-trees and llo«e.. plantimr. 573 
a wall of ronloiotmine I, 511 

a winter wash for, 533 
hush. 057 

canker ill. 047 
care in plantim;. 10 

cordon trained, 341 

cure for canker in. 240 
etc., management of. 275 

for a wood fence. 5!HI 
for fowls’ run. 300 

for garden, 417 

lor heavy land 407 

impervious door* for. t in 
in oloi.in, lieanty ol, 113; watering, 151 
ins«'ts on, 112. 202, 243 

in small garden. 000 

liipiid-mnnure for, 150, 175. Ili 
manuring, 006 

mulching, 1)2 
le-wly-planted, 112 

new wmsl on, 145 
chi. 1-11111,1 /nr grn/linil. Mi;, 042 

oil allotment, plantim;, 354 

on an Oak fence. 4 if 

on espaliers, plant inn, 434 
on south fence, 31)4 

on walls, (178 ; priming. 5»m 

plantim;. 351). 402, 421, 5C3, 030 

prim inn. 300. 000 
root-pruning, 04. 575 

standard, rmit-pruninn, II 
summer-pruning, 225 

syringing, 328 

trausplantinn. 485 
under glass, waterint. 2-9. 000 

y.i inn, treatment ol, lilt 
Fuchsia hiids failiun to o|.cn. 253 

( aid'lluiaii. not flowering, 154 

for -hollered corner, 53 
fnlnens, 1(13, 233. SOS 

the. as a lieddinn plant, 2s2 
Fuchsias. 4. 208. 420, 022 

and llydranneis, treatment of, after 

hloniuinn. 303 
doiilile, in windows, 2112 

failinn, 351, 357. 4!>S> 
finely nmwn, 370 

for autumn, 800 
for outdisir blooming, 255. . . 

... raisinn.UftqitlZed DV 
in winter, 518 

pruninn. 010 
I'lUigii*. Fluster Cup, on Anemones, 17!) 

in soil, 000 

Fimnus in Vine Isvrder, 415 
on lawn, 405 
on I'elarnonium leaves, 195 

on Pine-tree, 1x0 
on Kose leaves, 40J 

on ltose-tree. 342 

under tree, 518 

fALEGA. 115 
U hilolia, 115 

G 

otllcinulis, 115 : n. illba, 115 
orivntulis, 115 

(lamina moth, 38<i 

l.anlen, a, eess|iool conlents for, 223 

a Devon, notes from, 214 
allotments, judging, 31!) 

annuals in the, 3tr.) 
arhours, 503 

armngnnrnl, nn nrlitlir, 283 

a sing-infested, 212 

a summer, 1108 
n H'i.rrrtimhire inn nnr-hmite, 021 

care of, 047 

cleaninr; and manuring, 01" 
earner in n llninjithirt, 475 

■ topping a, 122 

dis'orntion, seeds for, 14 
edgings, 020 

e\|«oMsl, Hoses for, 440 
lloweisi for small, 34 

front, 202 
fruit-trees for. 447 

/round, manuring, (219 
in-is-ts in, 17!) 

Irish, notes from, 453 
kitchen, making a, 48t 

making a new. lit 
manuring, 14, 459. 070 

miUi|Kdes in a, 230 

my wild, 215 
notes from an Armagh, 3*11 

old, renovating, 4.57 
|a «ls in. 017 

plants for shaded, 202 

refuse, 571 
renovating a, 277 

r.s k plants for, 040 

shelter, a. 108 
-lng« ill, 228 

s nail front, plants for. 70 

soil. 055 ; exchanging, 112 ; sample of, 
393 

the formal, 204 
vv„rk, 12, 20, 38. 51. 00, 80. 93. KM!, 120. 

134. 147. 158, 101. 174. 1st. 190, 210, 

221. 234, 247, 200. 273. 2*7, 301, 311, 

379, 343, 350. 308, 37s, 384. 403, 417 
4:10, 443, 455. 40.8, 479. 490. 504. 510, 

531, 542, 557. 571, 584 . 595, 604, 014, 

025, (138, 051, 050, 073 
worms in the, 232 

(i.iidcns ridiculous in design, 374 

It .for sheltered, 021 

wnlled-in, 3*9 
way side, 311 

(ianlener's wish. a. 304 
Gardenias striking. 049 

(iardciiiug. how not to learn. 472 

under rtlHleultk». S2 
(iarland Mower, 2"1 : Itox-leavi-l, 2nl; 

Fiona', 201 ; lilac, 201; ruck, 200; 
Ihr. 200 

(ias, acetylene, lime from, 50; value of 

refuse from, 072 

lime. 457: applying, 419. 533 
(Inure l.indhoiincri. 471, 552 

Cazuntn ringens. 010 

lima. Ilir, 152 
Ceiiista anglica, 825 

aspalluiloldes, 325 

auvantii'.i, 32.5 
ephlslroides. 325 

fray ran-, striking, 075 

gcrmuiien. 325 

hi-pauica, 325 
leu I ida, 325 

pllosa, 325 

pras'nx, 325 
Ruliata. 325 

raiievsissinin. 325 
sagittalis, 325 

tmctoriii. 320; t. var. clatior. 336 

virgil'i. 320 

Wingi-I. 325 
lieni-ta-. 53 

aft'"' hlooming. 159 
Ur nt it nn nrniilit, 230 ; a. al|>ina, 227 ; 

a. aiiguslifolia. 220 ; a. Flusii. 227 ; 
a. dlnaric i, 227 ; a. liochinua, 227 

Andrews!), 227 

im -lr/iinilm. 220, 227 

lnvaricn, 227 
ciliata, 237 

criuita, 227 

•rnrinla. 220. 227 
il'—imilieus, 228 ; if. it fist. 320 

g"!ida, 228 

Kurroo, 228 
1‘iiriiiiiininnlhr, 227, 228 

py renaiea, 228 

s pteiufldn. 2.*-8 
n , nil, 227, 228, 258 

(i uit inn, llavnrinii, 227 

blind. 227 
Crntt.imrl, 220 

fringid. 227 

Ur nl in ii, Ihr Vernal, 227. 228 

Cent inns, the choicer, 220 

Centianella, 220 

Ceranium leaves, fungus on, 272 
Mrs. II. Parkey, 30.3 

Ccraniums injured, 403 
in window-lstxes, 9 

keeping, 490 ; through winter, 370 
Zonal, in winter, 490 

Cerhera James.mil. 40 

Ginger plant, 498 
Ulnilinliii htibridnt jirinrefit, 003 

The llridc, 295. 470 ; forcing, 544 
Cladioli, 194. 374 

failing, 39 

lifting and storing, 445 
planting, 27 

Clnsshouses for market grower, 0 >3 
unhealed r. seven- frost, Oil 

ClolH'-tlmver, is it |*ii*niinos ' 145 
Cloriosn bulbs, storing, 418 

siijierlia, 125 

OloriUMM, 600 
from sent, raising, 149 

Cloxinias, 9.8, 333 
forming t.vi many leav es, 158 

III eis.l greenhouse, 3 
propagating. 230 

treatment of. 4.57 
unhealthy, 288 

Gnat, common. 510 

Gnats in the garden. 285 
f/mtl't Hue, Ihr irhitr, 115 
Godetias, 00.8 

Goldfinch, death of. 075 
the. 505 

Goldfinches, treatment of, 309 

Goldfish, wintering. 517 
Golf green, dressing. 518 

Gooseberry hu-hes. 0117 
caterpillar, the. 438, 477 

I'nnrn Huh, 301 

Frown Drop. 361 
fungus. 303 
UrrnI Chninimniir, 30 

Gooseberries and Currants with 
growth, 249 

mid the late frosts, 244 

cordon, 225 
hislgc of, 559 

highlv-flavoured, 10 
late, '440 

planting. I I 

I •riming. 10. 225. 252, 531 
the best, 300 

the heaviest. .541 
twelve good, 401 
yellow, 74 

Gor.se, raising, 48.5 
Gourds, 391 

failing, 319 

Grafting, preparations for, 15 

with rubber strip. 41 
Grape Lady I low lie's, 517 
Grapes, caterpillars eating, 393 

dis. i-rd, 5 U 

failing. 013 

for exhibition, 209 
keeping, 493 

late. 483 

mildewed, lAlt. 203. 383, 010 
Muscat, failing, 74 

not netting, 236 

outdoor, culture of, 73 
packing. 230 

'•rusting." 310 
scalded, 198. 383 

shanking, 252, 305, 410 
splitting, 394 

lying up shonld-Ts of, 342 
Grass, coarse, and w. i-ls on lawn, 303 

from the lawn mower, 340 

Gum-tree, the, 012 
orchard in. 394 

plots, renovating. 40 
seed, sowing, 405, 500, OOS 

Twitch. IKK) 
Grasses. 500 

course, on lawn, 201 

in pot -. 0,34 
miilnhlr, /nr arranging 

jhnrcrt, 27" 

Grave, dwarf plants for, 3!) 

Grease hands, 212; to prevent F, 
moth, 858 

Greek Valerian, 47o 

Green-fly. 272: on Hoses, etc., lsl 
Greenh m-e. 578 

ants in, 202 

elimhers, 98. 23$ 
cool. I.ilies for. 130 

Mowers, sweet-scented, 02 
for Tomatoes. 550 

healing a, 18, 4do, 525 

lean-to, 512 

Gum-trees, 9.5 
Ugnrriiiin 11 rgriilrnin, OI5 ; a. atirvo- 

lineatum. 045; a. Hendatleri, 045 
jviimt inn, 045 

Gypsophila clegans, 393 

Gy psojihilas in the house, 270 

rank 

irilh ml 

llin 

H 

kf. 220, 228 
Snalfiiif.a ~ 

Ihr l-rr.lrH7^37. 2?S 

the Fross-vvort. '327 

the l'yrcncan, 238 

plant, a good v ariegated. 239 

plants for. 142 

sundries. 334 
uuheatc«l, fust-growing climbers for, 

471 ; plants for, II 

Using a, 419 

ventilating a. 4‘«> 
Greenhouses, cold plants fur, in winter, 

320 
Greens, late winter. 291 

luxuriant winter, 521 

winter, growing, so 

Urrrillm rnhntta. 39. 428 ; for rooms, 428 
Ground, poor, manuring, 51 

vveedv, cleaning, 583 Dl'ininal fmiTM'mvnucallis, 125 
Grille, in bed of Mint, 60 J1 la "UMr earrihiea. 12.5 

SJftJfcUVERSITY OF ILUMISM 

U3EMANTHUS KalhaHrii', 207 
llairls-ll, Gargano, 176 

Ivv, 170 

Ligurian, 177 
lininrr't, 177 

the alpine, 170 
the hoarded. 170 
ihr hrilllr. 170. 177 

Ihr Cai/nthiiiii, 170 

Ihr earn mini. 177 

the Mont Fcnis, 170 
Ihr il/tc.l. 170 

the vase, 177 

the violet. 177 

the wall. 177 
yVnldstelli’s, 177 

llairliells, ris*k ganlen, 170 
Il.iir-w.>rills, 21s 

Hall, the new Horticultural, 525 

Hamburgh*. breeding, for show, 55$ 
llaudlights in tin- ganlen. 259 

llart's-tongiie failing, .592 

Harvest-hug. 2t>2 
Hazel-trees, pruning, 49 

Heath, at,line J-'oml, HO 
Hrootn, 111 

Cornish, 111 
Grey,110 
Irish. Ill 

Mairt. Ill 

Mediterranean, 271 
S|sinish, llu 
Ihr h .thrill. 110 

the Mediterranean, 11'> 
Heaths, hanly, 119; raising, 429 
Heather, 111 
Heating a lean-to. 200 

Hedgehog* in garden*, 435 
Hedge, pruning Sweet Drier, 28 

II, lychliim coroiiurmm, 77 

ll> liuiilhciilUllis. 553 
Heliotrope in winter, lsl 

Heliotropes failing, 193 
standard, 518 

llelleltorus tnaximus, 550 
oriental is, 88 

lien, death of. 91, 173, 211, 201 

Hens ailing, 00 
dviug,2(8 

with scaly legs, 303 
Herbs. 29 

lleiiehera sangitinea, 411 
seedlings, 533 

Hip|w>pha' rhnmiioides, 059 
Hives, earwigs in, 315 

llollv fly . the, 145. 533 

luslge, cutting down, 40 

increasing the, 02S 
the, 508 

trees, old, 49 

Hollies anil Yews, propagation of, 573 
clipping, 559 

cutting down, 249 
Hollyh.s k disease, 149 

leaves with red ru-t, 230 

llollv hoi ks, 228, 397, 500 
diseasisl, ;t'tl 

planting, 304 

should lower leaves lie removed ? 38:) 

Honesty, preserving, 498 

Honey, colour of. til 
Honeysuckle in |*oLs, 182 

not flowering. 271 

Hum ysiickli's, dwarf, 285 
Hop leav es, insis ts Oil, 298 
Hops, 129 

spent, a* manure, 212 

Horseradish unsatisfactory, .594 
Hotbed, a, 07 

a steamy . 109 
lloteia Japnnien. Ikit 

Hons., cool plants for,022 

crce|M rs tor, 022 
sl-.p-, lift 

llnii-os, pit-, and frames, cleaning, 02 
Hoy a carnosa, 17, 15" 

llmiica cli gnus, 255, 475; irritation 
caused In , 412 

Hyacinth bulbs, ok I, vvliat to do with, 83 
culture, oil 

Grand Maitre, 178 

Hy acinths after flowering, 135, 662 

failing, 95 
in pots. 034 ; and glasses, 567 ; group¬ 

ing. 02 
Homan, 004 

Hydrangea, 419 

it iiiilnrnllg grairn, 193 

cuttings, potting up, 07 

Hortensia, 019 
paniculata grandifion, 432 

Thomas Hogg, 110 
Hydrangeas, 120 

alum-water for, 88 
in Urgent'! Hark, 32.5 
naturally grown, 103 

treatment of, 351, 407, 457 

on Apple-tree lo 

Guelder Rose. 111(3 
Guinea-lien ailing. :l7J 

125 

I*l|atta, 125 
tprcioM, 125 



GARDENING ILLUSTRATED. VII 

TBERIS. 348 
* eorifolia, 348 

coronarU. 348 
ooirenfolin, 348 
•jUrraltanr a, .■Ml) 
jfrumla, IMS 
)« ir»a, 348 
mnpcritorens, IMS 
temperrinnt, IMS 
Te noreana, IMS 
umbettata, IMS 

linuntnpliylltim minim mu, 17, 150 
linpaticns Sullani. .Mil 
In -arvillea compact*!, 7 

Delaeayi, 7 
grxnditlora, 7 
variahili*, 7 

lialia-ruhbcr-plnnt, 4f«>, 502 
Inwvticldes, using. 210 
Insect in garden, 4011 

m hour*. 3410 
m Violet bed, 501 
pent#, 106 

Insect* in Carnal inn Iasi, .Mil 
in Cucumber bed. 82 
in flower bonier, 02 
in iranlen, 450 
injuring plant-, 450 
in woodwork, 220 
on a Cactus, 201 
i* a (lower bonier. IM4 
cm Apple-trees, 25U, 428 
on Aqiillegias, 2US 
cm Ktm. 3D3 
on fruit-trees, 112 
on Hop leaves, 21*8 
on Pear-tree*. 415 
cm nail trees, 580 

Imihi •ilniuiiU'tta, 524 
Inula*. 524 
Ireland. (lowers from, <1112 

note* from, 240 
In*. Algerian, S10 

cilrlu Onlbnnt, in /*.(. 0 
Knglish. (rom seed, 533 
Cmbriata, 39. 150 
Oaten m a Decant I, in- ganlen, 337 ; In 

lievnn, 30(1 
Ka-mpferi seedlings, treatment of, 310 
in* iqx-ning, 222 
palliila. 305 
ret ieulata in jmt, 9 
-Ijlnsa. 310, 470 
S'l-i.iiia, 1411 
rh- Kngli-li, planting, 170 

In-**. 964. 387 
«..•/ [ii)nws. .V.2 
i ililnrmaii, 412. 5.»l 
15 *1i-h anM Spanish, .MW 
Ph,'. 212, 203 ; nml Lupine*, 522 
i. mnan, a group of, 293 
i* thane, 387 
>jani*n. 256, 205 ; planting with other 

ImllM, 524 
I- kjiis gracilis, 525 
l>v. a fine, 49 

ii. l rd'jiluj iif, 578 
l-Tri -bearing, 4mi 

" ihuifr.1 Until" iii Xm-/,ilk ganlen, 49 
• uttiiig, (45 
the Holden Tree, (Mil 

Ivies. Ill 
lariegated. (nr walls, 122 

Iviis in pots, 514, 580 

JASMINE, common white, pruning, 
.MSI 

1-r winter flowering, 446 
planting out, 95 
' h* white, nninlng. 370 
white, not iilooming, 573 

Ji-iiiiiium humile, 4IS» 
ondlflorum, 153 : transplanting, 010 

J ••.flower, (allure ol. 13 
J-i.iat.lree, the. at Dnlirirh College, 245 
Jus- n-ia ealveotrieha, 012 

sir,ISO, 22* 
nmcinea, 238 
lilaciiia, 238 

li»l, 238 
•plendrns, 238 

Juticia* and (heir culture, 233 

K 
!/■ AIN IT. the ii*e of. 559 
*» Kale, Sent eh, 037 
Kabnia angustifolin, 313; n. car. nnnn, 

313 ; a. car. ovala, 313 ; a. var. rulira, 
313 

gUuca. 313 
latifaiia. 313: I. var. myrtifolia, 313; 

I. var. polyqietaln, 313 
Kuhnian, 313 
s_»iaka Nut, the, 075 
K-nria*. 9 
hitrhru ganlen, nnVM/e iralk ill, 583; 

walk*. 5s2 
K tleci". feeding, 595 
K-.iphofta aloides. 410; ci. mndM, 4U 

In a Sentch garden, lllyJIgTlIZea 
(ti/v-helli, 410 
■wnlewens. 410 
cuniosa, 410 

Kniphofla enrallina, 410 
foljom, 411 
liybriila Obi-link, 410; h. Triumph, 111, 

653 
Xel Mini, 410, 411 
Northin', 410, 411 
Mimrtiniunn, 411 
Rooperi, 411 
Karnicntosn, 411 
Tucki, 411 

Kniphofla*, 410, 553 
dividing. 432 

Knotweed*, the, 134 
Kielreuteria paiiiculntn, 122 

T ABURNUM,: 
I* Adnmi, 355 

r.5 

by 

alpininn Watneri, 355 
(As com nnni, 354 

the Nepaiil, 245 
rnlgaiv, 854. 855 

Lachenatio*. 77 
in not*, mi 

Uidyhird, the s|iotled, 272 
Ladybird* in greenhonne. 408 

Laity’s Siivtier, the Kngtirh, 327 
I Julia piiiiiifa. 07 

HiinerhieiiH, growing, 327 

Isunb's lettuce, 053 

Imud Cress growing, 070 
land, dry, improving, 010 
l-antana*. 512 
l-apagcrins, 471 

growing, 407 
I-urch, growths on, 12 

Ijirkspurs, animal, .88 

/-cihsW, Mountain, 313 

laurels and Hollies, 4<sJ 
in I ting down, 258 

failing. 150 
Ijiiiriislimi*, 485 

Invatern t rimes tr is, 140 

lavender, propagating, 432 

Law— 
A gardener'* testimonials. 211 

Agreement lor a lease ol lives. 51* : (or 

working nursery ground, 225; to 

surrender tenancy, 121 
A nursery foreman's notiee, 185 

A nurseryman's notiee. 211 

Arrangement to surrender tenancy, 1(10 
Assessment to jioor rate, 344 

A tenant's elallll (or eoinpeu«alioii, 201 
Bee-keeping, nuisance from, Oil 

Books, purchase of. from canvasser, MO 
Breach of eonlrnet. 288 

< ‘arriage licence, ;»4 
Cat* anil doves, 027 
Cats tre*]suuing, 107 

Cattle breaking through garden fence, 
400 

Chimneys, imisnncc front, 04 
Claim against railway company (or non¬ 

delivery, 140 : (or wages, disability 
from neeident, 140 

C*>m|H.'nsation, a gardener's claim (or. 
005; a tenant's rlaim (or. 52: (or 
glasshouses erected in market gar¬ 

den. 572 
('onlrnet, a ipiestion o(, 81 ; to pur¬ 

chase property, 518; to relav lawn, 
107 

Damage to crops by felled timlier. 121 

Determination of tenancy, 341 
Discharge c.f sewage into ncighlstm's 

dileh—easement. 173 
Division of property. 140 

Dog, a neighl«mr's. 404 ; chasing lees- 

passing fowls, 4U4 
Drainage question, a, 518 

Kntry lo rc-pair fence. 532 

Keiiee*, Isiiindnry, uminlenanee of. 015 
Flower show—res|*>usihility ol com- 

miltee lor i>ri*cs offered. 431 

Forfeiture clause in teimney agree¬ 
ment. 431 

Fowls trespassing. 027 

linrdencr mid Chrysanthcmiinis. 027 
Hardener, the, and the citizen. .'-Hi 

Hardener's, a Jobbing, charges, 288; 
contract, oilo : notiee, a. 00. 81. noil, 

016 : iwrquisites, 330; plants, a. 1152 ; 
tenancy, 480 

Harden fenoc, n, 222; giving up. 274 : 
let. to tenant, 185; private, growing 

crops in, 30 ; tenancy, a, 173 

Greenhouses, assessment ol, 04; the 
rating ol, 431 

Ground Game Act—(nrmers and the 

trapping ol rabbits. 532 
Hawkers' licenses, 518 

Hedge, a neighbour's, 585 

Hedger, right of a, to take the dead 
wood he cut*. 585 

House, a gardener's, 074 
Income-tax, 480. 505 

Igmdhinl and tenant—a tenant's eloim, 
186 

Landlord's right to jvaint premises let 

wi tenant, 344 
Igvnd subject to quit noil. 404 
Lending money on mortgage, 380 

Letting and snb-lctting, a question of. 

075 
Market garden, quilting, 135 ; rating 

/TT», 201 
■nrkoHCaW/m ; position, 

Minerals, right 
Mortgage and Income-tax, 81; release 

of, 015 

Law— 

Notiee, a gardener's, 492; a sub-tenant's, 

27; necessary to determine tenancy, 
12; to determine weeklv teimney, 

107; to quit, 311, 107, 235.201; to quit 

ganlen, 357 ; toquit -right to remove 
fruit-trees, 12 

Nuisance Irom aslus. 572 

Nurserv ground, agreement fortcnnnrv 
of, 672 

Ownership o( wall, 445 

Partnership question, 398; mailer, a, 
027 

Poor-rate, nssesment of, 344 
Position of an outgoing ti-imnt, 517 

Poultry trespassing, 135 

Private tenant may not remove fruit 
I roes. 81 

Prnpcrtv, ruinous, left to lenants for 
Iif.-. 517 

Quitting tenants and fruit-trees, 517 

Removal ol fixtures after expiration of 

tenancy, (81 

Hepiuliation of verbal luring of house, 
114 

Bight of tenant to remov e Rose-trees, 
121 

Right to light, 52 

Rights of ganlen tenant, 185 

Roiul. enclosing waste places al side of 
of, 27 

Sale of laud subject to a right of way, 
315 

Sheep trespassing, 558 

Tenancy, dctcniiTuation of, 344 : nature 
and conditions of, 5.68 ; term* of, til 

Tenant continuing in iseupation after 

expiration of lease, 1117 ; death ol - 

future of tenancy, 27; removing 
plant*, 1192 

Tenant's right on removal. 392 
The Market Hardener's (.'omiiensatlnn 

Act, 2-22 

Tithe, payment of, 1152 
Title lo land, 4t>4 

Tree* growing over wall, 302; Over¬ 

hanging branches of, 27 

Trespass by builder, till 
Vinery, claim io a. 392 

Wild Bird*' Protection Acts, the, 48(1 
Will, witnessing a, 074 

Wire on lioundary, 052 
Igivvn, ants in, 230 

a weedy. <911 
coarse liras* and weeds oil, 393 

Daisies in, 470. 493 

decoration, 300 
f dry rings on. 242. 119 

gromnl, vveeily, eleauilig, IJ40 

holes in. 403 
inmroring a. 673 

in l-ad coiidilioii, 500 
making a, 303, 445 
Moss on, 101 
Mushrooms on, 90 

newly-sown, 95 ■ 
patchy, 412 

remaking a. 309 
renovating, 82, 9.1, 135, 370, 125, 001 

top.drc**ing, 538 
weed, 435. 492 
weeds, 250 

I-awns, 2«M 

aiitiinin irealnient. 374 

Dandelions on, 445 

l«ior, 71 
wecils on, 310 

Isiycrs, g-ssl winter, 405 

Iwaf blotch, Cucumlier anil Melon, 159 
i-nrl, 024, 058 

eillter bee, 350 
mould. Ivul. 239 

Lea-, cs..blight on, 013 

skeleton, 28, 3.’>8 
using a IksI of, (kilt 

Is-cks, 1 
hlaiielnsL 7*0 

Ix'inoii plant, sweet-scented, pro|ugating 

810 
la'onolis Is-omirus. 2ss 
la-opanl's-haiie, 194 
la-opard moth, the vvoo-l, .V) 

1s t I lice and Kndlvc, 355 
some, for the summer, 442 

Lettuces. 50. 79. 237 

during hot weather. 103 
carlv, 2; early sowing' under glass, 

79 

under glass, 124 
worm* at roots of. 91 

I.oui•opin ion Browni. 201 

Levelling and planting. 000 
lyCyeesteria formosa, 409 

Uiil ris, (9K 
qraioini/nlia ilnbin, 008 

Lilac and Guelder Roses, forcing, 048 

Liliiim aura turn, 492 ; a. and L. eaiull- 
dum, i91l ; as a Isvrdcr plant, 150; at 

KeW, 403: decaying, 454 ; failing, 

404 ; not slatting, Mil 
candid urn. 130, 518 

eroeemn, 149 

elegans and its varieties, 2"3; c. 
Orange Qncrn, 203 

gnimilciini ill an frith an Men, 149, 

537 ; part of group of, 537 ; nhoirimj 
the "feet*. .rs!0 

llaiiMoni. 027 

longitlonim, 544 : In a wlndow-liox, 
350 ; in Snath Derail gaeite/i, _509 ; 

l.ilinins, |Kitiing, 010 
Lily, •jnhlrii - eayeil. •iicrly <)mien 

annnnj l-eat-lneiinl Jirnl-t, 4isl 
Madonna, diseasisl, 242, .100 
ill' the Fir hi, the, 4lSi 
ol the Valley, 500, 590; and Daffmlils, 

pot ling up, 07 ; bed, making, 397 ; 
bed, remaking, 185; failing, .'08; 
{lotting, 07 ; top-dressing, 521 

tile Marlngoii, 492 
the Xnnkeen, 214, 581 
Peruvian, 0 
the llnekirmtl, 280, 281 
the Scarborough, 439 
tree, rimreet til, in uhl China bronze 

rate, 205 
Lilies, 22. 479 

after flowering, 492 
and other hulk*, treatment of, 5sil 
ainl lintrt in a Hampel,ire guttle,i, 

305 
Day, 310 
for 1-nnl greenhouse, 130 
for plaining amongst flowering shriilm, 

474 
goisl ganlen. 87 
III flower, 693 

in {vnt* after flowering, 334 
in the garden, 6so 
Madonna, a bonier of, 319; diseased, 

259 
of the Valley, blight Oil, 193 ; limtely 

arrange,! in a glare, ol 
peat-loving, 402 
Peruvian, 311 
Plantain, 22 
various, treatment of, 152 
white, in cottage gnniens, 324 

Lillie, carbonate of, 248 
chrysalis in, 592 
dressing, 590 
from acetylene gas, 50 
value of. 25 

Lime-tree leaves, growths on, 274 
!,iinleitl-cc'ii't iiniml- itnra, 071 
Linnet, death of, 418 

green. 118 
rial. 218 
flic. 49.6 

Liiiuni alpininn, 339 
canipaniiliilum, 3-19 
llavum. 339 
firiiililitlnnini, 331, 338, 339 
nionogymmi, 339 
laii'bnnnriitc, 339 
jierennc, 339 
snlsoloides, 340 

Liquid-manure ap)illi-l III winter, till; 
applying. 493; (nr fruit-tree*. 1.60, 
17.6 : for newly-planted Rose-. 021 

Li(hos|K-nmim {iur{iureo-cicrule'iin, 0*91 
l*HU0. 121 

<1 

cnrdinnlis, 001; Increasing, 22 
fulgens. 319 

Lobelias fr-.m seed and cuttings, 250 
b.-rkveon-. 538, fg,:, #«, 029 
perennial, 032 

l.ogan Berry. Oil); planting, 000 
Istnirera flexuosa, t'S* 

fragraiitissinia, 1.63 
Ja)ioniea, 313 
Sfnndishi. 153 

lespiat, irc.itmeiit of, 230 
Is.ins peliorrliy ncliiis, 101 
l-nvr binl picking out it* feathers, 136 
Low liinls, 215 
l.upiii, annual, 149 

yelbnr Tree, in the hrrbaccmit bar,let 
623 

Lychnis llaa.-cana, 331. 350 
Michauxia mill llrcmuri, 131 
vcs|ierlina, fl.-pl., 1*9 

M 
TUf AGGOT, f'aniaiion. 693 
I” Maggots in ganlen so l, 035 

in Pears, 40S 
Mininntia built, 258 

ciispirnn for walls, 400 
failing, 2.68 
Frateri in the Azalea ganlen at Hem, 

269 
tlrllala in Mettet. Bar/* mirterii lit 

Tl-im : hitt -O. I**. 1-9 I .I •roll 
in Cnl. H"tkerrille't giiMen at Henley, 
nil-Tim met, 1*3 

Magnolias, 268 
Maiden's Wreath, 120. 334 
Manure, artificial, 07 

mulching with, 107 
Manures, artificial, 474 ; for plants, 248 

for Chrysanthemum-. 291 

liquid, use of, in winter, 035 
Maple, Japanese, 14 
Mnmntn Wursecwirxii. 027 
Marguerite Daisy-fly, 121, 300 
Marguerilet, a group of, 292 

keeping. 446 
unhealthy, 201 

Marigold, the French, *8 
Market, growing flowers for. 3*0 
Marvel of Peru. 580 
Masdcvnllia picta, 170 

Ineamitit, 117 
Maxillaria grniuliflom, 151 
May frosts, severe, 19.1 

I. in tula re, 031 ; the »e©|RlC|jRi&| fraktidow Siitlrons. 598 
533 Menlv hug on Plunibago, 174; on Vine*, 
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Melon, thr Water, sou 

Wm. Tillery, 354 

Melon-, 030 

noil Cucumlicrs in cold frames mid pit-, 
305 

disensed, 440 

growing, 008 

ripening, 280 
splitting, 440 

treatment of, 410 
Water, 800 

Me-embrynntheiimm ro-eillli, I8n 

Me-piln- Smitlii, ill 
the Snowy, 400 

Mezereum, Mountain, 201 

Van Houtte's, 201 
M ieharlmat Daisies, arrangement of, 57 

Michauxia, 030 
eainuannlnietes, 230, 080 

Tchihatchefli, 030 

Michanx's Belljtnieer, 030 

Mignonette for winter flowering, 288 
pot, 85 ; planting out, 300 

Mildew on Hoses, 2«1, 310, 445, 533; 
under glass. 111, 155 

on Vines, 122, 542. 007 

Millipedes in a garden, 230 
Miltonia anceps, 033 

Candida. 083 
Clowesi, 033 

cuncata, 033 
Moreliann, 033 

l’linlmnopsis, 033 

Roe/Ji, 033 
sjiertabitis Moreliana, 033 

rexillaria, 033, 035 

Miltonian, 033 

Miinulus, 20, 072 

Mint, 0t! 
failing, 285 
growing, 004 

Mistletoe, 010 

projiagnting tile, ISO 
Mock Oranges, 377 

Montbrctias, 44, 295, 412, 505 

culture of. 445 

failing, 513 
Morisia hylsvgam, 2.55 

Mortar, old, and lime for plant-, 178 
Musehosma rijmritnn, 30 

Moss, common, 27 

in lawn, 161, 489, 533 

on soil in |»ot-, 10O 

on walks, 414 
Moss-litter-maimre. 550, 559 

Moth, angles, shades, 154 

swallow-tail, 154,403 
the Death's-head, 298, 414 

the tiger, 170 

the winter, 232 
Mullierry, propagating the, 4lf> 

tree, pruning a, 300 
trees, 209; old, inSnssex, 209 

Mule breeding, 075 

Mullein, the Cretan, 122 
Muscats, shanked, 401 
Musk, 1-011101011. in open Isinler, 338 

Mushrooms, 122, 391 
growing, 495; under greenhouse stage, 

108 

in iwddock. 597 

on law-ii, 90 
tem|M-ratures for, 055 

woodliee on, 4to 
Mussel-scale on Apple-trees, 32 

Mutisia, 020 
decurrens, 101 

Myosotis and Aly-sum, raising, 197 

Myrtle, a spray of, 37 

brown scale on, 293 

losing leaves, 14 

moving a, 101 
the, 37 
treatment of, 78 

N 
XT AMES, misleading, 250 

Saccissi and Laurel shoot*, arrange¬ 

ment of, 144 

two frame, 01 
Nureiss, Poet's, double, failing. 204 

the Poet's, in a Herd, wood, 215 
Narcissus, double white, failing, 454 

triandrus in a /mt, 01 
Nasturtium, dwarf pink, 88 

tuberous-rooted. 573 

Nasturtiums, dwarf, 131 

In pots. 512 
Nectarines, earwigs eating, 403, 123 

fulling, 304 , 
Nepenthes, cutting down, 320 

Nephrolepls, 000 

exnltata, 003 

Nerines nnd Vallota-, 390 

growing, 405 

Nettles, young, 124 ; ns food. 160 
Nicotinna alllnis, 415 

Nitrate of soda for A-imrogus, 27.5 
Nonpareil, death of, 201 

treatment of, 07.5 

Nut bushes, pruning, 02s 

the tUadder, at,forced, 25 

Nuts, keeping, 533 
Nympha-a Marliaciea, 511 ; M. nlbidn, 

511; M. albida in open irater, 33 ; .1/. 

cornea, 511 ; M. Khromntvlln, 511 ; M. 

flammen, 511; M. ignea, 511; M. 

rosea, 511 ; M. rubra punctata, 511 ; 

M. sanguinea, 511 DlQltlZ6Q DV 
Rnbinsoni, 109 

tulicrosa, 505; nnd ils varieties. 505: 

t. Havesccns, 505; f. Uiehardsoni, 

505; t. rosea, 505 

o 
f)AK, fungus on, 50 
” leaves, galls on, 058 

|iollarvling an, 523 

the Durmast, 500 
Obituary- 

Dr. Charles Stuart, 25 

Udont‘*iln*snin crisyum, 219, 002 

Wallisii, 470 

Oil beetle, the. 180 
hcntiiiR apparatus, 330 

stove tor greenhouse, 559 

Oleander, grow ing. 28 

pruning, the, 288 
treatment of, 544 

Oleanders, 022 

failing to o|*cn, 4<», 445 

Olearia llaasli, 03. Util 

Ompholodes linifolia. :|97, 425 
Oneidium h'nrbesi, 02 

Mursliallinnum, 28 

Oneidiums, Mexican, 02 

Onion Ailm Craig, 570 
Brown Sjsi n ith, 515 

bulbs the second year, 183 
Cranston's Excelsior, 50 
Crimson Globe, 24 

tiv, 440 ; prevention of the, 411 

maggot, the, 122 

sees I. 478 
White Spanish, 515 

Onions, autumn-sown, 50 

flavouring, for summer use, 2 

fowl-manure, for, 040 
giant, 392 

good keeping, 023 

keeping, 55 f-lanting grown out, 29 
'otato, 319 

Spanish, 515 

spring-sown, 073 

transplanting, Sit 
Onosnia albo-roscnni, 21 

echioides, 21 

pyramidoJe, 21 
simplii'issininm, 21 
steliulatum, 21 
hiuricum, 21 

Orange-tlmrrr, the Mexican, 105; in Cum- 

hcriund, 285 
fungus on Hose, 303 

tree, seislllng, 493 

treatment of, 108 
trees, grafting, 4(1 

Oranges, seedling, 130, 810 

Orchard fruit, protecting, 225 

ill Grass, 391 

manuring, 93 
la sts, nnd how to conilnt them. 500 

Orchards sprayed w ith |siisonous washes, 

grazing In, 529 
Orchid, the (Queen's. 219 

leaves falling off, 49 

Orcliids, cool-house, 171 
imported, In New Zealand, 219 

leaf-soil for, 470 

o|ien air, nnd Kerns, 195 

treatment of various, 212 
(Ixinunda regal is at Mount Usher, 307 

Ostrowskya nuiguillca, 027 

P 
D^EONY, a flue Tree, 204 

r old Tree, i at tilyndr, 425 ; hy dmirway, 

201 
Pieonies, 121 

anil Chrysanthemums failing, 344 

(iividing stisils of, 518 

some good, 492 
the Tree, 497 

Tree, increasing. 587 ; in the house, 125 

l’nint from glass, removing, 039 

Palm failing, 213, 288 

Sago, raising, 08 

Palms and Kerns lor greenhouse, 052 
for n greenhouse. 248 

Pa m/sis Urass, 529, 573, 045; moving, 

288 
Punnx Victoria', 027 

Pancratium iimrilinmm, 474, 580,070 
1‘anicnin rarityatnm as a rose plant, 529 

Pansy, Pembroke-, dowers of, in a glass 

bowl, 2U7 

seed, soil for raising. 228 
Tufted, A. .1. How-berry, 70; Cottage 

Maid, 388 : Hold Crest, 323; Latlv in 

White, 323 ; Little Prim e, 323: Mrs. 

E. Cade, 203; Prim-ess May, 323: 

Ooecn of flic Year, 323 ; Violetta, 323 

Pansies, 115, 391 

fertilising, 215 

from seed, raising, 108 
prolonging the bloom of, 222 
treatment of, 193 

Tufted, 115, 264. 301, 400, 630, 040; 

for spring planting, 0 ; from seed, 8; 
hoeing betwix-n the plants, 108 ; ill 

July, 309; miniature.flowerisI, 323 ; 

planting, 570 ; preparations for 
autumn propagation, 388; propa¬ 

gating, 157 ; propagating, for autumn 

planting, 295; selection of proved 

s—> sorts, 373 ; i*v, lor tow n gardens, 

r1^'1 - l,abi,> 
frowertnqr 

for autmirpfaiitiug, 831 

Pnrallin emulsion, 230. 303, 500, 540 

Parakeet, green, treatment o(, 344 

Jil plants for earlv 

Jicn to projiagate, 

Parrot, grey, death of, 274 : peeking out 

its feathers, 65 
pulling out its feathers, 379 

with lame foot, 185 

Parrots ailing, 409 

Parsley, 5(1, 391, (137 

late sown, 275 

unsatisfactory, 559 

Parsnips, 2, 25, 597 

decayed, 559 
Pastpie-flower, shaggy, 21 

PassiHora bleeding, 512 

eirrulco, 7(1 
triloba, 578 

Passifloras, 490 

increasing, 149 

Passion-flower, cutting liack, 13 
not blooming, 139, 652 

Pea, a good, 2»0 
Champion of Kmjland, 448 

Gladstone, 442 

ilarbinger, 24, 28 
Ideal, 2 
Michaelmas, 448 

V fifth's Perfection, 448 

William Hurst, 371 
Peas, ls-st early, II 

cankered, 28 

drills for. 050 
early, 018; imili-bing, 195; notes on, 

319 

failing. 314, 510 

for exhibition, 199 

ground for, 597 
late, 55, 100, 4 48. 477 

manure for, 79 

raising under gloss. 34 

sowing, 24 , 29. 79; earlv, 597 ; edible, 
419 ; late, 237 

staking, 100 

summer, 83 
Sweet, 22, 53, 393, 390, 020. 021, 

640; autumn sown, 3n0; early, 23; 

early, sow ing, 309 ; failing, 303, 310 ; 

failing to open, 197 ; in winter, 514 ; 
keeping up a supply of flowers, :149 ; 

late, 203; making tall growth, 324 : 

9 feet high, 3-sS; no advantage in 

early sow ing, 203 ; plantingont earlv, 

210; planting out the earliest Ivatdi 

of plants, 95; richly-coloured sorts. 
115 ; selection of, 7 : somegissl sorts, 

310; slaking newly-planted seedlings 
of, 17(1, 198 ; three good striiwsl sorts, 

59 

the ls-st, hi 1902, 570 

w ire hurdles for, 109, 274 

wire netting for. 150 

Peach, a gmsl all-round, 410 

Anisdcn June in cold house, 277 

nnd Nectarine, priming the, 005 ; trees 

blighted, 175 
buds dropping, 042 

Early Rivers', 214 

house, making a. 503 
leaves blistered, 150, 101, 225 ; diseased, 

175; turning y ellow, liil 

outdoor pros|vcet, 152 
Royal George, 410 

stones split ling. 220, 006 
Peaches and Nis-tarines, 329; enrlj out¬ 

door, 354 

bitter, 407 

blister ori-url in, 0i« 

budded, 440 
curl in, 548 

disbudding, 37, 122 ; nnd thinning, 112 

failing, 171 

protecting, while in bloom, 02 

rilssetty, 303 
seedling, 484 

silver leaf in, 300,320 
some goisl, 328 

thinning, 209 
under glass, 400 

Peach-tree diseased. 202 

maiden, pruning, 00(1 
I reatmenl of. 275 

Peiu-h-t recs, brown scale on, 407 

casting their fruit, 209 
dying, 59(1 

in a house, planting, 381 
in (Hits, 391 

iliseets on, 358 

lifting, 378 ; and making Itorder, 270 

scale on, 172 

shedding their leaves, 171 

unhealthy, 1:13 

Pear Bcrgnmotle Rspcren, 10. 000 
Brum' Snprrlin, 508 

bloom blackened. 212; eodlin moth in. 
destroying. 145 

crop, the, 507 

Easter Retirre, 594 

Jargonelle, 503; us a stoislard, 570; 

failing to fruit, 423 

leaf blister mite, 195 
Marie llenoisl, 150 

midge, the, 218 
Pillliustoii, 547 

saw-fly, 850 

the great north country, 503 

Williams' lion Chretien, 440; pruning, 

432 
Winter Nells, 004 

Pears and Plums for walls, 531 

as pyramids, 878 
cordon-trained. 10 
'rucking, SO.'!, 383, 401, 432, 590 

Pears, six good uiarkt-l, 528 

summer, 359 

Hires- good, 508 

Pear-tree, 590 

an early leafing, 78 

cankered, 136 

excrescences on, 14 
,/argonrlle, /"(rf of a, in,fruit, 503 

not fruiting, 212 ’ 
slug, 025 

stems cracking, 212 

unfruitful, 172 
Pear-trees cankered, 407, 509 

not fniiting, 470 

unhealthy, 244 

Pelargonium cuttings, 600 
Dnumirr, 677 

tiustnre tUrantin, 525 

leaves d) ing off, 149; eaten, 149 7 
fungus on, 195 ; spots on, 253 

the Zonal, from seed, 302 

Zonal, Durhrss of lliirkinghain, 49(17. 

Kire Dragon, 191 
Pelargoniums, 072 • 

failing, 668 

fancy, treatment of. 274 

for w inter flowering, 30 

good scarlet, 451 
Ivy-leaved. 4i«s 
pro|iaguting. 349 

re|s>ttiiig, 064 

some goisl Kreneh, 126 

I he Holder on, 299 

tricolor, 181 
twelve g.ssl, 2SI 

unhealthy, 174 
Zonal, winter-flowering, Is, 254 , 273 

I'ella-a adiuiilioides, OlSi 

Pellionia pulehra, 027 
Pi-ntas larnea, 451 

PellUtemoil Imrliatus, 500 

the liearded, 500 
Penis lemons, 265, :t8ti 

from seed r. named kinds, 41*4 

propagating, 388 
Pep/trr Bush, the Sweet, 019 

Perennials and annuals, 07 

anil bulbs, 4xx 

for Isirdcr, 35s 
forcing hardy, in pots, 404 
for garden, 324 

hardy, sowing seeds of, 218 

low-growing, 588 

mauve and yellow, for autumn, 688 

spring-flowering, 242 
what to do with, SO 

I’ergoln, plants for. 34 
Pemcttvas, increasing, 659 

Pests in garden, 047 

lYtuniu seed, sowing, 418 
Petunias, 22, 403 

Pllilailelphtis, 377 

eoronnrius, 370, 377 

Gonloniamis, 377 
nrandi/lnrtis, 377 
hirsutus, 377 

Lcuioinei, 377 ; I,, erectus, 377 
niicrophyl/us, 377 

Phlox divaricuta. 8 

herbaceous, 551 

Tnpis Blanr nt Rrlgrnrr, 551 

Phloxes, dwarf, 324, 550 

for (Mils, 213 

in nutiimn, 295 
late, .Bid 

perennial, 029 

twelve goisl, 400 

Phormitim lennx, 638, 607; in open air 
7. 40 

PliyllooacttiH, a hybrid, 303 
rv-isitting, 130 

Phyllocurti failing, 142 
liv brid, 303 

raising, 222 
Phytomv /„o atflnis, 121, 540 
I'leris. 141 

jtorihundn, 141, 143 

fonnusa, 141, 143 
japonira, 141, 142 

Pigeons, young, death of, 173 

Pine-tree, fungus on, 180 
Pink, name of. 5*si 

the old lllnek and While, Iss 
Pinks, 2s2 

nil relgiim of. 101 
from seed, 135 

garden, 310 

laced, 222 

planting, 431 
|ini|uigatiiig. 533 
white, 101 

Pipes, galvanised, tor heating, 602 

Pippin, Cox's Orange,fruiting bra 

11 
ting branch of. 

Piptantlms nepalciisis, 245 

Pit, brick, using a. 191 

Pits, cold, value of, 29 

Plant, a line winter flowering, 593 
a good room, 513 
hugs, 259 

for background, 185 

forcing hy ether, 525 

houses, shading, 110; and pits, fumi¬ 

gating, 512 

leaves going brown nt the tips, 680 
|H>ttiiig a, 393 

sell-olinging. for wall, 460 

what is a lierlsu-eous i 228 
Plants after forcing. 693 

crop of, 437 Hi'ininal from *nd flowers in the house, 141 
from husin— c. wall trees'Hj’W111 a 1 11 ul " arranging, 208 
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Plant", climbing, 4 ; in the conservatory, 
C02 

delicate. covering, 4S0 
dv art t•oni«r, from iced, 81 
edible stemmed, 550 

evergreen, lor tub", 419 
tailing, .'iTI 

l.ne-foliagrd, in rooms. 044 
lor baskets, 14:1 

tor luuir in Februarv, 380 
lor bed, 54, 88 

I -r U deling. ,'c87 

lor beds. 397. 5X1, 627 

lor bonier, 211,MW ; faring ea«t. 114 

uw chan by uni. 413 
ic»r cold greenhouse, *** 
tor c-ool-liou-e. 622 

tor filliil up |Hind, 04J3 
lor forcing, 573 

lor glasshouse. 121 
lor greenhouse, 142, 070 

lor late autumn, 2Hi 
lor mound, 149 

lor north Under, 89 
lor peaty lank, 114 

|..r lingula. 34. 412 
lor sandy soil. 2sg 

lor •liadr. 18 
lor -luuled lad, 1*0 

lor shady gulden, 445 

lor shady sandy lank, 34 
for sheltered "|«it, 316 

lor "ide oi brook, 149 
lor small unhealed greenhouse, HIM 

tor -li.lie eider mill, 2811 
lot (tone edgings, 121 

l',r sunless w iiidmvs, 274 
hr nnheatrd greenhouse, 14 

good rwnc, fc»r winter, 610 

growing, 639 

F-U'lt autumn-flowering, 357 : dividing, 
h®; flowering, lor shady positions, 
Vs-, , tor lied, 348; for mill-season 

flowering, 128 ; r/roapiii I rink ganlm, 

43 ; herbaceous, 44'.); in pot*, MO; 

raising. 17s; snarling, ,'s'H; under 

rU». 101 
lierloc eon", on llrnss, 4131 

iisloor, in small |sit*, 119 
ismniolature of, ml 

ud growing, 331 

C hi I 'eleriac. 28 
••Id mortar and lime for, 178 

pinching or stopping', .VI 
poisonous, 643 

rabbit proof, lo flower in August, 241 

ir|-otting, 34 

stccull pe.i, (or house furnishing,513 

tail growing, 98 

Ihree useful wilder-flowering, 142 
to flower in s|>are room, 96 ; I his year, 

u> rro» under staging, 3U9 

le|ilmsing, 672 

coder trees, 829 
«i(h line foliage. 126 
with fragrant flowers and leaves. 77 

I lording out too calls a mistake, WO 
season, the. 4*3 

Platt rrrium, lull 
iSthinjjirn la, 64, 3 6 

ih-ienrtle. 413. fONI 

islorme. 64 

•ininils, 63, 61, jhKl 
IriHhii, 63 

Wallie-lli. 64, 3141 
Itilljnrkii. Id, 396 

Hum. a gcssl early , 384 

and \ me gmlting, 664 

• oe s«io!den l>mp, fr»7 
c rnp. the. 416 

brand Duke. 484 
I'lniics, tlr— rl. and I.ages as eorrlnns, 

641 ; two giKsI tree.Muring. 478 

not fruiting, 47n 
-cond crops of, 808 
•■u kers from, ik37 
young r, old trees, 630 

Plumbago 13 ; /'. raprusis, 398 

grow ing. <414 

laqehlJ*, 334) 
mealy -bug on, 174 

I I mi-tree llrand Duke diseased, 198 

gumming, fan 
1 him-lrns I liglilerl, 131 

lading. 401 

pruning. .‘>47 
•e ’cedar\ flowers on, 289 

wall MW- 

weak. 1-3 
Poinss-ltus p.lh'lierrima, 142. .'414 

in-el I a>. MO 

fl-sgg ng w hell cut, 47 
cil cos 4. 864 

iYlt-tiMimnui. 479 
/• Jsimll cm SiirrHunu.yrrnihmitt rallnif 

of. 36 

1VH anthu- r-s, 22, 250. 264, 000 

i ..W-laisd, 131 

in flower, 232 

ctaraed, 14 
polygonum amplcxicaule, 434 

laldtshnanisiliil, 4114 

Brunoms, 434, 5-9 

-•apilatuui, 4.'14 
i \i.fnjntn,n 6/ truin'. 434 , 433 

orfenlale, 434 

yffstaehfUM. 4f44. 438 

• viialimi.ee, 434 

mrrinifrJimu, 4 54 

sc'::a,"s^:-.aifiti«d 
I'd, c haring a. of scum. 1«> 

lUbsl-up. plants for. ««8 

4ml. I lie lafc. 49. 
Peril cler.a corrfata, 149 

Pcol side, plants for. J80 
/Vy.pg, I hr llViife It nth. 5*8 

Poppies, Iceland, 241, 470. 070 

Oriental, 556 

Shirley, 689 
I oidi, climbers (or, 22 

I'm t nine as, Co 

I. into, ’ HI 

c mp, the. 441 
disuoc, the, 291 

tfiatUd on Toiniilo, 640 
glowing early, 124, uo 

unions, pluming, 6: a 

Snowdrop, 124 
l'p to-l>ale, 2 
II hilr Ulrphnnl, III 

Polatois, 349 

aitltl'ial inniuirc’ for, 84 
early, 2,31(1; diwase, .314 ; laic plant¬ 

ing ol, lor seed, DM 

lor planting. size ol. 56 

liingus in, 479 
in Kent, 394 

in pots, 197 

keeping, (or show, 370 
maggots in, 316 
moulding up, 182 

on meadow land, 442 

scabbed, 31(1 
well, 398, 533, 540, 018; in winter, 515 ; 

preserving, 371 

Poultry in coiillncmcnl. 173 
keeping, commencing, 81 

Prinilnse, the, anil Datwiiilsiii. 442 
l*rimroses, 338 

Kvcning, some notes on, 09 
raising, 968 

/'iliiiiiln .fa ri ansa, non 

frniutnsa, 669; and others, 669 

japuniea, 358 
obconica, 149, 174. 829, 878 : pojvonons, 

197. 6<r2 
pabsssras alba, 161) 

rosea seeil nnl starting, 412 
and i>n, 669 

sent, keeping, Kin 

Sielinldi, 622 
sinensis, 75 

slellala, growing i n, 111 
the Chine se', in, 75 

I lie old dniililc white. 74 
Primulas, 4:;9 

a mile nil, 471 

Chinese. 539 ; growing, 671 

double Chinese, 841; iuci casing, 49 
I'rlvct, planting, 016 

Pruning, 8*6 
wilder, 687 

I'luniis Aviimi, 152 
I'ml ns, 182 

triloba, pruning, 95 
Pullet eggs (nr hatching. 81 5 
I'vrcUiruin Jubilee, 98 
I'y ret brums, 265 

Phloxes, and Delphiiiiun s, 463 
single. 488, (129 

Pynis japonica, pruning, 679 
sinensis, 78 

Quassia < \ tract, n ukii g, 197 

lyuerc IIS sissiliflnlu. Mil 

R 
DABBITS ill the guide n. 470 

I* liiidislies in niitiiinn, 421 

Uainoiidiu, 489 
pprrnaisa nilii, 489: nl Vi rt, 4f 9 

Ranunculus ncuiiitifolius, -_>i i 

al)M'Slris, 2.»9 
a III jilssisim/is, 2*9 

aiieinoiiiiiilcs, 289 
liilohiis, 2* l 

blllllltlis, “so 

erenatns, 7su 

tjlnrinlis, 289 
gramineus, 289 

l,v alii, 2MI, 281 

mnnlamis, 2*1 

pariiassifolins, 181 
planting', 95 

rilriefnlius, 281 

Seguieri, 2*1 

Tlmra, 2sl 

Traimlellneri, 2*9 

Rasplieriy c anes dead, 19* 
suckers, 249 

Raspberries, 187, 596, 869 
good, 328 

injured by frost. 244 

manuring, 478, 025 

not bearing, 354 
October fruiting, 00 

planting, 350 
trcutliient of, 378 

Rats, water, 002 

Redpoll losing its bright plumage, 405 

the, 211 
RbodaiiDie Mangiest, 229, 566 

Rhododendron, a flue greenhouse, 253 
Aiicklandi and its hybrids, 449 

a yellow. 2s*. 801 

V-nrfktess ot lladdMgtnn, flowers of, 

C^T^c^Th Ihsi/rffci Ih^llnitll’ I In ill ns, 

Knr, 211 ' 
l.nlu Aliss Filurilliaai, 17 

moving, 421 

lllmihuitinlnti Pink Psarl, 440 

Vcitchianuni, 125 

Rhc drtlcidrons from sets), 219 
lliii.nlnyan. stiikn g culling* of, ?46 

not blooming, 549 
plant ini- out, 95 

Rhubarbai.el Siuknle, forcing, 637 
Imring, 491, .V.ii; in Haines, 478 ; ill 

Die open air, 519 

limn seed, ICO 
planting, 379 

Hcnts, lilting, l.'.ll; old r. young, lor 

lurcing, 59 

w ine, re i| e (or making, 826 ; sweeten¬ 
ing, > • 

Ifby ■,i cis|.c iiiiiini Jnsiiiiiiiiuli s, |;'l 

Rilces. 141 

nuremii, 1.53 

Ihrr, Co mill ill ll, 21 
Riv inn hiniiili*, 7* 

Rccud sweepings ns manure, 331 
Rock Brooms, 825 

Cress, 850 

garden, a. 199; notes from a, 865; 
planting a, 22 

gardens, iniscsl, 167 
Ro-kets. 137, 26.-, 

I, a in iir mi I intllssi, IKIS 

leave*, insects oil, 272 
Rooms and windows, plants in, 669 

Reset lilting anil tree moving, 878 
Rosa Posanli, 499 

PolyanDia granditlora, reducing 
grow tbs id, 393 

i-in/uwi Muir. flrnrgrs llninnl ol 

Trsssrrrr, 99 
si in/ni rin ns till mmigalnl iiim ’hill, 

375 

Wichiiriana and its hybrids, 20 
Rose, a beautiful new Rambler, Stfll 

a c-liariiiing single, 127 

Aglaia, 362 
a gcssl autumn blooming, 449 

Ailiu'e Yiliert. 9 
Albert Steeple,id, 3S0 
Allinl f’arrirrr, Innls of, 398 

a new Piilvniillia, 56* 
Am in Oil i rin', boils iif, 397 

Arinosa, 889 

a useful while, 3.52 

Haiti.re Belle, 583 ; failing, 7.22 

llaieksinii, met bleseming, 518 ; piniiii g, 

•'ll, 344 
Ifeai.te- li.e onslanle. 539 
/feeleel,/ i f Wiilthiin, 2.54, 499 

bed, unis in a, 345 ; Inse t* in, Ik'.* 

la ds, haul) plants (nr, 99 

Pi le Cant, 562, 881 
Pen I, 3mi 
bundle ia. 8*1 

bmls, 318; injured by insects, f 5 
biishc*. e ulcipillnr* on. 366: old. pinn¬ 

ing, 51* ; rcpliiiiling old, 3*6 
i 'lii’slnmt Hy brid, Mil 

< limbing Devimiensis, pruning. 34.5 

t limbing Niplictos in eonwrvuloiv, 
1*9 

coiifi-li-nce. Die I'l'iiiing, 217 

('eiiinid )', Meyer, 353 
< oillitess of Oxford. 430 

crimson, tor pillar, 466 
< l inisoii Perpetual, 4*6 

Crimson Rambler, .'615, 472; and its 

treatment, 358; foliage ot, tinning 

yellow, 190; growing, 322; in a pot, 
149; ill bloom, 582; in tjimlrn nl 

Montrosr, 472 ; on a south wall, 398; 
on bouse walls, 399 

cutting*, my experience with. 4*0; 

striking, in water, 090; under glass 
lenities, 40 

dark, tor cool greenhouse, 190 
lll'l’nnirnsis, 4“7 

Dr. F, (inyon, 881 
Dr, Rouges, 274 

Duchess ot Portland, 8X1 

Dundee Rambler tailing, 322 
Karl ot Pembroke, 352 
Hililh <.'ijfs.nl, bails i•/, 399 

Knebaiitress, 383 
enemies. 107 

Kugene burst, 380 

(ailing, 155 
l‘'elii‘ited'cr)K*tur failing, 322 

Fisher Holmes, 312 
loliage blighted, 19* 

Fortune s Yellow, 230; moving, 322 

Finn Karl Drnsrhki, ltw, 298. :«:2. 449. 
•527, 8sl; Inal ami /ullp-ilrrrliijiril 

bln.an iif, 527 
Carelenia, 362 

(ieneral Ja>'i|uetlliiint not flowering, 448 

Dimly * llarkness, 383 

tsloire de Dijon I liming yellow, 230; 

standard, moving, :«i3 ; standard with 
long growths, 4ir.» 

Uliiirr I, iimi mi isr, 31 

•growtlis'disenaesl, 1WI; partly decaird. 

1(« 
(iruss an Teplitz, 279 

llarrisoni, pruning, SOI 
Her Majesty lulling. 032 

Irish Glory, 822 

.Icniinic Dickson, 449 

Kaiser Wilhelm, 2 «i 

KUIarticy, 322 

lady Battersea. 881 
lady Robert*. 8*1 

l.u Kr.uie i', 297 : de '89, 885 : lari' ill 

Rcsc I.ongworth Rambler as a bu»h, 400 
maggot, Die, 213 

Mamie, 501 

Unrefrhal Xicl, 31. 211 ; against end of 

bouse, 150; a long-livcil, 88) : as » 

bush plant, 544 ; buds not opening, 
1*5; 'linker on, 801 ; doing badly, 

levs : (ailing, 92 ; in cold greenhouse, 

67, 21*; III greenhouse, 4*9, 633. 884 ; 
in small greenhouse, 81* ; plonteel lust 

autumn, 46; pruning, 127, 2110, 312; 

shodeling it* (tillage, 23; treatment 

ot, alter floweimg, 19*; with long 

giuvvth, 21* 

Marie Cioilner, 6*1 
Mil Tulipe, Mil 
Mereevb-s, 23ei 

Ml III reel DI Hill, 312, 5*1 
Miss Glegg, 602 

Miss WillmiiH, 127 

Mine. Ahel Chatenay, 353, 507 
Muir, Allinl Carrirrr, 591 
Mine. Antoine Mari, .531 
Mmr. Hr rani, 165,400; In hu>h form, 

*2 

Mine. Kiigenie Ronllet, 472 
Mine. Ileortre* Rrviant, 1SI 
Mine. .Ihiii Dui'liy. .5*1 

Mmr. Prrnrl hnrhrr, 321 
Mine. Yermnrcl, 5*1 

Mine. \ ietor Venlier, 400 
Must, bail nf, 308 
Mrs. II. It. Caul. ,Vd 

Mrs. Klwuril Mavvley, 352 
new, ljuly Roberts, 254 
Nilihctos,' 279 ; in a /set, 268, 27S ; ill 

fkinflshire, 3*6 ; in I isil greenhouse, 

457: in open uir, 246, -go.*; under 
glass, priming. 98 

Noclla .Vnlsinnaiid, 312 
not starting, 155 
orange tungus on, 303 
I'apiiliHi, 31 
Pauline Itr-rsez, 8hl 

Perle Von Uodeslierg. .5*1 
Pink Runnier, 274 
planting a, 211 
Poin|K>n de Meaux, 375 
Pride of Waltham, 427 
liainlsivv, 3,'tfl 

Rambler, vviili injurid growths, 4hii 

Reve dm as u standard, 4so; not 
flowering, 4sn 

Rohert Si-ott, 312, 581 
rust tungus. 3.MI 
hi'ale, 672 
shoots, insect* on, 403 

Sir Joseph Paxton, Oil 

Soleil d'tlr. 92, 581 ; pruning, 4*0 

Souvenir de Mine.cluslaiieDuhioissenii, 
881 

Souvenir de Will. Holiinson, 383 
Tea. Mine. Iterkeley, 2t») 
the Seven Sisters. 480 
Triiiin/ilir ilr Itrnnrs, 217 

I'Irish lira n nsr, 3.*5 

W. A. Richardson, 40, 480; in light 

soil, 2tk* : pruning, 024 
Whits Manilla Cnshrt, 535 

White Maiecbal .Siel in i-old green¬ 
house, 98 

Win. Askew, 581 
Xavier Olihu, 5.59 

Roses, X*0 

a few of the lies! ant mini-flowering, 41'* 
against a wall, 3mi 

anil Dahlias, 431 
nail I'nrillnsss, till 

and the Imst, 2-'tn 

as isolated s)veeiuiHls Is-tween Fir- 
trees, cot 

attacked with orange fungus, 415 
autumn-flowering pillar, 814 

budding, 279, 353, SOI, 428 

t hina, 480; failing. Mil ; ('. Tea. 352 

Christmas, 59, 109, 489 ; anil lenten, 
319; |s>sit mu tor, 445 

clinibing, 310, 378; and their growth, 

35.1; I are at ha-e. 28, 344 ; failing, 
122; for colil-house, tan; (,* cool 

greenhouse ami south side of a house. 

472 ; for north wall, 312; for X.K. 

wall, 427 : for wires on north a»|**'i, 

27 : for wood felloe, 398 ; hanlv, 584 ; 
in psvts failing. 246; on old trees, 

044; on south wall, 499; on stable 
wall*. 430 

dark Hy brid Perpetual, 38.5 
decay tsl vuksI on, 322 
diseased, 322 

dwarf harrly, 31 

early priiuhig of, twt 

effect ot slock on the colour of, 2.54 

evergreen, lor arch, 4S0 
exhibiting, 321 

lor art-lies In a cold country , 388; in 
Se-otland. 353 

for lank, 032, <171 

lor lied*, 4<"1 

for IsartlesI fence, 393 

for cold greenhouse, 518, 801 

for conservatory roof, 445 

for east and west aspects, 330 

for exhibition, 268, 472 

for exposed ganlen. 140 
for fence, 431 
for four lied*. 427 

for hedge, 418 

for greenhouse, 8*6; facing West, 81* 
Novemlier, 537 ; <•« nerupfoigs, XI7 f frn .-lar lean-tn bouse, 99 
With haul bmls, 274 wl Ik^l nor 11 Ul }f|r u,w ,V)(l 

ctf iuiiwncs!!^mW„g.2o« 
.h> tfRBAN A-C HAM p®Kfci!T&,w 

I. Ilk'll), 3a2 , for pillars, 465, C71 ; and arches. 460 
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Itows (or planting, 330 

lor pot*, some good, Ml 

lor »ea*ide, 544 
for sheltered gardens, 6*4 

lor small greenhouse, 322, 408 

lor suioky district, .Mil 

lor spun-rooted house, 302 

lor llie north, SM 

lor trellis, 20 

lor various purposes, 330 

fragrant, among Teas, 90; lor green¬ 
house wall, 47(1 

Irorn cuttings. 380, 639 
half uandaid Tea, for pots, 240 

hardy, (or arches, 298 
hints to exhibitors oi, “80 

II.I'., pruning, 566 

Hybrid Ten, as standards, 30S 

in a Hertfordshire garden, 273 
in Ir.ul health, 430 

in cold greenhouse, 814 

in Cumberland, 190 
infested with mildew, 333 

in November, 514, 002 

in October, 427 

in |mts, 278; feeding, 671 
insi-cts attacking, .316, 320 

in the greenhouse, ll«l 

in the time of, 27S 

in vinery, 427 
i I Westmoreland, fin 
I jits h trellis for, 624 

layering, 321 
long flowering, ill 19>2, 390 

maiden, for exhibition, 312 

manuring, 327 

Marietta! Niel and (Vimson Itamhler, 
3.3 ; and Homer in greenhouse, 93 

medal, 312 

Merveille tie I.yon and Crimson 

Itamhler, 314 

mildew on, 81, 206, 272, 316, 443 ; utaler 
glass. 111, 140; proof, 3tti 

mildewed, 198 

.Mildred Hrant and (ienuaine Trochon, 

418 
Moss, 391 

moved in August, 419 

new and old, 118 

newly planted, pruning. 366, 624 
not blooming in a greenhouse, 218 ; ill 

autumn, 803 
obi-fashioned climliing. 330 

mi a rrher, 127 

on house walls, 3S6 

on north border, I I 
on north-easi isasi, 380 

on own nails, S62 
on south wall, 327 ; not flowering, 4.80 

over an-h, 400 
own root, 400, 344; economically pro¬ 

duced, 234 ; from single eyes, 352 

|o-rgola for, 472 
|ierjH-tual flowering, for e\|vosed posi- 

lion, 486 

Pillar, fifll 
planted last October shedding their 

leaves, 136; last November, pruning, 

671 
planting, 274, 443 ; new border of, 40 

I’olyantha, two charming, 334 
pquilar climbing, or extra vigorous 

types of, 801 

|ait', in a room, 83 ; not flowering, 639 

|HiUing, 814 
jsiwertully scented, 72 

preparing lasts tor dwarf, 362 

protecting, till; in winter, 4,80 

pruning, 9, 312; free growing, after 
flowering, 2.30; newly planted, 333; 

various classes of, 3.34 

quick growing, for walls, etc., 334 

Rambler, for lank, 399; pruning, 20, 

31 
re<l, for a trellis, 333 

refusing to expand, 310 

repotting, 248, 361 
S<x>toll and Austrian llrier, erratic 

flowering of, 002 
seasonable noU-s, 72, 166, 070 

shedding their foliage, 93, 37S 

six, for pot* in small greenhouse, 333 

six fragrant, for trellis, M3 
six, with tleep petals (or cool green¬ 

house, 248 

soil for, 334 
some good new , 167 

some new, 4:10 
standard, dying at top, 627 ; in Ilatler- 

s-a Park, 333 ; on lawn, 027 ; planted 

last October. 130; pruning, 024 

Tea and Hybrid Tea for Scotland, .381 ; 
in cool greenhouse, 644 ; planting, 

from pots, 118; six good white, 427 ; 

treatment of, 190 

the weather and the, 180 

twenty good standard, 339 
two yellow, for arches, 322 

under cool treatment, 140 
under glass, 107, 032; mildew on, 133 

very dark, 302 

wild single, and common Honeysuckle, 

301 
with divided centres, 344 

with green centres, 248 

with huge blooms, 118 
yrllmp, it bonlrr of, 19; climbing, for 

pillar, 136; for light soil, 268; for 
oih-ii air, 19; to grow near a town, 

297 

llose-tree, fungus on, 312 / ■ 

Roup, 492 

Rubber strip, grafting with, 41 

llubii« phiriiicolariiiii, 10 

Rudlo-ckia pitman, 488 
purpuira, 620 

Sunset, 474 

Kudbeckias, 293 

Runners, Indian, 673 

Runners, Scarlet, sticking, 230 

Rusvellia grnndillora, 1st 

OALSAFY 

Sl id, *N 

and Scor/.iuiia i.oii.i.r; t 

Salt and carlsmatc of sisla, 633 

in tin- garden, “'ll 
Salvia from seed, 289 

patens alba, 81, 88; keeping, 113 
Salvias, 76 

injured, 40.3 

scarlet, 378, 0.32 
Samphire, 67.3 

Sanchezias, 39.3 

Saiujninaria rn ninh’nxii*, 821 

Sa|ioiiariu, 291 

lloissieri, 291 
nripihua, 291 

ealabriea, 294 

llltea, 294 

imiltiflora, 291 
aryinniilrn, 291, 293 

nltleiualis, 291 

the tufted. 291 
Saiiromatum guttatom. SO, 110, 132 
Savoys and frost, 370 

Saxifraga apieuluta, 233 

Iturseriaiia, raising from setsl, 27 

llaworthi, 411 
pvramidalis in pots, 239 

Snue on Peach.tn.es, 172 

Schedule tenus, impro|H-r, 341 
Seliixanthus from seed, raising, 107 

Wisctonensis, 8C 

Srhiionnira lanigrra, 392 

Srhizopelalnn ITa/Jtrri, 21I 

Seilla amama, 310 

hifolia, 309 
hisiianiea, 810 ; in thr irilil gaitlftl, 800 

italic*, 310 

maritima. 627 
nutans, 810 

IH-ntyiana, 810 

siliiriea, 810 

Seillas, 867 
hardy, 809 

Scotland, flowers in, 319 

weather in.413 
Sea Hollies, 374 

sand. 492 

Seakale, 14. 286, 394, 8S3 

blanching, 183. 886 

forcing, 333 
fungus on, 439 

late, in open ground. 123 
treatment of. 130 

Seasons, date of, 67 

Seaweed for fruit-trees, value of, (KM 

Sodom Sieholdi. 337 
Seedlings, watering a novel idea. 362 

Seed sowing. 621 
Seeds ill ls>xcs, raising, 321 

not growing, 2-30 

saving, 620 
vegetable, sowing, 21 

Selaginella failing, ISO 
Se ms-in pule her, 824 

Shallots, 79. 418, 394 

shelter, wanted a, 81 

Shrub, 391 

a seaside, 496 
Shrnlis doing badly, 429 

evergreen, 483 : forclai soil, 667 

flowering, 429, 639 

for loirder, 183, 432 

forced, 92 
for exposed position, 881 

for fence, evergreen, 111 

lor sandy soil, 619 

lor town garden, .388, 8S0 
from cuttings, 828 

growing in jail* for forcing', 128 

hardy evergreen, 429; /Unerring, n gar- 

<lrn (Vi Ir of, 039 

watering, 68 
Silene pendula, 222 
Silenes, 242 

Silver leaf in Peaches, 3,30, 3.31 

Sirex gigas, 298 

Slugs, destroying, 414 

in garden, 228,303, 399 
Hmllax not starting, 288 

rotundifolia, 17 

SnaUs. 13 

fresh water. 682 
Snake milliliedes. 289 
Snapdragons, 298 

in winter, 498 
Snnirtl rnp* nl thr (Jrote, Diin'iiiynr, 87 

Increasing. 114 

planting, 193 
Snowflakes, 497 

Soguwort, 294 

Societies— 

N.C.8. December Show, 884 ; future 

exhibitions of, 6 X) 

National Dahlia Society, 418 

United Horticultural ’Benefit Society, 

10, 32, 2*. 316, 469 

gritfeiTffJtSo, 688 
old putting, 612 

EKaSbigitized by l 
ose-trees, (irotecting half-standard, a Rose-trees, protect! ri 

scale on, 673 
Rosette Mullein, 189 

Soil, removing stones from the, 33 

shallow, manuring, 637 

slug infested, 833 
worms in. CM 

^olanuin cip-irastrum, to ; fruiting, 819 

jiisiiiijinnlrt, a ilmriiing prnu ••/, 429; 
in autumn. 5!8 

Solid ego Sh.n 11, 3.38 
Solidagos, :nn 

.s'ii/iuiuiii'. Sial four.I. ".7C 

Soot us manure. I" 

water, 197 

Sowing thi<kly. "Jl 

Spann innia .In, rna, 6|9 

Sparrow, .lav i, 41.1 
Np.-edwell, i ■ replug, “id 

spinach, i iiclnl gailiering of, in winter, 

III! 

growing, 683 
iii exposisl position*, 886 

|H-r|ietual. 2so 

summer. 84 
winter, 106, 303, 868 

Spira-a llunmlda Ant limit Watercr, ton 

ja|mniea, 664 ; j. in nihil,-in torninula, 

266 

Spinel* in pots, growing. 876 

polling, 67 
Sports, fixing. 271 
Spot in Tomatoes, 219 

Spring Ini tiling, 201 
dis-oralion in the house, 179 

flowers, cheapness of, ss ; fine, 192 

gardening, 7n, 433 

Sprouts, llrnssels, 28 

Sipiirrels, 12 

Stable-manure, storing. 659 
stapliy lea coleliica, 67, 6o| ; aifnrcrtl, 28; 

for forcing, 23, 426 

Star of Bethlehem as a vegetable, !93 
Starworts, 310 

Stauntonia latifolia, 249 

Sn-phanotis, cutting hark, 896 

Horibmula flowering in small pits, 844 : 

under cool treatment, 281 

Stcniliergia, 497 
eolehieiflora, 497 

Kiseheriana, 497 
gneea. 497 

Infra, 496. 497 

Mirrautha, 497 

sienla, 497 
St. Mark's fl\. 112 

st/w-k, the N'igtil-seenlisl, 8*. Ill, l"ji 

Stocks, Hromptoii, 8.dt 

li,*i Ijitliian, 81 
lor spring flowering. 293 

summer, 
Ten-week, diseased, :U4 

Slaives, slow combustion, 4n7 

Strawberry Alierdeeti Favourite, 389 

h«d, treating. 617 

beds, claim (or, 81 ; in winter, 6.17 

eulture, 447 
leaves, tungus on, 272 

plants, 211 
prospect, the, 152 

Royal Sovereign, 175 

runners, selecting, 283 
St. Joseph, 542 : rotting. 481 

the barren, 538 

time, 277 

Strawberries, alpine, in greenhouse. 842 
b -*t for snee,—i,ui. 8rci 
change of stock, Ilod 

tailing, 174. 274, 289, 328, 312 

lor forcing, 282 
for succession, 437 

in autumn, planting out, 97 

in pots, 289 

notes on, 18 

planting. 277, 3D1 
removing mulching from, 329 

soil for, 676 
top-dressing, fins 

treatment of. 1.50 
Streptocarpu*. hybrid, 36:1 

Strcptoearpi, 886, 673 

Streptosolen Jamesoni, 192 

Sulphate of quinine, mercantile, in smill 
granulated lumps, 118 

Sumach, the purple Veiu-lian, .312 

Siinini 'I tillin'' in a Sump giirilru, 23 

heat, preparing for, 234 

priming, 305 

Sussex, the Fig, ill, 213 

SiraiiMOiiia galegifnlia alba, 022, 012 
Swainsonias’613 

Sweet IVilliams, increasing, 319 

Switzerland, flowers in, in June, 401 

Tomato, green, chutney, 389 

[round, manuring, 594 

muses, 495 
leaves, yellow spot in, 183 

plant*, raising, 56; treatment of, 56 

Tomatoes, 2, 24 

diseas'd, 2i«i 

rally, 84 

eel-worm in, 428 
lading, 2mi, 212 

lading to set, 286 

tor the open air, 49 

growing early, 84 
in a disused studio, MS 

in pits and frames, :tl» 
in |Kils, 23J 

in Scot land, 2*! 

in suiad houses in winter, 415 

in tin- 0|it'll, 212 
ill tinlieal<s| houses, 673 

notes on. 3.73 

not setting, 521 

o|>eri air, 147 

outdoor, 421 

raising, 495. 806 

setting badly, .311. 371 
sleeping disease in, 316 

some good. 28 

spot in, 249 
stopping outdoor, 237 
wire worm in, 1711 

work among, 128 
Tomtits in ganlen, 27 

Torch Lilies. 286 

Torenias, 83 

Tortoise through the winter, keeping 

672 

Town Iiofiler-, showy, G2fl 

garden, eree|K-rs (or, 37*8; shrubs l.ir 
38s 

ganlens, annuals for. 58 

Teat-helium ciendoum. 284 

Tratb-scantia xe Ivina, 3.31 

Trodcscanlia*. it'd 
Trts-1 'arnat ions, 3 

leaves, 538 

1‘s’ony , the, 473; in llainpnhiirganl 'n 
474 ; Mui'. Stuart In nr, 473 

the Snowdrop, 2a 

trunk, decay of, 619, 659 

Trees and shmlw, clipping, 496; dying 

161; for ganlens, 613; variegated, a, 

the Temple Show, 201 

Inrk of, split ling, 429 
dwarf Japanese, treatment of, 50 

grafting. HI 

newly-planted, pruning, 512 

quick growing, for shade, 801 
split, hark on, 4.57 

to walls, nailing, 512 

young, 6ne fruit from, 484 

Trenching and digging, 521 
Triehomanes rmlie.ans, 82 

Trillium gran lid Hilin, ltkl 

Trilliums, lull 

Trileleia laxa and T. unlflora, 360 

Tritomas, 314. 33.1 
Tropvi ilum eanariense sporting, 463 

I. ir stage, tk52 
Jarrutti, 77 

siieclosum. 40.1 

Townshendi, 211 
tiiherosum, 889; a fascia ted steal of 

48,8 
Tiupa'oluiiis. 149 

a pair of, ss 

Tub gardening, 551 
Tub*. Vines in, 64 

Water Lilies in, 8S 

Tuberoses, 80. 002, 648 

Tulipa retroflexa, 15(1 

Tulips, 616 

early single anti double, 2-SJ 

lading, 675 

from seed, 388 

late-flowering, 191 

lifting, 174 
soil for, .387 

Turkey* lay ing in the winter, (k>3 

rearing, 148 
voting, death of, 421 

Turnip White Uem, 571 
Turnips bolting. 249 

early, 292 
lor late use. 2 

winter, 286 

y ALLISNERIA spiralis, 497 
" Vallnla purpiirra, 4;t9 

'TABLE birds and e^f-producers. 675 
* decoration for Christmas, .50* 

Tamarisk, I lie, propagating, 493 

Tank leaking, 602 

Tea leaves, mulching with, 169 

Teas. Hybrid, for pot culture, 211 ; onpof 

the he»l. 527 

Temperature fluctuation and its Influenic, 

2.33 

Tennis-court, sizv of. 309 

lawn, 457 ; marking a, 174, 479 

Thalictrnm, 488 

Thrifts, .312 

Tlirips, 428 

Throat-wort, the, 2S4 
Thuja Lolibi us a liidgf pl|»iitj,| ISd | ■ ,, |,, 

Thi/rinrii nth"* in Ulan«. 116, non 

r:.... i 

Vegetable, a dry weather, 280 
Marrows, 79, 199, 280, 449 ; failing. 31.1 

growing, 108 ; on leaf heaps, llu 

matter, decayed, as manure, 4’>s 
refuse, 521 

Vegetables at the Drill Hall, 231 

at the Holland Park Show, 280 

at their best, .311 

for the winter. 415 

from frost, protecting, 495 

in a sandy soil, .33 

on leaves, forwarding, 1 

planting in dry weather, 314 
IHiultry-manure for, 310 

supplying family with. CIS 

winter. 355 ; selecting sites for. 337 

Verandah, sluuliug Vines for, 40 

Verbena venosa, 4.5 
Verbenas, 1.37 

an experience with, 374 
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Viburnum foi.ienfuMi.il at Coombt ll'notl, 

Ml 
Vint* alba, 159 ; a. oculatu, 159 

roMa, 159 

\ incat., 159 
Vine, a good outdoor, 406 

Black Cluater in a cool-house, 219 
Black Hamburgh, planting, 212 

border. treating. 10; watering tt, 331 
borders. covering, 15 ; protecting, BOH: 

watering inside, 172 
culture, note* on, 157 

cutting*, putting in, llil 
drearing, Ulil 

eyes, putting in, 573 
foliage, burning ol, 151 
in irool greenhouse, 171 
in email greenhouse. planting, 107 
leaf diseasetl, 383 

leaves, blighted, 106 ; discoloured, 301 ; 
injureil, 222 : s-alilc.l, 115 ; warts on. 
223. 3U3. 328 

Muscat of Alexandria, fumigating, 172 : 
not bearing, 97 

planting. 591 
rt sting, 01U 
shoots, stopping, 150 
weevil, black, 50: destroying rerun, 

1U6: the, 171, 2W 

Vines, air roots on, 211 
and Peach-tree*, treatment of, 64 

lltack Hamburgh, 590 
defoliating, 1*1, 518 ; too early, a mis¬ 

take. 117 

disbudding, 41, 82 
ltuke of Buccleuch and B. llainlnirgh 

tailing, 251 

failing. 183 
forcing, 391 
for verandah shading, 1C 

in pots, 650 
in tubs, 61 

in nnheated greenhouse, 112 
meah -bug on, 97, 800 

mildew on, 122, 187, 383, 106, 110, 542, 

newlv planted, 209, 262; breaking on- 

evenly. 108 ; unpnincd, 188 

partially lifting, 401 

pot. failitig to fruit, 102 
pruning. 181. 511, 576 ; outdoor, loti 

stopping, 262 

treatun-iit of, 275 
weakly, renovating, 323 

Vinery border, fungus in, 151 
(lowers in, 28 
heating a, II 

new, planting and healing, 68 
replanting, 530 

the, in winter, 611 
ventilating, 108 

Violas from seed, 8 
Violet beds, making up, S.'ll 

culture. 31, 580 
disease. 101 

/Vinces* of Water. 161, (163 

seedling, double, 157 
the, 101 

Violet*, 357 
after flowering, 129 

cultivation ol, 100 
diseased, 82,16s 
in frame, 101 ; watering, in winter, 

538 

in |sjor condition, 157 

moving, to their winter ipmrters, 12(1 
not flowering, 222 
planting out, 58 

|iro|iagatiug, 6, 31 

red-spider on, 312 

w 
\I/ALDSTEINIA trifolia. 533 
*" Walks, tree-bordered, 555 

Wall, an ugly, made tieautiful, 229 

for hanly Kerns, 133 
gardening, 397 

Mossy, in house, 616 
trees, insects on, 510 ; unfruitful, 331 

Walls, Kern-clod, 140 

garden planting, 432 
Wallflower Karliest of All, 550 

seels, sowing, 178 

Wallflowers. 130, 393, 188, 511 
double, 22S 

early blooming, tl 

for early blooming, tall r. dwarf, ftl 
in a >-oo| house, 53 

ill window.Ikjxcs and pots, SO 
leggy, 599 

tall c. dwarf, for early flowering, 88 
Warts on Vine-leaves,222, 303, 32s 

I Was|>s and fruit, 370 

Water Klder, the, in fruit, 160 

gnnleti, a Yorkshire, 317 
gardens, 33 

glass for preserving eggs, 675 
Lilies ami pond, 177 ; from seel, raising. 

660 ; in tubs, 88 ; the more vigorous, 
511 

Watering, tint 

Waxbill, death ol, 65 
Wax from old combs, preparing, 558 

grulting, 052 

Weather, frosty, work in, 073 
the. and the Hoses, 180 

Weed in lawn, 119 

killer, near well, using, 371: pupating, 
2! W 

Weeds in kitchen garden, 510 
in lawn, 521 

on lawn, 51S 
on lawns, 316 

Wheat ear, the, 585 

Window-box, furnishing a, 676 
Window-lsjxes, 119; flower- (or, 40; 

planting, 309 ; plants for, 119 

Windows, annuals (or. 310 
sunless, plants tor, 271 

Wineberry, -fniianeee. 10, lliu 
Winter flowers for |iersonnl wear, llll 

moth, 180, 218, 232; on Hornbeam 
hedge, 320 

Sweet, moving the, 05 

Wireworm, 303 
destroying Carnations, 232 

infested ground. I"8, 
in garden, 138, 519 

in soil, 12 
Wireworms, destroying, 119, 197 

in Tomatoes, 179 
Wistaria and Jasmine not blooming, 528 

nut starling, 249 

priming, 315 

white, in bloom near Aberdeen, 285 
Wistarias. 391 

Wood l.rnpard-mnth. 300, 181 
the laiyr, 1*«U 

wasp-, 293 

Wo:*lli"C, 271, 357 
de.lroying, 13.5 

in Cin-umlier pit, 331 
in frames and houses, 92 

in Mushroom 1**1, 310 
ill Mushrooms, 116 

In Peach house. 138 
I Wiurltranlia raiti'itne, 613 

Woodwork, insect in. 320 

Work, coming week's, 13, 26, 39,52,66. 
80, 91. 107, 120, 134, 118, If*. 161. 174, 
181, 196, 210, 221, 235, 217, 260. 273, 

287, 302, 315, 330, 313, 357, 3!», 379, 
381, 101, 117, 430. 113, 156. W0, 179. 

l'»l. 501, 517, 532, 513. 557, 572, 585, 
595, (105, 611,1120, 038, 651, 1186. 071 

Worms at roots of Lettuces, 91 
in lawn, 192 

in manure, 403 
in soil, 105, 658 

ill the garden, 232 
on pain, 412 

Wreath* and crosses, Christmas, 887 

X 
XTIIOHKII.fi A kart Hie, 012 

Y 
VAM, the. as a vegetable. 571 
A Yarrow*, dwarf, 20 

Yew hedges, faulty , how to improve. 019 
tree, cutting, 212; the. 331 
trees, dead branches in, 652 

Yews, Irish, too tall, 493 
Yucca, 451 

fllamenlosa, 53, 241 ; in Cul. Hanker, 
ritte'e oo nlrn at Vroumleg I’ark, 241 

Yuccas, 01. 

z 
*7 AUSCHNKRIA californica not 
As flowering, 451 
Zriutbia */*ec.'»t*a, 312 
Zcphy ranthes, 351 

Atamasi-n, 351 

Candida, 381 ; in a /' it ,351 
carinata, 351 

rosea, 381 
Treatise 381 

Z-urcra jexculi, 366 
Zinnias, double, 261 

raising, 338 

I Zizania a'/natiea, 21 
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Apshvtrer. trmropfanling 
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Apple*, buab, for (mall 
gardens. 

Applet, keeping .. 
Artrrhokr* -leruealem .. 
Arplenium flaocidum .. 
Baliasa .. 
Beane. forcing French .. 
Begonia Hloire do Moeaui 
Bud!. 
Brue*t'* bprout* .. 
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Campanula mirabilis 
Carnation* for *prlrg 
planting. 
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4 Ca**i* corymboaa.. 3 Harden diary, extract* I-obella, blue Phlox divaiicata .. 
b Oeraeui . 13 from a 13 Manic, .lapanere .. 14 Planta and How- re 3 

Ohrywnthrinmr*. curly 13 Harden reel* and friend* 12 Myrtlu lorlng loarea 14 Plante, climbing .. 4 | 
11 Chryunlhimuma for Harden wo. k 12 Onions for rummor life, Planu for unhealed 

beginner*. 9 1 .cranium* in window- flavouring 2 greet homo 14 
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2 Dahll*. propagation of 

, ln* 
14 Parsnips. 2 Poultry . 12 

14 the. r, Incarvlllc* IVavayi and Passion-flower, cutting Koom and window 9 
3 D»hllw», f'uctuA .. 14 other* . 7 back . 13 Koto Almdo Vihert 91 
1 Hern* underglai*.. U Irla reticulata *J Pea Ideal, new .. 2 Korn cutting*, moving 
4 Flower-bull 8 -loee-flower, failure of .. 13 Pear Berg&moto d’Ea- Tea. ■j 

12 Flower-bcil*, filling 11 Kcntiaa 0 peren . Hi Rnee* on north border .. 14 
2 Fruit. )U Uerch, growth* on 12 Pear-tree,excrescence* on 14 Kosuf, pruning y 
4 Fruit gardt 11 13 Uiw and C1MUIUI .. 12 Prara, cordon-trained .. 10 Heakale . 14 
V Fruit-treei*. root-pinning I*8fks 1 Peas, beat early .. 14 Herd* for garden decora- 

aland aid. 14 1/ettucee, early 2 Pea*, Hwoel, eelootlnn of 7 lion . 14 
5 Fuchaiftn 4 l,lly|Al*u.i nierla*).P.-ru- Phormlum tenax In open Hnalle . IS 
3 Harden, manuring 14 ▼Ian . C air. 7 Moll, wlreworm in 12 1 

HLoro.12 
Tomatoes.2 
Tree* and rlimbs.. .. 10 
Turnip* for late uio .. 2 
United Horticultural 

Benefit and Provident 
Society.10 

Vegetable garden . ..13 
Vegetables.1 
Vegetable* anti other 

thing* on Itoda of 
loare*. forwarding 1 

vinerjr, healing a.. .. 14 
Vine*, lying down 12 
Violet*, propagating .. 1) 
Wallflower*, early bloom¬ 

ing .fl 
Week'* work, the coming 13 
Wineberry I Rubui pbo-nl- 

colaauu). Japanese .. 10 
Window gardening .. 13 

VEGETABLES. 

FORCING FRENCH BEANS. 

Or all French Beans for growing under glass 
there is none to equal Osborn's Forcing. There 
are various ways of sowing the seed and bringing 

the young plants forward, bat modes of doing 
this which might be the best in April or May 

would not answer very well during the shortest 
days. For instance, when the spring is well 
advanced the seod may be sown in boxes or in 
8-inch or 10-inch pots, in which the plants will 
bear pods ; but if this were done now many of 
the seeds would be liable to decay boforo they 
germinated, and the plants would not grow so 
strongly or rapidly as they will if the seed is 
sown in small pots, from winch the plants will 
be transferred into larger ones as soon os large 
enough to handle. Our plan at this season is to 
fill a number of 3-inch pots half full of a light 
rough mixture of loam and horso droppings, and 
to put six or eight seeds into each. The soil is 
pressed down as firmly as possible, and some of 
it is placed on the top of the seeds to the depth 
of J-inch or so. They are then placed in a house 
or pit in which the temperature ranges about 
©idegs , and here they get little or no water 
until the first leaves are formed and a few roots 
have been made. This treatment prevents all 
damping or decaying, which must be guarded 
against at this season. When sufficiently ad¬ 
vanced in growth to bear and roquiro water 
they have a plentiful supply, and then they 
grow freely. It is a great advantage to have 
them Dear the light and in rather a dry atmos¬ 
phere. 

As soon as the plants are 5 inches or G inches 
high, and have mode half-a-dozen leaves each, 
it will be found that the small pots are well 
crammed with roots, and they should then be 
shifted into larger pots. The 8-inch onos are 
the best. They should be well drained, and the 
potting mixture should oonsist of rough loam 
and horse - droppings. Fine soil should be 
avoided. After potting they may be returned 
to their old quarters, but water should bOtvei 
sparingly until the roots have ts,lien 

of the new soil, when more must be given. 
Those who wish to keep up a constant supply 
of Beaus should sow a quantity every fortnight. 
At times we have placed only one of the small 
potfuls of young plants into the S inch one, but 
where space was limited we have put three 
small potfuls into this size. When this can bo 
conveniently done it is a profitable wav of grow¬ 
ing them, as a great many more Beans are 
secured front the pots with the most plants than 
the others, and the space required for both is 
just about the same. 

When in bloom the flowers should be kept as 
dry as possible, as the fruit forms with more 
certainty than when the blooms aro damp. We 
never allow any of the growths to fall over the < 
sides of the pots, as this chocks them ; but ! 
when any of them are so tall or weak as not to 
be able to stand without support, piocoa of 
birch from old brooms are put in to hold them ' 
up. Osborn’s Bean does not, however, reauire 
so much attention in this way as such kinus as 
Canadian Wonder, which cannot be grown 
without support. As soon as any of the pods 1 

become large enough to gather they should be J 
removed from the plants at once, as there is 
nothing so much against the production of a 
long succession of fruit from the same plants as 
allowing some of the first formed pods to become ! 
old. Liberal quantities of liquid-manure assist 
old plants to keep on fruiting, but we do not 
approve of this, as plants are so very easily 
raised, and young vigorous ones are always the 
most fruitful. 

LEEK8. 

When Leeks are grown to produce large, long 
blanched atoms to present at exhibitions, the 
trouble involved in such production usually 
greatly exceeds the results, except for such par¬ 
ticular objoot. But no one wants suoh huge 
stems for table use as these show plants com¬ 
monly are. As a rule, judges ignore the require¬ 
ments of the table, and think only of size of 
stem, if allied to considerable blanched length 
and whiteness. But for table uso, stems equally 
well blanched and pure in colour, that are but 
one halil the dimensions are best—that is, instead 
of M*big round as a broom-handle, more 

nearly represent the size of a whip handle, as 
these are so much more tender when cooked, 
and are for that reason so much more enjoyable. 
The exhibition stems are the produot gener¬ 
ally of very early sowing, early planting in 
trenches half filled with manure, frequently, 
later, liberally watered with liquid-manure, anil 
blanchod with bands of brown paper. Even 
then the stems are sometimes enclosed in drain¬ 
pipes, and these are partially backed up with 
soil, no troublo being spared to get the stems 
long, stout, and very white. But to have a 
long supply of Leeks for table use—and good 
stems well grown and blanchod under ordinary 
culture when well oooked make a delicious 
dish—it is enough to plant them from the seed- 
pans or boxes when 0 inches in height out into 
shallow trenches into which a moderate dress¬ 
ing of manure has been put, and which is well 
mixed with the soil. As the plants grow give 
occasional liberal waterings, and got good 
growth on to the plants before commencing to 
earth them up. Before doing that remove a 
few of tho lower leavos. Good blanched steniB 
should be about 10 inches long and very clean. 
_ A. D. 

FORWARDING VEGETABLES & OTHER 

THINGS ON BED3 OF LEAVES. 
It is astonishing how much can be accomplished 
in cold-pits and frames, which at this season are 
so useful for forwarding crops for early use. 
During the first four mouths of the year the 
soil is very cold and the weather very change¬ 
able, but with a little warmth and gloss shelter 
(covering the glass on very oold nights) plants 
grow rapidly, the crops often being from one to 
two months earlier than those on sheltered, 
warm borders. It is a very simple matter to 
provide a little warmth. This may bo done in 
many ways, and often at very small oost. In 
country gardens loaves are abundant, and evou 
in small suburban gardens many leaves may bo 
stored by attention in autumn and winter. If 
collected in a heap and kept dry they do not rot. 
If a little stable or other fresh manure is added 
sufficient heat will be forthcoming. Last year 
I mode a bed large enough for a three-light 
frame withtree-leaves and green Box that had 
ho«n riipned off some^Mg bushes. On thia I '0, more 
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grew a crop of Radishes and Potatoes, and when 
these were cleared off a crop of Melons was 
taken from the saoje/bed. .Stropsheat is not 
desirable. Asparngu^. • TUrajps,|- Radishes, 
French Beans, LettfuoesJ tJaUfe’ii; 'Cauliflower, 
Peas, and numberless .ottiqi; things "arA Mtsed in 
these beds. l£ sidh l»M,';tod, flyp(ynihj, 
Tulips, Narcissl.-aud ether jobjtfd ai^'gfq^ij.iaitl 
now (middle of Jaiuian^ I have'Narflislii iufih 
as maximal, HorsUelju,; etc ..•Chafing on well, 
these being etood.bh*jC-bpjf^if-‘Idav*jij etc , in a 
cold-pit. Lily of Valley is'sVtffiSfacWy when Eut in suoh places for April and May flowering, 

leutziae, Dielytras, and Spirals also do well 
For raising seeds, etc., from February onwards 
these beds are excellent. I cover the leaves, etc., 
with ashes to prevent slugs getting at the seed¬ 
lings. When rotted, the leaves make fine 
material for dressing land, potting, and a 
number of other uses. J. Crook. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

New Pea Ideal.—This Pea can be recom¬ 
mended to amateurs as well as gardeners. It is 
one out of a great number grown for triad at 
Chiawiok last year that gained an A.M. at the 
hands of the Vegetable aud Fruit Committee on 
June 10, 1901, the raisers being the Messrs. 
Huttou, of Reading. Ideal may be described as 
a first early dark green Marrow Pea of excellent 
table quality, and a heavy cropper. Another 
advantage is the faot of its coming to maturity 
at the same time as the round, white-seeded 
kinds, while to this must bo added that the 
haulm does not exceed *1 feet in height. As the 
time is at hind for making the first sowing of 
Peas outdoors, I would advise that Ideal be 
given a trial, and shall he much surprised if 
those who do so are not satisfied with the 
results.—A. W. 

Parsnips.—It is fortunate for the grower 
of these very useful roots that we have very 
few varieties. Practically there are but three 
in ordinary cultivation, the Hollow Crown, tho 
most widely grown and having several designa¬ 
tions, the whiter-fleshed Tender and True, a 
particularly nice selection from the former, and 
Student, a true stock of whioh has raised necks 
and not sunken ones as the Hollow Crown has. 
Parsnips are neither the beet nor most profitable 
when very long. Judges at exhibitions do, as 
a rule, favour roots ranging from 24 inches to 
HO inches in length if they be smooth and, for 
their length, handsome. Bat by far the 
sweetest and most marrowy flesh is got on roots 
that are but 12 inches ia length, have nioe 
broad shoulders, and good, tapering, firm roots, 
literally all flesh, and when properly cooked of 
delicious quality. Parsnip ground should not 
lie freshly manured, yet be fairly good and well 
worked. The plants may be bat 6 inches apart 
in the rows, the aim of the grower being rather 
to get many of medium size than fewer of 
abnormal length.—A. D. 

Turnips for late use.—There are few 
plaoes where Turnips are not appreciated all 
through the year for flavouring soups, etc. This 
being so, everyone should endeavour to provide 
a supply over as long a season as possible. It is 
during the spring months this is the most diffi¬ 
cult, but this may be overcome to some extent 
by a little forethought. For years I have made 
it a rule to sow very late a small quantity of 
Chirk Castle Blaokstone. This kind is very 
hardy. I allow the roots to remain where they 
are sown till the tops begin to run to greens, 
when they are pulled up, cutting off the greens 
about 2 inches from the head. Then the roots 
are laid in soil under a north border, and when 
growth begins again they are lifted, outting the 
roots and tops and oovering them with soil, 
moving them occasionally to prevent rooting. 
In this way I generally keep them till Turnips 
come in in the open border. In seasons when I 
have been short of Turnips I have taken up the 
small ones out of the main crop about Christmas, 
cut off the rough leaves, and laid them in a drill 
3 inches or 4 inches deep. In this position they 
make new growth and are not affected by frost. 
—.1. Crook. 

Brussels Sprouts.—Whilst many gar¬ 
deners prefer to bow seeds of Brussels Sprouts 
under glass early and thus raise plants that, got 
out early into rich, deep-worked soil, grow by 

quite unfit for ordinary use. It is wiser to sow 
need outdoors at the same time that Autumn 
Ciant Cauliflower seed is sown, in shallow drills 
and thinly, taking care to net them over to keep 
off birds. Such plants are hardy, sturdy, and 
transplant well in good time. Generally, in 
small gardens room cannot be found for such 
plants until early Potatoes or Peas have been 
taken off If the ground be just pointed over 
and levelled, then holes dibbled into it in rows 
24 feet apart, the Brussels 8prout plants being 
put out into them and well soakod in with 
water, growth will be, if steady, at least sure. 
Stems will be hardened in time, clothed with 
small but hard, green Sprouts, perfect ideals of 
what Sprouts for table should be. 

Up to-Date Potato.—Few Potatoes are 
so universally grown as this, for it is the market 
growers’ main crop sort, and at the present 
time hundreds of tons are stored in this locality, 
for it is in daily use nearly all the yoar round. 
In this locality no variety I have yet tried has 
turned out such sound, handsome tubers as this. 
It is one of those kinds that does not require 
very high manuring or any special culture to 
ensure tubers quite large enough for cooking. 
The brightest and beat formed tubers are grown 
in rather poor soil, and anyone giving it a trial 
for the first time will do well to select soil that 
was well manured last year. I)o not put on any 
fresh manure, but rely on deop cultivation. 
Give plenty of room, and keep the surface soil 
frequently stirred. The only fault I have heard 
front retailers is that it is too large for selling in 
small quantities. It is essentially a main crop 
sort, and if planted in Msroh or April may bo 
stored quite ripe in September. As it is a strong 
grower, H feet between the rows and 14 feet 
from set to set will give far better results than 
closer planting. From a single tuber set out 
quite clear of other crops I have often dug over 
a gallon tubers.— J a sits Groom, Qo./iorl. 

Flavouring Onions for summer use. 
—It often happens that there is a scarcity of 
Onions even lor flavouring. Unless an un¬ 
usually oool stove is available for Onions a 
large percentage of the bulbs becomes soft and 
outgrown. In this state they will not keep 
long. Some sorts of Onions keep better than 
othern, and where late ones are desirable, varie¬ 
ties with this character should be grown, if 
only in small quantity, but without the suitable 
store there is sure to be this trouble with auy 
kind. To tide over this season of scarcity 
many gardeners fiad it a good plan to select 
some of the best of these grown-out bulbs and 
plant them out ia the garden in rows about 
10 inches apart. This is done in February in 
favourable weather. An odd corner or a row or 
two put out between newly-planted fruit-bushes 
—it may be Gooseberries or Currants—answers. 
All that can be expected from them is green 
tops, the root will be gone entirely ; but for 
flavouring these answer the purpose very well. 
This course, while it provides for a time of 
dearth, removes at the same time a source of 
waste, for Onions, when grown out, have lost 
their value in the dry store. Those of your 
readers, then, who have plenty for their present 
use and a prospect of scaroity later on would do 
well to give tnis matter their careful thought 
while there is material available, and this is 
particularly important with those who require 
soup-flavouring vegetables almost daily. It is 
well known that Onions will endure a good deal 
of frost and oold, and a store for them need not 
be strictly frost-proof so long as it is dry. For 
this same reason there is no need to hesitate 
about prospective weather for the outdoor 
planting so lone as it is mild and the ground in 
fairly good working order at the time it is done. 

Early Lettuces.—Where accommodation 
for wintering Lettuoes does not exist, and an 
early supply is required, seed of a quickly- 
maturing variety should at once be raised under 
glass in a temperature of 45 degs. or 50 degs. 
If sown in a pan or box and plaoed on a shelf 
close up to the glass nioe stocky plants will 
result. Priok these off when large enough (if a 
frame is not at liberty) into other boxes and 
grow them on as hardily as possible. By the 
time there is a danger of the plants beooming 
crowded a frame in whioh early Potatoes have 
been forced should be reserved for them. No 

latent heat remaining in the hot-bed to give the 
plants a start. 8et out the plants 9 inches 
apart oaoh way, water and afford shade until 
the roots have taken hold of the fresh soil. 
Give air in the morning to prevent the plants 
getting drawn, bilt close early in the afternoon 
to promote quick growth. Water whenever 
the plants require it, and an overhead sprink¬ 
ling with a fine rosed can is also beneficial at 
closing time, particularly on bright, sunny days. 
By careful attention to these few details excel¬ 
lent Lettuces may be grown in a frame or a 
slightly heated pit. For this purpose the 
cabbage varieties are the most suitable, among 
wfiioh are Golden Queen, Paris Market, Har¬ 
binger, Forcing, and Perfect Gem, all of whioh 
can be recommended.—A. W. 

Jerusalem Artichokes —These may 
now be planted as they are quite hardy, and 
there is always more than enough work to get 
through in the garden in March. Moreover, the 
tubers only shrivel if loft too long in the store¬ 
house. The new white Mammoth is the boat 
variety, beingof better shape andquality than the 
ordinary kind. Jerusalem Artichokes are often 
grown for many years on the same ground, and 
in a sunless part of the garden ; but this is a 
mistake, as not only the size but the quality 
also are thereby impaired if a fresh site esnnoe 
be given them every year, at least some freeh 
soil from the frame yard, or, failing this, 
from another part of the garden, should be dug 
in deeply, together with a liberal quantity of 
well-rotted manure. The ground should be 
made firm and the tubers planted a foot apart in 
rows IS inches apart. Where ground is plen 
tiful 2 feet is not too much, a* the more sun and 
air the plants get the finer the yield will be. 
Plant in moderately deep drills, and make the 
ground firm by treading. A mulch of old 
Mushroom-manure, applied when the plants are 
a few inches high, will prevent rapid evapora¬ 
tion, and if a couple of good soaking) of liquid- 
manure can be given during the summer so 
much the better. The smallest and most 
inferior tubers are sometimes saved for seed, 
instead of whioh medium-sized, well-shaped 
ones should be selected, these being the only 
guarantee for a good all-round crop the following 
season.—C. 

Tomatoes.—To keep up a succession of 
fruiting plants, a little seed should be sown at 
intervals of a month or so from now onwsrd>. 
These plants are often injured from the first by teing the pan or pot containing the seed in a 

d, canting the seedlings to come up veiy 
weak, and some time is lost before these can be 
made sturdy plants. If the seed is sown thinly 
and the pan stood on a shelf near the glass in a 
warm greenhouse growth will bo much slower 
at first, but the plants are much better later on. 
Young plants raised from seed sown last 
autumn should be potted on as required, but no 
attempt should be made to foroe growth by 
placing them in too muoh heat. A warm green¬ 
house with rather a dry atmosphere suite them 
well. They should be always kept well ap to 
the light and reoeive ventilation whenever the 
weather permits. Stronger plants coming into 
flower should be assisted with weak liquid- 
manure. Shorten back the foliage somewhat 
where necessary to expose the flower-truss to 
light and air, and the blooms should be gone 
over daily with a feather or soft brush to assist 
the fruit to set. Winter fruiting plants are 
still cropping well, and they receive every 
support in the way of surface dressings of rich 
compost and a dusting of bone-meal. Heavy 
dressings of soil are not neoeasary ; in fact, such 
may prove harmful at the present season, it 
being better to afford these at short intervals 
and in small quantities. When the plants are 
strong and healthy the tope may be pegged 
down in the border, and they quiokly make 
fresh roots in the soil, or they may be pegged 
into pots filled with rich compost, and when 
sufficiently rooted severed from the parent 
plant, and a good batch of plants will be 
obtained that will commence to fruit at once. 
All fruit should be cut as soon as it is coloured, 
so as to relieve the plants as muoh as possible. 
Frogmore Selected is a good variety for winter 
work.—P. , 

Early Potatoes.—Kidneys or any early 
varieties for frame culture and planting im- 

leoil not nos mediately after the new year ne now be 
>y 

the autumn to great height and size^yet, as a I preparation will be required, as there will be _ 
rule, the Sprouts produoud are laroA coarse, r.i^dl uulte^nough soil for them, and just sufficient I checked, as it would bo an advantage to allow 
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them to sprout and have strong shoots by plant¬ 
ing time. Other seed which may not be wanted 
ontil February or March should not be sprout¬ 
ing yet; but it it is, cheok it as muoh as possible 
by a oool atmosphere, and if Borne persist in 
growing after that it is beet to break the most 
torwani of the shoots off and 1st the back ones 
take their place. Shoots 1 inch or 2 inohes in 
length now would be of no use on seed intended 
lor planting in March, as they would be much 
too long by that time to be handled or put under 
ground. It is a difficult matter to keep the 
•hoots from growing when once they have fairly 
begun to push ; it is muoh better to keep them 
back now than allow them to grow and keep 
them at a standstill farther on. Nothing worse 
could happen to seed Potatoes than having 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

CASSIA CORYMBOSA. 

Occasionai.ly in some old-fashioned garden a 
large plant of this Cassia may be found which 
can be depended upon to flower well every sum¬ 
mer, and during tne winter it is kept in the 
conservatory, or somewhere just clear of frost. 
In some of our public gardens, too, it may be 
seen growing outside during the summer asso¬ 
ciated with other tender subjects. * The exces¬ 
sively hot weather of recent summers has 
suited it well, for it has given quite a mass 
of its golden blossoms, which lasted for some 
time. It is, as a rule, far more frequently 

Cassia corymbose. 

them stored in mounds during the winter, and 
allowing them to remain in that state until they 
bare become a mass of young shoots 
se the shoots emit roots when growi. 
manner, and they all derive vitality 
seed. Many who possess seed Potatoes may be 
unable to keep them thinly laid out in winter, 
but everyone may tarn and air them, a practice 
that is very beneficial. When we are obliged 
to keep more than we approve of on the top of 
each other in autumn, we always find some 
means of spreading them oat thinly in spring to 
harden the shoots before planting. The very 
late sorts do not start freely into growth at this 
season, or, indeed, daring the winter, and it is 
kinds like these that should be massed together, 
when massing must be done, and, as the early 
OOM are cleared out and planted in spring, theee 
an be spreed oat in their places. 

met with across the channel than it is in this 
oountry. Cassia corymbosa is a native of the 

The principal thing to be observed is* the 
thorough ripening of tho wood towards the end 
of the summer. In some gardens on the south 
oo&st it stands the winter if given the proteotion 
of a wall and flowers freely every year. Cassia 
corymbosa used to be planted out every season 
in the Royal Horticultural Society’s gardens 
at Chiswick, and flowerod splendidly. On the 
approach of frost tho plants were lifted, cut 
down and potted, and placed in a houso with 
Pelargoniums uutil required again for the 
flower garden. They invariably did well treated 

Digitized by 
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GLOXINIA8 IN COOL GREENHOUSE. 
Although the Gloxinia is olassed as a stove 
plant, it is surprising what a fine display can be 
had in a cool greenhouse without much trouble 
when one has not a stove to grow the plants in. 
About the middle of February I make up a hot- 
bod for Cucumbers. When the temperature of 
the frame is about 65 degs. or 70 degs., I pot up 
my bulbs and plaoe the pots around the sides of 
the frames, setting a Cucumber plant in the 
oentre of each light. By the time the Cucumbers 
reach the sides of the frames the Gloxinias have 
made a start. I then transfer them to the 
vinery, the vines by this time being in full leaf 
affording suffioientshel ter. With a little fire-heat 
and the moisture from syringing the Gloxinias 
make good progress. If there should be any 
blank places in the foliage of the Vines it is 
advisable to shade the plants with a fow sheets 
of paper during the hottest part of tho day. 
They aro shifted on into larger pots as they 
require it. This is one of tho points that should 
not be overlooked, as I find the Gloxinia enjoys 
plenty of space for its roots. While a great 
many plants flower beet when pot-bound the 
Gloxinia is quite the reverse. I keep them 
here until they begin to show flower, 
then I remove them to the greenhouse. The 
house is span-roofed, with a path down the 
centre, and four tiers of staging each side. On 
the top I have a row of Tomatoes in pots, 
trained up the roof by means of string or wires. 
Under the shade of the Tomatoes I let the 
Gloxinias throw up their handsome blooms. Tho 
house is very pleasing, with the huge red and 
green Tomatoes hanging down, while underneath 
are the soft delicate blooms of the Gloxinias, 
with &U shades of colour imaginable. After 
flowering the Gloxinias are gradually dried off. 
When quite dry the soil is removed, the bulbs 
plaoed in a shallow box, and covered with silver- 
sand. This keeps them plump through the 
winter. II. Summers. 

Silver-street, Oodmanchetter, Hunts. 

BALSAMS. 

It is difficult to understand why so few people 
cultivate Balsams. To have Balsams in flower 
in May one should sow the soed in February. I 
prefer doing so in shallow, woll-drained pans in 
soil largely composed of rough leaf-mould over 
the orooks, with finer mould and turfy soil 
above, thinly scattering the seeds and barely 
oovering with soil. Whilst the soil should be 
kept moist in a house where the temperature 
ranges from 55 degs. to 00 degs., too muoh 
moisture is apt to result in the seedlings damp¬ 
ing off. It is safest, also, to got them into pots 
as soon as they are large enough for removal, 
and not wait until they begin to get too thick, 
giving them a shelf where they will have plenty 
of light. At the seoond and subsequent pot- 
tings one may be liberal with regard to the 
compost, adding to the leaf-mould and turfy 
soil some old manure from a heap that has stood 
a few months. In a compost of this character 
Balsams grow freely in a house where temperate 
heat prevails. Balsams should not be allowed 
to beoome dry. In a warm house where any 
attempt is mode to push them into bloom they 
will imbibe a deal of water, and liquid-manure 
occasionally administered a few weeks before 
the buds open will improve the quality of the 
flowers. Green-fly sometimes attacks plants 
that are apparently healthy ; but, as a rule, 
heat and overdryuess are bhe cause of their 
appearanoe. Gently syringing the plants before 
they bloom, or, if in bloom, fumigating, will 
quickly disperse them. Well-fed plants are 
least likely to suffer from green-fly. Balsams are 
extremely showy when in bloom, may be had in 
flower for many months by suooessional sowings, 
and are not difficult to manage, W. F. 

TREE CARNATIONS. 
These require very careful treatment during 
the winter. Tree-Carnations are often grown 
in dark-houses or pits, bat the plants booome 
weakly, and the flowers are few and of poor 
quality. I have seen them doing well on tier- 
above-tier stages in lofty lean-to houses ; but a 
low span-roofwl house running north and south 
suits them beet. This should have a tolerably 
wide bench in the oentre, and narrower ones on 
eaoh side. The stage should be covered with 
rough <ifndor-a»hei) or shingle, and the plants 
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arranged not too oloaely. If there ia any green¬ 
fly on the plants, fumigate them on two oalm 
evenings in suocesaion, and syringe them with 
tepid water the first fine day after, repeating 
the fumigating every three weeks in winter, as, 
if aphis once gets a foothold, it ia diffioult to 
eradicate, and the plants soon become sickly. 
To ensure a constant supply of flowers in winter 
a little artificial heat is necessary, from 50 degs. 
to 55 degs. being a suitable temperature, and 
the rubble on whioh the plant stands should be 
moistened occasionally ; admit air liberally in 
mild weather. The less artificial heat given to 
plants intended to flower in spring the better, 
and it is from these the outtings for next year’s 
stock should be taken. Keep the soil in the 
pots free from weeds, and loosen it occasionally 
with a pointed stick to admit air. If the plants 
are well rooted, liquid-manure of a weak nature 
may be given, say, once a week, and I have 
known native guano given with very good 
results ; but artificial stimulants must be used 
with caution. Avoid watering in driblets. Be 
sure the plant wants water, then give sufficient 
to moisten the ball through. Disbudding is 
seldom practised ; but it is best to remove the 
small buds whioh usually cluster around the 
terminal one—this will increase its size and 
quality. Support the growths with neat sticks. 

Ckomkk. 

THE BEST ABUTILON8. 

A i'akefiii. selection of the original species of 
Abatilons is now absolutely necessary, there 
being so many garden varieties, and, though 
they do not bloom so freely in a small state as 
some of the hybrid forms, half-a-dozen or so 
must have a place amongst the very best. 

A. Dakwini, whioh is quite a shrub, with 
orange-red flowers, is interesting as having, in 
conjunction with the white-flowered Boule de 
Neige, laid the foundation of the numerous 
garden varieties, amoDg which, however, are 
Borne in the way of, but superior to, the typical 
A. Darwini. 

A. insuink is widely removed from any of the 
others, and is also of slower growth. The leaves 
of this are large, heart-shaped, and of a bright- 
shining green, while the flowers, which are borne 
in axillary pendulous raoemes, have more spread¬ 
ing petals than any of ths preceding, thus 
forming a shallower bloom. The colour of the 
flower is purplish-crimson, with darker veining. 
This plant, which is also occasionally met with 
under the name of A. ignenra, is very uncommon, 
though a most desirable member of the genua. 
It requires rather more heat than is necessary 
for the other Abutilons. 

A. striatum, a rapid-growing plant, is well 
suited for a conservatory pillar or Borne such 
spot. By continuous pinching it may be 
induoed to flower in bush form, but is more 
effective when allowed to grow freely. The 
lobed loaves of this specios are of a bright-green 
colour, while the drooping blossoms are of an 
orange-yellow, thickly reticulated with red. A 
thriving specimen of this Abutilon will flower 
moro or less continuously throughout the 
greator part of the year. 

A. venosum is the grandest of all the Abu- 
tilons. The deep green, large, palmate leaves 
are very ornamental, while the blooms are each 
as much as .1 inches in diameter, and as the 
flower-stalks are often nearly a foot in length 
thoy aro very conspicuous, especially whore tho 
plants are trained to a roof or pillar. The 
colour of the flowers is bright-orange, veined 
with red. 

A. vkx ii.i.ari um is a slender yet free-grow¬ 
ing olimber, or rather a plant of rambling habit, 
that may be employed to furnish the roof or 
pillars of a greenhouse, while it is far hardier 
than is generally imagined. There is a great 
difference in colour between the two portions of 
the flower, the oalyx being bright orimson, and 
the petals, whioh partially protrude therefrom, 
are yellow. This species is also known by the 
name of A. megapotamioum. There is a variety 
of it whose leaves are mottled with creamy- 
yellow, and very pretty it is in a small state 
under glass, but when planted out and growing 
vigorously the variegation frequently disappears 
to a great extent. A. vexillarium is a most 
continuous bloomer, but despite this fact and 
the bright oolouring of its blossoms it does not 
appear to have been of muoh service to the 

hybridist. A few years sinoe a number of 
seedlings between it and severer garden forms 
were raised, but on flowering it was found 
that the infusion of vexillarium blood had by 
no means improved the hybrids, the species 
being superior to any of the seedlings. Such 
being the case, the whole of them were dis¬ 
carded. The next species to mention ia the 
Brazilian 

A. vitikoi.iiim.—A nativo of Chili, and hardy 
in the more favoured districts of England and 
Ireland. This is quite a bush, whose porcelain- 
blue flower* are borne during the month of 
May. There is also a variety with white 
blossoms. 

Abutilons with variegated leavos are rather 
numorous, for besides the form of A. vexilla¬ 
rium previously mentioned there is a beautiful 
variegated variety of A. Darwini, known as 
tessalatum : the leaves of A. Thompeoni and 
its double-flowered form are mottled with a 
creamy hue, while the warm-house A. Sellowi- 
anum variegatum has handsome marbled leaves. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Coleuses. — I have long since regarded the 
keeping of old Coleuses through the winter ns a 
waste of time and trouble, to say nothing of the 
room they take up, and the additional heat 
necessary to carry them through. I do not think 
anyone would keep them after October after 
rearing a batch of plants from seed. Seedlings 
grow more rapidly, when once a start is made, 
than do old plants, and there is a freshness 
about young plants that old ones do not possess. 
To have plants for greenhouse decoration In 
June and July and onwards soed should be sown 
in March in a house where tho minimum tem¬ 
perature ought not to fall below GO degs., and 
no better plaoe can be hail than a propagator 
erected over the hot-water pipes or near the 
stove. Pans of light, sandy soil, with ample 
drainage, are necessary for their successful 
culture, and all the light possible should be 
given them, enoouraging a moist, humid atmos¬ 
phere, vet avoiding overwatering. The best 
coloured sorts will soon become apparent, and 
potting off separately should be undertaken 
when largo enough for this. I have grown 
them from a March sowing, and had nice speci¬ 
mens in 48's by the middle of July, using 
nothing but old turf Hoil and silver-sand, with 
a little leaf-mould added.—Lkaiiuk-st. 

Climbing: plants.—It often happens that 
the olimbing plants employed to cover an end 
wall of a conservatory, or to furnish the roof, 
are the least satisfactory of its occupants. This 
is especially the case when the plants chosen are 
naturally of too strong and vigorous a habit. In 
this oase they either smother everything olse in 
the house or have to be so severely cut in as to 
interfere with their flowering, and, what is even 
more detrimental to their well-being, they 
generally exhaust the limited quantity of boiI 
that can be afforded them to grow in to an extent 
that does not admit of its fertility being kept 
up by additions of manuring. Where suoh a 
state of matters exists it is muoh the best to 
remove the old plants and replace them with 
others of a less rampant habit; this will give an 
opportunity for completely removing the soil. 
This is essential, as with permanent plants of 
this kind comparatively little can be done in the 
way of removal without destroying the roots to 
an extent that would be injurious. Whatever 
is to be done in the way of cleaning conserve 
tory climbers should now be carried out whilst 
the plants are comparatively at rest, as during 
this timo the work can be done much more 
effectually as well as with less injury. An effort 
should be made to oompletely eradicate mealy¬ 
bug and scale, for where nothing ia done beyond 
periodically freeing the plants from a portion of 
them the work has to be repeated indefinitely, 
the rosult being a continuous expenditure of 
labour, w th more or less injury to the plants. 

Fuchsias.—Young plants struck from cut¬ 
tings at the latter end of summer, and that 
have been kept growing slowly in an interme¬ 
diate temperature, will now require larger pots, 
for if they are allowed to become at all cramped 
from want of pot room they will not move 
freely afterwards. Such as have occupied 
fi-inch or 6-inch pots may be moved into others 
2 inches or .1 inches larger, using good turfy 

loam, with a little leaf-mould, some thoroughly 
rotten manure, and sand in proportion to the 
greater or less quantity which the loam natu¬ 
rally contains ; but Fuchsias do not require the 
soil to be quite so open as some other quick¬ 
growing plants. Pot moderately firm ; but 
not so much so as in the case of some 
things of a more permanent character ; pinch 
out the points of the shoots to induce a close, 
well-furnished condition. Some varieties re¬ 
quire less attention in this respect than othen, 
being naturally disposed to branch out without 
stopping. A well-grown Fuchsia should, when 
in liloom, present a dense mass of pendent 
shoots drooping from a single stem, each clothed 
with healthy foliago and flowers. This state 
can be secured in these autumn-struck plants 
in a way that it is diffioult to accomplish with 
old specimens or with later spring-struck stock, 
although the latter make nice small examples, 
but for large conservatories, where size is an 
objeot, autumn-struck plants are the beat. 

Oamelllaa Where these have not jet had 
their annual cleaning by sponging the leaves and 
removing any scale insecta that may exist on 
the ahoote, it Bhould at once be attended to. In 
the neighbourhood of towns, where the atmos¬ 
phere is charged with soot, they are greatly 
benefited by having their leaves sponged two or 
three times a year. If the plants are turned 
out in beds—and still more so when grown in 
pots or tubs in conservatories, where some 
warmth is kept up during the winter—especial 
care must be taken that the atmosphere, as well 
as the soil, is not allowed to get dry, or the 
buds aie sure to drop ; this is particularly the 
case with the white varieties, which are more 
easily affected in this way than the other*. 
Where any large plants of inferior kinds exist 
that it is intended to graft with hotter sorts, 
they may now be headed down and grafted. 
Many of the numerous ways in which grafting 
is performed will answer, but if the plants are 
large and the stems a considerable length before 
branching out, they may be cut down 8 inches 
or 10 inches above the collar and cleft grafted, 
putting in four or six, binding the stock round 
so as to keep the scions in their plaoes, sur¬ 
rounding the whole with ordinary grafting clay, 
after which they may be placed in a house or 

it where a little extra warmth is kept up. I 
ave found Camellias succeed best when grafted 

thus early, before the sap is about to rise, a* if 
the work is deferred too long tho flow of sap is 
such ab to often prevent the grafts taking. 

Begonia Gloire de Sceaux. —This is a 
most valuable plant for tho stove, flowering as 
it does from early December right up to April, 
the foliage itself making it a conspicuous 
subject, but doubly so when laden with its pale 
pink blossoms, whioh push out at the axil of 
nearly every leaf. The plant also lends itself to 
decoration in the house, lasting in good condi¬ 
tion for a fortnight or more. It attains 8 feet 
to 4 feet in height, and can be either grown on 
a single stem or pinched to form two or three 
shoots. Cuttings should be put in during April 
or May, and I find they emit roots very 
quickly if plaoed in a close frame or propa¬ 
gating-box with a gentle bottom-heat in a house 
or pit that commands a temperature of 00 degs. 
to 70 degs . Merely dibbling in the shoots in 
Coooa nut-fibre or sifted leaf-soil appears to suit 
the outtings better than if placed in pots. As 
soon as rooted pot up into suitable size pots, 
and koep in the l>ox for three or four days, when 
they soon get hold of the soil, and then can 
be placed near the gl us roof in a house that 
does not fall below GO degs. at night. Repot 
when necessary, using loam, leaf-soil, a little 
peat, and enough sand to keep the whole porous. 
Useful decorative stuff oan be grown in 5-inch 
pots and quite large specimens in 6 inoh or 
7-inoh. Keep the syringe from the plant when 
in flower, and avoid too much water at any 
time, as I have found plants go black in the 
stem quite close down to the pot just when 
coming into flower. This I attribute to the 
plant being kept too sodden at the root.— 
J. M. B 

!• As many of tho most interesting notes and 

articles in " Oaruwiiho" from the very beginning have 
come from its readers, tee offer each teeth a copy of the 
latest edition oj either Btovs akd Okksniioi'si Plast* " 

or "Tbs KxoLisn Flow ah Oakdrs," to the sender oj the 
most useful or interesting letter or short article published 
in the current weeks issue, which will be marked thus *.• 
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THE POPPY ANEMONE. 

Ir ifl needless to sing the praises of the Crown 
Anemone. Everybody who has any acquaint¬ 
ance with garden flowers knows its merits, its 
easy culture, line bloom, and the variety of 
colour which a mixed collection affords. Those 
who planted in October will have abundance of 
bloom in spring, and there are few plants 
more serviceable for house decoration thus early 
iu the year. A sowing of seed in dune will 
produce plants which, set out in autumn, will 
fiower the following spring ; so that those who 
wish to grow them need not obtain named 
kinds, unless they have a partiality for any 
particular varieties. 

CARNATIONS FOR SPRING PLANTING. | 
Many amateurs prefer to buy what they require , 
and plaut out in spring : although they may be 
aware that the beat results can be expected only 
from plants settled in their winter quarters in 
September or October, they do not like to run 
the risk of the winter, and there is something 
to be said in favour of this plan, as they can 
buy now strong, well-rooted plants and have 

of the border, which it is as well to have 
trenched, two* spits deep, some time before 
planting takes place. If, however, this is not 

ractioable, or has been omitted, it should be 
one at once, and the soil trodden down before 

planting, or rolled all over, as it is an absolute 
necessity that the ground be in a firm condition 
betore the plants are inserted. The most suit¬ 
able soil is a good sound loam, neither too 
heavy nor too light; and, as to situation, expe¬ 
rience leads me to seleot a border that is shaded 
from the hottest rays of the sun—during the 
middle of the day and during the afternoon—as, 
by this selection, the blooms last longer and do 
not require shading, which, if required for exhi¬ 
bition, they would otherwise uo. Carnations 
Bhould be grown in beds by themselves, and 
not mixed up with other flowers. The plants 
should be set out from 13 inches to 15 inches 
each way, aooording to the size of tho plants, . 
some being much stronger growers than others. 
They are also very effective if planted in clumps 
of any one colour—for this purpose the self- 
ooloured varieties are to be preferred. What, 
for instance, could be more lovely than an entire 
bed of that exquisite new pink variety, John 

plant, they will answer very well. Weak 
growers and some of the more delicate varieties 
of yellow-ground Piootees are better grown in 
pots, as they can then have the protection of 
cold-frames when required, and it is not 
judioioos to plant out in the open border plants 
that have been grown in large pots and not 
previously potted up. The plants being set out, 
if the weather is exceptionally dry it may be as 
well to give them one good watering, unless 
rain may be shortly expected, and if the border 
is in a sunny position it should be mulched all 
over with well-rotted manure about the begin¬ 
ning of May. This has the double advantage 
of strengthening the roots and keeping them 
oool from the soorohing rays of the snn. 
Weeds should be carefully gleaned off the bed 
as they appear. Beyond this, no further 
attention will be needed until the plants begin 
to grow, which will, perhaps, be the subjeot of 
another paper. 

As your readers may like to have the names 
of varieties, both seifs and fancies, which can 
be relied upon to give first-class results, either 
for the home garden or for exhibition, I give 
below a few, whioh may, perhaps, be sufficient 

The Poppy Anemone (Anemone coronaria). From a photograph by Hr. F. Mason Good. 

them delivered to them on te. ms almost 
identical with those charged for layers sent out 
n the autumn. As this and next month are the 
best for spring planting, those wishing to culti¬ 
vate these lovtly flowers, or improve their 
existing collection by adding new varieties 
thereto, should send their orders to reliable 
grower* at once, who will supply them with lists 
Iran which to choose, or supply collections on 
isisonable terms if the selection is left to them. 
It it as well to bear in mind that it it just as 
cheap to grow a good Carnation as a bad one, 
and far more satisfactory in the long run ; and, 
seeing the great improvement that has been 
made of late years in the form, colour, strength 
of stalk, and soundness of calyx of the best 
varieties, it is really wonderful to see such as 
sere in vogue twenty years ago still being 
advertised, and presumably sold to somebody, 
sben newer Carnations of the same colours, 
siih the faults eradicated, can be purchased for 
ilmost a* little money. I refer to such as Raby 
I'sstle, Redbraes, .Mrs. Muir, and some few 
more, which have been expunged from all collec¬ 
tions years ago that have any pretensions of 
being kept up-to date. Supposing, therefore, 
that the amatenr decides to buy his plants now, 
hh first consideration most be the preparation 

Corlett, edged with a broad band of dark blue 
Lobelia ? 

The above remarks concerning planting refer 
to Carnations grown from layers. If seedlings 
are to be grown, more room must be given, as 
they become much larger plants—2 feet each 
way would not be too much space to allow. In 
either case sufficient room must be given 
between the plants, or there will not be 
sufficient space to layer them in July and 
August. 

It is as well to plant, where possible, on a 
slight slope, so as to secure good drainage, as 
Carnations require this and cannot stand being 
watorlogged. The roots should be well covered, 
but not too deeply, so that the foliage stands up 
well above the surface, and under all circum¬ 
stances the plants should be firmly set out in 
their places, and the soil pressed well down 
round the roots. If plants are received in pots, 
care should be taken not to break the ball of 
earth, and to guard against this a sufficiently 
large hole should be made with the trowel, and 
the plant inserted therein with care before 
being pressed down. But if the plants sent in 
the spring aro from layers that have stood out 
the winter in the open border, but have not 
during tt}at time been severed from the parent 
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for moderate requirements. I have omitted 
yellow Piootees, ss these are best grown in pots, 
and the above remarks are intended to apply to 
spring planting in the open border alone. 

Self-coloured Carnations.—White : Mrs. Eric 
Hambro, Evangeline, Diamond, Silver Strand. 
Bright scarlet: Banner, Tommy Atkins, 
Grenadier, Pillar-box. Yellow: Duke of Or¬ 
leans, Agnes Dunham, Buttercup. Pink : 
John Corlett, The Major, Minerva, Pilot. 
Deep red : Faust, Isinglass, Lady Hindlip, 
Mrs. MacRae. Orange : Mrs. Gray Buohanan, 
Orange Lord, MiDnie, The Dyak. Salmon : 
Miss Bessie Keats. Crimson : Gipsy, Mephistc, 
(.'reole, Uncle Tom. Flesh: Nautoh Girl, 
Ibis Exile, Darling. Purple: Cleopatra, 
Purple Emperor, Bendigo. Heliotrope : Blue 
Danube, Sophia, Springfield, Garville Gem. 
Cerise: Miss Elma Sheppard, Vyvyan 
Williams, Gordon. Crushed Strawberry : Lord 
Simoul, Windsor. 

The following are good fancies.—Yellow 
grounds: Cowslip, Thomas Renwick, M.P., 
Yellow Hammer, Australian Gold, Mrs. Ashby 
Froud, Dragoon, Gitana, Infanta, Butterfly, 
Brodrik, Climax, Amber Witch. White 
grounds and white ground Piootees : Duchess 
of Portland, Dresden, D. W. Bain, Old China, 
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Lottie Collins, Meta, Isabel Lakin, Joseph's 
Coat, Dachess of York, Mrs. Oppenshaw, 
Somerhill, Fortrose. H. W. Wkguklin. 

EARLY BLOOMING WALLFLOWERS. 

These sweet - scented flowers are universal 
favourites, and we now have kinds which will 
yield flowers from the end of October until the 
middle of May, provided the proper varieties 
are selected and Che seed sown at the proper 
season. Time was when the old Harbinger was 
the earliest to flower, and by sowing early in 
the spring it was possible to have plants that 
would yield a good percentage of bloom in the 
following autumn and winter. Since then other 
varieties have been introduced which have 
superseded Harbinger, foremost of which is 
named Earliest of AIL This is rightly named, 
for it is not only the earliest to flower, but it 
yields a longer succession of blossoms than any 
I am acquainted with. It is of dwarfer habit 
than Harbinger, is very hardy, and every 
growth produces a spike of rich yellow, sweetly- 
scented flowers. From plants raised from seed 
in the beginning of July I have been catting an 
abundance of flowers for weeks past. The frosty 
weather produced a temporary cessation, it is 
true ; but now that mild weather has again set 
in the plants are flowering as freely as ever. 
Harbinger forms a good succession to Earliest 
of All, and lasts well into the spring, when the 
majority commence to bloom. The early- 
flowering varieties should be sown not later 
than the middle of June, and the resulting 
plants pricked out where they are to bloom as 
soon as fit. Rather poor soil is better for Wall¬ 
flowers than that which is rich, as they then 
make harder and more sturdy growth. A. W. 

well in the open border. I have tried them, but 
failed in heavy soiL I have now, however, got 
both varieties in pots, in which I hops to bloom 
them the first season, and then to plant them 
out without disturbing the roots in light soil in 
a warm position. S. W. F. 

PROPAGATING VIOLETS. 

There are various methods of propagating 
Violets, probably the most common being to 
take runners from plants that have flowered 
throughout the winter in frames, and to plant 
them in the open in April. These are some¬ 
times pegged down in the soil in the frame to 
induce them to form roots previous to being 
detached from the parent plant. Another way 
of propagating them is by cuttings inserted in 
fine gritty aud leafy soil in a frame or boxes in 
autumn. These, if protected by a frame during 
winter and kept moist, become nicely rooted by 
spring and are ready for transplanting early in 
April. A somewhat new aud, to my mind, 
good way of propagating them consists in pegging 
down the required number of runners, which 
form on the plants when growing in the open 
border in summer. August is a good time for 
the operation, as then the runners are well 
rooted by October. At the end of the latter 
month they should be severed from the old 
plants, carefally lifted with a trowel, and potted 
in 3J inch pots, using loamy and leafy soiL 
Potting completed, plunge the pots to the rim 
in ashes in a cold-frame, where, with liberal 
airing and carefal watering, the plants will make 
fine specimens, and, if planted out early in 
April, will grow into dense clumps and produce 
a wealth of bloom the following winter. C. 

PERUVIAN LILY (ALSTRCEMERIAS). 
Much has been written during the past few 
years concerning the culture of these handsome 
plants, some correspondents apparently experi¬ 
encing considerable difficulty in growing them 
successfully. As far as my experience goes, 
however, I have found them (I write only of 
the hybrid Alstrn'inerias, A. chilensis and the 
orange flowered A. aurantiaca) of the easiest 
possible culture. They have with me thriven 
equally well in retentive, damp soil, which 
some writers declare is fatal to them, as in a 
light, shaly staple. In the autumn of 1894 I Cited some tubers of A. chilensis in a bed of 

vy red loam in a low position close to water, 
at a depth of 3 inches, and did not mulch them. 
Early in 1895 commenced the memorable frost, 
which continued with scarcely any intermission 
for nearly three months. About that time 1 
read an article on AUtru-merias by an experi¬ 
enced French grower, in which it was averred 
that the roots were certain to be killed by frost 
unless they were planted from 6 inches to 
9 inches deep and heavily mulched. I naturally 
gave up my plants for lost, for the ground was 
frozen hard and nothing could be done. How¬ 
ever, greatly to my surprise and delight, they 
pushed up strongly in the spring, not a single 
plant appearing any the worse for the winter’s 
experience. These plants grew and multiplied 
exceedingly, and were divided again and again. 
The seed-pods were never picked off until the 
seed was almost ripe, but this did not impair 
their vigour. In another site, on a steep slope 
of very light soil that becomes dust-dry in 
summer, they are equally at home. Here they 
throw up their flower-scapes out of the adjacent 
path ana through the interstices of a neighbour¬ 
ing flight of wooden steps. Alstra-meria auran¬ 
tiaca is a perfect weed, and quite overruns the 
garden, being extremely difficult to eradicate. 
Of the two the hybrid Alstncmeriaa are far pre¬ 
ferable, and present a lovely sight when in full 
flower, with their suave colour gradations rang¬ 
ing from crimson-maroon to cream. They will 
withstand the roughest treatment with equa¬ 
nimity. Last spring I lifted a clump when the 
growth was about 8 inches high, took them 
20 miles, and planted them the next day in a 
steep, sloping bank of light soil. They very 
naturally died down, and gave no further sign 
of life that year. Now, however, they are 
shooting strongly, and their growth is this day 
(January 18) about an inch above the soiL 
Plants are easily raised from seed sown in pans 
as soon as ripe and kept in a cold-frame for the 
first winter. The lovely A. pelegrina and its I of plants one may be growing. The gaudy and 
white variety I have never seep-ijoing really ' striking colours as represented by many of the 

BLUE LOBELIA. 

This old favourite for edging flower-beds and 
borders is not likely to be superseded for some 
time, for when it is well done there are very 
few edging plants that can equal, much more 
excel, it. The principal cause of failure is in 
having small, weakly, or drawn-up plants to 
start with, owing to the too common plan of 
growing seedlings and not giving them enough 
time to develop into dwarf, bushy little tufts, as 
they should be when put out in May. I know 
many who do not sow their seed until after my 
stock has been divided and pricked off into 
pots or boxes. If I rely on seedlings, I sow in 
boxes in August and winter in cold pits or 
frames, and then there is any quantity of sturdy 
little plants fit for pricking off in January or 
February. I prefer plants that have been left 
over from btxlding out, and that have been 
flowering in boxes, so as to be able to weed out 
anv inferior ones. Do not let them get 
exhausted with flowering, but clip all the bloom 
off two or three times in the autumn, so that 
in October the boxes are dense masses of very 
dwarf, tufty plants. I find they make excellent 
companions to yellow Calceolarias, being quite 
as hardy, and delighting in a cool, moist tem¬ 
perature. If they can be kept from getting 
actually frozen by means of mats and litter, it 
suits them far better than artificial heat, and 
where a good many bedding plants are required 
it is an advantage to have a good lot of plants 
that do not need the shelter of artificially 
heated houses. One or two boxes of plants kept 
through the winter in this way will make 
hundreds of plants when divided early in spring, 
and there is plenty of time between January 
and May to divide 'a second time, as they will 
fill the boxes in a month. To keep them dwarf, 
clip off any tops that start to flower. 

Gonpori. J. Groom. 

TUFTED PANSIES. 
Preparing for spring planting. 

Too often those who grow Tafted Pansies 
(Violas) leave the preparation of their flower¬ 
beds and borders until far too late. An early 
preparation of the soil is essential to success, 
ransies are voracious feeders, and the soil needs 
to be enriched by the addition of some good 
manure, and the ground deeply dug as well. 
Many are the queries addressed to Gardening 
Illustrated during the flowering season, and 
particularly during the month of J aly, regard¬ 
ing the failure of plants at that period. Failure 
may not infrequently be attributed to the strain 
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continental kinds attract many cultivators, but 
unfortunately these plants have no constitution 
worth speaking of. The warm days of July are 
too much for them, and in consequence they 
wither and die. This cannot, however, be said 
of the Tafted Pansies. The only risk of failure 
with the tafted form of these plants is when 
they occupy the same position in the garden 
year after year. As a rule, the plants succeed 
remarkably well the first season, and give s 
prodigal display of their welcome blossoms. 
During the second season in the same ground 
the display is good, but here and there a plant 
may fail, and to some extent mar the general 
effect. A third year in the same position the 
gaps will be more frequent, plants failing 
without any apparent reason. Growers usually 
shift these plants to fresh quarters each season, 
and in this way guard against failare. How 
ever, this is not possible in many gardens. It 
is a difficulty which may be overcome by deeply 
digging the qeart»r of the garden devoted to 
these plants in the winter-time. At least two 
spits deep should the ground be dug, incor¬ 
porating some thoroughly good manure at the 
time, and leaving the surface in a rough con¬ 
dition or else in ridges. As some six weeks to 
two months at least must elapse before the 
planting will begin in mo3t gardens, this will 
leave ample time for the frost to get well into 
the soil, and in this way pulverise and sweeten 
It A garden well tilled is the Chief factor in 
successful culture. Ground treated in this way 
may be lightly forked over and levelled just 
prior to planting. This winter cultivation also 
rids the soil of inseot pests to a very large 
degree. D. B. Crane. 

PROPAGATION OF THE DAHLIA 
In large nurseries where Dahlias are propagated 
to a great extent, the work of propagation has 
to be commenced early in the year, and a low- 
pitched lean-to house, with a south or east 
aspect, is generally used for the purpose. This 
is heated oy means of hot-water pipes passing 
along the house immediately underneath the 
propagating bed, which is raiaed near the glass. 
The roots are placed on the bed, and partially, 
but not entirely, covered witla soil; this is kept 
faiily moist, and when a temperature of from 
70 degs. to 80 dege. is niaiata-iued a number of 
young growths spring up round the crown, and 
of these cuttings are made. The propagating- 
house is generally at the end of a snug potting- 
shed, so that the tender cuttings should not be 
brought into contact with cold currents of air, 
for the Dahlia is a plant of peculiarly tender 
growth, and is soon affected by oold. In addi¬ 
tion, it is usual to have a series of brick pits 
sunk below the ground level, so that manure 
lining can be placed about them to heat the 
beds. These pita are indispensable, for it is 
found that the cutting-hoose is required almost 
entirely for obtaining cuttings, and striking 
these cuttings has to be donedn the brick pits. 
In these pite a moist heat of' about CO degs. is 
required, and should be maintained as equably 
as possible. 

Making the cuttings.—When the shoots 
are about 3 inches in length they are taken off 
close to the roots and inserted in pots contain¬ 
ing light soil, and then placed in the brick pits 
plunged in fibre. When rooted the cuttings are 
pitted singly into 2i-inch pote, returned to the 
hot bed, where they are kept close for a few 
days, and then follows a careful and gradual 
process of hardening off, so that by the middle 
or end of April they can occupy a oold-frame. 
The great thing is to keep the plants sturdy, 
dwarf, and stocky, and this can be secured only 
by constant care and attention. Amateur cul¬ 
tivators, who require but a few plants, can 
begin the work of propagation early in March, 
using for the purpose an ordinary hot-bed, in 
which the roots can be plaoed, and, resting on s 
bed of soil, be also covered with it, but not to 
hide the crown. When the shoots are about 
4 inches long the roots may be divided with a 
sharp knife, leaving a piece adhering to each 
cutting, and in this way good plants are formed 
after they have been potted and plunged in the 
hot-bed. 

Too much heat or damp must be guarded 
against, and also, if there is a decline of heat, 
fresh manure must be added. In all stages of 
the work of propagation the peculiarly tender 
character of the Dahlia must be borne in mind, 
and the effects of cold guarded against. 
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INUARVILLKA DELAVAYI AND 
OTHERS. 

N- • and again the introduction of some entirely 
new and altogether remarkable apeoiea of hardy 
plant opena oat, aa it were, a new viata of the 

Blightly notched. A peculiar odour eacapes 
from the leafage when freely handled. The root 
ia also exceptional—a long, fleshy tan root, as it 
were, that in strong plants would have a 
diameter of 1 inch or more, and 12 incheB in 
length. At the summit of this tapering root 

the growth-buds issue and 
die away just as com¬ 
pletely when the flowering 
is over. The plant pro¬ 
duces seeds in great quail- 

tity. A deep bed of earth 
is an essential when plant 
ing it by reason of the 
length of root, and the 
plant succeeds quite well 
in ordinary loamy soil. 
The illustration alfords a 
good idea of a small plant 
of this. In very dry sea¬ 
sons a good watering is 
helpful to the later flower- 
buds. This line plant is 
a native of Northern 
China. 

The other species of the 
genus pale into insignifi¬ 
cance somewhat, so far os 
is at present known. The 
best, however, are 1. Olga-, 
with bright rose-coloured 
Howers produced on a 
more leafy stem than the 
last-named. There is, 
however, somewhat of the 
same pinnate leaf charac¬ 
ter, but the segments 
diller in being oblong, 
narrow, and pinuatiliil, 
wheroas in I. Delavayi 
they are broader and more 
rounded at the tips. 
Height 11 foot. Native of 
Turkestan. 

I. <o mi-act a. — Flowers 
rose - pink. North - west 
China. 1 cannot speak 
of this from actual expo- 
r ienoe, and the plant may 
not be in cultivation at 
the present time. 

I. nRA.NDIKI.ORA. — A 
novelty as yet not gene¬ 
rally in commerce. The 
plant, however, is very 

■abio riches in store for the fu'.ure. The distinct, and the flowers are said to be finer 
.irativo sIowlosi, however, of the coming than the best firms of I. Delavayi, while 

a things leads one to believe that the army jthe throat is white, slightly lined yellow. The 
<1 hardy plant collectors is but a small one, or 
U»y have fallen upon idle times or bairen 
fUoei. Of the striking novelties that come ! 
*fore oie at such a time, Primula rosea, 
Heuchera sanguines, Hemerocallis aurantiaca 
oajor, with the above-named, are the most con- 
ipicooua. Not that these represent the actual 
array of novelties, but rather a fow of the 
■‘.riking ones that cannot be left out from any 
garden. And this is the kind of plant we would 

of. It is in circumstances such aa these 
the Incarvillea above named come as a 

surprise, accompanied by the oft- 
pressed hope that it may prove quite hardy. 
n« much was expected of it, judging from the 

Strict whence it came, and the plant has not 
:y proved quite hardy in the open, but one of 

ks best and most showy thiugs that have boon 
troduced for some time. The plant belongs to 

order Bignoniacea;, which does not 
• s us many hardy plants at all, and still 
»»r those of a distinctly herbaceous char 

- ter. Taerefore, this well-marked species of 
1 irvillea is not only a distinct gain to 
-only plants, it is at the same time capable of 
resting a feature entirely new in any garden in 

•kwh it may be freely planted. Tho blossoms 
individually most nearly represent the flowers 
f • type of Gloxinias of a past poriod—viz , 

tic drooping type. This is seen in the slightly 
: hinn tube, in the broad expanse of the 
■■-itxed margin, and in other ways. Not only 

< the plant perfectly hardy, it is of easy culture, 
•id ,nickly gains vigour. Fully grown, the 
3foreseence rises to fully .1 feet high, hearings 

kng profusion of tho rose-carmine trumpet- 
flowers on strong stems. The foliage is 

-e remarkable, too, and in its Fern-like out- 
Van extends to 2 

side of the 

be said to be an improved form of the first- 
named. 

I. variahii.ih, with smaller rose-coloured 
flowers, is of bushy habit, and it is probably 
not strictly hardy. K. .1. 

nurri'BBiuii, tliuy uu iiiiu 

by it. If young seed- 
this trying ordeal, I 
as to oilier and harder- 

PJIORMIUM TENAX IN OPEN AIR, 

Thk beautiful illustration (see page CUT) of (his 
noble Flax growing in Regent s Park, with the 
description of its adaptability for open-air gar¬ 
dening in the warmer parts of these islands, 
causes one to wonder how it ia that such a vory 
distinct foliage plant is not more common on the 
coast, for its tough leaves seem to single it out 
as well suited for a windy locality. Doubtless 
many are deterred from trying it in the open 
air by reason of having been accustomod to see 
it growing in glasshouses, more or less heated, 
and that it does grow luxuriantly in them no 
one can deny. But I feel sure that there are 
many places in England whero these plants 
would prove quite hardy. Last year I had a Clot of seed sent mo diroct from Taranaki, 

Zealand, and as the seedlings came up 
more abundantly than I required them for pot 
culture, I resolved to give them a chance in the 
open air, and, although we have had l.~> dega. of 
frost on sevoral nights in succession, they do not 
seem in the least atlocted by it. 
ling plants will survive 
should feel perfectly safe as I 
tissued plants safely standing any frost on the 
oo&st, for we have ho shelter here from the cut¬ 
ting winds. In places where good thiok shrub¬ 
beries or belts of trees broak the wind there sre 
generally plenty of sheltered nooks where plants 
of doubtful hardiness can be pUced, and anyone 
trying these plants might add a new feature to 
his permanent foliage plants by placing Plior- 
mium Umax and some of the gracoful liamlioos 
in groups where some overhanging brandies 
would mitigate tho severity of our climate and 
give them a very near approach to that of New 
Zealand. Jamrh Groom. 

Oo»port. 

CAMPANULA MIRABILIS. 
This handsomo species from the Caucasus, 
although only bionnial in character, deserves a 
place in every collection. It is quite distinct in 
appearance from all other < .'ampanulas, forming 
rosettes of large fleshv leaves, from which issue 
erect stems bearing lovely pale blue flowers, 
each from 2 inches to It inches across. Large, 
delightful in colour, and free flowering are 
among the chief attributes of this handsome 
plant, and all who can should save seeds of this 

the 

|«, too, and in its horn like out- i and ascends the 
2 feet in length, tho leaflots is only slightly i 
mid rib 

foliage is broader and shorter than 1. Delavayi, 
and ascends the stem to some extent. The root 

tuberous, which stamps it as a 
once. In other respects it may 

A Caucasian Bellflower (Campanula iniraliilis) 

striking Bellflower, and, when fully ripe, sow 
at once. If kept for any time the chances are 
against the soed germinating. Sow the needs 
on the surface without any covering of soil, and 
place over them a piece of slate or shaded glass 
to exclude the light. As soon os the seedlings 
appear gradually inure to the light, standii g 
close up to the glass to prevent them becoming 
drawn. It must havo liberal treatmont from 
the first if justice is to be done to it, and it 
would seem to be well suited for grouping in 
the rock garden or for planting in the border in 
rich soil. The plants should be set out early in 
the year if possible, so that they may get strong 
before the winter arrives. 

Selection of Sweet Peaa. -The v irie- 
ties named it page oiO are a‘l good, embn o ng 
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moat of the beet. But I may be permitted to 
name one or two other really good and distinct 
kinde. As a highly ooloured kind I have seen 
nothing to equal oocoinea. It is a new shade of 
red, a Brilliant cerise self. It has bold, erect 
blooms. This is An exquisite flower for evening 
wear or for table decoration at night. When 
better known it will be extensively grown. I 
grow all the last year’s new kinds, and out of 
them the Hon. Mrs. Kenyon, Miss Wilmot, 
George Gordon, and I<ord Kenyon were the 
beet. Stanley I oonaider one of the very beet 
dark kinds, and Venus is a charming salmon- 
buff, the standards a delicate shade of rosy pink. 
—J. Crook. 

PHLOX DIVARICATA. 

For many years I have been a subscriber to 

your valuable paper. Gardening Iijastrateu, your valuable paper. Gardening Ii.u'strateii, 
and have found in it some very useful informa¬ 
tion ; but though I have been a constant reader, 
I have not, as far as I can remember, come 
across an article concerning a very nice little Slant named Phlox divaricate, syn. Phlox cana- 

ensis, which a friend induced me a few years 
ago to cultivate. I gave it a fair trial, and it 
has proved to bo both pleasing to the eye and 
easy of culture, and it now ranks as one of my 
special spring favourites. Perhaps a few notes 
on this plant might be acceptable, and, if so, 
would you kindly insert the information given, 
and thus perhaps be the means of encouraging 
your readers to adopt this nice old fashioned 
plant in their gardens 1 I think they would 
find it worth their while. This plant was intro¬ 
duced from North America in the year 1710, 
but underwent the fate of so many good plants 
that wero discarded for the so-called novelties, 
whioh were soon judged. But sooner or later 
the time of neglect oeased ; many amateurs 
(here in Belgium) cultivate it already, and I am 
oertain that in a few years to come it will be 
found in all the gardens, because to soe it is to 
adopt it. The Phlox divaricate is, without 
contradiction, one of the nicest amongst its 
species, which show their blue bloom in early 
spring. It is a perennial, with simple, whole, 
opposed leaves of a dark green. The plant is 
10 12 inches high when in full bloom. It resists 
very well to a temperature of 5 degs. Fahrenheit 
—that is to say, to our coldest winters. It 
flowers at the same time as the Forget-me-not, 
and notwithstanding the latter's real qualities, 
the former could very advantageously replace it 
—if not quite, at any rate it might with groat 
fitness procure a ohange in the making of spring 
beds. 

Propagation is easily done, either by division 
or by cutting. The former is done immediately 
after flowering, about the ond of June. Divide 
the plants in three to five divisions or more, 
aooording to their strength ; out tho upper part 
to within six or seven leaves, then place these 
divisions in a nursery on a bonier enriched with 
mould to a distance of (> inches all ways. Keep 
the soil always moist and free from weeds. 
These divisions will soon grow into nice plants 
ready for planting in the spring beds in October 
in preference to March, with a good ball of earth 
to the roots. Distance, about 10 inches apart. 
At the end of April or the beginning of May 
they will reach about their maximum ofdevelop¬ 
ment—that is to say, 10 inches to 12 inches. 
Then they cover themselves with an infinity of 
tender blue flowers of the same form as Phlox 
decussata. These well erected flowers form a 
carpet so dose that tho leaves aro completely 
hidden by the flowers, and nothing is so nice to 
the sight than a bed of these Phloxes. If tho 
propagation is done by cuttings, lift some of the 
strongest plants, after flowenng, with a ball of 
earth to the roots, plant them in a good soil in 
a corner of the garden, water when necessary, 
and leave them there until July or August. 
Then take all the cuttings possible, 1 J inches or 
2 inches long, cut off the lower leaves, and 
insert them in a well-prepared soil, to which 
mould has been added, under a close frame in 
preference. Keep moist and shaded. A fort¬ 
night after thoy will have rooted ; then keep 
the frame open night and day, and water well 
When well established take off the frame, and 
treat the plants like those propagated by 
division. July and August are the best months 
for doiDg this propagation, although the cuttings 
will strike at any time in the year^It done in 
February or Maroh, the propagation 

must be done in a cold greenhouse of 40 dogs, to 
45 degs. Fah. ; therefore, lift some plants in 
September, put them in pots, and keep them in 
tho greenhouse, so that the plants may lie in 
vegetation at that moment. But by this way 
the plants will lie much inferior to those pro¬ 
pagated in July or August. 

The Phlox divaricate thrives in any soil, but 
prefers one on the light side and substantial, but 
can also grow in very wet soils if, instead of 
planting direct in tho bed in October, it is Elanteu on an elevated bed under a frame and 
ift there until the end of March—the time 

when to plant in the beds. The frames are 
always left open, but oovered over to keep the 
rains and snow off. For permanent borders this 
plant is also very useful. In this case renew the 
borders every two or three years by divisions. 
I hope that this plant will find as much favour 
in England as it has in Belgium. 

Antwerp, A. V. Baines. 

the boxes, and so on through the soil. In this 
way one may be quickly satisfied that tho soil is 
thoroughly moistened. An occasional dewing 
overhead with slightly tepid water from a 
fine-rosed can is very helpful when the seedlings 
are appearing. Subsequently prick off each one 
in similar boxes of slightly heavier soil, spacing 
them out about an iiich or rather more apart, 
and the same distance between the rows. 
When the genial weather of spring is with oh 
place the boxos of seedlings in oold-franlea, 
planting them outdoors subsequently when 
properly hardened off. This is a most foa« i lis¬ 
ting occupation, as one may raise something so 
much better than existing kinds. 

D. B. Crank. 

FLOWER-BEDS. 

TUFTED PANSIES (VIOLAS) FROM 
SEED. 

There is very good reason for believing that 
many gardeners regard these showy hardy 
plants as somewhat difficult to raise from seed. 
As a matter of fact, thoy are as easy to raise as 
are many of our best annuals, and may be 
treated somewhat similarly. For mme reason 
or other, those interested in the Viola have 
often deferred commencing operations until tho 
spring is well advanced. It has been my custom 
for years to sow a pinch of seed in tho closing 
days of January, the temperature of the glass 
structure in which the pan of seed has been 
placed being maintained at about 45 degs. to 
50 dogs. Already the first lot of seedlings aro 
pricked off and aro just now developing the 
third leaf. They may or they may not be 
pricked off again later, but the chances are that 
before the end of March they will be planted 
thickly in a cold-frame, and subsequently planted 
in their flowering quarters towards the end of 
April, and possibly earlier. By adopting this 
method of procedure these seedling plants 
should be blossoming freely during Juno and 
July. One season, some years ago, I was able 
to make up a spray of six lovely blooms from 
seedling plants in July, and the plants hail been 
raised from a January sowing, so far as my 
momory servos mo. These facts, surely, are 
sufficient to prove what an accommodating 
plant the Tufted Pansy (Viola) is, and as there 
is good reason for doubting whether there is a 
hardier and more profuse blossoming plant in 
the hardy flower garden, which also combines 
with these excellent qualities such a continuity 
of flowering, the points of merit are so over¬ 
whelming that no one who desires something 
really beautiful in their garden to look upon 
for months should hesitate longer before com¬ 
mencing operations. 

Good seed iB the all-important consideration 
in beginning, acd that one may anticipate a 
successful issue, procure seed only from those 
who make a speciality of these flowors. Seed 
may now be purchased which has been saved 
from certain distinct sorts of proved merit, and 
in this way flowers of white, yellow, blue, and 
other colours may, to a large extent, be ensured 
in the resulting seedlings. Yet, for general 
purposes, a small packet of mixed seed—and 
this can be purchased for a shilling or half-a- 
crown—will be better. Procure the seed as 
early as possible, and make a sowing without 
delay. Pots, pans, or shallow boxes may be 
requisitioned for tho purpose, and for choico 
tho latter receptacles have advantages. Slightly 
crock the boxes and covor the crocks with some 
of the rougher portions of tho soil. Pass through 
a sieve with a rather fine mesh equal quan¬ 
tities of leaf mould and loam, adding thereto a 
liberal quantity of silver-sand, sufficient, in 
fact, to make the oompost porous. Mix 
thoroughly, and afterwards fill to edge of the 
boxes with the prepared soil. Sow thinly and 
evenly over the surfaco of the soil in tho boxes, 
just covering tho seed lightly with somo fine 
compost. A slight pressure on the surface soil 
is all that will be required, and then the 
warmost quarter of the greenhouse should be 
chosen in whioh to place the boxes. When the 
soil shows signs of drying hold the boxes in a 
large vessel of water, allowing the latter da, 
j .rcolato up through the holes in the bottom of 
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(Rbpi.y to N. Ruggers Brine ) 

You would have helped us in this matter by 
giving tho size and extent of tho beds and their 
environment. So much depends on such cir¬ 
cumstances. A set of small beds arranged in a 
formal way may be best set out with the usual 
summer bedding things, as being too small for 
muoh display of floworing subjects. In the 
absence of any such particulars we can only 
vaguely suggest. Cornor beds, for example, are 
woll suited to Heliotrope pegged down, anil 
another sot to Verbenas similarly treated. 
Smaller beds on the inside of those just named 
may be planted now with pale mauve and 
yellow shad OS of Tufted Pansies, for whioh the 
ground must be well prepared. Plant these 
quite thinly, and employ exclusively rooted 
cuttings as opposed to mere divisions. hater 
on, say iu May, these beds may be filled up 
with Tuberous Begonias to take the place of tho 
first when out down in September. These 
spring cuttings of Tufted Pansies will Btart 
flowering in June and keep on right through 
August and often later; indeed, they make 
splendid beds alono. Tuberous Begonias, of 
oourse, may lie freely omployed in colours, and 
may be planted in April in the soil of the beds 
or started in frames. Petunias make a fine 
show in the open, and not less so the Gav.&nia, 
which requires a sunny plaoe. Fuchsias are 
also good, while the free-flowering Ivy-leaved 
Pelargoniums are as good as most things. Much 
depends on what at present exists and whether 
you prefer such as the above to the usual no- 
called carpet bedding things, which, however, 
require almost daily care to keep them within 
bounds. The best things for the herbaceous 
bonier would be Asters in variety, particularly 
those of the C>met and Triumph section, which 
grow freely aud give large, handsome Bowers. 
Stocks, too, are very good for the same period, 
and such things as Helichrysum, Love-lies- 
bleeding, Zinnias, Margaret Carnations, otc. 
It is possible you may have room for some late- 
sown Sweet Peas. Your chief difficulty is that. sown Sweet Peas. Your chief difficulty is that 
the position appears fully occupied up to July, 
wlion it would be late for transferring much of 
what we have named, unless it were possible to 
occupy part position quite near. We think, 
however, if the gaps referred to are large and 
occasioned by a superabundance of the Poppies, 
that these may be reduced another time and 
more permanent things inserted instead. At 
the time named there is a host of good things, 
but it is quite necessary to have them duly pre¬ 
pared elaewhero anil of good size by July. 
Could you, in a reserve place, grow a series of 
early-flowering Chrysanthemums, and lift them 
bodily to the required positions as early as 
possible, soaking well with water a day before 
lifting, and likewise when replanted If so, no 
plant of our acquaintance will better endure the 
shift and more quickly recover or give a more 
varied display of flowers later on. E. J. 

Photographs ot Gardens, Plants, or 
Trees — Ve offer each week a copy of the latent 

edition of the “ English Flower Garden ” for the 
befit photograph of a garden or any of its content* 

indoors or outdoors, sent to us in any one xoeek. 
Second prize Half a Guinea. 

The Prize Winners this week are: i 
Mr. Geo. E. Lowe, Dublin, for Cusouta reflexu 
io Trinity College Botanic Gardens, Dublin • 
2, Mr. K. Banbury, 80, Cadogan Square, VV. ’ 
fox^Hedera oanariensis aureo-maculata in a 
Norfolk garden. 
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ROOM AND WINDOW. ROBB 

IRIS RETICULATA. PRUNINiTrOHES 
T*i8 Iris is a beautiful pot plant. Ita aweet- 
scsoted flowers repay the closest examination, The amateur Rose-growei 
tod when well grown it is an ornament to any bushes pushing out green 
greenhouse. In the open air its flowers appear |Mt year’s wood thinks he 
naturally as early as February, so that littlo be does not start p 
beat is needed in order to obtain bloom during practitioner has more pat 
the winter when the shelter of a greenhouso is premature growths carry 
afforded. Onr illustration shows how, by 1 excited by a few mild d 
growing a few bulbs around the sides of the ! March is well advanced b< 
pot, a very satisfactory effect may be obtained, the buds ho expects to a 
It would look charming as a table specimen. from. Then, aa we usual 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Rose Almee Vibert.—The^ illustration 

and information givon at page 637 should do 
muoh to induce many to plant this good old kind. 

Titr. amateur Rose-grower who finds his Rose It is to be regretted this and several others of thie 
bushes pushing out green leaves at the tips of £“■ are Dot B00nrB0 frequently as they were 
last year’s wo£l thinks he is getting all behind y*ar"ftg°- « toils making 
if he does not start pruning, hut the old a fine standard. Twenty-five to thirty years 
practitioner has more patience, and lets these »».«»» k'»‘* W-M Ur8elf ,n a “W 

start pruning, but the old a standard. Twenty-five to thirty years 
lore patience, and lets these M° «»“ khd was grown largely in a large 
is carry off the sap that is Norfolk garden in this form, and never failed 
mild days, and waits until to give good results. While some of the Rybrid 

meed before he cuts back to ,°.f.ten were killed grown as standards, 
its to get his crop of bloom thl9 .k,nd d,d not 1 „hava 8600 S™'1 

; would look charming as a table specimen. 

NOTES AND RBPL1B8. 

the buds ho expects to get his crop of bloom lnl9 am "os suuer. x nave seen gran., 
from. Then, as we usually get cold winds and 8Peo"?eM « standards in a Somerset garden, 
slight frosts at night, it is some time before 9tandl?g °,n ^ turf* the 9hoot3 touching the 
these firm buds get pushed out enough to take 8rount*- «• Ukook. 

any harm from frost, and more genial weather 
Oeraniams in window-boxes.—We may be reasonably expected after April is past. p{ec^s inn» trench in the border. A Krr»t many of them 
ive lately had a severe spell of winter weather, But in addition to pruning too soon, the etarted, and looked rooted. When would It be eafe to 
is thermometer registering from 15 degs. to majority of amateurs do not pruno hard enough remove them to the place l wish them to grow per- the thermometer registering from 15 degs. to majority of amateurs do not pruno hard enough remove them to the place I wiah them to grow per- 

»• d«g«- of frost on the Grass for several nights to get fine blooms, for they leave too much inXu[yAp?il?-C* ”ov pl#c# °' *"** U,*y Ar*n0" 
in succession, and I must own rt, , v . 
that I was aurprUed to see some W 19 a 8r«at V&J rau"t noed9 »!°v« the 

r- - cuttings this year, but as you requiro in April 
the piece of ground they now occupy, we should 

that I was surprised to see some 
window-boxes filled with Gera¬ 
niums of several kinds looking 
qaito healthy at some alms¬ 
house) close by Gosport. On 
inquiry, I found it was no new 
thing tor the old folks living in 
them to keep their plants for 
years without renewal by the 
following very simple means. 
Tbe position faces full south, 
and even at this early date, as 
soon as the sun shines oat, the 
windows get quite warm, and as 
tbe boxes are set well into the 
sill of the windows they get a 
little warmth from the glass of 
the dwelling - room and any 
chinks in the casement. But 
tbe main protector was a good 
thick roll of aaoking, nailed 
firmly along under the window¬ 
sill, daring the day rolled up 
tightly, but at night brought 
up and fastened seourely so as 
to cover the plants entirely. 
Vertainly this very primitive 
mode oi protection had answered 
ita purpose well, for the plants 
looked far healthier than many 
I had lately seen in glass-houses 
heated with hot - water - pipes. 
It goes to ehow what can be 
lone by those who really love 
'.hair flowers, and do not mind 
what trouble they take to pre¬ 
serve them. I may add that in 
other windows bulbs were made 
a speciality. Roman Hyacinths 
were in full bloom, and Dutch 
bulbs of many kinds coming on 
rapidly, while the little plots in 
front of these cottages are filled 
to overflowing with old-fashioned 
Cabbago, Monthly, and Moes 
Roses, bulbs, and herbaoeoua 
plants. Owing to their sheltered 
sunny aspect, it is very rarely 
that one does not find something 
is flower, even in winter.—James 
Groom, Gosport. 

Kentiaa.—Since these have 
become so widely grown they 
have to a very large extent su 
older Latania borbonica and Si 
fans. Kentia Bolmoreana and 1 
are now grown by the million 

Early Bulbous Iris (I. reticulata) in a pot at Kcw. 

ipplanted the of the small weakly wood that is not strong 
eaforthia ele- enough to bring blooms, and fills the centre of 

advise you to transplant them early in that 
month. The soil is by that time in a more 
congenial condition for the lino roots than wonld 
be the case at present. You must be very care¬ 
ful to avoid breaking the tinv roots, as they are 
extremely brittle in this early stage of growth. 
If possible let some soil remain attached to the 
roots, even though two or three cuttings aro 
close together. A good watering a day before 
removing should help you to do this. A little 
fine gritty soil given to each cutting when 
transplanting is of great assistance, and should 
be pressed firmly about the cutting. If you 
have such a thing as a frame on a bed of leaves 
where a gontle heat can bo maintained, the 
cuttings oould be potted Dext month into email 
60 pots and plunged in Cocoa-nut-fibre refuse 
in such a frame. Some of the cuttings may 
only have the white wart-like substance at 
baso, which is termed “callus,” and from 
which roots eventually appear. This gentle 
bottom-heat would be of great assistance to 
such. A slight syringing ovor each fine day 
would be of much help to the plants, but water 
at the roots must be very carefully applied, and 
when it is given it should be mado lukewarm. 
The plants oould be planted out from the pots 
in May or June.] 

OHRYSANTHBMDMS. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS FOR BEGINNERS. 

Each season’s display invariably has the effect 
of inducing a goodly number of persons to tako 
up the cultivation of the “Golden Flower.” 
The large, handsome blooms met with in private 
displays, and those also seen at the numerous 
exhibitions held throughout the oountry, create 
in the minds of would-be growers a desire to 
excel, and this frequently results in the same 
individuals becoming quite infatuated. Thus it 
is that in the early days of the new year 
requests are often made for a selection of suit¬ 
able sorts for exhibition, etc., but this is hardly 
what the embryo exhibitor should desire. A 

beginner in the cultivation of the Chrysanthe¬ 
mum would derive far more satisfaction if he 
wero to take in hand a given Dumber of sorts of 
easy culture. Many of the best exhibition 
varieties are plants somewhat difficult to grow, 
and often require superior skill to bring the 
blooms to perfection within a given period. It 

pas. Kentia Bolmoreana and K. Fosteriana the bush with weakly spray like growths. Far is, therefore, very pleasing to note that there is 
ire now grown by the million. Very few batter results would follow if they first of all a goodly list of excellent sorts which the most 
Palms are so well suited to indoor decoration cut away all dead and very small wood, and inexperienced may grow successfully, provided 
u these, for large heads of handsomo foliage may then shortened the strong shoots to a few really that ordinary care be obeerved throughout the 
be kept in good condition for a length of time in good buds, for it is surprising how few good growing season, and the hints, given from time 
Tery small pots. The great thing to keep them strong shoots make a fine head of bloom. And to time in the oolumns of Gakdesiso Ii.i.its- 
in good health ie careful watering, so that they if really largo blooms are desired, the Rose tkatf.d. be followed. While gaining experience in good health is careful watering, so that they if really largo blooms are desired, the Rose tkated, be followed. While gaining experience 
never got dry at tho bottom of the pots, as all must bo disbudded similar to Chrysanthemums, in the cultivation of the easily-grown sorts, tho 
the best roots make their way into the drainage, for many kinds of Roses produco far more buds ambitious grower is qualifying lor the suoceed- 
I find it an excellent plan to put a good handful than they can bring to perfection, and then they ing year’s work, and in this way he will be able, 
of bone-moal over tho crooks, as the roots find only rob oaoh other, so that none of thorn can with confidence, to take in hand tho more diffi 
it very quickly, and to support a large head of attain full size. The disbuddiog should be done cult sorts at a later period. Among the more 
foliage the roots must have good food. I find as soon as it is possible to see which are the reliable of those suitable owing to their ease of 
that if artificial fertilisers are applied to plants best buds to retain, and having done this, pro- culture, the members of the Viviand Morel 
in pots crowded with roots the plants continue coed to apply liquid-manure freely to tho roots, family of plants are the better known. Viviand 
in better health than if shifted into too largo j for the Rose noods liberal feeding if size, Morel is a pretty silvery-mauve pink flower of 
you. I often have plants brought by their colour, and perfume are to be of the best, and drooping form, and attains to large dimensions, 
oroars to me to tell them what ails them, and, fine healthy foliage denotes perfoot health and There are several sports from this variety : two 
m a rule, they are either dost dry, or else have good oalture. of the better varieties being Charles Davis, a 
Jten over-potted, and are soddened with yrftefc I r\\ J. G., Gosport. pleasing birbnzy-yellow, and Lady Hanham, a 
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cerise colour on a chamois ground. Either 
“crown” or terminal-buds may be selected, 
although those buds known as second “ crown ” 
are regarded with more favour. The plants are 
rather dwarf and fairly sturdy. A good bloom 
of incurved-Japanese form is Mrs. S. de Probin, 
the colour being a clear pink with a silvery 
reverse. In this instance a first “ crown-bud ” 
is desirable, the plant attaining a height of 
about 4 feet. An incurved-.Tapanese of the 
purest snow-white is Western King. I have 
Been beautiful plants carrying six to eight large 
and handsome blooms, and they were grown 
with comparative ease. These flowers develop 
well and evenly from any bud selection, ana 
the plant reaches a height of between 4 feet 
and 5 feet. Few Japanese blooms are better 
than those of Mrs. Coombes, this being a deep 
rosy-flesh-pink oolour and of drooping form. 
Quite„ a goodly number of flowers may be 
developed on any fairly well-grown plant,' and 
the height of the latter rarely excekla 4 feet 
from a second “crown”-bud selection. Lionel 
Humphrey, although not one of the most 
vigorous plants, is robust enough for most pur¬ 
poses, and each bloom, which is of pleasing, 
drooping form, is borne on a good stout foot¬ 
stalk. The blooms are valued for their colour, 
this being a rich chestnut-crimson. Second 
“ crown ’’-buds should be retained, in which 
case the plant attains a height of about 5 feet. 

reinstated, but the committee decided that 
Rule 14 must be adhered to; they, however, 
re-elected him as a new member. The death of 
Mr. James Clarke, of Taunton, was reported, 
and a cheque was drawn in favour of the widow 
for the amount standing to the late member’s 
credit in the ledger—viz., £01 18*. 2d. A 
member having received his fnll amount of sick Ey, was granted 5*. per week from the 

nevolent Fund. The widow of a lapsed 
member applied for the amount standing to the 
credit of her late husband, but there being a 
discrepancy in the name, the secretary was asked 
to make enquiries respecting the same. Ten 
members were reported on the sick fund, the 
amount paid out taing £18 2*. for the month. 
The Treasurer reported a balance in hand of 
£743 16*. Id., and was empowered to invest 
£650 in the best available T rustee Stock. The 
annual meeting will be held at the Caledonian 
Hotel, Adelphi-terrace, Strand, W.C, on 
Monday, March 10th, at 8 p.m. 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

JAPANESE WINEBERRY (RLBU8 

PHCENICOLASIUS). 

This handsome plant was introduced into 
_ England some years ago, aud, as it is not only 

The dwarf plants of Mrs. A. H. Hall are always ornamental, but valuable for its fruit, there is 
valued by beginners, because the blooms come no doubt that in the future it will be largely 
good from any buds, and they 
splendid size and substance. The 
colour may be described as a shade of 
light bronze. John Bridgman is a 
plant of the easiest culture, and quite 
a number of beautiful blooms of 
goodly size can be borne by most 
plants without the least inconveni¬ 
ence. It is a robust plant, about 
5 feet high, and the colour of the 
blossoms is a soft rosy-pink ; second 
crown - buds should be selected. A 
superb white sort is Miss Alice Byron, 
and there is considerable doubt 
whether there is any better “ all 
round” variety in commerce. The 
blooms are of incurved-Japanese form 
of the most chaste description, and 
they are of the purest white. The 
blooms come satisfactorily from any 
bud selection, and particularly so 
from cuttings inserted in April and 
flowered on single stems in 6-inch 
pots. A strikingly handsome flower 
is that of Miss Evelyn Douglas, an 
English-raised seedling, as are seve¬ 
ral of those already reviewed. The 
blooms of this variety are full and of pleasing 
drooping form, the oolour being a lovely rosy- 
mauve, with silvery reverse. The habit is 
good. Late-struck plants flowered on single 
stems in 6-inoh pots are a great success. 
Another bloom of exceptionally large proportion 
is Mrs. Barkley. The petals are long, very 
broad, and of leathery substance, and the 
blooms are seen in pood form and condition 
from any bud selection. Colour, rosy-mauve, 
with silvery reverse ; height about 4 feet when 
well grown. A capital chrome-yellow flower of 
pleasing form and good substance is Mr. Louis 
Remy. This plant is a member of the well- 
known family of plants of whioh Mrs. C. Har¬ 
man Payne is the origiuaL The blooms should 
be produoed from buds selected during the 
latter part of August, in which case the result 
is all that one could desire. A pretty canary- Jellow Japanese of drooping form is Soleil 

’Ootobre, and this has reoently given us a very 
beautiful bronzy-fawn sport, which is to be dis¬ 
tributed in the ensuing spring under the name 
of Bronze Soleil d’Ootoore. Second crown-buds 
should be retained, and these develop evenly 
and kindly, and make large blooms. They are 
plants which any novioe could grow quite easily, 
and their habit of growth is beautiful. In 
6 inch pots on single stems the plants succeed 
remarkably well. E. Q. 

of grown. Belonging to the same family as the 

Japanese Wlneheny (Rutm* ph<Bnirolas> 

Raspberry and the Blackberry (Rosaca-e), it 
resembles both of these, but the fruit, instead 
of being crimson or black, is of the clear, trans¬ 
parent tint of sherry, and has a fine flavour, 
with an agreeable acidity and sweetness com¬ 
bined. I procured seeds from America and 
sowed them in slight warmth in April. The 
seedlings, when large enough to handle, were 
potted ofT singly, and soon outgrew their pots. 
They were then transferred to the warm, shel¬ 
tered comer, facing south west, of a Devonshire 
garden, in front of a half wild hedge of brake 
Fern, prowing over granite boulders, giving 
them light but rich soil, in which they flour¬ 
ished well, throwing out fine suckers from .r> feet 
to 7 feet in length. These, during the autumn, 
were wired back to strong stakes, muoh as 
though they were Rasphsrnes. Even without 
fruit, their splendid silver-lined foliage and deep 
crimson stems are decorative, but every spray 

changing 
fine 
eli- 

has borne masses of the scarlet fruit (ch 
to^wine colour as it ripens), giving a really ti 
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United Hortioultur&l Benefit and 
Provident Society.—The monthly meet¬ 
ing of this society was held on Monday, Feb. 10, 
at the Caledonian Hotel. Mr. C. H. Curtis 
presided. Twelve new members were elected. 
A member having allowed his subscriptions to 
fall in arrear over twelve mont. 
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effect of colour, as well as a quantity o 
cious fruit. This Rubus is evidently perfectly 
hardy, although it is possible that the fruit may 
need a warm position to ripen it satisfactorily. 
It bears fruit, like others of its family, on the 
wood of last season, which should be carefully !ireserved, the older wood (which has borne 
ruit) being cut away after the fruit is ripe (ns in 

the cultivation of Raspberries), the soil sur¬ 
rounding the plants being well mulched with 
manure. The flower is small and insignificant, 
making but very little show when in bloom ; 
but it is quickly followed by rich madder-brown 
sprays of hairy fruit coverings, which might 
easily be mistaken for buds. Each of these, 
however, opens to expose the half-ripe scarlet 

berry, holding it until it has expanded into the 
ripe fruit, which then drops to the ground. 
Seeds grow without difficulty if collected from 
the ripe fruit and sown on a hot-bed in spriDg. 
Ripening as it does in the middle of August, the 
Wineberry will prove a valuable addition to our 
household fruits, for it makes delicious preserve 

and tarts as well as being useful for dessert. 
Crown under a south wall, or in any position io 
which it will obtain the full force of the sun- 
shine, much on the same lines as the Raspberry, 
no difficulty will be found in its cultivation. 

R 

FRUIT. 

CORDON-TRAINED PEAR8. 

Any grower, whether he be a professional 
gardener, amateur, or otherwise, may be justly 
proud of a well-grown espalier tree, and one 
sometimes meets with instances of successful 
culture of Pear-trees on cottage, villa, and 
garden walls. I was recently told of a wall- 
trained Pear-tree whose branches extended 
right and left to a distanoe of nearly 100 fast. 
More and better quality fruit may reasonably be 
expected from younger trees covering the tame 
amount of space. A slightly greater length of 
wall was recently noted that had been planted 
about five years since with cordon Peart, two 
and three trees of a sort. In this short time 
the wall had become filled from top to bottom 
with healthy fruiting growth, and the fruit, at 
regards size and quality, from trees reoently 
planted was excellent. Had I a vacant wall to 
furnish with l’ears I certainly should plant 
cordon trees. True, the initial cost is somewhat 
greater than for those espalier-trained, became 
it is possible to plant a dozen cordons in the 
same space as one would allow an espalier tree. 
The additional cost, however, would yield a 
quicker profit, and thus the initial expense 
would prove a useful investment. There are 
the means of reduoing the expense at planting 
time by adopting the double or treble cordon*, 
which would render a less number of tree* 
necessary. A distance of 18 inches between 
each tree is not too much for single cordons, 
for double cordons, of course, allow a little 
more. Trees may be bought already trained 
into shape, and usually Tor oordon training 
they are worked on the Quince. All do not 
succeed on this stock, but are double grafted to 
accelerate a fruitful or a more uniform growth. 
It is only certain kinds that need this treat¬ 
ment, and naturally these, by the extra care 
and attention expended upon them, are higher Sriced accordingly, (ilou Morceau is one that 

oes better on the Pear than Quinoe-itock; 
Louise Bonne of Jeisey, on the other hand, 
fruits so freely that the growth becomes stunted 
in course of time, unless well supported by 
watering and feeding in summer. 

Maiden trees are those often ohoeen by g»r 
deners for treating as cordons. These, when 
cut down to within a few inohes of the union 
with the stock, may be trained either singly or 
in twin fashion as growth advances. The vain8 
of these cordon trees when in their beet form 
lies in the quantity of extra fine fruit that i» 
given from a limited area and in a short spaoe 
of time. The^ ar® usually trained in a 
or oblique fashion, as this tends to suppress 
undue rush of sap and vigorous tendency, t 
can be done, a border composed of new tuny 
soil sets up a quicker and more lasting fruiti g 
growth. This a yard or so in width and 
18 inches to 2 feet deep will suffice for 8 8 * 
time. If this is too costly, a very good sons • 
tute may be had in deep trenching, incorpora 
ing with the soil something of a stimulating 
lasting nature. Burnt clay is benenciiai 
fruit-trees of any kind. Soil that '* P®?r,w.r 
have a fairly good dressing of this, a little 
mould, and also some short manure. Bones 
too finely ground, too, might be added, an 
’ ’ means to be despised. If the sod >• 

[y heavy see that some drainage t*P. 
Copious supplies of water in dry w ‘ 1 
-■Cry, and thinning of the (nut> « 

out fa early summer, " be J 
n by no means rare tor ^ 
21b. *" * "Uf 

is by no means to be d' 
natural! 
vided. 
are necessar 
be carried 

grown to over 2 lb. each in weight; 

Pear Bergamote-oftt,vram.u, 
Pear bears freely whether g rown as a py 
bosh, or cordon, and it is o wing to it* 
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that finer fruits are not more often seen. 
Setting, as it does, so freely, thinning should 
be done with no unsparing hand. The fruits 
will then not only grow larger, but the quality 
will be considerably enhanced by such a pro¬ 
ceeding. When the trees are allowed to carry 
all the fruit that sets, it must of necessity be 
email when mature, and there is little or no 
flavour in the produce. 

APPLE COX’S ORANGE PIPPIN. 
Ov the great merits of this Apple there is little 
need to enlarge, for the Bimple reason that it is 
ope of the most popular varieties in cultivation 
—in fact it may be said to bo the best praised 
dessert variety that exists. What also is most 
satisfactory, it fully deserves all that has ever 
been written in its favour, and if all we hear 
and read of it is true, the time is not far dis¬ 
tant when this excellent Apple will be plentiful 
in the markets throughout the late autumn and 
winter months. Partial failures will happen 
with this as well as any other variety of Apple, 
but a complete failure I have never known —at 
any rate where one or two trees are not solely 
depended upon. I have five good-sized trees 
growing in different parts of the garden, thin 

training suits my purpose better than any other, 
but it does not follow that it is the best under 
all conditions. On the contrary, the variety 
succeeds admirably on dwarfing stocks, and 
grown either as a bush or cordon, or horizontally 
trained, and on a variety of soils. Very good 
fruit is sometimes obtained from orchard trees, 
but much the beet samples are gathered from 
those more highly cultivated, which also are 
less liable to be disfigured by gales of wind. 
Not only is Cox's Orange Pippin of excellent 
quality, or second to none in this respect, its 
appearance also being greatly in its favour, but 
it possesses the great merit of remaining in 
season from November to March inclusive. It 
is the favourite exhibition variety, especially 
for showing in single desses, none but the very 
best samples of Ribston Pippin standing any 
chance against it. The variety was raised by 
Mr. Cox at Colnbrook Lawn, Slough, Bucks, 
somewhere about the year 1830, and is said to 
owe its parentage to Ribston Pippin. W. I. 

BUSH APPLES FOR SMALL GARDENS. 
Treks of this form have much to recommend 
them for Bmall gardens. I prefer them in this 
form to pyramids. It is astonishing how small 

Fruiting branch of Apple Con's Orange Pippin. 

crops being produced by the majority. All 
flowered well in spite, too, of bearing freely 
during the two preceding seasons, but the buds 
are not sufficiently self-protecting, and the 
fructifying parts of the flowers suffered from 
froet accordingly. That is the one weakness of 
Cox s Orange Pippin, but, luckily, it is not 
always that the trees are subjected to severe 
testa in this way. According to my own 
•xperienoe, particularly good pyramids are 
not easily grown, the habit of the tree being 
somewhat straggling, and I hold that the moet 
profitable trees are those on the Crab stock 
and grown either as large bushes or half- 
standards. Very good trees can quickly be 
had by simply catting ont the leader of a pyra¬ 
mid as received from a nursery, the side 
branches being shortened back at each winter 
pruning till enough shoots are obtained to make 
a well-furnished tree, after which thinning out 
aid foreshortening are all the pruning necessary 
or advisable. In some cases it ii needful to 
stake up some of the principal branches, or 
otherwise the heavy crops they produce will 
weigh them down to the ground. The illus¬ 
tration accompanying these notes was from a 
photograph of part of a branch of a freely 
mjwn tree framed out in tho manner just ! i 
'escribed, and the fruit on such branoheiboin^ y 

bush trees can be kept in goed health and fruit- 

veil exposed colours beautifully. This 

ful. In December I had from a nursery some in 
this form not more than 3 feet high, with a mat 
of fibrous roots and full of bloom buds. These 
were planted at once, and no doubt they will 
bear enough to prove if the variety is true to 
name. When unpacking these I could but help 
noticing how much more fruitful some kinds 
wero than others. Soaton House, Domino, and 
Lane's Prince Albert were literally covered with 
fruit buds. When such free-croppiDg kinds are 
chosen there is no difficulty in keeping thorn to 
4 feet high if it is wished, as their continual 
bearing prevents them growing too strongly. 
Trees of this size may be planted in many 
positions where those of larger size would 
not be suitable. In town or small gardens 
amateurs would find much ploasure and profit 
in growing, say, two or three dozen of 
such trees, and this msy be done in many 
ways. I should prefer planting them in a quar¬ 
ter together 4 feet each way, as then they 
c >uld be all treated alike and the ground Dot 
dug between them. Clumps of Daffodils may 
be grown between them, as when the leaves were 
off the trees in autumn the surfaoe can be 
cleaned, adding a dressing of manure, this help¬ 
ing both the bulbs and trees. Tho Daffodils 

^ itzov lA^bb/fbund most useful to out from. If 
be found in this way, then ttiaay 

may be planted in comers of borders, planting 
spring-flowering bulbs under. In sammer, when 
the trees are m fruit, the bulbs are at rest, 
and the trees can be assisted with artificial 
manure or liquid-manure. Failing either of 
these positions, then a few may be planted at 
the outside of the lawn or in the shrub border. 
In either of these places they are highly orna¬ 
mental, both when in flower and fruit. Laat 
year I saw iu a small garden at a seaside place 
a small portion on one side of the lawn devoted 
to these small Apple-trees, with Tritomes, 
Pampas Grass, ana a few flowering shrubs 
that would bear pruning, all associated 
together. Amoogst these were bulbs to bloom 
in spring. The Grass was mown occasion¬ 
ally. When I saw them the Apples were 
laden with good fruit, of good size and colour. 
When at BictoD. East Devon, iD October I was 
more than ever impressed with the value of 
these small bush-trees. On a pieoe of land just 
outside the wall many were growing iu ibis 
form. These wero planted a good distance 
apart, the ground being cropped with vegetables 
between. Many of these were only 4 feet high, 
and had eight branches to each. They had been 
planted three years, and coat Is. 3d. each at the 
time of planting. Many of these email trees 
had a peck or more on a tree, aDd when this is 
put into figures at 4d. per lb. (14 lb. to the 
peok), it will be seen that this is a paying way 
to grow fruit. Most of the kinds here grown 
could have been sold at such a price in any good 
market. Beside these were trees of larger 
growth, having been planted longer. All 
were equally well cropped. I could but help 
noticing the fine dean appearance of the 
wood and the splendid colour of the fruit, 
as on the red sandstone the fruit colours 
magnificently. This is seen by the highly 
coloured fruit shown from Sidmouth in London 
and elsewhere every year. This tj pe of tree 
should be worked on the broad-leaved I’aradise- 
Btock, and should a tree be prone to grow 
stroDgly, then lift it in early autumn. 

J. Crook. 

KEEPING APPLES. 
The excessive moisture we have experienced 
of late has been a source of much trouble 
whe>ethe fruit-room is not properly constructed, 
as there has been much difficulty in expelling 
the damp. To keep fruit plump as long as 
possible, the house in which it is stored ought 
to be kept as cool as possible without actually 
admitting froet; at the same time if the atmos¬ 
phere becomes over-charged with moisture, and 
this cannot be expelled, decay sets in. All 
fruit-rooms should oe ventilatod at the apex in 
such a manner that when the ventilators are 
open the rain will bo excluded and a circu¬ 
lation of air allowed to pass through without 
materially altering the temperature of the 
place. On dry days they should be opened for 
an hour or two, but should be closed again 
before the outside air gets too cold. Look over 
all fruit and remove that which may be start¬ 
ing to decay, as such soon spoils any that come 
into conbaot with it. Where Apples have been 
heaped together owing to want of room, theeo 
should be spread out thioly that they may be 
looked ever occasionally without handling too 
much. 8hould severe frost visit us, be well 
prepared with material to prevent it from 
entering the store-room. All windows should 
bo provided with shutters to open inwards, and 
the outside should be oovered with mats in 
severe weather. It is not well to use fire-heat 
if it can be avoided, as this extracts too much 
juice from the fruit, and when applied to any 
extent oauses the late kinds to shrivel loDg 
before they ought to. There are many kinds 
that will keep in good condition for a long time 
after they are ripe, provided the temperature of 
the store-room is kept low and at an even 
degree. 

"Farm and Home Year Book."— We are 
glad to be able to state that tho " Farm and Home 
Year Book " errme to have met a want felt by our 
readers. It* reception by the Presa generally baa 
been moet cordial, and the demand for it has been bo 
great that a third edition has been issued. Our 
readers should bav# no difficulty in obtaining It from 
any local bookseller or nesrsegent, who will order It 

if it la not in atgek ; or they may grt it direct from 
tlQflj^jtj^ffTilftiutbampton street, birand, by 

UR BAN A-C HAM PAIGN 
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OAH.DEN PESTS AND FRIENDS. 

Growths on Larch (27. J. M.).— The ex¬ 
crescences on your Larches are similar to those 
that are so common on the Beech. They are 
simply woody nodules, which protrude from the 
stems of old trees. They are said by Mr. H. 
Marshall Ward to be caused by the slow growth 
of the innermost layer of the bark (the cam¬ 
bium) of a dormant bud, the base of which sepa¬ 
rated at an early date from the wood beneath, 
the oambium then closed in over the base, and laid 
on thiokening rings all round the axis of the bud, 
except at the extreme apex. When the separa¬ 
tion occurred the cambium of the wood beneath 
covered over the previous point of junotion, and 
thus the woody bud was pushed out with the 
bark, and now protrudes covered with a thin 
layer of bark. These growths are no detriment 
to the trees in any way.—G. S. S. 

W ire worm in soil (Ignoramus).—Are you 
quite sure that the field of your tenant is in¬ 
fested with wireworms ? I should imagine from 
your account of it that it was some other pest 
that had injured the crops. Could you not 
send up some specimens ? I could then advise 
you better. However, supposing the pests are 
true wireworms, beyond good cultivation there 
is not much to be done as regards destroying 
this pest. Various insecticides will kill them, 
but their cost and that of applying them render 
them useless for field work. A perfectly clean 
fallow for some months, so that there are no 
weeds for them to feed on, with a good dressing 
of gas-lime, is as good a means as anv for 
destroying them. If it should not be advisable 
to use gas-lime, keep the soil well stirred, so 
that the birds may have a chance of getting at 
them. These insects are very fond of Rape- 
cake, which should be broken up into small 
pieces (even the dust of the cakes is useful) and 
sown over the land that is bearing an infested 
crop at the rate of from 5 cwt. to 7 cwt. per 
acre. The wireworms will be attracted from 
the crop by the cake. A dressing of nitrate of 
eoda or sulphate of ammonia when the crop is 
found to flag is very useful in stimulating it 
into active growth.—G. S. S. 

BIRDS. 

Canary losing Its feathers (Pcrcieal 
Maxicell).—Loss of feathers often arises from an 
irritable condition of the skin, caused by the 
bird being kept in an overheated atmosphere, or 
from its having been allowed to partake too 
freely of sweet cake, sugar, or egg food, which 
produce a gross condition of the system. It 
may also proceed from general debility, or 
through the lack of some of the elements 
necessary to the nourishment of the plumage. 
You would find a constant Bupply of cuttle-fish¬ 
bone of great service in keeping the plumage in 
good condition—a piece placed between the 
wires of its cage would afford the birds much 
healthy occupation in nibbling at. Discontinue 
any sweet food you may have been in the habit 
of giving it, ana diet the bird for a time with 
Rape-seed of the smaller kind—that of a purple 
or reddish hue is the best, being of a cooling 
nature. Give it also some Lettuce-seed; this, 
acting as a slight purgative, will assist in carry¬ 
ing off any ailment it may have contracted. 
In cases of this kind, a few drops of Parrish's 
chemical food in the drinking water are found 
to be useful, containing, as it does, the 
material necessary for the elaboration of new 
feathers.—S. S. G. 

POULTRY. 

Fowls laying soft - shelled eggs 
(Hiss Jessie M. Smith).—You are probably 
feeding your fowls too liberally. Most poultry 
ailments are caused by overfeeding or the use of 
unsuitable food, and you are evidently giving 
too large a proportion of Maize. The free use 
of this leads to the formation of internal fat, 
and, as this accumulates, the hen falls a victim 
to disease. The only time when Maize may be 
freely used for poultry is during very cold 
weather ; at other timee it should be dealt out 
with a very sparing hand. Change of diet is 
one of the main points to be observed in the 
management of the poultry-yard, as thereby 
not only is an increased yield/tSTSggs insured, 
but the stock, both old and yiune, toil! tl tfuto 

the better for it. As to the quantity of food 
required by each bird to keep it in good laying 
condition, this is a question difficult to decide, 
but a good rule to follow is not to throw down all 
the food at once at feeding time, but to scatter 
it slowly and thinly, and to stop the supply 
directly the fowls begin to hesitate and to select 
and pick about before swallowing the grain. 
Well crush the oyster-shells you supply to your 
birds. You cannot depend upon obtaining 
fertile eggs much before April, the male bird 
having been hatched so late last season.— 
S. S. G. _ 

LAW AND CUSTOM. 

What notice Is neoeasary to determine the 
tenancy?—On September 29lh, 1900, I took a cottage 

on quarterly. There was no written agreement. I hare 
paid all my rent quarterly, and have receipt* for eame. 

Can my landlord compel me to leave before Sept. 29th 1 
Am I not a yearly tenant, compelled to give or receive a 
quarter's notice on June 24th, so that the tenancy shall 
expire on Sept 29th, and how much notice mint the land¬ 

lord give me if be wishes to raise my rent?— oss ix 
Doubt. 

[You say you took the cottage on quarterly 
without a wri tten agreement, and this implies 
that you are a quarterly tenant, but, as you 
claim to be a yearly tenant, it would Beem there 
is some misapprehension. Ii you took the cot¬ 
tage at so much a quarter from September'iOth, 
you are a quarterly tenant, and your tenancy 
may be determined on any quarter day by 
notice given for that purpose on or before the 
previous quarter day. If, however, you took 
the place at so much a year, you are a yearly 
tenant, even though the rent be actually paid 
quarterly, and you aro entitled to half a year’s 
notice to quit, expiring with a year of tenancy 
—that is, on September 29th— if you have made 
no express contract for somo other period of 
notice. Your landlord cannot raise your rent 
without your permission while your tenancy 
continues, and so the same notice is necessary 
if he wishes to raise the rent os if he desired to 
determine the tenancy and compel you to quit. 
-K. C. T.] 

Notice to quit—right to remove 
fniit-trOOS [Alpha). You say you took tho 
house and garden on a yearly tenancy from June, 
and so the notice served on you in October to 
quit in April is bad, and you cannot be compelled 
to quit at that time. In the absence of an 
express contract to the contrary, a yearly 
tenancy can only be determined at the same 
time of the year as it commenced. You should 
inform your landlord that the notice is bad, and 
that you will not quit. The payment of the 
rent quarterly does not mako the tenancy 
quarterly, and the fact that the place was taken 
at so much a year constitutes the tenancy 
yearly in the absenoe of any definite stipulation 
or contract for some other term. As your land¬ 
lord gave you permission to plant the fruit-trees 
and co take them up when you left if your suc¬ 
cessor would not pay for them, you may take 
them up when you come to leave; but if your 
landlord denies his promise and sues you, and 
the court does not believe your version to be 
proved, damages may be given against you. 
You cannot claim compensation for the fruit- 
trees and fruit-bushes from anyone, but should 
you leave at Midsummer you would be able to 
recover compensation for the fruit then growing 
on the trees and bushes, and also for all other 
growing crops. You could in no eveut claim 
compensation for the flowers you have planted, 
neither could you remove them. Unless the 
notice to quit served in October contained the 
words “ or at the expiration of the year of your 
tenancy, which shall expire next after the end 
of one half-year from the service of this notice,” 
or some words to the like effect, the notice you 
have received is altogether bad, and a freeh 
notice to quit at Midsummer, 1903, will be 
necessary to determine your tenancy. It is 
presumed that your tenancy runs from Mid¬ 
summer, and that you did not enter by arrange¬ 
ment during the currency of a year of tenancy. 
If this was so, and the tenancy was from 
April 6th, the position is entirely altered, 
although even then the notice is bad as being 
some days too short, unless there is a local 
custom for such notices to be given on October 
11th.—K. C. T. 

Squirrels (J. R. Seymour TroatrJ.QWo 
Qave never known these littlej animals £>}, breed 

in captivity, and should think it very improba¬ 
ble that they would ever do so, kept, as they 
usually are, in a little cramped box or wheel- 
cage. If provided with a spacious cage, or 
suffered to go at large in a room furnished with 
branches or hollow stems of trees, they might 
possibly be induced to breed. In a natural 
state, squirrels build high up in trees a nest 
well fitted together and waterproof, being 
formed of leaves and Moss on a platform of 
sticks, and roofed over. The young ones are 
usually bom in June. We are unable to say to 
what age squirrels will live in a state of confine 
ment; after a few years, however, their clawj 
become long and their teeth turn yellow—signs 
of old age.—S. S. G. 

GARDEN WORK. 

Conservatory.—Among fragrant flower? 
which may be had in bloesom during the spring, 
and which arc always appreciated, are Helio 
tropes, Lilacs, Mignonette, and Musk. Of 
course. Musk is a very common plant—too 
common, perhaps, for mrxlern ideas. Iseverthe- 
less, I think most people will appreciate a pot 
or two of Musk. The old-fashioned Musk is the 
most fragrant, but Harrisoni is the largest, both 
in bloesom and foliage. Musk may be grown in 
baskets. I have seen very effective baskets 
filled with Musk, and tho young shoots pegged 
round the sides of the baskets completely 
covering the Moss. This is the time when Mink 
is usually started ; it soon responds to warmth 
and moisture. It may also be raised from seeds 
—at least, the common sort may. I have never 
raised Harrison's variety from seed. Helio¬ 
tropes struok in autumn and pinched back will 
now be breaking freely, and will soon be ready 
to shift into 5 inch pots. Cut-back plants, now 
in 5-inch pots, will be ready for a shift into 
6-inch pots, and will soon develop into good 
specimens with a little pinching. As regards 
potting, a good compost tor soft-wooded plants 
may be made as follows : Two thirds best turfy 
loam, one third equal parte old manure and leal- 
mould, with one-eighth part of what may be 
termed porous materials, such as sand, wood- 
ashes, or crushed charcoal. The latter broken 
fine are very useful mixed w ith the oompoet, a* 
most plants seem to thrive in it when used in 

moderation. The above compost may be used 
for pretty well all greenhouse plants except 
hard-wooded plants, such as Heaths, Azalea*, 
Camellias, and new Holland plants generally. 
Many of the latter will do -very well in yellow 
loam : but loam from a limestone soil will not 
do. The loam in a limestone or chalk district 
may do very well for fruits, but is not adapted 
for flower-growing. Hydrangeas will now be 
throwing up their flowers in a warm-house, from 
whence they may be taken to the conservator? 
when at>out to expand. Hydrangeas, if wanted 
early, will stand a good deal of heat. Of course, 
the growth must be well ripened and rested 
before forcing begins. 

Stove.—It is not difficult to have a few 
Orchids in flower now in a cool stove where the 
night temperature ranges from 60 degs. to 
65 degs. Cypripediums of the insigne section 
will do in a lower temperature. Several of the 
Dendrobiums, including D. nobile, are in flower 
now. I’haius grandiflorus is very easy to 
manage, and makes fine specimens in a compara¬ 
tively short time. The (Jalanthes also are eaailv 
managed. The most important matter in Orchid 

culture is free drainage. The specialist ha* 
special pots abundantly supplied with holes for 
the escape of the surplus moisture. Then the 
potting or the basketing material is of the most 
fibrous character — peat, with all fine matter 
taken out, Sphagnum Moss, chopped fine, char¬ 
coal, broken into various sizes to suit tne 
different-sized pots. Fill Hie pots half fun 0 
broken crooks, charcoal, etc., so as to ensure a 
dry, porous bed, and on this place the plan 
and fill in with the prepared materials, ana 
press in as firm as possible. This treatment win 
grow most of the easily-grown species. Many 
Orchids are grown in baskets, and others on 
blocks of wood surrounded with Sphagnum, bu 
we will not refer to these now. The beginner 
will do better with the terrestrial species, thoug 
many of these may be grown in bnsae 
suspended. 

.ic down Vines.—In many e®"1 
th^iYines arc trained too near the g®*- 
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ad the foliage hutiers in consequence. The 
eet distance is from 10 inches to 18 inches ; 
iis gives room for the foliage to expand with¬ 
al coming into contaot with the glass. In 
ring down some care is required, as, if a branch 
Winters off, a blank is left, which is always a 
■preach to the gardener. It is best and safest 
■ draw the shoots down to the wires gradu- 
ly. Put a string of matting or Raffia round 
ie shoot and form a link, and bring it down as 
ir as it is safe. In a day or two more pressure 
i*y be given, and in the course of a week the 
wit will be in position and no harm done. If 
so Vines are closely planted one generally has 
j be conteut with one leaf beyond the bunch, 
hough where there is room I like to have two. 
I Vino cannot have too much foliage if there is 
oom for full development ; but in no case 
hould overcrowding be permitted. The night 
omnerature at this stage should range from 
0 dogs, to 65 doge. Muscats a few degrees 
ligher. The fertilisation of the blossoms may 
*> greatly assisted by shaking or tapping the 
rellis to dislodge the pollen about 11 o’clock in 
he forenoon or when the pollen is dry. The 
eternal moisture must be regulated by tho out¬ 
side conditions. During bright, sunny weather 
damping down once or twico a day will be re¬ 
quired. Borne housee require more attention 
than others, and the smaller the house usually 
the more internal moisture required, and more 
care should be taken with the ventilation, But 
rather than give much air on cold, bright days, 
l should increase tho internal moisture. 

Ferns under glass. rThia is the most 
natural season for repotting, although, of 
'ourse, repotting where many Kerns are grown 
is always going on. Some plants may only re¬ 
quire to be shifted into larger pots without re- 
iuciog the ball ; others may require more or 
less of the old soil taken away, and be started 
ague in smaller pots. The best general com¬ 
post is one half to two-thirds good loam and the 
remainder leaf-mould and peat, with a good 
proportion of sand. Some species do well in 
pore loam, rather heavy in character, notably 
Ailiantum Karleyense. In all cases the potting 
thould bo firm. When potted loosely the 
growth is often lacking in robustness. If 
possible, after repotting increase the tempera¬ 
ture a little. Use moisture in the atmosphere 
freely, bat not much at the roots till they begin 
to move a little. If any plant is infested with 
scale throw it out; this is tho beet remedy. 

Window gardening.— At the time of 
writing the weather is very severe, and the 
probability is that unless some care is takon the 
window plants may have suffered. There is no 
bettor protection than oovering with paper in the 
warmest place in the room. Plants in the spare 
room may be moved to the centre of the room 
ar>d placed on some old carpet on the floor, and 
then covered with several tnickneeses of paper, 
and left there till the weather changes, and, of 
course, no water will be required by such things 
as Geraniums daring frosty weather. 

Outdoor garden.—In open weather all 
kinds of planting may be dono. Those who 
buy large trees and shrubs must not only plant 
arefully but watch them narrowly during 

epnng and early summer. Staking, mulching, 
and, when necessary, watering must have 
attention. Damping over the foliage of ever 
greens in dry weather in the afternoons has 
great value till the roots become active, and 
when this is done thore ie very little risk of loss. 
Tuts is aven better than too much saturation of 
lie soil round the roots. Rockories may be 
r-oovated and top-dressed with good soil. It is 
aivisablo at times to pull down and remake 
where the strong things are overrunning the 
"cakly ones. The choice things should have 
'pecial sites prepared and the strong growers 
moved to the background. It is better and 
more effective to group each family by itself, 
u»i then tbo right treatment can be given. The 
' erbaceoua borders may be planted on the same 
■ines to s considerable extent, thongb, of 
flurse, whore there are several borders varia- 
’■tons may occur with advantage. What I 
•hould like to see is more originality, and this 
•4s only be obtained by leaving the matter 
irstty much in the bands of the owners of the 
itfdens. There will be a good deal of pro 
(Uing to do now where bedding exotici 
-.inch used. Soft cnttingii and t. hotbed ^ 
cake good and speedy work. Cannaa sh' 

be divided aud plunged in heat, or, at any rate, 
brought on in a warm house. 

Fruit garden —It is a good plan to plant 
a few rows of the best kinds of Strawberries 
now or soon, a yard apart, for the purpose of 
producing runners. The blossoms will be taken 
off as they appear, and the runners will be 
numerous and strong. In dry seasons fruiting 
plants do not furnish many runners, and they 
are often late, and for forcing it is important 
that the runners are taken early. I believe it is 
more economical to grow a few rows of plants 
specially for runners. Next year the plants 
which produce this season’s runners will bear a 
very heavy crop of fruit, and a new bed planted 
this spring will Bupply the runners, only, of 
course, the runners should be planted now, so 
as to get a good grip of the soil before the hot 
weather comes. The bud-eating birds must be 
watched now and circumvented in some way or 
other. The best oourse is to prevent them get¬ 
ting a taste of the buds by uusting them with 
soot and lime, or adopting Borne other course. 
I have generally found soot and lime sufficient, 
and it helps tho trees in other ways. Those who 
are planting fruit-trees with a view to selling 
part of the produce must be very careful in 
selecting tho kinds, and not plant too many 
sorts. Bismarck Apple has turned out a great 
favourite in somo districts. Victoria Plum, 
though excellent, is not so much in favour ae it 
was ; it comes in a glut, aud the sale is spoilod. 
Monarch is likely to do hotter. 

Vegetable garden.—Sow Onions and 
Parsnips as soon as the land is in condition. 
Mako the land firm for Onions, and grow the 
host kinds only. The same remark applies to 
all vegetables. Thin Early Horn Carrots in 
frames. As soon as the Asparagus which is 
forced iu frames caoses to be productive, clear 
it out, put in some loamy soil, and plant with 
Potatooa or Lettuces. A well-fed Lettuce 
crown under glass is always of superior quality. 
When Onions are raised in boxes for transplant¬ 
ing, do not let the plants draw by koeping them 
in heat too long. The same remark applios to 
Cauliflowers and Early Peas. The Peas raised 
in pots should bo planted on a mild, still day, 
after being well hardened in cold-frames. Draw 
a little earth up near the plants and stake them 
os soon ae planted. If any farther shelter re 
required, stako a few evergreen branches on the 
windy side. Clear the manure away from the 
Clobe Artichoke and fork up the soil between 
the plants. The plants require a good deal of 
nourishment. The plants started under glass 
should be shifted into larger pots and be well 
hardened before planting out. Peas should be 
sown about every ten days, according to 
demand. There are plenty of good varieties ; 
one con scarcely go wrong in making a selection. 
Potato planting should be poshed on now, 
especially early and second early varieties. 
Late sorts are not generally grown in gardens 
now. E. Hobday. 

THH COMING WEEK'S WORK. 

Extract* Jrom a Garden Diary. 

Marsh 3rd.—Finished Bowing main crops of 
Onions and Parsnips. Sowed a few seeds of 
Turnip-rooted Boot on warm site for early use. 
Covered a lot of Rhubarb outside with pots to 
como after tho forced lot. Earthed up late 
Seakale to blanch. We generally have a heap 
of burnt earth and leaf-mould for this purpose. 
Sowed Tomatoes for planting outside. Potatoes 
are being planted when the weather is suitable. 
Sowed Autocrat and Duke of Albany Peas. 

March 4th —Put in a lot of outtings of Dent- 
zia Lemoinei. The young shoots strike freely 
in bottom heat. The flowers are larger and 
more robust than gracilis, and the plant forces 
easily. The work in fruit foroing houses now is 
inoessant. Disbudding, tying down, and stop¬ 
ping in the vineries must not be neglectod even 
for a day. Inside borders are closely examined 
at the beginning of the foroing season and 
watered from time to time as required. The 
ohill is taken off the water, and usually some 
stimulant is given in the water. 

March 5th.—Pruned Roses on south wall and 
tied in the shoots. We generally get early 
' ossomsfibin this wall. The pruning oonaista in 

’.in tanlldy shoots, occasionally taking out an 
ora^jfyfioTnakp room for the vigorousyotng 

shoots, which boar the finest flowers. Clematis 
Jaokmani, against a 5 foot high wall, are pruned 
back near the ground every season and the 
strong shoots trained in—they generally reach 
the top of the wall by the time they begin to 
flower. J&ckmani superba is an improvement 
on the type. 

March Wh —Planted Jerusalem Artichokes. 
We are growing the improved smooth variety. 
A small plot of ground has been planted with 
the Chinese Artiohoke (Staohys lanifera). This 
is not likely to become popular—the crop is too 
light to be profitable. It is easily grown, and 
may please the seeker after novelties. Bowed a 
few seeds of Red Cabbage in a box. We gener¬ 
ally sow these outside in autumn, but somehow 
they were overlooked ; but only a few are 
wanted. Potted a further lot of Tuberoses. The 
first batch arc throwing up flower spikes in 
heat. 

March 7th.—Put in more outtings of Fuchsias, 
Ivy Geraniums, eta The propagating-house is 
fully ocoupied now with young stuff forming 
roots. When rooted, the cuttings are movea 
on to another house to harden a little, and are 
then potted off. Sowed seeds of Grevillea 
robustaand Acacia lophantha, both useful, easily- 
raised subjects, either for growing in pots or 
planted ont in the sub-tropical garden. Pat in 
cuttings of the Golden Elder and Tamarix ger- 
manioa. These aro useful hardy summer plauts 
for massing when out hard back. 

March Slh.—8owed more Mignonette for suc¬ 
cession in small pots in heat. Commenoed 
grafting Apple and Pear stocks. Covered Apri¬ 
cots, where the flowers were beginning to 
expand on south wall, with fishing nets. The 
nets are firmly secured to poles to keep them 
steady. Vaporised Pelargonium-house. Early 
plants are forward in bud. Bowed a few soeds 
of Chinese Primulas for early blooming, and also 
Primula oboonioa. Moved a lot of Azaleas and 
other plants coming into bloom to conservatory. 
Good bushes of Genista fragrans are showy 
now. _ 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

Questions.—Quart* end answers are inserted to 
flaaDSiiiKS fret of charge if correspondents follow them 
rules: AU communications should be clearly and ooncieely 
written on one tide of the paper only, and addressed to 
the Bonos of Oxaossisa, V, Southampton-street, Cooent 
Barden, London. Letters on business should be sent to 
the Pnuun. The name and address of the sender are 
required in addition to any designation he may desire ie 
be feed in the paper. When more Man one query is sent, 
each should be on a separate piece of paper, and not more 
than three queries should be sent at a time. Correspon¬ 
dent* should bear in mind that, as OABMHM has to be 
sent to press some time in advance of date, queries canned 
always be replied to in the issue iasmediately following 
the receipt of their communication. We do not reply to 
queries by post. 

Naming fruit.—Reader* who desire our help in 
naming fruit should bear in mind that several specimens 
in different stages of colour and site of the tame kind 
greatly assist in its determination. Wt have received 
from several correspondents tingle specimens of fruits 
for naming, these in many oases being unripe and other¬ 
wise poor. The differences between varieties of fruits are, 
in many eases, to trifling that it is necessary that three 
specimens of each kind should be tent. We can undertake 
to name only four varieties at a time, and Chess only when 
the above directions are observed. 

PLANTS AND FLOW HRS. 

Plumbago (Ramsden).—Plant Is Infested with thrlps 
snd red spider, and you should apply the remedies so often 
advised tor these peets. 

Snails I Lilian Brodie).— The eggs you sent sre thoss 
of one of the snslls, probably the common garden snail 
(Helix asps real. Certainly destroy all you can find.— 
G. 8. 8. 

Failure or Josa-flower (Geo. 0. Blacker).-The 
method Is a very artificial one of growing the plant to 
which this name It given—for it Is only the old Italian Poly, 
anthus Narcissus-and if tbs bulbs are not strong failure is 
not surprising. Judging from the appearanoe of the 
sample sent, we think they want more light than they 
have been getting. 

Gerasua (IP. V. Meresl-The shoots of your Census 
Sleboldl are not attacked by any fungus. The little 
openings In the bark are known as " lentlcels. They are 
respiratory organs, and the brown powder within them 
are portions of the oork In which the oeUt are loose so as 
to admit air between them. They may be found upon any 
young twig, and are in no way a sign of disease.— 
O. 8. 8. 

Early Chrysanthemums (Fiw Years' Reader) 
—If your eatly flowering Chrysanthemums are to be 
planted outdoor* to flower, they may be left tomake quite 
natural growth. If to be grown [o pots, they may be 
pinched once early iu Mar, and then allowed to grow 
naturally. If you would like some to bloom later, thro 
plnoh again about the middle of June. It may be well to 
pinch some twins i*> hove i. longer blooming season. 

,/ Cntttnff bsci Pravton-llswar (Bibemia).—If 
'the low, untidy' port one i«] ycur Pttyioo-flowsr sre cut 
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bock directly March is over, the plant will i|uickly eend 
out new ahoota, which will flower in the course o( the 
summer. Judging by your letter there doee not appear 
to be any support for the Passion-flower now that the Ivy 
has been removed, hence it will be necessary to secure 
some of the principal shoots, as the tendrils, even when 
young, will not attach tbemeclvei to the smooth surface 
of the wall. 

Cactua Dahlias (fire Year,' Reader).—You will 
And R. T. Rawlings a fine yellow self show Dahlia, and 
tie following Cactus Dahlias should suit you, and are 
varieties that carry their flowers well above the foliage 
generally, though they vary in places : Parity, white; 
Prince of Yellows; Mrs. J, Goddard, crimson; Mary 
Service, rosy mauve; Ebony, maroon ; and Earl of Pem¬ 
broke, purple. Generally, Cactus Dahlias need a lot of 
improving in the matter of flower stems, but hard thin¬ 
ning and pinching of shoots help to the production of 
long stems. 

Myrtle losing; loaves (S. C.).—It is not probable 
I hat your large Myrtle, now In stub, has suflered from 
cold when in a greenhouse, but it Is very possible that the 
lower roots are very dry, and lack of moisture is causing 
l he leaves to fall. It often happens that whilst such 
things gel gentle waterings on the surface, there is far too 
little water to go deep. You hail lietter see whether the 
soli is damp or dry low down. If you plant it out In May 
we should advise you to cut It back hard to compel new 
growth to lie ntado. That would cause strong root action 
to follow, Hot walor heating Is not detrimental to plants, 
but the burning of gas or oil In tho house is generally 
harmful. With all evergreens thore is some leaf fall Just 
when new leaves are formed. Evidently the gas burnt In 
i he house Is harmful to the fronds of your Hare's-foot 
Vsrn. It perhaps sutlers also from a low temperature. 
Too brown colour of the creeping stems Is natural. 

8eeds for Harden decoration (L. J ).—To make 
a flower border edging you cannot do better than sow very 
thinly, and almost on the surface, either blue laibelia, 
Hweet Alvesum, or Haponarla calabrlca, as either grow 
very dwarf and neat, blooming freely. Blue Ncmophlla 
can also be used. As to annuals for the border or poicul- 
ture, have, of low-growing kinds, Ncmophlla, Mignonette, 
Rartonla aurra, crimson and carmine Candytuft*, Tom 
Thumb Nasturtiums, Godetias, Dlanthuses, or Indian 
Pinks, Convolvulus minor, Verbena, Petunias, Pyramidal 
(Stocks, and dwarf Asters. Then, of taller plants for back 
rows, I.ove-lies*bleeding, White Tobacco*, miniature Sun¬ 
flowers, Livalera rosea, annual Chrysanthemums, Bchlt- 
nnthus rctusus, darkies, African Marigolds, Ten-week 
Stocks, tall Asters. I.lnum gramliflorum, Sweet Sultan, 
Eschscholtzia, and Calliope!*. Practically all these things 
will do in pots if they have room, are well thinned, and 
have plenty of water. 

Asplenlum HacoldumfK 0. II.).—The specimen 
sent is Aeplcnium flaccldum. If it keeps In good health 
without any of the yellowish appearance suggestive of 
starvation, we should not advise repotting, for many 
Ferns may be kept a long tlmo without being disturbed at 
the roots, |>ar!Initially If they are occasionally watered 
with soot-water during the growing period. If the pot, 
however, Ap|»e«rs much too small for the plant it may bt 
repotted, io which caw the new pot must be 9 inches or 
10 Inches In dismeter—that is, If the ball Is simply a mass 
of roots. At any time after this month is out Is a good 
time for carrying out the operation, a suitable compost 
helog equal parte of loam and peat, with a liberal sprink¬ 
ling of rough silver-sand. The new compost must be 
worked llrmjy around the old hall of earth, as If left loose 
the water will make Its way through the new portion, 
leaving many of tho roots dry. 

Starved Polyanthuses (C. 17.).—Once Poly¬ 
anthuses or Primroses get into a starved condition It is 
very doubtful whether they will be worth the trouble of 
lifting, dividing, and replanting. In any case do not 
touch them Just now. Give them an occasional soaking 
with liquid-manure to help them to make leaves, then 
lift about the middle of April, pull to pieces, out back 
some of the old stem root, if there be such, then replant in 
fresn, well-manured soil, and water freely until they 
become rooted. The«e plants always make their new 
roots in the spring. Still, you will be wise to purchase 
a packet of good Polyanthus seed and sow it early in 
April, keeping it gently watered if the weather be dry, 
and alro shaded until the plants are up. Io that way you 
should have plenty of strong plants next year. 

Pilling flower-beds {Canterbury).— If you could 
obtain a quantity of small plants of the white-flowered 
8s-eet Alyssum to plant the centre of your 12 leet bed 
thinly, and on that put out IS inches apart scarlet 
It -gonias, then plant at one end straw-coloured Violas or 
Tufted Pansies thinly, and amongst those apricot-coloured 
Begonias, and the other end with W. Nisi Violas, reddish 
tint, and on those white Begonias, you should have a bed 
i bat would be very bright and g»y till frost come. 
P.-gonias do not fail to flower in the wettest weather. 
\ ou may plant the centre, if preferred, with Vesuvius 

• oarlet Geranium, edged with the silver-leaved Flower of 
Spring, then planting the ends with Verbenas Io mixed 
colours raised from eeed. Vesuvius will stand longer in 
the autumn than most other O -raniums. Annuals have 
a comparatively short season. Striped Petunias usually 
flower quite late also, but no planM excel Tuberous 
Begonias. 

Plants for unheated greenhouse (C. 0. R). 
—As your small house beoomes so hot In the summer, 
your best course is to purchase peabloving plants, such as 
Fuchsias, Geraniums, especially Ivy • leaf varieties. 
Begonias, Petunias, or any similar tender things, and 
flower them through the summer, then throwing them 
away and filling the house in October with Chrysanthe¬ 
mums in pots, Polyanthuses, Auriculae, Wallflowers, Car¬ 
nations, Christmas Roses, Deutzlas, or other flowering 
shrubs, Roses, and ordinary spring-blooming bulb* also io 
pole. If you cannot keep frost out In the winter, none of 

Kite things mentioned will suffer materially. In the 
eumimcr you could paint the glass over with a thin coat of 
wmhihv*-hlue and milk to deaden the heat of tho sun's 
ray*. You tuuv-j .!• you prefer, raise and grow in pot* In 
Ihe spring and summn vender annuals, such as Stocks, 
Asters, V. nnlae. Phlox Drun.moo<U| Verbena*. Dobell**, 
etc , and if you sowed tame ,nSrdy aojriialt thinly in pot* 
in September, you could winli,, lt,0X and/lV ' «fil| 
bloom in the early the VfldlrViilu\l 

Ollmbers for north aspect (IF. M. IF.).—You 
had better plant only very hardy climbers on a north 
aspect and in a wet climate. Your Crimson Ramblers 
may do for a year or two, but we should expect presently 
to loarn that they suffered from mildew, and failed to 
produce in such a position well ripened wood. You could 
hardly do better than plant the oewer Virginian Creeper, 
Ampeiopeia Veitchli, also the whit* - flowered hardy 
Clematis montana. Nome of the finer or cut-leaved Ivies 
should do very well, and probably to would the naked 
Jasmine, now blooming so charmingly Id the eoutb, 
Jaeminum nudlflorum. Clematis Jockmani does very 
well down south on north aspects, and you can try that. 
Of Roses, you would probably find the hardiest to be white 
and yellow Banksiane, the old red Fellenberg, and the 
evergreen white Marla l.vonldas. The new Japanese 
Wlncberry makes a good climbing plant when yearly well 
pruned, so also will a common Morello Cherry. 

Climbers for rough fence (No .Same or 
Address).—The following aro good showy and useful sub¬ 
ject*, and supply a long season of flowering: Of Rose*, 
you will find Gloiro do Dijon, Cheshunt Hybrid, W. A. 
Richardson, and AimCe Vibert excellent; while of 
Clematis, Henryi, Dady I/mdesborough, Fairy Queen. 
Jackmanl, Jackuianl Snow Quean, Vltluella rubra ars all 
free and abundant, some flowering twice in the year. 
Other good flowering plants, not strictly climbers, hut 
better suited for the present case by a more compact 
growth, are: Duptoue arhoreu*. Crat rogue I.wlandi, 
Dathyrue latitollue, I,. I. albue, Jaeminum nudlflorum, 
J. revolutum, etc. For the summer months, you may 
brighten such a spot by a mixture of Bwcet Pea* in blocke 
ol separate colours here and there among the other things 
named, or by planting a lot of single Dahlias. Seedlings 
make a good display in this way. Then, again, for * late 
autumn display Chrysanthemums should figure. Buch 
kinds aa Admiral Symonda, Source d'or, James Salter, 
Elaine, and any of the arm I early sorts would make a fine 
display in such a spot. In any case, they are worth try¬ 
ing by reason of tho freedom ol flowering. 

Roses on north border (Rose).-Ks to whether 
Roses planted on your north border. which is lucked by 
an Ivy-covered wall, would do well would very much 
depend on the height of the wall and the width of the 
border. If the wall lie some in feet to I" feet high, Roses 
on a bonier of the earns width would get practically no 
eun.hlne, and that they must have to ripeo their wood. 
Again, there is danger were the liorder well trenched and 
manured, aa it must be for Roses to do at all well, that 
the Ivy roots would rueh in, aa it were, and speedily eat 
up the Rose food In it. It seems to offer an excellent 
place for a rockery, on which to grow hardy Feme, 
Periwinkles, Bt. John's Wort, common hardy creeping 
plants, such as Pansies, Arabia, Anhrletlas, etc. If jou 
prefer flowers, you would have to manure and dig the 
ground oft*n to destroy the Ivy root*. In that cose you 
may find Delphiniums, Phloxes, Perennial Sunflowers, 
early Mlchaelmae Daitlre, Chrysanthemum maximum, 
and Doronlcum Hirpur-Crewe, Pinks, Carnations, Fox- floras, Bweet Williams, and similar perennial and biennial 

ardy plant* to do fairly well. Still, much depend* on 
the things we first mentioned. 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 
Japanese Maple (K. T. L ) —The Japanese Maple* 

may be kept in health for years In the same pot, even after 
they have become pot bound; Indeed, they will do much 
better under such conditions than with ■ large mass of 
soil around the root*. If they are very much pot hound, 
a little weak eoot and manure-water occasionally are a 
great help. From this you most Judge whether it ie abso¬ 
lutely necessary to repot your plant, and if you decide to 
do so, a very suitable compost ie two parts good fibrous 
loam to one part well-decayed leaf-mould, ana half a part 
of sand. Generally speaking, ordinary potting compost, 
euch as ie used for the general run of greenhouse plants, 
with the addition of a little more loam, will suit the 
Japanese Maple*. 

FRUIT. 
Planting Gooseberries, etc. (A. C.y—When you 

ask where you can obtain a "table" of Gooseberries, 
Currants, and Apples, we presume you mesn a catalogue 
or list, which any of our fruit-tree growers will be pleased 
to send you if you write and ask for it. 

Excrescences on Pear-tree (R. J. P.).—If you 
have cut away the spurs on your Pear-trees, which you 
describe as excrescences, you have been destroying fruit- 
spurs. The small pieces sent are exactly what by pruning 
gardeners set k to produce on fruit-trees. The swellings 
on the wood from which the fruit buds start are natural 
feature*, and doubtless in nature's economy contain stored 
food for the assistance of the flower-buds as they swell and 
open. That your tree* may have been so far coated with 
these spurs that eome needed removing as being too thick 
may be possible, but where bloom-spurs are too thick it Is 
so easy to go over a tree and pull off ono third of the 
clusters of bloom Just as they are about to open. Dj not 
remove any more, and II bloom later seems too thick then 
thin It out. 

Heating a vinery (R. R).—With respect to a 
heating apparatus for your greenhouse, we cannot under¬ 
take to recommend one rathor than another. If you will 
consult our advertisements, you will see several mentioned. 
Yon need a proper furnace fixed at the door end of the 
houee, and on one side or the other. The furnace door and 
stokehole must be outside, but the boiler may be partially 
inside. Then you ehould have a length of 4-loch pip* to 
run from the holler along that side across the farther end, 
down the other side, and baak a* a return Into the boiler. 
Io that caae you ehould l>e able to maintain a good 
warmth In cold wea'her. Get Vines planted as soon as 
poeslble. Put the Vinei on the warmest or eouth side of 
the houee. They need most sunshine. Put out Tomato M 
so toon *a the heating apparatus Is fixed. The pleuts will 
do best Id pots. Oomet, Ohemln, and Djke ol York are 
all good varieties. 

Transplanting standard Apple - tree 
(K W B.) —It wllfbe well, If your Apple-tree ie notou 
your own ground, as we gather from your not* in the 
case, hut on that of your landlord, to first obtain his con¬ 
sent to the removal of the tree to your own groundQw «S 
drdxent you have no legal right to roraove It. Having 
fcch sanction, and If frost bis dleapf eiind,\p|wira' trench 

round the tree 3 feet from the item. This trench should 
be 20 inches wide and IS inches deep. Then draw eff all 
the soil from the root* Into the trench, and you can soon 
find and sever any downward roots. Then the tree can 
lie lifted and taken away. But prior to that have a hole 
fully (i feet across opened 12 inches deep in your new 
ground. Well fork up the bottom, return 3 inches of the 
soil thrown out, and plant, laying the root* out evenly, 
then Oiling in the soil. Tread it in gently and support 
the tree with a couple of stout stakes securely tied to the 
stem. After plaotiog place a thick mulch of manuie over 
tho root*. 

Root - pruning standard fruit - trees 
(IF M. IF.) -Gmorally it is not the rule to root prune 
trees of surdard form that have been twenty-five jear» 
planted. You have done right to hate the heads well 
thinned, as evidently they badly needed It. If the 
branches left are now fairly well studded with fruit-buds 
or spur*. Ihe trees shonld fruit well in the summer, and 
may carry good crop*. You will no doubt have dilllcully 
with the twigs or young ehoole found eo plentifully on the 
branches Your beat course with thee# ie to have them 
hard rubbed of! whilst they are but 2 Inches or 3 inches 
long and lender, and then they mav not reproduce other*. 
But that is Juet what always follow* when these twigs 
remain till the winter and are then cut hack. In any case 
it is now too late to root prune. II the tree# fruit, that 
will prove a check to strung growth. If they do not, then 
you had belter search for and sever eome of the big root* 
0 feet from the Menu next autumn. 

VEGETABLES. 

Best early Peas (A. C.).—Very fine podding early 
Peas are Early Giant and Gradus, both about 4 fret in 
height. Telephone and D-ike of Albany very soon follow, 
and have rather finer pods. All depend# on tho warmth 
or otherwise of your toll and position, the period when 
sown, end the exact date they may be wanted. For early 
purpose* I’eas should be sown now, and on warm borders 
that have been well manured. 

Manuring garden (A. ZX—ll you have accee* to 
good farmyard or, properly, animal manure, you have 
very little need to add artificial manures But if von find 
It needful U) supplement what supply you have with eome 
artlflolale, then the caae Ie different. Generally it is 
enough in such case, not being dependent on artificial 
manures solely, to dree* ground with them at the rate of 
3 Hi per rod, but if given alone then double that quantity 
should he used. You ehould obtain bone-meal (super¬ 
phosphate) and kalnit (potoeh) In equal quantities, and 
half as much nitrate of soda (nitrogen), acoordlng to the 
extent ol your garden. Use the two former first, and the 
nitrate sow thinly between the crops after they are well 
up. 

Seakale (Chislehursl).—If you purchase Besksle 
roots of good strength and plant them now or up to (lie 
end of April, they will certainly push up flower-eteme. In 
that case stop or cut them off to compel proper leaf- 
crowns to form. You would do rather I letter if you could |;et root cutting*, root piece# eome 6 Inches to 6 Indies 

Dng and about the size round of your little finger. II you 
plant those where you wish the bed to be in clumps of 
three, each clump being 2J feet from the next, the eoil 
having been well trenched and manured, you should then 
And fine dormant crowns io the autumn. Failing this 
plan, then sow six or eight seeds for each clump, and thin 
them out later to three plants. Seek ale will Improve 
under dressing* of salt, of eoot, or of nitrate of eoda. 
given twice in the season at the rate of 3 lb. per rod ol 
ground, and well hoed in. Do this In June and July. 

SHORT RBPLI9B. 
K. C. Buxton —An ordinary garden engine answers as 

well as anything. You can buy a nozzle for spraying that 
will fit on to the delivery pipe.-Jon*-—Apply to T. 
S nith. Nurseryman, etc , Newry.-Rustic —Apply to W. 
Riley, Horticultural Works, Herne IIIII, S.F..—J. and S. 
Unices — lulicult to say unless we were to see the copy. 
-B. Beechain-Smith.—Hope to deal with the family in 
a coming issue.-Relay.—We know of no one who would 
purchase as you suggest.-J. C.—Apply to Amos 
Perry, Plant Farm, Winchmore hill, London, N.-0. I). 
—We supposo you raise your Lobelia from eeed, hence ils 
straggling habit. The dwarf plants are raised from cut¬ 
tings. You had better leave your Calceolarias as they 
are, giving them all the air you possibly can during mild 
weal her, and pinching out the tope to make them bushy. 
-Town Garden —You bad better get Hobday’s "Villa 
Gardening," from this office, price 6a. 6d , poet free. 
Other queri»* next week.-.Smote.—It ie impossible for 
us to say what the cause of the sediment you refer to may¬ 
be -if. Fischer.—You are evidently giving the plant 
driblet* of water. It eeem* to be dry at the roots. Stand 
it In a pail of water, and soak the root# well.-C. II P. 
—We have never eeen anything like it before, and suspect 
the paraffin.__ 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRD1TS. 

Names Of plants.—Reader — 1, Libonia fforibuuda; 
2, Please eend fresh flowers-X. Y. '/. —Quite Impossi¬ 
ble to name from bulbs or leaves. We must have good 
specimen* of the blooms of each kind.-Bury. — Imanto- 
phyllum mlniatum, or one of it* forms.-Yorkshire.— 
1, Variegated Oround Ivy: 2, Adlantum olilne; 3, 
Omloeyne cristata ; 4, Dendrobiumnoblle.-Ramsden.— 
Acacia armata, eo far as can be Judged by the miserable 
specimen tent. 

Names of fruits, — Amateur.-1. Court Pendu 
Plat; 2, Too far gone ; 3, Wellington ; 4, Pleaee send good 
specimen. When eending fruit for name, it ie advisable 
to send at least three specimens-T. IF., Norbury.— 
Pear Knight's Monarch-0. K Power.— Kindly eend 
another epeclmtn with further particulars. Th* one eent 
was too decayed. _ 

Catalogues received.— Sul ton and 8oos, R-ad lug. 
—Farmer's Year Book for VMS-Ounan and Co, 
131 A- 131, Commercial-street, R C. - Prie, List Uoiti.nl- 

-James Carter and Co, High Holh-jrr 
—Garden Notes for Ihe Colonies and Abioad.-W. 

of Tr,e Seeds. 
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PREPARATIONS FOR GRAFTING. 
Whkbi. the regrafting of Apple and Pear-trees 

it contemplated it is high time the preparatory 

measure of heading back the t rees was carried 
out and before the sap becomos too active. 

To* practice of regrafting is an oxcellent way 
of renovating oollectiona of fruit-trees in ftar 

deni and orchards, always provided the trees to 

bt operated on are not too old and that they 
are perfectly healthy. It ie a sheer waste of 
time and labour to regraft very old trees ; the 
heading back seems to paralyse them, and if 
tbs iciona take and growth is made they never 
form good heads, and as a natural sequence fail 
to bear good fruit. Much has been done within 
the last ten years in the way of orchard renova¬ 
tion, but it must be sgdmitted mnch more 
remain* to be done before orohards will be 
ttatondto anything like their former state of 
iiolknce. Thousands of young trees of good 
ouket varieties have been planted, and yet 
ttere are numbers of old trees still standing 
that ate only fit to be grubbed. Among the 
healthy one* will be found many that loar 
indifferent or worthless fruit, and instead of 
allowing these to bear year after year crop* of 
unsaleable iruit, it is far better to head them 
back and graft them with a well proved variety 
or one suited to the district. Many of the in¬ 
ferior kinds of cider Apple-trees may with 
advantage be treated in the way described, or 
they may be regrafted with some of the better 
varieties which are known to produce good cider 
when the fruit is ground up and properly 
treated. Cider making has come very much to 
the fore the laat year or two, and there is a 
prospect of a revival of this industry. Turning 
to gw leu tree*, the same remarks apply with 
regard to the regrafting of iuferior kinds of 
Apples and Pears, and an opportunity will thus 
be provided for anyone wishing to put the double 
grafting of Pear trees to the test. Second and 
third-rate varieties of Pears, such as Bourn' 
Clairgeau, B. Bo»c, B. Bachelier, and others, 
will be excellent mediums on which to operate, 
a* they are strong growers and impart a more 
vigorous constitution to some of the finer 
Savoured but slower-growing Pears. Should 
soy of the trees to be operated on be cordons, 
cut them down to within a few inches of the 
stock, leaving just sufficient wood abovo the 
latter that the scion may be conveniently 
grafted on and be just clear of tho stock. 

Pyramids and bushes of both Apples and 
Pears should have the branches reduced to six 
or eight. Have these about 0 inches long ; they 
will then quickly make good heads again. Fan 
sad horizontal trained troes may have their 
orauchee cut back to within a few inches of the 
Rems, leaving sufficient jvood to enable the 
rafting to be properly performed. Standards 
my have their heads reduced to the like 
sanber of branches recommended for bushes and 
pyamids, according to size and age. When 
th«« details have received attention, a ■ 
saober of scion* must! t>ff|OTtorjprocu' 
to kmp them as dormant as possible h 

in under a north wall or hedge, or where the 
sun cannot reach them. When large numbers 
of scions are required, it is not always possible 
to obtain a sufficiency of young wood for the 
purpose, but this does not matter, as the older 
wood may bo used provided there are dormant 
buds upon it. Many of tho old-fashioned 
grafters in the west of England will only use 
wood of this character. 

With regard to tho method of grafting, that 
oalled whip grafting generally obtains in Erdens. Crown and saddle grafting may also 

found necessary in somo cases, and for orchard 
trees whip and cleft grafting arc unquestionably 
the beet methods. Success in grafting does not 
depend so much on the method adopted as on the 
manner in which it is performed, and the work 
is always best entrusted to an experienced per¬ 
son, especially when a number of trees is to be 
grafted There must be a perfect union of 
scion and stock, and to thid end the scions 
should be so cut that they fit to a nicety, if not 
on both sides certainly on the one side, and if 
thiB is not done failure will result. Tho tying 
or binding on of the scions is also anothor im¬ 
portant matter, as they must be bound on firmly, 
but not to such an extent that the ligatures will 
cut into tho bark. Broad strands ot Cuba bust 
or raffia are the'best materials to employ for 
this purpose. The final operation is of course 
the smearing over of the point of union with 
grafting wax or clay. The former is now generally used, and it saves no end of trouble. 

laying, however well it may be done, will, and 
does, crack, and requires a deal of attention if 
air is to be excluded. Grafting wax is much 
more portable than clay, it is more easily 
applied, and can be bought ready for use, and 
finally it has the great recommendation of 
being cheap. 

NOTES ON STRAWBERRIES. 

Where small or indifferently rooted Straw¬ 
berry plants were pricked out into a nursery 
bed last autumn with a view to transplanting 
them in spring, the ground intended for them 
iliouhl be prepared as soon as possible, as Straw¬ 
berries always do beet in a firm root-run j more¬ 
over, the ground when dug becomes pulverised 
and aweotoned. Bastard trenching is beet, and 
a liberal quantity of well-rotted cow or pig- 
manure should be incorporated. March is a 
good time for planting, which must be done 
carefully with a trowel, securing as much soil to 
tho roots as possible. Plant firmly, and mulch 
round each plant with a little leafy rofnse or old 
horse-droppings to keep the root* moist. 
Established plants in light soil if not already 
mulched should now be done. Many fail with 
Strawberries in light eoils through neglecting 
this important operation. I grew varieties of 
the (Jueen type, including Gunton Park, success¬ 
fully for some years in a lightish, not very deep, 
soil, and I attributed my success to well mulch¬ 
ing the plants with pig-manure in November or 
early in December. The manure, which was of 
a somewhat strawy nature, was well saturated 
with the urine, which was washed down to the 
roota_Iv >rain during winter, the strawy 

:ar»| preventing undue evaporation, find also 

plants in heavy soil, early mulching is 
not so important, but it should not be post¬ 
poned later than March. An additional 
light mulch of clean stable-litter or Bracken 
should be given just before the plants flower to 
koep the fruit clean. 1 think the new Straw¬ 
berry Lady Sutlield has a future before it, as 
it has a hardy constitution, and orops freely even 
in light soil—added to this, the flavonr is 
delicious and the colour very striking. In many 
establishments Strawberries that are being 
forced are now in flower, and will require careful 
treatment for a week or two. Many a fine lot 
of bloom is destroyed by insufficient air and too 
much atmospheric moisture. A temperature 
of .‘>5 degs. and a fairly dry atmosphere suit 
the plants lieet when in flower, the heat being 
increased to G.> degs. by the time the Straw¬ 
berries are as large as Hazel Nut*. The plants 
should be placed on a shelf, close to the veuti- 
lators, aud when in flower should have plenty of 
room, to allow of a free circulation of air 
amongst them. The bloom trusses should be 
reduced to two or three on each plant as soon as 
they aro formed, this inert using the size anil 
improving the quality of the fruit Liquid- 
manure, the colour of pale ale, may be given at 
every watering, except when the plants aro in 
flower. The flavour of foroed Strawberries is 
often complained of, but it may be much im¬ 
proved by placing the plants in a cooler, drier 
house for a few days before gathering it. 
Royal Sovereign and Vicomtesse Hericart de 
Thury are, in my opinion, the two beat varieties 
for forcing. J. N. 

COVERING VINE BORDERS. 

Opinions differ as to the wisdom or otherwise 
of covering outside Vine borders with leaves or 
other protecting material in autumn, some even 
asserting that borders containing the roots of 
Vines that are to be forced early do not rt quire 
it. My experience, however, is that late as 
well as early vinery bordors are immensely 
benefited by a good oovtring of some dry, 
warm material in winter, in a garden where 1 
was employed the early vinery was always 
started in November, the Grapes— Hamburgh 
and Buckland’s Sweetwater—being invariably 
ripe in Miy. The border, which, like many of 
the old ones, waH elevated considerably above 
the ground level, was annually oovered with 
dry leaves to a depth of about IS inches, and 
afterwards well thatched with Reeds Tho 
thatch being very slanting, a good deal of tho 
rain which fell during the winter ran off instead 
of penetrating the border, thus keeping it in a 
dry, warm condition and preserving the fibrous 
roots which lay near the surface. The covering 
was removed piecemeal in spring, when the 
Grapes were approaching maturity, tho last layer 
of leaves being taken off in May, and the border 
was then examined. The surfaoe was found to 
be literally a mass of fibrous roots, which I am 
quite certain it would not have been had it been 
left uncovered all winter. The fact is, tho 
covering, though not communicating any heat 
to the border, prevented that already in it from 
esc&piiig, ITuid sdl preserved the surface-roots 
intact- The Viuen were foroed early for twenty- 

kee^ing the fruit dean. In the daM* I of1 ux years ib tncossiibtr, akid nartir onoo misted a 
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crop. In the same garden were two other 
vineries that were not forced, but allowed to 
come on gradually with sun heat. The borders 
were not oovered in winter, and it was a diffi¬ 
cult matter to find a living root within a foot of 
the surfaoe. Of oourse, a covering of wet, 
sloppy manure which one simetimes sees 
applied is worse than none at all, but I am 
confident that if only 9 inohee or a foot of even 
long stable litter or Bracken is laid on the sur¬ 
face it will prevent many of the most valuable 
roots which always lie near the surface from 
deoaying. I ought to mention that snow was 
always cleared off the thatch on the early 
Vine border with a large home made wooden 
hoe with a long handle. J. L. N. 

HIGHLY-FLWOURED GOOSEBERRIES. 

Though many new Gooseberries have been 
introduced daring the last half century, a few 
of the very old varieties still remain popular. 
Warrington is probably the best flavoured red 
Gooseberry known, added to whioh it is a capital 
!;rower and bearer, and will hang on the trees 
onger than any other sort. The fioeit bushes I 

ever saw grew behind a north wall, the wall 
being coverel with Morello Cherries. I have 
known the fruit hang till the middle of Sep¬ 
tember, when it was much appreciated, as most 
other small fruit was getting past. Both the 
Cherries and Gooseberries were protected from 
birds by fish-netting, which was fixed to the top 
of the wall, and rested on a rough wooden frame¬ 
work. Whitesmith, a handsome smooth- 
skinned white variety, is unequalled for flavour 
by any other variety of its colour. It, too, is a 
vigorous grower and prodigious cropper, and, 
unfortunately, a special favourite with black¬ 
birds and thrushes. As soon as the fruit 
approaches ripeness they attaok it. Iron¬ 
monger, another very old variety, still holds its 
own as the best of the small fruiting section. 
It is red and hairy, much resembling Warring¬ 
ton, but is muoh smaller. It is the heaviest 
cropping variety I know, and grows so freely 
that quite sm ill trees m ike large bushes in a 
couple of years. It is unrivalled for jam¬ 
making, and is an excellent market sort. 

_Norfolk. 

CARE IN PLANTING FRUIT-TREES. 

The planting of fruit-trees goes on from the end 
of October until April in dry, light soils. As a 
general rule, they should be planted as soon as 
psssible. In moist, clay sdils it is often better 
to wait till the spring. Where it is necessary 
to plant late— i.t, in March or April—it is well 
to prooure the trees we want in the autumn and 
lay them in in light, well-drained soil, after 
having trimmed off the damaged parts of the 
roots. In that oase we should recommend the 
following treatment for the roots : Put four or 
five spadefuls of mould and two or three of thin 
cow-manure in a tub, adding enough water to 
make a thin puddle, in whioh the roots of the 
trees are to be plunged and turned over and 
over until quite ooated with the mixture. Plant 
when the roots have dried a little. This way is 
very favourable to the development of the 
fibrous roots, and we have always found it 
give excellent results. In the case of large 
trees we recommend this as a preparation for 
autumn planting. The ground having been 
thoroughly broken up, holes should be dug 
just large enough to receive all the roots com¬ 
fortably. It is very important when we have 
to deal with clayey and moist soils to tike 
aooount of the depth of the freshly dug soil. 
Care should be taken that the oollar is close 
upon 4 inohes above the edge of the trenoh or 
hole, so that the graft shall not be oovered 
when the soil is filled in. If the planting is 
done in dry weather it is well to water each 
plant so that the soil may be washed well in 
among the roots. It is indispensable in the case 
of Pears grafted on the Quinoe and Apples on 
the Paradise and Crab that the union of the 
etook and chosen variety should be left uncovered 
for 1J inches, or the variety will ntrike out on 
its own root, which would hi a serious draw¬ 
back, as causing the trees to loee muoh of 
their fertility. When planting Apples or 
Pears grafted on natural stooks, as these are 
tap rooted, the .roots should be trained in 

the more fertile will be the trees and the more 
juioy the fruit. 

At the foot of each tree when planted leave a 
slight hollow in the soil all round, and if the 
soil is dry it will be necessary to water. To 
oomplete the work it is advisable in spring to 
mulch round the foot of the tree, in order to 
koep the soil c >ol and promote the development 
of the young roots. If the soil continues dry it 
will be neejssary to obtain the requisite 
moisture by oopious waterings every fifteen 
days. Ia planting walls the trees should be 
iaclined towards the wall, so that the grafts 
shall be 4 inches to 5 inches or so distant from 
it. When planting in this manner in freshly 
dug soil it is very important not to fasten the 
tree permanently to the wall, as the settlement 
of the soil would cause it to remain suspended 
from the wall. The proper way is to fasten the 
tree loosely at first. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Pruning Black Currants.—Amateurs 

often do not prune their Blaok Currants suffi¬ 
ciently, henoe sun and air cannot reach the fruit, 
and it is consequently small and of poor quality. 
The fruit being borne on the previous year's 
wood, this, in order to obtain satisfactory crops, 
must be strong and well ripened—oonditions 
only obtainable by freely thinning the trees out. 
The shoots should be clear of each other, and 
the r intres of the trees be kept well open. 
Another common mistake is digging amongst 
the roots—by whioh many of the most fibrous 
and best roots are destroyed. The surface 
slnuld be loosened with a fork and a good mulch 
of oow or pig-manure applied, and, if several 
good waterings oan be given during summer, so 
much the better, as both the weight and quality 
of the fruit will thereby be muoh improved. 
Blaok Currants succeed best in a moist situation 
and deep, rather retentive soil, but will do well 
in any sunny position and decent soil, provided 
the roots do not get dry. Cottagers often make 
a good sum of their Black Currants, and might 
make a muoh greater if only they would culti¬ 
vate them better, as the fruit is in great demand, 
not only for paddings, pies, and jim, but also 
for jelly and wine. In my opioion, Izee's 
Prolific is the best variety, the old Naples being 
also excellent. Black Champion is very large, 
but, according to my experience, itdoes not crop 
freely. Blaok Currants are often planted too 
closely together, and in a few years the trees 
become crowded. A space of at least (i feet all 
ways should be allowed between them. 

Pruning Red Currants.—Where prun¬ 
ing has not already been done, this should be 
taken in hand at once. The objeot of the pruner 
should be to have no more fruiting branohes 
than oan be exposed to the light, for where 
these are overcrowded the fruit does not ripen 
so well, neither does it hang so long afterwards. 
Bushels of fruit often rot on the trees when the 
weather has been showery during July and 
August on aooount of its not being sufficiently 
dry for gathering. The nearer a out is made to 
a bud the less chanoes there are of dead soraga 
to harbour insect pests. When the trees are 
pruned they should be dressed with newly- 
slaked lime and soot, or the latter alone will 
dear the bushes of scale. If put on when the 
trees are damp, it will stick freely, but if the 
weather is dry they should be syringed with 
water in which a little soft-soap has been dis¬ 
solved, then dusted afterwards. This will need 
repeating later on should birds attaok them just 
os the buds are pushing. Where the Currant 
saw fly is troublesome the above remedy usually 
keeps it in oheck. It is well to put in a few 
cuttings each season to provide plants to replace 
any which may be destroyed or for making new 
plantations. The making of these oould be 
taken in hand during bad weather where it has 
not already received attention. The cuttings 
ought to be from IS inches to 18 inohes long, 
and all buds should be removed exoept three or 
four at the top. When inserted in the soil there 
should be a dear stem of from 0 inohee to 9 inches 
above the ground. Trees against walls should 
be spurred in as close as possible. If the spurs 
are allowed to stand out some distance the 
ooping does not protect the fruit from the rain, 
and therefore it does not keep so well or so long 
as when it is dose to the brickwork. 

treatment of fruit-trees 
a 

horizontal direction, on the principle that thel | Autumn _ __ __ 
nearer the roots; are to the stu^acy^y s i 7(Il ’Jailer glass.—Many people ovwlopk ^he 

importance of, and the necessity for, closer 
attention to the requirements of various kinds 
of fruit-trees and Vines after the crops havs 
been gathered. It is impossible to grow really 
fine fruit on trees that have been much neglected 
any time from the fall of the leaf to the time 
they are blooming again ; in other words, moie 
depends upon the size and perfect formation of 
the bloom buds than we, as a rule, are aware of. 
According to my experience, the size and shape 
of the future fruit is more determined by the 
autumn treatment of the trees or Vines than by 
the treatment given when the fruit is swelling 
off. Large and perfect flowers or bunches of 
flowers may with ordinary good treatment be 
?;rown into large and perfect fruit or bunches of 
ruit as the case may be, but undersized or 

malformed blossonn cannot by any treatment Is 
grown into full-sized, handsome fruit. If any 
proof of this is required, I need only direit 
attention to the state of Apple, Pear, and Plum 
blossoms when injured b^ frost. Where the 
strongest and beet- formed no were escape destruc 
tion by frost, there are to be seen good orops of 
fine, well-shaped fruit, but where these were 
destroyed, the small, late, and in many cases 
imperfectly-formed blossoms were followed by 
correspondingly inferior fruit. A supai fiaial 
observer might naturally form the opinion that 
a strong, healthy frait-tree with only a small 
quantity of fruit set would swell these to a 
great size, but no such thing occurs, unless, 
indeed, such fruit resulted from the best-formed 
flowers. To a certain extent Dame Nature 
determines the quantity and quality of our 
outside fruit crops, but the case is very 
different under glass, as here we are in a 
position to be more independent of the climate. 

Pruning Gooseberries.—Some of th« 
buds of the early kinds are getting forward, ai d 
where the bushes have not already been pruned 
this should be taken in hand forthwith. In 
plaoee where birds are very troublesome this is 
usually left alone as long as possible, for somi- 
times when pruned early the bushes are so 
denuded of buds that the crop is a oomplete 
failure. Many are the contrivances adopted to 
scare the bird*, but the safest plan in country 
plaoes where the gardens are surrounded with 
woods i« to cover the quarter where (looseberrii a 
are grown with small meshed wire netting. It 
is, however, not in every place that this can bn 
provided; henoe the necessity for having re¬ 
course to other means. Lime will, if applied in 
time and repeated if washed off, often deUr 
sparrows and other small birds unless the 
weather be very severe. In pruning see that 
the centre of the bush is well opened out, that 
the light and air may get at the fruit and facili¬ 
tate gathering. There ia a considerable differ¬ 
ence in the habit and growth of the large kinds 
and those that produoe small fruit, also in tie 
time of their pushing their buds. The formi r 
being muoh earlier suffer far more from the 
attaoka of birds than the latter ; the shoots, too, 
are inclined to grow downwards instead of in 
an upright direction, so that the fruit on ti e 
lower branohes, unless these are kept well up 
from the ground, often gets spoiled by the heavy 
rains. For this reason when pruning, branohes 
that have this tendency should be removed. 
Gooseberries do well as oordons, espaliers, cr 
trained against walls ; the fruit from such is far 
finer than it is from bushes, and it may be more 
readily protected from birds. Some of the best 
dessert kinds should be selected for planting 
and growing in this manner, as by so doing a 
supply of fruit may be had till quite late in the 
season. When grown against walls a north or 
north-west aspect should be chosen. When 
making cuttings of the large kinds endeavour 
to have them as long as possible. If they stand 
a foot out of the ground before putting out any 
branches so muoh the better, for then there is 
far lees likelihood of the fruit being splashed by 
the rain. 

"Farm and Home Tear Book."—We are 
visit to be able to state that the " Farm and Home 
Year Book " seems to have met a want felt by our 
readers. Its reception by the Press generally haa 
been most cordial, and the demand for It has been so 
great that a third edition has been Issued. Our J 
readers should have no dlflloulty In obtaining it from 
any local bookseller or newsagent, who will order It 
If ft Is not In stock ; or they may get It direct from 
the Publisher. 37, South am pton-street. Strand. 
post, for la 8a. 
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PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

RHODODENDRON LADY ALICE FITZ- 

WILLIAM. 

(•KKEMiousB Rhododendrons are well worth 
the attention of all who have any greenhouse 
accommodation. The variety represented in 
the illustration succeeds admirably in any 
ordinary greenhouse temperature, and when in 
bloom emits a delicious and refreshing perfume 
There seems to be a quite prevalent idea that 
in order to be successful with this class of 
plants they must be subjected to a sort of star¬ 
vation treatment. This is an erroneous idea. 
Of oourae, any plant which has been starved for 
any length of time must not have rich soil 
placed within reach of its roots at onoe ; it 
must be gradually toned up with manurial 
stimulants until the roots are in an aotive, 
healthy condition, when a richer compost may 
with advantage be given. Peat is not abso- 
lately essential to tho welfare of Indian Rhodo¬ 
dendrons. I grow and flower them well in a 
compost of leaf-mould, turfy loam, well-rotted 

drons are being built up into specimens no 
liquid-manure is requirod. It is ouly when the 
plint or plants have reached the afore 
mentioned pot-limits that liquid-manure 
necessary to maintain them in a vigorous state 
for some years thereafter, until another shift 
may be necessary to prevent deterioration. The 
best kind of liquid-manure for pot-grown 
Rhododendrons I have always found to be that 
which drains from a mauure heap into an 
arranged receptacle. It must always be diluted 
with water—tepid in winter—and may be given 
frequently to pot-bound plants, especially dur¬ 
ing the growing period, with most beneficial 
results. A most important cultural point is to 
keep them at all times abundantly supplied 
with root and atmospheric moisture, and not to 
subject them to a high temperature, unless dur¬ 
ing the period of annual growth, when a higher 
temperature, although not really necessary, is 
distinctly beneficial. As soon as growth is com¬ 
pleted, the plants should be placed out-of-doors 
in a sheltered spot for a month or two, this 
helping to solidify the young wood, thus 
encouraging the free formation of bloom-buds. 
Those formed and developed to the bursting 

Rhododendron Lady Alii-s Fitzwllliam. From a 
Oonniston Gardens, B 

photograph sent by 
llggar, N.B. 

Mr. W. A. Leslie, 

animal manure, and sand, with some pieces of stage, care must be taken that the wood-buds 
charcoal added. _ The major portion of tho com- directly underneath are not permitted to oust 

growth must poet should be leaf-mould. These materials— 
excepting the charcoal, which is beat added 
just prior to the potting — should be tho¬ 
roughly incorporated, and then stacked for 
nog considerable time previous to their use in 
order to indnoe mellowness, anything of a rank 
nature in the way of soil being most hurtful. 
Young plants ought to be grown on quickly 
into fair-sized specimens ere they are permitted 
to become much pot-bound. This is managed 
by giving a small shift every year until a 
10-inch or 12-inch pot is reached. Firm potting 
is essential on each oocasion, and a potting- 
stick most be used in order to ensure the soil 
being thoroughly rammed into every crevice 
around the ball. A little extra warmth after 
repotting tends to induce quiok root-action. 
Considerable care mast be exercised in applying 
water to the soil for some time after repotting. 
A superabundance at this time is quite os in¬ 
jurious as an insufficiency. The plants must 
also be carefully shaded from bright sunshine 
until established in the new pots. 

During these years when young Rhotfxlen 

the flower-buds. Wood growth must be 
assiduously kept in chock until the flowering 
period is over. There is, however, little or no 
trouble with premature wood growth in well- 
ripened plants. 

The foregoing remarks apply exclusively to 
j the subject of the illustration and its compeers 
1 The jisminiflorum type requires a somewhat 
higher temperature throughout—such ns that of 
a cool stove—to do them well; otherwise, the 
requisite cultural conditions are much tho samo. 

W.m. A. Lk.si.ik. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Srnllax rotundlfolla — Is Smllax rotundlfolia 

evergreen, and can you or any of your readers tell me 
what nurseryman would be likely to have a plant of It In 
stock, and is it as hardy as Smllax laurifoUa?—Anxious 
Amatkor. 

[This, also known as S. quadrangular!*, is a high-climb- 
ing species with large, thin, and nearly round leaves The 
s(ema are terete and the branches and young shoots often 
four angled. The prickles are stout, scattered, and some¬ 
times a little curved. It Is a native of N. America.) 

Hoya Jarnosa —I have got a large specimen of 
[>y» (a^n^fh a pot. It is trained over a bell-shaped 

wire frame, but it has not flowered for the last three < r 
four years. Could you tell me what treatment to give It 
in order to Induce it to bloom ?—Hot A. 

[There is evidently some mistake in the cult f- 
vation of the plant, as it usually flowers some¬ 
what froely. It is quite necessary, however, fo 
get tho wood well ripened each year, and perhaps 
your plant is overcrowded. If possible, wo 
think you had best repot it, say early in March, 
and at the same time thin out some of the small 
shoots. In the potting employ good yellow loam 
three parts, ana one part rough lumpy fibrous 
peat. To this add a liberal addition of old 
mortar rubbish and some sand. Give a per¬ 
fectly froe drainage of about 3 inches, and pot 
rather firmly. After potting place the plant 
in the warm greenhouse, but do not water for 
a day or two, preferring to use the syringe till 
the plant is taking to the fresh soil. During 
summer grow the plant in as sunny a place as 
Ksaiblo. It is highly probable the plant has 

en too much in the shade.] 

Begonia Ololra de Lorralne.-wm you tell ms 
how to manage Ololro de Lorraine Begonia, always a 
failure herof—Vko Vai.*. 

[If you have old plants of this, you had best 
cut them down so soon as flowering is over, 
keeping them rather drier at the root than 
usual. Some time later cuttings will issue from 
the base, and these when 2 inches or 3 inches 
long may be inserted as cuttings, placing one 
outting in a pot of 2.J inches across. 1’,ungod 
under a bell glass, or in a frame where gentle 
bottom-heat is at hand, and kept only moder¬ 
ately moist, the larger number will root in 
about a month, when more air may be given, 
and be presently potted into 4-inch pots. 
From this time daily watching will be necessary, 
and particularly in watering, never getting the 
plants too wet. Finally, as the plants fill up the 
smaller pots with roots they may receive tho 
final ehilt to .r>i-inch or 0 inch pots. The soil 
should be of loam, peat, leaf soil, and sharp 
sand, about equal parts of each. Temperature 
.r»0 degs. to f>.) degs. for growing, and rather 
more lor the cuttings. Perfect drainage, with 
constant care in growing, are the chief items, as 
any negleot cannot be undone. A light position 
ar.d ample room are necessary from the start.] 

Im&ntophyllam mlnlatum —I have several old, 
aril established pleats of the above in 1-2 inch pots and 
tub*. 1 get few flowers. Can jou give me suggestions as 
to culture T— Swallow. 

[jmantophjllum miniatum will suoceed with 
ordinary greenhouse treatment, or in a light 
position in the window of a dwelling-house. It 
should be kept somewhat drier during the 
winter than at other seasons. When growing 
freely it may be potted each spring as soon as 
lhe flowering season is over ; but in the case of 
large plants once every two years will be suffi¬ 
cient. Good drainage is very essential. It can 
be propagated by division, and also by seeds. 
Division is beBt effected directly after flow*ring, 
when, if part of the soil is removed, the 
suckors, which are often pushed up from the 
side of the main stem, may be sip 1 rated with a 
few roots attached to them, when they must bo 
potted into small pots. To ensure perfect seeds 
tho flowers must bo fertilised. The berries, 
which take months to ripen, should be allowed 
to remain on the plant till they show signs of 
dropping. Then sow in pans of sandy soil and 
cover wrth about } inch of tho samo compost. 
In (gentle heat the young plants will soon make 
their appearance. Two-thirds loam, one-third 
leaf-mould, and a good sprinkling of sand will 
suit the Imantophyllum.] 

Aspidistra falling.—I have for twelve or fourteen 
years been moet euccessiul with variegated Aspidistras, 
but of late have several times noticed the nice (resh new 
leave* fall over the tide of the pole, and cannot t*> made to 
stand erect without support. Is this because they are not 
planted deep enough?—Avatrir. 

[Judging by the young leaves dropping over 
in the manner described, it would appear that 
your Aspidistras have been deprived of suffi¬ 
cient light, while other matters might also have 
contributed to the state of ill health into which 
they appear to havo fallen. What the causes 
are are only conjecture on our part—the 
drainage may have boon in a bod state, the soil, 
perhaps, kept too wet or too dry, while the soil 
itself may be very unsuitable. Our advice is, 
during the winter to give sufficient water to 
keep the soil moderately moist, but take oare 
that there is none allowed to stand in the pans 
or saucers 4» which they are placed. Then 
koep them in c moderately fight po«i’icn 
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indoors, and sponge the leaves every week, both 
on the upper and lower surfaces, with water 
slightly warmed. This will remove the dust, 
which in a dwelling-house soon collects on the 
leaves and chokes up the pores thereof. Then, 
on the roturn of spring, your plants had better 
be repotted, clearing away the major portion of 
the old soil from the roots. There is a great 
tendency to overpot many plants, and in carry¬ 
ing out the operation it should be borne in mind 
that large plants can be kept in good health for 
years in comparatively small pots, provided 
their roots are kept in a healthy state. It is 
probable that the roots of yours are partially 
decayed, in which case, when repotting, take 
especial care that all signs of decay are 
removod. A very suitable potting soil for the 
Aspidistra is two-thirds loam to one-third peat 
or leaf-mould, and a liberal sprinkling of rough 
silver-sand. If the loam is of a particularly 
adhesive nature, equal parts of loam and peat 
or leaf-mould will be the more suitable.] 

Heating a greenhouse (A'. B. T.).— 
The stove, one nearly similar to that advertised 
by the “ Twelvo Hours Syndicate," in Oari»KN- 
ini; Il-I.IISTRATRD. is lined in a small recess in 
kitchen outer wall, aud the flue-pipo at back, 
instead of going straight up, has had a bend 
made from the stove, carried through the wall 
and up outside the house, being continued by 
piping as high as the roof to act as a chimney. 
This has been the only difficulty in connection 
with the arrangement, as with the wind in one 
particular direction it sometimes smokes when 
first lighted. Had space permitted outside the 
house 1 should have placed the greenhouse at 
the back of a small morning room, the chimney 
of which would have simplified matters, as the 
Btove could have replaced the ordinary grate, 
and thus warmed the room, greenhouse, and 
radiator. However, the walls of kitchen being 
stone and floor cement, no fireplace was neces¬ 
sary, the recess made answering instead. The 
pipes from boiler are taken through the side of 
the stove instead of the baok, and about a foot 
from the stove there is a double oonhection, one 
going through outside wall and supplying the 
•f inch flow and return pipes for greenhouse, the 
other joined to the 2-inoh pipes running along 
one side of the kitchen (through end wall of 
kitchen) to supply the radiator, which is at the 
end of wall nearest the kitchen, the wall and 
kitchen being at right angles to each other. 
The radiator is one of the usual kind with 
twelve vertical pipes. The fuel I have used is 
coke, as I find coal burns too quickly and is apt 
to smoke ; coke is also cheaper.—M. M., Nairn. 

Winter - flowering Zonal Pelar¬ 
goniums (//. O. Thomson).—Quite a large 
number of the varieties usually oited under 
this head are adapted for winter work, and it 
is rathor an item of culture than aught else, 
though, of course, even so some flower more 
freely than others when all are grown alike. 
At this time of year, with plenty of time in 
advance, the best way would be to purchase 
cuttings or rooted outtings of what you require. 
The oulture dilTers in this respeot: That all 
attempts at flowering during the coming sum¬ 
mer are closely discouraged, the spikes of 
flowers being pioked off so soon as formed. 
This assists the plants to a freer growth, and by 
occasion illy pinching out the point of the shoots 
induoes a more bushy plant to form. Mean 
while, with the growth in progress, two shifts 
will be needed, the final and largest pot for the 
season being 6]) inches in diameter. In this 
o'ico of pot good bushes with half-a-do7.en strong 
growths each should result. Avoid a soil that is 
very rich, as this engenders a much too gross 
growth. Be sure the potting is very firmly 
done, so that the soil is quite firm—indeed, 
almost hard right through the ball. Nothing 
promotos the best class of flowering wood more 
than this, and, with the plants grown in an 
open, sunny spot with plenty of light, you 
should, in your favoured district, grow these 
things perfectly. The following aro a good set 
and are free flowering : Ian McLaren, pink and 
salmon ; Olivier, scarlet, white centre; Mark 
Twain, rose ; Mrs. Williams, corise; Barbara 
Hope, pink and salmon, with broad margin, 
very large flower j J. W. Barrie, rose-scarlet; 
Conan Hoyle, salmon self, extra good form ; 
Dryden, scarlet, white suffused centre ; Chauoer, 
rose-salmon ; Mary Beton, purer-white •, Mrs. 
E. Kawson, dark critni^ extti large y -m ^ 

Mr. T. E. Green, pure scarlet, a remarkable 
colour; Lady Roscoe, palest pink, very 
delicate; Winston Churchill, purplish rose- 
magenta, with starry white centre ; Lady Sarah 
Wilson, salmon-scarlet, netted with white; 
Niphetos, pure white. These are among the 
most approved kinds as at present grown, and 
cannot fail to satisfy if justice be done to them 
during the period of preparation. 

Exacum affine and Vinca rosea 
(William).—Particulars of the general culture 
of the Exacum appear on pige 071) of our issue 
of February 2-2ad. E. affine is an annual, and 
well grown forms a compact plant about 1feet 
high. It is a useful pot plant for warm conser¬ 
vatory, but requires a degree of moisture and 
warmth somewhat greater to grow the plants 
well. A moist intermediate temperature in a 
stove is a good place to grow the young plants, 
or, at any rate, a temperature of about 00 degs. 
You may grow the plant without pinching, or 
you may pinch the points out twice or thrice if 
you wish to dolay its flowering and make it a 
larger size. The final shift willdepend on your 
action in these matters. If, however, you 
require it for autumn and winter flowering, the 
plants may be stopped twice at least. Fob the 
seedlings into It inch pots as soon as ready, and 
whi n 3 inches high remove the point of growth. 
In April or early May the plant* will bi- ready for 
a shift into 3-inoh pots, and in the end of May 
the shoots may be stopped again. You had 
best gauge the stopping by the progress of the 
plants, and in any case the last stopping should 
be made no later than the middle of July, with 
the plants at that time in U-inoh pots. The 
objeot of all the pinching in the early stages of 
growth is to build up a bushy plant, and having 
done this grow the plant on for the production 
of bloom, after the style of Bouvardiaa. Pot 
very firmly and drain perfectly. Peat, loam, 
and leaf-soil, with a free addition of sand and a 
little bone-meal, will suit quite well. The most 
recent addition is E. Forbeei, which may be 
grown from outtings, as it is perennial. You 
oould also grow this a second year, and by 
giving it literal treatment obtaiu fine bushes. 
It is a free flowering and attractive kind. The 
Vincas may be treated to a similar soil, but of a 
more sanely nature and the addition of some 
well-decayed manure The Vincas will require 
attention also in staking, and in other respeots 
the same mode of treatment will suffice. 

Dracaena falling (Exiled Cockney).— 
Your plant of whioh you send leaf is not a 
“ Palm ” at all, but a species of Dracicna. The 
cause of the leaves becoming disfigured may be 
over-dryness or the reverse—viz,, too muoh 
moisture at the root. Either of these, with too 
low a temperature, or when the plants are 
grown in a room, will bring the plant into a bad 
oondition, and the browning of the leaves 
follows as a consequence. You may improve 
matters—to the eye, at least—if you take a pair 
of quite sharp scissors and out away the dis¬ 
figured portions, leaving the point as near the 
natural shape as possible. If the soil is wet, 
allow it to become quite dry—almost dust-dry— 
as nothing tends to sweeten soil so muoh in 
winter time as this. Then, having got the soil 
quite dry and kept it so for a oouple of days at 
least, stand it in a bucket of water that may be 
just chilled for ten minutes, allowing the water 
to oovor the pot. If the plant is dry, and the 
pot responds with a good clear ring when 
rapped by the knuoklos, so that it sounds 
hollow-like, you had beet immerse it as above. 
Yon may still greatly benefit such a plant by 
giving a teaspoonful of any good artificial 
manure once a week for some time to come. 
Frequently this class of plant forms a “ toe” at 
the base of the stem within the ball of earth, 
and this pressing perpendicularly against the 
bottom of the pot so raises the ball of earth a 
Silant bodily from its plaoe that a cavity is 
ormed, and the water, instead of sustaining the 

plant, passes around the sides of the pot and 
escapos. In this way the plant suffers often 
without knowledge. The presence of the 
“ toe ’’ may be determined by the upheaval of 
the soil and roots above the margin of the pot. 

At many of the most interesting note! and 
article! in “ Qardrnino’’ from the very beginning have 
oome from iti readert, see offer each week a copy of the 
latest edition of either " 8 tov* ano Grbrnhoubs Plants" 

•‘Ins English Flower Cardin,’’ to the tender of the 
iseful or interesting letter or short article publit.itd 
current soeeft issue, which ssiU be marked thus 

IMVEFCSm 

OHRY8ANTHBMOMS. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS—RAISING 
8EEDLINGS. 

It is very seldom that the Chrysanthemum is 
raised from seed—in Soot land, at any rate. 
Raising the Chrysanthemum from seed is a very 
simple matter and most interesting, every new 
development in the growth of the plant being 
watched with interest. Most firms can procure 
the seed, although not offered in their cata¬ 
logues, and even if dear the finest seed only 
should be prooured, as by buying inferior seed 
you are ODly courting failure, and the same time 
and trouble are required in any case. The seed 
should be secured in February, or not later than 
the first week in March. Prepare a seed-pan by 
well draining it with crooks and filling the pan 
about a third fulL Make up a oompoet consist¬ 
ing of equal parts fibrous loam and leaf-mould, 
with a good dash of sharp sand, all being 
passed through a J-inch sieve. Plaoe the 
rougher portions of the soil over the crocks 
and fill up the pan to within ^-inch of the top 
with the prepared oompost. Scatter the seed 
thinly and evenly on the surface and cover 
slightly with fine soil or silver-sand, water 
immediately through a fine roee, and oover over 
the pan with a square of glass. Plunge the pan 
in a gentle hotbed, or plaoe on a warm shelf, 
when seeds will soon germinate. As soon as the 
tiny seedlings are fit to handle, prick them off 
into boxes of good soil, 4 inches apart, and again 
return to the bed or shelf, as the oaee may be. 
After they begin to grow they should be placed 
on a shelf near the glass. The little plants will 
gain strength and vigour eaoh day if well 
attended to, and very soon will touoh eaoh other 
in the boxes. Procure now a quantity of 11-inch 
pots, which should be clean and dry, and pre¬ 
pare Hoil similar to that in whioh the seedlings 
were raised, only a little bone.meal or guano 
may be added and the leaf-mould lessened! Pot 
each plant singly, leaving the soil J-inch from 
the top, whioh will allow room for water, and 
return to the shelf after giving the plants a light 
syringing. Under such treatment they should 
be nioe sturdy plants by the second week in May, 
and can now be put close together in a oold- 
frame, standing the pots on a bed of coal ashes. 
As soon as the 3-inch pots are full of roots they 
may receive their final shift, using a pot not 
larger than t) inches in diameter. In these thev 
will show their respective merits, whether good 
or bad. The plants should be allowed to grow 
naturally from the beginning, it being advisable 
not to pinch seedlings, as by doing so you not 
only retard the flowering period, but yon fail to 
see the flower in its true light. One good strong 
stake in the centre will be sufficient support. 
When the plants break (naturally) secure three 
of the strongest shoots, rubbing off all others by 
catching them between the thumb and fore¬ 
finger. In September, or earlier, the buds will 
appear, generally in olusters on the end of eaoh 
shoot; all the smaller buds should be rubbed 
off, retaining only the largest one on each shoot, 
it will be thus seen that each plant carries 
three blooms, which will be sufficient to show 
the grower the good points of each individual 
plant. Each plant should bear a number, 
written on a tally, from one upwards, so that if 
the grower should send blooms to be com¬ 
mented on by any of our societies he would 
simply label them with the number on the pot. 
Whether the grower is successful or not at first, 
he should not be disappointed. 1). G. Me I. 

Bridge of Weir, N. B. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Inore&alnK Chrysanthemums.—I am anxious 

to got cuttings from tores plant* or a very late Chrysan¬ 
themum-Mutual Friend. Two show no signs anywhere 
or cuttings. One has little shoots appearing on the item, 
whioh flowered this winter. Are they any good, and will 
you advise me f—Toaur at. 

[Some varieties break up very late at times, and this Is 
a case In point. The plants (It alive) will break away 
presently and give good sturdy cuttings. All you can do 
now is to place the old plants In a little more warmth to 
induce growth. The sucker growth Irom the soil makes 
the beet cuttings, not those trom the stem.) 

Grafting Chrysanthemums —Can any of your 
readers give any Information respecting tbe grafting of 
Chrysanthemums—when and how it should be donef— 
J. B. D. 

[This is usually performed in June, the 
(4f*toofc” having bean grown on previously from 
an early-rooted cutting. Its beet use is the 
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LQcouragemeut it atfords to weak-growing 
varieties. The form that finds moat favour is 
side grafting or inarching. This is done by 
bringing the plants together side by aide, and 
by first cutting away a slice of bark 2 inches 
long, or nearly so, from the " stock ” plant, 
and then, making a similar out on the side of 
the shoot to be grafted, bring the two together, 
and carefully and closely unite and bind 
together the parts as prepared. Quicker and 
surer are the operations when inarching is done, 
as then no separation of the scion takes place 
until a union is formed. The plants should be 
in pots, and so arranged in a cold-frame that 
water can be supplied to the roots. To make 
a tolerably certain union, the wood of stock and 
scion should not only be of about equal size, but 
as near as possible of the same firmness or 
maturity. Shade from hot sun for a few days, 
and keep the frame cool by gently sprinkling 
overhead with water.—K. J.] 

when the plants, with their ball of soil attached, 
can be easily lifted and potted, boxed, or 
planted in the floor of the house. Plants treated 
in this manner throw magnifioent heads of 
bloom whether grown in pots or in the open 
ground. They should be pinched three times, 
bnt not later than mid-July in the case of the 
plants in the open ; those in pots may safely 
be stopped towards the end of that month, 
and, in either ease, all buds formed should be 
retained.— D. Mel. 

ROBBS. 

YELLOW ROSES FOR THE OPEN AIR. 
Will you kindly Inform me the names of the deepest 
yellow Roses for outdoor culture 7—C. K. 8. 

[Roses of a rich deep yellow colour that will 
flourish well outdoors are very few in number. 
Of oourse, by deep yellow we mean Marcohal 
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a climber, iu the strict meaning of the term ; it 
would, however, be suitable for a wall 3 feet to 
4 feet in height. Its flowers are a deep yellow, 
the centre petals as rich as the yolk of an egg. 
Duoheese d’Auerstadt is a splendid rich citron- 
yellow Rose of exceptionally rampant habit, 
bnt rather shy blooming. This may to a certain 
extent be overcome with patience by spreading 
out the growths almost horizontally on the wall 
or fence. I have seen this Rose grown very 
successfully as a pillar, and it it certainly muon 
hardier than maDy of tho vigorous-growing 
Teas and Noisettes. A good plan to compel 
these pillar plants to blossom is to bend the 
growths serpentine fashion or twine them 
around three stakes stuck in the ground to form 
a tripod, taking care not to cut away the long, 
annual growths save those that are soft. Reve 
d’Or is a good deep golden-yellow Rose for 
growing in the same fashion as the last-named, 

<or, if trained on a wire trellis in a sheltered 

Chrysanthemum Mods. William 
Holmes.—In the rush for new varieties now- 
a-days one is apt to forget onr old favonrites. I 
think there are few so well adapted and so easily 
grown as this variety, especially for late Ootober 
sod early November work. The constitution of 
the plant is everything to be deeired, and ite 
height is not a hindranoe in any way, seldom 
reaching over 4} feet. The colour is best 
described ae a rich dark terra-cotta, which 
r-hanges to a lighter colour as the blooms age. 
It lifts well when planted in the open, a good 
hall of soil adhering to the roots, especially if 
the ground has previously received a slight 
•bower. A good plan to follow in lifting these 
plants is one which I have often seen done, and 
which is to make a ont with a spade all ronnd 
the plant, the out being about 6 inches from the 
•terns all round. This operation should 1- 
formed a week or ten days! provioun to 

border of yellow Ho 
Hhrulw. 

<■«. llnrrlaoni, lie., with hardy Hower* beneath nnd laekground ol Howtrlng 
From a photograph by Miss Willinott, War ley Place, Kaeex. 

Niel colour when highly cultivated. 
Two of the best of recent novelties are 
Hilliard and Bane and Prince Theodore 
Galitzine. The former is a strong 
grower, yielding large semi • double 
flowers of a rich golden-yellow. Tho 
latter is a dwarf-growing kind, possess¬ 
ing an excellent constitution, flowers 
deep orange-yellow. Both these I can 
thoroughly recommend for outdoor cul¬ 
ture. One of the most distinct yellow 
Roses grown is Souvenir de Mme. 
I-evet. Unfortunately, it is very ten¬ 
der in cold districts, but flourishes 
freely, I am told, in Ireland and 
southern counties. Ite flowers are not 

quite so intense in colour as in Wm. Allen 
Richardson, but neither has it the defects 
of the latter in producing pale ooloured 
blooms. Every flower of Souv. de Mme. Levet 
is perfect in colour. The habit of growth is 
very dwarf and the shoots stout, after the 
manner of a Hybrid Perpetual. Ueorgee 
Schwartz is another fine novelty, deep canary- 
yellow in colour, and growth after the manner of 
Amazone. It is reputedly a cross between 
Kaiserin Augusta Victoria and Souvenir de 
Levet. It appears that this latter Rose will 
impart its beautiful colonr to the offspring, so 
that by employing good, lusty growers as the 
seed parents it is hoped raisers will ere long pro¬ 
duce some good results. Amazone and Jean 
Pernet are two very good yellow Roees, but 

part of ll.e garden, quantities of blossoms may 
be gathered Irom plants after they havo become 
well established. William Allen Richardson 
conies more under the heading of orange-yellows, 
but it cannot be omitted from a list of deep 
yellow Roses. Perhaps, in standard form its 
beautiful buds are richest in colour. I would 
also recommend its culturo as a bush, pruning 
it very moderately. < In a south wall the first 
crop of flowers is often of a very pale, nearly 
white colour, but there are many exceptions to 
this. I found a plant last summer growing on 
a full south wall, every bud and blossom being 
as rich in colour as one could desire. However, 
I should select for preference a corner where the 
plant did not reoeive the sun until after mid¬ 
day. One of the finest specimens I have ever 
seen was in such a corner. The plant, budded 
on the seedling Brier, was transplanted four or 
five years ago to its present position, where the 
soil is a deep, strong, clayey loam, thorough 
drainage being provided by the somewhat 
abrupt slope to the weet. 

Other good apricot and orange-yellow Roeee 
that eucoeed well outdoors are Mme. Pierre 
Cochet, Mme. Falcot, Sunset,’ Mme. Charles, 
Francises Kruger, Mme. Ravary, and Bouquet 
d’Or. 

As early bloomiDg kinds, Persian Yellow and 
the single yellow Brier (Rosa lutes) should find 
a place in every garden, the latter kir.d a real 
gem, and developing into fine bushes if grown 

natural manner, merely just tipping the Fernet are two very good yellow Roses, but in a natural manner, merely just tipping the 
one cannot quite term them deep yellow. Mme. growths annually and ontting oat old and worn- 

*'erdier is a fine Roee where it can out wood. n$Icne. Pernet Duoher, a raiser who 
protection of a weet wall. It is not has given us raoh good things as Mme. Abel 
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Chatenay, Caroline Testout, Marquise Litta, 
has lately produced what he describes as a 

now race of Roses, naming the race R. 

Pernettiana and the first variety Soleil d’Or. 
This race is of muoh promise, the colour being 

deep golden-yellow, shaded with Nasturtium- 
red and rose colour. It is claimed for this Rose 

that it flowers a second time. Pot-grown 
specimens certainly blossomed twioe. The flowers 

are rather irregular in shape, but it is undoubt¬ 

edly a variety worth growing, and now that this 
raiser has produced such a Rose by crossing 

Persian Yellow with the Hybrid Porpetual 

Antoine Duoher there seems a possibility of 
many useful novelties from the old, well-known 

Persian Yellow, and also from the single R. 
lutea. If we could obtain a perpetual-flowering 
single yellow as beautiful as R. lutea our gardens 

would be all the richer.—Rosa.] 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

The Coronation flower.—I hope you 
may see your way clear to publish in your next 

issue the following letter from our President, 

whioh appeared in the 7 imes of the I .'ith inst. 
—Bdwd. Mawi.ky, Hon. .Seo. National Rose 

Society. 
‘‘Sir,—I venture to express the hope that the 

Rose, which is the National Emblem of England 

and the Queen of Flowers, may be worn in pre¬ 

ference, not only at the time of His Majesty's 
Coronation, but on the anniversaries hereafter 

At the date of the ceremony the Roso will be in 
its most abundant beauty in all the gardens of 

the land.—I am, Sir, your obedient servant, S. 
Reynolds Hole, President of the National 
RoseSooiety, The Deanery, Rochester, Feb. VMh." 

Rosea for trellis.-1 have a Ololre de Dijon ktow- 
Inic against an S-f*et trellis (no wall), and would like to 
plant three other yellow climbing Hoses, out of pots, 
against the same open trellis. Would you kindly say 
which are the three hardiest amongst the following : 
Alister Stella Grey, Celine Korestler, Ume. Moreau, Ki-.e 
d'Or, Thalia, and W. A. Richardson.—Rohahiax. 

[Of the list you submit, Alister Stella Gray, 

Celine Forestier, and W. A. Richardson would 
be the hardiest for vour purpose. Rt’ve d’Or 

would be a splendid grower, freer by far than 
Alister Stella Gray, and much superior in 

blossom, only that it is not quite hardy, and it 
needs managing to obtain blossom. It is, how¬ 
ever, well worth a trial as a trellis Rose. In 

tome parts of the country growers find this 
good old kind sucoeed remarkably well trained 

out horizontally, cutting away all useless and 
sappy woxl. A few Fir-boughs stuck among 

the branches would protect the wood. We 

recommend it with every confidence, if you can 

overoome the somewhat tender nature of the 
plant by artificial protection. Thalia is a white 

Rose. Perhaps you are thinking of Aglala 

This is yellow in the bud, opening to pale prim¬ 
rose. It is a variety of much hardiness and 

vigour, but requires abundant space and abso 
lutely no pruning in order to bloom it success¬ 

fully.] 

Pruning Rambler Rosea —I would lw much 
obliged If vou would klndlv tell me how to prune the 
following Iloeei—Crimson Ktmbler, Mies Wilmott, buoy 
Ih-rtram, Dundee Ktmbler, and Carmine Pillar—that were 
planted last October In open spaces to grow os they 
please f How much should they be cut back, and when't 

—I. F. 

[The Rambler and Brier Roses which you have 

filanted with a view to treating them as large . 
ree growing shrubs would be all the hotter for 

firuning back this season to about half the 
ength of each growth, seeing that they were 
only planted in the autumn. Next year and 

afterwards the treatment will be quite different. 
Then they must be very sparsely pruned in 

spring—indeed, they will require no pruning 

then beyond removing dead wood and just 
shortening tips of shoots. The real pruning is 

done after flowering. This consists in outting 

clean away some of the growths that have 
blossomed, whioh will enoourage the new wood 

that by this time will be well developed. Upon 
the new wood the finest trusses of bloom are 

produood the following year. Rosea of the 

kinds you name will send out strong arching 

growths of wonderful vigour. We have had 

Crime >n Rambler growing in this way a most 
lovely object, the immense shoots all aglow 

with numerous trusses of bloom. You name 

one variety, Miss Wilmott, among your Ram¬ 
blers. If this is the form of R. inuioa known 

same name, prune back to four or five good eyes 
on each shoot.] 

Rosa Wlohurlana and Its hybrids.—Would 
you kindly afford some Information aa to the Wlohurlana 
Bores—new American hybrids? Are they hardy and free 
bloomers, and suited for north aspect, and what eoll do 
they like beet? The advertleement in laetweek'e Gardes- 

isu le the first notice I have seen of them.—W. M. N. 

[These Roses have been frequently noticed in 

the pages of Gardening Illustrated. They 

appear to be perfectly hardy, even those kinds 
hybridised with the Tea Rose withstanding the 

late severe frosts with impunity. As to being 

free bloomers, if you mean a profusion ot 
blossom for a short time, then they answer to 

this, but they are not perpetual. As with the 
Ayrshire and Evergreen Roses, also the Crim¬ 

son Rambler and its allied forms, after the first 

display there is nothing more in the way of 
blossom until another year. Nevertheless the 

tribe is a most valuable one for oovering tree 
■tumps, banks, rockeries, rustic bridges, and 

the like, but if employed for creeping near the 
soil soma support should be afibrded, such as a 
few large burrs or stones, the object being lo 

prevent the growths being choked by weeds or 
Grass. Those Roses are also most elegant 

objects when budded on tall hedgo Briers, the 

long trails of growth reaching the ground in one 

season, forming perfect creeping Rosea. For 
creeping, the type is by far the beat, the ex¬ 

quisite deep grass-green foliage glistening as 

though varnished, and the growths freely 
studded with pure white blossoms in Urge 

dusters, the mass of golden stamens in the 

centro adding not a little to their beauty. Per¬ 
haps the next best variety is Jersey Beauty. 

This has very beautiful leathery foliage, shining 
as the type, but larger. The flowors are mainly 

produaed in clusters of from two to four, but 

some are produced singly. The buds are 
charming, of a pale yellow colour, opening to 

single flowers some .1 inches across, and then of 

a pale lemon-while, with fiae bunches of golden 

stamens in the centre. This variety makes a 
handsome pillar Rose for conservatory decora¬ 

tion. It was produced by cross-fertilising the 
type with the Tea Rose Paries de* .Bardins 

Another distinct and lovely kind is Ruby Qieon. 

It isquite a departure from the type, tbs Bowers 
being Urge, almost double, and of a most bril¬ 
liant carmine colour, with the base of petals 

white. I believe this Rose will become ex¬ 
tremely popular when known, the combination 

of colour being very striking and tho growth 

vigorous, hut not exactly procumbent Thore 
are altogether some thirteen kinds, the novolties 

of this year in addition. The Wickuriana Roses 

are without doubt a most useful tribe, but 
unless one has a real love for single Roses they 

will probably bo disappointing. I have planted 
Jersey Beauty out as a single specimen, its 

main growths supported by strong stakes to a 

height of 3 feet, then allowed to tumble over on 
to the lawn, and most elegant was the effect 

Even when ont of bloom, as a sub-evergreen, it 

is a plant of much merit. M >at of the tribe 
root freely from cuttings, and where thus obtain¬ 
able a light soil would be preferable, but if 

budded on the seedling Brier, then a good deep 

strong loam would be most suitable. .Should 
you lie seeking some hardy autumn flowering 

climbing Roses for your northern aspect, you 

would not better the old Gloire de Diim and 
of its descendants, auoh as Kaiserin 

Fried rich, Bcuquet d'Or, etc. Other good kinds 
are Cheshunt Hybrid, Aiim'a Vibert, Jaune 

Desprez, Marie Robert, and Mine. Alfd. Car- 
riere. All of these would grow from 10 feet to 
15 feet and more in height. Others of a more 

lowly growth, say from 5 feet to 8 feat, would be 

Mme. Abel Chatenay, Gross an Teplitz, Grace 

I Urling, Caroline Teetout, La France, and strong- 
§ rowing Hybrid Porpetuala, auoh as Ella Gor- 

on, Ulrich Brunner, and Mrs. John Laing.— 
Rosa.] 

DWARF YARROWS (ACHILLEA) 

Herbaceous and alpine plants numerous 

through N. Asia, S. Europe, Asia Minor, vary¬ 
ing in height from *2 inches to 4 feet; their 

flowers pale lemon, yellow, and white, rarely 

pink or rose. Many of the cultivated kinds are 
too rampant for grouping with alpine and rock 

garden plants ; the dwarfer kinds, on the other 
hand, c jme in for groups for rock gardens or the 

margins of rock borders, and aa edging plants. 
Moat of the kinds grow freely and are easy of 

increase ; but some of the higher alpine kinds 

are not very enduring in our open winters, and 
often in our gar-lens get somewhat “ ataggy” 
after a few years' growth, requiring occasional 

division and replanting. 
A. AGKRATIFOLIA.— A sil very-leaved plant 

from the mountains of Northern Greeoe, 4 inohes 

to 7 inohes high, with white flowoni resembling 

Daisies; early in summer. The leaves aro 
narrow, crimped, and covered with white down. 

A neat and distinct plant, of doubtful hardi¬ 
hood, frequently damping off in winter. Sya. 

Anthemis Aizoon. 
A acrea (Golden Yarrow)—One of the 

showiest dwarf kinds, S inches to 12 inohes high : 

leaves finely cut, flowers bright jellow ; borne 
freely on upright stalks. A good plant for the 

rook garden, or for margins of borders. 

Caucasus. 
A *nmui'A (Egyptian Yarrow).—A silvery 

plant, with finely cut leaves aod pretty heads 
of yellow flowers. It is not hardy in all soils, 

but is so on well-drained sunny borders, flower¬ 

ing in summer and early autumn. Division. 
A. Clavenn.t. (White Alpine Yarrow).— 

Dwarf and distinct, covered with a short, silvery 

down, flowers in summer a good white. It 
likes a light free loamy soil. Alps of Auettis ; 

division and seed. 
A. Hcteri (Hater’s Yarrow) has bright 

green foliage and pure white flowers. It likes 

a sunny part of the rock garden and grows well 

in common soil. Care should be taken to top- 
dress, as it has a tendency to grow straggling. 

A. rdpkstrib (Rrck Yarrow).—A pretty, 

white - flowered, and distinct speoie* from 

Calabria, that begins to flower in May, much 
earlier than tho majority of kinds The small, 
green spathulate and' entire loaves mark it as 

one of the most distinct of its race. The plant 
thrives boat in deep, rocky soil. Height 

4 inches to 0 inohes. 
A, To MENTOS A (Downy Yarrow).—One of the 

tufted plants that help to form the carpets of 

silver whereon large Violets and Gentians 
display their charm - on the Alps, itself sending 

up flat corymbs of bright yellow flowers. It is 

a good plant for the margins of mixed borders, 

and also for the rook garden. Earopean Alp*, 
thriving in ordinary soil, and increased by 

division. 
A. UMBK1.I.ATA.—In the more rocky portions 

of the rock garden, and for establishing quickly 
on old walls devoted more or less to alpine 

plant*, this Grecian species is perhaps tho most 

valuable of tho silver-leaved Yarrows. Of 
rather woody growth and semi procumbent 

habit, tho plant soon forms a bush that is very 

striking when rightly placed. Rooting along its 
underside face the plant is increased to almost 

any extent. Height 9 inches. Flowers pure 

white. 
A. nasa and mihcii at a have like value to th« 

above-named for tho rock garden, ami some of 
the medium-sized kinds may also be used for 
bold effects. 

Photographs ot Q&rdens, Plants, or 
Trees. —we offer each week a copy of the latest 
edition of the " English Flower Garden ” for the 
best photograph of a garden or any of its contents, 
indoors or outdoors, sent to us in any one week. 
Second prize Half a Guinea. 

The Prize Winners this week ares 1, 
Miss Lowthor, Campsea Ash, Wiokham Market, 

Suffolk, tor Bowling Green at Campsea Ash ; 2, 

as Miss Wilmott’s variety, thenAhp treatment Mr. J. Walters, 9.5, Gold Croft, Yeovil, for a 
would be as abpve, Jtojt if tho HIy bmdvTea Cottage Back Garden. 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 

The Mlmulus.—The Mimulos is a bright 
showy blossom, whether one regards it from an 

indoor or outdoor standpoint, loving moisture, 

and blooming abundantly for weeks together. 
Pots containing old plants should now be taken 

in hand, and growth encouraged in every pos¬ 

sible way; large roots may well be pulled to 
pieces and repotted, every scrap of roots with 

an “ eye ” to it probably making a plant. Those 

who have no old plants to fall back upon may 
at once make a start with sowing seed, which 

will grow in any light compost it simply scat¬ 

tered on the surface, watered, and covered only 
with a sheet of paper or a little Moss to pre¬ 

serve moisture. Young plants quickly grow, 

and will flower in June if attended to. For 
damp borders few things bloom better than do 

the Mimnluses, and it is admitted that they are 

remarkably showy.—Leahubst. 
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CANADIAN RICE (ZIZANIA 

AQUATICA). 

Tice genua here cited is a small one, comprising 
only a couple of apeoieeor thereabouts. Usually 

the plants are regarded aa of no horticultural 
worth, but surely the annual Grass that will 

attain to the dimensions shown in the accom¬ 

panying illustration ia worthy of consideration, 
from a waterside point of view, if nothing more. 

Indeed, we have too few of such bold, effective 
•abject*. The growth of the subject of the 

illustration is, however, but the result of a few 

months, »o that its rate of progress is somewhat 

rapid. The drawback to its permanent use as a 
waterside plant is, perhaps, due to its being of 

annual duration, though there is no reason why 

the plant may not appear in succeeding years 
from self-sown seeds. In any case, those having 

the management of water areas in private 
gardens or parks should not grudge the raising 

of a few seedlings each year, planting them early 
in their desired positions. This accomplished, 

to tubular in outline. It is a distinot and pretty 

plant, and an intereeting companion to the other 
members of this genus. Though frequently 

ooming through our winters safely, it cannot be 

considered so reliably hardy as the better-known 
kind 0. tauricum. When planting the above, 
a well-drained chink where its roots may 

descend deeply in a free gritty loam in a sunny 

position, avoiding manure of any description, is 
the beet position. The other species of this 
genus are 

0. e< 'ii ioi dks, a very charming plant of bien¬ 

nial duration. Its flowers, which on large 

plants are abundantly produced, are of a rather 
fiale yeljow, and in favourable seasons seeds are 

roely produced. A warm, sunny exposure in 
the rock garden in deep gritty loam suits it 

well. In general habit the plant resembles 0. 
tauricum. Native of Southern Europe. 

0. SiMPLicissiMOM is a perennial species from 
8iberia, with terminal racemes of pale vellow 
flowers. 

O. STut.i.ui.ATu.M is a variable species, having 

short-lived in the border and requires care in 

any position. Shade should always be avoided 
in ite culture, and the plants, if possible, so 

placed that the tufts of leaves may rest on a 
sloping ledge of rock, so as to keep fairly dry in 
winter ; a soil of lumpy peat and equally lumpy 

fibrous loam, with sand very liberally added 

(quite a fourth part), and charcoal dust to a like 
amount. This and a raised, well-drained posi¬ 

tion in the rock garden will do as much as 
cultural aids can do for one of the best hardy 

plants. Its propagation is a rather slow busi¬ 

ness at times and must be done by means of 
cuttings, stripped off with a heel any time 

during May or early in June and inserted in very 
sandy soil (in pots preferred) without further 

ado. Never use a knife to a cutting of this 

plant. Given a thorough watering%nd left to 
dry for an hour, the frame should be dosed and 
slightly shaded. With careful after-manage¬ 

ment the cuttings at this season root in about 
three weeks, and may then be potted off ingly 
in much tho same soil as recommended above. 

The Canadian R'ce (Zizania aquatics). From a photograph by G. A. Champion. 

the plant will take care of itself. All the 
attractiveness of the above plant is in the well- 

marked leaves. The flowers are by no means 

aUraotive. It is a native of North America, 
and is known as “ Water Oats,” “ Canadian 
Rice,” etc The grain ia largely employed as 

food by the North-weBt American Indians. 

TUB GOLDEN DROP (ONOSMA TAURI¬ 

CUM.) 

(Repi.y to H. Bkkcham Smith.) 
The best place for the Onosmas is, no doubt, 

a properly constructed rook garden, thoroughly 

drained, and in which provision is made lor a 
good depth of soil, so that the plants may root 

Kroogly between the blocks of stone. The 
finest plant of O. taurioum we have seen was 

growing in good sandy loam mixed with broken 

grit, the plant being placed between large blocks 

of stone, near which the roots ramify and are 

kept cool and moist. 
0.VU8MA Ai.uo boskiim is as yet a somewhat 

scarce plant in commerce. It has white or MuSh-ltwari 
white flowers, which are dro^piog and iittineqrYoa 

flowera either white, yellow, or citron in colour. 

A native of Macedonia, growing about 6 inches 
high. 

0. tauricum (Golden Drop).—This, the best 
known of the genua, ia alao the moat worthy, 
and in good condition is a striking plant. The 

plant attains to about lo inches high when fully 

grown, though rarely seeu more than half that 
height. In habit it may be regarded as more 

or less an evergreen perennial, of a spreading, 

tufted growth, and from which in spring issue ; 

the flower-stems. These are slightly branched, 1 
and furnish during May and June large clusters 

A cold-frame or haudlight is much the beat for 
its propagation, and few hardy plants are 

worth more care in planting. Native of 

Caucasus. These, together with 
O. PVRAM1DAI.E, a modern introduction from 

the Western Himalayas, constitute the known 
mem liars of this genus. 

ANEMONE VERNALI8 (SHAGGY 

PASQUE-FLOWER). 

One of the Pasque-flower division of the 
„ _0_ Anemone family, but very dwarf. The flowers 

of drooping yellow and fragrant flowers that are 1 are very large and shaggy, and covered with 

singularly effective. Indeed, it is from the brownish silky hairs. It is a rare plant, and 
clear, pleasing yellow tone of the corolla that it should be grown in some select spot on the rock- 

has received the rather appropriate name of work, giving it good drainage and deep soil. 
Golden Drop. This is undoubtedly one of the It is a native of Norway, 8woden, and extreme 

choicest of hardy flowers, better adapted, as a northern countries, and also of very elevated 

rule, for a well-chosen position in the rock positions on the Alpe and Pyrenees, and is 
Sarden than anywhere else. One of the very rarely seen in good condition in our gardens. 

nest plants we ever saw was a dense, com- It should, as a rule, be grown on a level spot on 
pact tuft fully eighteen inohes across, and rockwork in deep, free soil, and be abundantly 

ly spikes of its golden-yellow supplied I with w*,fior in summer. Its flowers, 

enerally speaking, however,j |^ ^fftjt9Y§8,A*T>whitUh in8ide* 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Clematises. — I wish to know the best Clematises to 

plant on an espalier lietwecn Roses, to hide vegetable plot 
from walk in garden facing south? Good old, established, 
proved sorts preferred. Must be hardy, to grow in north 
of Scotland —O. A. M. 

| You cannot improve upon the following : C. Jackmani, 
0 J. superbs, C J. alba, O. Viticella alba, O. V. rubra, C. 
Henry I, C. Fairy Queeii. These are <|uite hardy and 
abundant bloomers j 

Increasing Lobelia oardlnalls —l am anxious 
to increase my rather low stock of Lobelia cardinalla. How 
can 1 do so at least expense ? If 1 could now gel one or 
two large plants I could divide and multiply them, so as to 
be ready to plant out in summer.—M. A. M. 

[Carefully break up the plants into single 
ciowns with some roots attached, and pot 
singly into small pots, standing on a slight 
bottom-heat, but keeping the topB quite cool. 
In about a fortnight they will have started into 
growth, wnen thry may be transferred to a cold- 
frame, keeping close for a few days. Gradually 
harden off ami plant out when all danger of 
frost is past.] 

Polyanthuses. -It may be that one of the 
reasons why so few people raise their own Poly¬ 
anthuses is on account of the long time the seed 
is in germinating : but that is a feature which 
one ought not to lose sight of when unsealing 
the packet of seed. At any rate, one should 
give plenty of time for tho seedlings to put in an 
appo&ranco, and, with this in view, .March is 
none too soon to sow for plants to bloom another 
year. I prefer to give them a Btart in the 
greenhouse, placing the pans on a shelf near the 
glass, subsequently pricking the plants into 
boxes and placing iu frames as soon as the latter 
are available in May, finally planting them out 
in a partly-shaded border for the summer, where 
their needs os to watering are not likely to he 
forgotten.—Lka if u rst. 

Planting a rock garden.—I do not 
see any mention made of outdoor Cyclamens 
among the list of plants given to “Amateur” 
for the rock garden. I have grown them for 
some years under such conditions, and the 
beautiful foliage all the winter months makes 
them quito a feature. They want combining 
with other things beciuse of the timo when 
they are quite bare : but this is easily provided 
for, and nothing looks better with them than 
the variegated Periwinkle, allowing Creeping 
Jenny to oover them a little from summer sun. 
The shades range from white to crimson, and if 
the stones used are mossy flints, with an occa¬ 
sional hardy Pern, the tints all the year round 
are of tho most satisfying kind.—H. M. B. 

CUmbens for poroh.—Would you kindly toll ine 
what climber would cover a porch quickly ? I want It to 
look well In lime. The aspect I* almost south and very slit 1- 
tered, soil a gravelly loam. I have a blue Passion (lower 
growing outside In a large tub, with a W. A Richardson 
Rose (on a wall) I was thinking of putting them at one 
side. Would Oobun ecandens and Calampelis, sown now 
in a hot-beil and planted out In end of April, grow quickly 
enough? I will be thankful for your answer to these 
queries The Oliinthus and Eucalyptus grow splendidly 
here.—8. M. Allan. 

[The Calampelis and the Coba-i are certainly 
among tho quicker growers, but we doubt their 
being able to do wliat you require. It would be 
different if they were in strong plants now, and 
we are unable to suggest anything that will 
spring up more quickly. Clematis montana 
(pure white) is a beautiful spring-dowering 
plant, and quite hardy. The climbing Nas¬ 
turtiums are quick to oover, and so, too, the 
variegated Lonioera auroo reticulata. These are 
all good in their way, though we fear, even in 
your favoured district, the plants will not 
accomplish all you wish in the stated time ] 

Lilies.—I have the following Lilies to grow for exhibi¬ 
tion on June 10th: Aiiratum, umbellatum erection, 
umbellatun. grandillorum, pyrenaicum.speoiosum rubrum, 
Thunbergianum atro sanguineum, longifloruni giganteum. 
I have potted them up and plunged them outdoors. Will 
they require forcing, or what Is the best position and 
temperature for them to get them in bloom on June 10th 1 
—P. K L. 

[You will have a difficulty in getting all the 
kinds named in llower on the 10th of .Juno To 
make sure of L speciosum rubrum (lowering at 
that date, it ought now to be in full growth, as 
its natural dowering period is early October or 
very late September. Some considerable 
forcing will therefore be required, and, to tell 
you plainly, we do not think you will succeed 
in the end. Tho varieties that should at once 
be placed in the greenhouse, if started, are 
longiflorum giganteum and the well-known 
auratum. The latter will requite more warmth 
in a month’s time. L. pyrenaicum_^ill require 
to bo kept quite cold out-of-doo/s, antKin 
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most shady position possible, as its natural covering the pan with glass, will not be long in 
dowering time is May. The forms of umbellatum germinating in the heat stated. It is well to 
and Thunbergianum named in your letter had observe, perhaps, that young Petunias often 
best remain in the open for some time yet, but damp off, and one should exercise care in apply, 
may require a little assistance later on. You ing water in the first stages, but when potted 
mast not in the meantime neglect them as to otl and thoroughly established a liberal supply 
watering, etc. You had better write us again of moisture may be given. Petunias do not 
in a month, giving the progress of each.] like too much restriction at the roots, and this 

. , , being se, a removal into larger pot* after their 
Plantain Lilies -I have icon a grower 0%noot be deferred indefinitely with 

o those most useful and highly decorative out lh, pUnU showing hy yellowness of foliage 
plants now for many years and can recommend anJ a ral breaUliown that it ia imperative, 
them to the consideration of all who have to do Fnr * jt -B we„ to onoourage * aomewhat 
with partially shaded gardens or pos.tmns bu^r^bit, and this is brought about by pinch- 
naturally damp; not that they will not grow ing 0Jut the lea<ler when 4 inches or J inches in 
in sunny places, but in cooler quarters one ^ ,q ofd#r lhftt aide.thoote may more 
has the advantage in keeping in goal condition jckly form. Petunias are very showy when 
the beautiful foliage of Fnnkias. F. hieboldi -n b#d„ b themselves, or grown in 
I have had under a sha-ly wall for several yt ors, £MOi 0I| Uwni an,i where this is deeiied the 
where it has assumed large proportions It is next few weokll Bhou,(, M0 the wod wwn 
the largest of the genus, has broad green leaves, When> oI(] lanU havo kept lhe winter 
through which quite a number of pale lavender th h ther0 will doubtless he numerous 
flowers push their way. F. grandiflora has ehoot“ from which cult;ng, mav be taken, 
white flowers, sweetly scented ; is best with me Theg0 wi,j 8trike in heat—W. F. 
on a sunny border, being not quite so hardy as 
Sieholdi. F. ovata undulaU is white and Catting down Clematis Jackmani-La* 
. . _ j ,, ,,_. _._ . , _ a_i ..a spring I planted a Clematis Jackmani as a standard 10 

•tripod. F. fwbo raargmata IB bordered With herbaceous border, and wUhrd my gardener to cut it down 
white, And moat effective. All are herbaoeoua, to within U Inches of tb« ground in November lie also- 
All 0Afly to grow, and will hear removal in lately refused, saying m It was iu first year-he would lent 
A.xpii 11 l- i/ it v It until the spring. Was he light, as I always nolle* la 
opru. “iii"'. Instructions concerning this particular Clematis that It 

qjnirlo 'Dnlilina _Hmaln 11,1,1,,,. »rn now *hould be cut down lo autumnT Minn bloomed well lav. 
SlDgie uamiaa.—Mingle lUlilias are now eunlmer_ what lathe treatment for a Clematis Flamnmli, 

grown in many places where it is not convenient kn<t (or a white Jessamine planted against south wall latl 
to grow the double varieties, mainly because spring and doing well?—T. M. I). H. 

the blossoms are peculiarly adapted to general [It jg doubtful whether the instructions to 
decorativo work, and perhaps also on account of cut this variety down in autumn are alwajs 

the little culture they need to bring about a correct. Tho plant does not start into 
wonderful display of flowers in early autumn, growth until early spring, and so long as the 

It is not necessary, as is known, to savo the pruning is done by the end of February all will 
tubers, as from seed sown in February one may be well, so far as the plants are concerned, 

procure a sufficiency of plants. Much boing the FlowcriDg as it does on the young or summer 

case, those who have heated houses, and who do growth, pruning is a sort of necessity, or, at 
not care to go to the expense of buying plants in any rate, an atsiatanca to larger flowers. As 

spring, should procure seed at once. A sowing your plant is a 11 standard,” we should have 
is recommended in a shallow pan or box of thought pruning back the head portion to be 

light compost, covering tho seeds thinly, potting sufficient, but it will depend upon the plant and 

oach plant off separately when an inch or so other items. In the case of a severe spoil of 
high, giving them a little extra attention at this frost, a “young plant” would be safer, wo 

time by keeping them in a fairly warm tern- think, unpruned till severe weather was past. time by keeping them in a fairly warm tern- think, unpruned till severe weather was past, 
nerature, potting on as soon os they are ready Clematis Flammula should bo allowed gteatfree- 
for a shift, planting them out-of-doors in well- ,lom, only removing the small wood. Hold 
prepared ground by the end of May. It is quite pruning would for a year or eo check its flower- 
as easy to raise Dahlias from seed as any other ing, as the blooms issue from axillary buds of 
half hardy annual, and considerably cheapor.— the pa9t season’s wood or growth. The white 
Leaii“rst. Jessamine, by which we imagine you refer to 

Sweet Peas. -No annual, unquestionably, officinale album, requires very similar treat- 
within the last ten years has been grown more ment to the last, removing plenty of the small 
or thought so much of as the S veet Pea. No wood *“d enoouraging the most worthy rods or 
one who has once grown it can he surprised growth. This plsnt is better for some training, 
at this, as, where quantities of blossoms are 80 that llJe 8“n ™ay r.eac,h ,tho “h®®* indue 
wanted two or three times a week in the 8ea,on-, As the plant is doing well it will not 
summer for table decoration or other embellish- be prudent to interfere with the practice that 
ment. what can compare with them for loveli- ha9 ^en UP 10 th® present time adopted.] 
ness ? Amateurs with small gardens find in Plants for shady border (Fidytl).— 
them grace and boauty at littlo cost, yielding There are many things that with advantage 
for weeks together flowers that harmonise with may be planted in each a border, which wo pre- 
the decorations of any room, whether drawing gumo you intend having thoroughly well dug 
or dining room. I have juBt beon Bending iny up and manured prior to planting. You do not 
order for seed, and have been comparing the give its length or the class or depth of soil, items 
sorts catalogued now with what were known ten that have a value of their own in such a ca*e. 
years-nay, only five yoars since. What strides The following plants will, however, grow quite 
they have made ! borne rows I sow with mixed well under ordinary ciicumstances. Any of the 
reeds, but the greater part is sown in separate Hopaticas, such dwarf Phloxes as aniona, 
varieties, as, by so doing, one may cut them Verna, ovata, divarioata, Nelaoni, and atropur- 
quicker and easily in their different tints. I pnreftl Campanula carpatica anil turbiuata, C. 
behove in digging over the ground in November pumj|a vars , C. Hendetmni, C rotundifolia 
and incorporating with it a liberal amount of aiba, C glomerata dahurica, any of the Peach- 
half-rotted stable-manure, sowing mv first batch i0avcd Campanulas, also C. Y'on Houttei. 
of seeds in March, and the second lot a month Christmas and Lenten Hoses,MenecioDoronicum, 
or six weeks later. These come in fresh whon the Primula cortusoides in variety, P. rosea, P. 
early ones begin to diminish. One may do a deal denticulata, P. cashmeriana, are all excellent, 
towards prolonging the flowering time of Mweet Kudbeckia Nowmanii, R. purpurea, Day Lilies 
Peas hy removing, day by day, blossoms that jn variety, single and double Pyrethrums, 
are spent and preventing seed-pod* forming, < laillardias, German or Flag Irises that would 
which, if left, soon exhaust the plants.— make a floe show alone, and such other Irises as 

DKRiiY. I. orientalis, I. missourientis, together with I. 
Petunias.—Petunias are as useful for indoor Kiompferi in variety, would do finely. Such 

decoration in May as in June or July in the early Asters as Amellus and the variety beua- 
beds and borders, always giving one plenty of rabicus, acris, lie vi gat us, and a few select forms 
blossoms so long as right treatment is accorded of Michaelmas Daisies, particularly Nova- 
them That consists first in sowiDg seed in the Anglia* vars., and such as densus, turbinellus, 
greenhouse in February in a temperature of and the lovely varieties of cordifolius. You 
about 60 degs. in soil that is light and sulli- may also find room for herbaoeous Phloxes, for 
cientlv drained. Pans should be prepared the constant shade would stand these in good 
accordingly, filling them half full. Leaf-mould stead, and a dozen choice or showy sorts would 
and loam, with a dash of rough sand, will meet be welcome in their day of flowering. Anemone 
what is needed, and the seed, being scattered iaponica, A. j alba, A. j elegans, would be all 

rtpjgiy on the surface and watered in, partly ( good, and not less so such Spirwu as venusta, 
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ruuciiH, palmata, and tilipendula plena. 
Uuuarda didymaond Steuactisspeciosaare very 
aoe and free flowering. 

Early Sweet Peaa.—Any echerae that 
»ill briDg into bloom two or three weeks earlier 
than one ie accustomed to obtain Sweet Peas 
ihrrald be adopted—if only on a small scale— 
rherever possible, and therefore the sowing of 
these beautiful annuals in the greenhouse now, 
rad planting them out in May, after they have 
wen duly hardened, is recommended. If 
neither greenhouse nor frame is at one’s dis¬ 
posal, then a warm border, such as a south one 
rith a wall at the back, is a useful plaoe to get 
tarly bloom, and maDy are the bunches that 
nay be gathered before the general flowers are 
ready. It is a good plan to sow the seeds 
thinly in pots, each variety separately, so that 
it planting out one may select the colours 
accordingly. In the meantime the ground 

of soil, on this place the turves (touching each 
other) in long lines ; down the centre of each 
turf make a small ohannel about J inch deep ; in 
this sow the Peas and cover all with 1 inch or 
2 inches of soil. We put ours in in February or 
early March, and they are planted out in shallow 
trenches prepared for them (when danger of 
froet is over), the earth drawn up well round 
them. The roots run into the turf, and all can 
be lifted together, with scarcely any check to 
the little plants.—I,. T. F. 

A SUMMER-HOUSE. 

As no garden appears to be complete without a 
summer-house, and also a flagstaff, an endeavour 
has been made to combino the two, as shown in 
this illustration. This was put up last spring, 
and Clematis'.Henryi and Gladstone planted to 
cover the poets, out, alas, the shoots wero eaten 

does this apply to tho large forms of robustue, 
os nobilis, Elwesiauus, a Btrong root of those 
being often 3 feet in diameter, like n huge star¬ 
fish. Lastly, carefully stake the spikes as they 
advance, and the wonderful display of flowers 
will amply reward anyone for his pains. Tho 
green-flowered species should be avoided— 
namely, cauoasicus and spectabilis—as there is 
nothing beautiful about them. As showing the 
tenacity of life of tho Eromurus, once a plant 
was sent me the crown and roots of which had 
been cut by a spade right through the centre. 
By plaoing the two pieces together, tying and 
carefully planting, a good firm root was taken 
out the next year.—M. P. 

VEGETABLES. 

V CUCUMBER GROWING. 

A snmiutr-hcuM in a Hnrrey ffanlfn. Prom a photograph sent by Mr. W. lterrell, Sutton, Surrey. 

should be prepared for an after sowing by well 
trenching it and digging in some manure, partly 
decayed. Not a few failures I have seon by 
manure being applied in too new a state in 
growing Sweet Peas, but, got on the ground 
now, aoy ill effects in this direction are obviated. 

off as quickly as they appeared. Tropmolum 
Fireball was planted in its place, and soon 
grew and flourished profusely—this appears 
very suitable for such a purpose, as it leaves the 
woodwork clean in tho winter. The position of 
the summer-house is in the 8.W. angle of the 

Purchasers of seod for the first timo will do garden, and affords a gratoful shade during the 
well to obtain separate packets, and not 
"mixtures, " as by sowing each variety separ¬ 
ately one can gather the flowers of a particular 
colour quicker and easier, besides being more 
cifcctivs in tho rows. That, however, is a 
point upon which a difference of opinion exists, 
but for a long show of bloom get some seed in 
at aoca—Lka hurst. 

-We are pestered with slugs. Mygardener 
therefore grows our Sweet Peas as follows: 
Get strips of turf about IS inches to 2 feet Ion 
4 inches wide, 2 inches to 2J inches deep. Mftke 
a slight hotbed in framo, ii»jr;nk<int !&: feet fb 
4 ftet. On the hotbed put 4 inches or 5 inc 

heat of the day. 
Sutton, Surrey. 

W. Rkiikki.i 

Growing Eremuri.—Transplant every 
year into good fresh soil. The plants may 
remain out of the ground, which does them good 
if covered over with half-dry Cocoa nut fibre, 
but they should never bo out of the soil after 
the middle of August. Choose a position free 
from draughts, and do not let the flo^ver-spike 
get frozen, when rising from the centre in 

‘ ly. Never plant anything or 
rand for at least 3 feet on either 

root of Eremurus. Especially 

propagating-, 
board over I 

Anyone who has a house, and can command 
Co dogs, to 70 dogs, of heat at night, with a 
correspondingly higher temperature in the day¬ 
time, may start Cucumber growing at any 
timo. 

Raising tiik plants from seed.— Procure os 
many 3J-inch pots as may be necessary, and sow 
one seed in each pot, And cover with about 
4-inch of finely-sifted soil. The best soil to use 
is a sweet ana light fibrous loam. Before sow¬ 
ing the seeds see that the soil is thoroughly 
warmed through by placing it in the house tor a 
few hours. After sowing, put the pots in a 

-frame, if there be ono, if not, on a 
the hot-water-pipes. It is no use 

laying down any hard-and-fast rule as to what 
to do in this respect, because we all have to 
work according to our conveniences. See that 
tho soil does not get too dry, and oover each pot 
with a piece of glass till the plants appear. As 
soon as the plants are well above the soil, give 
them all the light possible. Grow them on 
with plenty ot heat and moisture till they have 
filled the pots with roots, and then they may 
be planted, or, if it is not convenient, they can 
be moved into ."i inch or Cinoh pots, and then 
planted out when they have filled these with 
roots. 

Pi.antino OUT.—(.rowers of Cuuumbers who 
only require a few plants will find it much 
ohoaper to buy them ready for planting. All 
have not Cucumber-houses specially built, so 
we have to put up with what we have in that 
respect. Suppose one has a span-roofed house, 
with a path in the centre, and, of course, the 
borders on each side, the first thing to do is to 
put 0 inches or H inches (or more, if it can be 
had) of good stable-manure, well beaten down, 
and then cover it over with about 2 inches of 
ordinary soil to arrest any ammonia iumes that 
may arise from the manure. I)j this as quickly 
as possible after tho manure has been put in. 
This manure will act as a hot-bed, and aim 
drainage. The next thing to do is to get the 
soil for planting in, and the best for this pur¬ 
pose is a good sweet loam, nottoohmvy. If 
there is plenty of plants they may be put in 
3 feet apart (at a greater distance apart if 
plants are scarce) along each aide of the house, 
rut the soil in small mounds—an ordinary 
bucket full will bo ample, to commence with— 
for one plant, and when it is thoroughly warmed 
through knock the plants out of the pots and 
plant without delay. 

Training the plants.—If there be some 
distance between the plants and the first train¬ 
ing wire, pnt a neat stake to each plant and lie 
it to the wire. If Cucumbers are wanted quickly 
the plants may be stopped when they have 
passed the first wire, and the lateral growths 
will soon throw out plenty of Cucumbers, but if 
the plants are intended to bear for the greater 
part of the summer, the better plan will be to 
lot them grow a considerable distance up the 
roof before stopping ; this will add considerably 
to the strength of the plants. Pinch all the 
side-growths out between the base and the 
wire. All fruiting shoots ought to be pinched 
at one or two leaves beyond the fruit. Never 
let long shoots grow unstopped, for they will be 
found to show fruit at the first two or three joints 
from the main stem, and in many casts no 
further, and therefore if allowed to grow on, a 
Ct (leal of waste wood will be the result 

training) laT® very important item in 
Cucumber growing—it i» Cucumbers that are 
wanted oca ai)t leave* aione. Grow on as 
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quiokly a* possible with plenty of heat and 
moisture and very little air, and when the roots 
are seen on the outside of the soil add a top¬ 
dressing of 1 inch to 2 inches of rioh soil, and 
continue to do this as the roots work through. 
When the plants are bearing heavily give them 
plenty of cow-manure water and soot-water 
alternately. Syringe well twice daily. 

The best and most suitable variety that 1 have 
found, and one which I have grown for the last 
four or five years, is a true strain of the 
“ Rochford.” The fruit is of medium size, good 
colour, and keeps fresh longer after being out 
than any I know, whioh makes it doubly good 
as a market variety. G BiiocKi.witm.HT. 

London House Nursery, Ruthin, N. Wales. 

T0MAT0E8. 

Bkkokk these notes appear, growers of Tomatoes 
for market will have tneir plants well in hand, 
and, where one has almost unlimited heat and 
room, no one can question the advisability of an 
early start. Tomato growers, however, who 
have houses full of bedding and other plants are 
differently situated, and for those who cannot 
conveniently remove them before April or May 
to frames the present month is early enough to 
sow seed—in fact, I have had capital crops in 
July from seed sown in March. Any light, 
well-drained soil may be used to fill the pans, 
whioh should be kept as Lear to the heat and 
light as it is practicable, potting the plants off 
separately as soon as they attain a convenient 
size into good half-rotted turf and leaf-mould, 
shifting them again as soon as needed, until 
their last potting, whioh may be into any sized 
pot from 7 inohes to 10 inches. The last-named 
size allows for filling up with manure and more 
soil as the plants require it in August, but for 
general use I have always found 8-inch pots 
large enough. At the last potting, three parts 
filling the pots with soil is recommended, as it 
is much better to add a little soil and stimulants 
as the roots require it than to fill up to the brim 
at the start; moreover, water and liquid- 
manure are more easily applied. 

From a long experience, I am deoidedly of 
opinion that many err in giving the plants 
too much root room at the start, swamping the 
roots, so to speak. I have had excellent crops 
from plants that were placed at the commence¬ 
ment in not more than 5 inohes of soil, but were 
fed and mulched freely as Boon as the first 
trusses of fruit had set. The system of train¬ 
ing whioh I believe generally finds the most 
favour, and the one I have adopted, is the long 
rod, which admits of a sufficiency of light in 
the house to other plants that may be growing, 
a state of things one cannot always report when 
most of the lateral growths are encouraged. 
The practice whioh is sometimes followed by 
growers who are over-anxious for the early 
ripening of fruit of cutting away foliage in 
older that the sunlight may better reaoh the 
fruit, is one which I am oonvinced cannot be too 
often deprecated. Early ripening forsooth ! I 
have seen rows of fine promising plants, with 
most of their leaves out away near bunohes of 
fruit, when about the size of marbles—fruit that 
never afterwards made any size, and were 
certainly no earlier than plants let alone. Side 
shoots, whioh grow with surprising rapidity if 
left, should be removed every week, and the 
whole energy of the plant concentrated in the 
main stem, from which trusses of fruit proceed. 
In watering Tomatoes in the summer when 
fruit is setting, one should avoid giving cold 
water—lukewarm water and stimulants should 
always be applied if one desires the fruit to 
swell up quickly. Outdoor suocesa in Tomato 
growing must to a large extent depend upon 
the season, but where one has a warm wall 
there one may reasonably anticipate a crop. 
The best and strongest plants should, however, 
always be seleoted in preference to any that 
show signs of weakness, and this point cannot 
be emphasised too much. Frequently the 
plants that are left in the send-pans are those 
whioh are considered good enough for outside 
growing, but the season is often half over 
before any signs of fruit are visible. Locality, 
too, is all important. In the south and west of 
England much sucoess often follows outside 
planting, but in the north it is still regarded in 
the light of an experiment, and this must be 
taken into consideration in pUnllhg^ Off ,,J 
is asked wheti outside planting nyist 

It is a question oasier askod than answered, 
as in the south one may plant several weeks 
earlier than the grower in the midlands and the 
north. Not before May, and only then when 
the weather is suoh as to admit of plants 
being transferred to the open ; a week or two 
longer in the house or frame is often the beet, 
but one is bound to observe local traditions. I 
have said nothing about varieties, as of late 
years numerous excellent sorts have been sent 
out, but I have still a good opinion respecting 
Sutton's Earliest of AH, Early Ruby, and 
Trophy. The first named produoes an excellent 
orop in an average season on outdoor walls. 

WOODBASTWICK. 

SOWING PEA8. 

With the advent of March, we may safely sow 
Peas of the Marrowfat section in quantity 
without any fear ef defective germination, pro¬ 
vided the seed is good. To keep up a constant 
succession sowings every fortnight or three 
weeks will be necessary, and a good rule to 
follow when ground is plentiful is to sow suc¬ 
cessions! row* when those previously sown 
have come through the soTl. All may not, how¬ 
ever, be able to spare ground enough for such fre¬ 
quent sowings, and those who are limited in this 
respect may get a good sucoession by sowing 
thinly on well-prepared ground at intervals of 
three weeks, provided a good selection of varieties 
has been made. Muoh has been written duriog 
the past few years on the value of thin sowing, 
but the lesson has not yet been well learned by 
all growers, and there is still a tendency to 
forget or overlook the fact that the Pea is a 
naturally branching plant, and the method which 
obtains of thick sowing is a foolish one, for the 
plants choke each other from the start, and the 
crop is very fleeting. There is no necessity, 
however, to rash to the other extreme, and the 
heaviest crops are produced from seed sown in 
deep flat drills broad enough to hold three rows 
of seed placed diagonally at from 2 inches to 
3 inches apart, varying the distance slightly 
according to the natural vigour of the variety 
that is oeing sown. On light soil flat deep 
drills area necessity almost throughout theseason, 
and these should be thrown out with a spade to 
some 5 inches below the surrounding level, re¬ 
turning inohes of the soil thrown out of the 
drill after the seed is sown. The old V-shaped 
driU drawn with the end of a hoe is the worst 
possible form, for in such a drill the seed rolls 
in a mass to the bottom, and it is the Pea* sown 
in this way whioh die off at the bottom in dry 
weather just before podding. Where the 
rational method of thin sowing is carried out, 
every precaution must be taken not to sow bad 
seed, and time spent in looking over the seed 
before sowing and throwing aside any that is 
defective is well spent. There are many good 
varieties of Peas suitable for present sowing, 
and eaoh grower will have his especial favourites. 
For good all round quality Dr. Maclean, though 
an old variety, will still oe found hard to beat. 
Criterion is also specially good, while Gradus 
will probably be found one of the finest selec¬ 
tions ever sent out, and those who are looking 
for the highest possible quality in a second early 
Pea can make no mistake in getting this fine 
variety. _ 

TURNIP-ROOTED CELERY (CELERIAC). 

Onk very useful vegetable for the season, when 
a large variety is needed and not always 
obtained, is Celeriac ; yet how little it appears 
to be known or grown. I think if those who 
have to supply a household with as much variety 
as possible all the year round were onoe to try 
this they would soon realise its value, ooming 
into use as it does in the winter months, when a 
change is needed from the general run of roots 
and green stufT. Celeriac is a distinot dish from 
tho ordinary Celery when used as a vegetable, 
or it can be used as a salad, besides the culture 
is no more difficult than that of Celery. A 
very good plan is to sow the seeds in a pan 
and place in a gentle heat early in March, as 
this vegetable requires a long season of growth. 
As soon as ready the seedlings can be trans¬ 
planted 2 inches apart into boxes of sandy soil. 
Before the plants get too crowded in the boxes, 
plant them out G inches apart into a bed of fine 
■oil out-of-doors in a sheltered place, where a 
‘ijtle protection can be given when required. In 

une select a piece of light 

boen cultivated, and put the plants out on to 
this on the level in rows 2 feel apart and 
18 inohes apart in the rows, selecting those 
plants with only one crown ii possible. Those 
with side shoots, if used, must nave these taken 
off. From this point the plants will require 
plenty of water amd keeping free from weeds. 
As soon as the plants get thoroughly established 
the soil should be removed from ronnd the sides 
of the plants, the damaged leaves removed from 
the bottom of the plants, and all side roots must 
be kept cut away, leaving those tha£ go down 
straightornearly so. This seems very important, 
and the roots do not appear to grow naturally to 
thedesired shape without it, ana whioh, I believe, 
accounts for this vegetable not being cultivated 
as much as it shoidd be. In August draw a 
little firm soil around each plant, bearing in 
mind to give plenty of water in dry weather. 
In October lift a few of the roots and store 
in sand, leaving a few leaves in the centre of 
the plant, or the roots will soon become worth¬ 
less. The remainder of the orop can be left in 
the ground and covered with surrounding soil 
for use later on. E. W. C. 

NOTES AND REPLIES 
Pea Harbinger.—in the issue oIOardsnino lu.es 

tratbd of Feb. IS s correspondent recommends the Pea 
Harbinger, which hsd an award of merit from ths Kora] 
Horticultural Boclety last year, at the same time say Ing 
there la another Pea of the same name Would be kindly 
let me know where the first Is to be bad, and oblige?— 
Sums Doxarb. 

[Messrs. Sutton and Hons, of Reading, are the 
introducers of the Pea bearing above name, 
which received an award of merit at Chiswick 
on June 2n of last year. It is said to be a great 
improvement on American Wonder, and, as our 
correspondent stated in our issue of February 15, 
the variety only grows to about » inches in 
height. The previous variety bearing this name 
was raised by Mr. Laxton, and received a first- 
olasa certificate from the Royal Horticultural 
Society in 1872, but it is now very rarely met 
with.] 

Sowing vegetable seeds (d Beginner). 
—The Dwarf Erturt Cauliflower, if it be of the 
Snowball type, should be ready for cutting early 
in .1 une. But to have it so the plants should 
be on a warm border. You do not tell us 
whether you live south or north. Waloheron 
Cauliflower is seldom good. Early London is 
better for suscesaion. That, the Autumn Giant, 
and Self protecting should be sown middle of 
March in a warm plaoe outdoors, and well 
protected from birds ; or else in shallow pans 
or boxes stood in a frame. Autumn Giant 
should be ready for cutting early in September, 
and the Self-protecting will follow it. To have 
very early Leeks, sow seed at onoe in a shallow 
pan or else in two or three pots. Suoh plants 
would be fully a month or more earlier than 
those raised outdoors. If you make up a little 
dung hot-bed for a frame, allow the first heat to 
be over before you plaoe the seed-pan into it. 
Keep the pan near the glass, and give air at the 
book when growth begins. 

Crimson Globe Onion.—Though not so 
large as Cranston's Exoelsior, bulbs of the dark 
red variety being about 1 lb. each, yet this is a 
very fine Onion for late use, as it keeps bo 

admirably. I had a few bulbs of this capital 
variety sent me during the winter, and I find 
them still to be hard as nails. Theeo were 
grown on deeply-trenched and well-manured 
soil, having b<mn, as is now common practice 
with our leading Onion growois, raised from a 
sowing of seed made under glass in midwinter, 
the plants later being dibbled out into the open 
ground. I crossed Ailsa Craig with the large 
Crimson Globe a few years since, and obtained 
as the produot a handsome rose - coloured 
sample whioh I named Surrey Roee. Crimson 
Globe is a great advanoe on the old Blood Red 
Onion.—A. D. 

Cabbage Defiance.—There are several 
diverse Cabbages of this name in commerce, 
as, unfortunately, seedsmen will so freely 
give to each of their varieties or stooks names 
differing from what other traders call them. 
For that reason it is possible to buy six Cab¬ 
bages from diverse seedsmen under various 
names, yet find eventually they are all ths 
same. The particular Defiance Cabbage I refer 
to is Connell’s. I grew it last year for the first 
time, and not only found it to be remarkably 
tnie,: | bujtj^i^nch perfect medium-sized form 
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fhat itgot the highest praise from all who saw 
it. Thoee plants were antoirh-Bown, but 
planted oat in the spring. It makes an equally 
superb variety for sowing in March or April for 
autumn cutting. It also sprouts remarkably 
treely in the following winter, when it gives a 
wealth of small heads.—A. D. 

Parsnips.—These may now be sown at any 
time when the ground is fit, though there is no 
immediate cause for hurry in the matter, and it 
is far better to wait ar few days, or even weeks 
longer, than to sow on ground in bad order. My 
practioe is to grow Parsnips on ground lately 
ftupied with Celery, adding no manure, and 
digging to the full depth of a good spade and 
breaking down all lumps of soil in the process. 
On very heavy soil it sometimes happens that 
the neoeesary degree of fineness requisite 
for the production of good and shapely 
roots cannot easily be obtained, and in snoh a 
case a good plan to follow is that adopted by 
thoee who grow for show—viz , to dibble holes 
at set intervals, which may be filled with fine 
•oil into whioh the roots must go straight. This 
of coarse increases labour, and is only advised 
by me for extreme cases, but if done, the soil for 
filling the holee should not be too light, and it 

texture. It is quite equal to that of the beet of 
the tapering-rooted varieties. Seeing that fine 
bulbs from an early sowing on a warm border 
can be had bo early as the middle to the end of 
July, it is a great gain to all who like Beets to 
be able to secure a stock in this easy way. Sow 
seed in drills 12 inches apart early in April. 
Give good ground, and thin the plants out early 
to 0 inches apart. Growth then is rapid, and 
bulbs form very quickly.—A. D. 

Value of lime —Lime, when given in 
email quantitiee and at proper intervals, proves 
of great assistance to most crops. If more lime 
were used and less manure for a few seasons its 
purifying properties would soon be realised, and 
ground that has praotioally become manure-sick 
would be brought again into a sweet, fertile con¬ 
dition. Many are shy in using gas-lime, but 

i they have yet to learn the value of this when 
carefully applied. To guard against any 
aocident resulting from its use, ground should 
bo dressed with it several weeks before plants 
or seeds are put in, and if left exposed for some 
time previous to digging it in much of its 
strength will be exhausted. Several patches 
were treated in this way a month ago and the 
limo is still on the surface ; but it wifi be dug in 

The Bladder Nat (Staphylea colchica) as forced. From a photograph by 0. A. Champion. 

should be made fairly firm before the seed is 
■own, or it will settle too muoh later on ; if of 
too light a nature the young plants will suffer in 
dry weather. Only a few seeds should be sown 
»t each station, ana the plants must be thinnod 
to one as early as possible. For general pur¬ 
poses and ordinary soils 1’arsDips may be sown 
thinly in drills about 14 inches apart, thinning 
the young plants to 10 inches apart in the rows, 
and this will give ample room for the develop¬ 
ment of roots of a useful size. If big roots are 
wanted more room must be giveD, but theee are 
vaeteful and their growth should not be en- 
(ouraged. I prefer the hollow-crowned Parsnip 
(of which there are excellent selections in the 
market) to any other, though tho Maltese is 
slso a variety of excellent quality.—T. 

Crimson Globe Beet.—Those who like 
Tornip or ronnd-rooted Beets, and all who have 
gardens should grow some, will find in a good 
•took of the variety known as Crimson Globe, 
a sample a long way superior to that of the old 
Egyptian Turnip-rooted, as originally intro¬ 
duced. The improved variety tells in its own 
way of the great advance that has been made 
through constant selection, and how much we 
owe to seedsmen for their great care in seelth 
to obtain the very beet. This Crimson fJlol 
Best has h of the darkost and of 

at the first opportunity, and as'the ground will 
not be required until well into March there 
is little fear of any harm resulting to the next 
crop, wbioh will be Onions. Two small cart¬ 
loads were spread over a piece of ground which 
moasures -20 yards by 40 yards. 

Brussels Sprouts.—Much is written 
yearly about the various types of this muoh- 
eeteemed vegetable. It is questionable, how¬ 
ever, if there are more than two types. All 
appear to beloDg to one or the other. The 
extra large-buttoned sorts inay suit the market 
man, because they fill the bushel more quiokly. 
For home use the small firm sprouts obtained 
from plants raised from imported seed sre pre¬ 
ferable. All must admit that for flavour and 
tenderness the small sprouts are much the better. 
The greatest mistake people make in growing 
Brussels Sprouts of any kind is sowing the seed 
too late. The first week in March is late 
enough for even the latest batch. The middle 
of Fobruary is chosen for the earlier batch. 
Well dug land in an open position and allowing 
the plants plenty of space to develop their 
leaves strongly are the secrets of success. An 
early and matured growth is absolutely neces¬ 
sary to obtain a full crop of close firm buttons, 

is expect good results if the epronte 
before the end of September. 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

THE BLADDER NUT (STAPHYLEA 

COLCHICA) FOR FORCING. 

This is one of the best of shrubs for early 
forcing, being equally free flowering as Deutzia 
gracilis. It comes into bloom early without 
much fire heat, and has the advantage of having 
very ornamental foliage of a bright glossy 
green. The flowers, which are pearly white, 
are borne in clusters, and the plant blooms 
freely when small. It may be had in fine con¬ 
dition in 5-inoh pots, the flowers being useful 
for vases or other decorations indoors, or for 
making np into bouquets. It makes a good 
companion for the Dentzias, Prumuee, Lilacs, 
and other shrubs that are forced early into 
bloom, and it will flourish under similar treat¬ 
ment. The main pomt to aim at is well 
ripened wood, and the only way is to enoonrage 
early growth, which must be ripened off with¬ 
out any severe cheok. After flowering it should 
be removed to congenial growing quarters to 
perfect its growth, and be gradually inured to 
more air as the suu increases in strength, until 
it can be plunged in the open air in some sunny 

position where it can fully perfect its 
Srowth, when it will flower abnn- 

antly for years, even in small pots, 
if well supplied with liquid-manure. 

In the open air it flowers early in 
the summer, being quite hardy and 
preferring partial shade. T. 

The Pearl • bush (Exochorda 
grandiflora) —This is one of the most 
lovely of spring-flowering shrubs. It 
is allied to the Spirasas, in its synony¬ 
mous with 8. grandiflora. It is grown 
on walls, but it may be grown as a 
bush in the more sheltered parte of 
the garden, ordinary soil snfliorag. It 
is a native of North China, the large, 
pure white flowers being produced a 
few together in racemes, the tender 
green unfolding leaves making a char¬ 
ming contrast. A good bush of it is 
a pleating picture, crowing several 
feet in height and of dense habit- 

The Snowdrop - tree (Haleeia 
tetraptera).—One oi the most beanti- 
fnl of flowering trees in its season is 
Halesia tetraptera. Introduced as long 
ago as 1756, it is still by no means 
so extensively grown as its beantv 
warrants. It is perfectly hardy, and, 
given a rich, open soil, and abundant 
moisture, makes a charming display in 
April. I have a tree, every year 
crowded with flowers, which ie 15 feet 
high and more in breadth. The popn • 
lor name of Snowdrop-tree is a par¬ 
ticularly appropriate one, for the pure 
white penaent flowers, whioh thickly 
stud the old wood, have a close resem¬ 
blance both in shape and pose to 

those of our native Snowdrop. They are borne 
in clusters of three or fonr on short stalks. 
The specific name refers to the four-winged 
fruits. The tree is deciduous, the leaves ioat 
poshing after the flowers have expanded. The 
species is a native of South Carolina, eta, 
and likes more especially the banka of streams 
aod other moist situations_F. 

DR. CHARLES STUART. 
We regret to have to announce the death cf 
Dr. Stuart, who has done so much for our 
gardens in giving us many of the beautiful 
forme of raylees Tufted Pansies that we now 
have. One of his favourite flowers for hybrid¬ 
ising was the Pansy, which since 1854 he has 
been trying to improve. In 1874 he oroeeed the 
old Viola oornnta with the Pansy, and thus 
raised many beautiful forms, a dark blue one 
named Georgia beiDg one of the best at that 
time. We grew six of these seedlings in the 
R H.S. Garoens, Chiswick, where a trial cf 
Violas was then being made, and to each of the 
six a first - class certificate was awarded. 
Dr. Stuart set to work to raise rayless kinds, 
and the result was the beautiful Violetta, the 
first. <rf 1 .the^^afiaj of raylees Tufted Pansies. 
Characteristics of these rayless forms are their 
sireet no»n‘. i.nd peiiiiHual h/ihit. Sinoe that 
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time he has raised many other charming forms. 
To him we also owe the beautiful Aquilegia 
Stuarti, the result of a cross between A. Wit- 
mani and A. glandulosa. He also devoted Borne 
attention to the Globe Flowers, crossing the 
European and the American sorts with encour¬ 
aging results. 

GARDEN WORK. 

Conservatory.—All plants require suffi¬ 
cient pruning to put them into proper shape. 
This is generally done after flowering in the 
case of hard-wooded plants. Soft-woodi! things 
are pinched during growth to obtain the neces¬ 
sary balance of the various parts to secure 
perfect specimens. Fuchsias are pruned at this 
season or earlier to improve the shape, and the 
strong shoots are pinched when they break 
away and get in advance of the general growth. 
This work should be done in a conservative 
spirit. A well-grown Fuchsia is a beautiful 
object in the conservatory, either in a pot or 
planted out in the border. In a large house 
Fuchsias may be planted out, and bv a little 
pinching made to assume a pyramidal outline, 
10 feet or more in height. The best compost 
for Fuchsias is equal parts of good loam and 
leaf-mould, or old manure made sufficiently 
porous with sand and charcoal dust. The 
charcoal gives brightness to the flowers and 
deepens the green of the foliage, at the same 
time hardening the growth. If Luculia gratis- 
sima is grown as a bush in the border it should 
be pruned rather hard back after flowering. 
Thrips are partial to the foliage, and if there are 
any in the house some will be found on this 
plant and should be destroyed, either by 
vaporising or sponging. The repotting of 
greenhouse plants, especially those which flower 
in winter, generally takes place now or during 
next month. Pelargoniums are, in some early 
varieties, in forward bud. We generally have 
some in blossom by Easter. The aim of most 
gardeners is to get things early, and there is 
usually a brisk demand for flowers, especially 
white flowers, at Easter. The most useful 
plants to grow for that season are Arum Lilies, 
Trumpet Lilies—especially longiflorum, which 
is more reliable than Harrisi. Deutzia gracilis 
and D. Lemoinei are very useful ; the latter 
named makes a neat bush somewhat larger in 
all its parts than gracilis and flowers freely. 
Both may easily be propagated by cuttings of 
the young shoots in the not-bed. When well 
hardened off, plant out for a couple of years to 
get strong. White Azaleas and white Rhodo¬ 
dendrons are indispensable at Easter. Other 
indispensable flowers are white Tulips, Lily of 
the Valley, and Pheasant-eye Naroisaus, poeticus 
ornatus. The double-flowered variety will not 
force. All plants which require support should 
have stakes given early, so that they may be 
more naturally placed—».e., the plant and the 
stakes have grown to each other, and not look 
so stiff as when placed late. 

Stove.—All fine-foliaged plants, especially 
those which grow best in very fibrous materials, 
should be repotted now or shortly. Unless 
very carefully drained there is a tendency to 
blocking in the drainage, and all plants are the 
better for being overhauled and put right for 
the season. The fibre, too, in the soil decays 
and closes up the pores of the soil, and when 
this state of things is noticed it is time to repot 
even if the pots are large enough for the plants. 
Euphorbia splendens is a ourious though not a 
handsome plant generally, but when in bloom 
it is very interesting, and the flowers aro useful 
for working up, especially for ladies' sprays and 
coat flowers. To make the plant flower freely 
the growth must be well-ripened by cooling 
down and exposure in summer. Then, when 
brought back to the stove the flowers burst out 
all over the spiny branches. Plumbago rosea 
is a rather interesting plant when in flower in 
winter. Pentas rosea and its white variety are 
even more valuable for cutting. Gloxinias are 
easily raised from seeds sown now in light 
sandy soil and covered with a square of glass. 
The majority sow these fine seeds too thickly, 
and they are weakened in a small state before 
they are large enough to do anything with. 
When they are too much crowded it is better to 
move them in small patches to other pans, and 
separate them later when ffiS} are larj 
Never throw away theymall W^tyi ej 

Night temperature now 
Ventilate a little when 

have the best flowers. 
65 degs. to 68 degs. 
80 degs is reached. 

Roae-house.—This house will be most 
interesting now. The growth alone of the Teas 
and Noisettes ia its freshness is attractive. If 
Roses are planted in beds and borders under 
glass it is important the beds be well drained 
and the soil be of the best loam and some old 
manure, but the two should be so blended that 
the manure does not predominate anywhere. 
Manure is necessary, but if too near the roots 
in any quantity its effect is not good. For Roses 
in pots, or in the borders under glass the 
manure and loam should be mixed thoroughly 
some time before using. When the roots are 
well-nourished and comfortable mildew is less 
pronounced and insects give lees trouble. 
Roses like fresh air, but it must not come with 
a rush to create cold currents. The syringe 
also must be used, but the water should be 
soft and pure, and of the temperature of the 
house. 

Ventilating fruit-houses.—The time 
is at hand when the man in charge of fruit 
forcing-houses must increase his activity and 
observation. It will not do to put on a lot of 
air to save time in looking round again. Short 
cuts will not do. The outside conditions of the 
weather must be closely studied, both as regards 
fires at night and ventilation during the day. 
Air should be put on in small quantities to meet 
the rising thermometer. It is bad to permit a 
house of Grapes or Peaches to get very hot and 
then let in a rush of cold air to reduoe the 
temperature. Meet it as it rises and then the 
young growth will not suffer from the fluctua- ®ara 
tions. Close early enough in afternoon for tem¬ 
perature to rise to 85degs. oi 90 degs. with a satu¬ 
rated atmosphere—that is the time to do a little 
extra forcing, when the sun will do the work 
without the drying influence of the fire. Fires 
should be managed with care and judgment. A 
good stoker in a large establishment is a 
treasure, and is worth good wages, for the 
saving in fuel will be considerable, and the 
damage done by overheated pipes reduced. 
Red spider in a vinery or Peach-house is often 
caused by careless firing. Always keep a close 
watch upon the dampers in the chimney. 

Window gardening. —Cuttings of Cam¬ 
panulas for hanging baskets will strike now, or 
old plants may be divided, and should be potted 
in a mixture of loam, leaf-mould, and sand. 
Mesembryanthemums are pretty plants in a 
sunny window. They associate well with 
Cactuses, and will do well with the same 
treatment, neither involving much trouble in 
winter beyond keeping dry and safe from frost. 

Outdoor garden.— February is an excel¬ 
lent month for transplanting all kinds of hardy 
flowers. Trees and shrubs also can be moved 
with safety when the weather ia open and the 
soil in good condition. Land that was trenched 
up in autumn and exposed to the weather will 
now be in good condition for planting. There 
are a few hardy flowers which seem to resent 
disturbance. Among these are Madonna Lilies, 
Alstt'i-merias, and P.conies, but these form the 
exception to the general rule. Many things 
may be left on the same spot till they quite 
change their character. This is specially true 
of Phloxes and Pyrethrums which should be 
transplanted and divided often if fine flowers are 
wanted. One wants to be always working 
among one's flowers to be able to treat them 
in the beet manner. We generally leave a part 
of our Carnations on the ground two years, 
because the old plants throw so many flowers 
which are good enough for cutting. But for 
really good blooms young plants are best. The 
late frosts must have lifted little plants partially 
out of the ground, especially where recently- 
flan ted. This will be the case with Violas and 

ansies, and in the drying winds such plants 
soon perish if not seen to and pressed into the 
earth again carefully. A few seeds of the 
hardiest annuals may be sown now for early 
bloom. The Virginian Stocks are very bright 
and will grow anywhere, even in the hard 
gravel path. Put in cuttings of Dahlias. 

Fruit garden.—Those who have any 
grafting to do should secure soions of the right 
kinds and lay them in a shady position where 
the earth is damp It is of no use trying to put 

Lew heads on old, worn-out trees, but where 
' ere are vigour and health in, with ' want more stock, an 

an Inferior kind, regrafting will be the right 
course to follow. Most of us are growing far 
too many kinds of Apples and Pears, especially 
of Autumn Pears, which come in alxmt the 
same time, but more attention might be given to 
very late kinds. One of the best Christmas Pears 
is undoubtedly Glou Morcoau, but it wants to 
be planted in good well drained land, or if the 
subsoil is not good, plant on stations and keep 
the roots out of the bad stuff—in fact, the earns 
course should be adopted with all late Pean. 
Winter Nelis and Bergamote d'Esperen, though 
small, are good and reliable, and both do well 
on the Quince. The mistake often made!with 
trees on the Quince and other dwarfing stocks is 
in not giving sufficient nourishment. The Quince 
loves moisture and must be well supported, and 
there must be no digging about the roots. There 
is no better late Plum than Coe’s Golden Drop 
for dessert, and it generally bears well in all 
forms, though it is worthy of a wall. Still we 
have hail some wonderful crops on pyramiili 
and standards in the open. Nuts and Filberts 
should be pruned now. 

Vegetable garden.—As soon as the 
frost is oat of the eoil and the surfase has become 
dry anil mellow, seed sowing and planting may 
begin. Of the former, Parsnips and Onions 
should be got in without delay. Plenty of Peas 
and Beans should be planted to meet all 
demands likely to arise, and there is never any 
glut of Peas early in the season. Early Peas 
sown now will not be much behind those 
started under glass, which, if well hardened, 
may be planted out, ridges of soil being drawn 
near them, and the sticks placed thereto at the 
same time will afford shelter. The early 
borders will now be under crop with such things 
as the followingPotatoes, Peas, Longpod 
Beans, Horn Carrots, Radishes, Lettuces, and 
a few early Cabbages for the first crop. The 
last-named will probably be a small early kind, 
and may bo planted much thicker than is 
usual with main crops. We generally plant 
Ellam's Early as one of our first earlies about 
10 inches apart, and as soon as they begin to 
grow freely a string of Raflia is passed round 
them drawing the leaves up loosely to hasten 
the hearting. When the hearts nave 
they are cut and the stemB pulled up, and the 
ground prepared for dwarf Frenoh Beans, or 
soma other crop. Plant Seakale outtings ana 

Sow Mustard and Crew 
E. Hobday. 

sow Asparagus, 
indoors at present. 

THH OOM1N9 WHBK'8 WORK 

Extracts from a Garden Diary. 
March 10th.— Re-arranged Herb-beds, divid¬ 

ing the herbaceous kinds, and put in cuttings of 
Sage, Lavender, Rosemary, etc. Removed 
exhausted green crops, manured and trenched 
land. Took np more Rhubarb and Seakale lor 
forcing. This is the last wo shall move. Later 
supplies are coming forward in the ground. 
Divided and replanted a lot of Rhubarb to 
increase stock. 8 wept and rolled lawns. 

March llth.—Repaired Box edging?. Turned 
over gravel walks and added a little freBh gravel 
where necesrnry, and rolled down firmly, oome 
little extra work has been done in thei shrub¬ 
beries in reducing the sizes and otherwise 
improving the contour of some common things- 
Planted Anemones and Ranunculuses. All 

bulbs for conservatory after flowering *re 
hardened off in cold-pit and then planted out. 

March l~th —Potted the last batch of Lilium 
longiflorum, and auratum will come on cool. 
The earliest Lilium longiflorum is now in bud, 
and is wanted at Easter. Spirals of the herba¬ 
ceous kinds are better than usual with ub th'J 
year, and are flowering well. One of the 1*" 
single N arcisai for forcing is Horefieldi, andthe 
price is not excessive. Put in more Lobe! a 
cuttings in boxes to save space. Azaleas are 
abundantly in bloom now. Large Lilac-bushes 
also are charming. 

March 1.1th.—Moved the early-struck Chry«- 
anthemums to cold pit; will be grown cool sm 
freely ventilated. We are still putting in a tew 
cuttings of certain kinds, and shall do so from 
time to time. Our beet cuttings have been 
obtained from plants whioh were planted ou 
specially for cuttings, and not permitted o 
flower. Pruned a lot of China Roses, 
want more stock, and most of the cuttings ha e 
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b*«a planted firmly in a ihady border. We 
want more of these for grouping. 

March 14th.—Carnation borders and beds 
have had a sprinkling of soot and a turn over 
with the fork, and the plants will be set out at 
the first favourable opportunity. Sowed 
Spinach, Chervil, and more Lettuces. Tied up 
Lettuces in frames following Asparagus. Some 
ofthe best and heaviest Lettuoes we ever had 
wore grown on a mild hot-bed after Asparagus. 
Placed sticks to early Peas. 

Uarch l.Uh.—Replanted Globe Artiohokes 
that were potted up in the autumn. The plants 
will be sholterod for a time till established. 
1'ottod off Tomatoes intended for outside plant¬ 
ing. Put in more cuttings of Tree Carnations 
in a small hot-bed frame. Plantod more Pota¬ 
toes of several kinds. The sap is rising freely 
now, ami we are doing a little grafting, more 
especially Apples. Pricked off tender soed- 
lings of various kinds. 

LAW AND CUSTOM. 

Overhanging branches of trees -I am living 
In a terrace where we are all tenaote My neighbour has 
an Klm-Ute In his garden, and the branches overhang my 

garden, keeping out the eun. The tree waa thero before 
my tenancy commenced. Have I a right to cut oil those 
branches overhanging my ground f My neighbour objects 
to Hue being done.—J. M. 

f You may, if you chooso, cut off any portion 
of the branches that overhang your land. The 
fact that you are only a tenant of the garden 
you occupy does not affect the<|uestion, but you 
most, of course, remember that if your garden 
and your neighbout s garden are held by you and 
him of a common landlord, and the landlord 
takes sides with your neighbour or prevents the 
severing of the branches of the trees, ho may 
possibly give you notice to determine your 
tenancy. Bat your legal right to sever such 
branches is unquestionable.— K C. T.] 

Death of tenant-future or tenancy.—The 
leoaat o( my collage, who w*« a widow, died Just before 

ChrieUnw, and her eon came over to the fuoerai, and 
afterwards locked up the place and went away without 

saying anything about the tenancy. I wrote to him, tell¬ 
ing him that his mother's things could remain until 

Keornary llth at so much a week for demurrage, but 
reserving tbs right of the garden from Christmas for the 
inramtag tenant. I have received no reply from him. Can 
b* bold chs cottage until I.ady Day. when the year ends ? 

f waat to repair the houee after the 11th of February. Can 
I cHun the hey ? The son has partitioned oil the kitchen, 

using either nails or screws Can he take the partition 
down againf—Mansur Oardknrr. 

[You do not describe the nature of the 
tenancy, although as you say the year ends at 
Lady Day, it may be presumed it is a yearly 
tenancy. Whatever its nature may be, it 
devolved upon the sou on the death of his 
mother, and, in the absence of any express con¬ 
tract to the contrary, he can continue to hold 
the cottage until his tenancy is determined by 
a proper notice, but, of course, he will be 
responsible for the rent in the meantime. This 
mean* that neither you nor your incoming 
Unant have any right to the garden, and that 
you cannot charge for demurrage, although you 
ire entitled to rent. You cannot demand the 
key on February llth, as if the son intends to 
keep on the tenancy until it is determined, you 
cannot enter without his consent. If the 
partition erected can be taken down without 
njury to the rest of the premises, the son may 
take it down before quitting. -K C. T ] 

Enclosing waste places at side of road — 
I bar* aoni* freehold land, separated from a parish road 
ky a hedge. firtween the hedge and the rood there are 

tuna vacant places, one io particular where my entrance 
fairs formerly stood. Can I straighten my hedge over 

those vacant places, or, rathsr, replace the hedgo by a wall, 
m the hedge is overshadowed by trees on my land and so 

trews badly t If not, to whom do these vacant places 
t'har, and bow many feet from ths road can the parish 

data T The surveyor of the district council has ordered 
me in lop a Urge tree that grows on one of these vacant 

•paces, and only 2 feet or 3 feet from the road.—Ktaic. 

[This " parish road ” is evidently a highway, 
ind the highway extends the whole width 
between the fences, unless a part of it lies on a 
high bank or in such a position that the publio 
have not and could not acquire the right of 
passage over that part. With this exception, 
the whole width between the fences of an 
enclosed highway forms part of the highway. 
Apparently the hedge is crookod, but that 
pres you no right to straighten it by taking 
io ground over which the public have acquired 
ths right of passage. If you want to ftrailh ton 
the line you must proceed the other wayi-b^'- 

settiDg back the hedge or wall so that it stands 
wholly upon your own land. The soil of the 
vacant places may belong to you, and, in the 
absence of any ovidence to the oontrary, the soil 
of the road up to the middle of the way will 
belong to you, but you can only use it subject 
to the right of the public to pass and repiss. 
This reduces your ownership to a point that is 
almost nominal, but it preserves to you the 
property in the tree in question and in any 
minerals under the road.—&. C. T.] 

A sub- tenant’s notice {Hob) —For 
seven years you have been the sub-teuant of a 
Grass field under a farmer, paying rent yearly. 
In the end of January last you paid him the 
yearly rent, and he told you he wanted the 
field and you must give it up at once. You 
refused to do so, no notice to quit having been 
given. On February Ith he turned your cattle 
out of the field. You have manured it, and 
you ask if you can claim for the manure. He 
could not legally turn your cattle out of the 
field, and he committed a trespass in so doing, 
as you are entitled to keep the field until the 
expiration of a proper notice to quit. Your 
remedy is by action for trespass and broaoh of 
covenant for quiet enjoyment. A solicitor will 
quickly get you ample compensation for the 
trospass, and you can keep on tho field also.— 
K. C. T. 

BIRDS. 

Death of Bullfinch (liridport).—'The 
internal organs ol this bird were in good, 
healthy condition, showing that the feeding was 
not at fault, although it is not usual to givo 
Bullfinches Millet-seed. The sample of Kape- 
seed sent is the right kind for these birds, being 
what is known as summer Rape. Where the 
largo black Rapo is used, it is well to scald it 
to remove its acidity. The immediate cause 
of death was rupture of the heart, in the 
region of which was a large clot of blood. 
Possibly the heat of the room overcome the 
bird. Bullfiuches are very susceptible to a high 
temperature, which affects them injuriously.— 
8. S.G. 

Canary eating: its feathers (T. P.). 
—Your bird appears to be very late in moulting, 
but there is, however, a great difference in the 
way in which Canaries go through their moult, 
for while some shed their feathora very quickly 
and without troublo, others have groat difficulty 
in gotting their new plumage. It is no unusual 
thing for a bird to cease singing at the moulting 
season. It is very difficult to d«al with a bird 
that has got into the bad habit of picking out 
and eating its feathers, but if your Canary 
merely nibbles at the feathers that it has already 
cast in the process of moulting you should pro¬ 
vide it with something to peck at, such as a 
piece of cuttle-fish-bone, to afford it healthful 
amusement, avoiding sugar and sweets of all 
kinds. There should not he any feathers at 
the bottom of the cage at this season of the 
year ; yon are probably keeping your bird too 
warm. A tonic in the drinking water, such as 
a rusty nail, or a small piece of sulphate of iron, 
the si/.e ot a small Pea, will impart strength to 
the system and get tho moulting over quickly. 
The diet should consist of Canary seed, German 
Rape, and Linseed, whilo a pinch of Maw seed 
should he given once a week.— 8. 8. G 

Tomtits in garden. —Your correspon¬ 
dent, “8 8. G.," is not quite aucurate about 
the Til family. Five of them build in holee — 
viz., the Crested, Great, Blue or Tom, Cole, and 
Marsh Tits. Those wo have to do with are the 
Great, Blue, Cole, and Marsh. The Great and 
Bluo build in holes of trees, holes in walls or 
buildings, pumps, letter-boxes, or boxes put in 
trees for them to nest in. Of this latter kind I 
have several which are occupied every year by 
Blue Tits. I never knew them nest before the 
middle or end of April—the same date about 
as the Great Tit, Both kinds as frequently lay 
ten or even twelve eggs as seven or eight. The 
Cole Tits build genorally near the ground, in a 
wall, or mouse hole, or dead stump, or Sand- 
Martin's hole, and have generally ten to twelve 
eggs by the middle or end of April. The Marsh 
Tit always makes the hole for itself, like the 
Woodpecker, choosing a rotten railing cr pollard 
Willow ; n fact, any tree with wood rotten or 
S*'t ^o bore into. The nest, of a very 
-tfte»gnP'kraSr is at the bottom of the hols -;- 

perhaps some 6 inches or so down. The eggs 
are generally eight; I nevor found more iu a 
nest. The 1st of May is about the time the 
Marsh Tit begins to lay.—H. G. ToMl.iss, 
Burton-on- Trent. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

Questions.—Ouerws ».«* answers are inserted in 
Oiudshimo free of charge if correspondents foliow them 
rula: AU communications should be clearly and concisely 
mitten on one side of the paper only, and addressed to 
the Editor of Oardskiko, S7, Southampton-.trrel, Coornt 
Garden, London. Letters on business should be cent to 
the PCBLiBUsa. The name and address of the sender ars 
required in addition to any designation he may desire to 
be used in the paper. When more than one query is sent, 
each should be on a separate piece of paper, and not more 

than three queries should be sent at a time. Correspon¬ 
dents should bear in mind that, as Qakdixino has to be 
sent to press some time in advance of date, queries cannot 
always be retdied to in the issue immediately fotlmnin* 
the receipt of their communication. We do not reply to 
queries by post. 

Naming: trxxlt.—Reuters who desire our hetp in 
naming fruit should bear in mind that several specimens 
in different stages of colour and site of the same kind 
greatly assist in its determination. We have received 
from several correspomlents single specimens of fruits 
for naming, these in many cates being unripe and other¬ 
wise poor. The. differences between varieties of fruits are, 
in many cases, so trifling that a is necessary that three 
specimens of each kind should be sent. We can undertake 
to name, only four varieties at a time, and these only when 
the above directions are observed. 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 
Cyclamen (Torquay).—The plants have rtcelvcd a 

severe cheek at the lime ol tho forming ot tho bade, by 
being over dry at the toot, probably, or other cause. This 

cannot now be remedied. Few plants require more con¬ 
stant ewe and not a little skill to cultivate with success 
than do Cyclamens. Some weak stimulant ns the buds 

form Is very heliilul, and any labour is repaid by the lino 
show of flowers In winter lime. 

Ouphea lgnea (J. J .S'.).—This is the name ol your 
plant, so far as can b« determined by the wretched frag¬ 
ment sent. It Is not possible to be sure ol the identity of 
any plant from so microscopic a bit, which is rendered 

worse by being packed in dry paper and crushed to 
nothingness in the post. The plant Is n greenhouse shrub 
of a foot or rather more high, and ns easily grown as a 

Fuchsia. Indeed, you cannot do better thin treat it in 
the same way. The plant is a native of Mexico. 

Common Moss (Rosie).—You may obtain what you 
desire by placing an order with some ol the leading reeds- 
mcn, though we doubt very much their being able to 

supply it direct. We think the better plan would be to 
Introduce a quantity of tho Moos now In a quite fresh 
state, and endeavour to establish it by these means. We 

are not quite clear as to what kind you refer to by 
"common Moss,''as so many varying forms aro common 

enough each in its own most favoured locality. 

Treatment of Cyclamens (JWn Garden) — 
Alter Cyclamens havo done flowering they should lie 
watered as carefully as before, but as the leaves turn 
yellow the supply must be lessened, till when all the leaves 

are off they may be stood in a frame, or oven in a sheltered rt out-of-doors, giving hut very little water. Then, 

ut midsummer, shake clear of the old soil, and repot, 
standing them in a frame In order toward off heavy rains, 
as (hey only need enough water to keep the soil slightly 
moist. Alter this, as Hie leaves develop, more water will, 

of course, be necessary, but avoid over-watering Cyclamen 
in any stages of growth. 

Raisins Saxlfraga Burserlana from seed 
(If. Reecham Smith) —Uy sowing the seeds as soon as 

ripe In very sandy loam in a well-drained pot or pan. Tho 
seeds germinate very indifferently. If you possess plant* 
that will now flower, your best plan will be to try and 

secure your own seed, as it is hardly purchasable. Cover 
the seed very thinly, plsoo the seed pot in a saucer of 

water to keep the soil moist, with only a minimum eupply 
(rom above. Cover the pot with a sheet of glass. Careful 
division ol the plants is a more sure and certainly a much 
quicker way of raising stock. 

Planting climbers to arch (M. N. L.).—As 
your proposed wire arch is to be but !) inches wide, it is 

useleM to plant two Roses or other climbers on each side, 
as one would only crowd and starve ths other. Nine 
inches is narrow for anything. In any case plant but one 
Rose on one side and Clematis Jackmani on the other. Bv 

lar the Iwst place for .fasmloum nudiflorum Is on a south 
wall or house side, where In open weather it will bloom all 
the winter and cover a large apace in due course. A good 
white hardy climbing Rose is Climbing Devoniensie, so 
also is Climbing Nlphetos, Roses and other climbers may¬ 
be purebawd in pots, and can he planted at any time up 

to the end ol April. Still, best plant so soon as possible. 

Climbing Roses for wires on south aspect 
(Ifuerist)—tilthe list y6u submit the four beet kinds as Krrmanent would be Cloire de Dijon, Climbing Belle 

iebrecht, Climbing Kaiserln Augusta Victoria, and W. A. 
Richardson. Ths next four, to lie afterwards cut swat- If 
necessary, we would recommend Marcchal Mel, Climbing 

N'iphetos, Climbing Cramoisie Superieur, and Climbing 
Malmalson. Climbing Nlphetos and Marvi-hal Nirl are 

very tender, and would need careful protection in winter. 
If you could bring down the growths near to the ground, 

so as to oover with soil and litter, you should he able to 
succeed with these kinds, hut the four first namrd would 

certainly flourish best Hood climbers for full north 
aspect are Obeehunt Hybrid, Oloire de Dilon, Aiiads 
Vinert, Flora, Aglala, FellcItO Perpetue, Charles I-awacn, 

Mmo. Isaac For tire, Monsieur Deair, and Kalaerin 

Friedrich. 

Planting Gladioli, etc (Myrrhis).—if you plant 
Cladloius firs'nebley ends at once they should bloom at the 
time yoy oame, w Mint. I he . Inter pUntl!)* at end ol April 
i hm-pi nl 10 Mcn-.j In Septrlmteir.l Jf ybii plant the ganda- 
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vensis Mellon, about the same ronilU will follow. Still, tour bulb* may not all bloom at on* time, and a few may 

e earlier or later than the bulk would be. For the later 
blooming aelect a cooler eite than for the early planting. 

Your eatlmate* a* to the time certain annual* will bloom 
are fairly correct, but of course no one can tell exactly, 
much depending on the season, on the care taken in sow¬ 

ing seed, pricking out seedlings, to give them room, on 
warmth, condition of soil, and general treatment. Mo*t 

of the things named once In flower keep *o all the rest of 
the season. 

Growing Oleander (ft. Scobtil/-There Is no diffi¬ 
culty whatever in growing the Oleander. It needs 
ordinary potting oompost—say one-third leaf-mould to 

two-thirds loam and a little sand. The protection of a 
greenhouse during the winter is necessary, but in the 
summer it will succeed perfectly out-of-doors. When In 

full growth plenty of water is necessary, with occasional 
doaes of ll<|uld-manure. The Oleander Is naturally a tall- 

growing, loose bush, and If kept dwarf It Is at the expense 
of flowers, for it Is on the upper part of the long, flexible 
shoots that the blossoms are principally borne. 

Onoldlum Marsh&lllanum (Orchid). — The 
usual flowering time for established plants of the above 
species (which, we presume, is the kind you refer to) is 
April and May. The flowering, however, may be earlier 
or later, and Is controlled to very considerable extent by 
the temperature in which the plaata are growlog. It 
would appear, too, that the main or leading stem of the 

inflorescence is already formed, so that the flowering Is 
but a matter of weeks now. You say noth'ng of the 
temnrrature In which the plants have been grown, but a 

cool house having a temperature of 60 degs to 65 degs. 
will suit It quite well. The flowers ar* 2 Inches or 
3 Inchrs across, very showy In their rich golden-yellow 
colour, which is blotched with chestnut-brown. The 

plant Is of easy culture In Sphagnum, peat, and charcoal, 
and makes a rich display when In flower. 

Skeleton leaves (S. M. Linton).—These are pre¬ 
pared by simple maceration, steeping in water until 
sufficiently rotted to allow of the skin and soft parts of 

the leaf being removed from the woody fabric or skeleton 
of the leaf. Take a soup plate or other flat and deep dish 

and lay the leaves In it layer upon layer. Oover them 
with rain water and let them so remain, occasionally 
shaking them or moving them about so that all may be 

equally wetted. Take care to keep them always well 
covered with water. If kept in a warm place they will rot 

all the sooner. At the end of three or four months, or 
perhaps earlier, take a leaf out, lay It on a sheet of blot¬ 
ting paper, and with a small forceps pick off the skin and 

all soft parts. If they will not separate easily the leaf 
must be returned to the water for further rotting. When 
nothing but the skeleton remains place It to dry between 

blotting paper. The process requires delicacy of touch 
and is not pleasant to the smell. 

Annuals and perennials <G.).—If you may show 
In a collection of ten kinds of annuals, we presume in 

bunches, tender ones, on July 23rd, you should Include 
Ten-week or pyramidal Stocks, Sweet Peas, Godetla Satin- 
rose, annual tricolor Chrysanthemums, Olarkia marglnata, 

Dianthus lleddewegi, Calllopsls, Erysimum Peroffskl- 
anum, giant white Candytuft, Sweet Sultan, pyramidal 
larkspur, Phlox Drummondl, Malope grandldora, and 
annual Lupins. This number leaves ample room for 
selection, but all should be grown. Mignonette may I* 

added If desired. Twelve good pereonlals are : Oalllardla 
grandlflora, Everlasting Peas, Coreopsis grandiflors, 

Krvngium amethystinum, Erlgoron speciosus, Carnation, 
hybrid Aquilegia, Delphinium, Chrysanthemum maxi¬ 
mum, Hose Campion, Montbretla, and Lychnis chalce¬ 

donies. Sow llroad Keans and Wrlokled Marrow Pea* 
first week in April thinly on deep, holding soil. 

Flowers In vinery (ft. A. R. W./—When a vinery 
has its roof well covered with Vines the foliage during the 
summer Is of necessity dense, and light Is greatly 

excluded from plants below. Back walls In vineries are 
of little use, once the Vines get to the top of the house, 
as the walls are so shaded. Still farther, Vine* are very 

susceptible to insect attacks, and It is well not to have 
things which encourage them. Generally, a fsw Vines to 

carry leaves only are so grown. You can, however, 
plant a Fuchsia, a Heliotrope, and a Plumbago 
capensis, blue, and see how tor they will answer. For 

pots, try, besides Kerns, Aspidistras, Palms, and India- 
rubber plants, a few Fuchsias, Abutilons, Heliotropes, and 
even Begonias if the Vine leafage be not too dense. 

Gloxinias need ample light, otherwise they become very 
much drawn and weak, ss also would Orlosia*. After the 

Vine leave* have fallen you could house Chrysanthemums 
In pots and have a good show of flowers. 

Pruning Sweet Brier hedge (C. B.)-Hedges 
of such hardy Roses may be pruned at once if they 
require It. First proceed to cut away all dead wood. This 

is btst done with a pair of secateurs. Then, should the 
hedge appear to require thickening at tho base, cut down 

some of the living wood near to tbe baro parts. New 
■hoots will spring up with surprising vigour. Should the 
hedge be too tall for your requirements the top may b* 

cut back to the desired height. If there are any large gape 
to All up, this could be done at once, and no kinds are 

more beautiful for the purpose than Ixird Penzance's 
Hybrid Sweet Briers. Their foliage is deliciously fragrant, 

and they possess the additional attraction of brilliantly 

coloured flowers, succeeded by showy heps. When Oiling 
up these gap* b* careful not to disturb roots of the estab¬ 

lished plants. After pruning, a liberal dressing of farm¬ 
yard manure should be dug in on each side of the hedge 

where practicable, but a* yours is near a wall this will not 
b* possible. 

Climbing Rosea bare towards the base 
(C. //./—Climbing Roses against walls, especially varie¬ 

ties of the Tea-scented and Noisette groups, are very apt 

to be bare of new growths near the ground. This with 
young plants can be remedied, the beet method of treat¬ 

ment in their oase being to make It a rule to cut away one 
of the oldest growths each year, which will encourage the 
formation of new wood from the base, and thus prevent 

the naked appearance of the plants which you now desire 

to remedy. With very old plants, however, a somewhat 

We much prsfsr the very 
and be 

the check Is a very severe one. 
simple plan of unnalllng the plant and bending the 
growths in a zigzag fashion, starting the first bend as near 
the bass a* practicable. The bends should not be too 
violent. Nsw shoots should break out at each of these 
bends, aod thus would soon refurnish the wall with 
healthy growths. When the growth* are fairly well 
developed applications of liquid-manure will be of much 
assistance, aod the soil about the roots should be kept 
well hoed. 

M&rechal Nlel shedding lta foliage 
(J. W. A ) —A few particulars regaiding your plant, such 
as Its age and the treatment it has received since you 
possessed It, would hava enabled u* to give you a more 
satisfactory reply. We surmise the cause of this shedding 
of buds and foliage to be too much moisture a*, the root, 
but an overdose of artificial manure or iocipleot canker 
would also have the same effect. If you could make a 
border In your greenhouse or a brick pit, It would b* 
belter to plant out the Rose than attempt Its culture In a 
pot. In preparing such a liorder or pit, let it be 11 feet to 
2 feet deep, and say about 3 feet long and from 2 fret to 
3 feet wide. Remove the old soil, put in bottom about 
8 inches to 9 Inches of broken bricks, crocks, or clinkers, 
to afford the necessary drainage, then some rough turf on 
to the drainage, laying this fairly even and tbe Gram 
downwards. Fill up the border with some good soil, 
preferably loam—the top spit from a meadow—and mix 
with It about one part of well decayed manure to two 
parts of soil. These beautiful climbing Rose* well repay 
this initial outlay and trouble in the healthy growth they 
afterwards make. Should your plant appear to dwindle it 
will be better to save time by throwing it away and plant 
Ing a healthy young specimen In Its place. 

Aralia Sleboldi unsatisfactory (0. P )-—It la 
impossible to state with any confidence the reason of your 
plants of Aralia Sleboldi gettjDg into such a bad state, and 
we can only suggest that when taken Into the study they 
may have been allowed to suffer from want of water, aod 
this, combined with the naturally dry atmosphere there, 
would cause the leaves to turn yellow. On the other hand, 
the reverse may be the case, a* If the soil is kept In a 
saturated state the roots will decay, and 111 health Is sure 
to follow. Both of these suggestions may be possibly wide 
of the mark, for If gas 1* burned In the study the plants 
will soon suffer therefrom. Many plants will succeed in 
oottage windows that frequently fall in more pretentious 
houses, as in a oottage there is lass direct draught, and 
the room is, as a rule, lit with a small lamp or even a 
candle. If the pots of your Arallas are full of live root* 
water them once a fortnight with a little weak liquid- 
manure In which some soot has been dissolved, but If the 
root* are decayed turn the plants out of the pots, tak* 
away most of the old soil and rotten roots, and repot In 
some good sweet compost. Aralia Sleboldi will stand the 
winter out-of-doors in many parts of the south of England, 
hence all that It needs Is cool greenhouse treatment, and 
with regard to soil aod other particulars its requirements 
are not at all exacting. In the summer when under glass 
a reasonable amount of shade Is necessary to its well 
doing. 

Raising Arlstolochla elegans from seed 
(/-,'. T. The seeds of Arietolocbla elegans should b* 
sown with as little delay as possible, as they do not long 
retain their vitality. Of course, If they were received late 
In the autumn or early winter they would be better kept 
till now before sowing, as seedliogs raised lo the dull 
season are liable to damp off. To sow the seeds, take a pot 
or pots 6 inches in diameter, put some broken crocks In 
the bottom to one-third of the depth, then fill up with a 
good open compost, such as equal parts of loam, and peat 
or leaf-mould, and a sprinkling of silver-sand, which 
should be passed through a slave with half-inch mesh In 
order to take out the roughest lumps. This soil must be 
well mixed, then put In the pot, pressed moderately firm, 
and made level. When finished the soli should be about 
ball an Inch below the rim of the pot. Then sprinkle the 
seeds on tbe prepared surface, and cover with about a Suarter of an inch of the same kind of soli as tbe pots are 

lied with. After this give a waterlog through a fine rose, 
aod stand the pot where a temperature of 80 degs. to 
70 degs. Is maintained. Under suoh conditions the seed 
will soon germinate, and when sufficiently advanced the 
plants may be potted Into small pots, using the same kind 
of soil as for sowing the seed. This Arlstolochla needs the 
temperature of a stove, or at all events that of an Inter 
mediate house, for Its successful culture. 

Plants for shade (A’/iiAsfos).—From your descrip¬ 
tion, we imagine it Is rather a question of a deep, 
generous treatment of the soil—»«., deep digging aod 
manuring, to the absence of which the past failures 
appear either partly or wholly due. The distant removal 
of the trees should not be the least detriment to the SDund, rather should such distant shade be a gain. A* 

t I.llmm speciosum has done fairly well, you cannot do 
better than embark In a few more varieties of It, such as 
Melpomene, cruentum, Knntzrrl, and others; Indeed, any 
of the forms of this Lily are good. The forms of Ltlium 
tlgrlnum are all good and ehowy and rather late, while 
another good plant Is Ualtonla caodlrans, and decked with 
drooping pure while bells for a long time. Any of the 
herbaceous Phloxes, the Kntpbofias, Kudbeckia pur 
purea, Lalhyrus latlfoliua splcndens, L. 1. slims, the peren 
nlal Sunflowers, as, e g., Hdianthu* multifloru* in variety 
II. rlgldus In variety, II. Miss Mellish, II. II. Q Moon, etc. 
Then in the Michaelmas Daisies you will find quite a host 
of beautiful things Invaluable for late flowering Into the 
bargain. Of these alone In their many and varied forms 
quite a flowering of weeks may be obtained, and by 
affording ample room for each the value of these free- 
flowerlng plants Is best seen. All the Water Lilies—i 
Nympbaias—require a certain share of sunlight to expand 
the flowers well; a little shade Is not, therefore, detri¬ 
mental. Moreover, the plants are such lovely objects 
when in flower that they are well worth trying, and good 
plants are now obtainable at a moderate cost. 

VEGETABLES. 

Harbinger Pea (J. S. B\— This variety was raised 

by Messrs. 8utton and Sons, of Reading, and so far as we 
_,...,_____.know they alone offer it. The variety I* very dwarf— 
different practice Is necessary, as although new shoots indeed. It is perhaps the dwarfest of all Pea*, and la a 
would eventually break out in couf 
though one cut the; plants right 
(always supposing the roots are 1 

is although new shoots ndeed. It is perhaps tne nv 

i cousdeof time, even] bapital one to grow in long b 
it. do /n to jthh rrt ihc5] i .ule to come in early. It 

iu a auiUk^con, 1*.oft'/1IffiJnches apart, on a warm 

tal one to grow in long boxes on tbe shelf of a greet 
“ also may be sown In rows, 

border. 'yprlpfjtitC^e 

serna unfitted for Parrots. Tbe best thing will be, 

i you sow again on fresh ground, other than that on 
I you sowed last year, to give the ground a heavy 
ng of fresh slacked lime aod soot, aod st once well 

book on herbs, we know of non* such as a gardening 
publication. You may be abl* to learn of a book of that 

description from some herbalist who deals In medicinal 

hsrbt. 

Old Oelnrlao plants (J. O.JB X-U you put out 

your old Cslsrtao plants it la most likely they would start 
Into flower. Much better get seed and sow lo March in a 
shallow pan, and thus raise new plants to put out in row* 

2 feet apart, on good soil, at the end of May or eany in 
June. Probably those you have of last year’s raising 

were from seed sown much too late. Plants want a long 

season. 

Cankered Carrots and Peas (O. R).-Your 
soil seems unfitted for Parrots. The best thing will b*. 

before; 
which 

fork it fnT" That should kill the caoker fungus in the soil. 

Sowing a pint of Pea* In a row 17 yards long is thick 
enough. We ehould prefer, unlea* the seeds are very 
large, to make a pint of Peas sow 26 yards, for thick sow¬ 

ing is most injurious. First early Pea* may be sown 
thicker, tall and late Peas much thinner. Besides thin 

sowing, especially of Wrinkled Marrow*. It is of the 
highest importance that the soil should be deeply trenched 

and well manured. 

Some good Tomatoes (It. B. B.) —There are so 
many so-callrd new varieties at th* present time before 

the public that it Is difficult to secure a really true stock 
or define which is the best. Undoubtedly it Is an easy 

matter to secure a strain producing more even fruit than 
was possible twenty years ago, but still some of those 

which fall to find favour because they may be slightly 
ridged or uneven In outline cannot be beaten for pro¬ 
ducing heavy crops. Frogmore Prolific Is very satisfactory 

in every way, but a true stock of Ham Green Favourite is 
difficult to surpass. A market grower we know who grow* 

Tomatoes most successfully and In great quantities inform* 
us that he relies on two varieties only—vis., Obemin 

Rouge for early spring supplies aod Challenger for his 

main crops. 

SHORT BBFUU. 
Mr*. It. A Urn.—Your flowers of Clematis iodlvtea will 

be all right as the days lengthen, we think.-J. M. 
Carenore- From the appearance of the leaves we should 

Imagine that the moisture has been allowed to oondens* 
on the loaves, and the sun coming out has caused a sort 

of scalding. Th* leaves are very l bln and papery, and a 
little air would, we should say, do good.-D. C. R.— 
Very probably the weather at the time prevented the 

berries of your Holly setting. No pruning will bring about 
the production of berries-New Beginner—See article 
on "Bowing Orchid Seed” In our Issue of Deo. 14, 1901, 

p. 652. which can be had of the publisher, price lid.- 

Far North —Be* reply to "Sleive Donate, p. 24.- 
L. Pope — Kindly repeat your query re dwarf Beans, 

giving all particular* as to whst you require.-T. C. J. 
—Apply to James Carter and Co., High lloiborn, W a 
-B. S. IF.—We cannot say where the glass bricks you 

refer to are made.-R. /’.—Plant a foot apart each way. 
You can, of course, get the layer* from th* plant* in the 
Rose bed, but reserve plants are much to be preferred In 
every way, as you will have lo sacrifice the flower* if you 
layer those in the beds.-T. Kennel!.— Stand* for 

twelve bloom* should measure 24 Inches by 18 inobss, lb* 
height lo front being 3 Inches aod at the back 9 inches, 

and In like proportion for the other number* to bo staged 
The** sixes will also answer for Asters aod Stocks.- 
X. Y. Z.—Bee article on " Stopping and Bud Retaining ’ 

in our Issue of Feb 8, p. 818.-Anzioti* A mateur —You 
cannot do better than treat your trees aocordlng to lbs 

directions given in our issue of Feb. 16. p. 868-Vattack 
Tom.—Kindly send us further particulars aod we wrill try 

and belp you.-A Garden Lover —Vie the Ivy-leaved 
Geranium* as a groundwork for such as Fuchsias, llelio- 
tropss. Nicotian* afflnls, and eueb-llke. Why not mix 

Carnation* with your Roses or Tufted Pansies as a ground¬ 
work 1 Both these do well In conjunction with Roses. 

-K.—Cannot quite understand your query.-S. 
Price.—Every volume deals more or less with the subjects 
you mention.-Chicken.—Sorry we cannot find the 

names of the Roses you mention In any catalogue.- 
Amateur.—All the plants you mention, with the excep- 

tlnn of the Maranta, will do In the house you mention. 
The Gladiolus and tbe Ilumea elegans will do planted oat 

in the summer.-It. M. Wood*.—Have them potted off 
at once and place In a warm frame.-IF. R IF.—The tall 
Bracken is Pteria aquiline. Good Grasses for your purpose 

are Airs cmspltosa, Poa aquatics, and Klymus arenariua. 
-Vinton.—Carefully wash with a solution of soft-soap 

or Glahurst compound, using as directed on the box.- 
1'. I) —Perhaps ten days later would answer lo your case. 
--IF. Jf C. — See illustration in this week’s issue of 

"Summer-house In Burrey Garden," p. 23.-Raven.— 
We have no Idea what the plants maybe to which you 
refer. II you will send us a small piece of esch we may be 
able to help you. Flowers, If possible, are the beat. 

NAMBB OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 
Names of plants.—Ignorant - Orchid In flower, 

Dendrobium nobile ; 2, Cannot name without flowers ; 3, 
Begonia Ilaagrana.-P. W —Tbs Marsh Reed (Poa 

aquatics).-P. B.—Evidently an Odontoglossum, but 
impossible to say without seeing flowers.——/. B. A.— 
Seed not recognised.-Amateur.—Aloe frutesoens ; pot 
now into larger size, using sandy loam and peat, with 

plenty of broken bricks and lime rubbish-B. P. Selby. 
—1, Hedera marglnata ; 2, Specimen Insufficient; 3, II. 
maculate; I, H. deltoids*; 6, II. dlgltata; 0, Specimen 

Insufficient.-F A. R.—Probably a Gladiolus, but diffi¬ 

cult to say without flower*.-M. L.—l, Hyacinth Drool - 
vorst; 2, Centaurea ragusina. 

Names of fruit.—Muddt/ord.—Annie Elizabeth. 
-Klihu Clowe*.—Minchall Crab. 

Oat&loguea received.—fohn Forbes, Hawick, 
N.B.—Catalogue of Ftorieti' Plotter*, etc.-Little aod 

Ballantyne. Carlisle.—Lie! of Farm Seed*.-E. P. Dixon 
and Sons, Hull.—Farm Seed Lift. 

irBoolu* received. — " lawns, etc." — Bull on and 

Sons, Reading.-” The Culture of Greenhouse Orchid*." 
-^RjBoyl*. Gbspiti-o and Hall, Led. 
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VEGETABLES. 

SOWING PEAS’. 
So abundant aro good wrinkled Marrow l’eae 
now that no ono need sow any of the inferior 
bard round varieties. But it is soldom that 
justice is done to the36 Marrow Peas, as most of 
them need more room than round hard-seeded 
Poai do. If these wrinkled Peas are seen after 
they have been sown for a week or so, it will 
be found that they have doubled in size, because 
the moisture of the ground has caused them to 
swell up large, thus showing that they will 
produce strong plants needing ample room. 
Now the customary rule in sowing is to draw 
drills with a hoe 3 inches deep, and so formed 
that tho base of the drill is quite narrow, thus 
causing all the Peas to run together quite 
thickly when sown. That is bad praotice 
There are two better ways. One is to make the 
bottom of the drill as broad as is the top with 
the lacs of the hoe, thus enabling tho Peas to be 
more widely distributed, or else to draw 
ordinary formed drills side by side, placing 
the Peas along each drill, from ‘2 inches to 

inches apart, the tallest Peas being those most 
widely placed. In tho single broad row the 
tame distance should be observed. The result 
is an immense saving of seed, for one half the 
ujual quantity sown moro than Bullices, the 
plants are stronger, they branch freely, are 
remarkably productive, and sutler far less from 
crought or thrip3 than do plants that stand 
thick in the rows. 

We habitually, for rows of 3-feet Peas that 
are to crop lying on the ground, mako a pint to 
iow 100 feet length, and if to be staked, 120 feet 
Many persons very wrongly sow a pint in 40 
feet of drill and are proud of the dense, solid 
appearance of the rows when the plants are a 
few inches in height. But when in bloom they 
find so many flowers go blind that many pods 
are deformed, and that the pod crop is after all, 
as compared with the promise of the plants, a 
very poor one. If sowings be made at once on 
warm borders of such dwarf varieties as Chelsea 
Gem, English Wonder, The Daisy, or American 
" under, those may be sown rather more 
thickly, as there is more risk of harm by birds, 
and the plants will not have to endure such dry 
hot weather as later sown Peas will. 

Varieties that are to crop in July and August 
should always have the soil for them deeply 
worked, plenty of manuro buried down to 
eocourage roots to go down out of the hot sur¬ 
face •oil, aud when staked have a thick mulch 
of animal manure placed along on each side of 
the rows. Should mildew appear, a gentle 
spraying with Bordeaux-mixture will help to 
save the plants from its ill effects. A. I). 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Planting grovm-out Onions.—"W. s.” dots 
well to pohit out the advantage of using them a* he hxs 
done in a recent issue. I have done this for many years, 
aed hav* found them, keep me going for two month* when 
old toe* were over and autumn-sown one* had been killed 
by treat.—J. Caooic. 

Herbs —In every garden, large or b 
soots herbs should be grown, for tb 
needed in every householi iio often tin; 

course of a year. Thyme, Sage, and Mint, if 
not always to be had in a green state, aro useful 
when dried ; the same remarks hold good about 
Parsley. Tarragon and Fennel have each their 
spocial use. Planting may bo done during this 
month, and where arrangements can be made, 
a bed should be set apart for the special growing 
of herbs, so that those whose particular bittiness 
it is to see to the wants of the kitchen may 
always know where to find the herbs that aro 
wanted.—WoowtASTWiCK. 

Carrots.—Where a hot-bed has not beon 
made up for these, a sowing may now be risked 
on a sheltered border with a southern aspect. 
As this sowing will only be wanted to give a few 
weeks' supply a small bed or plot will suflioe, 
and if sowing in drills be preferred to sowing 
broadcast, these need be no more than 3 inches 
apart. Drills must be drawn very shallow, as 
Carrot-seed fails to germinate when buried 
deeply, and seedsmen are often blamed for the 
grower's errors in this way. Small early 
varieties should be selected for this first out¬ 
door sowing, an<l, to give an immediate succes 
sion to these, Market Favourite is a good 
variety. 

Cold pits, value Of.—It is surprising 
how useful cold pita are during the winter 
months. I have been cutting Veitch’s Self-pro- 
teoting lirooeoli from,October 0th to February 
22nd. I usually sow onoe, the middle of March, 
and as tho plants get large enough to draw, 
keep planting out, and thus get a succession, 
plant 2 feet apart, and keep the plants growing 
all the summer. At the approach of frost they 
must be looked over, dlgg>Dg UP any y°u think 
tho frost are likely UJ spoil, and placing in a 
cold pit. These can bo used as required, and in 
November, or at the signs of a sharp frost, dig 
them all up and treat the same as the others, 
putting a little soil in among the roots. Do not 
lot any remain out in the open becauso the 
hearts are tinall, as they will grow larger in the 
frame and come in when vegetables are scarce, 
(five plenty of air when favourable and mat up 
the frames in sharp weather. I may mention 
that I cut a nice heart of Adam’s Early White 
Broccoli to-day (February 2Cth), so with me the 
two have mode a good succession.—K. R., 
Rajiujltoie, Hunts. 

Best kinds or Broccoli atid Cauliflower.— 
Will Mr. Hobday kindly tell ua aa soon a* may bo Id hi* 
note on the current week'a work In garden* what are the 
varieties of Broccoli and Cauliflower which we ought to 
eow eo aa to get as long a succession aa poealble of theae 
vegetables? I do not aak lor the names of novelties, 
whioh may be all thatiaclaimed for them, but of approved 
sorts which a modest gardener, not in aearch of experi¬ 
ments, would do well to grow. His list will, I hope, 
Include Veltch's Autumn Giant and Veltch'i Self-protect¬ 
ing, which for eome years have done well with me.—W. F. 
Mrrkh 

[The kinds of Cauliflowers I grow are 
Veitch’s Forcing, just a few for early work, 
Early Erfurt, Walcheren, and Veitch’s Autumn 
Giant, and 1 have often thought during a dry, 
hot summer that the last was the most useful. 
1 sow Autumn Giant in the autumn for use 
in August, and again in spring for late use. As 
regards Broccoli, I grew Veitch’s Self-protect¬ 
ing Autumn Broccoli tho first season it camo 
out, now^many yeais ago, and have grown it 

idee, it one of tho most valuable 
wn. By making two sowing^ppe h 

ing Autumn Br< 
r small, out, now many 

in April and the other in May, a supply can be 
had till long after Christmas if the plants are 
lifted before injured by frost and planted in a 
deep pit, or, better still, in a cool house. The 
difficulty with Brocooli is to get the plants true. 
If one buys lirooeoli seed in the ordinary way 
it is no uncommon thing to get two or three 
sorts out of one packet of seed. The only 
remedy is to get the seeds from the most reliable 
source. The following half-dozen kinds will 
give a good succession : Snow's Winter White, 
this is sometimes difficult to get true, but is 
very useful when true; Early Penzinoo ; Per¬ 
kin’s Leamington, to my mind one of the best 
Broccolis grown when true ; King of the Broc- 
colis (Daniels’); Voitch’s Model, and Sutton’s 
Perfection- If 1 might add another kind or two 
as alternative sorts I should name Cooling's 
Matchless and Knight's Protecting ; tho lost is 
an old kind, but splendid when true.—E. II. ] 

Growing Cucumbers and Tomatoes —i 
should be much obliged If you would tell me if I can raise 
Cucumber* from seed, anil grow them in a lean-to green¬ 
house without artificial heat, but which get* great tun- 
heat, even now, aa it la againat a aouth wall, and tha whole 
garden elope* to the south? I hav* no hot-bed as yet. 
<' juld 1 raise the wed in pot*? If so, what i* the proper 
compost 1 I have never grown Cucumber* before, but 
have seen them doing well in a greenhouse like mine in 
pots or boxes, the plants trained up near the glass. I 
should be grateful lor any hint* aa to theae or Tomatoes 
in the same way.—E. A. M. W. 

[You oan raise Cucumber plants and grow 
them very well in an unheated greenhouse if you 
will wait a little longor, until the season is more 
advanced and the temperature more settled. 
At present, even in the warmest positions, if wo 
get some days quite warm, wo get some oold 
ones and nights. To raise Cucumbers you need 
Kneral good sun warmth. For that purpose 

tter wait until the middle of April. Then 
sow nine seeds at equal distances apart in fi-inoh Jots. These should have in them an inch of 

rainage, then be filled with a compost of turfy 
loam, loaf soil, old well-decayed manuro, and 
sand well mixed, not necessarily fioo. Bury 
each seed half-an-inch in tho soil, water the 
pots, then stand them in a box 2 inches deeper 
than the pots. Place the pots into it, and cover 
up close with a large piece of glass. Shade with 
thin paper if the sun is very strong. The plants, 
if the seed bo good, should bo up iD about a 
woek. Sow Tomato-seed and treat it in exactly 
the same way, but put eighteen seeds into a pot 
and only just bury them. When your plants of 
Cucumbers are well up and showing the third 
leaf turn them out of the pots and shift them 
singly into pots half the sizj, and grow them on 
near the glass roof to make them sturdy. Then 
get pots 10 inches broad at the top, or boxes 
12 inches by 16 inches, fill with good soil in 
whioh turfy loam is two thirds, the rest being 
well-decayed manure. P.nt one plant into each 
pot, or two into each box, and stand those 
near the glass roof so that the plants are 
18 inches apart. You must fix, Hi inches front 
the roof, wiros or wood strips to tie the plants 
to. Make the soil pretty firm. As growth 
follows pinch out shoots without fruits and pre¬ 
serve those which have fruits. Treat Tomatoes 
just the SAme, but they can bo 14 inches apart 
only, ami must have every side shoot hard 
pintihedJdfit^ but preserving the leaves. Nee 
s^t{c|«|-Ml 0»pu^bpijj^^i^g^-coming issue.] 
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PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

MOSCHOSMA RIPARIUM. 
This, whioh comes from Sooth Africa, resembles 
when out of bloom a green leaved Silvia. The 
flowers are small, pinkish-white, with purple 
anthers, and borne, as may be seen in oar illus¬ 
tration, in terminal panicles. It has been 
shown frequently of late at the Drill Hall, its 
flowering period beginning in December and 
lasting till well into the new year. It is best to 
increase it by cuttings every year. The plants 
should be cut down immediately after flowering 
and given warm, moist treatment to cause them 
to break into growth. When the cuttings are 
about 3 inches long they may be at once put in. 
It will thrive under the same conditions as 
Salvia splendens, and will be found a very use¬ 
ful plant in the dull season for the conservatory 
and greenhouse. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Old corms of Cyclamen.—Mr. Frank 
Rich may be interested to learn that many 
growers retain their Cyclamen conns for several 
years before fioally discarding them, I being 
among the number. There seems to be an im 
pression that they will not flower so strongly or 
so freely as young corms do ; but this is quite 
erroneous, as I have some at the present time 
carrying over one hundred blooms each, and for 
quality are not surpassed by those produced by 
young corms. There comes a time when the 
corms do become exhausted and worn out, but 
until that stage is reached my advice is, by all 
means keep them, and by generous treatment, in 
addition to adopting proper cultural methods, 
such will each year reward their owners with a 
floe floral display.—A. W. 

Wiring Camellias.—Will you please let me know 

how Camellia bud. are cut and wired lor .ale T 1 find i! 
very difficult to cut off the bud without destroying the 
small leaf clow to it which form, the bud for the next 

year, and there may be two bud. and a list all clow 
together. If the stem of the branch with bed ia cut off, 

then the bud for next year i. lost, so it Mem. to me brat 
to out only the bud and prewrve next year', growth.— 
Camellia. 

[Tho blossoms aro not cut off usually in the 
gathering, but taken in the fingers, slightly 
gathering up the petals, and twisted off. To do 
this successfully, take hold rather fi-mly and 
towards the base of the petals, and a lair twist 
will do the rest. The wiring is quite a simple 
matter. Take a bloom in the left hand, gather 
the petals rather closely up, and with a rather 
fine stem-wire pierce the petals through, passing 
the one end out on the other side. The point of 
piercing should be 3 inch or so from the base, 
perhaps rather more. A second wire will he 
required, and should be passed through on the 
opposite side to the first one. This will give 
you four wire ends to bend down for stem. 
Prior to drawing down the wires thus, take a 
piece of cotton wool, well moistened, and place 
up close to the base of the bloom. This assists 
in keeping the flower fresh, and the wires retain 
it in position. With the wires drawn down, a 
little binding wire will keep the stems together. 
A little practice will put you in the right way, 
and doubtless a bloom or two will be spoilt in 
the learning, or you will be fortunate.] 

Pelhrgoniama for winter flowering—I .m 
anxious lo have my conMrvatory (which is heated with 
hot-water-pip?*) bright with Geranium, throughout the 
winter and »pnog. Will you tell me in what month. I 
ought to take cutting, so that one lot of plant. n>ay com¬ 
mence to flower in November and the second lot in 

February? My plant, have been flowering well all the 
winter up to February, but have now Mopped, and are 
growing vrry tall.—Sraixs. 

[For producing plants for winter blooming, 
the best wav is to take stout cuttings in 
February. Wnen rooted, grow them on as 
hardy as possible, shifting into -t.J-inch pots 
before they become pot-bound, keeping them 
close to the glass and giving abundance of air. 
At the beginning of Jane stand them in a 
sheltered poeition in the open air on a bed of 
ashes, pinching the growths when of suffi :ient 
length, and assisting the roots with liquid- 
mauure as soon as the 6 inch pots, which will be 
large enough for the plants to flower in, are 
becoming pretty well filled with roots. A good 
fibrous loam and some coarse sand suit them 
well. Keep all summer trusses of bloom picked 
off, and remove into a temperature of 50 degs. 
early in October. Their somewfuit root-houud 

Digitized by VjO nT 

condition will induce fliwering better than 
larger pots at this season, liven during the 
winter a gentle current of fresh a>r must be 
given in open weather to prevent tho plants 
becoming drawn.] 

Cyclamens not flowering —Would you kindly 
let ms know why my CjrclameDS, nun in the summer of 

1900, will not flower I 1 Mind you • specimen. The corm. 
Me healthy ; the foliage of the temple i. certainly week, 

but they ire not .11 like this, though tome indeed have 
only thrown up four and eix leaves. I. it solely a bad 
strain, and would you advise me throwing out the lot, a. 

room i. an important item with me ? Are they likely to 
bloom next year?—F. F. O. 

[The young plant of Cyclamen that you have 
sent is perfectly healthy, and the reason of your 

of direct sunshine and cold currents of air; 
indeed, what would bo regarded as a snug little 
house is the beet place for them. A little fire- 
heat will soon be needed, and under such treat¬ 
ment the young plants will quickly make their 
appearance. When large enough to handle pot 
them singly into 2J-inch pots, using a mixture 
of loam, leaf-mouUl, and sand. The month of 
February is a good time for potting them off, 
and if the temperature of the house is kept 
from 50 degs. to 65 degs. they will grow away 
freely. A gentle bedewing with the syringe in 
bright weather is very beneficial. By May or 
June they should be ready to shift into 5 inch 
pots, in which they are to flower. The pou 
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Moschosma rlparium. From a photograph by O. A. Champion. 

plants not flowerin' is that they have been 
grown too slowly, it is true that many culti¬ 
vators obtain good flowering plants in about 
18 months from see 1, but this is where they are 
grown in quantity, and no; associated with 
other things, as is necessary in many places 
where a miscellaneous collection of plants is 
cultivated. In giving briefly the routine of 
successful Cyclamen culture you will be able to 
see if you have fulfilled all the requirements. 
The month of August is a very suitable time for 
sowing the seed, which is best done in shallow 
pans, as there is sufficient room to avoid over¬ 
crowding, which at any stage is very injurious. 
At that time the temperature of a greenhouse is 
sufficient, but they should be placed where clear 

^ UNIVERSITY 

should be well drained, and a suitable potting 
compost is two parts good fibrous loam to one 
part of leaf-mould, with a liberal sprinkling of 
silver-sand. When potted, stand the plants on 
a good bed of ashes in a cold-frame, situated, if 
possible, where the midday sun does not shine 
direct on it. The plants will need to be shaded, 
and a light syringing three or four times a day u 
very beneficial. Watering must be carefully 
done, as an excess of moisture at the roots is 
very injurious. As the plants develop, a little 
weak guano-water about once a fortnight will 
be of great assistance. By September the 
lants should be ready to take into the green 
louse, and some of them will soon commence o 

Sower.'T1 We should certainly advise you not to 
t 
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throw your plants away, but to treat them as 
above detailed lor young unflowered plants, and 
trust that nest autumn you will have nothing 
to complain of regarding their condition] 

BOSES. 

ROSE GLOIRE LYONNAIS E. 

I kemicmrru when this Rone was introduced by 
M. Guillot in 1884 it was described as a yellow 

yellow, it is true, but tlio expanded flowers 
change to almost pure whito. During very 
intense heat, such as we experienced last 
summer, an exquisite tinge ot delicate pink 
pervades the petals, adding much to the charm 
of the very large blossoms. I am afraid there 
is no prospect of obtaining seedlings from this 
Rose, as it yields no pollen grains, neither will 
it produce seed. It is a splendid late-flowering 
garden kind that should be very sparsely 
pruned in order to obtain the best results. Its 
long growths, quite devoid of prickles, should 

at back from 1 foot to 2 feet, and even more. 
Like all the Hybrid Teas it succeeds admirably 
on standard Briers, but objeots to the Manetti. 
If wanted for the garden, the seedling or cutting 
Brier is the best stock for it, unless obtainable 
on own roots, which is better still. As it roots 
readily form cuttings, it should not be difficult 
to procure in that form. It is a first-rate kind 
for pots—not foroed, but grown oool—and would 
also make a fine pillar Rose for greenhouse 
supports. Rosa. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Bose Gloire Lyonnais®. From a photograph by Miss Willmott. 

Hybrid Perpetual. That was before the Hybrid 
Teas had become famous as a separate class. 
There is no doubt it is a true Hybrid Tea by the 
stiff growths and Tea-like blossom, but, unfor¬ 
tunately, there is no fragrance. It has not 
quite the ever-blooming character of the true 
Tea. It is said M. Maillot obtained this Rose 
•a the result of three oonsecutive crosses, and 
jodgiog from some reoent introductions it would 
appear that this method of procedure hcA fituoh 
to recommend it. One c.vmojt| cays (11 
Lyoanaise is a.yellosr Rose. The buds, i 
able for buttonholes, are a clear, soft lomon- 

be retained fully 2 feet long, and ven longer if 
desired ; indeed, I can advise its use os a pillar 
Rose, and against a 5-feot or 0 feet wall or 
fence it is quite happy. Th illustration 
faithfully portrays the beauty and effectiveness 
of this Rose as a garden variety, and the mode 
of pruning adopted in order to obtain a towering 
moss of blossom is also most oommondable, 
especially when the plants are given a suitable 
baokorebnd. 

dull ufeJes as Gloire Lyonnaise may be) made J 
luone^yrfectivo by pruning some of tile I f rontJ 
growths, say to 7 inches or 8 inches, and thoeeJ 

Rose Paplllon—What kind of a Rosa la Papillon 1 
I have only acen It In one Rose Hat, and there Its qualities 
ere deeorlbed ae very good.—It. F. Mattiibks. 

[This is a very pretty Rose, having curious 
twisted petals, which doubtless suggested its 
name. The colour is carmine-rose, shading to 
deeper salmon, a very beautiful tint and rather 
uncommon. It is one of Nabonnand's many 
beautiful seedlings, this raiser having introduced 
the variety over twenty years ago.] 

Pruning Rambler Roses.—On receiving vigorous 
Roeee ot the Rambler type from the nurseryman, which have 
three or four very long ehoots about 4 feet or f, feet, how 

much thould these be pruned the first season after plant¬ 
ing h» February or March In my newly-made Rose-bed f— 

[Climbing Roses of the Rambler type are bes* 
out back to about half their length the first 
year. This will encourage the basal eyes to 
break, so that good growths are secured which 
the following year, if left intact, will give a tine 
display of blossom.] 

Rose M&rechal Nlel.—I venture to send you a 
little of the surface soil of a deep bed for a Marshal Nlel 
Rote In our small oonaervatory. It la infested, with in¬ 

sects, and the plant Is evidently aulterlng, the new leaves 
withering when only Just opened. I shall he grateful. In¬ 
deed, to know by what means I can destroy the petit I 
have been In the habit of piling Tea leaves round the 

stem. Could that possibly help to breed this vermin?— 
II HATH. 

[The only thing you can do is to clear out the 
soil in which your Rose is growing, adding, in 
its place, some good loam and a little manure, 
and taking care that the drainage is good. No 
Rose could do well in such poor rubbish as you 
send.] 

Pruning Bankston Rose.-I have a fine speci¬ 
men of a yellow Bankeian Rose Kaat aspect, trained on 
house; it flowers sparingly. In February it la trimmed 
back. Ie this right 7—Swallow. 

[It is not surprising that your fine specimen 
blooms but sparingly, seeing that you prune it 
in the month of February, and by so doing cut 
away all the flowering wood. The best time to 
prune is directly after flowering, merely remov¬ 
ing old and worn-out wood. The spray or small 
twiggy wood should be preserved, as this 
usually produces the most blossom. Where 
plants are of a good age and have been neglected, 
a considerable reduction of the number of 
growths should tako place, so that light and air 
can penetrate and thus harden the new wood ; 
but above all things retain the young growths 
in their entirety, excepting of course any that 
are produced late in the year, and are thus soft 
and pithy. These should be cut clean out.] 

Hardy dwarf Roses.—Id my garden are step* 
leading from the lawn to the path on the terrace. At 
each aide ot the etepe are walls about 2 ftet high, and I 
should like to plant something along the Bides of the 

walls to hide them a litlle—something not to exceed 2 feet 
high, fairly sturdy. Aspect, full south ; soli light, sub¬ 
soil still loam ; position exposed. Should like Roses, but 

am doubtful as to their suitability for the position. 
Would China Roses be suitable, and, if so, what are the 

best compact-growing, hardiest varieties? If not suit¬ 
able, what would you suggest for such a position I Hybrid 
Perpetuate succeed fairly well here—York. 

[You do not mention the width of the bordor, 
but we preeume it will be a foot wide at least. 
If bo, and tho soil is deeply dug, you should be 
able to grow some very good Rosea upon such 
walls. As there will doubtless be a slope, ytu 
must take oare that the plants are watertd 
during dry weather, and a mulohing of short 
manure would be of considerable assistance, 
commencing in May and allowing the mulch to 
remain till autumn. Plants from cuttings would 
be by far the best for your purpose on tho wall. 
If out baok hard each year they would not 
exceed the limit of height, although we do not 
suppose there would be any objection to the 
Roses rising above tho top of tho wall ; in fact, 
when viewed from the terrace, they would have 
a very nice offect. In preparing the soil, break 
up ih«| spbeoil a.Qd put in a layer, 3 inohes or 
finches thick, of oow-manure. . This should be 
kobutl 18 uraheoJEnp] thfc*u:faoe. Some nioe 

' MiLs^uidMaffacdejdtoeach plant when 
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planting. The following would be an excellent 
■election to choose from: Chinas: Armoea, 
Common Pink, Mme. Lauretta Messimy, Mrs. 
Boeanqnet, Fibvier, White Pet. Polyanthas : 
Perle d’Or, Qloire dee Polyantha, Mme. E. A. 
Nolte, Eugenie Lsmesoh. Hybrid Teas : La 
France, Grace Darling, Camoens, Viscountess 
Folkestone. Teas : Marie d'Orleans, Marie Van 
Houtte, Medea, Mme. Lambard, Papa Gontier, 
Maman Cochet (both white and crimson).] 

GARDEN PESTS AND FRIENDS. 

Insects In Cucumber-bed .—I am eendioK in * 

■mall bottle aome sot* or small Insect* which congregst* 
on the Oucumber-bed* In the hot-house In millions. I 

will feel obliged if the editor would kindly suggest some 
means of killing them 1-Pul Iba. 

[The small insects you find on the Cacumber- 
beds are mites. Yon do not say if they have 
injured your Cucumber plants. If they do not 
I should not trouble about them ; if they do, you 
might spray the beds with paraffin emulsion, or 
some similar compound, such as “ Abol,” or you 
might scrape or skim off the surface of the soil 
and burn it. Boiling water, as you have found, 
is very efficacious in killing the mites.—G. 8. 8.] 

Mussel scale on Apple-trees.—Will you kindly 
inform me what thle is on me enclosed Apple twigs, and 
can you give me a recipe to get clear of same, ae I bar* 
several young trees badly Infested with it?—A. H. 

[The twigs from your Apple-trees are attacked 
by the mussel scale (Mytilaspis pomorum), one 
of our commonest scale insects. The shoots 
you sent are so badly infested that I should 
advise you to cut off and burn any that are in 
a similar condition, and dress the others with 
paraffin emulsion. If the shoots can be reached 
it is best applied with a stiff brush, and it 
should be well rubbed in. If on acoount of the 
size of the tree they cannot be treated in this 
way, they should be sprayed with the same 
mixture, taking care that every infested part of 
the tree is reached by the insecticide. The 
emulsion may be made as follows : Boil 4 lb. 
of soft-soap in J gallon of water, and when it is 
quite dissolved stir in (but not over the fire) 
1 gallon of water. Work it through a syringe 
until it becomes of a creamy consistency, then 
add nine times its bulk of soft water. Mix it 
thoroughly with the syringe, and it is fit for 
use.—G. 8. 8 ] 

Black ante destroying Cyclamens.—Would 
you kindly ioform me about thus Cyclamen bulb* In the 
next leaue of your paper? They have been riddled by 

black ants, which have attacked two or three other Oyola- 
men bulbe in the same bouse. As far as I know, there 

was no defect Id them at all before the ante attacked 
them. Is It not a very unusual proceeding oo the part of 
these insects? What can I do to prevent them damaging 

the other bulb* other than dusting them with Tobacco- riwder ? The ant* are not In any great number as far as 

can find, and entirely oonflne themselves to the small Kof the bouse where the Cyclamens are.—Oioaos 
3 ALL (RlV.). 

[I have never heard of ants attacking Cycla¬ 
mens in this way before. The best remedy is to 
find the nest ana destroy it. This is easily dene 
if the nest can be reached by opening it and 
pouring in boiling water. This is best done 
when all the ante are in for the night. If the 
nest is in such a position that this is impossi¬ 
ble, means should be tried to pour paraffin-oil 
or dilute carbolio-acid into it. Sometimes the 
nests are made under the floor of a greenhouse, 
and the ants find their way between the stones 
or bricks of the floor. When this is the case, a 
Siece of well-kneaded day or putty, well worked 

own on to the stones or Dricks, should be 
formed into a kind of cup round the hole by 
which the ants enter—this should be filled with 
paraffin-oil, which will gradually trickle down 
into the nest and kill the ants. If this be not 
practicable, trap the ants in saucers of beer and 
sugar, or treacle, or with pieces of sponge soaked 
in treacle with a string tied to them, so that 
when covered with ants they may be dipped 
into boiling water. Bones not thoroughly 
cleaned may be used in the same way. If each 
pot be set on a small saucer inverted into a 
larger one partly filled with water, the ants will 
be prevented from reaching the plants—G S. 8.) 

1* At many of the molt interetting note* and 
article* In "Gardsniso" from the very beginning have 
come from it* readers, m offer each week a copy of the 
latest edition of either “ Stovb and Om 
or "Tin Rndush Flows* Gaiduk," loan* sencur jj 

moot rueful or mtervlirg letter or mVorlartipapp. lie 
in the current meek* issue, which util belhafkea tku* 

V GARDENING UNDER DIFFICULTIES. 

A vicarage jast below the church, standing 
on a gravel bank, exposed to every wind that 
blows, facing rows of cottages, with a back¬ 
ground of furnacee, and, beyond, the unseen 
slag-bound Solway shore. If the wind were not 
enough to check the enthusiasm of an amateur 
gardener, he might well be forgiven for yielding 
to the blighting influence of smoke and dreary 
landscape! It was, however, these very con¬ 
dition* that seemed to make flowers a necessity 
of cheerful life, as surely as it i* the possession 
of flowers that leads me to contribute some 
experiences for the encouragement of other 
equally unfavoured amateurs. The weekly 
perusal of Gardening from cover to cover 
makes a man long for a sunny clime and a 
congenial soil, but it does not always enoourage 
gardening under difficulties. Some years 
experience of slum life, never without a flower 
and its influence, has taught me that, with 
patience, the selection of suitable plants, and 
perhaps contentment with a less luxuriant 
growth, no one need despair of surrounding 
home with Nature s choicest gems. 

At the outset, the obvious difficulties to meet 
were wind and drought, due to the exposed 
position and gravel subsoil, and, in a lees 
degree, the absence of shade. Open trellis- 
work and edgings of fine wire netting gave more 
shelter than any form of wall or close paling. 
Hedges of Privet, Beech, and Buckthorn have 
taken more kindly than anything else to the 
south-westers from the sea, with the exception, 
perhaps, of common varietiee of 8alix. These, 
in turn, win some shelter from plantings of 
common and Golden Elder. Trees and shrubs, 
however, as yet make little headway. The 
flower beds are more grateful, and, though they 
may lack the setting of beautiful surrouna- 
ings and leafy backgrounds, they are instinct 
with memories of Surrey, Westmoreland, 
and Lancashire more favoured gardeners. I 
sometimes wonder what plants from far 
Fochabers or from the heights of Rochet du 
Naze think of their new surroundings, where 
furnaoee outnumber trees and selfishly exclude 
the distant glimpses of Criffel's sunset radiance 
or Skidaw’a heights. Well, whatever their 
thoughts may be, they nobly fulfil their 
mission, and strive to live an elevating influence 
just where they are told. 

First comes Scilla sibirics, with its blue 
flowers, never so appreciated as under the smoke- 
stained sky ; then Aoonite, Crocus, and Lent 
Lily, some thrusting their way through masses 
of Antennaria tomentoea, with its olose silver 
foliage, and Aubrietia purpurea and other 
alpine* which find a home and shelter on the 
rockeries. Snowdrops do not oome up a seoond 
year, Narcissi also fail. The Tur'oan Lily 
(pomponium), from a Surrey garden, flourishes 
and blooms soon after Easter. Lilium tigrinum 
and candidum in sheltered corners resist the 
wind and smoke amazingly. 

After the spring bulbs have gone to rest the 
Polyanthus and Primrose struggle to make a 
show, but summer drought and sun are too 
much for them. Wallflowers and the common 
Columbines, the former with masses of Mysotia 
near them, make a display of which no garden 
need be ashamed, and help to give us a taste of 
luxurious growth so delightful under summer 
climes. Various Arabia, alpina and albida, do 
well. Cerastium tomentoeum. Saxifrage oordi- 
folia, longifolia, Sedum album, turgidum, atro- 
purpureum, Soldanella, and the common biting 
Stonecrop all make a useful show ; the last, 
picked up in quantities on the shore, is fre¬ 
quently remarked on, as also are the varieties 
of the common Sea Pink, with their refreshing 
dumps of all the year round green foliage. The 
oommon Bladderwort, with its close silver 
growth and white flowers, also upholds the 
claim, often overlooked, of local wild flowers to 
a place beside their rater fellows. Other alpine 
dwarf-growing plants might be mentioned 
which thrive under conditions into which many 
would hesitate to introduce them : but the her¬ 
baceous borders are after all the mine of wealth, 
since they contribute to the brightness of 
church, home, and sick-room, as well as make 
the garden gay. 

In a border under a north wall the annual 
op (Humnlus japonic*), Tropasolum canarieaia, 

other Nasturtiums help the Woodbine, 
lopsis, and Ivy to ado no what Hoses 

cannot be prevailed upon to cover. The common 
Woodruff enjoys the shade at their feet, and 
makes, with the perennial Myosotis, a close 
carpet background. Clumps of Iris virginica, 
florentina, and other commoner kinds, annosl 
Sunflowers (Stella for choice). Lupins, the only 
Rose that seems to flourish (Rom alba), tall' 
White Lilies, masses of Michaelmas Daisies, 
Pyrethrum uliginosum, all fill in turn the 
middle distance, and if the foreground is not 
thick with Pansies or Violas, patches of Whits 
Harebell, and the crimson-leaved Clover, it is 
filled up with useful annuals, bke theSaponaria 
calabrica, Asperula, Nemophila, and Phacelia 
campanularia. Bat of hardy annuals there is 
no end. A search for the less popular kindi is 
well rewarded. Delphiniums, perennial Sun¬ 
flowers—Miss Mellish, for instance—Veronica*, 
Lychnis chalcedonies, Canterbury Bells, and 
Gypsophila, with Foxgloves and Mulleins, all 
have their place. Hollyhocks are tied in 
against the fence or trellis shelter. Csmptnnls 
carpatioa and pumila. too, make lovely masees 
of bloom on bank or pathway border. The 
Eryngiums make sturdy growth in quite exposed 
positions. Dianthus deltoides loves a sonny 
and dry bank. The Spar i -h Iris contributes 
generously to the cut flower basket, while 
nothing exceeds the brilliance of Poppies— 
orientate, nudicaule, and many another. It is 
astonishing what an effect may be obtained with 
masses of dwarf Nasturtiums, and for a bedding 
out plant Antirrhinum (Jaeen of the North is s rial favourite. Dahlias, I find, make a fair 

_ lay pegged down on the beds to Mve them 
from the wind. Compensation for the failure to 

grow Roses is to be found in an abundance of 
Carnations. Soil and climate have no terrors 
for Rabv Castle, Duchess of Fife, the Old 
Clove, Mrs. Sinkina, and Her Majesty—they 
seem on the contrary to give an added depth of 
colour. I have not mentioned half the forty 
varieties I picked one day last summer, but 
enough to prove my point- a garden may, like 
all else, rise superior to it* surroundings, and 
make the most cheerless prospect more kind 
and cheerful by furnishing a flower foreground. 
A spade and rake, a friendly feeling for Bowers, 
with a natural sympathy for their needs, Dot to 

mention the possession of a few friends with 
old-established gardens, will suffioe to turn many 
a wilderness into a place of flowers and haMT 
memories. It certainly may be Mid of garden) 
—“ folk never know what they can do till they 
try.” Semperti-orks*. 

RENOVATING CARNATION BED. 

A correspondent recently sought advice on 
this matter in the columns of this journal, and 
as I happen to be engaged in carrying out work 
of a similar description at the present time, I 
am assuming that a short note in addition to the 
Editor’s advice may perhaps prove acceptable. 
Before proceeding further I should state that 
there is this difference in the two cases. 
“ E. H ” is apparently obliged to make use of 
the old plants again, while I am enabled to 
dispense with them through having a good 
supply of young stock on band which was 
layered last autumn. These were potted up 
m soon as rooted, and have been wintered in a 
cold-frame, the sashes of which have been 

merely need as a protection against rain, frost, 
and snow, and the result is the plants are hardy, 
vigorous, and abundantly rooted- This method 
I would strongly advise “ E. H." to adopt next 
autumn, and if he cannot afford them a cold- 
frame or pit, then allow the layers to remain 
attached to the mother plants until the spriog 
before separating them, and then to plant them 
wherever he may desire. In some localities 
layers as soon as rooted may be taken off sod 
planted at once in their permanent quarters 
with suocees, but such cases are not general, lor 
what with damp and frost alternating during 
the winter months, the losses are often very 
severe, and I have before now witnessed the 
destruction of qnite one half of the plants from 
those causes. 

In my own case, I am removing some of the 
staple from the borders, as it is, from haring 
had constant applications of manure yesr alter 
year, little better than a mass of homos, and am 
replacing it with parings from the edges ol 
welkii sad drives which have beoome thoroughly 
rotted down,_ When incorporated with tl* 
remainder bL the soil in the borders the result 
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will be an idoal compost for Carnations, and 
one I am looking forward to giving excellent 
recalls. With regard to planting, my plan is 
10 aet oat the plants in “threes,’ and in 
triangular fashion, each group of plants stand¬ 
ing 2 feet apart, and the same distance between 
the rows. If care be taken to make the groups 
ol plants angle with those immediately in front 
t.r behind them, as the case may be, the beds or 
iorders at once look well furnished, and the 
floral display is also considerably enhanced later 
on by the use of the additional number of 
plants. Seedlings, of whioh I like to raise a 
lew annually, I generally plant in lines in the 
kitchen gardon for cutting from, and should 
anything extra good appear among them they 
are propagated by layering as soon as the 
plants havo ceased flowering. A. W. 

WATER GARDENS. 
Fok many years oar ponds, Btreamlets, and 
lakes were left very much to themselves, no 
ihoaght being bestowed on the plants useful for 

DRY FLOWER BORDERS. 

A KLOWKK bonier, where the soil is not merely 
shallow, but poor, is not the place one would 
choose for many of our favourite garden flowers. 
In too great a number of instances, however, the 
selection of a garden is not left with the 
individual, as more frequently than not it is 
one of the things that has to be “ taken to ” with 
all its attractions or failures. Borders that are 
naturally dry from the position they occupy, 
where perhaps the subsoil is gravel, and thus 
moisture quickly drains away, have at times to 
be taken into account. When can one improve 
such a border, and in what manner, are ques¬ 
tions that suggest themselves to one's mind, and 
perhaps at no other time of the year are they so 
convenient to deal with. At this time, when 
plant life is moving, when borders are, as a rule, 
praotioally bare, one can take in hand the re- 
invigorating of one’s flower borders, so to speak, 
and make such arrangements as will tend to the 
prolongation of many of the blossoms that 
follow in later days. Let a start be made then 
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As within the next few weeks much planting 
has to be done, and seod sowing to be gone 
through, a list of subjects suitable for dry 
borders will interest some readers similarly 
situated in regard to their gardens. One of the 
earliest lessons I had to learn was this—that it 
was almost futile to plant to any extent hardy 
herbaceous things on a hot, sunny border as late 
as March, and expect them to do well ths first 
eoason. It is a temptation that comes to many 
as they go into a flower-market in March and 
April, when Phloxes and Campanulas, Pyreth- 
rums, Diceutras, etc., are offered for sale, to 
buy just a few varieties that wo most wont. I 
must plead guilty to buying so late myself, but 
when thus late it is well to remember that a 
hot, dry border, with the bright spells of April 
sunshine and the hotter days of May, tries 
very much all newly-planted stuff that has 
not had time to get sutliciently established. If 
they are to be purchaaid at that time of the 
year, give them the benefit of a north border, 
as undoubtedly the best period for the planting 
of all hardy subjects is between October and 

Harllac's white hybrid Water-L ly (N'jmphma Marliwea alliida), planted six years and nrver protected, showing effect In open water. 

From a photograph by 0. A. Champion. 

beautify ing their surface or margin. Gradually, 
however, water plants are coming to the front, 
•od an impetus has resulted from the introduc¬ 
tion of the many charming new hybrid 
N'ymph.’i-as, which are now largely grown in 
iime of onr beet known gardens. As yet many 
of the beat hybrids are scarce, and care wilf be 
Deeded and possibly protection requirsd on the 
larger pieces of ornamental water where water- 
fowl are encouraged. In planting the choicer 
kinds some care is necessary when sinking them 
ioto their places. Planting is best carried out 
a*, the end of April or early in May, a simple 
way being to put the plants with some soil into 
shallow baskets, and sink them to the bottom of 
Uve lake or pond where you intend them to 
grow. Before the basket has decayed the plant 
will have anchorod itself to the bottom by frosh 
roots. A natural mud bottom is best for Water 
Lilias, bit they can be grown in tanks the 
bottoms of whioh are covered with a layer of 
heavy lramy soil about 1 foot in depth, allowing 
shout 2 feet of water over this. 

Among tbe hybrid kinds that have 
introduced we find that the earlier raise 
us tbe best, the flowers being flier yai 
pluti altogether stronger in growth. 

with the soil, and, if it is to be had, prooure as 
much new material aa is possible, that from a 
field or pasture land in preference to any other, 
removing the Grass ana digging ont the under 
spit. Whether it is worth while to cart away 
some of the existing soil in the borders is a 
question for each one todecide, bat, in a general 
way, when years have elapeed since they were 
made, it often occurs that the soil has sunk to 
suoh an extent as to require much filling up. 
Some partly-rotted dung is of much assistance 
where borders have a deal of sun to contend 
with, and if at the time of digging plenty of 
manure is used the advantage will be seen 
months later. I have had to do with borders 
that, under ordinary circumstances, wore soon 
dried up, and when one oonld scarcely discern 
within a couple of hours after rain tnat there 
had been any, where plants qnickly came into 
bloom and as quiokly failed, and all because of 
an insufficiency of soil and a substratum of 
gravel. After dealing with them in the manner 
indicated I found that, together with a mulch 
of old manure in June, over which soil was 

install for mere tidiness, I had solved the 

February, weather permitting. To return lo 
the flowers suitable for a dry border, may I 
propose to those who havo hitherto failed with 
betiding plants to try instead Tagetes signata 
pnmila and Morning Star Chrysanthemum ? 
Jacobieas are very showy, wonderfully profuse, 
and may be raised from seed in a oold frame. 
Where I havo failed with the perennial Lark¬ 
spur I can generally succeed with the annual 
forms, and these aro most attractive in a 
border. Then one must cot forget how all 
through a long, dry season the Caillardiaa 
bloomed when other plants drooped. I'ortu- 
lacas and single Petunias are both pretty acd 
bloom well grown under oircamstances so 
advorse to many plants. The common yellow 
Chrysanthemum often to be found in the field— 
via., C. aegotum grandifloruni—is worth the 
attention of those who are on the look-out for a 
cheap annual to produce an abundance of blos¬ 
soms for cutting, and another blossom, of 
orange, and yellow, and brown, equally imper¬ 
vious to drought, is to ho found in the Coreopsis, 
a charming hardy annual. How useful too it 
that Ibldltmia plant, the Antirrhinum. It is 

the early decay of many of t in a i't-u'.ia! plant I Dr soihi ibr.t a.i. somewhat dry, 
vw. UiG ....» K-n<11 nft '/inniflfl AFA bat oloomB ^ell nutwitliiUncJing. Zinnias are 
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long-lasting and brilliant, and a sunny border is gardener who grow, for a constant supplyof i K 
the place ol all others in the garden where they flowers only the matter has quite a different of Ho4M other umq the Ramblers, of the bum type 
should be cultivated. For the first batch, sow bearing, for to encourage the production of and class as the Oloire de Dijon, Blairi No. 2, etc.! n 
in heat at the end of March, and plant out the runners from each plant during the month of gardou Job a T^te jiardv 
first week in June. To ensure a continuance of August as advised (or any other month while in e£.h* ,“3 £,t) 'uherT < lerasti* or some other flows* .• 
blossoms throughout the summer sow some the open, come to that), is robbing the crowns climber, bat do not quite see how I am to train tbeaup 
more seed in the open air towards the end of of that energy for the production of flowers unleaa I make a complete lattice-work of wood between 
M.y- _ ''-.I-. .hiohg^™,™ ^-.oar to Mid „p from fSt5 

time the young plants are put out in early April pUnt a row o( tbe China Monthly Koera aU aloog Uu M 
NOTES AND REPLIES. until lifted in the month of October. Surely between the uprights to make In time a close, low hedt. NOTES AND REPLIES. until lifted in the month of October. Purely between tbe uprights to make in time a close, low hedc.. 

tip" does not wish to iniDlv that plants treated 11 you think this suitable, kindly tell me how near leas 
Balbs for border.—What sort of bulbs or plants , mUTlilV P thfn1' V>d » 11 'V!"** AHS" “™“‘ Bulbs for border.—What sort of bulbs or plants , fn • h . 'u hlooms in oualitv plant them, ana n it is oest at once to tram tnemu. 

could I put In a border, 16 feet by 2 feet, under sitting. M lie advocates furnish such blooms in quality hedge on wire, or can they be left their flret season u 
room window? Aspect south-east; the soil is good, and or quantity as do the plants that have every bushes?-T. M. D. U. 
has been turned over and manured with cow-manure last runner persistently pinched off throughout the rT »_ ni.„a 
month. It has not been plabted last year. I want it to Rnmmnr „ R(Vln „ the same can be laid hold P 7*. ° we think, to plant each 
look well from May to September.-Lso. r K ^ A »h , lima "id8 of the uPrl8hM. M this means and ea- 

[You may plant now such things as Tigridias, pSL t^i ve my method Ployi°g variou8 “£• °nly wiU yon “a*d 
Ix,a, in_ very charming variety. Gladiolus in ^^S^TlSSi^S you/valuable »“• “« 

[You may plant now such things as Tigridias, with «I purpose to* veiny method P10?10* vanou8 kl°df °nly ■ y0“ * 6 v 

££ ;°cS »;b:"Sr.olrz»“cs Srs.'s 
SSrLSS 

other plants, Carnations, single Pyrethrums, durinu winter al do Larch P°lea that have °0t ***“ 100 clo8*‘-r 
Gaillardia, Scabiosa caucasica Helenium numi- £ y cnltivated in tfhe ^ay I have nained above. 
lum, Stenactis speciosa, Montbretias ; and such - KnT- ’ “ 

golds, Rocket Larkspur, Gypsophila elegaus ,,e niean8 ' overhead climbers become established there 
rosea. Shirlev and other Poppies 1 Violet culture.-Would you give mo instructions should be enough of drapery to hang down the 

. 1 . . " . , , . for the successful culture of Violets, In open »nd in •, ;e ni.ntR ftro carefullv trained Plant- 
Plants for shady. sandy bank-I have an Toe time to uke young sucker.’ When to plant ?,de8 U the plants are^oareiuiiy WMMO. riMP 

ugly, bare piece of bank, not steep, under trees, but not outy Whether old plants ehould be kept for more than ing a pergola With the rightful subject* IS a 
densely shaded, almost pure sand, or, at least, sandy soil. one year-H for second year whether they should be question of time and not less of preparation. In 

^"rS' '““-“S'-*' «b. l*tt«r connection, for example, it is» gooi 
soil and manure to start with. Being shade, I presume . , . plan to plant a few tall Briers for Stocks, SO 
Tamarisk would not doT I had an idea of coarse, common [ l he season tor planting out the runners lor that these may be worked at 8 feet high. This 
Ferns in hales of leaf mould, but fear it would be too dry the next season's use is in April. Usually i i „ quickly give vou the top covering 

eyMOre' 80 >hl" ,ert m09: Kr‘M,ul then there are sho wers which are very holpfuf, by Tatog for® all Te planUto climb 
,ru._ J .....u:. u„i. ar‘d the runners then are, or should bo, pro- Hinmit.no-.U8iv. You will find in the following 

than by waiting for all the plants to climb 
simultaneously. You will find in the following 

[rhere is not the least reason for this bank to vide(1 with now rolta preparatory to planting. the Rambler Mid free 

to " VioleU are best re plan tel every year, whether sorU: Aglaia f Y^l^ Ramble,. 

p'ieces^iv^'a go^-^dT^area^With'"^^^''^^^^! ^¥1 P*f- 
as tbL^ formiDg a ^rmanent covering the bulb^ ,treatnlent 19 retired for the double as v|gorouB climbers. Not a few of the latter are 

mav bTdibblel fn^Hue se^on afd quite a f°r 8'n8 var^t'e,’ exf P* l.hab the latter late flowering. The China Monthly Roses in- 
varLlseason of flower result ? more space because of their coarser growth, tended to form a hedge would be best allowed 
varieu season oi uower result, j Single varieties of the modern kinds, such as a, ho.b nUnta for norhann tbn two first season.*, 

Plowera forsmall garden -Ai t should like to princ6ss of Wales, flower freely on the runners j assuming quite a low hedge is required of 
hive a good and continuous supply of flowers in my small „Wu f ' the n.rent nlant. and for ^^“auming^qaite aJOW hedge Ureqmreu. 

to be a veri table 111 mo for not a few things that tV^ to forTulZr ted* or fa The |i 
w.ll not bo grown in the ordinary Way. It ..in 8itufttion of the bed may be open or partially ' JL^GraV WMto « il 

Iro^ X ^nd *comrnon^Snowih-ops °an<l ,,l.«1«d by trees according to the nature of the JKSSl- V 
grow ireeiy, ana common onowarops ana uca g0,i jn light land, which invariably suffer* oAmhiPr I-V icit.'- PerDetne Oueen of the Bel- 1 
cojum veruum form established clusters and the I11)re or le8B in ,lry weather, a little shade is ^ns (cr‘eauwwhite) The Snd (nankeen 
lojely Mua of Muscari con.cura makes its most beneficial. On more holding soils Violets are SnTp£k?^iS (bright scar"th Mme. Alf. 
effective bla/.e of colour. Unfortunately, you jMt u well if not better, planted in the Carriere (whitT <and 5^^low? Rampant (pure 
cannot now so well plant such things as you 0 n Thig Ues to double 0r single Violet* pi?. ^P^SthSgn^- 
mayhave done in October last, yet this ■* the £Uaied fJr frames or for outdoor culture 
line to follow, and none more capable of on, Ground for Violets must be of good “ laroeXwered and latespecies, 
pleasurable results. What you may «Io now is (.uanty, well prepared by trenching or deep Th s f, the " Prairie R^•’ Th^5ell(K 
to plant the common London Pride, dibbling Jj in and should also receive a fairly liberal Austr L C iDneVllriers woul.l be verj beautiful 
single crowns over the who e area at b inches addition o{ decayed manure ami, if possible, on th ‘ ‘Drichte Oth^rExcellent climbers ire; 
apart—just as a carpet for the season. Of by 8ome leaf mould. Stable-manure, or that which a lister Orev Aim.-» Vibert AbbeThom- 
m-ik na the ho es vou sneak of. such plants as „.„„i-i vi...u__ w».i. Alister btella Urej, Atm.;* Vibert, adds inom 

hive a eooa »na continuous supply oi njwt-re m .ny small _i„„. __j suu, s..su.iu( 
garden during the comini; summer and autumn, I should winch issue from the parent plant, and for tbese, yon will do well to obtain only the 
b! much obliged if you will tell me-i. The names of a few this reason can be left. The double varieties 8maHer plants for the oViginal planting. By 
hardy annuals, and when to sow them V 2, The names of a require the runners removed frequently in sum- «^Av.;«l nn,nlr,.i„„ in f ho nUnt- 
few hardy perennials, and when to plant them? Bath * „ „ ralf, ,hflir nn thn foregoing any special preparation in lneP*“l 
animals and perennials r-qtiired to be effective, fragrant, mor’ 90 “ concentrate their streugth on the )n„ a gmaner growth calculated to mske the 
and useful for cuttimr.-M F. crown which give, the finest blooms. In frames best and closest hedge will be formed of snch 

[The following are good of the first-named, ^he PUnta 8ho“,d bo 90 arranged that their tbiDg8.] 

r„nirls Dianthus8°HeddewegT = &££ SS Sweet Peaa-ralslng plants under 
Golden Queen and Salmon Qa^’n, Nasturtium they are kept well up te the light they some- 
Tum Thumb Hnlianthua Stella ri fenti times give a deal of trouble from damping of the manner in which you have expressed yonrse , 

H. cucumerifo’lias (3 feet), Calliopsis, Gaillardia 12av,ea' Ventilation is an important item in Se Srly 
nir-te (mixed 1 fivnsonhila eleoans rosea Mar Violet culture. This should be given freely on these beautiful annual blossoms from tbe ear ) 

ESilTSS^ e-ry favourable occasion, and the light/are ” theY^t 3*S» ? 
Sweet Sultans, Cornflower, Helichrysum, Linum ** removed daily in mild weather. Good greatest care with Uie'first.batch l,lan^, 
grandiflorumrubrum, Shirley and other Poppies, loamy roil should, if possible, be provided for J«y Jj 1infort- 

Sweet Peas Of the perennials vou mav nlant plantmg in pits, adding a little wood-ashes and As you are keeping the glass structure conn 
at • Genm —m Dl ( andvtuft leaf-motl.l but no manure. Ii a little fresh soil ably warm, there is a danger that with «« 

Doronicum in variety, Columbines (hybrid vars. )| is given as a top-dressing early in March the ‘mav'tef^to^ 
Oaillnrdian Ifomoroeallis flava. H Thunherui runners become stronger and better rooted for sun s influence, may be far too much, nee 

o»tol;iloor.l,,Iy inApr.l, B-id- b.^h 
ffatus. A acrig. Montbretias. Crown Anemones, boing kept moist at the roots by occasional near to the glass roof of your 
Rudbeckia Nowmani, Aster Amellus, A. lievi- planting out-oi-aoore eany in April. Besides 
gates, A acris, Montbretias, Crown Anemones, being kept moist at the roots by occasional ““f JJ® 
single Pyrethrums, Iris germanica, Poloraonium watering, their growth is much benefited by an f’8?attjid^if^ yI thT^dl^the linrii 
Richardsoni, Achillea mongolica, Helenium overhead sprinkling, in the evening during the ar3y. IHs a mistake to keep 
pumilum. H. autumnale, Heuchera sanguinea, Bummer when the surrounding soil is hot and q™cWy dnes up It is«t mistake te keep 
G-alepa officinalis and G o alba 1 dry- While this promotee a healthy growth it soil in the pots m which the Sweet res* 
Galega officinalis, and G o. alba, j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ] Browing too moist at this early period, there- 

Propagating Violets. — “ C„ m a Plant8 for pergola-l »m making S p.,Kols -crow fore, when going ovei-the plants each mormc?, 
recent issue, advocates quite a new departure as path running from north to south. The nsrgols is to be water only those which appear to M »» 
to increasing the stock of these valuable winter 78 Pet lomt and n feet wide, and will have thirteen drier than is desirable, giving such plant* * 

f^'|ea»rlyvlPfing fl17T’ a meth^1’ 1 fear' not “Che^'diamewr'e^h^r'1!' want S thorough soaking As a rde, this will surtioehr 
likely to be followed by many who grow their different Rambler Roses and any other quick-growing some days. In the meantime the secona i»«- Slants during summer expreesly-for producing} sorts you would kindly suggest. Should I only plant of plants will be pushing through the soil, *du 

owers from September to tbeJnionliCci' / Bril climber to each upright, or. as they are a good sfzr In that they may not become drawn see that tbe 
It may be all right for the tra^W^.eW 'M Won.helves near the glass red. « 
is to propagate rooted plants for sale ; but t<HBe Ramblers alternately with other good hereby climbing |WM obrorved with the earlier lot of piauw 

Slants during summer expressly—for proc 
owers from Scptember to tberoiontJfYi' 

It may be all right for the tradey-whose sc 
is to propagate rooted plants for sale ; but be | Ramblers alternately with other 
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?,f i^h r 1' 40 bcC0.T l0ung,er than “noe. th«y continue in flower over a long season 

H «*°!ithe 8helv08' LaS The double ,lowerfl- we th'ok, lack the elegance 
«rlT S,nei“ ,,n. th.° of the 8ing|a bl0°®’. hut they last well then 
w **.ent?aT "eej!1,,?Pf V^nta is out, and also make a bright show in the open. 

JLir Id vent™ TTk' Col,l franl6aJ hav" The so-called 8t. Brigid Anemones, like tL 
1 ‘,hla 8ea,on' ftnd ftre of Caen and Nice, are simply selections from 

U ch of nUn^Tm,M 'fhrMf Th.e “?1,aBi the PjPPy Ane"'™". -lepencling for their value 
m the ' coM «’ therefore- be Pl*,ed °n '-are in selection, and also on good culture in 

? 11 ."O" a? they have the warm limestone-soil the plants so well enjoy, 
income fairly sturdy, i nd somewhat hardened —Ei» 1 3 
off in consequence. Give etch pot ample room. 

The young plants will need the support of 
•pnggy little stakes when their height exoeedB 

VV.he,n a.rran8in8 the A visit I paid some time ago to a number of 
plants see that the apnggy stakes in one pot do gardens managed by cottagers that were entered 

COTTAGERS’ GARDENS. 

not touch the stake* oi those in the adjoining For competition “'for the'best*kept'aacTmost 

SStaSf'"TlJ®W,U qU;°kl7 beCon,1® tastefully arranged garden ” in connection with 
interlaced. Air may bo given freely at all the show held in the village, corroborated the 

_l*‘?5pl,,n lr08ty weather and during the opinion I had previously formed, that some 
flowering plants, common enough in most prevalence of cutting easterly and north- 

A Somersetshire cottage garden. From a photograph sent by Mr. J. Walters, Yeovil. 

utterly winds. Plan!s treated in this way may i gardens, were specialised, as it were, and 
(•planted out in mid-April or even earlier with "" * ' 
I'tue risk of failure. The second batch and 
r-hers succeeding it should be treated in like 
umer, and if your cold-frame acocmraod ition 

< somewhat limited, each batch should succeed 
•te other in its occupation os they are in turn 
planted. 

Poppy Anemones from Ireland.— 
"'* are sending you a few of our attain of Poppy 
Anemones. We can now gather flowers in over 
iirty distinct colours, ana have dose upon four 

urea of this glorious plant, which blooms from 
1 os to ten months out of the twelve, and is, 
•ithoet doubt, the beet winter and spring- 

■ oming hardy plant in cultivation.— Reams* 
"Trow A Co., Aldf.rboroiu/h Nuratry, Oeaahill, 

Go., Ireland. 

IA very beautiful gathering, the flowers varied 
ia colour, and of good substance. There is now _ 
* •underfill range of oolonr in the various PoppyJ tionally 
Aasaooss, and, what is of mope dmp^rtvj jg 

cultivated by them with suoh enthusiasm and 
thoroughness as to bring about a really fine 
display—indeed, to such an extent as to draw 
people to the gate for a glimpse of borders that 
had become the envy of the villagers, and, as 
some of them justly remarked, “ were the finest 
they had ever seen.” Where these cottages are 
situated matters little now; suffice it to say that 
during a holiday ramble once I found myself 
one evening in one of the prettiest villages it 
has been my fortune to set foot, where much 
interest is taken by the landed proprietor in 
the gardens on his estate. In most of the 
places into which I sauntered one noticed that 
great pride was taken in the flower borders, 
and one of the things which surprised me most 
of all was this, that although many of the 
borders were undoubtedly showy, it was not due 
to the great variety of plants one saw, for in 
three or four of the gardens, which were ex cep 

ijlht and to a casual observer were 
I [ivizo-winners, there were very few 

subjects iu them, but they were ol a high 
standard, and, like those depicted in the 
illustration, were planted so as to biiDg about 
a most excellent display. In fact, the best 
gardens were those where the fewest sorts were 
grown, strange as it may seem. The main idea 
with the grower evidently was to cultivate well 
the few in pretereDce to the many. In the garden, 
for example, that was subeoquently awarded 
first prize particular attention had been paid 
to the growing of Campanulas, Pyrethrums, 
Lilies, and Fuchsias; in another, Begonias, 
Z inals, Stocks, and Asters rivetted one’s atten¬ 
tion, and in a third ZiDnias, Verbenas, Gladioli, 
Marigolds, and Carnations had been well grown. 
The large Dumber of flowers of a particular 
variety and often of one colour seemed to bring 
about a very nice t fleet; especially was this so 
with Asters, Stocks, and Zinnias. Horticultural 
societies do not, as a general rule, set aside 
much money for prizes for the best cnltivated 
gardens, their objeot being rather to enoourage 
the exhibiting ol flowers, fruit, and vegetables 
to be brought within the show tent ana attract 
the people, and so augment the funds of the 
society, but where arrangements can be made 
to offer facilities to cottagers in the manner 
described, it not infrequently follows that keen 
competition is evinced by them in other classes 
of the show—at least, my observation has led 
me to such a conclusion. Some plants seem to 
be better grown by oottagers than do others, 
and besides those already referred to one may 
mention Delphiniums and Phloxee, some of the 
finest spikes at many of our exhibitions coming 
from oottage gardens. Pentatemons, annual 
Larkspurs, Canterbury Bells, and Gaillardias 
are flowers in which cottagers take the greatest 
interest. Pansies, too, are special favourites 
with many, and not a few first prizes are 
awarded in the cottagers’ classes. One oannot 
he surpriied at this, considering what time they 
devote to their gardens, ofteD, in the summer, 
finding pleasure in them in the early morning 
before the day’s work commences, and then 
again at night till darkness seta in. In this 
self-same hamlet to which reference has been 
made other oottagers’ gardens, superior to those 
f had before seen, attracted my attention. 
There were several semi-detached houses, 
along the front of which a verandah had been 
erected, covered then with Roses, Clematis, 
Honeysuckles, Jasmines, etc. Tho houses weie 
all tenanted by old people, with some of 
whom I had a chat, and who told me that the 
houses had been buHt years before as "alms¬ 
houses.” It must have been a kindly thought 
whioh prompted the donor to establish such 
residences for the old folk in the first place, 
for they bore no sign of the “ poor-house,” save 
that under one of the porches over the lintel of 
the door, partly covered with creepers, I read 
the inscription :— 

“ At svsolog time It shall be light." 

But for this no one would have imagined them 
to be other than well-bnilt cottages for private 
individuals, and the small lawns at the front of 
the houses, containing gaily filled beds, and 
about which there were seats placed, all testified 
for a consideration on behalf of the inmates. 
Borders too on either aide of ihs paths exhibited 
muoh beauty—Dielytraa and Rockets, Fox¬ 
gloves and Pyrethrums were there, and as one 
went away one could not help contrasting the 
lot ( f these old people whose closing years had 
been lightened with that of others who had to 
toil hard to the end of the chapter, under condi¬ 
tions bo adverse and disheartening, and just as 
the day was sinking one could not help reoalling 
other lines:— 

•• When the brooding twilight 

Unfolds her starry wings ; 
And worn Hearts blew with tenderness 

The peace that evetlde brings." 

Lkahukst. 

EA8T LOTHIAN STOCKS. 

Tiibhe beautiful and fragrant flowers are indis¬ 
pensable in every garden, and invaluable for 
cutting. Moreover, if the plants are mulched 
and assisted with liquid-manure, they will oon- 
tinuo flowering for several months. Some raise 
a batch of plants in autumn and keep them in 
small pots all winter, shifting them into larger 
ones in January, and treated thus they make 
grand upeoimfeni lor the embellishment of the 

raUlng|^o^iu April and 
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May. The see<l may bo sown at any time in 
February in gentle heat. Some advise sowing 
in January, but as there is then little sun the 
plants are generally weak. The less artificial 
heat employed the finer will the plants be. Sow 
in fine loamy soil, with a small quantity of old 
Mushroom-bed manure added, also a little 
coarse sand or grit to keep it open. Sow thinly, 
as if the aeedliugs are crowded the surplus ones 
cannot be thinned out without the rest being 
loosened, which is an evil. Keep the Boil 
moist, and as soon as the plants are up place 
them close to the roof glass, and if pciesible 
near the ventilators, as they require plenty of 
air and light. Syringe them lightly occasion¬ 
ally, and as soon as they can bo handled prick 
them out. A frame in which early Radishes 
have been grown suits them best, as they are 
near the glass and the gentle bottom-heat 
induces a sturdy growth Moreover, they entail 
leas labour in watering than when in boxes or 
pans. A little of an approved fertiliser should 
be mixed with the soil in the frame, which 
should be made firm. The soil in the boxes 
should be of a loamy nature, and should con¬ 
tain a filth part well decomposed manure and 
sand. Stocks enjoy a good larder, and the soil 
should be rich from the first. Keep them in a 
little heat till established, then remove them to 
a sunny greenhouse or pit, and a foi might later 
to a frame facing south to harden off, finally 
planting them out in April. The bed or border 
intended for them must be well enriched with 
good manure; cow manure is best, and if 
.Stocks were grown in them tho previous season 
a little of the eoil should be removed and 
replaced with fresh from tho compost yard. If a 
small percentage of roadside parings, chopped 
fine, are added, so much the better Plant 
firmly, allowing a distance of I foot to Id inches 
between each plant, and mulch with light 
manure or 1-af-mould. Mulching is important, 
as Stocks like a moist root run. When growing 
freely assist them frequently with weak liquid- 
manure, or mix a small quantity of artificial 
with tho mulching occasionally, and water it in 
Pick off all exhausted flowers, as if left on the 
plants they soon impoverish them. Amateurs 
who do not possess a heated structure may grow 
excellent Stocks by sowing the seed in a frame 
in March, and treating the plants as above 
described. Re eure and obtiiu the seed from a 
reliable firm. SrrroLK. 

ALSTRCKMERIAS. 
I read with interest in a recent isene“S W. F.’o” 
experiences of Alstro-meria chilensis, and 
would like to give you my own. My late 
garden was light loam. Alstiu-meria chileneis 
grown from seed gave no trouble and produced 
fine blooms. On coming here, in March, 1900,1 
sowed three new beds. The soil is heavy. Two 
beds were dug in the ordinary way, with a little 
manure added ; the first year a few wretched 
plants came up very patchy, and the second 
year, though they were given a good top- 
dressiDg, the result was so poor that I have had 
them dug up. The third bed was sown on 
deeply-trenched clay, with plenty of good farm¬ 
yard manure at the bottom, and with leaf-mould 
and manure top spit. From September to 
November the heads were in full bloom ; seeds 
were cut off as soon as formed, and in the 
summer of 1901 the results were as good as I 
could wish. “S. W. F.” says that some people 
have difficulty in growing this lovely perennial. 
I have given seeds to friends, some of whom say 
they get ono or two miserable plants, whilrt 
others have lovely beds. I find the colours can 
be much improved by judiciously selecting the 
seeds. What can he more beautiful and moi e 
lasting than a vase of these Lilies, cut with lor g 
stems and arranged with the larger and branch¬ 
ing varieties of the wild, roadside Grasses ? 

Lincoln. G. M. S. 

Photographs ot Gardens, Plants, oi 
Trees.—IFe offer each week a copy of the late* 
(dilion of the “ English Flower Garden ” for tb 
best photograph of a garden or any of its contents 
indoors or outdoors, sent to us in any one week 
Second prize Half a Guinea. 

The Prize Winners this week are: l, 
Mr. W. A Leslie, Cormiston Towers, Biggar, 
N B , for Rhododendron Lady Alice Fitz william 
2. Mr. W. Birrell, Stanley Koihe. Mo t 

Riad, Satton£^grtW,efl,t>y1\®5j@,io-/ 

ROOM AND WINDOW. 

GREENHOUSE CULTURE OF POLY¬ 

ANTHUS NARCISSUS. 
Tirs bulbs are of flrst-rat* quality, and from a good man. 
The flower* are produced, but the head* are poor and 

■talks short. When should they he potted, and when 
liken into the house? Night temperature of house 

about 45 degs , lowest.—Swallow. 

[All the varieties of Narcissus Tazetta, bunch, 
or Polyanthus Narcissus produce bulbs of large 
size, or, rather, of exceptional size. To he suc¬ 
cessful in flowering these kinds several items 
over which those flowering them have little 
control aro essential. Firstly, tho bulbs must 
lie of first quality according to their kind, and, 

moisture, both being kept up till the flowen 
begin to open. A large bulb of one of tbew 
will send out a flower-stem 2 feet long aul a 
dozen flowers at its crown. By your description 
of short sulks and poor heads, we imagine yen 
have potted them far too late, and in a poor 
condition they are poor indeed.] 

OHR7SANTHBHUMB. 

SIX EARLY-FLOWERING P0MP0M8 
FOR BORDER CULTURE. 

(Rki-i.y to “J. TL”) 

We congratulate you on winning second prize 

Polyanthus Narcissus in pot. Prom a photograph by O. A. Champion. 

duly hat vested, should ba potted up in a good 
tich soil in September, if possible, but certainly 
in the following month. Only in this way can 
the root fibres perform their functions. Bulbs 
potted late, particularly in December and later, 
cannot flower well, albeit the bulbs may be 
fully as large as earlier-treated roots. Potted 

last season for beautifying your cottage gerd®0 
with early-flowering Chrysanthemums. 'to° 
limit the selection of sorts, as you say the 
gardens have to be judged somewhat early m 
September. Now, there are several very pr <')' 
sorts of ideal habit which we can recoinn.cd, 
but had the period of flowering been exter. led 

at the time stated, given a soaking of water, into the early days of Ootober the selection of 
and plunged 6 inches deep in ashes, roots will sorts would have been a rnuoh better one. 
be made apace, and upon these tho good flower- Mmk. Eo. Lkfort —One of the freest flow¬ 
ing chiefly depends. Such early potted bulbs ing Pompons, bearing large, well-shaped ' 
may be Uken into the greenhouse in mid- soms of an old gold colour, shaded with r«d,a°(* 
December, and, watered abundantly, pro- prettily fimbriated. The plant atuins a he got 
gress will be brisk as the days lengthen. A of about 2 feet, and comes into flower from it'® 
temperature of 45 degs. at the start, to be beginning to the middle of September, 
raned in two sections of 5 degd. in a month, Mr Ski.I.y.—A distinct and pleasing Pompoo 

Lwill suffice. Great quantities ot water arbjiecW-l&if fc ^retty peach-pink colour. The blossom* 
(jiry, and almost of equal weigh^ ji^tpqsphe^ ^r^jof yr.ctb’ira Biz;, freely produced, acd eacn 
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lowar may be gathered on a useful length of 
footstalk. Height about 18 inches, habit bushy. 
This variety is in flower from late August and 
slao during the whole of September. 

Mrs, E. Stacey.—This is a charming sport 
from Mr. Solly, and partakes of all the excellent 
characteristics of the parent plant. In this 
oase the colour is a pleasing apricot. 

Anastasia.—This is an old sort, but it has 
many good points. The plant does not exceed 
20 inohes in height, is wonderfully branching 
and sturdy in its style of growth, and bears a 
profuse display of dainty rose-purple blossoms 
tipped with gold. The period of flowering 
commences in late August and is continued 
throughout September. 

Little Bob.—In this the colour is a rich 
chestnut, which passes to a duller shado with 
age. The blossoms are somewhat small, but 
they are so freely produced that the effect is 
very striking. Height about 2 feet; blossoms 
continuously from mid-August till Bevere frosts 
ensue. 

Mmk. Jolli vart.—A very free-flowering 
plant with a bushy habit of growth. The blos¬ 
soms are white shaded with pink. Height about 
18 inches. It is in flower during September. 

8TOPPINO AND TIMING. 
(Rki i.y to '* W. W.”J 

Japanese. 

mid. March 
mid. March 
mid. March 
10th April 
late March 
mid. April 
3rd week March 
mid. April 
1st April 
late March 
late March 
1st March 
mid. March 
early April 
late March 
mid. March 

Karl of Arran 
Guy Hamilton 
Mrs. G. Mileham 
Kimberley 
Geo. Boiler 
W. R. Church 
Blla Curtis 
Edwin Smith 
H. Weeks 
Lord Ludlow 
Le Grand Dragon 
Miss M. Douglas 
Nellie Pei kins 
i) cans 
R. H. Pearson 

Mbs'. mss*mid. Maroh 
mid. March 
3rd week March 
3rd week March 
mid. March 
late Maroh 
late March 
late March 
1st woek Marob 
mid. March 

N. 

Orion 
Mn Barkley 
Phrnbon 
Mme. Oab. Debrie 
Kellie Pockett 
Q. J. Warren 
M. Qua. Henry 
J. R. Upton 
Mr. T. Carrington ! mid. March 
Mme. Carnot late March 
Mrs. Mease late March 
Simplicity mid. March 
Viviaud Morel raid. March 
Mrs. C. H. Payne mid. March 
Marie Cal vat mid. March 
Australian Gold 
lady Han ham 
Ed. Molynenr 
Mrs. K. Trafford 
Chaa. Davis 

2ad crown 
2nd crown 
2nd crown 
2nd crown 
2nd orown 
2nd crown 
2nd crown 
2nd crown 
2nd crown 
2nd crown 
2nd crown 
2nd crown 
2nd crown 
1st crown 
2nd crown 
2ad crown 
2nd crown 
2nd orown 
2nd orown 
2nd crown 
2nd crown 
2nd crown 
2nd crown 
2nd crown 
2nd orown 
2nd orown 
2nd orown 
2nd crown 
2nd orown 
2ad crown 
2nd crown 
2nd crown 
2nd crown 

3rd week March 2nd crown 
mid. Maroh 2nd orown 
mid. Maroh 2nd crown 
mid. March I 2nd orown 
mid. March | 2nd crown 

Mias F. Boutham 
Nellie Southern 
Karon Hirich 
C. H. Curtis 
Lady Isabel 
Mr*. R. Kingston 
Mr*. W. C. Egan 

Incurved. 

mid. April 
3rd May 
2nd week April 

i mid. March 
3rd week March 
1st week April 
1st week April 

Mr*. N. Molyneux 2nd April 
C. B Whitnall 
Mme. L. Faure 
Leonard Byne 
Duchess of Fife 
Mr*. W. Higgs 
Timothy Eaton 
Buunio Dundee 
Mr*. W. Wood 
Jeanne d’Aic 
Topaxo orientate 
Pearl Dauphionse 
Brookleigh Gem 
Mas. For 1st 
Man. Darner 
eerily Nonin 
J. Lambert 

I 1st week April 
10th March 
1st April 
mid. March 
1st April 
early April 
early Maroh 
3rd week March! 

| 1st week April 
1st April 
1st April 
1st week April 
mid. March 
3rd week Marchi 
1st April 

' mid. April 

later, according to progress of plants, time of 
rootiug, and so forth. This applies to both 
seotions. 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

THE MYRTLE. 

Tuonon the true home of the Myrtle is in the 
sunny soath, such a fragrant shrub in cherished 
by all who love their gardens. We can grow 
with care luxuriant bushes of every sort of the 
common Myrtle against a sunny wall, and if a 
severe winter takes them from us we must 
replace them. In Cornwall and Devon the 
Myrtle is seen as a bush in company with the 
Fuchsia in a tree like way, but inland we 
must be content with it as a wall covering, 
and a most beautiful oovering it makes. The 
common broad-leaved kind as seen in most old 
gardens haa been with na ainoe the culture of 
foreign shrubs began in England, and there¬ 
fore a peculiar interest attaches to it. But 
there are many othor kinds which one sees 
commonly grown in Italy and the south that 
excel the typical kind in beauty of flower and 
foliage while retaining the balmy fragrance. 
The dwarf sorts are the Roman, Box-leaved, 

These times may be made rather 

1st orown 
1st crown 
1st crown 
1st crown 
Sod orown 
1st crown 
2ad orown 
2nd orown 
1st crown 
2nd crown 
2ad orown 
2nd orown 
2nd crown 
1st crown 
2nd orown 
2nd orown 
2nd orown 
2nd orown 
2nd crown 
2ad crown 
2nd orown 
2nd crown .. 
2acLcrown 11 

FRUIT. 

DISBUDDING PEACHES. 

Will, you kindly explain what disbudding Poaches is and 
how It is done? f have just planted five trees in the 

Peacb-houee, and want to know how to proceed so as to 
have good trees and crops/ Is the object o( pruning 
Peach-trees to havs fruit on the side growths? I have a 

lot of bloome showing on the side growths of an Apricot- 
tree. Is there any good work on the cultivation of Peach¬ 

tree* f-W. V. 

[It is difficult in the space of a brief reply to 
give sufficient detail to clearly describe the work 
of disbudding in Peaches. There is a deal of 
necessary study and application to carry on the 
growth of trained Peach-trees successfully. 
They are so profuse of growth that disbudding 
must be continued over a lengthened period. It 
is a bad plan to remove all superfluous shoots in 
one day. It is better to extend this over a week 
or even two, to avoid the check to the future 
growth. Nor must fruit be considered the first 
year of planting. It is better, in fact, to remove 
any flowers there may be in a bud state now. 
In the course of disbudding Peaches and Nec¬ 
tarines always choose a well-placed Rhoot as 
near the base as possible of every existing prin¬ 
cipal one, allowing as a leader the bud growth 
at the extremity of the samo. If tho matured 

branch should be of a fairly good length, 
then allow an additional shoot between 
these two. In the case of a young tree not 
yet fully furnished this course would be 
eaey. The object of the choice of the basal 
growth is to provide for the fruiting growth 
of the following year. Often the growth 
allowod from the extremity is pruned back, 
though not in every case, to the fruiting 
shoot behind it. Much of this depends on 
the tree itself and the fulness of its fur¬ 
nishing. Crowding is confusing, causing 
unnecessary labour, and is not good for the 
trees, thus disbudding should be carried 
out so that this after trouble is avoided. 
Always choose permanent shoots on the 
upper, not the under, sides of existing fruit¬ 
ing wood. Those that occur on the under 
sides are the first that can be removed. In 
many instances there will be at least ten 
shoots where two only are required, 
thus it is advisable to retain those beat 
placed for the formation of the future tree. 
Manipulation of the green shoots of Peach- 
trees becomes in itself almost a fine art, 
which cannot possibly be dealt with in a 
faultless manner bv the amateur grower. 
A little professional assistance is of great 
value in giving a proper insight into tho 
initial courses of true manipulation. Ex¬ 
cept in the case of a very strong shoot, 
no stopping of Peach growths is necessary, 
and the lateral branches formed this year 
are those which produce fruit next season. 
Apricots differ in their habit from Peaches 
and Nectarines in that once the trees are well 
shaped the future crops are produced on 
short spurs, formed by pruning in summor 

Nutmeg, Portuguese, Italian, and the Dutch, all i and winter. Peaohes fruit on spurs, but it is 
different and having characters that recommend not a natural course of production. Tying or 
them, but, unfortunately, they are difficult to 1 nailing, whichever courso is taken, of the 
obtain. One of the beat and one that is pro- growing shoots must ba undertaken peri- 
curable in nurseries is the Rosemary-leaved odically, so that they are early trained into 
Myrtle (M. communis mueronata), also called their proper shape, and make sure they are kept 
minima or angustifolia. It has much smaller or *n front of the wiros, and aro not too 
leaves than tho common kind and produces a tightly bound. Always allow room for the ex- 
sheet of white feathory bloom against a warm I pension of the shoots of anv tree, so that 
wall. Besides these more or less botanic illy ! their progress is not hindered throughout the 
distinot varieties there are several with varie growing season.] 
gated foliage, such as the gold-striped, silver- ■- 

A spray of Myrtle. 

■tripod of the various forms mentioned above, 
but they are not so desirable as the simple green¬ 
leaved varieties, and are mostly grown in pots 
for cutting from. In any but the mildest locali¬ 
ties or near the sea the place for Myrtles is a 
wall where they can get plenty of sun, and if 
there is an ovorhanging ledge, such os a window¬ 
sill, so much the better. 

"Farm and Home Year Book ."-Wo are 
glad to be able to etate that the " Farm and Home 
Year Book" Mems to have met a want felt by our 
reader* Its reception by the Press generally has 

been most cordial, and the demand for it has been so 

great that a third edition haa been Issued. Our 
readers should hare no dilHoulty In obtaining It from 

any local bookseller or newsagent, who will order it 
If ft is n »t In stock ; or they may get It direct from 

n 87. Southampton-street, Strand, by 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Gordon Apples.—I have lust been reading the inter- 
esllng articles In last week's Issue on (Jordon Pear* and 
Oox'e Orange, and ahoulcl be much obliged II yon would 

give me tome information. I have two south walls. 
Would it be profitable to plant cordons, with a view to 
telling the fruit? Would a Pear, sm-h aa Doyenne du 

Cornice, or Apple Cox's Orange, be likely to pay beet/ II 
I purchase maiden trees It it advisable to cut them down 

to within a few Inches of the union If I only want single 
cordon* ?-P. W. 

[Before wo can advise you as to planting 
cordon fruit-trees against your south walls, we 

i should like to learn something as to their 
height. Except to grow on maidens iDto cordon 

! form for a year or two, 4 feet walls are too low, 
j 5 feet *re better, and still better are walls reach- 
j ing from G foot id !> feet in height. In training 

cor lciiB, let the indl (haripw orSjigh ; additional 
length for the tree* is obtained if trained slant- 
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ingly, although at but a moderate angle. That 
also seems to conduce to fruitfulness. You can 
plant either Pears or Apples 14 inches to 
15 inches apart. If you get maidens and 
plant them, shorten back the shoots one half 
their length to cause the back budB to break. 
Also carry on the top shoot as a new leader. In 
the snmmer the side shoots must be cut back to 
about four leaf-buds at the end of July, the 
spurs being still further cut in to two buds in 
tne winter. Continue that treatment each sea¬ 
son. Doyenne du Comice Pear is of superb 
quality, but is not a great bearer. Probably 
Marie Louise, Louise Bonne, or Pitmaston 
Duchess would pay better. You should have 
both Cox’s Orange Apple and a Pear.] 

Twelve dessert Apples.—Would you kindly Rive 
me In your paper a list, u a reader of Qabdsnixo, or about 

a dozen good eating Apple*, suitable for planting as 
espalier trees—omitting Blenheim Orange and Ribston 

Pippin? Is the present season too late to plant?— 

C. J. Nox. 
[The planting season may be aaid to be almost 

brought to a close at the end of February, but 
if you can get your trees from a local nursery, 
and their transfer can be effected without the 
trees being long exposed, there is no reason 
why you should not succeed. You can do 
much to help them to become established by 
a mulching of short manure and applying water 
copiously in dry weather. Partial pruning, 
too, will teDd somewhat to relieve the strain on 
the roots. The season, retarded by the recent 
spell of severe frost, will be all in favour of late 
planting, and will, in fact, be resorted to to a 
good extent by nurserymen simply because the 
ground has been held frost-bound for so long, 
causing delay in the execution of orders. The 
following will be a good selection, as affording a 
supply from August until April or later : Beauty 
of Bath, Red Astrachan, Worcester Pearmain, 
Baumann’s Red Reinette, King of Pippins, 
Cox’e Orange Pippin, Claygate Pearmain, 
Scarlet Nonpareil, (imrt Pendu Plat, Manning- 
ton’s Pearmain, Sturmer Pippin, and Allington 
Pippin. A good, though not a showy, Apple 
for midwinter and until March is advanced is 
the old Cockle Pippin, and a useful and very 
bright little Apple for the autumn is the Duchess 
of Glo’eter. Gravenstain, too, ia a highly 

aromatic, finely coloured, and good Apple that 
may be included in a select list. This is an 
Apple that birds and wasps are very partial to 
in autumn—a good criterion of quality.] 

GARDEN WORK. 

Conservatory.—The New Holland plants 
are lovely now. Acacias, Eutaxias, Erioete 
mons, Boronias, Pimeleas, Chor^zemas, etc., 
when well done are especially interesting. But 
most of these are relegated now to Kew and 
other botanic gardens, and in this respect our 
national gardens are doing good work. The 
demand for loDg-stemmed flowers for cutting 
has had more to do with the neglect of these 
beautiful, handsome plants than anything else. 
I was looking round a large garden some time 
ago that was at one time celebrated for its col¬ 
lection of plants, and which is now almost 
entirely given up to growing flowers for cutting 
and plants for table decoration and general 
furnishing. Palms are graceful, and the number 
raised in this oountry and imported from the 
Continent ia astonishing, especially in the case 
of Kentias, which I consider the most useful 
family. Ills astonishing in these days of keen 
competition how well the Kentias keep up their 
value. This is due to the very large demand. 
In every village and in almost every oottage 
residence Palms are now seen. This is the sea¬ 
son for repotting any Palms which may require 
more pot room. The continental growers use a 
lighter compost than we use for Palms, with the 
view probably of hurrying on the growth. They 
also grow their plants in strong heat, and unless 
well hardened they are not so lasting in the 
drier atmosphere of the dwelling house as the 
cooler grown plants. Palms are easily raised 
from seeds, but they move very slowly in a low 
temperature, and the specialist with conveni¬ 
ence for their rapid growth in the shape of 
heat and moisture can do the work better and 
cheaper. Palms will not stand strong sunshine, 
especially under glass, and if a leaf gets 
scorched the plant is ruined for a considerable 
time. If the plants have to be grown in pots of 
a limited size, good loam, rathet^heavy, sho ' 
form the staple. The drainage shoqh^f 

Jigrazed ByXjVJ 

and when the roots have pretty well filled the 
pots liquid-manure should be used. Very weak 
and clear soot-water will be useful in giving the 
plants a dark green colour. Only soft water 
should be used for syringing, as lime in the 
water will spoil the appearance of the foliage. 
The regulation of the growth of theclimbera must 
receive prompt attention now, and when ths 
climbing growth is judiciously spread under the 
roof a grateful shade will be afforded when the 
buu gains power bv-and-bye. Only moderate 
fires will be required now. 

Stove —With increasing daylight more 
moisture will be required both at the roots and 
also in the atmosphere, but new[y potted plants 
must be carefully treated till their roots become 
active. Many a valuable plant has been ruined 
by over-watering immediately after repotting. 
For a time the syringe will pretty well suffice. 
Such bulbous plants as Gloxinias, Achimenes, 
Gesneras, etc., will be waking up now, and 
should be brought up to the light and encour¬ 
aged to grow. Repot Caladiums when they 
start into growth. If more stock is required 
the conns can be divided. Repot Allamandas 
and other climbing plants which are grown in 
pots. An effort should be made to clean Ste- 
phanotis floribunda from mealy-bug before the 
plants come into flower. The Torenias are 
pretty basket plants and may be raised from 
seeds sown in a brisk heat. Rivinia humilis 
is a pretty berry-beariDg plant. Nice little Slants may be had in 5 inch pots. Seeds grow 
reely. With us the seeds drop about and grow 

freely. A good stock of winter-flowering Be¬ 
gonias should be rooted now. The variegated¬ 
leaved Begonias seem to be coming up again. 
Most of tne Begonias may be propagated from 
leaves. Night temperature dow CO degs. to 
65 degs. Ventilate freely on warm, mild days. 
Plants in bloom will soon require a thin shade 
when the sun is bright in the middle of the day, 
but it is as well to do without shade till plants 
appear distressed. 

Fines.—Successions will reauire shifting 
into larger pots this month, ana the bottom- 
heat beds turned over and renewed where neces¬ 
sary, but with hot-water pipes beneath the 
beds the question of renewing plunging materials 
is not so important, but the stuff should not be 
left in till reduced to mould. When I grew 
Pines largely I used leaves for plunging, and 
changed them annually. Pines do very well 
planted out, but after some progress has been 
made in pots, and after the first fruitB have 
been formed, two of the best suokers are left for 
the next crop. We have often left three suckers 
on Queens, and had three good fruits to each 
stool. I cannot quite see the force of giving up 
Pine growing in private gardens ; all other 
fruits have come down in price as much, in pro¬ 
portion, as Pines. Of course they want a 
rather high temperature, but pot-Vines, French 
Beans, and other things, have been grown with 
them to help to pay for fueL 

Melons- —This is a good time to plant in 
hotbeds when the necessary heat can be com¬ 
manded, but in these days of cheap glass 
Melons for the early crops, at any rate, are 
worth a warm, rather low span roofed house, 
not of too steep a pitch. In a house with a 
steep-pitched roof it is very difficult to keep 
down red-spider. Put out strong plants in 
good sound loam made pretty firm. Have a 
comfortablo bottom hoat and a night tempera- 

ture of 65 degB. Give enough ventilation to 
have firm, hara foliage, and do not shade. Let 
the plants get within 15 inches of the ridge 
before stopping, and pinch the side-shoots one 
or two leaves beyond the fruit, as far aa possible 
together, on each plant. The number of fruits 
on each plant must be determined by the variety 
and strength of plant, but from four to six 
fruits to a plant are a reasonable crop where the 
frnit must be grown fit for table. 

Window gardening.—There is plenty 
of bulbs of ali kinds now. If potted early, 
Hyacinths, Freesias, Narcissi of all kinds, 
will be in flower now under quite cool treatment. 
Cinerarias, Primulas, double and single, 
Deutzias, and Lily of the Valley, are plentiful 
now. Cyclamen also are charming. Double 
Primulas and Cyclamen will not require so muoh 
water as the other things. Cuttings of the 
hanging Campanula will strike now. The 
growth of Musk ia moving now, and the pots 

, 'should be overhauled. 
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Outdoor garden.—Hardy annuals maybe 
sown outside at any time during March or April 
when the weather is suitable. The earlier they 
are sown under favourable conditions the sooner 
the plants will flower. Certain things, snch m 
Sweet Peas, will be sown several times for 
successional blooming. Most people either so* 
in autumn or raise a few plants in pots under 
glass for the earliest lot; then a second sowing 
can be made in March and again in April. Mig 
nonette should be sown freely. The Night- 
scented Stock should be sown Dear the houre 
for its fragrance in the evening. Cornflower ii 
useful for cutting. These are usually sown in 
autumn and again in spring. They will trans¬ 
plant well, and mu t not be crowded. We 
generally plant a foot apart to obtain fine 
lowers. Other useful cutting flowers aro the 
various kinds of annuals: Chrysanthemum!, 
Coreopsis, Gaillardia Lorenziana, Indian Pinks. 
Sweet Sultans, branching Larkspurs. The Lep- 
tosiphous are pretty edgiDg plants, and may be 
bad in separate colours of white, yellow, and 
red. Phacelia cam pan u lari a is a pretty dwarf 
flowering plant. Nemophilaa, Nasturtium!, 
both dwarf and climbing, are useful and cheap. 
The Convolvulus family is also bright and effec¬ 
tive. The tall kinds of Lupins are nseful tosow 
round the shrubbery in new places. Sunflowers 
also, especially the newer forms, can generally 
be utilised in new places. Carnations may ie 
planted as soon as the beds are ready. Aiprink- 
liDg of soot will be nseful if there are wire- 
worms in the gardens. Scatter it over thesur- 
face and fork it in. Keep off the ground when 
the snrface is damp. Tufted Punsies go in well 
now. 

Fruit garden.—As soon as the sap flan 
freely grafting may be done. There are far too 
many kinds oT Apples, and it would be a great 
advantage if the inferior kinds were regrafted 
with better sorts ; especially is this desirable 
where it is intended to market any of the fruit. 
Another important matter is the storage of late- 
keeping kinds. What is wanted is a cool atrec- 
tore that is absolutely frost proof without n«ing 
artificial heat, and this can best be obtained bv 
building hollow walls, the roof being thatched 
and lined inside with raatchboardtng. Ven¬ 
tilators or windows must, of course, be pro¬ 
tected with shutters. A structure of this kind 
need not be very expensive, and would pay for 
construction if fruit is grown on a sufficiently 
large scale. For a good many years we hate 
secured a crop of Peaches and Apricots by pm- 
tecting with fishing nets alone, and there bate 
generally been trees on the walls which have no 
protection at all beyond a rather wide coping, 
and there have been seasons when the crop6 
have been so good on the unprotected trees that 
one has been tempted to say that in some shel¬ 
tered spots no protection was necessary. Any 
person having nets at his disposal and wbo dees 
not use them is running a risk which no sensi 
man would care to do, and so the coverings a 
brought out when the blossoms Bhow colour. 

Vegetable garden.—Cauliflowers may 
be planted under handglasses or in trenches 
warm situations. In large gardens there * 
often positions in front of forcing-bouses w 
the warmth from the house is reflected on - 
border, and a higher temperature seen 
Here early Peas, Cauliflowers, Horn Carrw. 
Lettuces, and other things, are brought on i 
before they can be obtained *bwwhor®- 
always sow the Antumu Giant Cauliflow 
under glass in heat, and harden off ana f 
out during April and May, in various 
to form a succession during summer -ie 
early autumn. Another sowing i« her 
in April for late cutting. In the hot ' 
when the early kinds of Cauliflowers am 
and useless, the Autumn Giant from t jl# 
raised plants is close and white, ti ’or * 
true the Cauliflower often comes too ia g oyef 
fastidious taste on rich land, but « 8 ^ 
that difficulty by planting closer in 
leaving the same distance between 
so that the air can circulate free*/ jjrUBeels 
the plants, To do the best wit Kira 
Sprouts and Leeks the seeds n108 -jering 
early. I have often wondered, ^ jt 
what a wholesome vegetable the Lee ^ |mrge 
is not better grown, so as to have i 
size. The same remark *PP, 88 whjch i» 
especially the Turnip-rooted Celery, with 
good for stewing. More should o® 
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Spinach, especially the crop town in autumn, 
and which comes in eo useful after a severe 
winter. E. Hobday. 

OOMING WEEK'S WORK. 

Bxtracts from a Garden Diary. 
March 17th.—Sowed various hardy annuals in 

the borders. The dwarf things are sown in good- 
si .-ad patches along the front of the border, vary¬ 
ing in size eo as to fill in each position. Moved 
Sweet Peas sown in pota to oold-frame to harden, 
reedy for planting out. The plants sown in 
autumn outside have passed through the wintry 
weather well, but they were sheltered a little 
from oold winds. l’lauted out Cauliflowers 
under handlights. Bowed more Peas. Stirred 
the soil among Lettuces in frames. Moved 
Ailsa Craig Onions sown in boxes to cold-frame 
to harden. 

Starch ISth —Early struck Chrysanthemums 
us now in 5-inoh pots in oold-frames freely ven¬ 
tilated, but a mat is thrown over the frame on 
frosty nights, as we do not run risks. We are 
still taking a few outtings of scaroe kinds for 
late flowering. Planted out a few more pur¬ 
chased Carnations. We believe in adding a few 
good new kinds every season, but we want to 
eoe them first, or get some friend who knows 
them to cater for us. It is a mistake to grow rub¬ 
bish, though we believe in raising seedlings 
when we know the source. Busy planting 
Potatoes. 

March 19th.—Planted a house with Improved 
Telegraph Cucumbers. We are planting rathor 
closer than usual. It is better to get all that 
ihe plants can do quickly, and then clear out 
and start another crop. Planted a warm-frame 
with Freoch Beans, aud as soon as they come 
into bearing shall clear the plants from the 
vinery, as they will be getting dangerous. We 
find a few standard Roses in pots very useful 
m the conservatory ; they can be placed 
among low things, and look well in such posi¬ 
tions. The same remark applies to the Japanese 
Maples, which are useful for furnishing. 

March 20th —Looked over early Peaches to 
do a little more thinning to both wood and fruit. 
Tbeloogeet shoots have been tied in. Inside 
bonien are kept healthily moist. Pinched the 
young shoots of Figs in pots when five leaves 
luvs been made. Potted off various bedding 
plants, both cuttings and seedlings. These have 
a little heat to start them on their way ; later 
they will be better grown oool if safe from 
(rust. Potted off Tomatoes for plauting out¬ 
side. Sowed Capsicums. 

March 21st.—Gave a final rake over to 
Asparagus beds with a dressing of soot. Bowed 
various seeds of hardy plants in boxes in oold- 
frame. We sometimes sow outside, but the 
seeds of choice things do better started in 
frames. Gave a further dressing of soot and 
lime to Gooseberry-bushes to keep off birds. 
Kelays of Lily of the Valley crowns are potted 
np every ten or twelve days to keep up a suc¬ 
cession. Daffodils and other bulbs after flower¬ 
ing are planted out. Moved a lot of Bpiriuas, 
etc., to conservatory 

Match 22ml.—Cleared off exhausted greens. 
Manured and dug land for Potatoes. Grafted 
fruit trees ; the sap is moving briskly now. 
Pricked off Petunias into small pots and boxes. 
Sowed Stocks, Asters, Zinnias, Salpigloesis, 
aod Phlox Drummondi in boxes in gentle heat ; 
will be hardened off as soon as up. Planted 
out more Lettuces from Beed bed. Bowed more 
•eeda of several kinds. Radishes are sown 
rrtmj ten days, French Breakfast being the 
thief variety. Spinach is sown between rows of 
Peas. __ 

LAW AND CUSTOM. 

Matin* to a nit-—I took s bouse on N jveniber 11, 
at tbs yearly natal of £80, payable half-yearly, anil 

•mwad ob that day. I have do written agreement, and 
■nlmdtad ltdsadaod Us widow mooeeded him. Can I 

Kay 12 to quit on November 11 next?— 

u hare so knowledge of Scotch law ; but. all the same, 
I kslsee r—** a notice would be good. I should recom- 
asnd you, however, to eerve the notloe on May 11 or * fa* 
daye ip i- Too oouM do no harm by serving It no 

,-K. O. XI 

few 
now If 

garden- — Llet a 
_ to blm for nie as aJ 
•-.illy, and .ftnow-r» 

tnsod has scat flha-nir- 

tor payment for 111 Qooeeberry aod Currant-bushes at 4a 
per doaen, for three days’ labour planting tbe same, for 
two loads of manure, and for the ooet of 2 quart* of Broad 
I leans sown between the bathes; total, £2 17s. There 
was exactly the same number of boshee on the ground 
when my friend took poeeeaelon, and he planted these of 
his own accord, as mine were growing old; but he never 
gave me any Intimation what he was doing. He bought 
some of the Currant aod Gooseberry-bushes at a tale, and 
be obtained some by raising cuttings from the old 
bushes. He also claims lor a bed of Rhubarb containing 
60 crowns, at 2a 6d. per crown. Is he lawfully justified 
In making this claim? Oan I retain possession of the 
frult-buehea, etc., without paying him for them ? Has he 
any claim for unexhausted manure# ?—Oaoxatuox. 

[Presumably your friond took the land on a 
continuing tenancy, as from year to year, or 
from half-year to half-year, but as to this you 
say nothing, neither ao you say if you gave 
him any notico to determine his tenancy. Sup¬ 
posing that you did this, and that the notice 
was a proper one, he can only claim snch com¬ 
pensation as is provided in the Allotments and 
Cottage Gardens Compensation for Crops Aot, 
and ao he oan claim nothing for the fruit-bashes 
he has planted, nor for the Rhubarb. He may, 
however, olaim for the growing crop of Broad 
Beans, if such a crop is in existence, and for suoh 
manure as was applied for the Beans. He has 
no olaim for unexhausted manure—that is, for 
manure applied to any crop he has taken—but 
he may claim the vahie of any manure applied 
to any part of the holding sinoe the taking of 
the last crop therefrom and for labour done 
sinoe the last crop was taken and done in ex¬ 
pectation of a future crop. But as he could not 
expeot any crop after his tenancy expired, he 
can claim nothing in respect of labour and 
manure expended after notice to quit was given 
him.—K. C. T.] 

POULTRY. 

Eggs with pale yolks (Enquirer).— 
You do not state what kind of grain you supply 
your hens with, or what the size of the run is. 
As a rule it is hens that are confined to a 
small overstocked run that lay eggs with pale f olks. You would find it greatly benefit your 
owls to have the run dug over from time to 

time. This would, besides keeping tho surface 
sweet and wholesome, afford them an oppor 
tnnity of finding a few worms, etc. You would 
fiod bits of moat aud other scraps from the 
table, out up small and given in the soft food, 
prove very beneficial. Dainties of this kind 
help to build up the system when weakened by 
laying, besidos helping the birds to withstand 
oold and sudden changes of temperature. Bone- 
meal is found useful in casos of this kind ; a 
little should be given twioe a week. Let your 
hens have plenty of ashes and grit to pick over ; 
do not over-feed—for a fat hen oeases to lay— 
and give in the soft food in the morning a little 
flowers of sulphur, in the proportion of one 
heaped-up teaspoonful to ten birds. A few 
drops of tinoture of iron in the drinking-water, 
two or three times a week, will prove beneficial. 
-8. 8. G. 

Fowls eating their feathers (ft. H.). 
—This bad habit, when once acquired, is very 
difficult to oure, but, as a rule, feather-eaters 
are not to be found where the birds have plenty 
of exercise and green food. About a farmyard, 
where the birds have full liberty, this vice is 
never seen. Dusting the feathers with aloes, 
after damping them round where they are being 
pluoked, is said to be a good preventive, and 
to put a stop to the habit in about a fortnight 
if repeated at intervals of a few days. Another 
remedy advocated by some poultry-keepers is 
to out the upper bill in such a way as to prevent 
the fowl holding a feather in its mouth, and it 
is asserted that this answers, inasmuch as the 
bird gives up the habit as soon as it finds that 
it oannot satisfy its cravings. Sometimes re¬ 
moving the ringleader in this deplorable habit 
from tne pen will prove effectual. Give your 
fowls all the exercise possible, and abundance 
of green food. A oabbage suspended by the 
root would afford the birds healthful amusement 
in pecking at it, and help to draw off their 
attention from the feather-plucking.—S. 8. G. 

"Tbe English Flower Garden and Home 
Grounds.Thoroughly rented, with /»•U descriptions 
it all the Or it plants, Iren, and shrubs, their culture and 
srranyrmmt, beautifully illustrated. Medium Svo, 161 ; 
ooet free, lit. 6d. 

v The saw*, in I volt, half bound sage green moroooo— 
i if" prmmUation, one guinea nett. Of aU 

OORRESPONDENOE. 

Question*.—Querist and answers art inserted ta 
axxDurae fret ej charge if correspondents foliate these 
rules.- AU oommunioationt should be clearly and eonoitely 
iwritten on one rale of the paper only, and addressed to 
the Bditos of Oaodixino, 67, Southampton-street. Covent 
Osrden, London. Letters on butineet should be tent to 
the Puiuibu. The name and address of the tender are 
required in addition to any designation he may desire to 
be i seed in the paper. When more than one query it tent, 
each should be on a separate piece of paper, and not man 
than three queries should be tent at a time. Correspon¬ 
dent!i should bear in mind tAat, at OiXDxema hat to bt 
tent to press tome time in advance of date, queries oannot 
slutays be replied to in tAe issue immediately fnllowino 
the reeeivt of their communication. We do not reply to 
queries by post. 

Naming fruit.—Rentiers uho desire our help tn 
namini fruit should bear in mind that several specimens 
in different stages of colour and site of the tame kind 
qreatly assist in its determination. We have rtoeived 
from several correspondents single specimens of fruits 
for naming, these in many cases being unripe and other¬ 
wise poor. The differences between varieties of fruits are, 
in many oases, so trifling that it is necessary (Aot f Aree 
specimens of each kind should be sent. We oan undertake 
to name only four varieties at a time, and these only when 
the above directions are observed. 

PLANTS AND FLOW HRS. 
Grevlllea robusta (W. Armstrong).- It le not at all 

unusual (or the leaves of Orevlllea to fall of? a* your* have 
done, this often taking place as the plant* get old. It 
needs ordinary greenhouse treatment, but in winter the 
temperature should never loll lower than 46 drgs. 
Thorough drainage aod careful waterlog are necemary, 
especially during the earlier stages. In summer the 
Grevlllea doe* well out-of-doors, and In ths I«ndon parka 
Is used largely as a dot plant, with some low-growing 
things, as Tufted Pansies and such like, as a groundwork. 

Gladioli falling (O F. Matthews).—The failure of 
the Gladioli corme was probably due to fresh manure In 
the soil. If such manure oomee Into direct oontact with 
the corro* they are sure to decay. We have achieved tbe 
greatest success with Gladioli when planted In a soil lo 
which manure had been Incorporated fully twelve month* 
previously. They ore partial to a rich soil If the above 
precautions are observed. Gladioli are also subject to a 
kind of dry-rot, which hinders the formation of roots, the 
growth* turn ysllow, and the whole plant nerlabee. 
There Is no known remedy for thli disease. Kindly, when 
sending any queries, put each on separata pieces ol paper. 

Marguerite Carnations (Torquay).—Raise the 
seedlings in the ordinary way and transplant them, or pot 
them singly as soon as possible. A comparatively cool 
pi ao* srlU suit best, and when the plants are large enough 
you had beat put them Into 6-Inch pots to flower. You 
may stop or pinch out the point* once or twice to cause a 
bushy growth, but it will alto delay the flowering, aod 
must not be overdooe. Dy plunging the pots In the open 
ground, giving ample room for each plant to develop, a 
more sturdy growth will result and a batter flowering Iw 
obtained. Of course you must look after their want* aa 
to waterlog, and weak liquid-manure or soot-water will 
also help them. As soon as the buds are well developed 
take the plants Into the greenhouse. 

Irl* flmbrlata (Raven).—This, aleo known os I. 
chinensls and I. japonlca, I* a lovely winter flowering 
greenhouse plant, producing spikes of bloom la Inches in 
height, the Individual flower* about 4 Inches across, of a Sale bine-mauve colour, blotched with bright yellow and 

mbrieted at the edges. Sandy loam and peat suit it 
well, and it alwayi blooms best when In a pot-bound con¬ 
dition. Repotting ehould always be dons after the flowers 
have withered, but only when absolutely neceeesry. While 
making Its foliage a plentiful supply of water Is necessary, 
with occasional doses of weak liquid-manure. The tem¬ 
perature of the house ehould never fall below 46 dege. 
From the above you will see that it l# prejudicial to the 
plant to pot it every season. 

Aram Lily IsavM turning brown (?'* 
Oarden).—The young growth# coming up round yovr 
plants of the Arum LUy will not do any harm now, but 
after flowering give the plants a season of rest by stand¬ 
ing them out-of-door* in a sunny spot (of course, not till 
air spring frost* are poet), and give them but little water. 
They will lots most of their leaves, but if ahakrn clear of 
the old toll and repotted soon after midsummer they will 
grow freely. When repotting take away all the small 
offseto. When In full growth the Arum Idly need* a good 
deal of water, but it is sometimes apt to fall into ill-health 
If stood continuously In a saucer of water. The foot of the 
leave* of your plants turning brown would suggest that 
ths plants have been allowed to get too dry. 

Solanam cape least rum (7'. Ja-jer).—cut bock 
the branches of the Solanum to about half their length, 
and place In the greenhouse, then, when the young shoots 
commence to start, repot In a compost, of two-thirds loam 
to one-third leaf-mould, aud a little sllver-tand. The pot 
will la all probability need to be a size larger, and in potting 
a part of the old toll should be removed: The plant must 
be kept in the greenhouse till the end of Msy, and then 
stood In a sunny spot out-of-doors In order to Induce It to 
flower aod produce berries. Before autumn froats put in 
an appearance It must, of course, be removed to the green¬ 
house. Falling such a structure, s sunny window Is the 
best spot. It mutt not be allowed to suffer from want of 
water at any time, but particularly during the summer 
months. 

Dwarf plant* for grwvafB.).—The following are 
all oompaat, (ree-growlog, and free-flowering subjects, 
requiring little or do care after being well planted : Aubrl* 
tla grmca, A. vlolocea, A. deltoldea grandlflora, Arable 
motfle variegata. Campanula pumiia and alba, Kaxlfraga 
Oampoal, S mutcoldee atro-purpurea, 8. hypnoidte, Sllen# 
alpestrlo, -Sedum glaucuui, Thyniua laouglnoeue, etc. 
Beneath theee evergreen carpets Snowdrops, Crocuses, 
and Spring Snowflake could be planted, thus adding 
varlttv is well a* beauty to tbe whole. None of the 
carpets named exceed 3 Inchee high, esve the first named 

-Sjiitfragtv*, y/hlob | Inch** or 0 inches. 
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Ot you could use Tutted Pansies as a groundwork (or 
Begonias, or a tew small Fuchsias, pale or white. 

Flowers far window-boxes (Baling).—You 
can have bulbs, such as Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissi, (or a 
spring display, planting these between small Coniters in 
the autumn when you have cleared out the summer- 
flowering plants. For summer and autumn you can have 
Fuchsias, Konal Pelargoniums, and Begonias, with an 
edging ol Lobelia or Ageratum. Very beautiful is Cam¬ 
panula Isophylla alba planted along the front ot the 
window-box and allowed to hang over. When in bloom 
this ia very effective. Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums, too, are 
aleo useful for draping the front For the winter you can 
use Kuonymus, small Thujas, Retinoeporas, planting, as 
we have said, bulbs between, with an edging of Ohiono- 
doxa Luclliai, which has a flne effect in the early Bpring 
when in bloom. Leave the Campanula ; it is quite hardy, 
and ia always at its best in the second year. 

Aspidistra-leaves splitting (Town Garden).— 
Toe rootn of your Aspidistra are undoubtedly in a bad 
state, but it is rather soon to disturb them yet. About 
the first week in April turn the plant out of the pot, and 
remove as much of the old soil as you can (if in a very bad 
state shake quite clear of the soil) and repot, very pro¬ 
bably in a pot two or three sixes smaller. You must bo 
guided in this by the amount of roots. The pot must be 
dean and well drained, and the soil may consist of equal 
parts of loam and loaf-mould, with a good daoh of aaad. 

In repotting put the plant at such a depth that the creep¬ 
ing underground stems are Just below the soil. The Aspi¬ 
distra should have Just enough water to keep the toil 
fairly moist, but avoid standing It in water, as such treat¬ 
ment will soon ruin the finest and healthiest of plants. If 
the plant stands in a pan or saucer this should be emptied 
ss soon as the water has drained through from the pot. 

Camellia buds dropping (J. F. S.). — Three 
possible reasons suggest themselves for your Camellias 
dropping their buds. First, an excess of moisture at the 
roots ; secondly, dryness at the roots, as plants in tabs or 
pots may get ary in the centre of the ball of soil without 
this being suspected; and, thirdly, which is a frequent 
cause, insufficient ventilation. It must be borne in mind 
that the Camellia is nearly, II not quite, hardy, and U 
coddled in any way trouble always follows. An examina¬ 
tion will reveal the fact whether your plants are too wet 
or too dry, and if no fault can be found in this respect try 
giving more air during the dull, damp days often experi¬ 
enced during the autumn and winter. Seeing that they 
have been in pots without a shift for some years, it is very 
probable that the drainage has got choked and tbe soil is 
sour and pasty. In such case your best plan will be to 
have them repotted towards tbe end o( the month. 

Raising Cacti from seed (Mrs. B ).—The various 
members of the Cactus family are not difficult to raise 
from seeds, but a considerable amount of patience is 
necessary, os they make but slow progress during their 
earlier stages. The present season Is a very suitable time 
to sow the seed, which is best carried out In the following 
manner. Whether pots or pans are used they must be 
quite clean and thoroughly well-drained, as stagnant 
moisture of any kind will noon prove fatal. A suitable 
compost consists of one part each of loam and pouDded 
brick rubble, with half a part each of well-decayed leaf- 
mould and silver-sand, the whole being thoroughly 
incorporated together. The largest portions of brick 
rubble should not be bigger than Peas. This mixture, 
having been pressed down moderately firm and made 
level, the seed must be sprinkled thinly thereon, and 
covered lightly with a little of the same compost sifted 
fine. After this, water with a fine rose, and place in a 
good light position In a warm house. .Should there lie 
only a greenhouse place in the warmest part of the 
structure. After this keep the eoil fairly moist, but 
avoid excess in this respect. When the young plants 
make their appearance and are large enough to conve¬ 
niently handle, prick them off into pots or pane prepared 
as for sowing the seeds. The next shift will be singly 
into small pots, using the same kind of compost. The 
caution against overwatering needs to be followed more 
rigidly in winter than in summer. 

Gerbera Jameaoal (B. Beeeham Smith).—This 
handsome plant ie a true perennial, but it ia doubtful 
whether it would prove hardy in your district—at any 
rate, only In the most favoured conditions and with ample 
protection. It ie a native of the Oape, and is known as the 
•' Transvaal Daisy.” In some gardens around the eouth 
coast, for example, the plant stands out quite well, and 
though quite decfduoue springs up each year with renewed 
vigour. Should you be tempted to plant it outside, the 
early part of May would be a good time, obtaining the 
strongest plant possible. In one or two instances the plant 
poes on all right when planted against a south-west wall 
in the midlands. This will be the beet course for you 
to pursue. Provide a deep bed of loam, leaf-mould, 
.Hid peat, about equal parts, with plenty of sharp 
"and Intermixed. Old mortar or charcoal, or both, may 
also be added with advantage. Protect the crown in 
winter by litter and a email handllght while the plant ie 
young, so as to keep off all the wet. The plant starts 
rather late in epring. When established it produces hand¬ 
some blossoms of an orange-crimson, quite 5 inches 
across, and it ie worthy every possible care to make it a 
success. 

—— (F. A. Sf./—This is a perennial, but not really 
h\rdy. No doubt southwards, and planted In a sheltered 
position, it will do very well, but in the midlands and 
northwards It needs a frame or a cool greenhouse. The 
flowers are single, large, and orange-red In colour, and 
when the plant doee well It is a fine showy thing. Florists 
generally recommend it for pot culture, and you will be 
wise to treat it in that way i! you hare it. Employ a little 
peat with the soil. 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

Catting down Holly-hedge (A. E. L.).-We 
should advise you to cut the Holly-hedge back hard, and SOU may eafely do the same with the Yews. The present 

i a very suitable time for carrying out the operation, as 
thejplonts have then the advantage of a full growing 

Old Holly-trees (C. P. Abraham).—This will be 
the best lime of the year to cut down vniir Holly-trees, as I 
they will then have a full growing ee^nbefore tb«m. Ai 

. so 

might be eafely done In the case of younger trees, but they 
may be cut down to a height of 3 feet to 4 feet. The cut 
portion should be slightly sloping to carry oft the water, 
and It will be all tbe better It tarred over. 

Eucryphla plnnatlfoita (The Pearl Bush) (R. B ). 
—Perhaps the wood does not get sufficiently ripened, and 
it might be advisable to lightly thin out the weak growths 
to admit light and air. The flowers are large, pure white, 
not unlike In shape thoee of the St. John’s Wort, amd with 
a bunch of yellow stamens In tbe centre, which seems to 
intensify the purity of the segments. A large bush in full 
bloom is charming. It was introduced from Chili. It will 
thrive in ordinary soil, provided it ie well drained, and the 
position should not be too exposed, otherwise a succession 
of frosts ie likely to injure It. 

Climbers for Fir-trees, etc. (B. L. A.).—Very 
few- plants of any description thrive under Fir-tree*. To 
have evergreen climbers to cover the ventilating shafts 
secured to trees, you can have only as evergreens 
some strong-growing Ivy, such as the Irish, or dentata. 
For those climber* you would have to make good holes, 
adding some fresh soil and manure to give them a start. 
As to undergrowth, try the common English Wood Ivy, 
alao St. John'* Wort, and Gaultberia Sballon. Aleo try to 
raise the common Qorse or Parse by towing teed. The 
turpentine washing* from Fir-tree* seem to be harmful to 
vegetation. No ordinary evergreen shrub Is to likely to 
succeed as the common HbododeDdron pontlcum. 

VEGETABLES. 

Feeding Asparagus (ftoe).—There Is a great 
demand upon the food In an Asparagus-bed after cutting 
has been completed. This can be met by occasional soak¬ 
ing* ol liquid-manure or by dressing at tbe rate of 2 os. 
to the square yard with superphosphate and (alt. The 
better the stems ol Asparagus are nourished the finer will 
be the produce the following season. 

Tomatoes for the open air (F. ft. ft.). — Sow 
the Tomato-seed as soon as possible, either in the green¬ 
house, in which case place the pan in tbe warmest place, 
or on a hob bed. Sow thinly, and when the rough leaf has 
formed pot on and get as forward as you can before tbe 
end of May, then gradually harden off previous to plant¬ 
ing outside. It ie very important to get your plants 
stocky before planting out. You should plant from 
16 inches to 2 feet apart, keeping them to one stem only 
and pinching out all lateral growths. Any ordinary loam 
will grow Tomatoes. Success in outdoor culture la more a 
question of early treatment and a warm season than soil. 

Soot aa manure (Leo).—Freeh soot is a very good 
manure applied to ground fairly thick In November and 
again in March ana at once very lightly forked In, or 
otherwise it looks unsightly. In the summer It la best to 
apply It in the form of soot-water. To that end put half 
a bushel into a coarse bag tied loosely, then soak it for a 
few days in a tub bolding 20 gallons of water, moving the 
bag occasionally. The water absorbs the man Uriel pro¬ 
perties of the Boot, but remains clear. It is great gain, 
however, to have in the tub another bag containing a 
couple of pecks of poultry or sheep's-manure or a bushel 
rtf hrtMP-maniw, 1 aHHing nthur Ifi gallnnn of v«Ur. 

That makes capital liquid-manure. 

they are so old it 

Cf 

FRUIT. 

Value Of bone-meal (Teach Grower).—Bone-meal 
is equally good (or all atone fruits at this season If applied 
in the form ot a top-dreeslng mixed with burnt refuse, 
wood-ashes, or old meadow soli toenoourage surface roots. 
In heavy clay soil road-scrapings or old mortar mixed with 
the bone-meal are very good, and, given a good drawing 
now, you will not need to repeat it later. A good mulch 
of decayed manure is very beneficial in assisting the fruit 
to swell. 

Pruning Hazel-trees (Hazel).—The customary 
method of pruning Hazel, or, In other words, Filberts and 
Cob Nuts, in Kent Is to render them cup-ebaped and 
dwarf. In that county great numbers are thus grown 
under standard Apple-trees. In early stages of growth 
the centres are kept quite open, and the tide branches 
encouraged to grow to form the wall of the cup. The*, 
are, however, fairly hard pruned yearly to enoourage 
Blow, solid growth. The pruning is done of fruitless stock 
In tbe summer and fruiting stock in the winter, plenty of 
side or short, stout shoots being thus produced that fruit 
freely. Of course, Nut-buehes may be allowed to grow 
tall, the heads being eimply thinned ; but that is hardly 
pruning. Top-dressings of manure should be forked in 
about the tree each winter. 

Treating Vine border (Constant Reader).—it 
would have saved your Vine border from much trampling 
when roofing your vinery had you covered it thickly 
with straw or boards. Your best course now is to lightly 
fork over the surface, and If you could remove entirely 
4 inches of the top eoil, and would replace that with so 
much ol iresh turfy loam, wooa-ashes, sirted Ume rubbish, 
and eoot. It would do great good. You might give the 
roots, when the top eoil was taken off, a dressing of 3 oz. 
per square yard of some good artificial manure or fine 
crushed bODe. After tbe spriDg sunshine has well warmed 
the border and the roots are active give the whole a top- 
dressing an inch thick of etable-manure for tbe summer. 
If the summer be hot and dry give the border an occa¬ 
sional eoaking of water whilst the Grapes are green. 

Grafting Orange-trees (Orange, Berts).—You 
may graft your seedling Orange-trees when the stems 
6 inches from tbe soli are the size of a lead pencil. You 
should, however, have the assistance of a little bottom- 
heat, as it is needful some stimulus to growth should be 
applied. The scion or graft should be of about the same 
size, but not larger, and should have one or two good leaf- 
buds on it. The slantingly cut faces or surfaces should be 
1J inches In length and exactly fit each other. Tie firmly 
with Raffia, then ooat over the junction with grafting- 
wax, which you can purchase at a seedsman's. Generally 
April ia a good time to do the work, but it may be done 
earlier where there Is bottom-heat. Just when growth 
begins ie the beet time. Oreat care should be exercised 
to make tbe bark edges ot tbe union exactly touch each 
other. 

Pruning two-year-budded Apple-trees 
(IF. T. B.)—Your young Gladstone, Cox’s Orange, and 
AUington Pippin-trees, two years worked on the Paradise 
®tpck, having made summer shoots of but 12 lacks* long, j A 
(seem not to nave done well, as under ordinary ccnd'.Soor 1 « 

the shoots should have ranged from 1.4 Inches to 2i Inches 
at least. Probably the trees remain where they wen 
budded. If *o, then they should be immediately lilted sod 
replanted * feet apart Into good ground, deeply dug sod 
moderately manured. After remaining there two yean, 
then each tree should be strong enough to be lifted wd 
replanted in fresh soil where to permanently remain fully 
10 feet to 12 feet apart each way. If you cannot lift them 
at least give them a good top-dressing of half-decayed 
manure. In any case, shorten back to one-third the 
present length of the shoots, aa the trees need to make 
fairly strong growth U they are to become good pennant" 
trees. 

Vines for verandah shading.-(ft. S. K.).-Io 
have Vine foliage In plenty that It may furnish shale 
under tbe gUss roof of your verandah, ft may be best to 
plant strong growers that are fairly hardy, such ai 
Keperlone, red, Royal Muscadine, white, or Purpurea, the 
claret-leaved Vine. From the two former, If you carrrooe 
rod along each way the centre of the verandah, cottier 
back all downward and upward side-shoots or laterals each 
winter to one good base-bud, you may get some fairly 
ripened fruit. Were there no desire tor fruit, we should 
suggest fixing a light wood trellis 6 inches above the elaa 
outside, and training tbe Vines over that. Plantout list 
agaloat each upright or support of the verandah, and if 
later the Vines grow strong, cut out each alternate oo«. 
Get good holes or email borders prepared for the Vines, 
and plant at once. Cut the Vines back to within 12 inch" 
of the ground to give a good start. Let the border he 
trenched 2 teet deep, and add tome well-decayed manure. 

SHORT RBPLH0. 
F. M.—You cannot do better than fill your hanging- 

basket with a Fuchsia in the middle, with Ivy-leaved 
Pelargonium* or Campanula Isophylla alba to hang over 
the sides. Yes, you can put in the cutting* at once.— 
Ventnor.—Out immediately below a Joint aod pot In al 
onoe, at the same time taking off the lower leaves. Merely 
take out the point with the finger and thumb. When the 
flower-spike* show give a little liquid-manure, continuint 
same till the flown* show oolour. Give it weak and shorn 
once a week.-ft. Fainter.—Out them back and pit in 
the cutting!. Allow them to get somewhat dry, then 
when growth starts give them a good watering and repot 
-Geo. William*.—Do you refer to a Box edging or ths 
tree Box f-An Old Subscriber.—Tbe only thing von caa 
do is to pull off the worst infested leaves, and then pkk 
out tbe insect wherever seen on any leaves that may te 
left, using a needle or abarp-pointad knife for the purpote. 
No insecticide can reach It.-Nimrod.—See article os 
Mistletoe In our Issue of Jan. 6, 1901, which oan be bad of 
the publisher, poet free, lid.-Zoe.—The only thing you 
can do Is to bake tbe soil, but we doubt 11 this will b< 
efficacious.-Lavender Cottage. — " Roses and Row 
Culture." W. Paul and Bon, Waltham Cross. London S. 
-T. G.—You can do nothing with your Cotton «etd 
unless you have a stove in which to grow It.-G. ft C.— 
Not a gardening query.-Spring.—Bee note on grower 
Imantophyllum In the Issue of March 8, p. 17.-C. A. V. 
Sutter.—Kindly read euf rules aa to querlea. Put each 
query on a separate sheet and write an one side ol the 
paper only.-A Constant Reader. — You cannet do 
better than fill your tube with Pelargoniums, having mow 
Ivy-leaved kinds to fall over the aides.-G. W. B.—bo\ 
leave the manure, brushing It well In. You can son Gnu 
seed early in April, afterwards sprinkling some floe 
over It and well raktog In, protecting from birds it neces¬ 
sary. Yes; do as you suggest with your frame.—6. “• 
—You cannot do better than get Hobday’s " VIDaGamm¬ 
ing ’’ from thla office, poet free, 6i 6d.-SpringMla.- 
The only thing you can do ie to stretch black cotton over 
the ground where the Crocus bulbs are.-Stream but. 
—Not a gardening query.-Anxious Inquirer.—1. ho, 
2, From three to four fruits on each plant are eirodml - 
3, By the fruit parting freely from the stalk.-S. B. 
We suppose you mean Ampelopsis Veltchl, now calien 
Vltle Inconstant, a treegrowing, self-clinging pun'- 
requlring no nailing. The leaves ale off a rich red coicof 
in the autumn.-Fork.—Impossible to name correctly 
unless you let us have flowers.-ft. A’.—Do not recog¬ 
nise the plant you refer to. If you could let os sec it 
will then try and help you.——Streatham.—See note m 
oar issue of Sept. 29,1900, r« Cactus Dahlias. Thu can " 
had of the publisher, prioe ljd., post free. If you g« » 
packet of seed and sow at once you can have the plant* “ 
bloom this year In this way, If of a good strain, you 
get some very flne varieties.-C. S. Aytcard.—Yte\ y<“ 
can name the flower yourself and show it belor? w 
Floral Committee of the R.H.8. Three blooms mu* * 
sent. No need to register the name.-w. »• 
Cbamerope Kortunel will stand in the open air, but 
doubt If the Latanla will stand.-A. M. B.—lc men 
soil as you say It would be well to take out a bole and 
plenty of drainage, filling In with good soil tO gi\* \. 
plants a start. Any nurseryman who deals In trees » 
shrubs can supply the shrub you refer to. 

NAMBB OF PLANTS AND FRUITS- 
V Any communications respecting plants or f™*j 

went to name should always accompany tM far 
which should be addressed to the Kmtob <!/ 
Iua’stratbd, S7, Soutknmpion-street, Strand, ■ 
more than four kinds of fruits or flowers for na v 
should be sent at one time. . 

Names of plants.—ft. Bayes.—So. 1 not r**' 
2, Aralia Sieboldl; 8, Clematis, send In flower>1^5™ 
australis.-Cor nubia — Rhododendron Jbomso . 
Himalayan species.-ft. B. F.-l, Cineraria 
2, Evidently a Campanula, send In flower ,3, “7* . 
nosa; 4, Kalosanthee coodnea; 5, 8end better soea 
6, Adlantum pedatum; 7, Pterie tremula. 
2, Evidently Rhyncoepermum jisminoldea. 

Name of fruit.—U. Bees.-Apple Ry“«- 

Catalogues received.—Cooper, Taber, and »• 
Southwark-atreet, S.E.—Wholesale Catalogue ™ fa 
cultural Seeds.-8. F. Richmond, Oaaett, 
o) Chrysanthemums.-Reamabottom V°"’_p. H 
King’s Co.. Ireland.—Seeds, Plants, and Rosa. ^ 
Andrews, Boulder, Colorado, li .S.A.-Catalogut 
radn Wild Flowers. 
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FRUIT. 

GRAFTING WITH RUBBER STRIP. 
Son- chat the time for grafting is coming on, I 

think a few notes on the use of rnbber etrip for 

grafting might be useful. Tho material that I 

use is the pure rubber strip which is used for 
insulating joints on electric wires, and can be 
nbuiuod from electrical contractors or dealers 
in electric wires, in the form of a roll of tape 
4 inch or j inoh wide. I have generally used 
j inch wide, but this year I have some J-inch, 
but I think J-inch is better for very small stocks, 
and equally good for larger ones. I first tried 
it in 1896, and, after experimenting with it for 
a year or two, I found it so successful that I 
always use it now for grafting on small stocks, 
bat it is not so suitable for crown grafting on 
large stumps. The graft may be out to fit the 
stock ia any of the usual ways, but accurate 
fitting is not bo important as with other covering 
■tttenals, as the rubbor strip can be wound on 
tighter than any non-elastic material, forcing the 
saiaoand stock into close contact with a uniform 
rirs. pressure without cutting into the bark. 
Ihs rubber strip must be well stretched before 
patting on, then wound round the joint tightly, 
K M to cover it from end to end with two or 
three layers of atrip ; it then forms an air-tight 
covering and holds the graft very firmly, so that 
soother support is required, and yet it will give 
u the union of the scion and stock swells. The 
eod of the strip may be tied, but the beBt way is 
to moisten the end with rubber solution and 
stick it down. If very littlo solution is used it 
will stick at once if pressed down firmly ; if too 
macb solution is used it takes a little longer to 
set. Sometimes the rubber strip perishes 
quickly if exposed to hot sun, and I have lost 
some grafts from tho rubber coming off before the 
graft hod united properly. Last year I covered 
the rubber with a layer of raffi a, put on loosely, 
as a protection from sun, and found it quite 
satisfactory. I have found the same material 
superior to anything elso for budding fruit-trees, 
but Rose-stocks are often not strong enough to 
stand the strain of winding it on tightly. About 
4 inches or •> inches, measured before stretching, 
is enough for most grafts on young stocks, and 
rather less will do for very small stocks. Strip 
4-inch wide weighs about 100 grains to the yard, 
so that I 07.. is enough for about forty grafts. 

Btxicorthy, Launcettoii. R. B, Rogers. 

FRUIT-TREE STOCKS. 
Ijt the course of a very practical lecture, de¬ 
livered the other day in my hearing, on the sub¬ 
ject of “ Fruit-tree Stocks,” the lecturer did not 
refer to a practice adopted by that excellent gar¬ 
dener, Mr. W. Crump, of Madresfield Court, who, 
having charge of a large nursery on Lord Beau¬ 
champ's estate, established specially to supply 
tenants with various fruit-trees, raises his own 
■locks almost exclusively, and in relation to all 
nedling ones, whether of Apple, Pear, Plum, or 
Cherry, corrects tho natural tendency on the 
part of all these stocks to send down strajMfer J 
tieal roots into the soil. , Hi* praotice ia to, earft'L 
in the stage of root development and wiVnJtSaf 

seedlings are planted out whilst young, and 
are plastic, to bend forward or horizontally the 
inevitable tap-roots, and thus literally set the 
trees upon them. The result, Mr. Crump states, 
is that not only are downward roots thus 
checked, but they become surface roots, thus 
enabling the trees to make good growth without 
producing sappy wood, aud also enabling all 
roots to be preserved rather than be cut away. 
To a request for reasons why not rather cut 
away those tap-roots, Mr. Crump replied that 
if such a course be taken it is pretty certain 
that from just above the severance new and 
strong vertioal roots will break down, and thus 
in a few years the condition of the trees will be 
no better than would be the case had the 
original tap-roots boon left uncut. 

Trees that have been worked on stocks raised 
from seed, and have had their roots bent or 
deflected on the Madresfield linos, aro, when 
lifted for sending out from the nursery, found 
to have so flat a base that they will stand on tho 
ground without support. This is strong proof 
of the value of the plan as applied to all 
free or seed raised stocks for fruit-trees. But 
the Madresfield trees are raised chiefly for 
orchard culture. Still, the plan of bending the 
roots answers admirably for trees to be grown 
in gardens, although to produoe Apple, bush, 
and Pear pyramids, without doubt, it is best to 
work on Paradise and Quince-stocks. In 
relation to the latter stocks the lecturer 
approved of the practice of 

Double working in the case of varieties of 
Pears that were not strong growers. It seems 
strange that the introduction of but a few 
inches of stem of a strong growing variety 
between the stock and the ultimate graft 
should have on the latter so marked an offect 
as usually found to result. There is, perhaps, 
no better variety of Pear for firBt working as a 
strong grower than is Beurrc d'Amanlis. 
That usually produces the first year from the 
bud tall shoots. These, the following August, 
can be budded G inches above the first budding 
joint, and when the variety is a habitually 
weak grower on the Quince, the result is material 
strengthening and much greater robustness. 
Marie Louise so double workod does remark¬ 
ably well as a cordon on the Quince, and other 
moderate growing varieties respond in the same 
way. Of course it may be said, why not work 
theso varieties on tho seed ling Pear-stock at once? 
That is a fair query to put, bntthereply must be, 
that no matter what the variety worked, the 
free Pear-stock will all the same tend to 
develop strong vertioal roots, and to secure 
good high flavoured fruit that course should be 
avoided. Hence the value of double working 
the Quince-stock to produce trees better for 
garden culture. 

In relation to Plum and Cherry-stocks, the 
lecturer preferred thofco raised from seed to any 
obtained in the form of suckers. The latter 
seldom produced satisfactory roots or trees. 
Whilst tne Mussel Plum was that most widely 
used, the Myrobalan stock was sometimes 
useful for comparatively weak growers. But 
this stock is a coarse rooter and a late grower, 
bSLflfttlK Teas fitted for garden work than is 
t-ic Mriwak What the Paradise and 

stocks are to the Apple and Pear, the Mahaleb 
stock is pretty much to the Cherry. It is well 
suited to produoe bush-troes for tho garden or 
cordons for walls, whilst for ordinary standards 
in orchards none are better than are seedlings 
of the common wild Gean, as these possess 
good enduring properties. Where standard 
Cherries do well thoy not only attain to great 
size, but also to great age. A. D. 

DISBUDDING VINES. 
Will you kindly explain what disbudding of Vines 1* and 
how It is done? The buds entirely removed are bo 
that no growth can again come? The Vines I am putting 
In my house sre two-year-old canes, 3 (set to 10 (set long, 
and thicker than one's Anger, having buds at from 3 Inches 
to 7 lochs* apart. Should each o( these bude be actually 
rubbed off, so as to allow the remaining bude to be about 
18 Inches apart 1 From the edge of the piste or brickwork 
to the earth bed I suppose all the buds must be removed f 
Should about 3 (set of the Vine be allowed upwards from 
the plate and above that out off? I should be much 
obliged lor this or aoy other information you may kindly 
give.—W F. 

[Disbudding is tho removal of superfluous 
shoots of tho Vine. From the joints of young 
Vine-rods there will often issue two or three 
buds. It will be at once obvious that only one 
of these will be necessary, therefore select the 
best of these and retain for the purpose of the 
summer, and remove the others As your 
joints are so closely situated, it may be nocessary 
to wholly remove the buds at a point here and 
there to prevent crowding, but it need be 
remembered that the shoots are trained alter¬ 
nately on the right and left of the rod, whioh in 
some measure opens out the spaces as they 
appear on a young Vine-rod. It will thus bo 
apparent that a rule making IS inches the limit 
between the shoots would be too severe. l)o 
not attempt to disbud the Vino below the roof 
trellis, but rather retain the shoots, keeping 
these in subjection by periodical pinchings. 
Those fevour the swelling of the stem from 
the ground upwards, which is such an advan¬ 
tage to the future Vine. Do not, on any. 
account, use a knife at this late period, or such 
sevore bleeding will be set up that you will be 
unable to check it—rather remove the swelling 
buds later on by hand from the extremity back 
to the point where you would in the natural 
course of events have pruned, and there will be 
no loss of sap to the detriment of the Vines. 
Some prune to the first wire of the roof-trellis ; 
it is better to err on the aide of severity then 
otherwise in dealing with newly-planted Vinee. 
After they are well into leaf you can cut the 
nude rod back to any point desired without 
injury, because then the sap is absorbed by the 
foliage. As your Vines are strong they should, 
if your border is composed of suitable mate¬ 
rials, make a correspondingly vigorous main 
shoot. This will bo better stopped once or 
twice during its progress, which will have tho 
offect of thickening out the shoot from behind 
the position where it is stopped. The advan¬ 
tage of this will be more apparent the follow¬ 
ing season. Do not attempt to fruit the young 
Vines this year, as this tendB to cripple their 
future progress. Stop the lateral or side- 
shoots at the length of about 1 foot, and in 
stopping later allow an extra leaf each time, 
teefe: particularly if|$<$ jare porous.] 
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SOME GOOD CODLIN APPLES. 

Tiif. term Codlin a9 applied to a particular 
section of Apples is a very old one, and is sup¬ 
posed by some to be derived from the word 
coddle—».e., to parboil, in reference, no doubt, 
to their suitability for “ coddling,” a peouliar 
form of cooking necessary when preparing 
Apples for certain dishes. Codlins and cream 
was a dish well known to and much appreciated 
by our forefathers, and the particular variety 
laid under cultivation to form the principal 
ingredient of this time-honoured dish was the 
old English Codlin. Codlins, to use the term 
generally, are as popular now as ever they were 
with cooks and housewives on acoount of their 
splendid cooking qualities, and housekeepers in 
large establishments prefer them to all others 
for the purpose of making Apple-jelly, their soft 
flesh and brisk, acid flavour rendering them 
eminently suitable for this. Other recom¬ 
mendations are : they are very heavy croppers, 
of which fact the accompanying illustration 

affords abundant testimony ; they are also con¬ 
sistent bearers, as it is seldom that healthy trees 
fall to yield good crops yearly. Commercial 
fruit-growers do not regard them with such 

sized tree is at once established. The fruit of 
this variety is large and conical, the width of the 
base exceeding the height in the case of well- 
developed specimens taken from young trees ; 
skin, yellow, covered with reddish brown mark¬ 
ings on the sunny side, and sometimes heavily 
dushed with red. It has Arm flesh, which is 
jaicy and pleasantly acid It is a splendid cook¬ 
ing Apple, and is in season from September to 
the end of October. Taking 

Lord Suffield next, this may be described as 
the king of the group, so noble is it in appear¬ 
ance. This originated near Manchester, and 
was named after Lord Suffield, who was at that 
time Lord of the Manor of Middleton, and near 
ti which place it was raised by a hand- 
loom weaver. If this variety is grown in 
standard form, the trees should be planted 
so that they are protected from the force 
of high winds; otherwise, there is a risk 
of the crop beooming considerably damaged. 
The only drawback is the fact of the tree being 
so liable to oankor on bo mo soil, and whoa this 

assumes very serious proportions the better plan 
is to plant Lord Groevenor, which is proof 
against this evil. When well grown the 
fruits attain a very large siz9, and average 

A tfood crop of Codlin Apples. From a photograph by Mr. r\ Mason Rood, Winchfield. 

favour as they do other varieties which ripen 
about the same period, as Codlins are rather bad 
travellers ; yet, in spite of this, there is no gain¬ 
saying the fact that no other Apple can surpass 
them for cooking, baking, jam or jelly making at 
the time they are in season. Again, the varieties 
a-e all bo hardy and accommodating that they 
c in be (ultivxted in any form of tree. For private 
girdenB the bush is perhaps the best form of tree 
to plant, and the same may be said of modern 
plantations or orchards. In old orchards they 
are generally found in the form of tall standards, 
and some few growers plant them in this form 
at the present day. 

The group comprises some fifteen varieties, of 
which several have been in cultivation for a 
great number of years. The oldest is the 
English 0 xilin, previously alluded to, but the 
belt knowb of all are Lord Suffield, Lord 
Grosvenor, Manks’, Keswick, and, in a less 
degree. Transparent. The old 

Engl«sh Codlin has long been grown, but is 
fast dymg out. At one time no garden or 
orchard was considered complete if it was not 
represented, so greatly was it esteemed. This 
is one of the easiest of all Apples to propagate 
from cuttings, and if a whole braneh^s sawn off 
and planted it will sopn emit rorjta, &qdv i 

from 2? inches to 3 inches in height, and about 
2J inches wide at the base. They have a smooth 
pale yellow skin, which becomes slightly flushed 
when fully expose 1 to the sun on orchard stan¬ 
dards ; flesh white, tender and juicy, with a 
pleasant acid flavour. It is in use from August 
to October, an 1 is a first-rate Apple for cooking. 
Owing to the skin being delicate and tender, and 
therefore liable to show any mark and bruise 
easily, Lord Suffield is not planted so largely 
now as formerly for market work. Nevertheless 
it is a very remunerative Apple if gathered just 
before the fruit becomes ripe, and properly Sacked and forwarded to a good market for 

isposal. We have known fruits which have 
had this care realise prices averaging from 
£18 to £20 per ton, while in other cases some 
who lacked enterprise, both in seeking a good 
market and who would not gather until the 
prod u-e was fully maturr, did not realise more 
than one half of these figures. As a variety for 
private consumption it takes front rank, and it 
is a heavy, continuous cropper, no matter 
whether grown in the orchard or garden. 

Keswick Codi.in has long been in cultivation, 
aod if not so large as the preceding, yet ranks 

ith it a9 regards its cropping powers and 
ral usefulness. Although not yielding the 
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grower such high returns when marketed, it is, 
nevertheless, a good market Apple. This 
variety originatsd near Ulverstone a great 
many years ago, and it was sent out by Mr. J. 
Sander, of Keswick, under the name it nowbears. 
It is particularly hardy in constitution, and 
amenable to any form of training, aod is a 
prodigious cropper. The fruits are somewhat 
similar in outline to Lord Suffield, bat are 
■mailer, and have the addition of several 
distinct lines or angles, which run from near the 
base to the crown, this peculiarity being more 
intensified in some examples than others. It is 
in season from August and lasts to the end of 
October if stored. 

Lord Grosvenor, as has already been men¬ 
tioned, is a good substitute for Lord Saflield, 
under certain conditions, and is also known and 
grown under the name of Jolly Beggar. It is, 
however, not so handsome an Apple as Lord 
Suffield, although equalling it in size, as it 
partakes of the character of Keswick Codlin in 
being ribbed, or having several angle* on its 
aides, and is often much puckered round the 
eye. It is a clean, healthy doer, and hae a 
distinot habit of growth, the young wood having 
a polished appearance and spotted with small 

grey dots, while the leaves are 
broad and of a leathery tex¬ 
ture. Like Lord Snflieid it ia 
a remarkable cropper, and is a 
good Apple for market supply 
or for private consumption. 
If gathered and despatched to 
market in the same ooodition 
as recommended for Lord Suf¬ 
field, the returns are then very 
satisfactory. 

Manks’ Codi.in, which, like 

Keswick, has been an inhabi¬ 
tant of kitchen gardens and 
orchards for a great number 
of years, is a thoroughly good 
Apple, if somewhat small, and 

an excellent cooker. It has s 
brighter appearance than any 
of the preceding, and in a hot 
summer often becomes beauti¬ 
fully coloured. It is seldom 
mote than medium-sized,coni¬ 
cal, ‘and marked more or less 
with angles or lines, and the 
flesh, which is white, is agme- 
ably flavoured for a coiing 
Apple. It comes into use in 
August, and, owing Vo the 
firmer texture of the flesh, 
will, if required, keep till near 
the end of the year. This 
self-same Apple is also known 
under the names of Irish 
Pitcher and Irish Codlin, but 
Manks’ is that roost frequently 
used. It is a very cloee grow 
ing variety, and trees of it, no 
matter in what form they may 
be trained, never attain to 
large proportions. 

Transparent is much like 
Lord .Suffield in appearance, 

but it has a more clear or transp 
akin, the same peculiarity being also imp 
to the flesh. It is a handsome-looking Apple, 
particularly when its clear, yellow skin becomes 
flushed with crimson in a hot summer, and has 
been strongly recommended by some growers 
as being an exoellent variety to grow for market. 
This succeeds well as a pyramid or bush, snd 
is a first rate early-maturing garden Apple. f 

Dutch Codi.in is somewhat similar to Manks 
in appearance, but grows considerably larjt®r 
than it. This Apple used to be highly 
esteemed at one time, but it seems to be passing 
out of cultivation. 

The above do not by any means exhaust the 
list of Codlin Apples, as there are the French, 
Royal, Nelson, and several others; but as the 
best, most popular, and valuable have already 
been enumerated, no good purpose will be served 
by taking up space iu particularising these^ 

"The Bngllsh Flower Garden and Some 
Grounds."—TAorou^Aly revited, with full <**"£"**? 
of all the bat plants, tree*, and shrtibt, their 
arrangement, beautifully illustrated. Medium no, , 
post free, 1£l 6d. 

The tame, in f vdi., half bound tagt l'ee*mor%r7n 
t-r ,<£ttxg or preseiUation, one guinea nett, ui 
booheeUen.it*. 
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March^22, 1902 GARDENING ILLUSTRATED. 11 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

AN OLD FASHIONED BORDER. 

Tiik illustration shows a piece of an old- 
fashioned border. Ae the soil is rich, most hardy 
plants grow luxuriantly and form natural and 
picturesque groups, like that shown in the 
illustration of Summer Snowflake and Siberian 
'-ixifrage, with some dark foliage behind them, 
ami a bright mass of blue Forget-me-not, which 
r.fvd town itself, further on. 

Dtcnboyne, Inland. Mabel Gaisfurd. 

HARDY PLANTS FOR SPRING BORDERS 
Clflv. , many hues from lavender-grey to cr 

fj? roughly taken as comprising deop purple ; tho dead white Cardami 
..ie three months of March, April, and May, 1 Iboris correiefolia, I. Bemperflorons, 

shoots contrasts so effectively witli the deep 
yellow of the Daffodils. The best edging for 
the mixed border is, without doubt, one com 
posod of rough, irregularly sha|Kid stones, 
through tho insterstices of and over which 
trailing plants may be grown. Of these there 
is a long list of charming spring-flowering 
subjects, such as the golden Alyssum saxatile, 
its lightor-tinted form A. s. citrinum, and the 
Sweet Alyssum (Kn-niga maritima), with its 
honey-like perfume, a perennial in warm 
bordera; Arabia albida, which as early as 
February drapes retaining walls with a veil of 
whito in tho south-west: Aubriotias, in their 

to crimson and 
line trifolia, 
and others 

Croup of lianly plants iu aii Irish Harden. From a photograph by Miss Mabel OaUtfortl, Tho 
Orovc, Duoboyne, Co. Meath, Ireland. 

and, although during that period hardy flowers of the same family, the Sea Pinks (Armeria), 
ft r adorning the open borders are not so plenti- Dryas octopetala, Gentiana acaulis, and Pinks in 
(■ i as they become in summer days, there are varioty : while in late spring and oarly summer 
yet many available to interest and charm the tho Holianthomums or Sun Rosos in different 
*y Ot these, the family of Da II odds provides colours make a brilliant display. In March, 

, in themselvoe, and, though the numerous the pretty Adonis vernalis opens the first of its 
.<« and varieties undoubtedly present the single yellow flowers abovo its Fennel-like leaf- 

—satisfying picture when boldly naturalised age, preceded, however, by the newly-introduced 
on the Grass, many of them, from the giant A. amurensis. Anemones gladden the spring 
trampet forms to the pretty triandrus pulohel- months with their lovely flowors, the Greek 
las, add much to the beauty of the border, Windflower (A. blanda)'often expanding its 
•specially the golden varieties of the former bloeaoms as early as January, followed later by 
Metioo when planted amongst herbacamis the charming A. apennina, with flowers of a 

—the rioh carmine of whoee fourig.^lh-bt ' " • ■ 
*c! o VliO 

a species well adapted for 

naturalising in open woods. The scarl-* 
Star Anemone (A. fulgens) is* partiouh rly 
glowing in its hue, hut in somo gardens 
rapidly deteriorates, while in others it retains 
its vigour and free-flowering qualities for ten 
years or more. The well known Poppy Ane¬ 
mone (A. coronaria), an old garden tavuurile, 
has been greatly improved of late years, the St. 
Brigid strain being very largo and of pleasing 
colours. Tho Pasque-flower (A. Pulsatilla), a 
native of our chalky downs, with its purple- 
golden-stamened blooms, is very lovely, but 
requires lime in tho soil to do well. A. ranuncu- 
loidos, which bears bright yellow Buttercup¬ 
like flowors, is a little gem, and the silver-blue 
A. Robinsoniana, a variety of the common 
Wood Anemone, is pcrhapB tho loveliest of all 
the Windflowers, but, like A. Hepatica and its 
siBter A II. angulnsa, requires porous soil and 
a partially shaded site to display its fullest 
beauty. In April the tall white .Snowdrop 
Anemone (A. sylvestris) bears its white 
blossoms. C'hionodoxaa and Hcillas make pretty ratchea of blue in the border, and the fine 
•oronicum plantagineum oxcelsum Harpur- 

Crowo often opens its great jellow stars as 
early as March, at which time in warm, 
sheltered gardons the stately Crown Imperial 
(Fritillaria iinporialis) perfects its drooping 
bells of clear yellow and orange-red. In April 
the Prophet-flower (Arnebia ecnioides), a pretty 
perennial, commences to expand its yellow 
blooms with purple spots on the interior of the 
petals, which disappear in a few days, and the 
Lyre-Bower (Dicentra spoctabilis) throws up its 
arching shoots strung with pendent pink 
blossoms. This plant should be placed behind 
a later-growing subject, which will hide it when 
it becomes unsightly, as it will towards tho 
middle of the summer. The little Daisy-like 
Erigeron mucronatus generally begins to flower 
in April, and continues until stopped by the 
frost, and the moro showy E. speciosus (also 
known &a Stenactis speciosa) and its variety 
Htiperbus carry their mauvo, yellow centred 
flowers for almost os long a period. Ileuohera 
saDguinea is attractive when bearing its coral- 
red spires of bloom, and in a somewhat shady 
and moist spot Mertensia virginica makes a 
pretty picture when holding on curved stems its 
soft blue flowers, but of bluos there ia none 

more beautiful than that of tho Forgot-mo not 
(Myosotia dissitiflora), which is especially 
charming when UBed as a carpet for the 
white Poet’s Narcissus. The Spring Vetch 
(Orobus vernus) bears its purple and pink 
flowers in countless numbers, and the chaste 
Ranunculus amplexicaulia expands its singlo 
white blossoms, while Sanguinaria canadensis, 
with its snowy. Crocus-like blooms, though 
little known, is worthy of a placo in tho 
border. The Foam-flower (Tiurella cordifolia) 
makes a charming edging, and well justifies its 
English name when in full bloom, and the 
Celandino Poppy (Sty lophorum diphyllum), with 
its large yellow flowers, has a handsome effect. 
Triteloia uniflora, now classed os Mills, a low- 
growing bulbous plant, is in April a mass of 
starry, white blossoms, and many of tho Tulips 
are now at their best. In May, Achillea ptar- 
mica fl.-pl. Tho Pearl produces its little 
double-white flowers in prolusion, remaining in 
bloom until the autumn ; the hybrid Aquilegias 
display their graceful forms and soft gradations 
of colour ; but though perennials are best treated 
as biennials, Arenaria balearioa is delightful, 
spangling a largo stone in tho edging with a 
tracery of tiny white blossoms, and A. moutana 
takes the place.of the earlier-flowering Arabia 
on tho margin of the border. Campanula glotn- 
erata oponB Its deep-purple blooms, and tho 
scarlet Geum coccineum and brilliant orange 
G. Heldroichi show their glowing tint*. 

The Day Lilios are a lovely raco of plants, 
whose flowers, although not lasting, are pro¬ 
duced in such quantities that an attractive 
display is afforded for somo time. Among the 
best aro the clear yellow Hemorocallis flava, the 
darker H. Middendorfi, tho lower - growing 
H. Dumortieri, tho tall, orange-bull H. auran- 
tiaca major and H Kwanso fol. var., tho latter 
being also a very effective foliage plant. Irises, 
towards tho end of May, are as lovely as any of 
our garden flowors. Of the bulbous soction, the 
Spanish (I. xiohium) and English (I. xiphioidjss) 
are best suited for the border. These should be 

id dumps of one oolour: 
when colours are inixixl or splashed varieties w* nutu WIVWSO MftV tUIAVU D|ll» 
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employed, the effect it trivial and unsatisfac¬ 
tory. Flag or German Irises are noble flowers 
that shonld be in every garden. There are 
countless named varieties, of which the 
following ten form a good selection : Florentine 
and Prinoess of Wales (white), aurea (golden- 
yellow), flavescens (light yellow), atropurpurea 
(deep purple), Bridesmaid (white and blue), 
Mme. Chereau (white and lavender), Victorine 
(white and violet), Gueen of the May 
(rosy-lilac), and pallida (lavender). Incarvillea 
Delavayi is a handsome plant of recent 
introduction that does well in the border. It 
throws up a flower-spike 2 feet in height bear¬ 
ing many large rose-pink flowers and blooms at 
the end of May or early in June Lilies of the 
Valley should be granted a nook amongst the 
taller subjects, ana if well fed succeed admir¬ 
ably in full sunshine. The great Preonies of the 
herbaceous and tree sections arc among the 
chief attractions of the garden—the doubles 
with their massive blossoms, and the singles 
with their delicately graceful flowers. When 
purchasing herbaceous Paeonies it should be 
remembered that the best time for planting is 
the middle of September, and that they appre¬ 
ciate deep and rich soil. The giant Oriental 
Poppies strike the highest note of oolour in the 
garden at the end of May, the vivid vermilion 
of their huge blossoms blazing with unrivalled 
splendour in the sunshine. Solomon’s Seal 
(Polygonatum) is a charming plant for a shady 
spot in the border, and Thermopsis montana, 
with its yellow Pea-like flowers, is a distinct 
and attractive perennial for the garden. 

_S. W. F. 

CLEMATISES FROM SEED. 
(Reply to " A. 8.”) 

Grserai.lt speaking, as far as the amateur and 
gardener are concerned, the raising of the Cle¬ 
matis from seed is almost, if not entirely, over¬ 
looked. It is difficult to understand why 
raising from seed should be so ignored, for few 
plants are capable of yielding such satisfactory 
results as these. This u more than ever apparent 
if a little care be exercised at flowering time in 
hybridising the blooms by keeping the varieties 
within their own section or division. 8ome may 
perhaps regard the raising of suoh things from 
seed as unnecessary, seeing how many good 
kinds exist among the named varieties. This 
fact, however, should deter no one from raising 
a batoh of seedlings occasionally, if only for the 
embellishment of the shrubbery or woodland 
garden, for it should always be borne in mind 
that we have none too many of suoh beautiful 
climbers in our gardens, and, moreover, that 
however unworthy the seedlings may be when 
compared with the beat named kinds now in cul¬ 
tivation, very few indeed would be unworthy a 
place in the garden. Many of the seedlings, 
while devoid of the florist's idea of form or in¬ 
sufficient substance of petal, have very good 
flowers, and many are possessed of great free¬ 
dom of blooming. Any varieties possessed of 
the latter quality are certainly worth a place at 
the base of many a disfigured Araucaria or Wei- 
lingtonia, among whose branches these seedling 
Clematises might ramble to their heart's oontent. 
As a rule, our gardens are by no means overdone 
with free-flowering olimbers, so that there are 
abundant room and opportunity for planting 
seedling Clematises with a free hand. 

Seeds may easily be obtained in any garden 
where a few kinds already exist either by fertilis¬ 
ing with their own pollen or by hybridising wher¬ 
ever opportunity oners. Frequently in hot sum¬ 
mers a batch of seed may be obtained without 
this assistance. Very often the seedlings are 
more vigorous than the grafted plants and less 
fear exists of breaking them, and for these 
reasons they are better suited for planting 
freely in the places mentioned. With the best- 
named kinds in the more prominent parts, the 
seedlings could be employed wherever an oppor¬ 
tunity offered. Seeds are easily Becured 
where a few varieties exist, and it is by no means 
a rare occurrence to get a score of good seeds 
from a single head. With these beautiful 
climbiDg plants there is no waiting half a-dozen 
vears for the result, for if the seeds are sown in 
a cold-frame in the late autumn as soon as har¬ 
vested the plants would be fit for planting in 
May following and would flower in the year 
ensuing. Any seed sown in the early spring¬ 
time should b raised underglass inslight warmth, 

always, however, plaoing the young plants in 
frames as soon as they are a few inches high. 
In planting out the seedlings, previously well 
started in pots, always give them the benefit of 
a good strong stake. When planting in the wood¬ 
land or near some disfigured tree, dig out a large 
hole and refill with a barrowful of good rioh soil. 
Near trees or in the shrubbery the soil will be 
muoh spent, and unless a good start is given 
them tne newly-planted Clematises will not 
make much headway. 

'lematises will not 

OLD-TIME GARDEN FLOWERS. 

Old-time flowers and old-time gardens are not 
entirely things of the past, for we see instances 
to-day of a desire on tne part of many to culti¬ 
vate plants, and model, as it were, their gardens 
after the fashion in vogue long ago. One calls 
to mind plaoes where the gravelled and stone 
walks are yet divided with trim Box edgings, or 
that equally old thing, Thrift, where Yews, out 
into all manner of shapes, reveal to us something 
of the taste which, several decades since, then 
obtained. As I write, my memory reverts to a 
west country garden where, on the terrace, a 
sundial still stands, an object more or less of 
curiosity, a relic of the past, not to be parted 
with any more than the specimens of Sheraton 
furniture in the old drawing-room overlooking 
the lawn, where summer arbours, embowered 
with Roses and other climbers, and rough 
timbered but ooey-looking seats at convenient 
corners or beneath overhanging trees, are still 
in keeping with the quaint surroundings. It is 
interesting to notice the change of opinion time 
has brought about. Some readers will, doubt¬ 
less, reoolleot how, for a long season, the carpet 
bedding style of gardening spread like some 
contagion and seemed to take precedence of 
everything, when design and pattern appeared 
to be the chief points aimed at, and plants 
themselves cramped and pinched to such an 
extent in order to conform to some pre-arranged 
plan. And so it came about that, during this 
period, numerous hardy and herbaceous plants, 
whioh oould not possibly be brought into requisi¬ 
tion for the purpose named, were forsaken, and 
had to give plaoe to summer hedders, some of 
which were in preparation months under glass 
for a brilliant but brief display out-of-doors. 
Whilst one has no wish to revert to the ideas of 
our predecessors in the matter of tree mutila¬ 
tion, we may, I think, imitate them in giving 
to hardy plants their rightful place in our 
gardens. Happily, to-day, the flowiog tide is 
towards a more extended cultivation of hardy 
plants, and this revolution has not, in my judg¬ 
ment, come any too soon. Amongst them are 
many whioh we may rightly claim as “ old-time 
garden flowers,” and it is a matter for regret 
that they should ever have fallen into disrepute. 

In advocating growing plants for the garden, 
one should not, I think, lose sight of the 
fact that, although primarily they should be 
cultivated for the adornment of borders and 
beds, one ought also to have in view their 
capabilities when in bloom for indoor deooration 
when cut. We have, I submit, these combined 
qualities in not a few oi those hereafter men¬ 
tioned, and as now one may proceed with 
planting, it may be opportune to oonsider those 
that give us a delightful array of blossoms from 
early summer until winter’s keenness puts an end 
to outdoor flowers. Let us, then, first of all, 
study our requirements before beginning to 
plant. For the back rows of borders, margins 
of shrubberies, and other places where tall- 
growing subjects are needed, one should remem¬ 
ber Delphiniums, Campanulas, like grandis and 
grandis alba, with the double white Peach¬ 
leaved Bellflower, C. persicifolia alba plena; 
Phloxes of various sorts, Lupins, as L. poly- 
phyllus (blush-purple), also the white form ; 
Spira-a astilboiaee, Starworts for late autumn 
blooming, Helianthuses, showy 8olidagos, and 
Rudbeckias. For general border work one must 
also consider Pmonies—most brilliant of our old- 
fashioned flowers—Inulas, and the Perennial 
Peas (Lathyrusee), Dielytras, Galegas, Eryn- 
giums, and I be rises. Few bulbous plants offer 
a display so varied and for so long a time as do 
the Irises, germanica, Kiempferi, florentina, and 
sibirica, some of which are most effective for 
indoor decorative uses afU r beiog cut. Perennial 
Cornflowers, of which Centaurea montana sul- 
phurea is an old sort, are valuable in a cut 
state. Let me also remind readers of Sweet 

Williams, Rockets, and Pinks, the last still 
one of the sweetest of early summer flower* ; of 
Polemoniums, like P. Richardsoni, a bias 
flower, also coming into full beauty in May and 
June. The Scabiosas and Pyrethnuns are both 
good border plants, the latter in much demand 
for cutting. Fair Maids of Franoe (Ranun¬ 
culus aoonitifoliua) and the Globe Ranunoultu, 
with its yellow variety, Trollius Orange Globe, 
are both adapted for culture on borders when 
the soil is deep and rich, and where there i* 
some shade for part of the day. Columbines 
have always been associated with old-time 
flowers, and are very interesting. Anemone* 
are charming, and some of the spring-blooming 
sorts, like fulgene, as well as those that flower 
in late autumn, as japonica and j. alba, shoakl 
be included in every collection of hardy flowers. 
Charming, too, are the Gentians, from the small- 
flowered G. vema, which delights to grow 
amid rooks and stones, and never seems better 
than when on some sunny rockery, to the old 
acaulis of our gardens. Where blue flowers 
are wanted these are sure to command admira¬ 
tion, being dwarf and pretty. Then one cannot 
afford to do without the brilliancy of the Poppies 
and those of the < >riental type are extremely 
showy. Liliums, too, grouped about a garden 
have a very pretty effect. We see this in early 
summer, where candidum is planted. The 
Torch Lilies, of which we select one example, 
viz., Koiphofia grandis, are among the showiest 
of our old-time flowers, and still are largely 
grown. For a cool, moist soil mention may be 
made of the Day Lilies, the Hemerooallia. On 
a sunny bed, Alstro-merias, Gaillardisa, and 
Lnnaria (Honesty) may be successfully under¬ 
taken, whilst for early summer flowering Doro- 
nicums and Fritillarias—Crown Imperials—are 
worth noting. One plant I had almost over¬ 
looked is the Erigeron, all the varieties of which 
are of much use where quantities of out bloom’ 
are desired, and out of the many bulbous plants 
one cannot afford to leave out the Galtouu 
(Hyacinthus candicana), inasmuch as they an 
imposing when in bloom in July and August, 
their white bell flowers being somewhat conspi¬ 
cuous amongst Gladioli and other showy flowsn 
then with us. 

Whether we are disposed to regard hardy Slants in the light of the ever - changing 
isplay, or valne them most for the variety 

of blossoms they supply os with suitable for 
cutting, we cannot, I think—at any rate, those 
of us who have grown them—but admit thu 
no class of summer bedding plants, bowevn 
brilliant a pageant they afford, can compare 
with some that we still care to designate "old- 
time garden flowers.” Woodbastwick. 

M ONT BR ETI AS. 
These beautiful flowers, which have been mnch 
improved of late, should be grown in every 
garden. They are very hardy and well adapted 
for growing in the wild garden and shrubbery 
borders, also by the margins of streams. When 
planted in such positions, however, some of tbs 
old soil must be removed and replaced with s 
mixture of loamy soil, well decomposed manure, 
and a little leaf-mould. They do best whso 
grown in a sunny position and given ample 
room. The oorms are sometimes left in tbs 
ground for two years, bnt this is a mistake, as 
the plants then beoome crowded, and the bloom- 
spikes are small and poor in quality. The conns 
should be taken up every year in March, 
divided and replanted, the large ones 6 inchee 
apart, in rows 15 inches apart. The soil should 
be deep and fairly rich, and contain a liberal 
quantity of leaf-mould. Plant the conns firmly 
about 2 inohea deep, and in May muloh tbs 
spaces between the rows with old Mushroom bed- 
manure or leafy refuse, as Montbretias, being 
free-rooting plants, require plenty of moisture. 
A good mulching with dilated liquid-manure 
once in three weeks is of immense benefit to 
them. Do not allow exhausted flowers to 
remain on the plants, or they will som 
impoverish them. The small oorms should be 
planted by themselves and cloeer together 
than the large ones. If kept well watered they 
will make good flowering oorms for next season. 
Montbretiss are invaluable for cutting, and look 
charming arranged in vases with a little of their 
own foliage. They should be placed in s cool 
room, ana the water changed occasionally. Ibe 
following are all charming varieties: Bouquet 
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P&rfait, bright vermilion, with yellow centre ; 
('roooemiirflora, scarlet and yellow, very fine ; 
Drap d’Or, rioh yellow ; Pottsii, orange and 
scarlet; Etoile de Feu, bright vermilion, with 
Jeep yellow centre ; Transoendant, orange 
shaded outside, inside yellow, a very free- 
flowering variety : and Germania, a fine new 
variety. 

CLIMBERS FOR A WALL-BACKED 
HERBACEOUS BORDER. 

The photograph reproduced on this page shows 
the beet form of mixed border—namely, one 
hacked bv a high wall. The wall in question is 
apparently of reoent date, as it is only at rare 

rarely met with in this oountry. Climbing 
Roses are a host in themselves, but these are 
treated of more fully in another article. The 
Clematis family affords a large selection of < 
species and varieties suitable for wall climbers. 
The first to bloom is C. balearica or calycina, 
which, in the south-west, biars its white, 
purple-spotted flowers in February. At the 
commencement of June the well-known C. mon- 
tana is smothered in its starry, ivory-white 
blossoms, and, in the autumn, the yellow- 
flowered C. graveolens blooms, as well as the 
fragrant Virgin’s Bower (C. Flamraula), and the 
well-known C. paniculate. The large-flowered 
Clematises of the Jackmani, lanuginosa, patens, 
and florida seotions produce their widespread 

myriad snowy blossoms being unrivalled. 
This is deservedly a favourite with cottagers 
who hold sweet-scented flowers in high 
estimation. Bignonia (Tecoma) radicals is a 
brilliant sight when thickly set with its orange- 
scarlet blossoms, and other species of Bignonia 
are well adapted to outdoor culture in the 
south-west, where Nolanum jseminoides bears 
its white bloom-clusters through eight months 
out of the twelve, the fragrant Stauntonia 
latifolia its inoonspiouous flowers in the earliest 
days of spring, and the Lapagerias, on north 
walls, their drooping, waxy blossoms of red and 
white till ChristmaBtide, Physianthus albens 
its orowded white blooms, and Akebia quinata 
its odorous maroon-coloured flowers. The five 

latter plants cannot, however, be con¬ 
sidered hardy in mote northern counties. 
Of annual flowering olimbers, or climbers 
that must be treated as annuals, we have 
Cobiua scandens, with its large purple bells, 
the pink-flowered Lophospermum soandens, 
the Canary Creeper (Tropieolum canari- 
ensis), climbing Tropieolums of the Lobbi- 
anum section, and the scarlet and yellow 
Mina lobata. In favoured localities in 
South Devon and Cornwall Ivy-leaved 
Pelargoniums are rarely injured during the 
winter, and such plants as Solamum 
Wendlandi, Hidalgoa Weroklei, Mande- 
villa suaveolens, < lianthus puniceus, and 
Mutisia decurrens succeed against the open 
wall. All the subjects mentioned in this 
note are suited for oovering a high wall at 
the back of a herbaceous border, though 
some, as pointed out, are not sufficiently 
hardy for oold localities. Some require the 
assistance of wire to ascend the wall, and 
tome are of such rampant growth as to need 
periodical thinning. In the accompanying 
illustration the value of fine form in the 
garden is shown in the effect produced by 
the lofty grey Mullein (Verbascum) and the 
foliage of the Flag Iris and Saxifraga cor- 
difolia, while the tall Thalictrum aquilegi- 
folium in the foreground, the Sea Pinks, 
Sunrosee, and other flowers in the middle 
distance, and the informal manner in which 
the edging plants have strayed in iiregular 
breadths into the pathway, combine in 
rendering the border a pleasing example of 
natural beauty. 8. W. F. 

A wall-locked hardy plant border. From a photograph by Miss YVIIImott, Worley, Essex. 

interval), here and there, that climbing plants 
•brood its surface. Every wall-backed border 
•boold have the wa'l surface covered with 
flowering climbers, since these provide the most 
harming background possible for the herba- 
tooa plants in the bed beneath. The list of 

flowering climbers, both perennial and annual, 
•s table for snch a wall is a long one, and 
uclodes many flowers of conspicuous beauty. 

blooms, single and double, through the summer 
aud autumn, while the seldom-seen C. coccinea 
creates a brilliant effeot with its scarlet blos¬ 
soms. The common blue Passion-flower and ite 
white variety Constance Elliot are fast-growing 
climbers that are practically evergreen, only 
losing their leavee when the yonng foliage is 
being poshed ont in the spring. They are very 
ornamental during the summer with theii . . _ w miner with their large. 

The Wistaria is admirably adapted for such a star-shaped blossoms, and enjoy a further period 
wall, old specimens being met with that have of beauty in late antnmn and early winter when 
•x tended 70 feet and more along wall oopings, 

elinesi (spec 
•hen adorned with their countless long tassels 
'4 scented, lavender blossoms. The variety 
nnltijags, with racemee sometimes os muoh as 
2 feet in length, is extremely beautiful, but 

•fly 
thiokly hung with oval fruits of 
orange that gleam brightly under the dari 
■kies from ont the dark green leafage. Honey¬ 
suckles in variety are always weloome, and the 
white Jasmine, though common, can scarcely 
be overrated, the exquisite perfume of its 
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NOT£8 AND REPLIES. 
The distillation of flowers.—I am very 

dtalrous of irylog the home diellllalloQ of Sowers. 
Could eome rrader kindly give me eome Information 
on the subject? I have a copper etill for ordinary 
kitchen Are, and the Sowere available are Roeee, 
lavender, and Elder. The Information rrquired 
le mostly ae to proportion and treatment of the 
Sowere.—Distill. 

Increasing; Hrynglums-WIll you klodly 
loloim me what le the beet way to propagate Eryn- 
glume? I do not Snd dividing a very tucceeeful way, 
ae only a few Mart, eo I think that root cuttings will 
he the beet. Kindly lay If that le eo, and If eo, how 
aud when will be beet to pot them In? The method 
\ou recommended of propagating Seuedo pulcher I 
have found very euoceesful.—W. Titt. 

[You do not say whioh species you inquire 
about, and there is considerable difference. 
The biennial kinds, as E. serra and E, pan- 
danifolium, are easily raised from seeds, 
but they are scarcely hardy enough for 
British gardens generally. Many of the 
perennial kinds are quite easily raised from 
ieeds also, and all may be increased by root 
cuttings. The beet roots are those below 
the first thong, or about H inches from the 
crowp. At this point yon may sever what 
you require aud replant the crown portions 
at once. The present is a good time for 

these root cuttings of not a few things, and 
none come more freely or ready than of the genus 
under notice. What you have to do is to cut 
the roote into lengths an inoh long, or rather 
mere, keeping the upper part always as forming 
the top. When you hove sufficient made, insert 
them around the interior of some clean well- 
drained pote, usiDg sandy soil. By placing the 
cuttings not quite close together you msy get 
from four to five do7en around a pot 6 inches in 
diameter. The best plan is first to place in 
enough soil so that the root portions when in¬ 
serted just clear the surface rim of the pot, then 
stand the root cuttings in this snrface soil and 
lean against the pot. When the pot is filled 
around, fill the centre with soil, ana make firm 
and well water. Placed in the greenhouie in 
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alight heat growth bude will appear in about a was wrong, but all is going well, the season of and at back we preeume you could arrange the 
month at this season of the year. With greater life above ground the first year lasting only a angles to be opposite the ‘‘ moots or roots, 
progress the young plants may be treated in the month or two. About May the small fleshy The distance at which these Rosea may lie 
usual way.] roots may be taken out of the pan and planted planted would be 1A feet apart for the dwarf os t 

Bulbs for border.-I shall be much obliged (or your in a bod of sandy soil where protection in the growing, and aboutfeet apart for the stronger, 
advice regarding a long, narrow border (at present thinly severest weather may be given in winter. Each If you aim at exhibition blooms you would need 

a very hot, dry soil (sandy). I want the names of bulbs later and start to grow later than they did in ,ng the Roses for merely garden aeooration. 

for making a show in July and August. I have Gladioli, the first year or so of their existence. Every _ 
What Lilies would do well ?-H. 0. summer they should be transplanted till about AKTrt 

[In Lilies you have a large selection, and you the eighth Beason after sowing the bloomiBg nui&a ajmu icnruiao. 

may practically plant any kinds of which you 8tage will have arrived. The first two years Rose Marechal Nlel planted last autumn, 
can now obtain good bulbs. For example, any the roots go straight down, but after that they -b«t autumn 1 purchased a 
of the forms of L. Thunbergianum would be assume a horizontal growth and radiate from ^oots orbranche*, on Mahout ft feet, the other abou: 
excellent, ana equally good are such as L. the crown. New roots are formed every year, h feet long. I have planted it in »cold house. Should 
croceum, L. umbellatum and davuricum, L. the old ones decaying and falling away. sober or both of the shoot* be shortened t It hu pl«i, 

Batemamute, L. longiflorum coccineum the Cold-framea in April.-Perhaps at no ^^Statorm' 
lovely L. auratum L. t.grmum in all its oth<sr tima in the year is it needful to watch it now is, or prunef-J. B. 
varieties, and, finally, the great host of more d^eiy the inmates of cold-frames, [This fine plant, with growths 9 feet to 14 feet 
beautiful things found under Lilium speciosura. whether they contain Pansies, Auriculas, long, will require but little pruning now. 
piese last, however, do not flower before Sep- Calceolarias, or other partially hardy subjects, Generally speaking such planU have 1 foot to 
teraber. In their stead you may plant Alstrx-- tban dnrjng tbe raonth of ApriL We often get *2 feet of unripeued wood at the extreme ends of 
meria aurea, A. psittacina, A. Chllensis, etc., bright spells of sunshine, which nocesiitate the growths, and by removing this the mors 
also any of the best Montbretias, and t.altoma 80lnetimea the shading of the plants iD the eyes below are induced to break and provide 
candieans. Then there is Tigndia, a rather frame or the removal of some where they have blossom. Another good plan is to train the 
showy, important group delighting in sun and ^ doaeiy at first, as in the case of growths of such plants around three sticks, then 
warm soil. The majority of the Lilies named, and Calceolarias, as to leave them too almost every eye will break. This, of course, can 

excepting L. auratum, should succeed, and even jong together they become weak and lanky, best be done when the plant is allowed to re- 
this on occasion does not object to quite strong gpojjjng each other from want of space. Where main in the pot. It is not a good plan to snlfer 
sun, provided the soil below is fairly deep. auch conditions exist it is worth the trouble to too many blossoms to develop on one plant. A 
You say you have Gladioli. Do these include remove some, if one has to sacrifice a few, rather judicious thinning of the buda will assist thwe 
the newer race known as Lemoinei and Childsi, than spoil the whole.—Lkauitrst. that remain. Often this popular Rose is over- 
etc. ? These embrace some really fine forms Re‘ovatin(. Qra88 plots.-The lawn cropped and over-fed. Feeding i. needful as 
and quaint colours, and are more hardy.] should now receive attention. How seldom, buds increase in size, commencing when about 

Tall r. dwarf Wallflowers for indeed, one thinks of Grass plots after the lawn- «he size of Peas, but it is better U> give it weak 
early blooming.—Amongst early-blooming mowor was put away until it ia time to attend and often. We have found liquid-manure msd« 
hardy flowers Wallflowers hold an important to the duty again. How few consider the plot from cow and sheep manure most beneficial, and 
place. Many growers have a special strain, and M requjring manure, and yet, after all, a little a peck bag of soot dropped in the liquid-manure 
when grown m the open fields the plants are trouble spent in this direction is seen in fewer barrel is also valuable.] 
not very tall. V\ here they are needed for bare patches. Now is the time to make good any Rose cuttings under glass bottles.-I 
gathering from early in the year the very dwarf and ft ft even worth while to spread followed the instructions given some months ago in you 
kinds so useful for planting m beds for spring 0ver the surface some half-rotted dung, so that C 

gardening are not suitable, seeing they do not the rains may do their part, and any relaying ro^Md. 1 should like to know when lithe time to logoff 
commence to bloom early compared to the taller- 0f ^urf ft undertaken daring this month, the bottle*, when is the beet time to put the Rose* Into 
growing kinds, of which Harbinger is a type. m«v Ha «nwn «arlv in Anril —Dkrhy permanent quarters! I should prefer November ocSUrdL 
Some years ago I had a good strain of this kind, W 80WD ln April. . Should th. trench be Wt «rft U when the WO-« 

the newer race known as Lemoinei and Childsi, than 8poil th’e whole.-Lkahprmt. 
etc.? These embrace some really fine forms „_..___ . .„ 
and quaint colours, and are more hardy.] Renovating Grass plots. 

_ , _ __ „ should now receive attention, h 
d^arf Wallflowers for indeed, one thinks of Grass plots afi 

early blooming.—Amongst early-blooming moW(,r Dut ftwav until it ia tj„ 

Some years ago I had a good strain of this kind, °° 8°W“ ~r,jr ‘U SC5. 'trench b* ..ft «!ft ta -h« 
and when planted in a sheltered border, facing £bTb&3 Icxm ld tak- th.m up ta the 
west, in front of my cottage, I was able to gather R O S B 8 . autumn and put them in a cold-frame.-IGuun. 

handfuls of bloom during January, while the - [\V« ttro glad to loam from you that the 
dwarf vellows and reds were not in bloom till PLANTING A NEW BORDER OF ROSES, method of striking Rose cuttings advocated in 
the end of March. Last year when at Bourne- „ w (. IU)KS-FR these pages in onr issue of July 7th, 1900, hu 
mouth at the end of March, I observed the (Reply to 1.1 Ua • • ) in youT case proved so successful If you do 
dwarf kinds had scarcely a bloom open.—J. Wk ouite agree with you that the beautiful not rtqujrethe ground now occupied by tie cot- 
Crook. Tea Roses may be grown most satisfactorily fc. ahould advise you to leave the* -here 

Calceolarias under hand-glasses.- “P0"^.0018- “ 7°? doacnhe, and where mbita- they are unlil next year> transplant** them 
After ft nrotracted winter, with aeveral enell* tion bloom i« not desired they do not require . tiermanent nositions in March or April. Thu 

and when planted in a sheltered border, facing 
west, in front of my cottage, I was able to gather 
handfuls of bloom daring January, while the 

Crook. 

Calceolarias under hand-glasses. 
After a protracted winter, with several spells ««» «*«>»» » 11 uo not rw'u,re to permanent positions in March or Apni. w 
of sudden and severe frost, I was surprised to "inch pruning, provided they escape injury bottles should not be removed this year 
find a splendid lot of yellow and dark Calceo- ^m frost. We note your intention to plant ^ M When this is done draw aw.y the 
larias that had stood without any covering Tea Roses upon what you term ” moot* but as ., ^ the plants free in the treni A 
beyond some cldohes and hand glasses, that *0,u °r “flon“t,°n ^“ding Aglaia and u 8lic^ ahould be placed again: each 
were set on a border in the autumn and filled ot,1?r “ Ramblers •e conc ud, your inMnt.on cuUing and the growth, tied upright. In Jane 
with cuttings and kept quite close, hut never « also to plant some of this class Twelve first- a thin mnlching of well rotted manure and o d 
opened or removed until the end of February, mte fast-grow.ng climbers are AgaiaorUw potting soil would considerably strengthen the 
All the cuttings had made sturdy-looking dwarf Ra'"blel\ Th“ ‘8 very beautifuL but requires ^wtgB .should you desire to traueploot this 
plants that needed a little more sice to “ Us ^“t“ent.1 spring you can do so in May ; but n this case 
develop into line sturdy bushes: in fact, far a'lowedbo farf.ble atJlU ."S" pot up the plants into small pots for three 0 

better than the ordinary run of plants one finds i. l-r /n.l tvfour weeks and plant out during iho«o 
at this time of year that have been grown in Eiectra whioh « newer and very similar, her , June. 0f course the plant, a e 
pits or frames.-J. G., Qosporl. 8 floW6.r* tha 8.ummer follow2?g ftf P potting must be kep*. in a cold frame. After 

The New Zealand Flax v(Phormlum 'have CrimsS?Run£r“2th^rise th“s woulrfb^ frost'“ h^ld 

u.wuB..v ujr u. but the remarks regarding Aglaia apply also to “ ^ t havs often 
These I planted out in two positions, one on the8e two. Two hybrids of Rosa Wichuriana Rose W. A. Richardson.-i nave # 
low ground, near on ornomontol pond, ond ox are particularly lovely namely, Jersey Beauty noticed in your columns that thi* 
posed to northeast; the other was on some and Ruby Queen, both excellent ramblers. Car- name for “ producing pale-coloured • 
high ground 20 feet above the other close by. mine pillar ifl goodi also Rosa sinica Anemone, While allowing this to be true,.may 1» J # 
These are sheltered by a big masB of evergreen j^me. Alfred Carriers, Reine Olga de Wurtem- correspondents if they have noticed ^ 
shrubs ; the soil here is dry. In this posi- burg> Mme. Jules Siegfried, and Dr. Rouges, cuttings are taken from rather ow, 
tion they do not grow nearly so fast as those The above woujd ^ a varied and excellent ripened wood the colour will De eve / ^ 
near the water, but everv summer tliev all ,i^„„„ if™ »i,« that can be desired: if. on the coni™. 1 , 

These are sheltered by a big mass of evergreen iIm6t Alfred Carriers, Reine Olga de 
shrubs ; the soil here is dry. In this posi- bnrg> Mme. Jules Siegfried, and Dr. 

are nartlcularly lovely —namely, Jersey Beauty noticed in your oolnmna that t. >« Me 
® and Ruby Queen, both excellent ramblers. Car- name for “ producing pale-coloured ow 
’■ mine Pillar is good, also Rosa sinica Anemone, While allowing this to be true, y 

de Wurtem- oorrespondenU if they have notic 

a—-j, . itoses, as suggesteu oy you, are very suitaoie. -r-, ,L.m other- 
should not hesitate to plant out Phormium As you desire the names of fifty of the very best »nd no feeding or care wdl make oi 
tenax except in the coldest parts of the country, exhibition Roses, you should write to Mr. wise. I have ttruck as many’■!*. 'hi, 
Many things that would thnve in the open Edward Mawley, hon. secretary of the National them in one season, and have iw 1 ere 
suffer from being cramped in pots.—J. Crook, Roae Society. As to the arrangement, we peculiarity year after year. u uitiDg» 
Ford*. Abbey, Chard. think half circles of contrasting colours, com- taken in selecting the wood ^ jor 

Raising Bremuri from seed.—Good posed of the strongest growers, and running the this lovely Rose might lose t p 
fresh seed sown as soon as ripe in a pan of whole length of the border, would have a good “ pale coloured blooms, —a. 

light soil and set out in the open will begin ger- effect, ana in front of each half cirole a block or ■ -- 
minuting in less than a month, and the tiny clump say of three or four plants of one variety, Af manv of the mart mUrttting, nola “aK 
spears will continue piercing through the earth but of a more lowly growth, could be plaoed, and articUt in "0*RDinnno" from tht very 

till all have come up. The pan should be win- these of a different colour. This would have a come from Ui reader*, we offer P’-i'1*-' 
tered in a cold-frame, but it will soon be ob- better effect than straight lines. The angles tatfft-edu^> to the 

served that many of the young plants are in front could be planted with one plant of a C^0,t^sf\d'or irUereMing letter ortkort ■,* 
ripening off. One would imagine somethin;!; dwarf-growing kind, or with Tufted in int yjrrtnt weekft ittue, which wiii he vwrua 
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ROOM AND WINDOW. 

COSMOS. 

Tin genua Cosmos numbers only about ten 
specie*, and aa these are mostly natives of 
tropical America, Mexico, etc., the beet time 
to ww is after all danger of frost is past in 
spring ; indeed, it is never safe to sow Cosmos 
Upinnatua until April. Of all the species, none 
are so beautiful as C. bipinnatua, here ligured. 
A glance at our illustration will give some idea 
of the beauty of this charming annual, which, 
sa a fine foliaged plant, is the most elegant of 
all annuals. It grows to a height of from 
.1 feet to a feet, copiously branched and well 
clothed with delicate thread-like leaflets. The 
Dshlia-like bright red-purple blossoms, whioh 
ic warm summers are freely borne on long foot¬ 
stalks, are very useful for cutting. If one wants 
an early display a good plan is to sow in pots in 
a warm-frame in March, and a week before 
planting to stand them in a cold-frame to 
harden off, finally potting into their flowering 
quirten, 2 feet apart. A good way to obtain a 

settias last but a short time when cut. They 
can be made to last in capital condition for five 
or six days at the least if the precaution is taken 
to cut the bracts the day before they are 
required, and steep the stems all night in a 
bucket of water, plaoing the latter in the house 
in which they have been grown. Another 
method, and a very excellent one when the 
bracts are required at short notioe, is to plunge 
the ends of the stems in boiling water, which 
effectually seals up the pores of the wood and 
prevents further flow of the " milky ” fluid or 
juice, the draining away or loss of whioh is 
accountable for the flagging of the bracts when 
they are used in heated rooms. I have been 
using Poinsettias treated in this way for some 
time^past, and with most excellent results.— 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

SEASONABLE NOTES ON CHRYSAN¬ 
THEMUMS. 

Moi ii may be done at this season to ensure the 
well-being of the young plants. Urowth of a 

Flowers of Cosmos liipinnutiis in a vase. From a |ilintoi;rapli by Gen. K. I.ow, Ihihlin. 

^occasion is to sow seeds between these plants, 
n«l by the time the early plants are over the 
‘then will be showing flower. A light, sandy 
•oil suits the Cosmos Best, and the warmer the 
[otition the better will be the result. 

Hardy Ferns for rooms.—Many of the 
tardy Ferns are quite as well adapted for room 
laceration aa the greenhouse kinds commonly 
grown for that purpose. Such beautiful vario¬ 
us) aa the Welsh Hard Fern (Polypodinm 
»ilgare cam brio urn) and the Crested Male Fern 
l.utres Filix-mas cristata) are quite eq lal in 
■j**oty to most of the Ferns that require to be 
titivated under glass throughout the year. 
The Soolopendriums, Polypodiums, some of the 
'.utreaa, and Polystichums are evergreen if 
□ecely protected from the vicissitudes of our 
•inter climate. For corridors, entrance halls, 
ud similar pWcss where cold draughts of air 
•re apt to come and where the temperature will 
i (Betimes fall to freezing point, these hardy 
Itraa are much more suitable than greenhouse 
knds. 

Poinsettias flagging: when 
—0oe often hears the complaint thajbyll 

sturdy kind can only be developed by oool 
treatment, and for this reason, assuming the 
earliest batch of young plants has received the 
first shift, they should be arranged in the cold- 
frame close up to the glass. Many growers 
regard the treatment of young plants in a cool 
greenhouse as ideal at this early period, but ihe 
system will not hold good. As growth is made 
very rapidly at this season, particularly where 
there is the least amount of artificial heat, it 
will at ouoe be apparent how undesirable is the 
oharaoterof the griwth under suoh treatment. 
You may ventilate ever so freely, but you can¬ 
not prevent the young plants becoming drawn. 
Even in a cold grt enhouse, when the plants are 
arranged on shelve < near to the glass roof, the 
same danger, only in a lew degree, is experi¬ 
enced. With the daily increasing powor of the 
sun tho temperature of all glass structures must 
necessarily rise considerably, and not infre¬ 
quently at a very rapid rate, and with disastrous 
results. 8turdy growth under these conditions 
cannot poaaibly bo, aud unless a good found¬ 
ation is laid at this early period it is almost 
hopeless ever to expeot to produoe in the 

anyth bg.^ likely to reward us for all 
tn dhfe] may take. These facta should 

sterly winds are very 
ting during March, and not infrequently also 
ch later, and for this reason when giving 

prove that the cold-frame, for plants rooted 
early in the year, is the only accommodation 
suited to their needs at this season. Assuming 
the plants were rooted singly in “ thumb "-pots 
they should now be in those measuring 3.1 inches 
in diameter. For a little while the pots may be 
arranged close together. We are not yet “ out 
of the wood ” in so far as regards sharp froats, 
and at any time within the next week or two it 
will be necessary to provide adequate protection 
in the way of plenty of litter and good mats. 
Cold easterly and north-easterly winds 
cutting 
much _ _ 
the cold frame but a “ crack ” of air, care must 
bo observed that the somewhat tender occupants 
of the frames do not suffer. It is necessary, of 
course, to. commenoe inuring the young plant* 
to hardier and more airy conditions, but it will 
be apparent that they should be adequately pro¬ 
tected against the cutting winds when they pre¬ 
vail. Through carelessness in this respect I 
have seen a promising batch of young plants 
almost spoiled, and although receiving careful 
treatment subsequently, they never appeared to 
recover from the check they then exporienoed. 
The plants must be grown on without a check 
from their earliest history until the blooms are 
cut for the shows. Watering is an important 
item of culture even at this advanced period. 
The sharp bursts of sunshine very quickly dry 
up the moisture in the soil of the small pots, 
and unless one is on the alert in this respect 
the plants may suffer in consequence. One 
thorough watering when given is the rule to 
follow. 

Plants needing their first shift even at this 
late date should be treated with the utmost 
care. Immense quantities of useful plants sre 
propagated later than are those intended for 
exhibition, and many establishments now have 
their batches of plants, whioh are nicely rooted, 
in boxes and around the edges of some of the 
•mailer-sized pot*. These young plant* should 
be lifted from the boxes or shaken out of the 
pots, and be repotted singly into small sixties 
(pots 3 inches in diameter). Compost for this 
shift should comprise three parts fibrous loam, 
one part leaf-soil, and one part nicely rotted, 
horse-manure. Pass the foregoing through a 
sieve with a A,-inch nieeh, aud add thereto a 
liberal quantity of sharp sand or coarso silver- 
sand, and give the whole of the ingredients a 
thorough mixing. Use clean crocks and pota, 
and pot the young plants firmly. By these 
means growth of a sturdy oharaoter is enoou- 
i-aged, and if the plante be placed in a cold- 
frame subsequently, the sturdy growth becomes 
consolidated, and a good foundation thereby 
laid. Keep the oold-frame rather close for a 
few days, until the plants have recovered from 
the check experienced through the repotting. 

K.O. 

CHRY8ANTHEMUM RUST. 

That rust does exist is taken for granted, but 
the possibility is there are many inetanoes where 
its presence passes uunotioed, or is accepted as 
a result of indifferent oulture. Some kinds are 
very much more addicted to the disease than 
others, and though no sufficiently dear reason 
can be given why it is so, there are at any rate 
gardens where no disease appears among the 
plants. Instances occur, too, in which a collec¬ 
tion has been badly infested one year, and the 
next there is no disease. While, too, some 
growers take every precaution, and spare do 

effort to combat the enemy, it* persistency is 
such that one's energy becomes almost, as it 
were, orushed. This lias been so, at any rate, 
with some, and they have been driven to leave 
the plants to take their ohance, whether for 
good or evil. An instance of a nurseryman who 
grew a great quantity for cutting for the pur¬ 
poses of his business, was a year or two since 
the victim of the disease to such an extent that 
almost the whole of the plants were ruined, the 
flowers opened in a poor, half hearted way, and 
the plants loet all their foliage. This so exaspe¬ 
rated the owner that he resolved on some drastio 
measures for the ensuing year. Freeh cuttings 
were bought in, and also a good stock of Veliha, 
a specific prepared specially for fungoid diseases, 
and for f'arys&nthemums in particular. Into 
a solution of this the cuttings were dipped 
before they were inserted, and overy week alter 

1 c'me 1 round they i^Tt1 
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were syringed with the same preparation. 
. of this was a perfectly cleai 

The 
result of this was a perfectly dean stock and 
abundance of first-class llowers in their season. 
Now this is .a costly procedure, but in this 
instance it was no doubt well repaid. In some 
seasons and among some collections it is possible 
to lind traces of the disease at any time of the 
year ; in others it makes its appearance in late 
summer, and continues on through the winter. 
The cuttings, too, when taken are found with 
disease spots lurking about them, which develop 
during the period while they are kept close. 
The better course of dealing with them at this 
time of year is to pinch off the leaves so affected 
and burn them at once. It will often be found 
that the spots will bo on the old leaves, the 
growth made beyond the original cutting being 
clean. If every individual plant is examined 
weekly during the time they occupy small pots 
the chances are they will go on through the sum¬ 
mer without any trouble. Should it appear in 
the autumn just about or prior to their being 
taken indoors, a few svringings with Veltha will 
tend to check it greatly, if they do not stamp it 
out. As previously remarked, some kinds are 
much more prone to disease than others. A 
partial remedy is obvious—discard those which 
are the most diseased, and retain those not so 
addicted. It is supposed by some that high 
feeding contributes to this trouble, manures of a 
highly stimulating nature being necessary to build 
up the high-class exhibition flower. While this 
view is held by some, another grower will say 
the poorly-fed and weakly-grown plant is that 
which fosters the disease. That i'. does exist 
under both conditions has been often proved, 
but because this is so it must not be made an 
excuse to allow the disease when present to 
run its course unmolested. Soluble petroleum 
in a neat state, applied with a pointed stick or 
■mall camel-hair pencil to the rust spot, has 
been a remedy with some. Others, again, use 
the petroleum alone, but these applications are 
fit only for small plants which can be handled 
each separately. One very useful and partial 
remedy is to encourage the vigour by rational 
treatment from their early stages and through¬ 
out the growing season. A change of manure 
as an effort to stimulate vigour in the plants 
is advisable, and as manures of so many kinds 
are obtainable in suitable quantities cheaply, 
this comes within the means of everyone. 

S. 

ORCHIDS. 

CYPRIPKDIUM CALCEULUS. 
This has been called the English Lady s 

Slipper, and, indeed, is so called at the present 
time, but it is very doubtful if a single speci¬ 
men of it oould be found in a wild Btate in this 
country, even in those very few localities where 
once the plant was sparsely distributed. 
Happily, it is not extinct in other countries, 
ana each year consignments are received in the 
early autumn months. These, unfortunately, 
are not lifted with much care by the collector, 
and the result is single crowns for the most 
part with but few root-fibres existing upon 
them. But even with such rough and ready 
treatment as this, the plants, with care, do not 
take unkindly to our English climate, and manv 
may be established in due course, though 
failures are bound to follow now and then. 
Once the plants make a start at the root there 
is little to be feared for the fresh young ribrous 
roots, as theee issue from immediately below the 
flowering crown, reach and extend a consider - 

the usual level, so that plenty of moisture ii 
assured to the plants. Thus arranged a prettv 
effect may be gained by colonising the plants, it 

in the illustration, and once established the 
plants may go on for many years annually in¬ 
creasing in strength and general vigour. Tt* 
English Lad v'a Slipper has a large, much-inflated 
lip, or labellum, of a deep yellow tone, line! 
with dark veins occasionally; the sepals sod 
petals are brownish-purple. The plant flower* 
in May and is delicately fragrant. When well- 

n fully established it 
height. 

will attain Tally 18 inches a 
E. J. 

CHIMNEY CAMPANULAS 

Chrysanthemums-what to do with 
recently rooted cuttings. — At this 
period many growers have numerous cuttings 
which were propagated in shallow boxes, etc., 
and which hare recently rooted. It is impor¬ 
tant that the young plants be potted up singly 
into small pots—those 1! inches ip diameter or 
rather less—as the roots to quickly become 
matted and entangled that unless they are 
taken in hand promptly serious damage must 
necessarily ensue when dividing them. The 
soil for this potting should consist of two parts 
good fibrous loam, one part leaf-mould, and a 
naif part of well-rottea horse-manure. Add 
thereto a liberal quantity of coarse silver-sand 
or clean road-grit, and thoroughly mix the 
whole. Both crocks and pots should be clean. 
Cover the orocks with the rougher siftings of 
the compost, and pot the young plants rather 
firmly. When potting is completed, either 
place the young plants in a cool greenhouse or 
in a cold frame where protection from frost can 
be provided. Keep the frame rather close for a 
day or two, after which gradually admit air, 
taking advantage of genial weather to give 
them a more abundant supply.—E. G. 

Outdoor Chrysanthemums.—Border 
Chrysanthemums are some of the best things 
one can grow in a garden, particularly if the 
garden be near to a town, and early in April 
the old plants of last year—and I have many 
such that have withstood the winter with 
merely a little stable manure placed round 
them—will be ready for dividing. I look upon 
Mme. Desgrange, Mme. Marie Masse, Mrs. 
Hawkins, Molicre, Ivy Stark, Lady Fit/.wygram, 
Comtesse Foucher de Cariel, and Queen of the 
Earlies as indispensable amongst the first to 
bloom. If only all admirers of this section 
would understand that they may be grown 
without any glass protection whatever, then 
many of our gardens would 
aspe< t in the 

were planted out in a cold-frame and potted aplntoC-i* 
pots in April, on the undemanding that they would Corn 
about harvest-time. None showed any signa of blooc. I 
re-arranged the drainage in October and top dresaedthss, 
putting them again in a cold-frame for the winter. So» 
they are little rosettes about 3 inches scrota WhK cia I 
do to get them to flower this wesson ? Shall 1 bring tbes 
Into the greenhouse, which is now between 60 dega ud 
in degt at night, and whatever the tun choosea to mslf.S . 
in the day l Or should I shift them into bigger pou 

C'ypripcdium calct-olus in Mr. Goodman's garden at Smith leslg.-. Hordiam. From a photograph 
.Norail K. Ila>, Grccnoaks, Urocheiihursl. 

able distance when in the right kind of soil. 
Singularly enough, because it is an Orchid, the 
soil usually given is one of peat and as such 
soils do not suit this particular kind, not a few 
of the failures to grow it well or even to estab¬ 
lish it at all may be traceable to this alone. 
Certainly if weakly plants and plants with 
but few roots to sustain them are at once 
planted in the worst selection of soil it is 
small wonder that failure results. In nature 
this species is only found on calcareous forma¬ 
tions, usually in loamy soil freely impregnated 
with limestone chippings. To make it a success 
in our gardens the species should at least bo 

before doing so ? 1 hive another lot piloted out in » 
that were sown this time last year. Surely I oogb! i° 
have a ahow somehow?—H. M. B. 

[Judging from your letter, with the first dozen 
of which you speak there must hare been some 
cultural error. With good culture pl&ntf cm 
easily be flowered in from twelve to sixteen 
months. By sowing the seeds now the young Slants should be in 4-inch pots by the end - 

une. Better still, if planted in the open a 
deep, rich soil, IS inches apart, or even in tne 
frame you speak of. In either case attention 
must be paid to watering and feeding to baud 
up a solid foundatiou. In September yon oav 

planted in loamy soil, and in this, without the pot the plants up, or you may leave them anti- 
admixture of lime, I have grown the plant with 
every success. Naturally there is a certain per¬ 
centage of lime in most loamy soils, and some, 
such as the Banstead loam, have a larger share 
than others. The addition of old mortar or some 
bone-meal will, however, assist if anyone so 
desires, and it inay help in certain cases. Pro¬ 
vide a deep bed, quite 18 inches deep, and make 
it sandy or gritty. A rather sheltered spot is 
good, and while Borne writers make a point of a 
^ell-drained and rather dry soil, I invariably! 

April, when, in the first week thereof, pot '*ne 
clumps with all the roots you can get into 
10 inch pots. See you have a good yet not over¬ 
abundant drainage. The soil may be any goon, 
sound loam, with sand added; and alsosome ol 
mortar. A handful of some good fertiliser *»> 
be useful. With the coming away of the flower- 
spikes the plants must be encouraged 
liquid-manure twice each week, and at an ear.; 
stage a top-dressing of richer soil. Amp-e 
water supplies are essential at this Btage. 

lant in a recessed bed, abo^ ^ ~t*pl<^ F other P1*01*’ Six-inch pow 
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ore quite useless. These plants have been 
'tarred. You may improve them now by shak¬ 
ing away all the old soil and potting afresh in 
perfectly clean pots not lees than 8 inches 
across, with a view to a liberal shift later on— 
•ay, first week in May. Employ very old 
manure, finely sifted, at the rate of one-fourth 
of the soil and sand one-sixth. This shift may 
resuscitate them in a measure, and each little 
rosette may have its small spike of flowers. 
Your greenhouse at (10 degs. is rather too warm, 
and plenty of air will bo needed. Be sure the 
plants do not get dry at the root. Those sown a 
year ago may be potted as already noted ; or you 
may pot them now if you see they are on the 
move. Give them ample room, however, and 
keep in the cold-frame for a month longer, as 
you do not reouire them until harvest time. 
Vote of 10-inch diameter, with very firm potting 
and rich soil, and at least 1 inch retained as 
■paoe for watering at the top, to be filled up 
each time water is required, with cool and 
liberal treatment, should insure you the 
display you expect in the coming autumn.] 

given a suitable soil and position. In some 
two parts loam to gardens it is a rule to sow the first lot of seed 
'' well docayed early in Maroh. This may do very well if large 

In potting, shake the bulbs plants are needed and good accommodation can 
be given them, or if they are needed to be in 
bloom early in Ootober. I fail, however, to see 
their value thus early. Really good plants 
can be grown for bloomiug during November 
onward by sowing towards the end of April. 

necessary, should be done before they start into given a suitable soil and position 
growth, a suitable compost is 
one part each of loaf-mould, 
manure, and sand. 
clear of the old soil. At one'time it was con¬ 
sidered necessary to repot every year, but it is 
not now so universally followed, and we have 
seen some good examples that had been for three 
years in the same pots.] 

Forcing Anemones (Rockery j.— 
Tubers of the Anemones require to be at least 
two years old before beiDg of a size suitable for 
forcing, so that by sowing the seed at once you 
may, provided everything goes well, obtain the 
desired end in some three years to come. A 
better plan, we think, will be to purchase 
tubers as early as you can next autumn, and 
got them as large as possible. By potting 
these as soon as received (say September) 
flowers may be secured in February and March 
following. Four tubers will be ample in a 
(1-inch pot, and if the bulbs root quite freely 
you may even obtain a few winter flowers. 
Winter flowering is sadly against the nature of 
all this tribe of plants. Heat, and excessive 
heat, minus the sun and its heat - giving 
influences, are just the things to ruin these 
beautiful flowers, and the only way to enjoy them 
in English gardens and in districts adjacent to 
large rivers is to plant them freely in a frame 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Orchid leaves falling oil.—I enclose some leaves 

uZ bulbs of CatUeya Uoakeltlana which have gone wrong, 
also Sana leaves of Vanda onrulescena which have fallen 
ofl 1 Stain be much obliged if you will tell me the 
rrvaoo te this decay log 1 The temperature of the house 
tn «tdchUyase kept varies between to degs. and Gu degs. 

;Wtshould aay the following would be the cause: Tern 
peralon loo leer, probably combined with a too liberal 
suppQr of loot moisture during cold period*. The temper- 
atuiv ah sold not be lees than 66 degs. for these ipecles. ] 

rnwtalaa doable Primulas -Having been a 
rvadrt stjSW paper for some time past, I venture to aak 
a quallaB. I have got several email glasshouses, and on a 

la aea I have about forty doublt Primulas, which 
has* base la full bloom all the winter, and I am now 
aaalaaa to propagate them. I have been told to fill the pots 
ap with aodj soil. If this be oorrect, should I cut or 
a:rk Chaos Hke Carnations, and shall I shade them ? Please 
tell me What beat to keep them Id?—Muscat. 

[Ooosidarable difficulty is sometimes experi¬ 
enced in iaoreasing the stook of this most useful 
winter and spring-flowering plant. As soon as 
the blooming is past remove the whole batch to 
a shady position in an intermediate-house, 
divert them of all their lower leaves, and fill in 
the vacant spaces at the top of the balls with 
new smart 8phagnum, sifted loam, and silver- 
**nd h squal proportions, raising the material 
somswhrt above the pot in the form of a small 

that the bare portions of tho old 
stool* an covered. This mulching is then kept 
jntiMtlly moist by the daily use of the 

syringe and so rapidly do the plants root into 
this mediom that in a month's time the whole 
Utah may be divided and potted off. Each 
crowd or portion is separated with a sharp knife 
xod ported. Moss and all. The plants are 
tllowmd to remain in the same house until 
tstabttshod, after which they are placed in 
frames, and only a limited amount of air given 
for a time. Primulas, especially the double 
■o-tion, will stand, and even enjoy, more sun 
than many people suppose, while making their 
cummer growth, their texture thereby becoming 
more consolidated and their flowering powers 
increased. ] 
Growing Amaryllis.—Please give cultural direc¬ 

tion* lor growth of Amaryllis, when to pot, and after 
uutment ? Also colour and shape of flower, and say If 
It will do out-of-doors 1 I do not mean Amaryllis Bella¬ 
donna.—A. 

[The different varieties of Amaryllis now in 
cultivation bear on the top of a sturdy stem 
(from IS inches to 3 feet high) large, broadly 
funnel-shaped blossoms, whioh aro just now at 
their bent. In colour there is a considerable 
amount of variation, some having a light ground 
netted more or less with red, while all shades 
from light red to deep crimson are represented 
among them. They will not do out-of-doors, early in the spring. 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

in the sunniest aspect possible, and keep all 

L'louilt-d fluid" (lledt-ra caimrii ii.i* aiiri'o-innrulatu) over a doorway in a Norfolk garden, 
a photograph sent by Mr. E. Banbury, 80, L’adogan Square, S.W. 

frost away from the leafago that will come 
through the soil in early November. Many 
would be quite satisfied if those Anemones 
would really force once quite well. Certainly 
thoy will not endure it twice in succession. If 
you still desire to try, pot early and introduce 
into warmth as soon as the pots are well filled 

llede.a oanntiensis aureo-maculata, known as 
“Clouded Gold.” The garden in whioh it is 
growing (upon a wall looking west) is in west 
Norfolk. On the lower part of the wall the 
leaves are dark green, and the golden leaves all 
growing together at the top of the wall appear 
from a distance like a mass of yellow bloom, 
giving a most brilliant effect. The photograph 
was taken about 5 o'clook on an August after¬ 
noon with the sun on the creeper. 

E. Banbury. 



This variety Is, however, weaker in growth than 
the others previously mentioned. Whichever 
you decide on should be planted at onoe, and 
some good soil given the roots to make a start 
into. If you decide on a Magnolia, the 
Exmouth variety of the evergreen M grandiflora 
will best suit your purpose. Planting should be 
done now and as reoommended for the Vine. ] 

Treatment of dwarf Japanese treee — Haring 
purchased at a recent sale a Japanese dwarf Pine, 40 jean 
old, I shall be very aiuch obliged It you will Inform me how 
I should treat It to keep it in good health ? Do the roots 
require trimming to keep It from growing? I hare no 
greenhouse, so keep it in the drawing.room, where It gets 
plenty of light.—Brabmar. 

[Your Pine will only need the average atten¬ 
tion given to plants grown in pots—that is, 
sufficient water to keep the soil m a moderate 
state of moisture, and an occasional syringing to 
remove the dust which is sure to accumulate on 
any plants kept entirely in the dwelling-house. 
No trimming of the roots is needed, as the plant 
has been gradually inured to this semi- 
moribund state by a process of semi-starvation, 
till its stunted condition has become chronic, 
and it is so permanently slanted that any 
attempt to induce it to grow freely would in all 
probability end in failure. If in process of time 
the soil becomes too much wasted add a little 
more.] 

GARDEN PESTS AND FRIENDS. 

branch for 3 Inches or 4 Inches. Tbs branch la about 
2J inches in diameter.—A Constant Rkadrk, Old Ckf*t*r- 
tan. • 

[The branch of your Apple-tree was infested 
by the caterpillar of the wood leopard-moth 
(Zenzera resculi), one of our most elegant moths 
The female measures 2£ inahes across the wings 
when they are fully opened, these being long 
and narrow, white, and almost transparent, with 
yellowish-brown veins. Between every tiro 
veins there is a row of rounded bluish-black 
spots, the head and thorax are covered with a 
thick white pile, the latter having three black 
spots on either side of the middle, the body is 
thickly covered with a thick black down, and 
each joint is fringed with white. The males are 
rather smaller than the females and have very 
deeply-toothed antenna*. The presence of these 
caterpillars may generally be detected by small, 
sawdust-like particles which are thrown out by 
the caterpillar. If possible thebraneh should 
be cut off, but if it be undesirable to do so, the 
entranoe td the hole should be slightly enlarged, 
and an attempt made with a pointed wire to 
stab the insect, or, if the wire be formed into a 
hook, to drag it out. If this fails, some cotton¬ 
wool or tow should be soaked in tar or paraffin- 
oil and pushed as far as possible into the gallery 
formed by the caterpillar, and the hole closed 
with a piece of well-kneaded olay, to as to assist 
in stifling the inseot.—G. S- S.] 

N0TE8 AND REPLIES. 

Fungus on Oak (F. IF.).—The so-called fungus 
oo 0»k u really a Lichen (Sticta pulmonacea), sometimes 
known ss the " lungs of the Oak." It Is quite common, 
and Is sometimes used Instead of Iceland Hoes ae a nourish¬ 
ing lood for sick persons It ia said that In Siberia It 
te used to Impart a bitter taste to beer.—O. 8. 8. 

Black Vine-weevil.—Kindly say what the enclosed 
grub Is ? I foood over 100 In one pot.—Axos. 

[The grubs you sent are those of the black 
Vine-weevil (Otiorrbynchns sulcatus), or a very 
closely allied species, the clay-coloured weevil 
(0. picipee). The grubs are so much alike that 
it is very difficult to tell them apart. These 
grubs are very injurious to the roots of many 
different kinds of plants—Cyclamens, Ferns, 
Primulas, Begonias, Sedums, Strawberries, etc. 
The only practical wav of destroying them is 
to examine the roots of the plants ana pick the 
grubs out, as insecticides Btrung enough to iojure 
the grubs would kill the plants. The beetles, 
which feed on the foliage of Ferns, Vines, 
Peaches, Boses, and many other plants, are 
black and about i inch in length. They hide 
themselves under stones, rubbish, or some other 
shelter, coming oat at night to feed, so that, 
though very oommon, many persons who know 
the grabs have never seen the weevils. Plants 
which are thought to be infested with them 
should be laid on tbeir aides on a white doth or 
sheet, and when it has been dark for about an 
hoar, a bright light should be thrown suddenly 
upon them, this generally causing them to fall 
and lie perfectly motionless for a few minutes. 
If they do not fall, the plants should be given a 
good shake, and be oaretully searched. Small 
bundles of dry Moss or hay should be placed on 
the soil near the stems of the plants or tied to 
them, so as to provide the weevils a handy 
shelter. These bundles should be searched 
every morning.—G. S. S ] 

Titmice In gardens.—I am venturing to ask if yon 
or your readers could tell me how far it la really proved 
that titmice do more good than harm In a garden ? They 
have lately nearly stripped three Pear-trees of the blossom- 
buds, eating ont the blossom and leaving only the husk. 
There is no apparent trace of Insect* In the buds left. On 
he other hand, the trees are old, and many of the Pears 
have dropped in previous rear* owing to a grub which get* 
through the Pear. It la said that titmloe are Insectivorous, 
ao 1 they undoubtedly feed their young with grubs ; oo the 
other hand, in the autumn they eat Sunflower seeds. How 
far is their devastation of frnit blossom due to a search for 
insects, and are they sufficiently suooeesful to make their 
work worth while to the possessor of the fruit-tree?— 
M. Brshon. 

VEQETABLE8. 

THE CULTURE OF ANGELICA. 

Angelica is the subjeot of special culture in the 
west of France, towards Niort and ChAteau- 

[I think that there can be no donbt but that 
the titmice are very useful birds in gardens, 
and all ornithologists are of the same opinion. 
Many gardeners I know hold just the opposite 
opinion, but they are very apt to judge only by 
appearances, which are, it must be admitted, 
against them. It is quite a mistake to think 
that the buds that they attack are sound and 
would produce fruit if left unmolested. — 
G. 8. 8.] 

The wood leopard-moth.—I will be much obliged 
if the acoompenying grub Is named in Qardrnino Illcs- 
tratsd. It was found in the centre of a branch on a worn- 
out Apple-tree. It bad burrowed aloog the centre of the 

west of France, towards Niort and ChAteau- 
briant. It is a biennial plant, exhaling a sweet 
odour, and having a warm, bitter, aromatic 
savour. It requires a good cool, deep subetan- 
tial soil and a southern exposure. It needs 
frequent watering—“ roots in the water, head 
in the sun,” as they say. The seed is sown in 
nurseries in April, but the better way is to sow 
in September, when the seed has ripened, in a 
good exposure, for choioe seeds sown in Sep¬ 
tember do not always germinate in the same 
year. Seed sown in spring, on the other hand, 
germinates a month after or sooner. The seed 
is sown in lines a pinch at a time, and lightly 
covered over with sandy soiL Planting out takes 
place in the antnmn, or in the spring follow¬ 
ing sowing, when the roots are about the size of 
a little finger. They are planted 23 inohee to 
28 inches apart, then watered and oovered with 
straw-manure. The only attention they receive 
daring vegetation is hoeing and water in abun- 
danoe until the antnmn of the first or the spring 
of the seoond year. The ground is dug between 
and a good layer of dung or compost applied. 
The stalks are gathered in the spring of the 
seoond year or sometimes in the third year, 
when the umbels begin to lose their flowers. 
The plants are then between 3 feet and -t feet 
in height. The stalks are out down to the 
ground and bisected, leaving two shoots on the 
middle if -the plants are to remain another 

year. By preventing the plant from producing 
seed one can prolong its life for a year. 

The seed is collected in August. The umbel! 

are cut and put in the sun to dry, and when ' 
dried up they are separated, cleaned, sod pm 
in bags. But it is chiefly the stalks that are > 
used in confectionery. When these are cut used in confectionery. When these are cut t 
they are flattened out and cat into length* oi i 
about 4 inohee, ami thrown into boiling water f 
to whiten. When soft enough to yield to a 
finger pressure they are taken out, the thread j 

removed, and the pieoet put into oold water tc i 
harden, after which they are taken out to 

drain. Treatment with boiling sugar follow! 

in the process of transforming this vegetable r. 
into the sweetmeat which is so well known. t 

If it is intended to make use of the roou, i 

theee are pulled up in September, split into 

pieces, and kept dried in wooden boxes. Those 
of a year old are worth more than older ones. 

From the seeds of Angelica a pleasant liqueur 

is made, and in medicine its roots are mon .. 

valuable than the other parts of the plant 
Angelica is reoommended for weak stomachs 
ana for gouty persons, and thoee who hsTt 

weak digestions, also in the treatmeut oi 
convalescents exhausted by long illness in tie 
form of infusions of the roots and young, fret 
stalks. 

Grubs In a bed of Mint.—Will yoo kindly tall ms 
what the enclosed grabs are, and. If Isft alone, would they 
turn to moths or what? I found them in a bed of Mint, 
wuich they have quite destroyed by eating the roots all 
away. I have picked hundreds oat of a small bed. What 

BLANCHED LEEKS. 

Is the best way to clear them from the garden ? I have 
found others in different parts of the garden.—A Rsaou 

[The insects you enclosed are the caterpillars 
of the oommon swift moth (Hepialus lupulinus), 
a common and very destructive pest to the roots 
of plants. I am afraid that there is nothing to 
be done but to turn them up out of the ground 
and destroy them, as insecticides cannot be made 
to reach them without seriously injuring the Elants. By killing all yon can find you will 

issen the chance of an attack next year.— 
G. S. 8.] 

Fungua on Snowdrop*.—I endow specimens of 
Snowdrops which have been attacked by some sort of 
fungus or mildew, and shall be obliged if you will tell me 
what is the cause of it, if it Is likely to spread, or if there 
is any remedy? The bulbs of the Snowdrops attacked 
have entirely disappeared.—D. O. R. 

[Your Snowdrops are attacked by a fungus, 
Solerotinia galanthina, which is nearly allied to 
the White Lily disease which has recently 5roved so destructive to that kind of Lily. I 

o not think that there is any care for this 
disease. All the infected bulbs should be 
deetroyed as soon as they show any signs of the 
disease, ae it is very likely to spread.—G. 8. 8.] 

The note on these at page 1 of March lit, froa 
“ A. D.," is a valuable one I agree with ill 
he says respecting their value when grown t» 
about the size he names, and blanched u hi 
describee. I prefer a dish of Leeks to nut 
things during the first three months in the year. 
Owners of small gardens who may have grown 
them only in a green state should blanch them. 
Another recommendation is that a quantity of 
roots mav be grown in a small spare. Addei 
to this, frost does not affect them when pro¬ 
tected with soil to blanch them. Most loven 
of good vegetables will agree that from the New 
Year onward the ohoioe of vegetables is limited. 
Blanched Leeks have not been regarded with 
the favour they deserve. Siuoe I have had the 
charge of a garden I have sown Leeks at the 
same time as the Spring Onions. When work¬ 
ing out the rows for Oaione I put one row of 
Leeks at each eide of the quarter, sowing and 
treating just the same as the Ooiooa. By the 
time the Onions are rips the Leeks have attained 
to a good size. Early in the autumn, should 
they appear to have exhausted the soil, 1 g"'8 

them a dressing of some stimulant, either m a 
dry or soluble form, aocording to the weather. 
Before the winter seta in theee are protects, 
thus blanching them. This is easily doDe by 
removing the Sower leaves and drawing s ridge 
of earth to them on both sides, as high as needed, 
leaving a portion of the green tops out of the 
soil. .1. Cbook. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Growing Winter Greena-Can you my why the 
whole of my Winter Oreeus have not grown this year. ‘ 
have pulled some up and And they are dabbed. “ 
give any reaeon for it, or suggest a remedy ? The eaK* 
called brick e*rth.--0. F. 

[Where trouble in this direction has pren 
ously been experienced, preventive measure! 
ought always to be taken. In many 
the roots of plants in the seed-beds will hs 
com menoed clubbing before they are Urge enoug 
to put ont. A free use of soot and lime, forking 

it into the surface of the bed hefore sowing t 
seed, has a deterrent effect, and so atohasaand 
soaked in petroleum, the surface of the bed bei g 
dressed with this every week or ten a*)8: 
Before planting examine the ondergro 
portion of stem of each plant, and 
away every small excreaoence or wart wn 
found, following this up with the old-fashi 
remedy of puddlmg the roots of all the pi 
Form a puddle with day, eoot, lime, ana w . 
a wineglaasfni of petroleum being also aa 
with advantage, and drag the roots through 
so as to thoroughly coat them and the 
portion of the stem with the puddle, 
treated, they seem to feel the check of re 
lees than when not puddled, and are 
interfered with by either maggots or wire 
afterwards. It is on stale, indifferently ^ 
vated ground that grubs most often g , 
ascendancy. Newly-slaked lime at the 
1 bushel per rod ought to be forked 
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surface of the previously well-manured ground, 
and after the plants have been put out, all 
being carefully fixed, clear water should be 
given for a time, or for the first week or so, 
afterwards giving liquid-manure frequently. 
Nitrate of soda, or that in mixture with super¬ 
phosphate of lime, dissolved at the rate of 1 oz 
to a gallon of water, would be the best form of 
fertiliser for the purpose. Apply at first round 
the plants, but when the latter are growing 
strongly, draw mould up to the stems and pour 
the liquid-manure freely along the furrows. 
Petroleum is one of the best inseotioides ever 
discovered, and in extreme oases of clubbing we 
would advise soaking sand in it and mixing the 
latter freely with the soil in which the Cabbages 
are planted. ] 

Manuring poor ground (Myrrhit).— 

If the ground you found so terribly weedy 
baa been trenched tome 18 inches to *20 inches 
deep, and all the weed icfuse was put into 
the bottom of each trench, the soil should be 
ispaUe of sustaining a fair crop of strong- 
growing Potatoes, suoh as Up-to-Date. If you 
want to thoroughly clean the ground, nothing 
could possibly be better, as onoe the tops 
became strong they would smother weeds. It 
would be imposeible for yon to furnish any¬ 
thing like an adequate manuring at a cost of 
Ida. to 15a per acre. Probably the best outlay 

of the latter sum would be in good fresh soot. 
Failing that, then get nitrate of soda, and {jive 
a thin sowing of that over the surface just 
before you sow or plant crops. Some of the 
crops named, especially Kales, would be too 
exhausting for poor boiIb. Some others would 
probably l>e stunted. If you planted all with 
Potatoes, as advised, kept them clean during 
tbs summer; lifted in tbe autumn, forked the 
ground over evenly and left it for the winter, 
it would be amply firm, then hoe deeply and 
clean off weeds before sowing Grass-seed in the 
ensuing April. When such treatment is 
adopted seedlings root deep, and get a strong 
grip of the soil, which helps to sustain them 
better than do mere surface waterings, which 
soon evaporate and leave the soil baked harder 
and drier than it was before. A sandy soil is 
not necessarily a very dry one—indeed, we find 
that H retaina moisture better than do gravelly 
it clay soils, especially if the surface be kept 
sell stirred. In tbe case of wind-swept gardens, 
Mich as yours is, it is well to plsnt freely wind¬ 
breaks, such as hedges of Holly or Arbor-vitie, 
or of anything which will check the force of the 
wind and allow plants in the intervening spsoes 
to thrive. Even suoh temporary expedients as 
towing Rape in narrow rows or drills, and 
allowing it to get ‘2 feet to 3 feet in height as a 
wind-break before ontting it down, are great 
help to plsmte. Something may be done by 
sticking in branches of Lanrel or other ever¬ 
green shrnbe, or of Fir, to form temporary pro¬ 
tection to Under or seedling plants. 

GARDEN WORK. 

Conservatory. — Flowers are abundant 
sow. Large pots planted with single Narcissi 
are very bright. Stella and Cynosure are very 
ihtsp and are light in appearance. Horsfieldi 
is a very dwarf variety, out is very effective iu 
a mass. These reauiro no foroiDg to flower 
now, merely planted a dozen or so in a good- 
uonl pot and placed in a cold-frame till some 
progress baa been made. It is Dot necessary to 
plunge in ashes or fibre if the soil at the bottom 
is not rammed in very firm ; the roots will go 
down and tbe bnlbe remain iu position. Stan¬ 
dard scarlet or pink Thorns and Laburnums 
fori ed quietly brmg a delightful whiff of spring 
in March. Now is the time to lay the founda¬ 
tion for a good display of climbing growth in 
spring and summer. I pom sea Lean is a gor¬ 
geous thing when In blossom. Ths roots are 
perennial, and when strong ths growth spreads 
rapidly and the bluish-purple blossoms are of 
large size and freely produoed. It is an old 
ihing. bat not often met with now. OrsDgee and 
1 smellias should have what pruning is required 
now. Plants in pots or tubs may not require 
much pruning, but when planted out in the 
trader some attention is necessary to ki 
outline perfect. This, also, is the beet 
for repotting. The plants will not :arii 
limestone soil; this is tbe oharaoteris 
pretty well all hard-wooded plants. I 

seen Camellias and Acacias thrive well in good 
yellow loam ; but, as a rule, a little leal-mould, 
peat, and sand always improve it and are gener¬ 
ally used. Rosea which have been gently forced 
are lovely in bud now, and the flowers are more 
lasting than the early blossoms whioh have 
been pushed on in strong heat. Insects are 
very fond of the young shoots of Roses, and, 
if not destroyed, will duster thickly about the 
buds. Thore are various ways of dealing with 
them. In the Roee-house use the vaporiser, 
but when the plants are few in number a 
sponge dipped io soapy water will dear them 
off or a little Tobaoco powder will settle them, 
and a syringing with clear water afterwards 
will make all comfortable again. Deal with all 
troubles of this nature promptly and they soon 
disappear. I)o the watering in the morniDg. 
Give a little weak stimulant to all plants com¬ 
ing into flower. 

Stove. — This is the season to repot 
Euohariaes should it be necessary. Aminal 
repotting is not always necessary or desirable, 
and it is well not to break up tbe mass of bulbe 
till the plants have reached a large size. When 
the macs of bnlbs has reached a considerable 
size and seems inolined to burst tbe pot, then 
division must take place. These plants can be 
oarried on for some time with hqnid-manure, 
and tbe flowers are very freely produoed under 
suoh conditions. The beet compost is good 
loam two-thirds, as turfy as possible, and the 
other third equal parts very old cow-manors, 
oharcoal (broken very small), and sharp sand. 
The pots must be well drained. Cuttings of 
the young shoots of Bouvardiaa will strike now 
in brisk bottom-heat kept close. Pot off the 
outtings as soon as rooted, and pinoh from time 
to time. Home growers plant ont and lift again 
in autnmn ; but my experience is in favour of 
growing them in pots. The Poinsettias are now 
for the meet part resting. When the lost is 
over, give water, and syringe to get them to 
break. I like young cuttings, though short 
pieces of the ripe wood will root in bottom-heat. 
To get large heads of bracts the cuttings should 
be struck early, though, of course, there is 
plenty of time yet. April and May are time 
enough to work up the main stock, though we 
Dever miss a cutting if we can help it. 
Epipbyllums may be grafted on the Pereskia or 
Caotus stocks now, or they will strike freely 
from outtings in porous oompost. Grafted 
plants are the longest lived. 

Orchard-house.—The treeB will be In 
blossom even in a cold-houee now, and careful 
attention to the ventilation will have much 
influence in the setting of the blossoms. Keep 
ont oold winds. Damp the floors for an 
increase of temperature in bright weather. 
Ventilate earlv in the morning—not exces¬ 
sively, but admit air in small quantities, so 
as to avoid cold currents. Keep the roots 
healthily moist. As the growth inoreases, the 
demand for moisture will be greater, and if this 
demand is not promptly met something will 
soon go wroDg, and the young fruits are the first 
to feel the chaDge. Begin disbudding early, and 
then no great check need be given. Do not be 
in a hurry to pinch the youDg shoots, unless it 
is a case of groesness which is faBt developing 
into a case of robbery ; then either remove the 
shoot altogether or stop it. 

Figs under glass —We have gathered 
ripe truit of the White Mareeillee in May, and 
to do that the trees must be started early and a 
temperature about equal to that used for forcing 
Grapes kept up. When Figs are grown in pots 
they may be forced anywhere in a suitable tem¬ 
perature. We have forced them in a Pine stove 
standing on the back wall of the pit in which 
the Pines were plunged, and very good crope 
these trees in pots always produced. They were 
moved to another house to mature the second 
crop. In pot onltnre the feeding in the way of 
top-dressing and liquid-manure must be liberal, 
and when the plants have been in pots some time 
without a shift the roots may be pruned rat her 
bard back and the pots reduced in size. The 
Fig under all conditions soon responds to waimth 
at tbe roots, and a leaf-bed will ensure good 
results. The leaf-bed in the vinery is not so 
common ju it nied to be, but I have seen very 

la-j^ocdaarpviSigB gathered from pot-trees plunged 
* Np ilkJeavse in the early vinery. T’n.Ml>- 

buddfojg and stopping of the young growths are 
important details. The stopping should l<i 

done when five leaves have been made, and in¬ 
stead of pinohing out the terminal bud, the best 
oourse is to bruise the bud so as to check further 
progress, but not altogether remove it. The 
object is to stop bleeding. 

Window gardening:. — Anything that 
requires larger pots may have attention now. 
Cuttings of Fuchsias, Zonal Geraniums, Cam¬ 
panulas, and white and yellow Marguerites will 
strike now in the windows in a warm room. 
Geraniums will strike best without sny cover¬ 
ing, but other things will be beet in a box 
covered with glass. Those who have a small 
frftme on a hot-bed may do a lot of propagating 
now both from seeds and cuttings. Cuttings 
must 1 avd a little shade on bright days. 

Outdoor garden.—There will be a good 
deal of work now in the propagating depart¬ 
ment. It is quite easy to have a very pretty 
garden without a single Geranium or taking tho 
trouble to winter a single plant. Here is a list 
of plants whioh may oe raised from seeds in 
February or March in the hot-bed or warm 
greenhouse, prioked off into boxes or pots, and 
when grown a little and hardened off be ready 
for planting in May : Petunias, splendid for 
dry, hot soils, Verbenas, Lobelias, Stocks, 
Asters, Dianthus (Indian Pinks) in variety, 
Scabious in variety. Phlox Drummondi, Mari¬ 
golds (African and French), Salpiglossis in 
variety, and Zinnias. Seodlinga are often 
weakened in the seed pots by thick sowing SDd 
keeping them too loDg without transplanting. 
Petunias are amoDg the brightest things in the Earden in summer, and will thrive in the 

otteet. driest positions. Balsams are not much 
used in the beds, bnt they do much better 
planted in tbe garden than in pots in the con¬ 
servatory. When used in beds or borders they 
should be planted 3 feet apart, and the ground 
between filled in with another colour of low 
growth. Verbenas, pegged down, will do, as 
would also tbe purple Heliotrope and white 
Slocks. CuttiDgs of almoet everything will 
strike nowin heat if kept olose and shaded from 
the hot sunshine. Very pretty for grouping are 
the China Roses. Fellenberg makes a very 
bright mass, and is always in blossom from early 
spring till late in summer or autumn. 

Fruit garden.—This is a good season for 
planting new Vineries where the borders are 
prepared and ready for the roots to work into. 
Many of our best Grape growers profer borders 
altogether inside. When the queetion of feed¬ 
ing has been properly grasped reside borders are 
beet, but roots in inside borders want a lot of 
nourishment, and the risk of neglect or want of 
judgment are greater than when the roots are 
partly inside and partly ont. Tbe best course 
for the average man is to make 3 feet or so 
of border inside, and build the front wall on 
arches. Plant the Vines inside, and leave a 
free course for them to go outside when they 
like, and out they will go the first reason. It is 
a mistake to make all the borders at once—the 
roots rush through and are away out io the 
garden in three years. Keep the roots at home 
as loDg as possible, and with this object in 
view make the borders piecemeal, say about 
5 feet at first and about 4 feet or 5 feet a year 
after. Sometimes the border making after the 
first year can be postponed so as to miss a year, 
by nsing rich top-dressings. It is a question of 
feeding more than extent of feeding ground. If 
heavy coverings are placed over wall-trees in 
blossom they should be taken off every morning 
when mild. Figs on walls should be pruned 
and retrained towards tbe end of the month. 
Take out an old branch here and there to give 
room to lay in young wood. A good dressing 
of lime will be useful under Gooseberries when 
the oaterpillar exists. 

Vegetable garden.—Those who grow 
prize Onions will now have their boxes of plants 
hardening off, and the ground made suitable for 
planting. The rows should be a foot apart, and 
the plants from 6 inohee to 8 inches apart in the 
rows. Manure must be used freely in the 
preparation of the ground, and a top-dressing of 
short stuff, of whioh charred rubbish forms a 
part, will be beneficial. Later on a dressing of 
nitrate of soda will be useful Plants raised 
early in this way get a good start of the Onion- 
fly. " ThM^ wlao have not sown their Tomatoes 
for pufttiugrontajde\KhoD]d /lose no time now. 
Sow thinly in boxes, and grow from the start 

plants put out at the 
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end of May will render a good aocount of them- 
selves. Ab regards variety, Holmes' Supreme 
and Laurenaon'e No. 3 are good croppers, but 
there are numbers of good varieties. The lists 
might be curtailed with advantage. Sow more 
Peas and Beans for succession. Autocrat and 
Duke of Albany are good Peas for sowing now. 
We find by sowing a second early with either 
of the above a succession is obtained. Sow a 
few seeds of Broccoli, Cabbage, and Kale for 
early planting. These things have frequently 
been sown too late when the season is dry. 
Ran a string of matting ronnd the earliest 
Cabbages to forward the hearting. Sow and 
plant out Iiettuces. Forward the Potato plant¬ 
ing. Give them plenty of room—3 feet between 
the rows for large topped kindB is not too muoh. 

E. Hobday. 

trh ooMiNO wsmira work. 

Extracts front a Garden Diary. 

March To clear the houses a little 
some of the autumn-struck Geraniums and 
other bedding plants have been removed to 
cold-frames. Coverings will be used at night. 
The Chrysanthemums have also been placed in 
cold-pits. All the early-struck plants are now 
in .1-inch pots. Precautions are taken against 
the advent of rust on the foliage, and the plants 
are olosely watched. Sowed more Tomato 
seeds for outside ; also more red Celery. 

March Soth.—Planted out more Lettuces, 
and sowed seeds of White Cos and Continuity 
Cabbage Lettuces. A little more thinning has 
been given to the young shoots on Peaches, and 
the fruits thinned to about 6 inches apart on the 
average. Some of the longest shoots have been 
tied in. Finished thinning Grapes in early 
house. This is the second time in going over 
the bunches, and only a little was require, and 
that little chiefly directed to relieve crowded 
parts of bunches and remove small berries. 

March S6lh. — Strawberries ripening are 
removed from warm-house to cooler quarters. 
The Oavuui is improved and Che fruits are in a 
better condition for packing. Petunias and 
Verbenas raised in heat have been potted off or, 
in some instances, pricked off into boxes. They 
will be helped with a little warmth till estab¬ 
lished, and will then be removed to cooler 
house. Put in more cuttings of Lobelias in 
boxes. Sowed more hardy annuals, including 
things suitable for cutting. Potted a lot of 
Lilium auratum and lancifolium. 

March 87th.—Planted out Gladioli of various 
kinds in masses in the borders. Stirred the soil 
among bulbs in beds, which are growing freely. 
Manured and dug over a plot of land for Violets. 
The cuttings are rooted in boxes and will be 
ready to go out as soon as the ground has set¬ 
tled a little. Top-dressed Asparagus beds with 
nitrate of Boda and raked the surface over. Top- 
dressed Cucumbers coming into bearing. The 
shoots are regularly pinched one leaf beyond 
frait. 

March SSlh.—Disbudded Vines in late house. 
Orchard houses receive free ventilation on 
mild days. The stems of the trees are tapped 
with a padded stick about eleven o’clock in the 
forenoon, to distribute the pollen. Water is 
given when required, but no top dreasing or 
stimulant till the fruits are set and swelling. 
Dusted soot over Peas to keep off sparrows. 
This has hitherto proved effectual, but if it fails 
other means will be adopted. Pruned various 
Roses. Teas will be left a little longer. Roses 
planted in autumn are now making roots. 

March 81>th.—Re-arranged conservatory to 
clear away bulbs whioh have flowered, and fill 
in with other thingB coming on. Looked over 
climbers to thin and train growth. Earliest 
Pelargoniums are bursting into bloom. Azaleas 
also are very bright. Acacias going out of 
bloom are being pruned back. Put in a lot of 
Rose cuttings taken from forced plants under 
glass. We generally graft at this season a few 
Roses on Brier roots. Any healthy Brier roots 
as thick as a cedar pencil will do. The roots 
are grafted by what is known as whip-grafting, 
and then potted and plunged in bottom heat. 
Very few fail. 

BOOKS. 

“ THE BOOK OF THE APPLE.’’ 

Tins is the sixth volume of the series of 
“ Handbooks on Practical Gardening ” that is 
being issued under the general editorship of 
Mr. Harry Roberts, and is uniform both in size 
and appearance with its predecessors. For the 
information of those who have not possessed 
themselves of the volumes issued previous to the 
one now under review, it may be stated that M r. 
Roberts deputes the writing of the practical 
portion of each volume to various authors, and 
to Mr. H. H. Thomas, the assistant editor of 
The Garden, has been entrusted the task of 
supplying that for “The Book of the Apple. ' 
This occupies some SO pages, and the remainder 
is taken up with chapters by the editor, on 
“ Apple Lore,” “ Apple Cookery,” “ The Evapo¬ 
ration of Apples,” and “Cider-making,” on 
which important matter Mr. Roberts has had 
the opinion and assistance of the beet makers in 
the kingdom. The recipes given for cooking 
Apples are excellent, and the illustrations of 
the various and up-to-date machines and imple¬ 
ments required for the manufacture of cider are 
extremely clear and good. Coming next to the 
more practical part of the treatise, we think 
that when compared with previous volumes of 
the series, this, the sixth, does not attain the 
same high standard that the others have done, 
viewed from a practical cultivator's standpoint, 
and although the information afforded will no 
doubt be of great service to amateurs and Bmall 
cultivators, we fear that those engaged in the 
cultivation of the Apple, commercially and 
otherwise, will glean nothing that will be of 
assistance to them by a perusal of its contents. 
Apple culture has largely engrossed atten¬ 
tion for several years past, and by the 
wide dissemination of information bearing on 
this subject by the gardening press, and by 
various works from the pens of eminently 
praotical men, great strides have been made, 
and the old methods have given place to those 
of a more intelligent and rational character. 
Such being the case, the advent of a new work 
treating upon such a popular fruit as the Apple 
is eagerly scanned with a view to obtaining infor¬ 
mation bearing on some point or other on 
which they are not quite clear. Such will, we 
fear, be disappointed, but amateurs and others 
who wish to grow Apples on a comparatively 
small scale for private consumption will find 
much that will be helpful to them. There are 
several little matters on which Mr. Thomas has 
not touched, such, for instance, as the protec¬ 
tion of the stems of “ standards ” from attacks 
of rabbits and hares ; the lifting and trans¬ 
planting of the trees in lieu of root-pruning ; 
the importance of winter-dressing the trees for 
all pests with the caustic alkali solution men¬ 
tioned by him as a remedy for American-blight 
only ; and the spraying of trees before they 
blossom and immediately after the fruit is set 
with Paris-green, or Winter Moth Specific, as 
an antidote for the caterpillar of tne winter 
and other moth. The chapter on storage is very 
good, and the list of varieties given and recom¬ 
mended can also be commended, but surely a 
mistake has been made in stating that Golden 
Noble does not keep well ? A shui t chapter on 

budding, grafting, and training completes the 
portion of the work for which Mr. Thomas is 
responsible. 

LAW AND CUSTOM. 

The rf^ht to light.—A bought a houw with ground 
around. Too house stands about 4 feet from the boundary 
wall owned by B, and there is also a greenhouse about the 
same distance from the boundary wall. B has now raised 
the wall to the height of A'e house, thereby obstructing 
the light and the beat of the eon. Can he be compelled 
to remove the addition to the wall?—Tom. 

[It is not stated whether the obstruction 
complained of is in respect of the house or of 
the greenhouse, but as a greenhouse was held 
in Clifford v. Holt (1899) to be a building within 
the meaning of the term “ building” in section 
3 of the Prescription Act, 1832, tne matter is 
immaterial The right to the unobstructed flow 
of light and air is gained by twenty years’ 
enjoyment, or by express or implied grant,; „If s—-| oiijuyuioui, ur uy oaproes ur iiupueu usiu. nu 

The Index to Volume X/AirLiap&»''re*<J;y£ the house and greenhouse have been erected 
and can be bad 1 roixi ir.cVliiv more than twenty years, t|ir» righ^ ^3'gh;-. |,ay j 
post free, 3 Jd. O pretty certainly been gained,' out” you. do pot 

say how long either has been built, nor yi 
whether there are any windows in the hoiu 
overlooking this wall. If there be, there ca 
be no doubt that the heightening of the w& 
has seriously interfered with the access of ligl 
to those windows, and &n injunction may t 
obtained to restrain B from obstructing th 
light, and this practically means that th 
addition to the wall would have to come dove 
A will be well advised to consult a solicitor o 
the matter, os if be has gained the right to ligh 
he will need a solicitor’s assistance to enforc 

his remedy, and even if the buildings have no 
been erected twenty years there may be circuit 
stances from which a grant may be implied.- 
K. C. T.] 

A tenant's claim for compensation.-A too 
20 acres of Grass land on a yearly tenancy under as spri 
ment to leave the land in the tame state as he found it (1 
sank a coal-pit in the field. He died subssquenUr, and hi 
trustee* gave up the field. 1 have taken the land oc th 
undemanding that it ia made good. The trustee* hare Qi- 
up the pit and have spread the remaining refine ov« tr 
acre* of good soil, and have put a thin covering of soil o<er 
to thin that in rain or snow old bricks, stones, and wii, 
are on the surface. I cannot expect any crop unlesi cm 

soil be placed on the surface ; but the trustees say the; 
will do no more to the land. I have already carte; 

100 loada on, but more Is still required. Oan I claim a; 
recompenseD. B. asd J. W. 

[It depends upon the bargain made with tin 
landlord whether you can enforce any claim of 
not. If you agreed to give a certain rent onth; 
condition that the land was put into proper 

order, yon may claim from the landlord daoerei 
for his breach of contract with you, but neks 

there was such a condition and you can prove in 

existence, you can enforce no compensation. It 
may be as you say, that, as between the trustees 

and the landlord, the trustees were bound w 
make the land good, but there was no obligation 
on the trustees to do this for you. You have 

nothing to do with the trustees and they have 
nothing to do with you. The landlord may. if 
he thinks fit, recover compensation from the 
trustees, but yon can do nothing against them. 

Your only course is to complain to your land¬ 
lord, and ask him to claim damages from iw 
trustees. Of course, if the landlord contracted 
with you to make the land good, you may re¬ 
cover damages from him.—K. C. T.] 

UNITED HORTICULTURAL BENEFIT 

AND PROVIDENT SOCIETY. 

Anncai. Meeting. 

The annual meeting was held under the presi¬ 
dency of Mr. Herbert J. Cutbush, at the (.-*• 
donian Hotel, Adelphi-terrace, Strand, " t • 
on Monday, March 10th. The report tor in? 
past year was unanimously adopted, and it "W 
decided to print 3,000 copies of same. _ r.igt’.y- 
three new members have been elected dunoe 
the year, and over £300 has been distributed m 
sick pay. The secretary's salary, PnD!''J’ 
postages, auditor’s fees, etc., amount to 
The treasurer has invested £1,600 darmg _ 
year, the total invested funds now *‘“1 
£19,000. 

Mr. Cutbush, in the course of his r®raf*5 
said he hoped the membership by the end oi m 

year would be 1,000, and that the mvesif 
funds would be £20,000. m 

The retiring members of the committee « 
again elected, also secretary, trustees, UR 
treasurer. .. », 

For reports and rules readers should wri ^ 
the secretary, Mr. W. Collins, 9, Martm ■ 
road, Balham, S.W. 

- The monthly committee meeti 
this Society was held at the “”j 
Hotel on Monday evening last, Mr. • 
Curtis in the chair. Seven new 
were elected and two others non ^ 
Ten members were reported on j 
fund.ithe amount of money paid on „ 
month being £33 12s. The sum oi • 
granted to a Bick member from the con* ^ 
fund. The decision of the commit l, 
last meeting was upheld in tho case o , 
who wished to be re instated. J ;vf( 
two members was reported, anil c 

drawn for the amounts standing to . 

in the ledger, being £32 Is. Id. an w 
respectively. A hearty vote °‘ f,. for It'S 
given the chairman and vice-cnairm ^ 9Uk*» 
services during the past yen, »■>> 'elei J 
riuent vceotingSteey were unanimously f^t-nglthey • 
lor the jiMuing year. 
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BBBS. 

SEASONABLE WORK IN THE APIARY. 

Tin Crocus and the various kinds of Willow 
jield large quantities of pollen in the early 
jpritg, which is eagerly gathered by Bees for 
tas feeding of the young, being mixed with 
hooey and water for that purpose. When more 
is,;sth&red than is required for present use it is 
noted in worker cells and sealed over with 
wax. The Bee foraging in the flowers becomes 
i-isrdered with pollen, this it brushes from its 
body with its front legs, which are provided 
with brushes for this purpose, and collects and 
kneads it up into little pellets, which are trans¬ 
ferred to the hollows of the hind legs formed for 
its reception and transportation. When manv 
Hew are seen carrying into a hive large quanti¬ 
ties of pollen-pellets of various tints it is a 
pretty sure sign of prosperity and increase of 
pjpuUvion. When natural pollen cannot be 
obtained by the Bees in snflicient quantity it is 
the custom with some Bee keepers to supply 
them with Pea-meal, placing it in shallow boxes, 
m a warm and sunny spot near the apiary, a 
(ew shavings being mixed with the meal to 
provide a foot-hold for the Bees. This artificial 
pollen is found to answer in brood-rearing, and 
is collected by the Bees as freely as natural 
pollen. Water is also carried into the hive at 
this season, and here again mnch help can 
be afforded by placing near the hives shallow 
pans of water with small sticks of wood 
coating upon the surface. This will often 
save the Bees the necessity of travelling 
long distancea in search of water, which is so 
necessary in brood rearing. Indeed, so eager 
are the Bees to collect water in the early spring 
that many venture out for this purpose even in 
inpropilions weather, and never regain the 
hive. A little water provided near at hand 
obviates all thia. Hives that were properly 
provisioned in the antumn will not require feed¬ 
ing at present. Where, however, feeding is 
iocad to be necessary to prevent starvation, the 
I cod should be supplied in mild weather only, 
Mid in the evening, and only as much given as 
"fU be taken in a few hours, that the Bees may 
bare become quiet before the morning. If fed 
during the day the excitement caused by the 
supply of food will induce them to fly abroad in 
wroh of a natural supply, and many may never 
return. Candy and Barley-sugar are both good 
lor winter and early spring feeding ; or a good 
Seeding syrup may be made as follows : To 3 lb. 
rA boiling water gradually add 10 lb. of granu¬ 
lated sugar, keeping it stirred with a wooden 
•pen till all the sugar is dissolved, then add 
h*lf a teacupful of water in which has been 
dissolved a teaspoon, level full, of tartaric acid, 
wkee, after stirring a moment, remove from the 
fire. This, when cool, will be found of the 
-’oristency of ripe honey. It should be 
supplied (just warm) in a feeder placed on the 
top of the hive, the whole being covered 
*ith some heat - retaining material. The 
tortsxic acid prevents the syrup becoming 
andied. Another very excellent food can be 
aide by mixing liquid honey and finely- 
powdered loaf-sugar together to the consistence 
of putty. This can be laid upon the tope of 
the irames in the form of a cake, and is readily 
token by the Bees. By feeding thus no disturb¬ 
ance is caused to the colonies. 

Many stocks that were fed up heavily in 
Mtomn have even now a superabundance of 
•'ores, and feeding in cases of this kind is 
wone than useless, because any food supplied 
uow will be used for daily consumption, while 
the Waled stores will be left occupying, ini 
»•«*, thousands of cells which should be_ 
j'■% employed in the rearing of young Bees, 
h »frame of worker-comb filled with sealed 
“**V be uncapped and set in the centre of a 
rtrcog stock, it will be fonnd that in about a 
*rek the food has been removed by the Bees 
irtm tho cells, while thousands of eggs and 
farvA- have taken its place. In examining hives 
10 'he spring, old colonies will sometimes be 
I'und overstocked with last season’s pollen, 
•bile younger hives are short of it. A very 
liuaugeou* interchange of combs may be 
o»de when this condition of things is observed. 
■ !«g atocks, with plenty of stores, begin 
' trediog often as early as the month of Januai 
wd prosperous colomee should soon be in ‘ 

°f l»rge quantities of &&0&1 8. 3. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

Questions.—Quarts* ana swain are inserted to 
Oaubkiho free 0/ charge if correspondents follow the* 
rules: AU communications should be dearly and eoneisely 
mitten on one tide of the paper only, and addressed tc 
the Editor of Oasdsiuxo, *7, Soulhampton-etreet, Covent 
Girrlen, London. Lettere on business should be lent tc 
the Pubusbir. The name and address of the sender art 
required in addition to any designation he may desire U 
be used in the paper. When more than one query is sent 
tach should be on a separate piece of paper, and not mor. 
than three queries should be sent at a time. Correspon 
dents should bear in mind that, as Oarduiins has to be 
lent to press some time in advance of date, queries oannot 
always be replied to in the issue immediately followino 
the receipt of their communication. We do net reply to 
queries by post. 

Naming fruit.—Readers who desire our help in 
naming fruit should bear in mind that several specimens 
in different stages of colour and size of the same kind 
greatly assist in its determination. We have received 
from several correspondents single specimens of fruits 
for naming, these in many cases being unripe and other¬ 
wise poor. The differences between varieties of fruits art, 
in many cases, so trifling that it is necessary that three 
specimens of each kind should be sent. We can undertake 
to name only four varieties at a time, and these only when 
the above directions are 

PLANTS AND PLOWHKS. 

Genistas IT. Jaeger).—These should be cut bock 
alter flowering, and alter they have begun to grow repot 
them, using loam, leal soil, a little manure, and sand. 
Keep them close and shaded lor a time until they have 
started to root Ireely. Gradually harden off and stand in 
the open air during the summer, being careful a* to water¬ 
ing, as, if this is neglected, the plants will lose all their 
foliage. 

Sweet Peas (BeginnerX—All the Pea family prefer a 
rather Arm soil to root into, and never do well In loose 
■oil. You will need exercise discretion in this, however. 
Ught sandy soils may receive a good deal of Arming with 
Impunity. Heavy soils msy be Armed down with the bsck 
of the fork if dry and in good condition at the time ; while 
light soils msy lie made Arm by treading before and after 
planting. 

Yucca fllamsntosaf/w-no.—As Yucca Alamentosa 
is hardy you may leave your plant, with its attendant 
suckers, alone, as It will thereby form an effective mass 
or clump. If the leaves ore still tied up they should be 
loosened at once. One caution to be observed in the 
case of plants that have been tied up in this manner is 
that the young leaves in the centre are, when Arst 
exposed, very tender, hence they should be protected 
from sharp frosts till they hare recovered their normal 
condition. 

Removing stones from the soil (S. R.).— 
Unless the stones are sufficiently large to interfere with 
the proper working of the soil It Is undoubtedly a mistake 
to remove them, as they play a valuable part in the 
economy of nature, keeping the soil open and properly 
drained, while, on dry soils, stones scattered on the sur¬ 
face prevent so rapid an evaporation as would otherwise 
be the case, and thereby assist vegetation. The practice 
of removing every stone is likely to encourage ths Mossy 
growth, os the presence of Moea Indicates a more or less 
stagnant state of the soil, and this stagnation is, of course, 
made worse by picking out every stoos. 

Daffodils In fibre (Beginner).—It the bulbs are 
planted wholly In Abre, by which we presume you mean 
Oocoa-nut-Abre refuse, it is no wonder signs of failure are 
apparent. There Is absolutely nothing to sustain the 
plants or the roots In this material, and the water would 
pass away without doing the least good. You cannot make 
things much worse now If you lift the bulbs and replant In 
good garden soil. Doubtless the roots have perished in the 
fibre, and if so, no new bulb will be formed this year, and 
no good growth will appear next year. In two years the 
bulbs may pull through somewhat. There Is no better 
kind for the garden than Narcissus Horsfieldl, and it is 
perfectly hardy and Incresat* abundantly If left in the soil 
from yesr to year. Dig the ground deeply before replant¬ 
ing the roots, and employ some sand abont the bulbs. 

Wallflowers in a cool-hoase (Rockery).—Sow 
the seeds at once and grow the plants as freely as possible 
all the season. The seedlings may be pinched or stopped 
to promote a mors bushy growth ; but this should not be 
encouraged after July, and at each time only the merest 
point or tip should be removed. The better plan would be 
to remove the point when the seedlings were a few Inches 
high, and again when 4 inches of growth have been made. 
By potting quite firmly in September you would obtain all 
that was possible in the time, but Wallfiowers do not 
Aower much in midwinter unless the spikes are already 
formed in late autumn. The best kind we know for wioter 
dowering Is the old double yellow, and this does bat when 
kept in rather small pots. This variety cannot be raised 
from seeds, but from cuttings. 

Soli for potting (S. R.).—The worst possible soil 
for potting is that which bos been passed through a sieve 
with a (-inch me«h ; indeed, the rougher portion which 
does not pose through would, in the case of many plants, 
be by far the best to use. The only cases in which Ane 
sifted soil is the best, are for sowlDg minute seeds and 
for many cuttings. For potting young and delicate subjects 
into small pots it is a great convenience to ran the soil 
throagh a sieve, bat, in that cose, one with a j-inch 
mesh Is preferable. For potting and repotting to general, 
by all means use rich dbrous old turf as your basis, with 
different mixtures occoiding to the requirements of the 
plants. A good compost for most subjects may be formed 
of two-thirds loam to one-third well-decayed leaf-mould, 
or a mixture of manure and leaf-mould, with a free sprink¬ 
ling of sand. As loams vary a good deal In consistency, 
some of the heaviest are ail the bettelff mixed with an 
equal amount of leaf-mould. Failing this last, peat may 
lie used Instead. Of course, there ore many plants that 

mixture wlllnot suit—Azaleas, for Instance, which 
00 !#(k<ki^ peat, broken up by the hand, and suffl- 

be readily seen when mixed. I \ 

Thrlp on Azaleas (Southdoicn).—The Azalea-leaves 
yon send are badly attacked by thrips. Syringe the plants 
with paraffin emulsion, quassia extract, and soft soap or 
Tobacco-water. A cheap insecticide for the destruction 
of this pest, also green and black-Ay, is as follows : Tie up 
a peck of soot in a canvas bag and place it In a hogshead 
of soft water. Stir the hag of soot about dally for a week, 
aod then add about 3 lb. of fresh unslaked lime When 
the lime has clarlAed the mixture it may be used for 
syringing, dilnting it if necessary. Try it on one or two 
plants first. This is an excellent syringing mixture, not 
only freeing the Hants from insects, but also giving health 
and vigour to them. 

Ferns under greenhouse utago (£eek—You 
will find a large number of the free-growing kinds useful 
as—c 1 , Nephrodium inolle, Cyrtomium fale.>turn, 1‘lerises 
of the lineata type, and the well-known British Maiden¬ 
hair. Adiantum capillus-Veneris is usually one of the best. 
If not too dork and too much drip overhead, Fieri* acabe- 
rula will do well and spread freely. Iloodia aspers, 1‘teris 
tremula, together with the ordinary Maidenhair, 
Davalllacanarieosii, and Woodwardia radicans, would also 
be useful, and, with some of the Selaginellas, make good 
variety. Any rough, peaty mixture, with ordinary loamy 
soil added, will do, or even the old potting soil from Ferns, 
if a supply is at hand. 

Pinching or stopping plants (Rockery).—Gener¬ 
ally there is no rule for this, and, with such things os 
Phlox Drummondi, nothing to he gained. Wallflowers of 
a known rather leggy kind may he pinched to make more 
bushy plants, otherwise, if given plenty of room to deve¬ 
lop, they branch out quite freely naturally. In Pelar¬ 
goniums all depends upon circumstances — rjj., winter 
flowering kinds are pinched twice or more, and all blooms 
removed so that the plant may bo strenglhene 1 and devote 
all its energies to making good (lowering branches for ths 
time to come ; and any pinching or stopping should he on 
these or similar lines To so pinch plants of the annual or 
blenolol class Is only to delay a flowering which may tie 
better secured by a later or even a successional sowing of 
seed. 

Pot-Roses In a room (Beginner).—The shrivelling 
up of the bottom leaves is probably owing to too much 
moisture at the roots. It is just tiossihle you have given 
the plaots rather a large pinch of the Fertiliser. It is a 
mistake to use artificial manures upon room-groan plants. 
The Rose is not a good subject for room culture, its foliage 
requiring a rather moist atmosphere, and unless plenty of 
sunlight can be given, which enables tho plant to utilise 
the manure, this should be avoided until bloom buds are 
visible. We should advise you to water more sparingly at 
the root, but the leaves will he the belter for a daily Eging. To prevent the soil drying so quickly, a good 

would be to obtain a box containing some Cocoa nut- 
ref use and plunge the plants into the latter, keeping 

the fibre moistened now and then. 

Stopping Chrysanthemums (Dully) —0*1 vat s 
Sun, stop middle of April, crown bud; lady Roberts, a 
Colonial introduction, which you had better try in one or 
two ways, stop early April; Dolly Glide, end of March, 
second crown ; Miss Elsie Fulton, stop middle of April, 
crown-bud ; Canary Bird, stop early April, second crown ; 
Heroine, stop early" March, second crown ; Mrs. J. Thorny- 
croft, stop middle of March, first crown ; Major Plumb, 
stop middle of March and secure first crown; Mile. M. 
I.lger, stop middle of March and secure first crown. Nine 
and 11 are beet treated as from the decorative point. All 
those grown for this work may he slopped twice if bushes 
are required, securing the buds any time after August 15. 
Not a few of the most shapely flowers are the result of 
one stopping and securing second crown buds. 

Faohsla for sheltered corner (.S'. H.).—lt you 
have room at the start you should try the following three 
kinds, which represent the hardiest types of this family : 
cocdnea, globosa, and the well-known Riccartoni, which 
Is that most often employed. The others are very beauti¬ 
ful, too, and the first perhaps the most hardy. It is not 
often the plants are killed outright Even though the tops 
are cut down the roots break up again. If your soil is 
badly drained, dig out a couple of feet and putin brickbats 
for drainage to the extent of 9 inches Then lighten the 
soil with sand and grit and leaf-soil, and plant early in 
May. For winter protection Oocoa-nut-flhre or coal-ashes 
Is good, or a barrowload of dry Oak or Beech-leaves. A Exl protection Is gained by planting right up to the wall, 

t this should not be so needful in your case. 

Planting flower-beds (Scraper).—Your proposal 
to have in your flower-beds this season only red, white, 
and blue—toe National colours—may give you pleasure, but 
ere the season is over msy become monotonous and hardly 
artistio. However, do not in any case use only three 
kinds of plants. You can have blue In Lobelia, Tufted 
Pansy True Blue, Agerstum Perle Blue, blue Verbenas 
from seed, and blue Salvia, either raised from seed or from 
cuttings. Reds can be had in Geraniums, tuberous and 
fibrous-rooted Begonias, usually very persistent to bloom, 
and Verbenas. Of whites. Begonias, silvery variegated 
Geraniums, white Petunias, white Tufted Pantie*, Sweet 
Alytsum, Dactylis glomerata variegata, and Cerastium 
toroentosum The last two are white leaved plants. 
Naturally, quite dwarf things should go into the smallest 
beds, but none of the things should he tall, as. If to, thera 
will be no good effect. 

Rosea Marechal Nlel and Crimson Rambler 
(Ailecn Congrcee) - Six feet to 7 feet is a moderate length 
lor the growth of Monachal Niel to attain, and, unless they 
are very weak, you had better leave them as they ore. The 
growths may be bent horixontally on the roof If you are 
unable to take them up perpendicularly. If seme stout 
iron wires are pat into the rafters, about a foot from the 
glass, the growths could be secured to these. The new 
shoots now forming will hear the blossom later on, so that 
if you desire to shorten the growths a little you must lose 
no time in to doing; bnt we should say this is not neces¬ 
sary, excepting, perhaps, 5 Inches or 6 inches of the 
extreme ends. With this grand Rose it always pays to 
procure s good, strong plant at the commencement. We 
have had them with growths fully 14 feet in length. If 
such plants are liberally fed they yield fine yellow blos¬ 
soms either grown in pots or planted out in a well- Krtd border under glass. The Crimson Rambler, 

g ooly one lodg slippy should be left unpruned. If 
it It planted la some goed soil It will quickly moke up for 

i«^,tfck N 01S AT 
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Repotting plants (S. R ).—A* * rule, it la • very 
bed pun when repotting to put the hud bell of euth into 
it* new quarter* without being disturbed in any wav,. »n 1 
■till worse to use sifted soil for the potting. Bom* plant*, 
such as Azaleas, Camellias, and Heaths, resent any great 
amount of disturbance at the roots, but even they can 
mostly have the crocks removed, and with a pointed stick 
loosen some of the roots around the outside of the ball. 
Of the more commonly grown subjects, such as Pelargo¬ 
niums, Fuchsias, etc., as much of the soil should be taken 
off as can be done without Injuring the roots. In prac¬ 
tice, It will generally be found that a fair amount of the 
upper soil can be so treated. In potting such things as 
Azaleas, the flbrous peat used must be rammed down very 
(irmly, otherwise the water will make its way through that 
Instead of penetrating the old ball of earth, which will 
remain dry and the plants consequently suffer. Fine soil, 
when used for potting, is far more likely to turn sour and 
generate Moes than compost prepared in a proper manner 

Plants for bod (Tament) -U the hedge is not yet 
planted, we suggest one of Yew or of Holly, the latter 
being useful and ornamental also. In the bed you may 
plant many things, such as Oupressus I.swsoniana surra, 
C. L. erects viridis, Juniperua chinensis aurea, Thuja 
Lobbi. This set would make a good line in front of hedge, 
intersecting them with plants of Pyrus Mai us floribunda, 
preferably standard trees, and perhaps a couple of Kxee 
Crimson Rambler or climbers on strong poles. Fronting 
these will be space leg Cold and Silver Hollies, Weigelas, 
Deutzias, Foraythla suspensa, and small plants as 
Cupressus Shawii, Ketinoapora squarrosa, K. obtusa 
aurea, and, say, a central flgure of Magnolia Soulangrana 
or M conspicua. In the spaces you may plant good 
Delphiniums or Hollyhocks with advantage, while In the 
immediate front you could still plant a couple of dozen 
Roses, such, for example, as Ulrich Brunner, Oapt. 
Christy, Victor Vetdler, Merveille de Lyon, in blocks of 
six each. Toe whole of the things named may be planted 
at once, and the less delay there is the better. 

Begonia Haageana (Ignorant).—The name o' 
your plant is Begonia Haageana, which is a native c! 
Brazil, and succeeds best in an intermediate temperature 
—that is, warmer than an ordinary greenhouse and not so 
hot as a stove. It thrives in a mixture of loam, leaf-mould 
or peat, and sand, and needs to be well supplied with 
water all the year round, for the roots are fibrous, and if 
dried off at any time, as is done in the case of Tuberous 
Bsgooias, the plant would in all probability perish. 
Daring I he growing season, when the pots get full of roots, 
a little liquid-manure occasionally is very beneficial. It is 
readily propagated by cuttings of the young growing 
■hoots, put In at any time during the spring months. A 
length of 3 Inches to 4 inches is very suitable for the cut¬ 
tings, which should be cut off cleanly just below a joint, 
and the bottom leaf removed. The most convenient 
method is to put each cutting singly into a small pot, in a 
mixture of equal parts of loam, peat, and sand, the whole 
being passed through a slave with a \ -inch mesh. The 
cuttings must be inserted moderately firm, and then given 
a thorough watering through a fine rose, sufficient, in 
fact, to settle the soil in its place. After this put them in 
a close propagating-case in the coolest part of the stove, 
or in any structure that is kept a little warmer than the 
house they have grown in. If they can be plunged in a 
gentle bottom-heat they will root all the quicker. Of 
course, the cuttings will need to be shaded from the sun. 

Chrysanthemums—treatment of plant* 
to flower at Christmas(IF. if. The varieties 
mentioned in your list belong to that section of the 
Chrysanthemums known as mid-season or November- 
(lowering kinds. By a special system of culture, however, 
they may be brought into flower during December, and 
several of them, by these means, may enable you to keep 
up a display until Christmas. If you have not already 
propagated the sorts referred to, proceed to insert cut¬ 
tings without delay, and grow on in the usual maoner. 
The flowering pots should measure either 9 inches or 
10 inches in diameter, according to the vigour of 
individual plants. If you desire to have flowers for cut¬ 
ting and conservatory deooratlon, you should pinch out 
the point of the plants when they attain a height of 
s inches to 10 inches. This will cause the plants to 
develop new shoots in each of the axils of the upper 
leaves, and they should be grown on with all possible 
vigour. These new shoots, when they attain a length of 
some 0 inches to 3 Inches, should also be pinched as was 
the original shoot, and the same treatment be msled out 
to all subsequent shoots, giving the plants their last 
pinching about the third or last week in July. This will 
ensure the development of plants of a busby kiod, wilh 
numerous branching shoots, and each shoot will ulti¬ 
mately produce a cluster of buds at its apex. Hither 
slightly thin out the buds or, if blossoms of a rather better 
kind be desired, retain only the largest and best shaped 
individual bud, and this will make a pretty Bower, which 
will be perfected on a stout, erect footstalk. 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

Covering wall with climbers (T. C. J.y—lt, 
as we understand, you wish to plant some evergreen on 
the same side of the wall as the Ivy roots are, and as those 
seem to have been long established, you may find great 
difficulty in getting other things to grow. Cannot you 
induce long shoots to break down from the mass on the 
top of the wall f That should ensure an evergreen cover¬ 
ing for you. Failing that, add new soil as proposed, also 
making good holes in the border, then plant Escallonia 
macrontha, which does well against a wall; Ceanothus 
Oloire da Versailles, Crataegus Fyracantha Iceland! (red- 
berried), Jssminum nudiflorum (yellow flowered), aod 
Berberis steoopbylla, as these would all be very 
beautiful should they become well established. You could 
also add some climbing Roses. Good perennials to grow 
In your border would be Chrysanthemum maximum, 
Hrigeron spedoeus, Papaver orientate, Phloxes, Michatl- 
mas Dailies, Gaillardia graodiflora, Aquilegia hybrids, 
Pmonieg, ltudbeckia Newmani, and Doronicum Harpur- 
Crewe. 

FRUIT. 

The Dastard Apple (Auona squamosa) (Jfaryarif', 
Waiting ton, Surrey).—The fruit of this plant is ovate aod 
covered with projecting levies, the rind, which is thick, 
encloses • luscious pulp, concerning wh^ffTTastM differ. | | 
The leaves of this plant have a vsrv d 
and the seeds are ssid tc cohtki^'ai' 

to Insects, on which account they are used when bruised 
as an Insecticide. There are no records of any of the 
Custard Apples having fruited in this country. A compost 
of flbrous loam, leaf mould, and sandstone grit suits them 
admirably, and a copious supply of water at the roots is 
essential. The North American Custard Apples are varie¬ 
ties of Asimina (Anooa) triloba, and are quite hardy in 
this country, form'ng slow growing deciduous shrubs, and 
bearing large, brown, leathery-looking flowers. 

VEGETABLES. 

Artificial manure for Potatoes (Reader).— 
Although it Is common advice to give as artificial manure 
to Potatoes only phosphates and potash, nitrogen is 
indispensable to help stimulate leaf production But the 
phosphates greatly assist not only tuber productioo, but 
also create starch in the tubers A really good compound 
Is to mix 5 lb. of superphosphate (bone-flour), 3 lb. of 
potash (Kainit), and 3 lb. of sulphate of ammonia, and 
apply that with the tubers when planted. But they should 
be planted in deep furrows, and the manure dressed in 
with them before being covered up. This quantity should 
be applied per rod of ground. Where it is purposed to 
dibble the seed tubers in, this mixture should be well 
forked into the ground first. Wood ashes and soot are also 
good Potato manures. Generally the beet crops are 
obtained when moderate dressings of artificial and animal 
manure are combined. 

SHORT 
drum —We know of no such plant as Arum comutum. 

Whatever you mean, you cannot grow a plant without 
both soil and water.-A Constant Reader —You should 
apply to some grower of hardy plants, as Amos Perry, of 
Winchmore-hill, London, N , or T. S Ware, I Ad., Felt ham, 
Middlesex. Reader.—nait* impossible to say with cer¬ 
tainty. Pot them up, or plant out in light sandy soil and 
let us see later on If tbev flower-Jf. A. if.—We have 
no idea who raised the Tomato Comet, about which you 
enquire.-B. yicholU.—You cannot do better than get 
Hobday's "VillaGardening," from this office, prloe 6s 6d 
-C. R. C.—No, leave your flowering Currant alone, and, 
nstsad of cramming It up in the usual shrubbery, make a 
group of it in the open.-Mrs. Jf. H. Armstrong.— 
Kindly send specimens of the insects. The box sent was 
quite smashed in the envelope. Send in a small tin box. 
-Wrington —The only thing you can do is to stretch 
black cotton over the Orocuses, tying this to little sticks 
fixed in the ground.-C. 6. Jeiiksn —You had better 
write to Ktnaome, Sims, aod Jefferies, I Ad., Ipswich.- 
G. C. Marshall.—Out it back now.-Pern Case.—The 
bulbs of the Chinese Lilv are of no use after flowering.- 
G. C. Jf.—Not a gardening question.-Flora. -See notes 
in our issues of Jan. IS, p. <>17, and March 13, p. 3<>, re 
" Alstrmmefias.”-Welshman. — Your Rose-leaves are 
eaten up with mildew. Dust freely with sulphur ; this is 
the only cure.-G. R —The scarlet Trumpet Honey¬ 
suckle (Lonicera sempervirens minor) is not hardy, is 
without scent, and will only succeed in a cool-house. We 
do not know the other variety you refer to, never having 
heard the name.-G. Jf. See reply to ■'C. J. No*.," re 
“ Violet culture," in our issae of March 15, p. 30-R S. 
—Put some shavings into the barrels and sprinkle some 
paraffin over them and set fire to them. This will char 
the wood aod prevent any harm to the plants you wish to 
grow In them.-Jf. G. P.—See reply to “ F. F. C.,” re 
‘‘Cvclamens not flowering," in our issue of March 15, 
p. 30.-D. J. — Your best plan will be to burn the 
weeds, thus destroying all seeds, aod then spread the 
ashes on the soil.-Jfiss Tristram.—Any dealer in 
greenhouse plants could procure foe you the Fuchsia you 
refer to.-Thro. U. Dai let.—" Vines and Vine Culture." 
A. K. Huron, 13, Sutton Court-road, Chiswick, W. Price 
5s. fid., post free.-IF. G. Robson.—Apply to Messrs J 
Bentley, Ltd , Chemical Works, Harrow-on-Humber, Hull. 
The prloe is 2s. per tin, a reduction being made on larger 
quantities. _ 

KAMHS OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 
*.* Any communications retreating plantt or fruitt 

tent to name should always accompany the parcel, 
nhieh should be addressed to the Kdttoz of Qaxdzkixs 
Illustxatsd, 57, Southampton-street, Strand, W.C. No 

more than four kinds of fruits or doners for naming 

should be sent at one time. 

Names of plants.—H. B D. P.—Ons of ths forms 
of Rhododendron or bo ream.-R. B. R.—1, Asparagus 
deflexus; 2. Begonia. Please send better specimen with 
oomplete leaf.-P. W. R.—2, Looks like a Justicia. 
Please tend in flower ; 3. Guteria sp.; 5, Ardieia crenu- 
lata; U, Dendrobium Wardianum.-G. Jf.—1, Zygope- 
talam intermedium ; 2 and 3, Odootogloeeom triumphans. 
-T. Clarke. —1. Narcissus incoraparabilis var. ; 2, Sir 
Watkin.-Jlies Thompson.— Koacus bypogloasum. 

Names of fruit.—K. R. K.—Yellow Apple, Tower 
of Glamis; 2, Norfolk Beauflu. 

Catalogues received—Messrs. Bur A Sons, It, 
12, and 13, King-street, Covent Garden.—List of Choice 
Hardy Perennials-Pineburst Nurseries, Pinehurst, N. 
Cuolina.—Wholesale Trade Lid.-John Peed & Son, 
Ronp*ll Park Nurseries, West Norwood, S E.—Begonias 
and Gloxinias. 

STRAWBERRY PLANTS 
(A SPECIALITY.) 

Royal Sovereigns, Monarch. A Latest of AIL 
Grand plants from fertile yount beds. is. 6d-100. free. 

HEAD, HANHAM, BRISTOL. 

SWEET PEA PLANTS. 
Strong Plants from Autumn Sowing. 

These plants flower tarlisr and make suoDger growths than 
■ted sown at present rime; transplant well. All the beat 

vanities in their various colour*. 
100 Plants, correctly named (5 varieties), post free, 2d. Od. 
900 .. ... 110 vanetie.) 38.6d. 

Stale oolouts preferred, or give names of favourites. _ . 

6 for 1/9 
6 for 3- 
3 for 1,6 
3 for 1<6 
2 6 each 
6 for 2 
3 for 1/3 
6 for 1/6 

a for I t 
6 for i/3 
4 for 13 
6 for LI 
6 for 7 t 
J for 13 

3 0 
5 S 
4 « 
4 6 

3 I 
1 a 
2 6 

2 6 
2 0 
2 S 
1 0 
4 0 
3 i 
5 ■ 

PLANTS WORTH BUYING. 
Unmuaixbd Value. Cakkiauk Paid fob Cash. 

Dos.—*, d 
Geraniums, named, Pearson s best var. 
Geraniums, grand new and extra choice 
A'piraati* Sprengeni, from 31-in. pots 
Arum Lilies, extra strong. 
Araucaria ezoelsa. fine plants, 5-in pots 
Begonias, magnificent bulbs, double .. 
Campanula, lovely whits hangtu 
Coleus, very finest named exhibition .. , . 
Dahlias, best named. Oactua. Show, and 

Pompoo.extra strong pot roots 
Fuchsias finest named exhibition var. 
Le-monecented Verbenas, extra strong 
Marguerite*, large white and yellow 
Pelargonium*. Show. Regal, and Spotted .. 
Plumbago csoensla. white or blue .. .. 
PsMiflor*. white or blue, strong.3 for 1 9 
strawberry Plants, Royal Sovoreigo . ICO for 3- 0 3 
Chryeamhemams, Brest named exhibition, 

li. Hooper Pearson. Pink Ca-not, Ac. .. 6 for 1,3 3 0 
For Special Offer of Chrysanthemums see last week 

-rune Dinn Nurseryman CAVERSHsM 
I hUO. nluu, and Florist, RRADING. 

POQP.Q —20thSEAS0N.—L*Fr*oc*. 
llVgWSiWi Cl Christy. G. Jacqueminot V. 
Brunner, Whits Moss. Red Oloire, Crimson Rambler. Wil¬ 
liams' Evergreen. FMidis-Perpetuel. Old Crim*oo. Cramoui* 
Hupdrirur (crimson), belle de Baltimore, La Guirland. Any 
3 varietiee. la. 9d.. free; 6.3a ; 12. 5a 

HARDY PEREH. CREEPERS, Ac —Virginian 
Creeper Veiuhii (aeU-clinging). Whi'e andY eBow Jsasuoea 
Irish Ivy. Var. Hooeysuckle. Kerri* (Orange), drmatu (rmx. 
purnle), do. Vitalba(Travellers Joy'. DerutzU erwnats (doubt* 
pink)., white, scented Syringe, white Lilac, white Guelder 
Roes. Any ft, la 7d-, free: 12. 3a 9d- 

HARDY PERENHIAL8.-0«U*rdi*. Cornap^ 
Chryuoth. max. (White Marguerite). Doronicum (Yellow 
Marguerite). Delphinium. Bine Lioum, Blue Auchuaa, Htcrv 
ceum (deep orange I. Single Perm. Saoflowor, Malvm (while! 
Yellow Potulill*. Eryngram (Blue TtaliUe Plant), Anercocc 
jap. (white!, Campanula (maove! fi, any selection. Is. free; 
12. la M.: 36. 4a Mootbretia. U, la, free. Hardy whtw 
peren. Marguerites. 12. la Id., free. Virginian Creeper. l-jr- 
old. ». U. Id . free; 12. Is 101 Smilsx. 41, free; 4. la 

REV- G. BUCK, Rectory. NORWICH. 

THE CARTWHEEL FLOWER!!! 
HKRACLEUM GIG ANTEDM.-White 

flowers, 3ft. to 4 ft. aortas, grand foliage, lift, h'gfi 
Plant in the open now for next summer. Strong bull* 
la 6d. each; I for h. Gd.; 6 for 5a AU free. 

NEW STRAWBERRIES!!! 
TTBW PERPETUAL BEARING STRAW- 
il BERRY " EVOLUTION " Large fruit, splendid flavour, 
bears from June till cut down by frost in Novertb*r- Good 
plant#, 2s 6d- per dozeo- "GOLIATH OF GATH." large*! 
Strawberry in cultivation, over 2 ounces in weight, often 6 so 
the POUD.L la 6d. per do*.; 1 doz. each, poet free, for 3* 6d. 
Will fruit this year. 
I. GOODY. F.R.H.S.. Bolchamp. Clare, Suffolk 

READ THIS and keep for reference whin 
Iv required. 
FLOWERING PLANTS for SPRING PLANT- 
1 I NO —Wallflower*. In mixed varietlw, tood. lt. 64.110. 
Delnhtnluma, 2 year,. 16, la Korgrt mc-not—PaluiUi*. 
■ t «d Pyrethrum*. .i-rgie, It «d. Panties cbotee, E>. 1* 
Foxglove*. 1 J, fd. Polyauthua 16. 6d. Primrose, 12, 6d- 
Lupin*, whit*. 12. M ; mixed. 12. 6d. Po>emiUa, It 6d- 
Soarlet Lyrhnia 13,6.1 Canterbury Bolls. It 64. Odenial 
Poppy. It 6d- Cornflower, 20. fid. KrerbutlDg Peas, red and 
white. It la Geum atroaangulneiim. rich orange and scar¬ 
let, 12, 1* Tunica, excellent for edging or rockwoik, 12. la 
G/peophila, 12. It. Oup and Saucer B. 11*. It Is Obrj*an 
thernum maximum, 12. la Doronicum. 12, la Doable 
Pyiothrums. It la Sllene penduK 50. la. dwarf. Aqoile- 
gla, 16. 6d. Auriculas, 2 years, it la Pizks. mixed, 1*. M. 
Daisies, rrd aod 7anegated. la 8d. ICO. Wallflower*, large 
specimen in varieties, 12. la 200 Autumn-sown Lettuce 
planta la 6d., Ooe and Cabbage. Tripoli Onion pUiu. 
Giant Roccaa. 103. M.; 200. la. Sd.; 500, 3s. fid. Trebona 1*. 
100; 200. Is. fid. Autumn-sown Cabbage, early and >•<«. 
is. 100; 300. Sa 6d. Geum eoccineum. 12. Is. Galrgacflin- 
nalia 12. la rerennla! Sunflower. 12. 6d. Shirley Ptppf. 
autumn sown. 50, id. Perennial White Candytuft, It ed 
Broad Bean Plants, Losxgpod. 15. 6d Brussels Stxrouis snd 
Oolewortr .autumn town, la 100. Herb*. Sage. Thyme, Mmr. 
Maiioram, Mace. Balm, all Id. root. Parsley roots. V. fd 
Early Pea Plants, William Hurst, good p'anting Pea 1*. 
Is fid. All orders over la 6d. free.—J.-DUOKER, Floret. 
Haiey. Doocaiter. 

PEARCE & COMPANY’S 
CONSERVATORIES 
CREENH0USES 

__ FRAMES, &o. 
il niufltrmted Price 

List Free. 
Tuz North London Steam Horticultural Works, 

HOMOWAY ROAD S Catarj. h«d 17Tear I 

ydlsfereeqfiMxioirYlYlp r. A. KUoUUc, 
* A^AL^btapfo'V^&tfCEPLE MO ROE N, 

" URBANA-CHAI' 

TOOK !-Stron(i Oak Folding GARDEN 
-LI CHAIRS, weather-proof, xrith gun-metal festeoics*. 
cost 251. each, taken from a large pleasure steam host. W-U 
■end ooe. carriage naid. 7a fid. * cash returned If not approved 
of.—H. J. (1ASSON. Government Contractor. Rye. 

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS. 
In consequence of the Easter Holidays we shall 

be obliged to go to press early with the number 
of GARDENING ILLUSTRATED dated April 5th. 
Orders should be sent as early as possible in the 
week preceding to insure insertion. No advertise 
menf intended for that issue can be received 
altered, or stopped after the Orst post on THURS- 
D^21th Karcb. 5 /\J 
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VEGETABLES. 

NOTES ON PEAS. 

I hear that seed of many varieties of Peas is 

likely to be scarce this season, owing to the 

drought lost summer, but as this will necessitate 
thin sowing it may, after all, be a blessing in 
disguise, as thick sowing, which is a great evil, 

is still very common, especially amongst 
amateurs. Nothing very startling in the way 
of early Peas has been introduced of late, but no 
fault can be found with existing varieties, 
either as regards cropping or quality. The 
dwarf forcing sorts are still best repre¬ 
sented by American Wonder, William Hurst, 
and Carter's Lightning, which, if sown in a 
sunny pit or deep frame in January, will 
afford useful gatherings a month before the 
earliest outdoor sowings. Chelsea Gem 
probably the most popular of early Peas. It 
is hardy and prolific, aud, being a wrinkled 
Marrow, is generally preferred to the round- 
seeded varieties. Not unfrequently early Peas 
are grown on the same ground many years 
in succession, with the result that it be¬ 
come* Pea-sick and unable to afford tho 
crop sufficient nourishment Whore grow¬ 
ing them on the same ground annually is 
unavoidable, tho top spit should be removed 
every two years and replaced with good 
loamy soil, in addition to which a liberal 
dressing of rich but well-docomposed manure 
ahould be given, and the ground bastard 
trenched. That dwarf, hardy, freo-cropping 
Pea Early Sunrise is, I believe, still grown for 
market, especially in the midlands. It is 
scarcely good enough in flavour for garden 
culture, hut for field culture, and producing 
early and heavy crops, few sorts surpass it. 
Wordaley Wonder is a grand second oariy 
variety, producing its long, well-filled pods in 
great profusion. If mulohed and well watered 
it will continue bearing for some time. The 
quality is excellent, and it is a first-rate variety 
for market. Stratagem has stood the test of 
time, and is still a general favourite. Few 
varieties possess such good all-round qualities. 
The pods, which are fresh and continuously 
produced, are loDg, handsome, and covered 
with a delicate bloom, the Peas being of a 
dark-green colour and deliciously flavoured. 
Amateurs cannot grow a better variety. Parrot’s 
Prolific Marrow, a new Pea of groat excollonca, 
will doubtless become a general favourite. It 
belongs to the Veitch’a Perfection type, but if 
•own at the same time as that standard variety, 
it is ready for gathering three weeks tooner, 
and is equal to it in quality. Its average height 
ia 2J feet Sharpe's Queen should bo crown by 
everyone, as it possesses evory good quality 
that may be expected in a Pea. Its height is 
3 fret, and the long and handsome dark- 
green pods are filled with Peas of delioious 
flavour. It is a great favourite in Lincoln¬ 
shire and Notts, and ia largely grown by 
ooitagere. It does well in light soil. Stour¬ 
bridge Marrow ia a most profitable variety, M 
growing to a height of 4 feet, and bear/ng itrje. 
Urge, well-coloured podu ocutinaoatly, J*cgniiV|4>- 

light shallow soil. Prodigy is another grand 
sort, similar in height and general character to 
Stourbridge Marrow. I grew it for years, and 
was highly pleased with it. Fillbasket is a 
superb sort for small gardens, being a prodigious 
cropper and of excellent quality. I usud to 
grow it in shallow trenches, and mulch and 
water it well, and it did splendidly. Lye's 
Favourite, a flj-foet Pea, is one of the best and 
most profitable varieties in cultivation. In 
some parts of Northamptonshire it is grown 
almost exclusively. Autocrat, a splendid dry 
weather Pea, is indispensable. It is a vigorous 
grower, and unsurpassed for light warm soils, 
as it resists mildew well, and if well watered 
yields for a long time. It is a good substitute 
for Ne Plus Ultra where the soil is too light for 
the latter. Where the soil is deep and rich 
enough, and tall stakes are procurable, Ne Plus 
Ultra and British Queen should always be 
grown for late supplies. In deep loamy soil I 
have known them grow 7 feet high and orop 
prodigiously from base to summit. Walker’s 
Perpetual Bearer is still one of the best medinm- 
height late sorts, and a capital mildew resistor. 
It Is invaluable for retentive soils and low-lying 
situations, and is a great and continuous 
cropper. I should have mentioned that there 
is an inferior variety of Stratagem, with light 
green pods, in commerce, and that therefore it 
is necessary to procure the seed from a reliable 
firm. J. S. N. 

KEEPING ONIONS. 

Readers of this paper who do not see the 
“Journal of tho Royal Horticultural 8ooiety ” 
can hardly be aware of the fact that three years 
ago a trial of autumn-sown Onions was made at 
Chiswick, and it was so inclusive that it com¬ 
prised no less than forty-eight so called varie¬ 
ties. Two primary objocts were in view in con¬ 
ducting the trial. The first was to see how far 
Onions of the Spanish and Globe types, ordi¬ 
narily sown In tho spring, stood the winter as 
compared with the Rocca and Tripoli varieties, 
usually sown in the autumn ; and the second to 
teat keeping properties. A third test, not anti¬ 
cipated, but which occurred during the progress 
of the trial, was the difference between trans¬ 
planted and non-transplanted Onions. 8o far as 
relates to the latter test, ample evidence was 
furnished to show that not only did the bulbs 
of transplanted Onions keep longer, but also 
that they were finer and of superior form. That 
has been freely substantiated generally ; but in 
relation to keeping properties of varieties gene¬ 
rally, the fact that the very worst keepers are 
the soft Tripolis and Roocaa, varieties so gene¬ 
rally sown in the autumn, was specially esta¬ 
blished. Not a variety of these types was sound 
by the end of the year, and very many were 
useless even earlier. The white varieties, such 
as the Leviathan and Lisbon, always decay very 
speedily. On the other hand, many varieties, 
such as Bedfordshire Champion, Fordo Long 
Keeping, Magnum Bonum. The Wroxton, and 
others, kept sound until Jane, and seventeen 
othora were sound up to the middle or end of 
May, some oven keeping as long and aa sound 

did-tfle^hulbs from spring sowings of the 
ioits lytaar. With respeot to the 

hardiness of plants of varieties little difference 
was soon. Fogs, as usual, thinnod the plants 
very much, but one variety was hardly any moie 
hardy than the other. The trial has thoroughly 
demonstrated the foot that of all Onion varieties 
for autumn sowing the Tripolis and the Roocaa 
are the moat worthless. A. D. 

BURNT CLAY IN THE GARDEN. 
The value of burn-bake, charcoal, wood-ashes, 
and the like ia generally reoognised in the 
garden, and is recommended when potting 
plants or in the construction of fruit or plant 
borders under glass. I have known the value 
of this material for years, but, as so often 
happens, the opportunity for obtaining it does 
not occur so often as one could wish. During 
the past winter a deep exoavation into ohtyland 
provided the means for burning some for the 
garden and greenhouse. In the potting soil 
now some of this material has been mixed, and 
the growth shows the value of its presence in 
tho soil. Chrysanthemums rovel in it, as do 
also Carnations and many other plants. A heap 
of this ballast is looked upon as a valuable 
adjanot to the potting materials, and every soil 
prescription now contains a proportion of it. In 
the garden it is common knowledge what a 
direct influence ashes has on the working of 
heavy land or that whioh is of a close or pasty 
nature. It is well known, too, how attractive 
coal-ashes is to somo plants, and how freely 
roots will ramify through and among them, 
particularly those of pot plants standing on an 
ash-bed. The manorial value of ashes is not of 
muoh importance, nor is there muoh food in 
them, or plants would assume a more vigorous 
oh&racter when givon an unlimited root-run. 
Gypsnm is said to be a produot found in coal- 
ashss, whioh in a purer form is employed in 
some artificial manures. Burnt clay acts on the 
soil like charcoal. 

A plot of ground measuring from 10 perches 
to 12 porchos was cleared last autumn of Rasp¬ 
berries, these being removed to a fresh site. 
During the several years’ tenure of the land bv 
the Raspberry orop the soil became much 
trodden and compact, simply because the nature 
of the crop did not allow much surface cultiva¬ 
tion. After this land had been deeply dug and 
left roughly exposed, a good dressing oi the 
burnt clay was spread on the snrfaoo and left 
for the frost, rain, and air to pulverise it. After 
sevore frost the surface was again moved with 
forks, and now the advantages both of the 
ballast and the frosty weather is clearly in 
evidonce. Potatoes will oooupy the ground in 
question as a preparatory orop tor Strawberries, 
and I hope that tne labour that has been already 
spent will give a good return in at least two 
prospective crops. 

To those having no experience in burning 
clay, it may seem a great and perhaps a laborious 
undertaking. If the olay oan be had locally for 
digging, or, as in my case, it oan be bronght 
easily from a distance, the burning is not a great 
item. If a fire be kindled with wood and ooal, 
or, what ia equally suited, house-cinders, the 
clay, lamps may be arranged in a cone-shaped 
heip, u.-closing ilie fire, and in the course of 
IjSsaidJjyth^ |P^(0^ alternate layers of 
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cinders and clay. Onoe well alight it is remark¬ 
able how freely the olay burns, and how soon 
one may get a heap of valuable material, from a 
garden point of view. An effort should be made 
to keep the fire from burning through, but not to 
overload it by an excessive charge, which will 
exclude the necessary air, while a sufficiency 
will aid flow combustion, rendering the material 
more fertile. With favourable weather and the 
clay in a dry state, the fire will bum freely and 
need attention twice or three times a day. 
Gardens having heavy clay subsoils may be 
made much more productive if some of the 
under spit is brought up, burnt, and spread 
over the surface. W. S. 

SOWING THICKLY. 

On the packets of such as Carrots and Beetroot 
it is often advised that the seed be sown thickly, 
but in my opinion it is out of plaoe, as many 
sow much too thickly, with the result that crops 
that would yield a good return are so weakened 
that it is impossible for them to stand against 
disease and drought. I am aware there is 
another side to the question, namely, entire 
failure of crop by thin sowing of certain seeds 
whioh are of doubtful germination. Not only 
with vegetables, but with flowers also thick 
sowing is far too common. I have frequently 
seen hardy plants and half-hardy annuals sown 
so thickly that the season was shortened and 
the flowers weak and of little value. Present 
day gardeners pride themselves upon improved 
culture in most departments of horticulture, 
and rightly so, but we have room for improve¬ 
ment in the matter of both thick sowing and 
planting also. The great fault of thick sowing 
is that we do not thin sufficiently. We crowd 
Potatoes far too much, and many who give a 
fair distance between the rows have far too 
many sets in the row. Peas are strangled in 
their fight upward, many of the tall growers 
and Marrow varieties losing all their bottom 
leaves and becoming an early prey to mildew. 
The Sweet Peas, given plenty of room and rich 
soil, are very useful; whereas if crowded the 
flowers are small and the season soon over. 
Very often as many seeds are sown in a drill os 
would plant six or more. The plant, given 
more space, branches out and, being stronger, 
has more root-hold and is better in every way. 
Take Asparagus. This of late years has been 
given more room, with the result that we have 
much better grass. 

I have only named a few things we do not 
treat well, but my remarks apply with equal 
force to most vegetables and other plants. The 
plants when once they are weakened in the beds 
rarely regain strength if left too long before 
they are thinned. In the case of the Brassioas, 
how often do we sow an ounoe or half an ounoe 
in the space that would not allow a quarter of 
the plants to grow. The same remarks apply to 
salads. Lettuoes are often sown so thiokly that 
they are quite useless, being so drawn. I find 
the spring and summer sowings suffer most. 
The autumn plants, not being so vigorons, are 
loss liable to suffer, and it is much better to 
make several sowings, as then there are a suc¬ 
cession of plants and good material. 

W. E. R. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Autumn-sown Onions.—If these were 
thickly sown in a small bed or plot with the 
idea of planting them out in spring, this must be 
done soon, especially as the plants have had no 
check to growth throughout the winter and have 
already got big. They will need careful lifting 
from the seed-bed, as the roots are brittle, and 
any great loss of roots or check of any kind will 
predispose the plants to bolting, In planting, 
the roots only should be buried, as deep plant¬ 
ing leads to badly-shaped bulbs. A good plan 
with these Onions is to sow a fairly large bed 
in autumn, letting the majority of the seedlings 
mature where sown, and only transplanting the 
thinnings at this time of the year. 

Old versus young Rhubarb roots 
for forcing.—Everyone with a garden may 
have forced Rhubarb. Seeing there are so 
many ways of forcing the roots, the difficulty 
with many is to obtain a continued supply of 
roots for forcing. This is beet done by raising a 
young stock frequently, as theee~>oung roots 
are far better for ttyfs.pn rpose fchan wi 

out roots. Good strong roots may be had from 
three to four years, according to the soil and 
treatment. My way is to raise a young stock 
every other year from seed. Some may say 
Rhubarb does not come quite true from seed. I 
find, by planting out thickly, I can Bee any 
poor or worthless plants the first autumn, when 
I remove them, thus causing no inconvenience. 
Seed can readily be obtained from any seed 
house, or you may save your own.—J. Ckook 

Lime from acetylene gas.—I have 
seen no reply to a query asked some time ago 
as to the garden use for the lime refuse from 
acetylene gas. I have used acetylene gas here 
with entirely successful results for two years. 
For eighteen months the refuse remained in a 
pit where it is thrown daily, the farmer being 
afraid to use it, and my gardener the same. One 
day the maker of the generator arrived and in¬ 
quired why we did not use such a useful article 
in the garden, the reply being that we were 
ignorant of its value. We were told to do as 
follows, with what result so far I have not had 
time to see. The lime has been well mixed with 
a heap of sods and refuse-soil, which is to be 
thoroughly turned three times during the year. 
Next autumn it is to bo wheeled on the ground 
and presently dug in. It is said to be extremely 
useful where land is infested with wire worm.— 
G. M. San oars, Lincoln 

Cranston’s Excelsior Onion.—From 
a famous Hampshire grower of Onions, Mr. N. 
Kneller, of Malshanger, has come to me half-a- 
dozen of Cranston's Excelsior Onion, quite a 
superb sample, sent to show how well the bulbs 
of this fine globe-shaped variety keep. That a 
good deal of thii keeping property is due to the 
splendid maturation the bulbs have had there 
can be no doubt, but, all the same, good keep¬ 
ing properties are inherent to varieties, and 
globe-shaped Onions usually keep longer than 
flitter ones do. The bulbs sent, whioh were 
some 2 lb. each in weight, have more pointed 
bases than have ordinary good-formed bulbs of 
Ailsa Craig. They are handsome, hard, glossy, 
and clean. One of the lot that I had cooked 
was as mild as could be desired, and delicately 
soft and flavoured. These large Onions make, 
so Berved, really delicious food, and are 
singularly nutritive. The stock is a first-rate 
one, and comes in reed form from a Hereford 
firm, who, it is evident, take great pains to have 
it pure.—A. D. 

Treatment of Tomato-plante —Will you kindly 
Inform me whether young Tomato-plants should have the 
soil pressed firmly round their roots, or not, when trans¬ 
planted into their place for fruiting—viz., a long bed in 
greenhouse I And Is it necessary to repot them two or 
three times? I have grown mine in pans, and they are 
now a foot high, and I am thinking of now transplanting 
them direct to the greenhouse-bed to remain there.— 
R. N. 

[It is somewhat distressing to learn that 
Tomato plants yet in pans are 12 inches high, as 
they must of necessity be very leggy and weak 
It is a pity you had not got them singly into 
small pots when they were but 4 inches in 
height and kept them near the glass, as they 
would now have been sturdy, well leaved plants, 
fit to turn out into the border where you wish to 
grow them. If you plant out these long, drawn 
ones, do so in such a way that you can bury 
the stems some 4 inches at least in the soil, as 
new roots will be made from them. l)y not 
have too much border. If the soil be good loam 
three parts, the other part being well-decayed 
manure, and if it be 20 inches wide and from 
6inohes to 7 inches deep, that will be araple. 
You can plant at 13 inches apart, keeping each 
plant rigidly to the one main stem only, pinch¬ 
ing out all side shoots. Certainly press the soil 
firmly about the plants, and the whole of it also, 
but not over hard. Firm soil conduoes to sturdy 
growth and to early blooming.] 

Lettuces —Although there are numerous 
varieties of Cabbage and Coe Lettuoes in com¬ 
merce, it is worthy of note that gardeners 
generally limit their main varieties to a good 
stook of Paris Wnite Cos and a compact, white, 
smooth-leaved Cabbage form like All-the-Year- 
Round, a great favourite, Stanstead Park, or 
Leyden White Dutch. We see many very fiae 
hearting Cabbage Lettuoes tried at Chiswick 
occasionally, but very many of them when 
tasted are found to be very bitter. That is, of 
course, a great defect. The white - leaved 
Cabbage Lettuces usually are sweet and orisp, 
but crispness has much to do with rapidity rpf 
g/eVah, for if the eeafoo be hot and d 

water is not freely given, bitterness is likely to 
follow.—A. D. . 

Bean Johnson’s Wonderful.—I wm 
fortunate enough to secure a capital stock of 
this excellent iA>nspod Bean last year, and 
found it to be a splendid cropper. It is inter¬ 
esting to note that in spite ot the run on the 
long-podded but sparse cropping Beans of the 
Seville type, especially for exhibition, that 
Johnson’s Wonderful, quite an old variety now, 
holds its own. It would be interesting to see a 
fair trial as to the productive or podding 
capacity of this Bean and that of the best of the 
Seville or Aquaduloe type. As a cottager's 
Bean for productiveness I prefer the former. 
Getting on plants double the number of podi 
found on the Spanish varieties more than com- 
pens a tea for their being somewhat shorter.—D. 

Raising Tomato-plants —Myriads of 
amateurs are now thinking of growing Tomatoes 
again this seasoD, and naturally like to take the 
best course to lead to success. But too much 
haste in sowing seed is not a means to that end, 
as because the plants are tender and need 
warmth, seedlings raised in cool greenhouses or 
frames too early are apt to be stunted or to 
damp off. The first week in April is quite soon 
enough to make a sowing of seed, and that is 
beet done in 5-inch pots, into which has first 
been put some drainage, then filled with 
moderately fine, light soil. Make small holes 
to the number of about fifteen over the surface 
of the soil with the point of the finger, drop a 
seed into each, then cover with sandy soil. 
Each plant then as it grows finds ample room, 
till of necessity shifted singly into small pots. 
The seed will be helped to germinate if the pots 
be stood in a box 6 inohes deep, and after being 
watered covered over closely with a large 
piece of glass, which should be thinly shaded on 
sunny days.—D. 

Parsley.—As this is a hardy herb, and once 
raised stands well before starting into flower, a 
first sowing may be made at onoo in a drill beside 
a garden path, or in several drills 12 inches 
apart on a garden border. Without doubt, it 
is convenient to have a nice row of Parsley 
beside a footpath, as it can then be gathered by 
anyone without its being needful to tread on the 
ground. But in suoh a position it is not well 
to sow in poor ground. Rather dig in deeply 
a dressing of half decayed manure, as Parsley 
roots will go deep in suoh caso. The drill may 
be just shallow enough to enable the seed to be 
thinly covered. That should be sown thinly 
also, as if got in thick, material addition is 
made to the labour of thinning. If a good 
stock of the oompact garnishing or the beet 
treble ourled be sown, and plants ultimately 
thinned out to 6 inches apart, very superior 
leafage in great abundance is produoM. Plante Eiving the best quality of leafage alone should 

e retained. A similar sowing to stand the 
winter may be made early in August.—A. 

Size of Potatoes for planting.- 
Now the season is with us when many people 
will be selecting or planting their Potatoef, 
there are many cultivators who are anxious to 
know how small they may plant their tubers. 
This is a question not so easy to answer, 
seeing much depends on how the tubers have 
been treated during the winter. Much also 
depends on the nature of the soil you are 
planting. I am aware that a good average aired 
whole Potato is the best, and I consider tubers 
from 3 ounces to 3£ ounces each large enough, 
and this is the size I Bhould select for choice in 
a general way. Hardly too much importance 
can be placed on the care of the seed. This has 
been so often pointed out so ably by " A-D- 
and others in Gardening Illustrated that I 

need not say more on this. Where the soil « 
poor I prefer a larger tuber than when other¬ 
wise. I have a field where I grow most ol 
the main crop. This is under plough culture. 
Every year I eelect all the best and most even 
sizes for planting in the field, and what is over, 
if the kind is needed, the small ones, are 
planted in the garden, the soil here being f® 
much better and deeply worked that these emsl 
tubers often give twice the crop of those in the 
field. On several occasions, having new or 
scarce kinds, I have out large ones to one eye, 
and also planted the very smallest in tho 
garden, covering them with sifted soil, sue 
as old potting soil, leaf-mould, etc.,ana b» 
besn astonished the One crop.—1- Crook. 
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PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

ROOM AND WINDOW. 

MICHAELMAS DAISIES. 

The return of certain flowers, long familiar, 
ooovejs to us in no unmistakoablo manner the 
•lory of the progress of the seasons. Scarcely, 
indeed, has the year been ushered in ere we are 
confronted with the blossoms of Aconite, 
Chionodoxa, Iris reticulata, and Snowdrops, 
and following in quick succession come 8oilla9, 
Grape Hyacinths, Croouses, and Narcissi. We 
regard them all as Nature's own messengers. 
All through the piercing, uncertain March 
weather we thought of April sunshine and bud¬ 
ding leaves, and endeavoured to banish from 
our minds the reoollection of a long and dreary 
winter past. Now wo find April as coy and 
fickle as ever, and dream of Mty and May 
flowers. We think of meadows where presently 
Celandines will cover all with their golden 
stars; of gardens whera Tulips will soon be all 

third season; but wheu some of these are 
fading there appears that typical blossom, the 
subject of our illustration, the Michaelmas 
Daisy. We recognise it as a forerunner of 
cold nights and misty mornings, when frosts 
may be expected, but its flowers are bright for 
all that. For how many years has it been 
planted in some of our gardens ? More, perhaps, 
than we should cate to tell; but, possibly, like 
many others, our interest in this “old timer” 
is not very deep. The plant has been kept 
certainly, because it fills a gap. We have, 
maybe, one variety, and that the well-known 
blue; others we havo heard of, but have not 
added to our solitary specimen. May we, there¬ 
fore, at this time, when planting may still be 
pursued, bring before the notioe of readers the 
claims of these simple flowers—call them Asters, 
Starworts, Michaelmas Daisies, or what you 
will ? We know that when their petals open 
the wealth of summer and autumn bl >ssoms is 
practically ended. When gathered they lend 
themselves by their informality, needing 
nothimr, at may be seen, to embellish them 
beyond a little of their own foliage, and the ease 

Arraugeme ut of Michaelmas Daisies. From a 
Craigovan, 

photograph sent by Mrs. Hughes, Dalchoolin, 
Co. Dotvn. 

idarne with beauty ; but when we enter May 
Mil breathe the fragrance of the Lime we sigh 
for 

••The grace. 
The goldrn eroi'c of June, 

With bloom and tun In every place.** 

Tor, after all, is it not in those hsloyon days 
when our gardons are most resplendent; when 
the very afr is filled with Roses ; when Pinks 
Md Rockets show themselves j when Pieonies 
sod Canterbury Bells, Poppies and Lupins, and 
hosts of other flowers add their quota of beauty; 
Md when on every hand are to be seen the peer- 
k* bloesoms of white Lilies. ’Tis in June 
when Nature puts on her fairest dress, when 
■kioi are bluett, aud when the atmosphere is 
•oft and lncid ; bat when she has oome and 
poe, and hot July gives place to the more 
•uliry days of August, other blossoms appear 
which plainly tell of a further change. Then it 
u we get the first glimpse of autumn; faint 
Perhaps may be the signs at first, but none the 
‘ms surely. Some few trees have scarcely 
organ to don their amber garb ore the bright 
Wooms of Gladioli, Phloxes, TK illy hook 0, 
'unflowers all portend the approach of 

with whioh they may be grown in almost any 
garden should ensure them a still wider patron¬ 
age. As we have observed, planting may be 
done now, but it should not be deferred a day 

( longer than is absolutely necessary. We are 
under the impression that the pale blue variety 
which one often meets with, and which takes up 
a deal of room, when left for a few years has 
prejudiced many against Michaelmas Daisies 
in general, but from the list of sorts here 
given it will be notioed that not a few are 
comparatively dwarf, and it is to those 
who have small gardens and have not 
much room that we recommend them 
Mention ought also to be made as to the abun¬ 
dance of spikes one may out from a collection, 
and coming in as they do, when, os we have 
said, other garden flowers are over, they are 
doubly welcome. The following are good 
kinds: dumosus horizontalis, reddish, suffmed 
white ; Maacki, deep lilac, early j ptarmicoid «i, 
small white; linosyris, bright yellow; aorii, 
lilac-purple^ sibiricos, mauve, late; all fro n 

‘ pt high ; alpinus albus, white. 
andiflorus, blue, 1 foot; Pfovi- 

iyTes, purple-blue ; N.-B. Madonna, 

large white, fine ; N.-B. T. S. Ware, pale rose, 
large ; N.-B. T. Smith, large blue; ericoides, 
white, small, centre yellow ; Coombe Fishacre, 
flesh, very pretty ; panioulatus VV. J. Grant, 
bluish-white, rosy centre, effective; cordifolius 
major, lavender, large, all from 2.J feet to 3.J feet 
high ; Novi-Belgii Top Sawyer, rosy-lilac : 
N.-B. Purity, white; N.-B. Margaret, pale 
blue; N.-B Harpur-Crewo, white, early ; N.-B. 
Ashley Smith, rosy-purple ; NOVIC - Anglim 
priccox, crimson-purple,early; lievisfloribundus, 
bright blue ; I as via Councillor W. Waters, pale 
lavender; Mont Blanc, white; turbinellus, 
violet, tipped rose ; peudulus, white, Trades- 
cacti, small white, with beautiful foliage, very 
useful for cutting, these last growing from 
3J feet to 5 feet high. Lkaiickst. 

FLOWERS IN THE HOUSE. 
(Reply to “ Gwynfk ”) 

To obtain flowering subjects in the window- 
boxes is comparatively easy, but to do so on the 
shelf you have cet up “around the sitting- 
room ” is another matter. For this latter, we 
think you had best secure some pot-grown 
examples of plants, such as the market growers 
supply of Ferns, Heliotropes, Agoratum, Cal¬ 
ceolaria, Cam panula isophy Ua, eto. Or you m ay 
grow the following in the room quite well, but 
it is desirable to secure plants fairly well estab¬ 
lished : Draciuna congests, D. marginata, D. 
lineata. Aspidistra lurida and its variegated 
form, commonly called “ Parlour Palm ” Of 
true species of Palm you may grow Kentia 
Belmoreana and K gracilis, two of the boat of 
all Palms for indoor work ; also Corypha 
australis (nearly hardy), Pha>nix gracilis, P. 
rupicola, Saaforthia elegans, L-itania borbonioa, 
Chamwrops Fortunei, an i C. exoelaa. Of Ferns 
ou will find Adiautum lormosum, A. cuneatum, 

1'oeris tremula, P. oretioa, P. eorruUla in variety, 
Polystichum protifernm,and Davallia canariensis 
as good as can be for the purpose, while Cam¬ 
panula fragilis, C. isuphylla alba, Saxifraga 
aarmentosa, and Lysimachia Nummularia or 
Moneywort are the best of drooping or hanging 
plants. 
£la the windows you oannot do bettor than 

grow the plants first named—Heliotropes, etc.— 
and supplement them with Geraniums, Mignon¬ 
ette, Vallota purpurea, the white Arum Lily, 
Tuberous Begonias, and suoh things in season. 
Stocks and Mignonette, as also Heliohrysumi, 
Khodanthe, eto., may be raised from seeds sown 
in pots. The two first of these will require but 
three or four plants in each 5-inch pot, while 
the others may be sown muoh more thiokly. 
Ac this time all this set may bo sown in pots on 
the window-sill —or some, at least, for succession. 

In the window-boxes you may grow Nastur¬ 
tium, Marguerites, single Petunias, Verbenas, 
Stocks, Mignonette, Canary Crecpor, Celosias, 
Indian Pinks, Poppies, Sweet Sultan, Sweet 
Peas, allowing them to hang down in front of the 
window, Antirrhinums, Pansies, Phlox Drum- 
mondi, Marigolds, Convolvulus, and many more 
from seeds sown thinly in the boxes in patches, 
[f yon adopted this view for the window-boxes 
that are outside, and plant at the end of April 
three Begonias of the tuberous-rooted section in 
oaoh box at the back near the window, these 
would give a later supply of bloom, and also 
permit the seedlings in front to grow and flower 
unchecked for the time being. In sowing these 
seeds some care will be necessary, and some 
thinning also when the young plants appear, as 
also the clearing away of old stems when flower¬ 
ing is past. A good deal of attention to watering 
will be required. PI. J. 

Iris flmbriata.—This fine old greenhouse 
plant does not receive the attention whioh its 
merits fully justify. For the large conservatory 
or the winter garden, where the latter is kept at 
about 40 degs. or 4*> degs., this plant is beauti¬ 
fully adapted. It may bo grown in large pans 
or planted out in a deep and broad pocket ou 
the conservatory rockwork, and in either find a 
congenial home. This plant should havo atten¬ 
tion generally, on account of its winter-flower¬ 
ing properties, as blue flowers are very rare in 
winter, aud any plant so free growing and freo 
fl awering at this season oannot be too well 
known. _ 

Thfflodesd tb Volume XXIII. is now ready, 

pri"315 
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8TARTING HARDY ANNUALS AND 

OTHER FLOWERS. 
(Reply to “ Delta.”) 

The idea of utilising the hot-bed for seed sowing 
of many annuals, biennials, and perennials is 
often overlooked. In many instances it is 
invaluable, not merely for the warmth generated 
by the manure, but equally so—if not, indeed, 
more so—by reason of the greater vigour which 
the Beedliogs so raised appear to have. The 
bed, that is composed of quite one-third leaves, 
not only much longer retains its heating power, 
but throughout it is found to be far more 
uniform, and therefore more serviceable and 
reliable. You may, therefore, with every con¬ 
fidence resort to the hot-bed, more especially 
because you have ample cool glass accommoda¬ 
tion later_ on, so that the plants, young and 
delicate as they are, can be kept going at this 
important stage in their existence. In the use 
of the hot-bed thermometer the temporature is 
taken when the instrument is plunged, and a 
bottom h&at or bed heat, say, of 70 degs. may 
mean a surfice heat of some 10 degs. less when 
minus sun heat. You would in such case not 
plunge the pots in which are sown the more 
quickly appearing annuals or biennials, all of 
which will obtain ample heat from being stood 
on the surface of the bed, surrounded as they 
would be in such a frame by a warmth that 
penetrates on all sides. On the other hand, any 
seeds of perennials may be much assisted in their 
germinating by the very presence of this moist, 
warm, ammonia-laden atmosphere. Yon will 
find a maximum temperature of 60 degs. quite 
enough, and you will need exercise some vigil¬ 
ance that the young seedlings be not surrounded 
by a rank steaming heat. Whether such is 
present or not will depend on the way and the 
miterials of which the bed is composed. Rank 
team can always be modified by a 3 inch cover¬ 

ing of fine ashes, or its equivalent, over the 
manure, and with ventilation afforded at the 
back. You will, however, have need to be 
careful as to watering, and when water is 
afforded let it be done thoroughly. Quite often 
this is fatal in its results; the amount of 
moisture, and of atmospherio moisture in par¬ 
ticular, is so great that root moisture may be 
much lessened. In all cases sow the seeds in 
very sandy soil. See that liberal drainage is 
given to pots and boxes, and above all make the 
soil quite firm for the seed sowing. Soil that is 
quite firm permits of a more uniform passage of 
the water, while soil that is loose is as retentive 
of moisture as a sponge, and not only becomes 
sour very quickly, but is in other ways a most 
unsuitable and uncongenial rooting medium for 
any plant. 

PLANTS FOR BED. 
I M A vk s small piece of ground which 1 should like to plant 
with a few flowers to bloom through the summer and 
autumn, and if you would kindly advise me what to put in 
and when to plant I should feel much obliged. The 
situation is north of Manchester, fairly elevated ; toil 
apparently clayey, and air slightly smoky.—Walkdrn. 

[The following plants will most likely suit 
your purpose. The first dozen are intended for 
the back against the fence. Helianthus multi- 
floras, H m. fl.-pl., H. Soleil d’Or, Tritoma 
Uvaria, Aster Nov®-Anglin' pulchellus, A. N.-A. 
ruber, Anemone japonica rubra, A. j. alba, 
Galega officinalis, G. o. alba, Helenium nudi- 
florum, E-hinops ruthenicus. The following 
will do quite Well in front of the above : Gail- 
lardia erandiflora, Hemerocallis flava, Coreopsis 
grandinora, Iris Mme. Chereau, I. pallida, I. 
pallida dalmatica, Delphinium Belladonna, 
Pyrethrum Hamlet, P. Sherlock, P. Mrs. Bate¬ 
man Brown, Rudbeckia Newmani, Aster 
Amellus, A. acris, A lmvigatuB, Aquilegia 
chrysantha, Pyrethrum J. N. Twerdy, P. Aphro¬ 
dite ; while in the front row you may plant 
Carnations in variety, also Heuchera sanguinea, 
Anemone sylvestris, HelleboruB niger, pink 
Hepatica, blue Hepatica, Achillea mongolica, 
A. umbellate, Aimsria cephalotes. Geranium 
Kodressi, Iberis sempervirens, Phlox Nelsoni, 
P divaricate, Lychnis viscaria fl -pL, Megasea 
cordifolia purpurea, (Eaothera macrocarpa. All 
the plants named are strictly hardy perennials, 
and may be planted at once. You will note the 
plants are given in three sets, so as to form 
three rows lengthwise, and by devoting these 
plants to the 2o feet at disposalAi^lficient roo 
will be given lor each. All th/plantAarc > 
hardy, and w:!l -comer Gkji agVinjtwitjl gr 

vigour. It is quite possible in the first year of 
planting there may be vacant spaces that event¬ 
ually will be occupied by the plants given. If 
such is the case jt will be in the first and second 
rows from front or between these rows, and for 
the present year you could introduce some 
showy annuals, sowing the seods thinly in the 
open ground after the other things were planted. 
Such things may include Shirley and other 
Poppies, Marguerite Carnations, Stocks, Migno¬ 
nette, Godetias, and others, or you may prefer 
some Asters for flowering in September. These 
you could obtain quite easily in young plants, 
and put them out in May. Another idea that 
would be showy and last a long time consists of 
Tuberous Begonias and Tufted Pansies planted 
alternately. A dozen of each planted in April 
would do well. The Begonias would have to be 
planted 2 inches deep or nearly so, while the 
Pansies could be dealt with in the usual way. 
An alternative scheme, if you wish for much 
colour at one time, would be single Dahlias for 
the back row, with a few Sweet Peas on the 
fence, filling the middle row with summer¬ 
flowering Chrysanthemums, and the front row 
with Tufted Pansies and IDgonias alternately, 
as just stated. This, if you wish for an annual 
display, would be the simpler, but would need 
to be planted afresh each year.] 

ANNUALS FOR TOWN GARDENS. 
One of the vexations of the town gardener’s 
life is that he is debarred from growing many 
plants that he would like to do, and experience 
has taught him that to attempt the cultivation 
of some herbaceous subjects, for example, is only 
incurring unnecessary expense and trouble, to 
end in failure. Under such circumstances it is 
not altogether surprising to find that after a 
time those who went in strong at the commence¬ 
ment for all kinds of plants gave up gardening 
as a bad job. My sympathy is extended to all 
who, though loving flowers, have to fight 
against conditions that are so fatal to such a 
variety of plants. The closod-in garden, the 
impure atmosphere, that parasite ot all towns 
the sparrow, not omitting neighbours’ cate, 
have to be taken into account sooner or later by 
the one who endeavours to brighten during the 
summer months the patch of ground at the back 
of his house. What to grow then will presently 
be the question raised by not a few who live in 
towns, and it is to these that I offer a few 
suggestions. Some people have an idea that to 
have anything like a display of flowers out-of- 
doors one is bound to have at the start a large 
number of “ pot plants,” which to the person 
without a greenhouse often means a considerable 
item. Turn over the leaves of a seed catalogue 
for a few moments, and look up hardy and half- 
hardy annuals. Five or seven shillings spent in 
the purchase of seed, a cold-frame at hand, some 
boxes, and a sufficiency of potting soil is all the 
stock-in-trade one needs at this time of the year. 
In the meantime, let it be understood that the 
borders should be improved as much as possible 
by being dug over, if that has not already been 
done, manure added to worn-out beds, and 
lightened if need be by fresh soil or some road- 
scrapings. Now as to 

Half-hardy annuals. 

These should not all be sown at once ; indeed, 
if one wants a long display of flowers, a week 
or more may elapse between the first and 
second sowings. It is sowing all the seed at 
once that accounts for many a garden passing 
from a blaze of colour to a sombreness within 
comparatively a few weeks. Soil for the boxes 
should be fairlv rich and light, loam and leaf- 
mould and sand, the finest left on the top. Thin 
sowing must also be observed if strong plants 
are wanted from the first. The aspect of the 
frame, if one can have it, should be a south one, 
as it is there that one gets the benefit of every 
ray of spring sunlight. The time of sowing will 
all depend upon the locality in which one lives. 
It is advisable not to be in too great 
a hurry ; the end of March or beginning 
of April for tender things will, generally 
speaking, be found soon enough. Some 
will benefit by any additional heat one may 
give them, and if one frame for the time 
being may be kept as a kind of intermediate 
place by partly filling it with old. hot-bed 
materials, leaves, and stable-manure, then one 

sow Petunias, Verbenas, Zinnias, Lobelia, 
' ox Drummondi, Agora turns, Saipivlonii, a.-.d 

Perilla. In the oold-frames those subsequently 
mentioned will succeed : J acoba-ia, Marigolds, 
Godetias, Helichryeums, Tagetee, Asters,Stocks. 
Out in the open, towards the end of March, a 
sowing may be made of Pansies, Sweet Peas, 
Coreopsis, Mathiola, annual Chrysanthemums, 
Clarkia, Nasturtiums, Linuma, Nemophila, 
Mignonette, Virginian Stock, Pyrethrum 
aureum, Convolvulus, Nigella, Caodytuft. In 
hardy annuals alone one has the run of a 
beautiful assortment, and if the garden soil is 
poor one need not give up the idea of attempt¬ 
ing to beautify a to wn garden, for it is in a town 
where one needs most brightness. Nasturtiums 
and Jacobreu will thrive and flower well in com¬ 
mon and almost worn-out stuff. Pansies will 
bloom abundantly if planted in a little loam and 
road-scrapings. Mathiola will do equally at 
well, ana give off an aroma that is sweetnesi 
itself. Coreopsis will flower in soil not always 
rich, and the same may be said of the small 
flowered Marigold, Tagetes. Virginian Stock and 
Pyrethrum aureum both make pretty edging*, 
the one small and profuse blooming, and the 
latter valued for its golden-yellow foliage. 
Annual Chrysanthemums will keep the flower 
beds full for many weeks, and Sweet Peas, sown 
in a rich compost, do fairly well in a town, and 
require cutting to keep up the supply. Petunias, 
Verbenas, and Zinnias, whether planted in 
beds (where they are often best seen) or grown 
in the borders, seldom fail to bloom well, and 
the last-named, though sometimes failing 
because of too earlv a sowing, when once they 
are succeeded with prove to be one of the 
brightest and most continuous-blooming of our 
half-hardy annuals. 

Where one cam give annuals even better 
advantages, such as purer surroundings and aoil 
improved by manure, etc., few things, in my 
estimation, sue more worthy of our trouble. 
They are not always given the beet culture, 
some people, because they are annuals, thinking 
that a raking over of the soil and a scattering of 
the seed is sufficient. Those who propose grow 
ing annuals should give them every advantage 
if they desire the best results ; they will be well 
repaid by increased blossoms, although they may 
live in a town. Townsman. 

PLANTING OUT VIOLETS. 

Violets are annually becoming more popular, 

and the introduction of so many fine single 
varieties has induced many to commence their 
culture. In epite, however, of tbe numerous 
cultural articles that have been written on 
Yioleta, one often sees them in an unhealthy 
condition and overran with red spider. This w 
chiefly owing to planting them in too hot a 
position and neglecting to mulch and water 
them. I have frequently urged the importance 
of having strong, healthy runners, as failing 
theee, good flowering plants cannot be obtained. 
Old plants divided and planted out do not, as a 

rule, produce either many or good flowers. 1“ 
ensure theee, good runners are essential. These 
should be well rooted before being PIanU~,ol?t’ 
as rootless runners invariably get cripple*1 v 
cold winds in spring, and seldom make good 
plants. I do not advise the use of 
manure for Violets, except where the soil is ''ey 
poor. Old Mushroom-bed-manure, leaf-moul , 
the sweepings of walks and drives, and baro 
garden refuse are the best ingredients. I* 
ble, a change of ground should be _ j?1 
annually, otherwise a portion of the old 
should be removed and replaced with fr*®. ( 
as loamy a nature as post i ble. A genu-shad 
position suits Violets best, though in low-iyrng • 
garden’, or where the soil is heavy and re ^ 
ti ve, a sunnier position may well be given, 
beet lot of plants I ever saw wss grown i 
orchard, in the partial shade of Appl«- '. J 
Plant in firm ground, and allow a *P*? . , 
9 inches all ways between the runners. > h ^ 

varieties require more room than doable 
ties, especially California, which it » [h; , 
strong grower. Planting completea. 
runners from cold winds by means of*® j , 
green branohee, and keep them well 
From the middle to the end of April u 
time for planting. 

J. 

Daffodils from CornwaU.-I»® ^ j 
ing a few specimen Daffodils, M .* jn 
‘might interest you to know what u u^y ( 
these npy. I have taken the h* - 
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of naming them, although you will probably 
know them all. In the course of the next fort¬ 
night I hope to send you some of the very rare 
kinds, many of which are not in the catalogues. 
I expect you have very many flowers sent you, 
hot I hope you will not mind my sending these. 

Charles Dawson. 
Ro tf.mot ran, Oill ml, Pev.anre. 

[Many thanks. A very beautiful gathering, 
consisting of M. J. Berkeley, cernuus (handsome 
flowers), Victoria, maximus (true), Tenby, and 
8ir Watkin, all showing how well the Daffodil 
does in the west of England. Enclosed also 
were several bunches of single V'iolets, the 
flowers large and excellent in every way.—Er>.] 

CHRISTMAS ROSES. 
Few plants are more universally admired than 
the Christmas Roses, as the forms of Helleborus 
uigor are usually called. Christmas Roses do 
beat in the cooler conditions of midland and 
northern gardens, and away in the west again 
are as good as could be desired. The specimen 
plants that all would like to be possessed of 

and hastened in the light Boils over rand and 
gravel, I hardly know, but so it seems to be. 
Happily, near London, these plants are not 
difficult to manage, and indeed, within six 
miles of its centre, I have grown examples of 
the major variety 3 feet in diameter—not 
in a single plant but by dozens, and all alike. 
Near London these plants are much healthier 
in the more elevated districts—Hampstead, 
Sydenham-hill, and such like places. In these, 
with a little care, the plants make wonder¬ 
ful headway, never losing their leafage— 
an item alone that augurs well for the safety 
and the success of the plants. Plants in these 
hill gardens near London are vastly superior to 
the identical subject in the lower levels, and, 
indeed, when some have been transferred with 
every care to these lower surroundings the Cilants quickly dwindle away. In the lower the 
eafage is quickly disfigured and much loss 

being entailed, progress is barred. Frequently 
in the Middlesex fruit orohards plants have been 
seen, and always the nearer the river area the 
less foliage and less vigorous plants result. In 
some instances from the trees affording a welcome 

Sweet I’eas, the oolour in this instance being 
white, with bright scarlet flakes, making a very 
charming and effective flower. A more robust 
variety is Mrs. Jpseph Chamberlain, a very 
free-flowering sort. The blossoms, which are 
very large and handsome, are developed on a 
long and stout footstalk, and they are heavily 
flaked bright rose on a white ground. Of the 
three sorts wo aro hero recommending, that just 
described is, in our opinion, the best. The trio 
may be completed with Gaiety, a splendid 
counterpart to the last-named except in colour, 
which may bo described as striped rosy-magenta 
on a white ground. The constitution of this 
variety is all that can be desired, being moat 
robust. The plants remain in splendid con¬ 
dition for some months if the spent blossoms be 
removed, and liberal supplies of water be given 
during the warmer weather. VV'e should advise 
you to grow them in clumps, some 3 feet or 
rather more apart, sowing five or six seeds in 
each clump. If you wish to hurry on the period 
of flowering, you had better sow a like number 
of seeds in fi-inch pots, and raise them under 
glass in a gentle bottom-heat. Under this treat- 

Christm-vi Roses. From a photograph by Air. K. M»on Hood, Wiuchflelil, Hants. 

\ 
become somewhat of a rarity south of Loudon, 
and particularly on the chalk formations, as the 
South Downs are approached. Here the plants 
are not usually happy. Not that the plant may 
not be made to thrive if the primary outlay for 
soil and preparation is faced. In such a case the 
natural soil will usually have to be discarded. 
It will depend largely on its composition and 
how near the surface is the impenetrable reck. 
If but a few inches of soil exist and then rock, 
it will be best to dig up or break up the latter 
to at least ‘2 feet deep and bring in good soil 
from a fresh locality. To insure success there 
should be quite 3 feet deep of soil—that is, of 
soil and drainage combined. With a deep root- 
run of good holding soil and shaded from the 
hottest sun, the Christmas Roses will not give 
much trouble when planted at the right time. 
And this right lime appears, more or lees, also 
governed by locality. In northern districts and 
generally in the Midlands, about Gloucester 
and Bath, these things transplant quite well in 
the month of March ; but nearer London, and 
on much lighter soil, this time of planting them 
is meet disastrous for the plants themselves. 
Whether it be that tl^e aotion of the mbi 
delated in the cold root mediums as 

shelter the plants are bettor, and this is a 
welcome sign and no small object lesson of the 
value of overhead shelter for these things. Those 
who would make a feature of them may plant in 
frames where sorim or canvas can be thrown 
over them in seasons of heat and of fog, and 
not less so at the time of flowering and the 
oomiDg of the foliage in the early days of the 
year. This last is one of the important 
seasons, and at such times every encouragement 
should be given to the plants to do their best. 
An occasional dose of liquid-manure, or a dressing 
of some good fertiliser over the soil, lightly 
prickod in with the handfork, will all be helpful 
when the rains have carried its manorial proper¬ 
ties down to the active roots below. Thus 
assisted a better growth and larger crowns, that 
in time bring their own reward, are insured. 
_ E. J. 

N0TB8 AND REPLIES. 

Sweet Peas —three good striped 
Sorts (R. S. A'.).—In reply to your inquiry as 
to the, three best striped Sweet Teas, we can 

the following: America is now 

ment the seedlings should be seen above the 

soil within a week, and in the course of a few 
days the pots should be placed on shelves near 

the glass. In a few weeks the plants should be 
hardened off in a cold-frame, and when some 

6 inches to 8 inches high planted in the clumps 
prepared for their reception. 

Propagating Dahlias.—I have some dozen sod a 
hall Cactus Dahlia tubers, and shall he glad ol your ad vies 
SS to propagating same. 1 hare no greenhouse, hot-bed, 
frame, or anything ol a like natuie. I'ndtr Ihe circum¬ 
stances, I suppose I must start the tubers In Cocoa-nut- 
flhre kept moist in a window, and divide Ihe tubers as 
toon as the shoots are about 2 Inches long, and, I suppose, 
pot same and keep them growing In the window until 
plantlog out time arrives? I know 1 can plant them 
whole in the ground, but wish to Increase my stock. Will 
you please answer fully when to start the Dahlias, best 
time to plant out, etc., as I am sure there are many 
amateurs to whom the knowledge will be very welcome? 
—A. K. Browse. 

[Wo aro afraid you will not find much succeia 
in propagating Dahlias without some better 

accommodation than you now possess— at least, 
at this time of the year. You might atrik. 
cuttings made of the green shoots in summer, 

and preparo them for another season ; l.Lt to 

attempt'll strike' them now without heat or to 

the most dislinot of 'D fpoiling llie 
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whole. Young Dahlias, as a rule, have one 
orown giving only a very few growing shoots, 
but older roots lend themselves to division. You 
had better, wo think, be content with your 
existing stock, and in summer secure some side- 
shoots and insert them round the sides of small 
pots. Do this early so that time is permitted 
for a tuber to form, otherwise your effort will 
be in vain In the nurseries where Dahlias are 
largely grown they are started into growth in a 
warm house, and as the shoots issue and reach 
a length of about 2 inches they are taken off 
with a heel of the old tuber, and inserted at 
once into small pots, and kept in a close and 
warm atmosphere. Even provided with these 
conveniences they are some time in rooting. 
Division of the tubers specialists do not resort 
to, but depend on spring-rooted cuttings. If 
your plants are of two years’ growth or older 
you may find when new shoots form that they 
can be split through, but be sure to see that a 
growing crown is on each division. The sepa¬ 
rate tubers are of no value without a crown, 
though on each there may be many. There 
would be no need to keep them indoors if they 
are of this ago and condition, but rather divide 
and plant at once, making sure that the tender 
shoots are protected with a covering of soil. 
Later, when they emerge from the earth, pro¬ 
tect with inverted flower-pots at night as a 
precaution against late frosts. This is all the 
trouble that need be taken with dry tubers. 
Newly-rooted cuttings are more tender, and 
must not be planted until May.] 

Portulacas.—The need for a greater 
variety of annuals is frequently demonstrated. 
Some few sorts seem to monopolise what space 
is given up to annuals. Oae of the brightest 
ana most free-blooming of our summer flowers 
is the Portulaca. It is too little known, and as 
a consequence it does not receive anything like 
the consideration it deserves. Its requirements 
are not great, and consist in sowing in pans in 
the house in March or April, and transplanting 
afterwards to the borders One need not, how¬ 
ever, go to this trouble, for seed sown on a warm 
border in April will give a good show of bloom 
in July. For borders where the Bun has much 
power and the soil is shallow, Portulacas are 
the bast things one can plant.—Townsman. 

ROSES. 

V ROSES IN WESTMORELAND. 

After many years of failure with Roses I have 
now found out how they may be grown here, 
or, rather, whioh kinds do well. It is high and 
dry, 500 feet or so above the sea, on a spur 
of red sandstone, jotting out into an upland 
valley, and not near the mountains. This has 
to be explained, for the climate is totally 
different and much milder in the “ lake coun¬ 
try.” Another good plan is to try what you 
think yourself will grow and not take too much 
advice about it even from very experienced 
gardeners, who have not experimented in exactly 
your surroundings. As, for instance, one will 
say it is impossible to grow such and such 
Hoses “ with the peat in your soil; ” another 
that “ there is nothing like peat for Roses.” So 
again I say, try for yourself. After doing this 
1 can make the following remarks, viz , that the 
Austrian Copper Briers, Laurette Messimy and 
Mme. Lam bard, all grow splendidly on my 
dry, sandy soil without the aid of loam from a 
distance, which I tried, again by advice, in the 
shape of clay ; this failed to grow the Roses 
properly. The border where now they grow 
best was a spot where nothing did well, and 
which was burnt up in summer, a border facing 
south, protected by a low wall and paling only 
from the north. Here Mme. Lombard grows 
luxuriantly. Hardly do two flower alike. Side 
by side you may have a delicate pink, a deep 
red rose, and a yellow and white bloom, or one 
composed of all three shades of colour in one 
flower. Laurette Messimy is at its best in 
autumn, when the pointed pink and oopper- 
shaded buds last longer than any other Rose, 
and only come to greater perfection after several 
frosty nights. So it is better to be laughed at 
and succeed than to have blanks in your Rose- 
bed where many lovely but too tender Teas 
cannot stand the bracing climate. The amuse¬ 
ment of my friends consisted in seeing me plant 
so many Roses all I fflft ocekind Ibn| in .M. 

was right, for now I have Hoses and before I hail 
not. In summer the Crimson Rambler looks 
very gay on tall poles (Larch) and trained on 
another light lath from pole to pole The Cop- Eir Brier, which I first saw at Vichy, in the 

mperor’s days, near an intermittent spring, 
and which his uncle's old soldier, who guarded 
the “source,” told me he had found in the 
forest of Orleans, is the s weetest and most effec¬ 
tive as to colour of any Rose that grows : a mass 
of it is more brilliant than scarlet Geranium, 
and while the Crimson Rambler is showy but 
has no scent, the perfume of the Copper Brier is 
unrivalled. A hedge of it locks well, and I am 
trying it nowin clumps among the Heather and 
Grass between the lawn ana the Pine-wood. 
Lady Penzance is all very well, but not any of 
that class have the colour of my favourite 
Brier. In this county the Crimson Rambler will 
not grow against a wall, as 1 have seen it do in 
Yorkshire, covering the station-masters’ houses, 
and the Carmine Pillar does best with me in a 
Beech hedge. There are most lovely Tea-scented 
Hoses, L’ldtGlaod Beinti- Inconstant*, but they 
do not last like those I have named in this 
climate. I planted my Roses in sandy, peaty 
soil with plenty of manure put in ; the result 
has been exceedingly good. I am trying Soleil 
d’Or and Mine Resal this year. The moral is—it 
is better in an uncertain climate to grow two or 
three kinds well than by ambition to be reduced 
todiscouragement and failure because you cannot, 
however hard you try, succeed with Banksias 
and the heavenly Boule d’Or of the sunny 
south. Wire arches do not do so well for climb¬ 
ing Roses as Larch polos—the wire is said to 
attract the lightning—and pergolas may be made 
of wood, and are much prettier than the more 
formal wire. M. V. B. 

BEST ROSES FOR MARKET. 
(Rei-i.v to “ J. McSweesey.”) 

We do not know whether you contemplate 
growing Roses under glass for market, but that 
is the only way in which this flower would be 
rendered remunerative at your long distance 
from London. There is always a glut of Roses 
in June and July, and the prices that rule 
then are very low indeed. You ask us which 
are the best Roses for market. If, as we said 
before, you mean for indoor culture, the selec¬ 
tion is a very small one. Perle des Jardins is 
the best yellow. Borne growers are using Mme. 
Hoste as a second best, the buds being long and 
of a beautiful soft creamy-yellow. Sunrise is 
also a very attractive Rose, but does not sell 
so well as a decided yellow of the style of Perle 
des Jardins. Marcchal Niel, producing as it 
does only one crop, is not grown so very exten- 
tively. Most of the blooms of this Rose 
which are in the market now come from France. 
It would pay anyone to grow Marshal Niel 
in a cold-house, so that the flowers open a 
week or two prior to the Rosea outdoors. Of 
course, in Ireland you have some Roses outdoors 
early in June. You would find Man’-chal Niel 
would fetch good prices at the end of May and 
early in June. The plants would need to be 
grown very cool to keep them back to this date. 
Sifrano is another good murket Hose, its lovely 
buds in winter being much appreciated. You 
should make it a study which Roses have the 
beat appearance under the electric and other 
artificial light. It is such Roses that find the 
most ready sale. It is said among pink Roses 
that Bridesmaid is most appreciated, but 
Catherine Mermet, Mme. Jules Grolez, and 
Belle Siebreoht all have their admirers. Long¬ 
stemmed blooms of Catherine Mermet just now 
will realise 51. to 6s. per dozen wholesale. La 
France, Caroline Testout, Mrs. S harm an Craw¬ 
ford, and Mrs John Laing are pink Roses 
having considerable market value. Among 
crimsons, Liberty surpasses everything. It 
quite eclipses General Jacqueminot, Papa 
Gontier, and others. Very early in the year 
the flowers of Liberty realised 12s. per dozen 
wholesale. It was raised in Ireland, although 
bearing an American name. Of white Roses 
Niphetos holds the palm, its pure buds being 
serviceable in so many ways. Kaiserin Augusta 
Victoria is a fine Rose, but requires care in 
handling. It should not be disbudded to any 
great extent, then the flowers expand better, 
although they would be rather short stemmed. 

Ap to the time to plant, again we are not: 
fc^e whether you refer to outsj^ |j>Jp^jia£jtp. 

not. If under glass, during May and June is 
the beat time to plant out pot grown stuff, 
but if not in pots, then autumn is the beat time. 
You must not force the latter the first year, but Sive them all the air possible. Supposing you 
esire to grow your Roses outdoors, then 

autumn is the best time to pi int. All the kinds 
named should succeed outdoors, the Tea- 
scented being allotted the warmest corner. You 
will see further remarks upon growing Rises 
for market in the back numbers of Garobsisii. 
If the trees a-e not too close jou might grow 
Roses in an orchard, but they prefer as much 
morning and mid-day sun as it is possible to give 
them. For market we Bhould certainly advise 
you to have a small plot of ground trenched for 
them well away from trees and hedges. Plant 
the several kinds named, adding Fisher Holmes, 
Ulrich Brunner, and Gruss an Teplilz to the 
rods, Mme. Abel Chatenay to the pinks 
Gustave Regis, Billiard and Barre, and W. A. 
Richardson to the yellows, and Souvenir de 
Malmaison to the whites. 

Roses —early pruning.—Many amateurs 
fall into the too commou error of pruning their 
Roses too soon, for, being anxious to give their 
gardens a neat, finished look, they set to work 
and prune their Roses about Christmas. If 
one could be Bure the weather would be season¬ 
able no harm would result. I never prune until 
March is quite half way through, and then all 
the unseasonably made shoots will be pruned off 
and the lower buds will be still tightly folded 
up. By the time the plants start into growth 
April will have arrived, and more genial condi¬ 
tions may be expected to prevail.—J. Gaoou, 
Gosport. _ 

GARDEN PESTS AND FRIENDS. 

Grabs In soil.—My leal-mould is full of Insects, 
specimens of which I send. Kindly let me kno* *hu 
thei are, and whether injurious to young seeds nr seedllnfi! 
—Hknrt A. Hash. 
- i should be much obliged If you will kindly Inform 

me what the grubs are In accompany inir litUe bos. and if 
they are Injurious to K*nlen stuff? 1 did not notice any 
laat year, and think they mast have come from the manure. 
What in the best way to get rid of them ?—WoKIXS. 

[The grubs in your leaf-mould are those of a 
two-winged fly belonging to the genus Bibio. 
To this genua belongs the 8t. Mark s-fly, B- 
Marci, so called from its frequently being very 
abundant about 8t. Mark’s-day (April 2J), aid 
your grubs very probably belong to that apeak a 
They are large, very black, hairy flies, do not 
fly very well, and may often be found flying 
about in pairs. The gmba are injurious to the 
roots of plants, and I certainly should not plant 
young seedlings in soil infested with them. 
They could be killed by baking the mould, or 
saturating it with boiling water, or if placed 
where poultry could scratch it over they would 
soon pick out the grubs. I doubt if watering 
with an insecticide woul 1 be of any tse.— 
G. S S.J 

Diseased Artichokes—I herewith forward you » 
specimen of a diseased Artichoke. Kindly tell me *“*t 
the disease is, and what is the cause i U the soil too IfgM 
and dry ? Or have the tubers been planted too long In one 
Slace? Da they lick manure, or is It the result of being 

ug up and pitted this year? Kindly say whether Aiti- 
chokee will remain sound and healthy if Uken up and 
pitted for winter 1—Artichoks. 

[The Artichoke you sent was so covered with 
one of the common white moulds that it was 
difficult to determine what had caused it to 
decay and shrivel as it had done. The frost 
will not hurt these tubers if left in the ground, 
but it is possible that if exposed to frost under 
other conditions it might. In a ** pit ’’ each 
tuber would be partly surrounded by air instead 
of earth, which might make a difference, aca 
the frost might be more felt. I carefully exam¬ 
ined sections under a microsoope, but failed lo 
find any cause for the decay. Artichokes are 
so hardy that they will grow anywhere. The 
soil and cultivation are not likely to have been 
at fault.—G. S. 8 ] 

Photograpnts ot Gardens, Plants, or 
Treea— We offer each week a copy of the lat<* 

(dilion of the “ English Flower Garden ’ {* 1 

‘test photograph of a garden or any of it* cxUen Jt 

indoors or outdoors, sent to us in any on'. 

Second prize Half a Guinea. 

The Prize Winners this week “ 
Geo. E. Low, 2, Glenageary Hill, Dublin, V* 

Platyoerium grande. 2, Mrs. Hughe*, Dalchoai i 
Gruigovan, Co. Down, for Hydrangea as ar 
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TWO FRAME NARCISSI. 

It would ba difficult to find tnvo more charming 

subject* for pot cultnre than Narcissus mono- 
phyllua and N. triandrus, and as their culti¬ 

vation is of the easiest, and the bulbs will 

11 wer year after year, it is strange that they 
srs not more often seen in amateure’ collections. 

The cultnre of N. monophyllus is as follows : 

Pot in August, placing bulbs l.J inohes apart, 
in a mixture of three parts light loam, one part 

coarse sand, with a fair sprinkling of small 
gravel stones ; no leaf-mould or manure of any 

K-rt must be used. Water sparingly as soon os 
growth appears, increasing the supply as it 

proceeds, and keep continually moist until the 

cowers are over. The supply should then bo 
gradually reduced, and about April stopped 

altogether. The pots should now be placed on 
a shelf in a frame or greenhouse, where they 

will be fully exposed to the sun, and should be 
allowed to remain there without watering until 
itanting time. Annual repotting is quite 
ininnrnnnsrj. once in three years being suffi¬ 

cient. 
X. triandrus should be planted at the same 

lime and manner as the foregoing, but the soil 

This course of treatment is quite wrong. The 
plants require a rest after they oeaee to flower, 

it is true, but they should receive sufficient 
moisture to enable them to retain the old leaves 

until they begin to make fresh growth. They 
should also beaooordod proper care, and instead 

of placing them, say, under a stage or similar 
placo, put them in a cold-pit or frame instead 

to undergo a season of rest, and alford them 
plenty of air and just enough water to keep the 

perature, as indicated above, they will, after 
being housed, quiokly develop great quantities 

of bloom, and that of fine size and substance, 
and continue to flower for a long period. In 

proof of this statement I send herewith for your 
inspection and opinion a box of blooms gathered 

from corms varying in age from three to five 
years, and whion have been flowering since last 

October,] 

Very handsome flowers, large, and well t / . O . * j a T OI V Iiuutieuuio uwimn, iuiku, aim wou 

oliage fresh until they begin to push up new developed on stout footstalks, the colours vary- 
1 oaves, whioh is the signal that the time for re- il)g froln pure while ^ crjmg0n. The value of 
potting has arrived. Plants now passing out of 0id oorm8 wafl weU 8hown at a recent, meeting 

flower and givon the abovo treatment will be in lho Drill Hill, where plants seven years old 

ready for shaking out and repotting in June or j jed M n,auy as 200 flowers, excellent in 
early in July, l’or compost take ono-half good | every way. 
fibrous yellow loam, one-quarter peat, one- 
quarter leaf-mould passed through a /-inch 

sieve to free it of the rougher particles, with a 
pretty liberal addition of old mortar, crushed 

fine, and coarse silver-sand. The corms should 
bo potted firmly, and when all are finished 
arrango them in frames facing the north. Until 
the roots make a fresh start keep the frames 

somewhat close and shaded also during the 
hottest part of the day, after which they are 
airod according to outside climatic conditions. 

The Rush Daffodil (Narcissus triandrus) in a pot. From a photograph sent b) Mr. J. Rose, ltawliuaon Road, Oxford. 

should consist of loam three parts, leaf-mould 
di- part, and a fair sprinkling of sand. The 

*oil should be kept moist during the whole of 
the growing period, particular care being taken 
that the drainage of the pots is perfect. When 
growth is over and the foliage begins to turn 
jellow, the bulbs should be rested in a cool, 
•hady place where the soil will not become dust- 
dry. The flowers Bhown in photograph are from 
-ulbs whioh havo been grown in pots and that 
'•" « flowered annually lor the past ten years. 

Or/oni. _ J. Rosb. 

OLD CYCLAMEN CORMS. 
1« >s much interested in reading the remarks of “ A. W.” 
■ the retaining of old Cyclamen corms year after year, 
**d in retting each splendid results as 100 blooms on a 
* ogle plant. Would “A. W.1' kindly give full particulars 
X the treatment and proper cultural method he alludee to 
» retting such good results, os, unfortunately, at present 

‘ hare to be content with about a dozen blooms oo each I— 
Bond, Fm:anc4. 

{Many ruin their old corms by neglecting 
hem alter they have done flowering. They are 

often cast on one sido, perhaps placed under the 
greenhouse stage or in some out-of-the-way 
orner, with the result that the plants suffer 

from wont of moisture, the foliage falls a 
to insects, particularly red-spider, and 
mutually beoorao entirely dtmdcd o' h 

The plants are also syringed twice a day, and 
on fine nights the sashes are drawn ofT so that 

they may nave the full benefit) of night dews, 
and roplacod again the following morning. 

Watering, as a matter of course, has careful 
attention, as they must neither be allowed to 
want for moisture or be kept in a sodden con¬ 

dition. Undor such treatment the old leaves 
are gradually superseded by fresh stout, healthy 
ones, and in duo course tho crown of the oorm 
will bristle with flower buds. 

Towards the end of August or middle of 
September the plants are roady for housing, and 

are then separated into two batches, the 
forwardest being placed in a houso having a day 

and night temperature of 60 degs. and 55 degs. 

rospeotivoly, and tho remainder in a slightly 
cooler situation to bloom later on. 
commences os soon as the flowers bogin to push 

up, and this consists of liquid-manure and 
Clay’s fertiliser. These stimulants aro adminis¬ 

tered, as liberally as is consistent with safety, 
on every occasion that water is required, the 

liquid being used for a few days and then Clay’s 
fertiliser, as tho Cyclamen likos a change of 

food. If the plants are stood where they have 
of light, and in addition havo every 

tertipit ln-the way of watoring and feeding, 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Bouvardlas —The first batch of cuttings 

should now bo ready, but Before taking them 
off they should be examined, and if there are 
any signs of green-fly tho houso should be 
fumigated. Tnis must be done carefully, as 

fow subjects aro so easily damaged by smoke as 
Bouvardias when they are making young 
growth, and it is even moreditlicult to fumigate 

the cuttings, os tho moisture 

in tho propagating pit is 

against it. In making Bou- 
vurdia cuttiugs it is not 

necossary to cut them oil 

close below a joint, as they 
will root from any part of 

the Btem. Provided good, 
healthy cuttings can bo had, 

there is little difficulty in 
rooting them. They require 
a good bottom-heat and a 

higher surface temperature 
than many subjects, especi¬ 

ally for the early cuttings. 
It is essential to keep them 

from getting withered either 

during the process of makii g 

or after they are put in. It 
once they do get withered 

they are a long time making 
a start, and never seem to 

niako such free - growing 
plants if they do start. It 

ih easy to tell when they 
have made a start, and they 

should thon bo gradually ex¬ 

posed. 'Top the cuttings 
once before they are potted 

off, but they should stand in 
the cutting pots until they 
have started again Bouvar¬ 

dias are often spoiled through 
not being treated liberally 
onough when they are re¬ 
quired for out bloom only. 

For early autumn flowering 
they may be planted out on 

a spout hot-bed, and when 
they get well rooted down 

they make strong growth 
an<f largo trusses of bloom. 

Humboldti corymbiflora may be grown in pots, 

but should have plenty of root-room and a Eood, rich compost. All the Biuvardias should 

e grown fully exposed to the sun. Thoy aro 
naturally summer - flowering plants, but tho 

flowering period may be regulated by stopping 

frequently. Although the asms plants will 
keep up a succession of bloom for a consider¬ 
able time, those required for late flowering 
should be stopped from time to time up to the 
end of September, and then if treated well they 

will goon flowering freely through the winter. 

Growing on Primula stellata — Ust spring I 
sowed Primula stellate. The seeds (Terminated all right, 
hut I mismanaged the plants by not keeping them near 
enough the light. They made little progress, the large*t 
plants giving about twelve blooms in all (poor). They, 
however, seem to have recovered, and are now making 

‘ wish to know, if I Feeding ™Pid Pr<W»*». looking very sturdy. I wish 
in to nnab ke*P POttIng them on and pinching out the flowers until 

August or September. II they will make a goot show at 
Christmas? Or must I sow seed again, and try and manage 
better T—II. F. S. 

(Wc think you would do (ar lietter to sow at once. The 
old plants may succeed, but it is very doubtlul. You can 
keep them and do as you suggeet, but young healthy 
plants give the best results In the cose of single Prlmulee. 

Cinerarias In cold-frames.—I find 
there is a very general impression that green-fly 
is natural to this plaut, and amateurs, who 

dreadMiUiil l^ewj light shy of introducing the 

to a steady day and "ight^j^^fo^hj 
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the fly with it. After growing Cinerarias for 
many years, I think the attacks of fly are 
very groatly exaggerated, but I do not in the 
least dispute the fact that many growers sutTer 
severely from it, as I used to be continually 
fumigating to keep plants clean so long as 1 
depended on artificial fire heat to keep the 
frost out. Since I have grown them in cold- 
pits, and relied solely on mats and litter to keep 
the frost out, I have had no fly at all. I was 
led to adopt this plan by going into an amateur’s 
small back garden some years ago, and seeing 
some of the (lworfest and healthiest i'inorarias 1 
had ever seen. On inquiry as to how they 
were kept so healthy, with leaves down on the 
pot, I was shown an ordinary Cucumber- 
framo set on a bed of coal-ashes where these 
plants had passed safely through a severe 
winter. Sinco then I have never put my Cine- 

ORCHIDS. CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

ratios in a glass-house of any kind until they 
come into flower, but have kept them through 
the winter either in pita or frames, covered at 
night with mats, and opened and ventilated 
directly the frost was off. It takes a good deal 
of time covering and uncovering, but I can 
assure anyone that needs really good plants 
that he can grow them well without any arti¬ 
ficial heat.—James Groom, Gosport, 

MEXICAN 0NC1D1UMB. 

Thf.rf. is no class of Orchids more free-flowering 
or attractive than the Mexican section of 
Onoidiums. The best among these arc 0. 
Forbeei (the subject of the accompanying 
illustration), 0 crispum, (). prwtextum, O. Mar- 
shallianum, and the various natural hybrids that 
appear amongst importations of the above-men¬ 
tioned species. These may be procured at a 
modest outlay, and, as they usually travel well, 
are generally placed upon the market in good 
condition. They are admirable subjects for 
amateurs who have a warm greenhouse or a cool 
intermediate house. They usually do well, even 
under most unfavourable conditions, for a few 
years after they are first imported. They cannot 
be classed among the long-lived section of 
Orchids. The cause of this will no doubt be 
found in the free-flowering characteristics of 
these Onoidiums. This, combined with tho 
lasting qualities of the flowers and the selfish¬ 
ness of the grower, who thinks more of 
preserving the flowers to the longest possible 
momont, instead of removing tho spike as soon 
as it has been expanded a reasonable time, 

SOME OF THE BETTER JAPANESE 
SORTS FOR CUT FLOWERS. 

White Japanese Chrysanthemums always find 

a more ready .sale than those of any other 
colour. The plants which develop the large 
white exhibition blooms are not necessarily the 
best varieties for making a free display ; never 
theless, many of them are well adapted for this 
system of culture, and the following sorts may 
lx< regarded with favour. Tho varieties in the 
subjoined list embrace those blossoming from 
the early days of October till the end of the 
year and even later. 

Market White.—A boautiful free-flowering 
pure white bloom of drooping form. If par¬ 
tially disbudded the blooms come of a useful size, 
with a good length of footstalk. Height about 
2J feet. In bloom early October. 

Mychett White —This ia a fine flower. In 
late September and early Ootobor it is in superb 
condition. The plant is a rather difficult one 
from which to obtain stock, but by planting old 
stools under ^lass in a light compost success ia 
assured. Height about 24 feet. 

Queen of the Eari.ies is a pure white 

Sweet-scented greenhouse flowers. 
—Sometimes one misses, on visiting green¬ 
houses of friends in the summer, the fragrant 
flowers one has been accustomed to, and notices 
a disposition on the part of some to grow blos¬ 
soms whose beauty alone is their only feature. 
Whether this obtains to a very great extent I 
am not prepared to say, but during the next few 
months, when a good number of plants are being 
prepared for the beautifying of houses, one 
should endeavour as far as possible to grow a 
proportion that are best known and appreciated 
for the fragrance they yield. There is, on the 
other hand, a danger of leaning too much in this 
direction, when, os in the caso of highly-per¬ 
fumed blossoms like Hyacinths, the smell is 
overpowering, but one may, even as regards a 
matter like this, strike the happy medium. 
Fragrant flowers like Heliotropes, Musk, Nico¬ 
tians afiinis, Freesias, Mignonette, Petunias, 
Lilies in variety, and Tuberoses should have a 
place in all greenhouses.—Townsman. 

Grouping Hyacinths In pots.—I 
doubt if any other bulb is used so extensively in 
the garden aa the Hyacinth. When grown in 
pots the large-spiked kinds aro generally potted 
one bulb in each pot. For many purposes they 
are most useful in this way. In many instances 
when a single bulb is used in a vase the effeot is 
poor. Recently I have been using in low vases 
three bulbs grouped together, with the best 
results. It is an easy matter to grow them in 
moderately fine soil, and when coming into 
bloom to wash the soil from the roots, placing 
them in the vessels they are to remain in while 
in bloom. In this way all the spikes nro in 
beauty at one time, and when roots are filled in 
with sand and the pots Mossed over, the spikes 
need no staking if they have been well grown 
8ome thirty years ago I remember seeing in a 
large garden in Wiltshire good-sized pots with 
five aud seven bulbs in a pot, and grouped as 
these were on the floor of a conservatory 
amongst the spring-blooming things, so fine was 
the display that I have never forgotten it.— 
J. Crook. 

Cleaning houses, pits, and frames 
—Many amateurs do not give much attention 
to this important work. In every instance it L 
well It wash all glass and wood, and now is the 
best lime to do the work. I have been troubled 
with mealy-bug on the Vines ever since I have 
had obargeof this gardun, and it is very difficult 
to keep down with having to take Steve plants 
into the ainer ea The last three years I have 
painted all the wood and iron with paraffin oil, 
lime-washing the walls, etc. From the Vines 
I remove all loose bark, then scrub every bit of 
ths Vine with a scrubbing-brush, using Abol 
insecticide, applying it in as hot a condition as 
the hand will near it. After two or three 
weeks the Vines are gone over a second time in 
the same way. By this method I have well 
nigh exterminated it in a far more effectual way 
than when I painted the Vines with lime, soot, 
mud, and some insecticide—the common way in 
gardens. It is important thatjjl^the top soil 
should be removed to clear 
it.—J. CRooK.Diqitizec 

OiH-itlium Furlx-sl. From a photograph --ciil by Mr. .1. Cov, IT. Ilnyilnn Park Road. 
MiniMcilon, Surrey. 

causes undue stress on the pseudo bulbs, and 
the result is apparent by the annual deteriora¬ 
tion of tho plant. 

Culture.—The plants are best accommodated 
in baskets or shallow pans, well drained with 
broken potsherds. Thecompost suitable for them 
should consist of fibrous peat and Sphagnum 
Moss in equal portions, or they may be grown 
in leaf.soil, consisting wholly of Oak or Beech- 
leaves. This should be pressed moderately firm, 
and the surface should be covered with living, 
chopped Sphagnum Moss. A great deal has 
been written of late in the gardening press about 
leaf-toil for Orchids, but I cannot agree with 
its general use. It suits somo plants, the above- 
mentioned Onoidiums being perhaps tho chief. 

H. J. Chapman. 

"Farm and Home Year Book.”—Wo are 
glad to be able to state that the " Farm and Home 
Year Book " seems to have met a want felt by our 
readers. Its reception by the Press generally has 
been most cordial, and the demand for It hat boen so 
great that a third edition has been Issued. Our 
readers should have no difficulty In obtaining it from 
any local bookseller or newsagent, who will order it 
If It is not In stock : or thsy may get It direct from 
the Publisher, 17, Fornival-strsel, llolborn, EC..by, ^_ 

sort, the blossoms when well grown being very 
handsome. To bs seen at its best the plant 
should be stopped two or three timos during the 
growing season, this treatment producing spe- 

l niniens of a bushy character. In flowor late 
September and October. Height about 3} feet. 

Barbara Forres.—This is another sort that 
has not attained the notoriety its merits deserve. 
The blooms are large and pure whito, and the 
variety is seen to advantage when the plants are 
disbudded to about a dozen blooms on each, 

j In flower October. Height about -IJ feet. 
White Quintus — Of the many excellent 

[ October white-flowering Japanese sorts this is 
one of tho best. It develops blossoms all tho 
way up the stem, which is crowned at its apex 
with a cluster of dainty flowers of superb form. 
Height 3J feet. 

Gladys Rol-i.t.—This is another pure white 
sort of unique form, aud, to be seen at its best, 
should be disbudded to about a dozen blooms on 
oaoh plant. Period of flowering late October. 
Height about 3} feet. 

Mme Louis Leroy.—Although introduced 
some ten to twelve years ago. there is much 
in . this variety to commend it to growers 

I ofi Ifrit-flowering sorts. The plant is rather 
1 ^ijhrj (powers would desire, yet by 
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two or three stoppings its hoight may bo consi 
derably reduced. Late Ootober and early Novem¬ 
ber see this variety at its best. 

Mi.lk. Lacroix—This is another of the 
older introductions, but withal a very lovely 
variety when the plants aro grown freely. Tho 
somewhat small blossoms are very dainty in 
sppaarance, their whiteness being of a glossy 
kjud. Habit bushy and free dowering. Early 
November is its period of blossoming. Height 
4 feet. 

Kmii.y Sitaitmv.—A very oharming pure 
white bloom, developed on plants about 4 feet 
high. By a rigid system of disbudding, a goodly 
number of large blooms may be obtained ; when 
freely grown, however, it is useful for outting, 
etc. Period of flowering late Ootober and early 
November. 

Lady Byron.—This is a well-known sort for 
producing largo, handsome blooms, but by a 
system of pinching or stopping, and also par¬ 
tially disbudding the resulting terminal buds, 
pretty pure white blossoms may be obtained in 
November. Height from .'ll feet to (! feet. 

Lady Ei.i.kn Clark.—In this instance the 
plant should be accorded treatment similar to 
the last named. It is a variety of easy culture, 
and should be disbudded. Pure white. Height 
ab)Bl 5 feet. 

Mule. A. dr Gai.uurt.—This is another of 
the one-time popular exhibition sorts. It is a 
handsome flower, and when grown in a free 
manner, charming. The blooms are pure white, 
with rather broad florets, and when the plant is 
subjected to pinching or stopping develops into 
a bushy specimen Height about 6 feet. In 
bloom during late November. 

Mbs. C. Bowk.—A plant of Australian origin, 
and useful for all purposes. Its oolour may be 
described as pure waxy-white, with a greenish 
esntre to the large, full bloom. Height quite 
5 feet. Late November. 

Westkrx Kino.—A lovely incurved Japanese 
bloom of glistening snow-white. The plants of 
this variety will carry eight to twelve very 
handsome blooms. Perioa of flowering late 
November and early December. Height about 
6 feet. 

Souvenir DU Petite Amie.—This may be 
bad in bloom at almost any time by a varied 
system of culture, and also a differing period of 
bad selection. Pure white, large flower, bushy 
fcabit. Height about 3J feet. 
Nellie PocKirrr.—This, recently figured in 

tbeee pages, may be described as pearly or waxy 
*hite. Should be pinched or stopped on a few 
cccasions and disbudded. In flower late Novem¬ 
ber from terminal buds. Height about 5J feet 
or rather more. 

Miss Alice Byron.—A handsome pure white 
iort of recent introduction, and invaluable for 
December use when grown freely. Cuttings in¬ 
serted in March and April and grown on care 
fully develop oharming plants bearing chaste 
bloesoms of a useful size when partially dis 
budded. Height about 4 feet. 

Mme. Philippe Rivoirk.—A fine late variety, 
of an ivory-white oolour. It is a plant 
possessing a good constitution, whioh is an item 
of importance in late-flowering kinds. For 
December use it is reliable. Height about 
0 feet. 

Mme. Tiieresk Panckoucke.—This variety 
is regarded as the beet of the late sorts by many 
growers. The blooms are large and handsome, 
and aro also developed quite freely. Late 
December and early January often ses this 
grand sort at its best Height about 6 feet. 

Mme. Carnot.—This, bo popular as an exhi¬ 
bition sort, answort well when grown on to 
terminal buds and flowered freely. It is unfor¬ 
tunately a vory tall plant, but by a series of 
nincbiDg maybe considerably reduced in height 
It has pure white blossoms of a drooping charac¬ 
ter, which are highly valued during the period 
of flowering 

Winter Queen.—Late blossoms of this plant 
aie pure white, and when the plants are par¬ 
tially disbudded they develop blooms of useful 
proportions on stout, erect footstalks. Good 
habit Lite January sees the blooms in good 
form. E. G. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Early - flowering: Chrysanthemum | t»'--> 

and 
“Orange Masse” 
wrong in supposing this plant to be a sportlrom 1 an 

one of the members of the Mme. Marie Masse 
family. We quite agree with you that the 
naming of this plant is very misleading to those 
who know little or nothing of its history, and it 
is a great pity that the name of “Masse” 
should be associated with this plant, seeing 
what an excellent lot of sports from Mme. 
Marie Masse is now boing distributed. The 
variety under notice is really a seedling from 
Mme. Mario Masse, and may be classed as a 
very beautiful flower of a rich orange colour, 
tippod goldon - yellow. The plant is rather 
taller than those of the family of plants referred 
to, but it is a distinct acquisition. 

Chrysanthemums — how to make 
bushy plants for November flowerlog 
(T. G H ).—You cannot do better than com¬ 
mence stopping your plants at onoe. You will find 

of culture is very simple, and if the rules as laid 
down previously be carefully obeerved the 
plants should flower freely. When the terminal 
buds are developed they should be slightly 
thinned out. 

FERNS. 

THE ELK'S HORN FERNS. 
Tun Elk’s or Stag’s Horn Ferns (Platycerium) 
aro in growth and aspect quite difTercnt from 
all other Ferns. Instead of finely cut fronds of 
tender filigree work, as in the Maiden-hair 
Ferns, for example, the Elk’s Horn Feins have 
thick and massive leafage, or rather combina¬ 
tions of leaf and stem ofa loathor-like texture, 
often filvery when young, changing to a dense 

Platycerium grande. Prom a photograph by Mr. Oeo. E. Low, Dublin. 

that much better results will follow if you pinch , 
out the point of each of your plants which has' 
attained a height of some 6 iueWS* or rather 
more. This will cause the plants to dovelop 
lateral growths in the axils of the leaves, and 
from theeo resulting growths the stronger- 
growing ones should be retained and sub¬ 
sequently treated to a vigorous system of 
culture. When these branching shoots have 
readied a length of fl inches they may be pinched 
in a similar manner. The resulting shoots from 
this pinching of tho growths will need to be 
treated similarly, as the subsequent growths 
attain a length of 6 inches to 8 inches, more or 
lees, and by these means a Urge, bushy plant 
may be developed. For a November display, 
however^the last pinohing of the shoots should 

(ybout the third weok in June, and 
int the shoots should be grown on jrirntrwiM 
from terminal buds. This method blocks in or on vrnio 

dark green with age. There are abont a dozen 
forms or kinds, found for the most part in 
Eastern and Australasian regions, where they 
grow in an epiphytal manner on trees, or now 
and then on rocks and boulders. The kind most 
often seen in greenhouses, or even in sitting- 
rooms, is 

Pi.atycerium alcicornk, introduced to British 
gardens about a century ago from Queensland 
and Polynesia. Its fertile fronds grow from 
1 foot to 2 feet in length, and fork in a twin or 
dichotomous manuer, and in colour aro of a soft 
grey-green. They spring in tufts from the 
centre of the rounded or shell-shaped barren 
fronds, which are of a paler green colour when 
young, and turn to a rich reddish-brown as they 
decay. The barren flange-like fronds clasp the 
trunks or branches blf trees, on which they grow 

ote, pens, or wooden 
ora grown in our 
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Si-dens. If a plant of the common Elk’s Horn 
grown in a flower pot, it may, when well 

established, be suspended upside down by a 
wire support, when the barren fronds will clasp 
the sides of the inverted pot, and the fertile 
leafage will olothe the pot in a very pretty and 
natural-looking manner. One of the best kinds 
is 

P. otiiiopicum, better known in gardens 
under the name of P. stemmaria, which come* 
from the Guinea Coast and Angola. It oan be 
grown on thick slabs of wood, beiDg fixed 
securely with oopper nails and wire, along with 
a compoet of fibrous peat, earth, and a little 
living Sphagnum or bog Moss. It enjoys a high 
and moderately moist temperature and a half- 
shady position. Another very noble species is 

P. grande, from North Australia, which pro¬ 
duces much divided, strap-like fronds, often 
hanging down in masses 6 feet to 7 feet below 
the block on which it grows. 

P. biforme is a dwarf and sturdy kind from 
the East Indies, with very thick and blunt 
or rounded fronds of a dark green colour. P. 
Hillii was sent to Europe from Queensland in 
1878, and is probably only a geographical form 
of P. alcicorne. 

P. Wai.uchii and P. Wn.UNi'Kii, the one 
from the Malayan Peninsula, and the other 
Java, are both very handsome, but are not so 
often seen as are the other kinds named. The 
latest addition to the group is 

P. Veitchii, introduced in 1896, of erect and 
sturdy habit, with stiff, erect, dark green 
fronda 

Culture —All the kinds, if we except the 
common P. alcicorne, require a warm or hot¬ 
house temperature, and look very handsome if 
the blocks on which they grow are hung on the 
dark velvety brown stems of the tropioal Tree 
Ferns. They are usually increased by division, 
but some of the kinds produce viviparous buds 
or bulbils on their roote, from which young 
plants are more readily, or at any rate more 
quickly, obtained than from spores or seeds. 
Even individual plants are very effective, but a 
group or collection of all the kinds, as Been on 
the damp end wall of a plant stove, is a sight 
not readily forgotten. At home in the tropics 
these plants form dense masses on the forest 
trees Inside rivers and creeks. 

V. B., in The Field. 

FRUIT. 

GRAFTING TREES. 
In the process of renovating old or perhaps 
worthless fruit-trees, re-grafting must play an 
important part. The work needs a certain 
amount of practical knowledge and expertnees, 
but, still, it is not difficult to do by any intelli¬ 
gent person. We have seen Apple grafting 
done on pieces of roots of old trees by the fire¬ 
side in winter, the work being neatly done, and 
in all cases at once buried in the soil, leaving 
only the point of the scion exposed. That is 
not, however, a very excellent method, and, 
generally, it is far better to graft growing 
stocks in their proper season outdoors than to 
attempt that form of root grafting. But in 
renovating old trees, no labour should be wasted 
over those which have beoome exhausted, these 
being best grubbsd out and destroyed. Still, 
there are many fairly clean, healthy treee 
fonnd that crop well or badly, but the produce 
is at the best so indifferent that it has little or 
no market value, and will never repay for culti¬ 
vation. Such trees preeent the very best of 
material for re-grafting, and were tens of thou¬ 
sands of such in the country but beheaded and 
re-grafted with good, fine, free-fruitiDg varieties 
that have market value the gain would be 
enormous. 

Wherever it is purposed to so graft old trees 
the heads may be lopped at once to within 
3 feet of the height at which it is purposed to 
insert the grafts. The final beheading can be 
done when the grafting is done. Whenever 
that is so the greatest care should be taken, not 
only to select places free from knots or branches, 
but also that the saw cuts be clean and there be 
no tearing of the bark. That can always be 
avoided by causing the saw to cut through the 
uuderside of the stem an inc)*-€y so in depth I ciur 
first, as by so doing the danglr of hSjh t'«fSi* [I 
is avoided. But ii the U>-g^pli\i«m.: oLulVreq 

branches be cut off and faggoted now, thq rest 
can remain until the first week or so in April, 
by which time sap should be rising. The next 
matter of importance now is to secure grafts or 
scions. These should be of stout, hard shoots 
of last season's growth, and when cut from the 
trees of the good varieties it is desired to work 
on to the old stems of others, should have the 
lower ends made even, be tied into bundles, 
each variety separate, and labelled with the 
proper name, then be laid in fully 6 inches in 
depth under a north wall or fence, only the tops 
being exposed. So cared for the grafts are 
kept dormant, and are in that condition better 
fitted for grafting than would be the case were 
these aa active in pushing buds as the trees on 
which to be worked are at the time. When 
wanted for grafting a rinse under the pump 
soon washes off the soiL Ready for use, also, 
should be secured a quantity of well-prepared 
clay for coating the graft joints. This should 
be nearly dry, well broken, free from stones, 
and have mixod with it one-fourth its bulk of 
clean horse-droppings, well beaten up, mixed, 
then moistened to get it into the proper plastic 
consistency. When so prepared, the clay should 
be smoothed over ana covered up closely to 
keep it from drying. In making the final 
severance of the large branches on the tree to 
be grafted, it is beet to do so about 2 feet or so 
from where they break out from the main stem. 
It is better to graft low down, putting into 
each three or four stout grafts, than to put in a 
couple 3 feet or 4 feet higher up, as the growth 
is so much stronger and a far better head is 
produced. Grafting may be done by simply 
inserting the scions under the bark ; but with 
stout grafts cutting a small wedge - shaped 
piece out of the hard wood, and shaping the 
graft to fit it, enables the best work to be 
accomplished. It is work in which, with all 
proper materials, practice soon makes ^er- 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Spraying with caustic alkali solution — 

WiU you kindly Inform me If it 1* safe to sprsy fruit-trees 
In sn orchard where sheep are grazing with the caustic 
alkali solution composed aa follows: 1 lb. commercial 
caustic soda, 1 lb. crude potash, } lb. common treacle, 
10 gallons water? Or whether there la a risk of some of 
the sheep being poisoned ?—A. W. 

[There is not the slightest risk of the sheep 
being poisoned through the use of the caustic 
alkali solution named by you, because if the 
spraying is properly carried out the small 
quantity of chemicals that would be deposited 
on the Grass would be so infinitesimal that it 
could not possibly do any harm. It would, 
however, be a good plan, seeing that the solution 
is of a very caustic nature, to remove the sheep 
while the spraying is being performed, and put 
them back again next day, or so soon as the 
whole of the treee have been sprayed. As the 
season is far advanced yon should lose no time 
in getting the trees sprayed, otherwise injury 
may result should there be Plums, Damsons, or 
Pears in the orchard. Apples, being later in 
developing their blossom buds, are as yet safe. ] 

Vines In tubs-—Outside the conservatory are gravel 
paths and a lawn. Would Vines in tube inside conserva¬ 
tory do any good ? The conservatory facet south, and hat 
plenty of room for a couple of Vines 2, The best Vines to 
grow in tubs without heating apparatus ? 3, Is it too late 
to plant them now?—F. A. M. 

[Usually Grape growing in tubs is not a 
success, but given careful treatment they may 
do for a time under this root restraint. The 
nature of the roots, however, is such that the 
Vines do not long remain productive when 
limited to such small areas. Good turfy soil is 
absolutely necessary, this being enriched with 
some half-decayed cow or horse manure, to 
which are added a few half-inch bones and a 
little Vine manure. The Black Hamburgh is 
the best variety to grow without heat, Foster’s 
Seedling being a very good white Grape aa a 
companion. There is yet time to procure strong 
fruitiDg canes from the nursery, which when 
being planted should have the soil made firm 
about the roots. Drainage is all-important, and 
should be ample without being excessive ] 

Treatment of Vines and Peach-trees — 
Would you ktndlv t»ll me when to withhold the syringe 
from Vines and Peaches that are being forced? Also, 
when to stop Vines? My Vines are Just showing their 
embryo bunches, and are very vigorous. The Peaches are 
just over blossoming, and are forming little fruits. Any 
other information for future guidance would oblige.— 
Cast ax kt. 

[Under ordinary conditions Vines do not 
uire to be syringed. jgj^c^ra, ;hevei( 

resort to syringing at all ; others do so until the 
buds have developed, and until towards the 
flowering period, when it is discontinued- With 
proper attention to the ventilating and heating 
of the vinery there is no need for syringing; 
atmospheric vapour can be maintained by fre¬ 
quent damping of the floor, and this is equally, 
if not more, beneficial to the occupants of the 
house. The laterals should be stopped at one, 
two, or three leaves beyond the bunch, accord¬ 
ing to the space at disposal; sub-laterals 
following this will also need to be pinched 
periodically at their first joint. ViDes that are 
in a very vigorous state need very careful mani¬ 
pulation of the laterals ; if kept too hard 
pinched the basal buds may be forced into 
premature growth, but if they are carrying a foil 
crop not much excess of leaf will result. Peaches 
just passing out of their flowering stage willnov 
require attention in disbudding of the shoots and 
thinning of the fruit. Yon will find in the issue 
of Gardening Illustrated for March 15 some 
instructions on disbudding Peaches, so that tbn 
need not be repeated ; but the fruits when 
thickly set will need reducing in accordance 
with the numbers now developing. An old rule 
was that one Peach to each square foot of trellis 
is ample for a crop. Nectarines, being smaller, 
may be left a little more closer together. Some 
of the smaller kinds of Peaches may haw 
slightly less spaoe allowed between the fruits. 
Always choose the fruit on the upper side of the 
bunches for your crop, removing those situated 
beneath the trellis. Do not, however, be in too 
great a hurry in thinning down your fruit to this 
extent, because, though the fruits may do* 
appear to be swelling freely, thoy may go to the 
size of Filberts, and then some of them collapse. 
Thin them down by a daily graduation, and 
when it is seen they are beyond their critical 
stage, then reduoe finally to the desired number.] 

Scale on Currant - trees. -Many of mj Erf 
Currant- trees Id a north aspect and Dailed to an ou 
wooden shed are covered with scale. So also are some t»p* 
lier (looseberries and Currants in another part o< Ike 
earden. I have not noticed it before this jear. let 
Gooseberry-trees have always borne fruit profusely irf 
ripeoed It well. The Currants generally drop most of their 
fruit before It ripens. Oan anyons tell me whether ths 
la a common disease, and whether trees infected by it 
should be destroyed ?—Nrwlaxds. 

[It is not usual for Currants or Gooseberries u 
become attacked by scale—at least we h»ve 
not found it to be bo—and we should certainly 
think, in the case of the Currants, that it wornd 
be much more economical to root them out snd 
replant with young trees, rather than waste 
time on thoee which have lapsed into a state 
such as you describe. Both Currants and 
Gooseberries can be purchased so cheaply, and 
they so soon come into bearing, that there is no 
need to waste time in trying to retrieve tneir 
former health and state. Young bushes ate 
more vigorous and bear mncb finer fruit be¬ 
fore planting, however, we should advise in w 
case of the Currants growing against the ebed, 
that the soil be removed to at least a yard >» 
width and proportionate depth, and this re¬ 
placed with fresh—not necessarily from a dis¬ 
tance, but that which is fresh to tree-roots. A 
wash made with concentrated alkali is most efirf- 
tual for use on trees in a dormant state to de¬ 
stroy insect life. Soluble paraffin-oil, too, i 
also good for the same purpose. Flowers of» • 
phur made into a paint with water or skim-mi 
and this applied to the treee with a brush m ry 
weather will often prove fatal to scale, ““ 
quite harmless to the trees. Without evld®°. 
to the oontrary, we should think there ®us 
extreme debility in such infected trees, csU ^S 
for fresh soil with preferably some good fr 
farmyard-manure. In any case this woul 
much good, and could not possibly harm 
tiees.] 

Root pruning fruit trees-—Tbow *bo 
have not seen this operation skilfully P01' , 
must not suppose that root pruning nes 
general cutting away of all the roots n 
extend beyond a certain line and then nil -o 
trench in again. The proper way is **? rjj 
out a trench at the extremity of the pnu f 
roots, and then with steel forks to work ir 
until a goodly number of the stronger 
have been traced to within a reasonable 
below the surface of the border. 1" , 
then require slightly cutting back with r 
knife, and the work of relaying in ‘res 
which must be made very firm t>y ramm g> 
S>H^_^Jt(ge( treac^ is filled in agam. 
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old compost is really good, a small quantity of 
fresh loam will suffioe, and the addition of 
manure, as a mulching only, will complete the 
operation. 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

THE RESULTS OF THE RECENT FROST 
ON BAMBOOS AND SHRUBS IN THE 
NORTH OF IRELAND. 

(TO the editor or " GARDENING illustrated.”) 

Sir,—The recent very severe frost, whioh 
lasted about ten days here, with a temperature 
of 25 degs. of frost on some nights, has seriously 
affected many shrubs and plants whioh hitherto 
had Bhown themselves perfectly hardy here. 
1‘robably, however, as a very heavy fall of snow, 
averaging about 14 inches in depth, marked the 
commencement of this period of oold, and did 
not thaw until its close, the roots have escaped 
unharmed. The hardy Bamboos in this collec¬ 
tion have been variously affected, and some have 
unexpectedly withstood the severe stress better 
than others whioh have hitherto enjoyed a 
greater reputation for hardiness. Arundinaria 
Litida aqd Bambuea palmata appear perfectly 
unaffected, though in exposed positions, and the 
latter in low damp ground at the edge of water, 
*• well as in partial shade of troes. Bambuea 
Veitohi also seems to have withstood the frost 
well, but it is in a sheltered position. B. rusci- 
folia (viminalis), probably protected by snow, 
comes next in order of hardiness, showing 
very small traces of withering, l’hyllostaohys 
heterocyola shows fronds only slightly withered. 
Phyllostachys nigra and nigro punotata though 
much withered have come through fairly well, 
the latter perhaps the better. The dwarf 
Arundinaria Fortunei aurea has escaped pretty 
well, perhaps owing to the oovering of snow. 
Bst all the species in the following list have 
their frondage completely withered and browned. 
Arundinaria Khaziana, which is a species 
apparently nearly allied to A. nitida, and 
which has come through some previous severe 
winters unharmed, now has its foliage destroyed 
and falling off. I cannot make out from the Kew 
list whether this is A. Khaziana (Munro), but in 
character it may be placed between A. falcata 
and A. nitida, and is of a very vigorous habit 
aud most elegant appearance. Then follow 
A. jtponica (Metako), Simoni, Hindii var, 
graminea, Phyllostachys anna, Quillioi, mitis, 
caatillionis, flexuoea, viridis glaucesoens, Marli- 
tee*, and, of course, faloata, which is deciduous 
every winter. The a*>ove list comprises the 
only twenty hardy species of which I have 
large enough plants to enable me to judge. 

S ime notes respecting the lehaviour of other 
thru he may prove also of interest. Olearia 
Haasti and stellulata ((iunniana) have come 
off well, but O. niacrodonta and 0 Fosteri 
(the latter usually extremely hardy) have 
their leaves quite blackened and falling. 
The genus Eliutgnus has, for the most part, 
escaped uninjured. Among evergreens Staun- 
tonia hexaphylla, Cleyora japonioa (why is this 
charmingly tinted shrub not generally grown ?), 
Raphiolepis japonica, Daphoiphyllum raacro- 
pxlium variegatum, and Choisya ternata, have 
escaped well, and, to my surprise, Nandina 
domestioa and Eugenia apiculata, whioh is 
against a wall. Griaelinia littoralis is quite as 
Wight as ever, and O. lucida var. maorophylla 
is almost unscathed. But when I mention that 
standard hybrid Roses have been killed, most 
Tea Roses on their own roots Cut down to snow 
level, and even the common Monthly Roses and 
Azsra microphylla against walls severely 
damaged, it will be seen that the test has been 
a very severe one. W. de V. Kane. 

Dntmrttukt, Monaghan. 

MO TICS AND REPLIES. 
Moving the Winter Sweet —I have a Winter 

Smt (Chtmooanthus Iras ran*). It it in a bad situation, 
and baa only bad two or three flower*. I want to move it 
to a more sunny place. Will it bear moving ? Is this the 
beat time to move It—hist alter it has flowered? When 
tiould It be pruned?—CoTtaxD. 

(Yaa, you had better move It at once, taking oare that 
in the event of dry weather it is well watered, and also 
freely mulched to prevent evaporation. It requires very 
little pruning ) 

Lonlcera fragr&ntlflfiima — A large 
hush of this has, until tho recent hard'froet I 
killed the flowers, been blooming IpUy Slid') 

quite scenting the air in its immediate vioinity 
with its delioious perfume. This is one of those 
early-flowering shrubs that are lost sight of by 
people when making out their lists of require¬ 
ments when additions or extensions are being 
made. It is quite hardy, but, as the flowers are 
liable to be cut off by frost, as has happened in 
my own case, it is well worthy of a position on 
a wall, as protection oould thon be afforded 
whenever frost appears imminent, when the 
blossoms are about to opeD, or during the 
flowering period.—A. VV. 

Cutting Ivy.—The common Ivy is the beet 
of all evergreen wall climbers, for it is nt its best 
during the dork, dreary days of mid-winter and 
gives a snug, warm look to any building that is 
covered with it. Like all other oreepers of a 
strong growing nature, it needs frequent atten¬ 
tion to keep it in order, or it will fill up water¬ 
spouts and overgrow windows if not kept in 
check bv timely pruning. It must have at least 
one good cutting in every year, and I find that 
March is the best time for doing it, for then the 
season of aotive growth is close at hand, and the 
young foliage quiokly develops and takes off the 
somewhat bare look given it by clipping. A 
small, Bharp reaping-hook, or pair ot pruning 
shears, is the best tool for cutting it in with, 
and it should be cleared entirely off the wall 
below the gutters for at least 1 foot, or it 
quiokly fills them up and causos an obstruction. 
—J. G., Gosport. 

Cassia corymbosa—An illustration and 
short note on this brilliant-flowered plant 
appeared on page 3, the latter containing cul¬ 
tural directions for flowering it under glass. It 
is, I think, not generally Known that in the 
south-west the Cassia is one of the most valu¬ 
able wall plants for open-air culture. In a gar¬ 
den, distant but about three miles from where 
I write, a large plant oovers some 200 square 
feet of wall, and is in August so crowded with 
blossom as to present an almost unbroken sheet 
of rich gold. Its flowering season is a very pro¬ 
tracted one, blooms often betas carried as late 
as November or Deoembor. No protection of 
any kind is afforded to this specimen, which is 
trained on a wall faoing south-west, at a hsight 
of about 300 feet above sea-level. What prun¬ 
ing is necessary is taken in hand in early spring. 
I know of several other examples that do well 
on open walls in South Devon and Cornwall, 
and amateurs residing in that favoured locality 
will do well to find a place on a sheltered wall 
for th6 subjeot of this note.—S. W. F., Kings- 
mar, South Devon. 
-- Tho illustration ar.d accompanying 

notos in a recent issue should be the moans of 
bringing to the notioe of many one of the very 
best autumn-blooming plants. In the note 
referred to mention is made of the many ways 
in whioh this plant may be prown. In a garden 
I had charge of in Perbecklde, near Wareham, 
it flourished on the open wall, being protected 
in severe weather by a mat. The best plants 
I ever had wore in large pots, growing them in 
the same way as Fuohsias. These were s feet 
high from the pot. In summer they were plactd 
in two recesses boside a front door. The 
abundance of green, Ash-like ltaves and mass of K” w blooms showed off well against the red 

mansion. Being grown in pots, and not 
started early, short joints wi'h abundance of 
bloom were formed. At Cricket St. Thomas, 
near Chard, this Cassia has been u«ed with the 
best results for many years for covering a wall 
under a verandah. The plants aro twenty to 
thirty years of age, and are grown in long, 
narrow, wooden boxeB, standing at the foot of 
the wall. These cover a wall 20 feet to 30 feot 
long, and about 15 feet high. Every autumn 
and up till near on Christmas they are a mass 
of bloom, almost hiding the foliage. Before 
severe frost sets in these are removed to a cold- 
house and pruned close in, the same as Fuchsias, 
eto.—J. Crook. 

Staphylea colchica.-This, figured 
recemly, is one of the prettieet spring flower¬ 
ing plants we have for the greenhouse or oonser- 
vaicr/ from early February onwards. This can 
easily be had by placing in gentle moist heat, 
such as an early vioery or Peach-house affords, 
early in the year. The flowers are white and 
very sweet, and remind one of a Cocoa-nut when 
first cut open. Given the samo treatment as 
the mollis Azalea, the plants may be kept in 
lot i(.ffci| fceVeral years by top-dressing aud re- 

potting every third or fourth year. What it 
requires is thorough ripening of the wood. This 
is done by keeping the plant nnder glass after 
flowering until frost has gone and then placing 
in a sunny position out-of doors, and attending 
to as regards water and a daily syringing during 
very hot weather in summer. If one had a good 
stock of plants it would be as well to plant out 
one half eaoh year in a well prepared bod, 
foroing the other half only, and net vend. The 
plant is quite hardy aud flowers in early sum¬ 
mer. It can be easily rooted from youDg shoots 
taken off from plants that have made early 
growth in Maroh or April, and placed in sandy 
soil in small pots, under a bell-glass, in an inter¬ 
mediate house, with or without a little bottom 
heat. Plants so treated have had from four to 
six trusses of flowers on this spring, and only 
put in two years sinoe. Cuttings may also lie 
taken later on in summer and kept close, 
potting off singly when rooted. Nice sized 
plants may be grown in 6-inch and 8-inch pots 
by a little feeding. This I prefer doing after 
the plants have passed out of flower.— 
J. M. B. _ 

BIROS. 

Death of Zebra Finch (Zitclla).— This 
pretty little bird appears to have died in a fit of 
apoplexy, due to the rupture of a blood-vessel 
in the substance of the brain. You say your 
aviary is 11 kept beautifully heated.” It is very 
possible that you are keeping your birds in too 
high a temperature, and a dry, over heated 
atmosphere would tend to bring on this trouble. 
The internal organs appeared to be in a perfectly 
healthy condition, but the body was a little too 
fat, which pointed to the bird having been too 
generously treated. Millet and Canary-seed 
should form the diet of these birds. Little can 
be done in cases of this kind, ->lthough should 
the seizure be of slight extent the patient may 
recover in a degree, but can seldom be restored 
to perfect health, there usually being left 
behind paralysis of the limbs. There was no 
appearanoe of egg-binding. In the case of your 
other birds avoid over-feeding and over heating 
the aviary.—S. S. G. 

Death Of Waxbill (Ivy).—'The little bird 
appeared to be in a healthy condition, with the 
exception of a slight oongestion of the liver. 
Perhaps you have been feeding it too liberally, 
or it might have taken a chill after losing its 
mate. These little Waxbills are so attaohed to 
their mates that on the death of one the othor 
seldom long survives. Millet and Canary neod 
should form the staple diet of these birds ; both 
white Millet and spray Millet may be given. A 
little green food in the shape of Watercress, 
Lettuoe, or Chiokweed may be supplied occa¬ 
sionally, and the flowering stalks of Grass prove 
very acceptable. The comparatively big nest, 
which is composed of hay, fibre, and feathers, is 
usually built in a small bush, will sometimes be 
placed in a small cage hanging on the wall of 
the aviary, while an inverts birch broom will 
be made use of for this purpose in an outdoor 
aviary.—8. 8. G. 

Grey Parrot peeking out its 
feathers (A Subscriber). — The habit of 
feather-eating is moat diffionlt to cure, and 
sometimes arises from a gross condition of the 
system brought about by too high feeding. It 
is sometimes carried to such an extent that the 
bird becomes quite denuded, with the exception, 
perhaps, of the large quills of the wings and 
tail. The head, of oourso, remains fully 
feathered, presenting a spectacle ludicrous in 
the extreme. No animal food of any kind 
should be given to a Parrot. Bread and milk 
sop is also bad, as is food of any kind contain¬ 
ing grease, egg, or milk. The habit may some¬ 
times bo cured by supplying the bird with 
something upon whioh to exercise its beak, and 
nothing is better for this purpose than a small 
piece of soft non-splintering wood. Feed your 
Parrot upon boiled Maize, Hemp seed, Canary 
seed, crusts of bread, aDd occasionally a little 
ripe fruit and a few Nuta. l)o not fail to supply 
a good allowance of coarse grit-sand to aid 
digestion. The presence of insect pests will 
often cause feather-eating. In this case the 
oage should be soalded with boiling water, and, 
after beipff j^-oll dried, thoroughly painted all 
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Canary ailing (A Constant] Reader of 
“ Gardening ").—Yon do not give any particu¬ 
lars as to feeding and general treatment. Your 

Canary appears to be suffering from a slight 

cold, which in some oases is the forerunner of 
asthma. You had better protect it from cold 

air, especially at night-time, by covering the 
oage, and avoid draughts. Many good birds are 

lost through their cage being placed at a window, 
such a position being inseparable from draughts. 

Discontinue Rape-seed for a time, giving in its 

place a liberal supply of Flax-seed. Give also 
occasionally a little Arrowroot-biscuit and hard 

boiled yolk of eggs minced tine, also a few drops 

of cod-liver-oil, added to a little stale bread 
which has been soaked in cold water and well 

squeezed. A small supply of broken grit would 

benefit your bird, and for green food give it 
Watercress and Dandelion. Some old mortar, 

bruised and mixed with the grit-sand, will also 

prove of value in restoring your Canary to 
health; but avoid pampering it with sugar or 
other sweet food. If there is any coughing or 
sneezing, an infusion of the leaves of the com¬ 

mon Speedwell, with a little honey added, will 

make a tea that will prove beneficial if given 

daily for a week or ten days.—S. 8. G. 

POULTRY. 
Hens ailing (IF. D. K.).—Your hens 

appear to be suffering from liver disease, which 

may be brought about by too high feeding or 
from being kept in a closely-confined space. 

The first appearance of this complaint is gene¬ 
rally a wasting away of the flesh, drooping 
comb, and unhealthy-looking droppings. The 

appetite varies, but there is always a great desire 

for water. Avoid all stimulating or heating 

kinds of food ; care in feeding and housing will 
often do much where the attack is slight. As 

your run ha3 been occupied by a number of 

fowls for some time past it would be well to 
remove about a foot of the soil and make up 

with good sweet earth or sandy gravel. Keep 

the sickly birds apart from the others, and give 

them a slight purge in the form of one grain of 
calomel per bird every other day for a week or 

ten days, mixed in the soft food. For a time 
lessen the quantity of food at each moal, that 
the digestive organs may be enabled to recover 

their strength. After the course of medicine 
has been gone through add some sulphate of 

iron to the drinking-water to give strength and 

stamina.—8. S G. 

LAW AND CUSTOM. 
A gardener's notice —I am a head gardener at 

£1 a week waxes, paid fortnightly, with cottage found. 
Can I leave on a fortnight's notice? There was no agree¬ 
ment as to noUce when I was engaged.—R. T. H. 

[It is a little doubtful what notice you must 
give, but it need not be a fortnight’s. If the 

engagement at a weekly wage was the only 
matter from which any indication could be 

drawn, I think a week’s notice would be suffi¬ 

cient ; but as you say you are a head-gardener 
and have a cottage found, I think a longer 

notice implied, and I advise you to give a 
month’s notice.—K. C. T.] 

Removal of fixtures after expiration of 
tenancy.—Notice was served upon the monthly tenant 
of a house and piece of land to determine his tenancy, but 
he did not give up possession until two weeks after the 
expiration of the notice. When he quitted he left a wooden 
erection upon the land, and neither mode nor suggested 
any arrangment for its future removal. Can the landlord 
detain the wooden erection until his claim for dilapidations 
is paid ?—Rkxder. 

[Your statement reads as though this erection 

were affixed to the freehold, so as in point of 

fact to be a tenants’ fixture. In the case of an 

ordinary tenancy, such as this appears to be, a 
tenant who quits, and leaves behind him any 

fixtures, cannot afterwards re-enter to remove 

such fixtures ; these become the property of the 

landlord. If however the things left behind are 

mere chattels, these do not become the property 
of the landlord ; but if the tenant re-enters to 

remove them he is guilty of trespass, and is 

liable to an action to recover damages. So the 

landlord, in this case, may detain the erection 
referred to until the tenant offers satisfactory 

terms.—K. C. T.] 

At many of the most interesting notes and 
articles in " Gardkni.no” from the very beginning have 
come from its readers, tee offer each week a copy of the 
latest edition oj either " Stovb axd Orkkndoi'SI Plasts." 
or “Tub English Klowbr Gardhn," to the sender o) the 
most useful or interesting letter or si 
in the current week's issue, which wUljbc marked '~<s. 

GARDEN WORK. 

Conservatory.—There are flowers for 
each season, and to make the house really inter¬ 

esting advantage should be taken of each family 

as its season comes round. We are approach¬ 
ing now the Pelargonium season. Oar earliest 

plants are just expanding their blossoms, and 

for a month or more there will be a grand show. 
Then will come Hydrangeas, Fuchsias, and the 

later Lilies, auratum and lancifolium. We 

generally have Trumpet Lilies at Easter, and if 

grown in quantity they will come in succession 
for some time, and if cold storage is used there 

is hardly any limit to the time. At the present 
moment there are Deutzias, Spinets, Lily of the 

Valley, Roses, Tree Carnations, and bulbs in 

much variety. Gladioli, both The Bride and 

the early-flowering varieties of gandavensis, 
may be had in bloom in March and April if 

potted in autumn and brought on ciuickly, 
plunged in a bed of leaves in a pit. We used 
to force these largely for the conservatory and 

for cutting at one time, but no one sticks to the 
same flowers always, and so a change is made 

and something else is taken in hand. Tbe 

Dutch Roman Hyacinths are very useful now ; 
the flowers have long stalks and are useful for 

cutting. We grow them four bulbs in each 

5 inch pot for room decoration, but for the con¬ 
servator}- larger pots are used and the flowers 

are neatly Btaked up. A dozen large pots or so 

mixed with Ferns are a very effective group. 
The Clematises form another family which, when 

well done, are sure to attract attention, and 

they are very suitable for the unheated con¬ 
servatory, and they may either be planted out 

and trained round the sides of the house or 

grown in pots and trained round wires or stakes 

In the cool-house a special feature might be 
made of Canterbury Bells and Forget-me note, 

Tree-Pa'onies and Rhododendrons. Whatever 

is grown should be done well, and there should 
be no crowding, in an injurious sense. I 

remember the first plant I received of Weigela 

rosea ; it was treated as a greenhouse plant, 
made a fine specimen, and attracted a good deal 

of attention. Now it has become a fairly hardy 
shrnb it is not mnch seen under glass, yet it is 

one of the best foroing shrubs, and when well 
grown makes a fine specimen. 

Stove.—Plants in flower, delicate Ferns, 

and fine-foliaged plants must have a thin shade 

when the sun is bright in the middle of the day, 
but we must guard against darkening the house 

excessively, as that weakens the growth and 

makes it spindling. Cuttings of winter-flower¬ 
ing Begonias will, if kept close, strike now in 

bottom-heat. Most of the Begonias will root 

from leaves taken off with the stalk, and the 
latter inserted in light sandy soil, or they will 

root in moist, warm Cocoa-nut-fibre. This 
material is a good rooting medium for cuttings 

of all kinds, especially Dracamas, Crotons, and 

other fine-leaved plants. Cuttings of Tea and 
other Roses taken from forced plants will root 

with certainty in a very short time. It is the 
water-pot which kills most of the cuttings 

which die, but the Cocoa-nut-fibre, when mois¬ 

tened, retains its moisture, and beyond a light 
dewing over, cuttings require scarcely any water 

till rooted and ready for potting, which should 

be done as soon as roots are formed. Anything 
which requires repotting should have attention 

now. The compost for fine-foliaged plants 
should be of a fibrous character. For the most 
part they want liberal supplies of water, and 

unless the drainage is free and the compost very 

fibrous the plants will not do so well. Night 

temperature now 65 dees, to 70 degs., but, if 

possible, the stove should have a division across, 

with one end a little warmer than the other, 
and then Ixoras and other things which require 

a high temperature may have the conditions 

made suitable. 

Perns under glass.—Ferns are never 

more interesting than they are now, when 
making growth freely. Many of the Adiantums 

have lovely tints when making new growth at 

this season. This, or a little earlier, is the best 

time for dividing plants which cannot be relied 
upon to produce psrfect spores, such as Adian- 

tum Farleyense. Most of the Aspleniuma, 

being viviparous, can be propagated from the 

little plants which form on the fronds. These 

little bits, taken off when small and dibbled 

boxes of light sandy soil, will soon* get 
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strong enough to transfer to small pots singly. 

To make rapid growth young stuff at this sea¬ 
son must have warmth. Later on in summer I 

have had them do well in oold-pite, the lights 

being sprinkled over with limewaah through 
the syringe. Spores may be sown now, and old 

Maiden-hairs and other plainta divided if more 

stock is required ; but, as a rule, seedlings mike 
better plants than divided pieces, though they 

are rather longer about it. We find 60 degs. a; 

night high enough for all Ferns in winter. 
Shade will soon have to be used, especially if 

there are Palms in the house, as Palms suffer 

more from hot sunshine than Ferns do. Both 

will require a thin shade now when the sun is 
bright about 10 o'clock in the forenoon. 

Tomatoes tinder glass. —Tomatoes will 
bear a good deal of warmth, but it is not wise 

to exceed 60 degs. at night and 55 degs. will be 

better, as a close, stuffy atmosphere is very 
likely to bring on disease. On bright days give 

air early in the morning very freely, and do the 
forcing by closing early in the afternoon with 

the sunshine inside, and keep down fires daring 

the day. Plants intended for outside should be 

grown cool to get them strong. 

Window gardening:.—Now is the time 

to put in cuttings and sow seeds. Any plarti 

which require repotting should have attention. 
Aspidistras may be divided now if required. 

Do not over-pot nor yet over-water after repot¬ 

ting. 

Outdoor garden —The Grass is growing 

freely now, and will soon require mowing. If 
the roller has been used sufficiently during 

winter the turf will bo firm and close. Wood- 

ashes are a good dressing for a lawn, and we 
have seen considerable improvement follow the 

use of basic slag ; but if the lawn is thin and 

poor, 4 lb. of nitrate of soda now will be an 
advantage. Keep the mowing-machine cutters 

well up, so that the roots of the Grasses may be 

protected. The wearing out of lawns may in 
many cases be traced to the use of a low set 

machine. This may be remedied in half a 

minute by dropping the front rollers half an 
inch. Montbretias are lovely things on a sunny 

border, but they must not be left in a crowded 
condition or the flowers will be small, tbougn 
liquid-manure will help them as soon as the 

flower-spikes appear. It is rather late now to 
transplant. Tea Roses may be planted in beds 

or borders. They look best on slightly nisal 
beds where the soil has been deepened aod pre¬ 
pared. It is not so much a question of manure 

as rich, healthy soil, where the manure hw 
become absorbed. A little fine rich stuff round 

the roots in planting is a great help, but keep 

the manure away from them. I have moved 
Tea Roses in April, after growth had begun, and 

found them do well. All Roses may be prune! 
now. Of course the recently planted Roses sc. 

Teas will be left till last. 

Fruit garden.—Where Strawberries are 
well mulched with manure, the work for toe 

time being is pretty well done. If weeds appear 

they must, of course, be pulled out, and ij 

system of taking runners only for young plant’ 
is adopted, the fruiting plants may be kept tree 
from runners. It means a little more work, 

I think it pays. Those who have grafting to 

do will find the sap flowing freely now, and ns 

delay giving attention to it. The main pom 
in successful grafting are in selecting a tun 

when the sap is moving upwards freely, 
fitting the scion properly to the stock, 
latter is easily managed by a little practice, ^ 

that practice'may take place upon the branc. 
of any kind of tree. This is the best season 

transplanting Figs, which are gross t . 

deep rooting. The roots must be kept °, 
the cold, damp subsoil if the trees are to p 

fruit. There are several ways of doing » 
We once made a foundation of clinkers fro - • 

boiler fires, and grouted them in with lim 
ashes to make a firm, dry bed, and the W* 

afterwards bore splendidly. All Pr“.D,%„.rles 
to be finished now. Even the Moreilo 

on the north walls are bursting their bu »• ^ 

the whole the prospeots of a good b 

fruit-trees are favourable. . 
Vegetable garden.-French D, 

their liability to red-spuler, will be 6^ 
in fruit-houses now. They ought to in 

on in pits now, where there is ®°® , ^ 
either from a bed of fermenting materials 
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vratar. Get on with Potato planting, though if 
the seta have bean laid thin, April, early in 

the month, is time enough for the bulk of the 
crop, especially if the district is a frosty one. 

Plant in drills, and scatter a little Potato 
manure along the drills with the sets. Allow 

feot for short-topped, and 3 feet for strong 
growers. This will give plenty of root room 

for earthing up well—an important matter if 

the season should be wot. Tomatoes for plant¬ 
ing outside should be thinly sown and grown 

to be sturdy, and plenty of air given whilst 
the plants remain under glass. In planting out 
C ucumbers under glass, make suro the soil is 

Iree from wireworras. A thorough clearance 

should be made after each crop, especially if 
there haa been signs of eel-worm in the soil. 

Tats is a terrible pest when it gets into a place. 
Crops in frames of Potatoes, etc , must have warm 

coverings on at night. Place warm soil round 
the plants and give liquid-manure when water is 

required. Thin Horn Carrots a little if crowded, 
but as the largest may soon be drawn for use, 

not much thioning is required. New bedB or 
rows of Rhubarb may be planted now. Sow 

Turnip-rooted Beet for first use. Early Milan 

Turnip may bo sown on rich land. Only small 
sowings should be made at present, as early 
crops are apt to bolt prematurely. 

E. Hobday. 

THB COMING WEEK'S WORK. 

Extracts from a Garden Diary. 

March .itst —Planted various Gladioli and 

Hyacinthus candicans. Put in more cuttings of 
Fuchsias, Ivy Geraniums, and white and yellow 

Marguerite s for bedding. Cuttings struck now 
will bo in time enough for planting outsido. 

U'e have been testing inside borders of vineries 
sod Peach-houses to make sure they ore moist 

enough. Warm liquid-manure has been given 
when necessary. 

April let.—-Looked ovor Peaches on walls 
awl puffed a little Tobacco-powder where there 

was the least suspicion of a curled leaf or a 
grsen or black-fly. A stitch in time saves nine 

m this business. Planted several beds and 
m.isses of hardy things for cutting. Single 
P/re thrums. Coreopsis grandiflora, and Scabiosa 

wcasica are always acceptable in a cut state, 
and in the case of the two last there should 
always be young plants coming on. 

April 2nd.—Planted out a lot of Hollyhooks 
as background plants. We rely ohiefly upon 
-eedlings sown outside in June or earlier. 

Sawed more Lettuces, both Cos and Cabbage, of 
ureral kinds. Sowed main crop of Scarlet 

Intermediate Carrots. Looked over Amaryllis 

hilbe and repotted those which required a shift, 

"'e find good pots full of Forget-me note very 
Sieful in the conservatory now and delightful 

lor catting. White Pinks gently forced are 
iweet- 

April 3rd.—Tied down and stopped Vines in 

Lite nouse. Syringing has been discontinued- 
oar water is hard and rain-water cannot always 
be had. Damping floors and borders will supply 

efficient humidity. Repotted Aspidistras, 
India-rubbers, ana Palms of various kinds. 
Sowed spores of various Ferns ; the pots are 

covered with glass and are stood in pans, into 
which water is placod to keep the soil moist by 
capillary attraction. 

April 4th.—Potted off Begonia tubers started 
in boxes. Sawed Autocrat and Walkei's Per¬ 

petual Peas ; the rows are 10 feet apart, with 
-arly Potatoes planted between. Later, the 

Potatoes and Peas will bo cleared, and the 
cround will come in for late Celery or Turnips. 

Transplanted various overgreon trees and 

ihrubs. Hollies move well now. Transplanted 
'•vpsophila paniculate and sowed seeds of 
Dictamnua Fraxinella, red and white. 

OORRESPONDENOE. 

ana nrt inserted u 
lARDurnrs free of charge if correspondents follow the*, 
rules: dll communications should be clearly and conoisel| 

i.”1 <m <m? nAe °l *** P’tpcr only, and addressed U 
Me Editor 0/ Card mine, Fumivat street, Bolbom, 
London, h.C. Letters on business should be sent L 
the Purmsuu. The name and address of the sender an 
required m addition to any designation he may desire ti 
ie tited in the paper. IP hen more than one query is sent 
•ach should be on a separate pieoe. of paper, and not mor. 
'han three weries should be sent at a time Correspon 
dents should bear in mind tAat, as Oarurnino Aim to b, 
unt to press some time in advance of date, queries cannot 
always be replied to in the issue immediately, follmrin, 
•he reeeipt of their communication. We do nU reply to 
queries by post. 

Naming fruit .—Headers who desire our help in 
naming fruit should bear in mind that several specimens 
in different stages of colour and site of the. same kind 
greatly assist m its determination. We have received 
from several correspondents single specimens of fruits 
tor naming, these in many cases being unripe and other 
wise poor. The differences between varieties of fruits are, 
in many eases, so trifing that it is necessary that three 
specimens of each kind should be sent. We can undertake 
jo name only four varieties at a time, and these only when 
the above directions are observed. 

PLANTS AND FLOWS)RS. 
Mulching a border (Beginner).—I,awa a rim may 

bo laid on to » border as a mulch whilst green. It soon 
withers up, and more may be added each time the lawn Is 

mown. It helps to check evaporation, hut does llttlo good 
otherwise. What you describe as One needles are ustless 

"i manure. Burn them, then usp the ashes as manure. 

Potting up Lily of the Valley and DaffodllB 
(Beginner).—Select crowns of Lily of the Valley lor potting 
from the bed in Drcomber, picking out the strongest and 
replanting the rest. All the best forced flowers come 

jrom imported crowns or clumps of crowns. 1,1ft your 

Dtffodll-bulb* in July. Select'lhe strongest, pot them In 
September, replanting the rest iu beds to grow stronger. 

A hot-bed (Beginner).—The term "gentle heat' 
means n temperature of from 60 degs. to fin degs. Kah 
A hot-bed Is the product of putting Into a compact heap 

ol oblong form a body of well prepared stablo-manure, with 
perhaps some tree-leaves with It. That, so stacked, goes 

through the precess of fermentation and change, anti, in 
so doing, heat Is generated ; hence tho value of such a bed 
wjth a frame ou It In spring for many purposes. The more 

thoroughly the manure Is mixed and prepared first, the 
longer does the heat endure. 

Lit>lla pumlla (Alderson).—No. 2 appears to be 
I.a-llo pumlla, flowering out of season. This requires the 

same temperature as Gymbldlnm Devonianum. It Is best 
suited when grown In well drained basket* in a con.post of 
equal portions of fibrous peat and living Sphoguum Moss, 

pressed moderately firm. It likes a liberal supply of root 
moisture during the growing season, and while dormant 

only sufficient should he afforded to retain the peeudo- 
hulbe and leaves in a plump condition. Repotting is best 
d-ne when new roots are Just observed etartlDg from the 
base of the last made growth. 

.Sweet Briers the flrat; year after planting 
(Kent) — We do not advise cutting back the plants the 

first year It Is best to allow them to grow ae they like, 
then the following spring out back to about 1 foot most of 
the growths, but not all. If the plants are nice bushy 

steff, one or two of the strongest growths may be 
retained their full length ; but if otherwise, then out all 

back the second spring after planting. The Honeysuckle 
will not require pruning for some time. If in future 

years it exceeds tho limits allotted to It, then some of the 
growths may be pruned back after flowering. 

Hardy Ferns for conservatory (C. 0. Rind) 
—Hardy kerns of on evergreen character that would be 
likely to suit you are: Adlantum pedatum, Aaplenium 

Adiantum nigrum, Oyrtomlum falcatum, C Fortune!, 
Lastrea aristata variegata, I,. Simula, I,. Simula cristata 

I.-utrea opaca, J. Stondlshi, Onyohlum Japonlcum, Poly- 
atiohum aculeatum and numerous varieties, Polystlohum 
angularo and numerous varieties, Polvpodlum vufgare and 

varieties, 8colopendrium vulgare and varieties. Otmunda 
polustrls. Besides thrse. there are many charming varie¬ 

ties of our British Lady Fern (Athyrlum Fillx-fcemlna) and 
the Male Fern (Lastrea Fillx-mas1, but both of these are 
deciduous. 

April. 5th.—Sowed seeds of Cy perns alterni- 

iolius and natalensis ; both are useful where 

Kesp furnishing plants are required. The 
latter is stronger In all its parts than the former. 

Sowed hybrid Columbines in boxes ; these are 

lovely under glass in a cold-house, sheltered 

from the weather. Sowed more Mignonette in 
pou. Sowed hybrid Sireptocarpi. Planted 
out m»ny Cauliflowers and Lettuces, also G 

Windsor Beans and long-rooted rp<j 
Sowed Spinach Beet. 

Date or seasons (Beginner).—Tha commencement 
and conclusion of tho four so called reasons of the year 
have no actual existence so far as dates arc concerned 

Our seasons are so irregular and so uncertain, gliding from 
one to the other with such considerable variations, and 
sometimes harking back to cold or heat, as the case may 
be, rendering it Impossible to flx any specific date for the 
ending of spring, or of summer, or cf other seasons 
Ordinarily, It is assumed that December, January, and 

February are the winter months; March, April, and 
May, spring months; June, July, August, summer months ; 

and September, October, and November, autumn months. 
Thus, early spring would be March and port of April. 

Artificial manure (BrunneU) —You do not say 
how deep the bulbs ore planted, and, In any case, with the 

growth Just coming through the soil, the application 
would have to lie carefully made. To best apply any 

manure now, eothat It may assist the bulbs, the surface 

soil should be lightly pricked up, then sow a 0-loch potlul 
over each bed of 4 feet diameter. Some care will be neces¬ 
sary in this If the beds are high in the centre, or with suc¬ 

ceeding rains all will be washed to the sides. To prevent 
this, prick over again directly after sowing the manure so 
that it may be worked Into the soil. Finally give s good 

watering, yet not heavy enough to move the soil about, 

kor this purpose you will find Olay's Fertiliser safe and 
good. " - . 

cation 

flowering. 

n'ght ago. We presume that they are now in single pots, 
as if several outtlngs were put in a pot the roots will be 
now very much entangled, and the plants will receive a 
check In dividing them. If this Is the case. It will te 

necessary to keep them somewhat closer and shaded from 
the sun for about ten days or a fortnight after potting till 
the roots begin to take hold of the new soil; but If It Is 

simply a case of transferring them from small pots to larger 
ones this will not be necessary The Hydrangni is a 
liberal feeder, hence the soil should lie pretty good A 

suitable compost may be formed of two-thirds loam to one- 
third well-decayed manure and a little sand. Failing 
manure of this kind, leaf-mould may be employ ed. 

Perennials and annuals (B. A. II ) - Hardy 
annuals and perennials are very accommodating, and if the 
soil where grown be worked as deeply as possible and 
fair y well manured, it matters little whether the soil lie 
chalk, clay, or sand You should find, of hardy annuals, 

such as Olarkla pulchella and varieties, tho same of 
Godetias, Chrysanthemum tricolor. Sweet Peas, Mignon¬ 
ette, Convolvulus minor, Blue Cornflower, Calllopais, 

Lxvatera, Candytuft, Ksohscholtala, and Virginian Stock, 
to do well and be very beautiful. Of hardy perennials, get 

Phloxes in great variety, Paooies, Malva moechata, 
Krigeron speciosus, lleuchera sanguines, hybrid Aqul- 
leglas, Chrysanthemum maximum and 0. latifolium, 
Delphiniums, Kudbeckla Newmanll. Lvcbnts chalcedonies. 
Achillea The Pearl, Gaillardia grandiflora, and Coreopsis 
grandiflora, as a good selection. 

Oymbldlum Devonianum (Alderson).—No 1 la 
Oymbtdlum Devonianum. This requires a temperature of 
50 degs. to 56 degs. in winter, or what may be termed a 
cool Intermediate temperature. It Is best suited when 

grown in pot* filled two-thirds their depth with clean 
broken pot-sherds, the potting compost consisting of equal 
portions of fibrous peat, leaf soil, Sphagnum Moss, and 

turfy loam, with a liberal sprinkling of rough sand or finely 
broken crocks to retain the compost In an open and porous 
state. It does not like repotting too often, and is best 
potted in the spring when new growths are making their 

appearance Water thoroughly with soft rain water as 
soon as repotting has been completed, pouring through a 

moderately coarse rose nn the water-can. It requires an 
abundant supply of root moisture when in an active state 
of growth, only sufficient being given during the resting 
period to retain the leaves in a normal state. 

Plants for cold conservatory (C. G. R.).— 
Your difficulty without heat will be to keep the conserva¬ 

tory at all gay or attractive, and for the winter season 
you had best rely on such things as Christmas Roses, 

Lenten Roses, Winter Heliotrope, Megasea cordifolia pur¬ 
purea, Primula Forbesi, P. obconica, Cyclamen Count, O. 
ibericum, with |>ote of Crocus, Snowdrops, and the like. 
At the present time you may even have some Daffodils 

coming on to flower, such as princepe, Leeds!, Golden 
Spur, Sir Walkin, Stella, ornatus, ana, to follow these, 

some (lots of Tulips and Hyacinths. Of hardy Kerns, 
Polvpodlum cauibricum, P. elegant'sslmum, and any ol ths 
Scolopendriums would do well. Doronicum and Itepa- 

tics, Anemouc fulgens, A hortensD, Primula cortu-oiaes 
would all prove Interesting, ss would a few pot* of 

Tufted Pansies In summer there sre a number of things. 
Begonias, Marguerites, Pelargoniums, Heliotrope, Azalea 

mollis, Tuberoses, Lilies, sod later on, Chrysanthemums, 
to mike such s plsoe gsy till the end ol the year. You 
require two distinot sets, however. 

Ferns damping off rfVrn-careJ.—We should 
think the rcison or your Ferns damping was overcrowding, 
lor you speak as if several were crowded together under a 
bell-glass in inches in diameter. The glass should certainly 

not be air-tight, and the J Inch hole In the top Is very 
beneficial. The better way will be to plant a single Fern 
In the centre, end carpet the ground with that pretty 
bright green Moss—Selaginella Krauulana. As drainage 

Is of considerable Importance, place some broken crocks In 
the bottom for this purpose; ss, however, the pan is but 

2J Inches In depth, these crocks must lie limited to a single 
layer, placed concave side downwards over the bottom. 

A mixture of peat, loam, and sand will form a suitable soil 

for your Fern. A considerable choice exists. For 
Instance, you mav hare either Adlantum decorum or 
pu be scene (two pretty members of the Maldro hair family), 
Asplenlum < olcneol, IDvallia canadensis (Hare's foot Fern), 

Kephrolepis cordata compacts, Onycbium Japonlcum, or 
various forms of the Ribbon Fern (Pterls) The gloss 

should be stood In s good, light position, but where there 
Is no direct sunshine, as the rays of the sun will soon 

scorch the foliage in such a confined place. Koongh water 
must be given to keep the soil fairly moist, and if the 
draining Is properly done the excess will pass sway at 
once. 

Rose M&reohal Nlel In a cold greenhouse 
(Green Man).— This Rose may be grown In ao unheated (reenhouse, provided severe froet is kept out. The wood 
i easily Injured, much more so than varlethsof the Ololre 

de Dijon type. These are really the best for such 

structures, all hough, of course, their blossoms arc not so 
magnlflcent. If you decide to plant Marl-chal Nlel, we 
should advise you to make a border Insld-- for It rather 
than grow the plant in a pot. A hole 2 feet square and 

about 8 list deep would be ample. Kill this with good 
loam and well-decayed manure, one part of the latter to 
two parts of the former. Some hrokrn bricks, clinkers, 

or stones in the bottom would afford the necessary drain¬ 
age. Should you bs unable to provide a border for the 

Itoees, then tubs would be the next best device, placing 
them under the staging and leading the growths through 
the latter; but, better still, stand the tub at the end ol 

the path and train the growths horizontally along the 
roof. Three other good Rotes for this structure would be 
William Allen Richsrdson, Oheehunt Hybrid, and Celine 

Foreetler. Other climbing plants suitable for a cold-house 

are: Oeanothus Ololre dee Versailles, Scarlet Trumpet 
Honeysuckle, 1‘osslon-flowers, Blgnonia grandiflora. 
Clematis of sorts, and Jaaminum revolutum. 

Potting Lily of the Valley and Spiraeas 
(Constant Reader).—Both the Spirwas end Lily of the 
Valley should have been potted by Christmas and placed 

For the annuals you had beft make a further app L ,V Chrl,tm“ 
of the manure when the bulb, have finished 85, ‘D » 

ydr&ngea cuttings (Prank) — 
tould be repotted as soon as possible - 

ve been better to have done this s fell t 

Spireaa potted at that time would have filled the pots with 

roots now and the to;»* would be making steady progress, 
ao that you P'mldl exsiclse your own discretion as to the 
tiiu# tboy ibc*ild recel"i! t. f'ltle ciore hesfrto get them In 

.'lOwir hy the dateViame*}, iwioac •talyomvise you now 
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to pot them without delay, and place in the cold-frame for 
about a fortnight, eo that the roota of the Spiral will begin 
to pueh freely (the Lily of the Valley doea not grow eo 
readily), then take them into a structure where a tem¬ 
perature of 56 degs. to 00 drga. is maintained Top growth 
will eoon begin to push, and about a fortnight or perhapa 
three weeks before they are needed jou must, judging by 
the state they are then in. form your own opinion whether 
a little additional heat will be necessary in order to have 
them in flower by the time named. With regard to the 
forcing of plants, it is quite impossible to draw any hard- 
and-fast line, as there are so many features that play a part 
in I he matter : for instance, the condition of the root* or 
crowns; whether they were well ripenul the preceding 
autumn, or not; the manner in which they have be en kept 
since that lime ; the structure in which they are placed ; 
the amount of moisture-atmoepberio, as well as at the 
roots a<l having their influence on the floweiicg teaeon of 
t he plants. 

Raisins Sago Palm (Constant Reader).—'The 
term Sago Palm is applied to the members of the genus 
Cvcas, as well as to some of the Palme. We cannot say 
which yours is, but if aOycas—which is very likely—the 
reeds are borne in a large cone, which is in general appear¬ 
ance a good deal like an enlarged Kir cone. It will, of 
course, be necessary to open this and ex tract the seeds 
before rowing. Whether it is aCycas or a Palm, the rules 
for sowing will be mnch the same—that is, sow with se 
little delay ne possible Take pots, say. 6 inches in 
dismetrr. put some broken crocks in the bottom to one- 
third o' the depth, then make a mixture of two-thirds 
good yellow loam, one-third well-decayed leaf-mould, and 
a little saDd. In this sow the seeds, covering them with 
soil to about their own depih—that is, the seeds should 
have a thicknrsa of eoit over them iquol to iheir own 
diamrter. A stove temperature is necessarv for the 
germination of the setd— that is to say, from 80 degs. to 
bo degs.. with a fair amount of atmospheric moisture 
The soil must always he kept fairly moist, and as soon as 
the vonng plants have developed their first leaves they 
should be potted eing'y into email pots. In the case of the 
different kindsof Cycas, some of whose seeds are as large as 
small Chestnu's, roanv people prefi r to sow them singly— 
that is, each in a small po’, this doing away with the risk 
attending the first potting, which needs to lie very care 
fully done 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

Olearla Haaatl (B Sh 1 nklands). —This forms a 
dense growing, somewhat lumpy bush, clothed with deep 
green Itox-like leaves. It is not. nearly so graceful as eome 
other species, but, as a setoff, is far hardier and more 
indifferent to soil and situation It Is easily Increased by 
cuttings put in in the autumn into pots of sandy soil and 
kept in an ordinary garden frame till rooted. The frame 
must be kept close and shaded during blight sunshine. 

Watering shrubs (Mm. It. IP.).—Newly planted 
shrubs that in drv weather need water should have a very 
liberal—indeed, thorough—soaking given to them once a 
wei k until rain comes When each watering is done, and 
it can be done at any time of the day, either cast some dry 
soil over the saturated soil, or, better still, place about it a 
top-dressing or mulch of moderately long manure, as that 
would ward off late froet and chc< k evaporation. Tne 
casting of the dry soil over will also do the urns in a 
lees degree. A mere surface watering does litile good. 
It encourages surface rooting only, and does not help the 
deep roots. Whirs manv shrubs have to be thus waterrd, 
a certain portion can he don- ea h day, so as to make the 
labour as light aa possible Lea' watering should be done 
after the sun is gone eff, but if the air is frosty it will l* 
beet not to do it at all. In watering hardy annuals it is 
much the wisest plan to thoroughly soak the ground over¬ 
night and sow the seid next day, covering with half dry 
■oil. 

Increasing Ampelopsls Veltchl (Vitis incon- 
■tans) (Floral.—Cottings cxn be taken now, leaving them 
6 inches to 8 inches long, and dibbling into a border out- 
of-doors The bolder must be well dug and trodden petty 
firmly befote putting in the outlines A sheltered spot 
with moderately light soil should, if pceaible, be chosen 
for the purpose. In inserting the cuttings, bury them for 
two thirds of their length in the soil, as by so doing they 
are but little affected by dry, cutting winds. Water when 
necessary during the summer. So treated, a good many 
will strike root. Another way is to take cuttings of the 
young growing shoots in the summer, put them in pots, 
and protect bv glass till rooted A box sufficiently Urge 
and deep to take half-a-dozen pots of cuttings, with a pane 
of glass laid over it, will be found extremely useful for 

• propagating when no other conveniences are at hand 
t The cuttings should be putin ordinary potting soil, with 

a little additional sand. A box for striking cuttings, as 
above recommended, must be stood in a position where it 
will be shaded from the direct rays of the sun. A third 
method of increasing this Vitis, and a good wav where but 
a limited number are needed, is to layer a few of the shoots 
that are moet conveniently situated for the purpose. In 
layering, the portion of the shoot that is handiest shoold 
be buried about 4 inchee below the soil, and held in position 
by a peg. The upper part of the shoot that is beyond the 
buriid portion may be shortened back if more than 2 feet 
long. 

FRUIT. 

Spraying Apple-tree* with Pari* green 
(J. B. W |.—Peris green is beet obtained in the form of 
paste Loose powder le dangerous, is more difficult to 
mix with water, and needs the greatest possible care. 
The proper proportion is 1 oz. to 12 gallons of water, or 
J lb. to 100 gallons. It is well to add to the water just 
double the quantity of lime to the quintitv of paste used. 
That minimises danger to the leafage. You shpuld very 
lightly spray the trees before the flowers open, but moet 
certainly not whilst they are open. Then spray again 
after leafage has well formed, as by that time the catfer- 
pillars should be hatched and beginning to feed. Keep 
tb“ solution constantly stirred whilst being used. Let the 
spraying be with an " Abol" syringe, so as to emit the 
liquid in the form of vapour. A second spraying after the 
leafage is well expanded may be needful, but not after the 
fruit has attained a good size. ^__ 

Planting and heating/neV-ylu*: 
Learner). — Youfdq tic t »v, bur welpreeuffie ) ur 
intended to be a lean-to. The vasietlfc-yArMriin.: 

be grown In one structure, and with attention, very well, 
too ; but, as a rule. Muscat of Alexandria does not succeed 

well under the mixed system of planting, as it enjojs a 

greater degree of temperature than the others named. 
Groe Col man is a fickle Grape sometimes, and refuses to 
adapt itself to mixed conditions, but there is no reason 

why all may not succeed. By all meaoe plant the Muscat 
at the warmest end of the house, followed by Grot Colman, 
and arrange for the Vines to be b tar ted not later than 

March 1, so that a fairly long season is given for their 
development and maturity. Certainly plant inside for 
preference. Three 4-inch pipes would be but barely enough 

to maintain a steady temperature in cold weather, but, 
assuming vou do not start your Vines until the dale named, 

they would probably suffice. They should tie arranged as 
two flows and one return, and carried along towards the 

front, and extending along the farther end of the house. 
The boiler power is estimated for in the length of pipe it 
has to heat, and it is always advisable on the score of fuel 

economy to choose a size above the actual heating power. 
It is not safe to choose email boilers by their actual heat¬ 
ing power, because night attendance and frosty weather 

cause infinite trouble. 

VEGETABLES. 

Building a Cucumber-house (A Learner) — 
With a fairly sharp roof, a width of 9 feet might be made 
to answer for Cucumbers, and with a small heating appar¬ 
atus would be more satisfactory than a wider one, because 
'he warmth could lie maintained with greater regularity. 

Uniformity of temperature is a point of much importance 
in Cucumber culture Some means for affording warmth 
to the soil is necessary, for with the roots burrowing into 

cold soil, with a high air temperature, plants are very liable 
to collapse. If you arrang* for return pipes on or just 

below the surface of your bid. you might lay roofing slates 
on these tocirry vote sol1, then there would be no danger of 
the roots btir.g c bill'd The return pipe is advised because 

this will give ample warmth for the soil. You will 
necessarily arrange your pipes separately on either side— 

two fio've and two returns, or, what, would be better, four 
flows and two returns. A sunken floor ie an advantage in 

giving greater head-room. It ie much better to nave 
ample p'ping, so that the fire has not to be driven to its 

full capacity in order to keep up a given temperature in 

cold wexther. 

mention, with the exception of Kerns. Sprinkle it 

lightlv on the surface.-S. B. Green —You cogbt to 

have them double, eo as to bold op the haulm. They 
answer very well in the place of Pea sticks, ard. If pro¬ 
perly stored sway when dene with, will last mit-j jeer* 

——A Subscriber — You ctn plant out about the middle 

Of May, but aee that thev are well hardened eff-J. B. 
—See article on “Muscats failing," in a coming issue. 

You are keeping your Mu*cats too cold Bend the 
rods down. »nd perhaps this will cause the tads to 

break lower down. 

SHORT RHPLIH8. 

M. C. B. //.-You will And an article deal ng with the 
pot. culture of Mignonette in our Issue of April 13, 1901. 
p. 90. This can Be bad of the publisher, price l)d., poet 
free.-J. 0. A'.—You will And that the culprit* are 
sparrows.-Maidenhair.—Lady Warwick's school at 
Reading, and there is also a college at Swaoley, Kent.—— 
« //.—Not a gardening qu*ry.-Bctlix —We should 
imagine that you are keeping the soil too moist with in¬ 
sufficiency of air. M.—You will probably And that 
the ball of soil Is dry. thus causing the buds to drop is you 
say If the pot is full of room, as you say. we should cer¬ 
tainly advise you to pot the plant.-A emo.—Write to 
the Superintendent of the Gardens at Hampton Court. A 
little nook on carpet bedding was publishrd by Mr. 
Graham, the late superintendent, price, we think, le, 
which will answer your purpose.-Mr*. Sock.—A good 
plan is to roll the Peas in red lead before sowing. After 
they come up, the onlv thing you can do Is to eet traps 
for the mice.-O. IK T — Da not stop your Lobelia 
cardinalie. It will, no doubt, form offshoot* naturally, 
these also flow*ring in due course.-Bortus —kou had 
better write to the Director of the Royal Gardens, Kew 
-F. S. C. C.—You can buy galvanised wire Pea- 
trainers, which are very lasting and answer well Fishing. 
net would not be strong enough.-C. B. Qlyn— We 
suspect the insect is mealy-bug. The only way to get rid 
of this is to wash the plents with some Insecticide, euch ss 
Abel, which you will find sdvertieed In our columns.- 
Puzzled.—If you carefully read “The Weck'e Work, you 
will find the names of most of the thing* that are now in 
flower. There is no end of them.-B. Keene —The beet 
way will be to send yourflowrnto some of the commission 
agents in such towns as Birmingham, Manchester, or 
Oovent Garden, London.-Joey.-The bulbs you refer to 
go deeper into the coil when left for a few years undis¬ 
turbed.-F. W. Davit -No; they will help to retain 
the moisture.—A. Let —Any fruit-tree nurserymen can 
get vou Raspberry Superlative Sow your Celery now, and 
see that it receives no check at any time ; otherwise, there 
is a danger of its bolting.-Geo. Williams - Plant the 
Box at once, and trim the Box-edgings early In April.—— 
J. B. K — You ought to get a solicitor to draw up the 
will.-J. D. M.—You ought to sow at ones to have 
flowers by the time you mention, taking care to give the 
plants some well manured ground which hae been deeply 
worked. Water well if the weather is dry. and mulch 
with rotten manure.-Poonah.—Evidently a Crape 
livacinth (Muscari racemoeumk The bulbs are too thick, 
evidently, and are too small to flower. Lift in the autumn 
when the foliage has died down, selecting the lamest bulbs 
and planting together. These will probably flower in 
1903. The smaller onee must be grown on to flowering 
size.-Sotte.—Only natural decay. You ought to have 
dried them off a little, and then cut them down, potting 
them after I hey had begun to move. They will be all 
right when they spring from the crown.——Anxious.— 
Anplv to theSecretarv of the Royal Horticultural Society, 
117, Victoria-street, S.W.-An Old Local Subscriber - 
Lffive your Verbenas alone until they have started well, 
and then mulch them with rotten manure, and water 
freely if dry, cutting sway the dead pieces. Perhaps you 
have Verbena venose, which isquite haidy ——n. 
Coronllla varla has rose-coloured flowers. The colour of 
the flowers, however, varies when the plants are raierd 
from need-Belgian Reader.-1, The Helianthus you 
refer to is evidently H. tomentoeus. 3. Kindly s*y whst 
hi brids you refer to. We do not quite understand your 
query.-Saif.—The Night-seemed Stock is Mathioia 
bicoruia. It is an annual, and can only be raised from 
seed. Any plant nurservmau could get you the Pelar 
gonium you refer to.-G. R — Lonlcera fragrantlseio.a, 
Lonlccra Standlshi. and the common Honeysuckle (L 
Periclvmenuml. of which there are several varieties 
ncludingthe Dutch Honeysuckle, whose flowerfa.erec! 
lish nnteide and yellowish within -—Bonc-mea: is a 
aluable manure, aud can be W 

NAMBS OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 
• • Any oommunicatumi respecting plants er Irut, 

lent to name should always accompany the forth 
which should be addressed to the Bnrroa of Oaimotm 
Illcbtratsd, 17. Fumical street, Bo’bom, London, K.C. 
Sr more than four kinds of fruits or dowers for namm; 
should be sent at one time 

Names of plantfl--N- JfcK.-Ardiiia crennUu 
Easily increased from seeds sown in sandy peal and plsnd 
in a temperature of from 65 degs. to 70 dega —-</vtru- 
—The Cornelian Cherry (Cornua maa)-octUt.-l, 
Hdlla bifolia ; S, Scilla siblrica ; 3, Narciesue minlmns 1, 
Erica herbacea ; 6. Oyclameo Coum ; 6, Variegated Kx> 
_W M.—X, Begonia sp ; 2. Ecbeveria retusa. 3. 
Fuchsia procumbent; 4, Sedum Sieboldi variegatum — 
Fred Ralph -1,Tradesoantiaprocumbent;2, PolyMichnn 
angulars prolifenim ; 3. Aspleniuro bulbiferum; 4. Piers 
tremula.-Col land —American Cowslip (Dodecaibeoe 
Mesdis).-J. Fosfor.-Manetti* bicolor.-Soriee.- 
1. Amaryllis formoslsslms; 2, Arabia albida; 3, Cape Ice- 
plant (Meeembryanthemum sp k See article on th- glov¬ 
ing of Amaryllis in s recant issue.-J. B.—X, Leactjam 
vernum: 2. The common Hepatic* (Anemone Urpatical. 
_A Thompson -The Cornelian Cherry (Cornu# tan. 

native of Central and Southern Europe — - A.C. T.-l, 
Please send better specimen : 2. Eupetorium ripanco; 
3. L'honla floribuoda-B. C. F —1, Polrmoalom. rrad 
in flower; 2, Thaiictrum aquilegifolium; 3, Aboiioa 
veziilarinm ; 4, Funkia, please send in bloom; 6 Belle 
born# lintldus; 6, Send in flower.-AUertoa.-\. 
Cymbidiutn Devcnianum; 2, Lmli* pumiia, see treatises'.. 
ptge 87.-W B.—X, Edwardsia grandiflora; J, 
Diploy appus chry sophvllus. 

Names of fruit.-*- P.—Apple, probably Setae. 
Codlin, but very difficult to be quit* sure fiom one Iran 

only. __ 

Catalogues received. - I- Goody, Befehaap. 
St Paul, Clare, Suffolk.—Lid o.t SorelHes —-J- JJ™ 
and Sons'. Crawley. Susarx - Spring Catalogue of Delhi. 
-Amo* Perry,' Hardy Plant Farm, Winobmcre Hi", > 

—//ard•/ Border and R?ck Plants. Parts 1 and ' 

NOTICE OF REMOVAL 
Tbe Offices of this paper arc now 

REMOVED to 17, Furnlval-stroot. Holborn. 
E.C.. where all communications roapcct'ng 
Advertisements, Editorial matter, etc. 

should bo addrcaied. 

FLOWER POTS—FLOWER POTS. 

KfETTiNG FOR TENNIS BORDERING. " 
1“ useful for the lswn or garden, specially pngJ**“"“L 
fine attached to the net top and bottom through™" ,7V 
erect or take away; IS yards long, 
-arriage paid. I do not require payment till you hartm*!^ 
and approved of th* oetttns from—H / OAHSi . 

P1&TECT YOUR OAkDEflsT^^GSJ* 
L Netting, email meat, will keep off# the zm*n«*jj£ 
» *quare yarda for la Will not rot if left outln all v»une» 
Sent any width Carriage paid on aU ordvra orsr a ^ 

supplied to the Royal Gardena Cash a. 
approved of Commoner netting at SO '* 
— From H J GASSOV,3ard«oN-tUn*W<wl«.Rr- 

TANNED GARDEN NETTIN^- 

and jras-Nsst Swift gffes 

V«*f Work*. Ry. Siiwwt______ , 

HARDEN NETTING. SumT 'WsMjjTW* 
U small raevh. ch«»ne-t and beat, ta- ,,*r_r,t0c 
Any al/e supplied. - KNIGHT, Royal Arcade. 

TXT ANTED.—OLD STONE UALUSTRA^ 
Tv to go round about 44 yards tennt*-l»wo- PI 

price. to-T. BATE. F. q . Keleterton Flint. - —- 

CTOKTICULTURAL MAKURES-"* _ 
Q thr iv ople tm fh*» Above. Write for ('** MiwW-rb^ 
Tin Biutimi Fr.HTiLI/.sR Oo . 5. Q^>a 

A BARGAIN, 10. 6d -< 
ca caret gold-cased KEY LE 48 HUNTER. inrl rv 

jewelled lever balance. P'rf,ctctln)"{1?^j^!dl*i»vl<'i.1 
anlr Also Gent's fa*hionable '8 carai mll«I ioLfc 

DOUBLE ALBERT (. iieb), sacrifice- rtHY. F*w 
•ent for inspection before Dajment-M'La ___ 
broker. 705.1 Osl-donlsn road, london.- —— 

A-BARGAIN, 97 61 -Poworfol ^^ 
a BINOCULAR; 8 lens*. SO-milo povedsl 
‘hades, leather sling oaie and strap* Un” nato*?' - 

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS^ 
In consequence of the Easter Hoh a n3B1ber 

be obliged to go to press early with e ^ 

of GARDENING ILLUSTRATED da“ ible in the 

Orders should be sent as early as pVn .rertise- 
weelt preceding to insure insertion^ recejve<l, 

ment Intended for that U«8 , on tHDB5' 
alterad, or stopped after the flr»t port 
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No. 1,204 —Voi. XXIV. Founded by W. Robinaon, Author of "The Knylhh Flatter Garden." APKIL 5, 1902. 
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PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

V BOMB NOTKS ON EVENING 
PRIMROSES. 

Fr.w plants are more desirable for the hardy 

fljwer border than many 1t the various npeoies 
of Evening Primroses. They are admirable 

•objects for filling many a gap, for adding a 
bright fplash of yellow or patch of white just 

where the colours are wanted, and some can be 
asefolly mi ployed for covering the ground in 

the front of the border, where they may be 
associated with Nasturtiums or low-growing 

rock plants. Most of there species are perennial 

in duration, but (Enothera biennis, or its well 
known garden variety Lamarckiana, is only 

biennial. This tall, somewhat coarse plant is of 
loo rank a growth for the more select parts of 

the garden. It is more a plant for the wilder 

spots in large gardens, where it may be asso- 
cuted with Foxgloves, Verbascums, and Cow 
Vinley with advantage, but for small gardens 
where tidiness is essential and space a consider¬ 

ation it is somewhat too rampant in its growth 

ard utods itstlf everywhere. 

The perennial species of lEnothira, on the 

other hand, may be most appropriately placed 
tmong the choicest of hardy plants. Their 

vulture for the most part is of the simplest, 
tod their hardiness beyond dispute, but 

(here seems tJ be some confusion as to 
their nomenclature. In the first instance we 

come to a group of five varieties which appear 

from their similarity of habit and inflorescence 
to belong to one species They are tEnothora 

fruticosa, (JO. Fraseri, IK. venusta, (K. Youngi, 

tod (10. Youngi plena. 1 am personally 
teqaainted with all these varieties. I have 

teen Fraseri, venusta, ami Youngi placod under 
the heading of fruticosa as the name of the 

•pecies. I have also heard of < Enothera glauca 

ss being the type, But whatever may be the 
origin of these varieties, 1 arn convinced that 

owing to their similarity it will be quite suffi¬ 
cient if two only are cultivated, and of the two 

I would choose Youngi and Erased. The 

former is > most graceful and elegant plant 
when properly staked and tied in order to 

exhibit its pretty branching habit to the best 
vlvantage. This tying and staking should be 

so performed as to give sullicient play to the 

various stem*, and at the same time to provide 

the adequate support. Many gardenors tie up 
hardy plants aa if they were tying a bundle of 

com, and this should nevor be done with 
(Knotiikra Yoi’ncii. The time of flowering 

of this (Enothera commences at the ond of June 

and continues till the middle of July, when it is 
loaded witb^nuinerous small flowers of the 

orightest yellow, and while in flower it consu¬ 

lates one of the gayest objects in the border. 
(Ekothkra Fkaskri is very similar to Youngi. 

The flower-stems are straighter in growth, 
somewhat taller, end the flowers, which appear 

practically simultaneously with those of Youngi, 

are a shade lighter in the yellow and somewhat 
larger and more widely expanded. Both these 

• Enothera* may be propagated by divi 

either in spring or autumn. In 
(Esothkra stkc'IOSA we Cbhie' to lifyq' 

distinct species. The flowers are white with a 

yellow centre, and measure about 3 inches in 

diameter. When the flower stems have grown 
about 2 feet high at the end of June or the 

beginning of .July, the lowest bud on each stem 
opens and remains open for about thirty-six 

hours, so that one bud opening every evening 

there are always two flowers in bloom on a stem 
a*, a time. By far the best way of propagating 

iKuothera speciosa is by means of the suckers 
thrown up from the roots in the autumn, which 

can be removed in the spring just as they 

begin to grow, potted until the little plant has 
well established itself, and then about six weeks 

after potting turned out of the pot into per¬ 
manent quarters in the open border. A plant 

two years old from such a sucker is at its best, 

and as old plants do not move satisfactorily, 
owing to the difficulty of arranging their long, 

straggling network of roots, it is bettor to con¬ 
tinually raise fiesh plants from suckers after 

the manner described. 

(Ekothkra macrocarpa (the large fruited 
(Enothera) is an important front border plant. 
It has Urge yellow flowers, about-I inches in 

diameter, which are prcduced from the axiltof 

the loaves. These flowers resemble somewhat 
closely the flowers of <35. Lamarckiana, and 

bring of so large a size, present a very striking 

appearance at sunset in summer, when they 
opon close to the ground, among the dark green 

foliage of the plant, which rambles loosely over 
the soil. This (Enothera is so easily raised 

from seed that it is ecarcely worth while to 
trouble about cuttings The seed should be 

sown in pans or boxes, and the seedlings pricked 

out when large enough, I have noticed that 
this (Enothera harmonisos pleasantly with Naa 

turtiums, more especially with the dwarf dark 
red Tom Thumb Nasturtium with dark green 

foliage. (Enothera macrocarpa has a very long 

flowering season, commencing to bloom in July 

and continuing to flower till overtaken by the 
autumn froets. It is a plant which I should 

never like to be without. Missouriensis is a 
synonym. With 

(E.notiikka maroinata and i.inkakih we 
come to the end of the list of the perennial (Kno- 

thoras, but both of tlieso species should moet 

certainly be cultivated. Linearis, or riparia, 
as it is also called, is a low-growing (Enothera 

with small yellow flowers, an excellent11 front- 

bonier” plant. Marginata, also called oximia 
or emspitosa, is another trailing (Enothera, 

producing largo white flowers about l inches 

across. It has also convenient suckers for the 
pur pones of propagation, which nppear above 

ground in autumn. It is the only perennial 

(Enothora for which slugs exhibit uny partiality. 
IKnotukka takaxktkoi.ia, also called 

acaulii, is a trailing (Enothera of biennial 

duration. It produces flowers something after 
the manner of macrocarpa, but these flowers 

are, on first opening, of a beautiful pure white, 

changing, on lading, to asnftpink. When well 

developed, on a moist, warm July ovening they 
are of an immense size, sometimes about 5 inches 

in diameter, and they are visible on the darkest 

nights, which wo get at tho time when they are 

year if the seed is sown in March in a cold 
frame. Of the annual (Knotheras, 

(K. Drummonm is the best. It product a 
large yellow flowers like those of Lamarckiana, 
and grows about 2 feet high. Personally I find 
it best to treat this annual as I treat many 
other hardy annuals namely, to sow it in the 
first instance in boxes, and then prick it out 
like a half-hardy annual, planting finally in the 
open bonier, leaving each plant a space of about 
IS inches in diameter in which to develop. I 
confess that this is not absolutely necessary, but 
I find that many hardy annuals give the best 
results if so trtnted. 

Soil.. I have loft the question of the soil in 
which (Knotheras grow best to the end, because 

they seem to be txtremely accommodating in 
this respect. One is generally told that a sandy 

soil and full sunshine give the beat results. 

Certainly I have found that on my anil, which 
is a strong loam on a very retentive subsoil, 

they do extremely well, and further that half 
shade is by no means disadvantageous in hot 
weather, when the plants which are fully 
exposed are producing small tlnweis and looking 

very limp. ,R. C. Rkoinai.I) Nkvii.i*. 
Croft Co'I ttje, Klmalciil lane, Chiilthural. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Flowers for fragrance.—Two annuals 

i’n:ng«tLhey'best. This plant must, of course, 

, is jajt u'gjseed and will flower well the|fint 

that may be sown out-of-doors forthwith are 

common enough, but cannot be left out of a 
gardon if fraarance is wanted. They are Mig- 

nonetteand Mathiola bicornis (the Night-scented 
Stock), l'or flower borders both should be sown 

thinly. The Mathiola is not much to look at in 

the daytime ; but at sunset, when its scented 
flowers opeD, we forget it has any drawbacks. 

To get good plants of Mignonette, sturdy growth 
must lie encouraged from the outset, and this 

can only be expected where the seed is sown 
vory thinly.— Lkaiicrat. 

Carnation Grenadin —All who require 
choice flowors for cutting in June should grow 

both the red and the white forms of this Carna¬ 
tion. It (lowers a month earlier than tho ordi¬ 

nary Border Carnations, and is invaluable for 
button-holes, bouquets, and dinner table deco¬ 

ration. The flowers, which are produced in 
great profusion, are of fine form and deliciously 

fragrant. It shonld be treated as an annual, aa 

it makes little or no grass and cannot be pro¬ 
pagated by cuttings. The seed should be sown 

in April, or where no artificial heat can lie 

given in a sunny greenhouse or even a frame in 
May. If sown in April a temperature of 00 < legs, 

should lie afibrded, and the seed-pan placed in 

shady position. It should also be covered 
ilh a pane of glass and a little Moss laid on 

the glass. Water carefully, and as soon as the 
seedlings have made two pairs of leaves prick 

them out li inches apart into boxes containing 

fairly tine loamy and lealy soil. Place them 

noar tho glass and shade lightly from hot sun, 
and as soon os the roots have taken hold of the 

fresh soil remove the plants to a frame facing 
south and gradually harden them off. Plant 

them put in beds or borders—the former for 
preferciios—ii»i Liune in soil containing a large 

Whon 
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planted in mixed flower borders a little of the 
old soil should be removed and replaced with 
fresh. I usually plant in pairs. Plant firmly, 
mulch with old Mushroom - bod or hotbed- 
manure, and give a good watering.—Ckomkk 

of 

COTTAGE GARDEN LESSONS. 

Thf. first illustration in the last edition 
“The English Flower Garden" is that of a 
Devonshire cjttage garden, of which the author 
writes that it is ‘ an artistic garden in its 
simplest expression.” Farther on in the same 
work we are told that “ among the things made 
by man, nothing is prettier than an English 
cottage garden," and that “ one lesson of these 
little gardens that are so pretty is that one can 
get good effects from simple materials." Rigid 
economy has to be practised by the cottager. 
No galvanised iron arches, cemented paths, S lazed tile edgings and such like are possible 
or him. Any alterations and improvements 

that are contemplated by the occupier of the 
little plot must necessarily be carried out with 
the smallest possible expenditure and with 
such materials as are at hand. A couple of 
naturally curved or angled Oak boughs from 
the neighbouring wood, if firmly sunk 2 feet or 
so into the ground on either side of the narrow 

unrivallnl as secure retreats for the rapacious 
multitude of slugs and snails that nightly 
emerge from their shelter to devastate the 
garden. In the matter of piths, again, the 
cottager is restricted by considerations of 
expense. Carefully-laid and geometrically- 
arranged tiles and flagstones set in cement are 
not for him, but a path in front of the cottage 
porch that will not become sodden in wet 
weather is a desideratum, and this can be pro¬ 
vided in a cheap and homely manner that effec¬ 
tually answers the purpose. Where pebbles 
are plentiful these are sometimes collected, set 
on their edges closely together, and rammed 
firmly into the path, when they form a surface 
very similar to the cobbled roadways so often 
met with in country towns and elsewhere, dry 
to the foot indeed, but somewhat rugged and 
uneven. A better way is shown in the accom¬ 
panying illustration, and one that is worthy of 
being followed in gardens other than those of 
cottages. Flat stones such a3 are here seen are 
easily procurable in most neighbourhoods. 
There, when obtained, have their edges roughly 
trimmed with a hammer, and are then fUted 
together on the pith after the fashion of a 
child’s puzzle. Wnen this is done they are 
firmly beaten into the ground with a rammer or 
beetle, and then form a dry and fairly level 

A cottage garden front. From a photograph by W. Kus-iu-r, Hath. 

path, and securely lashed together at the top, 
will foim a lasting archway over which a dim .- 
ing Rose or creeper may be trained. For the 
verge of the path rough stones of irregulir 
shape are sunk half their depth in the ground 
No money or ingenuity can provide a more 
artistic and satisfactory edging than this of 
rough stone for any garden, however large or 
small. It has no formality of ontline, such as 
is so painfully apparent in all other edgings, 
even when newly set in position, for each stone 
has its own individual form and character, 
while there is no site sj admirably adapted to 
the successful culture of such plants as 
Saxifrages, Sedums, members of the Dianthus 
family, Arahis, Aubrietia, Alyssum, dwarf 
Phloxes, and numerous other genera of rock 
plants of lowly growth, as that provided by a 
rough stone edging, with the many deep and 
narrow crannies it affords for the roots to pene¬ 
trate. As the several subjects grow they spread 
a veil of flower and foliage over the stones, here 
iuvading the path a trifle, here separating to 
allow the many-angled top of rough stone to 
stand out from their abundant leafage and 
blossom, and presenting a delightful picture 
of varied form and colour to the eye 
M irgins of glazed tiles are an abomination until 
they are hidden from sight by living growth, 
and Box edgings are still worse, for nothing can 
ever break the stiff and formajj^nes that at, 
once offend the artistic eye, 

Dl( 
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pathway. One attraction of such paths is the 
facility they afford for the introduction of dwarf 
plants into the interstices between the stones. 
Mossy Saxifrages, creeping Sadums, Erinus 
alpinus, and many other little plants will edge 
the stones with low cushions of green, and even 
annuals will spingle the path with flower. 1 
remember once seeing in such a pathway many 
plants of blue Lobelia, sprung from wind-blown 
seed, flowering at a height of about 2 inches, 
and making a bright tracery on the white stones. 

S. W. F. 

Spring gardening.—One of my prettiest 
spnug borders here is made solely of Giant 
Polyanthus. I bought the seed originally, but 
picked out the very best and most free-flowering 
plants and divided them up. The colours are 
dark yellow, pale, and white, and as I keep 
these plants for lead, and as far apart as pos¬ 
sible, they come pretty true. The seed is sown 
immediately it is ripe, comes up readily, and 
in spring the seedlings are transplanted into 
beds in some shady corner, and in autumn, when 
the bedding-out plants are past, the ground is 
manured and the Polyanthuses planted. Seed¬ 
lings are by far the best.—Caution. 

Tafted Pan9y A. J. Rowbarry.—The 
criticisms passed upon the habit of this plant 
daring the year after its distribution have since 
been amply justified. It was generally acknow 

ged that excessive propagation in its early 

history was, to a large extent, responsible for 
its straggling and unsatisfactory habit of Srowth, but that idea has long since been 

ispelled. What is still more unsatisfactory is 
the fact that its constitution is almost played 
out. Of a nice collection of plants which 
flowered beautifully with me last season, not 
one of the old stools is alive to-day, although 
several other varieties in precisely the same 
position are now growing vigorously, and 
flower-buds already forming. As I value this 
plant for hybridising, however, a fair number 
of cuttings inserted in August last are now 
doing well. These cuttings were inserted in 
I he open, and left without any covering whatever 
throughout the autumn and winter. This 
system of culture is a severe test of the hardi¬ 
ness of the plants perpetuated in this way, and 
is also the means of giving a more robust 
character to plants which were previously 
coddled in frames. The plants in the early 
spring may not be bo interesting to look upon, 
but each one may be lifted with a goodly supply 
of roots, and many shoots in embryo just 
beneath the surface-soil. From plants raised in 
thia way and planted direct from the cuttiDg- 

bed to their flowering quarters, beautiful tufu 
subsequently and quickly develop. A J. 
Rowberry has in recent years been crossed with 
many other plants possessing a good habit of 
growth, and the resulting progeny has been a 
distinct improvement —D. B. Ckane. 

Plants for small front garden.—I hare a mall 
front garden about 14 feet square which faces the west, 

therefore it ODly gets the afternoon sun. What kind of 
flowering pi arts would you recommend me to plant that 

would bloom this summer and look well? When nod boa 
should I plant them ? I am particularly fond of a rood 
Rose, but am afraid that in such a position Hoses wooM 
not bloom —E. E. L. 

[ We regard a western exposure, in so far as 
summer flowering plants are concerned, as a 
very good one, and for so small a space no plant 
equals Tuberous Begonias, for these begin 
flowering at midsummer and continue till cut 
down by frost. You can now obtain the tubers 
of these in the dry state, and with ths ground 
well prepared by deep digging and the addition 
of some manure, plant the tubers 1 inch deep, 
covering each one with sand. The middle of 
April will bo quito soon enough to plant, and if 
gtxxi roots are secured 9 inches or 12 ioches 
apart will do quite well. When the Begonias 
are planted sow a few seeds of Mignonette over 
the bed to flower fi-st and be palled out when 
the Iisgonias require the room It is too late 
to plant a Rose now, but you may plaut one in 
autumn and it should do quite well] 

Eremuri from seed.—I was much inter¬ 
ested in your account of Eremurus robustus 
grown from seed, which appeared in a recent 
issue. 1 have been a regular reader of Gar¬ 

des ing Ilixstrated for the last ten years. 1 

mark each week the things which most interest 
me, then lend the week's number to anyone in 
the village who cares to read it, and I am 
pleased to say there are many. At the end of 
the year the numbers are bound, and I find them 
very interesting for reference as to success or 
failure in anything I have tried. I am wander¬ 
ing away, I find, from Eremuri, on which 1 
would like to give you my experience, la the 
autumn of 19no I bought three rather expensive, 
but fiae roots of Eremurus robustus, and planted 
them in good soil on a west border,_ mulching 
them with light, strawy manure in winter, ana 
keeping the sun off them in spring pn frost) 
mornings. All three looked verv healthy, an 
one had a fine head of bloom. When the bloom 
was partly over I cut off the top half »DI 
ripened the remainder of the seed, which I so** 
in sand and leaf-mould on Sept. 20. • 
Nothing appeared, so I put an extra thick coa 
of partially rotted leaf-mould, covered with 
piece of wire to keep the blackbiids l«“ 
scratching it away, ana to my joy on ' 
of this year dozens of tiny plants appeared- 
shall now treat them as advised in yourarV- ’ 
but I must say that eight years before b.loo 8 
is rather a long time to look forward, 
ever, unless one has a very long purse, 
the only way to procure a large number ot ^ 
tiful and expensive plants, and also by I 
most interesting —G. M. Sandaks. 

Pasalflora ccerulea — I have one ol “JJ 
planted outside. It ie three year! old, 
flowered ye',. Flea..- eey when It ehoold * P,u?~| It 
to what extent to enoourage flowering ‘"A. 
coven half the front of the houee.—H. 8. s _ 

f:! [If yfiur Passiflora is in a 
gunny spot, it 
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should have flowered before this time. Prun- 0f the flower, still a bright yellow, creates a 
log may bo earned out at once by cutting m0st striking offoct. There is nothing to be 
away any weak and entangled shoots, loaving afraid of in their 
the principal ones reaularlv distributed over u,. 

AND WINDOW. 

the principal ones regularly distributed over CcLTURK.-Strong roots planted in autumn in 1 hilN8 IN AN1> 1 H £ “ ,Ufh 
the front of the house in order to present a an ordinary deep border with good soil, con- SoME Fe™8 ar® much better adapted to this 
uniform appearance as the summer growth taining plenty of manure and well drained, purpose than others. If the tenderer ones are 
akes place The finest effect is produced and will (lower the following summer. In planting ?° "I"*1- ,l « those which are 

the greatest display of blossoms obtained when great care is necessary, as the big fleshy roots, hard,eru a” "#t PIent,ful enough, for in most 
ihei principal branches are secured in position re.embling a large sUtfish, are very brittle, coses the latter are more easily grown, ami can 
aid the minor ones allowed to dispose them Underneath the crown I put some clean sand al?° ™.oro oha*P,y-, N°r ca"("; ,H> 
selves in a loose and informal manner. I .™i ,, h.,„ir,<i said that the hardier ones are less beautiful on 
aid tho minor one. allowed to dispose them- Underneath the crown I put some clean sand •* bo“8bt '“or® ^oaply Nor can it Ik, 
selves in a loose and informal manner.] and a handful of charcoal, covering tho roots “,d that.th® hard'er. ODM are, **“ dutiful on 

Poor lawns [M. K. T) -It is very evident with soil, so that the tip of the crown is just “• wbole ^an th®ir more delicate relations, 
that your lawn No. 1 has very poor, hungry visible. In a sunny position they quickly in- Oftentimes it is not, however, the plants them- 
sub-soil, and it will prove but a very tempor- crease, doubling their crowns each season. 8elv®8 fcl?*t,ar® at fault, but rather the treat¬ 
ary ad vantago to you to pare off the present bad Plants with throe crowns last season have six rae|lt ,n accorded them.. For 
Oram and resow it without manuring the now. These, if carefully lifted in the autumn, '“stance, if they have been grown on rapidly in 
ground. If, after paring off the Grass and can easily be divided, and if replanted as dc- too much heat and moisture it must not cause 
weeds, jou could top dress with well-decayed scribed take no harm, and flower the following any ®“rPrl8e . #“®7 <io °ot, . J® 8‘.ve that 
manure, fork it in eeveral inches doep, then have summer. The only precaution necessary is araour,t of satisfaction which might otherwise 
the ground evenly trodden all over, well levelled protection against slugs and early spring frosts- ™ expected from them, herns are frequently 
with the aid of a coarse rako, ' allotted positions where even Geraniums would 
and then sown with good pasture not b,< 8tood- These posit ions may b.- where 
Gross suitable for your sandy soil, too much shade exists, or where too far 
jou might then get a good perma- f~ removed from the glass, both evi s causing a 
nent lawn. If you cannot give a 
dressing of animal-manure, then 
get anti drees the ground before 
lotkiDg it up with some basic- 
dig, at tho rate of (i lb. per rod. 
If you add a heavy dressing of 
toot, so much the better. Ask 
yoar seedsman for Grasses suit¬ 
able to jour soil. Sow so soon 
is the ground is ready ; well rnke 
io, ami well roll it. Keep off 
b'rd* for a few days until growth 
tikes place. That should be in 
ihont lu dajs. So soon as tho 
Grass is .T inches in height top- 
diets with sulphate of ammonia, 
crushed tine, at the rate of lb. 
per rod ; that will soon wash in 
sad give the Grass a good start. 
In six weeks it should be ready 
for mowing. That at the first 
•hould be done with a scjthe, 
bu*. later use the lawn mower. To 
lawn No 2 give at once a dn sting 
of baeic-tlsg at the rate of 4 lb. 
per rod. That becomes soluble 
tlowly, and is best applied earlier. 
However, apply it now, and then 
in May give a dressing of sul¬ 
phate of ammonia, same as advieed 
above. No doubt a top-dressing 
of fine sifted soil at once strewn 
over the lawn would help it. 
Still, in this case, also, it is evi¬ 
dent the soil is poor and needs 
feeding. _ 

KREMURU3. 

A mono the many introductions of 
late years to our hardy plants few 
ran surpass the lovely Eromurus, 
and the moderate price at which 
some of the species are now 
quoted should prevent none from 
adding a few at least to their col¬ 
lections. There are three specif s 
which 1 would strongly recoin- manures would each have this tendency, whilst 
mend—viz., K. robintus, hima- Eremurus robustus. Prom a photograph sent by Mr. Ernest lMlh.nl, loam has not. In most cases I would use a pro- 
Uicus, and Bungei. E. robustus The Court, Colwell, Malvern. portion of peat, one-third to two-thirds of loam 
is the tallest and most hand- with sand in addition being a good ratio. But 
some. The flower-stems in tho some may say, why not employ mauurial stimu- 
aocompanying photograph were nearly 9 feet | This is effected by covering the crowns with lants, using as an argument in their favour that 
high, 4 feet being covered with delicato flesh- coal-ashes and a little soot in autumn and some trado growers do ao ? To suoh my reply is that 
coloured blossoms, producing a charming effect slight protection when early spring frosts aio the two objects in view are widely divergent. 

Ercnmnin robustus. From a photograph sent by Mr. Knivst IMIlunl, 

The Court, Colwell, Malvern. 

y v ° ' allotted positions where even Geraniums would 
not bn stood. Those positions may be where 
too much shade exists, or where too far 
removed from the glass, both evils causing a 

I weakly and attenuated growth with less sub¬ 
stance in the fronds. These plants cannot, of 
course, be expected to do good service in a dry 
atmosphere or where tho circulation of air is at 
times sharp and keenly perceptible. I have 
lately been noting the growth ot some plants of 
Pteris. The greater portion of those has stood 
in a single line along the front of a Peach- 
house, the front lights of which open and are 
about 2J feet in depth. Here these plants are 
fully exposed to tho sun every day, the growth 
being both robust and dense, just the durable 
material for the purposes now under considera¬ 
tion, with, of course, a littlo hardening off, 
which is not nearly enough considered, more 
particularly at this season of the year with the 
growth none too hard. Tho other plants are in 
another house and further removed from the 
glass ; consequently more in the shade, bocause 
the roof is covered with climbers. Horo tho 
same kinds of Ferns do not thrive so well, yet 
some might prefer the position as the better of 
the two Tor Ferns through fear of too much sun¬ 
shine in the former instance. It may answer 
all very well as far as appearance goes for the 
time being to grow Ferns in a humid atmos¬ 
phere and shady house, so long as they are not 
required to be used in other positions not so 
congenial to them. Thus eventually it is the 
plants that have to boar tho blame, or elso tho 
place in which they are placed. Another 
detriment to Ferns in and for tho house is that 
of 

Ovbrpottiso, which is a great mistake. A 
good head of fronds upon a plant with plenty 
of roots working through all the soil has much 
the better chance of resisting effectually any 
change. Instead of ovorpotting, let tho work 
be done thoroughly well when it is done, potting 
firmly, at the same time using the soil of os good 
a quality as it can be obtained. If the work of 
potting is done loosely, tho roots rarely take 
kindly to the surface soil, the result being that 
this becomes soar or is washed out of the pot in 
watering. By good soil I do not mean that 
which is rich or productive of a rank growth ; 
too much peat or leaf-soil or artificial or other 
manures would each have this tendency, whilst 

Ir. Krm.nl lMih.nl, loam has not. In most cases J would use a pro¬ 
portion of peat, one-third to two-thirds of loam 
with sand in addition being a good ratio. But 
some may say, why not employ mauurial stimu- 

the crowns with lants, using as an argument in their favour that accompanying photograph were nearly 9 feet | This is effected by covering the crowns with lants, using as an argument in their favour that 
high, 4 feet being covered with delicato flesh- coal-ashes and a little soot in autumn and somo trado growers do ao ? To suoh my reply is that 
coloured blossoms, producing a charming effect slight protection when early spring frosts aio the two objeota in view are widely divergent, 
and a stately grandeur unequalled E. himalaicus feared. I find an old champagne bottle straw Those who grow for sale wish naturally to 
has white flowers, which are very handsome, but envolope most suitable and effective. In c ise of push along their plants os quickly as possible, 
it does not grow so tall. It is, however, oasy to long, severe frosts some covering is advisable, and that in as presentable a condition as can 
grow, its only fault being its liability to bo and if these Bmall matters have attention the be attained, but this does not represent dura- 
damaged by lato frosts, as it is the first to push trouble will be amply repaid. There are many bility afterwards. The proper place for and 
np its strong but tender growth. I shall never other species. E. B. use of such aids to growth are when the 
forget my firstsight of a large group of Bungei— Th» Court, Colwell, near Malvern. plants have become pot-bound. Their use then 
the effect of a largo number of spikes of brilliant - is commendable, and is a means of saving 
gold, with a dark Yew hedge as a background, Photographs of Q&rdena, Plants, 01 tho over-potting previously discouraged. Of 
was superb. This species is later in flowering Trees.—oFe offer each week a copy of the latest course, plants that have filled their pots with 
—viz , July, and is altogether smaller than the edition of the “ English Flower Garden ” for the roots take more water, but this is the very 
preceding, attaining a hoight of not more than best photograph of a garden or any of its contents, thing we like to seo them do. If a plant will 
3 feet to 4 feet. The spikes are of a beautiful indoors or outdoors, sent to us in any one week not take water so frequently as it should do 
ohroroe-yellow, with long deep orange stamens ; Second prize Half a Guinea. it is a sure indication of (something being wrong, 
bat what adds so much to its beauty is the The Prize Winners thin week ares 1, the results of whioh will quickly follow. It 
peculiar effect prcduced by the withering of the Mrs. Hughes, DalohooliD, Craigovan, Co. surely should not be any trouble to give a little 
Sowers: they assume a palo-browo, which Down, for Michaelmas Daisies in a varo; closer attention to watering in suoh cases, 
quickly darkens in colour until almoata-hjaek 2, Miss Duane, Fairfields, Fareham, Hants, for When Ferns thftt are more pot-bound than 
haeia formed, which, shading from theui per pjtrt, 0.'sprat:? iflammula on brick pillars. usual are used in the house it is a good plan to 
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safeguard any contingency of injury from 

drought by placing a saucer under the pot; 
whilst if the pot stands in a rase or jardiniere, 

some Moss around it and upon the surface is 

another good protection to the roots. Another 
assistance to Ferns at such times is that of 
watering them with rain-water as contrasted 

with that which is hard. If standing in the 

front of or close to a window, it is not the sun¬ 
shine which will do the plants so much harm as 

sharp currents of air. For instance, if tho 

window be thrown widely open, it is better to 
remove the plants to another part, or drop them 

down upon the floor for the time being. Where 
gas is the lighting medium, there is rather more 

risk of injury ; but the plants, if removed to a 

good distance from the fights, will scarcely feel 
the effects of it. 

The following may be taken as a Rood selec¬ 

tion of Ferns for the purposes under discussion. 
Of the Maidenhairs, A. cuneatum is still the 

most reliable. Of other forms of Adiantum, 
A. pubeacens, although a very old variety, is 
yet one of the best. The AspUniums supply 
several useful varieties, A. bulbiferum, A. df- 

morphum, A. laxum pumilum and A. lucidum 

being all good kinds. Cyrtomium falcatum is 
one of the hardiest. Of the Davallias, D. cana- 
riensis and D. Msrisei are two of the best 

Lastrea patens and Phlebodium aureum are 

both hardy Ferns. Nephrolepis pectinata and 

N. tuberoaa are the best of this genus. The 
l’teris family providt s us with several of the 

hast for the purpose ; these embrace the forms 
of P. eretica (c. nobilis and c. Mayi being two 

of the tiaost) and of P. serrulate (s. cristate an 1 
s. cristata compacta being chosen); whilst 

P. tremula, with its increasing forms, desorves 
especial notice < )f Ferns not so reliable are the 

many forms of Adiautum, more especially those 
with the larger pinna-, comprising chiefly the 

stove kinds. Tho Asplenium*, which require 
heat, are not reliable, nor are the same, on the 

whole, of the Davallios. The Lomarios, tho 

Gymnogrammas, most of the Nephrolepis and 
the hothouse forms of the l’teris family will not 

withstand adverse treatment so well as many 
other kinds. F. 

BOBB8. 

SEASONABLE NOTES. 
Now is a very busy time for the Rose 

grower. If he has any weakly plants there will 
be a desire to make up the gaps. It will never 

pay anyone to nurse up week Rose plants when 
good specimens may be procured so cheaply. I 

do not care for the plan of just digging out a 

hole where there is a failure, and inserting a 
new plant in the position ; but one cannot 

replant the whole bed at this time of year, so 
that this mending up beoomes' necessary. The 

evil may be lessened by taking out two or three 

shovelfuls of the soil, placing some well-decayed 
manure in the bottom, then returning part of 

the soil so that the fresh manure does not come 
into immediate oontoct with the roots. The 
romoval of more soil than is really neoessary 

will assist the water to pass away freely. It is 
the stagnation which follows heavy rains that is 

so injurious to Roses planted among permanent 

plants. 
Tka Rusks planted now succeed admirably. 

They should be on the Brier. Prune the 
growths back before planting close to where 

budded, leaving two or threoeyes on each shoot. 

This pruning back of Tea Roses applies also to 
other tribes planted out now, save the Rambler 

and other very vigorous growers. These may 
be pruned back to half their length. I have 

had much success with spring planting of 

Tea Roses even as late as the middle of April. 

A very important matter is to prepare the EDund previously by ridging. Let this be done 

fore Christmas if possible. The frost and air 

pulverise tho soil so well that when the time 
comes to plant it is in the best possible condition, 

and the plants start at once to root into this 
congenial medium. Some well-decayed manure 

is spread on the ground prior to ridging, then, 

at planting time, each plant receives about a 
handful of bone-meal, which is well mixed with 

the soil. It is surprising the growth good, 
healthy plants will make by the autumn. By 

planting thus late a crop of blossom is obtained 

just when the first crop of permanent plants is 
waning. Where beds of Roses are ragged down, 

Digitized by 

a few dwarf standards interspersed will assist to 

relieve such beds. These may be planted now. 

If the Roses are light in colour, then let the 
dwarf standards Ite of a good red or crimson, and 

vise rtr.vl. By dwarf standards I mean such as 
have stems from 15 inches to'.lii inches. In warm 
localities Tea Roses, especially the thin varie¬ 

ties, such as Marie Van Houtte, Mine. Falcot, 

etc., open very early, sometimes too early, 
especially for those who oxhibit. Where a north 

wall is available and the soil can lie made good, 

I would advise the planting of a fuw of this class 
upon such a wall with the object of retarding 

the blossom. Let anyone try Wm. Allen 

Richardson on such a wall. The colour is rioh 
and beautiful, provided there be good root 
accommodation. 

Dwarf stocks for budding should be planted 

at once on well-trenched land. .Seedling Briers 

are best planted with an iron dibber, taking 
great care that the soil is well pushed down to 

the ends of the long roots. That is to say, 
there must be no vacuum after the plant is 
fastener). Manetti and Brier cuttings are beat Edanted by making a shallow cutting along a 

ine, then a lad will hold the stock in position 
whilst the soil is placed on to the roots. Firm 

plantiog is very necessary, but do not attempt 
tho woik if surface is wet and sticky. Better 

far wait a while. I have planted in the middle 

of April with great success. By planting rather 
shallow the bud may be inserter! near the roots, 

then if plants are wanted for potting a much 

better plant is obtained. Manure, where it has 
been on the surface since November, should lie 

very lightly turned in. Rather than risk injury 
to the roots by digging too deeply among tho 

plants I prefer to half bufy the manure, then 
cover the manure not buried with some fine soil 

which usually abounds in every garden. That 
from the potting shed would do. Where planta¬ 

tions of Roses appear to require assistance in 
the shape of some good fertiliser, now is tho 

time to give a dressing of basic-slag, at the rato 
of about fi cwts. to the acre. S iw this broad¬ 

cast and its influence will bo manifest in robust 

growth and dark green foliage. Tea Roses may 
have a dressing of soot during this month, but I 

should prefer the above mentioned mauure. 

Pruning Roses —So muoh has been written 
upon this subject that the novice hardly knows 
which advice to take. If he be an exhibitor ho 
must prune hard, if otherwise 1 would counsel 

moderate pruning. By moderate pruning I do 
not mean just shortening all the shoots. The 

thin twiggy wood, not so stout as a Btraw, when 
found upon Hybrid Perpetuate should be dis¬ 

carded. The growths, to give good fljwera 

of this tribe, should be certainly as thick as a 
load pencil, and some kinds even as much as an 

inch or an inch and a half in circumforenoe. 
These latter growths, when well hardened, are 

the kind to retain. Shorten suoh to from 

!> inches to IN inches, according to tho vigour of 
the variety. Only one such growth on a plant 

would be preferable to the thin wood alluded to 
above. Do not be afraid to cut right down to 

the ground some of the growths more than two 
years old. If this be dono and the plants are 

healthy, then fine new shoots spring up for next 
year. Teas, Hybrid Teas, and China Rosas, if 

they have escaped injury by frost, should be 
very sparsely pruned ; this can bo done at 

once. Thin out the heart of tho plant, but 
merely remove ends of the remaining growth. 

That is for decorative Rosea. If, however. Tea 

Roses are wanted for exhibition, thon cut back 
hard to good plump eyes. No mattor how hard 
such are pruned they will flower, unless they lie 
what are known as climbers. Roses, such as 

the Austrian Briers, Blairii No. 2, Rambler 

Roses, the many beautiful single speoies, and 
Penzance Briers, require no pruning, save just 

cutting away the merest ends. If the shoots are 

too crowded, then one or two of the oldest may be 

out clean out; in fact, it is a good plan to do 
this every year to encourage new basal growth. 

Those fine 10-feet or 12 feet growths made by 

Crimson Rambler last summer must be left 
intact, and a glorious profusion of blossom will 

follow, more especially if the growth is bent 

downward or arched over, like the Wild Roses 

in the hedges. 
Rose ii edges may require overhauling. 

Where bare towards the base cut down a growth 

on each plant in order to thicken the hodge. All 
dead wckxI should be removed. Some of the 

stiting growths instead of being cut back may 

be laid in horizontally to blossom, then be re¬ 

moved. Do not forget to give these Roses 
some manure, both solid and liquid, and keep 

free of weeds. 

Rose riiTriSus inserted in autumn have been 

almost lifted out of the ground by the frost. 

They should lie pushed down at once, or many 
will fail to grow. Anyoue having a warm 

greenhouse, and who can procure some growths 
that have just flowered, may strike a tine lot of 

cuttings at this season of the year. A box with 

glaHs cover stood on the hot-water pipes makes 

a fine propagating-frame. The cuttings should 
have good, healthy foliage attached. Insert in 
largo 60 pots, using sandy compost with plenty 

of drainage. Plunge pots in some leaves and 

keep case close. Sprinkle foliage each morning. 
A bottom temperature of (JO dees., with a top 

one of 50 degs., will root Rose cuttings 
admirably. Remove the covering each morn¬ 

ing. Shade from mid day sun by placing a piece 

of newspaper on gloss. When the roots are 
about J inch long, which they will be in about 
four or live weeks, pot off into thumbs or small 

60's and keep in tho same temperature. When 
roots show through the pot shift into next size 

and gradually harden oil prior to planting cut 
in June. 

Forced Roses — Whore R >aes are being 
forced under glass, those showing bud should 

have a light spriukling of some good artificial 

manure, pointing this in with a sharpened 
stick. Muoh care is needed just now regarding 

the application of water, or a deal of mischief 

will follow. Plants that were top-dressd in 
autumn are far ahead of others that were 

repotted. Roses for early forcing should be 

repotted at midsummer if they need it- Where 
the plants are grown cool, then autumn is 

perhaps the bost time for repotting, excepting 
for Tea Roses. These shoukl always be repotted 

after first or socond flowering. Plants potted 

in autumn and grown outdoors may now lie Sruned and placed in cold pits. They will 
ower admirably in such pits quite a month 

before those outdoors. Pot-Roses grown for 

exhibition should be tied nut at once if this has 

not already been done. Put a string under rim 
of pot, and gently draw down the branches 

until the most Approvod shape is obtained. 
The advantages of this tying out are manifest 

a i foliage develops. 

Stocks budded i.ast summer should be cat 
back at once to the inserted bud, except¬ 

ing in the case of standard Briers. These have 
inches or -1 inches of the Brier retained above 

the bud to assist in drawing up the sap. This 

portion of Brier is removed later on. Sticks 
11 ittened on one side should be tied on to the 

top of the Brier in readiness to secure the new 
shoot as it grows, and stick* or Bamboo-canes 

placed near the dwarf-budded stocks. The 

ground, too, should be turned in, or thinly dug 
over, to admit air and sun. Do not uncover 

tho buds on the dwarf plants just yet. I refer 

to such as have been earthed up. 

Laiiki.s require looking to. Half the interest 

of a Rose-garden is lost if there are no nanios. 
Nothing can surpass the Acme label. If 

fastened on the plants with wire see that the 

wire does not get twisted tightly. Allow it to 
hang loosely, or the consequences will lie serious. 

Rosa. 

Powerfully-scented Roses - Kindly give me die 
namtn ol alioul ado/.-n Rows, |>ow«rlully-soente<l varieties, 
including Teas.—T. It. K. 

[The Teas must be swept from the list if you 

seek for “powerfully scented’’ kinds, for the 

fragrance in these is of a delicate kind, yet often 
most refreshing. Some of the best of fragrant 

Roses are La France, Genoral Jacqueminot, 

Horace Yernet, Jean Liabaud, Gustave Piganean, 
Chas. Darwin, Diwager Duchess of Marl¬ 

borough, Mmo Gabriel Luizet(not “powerfully 

fragrant,’’ but exquisitely sweot - scented), 
Mai.-chal Vaillant, Mrs. Harkness, Augustine 

Guinoisseau, Lamarque, Gloire de Dijon, 

Maicohal Niel, and Tnomphe de Rennes.] 

As many of the moat interesting notes and 
article* in " Oarorniro" from the eery beginning hare 
come from it* readers, we offer each week a com of the 
latest edition o) either •' Stovs ARB Grrrsiiousr Pi.avts," 

or “Til* Knomsii Kuowsr Oakukr." to the lender oj the 
moot useful or interesting letter or short article published 
in tte surfcrR week's issue, which will be marked (Aim V 
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FRUIT. 

FRUIT-TREE ARCHES. 
Ir will be acknowledged that fruit-tree arches 
are not very numerous, aud least of all in the 

dower garden. How often, for instance, one 

observes a dividing line in the shape of a fence 
or hedge, with a gate to shut off, as it were, the 

ipaoe reserved for fruit-trees and that set apart 
lor dowers ’ I am rather inclined to think, how¬ 

ever, that in some quarters this rule is now 

being relaxed, for in gardens I have visited 
there seems to be a disposition to introduce 

dwarf bush fruit-troea in borders where hardy 

Bower* are grown. A year or so since I called 
s', a pises where Pears and Apples had been 

trained on arches over the paths, and at the 
t me of my visit the Worcester Peat-main and 

other varieties were objects of beauty, clusters 

of fruit vising in brightness with the gay 
colours of the flowers beneath. Occasionally 

If, however, good Grapes are expected, the 

same care and attention as accorded to Vines 

under glass must be given. A south wall or 
boarded fence is the best position for them, as 

thero they receive a maximum amount of sun, 
which is indispensable for the production of 

good Grapes. The formation of the border 
must first be considered, and as the roots of the 

Vines will probably occupy it for many years, it 

must be prepared with no niggardly hand. Very 

rich soil, however, must be avoided, as it i 
encourages too strong and sappy a growth. 

Good turfy fibrous loam three parts, and one 

part mortar or plaster refuse, charcoal in pieces 
the size of Walnuts, wood-ashes or burnt gardon 

refuse, and bone-meal or horn-shavings, woll 

mixed together, answer well. Where loam 
cannot be obtained good garden soil may be 

substituted, and rather more bonos or horn- 

shavings added. Three feet to four feet in 
width, and 2J feet deep, are suitable dimen¬ 

sions for the harder, though when tho Vines are 

the wall or tio them to the trellis, as the cane 

may bo, allowing plenty of room for the wood 

to swell, and stop the laterals at the second leaf, 
and again when another leaf is formed, and 

allow no more growth afterwards. The maiu 
rod may ho allowed to extend unchecked to the 

top of the wall or fence. Keep the border con¬ 

stantly moist, renewing the mulching if the 
summer is hot, and if growth is not as stror g 

as desirable, give a good soaking with diluted 

liquid-manure several times during the summer. 
Syringe the foliage on fine afternoons with 

water that has lieeu warmed by the sun—this 

will keep reel-spider at bay and otherwise 

assist the Vines. In autumn, when the foliage 
commences to turn yellow, reduce the supply of 

wator to the roots, but by no meaus allow them 

to get dry, or the eyes will not swell to the 
normal si/.e. If the border can bo covered with 

Bracken or stable-litter to a depth of a foot in 
winter, so much the better. 

The following January cut the Vines back to 

A natuial fruit-tree archway in a London park. Prom a plioto.-rapli by 0. A. Champion. 

trees are left for a number of years, similar 

b> those in our illustration, their boughs ex¬ 

tending over the pathway like sheltering arms, 
KiuLt, perhaps, but still partaking somewhat 

ef the picture'quo. To my mind, there is a 
quiet beauty about oil trees, which seems to 

■IvepeD as the years go on, and old fruit-trees 

we no exception to this. Here, as is shown, 

we have apparently old trunks and stems, about 
»hich there is an abundance of flowers and 

leafage, informal but charming. One must not 

target, too, that before the time of leaves the 
blossoming fruit-trees are always attractive. 

WOODIIASTWH'K. 

OUTDOOR GRAPE CULTURE. 

Oitooor Grspe culture has of late received 

leoawed attention, and thero is every probability 

that it will again become general. As a rule, 

the culture given is very indifferent, many 
•etming to imagine that almost any kind of soil 

»isl treatment is good enough for outdoor Vin i for outdoor VineaHr As growth pro 

Digitized by vjOOQlC 

planted against a dwelling this width cannot 

always be allowed. The border must be drained 
by placing li inches of broken bricks in the 
bottom, these being covered with sods, grass 

side downwards, to prevent the soil mixing 

with them. The soil should be in a semi-dry 
condition, as borders made of wet material toon 

become eour, and the Vines do not root in it 

freely. March is the best time for planting, 

but the Vines should bo cut back to within a 
foot of their base in January. If pruned in 

March they will probably bleed bodly. After 

pruning the wounds should be dressed with 

styptic to prevent bleeding. When planting 
shorten all shoo-lace-like roots and carefully 

spread out thereat, covering them with 3 inches 

or 4 inches of the finest of tho compost and 

making it very firm, finally mulching them with 
short litter as a protection from frost. One, 

two, or three rods may be allowed to each N ine, 

according to the space at command, but they 

should not be closer together than 2J feet. 
proceeds nail the leading shoots to 

within 3 feet or -I feet of the border, and remove 

all laterals, taking caro to preservo tho eyes at 
their base, and early in April uncover tho border 
and give it a good watering. The Vines may be 

allowed to carry three or four bunches each, 
according to their strength. The laterals should 

be evenly disposed IS inches apart on each side 

of the Vine-rods, the surplus ones being rubbed 
off when quite small. This year tho main rods 

may be stopped when they have grown G feet, 

provided they aro strong, otherwise they must 
be allowed to grow to the top of tho wall, as in 

the previous year. A second stopping will not 

lie necessary. The laterals must bo stopped nt tho 

seoond leaf beyond the bunch, and not allowed 
to grew any more, they must also be nailed 

securely to tho wall. Water and syringe ns 

advised for the first year, and apply a mulch t f 

short manure to the border in May. Thin tho 
bunches when the berries are the size cf small 

shot, taking care not to leave too many berries, 
or they may damp off when ripening if the 

weath^-taypf^ new hardy black Grape, 
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Heine Olga, which received an award of merit 
last autumn, will probably be the moat commonly 
grown in the future. The bunches and berrios 
are large, the latter colouring beautifully, and 
being of delicious flavour. Black Cluster, Old 
White Sweetwater, ar.d Mdlei's Burgundy are 
all good open-air varieties. Sl'FKol.K. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Yellow Gooseberries—Yellow (loose- 
berries are very popular, owing to their attrac¬ 
tive appearance, and they invariably realise 
good prices. The number of varieties has of 
late greatly increased, and some of the largest, 
when grown as cordons against sunny walls or 
board fences, are exceedingly handsome and of 
delicious flavour. By the way, the plan of 
growing Gooseberries as cordons is now very 
common, and I can strongly recommend it to 
amateurs. Evrly Sulphur is still the earliest 
yellow variety. It is of medium s'z\ very 
hiiry, and ex oadingly rich and j licy, ami no 
garden klnmli be without a tree cf it (iolden 
Drop is a very f ho wy vaiioty of good size and 
an abundant bearer. Cnainpigne is a deliciously 
flavoured variety, a goivl beirer, and unsur¬ 
passed for win*-. Golden Lion is sno'her 
excellent variety and unsurpassed for dessert 
Tne c >1 our is brilliant yellow. Of the larger 
exhibition sorts, Leveller is perhaps the most 
showy, being of great size and handsome form. 
It is a prodigious cropper and the flavour is 
excellent. Drill, though an old variety, is still 
indispensable. It possesses a very hardy con¬ 
stitution and seldom fails to fruit well. Added 
to thia the quality is first rate. Highlander is 
another grand variety, and indispensable where 
the fruit is required for exhibition. Leader and 
Trumpeter must also be included, their all-round 
qualities being all that cau be desired.—J. 

Fruit prospects. As we have thus far 
had remarkably little sunshine, the first buds 
are as firmly rolled up as they were at Christ¬ 
mas, and from present appearance we shall 
have a late spring. On looking round the trees 
and bushes I find there is likely to be a great 
wealth of bloom, and if we get no exceptional 
frosts in May, there ought to be a good orop. 
As last year was generally a very prolific 
fruit season, many psople seem to think that 
thia year must he a poor one, but from many 
yearn' observation I do not think that this must 
follow. There is no doubt that when fruit-trees 
are allowed to carry all tho fruit that sets, then 
the tree gets so exhausted that it takes a year 
or more to recover. Tho notion has got a firm 
hold that some kinds of fruit are alternate year 
croppers, whereas if the crop had been thinned 
so that the tree could have perfected its crop, 
and also tho buds for next season's crops, there 
would be a crop every year. I havo just exam¬ 
ined my Apple and Pear-trees, and I find that 
those that carried full crops last year are look¬ 
ing best for bloom this year. On well managed 
trees there should be no lack of spurs and buds 
that only need developing into fruit-buds. 
By attention to their needs in the autumn, 
and even before one crop is gathered, the work 
of feeding tho roots for tho next crop Bhoulcl 
start. While the soil is warm is the time to soak 
the roots with manure-water to plump up the 
buds for next season.—Jamks Groom, <import. 

Muscat Grapes falling.—I should feel obliged If 
you could tell me the cause of my Grapes going like the 
enclosed ? They are white Muscats, and for the past two 
years they have given very little fruit-about two bunches 
this .tear and the name last. There are about forty 
bunches, some the same as those enclosed. I send also 
two leaves to show that the Vine seems In good health 
Thu Vine Is rather old, but always cropped well till last 
year. These are from the young wood.—I. M. Ca/.knovs. 

[Evidently your Vino roots am not healthy, 
and thero is a suspicion of their being in ungenial 
quarters. You do not say whether the border is 
an inside or an outside one ; but the roots are 
the chief cause of complaint. Vines, particu¬ 
larly Muscats, when forced earl v, the roots in 
cold soil, and not in a healthy condition, produce 
bunches similar to yours. Early forcing aggra¬ 
vates the evil very much. The leaves sent are of 
a healthy colour, but they are extremely defi 
cient of substance, pointing to debility from a 
weak root action. You should improve the soil 
conditions so as to quicken the root growth, and 
encourage them nearer the surface. Presuming 
you have given a top-dressing of turfy loam, 
which is neoesaary every winterjVou would do 
well to apply a ooat of oow-roaMfrelwme 2 

Digitized by VjO 

in thickness. This has a wonderful t fleet on 
weak Vines if their roots are near enough the 
surface to benefit by its prosonco. (live also 
liquid manuro diluted each time water is needed. 
A dressing of bone-meal would do much good, 
particularly if the soil should be ddicinnt of 
lime. Hard forcing should be stayed, and a 
more natural course followed at least for a season 
or two, so as to give the Vines an opportunity to 
recoup some of their lost vigour. Are you 
satisfied that the bonier has a sufliciency of 
water in the summer? There are so many 
causes that are likely to invite debility, that, 
without some knowledge of the circumstances, 
we could not define the most likely ones 
Muscats are particularly liable to give tendrilled 
bunchts, such as those you send, when there is 
an absence of proper nutriment in the soil, and 
the growth of tho Vine is weak and indifferently 
ripened. Remove these causes by more gene¬ 
rous treatment, and start your Vine* later—say 
by the 1st of Mireh—uid jou m ly li .d much 
better returns. O.d Vines are sometimes im¬ 
proved by cutting iheir rods do wn to the joint 
j ist, below the lowermost or first wire of the 
ro if trellis and lu-iii'iig up a youog rod ; or you 
might try extension by increa-ing the number of 
rods on some Vines, removing some i f thin x:»t- 
nig ones to in eke mini for llio ennesponding 
number of new nil- introduced. An < x ermine 
such os this, with heilthy roots, snuini.ntr 
proves urjst s tiinfaciory J 

INDOOR PLANTS 

THE OLD DOUBLE WHITE PRIMULA. 

Is a general sense this is not an amateur's filant, though there are cases where it may be 
airlv well done. In the most experienced 

hands thia plant will go wrong occasionally, 
though the mischief can usually be traced to 
ciroless watering. Nevertheless, when well 
done few plants are more serviceable to the 
gardener from nrly November up to April for 
applying cut-flowors dr planting in vases in the 

mansion, and I use them with good effect on the 
dinner-table. Those who have a stock of this 
cut-and-come again plant should at once set 
about mounding them up with a mixture of 
finely-sifted loam and leaf-soil, chopped Sphag- 
uuiu, and a good percentage of silver or river 
sand, first trimming off the lowermost loaves. 
Should there not be much space for this top- 
dressing it is a good plan to drop the plant into 
a size larger pot, so that room is left for the soil. 
Keep this fairly moist by sprinkling each day 
with a rose on tho can, and from now onwards 
a Blight shade will be necessary, and the plant 
can be stood in a cold-pit or frame, but within 
a foot of the glass, or the leaves get drawn. In 
about lix weeks the plants should be fit to split 
up, taking every care of tho fibre like roots 
attached to the young offshoots, avoiding the 
contre growth of each plant, as I have found 
this does not grow away bo kindly as the outer 
growths. For potting, use a similar soil as 
advocated above, except the Sphagnum. 1’ote 
2J inches to 4 inches in diameter will bo large 
enough, not pressing the soil too firmly. Water 
in, and place in a frame or pit that has just a 
slight bottom heat, though mino generally go 
straight into a cold-frame. Keep dose and 
well shaded from tho sun for a fortnight, lightly 
bedewing ovorhead with the syringe on bright 
mornings. As soon as growth starts afresh give 
a little ventilation, when, if all goes well, they 
should bo ready to put into the pots they are 
expected to flower in towards the end of May. 
These need not exoeod nj inches in diameter, 09 
pood decorative stuff cau be grown and flowered 
in sizes less even than this, as will be seen by 
the plant I forward you. 

The soil for this final potting should consist 
of three parts of fibrous loam to two parte of 
leaf soil and finely sifted peat, a good percentage 
of sand, and a fair sprinkling of well broken up 
charcoal. Though I dislike usiug much manure 
of any kind in the soil, last season I added a 
6-inch potful of well powdered deer droppings to 
each bushel of soil, and the plants certainly 
profited by it. The plants thrive well in cold- 
frames during summer, carefully shading from 
ten o'clock up to four p.ra , if tho sun reaches 
them up to that time, and do not water indis¬ 
criminately at any lime, affording plenty of air 
and space and keeping near to tho glass, 

wards the middle of October the whole batch 

should be removed to a shelf in the greenhouse, 
wheu the trusses of bloom will soon push up. 
By the end of November the plants should be a 
perfect sheet of hlonm, with stout flower-stems. 
There is supposed to bo a large-flowered variety, 
grandiflora hy name, hot I consider it is more a 
matter of culture than aught else. When wafer 
ing during winter avoid pouring it into the 
centre, and should damping set in dost with 
powdered charcoal. •!. M. B. 

[With tho above notes was sent a beautifully 
grown plant, literally laden with blooms of fine 
size and substance, the foliage quite hiding the 
pot. This, as “J. M. B.-’ eays, is one ot the 
most useful “ cut-and-come again ” plants we 
have. It used to bo well grown many years 
ago in the R.H 8. Gardens at Chiswick, the 
plant being increased in the way recommended by 
our correspondent. We remember that a batch 
of double varieties in various colours, raised by 
the late Mr Gilbert., of B irgbley, was grown at 
the same lime, but they did not keep up the 
succession of bloom that the “ olj double 
white" did, and wo doubt if they are 
in cultivation. — Kl>. ] 

TREATMENT OK AFRK'VN BULB*. 
I Witt be much obliged bv sonu-one te)l;nc me the roll! 
vation isquired lor lbs to 1 rwlau Srulh African bu bo in- 
ntiun of ahluli I *i«e: Iiulbine puulonilormta. Wvmi.Ii 
il'llrieni, Wach"i»lorfla |ianiculata. Trlchooema, S iljrium, 
Vilthrlaila, and lljpoxll strllaUT—Axux. 

[Bulbine pugioniformts is a pretty lit'le 
bulbous plant, with narrow leaves and clusters 
of yellow blossoms. Watsonia O'Brieni (accord¬ 
ing to tho latest classification the correct name 
of this plant is Watsonia iridifolia) is a charm¬ 
ing plant, a good deal like a slender-growing 
Gladiolus, with blossoms of the purest white. 
Wachondorfia paniculata bears from three to 
five golden-yellow flowers on a spike a foot or 
more in height. It usually blooms in the 
spring. Trichonema is now included in the 
genua Romnlea, a protty class of small grow¬ 
ing bulbs, most of which have flowers of some 
shade of rose or yellow. Satyrium is a group 
of terrestrial Orchids, most of which have large, 
fleshy leaves that lie almost flat on the soil. 
The different specioa havo white, pink, or yellow 
blossoms. Velthcimia belongs to the Lily famiy, 
and consists of only two or three species. The 
best known is V. viridifolia, with deep green 
undulate leaves from 6 inches to a foot long, 
arranged in a vasiform manner. The flower- 
spike, which reaches a height of 12 inches to 
IS inches, is terminated hy a spike of tubular 
flowers, which in shape ana arrangement 
suggest Borne of the Kniphofix^ but the colour 
is a kind of reddish rose. Hypoxia stellata 
forms a tuft of hairy Grass-like leaves and 
starry bluish - white flowers. Hesperanthe 
faloata is nearly related to tho Ixiaa, with 
flowere brownish outside and white in the 
interior. We cannot find Antholyz* nervosa, 
but tho Antholyzia are a good deal in the way 
of Montbretias, but bolder growing. Most of 
thorn havo flowers of some shade of scarlet or 
yellow. 

None of the above named bulbs are hardy, 
but all require the temperature of a greenhouse 
—that is to say, during the winter a minimum 
of 4.1 dega. As your bulbs have been out of the 
ground for some time thov should all bo potted 
without further delay. With the exception of 
the Satyrium the tame kind of soil will do for 
the whole of them. Equal parte of good yellow 
loam and well-decayed leaf-mould or peat, with 
half a part of sand, all well mixed together, will 
form a suitable compost. If the loam is of a 
lighter nature, less psat or leaf mould must be 
used. Tho pots employed will, of course, 
depend upon the size or number of the bulbs, 
but in any case they must be effectually 
drained, ana when the potting is done a little 
water may be given to Eettlo the soil in its 
place, after whioh the soil Hhould ho kopt 
slightly moist till the bulbs bjgiu to grow, when 
an increased supply must be given. After the 
bulbs flower and [show signs of going to leit, 
less water must, of course, be supplied, and 
when thoroughly dormant they should have a 
period of absolute rest. Tho Satyriums need » 
more opeu soil, such as good fibrous loam and 
peat in equal parte, with a liberal sprinkling of 
sand. During tho resting period they ma9t be 
kept on the dry side, but not too muoh parched 
up. For these the soil should be broken up into 
small o.o:iules by hand.] 
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THE GREAT INDIAN DODDER 
(CUSCUTA REFLEXA). 

t>i' 

IOl 

Tills is 

CKNTRl H’OOON LUCY ANUS, 
very showy stove-flowering plant 

sented by Champion of the World, Dac 

ormation of lateral shoots and ensure well d’Auniale, Jupiter, Mmo. Bruant, Mrs. E. O. 

.... , , „ . furnished plants. All being well they will soon Hill, Vesta, Duchess of Edinburgh, and Frau 
AM. the I)jddera, including four British speoios, fill the small pots with roots, when they must Emma Topfer. Ckomkk. 
*re leafless, twining parasites, nearly related to be shifted into others 4 inches or 4J inches in 

the Morning Glory or Convolvulus family. Tho diameter. Employ similar soil, hut in a rather 

kind we now illustrate in flower as growing on rougher state, and after potting place a neat 
s variegated form of Ivy is C. reflexa, orC. ver- | stick to each plant. Finally, pot them into 

rucosa, as it is sometimes called, having been j 0 inch pots, ana if practicable place them in a 

figured in Sweets “British Flower Garden” | pit in June, giving them a position near the 

gloss. Give them plenty of air, syringing them 
daily and keeping the pit moist. Treated thus 

they will flower well late in summer and con¬ 

tinue to do so throughout the autumn. 

Oi.o plants, if wanted to flower early in 
- . . g ripe seeds 1 sum mer, should be pruned and started into 

la ®*rth near to th9^plants^ on which they like growth in January, and when they have made 

under that name m any years ago. The plant is 

not quite hardy, but grows most luxuriantly 

during the summer months in the open air on 

such host plants as Ivy, Jasmine, Forsythia. 
Zmal Pelargoniums, and Cytisus fragrans. All yu 
the kinds are easily raised by sowin seeds 

... 'g 
during the winter months, and to have it fit for 
thiB purpose cuttings should now be put in. 

Select young flowerless shoots about J inches in 

length, with a heel if possible, and insert in 
inch pots filled with sandy soil, and place in a 

close propagating-box having a bottom heat of 

70 degs. to 80 degs. In about three weeks they 
should be ready to pot up singly into the same 

8i/.o pot, using loam and leaf-soil, with a dash of 

to grow. The seeds send up a long, slender an inch of growth be potted or top-dressed, fino P«at an(1 sand. Keep in a temperature of 
—— —u:-1--‘-6U degs. to 70 dogs., and near the glass roof, anil 

as soon as tho little plants have laid hold of the 

soil nip out the point of the shoot, repotting 
when necessary, and using similar soil but more 

lumpy. Nice serviceable stuff can be had in 
5-inch i 

stem, which gyrates until it 

touches some succulent por¬ 
tion of the host plant, into 

which it thrusts its aerial 

roots, after which it severs 
its connection with the 

ground for ever, and exists 

as a parasite on the host 

plant. One of our native 

species—viz , C. trifolia— 
often docs considerable dam¬ 

age to Clover crops, and it 

is difficult to exterminate, 
as its ripe seeds are often 

distributed along with those 

i f the Clover plant. In Ire¬ 

land, however, the seeds of 

the Dodder rarely ripen, and 
to its ravages are confined 

to the effects of imported 

seeds. C. reflexa is a ram¬ 
pant grower, covering Ivy 

or Forsythia bushes with a 

dense web of its wiry-look- 

inggiowlhs. Its flowers are 
borne in dense clusters at 

the nodes of the stem, and 

are in shape not unlike those 
of I.ily of the Valley, only 

smaller, and on warm and 

tunny days they have the 

odour of Aponogetou. The 
illustration was made from 
tpecimens grown in the 

• 'liege Botanical Gardens at 

Djblin, and gives an excel- 
ltnt idea of the way in which 

it attacks the petioles and 

stems of Ivy in its struggle 

lor food. F. W. B. 

FUCHSIAS. 

Fr.w plants surpass Fuchsias 

for gracefulneeB and beauty, 

and few are more useful. 
They are essentially ama¬ 

teur*' plants, as they may 

be grown to pertection with¬ 
out the aid of artificial heat. 

To ensure success in their 

propagation, however, a little 
heal is necessary, and if a 

gentle bottom heat can Le 

afforded, so much the better. 
A few old plants should be 

pruned and placed in a light 

house or pit during this 
month for the production 
c>f cuttings. Syringe them 

twioe daily and keep a moist atmosphere, and 

when the young shoots have grown a couple of 
in ;hes detach them with a heel or portion of the 

older wood. Insert them not too thickly in 

4 inch pots in fine loamy and leafy soil and 

silver-sand. Water them well and cover them 
with a handlight or bell-glass in a temperature 

of (i«i degs. Keep them shaded from the sun, 

and fairly moist till rooted, admitting a little air 

to handlight or bell-glass to allow of the escape 

of superfluous moisture. When well rooted pot 

them carefully into 21-inch pots, using a coin¬ 
poet of three parts good rich loam and one part 

well decomposed cow manure free from worms, 

leaf-mould, and coarse sand or grit, well mixed. 

Pot firmly, and give a gentle watering with 

tepid water. Keep the plants in heat till 
established, then remove them to a sunny 

house and give a temperature of lH/de 

When the plants are 4 Inchon or 5 iri'.hi 

Hast Itulian Dodder (Ciiwuta reflexa). 

as the case may be. Previous to potting 

remove a little of tho old soil from the roots 

and shorten large, straggling roots. Use the 
soil in as rough a condition as possible, and pot 

firmly. Afford a temperature of from 50 degs. 

to 52 degs. till the weather gets warm, when 
artificial heat may be dispensed with. Abun¬ 

dance of light, air, and moisture, also frequent 

sj ringings in order to ward off red-spider and 

thrip, are what the plants require in summer. 
They should also be assisted occasionally with 

an approved fertiliser. Where artificial heat 
cannot be giveD, the plants should be pruned 

and started in March, and otherwise treated as 

advised for earlier-started plants. 

The following are a few of the freest-flowering 

and handsomest varieties : Beauty of Exeter, 
Countess of Aberdeen, Earl of Beiconstield, 

.M.-n^-cHo/Aine, Princess May, Gertrude Pear- 

Double varieties are 

5-inch pots, and the plant is at home grown in 

a basket, and allowed to droop naturally, as in 
the case of an Ivy-leaf Geranium. Grown in 

pots the plants require a neat stake betimes, 

for they make strong growths 15 inches to 
IS inches in length. One-year-old plants can also 

be grown another season if cut fairly hard back 

and partly shaken out when nicely breaking into 
new growth and treated similar to young plants. 

Towards the middle of June they can be placed 
in cold-frames, if lightly shaded during bright 

weather and cloud about it. JO p.m., with a good 
syringing, working it well underneath the 

foliage, as the plant is liable to be infested with 

thrips if grown in too dry an atmosphere. A 
little weak manure-water, or a pinoh of somo 

artificial manure once a woek when tho pots are 

full of roots, will keep the foliage good in colour 

and assist the plants to throw up strong suckors 
from the bottom, which should not be pinched, 

as these will yield good trusses of rosy-carmine 

flowers early in December if tho plants are 
placed in the stove at the end of September. 

_J. M. B. 

T1IE CHINESE PRIMULA (PRIMULA 
SINENSIS). 

The beautiful varieties of Primula sinensis are 

favourites with everyone, and the fact of their 
flowering during the dullest months of the year 

greatly enhances their value. The seed may be 

sown in March, April, and May, but the earlier 

it is sown the larger and better the plants will 
be. Pans J inohes in depth are the best 

rocoptacles for the seed, and the most suitable 
compost is one consisting of finely-sifted loamy 

soil and leaf-mould in equal quantities. Fill 

the pans with the soil to within 1 inch of the 
top, and press it in firmly, afterwards giving a 

gentle watering with a can to which a fine roee 

has been attached. Let the pans drain for a 
short time, then sow the seed thinly, covering 

it thinly with silver-sand, and press down the 

sui face firmly. Cover the pan with a pane of 
glass, and on the glass lay a little clean Moss. 

Place in a temperature of from 60 degs. to 

65 degs., and shade front the sun till the plants 

are up. Water cautiously, and always with 
chilled water, as watering with cold water is 

courting failure. When the young plants are 
J inch high pot them off into small pots, in a 

mixture of light, fibrous loam Ihreo parts, and 

one part cow-manure which has lain long enough 
to assume the consistency of fine mould, leaf- 
mould, aud silver or liver-saud. Pross the soil 

firmly, but not hard, round the roots, and give 

a gentle watering. Place them near the glass 

in a temperature of 50 degs. to 55 degs., and 
lightly shade them during the hottest part of 

the day. All being well they will be ready for 

shifting into 41-inch pots in May, whon similar 
soil should bs employed, but in a rather rougher 

state. Powdered fowls' or pigeons'-manure is 

excellent for Primulas, but it must be used in 

strict moderation. I have known it mixed with 
very fine soil and used as a surface-dressing 

with very good results. At the beginning of 

June the plants should be placed on a layer of 

coarse ashes in a drip-proof frame facing south, 

and shaded from tho sun with tiffany, or by 
dressing tho glass with a mixture of whitening 

and milk. Primulas require more sun Ihan 
many imagine, and growing them entirely in tho 

shkaeQWTca i mistake. Tho plants should be 
air given, 

ruae rear- ( snace iu La imnsae. a no pmuwi i 
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the frame being closed tolerably early in the 
afternoon to husband sun-heat, and a little air 
given at night. 

The plants sometimes produce flower-trusses 
in summer, but these must be removed in order 
to strengthen the plants. Weak liquid-manure 
or some other approved fertiliser should be 
given at each alternate watering, and the plants 
should be potted into G inch, and afterwards 
into 8-inch, pots before they become root- 
bound. As the autumn approaches less shade 
and more air will be necessary, and the plants 
must be removed to a light, airy house at the 
beginning of October, a temperature of 50 degs. 
during winter being a suitable one. C. 

THE CULTURE OF ANNUALS IN POTS. 

Whether on account of the beautiful display 
they afford in beds and borders, or regarded in the 
light of the little expense annuals are, one 
cannot but recognise the fact that every year 
they are becoming more popular, and perhapB 
this is not surprising when one takes into con¬ 
sideration what quantities of blossoms they yield 
in a season. In this connection one thinks of 
bhiiley Poppies, .Sweet Peas, and Asters; but 
how few, comparatively, make use of annuals in 
pots, some, at any rate, only looking upon them 
as garden subjects. As we have entered upon 
that period of the year when the question of 
sowing seeds has to be faced, I wish to set 
before readers the value of certain annuals for pot 
calture, both for greenhouse and general indoor 
growing. At the outset, therefore, it is easy to 
have, at no very great outlay, a house of flowers, 
and to maintain such by sowing in succession. I 
would bring before any who have not given 
annuals a fair trial in pota the value of pretty 
thiDgs like Khodanthes, seed of which inay bs 
sown at once to flower in May and dune, accor¬ 
ding to the heat of the house, not that they 
need any great amount of warmth. One may 
sow the seed in shallow boxes or pins of very 
light soil thinly, just covering them, then prick 
them off into pots (5-inch or G inch), from 
fifteen to twenty in a pot, and these will give 
charming blossoms which last a considerable 
time. R Manglesi has pink flowers, and macu- 
lata alba white. Balsams I would also strongly 
recommend to those who want a show of flowers 
at little cost; a packet of good seed may be 
bought for a shilling, anil this will produce a 
quantity of plants. Balsams pay well for good 
culture and attention. You may get them to 
bloom in .1.1 inch pots in ordinary soil devoid of 
much sustenance, but if one increases the size of 
the put, say, to l> inches or ovon S inches, and 
provides for them old turf, soil and leaf- 
mould, with a good proportion of cow-manure, 
and, as they grow, remove them until that 
B:zsd pot is reached—for Balsams like plenty 
of root room—feeding them with liquid-manure, 
one will be able to get stout, stiff plants 
carrying large numbers of blossoms that will 
far exceed those grown in small pots and uuder 
half-starved conditions. .Some people I know 
do not view Cockscombs with very much favour, 
thinking they are too set and formal, but there 
is something unique about them, and even if 
formal they have a beauty which no one can 
ignore who has once grown them with anything 
liko success, and this means the raising of the 
seed in a brisk heat, and keeping tho plants in 
a humid atmosphere so as to encourage growth. 
A 5-inch or G-iuch pot is a useful bi/.s into which 
to finally pot them, and as soon as the roots 
begin to feel the sides of the pot the combs 
soon commence to form. <iood light loam suits 
them. 

Nemesias would be grown more outside as 
well as in pota did people only realise what 
beautiful plants they are and how easily they 
may be raised. Now is the time to sow the 
seed indoors, and fibrous loam with a little 
wood-ashes is all they reqaire in the matter of 
compost. An outdoor sowing may be made in 
May. Embracing whites and pinks, oranges, 
yellows, and crimson, they give a most charm¬ 
ing appearance to a house, whilst for beds and 
borders few annuals can surpass them. 

The Schizmthus is another anuual that is not 
widely known, and it deserves to be, for 
cultivated in pota it provides one with innu¬ 
merable frail-looking blo3somi, and the habit of 
the plant, though straggling, is /?er^ bgaot'f: 
when covered ^OfaiteBOit) ai each Jioi i' 

Seeds may be sown in heat now in pans of light 
soil. 

Rightly cultivated, Coleuses should be treated 
as annuals, for it is scarcely worth the trouble 
of wintering when by sowing in a brisk heat in 
March and April one may raiie sufficient plants 
for decoration during the summer either for the 
house or table. For giving a gay appearance 
to a greenhouse in winter what can one have 
half so pretty as Cinerarias and Primulas, the 
seed of which may be got in between now and 
the end of May, and it is admitted that by far 
the best method of dealing with them is to raise 
from seed the plant* one requires each year. 
Annuals for indoors are, I submit, worth the 
consideration of all lovers of flowers at the 
present moment. W. F. 

FRKKSIAS. 
There are few plants that more readily repay 
tho minimum of trouble that is neaessary for 

their well being by grace ol form, refinement of 
colour, and delicacy of fragrance than do the 
Freesias. The one desideratum is that the 
bulbs should be well ripened. Some years ago 
this was not so well understood as it is to-day. 
and in those times there were many failures evi 
ilently attributable to that cause. When once 
a stock has been procured, if care be taken that 
the yearly ripening is adequate, little difficulty 
will be experienced in bringing to perfection a 
good show of blossom. The bulbs should be 
potted not later than the end of August, eight 
being a good number for a 51-inch pot, and four¬ 
teen for a 6 j inch, a compost of two-thirds fibrous 
lo3m and one-third leaf-mould, with some silver- 
sand, being well suited to their requirements. 
They should then be placed in a cold-frame 
under G inches of Cocoa nut-fibre, which must 
be removed as soon as the growths push through 
the soil, which will generally be in from two 
weeks to a month. In this position they should 
remain, air being given when possible, till the 
flower-spikes can be felt, when they may be 
brought into the greenhouse. By this system 
they come into bloom naturally about the 
middle or ond of March, and aro otroDger and 

more free-flowering than when subjected to 
greater heat. If, however, they aro required to 
be in bloom by the new year, forcing is impera¬ 
tive, but in this case the plants are rarely so 
ornamental as when grown under cooler con¬ 
ditions. As the pots become full of roots, and 
until tho flowers are fully formed, weak 
liquid-manure should be given two or three 
times a week. When the blooms have faded 
the plants should still receive water until 
the leaves begin to show signs of turn¬ 
ing yellow, when tho pots should be placed 
in the hottest and sunniest position in the 
glass house and kept absolutely dry. After 
being roasted in this manner until the end 
of July or beginning of August the bulbs 
can be turned out of the pots, the large ones 
befog potted again for the next season's bloom¬ 
ing and the bulblets, of which many will 
doubtless be found, grown on in boxes until 
they reach a flowering size. For supports to 
the stems of the pot-plants, nothing will be 
found better than lengths of stiff galvanised 
wire painted a similar colour to the leaves. 

SALVIAS. 
Few plants brighten up our conservatories and 
greenhouses more throughout the winter months 
than do the varieties of Salvia, when well grown 
and flowered. Now is a good time to insert 
cuttings of a few for earliest flowering, con¬ 
tinuing this well into May for later batchos. I 
prefer keeping the whole stock in pots through¬ 
out the year. Having tried the planting out 
system for two or three years I gave it up, find¬ 
ing that the growth got so broken about, even 
when given all the care possible when lifting 
and getting them into their pots. There is 
probably more labour required as to watering, 
but the returns are better. I grow some nine 
different varieties, all of which will soon root if 
places! in sandy soil in 4 inch pots, watered, and 
placed under a gliss case in a temperature of 
about GO degs. (luring the night. No bottom- 
h9at is necessary, though rooting takes place 
sooner if a little is given. Pot off singly when 
fit, and give a gentle warmth up to the end of 

^il, when a cold-frame will suffice until 
iast, when outdoor treatment^ affcn|^d the 

Chrysanthemum will meet the requirements oi 
these. Keep the points of the shoots nipped 
out occasionally, and the syringe plied among 
the plants, or red-spider will soon attack them. 
Shift on as the plants fill their pots with roots 
into sizes varying from Si-inch up to 12-inch, 
according to variety, using similar s.il as for 
the Chrysanthemum. Stake the plants before 
the wind has a chance to bre*k them, as most 
of the varieties are hrittle. Give them a sunny 
position, and as soon as the pota are foil of 
roots, weak manure water once a week will 
greatly benefit them. A piece of slate should 
be placed at the bottom of the pot when out¬ 
doors, so as to prevent the plant rooting 
through, and during the warmest days a good 
syringing should be given all the plants towards 
6 p.m , this refreshing the plants and assisting 
to ward off the greatest pest to Salvias, red- 
spider. Early in October, or before frost cm 
harm them, place the plants in a cool-house and 
near the glass, giving abundance of air for a 

few weeks until they get accustomed to the 
change. As the dark days come avoid too wet 
a condition of the soil, or the foliage will drop. 

The earliest to flower is Bethelli, a large 
pink or amaranth and very showy, clot elf 
followed by the lovely bluo Pitched, synony¬ 
mous with azurea grandiflora. Unfortunately, 
neither of these two varieties continues in bloom 
long, and both are past their best by the 
middle of November, as a rule. Both are so 
lovely that ODe cannot afford to be without 
them. It should here be stated that S. Pitcheri 
must not be stopped more than twice during 
summer, or the racemes will be very poor. This 
comes away from the bottom each spring. It 
is also quite hardy in Devon and Cornwall. S. 
eplendens grandiflora, splendens Bruanti, s- 
lugeuieur Clavenad, Glory of Stuttgart, 
rutilans, lleori, and gesnermflora are all worthy 
of culture, and succeed each other in the order 
named as to flowering. J. M. B. 

GREENHOUSE BOILERS. 
TO THE EDITOR OF “HARDENING ILLUSTRATE!*. 

So:,—Permit, me to warn your readers again?! 
the purchase of boilers for heating greenhouses 
with the flow and return pipes less than:!inches 
in diameter, starting from the boiler itself. 1 
speak from experience. They are bound to go 
wrong, and are much more expensive in fhe 
long run, as it takes double the fuel to get UP 
the proper heat at starting. A cold boiler 
should get up heat in less than an hour to he 
considered good and efficient. Anything con¬ 
tracting the egress and ingress of the hot water 
must make it slower to heat and more difficult 
to keep up a fixed heat, especially in cold 
weather. Apart from this, there is always tho 
possibility of furring up either with lime or rust. 
Rain water will, of course, obviate this to a 
great extent if one can got it. Once the pipes 
get choked there is the danger of explosion. 1 
have two boilers and manage them myself. 
One is a very small upright horse-shoe, built 
into the etui of the small hothouse, and heat? 
about 50 feet of I inch piping, and the other 
heate 120 feet of 1-inch. For the former I npa 
the best fuel is the house cinders passed twice 
through a cinder sifter. They are stored f°r 
me and the clinkers picked out. These boilers 
am all tho hotter for a screen in iron put in frost 
of them to keep them from the effects of the 
weather, if in the open and with no shed to pro¬ 
tect them. My other boiler is an upright, inde¬ 
pendent, cylindrical one, and has ashed to cover 
it. In the case of the little boiler, I stoke the las* 
thing at 10 p.m., and the fire is going at loa n* 
The heat averages 70 degs. on mild nights down 
to 55 degs. on very cold ones. From 
cylindrical boiler I get even better results. J * 
fuel for this is small coke. When I had it no- 
the makers sent it out with too small a chinm y 
pipe—namely, 4 inches, and it used togoou - 
Trie grating at the bottom was also too sma . 
only G inches, so that the ashes very 800‘ 
choked it. Now I have a 5 inch chimney pipe 
and a 12 inch grating. On some nights J 1 
wind rose, the fire used to burn out be J 
morning, so I had a rising feeder added, i 
adjunct has bsen such an improvement that o - 
day this winter the fire kept alight aud 8 
good heat for twenty-four hours without a 
tion or stoking. I happened to be ill, and , 
talhavo a gardener to attend to it for roe, 
bepWj»|S [ -stgaishod. As a rule, i p 
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to Attend to it et a fixed time, and do not let it 
run more than twelve hours without attention. 
It is by far the best boiler for the amateur, as 
there is no tronble with it. I believe it is 
known in the trade as the " Star Independent ” 
tniler. Its only drawback, if it can be con- 
<niered so, is that it must have ashed built over 
it, whereas the other one can be built into one 
end of the greenhouse. I notice the makers 
send the “ Star ” out with 2 inch pipe9 at the 
boiler, and charge St extra for -1-inch connec¬ 
tions. It is quite worth the extra for the 
addition. One thing I need scarcely impress on 
ail who have to do with boilers is, that all hard- 
worked boilers should have the flues and fire¬ 
box cleaned out at least once a week, and the 
fire relighted. C. G. V. 

LACIIENALIAS. 

It is pleasing to find that these useful spring 
fiiwers are receiving more attention than 
formerly. No flower pays better for good cul¬ 
ture, and their value is enhanced by the length 
of time they last when cat and placed in water. 
I know of no other flower that equals them in 

the bulbs firmly, just covering them with soil, 
and leave a good margin for water, l’otting 
completed, stand them in a frame and keep 
them as cool as possible, drawing the lights olF 
on fine days, but tilting them up during heavy 
rains, as if the soil becomes soddened before the 
bulbs form new roots, failure may be appre¬ 
hended. Keep them in the frame till the end 
of October, then remove them to a warm green¬ 
house, giving them a position near the glass. 
The cooler they are kept the finer will the 
flowers be. As growth advances assist it with 
weak liquid manure at each alternate watering, 
and syringe the plants lightly on fine days till 
the flowers commence to expand. If wanted to 
flower early, the plante may be subjected to a 
temperature of 50 degs. or 60 degs. in January. 
The beat varieties for pot oulture are Nelsoni, 
pendula, Causten Gem, and Vicar of Cansten. 

_Oromkr. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Hedychlam coronarlum— I have * Hedy- 

chlum which was civen me in July, 1900. la March, 
1901, 1 divided it and made three of it. The plants mode 
fair growth last summer, but did not flower la the 
winter I kept them cool and rather dry, and the foliage 

Cytisus proicox. From a photograph by Miss Willniott, parley, Ksm-x. 

this respect, Ltochenalia? are often neglected , 
alter flowering, being crowded together io a , 
'lark house or pit, and deprived entirely of 
'rat«r all at once. After flowering they should ; 
he placed in a light position in a cool-house and 
he assisted with weak manure-water until the 
(ojiage turns yellow. Water should then bo • 
withheld. Treated thus the bulbs will swell 
to their normal si/.o, without which flowers 
°l the finest size and quality cannot be expected. 
At the ond of May thoy should be placod 
*t the foot of a south or west wall, where 
they will ripen thoroughly. In August, just as 
growth is commencing, they should be repotted. 
Turn the bulbs ont ol the pots, and separate the j 
•mall from the large ones. The former, if ( 
P“«d in good soil in pans, will make good 
8-wering bulbs for next season. The large 
wlba should be potted in G inch or 8 inch pots, 
allowing them plenty oi room, as if crowded the 
growth is sure to bo weak and the flowers poor, j 
'•fain the pots well, as the Lachenalias are free ( 
ro**r» and require abuudance of water. A 
on®P°*t, of three parte turfy loam and one part 
weu decomposed cow or horse-manure, le/f~1 
mould, and coarse sand suitlJ theca best.y ifct-j 

fell away close lo Iho crowns. I am trying to move them 
on, but they are very slow. They are In 7-Inch poU. 

1 When they move I Intend to put them into lu Inch pots.— 
A. C. T. . 

[Hedychiums do best when planted out, aud 
to ensure floworing whon grown in pote they 
must be divided ffom time to time before they 

I get too much orowded, otherwise they do not 
make growth strong enough for flowering. They 
may be potted or planted out in good rich loam, 
with leaf-mould and manure added, and during 
the time they are making their growth they 
should bo liberally supplied with wator. They 
should be kept cool, auu dry during the winter. 
When given a period of rest the plants flower 
better than when kept in heat throughout the 
year. Tho flowers, though vory short-lived, are 
very beautiful. ] 

Plants to flower this year.—I should b« much 
obliged If you will kindly let me know the names of about 
two dezea planes with handsome blooms which, when 
planted in the spring, will flower this year?—T. R. R. 

[Your query is very vague, and we do not 
know what you require. This end may be best 
obtained perhaps by planting Dahlias ; but 

*whsth“r joli^tjpquire permanent subjects as 
|BprJi ni Aapijige like we have no guide. In tie 

hardy plauts some of the handsomest flowers 
are the P.x-oilies, but these in their flowering 
would certainly disappoiut you if you plant 
them now. As much depends on your views as 
to what is a handsome flower, wo think you had 
better make the case more doar by repeating 
the query with explanations.] 

Plante with fragrant flowers and leaves. 
— Kindly tell me the names of twenty-four plants with 

•weel-ecentsd flowers and fragrant leaves 7—T. K. K. 

[The scentod Pelargoniums are far in advance 
of ail else, and in their varied character of loaf 
and blossom, ns well as much varied fragrance, 
are quite nnique. Of other plants possessing 
fragrance are many species of Primula, particu¬ 
larly the double forms of P. acaulis, also 
P. ca9hmeriana, P. viscoaa nivea, and many more. 
The Sweet-scented Verbena is always a favour¬ 
ite, and equally so the Violet and Mignonette. 
The Bergamot (Monarda didyma) has beauti¬ 
fully fragrant loaves and showy flowers. Then 
there are some species of Daphne, aa— r.g., 
D. indica and its variety rubra, D. mexereon, 
I>. oneorum. Some Acacias are pleasantly 
fragrant, and Hyacinths yield quite a host in 
the samo way. Then, if yon turn to Lilinms, 
you find tome of the most powerfully fragrant 
of all flowers ; particularly may we mention 
auratum, longifolium vara, as among the strong¬ 
est, and the forms of L. sp« dot urn aa repre¬ 
senting the more delicately scented kinds. 
Other plants are Jasmines, Gardenias, Free- 
sias, Uumea elegans, and, of course, many 
PinkR and Carnations ] 

Bulb-growing without soil and 
water.—In your issue of March 22 I see that 
in *• Short Replies ” “ Arum ” asks about a Lily, 
which you say cannot be grown without soil or 
water. I know for a fact, having seen the bulb 
iu process of growing, that such a plant exists, 
but, UDfortUDatelv, do not know its name. All 
that is necessary is to place the bulb in a dry 
saucer in a warm room, and day by day the bull) 
sprouts and grows, and eventually flowers. I 
believe the odour of the flower is red or orange. 
—II. i>k Yakbuuoii-Batf.son. 

- In your “ Short Replies ” in your issue 
of March 22, page 54, you mention that “ you 
cannot grow a plant without both soil and 
water.” Permit me to say that Messrs. Carter, 
High Holborn, are sending out a tuber which’ 
they call “The Monarch (3 the East,” and for 
which, so far, 1 have not learned the botanical 
name. I hod two given me as & Christmas 
present, and at once placed them " in fancy 
saucers,” as directed, one in a warm, sunny 
south window and the other in a kitchen north 
window, without au atom of soil, nor havo they 
had a single drop of water. Both are growing 
well the first now J inch per day, and now 
16 inches high. It is evidently of the Arum 
family, and I t-hould bo glad to know the botani¬ 
cal name.—Sai.f. 

| It is only growing from stored up onergy, ns 
in the caso of tho Hyacinth or Onion, which 
will jjrow in tho way you say, but will, os soon 
as this energy is exhausted, at onoe collapse.— 
Ku.] 

Troproolum Jarrattii — This pretty 
greenhouse climber is now making rapid growth, 
and the teuder shoots must bs trained to a wire 
trellis or a small Larch branch. It is a good 
plan to insert a few thin sticks in the pot, and 
to let the shoots run up them, untwining them 
when they reach the top and tying them to the 
trellis. If this is not done they soon got 
entangled, and cannot then be separated. It 
succeeds best in a moist atmosphere, and must 
be shaded from bright sun. Weak liquid- 
manure may be given at each alternate water¬ 
ing, and the plants should be syringed on line 
afternoons. The scarlet, yellow, and black 
flowers are extremely handsome and last a long 
time.—C. __ 

TREE8 AND SHRUBS. 

CVTISUS PR.ECO.K. 

Cytjsus I'K/Kjox is generally in flower by the 
middle of April, and continues from that time 
well into May. Iu habit it is free and grace¬ 
ful, when in good health making annually 
shoots 1 foot or 1J feet long, these being clothed 
from end to end with a wealth of soft sulphur- 
yellow blcous. So abundant, indeed, are they 

vhen the 
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plants are in flower. It produces a thick mass 
of shoots, whioh, although almost destitute of 
leaves even in summer, are of a lively green, 
and give the shrub <|uite the value and character 
of an evergreen. The odour of the flowers is 
rather too heavy to be pleasing, especially when 
the plants are grown in a large group. On this 
account it should not be planted close to dwell¬ 
ing-room windows and such places. As in the 
case of many of the Brooms, it is liable to 
become bare and loggy at the base. This is 
often due to neglecting the plants when young 
—at any rate, it may bo prevented by caroful 
attention to them at that time. The plants 
simply require to be topped occasionally from 
the time they are a few inches high till they 
have attained a height of about IS inches. By 
doing this, a thick crop of branches near the fround is obtained, as seen in the illustration. 

he best way to increase it is by cuttings 
dibbled firmly into randy soil in some sheltered, 
shady corner under a bell-glass or hsnd-light. 
Seed ripens freely, but only very few of the 
seedlings come true. 

NOTES AND REPLIB8. 

An early-leafing Pear-tree (Pyrus 
sir,eusir).—This is known as the Sandy Pear or 
the Snow Pear, and does cot appear to be very 
common in collections of ornamental trees. It 
is now in full leafage (March 20ih), and the 
glos-y broi r.y red hue is very fresh aud effective 
as seen amongst other Apples and Pears, which 
nre so far only in the bud stage Our tree is 
about Mn feet in height, and is very effective in 
the March sunshine, and a nice companion to 
the pink-blossomed, but so far leafless, Almonds. 
Now and then its flowers are produced, and a 
sparse crop of small sandy or gritty Pears 
follows, but the chief interost and beauty of the 
plaut consist in its early-leafing habit. Speak¬ 
ing of Pear-trees, I may say that the noble old 
specimen of the Jargonelle on the front of No. N, 
Merrion sqnare, Dublin, is now very densely set 
with blossom-buds, and promises to be very 
beautiful in a fortnight’s time. It was planted 
in 181-1 by the late Sir Philip Cramptou, and is 
one of the finest of town-grown Pear-trees I 
have ever seen.— Ddiii.inknmis. 

Treatment of Myrtle.-Mr M,rile, about which 
you gave uit- ouvlcr, I* doing beautifully now, and budding 
after having lost all its leaves. Is that nttural to it every 
spring, and how long ought it to remain untouched in its 
big tub, as it has no drainage? 

[The Myrtle is naturally of an evergreen 
character, and, though some of the oldest leaves 
drop just as the young ones push forth in 
spring, it should certainly not lose all iti leaves 
as yours has done. Two reasons for the leaves 
dropping may be suggested —firstly, exposure 
to frosts sufficiently severo to injure the foliage 
but not enough to kill the shoots ; and, secondly, 
extrome drought at the roots during the winter 
months. When once established in a large pot 
or tub tho Myrtle will keep in health for years 
without being disturbed at the roots. You 
mention that the tub in whioh your plant is 
growing has no drainage, hence we should advise 
you to bore three or four holes in the bottom, 
as stagnant moisture is very injurious to all 
classes of plants. If at any time you decide to 
repot or retub it, place some broken crocks in 
tho bottom, and these in conjunction with tho 
holes will ensure drainage. In the case of 
Myrtles that have been standing in the same 
pot or tub for years, and which it is undesirable 
to disturb at tho roots, a little weak manure- 
water in which some soot has boon dissolved 
will, if given about once a fortnight during the 
summer months, be of great service.] 

Rivina humllls. —Few berriod plants are 
so useful in winter as this, especially for dinner- 
table decoration and mixing with fine-foliagod 
plants and Ferns in a warm conservatory. Its 
culture is comparatively easy, and by sowing 
seed at various times it may be had all the 
year round. To ensure well-berried plants in 
autumn and winter the soed should be sown in 
March or early in April. Sow it in a pan of 
finely-sifted loamy ami leafy soil, and place it 
in a temperature of Gndegs. to65degs. Cover 
the seed pan with a piece of glass to help in 
keeping the soil moist and also to ward off mioe, 
as these pests are very fond of the seed. As 
soon as the seedlings can be handled pot them 
into small pots in a mixture of /oam 

Digitized by r 

leaf mould, in equal portions, with sufficient 
silver-sand to keep it open, (livotliem a posi¬ 
tion near tho glass and shade from tho sun fora 
short time; syringe twice daily and keep the 
atmosphere moist, as in an arid atmosphere the 
foliage soon turns yellow. Give them a shift into 
4.J inch pots before they become root bound, and 
assist them with weak liquid-manure at each 
alternate watering. Standard plants, from a 
foot to 15 inches high, are the most useful, 
especially for table decoration, and tho heat way 
to procure them is to remove all lateral growths 
until the plants are of the desired height. The 
point of the leading shoot should then be 
pinched out, a sufficient number of buds to form 
a bushy head being retained. For the produc 
tion of later plants seed may be sown in a sunny 
greenhouse or pit in April, and the plants grown 
there during summer, but they must be removed 
to rather warmer quarters in October, or the 
foliage will turn yellow and the appearance of 
the plants be spoiled.—SiJKFoi k. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS—STOPPING AND 
TIMING. 

(Rkii.y to J. Fuller.) 

Tiif, chief reason for stopping or pinching 
Chrysanthemum • plants is that they may 
develop buds at the time keit suited to their 
peculiarities, and that they may be had in 
flower during the period covered by tho Novem¬ 
ber shows. Yours is a comprehensive list, 
and embraces many fairly new and choice 
varieties. Treat your plants as follows : — 

Same. 

Van den II -ede 

Olios. Davis . 

William Si-word 
i .olden Gale.... 
M me. Oarnot 
Mrs W. M-air 
O J. Warren .. 

I.ady II tnham 

Vivlaml Morel . 

When to pinch l/n 
planlt. 

At once 

Natural lireak 

Natural break 
First week May 
About April If.th 
About April Ifith 
About April l.'.lh 

Natural break 

Natural break 

Plmib is . Natural break 

I.vty l.vwrenoa . Kod April 
Mm*. M llcitid . Now 
Good Gracious. Now 
Joseph • '.lamberlain ., Now 
Modesto.1. Now 
Rose Wynne.Natural break 

Wahan . Atones 
be Grand Dragon _ Now 
Eva Knowles .I About May 15th 

Eda Prase. Now 
The q ie*n 
D.-llghtfiil. 
Matthew Ilodgson . 
Nlveum. 
Australian G ild ... 
Golden Wedding_ 
Hairy Wonder. 
R. Hooper I’,arson 
W. Adame . K »rly May 

hirst week May 
Try May 80th 
Now 
hirst week May 
Natural break 
About May 10th 
Second week April Second crown 
May 21 rt 

Which built to 
retain. 

Sc ond crown 
Any bude end 

August 
Second crown 

j First crown 
s ?cond crown 
Second crown 
Second crown 
Any buds end 

August 
[ Any buds end 

August 
Second crown 

, First crown 
second crown 
Second crown 
Second crown 
second crown 
Second crown 
Second crown 
Second crown 
hirst crown 
Ssoond crown 
hirst crown 
hirst crown 
Secood crown 
hirst crown 
Second crown 

I First crown 

Mr* llukley 
q iren of the Kte 
Vicar of IIray . 
Chou. 11:10k . 
Ow-tna . 
II Weeks 
Mrs While Popham 
Mr* O W. Palmer 
J. It I pton. 
John Hrtdginan 
Graphic . 
Simplicity . 
Mrs OhasIIlick .... 
Chas. II. Curtis (Inc. 

Now 
At ones 
Now 
May l.VJi 

- N itural break 
1 Now 
Natural hriak 
Natural lireak 
Now 

I Natural break 
Now 
Now 

I Now 
N ow 

First crown 
hirst crown 
Second crown 
Second crown 
Second crown 
First crown 
First crown 
S -cond crown 
First crown 
Second crown 
Second crown 
Second crown 
Second crown 

* Second crown 
Second crown 
Second crown 
Second crown Mrs.P.K DionlAnem.i Now 

Block Hawk (dec.).—Pinoh plants two or three tiraee, laet 
time end June, securing first buds subeequently. 

Mrs. H. Weeks.—Secure first buds developing In the point 
of tile shoots. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS TO FLOWER IN 
NOVEMBER AND DECEMBER. 

W11.1. you kindly give me the names of about a dozen 
Chrysanthemums tor flowering during the latter half of 
November aud early December? Those ODly which want 
slightly disbudding I prefer.—R. O. 

[To secure free-flowering plants they must be 
grown on to the termiual buds, and to lie seen 
at their best it would be wise to slightly thin 
out the more crowded and unshapely buds from 
the cluster which develops at the apex of each 
shoot. Some of the sorts flower freely without 
being unduly crowded, this fact being accounted 
for by reason of the splendid length of footstalk 
m which the individual blooms of the cluster 

leveloped. This is the best type of plant 
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to cultivate, as there is no waste, and the 
culture is very simple, l’roouro rooted cuttiDge 
or established plants of the following 1— 

Mkb James Carter.--1Thia is one of the 
more robust of the spidery sorts, and although 
its habit leaves much to be desired, nioe, bushy 
specimens may be obtained by pinchiog out the 
point of the growths two or three times during 
the growing season. Let the last pinching be 
done daring the second week in July. The 
flowers are marie up of numerous thread like 
petals, and the colour is pale yellow. Height 
about -I feet. 

L Canning is a well-known pure white 
Japanese variety, which may be had in flower 
at any time between the end of November and 
January. The flowers do not possess so much 
substauoe as most growers would like, yet the 
blossoms are dainty and pleasing. Height about 
3 feet. 

Mias Alice Byron.—This is a lovely bloom 
of the purest white, and when obtained from 
terminal buds makes a handsome dispLay. 
Height about 3J feet. 

Mmb Felix Perrin.—This is the beat of its 
colour in the Japanese section for late work, 
and may be had in good condition at any time 
between the early rtaya of December and some 
weeks later. The colour is 11 pleasing shade of 
soft rose-pink, and it is now largely grown for 
market. Height about 4 feet. 

Cri.f.iNoroRDi.—This is one of the brightest 
flowers available for late November displays. 
The <■ )lour may be described a9 bright crima-m 
with a golden reverse, aud the plant is excep¬ 
tionally free flowering. The habit of the plant 
is erect and bushy, and it attains a height of 
about 3.J feet The flowers belong to the 
reflexed type of the Chrysanthemum, and a 
decade since it was a very popular exhibui m 
sort. 

Mme. Gabrieu.f. Debbie —On account of its 
charming flesh pink colour this J ipanese variety 
should be grown. It is not generally regarded 
as useful for the purpo-e unner notice, but by 
carefully disbudding die overcrowded terminal 
bads good lezulls may lie ncorcd. The plant 
attains a height of about 5 feet, or rather more. 

Mmb. Philippe Rivuirb. — A very well - 
known late flowering white Japanese, which 
may be had in blossom during November and 
December Cream) white well describes ils 
colour, and it is a pliot of fairly easy culture. 
Height about feet. 

G. W. Ciiii.ps.—This is another beautiful, 
rich, velvety crimson flower of Japanese form, 
at its best during the psriod described by you- 
As the rich and brightly-coloured varieties aie 
a limited quantity, full advantage should be 
taken of those included in this selection. In 
this instance the plant attains to a height of 
about 5 feet. 

Nivecm.—This is a well-known snow white 
Japanese sort of the highest value. To be seen 
at its b3st, however, the terminal buds should 
be liberally thinned out. The flowers are large, 
and the plant fairly free flowering. Habit 
vigorous : height rather more than 4 feet 

Pride of Ryri:iu>ft—In this refined flower 
we have a charming primrose-yellow sport from 
Niveum. The plan', possesses all the excellent 
characteristics of the parent, and should on this 
account • receive similar treatment. Disbu l 
rather freely. 

Mme. Edmond Payne.—The only repre¬ 
sentative of the incurved section in this 
selection, and included in the list because of its 
pleasing colour, which may be described as 
white, with green centre. The plant should be 
grown freely, otherwise the blossoms are lesi 
attractive. I*ate November should see the plant 
at its best. Dwarf. 

Mrs. Coombes —For late November use this 
easily-grown kind should be flowered from 
termiual buds, taking care, however, to pinch 
the plants for the last time during the second 
week in July. Its lovely bright rosy-mauve 
colour has made this kind a great favourite. 
Splendid habit. 

Mons. Chaki.es Moi.in.—This is another 
instance in whioh a mid-July piaching of the K* Is will give excellent results from terminal 

in late November. The colour on lato 
buds is orange-red and very effective. The 
flowers are rather large, anu, in consequence, 
the buds should be slightly thinned. Height 
4 febt; vigorous habit. 
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Mrs Gkkkn field.—This is rather new, but 
iu beautiful rich glowing yellow colour places 
it in the front rank. The plants should be 
pinched two or three times during the season_ 
the last time in mid-July—and the terminal 
hails slightly reduced in November. Good habit, 
and reliable.—E. G. ] 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Chrysanthemums — stopping and 

timing (Chrysanthemum).—Assuming your 
plants were propagated during Du-ember, or 
even rather later, they should be treated os 
described below : 

Nairw ^ten lo P*iiCh 
or stop 

CahrUalWO . April 2nd week 
I *dy Ilanham ., Naturel break 
I. one! Humphrey . April lit week 
Lord Ludlow. April let week 

Moos. < 'henon de l.eche Natural break 

M. Louis Homy. Natural break 
Mr, T. Carrington . Mar. last week 
Mr* Coombee .I Natural break 

Which bud to 
retain. 

Second crown 
Second crown 
Second crown 
Second crown 
Any buds late 

August 
Second crown 
Second crown 
Second crown 

is not usually necessary to provide for watering 
them, but later sowings should be attended to in 
this respect. If, in sowing, the drills are drawn 
out more deeply with the hoe, and the seeds 
trodden hi, it is easily possible in covering to 
provide a depression sufficiently deep to hold 
water when poured in later on. Even these 
dwarf Peas should have light stakes put to them 
to keep them upright, as they do much better 
kept off the ground. VV. S. 

The treatment suited to Le Grand Dragon, 
Mane. Carnot, Mrs. Barkley, and Viviand Morel 
" g'»en in reply to another correspondent in this 
issue. 

Early-flowering: Chrysanthemums 
-spring propagation. -At the presont 
time old stools which were lifted from the open 
nuuo time ego are briBtliDg with shoots of a 
healthy character. There is no better material 
with which to increase these hardy outdoor 
wrta. The more genial weather of late has 
caused the growths to develop, and these may 
row be detached and made into cuttings about 
•1 inches in length, and inserted at once. Theeo 
cuttings may be inserted in shallow boxes filled 
with equal parts of 1 ism and leaf-mould, with a 
liberal addition of silver Bind, at a distance of 
shout '2 inches between each cutting and rather 
more between the rows. From a healthy stook 
obtained at this season, far better results are 
generally obtained than by a mid-winter propa- 
gitiou. Those who have to prooure cuttings 
from the trade specialists should now be able to 
j-archase them very cheaply indeed, as a little 
lwer they will be thinking very likely of throw¬ 
ing the old stools away. A. R. 

VEGETABLES. 

SOWING PEAS. 

Ir enjoy deeply-worked soil, well enriched 
nth animal-manure. It is not necessary, as 
'line advise, to trenoh 3 feet deep, putting a 
liyer of manure in the bottom of the trendies 
U that depth, and twoother layers between tho 
•ucceeding spits. It is, however, well to 
remember that in preparirg the ground for 
I’e-ia, another succeeding crop, or, it may be, 
two, will derive benefit as well. 

For small gardens I have come to tho con¬ 
clusion that dwarf Peas are more remunerative 
than tall ones. The Marrowfat section is that 
which affords the greater satisfaction, and now 
that there is such a wide range in this section, 
there is no necessity to cultivate the smaller 
round-seeded Peas Fewer seeds of the Marrow¬ 
fat section are necessary for sowing, on account 
of their freely branching habit, so that the 
cost, which is proportionately more in wrinkled 
Peas, is partly met in the less quantity needed. 
They are much more remunerative when their 
height is made by good culture to exceed that 
given in seed catalogues by, say, 9 inches to a 
foot. This I have proved can be done easily 
by deeper tillage, a little extra manure, and 
thinner sowing than is commonly practised. 
An ordinary selection of American Wonder 
1 do not consider worth growing, compared to 
‘owe of the later introductions. Vet this is 
often chosen, more perhaps because it is cheap, 
sod better known by name. Little Marvel, 
ticeliior, Chelsea Gem, and Daisy grew with 
me to s height of 2 feet, and were freely podded 
from the ground. Earliest Dwarf Hardy and 
I'warf Defiance are others that may be named. 
While deep digging or trenching is neceesary 
for tbs early tummer sorts, it is still more bo for 
thoee that come in from July to September 
October. When sowing.it is desirable to 
the drills to a good width luiti depth, and. 
the seeds are disposed thinly along the dri 
like to tread them in. In sowing early Peas it 

MANURE FOR PEAS. 
Ok late much has been written as to which 
manure was the better—farmyard manure or 
artificial manure—for Peas, and up to the 
present the latter appears to be in favour with 
the majority of writers, though 1 doubt wbother 
in the long run it will ever entirely oust stable 
or farmyard manure from being used for this 
crop. In the prinoipal gardens of the United 
Kingdom this kind of mauure has to bo utilised 
for the production of vegetables, and often with¬ 
out one peck of artificial manure ever coming 
into the gardeD, and yet we find year after year 
K°°d crops of Pesn forthcoming, atd should they 
f*U it is usually the midseoson crops right in tho 
height of summer, when the ground is so parched 
that scarcely any vegetation is moving. If those 
cultivators who favour these made-up manures 
can assure us (who stick to the old intrrg-jnous 
manures) that they are able to gather good 
dishes of Peas when, comparatively speaking, 
we have few, if any, to pluck, then I for one 
shall feel convinced that the sooner the old 
fallacy is exploded the better. In the mean¬ 
time, having followed this praotice during the 
past seventeen years, and with good results, I 
shall still continuo to follow it up while good 
stable or cowyard manure can be hail. A fair 
dressing of this, dug down a foot or 14 inches 
deep in December or early in January, and the 
ground ridged and allowed to remain uncropped 
until early in February and onwards, when peri¬ 
odical sowings have to be made, will stand all 
leguminous plants in good stead during long spells 
of drought. Where mistakes are often made with 
this orop is not watering freely enough, it caus¬ 
ing far more harm than good to put on just a 
few pottuls once a week or ten days and think 
the crop should be good. What is required 
during spells of drought is to pull up the soil on 
either side of the row and deluge the roots 
twice, if not thrice, each week, and a good 
dosing overhead with the guden engine or 
syriogo of an evening will tend to ward off 
tbrip—so destructive to the l’ea family — ind 
should mildew appear duBt with flowers of 
sulphur after tho syringing has been dotio. 

Some prefer trenches for late Pea?, prepared 
as for Gaiety, but I prefer sowing ou ground 
I hit has been deeply dug, as previously 
advised, considering that the roots are curtailed 
far too much w hen enclosed, as it were, between 
two walls, and should the supply of water 
fall short the plants soon succumb. If trenches 
are employed, let the surrounding grouni be 
well worked so that the roots cm extend right 
and left in search of food if necessary. In every 
well ordered garden Peas do not entirely 
depend upon the manure placed underneath 
their roots, for what gardener doe? not at seme 
period or other of their growth dust the plants 
with slaked lime, soot, or wood-ashes to ward 
off slugs, birds, etc., either one of which is of 
much value as a top-dressing, but not absolutely 
necessary for the welfare of the crop when 
nitrogenous manures are plaoed within tho 
reach of the roots. J. M. B. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Broccoli Spring White.—At the pre¬ 

sent time I am cutting nice white compact 
heads of this Broccoli, which are all that can be 
wished for when cooked. It is a useful sort for 
giving an early supply, and the stemB being of 
medium height, and the curd well protected by 
an abundance of leaves, it is less susceptible to 
severe frost than some other early sorts. The 
present is the proper time to sow seed to obtain 
plants for yielding a supply in the correspond¬ 
ing period next year.—A. W. 

Sowing Lettuces early under glass. 
—In some .places it is difficult to keep young 

I Lett u-es-Uitough. the winter in the open. Again, 
*hjs c AjFcflen suffers from frost should jthe! 

pulls through. My first and second sowings 
this year have suffered, the major part having 
gone off by Christmas. Even with this provi¬ 
sion I always sow a box of two sorts at the end of 
November, keeping those on a shelf in a cold 
I’each-house. I sow again eaily in the year, 
placing the seed in a close house till it begins to 
germinate, when it is put on the same shelf. I 
prefer sowing Lettuoes and many other things 
in boxos to frames, as in boxes they can be 
moved And kept hardy, whinh is of much impor¬ 
tance whon required for planting in tho open 
ground. Any quick-growing kind may be sown 
from now onward.—J. Crook. 

Lettuces.—To maintain a constant supply 
of good Lettuces during the summer months 
often taxes the best capac ities of tho gardener. 
To overcome this difficulty it is a good plan to 
make small sowings in a pan or pans, in shal¬ 
low boxes, or under handlighta, every fortnight, 
as then there is no lack of plants, and if sown 
thinly these will be sturdy and stroog to trans¬ 
plant. The common defect in Lettuce growing 
is sowing the seeds so thickly that the little 
plants are crowded, weak, and poorly rooted 
when they are largo enough to transplant. It is 
little wonder if then, under hot sunshine, they 
linger on, prerently make growth, then bolt off 
to flower because incapable of producing hearts. 
When Lettuce plants are sturdy and well rooted, 
then planted out into good soil, well watered, 
and for a few days Blioded, they soon got hold 
of the ground, grow rapidly, and finally heart 
in well. To have them good tho soil can hardly 
bo too rich, as the more rapid the growth tho 
crisper is the leafage.—A. D. 

Shallots —Where it has been needful to 
press the bulbs of Shallots somewhat firmly into 
the ground, they having been lifted by frosts if 
early planted, it is well, so soon as it is rren 
that roots have formed and growth has com¬ 
menced, to draw away some of the soil from 
them, as there can be no doubt but that the best 
and cleanest clusters are found on the surface. 
It would be an excellent thing were classes at 
shows, and especially at cottage gardeu shows, 
to be for the Dest six or nine clusters of bulbs 
rather than for the best twenty four or so of 
picked bulbs. The average character of the 
cluster tells more as to the general excellence or 
otherwise of the crop thnn do selected bulbs. 
Shallots like well-manured soil, and where it is 
stiff some sharp sand should be added where 
the bulbs are planted. Luge bull* are less 
desired than are handsome, clean, glossy ones, 
even in size, and well matured. Shallots are 
grown apparently in all cottage gardens and on 
allotments — A. 1). 

Vegetable Marrowa —Generally grow¬ 
ers of this now almost universally grown 
vegetable like to have rather large fruits. The 
impression seems to be that so long as tho rind 
is soft the larger the fruits, the lietter. It is 
j ist possible that as the fiuits biomo large 
they comprise lather more of flesh and rather 
less of water, but in no ciae have even the very 
best of Marrows much of solidity in them But 
whilst plants may be labouring to produce two 
or three Urge fruits, they are capable of pro¬ 
ducing others, hence there is little or no gain 
found in having big fruits. At exhibitions 
handsome smooth, white, long fruits are 
most appreciated, if the pair be equal in size, 
fresh, tender, and free from abrasion. But all 
the same, they must not be too large or the skins 
will have hardened. To have Marrows pre 
sented at tablo in the most perfect condition, 
they should be cut young, be cooked whole, and 
unpeeled, and so rerved to table. At that time 
seeds will not have developed. It is timo seeds 
of any varieties were sown under glass, so as to 
have strong plants to put out in May. A. D. 

Carrot pests.—Carrots are often attacked 
by insocts, the two worst being the Carrot-grub 
and Carrot fly. Where tho grub is troublesome 
the ground intended for Carrots should be 
idged up to expose it to the frost. A liberal 

quaotity of soot and gas-lime, also some burnt 
garden refuse, should be incorporated, these 
ingredients being obnoxious to the grub. After 
sowing the seoa strew some wood ashes or 
burnt refuse over it before filling in the drills. 
As soon as the plants are up dust them over 
with shot ftniiwood-ashos in equal quantities, as 

thMTttiq0t he; them. The 
| plants (feTjoo large. I sow threo times in the operation should be repeated every ten day* till 
autumn, and out of these, one sowing generally^Jj^^^^^-i^f-^Syj^pPyl^^B^ll high- Tho gruh 
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often attacks the plante after they have grown 
to a considerable size, and if not destroyed soon 
riddles the roots. To destroy it put a bushel of 
soot and one of fresh lime into bags and soak 
them for 24 hours in MM gallons of water, then 
well water the Carrots overhead with the 
liquid.—J. 

Transplanting Onions. — Many now 
raise their Onions under glass, harden off in 
frames, and transplant them early in spring. 
The plan is an excellent one, and should always 
be adopted where the soil is light or the Onion- 
maggot troublosome. April is the boat time for 
transplanting, and great care is necessary, as the 
roots are easily damaged. The practice of 
planting with a dibber and thrusting the roots 
into a small hole cannot be too strongly con¬ 
demned. A trowel should be used, and holes 
made sufficiently large to hold all the roots with¬ 
out crowding. They should be spread out 
evenly, and some fine soil placed on them and 
made very firm. If extra large bulbs are wanted, 
allow a space of 6 inches between the plants 
and 12 inches between the rows, and mulcn with 
old M ushroom - manure. If the growth is at all 
dry, give the plants a good watering immedi¬ 
ately after planting.—Sckkoi.k, 

GARDEN WORK. 

Conservatory.—Give Arum Lilies and 
Pelargoniums coming into flower liquid-manure 
twice a week for a short time. The house will 
be gay with AzUeas, Spinets, and forced 
shrubs now. One gets tired of bulbs under 
glass after they come into blossom outside. Tea 
and other Roses will be in good condition now, 
as they will be coming on quietly without much 
forcing ; these, also, should have liquid-manure. 
Good-sized bushes of white and yellow Mar¬ 
guerites are useful, and are easily grown. The 
best plants for flowering now are cuttings struck 
rather late last spring, cut back rather late in 
summer, starved a little till the new growth 
comes away, and shifted into 5-inch and 6-inch 
pots. These may be divided into two batches, 
the largest plants to flower in a light house in 
winter, and the others kept cool to come on 
early in spring. Canterbury Bells are bright 
and showy plants in a cool-house in April and 
May, and 1 am specially partial to Forget-me- 
nots and white Pinks. Of course, these, to 
flower early, must have special preparation. 
The Forget-me-nots must be potted up in 
autumn, kept in a cold-frame, freely ventilated 
in winter, and moved to the greenhouse as soon 
as the days begin to lengthen. To flower early 
cuttiDgs of Pinks should be taken from forced 
Diants in February or not later than March. 
When rooted and hardened off they should be 
planted in a well-prepared bed outside and 
potted up in September, the largest plants in 
0 inch pots and smaller ones in pots 5 inches in 
diameter. Winter in cold-frame and move to Srcenhouse in January or February ; they 

ower best when brought on quietly. The 
Bleeding Heart or Lyre-flower (Dielytra) gently 
forced, is charmiDg just now in good-sized 
pots. The imported roots are cheap, but 
they flower best when established in pots. 
They are easily grown, and after flowering 
should be cooled down and then plunged out¬ 
side, but not altogether neglected and forgotten. 
Plants in pots will require more water now ; 
some plants, such as Hydrangeas and other 
strong-rooting plants, will require water twice 
a day. Spinets, to keep them in condition, 
should stand in pans containing water. 

Stove —Among the smaller kinds of plants 
which may be successfully grown in the 
amateur’s small stove or forcing-house are 
Gloxinias, Streptocarpus, Gesnera*, and 
Achimenes. All the above, except the Ges- 
neras, may be grown in the greenhouse in 
summer. All they want is a moist, warm house 
to start them into growth and enable them to 
make healthy progress till the flowering period 
arrives, and then be moved to a cooler, freely- 
ventilated house. All may be easily raised 
from seeds or cuttings, and, of courte, the bulbs 
have a permanent character, and, after flower¬ 
ing and a period of rest in a dry state, except 
the Streptocarpi, which are virtually evergreen, 
they start into growth at this season or earlier 
with renewed vigour. GloxinU&iiuPStrcutOf 
carpi have been much Ciir.prJ^edj yA t.ifcr 
come very good from seed. Achimenes and G4E0 

neras have not been so much in demand of late 
years. If shifted on into large pots, Gloxinias 
and Streptocarpi will make very large, hand¬ 
some plants. Place a strong bulb in a large 
pot, and deal liberally with it in the matter of 
compost and liquid-manure, and the reward will 
come in the shape of grand plants a yard in 
diameter in lo-inch or 12-inch pots. At the 
last shift the drainage should be very free, and 
the compost richer and more turfy or fibrous in 
character, freely intermixed with crushed char¬ 
coal and coarse sand. The compost for all 
stove plants potted now should be in this con¬ 
dition. 

Ventilation of fruit forcing-house?. 
—This is very important work now. When the 
growth is young and tender air should be given 
in small quantities at a time. The character of 
the house has to be considered. Some glass¬ 
houses get hot much sooner than others, influ¬ 
enced by the aspect and the pitch or slope of 
the roof. In exposed or windy places I have 
found it necessary at this season to tack hexagon 
netting over the ventilators to filter the cold 
air through in March and April. Front air is 
not required on cold days, even when the sun is 
bright. Batter use more moisture and avoid 
cold currents. See that there is no leakage from 
the gutters in front of the house, as many a crop 
of early Grapes has been seriously injured by a 
temporary overflow of a gutter or some such 
simple matter. When Grapes are in bloom the 
night temperature may be started at 65 dogs. • 
a degree or two more or less will not make much 
difference. At 75 degs. the ridge ventilators 
should be opened an inch or so, not for the pur¬ 
pose of lowering the temperature, but to prevent 
a too rapid rise. More air will be required as 
the temperature increases. A man who watches 
the weather can tell when more air is required 
without continually running to look at the 
thermometer. Peaches all round will do with a 
lower temperature than Grapes during the time 
the trees are in blossom, 5<> degs. at night will 
be high enough, air to be given at 60 degs. 
The art of forcing is to a considerable extent to 
imitate Nature—to commence at a rather low 
figure, and gradually work upwards as the 
reason and tne growth of the forced subject 
advance. 

Thinning: Grapes.—It is best not to 
handle the berries when thinning. Those who 
cannot do without handling the bunches Bhould 
wear a soft, clean glove. Most men use a 
smooth bit of bone or wood to move the berries 
into position where the bunches are large. 
Personally, I do not care for large-shouldered 
bunches, and in thinning reduce them and trim 
them into shape generally to make the bunches 
compact and of a reasonable size. A crop of 
Hamburghs that will average 1 lb. or 1J lb. per 
bunch is more useful than a few loose bunches 
of large si/.s. Of course, the tyro in Grape¬ 
growing knows that the small berries should be 
cut out and the large ones which have taken the 
lead left, as nearly every kind of fruit, whether 
it be a Grape, a Peach, a Melon, or a Straw¬ 
berry, which has got a slight lead will retain it. 

Window gardening - There is likely to 
be a larger demand this s iason than usual for 
plants for window-boxes, and the three colours 
—red, white, and blue—are likely to predomin¬ 
ate. In towns the Coronation week will be the 
gay time, and the flowers then must be at their 
beat. There is a wonderful sameness generally 
about wiudow-boxes. I would suggest that the 
Tufted Pansies or Violas should have a turn. 
They will be well in bloom in June if planted 
now. Do not paint the boxes so glaringly 
green ; choose a softer tint, and plant some kind 
of greenery to hang over to tone it down still 
further. 

Outdoor garden.—Roees which have not 
been moved are breaking into growth, and, if 
not already pruned, attention should be given 
to them at once ; but there is time enough for 
Teas and the late-planted Roses of all kinds. 
Roses which were planted in November are mak¬ 
ing roots freely. I have moved Tea Roses in 
April without lossi All recently-planted Roses 
should be cut rather hard back ; the growth 
comes away stronger and the flowers are much 
finer. If the Roses budded last season have not 
been headed back, see to it at once, and the 
Ihu^s will start Btrocgly, benefited by the lone 
tr^gt. Dormant buds make the best he»d*njrd 
produoe the finest blooms. As soon hr the 
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growth gets fairly started support should bo 
given to prevent the wind blowing the shoots 
out. Rose pruning has been often discussed 
and is pretty well understood now. Weakly 
growers should be cut back to three buds : 
strong growers to 6 inches or 8 inches, in propor¬ 
tion to strength. The heads of standards 
should be thinned by the removal of weak 
shoots. Hollies and other evergreens will move 
well now. Water them well in and damp the 
foliage daily in dry weather. Mulch as soon ib 
planting is finished, and stake or otherwiie 
secure from wind all tall plants. Sow all kinds 
of hardy flower seeds. This is a good season to 
buy new hardy plants ; plant these thiogs in a 
reserve bed first season. 

Fruit garden.—We have not had our 
average rainfall yet, and all newly-planted trees 
will probably requiro water. New beds of alpiue 
Strawberries may be made now to bear in 
autumn. Other kinds of Strawberries may also 
bo planted now, but, of course, no fruit should 
be expected this season ; but we have had our 
best and healthiest runners from plants set out 
in March. The plants were strong and moved 
with good roots from the nursery bed, where 

Bhould be headed luck and regretted with 
better kinds. Those who wish lor profitable 
market Apples should grow Cox's Orange Pippin 
and Bismarck in quantity. Lane's Prince Albert 
will also pay its way. One of the best dessert 
Apples now is Lord Bnrghley, and it bears better 
on the Paradise than the Crab. If the mite is 
among the Black Currants, cut hard back and 
bum all prunings, and mulch with manure 
rather heavily. Black Currents do best in a 
damp, rather rich soil. Newly-planted Rasp¬ 
berries should be out down to within 6 inches 
of the ground the first season to secure good 
canes for next year’s bearing. Never take your 
canes for planting from exhausted plantations. 

Vegetable garden. — Among Spinach 
substitutes the best are Spinach Beet and New 
Zealand Spinach. The Beet may be sown now 
in drills 18 inches apart, and the New Zealand 
Spinach (which, of course, everyone knows is 
not a Spinach at all) is usually sown in heat, 
hardened off, and planted out in May or early 
in June. Sow the seeds in small pots, three 
seeds in each pot, and place them in the hotbed, 
moving to a cooler place when some progress 
has been made. A first sowing of Broccoli and 
Winter Greens should be made now. Brussels 
Sprouts for the first crop are either sown in 
autumn or in heat in spring, pricked off and 
encouraged to grow, ready for going out by the 
end of Mayor very early in June. Sow Lettuces, 
Radishes, and Turnips often and in small quan¬ 
tities. What is termed Summer Spinsurh may 
be sown as a catch crop between early Peas oc 
elsewhere. If plenty of Winter Spinach was 
sown in autumn, there will be a supply from 
then till June. I have prolonged the supply by 
cutting every alternate row down early in April 
This prevents the plante running to flower and 
seed, as fresh young growth starts away from 
the bottom and gives very tender leaves. New 
plantations may be made of Horseradish. Plant) 
the Chinese Artichoke. E Hobday. : 

THB OOMINO WEEK’S WORK. 

Extracts Jrom a Garden Diary. 

April 7th.—Sowed main crop of Ctrrota and 
Long-rooted Beet. Sowed more Melou and 
Cucumber seeds; also New Zealand Spinach 
and Sweet Basil for planting out later. Put id 
cuttings of young shoots ot Tarragon to rei* 
young plants for planting out. Sowed Chervil] 
Placed a little warm earth round last lot of 
early Potatoes in frames after soaking with 
liquid-manure. We are still putting in cutting! 
of various things. 

April Sth —Shifted Zonal Geraniums into 
blooming pots. Some of these will be used U) 
fill vases and tubs about the terraces. Put ifl 
cuttings of Hydrangeas. We grow a lot of coto> 
back plants in 6-inoh pots, which usually carry 
from six to nine large trusses of blooms eacl£ 
Round the base of these plants are numerous 
youngl shoo^vrfiiein-make excellent cuttings, 
which sirike ioimediately in a warm, shady 

CHAMPAK3N I 
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place. Pricked off seedling* of various kinds 
into boxes. Planted Potatoes. 

April 9th.—Planted more Gladioli, Holly¬ 
hocks, and a few new Phloxes, which have just 
come to hand. We group our Phloxes in 
separate colours, such as a group of orimson, and 
next a group of white, a dozen plants or so in a 
group. Hollyhocks are treated in the same way. 
Moved several large green Hollies. Pruned and 
tied in several Irish Yews that wore getting a 
bit loose from wind pressure. 

April tOlh.—All Peas are staked in good time 
that the teudrils may have something near to 

cling to. Marrow Peas are sown very freely 
now. Autocrat wo regard as one of the best 
kinds. Ne Plus Ultra has been a favourite as 
long ae we can remember. It is rather too tall 
for a email garden. Dusted u little more 
Tobacco-powdor among the young shoots of 
Peaches on walls. 1‘inched the longest (hoots of 
Fuchsias to make them compact. 

April ink.—Pricked off early Celery into 
tramoe. A layer of manure is placed in the 
bottom and then inches of good soil on top, 
into which the young plants are planted 4 inches 
apart. When more room is wanted they will 
be moved to trenches. The Leamington Broc¬ 
coli when truo is very distinct and hardy, aiid 
throws a close, white heart. Sowed Winter 
Greens of various kinds. Sowed Turnips in 
•accession quantities. 

AjrrU Ulh —Planted green Windsor Beans. 
Scattered a little soot on Onion beds. Made a 
sucoeseional sowing of Sweet Peas. The plants 
of Sweet Peas raised in pots have been planted, 
earthed np, and staked. A few are growing in 
baskets in the conservatory. In this position 
they flower freely. Transplanted Asparagus to 
make now plantation. The plants were 2 years 
old- Planted young l’entstemons from cold- 
frames. Sowed various hardy annuals. 

POULTRY. 

COMMENCING POULTRY KEEPING. 

(Rkpi.V to " East Sussex.’’) 

This is a good time to begin poultry keeping by 
porchasing pullets hatched early last season. 
They will now bo laying, and so will cost a little 
more than if obtained in the winter. It would 
be adrisable to start with a small number, and 
if only a small ruh can bo given, the object 
should be to supply new Did eggs, as rearing 
table poultry without a good range would be 
almost certain to end in failure. Andalusians 
would prove suitable, boing hardy, and laying 
freely in confinement. Another breed that does 
well in a limited run is the Black Minorca, 
which is a non-sitter, and lays a quantity of 
good-sized eggs, besides being a handsome fowl. 
Where the soil is damp and cold, the poultry- 
run should be raised a foot or so by addiDg 
chalk, old mortar, or bricklayers’ rubbish, 
while it is well to shelter the run from the 
north and east. About 5 square feet should be 
allowed per head. Galvanised wire-netting is 
the best material with which to enclose poultry- 
runs. The netting can be attached to iron 
standards or stout posts well fixed in the ground. 
The height of the netting must depend upon the 
kind of fowl kept. If, however, the top be 
wired in, 3 feet or 4 feet for the sides is suffi¬ 
cient. A shed for the hens to take shelter under 
in wet weather in addition to the roosting place 
always proves valuable, and if the ground be dry 
and well drained it may be left in its natural 
state for the fowls to scratch in, and be dug 
over from time to time to freshen it up. A heap 
of sifted coal-ashen should be provided iii a sunny 
corner of the shed for the fowls to dust them¬ 
selves in. This dusting is materially instru¬ 
mental in preserving their health, and, to 
provide material for the egg-shells, a good 
supply of chalk, mortar-rubbish, or broken 
oyster-ahellB should be kept in a dry oorner; 
otherwise, the hens will liable to lay shell- 
leas eggs. Fowls kept in a small run must be 
liberally provided with green food, besides 
being allowed a small quantity of animal food 
to take the place of insects and Grass they would 
obtain if at liberty. 8. 8. G. 

Fowls for enclosed run ( Wykenham), 
—Your Buff Orpingtons ought to be laying by 
this time, although highly-bred fowls seldom lay 
so well as those that do not come from exb$f-1 tl 
tion parent*. The Black Minorca stands cown^l 
finsment well, is a noil intiriy land Vval VIV 

quantity of good-sized eggs, although rather 
sensitive to cold winds. Another very good 
breed for a limited space is the Andalusian It 
iB very hardy and a free layer of large eggs. 
Leghorns, of which there are several varieties, 
are splendid layers, especially the white kind. 
If brown eggs are preferred, Langshans will be 
found satisfactory, being good winter layers, 
standing confinement well, and very hardy. 
Wyandottes are also excellent layers, and do 
well in a small space. 'These also lay a brown 
°gg> and either the silver or golden variety 
would be found suitable, although the silver is 
generally considered the better layer. 15 iff 
Cochin* are very suitable for a limited space, as 
they are naturally disinclined to roam, and 
although not such free layers as some of the 
above, still they give eggs at a time when they 
are very scarce.—S. 8 G. 

BIRDS. 
Death of Canary (A. Burney ).—\on 

appear to havo given your bird every care and 
attention, but, unfortunately, the mixed soed 
you have been feeding it on contains a quantity 
of Inga, which iB moat injurious and sure to 
bring on, sooner or later, liver disease and other 
internal complaints. In this case there was in¬ 
flammation of the bowels. The plumago had 
not become thoroughly dried after the bird had 
taken its last bath, and thii, no doubt, caused a 
chill which proved fatal, it being already in a 
low state. It was exceedingly thin, and had, 
doubtless, been ailing for some timo. The 
“Hartz Mountain bread” is very good for 
helping Canaries over their moultiDg and at 
breeding time. Unless you can obtain packets 
of mixed seeds that are free from Inga, it would 
be advisable to buy Cinary seed and Rape and 
mix them yourself, adding a very small quantity 
of Hemp. Nothing could have saved your bird, 
for, unless the complaint it was suffering from 
is taken in hand at the very commencement, 
there is no cure.—8. 8. G. 

- (G. II. Angel).- luflammation of the 
bowels caused the death of your bird. This is, 
unfortunately, a very common complaint of our 
featherod pets, and is brought about in many 
instances through a ohill after bathing, and also 
through a sudden lowering of the temperature 
Partaking of unsuitable food will also cause this 
disease. You do not say what this bird was fed 
upon, and so many complaints of cage-birds 
arise from errors in diet that it is important to 
furnish full particulars in this respect when 
sending a bird for examination. Many seeds, 
such as Hemp, Maw, and Flax, if partaken of 
freely, soon cause disease of the internal organs, 
while Inga seed proves fatal through bringing 
about liver disease. Egg food also proves in¬ 
jurious in many instances, although commonly 
supplied ’ to birds put up for breeding. It was 
rather too early in the season to pair your 
Canaries. The earliest timo to make a begin¬ 
ning should be at the end of March, and better 
still if April be first reached. Green food is an 
important item in the management of breeding 
birds, and may consist of young Dandelion, 
VValorcress, or Lettuce.—8 8. G. 

LAW AND CUSTOM. 
Private tenant may not remove frult- 

troee. OtO.—Tne house In which I reside has been in iny 
tenancy lot neatly fifty years. There Is a large garden 
attached, which was perfectly empty when I first took It 
I havo gradually formed a valuable collection of bulbe, 
Korea, and herbaceous plants, and have now received 
notice fo leave. Can I remove aoy of them to a new 
garden?—M. M. 

(You cannot remove any of the plants that remain 
permanently in the ground. Anything taken up tor the 
winter and not yet replanted may be removed.—K U. T | 

A gardener’s notice.—le a head gardener, living 
oft the premlees and paid weekly, subject to one week's 
notice?—G I. R. 

[This is a doubtful question. Something 
depends upon the number of men he has under 
him. If the payment of a weekly wage is the 
only circumstance from which any indication of 
the duration can be drawn, a week's notice 
would probably be held sutliciont, but tho point 
is not free from donbt—K. C. T.] 

Mortgage and Income tax.—I have a small 
piece of land which is mortgaged. When paying tho 
mortgagee's interest am I entitled to deduct Income ta» 
In respect of same ?- Orchard. 

[If you havo paid Income tax to the amount of 
the tax | on the mortgage interest, you may 
Jrdigtvtk*3»t the current rate when you pay 

It does not matter in respect joJT 

what property Income tax was charged on you— 
so long as you paid Income tax in respect of 
anything you may make the deduction.— 
K. C. T ] 

A question of contract —I undertook to renew 
eome turf at the price of 2i per grave, my tmployer 
agreeing to pay for the turf. When I went for the turf I 

hid it to cut and cart half a mile, and was charged for it 

at trado price. My employer now decline* to pay for the 
cutting and the cartage Gin 1 recover my charges’ — 
o J. 

[If your chargo for cutting and cartage is of 
roasonablo amount you may recover it in the 
county court. In the absence of any express 
ooutract to the contrary, tho undertaking of 
your employer to pay for the turf means the 
paying for it delivered at the graveyard.— 
K. C. T. ] 

Claim for Strawberry beds -I occupy a house 
and garden at the annual rental of £10, and I am a Straw¬ 

berry grower for market. The place ha* been sold, and I 
am undar notice to <|uit on April bib this year. My Straw¬ 
berry bid* have been down I wo year*. I' in I remove the 

nlants, or claim compensation for them ? If not, can I 
lawfully destroy th« plant* /— C v ri'H. 

[You cannot lawfully destroy the plants, 
neither can you remove them ; but as a market 
gardener you may claim compensation for them 
under the Market < J trdoners' Compensation Act. 
You must make your claim upoii your landlord 
before midnight on April (>, but you may mako 
it as much Booner as you like—the day you read 
this, if you choose. No particular form of 
claim is necessary.—K C T.] 

Wanted, a shelter.—I am not a tramp, 
but an enthusiastic outdoor gardener, and 
greatly objeot to being knocked about by rain 
or driven irom my beloved plants by mo(t incon¬ 
siderate hailstones. Can any of your clover 
northern readers (said to have the sharpest wits) 
tell me if it would be practicable to make a light 
shelter or tent that could be moved easily 
among flower-bed*?—V. E. R. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

Questions.—Queries and sniwri or* inserted its 
UARDMino Jru. of charge if correspondents follow Ihete 
rulet: All communications should be dearly and concisely 
written on one tide oj She paper only, and addressed fo 
fk« Editor of Qardrxinq, 17, Furnioal-slreel, Holbom, 
Lomlon, F..C. Letters on business should be sent to 
the Pustniua. The name and address of the sender are 
required in addition to any designation he may desire to 
be used in the paper. When more than one query is sent, 
each should be on a separate piece of paper, and not mors 
than three queries should be tent at a time. Correspon¬ 
dents should bear in mind that, as Qardrkiho has to be 
sent to press toms time in advance of date, queries cannot 
always be replied to in the issue immediately fallowing 
(As receipt of their oommunioation. We do not reply to 
queries by post. 

Naming fruit.—Readers who desire our help in 
naming fruit should bear in mind that several specimens 
in different stages of oolour and size of the tame kind 
greatly assist in if* determination. We have received 
from several oorrespondenls single specimens of fruits 
for naming, these in many cases being unripe and other¬ 
wise poor. The differences between varieties of fruits are, 
(n many cases, so trifling that it is necessary that three 
specimens of each kind should be sent. We can undertake 
to name only four varieties at a time, and these only when 
the above directions are observed. 

PLANTS AND FLOWBR8. 

Mildew on Roses (F. ririon).—Strong soft-eoap- 
waU r will remove mildew, but uulrs* carefully reoiovrd 
the next dav by syringing with soft water, the remedy 
looks a* unsightly as tho disease. Sulphide of potassium 
Is also a good remedy. Tie It at the rato of ) os lo 
1 gallon of water. Apply it with an Abol syringe, aod do 
not forget that tho underside of tho foliage le tho chief 
psrt lo syringe. 

Oarnatlonn (.Vrmo).—The following are six fancy tellow ground varieties : George Cnilckshank, The Dev, 
re. Scvmour Bouverie, Cardinal Wolsey, Mogul, Brock- 

bans. Of yellnw ground I’icotees, Mrs. Douglas, Mr*. 
Allred Tate, Mrs. Dranfletd, Voltaire, Mr. Nigel, and 
Golden Kiglc. Good yellow eelfe are Britannia, Miss 
Audrey Campbell, Germania, Mr*. Patrick Campbell. 
Apply to Mr. -las. Douglas, Great Bookhatn, Surrey. 

Dwarf border plant from seed (F. S. c. 
Crump).—There are the dwarf Tom Thumb form* of 
Nasturtiums, these being more compact. No other plant 
Is compsrable with these In their profuse flowering. 
Double Sweet William, Antirrhinum, pink and red shades 
of Candytuft, Unum grandiflorum rubrum or red-flowered 
Flax, and Papaver umbroeum, may be regarded as 
approaches to what you require. 

Salvia patens alba ill X. 7., WWe have rearched 
through several seed lints, both Knglleh and Continental, 
but cannot find seed of Salvia patens alba offered by any¬ 
one. Still, It is a well known plant, and can bo obtained 
(as plants, not seedsj from nurserymen who make a 
speciality of such subjects, and that, too, at a moderate 
rate. It is except in colour a counterpart of the typical 
■Salvia pateus, which owes Its popularly to the hue of Its 
blossoms, consequently a white-flowered form does not 
appeal so strongly to growers as the better-known blue 

kindOiiqinal from 
Ohrxrwanf.hnmum* growing under glass 

£”;laq:ni No; your 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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plant* after a season Of growth under glass would be of 
little if any value at all. No matter how freely you may 
ventilate your house, the result would be failure. Chrys¬ 
anthemums must have hardy outdoor treatment, and the 
sooner they can be placed outdoors the better. To grow 
these plants successfully they should be stood outdoors io 
an open, sunny position, whtre the sun's influence may be 
felt during the greater part of the day, and by these 
means the growths become ripened and flower freely. 

Grlnams (d. C. D.l — We suppose the plants you 
refer to as pink IJlies are Crinuins, to flower which suc¬ 
cessfully they must have full exposure to sunshine during 
the greater part of the year. C. capense album and 0. 
rnpense roseum will flower all the better if stood out-of- 
doors in a sunny spot as soon as the spring frosts arc over, 
and taken under cover when the flower-spikes are 
developing. After flowering well ripening out-of-doors will 
do much to encourage the formation of blooms for another 
season. These Crinums are hardy io the west of Kngland 
and Ireland, and flower freely in the open ground. We 
saw last autumn at Torquay a large bed one mass of 
bloom-hundreds of flowers. The bulbs were growing at 
the foot of the rocks. 

Renovating l&wn (Constant Header).—It is very 
evident that you have done much to rid your lawn cf 
coarse weeds, and the doing so should greatly blip the 
Grass to spread. But if the bare places left are so con¬ 
siderable, your best course will be to stir them 2 inches or 
:i inches deep with a steel fork, then top-dress with any 
fine soil you can obtain, and sow good lawn Gras) seed, 
doing it about the second week in April. Mention to your 
seedsman the nature of your soil. Sow the Grass seed 
a little thicker on the bare places, and thinly where the 
Grass is fairly good Well rake in the seed, then give a 
heavy rolling. Birds must be kept from eating the serd. 
So soon as growth is good, dress with sulphate of ammonia 
at the rate of 3 lb. per rod. Have it very finely broken 
first. It soon washes in. Roll the lawn frequently. Mow 
first with a scythe, then later with the lawn-mower. 

The KUlarney Pern (Trichomanes radicans) 
( Hrbjian Header). —Trichomanes radicans is the KUlarney 
Kern, the only member of the group known as Rimy 
Kerns that is a native of these islands. To succeed In its 
culture it needs a considerable amount of hunvdity, and 
when growing wild it is generally within the radius of the 
spray of a waterfall, or in some similar position. To 
moistened stones its creeping rhizomes cling with a con- 
slderable amount of tenacity. I'nder cultivation the 
Kilmy Kerns grow best in a close case within the Kernery 
kept at a greenhouse temperature, as It is only by this 
arrangement the requisite amount of humidity can he 
obtained. Though the Killaroey Kern is the hardiest 
mernbtr of the genus, it. cannot be regarded as perfectly 
hardy in many partsof Kigland, and does best when kept 
free from frost. Trichomanes radicans has been found 
wild in Ireland, Spain, Tenf rifle, Mxdeira, New Granada, 
Mexico, Venezuela, Brazil, North America, Jamaica, and 
lidiv Yes, the tiny black-stemmed Kirn that so often 
s rows in the crevices of old walls is Asplenium Tricho- 
roanee. 

Azalea mollis after blooming (d. L. T. and 
C. S. Steele.)—When flowering ie over the plants most not 
be at once exposed to cold, cutting winds, but gradually 
hardened off If this is well done the whole of the leaves 
will be retained in good condition, and when all danger 
from frost is over the plants may be plunged out-of-doors 
in an open spot. A bed of Cocoa nut-flbre-refuse is the 
best plunging material, as it tends to keep the roots in a 
uniform state of moisture. During the summer the plants 
must be carefully watered, and occasionally a little weak 
liquid-manure given. In this way the flower-buds will set 
quits freely, and the blossoms on established plants remain 
fresh for a longer period than those that are just lifted 
from the oi>en ground and taken into the greenhouse. 
Planting out and forcing in alternate years are also prac¬ 
tised with advantage by many, but in either case the 
principal road to success is to see that the plants are 
properly supplied with water throughout the summer and 
are not crowded up, as a free circulation of air is very 
necessary to the formation of flower-buds. 

Rose Mme Berard la bosh form (B. M. B.) — 
This beautiful and hardy climber was never intended to be 
grown as a bush. It requires space in order that it may 
fling out its long shoots, which, if allowed to remain intact, 
produce the lovely salmon-yellow buds all along the 
growth. Unless you can train the long shoots to a pole 
and make a pillar Rose of the variety, we should advise 
you to tie a string near the end of each growth, then bend 
over rainbow fashion, securing the strings to pegs inserted 
in the ground. Or you could place three Bamboo canes 
near the plant to form a tripod, and twine the growths 
around. Whichever plan you adopt the growths must not 
be pruned back, or you will lose the blossom. Short 
lateral growths may be pruned to three or four eyes. 
Several plants of this Rose, also Gloirs de Dijon, liaiserin 
Friedrich, Bouquet d'Or, Belle Lyonnaise, Abbe Thomas- 
son, Mme. Jules Sieefried, Fanny Stolwerck, and other 
lovely fine-growing Tea Roses, if planted in a line and 
aboat 5 feet apart, produce a novel and pretty effect if the 
long shoots are bent and secured to each other, thus form¬ 
ing a succession of arches, which will be all aglow with 
blossom later on. 

Violets diseased (J. B.).—Violets are subject lo 
various ailments differing in their degree, some being of a 
fungoid character; but your failing comes not so much 
from disease as from cultural debility. Violets nrj 
fastidious subjects, and unless the soil bed is composed of 
suitable ingredients, ventilation given freely on eviry 
favourable occasion, and water administered when neces¬ 
sary, failure, wholly or in part, is sure to follow. There 
is every indication of the unsuitability of jour soil for 
Violets, and there is a suspicion of dryness about their 
roots, judging from the leaves sent. The exact cause for 
your failure could not, in the face of such slight informa¬ 
tion given, be accurately Judged. The leave* are very 
small and thin, showing a loss of vigour which unsuitable 
soil and a short water supply would set up The Beason 
now is too far advanced to effect much improvement, 
because now you need turn your attention to the runners 
and their Bummer quarters. A new stock would be your 
better remedy now. If this is impracticable, then encour¬ 
age your plants to make rooted runners Jeealy by the aid 
of a slight topdressing of sweet soli Ad leaf-mould i 
equal parts, and glve[j^i(p|lj|mgftur;e ai^exy4j»y to > 

air night and day, except in the event of frost. Prepare 
your ground well by the addition of short decayed manure 
and leaf-mould, and if possible that which has been dug 
in early winter, and thus sweetened by the action of 
frosts. Promote vigorous growth after planting by care¬ 
ful and periodical applications of water and overhead 
sprinkling* in the evenirgs of fine days. 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 
Raising Aucubas (F. 0. Put Ion).-When Aucuba 

lieriies are quite red, with the pulpy portion soft to the 
touch, they are ripe, but at the same time it is a pity to 
gathi r them while still fresh and bright, hence they are 
usually left till they become dull and show sign* of shrivel¬ 
ling, in which stage some of thrm will in all probability 
drop. Before sowing remove the pulpy portion, which 
can readily tie done with the finger and thumb, barge 
quantities may be sown out-of-door*, but in the case of a 
limited number It Is far more convenient to sow them in 
some pans or shallow boxes. These should be about 
I inches deep, and in the bottom an inch of broken crocks 
or some other material must be placed for drainage. Then 
611 to within an inch of the rim with ordinary potting 

ompost, such as two parts loam to one part leaf-mould, 
and a little sand. This having been preseol moderately 
firm and made level, the eecd should be sown thereon and 
covired with about J inch of soil. Then stand in an 
ordinary garden frame, and water when necessary. This 
is »U the attention needed till the young plants make 
tlcir appearance, when they may he either potted into 
small pots, or planted out-of-doors in a sheltered spot If 
you have no frame convenient for the purpose, stand the 
pans or boxes where they are shell-r.d from cutting winds 
and from full exposure to the eun. 

FRUIT. 

Disbudding Vines (tv. II w.).-You ought to 
ait until the bunches show, and then you will be able 

to see which is the best shoot to retain It often happens 
that the bud* on the stem are more numerous than the 
shoots required, in which case all those not wanted roust 
be rubbed off. The lime for di,budding is when the shoots 
are an inch long or thereabouts, but the sooner it is done 
the better, as allowing them to grow and then breaking 
them off i« a waste of energy. See also article in our issue 
of Much 22nd, pige 41. 

VEGETABLES. 

Broccoli planting (Xeirry).—It is very probable 
that your Broccoli plants failed to do well last year 
bcotuse the soil in which planted was too light and 
perhaps rich. Broccoli, to become hard and not coarse, 
likes a de< ply-worked but not a rich soil. Io England, 
where rich garden soil is found to conduce to coarse 
growth, many gardeners adopt the plan of putting out 
Broccoli plants on the ground from which thev have just 
cleared off old Strawberry plants, not digging the ground, 
and making the holes for the plants with a crowbar. That 
practice make* the plants hardy. No doubt, if you follow 
early Peas, Potatoes, or autumn Onions with Broccoli 
plants without digging the ground, you will have good 
results. In any case. If the soil be fairly good, apply no 
fresh manure, and after planting tread the ground fairly 
bard. ___ 

SHORT RHPLIHH 

Beulah —It stands to reason that if all your Carnations 
are eaten off in the same way as the piece yon have sent, 
the flowering must be considerably spoiled. You ought lo 
stretch some blaak cotton over the plants-A Tirrnty- 
three Years' Reader.—I, Apply to W. Wood & Son, Ltd , 
Wood Green. Iondon, N. 3, Write to Mr. E. llobday, 
Cavendish Park Nursery, Cherry Hintoo-road, Cambridge. 
-An Old Subscriber.—You do not say where the plants 
were grown. If grown very warm and then moved to a 
room, It is not to be wondered at if the leaves have 
flagged. Perhaps, too, gas may be the cause.-Xocice. 
—Your trie has evidently, from the covering of asphalte, 
got dry at the roots. Clear this away, loosen the soil up, 
well soak with water, and mulch well with rotten manure 
to help retain the moisture.-J. W. F.—You do not say 
what Clematis you have. If C. Jackmani you can cut it 
down, and it will start from the base. If, however, the Klant is very old, and you wish to move it, It would be 
etter to purchase a young plant, which can be had frem 

any nurseryman in Aberdeen in a pot.-Broadetair* — 
No, allow the plant to have its own way. With age the 
leaves will get smaller. 1)3 not feed It too much.- 
Caution.—The way you suggest with lhe Alstimmerias 
would answer very well.-Frank Geodchild.—It is quite 
impossible to hazard any guess ss to the failure of your 
Narcissi, as you send us no particulars. We should, how¬ 
ever, from the appearance of the bulb, imagine that they 
arc- too thick, and want moving to fresh quarters early in 
the autumn when the foliage has died down.-Bortulan'. 
— Kindly make your query plainer. We do not quite 
understand what you wish to know.-Mary, Cork.— 
Treat your Raspberry -Strawberry as you wouid a culti¬ 
vated Bramble, cutting out the old wood and laving in the 
young wood thinly, as it is on this that the fruit is borne. 
-F. W —You may cut a few heads, but it would be far 
bett«r to let it get well established before you commence 
to out hard.-Aniiout.—Not a gardening query.- 
K. F. S.—'Three-inch pipes would be quite rufficient for 
the size of house you mention, more especially in your 
district, where it is so mild.-Colon.—Any seedsman 
ought to be ab'e fo get you the seeds you inquire about. 
-W. A. Chads.—Keep them in a cooler place. An 
ordinary greenhouse will be far belter for the plants. You 
are keeping them too warm. Slightly shade them if the 
sun is too strong.-H’. C. Carter.— See reply to 
" M. E. T.,“ p. 71. Your Lapageria leaves have in all 
likelihood been attacked by red-spider, or dryness at the 
roots may be the cause. Kindly send some of the leaves. 
-J. if.—Apply to Mr. D Hariison, Merrow House, 
Guildford, for the open-air Melon. The Winged Elm. 
Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, or Dickson & Sons, 
Chester, ooold, we think, get it for you. Failing them, 
try Messrs. KHwanger A Barry, U.S.A.-J J. Whitby.— 
Yes, there is a double yellow called llermineGrsshofl. Any t.lant nurseryman could get It for you.-Cautinn.—Ye*, 
t is known as l.athyrus latifoliu* alhus. You can get it 
om Amos Perry, Winchmore-hill, N\, at Is. eachf^-i-p 

V Clark —If you make out a list of the plants yoW 
,t, and send to any hxrdy plant 

be able to obtain wbat you require. You ought tog* 
“The English Flower Garden," in which the subject o! 
wild gardening it dealt with, and a list eg suitable plugs 
given.-Inyuirer.—As near the glass a* you can.io Ice,; 
as they do not touch it Throw a mat over them if tea 
want to shade them, but better without shade when os> 
the plants have begun to grow.-J. B. D.—You will 6cd 
a reply in March 8, p. IS. 

NAMES OF PLANTS AMD FRUITS. 

Names or plants— B. F.—A very poor form ot 
Deodrob um nobile-<!. C.-Cymbidium lowiamim.— 
Mies Dunlop. — Dirwma tricoides.-II Holder-1, 
Justicia cirnea ; 2, .F.ebynanthu* fulgens-A. .if. Jf. 
— Ktreptosolen (Browailla) Jaroesoni.-Leicester.—Tfcs 
epecimen you tend is s malformed bloom of the double 
form of Anemone fulgens. —I'ernmca —Veronica Aoder- 
soni; easily increaied from cuttings in spring or lummir 
under s bell glass or in f-nts in a frame, io a mixture of 
peal, sand, and loam.-H B. R - 1. Begonix coralhns; 
2, Selaginella, quite shrivelled up.—J. L.— Impossible to 

»»y-__ 

Catalogues received — Messrs. Blsikmorr a 
I.angdon, Twerton Hill Nursery. Tiverton-oo-Avoo, Bath. 
— Tuberous Bryonia But .for f.'»>2. 

R. HARKNESS & CO. 
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SWEET WILLIAMS!!! 
THE FINEST IN THE WORLD, 

hing i auivmiwn- in l heir season with Ihesr maymb'-'. 
Svr. .1 Williams Few people are aware that nvh a Iwaiiii! 
strain exisis They an- nnu-li finer than run-' flnrisIH flower- 
mol well ile-iTO- a plaee in eiery ganleri. 12 *erj ttnn- 
nUnis. eerlam in flower well Ibis seaaon, 2* ; 21, >. M. 
an. 6*. 1.1 ; nil. 12s Ail i arringe |iai<l. 

IRIS K/EMPFERII. 
GIANT JAPANESE IRIS 

A vonilurful rla** i»f Manly Prronniil*. j»i-«ly popular cm 
h<«•***.!til of tlit-ir enormous rt«»wrr* i*n«l nvh colour*. 12 
Fir.M.u plant«. .ill name 1. distinct. »*. ; 12 pair*, 7*.; 101* in 12 

21ft All oarTiii*:" |k*i<1 

CHELONE BARBATA. 
Has litiii;, slender, and grao’ful fti»ik«**of eorol-red 

trry flue ii* » Iwk-ruw plant in hardy flower border. 12, 

S». ftl ; 21 4* 61 

TRADESCANTIAS. 
Th****' pretty Spiderwort-s an* in hbx»m all through thr 

Ktitnmei and autumn. Hardly anythin)! flowers so penj- 
tenth in all weathers We have varietm*. single white. 
re 1. double and single blue, ami double ami single rose, r* > 
per dot. 3s.; or 2 of each. 3s. ; 12 of each. 15s. All ear. ja.-l 

CAMPANULAS (BELL FLOWERS. 
12 Campanula perslolfolla srandlflora, h* ’*7 

large, bright blue bells, borne on slender stnkes. 4s. 
12 Campanula pcrsiclfolia bt an diflora alDa 

like preceding, only jmre white, a most lovely plant. J* 
12 Campanula glome rata dohurioa,* grandpa^, 

with tlowen* resembling Imnehes of Violets. ». 
12 Campanula pyramidalls alba. ih-ciiimnfjSa! 

flower, a noble plant for gn-eiihouse or garden, as. 
12 Campanula urtlclcBfolla alba-plcna, * 

dwarf double variety, 4s. , 
Two of each abo»c. 3., 6.1.; 12 of each, 17*. 6.L All •»' I*-'1- 

PENTSTEMONS. 
ant, with Ions, handsome sj Fine, showy plant, with lonsnUndhome <jiikes of Ml l-*- 

flowers All odour* mixed. 12 for Is. 21.: 24. 3s. 31.; ’* 

All carriage paid. 

{See aUo Hack Ptvje.) 
R. HARKNESS & CO., NURSERYMEN 

HITCHIN HERTS. 

XTETTINO FOR TENNIS BORDERING, w 
useful for the lawn or garden, specially prepared wit* * 

line attached to the net top and bottom throughout* J***}5 
erect or take away; 25 yards long, 3 yards wide, i*.wj 
carriage paid. 1 do Dot require payment till you bsrerw®*^ 
and approved of the netting from-H. J. 0AS80N. 
Works. Kf* 

PROTECT YOUR GARDENS. - Garden 
T Netting, small meah, will keep off tbe sasjlest 
B square yard* for 1*. Will not rot if left oat lo all weatie". 
Sent any width. Carriage paid on all order* oter 5s. a 
supplied to the Royal Gardena. Cash returned UJM 
approved of. Commoner netting at 50 square yards tor u 
— From H. J GAS.HOV, TardwiNetJilns Work* Rv« _— GREAT CLEARANCE of a Bankrupt Swckj- 

5 000 large Mackintosh Cycling Cape*: come weU 
to the saddle and overflow handle bare; quite De*, 
for 3a. —From H J. OA83QN. Waterproof Merchant, Kir 

T OOK !-Strong Oak Folding GARDEN 
-Ll CHAIRS, weather-proof, with gun-metal 
cost 15s. each, taken from a large pleasure 
send ooe. carriage paid, 7*. 8d.; cash returned if not approx- 
of.—H. J. GA880N, Government Contractor. Kre._ 

TANNED GARDEN NETTlNG-- 
i- Protect your Proa, -evds. and buds from fro«. 
and ravages of birds. NETS, oiled and d«-ed, 
yardsVls^0* Can be sent any’ width or J^gth. 
paid on order* over 6s. - HENRY ROBIN80N. 
Net Work*. Rye. 8o**ex. _, . _, 
j C. STEVENS, HORTICULTURAL; 
Uv SCIENTIFIC, and NATURAL HISTORY BAS* 
ROOMS, 38, King-street Cotent-garden. Ifndon. 
llxhed 1789. Bale* by Auction nearly every day. 
on aonlicsrion or orwt free. 0ARDEN PATHS made beautiful by usu? 

SHELL GRAVEL, as supplied by j 
Majesty * l*ar« and the L.O.C. 15a per.-ubic jwd-den ^ 
free in London. Prioeii, delivered elsewhere, ooaPfl .c 
-I* SOMMERFELD. 2. Fowte* Bldg*., Gt. Tower-»^ 

NOTICE OF REMOVAL 
Tbe Offices of this paper ato 

REMOVED to 17. Furnlval-strcet. Hoiwr . 
K.C., where «11 communications reap®0 
Advertisements, Editorial matter, 

»t on Id tM|fi*dreM0d. 

URBANA-'CHAMPAIGN 
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A. >11 men**  .gj 
• Cl LMMIUi! ..81> 
Al.«, itxununi m( .•, <ij 
Annual*. innVhillK .. 96 
Apple*, nmn I'o'ikinu . »J 
AI*I*1*- >»»•% Amu.-ii-an- 
• Xijfht on.90 
A p[tl*ln**i, qiruini .. 90 
Apricot*. disliuiWinn ami 
stopping.93 

Asparagus, cut'.ing .. 96 
B*»n*. Kraal . 81 
B*2*iaia» in the tl-iwer 
ymlen .88 

li;...win i. *«e. lu.ting, in 
lb* house.91 

B-mlcaux-raictun* .. 90 
B**.i»r,liai.83 
Dulix. in-owing, without 

•oil ami water .. .86 
l anna* falling 93 
« nryunthemuui t'ha«. 

Haris .93 
..mi. early- 

flowurliif, |4nelilng .. 90 

INDEX. 

Ollt- 

Htop- 

I ill antli.'iimuii 
Chr.rannllH'uiuina tor 

ile iralive inn 

Chrynanl heinuui < how 
In trv.il plantain Hou’er 
lale. 

Chrysanthemum 1, 
door 

Chrysanthemum, 
ping ami timing 

Clay, huruing . 
Conservatory 
Cyclamen. 
Cyclamens from see 1 
Kerns, repotting green¬ 

house . 
Flower-border, inserts in 
Mowers, cheapness of 
. Kpring . 
Free lias .. 
Fruit. . 
Fruit garde 1 
Fruit-trap), mill thing .. 
Fruit-tree 1, treatment of 

young . 

Fmit-treo »l vis 
Hanlon diary, evirans 

from a 
Harden |«-«ts and friends 
Uar.lon work 
Hum treel (Ku ilypti) . . 
Hyacinth* failing.. 
Hyacinth 1, what to do 

with old. 
Hydrangeas, alum-water 

Jasmine, planting out .. 
1/arkipurs, annual 
l.-iw ami cuitom .. 
l.aw.i, liewly-sowii 
l.iw.-i, renoratiug 
Ise'.tueei, worm 1 ut roils 
of. 

Iiiliei, good garden 
l.iliei of the Valley 

loo lehr arrange 1 
l.iliei, water, in till*! .. 
M trig iM, the Fn-icii 
Mignonette, pal .. 
Mint .. 

I M11.ltloomi im lawn 
Nasturtium, dwarf pink 
Orchard house 
t •/•■hanl, manuring 
Hoi lm>r garden 
l'eaches, protecting. 

wiiilst in bloom.. 
Peaeh-hou le, early 
Pm., summer 
Pen, Sweet planting 

out- tin eirlieit hatch 
of plants. 

Perennials, what to do 
with . 

Plants an 1 II iw.:. * 
Plants for north birder 
Plants, tall-growing 
Plants to llower in spire 

r.utii . 
Poultry . 
Primula 1. double 1 Ihine «.• 
Priiini 1 trilolu. p ining 
Pyrethriim Jnlilliv 
II1 ipis-rrie 1, Oe,.dier • 

fruiting .. 

96 1 itimin -fins, plaining 
Ss HhodoJendion. pt.nling 
93 run . 
9J H loin an.l window 
9J Rise lul ls injure I by 

ills- -s 
91 It »so SI .rd-lial Niel fail- 

91 I i»g. 
W It * wr Nlphctos, pruning, 

under glass 
Rase 1.. *. 

93 Rises Marethsl Niel an 1 
H iui .T ill griie ill nise,. 

86 Rise Sileil dOr 
81 Run shedding their 
8 * foliage. 
91 R isr. tne Ks.tern Christ- 

mat. 
91 Rue White M ird.li 11 
91 Niellnr ild gm.i ihiusu 
81 Silvia pi 11 nllu 
»} Shim 11 imiui go nun.. 
91 S 'him.chili Wise oiien- 

si 1. 
fti Hhisihi, force I 

Snowdrops a> Dunhoyor 
osil, chrysalis in . 
Spinach He 
Mpiiiarli. summer 
S,.k-I« |Hi .|»-,u I rial is), 

the Night see ue I 
Store. 

TomI'ooi. growing i-ariy 
Tore.mis. 
Trout und sliruli... 
TropuiUnm. a pair of 
Tuberoses. 
Vegetable garde 1 
Vege .able 1. 

Vegetable 1 in a saieiy 
soil. 

Wall 11 iwers in window 
boaei und pit. 

Wallflowers, tall v. dwarf. 
for early ll iweriug 

Weeks work, the com 
mg. 

Win low ganle ling 
Wo illiee in frame 1 ami 

Inn mm 

VEGETABLES. 

V VEGETABLES IN A SANDY SOIL. 
Si kki.y there in no place so barren that 

cannot, with time and patience, lie made info 
a profitable garden. loess than ten years ago 
the garden of which 1 write was an arid sand 

I sir <*h, enclosed bv -straggling, untidy hedges 
und u tumble-down dry stone wall. Now 1 got 

from it an abundance of flowers and vegetables. 
So unfavourable did every condition seem nt 
first that only a determination to succeed 
(tarried nut through the disappointments of f lu 
first few years. The climate of this part of 
South Glamorgan is |Htculinr. The winters arc 
'cry mild, so that vegetation is often luxuriant, 
ill through f ho year, while in summer weeks 
uf unbroken sunshine succeed each other, it 
being by no means unusual to have absolutely 
isi r.iin for as much as six weeks nt n time. 
The soil was pure sand as far down ns one could 
■lig. hot and dry ; the nsjieet of the gaixlen 
southerly, with a slope to east and South ; no 
irv.s-s or shade of any kind. Yet the wild sand 
(ioa cre luxuriated in spite of all, and if garden 
jilnntu were few, weeds were many. Thesmall- 
Howerod Convolvulus overran everything, and 
i.As only yielded to deep digging and patient 
picking out, piece by piece. It is sometimes 
•tata-d that in |s>or shallow soils deep digging. 
"in l*e avoided, as thereby the thin top layer 
"I soil is buried and only the hungry subsoil 
I ft for tho crops to make their first roots in. 
Experience has proved this theory to he a 
mi-taken one in this case. For some years, 
wing to the local preference for the long- 

handled shovel instead of the spade, I could 
u.t get my garden dug to my liking, and only 
the top spit was really turned over. However, 
two years ago I instituted a new regime, anil 
hid the whole garden dug two spits deep. It. is 
true that by so doing the little soil on top was 
exchanged for a fresh Inver of pure sand ; still 
1 gained a greater depth of soil with marked 
Vmetit to the crops, which stand the fierce 
heat so much belter, as they are encouraged 
10 root deeply. Another theory that has stood 
in the way of cultivation has been the local 
idea that" to weed crops such ns Potatoes is 
undesirable, as the weeds shelter tin; crops. 

As expense has hail to lie carefully consid¬ 
ered in tne management of this garden, heavily 
manuring the ground has been impossible : so 
••very semp of vegetable waste, leaves, lawn- 
mowings, Cabbages, anything green, are 
•olltcted carefully into a sunk pit und left to 
unke leaf-mould for autumn and spring 
dressing the soil. This makes, without (pies 
s on. the dressing par txc«//niee for hot soils. 
For this reason I grow specially every year 
an extra quantity of plants of the Cabbage 
tribe, as they are among the host plants for the 
impose. On the same principle, anv seed of 
Ktas or Beans unused at the end of tho season 
• wm. and if it fails to come into bearing in 
Xotember, as the mildness of the climate often 
alloiTH, they are turned, green, into the soil,... 
nisi more than replace the nutriment they lutr^l dressin 
uk«n out. For years it ^ 

impossibility to grow any summer vegetables 
except Globe Artichokes, as everything Peas 
Beans, lartttiees. Spinach were burnt crisj 
and liojieless as soon us the summer heat began 
But in this last summer (lStitl) I have rea|xs. 
the rewards of |Mitiencc in excellent crops of 
Peas and Beans, and fair Spinach. A row of 
Scarlet Runners has been invaluable, hearing 
profusely in spite of the unusually hot summer. 
In choosing varieties of Beans) etc., 1 fim 
the older hardy kinds do best. For somi 
time 1 tried expensive varieties of Broad 
Beans, always unsuccessfully, whereas 1 find 
tho old Green Windsor will in some years 
(mar a very fair crop. Salads still remain 
impossible Ix-tlnces holt, almost in thei 
seed leaf. Still, if they cun Ik> watered 
daily Indore eight in the morning and 
earthed up if the wind blows the shifting sandy 
soil away from their roots, they tlo fairly weli. 
Even with every care they cun' have, they are 
often so welted by t he heat and so lluhby that 
thoy have t<* lie cut some hours before they arc 
used and put in water. The Glolm Artichokes 
nro invaluable. They get no protection in 
winter, no siiccinl care ever: their leaves Hag 
utterly in the sun, yet they hear profusely. 
Asjinmgus, of course, is thoroughly at home, 
being within u stone's throw of Mie'sea. It is 
dressed every year with Sea weed, brought up 
after the autumn gales, and laid straight on the 

Seakale, too, grows almost without anv beds. 
rouble, and is a reliable crop. These three 

last-named vegetables were for some time all 
that I could count on. Among roots, Carrots 
uro still the host growers, all Olliers do hut 
poorly. Parsnips and .lorusalem Artichokes 
are beginning to he worth growing, hut Beet, 
Turnips, and Salsify will not do any good. 
Potatoes I grow with fair success, treating 
hem as they are imi vers illy grown here. A 
reneh is dug and a layer of Sea weed placed nt 

the bottom, a layer of soil on that, and then 
the sets on the soil. Many of the cottagers 
here seem to get good crops, using no other 
manure, and growing Potatoes year after year 
in the same ground. Other vegetables grow 
with varying success, hut the general outlines 
for management of nil seem to he, to grow 
with the object of getting a moderate sized 
plant rather than a large sappy one ; and never 
to let n crop stand n day after it. is past bear¬ 
ing. hut turn what is left of it into the ground, 
again to help to grow its successor. 

(,'onvr. F„ S. S. 

SUMMER PEAS, 
Tiiosk who trust to ibe scientific dogma that 
Pea plants can and diTbbiAin an ample supply 
of nitrogen" from the ntniosplicro for their own 
requirements, and, therefore, need no applica¬ 
tion to them of nitrogenous manures, will do 
well to ignoro such notion, especially for Peas 
that liuve to carry crops during hot, dry 
weather. Every gardener who has to maintain 
a large supply of Peas in the summer knows 
that Tiis only nope of doing so lies in giving to 
his Peas not only a deeply-worked soil hut an 
ample dressing of half-decayed manure. That 

idso should, and indeed must, Iks 

i’l^Srn, so as to encourage the mfe 

to go deep in search of the food and moisture 
the manure furnishes, and out of the reneh of 
hot sunshine. Manure for summer Peas should 
ho well pro]Mred. It is folly to bury fresh, 
crude manure, ns that is not sufficiently decom¬ 
posed for utilisation by the roots, and is thus, for 
that crop, practically wasted. Better by far 
prepare the manure a month beforehand by 
shaking out from it all long straw, thcii 
thoroughly moistening the remainder, using 
sewage for the pur|K>se, then putting it into a 
heap to decay, turning it again nud well mix¬ 
ing and wetting it some ten days later. A 
third turning and damping will assisl to get 
the manure into a capital condition to enable it 
to become quickly soluble and plunt food, 
whilst, its abundant, moisture will prove of 
great help to the Peas when growing. 

To apply manure projierly, if the Peas he 
sown in trenches '1 feet, wide,’the top Id inches 
should he thrown out. on 0110 side, and the 
next Id inches of the bottom soil on the other 
side, the bottom being then broken up several 
inches deep with a fork. On to that should l«* 
thrown ti inches of the top soil, and on to this 
a good dressing of manure, then other tl inches 
of soil, some of the Ixit tom soil being added, 
and a further dressing of manure. That should 
lx* well mixed with the soil by forking it in. 
then add other ti inches of soil,’ including some 
from the sides, nud some more manure also 
mixed with that. Then tread the whole fnirlv 
firm. Draw drills with a hoe 4 inches deep, 
lose to each other down the centre of the 

trench, and sow the Peas in each drill fully 
•I inches n|mil., then cover up. As the trench 
soil will lx* a little lower than the surrounding 
ground, heavy soakings of water may he given 
until the plants are llowcring. Thcii add after 
the filial watering some soil, and top up with a 
mulch or dressing of long manure. In that 
way really grand crops of summer Pens may ho 
obtained in hot, dry weather. It is useless to 
expect crops when t he soil is hut merely dug, 
ns roots cannot then go deep and find food 01- 
moisture. Such thin sowing as is thus advised 
proves niso to lie of exceeding value, ns 
generally Pens suffer severely because of thick 
sowing, which results in their starvat ion later, 
aud bloom becomes blind or eaten up by thri|x*. 
Mildew commonly follows on excessive crowd¬ 
ing and root dryness. The effect of t he appli¬ 
cation of moist nitrogenous manures is seen in 
an early stago of growth, ns the roots strike 
deep in search of it early, and there is a robust 
leafy growth seen on the plants t hat is not in 
evidence when this mnnuro is absent. The 
early feeding aud strong start, given to tho 
plants enable them to resist drought nil tho 
more freely later in life. Good Marrow IVns, 
cs|)ccially such as Prizewinner, Magnum 
Bonum, Sharpe's Queen, and Tho Gladstone, 
repay thin sowing by becoming vigorously 
branched. Uf course, all such IYus should I o 
well staked, as t hen they crop so much longer. 
The few varieties named are all of excellent 
quality. A. I». 

Burning clay.- 1 have been burning elav 
accordjpgjtp aWnmnliod advocated bv “ \V. S.'’ 

R mcu,,s 
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f ensuring a sufficient .supply of air lo the it will greatly assist the plants. On the other 
hurtling mass, while using every available 
particle of heat generated. When building up 
the oone 1 inserted two old earthenware drain- 
pi|*-s at the hottom of the stack, so that their 
ends just projected inside the wall of clay, anil 
by this means the air is fed in sufficient quan¬ 
tity to the lire, and also the fire can be stirred 
or portions of the burnt clay removed. My 
pipes are about n inches inside diameter. The 
clay may bo piled 3 inches or 4 inches over the 
top of the tire when combustion is once well 
started, ns the smoke readily finds its way out 
through the interstices between the lumps, and 
sufficient air is admitted by the pipes to keep 
the fire at a bright red heat.—C. M. R. 

CROWTXC EARLY TOMATOES. 
Is the majority of gardens the first Tomatoe.- 
aro obtained from plants raised early in the 
season. In the case of older plants which 
Int'e been producing fruit throughout the 
winter, fresh growths can be laid in to 
provide a serviceable lot of fruit until far 
on in the season ; blit it is liest not to 
rely upon these unless they are perfectly 
clean and healthy and worth keeping. By 
judicious management fresh plants raised 
at the time mentioned are not long, under 
good treatment, in growing to a fruiting 
size. Very often early Tomatoes are grown 
in a high und moist temjieruture ; but the 
growth is so weak that what flowers do 
form fail to set. There is no danger of 
the plants becoming ruined through early 
fruiting, as the earlier fruits if induced 
to form assist in checking exuberant 
growth and the succeeding blooms set 
better. What is needed is a strong ma¬ 
tured growth, built up by free exposure 
to sunshine with a warm buoyant atmos 
plicre. It is very annoying to have strong 
plants cu|uihle of carrying a good weight 
of friiit< in a luirren state through the 
blooms failing to set, and with early 
Tomatoes this is a very frequent occur¬ 
rence. 

It is not during the very early stages 
that a warm and moist tem|)e future is 
injurious. The only precaution taken is 
to keep them from becoming drawn, which 
iseasily prevented by exposing the seed¬ 
lings to the light on a shelf near the 
glass. When the plants are allowed to 
s and iiot to |«)t, even in a light struc 
ture, tney are very apt to become much 
enfeebled, and the lower leaves, instead of 
becoming fully developed, nre puny with a 
verv yellow cast. In most guidons the 
earliest fruits arc produced from plants 
growing in |s»ts and boxes, as these can bo 
removed to other available places later 
on. In those gardens where s|mce is 
limited sundry places have to lie resorted 
to, to ensure their fruiting satisfactorily. 
Early Ruby and Conference are admirably 
adapted for growing in [Kits and boxes, 
the growth not being so vigorous as in 
some of the other sorts. 

After having been potted into thetl-inch 
|sit.s and they have become established, it 
will have to be decided whether they 
are to be grown as single stems or with 
t.vo or three. The single coition plants 
will commence to fruit the earliest, und 
if there is room this system may Is; 
adopted. Even with two or tlireo shoots 
the method is the same. If the plants 
are repotted into 1'2-inch [sits and other 
plants are coming on for succession, the 
leaders should be stopped after two or 
three bunches of fruit to a shoot are formid. It 
must not be thought that keeping the plants in 
the fl inch |s>l.x is an aid to early fruiting, ns in 
this res|iect they are not in the least more 
precoeious ; in fact, in the end they are behind 
others which have been early [lotted or lioxed. 
A very dry atmosphere is as much against a 
free set as an over-moist and close one. By 
keeping the atmosphere fairly moist the |x>llen 
i < more potent, and sharply tapping the shoots 
hi the middle of the day is generally sufficient. 
The two extremes of atmospheric conditions 
must. I>c guarded against. 

The soil can easily be too rich and light and 
also loose. Where tfie soil is known to tic |ioor, ... _ 
a little Kainit and super]ihosphisflTThixtsl '>ith_lhiaild be 

Digitized by CjOOQIc 

band, good emps may lie produced with sound 
loam and a fourth of pulverised horse manure. 
The plants delight, in a firm root-run, this 
inquirting a fruitful growth, as later on when 
they need assistance richer tare in the form of 
clarified liquid will prove beiielieial In the 
early stages of growth Tomatoe- should not 
receive nor do they need an over inh soil ora 
jmverty-st ricken one, both ext rentes proving 
injurious to the well being of the plant-. 

BROAD BEANS. 

Broad Brass often receive indifferent culture, 
some seeming to think almost any pn-itionand 

kind of soil good enough for them. It. how¬ 
ever, Beans worth eating are desired, they 

must Iic grown in rich, deeply-dug. well- 

manured soil. Where the soil is |mor or 
shallow, fairly deep trenches should be formed, 

from cold w inds by evergreen brunches. Where 
only a limited quantity is grown, it is an easy 
matter to mulch them with short manure. 
When the plants are ti inches high draw a 
little soil up to them with a hoc to steady 
them, und w hen u sufficient number of Bean- 
lias formed pinch the |s>ints of the growth- 
out, n- black-fly often attacks these first. To kill 
the pest, dip flic tojis ot the plaitrs in Quassia- 
extract. No vegetable responds so quickly 
to applications of diluted liquid - manure. 
Where a constant supply of Beans is required, 
a -owing should Ik- made every three weeks till 
the beginning of July, though, where the soil 
is very light or warm, it is not advisable to sow 
in the open Inter than the lieginning of June. 
A north border is then the best place, as there 
the soil is cool and the plants are easily kept 
moist. Broad Beans should Is- withered when 
young. If allowed to attain the normal size 
they become tough and lose quality. Improved 
I.ong|Nsl is proliuhly the best early variety : it 
is very free hearing und of excellent quality. 
Bis k's (Jem, a dwarf variety, is indispensable, 
-s|s-cially for small gardens, it isu prodigious 
rop|>er, and of a ls-autiful deep green colour. 

Where ground is scarce this variety may lie 
grown between rows of Boose berry - trees, 
ireeti Windsor, though an old variety, is still 

very |K>pulur, its deep green colour anil rich 
flavour being much appreciated at table. 
Johnson's Wonderful Longnod is a heavy 
cropi>er, and of good all-rounu quality. Breen 
I»ng]jod is also an excellent variety. 

NORTOI.K. 

Kartv Tomnloi-- 

nnd a goo I layer of well roiic.l in mure | laced 
in the bottom, the soil being then replaced and 
well trodden. Where the soil is strong and 
retentive, old Mushroom-bcd-mannrc. with a 
little artificial manure added, is preferable to 
farmyard-manure, being warmer. Broad Beans 
arc not now often sown in autumn, as, owing 
to the introduction of earlier varieties, the 
seed may he sown early in spring, and Beans 
fit for use obtained at the end of June. Broad 
Beans are often grown too thickly, with the 
result that the growth is weak and the produce 
inferior. The plants should be fi inches apart 
in rows IX inches apart. Isolated rows invari. 
ablv yield best. Plants mixed under glass 

planted in shallow drills and screiQdC 

UNIVERSE 

Summer Spinach. - - This is in very 
limited demand generally, yet it is a valuable 
hot weather edible, liecnuHO of its anti¬ 
scorbutic und healthy tendencies. Those who 
prefer the old Flanders- seed of which i- 
usually sown somewhat thickly in drills, and. 
t lie plaitt.s are not thinned should sow but * 
small quantity once a week, as then they Jiavc 
a constant succession for cutting. Those who 
prefer ample and tine leafage to so much stem 
us thickly-sown plants give should get seed <>i 
the Long Flanders, mid sow that on deeply-dug, 
well-manured soil in drills 15 inches apart. 
Where the soil is stiff' it is w iso to sow the 
seed in shallow drills drawn on slight ridges, 
ns then the plants have natural drainage 
because thus elevated, yet have all the greater 
depth of soil to root into. The variety grows 
strong, and carries large, thick leaves; hence 
it is needful to thin out the plants to from 
fl inches to 9 inches apart in the rows.—A. 1>. 

Spinach Beet.—When a difficulty is 
e\|ierienced in growing the Winter or Prickly- 
seeded Spinach, a gissl breadth of the aliove 
should lie sow n in the autumn. This is not 
only hardy, trot is not in the least affected by 
the damp weather of the winter months ; coii 
Hcqiicntly, the plants are vigorous and afford 
a fair supply of leaves early in the year, when 
the true or Winter Spinach is making a linn I 
struggle for existence. A warm Isirdcr or 
sheltered piece of ground should lie selected 
for the autumn sowing; not that the plants 
w ill suffer if raised in a more exposed position, 
hut liecnuso they may experience nil the 
warmth |>ossihle, in order that growth may lie 
as continuous as circumstances will |iermit. 
The large fleshy leaves go much further in 
cooking than do those of the ordinary Spinach, 
consequently more produce can In- taken from 
a given piece of ground. With regard to 
tluj cooking qualities of Spinach Bee!. some 
hold the opinion that it is inferior to 
Spinach pro|>et4, while others assert, that it i> 
equally as good. However this may lie, the 
fact remains that it is a hardy and easily- 
grown substitute for .Spinach, and 1 recom¬ 
mend those who fail in wintering the latter 
successfully to give it u trial if they have net 
hitherto done so. Two t hings are essential in 
its culture: the ono is to well manure the 
ground previous to sow ing, and the other is to 
sec that the seed-bed is made firm by treading 
the surface evenly previous to sowing. Tin- 
drills mny ho drawn from In inches to IX inches 
asunder and about 2 inches deep. Drop two 
or three seeds at. intervals, or nliout i foot 
apart, and close in the drills with the feet anti 
rake the surface smooth. Should the see.! 
germinate irregularly, the gaps may he made 
gotsl by dibbling in the “thinnings,” n- 
iSpilnfifchrBeet transplants easily. A. W. 
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PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

ACHIMENES. 
Amongst tuberous-rooted plants none are more 
beautiful for growing in baskets or pans than 
tre the Achimenes, the richness of the blossoms 
ujd their freedom making them useful for the 
-am greenhouse, needing, however, less heat 
than many imagine—indeed, one may say that 
their summer treatment is identical with thal 
given an all-round greenhouse collection of 
plants, except that they will not stand exposure 
to draughts. The numerous hybrid sorts 
embrace many shades of crimson and bine, 
white and scarlet, orange and purple, and 
when seeu to advantage—i.r., hanging from 
the rafters in a warm house—are a sight not 
soon forgotten, as thev are somewhat out of the 
ordinary line of basket plants. By a little 
arrangement in starting the tuhers at different 
intervals, one mav have u continuance of 

and pots, or growing them in pans. Being of 
a |ieudulous habit, they look well hanging from 
shelves, und make charming subjects for 
blooming in early autumn. Associated with 
Achimenes and other plants of a like character 
in a house, Torenias are very beautiful when in 

I bloom, and embrace several colours, as will be 
-cen, including T. Foumieri (violet aud lilac), 

I T. F. grandillora alba (white), T. Bailloni 
j (vdlow and purple).—Leahirst. 

BOUVARDIAS. 

One of the prettiest llowering plants for green¬ 
house and table decoration Is the Bouvardia. 
Those who have old sjiecimens will find on 

! them in tho half ripened wood plenty of 
I material for pni|tagatiiig. Cuttings should lie 
selected a few inches long, and planted firmly 
in |«ins of loam, with which have been mixed 
leaf-mould and sand, placing the pans in a 
propagator. If it is not convenient lo do this 

Arliiinenes growing in pot. 

'■loom. In commencing with them one or two 
(•tints are worth emphasising, and the first is 
as to time. February is soon enough (o put 
the tubers in beat, and if it is decided lo grow 
them in pots or pans, one should recollect that 
perfect drainage is essential, and so are clean 
)ot- and crocks. Soil made up of well-rotted 
loom, sharp sand, brown fibrous |»eat, or, fail¬ 
ing the latter, leaf-mould, with a little decayed 
con manure added, will suit Achimenes admi¬ 
rably, placing immediately around the tuhers a 
portion of sand. After (lotting, or placing in 
boskets, let them be put in a house where a 
minimum heat of 60 degs. is maintained, and 
encourage a humid atmosphere. W; F. 

Torenias. — Torenias can he reckoned 
wnong the best of onr greenhouse annuals, and 
:We who are in doubt as to what to grow in , 
their hanging baskets cannot do latter t.hatsnt 
once sow seed in heat in nanp.pf ligf* soi 
transplanting the young wedlifigsinto 1 

then cuttings should he inserted round the 
edges of a |iot, covering it with a liell-gluss. 
letting it. have the advantage of the warmest 
position in the house. Some liottoin-hent. if at 
all possible, should lie given, ns this will aid 
matters considerably. As soon as the cuttings 
have struck and growth is proceeding thev 
should he potted off singly, using a similnr 
compost to that just described, keeping the 
surroundings moist, and so pushing them on 
until ready again for a further shift, until the 
blooming pots are reached, for which size 
6-inch jiots will be found ample. When the 
young plants have reached a height of several 
inches the leader should he stopped, osthis will 
induce side shoots to form, and so result in a 
bushy habit. A second pinching of the shoots 
should, if needed, be made a little later. 

Ripening the wood.—One of the points that 
require* watching in connection with the 
rre m%4^of Bouvardias for winter and spring 
IdcomLi^Vs the ripening of the wooc(J 

plant is it, I think, more essential that this 
should he observed, for if the wood be not ripe 
flowering shoots will not be numerous. Know - 
ing this, one must see that for two or three 
months at least the plants enjoy as much sun 
shine and air as possible, and, bearing this in 
mind, it is advisable to remove them to a frame 
outside towards July, keeping the sashes off, 
but taking care that the as|»eet is a sunny one. 
As the best flowers proceed from the ripest 
wood, so everv opportunity should l>o taken lo 
ensure this during the (icriod they aro in tho 
open frames. This may also be further heliied 
by giving each plant plenty of room, rather 
standing them on the garden walk than 
attempting to crowd a dozen plants into a 
frame where half that number could lie better 
accommodated. 

Feeding.—One must also not forget stimu¬ 
lants, and whatever is used should be given in 
a weak condition and often. Whilst one must, 
make much of air and sunshine in the maturing 
of the wood, Bouvardias must not be left out- 
of-doors too long, and accordingly in September 
their transfer to the house again will become 
needful. In the warmth of the house one 
should be able to have blooms in November, 
and for winter flowering, that popular sort. 
B. lei run I ha. whose scarlet blooms make u house 
bright, must not he forgotten. President 
Garfield (double pink) and Alfred Neuner 
(double white) are varieties, too, that are worth 
the attention of those who are on the look out 
for winter-flowering plants. As Bouvardias are 
practically in flower all the winter, notably 
B. leirnntlin, and afford sprays of blossoms that, 
may lie used for personal adornment, attention 
to them now is s|ieeially recommended. 

Derby. 

POT MIGNONETTE. 

Mignonette is always acceptable, but never 
more so limn in the winter and spring months, 
when it cannot bo had out-of-doors. Only 
rarely and in dry weather does Mignonette 
smell so sweet out-of-doors ns it does when 
well-grown under glass, where the flowers can 
be kept dry and grossness of growth is checked. 
To have a good stock for cutting all through 
the winter and spring months requires some 
forethought and care, for though the pluntM 
must he kept growing, very Tittle fire-heat 
checks tho development of the flower-spikes 
and causes them to become blind, while it 
forces new shoots to develop from just under 
the spikes, only to become blind in their turn. 
Any attempt to force the plants on is sure to 
result in failure, hut if grown along steadily 
fine spikes may he had all through the dull 
season. 

Growers for market bear the (lalm for pro¬ 
ducing good (Kit Mignonette all the year round, 
and only in rare cases do we see anything at all 
equal to their productions in private gardens. 
This, no doubt, is partly owing to the unsuit¬ 
ability of the large houses common in private 
gardens mid the mixed collections of plants 
which have usually to be grown in them. 
Fancy - trained specimen plants, such as 
standards or trellis-trained, are of very little 
use for producing spikes for cutting, tlie best 
plants for this purpose being grown three in a 
0-inch or one in a 4Vinch jiot. Sow the 
seed directly into the pots in which the plants 
are to (lower, as repotting, unless done with 
great care, often gives the plants a check from 
which thev never recover. If the proper soil 
is used, tfie pots well drained, and watering 
carefully carried out, there is no fear of the sod 
becoming sour or stagnant. The best, soil is 
half loain and a quarter each of well-dried and 
decayed cow-manure and lime-rubhle from 
some old hair plaster if nossible. The loam 
should ho at least six months slacked, free from 
common worms, which would soon block the 
drainage, and from wireworms and other grubs. 
Lime in some form is an absolute necessity, 
and no kind seems so acceptable to the plants 
as that from old plaster. Two sowings—ono 
made about the tnird week in July and the 
other a month later—will lie sufficient for 
winter and early spring flowering. Of varie¬ 
ties, I like Miles' Hybrid Spiral best of all, 
though Garraway’s White is also an excellent 
kind. iThesc fw'o branch out and give useful 
spiKes iii addition to the main growths. 

t@ jt great(\/0^§ri/^Twith all who liko 
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very large spikes, but it is not nearly so useful 
as the others, as it does not branch freely, and 
Is practically over when the leading spikes are 
past their best. 

When the plants are flowering freely a little 
Weak manure-water will be helpful to them, 
but it requires more care in its application to 
Mignonette than to most things. Soot is 
sometimes recommended for mixing with the 
soil, but is scarcely necessary, and should be 
left out unless it has been formed from good 
coals and stood for some considerable time 
before using. New or bud soot burns the roots 
and injures the plants. T. 

NOTES AND HEP LIES. 

Cyclamen. -Of all our Winter Blossoms, none are of 
more service to the small grower than Cyclamens. To 
see to what a high standard of perfection these have lieen 
brought, one has only to compare present day varieties 
with those grown a decade or two ago to realise what 
progress has been made. — W. K 

Sauromatum guttatum.—The botanical name of 
the tnlier sold under the name of “ Monarch of the East," 
which is referred to in y’our issue of April 5th under the 
headiugof "Notesand Replies," is Sauroinatmn guttatum. 

It is an aroid. 1 have one which is growing very rapidly 
without either soil or water. — Oeorok Arr.ntrono 

Bennetts. 

Cyclamens from seed.—As ill your issue of .March 
13th you rather seem to imply that you do not ex|>cct 
Cyclamens to flower in a year from seed, I send you a 
photo ot some Cyclamens from seed, sown Keb., 1801, first 
flower open Jan. ISth, 1902. One of these plants has two 
pure white flowers, two pink, and two white with pink 
stripes. - R. B. Rooms, I.auneetton. 

IThe photograph sent showed five plants, carrying on an 
average seven flowers and buds each. Two plants had as 
many as eleven flowers, the foliage strong and healthy, 
and ipiitc hiding the tops of the pots. Kn. | 

Growing bulbs without soil and 
water.—A question was recently asked in 
(•ARDEMKo about the Arum eoroutum. I have 
grown it for years, and at- this moment have a 
root or bulb in flower on my table. - It lias hud 
neither soil nor water, hut in January it was 
■ •lit near the glass in my Orchid-house. The 
bloom is about In inches high, and the spnthc 
is s|M>tted yellow un«l purple. It has a very 
offensive smell when first expanded. The bull) 
has no roots ; it sends up s]Kitted foliage after 
the flower is withered, in shape like the wild 
Arum.—Mrs. Taylor. 

Double Chinese Primulas.—Some of 
the most successful growers of these plants I 
have seen of Into are in the Lcntlierlieod 
district, Surrey. I have seen noble plants in 
7-inch pots measuring 15 inches over in full 
bloom in November, the varieties being chiefly 
Marchioness of Exeter, white; A. F. Barron, 
pink : Lucy Hillier, and others. One grower 
increases bis plants by dropping the pots in 
early spring into others a size larger, placing 
fine sandy soil uliout the base of the leaves, 
then slightly layering the side-growths into it, 
and soon has well-rooted plants. These were 
then severed from the jmrent plants with a 
sharp knife, got into large 60-sized pots, stood 
in a gentle warmth to establish them, then 
shifted on until they were finally got into”-ineh 
jiots, in which they Ho were* 1 finely all the 
winter, flood plants gave a wealth of bloom, 
which could he gathered and wired freelv.— 
A. 1). 

Tuberoses.—These chaste and fragrant 
flowers are not so difficult to grow as many 
imagine. Many failures in their culture are 
due to giving them foo much heat in the early 
stages of growth : this causes the plants to go 
Mind. If wanted to flower in winter, the hullis 
must lie [lotted as early in autumn ns possible. 
Use 6-inch [tots and alight, rich coni|x>st, and 
place one bulb in each pot. Pot linnly— the 
firmer the better. Place them in a tempera- 
ture of from 55 dogs, to 60 degs., and plunge 
the |lots to the rim in a bed of Cocoa-nut-fibre 
or leaves, and give a bottom-heat of 70 degs. to 
7-5 degs. (live no water till growth commences, 
then water liberally till the llower-buds are 
formed, when they may he removed to a warm 
greenhouse or conservatory, and less water 
given. For autumn blooming pot the bulbs in 
6-inch pots in March or April, and plunge the 
pots 6 inches above their riins in C'oeon-nut- 
tibre, leaf-mould, or tine ashes, in a cool pit or 
frame. When the foliage makes its appear¬ 
ance remove them and plunge them under a 
south wall, keeping them well supplied with 
water, also well syringed toward off red-spider. 
Remove them to the greenhousc^is the flower w, 

in light, rich soil, in warm [lositions out-of- 
doors. These, if taken up in autumn, |iottcd, 
and placed in a tcnqicruturc of 50 degs., will 
afford a supply of bloom for several months. 
The double American Pearl is the l*-st variety. 
—C. 

Repotting greenhouse Perns. — 
Where greenhouse Ferns need repotting, and 
the matter has been put oil, no further delay 
should take place, but as new growth has now 
commenced the work should he taken in hand. 
Maidenhairs, for instance, that arc so fre- 
miently in demand, should he repotted at once, 
snaking a wav any superfluous compost and 
replanting them in leaf-mould and mellow 
loam, with a small jiortion of coarse silver-sand. 
After the shift it will greatly help their pro 
gress if for a few weeks they can he placed 
in a pit, where additional warmth and mois- 

WHAT TO IK) WITH PERENNIALS. 
(Reply to “ Enquirer.”) 

Yor 0|ien up a question of very considerable, 
as well as general, importance, the gist of 
which is : What is the liest means of reviving 
old established jiereuninls that are now re 
appealing through the soil'.' The enquiry 
comes from the Thames Valley district, n di«- 
trict, by the way, we are well acquainted with, 
and just as well do we know of the many 
vicissitudes ever going on in such a district, 
with all the ill-consequences of a low-lying 
area, und of fog or other such undesirable 
things. Frequently too much of the soil i* 
very light, and, the surface soil Wing shallow 
and overlying a deep bed of good gravel and 
sand, the drainage is excessive, thus leaving 
the soil dry beyond all conception. It is in 
circumstances such as these that many peren 

to lie replanted much more f i . nii ’ nials require to ne it-uwiimi iniicii more 
lure will makeup for lost time. March, as a . .■ , .... '. „„ 

f ,i , , i . „ frequently than would otherw ise lie the ease, 
rule, is the best time tor the work to lie diine, ». ... . ■ , . ’ . tor the soil itself is generally poor and hungry 
hut earned out in the way projxiscd at once . , extreu.e. No doubt {his is much of The 
they will soon pick up. -W. F. ,rouhle in which “ Enquirer " finds himself at 

Preeslas. —Will you kindly give a few hint* on the t|ie present moment, and we deal with the 
cultivation of these? AIho kav if the bnlb* ore of any n**- „ ..._e • . ... . 
tor another year ' I have hail two pot* in an unhrot.d -"hject freely because of its general import to 

many readers ; secondly, by reason of its sea- 
suitableness; and, thirdly, because we know full 
well that by continued neglect the plants 
dwindle down to very small nowerless scraps. 
“Enquirer" particularises such things a- 
P.Tonies, Phloxes. Hollyhocks, Doronicums, 
Irises, Asters, Rudbeckias, and Clematis, hnt. 
without knowing what kind the last is, we are 

unable to supply the required information. 
Taking the others as they stand, the Pteonies 

conservatory, but only one good bloom out ot about 12 
bulbs.— A. 11., Bournemouth. 

[Keep your bulbs in a light place until the 
foliage begins to show signs of decay, then 
gradually withhold water, eventually laying 
the [wits on their sides, either at the foot of a 
wall or under the greenhouse stage. During 
the last week in August shake the bulbs out, 
[lotting the smaller ones, seven or eight, into 
a |iot 5 inches in diameter, or, where there is a 
quantity, into small pans.' The large flowering 1 “ud Hollyhocks can only he lightly forked 
bulbs should be put, five in a |iot, into a |>bt 
5 inches in diameter. Or larger masses may lie 
formed by using a larger |iot, with, of course, 
a greater numlxjr of hullis. A suitable com- 
|tost is two |nuts loam to one |mrt each of 

around and well mulched with rotten dung, or 
a good dressing may lie dug lightly in between 
the plants. The Phloxes and Asters require 
to lie treated similarly, or divided anil re¬ 
planted nt once. Avoid large pieces, ami 

decayed manure und leaf-mould, adding to this select the outer, stronger |»rtions for replant 
a liberal sprinkling of silver-sand. The up|ier 
[•art of the bulb should lie about J-inch below 
the surface of the soil, and when [Kitted they 
may he covered with Cocoa-fibre und placed in 
a cold-frame. As autumn advunces, remove to 
the greenhouse and place in n good light posi- 
tion. When growing freely occasional doses of 
liquid-manure will be very beneficial.] 

Schizanthus Wisetonensis.—This is 
a wonderfully free-blooming variety of this 

ng. In both instances a far better result is 
secured by planting single stems, such usually 
having three or four eyes at the liase. Three 
or five such pieces planted hack will give an 
effect in the coming autumn far finer than the 
original old clump, and all the spikes will lie 
good because of the ample room for develop¬ 
ment. A clump of five pieces should be set 
out with a diameter, roughly, of 2 feet. Such 
Asters as Amellus and acris would require 
more s|iace by reason of a more bushy growth 

beautiful class of annuul, among which that low down. Rudbeckias and Doronicums may 
named S. retusa has for so many years been 
cultivated in pots for greenhouse and conserva¬ 
tory decoration by many growers. It is of easy 
culture, and anyone possessing a greenhouse 
would experience no difficulty whatever in 
growing it if the following details are observed. 
The liest. time to sow the seed to have plants in 
flower at this date is the third week in August. 
The seed will then germinate without the aid 
of any warmth beyond that afforded by a cold- 
frame, and if sown thinly, nice dwarf plants 
will result. When large enough, [Kit them into 
small 60-sized [wits, these being quite lnrge 
enough, and place them close up to the light. 
By the end of September or early in Octolier 
they should lie removed to a shelf in the green¬ 
house, and lie afforded just sufficient water to 
keep them in a healthy condition without 
unduly promoting growth. Early in January 
give them a shift into 48-sized [Kits, using a 
compost of two-thirds loam, one-third leaf- 
mould, with enough silver-sand added to keep 
the whole open, and return them again to the 
shelf or a similar light and airy position. This 
latter is very essential, otherwise once the 
plants begin to grow freely t hey will draw and 
become lanky and lie spoiled if fur away from 
the light. About the end of February the 
plants will, if all has gone well, he about a foot 
or 15 inches in height, and showing an abun¬ 
dance of flower-buds. If there is room for them 
to Stand on the shelf until the flowers arc about 
to open, all the better, but as soon as the 
blossoms begin to develop stand the plants 
on the stage among the other plants, or in the 
conservatory, when they will make a fine show 
for several weeks. As soon as the flower-liuds 
become prominent, a little weak manure-water 
will prove of the greatest assistance, for the 
flowers being produced, jus they are. in such 
great profusion, a very great strain on the 
nergies of the plants is a natural result-and 

Id therefore las guarded against.— A. tv. 

lie treated in the same way. Irises that have 
flowered twice in the same position should be 
lifted, [lulled to pieces, retaining only the 
current year’s (that is, that of 1901) rhizome, 
and discard all the old back ones as worthless. 
The voung rhizome with growth attached is 
the flowering piece, and these make goodly 
patches like the Phloxes, etc. Pyretnrtims 
and Delphiniums that have made about 5 inches 
of new foliage may lie lifted, broken up verv 
carefully by inserting the prong of a small 
hand-fork into the root stock, and giving » 
gentle outward wrench to sejiarate them. 
Both groups require some care, and frequently 
it is best to wash the clumps free of soil before 
attempting the division. This will show the 
direction of t he crown tuft and chief roots, then 
by inserting the prong about the centre of the 
clump, piercing it to half way through, you 
will soon find the working. If the halves arc 

too large divide again. In these more difficult 
plants you should start operations on a less 
valuable sort and note the result. In licit her 
ease should division lie necessary unless the 

plants have flowered two seasons in the same 
[losition. Up to this age a good mulch amt 
light forking over of the border should suffice. 
All Sunflowers of the H. multiflorus class ami 
tliose lielonging to H. rigidus should 
replanted each vear to get the finest flowers. 
In the H. rigidus set only the growing point 
of the rhizome and its few roots are required t _ 
be retained. Tritomas or Red-hot Pokers nets 
not he replanted but every third vear. wni 
any plants producing many stems, like! h loves 
and numerous crowns too, are subjects 
frequent replanting, or, at least, every 
Years. Deep digging and free manuring "> 
linn pinnting should go hand in-hand. Ma" 1 
and April are excellent for the PurlK"'- 
Spira-as and Day Lilies should not I* ■ j 
turtad. but dig‘in plenty of manure nroi 
inctn.and afford water in plenty. 
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SNOWDROPS AT DUN'BOVNE. 

\:tiiiii-'.ii frequently naturalised in England 
i in I in Scotland, Hooker says it is hardly so in 
rvliind, milliner that it is |>ossibly wild in 
iviefonl and Denbigh. Its general distribu- 
ion in Europe is from Holland southwu-ds, 
nil in Western Asia. It is u matter of history 
lint Snowdrojw are very abundant in the 
rimea, as a good many roots were found in 

lii’ trenches <lug there in 1854, and sent or 
nought home by I lie otlii'crs on active service 

there at or after that time. The Crimean 
Snowdrop (t ialant hiis plieatus) is a very largo 
nail distinct kind, but some tine forms of tlie 
vinmou Snowdrop (G. nivalis) ure also found 
/iere. One of the most robust and handsome 
if these is the Straflun .Snowdrop (G. n. 
L'nmdis), the original roots of this having been 
eimd by the late Lord Clnrina in. the 
IVherimga Valley, and it 1ms luxuriated beside 
die silver LifTcv at Strnflan ever since, or for 

which our present example is one of the most 
beautiful. The illustration is an object lesson 
as to bulb planting near to the t runks or holes 
of deciduous trees, and shows t hat a regular 
dotting of bulbs at equal distances over large 
areas of lawn is not the best, the most econo¬ 
mical, or the most picturesque way of arrang¬ 
ing them. The view here given shows clearly 
and ellectively that a focus s|int or principal 
group is necessary in every picture, and that 
a few bulbs grouped irregularly near dark mid 
velvety-green tree-roots gain immensely by the 
force of contrast, and finally that nil due sense 
of a right, and natural |iera|iective is thus 
preserved. F. W. B. 

GOOD GARDEN LILIES. 
Tiie Lily that is generally the first to expand 
its blossoms is L. pyrenuieum. y.s chrome- 
yellow petals, spotted with purple-black, are 
set off with omnge-scarle anthers that, give 

beautiful flower than this exists when in perfect 
health und freshness. In many cases, however, 
it is, unfortunately, attacked by an insidious 
disease, which renders it a pitiable sight. 
Where the disease is Imd it is best to lilt the 
bulbs and place them in flowers of sulphur, 
leaving them a month in the sulphur until they 
are thoroughly dry, and then replanting, with a 
sprinkling of Kaiuit around the Imlbs at a few 
inches’ distance. The Orange Lily (L. croccum I 
is an old cottage favourite, though |H-rbn|is not 
so extensively grown in those gardens ns is the 
lost-named. It is of hardy constitution, and 
often attains a height of over t! feet when left 
ulone for several years. L. excelsuni or testn- 
ceum is n beautiful Lily of a soft buff shade, 
said to be u cross between L. cnndiduin and L. 
clinlcedonieuni. It is of eusv culture, and is 
rarely troubled with disease. "L. clinlccdonictim 
is the brightest, of all Lilies, its (lowers being of a 
vivid vermilion line, while they remain in 
beauty for n considerable time owing to the 

Snowdrops at the Grove, Onnlioyne. From a photograph by Miss Mabel Gaisford. 

Marly fifty years. The Snowdrop may not lie 
•i teal native of Ireland, not oveii naturalised 
ihere to the same extent as in England, but 
'he fact remains tliut it luxuriates in Irish 
ganleim bv the thousand, and is more often 
- and near to dismantled walls *• where once n 
pirclen smiled.” Our present illustration is 
noni a very beautiful photograph taken in 
TlieGroveiit I tun boy ne, Go. Meat It. It shows 

• charmingly the Snowdrops grow there 
•viMored among the velvety Mosses on the old 
tne-roots, their snowy whiteness contrasted 
with liniss and other herbage, and with the 
l.t< hcn-i-overcd boles of the trees. Our picture 
;• bv Mias Gaisford, u lady who to a love of 

1 orticulture adds great artistic skill in plant, 
|*,rti«iiurc with the camera. Residing, ns 
'lis“ Gaisford does, at The Grove, Dnnboyne, 

1 Meath, and being in close proximity to the 
i’Me ducal gardens at Carton, to llumwood, 
•'’.iii(Tun, and mnny other good gardens, we 

received from her some very welcome art7l> 
n.vlb-nt garden pictures fffiybffi 

the (lower a handsome appearance. The 
blooms are, however, possessed of a most din- 

solidity of the petals. T,. Szovilzinnuin is n 
most, attractive Lily, being clear yellow in blooms are, however, tlossesscil ot a most tits- most attractive i.uy, neing cn-ai yellow in 

agreeable odour, and if grown in any quantity | colour, the petals in some cases spitted with 
render the |>urt of the garden they inhabit] numerous tiny black specks and in others free 
almost unbearable. L. pyrenuieum is generally from them. L. Murtagon is best known by its 
closely followed by L. Tlniiihciginiium or , white variety, L. Murtagon album, which is a 
elegant), of which a fine lot of varieties is now I charming flower. Two dnrk-flowercd varieties 
in commerce, amongst the best being Alice nre L. M. dalmaticum and L. M. d. Gatniii, tlm 
Wilson, lemon-yellow ; Orange Queen, bright latter of which is almost black. Mnrtngons 
orange: Wilsoni, apricot-yellow ; Horsnmnni, | resent disturbance, nnd rarely flower well for 
mahogany-crimson ; nnd mnrtnoratum aureum, j n year or two after removal. The new L. mil- 
deep yellow with crimson spots. Some of these jihiireum, formerly called Wnllieliianum super¬ 
varieties nre far later in flowering than the bum, gives promise of being of easy culture, 
type. L. davuricuin or umbellatum is also j It is a most elegant and refined Lily, with 
represented by many varieties, some of which jnrge, widespread, white flowers tinted yellow 
have been raised by crossing with L. Thun- inside, and grows about li feet in height. 1. 
Iiergiuiiiim. The -Allowing are good: aiiranti- Henryi, sometimes styled the yellow s| eciosum, 
acuin, orange; Cloth of Gold, golden-yellow;] is another new introduction, nnd has already 
pietiim, orange-scarlet, with yellow band up proved its hardiness nnd vnlinv It is nn exce; - 
each petal : Sensation, pure yellow with scarlet tioiiully robust grower, reaching a height <*l 
hi>ots; and lncouqiarnble, dark crimson spotted !<• feet, and bearing twenty or more flowers of 
black. Till peerless Madonna Lilv (L. enndi- a richwatmu-A'clIpw^ b. gijranteum is a m.lile 

kl,°wn to 1,0 \/ersity'of IruNbis'1 at" ' 
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able conditions attains a height of from 10 fort 
to 14 feet. It should bo planted in a lied rich 
iu humus, at least 3 feet iu depth, aud should 
receive a mulching of thoroughly rotten hot¬ 
bed manure every autumn. A shaded position 
is preferable for this Lily, but if well looked 
after it will also succeed in the open border. 
In procuring bulbs of L. giganteum, medium- 
sir.cd ones should be ordered in preference to 
the largest, since if the latter flower the first 
year they will not have time to become estab¬ 
lished before the flower-stalk is thrown up. and 
this will lie a relatively poor one. probably not 
more than 0 feet in height. In ordering smaller 
bulbs, the time of waiting will necessarily be 
lengthened, but the flower-stems when they are 
at length thrown up w ill he typical. Seed sown 
will produce flowering bulbs iu eight years. 
After flowering, the main bulb of L. gigan- 
tcuin entirely disappears, leaving around the 
base of the stalk a few oil-sets, which usually 
lake from three to four years to attain flower¬ 
ing size. L. Hansoni is a pretty Lily of deep 
yellow tint, heavily spotted with black. It 
rarely exceeds 3 feet in height. L. tigrinum 
is the latest of the Lilies to bloom, flowering in 
August and September. The two heat varie¬ 
ties nre L. tigrinum Fortunei and L. t. splen- 
dens. The former sometimes attains a height 
of 7 feet, and hears forty to lift v flowers of an 
orange-pink hue, s|Kitted witfi deep purple. 
The latter is of deeper colour and bears larger 
flowers, but is of less vigorous habit. 

All the foregoing Lilies, except L. giganteum, 
whose wants have been detailed, do well in 
ordinary garden soil mixed with road grit, and 
leaf-mould. L. Huinboldti, a very handsome 
Lily, with apricot-tinted flowers blotched with 
lake, likes n compost of fibrous loam and leaf- 
mould iu equal parts, and the Swamp Lilies 
(L. ennadonse, L. pnrdalinum, and L. sillier- 
inim) succeed best in peat. which should he 
kept moist, during hot, weather. The three 
last, nre very graceful Lilies, and well re|my any 
trouble taken in studying their wants in the 
matters of soil and water. Theclinriiiing lit tle 
L. rubelliun, with deep pink flowers, does best 
in a linnk of light soil where the drainage is 
perfect. L. auratuin, L. s|ieciosum, L. Browni, 
and L. longitloruin, in their numerous varieties, 
do well in some gardens, but refuse to become 
estublishesl in others. All have remarkably 
handsome blooms, and, should they fail to sue- 
c-ed, the display may bo kept, up by annual 
purchases, for they rarely fail to flower their 
lirst season. In planting Lilies care should lie 
taken to group them naturally. Partial shade 
is beneficial, and n site where this is provided 
by large trees, at a sufficient distance to 
prevent t he soil of the Lily bed being robbed by 
their root s, is an ideal one, since the surround¬ 
ing trees provide adequate shade and shelter 
from strong winds, both of which are beneficial 
in Idly culture. 8. W. F. 

BEU0N1A8 IM THE FLOWKIl CAP DEN. 

(Kki'I.v to “Star.") 

Bk.iioni.as intended for the (lower garden are 
often started too early iu the year and in t<si 
much heat, and if not polled into large pots 
they become root -liotiiid and stunted. 1 con¬ 
sider April the best time for starl ing the bulbs, 
and a tcnqierature of fid degs. quite high 
enough. They may ho potted in small |M>ts, in 
good loamy soil and a little manure aud leaf- 
mould, or placed iii shallow boxes in (,'ocoii-mit- 
fibre or leaf-mould. It. is astonishing bow 
quickly the bulbs root Into these. Those in 
luxes must have plenty of room or the plants 
will become drawn and weakly. A light 
position is nlso essential, and as soon as growth 
commences ns much air as the state of the 
weather will allow must lie given. A close 
atmosphere soon draws the plants up. The 
more sun the plants have the better, and this 
should he husbanded by closing the house 
early on line afternoons. When growing freely 
the plants may he assisted with weak liquid- 
manure, and the foliage should he syringed 
t w ice daily. Should any flowers up)iear when 
the plants are small they must be picked off. 
At the end of May place them in a frame, 
hardening them by gradual exposure to the air. 
Begonias require a fairly rich loamy soil, but 
beware of digging in rich farmyard manure, as 
it oncourugcs the plants to gi/wToa_stron ' 
If animal mnngijO: isused |jt s^gul|l(bj di 

deeply early in the year. The best stimulant 
consists of old Mushroom-bed manure, witli a 
small quantity of-artificial manure added. 
Leaf-mould and wood-ashes are also excellent. 
The beginning of June is a good time to plant 
out Begonias, and a fairly' sunny position 
should be chosen. If the plants are strong 
allow a distance of 0 inches between them, and 
after planting mulch them with Cocoa nut-fibre 
or short manure. Begonias delight in abun¬ 
dance of moisture -at the roots, and in dry 
summers a good watering every ten days will 
not lie too much. Weak liquid-manure may 
also be freely given. J. 

NOTES AXD REPLIES. 
Alum-water for Hydrangeas. Some time 

back you said in your jiaper that alum and water would 
cause H<drnnu»iii to come blue. I should be obliged it 
you would,kindly toll me how much alum to tlu-water 
and how much and how otten to water 1 In my former 
Harden, just opposite, the same Hydrangea was u lovely 
blue, here it las been pink. J. Stiuami, SttUicuod, Hyth?, 
Kent. 

Dwarf pink Naaturttum. -Will someone give me 
the name of a dwarf Nasturtium of o pink or rose shade 
suitable for stowing in a border / Must bloom all 
summer. —Cfsiyrt. 

(Ruby King is the nearest approach in colour to what 
you require, but we cannot answer for its flowering all the 
summer. Much of this depends upon treatment, soil, and 
other things. Many kinds, however, are quite profuse in 
their flowering. | 

Water Lilies In tuba will you kindly answer 
the following questions in the next issue of Oakormno ' 

1, Where can 1 gel the new hardy cole tired Water Lilies 
2, How can I grow them in barrels sunk in the ground- 
how deep should Iho barrel be, will the ordinary wooden 
Isitlom do, ami how should the Lilies be planted ' .1, lias 
this method of griming them been successful ’ I have no 
pond, so it is the only way 1 could manage. -J. M. M. K. 

|Water Lilies do well in half casks buried 
in the turf and half filled, with loamy soil and 
water. On lawns Ilia cask or half cask might 
be sunk level with the surface, thus giving the 
leaves and (lowers of the Water Lilies the 
appearance of growing out of the ground. Of 
course the strong-growing varieties of the 
Marliaca'a type are too vigorous for this mode 
of culture, but there are many of the less 
strong-growing kinds that answer well treated 
thus. Apply to Amos Perry, Winehmore-hill, 
London, N. | 

Cheapness of spring flowers. To-day 
is the first day of spring as I write, anil I have 
been buying eut lloweis. Bunches of double 
Daffodils, of “ Butter-mid-eggs,” twelve blooms 
to t he hunch, fresh and beautiful, are retailed at 
one penny per bunch, Anemones likewise, and 
sprays of fragrant Frcesins at. the same price. 
V iolots for many n day have been hawked in 
our streets at. the same modest, sum. Who 
would lie without'flowers in their rooms? I 
look around mine, and forget for the moment 
that winter has only just left us.- Lkaiiurst. 

Annual Larkspurs. -Where facilities 
do not exist for growing perennial Larkspurs, 
then .some of the uimunl sorts should be given a 
trial. The seed should l«o sown during the 
present month on some sheltered border, subse¬ 
quently transplanting them to the places where 
they are wanted to bloom. Anyone having 
experienced a difficulty in getting other plants 
to flower on dry borders will, I mu sure, bo 
pleased with Lirkspurs. There are several 
distinct- sorts of varying heights mid colours 
the Stock (lowered, Ranunculus-flowered, and 
dwarf Rocket-flowered being amongst the 
types. W. F. 

Tall v. dwarf Wallflowers for early 
flowering, if Mr. Crook would prncuremid 
sow seed of a variety of .Wallflower named 

Earliest of All early in June, he would, I 

venture t-o think, experience no difficulty in 

having an abundance of these delightfully 

fragrant dowel's for cutting from the autumn 
and onwards through the winter months, 

should such prove mild. This variety has not 

failed to yield great quantities of flowers with 
ine since the autumn. They nre now going 

over, but the fact of its being such an early 
blossoming and free flowering variety cannot 

lie too widely known.- A. W. 

A pair of Tropeeolums. Tropa-olunu 
ns distinct in point of culture us it is possible 
to be, but both possessing flowers that are 
decidedly pretty and freely home, are T. 
speeiosum and ’f. Jurratti. The lirst named 
has certain |>eculiarities which have to ho taken 

reach it, but where other elimlsTs sometiiiM- 
refuse to grow at all—viz., on an east or north¬ 
east wall—there speeiosum will ofteu thrive 
and bloom most profusely. Jarratti, though t 
tuberous-rooted Tiopaoluin like speeiosum. a 
best seen in a greenhouse, where one may count 
on its scarlet and yellow blossoms in early 
summer. Jarratti may be planted at once in 
the house, and speeiosum out-of-doors in April 
Both are handsome climbers in their respective 
positions.— Derby. 

Salvia patens alba. —I nm surprised m 
learn that no one catalogues seed of this plant. 
Possibly its existence is too little known gene¬ 
rally. A few years since, when at Malvern, 1 
saw it growing freelv, and seeding also at West 
Malvern, and Mr. Fielder kiudlv gave me some 
seeds. These I gave to a friend and asked him 
to raise plants, with the view, first, of testing 
adherence to character and, second, if .favour¬ 
able. of raising a stock of seed. He found all 
the plants (lowered white, as the parents did. 
and was enabled to seed the Salvia freely. 
Where the blue form and the white one are 
planted together the effect is very pleasing. 
All the plants have tuberous or fleshy roots, 
and these can be wintered, then induced to 
break freely in the spring, and furnish a plen¬ 
tiful stock of cuttings. —A. D. 

The French Marigold. In April, exlu 
hi tow of this favourite flower generally bow 
their seed, mid prepare the lieils Tor tho|tbuit-. 
In nine cases out of ten these beds nre dressed 
with manure, which. I consider, from an 
exhibitor's jioint of view, so much waste of 
time, many of the blooms, owing to the rich 
soil, coming of a dark brown colour, which, of 
course, is useless for a show stand. A jioorsoil 
suits the French Marigold admirably, liemuxe 
il induces the plants to throw yellow flowers, 
and what is easier than to feed gradually until 
the blooms Income |ierfeet.lv stnjied and of the 
proper depth. The finest French Marigolds I 
ever had were grown on an old Strawberrv-bcd 
whieh had been trenched deeply, and which 
had got no manure of any kind. The Marigold- 
were given liquid cow-manure when coming into 
bloom. — D. 0. McIvkk, Rrid ye oj HYir, S.B. 

The Night-scented Stock (Hespen- 
tristis).— In reply to you# remark on my 
inquiry about Mat hiola, I have been put Off by 
seedsmen with seeds of Mutliiola hioorni-. 
which is not the plant I seek. Iwasodvfcei 
to apply to Messrs. Thomson and Morten, «t 
Ipswich, as a firm likely to supply old-fasniono I 
flowers. In a reply 1 received from Mr. Thom 
Sou, be said the Matliiola odoratissima was thy 
plant I was seeking, and that lie only knew il 
from an illustration iu n book, and would f;bully learn where he could get it. Probably 
ic thought it might be obtained from sons- 

'botanical garden. The plant I seek w»* 
common fifty years or so ago in good gardens 
It had long, very narrow glaucous leaves about 
‘J inches to 3 inches long, mid a hruwuy-green 
jlowti', which grew iu sprays, and la-giin t" 
smell almost punctually at <! o'clock p.m. ' 
(found a plant in a nursery at Dovercotirt. hut 
cannot now learn tho name and address. 1 
kept it I ill in a change of residence ill W' 
it was lost. Sai.k. 

| We think it is Hcs|ieris trist is you are 
seeking. Try for it under that name. -Etc] 

The Eastern Christmas Rose I Belle 
liorus orientulis vnr.). — Tho old and true 
Christ mu* Rose was always vastly more 
popular in gardens than this, the later-flower¬ 
ing mid more varied Christmas Rose. But this 
is a very beautiful plant, less capricious, 
hardier, mid more vigorous in nearly all ns 
many forms than XL nigor. Flowering emit 
iu spring, and often, as wo see this year, at tho 
end of w inter, il bus a little more chance of « 
fine hour now mid then, mid it comes with 
those delightful things that make tho spring 
ho charming to t hose who cultivate the curly 
flow vis. On the coast and sheltered ii'-'y 
ovurywhero hotter results are obtained- 
There are a grout number of names given m 
forms of this spooieu, but they may l»e nil 
grouped under the general name. There is * 
striking fumilv likeness between them, 
most distinct being tlie white, which are very 
pretty aL ibis tiuiu of year. The plant doe* 
not seem so particular about soil as the CJirist 

t_ account, and one of them is that, ns iGhl^jllfiliJilBfikb, nnd wo imve had strong example*"1 
will not grow in places ^pjtj|u|j^^£h^(^iri.stmas Rose is very slow 
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iiii'l doubtful. These aro grand plants for 
forming evergreen borders, and they never 
-.how their great beauty and value until they 
ah* several years undisturbed. They are 
udniirable for ixirders near walls and places we , 
want to keep nuiet. and yet fresh and furnished 
ut all times—that is to say, where the ground ' 
i- not broken up twice a year for bedding out. 

What to do with old Hyacinth 
bulbB.— Many gardeners, myself included, 
luve alwavs been in the habit, after these have 
finished blooming, of planting them mailorder, 
there to furnish u supply of bloom for a few 
years. This is a very good plan, and should 
always lie done by those who require nn abun¬ 
dance of cut bloom, but a few may be used 
otherwise. Laat. December I took several 
thousands of the bulbs which had flowered* the 
jwevious spring, and planted them thickly in a 
brick pit, just, covering the bulbs with line soil. 
In the pit I hud a hot-water pipe along the 
luck, which, however, I did not use unless in 
severe frost. After planting, I spread a few 
mats on the glass until some growth had been 
made, afterwards giving them all the light, and 
air |>a<taihlo. The result hits exceeded my 

Lenten Roses, double Pinks, single and double 
Pyrethrums, mostly the former, Doronicuni 
Hurpiir-Orcwo, 1). uust riucnm, Hcttchcru san- 
guinen (1 i feet), Oeruniutn Endressi, Dictum- 
nus Fraxinellu, Calega olllcinnlis ulliu. Hybrid 
Columbines, Campanula grand is, C. g. alba, 
C. persicifoiia in variety, Montbretins, Bocco 
uia cordata (0 feet), Hollyhocks, etc. If you 
linve control of the wall also you should try a 
few (intelies of Tropieolum speeiosuin here and 
there, |dacing some twiggy sticks for the plant 
to climb upon. September is the best-month 
to plant or replant Christinas Roses. Filberts 
should he thinned out, any time during winter. 
Pruning is not usually adopted unless the 
plants overgrow their position'. 

■ETHIONEMAS. 

Tins genus comprises some half-dozen or more 
species, though it is, jierhnps, doubt ful whether 
all could he found under cultivation in England 
at the present time. In general habit of 
growth there are a certain sub-shrubby charac¬ 
ter of the more im|X>rtnnt kinds, and a rather 
woo<ly stein ut base. In cultivation these 

plants in it or ii|hiii it. I have only tried two 
siiecies of this genus in walls of any kind, and 
the behaviour of the plants was an experience 
well worth gaining, albeit it is now some years 
since. 

In all cases where possible these plants must 
be raised from seed. For the rock garden the 
seeds may be sown u few in a pot, the seedlings 
being afterwards transferred bodily to the 
required position. For the wall garden thcro 
is nothing (o equal sowing the seeds in the 
chinks of the brickwork or stonework. Small 
seedling plants may be inserted in the joints 
also, but there is a fear of injuring the roots, 
and in this instance it is inqxirtant to avoid 
this. In tho accompanying picture is given 
one of the most important kinds—viz., 

,E. coKHUKOl.trM. As may he gathered from 
the illnstrajion, there is much of the ordinury 
Candytuft in tho round-headed racemes and 
not u little in tho growth. The blossoms are 
rosy-lilac, anil the linear and glaucous leaves 
aro each about un inch long. This is a true 
perennial in the positions indicated, but on 
level ground in ricli soil it is not so |iermancnt. 
A native of Asia Minor, (lowering in early 

summer. 
.K. <irani>IKI.ORUM.—This is also 

un imiiortunt species, and differs 
from the aljovc chiefly in tho elon¬ 
gated racemes, that incline to 
columnar in outline, and in tho 
ovate-oblong glaucous leaves. The 
warm rase flowers are freely pro¬ 
duced and rather crowded upon 
the racemes, the flowering liegin- 
ning in May and continuing for 
some weeks, when strong examples 
are found. Native of Mount Lehti- 
non. 

/K. I't'M'HKi.l.UM is also showy 
and good, and though counted a 
distinct siiecies comes very close to 
Ai. cordifolium. 

The ot her species which are more 
strictly annual are .E. saxatile, .-K. 
inouosiHinnuin, and .'E. Huxbauini. 

E. .1. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

expectations. Every bulb has thrown a good 
-pike, and in many cases two, and I have been 
eutting sheaves of bloom since March 5. The 
only attention given was in ventilation, no 
Rater having been required since tho bulbs 
were put in. Tbo nsjieet of the pit was due 
south. !>. <•. Mel., ftrhlgr of Il'iuV, A'.//. 

Plants for north border (A. II'./— 
There are many things suitable for snob a 
I order ; indeed, the abode would be helpful to 
not a few things, particularly to Spirant 
vciiiistft, S. pultnuta, S. Arunoiis. These are 
moist tire-loving subjects usually considered, hut 
with strong soil and |iartinl shade do quite 
wi ll. Among ot her things you could now plant 
are Oriental Poppies, Alstrcenieria auren, 
•isltonia eandictins, Irises of the Flag section, 
Lithvnis latifolius and albas, Tritomaa, Day 

HOW TO TREAT PLANTS TO 
FLOWER LATE. 

(Repi.y to “ Ax Amateur, 
Bikminoiiam.”) 

To reply satisfactorily to your ques¬ 
tions is no easy matter, ns you 
desire to have all your plants in 
flower over a iieriod of three mont hs. 
You cannot <lo lietter however than 
allow the plants of tho early and 
semi-early sorts to flower from ter¬ 
minal buds. Mine. C. Desgrange, 
(!. Wermig, Mine. Mario Masse, 
Ryecroft (ilory, mid La Vtorge aro 
five popular sorts which will give 
a free uisplav of blossoms in Octo¬ 
ber if the plants are grown on to 

plants mu ;t have ample drainage. Anything tho terminal buds. As von specially state you 
tending to the op|*osite condit ions will quickly 
show itself, and the falling of the leaves is a 

.Kthiom-nm eoriilifolium. 

sure sign of this over-wetness or of root inac¬ 
tivity in some form. The best position one can 
give is one fully ex|>oscd to Ine sun, and, if 
|iossihle, situated u|k>ii a sloiie or trailing over 
some ledge of rook where warmth and ample 
dryness nt t he root exist. Wlicro t hese condi¬ 
tions prevail the plants may lie given quite a 
deep bed of earth to root into. Loamy soil, 
freely intermingled with old mortar, limestone 
clappings, or the like, will assist in the direc¬ 
tion indicated, and, provided no manure of a 
crude nature enters into the composition of the 
soil, there is no reason for failure, with the best 
kinds nt least. Not a few have endeavoured to 
grow these elegant little plants mainly in peaty 

want plenty of flowers of the five sorts already 
named, tho plants should ho left to develop 

Lilies. Helenium pumilum (2 feet), H. autum- soils, but success is rarely assured by these 
nile (3 feet), H. nudiflorum, crimson flaked 
(•> feet); Aster Amelins, A. acris, A. Itcvigatus, 
and a set of A. Novie-Angliie ; Delphinium for- 
inosum, and say half a dozen others in variety. 
Hwonies would lie excellent, and you had best 
make a note of these for planting in September. 
It is far too late to plant them now. Stennctis 
Mieciosn, Rudbcokin purpurea, R. Newinani, 

(^■"iriowers, I.ilium tigrinum 'rmiim, I. t. E^I.Jlntt.or 

Digitized by VjO 

Means. At the same time, I would prefer to 
employ peat rather freely if tbo soil wero 
inclined to be heavy. Lignt, sandy, and there¬ 
fore, poor soils are the liest for this class ns a 
whole. Sfleh is the dry-loving nature of these 
plants that 1 would unhesitatingly plant any of 
them in the chinks of rockwork, in my old 
rumbling or newly-built wall, provide i I hi 

their branching shoots naturally. All you 
need do when the terminal-buds appear is to 
slightly thin them out, leaving a goodly num¬ 
ber of the larger and better shaped buds. In 
tbo case of November-flowering plants, the 
treatment must bo different, ns you say you 
want from eight to fifteen flowers on each 
plant., and the individual blooms aro to lie 
about 8 inches across. We very much doubt 
whether you will be successful in getting so 
many largo blooms as the number named 
above. In any case, you should adopt the 
following method of culture. Assuming that 
your plants are now well grown and sturdy, 
pinch out the point of each growth, and us the 
resulting shoots form in the nxils of the leaves 
grow on three or four of the strongest. 
About the end of June pinch these shoots in 
turn and again take up three or four of tho 
best-looking of the resulting shoots, and secure 
the first buds subsequently developing. By 
tlieso means you should have no difficulty in 
obtaining at least a dozen good blooms on each 
plant. Of tho varieties in your listsuiti 1 * to 

en creeled with n view to grow ing thiOirfgibKfl'ff/ tJl^nbilluwing may he relied on : 
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Viviund Morel, Chits. Davis, Lady Haiiliani, 

Mrs. J. Ritson (the foregoing are ull members 
of one family), Modesto, Souvenir de Petite 

Amio, Pride of Ryecroft, Mrs. J. Bryant, 

Lord Cromer, Niveum, and Phoebus. The 
following three sorts should be grown freely 

and llowered from terminal buds: Ryecroft 

Glory (Jap.), Miss Mary Anderson, and Miss 
Rose (singles). They should be pinched at 

once, and each succeeding 8 inches of growth 
treated in like manner, giving the last pinching 

at the end of June. For those to flower in 

December you should pinch the plants at once, 
taking up three shoots from this point, pinch 

uguin in the early days of June, anu for 
the last time pinch the plants aliout the 

middle to the third week in July. The 

resulting shoots should give vou the mini- 
lier of buds you desire, and the •suhsemient 

blooms should be in good form by the middle 

of December or earlier. Viviand Morel and 
('has. Davis being the earliest of those in your 

lntc list, should be pinched last, sav about 
July 20th. _ 

STOPPING AND TIMING. 

(Reply to “ Dpi.ly” and “ J. A.’’) 
For exhibition, the following dates for pinch¬ 

ing the |Niints out of your plants should 

answer: 

Same. 

Mim Aliev It)'ron . 
Cal vat's 'IHI . 
Mrs. Barkley . 
Mrs Cooillbes. 
Australie . 
U Grand Dragon . 
.M me. ('iirnnt . 
Mr. T. Carrington. 
Mrs J. Lewis . 
PlunbuH.. 

Sony, lie lVtite Amie .. 

Rose Wynne. 
Klthorne Beauty. 
Henry Stowe .1 
Guillen Gate..... 

W. JI. Lincoln.■ 
Good Gracious. 

Mods. Clienon de Lechc 

Klorence Davis . 
Bonnie Dundee (inc.) .. 
Mine. Ed. Rover (hie.) .. 
J. ltunyan (Jap.-Anem.) 
Souv. des Norgruts (Jap. - 

Anem.) . 

117,i’ll In pinch i IIVoVA bud to 
l/i' plant. "lain. 

April inili 
Now 
Now 
Natural break 
Natural break 
Now 
2nd week April 
Now 
Natural break 
Natural break 

Natural break 

2nd week April 
2nd week April 
May 2ut 
May 10th 

Natural break 

May 21st 

Natural break 

May 21st 
Now 
Now 
Now 

About April 10th Second crown 

I Second crown 
Second crown 
Second crown 
Second crown 

1 First crown 
I Second crown 
Second crown 

{Second crown 
J Second crown 
! Second crown 
Any buds in 

late August 
■Second crown 
Second crown 
First crown 
First crown 
Any buds in 

fate August 
First crown 
Anv buds in 

late August 
First crown 
Second crown 
Second crown 
Second crown 

(Reply to “ Amateur.") 

Yon do not say whether you are growing your 

plants with the object of exhibiting the blooms 

next autumn, but in giving our reply we have 

assumed that such is the case. Birmingham 
being n gootl rojiresentativo Midland centre, 

we have timed the followin'' varieties for the 

November:— 
Japanese. 

Same. tlV.cn In pinch. 

Cecil Wray . 1st week April 
Mid-April 
Mid-April 
April loth 
April, 1st crown 
Mid-April 

Souv. ill' Petite Amie .. 
Moils. (.'. Molin . 
Houle il’Or (Culvat's),... 
Rnlit. Powell .1 
N.C.H, .Jubilee. 
l<ord Brooke . 
lion. W. F. D. Smilli .. 
l-vlv llidgway. 
I«a Triumphant . 

May 7th 
At once 
At once 
Mid-April 

Niveum. 
Austmlie . 

May 12th 
May 2iith 

Marmot . 
.Mint*. Ricoud . 

Natural break 
April 10th 
Natural break Source tl'Or. 

W. 11. Lincoln. Natural break 

President N'onin. 
Ktlilh Talx>r. 

1st week April 
May 20th 
At once President Itorel . 

Sun stone . At once 
Row Wynne. 
Royal Sovereign. 

April 10th 
Mav 15th 

Phudnui... . 
Mm. E. G. Hill. 
Mon**. W. Holmes . 
Fashion. 

April 10th 
At onco 
Natural break 
Natural break 

f'has. II. Curtis .. 
Golden Empress of 
Empress of India 
J. Altaic . 
Globe tl'Or . Stieen of England 

• verlo.v . 

Incurved. 
., May 20tli 
India1 April 101 li 
..i April 10th 
.I At onco 
.. 1st week April 
.: April 10th 
. Natural break 

Which bull In 
retain. 

Second crown 
Second crown 
Second crown 
Second crown 
Second crown 
Second crown 
First crown 
Second crown 
Second crown 
Second crown 
First crown 
First crown 
Terminal buds 
Second crown 
Terminal buds 
Any buds in 

late August 
Second crown 
First crown 
Second crown 
Second crown 
Second crown 
First crown 
Sec >nd crown 
Second crown 
Terminal buds 
Terminal buds 

First crown 
Second crown 
Second crown 
Second crown 
Second crown 
Second crown 
Terminal buds 

Tho other varieties in your li 

Digitized by 

flowering and decorative varieties, should be ' goli-se, deepest crimson 

grown freely, and terminal buds retained, i yellow. 

You ought to read the general article dealing I Laklv-FIaiw KKIN'i Pompons. 

with 
issue o! P eli. S, | 

Pride of the Market, 

Flowering in 
i “Stopping and Bud retaining," in our September: L'Ami Conderchet, primrose, La 

: of Feb. 8, p. 049. | Vierge, white, Mrs. Selbv, blush, Bose Well-, 

OUTDOOR CHRYSAXTHEMl MS. 

Huumi a paragraph in Uardcmsu Ii.i.i sih»tm> from 

"Townsman” oil outdoor t'hr.wsuithi'iimm*, which le 
says he leaves out in bis garden all w inter, etc , I should 

Iw very much obliged by him giving me furl bur par¬ 

ticulars as to treatment oi the old idaiits in April? Are 
they divided up, or the suckers only taken to form new 

plains ? Also w hat is then done with the young ordiy Id,si 
stock? Any information ou tiiis subject will be appre¬ 
ciated. - M. WaTOOX. 

[Already I have begun to divide my old 

plants, and the practice I adopt is to lift them, 

cut away as many of the most promising 
suckers with roots attached as I 

them by themselves. Any 

•‘IS*--- 
pink. Little* Bob, crimson, and Fred Pole, red¬ 

dish. August and September: St. Crouts. 

lilac, f'anari, pale yellow , Blushing Bride, rosx 

lilac, AnastAsin, purple, Mr. Selby, blusli. 
Pierey's Seedling, orange yellow. Lyon, rosy 

purple. Crimson Prikioeite, crimson, Mrs. C'ul 

iingford, white, Precocity, yellow, Alie-o 
Butcher, red, flower in October. Struthmeath, 

rosy • pink, blooms during September unci 

October, 
I never disbud the early-flowering sorts, 

choosing rather to have a profusion of blossoms 
to the few, as with me the object is to grow for 

I can, and plant cuftin* ,",,l " few sPrA>’8' «* w.hi«* 1 «ou“1‘ 
,c ,i .1 a do/.en or so blossoms, can be taken from each 

get 'broken'Ttrimput them .7,sits of Hand and 1'!“'*' »"•' missed ; whereas if disbud( 
foam, and keep them in a cold-frame near the M'ng to any extent were pracUsed. this con .1 

glass until roots have formed. Older plants " • .1 °",T xVV old l.lants eepeeially 
that have several stems are pulled to pieces 1 H-rcys Hewlling. Mine. Masse. Mine De- 

and each inserted in a fresh pliu'e ini he binder' IK™"**- <;''«tave Grunnorwtdd Harvest Home, 

and these seldom fail to .lo well. Suckers, of | 

course, have more vitality, and are to 1 »• 
| almost 3 feet across and carried hundreds of 
blossoms. Nearly nil of them have been pro¬ 

longated in the o|k*ii. Townsman. 
preferred to old stumps. After what has been 

written alioiit outdoor Chrysanthemums and 

the simple culture they entail to secure qunn- 
titiesof flowers, one would think that everyone I Pinching early - flowering Ohrysantlie- 
would grow them ; but this is not so. for coni mums I have a few of the rarllmt mimmer-flowxTing 
- ... "i.. c ... i .. ai . . i i • linsanllietniiinH. If I lunch them, uoefl It mike them 
paratively few have hem in their gar,lens. rarli.-r, or are thev later than if they were oUowcl 
W itli many, Chrysanthemums are still nssoei to break away naturnlU r- A. II. 

at,si with ghiKshouses. and they overlook | if mo underslalid you rightly, you wish to 
altogether varieties that for weeks, and even know whether by pinching vour plants of the 

months, precede the NovemU-r, or show sorts, earliest.summer-floweringIcindH they are made 

Last, Octolier 1 cut a clothes-basket full of j,, blossom earlier or later than they would if 
blooms anti sent them to a side of work ; (hey I left, u, make a ••break” naturally. If the 

were (imekly dis|N>s,sl of. and several who pur I .,|ulits> Ik* pinched before they make a natural 
enamel them expressed surprise that flowers s,, |irun|< w],ne they are small plant* ranre 

beautiful could have been grown out ,,f doors. I son tod by a single stem—their period of flower- 

inclining to the belief that a greenhouse for jnjr niay be expedited thereby. The object of 

Chrysanthemums was indisjiensalile. Ipinchiiigfhc.se plants is to make them branch 

• break ” out into As mentioned in my previous note tm this 
subject, early-flowering Chrysanthemums need 

no glass protection whatever, as, with a litt le 
straw, manure, or Bracken, they pass through 

t he severest winters. 1 cut aw ay the old stem1 

new shoots, and the 
earlier this branching takes place the earlier 

will the plants come into blossom, because 

their buds are developed earlier inconsequence. 
So fur north as Dumbarton, N.B., we know 

as soon as they have died down, and earth up | that many of the sorts which bloom in the 
the soil with li little immure round the crowns | south quite satisfactorily in October nro of 

and seldom lose any. Any who haven,if as yet J lit tle use to growers situated as you are, and 
grown the early-flowering sorts should pur- for this reason pinching some of the slightly 

chase plants next month, bed them out in the I later sorts may bring them within the jieriol 

borders, stop them once or twice in tlu* season, (you desire.] 
feed them a little in August and September, 

and expect to have flowers. They will bloom, 

and well, too. For the benefit of new* growers 
I give a list of varieties for supplying a suc¬ 

cession of flowers, and would add that, for a 

town garden where other herbaceous filings 
sometimes die ort' after a few years. Chrysan¬ 

themums are sure to give the greatest amount 

of satisfaction. Where early autumn flowers 
are wanted in quantity for cutting, few can 

compare with these under notice, for the lasting 
propensity of the Chrysanthemums is admit ted 

by all who grow them. Two of my borders 
serve me well. One, Wing on the south 

side of the garden, consequently supplies the 

earliest bloom ; and the other on the nort I, side 
furnishes blossoms of the same varieties fen 

days or a fortnight later. It is, however, on 

niv south borders where my stock plants are 
wintered for the most part. 

Large flowering varieties. Mrs. Burrell, 

|ki1u primrose, August; Sam Barlow, pink, 
August ; Harvest Home, bronzy-red, l ipped 

gold, August. Louis Lcmairc, rosy-bronze. 
Mine. Masse, lilac-mauve, Mine. Desgrangu, 

while, Gustave Grunerwald, pink, Mine. Car* 
meaux, white, tinted blush, bloom from 

August to October. The following are at their 

best in September: Alfred Flcurot, rosy-lilac. 
Lady Fitz.wygram, white, Edit Wright, white, 

shade! mauve, Annie Bowman, rose. Coral 

Quetii, coral, De la Guille, apricot, Minis. 
Dupuis, orange, Mrs. Geo. Hill, primrose, Mrs. 

Squire, white, A. Lejeune, rosy-lilac, Claret 

Bell, claret-crimson, A. Chausson, orange and 
yellow. October sees these in full bloom: 

James Salter, pink. Lady Selborne, while, 

Mine, de Gabatier, crimson, Metluso, old gold. 
Mine. E. Povrctte, rose, Hortulnuus, rosy- 

salmon, Jeanne Muiref, carmine, Crimson 

Oueen, crimson, Mens. W. Holmes, crimson, 
johjon 

ROOM AND WINDOW. 

WALLFLOWERS IN WINDOW-BOXES 

AND POTS. 

Few plants arc more suitable for window-boxes 
in spring or for grow ing in pots for tho decorn- 

tion of the conservatory than Wallflowers ; but 

in onler to ensure dwarf, bushy plants gootl 
culture must lie given. In the first place, the 

young plants must lie well thinned out in the 
seed-bed, and, us soon ns large enough, trans¬ 

planted 9 inches apart into deeply dug ground, 

well enriched with thoroughly docoitqiosed cow 
or horse-manure. If tho soil is rather heavv. 

so much the better, as then the plants can f„* 
taki n up with good hulls of soil in autumn, li 

is a good plan to mulch them with short manure 
in summer. Copious w uterings will be necessary 

from time to time. In Octolier the plant's 

should be taken up carefully and polled or 
placed iii w indow-boxes, ns the case mav lie. 

Some well rotted manure should be placed on 

the drainage in the boxes, and the latter nearly 

tilled with good loamy soil. The Wallflowers 
may be planted fairly close toget her, and the 

soii made linn round tho roots. Planting com¬ 
pleted, given gootl watering, and apply a mulch 

of oltl Mushroom-lied-manure. If the weather 
is dry, the plants will require several good 

waterings. Eight-inch pots are best for Wall¬ 
flowers. When potting them, ram the soil 

firmly round the roots, and leaven good margin 
for water, as they require a plentiful supply of 

I it in spring. When potted, place the plants in 
a cola-frame, plunging the pots to the rims in 

ashes, Cocoa-nut-fibre, or leaf-mould. Pro¬ 

tection can then ho given in severe weather. 
If the plants are removed to a light, niry house 

__ - . , ..or pit in January, and a temperature of SO degs^ 
reverse, Roi do Prccocet, crimson, 1 QpiCglVSJi,fffitly) wi i Iflowcr in March. Keep theta 
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iiour tlie glass and assist them frequently with 
weak liquid - man uro. Hurl linger, Helvoir 
Castle Yellow, itud Blood Red are good varieties 
for pots. J. 

LILIES OF THE VALLEY LOOSELY 

ARRANGED. 

Simpucitv in arrangement, as it |x-rtuins to 
flowers is not nearly enough ndopted. Some 
would he horrified if they had to depend upon 
«ueh u common thing as a tumbler wherein to 
arrange Lilies of the Valley. If, however, the 
tumbler be u plain one and not too wide at the 
top, it will make an excellent receptacle for 
them. In its use there is one most, essential 
advantage that often escapes notice. It is that 
of (icing able to employ nleiity of water, w ith¬ 
out which it is next to nn|iossihle to keep the 
spikes fresh for any length of time, more iiar- 
ticularly in the ease of forced ones. These 
Utter, having 1 een brought on so rapidly, 

but not so much as to injure the foot stalks, 
and then to bind damp Moss around the stems, 
these afterwards being dip|ied in tepid water 
before packing is finally completed. By taking 
these precautions the flowers will be found 
much fresher. It ought also to he said that it 
is not merely the time taken in transit, but 
there is also the time lost between arrival and 
arrangement, and that possibly after the 
flowers have been unpacked and then left 
exposed. I am led to make these remarks now, 
as it is t he season when more forced flowers are 
used than at any other time. It is simply 
waste all round to sjgjil flowers at such times 
after their production Ims cost considerable 
trouble to the gardener. ,S. 

EVERLASTING BLOSSOMS IN THE 

HOUSE. 
Ai.Tiioroii some of the blossoms which we arc 

a 'customod to call ’•everlastings," are beautiful 

how, after blooming, the peculiar Thistle like 
heads may lie cut for mixing with Onuses, 
etc. Xeruntheuiums are not grown so fre¬ 
quently as one would expect them to be, 
considering that they are hardy annuals, and 
are useful for making up winter bouquets. I 
have mentioned Gypsophila paniculata—the 
other member of the family is deserving oi 
special mention—viz., G. elegans, which being 
a hardy annual is easily raised from seed 
sown in the o|ien. Statice Suworowi has 
flowers of a rose colour, kee|w well when cut, 
hut is, 1 think, living gradually sujierseded by 
the white form—viz., mcana, or, as it is com¬ 
monly called. Silver Cloud—a variety which 
hears branching stems of what arc tritely 
termed “ cloud-like blossoms.'’ It is a .peren¬ 
nial which should lie in all collections < f 
hardy plants. Globe Thistles (Ecliiuopa) are, 
I imagine, fairly well known, their rom.d 
heads of prickly luihit being blue in colour, 
und forming tit companions to the Eryngiums 
for making up for winter baskets and bouquet*. 
Acroeliniuins are mast effective hardy annuals. 
They are not much grown by amateurs, hut 
having in view their use for winter they aie 
worth more attention. Perhaps it is left to n 
half hardy annual to lie regarded nS the moit 
popular "everlasting." 1 refer, of course, to 
the Heliehrysums. One knows how by sowing 
seed in (sixes in March or April in a greenhorn e 
or frame, then pricking them off. and subse¬ 
quently planting them out-of doors about the 
end of May, or sow ing in the open air in April, 
it is easy to obtain great, quantities of rosette- 
looking blossoms of whits, yellow, crimson, und 
rose. Like other similar everlasting flowers, 
Heliehrysums should ho cut when (mrtly 
ex|«uided, as with drying they open further, 
and if not cut until fully matured the seedy 
centres will drop. Amongst, greenhouse 
annuals, one of the prettiest of the early-flower¬ 
ing varieties is the Rhodnnthe. Most people 
who know little of flowers, or their names, 
recognise each spring the pots of delicate look¬ 
ing rosy-pink and white blossoms, which find 
such n ready sale, and are culled by the not 
inappropriate title of “ Everlasting Ifnisies.” 
The Culture of t he Rhodanthes is exceedingly 
simple. Sow the seed now and during flic 
next few weeks for succession, in shallow jsins 
or bdxes of light soil in a Warm house, trans¬ 
plant them into pots when well into their 
second leaf in hatches of fifteen to twenty in 
a 5-inch or 6-inch pot, in soil of light loam, 
with which finely sifted leaf-mould and coarse 
sand have lieeu incorporated, well draining t he 
pots and keeping them on a shelf near tho 
light, watering only when needed. They aie 
charming for a house-window or for table 
decoration. They may he grown by anyone 
who can raise them in heat, but do not require 
u heated structure afterwards ; in fact, a cooler 
temperature will suit them (letter. Liable to 
damp off when young from over ninch moist ure, 
it is wiser to err on the side of dryness than 
to use the water-pot too frequently. These, 
too, tender annuals though they he, may he 
gathered when partly opened, and add interest 
to baskets or vases of dried flowers and Grasses 

winter days, when other blossoms arc 
scarce. ' Woopbastwick. 

Ulie* of the Valley arranged loosely in a "las* 

require a deal of sustenance. When, therefore, 
a good depth of water can lie hail it is all the 
letter for them, this being further improved j 
uixmi by using the stems at full length. In | 
the case of the forced single crowns it is even i 
(■ossihle to take the crowns and a few roots 
also. Thus employed, there is every prospect 
of the spikes continuing much fresher than 
would otherwise be the case. If looked at in n 
sensible light it will nt once ho seen that forced 
flowers of any kind require more water to keep I 
them fresh than those which open naturally. 1 
This, therefore, should he the aim of all who 
have to arrange forced flowers. Another 
essential jioint to observe is not to expose 
forced flowers to the draught. For instance, if 1 
stood near to no open window the inevitable ! 
must soon follow ns a matter of course. 

When sending forced Lilies of the Valley any’ j 
distance, the time taken in transit lieitupmlli- 
ciently long to cause thiMaiOjauflfeiL.BjCarJ¥el 
best plan is to tio them iip in ounenes ngMly^ 

when growing in the borders in.Tulv and August, 
it is really on account of their value in the house 
in the darkest days of the winter that they are 
most appreciated. To my mind it matters 
little whether the garden is lnrgfc or small, as 
in every place where flowers are regarded with 
favour, n corner should he set apart for those 
that add a little brightness to rooms at this 
time of the year, and the one who has no 
greenhouse especially will do well to hear in 
mind flowers that may he dried off, so to 
speak, and yet retain their colours months 
after the plants themselves have died. Some 
blossoms jwssess a delicate gnuze-Iiko appear¬ 
ance, like Gypsophila paniculata and Statice, 
that are worth the little trouble they demand 
for the lightness and grace they add when 
freshly gathered to mix with Sweet Peas and 
Poppies and other fragile flowers, to say 

GARDEN PESTS AND FRIENDS. 

Worms at roots of Lettuces.—1 shall Is- shut 
to know the name of the worms enclosed in tin sent here¬ 
with? They are in great numbers among the roots of 
Lettuces, some of which they have wholly destroyed in 
this way. I sup|>ose there is no remedy hut hand-picking ? 

DM*. 
I The grubs injuring your Lettuces are those of a By, 

prulxihl) the 8t. Mark's Hv. See Answer to Miss Holt, In 
this week's issue.—(i. 8. S.J 

Chrysalis In SOIL—Enclosed in the liox herewith 
you will flml n chrysalis which 1 picked out ot some ground 
which I was turning over this morning. I shall Is- glad if 
you will tell me the name of It?— llAKromu 

[The caterpillar that you fonndin the ground 
is that, 1 believe, of the “ Dart-moth" (A grot is 
scgetiim), hut it was in such a shrivelled 
condition when it reached me that I cannot ho 
certain. These caterpillars are most injurious 
to the roots of many different, kinds of plants, 
and when met with should always lie destroyed. 
They have an annoying habit ot eating through 

nothing of their uso now when quite dry. frf-QTO plant and thoo going on and 
Unfortu- 

SefhHpIlifcr (Eryngium) for winter decbMlIibbtlbUtbly, tlicjra&ycli^ —G> S. S.j 
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Insects In flower-border.—I would be obliged if 
you would tell me what the grubs in accompanying Ik>\ 
are? They were found just under the surface in flower- 
border, about fifty in one place.—M. Holt. 

[Tlie grulw you sent are those of a two¬ 

winged fly belonging to the genus Bibio, prob¬ 

ably B. Marci, tne well-known St. Mark's-fly, 
so called from its generally making its appear¬ 

ance about St. Mark’s-day (April 23); but they 

may be those of another species. The St. 

Mark's-fly is a black and very hairy fly. which 

floes not fly very well. They may often be 
found in pairs settling on plants or on the 

ground. They generally np|>ear iti consider¬ 

able numbers for a flay or two, and then seem 

to vanish altogether. These grubs are un¬ 
doubtedly injurious to the. roots of plants, but 

I cannot recommend any other way of destroy¬ 

ing them but picking them out of the soil. 

You cannot water the whole garden with an 

insecticide, and even if you could it is very 

doubtful if many would be killed.—G. S- S.] 

Woodllce In frames and houses. -Mv garden. 
vinery, and frames have been infested with woodllce ever 

since I came here. I have tried boiling water, alsodusting 
with quicklime, but they still increase. Is gas-lime 
(diluted) injurious ? I can get it near here. Does it injure 
plants, even if washed off soon? Is there anything better, 
but not very dear? Some of my Seakale crowns have hail 
Ihc shoots eaten by lice and small gnibs. so 1 have removed 
the pots, dusted w ith slaked lime, lightly covered again 
with stable-manure without pots, and propose to gradually 
cover as it grow*. Is this nght in the circumstances?— 
A. V. BlTLKK. 

[I do not think that you would do any good 

by watering the soil with “ gas liquor," or any 

other insecticide, and I urn uncertain whnt 

effect it would have on the plants. The boil¬ 

ing water should be poured down by the edge of 

the soil where it touches the wood or brick¬ 
work of the frame—it will kill any woodlice 

that it comes into contact with. If you lay 

down bricks, tiles, or pieces of slate on the 

earth, you will find that the pests will congre¬ 

gate under them, and in this way you may 
natch large numbers of them. They may he 

poisoned with phosphorus |>nste spread Oil 

pieces of bread or mixed w ith Barley meal. 

They may sometimes lie driven away by the 

free use of Pyrethrum insect-jxjwder, or they 

may be caught by folding up strips of brown 
paper partly smeared inside with beer or 
treacle or sugar, and laying them about so that 

the woodlice can hide in them. You are doing 

quite right in dusting the lime round your 

Seakale crowns, this being the only available 

remedy.—G. S. S. 

ROSE SOLE1L D OR. 

Those who do not already jxissess this line 

novelty should make a point of doing so. I am 

much pleased with it, and consider it a great 

gain. In the forcing-house the variety has 
been very conspicuous, the golden-yellow of its 

medium-sized blossoms having a very cheerful 

effect during the dull months. In some 

respects it resembles one of the parents— 
Persian Yellow. The roundish buds are 

similar, but the flowers ure lurger, and, more¬ 
over, the reddish tint upon the centre jietals 

gives this Rose a most unique appearance. 

Then, again, the perfume is delightful. The 

raiser claims for this Rose that it is perpetual. 

1 hope it may lie so. It will make an excellent 
garden variety, as the growths that produce 

the flowers are not straggling, but quite short 
and compact, so that every blossom is well 

displayed. Until we obtain a really good 

golden-yellow Tea Rose of a hardy nature 
Soleil ci'Or w ill he in much demand', as it is 

just the colour wanting. There are very many 

golden-yellow Rases, but only one or two 
sturdy enough to plant in large quantities for 

massing. I nope Monsieur Pemet-Ducher will 

give us still more distinct breaks,'such as he 

has obtained with Soleil d'Or. There is a 
danger, I think, now-a-davs that we may get 

too many Teas and Hybrid Teas. Let us have 

another turn at the Hybrid Perpetuals, and 

endeavour to instil into this hardy tribe the 
autumn-flowering qualities of the true Teas. 

\Ve want their rich crimson cflours and their 
sweet fragrance. Far too many of recent 

novelties have no jierfumc whatever. 

__ Rosa. 

Rose Marech&l Nlel falling. --1 bought a 
Marfc-hal Niel Rose al.oiil two luontli* ami—It was in a 
T-iiu h pol. when I liougiit it. and I ina/lc a/tedfonwed with. 

Digitized bv C -,(7, »< 

PROTECTING PEACHES WHILST IN 

BLOOM. 

. . ii. , c .a t Most gardeners are aware of the advantage 
[t is not a good plan to use leaf-mould for of prottctillg Peach and KecUrine-tnes whL 

;es unless mixed with loam There are in {.loom, but the mode of doing this has to he 

bricks alxmt 2 feet square. I placed some broken bones FRUIT 
at the bottom, Ihen some rough turl. ami then filled it up ' ■* w I I • 
with leal-mould, with a small sprinkling ol guano, and - 
placed it in. I cm lose a new growth of same, and all the ,Tfi "I’l V* • ui'iiiUpo U’UIIGT IV 
new wikxI goes the same way. Would you kindly oblige 1 KUlhtUMi I fcAUlhb \\ IWI.M IN 
by telling me the cause of it so doing? It isin greenhouse BLOOM, 
in temperature ol from S5 degs. to 60 degs. —AuatkCH. 

rT. . , . . , ., f Most gardeners are aware of the advantages 
[It is not a good plan to use leaf-mould for of prottctillg Peach and Nectarine-trees whfbt 

Roses unless mixed with loam. There are m b*t thc mode of ,ioing this has to lie 

various fungi lurking among the decayed , according to ,he wavs and means at 

leaves that might he the cause of the blackened rolnmand. The worst form of protection is 
growths enclosed. We are, however, rather ,ha, where it has to ^ kept o'er the trees 

melined to believe that the guano is the cause. Illalu.nl,v the wbole time thev are in hloom. 

” « not k',ow « »'>• vou gave the plant guano ^ of^n much |H(Vond this period if the 
in its present stage when there were no active wwlther sbollld be cold and unseasonable. Bv 

roots to utilise it. VUhen planting out this fine far the least objectionable of fixed coverings Ls 
Rose under glassgoodloam is the heat soil for rish nettjn . light and air can penetrate 

the purpose. Mix with it a little sand and ,, b th* b.ft not so those clJse-woven 

short manure and you w.U not improve on this labries which are often used for the purpose, 
mixture. When the plant shows its flower- when these ure &xed over tllL. trecs {hev arv 

buds is quite time enough to give artificial k jn a Htat€ of Semj.,h,rkness. and the 

manure. We should adv.se you to remove floLer9 ^ they. opelIi OI1 account of the sub- 

some of the leaf-soil immediately around the dued lighti are greatly weakened, and the 

hall of earth, ak.ng care not to disturb any fnlctifvi* organs correA.wndingly so. Under 
roots then replace with .some loam in which a such •,rea\In(fnt only tt'eak tfcwew can be 

handful or two of sand has been mixed Before ,iX led> and although a fair proportion of 

putting, in the loam make sure the ball of earth (||>m ^ yet on account of the imperfect 

containing the roots is well watered. Some- stat). of t|ie fertilising, the small fruits fail to 
times if this is dry when phuitcd no amount of swe„ Xot onlv Ao^ thig close covering eon- 

water given afterwards will penetrate it. It is |luce t,.e ab£ve evil, but it also tends to 

always well to stand the plant ... a vessel of blister on tbe leaves. This cannot be termed a 

water a few minutes prior to planting out. W e diwJaae ,,ut it is brought about bv cold winds 
mention this because this may Ik? the cause of acting the voung6and tender* foliage, ami 

the blackened shoots. ] js accelerated more or less by sudden ex|iosure 

- after a lengthened period of close covering. 

-j-p££g AND SHRUBS My Beach wall is surmounted with a class 
coping, or rather a franiew-ork, into which are 
fixed squares of glass just previous to the trees 

FORCED SHRUBS. coming into blootn. Some |ieople look upon 
_ . . ... . c a this as an expensive luxurv, but it has itaid for 
Some of these will now have gone out of flower, itaolf OVer aIld over again.' Alongthe front are 

but, nevertheless, do not despise the plants or , lengths of a warm, net like covering, 
treat them Lully, for with good care they will Thc HtralMjs ar). not olosc logether, but suifi- 

do a good turn again in one way or another. dw)Uv fjtr cnough a|uirt to allow of a fair 

Azalea mollis and A. |»nt.ca also are valuable a|||OUat of |ig,,t reaching the trees if the 

for forcing. Il.is is well known, hut the fact weather wa.s .so cold that they could not he 

tluit the plants may be retained ... pots from drawn lt js (jxed to the oh ter edge of the 

year to year does not ujrjiear to Ik; understood. w|)in,r ujonK which runs a strong w ire, and on 
They w.U not, except in a few eases be of any to which the covering jH hung. When let (lown 

great service to force next spring hut in two jt js tied in close to the wall at the bottom. It 

years thev w ill yield an abundant crop of j* astonishing the amount of cold it keeps out, 
bloom. They will flower in many cases as and jt ha8 tu*ned „everul degrees of frost whil-t 
freely as newly-potted ones, with one distinct the trec8 were in bloom. The coping keepathe 

advantage that the flowers do not drop before flowerM drVj and with this assured, it takes a 

expanding ; that is sometimes the case with severe fros't to cause the least injury. At the 
those freshly potted. W hen the plants are well timo the treeH are in bloom, and if the dnv b- 
established tl.e flowers are of greater substance w.n 8uch that thev couid UIU-overe(!. the 

and last longer; at the same time the w<xxl is bljndg ure puUed a0wn ulxmt 5 p.m., ami 

longer-jointed, which is another advantage, as un|eas tbe nigbt should 1h? mild enough to allow 
longer stems are thereby secured. As soon as of th(jjr , ear)v in tbe morning. 

all the flower is cut the plants are pruned a bit Wftit until ^H)Ut 9 u.m. before pulling the 

into shape and still kept in a growing atmo- blinds During eol.l days tl.e covering 
sphere, getting them into a coo -house m a few Hhould kept dow„. 

weeks,and thence out-of-doors. Dwarf Uiarl«( X. To prcvent blister, the same course of pro 

Lilacs when cut arc close pruned. I.ut these cedllre is ailopted if the weathor is likely to 1c 
will Ije put outside sooner than the Azaleas. unfavourable. Trees which have been com 
(judder Hoses should l»c treated the same as lete, ^,,.^1 nnd which, after the petals an- 
the Lilacs. Iteutzia gracilis when cut should , ,, ■ exltoitei are suri. to8llrt..r lmm blister. 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

FORCED SHRUBS. 

same ns the foregoing Deutzia. save that it will t,jme'being . " ” "**" H. 
do quite as well in a little less warmth. ®‘- 

The plants just alluded to, if used in con- umemve vuitit tri-pg 
servatory decoration, should be brought back ML IX.HIM. r KL11 -1 KhLS. 

again into warmth as soon as Out of flower, the The mulching of fruit-trees is not always 
knife being used where essential to keep them carried out as it should lie. Many persons put 
within coni|mss and also coni|«aet. In a few on a thick covering of manure over the siirtri v 

weeks sufficient grow th will have been ma le of established trees in the autumn, leaving it 

for them to Ik: shifted into cofler houses before there until deeonqiositioii has entirely taken 
being finally stood out-of-doors early in May. jilaee. This is a great mistake and a practice 

Whilst advising |Mit culture for Azalea mollis, likely to lead to had results in many ease-. 

1 am alive to the fact that they can Ik- success- Mulching is really carried oul to conserve d"' 
fully treated by tl.e planting-out process, moisture in the soil. Anotherohjeetiiiniulcl.- 

making liettcr growth without doubt; hut then ing is to encourage surface roots, it being a" 

those of us who are not. fortunate enough to acknowledged fact that a cool, moist condition 

jxissess suitable soil will do much better by is the most favourable to this. When the sou 

adhering to the jx>t system. After planting is baked dry on the surface the roots seem t*> 

out. when again relifted, they will take much shrink from such unfavourable conditions 
larger pots ; this should lie considered. l*ot- dive deeper in quest of that moisture which i- 

Rhodoucndrons (hnrdy kinds) can now lie denied them on the surface. Those per-io! - 

brought on into flowcr inuch more successfully who practise mulching of established fruit-trx- 

than earlier in the season. As the buds swell in the autumn and winter cannot have any 

they should lie freely syringed, giving at the other reason for s> doing than that of muling 

sumo time a lilieral suj»|)ly at the rooti. stimulating food to the trees. Mulching isn,lt 
Hydrangea jmiiculata (after l ail pruning) may tlie best way to carry this out ; the process d 

now he started in batches in a moderate absorption is too slow to lie efficacious. 

heat, kcejflng the plants as near t lie glass as evil of autumn and w inter mulchings is gn»': 
jiis>dile. Ori^alsfpasdnce the chief factor towards success 
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is absent-—that of the sun warming the roots 
and soil in the curly spring ana summer. 

Established trees, such as Peaches on walls, 
nr. indeed, any kind, do not need assistance 

from mulching until the crop of fruit is 
assured ; then this addition of food is useful to 

help to swell tho fruit. The 

Matkriai.s for mulchimi are not always 
well chosen. The constituent portions of the 

soil should determine in ,%ome measure the kind 

of manure that is heat suited to give the 
greatest assistance to the tree. A heavy soil, 

which is naNiirally much colder than a light 
one owing to its greater retention of moisture, 

should not have the kind of manure laid on the 
surface that is calculated to render it still 

odder. I allude to cow-manure, which is heavy 
mill "closer” in its com|xmit ion, therefore not 

calculated to suit heavy soil. Partly decayed 

horse-manure, with u fair amount of short straw 
amongst, it, is the hest kind of manure for 
strong land, especially if a good quantity of 

wood-ashes can he added to it. Light sundy 
soils are benefited by the addition of cow- 

nianure. In the case of newly-planted trees it 
is the accepted rule in all well-managed gardens 

to apply some |>artIv decayed manure to the 

surface soil directly the trees are planted, the 
object, living two-fold : to protect the roots 

from frost during winter, anil to maintain the 
soil in a moist, state during the summer months. 

. This not only minimises the labour in applying 

water to the roots during very dry weather, 
but keetix the soil in a better state than when 

artificial watering is rcsorte 1 to. The evil of 

mulching is that the manure robs the roots 
mid soil of the benefit that should accrue 

from the sun shining upon them at a certain 
time of the year. Many jiersons do not think of 

this: if they do, they do not take the trouble to 
remedy the evil. If the mulching was removed 
the first week in May or earlier, according to 

the state of the weather, being simply drawn 

off to one sido and then allowed to remain for 
at least three weeks, when it could lie replaced 

provided hot and dry weather necessitated 
its employment for maintaining the soil in a 

moist state, lie t ter results woiilafollow. Trees 
that arc planted high—ns they should be in 
soil which is at all heavy or wet—are much 

more likely to sutler from drought than those 

which have their roots deeper in the soil. If 

anyone will try the experiment of removing 
the mulching h-om newly-planted Apple-trees 
raid allow it to remain on others all the year 

without n break, he will quickly see the 

difference in the growth of the trees under 

the two methods. Where the removal of the 
mulching is neglected the growth is |ioor as 

com|sired with the other plan. 

XOTES AXD REPLIES. 
Manuring orchard. I have an orchard facing 

S.K.. fir.-nw covered, light soil. I give it each year a good 
•I rowing of farmyard-manure, and the liras" in cut twice, 

could you |i|ca»- tdt me nl n suitable artificial manure to 
line, Uriah' to the rod, and probable cost'! Thanking you 

m anticipation. II. l.tVLtxn. 

| If yours is an old orchard, and roots are 

deep and fur away, surface munuring does not 

render the trees and fruit the same good service 

t hat is done when the trees are bushy or dwarf, 
and on surface-rooting stocks, such as the 

Paradise for Apples, and Quince for Pears. 

Were not the orchard on (Irass, so that you 
could deeply bury or fork in the manure, then 
the roots, would more benefit. Ah it is, the 

• irass gets most of the manure feeding. Of 
artificial manure, u good dressing is basic-slag, 

Kainit, sulphate of ammonia, 2 Ih. of each 

mixed per rod. These vary in price, hut range 
from 12s. Hd. to 15m. jiercwt. | 

Disbudding and stopping Apricots. 
In most instances the time has arrived for 

'tailing the work of disbudding and stoppiug. 

On old trees first thin out any thickets of 

shoots there may be. leaving only enough to 

just clothe the brunches with fruiting spurs. 
Many of I hose reserved ought also to lie stopped 

at the fourth or fifth leaf, but where there is 
good space for laying in young wood, reserve 

shoots, well placed for this purpose, to their 

lull length. It is tho younger brauehes that, 
derive the greatest benefit from the warmth of 

the walls, and which also produce the heaviest 
crops of fine fruit. Young trees ivill oh® | 
require to lie attendedCjfrtjZthinm'hgV>Uf 

young shoots, stopping some of those reserved 

in order to promote an early and strong growt h 

of leading shoots, or any intended to he laid in 

between the leaders, fixtra strong shoots are 
apt to develop at the ex|>ensc of their weaker 

tieighlsiurs and become gross. It is advisable 
to pull oft' such robbers, their places being 

better tilled with medium-sized growths. 

Fruit-tree stocks. -‘‘A. IX,” in his 
interesting communication in it recent issue of 

Oakhemnu, alludes to Beurixi d'Amanlis as 

being an excellent variety for serving as a 
medium for double grafting weak-growing 

Pears upon. Having had not a little cx|»eri 
cnee in tho matter of the double grafting of 

Pears with the view of inquirting a stronger 

constitution to varieties that are notoriously 
weak growers, hut which |xxxsess good flavour, 

I can quite agree with all he says with regard 

to this particular variety as living one of t he 
best on which to work scions, or to bud those 

kinds it is desired or necessary to improve. 
Beurre d’Amanlis succeeds so well on the 
Quince that there is not the slightest fear of 

either hud or graft failing when worked upon 

it. It is, as “ A. IX” ]>oints out, just- the few 
inches of the stem that are retained for either 

inserting the hud or working the scion u|k>ii 

that exert such a wonderful influence on these 
constitutionally weak growing kinds, and it is 

only those who have experimented in this direc¬ 

tion that can realise what a marked effect it 
has in impurting a more robust constitution to 
them. Double grafting also improves flavour 

in some cases, even when the matter of growth 

of the variety is not at fault , and from a series 

of trials made, and which covered a |ieriod of 
several years, I arrived at the conclusion that a 

very great, deal may he done towards improving 

the flavour of many varieties that are not by 
any means first-rate. I would strongly urge 

those of your readers who may feel inclined to 
exjieriment to study “A. lX's” notes, and to 
act accordingly.—A. W. 

GARDEN WORK. 

Conservatory. The spring is the season 
when some extra attention must he given to 

training. In the old days gardeners often 
devoted a good deal of time and used up n 

large number of stakes in training their [hints ; 
hut a different order of things prevails now, 

and less training is done, and fewer stakes are 

used. This is in every way an advantage, hut 

it does not follow that any plants which require 
sup|K>rt should lie altogether untrained. A 

good deal of training may lie done during 
growth with the finger and thumb in pinching 

leading shoots to form natural hushes of such 

things ns will readily yield to that treatment. 
The best way of training n Fuchsia is to have 

one eentrul stake, and pinch during growth so 
as to obtain n pyramidal outline. A tew stakes 

must he used for Pelargoniums ; hilt what few 

are used should he placed in the plants in good 

time, so that foliage may have pretty well 
hidden the sticks before the plants come into 

bloom. The liest hands at training use the 
fewest sticks. Tho hest stakes are the very 

thin Bantlioo canes. We have hnd them uhout 

ns thick as a lead |>eucil, and they bust well for 
years. When wood sticks are used, unless the 

Ixittomsnre charred ordip|ied in Stockholm tar, 

they soon decay. There is a great saving in 
using the Bunilioos, and now, when lulionr of 

all kinds is getting dearer, one must study 
economy in the materials used. In cool con¬ 
servatories fires may now he dispensed with, 

hut, where Orchids or other warm -house plants 

are introduced, tires at night will he necessary 

for a little time longer. Flowers will keen 

longer in a cool atmosphere than in u very high 

temperature, though, of course, nothing under 
50 degs. could he calksl in this house a high 

temperature. On many nights during March 
the thermometers in our cool-houses have been 

very little below 50 degs. without fire heat. Of 

course, one has to study the outside thermo¬ 

meter and he prepared for a frost at short 
notice; hut. the plants are all the better for less 

fire up to a certain point. There is no doubt 

that a good deal of fuel is burnt wastefully in 
amateurs’ houses. 

— Repot, any fine-foliaged plants, 
.Authuriums, Aloe asms, 

*ns, Dracfenas, Pandamts Veitcni, etir. 

which may require more pot room. Most of 
the above require overhauling every spring. 

Young plants may require shifting into larger 
I tots. Older ones will require fresh compost of 

a fibrous, jiorouH character. When the stuff 

gets close and sour, a good deal of the old soil 
should be shaken away without injuring tho 

roots, and the plant be placed in a smaller pot. 

After (lotting, he careful with the water ixit, 
till the roots lieconte active. When Alla- 

mandas begin to grow freely train the young 
shoots up near the glass to get the wood 

ripened and the flower buds set , the shoots can 

then 1m- taken down uud tied round the trainer. 
If the plants are intended for exhibition, the 

flowering heads are usually brought round 
to a face, or at least the liest. flowers are so 

treated, though the other sido should not bo 

altogether denuded of blossoms. Bougainvillea 
glabra, Stephanotis floribumlu, and Cleroden- 

dron Bulfouri are useful, easily-grown exhibi¬ 
tion stove plants. Medinilla magnifies, when 

well done, ulso makes a good s|iecimcn that 
carries weight in a collection, but it requires 

good culture and u good stove to do it well. 
Koudcletia sneciosa major is a pretty stove 

shrub, an olu thing, but none the worse for 

tlrnt. 

Orchard-house.—Trees ill |xits will re¬ 

quire more water now, and the syringe should 

lie ustsl daily as soon as the fruits are set. If 
the syringe and clear soft water do not suffice 

to keep out insects, vaporise with nicotine 

some calm evening, shutting up t he house close 
for the pur|ioso. It is necessary to keep the 

young growth thin enough to permit of a free 

circulat ion of air. It is often desirable, when 
the crop is fairly set and swelling, to shorten 

kick a branch here and there, if by so doing 

the shn|)e of the tree ami the condition of the 
branches can lie improved thereby. It is an 

advantage to give the trees a look after the 
fruits are set, with this object in view. Plums 

do very well in (Kits, and Plums grown under 

glass arc superior to anything grown outside. 
Apricots are not so well adapted for |»l culture 

as Peaches and Plums. 

Early Peach-house. Sec that tho inside 
Ixirders are moist. Liquid-manure may he 
given freely when the fruits are swelling. 

Heavily laden trees will utilise a good deni of 

nourishment. I have used various forms of 
artificials. At this season something that will 

act promptly is hest. The heaviness or other¬ 
wise of the crop is mainly a question of feeding. 

But to produce year after year first-class fruit, 

it is liest. to he content with a modest crop. A 
healthy, well-supported Peach-tree planted in 

a well-made Ixirder will carry two fruits to the 
square foot, or eighteen to the square yard. 

This is not nearly so heavy a crop as market 
growers generally take, though heavier than 

was considered desirable years ago in privnte 

gnidens. (Jive plenty of sjinoe for the young 
wood to lie properly laid in. The fruits should 

all ap|ienr on the up|>er side of the trellis now 

as soon us stoning is finished. The night tem¬ 
perature may lie raised to (15 degs. to hasten 

the rqiening. 

Window gardening. Those who have 
no permanent glass may easily improvise Ixixfs 

that will do tor striking cuttings or raising 
sis'dlings by buying an empty lsix or boxis 

and getting squares of glass that will cover 

them. The Imix may lie of any size, hut 
IS inches long by-9 inches wide is a useful size, 

and 0 inches deep will take 5 inch pots. The 

glass ntav simply he laid on the box, and the 
box stood in the sunshine in the window, I nit 

when the sun gets very hot a sheet of |iu|x-r 

should lie laid over the glass if the cuttings are 
distressed by the sunshine. Ventilate the frame 

for hulf-an-hour every morning, and reverse the 

glass lo prevent dumping. A good general 
compost for re,iotting anything, except Heaths 

and Azaleas, may be made by mixing I bushel 

of loam with half a bushel of very old manure, 
and a quarter of a |ieck of sand. It is a good 

plan to use sand lather freely to keep the 

compost o[>en and sweet. 

Outdoor garden. F.vergreens may he 
pruned now. Most things, such ns Hollies, 

Arbor-vita*, Yews, Evergreen Oaks, and 

Lawjipn’s Cypress, may want a little help with 
tno'^entfls "uV'keep them in condition. If 

civ., I lie "inm.iic-'* mm me urn 
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general planting season is drawing to a close 
for the time being. We have done planting up 

to the end of April, and in isolated cases have 

done it later, but late planting involves more 

labour and attention afterwards, especially as 

regards damping foliage and branches in dry 
weather. This is the l»est season for trans¬ 

planting hardy Ferns, and rock plunts may be 
moved with safety now. Seeds of summer 

climbling annuals may be sown now in heat. 

The most useful of these are Cobtea scandens, 

Lophospermnm scandens, and Thunbergia 

alata. The last-named should have a sheltered 
sunny position and be syringed during growth 

to keep down red-spider. Maurandva Barclay - 

ana is rather a pretty climber. Finish Hose 1 mining and sow hardy annuals. Plant all 

finds of hardy plants. The Delphiniums 

are very effective hardy plants. Plant Holly¬ 
hocks now to till in background. 

Fruit garden. -Look over Peaches on 

walls, Green or black-flv often attacks the 
young shoots before the blossoms fall, and, if 

neglected for only a short time, a lodgment is 
effected which becomes more difficult to deal 

with later. The best remedy is Tobacco- 

powder, and it may l>e used without injury to 

leaf or blossoms. The onlv necessity is to act 

promptly. Melons may be planted now in 
frames on munure lads substantially and 

c irefully made. (Jucumliers ulso may be 

planted under similar conditions. We never 
shade Melons, preferring to give more air to 

harden the foliage. It is important that the 

old main leaves should remain on Melons till 

the fruit rijiens. With Cucumbers this pre¬ 
sence of the old main leaves is notsoim|>ortant. 

Strawberries coming forward in cool-houses 

will get ventilation enough now to set the fruit 

without help from the brush. The blossoms may 
l>c thinned by cutting away all t he small ones 

as soon as they can l>e distinguished. A dozen 

large fruits would be a heavy crop for a plant 

in a pot. There are various ways of feeding 

Strawberries without deluging the plants with 

strong liquid, plunging the pots in others one 
size larger, with rich compost in the bottom, 

has been used with advantage. (Jrape thin¬ 
ning should be done before the berries get very 

large. As soon as it can be seen which berries 

are taking the lead, thin at once. 

Vegetable garden. — Seakale coming 

forward outside should be covered in ridges a 

foot or so deep with ashes or burnt earth for 
preference. Cuttings of Seakale roots, which 

were taken off in autumn aud law! in dump 

smd or earth, will now be in suitable condition 

for planting to form forcing roots for next year. 

Asparagus seeds may also be sown to raise 

young plants, if not already in. There is not 

much gained by very early sowing unless the 
soil is naturally warm, as seeds will not germi¬ 

nate till the sun has warmed the soil. Where 

only a bed or so is made annually, if there is 

room under glass to raise the plants, time will 

be gained by sowing the seeds singly in 3-inch 

|lots and giving them n little heat, afterwards 
burdening off and plant ing out in May. Two 

or three hundred small jsits would not take up 
much room. Sow ridge Cucumbers and 
Vegetable Marrows for planting Ulster hand- 

lights. Sow again in a fortnight's time to 

come on Liter. Tomatoes should l>e grown 
without check from the first, and kept sturdy 

by ex|K>sure to light near the ghias. They are 
I letter without much heat for planting outside. 

Nitrate of soda will lie useful on Asparagus- 

beds. French Beans may be sown in a warm 

position at the foot of a south wall or front of 

a forcing-house, where protection cun be given. 
E. Hobday. 

THE COMING WEEK'S WORK. 

Extract* Jrom a Garden Diary. 

April 7th. Finished pruning Tea Hoses, 

and lightly forked over the surface, burying 

the mulch. When the hot weather comes a 

further mulch of loam and old manure will be 

given to the Teas. We are planting Tomatoes 

iu cool-houses. There is not much in Tomatoes 

now, but the houses must be filled with some¬ 
thing. A range of span-roofed houses has been 

planted with early Nectarines, chiefly Early 

Rivers and Cardinal. Potted /rff>lVtimias, 

Heliotropes, Ageratqfp^ ^te.^y ^jQQ 

April Sth. — Pricked off Stocks, Asters, 

Zinnias, and other tender annuals into boxes 

and placed iu cold-pits, kept close for a time. 
Planted a house with Cucumbers, chiefly 

Improved Telegraph. Looked over Vines 

under glass to stop sub-laterals. The simplest 

way of manuging the suh-lateruls is to run off 

all "below the bunches and stop all above to one 
leaf; this strengthens the base leaves and buds. 

Sowed French Breakfast Rudishee. Sowed Ne 

Plus Ultra Peas and Green Windsor Beans. 

April nth. -Planted out a lot of hardy bulbs 

from the conservatory which have flowered. 
Shifted on a lot of Gloxinias and Achimenes. 

We find rooted to|>s of Achimenes make useful 

table plants in 5-inch pots. Half a dozen cut¬ 

tings arc shifted when rooted into 5 inch itots. 

and are encouraged to grow freely iu beat. 
Planted out more Cauliflowers. Sowed seeds 

of Dietamnus Fraxinella in Itoxes. Preiiared a 

small hot-bed for striking cuttings of Tree- 

Carnations. Divided white Everlasting Peas 

to increase stock. 

April loth.—Moved plants to cold-pits to 

make room in houses. Shifted on Zonal Gera¬ 

niums. Sowed seeds of Aralia Sieboldi and 

Grevillea rohusta. Reixitted and basketed a 
few Orchids which are snowing signs of growth. 

We have just fixed up the roller blind on the 

stove, but it is only used when absolutely 

necessary. Potted off Begonia cuttings. 

Shifted on young Ferns. Palms ami Ferns nre 

shaded during the heat of the day. 

April llth. — Rearranged conservatory to 

form s|K*ciul features of Spira-a and Ferns, 

mixed Pelargoniums, Azaleas, Erica Cavcn- 

dishi and E. propendens. Good-sized clum|is of 
Diclytras and Trum|tcf Lilies are elevated. 

Bam I sins and Palms, chiefly Kentias, arc used 

as centres and backgrounds. Made new plan¬ 

tation of Mint. This is easily done by sever¬ 

ing the young stems underground with a knife. 

They then hit with roots, and arc planted 

6 inches npart. 

April I'th. Finishes! planting Potatoes. 

Tied up Lettuces. Young Cabbages are plen¬ 

tiful now on warm lsirder. and new Potatoes in 
frames. Sowed Ne Plus Ultra French Beans 

on bonier in front of forcing-house. Sowed 
more Winter Greens of various kinds, also 

Leeks for late planting. Early Leeks were 

sown in a box and are ready to transplant. 

S|<are time (if any) is devoted to surface 

stirring. 

LAW AND CUSTOM. 

Assessment of greenhouses. I hold a mull 
(arm as a market yarlciicr. Date ot entry, l59n On 
takini; powx-ssion I built five i^eenhouses, 75 teet by 
12 feet, lor Tomato irrowinjc. The overseen, now want to 
assess me. The district is under a Rural District Council. 
Can they do so under the circumstances?—J. D. 

|The greenhouses may be, and proiierlv 
sneakiug, should lie, se|>arately assessed for 

tbe pur|loses of the poor-rate, anti charged to 

the poor-rate at the full jiouiid-rate jiayable in 

res|met of buildings and other hereditament' 

which are not. agricultural laud. If any sepn 

rate rale is made by the overseers to defray the 
special expenses .if the rural council, the 

greenhouses should lie rated to that separate 

rate at one-fourth of the rate in the pound 

charged upon houses.- K. C. T.J 

Terms of tenancy. I think of taking a rattan* 
and garden on a lease for three or live years. D it usual 
to |wv rent yearly and in advance, and for each party to 
hold a copy of the agreement? Would the lease te 
determined in the event of my death? If so, what noire 
would my wife be entitled to or expected to give? I 
should l>e grateful for advice on these matters.—Comtaxt 
Reaper (A. S.y 

[It is not usual to pay rent yearly, nor yet to 

pay rent in advance, hut both practices are 

often seen. Rent, where the premises are let 

for a term of years or by the year, is sometimes 

payable yearly at the end of each year; and 

occasionally, although very rarely, is payable 

yearly in advance. It is commonly payable 
naif yearly or quarterly, sometimes in advance, 

and it is not uncommon to stipulate that the 

rent for the last half year (or the last quarter) 

of the tenancy shall l>e payable in advance. 
The agreement of tenancy should he in the 

custody of the tenant, but a copy signet! by the 

tenant should lie iu the hands of the landlord. 

If the letting lie for a |ieriud of more than three 

years, it must lie in writing tinder seal, unless 

the landlord and yourself enter into an agree¬ 
ment fora lease, when sealing is not necessary. 

Unless there was ail express stipulation to that 

effect in the agreement, the tenancy would uot 

determine upon your death, but would devolve 
ujion your executor or administrator, .who 

would be entitled to receive the same notice, 

and would be required to give the same notic, 

to determine the tenancy as you will have to 

give or receive if you survive. It may he well 
to point out that, where the letting is for a 

term of years only, and no provision is expressly 

made for a yearly or other tenancy upou the 
expiration of the term, no notice is necessary, 

and the tenancy ends without any notice from 

either party. All the matters about which roc 

intiuire are matters for mutual arrangement 

beforehand, and should lie dealt with in the 

lease or agreement of tenancy. K. U. T.J 

Repudiation of verbal hiring of house < Per. 
plexm).— You say that a verbal offer ot the premise* was 
made to your friend, and you imply that he verbally 
accepted the offer. He, however, has not received posses¬ 
sion, and, in fact, the tenancy of the present occupiers has 
not yet expired. As vour friend has reason to think those 
occupiers will not quit upon the expiration of their term, 
he has taken another house and repudiates this verbal 
hiring. In my opiniou, I do not think any damages can 
he recovered from him certainly not any rent as the 
contract was not in writing.—K. T. 

Nuisance from chimneys. During the last 
three .years hunting ashes from chimney* have lieca con¬ 
stantly deposited ill my garden, destroying nil my 
vegetables and trees. When I complain, I am insulted bv 
the manager of the firm, although 1 have lived here thirty 
year*. What i* best to do?— Reaper. 

[You do not say how far away these chim¬ 

neys are. nor with what work they nre 
connected, nor how long they have been in 

existence. Apparently, the nuisance com¬ 
menced three years ago. and, if so. yon have a 

remedy by action for damages. But as the 

statement of facts is so vague, 1 must recom¬ 

mend you to consult a solicitor.—K. C. T.] 

Carriage License. -I have bo-ght a new spring 
eirt. Shall I be obliged take out a license tor il? 
Must I hate the nature of my business—market gardening 

set out along with my name on the cart? I do not 
wish to have the words " market gardener “ placed upon 
the cart if it will suffice to set out my name and the pure 
of my residence.- Market ft.tRDr.XKK. 

[If your cart is constructed and adapted for 

the conveyance of goods or burden in the 

course of trade or husbandry, anti is used only 

for such pur|K>ses, you need not take out a 

license for it ; but your name and place of 

abode must lie legibly painted on the cart in 

letters of not less than 1 inch in length. The 

nature of your business need not be set out on 
the cart. If the cart is used for other 

joses you must take out a license for i©f+< 

TJ UNIVERSITY 

POULTRY. 

Death Of hen (J. BrotrnJ.—This bird was 

excessively fat, and appears to have died in » 

fit of ajtoplexv. The crop was very full of 

corn. Obesity, or excessive fatness, is really a 
disease caused, as a rule, by ftartaking of food 

of too rich and stimulating a nature. Most 

poultry ailments nre brought about by over¬ 

feeding or the use of unsuitable food, and the 

free use of Maize is sure to lead to the founda¬ 
tion of internal fat, and as this accumulates 

egg production ceases, and the hen falls » 

victim to disease. It would lie well, in your 

case, to discontinue the Maize, and let the diet 
of all your Fowls be of the plainest, anti 

restricted in quantity, at least, for a time, 

otherwise you will, in all probability, find 

more of vour hens drop off iu the same way. 
As liver tlisense is often caused by high fettl¬ 

ing, it is verv possible some of your hens may 

be found to be suffering from this complaint, 

the symptoms of which are a moping about on 
the part of the bird, an irregular apjtetite, 

while there is generally a yellowish htie on the 
comb, face, and wattles. If these symptoms 

are observed the Itest treatment is to give one 

grain of calomel |ier bird every other day fora 

week or so, mixed in the soft food, which 

should lie given in a cramblr state, tore 

plenty of fresh vegetables, and having lessened 

the quantity of grain for a time (to allow the 

digestive organs to recoup their strength), add 
some sulphate of iron to the drinking water 

after the course of medicine has been gone 

through. The most profitable and satisfactory 
mode of general feeding is to give no more at 

3^ri(nn tbini can Ik- eaten readily and hungrily, 

a Ditto freqnenj cjjnpgc the diet.—8. S.i;- 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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CORRESPONDENCE. 
Questions. Queries and answers are inserted in 

GistiEXtxo fret of charge if correspondents fallow there 

mien ■ All communications thould be clearly and concisely 
written on one tale of the pa/ter only, and addressed to 

the Editor of Gabdkxixo, 17, Purmml-tlreet, Holborn, 
I.codon, K.C. fwttrrs on business thould be rent to 

the FYlLl>IIHi The name and tuldress if' the reiuleraiv 
"7«ired in addition to any designation he man desire to 
he o.ed in the jiaper. When more than one query is sent, 

■ vh thould be on a separate piece if paper, and not more 
than three gurries thould be tent at a time. Corres/Hin- 

deals ihould bear in mind that, as Gardk.vi.no has to be 
tent to prets tome time in adra ure of date, queries cannot 
sheaiti be replied to in the issue immediately following 

the eeceipl of their communication. We. do not re/dg to 
queries by post. 

Naming: fruit.- Readers who desire our help in 
•i.umug fruit thould bear in mind that several tpecimens 

different stai/es of colour and size of the tame kind 
9'tally assist in its determination. lt> hare received 

tree ml evrrmpvndenls tingle specimens of fruits 
hr i,anting, these in many cases being unripe mid other- 

cue per. The difference between nineties of fruits are, 
IS -any eases, so trifling that it is necessary that three 
ipwuneiis if each kind should be sent. HY can undertake 

some only four varieties at a time, aiul these only when 
the abuee directions are observed. 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

Chrysanthemum Chas. D&vls (If. CA- This 
a a wry easy plant to grow, and any buds retained during 
Ihr Utter |-art of August will give flowers Of excellent form 
u*i colour. II y ou will refer to our issue of January 5th 

you " 'll “00 we suggested pinching the plants third 
• in May nut the second week. 

Roses shedding their foliage (An Old Sub- 
—Too much water at the root seems to be the 

of your plants shedding their foliage. Sometimes 
lines will do this when they are introduced into strong 
lint before they arc established in their pots. You can 
's,l> withhold water a little and cut hack the growths 
nearly to their base. By so doing the plants should soon 
r» ever, especially with increasing sunshine. We do not 
Hieve the painting of the house had anything to do with 
Ik filling of the leavn. 

Cannas falling (Sundial) It was a mistake to have 
tile -Ml so dry when you potted them. Very probable the 
*'l even now is not moistened throughout. You may 
We been watering too freely , making the soil sour, anil 
in. preventing the formation ot roots. Wo would 
•J ' you to shake them out, repot them in light, sandv 
mi -wl plunge hi the hot-hed, being careful with the 
O ling lit. Give a good soaking when you have potted 
It .wild leave them alone. The moisture in the hot-tied 
>'11 he sufficient until the roots begin to run- that is, it 
ta>re is any life in them. 

Chrysanthemums for decorative uses 
intBy\—\oar plants represent four ty|ies,and, assuming 
ej desire them to bloom from late October onwards, you 

•h sdd stop or pinch them three or four times during the 
-rowing reason. Give the plants their first pinching when 
they are 6 inches in height, and repeat this at each suc- 

1 wing s inches of growth. Give the last pinching 
tvs aids the end of June, leaving the plants from this point 
•« develop terminal bud*. When the buds develop, thin 
•ot the more crowded and weakly ones among them, and 
.'ou should then obtain a really line show. 

Renovating lawn (The Cedars).—It the Grass on 
''sir bare patches ot lawn be quite dead, your hest course 
* u he to point them over a lew inches‘deep, make the 
• irtai-e flue and level, then sow proper lawn Grass-seeds, 
ret Irom a seedsman, hut not too thickly, lest the density 
sarves the whole of the Grass. When sown, and the seeds 
kghlty raked In. roll thoroughly, and protect the need 
'ran Midi. A liberal dressing of soot all over the lawn 
Will do good. Sweep in all cases very lightly when Grass 
i thin, lu the broom heavily used often docs harm. Please 
rate reply to •• A. G." on similar iub|vcl, as you will lluil 
that helpful also. 

Roee-buds Injured by Insects (Calymnos) 

Probably in your country you have Insects which prey on 
Rose* tliat are not known to us here. It Is said there are 
- er 100 species of insects that are injurious to Rose* We 
•hould say the bulls have been attacked by either I he Rose- 
haler or one of the many saw-flies. If'you lay a white 
k,th beneath the liushrs at night, amt give a vigorous 

•iake. you will probably dislodge some of the insects. A 
:>«d remedy for such troublesome pests is to water tlio I ( 
l-Lnts overhead with an infusion of IlclU'Isire or of Paris 
trten, or powder them over with sulphur. By immersing 
the hurls in a strong decoction of Quassia-chips, this ren¬ 
ters them very unpalatable to the Insects. 

Pyrethrum Jubilee (A. A.}-This is regarded 
*lth great favour by all who have seen it when in blossom. 
The flowers are not so large as in many of those of more 
o- tnt introduction, hut they arc quite’ large enough, and 
fceir l»rm Wall that one could desire. It is a single form, 

uvt the colour is a velvety crimson-scarlet, with an effec¬ 
tive golden-yellow- disc. At the time ot writing this reply 
the plants are beautiful tults of the loveliest green, anil 
in a tew- week* they will begin to bloom, and continue for 
i amaderablc time. A good mulch of well-rotted manure 
• » great advantage at this time, and we muke this a rule 
•ith >11 our Pyretlirums at this season. 

Pruning Niphetoa under glass (Caution) 

' "Hiequite right. These fine old plants need severe 
(cunng now and (ben In order to enconmgo the produe- 

■«> of new wood. You must wait until tlio blossom has 
"dand, then you may cut hack the plant. l>o not do 
da. All at once. As ouch growth vields its bloswiu cut 
*>k to two or three eyre right from the base. You 
"uW endeavour to cut out one or two growths evert 

"V s» soon as the first crop of blossom lm» disappeared, 
lira you keep up a siux-csaioii of new" wood, which 
• w essential. After pruning, and as soon as new 
-•nwtb* are about an inch in length, give some liquid. 
■Moure, and repeat every week or ten davs fojy-rh* I gT'o* 

Planting Ranunculus __ 
-• more favoured parts of these islands that the roots or I is far 

claws, as they are termed, can with safety lie left In the 
soil all the year round. Where the soil Is well drained, 
light, and warm, this may be done. In all others it is 
necessary to lift them each year in the month of July, and 
dry them thoroughly tietore replanting again in Octolier 
or November. In heavy soils it Is. perhaps, best U) deter 
planting till February or even March, the ground having 
'•veil roughly prepared the previous winter. A perfectly 
drained, as we'l av light soil Is important, this being deeply- 
worked and well enriched with manure. For soils that 
are very hot and sandy, cow-manure six months old will 
tie best by reason ot its cool, moisture-lmlding propensity. 
Tli» addition of »oot and lime in the winter an t a dressing 
of bone-meal in the drills when planting will be ot great 
value, 

Treatment of Aloe (two)—'The genus Aloe belongs 
to the order Liliaceie. Nearly all of them are natives ot 
South Africa, and while some are low.growing, others 
attain quite tree like dimensions. They nil need the pro¬ 
tection ot a greenhouse, full exposure to the sun through¬ 
out the year, a moderate amount of water when growing, 
Iml scarcely any during the winter, and tor polling soil 
use two parts loam tonne |«rl ot leaf mould, and the same 
amount ot crocks, or, better still, soft bricks broken nlsmt 
the size of Horse Beans, with halt a part of sand. The 
flowers ot most Aloes arc In colour some combination of 
red and yellow, and a considerable number are borne 
together dis|sised in a dense spike, very much after the 
manner of a Kiiiphofla or Ited-hol-poker plant, as it is 
popularly called, some species bloom freely, principally 
during the summer mouths, while, on the other hand, 
some kinds rarely flower. 

Newly-sown lawn (A. (;.)-)’ on certainly sowed 
Grass and Clover-seed oil your lawn very early, as the 
usual time for so doing is in April. However, it we gel no 
sharp frosts next month, the Grass will soon grow, and, 
helped by the recent rains, should grow strong and dense. 
If \ oil can, n week or two hence, give the lawn a heavy 
dressing of soot to wash in, it will do much good. Failing 
that, get sulphate of ammonia, ernsh it no quite flue, then 
strew it over the lawn at the rate ot a In. per rod. That 
will soon dissolve and stimulate quick growth. It is 
wisest to allow the now Grass to grow f. inches or (l inches 
in height, then have it mown with a scythe, as that 
enables the root* to get well hold nt the soil. Then mice 
a week run the lawn-mower over it, llrsl setting the knives 
a little high and gradually putting them lower. By July 
at least you should have a good, dense verdure rn which 
to play croquet. With a dripping June the turf will 
greatly improve. 

Mulching nnnualR (I.. />. I.) If you have 
trenched your border in which Roses mid herbaceous 
plants arc now growing :t feet deep, ami well manured it, 
such a position should not appreciably suffer from 
drought. Still, il the soil gels very dry in hot weal her, 
ton cannot do better than cover the surface all about the 
plants ami Roses with at least 2 inches thickness of 
manure, and especially, il you have it, cow-manure, as that 
is cool. It you dislike to sec the manure, cast over it the 
mowings from your lawn, these lieing less objectionable, 
though soon drying up It you can liberally water during 
dry weather, the munurial elements will Is, washed in anil 
do good. To have good, doep-rooting animals, sow in 
latches where to grow, but thin out quite hard, as thick¬ 
ness creates.early death. Mignonette stands well, so, too, 
do Bartonia aurea, any of the Godetias, Kschscholuios, 
Clatkius. Limim grandiflorum, dwarf Nasturtiums, annual 
Chrysanthemums, dwarf Sunflowers, Candytufts, and 
Indian Pinks or Oianthuses. 

Sweet Peas planting out the earliest 
batch Of plants (Tom)— Seeing that yon commenced 
operations under glass so early as January last, and have 
been growing on your plants steadily since, and assuming 
they are now nicely hardened off in cold-frames, yon need 
not hesitate to commence planting Into their flowering 
quarters as oppnrt unity offers. Begin by planting in the 
warmer quarter of the garden llrsl, as we are sure to have 
many unpleasant nips of frosty besides experiencing cold 
and cutting winds, within the next week or two. Six or 
seven plants in each pot. as you *av you have, should en¬ 
able you to develop large, bushy clumps in the flowering 
season. Before planting take out the soil to the depth ot 
about 18 inches, and then fill in to the surface with sonic 
good manure. Tread the manure in firmly, anil cover 
this with aliout tl inches to 8 Inches of soil. Plant in this, 
filling in the soil almost to the surface, leaving a 
basin-like cavity for watering. Large pots in case 
of frost should be placed over the plants during the 
nighl. 

Marechal Nlel and Homer In greenhouse 
Poodle) We presume these two Roses, when planted in 

the large pits you refer to, had not previously been 
grown in |>ots, but were dug up from the open, if such 
was the case, and they were given 60 deg*. of heat at 
once, this may in some resjiects be the cause of the plants 
dying. But are you sure they are dead? Sometimes 
such plants will shell their foliage prematurely anil vet 
not tic dead. If the wood appears solid and green near 
the base they may throw out new shoots even yet. Wo 
could have given j ou a more dcilnite answer if j ott hail 
furnished us with more details. Perhaps the plants were 
grafted on the Manctti-stock. This stock very often w'll 
fail from no apparent cause. It is always safer to ask for 
Tea Roses eittier ou own roots or on the Brier, lu making 
future purchases of Roses for growing muter glass, see 
that you get established, pot-grown plant*, anil it is 
always liest to pay a little more for “extra sized plunta" 
which are grown especially for the purpose. 

Rose White Marechal Nlel In cold green- 
houfto (K. II. Si in ps-m) • Tlte foliage received was 
covered with the excreta of the green-fly. The sticky 
condition of the foliage causes il to collect particles of 
dust floating in tlio air, whioh, unless olertmsl off, will 
seriously Injure agrowing plant by clogging the jioros ot 
the leaf, .'lost of the foliage sent was that produced Inst 
y«ar, and to all appearance insects of the weevil or saw-fly 
lyi*e had eaten parts of the foliage during the autumn. 
Tills foliage will nil he shed as soon as the new growths 
are well developed. The green-fly may be cheeked by 
syringing witfi parnfltn emulsion. About a wlneglassfiil 

■il "eUAlrred into a gallon of hot water, in which a 
Ifu (fVlrMap has been previously mixed, is about 
cor.ei3uifa.Vid of making this wash, but fuulit^tfcfl 

house secure against tln^oo rapid esenoeof the smoke, A 
good syringing following the fumigating and on ever* 
occasion when sun is bright would soon cleanse your plan! 
from dirt as well as aphis. 

Tall-growing plants (Century) You ask for tall- 
growing scarlet or yellow-flowering plants for August amt 
September. You omit, however, to say whether tender 
plants or hardy perennials are desired. Of the former 
there is, perhaps, nothing more suitable than (.'actus 
Dahlias, such, for instance, as Glare of the Garden and 
many more |K>ssessing the same vivid colour or approach¬ 
ing thereto. Of the hardy plants the Kniphoflus come 
nearest in point of colour, and particularly such as fvaris, 
nobil'S, graudis, all of these, having tall spikes of orange- 
scarlet flowers and lasting a long time in profusion. 
In Gladioli are many shades of scarlet, and the old llrcnrh- 
leyensis is indispensable. In yellow there is a host ot 
good things in single and double Sunflowers, and the forms 
Ilf 11, multifloriiH III pirticnlar. Ot these It m mnxlmus. 
It. It. 0. Moon, II. m. ft pi., II in. Soicil d'Or, and the 
several tonus ot If. rigidus, have yellow flower-heads and 
reach I feet lo It feet high. II. tomvntosu* is a newer 
kind, most distinct and attractive. These things may 
now lie planted, and, it good plants are obtained, should 
flower well this season, but, n( course, better next year 
In the Sunflower class, loo, are nmnv good aimituls ot a 
yellow shade, amt the small.flowered II. cucumerifoliiis is 
very useful. 

Plants to flower In spare room <«. /. II.) if 
you have no other means of growing fhe plants Ilian the 
room in question, we fear von have little chance of suc¬ 
cess. It is one thing to flower many bulbous plants in 
such a place, for the flowers, already existing in embryo 
within the bulb, are produced ns Ihc natural outcome of 
growth ; but it. is nnother matter when the plants are of 
the soft-wooded class and produce tlicir flowers on the 
current wood or grow th. You may, however, utilise all 
the light the windows will give you, ami in this way grow 
ami flower such plants as Zonal l’elargoimims(Geraimims) 
in variety. Fuchsias, Campanula fragilis, C, isophv lira alba, 
several ot the Cactus family, Vallotn purpurea. Gladiolus 
in several sections and their varieties, Arum Lily, Saxi¬ 
frage sanneiitosa, Tulieroim Begonias, that nione in 
summer afford a splendid variety ot colour, and may now 
lie purchased as dry tulsrs and j silted at ... Another 
good thing is Hydrangea Hortcnsia, and all the more valu- 
nhlo lieeause hardy ami ca|>able ol standing outside in 
winter. Glei-homa hederaeea fol. vnr. and the Golden 
Moneywort would afford a eoupic of good trailing plants, 
apart from Ihe Campanulas name-1 above, that arc well 
suited to the same purjioac. To these may tie add'*! a 
tew pots ot Mignonette, hest grown on the window sill; 
amt si me |>ol* of Rhislanthe, Isifli lieing easily grown 
from sei d t. These should at least afford you variety, and 
it is easy enough lo purchase a plant now and ngain. 
You will neisl exercise some cure ill the water giving amt 
general attention day by day. 

Hyacinths falling (Amateur) At the price 
named, two shillings per dozen, the liullis would In all 
probability lie of Imt a second or third-rate quality, from 
which it would bo impossible to obtain llrsl olaas flowers, 
however grown. Still. Irom the description, we should 
say that yours have had insufltcient light, and very |»>saibly 
an excess of water at the roots, tor though Hyacinths need 
to hav e the soil kept tairlv moist—that is, when the roots 
arc finite active, yet it kept loo wet this causes all undue 
dev elopment of the foliage, often at the expense of the 
flow-era We should advise you next season to obtain 
better class bullw. potting them in a good, open compost, 
such as you mention, but he decidedly sparing of the cow • 
dung. Then stand them outside, give a good watering 
through a moderately fine rose to settle the soil thoroughly 
in ils place, and cover with ashes or Cocoa-nut-refuse. 
This covering will tend to keep the soil in an even state 
of moisture and encourage the formation of roots, upon 
the ample production of which so much of the success or 
otherwise in the culture of the Hyacinth diqienda Then, 
w hen the pots are filled w ith roots and the tops commence 
to push (which will be in six weeks fir therealhiutx from 
the time of potting), the south window should lie a very 
suitable place for them. In mixing the potting conqiost. 
some good rough sand is very essential lo keep the so'I 
open, and when the plants arc placed in the window, if 
saucers are used to stand them in take care that no water 
is allowed to remain in the saucer, as this will couse the 
roots to decay, and (allure result therefrom. 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

Planting out Jasmine (II. S. Sioreneu)—The 
Jasmine w ill succeed in any good garden soil. Planting 
may tie i-arried out in the autumn, winter, or early spring 
months, before growth recommences that is to say, when 
it Is intended to remove a planted-out specimen from one 
spot to another. Should, however, the specimen, lie in a Kt, it may le planted al any season, and in most nurseries 

sniincs are kept in pot* for that reason. 
Gum-trees (Eucalypti) (./. W.) You wilt And that 

none of the Eucalypti arc hardy unless In mild seashore 
gardens, and even then they are liable lo lie killed. <»nly 
in the more favoured districts have Hie Gum-trees any 
chance, and they never present Ihe graceful and statelv Earance which they show in countries which suit 

i. The common E. globulus Is used in Ihe London 
|wrks during the slimmer, lint the trees will not stand the 
winter. If you wish to try any of them, you should 
write to T. Smith, Newry. 

Pruning Prunus triloba (If. -S'. Smeary)—tt it 
is necessary to prune Prunus triloba at all, this should bo 
done directly the flowering season is past, as it is the 
young shoots produced alter that period on which we 
have lo depend (or flowers the following season. This 
applies only to plants that are pruned hack haul, as unless 
s|ieeial reasons exist, lor keeping Ihe plant ivilhin ils 
present bound* the greatest wealth nt blossoms will lie 
obtained it the pruning is strictly limited to the rctnov al 
of any weak, old, or exhausted shoots. This may lie 
carried out as soon a* the flowers are over. 

Planting out Rhododendron (S. C.) There 
are so many kinds of Rhododendrons that without know, 
ing the name nt vours it is difficult to advise. If it i' one 
ot the haklj^rtrietieirit Imay be planted out-of-doors as 

’ springIrofls frc.ovw^ Jn planting see that It 

... —_~-r,„, W1'!11 a sal|rrr 
efficacious. Of course, vou must niske the I shaped depression lu the soil aroitiid tne stem, in order to 

. URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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-»- 
allow of a thorough watering. This depression should Ik- 
at least a foot ill diameter, and the plant will be all the 

better if watered when necessary throughout the summer. 

If the soil is very stiff, an addition of peat or leaf-mould 
will be of service. Plant in a fairly sunny spot. If it is a 
greenhouse variety, it may Ik- plunged out-of-doors during 

the summer, and kept supplied with water. So treated it 

will set its buds for another season, and must in the 

autumn be taken under cover. 

FRUIT. 

Green cooking Apples ft'. M. H.\- Of green 
baking Apples very fine are Alfriston. I.ord lH-rhy, Prince 
Albert, and Wellington. All are late kee)iers. You will 

find Wellington to be the most acid, but the fruits are not 

so large as are those of the others. Probably Prince 

Albert would suit you best. 

October-fruitlng Raspberries <fc'. -V. H.\ 
The proper treatment of October-fruiting Raspberries is to 

cut away the old canes in the winter or now, and. when 
good growth is seen on a few of the best young ones, then 

■ ul away all the rest. These new canes should carry fruit 

on their tops or points in the autumn. Cut down at once 
your newly-planted canes, and treat them the same each 

year. 

American-blight on Apple-trees (/-col. (let a 

little paraffin, and with a bmsh daub it well in where the 
insects nre. A little later wash them clean out with strong, 

soapy, warm water, then mix a little soap, clay, and 
paraffin to make a paste, and well daub it with the brush 

into any cracks or wounds in the bark where the insects 
may be secreted. If any appear later, and the summer is 

the chief season for them, follow them tip with the treat¬ 

ment thus advised. 

Bordeaux-mixture (A Twenty ■ three Yean' 
Reader). --(let 2 lb. of blue-stone or sulphate ol copper, 

tie it in a piece of coarse canvas, and hang it in a wooden 
tub in 2 gallons of water. Pour in -J gallons ol boiling 

water, and let it soak. It should Ik- dissolved in twelve 

hours. Also dissolve in 2 gallons of water - lb. of fresh 
lime, which should not Ik- air-slaked; this may be done 

in an ordinary ynxil. Pour it when fully dissolved ami 

clear into the tub, add 2 lb. soft-soap or treacle, anil stir 
well, then o<ld 20 gallons of water. 

of OcL t>. 1900, p. 417, which can Ik- bad of the publisher, 
price ljd.. post free. tVeshouId defer moving the Rhodo¬ 

dendron until the autumn, severing it at the same time. 

See that it is well rooted before moving: rather wait 
another season than risk losing it--J. ft. H.. Gateshead. 

Stretch a piece of tiffany along tin- front when the still 
is very strong. It is not advisable to have it oliaded 
always.-A Shr.yu.hirc S or ire.—Certainly not, as if 

there nre no to)* there is nothing to sustain llie fresh 

tubers.-Sesgui/u-dalia Verba.—You cannot do Ix-lter 

than get Johnson's •'Hardeners’ Dictionary,'' in which the 
deriv ation of the generic name it given, and i-onsult a good 

Latin dictionary for the specific name.-V. if -We do 
not understand your query. Fuchsias are grown for their 

flowers. We have never heard of them being grown for 
foliage.-Constant Render. You are ev idently keeping 

your plants too wet at the root, and not giving sufficient 

air. Send us a sample ol the plants you impure about. 
-Dr. Montagu Gumming. Apply to Messrs, llaageand 

Schmidt, Krfurt- - —J. R - C. montana should be pruned 
in February or March, reraoviug only the weak, strag¬ 

gling, or overcrowded branches. —('. S.—The word is 

pronounced with the accent on the final “c" Mcgasca. 
-M. E. West. Kindly send specimens of the insect vou 

refer to and we will then try and help y ou. See prev ious 
numbers as to stopping, etc., the varieties of Chrysanthe¬ 
mums you mention. We have dealt frequently of late 

with this subject and given lists.-E. R. Stoke*. It is 
very prohably Marie Louise well grown.-thrl. Sorrv 

to say we can assign no reason for the failure. -G. Jr. 
Sand a re. The cause is no doubt insufficiently iqicncd 

bulbs, vvhieh seem to have been very small, judging by 

those you send. C. England.—Kvidently a Mimosa of 
some kind, but impossible to Ik- quite sure without seeing 
the flowers.—-J. C. Krnnanl. See article on •• Crowing 

Figs outdoors," in our issue of Fete 22, 1'*r-, which can 

Is- hail of the publisher, price Ud.. post free. T. M'. 
The Holden Box is easily increased from cuttings put into 

pots of sandy soil in the autumn, ami atevd in a cnhl- 

Irame or under a handlight under a wall. Kindly say to 
w hat I'a-onies y oil refer. Star. Is-ave the I rises as I hey 

sic until they flower. Break them up and replant, when 
they have finished blooming, into well-manured, deeply. 

dug soil.--Star. See reply in tlii» week's issue on 

“ Begonias for Hie Flower-garden," p. AS. 

TO OBTAIN BEST RESULTS 

IN GARDEN & GREENHOUSE, 

USE 

OHLENDORFFS 

FERTILITY 
THE CELEBRATED HORTICULTURAL MANURE. 

PRICES : 

Bags. I-cwt. J-cwt. J-cwt. 11-11*. 

i6-; 8 6; 5,-; 3.. 
Tins, 6d. and 1 - tacit. 

Extra large tins (7-11*.) 2 3 each. 

Sold by Seedsmen and Florists. 

If unobtainable locally, sent carriage 

paid, for cash with order (.except Od. tin.-), 

by— 

THE AN6L0 C0NTIHENTA GUANO WORKS, 
30, Mark Lane, London, E.C. 

PERUVIAN GUANO. 
SPECIAL LAWN MANURE 

BONE MEAL 
Price lists gratis and post free. 

AH Fertiliser* of known value and ah 

Horticultural chemicals supplied. 

Treatment of young fruit-trees (fc-. M //.> 
It is unf-rtiinntc that vou did not hiivo y our fan-slia|K-d 
fruit-trees rather hard cut back soon after they were 

|iiauled. It will he better that you prune them lack now 
to fully two-thirds the length of their branches, as in that 

way y ou will induce strong shoots to break close look, ami 

thus well furnish each tree the first year. By that nurse 
also you would excite the roots into strong action, w hereas 

non-pruning makes their action jioor and sluggish. Kven 
if you now pinch out the bloom, and that had liest lie done 

if you do not prune, the shoots which break will Ik- 

numerous but somewhat weak, and it may take the trees 
some three or four years to recover from faulty treatment 

at the first- In the case of fan-shaped trees, not only 
should the pruning at the first Ik- hard ; although it need 

but be moderate, ami chiefly thinning later, it is imjKir- 
tant that the outside branches he nailed well down at the 

start to furnish the !*>ttoms, as the cent res and upper jsir- 

tions can easilv lie filled in as the trees grow. If the 
season proves dry, give each tree an orca-ional soaking 

of water, and place over the roots a mulch of long 
manure. A cordon Iree simply needs that the |ioint lie 

annually shortened lock atiout one half, and the side- 

shoots pinched in July and harder cut hack in the winter. 

VKHKTABLfX 

Gutting Asparagus (Hinton) It is always liest 
to cut all shoots, large or small, that break up from 

Asparagus-roots up to the time u-uallv middle to end of 
June when cutting ceases entirely. The jieriod of cut¬ 

ting is usually contingent on the strength of the plant's 
growth. If weak generally, then cease cutting by the 

middle of June ; if strong, cut till the end ol the month. 

When the nummcr growths produce sced-lK-rries some of 
these fall, and, being buried m the soil, tile following year 

start into growth. Thcv should Ik- destroved, except 

w here old roots have died out ; then some of the seedlings 
may he planted to fill their places. 

Mushrooms on lawn (Belgian Render). - The 
soil of a law n would not he rich euough to promote Mush¬ 

room growth. As a rule, in pastures these excellent fungi 
grow only w here cattle run, and their droppings manure 

the soil. Still farther. Mushrooms growing on a lawn 
would be objectionable in appearance, and, during their 

season, mowing could not take place fiecause of the 

destruction of the Mushrooms in their various stages of 
development. If you want to grow Mushrooms outdoors, 
and have no paddock or meadow in which cattle run that 
you can make holes in here ami there and put in portions 

of Mushroom-cake, heavily manure a piece ol garden 
ground, say. hall a rod. ami bury a few inches deep into 

th-it pieces of spawn, then water well, and cover up with 

long litter. Do that in June. It will cost little, and you 
may have later a good crop. 

Mint (IF You should inquire for .'pear Mint 

(Mentha viridis). Min! i- in demand all the vear round, 
aiid to have green Mint very early in the y ear, roots 

should be lifted in December imd placed in shallow liu.-.e.- 

of fine soil, standing in a v.nrn'.-house. Out-ol-doors it 
g'rovvs freely in any light, well-drained soil, but should be 

broken lip, replanted every second year, as it dies away il 
left In one place too long, although it naturally seeks 

fresh soil by pushing out all round the outer edges of the 

hod, while the centre or old part will get quite bare. If 
vou wish to have dry- Mint you should cut the tops in 

July, and tie it in bunches after having carefully dried it- 
You cannot do better than use the Plum for grafting your 

Peaches on. Some people recommend the Almond,’ but 

we find that this only answers in warm soila 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 

*.* Any eoiiwnini.nlioiu respecting {duals or jtrail* 

sent to name should nlways nocm/i/xi iiy thr {street, 
irhich should I* ndd.essr.1 to thr KpitoH of O.VRDKMXO 

Illi str.vtkii, 17. Fnrnieal-street. Il.dbor. 1, Immton. E.C. 

A number should also be firmly a fired In each specimen 
o f flHirers or fruit se al for naming. Xo uiorr than four 

kinds of fruits or jlotcers for naming should be sent at 

one time. 

Names Of plants.—^- IF Blue flower with leaf, 

double blue Hefatica: Blue flower with bulb. Chionodoxa 
Lucilke : Bell-shaped flower, Hentiana acaulis : Pink flower. 

Megasea (Saxifraga) rubra.-C. C.— 1, Forsythia sus- 
pensa: 2. Aspic-ilium bulbifemm. Vat. Kuony unis 

w ith yellow edge, Kiionymus japoniens aureoinarginatus: 
other. F. j. aureus; White flower. Allium ueypolitamim. 

He! bulbs in the autumn and plant them. Sow y our 

Cineraria seisl towards the end ol April. We hope to deal 

vvilh Cinerarias in an early issue. When sending any 
plants for name, ench sjiecimen should lie munla-rcd. 

G. M. II. Carlow. I. (,'ueen Anne's Jonquil (Narcissus 
jiusillus plenus); 2 and :t. Narcissuscenuius. The Hake. 

The Cobweb llouscleek (Senijs-rviviim arachnoideum); 

can Is- had from any hardy plant nursery man. E. 
Hands. The Partridge Berry (Haulthcria JirocmiilwnsV 

E. Smith. Hydrangea Iforlcnsia. Wc hope to give 

an illustration ami treatment in a coming issue. 

Names of fruit, J. Leary.—Pear N'e Plus Mcuris ; 
Apple, sjK-cimeiis insufficient. 

Catalogues received. Harlan I’. Kelsey 
mint liiiildiugs. Boston, Mass., I'.S. A. Ilar.li/ Am 

Kelsey, Tre- 

..mgs. Boston. Mass., l .»..x. iiar.li/ An.rri.-an 

Plants and t andit.a Mountain Fto.rers. Win. Syden¬ 
ham, Tanuvorth.—Earlg-fowering Chrysanthemums. 

Photographs of Gardens, Plants, or 
TreeB.— IFe offer tuck trr.de n copy of the lair'd 
edition of the “ English Flower Harden ’’for the 

lust photograph of a garden or any o f its contents, 

indoors or outdoors, nenl to i/.x in any one. week. 

Second prize, Half a Hlti/wa. 

The Prize Winners this week are: 1. 
Mr. Ernest Ballard, The Court. Colwall. 

Malvern, for Eremurtis rohutdu* - Mr. .1. 
Rod?, 1, K iv. Im-on Hoad, Oxit lor Nar¬ 

cissus tnandru in a |tol. 

*T/1C Dennis 

SHORT REPLIES. 

.1.— Your Ix-sL way will be to send them to one of the 

commission agents in the market, but if you can sell them 
locally it will he far better.-b. H^Jhe Grasses > 

name are of doubtful hardiness in li/tain, and even 

exhaustive article on tlie mil tire of Igipagerins in U 

Z&gsS. 
TWOS, f. ROBINSON, 
Dnra Ixorwoxn. 

RtonrMdga 

A BARGAIN, 10*. 6d.—Gent’s magnificent 18- 
corat gold-cased KEYLE88 HUNTER: compact model, 

jewelled lever balance, perfect timekeeper. 10 year* war 
runty AlsoOent's faihionable 18 carat rolledr*>ld (ilamped) 
DOUBLE ALBERT (curb), sacrifice, 10< fid F.irberor both 
rent for inspection before payment—MCCARTHY, Pawn¬ 
broker. SOSj. Cal-donisnuiad. London. _ 

As Flower and Tree r> 
Support* In Garden H 
and Grecnhonio ars 

BARGAIN. 9i. 6d —Powerful 4-guinea 
BINOCULAR; 8 lenses, 90 mile rente, nickel silver rye- 

shades, leather sling cave and strap*. 1 [DioarMirr. pu ».-'fol, 
“0 lenses. 12s. fid. Sent for iHSpee'.lov before pesment.— 

Y. Pawnbroker, 205.', Osledonlen road. I/in don.. 

__mao are 
unequalled. They 
are it one, durable, 
and cheap. 

special orm. 
Our Popular 5a. 

Bundle, containing 
150 Bamboo*, asstd. 
•ires from 1 ft. ( In. up 
to J fr. onj. 

SEND FOR PRICE UST. 

I ft long X Hull IN 
Rft. .. X Rail . 

4 ft. M X ffn.46 . A 5 ft. H x ito|7( . 
5 ft. Rom Stakes, 21-. 

4 ft- long X t-in-48 . Me ft. X t-to. 24- 
7ft. » X RlalM. 

7 ft. . X 14a. 94- .1 

BAM BOOS 
BAMBOOS for 

Punting Poles 
Yacht Masts 
rends Court Enclosures 
Furniture making 
Curtain Poles 
Garden Arohea, 

4a, ta. 

o BAMBOO CO., 
O >6*. ‘•EVER STREET, 

BATH STREET, 

PRICE LIST FREE. S Q>tV rd , ec. 

BEES! BEES! BEES! 
modern up-to-date appliances. 

Taylor's Now Book: 

“ BEE APPLIAMCE8 & HOW TO U8E THEM, 
Post Free. la. 2d. 

Catalogue Frea Also Incubator Catalogue. 

E. H. TAYLOR, Welwyn, Herts. 

LAWN MANURE 
For present application Keeps doan worm ' v”xl 
and pmdrox-v a Is-auliful surface. In bugs: H lh • -r 
28 III., 5s :’«1 ; 5« III. 8s »t.; 1 .-«•( ., 15s fid 

CvKKUfir Tvin nm Cv-ii 

Wnl( fer Free Pu ■ 1 .if Herd- -ill'i'Jl Ms 

McCarthy 

THE BRITISH FERTILIZER CO.. 
5. Canning Street. BIRKENHEAD. 

TOBIN'S MACIC FERTILISER 
FOR FLORISTS AND AMATEURS 

30 YEARS' REPUTATION. 
Turns weak, straggling plants into v mass •« *"* 

hi.huh Sold by all com chandlers m |s».-k.-ls, 1*1- . 
Also in bags. 14 II*.. Is. 9(1.: 28 11*.. 3s.: 5« H*-- » 
112 11*.. 10s Agents wanted in ail large towns. 

Sample bag* p^r rvlurn oil of roun'W ’ 
TOBIN'S CHEMICAL MANURE CO. • ' 
7. Albion Grove. F'oKe Newlnaton. London. 

PEARCE & COMPANY;S 
CREENHOUSLS 

FRAMES, A°- 
Ttlnatratod PrlM 

t.lst Free. 

L.xK2-nv Sts am Bunn'DtTva* t 
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FRUIT. 

TIIINNIXt; APPLE BLOSSOM, 

(Rkfi.v to “ F. tl.”) 

Iv lilt- ruse of newly-planted, or even trees 
established threo or four years, it is u tlecitletl 

advantage to thin I lie lilnoin buds where the 

trees nre heavily Imlen. It is not always those* 
trees tlint have a su|ieruhuudnnce of lilossoms 

that carry the heaviest crop of fruit. Take for 

instance a three-year planted hush tree of any 
t*f the largo fruiting kintls, such ns Warners 

Kinj* or reusgood’s Nonsuch; no one having 
regard to the quality of the Apples would 

think of allowing the trees to carry more than 
two dozen fruits, and this would he an oxeep- 

l ionally heavy crop for these large kinds. 
Trees of this size will most, likely have at the 

present time ten times that number of bloom 

I,inU. My plan is to thin these before they 
develop. I liml then 1 Irnve ninny small fruit 

io Uke oft in thinning the crop. The thinning 

of .Apple blossoms may appear a trivial and a 
laborious waste of time, not jnstilied by results, 

but it is surprising what a quantity of bloom 
buds can l>e rubbed oft- in an hour by simply 

giving each a sharp press with the forefinger 

in a downward direction. In thinning the 
hurls I take oil whole clusters in many cases, 
•■s|»ecially those situated under the branches, 

and those in i :ch a position where the fruit 
would obtain but little sunlight, ami conse¬ 
quently would be of |n>or colour. I aim at 

leaving the best placed fruit, ami by removing 

suae of the central buds on many clusters, 
retaining some of those less forward, I get. two 

strings to my bow in the matter of securing a 
■Sop of fruit, as seldom nre nil the blooms on 

the tree o|ien at one time, and by making 
.ertain of having the blooms expanded at 

various times the Hewers nre more likely to 
t-.*oa|*c abolesale rlestruetion by one visitation 

of frost, I find that, trees are not nearly so 

liable to drop their fruit wholesale in the 
initiatory stage of swelling when thinning the 

bloom has lieeii practised. In the case of t roes 
planted last autumn, I always remove all Inuls 

the lii-st season, except in extreme eases of 
wishing to' prove any jkirticular variety, and 
then 1 only leave sufficient for the purpose. 

Newly planted trees ought to be encouraged to 
make free growth the first year. Where trees 

arc allowed to carry a fuli crop of fruit s 

varieties like Lord (Jrosvenor, Line's Prince 
Alliert. and Stirling Castle will do. the grow tli 

i« so weakened that it is visible in many 

instances for years after. 
lu the matter of standard-trained trees e*|Kv 

* ially, 1 never allow them to fruit the first 

year. I remove all the flowor-laids directly 
they nre large enough to,handle; the whole 

energy ot the tree is thus concentrated into the 
growth of the branches and roots. The larger 

a free liecomes in the shortest possible space of 
time, the greater prospects are tliero of obtain¬ 

ing n full crop of fruit in years to come. I 

know there are many owners of trees whtvjthyik I i 

they have made a poor bargain if the tr«/s jusrLi 

planted do not give thUrotflftwrwyfclVjQlAjR 
season, but such persons do not reap the best 

reward after a series of years. Tree* in tli 
weakened state, occasioned by the check given 

to the roots in replanting, cannot beex|>eeted 

to reasonably give adequate returns both in 
wood and fruit ; one must suffer, and it is mud 

lief ter for the future pros|teet of the live that 

the fruit crop should suffer. K. 

PRUNINli FI I. UK RTS. 

lx many gardens both Cob Nuts and Filbert 

are very much neglected, seldom getting pro¬ 
perly jirnned, ninniircd, or otherwise attended 

to. This may arise from a variety of causes, 

such as being in out-of-the-way sit nations, ami 
t herefore possibly forgotten in the press of 
work that must be done in the houses and 

kitchen garden, March and April I wing always 
a busy time, and which is the right season for 

pruning the trees. Experienced Nut growers 

never prune until after the flowering period, 

their contention being that it is desirable to 
have as many catkins it* |masihlv, so that 

plenty of pollen may lie obtained to set the 

female flowers. That their theory is correct 

must be dear to all, for if the pruning were 
•lone early many of the male blossoms w ould of 
necessity be cut away, and there would In 

danger of an insufficiency of pollen to secure a 
good set or crop. 

In pruning Nuts, the centre of the bushes 

or trees should lie «.-ul out, leaving the 
main outside brandies to grow on unchecked 

for two or three years, and then bending them 
outwards and securing them to stakes, w hich 

gives a large and prolific bush in a few years 

from time of planting. The plan of bringing 
down the main branches in the manner 

described appears to net ns a cheek oil any 
grossness of habit, and induces the formation 

of plenty of small wood adapted to produce 

heavy crops of Nuts. No graver mistake in 
Nut culture conld bo made than to cutaway 

the major |H>rtinn of the fine, twiggy wood, 
leaving all the strung shoots, as it is the thin 

wood that really hears the crop, but if late 
summer pruning is done no strong shoots will 

lie present in spring, ns they will be either 

entirely removed or shortened back, according 
to the judgment of the grower. At the same 
time, while plenty of thin wood is desirable, 

care should lie taken t hat it dues not liecomo 

too congested or too thick in the middle of the 
tree, thereby impeding light and air, and also 

acting ns n hnrlioiii-for insect foes. All suckers 

ought to be removed ns they appear, unless 
required for increasing the stock: when 

allowed to grow they net as rnhliers to the 

trees, and tlo more or less injury to them. 

Immediately it is seen that a good crop of Nuts 
is assured, a mulch of good manure will l>e 

beneficial, causing the toliugo and fruit to 

attain a large and healthy size, and assisting 
the trees to form bloom-buds for another year. 

No trees nay better for liberal treatment than 
Nuts, and yet few if any trees receive so little 

aid in that tospect in many places. Even the 

common Hazel appreciates a dressing of man¬ 

ure, being almost unrecognisable after such an 

!i;i|.'i/rrti»K> the Nuts acquiring a much 
mprVfcslWpiieftrftnce, also being 

veryta^re clusters. 
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XO’I'KS A X/> REPLIES. 

Muscat Vine not bearing. I haw- a lila. k ll .m- 
I-Iillfh and a Mnw .it Vine in a green)iou*e. Hit- Muscat at 

tin.. end of I lie Iioii*i>. Itolli lime outside border*, 
wliieli were min-li enlarged and fresh drainage ami soil 
given last winter lo allow urare tor the surface root*, nt 

which there were plenty. Now the hlaek Drape* are verv 
promising, bill the Muscat Vine. though apparently per- 

feetly healthy and vigorous, ha* very little show of fruit. 
only a few little hunches. It I* proltuhly an old Vine, a* 

it has been rut hack sonic lime, hilt un knowledge of it 
only date* from Noveinher. 118*1. I jot year it was a 
failure. Will you tell me what is lies! to do with itf My 

lease may terminate in 1007. 11. 31. T. 

|This (iriqio never succeeds in a cold green¬ 

house, ns it requires a warmer tomiierature anti 
it drier atmosphere than must other Vines to 

set the fruit properly. Thus s|ieeiiil care is 

required in setting, and a higher temperature 
must be given when the fruit is ri|ieniiig. For 
all Muscat drapes the borders are better if 

entirely inside. We should advise vou to take up 

some rods from the I!. Hamburgh to take the 

place of t hose Is-Ionging to the Muscat, which 
will never succeed with you, being, as it is, at 

the coldest end of the house.] 

Mealy-bug on Vines. -Enclosed arc two |iar.i*i(vs 

from Vine. Arc llime Vine-si-uh- nr liiealv -hug) I **va- 

i-inually liml one or tivo on the Vines, which nre now in 
hloss.iin, and use XI. All, one to eight ot water, with a small 
brush, which seems to kill thorn. Must I strip the Vine* 
and wash them next winter?- K. Fowl.HR Ward. 

[Unfortunately, the pest you sent I samples of 
is mealy-bug. in dealing with it when the 

Vines arc at rest avoid any concoction Contain 

itig |>etroleum. Methylated spirit is much 
safer and equally destructive. Many gardeners 

use with great success a mixture of ga* tar and 
day for |minting Vines attacked by mealy¬ 

bug,’ first clearing oil' the loose bark .to 

facilitate the work of |iaiiiling. The tar-|iaint 
is made by first mixing up the clay with 
water until it has the consistency of thin 

pnint. Add the tar, alsiut a pint to h gallon 

of the day and water mixture, anil keep well 
stirred. This is certainly not a pleasant paint 

to use, but it is very effectual. It must not be 

forgotten that the house itself walls, stages 
(if any), wire-trellis, and roof—must also be 

thoroughly cleaned. Nothing is better than 
|uiiiiting all wood and iron-work. If this can¬ 

not lie done with oil-|niilit, then use |wd roleum, 
being careful that none touches the Vines. 

Point over the surface of the lsirder if nil inside 

one, and clear it otf and burn it. A sharp 

watch must be kept oil the growing Vines in 
the summer, as many stray insects np|ienr. 

Methylated spirit applied with a feather is use¬ 
ful for the summer attack. Menlv-bug is such 

a loathsome insect that any means ol getting 
rid of it. no matter at wlint trouble, is well 

re|Miid. Perseverance is the great factor.] 

Planting out Strawberries in 
autumn, spring planting is to bo recom¬ 

mended in some instances. This applies to 
small, late-rooted runners. When tno season 

is very dry it is difficult to gets runners of 
some kinds early, and frequently when runners 

are ordered from nurserymen in such seasons 

they are very small and arrive lute in autumn, 
t^metjmes.it happens the ground canuot 
MeArea'in Ifme' to plant curly in nutumu. 

IrthriY^difficxitries to contend 

tli; arid WoV,'intl«ftsT cnn/pl«nt R°od strong • WII II. Illlll . UIIIVW A will 

urba^a-chAmpaign 
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runners by the end of August, or earlv in 

September from pots, I prefer to plant them 

in spring. Years ago I used to pot these late 

runners into small pots for the winter. This 

caused much labour; but of late I have 
adopted the system of planting them in beds, 

some 4 inches or 5 inches apart, in a favour¬ 

able position, keeping them moist when first 

planted, and allowing them to remain here 

during the winter. In this way they make 

nice plants, and can be lifted with a ball of 

soil to them. If the soil is in good condition 

they start into growth rapidly in spring, and 

there are no gups in the rows, which fre¬ 

quently occurs when planted in autumn from 

frost lifting them out of the ground. I plant 
Lettuces or Onions between the rows of these 

spring-planted Strawberries with the best 
results.—J. CitooK. 

necessary to aid in maturing the growth. The 

seed should have been sown early in March, 

but it is not yet too lute to do so. Do not, 

however, endeavour to make up for lost time 

by raising and growing t he young plants in too 

much warmth. By the time the seedlings are 
pricked off a cold pit or house will afford 

sufficient protection for them. Although there 

is in some instances a jierceptible fragrance, 
this much appreciated merit of the Carnation 

is not a strong one in this strain. Where it is 

not convenient or practicable to grow a stock 

of the other Carnations in |»ots, there the 

Marguerite Carnation will he the most useful. 

As in the ease of all seedlings, there will be a 

percentage of singles which should at once be 

destroyed. P. 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

ROOM AND WINDOW. 

MARGUERITE CARNATIONS. 

Tiiksk Carnations have now been in culti¬ 

vation some few years, but they a re not at the 

WHITE FLOWERS FOR ALL SEASON'S. 

Whitk flowers are acceptable at any time of the 

year, and trade growers devote much room, 

both indoors and out, exclusively to their 

production. Many private growers fail to 

nave the proportion of white blossoms in their 

gardens and glass-houses they might have, and 

it has occurred to me to consider those that 

will meet one's requirements throughout the 

present time gaining in favour. For this there 

must be some cause, not necessarily the same 

in each particular instance, hut none the less 
so. Being raised, as a rule, from seed rather 
than from cuttings, there is a predisposition to 

make a luxuriant growth, not altogether 

robust perhaps, but of rapid development and 
consequently sappy. This should he guarded 

against by not using too rich a compost from 

the very commencement. Under pot culture 

Lady Hall, Mrs. James Hall, and Progress. 

Later varieties give us a wider range, and 1 

would draw from such sorts as Aphrodite, Mrs, 
Keynes, Lucy (renin. Niphetos, Venus, James 

Mackay, anil Mrs. E. H. Jenkins. Pa-oniesare 

bold and effective, and are now too well known 

to need commending. Snapdragons are of 
much use in a garden and about rock beds, etc., 

and botli tall and dwarf varieties contain some 

of the purest white kinds. Irises should lie 

grown by all who make a sjieciality of flowers 

for cutting, and those mentioned are suitable 
for this purpose : Alba, Horentina, and albicans 

Princess of Wales. Varieties in which for the 

most part white predominates are: Victorine, 

Mme. Chereau, Mrs. H. Darwin, Herald, and 

Gazelle; Iris his|>uiiica Blanchard, Antonnia 

Johanna; Iris Kicmpferi Snowbound, .Snow- 

White, Mrs. C. Saxton, Eclair. Lilies have 

always been pipular for indoor cultivation; 
but. notw ithstanding all that has been w ritten 

with regard to them, there are still many who 

have a deal of misgiving as to the suitability of 

some varieties for outdoor growing. With few 

exceptions, Lilies may lie grown in the open 

air; indeed, often better than under glaw. 

White varieties that are thus fitted arc: 

Giganteum, cordifolium, cundiduin, luugifiorum 

Harrisi (one of the best for 

early forcing), insulate (a 

charming Lily, hut needing 

to lie lictter known), Marta- 

gon album, and S|>eciosiim 

allium Knctzeri. A word 

must lie saiil in favour oi 

climliers liearing white blos¬ 

soms. Reverting to 

Ci.kmatisks, we have Flam- 
inula (sweet scented), Smith's 

Snow While, Andersen 

Henryi, Iinjiemtrice Eugenie, 

Mme. Vail Houtte, Lucy 

Ia.-mciiiie, and Duchess of 

Edinburgh. Jasminum offi¬ 

cinale, Sturworts, Chrysanthe¬ 

mums (early-flowering), and 
ChrintmoA Uoxa arc ai*» 

useful. Among plants in- 

doors we liave the lieautilul 

Clematis itidivisa lohata. 

Plumbago ejqiensis alba, Ste 

phanotis. Solatium jasmin 

oides, Cinerarias. Primula.--. 
Azaleas, Zonal Pelargoniums, 

Cyclamens. Camellias, Bego¬ 

nias, Hyacinths, Tulips, Lily 

of the Valley, Snowdrops 
Spim-as, Chrysanthemums 

and Deutzius. 

Roses provide us with nu¬ 

merous choice sorts. From 

them we select t hose that may 

fairly lie termed white. Tea': 

—:— White Mamaii ('oehet, Sou¬ 

venir de S. A. Prince, Mane 

Guillott, Mine. Bravy, Hon. 
Edith Gifford. Hybrid Teas: 

LTnnoeenee, Bessie Brown. 

year. At the present momenta number of Climbers: Souv. de la Maltnaison, Niphetos, 

people are choosing seeds to sow within the Devoniensi--, and Aimee Vibert. Hybrid Per- 
’ ' ‘ ‘ petuuls : Marchioness of Londonderry, Bonle 

de Neige, and White Baroness. 

Marguerite Carnations in a jar. 

next few weeks, and I would like to point out 

some half-hardy annuals, viz. : Sweet. Peas 
Sadie Burpee and Blanche Kur|ie». .Stocks, 

(iodetia Duchess of Albany, Dianthus, single 
and double, < 'entaurea, Candytuft, Asters 

Comet and Victoria, Clarkias. Convolvulus, and 

Verbenas. 
Canterbury Bki.i.s, and other members of 

Le \ii test. 

Gloxinias provide us with a superb display 

of colour, and the treatment to ensure a mag¬ 
nificent display of flowers is practically the 

___ _ _ - same as that needed for Achitnenes. Gloxinia' 
it will be better to employ chiefly loam and the Campanula family, like persieifolia gr.uidi- may 1 e bio anted the same season from seed. 

sand, with a little leaf soil if the former be at flora alb i, pyraniidalis alba, and eurpatica alba, ' " ' - ‘ !-*- "" t"1'' 
afford a plentiful amount of blossoms. all of a heavy character. It will he better, 

also, to err on the side of small pots rather than 
the opposite extreme. Some of the best flower* 

I have seen were from plants in quite small 

pots. Firm potting will also tend to better 

results, whilst no artificial feeding should he 

allowed until the plants are well advanced in 

the (lowering stage. Another mode of culture 

is that of planting the seedlings out, but the 
same lines as regards soil and its firmness must 

lie observe!. If planted out the grow th will 

lie greater, whilst a more bushy habit will, 

result. So far there is an advantage, hut 

sufficient time must he allowed for fresh root 

action when lifted before cold wt-athquragsin 
sefti in, otherwise [Jl^jf@@R|s(sdllyio^\e); Ksi 

In any case plenty of light isabs ilutel 

One 
remembers, too, some excellent sorts of Pinks 

that, are of much value on account of their 
sweetness, such as Her Majesty, Mrs. Minkins, 

and Albino. Turning to Carnations, mention 
may lie made ol Empress and Gloire de Nancy. 

Tufted Pansies flower freely and long, and 

white sorts, of which there are some good 

examples, come in useful for small bowls and 
specimen glass as. Niphetos, Mrs. Scott, and 

Mrs. Kinnaird are instances. Pyrethrums and 

Phloxes are Ijoth showy and popular for a 
garden, and of the foimer I select of the 

doubles : Mont Blanc, Penelope, Carl Voget. 

JyUsica. From Phloxes, of 

Jing sorts, one cannot do bet 

provide! a start is made in January or leh- 
ruary, and those w ho prefer raising their own 

plants to the less troublesome but more exjien 
sive mode of starting with tubers should obtain 

their seed from a good source, sow ing it verv 
thinly in well-drained |»ans, in loam, sand, 

iie.it," or, failing this, leaf-mould, in a g00** 
bottom-heat, watering with a fine rose, and 

keeping the surface moist until the young 

plants are up and ready for rentova'. By 
pricking them oil' into small pots and finally 

shifting them into blooming pots one in- y have 

flowers in July and August.—\V. F. 

Greenhouse climbers (Enquirer) - Lon*"* 
rvirena minor, PlmiibaifO eapensU. I’, c- *"“• les : Mont Blanc, Penelope, tan voget. sen.pervireia minor, rmmuswo eapensi*. ■ 

- ■» "sr*- b>-Pri»r»uHr _ 2 gl 
rst, haviij »rndet flow erv, is 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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ROHES. 

ROSA K LUOS A MADAME GEORGES 

BRUANT. 

It was a happy idea that led M. Rnmni lo 
hybridise Rosa rugosa with the tine old Ten 

Rose Sombreuil, and thus ennblo him to intro¬ 

duce to our gardens some fifteen years ago the 
first hybrid of this very hardy race of Rases. 

A glance at the illustration will show in what 
manner this hybrid juirtakesof the Tea-scented 

characteristics, the fine clusters, containing 

from six to twelve buds and blossoms in each, 

being quite Tea-like in appearance, and the 
elongated buris may often oo gathered nearly 

«liml in refinement to the Tea Rose Niphctos. 
Mme. G. Bruant may bo classed among the 
very best of our garden Roses, and the won¬ 

derful profusion of blossom/gives [the plant 
much value. It. is an excellent variety for 
massing in bold groups, as at Tresserve, not 

growths being more erect than in some of the 
other kinds. Ujion standards this variety 
makes a splendid head of growth, typical of 
what n standard Rose should he. For planting 

in public parks or near large cities no Roses 
can equal the Rugosa forms. There is now u 

numerous collection of the tlowers, lunging 

from purest white to delicate pink and from 
deep rose to dark purple. Atropurpurea is a 
great gain, and is probably the basis of some 

really good dark and brilliant colours. Hitherto 
many of the coloured kinds were “washy" 

aud lacking in freshness. Some lovely hybrids 

of Continental and American origin' niny be 
seen in the Rose dell at Kew Gardens in June. 

One |iarticulurly pleasing hybrid betw een Rosa 
rugosa and R. Wichuriuna hud the creeping 

habit of the latter with the leathery foliage of 
the former. Rosa microphylla x R. rugosa 
had large Clematis-like (letuls quite 2 inches 
wide and of a delicate blush-pink colour, and 

another splendid hybrid K. rugosa x General 

Mme. Bcrard, und Celine Foreslier. It would 
not be a difficult matter to prejutre the border 

for these Roses, removing half of the light soil, 
and mixing with remainder some turfy loam, if 

procurable, and well rotted manure. The soil 
should he removed toadepth of 2 feet 6 inches, 

and immediately on to the gravel place a good 
layer of cow-manure, and fjl up with the com- 

jrost mixed cs advised. Being very porous, 
such a border would require water rather fre¬ 

quently during the summer. Half standards 
on pliable stems would he tho liest lo plant, 
hut they could not bo procured until next 

autumn. One reason for recommending half- 

standurds is the fact that their stems would 

withstand frost better than the growths of the 
Rose, as you say you arc about lo plaut tho 
Roses outdoors and bring them into the house 
through holes prepared for them.] 

Hardy plants for Rose-beds. I have In the 
Ir.mt of ll.v hoiiM-, toeing doc south, two lari*., oval fern- 
li.fK Kt huid thriii *gaiii*t the lionw rmiH a narrow 

Rose Mme. Oeori.-os Itrilant al Tresserve. From a photograph hy Miss Willnmtt, Warley, Essex. 

merely for a summer display, lmt also for late 

autumn. Last Septemlier a lied of this variety 

*>n the lawn was very beautiful, some of the 
current season's growths reaching feet in 
length, and crowned with grand clusters 

of snow-white blossoms. The formidable- 
looking prickles on these new growths nre ns 

numerous as those on a hedgehog, and even in 
winter huve a beauty that compels admiration. 

The individual flower of another lovely kind, 
Blanc double do Courbet, is (terhaps more 

attractive than tire Rose under notice, and if 

only one variety could bo grown I should not 
hesitate to recommend it in preference to Mme. 
•». Bruant., the dark foliage being much 

'np-rior. This variety also fruits fairly well, 
whereas we obtain no fruit from Mme. G. 
Bruant. 

For hedges, the Rugosa forms nre of grefit 
value, not merely ornamental, but useful lUsT 

ari’mg as a wind-break (t)tqiiliilGdlobysAn I 
elutions, the Tea Roses. Mme. Georges 

Bruant is well adapted for this purpose, its 

Jacqueminot was perluqis the most beautiful i 1-fcol Ixmlcr. in which are planted \\. A. Richardson 
of all. Tho tine plant of this hybrid was a Kom! am* •[a'i|iinen ,lo,b 1 and Ixmler get very 

dense mass of single erimson blossom, each 

one \\ itli a distinct white eye. Rosa. avoid the mildewing of the Kovh ill Hummer hv*keeping ^ - - ---- ... keeping 
III the moiHtiue, and would roek plant- and alpine-do 
well in tho narrow border? If so. what kinds would 

l»cst ? I would rather not put on manure during the 
-umiiicr if I can avoid it. an the Iks I-are Just under the 

window*. | am much obliged for .vour recent advice. - 
Lcitorr. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Fragrant Roses amongst Teas(p. 7*).~Whot 
about (loulmult, Dcvnniennii, Aurora. Betftto Brown, | jV 
I'l-ter, Ylscountex* KolkoMtone, Mme. Caroline Tentout, 11 Al* 

M K V Tllerv a,7‘ man}. ' vor> |Thc l>est remedy would lie u general deepen- sweet. Mme. Alfred Carriere, De-prea ii flour- jauiie, *i.« n„:i • .\ »» « • • 
Mine. Hcnriette do lleauvin, and Mme. Isaac Femore.- "‘8 ot t.h® 80,1 ,ln l*le Ro»D-beds by excavating 
Fhauranvii IxivK.ii. | some of tho subsoil, and filling in with soil and 

Roses for lean-to house. -1 liavo «lean-to glos*. good cow-manure buried 18 inches deep. There 
home outside nittlng-room facing N. hy W., and think of is nothing like depth of soil and a cool root-run 

through hoU^iWrame^No°i!un''in'on'<the><ijiaaf except «o rei.Hxly the evi of which you sp«ik. You 
about minuet in midsummer. Will yon oblige mo by cftnnot <-*n?,lge 111 th'S work now, and must lie 
naviiiK "hat von recommend me lo lilnnU Tlie soil in a content with the next best thing. If VOU plant, 
liithl one with (travel subsoil.— N R. L rock or dwarf plants on the surface, to act as a 

[Two of the best Rases for your purpose j mulch .80 -to speak, the soil below will bo the 
t-wou!d botSlojeede Dijon and Cheahnnt Hybrid. ; ixioi-ec] oWd^h,1 hSretaineiw of moisture in the 
VJfriu (V/c|iVotive siuice for more than twol then jincstqinspanew RqseJtejki MbJkBbw something 

eitlier<2> the follow ing would do—liuWiiy,] bf the1 Vulue of siibli Alants as .Mhksy Saxifragaa, 
Mme. Alfred Carriere, W. A. RidinrdsodJ^ig^[fy^e£^pp^]|^$Qifyjpnoi<les, S. Stans- 
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seed outdoors where wanted to grow, just us 
ordinary aniniuLs are, liecuiisc such u sowing 

gives un excellent succession of flowers to 

I hose |ilants raised under glass and planted out 

in May. I have found Aster seed thus sow n to 
germinate freely, ami the plants I doom freely 

late. I have also found it grow remarkably 

well even in great dryness, hut the seal was 

cerlninU saved the previous year, and English ; 
vet from if came most perfect double flowers, 

l'he sowing should lie thin say a dozen seeils 

in a ring I" inches in diameter, and one or two 

in the middle of it, for Asters will not bear 

crowding. The strains that produce flowers of 
medium size are liest for outdoor sowing, such 

as the Comet, Mignon, Dwarf Bouquet, Dwarf 

Chrysanthemum, Quilled, etc., all really 

excellent for cutting. A good jnicket of 

mixed seed, casting a shilling, will give a 
wealth of lieautiful flowers. A. D. 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

WOOD LILIES (Tli11.1,1 CMS). 

This remarkable genus of North American 
plants includes a few of the most singular and 

striking of all hardy plants, hut, with the ex¬ 

ception of T. granditlorum, all the varieties are 

considered difficult to manage, this in a large 
measure account ingfor their scarcity in gardens. 

It is true they are difficult to cultivate if care’is 

fieldi, S. Sternbergi, etc. S. Wallacei is also a 

good one. The great value of these plants is 

that they can be planted frequently. Any of 

the Auhrietias are good, and give a car|iet of 

bloom in early spring: and so, too, the white 
Arabis. Had the position not been so hot we 

should have strongly recommended Tufted 
Pansies, and these may lie liest even now if you 

deepen the soil in the coming autumn. Another 

beautiful plant for ear|ieting the surface is 
Campanula muralis. It is dwarf, dense, and 

free-flowering. If you followthe lines suggested, 
we think the most useful plants for this year, 

consideriug time and other things, w ill lie the 

Saxifnigas named previously, as these may he 

dibbled in freely by lightly stirring the surface 
soil.] 

Roses In the greenhouse. Kindly tell me in 
your next issue why my Revs in hud in the yns-nhou- 
throw baek the petals of their cal} before they open 

properly ? I have Manh-hal Xiel.Clinitiintr la Fran c, and 
Fortune's Yellow.—Qcert. 

[A brief, yet a perfectly correct, reply to your 
inquiry would lie, “That it is their nature so 

do." If you look at the embryo bud you will 

note, provided it is n perfectly formed hud, 

that not only do the parts of the calyx com¬ 
pletely overlap the top of the hud, but that a 

crown-like tuft overspreads and thereby pro 
tes ts the (letals that at such time are just’ form¬ 
ing. With the latter function completcd_the 

|ictaLs rapidly increase in size, and naturally 
the calyx, which is Na¬ 

ture's protective envelotie 

up to this isiint in the 
developing buds, gives 

way. If this were other¬ 

wise nothing short of stran¬ 
gulation could ensue. You 

will note that not only is 

there a crow n-like tuft of 

the calyx above the hud, 
hut that the entire seg¬ 

ments of the calyx ure 

twisted into a screw-like 
pattern, and with the bud 

below really resolve into 

the sand-glass pattern, the 
centre being reduced to a 

minimum. In these cir¬ 

cumstances the developing 
|ietnls force the segments 

of the calyx asunder, and 

with still further develop¬ 
ment the calyx is divided 

in its natural parts, and 

presently expands, some¬ 

times opening only with 

the petals of the flower 

and closely adhering there¬ 
to, at others living back 

either horizontally or even 
reflexing. Long, tapering 

buds, as The Bride, 
Bridesmaid, etc., retain 

the calyx close to the reverse of the petals, the 
same thing happening in greater or less degree 

in Roses of the “ Verdier ' group—say Mrs. J. 

Laing, S. M. Rodocanachi, and others of the 

short-petal led and cupped form. Then, again, 

in such excessively full flowers, as La France, 
Marcchal Kiel, Souv. de la Malmaison. Duchess 

of Albany, etc., the calyx often spreads out 
horizontally, a natural result of the continued 

development and ex[iansion that are steadily 
goiug on. It may not hnp(iei) if the calyx and 

ovary increased pro ralu with the number of 

|ietnls, but this is not always the ease. In , 

short, in the early days and the bud stage the element, how'owi . and Mi 

tillering flower and thin bloom spread o|ien have found them always 

April and May. There is a variety of this 

called T. g. roseum, iu which the flowers are 

suffused with a rosy hue. The flowers ure lo 

large us those of T. granditlorum, and the plain 
is quite as free flowering. 

T. SFSSH.K has broadly rhomboid leaves, the 
flowers purple brown. 

T. s. t’Al.lFiiKNlciTM is a Urge, stately species, 

flow ers pure white with |mirple blotch,each frm 
| 2 inches to inches across. The plant gm*. 

to a height of 18 inches. This is a handsome 
sjiecies, and very easily managed. 

T. KKCTRVATTM has oval Yeavei and small 
purple-brown flowers. 

T. Kitw-ri m is a common species, with 

usually brown-purple flowers, varying to white 
or pink. 

Others equally lieautiful and desirable are 

erythrocarpum, a most beautiful species 
cernuum. ova turn, jietiolutum, and nivale. 

The harpe Wood I.ilv iTrillium irnuidilloruni). From a photograph of a 

plant by Mias Tail in the irardi-u* at St. Undoes, (ilencarsv, I’erlh. 

the calyx much less than do the fat buds over¬ 

crowded with petals. At the same time, a 
quickly expanding flower, like Fortune's Yellow, 

could nan 

not taken to choose the proper position and 

soil. For instance, to plant even the strong {growing T. grandiflonim in the ordinary flower 

•order would he a certain way of courting fail¬ 

ure. If Trilliums nre planted in a properly pre¬ 
pared soil in a somewhat shady situation no 

fear need ho felt as to success. Trilliums 

require a |ieaty or vegetable soil, free. deep, and 
well-drained, os they ore most averse to stag¬ 
nant moisture about their roots. In un artificial 

bog or by the edge of a |»nd they thrive 

admirably when fairly established, and’ in such 

|iositions they are very effect i vo. Their natural 

sit imi in wliich we 

liest is as edgings 

dwarf 1 to such plants as Azaleas, dwarf Rhndoden- 

drons, Kulmius, and other evergreen shrubs, 

. = ...... as they ore thus efficiently protected from cold 
aruly be expected to expand in its own winds in early spring. Few plants indeed adapt 

delightfully characteristic fashion if the calyx thoin-.-’.v,- m\,iv readily t<. ,-hady nooks. and, 

remained rigid and erect. If you still further when once established, they require little or no 

pursue the matter you will find at the ripen- attention. The stronger growing varieties 

ing of the seed late in autumn that not a I might with advantage be naturalised in shady 
lew kinds have completely reversed the original woods, and, if t hi- cold 1» managed properly, 

position by being reflexed and almost adhering what u charming picture thrv would present 
to the stalk or the ovary. We imagine you 
have a desire to retain the calyx as it clings to 

the opening hud, and we know full well how 

much more dressy and beautiful the blooms 
appear when thus seen.] 

rG00 
i. ~TTiere is u< Outdoor-sown Asters. 

doubted advantage iu sowing annual Aster 

present 
through the spring months. The best and most 
useful of the group is the old 

T. (iKANiHKi.oRt’M (here figured). It grows 

oni 1 foot to 3 feet in height, the large,Tri- 

” )te and handsome leaves being surmouniStS 

_ arge sjwtless white flowers] ljyrnapp atopy 

stalks and drooping conveniently1 sAY»stoh1Ww 
to the liest. advantage. It bloor^ 

V A ROCK GARDEN. 

As ideal rock garden should be sunk. A great 

mistake is to have a raised one, unleasit can fir 

well sheltered both from wind and mid-day sun 
by a licit of trees. There is one thing in favour 

of a raised rock garden, and that is, it looks si 

well looking up at it from Inflow. There cer¬ 
tainly should lie trees or shrubs near, ns a rock 

garden w ithout a background is not to hr 
tolerated. I am not siieaking now so much of 

alpine gardening as a large rock garden, where 
shrubs, such as Cistus, Azaleas. Ceaunthu- 

| etc., the choicer liiilhs and plants, may he 

massed together, and, with the aid of a well 

arranged roekwork, made into a picturesque 
wilderness : for instance, a large Iwri, faciag 

north, raised by rooks to some 18 feet, standing 
well above it, but not in the same bed. Yew 

trees form the imckgrousd of it, over the-? 

Crimson Rambler and White Garland Ro.- 
grow rampant, while masses of white Foxgloves. 

Bocconia conlata, tall-growing Snapdragon-, 

to lie followed later by many spikes of red 
Gladioli, fill the remainder of this bed. Bil e 
this, in a smaller space, is a Wichnriana P..~ 

more than filling its allotted place, its long 

branches spread upwards and downwards, and 
are always worth looking at, with their shim 

evergreen leaves in winter, and through ti. 

summer and autumn singled with white In 
grant flowers. Jersey Beauty and Gardena. 

Wichuriana hybrids, also do well, but they a* 

ina more sunny position. Quite at the foot of 
this nestles a colony of Oak-Ferns, and here aU> 

are the shade loving Narcissi Colleen Bawn. 
moscliatiis of Haworth, cernuus, pnllidu- 

pra-cox, and spreading into the Grass are hum 

mus and Johnstoni King and Queen of Spain. 
In another |xirt a dell leads down to the water 

garden, of which more another day. The 

sloping bed on the south-east side of tfie dell i- 

given up chiefly to bulhs, Liliums, dwnrf-gro* 
ing Bamiioos, Japanese Maples, Euwlia-. 

Spanish Iris, and Linuin narbonense. In the 

spring, large clumps of Narcissus Golden Spur 

and Museari “Heavenly Blue” form bright 
|witches, to lie followed by Campanula carpotica 

and long-spurred Aquiiegias, which here do 

very well and are true |>erennials, lasting 
several summers, californiea esfiecially remain 
ing long in bloom. On the north-western self 
of this dell a large ]Mitch of Cypripedium cal- 

ceolus flourishes in company with Cyclamen 

neaiKilitanum. Rather raised aliove this is n bed 
with rocks emplanted in it; here grow the 

encrusted Saxifrages, longifolia,Cotyledonpyi»- 

midalis, Macnabiann, ligulata supcrlm, besidm 
Dcntaria diphvlla, L'vuhiria grandifiora, Dode- 

catheons, and’ in the chinks of the rock* 

Bairn mdia pyronaico. I town by the water » Iieat Iks I has iK-en made, in wliich are grown 

.ilium caimdense, L. |iardulinuin. Erytlinv 

mums (the large American sorts), and E- 

Hendersoni, Yaneouveria hexandra (an Epime- 
diuin-like flower), Cypripedium spec labile. 

Primula sikkimensin. A small bed is given op 
to Primula rosea, the double-flowered Sixi/rags 

granulata and Trillium grandiflorum forming 

a Imckground to this, and where it joins n dam); 
gravelly | mt h Mimulus cuprous spreads itself 

in a deep orange glory. Primula oheonica, in 

' '.. d^K s well grown from seed: the Howe 
horLs 12 inches high, many of the 

di$ftahA If ringed, and lasting in 
Room lor quite a month. Out-of-doors the 

€°HAMft^F(jW1ueh lief ter colour than when 
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grown inside. In a very sheltered and hot 
turner (Eitotlieru nmrgimitu ojiens its large, i 
Kachans like flowers ull through the summer I 
evenings : here also Ixiolirinn tataricuni and 
the Bt-lludonna Lilies grow, and from the rocks j 
above first mentioned Lithnstiermum prostra- 
tuai and Veronica prostrata hung in sheets of I 
hlue. List spring a lire tty group was made I 
with Iris reticulata. and Narcissus cyclainineus, | 
with u carpet of (,'hionodoxu l.uciliie—snrdenHis 
was too deep a hlue; these all flowered 
together. It sounds bright, hut in early spring 
I'right ness und clearness of colour are wanteth 
Annuals help to keep up a succession of bloom 
iluriug flic summer months. Omphulodcs litii- 
foliaand 1’hacelia campanularia, when sown in 
lung drifts near each other, form a pretty com¬ 
bination of colour; whilst Portulucas, which 
l,rrc have fo lie sown in heat, flower well in hot, 
dry imsitioiis. A plant rarely seen now, but 
which is much to he recommended for the rock 
garden, is Linaria repens—Snowflake I think 

niger and viridis, help to fill up the duller 
months, as in a well-arranged rook garden 
there should ulways lie something in bloom— 
some llower to go and look at und enjoy. 

Evelyn Whitehead. 
Deiyhton-grove, York. 

WHITE PINKS. 

Few flowers have such a well-deserved hold on 
public estimation us the white Pinks, foritcan 
never he out of place. It is often styled the 
“ common ” Pink, hut this epithet “ common ” 
is in no sense a term of reproach, lint, rather of 
honour, since it testifies that its fragrance and 
purity have earned it a place in the nflections 
of rich and |ioor alike. It. is the “common” 
things in life that we love rather than the 
unique and extraordinary. In June the white 
Pinks in the cottage gardens Hood the winding 
village road with their delicious essence, 
sweeter than “all the perfumes of Arabia.” 

An edging t.f Pin! From a photograph by Miss Willmott. 

the name is, though no one is quite sure of it. In ducal plensaunees the same fair flowers 
It a muss of small whito flowers, growing in I gleam in the still twilight hours, their 
•pike*, not unlike u Lily of the Valley, a foot j scented breath stealing uiiwtird to the topmost 

turret. “ Fmgmnco, as has Is-en well said, is 
the song of the flowers," and surely few 
blossoms sound n sweeter music than the 
white Pink. For edging beds anti Lirders, 
especially those along v, hose verge a |»tli runs, 
the white Pink is invaluable. When blossom¬ 
ing in the summer its countless flowers form 
a wide snowy rilmtid redolent of the most 

high, flowers nil through the summer. The 
Mue variety is not so good as its name indi- 
'-■itcs; it spreads ouickly, hut is easily kept 
within Winds. Trie |laths are edged with 
Kryniutum pulcholluni, yellow in the spring, 
.'.tal green the rest of the year, with grey 
1 vramiuiii tomontOMUin for u contrast. Forget- 
me-nots, Welsh Poppies, and 1.inarm aliiina 
spring up and grow wliero they will, as long I exquisite colour, und when the flowering sea- 
!*•■> they Jo uot smother choicer plants. I son is past, for ull the remaining months of the 

There are many interesting bulbs to grow in j year its cool-coloured, blue-green foliage 
» rock garden, such as some of the Tuli|in remains, composed of an infinity of dnintily- 
•p-vies — viz., (Jreigii, Clusiana, persicu, striked leaves, to rest the eye upon. When one 
"n>hanidea, suxatilis, sylvestris (the English | stiudders at the hideousness of the crude 
wiki Tulip), clegans; and what more lovely* glazed tilc| so often ustd in villa gardeus to 
than a mass of < lesneriuna run qgainft a /raga i htwxj«ex>ne feels tempted to suggest to 
'kirlt hucicgroutul 1 a Tulip, to6, whreh IRatel Xht'p.oJi^iltW the use of white Pinks w|j^M-| 
«i long in flower. Autumn Anemones, Plum- I with tk-Aeil their ugly formality from the 
bigo I>ari>ent!*\ Erica enrnen, Hellebores, both 1 offended eye. So-called “rockeries,” which 

often resemble nothing so much us a cartload 
of clinkers or rough stones shot out on n heap 
of soil, can, in a snort spuce of time, he trans¬ 
formed into objects of beauty by planting them 
with white Pinks, which soon shroud their 
inqierfections with n hanging drapery of 
tender coloured leafage, thickly set in summer 
davs with numberless fragrant white tiloHsoins. 

White Pinks are amongst the most easily- 
projingated plants in cultivation. If old 
clutiqiM ure taken up and pulled abroad in 
August, und the sections placed in the ground 
in an upright position with the whole of the 
woody stem buried and only the upper tuft of 
leaves uhove the soil, they w ill almost invari¬ 
ably root if trodden in firmly at the time of 
planting, even if the ground lie dust-dry and 
no rain should full for weeks. Under such 
unfavourable conditions the foliage often 
becomes dry and apjmrently lifeless, hut with 
the autumnal rains it gradually assumes a more 
healthy appearance, and tlie little plants 
Bower the succeeding summer. Where water 
can lie given at planting time, and if occasional 
welcome showers fall, the leaves show no signs 
of loss of vitality, and the buried portions 
rapidly push out roots. Of late years innny 
varieties of the white Pink have been raised, 
all of which are larger than the old garden 
favourite. Of these, the best are : Her Majesty, 
a large hold flower ; Mrs. Sinkins, another fine 
blossom, hut, in common witli the former, npt 
to split the calyx ; Albino, a smooth-|ietnlled 
variety ; Mrs. Likin, also smoother than Her 
Majesty and Mrs. Sinkins, and not so con¬ 
firmed a calyx splitter ; Mrs. Welsh, large and 
good, and rather later than the rest ; and 
Purity, a well-shaped flower w hich rarely siilits 
the calyx. _S. W. F. 

XOTES A XI) REPLIES. 

Hardy plants under glass. 1 am very fond of 
Carnations, Lilies, Roses, Clematis, and other hardy 
plants, hut tills bleak and smoky district is a great enemy 
to successful growth in the open. 1 have come to the con¬ 

clusion that HOincthiiiK in the nature of an unheited 
structure will enable me to overcome the difficulties the 

locality imposes. The question I*, what form of structure 
shall I get? My friends recommend the ordinary straight 
line greenhouses that joiners and others build. 1 do not 
very much fancy them In front of the house, and the 
elaliorate and architectural-looking conservatories have 

faults, ls-siiles living costly. I remember some lime ago 
seeing a greenhouse at York built without wood or nutty, 

known as a "Curvilinear plant-house." It looked very 
graceful and light, amt seemed as If it would not harbour 

much In the way of |ieats, and the curves were very 
( harming in a garden. Mentioning this to my friends, one 
thought it would not he si long enough; another that it 

would Is- so light as to constantly need shading, and that 
it would be cold and draughty, and the glais would rattle 

in the wind. I shall he glad to know whether such houses 
arc undesirable for ntv purpose, or whether a lean-to or, 

ratlu-r, a hip-span can lie made on that principle ? Hardy 
Plants. 

(The curvilinear iron house would, we think, l>e.-t 
answer your purpose. If you can erect it against a south 

wall it will Ih- all llie better. Much a house is cheaply 
built, lasts well if kept painted, and owing to the amount 

of light is very suitable for plant growing. Take care, 

however, that you allow plenty of ventilation, lllis being 
very necessary in a house- for hardy plants.) 

Violets In frame. Please say why my double 
Violets, put into frame in St-ptemlier, are only now flower- 

it g well? I can get them out-of-doors now, and wanted 

Hie frame-Violets in Pecemlier. 1 require the frame, lint 
the plants are so full of hud I do not like turning them 

out. qi'KHT. 

| It is the outcome of projiagtitioii which is at 
fault. Not a few increase their stock of 
Violets by dividing the plants that have 
flowered through the winter or spring, and 
believe that somewhat larger pieces will make 
amends for lateness in propagation. It is not 
so, however. If you desire the flowers in 
wilder, you must insert cuttings made of the 
single small crowns known ns runners or offsets 
in Octolicr or November, and by planting these 
out in early April in well enriched soil the 
finest flowering crowns may he secured for 
frames in the early autumn. Cuttings ns 
suggested develop into fine tufts when a year 
old, and teem with flower-buds that by reason 
of their youth and vigour produce high-class 
blooms. We may publish a short article on the 
subject in due course.] 

Hardy Primulas.—I have been growing some of 
the better kinds, fetich as Rieholdi, jnponica, luteola, 
sikkimensis, eafehmeriona, etc., and as they don't seem to 

make very good progress III the home. I thought of nlant- 

ing out In May. In the garden there are two railed hunks 
of good soil, with large stones in front and some laid on 
the toiy I ir.e is in aAerysunny, fehcltered comer, facing 
south; the other has ii hedge at the hack and faces north. 

, made up of rotted turf and leaf-mould.—Caitiok. 

succced in tJl° 
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south bed, but many may do quite well in the 
shady one. All the kinds named are quite 
hardy, and would be most unhappy under 
glass. Sikkimensis is virtually a biennial and 
a bog plant, requiring its root-fibres within 
reach ol moisture. .Inponiea only reaches its 
largest proportions with similar treatment. but 
will grow well in any constantly damp, shady 
place. This vigorous kind prefers rich soil. 
C'ashmeriana will be at home in the shady bed 
anywhere, and any of the Sieboldi set are best 
in a slightly sunken colony where the surround¬ 
ing moisture drains thereto. Good rotten 
manure may be also applied to the soil for 
these two kinds. Luteoui should be planted 
on the higher part of the shady bed, placing a 
couple of stones to form two sides of a triangle, 
and planting it in the acute, wedge-shaped 
portion, slightly raising the plant above the 
surrounding soil. Plant all quite firmly and 
water freely nil save the last, and this in less 

quantity. Peat is not at all a necessity, but 
you may add a good dressing of well decayed 
manure before planting and dig or fork it in 
rather deeply. Should you have any fear of 
the soil becoming dry it will be helpful to place 
stones around most of the plants, and if your 
bed is very high or sloping prepare a fiat-table 
for each before planting. In this way the rain¬ 
fall will settle about the plants and not run 
away. | 

the pot or pan will <le|jcnd iq>oii tlie diameter mutus, E, cornigerus, E. LeContei, E. Oremu, 
of the glass that is available for covering them. K. Ottonis, E. texensis, Echinocereus Be 
Whatever receptacle is used must be well landicri, K. ewapitosus, E. Emoryi. E. em*- 
drained, leaving about 3 inches of space for the acanthus, E. peetinatus, E. viikhtlcru,. 
soil, which should consist of equal parts of peat1 Echinopsis Evriesii, E. multiplex. F.. tnr- 
atid silver sand, passed through a sieve with a | lunata, Mnmmillaria angularis. M. cornilera. _\l 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

and silver sand, passed through a sieve with a lunata, Mnmmillaria angularis. M. cornitera. 
quarter of an inch mesh, and pressed down deoipiens. M. echinata, M. gnus I is. M, pusilh. 
very firmly, leaving just space at the top M. siellu-aunita. Most ol the above are ie- 
for a thin layer ot clean silver-sand. The markable for their curious yet regular shape, 
best cuttings are formed of the half- while their blossoms are also attractive. The 
ripened shoots, taken off at a length of showiest of nil the Cactus race from a floral 
a couple of inches or a little more, point of view are the Phyllocacti, the varieties 
which should have the leaves removed of which will succeed in a greenhouse Thar 
from the lower portion for about one-third of is a^grea? number of different forms. Of the 
the total length of the cutting. Then dibble other kinds above enumerated we do not kno» 
the cuttings in firmly, avoid overcrowding, of any nurserymen who make a speciality»f 

and, when finished, give a good watering them, except Messrs. Canuell, of Swanks, 
through a fine rose. Alter this, allow the [xit The soil best suited for the different kinds of 
or pan to stand and drain for a little time Cacti is good loam lightened by an admixture 

of sand and brick rubble broken about the -ia 

PROPAGATING CAMELLIAS. 
Will you kindly tell me how to takecutlingsof Camellias, 

and when is the best time to do so? II. Y. R, 

|< J.unellias are best increased by grafting 
(Figs. 1 and 2) and inarching (Fig. 3). • The 
months of September and October are best for 
grafting. Get the stocks into the house a 
Fortnight before the operation. Cut the scion 
as in Fig. 1, and make the incision as in Fig. 2. 
Place the graft so that the harks of the scion 
and the graft will meet at the edges, then tie 
firmly with matting. If the stock and scion 
are selected its in Figs. 1 and —, they w ill unite 
quickly and neatly. Put them into a close 
frame in the propagating house on a gentle 
bottom-heat. When they have been there for 
about a month the top of the stock may be 
shortened to throw the sap into t he buds. 

Inarching may be performed in the green¬ 
house. In the case of a large plant of a good 
variety which it is desired to increase, erect a 
temporary stage on which to place the stocks, 
so that they may not be shaken aliout. Cut 
off the bark and a small piece of wood, as 
shown in Fig. 3, hold them closely together, 
and bind them tightly with malting or worsted. 

of sand and brick rubble broken about the sue 
of ficans. When jxittinp in ncccwiry, ii 
should lie done in March or April, hut one 
thing to bear in mind is that most of thisekv. 
t hrive best when |>ot-hotind, hence care must 
lie taken not to over pit. From this tinieto 
the end of August the soil must lie kept lairl 
moist, after which less water should he given 
in order to ripen the growth, while through 
out the winter months they should lie kepi 
quite dry. The Phyllocacti. Iieiug of a less 
succulent nature, must not be dried to the 
same extent as the others, but even these need 
very little water during the winter. 

Most of the different, kinds of Cacti nan lie 
raised from seed without difficulty : that 
w hen good seed can lie obtained. Sow in well 
drained [nans in a mixture of loam anil saw!, 
sprinkling enough soil over to thorough), 
cover the seed, but no more. The seed-jon' 
are liest stood in a warm, shaded structure, 
and the soil must lie kept slightlv moist at all 
times. Under such conditions the seed anon 
germinates, and, if sown in the spring, the 
young plants will attain sufficient'strength to 
puss the winter without injury. When large 
enough to lie conveniently handled, the sets! 

before putting the bell-glass in pisit.on, in yOU„g ,>|allt>1 wi|l attain sufficient strength to 
order to get rid ot any superabundant moisture. • t|ie winter without injury. When large 
Then cover, and place ... the shady part of the [.ll(lugh to [*. conveniently handled. the seal- 
greenhouse, where, with a little attention in H■ must [* put singly- into small pots, 
the matter of water and wiping the glass dry tftking Cftre that good drainage is ensured.] 
every morning, the cuttings wdl root in about ___ 
three mouths. When rooted, [>ot them off vcitav j vn prnr /*•<. 
into small, clean, well-drained pots, using good . , A.\lt lit.I Lib*. 
snmlv neat and rotliiKr iirmlv riiirincr tfie Name of bulb.-ln April 6th number, “Saif 
santlj jieat, anc polling nrmis. During the (or the iOTWnicml name ofliulh belonging to Aram to 
summer they w ill succeed better stood on a bed grown only in warmth, without soil or water. Thim-' 
of ashes in a cold-frame than anywhere else, but is. no doubt, Sauromatnm (nyii. Ariwnm) guUat™ 
need a greenhouse temperature in the winter. ,,0!IA Au-ISON- 
The young plants must have their growing . A sparagus Sprengerl. Kindly state IfAepuu'1' 

Name of bulb.—In April 6th number, "Sail 

r the iiolatiieal name of bulb belonging to Arum 

points pinched out frequently in ot-der to I S7f«^h< “,ne “ AKpanwus -lecumbcn. 

Nearly three months must elapse before they 
are cut away, which must be done with a 
sharp knife. March or early April is the best, 
time for inarching Camellias.) 

BORON IA H ETEROPH YLLA. 
Wui'ld you kindly name the enclosed flower, and give me 

the proper cultivation ot it?—Constant Header. 

[The name of the siieoimen is Boronia hetero- 
nhylla, a native of the Swan River district of 
Western Australia. It first flowered in this 
couutry in the spring of 1 885 at Kew. The 
(lowers are produced in great profusion, and 
when in good condition it forms a very hand¬ 
some specimen. The treatment- given to the 
free-growing section of greenhouse Heaths will 
suit it well. Cuttings are noLpartieulnrly, 
difficult to strike if a few siir^ile instu-r.e*ioHp 
are carefully i^W]i&E®iQtDyiVeyj ll«J «e-(t>jCJ 
covertsl with a hell glass, therefore the sizCofr 

Asparagus Sprengerl.- Kindly stair if AspuM1" 

ensure a bushy habit. When growing freely | Asparagus Sprengeri is totally different from 
they like plenty of water, but this must be in Asparagus deounihens. We do not know A. 
conjunction with thorough drainage, as stag¬ 
nant moisture is very injurious to them. 
When shifting into larger pots, rough peat and \\ If 

coarse sand are necessary, and, in [Kitting. \\ if 

this must he pressed down very firmly, at the \\ 17 
same time taking care not to bury the old hall II II 

of earth deeper than it was originally. \\ JJ 
In the case of plants now in bloom, they 1 I'll 

should, directly the blossoms are faded, he cut 7/ 
hack hard—that is to say, leave only about / f 

2 inches of the lower part of the flowering I 
growth. This will cause the plants to push out V 
young shoots, and directly these make their A 
appearance is a good time for repotting. Before 1 \\ 
repotting. I n lie off a part, of t he old soil, j YV 
but do not disturb t he roots more than is nbso- I \\ 
lately necessary. Use pots a size larger than | \\ 
lief ore, and in [lotting carefully carry out the I I II 
instructions aliove given. The plants will in * V l\ 
the greenhouse soon become established in the - » 
new soil, and by the middle of July may he Fig. 3. 
stood out-of-doors in order to riiien'the wood 

and set the flower-buds for the ol owing deMimbens raajol, Rv f„r the more ornament, 
season \\ hen outside, take care that they do of „ie (wo js { Sprengen, w ith woodv climb 

not suffer frol» wnnt of water.) . stems elotlJ will, Hat, shining bright 
green leaves, each about an inch long and the 

(iROWING CACTI. tenth jwirt of an inch or thereabouts in width. 
I iiavp. a small cool lean-to house, also vim*ryf faring This species has l>cconie exceedingly popular n! 
south. In winter sufficient fire-heat Is Riven Just to keep ^te vearfl as the foliage retains its brightne- 
out frost from Pelargoniums, etc. Can you kindly suggest • , , 5 , , , • . , v 
a tew Cacti which may lie grown in above houses, from even when exposed to cold draughts, net 
whom I can get such, also method of culture? I should is frequently employed for the embellishment oi 
like to raise seeds of tbc same also.~F. Fowler Ward. tile dwelling-house’. Asparagus decumbens is 

[The following Cacti would succeed under altogether n far more fragile plant, the slende? 
the conditions you name, provided they are not drooping shoots being clothed with small 
shaded at any season of the year, except when linear leaves of rather a greyish shade of green 
in flower, and it is then necessary, as tne-blps- It ris seen at its best, grown in a suspended 
stipis last longer than where they are hiliy msketTand when in good condition has an 
loqiosed to the sun. Cereu^Jfattbjtaatilgr£. (^titofiejlMlft'K£ ttfuT elegant effect. This form- 
Mallisonii, Echinocactus bicolor, 737 hfeviha- (a cluster of tnber-like masses, from whence the 

IJRBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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'hoots are produced. It is more particular in 
its cultural requirements than most of the 
ornamental forms of Asparagus.] 

Treatment of bulbs.—1 am growing the following 
pUnti indoor* vix., Begonia (tuberous). Gloxinia, Solo¬ 
mon* Seal, I.ilium (-amllrlimi, L. luiigillorum. anil 1, 
o.brum- Will you kindly inform me whether the correct 

urenuent of the above, after Mourning in over and the 
lr».e. ire beginning to decay, in to gradually withhold 

uner. and when the Soil has become dry to store the pots 
in frost proof quarters until required for restarting 

giving no water ail the time they are storwl ? 
IIHrre restarting them should they he repotted, and, if so, 
•r.nil the old roots lie cut off r -A.vox. 

[The various plants that form the subject of 
your inquiry Will not after flowering ull con¬ 
form to one mode of treatment. The Begonias 
awl (iloxinius should he treated exactly as you 
state, and before restarting them they must be 
shaken quite clear of the old soil. ’ You will 
hud tluit when the time for re|nitting comes 
round nearly all the roots will have tierished, 
hut if there nrc- any still attached to the tubers 
nit them off. The Solomon's .Seal is jierfectly 
hardy, and succeeds much better when planted 
in tlic o|n*n ground than in pots; hence, the 

will need much the same treatment as L. lougi- 
florum. These Lilies are, when growing untfer 
glass, particularly liable to be attacked by 
green fly. These {tests shelter themselves 
among the unfolding leaves, and unless care¬ 
fully sought for they work considerable havoc 
before they are noticed. Dust the leaves with 
Tobacco |iowder if the pest up|fcars. ] 

NATURALLY-CROWN HYDRANtiKAS, 
I a row the Hydrangeas from cuttings taken 
about March, struck ill a lit tie heat, and {Kitted 
into a 5-inch pot with much the same compost 
ns I use for (Scraniums, etc. They generally 
have one head of bloom the first season, anil 
have weak liquid-manure as soon as the flower 
shows. When done blooming, the plants are 
plunged outside in u moderately sheltered 
place, and left till the following spring, when 
they are ro|»oMo<l if they have grown much ; if 
not. they are well fed. They soon branch out 
and make nice plants. I seldom prune them 
unless the shape is ugly. They are grown on 

A naturally-grown Hydrangea. Krom a photograph by Mm. Hughes, Dalchoolln, Co. Down. 

umal method is to dig up the roots in the , 
•autumn, select the ntrongest for (Hitting, and j 
Hii|iloy them for greenhouse decoration : then, 
niter the flowers are over, plant them out again. I 
U kept altogether in jiots they must not he 1 
completely dried up at any time, though, of 
course. less water will lie needed when totally 
'I'-mmat than when the plants are in active 
tmiwth. I.ilium candidum had better lie 
planted out and allowed at least a year to 
recover itself, ns it is not very ainennhlo to pot 
culture. The white Trumpet Lily (Liliutn 
■ sigiHorutn) should after flowering lie stood 
“it-of-doors and given less water than before. 
'Mien dormant, which w ill, as a rule, he about 
d« middle of September, it should lie repotted, 
taking away as much of the old soil as cm lie 
■k*e without injuring the roots. After pot- 
bog. it mav lie stood in a sheltered spot out- 
r'f 'I'Xirs till’ sharp frosts make their appearance, 
*hen it had lletter lie placed in a cold-frame. 

roots are active throughout the winter 
tenet the soil must not lie allowed to get tffl 
'•ry at that time, hut owxjtlie. flqwer stiins 
develop, ttn increas > 1 amouiit'erwater w-Ul[Vf 
tourse, l»e necessary. Lilium speciosum ruhrnm 

from about the beginning of April in a cool- 
house. This soil seems particularly well suited 
to them. They grow most luxuriantly outside, 
and the flowers are generally very blue: hut 
those in pots arc always pinkish, and last in a 
room for weeks. M. llrtniKs. 

IhilrlioiJiii, Co. Domi. 

Fuchsia fulgens. - I have flail n plant of this for 
three years, lint itlius not yet liloomeil. It in now ill ail 

8-inrh |sit, anil i« making some rather weakly growth. 

Ought it to he cat hark and repotted? It made good 
growth last year, with splendid foliage, but no llowers. 
It is trained Hal on a wooden trellis, and is at least tl feet 
high. A. H., /Innrnriiimtl/i. 

[There is no ap|inrent reason why vour plant 
of Fuchsia fulgens tlid not flower in u satis¬ 
factory manner last season ; perhups it was too 
much shaded. It should now lie cut liack into 
sha|ie, and ns soon as the young shoots com¬ 
mence to {lush after this the planks should he 
repotted in a mixture of loam, leaf-mould, well 
decayed manure, and sind. Presumably it is 
now in the Jreenhduse. If so, you might, when 

s'' tfflMl, recovered from the {Hitting 
w.K«fyrorN' of the new soil, plunge it oiled 

of-doors^-prefembly in a sjiot where it gets n 

good deal of sunshine, but at the same time it 
is bettor if the sun’s rays are broken during the 
hottest part of the day. Careful attention to 
watering is, of course, necessary.] 

Clematis lndlvlsa lobata. -I plained one of the 
above in my lean to eonvervatorv early last year. It grew 
rapidly till it covered the wall, l.m in September the leave* 

eame off. with the exception of a few at the top (still on), 

and no new ones have replaced them, although at eaeli 
joint small buds ajqs-ared a month ago, but remain in a 
stationary condition, ihougb full of green sap. The only 
life is in the shape of green shoots sprouting from nearthr* 
roots. Can you tell me what is wrong?—A. H Harrison. 

I'Ve fear that your failure is due to allowing 
the {limit to become dry at the roots. The 
cultural requirements of this Clematis are very 
simple. Plant it in a com|H)st of loam, neat, 
and sand, give it a fair root-run, and, above 
all, do not stint the water supply, hut at the 
same time see that the drainage- is |icrfeot, ns 
stagnant moisture is quite ns harmful as dry¬ 
ness. It needs very little pruning, unless to 
keep it within a limited s|mce. Ismse training 
adds to its beauty, as the branches of bloom 
hang gracefully at some distance from the glass 
roof.] 

Cinerarias falling. -I have grown Cineraria* for a 
manlier of year*, hut have not been micccmful these Inst 
tw o season-. They do well until I get them into tlieir 

flowering-pots, and then they start to droop, and in a few 
days are gone altogether, and may lie lilted out of the|uit* 
with only a little surface soil, although the ruot* 

have worked tlieir way round the crocks at the bottom. I 
sow aliout the flrst week in May, and prick off as soon rs 
large enough to handle into All-pots, then into 41-luch, 

from them into tt-inrh, ami, dually, 7|-inrh or 8-inch pot*. 
I use a ••omiHlst of half loam and half goml Beech leaf-soil, 

with a small quantity of suud and a little rotten manure, 
and a liberal supply of Ixme-iuenl for the two last shifts. I 
shade during bright sunshine, and give the necessary 

syringing*, and always keep them clean from fly. — 
It. w. W. 

[As your Cinerarias keen in good condition 
till they have received tlieir fluid shift., it 
follows that the fault must be sought for iu 
that operation, and in our opinion it lies iu un 
excess of stimulants. For a final shift, wo 
prefer two-thirds good turfy loam to one-third 
leaf-mould, with a little manure and sand, and 
trust to stimulants in thesluqie of weak liquid- 
manure after the roots have thoroughly taken 
{lossession of the new soil. The general treat¬ 
ment ns detailed by you should''yield very 
satisfactory results, and if you omit the lione- 
meal and {Kit moderately firm, wo tlo not think 
you will have any further cause for complaint. 
Of course, the watering must he carefully 
done, {larticulatly in the winter and early 
spring.] 

Deutzla gracilis falling. I ahould Is- grateful if 
you will tell me why I have fuiTrd with Heutaa gyaollis, 
and why blossom* come as enclosed instead of expanding 

properly? I have failed two years with it. It is grown 

m pols brought in from outdoors end of Hceemls-r, ait 
placed in heat, hut kept in glass porch facing south, d,... 
syringed with tepid water till foliage is well advanced. 
Seemed healthy and going on well till the blossoms spread 
open half developed, as you will see, and no good. Have 

stood now outdoors in sheltered place. Aralev mollis lias 

done excellently under same treatment_.1. W. Hardy. 

[A severe check of any kitttl will cause the 
flowers of Deutzia gracilis to go blind in the way 
of the enclosed specimen. Again, if lifted from 
the open ground and {Kitted for forcing they 
are very liable to liehave in a similar munner t’f 
the roots have not taken u good holt! of the soil 
before they are removed under glass. There is 
yet a third course, and thut is, insufficient nour¬ 
ishment during the preceding summer and 
autumn, when the plant is making and perfect¬ 
ing its growth. At that {icriod u good sunnv 
position and occasional doses of weak liquid- 
manure nre very essential to the future display 
of blossoms. Deutzias that have bloomed in 
[lots, and are intended for the same treatment, 
should, directly the flowers are over, have the 
old and exhausted wood carefully thinned out, 
in order to encourage the formation of young 
clean shoots. Rc|Hilting, if necessary, must 
lie done then. As the foliage produced under 
glass is very delicate, the plants must lie pro¬ 
tected till all danger from frosts is over, after 
which they may be placet! outside. We have 
carefully read your account of the treatment 
given, and cannot see any weak point in it, 
hence have come to the conclusion that the 
cause of the failure was the treatment during 
the summer and autumn preceding.] 

Heliotrope falling.—I ahoal.l lie much ohligtsl if 
you would kindly tell me wla the leaves ot a Heliotrope 

plant tarn brown and fall 
one, and •ndft'hhn il-jflrktfluRl-it from a mtr 
thick and bushy , hut how- it is straggling, 

plant is a rather large 
nurseryman it was 

ing, the long hrevrti 
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will Uar liquid fertiliser- Any advice will be gratefulh 

retried. as I have been iery unlucky with Heliotropes, 

and should grealli like to crow them well. The plant is 
in a suuin greenhouse, where ihe temperature ranges 

from 50 clegs, to 65 tlegs.—H. J. 

[Your Heliotrope must have received some 

cheek to cause the leaves to turn brown nnil 

drop, but the reason of it we cannot say. The 
foliage of the Heliotrope is delicate, and 

quic kly suffers if the plant is allowed to get too 

dry or too wet at the roots, while fumigation 

with Tobacco-paper will cause the leaves to 

curl up, turn brown, unci ultimately drop. 

Again, a single day of the sulphur-laden fogs 

such as dwellers in the London district are far 
too familiar with during the winter will burn 

up the leaves of the Heliotrope as if they had 

heeu exposed to fire. You speak of the plant 

being thick and bushy when you first had it, 

which was probably last summer, at which 

season the Heliotrope grows freely enough, but 
jiiumy fail Ui keep it in good condition through- 

out the winter. To succeed with it at that 

season it needs a minimum winter temperature 

of •'«<» clegs. Your bettor wav will be to cut the 

plant back into shape, and as soon a.t young 
shoots make their appearance repot it, not 

necessarily into a larger pot; indeed, it is very 

probable that von will be able to remove so 

much of the old soil without injuring the resits 

that a smaller pot will suffice. In a few weeks, 

however, you will be able to purchase young 

and vigorous Heliotropes at a very cheap rate, 
which will grow with less trouble than your 

old stunted plant. Heliotro|>es will bear weak 

liquid-manure when the}- are growing freely 

and the pots full of roots. ] 

goodly pro|iortions, and ea«-h one on it stout, 

erect footstalk. Most of the varieties in your 

list are strong-growing, and, to grow lh«-in 

well, the pots in which they are to be flowered 

should be quite A inches in diameter. A few of 

the stronger rooting kinds would be better in 

10-inch jiots. Treated in the manner we have 

preset ibed, the period of flowering should begin 

in the latter part of November.] 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS STOPPING AND 

TIMING. 

'(Reply to “ Emm ” and “ C'iinstant Reader." i 

The season is rather far advanced to think of 

pinching the plants with the object in view of 

securing second crown-buds. In the list, how ¬ 

ever, we have recommended second crown buds 

where this is jiossible by an early pinching; 

in other cases, we have no option hut to advise 
n first crown bull selection. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

Whta la jiinr/i H7< it'll bail* h 

tht jiliiiil. feta ill. 

Pride of Ktirkell . Natural break 

Souvenir ilc Mons. Mer.i.-r Natural break 

Pride of Ryeeroft, (Yellow y -,h 

Nireiiin) . .... 
Niveuiri. May 7th 

FilM .-rmvn 

Any buds 

late August. 

First .tout* 

Charles Davis. Natural tireak 

Win. Trirker ..._..... Natural break 

Soleil d'Octolire. Natural break 

W. II. I.inroln. Natural break 

Mine. O. Bruanl. -Mid-April 
Mile. Marie Iterate.. May ;ih 

Natural break Sour, ile Petite Aniie 

Mine. Carnot . Mid-April 

Commandant libiKsct .... May 21st 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS FOR DECEMBER. 

I should bo moell obliged for cultural Instructions as to 

Ihe growing of the following Chrysanthemums : Jane 

Molyneux, Mrs. Ilnrkley, John Shritnplon, Mrs. White 
Pophani, Edith Tabor, Lord Brook, Le Crand Due, Mrs. 

Mease. O. J Warren, lb H. Pearsor, Holiert Parnell, and 

Mme. Carnot. They are at present in 3-inch and 4-inch 
pots in a cold-frame, and are nice, healthy plants. I am 
anxious to have good, bushy, Iree-Mowering plants to 

II Kim in December or rather earlier. Anxious. 

[The varieties mentioned in your somewhat 

brief list are not so well suited for the purpose 

under notice as could he desired, yet, if you 

will treat them as we advise, there is no reason 

why you should not have nice bushy, free- 

llowering specimens to bloom in December next 
or earlier. N on say your plants are now in 

3-inch and 4-inch jxits, and. that being so, they 

are in a nice forward condition. You aredoing 

quite right to keep the plants in a cold-frame, 

and, provided you freely ventilate the cold- 
frame, the plants .shoulil make satisfactory 

progress for the next few weeks. Assuming 

that your plants are now well established in the 

pots just referred to, anti that they are some 

ti inches to 8 inches in height, they should he 
pinched or stopped to induce a bushy lmbit of 

growth. Pinching is accomplished by taking 

out the [xjint of the shoot of each plant, and, 
within a week or ten davs subsequent to this 

ojieration, new lateral shoots shoulil be seen 

developing in the leaves immediately below the 

jxiint where t he pinching took place. By keep¬ 

ing the plants rather dry at the roots fora week 
nr rather more after the pinching has taken 
place, the formation of the new lateral shoots 

i; assisted to some extent. Take up as many 

strong shoots from this |<oint as each plant 

ap|>ears capable of supporting, and grow on 

with all (K)s-ible vigour. Never pinch t he plants 

and repot them at the same time ; rather allow 
some ten days to elapse between the respective 

operations. As each of the new shoots attains 

a length of some 6 inches to 8 inches repeat 

the operation of pinching as first carried out. 
Each succeeding 8 inches of growth should 

receive similar treatment, giving the last pinch¬ 

ing about the middle of July. The shoots 

forming as the result, of this last pinching 

should develop what are known as terminal- 
buds, these buds marking the termination of 

the plant's growth. We should be disposed to 

remove all buds, from the cluster forming at the 

apex of these terminal shoots, except the 
largest and best shaped one. Having pinched 

your plants several times during the growing 

Lady Hanham. Natural break 

Mme. C. Capitant. Mid-April 
Miss Nellie Lockett . May Slut 

N.C.8. Jubilee. Mill-A|»ril 

Hoi ties Prccocea . Nature! break Terminal 
Hvecroft Glory . Natural break Terminal 

Flint rrow ii 

Any l»u«U in 

iatf An trust 
Any 1»ihU in 

into Anjrost 

Any buils in 
laU- August 

Any bu«l*» in 

late August 
Second crown 

Fi r>t crown 

Anv buds in 

late AiimiM 
Second crown 

First crown 
Any bud-* in 

late An-net 
Second crow n 

First crown 
Second crown 

d'< M<d>r 
W. H. Lincoln, 
L-tdv Ha nham. 

.Bui <li— I'itt'oi'c-(Octoher-floMi rui^i, 

Souvenir de l’etite Ain*J 
Mine. Carnot, Source d'lJr.! 

Bvecrol t (dorv (October-flowering), and N.C.SU 

Jubilee. All the foregoing are Japans*! 
valid ies. We should be dis|)osed to feed tU 

white sorts cautiously, as many of these apptsr! 
to he susceptible to damping. Anv nurscral 

man’s catalogue should give a full deKiipa* 

oi i he colour ol each vai id v. 

GARDEN PESTS AND FRIENDS. 

Hichanl lH*an. . M.-iv 21*1 First crown 

•Source d’Or. 
Enten»rise (Jap.-Anem.) 

Mrx Hume Lou^ . 

Natural tireak 
. Mill-April 
. May 16th 

Terminal 
second crow*n 
First crown 

Tlic queen ...,.. 
Princess Victoria 

Alberic LiimJcn . 

Mav Tth 
.. Mav 7th 

Mav >l*c 

First crown 
First crown 

First crow n 

Mile. Theresa Rev. Max t:.th First crown 
Cloin- .|ii Itocber . 

Mr* W. S. TraBonl _ 

Mons. J. Allemaml - 

Mons. \V. Holmes. 

Lilian Mini. . 
t . 

Mr*. D. Want. 
Klihornc Bnuly. 
Mine. K Roger . 

.-Mill-April 

. Natural break 

Milt-April 

Natural break 

May 21st 

Mav 21st 
. Mav 21st 

. Mid-April 

. Mi.l-April 

Second crown 

Any buil* in 
late August 

Second crown 

Terminal 

Fir«t crown 
First crown 
First crown 

Second crown 

Second crown 

('ci il Wray . . Mar 21st Funt crown 

Volunteer. . Mav 10th First crown 

. Mid-April 

. Mav l.'*lh 
Second crown 
First crown Sun^tone . 

NOTES . 1 NO HE!'LIES. 

season, they should each p 

because o^,thfiir,A»W' 

Treatment of Chrysanthemums. I have a 
collection of healthy young Chrysanthemums of the Is-st 
Kinds in fi-inrh pots about 9 inches to a foot high, and 
have pinched out the points of the plant*, as directed on 

page 113 of C.irdp.mvo Illustrxted for the 39th March. 

Will yon kindly inform me whether these young plants 

should receive any nourishment at this early stage, what 
is the l>est fooil to give them, and how frequently the.i 

should lie fed? I propose to shift the p ants in ilttecourse 

direct into 9-inch pots. Will you kindlj say what i« the 
best preparation of mould for the 9-inch pots? I have 
some old leaf-mould, some decayed seals, aml sand. Is a 

mixture of these ingredients the liest, or can you suggest 
a better preparation ? -A. M. M. 

|No, ilo not feed until the plants are in their flowering- 

pots, which must l>e well tilled with root*. For a final 
potling compost use three parts fibrous loam, one part 

leaf-soil, and one ]>art well-roltvd horse-manure. See 
reply to “ Anxious'- on this page. | 

Chrysanthemums stopping and 
timing, etc. (EJ>or, York*).- In all cases 
where we have advised that a plant should he 

left to make a “nutural break," and this bus 

not taken place before the end of the third 
week in May, you had better pinch out the 

point of the plant, and flower the resulting 
shoots ou the first buds which they subse¬ 

quently develop. So far north as Yorkshire, 
we should not advise that the second “crown"- 

buds he secured on plants pinched so late ns 
the period mentioned in May. Those sorts in 

your list which are sjiecially suited for bushy 

plunts of a free-flowering character, us described 

ou page 03 of Garden im: Illustrated, are the 

illsj have 

VIOLET DISEASE. 

Owino to the great increase last season 4 
Violet disease, the question of protect** 
against attack and consequent loss of i-nj 

demands the attention of market grou.i* 

Home-grown Violets always command g-oj 
price*. their fragrance in itself lieing sulficaM 
to place them far in front of those imp rial 

from the Continent. In Violet culiiirv « 

have a g.ssl o|H.-tiiug for increased supplies^ 

the home grown article without much danger 
ol any falling off in prices, yet this year, in taxor 

cases, buvers were uiuilde to satisfy the want* 
ol their customers, and had to rely to n grai 

extent u|ion French anil other foreign Violet* 
This static of tiflairs was no doubt |Kmlv d». 

t«i tilt- ravages of the “ s|mt" uml otfcr. 

diseases. 1 fear that, none of the van.*- 

s. real Its I remedies against the fungi are ef tlr 

slightest use at least, that has lss-n tey 
experience after careful and isinstant trial* 

Mv chief object in writing this is to bring the 

subject to t he notice of growers, in the W 
I hat those who have het-h troubled by an; 

I lic-e fungi may relate their experiences, ginwc 

also the |«rtienlar conditions which lav-:, 

the cause and development of Violet di- 
ease. Spraying, except with some rallv 

effective fungicide (and this has yet tu b 

discovereil), would, in the case of marlfi 

growers, cut down the profits to an mm-rao 

iterative level. Soil and climate are varyinr 

faetors, and may have much to do with ib 
gicatci Ime\ii\*--uee of llie disease in sa¬ 
dist riots than in others. One grower, writing!- 

me from Ware. Herts, states that in the hgi' 

gravelly soil of his ganleu he finds it ale** 

impossible, on account of the disease, togt** 
Violets, even with constant nttentiou and 

spraying, whereas in Wilts and Hunt*. wVf 

he formerly resided, and where the soil **• 
heavy, his plants were not liable to di-o-e 

No doubt some varieties are more di-»s- 

resisting than others, and among the fifteen 
varieties 1 cultivate (including many thousaei* 

of plants) 1 found this notably so in the i®* 
of "‘John Collins," a good nutumn-hloooiin;: 

variety whose thick medium - sized l**'-* 

seemed to repel the attacks of the fimgo- 
longer than the larger and inure tender ba”" 

kinds, such as Iji France, Princess of Walr- 

Luxonne, etc., hut in no case did any vsne; 

prove invulnerable. It lias frequently bm 

suggested that over-feeding may I* “ csu*' 
of this disease, and this, no d out it, is true in 

some instances. Referring to the al-oyc. 

Dr. Cooke, of the R.H.S. S*-ientific Coratnittcj 

savs: " We lielieve this is so. yet we had it db 

disease) in a imor soil wit h no manure addtd 

Those who are not familiar with the «pp-‘' 
anee of Violet: ilisi-aae may recognise il in »<“ 

early stage by the formation ol small. |‘" ■ 
orbicular spots on the foliage. S|xues dr.) 

from the leaves to the ground, where it*' 

remain for some time, continue tngrow. **1 
eventually inoculate other leaves. It is,there¬ 

fore, tip|nirciit. that any fungicide, to lie thv 

roughly effective, should, without injuring 
plants, lie yet sufficiently |*iwerful to teisl<-: 

the germs in the leaves inert, and hy nciiny 

direi'tlvon those hidden in the soil, prexeu- 

thc latter from doing further damage. 
lu November, 1!MH», 1 first noticed spot'1" 

a few plants (Ei Franco, Victoria. 

Luxonne) which were growing on u»' <-11' 

bed. 1 promptly removed and minted « 

affected leaves. This had to be rel)(*.''. 

several times, and the plants which were 
attacked succumhod, hut the others reco“- 

sufficiently to flower during the spring. “ ” 

apparently regained a healthy condition. 
(oHagi- of all mv plants then, and at the |> 1 

strong and free ir°'u 
~ not iced n retun 
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practically abandoned.” So far, the disease 

seems to nave committed havoc only in certain 
districts, but, owiug to its |toculiur character 

istics, a further spread seems inevitable unless 

suitable preventive measures can he discovered 
ami adopted. 

Henry T. Hctton, F. R.H.S, 
Donaghndet, Co. Down. 

of which are very injurious to plants. The 
worms were very active when they reached me, 

but I found that they were killed in about live 
minutes by soaking the soil w ith common linn • 

water. Of course, this does not prove lliut 
they may be killed as easily when they are in 

the ground, w here the lime water would mote 
easily drain away from them, but it would be 

worth while trying what a heavy watering 

would do. Pul some fresh lime into a tub, sax" 
4 lb., and |Kinr H gallons of water on to ii ; 

stir it about well, and let it stand for forty- 

eight hours, then use the clear liquid without 

l. It would be well to 
t, so ns to be 

5 does not injure 
iug on. -(}. S. S. 

esse loll mo the ■•sum- 

XOTAN A XI) litiPUKS. 
Destroying ants. Will you kindly tell mi- how to 

ileal with an In ? A friend of mine has a Strawberry-lied 

under a stone wall. Last year there was a magnificent , 
promise of fruit, hut none ripened, as the ants destroyed disturbing the sediment 
llie whole crop. What ean lie done to keep them away ex fieri merit on a small scale at first, 
from tbi bedf—Barkowby. quite sure that the waterin, 1 

( As regards getting rid of the ants near your the plants the worms are feet' 

Stmwdrerry-bed, the lint thing to do is to Hud Apples Injured.-Can you pi 
out the exuct fiosition ot the nests, winch, I of my Appleslast season tieing |» 
imagine, nre situated at the foot of the wall, 
anti irerhafxs partly under the foundations, then 
tlig down until you reach the nests, and soak 

them thoroughly with boiling water, nr a fairly 

water), and the latter proving equally ineffica¬ 
cious, the beds and plants were finally watered 

alvut once a week with jiotass. perman- 
inuiate (1 |«rt in ‘i.OtM) of water). This was 
applied three times. Throughout the entire 

season all diseased leaves were flicked o(T, con- 
seiptenlly, towards the approach of autumn, 
many of the plants were deficient of foliage, 
sliiieothers had heeu destroyed by the fungus 
it's If. The summer in 

tliw particttlar district 
i- jilietiotneiiulK dry __ 

the appearance of rust ? Woulil you please Mugged. a 
remedy ?—II. I. 

(Without further infonnation ns to the time 
of year that the Apples were attacked, the con¬ 

dition of the fruit, whether hollow ml out by the 
maggots or not., ete., it is t|uite iuipussilije to 

suggest a remedy. Olio would imagine that 
the maggots were those of a fly, but it is a mere 

guess on my |<art. Please send as lunch infor¬ 
mation as you ean, and 1 w ill gladly do my 

lies! to tell you wl.at the pest is and the bes’i 
remedy, (i. S. S. | 

Vine-weevil destroying Ferns. I shall l«- 
oiui-h obliged it you will inform me whether the beetles 
that I enclose are re.pousilih- tor the heaps of voting 

Maidenhair fronds that are out off Just alter they hate 

liegim to espand, amt strew the soil all round the ’plant ' 
The ravage* of some |s-st wot so bail that last night ill in\ 

fernery I got all the elielosLsI, oil Adiaiitums ehieflt, 
■(though others, l‘terises and Platyeerllims, are hadit 
(Hiten. I usisl to hlame tvoodliee, hut feel sure Un¬ 

enclosed are the culprits. Please tell me their name, and 

whether there are other ways of trapping them besides 
liiiiiling after dark with a liglit? W. Stkvk.nmo.v. 

(Your Ferns are attacked by the grubs of tho 

black Vine weevil (< Hiorrhyncfms sulcutus). Wo 

are afraid tliat there is no other way of destroy¬ 
ing those grubs hut repotting the Ferns, as no 

insecticide that would kill them could be used 

with safety to the Ferns. The only practicable 
way of getting rid of this pest is by killing 

FERNOLAI) WALLS. 

W ml. some reader kindlt lell me hou- to cover a I .a tv l,aeU 
wall iii one of my ferneries? I wish to grow thereon Kerns, 

Begonias, etc., so that I may he able to get material for 

cutting, and thus save the plants tliat I am growing in' 
pots.—X. V. 

(To no lictter putqiose can Ferns and Mosses 
lie put. than clothing the naked back walls of 

ferneries, plant stoves, intermediate houses, 

and conservatories. Notonly is a well-furnished 
Iwck wall very ornamental, but it is also very 
profitable, a never-ending supply of weli- 

matured Fern fronds being always obtainable. 

On tho wall here figured the Ferns were fixes I 

by means of sections of diamond mesh wire 
netting and staples. Only a thin layer of soil, 
princqiully composed o( fibrous loam, wus 

enclosed, and in this small pieces of Adiantum 

cuneat tun were planted ,‘{ feet apart, each way, 
with plants of Nephrolepis exaltata anti 

Bejjoniu Rex interspersed among them. Tho 

strong solution of carLilic acid in water. It it 
almost. lioiM.-lc.se work trying to trap them; 

guano or chloride of lime are said to drive them 

away, but. I have not much, or indeed any-, 
faith in those remedies, except on a very small 

scale. It is lies! to ojien t he nest when all the 

ants have retired for the night, so Hint all the 
inmates may be destroyed. H. S. S. | 

Insects on Apple-trees. I wml you a small nil 
insect which I found upon one of my Apple-trees. I 

should ho glad to know its name and habits, and whether 
it is injurious to fruit-trees or flowers? A. H. (Iaskk.lu 

(The small red insect you sent is one of tho 

mites (Trombidium liolosericeuin), 1 do not 
know that it has any English name. It is in no 

way injurious to fruit-trees or flowers ; in fact, 
it is decidedly useful in gardens, as it lives on 

small insects, etc., ami is entirely carnivorous. 
—O. S. S.] 

Worms in soil (M. II. A rmntrong}.— 

The worms jou sent in some soil are nearly 
alUiJ}4 ° I.AWiworms, but lielong to a dif- 
wrem .V.imJt,%SeEnchytmoidje, some inemlioEsr A&R5M 
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and better seasoned than is the case with those 
out from less exposed pot plants growing in the 

same house. One of the greatest difficulties to 

be contended with in the wall culture of Ferns 

lies in the fact that they must be kept well 
supplied with water, and this in many instances 

cannot be readily accomplished without washing 

the soil away from the roots. A freely per¬ 
forated lead pipe is taken along the top of the 

wall, and this being connected with the water 

supply, all that is necessary is to turn a tap 
and let the water trickle down through the soil 

as long as may l>e necessary. ] 

VEGETABLES. 

WINTER SPINACH. 

(Reply to R. W. Maxdebs.) 

Thf. plant you sent was quite shrivelled up, 
und we could detect no insects of any kind. 
Spinach grown in the open in soil ploughed 

hone too deeply, and in many cases with only a 

slight dressing of mnnure, is short and less 

fleshy than that in good garden soil. On the 
other hand, it is hardier. Though the plunts 

in the ojien in the autumn are not so taking in 

appearance as those in gardens, they are much 
hardier and will give a much lietter return. 

Much of the success with field culture is owing 

to cliange of soil, ample s|iace, and freedom 

from insect pests. The preparation of the soil 
is the most important detail, and should lie 

undertaken some months in advance of sowing 

the crop. Where Spinach has failed on pre¬ 
vious occasions, vigorous measures to stamp 

out such pests as grub and wire worm must lie 

followed. A sprinkling of fine gas-lime is 
effectual in getting rid of this pest. Fresh 

lime from gasworks needs careful application. 

Secure a good hulk, and by exposure for a time 
there is always some ready for use at short 

notice. If used in a fresh state it should lie 
broken very fine and allowed to lie on the 

surface for a few days. It thus becomes pul¬ 

verised, and is in a more workable state, and 
incorporates readily with the soil Another 
powerful fertiliser and insect destroyer, though 
a simple one, is wood-ashes. It is a valuable 

manure in land that has become sick of garden 

crops. Spread the wood-ashes on the surface 
liefore drawing the drills. Soot is equally 

valuable, and may lie used with great advan¬ 

tage. As wood-ashes are none too plentiful in 
some gardens, a good substitute may be found 

in burnt garden refuse, and even burnt soil. 

The best [xisition for Spinach is high ground, 

not sheltered in any way. As sowing is usually 
performed early in August, the ground by that 

date will be in fine condition. If possible, the 
|>osition selected should have been occupied by 

a totally different crop. Sowing thinly is 
advantageous, as the less the seedlings are 

touched the firmer hold they have. If thin¬ 
ning is necessary, it should be done when the 

seedlings are very small. 

RHUBARB FROM SEED. 

In the amateur's garden it is painful somet imes 

to see what rough treatment is meted out to 
this useful plant. More often than not it is 

relegated to some out-of-the-way comer, where 

never a bit of manure reaches it, and yet a crop 
of succulent stalks is looked for in their season. 

The limited extent of the crop often entails 

harsh treatment by close pulling for the daily 
needs. In many such cases Rhulmrh becomes 

only an apology for the name, and is, as is only 

to be expected, unsatisfactory. It is scarcely 
justice to so useful a vegetable that such 

treatment should be given, und, to obviate this, 

seed raising may be recommended as a par¬ 

tial relief and as an alternative course. The 

present is a good time to carry out this oft- 
needed reform. There are, however, early and 

late kinds, Victoria belonging to the latter, and 

Royal Albert or Linnteus early. Draw drills 

about 1£ inches in depth on well-prepared 

ground, and about 1 foot apart, and sow thinly. 
In due time young plants should appear, 

differing in their habit of growth, the usual 

course being to choose the strongest and best 
coloured and destroy the rest. The young 

plants may grow undisturbed the first yea 

transplanting them in the wfntilr.or t?wa®c 

spring of the next year, bAiLdtf®* ye Ul 

sow on the ground intended for the new addi 

tion to the Rhubarb-bed, and Mimply leave the 
seedlings to grow on. Even this may need a 
little s|tade work in making right irregularities 

that occur iu the ranks, for, invariably, it will 
be found that all the seeds do not grow. Only 

those that have attempted to dig up established 

roots know the depth to which the roots go, so 
that in pre|>aring for sowing or permanent 

planting it is wise to well dig or trench the 
ground und ineor]ionite decayed manure with 

it to at least n foot in depth. Beyond this und 
keeping the surface clean not much is called 

for, but on no account should any stalks be 

pulled the first, and but few the second, year. 
After that time the seedlings will be as produc¬ 

tive, if not more so, than old plunts. W. 8. 

GARDEN WORK. 

NOTES AND ItEPLIES. 

Broccoli Spring: White.—I quite agree 
with all that “ A. W." says of this useful 

Broccoli, for not only is it early, but very 

hardy. There are but one or two others in my 

collection that have proved so hardy, not 
including even the Late Queen and Model— 

usually the hardiest of Broccolis. Vanguard 

is another that comes in nbout the same time 
as Spring White, and this, though less hardy 

generally, gives a succession from the same bed 

over a good length of time. These both need 

to l>e sown during the first half of April. It is 
a mistake to sow Broccoli too early. April is 

nuite soon enough for the most of them, and 

tne two under notice are no exception to the 

rule. -W. 8. 

Staking Peas.—Many growers when they 
are selecting the kinds they wish to grow 

inquire as to their height, especially if their 

gardens are small or they have a difficulty in 

obtaining supports for them. Much of late 
years has been done to give us good l’eas of 

medium height. Often when I have lieen look¬ 

ing over gardens in the summer I have lieen 

struck with the large quantity of stakes and 

the time taken in malting these. This may do 
very well if exiiense is not a consideration, but 

I am convinced that by placing the stakes so 
thickly as some growers do is no advantage. 

Of late years I have not used them nearly so 

thickly, and have found lienefit therefrom. I 

run black cotton from stake to stake whenever 
the Pea haulm shows signs of blowing through 

the supports. It is astonishing how quickly a 
lad will run on this cotton. When the crop is 

over it is easy to remove it with the stakes. 

In this wuy it does not need more than half the 
nmount of stakes. The labour of putting on 

and cost are met in the reduction of laliour in 

staking. Added to this I find the birds do not 

like the cotton. Amateurs, especially those 

in and near towns, would do well to try this 

method.—J. C. 

Large Runner Beans. — Speaking 
generally, large kinds of vegetables are neither 

the best nor the most profitable, those of 

medium size lieing infinitely best for private 
use. Runner Beans are un exception. The 
very long-podded kinds, such as Ne Plus 

Ultra ami the selections from it, are very pro¬ 

ductive when grown in rich, deeply-worked 
soil. When grown thus, they are often seen 

from 12 feet to 14 feet high, and in this con¬ 

dition they produce very long |>ods. Last 
year I counted on some of the stems from five 
to seven ixxls in a bunch, and some of these 

were from S inches to 12 inches long. It may 

lie asked where is the gain in these long kinds? 

They are more easily gathered, and if needed 

for market they weigh so much more, ami they 
can he gathered of any size the grower may 

wish, ft is doubtful if any kind of dwarf Bean 

is more productive under good culture in the 

open garden than Canadian \Vonder, and here, 

too, the pods are large.—J. Crook. 

Photographs of Gardens, Plants, or 
Trees.— H'e offer each week a copy of thf latent 

edition of the "English Flower Garden "for the 
best photograph of a garden or any of its contents, 

indoors or outdoors, sent to us in any one week. 

Second prize. Half a Guinea. 

The Prize Winners this week are: l, 
Mr. J. Cox, 43, Havdon Park Road, Wimble¬ 

don, Surrey, for Oncidium Forbesi; 2, Mrs. 
l-L. Dames, Eldwick, Battenhall, Worcester, idc 

^Weeping Willow in Victori^jE^rk, jB^t}i.|—y f \ opened judgment. 

Conservatory.—Chrysanthemums should 
now be in cold-frames, with the lights off all 

day and all night, except when frost i* 
expected. Cuttings for producing oue flower 

may yet be struck in a close frame ; only very 
strong cuttings should be taken. Whet, 

plants are cut down, the tops will made goud 

cuttings for training up with a single stein 
with one good-sized flower at the top. Thee 

make good plants for forming groiqis, mixed 

with Ferns and Crosses, either in the rooms or 
conservatory. When Deutziaslmveceasedfower. 

ing, cut them down and grow them on in x 

genial temjieruture till growth is completed, 

then harden off and plunge in Cocoa-nut-fibre 
outside. Such plunts will flower abundantly 

all up the new growth, and also early wnh 
out much forcing. The two pretty Brooms, 

pneoox and Andreana, are lovely plants in the 
cold-house. Pnecox has a very graceful habit. 
We have a number in 5-inch und 6-inch pots 

in a cold-house which have been now in flower 

some time, and they arc much admired. They 
do equally well plant is I outside, nnd, therefore, 

many would think it n waste of time and 

labour in having things in pots tliat are hardy 

enough to thrive outside; but a group of 
planta in bloom iu March attracts attention. 

This is the season for re|iottiiig all plants 

which may require more pot-room, es|*cial!y 
those plants which have l>een pruned hack and 

nre now breaking into growth, such a« 
Epncrises, Indian Azaleas, Camellias, ami Xe« 

Holland plunts generally. We always use the 

liest |ieat we can get for these things, mixed 

with about an eighth juirt of silx-er-saml. and 
Iiot very firmly. S|iecinl attention is given to 

the drainage, as a water-logged plant might i- 

well lie thrown out as to attempt its renovation. 

It is hardly necessary to attempt to tench an 
exjierienced man the rudiments of watering 

plunts in pots, hut thf re are learners every¬ 

where. Next in importance to careful (lotting 
in well-drained (sits is the pro|ier moisteningoi 

the soil. There are cases in which even the 

tyro could scarcely go wrong. Such things 
Spirseas and Hydrangeas require frequent aad 
abundant supplies, with occasionally something 

in it of a nourishing und stimulating nattye. 

We never water a specimen plunt without first 

tapping the |iot. The sound is the let 
indicator of its condition. 

Stove.—Use shade sjiaringlv, still certain 
plants require a little less brightness now the 

days are lengthening and the sun gaining in 
power. Ferns, Orchids, and such fine-foliaged 
plants as Marautus must have a light shade 

when the limit of endurance lias been reached. 

Even Crotons and Draca-nas, which require 

strong light to put on colour, will require a 
light shade for an hour or two in the middle oj 

the day. The flowers of fiardenias aw ( 

Stephanotis soon lose their pearly whitene* 
if ex|iosed to hot sunshine, and with exposure 

to hot sunshine comes the difficulty of keeping 
up the necessary atmospheric humidity, 

though, of course, this can lie done by flooding 
the [laths several times a day. The syringe i* 

a very useful implement when the water is soil 

und pure, hut it does not lienefit' the plants to 

lie always syringing them. Once or twice a 
day is sufficient, and at mid-day flood tw 
paths. The plants which are now growing 

treelv must lie opener! out and given more room 
on all sides. Young stuff for next winters 

blooming w ill lie lietter now in a low, warm 

pit, where they can lie near the glass, urn i 

reeeix-e the necessary pinching to induce a: 
bushy hahit. Cuttings of Poinsettins -liouM 

lie taken when 2 inches or 3 inches long. sl" 

inserted in thumb pots in sandy peat- 
plunged in a close propagating frame in a bn 

liottom-heat. When rooted move to a r 
warm [lit, w here they can lie close to the g“*^ ( 

Early Peach-house. —Avoid crowding 

the young growth. Perhaps I ought to as" 

written overcrowding, because in well-tr»n«~ 

Peach-trees the shoots are laid in pretty cff~ 

to each other ; hut it is in overdoing it * ‘ 

mischief is done. All shoots will now be • 
in neatly, and the crop of fruit in the 

position" to receive the full benefit of the' 
shine. Often in April we have cold night* ^ 

wind jr days, when the ventilators musr 
’ =-»-- We want a tree 
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circulation, but we must modify the inrush of 
cold currents when the wind is in the north¬ 

east. A little less ventilation and a little more 

damping of floors and borders will keen mutters 

right. If the inside borders are well drained 

there is not much danger of overwutering 
l’eaehes. ueither are we likely to overfeed if we 

give two or three good soakings of liquid- 

manure during the time the fruits are swelling. 
I have, in renovating Peach borders, often 

found them too dry, but never too wet—so far, 
at least, as inside borders are concerned—and 

alien an inside lainler of any kind gets dry it 

almost impossible to thoroughly moisten all 
puts of it. 

Mildew on Grapes may often lie traced 
to over dryness of the borders, and borders 

made of u foundation of rubble will take many 

waterings during the season, unless the Isinlers 
are dee|»r than borders usuullv arc nowadays. 

The Crapes of a gardening friend last year 

acre botfly attacked by mildew. On investi¬ 

gating the matter he found thut. the cause was 
drought, and took measures to thoroughly 

saturate the liorder, and this season there is no 

mildew and the Cra|>e* are finer. Of course 
there are other causes of mildew ; cold currents 

of uir will produce it, as will also a stuffy, 

Wily ventilated condition of the atmosphere ; 
Imt these ure mutters which can lie easily 
twtified, nnd yet the mildew remuins if the 
roots are too dry. 

Window gardening.—Fmm the letters 
which reach us from time to time one can 

ascertain that.there will lie a much greater 

effort made with window-boxes this coronation 
jwr. White Marguerites, scarlet Cemniums, 

and blue Lolielias will lie run u|>on. but there 
are other things, such as Mignonette, Musk, 

.Stocks, ami scented (iemuiuins, that will 
appeal to some of us. Balsams are rather 

|wctty in a window-box outside. 

Outdoor garden. —There is always work 

among Roses. As soon ns the pruning is 
tin idled and the young shoots are growing 

freely, we must keep a sharp watch for insects. 

First come the green-fly, and later on the worm 
in the bud and other troubles calling for 

prompt attention. Tea Roses, in my opinion, 

*lo not retpiire such heavy mulchings of manure 
a> they sometimes get. Cive them depth of 

soil, as good as can be obtained, nnd enrich it 

reasonably, but, of course, do not block out ull 
the sunshine with heavy manuriul dressings. 

If there is any suspicion of wirewortn iu the 

< uniat ion -l>eds, pluce t nqts of Carrots, Potatoes, 
•a French Beans among the plants, and mark 

the sites with a stick. I believe wircwonns 

must not be permitted to disorganise root 

action. The best time to feet! Vines with 
quick-acting stimulants is just as the berries 

have about finishes! stoning. Of course, Vine- 

borders should not lie permitted to get dry at 
any time. Drought is a frequent cuuse of 

mildew and crackiug of the berries. 

Vegetable garden. —Plant out Cauli- 
flowers which have been raised in heat. Ijeeks 

and Brussels Sprouts, which have lieen raised 
in boxes under glass, should be pricked out 

into nursery beds fi inches niNirt. Onions 

raised in heat ami hardened off may now lie 1 limited out in well-pre|iared ground in rows 

foot apart, and 0 inches apart in the rows. 
We have had very good crops of Onions pricked 

out, between rows of spring-plunted Straw¬ 

berries. The latter were planted solely for 
runners first season, and the Onions paid for 

luliour. Tomatoes for outside planting should 

be grown cool nnd sturdy ; of course, safe from 
frost. It is not often there ure any spare glass 

frames at liberty at this season, but if there 
are, they may lie placed over As|mmgus-beds ; 
there will then lie no break between the lust of 

the forced grass and the earliest from outside 
beds. For the most jiart As|iaragus planting 

will lie over, but I have planted right up to the 

end of April with success, though the plants 
received one or two waterings at first to 

encourage root uction. Mushroom-beds should 

lie made outside now ; the best position for the 
summer lads is in the shade of a building or a 

wall. Sow dwarf French Beans under a south 

wall where protection can lie given if necessary. 
A few Runner Beans may be started in boxes 

to lie planted out later. E. Hobhay. 

THE OOMINO WEEK'S WORK 

Extract* from a Garden Diary. 

April Sint. — Sowed Chinese Primulas in 

sandy peat in pans, covered with squares of 
glass, in u warm pit. Pricked offu let of seed¬ 

ling Musks and other Mimuluscs. The spotted 

kinds ure very pretty for planting in shady 
borders ; they thrive well in box outside north 

window. Planted out a lot of forced bullis, 
chiefly Narcissi, Tulips, and Hyacinths. 

Divided nnd replanted a lot of Creeping Jenny 
(Lvsimacliia nummularia); it has a pretty 
effect, banging over the edges of stones or 

in the rock gulden. 

April 22ml. —Cut up remainder of Dahlia 

roots to single buds or young shoots, and 

(lotted them singly in ( inch (sits placed in 

pit, where there is a little warmth just to give 

will leave pretty well everything for French J ^ “‘"i 
Beaus. I have sometimes taken three or four . * ~ .. 
worms out of a single Bean. Scoop out a hole, 

place in half-a-dozen Beans, nnd cover them 

with earth, placing a stick to mark the site, 

ut»d in two or three days examiilt- them ami 
kill the insects. If there are any near, some 
will l>e in the Beans. To make the borders 

gay during summer, sow hardy annuals freely 

and thinly. The large masses ure the most 

effective. Bullis and spring flowers are very 
bright now. Sow seeds of the Crown 
Auetnone. 

Fruit garden. Melons und Cucumbers 
in frames nlust, have a genial bottom-heut. 

Eighty degs. to 85 degs. will lie suitable. 

The plants get stunted iu a low teni|ieratiirc, 
And a checked plant never does much good. 

Later on, with more sunshine nnd warmer 

eights, the conditions are more favourable. 
For some time yet warm coverings over the 

glass must, lie used at night, Strawberries are 

coining forward in cold-houses now. These do 
well on shelves iu the Orchard-house. For 

late fruit, the plnnts should be in 6-inch or 
7 inch pots, as in smnll pots watering is a 

difficulty, and if not well attended to there 

will be deformed and hard fruit. Some of 
t lie healthiest of the forced plants of Royul 

Sovereign or Vicomtesse H. de Thury may lie 

planted out for a late summer und autumn 

crop. To have fine fruits, the blossoms should 
he thinned. A dozen fruits are quite enough 

to leave on a strong plant. There will be a 

g"«l deal of work now in the vineries, especi¬ 

ally .where early and late forcing is carriea on. 
The young shoots, even after they are stopped 

including the dwarf French Bean No Plus 

Ultra. The last is planted in the warm liorder. 

Pricked off Stocks and Astors in frames. Put 

in cuttings of a new Heliotrojie and other 
things. For the most jsirt the pro|iagntion of 
bedding stuff is finished, as our stocks are 

complete. 

April .Mrd.—(Save the Strawberry planta¬ 
tions a further hoeing as a prc|Nirution to 

mulching with long stable litter. Plants are 

looking well, but three years is the extreme 
limit of age permitted, so there is no time to 

wear out. We are moving bedding plnnts to 

cold frames, hut they are covered up wit h mats 
at, night. Sub tropical anil a few other tender 

things are kept, in a house where a little heat 

is given, as they are wanted strong when 
turned out. A new bonier on u south aspect 

has been made for Figs; a good foundation 
has been made. 

April 24th.—Peach wall is looked over fre¬ 

quently and a few fnreri ghts removed from 
tno trees, but we are rather chary of doing 

much disbudding till the wind is warmer. 

Insects are dealt with promptly with Tobncco- Gwder. This is the best remedy, and it may 

used whilst the trees arc in bloom if the flies 
npjiear so soon. Shifted on a few of the 

forwardest of the Cyclamens. The soil used 

for young plants is very turfy loam rubbed 

through half-inch sieve, and the remainder 
equal parts leaf-mould, |>ont, and sharp sand. 

A rather stronger compost will be used for 
later shifts. 

April 26th.—Looked through conservatory 

climbers to regulate growth. Prunus triloba is [As between D’s executors nnd B, the latter 

0 ... . _____is enti^^^Ju^ftiyear’s notice to quit, expir- 

keep the sub-laterals in These {hot^Qi sh plants have been brought Dmj o^(th^y^r.as the tenancy 

»nd tied down, will require looking o^erHoJjn flowefl now in the shajie of good-sized 

though when required early it forces well. 

There is plenty of flowers, hut the bulbs are 
over and cleared away, and for the most part 

planted out, with the exception of Frcesias, 

which ure kept in a greenhouse and the growth 

heljied u little with liquid-manure. This seems 
to finish off the growth projierly and gives 

strength to next year’s blossoms. 

April 20lh. — All seeds sown now and gene¬ 

rally through the spring are first dressed with 

red-lead, und neither birds nor mice will touch 
them. The process is very simple. Tho seeds 

are emptied into a dish or saucer and slightly 

dani|iea, the red-lead is then sprinkled thinly 
over them, und they arc stirred with a stick 

until ull have taken on a coat of lead. Of 

course, lifter sowing Peas or any other seeds 
dressed with lend, the hands ure washed as 

soon as sowing is finished, as red lead is a 

|ioisoii. 

BIRDS. 

Death of Afrtcan Fire Finch (Zitrlln). 
—The internal organs of this pretty little bin! 

were in a very unhealthy condition, and the 
immediate cuuse of death was apparently a 

wusting disease of the liver. Canary nnd 

Millet seed is the proper food for ull the 
Wuxbill family, of whii •h the African Fire Finch 

is u member, and is kuown also as tlie Bed 
African Wuxbill. As, however, Cunury seed 

is of a stimulating nature, and, if given in 

quantity, liable. to anise liver trouble, it is 

safer to let Millet form the staple diet of these 
birds. Both white Millet and spray Millet 

may lie given, und green foal supplied freely 
in warm weather, hut only s|Minngly during 

the winter months. The flowering stems of 

Crass are good for these birds. The Fire Finch 
requires to he kept in a somewhat high tem¬ 

perature, and will not breed freely in a lower 

temperature thun 70 degs.—S. S. C. 

Canary ailing (II. Hate*).—There was no 

chance whatever ol your bird ever recovering 
from the compluint from which it was suffer¬ 

ing, so you did well iu putting un end to its 

life. \ on give no |iarticulnrs whatever us to 
the fowling and general treatment, hut the 

hi id was exceedingly thin, consisting chiefly 
of feathers. This wasting disease is very 
frequent among cage-birds, being often brought 
about from their lieing supplied with misuit 

able or insufficiently nutritious food, although 

a bird so affected will sometimes live for 

mouths, eating ravenously, as in this case, but 
liecoming gradually weaker. The only chance 

of effecting u cure is by taking the case in hand 
at the airly stages of the complaint, making 

an alteration in the diet, and so forth. It is 
well to remember that no seed-eating bird can 

possibly remain in hailtli for any length of 

time without u constant supply of shurp grit 

to assist the gizzard iu the digestion of the 
food.—S. S. C. 

LAW AND CUSTOM. 

Notice to quit.—I took a •> -use on Oct. 11th, 1899, 
as a yearly truant, without* wriitcu agreement. I save 
notice on March 21th to quit on Oct. 11th next, but my 

landlord (a solicitor) infonns me that my tenancy is a 
Michaelmas one, and that my notice Is lull. Can I quit 

on Oct. llth next, or shall I have to give notice next 
March to quit at Michaelmas ?— II. II 8. 

[You may have entered on October 14th, but 

what was tlie term of your tenancy ? If you 

have [mid rent as from September 29th, or if 
you paid broken rent from October 14th to 

March 24, and afterwards from March 24th and 
from September 29th, your tenancy is front 

Michaelmas, and the notice you have given is 
bud. Your rent receipt will’ prove the nature 

of the tenancy, nnd if you have any real doubt 

on the matter send us the receipt for rent duo 
September 29th last or October 14th, and any 

other receipts you may have preserved. — 

K. C. T.j 

Notice to determine weekly tenanoy.-H 
rents a garden and factory at a weekly rental of 7a., p«i<l 

weekly, both adjoining each other. D has sub-let the 
garden to B at a yearly rental of 12a, naid yearly. I) has 

since died, hut factor)- Is still carried on as usual by I>'s 
family. The landlord desires that B should have notice to 

quit the garden. What notice should he given? No 
written agreement ever existed on either side.—O. II. O. 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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commenced. But the landlord may determine 

the tenancy of the executors at any time hy a 
week's notice, and if he do so lie may evict. B 
without further notice, for the estate of n sub¬ 

lessee ceases when the superior tenant's interest 
is determined. The executors will not lie 

liable in damages to B.-Mid-Yorks.] 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

Questions. -Oueriet and antxrert art inserted in 

Oakpemxo free of charge if corretpondentt follow there 
ruler. All comm unicationi thou Id it dearly and conduct!/ 
written on one tide of the jiaper onto, and adfirct/rd to 

the Editor of GaKDBMXO, II, Fnrniial ttreet, llot horn, 
f.oiulon, B.C. Letter! on bueinett thonld he tent to 

the Pt'BLthiiEK. The name and addrrte of the tender arc 
required in addition to any detignatinn h- may detirt to 

he need in the jmjire. When more than one query it tent, 
each thonld he. on a tejmralr piece if jeijiee, and not more 
than three qneriet thonld he rent at a time. Corretpon- 

dentt thonld hear in iniml that, at GaRtiKXlNO hat to he 
tent to prett tome time in ad ranee if date, qneriet cannot 

at wayt he replied to in the iteue immediately following 
the reeei/d <f their communication. H e do not rr/dy to 
qneriet hy jwrt. 

Naming fruit. Headert who detire our help in 
naming fruit thonld hear in mind that trreral tpeeiment 

in different tlaqrt tf colour and tile if the tame kind 
greatly attitl In ill determination. We hare rereirrd 
from trreral cocresjrjndentt tingle iqieeiment of fruitt 

for naming, three in many ratrt being unripe and other- 
irite. poor. The diformer behrrrn ra riel in, of fruitt are, 

in many caret, to trilling that it it neerttary that three 
tpeeiment ■•/each kiiot thonld hr rent. We ran umtrrtake 

to name only four rarietier at a time, and the/e only trhrn 
the iihore direction! are ohterted. 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

Border Carnations (.(. F. /..V Eight gnml tiordor 
< 'lunation* are Duchess of Kite (pink), llu- Old ('love, Italiy 

i 'mile, Min' Audrey f'autpMI (yellow), Germania (yellow), 
Nlphctns (white), Carolus Duran ami Reynold* Hole 

(apricot). Yen, layer them every year, ami put some 
layers into pots in ease ol a' l ident. Plant in the autumn 
an soon a» the layer* are well rootl'd in well enriched, 
deeplv due soil, In which lime nibble has liren (reely 

mixed. They must have a sunny j»o»i t ion. 

Rose Frankarl Druschki H.P. (•/..’ That thi* 
will surpass all oilier white Rimes seems evident from the 

*|*ecitnens recently exhibited at the Prill Hall, and 1 

imagine grower* ot cut Dower* lor market an well as 
exhibitor* will not Is' slow to obtain a Rood stock. It 

originated from a cross between Merveillo de l.yon and 
Caroline Tcstoul, lint so far resembles neither ol the 

parents. There doe* not ap|>rar to lie a suspicion ol pink 
alioiit the Dower which one might exiled. The nearest 

approach to the variety is White Lady, hut it is more 
double uud a stronger grower, and I believe it will surpass 
Bessie Brown, inasmuch as it is not weak at the neck, a 

(atilt too evident in this lovely Hose. Hos t. 

Brlgeron aur&ntlocus (J. Want ropy —This is 
quite hardy and perennial out-of-doors. It ia well adapted 

(or the rock garden, where it should always be planted in 
groups, so as to render it effective. In dry. semi-shady 
places near the top it always grows more vigorously than 

in the lull sun, and as the above conditions tend to 
lengthen the Dower-stalks, the Dowers also continuing 
longer in perfection, its value is considerably enhanced. 

It usually grows from fl inehes to 12 inches high, forming 
tufts or rosettes ol leaves like Aster alpinu*. The Dower- 

stems, which are rather stout, never produce more than 
one Dower in a head, ttiese lieing usually about 2 inches 

in diameter and thickly set with bright orange-coloured 
rays. It keeps up a succession of bloom during the sea¬ 

son, and, as it produces offsets in abundance, it is easily 
increased by division. 

Rose growths partly decayed (Or. GriffUhty 
The black and brown blotches on the growths ot some 
Roses are usually known as frost bites, but some growers 

maintain Hurt they are the result of an insect puncture. 
The latter is doubtless true In some cases, but, generally 
speaking, the evil is the result of frost attacking the 

unripened wood. The best plan is to eut right past such 
marks. This may seem a very rash proceeding, hut it 

retained the growth will never produce good, healthy 
y oung wood unless it lie below the blotches, nnd much 
disappointment is often caused hy the failure of the 

growths in summer. Doubtless some varieties are more 
liable to these defects than others; Mine. Iterat'd is such 
an one. A wet autumn which compels such Roses tomakc 

much late growtli is responsible fur a deal ol the mischief. 

One rarely finds blotches of this description upon plants 
grown under glass. 

Rose Marechal Nlel doing badly (Kotey 
— VVe should say the cause of the young foliage curling up 
as you describe is owing to the noxious luines from the 
lurnace that have escaped into the house. Sometimes, il 

there are Haws in the glass, the sun shining brightly alter 
two or three dull days will s orb up foliage us though 

fire hail touched it. Tills can be remedied by painting 
the Daws in the glass witli patches of white |vainL When 

MariSchat Nicl ami nthvr vigorous climber* are growing 
luxuriantly and making sonic hundred* of foot of growth, 
then they can utilise rich food, hut to give the quantity 

you say to a small plant hut 1 feet high was anything lint 
wise. Good sweet loam and Just a little well-rotted 

manure would have been more to the |ioint It is Inst 
possible new roots have come into contact w ith the dead 

animals you placed in the border, nnd have suffered 
instead ol being assisted thereby. By all means take the 

necessary steps to prevent more fumes gaining an entrance 
Into the structure, and cut iff the bad foliage. Should 
rhorc bo nothing wrong at the roots the growths will eoon 
commence to grow again. If you find they become 

eickly-looking, then you cannot do better than replant a 
healthy specimen into fresh soil. When manuring Roses, 

always bear in mind it is the strong and healthy plants 
that require extra nutriment, and av; " ‘ " ‘ 
until a plant's roots have laid well h 

FRUIT. 

Ventilating vinery (.V 1'. Z.y Mend your venti¬ 
lator and admit air. In vineries a little air should lie 
admitted by the top ventilators early in the morning, or 
as soon as you find that tile temperature lias risen above 

the required (mint. This air should lie giadimlly in¬ 

creased ns the day and the temperature advance, and 
should lie reduced gradually in the afternoon, closing 
early enough to admit of a slight rise in the h iniierature. 

The "small round white balls like eggs" to which you 
refer are condensed globules ol moisture caused by your 

neglecting to give air in the way we have advised. 

Spraying Apple-treea (K 8 /• A Your b**t 
syringe for spraying tree will be tlie “ A hoi." You will 
see it mentioned on our front page. Bordeaux mixture 

consists of 2 |b, of sulphate of copper dissolved in a wooden 
tub, and 2 lb. of fresh lime, dissolved ill a pail, adding the 
liquid to tile first named Also odd 2 lb. of treai le. then 

Dually 20 gallons of water. But you would gready 
enhance the destructive properties o| this solution il vq 

mix with il 2 or. ol Paris green in Hie form ol Blundell * 

panic. Spray the tree in quite vapour form "ith this 
mixture just after the bloom is over, and give a second one 
a month later. That should destroy all maggots or other 
insect*. The solution should not tic used in any case 

utter the beginning ol August. Should caterpillars lie 

seen on the trees, spray at owe. Kvou a gentle spraying 
may la- given with advantage More the bloom opens 

Newly-planted! Vinos breaking unevenly 
(One in n Fi.ry Your better course i* to remove the 

shoot* from the end of your cane*. Select the strongest 
ol those that are growing near the lose to form your 
future rods, pinching out the point* of any others at the 

I lose of tlie Vine. If your snoots arc now. say, tr-mi 

II inches to a foot in length, you can at mice cut the exist¬ 
ing risl hack to the shoot selected lor extension. It 

would I s' difficult to assign n reason lor the collapse ol 
the shoots, but possibly they may have been damaged n! 

some earlier period, and the same explanation account 
lor tlie cracking of the hark. Newly -plant. .1 Vines, how¬ 
ever, are In all goal gardener* cut down to within u short 

distance oi the foil, so that the roots have less to support 
and tlie resultant growth becomes strong and heller for 
future work. Il is not material what the variety may hr, 
as the same practice applies to all that are newly planted. 

Assuming that you have prepared a bonier <•( goal turfy 

soil, suitably drained, and the whole made firm, your 
Vines should soon make headway. Syringing ol newly, 

planted Vines, nnd especially at lligiit, is not a good 
practice. Sec that the soil is kept moist, though without 

Treatment- of Orange (C T. Jonrti Whether 
your Orange needs repotting or top-dressing will de|»-nd 
ton great extent upon the condition it Is now in, for when 

in a thriving stale and the drainage gis»l (an inqsirtnut 

item) it will keep in goal health lor years w ithout being 
disturbed at the roots. Your plant very likely needs re¬ 
potting, and yet at the same time line* not require a 

larger |sit. ns il is hy no means a vigorous-rcsding subject. 
It such is the case, turn it out ol the old |*>t. and remove 

as much ol the soil as you can without disturbing tlie 
roots. When this is dime choose a quite clean pet. of a 
size sufficient to allow- ot about an inch of soil liei -ween the 

hall ol earth and the side ot the |»t. A suitable soil con¬ 
sist* of equal part* ot loam and peat or leaf-mould, with a 

liberal sprinkling of silver-sand, w hich must be thoroughly 
mixed together. In potting press the soil moderately 
firm. An ordinary greenhouse temperature will at this 

season suit tlie Orange, hut in winter it succeeds best 
rather w armer- sav, a minimum of 4« deg*, to 50 deg*. 

Top dressing is often more injurious than otherwise, par¬ 
ticularly in the case of plants that stand for some time in 
the same pots, as the bottom portion may lie in bad con¬ 

dition while the top appears to lie all that can bo desired. 
Oranges are greatly benefited by an occasional sponging. 

VEGETABLES. 

Growing Vegetable Marrows (A fleadery —On 

a border 11 feet by 0 feet you will find six Marrow plants 
ample. II you have more they will crowd each other too 
much later. Your best plan will he to throw out holes in 

the centre of the plot, each hole being 2 feet across and 
12 inches deep. Throw in some half-decayed warm 

manure, fork it into the bottom soil, add some more 
manure and soil, and so fill tlie hole well up. Tread it 

firmly, add a little more loose soil, and sow four or six 
seeds ij inches apart on each of these now practically 

mounds. Do that early in May. and cover up with boxes 
until the plant* are up, then expose by day ami cover up 

nl night lor a short time. When fairly strong tbin out to 
three plant* only to each mound, leaving the strongest. 

Two boles will be ample, and they may be 5 feet apart. In 
time the plants will coverall the plot. Ordinary garden 

soil docs very well. I’lants tints raised usually do better 

than do those turned out ol pots. 

The best Wlreworm-lnfest.od ground </. 
destroy er ol vvirewonn of any form of dressing is gas.lime, 

strewn over the ground in November at the rate of 
2 bushels to II rods, allowed to lie nnd pulverise lor six 

weeks, then dug in But you must not apply that now, 
and tlie best dressing would be soot, il y ou can obtain it, 

giving j bushel per rod and well forking it in. failing 
soot, then use, at the same rate, fresh, Due crushed lime 
That i«, however, not a strong antidote to the pest. When 

you have planted Potatoes and, so far a* possible, use 
whole sets aliotil a ox*. each if you have any spare large 

ones, cut them into halves and put those into hole* here 
and there between the rows, marking tin- place of each 

with a small stick. These, if occasionally lifud, prove to 
lie trajw to cab-li wireivorm. Pieces of Swede Turnip, 

Mangold Wort/el, Beet, etc., will answer tin- same purpose. 
Superphosphate (hone-flour) is a good dressing for 

Potatoes, mixed with lino wood-ashes and strewn along 

the furrows with the sets thinly. 

Tomatoes In a disused studio (L. Thomptony 
—A* you desire to grow Tomatoes in your glass-cowrcd 
ex-studio, you had better obtain young plants at once. 
Grow them on in small pots fantil they arc 12 inches in 

height. It you can, Ox a shell a foot beneath the glass 
roof for the plants to stand on. That will keep them 

sturdy II they get ample light through tiic ground glass, 
ving rich food When thus strong, get the plant* singly into lO-innh pot* 

c» 

well decayed manure. Pot firmly, and bury the stem 
in so doing 2 inches or 3 inches. Then stand the plant 
close together along the front of the house close to tfi 

glass, and. if il lie needful to get them into t he light. sT-a/v 
on a raised stage or shelf. If you do not use pot*, pu 

two plants, 10 inches a|»rt, into boxes 15 inehes li 
it) indie* Keep each plant to the one main stern, 
only’ pinching out all side-shoot* When the house is i er 

hot, you can open the door, as well as the ventilator- 

Your ground glass tv ill afford a rather dull light in clove! 
weather. Clear glass would have been much belter. a 
Tomatoes like ns much sun as they can get. 

Planting Aspara/fUS tCoiutanl Suhtrriherl -Th- 

rows should lie at the least 20 inches apart, and if 2 (• -i 
so nun h tlie better. The plants should also be Iron 
Is inclieslo 20 inches apart lit tile rows. Such spaces nil 

lie none too wide when Hie plants liecomo strong. You 
best course now is to have the bid well covered wit' 

soul and then to well fork il over, mixing the soot vs >C 
the MliL Then throw out furrows U inches wide WV 

I inches deep with a spade, and plant the root* as men 
Honed alsvve. By this time probably they will tin 
begun to push grow th. (lace some fine soil about ca 
loot carefully la-fore the soil is filled in. Then give th 

whole a further sooting. Thai will help to kill m**---!- 

Do not give any manure dressing thi* year other lira- 
liquid-manure. Also, do not add any animal luanur 
dressing m live winter, as the effect is to keep the grain- 
wet and eold, and if the rains was!, in the manure it is re- 
ill a time when the roots are active to utilise il. You 
hunt course i* to give tlie manure dressings about thi 

lime of tin* year. Ill the sueci-eding summer, and in a1 
future season*. a light sprinkling of course salt -.r - 

nitrate of soda will do much good, such dressings. In¬ 
sides furnishing plant food, greatly helping to Itts-p lb 

soil moist. If you have to obtain root* for present plant 
ing from a nursery, ask that they may not lie allow id t- 

become drv ill transit. 

SHORT REPLIES. 

.1 Ihyimirr. The soil is evidently-exhausted, and the 

ought to lie attended In at once. Perhaps, too. you tin.' 
Iiavo allowed tic- plant to gel dry , and no Kern siifT. r* s- 
s* a hi as the Ncpiu-.b'pis from ib s cause. ir, il. 31 at1; i 

tlncocycb}* or I 'ushinn Irises arc those to which *u<-h i 
Mn*innn, Inpina. Gatesl, lls-rti-a, Lortcti, anti many other 

belong. They are very dlfib-iill to grow. C'. Bart ram 
Very prolsibly the plant is dry. Give il a good aoukin; 

of water, nnd nv the weather get * warmer Hie flowers vv il 
open Amateur. Kindly consult ms-nl number* i* 
which the stopping and timing ol certain Chrysanlhr 
in Ulus have been dealt with B. M. See articles in or 

issues of March 22. p fl. ami March 2t). p. tlf. IT // 
Sim moot. See our issue ol Sept, 3d, isuit, in which th* 

best sis-cics ol Kii.-hsia arc described and several are 

figured This can !*■ had of the publisher, price 1 4«t 
Amateur. Yon will find an article and illustration oi 
“Waterside Gardening” in our issue of Nov. ;«>. r.an, 
p. 523, which call Is- had of the publisher, price I j<l. vv . 

cannot say where seed of the Zizania can Ik- hail. Mi 
have only seen it in the Royal Gardens, Kcw. H. H'o—f 

haute.- See reply to " M. K. T-,” in our issue of April ... 
under the heading •• Poor l-awn*”-IP I'.—lmporattJ, 

to say without Hie guano lieing analysed or test.*! 

Judging from np|icaranuc only, wc should say No. 1 is llic 
liettcr ot the two. Kindly send leaves carefully |iujtel 
lietween cardboard, and we will try and help you. 

C. L. G. /'. — We hav e never heard of such a thing, amt in 
your case t ail assign no reason. —Sundial. Water th* 
('annas witli a canon which a fine rose lias been fixed, 

nnd see that the soil is well wetted, l-et them stand for 

a little time before plunging. 2, Yes, you can leave the 
Ranunculus as vou say. 3. Yes, Snapdragons would do 
well, but you will have to buy plant*, as it is too late to 
sow now. - -ft I'. //.—See article in our issue u! 

March 3U, 11*01. w hich can lie had of the publisher, price 

lid., )iost free.-ft. il. ft—The Platyccriuiu is all 
right, the downy appearance on the hack of the fronds 
being natural to them. 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 

'gK 

Names of plants, f’hicago.—'The Japanese Colder 
Ball-tree (Korsytliia suspviisa).-Mitt Cnrke. — Epime 

dium alpintun. h'lmrert from Cannes.- l.Tulipa retro- 
flexa; 2. The Mourning Iris (Iris Kttsiana); 3. Annua 

Larkspur, variety ol. We ho|ie to give you some notes ai 
to cultivation in a coming issue.-II' ,V. H’ ! 

I'ypcriis altcrnifelius; 2. Begonia metallira ; .!, Aspl.-niuu: 
bulhifertini; I, Cs-logy ne pxitdurat-u ; 5, liiipossitde to 
name without Dowers.-Amateur. 

Kaminculus (Ranunculus asiaticusX - IP. 
Flowers too faded to lie able to identify. 

Narcissus in.:om|>arabilis Figaro; 2. V inoonip. v» . A 
N Burbidgei; 4. N. Bnrri coiwpicuus. —ft Ifvny - 
11is liiberosa, native of Southern Europe.-Mit. CVtfdr 
—Narcissus Princess Ida.-h. C. L,—Barri conspi- uqs 
does spit mlidlv outdoor* 

Nnmo of fruit.— /'. **' Xorhury.—Apple Lanet 
Prince Albeit,-V. Bill—Apple Court of Wick. 

The Ttirtmi 
II. Ch- 

—Jar 

Catalogue!* received. M. Bruaut a Doit 
(Vienne, France). General Catalogue of Cloutt. 
Backhouse and Son. Ltd., York. hi»t of Alpine Clnn't 
Hardy Verennialt, and Floriett PlotCert. ( '. F. West 

Uoundhay, Is-isls. I.itl of Go/nt* added to tinnier 

Sundries. I. Goody, Bclcliamp, S. Paul, ('litre, Suffolk. 
Later! Surettirr. , 

ra 

ed with gootl loarnv soil mixed with a small quantity- 04 
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A garden shelter (•'. fc\ //A—What can be better 
for tbc purpose you name, a movable shelter when work¬ 
ing in rain or hall amongst the flowers in tlie garden, than 

an ordinary largo carriage umbrella which has a uoilt 
handle titled to drop Into a socket fixed on to a stout Ash 
polo, (Minted, and which can easily be forced into the 
ground wherever it may be neoded .'—A. D. 

- Take an old umbrella, tic it firmly to a Dahlia 
stoke, and you will have a light shelter or tent that you 
cattzmoyc,easily among yont; flower-lx-.Is to keep the rail! 

and nalWtlonoe off. - Ham. am* 
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VEGETABLES. 

HARDINESS OF BROOPOLI. 

It is very questionable whether any variety of 

Broccoli in cultivation is fully entitled to the 

prefix “ hanly.” Some are certainly more to 

lie relied upon than others. Model, perhaps. 

L-iug the hardiest of all, although this season 

1 have a fair proportion of the smallest plants 

left of hotli Iseamington and Led sham's Idlest 

of All. There cannot he nny question that in 

far too many instances too much sjincv is given 
up to such a chance crop ns Broccoli undoubt¬ 

edly is. Some gardens are ill-adapted for the 
successful growth of Broccoli at the best of 

limes. Wing very low-lying, ulso closely walled 

in, and very likely surrounded with tall trees. 

Under such circumstances the plants do not 
make that sturdy growth seen in more exposed 

■jxniens where a free circulation of air 
i'sured. The cultivator is sometimes to 

Mime, as, besides sowing the seeds much too 
e.tHy, the seedlings are so crowded in (he seed - 

leds that good plants are nn impossibility. 
Large plants are not by any means the best to 

vtand the winter, for unless the weather should 

he very favourable for them they will most 

surely succumb. A small head of Broccoli is 
inoeh better than none at. all; therefore, if the 

(8ants mav apfiear small u|K>n the approach of 

autumn, the grower need not envy those who 
may liave much larger plants. 

By sowing the seed about the first week in 

May. in rows instead of crowding up the plants 
in a gina 11 seed-l»ed, good plants may lie 

secured, ca|mhle, at least, of withstnndi 

more frost than weakly and drawn plants, 
could never see the wisdom of sowing on very 

poor ground, as some advocate, for if so, and a 

dry time should set in, the growth is so slow 

that it is with difficulty the fly tan be pre¬ 
vented from devouring the young seedlings. 

By sowing on fairly fertile ground, taking 

Mint ample room is ullowed the young 
)sa.-.aand also that the site is well exposed, 
the plants will not grow any too freely. It is 

ju>t the same at the final planting, for if plenty 
■it room is not allowed, the plants fail more or 

lew just the same. Too much care eannot l>e 
taken in the selection of varieties, and in 

recommending nny kind a hard-and-fast line 
•hould not lie drawn. A. 

CULTIVATING ARTICHOKES. 

Tht true Artichoke is a very valuable plant, 

much more used abroad than with us, a great 
mat ^eing brought now to our markets. In 

•sir mild winters in the south it very often 

•scapes as in France, if protected bv leaves or 

•'■me such material; hut in ourgunfens, where 
the cultivation' of this vegetable is not so 

‘vsteenatic as’ it is abroad, the heads are not so 
tineas they should he, because the plants are 

■wt relieved of their suckers, and the conse¬ 

quence of this is that the growth is so 

«nd dense that the fruit is reduced in size! To 
obtain good Artichokes, therefore,, it is n 

•ary to remove tfie suokers when the plants 

hegin to spread. It is hardly necessary to say 

that the Artichoke referred to here is the true 
Artichoke, wlmt we call the Jerusalem Arti¬ 

choke not lieing an Artichoke at all. Those 
who have cultivated Artichokes for any length 

of time know that exceptional cold is not the 

only danger to the growth of this vegetable, as 

the parks under ground arc really more liable 
to suffer from stagnant moisture than from 

frost, however severe. When the surface is 
properly protected by straw, manure, or leaves, 

it will not lie surprising if, after copious and 
continuous rain, in spite of tine precautions 

against frost, a great, many rhizomes arc found 

to have |)orished, especially in bad\y drained 

soils. It rarely happens, however, that in a plan¬ 
tation of nny size the plan ts all perish. The worst 

used plant will produce useful suckers, though 

doubtless plants which have come well through 

the winter will have the advantage in this 
respect also. Here we may, perhaps, recall the 
fact that Artichokes are perennials which 

occupy the ground where they are planted for 
four or five years, and each rhizome produces a 

greater or less numlier of suckers, according to 

kind, the majority of which should he cut 

away^when large enough, at the l>ase, ufler 

removing the soil for that purpose. The time 
for removing superfluous suckers is the second 

half of April or a little earlier or later, accord¬ 

ing to the state of the weather, and the instru¬ 

ment to lie used is a flat dibble or a long knife. 
Every part of the sucker is removed, together 

with a small portion of the heel, the most 

promising-looking stickers lieing left, and as 
much as possible kept in line with the rest of 

the planks. More mutilation of the rhizomes 

than can he hel|ied should he avoided, anti in 

each wise the incision should not go lieyond the 
diameter of the I wise. As fast as the suckers 

are removed they are classified according to 

strength, as they can he used for making new 
plantations, the preference being given to 

those of medium thickness and with some rooks 

attached to them. Stout suckers, thick at the 

base anti with leaves broadening from the point 

of attachment, should he rejected, as they root 
badly, hut the small suckers can lie used if 
need lie. Ordinarily in planting suckers the 

dibble is used, anti two suckers nre planted 

together, so that one can he removed when they 

have taken root. With a limited numlier of 

suckers, however, it may lie necessary to plant 
singly, and then more cure should lie taken to 

see to the rooting. Also avoid unnecessary 

watering during the rooting process, or the 
chnnces are the planks will rot. One good 

watering at the time of planting, followed by 

another if the soil is really ]wirehed, should 
suffice. When the plants are all rooted, how¬ 

ever, they can do with large quantities of 

water. Artichokes should, as a rule, l>e planted 

about 3 feet u|kurt. 
,1. FoushaT (Revue Horlirolr). 

NOTES AXP REPLIES. 

Handsworth Borecole. -Amongseveral 
varieties jf the winter Borecoles or Kales I 

ye afljvfir^llus season, none has proved soljtraw 
both for hardiness and qtylliW. 

h is somewhat tall, and the heads, 

which nre almost as solid us a late Savoy, are 

culled like, or similar to. the Scotch Curled, 

and arc excellent from every other (mint of 
view. Those, then, desirous of a change of 

variety for the next winter's use should obtain 
t his from a reliable source. Not only is it got* I 

for winter, hut the heads remain solid until 

well into April before showing any sign of 
running. Its haul incss is beyond question : 

scarcely a leaf would np|x>ar to have been 
injurtsf by the past severe weather. As the 

present is n good time for sowing, readers 

would do well to procure seed at once. W. S. 

Wire hurdles for Peas. Except in 
wooded districts the purchasing of Pea-sticks 

is often a serious item in the gnrden expendi¬ 

ture. To obviate this difficulty, of late years falvanised Pea hurdles have been introduced, 

do not look upon these wire Pea hurdles with Swu-tieular favour: 1 much prefer the old- 
ashioned sticks. The advantage of these wire 

hurdles comes in where Pea-sticks nre with 

difficulty procurable, anti although ut. the out¬ 

set the cost may appear excessive, yet in tin- 
end thev will lie much chea|>er than sticks, as 

they will last with care for years. Rut even 

with the use of hurdles a few small sticks are 

needed to guide the young growing Peas. 
However suitable the hurdles may he for keep¬ 

ing the haulm erect, yet it will not intert wine 
in the wires, ns mnnv jieople sup|Kise. Nor is 

a single row of hurdles along one side of the 
Peas of any use ; there must lie a row on each 

side arranged aliout a foot iqmrt.. This will 

keep the haulm erect. The hurdles beiug 
inane in three heights, 4 feet, ft feet, and 

(! feet, care must he taken that they are lists I 

as high ns the Peas are sup|>osod to grow.—V. 

A steamy hot-bed. I made up a hot-bwl in th,' 
middle ot March. 1 turned it several times; it was fresh, 

but vert- wet. I sowed some Cucumbers in heat, which 
have come up and are breaking into rough leaf, f canuot 
keep them longer where they are. The hot-hed steams 

very much, although I have left the back open to let it 
escape. Kindly tell me what to do, and when it will be 

sale for the Cucumber*?— X. Y. Z. 

[You ap|>eur to have made up the hot Iksl 

too far in advance, and we fear by the time you 
most, require the heat it will lie greatly 
diminished. The steam is the natural outcome 

of the heat and the enclosed frame, and n little 
steam will do no hnrin if it is not too tank. All 

steam may Ik.- modified,' however, by a thin 

covering of soil or even light manure over the 

bed, ana by placing the mound of soil for the 
Cucumbers, this will be getting warm for the 

plants. You will need proceed cautiously while 

the cold, biting winds and slightly frosts ore 
with us. At such times a thick night covering 

must lie given, and much assistance inuy Ns 

given from lining the frame nround with more 

hot bed materiul. Another time when you 
have completed the bed, we suggest you cover 

the surface inside the frame with soil at once. 

This is a fur more satisfactory way of dealing 

with it than by opening the hack, which 
permits not only steam but heat to escape. In 

the making up of a dung-bed you should obtain 

quite one-third of fresh droppings, as these 

retainrthe-, beat-iw more uniformly than the 
■ w iraon. We do not object to the 

g wofcL |$J wjdgtnrned over several 

that any dry Rmms' i indegl^.W'taKe care 
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portion is not permitted to enter into the bed. 

Any internal dryness quickly turns mouldy, 

ami where this Is the caso the heat quickly 
fails. 1 

Careful gathering of Spinach, etc., 
in Winter.—For several years 1 have been 

noticing how much better winter Spinach 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

The hybrid Heath (Erica hybrida). 

stands when some thought and care are 

exercised in the gathering, especially through 

t he autumn and early winter. I have found it 

much better to pick the leaves close to the 

crown, taking all the largest leaves first. In 

this way there are no stems to engender damp 

and rot round the plant, and the air hardens 

the crowns. Addea to this there is economy in 

so doing, as all the foot stems are as good as 

the leaves. Another mistake is allowing 
Spinach to remain too thick for winter. I pull 
up the largest plants and use them the first 
part of the winter. It is very' weakening to pick 

off every leaf, especially the very young ones. 

I like to leave enough to help shelter the 

crowns, and I never commence gathering till 

early in the autumn, and seldom am I short, 

except in severe frost. Parsley needs the same 

care ; if the large leaves are left they only get 

ruptured in the stems and die.—J. Crook. 

Vegetable Marrows on leaf heaps. 
—I grow the Vegetable Marrows on the top of 

a heap of freshly-gathered leaves, which are 

stacked in a corner having a southern aspect, 
and bounded on the north and east by a wall a 

few feet higher than the leaves. On the top of 
the leaves 1 make up a bed with the trimmings 

from the roadside. A moderate warmth is 

generated by the leaves, rendering the soil 

genial to the roots of the Marrows. The plants 

are now in 44-inch pots. They will shortly be 

planted out under liandlights and have protec¬ 

tion nightly, thus giving an^^rly crop 

Marrows. After the crop hw beeir-crov' 

the soil is in go^l^dhdMtinVogf Viil.OR' 

HARDY HEATHS. 

Where, as in many country places, our native 

Heat hs abound, there is little need to cultivate 

them, but certain of their varieties are charm¬ 

ing and deserve a place in the 
garden or wild garden. In a 

place large enough for a hold 

Heath garden it would be well to 

have it, hut a small garden is 

often large enough for a few beds 

of hardy Heaths. A Heath gar¬ 

den need not be u rocky or preten¬ 

tious affair, but quite simple, for 

Heaths do well on level ground. 

Though they grow best, perhaps, 

in peat bogs and wastes, it would 

he a mistake to suppose that only 
such soils can grow Heaths well, 
because we see them in Sussex in 

soils quite unlike those on which 
they thrive in Hampshire. If 

rocky hanks or large rock gardens 

already exist, Heaths may form 
often their very best adornment, 

hut such are by no means neces¬ 

sary. This group of plants has as 

yet had but scant care, and, if 
grown at all, is grown in a jjoor 

way, and more for its “botanical 

flowering in spring in Britain. The flowers 

are rosy-purple and fragrant. It deserves 
a trial in heathy soils and sheltered places and 
near the coast. 

interest" than from any just sense any ju 

of its great beauty. That can 
only be fairly judged of by those 

who see them on mountains and 

moors, where thev are among the 

most beautiful of plants in effect 
in broad massas. This can hardly 

ever be shown in small gardens, 
but why should it not be in large 

ones ? It is by no means necessary 

to have a garden to cultivate 

Heaths in a bold and picturesque 

way, as almost any rough open 
ground will do, and some kinds 

will do among bushas and i n woody 
places. The larger Heaths, where 

grown, should he massed in visible 

groups, and the dwarf ones seen 

in dwarf masses also, and not 

t reated as mere “ specks " on rock- 

erias, or used as edging plnnts 

only. 

Tree Heath (E. arborea).— A 

tall and graceful shrub of Southern 

Europe, N. Africa, and Madeira : 

white-flowered, and covering vast 

areas in the upland woods of Oak 

or other trees, attaining a height 
of 12 feet or more in N. Africa, 
and in the Canaries becoming a 

tree. This Heath is tender in Britain generally, 
hut may lie grown in southern and warm dis¬ 

tricts and on warm soil in .sheltered valleys 

near the sea with its friendly warmth. 

Alpine Forest Heath (E. cariieu).—A jewd 

among mountain Heaths and hardy as the 

rock Lichen. In very mild winters it flowers 
in January in the south, and in all districts is 

in bloom at the dawn of spring—deep rosv 

flowers, carpeting the ground, the leaves an-i 
| all good in colour. There are one or two vane- 

I ties all fine in colour, and there is a while 

| variety. This Heath is not averse to loamy 

soils and does well on some of them. It i’< 
easily increased by division. (Syn., E. 
herbacea.) 

Grey Heath (E. cinerea).—A dwarf and 

pretty Heath common in many parts of Britain, 

and particularly Scotland, is aLso verv easily 

grown, and has pretty varieties of white and 
various colours. Its "flowers of reddish-purple 

begin to expand early in June. Amongst its 
1 varieties are alba, atropurpurea, bieolor, 

eoceinea., pallida, purpurea, rosea, and spicata. 

The Dorset Heath (E. ciliaris) is a lovely 

dwarf Heath, too little grown, and certainly 

as pretty as any Heath of Britain or of Europe. 
A native of Western France and Spain, it also 

comes into Southern England, and we find it 

hardy much further north than the district it 

inhabits naturally. The flowers are of a rich 

purple-crimson, and fade away to a pretty 

brown. It is neat in habit and excellent in 
every wav, thriving also in loamy as well as in 
peaty soils. 

Hybrid Heath (E. hybrida).—Generally we 

include varieties under the species, but this, 

which is said to tie a cross lie tween E. carnea 

and E. mediterranea, is a remarkable plant, 

and last season it flowered/ right through the 

winter and far into the spring. The Hybrid 

Heath thrives in loamy soil almost as well as 

in pent, and like the dwarf Alpine Heath 
(E. carnea), is quite easily increased by- 

division. There is at the present time a fine 

mass in bloom in the Royal Gardens, Kew. 

Spanish Heath (E. codonodes).—This is tor 

Britain the most precious of the taller Heath-, 
growing 2 feet to 4 feet high, and being 

hardier than the Tree Heath (E. arboreal, it 
may be grown over a larger area. Even in cool 

districts we have had it in a loamy soil ten 

years, and almost every year it bears lovely- 

wreaths of flowers in midwinter, white flowers 

with a little touch of pink, in fine long Fox¬ 

brush-like shoots. In about one year in five 

it is cut down by frost, hut usually recovers. 

Mediterranean Heath (E. mediterranea). 

—A very graceful bushy kind, growing -1 fee' 
to 5 feet high, l est in |>eat, and flowering ofun 

very- prettily in the spring. Althougba native 

of Southern Euro|ie, it also comes into Ireland 

in the western jwrts, and is a little more hardy- 

in our country generally than the Tree Heath- 

of Southern Europe—is, in fact, hardy in 

i/iie nun i* in ‘guyni 1 hua, ik. wbdi. 

other ingredients for the cultivation of Vnfiets. Spain and Portugal, 2 f< 

The Alpine- Forest Heath (E. carnea). From a photograph sent by Mrs. G. F" Phillips, Wulverle. Olton. k Southern Heath (E. australis).— AQiMUiva IN&ftbfern England. Of this species there are 

ush Heath of the sandy loobin ^b, compact 
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mi habit. uhouL 4 feet high, flowers later, an<l 

is u handsome plant. A native of the moun¬ 
tains of Corsica, flowering in summer. 

Bkoom Heath (E. scoparia).—A tall and 
wiry-looking Heath, reaching 8 feet or more, 

flowering in summer, not snowy. We have 

se'ii this in cold parts of France (Sologne) as 
well as more abundantly in tho west and 

3D inches high, bearing crimson-purple blooms 

in drooping racemes. There is a white variety 
even more beautiful, and one with purple 

and white flowers, called bicolor. (Syn., 
Menziesia polifolia.) 

Maw's HSvth (E. Mawennnl—'This is one 

of the handsomest of all the hardy Heaths 
discovered by Mr George Maw in Portugal 

GARDEN PESTS AND FRIEND, 

MILDEW ON ROSES UNDER GLASS. 

This will not attack a thoroughly healthy 

plant. However luxuriant and dean the toliugu 
may have been previous to an attack, you may 
safely take it that the plants have received 

some slight check or other, and thus been 

rendered more susceptible to attack, and conse¬ 
quently to a rapid spread of the disease as well, 
'i'his in itself is sufficient reason why suitable 

remedies should he instantly applied. There 
are few more insidious diseases than mildew. 

There are several remedies. Of course, 

everyone recommends the one ho has found tho 
most effectual and safe. For my own part, I 

prefer to use an insecticide which will also kill 
insects and keep the foliugo clean and healthy. 
Now, if due care lie taken in the ventilation, 

temperature, and watering, one coin|K>sitioii 

will be sufficient for almost all insect pests us 
well as mildew. But the thing of primary 
importance is to commence early. I make a 
practice of using the remedy at half strength 

before any insects or mildew appear. I am 
convinced this is the mire correct treatment, 

because yon not only keep the foliage clean and 
free from dust, but the early use of a weak 

solution makes it almost, impossible for the 

enemy to get a footing. To use thG various 
insecticides at the advertised strength, and to 

do this so frequently ns is necessary if you are 

Viburnum plicatum forced. Tho 
Guelder Rose is now largely used for forcing 
into bloom, at which time tho globular masses 

of pure white blossoms are very dist inct from 

anything else so treated ; hilt a second species, 

plicutum, is also tue .lu|NMicse \ ihurnum 
equally suitable for t he purj 
ol them must he hard forced, hut in little more 
than an ordinary greenhous 

flower by this time, while the 

arrests the greater shnr 
ol its being far more 
V. plicatum 

Imbit of 

am 

u|mnesc species 
~.e of attention bv reason 

uncommon than Ineother, 
is characterised by a spreading | 

Towth', deep green wrinkled leaves, i 
y the profusion in which the hulls of 

creamy-white flowers are borne, it is one of 

the most beautiful ol our outdoor shrubs, as 
well as a desirable plant for flowering under 

glass. 

Forsythia nuspeu.su.. What a mistake 
is it to hard prune this beautiful shrub, us I 

Hud is done in some places, where the only 
possible ideal of the gardener in relation to 
shrill) form is that all shall be hard clipped or 

pruned. If. instead of so treating this free 

growing shriih, several of the stoutest of the 
main stems be tied up loosely to stout, isilcs, 

then these allowed to branch out freely the 

following year, they produce wonderfully 
attractive and lieautiful plants in the following 

spring. 1 have seen some such this season that 
have been |ierfeet pictures. In oilier eases, 

too, plunks trained and nailed loosely to a wall 

have been allowed to send out plenty of breast 
shoots, winch t he billowing year have flowered 

gloriously. But to have these plants, which 

are such free growers, in moderate control 
pruning should be done so soon as the bloom is 

over. Then long shoots are sent out which 
ripen that season ami bloom beautifully the 

following spring. A. 1). 

Ivies. In the summer, when flowers and 
flowering creepers and climbers are much in 

evidence, we ure apt to disregard tho claims of 
Ivies, hut, when gardens are shorn of their 

beauty, and walls are for the most part hare, it' 

is then that they arrest one's attention. I 
sometimes wonder why so ninny walls are Imre, 

especially those having n north and north-easi 
asnect. Surely of all wall “ furnishers” for 

colil positions wo have nothing better than 

Ivies? All through tho snow and sleet of the 
past winter I have been struck with the cheer 

fulness of a wall over which the golden-leaved 
variety speetnbilis nurea has run. Ivies give 

little trouble lievond a |ieriodieal nailing up, 
and an annual cutting away of old foliage to 

make way for new, and one could not choose n 
more convenient time for planting than now. 

Here are a few varieties: Silver Dueen, silver- 
edged : auren densn, mottled gold ; Donerail- 
ensis. green, bronzed in winter: mnonlntn 
major, marbled white: dentate, large deep 

green foliage : argentea elegans, green foliage, 

edged white. Grown in i>ot.s for the most jiart 

1 have found that when carefully removed Ivies 
shift ns well in April as nt any other time of 

the year. For covering shady walls and fences 
few things are lietter. W. I*. 

i keep the foliage clean and healthy, not only 

omes very expensive, but is really injurious to 
lie plants. Roses require frequent syringing 

Maw's Heath (E. Maweana). 

•until. It is luirdier than most of the larger 
Heaths. It, is often naked at the bottom and 

•. cry bushy and close at the top. 

Bei.i Hkatiikk (E. tetrulix). This very 
beautiful Heath is frequent throughout, the 

northern us well ns western regions. It is 
easily cultivated, and being rattier dwarfer 

than most others, requires rather more o|ien 
situations; it also thrives in moist or boggy 

places. This Heatli has several varieties, 

differing in colour mainly. E. Mackaiana 
i Maokav's Heath) is thought to ho a variety 

of the Sell Heather. There is also a supposed 

(,ormsh Heath (E. vagans) is a vigorous 

bush worth growing ns a low covert plant, 
thriving in almost any soil, and growing quickly 

to n height, of 3 feet or 4 feet. A native of 
Southern Britain and Ireluud, and lietter fitted 

for bold grouiis in the pleasure ground or 

covert titan the garden. There aro several 
varieties, but they do not differ much from the 

wild plant, anti there is a white form, rather 
dwarfer. (Syn., E. multiflora.) 

Ili irm i: ( E. vulgaris). -As precious ns any 

kind ure tho common Heather and its many 
varieties, none of them prettier than the 

common form, lint worth having, excluding 
only the very dwarf and monstrous ones, w hich 

are useless, except in the rock-garden, anti of 

not much use there. Heathers are excellent 
for forming low covert, and of all the plants, 

none so quickly clothes u bare slope of ahnly 

or rubbishy soil, not taking any notice of the 
hottest summer in such situations. Among 

the best varieties are alba, Aljiorti, coccinea, 

documbens, dumosa flore-pleno, Hammondi, 
immilu, pygnuea, rigidu, Seurlei, and tomeu 

tosa. (Syn., Cnlluim.) 

Irish Heath (E. Dabeoci). The name of 

this tine plant has been so often changer! by 
botanists that it is difficult to find it by name 

iu books, and we give it by the Linnejut^iume 

here. It is a beautiful .shrub , 18 |ncliev~wi 

Photo, 
The lrinh Heath (E. (syn., Menziesia polifolia) Dabeoci), 
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insecticides contain much more sulphur than 
others, and this must he taken into considera¬ 

tion when making any solution, especially for 
mildew. The minutest part of fresh sulphur 

will kill the mildew it comes into contact with, 

and to apply it so profusely as I have often seen 

makes the remedy very nearly as had as the 
disease. I would never advise that it be dusted 

over the foliage, as it is impossible to distri¬ 

bute it so uniformly by this means as if it were 
incorporated in the syringing mixture. In the 

latter case it comes into contact w ith the whole 

foliage both above and below, also with the 

young wood, which is usually affected as well 
ns the leaves. I have frequently seen it adviser! 

to cut off all affected portions of growth and 
foliage. The disease spreads so quickly that, 

unless it sturt.s from a draught through a hole 

or broken square of glass, and its presence is 

noticed immediately, 1 do not attach much 
importance to cutting away the diseased por- 

tions. When 1 notice any signs of mildew 
upon my plants I always add a little paraffin 
oil to the solution, and, if it does not already 

contain what I consider sufficient sulphur, 
more is adder). The following nrc good pro- 

portions : To the usual syringing solution I 

put a tahlesjmouful of oil to three gallons, and 

a small teasjioonful of sulphur to the same 

amount. Keep the whole thoroughly stirred 
during application, and you will find it effec¬ 
tual. Mildew cripples the young foliage and 

growth more quickly than any other Rose 

blight, causing it to blister and curl. E. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Insects on fruit-trees. I shall be much obliged 
if you will tell me in Oabdkni.no Illcbtbated what the 
insects are that I send in a bottle V I find a great number 

of them in the garden, on fruit-trees, and on the wails, 
also plant*. Are they I he real “ red-spider r" What 

remedy <lo you suggest to get rid of them if they are 

destructivet—Mat Dkvox. 

(The insects you sent in the 1 >ottle, which 

arrived quite safely, are specimens of one of 
the mites, which, as far as I know, have no 

English name. Their scientific one is Trom- 

bidium holoserieeum. They are not “ red- 
spiders,” and are in no way harmful in gardens, 
but rather beneficial, as they are entirely 
carnivorous, feeding on small insects, etc.— 

G. S. 8.] 

Plague of ants (E. Wrl/and).—Where 

you can get at the nests of the ants the best and 
easiest way of killing the insects is to open the 

nests somewhat with a 8|uide after the ants 
have retired for the night, and then flood it 

well with boiling water, which will immedi¬ 

ately kill any insect that it comes into contact 
with. In a greenhouse, if the nest is made 

under the [giving or in some other position that 

it is inqiOKsible to treat in this manner, it may 
lie useful to make a cup of clav with a hole at 

the bottom, and, having placed it over the 

entrance of nest and worked the clay well on 
to the surface of the floor, to then fill it with 

paraffin-oil or diluted carbolic acid. When the 
contents of the cup have soaked into the nest 

till it up again. The nnts may be trapped with 

pieces of s[)onge soaked with treacle, bones 
which have still a small amount of meat on 

them, or saucers of treacle, or sugar and beer. 

The »|K>nges and bones should have pieces of 

string tied to them so that the}- may t>e easily 
lifted and dipped into boiling water. 

The St. Marks-fly.—In the enclosed box are 
number ot amail brown grubs, which have destroyed my 
r.inmtionH. I found sonic of the stems full ot them and 

nil the roots destroyed. I have tried lime, hut to no pur- 

pose. I’I ease give remedy. There are also two white 

worms in the l>ox ami a big lat creature. What are they 
and what mischief do they do?—Constant Kkadf.k. 

[The brown grubs you forwarded are those of 

a tty, one of the species belonging to the genus 

Bibio, and probably of B. Marei (the St. Mark’s- 
tty), which generally makes its ap[>earaiice 

about St. Mark’s Day (April 25). The flies are 

largish, hut with slender bodies, black and very 

hairy. They do not fly at all well, and muy 
frequently be found in couples settling on 

leaves. They should be destroyed whenever an 
opportunity occurs. 1 cannot recommend any 

method of destroying the grubs hut picking 

them out of the soil, as it would be dangerous 

to the plants to<use an insecticide which would 

lie stroug enough to kill them. The white 
worms are also the grubs of a fly belonging to 

the genus Thereva. I am afraid not unv 

English name. I do not think 
B *■ Digitized 

that they will harm your plants in any way, as 
they are supposed to live on decaying vegetable 

matter. The “ big, fat creature” is the cater¬ 

pillar of the common yellow underwing moth. 

These caterpillars are verv destructive to the 
roots of many plants, and should always be 

destroyed when met with. They hide under 

rubbish, stones, clods, etc., or in cracks in the 
soil near the plants, and, if searched tor, may 

often be found in such places. Watering with 

insecticides is of little or no use. — G. S. S.] 

FRUIT. 

VINES IN UNHEATED GREENHOUSE. 

Is an unhealed greenhouse, how should the ventilation 

and atDKwphere lie regulated for Vines only ? Thank* lo 
your directions I can manage the pruning, hut know 

nothing whatever about keeping the house dry or damp, 
warm or root line Vine i* now beginning to go along 
the root, anil another ia just planted. I«>th Mark Hamburgh. 

By giving a little lurthur instruction in your pa|>er (w hu-h 

i* my eomplele guide) you will greatly oblige me.— 
E. A. S. 

[Though in itself simple enough, it is not 

easy in a few lines to give advice to the inex¬ 
perienced reader on the ventilating and atmos- 
>herie treatment of Vines i^i a cold house. Vent i- 

iation should, however, always he given in the 

morning before the sun actually shines on the 
roof, both for the safety of the S’ines, and with 
a view to preventing an overheated tempera¬ 

ture during the day. Close the house in the 
afternoon just as the sun is jiossingoffthe roof. 
You do not say what the aspect of the house 

is, or if it is a lean-to or a span-roof. If the 

house faces south it may be closed about 
3.30 p.m., and opened not later than 8 a.m. In 

sunless and cold weather give no air, and keep 

the inside of the house as drv as possible. It 
is on.y in warm summer weather you will need 

to damp the floors with a view to giving off 

vapour. It is then that a moisture - laden 
atmosphere is lieneficial—the same treatment 
on cold days would be injurious and probably 

cause mildew to attack the Vines. Ventilate 
the house by degrees, increasing the air as the 

day advances and the sun gains power. Vines 

in "cool-houses do not need to be syringed at any 
time. When the Grapes commence to colour a 
little ventilation, afforded both from the side 
and roof ventilators, is best given at night as 

well as the day, reducing it somewhat at night, 

and increasing it again in the morning when the 
weather is dry. Even \*hen there is rain, a 

slight amount of air may lie left on, as this pre¬ 

vents condensation of moisture on the berries 

to some degree. We presume that you learn 
from your Gakdkninu Illustrated that dis¬ 

budding will he one [loint needirtg attention in 
the removal of superfluous shoots when they 

have grown about 2 inches in length. To every 

lateral that has been pruned allow one—the 
strongest— shoot, anil one only, from the joints 

of young unpruned rods. You will need to tie 

these down carefully, and, until they are almost 
touching the glass, "leave them to grow upright. 

When they have advanced two leaves beyond 

the bunches pinch out the point of each except 
that of the leader. Do not forget, too, that 

the bunches will need to be thinned both 
in point of numbers and the bunches them¬ 

selves. All very small berries must he cut off, 

and the larger ones reduced according to the 

condition of the bunch. Give water to the 
roots not less than once a month in bright 

weather if your hotter be an inside one; 
oftener if the soil is sandy, and the border 

shallow and well drained. 1 

DISBUDDING AND THINNING 

PEACHES. 

Many a fine crop of Peaches and Nectarines 

lias been ruined by the trees being carelessly 
disbudded. The operation is often postponed 

too long, and then the whole of the tree is dis¬ 

budded at one time, with the result that it 

receives a severe check and the fruit falls. 
Disbudding should be commenced as soon os 

the fruit is set, and should be done by degrees, 

commencing at the top of the tree and working 

downwards, and it should extend over a week 

or ten days. Sometimes the crop fails through 
the roots being dry when the tree is in bloom, 

as some do not like watering the trees then, 

esjiecially if the weather is dull and cold. The 

way is to thoroughly water the border iiist 
the flowers commence Ioopen, and if-the~ 
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border is sliallow or tho soil sandy, apply & 

slight mulch of spent Mushroom-manure or 
leafy refuse. This will prevent rapid evapora 

lion. The border should be watered again u 

soon as the fruit is set. Some, and especially 

amateurs, err in raising the temperature con 
siderably directly the fruit ia set. A gradual 

rise is best, coupled with 09 much air as the 

state of the weather will allow. Thinning the 
fruit should not be commenced till it is seen 

which are swelling and which are not, and then 

it should he done cautiously, leaving the final 

t hinning till the fruit is stoned. The stoning Iieriod is a critical one, but dropping of the 

ruit may be prevented by keeping the border 

moist from summit to base. \\ hen stoned 
Peaches will stand a good deal of heat, provided 

a corresponding amount of moisture is suppled 

and the trees well syringed to keep red-spider 
at lwy. Some varieties, notably Hale s Early 

and Barrington, also the early American kinds 
are more liable to cast their fruit than others 
therefore they must lie treated accordingly. 

Suffolk. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Pour-year-old Apricot (Enquirtr).- 

The fact of your tree being young and vigorous 

accounts in "part for the production of so few 
blossoms this year. Trees of many kinds, when 

much disposed to leaf growth, are shy of bear 

ing. The time of year is not that at which you 
can do anything to" check growth. What you 

should do is to give every encouragement to 
that of this summer to become well ripened. 

This you can do by training thinly the prin 

cipul'und extending branches so that they get 

full sun. Avoid hard pinching or pruning of 
the summer growth until July and August, for 

too early pruning sets up a late and continuous 
lateral growth which cannot possibly become 

ripe. The cracking of the fruit may be due to 

an excess of vigour, sodden soil, moisture, 
either from rain or artificial waterings after a 

dry period, or it may come from an absence of 

lime in the soil. The last you can remedy at 

once either with new or spent lime spread over 
the surface occupied by the tree roots, and well 

watered in. Avoid mnnure of any kind : young 
and vigorous trees need none of this, as many 

suppose. Fertility comes the better from 

moderate growth. Nail in the princijial shoots 

to the wall as they progress in summer, cutout 
ny there is not room to nail in, but leave tfce 

lateral or breastwood until the [leriod alreaily 
named, when no further excitement of buds 

occurs. 

_ gross-growing Apricot-tree. - I haw *» 
Aprieol-tree which makes wood freely, but never alwss 
more than a very few blooms, and these gvnerally come to 

perfection. As’the tree is getting large, 1 should be dad 

to know- it I can do anythimt to encourage fruit produc¬ 

tion V-R. W. Tau.uk, Burn St. Kdwundi. 
[There is not much you can do now to aid 

your tree in giving flowers more plentifully, It 

you have any doubt as to the presence of lime 
in your soil you would do well to apply some 

to ihe surface, extending over several square 
yards of surrounding soil. This you can lightly 
[Mint in, and some burnt refuse (garden smother I 

would be equally good also, given at the same 
time or a little later. If the soil is in a dry 

state give water to carry the lime to the root.-. 

Only point up the surface, say an inch deep. « 
that no root disturbance takes place. Avoid 

crowding of the summer shoots, and keep them 
nailed as growth progresses during the season 
This conduces to the full maturity of the 

shoots, without which flowers, although they 

form, will not develop into fruits. The point 
to observe with all wall fruits is to so train 

them that every leaf and branch receive a 

maximum of sunshine. Do not on any account 

give manure of any sort while the tree is in a 

vigorous state ; this would only aggravate the 
evil. In the winter, possibly a little root 

pruning would benefit the tree. In any case, 

you cannot err ih giving lime or old mortar 

"rubbish, which you could spread thickly over 
the surface. Fresh lime, only sufficient to 

whiten the soil, should be given.]. 
The Black Currant mite. - Would j^u kindiy 

tell me the cauae of the nwollen bud* on enclored cuttioO 

from Black Currant bu*he»? I have •everal in this «»>'• 
and a* other* are not «in ilarl.v allecteil, I »hou!d be st*-' 

to know the reason ?—F. D. 

[Those who have small gardens have fe* 

Black Currant hushes, and not infrequently 
^re planted here and there, other kind* oi 
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urrunta and Gooseberries intervening, hence 

here is not that immediate contact bush with 

■iish which is found in market gardens, where 

he areas are very extensive, the bushes touch- 
ng each other. In small gardens it is well to 

iercise some care in examining the Black 
urrant bushes, as it is now the infested buds are 

1 ,,e noticeable. These are more likely to-be 

and low down the shoots than higher up, and 
i (hey are burst or partially open it is almost 
Hriain they are infested with this pest, which 

» it liny mite that can be seen only with a 

irang glass or microscope. Once a bud is so 
nie-ied, not only is it practically destroyed, 

■i;t K is also a centre for breeding and diffusion 
I the mite. For these reasons it is a wise 

iicasure to gather these burst buds and burn 

hem. During a recent discussion it was said 
lull gathering these buds did not stop the 

levelopment of the insect, but it is absurd to 
"iime that such gathering does not greatly 
h«-k the advance of the pest. It is poor corn¬ 

er1 to be told that once a breadth of bushes 
weomes infested there is no other remedy than 

the roots of each troe or bush of half-long 

manure, as that will check evaporation. The 
more readily these newly-planted things can 

be induced to root early, the better will they 
be able to withstand summer heat and drought. 

BEAUTY OF FRUIT-TREES IN BLOOM. 

Few objects are more beautiful and interesting 

during the spring and early summer months 
than our fruit-trees when in "bloom, and wo see 

no reason why the fruit-garden should uot 
constitute a necessary portion of the pleasure 

grounds of every country house. What eau be 

more beautiful than the Apple, the Pear, the 
Plum, and the Cherry when in full bloom? 

They are, in fact, interesting objects at all 

seasons of the year. It rarely happens, how¬ 
ever, that they are placed where their beauty 
can be appreciated and enjoyed. They are 

too often grown in the kitchen"garden, or they 
may l>e in some out-of-the-way place known as 

“ the orchard.” Why not instead give them n 
place in the pleasure grounds? Clumps or 

be got. However, an Ash-trco was cut down 
and with difficulty raised to support the old 

limb. The tree is well worth a visit when in 

bloom, and 1 should be glad if some one could 
tell me what' the probable age of this fine 
specimen might be. 

PLANTS AND FLOWER8. 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

SIX TUFTEI) PANSIES FOR TOWN 

GARDENS. 

(Reply to "C. B. D.”) 

These plants are well suited for town gardens, 
hut it is of the highest importance that only 

those sorts which possess a really good con" 

stitution should be selected. You will find the 
following well adapted for your purpose, and 
the range of colouring is varied ;— 

Councillor W. Waters is one of the most 

distinct and valuable sorts, the colour being 

Whitt Heart Cherry-tree in bloom. From a photograph sent by the Rev. O. L. Wallace, Weatbere Rectory, Canterbury. 

n destroying them by burning. That it may 

• ditficult to repress the spread of the mite by 
pricing only in a large Breadth is probable, 

"it m smnll gardens it has been done with 
U'-4t *uccess. All who grow Black Currants 

•l-iiild examine their bushes, und if they gather 
,'t-'ted buds as advised there eau be no doubt 

"‘t that great good will result.} 

Newly-plaited fruit-trees. In spite 
•t tin- occasional showers, all too light, which 

'Ht us. there is just now an almost unwonted 

k of moisture in the soil, and grave fears are 

“'tertained that unless considerable rains 
wa», or we have a dripping summer, vege- 
ti'oon will suffer very much from drought in 
•'ulv ami August. Newly - planted things 

'"W. in such case, suffer most, und it will 

- well if, without waiting for the heat 
'• drought, ull these newly-planted trees 

it'd hushes have, once a week, so long as 

:Ler* is little rain, a fair soaking of water. 
■N d is now feeling the warmth of the sun, 

I, of course, dries all the more rapidly. 

*w reason, besides the waterings, then 
douM placed a mulch or[dro^sing( hhou 

groups of varied forms and dimensions might 

be planted here and there, while single standard 
trees of various sorts might be allowed to 

assume their natural form, the whole urea 
being traversed by winding walks to allow 

of tne examination and enjoyment of the 

various fruits. By adopting some system as 
here suggested, and -by arranging the trees 

so that the fruit-garden could merge into the 
pleasure-ground, and so, as it were, constitute 

a necessary portion of the same, and combine 

the useful with the ornamental, we could 

give to country houses and small residences 
un additional interest at all seasons of the 
year. 

The Rev. G. L. Wallace, Westbere Rectory, 

near Canterbury,- who sent us the photograph 
from which our illustration was prepared, 

says : “ I cannot find out the age of the tree, 

but the old residents of the village say it 
was an old tree in their young days. One of 

the largest limbs has for many years been 
iroppea up. Last spring this support, having 

IV and I was afraid the limb 

ifore another support cou 

a very effective purplish-violet. The plar.t 

is free-flowering, the habit dwarf und com¬ 
pact. 

M Elam Pus. There are now many excellent 
yellow sorts, but for freedom of flowering und 

also for its spreading habit it would lie dimcu.t 
to find a better. The ray less blossoms are large 

and of good substance, nnd the colour may le 

described as deep rich yellow. 
White Empress. — This variety is uIko 

known an Blanche, and, in consequence, lias 
sometimes misled growers. It is a compact 
and sturdy plant, with u good constitution. 

The flowers are large and circular and of goed 
substance, and, like many of the best ol the 

newer sorts, are rayless. The catalogues 

invariably describe the blooms us pure white, 
but, as a matter of fact, they are of a |>ale 

creamy-white colour. 
DrcHK8S or Fife.—This will provide a pleas¬ 

ing contrast to the self-coloured varieties, the 
flowers in this case being mnrgined or edged. 

The blossoms mav be described as somewhat 

iib oval in forth, illml dolour being primrose, dis- 

tinud 
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illative. It. is one of (lie very h*—t repre- 
neututiveM of the type of plant, |iosse«siii<' a 
creeping-like style of grow th, and tlie count ifn- 
tionisall that one could well desire. It in a 
profuse bloomer. 

ViROiXirs.—This is one of those beautifully 
refined rayless sorts of a pale blush-lilac colour. 
The plant has a perfect, tufted habit of growth, 
and flowers freely all through the summer. 

SEAori.L. — A variety developing rayless 
blossoms of the purest white. The individual 
blooms are large, of good substance, and very 
chaste. The plant, is very robust, and the 
cuttings, inserted in the open, have come 
through last winter without protection of any 
kind, and are now splendid pieces. 

I). H. (’llASK. 

MAKING NEW GARDEN. 
(Reply to “Saxon.”) 

As you projio.se to have in your new garden— 
now a meadow but, one foot-jiath, that, 
should be fully o feet wide. As to what may 
be the chenjjest material, much de|tends on 
what the cost of getting any loeallv may be. 
Thus, in a chalk district it is probable that 
gravel is scarce; also, it may not be easy to 
obtain clinkers and cinders. Probablv, vour 
best way would be to open at one end of the 
ground a pit. from which you could obtain 
chalk. Their, marking out the path, dig out. 
the soil 15 inches deep, and, potting that to hell) 
lortn a good flower border or raised borders, till 
up with chalk, which well ram down firmly. 
Then, if you could coat that, over with an inch 
or two of small cinders or coarse ashes, you 
would have a cujiital dry iwt.h. You would do 
well, having at present jilenty of meadow turf, 
to cut off enough (12 inches wide) to make 
edgings to the path each side. You could 
keeji those cut with a small lawn-mower, ami 
thus have a nice ell'ect. With respect to 
ornamental shrubs, jilant to give loth nice 
foliage and berries variegated Aucubas at 
the back, and at every 20 feet a male variety ; 
then intermix red Flowering Currants, yellow- 
flowered Forsythias, white-flowered Mock 
Oranges (I'hiladeljihus), Deutzia orennta time 
pleno, white and yellow Brooms, Rhus (Jotinus, 
Weigelas, and Viburnums or Snowball trees. 
< 'rutn-g-us L.'dandi makes a beautiful object 
when in full fruit in the autumn. Golden 
Elder and Sumach, if they lie cut back hard 
each spring, give very fine foliage effects also. 
If along the borders you can dot in such flower¬ 
ing trees as laburnum, I’yrus floribunda, 
Paul's Crimson Thorn, double-blossomed 
Cherry, and the dark-leaved Primus Pissardi, 
you will add greatly to the general effect. 
Fronting those things have good hardy lmt not 
tall perennials, and you should soon have 
beautiful borders. 

PLANTS SUITABLE FOR A PEATY 

BANK. 
I iiavk it sU-eii lank fncinir noulli, shaded by decldilOlt* 
tree*, Irom which I cleared a jungle of Bramble*. etc., so 
that il now looks hare. The soil is peaty, covered thickly 
with leaf-mould. What would he best to Hot ho it with' 
The rest of the place is thick with Ivy anil Bluebells, so I 
want something different. The Brambles prevented these 
from eoverinif this hank. Strangely, there are not many 

. wild Primroses, Would these Ik- likely to do if I sowed 
1 the seed, or Anemone npennina if I sowed the see-J7 

Would IVonios blossom under sneh shade, or Anemone 
japonica'! It was in just such a habitat that I saw it »ild 
in the Himalayas. Nothing that is liable to he eaten by 
rabbits would do. The hank is beside the earringe-drive, 
so I do not like it to look bare. There an- large Rhodo¬ 
dendrons here anil there, hi A. II. W. 

[There arc many jilant-s that might adorn 
Much a bank, but whether all of them would be 
rabbit-proof we cannot say. On a bank of this 
kind, however, with peaty soil, you may grow 
many things, such us liurdy Ferns in variety. 
From your letter you ajijiear to wish for such 
things as may be grown from seed, and such as 
Anemone ajiennina would take two years, and 
possibly more, to produce flowers. We are not 
surprised at the ahsonce of Primroses, which 
in some districts are abundant. They are 
rarely so where peat abounds. You may, how¬ 
ever, plant Periwinkle in variety, London 
Pride (dibbling it in in single rosettes over a 
large area), St. John's Wort, and the tine 
carpet afforded by Pyrethrum Tchihatohewi. 
Anemones and Daffodils would be almost sure 
to thrive, but it is now latejor planting 
latter, although you mav 'JHplanJ tul 
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flie Anemone. Snowdrops Chinnodnxa, and 
Imrdy t ’yelanicii are other good things for such 
a place, and the Cajjer Spurge (Euphorbia 
Lathyris) would make quite an effective subject, 
and is easily grown from seeds. The Butcher's 
Broom (Ruscus aculeatusi and the dwarf 
Daphne (D. eneonunl would lie also suitable. 
The Anemone japonica may do quite well ii the 
soil is decji enough, but we would expect the 
Snowdrop Windflower (A. sylvestris) to do 
better. Piconies do not object to shade alto¬ 
gether, but fr> the dryness of root that too 
frequently follows as a consequence. Unfor¬ 
tunately yon do not give the district from 
which you write, or even the size or extent of 
the liank, items that would have been of 
material helji. We may say, however, that 
Megascn cordifolia purpurea is an excellent, 
subject in such n ease, and any of the Anemones 
of the hortensis or coronaria type, all of which 
are quite easily raised from seeds if kept moist. 
The common Flag I ris ii. germanica) is a fine 
plant, and hardly less so the Perennial Pea, in 
white and rose shades, if jilanted high and 
permitted to trail down the bank. Such as 
these may be planted now, and then by filling 
in in early autumn any remaining spaces with 
Fritillaria Meleagris, Daffodils in variety, and 
Anemones, quite a new asjject will be given to 
the spot. It you specially wish to introduce 
Primroses, we would suggest a few jilants as 
well as sowing the seed. One item of success 
with these things is sowing the seed ns soon as 
it ripens. In such eases it vegetates in the 
autumn ensuing, whereas the same seed may 
refuse to grow if put away for a time. | 

CLEMATIS COCCINEA HYBRIDS. 
I BoniMT two plants tills spring of Duchess of York ami 

Purlieu of Albany. They say they are crosses of eoei-inea, 
anil a large-flowering one. Can you tell me if they really 
are of a pretty pink colour, ami as line ami novel as the cata¬ 
logue* say they an- ' I tint e Im-oii mining seedling* III) • 
self from liought seed, and have some plants which were 
put out last spring. looking very healthy ami sending out 
strong shoots. They seem to have stood Mu- terrible 
winter well. Only one flowered last year, a 1 a rye pale 
lavender. I read in a hook that to get seed in this 
country one must fertilise the flowers with a hair |mncil. 
Is HiIh ko7 Would it be possible to cross montana with a 
large pale lavender one which flowers aliom the same 
time? I have to thank you lor your directions about 
grafting. I bad no propagating-pit, but the gardener 
filled a large flower-jiot witli stable litter, the same as for 
Mushrooms, and put the grafts ill small pots sunk in it, 
with a large In-lbglass over, and they an- looking remark¬ 
ably well and growing. Oaition. 

[The Clematises you name as crosses from C. 
coecinea are certainly novel and good, distinct 
in form, and equally so in colour. There is 
more of the bell shape in the flower something 
that calls to mind a widely-opened La|Mtgeria 
blossom, therefore quite distinct from any 
other kinds. This drooping and camj»anulate 
form, ns well os the colour, doubtless reflect the 
influence of the pretty scarlet ftpocies named 
uliove. It is worth noticing, however, that the 
good and worthy kinds were very few indeed, 
and some hundreds, probably thousands, were 
raised before anything sufficiently good for 
retaining was definitely selected. Each year 
at-the Temple Show of the Royal Horti¬ 
cultural Society large specimens of these cross¬ 
bred kinds are shown, and are admired. You 
will probably find raising seedlings of Clematis 
most interest ing, but the munher of good kinds 
raised from ordinary seed is not large. We 
have seen huge flowers the diameter of a 
dinner-plate that could only be called uglv in 
colour anil size. There is no need to fert ilise 
to obtain seeds of the ordinury kinds you 

The liecs will do this fur better than possess 
you, and, moreover, w ill not. sjioil the organs 
of the flower. But if you wish to obtain 
success in hybridising which is another thing 

-you will need set uliout it systematically to 
Beure any good results. For example, should 

coloured form, can only be decided c\|*-o 
mentally. We have not jiersoiuilly attcmptol 
this cross, but in view of the C. cocci nr. 
crosses already existing, it should lie quite 
possible. In making or attempting it, you 

would have to forward a coloured kind 
under glass, and, if you do it, we would 
suggest C. montana os the seed parent by 
reason of its free growth, carliness, and hard, 
ness. Some coloured kinds bloom quite well 
with little forcing, and the flowers should be 
allowed to exjianu in quite a cool temperature, 
and so obtain good and reliable pollen. In 
these and similarly wide attempts in cro"- 
breeding the best results are only secured in a 
second generation or even more, and we men¬ 
tion the fact that you may not be too readily 
discouraged.] 

NOTES AND 11 EE LIES. 

The Night-acented Stock. - If •• Sail, ■ *ho 
inquire* in your paper almut above, will write to tor, I 
think that I can give bun a plant of the right sort. (Re 

nin W. Nov, The factory, Stanion-by-Dalc, Nottingham 
- If “ Saif ” will send address to Miss Donovan. 

I'niinera, Timoleague, Co. Cork, he will be able to obtain 
what he wants. I have had Ihls plant for some year. 
The seels never came to perfection, hut cutting* crus 
freeh. 

Daffodils after blooming. -When my Daffodil, 
are done blooming I propose planting' them in the gardt-r, 
to ripen, lifting them in Jill) or no, and repotting in. s. 
November. Will this treatment do ' Kindly say whellio 
the roots should lie cut off when lifted No Naur. 

you wish to introduce any given colour to 
another kind, better in constitution it may be, 
you will require early after the ojxming of the 
flower that is fixed upon for the seed-hearing 
to remove all its anthers, and so put away the itossibility of self fertilisation. Then, when the 
oreign jxfflen has been applied to the stigma, 

the flower should he protected with gauze to 
prevent any insect carrying other pollen to it 
and thereby upsetting all your work. It will 
also lie necessary to insure success that the 
flower be fertilised three days in succession 

o | about midday. Your inquiry about C. montana, 
f/^vhether it is possible to cross this witKJ la 
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[If your Daffodils have already flowered in 
[)ots this season, and been forced or brought 
into bloom in a foreign way, the same bulls 
will not give satisfactory blooms next year. It 
is not merely a question of rijiening, but of 
affording such treatment while the growth i« 
being marie that a new flower-hud follows as * 
result of the same. You say nothing about the 
variety of which you sjieak, and there is a 
great difference in this.] 

Growing Eremurl. t was much interested in il* 
rc-ent article on Kreimiri. I, also, have lately Martel 

growing Brcinuri, hut not with ouch success a* •• E. R, 
as my plant has not yet bloomed. I bought mine for a 
flowering plant. It has been in just the same time i« 
“K. Ik's," but has only thrown up leaves so far. Nj 
sister in Devonshire hud 11 spikes on hers last > ear. 1 see 
Uardrnixo says the plants should Ik- moved every M ar. 
It seems rullier risky. - RlaXciik Mary IIorxkk. 

[No, I should certainly not recommend you 
to move your Eremuri ; they are much better 
left undisturlied, and should only l>e moved 
for two reasons first, if the plants do not 
thrive and a more suitable situation is found : 
second, when it is wished to increase them by 
division, but this, of course, can'only he done 
when each Jibuti has several crowns. You will 
he able to judge if your plant s are in a suitable 
jjosition by comjmring their vigour this year 
with that of last.. If they have increased 1 
think you will not have to wait long for flower- 
sjlikes.—E. B.] 

Plants for a border facing east. -I have a 
flower border, about * feet wid<. on the side of a house 
that faces cast, so it only gets the morning min till about 
II a. in. Will yon please say what plants for flowering I hi* 
year would do Is-st t Would <'arnatious and Pansies d>i 
well?—A Counttxt Kraokm. 

[Yes; both the Carnations and the Pansies 
should do quite well, and for other things t.i 
flower this year we would suggest Tuberou- 
Bcgonias, to be jilnnted 2 inches deep at the 
end of April. These are now obtainable a- 
dry tubers. Then you could plant Asters 
Zinnias, and Stocks lietween the Carnation- 
the Begonias next, and the Pansies at th« 
front, some taller plants for the hack woul. 
bo early-flowering Chrysanthemums, with : 
few such |ilauta as Aster Amelins, A. acris 
A. lievigatus, etc. The Tufted Pansies wajuU 
be far more profuse in their flowering than t lu 
ordinary Pansies, and last well intothcaiitumn 
You will need have the soil dccjffy dug am 
manured, and the work limy bo taken in liniu 
at once. ] 

Increasing Snowdrops. -Pleaaeaay if Snowdrop 
are only incrmied by divlaion root* or from aeed <»1 

and how and best time to do it!— I. W. 
[These jilants are Imtli increased by seeds «n< 

by division of the clusters of bulbs. Th 
seeds may bo gathered as soon as rijie an 
sown in boxes or pans of light sandy soil n 
once, or if your soil is light, they may I 
sown in the open garden and lightly raked ii 
If done this way you will need cover them t 
keep birds, cats, etc., away, and while you at 
doing this you may as well sow in boxes an 
HaVfT them under the eye nt once. Ro 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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division may be taken in hand just aa soon as 

you like when the leaves turn yellow. At such 
time you may pull the clumps apart atid 

replant them at once. Drying is not at all 
needful, and is not beneficial. Avoid replant¬ 

ing in clusters, and in place thereof dibble the 
bulbs in with a small dibber, not more than 

two in a hole, the holes to be fl inches asunder. 

In this way a large area is soon covered.] 

GALEGA (GOAT'S ROE). 

Tmk various members of the Goat's Rue family 
are bold, easily-grown perennials. It is a good 

plan, every two or three years at least, unless 
in exceptional cases of great depth of soil, to 

lift the plants and divide them freelv in the 
month of March or early in April. This season 

is suggested because of the quick wav the 
young plants take to the soil again, though 
they are so hardy and enduring that they may 

lie taken in liand at almost any time that is 
convenient. Old clumps can be pulled asunder 

quite freely—indeed, increase is bet ter done in 

old plants, of which a portion may be left, 

flowering first, with the young ones as a 
succession. The genus is by no means an 

extensive one, and is composed of one or two 
species and t heir one or more forms in each case. 

G. officinalis, a native of Southern Europe, 
has lilac-blue Pea-shaped flowers, and grows 

from 3 feet to 5 feet high. Of this species 
there are at least two forms—viz., that known 

commercially as G. o. compacta, which, I 
believe, is now regarded by botanists as the 

type species of the genus, and O. o. alba, the 
puro white kind so vnlunhlc for cutting. A 

much improved flowering form of this last 
would be welcomed. There is also said to be a 

pure white form of the variety compacta called 

' “ Snowball.” This I do not remember having 
seen, and am therefore unable to give any 

i opinion of its merits. 
G. ORIENTALI8 is a Caucasian specias, and 

uttains to (I feet high when fully grown. The 

flowers are bluisli-purple. The somewhat 
creeping roots and flexuous stems are the chief 
distinguishing characteristics of this plant. 

distinct kind, though disposed to become 
bleached in the hot weather. The blossoms, 

too, are rather smaller thah in most others. 
Grown where the clumps cun Vie slightly 

sheltered from the sun during the heat of the 
day, excellent results are gaiuod. Colour 

salmon-orange. In Prince Edward of York 

the blossoms are large and handsome. The 
colour of the standards is scarlet with rose 

wings. Coccinea is another new sort which is 
sure of a good reception. Colour bright scarlet 
and red.—W. V. T. 

Treatment of Auricula. A year or two ago I 
had lulf-u-dozi-n Auriciilax, bright blue, with yellow 
centre, large flowers on a stout iitem. I have now only 
one little plant left; it is in the open border, and has be*ii 

there through lost winter. Would you advise my putting 
It in a pot In the autumn in a frame, or letting it remain 
where it is, only protecting it a little from the wet? 

Would you kindly give me the name and address of the 
secretary of the Auricula Society ?—H. Bvdok. 

[We should advise you to lift the Auricula 
as soon ns it has finished flowering, and put it 
in a frame with a northern aspect. In this 

way you will possibly he able to Have it. The 
Secretary of the National Auricula Society 

(Southern section) is Mr. T. E. Henwood, 
61, Hamilton-road, Reading, BerkH.] 

Planting a flower-bed.—I shall be very much 
obliged if you will give me some advice in an early issue of 
(Jardkni.no Ii.m’htratkd as to Ihe summer planting of n 

circular flower-bed, about 13 feet in diameter, in on open, 
sunny position, a good depth of ordinary- good garden soil ? 

Wliat 1 propose to do is to plant the greater part of the 
bed with Pnlox Ummmondl in various separate colours, 
arranged in circles, and small triangular patches of French 

Marigold Silver King. 1 should tic very much obliged, 
indeed, If you will tell me if this amngunent would he 

likely to make an attractive bed, and one that would be 
bright for some months during the summer ? Also, what, 
would he a good distance to plant the Phlox Drummond! 

apart to he most effective ? I have the plants of the Phlox 
now pricked out under glass, so that they should be <|uite 
forward enough by the time for planting out. The Phlox 

Drummondl I have arc large-flowered white, deep crim¬ 
son, yellow, scarlet, height 1 foot; also Fireball, height 
0 inches. —0. B. W. B. 

Id, £ut hardly 

The white Goat’s Rue (Galega officinalis alba). From a photograph by G. A. Champion. 

[It is quite possible to ntuko n gay, effective 
bed with the Phlox and Marie rigola, 

in the wuy you suggest, for this appears to bo 

rather patchy. Why not make a bold centre, 
say, 6 feet in diumeter, or even 4 feet, of the 
Marigold, and then arrange the Phlox in dis¬ 
tinct blocks of colour around in large oppo¬ 
sitely-placed triangles, the wide acute angles 

being at least 3 feet apart, and letter still if 
4 feet at the points ? In this wav you will 

obtain more effect than by the smaller circular 
patches you suggest. Not only so, for, seeing 

the Phlox predominates in your case, we think 
it the letter plan. Or you may arrange the 

four colours as suggested, and margin the bed 

around with Fireball, the dwarf one. This 
arrangement would give a definite centre, 
decisive blocks of distinct colours around, anti 

a definite margin to the whole. By planting 
the white, crimson, yellow, and scarlet sorts 
thinly, and slightly pegging down at planting 

time, a more bushy plant will l>e formed and 

the height modified somewhat to balance the 
dwarfer plants in the centre, which, however, 

will be assisted by occupying the higlier 
portion of the bed. This, we think, will give 

you more effect than a far greater number of 
smaller jiatches that lose by their insignificant 

size.] 

this way than attempting division with knife 

or s|Midc in such frequently cross-rooted sub¬ 
jects as these. Each old flower-stem of the 
post year will come away, and with root-fibres 
in sufficient quantity to make it a good plant 
in quite a short time. Plant lialf-a-dozen or 

more of these small pieces at a slight distance 

upart over say an area of 2J feet or 3 feet, 
and a good specimen will be secured in the 

year of planting. All the kinds may be raised 

from seeds uuite freely, while division is the 
only way witb any good or well-marked form. 

As cut flowers these plants have a singular 

tieauty of their own by reason of the way the 
pinnate leaves are arranged behind the sprays 

of blossoms. So jierfectly are these arranged 

that no addition whatever is needed, and a 
small spray of any one of the varieties is 

always presentable even among the choicest 

of flowers. In this way the white kind, 
G. officinalis alba, is excellent, and as n border 
plant for effect, or a useful plant for cut flowers, 

whethtr in large or small sprays, itjdfoiThl be 

absent from no herbat[50ufl]Mpppr[^y'lfce Jhifln\ 
is elegant and compact.- By spring replants 

ing a longer season of flowering is secured, the 

G. biloba.—In this the flowers are lilac-blue 
Height 3 feet, to 4 feet. It is doubtful if this 

interest ing plunt is in cultivation at the present 

time. E. J. 

Sweet Peas—richly-coloured sorts 
(Ijathyrn* odoratut).—There is now a goodly 
list of highly-coloured Sweet Peas, and as 

blossoms of tbe warmer shades of colour are 
much more effective under artificial light, we 

can understand your preference for the crim¬ 
son, salmon, and other kindred tints. The 

subjoined list should meet your requirements : 

Lady Mary Currie is a distinct and very fragrant 

flower. The colour is described as orange- 
pink shaded with rosy • lilac. Salopian is 

another fine Sweet Pea, the colour in this 
instance lieing deep crimson suffused orange- 

scarlet. In Mara not only are the flowers 

very large and handsome, hut they are 
freely produced on u long and stout flower- 

stem. The erect standards make this a most 

most jaluable flower. The colour is bright 
fi. (TfcWn&on. Miss Willmot is one of the 

newer Sweet Peas, the lovely salmon-red fioweffl 

ln^e and handsome. Gorgeous is a veiy, 

Pansies.—Some |>eople who grow Pansies 
prefer to buy the plants, often when in bloom, 

to know actually what they are getting, instead 
of raising their own plants from seed. It is, 

perhaps, more trouble to sow, prick out, anil 
wait results, but, if seed is purchased from a 

trustworthy source, I always think there is a 

certain amount of pleasure attached to seed 
raising, whether Pansies or Carnations, or 
whatever one takes in hand. There is very 

little trouble about Pansies j the seed is sown 

in a box or bed made up in a frame, many of 
which will presently be empty, and from six 

to eight weeks from the time the seed is put in 
the jnants begin to bloom ; or supposing one 

has no frame, there is always the open border, 
andseedsown there at once will, I venture to say, 

furnish blooming plants by July. Good seed 

will provide plants of good quality, coming jn 
very useful either grown in beds by themselves 

for second row plants in the borders, or for 

filling up any s()ucch thut may have occurred 
through severe weather, etc. The question of 

little ono in many gardens 
where almost everything has to bo bought, and 

vStnereroic, sen iIthjs.noje/asl to the sowing of 

i^Rpw* w'a fw ft show vepyHoon’ 
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aii'l are, moreover, nice for cutting for small 
I tots, vases, etc., for the table. Pansies require 
little in the way of soil, sharp sand, or road- 

scrapings, mixed with the soil in the borders, 
answering well, and given a sunny position they 

will bloom long and well, ana warrant any 

trouble that may be bestowed now.—W. F. 1). 

INDOOR PLANTS 

THYRSACANTHUS RUTILAN8. 

For decoration, even when kept exclusively in 

the stove, plauts of this Thyrsacanthus when 
in flower are a great boon. Many who have 
grown it have not developed its beauties to the 

greatest possible extent, this urising no doubt 
lmm a lack of knowledge as to its adaptability. 

Too often the plants arc struck yearly, whereas 
it is best to grow on the plants and form them 
into standards of ,'i feet or so in height. I have 
grown them myself to a height of 5 feet as 
standards, this height uH'ortling the oppor¬ 

tunity of inclining the heuds forward und 
(initially over the (inthway when in bloom, 

whereby a beautiful effect was produced. The 
quantity of flowers and the number of racemes 

on these taller and older plants are greatly in 
excess of what can be possibly had on the 

younger ones. Standards of this description 
will last for several years; thus pro]>agation 

only need lie done to keep up the desired quan¬ 

tity. When out of flower these older plants 
will do with a rest, being partially dried off and 
stood in an intermediate house. Growth should 

be started again in this cooler house when with 
l lie spring warmer weather sets in. In no case 

is it necessary to keep the plants in the stove 

to make their growth, oven in the culture of 
young plants when once well established. 

During the summer a light, airy house will suit 
them well, the chief iMiint to observe being the 

building up and solidifying of an enduring 

growth. In favoured localities Thyrsacanthus 
rutiluns may be grown out-of-doors from June 
to September, thus saving room inside, the 

results being all that one could wish. The 
ordinary soil for stove plants (peat and loam) 
will suit it well. T. Schomburgkinnus has 
darker flowers than T. rutiluns and is often 
confused with it. J. 

HYDRANGEA THOMAS HOGG. 

From the middle of March onwards Hydran¬ 

geas nre valuable as flowering plants for the 
greenhouse and conservatory, stiecinlly so 

Thomas Hogg, the white variety, whether from 
cuttings inserted during early April, or older 

iilnnts that have been pruned back after |Kiss¬ 
ing out of flower. Hut it is to 

H. Thomas Hooo I wish to call attention, 
as cuttings put in at the date mentioned 

can be had in bloom quite easily by the 
first week in April if n tenqierature of about 
tin degs. to 65 dogs, can be maintained, and the 
(limits kept within 2 feet of the glass roof. To 

procure cuttings at so early a (fate it is neces¬ 
sary to grow on nil old plant or two, which, if 

placed in heat early in Jnnunry, will usually 
have a few flowerless shoots. These should lie 

taken off at this date with three jmirs of leaves 
attached, cutting them clean across close up to 

the oldest leaves and inserting them, six in 
number, around the sides of 4-inch [sits that 

should have lieen previously filled with sandy 
loam anti leaf-soil, with a dash of sand on t he 

surface to work down with the cutting. Place 
the (Kits in a close case or under n bell-glass in 

a temperature of (HI degs., with a rise of indegs. 

or 15 degs. with sun heat, keep them close and 
shaded from the sun. and lightly dewed over¬ 

head whenever dry. In four weeks they should 
be ready to pot off singly into 3-inch pots, 
using a similar soil as above. Shade for a day 

or two if necessary, and then remove to a light 

(losition in a Peach-house, and, ns soon as the 
plants begin to grow again, nip out the point 

ut the second joint. This will encourage four, 
und often six, shoots to throw out, two at the 

axils of each pair of leaves, and two from the 

very bottom. As the pots get filled with roots 
shift into fl inch or flj-inch pots, using mostly 

loam, a little bone-meal, and a dash of sand to 

keep it open. Pot firmly, and keep under 

glass until re-established, whetf'plTiee^pi’.t 
doors where plejj!(y;df|?iPTica»yrfcch|tlljeV. til 

the growths may lie tlioroiighR’ripened 

October. At no (icriod of its growth must the 

plimt be neglected in the matter of watering. 
A stimulant given once a week when the pots 

are full of roots will assist the plant to build up 
stout, 9turdy growths, which, it properly 

ripened, cannot fail to form flower heads. 

Protect from severe frost until early in January, 
when introduce into heat as before advocated. 

1£. Hortknsia may be treated in a similar 
manner, but this variety w ill not (tush up more 

than two shoots worth retaining for the next 
spring display. Cuttings may also be put in 

during July or early August, taken from out¬ 
door plants, and rootea under a north wall 
under a hand glass. These should lie placed 

singly iu small pots uud not be stopped, but 
allowed to mature the central grow tli. This, 

iu due course, will carry u line head of bloom 

towards May if treated ton little heat early iu 

March. After flowering, cut the plant fairly 
hard linck, keep in a Tittle moist heat, und, 
when breaking nicely, reduce the ball of soil a 
bit and rc|Kil into two sizes larger, keeping 

under glass until re established, when gradu¬ 

ally hurden and place out in the full sun, ns 
with the younger plants. Under this treatment 

1 have (ifunts of H. Hortensia in 8-inch pots 
carrying eight heads of bloom that were only 

rooted two years ago, while Thomas Hogg, 
which is not such u strong grower, has ten or 

twelve heads in (lots 6 inches or 7 inches in 

diameter. J. M. H. 
(With the aliove note came a plant in a 

6-inch pot, carrying six line heads of bloom, 
one on the leading shoot und five on shoots 

that, had started from the base and the uxils of 
the leaves. This plant hud been struck from a 

cutting put in in April of last year.— Ed. | 

SHADING PLANT HOUSES. 

FitKig'ENTi.v the amount, of shading employed 
is fur iu excess of what is really needed. When 

this is the case, it must lie apparent to any 

thoughtful cultivator that the plants thereby 
suffer rather than derive actual benefit. It 

would lie far better to disfieiise with shading, 
as it is generally understood and acted unon, 
than to allow this excess to continue. Those 
who have not cx|ierimented with light shading 

ure strongly recommended to do so. In shad¬ 
ing plant-houses of any kind, all that is actu¬ 
ally needed is to scatter or break up, so to 

speak, the rays of the sun from injuring the 

plants in the way usually termed scalding. It 
does not require a thick shade to do this; in 

fact, it is remarkable what a light shade will 
accomplish in this way. It frequently happens 
that the quality of the glass ig not by unv 

means what it should be. When it is of 
inferior quality, with s(Kits in it, it is not fit 

for glazing any kind of houses. These spots Iiroauce lenses in the glass, and these, when 

ocusscd upon the foliage, produce injury or 
burns. I nave no doubt that many besides 

myself have noted that these burns nre often 
in a line. Tuke, for instance, a Palm leaf that 
has been thus injured. There will (sissiblv be 

several scalds or burns in n line with each 

other. These burns are not caused simultane¬ 
ously, but proceed one after unother in accord 
with the movement of the earth in its relation 

with the sun, and all proceed from one and the 
same spot in the glass. The best, mode of pro¬ 

cedure in such cases is to trace out, if possible, 
the spots in the glass and touch them with 
paint.. This will prevent future injury as long 

as the paint adheres to the glass, which will 
usually be the case for a few years at the least. 

This is a far better mode to adopt than that of 

covering with heavy or dense (lermnnent shad¬ 
ing, or even of using blinds injudiciously. It 

is a mistake to imagine that because a few 

scalds have taken place, therefore shading is 
absolutely essential to prevent it; nothing of 

the sort is, in some cases, needed other than 

that just advised. 
Shading with whitening or lime is not only a 

bad method, but a hi<leous one, especially 
where the mixture is daubed on in a haphazard 

fashion. Lime should never be used, in fact, 

whitening of the two being much the better 
material. When whitening is chosen, it 

should be mixed with size to make it adhere, 

lb. of the former to 1 lb. of the lntter, with 

ient water to reduce it to about the com 
__jncy of paint or a little thi 

ms, of course, to bo dissolved ! 

water. When this is applied it should lie pul 

on as thinly us (Hnsible and lie stippled over 
with a (Miinter's dusting brush. Mixtures as 
sold for the same purpose are also good, being 

easily mixed in water. Of the two colours oi 
these I prefer the white to the green. In deal¬ 
ing with the green shading, there is the danger 

of using it too heavily, much more so, I think, 

than the white. In no case, however, would I 
use either where blinds could lie employed. 
Even upon pits blinds can be used, being 

rolled horizontally upon small wooden rollers, 

one on either cud. Rough plute glass is, I 
consider, well worthy of extended use ; it may 

cost more, but iu most cases the after expense 

of blinds would be reduced to a minimum. 
_ . P. 

DAMPING OFF. 
Onk of the things which greatly puzzle ama¬ 
teurs (aud, indeed, some professionals) is what 
is known as “damping off.'' Young needling* 

of all sorts, and some flowers, when grown 
indoors, are very liable to damp off, and those 
in charge sometimes keep an unnaturally dry 

atmosphere in the hope of checking the evil. 

Let me assure them that when they do this 
they are on the wrong tack. Damping off does 

not occur so much during dull, damp weather, 
when there is comparatively little variation in 

the tem|ieratnre ol the house, as it does when 
there are cold nights and bright days. It. is 

the sudden rise of temperature that does the 

mischief. If you want to see how damping off 
takes place, practise the following plan for a 

few days : Allow your greenhouse to get down 
to 4i( degs. in the early morning, and do not 

give ventilation till the sun has been shining 
on it long enough to raise the temperature to 

8(1 degs. When the tenqierature rises rapidly 

moisture will condense on all cold surfaces, 
such ns metals, stones, slate, and fruits ; and, 

although it is not always so easily seen, it will 
also coTlect on the stems and leaves of plants, 

and will remain there till such time as the 
leaves and stems become nearly ns warm as the 

atmosphere in which they are growing. This 
takes a considerable time. If we take a glass 
of iced water into a worm dining-room and 

place it on a white table cloth, we shall not 
only see the outside of the glass become wet, 
but the cloth also iqion which it stands will 

be wet. This is exactly what happens to 
fruits nnd plants. Some plants, when their 

stems liecotne hard and covered with a water¬ 

proof bark, are not much harmed when this 
takes place, but tiny tender seedlings and 
unrooted cuttings do not like it at all. Were 

the water in the glass as warm ns the room the 
outside of the glass would remain dry. Having 

ascertained the cause, the remedy, and, what 

is better still, the means of prevention nre 
obvious. Endeavour to prevent sudden fluctua¬ 
tions of temperature. l>o not allow the house 
to get down too low, and give air as soon as the 

sun's rays touch the roof. I have known dump¬ 

ing off caused by fire-heat in the following wav. 
During a spell of damp, dull weather extra 

heat has lieen applied to the greenhouse, with 
the idea of dispelling damp and causing a 

buoyant atmosphere. If tiffs was not very 
carefully done it had just the opposite effect, 

and caused moisture to condense on the plants 
in the same way as mentioned aliove. 

Wm. Taylor. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Sauromatum guttatum. — In your innie of 

April fith a correspondent writes about a x Lily " arow-n 

without soil or water, which he says he has aeen, hut does 
not know the name ot. It la ",Sauromatum KutUtum." 

and Ib in several catalogues under the heading of “ Arum." 
The bull will grow ami (loner without soil or water, nnd 
should then be potted, when it will throw up leaves and 

develop roots. The one I have seen (ins flowered, ami at 
present has two large leaves, and is growing freely in 

ordinary soil in a hot-house.— Amatkcr. 

Eupatorium ianthinum is a splendid 
plant for flowering in the greenhouse at this 

season of the year. It is not difficult to grow 
and makes a fine bold subject; the leaves, 

large, deep green in colour, are an effective 

coni rust to the bold headsof soft mauve-coloured 

flowers. We noticed several specimens in 
bloom n few (lavs ago, and few things could 

produce a finer efleet. There is great robustness 

cOT^elia:rkc<i‘r in this species, and the wonder is 

gize-Kthat it is nqh. igrtraTi more in all gardens where 

trfrt I hand some' plants are' desired for groups or for 
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docomtioii, ns theflowers remain in beauty over 
u cuiiqiurulively long season. 

An old Cyclamen corm. —1 send you Shotograph of Cyclamen. I hail it in the 
ining-room from November, 1001, to third 

week of March, 1902. in flower the whole time. 
When at its best it had sixty fullv-developed 
flowers of large size and a few buds. The 
photograph was taken after it had passed its 
best stage, but was still very beautiful. 
Apparently it is about a six-year-old bulb, as 
1 have lind’ it three yea is und it was of fair size 
when I got it. The flowers are white with 
crimson centre. — Stki-iikn (i. Williams, 

Mnynooth. 
Planting out Camellias. -1 aui thinking of 

ImiMini; a house for Camellias, 12 feet by U feel. What 

aspeel would l>c best? I should like the plants in middle 
of house. Whnt is the general way of disjvMinK plants in 
house? What Bly-ed plants should I get. and how many 
Should I want ?—1». M. 

[When it is remembered to what size a single 
plant of Camellia will grow, the house you pro¬ 
pose to erect is a very small one. We know of 
plants which must lie now over 20 feet in 
height, and they have liorne as many as ‘2,000 
to 3,000 buds. Of course, this size represents 
many years of growth. It would l>c well to allow 
about 5 feet each way for what we may term 
the permanent plants, and these, of course, 

form wlion plants are nUiiit to bloom, and also 
when they uro making new grow III. A good 
size to procure would be plants 3 feet to 4 feet 
high, but more or less would do. We would 
rather have bushy plants ‘2 feet to 3 feet high 
than tall, leggy one9, for then the most can be 
made of the space. September is the best 
month to plant out, but practically any time 
would do except when the plants are making 
the new growths. Procure plants that have 
been propagated in this country.] 

Boronia heterophylla.—This has 
deservedly become within t lie last few years one 
of the most |Kipulur hard-wooded plants that 
we have, and no wonder, for it is not difficult 
to grow, and its beautiful brightly-coloured 
blossoms are borne in great profusion. The 
flowers are not so fragrant us those of 
B. megnstigmu ; still, they emit u very pleas¬ 
ing (lerfume, which must lie enjoyed without 
disturbing the plant, as the leaves if agitated 
in any way have a heavy, disagreeable smell, 
which is by no means desiruble. The blossoms 
of this remain fresh and bright for a long time 
if shaded from the hottest sun, and this is a 
great point in favour of this Boronia. The 
sober-tinted B. megnstigmu must on no account 
be passed over, as its little bell-shaped blossoms, 
delicately poised on slender stems, are mi fra- 

A ust(ill llrcliid, Masilinallia tovaniisis. from a |iliotograp!i In Mr. Qen. K. Low, llulilin. 

will lie planted down the centre of the struc¬ 
ture. Other plunks could be put out on either 
side, fo be afterwards removed when their 
room is required for the |>ormuuont plants. 
You could plant out nine to twelve plants at 
first. The !>est osjiect for u Camellia-house is 
north to south, and we suppose it will be n 
span-roof. If jioasihle, have the roof removable, 
so tliut in summer you may substitute a canvas 
roof for the glass —a very necessary precaution 
with the Camellia—otherwise you must shade 
the house by having some canvas placed inside 
near to the roof. When Camel lias are grown 
in pots or tubs it is the usual practice to shade 
the glass and keep the house close us soon as 
new growth commences to ap|>enr, and the 
syringe should lie freely used morning and 
afternoon of fine dnys. Then, when growths are 
developed, the plunks are gradually hardened 
otr and placed outdoors on the shady side of 
a hedge. This hriugs the cultivation as near 
as possible to that in which the Camellia is 
found growing naturally. In planting out 
Camellias it is very necessary to provide a good 
Under. Remove the soil to a depth of 3 feet, 
then put hi II inches of rough stones or broken 
bricks, or, if subsoil is very wet, use some drain 
pipes and connect with a ditch or drain. 
Camellias prefer an open and porous soil. Two 
parts sandy loam and one part peat we find the 
liest compost. Add a little c 
manure. Wo prefer to givethft la 

r,nt that ft single bloom can for this reason 
detected for some little distance. Its scent, 

too, seems to lie admired by nearly everyone, 
which is not always the cose with flowers 
remarkable for their fragrance. While noticing 
the above-n?.med species of Boronia, the merits 
of such us B. serruluta and B. elatior must not. 
lie overlooker!. The last two flower somewhat 
later than the others mentioned. 

Children's pet flowers. A fev days 
since I was invited to choose hardy annual 
seeds suitable for pot culture for distribution 
in very small quantities to the children of n 
school here, the object, living to encourage the 
children by such distribution, and by the qfl'er 
of small prizes in the summer, fo grow these 
annuals in pots to the liest of their ability, and 
to bring them to a flower service in July. The 
seeds selected for this purpose were Candytufts 
(while and crimson), Codctiu Lady Allieinarle, 
Mignonette Muchet, Collinsin bicolor, Bartoniu 
aurea, Nemophili, und Silene pendula. There 
were enough seeds in the respective ounces of 
each kind to enable 400 tiny tuckets to lie 
made, and those were distributed to ‘200 
children, each one having two diverse pockets. 
But it was felt that some ocular demonstration 
of the methods of sowing and growing the 
seeds was desirable, and this much I under¬ 
took to furnish. Some ‘200 bright, attentive 
childteiu provided a most interesting audience, 

attention I had no difficulty in securing if. 
Klcvalcd on a platform, with in front of me a 
table, on which were some flue potting-soil. 
sharp sand, fl inch pots, drainage, Moss, and 
seeds, I first exhibited a pair of pots and asked 
to be told what they were, next what w^s the 
difference between them—-one was clctfri, the 
other dirty. On that I explained the need for 
clean pots, the provision of broken crocks for 
drainage, the proper placing of it in the pots, 
and its purpose, the adding of a little piece of 
Moss or other fibrous material. Then, filling 
the |Kits up well with the soil, I faced it off and 
sowed the seed thinly and evenly on it. 
Thinning out later was advised. Carden soil 
would not do, hut proper |K>t soil should ho 
got from the florists. Watering, shading, and 
after attention were also described.— A. i)kan, 

King*! on. 

ORCHIDS. 

MASDRVALLIA TOVAREN8IS. 
Tiii: flowers of this Orchid, a fine plant of which 
we figure to-day, are perhaps the purest white 
of any, yet they have not that dead-looking 
appearance characteristic of so many white- 
flowered Orchids. It is so free-flowering that 

it is worth growing for cut¬ 
ting alone, liesicfvs which 
the blooms have a very fine 
appearance on the plant, the 
white flowers and the green 
foliage contrasting very 
prettily. The spikes con¬ 
tinue to produce flowers for 
several seasons, hut though 
it is not worth while on 
this account to leave all the 
old ones on, yet it is liest 
not fo cut them too close. 
M. tovarensis may lie grown 
with other cool Orchids, 
provided the winter night 
temperature does not, fall 
lielow AO (logs. In a very 
cold-house the leaves are 
apt to spot hadly. Crown 
in a cool house the flowers, 
if on dwnrfer stems, are at 
least sturdier and endure 
longer when cut. The ama¬ 
teur may with little heat 
grow this as well as Cvpri - 
(tediums and some Odonto- 
glossums, especially the 
forms of (). crispum. 

During the growing sea¬ 
son and all through the slim¬ 
mer and eurly autumn the 
plants can hardly lie kept 
too cool. They should lie 
grown in n house well shin led 
from the rays of the sun, 
and overhead as well as at¬ 

mospheric and root moisture must lie very alum 
•hint. When the flowers are forming it may lie 
necessary to give a little more warmth, and 
when fully expanded n drier atmosphere is 
necessary, or the delicate lieauty of the blooms 
may be spoiled. For eom|iost a thin layer of 
Sphagnum Moss and |ieat over good drainage 
is all that is required. Re|iotting should take 
place aliout onco in two or three years, this 
iieing often enough if pro|>erly done. 

Frltillarla Imperialis (Crown Impe¬ 
rial) in pots. I had never seen this grow¬ 
ing in |Kits, and resolved last autumn to fry it 
in this way: My plants, which have not yet 
finished growing, are rat her more than 3 feet high. 
The bulbs were |Kitted up early last autumn 
in a compost of loaui, leaf-mould, and coarse 
sand, the loam preponderating. Eight-inch 
|iots were used, and largo bulbs were potted 
up, the crown Iieing covered by a thin layer of 
soil. The |>oks were then plunged in ashes 
and remained there until the end of March. 
When uncovered, the lnrge and fleshy roots 
were visible on the surface, and also over the 
sides of the (lots, necessitating some method In Sreserve them. The plants were, therefore, 

ropped into 10-inch pots, a quautity of soil 
Iieing placed on the surface and banked around 
to form a basin-like receptacle for watering. 
At (this I time some 3 inches or 4 inches of Srovuled u most interesting audience, I'A'c:tliiaiitime some 3 inones or •» inenes oi 

e twenty minntos I requljtje^’/ff"* 10 *<e°*1 ,lH. 
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stoutly as possible, tho plants wore plucetl in a 
cold and airy greenhouse, the ventilators of 
which have ever since been open. Within a 
fortnight a showy and stately plant had deve¬ 
loped. In the third Week tne drooping, bell¬ 
like flowers are developing a pleasing orange- 
yellow colour, and in a few days they will be at 
their best. In the open air there is a goodly 
number of plants just now (April 16) at their 
best. Handsome though these are, and they 
are really most effective when grouped in half 
dozens or dozens, I give the palm to plants 
grown in pots and flowered in a cold-house. 
This is an advantage to those whose gardens 
are very exposed, and, in my case, a more 
bleakand trying position could hardly be found, 
thus rendering tne culture of Crown Iin|>erials 
somewhat difficult, unless special means are 
taken to protect the plants from strong winds. 
When grown in pots, frequent applications of 
water are needetf, and, as the blossoms are in 
the embryo stage, an occasional dose of weak 
liquid-manure is very helpful. Their unpleasant 
odour, which really proceeds from tne bulb 
itself, has probably deterred some from growing 
these plants, but, from my own exjierience, 
this is not so noticeable when they are finishing 
their growth. This, too, may be minimised by 
freely ventilating the glass structure in which 
they are growing.—W. V. T. 

ROSES. 

ROSES- NEW AND OLD. 

It is amusing to read the descriptions of some 
new Roses, both of home and foreign produc¬ 
tion. I question whether 5 jicr cent, will sur¬ 
vive the fierce competition to which they will 
lie subjected when compared to old favourites. 
These new comers look well enough on paper, 
esj>ecially when they have real or fancied 
jitsligrees attached to their names, but rarely 
do they come up to their descriptions. It is 
not my desire to depreciate the laudable work 
of the hybridist. I think raisers should exer¬ 
cise a little more judgment ere they put on 
the market varieties not one whit so good as 
many long since discarded. Wc now and then 
receive a real beauty, such as Marnan Cochet 
and its peerless white sport, or the exquisitely 
coloured Souvenir de William Robinson, whicn 
combines all the good qualities that go to the 
making of a first-rate Rose for the garaen, but 
when it is remembered that some forty or more 
kinds are annually announced, cmu marvels 
what becomes of them. I believe some Con¬ 
tinental growers maintain immense colieotions, 
but we on this side of the Channel believe in 
selections rather than collections. It is, how¬ 
ever, remarkable what a diversity there is 
among the almost countless varieties, and com- 
paratively very few are synonymous with other 
kinds. It has l>een my lot to grew nearly 
every Rose introduced to, or produced by, this 
country for the last twentv-nve years. I can 
recall many lovely gems that have lieen dis¬ 
carded merely to make room for doubtful 
improvements. In my opinion the great waut 
of the present day in the Rose world is varieties 
that are free and continuous blooming, of 
vigorous growth and jierfectly hardy, yet 
producing all the beautiful tints of the 
very delicate kinds. And'above all things, 
we want fragrance in our Roses. This is 
where many of the popular Hybrid Teas fail. 
I grant that we have sweet perfume in La 
France, but where is there another Hybrid Tea 
to equal it in this respect? I am ufraid the 
Victor Verdier race has been too freely used in 
crossing, for they are notoriously nevoid of 
fragrance. When the sweet-scented Hybrid 
Perpetuals are employed in cross-fertilising, as 
in tne case of Papa Lambert, a cross between 
Marie Baumann and White Lady, then we 
obtain perfume in a liberal degree. I am very 
glad to find our English raisers are working on 
the Hybrid Perpetuals more than lias been the 
case during recentyears, and I am confident there 
is much grad work to be achieved among this 
very excellent tribe. I do not know whether 
we shall ever surpass Charles Lefebvre among 
dark crimsons. It must be a splendid kind to 
do so. The extremely dark or black Roses 
need improving. Most of existing kinds have 
serious defects in one form or another. Of 
light reds, Alfred Colomb still stand 
in the general esteem, gj Ulrich Bru^ne 

good, but I believe one of hist season’s novel¬ 
ties will surpass it. Of lwilc pinks, wliat can 
be more beautiful than Mrs. John Laing, Mme. 
G. Luizet, or Mrs. Sharman Crawford ? Of 
deep pinks, Caroline Testout, Pride of Wal¬ 
tham, Helen Keller, and Mrs. W. J. Grant are 
difficult to surpass. White Roses are not yet 
perfect. We seem to require a really good 
globular one, of the Alfred Colomb form, but 
of snowy whiteness. 

Of the extra vigorous Tea Roses the old 
Gloire de Dijon still remains one of the most 
popular, ana a dozen Teas are rarely set up at 
a snow which do not contain Souvenir d'un Ami 
and Souvenir d'Elise Vardon, which, forty 
years ago, were two of our leading Teas. 

There is just now a remarkable demand for 
Rambler Roses, but 1 observe many desire 
what we are at present deficient in—that is, 
good autumnal-flowering kinds of rapid growth 
and really hardy. Until autumnal Ramblers 
are obtained growers would do well to plant 
alternately tne few good kinds we already 
possess, such as Longworth Rumhler, Mme. 
Alfred Carriere, Reine Marie Henriette, etc., 
with varieties that are only summer-blooming, 
then the arches, pergolas, etc., will not be 
entirely devoid of blossom in the late months of 
the year. Instead of so much extravagant 
praise for novelties among Ramblers I would 
remind planters of the many lovely old kinds 
available, such as FdliciW-Perpetue, Flora, 
Myrianthes renoncule, Aiim'-e Vibert, Blairii 
No. 2—not forgetting the lovely singles, Rosa 
moschata, etc., which are so elegant in every 
way. In conclusion, I may say how interesting 
it would he to readers of Gardf.sinh if amateurs 
would write os “ M. V. B." did recently con¬ 
cerning Roses that succeed best with them. 
Many useful lessons could be obtained even by 
professionals. “ M. V. B.'s” description of 
the Austrian Copper was not at all overdrawn. 
It is certainly the most lovely colour we have, 
and how splendidly it grows on its own roots 
in a light soil. “ M. V. B.” did not tell us 
what stock the Roses were budded on, or 
I>erhai»s they were not budded at all. It 
always seems to me that the Brier which is 
used" so much for Tea Roses does not adapt 
itself to every soil, and the success or failure 
of our own root Roses is more u question of 
soil than anything else. Rosa. 

ROSES WITH HUGE BLOSSOMS. 
There is no doubt that a magnificent specimen 
bloom ap|ieals to everyone, and one has only 
to observe the small crowd that gathers around 
the flower selected for the medal ns the best 
bloom in the show. Of course, “the best” 
does not always mean the largest, but, gener¬ 
ally speaking, size carries great weight, 
provided also there be lieauty of form and 
freshness of colour. But if Roses of the type 
of Mildred Grant increase in numbers, should 
not there lie a s|>ecinl class for them, for it is 
obviously unfair and also ridiculous to show 
such Roses with the varieties of ordinary size ? 
The huge Roses are chiefly to be found 
among the Hybrid Perpetual group. Perhaps 
the largest variety is Paul Neyron, really a 
splendid old kind, especially fine in autumn. 
The two striped sports of this Rose, Panachee 
de Bordeaux and Coquette Bordelaise, are not 
quite so large, but they are very prettily 
blotched and striped with white, the variega¬ 
tion being fairly constant. Another very large 
Ro*e is Anna de Diesbach, or Gloire de Paris 
as it is known in France. The colour is a 
beautiful shade of carmine, and it is one of the 
hardiest kinds grown. Her Majesty is 
magnificent. I shall not soon forget a long 
row of this grand Rose which I saw at Reigate 
some years ago. The plants were on the 
cutting Brier (for it will not do on the 
Manetti), and every flower was jierfect. Many 
experience some difficulty in growing this Rose 
or, rather, blooming it. I h ive found it best 
to prune very early in February the last 
season's wood, retaining some 15 inches to 
18 inches long, and even up to 2 feet long. 
This early pruning enables the plant to plump 
up the buds. Spenser in some respects 

a mere reliable Rose as far as blooming is 

knowu, but it is a showy kind, quiteoue of the 
best garden varieties for tho summer. Its 
colour is bright rose, reverse of potals silvery, 
growth extra strong. Boieldieu is another big 
Hose of fresh cherry colour ; so also is Edouard 
Morren. I think we shall do well not to allow 
these old Roses to drop out of our collections. 
They may not be good autumnaLs, but their 
massiveness, vigorous growth, and, in most 
cases, strong perfume, should appeal to all. 
Mme. Clemenee Joigneaux is another old Rose, 
powerfully fragrant, foliage quite free from 
mildew, perhaps the flowers a bit wanting in 
brightness, but the lilac-red tint, to me, is 
rather pleasing if onlv for variety. The beau¬ 
tiful snort William Warden deserves a better 
fate than extinction. Other fine large Roses 
are : Countess of Oxford, Pride of Waltnam, ami 
Crimson Queen, a Rose somewhat confused in 
shape, but of that rich blood-red colour with 
velvety shading that one cannot but admire, 
and I think there is no Rose possessing such 
massive foliage as this one ; Gustave Piganeau 
is immense, but a tioor grower,; Mme. Isaac 
Periere is a splendid garden Rose in every way, 
and its sport or seedling, Mme. VerrierCochet, 
which I thought at one time to be like the 
former, but I now know it to he quite distinct- 
Star of Waltham is grand at times, but not 
certain; Marchioness of Londonderry, very 
large, nearly white, is undoubtedly best when 
half oj ;>en. It is of a bad colour when fully 
expanded, so 1 would advise that the blooms lie 
cut off ere they reach this stage. Rev. Alan 
Cheales, quite a Pttony-like Hose, evidently 
from John Homier, is an excellent variety for 
the garden ; La Duchcsse do Moray, another 
beautiful and fragrant Rose, is very vigorous 
in growth and so good in form as to now and 
then receive a medal as the best H.P. in the 
show. I must not forget Ulrich Brunner fils. 
Of all red Roses this one may be relied ujxm to 
do well under any circumstances. It grows 
freely from cuttings, and is, in the opinion of our 
liost judges, one of the most satisfactory Roses 
grown. Magna ('harta is ulso worthy of exten¬ 
sive planting. Although it never even so much 
as gives a bloom in autumn, it still remains one 
of the showiest of summer kinds and is very 
fragrant. 

Quite a number, if not all of the Roses 
names! above, nre capital kinds for greenhouse 
culture. There is no difficulty about the 
culture of such. Anyone can grow them who 
possesses a pit or greenhouse. The Hybrid 
Teas would naturally contain some large- 
flowering varieties, seeing that they |Kirtlv 
sprang from the last-named group. Lady 
Mary Fitzwilliam is very good, and its white 
sport, White 1-didy, superb. Early in June 
there is no Rase in our large collection so 
showy. Bessie Brown will rank among the 
large-flowering kinds, and I have seen Antoine 
Rivoire fully 5 inches across. Captain Christy 
is well known as a showy garden kind, and 
it is equally lino under glass. Danmark is one 
of the best and sweetest in the Rose-house, but 
it will not flourish outdoors. Among the true 
Teas Marnan Cochet will be hard to beat in 
point of size, and, of course, its white sport 
is equally large. Souvenir d’Elise Vardon at 
one time was considered one of our largest 
Teas, but it is a poor grower. Mrs. Edward 
Mawley is well worth growing. It is superb 
in every way. R >sa. 

is 
concerned, and it is of much the same shade of 
colour, but the fault of this otherwise grand ^ _„ „ 

is the hollow centre. Mme. Eugenie, I; ^IdD(ngt-]t}uite understand what you mean 
is an Hybrid Perpetual Rose very Jittte y>y *ypieij<^pjjl|^ul;dint^. of quinine,” but the 

Planting; Tea Roses from pots.- 
Those who intend planting Tea Roses this 
season will do well to have them in pots, and 
plant them at the end of April or early in May. 
just as they are commencing to grow. Lifting 
them from the open ground and planting th Jin 
earlier is courting failure, especially if the 
position is an exposed one. Even when trans¬ 
planted from pots, protection from cold winds 
must be given, nothing answering better than 
Furze or evergreen branches placed round and 
amongst them. 

Mercantile sulphate of quinine (not 
medical) in small granulated lumps. I »»• 
given to underatand that the above is a good deodoriser 

or disinfectant tor a rain-water tank, and that it render" 
the water more beneficial tor the ground for growing pur¬ 

poses. Could you kindly say the quantity to be used for 
a 200-gallon tank, and also point out in what manner 

it benefit* the ground ? I never use the rain water except¬ 

ing tor watering the garden.—J. C. laws. 

UIMIN 
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ordinary medical drug of Umt name would be 
useless as a disinfectant or deodoriser of rain 
water, and it would only act very slightly us a 
manure, certainly not sufficiently so to muke 
it worth using. As you only use the rain 
wuter for watering plants, why trouble to din- 
infect the water ? \ ou need only clean out the 
tank every now and then if the smell of the 
water becomes unpleasant.—G. S. S.] 

ROOM AND WINDOW. 

INDOOR PLANTS IN SMALL POTS. 

W»«* plants are kept [lerinanently in the 
dwelling-house they will, of course, consist 
principally of subjects grown for the sake of 
their foliage, and among them the different 
l ulms predominate, though second to no other 
plant for such a pur|x»se is the universally 
cultivated Aspidistra. Plants that are kept 
indoors are often in a far from satisfactory con¬ 
dition. and in many cases this arises from the 
|lots being too large. Where the treatment of 
plants is but little understood thoro is a great 
tendency to over-water them, and consequently 
when the pots are small and therefore full of 
roots there is far leas probability of causing 
mischief by an overdose of water thun would 
lie the case if the plants were in larger jiots and 
a greater quantity of soil around the roots. It 
i' surprising what fine Pulms can lie grown in 
quite small [lots if they are not allowed to suffer 
from want of water and uro assisted by an 
occasional dose of some stimulant. There are 
now- many concentrated manures that can be 
used indoors without any unpleasant effects, all 
o! which are very good if applied according to 
the instructions. In using any of these 
manures for the first time, care should be taken 
not to overdo it, us it is far better to give two 
small doses than an excessive one. A little 
stimulant about once a month during the 
glowing Neuson will suffice to keep such plants 
as are above indicated in good condition. 

A fruitful source of ill-health in the case of 
plants that areke|it in a dwelling-house is that 
t hey are a good deal c.\[iosed to draughts, and 
are consequently subject to extremes-both of 
tenqieratiire and water ; for, while an excess of 
water must he guurdcxl against (and the use of 
small |lots does this pretty effectually), if fine- 
lolmged plants are once allowed to g'et too dry 
they are often irreparably injured. That 
animal repotting is by no means necessary in 
order to maintain indoor plants in good health 
is shown by an Aspidistra that 1 have kept in 
a sitting room in a Hmoky district for soven 
vears, during which time it has been rejiotted 
but twice, and it is now a splendid specimen in 
robust health. True, the watering during that 
period has been carefully done and tlio plant 
assisted with nn occasional stimulant, while 
the foliage is always kopt clean -another very 
mqiortaiit item. j[_ J 
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until wanted) such things ns Asters and early- 
noweringChrysanthemums, like Alfred Fleurot, 
rosy-lilac, Harvest Home, bronzy-red, tipped 
gold, Lady Fitzwygrum, white, Doris Petro, 
white, Mine. Gagne, mauve-pink, Mine. Z. 
Lionnct, orange-yellow, Annstusia, light purple, 
St. Crouts, lilac-pink, Golden Fleece, golaen- 
yellow, Mine. Johvart, blush-white, Mrs. Cul- 
lingford, white, and Little Boh, crimson, all of 
which are naturally dwarf and may be made 
even more so by pinching them back once or 
twice during the season. Very often, too, the 
odds und ends of plants that lire too small for 
bedding out in May, and which sometimes are 
thrown on to the rubhish-henp, make useful 
things for the window boxes with care and 
attention.—Woodbastwick. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

Window boxes. -There is no time to lie 
Inst in making preparations for the summer 
display oil tlio window sill. If boxes have to 
bo made, t hen they should lie got in hand and 
punted, in order to preserve them ; a couple of 
coats, both inside and out, prevents a too earlv 
decay. Old boxes should he thoroughly 
examined, awl any necessary repairs made. 
Those on which cork and fiark have lieen 
fastened often require attention nt the com¬ 
mencement of a season. It is not desirable to 
again use soil of a previous year, but new 
compost should lie substituted,’ as plants are 
likely- to give better results. Those who prefer 
dwarf subjects and sweet smelling flowers 
slrnuld remember Mignonette, Musk, and 
Hehotrojies Showy things, too, like Begonias, 
4onal and Ivy-leaved Geraniums, ana Cam- 
mnula isophylla must not be forgotten, 
letunias, too, flower exceedingly well in a place 
where there is pleuty of sunshine, and in such 
a window I would certainly plant them. In a 
window Ijox last year I saw Verbenas doing 
remarkably well. Fuchsias, os all know, are 
extremely showy, bloom well either plunged in 
lots or planted out in the boxes, and always 
Mease. Sometimes in the autumn, when flowers 
begin to drop off and the window boxes are first 
to show it, we wish wo had other things to take 
their places. To this end it is advi • 
grow on in pots (plungjng them, ip the 

HOW TO MAKE BUSHY PLANTS. 
(Rkply to “A. (}.") 

Many of our best Japanese Chrysanthemums 
have a tall and undesirable habit of growth, 
und are in consequence of less value thun if 
they were dwarf and bushy. The unfortunate 
fact in connection with these plants is that 
the tallest and most ungainly kinds not infre¬ 
quently develop the most charming blossoms. 
It would he an easy mutter to give quite a long 
list of delightful sorts which, for no other 
reason than that they are tall and unsuited 
for the purpose, are discarded for conservatory 
decoration. Anyone may, however, with a 
little more thun ordinary attention, develop 
plants of a bushy character from those sorts 
known for their lanky growth. No better 
period than the present could be selected for 
commencing operations. We will assume that, 
the plants are now making strong and sturdy 
growth, and at this moment each plant is 
represented by a single shoot. We will also 
assume that the plants were plucod in their 
present pots some time ago, and are, in conse¬ 
quence, nicely rooted. The initiul o(>eration is 
pinching the shoots, and this is accomplished 
in the following inunner Pinch out the ixiint 
of each plant, doing this with care. The growth 
at the ajiex of each shoot, being verv brittle nt 
this season, the pinching out of tlio (mint, is 
carried out with ease. For a few days subse- 
ouent to the pinching or stopping, the plants 
should lie kept rather drier at the roots than 
usual, not so dry, however, as to cause the 
plants to suffer. The object in keeping the soil 
ratherdryistoiiiduce the plants to breakout into 
fresh growth, and this they will quickly do 
when treated in the manner just described. 
Some sorts res|>ond with fresh growths from 
the axils of the leave* much (inickor than 
others, and plants partaking of this character 
of growth generally make larger and better 
Iilants. In the course of a few weeks, assuming, 
of course, the cultural details usual for the 
season are being observed, evidence of rapid 
growth of tlio side shoots will lie ap|iarcnt. 
From this point the plants must tie kept grow¬ 
ing on unhindered, and if need he, they must 
each lie remitted when the )>ots they occupv 
ure full of roots. When the side shoots above 
referred to have attained a length of some 
6 inches or rather more, they must in turn lie 
pinched, us was the original single stem bv 
which each plant was first represented. 
Observe the same rule as to keeping the plants 
slightly drier at the roots us before, and in n 
few days another series of lateral shoots will 
make their appearance. This pinching may 
bo carried on all through the summer as each 
succeeding (i inches of growth is made. It is 
astonishing to what dimensions some plants 
will attain by a continuous system of pinching 
out the points of the shoots. The pinching 
must be discontinued at a certain period. ft 
a November display be desired, let the pinch¬ 
ing be discontinued during the last week in 
June, and from this point grow on the 
resulting shoots Ui the toruiiuul buds, which 
mark the termination of the plant’s growth. 
If, however, u December or Christmas show of 
blossoms lie preferred, give the plants their 
last pinching during the third week in July, 
growing on the resulting shoots to the terminal 
buds as before described. Terminal buds 
dovelonjn a cluster at the apex of each shoot, 
p.na :e J-*-" • - - 
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retaining only those of good shape and larger 
size. Never repot and pinch the shoots at the 
same time; a week at least should elupse 
between the operations. 

Chrysanthemums — stopping and 
timing (J. L. M.J.—Your plants represent 
both Japunese and incurved varieties, and as 
it is now too late to adopt the ordinary mot hod 
of pinching followed in late March and early 
April, you had better now treat your plants as 
follows 

Kama. 

Mmc. K_ Cadbury 

8ir H. Kitchener.. 
Mra. W. Curaham 

ljuly Kidgway .. 

When to pinch 
(he plant/. 

Which bud/ (o 
retain. 

N.C.S. Jubiloe . 
Silver Oneen . 
Mine- Ed. Roger (inc.) 

Nellie Soulham (inc.) 

1st week in May First crown 
.Ird week in May First crown 

3rd week in May First crow n 
May 21st First crown 

llncli the plants at once, and take 
up three shoots. Pinch each of 
these three shoots about June 2J, 
and grow* on the strongest suc¬ 

ceeding individual shoot on each 

of those first taken up. securing 
the first buds sutweipiently de- 

_/ veloplng. 

By treating the last four sorts in the manner 
we have just described, the buds which are 
retained subsequent to the late June pinching 
will be the equivalent of second crown-buds. 

FERNS. 

HARDY FERNS. 

In most gardens, lurge and small, there are 
places which cannot well lie embellished by 
using flowering plants. Where most things fail, 
the more vigorous habited, hardy Ferns will 
find a home. In dark corners or'in the shade 
of trees they will thrive admirably, and once 
fairly established they will give no further 
trouble. It is a curious fact that many who 
do not grudge the labour and expense necessary 
for the culture of Ferns that demand the shelter 
of glass make little or no attempt to beautify 
their garden with our native kinds, which are 
not inferior to their exotic relatives in beauty 
of form und nobility of growth. Any fuirly Siod garden soil will suit them, hut, of course, 

ey will attain finer proportions in a good 
conqiost of loam and leaf-mould. It is quite a 
mistake to suppose that rockwork or an elevated 
position of any kind is necessary for the well 
being of hardy Ferns generally. Some kiuds of 
low ly growth, such as Asplenium viride, Cete- 
rnch officinarum, and the Holly and Parsley 
Ferns, must have good drainage, hut the robust 
habited varieties do not need this accommoda¬ 
tion, and in a general w ay do best when the roots 
are not raised much above the ordinary ground 
level. Plunting them on rockwork, roQtwork, 
or mounds deprives them of the moisture they 
so much need in the growing season. One of 
the very finest Ferns is the Royal Fern 
(Osmunda regalis). Nothing can exceed the 
beauty of this native sjiecies when it is in the 
enjoyment of the conditions tluit favour ils 
growth. It is a grave error to place this, as is 
often done, in an elevated fiosition, for it is in 
itH native habitats invariably found where the 
roots get a lilicral supply of moisture even when 
at rest. In damp woods, swampy places, or by 
the side of streams or pools of water this Keiii 
attains such noble pro)>ortioiis as to render it 
one of the finest of the many things in cultiva¬ 
tion that are valued for the beauty of their 
foliage and elegance of growth. The dampest Place in the garden should be chosen for this 

ern, and if tlio ground is well prepared and 
ample space allowed for development, the 
plunts will in due time throw up fronds 
6 feet or more in height. The exotic 
species of Royal Ferns are equally hardy 
and as worthy of being well cared for. 
They also delight in moisture, but are apjiar- 
ently longer in coming to their full size. 
The Lady Fern is much more worthy of a place 
in gardens than many of its varieties, and 
which are more curious than beautiful. The 
same may lie said of the Hart's-tongue, the 
type, to my mind, being infinitely much more 
ornamental than the majority of its varieties, 
in many of which the freo, vigorous growth 
natural to this Fern is in a great measure sup¬ 
pressed. There is a richness of verdure in the 

"v “F®* eacn snoot,, i Hurtls-tongue (that is particularly attractive, 
I decorative blossoms be desired, | and which tow Ferns, hardy or tender, possess 
•owded buds should be r^ipb^pcjA jp'jjh ^e^’i-^.QlI'he if^rt’b-tongue will 
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prow freely in almost any kind of soil, but to see 
it at its best it should be planted in well- 
enriched "round. The best specimens I ever 
had were ted into n high state of luxuriance by 
a liberal dressing of rotten manure. The 
fronds were abnormally large and exception¬ 
ally rich in colour. There are several varieties 
of this Fern that are fairly vigorous and not 
difficult to please. The best are probably 
crispum and angnstifolium, but, to my mind, 
even at their best thev are not equal to the 
typical form, which exhibits greater elegance 
of growth than any of its numerous varieties 
can lay claim to. Among the Folystichunm 
there are some that may be freely used in the 
manner above indicated. P. aculeatum is a 
noble Fern when fully developed, and the 
crested form of the male Fern is but little less 
vigorous and enduring than the common form. 

In both large and small guldens room can be 
found for some of these common, but noble 
habited Ferns, which merely require to lie well 
planted and left alone, and require little or no 
attention for years together. In the wild 
garden, by the side of water, and under the 
shade of trees these native Ferns should lie 
freely used. They give variety and add a charm 
to any garden, large or small. T. 

GARDEN WORK. 

Conservatory. Primus triloba is » very 
pretty double pinfc-floweml Plum, very easily 
forced, even when freshly lifted from the 
ground. When well grown it makes a very 
handsome bush. VVe have had a group of it in 
flower for some time, and can strongly recom¬ 
mend it either as a shrub in the border, or a 
I wit plant forced into bloom at any season 
during the early part of the year. Thin the 
growths of Tacsonias, Passion-flowers, and 
Mandevillas. If the house must, he kept gay, 
it will he well not to spill much wuter about 
in dull weather, and the ventilation must he as 
perfect as possible without creat ing draughts. 
Olivias or Imantopbyllums which have been 
brought forward in a warmer house may lie 
grouped in the conservatory in the warmest 
part of the house. The Amaryllises are glor¬ 
ious plants and will keen in the conservatory 
longer than in a warm house. They should 
be lightly shaded if the sun is very bright. 
These are still high in price, but anyone with 
the command of heat can raise seedlings and 
work up stock. The seedling raisers of such 
plants as Amaryllis and Olivias have to wait 
some time for results, but they come ulti¬ 
mately, and anyone starting with a dozen 
goal varieties and hybridising the blossoms 
may expect something valuable, mid all the 
seedlings from a good source will possess 
some value. Baskets for suspending should 
be rearranged or refilled with young thrifty 
plants now. Asparagus Sprengeri is a grace¬ 
ful plant in a good-sized wire basket. It is n 
strong-rooting tiling and requires room for its 
roots. Under such conditions the growth is 
very free. The plants are easily raised from 
seeds in heat at this season, but time is 
required to make a good specimen. Bamboos 
may be divided and repotted now. This is 
a class of plants which, I think, ought to be 

cheaper, as they are not difficult to propagate 
or grow. The Eulalias are lovely pot plants 
for mixing with flowering plants, and merely 
require protection in winter. As the Indian 
Azaleas go out of bloom remove dead blos¬ 
soms and seeds. Give the plants a thorough 
wash with the syringe and place in a warm 
house or pit to make growth and get for¬ 
ward for forcing next year. Look closely 
after insects and mildew’on Roses and apply 
a remedy. 

Stove.—Nearly all plants may be propa¬ 
gated from cuttings now where there arc soft 
young shoots from 2J inches to 3 inches long. 
They must have a close propagating-case and a 
brisk bottom-heat. In small places where 
there is no regular jironagutin"-house a small 
case can he improvised over the pipes in the 
front of the house that will strike most things, 
including Gardenias, Euphorbias, Poinsettins, 
ote. Have a bed of Cocoa-fibre, li inches or so 
deep, in which to plunge the pal= Most 
things will strike in sandy peat or/eaf mould, 
with ft layer of saaMglttH&ityiy 4ivgA.lI,lc 

air to the case every-morning to prevent damp¬ 
ing, and if bell-glasses are used for any choice 
thing wipe the inside of the glasses dry every 
morning. Change of position is important 
now, especially in lean-to houses ; it prevents 
the plants growing one-sided, so to speak, by 
exposing all sides equally to the light, and a 
fast-growing plant can have a little more space 
allotted to it. Overcrowding at this season has 
a ruinous effect upon the plants ns the founda¬ 
tion is being laid. In repotting growing speci 
mens he specially careful about the drainage, 
and use only clean pots. Never sift the soil 
except it may be for potting oft'cuttings. Old 
rotten turf, with peat, of a fibre us character, 
and plenty of clean sand, will suit most things. 
In giving last shift to Gloxinias, Caladiums, 
Vincas, and any other plant which requires 
more nourishment, a litt le dry old cow manure 
will l*e useful. Night tenqierature now 
85 (legs. Ventilate when tho thermometer 
approaches so (legs. Keep tlie atmosphere 
moist by damping floors. Never use hard water 
for syringing. Some things will require shade 
now in bright weather, but do not darken the 
houses more than is necessary to break up the 
sun's rays. 

Feqns under glass.—These are "rowing 
fast now, and must not be crowded. There is 
a demand now for plants in 6 inch and larger 
|xits for decoration, and a healthy plant in a 
5-inch |iot may now lot made into a handsome 
s|ieciineii bv giving it a larger |x>t and room 
enough to grow. The indoor fernery must he 
shaded now from 10.30 to 2.30, mid abundance 
of moisture used on |Miths and stages to keep 
things in a healthy condition. Tropical Ferns 
must havo a night tcnqicmturc of 80 'legs, to 
ti-i (legs., and ventilation to harden the fronds, 
es|iecially if required for cutting. When tho 
temperature rises to SO (legs, iilaiits with the 
pots full of roots must be well supplied with 
water. Market growers, to rush plants on 
speedily, use stimulants, hut the growth made 
under the influence of stimulants will not keep 
long in condition. It is better to grow more 
naturally for house decoration, and if stimu¬ 
lants are used only plants which are getting pot- 
bound should lie dosed. They should be used 
in a very weak state. If more loam is used in 
the soil the growth will be firmer and more 
lastiug. When plants are grown only for 
exhibition a more liberal regimen may lie 
adopted to induce extra luxuriance : the lasting 
(lowers need not be studied so much. 

Night ventilation to fruit-houses. 
—In old-fushioned houses there was always 
|ilenlv of night ventilation through the laps of 
the gloss, hut with modern houses, with large 
squares of glass and tho laps titling close, a 
little clunk of air along the ridge becomes 
desirable from this onwards. In my young 
days, with old-fashioned bouses, I never saw a 
trace of mildew, it is only si nee the closely- 
glazed houses and inside borders were intro¬ 
duced that mildew has given so much trouble. 
The two evils to he guarded against in fruit¬ 
growing under glass are deficient ventilation 
(especially early in the day) and dry liorders. 
Of course, in experienced hands the inside 
1 >order anti the close-glazed house are a success. 
In giving night ventilation the outside temper¬ 
ature has to he taken into neeount, ns we do 
not want to increase the fuel hill. 

Window garden. -From iiresentnpiicar- 
ances this is going to lie a busy time for 
the outside window gardeners. Those who 
use Begonias in window-boxes must provide 
good soil. Red, white, and blue are likely to 
he the colours in demand. Red and white 
Begonias, with blue Lobelias along the front 
of the boxes hanging over, will look well, and 
be a breakaway from the Geraniums and 
Murguerites. Pink and white Ivy Geraniums 
with blue Lobelias will make a change. What 
is wanted is reliable plants—not miffy things 
that will not grow. 

Outdoor garden.—Fill up vacant places 
in herbaceous borders with suitable plants. 
To my mind, scarlet Geraniums do not agree 
well with herbaceous things. I would rather 
fill up with annuals, either hardy or tender. 
Stocks and Asters can generally ho utilised. 
Gladioli and Hyacinthus ranrlicnns in groups 
- be dropped in where there is romp... 

' the Hyacinth is not a front row plant, 
very charming bed Inst ' 

with u groundwork of dark Heliotrope. The 
centre was dotted over with Hyacinthus 
candicans, and nearer the margin' the dot 
plants were Gladiolus brenchleycrisis. Of 
course, it is too soon to plant anything tender 
yet, but the Hyacinths and Gladioli could lie 
(limited now, and the site of each bulb marked 
with a small stick to prevent disturbance. 
The newer forms of Pentstemons are lovely in 
a mass, aud the dwarf forms of Antirrhinums 
are very effective. There are distinct colours of 
white, yellow, and crimson which come true 
from seeds, and are among the most effective 
and cheapest plants for massing. If the seeds 
are 60wn in heat and the plants pricked off and 
hardened, they will go out as soon as ready, 
and will flower early, ('annas and other 
tropical plants should have a sheltered spot, 
and the soil lie dee|iened and enriched. The-c 
are good town plants if well nourished. 
Japanese Anemones will move well now. 

Fruit garden. -Bush fruit-trees nml 
dwarfing stocks require a good deal of su|i|«irt 
in the way of mulchings, and liquid-manure 
may lie given with advantage during the sum¬ 
mer to heavily-cropped trees. Never dig near 
the trees with a spade, nor yet plant anything 
within 3 feet of the stem. In the matter of 
manuring such trees there is always room for 
judgment. The man on the spot, if he has 
had ex|ierience, knows the liest course to 
pursue. But with this provision it is certaiu 
that fruit-trees might with advantage have 
this help, and it should be given in the way 
best calculated to obtain the end in view. It 
is not always wise to pile a mound of manure 
round u tree, though this is often done. 
Very often a mulch of coin (lost made from the 
clearings of the rubbish-yard, exposed to fire 
to char it, will lie more beneficial. Finishing 
touches may lie given to the fruit by appli¬ 
cations of nitrate of soda when the fruits 
have reached a good size. The fruit-grower 
has a good deal to learn before he lias a full 
command of the situation and its possibilities. 
Open-air Straw berries are looking well, and if 
not already mulched keep the surface clean and 
loose by hoeing. Top-dressings of soot maybe 
given on dry, |iorous soil. Salt in small quan¬ 
tities may lie used as a check to drought— 
fi Hi. or 7 lh. |ier square rod, will injure noth¬ 
ing if used now. 

Vegetable garden.—Successional crops 
of many things must he sown now, including 
Peas, Beans, Spinach, Beet, Winter Greens of 
various kinds, Lettuces, Radishes, Vegetable 
Marrows, and ridge Cucumbers. Cardoons are 
not much grown, except in large gardens. The 
first sowing is usually made in small (Kits, two 
or three seeds in each in heal, and, when the 
young plants appear, the strongest is retained 
and the others pulled out. The plants arts herd 
ened off and planted in the trenches in May. The 
main crop may be sown directly iutothctrenchca 
in patches 15 inches apart, to lie thinned to 
one plant when the selection can lie made. A 
sowing of French Beans may be made on a warm 
site. Scarlet Runners for the first cropmnybo 
started in boxes te lie planted out when tho 
weather is quite safe. Sow Spinach Beet and 
New Zealand Spinach. These are the best 
substitutes for Spinach. Plant Cucumbers in 
frames or anywhere uiulor glass where a littlfl 

heat- can lie given to start them. Tomatoes 
will do now in pits and frames if covered at 
night. Get t hem sturdy’ and well-hardened. 

E. Hobway. 

THE COMING WEEKS WORK. 

Extracts from a Garden Diary. 

April Jlet.—Planted Violet cuttings for lift¬ 
ing in autumn. The cuttings were rooted in 
boxes in a frame in the autumn, and are now 
nice little plants w ith plenty of roots. They 
are planted a foot apart, in well worked land, 
in an o(ien situation. Divided several old 
plants of Cvpripediums to make stock, the 
compost used being very fibrous peat, crushed 
charcoal, and chopped Sphagnum. The pots 
are half filled with drainage. Planted more 
Gladioli, chiefly Brcnchleyonsis. 

April r. :nd, —Looked round herbaceous her- 
sraiplahjitie beds to renew labels. Removed 
waft to' cold-frames to harden, "’e are 

^n@fn^Lfla|(f^©|§ii^ies chiefly, as we And 
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them more useful for cutting. Stomied and 
iie<l Fuchsias and Heliotropes. Tne Helio¬ 
trope makes a sweet plant for mixing in the 
roiwervatory. Some of the new varieties have 
very largo t russes of blossom. Planted several 
hardy things in kitchen garden for cutting. 

April SSrtl.—Mulched Figs in pots with rich 
compost, in which a little Clay's fertiliser is 
mixed. Figs when full of roots will take a 
•ood deal of nourishment. Finished training 
Figs on walls. These trees have never failed 
to Dear a crop since the roots wore lifted, und 
a foundation of brickbats und old mortar 
tubble was placed under them. Sowed more 
Lettuces und other salad plants. Tied up 
wrly Lettuce plaid 3 to blanch. Sowed 
Chervil. 

April J.}th.—Planted out Pentstemons from 
roH-frames. The cuttings are struck in 
autumn in cold-frames. Pricked off Stocks 
and Asters in frames from which early Potatoes 
have been lifter!. Finished planting Asparagus. 
Stirred soil among Violas in hens, which are 
now very bright . Put in cuttings of some new 
I’hloxes; we are striking these in heat. 
Divided and made new plantations of 
Pyrethrnms und Michaelmas Daisies. The 
liwonicums are amongst the brightest things 
in the garden now. 

April iolh.—Moved a lot of forced shrubs to 
conservatory. These included Rhododendrons, 
Iteutzias, Prunus triloba, Weigelus, standard 
sou-let Thorns, Laburnums, and white Lilacs. 
A very small amount of forcing has sufficed for 
tliis lot. A few standard plants of the Silver 
Maplo (Acer Negundo vuriegntum) are useful 
among dark-foliuged plants, and are easily 
.Town in pots. Shifted ou young Ferns ana 
Palms. Small Kentias ill thumb |>ots are 
Icing used instead of small Ferns as table 
umimieiits. 

April Jlith. —Planted out a lot of late- 
flowering Chrysanthemums for lifting in 
autumn. Looked over Peach-trees on wall to 
keep down insects. Sowed more Winter 
Greens. Sowed Cucumbers and Melons to fill 
up frames when the bedding plants are taken 
out. Planter! a large bed of Iceland Poppies 
tor cutting. Old Hyacinth bulbs which have 
been forcer! have been planted along the front 
of a shrublvery border. .Sowed more Sweet 
Peas and other hardy annuals. 

POULTRY. 

Death of chicken (C. Brut mm).—The 
bird scut for examination appears to be in a 
perfectly healthy condition. Great care is 
necessary at this season, when the outside torn- 
t*Tuturo is so variable, to properly regulate the 
neat of the rearer, ns chickens brought up 
artificially are very liable to contract a chill 
and sutler from cramp. A thermometer should 

used with the rearer, which should l>e 
regulated to 115 degs. for the first fortnight, and 
then gniduullv lowered until after a month or 
live weeks, allowing another week in cold 
MSiaons. You appear to lie feeding your 
rhickens correctly ; in fact, there is nothing 
’tetter for the purpose than the prcpuml food 
you are giving them. l)o not fail to give green 
food, such as Grass cut fine, Chick weed, and 
Lettuce, and to mix a little grit in tlio soft 
food. After three weeks grain may be given 
instead of groats, remembering that a v ariety 
of food is of the greatest advantage in the 
'uccesaful rearing of chickens.— S. S. G. 

United Horticultural Benefit and 
Provident Society.--The monthly com- 
’nittee meeting of this society was held at the 
1 aledonian Hotel, Adelphi-terruce, W.C., on 
Monday evening last, Air. C. H. Curtis in the 
chair. The minutes of the last-meeting were read 
■vud confirmed. Thirteen new members were 
elected. Two cheques were grunted from 
Wpsed mcmltcrs’ accounts, one being for 
£1 8s. Oil. to widow, and the other for £ I10 s., 
claimed by lapsed member on reaching sixty 
years of age. Cheques were nlso granted for 
payment oT two members’ quarterly allowance 
train the Benevolent Fund, also for printing, 
and Secretary's salary. A member asked per¬ 
mission to be transferred from the lower to the 
higher scale of contribution, which was granted. 
It was resolved to commence the comurrtbeo 
meetings in future at 7 

BIRDS. CORRESPONDENCE. 
n. . , . , . r QueetionB. — Queries awl answer* arc inserted In 
UlaCKDira ailing (J. Barrett).—The Oardkuko free of charge if corre*]>on<lcntM follow they 

loss of voice arises from tho bird having taken ^ communications should be clearly and conei^ly 
.. ,»nifi a iu«-1a frlvnorinn / written on one tuie of the paper only, and add rented to 
ucoia. A little glycerine (about six Ol eight the kditor 0y garoexixo, liFurnimldreet, Uollronx, 
drops daily for a week) in tho drinking water London, EC. Letters on outinau should be unit to 
will give relief. Give, also, a small piece of Pcblumkr. The name and add ret of the tender are 
mutton suet or fat Imcou for the hiitl to peck itian to any de.iyiiaiionlie may desire 

TKio s ,^,.uiA . it i -|1 . » Oe used tn the paper. M hen wore than one gueri/ts sent, 
iit. 1 his trouble ma} generally be attributed each should be on a separate, piece gf jxijxr, awt n^t wore 
to wuut of proper troatment during the moult- than three queries thould be rent at a time. Cor ret pun• 
ing season, when too much care cannot he ,hou'd b,ar ft* >"(nd that. as g*kuk.mno hoe to be 
liiton in ***•• to prttt some time hi nit ranee of dale, queries rannot 
taken in protecting ftotn draughts and sudden always be replied to in the iettie immediately following 
changes ot temperature and Supplying food of the receipt of their communication. IIY do not reply to 
u more generous quantity than usual. You queries by post. 
appear to he treating vour Blackbird correctlv Naming fruit.—Readers who desire our h ip <d 

in the matter of food.' Do not hung the cage "Jim !!"" V',?’ >p''Tn‘ 
„r j.__ . p in aifterent states oj colour and sue of the mme kind 

out ot-doors till the weather becomes wurnri greatly assist in iti determination. IIY hare nren.d 
ami set!led. The glycerine muy be continued frn>n trreral rorrr<tn>ndents tingle specimens of fruits 
if it does no! give relief at the end of the first ,0T. **««'.« many meet beinii non/..- oiid other. 
week S S wue jtoor. I he difference behreen ranrtio oj fault are, 

' in many raset, so trilling that it is iiccrs-yiy that three 
Food for Blackbirds and Thrushes •Pt,'"wnt of rack kind rhoui.t tw sent. n\-can nnderiaie 

rXu,PJ-Those birds are easily reared, and 
mav be ted upon Oat-flour (known as Fig-dust) 

and PM meal mixed with milk or water to the PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

° u m°‘S ' “S° Loam (Ella n. Maturity I.. (he I.,,, h,>il o! 
have mealworms, uuts eggs, and, occasionally, old pasture which has been stacked away tor a time to 
a little raw lean meat, shredded finely. Feed, allow ol the Grass rotting. This is called turfy loam, and 
two or three mouthfuls at a timo, everv quarter >» valuable for potting on account oi the decayed turf and 

of •„ hour ,mil fluently to,, . liitTo puro Slfflf Si InTCffi 
water into the mouth of each nestling as they easily assimilated. 

get older and the panto is given in a drier Pneonles (./. Coles}. — We we no mmn why you 
state. The staple food for these birds when should not attempt the culture ot Pa-ouie*. u*’ mo>t 

they arrive at maturity may consist of the iti“Sl.'ln?„0?I,l.l?,i.n "ihll<k'<lptlia‘ *cw "J!1 i . . . • .r . * i . . thrive in them. In Mich placeu P;eomes would do well, 
*Wiste; nit nnx^<<* to a crumbling state, and the colour of the flowers would also lx* much richer, 

This, with almoat any kind of cooke<l food that whllo the blooniH would hbt lon«rr than it in the full t»nii. 
does not contuin salt, such as puddings, vege- l’cw P'an,!l art',1,0ro tittol lor the wild garden, 
tables, nud custards, will keep these birds in Clematis In pots, soil for (Minnaky The soil 
good health. A snail is a great treat, and if a <°r Cleinatiiies in pots should cousist oj cood loam and 

i , .j * ,y , rotted horse or cow-manure, plenty ol drainage Iw-lnir 
stono lie provided, both Bluckhinls and given. Alter they have done nlooiiilm; they may tx> n-l 

I brushes will amuso themselves by breaking moved to the open air. Clematises must when growing 
the shell of tho snail upon it, as in their wild be well attended to with water and rich feiding. Sec our 
state, in order to secure the contents. It is afbcic m the imu.oi '^vn^r •*, umii. y. 57n. 

necessaiy to su|n,ly abundance of water both ^f^^ thera U ■nie il««y IbsV 
for batlling and drinking.—&. S. (*. foils make excellent edgings growing among the stones. 
_ You will abo And Tolled Pansies, Thrift, Aubrietias, 
_ Veronicas, alpine Phloxes, Him Itoses, Ar.ihis, C'audvtuft, 

LAW AND CUSTOM. rinks, dwarf l!ar<»t*olls#, and Monoywort. (LyMininrhin) \« rv 
_ suitable. Wild Stratvberries, too, look well when grown 

Right of tenant to remove Rose-trees. - A. a,nonK lhe ,tonc"' “ -vo" inlWM' doin«- 
took a furnirhist house by tho month, ami a year later The Marguerite Daisy-fly (A Subsorilirry The took a furnished house by tho month, and a venr later The Marguerite Daisy-fly (A Sttbsrrihery The 
planted somo Koso troos lii tho garden. Two years alter leaves you send arc infested by the grub of the Marguerite 
taking the house he left it- Is he entitled to remove Daisy-fly (Phvtomyza afflnis). Tho leaves which arc too 
lhe Rose-trees'—D. C. R. much injured to be of auy further use to the plant should 

(He has no right to remove the Rose-trees. Such ko cut off and burned. The others should be held up 
things once planted in a private garden belong to tho against the light and pinched whore the grubs arc seen, or 
landlord.—K. C. T ) a nocdlo run through the leaf, If it pierces tho Insect, will 

Agreement to surrender tenancy.-I let a ^ equally efficacious. As there are several brevis of this 
house to a tenant at a yearly rental of t?2, pavable L''.^l!e, 8l‘!!I"ier' 1 ,s ",1Portant 10 tr>' and 
quarterly. In February he gave me notice to quit, but c't r,'1<c ,he flr*t krood. 
expressed his wish to quit on March 21st or In June, If 1 Plague of earwigs (It. Uumphricty The only 
would allow him and take the house off his hands, nnd I way to get rid ol earwigs is to trap them. Earwigs un¬ 
expressed my willingness lo this course. In March he kc trapped ill crumpled-up sheets of newspaper, lo,, .- Iv 
said ho had token a new house, which would lie ready for folded cloths, the hollow stems of plants, such us IJe.m nr 
entry on May 1st, when he would remove. I let the house Sunflower stalks, or small llnmboos. They arc said lo l.e 
from May 1st to a new tenant, who has gone into apart- very fond of beer and treacle. You might try smearing 
incuts and stored Ids furniture in the meantime. I now a sheet of brown paper with some, and then crumpling it 
find that tlie present occupier has not taken a house, nnd up nnd placing it where the insects arc. In the morning 
has told me untruths. What is my position ? Could I open tho traps over a basin ol boiling water, or water that 
maintain nil action in the county court to recover has a little parnfllu-oil floating on the top. 
damages, os I shall have to give the man who has taken Chrysanthemums — questionable exhibi¬ 
tin' house tome compensation.' My tenant did not give tlon sorts (Kopje).—Wc do not know the variety J. 
me written notice.—J. II, 8. ilaird mentioned in your letter. Tho only vat icty vvilh a 

[I atn afraid the contract, for surrender was •omowhst similar name is Robert Ulid, which' i» a an 
tno informal nnrl tbnf von mnnnl excellent white December-flowering Japanese. The other 
I Ditormnl, antt that you cannot recover «,rU mentioned in your list are occasionally met with at 

damages, unless, indeed, your old tcnnnt was the November shows, but they arc hardly up to n„. 
a jm«rf-v to flic arrangement with vour “now standard of quality now required in severerompctilimi. 
tenant," and gave him to understand that ho for the embellishment of your groonhoure or comer-. 

* . i i * * ton’, however, the seven sorts make n pleasing ami varied 
was quitting. If this could l>c clearly proved, display. 

you might recover daumge-s by action in the Transplanting Bracken (A. M. ir.).-Carefully 
county court. — K. I, T. J di# Up »»ouie of the bu« k uuderKround creeping nK'ts.ttnd 

Damage to crops by felled timber. In replant them thickly at about 3 inches deep. In digging 
.Septimberlast I sold some < - vk-trees to a timber merchant. nn the roots care should be taken to select only those 
who cut them down in November, and tliev still remain ""'ch nave a green bud at the tip, a* without this the 
on my laud, which is let to u neighbour, f wrote to the roots will not start- Now is a very good time tocnri.voiit 
timber merchant more than a month ago, and asked him this operation. »ou do not sav where or how you will 
to remove the timber at once, and he wrote back promis- ?btaiu supplies, and if you have to dig it from old c.-tab- 
ing to do as I requested, hut the timber lie. there vet. ''shed areas vou will find material assistance in ■electing 
My tenant savs ho will make a deeluellon from his pay. »'ost shallow ground. In this way you tan obtain the 
mont ol rent bccatisc the Grass is damaged and the situs, best roots. 
tlon is dangerous for his stock. Can I sue for damages' Using bones as manure (0. Ptdleyy—Where it is 
t have preserved the letter. —PrKi-t.rxRP, possible in any way to steam bones so ns to soften them, 

i Tim impel inn in tliiu- limn tlm-j. fr.ll.wl then to crush them' up, capital manure is made If that 
lino question IS this. Have flieoc felled CUIllKlt be done, then'.malih them up with n big hammer 

IrccH been nllovvetl to lie unremoveri for un or weight. niakiiiB them as fine as possible, tic .• adding a 
unreasonnmo timo? The answer dcpcnfls pijitfoa bushel of pottinir boII. if the mutviinl i»r not 

iTlif miMtiftn i<i tliic • Ilnv A tl.r. -g. f„n4vl U»«‘n to cniah ihein up, capital niauuri* h m ul* If ih.it 
lino question is this. Ilnve tlieoC foiled C(U1110, be done, then1nuaib' them up with a Mg hammer 

Ir.-CH been nllovveil to lie unremoved for un or weight, making them as flue as nossible. th> n adiling a 
unrensonnMo timo? The answer depends pint to a bushel of potting noil, if the material l»c not 
111)011 the nature of the trees and the terms of very fine,.then odd double the quantity, (whom; not ver> 
.!,„ Jmtp.ii, of .sale. An cx,,rcss stipuln.ion ns 
to the time within which removal is to 1x5 more easily crunhcd. Some pereomi use* pinch piceeHof 
effected should always form part of tho con- bone to mbt with drainage In their flower-pots, as the 
tract of sale, and this avoids any disputes as roots will feed upon them. 
to wlint ncriod is “ reasonnhlo ’’ You slmnlil Plants for glasshouse (f neertainy By running 
10 vv Iini pi riou is i ensotiniuo. l ou should bonrl) Mon„ both sides at the front and filling in with 
write again to the timber-merchant, reminding sont vou could grow four plants of Tomatoes on each aid,, 
him of his promise, and if ho does not at once and 'train up to the roof on a single stem. The front 
carry out his undertaking you may sue him for koartl should be 9 Inches deep and placed a fnc from the 
suoli clanjtges as you or your tenant may have 

c- t-j uNivssftt wtcciWOi? sri"s'.. 
URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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Fuchsias, and perhaps a Fern or two and some trailing 
Campanulas in pots. We presume you have erected a 
stage ; if not. you should da so to accommodate the ahove 
things. A lamp would prove all sufficient in winter to 
keep out frost 

Early-flowering Chrysanthemum Horace 
Martin (B inkle).- You cannot possibly do better than 
plant this variety freely in the open. As a yellow variety 
for outdoor culture it is unsurpassed. The colour is a 
beautiful golden-yellow, ami it is a sjiort from the popular 
Crimson Marie Masse. There is no other earlv Chrvsan- 
theinum to compare with Mine. Marie Masse in point of 
freedom of flowering and habit, any fairly well-grown 
plant producing an immense number of blooms, all suit¬ 
able for bunching for market, and this without disbud¬ 
ding. The variety under notice, therefore, being a 
member of the " Marie Masse " family, may tie safely re¬ 
garde I as partaking of all its excellent characteristics. 
Xo variety of the early-flowering Chrysanthemums will 
develop ev en a tithe of the stock that Mme. Marie Masse 
and its spirts are capable of doing. 

The Cretan Mullein (Celsia cretica) (.1/.*. Conte). 
—This is usually seen as a half-hardy frame or greenhouse 
plant. Treated as an annual nnd planted out in rich soil 
it is a distinct and good plant, the flowers having a 
delicate scent like that of a Cytisus. It is, however, 
usually grown as a biennial, sowing the seed in a cool- 
heuse or frame about midsummer and keeping the seed- 
liftgs gently on the move during the autumn. During the 
winter they may be kept just free from frost in small pots, 
allowing them the lightest position available. Put the 
plants into their flowering pots in spring, earlv or late as 
they are required to bloom, and keep them growing freely 
m a cool-frame until the flower-spikes show, when they- 
may be taken to the conservatory. It is allied to the 
Mullein, and bears rich yellow flowers and polished buds. 

Azalea indlca after flowering (C T. Jones).— 
" e are su|i|iosing the variety you mention belongs to the 
indica section. II so, encourage the plants to grow In¬ 
frequent syringing and the maintenance ol a humid 
atmosphere ill a temperature of 55 degs. to 65 degs. A 
dose of weak soot-water applied to the roots aliout every 
fortnight is also an advantage. By midsummer the plants 
will have made good grow th, when they may be hardened 
ofl and stood out-of-doors, as this ensures a thorough 
ripening of the wood nnd consequent formation ol flower- 
bud*. Should the plants need rejiotting. this may lis 
done directly after flowering, using for the purpose a 
mixture of peal and sand, which must lie pressed down 
lirnilv. It must, however, lie liorne in mind that Azaleas 
may be kept in health for x cars and flowered each season 
without repolting Any straggling shoots may be cut 
lock as soon as the flowering is over, but pot unless 
absolutely necessary, os the more the pruning the fewer 
the flowers. 

Climbing Roses falling (K. Welland). It seems 
strange that such free-growing Roses as Gloire de Dijon 
and Celine Forestier should lie the varieties that have not 
grown satisfactorily. II you gave these two Roses more 
leal-mould than the others this may possibly account for 
their failure. Leaf-mould, if free from wood and mixed 
with loam at the rate of one part of the former to three 
of the latter, would lie an excellent compost for Ten 
Roses ; but where the leaf-mould preponderates, then the 
plants wo dd suffer consideralilv from drought, which 
would cause the stunted ' ‘ " 
COH1| m. .. . 
uould not, i»erhap»*. notice thin when* pUnting, orTas you 
imprest, ants may have taken ]>ossession ot the roots. * If 
this be the case, the best plan will he to move the Rows. 
Heel them in lor a day or two under a north hedge or 
wall then pour scalding water in the places occupied by 
the Koses. Replanting may I** done in two or three <ln\s. 
Remove the soil 2 feet each way and 2 (eet deep, and All 
up the hole with good garden soil, mixing with it some 
good meadow loam, il available, also a little well rotted 
manure. Cut oil the extreme ends of roots with a sharp 
knife, and when replanting spread root* out carefully and 
tread the soil firmly ahom them. Before you return all 
the soil give each l.lant a gallon or so ol water. If some 
loose soil is placed on the surface immediately after the 
watering tills prevents evaporation, and no forth* r water¬ 
ings will be needed for some time. I'aratlin-oil mixed 
with six times its hulk of water, and sprinkled every 
few days over any ants' nests there may be near, will 
kill or drive away the ants; but yon must not allow the 
liquid to run near the roots of your Rosea 

Chrysanthemums stopping and timing 
(C. A ndretrt) —ft is now too late to pinch your Chrysan¬ 
themums with the object of retaining second crown-buds, 
and under the circumstances you had better pinch out 
the point of each plant, as adxiscd below, retaining first 
crown-buds when they appear in the apex of the shoots, 
we, in our issue of February 8th last, page 649, explained 
the reason for stopping and timing Chrysanthemums, 
hoping thereby to assist readers of Gardening Illustrated 
in more accurately timing their buds of the autumn 
queen, and think it is possible von may have overlooked 
the advice there given. During the last two mcfnihs in 
v»nous issues we have also prescribed the treatment best 
suited to numerous sorts, many of which are included in 
the lengthy list you have submitted to us. However, to 
simplify the matter for you, we will mention the sorts 
which should be pinched earlier than the majority of 
others. Finch about May 7th the foliowring varieties:— 
Florence Molyneux, J. a Dibbon, Prinass Victoria, 
_Xiveu.ni, add. of Castlewood, securing first crown-' 
buds in each instance. During the second week In May, 
say May 14th, pinch plants of The Egyptiau, Geo. Seward, 
Matthew Hodgson. Pride of MadfordTand Simplicitv. also 
in these instances retaining first crowo-buds. In the case 
of Mrs. H. Weeks, retain the first buds which develop on 
your plants, as the blooms will not be ready until 
Christmas from subsequent buda La Triomphant, Lizzie 
Adcock, Mile. Elise Djrdan, Sunshine, Etoile d'Or, and 
Smiir Me ante are free-flowering de-orative sorts, and as 
they embrace pretty Japanese and Pompon type* of Chrys¬ 
anthemums, the plants should be grown on to terminal 
buds and partially disbudded. All of the others mentioned 
m your selection should be pinched about May 21st or 
slightly later, retaining first crown-buds from the result- 
ing shoots. In your own interests we should advise vou 
to procure a more up-to-date apd belter reprcscntaliou ot 

.... o.nitri ciuisiueiain.v iroin urougnt. wmen 
uld cause the stunted appearance of the foliage you 
iqilain of. It is just |s>ssible that the plants iua\ have 

defective at the point where they were budded. You 

Digitized Go 

exhibition v arieties than that named by you. There are 
not more than a dozen good sort* for exhibition in the 
whole of the fifty-two sorts mentioned in your list—E. G. 

TREES AND 811 RUBS. 

Koelreuteria panlcul&ta (D. Wardrop). This 
forms a small tree, lieautiful when m flower. The long, 
divided leaves in autumn dir off a rich yellow, and the 
yellow flowers form large • lusters over the spreading mass 
of foliage. It is quite hardy, being a native ot China, and 
will thrive in any good soil. 

Variegated Ivies for walls (A. E.\—You can¬ 
not do better than plant lledera albo-lutesccns and angu- 
laris aurea. Any ot the Ivies can lie purchased from 
nurseries in your district in pots. In planting give a 
Sood bit of soil to start them, and see that they do not get 

ry at the roots when once they have liegun to grow. 
Now is a good tune to plant. Progress depends on the 
soil and surroundings and the attention you give the 
plants. 

Azalea mollis after flowering iC. T. Jones).— 
When your Azaleas have done flowering place them where 
they will he protected from frosts and cutting winds, for 
though naturally hardy they will suffer if lolly exposed 
so joon after forcing. They will not need an> fire-heat, 
but simply protection, till about the end ot April or early 
in Slay, when they may be planted out ill the gaideii. 
Unless very leggy we should not advise jou to prune 
them, as in the open ground they w ill naturally branch 
out later on. Azaha- need a fairly moist soil ‘for their 
development, and ^>om- that are planted out from |>ots 
will require to lie watered occasionally—at least, the first 
season after being planted. See also article on " Fon-ed 
Shrubs," in our issue of April 12, p. 92. 

Camellias In the open air (Experiment) —In 
places sheltered from north and east winds there need be 
no fear of Camellias suffering from cold. Their lateness 
in starting to grow frees them from all danger ol late 
frosts. Camellias have the same dislike to chalky soil as 
Heaths, but with this absent they will thrive in either 
loam or peat. They appear to succeed best where there is 
a slight shade up to midday ; but, on the other hand, one 
sometimes finds specimens that have been grown in |>osi. 
tions fully ex!<oseri to the sun. Those who have spare 
Camellias net in the l>est ot health should give them a 
trial in the open air. They arc, of course, moisture-loving 
plants, and the necessity for keeping them alxxax s moist 
at the root involves some care in watering those that have 
lust been turned out ol pots in which they may have been 
growing lor vears. 

FRUIT. 

Apple-trees cankered (J. T.)—You omit to sax 
whet) ler your Apple-trees that have cracked or cankered 
stems or branches are young or old, dwarfs or standards. 
If they were trees only a few years planted, we should 
advise that next autumn you lift them and replant witli 
the roots set out flatw ise and more shallow. If the trees 
be Urge or old. then it will be needful to o|>en trenches 
round them 6 feet from the stems, and to cut ofl all roots 
at that distance, also to feel for roots under and cut those 
off. too. That, if you forked in some manure on the sur¬ 
face, would cause the trees to make new roots in the best 
soil- As it is. the roots have gone down into poor soil 
and do not find root food. Y'our liquid-manure would 
not reach down to deep roots. You can now make up a 
mixture of cow-dung or clay, work into a gallon ol water 
half a pint of paraffin and a pound of soft-soap, then adding 
the clay and enough water to make it a thick paint well 
dab it with a brush into all the cracks to kill fungus in 
them. 

Mildew on Vines (Jf. If. P.\—Your Vines have 
l>eeu badly attacked by mildew, the most effective agent 
lor the destruction of this being sulphur, which, however, 
must never he ignited. A good way to use sulphur is to 
coot the hot-wotcr pipe* with it, after having mixed il 
with water or milk, which makes it adhere lietter. the 
fumes arising from the healed pipes checking the mildew. 
The best way, however, is to put some flowers of sulphur 
into a muslin hag and dust it all over the Vines, hunches 
as well. This will in a few days destroy all the mildew, 
when the sulphur should be syringed off with clear rain¬ 
water, otherwise the Grapes from being coated with 
sulphur would lie unfit for use. Cold, damp, sunless 
weather, with a stagnant atmosphere, brings on mildew- 
quicker than anything, especially if bright sunshine 
succeeds. It naturally follows that plenty of fresh air bv 
proper ventilation and a judicious use "of the heating 
apparatus to set the air in motion is one of the best 
remedies for mildew. 

Disbudding Peaches (.4 Constant Header) The 
position of the fruit does not govern the disbudding of 
the Peach-tree, for with a full or even half a crop there is 
always plenty to cliuose between for gix ing the fruit a Sood position and the shoots also. A rule always 
ollowed is to select the best placed shoot at the base "of 

the fruiting branch, this provides the fruiting branch for 
next year; between this shoot and one at the extremity 
there will not need to be another, except in medium and 
very strong fruiting branches, in which cases one may be 
left midway lielween the two. This, then, allows plenty 
of scojie for the fruit, which in any case should not exceed 
one fruit to a braneh—that is, when there is an even set 
over the tree. You will thus see that the vexed question 
of which you seek Information is of small importance. 
Never leave two fruits at one Joint, because one is ample, 
and choose those Peaches for your crop that can be fully 
exposed to the sun, and which occur on the upjicr side of 
the roof trellis and I he front of that on the back wall. As 
your fruit is just set, you will have ample opportunity ol 
thinning these and remox'ing the superfluous shoots at the 
same time, and il you bear these simple rules in mind in 
the course of the work, you will not find much difficulty- 
in overcoming the problem xvhich to vou has seemed so 
difficult, 

VEGETABLES. 

Ridge Cucumbers (It.) — We conclude vou 
mean Ridge Cucumbers, which are especially suited to 
amateurs, as they require no glass in any stages of their 
growth. Sowing seed in very gentle heat in the open air 
is far the better way of raising them. Dig out some holes 
at the latter end of May, and fill with weed*, garden 
re (use, lawn Grass, etc., and coxer with a little stablc- 

mre before returning the soil. As soon as the whole 

mass gets a little warm soxv the seeds, and you will haxe 
no further trouble, with the exception ol' attending to 
watering if the weather should happen to lie very dry" 

Mushrooms (Malvern) —The Mushroom originates 
from a whitish mass ol delicate fibres, which by gardeners 
is known hv the name of "spawn." These masse* ol 
fibre* have fallen into situations suitable for their genninj. 
lion, and are generally to be found in fields where horse* 
and cattle have been. It is also found in stable •unghill* 
horse rides in stable-yards, and horse mill-tracks The 
droppings of hard-fed horses produce this spawn mote 
freely than the dung of any other animal. The loos 
certain wav of obtaining this spaw-ri is to open the ground 
about Mushrooms grow ing in the open fields. Spawn max 
also lie raised artificially. 

The Onion-maggot (J. F. L.)— A dry lime, when 
the young Onion plants grow slow ly, is always a favour, 
able one for the Onion-flv. It is well to have made up in 
a tub some liquid-manure, eith-r from half a bushel of 
foxxls'-dung or sheep's-dun-r, x | if stable droppings one 
bushel, put into a coarse lagan., dropped into 20gaSoiu 
of water. If with either a \ eck of fresh soot be put into 
another bag, and also put into the tub. so much the 
better. A gentle xxateriug of this liquid may be gixen 
on e or even tw ice a week, and if done in the evening, and 
w hilst dampa libe ral dusting of the row s with soot follow*, 
the Onion-fly will And the plants too distasteful. whiM 
the liquid-manure will help stimulate the plants into 
rapid growth. 

Cropping a garden (//. L.\—Much of thesdxkr 
relating to garden cropping given in our pages applies lo 
the south generally, but as Rochdale is so far north it 
will not be too late by any meins for you to plant 
Potatoes, Cabbages, and Cauliflowers, lo sow Pea*. 
Carrots, Onions, Beet, Spinach, Lettuce, and Turnips it 
the end of April or the first week in May. II you could 
haxe the ground manured and well dug prior lo your 
getting full po*session, also get tile Potatoes and sredx 
ready for use when you did, it xxou'.d facilitate matters 
We should regard the climate of Rochdale as being fully a 
couple of weeks later than is that of London. You aui 
sow Runner and Dwarf Kidney Keans at the end of May. 
Also you can get later plants of Giant Cauliflower, whiie 
Broccoli, Brussels Sprouts, Kales, and Vegetable Mam-- 
lo plant out in June. Haxe the ground well cleaned and 
manured. Bury all Weeds deep down. They xx-ill in tiuie 
dcconqiosc and form manure. 

o 

SHORT REPLIES. 
A. Home.—We could form no idea of what the weed was 

from a small, dried scrap and crushed out of all knowledge. 
Our readers ask our advice, yet they will not afford us the 
opportunity of assisting them bv disregarding our ruin 
and not sending us ample material packed in damp Moss 
in a l>n box. so that it may arrive in a fresh state— 
J. E. G.—We conclude your Fig-tree is against a win. II 
so, use a double fold of Ash-netting to keep away the 
birds, lodging small stakes on the wall to hold the ne’tlin; 
txyay from the Iruit This would be much lietter thin 
wire.-II. E. IS. —Lift the seedlings and pot separately 
into small pots, growing on in the usual way. Me, how¬ 
ever, doubt very much their being seedling Cbrysanthe- 
mums. Would like to see them.-Hot A. C. South.— 
Vou had lietter xvrite to the Willeaden Paper and Camas 
Works. Ltd., Willesden Junction. 1-ondon. N.W. Me 
hope to give an article on "Shading Plant-houses" in a 
coming issue.-C. ft. —It will be far lietter for you lo 
buy plants of the things you mention. You could nexrt 
raise them from seed In such a house as you speak ot— 
Gaboon. —They will not injure the crops'in any way; but 
it would have been far better to haxe thrown thorn into* 
heap and let them rot before using them.-X. If.-If 
you hax-e y our Ferns on slight mounds, so that any water 
max drain away, the drip xxill do no harm. You ought lo 
try, also, some of the Sclaginellas.-H'm. Ilarrti >ot 
unusual, as in large collections it frequently ocrur*. 
Seedlings would revert to the normal colour of the leaxe*. 
-W. King. II all the liullw arc like the one sent, we 
fear you will never be able to start them. The one sent 
has no signs of life xvhatcvcr, and if potted and watered 
would certainly rot away.-John WUhinshate.Ste 
article on 1‘iconits in oiir issue of January 19th, 19UI, 
xvhich can lie had of the publisher, price ljd., post free. 
-Jamet Coles, C. Froke, and E. Grrentcny —See reply 
to M\ Stevenson in our issue of April 19, jv 195.-Mot 
E. It. Cootie. —Apply to Messrs. W. Wood and Son. Wood 
Green, London, N.-A. J. H'.—The reason is not far lo 
seek. They have lieen planted too long and have got too 
thick. Lift them and replant in fresh quarters when Ibe 
foliage has ripened. For a screen you could not do heller 
than use Holly, getting strong seedlings from the nursery 
--Colonel Bourne.—See reply to “ Anon " ill our iisue cd 
March 22, page 50, under the heading of "Black Vine 
weevil," and also reply to " M\ Stevenson." April 19, page 
105.-Mitts Johnstone.—We have never heard of the 
material y ou inquire about——Jumbo.—See article in the 
issue of Feb. 8, page 649, ou “Stopping and bxid- 
retainiog.” 

NAMES OP PLANTS AND FRUITS. g, 

Names of plants.—Earthworm.—Quite impose' -e 
to name from such a withered scrap-Dip—Klein , sp 
——M. C. Hampton.—1, The Oxlip (Primula clatior): i 
Narcissus pallidus pracox.-Huyuey. —Pleasesend better 
specimens and number each.-A. K. F.—l, Narcissus 
pallidus pracox ; 2, Eggs and Bacon (N. incomparaio-'-' 
jilcuus); 3, N. Emperor; 4. NarcissusintoniparabilisCxiio- 
sure.-Minna A—Sempervivuni six. ; impossible lo»>' 
without flowers. The colour on the leaves is natural, and 
is not brought on by any disease.-Jimmy Pip.—•• 
Primula cashmcriana'; 2, Magnolia stellata : 3, Sfirza 
prunifolia.-J. Evans.—I, Spring Bitter Vetch (Orcbin 
vemus); 2, Dicentra eximia; 3, The Nepaul Rocktol 
(Saxifraga (Megasea) ligulata); 4, The Redwood (Sequoia 
seinpemrens); 6, Thuja sp. Should like to see fruit 

Catalogues received.—Toogood and Sons, South¬ 
ampton.—7'ootef List of Royal Farm Seetls.—-A. Tilton 
and Sons, Cleveland, Ohio. —Eight Seeds at Light Peters. 

Book received.—" Midland Agricultural and Dajr> 
Institute, Kingston, Derby. Experimental Report, lsit. 
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VEGETABLES. 

SOWING ASPARAGUS. 

Owners of small garden.-t .seem to he shy of 
taking up the growth of Asparagus. Many 
appear to think a long time is necessary ere a 

I noli table return is realised. This in some 
instances is quite true, the land often account¬ 
ing for it. In some gardens an AHparugus-bed 

soon comas to a profitable state, in others it is 
verv slow. An Asparagus-bed, when well 
made and pro|ierly treated afterwards, will last 
almost a lifetime. It has been known to 
remain in good condition for over fifty years, 
while in other land, unless special preparation 
is made, it will last only a few years. Stag¬ 
nant ground is not good, nor is very heavy 
land, when ordinary surfuco planting only is 
adopted. Sufch instances require drainage and 
raised beds. In other cases, on deeply-dug and 
well-manured ground tho As]yaragus will do 
well for many years. Seeds may yet ho sown 
in drills, drawn as for Spinach or Beet, about 
IS inches apart, the plants thinned when they 
appear aliove ground to about the same 
distance asunder. Beyond this all that is 
necessary the first year'is to keep the surface 
free from weeds by frequent hoeing. Beds nre 
not strictly necessary except, as previously 
intimated, on heavy and ill-drained land. 
There is not a large selection of sorts, but 
there is at least sufficient for every purpose, and 
no mistako can lie mitdo in a rigid choice. 
Some, however, such asConnover'sColossal, pro¬ 
duce large heads und fewer of them, while the 
Purple Argenteuil gives medium heads in greater 
numbers. It may he well, fierlmps, to choose 
two sorts, then u fuller crop would result. It 
is sometimes disappointing when cutting com¬ 
mences from a bed of Connover's Colossal to 
find how few heads can be cut at a time. At 
the same time, if largo Asparagus is wanted at 
any cost and without extraordinary cultivation, 
then choose Connover's. Some cultivators in 
sowing use a setting - stick or dibhor for 
Asparagus, instead of drawing drills. In this 
way less seed is necessary, and certainly less 
laliour afterwards in dealing with the seed-lied. 
, . tho use of the diliher care is necessary that 
*'io needs nre not buried too deeply, IA inches 
..-.ing ample. If ground is not available now 
to* making bods, there is no need to delay 
sowing if it is intended to make future 
plantations. The seeds may lie sown thinly 
on a bit of spire ground now, left to grow 
until next Apnl, or, if need lie, for two years. 
Strong crowns will then lie available for lift¬ 
ing to plant permanently, and it is lietter to 
do this than to sow permanently on ground 
not well prepared. In deeply-trenched and 
heavily-manured land. Asparagus soon reaches 
a profitable state. Growers living near the 
shore and who can procure Seaweed find 
Asparagus culture much more profitable from 
the employment of this as manure. Inland 
growers must depend on animal or artificial 
manures and salt. A word of cautjjm is 
necessary in the employment of he/vUsjUi 
dressings on clayey l»riaj tas these 'Vfikq \h| 

soil cold and wet. Sandy soils nre benefited 
by using salt, while clay lands may lie practi¬ 
cally spoilt. \\. S. 

WORK AMONGST TOMATOES. 

Every season Tomatoes are grown in increas¬ 
ing numbers, both for market and private 
consumption. Now we sec on all hands those 
who have glass-houses of any description 
making provision for their culture. Spnn- 
roofod nouses, us soon ns arrangements can he 
made to turn out the plants intended for bed¬ 
ding, etc., are converted into Tomato-houses ; 
others, perhaps, who need only a few for their 
own supply nre content to devote one sido of 
the house. Then, aguiu, one finds them grown 
under frame-lights, raised so ns to afford them 
the necessary head room, on warm borders 
outside, and, indeed, every place iu mid about 
a garden where sunshine is felt nt nil, proving 
that Tomatoes are regarded with favour. Each 
year finds growers of Tomatoes for the first 
time who sometimes nt the outset fall into 
errors common enough to those who have had 
little or no experience. Tho present is a con¬ 
venient time to commence, and 1-therefore 
offer a few remnrks to the beginner who pro- 
poses to grow them under glass. Select it sort 
noted for its cropping qualities, nnd, if |kis- 

siblo, choose sturdy, short-jointed plants in 
preference to those long and spindly, even 
supposing the selection means a week or it 
fortnight's deluy liefore cutting the first fruit. 
If it is proposed to heat tho house -at any 
rate, during sjiclls of cold weather, which not 
infrequently occur in April nnd May—it will 
lie advantageous, often giving them a start, os, 
coming out of warm-houses, where they have 
been previously, to a cooler atmosphere, the 
first trusses of bloom fail. On the contrary, if 
heat cannot be applied, then it is often 
desirable to wait a week or two until warm 
weather has fairly set in. The soil need not he 
rich to start. 'There is no necessity to ndtl 
manure of any kind nt the start, this often 
causing the plants to make a lot of useless 
growth. The turf should ho fibrous, so as to 
hear chopping up, avoiding compost of a loose 
nature. This is a mistake frequently made, 
some using soil light enough for potting 
Fuehsias, for instance, instead of giving Toma¬ 
toes what they really need—a strong, fibrous, 
turfy loam. Whether pots or boxes or beds are 
usou for their culture mat ters little. It will he Suite time enough to feed the plants when the 

ret truss of fruit has set, ami no manure 
of any kind should be administered before. 
Then with benefit one may give liquid-manure 
made from sheep or cow droppings, guano, etc. 
At this stage one can vary the food, and 
when iu full bearing increase the quantity, hut 
at first once a week liquid-manure will be 
sufficient. In small houses, Tomatoes grown 
on a single stem find most favour and are to he 
commended, as, where this is carried out, too 
much space is not taken up with foliage, and 
thus light reaches other planks that may he 
growing in tho house. The singlo stem for 
amateurs is much the best, this, of course, 
implsilg^he removal of the side shoots in their 

variety noted for its good cropping (iiudities 
anti early ripening, even sup|iosing the fruit 
runs rather small, for it is tbe moderate-sized 
fruits that find tho most favour. Such varieties 
nre Earliest of All, Early Ruby, Sutton’s Main- 
crop, Abundance, nnd Hathaway's Excelsior. 
Yellow sorts nre, for some reason, rarely grown 
by the amateur. They are just as easy to grow, 
possessed of agreeable flavour, and are pretty 
also. Leahtrst. 

As .suggested, I would, sjdeoj/^ 

LATE SEAKALE IN OPEN GROUND. 
In the culture of late Seakale in the ojien there 
is no need for manure or heating materials of 
any kind, and given good land, richly manured, 
the plants require little attention. There are 
other advantages, such as size of produce, im¬ 
proved flavour, ami the value of what, may lie 
termed a choice vegetable at a time when good 
produce is none too plentiful. There is a 
ready demand for Seakale, which is of greater 
value when produced in thin way, as the flavour 
is mqierior to that of forced roots. To get 
good supplies root cuttings planted early will 
provide the supply for Hie same monlb the 
(allowing year, though to get strong crowns 
the size of one’s wrist two years' growth in the 
same position is advisable. There is then no 
waste, ns t he produce the first year will lie of a 
fair size nnd pay for room occupied. Good 
land, an Often fiosition trenched nnd manured, 
the manure Itcing put into the bottom spit, are 
what the roots delight in. Though Seakale 
will thrive in any soil, it well repays good cul¬ 
ture by size of heads, and, being a gross feeder, 
requires plenty of food. 

As regards fiosition, a |K>rtion grown on a 
north border will extend the supply, hut it 
may not he required so late, and iu planting, it 
must lie remembered the roots have to remain 
longer than required for forcing material. 
Two feet between the rows, or even more, and 
IS inches in the row are none too much, as with 
good him I the leafage is plentiful, ami there is 
no gain iu crowding. The roots are started 
previous to planting in frames, as this gives 
them a longer period of growth, the crown 
being hnlf nn inch long, nnd the base of the 
root or set bristling with n mass of thread-like 
fibres. Plant the seks in drills in preference to 
dibbling them in, n.s then thoycan be regularly 
placed amt the roots preserved. When the 
tof>s are well above the surface a few weeks 
after planting, the growth to each sot is 
restricted to the strongest crown. As growth 
increases, salt or, what is lietter, fish-manure 
is placed between the rows in showery weather 
nnd raked in. The flower-heads are removed 
ns they appear. Covering of the crowns to 
blanch the Kale is host done in February if 
required late, hut previous to this a good 
mound of coal-ashes placed over the crowns 
when the tops are decayed nnd cleared away 
will do good, as the ashes are u protection 
from slugs and prevent breakage when cover¬ 
ing. If tno ashes are placed 4 inches to 0 inches 
thick ridge-shaped, the plants will he ready for 
their spring covering later for this. Leaves 
partially decayed are used in quantity from 
1 wfittjolfl* ifrcfhia deep. It is useless to cover 

(-witbra, small 
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soon push out at the sides and become green if 
exposed. During growth it is readily seen 
where to cut, the leaves being very strong and 
'veil blanched. All may not have leaves, but 
if ashes are used as the first covering, tine soil 
lianked up ridge-shape answers well. When 
litter is used the to|>s push through so quickly 
t hat the heads are not blanched so thoroughly 
as with a heavier covering. 

For late supplies in the oj>en the old common 
form with purple tips at the end of the shoots 
i» the best, this being much stronger than the 
l.ily-white, which in wet seasons is not so 
robust, making also smaller growth. The old 
form with sufficient covering is white enough 
for all purposes and of better flavour. After 
cutting the produce the second year the beds 
may be destroyed. 

EARLY POTATO GROWING. 

The following has been issued in mmphlet 
form by the Dejiartment of Agriculture anil 
Technical Instruction for Ireland:— 

The cultivation of Potatoes for the early 
market is undoubtedly one of the most profitable 
branches of agriculture, provided the produce 
can lie put on the murket at the beginning of 
the season while high prices still obtain. In May 
phenomenally high prices are procurable : any 
time in June the price is good enough to ensure 
handsome profits ; the first half of July is, as a 
rule, better than the ordinary late or maincrop, 
and the latter half of July ns good us winter 
marketing. With the advent ol August prices 
often fall to a very low point, and, the risk of 
disease being very great, only those growers who 
are in favoured |Kisitionsas regards markets and 
freightage can succeed. It sTiould be liome in 
mind that the cost of production is much greater 
than in the case of the late crop, and unless 
several jKiunds sterling per acre more is received 
for the early crop it is not profitable. Within 
t he last twenty years great developments luive 
t aken place in this industry. Foreign countries 
have purtiei[iated in a trade which was thought 
impossible to them and in our own country the 
crop has been greatly accelerated. The season 
opens in April with Potatoes from Malta and 
Tenerift'e. In May great quantities are poured 
into our markets from Jersey and Cotes du 
Nord, France. Strangely enough, the next 
place in point of earliness is a strip of seaboard 
on the west coast of Scotland, where for 
oil miles in Ayrshire and Wigtonshire the Gulf 
Stream exercises u Iieneficial influence directly 
through the North Channel, and renders that 
district singularly immune from spring and May 
frosts. The Ayrshire season commences gene¬ 
rally about the middle of June. Good crops 
ready to ruisc at that date are worth i'-Pi per 
statute acre.and are sold growing to merchants, 
who take all further risks and bear the expense 
of raising, the farmer having no more to do 
except cart the Potatoes to t he nearest station. 
Ireland's share in this lucrative industry has 
hitherto liven small, although her physical con¬ 
ditions are extremely favourable. It would not 
be possible to approach the earliness of the 
Channel Islands, out what can lie done in Scot¬ 
land may assuredly h* improved upon in Cork 
and Kerry, subject to the same ameliorating in¬ 
fluences in even greater degree, 2tJO miles 
further south, and iiossessing ideal soil. The 
east coast, of Ireland does not enjoy so mild a 
climate, but whatever is lacking in that respect 
is compensated for by contiguity to markets 
und greater facilities for intensive farming. 

Early Potato growing has long been pmet ised 
in County Dublin, and at one time Scotch 
markets were largely supplied from there. 
Even now it is perfectly wonderful what has 
lieen achieved at Rush, by u race of shrewd 
and hnrdy men, whose ceaseless and laborious 
industry deserves n (letter reward. By the 
adoption of some of the new methods for 
accelerating the crop, they can in some measure 
recover their lost supremacy, and Ireland 
generally may to a very large extent participate 
in the extremely profitable industry of supply¬ 
ing England with early Potatoes. Soils have 
considerable influence on earliness. Sandy 
loams are best, red or grey. It is wonderful 
what can be done even with poor sand under 
favourable circumstances and with generous 
treatment. Here, again, Rush may be cited. 
Much of the soil there appears to lie drifting 
sand, and fanners have to resort to an 
expedient of laci^fc^ 

to keep it from blowing away and laying bare 
the Potato set s. Still it bears good crops of 
Potatoes. Black lands or bogs are not suitable 
for early Potatoes, as the frost seems to grip 
more keenly there, and, besides, the sample is 
not so nice, nor is the quality so good. As the 
success of an early Potato crop de|lends chiefly 
upon the dute at which it can be marketed, 
there is a constant striving to accelerate the 
crop. Considerable successnas attended these 
efforts, and the date of raising has lieen put 
forward a fortnight to three weeks. Ihis 
acceleration has been achieved mainly by three 
causes—viz. : Seed—the selection of early 
tubering varieties ; sprouting the seed in boxes 
liefore planting ; manuring. 

The selection of early tuberinu varieties— 

that is, kinds that commence to form voung 
Potatoes at an early stage of their growth, and 
which grow to root simultaneously with the top 
—has resulted in a great gain to earliness. 
At the same time, something has lieen lost in 
quality, and occasionally, in a wet season, one 
is apt to sigh for the good old Red Bog Kemp, 
which has lieen supplanted bv less tasty kinds. 
The public, however, will have early Potatoes, 
and the business of the fanner is to produce 
what is wunted. In purchasing early seed it 
is obvious that purity is most important, much 
more so than in the case of a late crop. In a 
late cron, if there should lie a sprinkling of 
another late sort, they will ri|>en together, and 
it may not matter much in the marketing, but 
if there lie present in an early crop a mixture 
of late Potatoes it is fatal. Great care should 
therefore be exercised in selecting, that the 
stock should be true to name and pure. 
Another consideration is, what is the lies! 
change of seed ’ Whatever has lieen found to 
suit for the late crop will make an equally 
good change for the earlies, with this excep¬ 
tion, that Potatoes grown on black moss or 
log do not make the best seed for earlies, as 
they germinate ami mature more sloudy than 
those grown on red or grey soil. To determine 
the llest variety to cultivate is a matter of 
some difficulty. A sort that does well in one 
climate may not suit another, and what does 
well one year mat' do badly the next. Then 
the fashion of the market to wdiich the produce 
is consigned has to be considered. Some will 
only have them round in shape and white in 
flesn ; others will only take Kidneys ; while all 
are more or less shy of lemon-fleshed sorts, 
wherein they show great lack of discrimina¬ 
tion, ns these nre often of the liest quality. 
Exhaustive experiments with early varieties 
are being made by the Dc[»artment of Agri¬ 
culture, and, no doubt, by another year an 
authoritative pronouncement will lie given 
upon the best sorts to cultivate. So far as 
Scotland is concerned, Early Puritan un¬ 
doubtedly holds the field, and has prolmbly 
bad a longer tenure of life and jiopulurity than 
any other of the same class. It is round, 
w hite, very early, and of good enough quality 
to hold the market for a few weeks. It is an 
American variety, which has Is-en in commerce 
in this country since 18X1. It is consequently 
of an age when its vigour may lie expected to 
flag, but it-s successor has not yet arrived. In 
Jersey only Kidney-shaped tubers are grown. 
Flukes and Ash-leaf prevailing. If a Kidney 
is desired, there is one new sort which deserves 
mention, Duke of York. It is early (on the 
heels of Puritan) and far surpassing Puritan 
for quality anil flavour. It is, however, long¬ 
shaped and has a deep yellow flesh, which 
detracts from its popularity in some markets. 
Several new seedlings of n first early clnss have 
recently lieen brought out which promise to 
meet a want. Further notes will be given in a 
subsequent issue. M. G. Wallace. 

1VOTES AXD REPLIES. 

Young Nettle3.—Will anyone kind')- inform me 
whether young Nettlei are ever used as, or instead of, 
vegetables for food?—North Walk). 

Cabbage Sutton’s Flower of S pring. 
—This new Cabbage undoubtedly has a future 
before it, as it is as early as Ellanvs and equally 
os well flavoured. Being of small sire anil 
having but few outer leaves make it inviluable 
for small gardens, as it may be planted thickly. 
The flavour is excellent, and it is not so liulde 

run to seed premat urely as some. I belfevg 
very hardy, as it is alre 

with market growers, and they do not, as a 
rule, grow tender varieties. My favourite 
early varieties are Flower of Spring. Ellams 
Cocoa-nut, Mein's No. I, aud Nonpareil.—J. 

Potato Snowdrop. AH w ho appreciate 
floury, good flavoured Potatoes should grow 
Snowdrop. I am aware it is more liable t/iilis- 
case than some, esjiecially in wet seasons, but 
its good, all-round qualities entitle it to a place 
in every garden. I do not recommend it fur 
heavy, retentive soils; but for light and medium 
soils there are few that surpass it. The tubers 
nre Kidney shaped and well formed, the eyes 
being shallow, the skin clear, and the flesh 
beautifully white when cooked. Added to this, 
it crojie heavily, and, although fit for use in 
August, will keep sound till April.—Cromer. 

Endive Frazer’s Improved Broad¬ 
leaved.—This is one of the most valuable 
Endives iu cultivation, and the best for small 
gardens. It is very hardy, resisting frost and 
damp well, und does not run to seed so soon as 
some. Being of large sire, it requires plenty oi 
room, lioth when muking its grow th in summer 
and when placed in frames in autumn. The 
seed should lie sown alioot the second week in 
July, and the young plants well thinned out 
and’ finally planted !* inches apart in good soil. 
If kept well watered and free from weeds they 
will grow into large plants bv October, when 
they should be lifted with good halls of soil ami 
planted in a frame free from drip. — J. L. 

Sowing and thinning Beet. - 
Although Beet is an important vegetable, it is 
often seen in |ioor condition, the roots being 
large, coarse, and st ringy. This is generally the 
result of growing it in too rich soil and over- 
thinning the plants. It should lie grown on 
ground that was manured for a crop the pre¬ 
vious year, and the seed should not be sown till 
the middle of April. The ground should he 
made very firm, and the seed sown in drills 
11 inches deep and 12 inches apart. Sow thinly, 
as if the plants are crowded the surplus one- 
cannot lie thinned out without loosening the 
rest, which is an evil. Thinning should bedone 
piecemeal, as sjwrrows sometimes attack the 
young plants. To ward them off, dust the 
plants over occasionally with wood-ashes. At 

the final thinning leave a space of 8 inches 
lietween the plants. I cannot understand why 
some still grow the large, coarse varieties. a* 
there are now so many of medium size. One oi 
the finest Beets when obtained true is the 
Cheltenham Green Top.— Srrrot.K. 

Lettuces under glass. — Like Mr. 
Crook, I sowed Lettuces in n box in the late 
autumn, standing them on a shelf in a coni- 
house. These grew, and by the end of January 
were planted out in u slightly heated nit. with¬ 
out the aid of a manure-bed. By the end oi 
March I was able to cut nice heads, which 
were so crisp that the most careful handling 
was necessary to preserve the leaves from 
being broken. Necessarily, those who have ti" 
frame accommodation must de|i«nd entirely on 
the o|ien-air plantations, hut for salad there i- 
at this time of year scarcely any comparison 
lietween plants grown in frames and those pro 
duced under more natural conditions. Com¬ 
modore Nutt and Tom Thumb are excellent 
for frames, a later and larger one being Pans 
Market. On the open borders the ol(1 Ham 
mersmith has stood lincommonlv well—scarcely 
a blank appears among them. Sutton s 
Monarch, too, came out well under winter 
culture. This has n great value for the 
summer, standing drought hetter than many 
Cabbage lettuces, and n winter's trial prow; 
that it is equally good in resisting extremes ot 
cold ns well ils heat. A sowing under gl*-" 
early in the year brings plants on for suc¬ 
cession, and, if carefullv hardened off. can L‘ 
planted out under the shelter of walls having a 

south or eastern aspect.—IV, S. 

Photographs of Gardens, Plants, or 
Trees.— We off.r each axel a copy of the late* 
edition of the "English Flower Garden "for the 

beet photograph of a garden or any of itscont>”t>, 

indoors or outdoors, sent to us in any one weft- 

Second prize. Half a Guinea. 

The Prize Winners this week are: 1. 
Miss Mabel Gaisford, The Grove, Dunboyoe. 

for Snowdrops growing round the b)le °l a 
Beech-tire ; 2, Miss Tail. St. Madoes, Penn, 

"1 /or Trillium gyandiflorurn. 
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PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

INDOOR PLANTS, 

HYMENOC ALLIS. 
Is the accompanying illustration will be recog¬ 
nised an old occupant of our stoves, long 
known under the name of Pancratium specio- 
Mum, but now included under Hymenocallis, to 
which all the other plants generally grown aa 
Pancratiums, with two exceptions, belong. 
Those two are the hardy Pancratium illyricum 
and P. muritimum. P. illyricum is the only 
really hardy kind, growing from 1 foot to 2 feet 
high', aud bearing in the summer umbels of 
pure white fragrant flowers. It does well in a 
warm, exposed bonier of sandy loam, well 
drained, the bulbs protected by litter in the 
winter. It is easily increased by offsets. 

Hymenocallis speciosa (here figured) was 
introduced from the West Indies in 1750. It 
is handsome nt all seasons, for the green mas- 
-no foliage is retained all the year round, and 
when the plant is bearing its head of pure 
white sweetly-seented flowers it will oommend 
itself to everyone. 

H. M \t RosTKPllana.— In this the leaves are 

in pots, for the simple reason that between 
October aud February it virtually needs no 
water at all, but during the grow ing season it 
may be liberally supplied with moisture. It 
delights in a temperature ranging from 65 degs. 
to 75 dogs., and is an ornaraont to any warm- 
house. Although a stove plant, it may be 
grown in a warm-house. The compost suited 
to its requirements should bo loam and sand to 
two part* of peat.—W. F. 

TREE-PEONIES FOR THE nOUSE. 
In the Paris district, moro especially the 
North of France, the flowering of Tree-Pieonies 
is frequently endangered by late frosts, so that 
it becomes necessary to give them the shelter 
of a wall, and to protect them with sail-cloths. 
By advancing cultivation also, we can makesure 
ol having blooms in February and March—that 
is to suv, a month or two before the normal 
period. This plan, which is very simple and 
easy, consists in growing tlie plants in |xits 
one year in advance. In November the plants 
are put under glass, then in February removed 
to a greenhouse heated from 4H (legs, to 
45 (legs., Inking euro to give them llio benefit 
of full light, and to place them as close to 

Hymenocallis speciosa. From a photograph sent by Mr. F. Parkins, Pepper Arden, Northallerton. 

longer and narrower than in H. speciosa, the 
flowers being easily distinguished by the large, 
funnel-shaped cup. It is a good garden plant, 
and its flowering is not limited to any (wirticu- 
lur season of the year. 

H. cakhib.ea has long, rather thin leaves, 
and flowers after the manner of, but less 
showy t ban those of H. speciosa. 

H. i.ittokai.is is in the same way, but with 
longer flowers and very narrow segments. 

H. Harkisiana.—1'his does well in the 
greenhouse. Apart from the fact that it is 
hardier, it also differs from the other secies in 
being deciduous. 

H. ocianensis has the long, dropping seg¬ 
ments of the flower spirally twisted, thus 
rendering it very striking. 

Culture. —The culture of the Hymenocallis 
is not by any means difficult, and some of 
them, such as H. speciosa, will stand in the 
Mime pots for many years and flower well. 
Good turfy loam, lightened as may be necas- 
aary with peat or leaf-mould and sand, will 
grow them well, while liquid-manure when the 
jots are full of roots is also beneficial. 

Gloriosa superba.—One of the showiest 
of warm greenhouse climbers is this bulbous 
plant, that at present is in a dormant state, 
but may soon be started into growth. It bears 
quaint and striking flowers, at. first yellow, but 
gradually changing to red. It is bfestgyeu-n 
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the glass as possible. The amount of water fiven should be proportionate to their growth, 
n this wav flowers as large and as hand-, 

some ns those grown out-of-doors will he 
obtained, and at a season of the year when 
flowers are rare in greenhouses the effect 
will ho remarkable. When the flowers are 
all gone, and thoro is no longer fear of frost, 
the plants should bo transferred to a half- 
sheltered bed out-of-doors, left to rest there 
for two years, after which they cun lie put 
hack into pots for forcing anew tho third year. 
It will bo found an easy matter to prepare 
for eaoh year a certain number of plants for 
forcing. A compost of two-thirds loamy soil 
and one-third of well-rottod manure with'some 
sand added is well suited to tho cultivation 
of these plants in pots. 

Jules Rudolph (Re rue Iforticole). 

GROWING SHRUBS, ETC., IN l’OTS 
FOR FORCING. 

It is no uncommon thing to see many useful 
hardy shrubs after they have gone out of flower 
turned out in the open to be chilled with frost 
and cold winds. All plants that have been 
forced should he given oool treatment under 
shelter till tho growing spring days como. 
The next point to consider is whether these are 

make growth enough to he useful 
lass another year. If so, then they 

should either ho potted, or it may lie they may 
not want more pot-room. Then it is best to 
cut the growth in, if necessary, surfacing with 
good soil. All forcing shrubs and hardy plants 
nre much benefited by being plunged to t he top 
of the pots through the suinmor, standing in 
an open position where the wood can ripen 
well. Some prefer planting such things out, 
but I have never seen any good results from 
this treatment, unless they are to remain out 
for two or more years. I much prefer all things 
for forcing being grown in pots, es|>ecinUy 
for early forcing. You can never rely on 
things taken un from the open ground flower¬ 
ing satisfactorily. This year I have a fine lot 
of Persian Lilac. The nlnnta have been in pots 
for years. During the last two years they have 
been plunged in ashes and stood in a sunny 
spot. When 1 come to take them up they have 
un enormous amount of roots gone out of tho 
uots. I stand these in half (Mirufliii-casks to 
force, and they are beautiful. Deutzios I have 
in the same way, and they, too, flower well. 
Many people purchase vigorous things from tho 
open ground late in autumn, (wiling and forcing 
them. Far bet ter obtain half the number of such 
as have been grown in pots for one or more years. 
This was brought to my notice last autumn 

| when looking over a large nursery near 
! London. It was just at the time the imported 
stuff was coming in. I saw a largo number of 
big cases full of Deutzios in pots, with shoots 

; 3 feet long, and tho plants in 8-inch jwts. 
These were grown and imported in this way. 

_J. Crook. 

RHODODENDRON VEITCHLANUM. 

This is one of the best cold greenhouse plants 
for spring blooming. 1 am aware munv object 
to it on account of the straggling habit, but 
when in tho luuids of careful growers the leggy 
habit is not so apparent, as by a careful use of 
the knife and tying in sumo of the strongest 
growth in the early stages a nice specimen can 
be had. To amateurs and others who appreci¬ 
ate a good sweet-scented cold greenhouse plant 
I would thoroughly recommend tho one named 
above. This is a free-growing kind and a 
profuse bloomer. It is about fifty years since 
it was first introduced. In large conservatories, 
winter gardens, etc., whoro it can bo planted 
out, it is quite at home, and when associated 
with Tree-Ferns, Palms, Camellias, and tilings 
of this nature, it is charming. Here it can do 
allowed to grow nt will, and, being associated 
with other large plants, the habit is not so 
much noticed. When in bloom, the largo mass 
of white, sweet-scented flowers tills the air with 
their perfume, and when cut in large sprays, 
using them in large vases with some light 

! greenery, they are ndmlrod by evoryone. It is 
| not everyone who can plant it out. It can bo 
grown most satisfactorily in a pot of any size, 
and may lie bloomed in a pit from fl inch vs 
upward. This is just the plant for amateurs, 
seeing it is uot prono to insect attacks, is not a 
rapid grower, and does not need a lot of 
attention or frequent (lotting. It can Iks 

placed in the open during summer, and if 
jilunged in ashes, etc., so much the bettor. 

When (lotting, use a peaty soil, with a little 
fibrous loam, and enougn sand to keep it o(ien, 
potting very firmly, and giving abundance of 
water when growing. When in large (sits it 
will remain healthy for a number of years in 
the sumo pot if given n little artificial manure 
when growing. 1 have a plant of R. Veitchianum 
now in the drawing-room in an 8-inch pot with 
fifty trusses of bloom open at one time. 

_J. Crook. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Clematis lndlvlaa after flowering.—IMcmm 

inform mo how Clomntls Indlviu Iohato should bo trouted 
after flowering? I have two plant* which have Just 
finished flowering—ono In a pot, the other planted out in 
greenhouse border.—Tnoia* Ourk. 

[What) pruning is necessary should be done 
immediately tho plant is out of bloom, and never 
during its period of growth. If anything at 
such times is really found necessary In this way, 
it should merely be a thinning process where 
tho shoots are too thick, removing those that 
are the least likely to produce flowers luter on. J 

Rhynohospermum Jasininoides. - 
This old-fashioned greenhouse climber is by no 
means to.be despised, its fragrance being quite 
slltteiftw 1&0 recommend it. At one time it year. 11 so, 
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used to be exhibited in almost all the leading 
collections of atove and greenhouse plants, and 
certainly welt-grown and bloomer! sjiecimens 
added grace to the heavier and malformed sub¬ 
jects. For covering pillars or walls in cool con¬ 
servatories and carriage courts the Rhvnchos- 
permuw is well adapted, as when planted out 
in a mixture of fibrous loam and peat, leaf- 
mould and coarse sand, it quickly covers a large 
area, and if judiciously thinner! out each season 
immediately after flowering, willannuullv bloom 
most profusely. This thinning out is impera¬ 
tive, otherwise lateral shoots accumulate until 
a sufficiency of light and sun-heat cannot pene¬ 
trate to ripen up the wood. A fairly sunny 
ixisition is necessary. Its chief insect enemy is 
brown scale, a dressing of some safe insecticide 
each winter being necessary to keep it free from 
the jiest. It is seen to the best advantage if the 
shoots arc allowed to hang down loosely in a 
natural manner and not tied in formally. 

Some good French Pelargoniums. 
—The kinds I am now thinking of are what are 
termed French and English spotted kinds. The 
show kinds have mostly plain edged blooms, but 
tlie French and English spotted have most 
frequently fringed blooms. Added to this they 
have large trusses and blooms, the petals over¬ 
lap each other, and are of a most enduring 
nature. Another recommendation to them is 
that they are good growers and have a strong 
constitution. They are best grown in moder¬ 
ately small pots, and, when plotting, it is 
advisable to make the soil very firm. Manure- 
water should not be given till the jiots are full 
of roots. Many lovers of these are shy of 
growing them, ns they are liable to be attacked 
bv green-fly. This is easily kept down if the 
plants are dewed over once a week with a fine 
sprayed syringe and some wash. 1 use Abol 
insecticide, as it is easily applied and cheap. 
Since doing this I have not needed to fumigate 
them. The following are very fine kinds, and 
enough for anvone to grow: Brand's White, 
Digby Grand, £)r. Masters, Duchess of Bedford, 
Edward Perkins, Hayes Crimson, Mine. Thi- 
haut, Perlc Blanche, 'i’riomphe de St. Maunde, 
Volonte Xationale, and Kingston Beauty.— 
J. Crook. 

Maiden’s Wreath (Francoa ramosa).— 
An old but valuable jilant for our greenhouses, 
and when well grown at its best during July 
and early August. It has proved hardy in the 
west of England, but is not a success out-of- 
doors by any means. This is the time to sow 
seed to have large plnnts to flower next year, 
and as it is very minute, an even surface is 
requisite or failure will surely follow. Pans 
are the best to sow in, and these should be 
nearly filled with principally loam and leuf- 
soil, with plenty of sand. The soil, if at all 
dry, should be watered with a fine rose a few 
hours previous to sowing the seed. A thin 
spriukling of fine sand after is preferable to 
soil; then cover tho pan with a sheet of glass 
and place out-of-doors or in a frame, and shade 
until the seed has germinated, when stand near 
the glass, and prick off into jsins or boxes when 
quite small, and afford water and shade until 
the seedlings make a fresh start. When ready 
for removal place into 4-inch jots, using good 
loam, one quarter leaf-soil, a 6-inch potful of 
bone-meal to every bushel of soil, ana a little 
sand. Shift into (i-inch or 7-inch jots before 
the plants get jot-bound, standing them out- 
of-dooi-s after the first jotting. Protection 
from frost during winter is necessary, and 
towards the middle of May jiluce outside, and 
see they do not suffer from drought. Old 
jilants may also lie divided inuutumn, securing 
a bit of root with each oflset. Keep fairly 
close for a few weeks, when treat os tor seed¬ 
ling, jotting on as the plants become fit in 
spring. It is commonly known by the nnmeof 
Bridul Wreath. The long, branching spikes 
are useful for cutting and last well in water.— 
J. M. B. 

Begonia in bloom at Christmas.—At Christ¬ 
mas 1 saw in shops pots of a charming small-flowered pink 
llegonia in full bloom. In order to flower them thus in 
wiijer, when ought tho dry bulbs to be purchased, ond 
would the ordinary bulb treatment do—viz., starting them 
in a nhad.v border In September, and putting the pot* in a 
sunny parlour window at end of October / And which 
kinds would lie suitable?— Belqiax Reader. 

[The culture of the Gloire de Lorraine 
Begonia, which we are sujiposingb* the on a 
you have seen, is not at all exacting, thu- 
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f>rineipul difficult}’ being to obtain good cut- one-third leaf-mould, and a liberal sjirinkhng 
tings in the spring, os it is useless to propa- of silver-sand. Take care that the pots are 
gate from cuttings of the flowering-shoots, as clean and well drained, and above all avoid 
they will not branch out, but continue to pro- over-j»tting. After this, watering must be 
duco blossoms. The best cuttings are obtained very carefully done, being jiarticularly careful 
from old plants that have done flowering, and against an excess of moisture, while an occ» 
if they are shortened hack about February sional light syringing two or three times a day 
they will in time push out young shoots from will be very beneficial. Tho plants will need 
the base. When these shoots are from U inches to he shaded from the direct rays of the sun. 
to 2 inches long they make the best of cuttings. If these directions are carried out the plauu Cicularly if taken oil' close to the old stem, will by autumn have formed neat sjjecimem 

into well-drained jxits of light sandy soil, that will furnish a good display in the green 
pressed down onlv moderately firm, they will house later on. You need not reproach your 
soon root if jilnced in a close jiropagating-ease self heeause your Cyclamens have not yet 
in a gentle heat. Care must he taken not to flowered, for very few attain a measure’of 
overwater, otherwise the cuttings are liable to success equal to that referred to, unless the 
damp off. Directly they are rooted more air plants are grown in quantity and an entire 
must lie given, and though tho young jilants liouse given uj> to their cultivation, so that 
succeed best in a gentle beat early in the year, their requirements can be exactly followed, 
later on they may lie grow n in a greenhouse or which is not possible iu a structure containing 
frame, though when the nights get cold in a miscellaneous collection of jilants.] 
autumn a little heat is again necessary. A Hydrangeas. —Young plants of Hvdran- 
mixture of loam and leaf-mould, with a spriuk geas that were jiropagated last year should 
ling of sand, will suit this Begonia, but when now receive sjiecial attention, encouraging the 
the pots get full of roots an occasional dose of growth in ever}’ possible way, as few plants 
liquid-manure is of great service.] are more fitted for window decoration when 

Plants with fine foliage.—Will you kindly name one takes into consideration the long time 
about^doret, plant* with beautiful foliage (grecofiou*-)? ,hey remain in bloom. For pot cultore it 

[The following will all thrive in a green- ‘8 a {fvourit* nlan to restrict them to one or 
house : Aralia sfeboldi, a stout growing Smib, lwo heads rtow1ers' and the>' KT°wt » » 
with large, leathery. Fig-like leaves. Araucaria “T* of "“t? ,turf ,ttnd ■.»««• 
exoelsa is a very symmetrical growing mem tier Hydrangeas are thirsty subjects, and matten- 
of the Fir family that is largely grown for t,on Pan* in pots in this resjiect u at the 
decoration. Asparagus plumosus' nanus is a expense of blossoms. Old jilants in poU often 
charming delicate-liking j.lant, often called *£neht b-v anapplication now of a stimulant, 
the Asparagus Fern. Asparagus 8|>rengeri is Thei\ are mf useful fo,r tt co?1 ffreenhon*-. 
altogether more robust than the prodding, but ^rndora, and in some j.Uces where it .* cos- 

equally beautiful. Coprosma Baueriana varie- «nmr-v 10 8ta^ °ut l,lanta 0,1 dur"* 
gata is a freely-branched evergreen bush, with th« ”-vdran£T are,jT'l-V 
very shiny leaves, in colour .bright green, with Pted f.ro“ shouid be procured 
a broad Jnargin of creamy-white. Coidyline ‘rom plants that have s ood out-of-doors m the 
australis, the Lily-tree of New Zealand is. sunshine and so have thoroughly npened their 
when young, very ornamental, the long, Grass- wood; .Indeed, £ “ .fut,1« 10 t0 gT 
like leaves feing borne on quite a woody stem. J^at<s f™m a“,v but. npened wood. August» 
Eurya latifoliu variegata is a Cameflia-like the time for this selecting sturdy Aooto. each 
shrub, whoso leaves are market! with green. *»v,n* ,f PJBmWo, three pairs ot leavesou- 
yellow, and pink, in varvintr proportions. Ficus ‘mg away the first pair and inserting them 

growing shrub, with deep green Fem-like f. ,nun* or under a bell-elaas and keeping 
feaves. Ojihiopogon spicatum variegatum and tbem cl°^ untd mooting Las begun. Jua 
O. Jaburan vuVmgatum form denw tufts of keeping them away from frost .s sutCcem 

Grass-like foliage firm in texture, with white <‘ur.m? he w,ntPT’ “ ,the>’ T'-1 g?.babl> 
and yellow variegation respectively. Phormium their foliage. Plants treat«l .n thwwaywdl 
Veitchi forms a Tuft of sword-like loaves strijied ,>e K°«ng abend now and will make n.ce*p*c, 
with yellow, and Colensoi with white. They "tens suitable for a 6-mch pot.-W. F. P. 
belong to the New Zealand Flax family. Oelsia cretica in pots.—This, allied 
Yucca aloifolia variegata is one of the best of to the Verbascum, is a very showy annual for 
the greenhouse Yuccas, leaves variegated with the greenhouse. Seeds sown now in heat will 
yellow. Besides the above, the different varie- soon germinate, and as soon as fit to handle 
ties of Coleus form very attractive sjiecimens prick off the seedlings into pots or pans of 
for tho greenhouse during the summer months, light soil 2 inches ajtort, keening near the 
We have not included any Ferns, though most glass in a little heat, and shade for a day or 
of them come under the heading of beautiful two. In three or four weeks jxit them off 
foliage plants. A good dozen of easy culture singly into 5-inch [tots or place three in a 
are : Aaiantum cuneatum, Adiantum decorum, 7-inch pot, using principally loam, with a little 
Asjileniumbulbiferum.Dnvalliabullnta, Lastrea leaf-soil and sand, potting firmly and placing 
aristnta variegata, Onychium jajxmicum. Poly- in a cold-frame. If shaded, with a dewing 
jxxlium aureum, Pteris argvrea, Pteris cretica overhead twice a day, the plants soon recover 
albo-lineata, Pteris serrulata cristata, Pteris and grow away strongly, each one carrying “ 
serrulata major, Pteris tremula, Pteris Wim- central sjiike IS inches to 24 inches long, 
setti. The hnrdiest Palms are : Cliamierops closely studded with jirettv yellow flowers. 1 
excelsa, C. Fortunei, and C. humilis, Corypha hnve tried pinching of the shoots, but the 
australis, Kentia Belmorennn, K. Forsteriana, flower-spikes are much more slender when this 
La tan in horbonica, and Rhapis flnhelliformis.] is done. Another sowing made at the end of 

SAwllinir OvAlmnATiB _pih» reii me wh»t i May would suiinlv a nice hatch of plants lor 
should do with over a dozen pot* of seedling (persicum) late autumn work, when, if given a little hre- 
Cjelamens which show no signs otflowerinK? They were heat, such as afforded Tree Carnations, they 
sown in 4 ehruary, 1001, but I was not so fortunate as your -n ’ . a r 
rorrespondent “It. B. Rogers. ” The little plant* are In "fill continue to exjiand their flowers for some 
oo-pots, full of leaf, free from any disease, and quite time. The jilants nmv be cut down after »"• 
healthy, but I fancy they were grown too slowly at first, ing out of bloom and‘repotted when nicely on 
or that the temperature of the greenhouse varied too f.-ii ,,line jnto 
much. I had the pots plunged in fibre in a wooden box “ie mo'e\ Wh®n, the> W1‘1 ^°°n. ^ I L 
standing near the hot-water-pipes. I now want to clear flower again. They can also be increased nv 
the trreenhoiwe, and would like to know what to do with cuttings, but seedlings make much the 
^yCydawen*, so that 1 may have flowers next autumn? strongest and also healthiest plants, and are 

' [Place your Cyclamens on a bod of ashes in a much tb® ^ when Kiven fairly tr^', 
cold-frame, so situated that the raid-day sun ™nt’ >n8ect, apjieara to trouble Ui.s 
does not shine directly on it. Continue to S?l8,a> but: to''a^ K the du.U TJ* ” 
water carefully as before, till in another month November it is liable to turn black in the 
or so many of the leaves will in all probability u.nd decaY d 600 ™u,?b mol8t'u[® 18 8* , w p 
die off, when the plants must be kept somewhat the I,lant* are crowded among others. J- »■ 
drier but on no account should they be inott inUrf,tin, «f« 
parched up at any time. Then, early in July, articU. in ’Gariiexiso" from <ht nry btgi*m*9 
rejiot your plants, at the same time removing rom# from iu reailen, ire ofrr each iceet a cap/ »/ 
as much of the old soil as can be done without >a>eM edition of either “ Stove a*d orkkxiioi’m Pi.*> 

jiuring U. rooU. A-.toU. ynp-t for 
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ROSES. 

ROSES ON ARCHES. 

Now that the so-called Garden Roses—a term 
that is applied to all those that do not produce 
show blooms—have gained such a hold on 
popular estimation their numbers are yearly on 
rhe increase, and amateurs often experience a 
difficulty in making a selection for their purpose 
out of the wealth of Polyuntha Roses, Ayrshire 
Roses, Evergreen Roses, Provence Roses, Moss 
Roses, Hybrid Chinas, Alba, Musk, Briers 
IVn/ance and Austrian, Damask, Wiehuriann, 
Rugosa, Ac., that fill nearly one half of the 
Rose catalogues of to-day. Arches, iiergolns, 
pillars, and trellises are among the most 
favoured methods of displaying the beauties of 
thetiarden Rose, and something answering one 
of these descriptions is generally to he found 
even in the smallest of flower plots. The long 
straight walk, spanned at intervals of 4 feet or 
so by iron arches, covered from ond to end in 
the summer with a wealth of Rose-blossom, is 
a feature in any garden. Much has been 

over trellises or arbours. Many exhaustive 
articles havo been printed in the pages of 
Gardening Iuxstrated during the past year 
or so on the best Roses of the several sections 
for decorative work in the garden, whether as 
climbers, trailers, or bushes, and any amateur 
anxious for information on this jioint enn easily 
obtain it by f uming to the back numliers. 

S. W. F. 
- It would be difficult to overpraise the 

Rose in all arrangements of climbing plants. 
Many of the more vigorous wild Roses of the 
northern world are naturally almost climbing 
plants, ami some of them are seen ‘At feet high 
or so among trees. In gardens many varieties 
might ho mentioned which in past years were 
a great source of beauty and produced a fine 
oftect when well used, but in our own time and 
within the jiast generation or two since the 
raising of Gloire do Diion a noble series of 
climbing Roses quite distinct from the old 
climbing kinds lias been raised, these being 
among the most precious flowers that have 
ever adorned the Rose-garden. The old 
climbers and Garland Roses were almost too 

autumnal-flowering single, of which our collec¬ 
tions are at present very much in need. Many 
charming Roses of this description could readily 
lie obtained by anyone having means of procur¬ 
ing Tea Rose seed from tho continent, where 
it ripens so readily. Sow the seed in January 
in a cold-frame facing south. Remove tho 
liottom soil and put in n good layer of crocks, 
then a few inches of soil, sifted loam, and a 
liberal sprinkling of sand. Draw very shallow 
drills and sow the seed, covering it very 
slightly. Previous to sowing, the soil should 
bo watered, hut not afterwards until seedlings 
umiear. When this occurs in April, paint the 
glass with some whitewash and give plenty of 
air. As soon ns the seedlings make their third 
leaf prick them off carefully into thumb-pots, 
using a compost of sifted loam two |mrts and 
sand ono lxirt. Plunge the jmts into a cold- 
frame wit h glass slightly shaded for a few days, 
then exiHiso to full sun, and itfTbrd as much air 
as possible. In Juno the plant*may he planted 
out in a sheltered border, where they can bo 
protected from birds and insect iiests. .Some 
of the little plants may flower the first year, 

Rose* on arches. From a photograph by F. Mason Good, Winchfleld. 

xntten against tho employment of iron arches, 
l>ut where t hese consist of simple rods bent into 
arches and so stayed together tlint. they nre 
wears against the effects of gules, they are so 
speedily covered by foliage and flower us to be 
entirely lost to sight. Another merit possessed 
liy such arches is that being so slight they 
throw no shade, and, if not set too close 
together, the sunlight filtering through the 
loosely-trained growths permits Roses to form 
and exixind beneath the arches as well as 
above them. In the accompanying illustration 
the growth has attained such thickness as to 
throw a dense shade on the under side of the 
arvh, where tho flowers are few or lacking in 
comparison to their countless numbers at the 
tides and top of the arch, where they are 
exposed to tho full sunlight A judicious 
tbmning-out of the old wood, in order to allow 
the sun s rays to penetrate tho foliage, is often 
i Ivisable with arches and pergolas. Where 
Roses are allowed to grow in masses at their 
own sweet will pruning is unnecessary, since 
the outer surface of tho bloom-studded bushes 
>< all that meets the eye, a remark which anpfias 
»iUi equal effect to Ro»«j gro^n,^ gjllirs ora 

vigorous for tho garden and did not lust long but it would be advisable to pinch off the buds 
enough in flower to justify their getting a place i in order to better prepure them to stand I lie enough in flower to justify their getting a place 
there, but now, with the fine climbing Tea 

in order to better prepare them to stand tlio 
winter. As our winters nre so uncertain, a ttiere, but now, with the hne climbing lea j winter, as our winters are so uncertain, a 

Roses we have from the southern |<arts of t hese | frame, on which a light could rest, should bo 
islands, we may count on bloom for muny placed over the plants. This, together with 
months. In these Roses we have the most , placing a handful of burnt enrth around each 
precious of all ornaments for walls of houses, _ _ 
trellis-work, and pergolas. Apart from these \ those who have raised seedlings caa form any 
homo - raised Roses we linve some Wild idea of the fnscinntion which the work brings, 
Roses of the greatest value in warm districts [ and there is always u chance of obtaining ono 
and good soils, particularly the Indian R. j or more good double kinds among the number, 
Brunonis, and R. polyantbu of Japun. These although the majority will be single. The 

i Wild Roses will usually be best in places main point is to save the seed from tlie lovely 
where they can be left alone. No good can tinted Tens that are now so nlnindant, and 
follow giving choice garden ground to such us even the Chinas, such as Mme. E. Resul and 
these, which are even more vigorous thau our Queen Mub, should yield some pretty offspring. 

plunt, should bring them safely through. Only 
those who have raises I seedlings caa form any 

own wild Dog Rose. 

A CHARMING SINGLE ROSE. 

Beryl is little more than a single Tea, but 
what n lovely colour ; and Irish Beauty, Irish 
Modesty, ail'd Irish Glory are also good. 

Rosa. 

A very lovely little Rose is Miss Willmott. It - 
is perfectly single, the [letals of the colour of ( Pruning Roee Marechal Nlel. — I have In 
L'ldcnl, from which presumably it is a seed- 1 a email greenhouee a Marshal Nlel _ Roee which ha* 
lintr nitlimifrV. 1 do not defect the saeet flowered will. There are etlll a few bud*, but when the*. ling, although 1 uo not detect the sweet m , „llould ,jk# ^ knoir how trf4l ^ pi*,,, „ 
fragmiiC' 
i\j iiri'un 

... . ._f ar«j O' it i miouia 10 *now now 10 irr** me 
f the latter. This novelty is dwarf j„ banning tp crowded ? Should I ci 
eshould prove very useful ns an all the old wood, leaving only Uioec rode which 
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thrown out from the root last summer, and which have 
not yet flowered? There are several of these, and the 
lateral growths from them during next summer should, I 
think, 611 the space I can spare. Any hints will be grate¬ 
fully received by—Lover or Garlesi.no. 

[As much wood as possible that has been 

produced this summer should be retained, and 
spread out as much as possible, in order that it 

may get well ripened, ns this gives the best 

blossoms. As a rule, it is preferable to do such 

pruning as is necessary to this Rose soon ufter 

its spring blossoming, then it has a long season 
to mature the growths which follow, and we 

rather favour a practice now much adopted of 
pruning rather severely every alternate year.] 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

HARDY PLANTS FOR MID-SEASON 

FLOWERING. 

In continuation of the article which np|>eared 
on |mgo 4.'1. mentioning some ot the best hartlv 
flowers for the spring months, those plants | 

which provide the most ornamental effect i|,e (’hiinnev ('ani|Mimila (t\ pyramidafis) and 

during .lime and July, when the garden picture varieties of ('. persicifolin, of which the Usd 
attains its brightest and most varied colouring. | are Backhouse’s variety anil p. Moerheimi. 

are now to be considered. Many of the sub of lower-growing ('aui|>anulas, carjiatica 

St. Bruuo’s Lily (Authericum Liliustruin 

majus) is a valuable plant with fine white 

flowers, and is far sujierior to the ty|>e or to 

any of the varieties of St. Bernard’s Lily 

(A. Liliago). A fine, large-flowered form of 

Anchusa italica has lately been distributed, 
which is a great advance upon the type, and 

which, from its lengthened flowering period, 

makes an excellent back-row plant. The Sea 

Pinks (Armeria! in their many species and 

varieties are invaluable for edgings, and mav be 

cultivated with a minimum of trouble ; w-hile 
the handsome Plume Poppy (Bocconia cordata) 

is a striking object at the back of the border 

when rearing aloft its tall heads of ivory-white 

inflorescence. The Calochorti, though ex¬ 

tremely beautiful, are not everybody's flowers. 

The hardiest and one of the handsomest is 
C. venustus Vesta. A warm situation and 

porous soil are imperative. Of tall-growing, 

summer-flowering Canifianulas the following 

are good : grandis and ('. g. alba. C. laoti- 
flora and O. 1. nllm, ('. latifolin and lntit’olia 

alba, w hich is aLso excellent for the wild garden. 

jects allude:! lo in the former article retain 

their beauty through a |iart or the whole of 

the season now under review, noteworthy 

examples being: Achillea ptarmicu fl. pi. The 
Pearl, Aquilegias, both s|>ecies and hybrids; 

Krigoron simciosits and E. mucronatus, Genius, 
Day Lilies ( Hemerocallis), Incarvillea Delavayi, 

Spanish and Herman Irises. Lily of the Valley, 
1’ieonies, h »th tree and herbaceous ; Oriental 

Poppies, and the Prophet's Flower (Arnehia 
echioides). In the wilder |iortioi\s of the 

garden, and es|>ecinllv in the neighliourhood of 

water, the Monkshood (Aconitum najiellus) has 

a handsome appearance with its tall blue 
spires, and the Acanthus, of which the best is 

A. latifolius, is the personification of noble 

form when allowed sutlieient space to express 
its natural contour, plants in good soil often 

throwing up towering flower spikes to a height 

of 7 feet or 8 feet alwve their shining, grace¬ 
fully curving leaves. Aea-na microphylla is 
interesting when covering rough stonework 

with its countless rosy-spiked blossoms, and 

Agatha-a o.plestis, though not hardy except in 
the extreme south-west, is a pretty sight when 

liearing its pale blue flowers. Agapanthus 

umbellatus and its white form are particularly 
handsome plants in sheltered and well-drained 

gardens in the south-west, where they form 
giant clumps, sometimes us much as I.I feet in 

circumference, and bear their great blue and 

white flower-umbels by dozens during the 

summer months. In none but exceptionally 

mild localities, however, can this plant l>c 

gre 
and its forms ('. c. turbinate and C. 
|M“]vifonnis, ('. eiespitosa. ('. isophylla, and 

(’. i. nlha are all good. Calandrinta umliellata 
is a showy little plant with brilliant magenta- 

crimson (lowers, and Callirhoc involucrata and 

C. Pajiaver are two charming plants, whose 

crimson and [mrplish blossoms arc seen to liest 

effect when trailing over a rook-face. 

Carnations are ut their best in July, and 

should find a place in every garden. Self 
colours are the t*cst for effect. The yellow- 

flowered Cretan Mullein (Celsia erotica) is an 

ornamental plant, and Chelone (Pentstemon) 
barbata. with its tall spikes of drooping scarlet 

blooms, is bright and graceful, while Cliryso- 
gonum virginianum bears its yellow flowers 

through many weeks. Cimicifuga racetnosa Ls 

too uncommon in gardens, but its long, pendent, 

white racemes render it most decorative when 

in bloom. It grows to a height of ti feet, and 

is of the easiest possible culture. Codonopsis 
ovata hears French grey, bell-shaped flowers, 

marked in the interior with a purple ring, and 

both the white-flowered Convolvulus Cneorum 

and the blue-flowered (’. mauritanicus are most 

desirable plants, while for lengthened brilliance 

nothing can excel the golden-flowered Coreop¬ 
sis grandillom. Delphiniums, ranging in colour 

from |>alest blue to purple, are one of the most- 

striking features of the summer garden. They 

require deep and rich soil to attain their finest 

proportions. The old I). Belladonnu is not yet 

sur|)Rs.sed in itA delightful pale blue. White 
varieties have of late been introduced, and we 

recommended for iiermunent planting out, but muv look for great improvements in this direc- 
where this is inadvisable a line show may be ' * ‘ * 

made by keeping the specimens in large pots 

or tubs under glass shelter during the winter 
and standing out in the summer. Anomatheea 

cruontn is a pretty little hullious plant bearing 

spikes of red flowers about ti inches in height, 

and providing a pretty picture in the Imrder or 
rock-garden. It increases rapidly from self- 

sown seeds. Hollyhocks (Altfuva) are stately 

flowers that add milch to the beauty of any 

1 sutler. They arc. unfortunately, a prey to a 

disease that destroys their foliage, known as 
the Hollyhock fungus, but this has fortunately 
l>een less virulent during the past few seasons. 

Seedlings possess a more vigorous constitution 

than plants raised from cuttings, and, there¬ 

fore, enjov a greater immunity from disease. 

Semi-douf>le varieties are much to lie preferred 

to the forms whose flowers are n mass of 
crowded jietals. The single yellow Alth.va 

ficifolia is also a charming plant, well worthy 

of a place in the liorder. 

Alstrretnerias should lie grown in every 

garden, for there are few more ornamental 

flowers than the hybrid A. chilensis, whose 
tints range in colour from cream to crimson, 

and which, when once established, increases 

year by year. The tubers should l>e planted 

at a depth of 0 inches, and though they will 

endure 20 degs. of frost it is safer to provide 
them with a winter mulch. A. nurantiaea is a 

handsome orange flowered species; and A. 

pelegrina and A. p. alba are two lovely 

flowers, but too delicate for opgjj-air culture ig 
the majority of gardens. TlfeTi ege / 

' Digitized by V 

tion in the near future. The scarlet-flowered 
1). nudiomile is attractive when well grown, as 
it can be. in |>orous soil. Of Pinks, none can 

rival in colour Dianthus Nu|Kileon III. and I). 

Atkinsoni. Unfortunately their freedom of 

flowering often causes their death, so t hat it is 

well to keep some plants denuded of flower, in 

order that they may blossom the following 
season. The common white Pink and the 

improver! varieties Mrs. Kiukins and Her 

Majesty are invaluable for their fragrance, 
which is unrivalled in the long June twilights. 

Dictnmnus Fraxinella and its white form make 
fine border plants if a 1 lower! to remain undis- 
turbed for a few years, and Desmodium pendu- 

liflorum (Lespedeza hicolor) is a pretty picture 

when its shoots are thickly set with drooping 

carmine flowers. 
Globe Thistles and Sea Hollies, from their 

distinct colouring and striking form, are 

valuable in the bonier. Of the first, Echinops 

Ritro is a good siiecies, while of the second, 

Eryngium nmethystinum, which, by the wav, 
is seldom to be mot with true to name, fc. 

Oliverianum, and E. Bourgati are among the 

best, the metallic blue of the flower bracts 

boing quite unique in the garden. The Rocky 

Mountain Willow Herb (Epilobium olicorda- 
tum) is a beautiful rock plaut, and the white 

variety of the common Willow Herb (E. angus- 

tifolium) is worth growing. The Plantain 

Lilies (Funkia) are especially desirable on 
account of their fine foliage, but F. grandiflora 

bears large white blossoms, and is in addition 

la handsome flowering plant. Gailluid las and 
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Gazanias are amongst the brightest of our 

summer flowers, unu for tall subjects, Golev* 

officinalis and its white form, the Cape Hya¬ 

cinth (Galtonia c&ndicans) and Gaura Lind- 

heitneri are worthy of attention. Among 

Geraniums are many pleasing species, one of 
the most attractive being the white variety of 

G. sanguineum. Gerbera Jamesoni ig a gem, 

bearing large, single Daisy-like flowers of , 
vivid orange. It is, however, difficult to estab 

lish, except in hot, dry soils, and resent, 

excessive wet daring the winter season. 

Gypsophila paniculata, with its billows of 

flower-lace, is indispensable in the border, and 

no plants can excel the Sun Roses (Helianthe- 
mum) for gorgeous summer effect over stone 

edgings. Inula glandulosa, with its wide 

spread stars of deep orange, is a showy plant, 

and the tall Irises, I. orientalis or ochroleuca. 
I. aurea, and I. Monnieri, the first white aad 

the others deep yellow, are most effective, as is 

I. Ka-mpferi in damp positions. .Taboro* 
integrifolia is a little known plant, producing 

fragrant white flowers like a glorified Nieren, 
bergia. The green-leaved LoWlia cardinal* 

commences to bloom in July some weeks in 

advance of L. fulgens and its varieties, ami 

three Mallows are then at their best-nameh. 

the white-flowered M. moschata. the radtli^. 

pink M. Munroana, and M. lateritiu, the lui 

bearing exouisi^e flowers of pale salinot 

marked wit fi a carmine liand in their interior 
Modiola gerauioides is another 

plant bearing bright rose-red flowerei 
inch in diameter. Libertia 

its flower heads 3 feet or motif 

thickly set w ith white blossoms, 

beautiful, and of the Lit nuns the yellow' 

arboresccns and L. flavum and the blue la 

narhonensi- are charming w hen in flower, whfl* 
the deep blue of Lithospemunu pro*tratu» ha* 

a telling cff.-.-t when draping a k 
Lupines, blue and w hite, are almost asacX 

sary as Delphiniums, and bright colouris^B 

vided by Ilu-- allot Lychnis .lialeedonica 
L. Haageana, and by the rosy L. Viscam 

splendens. 

The Bee Balm or Bergamot (] 

didyma) creates a fine effect with its crfl 
flower-heads when boldly massed, and 

sweet-scented Nicotiana afflnis and the 

recently introduced N. sylvestris add 

and fragram to the garden. Many 

Evening Primroses are lovely fi 
ally the white tEnothera marginata 

sjieciosa, and the yellow CE. frutieosa __— 

tnocrocarpu. Ornitliogalum pyramidal# fa » 
fine Star of Bethlehem, growing to a hdpfc® 

3 feet, and Ostrowakia magnifies is aapfauhu 

plant, sometimes fi feet high, and oear.ig 

numerous flowers fi inches and more in 
diameter. There are purple flowered and 

white-flowered forms of this plant. ■ : wla 
latter is to l»e preferred. Ono-e i 
produces its tubular vellow flowers in profusion 

on a warm, well-drained site where Pent 
stemon Scouleri is smothered in its purple 

blossoms. Of the handsome Herhaceou- 

Phloxes two of the best are the white 
Mrs. E. H. Jenkins and the glow ing Coquvh 

cot, /Etna being very similar to the latter. 

No washy, undecided colours should he gro»: 

Phygelius oajiensis, with its drooiiing scarlet 

flowers, is both pretty and uncommon, ami 

Plntycodon grandiflorum and P. Mane*>. 
crowded with their large blossoms, are mest 
attractive. Jacob's ladder (Polemonium evni 

leum) is an old-fashioned garden plant that i* 

not without its charm, and, besides the gk>*‘ 

ing Oriental Poppies already noted, weTj»«> 
the Iceland Poppies in their colours of vellow. 

orange, nnd white, the apricot-buff )’njAva 

nilosum, and the drooping yellow Welsh Poppy 

(Meconopsis cambrica). Many of the Poten 
tilla« have extremely beautiful flowers, ann 

the I’vrethrums have of late years been -• 
marvellously improved that the bright'-'’ 

colours are obtainable, lioth in single *n 

double varieties. Ramondia pvrenaicn is 
suited in n jierpendicular chink in n shs*' 

rock, but it sometimes does well in a nortn 

lioreler. Ranunculusaconitifolius fl.-pi. 1 
shares with Saxifraga granulata the title of r»u 
Muids of France, is a cottage garden favourite, 

as is the double Sweet Rocket, one of the m£t 

fragrant plants in existence, and one tn» 

should be in every garden. It requires year 
drvision and fresh soil, or will not retain t 
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>bust vigour that is necessary for it to pro- 

uce its perfumed flower-heads to perfection, 
omneya Coulteri is a lovely flower. The 

lant grows from 0 feet to 9 feet in height, and 

Iten hears hundreds of large, single, white 
iiwets, quite 6 inches in diameter, with petals 

ke white cre|«e, and a splendid boss of golden 
:uuiens, which |toMsess a pleasing fragrance, 

'he hest results are obtained by cutting down 
lie previous summer's growth no soon as the 

lioots break from the base in the spring. The 

ole blue Scabiosu caucasica and its white 

ariety are pretty flowers, and there is now an 
uijirovod form of the first-named — S. c. 
luioniticu—while the tall, pale yellow 8. elata 

ml Telekilt grandiflora should be placed utthe 

•ck of the border. Sidalcea Listen is a 
.-uutiful plant, and is by far the best of its 

sinily. Two Conefiowers—the orange Hud- 
tekia Newmani and the rose-crimson R. 
Hirpurea—are reliable border plants. Tigri- 

liasare now to be purchased at u cheap rate, 
owl in warm soils w ill conic to no harm if left 
nr the winter in the o|»eu 1 order. Scarlet, 

ir*. yellow, and white varieties can lie pro- 

Hired, which will give un indescribably 

grand effect. Perennial Delphiniums should be 

provided with a bed at least 2 feet (i inches in 
depth, the soil of which should be richly 

manured, while a mulch of well-rotted Mush¬ 
room-bed or hot-bed manure in the early 

summer will have a beneficial effect, both in 

keeping the surface soil moist and in acting as 
a fertiliser. In dry weather copious supplies 

of water should be afforded and periodical 

waterings with weak liquid-manure will add 
greatly to their vigour. If treated in this 
manner Delphiniums, when at the zenith of 

their comeliness, will he the glory of the 

garden. In the innumerable varieties now in 
commerce every shade from ]>alcst blue to 

purple is represented, some having white eyes, 

some black, while in some the inner petals are 
rose-coloured. A large proportion of these 

have double flowers, but on the whole one can¬ 
not but conclude that the varieties with single 

or semi-double flowers are preferable both for 
distant effect and for closer inspection. Of late 

years a now de(Mirturo in colour has lieon 
achieved, two white Delphiniums having Iieen 
brought out by Messrs. Kelway ami Son, 

namely Beauty of Luug|>ort ami Primrose. 

Delphiniums in the garden. 
Westerham, Kent. X H. H. Powell Cotton, The Minor House, 

brilliant effect when in flower. 

Trollius) succeed admirably 

I'dtion. Orange Globa is 

Globe-flowers 
in a damp 

magnificent 
ariety of recent introduction. Lilies, which 

are one of the features of the summer garden, 
must l>e treated separately. 8. \V. F. 

DELPHINIUMS IN THE GARDEN. 

'•< the numerous noble |ieieniiinl flowers that 
»*1 in brightening the summer garden few can 
mil and none excel the Larkspurs. The 

aanual species are pretty, hut they lack the 

'ltcorat.ve va'ue of the perennials, w hich, when 
sdl grown, often reach a height of 9 feet and 

more, and bear aloft ns many as seventy tower¬ 
ing flower-spikes. To attain such freedom of 

flowering and dimensions, however, the needs 

of the plants must he carefully untiaqiated and 
provided for. It is useless to expect them to 

display ih dr beauty to the fulioat possible 
extent wujn relegated to a bed of poor, shallow 

"dl, where they lack the needed sustenance and 
»h«e taeir roots are parched by the summer 
d rough‘a. In such a site they will not die, 

indeed they will very probably compare favour¬ 
ably with other inhabitants of the border in 

<he«e adverse circumstances, hut they wall, 
give but little idea of tlgir capabjlities/for 

Roth have white petals, the former having a 

pale buff eye and the latter a primrose eye; 
both are beautiful flowers. The old favourite 

Belladonna, though by no means a strong 
grower, is, with its clear azure-blue flowers, 

one of the mast delightful of the whole race. 

Delphiniums are heat divided and trans¬ 

planted in spring, when they have made about 
3 inches of growth. The clumps should be 

lifted and divided with a sharp knife, and the 
sections planted in rich, jxirous soil, a little 

lower than was the case in the site from which 
they were lifted. Should dry weather inter¬ 

vene care must he taken that they are not 
allowed to lack moisture during the time that 

they are becoming established in the fresh soil. 
8. W. F. 

VIOLETS AFTER FLOWERING. 

Tiiksk, the sweetest of winter and early sprit g 
flowers, should he grown by all who have cola- 

frames. In the south-west of England Violet a 

may ho, and are, cultivated and bloomed in tl e 
open throughout the winter w ith much success, 
but in co!( er localities one lias to take into 

consideration the rigours cf wiutor, and the re¬ 

fore a gaidyn frame is ess ntialtothem. Si me 
begrudge the room Violets 

take up, arguing flint frames can ho better 
occupied with Calcolarias, etc., in winter, 

which are of service in a garden during the 
summer months, hut if it is only for the fact 

thnt in the darkest days of winter, when all 

flowers are acceptable, their fragrant blooms 
may he gathered under the shelter of a frame, 

then the utilising of frames in this way is 
surely not a mistake. Those who have once 

had a good crop of, say, the Neapolitan Violets 
in the middle of January w ill scarcely object to 

the spice they require, and as just now it is 

necessary to consider the treatment they need 
to ensure blossoms next w inter, these notes may 

lie of service to someone who is setting upirt a 
frame for the first time for them. Now that 

Violets in frames have practically ceased 
flowering is the time to set about making use 

of the runners. In the first place, then, a piece 
of ground should be set a|>art for their recep¬ 

tion, and into it should he dug manure partly 
decayed, as, for instance, manure from a Mush¬ 

room-lied or that which has stood in the garden 
for a few months. Home leaf-mould anil sharp 
sand incorporated with the soil will help the 
plants. In selecting t he site for Violets during 

the summer, one should bear in 

mind that a north or west, aspect is 
the best, inasmuch as it is where 

partial coolness is experienced that 

the plants become vigorous, and 
although a south |x)sition is un¬ 

doubtedly the quarter where oue 
should place them during the win¬ 

ter, too much sun is likely to be 
harmful to young plants; at any 

rate, this has boon my experience. 

One cannot always be watering Vio¬ 
lets—a necessity if during the next 

few months a south aspect is selected 
for them. To bo successful with 

Violets, one must not forget, too, 
when planting the runners to first 

make the bed firm, either beating it 

with a spade or trampling down the 
soil, then dibbling the runners in. 

Too much attention cannot be given 

to this point, as if the bed is simply 
dug over and the runners planted 

therein useless growth ensues, but 
given a firm root-run at the outset 
plump crowns will result. I do not 

wish to infer that because planting 
is not done on a south bonier water¬ 

ing will not be needed ; on the con¬ 
trary, needful attention must be 

given in this respect, but by choos¬ 

ing a somewhat cooler position mois¬ 
ture will not be needed to such an 
extent. Early in October frames 

should be prepared for their recep¬ 

tion, and tne warmest position the 
garden affords should be selected so 

os to have the earliest blossoms. 
The nearer the glass Violets can bo 

plunted the better, as if too far away 

from it damping off often occurs; 
but the need for ventilation of 

the frames will be patent to the 
grower. Many cultivators of Violets object to 

their being removed in the autumn for fear of 

the roots being disturbed, and grow them on in 
beds, so that all one has to do is to drop the 

frame over them. There is a deni to he said in 
favour of this, as if care is not exercised in 

digging up the clumps their progress is 

retarded for a time, but a spadeful of soil taken 
with each clump will minimise any root 

disturbance. I fiave, however, seen Violets 
that have been grown on raised beds on a south 

border expressly for convenience of frames, but 
they have not compared very favourably with 

others grown under cooler conditions. For 

winter quarters there is nothing for Violets 
like a south border—one, if possible, shielded 

by u wall at the back, as there from November 
to April one may always cut blossoms, A 

market grower once told me tliat he only 
covered his beds with frames in severe weather 

and times of continued wet, and us a winter 
crop they paid well, sending as he does to 

market from November onwards, but he lives 

in the west of England. Woodbastwick. 

Hops.—The beauty of a field of Hop when 

in bloom is admitted on all hands, but few 

think of them as being suitable for growing in 
gardeitsJ ICHflve yhfi any wire arches where you 
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have found it difficult to grow other climbers ? 
Thou try Hops. Have you* a damp corner in 
your garden where other things will scarcely 
exist, or walls want covering quickly ? Then border. Some who read these notes, and are hardy?—N. B. 

give Hops a trial. ^ on will line! they will whose exjierience of growing plants on north 1 Aster Townshendi is A. Bi» 
soon accommodate themselves to almost any I .orders has l>een more of failure than other- I lowi (Gray), seed of which you can obtain !->* 
position. Plant them now if vou desire their u-j^p will not. itprlimtH Admit, that there are I Messrs. Thompson and Morgan, Ipswich, -da position. Plant them now if you desire their wise, will not j>erhaps admit that there are Messrs. Thompson at 
beauty this season. Galvanised wire is a poor subjects which thrive best where they are might also be able to 
medium for ninny pi: 
will thrive on it.—\V. 

limits to climb, but 
F. 1). 

under influence of shade as well ns sunshine, yon inquire about..—Ed.] 
get you the other phi 

Nevertheless, it is true that our north borders Lilium Candldum. —The accomjanv.w 
-although on them we cannot expect to gather photograph shows that lifting and replant 

he earliest blossoms—retain for the longest, do no harm to the bulbs of Lilium candid-:m. 
WALLFLOWERS. period, during the heat of summer, flowers in a In the summer of 1900 there were in mygani 

No spring blossoms are so welcome as Wall- much fresher condition than in almost any two or 
(lowers, but the culture of them is often other part of the garden, and, this being so, it solitary 

three clum 
flower. ( 

ips of this Lily, and but. 
On investigation it pro 

attended with disappointment, more espeoi- is worth while considering what plants are that overcrowding was the trouble, as th« 
ally after a hard winter, the beds where thev better suited for the coolest iiosition. I have were from forty to sixty-bulbs in a space abut 
have been planted presenting a “scrappy observed in gardens where hardy plants are 2J feet across. These were lifted early » 
appearance. This obtains |»ar' ‘ 
nave been planted presenting a “scrappy observed in gardens where hardy plants are 2J feet across. These were lifted early ia 
appearance. This obtains |>articularly in grown that subjects which would be best August, dusted with sulphur, and replac'd 
town gardens where the walls and fences served by the coolness to be found on a north almost at once. The result certainly justifiS 
surrounding them seem to afford but little bonier are often planted on the south side of the experiment. — Mas. T. H. fe.vRsaii, 
shelter, and some friends 1 know who used to the garden, where in the sun nearly the whole Bedford. 
grow them every year have now given them of the day their blooming period is but a short [The photograph showed a fine grouj. of 
up, because of being able to rear so very few one, and they may be seen in a dry summer healthy, well-nowered spikes, on one of w-ieh 
that are worth anything. Whilst some of the flagging day after day, having the nppicarance we counted fifteen open flowers and buds,1 

These were li: 

V“• 
[The photograph showed i 

healthy, well-nowered spikes, 

plants in my own garden died away owing 
to the severe frosts we experienced in January 
and February, plants I had in another garden 

re counted 
of being worn out before the season has half several 

Anyone who has had to do with exhi- 

inted fifteen open flowere and kds, 
of the others being quite as good.—En,] 

Night-scented Stock. 

a short distance away from home, quite unpro- certain number of blossoms it is desirable to your corresiiondent “Saif” enquire- 
tected, and practically in the country, have all have a good number to select from, and whilst \|athiolu tristis, which may lie distingue! 
turned out well. For one reason I attribute it is necessary to have blooms well advanced, jnim Mathiola odoratissima bv its lineal - 
the success of the latter plants, which, at the it is also quite as essential that they should be ],.aVes and from Hesperia tristis by its 
time I write, are sturdy and full of buds, to well developied, cut fresh, and stand removing sessi[e’ flowers. A peculiarity of the |! 
the early., so wing of the seed—viz., end of without dropping to pieces. It is here, then, uccording to mv experience, "is that it nT 

? flowers knows very well that to cut a little doubt but that the plant about » 
correspondent 

April, 1901, whereas those grown in the home also where the advantage of a 
gardeu were sown a little later. Many defer seen. But those who do not 

north border is 
econiing to my experience, is that u 
reduces seed. I have had it in cultiv. 

garden were sown a little later Many defer seen. But those who do not grow for show |or over twenty years, but although I 
sowing the seed until they have finished .heir like to have flowers in bloom as long im possible ume after time pollinated the flowers,an>i i. 
summer bedding, which is frequently not until m their gardens, but how often do we hear the „rown It ;n t[le w},erc iI1Sects coukl! 
tlie end of June, and the consequence is, remark, when planting something new, “I free access to it, [have never seen a set-1 
-1 V t . i Yu *-J-• -V grown m the open w here insects coui-i 

the end of June, and the consequence is remark, when planting something new, “I free access to it, Ihave never seen a see I 
instead of being good-sized, well-established have put it here, where it can get the most produced. It is, to mv thinking, one oi 
plants by November they are not nearly so sun?” as if that were the one essential to Inosfc deliciously scented of flowers, and 
large as they ought to he. Undoubtedly the success, little thinking that shade ns well as oniinftrv \[. bicomis bears no company a 
better plan is to sow tl.o scc.1 not later than sunshine is beneficial to some subjects. I have it in this respect_J. Rose, Wiiw. 
May, as the plants then, with the whole of the seen Pieomes, Delphiniums, Phloxes, Pyreth- Oxford. 

summer before them, have ample time to rums, Spiraas, and other similar plants that J_ With regard to the Nights- 
develop, and consequently are able much like a fair amount of moisture, planted on alluded to bv your corrwpon 
easier to stand the winter. Admirem of Wall- »>orders that have lieen dried up by noon, in .. jn .,our April j^th issue I “ easier 10 suinu uie winter. Admirers or nan- txirders that have been dried up by noon, in *<Salf'’ in vour April i>th issue ' 

::e°„the of the little depth of soil and a too Mwrs. Thompson and 'Morgan now era are waning up re tne unowieuge mac consequence ot the little uepth ot soil and a too \[p«rs_ Thomnson and Morp-i 
there are otlier varieties than the Blood Rod. sunny position, that ought to have been on the right'in identifying it with the 
Do not suppose that I have no liking for this north border, where the partial coolness aids in /„„ l)o not suppose that 
old sort—I would n 
account. The sorts 

old-Wiic 
; I have no liking for this north border, where the partial coolness aids in plunt yiathiola odonitissima (syn. M. tri- 
not be without it on any tho better development of the flowers. Very This is a greenhouse perennial iiiuchgio" 
s I have under cultivation many of our hardy plants would grow there— f,„-,nr.r VMrJ ..l.nosr, driven oi 

comprise: Blood Red; Harbinger (brown); Lupins, Delphiniums, Montbretias, Cam- 
Faerie Queen (lemon); Vulcan (purple); panulas in variety, Kniphofias, Liliums, like 
Eastern Queen (iqiricot), and Golden King tigrinum, candidum, speciosum, Lathvrus lati- l-.astern yueen (iqiricot), and tiolden King tigrinum, candidum, speciosum, Lathvrus lati- 
(golden-yellow). By doing this I get a display folius albus, Erigerons, the Dav Lily (Hemero- 
rather longer than usual where only two sorts callis flava), Dicentras, Polemonium ctmileum 

former years, but now almost driven o- 
cultivation bv the annual variety bio- 

3 They are lioth very sweetly scented at nig 
* but the perfume of odorat is-inia is far sup 

one small SDray filling a whole 
fragrunce. I have cultivated it fo: for nearly:! 

arc grown, and when planted in beds the effect (Jacobs Ladder), Foxgloves, Siiira-a ariiefolia, vetfre nml if vour correspondent “Saif 
is very pretty in May. _ S. Aruncus Nicotianas, anil Heleniums. All 'S0Iul ’,no a directed and stamped label ! 

I doubt whether it is always the wisest plan these are suitable, and should be given a trial forward hirnTFutrinT ofX^lant’by p 
to plant Wallflowers, in the [.lace where they by those who are at a loss to know what to It, is a constant bloomer, and I enclose« 
are to bloom, n.s late as November, a practice plant. 1 do not exclude annuals, for I know ,or vour inspection—Theodore H. M 
which many people follow, with results not that if Stocks, Asters. Zinnias, Pansies, and all GnirMon Rectoru Noririrh April 16, IW 
always satisfactory. I have come to the con- the summer bedders, are a little late with their ' u--'. . t 
elusion that, provided the iflants aro not blossoms, they invariably are finer, because of of creeper, anTshnll te much obliged if Von*!! j 
unduly crowded in the seed-bod, it is advisable that slow development. In making a rockery, th# name'and any hint* on cultivation* I hive-» - 
to leave some of them until spring, and then do I would also choose a north for preference to'n l,lant- b?t, ho* never bloomed. \ believe - - to leave some of them until spring, and then do I would also choose a north for preference to'n l,lant' •>?*;** ha* 
the necessarv transnlantimr. An illustration ur,„tl, omw-i for th 

prettily-r 
through some gardens I noticed men busy at hnceous subjects-which'’ ought' to"he on all to state which of them it is without 
work “dibbling’ in Wallflowers that had rockeries—the Funkios. Anemone japonica Nearly aU t-He Mesombryantheinun 
evidently been drawn out of the beds, for there ftll>n blooms romarkablv well with mo on a north natives of South Africa, and need a SOU 
was little soil attached to the roots, and the border, as do clumps of Flag Irises. When in principally of loam, lightened dt 
plants themst-lves were not half the size they the springtime plants are a little longer in admixture of aliout one-third leaf moulak’ jt 
should have been. No wonder that they could revealing themselves where thus grown, it is an liberal sprinkling of sand in order r . 
not withstand the sharp frosts we bad in well we should think what effect north borders °Pe,n-, Th^0 pots must be effectua y 
February’, and that since then they have nearly have on flowering plants in August, when so w ith broken crocks, and the plants'g1^ 
all been pulled up and thrown away. I think, much watering has to be done in other parts of t*"5 sunshine possible. During the s n 
too, that sufficient notice is not paid to the the garden. It is on this side, too, where one t"e-v maJ v6 P ,ce“ out-of-doors (a » jB 
state of the ground when Wallflowers are ran place a cold-frame from June to Sen- sun), and in winter stood on a ngm-s suiic oi uiu gromiu wiieu *rauiiower« are can place a coid-trame trom June to Sep- “, .° n „.nm 
planted in the autumn ; this should, of course, tember, in which winter-flowering plants, like the ^greenhouse, or, failing tnat, • 
lie well dug, and manured if needed, for in an Primulas, Cinerarias, and Cyclamens, etc., are "'m<low where the.v are Mae frora ,r0 . D„jre 

respect. 1 have no objection to a mulching of 
manure during the winter round my beds of 
Wallflowers, as there is no question manv tide 
over the worst part of the year when this is 

the winter months verv little water. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

treat vour plant as above, it isvetyp™ ' 
*'-* you will be rewarded by a crop ofbio*- 

Aster Townshendi and A. hispidus. 80mB 
done. It behoves all who desire plants for —In Vol. XVII. of The Garden, for 1880 Hybrid Columbines.— I *,as 
blooming another spring to be a little before- (p. 346), is a coloured plate of two beautiful somewhat surprised to read that the hybn ^ 
hand with the sowing of the seed, for if it Asters, ono violet and the other rose colour, Aquilegia cterulea, chrvsantha, SkinDen, 
„u„..i,i tl.„» -li:_:__i _i_. .... rr, i ,• , . ’ . > i » * i_»1ia oriLr-n“1 
hand with the sowing of the seed, for if it Asters, ono violet and the other rose colour, Aquilegia ccerulea, chrvsantha, ftKinut-n, — ^ 
should turn out that the seedlings are growing named respectively Aster Townshendi and A. others, were less robust than wore the eneV 
too quickly, a pinching of the leader will induce hispidus, and the latter is stated to be species. That assertion is entirely contrar 
a bushy habit, which even in a Wallflower is « 
often desirable. WoUdbastwick.] Jj 

Digitized by VjO .StlC 

hispidus, 
synonymous with Diplopappus asper (Lessing), my experience ; indeed, that is, to to 
,1 have searched numerous catalogues/Jibuti tlihF one result of the intercrossing, ! 
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from the retnarkuble variety of colours and 
beauty seen in the flowers, is to create a strain 
of even more robust plants than are the original 
jorcnts. I have hna them growing in diverse 
positions, an<l especially in exposed ones, and 
have found the plants not only to winter well, 
but each yeur, up to about the fourth, to 
Income stronger. If then they decline in 
robustness, it is not due to lack of constitution, 
but rather to [>oorness of soil, as the plants are 
somewhat gross feeders, ami need ample manu¬ 
ring. But, seeing they seed so freely, and it is 
thus possible to save every year some from the 
very best, a strain can iii that way l>e rapidly 
improved, and some seed should bo sown each 
year. I-Ost summer 1 so west seed in a very 
open position at the end of August. Now I 
have myriads of plants to dibble out. A. 1>. 

Fragrance In the garden.—A word 
More the spring sowings of annuals are com¬ 
pleted may remind someone of the lieautiful 
sniffs obtained from a scented garden, |>erhups 
a little suhurlmn patch, with Honeysuckle 
clambering over the railings, or Mignonette in 
little tufts, or, nmyl>e, a bed or row of Night- 

grows 3 feet to 4 feet high, and is well worth 
the slight attention its superb qualities morit. 
Mignonette omits a sweet perfume at all times, 
but stronger in the early morning. It does not 
transplant easily, so should be sown on rich, 
friable soil and thinned to 12 inches apart: 
sowings may safely begin by the middle of 
April. No artificial manures’ should be given 
to Mignonette at any time. After the later 

, sowings flower, plants of the earliest sown may 
| be cut back beyond their flower stems, when 
they will break' freely and produce quantities 
of bloom throughout autumn. Sweet Pens are 
beautifully coloured, deliciously fragrant, and 
supply cut flowers in greater quantity than any 
annual I know. H. II. (llHso.s, Hitllutiomartin, 

; Relfa*t. 

Gold-laced Polyanthuses. It is inter- 
j esting to learn that there is growing up a 
demand for these pretty Cold-laced or edged 
Polyanthuses. Two or t hroe years since, even 
of a tine st rain, seed could not be sold. Now 
seed is Imdiy wanted. Unfortunately, there 
are few good strains in the country, and beyond 
the old named varieties, such as are still grown 

thrum or a tiny cluster of pollen anthers. 
Round the cup must be u clour circlo of pure 
yellow, and next that, with well-defined edge, 
a ground or margin of either black or red. 
This, again, must he clearly edged with a 
narrow margin of yellow of the same hue as the 
centre, and the edges must in every case cut 
clean through to the centre ring as well as 
through each jietal. Each flower should have 
five petals.—A. I>. 

’ THE NEW ZEALAND FLAX IN DEVON. 

Thu illustration shows the New Zoaland Flax 
(Phomiium tenax) growing in the grounds of 
Parracomho Rectory, Devonshire, at an altitude 

] of about 8011 feet above the sea level. The 
i plant lias weathered very severe frests during 

its existence in its present position, where 1 
planted it about ten years ago, hut owing to its 
ex|K»sod situation it has to lie protected during 
the winter months. It is of great thickness 
through the centre, and many of its long and 
graceful leaves are from III feet to 12 feet in 
length. It- has not yet floweret!, and is the 
admiration of all who have seen it. being, I 

believe, the only one of 
its kind in the ueighhour- 
hood. Being a regular 
subscriber to your valuable 
|>aper, and seeing a short 
article on the Now Zea¬ 
land Flax in your issue of 
February 15th, I thought 
this might lie of interest 
to your readers. 

John Gamos. 

The New Zealand Flax (Phorminm tenax) in a Devonshire garden. From a photograph sent liy Mr. J. Oamnn, 
The Rectory, I’armromlie. 

wilted Stock (Muthioln bicornis), or dwarf 
edgings of Virginian Stock, with its jiale roso, 
lilac, and white flowers ; ora Rose-tree covered 
with flowers trained to the wall. Speaking of 
Hose perfume makes one wonder why our 
raisers of Roses pay so little attention to the 
fragrance of new kinds. Those of 119 who have 
lived long enough may remember the country 
cottage wreathed in tho white blossoms of 
Mme. Plantier or Maiden’s Blush, the large, 
fht, pink flowers of Gallica Bollard, or tno 
-wettest of the good old Roses of long ago, 
tallica damascena, or Gailica phcenicea, the 
former blush, the latter crimson, and overflow¬ 
ing with sweet perfume. The Sweet-scented 
Tohaeco (Nicotians affinis) is a noble plant and 
richly scented, especially in the evening, when 
it* pretty flowers unfold the white petah which 
close un during the day. Those who are from 
home all day should grow this plant. It is a 
half-hardy annual, so should not lie sown out¬ 
doors liefore tho middle of May. Gardeners 
w* it in lioxes during March and protect it 
with glass : thus they get large plants to 
into their l>61s in the first week of June, 
ever grown, Nicotiana 1 i ke&l /deepkfri 

in Lancashire and other northern counties, 
there are very few of these named varieties 
about, hence there is hut a jioor stock to fur¬ 
nish seed. Common strains of Gold-laced 
Polyanthuses are often the merest of rubbish— 
useless for exhibition, and as garden flowers a 
long way inferior to the goes! showy border 
Polyanthuses. Just n few of the named varie¬ 
ties, though seldom seen in proper condition, 

The Chimney Cam¬ 
panula (Campanula jiy- 
rumidalis) is n perennial, 
hut fur hotter results are 
to he had if treated as a 
biennial, sowing seed every 
spring. Sown now in jsits 
of sandy, moist soil, and 
liarely covering the seed, 
germination will soon take 
place if given glass accom¬ 
modation and shaded from 
tho sun. Prick off into 
|Mins or boxes of similar 
soil when fit, and care for 
until re-established, when 
stand out-of-doors. Trans¬ 
fer intb 4-inch or 5-inch 
|Kits before the roots get 
matted together, as the 
foliage of all Campanulas 
is very brittle and soon 
gets broken. Repot into 
8-inch and 0-inch |iots 
when ready, using mostly 
loam, with’ a little decom- 
posod manure, u litt le soot , 
and enough coarse sand to 
keep the whole porous. 
When the pots get full of 
roots, a little weak man¬ 
ure water weekly will keep 
the foliage of good colour 
Protect under cold-frames 

during the winter, with tho |iots plunged in 
ashes and the lights drawn hack by day 
when fine. The plants will make a grand 
show during July and early August the follow ¬ 
ing summer. Some gardeners plant them out 
and place hack in pots towards Noveinlier : hut 
the plants do not lift very well, and the roots 
of this variety are so quickly broken that it 
must give them a great check and l>o detri¬ 

may he ns a rule found at the customary exlii- 1 mental to their flowering. The plants are 
bitlon of the National Auricula Society, held hardy, and will make a decent show 
in London at tho end of April, hut tliev are 
seen in much better form at the midland and 
northern shows. If it were jiossihle to get a 
seed strain that would furnish flowers of fail- 
show quality it would he a great gain, as old 
named varieties that have to he promulgated by 
division ure difficult to keep, os|tecially in the 
south. Gold-laced Polyanthuses have both 
black and red grounds, but reds are very 
scarce. The flowers or pips should he of 
moderate sizo, rounded and fluttish. They 
should be carried on stout main-stems, and 
form a smfll hut neat compact truss. To meet 

lirements each flower must have ow 

in the 
herbaceous border; hut to see thorn ut their 
best, glass accommodation must be given them, 
ns the rain and winds so soon spoil tlieir lieauty 
when in the open. The pluuts should not lie 
placed under glass until the flowers liegin to 
exiiaiul. Blue and white are the only two 
colours we have ut present.—J. M. B. 

Dwarf Na8turtiums.--There used to Ik! 
ft pretty variety of the compactum ty|ie of 
Nasturtium called compactum roseum that was 
very free, and bloomod for a long season. It 
was a s|Kirt or break from the scarlet com- 
pactum. I do not know whether good stocks 
of the1*!'l^ihSfja^luiii forms still exist. They 

tre filled with what Is years ugu. 
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FERNS. 

These differ materially from -the well known 
Tom Thumb type, which includes Ruby King, 
King Theodore, and several others. These 
come very freely from seed, but their flowering 
period is rather brief, because foliage so soon 
dominates and hides the bloom. The com- 
pactum forms, on the other hand, if the soil lie 
fairly firm and not rich, will spread aliout, the 
leafage lying near the ground and flowers 
breaking up profusely for a long season. Whilst 
well set and isolated forms come true from seed, 
any variety can l>e propagated most readily by 
means of cuttings inserted in pots early in 
September and kept in a greenhouse all the 
winter.—A. 1). 

ROOM AND WINDOW. 

DORONICUM PL A NT Aft IX EUM 

HARPUR CREWE. 

This is the best of a handsome family of hardy 
spring-flowering plants. There are several fine 
Doronieums in gardens, but there are more 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

TWELVE BORDER SORTS FOR 
PRESENT PLANTIN'*;. 

(Rf.pi.y to “ R. S.’’) 

Yorn inquiry for a dozen early-flowering 
('hrysanthemums suitable for a town garden, 
and for present planting, we are pleased to 
respond to, as we know the value of these 
plants in the dull months of the year. We 
nave included a few of the better Pompons. 
Do not plant them too close together. None of 
the sorts mentioned in the following list can be 
regarded as of w eakly ami sickly growth. Plant 
firmly, and when the soil is moderately dry. 
Secure plants of the following varieties, which 
any of the leading growers should be able to 
supply you with at a low figure :— 

Japanese. 
Madame Casimir Perier.—This is one of 

the earliest of the border Japanese kinds, the 
plants producing freely blooms of rather large 
size. The colour may lie descrilicd as white, 

variety blossoms from early August until tie 
end of October. 

Market White.—A chaste white sort, oi 
which there are too few among the earlv 
flowering Japanese Chrysanthemums. Tl,"- 
variety is included in this brief list because ih* 
plant is of a capital bushy and sturdy hal.it ot 
grow th, and is also a free-flowering kind. For 
cutting it has an especial value. Height ahoot 
24 feet. In flower during October. 

De la OriLLE.—It is a matter for regret that 
this plant is so little known, although it la, 
now lieen in commerce for some years. Aprkoi, 
tinted bronze, is a good description of it. 
colour. The habit is bushy, and fairly compu;. 
and it is free-flowering. Height about 24 fee: 
In flower during October. 

Kutaire Groz.—This is taller than the 
others already mentioned, and is therefore veil 
suited for a position at the back of a bonier. rt 
any eoually important situation. Some describe 
its hatiit as “ straggling,’’ but this can harlly 
be considered accurate. It is free-growing i* 
well as free-flowering. The plant w ill need the 
support of a stout stuke, to which the growth* 
should Fie lightly looped. Height aliout Ifeet. 
Colour silvery-pink. An October sort. 

Harvest Home.—This is useful for its colour, 
which is a shade of bright crimson, tipped 
golden-yellow, and with a golden reverse, h 
is not so free-flowering as we would desire, not 
is its hnliit of the liest, yet for September ami 
October blossoming it is highly prized. Heigh! 
about .‘1 feet. 

Pompons. 

Mrs. Cr llinoford. —One of the best and 
largest of the Pompons. It Ls a free-flowering 
variety, developing a wonderful crop oi 
blossoms, and covering a |ieriod from early 
September till October is well advanced. In 
.he open the colour is creamy-white, while 
under glass it is of the purest white. Heigh: 
ibout 2J feet. 

Alice Bi-tcher.— This is a reddish orange 

sport from a variety named Lyon. It is very y 
free-flowering, and unless partially diabudiej 
the weight of the blossoms causes the growth-H 
to overhang, so that the plant is not seen Mf 
advantage. Height aliout 24 feet. In diver* 
from the latter half of September till the 
severe frosts ensue. 

Mr. Selby.—A pretty little kind, which all 
interested in these plants should grow. It-, 
height does not exceed 18 inches, and the! 
flowers are freely produced. The habit wj 
bushy and compact, and the grow th vigorous 
for so charming a representative. Colour^ 
peach-pink. Period of flowering late August,> 
September, and early Octolier. 

Mrs. E. Stacey.—This is n pleasing deepj 
apricot sport from the last-named variety 
ind, except for its colour, identical with the 
p irent plant. We saw this in superb form!’-' 
s ason, and are somewhat surprised its high 
quality has not been recognised before. 

E. G. 

Flowers of Horonicum plantagineum Harpur-Ctewe in a 

names than distinct varieties, which lends to 
some confusion. It is important to know and 
grow the best of them. Tne varieties found in 
gardens can mostly Fie referred to two species 
— namely, 1). pardalianches, which is matin 
guished "by its rounded woolly leaves and tall 
flower-stems, 3 feet to 4 feet in height, and 
D. plantagilieum, with larger flowers on shorter 
stems anil more ovate leaves, resembling those 
of the Plantain. The variety named Harpur- 
Crewe originated in the garden of the gentle¬ 
man whose name it hears, and its grent merit 
is that of continuous blooming. From early 
spring to lute autumn it will maintain an 
abundant succession of its fine flowers if rightly 
treated. In common with all the Doronieums, 
it is easily increased by division, which should 
take place frequently at different times, so 
as to secure strong batches of young plants 
succeeding each other in flowering. Besides 
the brilliant effect it gives in beds and borders, 

freely suffused, and tinted pink. Height 
from 24 feet to 3 feet. Period of flowering, 
Septemlier. 

Madame Marie Masse.—The habit of this is 
branching, and it is one of the most profuse 
blossoming sorts we have. The colour is a 
shade of bright lilac-rose. Height from 24 feet 
to 3 feet. In flower from late August till 
October is well advanced. 

Ivy Stark.—An English-raised seedling, 
possessing an ideal habit of growth. The fonn 
and colour of the flowers remind one of Source 
d’Or, so largely grown for market in late 
October and November. The colour is generally 
described os orange-yellow. The plant is free- 
flowering, and comes into bloom in the hitter 
pnrt of September, continuing to hlooin all 
through October. Height about 24 feet. 

Crimson Marie Masse.—This is a cliestnut- 
crimson Bjiort from Madame Marie Masse, the 

mention must lie made of its merits as a c ut- characteristics and beauty of which plant are 
flower, for which it is useful and lasting, fully described above. \N hen the flowers first 
Those who have reserve Burdens to supply I open their colour is very fine, but with age this 
flowers for the Fioase will find HIT^plant of grdjt tiales until at last the shade of colouf) repreEt 

service. Digitized by VjO QI0ented mi*y considered 

V HARDY FERNS AND THEIR 

CULTURE. 
All my life I have loved Ferns. To seek after 
them in their own homes, by hill and dale, aid 
in lovely shady woods in England, Ireland, 
and Scotland has Fieen a pleasure 10 me. w 1 
w hen at last I found the much coveted variety, 
it was carried home to lie carefully plan’vi 
with many old favourites. Many of oar 
native Ferns will flourish in shade, others lire 
a little sunshine. I will begin Fiy naming a 
few of the Polystichums as they are most 1 

them easy of culture. Many are tall. I‘4rnl 
some plants. Amongst our native »|*cies 
Polystiehum aculeatum var. lobatuin isperhaf* 
one of the finest when really well s"u: 
P. angulare, P. aculeatum, P. a. acutum dissec 
turn (this last having wonderful spores on t 

underside of the fronds), Wollastoni, Kitsoni' 
etc., all are fine kinds. They grow ream> 
in a compost of leaf-mould and rou^h 
Polvstichum Lonchitis (Holly Fern), is not 
easily suited with a home. It requires pa - 
as well os the compost mentioned, ami If*”1 
bits of limestone. Should it not flourish 
one part of the rockery it is wiser to move - 
ItCaoes not love shade. The Lostrcas » ' 

v?ry \Wiuk[the Kvergrwn Li dlU‘" 
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and tlie criukled-leaved L. recurva, or 
Furnici (Hay-scented), as called by some. It 
makes a very pretty object at the back of the 
(emery, planted on a bank about 3 feet high, 
built of stones and peat, the stones just 
enough to prevent the |>eut giving way, the 
Ferns inserted hero and there. At the foot of 
the hunk, which is about (J feet long, I have 
colonies of Polypodium Dryopteris (Oak 
Fern), and Polypodium l’hegopteris (Beech 
Fern). They are easily grown in a mixture of 
leaf-mould, |>eut, and coarse wind, but do not 
like sunshine. The Beech Fern is ruther 
capricious, hut it is well worth hiking trouble 
to nuiko it flourish. Among Lastrcas, L. 
npinuloaa and L. cristuta are noth desirable. 
1 have never found either of them growing wild 
but purchased them for my fernery, and they 
are doing well. Laslrea melypteris and L. 
men tuna prefer the dani|ie.st spots available. 
The former is a charming Fern, and lovely 
when seen in musses in its wild habitat, ft 
increases rapidly, pushing its creeping caudex 
along the ground, and loving sand and peat. 
Lastrea rigida prefers a little rough lime¬ 
stone with the other ingredients before men 
tinned. 

The Aspleniums arc charming. A. Adiantum- 
nigrum seems at its best in a hedge, wall, or 
1 auk, as also A. Trichomanes. A. viride is an 
addition to any Fernery, hut a rather trouble- 

successfully Asplenium lanceolatum, although 
sent to me direct from its native Cornwall. 
Parsley Fern (Allosorus crispus) haH also 
disappointed me. It requires slaty shale, and 
that I could not give it. There are also a few 
very pretty hardy foreign Ferns that are a 
great adornment to tho fernery—ns Polvsti- 
chum munitum, rather like Holly l'ern. 
Adiantum jiedatum (the Canadian Maidenhair) 
is lovely—it requires a little protection, such 
as Cocoa-nut-fibre or peat-mould in winter. 
Onoclca sensibilis is very ornamental and u 
Fern that increases rapidly. It is rather like 
u PolyjKMly. 1 had almost forgotten to men¬ 
tion Osmundu regalis (the Royal Fern). I 
grow it just outside my fernery in beds 
containing each about twenty-five plants. It 
loves peut and a moist situation, and grows 
from 4 feet to 5 feet high. The foreign varie¬ 
ties, Osmundu gracilis and 0. cinnainomeu, 
arc much dwarfer and pretty. My fernery 
is diversified by raised mounds, and here 
and there a medium-sized rock to give variety 
and form miniature hills and valleys. One other 
foreign Fern I should like to mention—Struthi- 
opteris germanica. It grows freely in loam, 
pent, ana sand, forming largo circular crowns 
of long green fronds, and sending up long 
stems from the centre with the spores. 

I have often heard thut it is not well to have 
other plants grown in your fernery, hut I have 

A group ot the Royal ami Male Ferns in an Irish garden. 

*ome one, as it requires moisture with good 
drainage. Ceterach officinarum is curious from 
the dense fructification at tho back of the 
fronds. It is easily grown, doing best 
between stones at the edge of the fernery. A 
good companion for it is Cystopteris fragilis, 
-o pretty and delitate-looking. Cystopteris 
Bickeana is a good variety. After many trials 
I have at last succeeded in establishing Oystop- 
teris montann, being kindly sheltered by a 
largo plant of Athyrium Filix-fu*mina (Lady 
Fern). C. montuna has been found near 
B<-n Lomond a few years since. The Liuly 
Ferns in my fernery ure a great feature, us I 
have many' very nice varieties, from tho tall 
crested and teaselled 'var. to the curious 
Victoria*, in « hicli the segments of t he fronds j 
•com to cross each other. The stately Male [ 
Fern (Filix-inas) ought not to be forgotten. It j 
is represented by the common one, and also 
many cultivated vars., such as cristuta, poly- 
dactyla. etc:. The fine green sword-shaped 
troods of Scolopendrium vulgare ure quite a 
necessity to any fernery. V ery easily-grown j 
and many pretty and quaint varieties can be 
purchased at a small price. Late in the 
autumn when the Lady Ferns are losing their 
first freshness, w'e are cheered by the bright I 
green of the Polypodinms. Good vars. are I 
P cambric urn, I’, semilacerum, P. omnilace- j 
rim, etc. Blechnum Spicant (Hard Fern) 
makes a nice change, and a pretty plant w' 
it grow., well, but it requires .a good d«£l o 
peat. I luii e never beeifl I W 

allowed two or three charming guests to hike 
up their abode here. Patches of Snowflakes, 
Leucojum vernutn, not the taller astivuni, a 
few double white and double lilac Primroses, 
and my great favourites—the pink and white 
autumn - flowering Cyclamen netqiolitanum. 
They are very attractive just when some of tho 
earlier Ferns are turning yellow. 

M. S. Ksox-Gork. 
Belled; Manor. 

Wall for hardy Perns. I "-ns much interested 
in the article on page 106 aliont a Kern-clad wall ill a 

conservatory. I want to try it in tho open, on a wall 
facing east, and sheltered by trees from morning sun. 

Kindly tell me which hardy kinds would do, it properly 
watered? The whole house and garden are in a very 
sheltered dell, away from biting w inds.—Heluian Reader. 

[The following Ferns would succeed under 
the conditions named by you—that is, if care¬ 
fully planted and watered when necessary: 
Asplenium Adiantum - nigrum, Asplenium 
Trichomanes, both evergreen : Athyrium 
Filix-fremina and its numerous beautiful and 
dissimilar varieties; they ure, however, all 
deciduous. Blechnum Spicant and its forms 
are evergreen. Lastrea Filix-mas (Male Fern) is 
partially deciduous ; there are several varieties 
of this. Polypodium vulgare, some of the 
forms of which are very beautiful, is evergreen. 
Polystichum angulnrc is nearly evergreen, and 
many varieties. Scolopendrium vulgare IHart’s- 

iCgi'ivfielnJjis evergreen, and numerous beau 
1 OTfiilAfJhis are in cultivation.] [J |\ 

FRUIT. 

UNHEALTHY PEACH-TREES. 
(Rkpi.y to “Swiss Subscriber.”) 

You will find much useful cultural informa¬ 
tion in the perusal of the note to which you 
refer, though the complaint in that instance is 
not the same us thut which affects your trees. 
From the description of your soil and roots 
there are certainly not the conditions present 
for successful Peach growth, and we strongly 
udviso you in the coming autumn to procure 
fresh soil of u lighter nature, preferably turfi- 
loam from a Grass-field, dug up in turves from 
2 inches to 3 inches thick. Mix with this 
some lime-rubble and burnt refuse, but no 
mnmire of any sort, and provide also some 
drainage, coarse stones or broken bricks uliout 
li inches in depth, before putting in the soil. 
This should be chopjied up roughly, and tho 
lime-grit mixed with it, making sure that it 
is trod firmly together. Wo are not sure 
whether it would not he more economical to 
purchase new trees than to attempt to restore 
such unhealthy ones to a useful stnto. This, 
however, is u matter host decided by your¬ 
self. Certainly mulch the trees in May with 
spent manure, and lot it remain on all summer, 
and in dry weather water freely. Probably 
some lime is needed in your soil, and, in any 
case, it would do good. Procure fresh air- 
slaked lime, spread on tho surface not more 
than a [ inch deep, extending to a radius of 
3 feet or 4 feet, and if there is no ruin, water in 
with clear water. On very hot walls Peaches 
must lie regularly syringed in the evenings of 
hot summer days. A garden-engine is the best 
for this, unless, of course, a hose and a plenti¬ 
ful water supply arc at hand. From this ora 
garden-engine there is a continuous delivery, 
which is much more effective in dealing with 
insect infested leaves. There is every indica¬ 
tion of your trees suffering from red-spider— 
one of the smallest, yet most destructive of 
garden enemies. If you have not given your 
trees this attention, you may satisfy yourself 
that this is one direct cause of the premature 
fulling of tho leaves. This trouble comes even 
in British gardens where tho sun is less power- 
fill than in Switzerland. A good drenching 
with water on hot summer evenings not only 
disposes of red-spider, but stimulates tho trees. 
Without leaves it cannot be expected thut fruit 
can become full grown anil properly ripened, 
and nothing so quickly causes defoliation as 
drought and red-spider. With healthy troes 
and new soil not much feeding is necessary in 
Peach growing, blit when well established and 
in full hearing an annual dressing of some 
artificial manure does much towards main¬ 
taining the tree and crop. It is best put on in 
spring, if artificial watering cannot be resorted 
to, for ttie.se artificial manures are not of much 
value without moisture. A dressing of either 
of these dry manures should ho followed by an 
immediate mulching of spent stable-manure, 
but first point up the surface, say an inch deep, 
with a digging fork, so that it is well incor¬ 
porated, and not so easily washed away when 
watering is done. On sucti heavy land planting 
must be carefully done, few trees succeeding 
when their roots burrow deeply into clay. 
Every encouragement should bo given to keep 
the roots near the surface, which is best done 
by mulching to shut out fierce sun and drying 
winds, and an occasional watering in dry 
|>eriods. Washing of the leaves, ns before 
noted, - is an important item for summer 
evenings, neglect of which is sure to be a cause 
of red-spider, and if this goes unchecked 
premature fulling of the leaves is inevitable. 

Plum-trees weak. -In January last I planted a 

couple of standard Victoria 1'lum-trecs. which look to me 
eomeivhal weak and straggling in growth. The branches 
are about as thick as a well.grown Raspberry-cane (say 

hall an inch or less), aliont 4 feet long, and tapering to a 
uoint. Buds are beginning to break on them. Ought the 

branches to be cut hack, and. it so. to within what 
distance of the stem’ Is it now too late to cut them 

back ? I do not want, ot course, to run the risk of 
damaging the trees.—Lister Gcest. 

[It is unfortunate thut a few weeks after 
your standard Victoria Plum - trees were 
plunted the shoots on them had not been 
shortened back to fully one-third their length. 
Had 19£Be,' the dormunt buds on 

At-0 brokcn nnd 
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carried three or four new shoots from each, 
and thus have formed on each tree n sturdy 
head, fairly close home. During the autumn, 
if these shoots seemed to be too dense, a few 
could have been cut out. Those shoots left 
■would have needed shortening back just a 
little in the succeeding winter, and afterwards 
the heads would simply need thinning only. 
Now, with the long shoots you have on your 
trees, many of the buds will not break, but 
will, no doubt, form fruit-buds, so that pro¬ 
bably next year these branches may be thickly 
hung with fruit. That is a source of danger 
always to Victoria Plum-trees, as because the 
fruit becomes so heavy and the wood is so 
brittle branches break off freely, and the trees 
are thus greatly damaged. Where such 
heavily-fruited long branches exist, each one 
should be supported by a tull stake, to which 
it should be tied. It is not even now loo late 
to prune these long branches, but if you 
resolve to shorten them let it be to one-half 
their length now, as in that case the summer 
shoots will he less gross, and may lie more 
easily rijiened. These may be pinched at the 
joints at the eud of August, and that will 
Induce them to harden or mature earlier. 
Whichever course you may take with the trees, 
see that each one has the support of a stout 
stake, and also that a mulch of long manure is 
placed about over the roots to check loss of 
moisture. If your soil seems dry, give the 
roots an occasional good watering, unless 
heavy rains come.] 

GARDEN WORK. 

Conservatory.—Sow Chinese Primulas 
for early blooming in heat, as in a low tem- 
jierature the seeds are a long time germinating. 
Cover the pans or pots with glass, and keep in 
a shady part of the house till the seeds 
germinate; afterwards place in a light, cool iilace. Double Primulas which have done 
lowering may he mossed round at the base to 

cncourago roots to form there in preparation 
for cutting up later on. A few of the plants 
in 48's may be shifted into 0-inch pots to make 
large plants ; but the flowers on young plants 
are the finest. Double Primulas must not be 
overwatered at any time, and from May 
onwards we keep our plants in a cold-frame 
lightly shaded, watering carefully only when 
really’ required. Celosias, lioth the plumosa 
section and the old-fashioned Cockscomb, 
when well grown are useful plants. The seeds 
should lie sown now in heat. They do 
famously at the start in a hot-bed like the 
early Cucumber-frame, and kept close for a 
time. Balsams should have similar treatment 
for a time at the beginning, and when fairly 
started nir must be given freely. There is 
great virtue in the liot-bed for improving 
little plants at the start, but they must not be 
kept in the bed too long. At this season 
young stuff must be kept continually on the 
move. Young Tree-Carnations should now be 
placed in single pots, and the best place is a 
cold-frame, well ventilated. Later they may 
bo placed on a coal-ash-bed outside. Any 
plants should be stopped to induce several 
shoots to start. When the present pots are 
filled with roots, shift into 5-inch pots and put 
a stake to each plant. In the 5-inch pots the 
plants will flower. In the second year they 
may be shifted into 6-inch or in some cases 
7-inch pots, and after flowering the second year 
throw them out. Thus, when the flowering 
season arrives, there will be yearlings flowering 
in 5-inch pots and older plants in larger pots. 
The latter will, of course, produce many 
flowers. Strong plants of Campanula isophylla 
alba, C. i. Mayi, C. Balchiniana, and C. gar- 
ganica are all useful conservatory plants for 
baskets. 

Stove. -The plants grouped as “ Brome- 
liads ■’ seem to have gone out of favour ; never 
tireless, there are several things among the 
Bilbergias, •■Echmeas, and Tillandsias that 
would be appreciated by those who are looking 
for more variety. .-Echmea fulgens is a quaint , 
interesting plant: Bilbergia Leopoldi and B. 
Sanderiana are striking things ; and the same 
may lie said of others of the same group which 
have disappeared from many collections. None 
of these are difBc^t-t^j««J,ti^a,tc^vnd/%-- y** 

do in an ordinary stove temperature? V-Triis, 

the best time to fill baskets with Ferns and 
other suitable plants. Growth now is vigorous 
and rapid and things soon get established. 
These may he suspended under Vines if there 
is no room in the stove. Years ago we used to 
grow a lot of things in baskets in this way that 
were afterwards, when well established, taken 
to the conservatory. Achimenesdo well in the 
shade of Vines when making growth. There 
is a large Grajie grower in Norfolk who grows 
Dendrooium nohfle in baskets under the V ines : 
the plants are of large size and produce thou¬ 
sands of flowers, which help to eonqiensate for 
the falling price of Grapes during the last few 
years. There should be plenty of cuttings of 
Poinsett ias now: soft voung shoots 3 inches 
long will soon strike if kept, close in a brisk 
bottom heat. Look out for tlirips on Croton 
and other smooth-leaved plants. It is a 
singular thing these troublesome little insects 
never attack liairv-leuved plants. They re¬ 
quire u clear field for their work. Nicotine in 
vaporisers is the best remedy for insects it is 
more penetrating than smoke from Tobacco. 

Orchard-house.—If there are Grapes in 
the orchard-house, the canes should be trained 
thinly so as not to unduly shade the trees 
beneath. Peaches want plenty of sunshine, 
and the fewer Grape-Vines trained on the roof 
the better. But if a few Grapes are wanted, 
the Vines may be grown in pots or tubs, or be K’ ted in the border and trained perpendicu- 

•. I was in an orchard-house last summer 
where a series of arches were formed over the 
central path of a rather lofty span-roofed 
house, and over these Black Hamburgh and 
Foster's Seedling Vines were trained alter¬ 
nately, and appeared to be doing well. In this 
case the path only was shaded, and the house 
being roomy, the Grapes were a decided 
improvement in everyway. Every item of the 
usual routine work is important now, and 
arrears in this respect cannot Vie fetched up, or 
in ot her words, delay meaus injury. When the 
sublaterals oil a Crape-Vino are permitted to 
run out, harm will certainly result. The same 
thing occurs when the young winsl on Peaches 
remains too long in an over-crowded condition. 

Cucumbers.—This is a time for increased 
attention to stopping, training, top-dressing, 
and other routine work, which must not be 
delayed. It is a time, too, of planting hotbeds, 
and the time is near when Cucumbers may be 
grown in cool-houses without fire-heat, beyond 
a little, it may be, just to start them on their 
way. I have bad good summer crops of 
Cucumbers in cool-houses in the following way: 
A thick layer of warm stable-manure is laid in 
a ridge along each side of the houses, which 
are sj)un-roofed. A layer 1 inch thick of soil is filaced on the manure to keep down the hurt- 
ul effects of the ammonia, and as the small 

hills of soil are placed the Cucumbers are set 
out. No air is given, but the atmosphere of 
the house is kept in a constant state of 
saturation. The growth is very rapid. 

Outdoor garden.--Seeds of biennials and 
perennials may be sown now. Anything choice 
should be sown in a box or boxes if there are 
many seeds, as thin sowing is desirable, even 
when it is possible to prick the little plants out 

Mai/ mh.— Potted off cuttings of 
kinds of Campanulas with drooping habit, an' 
which are so useful for basket work. If 
want to make a specimen speedily, three plan s 

- - . are placed in a 3-luch pot, which is afterward- 
in nursery beds to get st rong as soon as | ghiftctl iuto ft pot a size larger. _ All early-struck 

Fruit garden.—Cracks, if any, must be 
stopped in the clay where grafting has been 
done, and ns soon as the grafts are growing 
freely short stakes must lie attached to the 
trees to support the young shoots and prevent 
injury from winds. Apples on the Paradise 
and Pears on the Quince should be mulched 
with good manure, but do not pile it up round 
the main stems. The Cape Gooselierry (Phy- 
salis edtilis) will grow very well against a 
warm fence or wall. I once hail a small span- 
roofed house planted with it along the side and 
trained tip like Tomatoes. Recently-planted 
Raspberries must lie cut down nearly to the 
ground. Let them have one season to mako 
strong canes, and then for some years, six or 
seven at any rate, we are sure of a crop. A 
mulch of manure will he useful in keeping the 
roots moist. Strawberries in pots must never 
lie permitted to get dust-drv or the fruit may 
be hard and flavourless, Disbud Figs under 
glass. Stop newly-planted Melons in frames 
so as to get at least four breaks to lie trained 
towards the corners of the frame. When top- 
dressing is required use good heavy loam and 
make firm. The blossoms on fruit-trees aru 
most abundant. If a good setting time com— 
u good crop is assured. Sec that the roots o( 
trees against warm south walls are sufficiently 
moist. Up to the present tlie rainfall in soma 
dist rict s is below the average. Spring-planted 
Strawberries should lie watered till established. 

Vegetable garden.—Stirring the soil 

among young crops just up is most important 
work, and should not lie delayed a single day 
when the weather is suitable. There is a 
double advantage in this—it kills the weeds 
when small and encourages the growth of the 
plants. Make new plantations of Globe 
Artichokes and mulch heavily with manure. 
This is a crop which requires high feeding to 
do its best. Use ft proper knife in cutting 
Asparagus and do it carefully. Use the hoe 
freely among young plants ju st up. Asparagus- 
beils usually are weedy places, but a good 
dressing of salt at the proper season will do 
much to keep down weeds. Salt may be used 
freely on porous laud as a check against 
drought. Half a-pound per square yard will 

do no harm to anything at any season, "e 
have used it at this rate among growing crons. 
It must lie scattered evenly. Soot will be 
useful sown thinly over young Onions, *nd 
nitrate of soda will rush the crop past the 
attacking time of the Onion-fly. Sow French 
Beans and Scarlet and other Runner Beans to 
meet all demands likely to arise. Prick out 

Winter Greens if crowded in the seed-beds. 
Cardoons may be sown now in the trenches, 
15 inches apart. Prick out Celery and so» a 
few’ seeds in cold-frame for late use. Flants 
from this late sowing will not bolt so soon. 

E. Hobday. 

THE COMING WEEK'S WORK. 

Extracts from a Garden Diary. 
renil 

they can be handled. The advantage of sowing 
the choice thiugs in boxes lies in tne fact that 
they can be kept close and moist, and, if neces¬ 
sary, shaded. We prefer to keep the seed- 
boxes in a cold-frame, though, in some cases, 
the frame is of a temporary character, and only 
covered with oiled calico. Of course, commou 
things, such as Wallflowers. Sweet Williams, 
Canterbury Bells, and robust things generally, 
may be sown outside. Among the most useful 
things for cutting are Everlasting Peas, the 
roots of which may be divided now tbev are 

ftps I iF&EB&ZvsrsSSi 
Two years ago we saved seeds from a useful. , _ 

very fine white-flowered form and raised quite 
a number of plants. Most of them flowered 
last season, and there were several among them 
with coloured flowers. Iceland Poppies are 
charming in a mass, and a good way of getting 
up a stock of plants is to let them sow them¬ 
selves, and then transplant. The seeds are 

ery fine, and soon lose their vitality. rNew 
s are best. Bedding plants of all Kind, 

Id be hardened in cold-tr4^f*MVERSITY 

SIUILCU mwi dim. .. ■ l 

Chrysanthemums are being shifted into o men 
pots. Certain kinds have been stopped previous 
to repotting. Tuberous Begonias intended tor 
conservatory are now in the flowering pot-°n 
stages near the glass. 

May Utk.—Planted more seeds of A egetab1- 
Marrows and ridge Cucumbers. Sowed mom 
Marrow Peas. One never has too nuiD> ?*** 
Peas in July and August, and several sowing- 
will be made during this and next mon • 
Planted more French Beans Bad Scar 
Runners. Canadian Wonder is a reliable K ^ 

of the old Scarlet Runner is quite as 
the very large podded kinds. Weaxe^t> b 
Vcitch’s Climbing French Bean, and shal - 

the white seeds later. 
May 7th.—There is likely to he » 

demaud for bedding plants, esp^v 
with red, white, and blue flowers, this- 
and we have made jftoviidon for having . . 

. of those, three colours w ith hardy plants, 
m'rBffihiniums. chrysanthemum m«'m" ; 

HI R3t$sAT,rouP6 of CIema J 
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superba and Henrvi (white) we hope to have 
mgood condition. Phaceliacampanularia,blue 
Wietia, white, and Scarlet Flax will give us 
the same colours. In annuals our aim is to 
have Urge masses. Cucumbers in bearing are 
t pdressed frequently. Young plants are 
always kept in stock. 

Hay 8th.—Most of the bedding plants are 
hirdenmg in cold-frames; some are under 
temporary shelter. Calceolarias and Pentste- 
rnons will bo planted out immediately. Holly- 
kdcs have been mulched with manure, and a 
P"* ‘•°akin? of water has been given. Dahlias 
>rt in cold-trames hardening off. We grow 
rh.eflv Cactus varieties. Specimen Fuchsias 
kve been pinched for the last time, anti the 
pUnta are staked securely as pyramids, 
lounger plants are still in course of training. 

May Hth. -Shifted a lot of Tomatoes into 
.Much pots to get st rong for outside when safe, 
harly Tomatoes under glass are setting fruit, 
rte axe still using a little fuel to hasten the 
growth of the fruit. The plants have been 
mulched with Moss-litter-manure to save 
Jatour in watering. All side shoots are 
promptly removed and the main ones secured 
*" stakes as they advance in growth. The 
ventilation is as perfect as possible. Cold- 
bouses are being planted with Tomatoes. 
' loleta recently planted are watered ami the 
surface of the ground hoed. 

May loth.—Pricked out more Celery outside. 
The plants are kept thoroughly moist, but no 
shade is used. Tho Peach w'alls are looked 
over twice a week. We have not removed the 
coverings, but we are watching the weather 
with a view to their removal. Work in the 
vineries; and Peach-houses now is incessant, 
and must not be neglected. This is the time 
the foundation for a good crop next year is 
laid. The young fruits are thinned early. We 
want quality as well as quantity, but the'foriner 
stands before the latter. 

POULTRY. 

Red spots in eggs (Huffy).— You are 
probably feediug your hens on food of a too 

nnkimg character, for when blood -red 
sicts apjieur m eggs they show that the ovi- 
/ ureas organs are ruptured, and this is caused 
in numberless cases through over-feeding. If 
vou can find out which of your hens lay the 
>1'-coloured eggs, separate them for a time 
from the others, and feed ou very plain food, 
ard that in very limited quantity, with the 
o®**1 of checking egg-production, that they 
rear rest for a while. Feed all your hens more 
-pmngly, and avoid a too liberal supply of 
Mine. The free use of Maize in the poultry 
v-inl is the cause of a greater number of ail¬ 
ments than many people suppose.—S. S. G. 

.KCh,/^?na dylng.-My chickens arc dying off os 
; ih-% did Uat year, and 1 cannot account for it. The 

■W*. tod apparently the healthiest, ore first affected. It 

, -~r” ,|tb unsteady walk, and the legs quickly 
paralysed : in sonic cases the feet are drawn ui£ 

. ,or *onl* dl>‘8’ ind ‘hen one morning the bird is 
Mswi dead. A few recover, and after a time seem none 

l.- “Ti* X the attack. These chickens are about a 
(er.eiRht Old. They are in a run in Grass; the run is 
a i«t by * feet, and is chanced every two days. The coop 

Kr toe hen is boarded floor raised 1) inches from the 

Pj'*1- *> *» perfectly dry. The food is shelled Oats. 
EuW-mesJ paste, and a little shredded meal every 
•*ro®d or third day.—A. Blakk. 

The fowling and management of your 
eta kens could not be better, with the excep- 
‘"•o of the coops having wooden floors, and 
tab is probably the cause of the trouble, as 
' ‘kens are very liable to cramp when kept 
,,r; »ood. Wooden floors when used should 
: *»vs be covered with dry earth or road dust, 
j -h should be frequently changed. It is, 

.' ‘ever, best to have no bottom, but to put 
!,v toop on loose dry eurth or ashes, 1 inch or 
- v-hesdeep. Possibly you let the chickens 
,|5’ teo early in the day, while the Grass is yet 

and cold. When chickens suffer from 
-1't leathering, caused either by the coldness 

■he season or delicacy of constitution, they 
.-quire to be lightly fed. Some poultry 
’ "ipers give their chickens bread soaked in 

■ once or twice a day in cold weather, and 
*»’.•' eggs, which are well known as the very 
---t animal food for young pheasants, are also 

' Vsllcut for voting chickens. Weakly ehick/6s 
• "t often produced, when a bensitsclqselv u 
“*5Teggs. Avoid in-breeding.—S. S. Gi] 

LAW AND CUSTOM. 

„i'^‘®8Pa8Siri8r P°ultry.-My neighbour'* meadow 
adjoins mj gaiden, and his fowl, enter my garden and 
dmnage my crops, etc I have complained to him in 

Sr6 Sont/nd“,hat 1 ""‘it *o fenee niv garden 
W. H. MfP hW ,0Wl* 0Ut 01 Wha‘ 19 "'>• Portion T - 

[The tenant or occupier of a garden adjoin¬ 
ing a Grass field may be under an obligation to 
fence against ordinary stock running on the 
(trass, but no such obligation extends to 
poultry. Unless your neighbour can prove an 
express obligation on your jiart to fence out his 
poultry, he mu# keep them out himself or be 
liable in damages. Your remedy is by action 
in the county court. But if you hud covenanted 
to build a brick or stone wall between the 
garden uiid the moadow, and you neglected to 
fulfil tho covenant, your neighbour would not 
then be obliged to keep his iioiiltrv at home, 
as their trespass would be due to' vour own 
breach of covenant. It is only under such 
circumstances that you are required to fence 

•-K. C. T.J the poultry out 

Quittingmarketgarden.-Inism I took 4 acres 
or land for market pardenin^, and in .September last I 

"w'J” 5° <l“it 1 9»" a» "'-v flowem, garden stuff etc. W hen I quit can I claim compensation 
for crop* not ready for removal / I have also put up a 

KnC^rTe^“TeuUildi0B’1 C*" ' clainl ««"W 

[Your tenancy commenced before the Market 
Gardeners’ Compensation Act came into force, 
and so unless yon had, previous to January 1st, 
189(3, and with the knowledge of your landlord, 
executed some of the improvements mentioned 

ir ■.} Act’ ifc t*oes not aPPly to your tenancy. 
If it does apply, you may on quitting claim 
compensation for the greenhouse and buildings 
since erected, and for such garden croixs as 
continue productive for two or more years, but 
you cannot claim under the Act for crops sown 
or planted during the last year of your tenancy, 
/ou may claim under it' for fruit-trees and 
fruit-bushes permanently planted out, but not 
for flowering plants and shrubs. 1 f you cannot 
cluim under the Act for the greenhouse and 
buildings, you may pull these down and take 
them away.—K. C. T.] 

BIRDS. 

Death of Canary (Stictr Plated).— This 
fine bird appears to have died from atrophy, a 
wasting disease very frequent amongst cage- 
birds, and unless the treatment of it & under¬ 
taken at the very commencement there is very 
little chance of recover}-. It is usually brough't 
about through errors in diet, a prolonged 
course of unnatural feeding provoking so great 
changes in the digestive organs tliat they 
become incapable of assimilating any kind of 
food. You fail to furnish any particulars 
whatever as to diet, general treatment, and so 
forth. Feedingund indulging birds with sweet, 
pampering food, and keeping them too warm, 
or in an impure atmosphere, tend very much to 
weaken the constitution and bring about this 
complaint.—S. S. G. 

Lovebird plucking out its feathers 
(Mrs. Sheffr/d Xeaee). —The habit of feather- 
eating when once acquired is very difficult to 
cure. When a bird is kept in an' over heated 
temperature a gross condition of the system 
is often produced, with irritability of the skin, 
giving rise to this bail habit. Sometimes it 
arises from the cage being infested with |>ara- 
sites, which at night issue forth and torment 
the inmate. Maybe your bird plucks out its 
feathers from want of something else to do, 
and you might supply it with something on 
which to exercise its beak, such as a small 
bundle of tw igs or a small piece of soft, non- 
splintering wood. Smearing the body with vase¬ 
line has been found to have a beneficial effect 
in a case of this kind. Occasionally a bird 
will leave off feather-eating as suddenly as it 
began, and after a week or two look as well as 
ever ; but, as a rule, it is just the reverse, and 
it will keep up the habit until at last it dies 
from taking cold t hrough its lack of plumage. 
Supply your bird with abundance of coarse 
grit sand, having some old powdered mortar 
mixed with it. The diet, while nourishing, 
must not hi of too stimulating a nature. A 
itH( tifiBIafafl-milk may be given occasion! 

eta of any kind.—S. G.Uta I 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

Questions.— Queries and answers art inserted in 
Qarde.xi.x-o free of charge if eorresjiondents follow these, 

nuee: AU communications should be clearly and concisely 
irrtf/rn on one tide of the paper only, anil addressed to 

the Editor of Qardexixo, IT. Fumival street. Uolbom, 

London, K.C. Letters on business should be tent to 
the Publisher. The name and address gf the tender are 

required m addition to any designation he may desire to 
be used in the paper. When more than one query is sent, 
each should be on a separate piece of ] taper, and not more 

than three queries should be sent at a time. Correspon¬ 
dents should bear in mind that, as Garde.xino has to be 
sent to press some time in ad ranee of dale, queries cannot 

always be replied to in the issue immediately following 
the receipt of their communication. We do not reply to 
queries by post. 

Naming: fruit.— Readers who desire our help in 
nauuy fruit should bear in mind that several specimens 
In different stages of colour awl sire gf the same Iciwl 

greatly assist in its determination. IIV have received 

from several correspowlents simile specimens of fruits 
for naming, these in many cases being unri/ie awl other¬ 

wise poor. The difference bet men varieties oj fruits are. 
in many eases, so trijting that it is necessary that three 
specimens of each kind should be sent. We can undertake 

to name only four varieties at a time, awl these, only when 
the above directions arc observed. 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

Aconltums (Itelgian Reader).-All the Aconites are 
dangerous from their poisonous roots. They should never 
be planted where the roots could bv any chance lie dux 
up in mistake for edible roots, as they are so deadly. We 
should certainly not allow them to be crown where 
children are. 

Hyacinths after flowering (C. It. A.)-it i.of 
no use reiving on these for flowering in pots the second 
.'yar- * pu ought to plant them out in a sunnv bonier, 
they will then yield you a crop of bloom every vear; 
certainly not so line as bulbs in pots, but such as will 
repay your trouble. You will find such flowers very useful 
for cutting. 1 

Destroying woodllce (Hilda)-We destroy them 
bj cutting 1 otatoes in halves, scooping out a little from 
the centre, and laying them down, the cut side under; 
the pests crawl under the Potato, and may found there 
m scores in the morning. Another good plan is to wrap a 
boiled Potato up in dry hav, put it in a small pot. and lay 
the pot on its side. This is a favourite haunt for them. 
They can then easily he destroyed by dropping them into 
a pail of boiling water. 

Renovating a lawn (Postman).—Your lawn has 
coarse Grass on it only because it has not proper lawn 
Grass. \ou could now roughly rake the hare places, add 
some sifted soil, then get and sow pro|*er lawn Gram seed. 
At the same time get sulphate of ammonia very flnelv 
erushed, and sprinkle that over the lawn, at. the rate of 
3 lb. per rod ; or, failing that, some sort of guano. Next 
autumn give 4 lb. of basic slag per rod to wash in. Ask 
the seedsman for Grasses suited for a clay soil. 

Cyclamens after blooming (Penhrot)-When 
they have done blooming you should stand in a cold- 
frame. watering ascarefullv as if in bloom. Cover if there 
are any signs of frosl, ami do not crowd in anv way. As 
they show signs of going to rest lesson the water supply 
until June or July ; they will not need much. If kept a 
little moister after this the young leaves will soon start 
when the}' may be shaken clear of the old Boil and 
repotted in a mixture of loam, leaf-mould, and sand. It 
is advisable to sow a pinch of seed even- year to have 
young cornis coming on to take the place of the old ones. 

Pinks from seed (C. //. A.)— If. as wo assume, 
you refer to ordinary garden Pinks, then certainlv thev 

secdl .. ' can be raised from i Still, all depends on the qualuy --- _11 depen__ ..., , 
of tho strain. You can purchase seed of double flowers at 
from Is. 6d. to 2s. 6d. per packet, which should give some 
good double varieties. You can also purchase more 
cheaply seed of single-flowered garden Pinks, all verv 
beautiful, hut not so well liked as arc douhle-flowered 
ones. If you get seed and will sow it at once, either in 
shallow pans or boxes, and place in a greenhouse or frame 
or outdoors under a handlight, you should soon have 
plenty of plants. 

Cactus Dahlias (Amateur)—TneWe good varieties 
are Keync's White, Mis. J. J. Crewe, lemon-yellow ; Lvlv 
Penzance, yellow; Mayor Tuppenv, outer petals oran-e- 
cannino, centre yellow; Ara. bne. petals white, edged 
crimson : Emperor, rich plum; Slary .Serv ice, pinkish 
heliotrope; .Mrs. Carter Page, velvety crimson, lit up w iib 
yellow; C. Woodbridgc, crimson; Magnificent, huff; 
Itanji, dark ; and Harmony, apricot. Good earlv-flower- 
ing Chrysanthemums are Mme. Desgranges, white ; Mrs. 
Hawkins, Marie Masse, Harvest Home, Roi des Precoces. 
and Queen of tho Earliex. See article in present issue on 

Early Chrysanthemums," p. 132. 

Growing Coleuses (.1. B.)-Coleuses are verv 
tender plants, and can only be kept alive through the 
winter in a warm greenhouse. During the summer thev 
do well in pots in an ordinary greenhouse frame or 
window, or even planted outdoors about the second week 
in June. They grow very fa«t, and if grown in pots must 
be given at the first potting 5-inch pots, then as they grow 
stronger they must be moved into 7-inch ones, and if laig- Slants are wished into 9-inch and 10-iuch pots. If you 

esire to have dwarf, bushy specimens you must pinch 
occasionally. Coleuses must have a rich, light, loamy soil, 
to which have been added some well-rotted manure and 
leaf-mould. 

Camellia and Lapageria leaves Injured 
(ConsfarU Reader)— The enclosed leaves look nsif thev 
had been growing in a dose, warm structure, with little, 
if any, ventilation, and they are burnt bv the sun shining 
directly on them while moist. Both plants need a free 
circulation of air for theirsucce-wful culture. As v ou give 
no details of the treatment or conditions under which the 
plants are growing we con give but little advice in the 
mat ter., but may soy that no Are heat will from now be 
need editor ejlnpri the Camellia or Upagria. Water from 

*' err hcceMarr. 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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yt.'ilna (J. W. L.\~Sow the seed in gentle bottom, 
he.t (which w very important), and as soon as the seed¬ 
ling* are tit to handle prick them off into boxes, or. better 
still, into a bed of fine soil in a cold-frame, in the bottom 
of which some rough material has been placed In this 
way you get good lialls of soil with the plants when you 
lift them for planting out in the open. The soil for 
Zinnias should be of a light, rich nature- Leaf.iuould, 
manure, and a good sandy loam will grow them well. 
Prei*re the ground in the previous autumn by deeply 
digging and well manuring it. A mulch of rotten manure, 
with frequent doses of some liquid fertiliser before the 
plants come into bloom, is very beneficial. Your Carna- 

Of 

lions are, unfortunately, affected with spot. The only 
thing you can do ie to pick off all the bad leaves and burn 

them. 
Repotting Phyllocactus (A. B Y—The rhyiio- 

c ictus begins to make fresh growth about the beginning 
of April, and keeps oil growing till August. When grow¬ 
ing, the plants should be kept just moist at the roots, and 
st ringed overhead once or twice a day in hot weather. 
They like full sunlight, plenty of fresh air. and a tempera¬ 
ture of not less titan 63 degs. at night The soil *hould 
he a mixture of light loam, well-rotted cow manure, and 
brick rubbish or coarse sand, and the pots should bo a 
iptarter filled with drainage. When grow th Is finished the 
plants should be kept drier and given more air. They 

flower from April onwards, and should be potted when 
they have done blooming. If your plant is doing well 
leave it alone, as the less the Phyllocactus is disturbed al 
the roots the better will it be. The great points are to see 
that the drainage does not get choked up and the plants 
are not overwatered, as if this happens the roots die and 
the plants die off at the neck. 

Roses planted last October shedding their 
foliage (E. Archer).-It you had pruned the plants 
alwut the midd'e of March there would have been no 
foliage yet to turn brown and fall off. We gather Irom 
what you say that the plants have not been pruned, con¬ 
sequently the young shoots which alway s appear towards 
the ends of the growths have been injured by wind and 
frost, and as soon as the sap becomes active they arc shed. 
Your boat plan, although now quite late enough, will lie 
to prune the plants at once, cutting the grow ths back to 
within ft inches or 6 inches of the ground. As a precaution 
to prevent injury by ••bleeding" or loss of sap, paint over 
the cut ends with a little knotting used by painters. ) ou 
do not sav what tribe the Roses belong to—whether Teas 
or Hybrid Perpetuals. We have found the wood of many 
of the former much injured this season, the pith being 
quite brown. If you should find any of vour Roses in this 
condition it will he best to prune right back to the sound 
wood—that is. where the pith is of a healthy white colour 
—even, though you cut them down to the ground. 

Lilies for oool srreenhouae (C. //. A.)—It is a 
matter of choice as effecting individual growers which of 
the several available Lilies are the best for greenhouse 
culture. Many enoose the Golden-rayed Lily (L. aura- 
turn). This should suit your purpose admirably. The 
varieties of specioeum would also be suitable. Six-inch 
pots are large enough lor the first year, draining these 
efficiently, and employing turfy loam, peat, and leaf-mould 
in about equal parte, adding to this some sharp sand to 
keep the compost open and sweet. Do not fill the pots 
full of soil at the outset, but rather leave space for top- 
dressings later, the nature of Lilies being to throw out 
white feeding roots from the green stems as these 
advance. From these remarks yon will gather that the 
drainage and soil should not more than half-fill the pot for 
the bulb to rest on, and for a time the bulbs arc better 
covered over with Cocoa-nut-fibre or leaics, to maintain a 
uniformity cf moisture without recourse to watering. 
This can be removed gradually, and a surfacing of potting 
compost added, as new roots on the stems indicate the 
necessity for it. Give water very carefully—never in 
excess—"but always endeavour to maintain uniformity and 
encourage sturdiness at all times. Procure and pot the 
bulbs at once. 

FRUIT. 

SHORT REPLIES. 
Amateur.—See reply to "Stamp" in our issue 

January 25 of this year, p. 631. The cony can be had of 
the publisher, price ljd., post free.-Delta.—\ our best 
plan will be to write to M r. C. K. West, Umindhay. l.eed*. 
who will give you all particulars.- - John fuller, iou 

The soil for | irc evidently keeping your Geraniums too wet and not 
admitting sufficient air to the house.-Postman.—rot 
them singly in light soil and stand them near the glass or 
you may start them in boxes of Cocoa-nut-fibre in a cold- 
frame. and plant tut towards the end of May.—— H. F- — 
Wc have never tried oil of Lemon. You should use the 
XL vaporieer, which is very effective and easily managed. 
-Bortu*.—It will be far safer in the end for you to 
paint the wires, as the acid is liable to injure any shoots 
that may he tied to the wire.-Hilda.—Sicotiana aftinis 
prefers a sunny spot. «nd we doubt If it will do well in the 
place vou mention, as the plants will run up tall and 
eggy ind fail to flower freely.-Penhroa.—See reply to 
• Yen Vale," re Begonia Gloire dc Lorraine, m our issue of 

March 8. p. 17.-P. M. G.-It would he advisable to 
paint the wires. You cannot do better than try Golden 
Noble. Sec description and figure in our issue of Oct. 12. 
1901, which may he hod of the publisher, price ljd.. post 
free.-A. H —Kindly send us a specimen of your 
diseased Cactus plant, and we can then better help you. 
You may be keeping it too wet at the roots, or the 
drainage mav be choked up and the soil loo heavy . — 
Hedlei/ Besant.— Kindly send a specimen of the diseased 
branch vou refer to. — T. O A -We doubt very much if 
you will do any good with the Vines, specimen of which 
vou vend. They are apparently quite worn out, and it 
would have been far better to have pul in young Vines 
when vou re made the border. The Cmlogyne bulbs are 
too thick, and evidently want fresh material and more 
room in the pans.-Char. Linder.--Kindly refer to our 
issue of Feb. 8, p. tM9, in which the subject is dealt with, 
and alHO consult recent numbers, in which dates have been 
given for the stopping and timing of those you mention. 
—G. F. James.— From what we can sec. it seems as U 
vou had been giving the plant* too much water, thus 
causing the stem to rot in the same way as that of a Melon 
plant. - W. II. Miller. - Chinese Primulas, winter- 
flowering Pelargoniums, or any of the winter-blooming 
Begonias, like Gloire de Lorraine.-A nxious. — bee 
reply to •' May Devon." in our issue of April 20, p. 114 
A.C.ivn Iris PtV 

WEEDS! WEEDS!! WEEDS!!! 
One application of Harrison's " BeliiN.' 
WEED KILLER will keep joai Garia 
Paths, Carriage Drives, etc., free (r,a 
Weeds for at least U months. The t*ri 
Killer for Daisy, Plantain, and Danis, 

Boo in lawns. Brighten, the Gotti. 

Immense saving In labour. 

1 Gallon, 48, drum, 9d_, carriage H.; 
I Gallons, 6.4. drum. 1/3, carriace l-j 
S Gallons, 11-, dram, A-, carriage ptg; 
10 Gallons, 11. 6, drum, 5/-, carriage paid; 
40 Gallons, 76/-, oaak, 8/-, carnage pxg 

Irish Orders are _nof .subject to tU| 
carriage terms, but art paid to aim English Port. . 
price allowed for all drums and casks, ij returned u 
good condition, oarriage paid within two months. 

N.B.—In the price* of the above pleas* not* that thl 
Weed Killer mixes 1 to 50 of water, being double the ordlu.-] 
strength. One gallon mixed with 60 gallons of water rj 
rover an area of boo 160 to MO square yards eftctmli. 

Adam—Give Iris Pavonia the same treatment as lxins 
require.-Hortos.— In the variety Mme. Edmond Roger 
the green tint is more pronounced than in ary variety we 
know.-1. E. G.-We should say wire with a 3-inch 

There is no smell to this Weed Killer. 

QEO. W. HARRISON, Horticultural dhsmht. 
"O’ Dept* 118, Broad Street. READING. 

Testimonials on application. 

As Flower and Tree 
Supports In Garden 
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unequalled. They 
sire st. one, durable, 
and cheap. 
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special orrmsu 
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si"* from 1 ft- 6 In. up 
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4 ft •1 X Hn.11 .. 

4 ft. X 14x44 ., 
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MJI •n- • 1 X|A». 

M7ft M X Hn. 164 , 
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SEND FOR PRICE LIST. 

BAM B 0 0 S 
mesh would answer your purpose.-Alex //-«.—No; 
Hyacinths that have been flowered in giassea are of no 
uic for another vear. 2. You ought to get Hobday s 
" Villa Gardening." 3, Prick your Asters out into boxes 
and vou will thus obtain nice sturdy plants for planting 
out In Mav.-ft Stephenson.—Clear off the fibre, give a 
good soaking of wafer, and give all the light possible. Be 
careful vou do not overwater until the roots have begun 
to run freely_-A. F Campbell Johnston.--You will find 
two articles dealing with the cultivation of Hyacinths in 

Holland in the '"Journal of the Royal Horticultural 
Society," Vol. XL. Part II., which you can possibly obtain 
from the society. 

BAMBOOS for 

Punting Poles 
Yacht Masts 
Tennis Court Bnolorarse 
Furniture making 
Ourtain Poles 
Garden Arches, 

ho., ho. 

O BAMBOO CO, 
o 164, LEVER STREET. 

BATH 8THEET, 

PRICE LIST FREE. S city rd , e c 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 

Names Of planta.-.V C. II. BW.-l, Narcissus 
Kmperor: 2. K Empress; 3 and 4, N. Tazetta vara ; 
ft and fta, N. I-eedsi vars. ; 6, N. incomparabilis var. 
Kindlv see our rules as to naming plants.-N. Lytte.— 
The flower you send is N. maxiniiis, deformed, three of 
the perianth segments having been converted into two. 
-- Cactus.—1, Sedum Ewersi; 2, Please send better 
specimen ; 3, Narcissus Emperor: 4. K incomparabilis 

Seedling Oranges (Miss irrioAfy-Your plants 
may be years before they snow any bloom. The Orange 
plants sold by nurserymen have all been grafted with 
good bearing kinds, and this is the only way to ensure 
lruit bearing at an early period. The only thing you can 
do is to grow the plants well, when they may bear fruit at 
an early date. Any gardener in your neighbourhood 
should be able to graft them for you. 

Cankered Pear-tree (Pardlestone).—We are very 
familiar with the form of canker from which .10,1 r Pear- 
tree is suffering. The roots have got down out of the 
shallow surface soil into very poor subsoil, and no 
improvement can be effected until those downward roots 
are cut off and new ones are formed near the surface. To 
obtain that result it is needful to open a deep trench round 
the tree. 3 feet from the stem, throwing out the soil 2 feel 
wide and as deep, then to gradually grub under the tree 
to find all downward roots and cut them off, refilling the 
trench and giving the surface a good top-dressing of 
manure. The tree would also have to he cut hard back, 
removing all the cankered or dead ports, and thus inducing 
the formation of fresh healthy wood. Any dressing of the 
tree would do no good so long as the fault lies at the roots. 
It was not wise to plant Daffodils close to a tree that needs 
lop-dressings of manure 

VEGETABLES. 
Early Runner Beans (F. «.)—A very good w»y 

to obtain strong early Runner Bean plants is to at once 
sow one Bean in each of some three to four dozen of what 
are known as large 60-sized pots It is but need! u! to put 
a piece of droppings or a few of the more turfy portions o' 
the. soil into the bottom of each pot and nearly fill it; 
then with the point of the finger or with a small wooden 
dibber place a Bean into each, burying it an inch or so. 
■Water the whole well, then stand in a frame or green¬ 
house. The plant t should be well up in 10 days. Failing 
a frame, get two or three starch boxes that are 6 inches 
deep inside, place the pots into them close together, and 
cover up close with glass, standing them in a sunny posi¬ 
tion under a warm wall outdoors. By the middle of May 
quite strong plants will Is- ready l.v^w^oul into a ro' 
the open ground-and caret ally tunf-a outel the j. 
plants will not bB<JTS«)@l?d t$ fhAbew^sck bgjtf 
i. tilth1 prelection ttinicht iintirthecrnroTti.v . 

Srabilis var. ; 3, N. Mr n at Kin, very sniau miner-.-- 
re. distance.—'The Snowy Mespilusf Amelanchier Botrv 

apiutn); it is easily increased by layers and seed.--Mr*. 
L Parke — Dog's-tooth Violet (Ervthromura dens-cams). 
_-R .if. H— Aeathffia eculestis, a half-hardy plant 
requiring a fairlv light soil.-C. Elmer.—Dendrobium 
nobile var. ; should like to see again, as it was rather 
crushed.-Hose M. Uarcei/.— Amaryllis formosissima 
(svn. Sprekelia formosissima)—G. C.—l, Dendrobium 
rialhniMim: 2. Nei'hrodium molle.-F. T. P. — l. 

The only orifice! « 

bond fide artick 

ASK FOR 

“SUMMER 
cloud; 

TRADE MARK—Vo. 14.629 

And seethat r* 
get It with Ttsm 
Mark on ead 

packet. 

Sold in packet*. la. anil 2s. 6d. each : and in Bsp ‘lbl' 
10s. 6d.; 14 lbs.. 26s. 

To be had from alt Seedsmen and Flonstl. 

Manufacturers- 

Dalhousiie; 2. Nephrodiuin 
Lvcaste aromatica; 2, Cypripedium var. ; J, Out of 
character.-IF- 0. H.—Alonsoa incisifolia. --May 
Deron. Double form of Anemone fulgens. _ Xareisrns. 
_j N. incomparabilis; 2, N. scoticiis; 3, N, Telanionius 
lilcnuK.-A non. - 1, Cypripedium insigne Maulei: 
2 Dendrobium nobile; 3, Specimen insufficient; 4, Eui«- 
torium odoratiasimum.-J. Barden.—The Dragon's- 
mouth (Arum crinitum)-Mrs. Handles. — Anemone 
nemorosa. 

Name of fruit.-C. French Ilenslsi/.-Apple Man- 
n»nj;ton 1'en.miain. 

Catalogue received. — Four Oaks Nursery and 
Garden Sundries Co., I.ichfield-road, Four Oaks, Sutton 
Coldfield.—Garden Sundries, etc. 

Books received. “ Pictorial Greenhouse Manage 
I tv XV. V. Wright. Cassell and Co.——"One and ment,” 
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PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

OUTDOOR 
_ 

PLANTS. 

[£*j80ME APRIL FLOWERS. 
ter of the month's display in the 

flower garden is always instructive, 

I there is a reminder to take special 
far those things that have been a success 

die view to increase them at the fir&t 
nity. The outdoor flowers of April, 

re naturally the product of perfectly 

{ikiite, and within the reach of all, 
r in large or small quantities. So far us 
ril-flowering shrubs are concerned, the 
r has been remarkably good, and in all 
where any one particular family “or 

I varieties arc wanted together in con- 
'i numbers the effect lias been quite up 

he average. In the matter of this particu- 
ityleof planting we do not mean huddling 
tdasc together so that they lose their 

Jity; this is hy no means necessary. 
should stand just clear of each 

I be kept so hy careful and judicious 
close enough so that when viewed 

ace a mass of colour is shown, and 
i a perceptible drop between the plants 

: a table like surface is avoided. The 
family rank among the best of early- 

shrubs, and some of them seem ns 
f;imperfectly known. R. sanguineum is, 

common enough, but it is not the 
with a. album and ntro-rubena. which 

with equal freedom and make a line 
hy when planted in huge clumps. All 
iorms strike readily from cuttings- and 
capital little bushes hy the end of the 
lyear. Beautiful white-flowering shrubs 
I same season ure Spinea pruoifolia and 
unbergi. The foliage of the lut-tor is of a 

[vivid green, showing off to advantage the 
» of tiny white flowers.- A variety of 

is furnished by the Cydonias in diffe- 
I shades of scarlet, pink, flesh-colour, and 

Yellow tints have been supplied hy 
hia suspensu and F. viridissima, two 

[useful April shrubs. The Daffodil is the 
flower of April, and Barri conspicuus 
of the liest kinds. Other varieties 

I the trumpet and star sections may rank 
ras individual flowers, hut for furnishing 

“ iplay «h ma»oe commend me to the 
d sort. Flower-steins thrown up 

I strong selected bulbs were of extmordin- 
Comtnon sorts naturalised where 
situation have suited them have 

well. The Doronicums have hcl(x<d 
the prevailing yellow shades furn- 

Ihy Daffodils and some of the Polyanthuses, 
1 Live flowered well. A very line display of 

of flower, both aa to size and 
i is still to be found on the old Megnseu 
“t») conlifolin. We saw a lot ot this 

‘ day at the back of a sloping border 
r a good breadth of a terra-cotta- 

; Polyanthus, and the effect was very 
r The white Arabia, tho purp' ' 

and Tufted Pat^jtiqfedtibyl 

I _-i iHt rt'' 

shades of colour also make nn effective display 
when associated with the Megasea. We said 
the Daffodil was the flower of April, hut 
a thoroughly' good strain of Polyanthus runs it 
very close indeed. A north • west border, 
2U0 yards long by 4 feet wide* has been a lovely 
sight, and furnished us with a wonderful 
wealth of cut - flowers. The plants were 
arranged as near u.s possible in colours for the 
sake of seed saving, but a general mixture is 
the more effective. If all the differept shades 
ure well mixed together, the result is n beauti¬ 
ful display that can hardly he furnished by any 
other flower. - 

TUFTED PANSIES—VALUE OF OLD 
PLANTS FOR EARLY FLOWERING. 

Tint present season is giving conclusive proof 
of the value of old plants for making an early 
spring display, as they ure now literally 
covered witn blossoms of the most dainty kind. 
In the case of the old pluuts, their 011111119) is of 
the simplest. The old stools in my case are cut 
hack in tho autumn to provide cuttings. The 
thinning-out of the shoots for the purjiose just 
alluded to gives moro s|»ace to those which 
remain, and they grow strongly. Before the 
autumn is fur ndvancod it is a good plun to 
give the beds a good mulching of well-rotted 
manure, working this well into the crowns of 
the plants, and also covering tho intervening 
spaces with a liberal dressing. This may seem 
to lie unnecessary witli established plants, hut 
it is here where so many err. The mulching 
feeds the roots, and also affords protection 
during very severe weather. Then, ns the days 
lengthen the newer growths, which through 
the bud weather have been protected bv the 
mulching, push their way through tho soil, and 
with the advent of more genial weather the 
shoots bristle with buds in all stages. As 
soon as the cold easterly winds havo lost 
their sting, and April showers come, then it 
is the old plants reward us with a remarkable 
display of blossoms. Since the second week, of 
April there has indeed been u brave show, and 
one cannot help wondering why more is not 
made of the old plants. The Into Dr. St uart, 
of Chirnside, used to advocate this method of 
treating the plants, emphasising t he fact that 
some sorts are never seen in their truo form 
and condition till the second and third season 
of their growth. 1 heart ily support this view, 
as the results obtained from several of our host 
tufted kinds, of which the late Dr. Stuart 
raised so many excellent varieties, havo exceeded 
my expectations. The older type of plant is 
hardly so well suited to this system of culture 
as are those represented hy such sorts ns 
Kloudyko, Blue Gown, Florizel, King of the 
Blues, Virginias, White Empress, and Coun¬ 
cillor W. Waters. These plunts are now 
voritablo tufts, and studded with their dainty 
rayless blossoms. These old stools, too, may be 
kept in excellent condition for a long time by 
the |iersistent romovul of old and spent blos¬ 
soms, and also ‘by frequent copious supplies of 
water in the dry weather. An occasional 
application of manure • wuter will impart 
'^lyuyod the plunts, nnd when they 

tj l{J|\nest the younger plants \^ij‘ 

take their place. The old stools may he cut 
hack in late June or curly July to provide 
cuttings, which, when rooted, come in well 
for autumn planting. D. B. C. 

VERBENAS. 

If these charming flowering plants he employed 
for the production of special effects in the 
garden, without doubt they are best when 
planted in masses of distinct colours. Where 
employed to furnish mixtures irrespective of 
colour effects, they are then also very beautiful. 
There are, however, in the latter case advan¬ 
tages nnd disadvantages. There is first the 
fact that Verbenas are easily raised from seed, 
and thiiH obtained cheaply there is great temp¬ 
tation to put these plants out into lads, with 
the result that they present a very bizarre 
appearance, colours being oddly intermixed 
nnd the habit of growth of the plants much 
vnried. That such hetlH have attractions for 
some persons there can ho no doubt, hut all the 
snmo t he effects obtaiued are not all that can he 
desired. When Verbenas are propagated in 
sorts or colours and so planted, the mass is 
usually of a moro striking character tlmn when 
so intermixed. However, in the case of mixed 
Ixxls it is beat to employ propagated plunts 
that can he intermixed in three colours at the 
most and of even habit of growth. These 
mixed beds may ho found very attractive. It 
is the case that vcrycaroful saving of seed from 
plants that uro remote from others of diverse 
colours may produce very fair results in even¬ 
ness of habit nnd colour, but these can only lie 
obtained hy purchasing seed in colour packet*. 
When, however, lieds of seedlings arc found it 
is very easy to secure cuttings in the autumn, 
put them thickly into 0-inch |»ts, root them in 
a frame, and keep them clean. Grow all the 
winter on the top shelf of a greenhouse, and in 
the early spring they will give scores of cut¬ 
tings, whicn may ho' multiplied almost indefi¬ 
nitely in a few weeks if there lie some Imttom- 
hent at command. Thus it is very ©asv to 
secure a good stock of selected sorts even from 
a lintch of seedlings. 

ROCKETS. 
Tiik sweet old Rocket, a flower most of us 
have known from onr earliest days, still hus it* 
admirers, although it is all too scarce in Cions generally. The time when Rockets 

nn is a lovely one, for the eurlv summer 
flowers ure gay in great variety. 'I'lien espe¬ 
cially are the simple roadside cottage plots so 
bright, and sweet, when Rocket* spring out 
from carpets of Pinks and Pansies and lift up 
their tall spikes to meet the drooping clusters 
of the Monthly or Maiden's Blush Rose. 
Happily t his flower is much loved hy cottagers 
anil it will linger long among them, but in 
lurger guldens wo seek it in vain—it is 
neglected. This neglect arises not from lack 
of appreciation of its beauty nnd fragrance, hut 
because, although in every resjiect u hardy 
plant, it does not go on growing and flowering 
year after year. It wants a little special 

^•InttontioGIrWWIlcfhfrcJfn1**' K'v0" ul the riffht 

tow1# mm&f ”M 
URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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hardy things do. it resents such treatment and 
soon disappears. It should not he included 
among the true perennials, as it cannot he 
treated like them, and yet there are many 
pretty ways in which it could he grown. The 
essential thiug is to always have young plants. 
Although occasionally a group may stand u 
second season, the safe wav is to always have 
a hatch of young plants, 'fhese may he raised 
from cuttings, which root readilv even in the 
often ground if shaded from bright sun. whilst 
another excellent method of keeping up a stock 
is to take up and divide the plants as soon as 
they have ceased to bloom, replanting them in 
another spot. In a well-managed garden there 
should be a reserve plot where stocks of this 
and kindred flowers requiring similar treatment 
might he raised. With such an aid much 
could lie done to reduce the number of tender 
plants still put out in gardens and show the 
best, flowers of each season in the most perfect 
way. There are several distinct forms of the 
double Rocket varying in colour from pure 
white to lilac, all of them pretty, sweetly 
scented, and worthy of the best care ami 
culture. 

that you can never get up a good stock of 
Aquilegias by purchase. The proper way is to 
grow your own from seed. Sow in shallow 
wooden trays, or in pots, and grow the plants 
on carefully in a cold-frame. When the set-d- 
liugs are sufficiently large, prick them out into 
the places wherein you wish them to grow- 
some in pots and some in the garden -and 
plant them in various situations, here in tin- 
shade and there in the open, so as to have as 
many chances of success with them as possible. 
I always plant three plants in a triangle, 
4 inches apart, so that any group can readily 
betaken up and (totted if we wish it. Once 
planted, leave them alone ever afterwards, or 
if you move them, take up a large hall of eartk 
with them, so as not‘to loosen the soil about 

' AQUILEGIA (COLUMBINE). 
Ai.pivf. or mountain copse perennials, often 
beautiful in habit, colour, and in form of 
tlower, widely distributed over the northern 
and mountain regions of Europe, Asia, and 
America. Among them may he found great 
variety in colour—white, rose, hurt, blue, and 
purple, and intermediate shades even in the 
same flower, the American kinds having 
yellow, scarlet, and most delicate shades of 
blue flowers. The Columbines, though often 
taller than most of the plants strictly termed 
alpine, are true children of the hills. The 
alpine kinds, living in the high bushy places in 
the Alps and Pyrenees, and North Asian 
mountain chains, are among the fairest of all 
flowers. (.'limbing the sunny hills of the 
sierras in California, one meets with a large 
scarlet Columbine, that has almost the vigour 
of a Lily, and in the mountains of Utah, and 
on many others in the Rocky Mountain region, 
there is the Rocky Mountain Columbine (A. 
cirrulea), with its long and slender spurs and 
lovely cool tints, and there is no family that 
has a wider share in adorning the mountains. 
Although our cottage gardens are alive with 
Columbines in much beauty of colour in early 
Summer, there is sonic difficulty in cultivating 
the rarer alpine kinds. They require to Vie 
carefully planted in sandv or gritty though 
moist ground, and in wefl-drained ledges in 
the rock-garden, in half-shady positions or 
northern exposures. Most wild Columbines, 
however, fail to form enduring tufts in our 
gardens, and they must be raised from seed as 
frequently as good seed can be got. It is the 
alpine character of the home o? many of the 
Columbines which makes the culture of some 
of the lovely kinds so difficult, and which 
causes them to thrive so well in the north of 
Scotland while they fail in our ordinary dry 
garden borders. 5fo plants are more capri¬ 
cious : take, for instance, the charming A. 
glandulosa, grown like a weed at Forres, in 
Scotland, and so short-lived in most gardens. 
Nor is this an exception ; it is characteristic of 
all the mountain kinds. The best soil for them 
is deep, well-drained, rich alluvial loam. 

It is probable many of the species are 
-biennial, and that it is well to raise them from 
seed frequently : and to avoid the results of 
crossing it is better to get- the seed, if we can. 
from the wild home of the species. Tlie seeds 
should be sown early in spring, and the young 
plants pricked out into pans or into an old 
garden-frame us soon as they are lit to bundle, 
removing them early in August to the borders ; 
select a cloudy day for the work, and give them 
a little shading for a few days. 

Mr. Whittaker, of Moselv, near Derby, has 
been very successful with both A. glandulosa 
and the blue variety of A. leptoceras, and he 
told Mr. Niven that he grew them in a tho¬ 
roughly drained, deep, rich, alluvial loam soil; 
the same were the conditions of Mr. Grigoris 
success. 

Mr. Broekbank speaks hopefully of growing 
the finer kinds from seed. Be says, “1 
attribute failures to plants .yrrrtrby nursery (fen 
in verv sina 

A white Columbine. 

the roots more than can be helped. When the 
plants have flowered and the seed has ripened, 
my practice is to gather some for future sowing 
and to scatter the rest around the plant, raking 
the soil lightly first, and shaking the seed out 
of the pods every three or four days. F ointhe 
seed thus scattered young plants c mj up by 
hundreds, often ns thick as a mat, and may be 
transplanted, when suitably grown, into proper 
situations. In this way I have here abund¬ 
ance of Columbines, and amongst these plenty 
of A. glandulosa self sown, and as strong and 
hardy as any.'' Further details as to tu'ture 
and position will be found under the various 
more important kinds. , 

The late Mr. J. C. Niven, of the Hull 
Botanic Gardens, one who knew alpine and 
hardy plants so well, suggests tbgfpfodln^Hef] 
Columbines, except the common one. shqhldiit-1 

looked upon as biennials rather than g| 

perennials. The seeds should he sow n eatiy 

spring, and the young plants pricked out r| 
pans or into an old garden frame os soom 

they are fit to handle, removing them early 
August to their permanent (*ositions; n:1i"( 

cloudy day for the work, and give them a ii>i 
artificial shading for a few days. Carry out t| 

same process year after year, the old |J;i( 

being discarded after flowering. Any utteni 

at dividing the old roots usually fails. TLj 
are, however, instances, esjiecially on Iir 

soils tyid hilly districts, where several ot d 

remain good for years. 

A. ax.pi.va (Alpine Columbine).—A pnj 

alpine plunt, widely distributed over i 

higher (uirts of the Alps of Europe, the *l«-| 

from 1 foot to 2 feet high, bearing showy!,! 

dowers. There is a lovely variety with a wh 

centre to the flower, which, from its coloui ] 

certain to be preferred, and many will say lb 

have not got the “ true ” plunt if they pox- 
only the variety with blue flowers. It d. 

not require any very particular care in caltu 

I iiit should have a place among the ta! 
plants of the rock garden, and he planted ii 

rather moist but not shady sjxit in deep, tun 

loam, with leaf-soil-. 

A. Bkrtoi.om. A pretty little alpiue, ah 

1 foot high, with violet-blue lloweis, iu>; 

short knobby spurs. 
A. <*aliformica (Californian Columbinei 

One of the stoutest of the American kinds,' 
spurs are long, bright orange, more uttcauni 

than in Skinner's Columbine, Hut toapprwii 
the full beauty of the flower it must lie toft' 

up from its naturally |•undent position: lb 

the beautiful shell like arrangement of I 

(ictuls i- seen, the bright yellow marginal hj 

gradually shading off into deep orange. V 
sees Is of this kind should he carefully h“*k 

after, ns having once blossomed tlie old jib 

is liable to (icrish. 1 huve never lieen nisi 

[minted with, the seedlings diverging 

their parent type in character.- This f-la 

thrives best on a deep sandy loam and mo--* 

Svils., A. exitnia, A. truncate. 
A. casadknsis "(Canadian Columbine).- Tt 

flowers of t his are smaller than those ui l!| 

Western American kinds; this, however, 

compensated for by the brilliancy of t! 
scarlet Colour of the st-(«ils and the brigl 

yellow of the jmtals. The true A. cnn*d«c 

is a slender grower, scarcely exceeding I 
in height, with sharply-notched leaves. Fa- ■ 
raised from seed. There is a yellow form. 1 

is a plant for borders or the shrublierv, 1 

placing here anti there among dwarf dim1 

and plants in the rougher parts of the m 

garden. Writing of this sjieeies, Mr. lakanr 

says: “ To see it at its best you should -e 

among the rocks, where it grows in abuwlais 

in our woods and always in high rocky plan* 
there it springs from’the narrowest chirk 

little bush of leaves and flowers, or mav'»: 

an earthy mat iqmn a rock you find a «>!»».' ' 
Columbines, Virginian Saxifrages, and 1“ 

Corvdalis ; they usually grow together. 

A. riiKYSANTHA (Golden Columbine). ! 

plant was at first by persons who look at 
barium distinctions only erroneously Wp'*' 

to he a variety of the Rocky Mountain <1 • 

bine, and named such by Torrey and ' " 
After cultivating the plant however, 

several years, and comparing it in ' 1 

state with the Rocky Mountain Columbine 

cterulea). Dr. Gray described it as a"' 

species. The plant comes from a dirwv' 

geographical range, grows taller. . ‘'1 

nearly a month later, and blooms •or 
months continuously : these peculiar- 
added to its full yellow colour, seem to warn i 

it to rank as a species. Like the Rockt - <■* ‘ 

tain Columbine, it has a very long and 

spur, often over‘2 inches in length. '1'"—j. 

hardy, and thrives even on the stiff c , 
north of London and enjoys wet',thou., ^ 

none the less free in more nappy situati 

comes true from seed, which is "IOi ■ 
raised under glass, the seedling* hemg 1" .)jt' 

out carefully w hen young. Atwinmgii 

of 4 feet under good culture, it )irlli„; 

prove crossed with inferior hinds, . ^ 

he obtained from wild plants, "'/non jq 
difficult through the American i> _ j<all. 

"lei great pity if such a • 
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t if'll, untl luirtly pluut should degenerate ill our 
garden*. - 

A. OOBruu (Rocky Mountain Columbine).— 
Beautiful and distinct, tlie spurs of the flower 
almost os slender ns a thread, a couple of 
inches lone, twisted, and with green tips. It 
i- in the blue and while erect flower that the 

The Siberian Columbine (Apiilegia siliirica). 

Uuutylies, the effect, being oven hotter than in 
tlie blue and white form of the ulpiue Coltim- 
lane. It is u hardy plant, blooming rather 
early in summer, and continuing a long time 
in "flower. It grows from 12 inches to 
U inches high, ami is worthy of the choicest 
position on the rock garden. Unlike the 
tiiblen Columbine, it is not a true perennial on 
many soils, though n better report in this 
respect conies from the cool hill gardens. To 
get strong healthy plants that will flowm- 
ireely, seeds of this kind should be sown 
iiunually, and treated after the manner of 
liiennials, as it rarely does well after standing 
•lie second year, and in many cases dies out 
before that time. The flowers are, however, so 
lovely and so useful fur cutting that it is 
deserving of care to have it in good condition. 
All the Columbines delight in a deep rich sandy 
soil where they can find plenty of moisture 
lielow for the roots, and as they make their 
growth early, the friendly shelter of shrubs or 
roek to keep off cold cutting winds and frosts is 
of use. 

This is one of the many good plants which 
deserve a home in the nursery department, so 
to say. It deserves a choice little bed to itself, 
from which its lovely flowers could lie gathered 
for the house. The seed is liest sown as soon 
as inuv be after it is ripe, in oool frames near 
the glass, or in rough boxes in cool frames. 
Witfiabundance of fresh seed there will he no 
difficulty in raising it in lino beds of soil in the 
oiien air. protecting the beds from birds or 
slugs, but the seed is usually too precious to 
risk in the open air. 

What is supposed to bo a white variety of 
this plant i« sometimes called 

A. ijci-tockras, which was indeed the first 
name given to t he plant. 

"M.,” writing from Utah, says : “Some Cults of this species seen in Utah seeiu to 
long to a distinct variety.; their colour is not 

ridue, or blue and white, hut pure white or 
.yellowish-white. They were flowering in great 
quantity 10,000 feet above the sea wherever 
any tiny stream trickled down the mountain 
"lnpeg, and the flowers at a little distance 
reminded one more of those of Euchuris unin- 
wmten than anything else; The plant grows 
in handsome tlifts 2 feet or 3 feet high, the 
flowers large and broad, and the spurs /'IT 
long (2 inches ut least), \ftth uj ran |u,1ml 
at the top.” 

A. fkaiikakh (Fragrant Columbine).—This is 
very distinct, growing about 1 foot high, with 
downy, somewhat clammy leaves, and very 
free-floweriug. The flowers are pale yellow or 
straw, with short hooked spurs. Himalayas. 

A. olandci.osa (Glandular Columbine).—A 
beautiful species, with handsome blue and 
white flowers, and a tufted habit, flowering in 
early summer—a fine blue, with the tips of the 
[•etuis creamy-white, the spur curved back¬ 
wards towards the stalk, the sepals dark blue, 
large, and nearly oval, with a long footstalk. 
A native of the Altai Mountains, and one of 
the best kinds for the rock garden, in well- 
drained, deep, sandy soil. Increased by seed 
and by very careful division of the fleshy roots, 
when the plunt is in full leaf. Mr. ’iVilliam 
Jennings informs me that, if divided when it 
is at rest, the roots are almost certain to 
perish—at least, on cold soils. 

The Forres Nurseries, in Morayshire, have 
long been famed for the successful growth of this 

| plant; it has no special care there, and there 
is no secret about the culture, which is wholly 

| in the open air. The soil is described as "a 
rich mellow earth, |mrtaking a little of bog or 

I peat earth, and rather cool and moist Mian 
otherwise.’’ It flowers the year after sowing, 
and when full grown is ini|iatient of removal, 
hut if not transplanted when more than two 
years old, it continues to flower for ut least 
rive or six years, sometimes for liiore. Those 
who can get true seed of this fine plant will do 
well to raise it with care anil plant out when 
very young into well-prop&red beds of moist, 
deep peaty or sandy soil, putting some of the 
plants in a northern or cool position. It would 
lie well, nLso, to sow some seeds where the 
plants are to remain, and in various other ways 
to try and overcome the difficulty which has 
hitherto generally attended the culture of this 
lov ely plant. The seeds of other Columbines 
have a bright peri sperm, while those of this 
species are uuhurnished, arising from little 
corrugated markings with which the microseojie 
shows them to he covered. 

In many cases a different inferior plant bears 
the name glandulosa. Mr. Brnckhuuk savs: 
“ I have referred to tlie original s|ieeimen of A. flnndulnsa, sent by Prof. Regel, of the St. 
’etersburg Botanic Gardens, from the Altai 

Mountains. It is a different plant- from the A. 
glandulosa joeunda, being more than twice as 
tall and in every wav more robust. The speci¬ 
men at Kew is nearly one and a half times the 
height of the large folio (mper in which it is 
preserved, and the flower measures 4( inches 
in diameter. The plantain Kew Gardens are 
not this variety—the true variety -of A. 
glandulosa. and, as far as I know, it is not to 
lie found with any of our nurserymen." 

A. ni.AfCA (Grey-leaved Columbine).—A dis¬ 
tinct and interesting plant, though not so 
showy as some of the other kinds. It grows 
from IK inches to 2 feet high, with glaucous 
foliage, the spurs of the flowers lieing rather 
short and red, and shading into tlie jiale 
yellow of the other |iarts of the flower. 

A. Skinnkri (Skinner's Columbine).—A dis¬ 
tinct and beautiful kind, the flowers on slender 
pedicels, the sepals being greenish, the petals 
small and yellow; the spurs nearly 2'inches 
long, of a bright orange-red, and attenuated 
into a slightly-incurved club-shaped point, the 
leaves glaucous, their divisions sharply incised; 
the flower-stems 18 inches to 2 feet high. 
Thougli coining from so fursouth ns Guatemala, 
owing to the fact that it is met with in the 
higher mountain districts, it is nearly, if not 
quite, hardy. Hero, again, crossing steps in 
and too frequently mars its beauty. While 
the name may lie often seen, the plant is rare, 
nor are tlie conditions that insure its thriving 
well known if they exist with us. It is a late 
bloomer. 

A. Stpauti (Stuart’s Columbine).—This, a 
cross between the true A. glandulosa and A. 
Witmanni, was raised by the late Dr. Stuart, 
who tells ns that it is, in his opinion, an 
improved form of A. glandulosa, rolined in 
colouring, free flowering, very large and 
attractive. It is perfectly hardy, flowers 
three weeks before uny other Columbine, and 
always comes true from seed. He recommends 

they are to stand. The plants may lie thinned 
out to S inches apart, allowing 12 inches 
between the rows. In time the foliage will 
cover the entire bed, and the plants will pro¬ 
duce an abundance of bloom. By top-dressing 
in the autumn tlie plants improve in vigour 
every season, a throe-year-old lied being a mass 
of bloom. 

A. viRinn-i.oKA (Green Columbine). — A 
modest and very pretty kind, the Sage-green 
of the flower and delicate tint of the leaf form¬ 
ing a striking contrast. Out-of-doors in the 
border the plant may not lie noticed, hut if a 
flowering spray or t wo is cut and placed in a 
small glass its groat beauty of form and colour, 
too, may lie scon. There is a variety of it 
known as A. atropurpurea. The sepals arc 
green, hut the petals are deep chocolate. The 
plant is a strong grower, a native of Siberia, 
and is the same as Fischer's A. dahurica. It 
has a delicate fragrance, too. It is a rare 
plant in gardens. Easily raised from seed. 

A. vvi.oarus (Common Columbine).—The 
only native Columbine, and as beautiful, I 
think, as some of the rarer alpine kinds, and no 
one who has once soon it wild will readily 
forget, its beauty. It would be most desirable 
also to select and fix varieties of the < 'ommon 
Columbine of goisl distinct colours. Being a 
native of mountain woods and copses, this may 
be grouped with guild effect in the shrubby 
|Mirt of t he rock garden. The best « bite form 
of this plant is a beautiful and stately Colum¬ 
bine, which sows itself freely in various 
positions when once brought into the garden, 
and looks well wherever it comes. The hybrid 
forms raised in gardens and much grown and 
talked of are not so beautiful as this and other 
wild kinds. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Passion-flower not blooming. — I have a 

Passion-flower, bought in a pot three years ago. It was 
then 2 years old, as evidenced by its having been rut 
down. )t ha* been planted 2) yearn on south aspect, and 
hns for two seasons made good growth, shoots, say, l.'i feet 
long, and plenty of side growth from old wood, it makes 
good foliage, and keeps it until mid-winter. It starts in 
spring rather late—lias not moved yet (April 24X The old 
ivoisl is firm and healthy-looking, and the three 15-feet 
shoots are more than pinch in diameter, lint it has never yet 
shown any sign of flowering. I have nut oil the supill 
spray at end of season anil slightly shortened mnin shoots. 
Wlmt can you suggest as to cause of non-flowering? It is 
planted in good ordinary soil, and would have unlimited 
run into old brick rubble ami mortar and soil, forming 
a raised terrace to house, (i. W. I',, h'ulhitvi. 

[There is no doubt that the non-flowering of 
your Passion-flower is due to the roots having 

The Common Columbine (A. vulgaris) in tlie wild 
garden. 

obtained an unlimited run into some congenial 
compost, as is shown by the great length of new 

riint u he<nivc trenched 2 feet deep, with plenty shotifppjwlfl^^fXW- " ben in proximity toa 
I no {t>< (R tlie bottom, sowing the seed .in liwclliui' liqtiHc tin; roots sometimes find their 
.S-a'.-Jt.PilSiyjug the seal lings to flower Wlwlt-v fc#y5»flo|uiQ>M llrti UNjiQaS'A.P this happens 
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the results are much as you describe. You 

might., if possible, trv curtailing the root room ; 

but if this cannot be done w ithout difficulty, 
we should advise leaving it alone for another 

season, when, if the richness of the soil is partly 

exhausted, it is very probable that you will 
this year be rewarded with a crop of blossoms. 

The only pruning needed will be the removal of 

any weak and entangled shoots.] 

Daffodils. Snowdrops, and Crocus.—Please 
say how liatlixlil*, Crocuses, anil Snowdrops should be 
treated after they have flowered ? They arc in the open, 
and have not been disturbed for years. —WrruiSHll v». 

[You cannot now do anything beyond de¬ 

veloping us much as possible the growth of the 

year. In the first week in July you may lift 

the Daffodils and separate the bulbs, which 

may have" become too crowded, and are not 
giving satisfactory flowers. Dig the ground 

deeply and thoroughly manure it, or replant 

the bulbs in a fresh piece of ground that has 
hepn jtr<*|inrrtl Th#* otliera ihhv l>^> 

similarly, and all will benefit by the change. 

In replanting select a slightly shaded place for 

the Snowdrops anti a more open one for the 
others. Plant the Daffodils thinly and about 

5 incnes deep; the other bulbs at about 

4 i nches deep. | 

Lavatera trimestris.— This fine Mallow 

is not nearly so often seen in our gardens as it 

deserves to be, and there are not many plants 

—among hardy perennials, perhaps none— 
which produce so much effect for so little 

trouble. Sown in any fairly good soil in an 

open position, at the end of March or beginning 

of April, according to the season and the 
district, it requires no care beyond the routine 

thinning and a hoeing to kill weeds before the 

plants cover the ground. The seed is best sown 
in shallow drills about a foot apart,, anti for all 

such work as this there is nothing like the 

excellent, much-neglected tool—the triangular 

hoe. Clumps in mixed borders are not amiss, 
but the effect of a good mass—a group, say, 

4 yards or a yards square—must be seen to he 

appreciated. The Lavatera grows stoutly, 

requiring no sticks or tying whatever. The 
Mowers are of charming form, and of a pecu¬ 

liarly fine silky texture, and the colour is a 

distinct and beautiful pink, with just a tint of 

the mauve shade of its wild congener — the 

"Mallow of the fields. There is a pure white 

variety, pretty, but not very distinct; and an 

“improved" strain, which appears in some 
catalogues under -the name spleudcns, and is 

really a fine and richly-coloured flower. The 

LavAtera apparently defies the dread fungus of 

the Malvace*. In a garden where Hollyhocks 

are almost destroyed, anil where the closely - 

allied Malope sutlers badly, it has for years 

continued perfectly clean and healthy.— 

G.. F. S.. Lyuxiod IIoust, Ardimjly, Sumx. 

[With the above note was setit a photograph 

showing a fine mass, but, unfortunately, it was 

impossible to reproduce it with any satisfactory 
results.—En. | 

ROSES. 

ROSES UNDER COOL TREATMENT. 

To have Roses in bloom during the latter part 
of March and early in April there is no better 

method than growing them without artificial 

heat, es|ieciaUy when one has a lean-to 

greenhouse. Generally speaking, this is built 
on the warmest and most sheltered side of a 

high wall or building. Roses in such u position, 

even without any further protection, are often 
very forward at these dates. By pruning them 

about t he first week in Januurv and encouraging 

the sap to rise steadily and more naturally than 

when under warmer treatment, together with 

plenty of air on bright duys previous to their 

having broken into leaf, one may secure the full 

advantages of such a warm position without 

danger or harm from late spring frosts, which 
so often ruin the prospects of Roses upon a 

warm wall'without glass protection. Keen 

winds seldom have much effect upon a house in 

this position, its they do not come from the right 

quarter. Under cool treatment Roses break 

quite as stoutly as when grown in the open air, 

and will generally throw equally as good 

blooms, with the great advantage of better 

shape and cleanliness than Juiif/KoSea^-iibo. 

glass protcetionD i fij?i -Vl sVu 

steady growth without fear of severe checks 

front night frosts Roses will bloom fully six 

weeks to two months earlier, while the foliage 
comes of better colour and is stouter in texture. 

As soon as the young growths are froth 3 inches 

to 4 inches long let tne borders be well watered 
and occasionally forked over, taking great care 

that from this time onwards only what air is 

absolutely necessary Ls given, and that early 

precautions are taken to keep down insect 

pests. 
Under two circumstances only should air be 

given—when the atmosphere is so fully charged 

with condensed moisture that the young 
growths show signs of fogging off or dainj •ng, 

and when the sun shines bright and warm, with 

scarcely any air moving, thus causing the 

temiierature to rise too high during the middle 
of the day. With due attention to syringing, 

together with careful ventilation, mildew and 

insect pests are easily avoided. When liquid- 
manure is applied with the object of feeding 

the roots, let it be weak, and give a thorough 

soaking; small doses of this are not so 

beneficial. Early in the morning a little 
manure-water sprinkled on the soil, so that the 

ammonia may rise and feed the foliage, will be 

found of great value during bright and trying 

days, when it is often impossible to admit air 
without risk of a cold draught. The bright 

weather of the last few days has made it 

necessary to afford slight shade ; this, however, 
must be very thin. Do not shade the whole of 

the glass ; a little down the centre of the [sines 

is enough ; this, with the Kars, will throw 

sufficient shade and relieve the different |x>r 
tions of the plants as the sun works round. 

MILDEW ON ROSES UNDER GLASS. 

Tiikre arc some rather sweeping remarks on 

this subject in your issue for April 2tith. It is 

stated at the outset that “mildew will not 

attack a thoroughly healthy plant.” Such a 

statement, however, is more readily made than 

proved. When we see the way that mildew 

attacks such vigorous weeds as Dandelions, 

Plantains. Groundsel. Sow Thistles, and the 
like in the open, while smaller weeds, as Chick 

weed. Clover, and Landcress, in and around 

and almost carpeting the other things, remain 
unaffected, it appears most difficult to deter¬ 

mine accurately the causes leading up to any 

uttnek, whether under glass or otherwise. As 

for the Roses under glass, it is stated they 
“require frequent synnging if they are to be 

kept clean. ” This statement I do not at all agree 

with, and, iu fact, I am strongly of opinion 

that the syringe is largely responsible for the 
“attacks” of mildew. I did not alwuvs think 

so, but as a grower of several thousand 

Roses under glass I have not the faintest 

suspicion of mildew on the one hand, and 

uo syringe has been used in any one of my 

several Rose-houses. I used, say ten years 

back, to syringe my Roses occasionally, and I 
am by no means sure iu doing so that 1 did not 

supply “that slight check ” which is said to 

render the plants “ more susceptible to attack.” 

My Roses are [>erfectlv free of the dreaded tic's t, and it may certainly be worth considering 

iow much or how little tlie syringe is responsi¬ 

ble foj- the presence of mildew in those 
instances where both are known. My Roses 

get mildew in late or early autumn while in 

the open, but though pruned after being 

housed, and one would naturally imagine with 

the germs of mildew present u)ion them, the 

plants never develop it under my treatment 

indoors. Therefore the absence of mildew 

would appear to strongly fuvour the treatment 

accorded. My paths, too, and, indeed, the 

entire internal conditions, ure kept much drier 

than in many instances of Rose growing known 

to me, anti where mildew abounds every 

season. _'_ E. J. 

FERNS. 

FERN-CLAD WALLS., 
In reference to the inquiry in a previous issue 
respecting information for Fern-clad walls, I 

venture to offer my experience. Some years 

ago 1 had a liare blank brick wall iu my vinery, 

which I determined to make more beautiful. 
I I have, like most others, an accumulation, of 

Ncjipkers on the cinder-heap from the Q 
l%got a l ag of Portland cetnei^ji^^ttet|«|ii^^ p 

lot of large flat pieces, and after soaking them 

in water I then well syringed the wall, and, 

having the cement ready mixed, set the 
gardener to work, and dabbed them in cement 

and plastered them against the wall, a pair oi 

old driving, gloves saving the fingers. In a 
short time I find the wall covered. I then set 

to form pockets of t he same clinkers as large u- 

might hold a Turnip, and the whole was well- 

set and firm in the course of a couple of day-. 
There is no need of cork, Moss, or wire¬ 

netting, all such things tending to harbour 

snails and woodliee, and I did not put any 

soil about it, except in the said pocket-, 
in which I put a few Begonias, and [erhap-for 

the suke of colour a scarlet Geranium. It 

should be liorne in mind that there is a fernery 
through another door, ami I found with the 

occasional syringing that in a couple of month- 

it was covered with greenery. The Fern 

sjiores had settled on it, and for the last twenty 
veui- it ha.1 been a source of beauty and joy. 

Two or three years ago I had a small lead 

j>i|»e run along the top and bored a few pin 

holes every few inches, that all syringini; 

might lie saved. This was done with goo! 

effect, and during the last few years I had 

Adiantum fronds 18 inches long. The only 

trouble I have had—the pretty Ficus repen- 
got in, and it got so strong that I had to 

cut it out, as it was smothering the Fern-. 

There is no reason why every spare wall mav 
not be utilised in this way, as sun is not need 

ful for Ferns. R. 0. 

Halt Nook, Warrington. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

SIX OF THE TALLER EARLY-FLOWEK 

ING JAPANESE SORTS. 

(In Rki'LT t<> “C. B. S.“) 

Yocr request is a rather novel one, as most o: 
our readers ask for selections of dwarf-growing 

plants. These taller-growing kinds nave a 

special value in that they make an excellent 

background to a large border, and where large 
beds and borders are devoted exclusively to 

these plants, those taller kinds enable the 

cultivator to group his collection all the mote 

effectively. Any t ime between the first week 

in May- and the close of the m6nth is the tune 

to plant them out. You cannot do better than 

plant the following sorts :— 

’Notaike Groz.—This Ls a free-dowering 

silvery-pink kind. The plant, too, has a 

bushy habit. Height about 4 feet. In flower 

during the whole of October, and later when 

the weather is not severe. 

Marvvis i>e Montmort. — Although tin- 

variety w as introduced quite a decade since, it 

is now rarely seen. The colour is silvery 

mauve, and the plant is a profuse bloomer. 

Height about 4 feet. In flower during 

October. 

Mdi.le. Sabatier.—This is a good coim 

panion to the first mentioned variety, ami 

possesses a free-growing habit. It is a pro- 
fuse-flowering sort, developing blossom- ol a 
purplish-crimson colour. Height about 4 feet, 

in flower from middle of October onward0- 

White Oi isti s.—In this variety we haves 
pure white sport from the popular earl} 

flowering sort, 0. J. Quintus. The blos-om- 

are of beautiful form, with pretty twist'-1 
florets. The plant blooms all the way" up the 

stem from tne axils of the leaves. Habit 

bushy and sturdy’. Height between 3 feet ami 

4 feet. In flower October 

Gloire de Mezin.— Some ten years ago the 

was thought much of. Little has been heat1 

of it in recent years, yet it may he classed a- 

one of the best of the October-flowering kind-. 

It comes into bloom during the second wee» 0 
that month. The colour may be described «- 

chestnut-red, and the flowers, which are mu1,1 

larger than in the majority of early sorts, art' 

also freely developed. Height about 4 feet 

Coral Qrken.—This is another sort whiCj 

has been some little time in commerce. 
and 

iiut» iicun nim; unit **» vv—-— 

still valued for its distinct and pleasing core 

coloured blossoms. Like most of the t-*i' 

growing sorts, its habit is not so compact -"i 

bushy as is desired. Height about 4 teet 

dHloftfiffroin middle of September onwards.^ 
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evergreen shrubs we Imve, its graceful habit 
Itnd handsome leafage alone entitling it to u 
place in our gun lens. It is of slow growth, and 

nlwuys keeps of u shapely form, thus requiring 
very little pruning. The flowers, borne at and 

.near the ends ot the shoots in clusters of 

drooping rneemes which an* each from ‘2 inches 
to ft inches long, are pitcher shaped and white. 

It comes, us its name implies, from Japan. 

Other kinds of less importance from a garden 
point of view are: P. Mariana, from N. 
America. The leaves of this, which turn a 

brilliant red before falling, are said to lie 

imisonous to animals. Then we have P. nitida, 
a native of Florida and the southern United 

States, and I’, ovalifoliu, in which the flowers 
are pinky-white and dowm', like the leaves, 

which when young are ivi'disVpurple/ 

the ballot earth with the roots - but incline the 

growth quite to the wall at the snrfuoo level of 
the soil. Plant quite firmly and tread the soil 

about the plant, but not to the extent of 
smashing the ball of earth. Wuter thoroughly 

to soak the whole of the soil when planting is 

completed. It maybe necessary,and certainly 

very helpful, to water once a week for some 
time to come and so insure a good start. The 
Hoses named arc good, but on either south or 

east are not so lasting, and the blooms of 

\V. A. Richardson are apt to come pule. But 
you may plant them in compiiny with the 
above-named or w ith Clematis Jackmani, which 

is u strong doer and free-flowering. Another 
excellent plant as a climber is Clematis mon- 

tana, with snow white blossoms in May. This 

plant will require some training, like the other 
kind and the Roses. Roses and Cle¬ 
matis together constitute quite a 

happy mixture, and virtually give 
two crops of bloom from the same 
area in one season. But the Cle¬ 

matis should not be planted with the 
Ampelopsis. All the plants should he 

obtained established in pots : it is 
now too late to plant the Roses from 

open ground.) 

Evergreen shrubs for fence. I 
hIiiiII l~- nuloh ol>lig(-it It you will give me 

vour advice on the following matter: I have 
lately put up a fence formed of old rullvvuy 
■dceiieroand wire netting, dividing oft from a 
Held a piece ol ground in (rout of my liomte, 

which 1 am turning into a tlower garden ami 
pleasure ground. I have planted on thla fence 

. , a mimls-rof llomwand I'lenialis, Honeysuckle, 
and Sweet Pea**, which, doubtless, will in a 

f short lime cover the ferns- well lorthesinn- 

mcr months. I am afraid, however, that the 
fence will he very tare in winter, and shall he 
glad to have your advice ue to what plants 
would he Ik'hI in use, so that the fence may Is* 

us attractive as possdlle all the year round * 
The sleepers, when Isvre, are unsightly, and so 

they would want to Iw well covered. The 
tence in question is about M) yards long, and 

nbont in yards of it at one end are rather 
sluuled by trees. -C. J. I. 

. [As your tence is already furnished 
with climbing planks, it is difficult 

%'\i . to see how you cun use subjects of an 
evergreen character to take off the 
hare appenranee in winter, us if you 
plant a screen of shrubs they will 

m the summer shut, out vour flower¬ 
ing plants from view. If you have 

S AND SHRUBS, 

PIERIS (ANDROMEDA). 

one time was known ns Andromeda, 

■e fs in reality onlv one Andromeda 
Irvunedu |>olifolia (Moorwort), u native 

ti ftml other ixirtsof Northern Kuro|sj, 
as the northern United States and 

[Towing the vurjeties of Pieris the leading 

, to be observed are selecting a cool, 

[sxititui, and not necessarily a poutv 
[ways free from lime, as naturally heavy 

sun lie mado to suit them by deep 
ting, and adding plenty of leaf soil, with, 

is the top, a Tittlo |>ent. Being slow 

ag and coin|>actf rooting they cause little 

Plena (Andromeda) Japonka. Prom a photograph by G. A. Champion. 

le iii pruning'or moving. The beds in 

i they glow -suit mnnv species of I.ilium, 
i thrive well planted between the shrubs, 

ant-known varieties of Pieris arc : 

fttMUBCSDA.—A native of, the United 
s, and forming n neat, cnnqmct evergreen 

The racemes, which form in (Ictol . r and 

it open until the following spring, arc 

aaljimi branching, as may lie seen bv our 

ratioti, and carry numerous white flowers. 

Iuhuosa. In seaside and w est -count rv 
ns this is H valuable shrub, the leaves 

X )TES AXD REPLIES. 
Climbers for house. I havr juit moved into 

another house with a Miiall garden, hut two sides at the 
house arc rattier tare, and 1 am anxious to cover them with 

climlier*. Can you give me any idea as to what istiest lor 
the purpose - I have liecn recommended Aili|*‘ln|i*iH 

Veitchl and Kn»c« (W A. ltlnhanlson and fllolre da Dijon). 
Is it too late to transplant these from a miner) '! The two 
sides I want to cover arc the cast and south. What will 

grow- on them so as to make a good covering, and how 
should they tic planted ?—S. It. K. 

|The Anqielopsis Veitchi will do quite well 
for either east or south wall, and another good 

kind, also self-clinging, is Ampelopsis muralis. 
The latter is rather quicker and more free in 

growth, and by obtaining good plants in pots 

may be put out at any time now. In plunting, 

prepare lw digging a hole ‘2 feet wideand deep, 
^r;! fl^vf_t/b>g(Ksl soil, to which add quite one 

Do not fi): the 

>g of a reddish colour,changing with 

l«P green. The flowers, which are 
* hit«, are borne in a cluster of erect 

raceme*! terminating the slmuts. 

und almost glob 

ip. miin me. 
douiit one of the finest jilnntCi5arer to the wall than (j inches - that is, 

Kt 4 
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the leaves, also, are smaller, more deeply lol>ed, 

mid paler green in colour. The Flowering 

Currants are really an important group of 

shrubs, and deserve the best attention, and. 

instead of being crammed in the usual shrub¬ 

bery mixture, should be grouped by them¬ 

selves. 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

V THREE USEFUL WINTER 

FLOWERINfi PLANTS. 

Rkisosia (li.oiKK ok Lokraink. Anyone con¬ 

templating a display should at once make a 
start. A few old plants that are past their 

best make excellent stock. Cut hack the old 

flower-trasses to their base, give the plants a 
short rest in a cool-house and keep thorn on the 

drv side. In about a fortnight they should be 

brought into the stove or any house with a 
night temperature of fin degs. to !!■"* degit, 

with a rise to 7*• degs. or To (legs, in the 

daytime. If kept moderately moist at the root 
they soon throw up new growth from the 

base. Take otf the cuttings with a heel, or at a 

good joint, and insert either round the edge of 
a 4-incli pot or singly in thumbs, according to 

the strength of the cuttings, using a light 

compost with a liberal sprinkling of silver-sand. 

Water and place in a propagating-cose, at the 

wannest and shadiest end of the stove. If they 

cannot be placed out of reach of the sun they 
must, he shaded by some means. A sheet or 

two of newspaper will sutliee, us this can he 
put on or tuki-n off as required. Bottom-heat 

is not absolutely 'essential where the nliove 

temperature can he maintained. Keep the 
case closed, except for a short period every 

morning, when the light should be tilted an 

inch or so to let off the superfluous moisture. 

In from fifteen to twenty days tliev will be 

sufficiently rooted to be taken out of the case 

and gradually inured to the light and air of the 

house, and Anally placed on a shelf close to the 

glass with a slight shade. As soon.as the 

little pots are full of roots the cuttings will 
require a shift into larger jiots, using a 

.S incli nr a.4 inch pot, according, to the 

strength of the plant. The grower must hoar 
in mind that at no ]ieriod do the plants like a 

lug shift. The compost at. this and subse¬ 

quent puttings should consist of equal parts 

good fibrous loam, leaf-soil, and rotted stable- 

manure. with a liberal amount of silver-sand. 

l*nt lightly, place them hack on the shelf, 

and carefully attend to watering. The filial 

shift into a li-inch pot will he large enough 

for most requirements, and if all has gone 

well with them, pi lulling them about twice 

during growth, they will show a nice lot of 
bloom by Christmas. 

Eci'Iiokhia .lai'oL’iM.Kn.oi’.A is a graceful 

and effective plant when in full lilooni: and 

yet how seldom does one see it well grown, 

considering the time it lasts in bloom? I have 

leid plants in flower over three months. Half- 

a dozen old plants placed in heat are ample to 

raise a stock of young plants. When the 

young shouts are from inches to 3 inches 
long they should lie taken off with a heel and 

placed in thumb pots in sandy soil. In the 

same case wilh the Begonias tlioy will soon 

t ike root. As soon as ever they are tit take 

them out and place on a shelf close to the glass. 
Pot on as they become fit, about two shifts 

being sufficient, during the season, the last 

shift into a 0-inch ]iot. l’incli them once or 
twice during growth to induce them to throw 

out branches. The compost for these should 

he two pu ts fibrous loam, one part leaf-soil, 

with enough sand to keep the whole porous. A 

good dash of old mortar-rubble, crushed line 

and well mixed, for the final |iottiiig is bene¬ 

ficial. 

I’oisskttia iwi.riiBRKIM.V.—Assuming one 

has a few old plants to begin with, these, after 
resting, should be cut back to within u foot or 

1.1 inches of the base,and at once started in heat. 

By keeping them fairly moist at. the root and 
syringing the stems once or twice daily, they 

will soon break into new growth. When the 

young growths are from 2\ inches to 3 inches 

long, cut them off with a heel, and at once 

plunge the heel of the cutting into a pot of 
tine s.uul or charcoal dust to edit; 

iug. Small [tots should he fil 

toil, and one 

allowing a little silver-sand to trickle down to 

the base of the cutting. Press the soil firmly 

around them, water, and place in the above- 

mentioned case, or one similar, us here again 

bottom-heat is not absolutely necessary. It is 

important that as little time as possible is 

allowed to elapse from the taking of the 
cuttings to placing them in the case, as once 

they arc allowed to Mag they ure a long time 

before they recover. If all has gone well they 

should l«- fit to take out of the case ill from 

twenty to twenty-five days; here again care 
must be taken that the change does not. cause 

them to flag too much. They should lx- stood 

in the shadiest part of the house for a day or 

two, afterwards placing on a shelf close to the 

glass. A 4 inch pot fur the first shift, finally 

placing them into li-inch, and some of the 

strongest into S-inch (sits. A good compost 

for these is three parts good fibrous loam, one 

jinrt leaf-soil, half a part decayed cow-manure, 
with a liberal (lash of silver-sanil. Well mix 

the whole, and pot firmly. During all stages 

of growth the plants should lie stood as near 

the roof glass ns possildc to keep them short- 

jointed. AI tout the second week in August the 

main hatch should he hardened off in a cooler 

house or pit, where they should have the full 
benefit of sun and air to thoroughly rip.Mi the 

wood, or otherwise isior, thin flowers will 

result. About the end of September or a little 

later, if the weather continues favourable, they 

umst bo brought back into a warmer bouse, 

and eventually' into the stove to get them into 

flower by Christmas. W. Diiuskn. 
Thr (Jitril'-ii*, Ptnht/ihrl, Alirryainmy. 

plants arc kept the better and less liable to 

insects. It is a wise plan to fumigate every 

fortnight or so. The large-flowered varieties are 

still admired, though cruenta and stellata art 
worthy of a place when lofty houses have to lie 

kept gay, and I find these, though sown at (he 

same time, take longer to come into bloom 
than the linger flowered ones, thus earning 

the display well into May. The free-branching 

habit of t tie cruenta and stel lata forms make? 
them more suitable for grouping than -the 

large flowered kinds, the many shades of 

colour, too. adding greatly to their beauty. 

CINERARIAS. 

Tin: month of May is a good date to sow- seal 

for an early winter display, making a second 
sowing at the end of June for a late spring 

hatch. Pans 111 inches or 1'2 inches across are 

the most suitable, tilling them to within an inch 

or so with fine soil of a sandy nature, princi¬ 

pally loam and leaf-soil, afterwards placing a 

little rough material over the crocks. Sow 
thinly, just covering the seed, and place in a 

cold pit or frame, with a sheet of glass over, 

and shade from the sun. If the soil is on the 

dry side it is best to water a few hours previous 

to sowing, theu no more water should be re¬ 

quired until germination has taken place. 

Remove the glass when the seedlings are 

through, place near the glass, still shading 
from the sun, as Cinerarias delight in a fair 

amount of shade and moisture. Before too 

crowded prick oil' into pans or boxes of similar 

soil, 2 incites or 3 inches asunder, keeping 

close for a couple of days or so until restarted, 

when plenty of air must he given. A light 
dewing overhead with the syringe two or three 

times daily will lienelit the little plants. 

Place into 4 inch nots before the foliage gets 

drawn, carefully lifting the plants with as 

many roots nun as much soil as (Hissible, 

returning them to a cold-frame on a northern 
aspect resting on an ash bottom. The soil for 

this fir,st potting need not be quite so fine. To 

one bushel of fibrous loam add one peek of leaf 

soil, n .Vincli potful of soot-, a li-inch notful of 

lione-meal. and enough sand to keep the whole 
porous. Water through a rose van, anil keep 

a hit close and shaded until re-established, 

when afford full ventilation, removing the 

lights during lino nights. A strict look out 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Phyllocaetl failing. -1 have a .ollrctitmotKbilk. 

cacti. I find a good many are turning a nddnh-faNwii ia 
Hie leaf, some arc vh linking. A_'au you give jn« ihecaui- 
anil tin- remedy f They arc well attended to,->B*»fo!l‘ 
watered, plenty ol light and air. They are in * 
mixture of loam, cbareoal, broken brick, dried 
leaf mnalil, flaml, and a littl# jw-ai — Cactiml . 

(Your note does not show a weak place in 

the treatment of your Phyllocueti, and we car. 

only suggest that they inuy have been kept Un 

cold and moist at the roots during the winter ; 

at all events, that was the cause of 90lf>« |>ln:r 
that we inspectedlately behavingii.syoUElm' 

done. On exumi nation most of the roots were 

found to lie decayed, hence we advised lln-re 
•to he shaken clear of the old soil and RpottC 

in some good, sweet conqxwt, keeping then, 

afterwanls rather closer and wanner’., This 

already present an improved appearance 

Phyllocueti do best, in a structure where flit 

temperature in winter falls but little belo* 

;Vl degs., and very little water is at that time 

needed. If ou examination the roots of your 
plants arc found to be dead, shaking clear >x 

the old soil and repotting are certainly thebes! 

remedy. After potting be careful not to over- 

water, but a slight bedewing from a syringe i« 

on bright (lays very beneficial.] 

Plants for greenhouse.-I have a nudll *tk* 
house, aliout 15 feet by K feel, without heat, which tai 
proved itself a splendid one for Marechal N'icl ltoss. Tt. 
north side is a brick wall to the sloping eaves, and li* 
south side is glass. Should the Roses be grown np tf>- 
north side, and what can I grow on the south side? 
Tomatoes do •well ' If so, what kfiWTY—S. II. R. 

[You ure fortunate in jiossessing a gteen 

house that .will accommodate t hat magnificent 

Rose Marechal Niel, and we would not hat 

it with aught else. Rather would we 

the Rose and fill the bouse therewith; & 
make it a feature. The Rose will eertninb 

require to he so trained that the shoots g*i 

fully ripened by exposure to the sun, as Upon 

this depends so much of the flowering WW 

year. It will, therefore, depend on the she of 

your plant as to what you can accommodate 

besides, and, with the Rose-shoots trained near 

to the roof on one side, Tomatoes may !- 

grown on the other. Do not allow the plai-t- 

to run w ild and so overrun the place that ti c 

Rose w ill suffer. Six plants may he grown. 

keeping them to a single stem, not Stopping 

until they nearly reach the roof. By planting' 

on the south side you may train them optl* 

rafters and not stop them at all. Keep all 

lateral eyes pinched out' or rubbed out as they 

form. Challenger is a good kind mid free 

You had best procure the plants in pots, as 

having no heat, you cannot get a long*©**11 
of fruiting, and perhaps it w ill be best when 

three or four trusses of fruit are set to stop a" 

further growth and cut off t he top.] 

many ot my plants have flowered, not one.*; far l*»« t“'' 
<1 ured any seed. I should te much obligedrif yO« ' 
ivll me the reason? Should they lx artificially jemh* 
If so. in the ordinary way ? In no book T have IS (hi - . 
jecl n entionc d. 
lu*< about i 
Century." ---- 

rowing state, they arrived, of course, dead, except > ■ 

n the ordinary wav? In no book T have 
‘ntiomd. Childs, oi Sew York, has made* 
oul h flowt-rinsc <'alodium, which hecalli li* 
-v.** 1 ordered several, ami as they were scot > 

A __ 
must I* kept, as green-flv, thrips and the Growing: Caladiums.-1 am growing agoodn*£l 

Marguerite leaf-miner, or maggot, are all 
enemies to this plant, and soon cause clis- * 

figurement to the foliage if once established. 

Fumigating with nicotine will destroy the two 
former, and hand picking is the only remedy 

for the maggot. Shift into li-inch and 7-inch 

pots when fit for repotting, which will lie large 

enough for them to flower in. Keep the plants 

frequently turned round, and allow plenty of 

space between each, for if the foliage gets 
drawn it detracts greatly from the appearance 

of the plant. As soon as the pots are full of 

roots, a little weak liquid-manure water from 

the cowshed, or clear soot-water, once a week, 

will be of benefit to the plants. 

Usually the plants may be kept, in cold-pits 

or frames well into November if carefully 

matted up at night, but. care is necessary that 
the bleed- jtlie foliage does not decay owing to dampness. 

YJien removed to thegreenhousedispensJywiQl' 

flower, but the leaves are like those of a jUriouli* ‘ 
shape an4 colour (glossy green), and the habit <*6^ ' 
is ilie same. Ho you know anything about lhu 
Cala.lium —U. C. D.wrtisov, _ , 

[It is necessary to artificially fertilise 
Cal idiuni blossoms (which can. how'evet ' 

readily done) in oixler to ensure seeds- - 

item of great import nice is to maintain 
atmosphere at that period, as from tJw slut* 

%F tfi@ffliathe moisture is apt to collect- «'er‘1 
. , _ii_«{ nntem 1 

heat as much as iri3siiile^^t|i^p|^|q^(^dj|t^[y^^i^|tiie pollen of H» l,3tef" ' 
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By watching the flowers lifter development 
vou will see that the low [iortion of the spadix 

hu» numerous protuberances, which are really 
the female organs of the blossom. Immediately 

above these the pollen will soon make its 
ap|<earanee, all that is necessary being to 

often used, and flower well. Thunbergin a lata, 

an annual plant with orange-coloured blossoms, 
can lie raised from seed, and its long, trailing 

shoots will not be without flowers during the 
summer. The blue flowers of the looser-grow¬ 

ing forms of lobelia are also very pretty, while 

a common British plant, the 

Creeping Jenny (Lysirnuchia 
nummumriu), I tears its gol 

don blossoms profusely. O 

variegated - leaved plants 
beside the Ivy leaved Pelar 

gonium L'Elegante, you may 
use N'epetu glechomu vurie 

gata and Mesembryanthe 

mum cordifolium variega 

turn. Presuming the boskets 
are of wire, and that is the 
material generally used, they 

must, in the first place, he 
lined with large, closely- 
Woven Hakes of .Moss, if they 

can he obtained. In some' 

Pier!" ttorilmnda. (See page HI.) 

remove it with a camel’s-hair brush to these 
protuberances below. A juirt of the spatlie 
may he cut off if it is in the way In a dry ing. Ordinary potting coui|HMt, such us a mix- 
atmosphere some of the blossoms vv ill fertilise' tureof two purls loam to one part, each of leaf 

but t., ensure -u< .the better m add and well-decayed manure, with a little 

av seen the j sand, is very suitable for all the plants above 

i y ('alodium, mentioned. After the basket is planted, u little 

way is to use the brush. Wc ha 
advertisement of the New (Vntu 

but not the plant itself. The il 

once -truck us as representing one of the 
Coloca-m-, some uf v lot'll Inn .- fragrant 
IJoSHoaiia, it feature claimed for the Ne<V 

Century. They are nearly related 
to the Cnladiunis, one species, in 

deed (esculent uin i, being sometimes 
regarded as a Colocusia and some 

times as a Caliuliuui, hut, of course, 

widely removed in every way from 
the beauti ful-foliaged varieties of 

Calndiu m grown in gardens, which 

are the progeny of rubidium hicolor. ] 

Plants for baskets.—Will you kindly 
let uie know (I), Which are the liest plants to 
have in n hanging basket (in the open) to 
make the best anil longest (how of bloom 
(to include Ivy-leaved Oeraninms), with n fair 
amount of fancy or variegated foliage and 
Ira iters ’ 2, The iie-il way of making up a 
oatktt for planting, and also the compost to 
use’;—W . J. ClITTKR. 

[Yon have a considerable choice 
of subjects Miut will flo well in 
hanging-baskets in the open, and 

keep up a display of flowers during 

the summer months. Ivy leaved 
Pelargoniums thrive under such 

treatment, and osjMjciid mention 
must be made of the double flowered 

forms—Souvenir dc Charles Turner, 

earn}flic '• and Mine. Crousse, salmon 
pink. A variety known us L'Kle 
game has the leaves broadly edges I 

with white, which under exposure to 

the sun I ..mis suffused with pink. 
This is tiie I lest variegated leaved 

kind lor haueing - baskets. The 

flowers are single, loose, and whitish 
in colour. Trop.eolums, too, of the 

different kinds make good basket 

plants that will re-istdrought better 
than some subjects. Petunias ntsp 

art r>-rv attractive, particularly tl)c 
-ingle-flow , red forms, as they are 

not So readily injured by wind as > 

the double kinds. Begonias of the tuberous- 

rooted wet ion also (to w ell ill this way, 

aot little seedling plants, but good sized 
oiliers. ut least as large as a penny. For the 

centre of the basket Fuchsias of 
branching Inbit >.| growth, orbrightly-ijplotfre 
Zonal Pelar -onmm-, i-m-ii i- 'v'tfeilvT 

‘Stratton at ( flaky Moss jieggeil over the top isan advantage, 

us it keeps the soil from being washed away, 

have cut off some of the extra branches, and hive 

repotted it (it is in a very largo l*ot), but it looks as lud us 

ever. Can vou advise ine on the subject '- S. ti. 

[Your Indiaruliber-plunt is in all probability 
too far gone to restore to health—in fact, the 

shrivelling of the shoots mid the leaves dying 

oil would indicate that the roots, and very 
likely the base of the main stem, ure dean. 

It isdiflicult to suy with certainty vv liat is tha 
Cause, but our experience is that in nearly 

every case that comes under our notice the soil 
is kept too wet, (NUticiilarly during the winter 
months, while the |>ot is often considerably 

larger than the plant really needs, and when 

this is tbo case, even if but seldom watered, 
the soil is apt to get too wet. The fact of your 

plant failing about u month ago would indicate 
that the mischief was done in the winter, ful¬ 

some little time would elup.se Ileloro the dam¬ 

age was noticeable. We can only advise you 
to throw away your old plant and start again 
with a young anil vigorous one if |n>«sible, a 
plant that lias been gi-uwn in a cool structure, 

. for in some nurseries where Indiarubber plants 
districts these arc easily got, are grown in quantity t hey are pushed on in 

lint, failing them thin turves considerable heat in order to attain a saleable 

size ns soon as possible, and consequently they 

are apt to suffer when removed to a cooler 
{•lace. To keep an 1 ndiarubber plant in 

health the leaves should he sponged frequently, 

and enough wutcr given to keep the soil fairly 
moist, hut by no means in a saturated state. 

When water is needed give suflif-ient to wet 
the ball of earth thoroughly, hut on no account 

allow any of it to remain in the pan or saucer 

in which the pot may he stood. If rejiottiiig 
is needed, do it in the months of April or May, 

using a mixture of equal parts of loam and 
pent, with a good dash of sand. See that the 

pot. is effectually drained with broken crocks. ] 

LUlum auratum not HtartlnK- I" March I 
bought amt potted a (plantit} of Liliutn auratum bulbs, 
and then put the imls in a I mix, oovering them with wet 
ashes. I Imve h id them in n cellar till now. On examin- 
ink them I see no nil'll* of ((rowIII or of mots. Kindly say 
in your paper il 1 ought »till to keep them in ill” cellar, or 
put them in a heated Krecnhniise or cold-frame ?- J. S. 

[Yon have done quite right in (totting the 

bulbs and plunging them m the box, hut we 
think you erred in covering with “wet ashes.” 

with the flnissy sides out 
wards form effective suhsti 

tutus. (,'onsiderablo rare 

must lie taken in lining the 
Inisket. us iqsiu this a good 

deal of the future success 
or otherwise depends. Being 
finished, it, will lie of cup- 

like form, and into which 

your plants may he disposed 
at will and planted therein. 

In planting take onre to 

keep those of pronounced 
drooping habit around the 

edge, and do not pile up the soil above the lining 

mat erial, otherwise it will wash off when water 

while a good plan is, when tilled, to allow it to This mav he no detriment, and will do|N-nil on 
stand down for a week or two before bunging the condition of the bulbs. There is no time 

ficris formon-i in n CoruUh garden. tSeo page ltl.) 

it- in its place, as the plants will he by then 

taking |s>sstission of the new soil.) 

Failure of Indlarubber-plant. — I have an 
Indiarubber-pliuit, well grown, and m a large pot. It did 
not get on welt in London, mo 1 brought it down |o I he 

country Kit March, since when, up to n month ago, il has 

ho“v''*r'.lt is drooping. 

lost. yet. ns some bulbs take a long time to 

start either root or top growth. It is always 
best, however, if the bulbs are quite sound, to 

use soil only just moist—certainly nothing like 

wet soil should he used and then covering 

_ _ witlf IflHeffop tfie>ifunc decree of moisture aim 
.- shrivelling, and the leaven(JjP’ AT*1*0 ,nu‘sture l*,ar 
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may be needed till the growth was well above 

the ashes. The cellar is quite a good place, 

and in the dark, uniform coolness of such the 
bulbs will be safe, even if they do not so early 

start into growth. It frequently happens that 

but few roots are produced from the base of the 

bulbs in this Lily, and none are seen until the 
top growth is made and the roots ap|iear on 

the stems. Such as these are not destined to 

make a permanent success, and, indeed, will 

not be a success in the first year, unless these 

stem-roots are encouraged by covering them 

carefully with good soil, for on these depends 

the flowering, and with this performed the hull- 

perishes, because, no basal roots having been 
formed, no fresh bulb centre is formed either. 

No harm will ensue if you carefully take out a 

bull.) for examinat ion, and if sound the bulbs 

will be quite safe in the cellar till growth 

appeal's. ] 

quite early in the morning or just before night¬ 

fall : if cut in the middle of the day with the 

sun shining brightly, it cannot be expected 

that they will keep well. Grower. 

spring we have a wealth of hardy llowcis from h L< >\\ KITS AND PLANTS IN ROOMS, 

which to select.: these will in a great measure A nowi. Idled with Sweet Brier and single 

relieve the demand U|K>ii plants grow n under I’oct's Narcissus tills the room with sweetness 

glass. It is either a mistake or a lack of and though there are in the same room a large 
appreciation of the beautiful that fails to Gardenia and a bouquet of Steplianoris, tlw 

recognise the immense utility of hardy flowers Sweet Brier is the winner in the competition of 
in a cut state. The earliest possible use should sweet smells. A bunch of Parrot Tulip*, some 

'lie made of them : by so doing, not only is i he all yellow, some yellow flamed with scarlet, me 

choice so much the more varbsl, but it aflbrds in a tall Dutch jar : they are of high decorative 

an opportunity of turning the room under value, brilliant in colour,and fine in form, with 

glass to a better account. The curly deciduous their richly fringed and jagged (ietaLstoss.il 

Magnolias are over and gone for the season ; about in u lawless fashion, thrown across one 

they have, however, done good service as cut another or flung right open ; some have stalks 

flowers. Pyrus ju|H>nicu lias lasted out well, standings! ifflv upright, but often twisted about 

and now we have later species from which to in a way that makes it easy to dispose them 
choose, as P. sinensis and P speofahilis. The jrracefully over the <dge of the jar. An nprigl.t 
f.ilacs, too, are earlier than usual this spring, glass holds a large buueli of Narcissus hifluru* 

Scilla cam|>aiuilata claims notice as one of the w itli |>ale green foliage of the yellow Day Lily, 
most beautiful of its race for use in floral Alpine Auriculas are valuable as cut tfoweis. 

arrangements. If the spikes he pulled instead lasting in good condition quite a week, ami 

of cut, they can he had of greater length, retaining their sweetness to the end. From 

whilst even with only a few dowel's expanded their varieties of colour many beautiful com- 

CUT FLOWERS IN THF. HOUSE. 

The arrangement of cut-flowers in the house 

appears to be, in a general sense, very little 

understood. Very often flowers individually 

of the greatest beauty are wedged together in 

a glass or vase so tightly ns to he almost 

unrecognisable, and no regard whatever is paid 

to harmony of.colour or to suitable foliage for 

forming a setting to the flowers. Wherever 

(icssible. the flowers should be arranged with 

their own foliage, and only one kind ought to 
lie used in the filling of the glasses or vases. 

In.the vase here figured the Narcissi look well 

arranged among the sprays of Laurel, and the 

flowers being few in number and lightly and 

carelessly arranged, are seen to the best 

advantage, which is not the case when they 

are huddled up together, as is often the case. 

PLANTS AND FUHVF.RS IN THE 

HOUSE. 

Plants in pots.—With the more congenial 
weather there will be far less need of fires : in 

fact, it will he good policy to dispense with 

them entirely, save in the largest of rooms. 

In consequence of this, more plants will in 

some cases he needed ; more [xirticularly is 
this found to occur where the fireplaces have 

to he filled. Such positions are not in any 

sense suitable for plants, being oftentimes far 

removed from the light. It is also a good 

policy, as far as the plants are concerned, to 

keep the chimney ventilators closed where 
these exist. With the tiled fireplaces and 

curbed margins in place of tho fenders, as now 
in use, it is an easier matter to make a good 

effect with such arrangements than it used to 

he, as the jiots are not so much seen, a saving 

of the smallest plants being made. To start 

with, in such groupings, or indeed at all 

times, the plants chosen should he of a per¬ 

sistent or enduring character. Of Ferns, for 

instance, such as Asplenium Iucidum and A. 

bulbiferum should he chosen: whilst of the 

Pteris family, P. tremula and P. cretiea are 

two of the hardiest. The Lastreas and 

Doodias are all suitable selections. Only 

the very hardiest of the Palms should lie 
used at ^present; it in a pity to spoil well- 

grown Keutias by using them too soon. 

Phcenix dactvlifera and P. reclinata, with 

Scaforthiu elegans, are each calculated to 

stand well, more jmrticularly the two former. 

Of other fine foliaged plants, every jiossihle 
use should be made of the Aspidistra, the 

green-leaved form being the hardier of the two. 

Aralia Sieboldi will also stand well; so will 

Pliormiutn tenax. Turning to the flowering 

subjects, Spinea japonica will be found one of 

the best, provided it lie freely watered. 

Dielvtra s|iectahilis is also a suitable plant. 
Dwarf Indian Azaleas look very well, hut it is 

a pity to use them in su 

positions, 

which are of no 

have ftowered 

regards tfrk. supply «> 

factory. TofeJi !il.11,a 

expend additional 
health is not at a?* aJp°°l 

japonica. variegate and?1!" 

excellent for the iiunGU&Z 

An arrangement of Narcissi a rut laurel shoots. 

lunations may he made, such as pale yellow, 

delicate lilac and white, and lilac blotched with 
purple : another of tawny and copper-coloured 

with crimson and deep maroon, oliserving that if 
is generally beat to keep tho.se together that 
the same coloured central ring, whether white or 

yellow. A whitechinu basket has blue Pansies. 

(Kile and dark, from vigorous bonier sorts: the 

shoots of flowers and leaves are cut whole, and 

hold themselves much hotter t han any arranp- 

ment of the-flowers and foliage cut se|wrote!'- 

With the Pansies are some long-stalked single 

blooms of Clematis montana, and a well-chosen 

spray of Clematis with short-stalked flowers 
winds round the handle and droops ox'er the 

front of the basket. A storin-hrokeii branch 

of Ap|de gives material for filling a brass dish 
l.» inches across; tho twigs of wide Open 

flowers ate in a large group towards lb* 

centre and one side, the rest is of the rosy 

buds and half-open flow ers; -between and 

among the blossoms, not stifliy arranged, hut 

as if grow ing up here and there, are shoots ot 

the highly-polished and brilliant green young 

leaves of Ivy. An oval silver hasket b 

arranged with pale pink and rosy Indian 

U&MeaiOmtliesc Azaleas are still among our 

nttf-rt valuables** pbruts. 

each spike will continue 

extremity Before this variety is over, 

other forms of it, as S. campanulatn alba ( 

beaut iful I and fS. catn|mn 
very 

ulata rosea, will he in 
flower, each doing excellent, service. The 
common Bluebell even is not by any means to 

he despised. The later kinds of Daflodils are 

as serviceable as the earlier ones, most of 

them being quite distinct. It would he an 

easy matter to multiply instances of liurdv 

flowers which may he turned to a good 

account. Their use is even further emphasised 

when having to cut a quantity of flowers to 

send to a distance, far surpassing those from 

under glass, on the whole, for safety in travel¬ 

ling. From under glass cut Roses will he 

amongst the best and choicest flowers. Of 
these, William Allen Richardson is valuable. 

It is one of the very best, hut, unlike many 

climbers, it w ill hear free pruning when once a 

large plant has been obtained. Its lasting 

qualities do not seem to he fully known. It 

soon develops from the hud stage to the 

ex|Kinde<l bloom, hut it then lasts so remark¬ 

ably well—better than many other Roses: it 

fades from the rich apricot shade, it is true. 

use 

By aiming at the use of plants 

material moment after they 

the results in the long run as 

11 he found more sutis- 

plant and then have to 
labour in its restoration to 

1 policy. Eulalia 

japonio(fz91>rina ere 
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GARDEN PESTS AND FRIENDS. 

Is theGlobe-floWerpoiSonous?—I enclose some 
. i Ibc Globe-flower (Troltius europnus), arid would 
i, li obliged if i on could tell me if the young shooj* 

i-neous' Nearly every spring I lose a sheep, always 
-uue liehl, and only in this same field does the 

flower grow in two large damp places. I think the 
r shoots must poison the slieep, but before fencing, 

' .-HU it out, would like to know- if soch is the case ' 
u r. a 
vi many of the Ranuncuhm< (the family to which the 

, ] i. belongs) are poisonous that I quite expect the 
i ;flm may be. 1 have never heard of its injuring sheep 

vide 1-efore: hut it is by no means a common plant in 
■ .as. 9o that the young shoots may tie poisonous, 
• i;h not generally considered to lie so.—ti. S. S.| 

Bees in bank. Will you kindly tell me the name of 
wiki bees ? 1 found thousands oi them on a warm, 
bauk U IKtenhaw, in Surrey, each one burrowing 

• lf» hole in llie sand. The tank for many yards was 
r mdi them. I hai e never seen so many solitary bees, 

Or inch, in one locality. Pkei V W. POCOCK. 

IV name of tlie little wild bees which you 
1 so plentiful HurnIWInjr into a sandy irunk 
'.ntIrena fulvicrus. They are solitary bees, 

-ah makes its own nest without assistance 

i"tn others, hut at the same time they arc 

•prions to a certain extent, as they are 

fcrtlly found in numbers together, the 
otiott which suits one being equally con- 

-ottpr others. They fill the cells in their 

"Width honey and pollen as food for their 
. ohv—Oi S. S.] * 

Flagne of earwigs (It. Humph™*).— 
i1 eomj’ way to get ricT of earw igs is to trap 

unless you could shut up a room and 

•ir cilphor in it, which is probably not prac- 

■■!*. ■ As they fly well, there is no means of 

n ag than oilt of the house hut b}- closing 

M imlows or doors. Earwigs may lie trapped 

nipled-un sheets of newspafier, loosely 

cloths, the hollow stems of plants, such 
• Bern or.Suhflower stalks, or small Bamboos, 

are said to be very fond of beer and 

ale. You might try smearing a sheet of 

' *ti [japer with some, and then crumpling it, 

■•''■I placing it where the insects are. In 

" taontiflg open tlie traps over a basin of 

mg wirtef, or- water that has a little 
-i-tin-ait’float ing on tho top. 

• St. BCark'a-fly. —Please tell me- whether the 
restart tilt same as those mentioned in your paper 

■ '•* So, awl which turn into St. Mark's-lty, or are they 
<vr grabs In their earliest stage? Some ot our 
vim tun of them, but they have had manure on 
• the winter.—Molkscroit. 

F'- grubs you sent are, I believe, those of 

St- Mark's-fly, hut I cannot be quite sure, 

liad become chrysalides before they 
tviched me, and in this condition it is 
-ible to be quite certain of the species, 

y certainly are not the grabs of the cock- 

*'*. The manure would have no effect on 

except,keeping them warmer than 

. "ould otherwise nave been.—(.1. S. S.] 

^ce Holly-fly.—A large Holly-tree is badly infested 
" r-e grabs--sec enclosed leaves. Kindly suggest 

• yt best be done to destroy them? Tlie shrub is 
■ hAKby, #rowinir xvell. ami with plcntv of bloom. 

- km 

l f1ir Holly is attacked by the grubs of the 

'y dy (t’hytoniyzn aquifolia). It is a very 

: '^it pest to deal with, as no insecticide can 

kideto reacli the grubs, safely ensconced as 

ire between the skins of the leaves, which 

• - 'Tv hard and stiff, and the transformations 

insect are all undergone within the leaf, 
tbeii eggs uuder the skin of tlie 

->m May or June. If the exact time of the 

•nncaof the flies could be found out it 

l i' he |»ssible to prevent them from laying 

' ‘/gs bv spraying the leaves with paraffin 

- an, taking care to spray both sides. The 

"orild have to tie kept under the 

of the wash for several days. The 
'her remedy I can suggest is picking off 

pasted leaves and burning them, which 

1 he almost as difficult to accomplish as 
swing.-(i. B. S.J 

^-moth destroying Pear - bloom. - 
trll ins what tho larva is which is infesting my 
■vuas.and what I am to do to prevent the loss of 

The Pear-tree is a Marie l.ouUe. situation 
' ~ '* uy dwelling house, age about »t years. For 
/VS” * have Buffered more or less from the 
v ' think. Dipterous larva, specimens of which I 
n-xtsia. I hare tried vinous remedies, I have 
iway tlie toil round the roots, burnt it, and 

' 11 *itli fresh earth,, treating it as one would a 
-rrj.iaiA. This year I tried syringing The trees 
i mi ’k*1 ®<>r,f®aux-jnlxture, the recipe for 
• obtained from your pages. Nothing seems of any 
“a I come to you for information and advice.— 

ninifi7Pd hv 
larva infesting your Pear blossoms are 

the caterpillars of the Codlin-moth (Carpso- 

cap&a pomonella), in a very juvenile condition. 

Spray the tree at once with 3 oz. of Paris-green, 
an equal quantity, bulk for bulk, of fresh lime, 

well mixed in 50 gallons of water. This mix¬ 

ture should be kept veil stirred, as tlie Paris- 

green is very heavy, and soon sinks to the 

bottom. When this is the case j«art of the 

mixture is too weak and tlie rest too strong. 

It should be applied with a syringe or garden- 

engine with a spray nozzle, so that it should 

settle on the blossoms like a fine mist. When 
any of the infested Pears fall prematurely, as 

they aro likely to do, they should at once be 

picked up and destroyed. In the case of 

standard trees, it is very useful to tie hay- 

bands or folded strips of canvas, etc., round 

the stems near the ground, so that the cater¬ 

pillars, when they leave the fallen fruit or let 
themselves down to the ground from those 
which hsvvo not fallen, reach -the stem and 

begin to climb up it in search of a sheltered 

place in which to become chrysalides, soon find 

just what they want. This would hardly lie of 

much use in your oase, as the caterpillars 

would probably find shelter in some uneven¬ 

ness in the wall or behind the branches where 

they touch the wall. You might spray the 

tree and wall in tlie course of the winter with 

a caustic wash, made as follows: Put I lb. of 

caustic soda into half a pailful of water, to this 

add } lb. of pearlash, stir until all is dissolved, 

then add enough, water to make 111 gallons; 
lastly, add 10 oz. of soft-soap which 1ms been 

dissolved in a little hot water, and mix all 

thoroughly. This is a very caustic mixture, 

and will kill any insect life that it comes into 

contact with, but it will also ruin any clothes 

it touches, and if it gets on to the skin it 

should immediately lie wiped off'.—B. S. S. ( 

FRUIT. 

VINE LEAVES SCALDED. 

Cori.il voii kindly tell me what is wrong with the enclosed 
Vine leaf ? This year the Vines have grow n well and there 
is a good crop ot Gropes, but several of the Vine leaves 
have gone like the one sent.—K. ti. 

[To all appearance this is a laid case of 

scalding. The leaves received are somewhat 

thin, and the smaller one scents to have lieen 

pressing rather hard against the glass at some 

time. Far too many Vines are grown much 

closer up to the glass than is good for them. 

There ought always to lie a clear spice between 
the leaves and the glass, and instead of the 

wires being strained from ti inches to 12 inches 
from the latter (10 inches being perhaps a fair 

average of what is to he met with), they ought 

to be not less than 15 inches, and where there 

is sufficient head room in the house IS inches 

from the glass should be the distance. When 

the leaves are dose up to the glass, or press 
against it. which is far worse, -a few minutes" 

neglect in ventilating may, and often does, 

mean the ruin of many of them. Especially is 

this the case when the temperature (luring the 

night has been low, and not sufficient fire-neat 

employed to prevent stagnation of the atmos¬ 

phere. leaves in a dry state do not scald so 

quickly ns those that are wet, whether the 

moisture be due to syringing, exudation, or 
condensation. Tho sudden rise of heat from, 

say, nliout <10 degs. to nearer UHldegs.—and this 

may take place close up to the roof without those 

in charge being aware how hot the house has 

lieeome where the leaves are - sometimes result s 

in scalding, or if the leaves press against the Sjlass they are literally [wrlmiled. Some 

louses, owing to their construction, more 

especially as regards the quality of glass used 

and the close fit of same, require to lie venti¬ 

lated earlier and more carefully than others, 
and the position of the vinery fins also to be 

taken into consideration. We should advise 
“ F. (!.." if he has not previously done so, to 
keep a lit tle heat in the hot-water pipes during 

the night, and if a chink of top air be put on 

the last thing at night, the requisite buoyancy 

of atmosphere will he maintained aud moisture 

he prevented from collecting on the leaves. 

On bright mornings more air should he given 

before the heat rises to 75 degs., and be 

gradually increased. When air is given thus 

sudden ilishes of cold air are guarded 
t| in 10 l^rime need the ventilators bo 

sowioqlvife would lie necessary when-' 

lute morning ventilation is resorted to. This 

treatment would probably be followed by a 

thickening of tho leaves and a general improve¬ 

ment in the health of the Vines. 1 

NEW WOOD ON OLD FRUIT-TREES. 
I think there is nothing more disheartening to 

owners of gardens than to go on year after year 

cultivating fruit-trees or hushes on wlmt is 

supposed to lie the most approved plan, and to 

find that there is little or no return for all the 

labour aud expense they have bestowed on their 
trees. This tee! mg is often aggravated by 

seeing trees of the same varieties loaded with 

fruit in their neighbour’s garden, where hardly 

any trouble is taken with them. In the end we 

are forced to admit that a good deal of energy 

1ms been wasted on our trees in the shape of 

pinching and pruning, and that if more natural 
growth hint been allowed far heavier crops of 

fruit would have been obtained. In looking 

round several gardens last summer 1 observed 

many Pear-trees that had originally been 

closely pruned wall-trees, hut from getting 

into a barren state they had been allowed to 

grow into pyramids high above the walls. 

When I saw them the long branches had bent 

right down on to the top of the wall with the 

weight of fruit. 'There can be no question that 

over-restriction of the growth, especially of wall 

or espalier-trained trees, has had more to do 
with inducing barren and worthless trees than 

all other causes put together. In my early days 

I have often had to prune off all the fore-right 

shoots of Pear and other wall-trees that were 

simply perfect us far as form and training went, 

hut as fruit-producing trees they were worth¬ 

less. Young trees, with no old and worn-out 

wood, are favoured by market-growers. The 

old closely cropped-in trees are giviug place to 

more naturally grown specimens. But one need 

not rush to tfie opposite extreme and give up 

pruning altogether, for, except in the case of 

large standard orchard-trees, that course soon 

produces only second-rate fruit. With wall- 
trained, espalier, pyramid. or hush-trees tlie 

one thing to keep in view is a constant succession 

of young fruitful wood, to get which it is 

obvious that a portion of old wood must he 

removed to make room for it. I find that it is 

better to do this removal by degrees than to 

have any fixed season or date for the work. 
Now that there is a wonderful display of hlnont 

on all sorts of fruit-trees, both trained and 

untrained, is an excellent time to take out nny 

old or worn-out shoots, to give the vigorous 

young wood room to extend. Just after the 

crop is set is the best of all times for thinning- 

out any useless wood, for one can then insure a 

crop for the current year, and at the same time 

provide space for training in the wood that will 

carry next year's crop. New wood is not only 

necessary on outdoor fruit-trees, hut especially 
oil old Vines, for if young rods are taken up 

from the base every year to replace the ones 

that carry this year’s crop, the saving of labour 

is enormous, and the results in weight of crop 

quite doubled. Jamks Broom. 

(lokport. 

Liquid - manure for fruit - trees. — 
Many people who liavo orchards might get 

doutile the quantity of fruit and of an infinitely 
better quality hv pouring the liquid from the 

farmyard around their Apple-trees instead of 

letting it go to waste. House sewage is most 

valuable for.thepurpo.se, hut where the orchard 
is Grass covered it should he diluted con¬ 

siderably, or it will kill tlie Brass. In tin 

orchard which I know, and -where the trees 
are very old and showing signs of exhaustion, 

house sewage was applied during the winter, 

with the result that line healthy growth and 

abundance of large fruit were produced the 
next season. Farmers in particular who have 

plenty of horse and cow urine might preserve 

their orchard-trees in a fruitful and profitable 

condition by its judiciousuonual use, and that, 

too, without a great deal of labour. All 

orchards are further improved by being surface- 

turned previous to the liquid being anplied. 

This admits air and warmth the following 

spring, and induces the roots to come to the 

surface. AH(jihi#fafc[(tartly fruit-trees, also 
Vines, tfauld.be .equally benefited,by the same 

W&taeuDiTlf, Swekiefc,f»lm)«®r«er iii which 
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the latter are growing is composed of strong 

loam or is at a low elevation, injury might 

ensue from the winter use of liquid-manure. 

VEGETABLES. 

EARLY POTATO OROWIXO. 

Sproetisi; IS ItoXKS before PI. ASTI no. 

Another important matter is the size of the 

sets, and this falls naturally to be considered 
with the method of sprouting in boxes or trays 

before planting. This method is the most Kwerful agent in hastening on the early 

itato crop. It is now in universal use in 

England and Scotland wherever early crops 

are grown, and it has so much to coinmend it 

that in many districts it has been adopted for 

the late crop also. The system, however, is 

not well known in Ireland, and some minute 
description is desirable. The box or tray is 

24 inches long, 12 inches wide, and 3 inches 

deep. The corner pieces are 7 irfehes in 
height, and strong, so that the boxes can rest 

on the top of each other when piled for winter 

storage. There is a cross haudlc for carrying, 
which is tennoned into the side pieces, and the 

whole forms a light, handy, and durable 

utensil, which, with ordinary care, will last for 

years. These boxes are not at all expensive, 

the cost being 30s. per 100 completed, or a 

little over 3Ad. each. Each box holds about 

20 lb. ; speaking roughly, it takes about six 

boxes to 1 cwt. The seed Potatoes are fillet! 

into the boxes until they are level with the 
sides. No earth is mixed with them, and no 

water applied to them. No particular care is 

token to have the eyes set upwards; the 

Potatoes are simply poured indiscriminately 

into the boxes, and left to bud as Nature 
suggests. If large sets are used they will be 

one deep in the boxes ; but, if of a smaller size, 

they may be two or three deep. This does not 

matter ;*tlie sprouts find their way up through 

the interstices. When the boxes are filled, 

they are piled up one on the Other to any height 
it inav He fount! convenient. There no wnv 

in which seed can be kept more safely or 
stored in smaller compass, and it can be 

examined at will and overhauled at con¬ 

venience, should that be found necessary. 

The rule in Scotland is to till the boxes in 

October, and by February the sprout is long 

enough. In Ireland, where the winter tem¬ 

perature is much higher, the trouble will 

probably he. not to get the sprouts sufliciently 

long, but to keep them from growing too long. 

Therefore, the end of November would be a 

good date to till the lioxes. 
Two inches is a good workable length of 

sprout; if much longer they are apt to wriggle 

about and break oft' unless very gingerly 

handled. The length of sprout, however, 
cannot always be regulated, and sometimes 

they may be so long as to he touching the box 

above. There is no actual harm in this, hut it 
is inconvenient and should he avoided if pos¬ 

sible. The best way to check growth is to 

expose the boxes to light and air. When 

growth is desired, exclude all light. Exposure 

for some time before planting is necessary in 

any case, in order to toughen the sprout and 

. enable it to he handled with impunity. When 
the boxes emerge from darkness the sprouts are 

very white and tender, just as they are in a 

nit, but after a few days’ exjxjsure they 

become quite hardy and do not readily break. 

At this stage another most valuable use of the 

box becomes apparent—viz., whenever exposure 

t akes place it can he seen at once whether the 

stock is pure. Among the multiplicity of 

varieties there are scarcely two which have the 

s une colour of stem and habit of growth. Thus 
Puritan has a white and spindly stem, which 

becomes greenish on exposure ; Early Regent 

has a short, sturdy stem, which becomes bright 

red ; Maincrop becomes purple. In this way 

it is always possible to eliminate the “ rogues ” 
before planting, although it is a very trouble¬ 

some and often wasteful ope ration. Regarding 

are not suitable for cutting. Puritan, for 

instance, is a most risky Potato to cut. It 

does well enough under jierfectly normal con¬ 

ditions, but where the plant suffers any check 

from frost, cold winds, or drought, and is 

thereby cast back upon the resources of the 

set, it rarely does well. The flesh is very soft 

and soon rots away to the skin, so that there is 
no vigour left to start on a new growth in May, 

should that be needed, and the plant becomes 
sickly and infertile. Something has to la¬ 

vished if seed be scarce and dear, but, on the 

whole, it is better if Puritan and that soft class 

be not cut. Boxing almost precludes cutting. 

Of course, it can be done after exposure has 
rendered the sprouts strong enough to handle. 

But it is a tedious and exjiensive process, and 

is often rendered futile by the fact that the 

tuber has grown only from the first intention, 

and has produced only one shoot, or. if two. so 

close together.that a knife cannot be inserted 
between them. If it is desired to jjersisi In 

cutting, the seed should he boxed early, and 

when it has sent out a tiny shoot, that should 

he broken oft’, and the Potatoes will then bud 

from several eyes. The ideal size for boxing 

would l«e ubout lA-inch riddle, hut Potatoes 

cannot be made to order, and buyers have 

often a Limited choice. It would Vie a mistake 
to discard a known and reliable stock because 

of uueven size, and take in preference an un¬ 
known lot on account of its uniformity. Crops 

grown from seconds appear to come earlier to 

maturity than those grown from large sets, 

hut the yield is lighter. The reason of this is 

that the plant is not so vigorous and ceases 

to grow to top sooner, and consequently 

takes to tubering. Therefore, if a grower is 
in a favoured position in point of earliness, 

can raise for the very earliest market, and 
command the first and highest price 

he need not hesitate to plant seconds. If, 

however, he is not so favourably placed for 

earliness, and has, o take a secondary place in 

the matter of price, he has then to rely on a 

heavy crop for results, and that is more secure 

with large sets. A safe practice would he to 
buy “ ooed unit wore'' drowned over lfl inohee, 

anil when boxing separate the “seconds" from 

the “ ware,” and put them in a different set of 

boxes. Plant the small ones close, say, 
10 inches to 11 inches apart, and the large 

ones wider apart, say, IS inches to 20 inches. 

The large sets will mark themselves to a drill 
throughout the whole season, will give a 

heavier crop, and be a few days later. “ Seed 

and ware” is a size much easier bought, as a 

rule, than uniformly sorted seconds. A thing 

to Vie avoided is seconds grown from seconds. 

Nothing deteriorates a stock so quickly as 

that. After the Vsixes have been filled and 

housed, care has to lie taken that they suffer 

no damage from frost. It takes a good deal of 

frost to injure Potatoes in boxes, provided 
there are no apertures through wluch cold 

winds can reach them, and it is extremely 

unlikely that any risk will lie incurred from 

this cause in those parts of Ireland where the 

industry will lie attempted. But if there 

should be a protracted anil very hard frost it 

would be necessary to apply some heat. That 

is not difficult, for a small house an oil-stove 

would suffice, and for a larger house a slow 

combustion stove suits very well. No vent or 
chimney is required if coke*is used for fuel, as 

there is no flame to cause danger from fire, and 
the fumes do no harm. House accommodation 

is not always easily provided. Boxes are fre- Tiently piled in the rafters of stables and cow 

eds, and they do quite well in such places. 

In the south und west of Ireland they would 

lie safe outside, if some old sacking were tacked 

over them to turn the wind, anil a straw stack 

built over the whole. 

The si/.k of the sets, 

Irish_growers as a rule prefer large tubers, 

which can Vie cut. That is in the main sound 

judgment, but in the cultiyatyori of early 

toes some, 

be observ 

.modification of this/TUi*:;:'. 
BlS MSiy 8f-; 

AoVASTAOF.S OF BOX ISC SEED. 

Although the main purpose of boxing is to 

lost. All this mischief is obviated by burnt- 

Another great advantage is that the Ism,. 1 

need not tiurry to plant his ground in spn... | 

while the land is in a wet and uudesirahli 

dition. The seed is doing its.work bett*::.. 

the boxes than it possibly could in such advy- j 

circumstances, and the land is not soured 1 | 
unseasonable working. It is often ury"1 
against the boxing system that, it is too e\i» j 

sive. That is not the case. The initial.,.: 

of boxes is not more than 30s. |ier acre. »v 

seed is stored more cheaply in boxes thm, 

pits. The cost of planting is not appremU 

greater than ordinary methods. An e\|> 
worker, planting 12 inches to 15 inches m 

will cover a statute acre per day. 

Manikin*:. 

It is now an established fact that ianuyv 

dung ulone, no matter how heavy tin- <1iy-> . 

will not produce the maximum crop nor 'l 

best quality. Dung should lie supplemt-i,! 
by a suitable artificial fertiliser. Especially : 

early Potatoes is this imperative. Tin lr 
crops are often got after lea w ithout any do? 

at all, and there are fields in Ayrshire wb-j 

have liorne crops of early Potatoes for ihnr; 

years consecutively, and which have recw>>.' 

no dung during that period. These inster 

are mentioned to show what can be'done - 

land in good heart without dung ; not by a J 
means to encourage its disuse, hut rather * 11 

a view to illustrate the power of other ien • 
lisers. For early Potatoes a manure of quirt, 

action should he used, as it has only tim; 

months iu which to do its work. A nuoi - 

with an analysis of nitrogen, 8 [ier ror. 
|iotash, 4 to5 percent, ; and solublephosphite? 

18 to 20 per cent., and compounded irnui t? 
most soluble materials, would beasafemiv.v- 

to use. The formula being strbng iu nimy- 
would not be suitable for rankjgrowing b 
variet ies, but early Potatoes have usually -c 
small topis, and can stand a good da! , 

forcing. The quantity to apply will 
accoixling to the condition of t nc land and >• 

quantity of dung applied. With a dressing 

25 tons per statute acre of dung, li cwt. 
artificial wouWl be enough. Where no duie 
used, double the quantity.of artificial niui« 

is required. The time to apply this h 
planting, and before the sets are put down, 

is not a good plan to top-dress PofaWtS, - 
force them by fits and starts, as might b 'i 

with a forage crop or Cabbage. To do’s, 
poses the tuber to second growths, and. R 

to injure both shape and quality, hoiDj'.n 
the sets occurs from coutaot with the man,' 

Artificial manure may Vie sown either by I- 

or by a machine ; it does not matter pm' ' 

the distribution is done evenly. 

Tiu.aue operations 

do not diffor materially from those oW" 
with late Potatoes. Of course, tVie crop i- - 

Ire expedited all through, so that the lai 
be available for planting at the first fuv' im.y 

opportunity iu spring. Where the land a j 

cleaning should be none in autumi and ,• 

should be applied in autumn or win./ -. 

ever the method of tillage observed amv 
whether the Potatoes are planted in driu- 

lazv beds—care should betaken that th- 

are planted at an equal depth, so as to »'••' 

having “ laggard " plants. If P"'1'1,"' . 
drills, the fresh-opened drill should aoi ' 

turlied by passing a loaded cart '‘‘‘“'f 
drills. In such event the soft newly • 
drills are badly foot-stepped and wheel w- ' 

and the sets which fall into such indent" 

must inevitably Vie later. Ixiggard pm'-'' 
the ruin of an 'early crop. The grower 1 - 

choose Viet ween sacrificing them orIn*m- 

for the ones that are ready to raise, t 

expedient should therefore lie used to P1' 

this undesirable state of matters. 

secure an earlier crop, the system has besides 

many other advantages. One of these is that, 
the seed is better preserved. A crop of early 

Potatoes, designed for seed and raised in 

August or September and stored in pits, must 

necessarily grow to a considerable extent before 

spring. In handling, these growths have to be 

broken off, and the sets thereby suffer seriously 
in vigour, and, consequently, the plant, in ,.- - — „ .. 
robustness. Moreover, the first intentSiWlioitftyurplu.s must find its way somehow 

Marketing 

the early crop requires no lit tle lord I" 

robustness. .Moreover, the tirst intention From surplus must ntui its way some 
which Nature inteiKle*|j^y^ytg^-^jr^jpi^ ^rycen Potatoes will n0t 

In districts where large quantities an- ri 

merchants appear and nrovide all ,,u Vj.,| 
necessary for packing ana conveying to ,IV, J j 

But with an industry in its infancy1 gm ; 

will need to look ahead and fiud out n°» ^ 

their produce can he quickly disposal ° ' , 

cities and large towns of Ireland can ' i 

absorb a large quantity, hut a «»nM‘ 
'VI.YW..I.AL- miKiV itd wnv r 
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i ,n-«; theymust.be packed either in baskets 

tai-rels. As a rule, commission salesmen 

,,re willing to supply these, and if they are 

rilled and firmly picked on the top with fresh, 
irreen .-talks and laced securely, they will carry 

|uitc sifely by mil or steamer. 

M. G. Wallace. 

OPEN-AI K TOMATOES. 
Many err in rowing the seeds of plants 

intended for planting against outside walls too 

...ii; consequently, the plants become |»t- 

i iotm! and the wood lmra long before the 

iimther is fit for transplanting them. Where 

ar of this evil exists it will be well to pot the 

i ! iiit. on, as they will soon root round the 

lulls and may then safely lie kept in frames or 

,, -1 house for another fortnight if need be. 

lliMteu small hatch of plants brought on in 

,iil>»nce of the main lot, and finally j lotted 

,- to. say, 10-inch pots with a view to sinking 
tkm into the border ot a south wjilL This in 
numi districts may be '.lone at the end of this 

muntli, and if after the cavity has been taken 

.ot i j'ood thickness of rotten manure is placed 

in the bottom and the holes in the pots made 

nwb larger, the roots will soon push through 

'I*bottom, and, taking advantage of the rich 

i««l provided, will grow awny freely and fruit 

wdl The (>oLs should he sunk just lielow the 

"mind level, so that a liberal mulch of 
Mn.-r manure can be given in order to con- 

•err* the moisture and also to encourage sur- 
. roots. Bearing i n mind the root-restriction 

:i> latch is subject to, water must (ilwavs he 

upphedwitha liberal hand, und when sufficient 
fruit L« set, the leading growths must be 

picked, all >ide laterals being likewise kept 

off. Of course, some method of protection 

uhK be devised, or cutting winds and even late 

(rusts may cripple the plants. A very good 

I'lm is to put wide lioards on either side of 

ibetn, and to place some Yew or Laurel-boughs 

in front. These admit sufficient sun-lieat and 
‘ijlit, and vet screen the growth from harm. 

Tt-se plants which are to form the principal 
bl* lor outdoor work, and which will not be 

•out- until tho beginning of Juno, must 

Upadoallv hardened off in frames, being fully 
Mtoed on fine sunnv days, as in the case of 

l b Art; -named lot. If any signs of exhaustion 
•hoi themselves a good surface-dressing of 

■'**» and artificial manure must be given. It 

to prepare the stations under walls for 
L.m»toes some time before actual plauting, so 

** to give them an opportunity of settling. 

Tluteisthen less fear of excessive evaporation, 

*°4 the plants generally go away better than 
vbe® put into newly-disturbed soil. When 

prrarmg, add a little good loamy soil and 

manure, mixing it thoroughly and 
aibiq; it firm. On the plants that are to be 

'L-wla few fruits may set while in the frames. 

Ths* should not be removed, as tliey will swell 

"I in spite of the removal to an outdoor 

"(erature, and. ripening extra early, prove 

useful, especially where uo indoor Toirui^ 

*<«ar crown. ' 

TXOTES AXD REPLIES. 

Planting Asparagus. —In most gardens 

fit'mav now be done. It-should be borne in 

1 i that liowever much trouble and expense 
preparation of tbe new beds may have cost, 

- l ife and disappointment must ensue unless 

are is bestowed on the seedlings at plant- 

c- time Careless planting has much to 
wsver for in the many failures in .growing 

V1’ T®getable. The rootlets are of such a 
-eue character that exposure to cutting 

4or a few minutes, or even to hot sun, 

destroy them. When the roots have to 

I* (corn a nursery, arrangements should 
• ’M'le for packing them in damp Moss or 

‘•a-: snoli material. When home-grown roots 

" ’employed, tfio nutter of transplanting is 

■ A calm and, if jiossibie. dull day 

, “e chosen for the job, and, presuming 

’ lh? “re ready, the soil will now be 
J? *™ firm and need not be trodden. Some 

: • prefer the old-fashioned 4-feet beds, but 
jr*Uje soil is retentive and cold it is not 

, 10 r11'5® them . above the ordinary 
, . “aPltal results may be had from plant- 

‘ -nncle rows, allowing a distance of 2 fee1 

plant to plant and a 24-feet aHey7betw^e 

For the first year or two this space cun lie 
utilised for Lettuces. Lift only a few plants 

at a time, sprinkling the roots and planting 

carefully with a small hand fork. If the com¬ 
post is not of the best description, work in 

a little fine loam and leaf-mould amongst and 

around the roots. Sink the crowns just be¬ 

neath the surface, and if the young growths 

have pushed, draw a little soil over them to 

protect from frost until somewhat hardened. 

Nothing more wilt be needed except keeping 

down weeds until growth is a foot or 18 inches 

high, when small sticks should be placed to 

each plant and the shoots secured thereto, as 

high winds are very liable to loosen them at 

the base and sometimes snap them off’. This 

precaution is not necessary the second year. 
On hot soils, if the summer should be dry, u 

slight mulch of leaf-mould will be beneficial. 

Cucumbers dying off.—Can you kindly tell me 
shat is the cause of my Cucumbers dying off» 1 sowed 
the seeds in small pots on a mild hot-bed. They came up 
all right, and, when they were malting the third leal, they 

“wl t.h»Them | Kair'Ferns in a cool, shady- part of the eon- 

carefully on a bed made ot stable-manure and leaves, the 
temperature of the lied being about 75 degs. when the 
frame was closed, but I gave plenty of air in the daytime. 
Will you tell me the best way to grow the n 7—S. H. Kiss. 

[You have erred in starting so early with 

frame Cucumbers. By your statement as to 

temjierature when the frame is closed, it is 

clear the heat must have been too low during 
the sharp weather a short time since, particu¬ 

larly while the cold winds were prevalent. 

March and April are two very treacherous 

months for seedling Cucumbers, and the least 

check quickly brings had results. You have 

now two ways open to you, and either should 

succeed now the days are longer and more 

sunlight prevails. If the frame still retains si 

temperature of 73 degs., sow three or four 

seeds in the mound of soil in the frame. This 
mound should lie 9 inches high ut least, and 

the seeds just inserted in the soil by making a 
small hole with the finger. Cover the seeds 

with fine soil or silver-sand. The frame should 

be kept moist by slightly damping with the 

syringe, but otherwise, if the mound of soil is 

fairly moist, no actual watering will be 
necessary. As soon as the seedlings appear 

dust a little air-slaked lime about the mound 

of earth, and with the appearance of the first 
rough leaf add a little rather rough soil to the 

stems of the plants. This w ill at once increase 

root action, and the plants, being raised in a 

rather cool temperature, should be proof 

against the fungoid attacks that kill so many 

young plants in the early part of the year. 

Plants so raised suffer little, and there is no 

check from the potting or transference to the 
frame. You had best rely on damping the 

mound with lukewarm water rather than 

watering the plants in the usual way, because 

plants raised on the mound of soil us suggested 

quickly send roots in all directions. Another 

way is to sow a half-dozen seeds in u 5-inch 

jiot, covering with sand in place of soil, and 

potting them singly as soon as the first rough 

leaf is formed. Or you mav sow the seeds 
singly as before, only half filling the pots with 

soil, and earthing up as soon as the stem has 

reached 4 inches long. Unless this is done and 

done quickly, the young plant will perish 

slowly because of the absence of the main 

roots that should follow the first fibrous roots 
from the seed. This, coupled with the many 

fluctuations of temperature, and the lowness of 

night temperatures particularly, are chiefly 

responsible for failures in the eaVlv part of the 
year. Frequently the sudden collapse of the 

young plants is due to a late damping down, 

or too much overhead moisture generally, 

being followed by a rather cold night. In such 

a case superfluous moisture is very harmful. 

Where a minimum temperature of 70 degs. 

cannot be maintained it is better to forego 

damping either the plants or the house later 

than 3 p.m. during March and April, and in 

these months the plants will bear with 
impunity a lower temperature if a com para 

tively dry condition of the atmosphere exists.] 

4s many of the most interesting notes and 
articles in “Gardening" from the eery beginning haw 
come from its readers, tee offer each week a copy of the 
latest edition of either “ Stove and Greenhocse Plasm." 

The Enqlish Flower Garden,” to the tender of the 
Jeful or inferring letter or chart article published 

which utiU be marked thus 

GARDEN WORK. 

Conservatory. — Barnard Andrea a Ilia 

and other late-flowering Azaleas will require a 
good deal of water now, and well-rooted plants 

may have a little Clay’s fertiliser or some other 
stimulant in the water. Where the old- 

fashioned show and fancy Pelargoniums are 

well grown they make splendid groups now. 

All these and most other flowering plants will 

last longer if covered with u thin shade during 
bright weather. Of course the syringe cannot 

be used much among such flowering plants, but 

there must be some amount of moisture in the 

atmosphere on bright sunny days in April and 

May. This can be supplied by dumping the 
floors and stages—if there are stages in the 

houses in the middle of the day, or whenever 

the sun is hot and the atmosphere appears dry. 

Herbaceous Spirteas will require watering two 

or three times a day, unless tliev can stand on 

a damp bottom in the shade. Very charming 
groups can be made with Spirteas and Maiden- 

servatory. It is a pleasure sometimes to turn 

from the bright, glowing masses of Azaleas und 
Pelargoniums to the green and white Spiraeas 

and Ferns. Streptos<Scii Jamesoni is a rather 

showy plant just now. It has a somewhat Euwky habit unless pinched freely when young, 

ut it is.so different from, most things in flower 

just now that it is worth u little |«iins to make 

it good. It roots freely from cuttings of the 
young shoots, and it succeeds planted out in a 

Wlit [(osition and trained against a wall or 

pillar in the greenhouse. The L&clienulias, or 
Cape Cowslips, are pretty basket plants now. 

The bulbs are inserted rather thickly in wire 

baskets, all round the base und sides of the 

basket, and well mossed in, and the bulbs are 

planted even more thickly on the top. The 

bulbs may be brought on in a vinery till the 

flowers appear,, and then moved to the con¬ 

servatory. 

Stove.—Climbers add much to the beauty 
and interest of the stove, and many of them 
may be useful exhibition and decorative planus 

Well-grown specimens of Allamanda, Bou¬ 
gainvillea, Clermlemlrou Bslivuiii, Stepliauo- 
tis floribunda, and Dipladenia always carry- 

weight in a collection, and the flowers of most 

of th em ure useful for cutting. To induce 

them to flower freely the growth must lie made 
in the full light, and for this purpose, if grown 

in |Kits with the intention of afterwards train¬ 

ing round a balloon or any other kind of trellis, 

the young shoots during the growing seulson 

are led up to the glass ana kept in the Tight till 

the flower-buds are visible, when they are 
taken down and twined round the trellis. 

Jasminum gracillimum is a sweet thing to 

have a plunt or two of. To have plenty of 

flowers for cutting plant out in u bed of loam 

und peat, freely mixed with sand and crushed 

charcoal. All the above may be helped with 

liquid - manure when the flower - buds are 

formed. Cissus discolor is rather out of dute, 
but is useful for hanging-baskets. Cuttings of 

the firm shoots strike freely in sandy pent in 

brisk bottom-heat. The Indian variegated 

Grass (Panicum variegatnm) is another useful 

draping plant. It has a pretty effect in rather 

small jiots along the edges of the stages, and 

is one of the best plants for baskets, and the 

sprays when cut are useful to mix with flowers. 

Early Peach-house.— The early fruits 
will now be putting on colour, and every fruit 

should be fully exposed. All overhanging 

leaves should be thrust on one side ; a leaf or 

two may be removed if necessary to give full 
exposure. Very free ventilation is necessury to 

obtain good flavour, and though the roots must 

always remain moist it is quite possible to 

injure the flavour by- over-watering or giving 

strong stimulants during the finishing. Peaches 

will take a good deal of nourishment after 
stoning, but this should be discontinued during 

the flavouring and finishing processes. Red- 
spider sometimes gives trouble in early houses, 

especially if the borders have been dry during 

the early stages of grow th. When the roof is 
a movable one, it is a great advantage to take 

off the lights when the wood is thoroughly ripe, 

so that the autumn rains may find out tne ary 

spots (if any) in the border. 

Early Melons.—Bottom-heat is essential 

to the well-doing of Melons till the fruit is 
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pretty well finished, and though it may l>e 

possiole to have the beds in which Melons are 

growing too dry, yet this is not likely to happen 

during the ripening process. Heavy, retentive 

soil is the best for Melons. Firm growth and 
Substantial foliage are pretty well proof against, 

the attacks of red spider, and it is im|iortant 

that the old leaves of Melons remain green 

and healthy till the fruits are ripe. The time 

to feed Melons, if stimulants are given, is after 

the fruits are set until they begin to ripen. 

There is very little difficulty in getting a crop 

to set when the growth is firmly built up by 

planting in heavy loam. Cucumbers are often 
planted in soil of too light a character to obtain 

the best results economically. When grown in 

a fairly heavy soil there is not half the labour 

in syringing and watering. 

Cold frames. By the time this appears in 

type bedding plants which have been well 
hardened by exposure may stand in some 

temporary shelters in the open air. and the 
flumes can then be tilled with Cucumbers, 

Melons, Tomatoes, and Capsicums. Frames 
will also be required for growing on Cyclamens, 

Cinerarias, Primulas. Young seedling Ferns 

of the greenhouse kinds do better on ashes in 

cold frames in summer than in houses. Aralias, 
Grevilleas, and other greenhouse fine-foliaged 

plants give less trouble and do better in cold 

Window plants.- There will be plenty 

of blossoms now on the Pelargoniums. What 

is commonly termed the < lernnium family are 
favourites with cottagers. The old Oak-leaved 

(ieranium is a sweet thing in a cottage window. 

Fuchsias"ure coming into bloom, and should tie 

helped with a little stimulant. Balsams, if not 

already up, should be sown at once ; they may 

be easily kept dwarf and sturdy by keeping 

them in the window in a light position. Ferns 
and Palms may he repotted if necessary now. 

Never exfiose them to hot sunshine. 

Outdoor garden. — Finish planting 

(lladiolus ; even the late-flowering Brenchley- 

ensis will be better in the ground now. Thin 

out hardy annuals in showery weather, though 

in a general way transplanting annuals at this 
season is not always a success, vet 1 have had 

grand masses of Godetias and several other 

things from transplanted plants. It means a 

little more labour in watering, etc. Among 

shrubs suitable for massing (Jenista pnecox is 

just now very lovely. Berberis stenophylla is 

also good, as is also Berberis Aquifolium. The 

last grows well under trees. The Tamarix is a 
pretty groupiug plant,, looking well on the edge 

of the lawn, jutting out from the edge of the 

shrubbery. In breaking away from thecommon 

bedding arrangements, use might be made of 
Clematis Jackmani superha, an improvement 

upon Jackmani. Let it break from the ground at 

any rate for the first two seasons. This, of course, 

means cutting down annually. If it is necessary 

to prune Evergreens, such as the small 
Conifers, Evergreen Oaks, etc., the best time 

to do it is just before growth commences. The 
same remark applies to Hollies and Yews, but 

if either Hollies or Yews are cut- hard hack at 

any time the work should be done in March, 

early in the month. 

Fruit garden.—Though it is too early to 

leave wall-trees which have been protected 
uncovered at night, if the covers are heavy 

curtains they should be drawn on one side, and 

the trees fully exposed on fine days. Disbudding, 

if not already taken in hand, should begin now, 

and the dish udder should have the Tobacco- 

powder handy, so thut every suspicious-looking 
s|>ot for insects mav be thoroughly dealt with. 

It. is promptness which saves so much trouble in 

the future. Disbudding is usually done tenta¬ 

tively, so as not to unduly expose the young 

fruit. Sometimes some of the shoots from which 

shelter can be obtained are pinched for the time 

being, to prevent further expansion, and are 
removed later when there is no need of shelter. 

The Plums and Cherries are very full of 

blossoms. The Pears, too, in many gardens in 

our district are very promising, but Apples are 

not everywhere so lull, but doubtless if the 
blossoms' stand there will be a crop. The 

greatest loss to Apple-growers is due to the 

Codlin-moth, and every means should be taken 

for its eradication. Many people, 1 notice, are 

lime-washing the stems of tl«CtT*trees, but_tlfct. 

Digitized by LjOC > 

though useful, is not sufficient. < irease-lmnds 

put on in autumn are useful; spraying also 

with an insecticide is beneficial as soon as the 

Annies are set. 

Vegetable garden. —Prick out Celery 
enough to meet every requirement. Two 

inches of good loamy soil on a layer of old 

manure is the best bed for voung Celery 

plants, ns then every plant can V>e lifted with 

a hall, and, if well" watered when put into 
the trenches, will stait away at once. Plant 

out the earliest Brussels Sprouts. Cauliflowers 

planted for summer will do well on north 

borders. Lettuces, also, will come fast enough 

there. West borders are also useful for salad 

plants. This is one of the advantages of the 

walled garden : there are so many different 

aspects and climates, and the practical man 

takes advantage of them for bringing on 

various things in hot summers. The sites may 

be prepared for Vegetable Marrows and ridge 

Cucumliers. The best -preparation is half ai, 
harrr.wful to each hill of im juhI parts loam and 
okl manure. The loam steadies the growth 

and the plants grow sturdily and the fruits set 

1 fetter ; of course, the time for planting is not 

just vet, unless handlights aiud warm coverings 

cam "be sp-ired. Hminer and dwarf Kidney 

Beans may be planted freely now. and this is 

the time to sow Marrow Peas for August. If 

no provision has been made for a supply of 

such tender annual herbs as Basil and Sweet 

Marjoram, sow now in a warm, sheltered spot. 

Usually these are sown under glass and planted 

out at the end of Mav. E. Hobhay. 

—:- 

THE COMING WEEKS WORK. 

drape thinning to do now, which is'done a- : 

as |>os.sible in the early morning or in the n, 

ing. Pinched the young shoots of Plum- 
pots under glass to four or five leaves. IV, 

are not pinched so close, hut the shout- 

thinned freely. The fruit on the early In 

has Iteen thinned considerably. This leave 

lit tle more to do later, 

POULTRY. 

REAR I N G TURKEYS. 

(Rki'ly to “ Lamsfiiiu>."| 

K.ilmcls from a Gardtii Diary. 

May Mh.—Beds of Tulips and ot her spring¬ 

flowering plants ure very bright now. As it 

will he June before (he bulk of the spring 
flowers will he over. Begonias and other things 

will be shifted into 5-inch pots for the latest 

beds. A heap of preplied compost lies ready 

for topdressing the beds. Something short 

that .the roots can work into at once we find 

better than manure. The charred rubbish 
supplies a good dcul of this. Tied up Lcttucea ; 

even Cabbage Lettuces ure the better for 

being tied up to blanch. 

May Mh.—We are still doing a little propa¬ 

gating. chiefly new things being dealt with 

now. Some cf the newer Heliotrojies huve 

very large flowers, and more stock is wanted. 

Balsams and the plume-flowered Celosias were 
used for massing last season successfully, and 
will bo related. The Balsams were planted 

thinly over a groundwork of Harrison’s Musk, 

as both require plenty of moisture. Planted 

out border Chrysanthemums. Marie Masse, 
Mytchett White, (Jneen of the Earlies (yellow), 

and Rvecroft Scarlet are in groups. 

May 7 lli.—Pricked off more red Celery on 

prepired bed. Sowed seeds of various hardy 
perennials. Looked through the collection of 

alpinesund hardy Ferns kept in pots for the 

purpose of filling up vacancies in rock garden. 

Rare or choice things arc divided now for 

stock. Duplicates of the best things are kept 

in |>ots, ami are plunged in ashes where shelter 

can be given in winter if required. Planted 

more Runner Beans. Shifted on young Vines 

in pots. 

May 8th. — Moved bedding plants from a 

range of pits to temporary shelters, as pits 

are wanted fonCueumbers a nd Melons. A small 

amount of warmth will suffice now. Planted 

Brussels Sprouts for first crop. Hoe is often 

used now among young crops in kitchen garden. 

Top-dressed Cucumbers in bearing in warm 

house. Tomatoes swelling the fruit in early 

house have been top-dressed, and received 

liquid-manure. 

May !>th.—Planted Veitch's Autumn Giant 

Cauliflower, a part being planted on north 
border. Sowed Turnips, Lett uces, and French 

Breakfast Radishes. Early Potatoes on warm 

borders have been hooped over with Hazel-rods 

and are covered with canvas dt night. Put in 

more cuttings of Sage and Thyme, and made 

new beds of Mint. Our early bods are on a 
south border and late beds on the north. 

May Will.—Dusted soot over the spring-sown 
Onions. Vines are looked over every week to 

remove silb-laterals. There is a g'><idrdjS>ia>f 

UNIVERSITY OF 

Tckkkv chicks require care in rearing. cold, 

damp being fatal to them. The coop 

mother and chicks should he jierfeetlv weal I, Jiroof. The position of the coop must 

letermined according to the state of tl 

weather. In a dry season it may lie pla- 

u|kiu short Crass, hut should the weather 

damp an mien shed will be found the ir 

suitable. The clucks should have hanl-huti- 
egg for the iirsl week, hut as lliey utv niL'i- 

siow in learning to feed themselves it is u ■■■ 
plan to set two or three hens' eggs when 

Turkey has been sitting a week ; the chirk- 

will hatch out at the same time as the Turk; 

and teach the latter to feed without _ 

trouble. With the egg-food should be mb- 

some Dandelion-leaves cut fine or green Gn- 

tops. During the first- week feeding sh® 

take place every three hours. Stale lut- 

crumles and Barley-meal may be- given at i 1 

end of the first week or so.- Curds sqm?. 

dry may also be given, and the eggf 
gradually dispensed with during the next lh 

weeks. Later hard grain may be sapplied i 

the shape of Buckwheat or Wheat. In i 

earlier stages the chicks may have Hemp- 

in small quantities. The Turkey-hen niBM i 

confined to her coop for a month at least, at : 

which she may- he let out for an hour or t > 

daily. The coop should be frequently reti- 

to fresh ground, taking care that the fire* i 

the immediate neighbourhood is kept qe ■ 
short, for if the chicks be allowed to wander 

long Grass laden with dew or rain much mis ’ 
will result. At eight to ten weeks oil t 
young • to l«e ehiolc-, and nr? known 
Turkey-poults; at this time the distinct . 

characteristics of the male and female are iV 

established. This is the most criticSl pericl 

their lives, and their food, there fort, such- ; 

be increased in quantity and made n;; . 
nourishing. After this period they be-’' i 

quite hardy and able to take care oTtfiemseb' - 

although it is advisable to keep them from rx 1 
and cold, so as not to try their hardines- t - 

suddenly. A liberal allowance of vegetable t 

should now lie given, as Nettles, OiD-: 

Onions. These should be boiled and any ' 

with Barley-meal or Oatmeal. With this d! 

may V>e given Oats, Wheat, Bariev, t:- 
Sunflower-seed. The process of fattennv 

should commence when they are six months inn 

as they take u longer time to become lit 1,1 
table than fowls. The secret of obtaining* i 

"birds is to feed abundantly from their birth-! 

S. S. G, 

BIRDS. 

Green Linnet (A<kim).—By ■ 
Linnet ” you probably refer to the Greentm 
(Lox a chloris). a bird especially plentiful in - 
island, doing a good deal of harm in KnrUl ‘ 

during the wring and summer fn dedn'u -1 

buds, and picking up sown seeds. If y°ur 
has been brought up by hand from -lie m"‘. 
would probably starve if now releasee 

however, it is a trapped bird it would be q ' 

capable of taking care of itself if set at '‘herH 

-S. S. G. 

Canary dying fJ. Taylor).—Bus w A 

case of heart disease. In the region 
organ was found a large clot of bloody11 

rupture would, of course, result, in in‘~ 
death. Sudden death frequently happen- 

eock Canaries at the breeding season ^ 

have probably been feeding the l,|r' 

liberally, or keeping it in too high a temp' 

ture. Seed mixtures containing 
dangerous to supply to cage-birds, ana ' 

be carefully avoided. The staple ’j’0' | 

Canaries should lie Canary-seed. ,u (1. 

counteract its fattening properties - 

jsjtppjtyld be added, such as Rape, the 

ILLINOIS AT 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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If 

mraller kind of a purple or 
_ its. This, being of a cooler nature, 

• given with Safety, the large black Rape 

J harmful, especially so to young birds. A 

i white Millet, maybe given occasionally. 

while Linseed is very useful in helping birds 

over Lhdr moulting, and a little may be giv.-n 
•t any time. Hemp may be given,’ but must 

be used sparingly, as it is of a very heating and 

fattening nature. The smaller kind of Hemp 

of a bright grey colour is the better. The 

*1 food may consist of Groundsel, Chick 

.1, Dandelion, and Lettuce, but should be 

n in small quantities and fresh, although 

immediately after gathering, and any not 
within a couple of hours or so should 

sd from the cage. The old-fashioned 

of putting a rusty nail in the drinking 

very good, as thereby u mild tonic is 

A little fresh bread and milk occa- 

19 beneficial, hut sweets of nil kinds 

I be avoided.—S. S. Q. 

LAW AND CUSTOM. 

of property (J. A.J. The 
.-uni sisters who wish to sell the 

ty should go to a solicitor and tell him 

tiey wish to sell. If they do this, the 

•will soon be put right.' Probably the 

r members of the family will consent to the 

they learn that a solicitor has the 
in hand: but if they will not consent, 

readily obtain from the Chancery Divi- 
order for the sale of the property. 

— —ast railway company 
m-delivery, &C. (T. S.). - Your state- 

6 at once involved and defective, ami 1 

make out witfy clearness exactly what 

cned. Under the circumstances 1 
r-~ you to consult it solicitor, the 
teapecially as you will require the services 

solicitor if you do take the case into court. 

»liirn at once, and he will by the aid of a 

'tions he able to ascertain your posi- 

you write us again, l>e good enough 

on one side of the jjupor only. -- 

i fbr wages—disability from accident. 
> gardeicr engaged at 20a per week with cottage 
B Much 27, atilly employer's request, r assisted in 

A'ogof a large case for the house, and. duri ng t he 
, the case slipped ami fell upon me, injuring me, 
e since been unable to work, and am still under 

► hands. My employer has stopped payment of 
pan 1 recover them ?—A. C. W. 

yon can recover full wages from 

employer until he determines your 

it by proper notice or in some other 

After your engagement is deter- 

You will no longer be able to recover 
, out you may obtain, under the Work 

■ Compensation Act, a weekly sum equal 
’f your previous average weekly wages. 

'« payment may be enforced so long as 

> nimble to work. —K. C. T. J 

of books from canvasser 
, Z-J-—You most either take the volumes 

rcome out and pay for them, or you must 

gee for your breach of contract. Xo 

i did not notice when you signed the 

: you were giving an order for all six 

out you ought to have read the form 

carefully before signing it. There are 

very sharp practices effected by book 
ra, and the better plan is to refuse any 

_ with sueli, as you can always buy 

and more cheaply' through a regular 
Your best plan Ls to write i<> the 

.stating that you are unable to pay 
forthcoming volumes, and give them 

i that you will not take in any books sent, 

hem to state what sum they w ill accept 

^cancel the contract. Probably they will 

^ B-third of the published price of the 

1 volumes.—K. C. T. 

raphfl of (hardens, Plants, or 
- To offer oaeh week a copy of (he fat eel 
• of Ike “ English Flower Garden ” for Ihe 

A of a garden or any of i/e content*, 
or outdoor*, tint to m in any ont wick. 

Ipri*. Haifa Guinea. 

Winners this week arc : 1, 
r, Arlington Court, Barnstaple, 

kl'riocess of Wales ; 2, Airs. t l. F. 

Vulverlc, OHon, Warwick, for 

s r,c; 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

Questions.— Queries ami anneers arc inserted in 
Gardening fret of charge if correspondent* follow these 

rules: All communications should be clearly and concisely 

written on one side of the paper only, and addressed (o 

the Editor Of Gardexixo. 17, Furnicalstreet, Jlolbom, 
London, ft.C. Letters on business should Oe sent to 

the Publisher. The name and address of the seinter are 

required in addition to any designation he way desire to 
be used in the paper. When more than one query is sent, 

each should be on a separate piece of paper, and not wore 

than three queries should be sent al a time. Correspon¬ 
dents should bear in mind that, as Gardkmxo has to be 

sent to press some time in entrance of date, queries cannot 
always be repliat to in the issue immediately following 

the receipt of their communication. We do not reply to 
queries by post. 

■ Naming fruit.—Readers who desire our help in 
nmninp fruit should bear in miiul that sereral specimens 

in different stages of odour and sire of the same kind 
greatly assist in its determination. ItV hace received 

from sereral correspondent* single specimens of fruits 
for naming, these in many cases Veinsi unripe and other¬ 

wise poor. The difference between varieties of fruits are, 
in many cases, so trifling that it is necessary that three 

specimens of each kind should be sent. We ran u nitertake 

to name only four varieties at a time, aiul these only tchen 
the aooce direction* are observed. 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

Lillum croceum til. Gresham Jones). You .-an 
only encourage all possible growth now. and replant in 
early October in a new position. Possibly the young 
shoots are from the scales of older hulls,, or a bulb that, 
having lost the leading spike, assert* its vitality in the 
manner indicated. 

Ascleplas tuberosa (IK Wardmp)—'This grows 
naturally in poor sand in a hot sun. and if the best results 

are desired in Ibis country, the same treatment should he 
Riven it. In liot autumns it occasionally ripens seed, 

front which Rood flowering plants may be obtained in 
three years. 

Raisin/; Qloriosas from seed (//. C. Daeidson). 
—Numerous inquiries have tailed to find anyone in the 
habit of raising Gloriosas from seed, hence we cannot say 
positively the I line required to attain flowering size : but 
the opinion of several cultivators is that it will take three 
years to get them sufficiently strong to bloom well. 

The Peacock Anemone (A. Pavonina) (F. Llnpd) 
—This, the double form of Anemone fulgens, is tlie name 
of the flower you send. This does best in a rich, well- 
manured loam, in a northern aspect and a shaded 
position. The resting season is from June to August, and 
to insure early and goovl flowers plant the roots ns early 
in the autumn as |>08slble. 

Increasing Pa-ssifloras (II . IF/s-n). - Passion¬ 
flowers are easily increased by cuttings of young wood 

taken oft just below a leaf, and about 4 inches long. 
Ir»fwr»t in a sauO » ami jitai i »oil licnrtUi n Wl ^'lass, ami 

keep dose in a greenhouse temperature. Any time from 
May to September is a suitable period. They may also lie 
increased by layering. 

Weed in lawn (//. It. BA—There is really no way 

of getting rid of the weeds you send other than hv 
extracting them, or you tuay fork the entire surface of the 

lawn over, taking out every weed, then re-levelling Un- 

soil and re-sowing with good lawn Grass seed, doing this 
at once. No half measures will cure such a condition of 

things as you have to deal with. 

Pelargonium leaves dying off (J. Gammage) 
The leav es ol your Pclurgoiiimns appear to be attacked by 
a fungus. probably belonging to the genus Ccr.-ospora. I 

should pick ofT the leaves which are badly infested, and 

spray the plants with weak Bordeaux-mixture. I should 
also sec that the planlx had thorough ventilation without 

being exposed to cold draughts, and were not kept too 
damp.—G. 8. 8. 

Plants for side Of brook (Garddwr) —For fhe 

waterside you can have Irises. Globe-flowers. Day Lilies, 
Meadow Sweets. Gunnera, Swamp L'lies in peaty soil. 

Loosestrife. Golden Bo-Is. Starworts, Polygonums, Mcon 
Daisies. Cardinal-flowers, all of which would do well by 

the waterside. See article and illustration in our iRsue of 

Nov. 30,1901, p. 623. on “ Waterside Gardening.” 

Blchornea (Pontederia) cordata (ft U. R.\— 
This is one of the handsomest water plants, combining 
grace of habit and leaf with beauty of dower. It forms 

thick tufts of almost arrow-shaped, long-stalked leaves 
from H feet to over 2 feet high, crowned with spikes of 

blue flowers. It should lie planted in shallow )<ools of 

water, and mav be divided at any season. 

Annual Lupin (Turkey).—The Lupinu* is hut one 
of the annual kinds that succeed quite well in the ordinary 

border. The seeds may be sown thinly in the border, or 

three or four in a 1-inch pot, anil transplanted when a 
few inches high. These things prefer a liberal as well as a 

deep soil, and in their woolly, silken leafage and delieatelv- 

tinted flowers are very pleasing. Seeds ntay tie obtained 

from any good seedsman, and the seeds sown forthwith. 

Treatment of Boronlas (.'/. G. DA—Shorten all 
Inst year's branches to a length of a couple of inches after Eour plants have finished blooming, keep in the green- 

otise, and as soon as the young shoots make their appear¬ 

ance all over the plant repot in good sandy peat, which 
must lie pressed firmly . Return to the greenhouse, nnd 

during the latter half of f he summer place out-of-doors, 

taking care that fhe plant is not allowed to suffer from 
want of water. 

Plants for window-boxes (F. ip. Duciesf—You 
cannot have anything lielter (or the back row than a free- 
flowering Pelargonium, such os the old Vesuvius, or 

Fuchsias, using varieties of compact, bushy habit and free 

flow ering. Good front row plants are Tropeolums Ball ol 
Fire ami Gem. the blue and white trailing Campanulas, 

C. isophy lla and its variety alba, the old-fashioned Maur- 
andya Barelayana, Lvsiniochia numinularia aurca, or the 

variegated Mescmhryaiilheiiiuni eonlifoliiiin vuriogatuni. 

The Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums are also very effective hang¬ 

ing ovg^tltefront ol the box, while Petunia*, single forms, 

Imiiig for window-boxes. 

Tropaeolums (ft. T. CA—The tubers with the mark¬ 

ings on them are those of T tuberosum, from Peru, with 
slender stems 2 feet to 4 feet high, and bearing In summer 

a profusion of showy scarlet and yellow flowers on slender 

stalks. It should Is- grown in open sjioU, in the poorest 
of soil, either supporting the branches or allowing them 

to trail along the ground. Lilt the tubers in amuuiii, 

store in a dry place, nnd plant out ill the spring. The 

other tubers which you have received represent the true 
T. spcciosuin, a totally different plant. The Allspice Irec 
is Calycanthus floridits. 

Good Cactus Dahlias (F. The following 
selection, taken from the Annual Report of the National 

Dahlia Society, just to hand, will, we hope, prove useful 
to many readers. They are of good habit, and throw the 

flowers well above the foliage, with little, if any, thinning 

of the shoots : White Salisbury White, Keynes’White. 
Yellow: -Mrs .1, ,1. Crowe, I’.nk. salmon, and induce: 

Britannia, Countess ot Lonsdale. Mart Service, Exquisite. 

Magiiittcent, Island queen. Scarlet anil crimson: 

J. E. Krewer, Sirs. John Goddard. Cycle. Charles Wood- 
bridge, Starfish. Maroon : Matchless, Night. 

Hollyhock disease (J/r. G. Erskine) — Your 
Hollyhocks have unfortunately been attacked by the 

Holly hock disease (Puccinia inalvocearum), for which as 

yet no remedy has been discovered. Pick off and burn nil 

the infested leaves, spraying the plants afterwards with 
ftxrtiiniiN-roixturc on-c u week sliilt- tlicic is any sign of 

the disease. If the plant is lodly attacked, as iti the ease 
of the leaves sent, your Is-st plan will he to at once pull it 

up and burn it. Hollyhocks like a well-drained, well- 

inanitrtsl soil anti iik-nty of water in drv weather. The 

healthier a plant I', Hie more likely It is fo escape the 
attack ol any fungus. 

Pelargonium leaves eaten (//. DA —The Pelar¬ 
gonium leaves had llie appearance of being attacked by 

weevils or some stteh things. As the borings are sit 

numerous, you should at least Is- able to discover the pest 
it may be a night w orker, doing most of the damage 

with the fall of the evening, or rather later. A good time 

to sear-h for Mich things is at-oiit 0 n.m. .when feeding 
time begins. Some of the small shell species of snail do 

similar work, and these also may be trapped at night, 

picking them off and dropping them info a flower-pot, in 
which is placed a handful of stilt. If it be the work of 

these latter, lay leafy traps on the floor for them, when 

you may more quickly effect a clearance. 

Lillum glganteum IM. F. P.\ You give us no 
idea where you an- growing this, but from the appearance 

of the leaf sent we should imagine you have it in too 

e\|w*ed a position. It must have a sheltered corner, 
with, if possible, an undergrowth of shrubs to protect the 

gmwrth in spring. The soil must l>e deep and well 
drained, and consist of sandy peat and leaf-tnvttld. with 

some rich loam and plenty of manure. Among Rhodo¬ 

dendrons, Kahiiias, Andromeda*, or Heaths is an ideal 

place for this handsome Lily. Sec article and figure in 
our issue of August 3. 1901, showing fhe culture and 

position of a fine specimen in Greenwich Park. 

Iris Suslana (The Mourning IrisjCriinfccy). This is 
the largest sjx-cies ot tile group known as Cushion Iris. 

There must l>e adrflnite season of growth, and a definite 
and enforced season of complete rest by covering Hie roots 

from all chances of moisture, but in such a way that the 
full force of the sun can play upon the plants. If only a 

few plants are grown, these would be best so planted that 

a bell-gUss or hand-light could ho placed over them, say, 
Irom early or mid-July to the end of September, when 

the rovering may he removed. The soil should he deep 

sandy loant. and if deficient of lime, old mortar-rubbish or 
bone-meal should lie freely employed at planting time. 

The position should lie quite open, so that the full force 

of the sun may get to the plants to ripen them. 

Plants for mound (Situs). —The Mock Orange 
(Philadelphusk Tree Ivies, Aucuba (green or variegated). 

Herberts Aquifolium, Yuccas, tSparlium jiinceum (Yellow 

Broom). Cvtisus albus (White Broom), would succeed nu 
this mound. Of course it depends upon the area of the 

mound as to how many plants ycu would require, but do 

not crowd the various sub|eets ; allow 3 feet apart for the 

strong growers and U feet to 2 feel for those of a less 
vigorous habit. Smaller-growing plant*, that could be 

grouped near the liase of the mound, are Rock Roses 
(Helianiheintims), St. John’s Wort (Hypericum ealycinum), 

Periwinkle'of sorts (Vincas). Double Corse (Clex fl-.pl,). 

Oriental Poppies. Euonvmu* radicans variegatu*. Aubric- 
tias, and Phlox setacea in variety. 

Destroying wlreworms (B. M. ftX—Almost the 

only safe destructive agent for killing wiroworm, to apply 
to infested land, is gas-lime. But that should lie applied 

at the rate of J bushel per rod. in October, he well broken 

and crushed oil the ground, and dug or ploughed in a month 
later. Dense dressings of soot also help to rid the 

ground of these (tests, but in a far less degree. Turning 
up the soil tw o or three times in the winter, and allowing 
rooks or fowls to feed over it, i* also good. Jttsf now, as 

you have planted Potatoes, your Iteal course is to get 
pieces of Mangold Wurtxel or Swede, bury those 4 inches 

deep lietween the rows, mark each niece with a stick, and 
once a week lift them out and kill the worms found in 

them. No hardening of the soil such as you can give will 

do any good. Two or three of these root traps per rod 
would enable you to destroy myriads of the wireworm*. 

Rose Crimson Rambler in a pot (Postman).— 
You cannot do better than plant out your Crimson 
Rambler at once, supposing it has been growing iu a cool- 

house. A good position for it would be against a 7-fcet 

to 8-feet post, or you could place a stout Baanboo-eane by 
the aide of the walk and plant the Rose here. Wherever 

you plant it. dig the soil deeply beforehand aud intermix 

some manure. Be careful liot to disturb the soil when 
planting. Do not he disappointed if there is no blossom 

this year. Encourage growths of a good length, then you 

will be rewarded with some flue trusses of blossom next 
vear. Should there be several shoots now, do uot bunch 

them tip closely, hut Just loop them together, or you ntay 

secure the main growths to the )>ost and allow the others 
to go free. If dry weather follow, water now and then. 

Primula obeonica (Ama'eur)—Very few plants 
an- so useful as this almost perpetual-flowering Primula ; 

in 'set, it keeps on producing fresh spikes before the old 

ones ate Joti;, :’a lliey last such a length of lime by 
reject of the way they have of sending up front the ecu lie 
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of the old flower spike, as soon as it liegins to fade, a fresh 

l er of bloom, until they form quite a pyramid- U is one 

of the easiest plants to cultivate, and may be readily 
increased by division of the roots, or, bettei still, by seed. 

Youii” seedling plants are much more vigorous and make 
finer plants titan divided ones. This is the lent time of 

year to tow fhe teed. If raised now. and grown on in 

cold-frames all the summer, they will make splendid 

plants for next winter's flowering. An intermediate tem¬ 

perature of hI-oui mi dogs., or just enough fire-heat to 

cxfiel the damp, suits it 

Tull pa retroflexa. (Tiirke./\ —The yellow Tulip is a 
spn-ies T. retroflexa, and requires no special culture. 

Ml Tulips of this class require a good deep sandy loam, 

preferably fresh soil without crude manures. In heavy soils, 
o d mortar, charcoal, or an abundance of sand may he 

n-ed. Planting is best done in September or October, 

placing the bulbs 5 inches below the surface iu light soils, 

and 1 inches deep in heavy soils. Tulips are ill's! lifted 
■■acli year, so soon as the foliage is fully ri|>e. placing Ihe 
routs in light soil ill shallow trays to further mature. 

This work'rnay usually he done the first week in July. and 

a month later, or less, clean off all old skins, remove nff- 

s its, and plate in two sizes in dry sand ready for planting 

as above named. 

Iinantophyllum (Clivlal mlniatum (TAomur 
' YttnfcX- This is the name of your plant, and is of very easy 

cult lire, doing best in turfy yellow loam, with - if it can he 
1*.«1 a fuiiiili )i.iil tif nlnuiH |»val. When kio."*"’-; frcvlj 

occasional doses of liquid-manure: are beneficial. Tile 

beauty of the plant is greatly augmented liy the bright rial 

truits which follow the blossoms and last in beauty over a 
year. Winter in a temperature such os the generality ot 

greenhouse plants require, and keep fairly dry. When ; 
growing freely it may be potted every year a« soon os 

dowering is over, but in tile case ul large plants once in 

two years is quite sufficient. Good drainage is essential. 
If you want to divide it, do this directly after flowering, 

s-parating any suckers that may be pushed up Irani the 
side of the roam stent and potting into small pots. 

Mulching with Tea-leaves tl). /; V x—The 
mere fact that the material you used as n mulch was Tea- 

leaves has nothing to do with their usefulness. Their 
merit consists in their being damp and cool, and thus 
checking evaporation, lint you need a very great quan¬ 

tity of Tea-leaves to make a mulch of any material 

breadth. Certainly they will do as well for one thing as 

for another. It seems as if your flower lsirdcr soil was 
very shallow. S our best course evidently next November 

will he to lift all your perennials, have the ground 

trenched 2n inches deep and well manured, then replant, 
anil no doubt many things would be all the Iwllcr if well 

divided before being replanted, tin very shallow ground 
any kind of mulch does little good, as toots cannot go 

deep in search of moisture. To assist plants in the 

sjnnner a mulch should be put about them in March or 

April rather than in Octoiier. 

Iris (Mortea) flmbriata (ffirftreWAer\- This is the 

name of your plant. It was brought from China about 
the beginning of the last century, and isalsokriowiras Iris 

sinensis. It differs from other Irises in having fringed 
petals, and might well rival many of our Orchitis in the 

brilliancy of its colours (pale blue, striped with bright 

yellow i, its lovely trusses of bloom, delicate odour, ami the 
I mg time during which it remains iu bloom. It succeeds 

best in somewhat, small pots. When the spring frosts are 

over the plants must he- plunged In a warm situation and 

he given plenty of water. About the end of October they 
should he taken up and placed in a greenhouse or a cold- 

frame. care having liven taken to pot off the young shoots. 

Thus treat'd, the Mortea will flower for months. Teat is 
the best soil in which to grow this Iris, hut it will flower 

and thrive in almost any hind of soil. 

Planting Liliums (H Grenhma ./one.,), l.ilies in 

pots may he irnnferred to the open garden at any time, 

using ordinary care. Transplanting from one's own stock 

should betaken in hand early in 'Vtolier, and completed 
forthwith. On the other hand, dry roots and dormant 
ones, such as I. uurntiuji, l„ speciosum ears., and other.-, 

mvybe planted with every hope of success, even at the 

present time, provided the -bulbs are quite sound and 

firm. We do not advise this delay, however, for there is 

always a loss ol stature and.sometimes ot buds caused by 
the long term out ol soil. You mention hardy Lilimns " 

in your note, hut the term is rather vogue-,seeing tin: 
great majority Of species are quite hanly. If you have iu 
mind any particular kind not included in the above 

suggestions, please send ns word and we w ill advise you. 

The subject is receiving our attention, and we may devote 

an article to the subject in due time, dealing with soils 
ani planting. Meanwhile, if you accept this broad basis 

and work up to it- viz., tiiai a firm, proportionately 

heavy bulb for its size may he planted at. any time from 

II toiler to end of April you will not Is- far wrong. < Inly 
itn not cx[ieoi so good a growth imm the latest planted a- 

from the earliest. 

Marechal Nlel against north end of house 
(W. II. M.).—A northern aspect is a most Unsuitable one for 
this Hose, whether under glass or outdoors. This would 

hardly acoo nt for the curled leaves. Webclieve the 

fault lies at the root. You do not sav what Wind of plant 

v tu planted, neither whether the-Rose is growing under 

glass or outside. In any ease, a strong, healthy plant 

should have been pul in this )>o*ition, one with plenty of 
fibrous roots and well-ripened wood. The puny plants 
often sold, even if planted in the best possible position, 

merely linger on and tssuMOf grow into go al specimen-. 

The very bt-t plants for the novice are those budded upon 

short briers, or what are' known as dwarf standards, 

f.iven a well-rooted plant of this description, set out in a 
I .order properly prepares!, this fine Hose should flourish in I 

a south or west aspect outdoor-. As you -ay th- buds I 

• hopped off your plant and the foliage became badly | 

mildewed, it looks as it water hail been loo freely givtn, 

or the soil in which it is planted is loo cold and wet. and , 

tliis is not improved by the shady aspect. We should 
advise you to remove this w eakly plant and replace it with 
1 .loir” de In jon,' he-hunl Hybrid, Mine. Alfred Carriere, 

or some other free-growing hardy variety. 

Standard Roses planted last October 
t Horace).— D e two varieties, 'V. A. Richardson and Itfive 

d’dr, should certainly' Iw showing signs of activity by thi 

tune, hut as vou sav the ne wood is green, tkTy’Willoroh- 

Digitized by VjOO 

ably Ik: doing so before long. It will Ik- as well to mil the 

go.wills back to within In inches nr I: inches from where 

they were budded, if you lime not already •lour thi-. and. 
if possible, syringe the trees overlivud early every morn¬ 

ing. It you have planted the Hoses entirely in the 
sweepings from the giavel road which you allude lo, we 

cannot promise you any great result from t hex- trees. It 

is true Tea (Coses like grit, hut they also require a fair 

amount of humus or loam. Of cours-. you cannot alter 
the soil now, hut next autumn we should adv ise you lo do 

«o. Make up the heel with good garden -oil two parts, and 

the gritty material one pvrt. with, of •-nurse, a mod-rate 
quantity" of manure. Turing this summer give the plants 

a watering once a week with weak liquid-iAanure. A 

bushel of Cnw-maoure put in a bag. and about a peek of 

soot in another lag. anil both placed ill a - ask ol water, 
make capital liquid-manure for ltos.-s, and may Ik- given 

half strength, and to old established lloses full strength. 

The cask should contain aU>m :»t* gallons of water. It i- 

as well lo remw the manure every two or I line weeks, sup¬ 
posing you use the liquor frequently upon auy oilier 

Roses y ou may posses". 

Hoya carnosa (IT. Wo--#. llan-himrlliX —Tliis is 

evidently the plant you mean. We found no leaf. It 
will grow well in an intermediate or warm greenhouse, 

and will often bloom more freely in such a structure than 

in tin stove, simply because its drier atmosphere leads to 

the heller ripening of the Wood, without winch flowers 
must tu Ms-mlc. l» lltu -leva in*, plutl ehoiibl -viand in 
the lull sunshine during Ihe lime the growth is hiring 

made. When grown in a low temperature it niii-t not lie 

over-watered in winter; indeed, during that period this 
■ lass of plants should Iw kept coinpirnrinly dry. Wry 

large plants of II. earimsa can Is grow n iu v cry small pot - . 
indeed, we saw a large plant la-1 year growing on the 

lack wall ol a damp stro e that had ab»>luu-l.v no soil ai 

all. It had originally hern planted in a small chink of a 
border hi the hack |«t.|i. but tie branches, wherever they 
touched the ilamp surface of the wall, had thrown out 

roots like those which the Ivy generally and Tig some¬ 

times do. and when we s»vv it the connection with the 

border had l*ern a long time severed without having pro- 
dueed any effect upon the plant's health nr progress. 

The soil should consist of about equal parts of good tnrly 

loam and prat, pulled to pieces with the hand, and th" 
fo e light particles should he shaken from u -- that only 

the turf remains; to tins should he added about a sixth 

part oi sand and the same quant ty of broken charcoal. 

TREKS AND SlHiPHS. 

Laurels falling (H'. /•'. /;• ck''l\ If you examine 

the -till surrounding the roots we think you will find that 

it is dry , thus causing Ihe trouble. Give a good soaking 
of water, and spread a mulch over the roots to retain the 
moisture. The soil on I he surface may he moist, Init the 

rain has not reviled the roots. The t urn'd fence would 

not do any harm. 

FRUIT. 

Treatment of Strawberries < !'•m .1 wnieur'). - 

Ho not attempt to fork in the matinre mulch about your 

Strawberries, as digging will injure the roots. Killier let 
it lie, ns It will help to keep the fruits from becoming 
dirty, or if well washed out, remove il arid give afresh 
mulching'. That, too. will wash clean « re fniils .in¬ 

formed. If il is long stable manure, so much the heller. 

Pear Marie Benoist (.1. H. .AX- Thi-. a December 
Pear, is very handsome, with a white melting rich flesh, 

and does well as a wall tree, and where Tears succeed in 
the open, it also succeeds as a bush or py r: unit I. The best 

fruits are always hail from trees on theylincc. The trees 
■Mine into bearing early. In norlh country garden- it 

succeeds well 

Pear Emile d'Heyet(.l. I! J\- This crops well 

on the quince, and the fruits nre large and very nicely 
coloured. Some people say that it equals Marie Louise in 

quality, Imt. as far ns we have seen, this ia not the cnee. 

Where, however. Marie l.miise d-a-S not do well, it would 

probably form a good subslitut*-- It ha" one defect, front 
which many Tears suffer, and that, is that it lasts only a 

very short time in good condition. It is an Octolier and 

early November Tear. 

Stopping Vine shoots ■ It V. Cror'M - The length 
of the shoot has to lie regulated by the |«'sitmn of the 

bunch. The usual.practice is to sto|) at two joints beyond 

the hiiucli, oral one joint lievoiid it there ia no room for 
greater extension. The operation slpsild lie performed as 
soon as the shoots attain the requisite length, simply- 

pinching out the tip before it has become fully developed. 

After this pinching, the fore-. ust buds again product* 

shoots. which should he pinched at Ihe first leaf, and so 

on through the season oa they continue to grow. 

Peach-leaves blistered (Flomum I'elly).—As far 
as we can see. the leav es of your Peach-trees seem to be 

suffering from blister, due to the cold, cutting winds we 
have lately Inal. The only known remedy is in pick on 

the affected leaves. As the weather get- warmer the 
trees will cease lo produce such leaves, and the subsequent 

growth will lie quite healthy. In some .seasons, however, 

the In no done is sufficient to destroy the crop. Peaches 

should always be grown on a wall that has the least expo¬ 

sure to such winds. 

Mildew on Grapes(ft. /-X—Your Vine-leaves were 

received in a very crushed state, hut in one or two rose* 

we could trace symptoms of mildew, the best cure lor 

which is sulphur, which must not be ignited in any way. 
It is a good plan to coat the hot-water pipes with flowers 

of sulphur nuxisl with water or inilk, the fumes arising 

therefrom being destructive to the mildew. The best 

way. however, is to dust the affected Vine with sulphur, 

washing tin* off in a few days with dear rain water, other¬ 

wise the Grapes, being covered with sulphur, would he 

unfit for use. 

Liquid-manure for fruit-trees (*►" a r XX 
If you could get any straw or Moss-litter form of manure 
to place as a mulch or top-dressing over the soil in which 

the roots of your fruit-trees arc, it would help I hem very 
much, as the abstraction of moisture from tin- soil by the 

sun would he greatly checked. When any waterings were 

then given the soil would dry again tar less rapidly. T on 
hid better obtain from a manure merchant. If possible, a 

certain quantity—say It Hi. each- of superphosphate, 

Ivaiijit. and sulphate of ammonia, and put - lb. of each at 

of soot, put into a coarse bag, also each time, do so. 

Water may Ik- given from the beginning ot Jtuie onward. 

Imt earlier il very dry. l«o not apply sulphate ol 
ammonia alone to oilier "thai’i well-established fruit-trees, 
and then only whilst the fruits an- swelling, bid notafter 

they begin lo colour. The mixture we have advised a, 

the best. 

VEGETABLES. 

Nowly-planted Asparagus <1 erg Auwienn - 
Newly -planted Asparagus-bed* will hardly need salt dress¬ 

ings the Hist year ; but if the season l»e dry. an occasional 
■.Hiking *f Water will do much good. Jt is not probable 

that the summer shoots or tops will carry seed. If the;, 

do. pick 1 In- "cod' off. The strong-! the lops, the soon, r 

will the Ik iI givejrou sturdy shoots fnr cutting. 

Treatment of Seakale (IVry diMufritcX-The 
small green crowns or tufts of h-av e.s now seen on your 

Seakale cuttings that have h.-cn planted simply ueed U> In 
thinned down to one crown to each root, doing it with a 
sharp knife. Then you will have, after the season* 

growth, many fin*- roots with stout crowns to them next 

winter, to lift and blanch in any dark place in warmth, > 
few being put in each week tr so all through the winter as 

they may I*-wanted. 

Wire netting for Peas i IV17/ d /nnfeurt.—inuring 

w ire Tea support*, these, if of the usual form made in firm 
squares, should lie fixed to stout slakes on either side of 

Tea row* So fixed, no ordinarv Tea stick' are needed. 
We have seen ordiiltiry I inch mcsli wire used, lieing Urn 

tied III slakes on one side, then carried round thevislsvikI 

along the other side. Itut, of this kind, fkinoh mesh wire, 
if it .-an lie obtained, is l«s,i When done with, it can In 

follisl up and put away till again needed. The height of 

the wire should i-orre.spond to the height of the Pea.-* • 

SHORT REPLIES. 

f. Alulrci'x X'ou will find a list of twelve Chrysanthe 

munis lor exhibition in our issue of Nov . .'to. 19UI, a 62. 
and an article on " Tropagatjug Chrysanthemums." in the 
issue of Feb. 1, H*o’. p. 03S, both A which can l-e had of the 

publisher, price ltd. each. post trio.—- /.'mu Write to 

Mr. Arnos Terry. Tlnnl Kami. Winchitrnre Hill. London. 

N. M. /(. See article in our issue.of May 3, p. 132.— 
Maikcl KnrAeoer. We know nothing a-s lohow vegetal,]** 
are sold in Liv erpool.-<>'. il. S. - The best time todivkb 

your Mertensia is as early in the autumn is you can. a. 

then the young plants get well established before the 

w inter. For re*ri of Ostrovvskya magnifica,* apply to 
Me~e.ro Thompson and Morgan. Ipswich. to ■purer.— 

We would advise you not to use the manure in which 

wood chips are, as these breed fungus in the soil lid rain 

any ‘Tops to which the manure "may be applied.- .(. 0. 
Certainly water your Rows, and having given them s 

good soaking, mulch well with rollen manure to prevent 

evaporation and at the same time assist the roots — 
Mre. Itriullnirg.— Your, Laburniun will bloom in tltir 

course. Kindly make your other query plainer.- 
./. //. S.- So. 2 is not a garderiing query.--Columbine. 

-See our article in this week's issue dealing with fhe 

Columbines. Yes, we see no reason why fhe 1‘K‘nir, 
should not sues* evt where y ou say. — / ’. .1. C. -Seereply 

to Rev. li. X I’irord, re ■‘Codlin-moth," p. US. 

NAMES OP PLANTS AND FRUITS. 

Names Of plants. — I'neertain. —^Passiflora qu.vdra- 
gularis.-A K F. —Flower with rich orange centre a 
V inoomparabili* plenns, Kggs and Bacon or Orange 

Thu-nix ; Ibat vviih sulphur centre is N. incom. plenus. 

Codlins and Cream or Sulphur lffiamix. —— H'. *V. It'.—1, 

Uendroliium sp., specimen shrivelled up; 2, Pollslichnm 
angiilrtre . 3. Anheimaria toincntosa ; J, Sediini caraeutj 

fol var. ; 5, X’crbaacUDi sp. Send ill flower.-P. G. T 
-1. No Specimen; 2, C'uprewua I.avvsmiana filifera;! 

Ketinospora pisifera; 4. Form of (Niprossus I.awsoniana : 

o, Oupressus Lavvsoniana lutea ; (i. Korni of Cupressus 
I..1W miin.1.- M. hinA/tau. ~ The Common Adonis 

(Adonis antuiiinalisX-IF. 1. /.—1. In flower, Menziesia 
empetrifolin ; 2. Eric.i mbltiflora, uearly allied to the 
Cornish Heath (E. vagwnsX-.IfIT. ir.infiucrZL—!. 

Italian Nareiss. (N Tazetto); 2. F.rica carnea.—~Hd*r< 
Greening.- 1. Narcissus odoru* rugttlosus; !, X. Empress; 
:t. N iucouiptirabilis Stella ; 4. N. pobtious; A. N". odortis 
plenus. -—- r. /. - The Spring Snowflake (Leucojuin 
vermin it .Vise//. - Arnygrialov irtoui* 

Name of fruit.—/" H'iiidim1. —Apple Round Winter 
Nonsuch. 

Catalogues received. -Messenger and Co.. Ltd. 

Loughborough.-- I.isl of Ifreen/touee*. Jv.-Toogoodond 

Sons. Southampton.- Pocket Li*l oj Kogal Farm Stedi 

jfor tom, ’ * ■ 
Book received.-" National Dahlia society. Ann.. . 

Report, List of Members, Schedule ot Prizes, etc.” 

Non ex. -Tliis, a sample of which has been sen! us •>» 

Messrs, tl. and T. K.irle, Lid., Hull, will be found very 

useful in the repairing of hrickjnd stonework. We have 
used il for repairing some cement paving outdoors, and 

also in fixing a copper, and it lias set as hard a* a Slone 

in both eases. We have also tried it in mending a heart il. 
and also walls, with the same result*. It will also be found 

verv handy for filling up rat and mouse holes, seeing it 
seta So hard. Il is supplied in a powder, whieh only 

requires to lie made up into a paste, when it i» read}' Jot 
use. and can also he had as a paint for preserving walls, 

etc., in twelve different colours. 

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS. 
In consequence of the Whitsuntide Holidays 

we shall b8 obliged to go to press early with 
the number of GARDENING ILLUSTRATED 
to be dated MayZith, 1982, Orders should he 
sent as early as possible In the week preceding 
to Insure insertion. No advortisoment Inten¬ 
ded for that issue can bo recclvod. altered, or 

stopped after tho first post on THURSDAY, 

icmto 20 gallons of water, if you could arid a pc®| jtjljfl gftt$r8t$)Y. 
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FRUIT. 

BLIGHTED PLUM-TREES. 
fuf-frenfleuce of cold winds anti frost}- nights 

w* (irought about an attack of aphides on 

1 -in trees, which is a customary outcome of 

,ih weather. It is not a good plan to allow 
intruders logo unmolested, for, with the 

Kiiing increase in their numbers from duv to 

a. they soon inflict serious mischief on the 
« Hole's quickly dealt with. The A1k»1 

•feticide, bo often advertised in Gardening 

!- -TiLATKI>, is calculated to quickly destroy 
“'■** 0,1 fruit-trees and plants, and so will 
"aj.stnd Quassia extract or Tobacco-water, 
hr latter, however, though effective, is most 
•eoavc and disagreeable in its smell and 
f|o«it on the leaves tint! fruit, and for that 
-me has gone very much out of use. Both 
•■tauand Abol Insecticides are cheap, econo- 
6f»I, easily mixed with cold soft water, and 
iVtne in destroying insect life. The Abol 

is an implement that every fruit- 
'Tet should possess, because it not only 
wts effective work by the fineness of its 
'b *>ut a small quantity of liquid is made 

far for the same reason. With ordi- 
'■ wringes treble the quantity of insecti- 

’-e “ us«d than is necessary for the purjiose, 
c l the Abol .syringe is inexpensive it comes 
>br: reach of amateurs as well as gardeners, 
'.'-ae possessed of one of these little 
nngei will not readily wive it up. An 
^native, in the event ot there being no 
U“’^e at hand, is to go over the trees and 
_ °" •he curled leaves which envelop the 
•A " T this is done at the earliest period 
1 attack, it would greatly assist in keeping 

their numbers. This, however, is only 
amended as a temporary remedy j lending 

16 application of an insecticide. It is a good 
^ m keep a little store of some kind of 
“wtiade, so tliat when the necessity 
,* ' there is no delay. When trees are 
a te tv ,-phis anti they have to wait for 

- . . .ensures to lie applied, they liecome 
'pelesaly crippled that there is both a loss 

, 1?r^ra'Jcl often a crop too before it can be 
i^t Trees of any kind that, are allowed 

'*• over-ridden with insects, even if thev 
U 'a'l to hear n crop. Thus it is seen 

'^portant it is to at once deal with insects 
1 l««tieal manner. W. S. 

roof is glazed with common glass, let the 
structure be ventilated ever so carefully, hum 
ing is sure to follow. I refer particularly to 
those instances where the glass is full more or 
less of air bubbles, in these cases the surest 
cure, except, of course, reglazing the structure 
with better quality glass, is to colour overeac' 
bubble with some white lead thinned tlow 
with a little turpentine. The presence of 
air bubbles is soon perceived, if they are 
situated so that the sun's rays, if powerful 
enough at that time, strike the foliage 
obliquely, a “streak of burning” is seen for 
•2 feet or M feet. If one is situated so that i 
strikes directly on to a lateral, that portion 
will collapse, and it is the same with a solitary 
leaf if in u line with the bubble. 

Other causes of burning are caused through 
the ventilation not being attended to projterly. 
With this as the reason, it generally occurs 
ufter the berries arc thinned and during the 
exhausting process of stoning. All this time, 
there is a great strain upon the Vines, espe 
daily upon the fruit-hearing laterals, as if any 
burning does occur it is generally the fruit¬ 
bearing laterals which receive the injury, and 
which can ill afford to lose one leaf, let alone 
the majority. A variety that appears to suffer 
from this cause is the Muscat of Alexandria — 
that is, if the ventilation is not carefully 
attended to or if the glass is common. In this 
variety also a thin moisture settles ujxm the 
foliage at night, anti if this should not he 
dissipated early on bright and sunny mornings 
by ventilation carefully applied, or before the 
sun raises the temperature, scalding or burning 
will result. For Muscats I find a slight shade 
applied during the hottest months of the year 
is highly beneficial. Not a thick shade, but 
merely a little whitening syringed over the 
roof. In all vineries early and careful ventila¬ 
tion is what is needed, this being put on by 
degrees. Allowing the temperature to rise 
suddenly without any or little ventilation 
being on and then putting on a great amount 

arises will surely result in burnt foliage through the 
rapid evaporation of moisture. T. 

BURNING OF VINE FOLIAGE. 

1 kint, in its proper sense, the burning, or 
: r. r °* t‘le foliage of Vines is the 

“"Of mismanagement, although in some 
,r “c® statement may he modified, as 
GwW arrangement of the vineries is 
I'iir.T* a*™ “Ora1 of the injjiry which 
A i. ? oaroful cultivator, however, 

•icli injury can be traced to this cause, 
good care that anything which may be 

. 0 Prevent it is attended to. When many 
fn;. S^lm. j'es are injured by burning, the 

of mQoh of its support: hence 
do not colour properly 

WATERING FRUIT TREES IN BLOOM. 

There is a wide-spread belief that it is a dan¬ 
gerous proceeding to water fruit trees when in 
bloom, and in the case of trees forced under 
glass the orthodox practice is to give the 
Borders a good supply when the buds are 
swelling, and during the time w hen the trees 
are in Bloom both borders and atmosphere are 
kept dry. We know that good crops are 
gathered year after year by people who do soak 
their fruit tree borders thoroughly so as to 
reach the roots, and then apply a mulching to 
prevent undue evaporation. But we are daily 
reminded that failures do also occur in the 
setting of crops under glass when it cannot he 
urged that spring frosts are the cause, for it is 
a very rare occurrence for spring frosts to be 
of sufficient severity to hurt blossoms under a 
glass roof. After careful observation I am con¬ 
vinced that dryness at the root is one of the most 
frequent causes of fruit trees failing to set their 
l/iosSbin^ in fuel] thg blooms drop simply from 

S LvtlLtree to carry them further 

than it has done. It cannot he always spring 
frosts that make the blooms drop, even in the 
case of trees fully exjioscd. I am, therefore, 
strongly impressed with the belief that it is nt 
the blossoming period that fruit trees require 
stimulants at *he root in the shape of liquid 
food quite as much as when swelling their 
crops. During the present season 1 have been 
testing this subject in various ways, as out- 
fruit trees both under glass anti in the oj>ennir 
are more heavily laden with bloom than I ever 
remember to have seen them. Under glnss I 
have not only given Benches, Vines, Straw¬ 
berries, and other fruits copious supplies of 
water at the root when in bloom, but I have 
on fine sunny mornings given a good syringing 
to the blossoms themselves, anti I never re¬ 
member having had so regular a set of fruit as 
I now have. Out-of-doors we cannot get 
enough liquid for all the trees that require it, 
and the amount of bloom is evidently a severe 
strain on the trees. This abundance of bloom 
is general in this locality. A successful grower 
of Peaches on otten walls writing to me a few 
days back says, 1 have just had all our outdoor 
Peaches thoroughly soaked with liquid manure 
for the second time this season, as I always 
give them plenty when in bloom, and I would 
strongly urge on those who have fruit trees of 
any kind taxed to their utmost capacity with 
bloom, ns they nre this year, to lose no time in 
applying stimulants in a liquid form to the 
roots. The watering-pot works miracles if 
vigorously applied. (J. 

NOTES ON VINE CULTURE. 

Gardeners are very busy at this time of the 
year in the vineries, and it depends much upon 
the treatment the Vines receive as to whether 
they will produce handsome hunches and large 
berries with good bloom upon them. All the 
houses require attention, and as I write these 
lines there is a keen east wind blowing, hut nt 
mid-day the sun has power enough to raise the 
temperature to a high point. Air of course 
has to be admitted, hut it ought only to come 
in from the opening at the top of the house ; 
it is better that the sidelights should remain 
closed. In one of our houses the Clnqies are 
being thinned, and at such a time the I jerries 
may become rusty—as gardeners term the 
discoloration and contraction of the skin. 

How is it caused?’’ 1 believe by careless 
handling of the berries, touching them with 
the hair of the head when thinning, or o|<cning 
the front and top ventilators at the snine time. 
This is sometimes done to make it pleasant for 
the person thinning during hot sunshine, hut 
the cold east wind at such a time will do its 
work of injury. Thinning should, if possible, 
be done in the cool hours of the morning, and 
the smallest opening at the top of the house 
will admit sufficient air to malte the atmos¬ 
phere and temperature agreeable. In the 
second house the shoots ought now to be tied 
out, and stopping the growths should be 
frequently followed up. This is an important 
part of tlie culture of the Vine in the early 
stages of its growth.. When growths are nob 
wanted theV^sSiQra bsAopped when thev are 
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from a good-sized vinery may be compressed a heavy crop of medium-sized lierries. Some the preceding ones, reaching a height r 
into two or three handfuls if the work is done gardeners deal thus with their forced stock of 40 feet, and it flowers a month later, li vane- 
in good time. Some growers allow the laterals Strawberries, while others prefer to throw them considerably in merit, as might be expects! 
to run into shoots a yard or more in length away and depend on the open-air beds for their from its wide distribution, for it extends from 
before the}' are cut off. This cannot fail to be stock. With abundance of strong runners in Northern and Central Europe to Manchuria 
injurious to the Vines, by checking to a serious duly and August for planting after Potatoes or and Ja|>an. Some of its liest forms have hoc, 
extent their growth. Stopping should be |>er- other summer crojis, there is to me again of racemes and individual flowers much lat"i- 
sistently followed up until the Vines have time and space by discarding the forced stock than in others. We remember once seeins; j 

and devoting time and attention to the autumn tine variety which had racemes at 
runners. In small gardens, perhaps, planting K inches long. One still finer is called Ann. 
a |>ortion of the forced stock would lie an nleno and has racemes S inches to 9 inch- 
advantage, because of the larger yield given long, each flower three-quarters of an in # subsequently.- W. S. across, double, and lasting longer iu beauo 

The outdoor Peach prospect. From than any of the single varieties. A not I,-' 
my own observations there seems every indica- variety in the collection at Kew has 1st; 
tion of a full and bounteous crop of Peaches flowers and (racemes, hut is more especiaiij 
from the open-air walls. The trees are healthy, noteworthy as coming into bloom at lea-: 
and, though the weather has been so harsh, vet month earlier than our British Bird Cherry, 
the trees are free from insect attacks and leaf- "e hope the illustrations will lead nur 
curl is quite absent. It is yet too soon to con- readers to represent the C herries in then 
gratulatc oneself on the absence of these spring gardens more plentifully than they lu> 
troubles, hut what is so remarkable is that, hitherto done, 
with weather so inviting to such tendencies, 

, '' '. , the trees should make such steady headway. AZALEA MOLLIS. 

' f It Nu* °"'y “re *,M! -hoots progressing TllKRF is . wea,th of aiM| dinner 

; - j 1",e. ’ ar,e "P U,th ri'nl,irk, the race of A. mollis, and the idea that tho 
f % JS&T am 1 hble eveiiness, and with a return to more genial are jn ftnv wnv tender is being grade. . 

.1^_V warmth there should be no nee.1 for anxiety as expUvcletl. ' A gniup in the foreground of dar, 
I I lo the e1^ent ,and of the prwpMtive [caved shrubs makes a splendid picture 

'Kmf 1 * * cr°,XH- 1 have known in some seasons lenf-cur various colours, and a goJd selection of :l 
/Wx.L , -. - -I f !»"‘|«nt that every leaf would l>o remove! varieties of A. moUia comprises a great nc- 
ym . I tW,,Ce and some.mes three rimes at [>enod.e of flhad from straw colour to inter, 

I \ Vl \ 1 p “• thc t'tne of writing not a scarlet, ,^-ulinrlv brilliant when lit up' , • 
VIA/ »'«’*1,**enl removed from this cause and it sunshine‘ Gf a spring day. In .danting 

1 ■ ,. : 8 ::10 ,,,u, w:h th* •d™,,oe g™.,*. in the vMt the chief tW«v. 
HM Kv «' I K've ‘rouble mm. B.. h ft 1 shelter tram early frosts, whi-h 

frost and cold winds were prevalent during the (<| illjurc „ie ,iud* aIl,f Mpall<le<| ,[ow<> 

-- time of flowering. Past experience proves except for this precaution little need I*- 
■»> that the Peach flower is not of so tender a cono‘enlin? the?r treatment. Manv^ 

nature as was at one tune considered by many. aU)lm(, iff all , ^.I1S wheK. ,[., [ - 
and tins year s rjso.lts prove ante again the AjJ(U.as (A. mollis in [.articular) may 1* ,b - 
truth of this. The above remarks apply to _sll]ulv (iuiet eorners. a wav from wind- s■ 

- trees having a coping of glass and others with- the inYuem-e of earlv frosts,’just the posit** 
out this protection.-\\ . !s. . lurr,.,. with tin's delightful class of eat Die Wild Cherry or Gean (Prunus Avium). 

TREES AND SHRUBS. reached the flowering stage, when it is best not 
to interfere with them until the setting period 
is over. It does not matter much as to the 
treatment, of the Black Hamburgh or other 
free-setting varieties, but the Muscats and 
other shy-setting kinds may receive some sort 
of check which might have an injurious effect 
upon the setting of the blossoms. At setting 
time I raise the temperature about 5 degs. and 
keep up a rather dry atmosphere—not exces¬ 
sively dry, for the paths and borders are 
sprinkled daily. Thinning the fruit should be 
commenced about ten or twelve days after it 
basset. Muscats require a little artificial aid 
in setting, but if the weather is fine it is suffi¬ 
cient to shake the rods daily. It can he done 
by striking the wires with a hoe or a rod of 
some kind. W. 

The strawberry prospect. — The Cherries, the double varieties of 
present is an anxious time for the Strawberry " hieh almost riv al the best .ia|mn- 
grower. During the past winter there have esc varieties. I he doubling of the 
neen some severe snelIs of cold weather, which flowers of Cherries is, indeed, in 
seemed to deal harshly with the outdoor l>eds, every way an improvement, ad«ling 
hut the present prosjieets are verv promising, lo their showiness and duration with- 
judging from the freedom of their spring out detracting in the least from 
growth and the vigorous flower-trusses nestling their gracefulness, 
in the crowns. I have recently given a moderate Pri n ts Psf.tdo Cf.rasts, a native 
soaking of undiluted liquid-manure to the beds, of China und Japan, is perhaps the 
Poured on between the rows of plants, this loveliest of all flowering trees. In 
gravitates to the roots, enriching the soil to the the best, varieties of F\ Pseudo¬ 
depth occupied by them. I have for many Cerasus the flowers are fully 2 inches 
years practised this with evident advantage, across and of a soft rosy-white. 
It is particularly on light soils where the value One of the best is known as Cerasus 
of this manure irrigation is apparent, but, of Watereri. 
course, an v land is the better for being well Prunes Avitm, the Gean or single- 
stored with stimulating food. Liquid-manure flowered Cherry, is a native of Brit- 
mav be derived from the farm tanks, stables, nin, and is one of the parents of our 
piggeries, or from tanks provided fertile reoep- , fruiting Cherries. It makes an erect, 
tion of house sewage. Unless these means tree, 20 feet to 30 feet high, and 
exist, there is no advantage in making liquid- flowers about the middle of April, 
manure artificially. Young plants at the when its branches become wreathed 
present time show the greatest promise of future with clusters of mostly pendulous 
fruit, and which, it must he said, are always The double-flowered variety of it is or 
the most profitable, because their fruits ripen in value to P. Pseudo-Cerasus ; it tlo’ 
early amt are finer than in the case of old all the freedom of the type, whilst 
plants. Strawberry plunts that have been ling of the petals gives greater 
forced in pots, if well cared for afterwards, and durability to the blossoms, 
until they can be planted iwJhe garden,Twill Prunes Padus, or the Bird C 

The Bird Cherry (Prunus Padu»). 

charming for their extensive variety in « 

ing. but individually they are of laiye 

full rounded form, each segment broad, m 

and firm. . 
Value in pots.--One great use, bow? 

the plants of the A. mollis type is lhel 

for flowering in pots under glass. In a ' 
,• Koster the flower? ft rees. It is larger'Inari ^ TiAined A nth ofay 
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fully 4 inches across, well ulm | >o<l, and 
liriuiontTy coloured deep orange-yellow, in 
which ono could detect a .suspicion of rose. 
Every twig is smothered with bloom, and in 
regard to the hardy Azaleas a great feature of 
the shrubs is their freedom of flowering, bold 
clusters of bloom unrelieved by leafage. 
There arc few, if any, shrubs of greater valuo 
for early blooming under glass than A. mollis, 
and eit her small or older specimens are a mass 

• flower.-. When miller glass all risk of 
injury from late frosts is removed, and the 
linest groups may be formed in the greenhouse 
or conservatory with them, mixed with a 
judicious selection of other subjects. Hard 
forcing is injurious. The plants require to bo 
brought on gently in heat, and then the flowers 
last a considerable time both on the plants 
nnd when cut for vases. A few sprigs of 
the quieter coloured (lowers mixed.with Ferns 
or other suitable foliage are charming. In 
many gardens much waste occurs through the 
Azaleas, after they have been forced, being 
indifferently treated afterwards; hut if they 
are required again for tho same object, they 
should lie well attended to. After blooming in 
a warm house, it is not policy to remove them 
at once to the o|>en, where they are exposed 
to the vicissitudes of the early spring season. 
When the flowers ure over, prune hack the 
‘hoots nnd remove the plants to a cold-frame. 
It is unnecessary to coddle them, so give as 
much air as possible when the weather is not 
too cold. When they have got hardened nnd 
frosts ure over, plant them out in a well-pre 
| a red bed in a moderately shady position, the 
■oil a good fibrous loam, or. hotter still, peat, 
and in dry weather give water. During the 
summer they will make moderate headway, not 
much, perhaps, but the year after they will he 
in full health and strength. Even those wiio 
Imve only a conservator}- or greenhouse may 
grow A. mollis to |ierfection if the plants are 
potted some time in tho autumn, nnd the many 
varieties can lie strongly recommended for this 
purpose. 

Although there are many named kinds dis¬ 
tinguished by their well-shaped flowers, a good 
selection of unnamed seedlings will give a 
great variety of tho most refinod und showy 
flowers. F.' 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Cutting; down Buddlela. -1 have u Uinlilli-m 

globoui which in very tall nnd Ugly, as the branches tor 
(eet are hare. Can I cut it down after it lias 

IT—W. I. I. 

moved n fluddleia itlobosa. The end buds at ill 

Ought it to lie cut down?—(Mibb) K. 

cut down your plant ot Puddh-ia globosa 

done (lowering, in order tlmt it iiiu.i to a 

recover therefrom t>eforo winter. With 
second plant, it may be treated in the same 

lcera Standishi. -As one of the 
earliest of shrubs to flower and also one of the 

fragrant, this Honeysuckle has lioon a 
f well l-known plant almost since its ititro- 

from China in I H45 by Robert Fortune, 
i flowers are not so beautiful as those of most 

Honeysuckles are, being com|iaratively 
11 and of « creamy white. But in the 

log every flower, however modest its at t i ne- 
may lie, is welcome, especially when it 

"Bo charming a jierfume ns this. The 
i?ien is quite hardy und its blossoms stand 

igh weather well. 
ills for border. — I have a liorder, very open 

xposed, which I wlali to plant with Hhrnln to form a 
Will you kindly give me a list of suitable hardy. 

, evergreen flowering simile-, with their 

time of flowering? When should they be 
IT-P. f. II. 

Tithout any indications as lo locality or 
the diflieulty of advising is increased ten 

fold. Still, low-growing, evergreen flowering 
shrubs are not very numerous, und, as they ure 
to form a screen, it appears to us that, any¬ 
thing less than a yard high would be inadmis¬ 
sible. Of evergreen flow ering shrubs that will Kiw in ordinary garden soil may he named :— 

rberis Aquifolium, .‘I feet to 4 feet, yellow, 
March and April; Berberis Darwini, 5 feet to 
C feet, orange, April and May ; Berberis steno- 
phylla, <i feet to K feet, yellow, April anti May ; 
Clioisva ternata, 4 feet to 5 feet, white, May 
and June : Escnlloniu mncrnntlm, ti foe^ftjed, 
summer; Escnlloniu I’hilippiann, ,fl,fect| whi 
summer ; I igiisfrum Iiiemlinl£fjo* — 

white, August; Oleal ia Huasli, 3 feet to 4 feet, 
white, August; Veronica Trnversi, 3 feet, 
whitish, summer: Viburnum Tinus, 4 feet to 
ti feet, white, winter, flood evergreen screen 
plants, in which, however, t hciilanlsaremit at all 
showy, are Aucubasof sorts, Laurels, Ehengnus 
of sorts, Euonymus jnponicus and varieties, 
Hollies, Osmanthus of sorts, and Phillyron Vil- 
moriniana. Where soil and conditions are 
favourable to Rhododendrons ami their rela¬ 
tives, you have a wider choice, as Rhododen- I 
drons not only make a good screen, but flower 
beautifully, a remark tbat also applies to some 
of their allies, such as Andromeda tlorihiimlu, j 
Andromeda juponiea, nnd Kulmiu latifolia.] 

Jasminum nudifloruin. It is as a wall 
|ilant that this winter-flowering Jessamine is 
most frequently grown. It is very beautiful in 
any |K>sition, lint still a wall of brick or stone 
is not exactly the background to bring out its 
greatest attractiveness. It might be tried 
more often in the open ground in association ■ 
with some dwarf evergreen. It does not flower I 
quite so freely there as it does on a sunny wall, 1 

The Double-flowering Cherry (I’rnmis I'seudo-Cerasux). 
(See page 162.) 

hut still freely enough to be very charming. 
As a suitable evergreen to plant with it, the 
evergreen Burberry (Berberis Aquifolium) 
might be planted. Planted in the same group 
the dark green foliage of the Berberis is espe- 
ciully well adaptisl In enhance the bright ness 
of the clear yellow flowers of the .lessaniine. 
Owing to the rambling lmbit of the Barberry, t w w 
it may need an occasional stubbing back oi this spring for many weeks it bus been a mass 

flowers rather later, its leaves are eom|iarn- 
tivcly round and broad, and much less pubes 
cent than in L. Standishi. Both are certainly 
well worth growing, hut, of the two, I-, 
fragruntissima is to no preferred. 

The golden flowering Currant (Ribcs 
auretim)7—Although this shrub has a rival now 
in bloom (also with yellow flowers) in the shupe 
of Forsythin susjiensa, whose attractions, this 
season especially, are so brilliant as to put it 
somewhat in the shade when both are seen at- 
a distance, it is, 1 think, at. close quarters a 
shrub of almost equal ( harm. Its neat foliage 
is at this early stage of u singularly pleasing 
tender shade of green, nnd intermingles mo-i 
effectively with the short crowded flower- 
spikes. The flowers vary a good deal in size 
und colour. In the better varieties the flower 
individually is close on half an inch in diameter. 
The colour is always yellow, hut ranges from 
a rather pule<hade to golden or orange. The 
variety aurantiacuin is jierliups the best, having 
not only richly-coloured large flowers, but it is 
also of a sturdier habit tbau is common to the 

species as a W'hole. The flower-spikes 
are slightly drooping and 2 inches to 
3 inches long. The shrub does not often 
attain a greater height than (i feet or 
S feet. Like the other flowering Cur 
rants, it can he easily and rapidly in 
creased by outtings. It was introduced 
from North-western America in 1H12. 

The double-blossomed Cherry 
Plum and Prunus Pissardl. 
Very beautiful objects are these two 
lovely shrubs when well flowered. We 
have them growing close together in 
long rows. The plants are in their third 
year, and nro in upright cordon form, 
all their side growths having been 
spurred in with a view to forming them 
eventually into standards. Anyone 
may make a very interesting dividing 
line with these two trees, which in 
early spring at least will he objects of 
much beauty, nnd even later on the 
Prunus Pissardi will add a beautiful 
tint of colour to the garden. I would 
suggest, the planting alternately of 
maiden or one-year-old plants. "Hive 
them tho support of a cane the first 
season, and pinch in tho lateral growths 
in the same way as one would a cordon 
fruit-tree. In courso of time these 
plants will he a mass of blossom from 
the base to the top, nnd with age will 
become dense with flowering spins, so 
that each year such trees naturally 
increase in beauty.—Rosa. 

Cydonia japonica severe 
pruning a mistake.—This. like 
many other shrubs, suffers considerably 
from a too severe use of the knife, unit 
often the grower complains of its non- 
flowering, when the remedy is in the 
hands of the owner, (ienemlly, it is 
planted against a wall, verandah, or 
something of this kind—frequently in a 
|Hisitioii quite unsuitable--consequently 
to keep it tidy-looking every hit. 
of young wood is kept cut in close, 
causing it to grow course. The liest- 

Howere 1 hushes are most frequently in farm¬ 
house nnd cottage gardens, whero the knife 
is not understood, or, at any rate, not used 
to any extent. I |mss a largo plant frequently. 
It is grown upon a farm-house at the foot 
of an cast wall. Tho only attention it gets 
is keeping it to the wall, the very long fore¬ 
right shoots being cut in during summer, and 

replanting to keep it from unduly rohbin 
Jasmine. 

Lonicera fragrantissima. Whilst L. 
Standishi is deciduous, this is parily evergreen. 
In our hardest winters it loses most of its 
leaves, hut in mild ones comparatively few. It 

the of bloom. 1 have a very old plant, and for 
years it was pruned severelv, with the result, 
that there were only a few (lowers. Of laic 1 
have let it have its head, and now it is satis¬ 
factory. Some years ago I saw a grand 
plant of the white" form at Claremont , Surrey, 

is also earlier in commencing to grow. This against one of the old walls, covering many 
adds a good deal to its value, for its white feet. It. was in bloom at the time of my visit, 
flowers show to much better advantage with and I could not help noticing how little wood 
their setting of leaves than do -the naked ones it made, and the ubundance of bloom, 
of L. Standishi. Vet tho latter species is Some think the Cydonia cannot he grown 
frequently sold for fragrantissima, although it away from a wall, but this is not so. I 
is not ou the whole so good a plant, L. fmgran- have seen line bushes in p'e isure grounds, 
tissimu»being equally hardy and equally This should, have a uluce in every garden, ns 
fiu ?virod/>It nitiv lie distinguished hv the it grows'MpmlY'ami costs very little to buy. 
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PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

SEASONABLE NOTES. 
TtlB time is drawing near when the majority 
of amateurs and others will he giving their 
plants their final shift into 7, 8, 9, or 10-inch 
(tots, us the case may lx*. Eight-inch pots 1 
rind the most convenient for all purposes, 
although, if it is preferred, three plants can be 
grown on in the 10-inch size : but the latter are 
somewhat clumsy to move about, and are not 
to be recommended to small growers. What 1 
prefer for the final shift in the way of soil is 
good turfy loam, broken up in pieces nhout the 
size of a Nut, into which have been sprinkled 
a good dash of bone-meal nnd about half a part 
sharp river-sand. This should be thoroughly 
mixed, and should neither be too wet nor too 
dry. Another importantitem is thedrainage — 
one large crock over the hole in the pot and a 
number of smaller pieces above that, and on 
that again a handful of A-inch bones. With 
the continual watering of the plant the bones 
become dissolved and form valuable material 
for the roots to feed upon. Care should be 
taken to make the soil very firm in potting, as 
such is essential to short, thick-jointed growth, 
and to an abundant harvest of (lowers later on. 
A stick should lie used for ramming the soil 
firmly, and nothing is better than the top part 
of an old spade handle, 10 inches long and 
sawn square across, just on the same principle 
ns the dibbler, only in this case instead of a 
point being made it is left Hut. 

Sufficient room should also be left for water 
' by leaving the soil not lose that 1 inch from the 
top of the pot. Watering is another item that 
requires great care and judgment, and when 
done it should be thorough. If sufficient is 
not given, the roots at the surface take it all, 
while the roots at the bottom are dry and 
parched, and, if such a state of matters is 
allowed for any length of time, failure and 
disappointment are sure to follow. As soon as 
potted the plants should be staked, preferably 
one stake to each shoot, but all the branches 
may be looped together to one strong stake in 
the centre. D. G. McIvek. 

Bridge. of Weir, X. B. 

RAISING SEEDLINGS. 

become root-bound in their initiatory stages. 
The one desirable point about seedling Chrys 
anthemums is that the height of growth and 
general habit can be controlled by carefully 
selecting suitable types of growth as the seed¬ 
bearing parents. Not so witli sports. In all 
instances the habit of growth partakes ol that 
from which the sport originated, no matter 
whether it is desirable or not. No form or 
method of culture can alter this. 

The raising of seedling Chrysanthemums is 
very much of a lottery. Still, when one single 
sterling novelty can he had from seed, it affords 
encouragement for still further trial. Of 
course, if seed is sown, a very large percentage 
uf worthless varieties must be expected. Much 
might be done to encourage the raising of 
Chrysanthemums by ottering prizes for home- 
raised seedlings. The conditions as to time 
should be unlimited, though it is not possible 
to treat seedlings like ordinary annuals. Two 
years really are required before the plants can 
be tested properly. There is a tendency 
amongst seedlings to show large eyes the first 
season, these in many instances being con¬ 
demned as worthless. If a second years trial 
of these were carried out, a greater percentage 

of desirable blooms would, no doubt, be 
obtained. Generally raisers of seedlings are 
so anxious to see the results, that the plants 
are run up with one single stem and allowed 
to bloom. Even well-known good kinds 
exhibit a marked difference both in colour and 
formation when allowed to develop blooms 
from the side shoots also. So much does this 
affect some varieties as to make them hardly 
recognisable; therefore, in the case of un¬ 
developed seedlings we may expect similar 
results. The growing of seedlings occupies 
much space and time. A good plan is to plant 
them out-of-doors in some sunny, open situa¬ 
tion und allow all that will to Hower in the 
open, even if protection from early frost in a 
temporary manner is necessary. An idea can 
be formed of those likely to be worth a further 
trial, and much valuable space will be saved. 
Where, of course, space under glass exists for 
blooming the plants even the first year, I 
recommend strongly that there they be flowered, 
l’ota 7 inches in diameter are large enough for 
1 he first year’s growth. No checWshbuki occur, 
to the plants in Qklitii2£4iifh^ll<\£iq^t]Jt'n tfe, 

SOIL FOR CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 
A mistake is often made in making this too 
rich with animal and concentrated manures. 
Three-fourths of the compost may l>e loam. 
This dillers considerably in quality, and is 
more or less difficult to obtain. The top spit 
of meadow land is what one covets, and if 
clayey rather than sandy, so much the better 
for the purpose. It should also be of a fibrous 
nature. If this be obtained a few months 
before use, one is not troubled so much by the 
Grass growing on the surface after potting. 
Chop it in pieces, but not too fine, and add 
the other portions. The other fourth part may 
consist of leaf-mould and decayed manure. 
Rubble, such as old mortar and brick rubbish, 
is used when the loam is of a very close nature. 
Rones in a fine state, at the rate of 1 lb. to the 
bushel, will greatly assist in building up a 
sturdy growth and give a healthy tone to the 
foliage. Mix all well together some time 
before the soil is to be used, and get it in an 
even state of moisture, neither wet nor dust- 
dry. Potsof 10-inch diameternre now commonly 
used by the best exhibitors, except for the 
more weakly-growing kinds ; in the case of 
these a size smaller is employed. For other 
than the growth of large blooms or gigantic 
specimen plants, the 9-inch, or even a size 
smaller, is lifrge enough, and generally more 
convenient for Chrysanthemum culture. It is 
not advisable to use much drainage, but the 
crocks should be placed evenly over the holes 
and bottom of the pot. Half-inch bones may 
form part of the drainage, and are highly bene¬ 
ficial to the roots that run so abundantly 
downwards. Be sure that good, well-cleansed 
bones are obtained. Instances have been 
known where this material has formed into a 
putrefied mnss when made moist, and has killed 
every root that came into contact with it. Two 
hours before the plants are turned out for 
repotting give the earth a thorough soaking 
with water. This is very necessary, for not 
only will the ball of earth turn out intact and 
without damage to the roots, but if it be not 
done there is clanger of the older soil becoming 
dry whilst the new is quite moist, a serious 
check in the growth of the plant thereby 
resulting. Firm potting is an essential point. 
After each plant is plotted it may be readily 
staked (if this has not already been done), and 
the pots stood close together in a slightly 
shaded position for a few days. This checks 
evaporation, as we want to avoid watering the 
earth until the roots have taken to the new 
soil. It may lie necessary to sprinkle the 
foliage in the morning and early evening. 
When the roots get on the move again the 
plants can lie stood in their summer quarters. 

as if the sod is placed around the roots in’a 
loose way the growth made is not firm. It i. 
useless to expect deep, solid blooms without 
ripened wood. It is also useless to attempt to 
ripen or mature it in a couple of month, 
previous to the flow ering of the plants. Matu 
ration must ni-oceed along with grow th. All 
newly potted plants should lie kept a trifle 
closer in the frames for a few days until the 
roots are running into the new soil, when all 

the air riossible should lie given. Plants vrow the air possible should lie given. Plants grow 
ing in frames or pits should be fully exposed 
to induce a stocky growth—in fact, the light* 
ought to lie drawn oil them altogether u|ion all 

favourable occasions. It is too early to expose 
them entirely by night- without some proUv 
tion. Plants crippled at the points by 
ex|x>sure receive such a check to grow th that 
they seldom recover. Abundance of space 
should also lie allowed between the pla nts. 

GARDEN PESTS AND FRIENDS. 

Angles shades moth.—Would you kindly tril mt 

the name of encloned caterpillars? My Anemone japonic 

were so infested with them that I hail to dig up the plan a. 
shake over newspaper, and plant in another pan of the 

garden. Do they not turn into ohrvsalides in the winter ' 

— Kenilworth. 

(The caterpillars you sent are those of the Angles shales 

moth (Phlogophora meticulosa), a very common insect. 

The caterpillars of the second brood do not be.onu 

chrysalides until about this time of year.—G. S. S.| 

Fungus in vinery border.—Herewith I forwtrt 

a specimen of what appears to he a fuDgus, which I bane 
token from the eoil of my vinery. 1 shall be obliged if ren 

can tell me what it is, its probable origin (only OMerod i: 

this spring), and method lor its eradication ?—Gammu. 

[The white substance from the soil of your 
vinery is, as you thought, a fungus, but it is 
only the mycelium, or spawn, so that I cannot 
tell to what species it belongs. It probably tell to wnat species it Delongs, it prooamy 
began bv growing on a piece ol decaying wood, 
and possibly will not injure the Vines, but a« 

Enemies of Chrysanthemums. 
Green and bluek aphides are troublesome at this 
season. They should be dealt with promptly. 
Dusting with Tobacco-powder is a convenient 
method of destroying such. Another pest that 
often attacks the plants during spring is the 
leaf-mining maggot. It makes marks between 
the tissues of the leaves and is thus readily 
found. Hand-picking is the best remedy. 
This, again, should be dealt with promptly, 
because it spreads rapidly and the foliage soon 
becomes disfigured. 

Potting Chrysanthemums.—One of 
the most important items inculture is tokeepthe 
plants growing freely by transferring them to 
larger pots as they require more space for their 
roots, putting those plants for the production of 
large blooms into potsoi inches in diameter. For 
specimens an inch more is not too much at this 
stage, and those for bushes and late flowers 
should have 5-inch |>oLs. Pompon, Anemone- 
pompon, and sinirle varieties succeed in 7-inch 
and 8-inch pots for the final shift. In all cases 

-dinftjoy a substantial compost, avoiding ifeuifi 
il)K[uire, although sufficient forrtihe\i»n>juctip'n' 

I cannot be sure on this point it would be 
better to remove all you can find and bum it. 
—G. S. S.j 

The Swallow-toiled moth.—I received 
a matchbox containing a caterpillar, but there 
was no note or pajrer of any description to say 
from whom it had l>een received. The envelope 
was much torn, nnd the accompanying lettev 
had probably fallen out. The box and envelope 
were enclosed in an official envelope marked 
that it was received in this state. The ha 
contained a caterpillar of the Swallow-taiM 
moth (Onrapateryx sambucaria), one of the 
Geoinetridfe. The caterpillars of this family 
can easily be distinguished from those of other 
families by their legs, which are placed at 

either extremity of their bodies, with none on 
the middle joints. This arrangement causes 
them to walk in a very peculiar manner. Hold 
ing on tightly by tne feet at the end of its 
body, the caterpillar stretches itself out to its 
full’length. It then, with the feet near the 
head, takes a firm grasn, and, releasing die 
other feet, arches its back nnd draws the end 
of its body as far forward as possible, forming 
itself into a kind of loop, from which circum¬ 
stance it is commonly known as " loojrer 
Many of these caterpillars have the habit when 
at rest of holding tightly to a stem by [he feet 
near the tail nnd stretching their bodies into 
the air at an angle, so that they exact.' 
resemble a twig. In this jiosition they will 
remain motionless for hours.—G. S. S. 

Cottagers’ flower shows.—I P’eat1-' 
regret to learn that in some rural jtarislics i 
has already been determined to shunt the usus 
annual flower show for the present year on 

uccount of the severe demand being made 
local people—the chief supporters ol tlic- 
shows—to subscribe to the coronation cele • 
tions. Did this celebration but occur in 
rather than in June, it might have 
possible perhaps in some districts to worK. 
w ith it the ordinary flower show. June >9 
too early for garden produce to have> 
maturity. The maintenance of these C0tta^((> 
exhibitions is a matter of great importance 

rural horticulture. Still further, there t' ^ 
possibility that once the show is ,‘r0.H*y 0l- 
may not again he revived. The dus* £ 
funds wherewith to |»y expenses and pr' • 
dependent on the local residents, and te 
exceptional incomes to meet excel’ 
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ROBBS. 

ROSE MME. BERARD. 
This Dijon Tea Rose, with its salmon huff 
Bowers, is one of the most effective for covering 
a large expanse of house-wall, us may be seen j 
from the uoconqianying illustration. Making 
rapid growth and often producing shoots 
l.'t feet or more in length in its annual growth, 
it soon ascends to the eaves of the house and 
wreathes the ojien upper windows with the 
•oft tints of its countless blossoms. Its chief 
fault is a tendency to mildew, hut where this 
can be kept under it presents a charming 
summer picture. The old favourite Uloire de 
Dijou, which is |>erhaps the best Rose for a 
-tumlartl that we jiossess, old plants with huge 
hewds often being seen in cottuge 
gnrdens in the beet of health, is 
also well adapted for planting 
against a house, in which |>osi- 
tion it is probably more used 
than any other Rose. Reve d'Or 

another excellent Rose for the 
-.irue purpose, beuring its yellow- 
buff flowers in prodigal profusion 
during the early summer, and 
-oon clothing bare expanses with 
its handsome, shining leafage, 
which has the merit of being 
practically evergreen. This Rose 
does best when not subjected to 
liard pruning, which is apt to 
produce rampant growth at the 
expense of flowers. The growths 
of the current season should bo 
bid in as they mature, only the 
oldest wood being cut out when 
the wall-space becomes unduly 
crowded. Bouquet d'Or, with 
deep yellow copper - centred 
flowers, is a fine Rose, hearing an 
immense crop of bloom, as does 
the well-known William Allen 
Richardson. This latter Rose is, 
Wever, not advisable for cover¬ 
ing hot, sunny walls in the south, 
i* in such a site the flowers show 
sarcely a trace of the rich apri¬ 
cot tint which ttiey should jxjs- 

-ss, but assume a dull, parch¬ 
ment like colour that has nothing 
to commend it. In cooler dis¬ 
tricts, on shadier walls, or when 
tssociated with other climbers in 
the south, the flowers usually 
exhibit their rightful exquisite 
■olouring. On page ">3, Vol. 
XXI., is an illustration of W. A. 
Richardson covering a house- 
front in South Devon in conjunc¬ 
tion with Ivy. Although theex- 
|io<ure was a southern one, this 
Rose always produced flowers of 

rich apricot tint, owing to tlio 
«u\es of the accompanying Ivy 
preventing undue heat being 
thrown off by the wall. With 
reference to this association, one 
would scarcely recommend tho 
planting of u climbing Rose and 
Ivy together, but, where tho 
exits of the Rase can be kept 
dear from interference by those Ros 
of the Ivy for two years or so 
and are liberally fed. the plant 
mikes such a strong start that 
it will often successfully contest the root- 
run with the most rampant of neighbours. 
1.Meal is another climbing Rose most desira¬ 
ble on account, of its unique colour, in which 
'•ermine, copper, orange, and saffron are often 
indescribably mingled. The [Mile flesh Climb¬ 
ing Captain Christy is also a charming Rose 
which is fur more rarely seen than its merits 
deserve. S. W. F. 

spider gains the mastery the plants will suffer. 
1 think “K. .1." would have assisted the 
renders of Oakdkmmi more if he had stated 
his system of Rose culture under glass— 

The following excellent recipe for a fungi¬ 
cide given to me by a first-rate gardener 

may prove useful to the readers of Cakurnino 

if they are less fortunate than “ E. .1.’’ and find 
whether he forces his plants or cultivates under | their plants attacked : One neck of lime, 1 peck 
cool treatment. 1 readily grant the syringe of soot, 0 lb. of sulphur, noiled together for 
may he dispensed with under this lutter 
method, hut 1 would not care to try the 
experiment on my forces! plants, or should 
expect to find them with no foliage to syringe 
after the red-spider had done its work. It is 
tolerably well known that “soft" foliage 
predisposes the plant to mildew attacks. But 
I maintain we can syringe our plants and yet 
have the foliage hard, and this by a judicious 
system of ventilation. Knowing right well 
that the fungus spores of mildew will not 
germinate on a dry surface, 1 have found it an 

Mine. Reran!. From a photograph sent by Mr. J. Cubbett, 
Cemetery Koa>l, swughton, GuiMloril. 

MILDEW ON ROSES UNDER CLASS. 

1 no not supjwse such an excellent cultivator 
m " K. .1." would tolerate un attack of red- 
»|ii«ler upon his Roses under glass, hut his 
advice not to syringe the plants upjiears to me 
to lie rather oiien to misconstruction by the 
novice. I would prefer to have mildew on-m, 
Roses rather than red spider. There is |lent 
of remedies for the former, nut when one J 

two hours. When cool use J pint to 4 gallons 

of water (preferably soft water). Rosa. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Rose not starting. In February I mover! to 

another Harden » clinihiiiK Hone, either !ji Ouirlunrlr or 
I'eiidtC-i'erpeUie; I lout the name. It hail [frown very 

high. There was severe weather after it was moved, and 
now It shows no -iirns of lite. Shall I cut it down to the 

ground, or shall 1 leave it, as I wanted it to cover a bare 
wall Y— K KNIUVOIITII. 

[As the plant wus so recently transplanted, it 
would not he starting into new growth just yet. 

Supposing the wood is green und 
firm, there will be no need to 
prune it so severely us you sug¬ 
gest. We should, however, ad¬ 
vise you to prune the plant hack 
to within, say, 3 feet of the 
ground, then, later on, when the 
roots become active, new shoots 
will break out. You can materi¬ 
ally assist the plant by syringing 
the wootl every morning early, 
before the sun gains much power, 
and a little water at the root will 
ho helpful. If the Rose is on its 
own roots, new shoots will doubt¬ 
less appear after midsummer. 
These will quickly furnish the 
wall. When it is decided to 
transplant Roses that have been 
for some time in present locution, 
tho work is best done early in 
autumn. It is always very risky 
to defer it until spring.] 

Rose falling. — Some days ago I 
transplanted a Rone, digging a hole 
about a toot deep, and Hlling in alter 1 

manuring well ami watering. But it 
began to wither immediately, and now 
is dying. Can you tell me the reason 

of tills, and gi\« me any short di ret Ions 
(or transplanting Roses, ns I shall have 

to try and till up its place witti nnothor 
Could you name a good book on Roses 
that gives directions os to pruning, etc., 
cheap* (Rkv.)J. I>. Pikrcb. 

[If the plant wus a young one, 
not more than 2 years old, it cer¬ 
tainly should not have behaved 
as you say this one has done, hut 
if an old specimen, the lateness 
of the season would largely ac¬ 
count for the withering. Then, 
again, you say you dug out a 
hole about a foot deep, and gave 
the plant a liberal amount of 
manure. In tho first place, n 
foot deep was not sufficient depth 
to dig. A hole 2 feet deep and 
2 feet wide should have been 
dug, adtling a shovelful or so of 
well-decayed manure with tho 
lower stratum of soil, returning 
the soil to the hole. You should 
after such digging have taken 
out a s|mdefulor two of the soil, 
dis|tosed tho roots regularly 
around, then returned the soil 
and made firm. Newly-planted 
Roses prefer being planted in 
soil that has been deeply 'lug, 
und they resent strong manure 
near their roots. It is safer to 

give them liquid-manure in the summertlinn to 
make the soil nauseating to the plants by 
adding such a lot at time of planting. Your 
best, plan now will ho to plant u pot-grown 
Rose, as the season is so fur advanced. Bush 
plants that were potted last autumn uro 
preferable. They nre usually grown in 8-inch 
[lots. When planting such, turn out the 
plant carefully. Tho hall of earth must remain 
intact. Such plants make grand hushes by 
the autumn. A very useful and practical 
little book on Rose culture is Mr. Wni. Paul's 
“ Roses and Rose Culture," price Is., from the 

excellent plan to leave a crack of air on the 
top ventilators at night, so that ti nice buoyant 
atmosphere is maintained. I could take 
“ E. .1." to several houses of Roses planted out 
that nre quite free from mildew, and which are 
hosed nearly every morning with cold 
water just as it comes from the main, and 
this in houses thnt are artificially heated. The 
grower h. s often remarked to me that he 
attributed the absence of mildew on his plants 
to this system of syringing, which tended to 
harden tfie foliage. Mildew arises more fre¬ 
quently through too much or too little water 
at the root, and also too strong solutions of j bookstalls.J 
muntire. Those plants from which the water . _ . ... __ _ . _ , 

' , , , tur Ae mativ o/ the ni >«t inleretltng no let a ml 
pusses away very slowly are also much addicted article* in "Oardkxiso" from the ivry loginning hare 

to mildew attacks, and the lesson to he lenrut I come, /nan it* renitere, uv ttfrr each 1 reek a cojijf of the 
tttteel'etjttiontif .either "Sto\k ami Ukkinhovsk Plants." 

Tin. Hnomuii Ku.WKR OahI'ES," to the trader of the 
nUilhetl 

from this is to ucruto the soil by providing 
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OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

*,• LILIUM AURATUM AS A BORDER 
PLANT. 

This is indeed a truly glorious Lily, whether 
we refer merely to L. auratum or its varieties 
rubro-vittatuin or Wittei. In spite of the fuet 
that the bulbs are annually sent to this country 
from Japan to the tune of tens of thousands, 
how very seldom do we see it thriving in our 
gardens ! Unfortunately, of late years these 
bulbs leave much to be desired—firstly, owing 
to the removal of the bulb-feeding or basal roots 
by the Ju|«uese before shipment ; secondly, 
the deliberate neglect of precautionary 
measures with a view to combat'the “Lily 
bulb" disease by fungicides ; and, thirdly, the 
close packing in powdered clay, which dries 
up the bulbs, and thus again diminishes their 
vitality. 

Perhaps n few suggestions on the outdoor 
cultivation of this Lily, gleaned from a few 
experiments, may be of' some little help. My 
experience leads me to t he view that success 
with L. auratum depends more on the selection 
and subsequent preparation of the bulbs for 
planting, and a oonqiost easily pre|»ared for 
their reception in the border, than the par¬ 
ticular site, climate, or subsoil of the garden. 

Selectim; the BfLBS.- Choo.se those which 
reach this country between the 1st of February 
and the end of March—late enough for proper 
maturing of their growth in Japan, and early 
enough to make a start with hopes of success — 
of medium size, hut weighty, with regularly 
disposed scales, free from decay spots, and, 
above all, bulbs from which none of the scales 
have been removed. Unfortunately, the basal 
routs, which nourish the bulb, in contradis¬ 
tinction to the stem-roots which nourish the 
dowel's, will have been removed before ship¬ 
ment ; hut 1 endeavour to select those which, 
in spite of this amputation, have a goodly 
portion attached to the bulb, dead and dried 
up though they may be. Such bulbs emit new 
basal roots far more readily than those which 
practically show no trace of tlicir old ones. 
So, heavy, firm, fair-sized bulbs, 4 inches to 
a inches in diameter, reaching us in February 
or March, with all the outer scales in xiht and 
portions of old basal roots still adhering, would 
lie my choice. It will be noted that such bulbs 
have the basal roots proceeding from a slight 
depression. If. instead, these roots proceed 
from a protuberance, however slight, some of 
the outer scales have been removed, bringing 
the root stock forward. Such a bulb is almost 
surely badly diseased, and the scales have been 
removed to hide it. Added to the foregoing, 
i should never purchase bulbs that had been 
exposed any length of time, either to air or 
light. Directly they reach us and are removed 
from the clay-dust packing, they should, I 
believe, undergo the preparation for planting, 
for, given promising bulbs, our object must be 
to get them out of their dormant state—to 
quicken them, as it were, into growth, 
without at the same time awakening the germs 
of that terrible plague “Lily bulb disease." 
No doubt this scourge claims its victims in 
spite of every care, but a bulb planted reck¬ 
lessly in any unsuitable soil whilst at the lowest 
stage of its vitality probably never has a chance 
to quicken, the fungus making short work of 
it. A case of bulbs may be seemingly healthy 
at the beginning of a week and a mass of decay 
a~. the end. I immerse my bulbs on receipt for 
two minutes in a fungicide, subsequently 
draining them, basal roots uppermost. Per¬ 
manganate of potash j oz., mixed in 1 gallon of 
water, seems to accomplish the object, and is 
s itisfactory: but any fungicide suitable to 
plant life would avail, say Bordcaux-mixture. 
When dry place the bulbs in a box, on a layer 
of quite damp Cocoa-nut-fibre, covering them 
with the same, and keeping quite moist. Stand 
the box in the temperature of a living-room. 
At t'ae end of ten days examine them, and 
remove those which show traces of the disease 
to a box filled with fibre, first removing ull 
diseased portion*. At the end of three weeks 
the bulbs will appear very different; the scales 
are now plump and very brittle, and they fit 
quite tightly toward a common centre. In the 
most successful cases basal roots are issuin 
again, and in some cases these/nay t»6yI 
long. Vitality iiPlfiliagQwCiVe^. 'nuJutJl 

speaking, all bulbs seem to show—on the 
scales, at any rate—doubtful patches, and if 
these show a dis|iositiou to spread toward the 
base, immediately destroy the bulb : but little 
local rotting spiots upon the scales may be but 
bruises. 1 have never seen a perfectly sound¬ 
looking bulb of Lilium auratum. Given a good 
dusting with flowers of sulphur, the bulbs are 
now fit to plant. With regard to suitable 

Sites for flaxtinti in the open border and 
irrespective of planting among Rhododendrons, 
where they nearly always succeed, select n 
sheltered warm border, choosing, if possible, for 
a clump (say of twelve) the shaded side in front 
of some tall-growing |>erennml a Rudbeckia 
or n tall Helianthus, for example, the object 
being to have the Lilies enjoying the rays of 
the warm sun during the later spring, but as 
the season advances the stems of the tall-grow¬ 
ing perennial afford shelter and shade. Drain¬ 
age must be perfect. For a clump of a dozen 
dig a hole 2 fact in diameter and about 
10 inches or 18 inches in depth, and unless the 
soil be of a pea tv character or a staple known 
to be quite suitable to Lilium auratum. place a 
layer at bottom, to a depth of some II inches or 
10 inches, consisting of equal |mrts good [teat 
and loam. It is advisable to add above this a 
shallow layer of Cocoa-nut-fibre and sand, 
upon which the sulphur-coated bulbs are to 
l>e placed. A handful of this fibre can then 
be thrown iqion the top of each Lily as a 
deterrent to worms, subsequently adding 
3 inches or 4 inches of the ordinary garden 
soil. A layer of very rotten horse or cow- 
manure above this will in good time feed the 
stem roots, and the w hole can l>e made level 
with a surfacing of ordinary garden soil. Keep 
the layer of rot ten clung not less (ban 4 inches 
from the top of the Indies. I'eat may he dis¬ 
pensed with, and good results obtained with 
Cocoa-nut-fibre, sand. an<l loam, and a little 
gooii. sweet leaf-mould. Prepared bulbs of 
Lilium auratum planted in this way vielcl stems 
sometimes thicker than one's thumb, pointing 
to the suitability of the treatment. The flower¬ 
ing period of twelve such bulbs will frequently 
extend from mid-July to mid-October ami even 
later. Another disease may attack the buds, 
stem, and leaves, but occasional spraying with 
the fungicide, mentioned, or the fiorrieaux- 
mixture. keeps this in check. 

At all times during great heat the ground 
should be copiously watered. In early winter, 
when the stems nre quite dead, they should be 
cut down, and, given average luck, n display 
the following year, little inferior to the first, 
may be confidently expected. At the end of 
the third or fourth annual display the bulbs 
will, I fear, be no longer worthy of their site. 
Experience, however, tends to show that, until 
this deterioration of the bulbs is apparent in 
growth and bloom, they are best left undis¬ 
turbed. 

As a supplement to the Lilv display. Ranun¬ 
culuses may be planted in the top strat um of 
the soil above the cow-manure -of course, in 
eases where the staple suits them and seem¬ 
ingly the growth of these assists the Lilies 
bein' w, but both should be planted by the end 
of February or t he Ranunculuses may fail. 

A. J. Obkrmaver. 
Ilrenllirooke., Hind'*-roud, lloxhoroutjh- 

rotut, Ifarrow. 

PLANTING OUT TOO EARLY A 

MISTAKE. 

When we get into May "many lovers of their 
gardens begin to think all the cold weather has 
passed. If we may judge by the questions put 
and experience given in Gakdenim: Illus¬ 
trated, many are too hasty in placing tender 
things iu the open ground before the weather 
is settled. During my gardening experience I 
have often been asked, when may I begin 
planting out? This question is far more easily 
asked than answered, seeing so much depends 
on where the grower resides, the position of 
the garden, the kind of plants grown, and how 
the plants have been treated as regards harden¬ 
ing off. In seaside places things may be placed 
in the open a month earlier than in cold dis¬ 
tricts, and f the garden is sheltered a fortnight 
before they can be in an exposed or low-lying 

isition. Plants that have been grown haulV 
well exposed mix- be planted out nMhhy 
before those grown other^vjpjjy £Jpqh^ 

depends on the kind of plants grown. Calceo¬ 
larias of the Golden Gem type can be safelv 
placed in the open a month before such thing- 
as Coleuses, etc. As many readers of Garden 
inc. obtain many of their plants from florists, it 
may be wise to give them a word of warnin': 
against obtaining large plants that have been 
grown in strong beat and moisture. These 
look very well when sent home, but note ho* 
miserable they appear if placed in the open 
beds and exposed to cold winds, sun, ami 
frosty nights. Frequently these lose half w 
their leaves, and do not commence to grow for 
many weeks. It would be far better to pur¬ 
chase a plant not half the size that lias been 
grown hardy and well exposed. Such plant- 
do not suffer from climatic changes, and they 
grow away at once. In gardens where bed- 
are devoted to one or two sorts of plants it i- 
easy to arrange the filling of these ; but where 
beds or borders are large, and a large variety 
of plants is used, then this is more difficult, 
seeing they are often ready to go out at an 
early-date. No class of plants gives so much 
pleasure at so small a cost as annuals, and 1 
ain convinced many a garden could be mad- 
beautiful through the whole year by growing 
annuals and hardy plants. A very large 
number of the annuals grown for summer 
gardening do not give half the results they 
ought from being grown in hot structures and 
then planted out without any protection. 
Many people pride themselves when they liars 
plants to go into the open of Asters. Stocks 
1’hlox, Zinnias, and a host of other things 1 
could name that have large deep green leaves 
I prefer plants that have leaves of much I-.--- 
size and w ith a brownish look. Many annual- 
w ould be far better if they- never received any¬ 
thing hot ter than a cold-frame, and if not sown 
t-oo early bo much the better, os then they may 

be pricked out where they are to bloom and 
make a grand show by the close of the summer. 
For very late blooming I have had the bed 
results from sowing under handlights in the 
0|>cn border and pricking out into the beds or 
borders during the last half of June. -Many 
complaints arc made as to Zinnias, Salpiglcosri 
etc., not growing away well when first planted 
out- This frequently arises from being sown 
too early. The last few days of April and early 
in May are the best times' for sowing Zinnias, 
and last year some Salpiglossis self-sown in the 
borders were, more satisfactory than those 
raised under glass. J. Cbook. 

- A hard-and-fast rule cannot he laid 
down as to the date one may safely put oul 
bedding plants, so much depending on the 
season and the locality in which the grown 
resides. It is better to'wait a week or ten days 
than to plant and have all one's plants 
destroyed by a single night’s frost. One 
should, of course, commence to put out the 
hardiest things first—those that have been 
wintered in cold-frames, such as Pansies,Calceo¬ 
larias, Antirrhinums. Pent steinons, etc. : then 
following with Pelargoniums, Pvrethruiu. 
Lobelias, Stocks, Asters, Phlox Drummond:. 
Perilla nankinensis, leaving until the kri 
Zinnias, Echeverias, anil Altemantheras. Then- 
are those who dispense with the hardening oil 
process altogether, considering it unnecessary, 
removing the plants direct from the greenhoiCr 
to the beds and borders, but this can only hr 
done at great risk, and when practised is often 
attended with damaging results, as severe 
frosts ensuing—a not unlikely thing in May- 
all one’s work is liable to be undone. If N 
therefore, best to follow the safe and sure 
medium of the cold-frame for n fortnight 
leaving the sashes off in the day, and replacing 
them partly at night, until they can "c 
dispensed with altogether. I have seen ph"1' 
of Pelargoniums \\*est Brighton Gem. Bijoti, 
Sunset, and fine-foliated sorts taken from a 
warm greenhouse to beak, with the result ot ms- 
of colour, and a check given that has taken 
weeks to overcome. M. F. 1 • 

- Many of our suburban and country 
residents round about here are tempted by t '■ 
good weather we are experiencing to put on 
their tender plants, and to such I would sa 
“ d m't," if you wish your flower-beds to ngort 
prominently in the neighbourhood. It does no 
nutter how well a plant may bo hardened o . 

If] I ifl&SB n few degrees of frost- while >n ■' 

itLscri»,iJe<i “ “■ 
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the summer, and fails to give the satisfaction of this plant as is afforded by the illustration, 
that one expects. In Scotland, the first week The long, silky-white, drooping racemes are 
of June is considered a good time for bedding very showy, and remain in excellent condition 
out, and even then 1 have had Dahlias sjioiled for two or threo months together. The strong, 
owing to frost. It is well to wait a little, until established plants (lower in the early summer, 
the cast winds, which blight our plants even often early in July, and remain good until 
more than a touch of frost, are over, at any 
rate. D. G. Mcl. ‘ 

Hridge of Weir, X.R. 

autumn. In this respect the plant is far 
in advance of the Pampas, that often sends up 
its plumes quite late in the year. Where lake 

- or (Hind exists this handsome flowering Reod 
may l>e planted at the margin. Root interfer- 

THE ARUNDOS (REED). once should never be umlertukcn late in the 
By some the Arundos are regarded as inferior autumn or in winter. In spring, with return- 
to the Gynerium or Pamjaus Grass, and, indeed, ing activity, the plants may be divided with 
it may be so as ordinarily seen and grown, and impunity. 
by a comparison of both at the same moment. 
Asa matter of fact, however, such a Reed as 
that shown in the accompanying illustration 
possesses a value but little, if any, inferior to 
the average Pampas. Both are of about equal 
hardiness in British gardens, and l>oth require 

A. Donax (The Great Reed).—In this the 
leaves are alternately disposed on stout, reed¬ 
like stems that attain a dozen feet or 15 feet 
high. In colour they are glaucous green and 
arching. The flowers are at first reddish, but 
ultimately nearly white, the numerous spikelets 

Arundo conspicua at Boncoinbe, Isle of Wight. Prom a photograph sent by Mr. W, E. Roberts, 

High Street, Thame, Oxon. 

«ome protection in severe weather. The value 
of well established clumps of these things in 
the landscape cannot well lie over-ruted, and 
both the Panqtas and the Reed may bo grown 
without interfering the one with the other. 

Ui LTi RK. —'The chief items of culture in the 
Arundo group are a cool rooting medium, and 
generally a rather moist soil. Where a deep 
bed of moist loam exists, there will the Arundo 
be found most vigorous, the plants attaining to 
10 feet or a dozen feet high when in flower. 
Like the Pampas Grass, these Arundos may be 

forming a compact panicle a foot or more long. 
The growth is free and very vigorous. It has 
been known in British gardeus nearly 300 
yours. Native of South Europe. 

A. Donax versicolor.—This is also called 
A. D. variegata, anti may best be described as 
a dwarf variegated form of the lust-named 
kind. Although not reaching the same fine 
proportions us the type, the plant is singularly 
effective, and in this respect superior to the 
original plant. The broad, hnndsomo foliage 
is strongly ribboned with silvery-white, hence 

raised from seed and the plants increased by the striking effect of a well established clump, 
division. The seeds may be made the more In the winter it is well to cover the ground, 
reliable if nt flowering "time the heads are crowns, and tufts with Cocou-nut-fibre or coal- 
shaken together freely every day for a short I ashes to a depth of quite 0 inches, as not iufre- 
time. Arundo so si is also more reliable as a | quently a sharp spell of fro it may injure the 
home-saved crop, because of an earlier flower- ] coming reeds. E. J. 
ing and with gieater sunlight to ripen it. The - 
following are the best kinds of this small lowing 
genus :— 

Arcnpo conspkta (New Zealand 
So word description 

Vlo 
NOTES AND REPLIES. 

ts In poor condition.—Kindly tell nic'wliat 

yli the i iolct-plunts from which the cnc'ose i 

akeu? The prints seem to have 

altogether, an they have had very fine flowera on them, 

and now the leaves, which hare been very small and 
stunted-looking, have turned yellow. Is it from disease, 
or do the plants only want a change of soil? They have 

been in their present position three years -M. L. (5. 

[Again and again we endeavour to impress 
U[>on our corres[x>ndonts the great necessity of 
sending ample material so packed that it may 
reach us quite fresh. By not conforming to 
this very simple yet essential request, those in 
search of information are the losers. The few 
leaves you send are quite inadequate, whereas 
a plant, or a portion of one, wrapi>ed in damp 
Moss, and reaching our office as fresh as it left 
its starting point, may at once give us the clue 
to the wrong. If this be neither conveyed in 
words or by 8|>eeimens, wo are heljfloss to 
assist. The leaves were quite shrivelled, yet 
judging from the colour, and from the time the 
plants have been in the one iiosition, it would 
appear the soil is exhausted. In some soils 
v iolets will go on for years, running about 
rooting here and there and flowering well. Of 
the kind of soil “ M. L. C.” grows the Violet 
in we have no information. Broadly, however, 
we mav say this, that only the best growth and 
finest "blooms are to be obtained by treating 
these plants as annuals. In other words, take 
unflowered runners in October and treat as 
cuttings. In early April following plant theso 
cuttings, which nave reached the stage of 
nicely-rooted plants, in good, rich soil Hint has 
been deeply dug and manured in the winter. 
Hoe and water as may be necessary in summer, 
and by September tufts will be formed that 
will teem with buds and produce flowers all the 
winter long. All you can do now with yours 
is to plunt some in fresh ground to produce the 
necessary cuttings in autumn.) 

Seedling double Violet (J. T. R., 
Wollaeton).—The exceeding brevity of your 
note falls short of one essential detail in that, 
it does not clearly convey if you desire to know 
how to raise stock, or whether you wish In 
bring it into prominence by exhibiting it. 
Of the actual merit of the blossoms we cannot 
speak. Such flowers should nlways be wrapped 
round in damp Moss, and even stood in water 
for an hour before packing to assist in reach¬ 
ing us in a quite fresh state. After about 
fifteen hours in water one or two of the blooms 
picked up, and if these are representative, 
the flowers are white heavily tipjied with 
purplish • violet — suggesting a mixture of 
Comte de Brazza mid Marie I/iuiso, or some¬ 
thing near. One thing we can say --the flowers 
are very strongly and deliciously perfumed. 
Had you sent a small plant with the roots in 
wet Moss we could nt once have seen its value. 
If you desire to raise stock quickly, the best 
way is to remove nil flowers at onco, and give 
the plants a slight, mulching of loam und old 
manure. Water this thoroughly about tbo 
stems. By the end of September you may 
stnrt taking cuttings, inserting these in sandy 
soil in nnynandlight or frame, and plant out- 
in April ensuing in rich, well-prepared ground. 
By growing these young plants well during tl.o 
summer of 1903, good tutts full of buds should 
result in the early autumn of that year, when 
your best way of bringing the variety into 
notice would be that of exhibiting, say, a half- 
dozen or dozen pots of it in flower before t ho 
Royal Horticultural Society. By entering the 
variety (which must be mimed) for certificate 
it would come before the floral committee of 
that bodv, who adjudicate on all new plants of 
this kino. 

Propagating Tufted Pansies.—Will you kindly 
tell me ihotiest time and wav to strike i-uttinga of thru-? I 
have read you ought to lake them from cuttings without 
hollow stems. I have often tried to strike them, nut i-unnol 

succeed, and I con never find them without hollow steins. 
I tried them under a handlight, in greenhouse, and in 
cold-frame. Will you tell me also what soil ?- J. Iz/aiid. 

[The best way of securing stock of these Cts is to plant a few reserve clumps in the 
er somewhere nnd treat as follows Wlien 

the first flush of bloom is past, or say at the 
end of June, cut the plants closely over (o 
within an inch of the soil or thereabouts. At 
this time the base of the plant is crowded with 
fresh young shoots that cannot grow by reason 
of the crowded tuft above, but with light und 
freedom quickly take on n fresh lease. After 
cutting down, lightly fork the surface soil 
round about the tuft and give a thorough soak 
ing of water. Now obtain fine Soil, w’oll 
mixed iwith sand, find surround the plant with 

inches beyond the Mvm^rbfrmmsokY' 
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tuft, also sprinkle some of the same soil in the 
centre of the plant and presently wash it down 
with water from a fine-rose can. For a time, 
if the weather be dry, continue lo sprinkle tlie 
plants daily each evening with water. By 
following this carefully the fresh growths in 
the centre will root into the new soil, and may, 
a month after the cutting down, lie detached 
and treated as cuttings, though, in this 
instance, these will be mostly “ ready rooted 
ones." These young unHowercd pieces you 
may either insert in a frame as cuttings, or, by 
leaving a fortnight longer, make up a border 
of good soil in a shady spot and transplant 
them there. This method produces the finest 
plants with a minimum of labour, and where 
large numbers are required from a plant or two 
it is best to first pull out the more prominent 
growths and re[>eat this operation as the 
cuttings are fit for removal. ] 

GARDEN WORK. 

Conservatory.—Fires may lie discon- 
tinued now, as when fires are used late in the 
season there is a danger of more heat than is 
necessary being present, and this leads to 
weakly growth and more trouble with insects. 
Ventilation must be carefully given. There 
has been a long continuance of north-east 
winds, and while these last the ventilation 
should be on. the south side only. Shade will 
be necessary, especially for small houses where 
there is not mucli room for climbers. Though 
there is usually a set time for watering, at 
present generally in the morning, yet some 
plants will require watering more than once in 
the twenty-four hours, especially Sjii r.-r-ns. 
Hydrangeas, and Pelargoniums, which have 
consumed most of the food in the riots, and are 
now either in blossom or the buds are begin¬ 
ning to expand. Liquid-manure will be a 
great help to all such tilings now. Those who 
nave a suitable tank may make their liquid- 
manure at home, and save the expense of 
artificials. There is no better stimulant for 
lloweriug or fruiting plants than the drainings 
from a farmyard where a number of well-fed 
animals are kept. Among the chief plants in 
bloom now are Roses, Azaleas (later sorts), 
Pelargoniums, Heliotropes (some of the new 
sorts have very large (lowers), Hydrangeas 
(white and pink); a blue tint may be imparted 
to the pink flowers by mixing iron filings with 
the soil or by watering from a tank in which 
rusty iron is kept. The same tint has been 
obtained by growing the plants in peat; hut 
Hydrangeas require a soil with more body in it 
than is usually found in peat to produce huge 
trusses of bloom. Fuchsias are coming into 
bloom, and will do much to take off the still¬ 
ness of the Hydrangea and Pelargonium. 
Lilies of various kinds will come on in succes¬ 
sion. The time of forced shrubs is now pretty 
well over, and the plants should be moved to 
another house to complete their growth, and 
when the young wood is getting a hit firm the 
plants may be plunged outside. We generally 
plant them out to save watering. The roots 
njver wander far away, and those showing 
plenty of buds may be lifted any time for 
iorcing again. Palms may he repotted now if 
necessary, or be helped with stimulants. 

Stove.—Mixed collections of Palms, Ferns, 
and flowering stud' must have a thin shade 
when the sun is bright. Even Drachmas and 
Crotons, which require strong light to colour 
the foliage, will suffer if exposed to very bright 
sunshine. The best place for the plants which 
require light to put on colour is a span-roofed 
house running north and south, where the 
shade may be moved round as the sun changes 
its position, or rather, as the sun is a lixed 
body, when its influence hears on any particu¬ 
lar side of the house. The smaller the house 
the more need will there be for shade, and the 
moisture should be used freely on floors and 
stages to keep the atmosphere genial. The 
suitability of the house for any class of plants 
has a good deal to do with successful culture. 
Shift on Caladiuins, using rough fibrous stuff 
for the last shift. The drainage must he very 
free, as these large-leaved plants require a 
good deal of water with some stimulant in it 
when the roots have filled the pots^—Continue 
to put in cuttings OflQt'.u- 

plants of which young slock is required. 
Nearly every cutting will strike in a brisk 
bottom-heat if kept close and shaded. Rooted 
cuttings should he lifted out of the bed, and 
when hardened a little, (lotted off, still keeping 
the little plants warm and close till some pro¬ 
gress lias been made. Night teinjierature, 
li.'i degs. : air to he given at 80 degs. 

Tomatoes under glass. Cool-houses 
may lie planted now that the bedding plants 
can lie taken out. Sweet loamy soil is the best 
for Tomatoes. A little soot and lime may he 
mixed with it to check any fungus spores which 
may lie in the soil. It is not wise to plant 
Tomatoes in the same soil more than two years. 
Wo generally o|ien trenches a foot wide anil 
the same in depth, and fill in with fresh stuff'. 
Of course, some advantage would doubtless lie 
found by clearing all the soil out, if time could 
he found for the work, hut our system of 
trench planting has so far answered very well; 
hut there is not much in Tomato growing now, 
anyway. Trim the plants to single stems, and 
keep all side shoots rubbed off when small, 
(live no stimulants till the two bottom trusses 
are set. Tomatoes do best in a fairly firm 
soil. A top-dressing later on will encourage 
urface roots and save labour in watering. 

Roses under glass.—Insects will give 
trouble now, and mildew may appear on the 
foliage if the roots have received a check either 
from drought or if too much water has been 
given. My opinion is, the greatest source of 
mildew arises from the check given by drought, 
especially in the ease of Marechnl Nielor other 
Roses planted in the liorder. There are several 
remedies for mildew, of which sulphur in some 
form is the chief ingredient, hut no remedy is 
really effective until the cause has been dis¬ 
covered and removed. Cuttings of forced 
Roses will strike with almost absolute cer¬ 
tainty in bottom heat if kept close and shaded. 
If the cuttings are laid in a bed of warm, moist 
Cocoa-nut-fibre, roots will form in a short time, 
and, when the roots are a quarter of an inch 
long, pot off and keep close and warm till 
established. An old leaf-bed which has been 
uned for pro|>ag«ting other things will do very 

well. 
Orchard-house. — More water will he 

required now. Keep out cold north-east winds 
and give air all along the ridge and on the south 
side, syringing twice a day if the water is soft, 
and close not later than four o'clock, to make 
as mucli use as possible of the sunshine. Give 
an inch or so of air at intervals along the ridge 
about eight o'clock in the evening, unless cold 
and frosty. Continue disbudding, and thin 
the young fruits a little if much crowded. 

Window gardening. I>o not lie in a 
hurry to place tender plants outside ; hut they 
will he quite safe in a cold-frame, and to this 
extent the windows and spare room may have 
their plant occupants thinned. Plant all bulbs 
which have flowered, out in the garden. Lilies 
of the longitlorum and anratum types will do 
very well in a light window. Dust a little 
Tobacco-powder in the centre of the plants if 
there are green-fly. A good fumigating appa¬ 
ratus may lie made with a few tiiin Bamboo 
canes or wires covered with calico or an old 
sheet. This can he placed over the plants on 
a table and the Tobacco smoke pulled inside. 
Five minutes will do it. Pelargoniums, Cal¬ 
ceolarias, and Cinerarias are beautiful window 
plants, but the flies will give trouble. 

Outdoor garden.—The lute cold winds 
will check growth and increase the number of 
insects, which must he dealt with promptly. 
The outdoor garden wants rain to bring up 
seeds and remove the stunted appearance of 
the young shoots exposed to the biting north- 
cast winds. A south wind and warm showers 
would help things immensely. Tufted Pansies 
are among the brightest tilings in the garden 
now, especially where the beds have been well 
prepared. In dry, porous soil a layer of cow- 
manure S inches or so deep in the beds will he 
a great help to the plants when the hot weather 
comes. Charred garden refuse passed through 
a J-inch sieve to remove stones, etc. , is the best 
dressing for the beds after the spring flowers 
are removed to prepare the soil for the summer 
bedders. There is yet time to st rike cuttings 
of .coloured-leaved plants in warm-frames. 
Sitth plants’ as Coleuses, Iresines, and Alt-mv 
— ras may lie easily raised by the thou- 
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sand in warm-frames. They will not lie 
wanted till the weather is warm in June, and 
for effective massing they must he thickly 
planted. Mulching und watering must lie 
freely used for transplanted evergreens. Damp 
the foliage occasionally in dry weather. Dust 
a little Tobacco powder among Roses ou walk 
If there are no insects now, there will soon he 
plenty if nothing is done. 

Fruit garden.—"When Gni|ies are colour¬ 
ing the ventilation should lie increased, a 
little air being left on all night; but there 
should he no lowering of the temperature, 
neither should the lionlers lie jiermitted to ger 
too dry. Sub-laterals will not give much 
trouble if they have hitherto been kept within 
bounds. New vineries may lie planted at any 
time during this month or later, when the 
young Vines are ready. If the eyes have been 
started in sods, they will lie ready to plant when 
a foot or so high, as then they will tie making 
root s freely, and will start away strongly it 
planted in a good border iuside and helped on 
with warmth and moisture. The thinning of late 
Grapes will now he in progress, and, if the 
fruit is expected to hang late, the bunches must 
he well thinned so that the air can circulate 
among the lierries. After thinning, top-dress 
the lionlers with some good artificial manure 
that will act quickly. The late spell of cold, 
windy weather will produce an influx of insect 
life that will give trouble if not dealt with 
promptly. Many owners ot moderate - sized 
gardens are investing in a spraying implement 
for destroying insects, and, as soon as the 
blossoms arc set, it should lie brought into use 
and kept at work until the trees are clean. 
The covers may !>e taken from the Peach wall 
as soon as the weather is settled. 

Vegetable garden.—Thin young crop- 
of vegetables, such as (Inions, Carrots, Pars¬ 
nips, and Beet, in good time. Beet transplants 
well if carefully done, and the hole made deep 
enough to receive the roots without injury 
One good watering after transplanting will 
generally suffice. Salt is a good dressing for 
Seakale, Asparagus, and Beet, but not for 
Potatoes. It may be used any time if half a 
pound per square yard is not exceeded. 
Windsor Beans may he planted for a late crop, 
and Kidney Beans, both dwarf and Runner, 
should be planted freely, and the Runners will 
pay for long sticks. In sticking Peas let the 
sticks slojie in opposite directions, and not be 
thrust in too close at the top, otherwise the 
Peas will grow out of the sticks instead of 
growing up between. Make a good use of 
north borders for Cauliflowers, Lettuces, 
Turnips, etc. Earth up early Potatoes in good 
time. Before earthing up, a sprinkling of fuauo may he given if necessary. When the 
‘otatoes are cleared out of frames fill them 

with Cucumbers or something useful. French 
Beans hearing iu warm frames must be gathered 
as soon as fit for use to insure a succession, and 
liquid-manure should he given. Remove all 

flower-stems from Rhubarb and thin the 
d owns of Seakale just breaking into growth. 
Plant Cabbages to come in end of summer and 

during autumn. E. Hobdat. 

THE COMING WEEK'S WORK. 

Extract* from a Garden Diary. 
May 19th.—Bedding plants are all in cold 

frames hardening, with the lights or other 
covers off during the day. Hardy things, in¬ 
cluding Calceolarias, Pentstemons, and Antir¬ 
rhinums, have been planted out. Rate cuttings 
of coloured-leaved plants are still kept warm, 
especially at night. Hardv annuals sown out¬ 
side which are large enough have been thinned 
freely. Standard and dwarf Roses budded 
last season are growing freely, and supports 
have been placed to the shoots to prevent 
injury from wind. 

May 20th.—Dressed terrace and other gravel 
walks with weed killer. This saves a11 
further trouble during summer, and the walk* 
are always firm. The roller is used after nun- 
Deutzias after flowering have been cut bae 
and placed in warm-house to break and ma e 
growth. Repotted Azaleas and Epacnsf’ 

>. which have been cut hack, and are now bre*' 
fri rime* fifeelyr.-i Only the best fibrous peat am 
■^^a^^id the sod is made * • 
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M<ty lift.—We have made n beginning: to 
■lant flower garden: the plants are well 
;ir<lened and will take no harm. We have a 

: «vl deal to do. nnd are compelled to make an 
ally start. The beds which are filled with 
[■ring flowers will not be ready till the middle 
I June. Some of these will he left for sub- 
rnpical and other tender things, and the 
ihnts will he large when put out. Thinned 
.lie 11 rapes. Removed rovers from wall 
rt-es. 

Wuy !2wL—Sowed Autocrat and Ne Plus 
1 lira Peas. Sowed more lettuces and planted 
ri previous sowing. Earthed up early Pota- 
•« and thinned Carrots and Parsnips. Dusted 

r»it over Onion-beds. The hoe is user! as freely’ 
i< possible. Tobacco-powder is our remedy for 
u-fcts on wall-trees. The dist ributor is always 
forged with it and kept at hand. Special 
il tent inn is given to disbudding the young 
'li'jotsof Peaches nnd other trees with crowded 
In***. 

,'fiy i.'nl.—Planted Cauliflowers on north 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

VINCAS. 
(Reply to “ F. Cl.’’) 

Tiie three varieties tliut have been under 
cultivation from time to time here and 
there amongst hothouse plants are each 
deserving of more extended notice than they 
receive. More often than not they are badly 
managed during growth, w hilst they are not 
the easiest of plants to keep safely through the 
winter season. 1 have seen plants of these 
Vincas trained upon trellises, a mode of culture 
that is out of all character with their require¬ 
ments. The growths in such cases are tied in 
at intervals, and but rarely are the shoots 
increased in numbers, whilst the flowers uiwii 
these long shoots are never so fine ns they 
should he. It is no trouble whatever to flower 
the plants continuously through the summer. 
Then having done good service in this way, 
towards the autumn the shoots with (lowers 
upon them can he cut for other uses, and thus 
prove of good service. 

Vinca rosea. 

"nli-r. Sowed more Turnips. Sowed a few 
’i' of several kinds of late Broccoli. We 

had no trouble with the < looseberry 
•U-rpillar foryears ; nevertheless, a look round 

• i-i'en from time to time while the moths and 
•' 'lies are about. Commenced spraying 

' I'f trees, for eggs of the Codlin-molli are 
■ 'ring bud on the young Apples. Ixsiked 
r 'limbers in conservatory to regulate 

F'Prth. ' e 

-»di.- Formed groups of Zonal Gera- 
jtu. andi Tuberous Begonias in conservatory. 

Lilies which flowered early have lieeu 
! ‘ °«tside to rij»en, and the space has lieen 

' *lt'1 a bold group of the Trumpet Lily, 
j' ril “ now flowering freely. The double 

Lily does well in pots, anil may be 
!_, on gently. Vaporising must be done 

necessary, as flies are fond of Lilies, 
"vping into the heart of the plants, ami soon 

much harm if negles-te-l. Djgjtized by 

Cn.TriiK.—Pro|mgation is easily effected 
either by seeds or cuttings. The present is 
about the liest time for striking cuttings or for 
purchasing young plants to grow on. It is 
always advisable to have a few young plants 
on hand, as the old ones have a disposition to 
die off after a few years'growth. This failing, 
however, is quite immaterial when the younger 
plants can lie so readily grown on to supply 
their place. My plan lias oeen to prune hack 
into the hard wood somewhat in the same way 
as when defiling with good-sized plants of the 
show or fancy Pelargoniums. In this way a 
good foundation can be laid for a bushy plant; 
those grown upon trellises I should imagine 
are never so treated. As soon as the young 
shoots are 3 inches or 4 inches in •length 
pinching should commence, taking nil the 
stronger ones first. This stopping of the 
fshwots should 't>e persisted in until a good 
husl/TbiiSiWtifipesult, and it may he don 

after each shoot has made two jKiirs of leaves. 
By non-attention to pinching only a few shoots 
will push away, with the result that the plants 
are considered of bad huhit. The last stop¬ 
ping should he done all at once, and in six 
weeks' time the first flowers will he opening. 
During the growth one additional shift, if not 
two, should l*e given. The first one will be In¬ 
considerably reducing the old ball in the same 
wav as Pelargoniums are treated in the autumn. 
The 

Son. liest suited to these Vincas is light 
loam and leaf-mould, the latter lieing worked 
through a sieve : some manure from a spent 
Mushroom-lied would lie an assistance in after 
shifts, sand in any case being used freely. The 
(lotting need not he done so firmly ns in the 
case of permanent shifts. As the plants get 
into free growth with good root action, they 
will take water very freely. When the plants 
are in bloom close attention must be given to 
the removal of fading blossoms, and during the 
flowering period liquid manure may be given 
at each other watering. As soon as the bloom¬ 
ing season is over, the plants should lie kept 
fairly dry until starting time comes round 
again. 

The most useful |ierhn|M of the three varie¬ 
ties under cultivation is 

V. Al.ita ihti.ata; its pure white flowers, 

each with a bright rosy eye, are very showy 
and attractive, and freely produced under good 

cultivation. 

V. ai.ha is a pure white variety, with the 
faintest trace of pale yellowish-green frequently 
seen in the eve: the foliage is also of a paler 
simile t han ill citherof I he other tw ok inds, whilst 
the growth is not, on the whole, so vigorous. 
This is quite in contrast with some flowering 
plants in this respect: the white La|tagerin, 
for instance, is frequently a more vigorous 
grower than the red variety. 

V. koska has pule rose-colonred flowers with 
a darker shade of the same colour at the eye : 
this is as vigorous a grower as V. alba oculatn, 
with darker and somewhat more hirsute foliage. 
Each of these varieties is well worthy of culti¬ 
vation, being quite distinct one from the other. 
Those who have light houses at their di-s|<osal 
with plenty of room therein may do far worse 
than grow these free-flowering plants. In the 
winter season they require hut little room, for 
by semi-pruning late in the autumn a con¬ 
siderable reduction can lie made in this 
direction. (iRowkk. 

XOTt'S AXD REPLIES. 
Genistas after blooming. -Would von kindly 

tell mi- how small Genistas ought to be treated alter they 

have Dowered to ensure their doing so another year? I 
have had one in a la rye pot, which (lowered lor tn'o tears, 

hut has this year not one blossom on It. It has not been 
re|iottcd. Is this the reason ?—S. G. 

[Genistas should be cut back directly they 
have tlone flowering, and ns soon ns the young 
shoots produced after this o|icrntion are from 
j inch to A inch long is the time to re|»ot them, 
after which, do not exjiose them to direct 
draughts for a week or two, till the new roots 
take possession of the fresh soil.] 

Balsams In pots.—I have sown some Balsam seed 
in pol>, amt am not sure it the plant* should lie always 

kept in the greenhouse or in a eohi-lrame. They are alioiil 
I foot high now. I would tie much obliged it you would 

tell me how to treat them —It. .1. II. 

[Prick off into small (lots when large enough, 
keeping moist and near the glass. Shift on 
when these small |»ts have become filled w ith 
roots, using this time a little rotten manure 
mixed with the soil. Finally, put them into 
S-inch |>ots if you wish to have lnrge plants. 
Air must he freely admitted to the house in 
which Balsams are grown, eare lieing taken 
that the plants never suffer from dryness at the 
roots. A little weak liquid-manure occasion¬ 
ally will do much good. Above all things, see 
that the plants have plenty of room and light, 
and do not attempt to force them into bloom 
in any way, otherwise they will lieeome very 
weak and leggy and the flowers w ill be |>oor.] 

Perns and plants for winter bloom, 
etc. (HhicLtonn/—This is a rather unusual 
mixture, hut you may obtain flowering plants 
by extending your list of Orchids, and bv grow- 
ing Cypripediuin insigne and Mnsdevallia 
tovarensis secure two of the surest of w inter- 
flowering subjects. It is quite possil le you 
may sucqgjdrfiir jfloweptng Begonia Gl> ire' lie 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 



coming, that the year of tenancy runs from variety, with pots of Daffodils brought in from older leafage low down, gradually creeps up- coming, «<*•««/ >-"c j»‘ «* *»>•*«•***., *“*“ n™ 
time to time to keep up a succession. Such wards until the whole of the leafage is white December ‘25th, broken rent having been paid 
varieties as obvallaris, Golden Spur, the old with the mould. When that stage is reached up to that date. Cases have been actually 
Double Yellow, Horsfieldi, Empress, ornatus, the condition of the plants is usually hopeless. decided thus, but the decision seems question . 
lirinceps, Emperor, Stella, etc., may be grown To counteract these insect and fungoid able, so far as yearly tenancies are concerned. 
In pots in soil, or in fibre and shell, in water, troubles Mr. Crook has been for several years —K. C. T.]_ 
ornamental vases, or bowls ready for the table, employing various patent liquids, especially _ 
Crocuses and Snowdrops, also Snowflakes, may Ahol and Spimo. These made very weak, and CORRESPONDENCE, 
be similarly treated. Azaleas of the mollis and using an Ahol or spraying syringe, are gently Questiona-Querfe* ^ answer, arc irurttl „ 
indica sections would also open in such a tern- sprayed over the Pea rows even ere insert or oardemns free of charge if corresponded follow 'be 
perature, and those named are but littletroubled mould is seen, and in that way, by giving rules. All communications should be dearly and nnemi, 

with insec t peats. Of Ferns, vou may grow occasional sprayings later have done wonders -*££ 
many Pterises, also Asplenium bulbiferum and in keeping these pests at bay. those who Loruinn> E C. utters on business should be **t i»: 
A. Hillii. Another good Fern is Davallia want tall Peas and will treat the ground well the Publisher. The name and address of the sender mi 

other times; therefore our list is of those their plants. It is only by persistently battling 
reouirintr but a minimum of culture under with such nests crops can be saved. A. D. requiring but a minimum of culture under with such piests crops 
glass. - 

Celsia Arcturus.— I have grown this XOTES A. 

charming plant for the first time this year. I -younff Kottios no t 
think if it were better known many persons young Nettles by- North 
who possess a cool greenhouse would find it a iso, young Nettles should 
valuable addition to their number of easily- Vfry nearly as good.—A. 1'. 

XOTES AXD REPLIES. 

dents should bear in mind that, as Gardexixo has (« !« 
sent to press some time in advance of date, querici 
always be replied to in the issue immediately folkwajj 
the receipt of their communisalion. We do not r'py... 
queries by post. 

Naming fruit.—Headers who desire our help is 

Young Mottles oo food- In reply to query about naming fruit should bear in mend uuu several svec- 
voung Nettles by "North Wales," in last week’s Garden- different stages ofcolour and sue of the tame bn. 
iso, voting Nettles should be cooked like Spinach, and are 9/'atly assist in its determination. He hate ram. 
verv nearly as good P from “cr-ral correspondents single, specimens of fnh, 
— Here, in lincashlre, young Nettles are eaten. M naming, these in many cases being unripe , rr,, , . » , - - Mere, in j.am';umire, uiung urines .arr rawn. ^ , -— imi-** » “ . * , 

grown plants. The seed was given me last 8on)e _niake porridge of them by boiling them, true poor. The difference betweenvarieties oj /niHM". 
July, and was sown in a box pluuged in ail ash- afterwards chopping them up and mixing pepper and m many cases, so trifling that it is necessary IAom; - j 
bed. In October .be seed/mgs>ere potted, Uatteryti.them, ^.ousands of galions of Wr are nmde 
then wintered in a cold-frame. Each has been ,ro"‘ Net0*®‘ S’ Stirzakkr. 

bright into a cool ™.nho.se „ .he fio.-.r- F.TEthe (5 
spike shot up, anu when in bloom lias been Cucumlters for this summer. I should be so glad if you 
moved to a warm sitting-room, the dry atrnos- will give me a few simple hints as to Stopping and train- 
phere of which does not seem to affect it in any •»«? 'v,h"' 1 ha'Fe *!“,*ot a" unron,rollu,'le 
V The plant i9 about 26 incites high, in a 

to name only four varieties at a time, and thru only rbv 

the above directions are observed. 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 
Moving Daffodils (fioW. J. //i/0-—I.ift your V. ■ 

in July when the foli3ge has ripened off After tor, 
them slightly by thinly spreading out on a hard suts- 

4 inch not and blooms the whole wav UP the tGr0W >'°ur Pknts (luickl>'- 8,1(1 do not stoP replant in August in a fresh site which has been tkc, 
atom ; Tch flowerTs a Wght tlK X them till 5 feet of growth is made The train- *> room for develop, 

reddish bee-like centre, many of the individual ^ joint ^ goon ^the best growth is fully Jmitlcla soeclosa (CfteMw*-Cut do«=cm 
blossoms bein'; titan, — ..... uo... . ..... . , - , , , . ~ .1 UIU Uiremv UK UIU u»mo UIMA IIIW Kin- HI ..«t - 
told that the Celsia, ‘ if repotted when it has developed, and do not allow any more growth been cut down shake out and repot in a compost ct t» 

will imnrnvA tho wnml season lrom tlie last eye, ''lit encourage sub-lateral part* loam to one part leaf-mould and decaytd mam, 
iZJ™™gAther 3 off fnnrs, vTwho growth from the first joint if possible. In this ^h a sprinkling ofeand. When the mot. get hold -J- 
Fernaps some other rentier of Gardening who ® , ... . . , ., - • , , new soil they mav be moved to a coolerstructure .. ... 
lias been equally successful will give his experi- wrt-v Y°ur Pkntfl ^J11 1>e kept well furnished (he planu an orrisional .lose of liquid-manure, 
ence of this graceful plant?—G. M. Sandars, "ear .the 9tem- The roof wires should be Watarlng Cacti (F.'G. //.k-During the tom 
liarnhi 0 inches ajMirt and 9 inches from the glass, months, while Cacti ore resting, very little water - 
- You must I my strict attention to such details be given. When in summer growth begins, they rua< k 

n« u nlerlntr trm rirnasinrr nnrl tho libo if von kept fairlv moist at the roots. U they are growing a' 
l/FflPTARI cc «atenn*. top-dressing, and the like it you ^ partially composed of old mortar-mbbidh r. 

1 H QLCa, wish to succeed.] the pots are well drained, there is no fear of their bawi 

nearly 2 inches across. g nearly i 
Celsia, if 

Jostlcla 8i>ecl0Ba (Cheltton).—Cut down •; cr* 
and directly the old plante break into growdh after la -o 
been cut down shake out and repot in a compost id l" 
parte loam to one part leaf-mould and decayed mu. m., 
with a sprinkling of sand. When the roots get hold ol lit 
new soil they may be moved to a cooler structure put; 
the plants an occasional dose of liquid-manure. 

VEGETABLES. 
.s, auu .. ye., ^ t 'partially composed of old mortar-rubbish, u- 

iSh to succeed. ] po^ are well drained, there is no (eir of thdr I- ■ 
- inj? wat^rlo^ired. No water should be allowed lostaniia 

nTr PP19 -pTTJTsQ the saucers if the Cactus pots are stoo.1 in them. 
LA It. It. AS. ClttGO. Moss on soil In pots (Sary\—You fvidHW 

Some varieties of Peas are naturally lute, as * - have very iwrous pots-alflhe better for your planu-c- 

others are naturally early, even if all be sown Death of a hen Canary (II. M. Rat- pUntAre in™h2dv"^sition. can^ kin tbe»» 
at the same time. Late sown leas of any son).—This bird had suffered from egg-bind- on the surface soil of the pots without injuring the pij« ■ 
variety, whether naturally early or late, are i„g, resulting in rupture, which caused speedy » you were to Mir the ^ 

called late Peas because required to pod late, death. Egg-binding is frequently brought “dti^ate the soil in the open?ir gaufen, few p«^ V 
It is comparatively easy to grow- early and mid- ayIOut through excessive fatness, sometimes »ider it necessary, and at the name time very b«<* 

bind- on the surface soil of the pots without injuringtbtplv 
If vou were to stir the surface of tlie soil occasoadb >. - y If you were to stir the surface of tlie sou o*vasoi»jn nr 

-. would not grow. It seems very strange that. aRbojk'lt’1 

hot, parenmg weather, wn.cn IB severely crying, the time of laving. Care should be taken to ^3, quitTwellfonyear PU-ewWyw => 
I hey are too often sown too thickly, and, prevent breeding hens becoming too fat, also to keep in the ordinarv seed pocket, fold it, and in--' 
not least, are as often sown on ordinarily pre- jn supplying them with lime in the form of old * «!•«» bottle or phial that can be stoppered. Failing :< 

i . i .1 1 iJ . .. - 1 a „-;ii do nD uJi for this uhort r>nu.; 
|Hired ground, which has not been .jeenly mortar powdered fine, or ground oyster or egg- c w£re 
cultivated and well manured. \\ ithout doubt, shells, to enable them to elaborate hard shells ^ „ni(0mi as ^possible, without am suspicion ol to, 
very fine late Peas are Sharpe’s Queen, The for their eggs, and that they be kept from In this way we have kept Primula sc^d for six 
Gladstone, and Late Queen, each some 3 J feet to draught. They should also lie allowed n which time it germinated to at least so per cent in 

4 feet in height, but even these will not pro- liberal supply of green food to prevent const!- writ!on^S*sid^of'the'^pe^oSfy, th««"<* 
duce remunerative crops if not sown thinly in potion at the time of laying. Some forms of queries on separate sheets. 
deep trenches heavily manured, or on ground egg-binding are curable by t 
that has been deeply trenched throughout. A of], but the form from which t 
heavy dressing of manure, if of a half decayed always proves fatal.— S. S. G. 
and wet nature, buried well down, is of the - 
greatest value, as not only does it entice roots T >nr A *rr» nncmnw 
deep out of the hot surface soil, but it also kAW AJN1J GUS1UM. 
furnishes plant food and moisture. It is in the - 

latter respect that animal manure always Arrangement to surrend 

eggs, and that they be kept from In this way we have kept Primula seed for six 5'^’ ^' 
They should also lie allowed a which ume it ^i~Ud to at lewtSO peraoU"^ 
, Jc c .1 . . .- three weeks from sowing. In sending quern*, > 

Pply ot green food to prevent consti- write OI1 onc 0t t|ie paper only, putting the‘to- 

the time of laying. Some forms of queries on separate sheets. queries on separate sheets. 
Raising Dahlias from seed (C.A1" egg-Dinaing nre curable by the use ol castor- Raising Dahlias from seed (i .inor-vo 

OU, but the form from which this bird suffered ought to have sown your Dahlia seed in March ' pc ^ 
nl wavs n roves fatal —S S G ,n« 8°nie shallow pans, placing some crocks in the''-. ■ 
aiwajs proves latai. B. a. t>. alld (min., „„ Wlt), sifted soil, consisung of one pan.-A, 
- one part leaf soil, and one part silver sand, wvelthe- 

T.AW AMD PTTQ'T’niyr give a good watering, then sow the seed thinly, i*"'1 
LAW AJND OUSIOM. over with some of the same compost. Puts squared c» 

- on the top and place in a greenhouse, and if a uuie m 
a __._„„„„ , heat can lie given, so much the better. When stwiii'a 
Arrangement to surrender tenancy.-A , enough they should he lotted off into small pw-*' 

tenant of a t30 house, wishing to leave, asked me, as .frer hardline off in cald-friines. planted out st the exercises an influence in plant growth in dry a kS ,ejye» .^ed n|e. as ^ hardening: off in cold-frames, planted out »t ^rr 
■ i .1 . *•/. - , 1 fe »-i J landlord, in February if I could oblige him by lettin&r him * _r Mtt|® in i„np 

weather that artificial manures, which are quit any time between then and the end of May. I agreed of Ma> or early m June. Rou^* 

really moisture absorbents rather than impar- to do so. In the event of his not quitting, as by agree- . Bouvardias (JosephSmithy—ingrowing, 
ter^ cannot BUDdIv ment, could he legally stop on and leave in September in pots, it is important that they be PJ0^* or'a, 

iiu tv ] nevt if be so choSe? Nothing beyond this agreement the year as possible. They should be V* ^1 ^ • 
Recently,.at Ford® Abbey, I observed that niade in February ha* taken place, and no written notice required in light, porous soil, and grown °" 'a 

for Feas, drills, or rather shallow trenches, were given on March 24th to quit in September. The house during the early part of the season. in w1 
onenpd with a Sliade. thus making them some was taken in the end of October, 1899, and rent paid do well in cold-pits, the lights being taken ;ji 

in September. The 
nonce .. , ' " nn tb-v 
house during the early pnrt of the season. 

t paid do well in cold-pits, the lights l»emg taken off in ^ 

thus allowing to the plants ample room. That [No written agreement for the surrender of ^^(^inoh") we^ull of'roots'iB a gwd stimuiani tor^ 

is much better than is the too common method the tenancy having been entered into, you can- Azalea Indica failing (Mrs. jf*rwV-£ ^ is muen oetter tnan is trie too common rnetnoo the tenancy having been entered into, you can- Azalea Indica failing (Mrs. Murw-1^ 

of sowing thickly in a narrow bottomed drill, not compel your tenant to quit, and he may probability your Azaleas need repotting. Turn ‘"'“'j 
which causes seed and plants to crowd each remain in possession if he chooses. No notice of their pott and remove the crocks from m ^ 

other. Ute Feas, apart from having to to quit having been given the tenancy will not ^^usln^fo“,“e“urf^^ou that sill 
surmount the troubles incidental to root determine upon September 20th, but it will an inch or a little more between tl..- lull of 
drought, also have to face insect and fungoid continue until determined by notice to quit or side of the pot Good fibrous peat, broken ^ w 
attacks, and these j tests too often render all by arrangement. A notice to quit need not be .* be’ensurS. In pott'K- 
cultural labours useless. Tbrips, singularly in writing, although it is always wise to give ram the soil w firmlyf Ait this, keep I" • .t, 
tiny insects, prey upon the leaves 

', sjugeltrly in writing, although it is always wise to give ^m'die soil wy flm5yfeAft:Mbl“k*«Pdy 
and flowers, it in writing. If there be no written agree- warmer than an ordinary premhouse. - 

ig them use- ment of tenancy it will loe presumed, if the pl»nt» frequently in order toen vi1^^ V5*n.i.v 

illdew seizes rent receipts he merely made out for a quartcr’p ^ "^JuTis^.mfl'eTed,^Z wsrlrS? u,orl«*'%‘'1 
re,lt> and n0 evidence to the contrary tie iortii- 1 and during the latter half of tbe summet u 
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,AV stood out-of-doors, so that the wood may be 

r c.ro-;ghly ripened. It your plants do not need repotting, 

eep then! wanner, and syringe as above advised, water- 

, - the"1 about every fortnight during the growing season 

. fth o mixture o( soot and manure-water considerably 

llllilcd- 

Mutlsla decurrens (D. Wardrop). —What this 

-lint really needs is shade and moisture. It is not 
-- -'nti'l that the stems and growths generally shall be in 

:h- -hide, but it is important that the root* may be so 
protected that a cool and uniformly moist root run is 
gcLxnoteed No better place for the Mutisia could be 

-undthan a Rhododendron-bed which is well attended 

•_o »-i manner as regards watering, as this would just suit 

t tsw'gnnrittft season of the plant. A good compost in which 

srv* it is peat, with about one third of loam and plenty 
Tjjid. We know of some plants in your district 

K/ii-ibargh) that have stood out-of-doors for five years 

,itli no protection,and which have flowered well. 

Asparagus Sprengerl (.1 Subscriber). — This, 

t jnng the summer months, will succeed perfectly with¬ 
out tay artificial heat whatever. At the same time, it 

most l« shaded from the sun, and is greatly benefited by 

-ri.-vg syringed overhead occasionally. In the winter it is 

..li the better for being kept in a somewhat warmer 
•ironarc than an oidiimii giecithouac — that is, a 
minimum temperature of -15 degs., rising 10 degs. to 

! . degs Established plants will keep in good condition 

tn a dwelling-house throughout the greater part of the 
. ear. When young, and it is desired to push the plants on 

its quickly as possible, they may be grown in a stove 

i emperature, and In this way they make more rapid pro- 

•gresttbin under cooler treatment. They can, of course, 

be hardened off afterwards. 

Preparing bedding Begonias (Rachel Stephen- 
ev.iv—Many failures with bedding Begonias are due to 

r-riling in the early stages of growth. Occasionally 

rxcciiMt beds are met with in amateurs'gardens, and their 

- -fSt trr. as a rule, started into growth very gradually, 

prriups in a cold-frame. Cocoa-nut-fibre for embedding 
the Uubs in when starting them in spring is very useful. 

Thr new roots lay hold of it readily, and the bulbs can be 

plxitel with a p.rtion of it adhering to them. Even when 
■ aol treatment is given it is not wise to start the corms too 

*-arh, as if only 1 inch of growth has been made when filial 

plaiting takes place, they go away strongly and make up 

tor *hat some might consider lost time, and both the 
quantity and quality of the blooms are better. Leave 

roan as they are, and, if all goes well, you will have flue 

•troag, well-rooted plants to go out about the middle of 
May. 

Deutzia falling to bloom (E. S.).—Deutzia 
Jarilis, when grown under gla*s, is very liable to behave 

■® the way described. Plants that are lifted from the open 
rix-jod in’ fhe autumn, potted, and taken under glass, are 

part vularly liable to drop their buds, while a check of any 

™d sets just in the same manner. When established in 

pots they seldom give trouble in this respect unless they 
to Rot too dry at tho root* or ©xporionc© worn© 

ether check. Deutzias thut have been forced or flowered 

* the greenhouse should be gradually hardened off, bo 
all danger from spring frosts is over they may 

be«*d out-of-doors. At that time any old and exhausted 

*“l should be cut out, in order to allow of the develop¬ 

ment of young and vigorous shoots, while the plants may 

Potted if required. On this point, however, it may be 
'ae in miDd that they will stand for years in the game 

r->'s and flower well each season, provided they are occa- 

■°°nBy watered with liquid-manure during the growing 
Krioi 

Moss on lawn (Jfrv, S. Oldham) —Sulphate ol iron 
; s* been strongly recommended for destroying Moss on 

“"■ns, the average quantity to be used being 6 lb. per 

square yards. The best way to use the sulphate is in 

thus distributing it evenly. The solution is 
®*de in the proportion of 1 lb. of the sulphate to 2 gallons 

c! water. It should be made in a wooden vessel, such as 

“uf-lcask, and, if possible, with soft or rain-water, and 

L*' Just before it is used, as it loses strength by keeping. 
rt,‘ sulphate can be applied at any season of the year, and 

* known to be acting effectively when the Moss turns 

'x--z, alter which it withers away. If the application lias 

too weak the Moss only turns reddish, and after some 

recovers itself. In this case a second application 
I* needed. It sometimes happens that the first two 

’PWfcatkra*are insufficient, and the operation has to be 

"Wattd the following year. As Moss generally indicates 

l'*^ mew of the soil, it Is advisable after the Moss is 
C***oT«d to apply some rich top dressing, such as wood- 

kamysoil,'and well-rotted manure’mixed together. 

TREES AX'D SHRUBS. 

Moving a Myrtle (W. I. I.) —Tlie Tiest time to 

" vethe Myrtle is directly the drying winds of March are 
.. though if it has not yet begun to grow you may move 

When replanted, see that it is watered thoroughly, 

take care that it does not at any time suffer from 
^ "sight 

,r -Amygdalus nana (F P.\—This, the name of 
plant, has much to recommend it, as it is very early 

7~-^»eriog and very dw-arf in habit, rarely exceeding 3 feet. 

.; colour of the flowers is deep rose, and they are pro- 
—^Kri in great profusion. For planting near the margins 

v^kraliheries it is admirably adapted, and deserves to be 
^•wterWn. 

Dying trees and shrubs (Ignoramus) —Without 
*«n your long-neglected garden before it wai 

\ ™t»Ud, it ’is difficult to give any advice, but if the 

iwi shrubs to which you refer as looking so badly 

ay. 10 inches to 12 inches thickness of soil put about 

that would certainly do harm, whereas but a 
,£dn*inj of 3 inches or 4 inches should have done 

v’’1 With respect to the dead trees and shrubs that 

1^2* transplanted, it was likely such death would result, 

that they had not been moved for so many years, 
v* hid grown’large and wild. In lifting them, the roots 

hate to be severely reduced, and the trees must 

^scantysuffer in consequence. It would have helped 
r j^hihid the heads been hard cat back also, as also would 

~ ocraaixnl deluges of water. Evidently, under Atm 

- ijtStioBi which prevailed, the transplanting of large 

tiv? Uead-rooted things was a ffiftf es;iec%lly] 

r 'tint runnier was generally hot and dry, and’in that 
'VMvciy trying to trausplauted shrubs. 

FRUIT. 

Peach-leavea turning yellow «?-)- — Your 
Peach-trees are evidently suffering from lack of proper 
root-food. Get some artificial-manure, such as a mixture 

in equal parts Of basic-slag, bone-dust, Kainit, and 

sulphate of ammonia, and if you could add to this three 

times its bulk of wood-ashes and some lime-rubbish, then 

strew it about the border at the rate of 6 oz. per 
square yard, well raking it in and also watering freely, 
great good should result. You should also sec that the 

ventilation is well attended to. 

Peach-leavea blistered—Yours is a bad 
case of Peach blister, a disease from which in cold springs 

few outdoor trees escape. It is the product of a fungus, 

though doubtless generated by cold winds or frosts causing 
disruption of the cellular tissues of the leaves, which are 

just then very tender. Trees under glass never suffer 1 

from this trouble. Peaches are usually grown on warm 
walls, and the position naturally creates early growth. 

Then we get, from warm, sunny days, changes to frost or 

cold, biting winds which injure the leafage. The best 

remedy is found in gathering the affected leaves gradually, 
taking the worst first. Spraying the trees before the 

leaf-buds open with the Boroeaux-mixture or sulphate of 

copper solution also does good. 

Decaying Apule-UeDS (ChUtern) — You had 
better lift your two bush Apple-trees in the autumn and 

replant them, make holes 4 feet across, throw all the top 

good soil out on to one side, and the bottom poor soil on 

the other; then throw the topsoil into the bottom of each 
hole, and bring other fresh soil—the best you can get— 

and nearly fill each hole, then replant If any of the 

roots arc coarse or woody, and especially go downwards, 
cut them partially tack neatly ; also cut off the decaying 

tops of tne branches. Add > small quantity of well- 

decayed manure to the soil when you plant, also wood- 

ashes. Top-dress or mulch each tree over the roots with 
long manure. For your soil, if you plant other Apple- 

trees, get those worked on the broad-leaved or Paradise- 

stocks. Treat each new tree in planting as advised for 
the old ones. After three years, a trench, 2 feet wide and 

deep, should be opened round each of those boles, and 

some manure added. The trees should then do well. 

Specially give them a mulch of long manure, 3 inches 

thick, during the rammer, 

SHORT RBPLIB8. 
Wm. Shaw.-See issue of March 31, 1900, p. 58, which 

can be had of the publisher, price ljd., post free.- 
H. W. B.—Write to the Superintendent of the Gardens at 

Hampton Court Palace, Middlesex.-H. D.—See article 

on Montbretias, in our issue of March 22, 1902, p. 44, 

which can be had of the publisher, price ljd.-It- J- H. 
—See article and illustration of Margaret Carnations, in 

our Issue of April 10 of this year, p. 98.-Greenmimnt.— 
See reply to “Amateur" re Primulaebeoniea, in our issue 
of May 10, p. 149.-Mrs. .Murray.—You will find an 

exhaustive article on the culture of Arum Lilies in our 
issue of March 90, 1001, |>. 66, which can he hnd of Ihe 
publisher.-flee.—Not common; with care you ought 

to be able to preserve it-Dublin.—'You may fumigate 

your greenhouse without injuring the Vines, seeing the 

berries are the size you say. Weak applications two or 
three nights in succession will be the best-Beginner. 
—1, From 40 degs. to 45 degs is quite sufficient. Azaleas 

had better be stood in the open air during the summer. 

2, Hobday's “Villa Gardening," price 6s, Ol., from this 

office, will answer your purpose.-K. R. IF-—Apply to 
Messrs. Haage and Schmidt, Erfurt.-Muftis.—See 

article and illustration of Christmas Roses, in our issue of 
March 29,1902, p. 59.--Anon.—You will find an article 

dealing with Begonia Gloire de Lorraine in our issue of 
May 10, under the heading of “Three Winter-flowering 

Plants." Tuberous Begonias are suninier-flowenng. and 

will not bloom in the winter.-J W. Wood.—Kindly 
send samples of the fungus you inquire about, and then 

we will try and help you.-Dudley.—Kindly read our 
rulesas to correspondence.-Geo. White.—The plant you 

refer to is no doubt Campanula isophylla alba, which any 
nurservman in vour neighbourhood could get for you.- 
C. F. it'.—We have never heard of the Hydrangea about 

which you ask. Can you send us a shoot '—-/lu/mrer— 
I, Pnll’up the seedling Asparagus plants, otherwise they 

will crowd out anil ruin the jw nnanent plants. 2, ton 

can easily take down some of the growths of Clematis 

montana’ and layer the same ——A nzious One. -See 

article on " Begonia Gloire de Lorraine," under the head, 
ing “Three Useful Winter-flowering Plants," in our issue 

of May 10, 1902, p. 142. 

NAMES OP PLANTS AND FRUITS. 
*,* Any communications respecting plants or fruits 

sent to name should always accompany the parcel, 

which should he addressed tn the Editor of G.irdkxisq 

IlU'stratkd. 17, Fumical-streel, Holhorn, London, E.C. 
A number should also be firmly a fixed to each specimen 

of itowees or fruit sent for naming. So more than four 

kinds of fruits or finwers for naming should be sent at 

one time. 

Names ofplants.—H'. M.—1, Adiantumconcinnum 

latum: 2, Adiantum gnif illinium; 3, Pteris cretiea; 4. 

Pteris serrulata. Kindly send better specimens of the 
others.——J. B. — 1, Tri’teleia uniflora lilacina: 2, Ranun¬ 

culus aniplexicauli.s.-A. M. Wakefield. —Several forms 

of Epinicaiuni (Barrenwort), E pinnatum and K.alpinuni. 
—-Five Year's Reader.—I, Peperomia .Saundersi; 2, 

Kittonia argyoncura ; 3, Hofmannia Ghiesbreghtii; 4, 
Pellionia pulchra.-Frank Piper.- 1. Star of Bethlehem 
(Omithogalum nutans); 2, Ribbon Grass (Phalaris arundi- 
nacea varlegala). 3, Tim Moeay ‘Saxifrage (Uaxilraga 

hypnoides).-G. F. James.—Dcndrobium fimbriatum 

oculatum.  -Crux.—Specimen too dried up to be able to 

identify.-A. W. Brearey.— We cannot undertake to 
name florists' flowers.-Greenoaks. —Narcissus Tnzetta 

I Grand Monarque.-East Dorset.—Iris flinbriala (sen. I. 

chinensis).- E. M. K. — Kerria japonica fl. -pi.- 
G. G. G.—Pyrus Malus floribunda-Lirely. — l, Carex 

1 japonica variegata; 2, Adiantum gracillimum; 3, Poll • 

I podium vulgare eambrioum ; 4, Pteris tremula.-Mar- 
dale.—Tulip La Reine-E. J. /*. Edgbaston.—The Shad 

] Bush (Auielanchier canadensis). - IVcfi'a. — Tritonia 

I croeata (svn. Ixia croeata).-Tie. — 1, Pbillyrea Vil- 
moriniana; 2, Olearia Gunni; 3, Double-flowered Peach. 

-Franco.—Flowers of Cordvline indivisa, ouite hardy 

in the South and West of England.-K. D. Baird.— 
Phyllocactus grandis.-Mrs. Hunter.— Evidently the 

Puff-bali;fungus(LvcoperdonX The name is given owing 
' to the manner in which the spores are discharged when 
; ripe.—.Vo name or letter.—1, The Spring Snowflake 

| (Leucojum vernurn); 2, Blue Daisy (Agathiea cielestis); 3, 

Wood Anemone (Anemone nemorosa).-Bunch.—The 

Dead Nettle (Lamium niaculatum). 

Catalogues received.—K. P. Dixon and Sons. 
Hull.-List of Sue and Choice Plants. -Dicksons, 

Chester.— List of Bedding and Bonier Plants.-W. 
Paul and Son, Wnllham Cross. N.—List of \eir Rose/. 

-M. Herb, Naples. —General Catalogue of Bulbs. 

Photographs of Gardens, Plants, or 
Trees.—nv offer ench ireel a copy of the latest 
edition of the "English. Flower (,’nrrlen "for the. 
best photograph of a garden or any of its contents, 

indoors or outdoors, sent to its in any one week. 

Second prize. Half a Guinea. 

The Prize Winners this week are; 1, 
Mr. Geo. E. Low, 2, Glenagearv Hill, Dublin, 
for Masdevallia tovarensis ; 2, 5liss Norah E. 
Hay, Tyrell’s Ford, Christchurch, for Cypripe 
diuni Cnlceolus. 

"notice to advertisers. 
In consequence of the Whitsuntide Holidays 

we shall he obliged to go to press early with 
the number of GARDENING ILLUSTRATED 
to be dated May 21th. 1902. Orders should be 
sent as early as possible in the week preceding 

to insure insertion. No advertisement inten 
ded for that lssne can be received, altered, or 
stopped after the first post on THURSDAY 
the 16th MAY. 

WEST’S ^“WEED KILLER 
Send P.C. . 

for a 

FREE 
SAMPLE. 

Before wasting money on worthless 
imitations test a FREE SAMPLE, 
and yourself decide on its merits. 
It will cost you nothing, and prove to 

you that 

Do not send 

any money, 

but a P.C. 
for a 

FREE TRIAL. 

WEST’S PATENT 
GARDEN SUNDRIES 

PLANTS PROTECT, MONEY SAVE, AND LABOUR EASE. 
Buy from the Manufactuijrof all Horticultural CataIogue_ contalning 50 large 

( cient URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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~ HICH-GLASS SEEDS 
That Succeed Everywhere. 

tar Your Name and 
Address, please, and I 
will send you our 1902 

Cata'.oguo of Hitch-class 
Seeds. Grown a’l over 
the world and succeed 

everywhere. Thousands 
of Gardens made Into 

perfect paradises with 
our beautiful flowers, 
so our customers say 
when ordering seeds, 
and many medals and 

prizes won by exhibi¬ 
tors. They cannot bo 

beaten. 

The Asters, Stocks. Zinnias, Sweet Peas, and 
other favourites aro marvellous. 1,000 varie¬ 
ties in small or large packets of Vegetable 

and Flower Seeds. Advertised In this paper 
for 20 years. 

J. R. FLOWER, 
Sea View Nursery, HAVANT. HANTS. 

STARTLING ANNOUNCEMENT! 
Can be Sown Outside Now. 

THE BEST Is. COLLECTION of FLOWER 
A- SEEDS in the world, called Ihp Startling Collection, 
post free tor In. 2d.; contains one lit.‘nil packet of each of 
the following, with gratis packet of new and beautiful Mikado 
Poppy, a real Japanese (lower, white?edged crimson, splen¬ 
didly fringed, and of artistic appearance, thrice anywhere. 
Prize Aster Victoria, Patony Perfection, and Prize Quilled, all 
mixed Prize Stock, many colours, pronounced by all pur¬ 
chasers best they have ever seen; Chrysanthemum iitodorum, 
producing purest double white flowers from July to Decem¬ 
ber ; tricolor Marguerites, New Lord Beaconstield. t Sladstone, 
Sultan, also white and yellow, all mixed, guaranteed true; 
Mignonette Crimson Giant, large spikes; new Giiiliardias, 
mixed, including Pictor lavrenziana. very brilliant, scarlet 
and yellow; (iodelia thiminea, darning crimson, showy 
liedder; new llelirhrysum Fireball, crimson, white, scarlet, 
and yellow; Calendula Meteor, very striking novelty ; Candy¬ 
tuft. Dobbie s .Spiral, while, excellent for cutting ; Unarm 
aurea, orange and purple, deserves extended popularity: new- 
double Cornflowers, in great diversity of colours. All easy to 
grow, with full directions for cultivation. And please to 

UNDERSTAND 
ns a further inducement to lovers of good flowers to try my 
Seeds, I will give 

A FLORAL TREAT FOR 1/4. 
All who send Is. 4d. instead „f Is 2d. for the above Collec¬ 

tion to cover cost of postage, etc.. I will include (post freelan 
elegant Book of 64 pages and 100 Illustrat ions(not a catalogue), 

“How to Grow Flowers and Vegetables.’ 
Brimful of infonnatlon, worth many golden coins to 

Amateur Gardeners for Outdoor or Greenhouse Articles ou 
Bulhs, Roses. Seeds, elc. Thousands already in circulation. 
A purchaser writes; " Very pleased with your valuable book. 
It hilly supplies the want of a 5s. book ‘ Another purchaser 
u-nies: " I am more than satislied. Yon soi/ the information 
is worth many golden coins: 1 say it is worth its weight in 
gold. If I could not get another I would not take rifty 
pounds for it." This offer is only to purchasers of above 
see-Is; or Book so|iamte. or with nther seeds, 7d.. free 

1,000 varieties of Sec-1 in Id. and 2d. lockets, and splendid 
novelties. 4d., 6.1., and Is. riee List. 

Many testimonials received from Australia and The Cays', 
New Zealand, and other parts of the wide world, speaking 
how well the seeds have done for them So under ail these 
different climatic influences evidently do well anywhere. 

Address J. R. FLOWER, 
Sea View Nursery. HAVANT. HANTS. 

MANURES. 
THANATOS WEED KILLER. 

NOW READY. 
Descriptive carriage paid Price Sheet 
of all Garden Manures and Chemicals, 
also Garden Sundries and Poultry 

Requisites, free on application. 

THE SILICATE CO., LTD., HEMEl HEMPSTEAD. 

PROTECT YOUR GARDENS. — Garden 
-L Netting, small mesh, will keep off the smallest birds, 
3> square yards for Is. Will not rot if left out in all weathers. 
Sent any width. Carnage paid on all orders over 5s. As 
supplied to the Royal Gardens. Cash returned if not 
approved of. Commoner netting at 50 square yards for Is. 

From H .1 (iASSOX, Garden N"’t t W.,r . live GARDEN NETTING.- Tanned, Waterproof. 
Small mesh. EXTRA QUALITY, as supplied BY US 

lo the Royal Gardens. 8s. per 200 yards by 1 yard. Any 
siz' and cheaper kinds made. Lists and samples free - 
bPAMKKTT & CO.: Net Manufacturers. Lowestoft __ 

GARDEN PATHS made beautiful by using 
SHELL GRAVEL, as supplied ty advertiser to His 

Majesty's Parks and the L.C.C. 15s per cubic yard, delivered 
free in London. Prices, delivered elsewhere, on application. 
-L SOMMER FELD. 2. Fowkes Bldgj_at. Towcr-Bt.. E 

Q.ARDEN KETTING,—Til 

WEEDS! WEEDS!! WEEDS!!! 

HARRISON'S 
RELIABLE 

WEED 
Killer- 

One application of HarruMn's "Reliable" 
WEED KILLER will keep your Garden 
Paths, Carriage Drives, etc., free from 
Weeds for at least 12 months. The beet 
Killer for Daisy, Plantain, and Dande* 
lion in lawns. Brightens the Graveb 

Immense saving lo labour. 

1 Gallon, I S, drum, 9d., carriage 9d.; 
1 Gallons, 5/4, drum, 1/3, carriage V-; 
5 Gallons, 12/-, drum, 3/-, carriage paid : 
10 Gallons, 21/6, drum, 5/-, carriage paid ; 
40 Gallons, 76/-, cask, 6carriage paid. 

Irish Orders are net subset to these 
carriage terms, but are paid to any Knglish Port. Full 
price allowed for all drums and casks, \J returned in 
good condition, carriage paid within two months. 

N.B.—In the prices of the above please note that this 
Weed Killer mixes 1 to 50 of water, being double the ordinary 
itrength. One gallon mixed with 50 gallons of water will 
oover an area of from 150 to 900 square yards effectively. 

There is no smell to this Weed Killer. 

GEO. W. HARRI80N, Horticultural OhsmM, 
"O’ Dept. 118. Broad Street. READING. 

Testimonials on application. 

Ax Flower and Tree 
Snpporta In Garden 
and Greenhouse aro 
unequalled. They 
are strong, durable, 
and cheap. 

B 

A 

M 

SPECIAL OFFER. 
Onr Popular 58. 

Bundle, containing 
150 Bamboos, asstd. 
sires from 1 ft. A In. up 

3END FOR PRICE UST 

BAM 5 
O 

O 

PRICE UST FREE. S 

■ ft. long x t-ln. Vt 100 
4 ft .. X |-ln. 8/9 „ 
4 ft x |-ln.46 ., 
5 ft X 1 to | 7 6 „ 
5 ft- Rose Stakes, 21/- „ 
6 ft long X |-in. 9 6 .. 
6 ft. 
7 ft. 
7 ft 

X I-In. 20/- .. 
X Ha 10/6 
X 1-ln. 301- .. 

o o s 
BAMBOOS for 

Panting Poles 
Yacht Masts 
Tennis Court Enclosures 
Furniture making 
Ourtaln Poles 
Garden Arches, 

Ac., Ac. 

BAMBOO CO., 
164, LEVER STREET, 

BATH STREET, 

CITY RD., E.C. 

TRADE MAKK-No. 14.629. 

The only original and 

bond Juie article. 

ASK FOR 

“SUMMER 
CLOUD,” 

And see that you 
got It with Trade 
Mark on each 

packet. 

Strongest. 
Any Bize supplied. 

toed ky-.iV 
NIGHT, Royal 3 

Sold in packets. Is. ami 28, 6d. each; and in Bags, 7 lbs., 

10a. 6d.: 14 lbs.. 20s. 

To tic hint from all Seedsmen and Florists. 

Manufacturers — 

CORRY & CO., 
FINSBURY STREET, LONDON. 

GREENHOUSES. 
8ft. by 5ft...£3 7 6 

„ 9 ft. by R ft. .. 4 0 0 
» 10ft. by 7ft... 5 0 0 
c 12 ft by 8 n. .. 6 0 0 
'- 15 ft. by 10 ft... 8 10 0 

Lean-to Homes 10 per 
. cent. less. 

These Houses are specially prepared from best material; 
they are fitted a 1th ventilators, door, stages. and all neces¬ 
sary ironwork, with 16oz. glass, and CARRIAGE PAID. 

Send for our 5&-paj^C ATALOGUE,_wlth 188 
atrattons ( post _ _ _ 
Etc IN G HOUSES. GARDEN 
Rf ABLE HOUSES. Ac.. Ac. 

W. & A. EOGELL, F.R.H.S., 
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, RADSTOCK. 

SINCLE ARTICLES 

WHOLESALE 
PRICES. 

CARDEN 
REQUISITES 

of every 
description. 

Ills strated 
Catalogues 

sent rosti Licfcja 

“Every Horticulturist 

should use Nicotine.” 

THE BEST FUMIGANT IS 

i 

NICOTICIDE. 
KILLS 

GREEN-FLY, MEALY-BUG, 
RED-SPIDER, &c. 

ASK YOUR SEEDSMAN. 

HUNTER & COW, LIVERPOOL. 

JNO. KING Sc C 

ENDELL STREET 

GOOD CHEAP GLASS. 
Alirays in etork, large or email quantities, in the /Mati*i nr. 

12 by 10 14b,-12 20 by 12 20by!4 31'slj 
14 by 10 16 tqr 12 18 by 14 20 by IS 22 by U 
16 by 10 18 by 12 18 by 16 24 by 16 JtlfB 

ICO feet boxe* \ . 100 feet boxes \ _ 3r,ii quail'.; 
4th*. 15-OX. I 12/• 4tbs, 21-ox. / 14 6 1 6,*T tmfitfl 

Notk,—(lints rut to any size at slight arlranre oh .1/..'/4 
in large or email quantities. Special Lines.—6 by 6, Hjl. • 
10 by 8, 12 by 8, 13 l.y 9, lS-o*.. 10* ; 21 or.. 12-. i« hi 
1« extra for 3rd*. Putty, 28 lb.. 2s. 6-1. Paint. Sand¬ 
bars, Nalls and Roofing Felt. Iron and Zinc 
Gutters. Oil and Varnish, lrom stock. ■"= 
tree on rail in London. Package free. All ghs» U tX 

■t from stock at my warehouse (not from wharf), rev 
fully examined, and guaranteed to be in sound con-lilton lel't 
handing to railway co. In/ ending purchasers sill da veil M 
consider I he advantage of buying direct from stock »i me 
house. All glass is carefully packed, put direct on rail, nsM 
breakage very slight, Rcforc placing order* «nh jtwit, 
please write for wholesale pri'-os to J. B. ROBINSON 
Wholesale Glass and Builder* Merchant. 31, Moor-lane. 
London, EC. Continuous adverti^r in thi# 
o»er 14 yvnr*. 

-fiOO lO-Eoror Incubators 

Ijidi^N and gentk'iiien ran 
grea» ly inrrease l heir i nroim* 
l y Poultry Breeding:, 
tniLs convert inir Penny Epo f 
into Shilling Chickens. To' 
encourage this industry we 
intend supplying each applicant dtret 
next 28 days with One of our 40-Kt* ‘n‘ 

_cnba tors. Write for Free Gift Fora to- 

THE NEW POULTRY SYNDICATE 
7, Albion Grove. Stoke Newington. London. ■* 

A 
FREE 
Cl FT 

Satisfaction genmiiri. 

GREENHOUSES, 
t lonserv a tone*. I umex 
Light*. Poult n How* 
Summer Homes 
Seats. Orderso! to «* 
upwards rama'i j“IJ 

lasts a»l Letmtaizs 
free. All Hou-wsfroi 't 
luarketl. and S1*-*" 11 

before sent. 

Bit AH AM A riPEK, 40. Knxbony-rd.. Ilpwkley. L"'1 $ 

ROSES. 
HOW TO CROW AND EXHIBIT ROSES SUCCESSFUL 

By R. E. WEST, Fiktu Dene, SbWA« 
(Winner of over 600 Prltes.) 

Will be sent on receipt of P.0.0, for Is. m 

WEST’S PATENT ACME BLOOM PROTECTOR 
9s. per doz.: 96s. per stoss. 

NUMEROUS TESTIMONIALS- 

FLOWER POTS-FlOWER POTS. 
ked tn o»« 

128-in., 206-in , 50 5-in.. 50 4-in., 50 
(returnable) and put on rail for 7s. 6U. 1902 Ne* 
Catalogue Flower Puls. Saucers. ^^1 duns. KhuMre . 

kale Pot*. Vases, Ac,, poolfrec.-T. PRATTmj^g^ 

TOOK ! LOOK !! - 5,000 pieeca. 
-LJ pure LINEN. Splendid for sheet #or 
by 5 ft. Will pend one post free for 3s.-From H • 

Oo**mni«:ni Contractor. Rye. _—r5i»7vr' a 

WETTING TOR TENWTS HOKIiEBg^;» 
ks useful for the lawn or gar-h n. specially ltj“ (l„ i 
line attached to the net top and bottom throufc'e' .. j| 

erect nr take away; 25 yanis long. * j!HJ, J«wffte'.*1 
carriage paid. 1 do not require payment nil P]. jggd.v .V- 
and approved of the netting from — ■* J " 

Works. Rye.____^-j|[ 

WATER TANKS for Storing 'V»«r.-- |flp 
hold 400 gallons; wrought ire". “*JL —eh. 1"’" 

weight. 476 lls ; size. 4 ft 3 in. square: cabisa- 
Com Bin*, hold 25 gallons, air-tight ltd. f Eurxme rarnW- 
Iron Mangers, hold 8 gallons. 4a—Any ..nor. Bl* 
paid from HV .1 G 'SSi.N-, Govcrtiiiirntg^fleE-^ 

A -Nl-E RICAN GLASS - Cl'TTbiw 
-taRlftng 

used 
. l/U 1 1 L*t'j p,w 

_ighout stained glass trade. JJfflji"L'rPFLY L’IJ 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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No. 1,211.—You XXIV. Founded by IT. Robinson, Author 0/ " The Knglish Flnirtr Garden." MAY 24, 1902 

INDEX. 
Adiwntuin tn»|*vif,iruir. llU'lio liyncinthina 171 Fi'rns. growing .. 171 lining.' Flower If'lmisya Pliinilamn. mealy-hug Tuli|M, lifting 174 

Jsr»w to tr»ml in Herd, r, a mmuni'r 167 FriuliansM' kagrisallm 174 triiiiita), tin’ Mexican 167 Oil. 174 1 lilted II. .iti.-lllliii.il 
Al l UMIIM*filin'*Ilfs l'iuilt- Cninutions, MalnmiM.ii 16C. Knilt . 171 On-hids. 171 Poml. clearing a. nf seutn 163 Bum-tit and Provident 

ini nrer . . in Celery. growing, with Fruit garden lt>4 Orchid*, cool-house 1.1 l’otutoc*. early. lute Society. 173 
Aooatthni cnittiitA .. IT! artificial liiRiiure 163 Fruit, protecting from Outdoor garden .. 164 pluming of for Feed 163 Vegetable garden I'.l 
Arils. in Cherry, Cornelian, in- biras 171 | Outdoor plants .. 1«7 Poultry 173 Vegetables 163 
Apidew, lai-lir varieties creasing the 174 Garden diary, extract* l'ansies, raising, train Primula obronica 174 \ me bonier*, watering 
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VEGETABLES. 

LETTUCES DURING HOT WEATHER. 
Is many gnrdeini the Lettuce does not receive 
that con-uileratinn it undoubtedly should do, 
a» after the first supply, which may have been 
raised under glass or from a sowing in the 

o|«fn air, there is a sudden falling off. The 

weather, whatever this may he, should not 
muke this difference, as during the hottest 
weather it is possible to get Lettuce worthy 
the name. True, it cannot he ex|iected to he 
■o tine as u-hen grown in a cooler season, hut 
sufficiently good enough for any purpose. The 
Cabbage Lettuce suffers the least from the 
effects of drought, hut in the generality of 
seasons a good selection of Cos will succeed 
equally us well. As to which should he grown 
is a matter of opinion. 1 grow a part of each. 
Sooo varieties, again, arc nupposed to he 
Utter than others through remaining longer 
More running to seed, but to a certain extent 
this is a matter of culture, this having more 
effect U|x>n the well being of the Lettuce than 
mere variety. Of late years there has been a 
irrent improvement amongst Cabbage Lettuce, 
'wing fuller hearted, consequently not so flabby 
in texture. When well grown the old All the 
Year Round is a capital Lettuce, (.rowing on 
I oor soil and crowding the plants up together 
either when sown in beds for transplanting, or 
when sown where to remain, are (ho main 
causes of failure. Whether Lettuce will 
succeed during summer months when trans¬ 
planted will depend upon the season, as with 
the soil dry and with hot sunshine daily for 
weeks together no one would think of relying 
upon transplanted Lettuce. Not hut that 
lettuces transplant much better during the 
summer months than they generally have 
■ relit for. My practice is always to have 
relays of young plants on hand, anil if the 
weather Is suitable for transplanting I do it, 
1-ut if not. they are thinned out. That some 
people find a difficulty in transplanting Lettuce 
■luring the summer months is not to he 
wondered at, ils the plants are raised so 

thickly. In consequence they are so tender 
th«$ they collapse at once. 

In raising plants early in the year in boxes 
under glass, it will ho noticed how nicely 
rooted the little plants are when they have 
■onie flaky soil to root into either through the 
addition of leaf soil or even a little fresh soil. 
It is the same with plants raised in the open, 
*t least those required for transplanting. 
When sow n to come to inuturity where they 
are to remain, of course this does not matter, 
although in this case even the preparation for 
the seed must be thorough, or if the weather 
should turn out very dry the seed may fail to 
zenninate regularly, especially if on an exposed 
site. This is ull the more desirable on heavy 
soils, where there is often n difficulty in get¬ 
ting sufficient mould for the roots to ramify 
quickly into or even the seeds to germiimtejn. 
The latter course lo ensure a succession 
mako small fortnightly jppd»h) pultte. 

< r western aspect, hut proforobly the forming 

as during the hottest part of t he day the seed 
bed would he shaded. Not that this, however, 
should he from trees, ns Lettuces never succeed 
well when planted in the shadow of either trees 
or tall buildings. This is by far the best 
course to pursue during warm and dry seasons, 
hut in cool and moist weather the seels 
germinate just as readily if in the open. The 
seeds should lie sown in shallow' drills drawn a 
foot a[Hirt, and if tlio ground is at all lumpy, 
add some fresh soil or oven old jiotting mould, 
with burnt garden refuse. Over night the 
drills should Tie watered, the seeds being sown 
early the following morning. In all proba¬ 
bility there will he sufficient moisture retained 
to ensure the seeds germinating freely ; hut if 
not, afford a slight shade by throwing a mat 
over the bed, having previously watered it. 
This will he much better than constantly 
watering anil leaving the surface fully exposed 
to the sun. For sowing direct into the open, 
so ns to remain without transplanting, the site 
must he in a free working and highly fertile 
condition. Sow very thinly, crowding of the 
plants being certainly a disadvantage. Thin 
early, keeping the boo well at work being 11 

great aid to growth. The best Lettuces 1 have 
are certainly those grown along the ridges of 
Celery trenches, the soil being well fined down 
previous to either sowing or transplanting. 
This would, no doubt, ho too dry a site for 
midsummer crops during a very tlrv summer, 
an eastern or western os|>ect at these times 
being the better jiosition. 

In transplanting Lettuces during the summer, 
the bed which the plants are to lie drawn from 
must he well moistened over-night, so ns to 
ensure the plants being lifted with nil available 
roots. These must not he drawn roughly, hut 
lie gently lifted, or the greater part of the 
roots will lie broken off. Of course, showery 
weather is the best for transplanting, hut, 
unfortunately, this kind of weather does not 
always occur at the time the plants are ready 
for removal. This is easily obviated by draw¬ 
ing shallow drills, those being moistened liefore 
planting, a watering afterwards fixing the 
plants in the soil. If there are not many 
plants to he sot out, 1 find it a good plan to 
cover each plant over with an inverted flower¬ 
pot for a day or two, removing them at night 
so that the plants can derive the benefit of the 
night dews, replacing them in the morning. 
It may lie necessary to water the little plants 
occasionally until they become well established. 

A. 

NOTES AXD REPLIES. 

House slops. Wlmt vegetables are those tor 

which lion's' slops are moat nullable? Should they lie 
diluted, and if so, hj' how much?—R T. 

[This should have four times its proportion 
of water added to render it lit for use as 
liquid-manure. But before using it, it is 
well to expose it in a large tub to the atmos¬ 
phere for a few days, adding water when it 
is used. It is greatly helped if either a peck 
of soot or n couple of pounds of guano or 
other artificial manure, nut into a coarse big, 
L soakail iskthe liquid. As to what vege 
yt'&xi* T>u used for, there uro really 
111 a g^Ving state that may not he lion' 

by it. If the artificial manure lie added, then 
let the nddud water he as six to one of the 
other. Tlio exposure softens the liquid. 
Great quantities of such valuable plant food 
are wasted, which, if put into a largo tub stood 
in an out-of-the-way place in a garden, would 
prove most valuable manure.] 

Growing Celery with artificial 
manure.—Tender, well blanched Celery is 
highly Appreciated by most people, and not a 
few amateurs would embark in its culture that 
have never done so could they see their way to 
obtain material to grow it in. In nmn.v 
instances it is very difficult to obtain solid 
manure, and in 011161?! the garden is so placed 
that it is difficult to get manure to it. These 
|>eoplc are under the impression that Celery 
cannot be grown witiiout solid manure. This 
is a mistake, and some two years ngo 1 put the 
matter to a test hy planting 50 plants early in 
July in some soil in good condition after J’ota- 
toes had been dug. These were good strong 
plants, and were lifted from tlio nursery Iasi 
with a ball of soil. No trench was made for 
them : they were simply planted on the sur¬ 
face, giving them a good watering, and keep¬ 
ing them moist in dry weather. When growth 
had advanced somewhat I gave the soil all 
round them a good sprinkling of artificial 
manure, watering it in. It was astonishing 
how quickly the roots came to the surface, and frowth was rapid. This was done twice, 
'.arly in November these had the first lot of 

soil drawn to them, and in about a month 
finally earthed up. In this way I had splendid 
Celery after Christmas. — J. Crook. 

Late planting of early Potatoes for 
seed.—For many years 1 have striven to pre¬ 
vent my early kinds of Potatoes from making 
sprouts till after Christmas, hut with very |mur 
results in some kinds, notably Sharpe's Victor 
and some of the early American kinds. It is 
strange how some kinds start into growth so 
quickly compared to others, and it seems well 
nigh impossible to keep them at rest. I used 
to select my soed tubers from the main crop 
when lifting for outing during the last half of 
July mid early in August, spreading them out 
to green, and then keeping them exposed as 
long as 1 could in autumn. Frequently they 
had started to grew in October : tints it some¬ 
times became necessary to rub off the shoots 
twice or more. Last year 1 resolved not to 
keep anv seed tubers from the main crop, hut 
to hold hack all the smallest at planting time, 
and plant these especially for seed. This 1 
did, planting them from the 1st to the 
•21st of June, according as crops canto oft' to 
admit of this being done. Neeaing them only 
for seed, I planted them IS inches npurt in the 
rows. The ground being warm, the growth 
was rapid. 1 allowed these to remain in ti e 
ground till early in November before 1 lifted 
them, and was astonished to see the nice crop 
from so late planting and such small seed. 
These were stored out-of-doors, covering to 
keep dry and from frost, and removing them 
to the shelves, 1 generally put them on early 
in .Jwflflfjjldl lfiOthlis way not even Sharia's 

nM,ovc ' ‘ 
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GARDEN WORK. 

Conservatory.—The real gardener has 
very little leisure. His thoughts must, with¬ 
out ignoring the present, range a long way into 
the future. At the present time he is think¬ 
ing about placing his Tree-Carnations and 
Chrysanthemums in their flowering-pots. As 
regards the latter, where many plants are 
grown, it is a work taking up much time, and 
slipshod work will not do. The soil must be 
of the best possible character and must be 
rammed firmly in the pots. The pots must be 
clean und the drainage ample in quantity and 
well arrauged in the pots. Turfy loam, rather 
inclined to adhesiveness, the Gross fibres dead 
but not decayed altogether, will form two- 
thirds of the bulk, the remainder will be com- 
]>osed of old leaf-mould, a little two-year-old 
cow-manure if obtainable, a sprinkling of soot, 
some Kind, and aliout one pound |»er bushel of 
some artificial manure which I need not parti¬ 
cularise, as several things are available and 
equally suitable. After potting, the plants 
must stand in an o|ien situation either on 
boards, tiles, or a good foundation of ashes, 
and be securely staked, the tops of the stakes 
to be fastened to wires strained to stout poles 
firmly driven into the ground. The watering 
must be in very careful nands, as if over-done 
at the beginning the soil will be soured and 
failure will ensue. In watering newly potted 
plants the greatest possible care must be exer¬ 
cised not only with Chrys mthemums but all 
other plants. It is better even to let the 
foliage wilt a little than over-water, though 
when the wilting process begins no time should 
be lost in giving the plants a drink, because 
we are on dangerous ground. On fine days 
use the syringe freely twice a day. This is a 
great help to plants which are busy making 
roots. There is very often a scarcity of flowers 
suitable for cutting just now. Of course, there 
will be plenty of Hoses and Tpirfftiet Lilies, 
and the later buds of the Lilies wljl open in 
water. According to our present ideas, Pelar¬ 
goniums are of no use for cutting and Spirieas 
are not very lasting. There is plenty of white 
and yellow Marguerites and Carnations, and 
outside double white Narcissi and the large 
form of single Pheasant’s-eye Narcissi are 
abundant. Genistas should be pruned into 
shape after flowering and repotted as soon as 
growth begins. 

The warm-pit.—A well-heated low pit, 
either lean-to or snan-roofed, is just the place 
we all desire at tnis season for growing on 
stove stuff, and for bringing on Gesneras 
and other things which recpiire heat, moisture, 
and shade. \ oung Crotons, Gardenias, and 
Dracu-nas may grow sturdily near the glass. 
Here too, also, one may generally find a back 
wall or some other spot for planting out 
Euphorbia jacquinia-flora for producing long 
sprays for cutting in winter. This Euphorbia 
is very often a weedy thing, but plant it out 
in a warm house where the sunshine can reach 
it later on to ripen the growth, and one can 
cut and come again, or if the flowering sprays 
are left, the wall becomes a blaze of scarlet 
during the winter. The low warm-pit is just 
the place for pushing on a few pots of 
Eucharis Lilias if wanted in a hurry, or to push 
on a specimen Ixora or any other choice 

plant or Orchid which may be required at 
any particular season. In these low places we 
can easily fix u shade over a plant in bloom 
without shading the whole house, and when 
the days are warmer and the plants are trans¬ 
ferred to a cooler place we can fill up with 
something useful, such as Cucumbers, Toma¬ 
toes, or late Melons. Night temperature now 
C'i degs. to 70 clegs., air to be given at 80 degs. 
to 85 degs. 

Cucumbers in bearing.—Give frequent 
top-dressings of good loam mixed with a little 
manure. When planted in light soil Cucumbers 
make rapid growth, but they soon run them¬ 
selves out. If Cucumbers are wanted to last- 
through the season, plant in loam of rather 
heavy texture. They will make less growth, 
but it will be firm and strong and there will 
be less labour in stopping and other routine 
work. Nourishment, if required, can be given 
in the shape of liquid-manure. A cool green- 

and using moisture freely on floors, etc. 
Always keep a few young plants of both 
Melons and Cucumbers in stock. 

Watering inside Vine borders.—If 
inside borders are well-drained anil made up 
on a foundation of rubble, it is scarcely 
iiossible to overwater just now. Many inside 
borders do not get enough water, and the 
Vines suffer in consequence until the roots 
can find an outlet somewhere, anil after that 
the result depends ujion what- kind of a feed¬ 
ing-ground the roots reach. On the majority 
of soils the best way is to keep the roots at 
home by giving rich top-dressings at suitable 
seasons. These top-dressings are usually given 
early in spring, and if the roots take possession 
of the new stuff, which they will do if kept at 
home, additions in some concentrated form can 
be made. Keep the sub-laterals in thorough 
check by frequent attention. Fires must lie 
kept going as long as necessary, but batik the 
fires up early on bright mornings. Night 
temperature now 00 degs. to 03 degs. Give a 
crack of air early in the morning, and add to it 
as the sun -warms the atmosphere inside the 
house. Close early in the afternoon. Some¬ 
times we have very warm nights, and then a 
little night air will be beneficial. 

Window gardening.—Hepot Ferns, 
Palms, and Aspidistras in good loam, peat, leaf- 
mould, and sand, the last to lie used rather 
freely if the loam is heavy. Pelargoniums are 
now in flower and must be well supplied with 
water. Pot off cuttings of Campanulas and 
Fuchsias as soon as well rooted. Pinch out the 
points of the shoots to make them hushv as 
soon as the roots have got fairly into work after 
repotting. Use the sponge freely over fine- 
foliaged plants. A small sponge, dipped in 
soapy water, will remove insects from the 
foliage. 

Outdoor garden. -There is more than 
one way of improving a weedy lawn. I have 
seen men and hoys at work between lines which 
enclose a narrow space digging out the weeds. 
This is a long, tedious, and generally an 
expensive business, and both weeders and wage- 
payers are generally weary of it. before the job 
is finished. No doubt if it is persevered with 
it is effectual, but when the weeding is finished 
a rich top-dressing should lie given. For several 
years post I have been noting the effect of lawn 
sand upon weedy turf. It certainly kills the 
weeds, and in the long run improves the turf, 
though it may give the lawn a dark, rusty 
appearance for a time. The sand is not expen¬ 
sive. Anyone can try it ex fieri mentally nt first 
by buying a shilling tin or so. This is the best 
time for top-dressing rock gardens and ferneries. 
It is best to use a little good compost, such as 
loam, loaf-mould, and sand, with u little peat 
for certain things. This annual top-dressing is 
a great refresher to the plants. At the same 
time those which are likely to encroach upon a 
weakly neighbour can be reduced. The groiq 
ing system is the best to adopt, and then there 
will he fewer things crowded out. Thin hardy 
annuals freely as soon ns large enough. The 
soil in the I)ahlia-heils should lie in good 
condition, though fresh manure should not he 
dug in now—better keep it for mulching later 
on. This is the best season to plant, out 
Clematises from pots against walls or fences. 
The .Tuokmani section will do very well for 

arches, or to form a mass anywhere. Clematii 
Flammqla is a sweet thing anywhere. 

Fruit garden.—Mulch Raspberries with 
good manure. Keep the moisture in the 
ground, the plants will want it before the 
crops ripen. The Codlin-moth is present in 
many, I might say most, orchards and gardens. 
Fruit growers are becoming alive to the neces¬ 
sity of dealing with this pest. This is the 
season for spraying the arsenic and lime 
mixture over the trees. There are other things 
that are effective but not so cheap. One seems 
to have a repugnance to the use of arsenic in 
such a wholesale way in gardens, hut it is used 
largely in America. There are petroleum 
washes that will effect the object if arsenic is 
objected to. It is necessary to be prompt und 
persistent. The American blight seems to be 
spreading. This also calls for energetic treat 
ment all through the summer. A bottle of 
paraffin-oil and a small brush should he kept 

house will grow Cucumbers now>f kept closei ready for use, and all the white s[iohs tojictigd 
and warm Ijy gW*iin«F m-i^\ >u ii>«.. ac — 2_ 

large trees can hardly be managed in this way, 
and the best way to deal with large old tree- 
is to grub them up and trim them or cut ofi 
the tons and regraft after thoroughly cleansing 
the old stems. There is a wonderful bloom on 
the Apple-trees in this district, and if all the 
blossoms set the trees must he well supports 
with rich top-dressing and liquid-manure. 
There is too much cropping, with other thine;-, 
over the roots of fruit-trees. Discontinue the 
and keen the spade from the roots and the 
trees will pay for it. There is still money in 
fruit growing if rightly managed. 

Vegetable garden.—A good deal ol 
attention must be given to thinning and hoeing 
among young crons now. Where unprotect;-: 
the frost has blackened the tops of early 
Potatoes and stop[jed progress for a time. 
Weeds may be blessings in disguise, hut dev 
give a lot of trouble, nut the weather thoug'n 
cold has lieen dry and favours the man who 
uses the hoe or fork, und both tools should be 
in requisition now. The frost lira cut olf a 
good deal of the early Asparagus. It is a 
serious loss to many market growers, and there 
is no help for it. Then plantatioas of Globe 
Artichokes may still be made, as the growth is 
backward. This plant wants a deep, rich soil, 
and plenty of room. Windsor Beans may be 
planted for a late crop. If the dolphin fy 
appears on the early Longpods, nip off the top 
and remove the colonies of insects. They 
seldom attack a second time. Cauliflower- 
under handlights will soon lie turning in, ml 
should have a leaf broken over the beart 
Liquid-nianure will be helpful. -There is yet 
time to sow the long-rooted Beets, as rery 
large roots are not wanted. Make a further 
sowing of Horn Carrots; they are alway- 
appreciated when young. When the early 
Potatoes are cleared out of frames rearran^ 
the beds and fill with Cucumbers, Melos, 
Tomatoes, or something useful. Keep up a 
supply of salad plants by frequent small 
sowings. E. Hoboat. 

THE COMING WEEK'S WORK, 

Extract* from a Garden Diary. 

Mat/ Iftth.—Sowed Hollyhocks in drills inth' 
open grou nd. We have followed this course for 
some years, and found the plants healthier and 
stronger than when we sowed under gh>- 
This, after all, is only reverting to our "H 
practice lief ore we got into the habit oftrviry 
to rush things. Sowed Dictamnus Fraxinelh in 
box in frame. There is some ad vantage in thk 
We find the seeds grow better. The same may 
lie said in sowing seeds of Scahiosa cancan 
Pricked out more Celery. Sowed a few Lettuce 
seeds of White Cos nnd Continuity Cabbage. 

May 201 h.—Mulched early Peas on snot ■ 
border. It is a dry, hot sjiot. Sowed Chine- 
Primulas and Cinerarias, including a few seel" 
of Cineraria stellata, useful for cutting ami 
conservatory work. Arum Lilies which h.o> 
finished flowering have been placed in a 
sheltered plnce outside. Some of the later 
plants are still blooming, and will be kef* 
inside for a time. We are treating the flies 011 
Peach-wall to Tohaeco-powder. 

May 21M.—Planted out first lot of Bross-' 
Sprouts and a couple of rows of White Celerv 
to come in early. Shifted on Acacias and 
Genistas which required more pot room 
Pricked off a lot of Primula obconica seedling*- 
We find this useful in winter, in suite of its 
character, and should not like to tie without it 
Dusted a little Tobacco-powder on the centre' 
of Trumpet Lilies just coming up to flower 
The powder is very effectual. A very smsd 
quantity suffices. , 

May 22nd.—We have just made a start 
the bedding-out. We have much to no. w" 
the plants are well hardened. Tender things 
will be kept back till next month. Blos90ffi" 
have been picked off Strawberries planted 
produce runners. Shifted on a lot of winter 
flowering Begonias, Gloire de Lorraine an¬ 
other?. Thinned Apricots and Peache- 
walls as the crop is too heavy. Grape t i 
ning is still going on in late houses. 

May 23rd. — Shifted on young 
Fuch-u- 

chiefly new varieties. Planted several fra 
with Cucumbers and Melons. Tomatoes ‘ 
planting out are still in cold-frames 
dightsipff during warm days. Will soon 

' * settles- 
v^0 th gw with tbe brush as the>' aTOVE^"^T?eD weather 

Planted 
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out a collection of Cactus Dahlias, chiefly new 

varieties. Top - dressed Cucumbers. C'hrys - 
uiitheniums are still in cold pits, but the lights 

are taken off every day. Pinched off the tops 
of Langjiod Beans. 

May jfjth,—Earthed up early Potatoes. Pre¬ 

pared shallow trenches for Leeks. Made 

TREATMENT OF WISTARIA. 

I iiavk a Wistaria growing on the south wall of a church. 
It has grown in about two years to a height ol 2ft feet. 
As it grows in height it loses its lower foliage, and the 
stem for nearly 7 feet is quite hare. Will you please 
advise me (1) how to prevent this lossof foliage? (2) How¬ 
to make the creeper shoot at the side without cutting it 
down? (3) How the side shoots it has can be made to 

further sowing of Marrow Peas. Peas comine spread (most of them end in bushy piece* with no leaders)? 

■n are staked in good time so that, the tendrils <4> Ho" 800,1 mav 11 cxPecteU t0 flower?-U- °' 

have something to cling to. Sowed Cardoon 

>eeds in trenches 15 inches apart. Tied down 

voung wood iu Peach-house. Gave inside Vine 
'•orders liquid-manure. Sprinkled a little 
aitmte of soda on Onion-beds. 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

THE MEXICAN ORANGE FLOWER 

(CHOISYA TKRNATA). 

Wk are reminded of this beautiful shrub, a 
correspondent having just sent some flowers 

11 1 Ill NOTUN. 

[The Wistaria behaves naturully as yours has 

done, unless measures are taken quite early to 
check it. In commencing with a young plant 

the top should lie cut off if there are not a couple 
of good side-shoots. These last should lie 
trained in a horizontal manner, one on either 

side of the main stem, and as the plant grows 

another couple should be carried out in a 
similar manner a yard or so above the first ones. 

In this way you may continue to lay the founda¬ 

tion of your iilant till the sjiace is to a great 
extent furnished. An established plant against 

a wall will well re[>ay a little attention in the 

w ill go together. As your plant is voung and 

flexible, you might bend it down and secure in 
position, and the sap being then nrrested side- 

shoots will follow. The loss of foliage can only 

be prevented by the formation of side-shoots 
carrying leuves* of their own. .1. The side 

shoots can be made to spread if the leading 
shoot is stopped, and the bushy pieces at the 

end are cut uway except the most vigorous one, 
which will then grow freely. 4. A plant of the 

size you name should flower this spring, but as 

‘t has grown so vigorously you muv have to wait 
another year.] 

The Mexican Orange Flower (Choiava ternata) in a Devonshire garden. 

for name. The illustration we give to-day matter of pruning and training. In the early 
•hows it growing in a Devonshire pardon—a part of the month of July all shoots that may 

county that contains many beautiful speci- be reserved on the main or leading stems should 

mens of plants that in more northern districts be cut back to within a foot of the main stem 

are only known us greenhouse plants. Those in order to check the ram (Hint growth. These 
who are fortunate enough in having a bush shoots will again break into growth from the 

near the house must know the pleasure of an buds just behind where the shoot was stopped, 

atmosphere laden with the strong but not too and after these shoots have grown a few inches 
powerful Hawthorn - like fragrance. Those they may again be stopped. The result will lie 

who intend to try this shrub in the open j the formation of flower-spurs at the foot of the 

•hould bear in mind that the best results are shoot first shortened. Early in the following 
always obtained from planting in a light, spring these shoots should be cut back to 

sunny position, where the wood can be well within five or six eyes of the main branch from 

led b 

th 

ripened before the winter begins. Plants, beg 

the Wood of which has been well ripened, are 
never so likely to suffer as those in a green 

and ill-ripened condition. It is a verv old 

plant in gardens, having been introduced 
from Mexico about 1825, where it mows 

freely on tlio hillsides, presenting a delight 

picture during the floweQii^lktiftfili.by 

i? pr?' 
from these' eyes are then to be treated in the 

same way as those of the previous year. When 
the leading shoots have reached the length it is 

intended they should attain they may be 
stopped-and the result will be a neat ap|iear- 

an«OA«ii#ij»Ht any st iffness or formality. With 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

POTTING AZALEAS AND CAMELLIAS. 

Is looking through several amateurs’ gardens 

lately I was reminded that Azaleas and Camel¬ 

lias are, as a rule, in very poor condition in 
such places, at least those that have been any 
length of time on the premises. The healthy 

little plants brought from the nursery, if left 

undisturlied at the roots, usually flower fairly 
well for two or three seasons, hut as soon as 

thev require repotting they begin to decline 
in health, and iu very rare cases does one find 

the plants really flourishing. 

Azaleas and Camellias require ample drainage 
—this is the first consideration in repotting. 

Take clean pots, also clean potsherds, place the 
largest at the bottom, and medium-sized ones 

next, over this a layer of smaller ones. For 

Azaleas only the best fibrous jicat is of any 
use, anil for Camellias the same material, and 

some rich, fibrous turf, that has been packed 
up just long enough to kill the Grass: pull 

this to pieces, blit do not sift it, place the 
roughest soil over the crocks, and then transfer 

the plant to its fresh pot. Large shifts at one 

time are not advisable; young plants in 5-inch 
Iiots may be placed in 6-inch or 7-incli ones, 
which will allow of a nice layer of fresh soil 

being placed all round the ball of earth, but 

before doing this the old ball of earth should 
be divested of any inert soil, and the roots 

curefully loosened when they uro very firmly 

matted. The new soil must lie very firmly 
rammed down with a blunt stick or lath, 

so that the new soil is made as firm as the 
old hall of earth itself. Allow about half 

an inch at the top for water, and as soon 
as potted and set in position for growing 

give a good soaking of water from a 
tine-rosed jiot to thoroughly saturate the 

entire mass of soil. The plants should be 
shaded from bright sunshine, and syringed 

overhead as soon as tiie sun declines, and be 

shut up with a brisk, moist heat. I)o not over- 
water at the roots, hut never let the soil get 

quite dry. Under favourable conditions, both 

Azaleas and Camellias will make rapid growth, 
and as soon as the young shoots get linn, 
llower-buds for the ensuing year will he formed, 

and as soon as these begin to plump up the 

plants must be graduullv hardened off by 

admitting plenty of air, and in July they 
may be placed out-of-doors to rijien their 

growth. A cool, moist lied of coal-ashes behind 

a wall to screen the plants from midday sun is 

the best of positions for them, daily attention 
as to watering being nil they will require until 
the first week in October, when the pots should 

lie washed and the plants set in their winter 

quarters, which should be cool, light, and 
thoroughly ventilated. Camellias will flower 

naturally from Christmas onwards, hilt Azaleas 
require more heat to cause them to bloom in 
the winter months, hut by judicious hastening 

of early-flowering varieties, anil retarding late 

ones, a succession of bloom may lie kept up for 

nearly half the year. F. 

ur numbered queries, Nos|J^i^|^^^Y 

NOTES AND IlEPLIES. 
Malmaison Carnations.—1 im anxious to know¬ 

n-hat treatment I can give sonic Malmaison Carnations 1 Krehascd from n good and well-known nursery last year? 
c stem look drv, hut they appear to have some nio. 

shoots at the top. They did not flower well last year. 
Ought they lobe repotted?—C. A. S. M. 

[We are quite in the dark as concerns your 
plants, and you give no idea of their present 

cogfftfOTnat-iWofR'*. or an.V 0,ll,'r |«rlieulnrs. 
" .tcchased. VQitjur plant' a year ago. 
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these, with proper care, should be now showing 
the flower-spikes, yet it would appear you have 
no such sign. Here are some particulars of the (general treatment of the Malmaison Carnation, 
>ut it is difficult to say if such will suit your 

case. Young plants, whether cuttings or 
layers, should now he established in 4-inch 
pots, and ready for a shift to 5-inch or 6-inch 
pots. In the latter they should flower the 
following year. Strong layers of last year 
potted early in autumn should now be in spike 
or blossom, according to treatment. The soil 
should be a free, oped? or sandy loam, with 
which one-sixth of finely pulverised and old 
cow-manure may bo mixed, with the addition 
of charcoal, or, failing this, old mortar-rubbish. 
Perfect drainage and firm potting are essential. 
We cannot say if the plants require potting or 
not, as you say nothing of their size or the lots 
they are now i i. A woody condition at base 
is quite natural with year-old plants. If your 
plants show no sign of flowering shortly, the 
better way will be to layer the best shoots 
early in duly. These by the end of September 
should be rooted sufficiently for potting, and Sood, well-rooted layers, if well cared for, will 
ower in the cool greenhouse next spring.] 

Azaleas and greenhouse.—I am thinking of 
buililini; a span-roofed greenhouse about ill feet by 10 feet 

against a brick wall 5 feet, high, facing east. I suppose the 
house should ho about 8 feet hit'll at the ridire—or would 

10 feet lie licttcr? It so, I must add 2 feet cither of brick¬ 

work or glass on the ton of the wall. Which of these 

would you advise? My object is to grow (or, at any rale, 
to preserve) Azaleas. Any other plants must tie subordi¬ 

nate to these, kut I should like to have Oleanders, 

Clematis indivisa. Heliotrope, and, perhaps, Fuchsias (one 

end will be partly shaded by a Walnut-tree). I suppose I 
netd not use more heat than will keep the frost out in 

winter? Will you tell me whether the following plants 
already growing on the proposed site will continue to 

thrive if the house is built over them, or should they (for 

their own sakes) be removed? On tbe wall: j*yms 

japonica, Roses tiloire <!e Dijon, Marie Henrietta, ’and 

Harden .lob. In the border : 1‘liims Victoria and Green 
Gage, Pvms Malus Horihuudo. I suppose a Marcclial Niel 

would do well in such a house?—C. K. S. 

| The Azaleas being the most important crop, 
and not specially dejienilent on sunlight while 
under glass, we think the S feet high ridge will 
do quite well. If such an angle would give a 
rather flat roof, this may be modified by keeping 
the eaves .1 inches under the top of the 6-feet 
wall, thus giving a sharper rise on roof. In any 
case you need not raise the wall in the least. 
What is most usunl when erecting glasshouses 
agninsfc a wall is the three-quarter H|mn or hip¬ 
roof, and this may have a 6-feet length of rafter 
to the wall from ridge, and a 12 feet long rafter 
on the other side, or any proportion that may 
suit. The chief object of the three-quarter 
span—the name being derived from the two 
quarters on the long side and the one quarter 
on the short side—is the gaining the full sun¬ 
light with the proper utilisation of the wall. 
The objections to the style in such a case as the 
present are the low roof on the long side and the 
doorway, which would not be quite central. It 
will be quite as useful, however, if you erect a 
full span, taking your gutter level at the wall 
side at 4 feet 9 inches high. We suggest this 
for solidity, and by knocking out a brick here 
and there and inserting a “header” half way 
into tbe wall you will obtain a perfect bearing 
on that side. On the front side 3 feet of wall, 
and the remainder wood and glass to 4 feet 
I) inches. Th© plants you name will b© eauitv 

accommodated, and the Clematis indivisa will 
be best planted out at one end and trained up 
the rafters. The temperature in winter need 
not exceed 45 (legs., or 40 degs. in severe 
weather. It w ill hardly be prudent merely to 
keep out the frost, and in this one may be 
caught napping. The plants now growing in 
the liorder anil trained to the wall should be 
removed ; the Roses you mention would only 
become wild and unsatisfactory, and are much 
better in the open. A Mariichal Niel Rose will 
do quite well, however, and if you require any 
more we suggest Niplietos, Bride or Bridesmaid. 
All these are free, and beautiful in tbe bud.] 

Keeping conservatory moist. — Will you 
, >'!v tell mv ho» I can obtain a damp atmosphere in my 

„ ^.evtory? It in always too dry. which I know is not 

.."jr plants. It is not intended to be other than a 
me imsl is |* nnmi,. n ........ 
“ i.. ir Jill kinds of easily kept flowers and creepers. 

The con«ervi‘.ory ,aces s w-. “nd leads °»t of the 
.. ~ m ,v sliding doors, and measures 21 feet by 

o'.*"'1 .ally a' lean-to. The door is at the west 
i , ml i eiin waer tank rllns th* whole breadth at the 

‘»o,,";’SL,i,{Over it. except where the opening 
Vi-C.n “hen tlmjpis left of a no 

Host) run i 

floor is paved with fancy lilts I find that the small 

greenhouse* which several of my friends possess always 
have such a damp heat, even those which have no heating 

apparatus or only a small oil-stove for severe weather in 

winter. But I notice they all have earth floors, often 

watered, and also earth underneath the side staging, 

where Ferns, etc., grow. Is this the secret of the damp, 

ness? Would it lie possible for me to have an earth floor 

with wooden staging over it to walk on. or would this 

create dampness in the drawing-room ?—A. D. 

[Your conservatory furnishes another illus¬ 
tration of the fact that the ideas of the builder 
anil the plant grower are greatly at variance, 
for the earthen floor is, from a cultivator’s 
point of view, much the best, and the glazed 
tiles the very worst. Again, there is the draw¬ 
ing-room to take into consideration, as too 
much moisture close by might not be desirable 
there. You do not say what kind of staging 
you have, but if it is of open laths a good deal 
might be done to comliat tbe dryness com¬ 
plained about by laying some slates thereon, 
and covering with 1 inch or more of fine Derby¬ 
shire siiar, or what is now 1 icing greatly used 
by many successful cultivators, small coke 
broken to about the size of Horse Beans. This 
coke is a great absorbent of water, and even 
when charged with moisture it is always sweet. 
Again, in a case on which our advice was pre¬ 
viously sought, considerable lienefit 1ms been 
derived from the treatment of the space under 
the front staging, which was. asin yourconserva- 
tory, also tiled. To avoid too extensive an 
alteration the spice underneath was covered 
w ith about 3 inches of fairly small coke, of the 
most absorbent quality it was possible to get. 
This, which lay on the tiles, was kept within 
bounds by a neat edging, and was by no means 
an eyesore, especially wtien two or three Ferns 
anil a piece or two of Selaginella cropped up 
to take oil' the raw appearance. Of course, 
what is technically known as damping down 
(that is, frequently watering the coke with a 
roscd-jiot) is carried out, anil ns aliove stated 
the results have liecn satisfactory. It would 
lie quite jiossible to have an earthen floor with 
wooden staging to walk on—indeed, this may 
often lie seen—while for paths some prefer what 
is known as stable bricks, that are so grooved 
as to allow of walking dry shod oven when 

water has been throw’ll on the floors. If you 
follow the above suggestions and damp down 
regularly we do not think you will find it 
necessary to remove the tiles.] 

ROSES. 

SEASONABLE NOTES. 

Perhaps of all the months of the year this is 
the most impirtant to the Rose grower. A 
won! of caution is necessary as to 

Manuring Roses.—There are so many com¬ 
positions on the market, and they all promise 
wonders, that the novice is apt to use them 
with too free a hand. For my part, I have 
never found any manure yet that will surpass 
in effectiveness and safety good farmy aril -dung. 
This would consist of manure from various 

inials—pig, cow, horse, etc., with poultry- 
manure added. Let anyone visit a small 
village where the leading farmer is a Rose 
enthusiast, and he will find in his garden blos¬ 
soms of the greatest perfection, rivalling many 
that are seen at our shows, excepting, of 
course, those grown by tlio experts. 1 will 
assume that the Roses liave received their 
autumnal dressing of farmyard-manure, and 
that this was covered over or lightly forked in 
in March ; if so, no further stimulant will be 
needed until the buds bemn to swell, which 
w’ill probably be about the beginning of June, 
unless hot weather appears pretty quickly. If 
at that time the plants are strong, they may 
receive two or three quarts each, once or 
twice a week (according to vigour, giving the 
strongest the most ) of good liquid-manure, the 
best being drainings from a farmyard, or, fail¬ 
ing these, some good strong liquid mixed up in 
a large cask. A bushel each of cow and sheep- 
manure, with a peck each of wood-ashes and 
soot, put into a 50-gallon cask of water and 
allowed to stand four or live (lays before using, 
will provide the amateur with some good 
stimulant for his Roses. This liquor may be 
applied at half strength, and after the cask lias 
been refilled about twice it may he given neat. 
It is a good plan to put some 8 lb. or 10 lb. of 

psum (sulphate of lime) into the ngtpj' 
This will prevent ar 

that might follow should the liquid be give 
too strong, and, moreover, it supplies a sub 
stance w hich is often wanting in soil. It L- a 
difficult problem with some individuals bow to 
obtain the materials for a tub of manure 
similar to those alluded to, and, of course, 
where this Is so, artificial manure must be 
employed. There are some excellent stimu 
lants among them if rightly used. Bone-dust 
is a capital fertiliser, and, if the plants did not 
have much manure in autnmn, 5 ounces or 
6 ounces per square yard may he given at once 
and hoed in. Fish guano and Chinehas guar," 
are also good. About a teaspoonful once * 
fortnight will bo beneficial, alternating it with 
liquid cow-manure, but withholding as soon s- 
colour of flower-buds is seen. A very excel 
lent liquid-manure may be made with 1 ounce 
of nitrate of jiotash and 1 ounce phosphate <A 
potash to 1 gallon of water. This is readiii 
dissolved and is very quick acting, and should 
lie given when buds are swelling. Be very 
careful not to apply liquid-manures when the 
ground is dry. If rain does not come gives 
watering first with plain water. 

The new growths must lie freely thinned 
if show Roses are wanted. A moderate!;, 
sized plant should not carry more than 
three or four blossoms, and six blooms are 
enough on any one plant. The garden 
Roses may lie allowed to grow as they like 
until the cud of the month, then the over¬ 
crowded shoots are best removed ; for even in 
such Roses where we wish for a profusion« 
also prefer to sec good quality rather than the 
reverse. It Is surprising what an adds! 
beauty there is in a garden Rose well grmre. 
Take, for instance, the puny flowers of a ha!i 
starved plant of Camoens, or Marquise de 
Salisbury, and the beautiful, brilliant, and 
bright blossoms of the same varieties well 
cared for. 

Sixkers from Brier, Manetti, De la Grille- 
raie, or Polyaatha stocks must be removed i- 
fast as they appear. It is oftentimes puzzling 
to the amateur to know’ which is a wild sucker, 
and if he is in doubt I would advise him to 
wait. 1 have known fin© promising growths of 
the Rase itself cut away under the impres- 
sion they were suckers. 

Stocks bcdded last summer should lie look©! 
over frequently to remove suckers, and also to 
tie to a support the fast-growing shoot Our 

dwarf buds are kept earthed-up until the MR 
moment , and even when the sup porting stick 
is place*! against the stock the earth is replace- 
about the base of the bud. This is ver. 
necessary in low-lying districts where such 
havoc is wrought by May frosts. If ho*".' 
plants are needed for’potting up, we pinch orn 
the point of tbe young shoot when it nas made 
its third and fourth leaf, but if fine earl 
blooms are required for exhibition then this 
must not be done. 

The aeration of the son. is of tf» 
utmost importance, and I cannot too strongly 
urge on the amateur the frequent hoeing 
among his plants, both budded and eda 
lished. The first hoeing should l>e of a deer 
nature, then after this tbe work is easy.'• 
taken in hand before weeds gain .,! 
ascendancy. On a hot. bright day a pu'h 1,1 • 
or Dutch hoe will enable the Rose grower 
get over a lot of ground, anil not a 
be seen an hour or two afterwards. »ut' ’ 
the weeds grow to a large size anil it will t.v 
all the summer to clean the land. Aitaoui 
hoeing is employed to clean the land of wee' 
its primary object should be to air the • 
This is one reason why I discourage the p 
ing of various low-growing subjects on • 
surface of the Rose-beds, as undoubted!, 
must hinder the proper cultivation of the la • 
Always hoe after rain or watering, d0 . 
walk upon the soil any more than is ahsolu 

icessury. oome . in) 
Pii.lar. Roses that we have allowed , r 

free for want of time to tie up are among ' 
most healthy-lociking objects we 'ul'e' 
suggest by their appiearance that too ^ 
bunching ’up is practised with thi# W. y 
growing the vigorous kinds. With uitg j 
plants try the use of three stakes i»9t 
the central one, so that the overcrow -c 
avoided. Perfect pyramidal pillars may 
formed. The ,UD1~ 

31 j\^t()!irRIANA hybrids upion Old 

brniTTM“ol^Aife“i,,g 
feature, 
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certainly the beat way to grow them. One is 
able then to clean the ground heueath. How 
beautiful Jersey Beauty looks just now, with 
its hundreds of little red grow ths, every one 
like that of a Tea Rose, but quite hardy. One 
of last year’s novelties, Alberic Barbier, has 
even more lovely shiny foliage than that of 
Jersey Beauty. 

Old-established Cum him: Roses may be 
effectively helped by the making of a few holes 
about their base with a thick crowbar, and 
then giving them some liquid-manure. A good 
fitoal supply should be afforded in frequent 
instalments during the day, as it naturally will 
not pass away very quickly. Rosa. 

.nger ol capture is past. A bad pest is 
that bores its way down the pith ot 

XOTES AND REPLIES. 

Some good new Roses.—Those fortu¬ 
nate Rose growers who are able to purchase the 
best of the new Roses as they appear should be 
on the alert, as last year 
was a very good one for no¬ 
velties. 1 would strongly 
ail vise that the following ne 
-ecured now and planted 
cut at the end of the month. 
They will give some good 
buds by July. The varie¬ 
ties are: Frau Karl Drus- 
rhlti, Mme. E. Levavasseur, 
Mme. Yiger, Souvenir de 

Jesn Ketteu, Soleil d'Or, 
Bodicea, NoellaXabonnaiul 

I a grand climber, as rampant 
as Heine Marie Henriette, 
with colour of Barilou Job), 
Mme. Antoine .Mari, Mme. 
Vermorel, Lady Morgan, 
Beauclerc, Mildred Grant, 
Lady Battersea, Lady Clan- 
morris, and Duchess of 
1'inland. These I consider 
the best of last year's no¬ 
velties.—Rosa. 

Roses under glass 
are now swelling, and will 
need a deal of assistance. 
.Manure made with cow- 
dung and soot affords a safe 
i -turner. If the plants are 
rather dry, give a watering 
first with" plain water, then 
■ome at the liquid-manure. 
About once a week until 
buds show colour will be the 

1 orrect thing. I have 
toond, too, a most excellent 
-nmulant and a safe one in 
the following: J ounce 
each of saltpetre anil phos¬ 
phate of potash to 1 gallon 
’! water. When dissolved, 

apply as ordinary liquid- 
manure and about once a 
v-ek. In a greenhouse in 
which heat and moisture 
■-nn be given during summer 

•me of the fine climbing 
Roms should now be planted, 
-uefa as Fortune’s Yellow, 
l limbing Xiphetos, Mars¬ 
hal Niel, the old but sel¬ 

dom seen Cloth of Gold, 
1 heshunt Hybrid (a beauti- 
iul bud under glass), anil 
Mona Desir. \vhere a wall or pillar some 

feet or fi feet in height needs a Rose, plant 
Mme. Lombard, Mme. Hoste, Kaiserin Augusta 
Victoria, I’erle des Jardins, Sunrise, Xiphetos, 
Aouvenir d'un Ami, Catherine Mermet, Brides- 
■uaid, Anna Ollivier, or other similar good 
->rts_ Young plants grafted this season will 
‘■e the best to procure. —E. 

Rose enemies. — Insect pests are now 
t foublesotne -there are so many of them. 1 wish 
r here was some other method of destroying 
'hem than by hand-picking. Some of the 
' niiest little black grubs quickly wreck n fine 
-boot by mutilating the bud. As soon as u 
•urled leaf is seen or two or three leaves glued 
'uji.-t her, make a search for the grub, and 
■ hen found destroy it. Usually the culprit is 
■ und, not in the curled leaf, but in one up 
higher nearer the bud which is his goal. One 
•; i nd of caterpillar has a way of drop) ’ 
prickly to the ground, and^then^itowill i 

until danger of capture is past, 
the oue 
standard Briers and also of the hard wood of 
Roses. The Briers and the ends of hard 
wood should be painted over when cut 
Iwck, using some ordinary paint or knotting. 
Aphides or green-fly may be cheeked con¬ 
siderably if they are destroyed us soon us one 
or two are visible. We are apt to think one or 
two can do no harm, hut let them remain and 
they are grandparents in a few hours. I have 
often thought that a small fortune awaits the 
inventor of a ready means of destroying these 
insects outdoors. The aphis brushes are most 
useful, and will keep the pest in check if fre¬ 
quently used. They are more effective than 
the various washes, because the latter, unless 
the shoots are dipped in the liquor, always 
permit some to escape. Ithe Rose grower 
observe which growths are most the prey of 
insect (tests, and he will find them to be the old, 

A summer bonier. 

worn out ones; the young and healthy almost 
always are free until a certain time, when the 
pests have exhausted their early victims and 
then turn to the other growths on the plant. 
It is apparent, then, if we would have healthy 
plants tree from insects, we must cut away the 
old wood pretty liberally in spring, and even 
now, where the young wood is coming on all 
right, some of the oldest shoots might well I*.- 
removed. Two or three really healthy growths 
on each plant are enough, because each of these 
will give two or three new growths each. This 
is one reason when planting that I prefer to put 
the plants rather close together, so that old 
worn out wood may lie freely dispensed with 
without a bed or Ivorder appearing to he too 
meagre in growths.—E. 

Mulching with manure.—This at this 
time of year is a mistake, unless the soil be a 
light ancLsJiuly one. I n such a case it is neces- 

with plain water and liquid-manure. A mulch 
in summer shuts out the sun’s rays and air. I 
have seen Roses utmost ruined by a thick 
mulch applied in spring and ullowed to remain 
on the surfuce. Rather should the hoe be fre¬ 
quently employed to keep a nice tilth. Always 
hoe after ruin or watering.—R. 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

A SUMMER BORDER, 
lx the accouqtanying illustration we are shown 
a representation of one of those wide, wall- 
■tacked herbaceous borders, whose merits have 
been so often extolled in these columns, and on 
the planting anil arrangement of which so 
much useful information has been afforded to 
amateurs. In the picture before us we may 
note that the advice so often given, that there 
should lie no exact graduation of heights from 

the buck of the Itorder to 
the front, but that here and 
there taller subjects should 
he brought forward amongst 
ilwnrfer plants in onler to 
prevent u too formal outline, 
has been followed with good 
results. The large group of 
giant Daisy-flowers coming 
well towards the front 
stands out clearly against 
the Iris foliage behind, and 
is flanked on one side by 
Sea Hollies, and on the 
other by Tiger Lilies not 
yet in bloom, close to which 
may be descried a few spikes 
of Madonna Lilies in full 
flower. In the background, 
to the extreme left of the 
picture, is a clump of Del¬ 
phiniums with massive, 
closely-set flower-heads, be¬ 
hind which three tall Holly¬ 
hocks tower, theunexpanded 
buds terminating their blos¬ 
som-spires showing a good 
foot clear of the coping of 
the wall. 

In the distance is another 
large clump of Delphiniums 
fronted by Lychnis chalce- 
donica, while numerous 
|>lunts of varied heights give 
the border an informal ap¬ 
pearance. The dwarf Catr.- 
jinnulu that commences the 
edging in the forefront 
spreads well into the (attli, 
as do the majority of the 
plants employed for the 
margin of the bonier, and it 
i i not until the eye reaches 
the closely- tufted Hen Pinks 
1 hat one realises how straight 
anil formal is the stone or 
tile edging. Where such 
an edging is used, spreading 
plants of lowly growth that 
will entirely hide the length 
of pal|iably artificial line 
should be placed immedi¬ 
ately behind it, when it will 
soon be lost t.o sight. Rough 
stone of the country mnkis 

an excellent edging, and even when freshly 
fashioned it is informal in its contour, while 
its interstices and inequalities are admirably 
adapted to the needs of the numerous hardy 
and vigorous rock plants of which we now 
have such a selection to beautify the verges of 
our herbaceous borders. S. W. F. 

v RAISED ROCK GARDEXS. 
A few weeks since you published a very inte¬ 
resting communication on rock gardens, in 
which the writer very properly emphasised the 
desirability of having rock gardens sunk below 
the level of the surrounding ground. This is 
undoubtedly the best arrangement where it is 
practicable, because it ensures two things of 
vital importance—viz., the air is thoroughly 
excluded from the plant roots, and they are 
always kept root moist. I often think when I 
see disused fstone itiunrries what ideal places 

requent waterings, alternating ^sigh^^e macj^ <a ^o-jjk garden, yet 
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how seldom are they so utilised? Of course, it 
does not lie in the power of everyone to have 
perfection in the arrangement of his rock- 
work ; space may be limited, the effect of the 
view from some favourite window might be 
spoiled, or plants may have become so estab¬ 
lished that an entire alteration in the structure 
of a rockery might entail too great a loss in 
moving them, so that raised rockwork must 
always be more or less of a necessity for many 
if they are to have a rock garden at all. And, 
lest any should be discouraged at the thought 
that the most perfect forms of rock arrange¬ 
ment cannot be theirs, let me assure them that 
many of the very best plants succeed better on 
raised ground than where it is sunk below the 
suiTOunding level. As I write I look out of a 
window, and in the short space of 30 feet 
between me and the road 1 have arranged at 
about 0 feet distance a low bank or bed, not 
more than it inches above the ground level; 
then, intersj>ersed with bloelcs ot granite, the 

soil rises irregularly behind till at a distance 
of 24 feet it is about 4 feet high. Beyond 
this it slightly falls again to rise to a height of 
5 feet where it abuts on the road. On the very 
top of this 4-feet mound, nestling between 
smaller granite blocks which are just visible 
above the soil, are some twenty cluing of 
Saxifraga Burseriana, S. Burseriana major, 
and Draba brunifolia, with a few patches of 
Erinus a 1 pin us. What can be more lovely 
than masses of Saxifraga Burseriana in 
February and March, with its crimson buds, 
its large, pure white (lowers, and its glaucous 
green foliage contrasting so well with the 
purple-red of the granite? For weeks it was a 
perlect. picture, delighting the eye every time 
one looked out of the window ; and then the 
bright green and yellow of the Drabas carry on 
the colour for another month. Below this top¬ 
most group come in the prostrate Hypericums 
repens ami reptans, which in late summer will 
be smothered with their large yellow blooms, 
and hanging over the face of a perpendicular 
rock is a great mass of Androsace lanuginosa, 
one of the very best, freest-blooming and 
hardiest plants which can be placed on any 
rock garden. It is better than A. sarinentosa, 
because it does not damp otf, and it remains 
in (lower for months. This particular plaut 
has often had from twenty to forty heads of 
bloom at one time. I find it a bad plan to cut 
off the old dead wood (it springs afresh from 
the crown every year) until the new growth 
has made considerable headway. 

On another high part of this small rock 
garden are several clumps of Edelweiss, which 
likes an exposed position where it can get 
every hour of sunshine and where the wind can 
rapidly dry the moisture from their woolly 
petals. Below these, and running over a very 
gritty, flat space, is a large patch of Androsace 
sarmentosa and Androsace Chumbyi, which I 
now always protect with aliandlight in winter, 
just to keep the moisture from their rosettes, 
and abundantly do they repay this little atten¬ 
tion to their requirements. Just to show how 
accommodating some plants ure to their 
surroundings, here are (Enothem marginata 
and macrocarpa, which seem to positively 
revel in their dry, elevated fiositioii, and wliicn 
bust autumn seemed anxious to show that their 
flowering capabilities wore simply unlimited. 
As the bank slopes gently downward towards 
the window, a number of dwarf Phloxes, such 
as Nelsoni and Vivid, find a home, and the 
marbled leaves of Cyclamen neurlv cover the 
ground. Iris reticulata finds its way through 
them in early spring, along with Leueojuin 
vernum, Narcissus cyclamineus, N. triandrus 
albus, and N. minimus. A little hollow is 
carpeted with Veronica repens, Aubrietia 
Leichtlini hangs down steep rock faces, and 
Arenaria balearica creeps up every chink and 
spreads itself over the rock surfaces. In a 
little hollow behind the principal mound is a Sreat clump of that most useful, accotnmo- 

nting, handsome plant Megasea purpurea 
cordifolia, and below it. and sheltered by it, a 
colony of Cypripedium Caleeolus flourishes. 

The bank which forms my background and 
which abuts on the road is crowned by masses 
of large British Ferns, of which Polystichum 
aculeaturn is by far the best, because it keeps 
its fronds fresh and green r^E?thraugh tlitj 
severest wi nt eB&q&jjiet&itey a\o'sfryiy (U!AjAi| 

and shade to a bed of Trilliums, Cypripedium 
speetabile, and C. pubescens, which are quite 
at the bank foot and a little below the ground 
level. In their shade Cardamine trifoliate 
flourishes along with Linna-a borealis, while a 
little to the lelt Onoelea sensibilis spreads out 
its graceful fronds. On the left of the path 
leading into this little rock garden is another 
irregularly raised mound, on which grow all 
my most sun-loving plants, such as Edraianthus 
Putnilio and E. serpyllifolius. Of the latter 
there are several patches, and nothing can he 
more beautiful than the mass of deep purple 
flowers entirely hiding the foliage. Dianthus 
alpinus and several other DianthuSes flourish 
here, and quantities of the encrusted Saxi¬ 
frages, Antirrhinum Asarina, etc. 

•hist one word about the paths in a rock 
garden. 1 have tried many kinds, but I find 
the best material is rough flagging stone just 
as it comes from the quarry with its irregular 
edges, so that there are numerous little spaces 

between the stones, which, filled with grit, 
make ideal places for Linaria pallida, Thymus 
lanuginosus, and Thymus serpyllum coccineus 
to spread about at their own discretion. Where 
the path is more in shade Omphalodes verna 
takes their place and Symphytum tauricum is 
useful for the same purpose. On a perfectly 
level patch of limestone soil a score or more 
clumps of Oientiana ucaulis make a fine show, 
and this little bed is edged with self-sown 
Cheiranthus alpinus, which is very pretty,' but 
inclined to become a weed. Many other things 
besides those mentioned are growing in this 
very small space, and all on considerably 
raised ground ; but perhaps 1 have said enough 
to show that for auyone whose rock garden 
must be a raised one if ho is to have a 
rockery at all there is a certainty of being able 
to grow successfully many of the very choicest 
alpines. Only, if I might venture to give the 
experience of many years of rather costly ex¬ 
periment, 1 should just like to add that far 
greater pleasure is obtained by growing these 
comparatively easy things, and growing them 
in masses, than in trying difficult, rare, ex¬ 
pensive plants in ones and twos. flood 
drainage and plenty of coarse grit seem to me 
the two essentials of success. 

R. Laycock Roi'tii. 
Sih/ord Ferrin, Banbury. 

RAISINd PANSIES FROM SEED. 
Will you kindly tell me when l’ansy seed should he sown 
under glass or Outside, and how the plants should be 
treated till they bloom outside and after blooming ? Will 

they form a perennial border when Onec established.'— 

Ml’FLIS. 

[ Pansies may be raised from seed quite easily 
and sowings may be made outdoors from March 
till October with every prospect of success. If 
you commence operations at once, there is no 
reason why you should not do so, and if ordi¬ 
nary attention he paid to the raising of seed¬ 
lings, they should bloom in August and possi- 
blv earlier. We should advise you to make a 
sowing of the Tufted Pansies, as these | masess 
a more robust, constitution, are also free-flower¬ 
ing, and what you specially desire, they are 
perennial in their growth. Sowing at this 
somewhat advanced period, you ought to make 
up a small bed of soil in a cool quarter of the 
garden. By this we do not mean that an 
absolutely sunless position for the seedling-hed 
should be selected, but that instead a situation 
where partial shade can he afforded. A little 
care should be observed in the preparation of 
the soil, as this will assist in the progress of 
the seedlings. If a quantity of loam and leaf- 
mould in equal parts can he procured and 
passed through a sieve with a .(-inch mesh, 
and a liberal amount of course sand or road-grit 
added, and the whole of these ingredients well 
mixed, ideal material for the seedling-bed will 
thus be prepared. It is just possible you may 
have a difficulty in obtaining loam and leaf- 
mould, in which case you had better substitute 
for them the best of your garden soil and 
Cocoa-nut-tibre refuse. Sow the seed thinly 
after the surface of the soil has been levelled 
and slightly cover with n [lortiou of the soil 
previously mixed and reserved for this purpose. 
Should tfie weather he warm and the soil dry 
quickly, a thorough watering, using a fine- 
rosed can for the purpose, should he given to 

jjjedling-bed. Under normal conditi 
Vjecd should quickly germii|Lj^,|'^dpi{r |npfjs\^j 

weeks the seedling plants should he ready 
for pricking out into other prepared bed*. 
Better results usually follow when seedling* 
are planted in a nice light, gritty soil, and a 
distance of about 2 inches between each plain 
and a similar distance between the row> 
observed. Healthy and vigorous root-action 
is encouraged by keeping the plants cool, anri 
for this reason an occasional copious applies 
tion of clear water should lie applied. 

While the seedlings are growing the beds 
in which it is intended to finally plan, 
them should lie p re | in red in readiness for their 
reception. Deeply dig the quarters jot 
referred to, incorporating at the time aliben] 
dressing of fairly well-rotted manure. Soil of 
a rich and lasting character is the all-important 
consideration at the time of pre|«ring the bed.- 
and borders, as there is always the 1 Kissibiliij 
of the plants remaining in the same positive 
for two or three succeeding seasons. Hie 
Pansy, anti the Tufted Pansies in partieohr, 
are somewhat gross feeding plants, and in i 
comparatively short time will rob the soil>gw 
most of the plant food. When the yoont 
seedling plants have estahlished themselvesiu 
their secorid quarters their advance will b- 
most marked. It is astonishing how quickly 
they develop into sturdy little tufts, anawh-i 
most of the intervening spaces between tbo 
plants are filled up with growth one nu; 
fairly assume them to be fit for removal to 
their permanent quarters. 

Previous to their removal, break up and lerd 
the surface-soil of the beds and borders. TV 
often the plants are unduly crowded, aud for 
this reason they can never do themselves 
justice. Had you begun planting in the early 
summer, 12 inches between the plants would 
not have been too much space to allow each 
plant, but as the summer will have passed 
before your operations are comploted, fl inche~ 
between the plants, and also a similar dis¬ 
tance between the rows, will be ample. Lin 
each plant with a trowel, so that as large a 
ball of soil os possible may adhere to the 
roots, anil when placing eaefi one in position 
in ita flowering quarters iseo it is embe-kle.1 
to its collar. Press the soil firmly all round, 
and in the cool of the late afternoon or even- 
ing give the plants a thorough watering. 
Blossoms will quickly follow the final potting, 
and then you must see the old blooms at* 
persistently removed. This will keep the Silants on the move, and also maintain tta 
lijplay. Keep a look out for novelties of st«r 

ling worth, and label them for perpetuating 
It is very possible you may obtain some tin! 
class new sorts, more particularly if .TCU 
acquire your seed from a good source 
You will find it better to procure vour seel 
from one who makes a speciality of the l’ansy , 
and ns there are a few firms who devote 
care to the saving of reliable seed, you coulo 
not do better than apply to one or other oj 
them. Ill the late autumn cut back the o ' 
and coarse growths, leaving the tufted growth- 
of recent development in the crown of U* 
plants to develop the wonderful tufts for 
which the Tufted Pansies are famous. Some 
the less robust plants are benefited by a uni. n 
ing of well-rotted manure after the cutting 
hack. These seedling plants in the succeehn-' 
epring and early summer should l>« literal!' 
eovered with delightful blossoms.) 

Tufted Pansies - hoeing between 
the plants.— Plants put out in late February 
and early March are now bearing their hr'1 
crop of blossoms, and every endeavour shou-1 
be made to keep them going. At this earn 
period the use of the hoe, Dutch or otherwise, 
should be constant, the frequent stirring of the 
soil contributing to their subsequent sucre— 
One result of a systematic boeingof the surtax 
soil is seen in the vigorous growth which y1; 
plants thus treated invariably put forth, and u 
the liractice ha observed with more or Ir¬ 
regularity once a week, the display »'h<c> 
follows is all that one could well desire, o 
this season, of course, there is ample roouj 
between the plants and between the row- ", 
plants, too, and advantage should be taken y 
the present period, as the intervening 
will soon he filled up. All that is wanted >' ■J 

yfiShd^ohdtftin, hut should dry weather continue 1 
(plf^tjs ji^h^fjreely watered. -D. 
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NYMPH.EA ROBINSONI. 

Tina is one of the most richly-coloured varie¬ 
ties of Nymphwa we have, tne colour being a 
deep crimson, somewhat lighter towards the 
edges of the tietata, the sulwtunce of which is 
•tcellent. The stamens are of a rich orange 

further notes will be giveu), to concentrate aH ] 
the strength possible into the crown of ttlo | 
plant if flowers of the finest quality Ait , 
expected. 

The following varieties will give a good suc¬ 
cession of flowers, and, with tlie exception of I 
the variety Princess of Wales, which does not I 

for the winter, and very sparingly watered 
during that time; in early spring the supjily 
should bo increased, and as much sunlight and 
air as possible giveu during the growing and 
flowering period. P. marginata, wtiich requires 
tho same treatment, forms an excellent 
companion plant. .1. Rosk. 

Rawlinaon Road, Oxford. 

tint, thus contrasting well with the deep 
crimson. Fully developed blooms are quite 
8 inches across, and it is also very free flower¬ 
ing. The leaves are'of medium si/.e, spotted 
.uni splashed with dark reddish-crimson. 

VIOLET CULTIVATION. 
Prom the middle of April to the first week in 
May is the most suitable time to make new 
plantations of Violets for supplying flowers from 
the month of September to the first mentioned 
date. Various methods are adopted, no doubt 
all good in their way, some taking their runners 
m ue autumn and dibbling them into a frame 
or into cutting boxes, while other growers rely 
upon dividing their old plants after they have 
'•eased to throw many flowers, choosing the side 
growths with rootlets attached, avoiding the 
■vnlral growths us too old to he of any service. 
1 hare always udunfed the latter course and 
found it to succeed admirably. Before inter¬ 
fering with the plants that are standing in cold 
brick pita or frames, prepare the site for the 
reception of the offshoots. Doubtless a north 
lefdor is the most suitable position when the 
-oil is extra light or sandy, or where very hot, 
dry summers are experienced, as the Violet is 
«o subject to red-spider unless a deal of labour 
can be spent on it. On our soil, a deep sandy 
I cam, Violets revel in any position except 
doe south. In heavy, cold soils, plenty of 
half-decayed leaf-soil und rood-grit or wood- 
ashes should be dug in a good spit deep. This 
would have been better done in February, still, 
I have prepared the ground just a few days 
previous to plantiug, and the plants do just as 
well ns if dug two months earlier. It is impor¬ 
tant that the little plunts be made quite firm in 
their new quarters, and be given 10 inches or 
12 inches of space each way for the double 
varieties, while, for the stronger • growing 
singles, 15 inches is none too much. Plant 
with a dibber, and, unless showery weather 
prevails at the time, tho plants should be 
watered in and attended to in this respect until 
established. Even then, in very dry, hot 
summers, on some soils, it is absolutely' neces¬ 
sary to give the plants heavy waterings once a 
week orso, or they fall a prev to red-spider, their 
irieatest enemy ; frequent "hosing or syringing 
wuli clear soot-water will generally rid them of 
this if persevered in. As soon as the plants 
begin to push out runners they should he gone 
over every ten days, persistently removing 
every one that can ho laid hold of with tho 
finger and thumb, this being better than leaving 
them for a month or more and then using the 
knife to remove them. It should be the culti¬ 
vator’s aim, from the time the runners urojirat 
planted, until the plunts are ready for rerfioval. 
to their winter quarters) Sfitl DSfbfer' 

prove as hardy with mo as could lie wished, 
though this may not lie general, will yield a 
good supply from tho o|«.-ii ground if the 
winter is not too severe. California, Princess 
Beatrice, La France, a grand Violet, and should 
ho grown extensively, are my favourite singles. 
In the doubles, Marie Louise, Mrs. J. J. Astor, 
and Comte de Brazza are haul to beat, the first- 
named often giving nice hunches early in the 
month of August, und under glass it will con¬ 
tinue the supply well into this month. Mrs. 
Astor is quite a new colour among Violets and 
much admired, and Comte de Brazza is at all 
times useful when white flowers are in demand. 

J. M. B. 

PRIMULA PUBESCENS ALBA. 

This (P. nivalis of the catalogues), shown in 
the accompanying illustration, iH one of the 
best of the cold-frame Primulas. It is easily 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Chrtstrnas Roses.—My Christina* Hoses on eha'k 
noil, planteil in a shady position unit not moved (or 
live or six yean, promised to bloom well tills season, 
but half the blossoms were misshapen or tailed to 
develop. Should the plants tie muted ur divided 
8. R A. 

[On any chalk formation you will nets! 
make s|>ecial preparation for these plants if 
they ure to succeed. The time they have 
been planted is just long enough to have 
mude them into splendid tufts in the ordi¬ 
nary way, and little or no division should 
he required. What is lacking, we take it, 
is a sufficient depth of top soil liefore the 
cliulk is reached and a too excessive drain¬ 
age of the moisture. The following is a 
remedy if it is not too expensive: Excavate 
in any rather shady |x>sition to u depth of 
nearly or quite 3 feet, removing und discard¬ 
ing all the chalk found. At the level given 
place a thick layer of spongy peat, any of 
the close neat soils will uo for tlie purpose, 
and not less than !) inches or 12 inchos 
should he inserted und firmly trodden down. 
Over the peat putu layer of cow-manure, 
finally fiiling up the bed to within 2 inches 
of ordinary level with some loam well enriched 

with manure. The peat in tho bottom will act us 
a sponge or reservoir for the water, which it also 
gives off quite freely when required. In any 
ease, there is the one great essential secured, 
namely, a good depth of soil and a cool rooting 
medium. In this way you may succeed with 
Christmas Roses even on the clinlk. It may lie 
rather expensive work, but it is the only wuy 
of thoroughly enjoying these vnlunble winter 
flowers. You cannot now roplunt them with 
safety, and had best defer the work to the 
middle of September. Meanwhile, water aud 
mulch your plants to keep them alive. You 
may certainly divide them in September when 
replanting them.] 

Clearing a pond of scum.—I should 
feel much obliged if you could assist me by 
giving me a remedy by which I could get rid of 
the nasty green slimy growth which has, during 
the last fortnight, covered a pond in which 

Primula pnhescena alba (syn. P. niv&li,) in a poL From a photograph by Mr. J. Rose, Oxford. 

cultivated in light loam, with a free admixture 
of coarse sand and limestone chippings. 
October is the best time for repotting, tlie 
lower part of the rhizome when the roots nre 
dead being cut away, and tho crown of the 

w4-ii»clx ubove the surfuce. The 

Water Lilies have been planted ? I may say 
the pond was. until last, year, an old pit hole, 
nearly dry, and overgrown with weeds, etc. It 
hns since been thoroughly cleaned out, 
puddled.quid filled with water to the depth of 
about Meet]' ana' Hi lies planted in it. Water 

tlj^jpond, and until 
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lately it has alwaysap|ieared beautifully clean, 
hut suddenly this slimy green growth has 
appeared. 1 have cleaned it oft' the top of the 
water with a liay-rake, hut each time it has 
reappeared in about twenty-four hours, nearly 
as Dad, and seems to come up right from the 
bottom and float in masses on the top. Would 
fish or water fowl he of any use in getting rid 
ofitr—G. I). H. 

Daffodils In chalk.- I should be al.nl to know how 
to treat DalTodih) oil a chalk soil. After the first > ear they 

almost cease to bloom, although the foliage was not cut 

down early. —S. E. A. 

[Lift your bulbs early in July each year, 
trench and heavily manure the soil, working in 
the manure ciuite a foot deep, and replant at 
once or within a month. All the jjoeticus 
kinds must be replanted at once. You 
remark that the foliage “ was not cut 
down early.” Why cut it down at all, ami 
why not let it ripen off naturally ? If you 
cut off this immature leafage — the very 
lungs of the plant and bofore its work is 

finished, how can you expect flowering bulbs 
another year? It is, therefore, quite i>os- 
sible you are responsible for the sparsity 
of blossoms of which you complain.) 

ROOM AND WINDOW. 

Green-flowered Daffodils.—" hen I went to 

my present house three years ago 1 found a lot of 
double Daffodils— the common kind—ami I took them 

up and replanted them after the first year, as they 
all came gri^n and were of no use for cutting, and 

did not look nice in the borders. They are no better 

—plenty of blossoms, but very green, just here and 

there a yellow one. Can you tell me the .cause aml a 

remedy? Is there any use leaving them ? Ii. K. II, 

Kirkicall, A'. If. 

[The subject of your letter is a much 
vexed question, and of considerable im¬ 
portance, [larticularlv where these things 
are grown for a livelihood. So far as trie 
cause of the trouble isconcerned, we believe 
this to be entirely due to the coltl atmos¬ 
pheric conditions, and probably to frost ut 
the time of the appearing of the Dud through 
the soil. The flower-bud before it passes 
the surface level of the soil in its upward 
tendency has been subjected to much 
warmer conditions. Moreover, it has re¬ 
ceived all the protection of the earth and 
the surrounding foliage also. Therefore, 
should the external conditions prove much 
colderthan the conditions belowground, and 
should frost ensue, as is often the case, so 
that the plant is brought to a standstill, a 
great check results that is shown in the way 
indicated in your note. That it is more 
or less atmospheric is generally proved by 
bulbs of the same quality where grown 
under glass earlier in the year coming 
their usual shade of yellow. Your only 
chance of assisting them to better ways will 
be by lifting the bulbs in July, and replant¬ 
ing not less than 6 inches deep in mid- 
October. This may cause a somewhat later 
start to be made, and in this way the cold 
and the cheek may be escaped. Could you 
so protect them by a mulch of light litter 
or by boughs that" the extreme cold is kept 
from them, the chances are it would favour 
a better flowering generally. Beyond this 
we fear there is little to be done, as the 
complaint is the same, north, south, east, 
and west.] 

Sweet Peas -staking recently- 
planted seedlings.—It is now tlic- uni¬ 
versal practice to give the young plants 
which are raised in pots the support of 
small twiggy sticks. This attention is not 
really necessary till the plants are some 
5 inches or Ci inches above the soil, by 
which time the tightly - clinging yet 
fragile tendrils are fast developing. The 
earliest hatch of these plants here was 
staked while they were in pots and standing in 
the frames hardening off, preimrntory to plant¬ 
ing outdoors. When planted out this batch of 
(bunts was growing freely. The second batch, 
lowever, was treated somewhat differently, 

being planted when they were slightly less tliun 
5 inches high. These were staked at the time 
of planting. Insert the stakes in such a way 
that the individual plants each have the 
support of a small spriggy stick. By these 
means, too, the entanglement of the growths is 
avoided, each plant clinging to the stake 
specially inserted for its support. In this way 
also the subsequent growths aromoro easih 

SPRING DECORATION IN THE HOUSE. 

The accompanying illustration admirably 
portrays a unique floral arrangement, and one 
with which we are not in the least familiar. 
We are all aware of the beauty and fine effect 
a liowl of Daffodils will make, and know full 
well how much its beauty is enhanced when 
the lovely greyish green foliage is freely 
associated with the blossoms. In the figure 
here given we have something very uncommon 
and decidedly interesting. The vase may not 
be quite so showy in its arrangement, as is (lie 

blooms of the Sir Watkin Daffodil. Then it- 
greenish-yellow catkins of the two subject- 
used, Htizel aud Willow, combine to give . n 
artistic finish to the whole. 

The foregoing facts should act as an incentive 
to readers of Gardemno Iij,vstrated t,, 

make more frequent use of subjects whii-1, 
are generally considered to he out of the out 
nary range of gardening material. FrorniL- 
earliest spring our hedgerows teem with suit 
able material, and its frequent use would, in 
the different seasons, considerably assist jn mail, 
tabling the supply of flowers from the limit-1 
gardens of many readers. Vases with spray, 
of the Almond have made charming decoration- 

An arrangement of spring flowers and catkins. From a photograph by G. A. Champion. 

^“-a°rP^toW: 

case when the blossoms of one kind and of one 
colour only are used. Its originality is worthy 
of commendation because it shows how many 
hardy subjects may be employed wherewith 
to make a pretty floral picture, and some¬ 
thing quite out of the ordinary. Few jieople 
would ever think of utilising small sprays of t he 
Hazel with their pretty catkins. This, and 
many other such sprays, have a value for 
decoration to which too few, unfortunately, in 
the past have given heed, and yet how pleasing 
is the picture they create and what a departure 
from the orthodox methods of arrangement. 
It will be observed that the arrangement here 
portrayed is confined to 
yellow, and thus the effec 

in the early spring, and now that so |n;‘C 
delightful flowering trees and shrubs are eoin'BJ- 
into blossom, it may be as well to call attentat 
to a few of the more striking examples for • 
pur|lose under notice. The beauty oi •• 
different varieties of the Berberis cannot » 
be too highly extolled. A single spray0 
of the Burberries is a picture in 't~se ,'.-|,| 
Cherries, too, are pleasing, and who o-n " , 
admire the beauty of the wild fotm * L 
full blossom? The handsome double lorn - 
the cultivated sorts are extremely ^ 
The Horse Chestnut is always atlnna i . 

...0___ when its spikes of blossoms are cut.'vltY mLl- 
to flowers of tones of length of stalk, thev make a lx>M ®n. . ,t 

jffect is not in t^^ISft^disphiy when'’lightly adg „ [, 
t yellow of the Primrose vases. A charming floral **y ,j fl0«crin- congruous. The soft yellow of the Prinirhse^ vases.' A charming 

sociates well with the ri|*jH^|y<{BR6|»FVI©Rni4yWQIof spray* 
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iV,ih (Pyras Mains floribunda). Of course, 
there ure other pretty varieties, but this is 
undoubtedly one of the best. Everyone is 
fumiliur with the Lilacs, and they are generally 
regarded with the greatest favour. Tire heads 
of blossoms being somewhat top-heavy, they 
line loo often (Nicked tightly together in a vase 
id limited proportions. A Vase of goodly si/.o 
in ubich the trusses of flower ure lightly 
disposed is very effective. There are many 
excellent sorts, and their alludes of colour are 
distinct and varied. The Guelder Hose or 
Snowball Bush (Viburnum) is another popular 
dunning shrub. This is not by any means 
easy to adjust, hut a spray of its large round 
clusters of white flowers makes a pretty 
decoration. This brief list may well close xvitn 
i reference to the Bush Honeysuckle (Weigeln) 
with its graceful drooping branches, freely 
flowered pieces of which make a pretty display. 

D. 6. C. 

ORCHIDS. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Bletia hyacinthina. -1 enclose you a 

photograph of an Orchid Bletia hyacinthina, a 
terrestrial one, native of Cliinu and Japuti, 
grown by me in a cool greenhouse, the tenqiera- 
tun of which fell several degrees below freezing 
iioint during the winter on several occasions, 
it m of easy culture. Its resting period is 
during the months when there is no sun heat 
available. In potting it I used leaf-mould and 
■innd. and when it showed signs of growth I 
gave it u copious supply of water frequently. 
The flowers are of n beautiful rose-purplo, the 
lip is white st reaked w ith red in the centre, 
nvrt spotted at the edges with deep crimson. 
It flowers during April. — H. Thomson, High 
Mrkiugtov, N. Drrou. 

[Tlte photograph sent, which was, unfortu¬ 
nately, not clear enough for reproduction, 
showed a plant with four breaks carrying seven 
spikes of bloom.— Eli. 1 

Cool-house Orchids.—These can take 
■water almost every day ut this season. Many 
of the plants need surface dressing liecauso of 
die 8ph aguum Moss dying. I am never satis- 

1 with the Masdevallitts or the Odonto- 
glMsnm.s until I can obtain a good growth of 
•Npfioguum upon the surface of the compost. 
Ul that are in an unsatisfactory condition in 
this respect should have the decayed material 
removed from the surface and he replaced. 
Tear up some good light, fibrous peat, and sift 
oat of it the liner particles, (let some freshly- 
gathered Sphagnum, and cut it up into J-ineh 
lengths with a knife. Sonio clean potsherds 
broken up into suitable sizos should he at hand, 
and also broken charcoal, the last not to he 
used so freely as the jiotsherds; spread the 
3[>h&gnuin ox’er the pent, and over all the 
■ rock-w ami charcoal. The material must he 
put on carefully with a crock projecting here 
and a piece of charcoal there, both embedded 
in the surface-dressing material, which should 
he pressed in firmly in about equal (larts. Any 
unsatisfactory specimen may be repotted, for 
even if this is not altogether the best time of 
the year to retxit such plants, it is hotter that 
they should be in good, fresh material that 
they can root into tlian he struggling for exist¬ 
ence in a compost, that has become sour through 
some cause or other. Masdevallias and Odonto- 

lo-sums are both very im(>aticnt of any serious 
*t urhunre at the roots in the process of repot- 

' ;.-ig. A inoi-t, cool atmosphere is good for the 
(.hints, hut too much may cause tho delicate 
flowers of the Odontoglossuins to sjiot and 
decay much before their time. A little fire- 
i<euf at night prevents the dump from doing 
iny injury. 

FERNS. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Growing Perns (F. <!.). -A northern 

; -pset is os good for Ferns as any other, and, if 
•he walls are not too high, yours is a rather 
favoured position, and if expense is a secondary 
• ousideration we should advise having a good 
heating apparatus to begin with. In a house 
1 hy hot-water pi[ics there could he groxvn 
ant only a better class of Ferns than conl/li 
groxvn in an unheated hoicftj Jlltl/MWyiWo' 

greenhouse plants, notably the Date l’alm 
(Phcenix dnctylifcra), Latanin horhonicn, 
Corypha australis, ntid several of the Arecns, 
Clmnuerops, &c. ; also Indinruhber plants 
(Ficus elnstica), Grevillea rohusta, several of the 
Drnea-nas, and many other useful table plants. 
The house would, however, tie too shad)’ to 
E;row flowering plunts satisfactorily. Even if 
inrdy Ferns only ure to lie grown, ft would he 

well to have heat enough to expel damp and 
stagnant air. 

How to treat Adiantum trapezlforme. 
I will be grateful for a little information as to how to 
treat. Adiantuai trapeziforme. I hail one last summer 

which did well, hut it now shows no sign of litc. I have 

no heat in greenhouse. Must this Kern have heat to 
start, also A. Neo Caledonia! and Cheihuithes radiatum? 
—SI John’*, Jenet/. 

[We are afraid that your plant of Adiantum 
trapeziforme will nex’er start again, even if heat 
is applied to it now, ns in all probability it is 
quite dead, the rosnlt of wintering in a cold 
house. It is a native of tropical America, and 
to 3ucceed with it it needs the teiiqieniture of 
a stovo, in which structure the fronds are 
retained throughout the winter. True, in the 
height of summer it may ho kept without tire- 
heat for a time, hut ns soon us the, nights get 
cool additional heat, is very necessary. If your 
Iilunt happens to possess any life, a little 
lottom-heat now may cause it to start, hut, as 

above stated, there is not much hope. The 
same remarks will apply to Adiantum Neo 
Caledonia-, a native of New Caledonia, and 
Clieilanthes radiatum. which grows in tropical 
America and the West Indies. While the 
three above-named Ferns are all very beautiful, 
they are by no means such as can Ik* recom¬ 
mended for growing jiermanently in n cool- 
house, even in your favoured climate. ] 

Pern fronds turning brown (.V. 
It is impossible to tell the actual cause of the 
Fern fronds turning brown, as it is not stated 
whether the Fern is in it room or greenhouse. 
It may he caused hy the Fern being grown 
in u moist, warm greenhouse before it was 
purchased, and then being suddenly changed 
to the dry air of a living room ; or it may he 
through changing it from a closo greenhouse 
to u very airy one, or from its being kept too 
nenr the glass in tho full sun. It should he 
borne in mind that the fronds of Adiantum 
gracillimum are naturally brown in a young 
state, changing to a light green when full 
groxvn, hut ns yon say it is growing all right, 
there is no harm done beyond the loss of a few 
fronds. This Fern requires in spring a night 
temperature of from 50 (legs, to 55 tlegs., with 
a rise as the season advances ; it should he kept 
4 feet from the glass, and shaded from bright 
sun. The air ol tho house in which it is grown 
should ho kept moist hy damping the walks, 
etc., pretty frequently, hut avoid syringing 
much ox’erhead. Air should lie given on favour¬ 
able occasions from the top lights only, thus 
preventing sweeping draughts. 

GARDEN PESTS AND FRIENDS. 

Destroying ants.—Will you kindly suggest any 

means for the extirpation of mils from n StrawDerr.v-bed • 
l-ast year the whole crop was devoured hy them before 

they were ripe. The plants are now full of bloom, and os 
yet no appearance of ants. Can anything be done to 

destroy them without injury to the plants? The lied is 
near a stone wall.—It. Ri iiik. 

(The only thing you can do is to search lor and flml out 

their nests, which are. no doubt, at the bottom ol the 
wall. Into these nests pour boiling walcr, which will at 
once destroy them.) 

The Vlne-weevll (Otiorrynchus sulcatusX —I have 
noticed lately that some of the leaves in my vinery are 
split, and in one or two cases eaten awav by an insect 

Alter making careful search I discovered two or three 
lieetles, specimens of which I send you. The same insect 

has also been found in the 1‘each-houso, where great 
havoc lias been wrought to the leaves. I have caused 

careful search to tie made all through the I'eoch-trees, and 

have captured a couple of dozen ot them. Would you lie 
kind enough to tell me what they are, and the best'means 

of dealing with them? I cannot Ibid out where they 
secrete themselves or breed. Would they live in the 

ground, or in the walls adjacent to the trees? Both the 
Peach-trees and the Vines arc in heated houses. I have 

sent you samples of the leaves.—Kd. Hoihibxh. 

[The above is the name of the insect, speci¬ 
mens of which you send. The only way to get 
rid of this pest is to catch it ut night by laying 
a white sheet or white paper under the Vines 
and throwing u bright light on them. This 
will euusCjtho weevils to drop, when they may 

anil destroyed. It. is also 
It '' 

bring down any that may ho loft among the 
Vine shoots. Allow no plants of a tufty nature, 
such as Ferns, Spirieaa, etc., t-o stand near the 
Vines, us in these the weevils hide away, to 
come out at night and destroy tho Vines.) 

FRUIT. 

PEACHES FAILING. 
I SHAM, be much obliged for information ns to failure of 

Peach-trees. The wall on which they are placed is a 

concrete retaining wall about K feet high, with the surface 
smoothed over with plaster. There arc pilasters along the 

wall at intervals, and the trees are placed between these. 
The wall is not quite straight, but slightly curved, the 

convex side to the north so that the curve is open to full 
south. The trees first planted grew to n full size and bore 
fruit exceedingly well. At last they cankered and failed. 

The soil was dug out and changed, and new trees planted, 

but they died the second veal . The process was repeated, 
and again the trees died. An Apneot-tree put in the 

place of one of the Peaches seems doing well, and Fig- 
tree* thrive at each extremity of the wall.—C. .Iomjihtuxk 
(Keni-Admiral). 

[The failure of your trees seems to us to 
point to unsuitable soil, drought, and summer 
treatment. The fact of your trees flourishing 
once, and then failing from canker, shows that 
there was either a soil deficiency, or an excess 
of some mineral uncongenial to the roots. 
What that may he cun only ho determined by 
e\(iert analysis and cultural experience. Your 
young trees may fail to grow if/ when planted, 
they were not mulched to keep out tlietfiummei 
drought. The nature of your wall is that 
which would probably increase heat absorption, 
both in the soil and about the trees themselves. 
Moisture is a great factor iu the successful 
establishment of newly planted trees, and ox er- 
liead syringing, too, is necessary each evening 
when the weather is warm and summer-like. 
Bed spider quickly establishes itself on trees 
that unduly feel the heat. Thoro aro soils in 
which Pencil-trees develop canker liefore they 
attain to any great age, even when cultivated 
under glass’ Soils in which there is an excess 
of iron we have known to develop this failing. 
Lime is an important component part of Peach 
soil, as is also burnt ballast. ’1 his latter is 
not, however, absolutely necessary though 
useful, hut lime is prescribed by most practical 
gardeners for almost every soil. Peach-trees 
should be planted in early winter or while there 
are still leaves unshed. Moved thus early and 
carefully planted, roots at once lorui in the 
nexv soil, which when spring comes round are a 
great incentive to a good start. When pi anted 
Kite they have not tins opportunity. The soil, 
too, should he made quite firm; if too wet at 
planting time to allow of this, make it firm 
later on when excessive moisture has abated. 
Tho Fig would possibly thrive where the 
Peach with tho same conditions would fail: 
Fig-trees have more resisting powers, and are 
no guide as pointing to tho suitahilitv or other¬ 
wise of the site or soil for Peaches. Briefly, we 
advise planting young troes in November, in¬ 
corporating lime in the soil and making it firm ; 
mulching with either short or strawy manure, 
and pruning in February. Newly purchased 
Peaches should lie shortened hack at least a 
third of the branch area, so as to build up a 
more vigorous foundation for the future. ] 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Protecting fruit from birds. -A simple and 

inexpensive way ot protecting fruit troin bids consists in 
hanging a small mirror on the top limbs of the tree. 
There should be at least 6 inches of string to the mirror, 
so that it can swine about as it is blown by the wind. The 

Hash of the mirror scares the bids away. One or two 

mirrors hung on a tree are sufficient. 

Peach-trees shedding their leaves.-I have 
forwuded lo you a few Beach-leaves to sis- what is the 

matter with them. The trees once were very neglected, 
allowed to grow any way, and fo get us dry us lxiwdcr. 

There is a splendid set on them, hut there is a lot dropping 
..IT in the stoning. I have thoroughly soaked the iwder 

with water, hut when I syringe the leave* drop off. I>.» 

you think it is a disease ?—Hkxry IIkxi>krm>x. 

| Wo do not know of any disease to which 
Peach-trees are addicted likely to bring 
about such a state of leaf-dropping in early 
spring. It is more likely the outcome of 
neglect in the past. It is’ most unusual for 
leaves to fall in spring, and those you send, 
apart from their thinness and absence of 
vigour, appear to have been sun - scalded. 
This would happen if the soil were allowed 
to become dry, or if the leaves were moist 
xvlieivIHStBCwiifTQfifibfiicient ventilation i gathw-IiLyip and destroyed. It is also I wlieh-^HflHJttfiHQn^'uflicient ventilation in the 

isi lW lil^givo tho trellis a good shr^^jtj^y ji|ytimc. (jff101 dropping ot! 
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when stoning, shows that there has been a 
serious inattention at the roots, not perhaps 
this season so much as in the past. Keep 
the borders well, though not excessively, 
moistened, and if you have not given them 
any fresh soil this winter do so as a top¬ 
dressing at once, with an additional dressing 
of some artificial manure. Attend closely to 
the ventilation of the house and the daily 
syringing when there is sunshine, and keep 
a constant and gentle heat in the hot-water- 
pipes, especially at night. See to the summer 
shoots often, cutting out those unnecessary, 
and tying in the test to furnish the trellises 
thinly. Do not be concerned about the 
present crop so much as that of getting a 
restoration of health and vigour for tne future. 
There are time and opportunity yet to do this, 
and by the autumn to have well-ripened wood 
for next year.] 

Fumigating Muscat of Alexandria Vine.— 
Kindly tefT me why anyone must not fumigate Muscat of 

Alexandria and Lady Downe's Grapes with XL All? 
Would it do them any harm now they are in bloom?— 
Ciikmtox. 

[From the earliest trials of the XL All 
mixture it has been proved that the chemical 
constitution of the article is injurious to the 
Vines named, and this being so, growers wisely 
abstain from running the risk of injury in 
acting contrary to the instructions issued with 
the preparation. What the injury takes the 
form of we are not prepared to say, it being 
sufficient for us to know that there is a risk in 
its use. We should certainly abstain from 
fumigating any Vines when in flower, and 
there should be no need to fumigate Vines at 
such an early period of the year. It augurs 
badly for the summer progress of the Vines if 
fumigation is necessary now.] 

Scale on Peach-trees.—My Peach-trees, which 

are under glass and have fruit on them about the size of 

pheasant s eggs, ore covered with scale. What can I do to 

kill it ? I have tried fumigating, but that has no effect.— 
CiruLSTOX. 

[There is nothing so simple or effective for 
removing the scale which has recently hatched 
than using a pointed stick, an old knife, wood 
label, or something similar, to scrape the scale 
off Thoro is no insecticide you can use with 
safety now, and scale insects are not much in¬ 
fluenced by fumigation. It may seem a 
laborious undertaking to deal with them thus 
by hand, but in the actual work this is not 
found to be so. It is mostly on the old wood 
and that of last year that the scale becomes 
established, and not on the current shoots and 
leaves. To use a concoction of any insecticide 
sufficient in strength to destroy scale would 
most certainly be harmful to the fruit now so 
far advanced, because of the down-like surface 
of the Peach absorbing and retaining a taint 
until ripe.] 

Unfruitful Pear-tree.—1 have a Pear-tree trained 

up the gable of my house. It looks healthy and makes 

much wood, but has not flowered during the last four 
years that I have been here, yet I am told that formerly it 

produced largely. Two years ago I opened up the roots, 
cut out a large tap-rooi which struck down into clayey 

soil, and put in good mould with some manure; still there 
are no flowers. Can you suggest anv treatment?— 

J. J. R. 

[You did right in severing the tap-root 
which descended into the clayey soil. But are 
you sure there were no others ? There is often 
much gratification in the discovery and opera¬ 
tions of this nature, but if search is not made for 
further offending thong-roots, and if these 
exist then barren trees remain barren, simply 
because their vigour is not sufficiently 
restrained. Another course, however, is open 
to you, that is, instead of pruning in the 
orthodox manner, allow the leaders to extend 
without pruning, and if there is room nail a 
lateral shoot here and there between the main 
branches. This course without root manipu¬ 
lation sometimes changes the order of things. 
You do not say what is the name of vour Pear, 
hut we think it may probably be Jargonelle, 
often a shy-fruiting variety, especially so if it 
is kept too closely pruned. We have seen 
trees of this kind remain unfruitful over a long 
period from a wrong course of pruning, ana 
w hen treated more liberally respond at once to 
the change, bearing fruit, not on the old and 
hard-spurred portions of the tree, but on the 
young growths that had been laid in during 
the summer. Hard pruning promotes vigour, 
which in time gives rise to barrenness in ma 
kinds of Pears, while others /are 

Digitized by VjVJO 

influenced. Soil, however, plays an important 
part in the conduct of the Pear-tree, whether 
for good or ill. A freer extension of the 
head may bring about the necessary change. 
If it does not, then further search for thong- 
roots may be necessary. ] 

Watering inside Vine borders.— 
If the roots are likely to require more water 
before the Grapes are ripe, no time should be 
lost in giving them a sufficient quantity, free 
from stimulants and at a temperature ranging 
from 80 (legs, to 90 (legs. A mild bright morn¬ 
ing is the best timetoapply it, and if requisite 
a. light mulching may be spread over the 
borders to prevent its too rapid esciqxe from 
the surface. Atmospheric moisture must also 
be regularly supplied, otherwise red-spider 
may nut in an appearance and become very 
troublesome before the Grapes are fit for cut¬ 
ting. Early Grapes ripened during a rising 
season require and carry off a great deal more 
moisture than would be good for late crops; 
hence the importance of keeping the mulching 
and all available sjiaces well moistened with 
pure water and stimulants alternately. Many 
growers now make very little difference either 
in the quantity or quality of the water used 
for damping clown with, but follow up the 
usual practice in all early houses until the 
(■rapes are ripe. 

BOOKS. 

“THE BOOK OF VEGETABLES/’ * 
The seventh volume of I)r. Roberts’ handbooks 
on gardening, which bears the above-named 
title, lias now reached our hnnds, and, after 
carefully reading the seventy odd pages com¬ 
prising the practical portion of the work, we 
nave pleasure in commending it to the notice 
of those of our readers who w ish to excel in the 
cultivation of the vegetables enumerated 
therein. We make this latter reservation 
liecause the writer—who it may here be stated 
is Mr. Geo. VVythes, head gardener to the Duke 
of Northumberland, Syon House, Brentford— 
was unable to deal with all kinds of vegetables 
in consequence ot the first volume ot the series 
having been devoted to the culture of such 
craps as Asparagus, Celery, Seakale, etc., 
hence their omission from the volume under 
review. Those not possessing Vol. I. will find 
this a drawback, but it is also one that they 
can remedy at a very modest outlay ; in fact, 
everyone interested in gardening is advised 
to liecome the |»s.sessor of the whole series as 
issued up-to-date. 

The piges of “The Book of Vegetables" 
teem with useful, practical information, both as 
to the time when to sow the various crops, how¬ 
to do it, also as regards their after manage¬ 
ment, and, coming as they do from the pen of 
a skilful cultivator, those lacking the experi¬ 
ence cannot err if they do but adhere to the 
simple rules laid down, and adopt the cultural 
advice tendered. The author devotes lengthy 
chapters to the growing of those two important 
crops—Peas anti Potatoes—and makes allusion 
to such varieties as he finds to succeed well with 
him, which, by the way, are mostly to lie found 
in general cultivation. Regarding the forward¬ 
ing of early Potatoes, many gardeners living in 
country districts where tree leaves can he had in 
abundance should make special note of Mr. 
VVythes’ method of obtaining them, which con¬ 
sists in forming a large bed with the leaves in 
some sheltered spot open to the south, on 
which suitable soil is spread to the requisite 
depth, and performing the planting of the 
tubers early in March. The genial warmth 
engendered by the leaves promotes quick 
growth, and the crop is read}’ ior lifting far in 
advance of that grown on a south border. 
Protection from frost, it may he mentioned, is 
afforded by straw-thatched hurdles, and the 
employment of Bracken, cut in a green state 
and sun-dried, is also recommended. This is, 
perhaps, not altogether a new idea, neverthe¬ 
less it is one that might be more generally 
adopted than it is, and that with excellent 
results. Mr. VVythes has a good word to say 
for that fine main crop Potato Windsor 
Castle. Modesty, of course, forbids him to 

"The Book of Vegetables,” by Mr. Geo. Wythes. 

Edited by Dr. Haro' Roberts. John Lane, T(se Bqdley, 

jjfead, Vigo-street, London, W. 
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make more than passing mention of those two 
esteemed varieties, for the raising of which Ik 
is responsible—v 17.., English Beauty and Svon 
House Prolific. Having grown the two sort- 
extensively since their introduction, we are in 
a position to say that they occupy front rank 
in their respective classes, the first-named 
being a first earlyand the last a very late kind: 
in fact, in our opinion, no other late Potato 
surpasses it for general excellence. The 
remaining portion of the volume is given up hv 
the editor to the history and cookery « 
vegetables, and in addition to the information 
afforded as to the derivation of the name: .,i 
and the antiquity of many of our common 
vegetables, the reader will find most valusblr 
recipes for the cooking of the same in varwu- 
ways, many of which will no doubt be quite 
new to the ordinary housewife. 

THE BEST HARDY PERENNIALS 

FOR CUT FLOWERS.* 
Among the many books on gardening comm; 

out now those with coloured plates are not 
common, and this rather large book consists ti 

a series of coloured plates of some of the bolder 
hardy flowers, some of w hich are good, som 
inferior, and all rather marred by a dull grey 
background which gives monotony to the plat' 
The matter, by Mr. F. W. Meyer, of Exeter, :• 
as good as it can be, and follows the illustration-- 
closely. It is impossible in such a work to do 
anything like justice to the immense number/ 
hardy flowers we have in cultivation. Tb 
following about borders, however, is sound ami 
good — 

"There can be no doubt that the most effective horl« 
is that which has an irregular outline, turf is unnH 
against a background of ornamental trees and shrubs A* 
a rule such borders are not made uearit wide enough to 
allow all plants to develop their full beanty silto.' 

becoming overcrowded. Now and then the choris 
shrubs of the background should project into the borirt 
and mingle with the hardy flowers, while in otter pitas 
the border itself should break the line of shrubs by Ion* 
ing here and there a deep recess among the taller pUnu 

Such a border should never be dug over (unlew In tl* 
course of years it should require to be altogafco 
rearranged), and it should never allow a single yan!; 
hare soil cither in winter or summer, and in this directi 
I think the borders of most gardens may be groto 
improved. The worst fault of moot borders is that 
are generally arranged with far too much regularity. U 

a rule people are content to have their tall plana »t Ik 

tiack and the small ones in the front, leaving the inn* 

between perfectly bare. The result is a more or is 

regular hank during the summer months and a bare *s 

during winter. But there is just as much diHaw." 
between this and the picturesque style ol arrasy.'; 

borders as there is between a group ol lovely Orchidi v>! 

choice stove and greenhouse plants arranges! for effect u 
one of our principal exhibitions, and another group fon 

ing a more regular bank of flowers and foliage amt .’ri 
with such painful exactness, that its outline might 

compared to the sloping root of a house. In a to 
arranged group, as now often exhibited for effect, ffehw 

short plants among taller ones, springing from s dens 
carpet of Maiden-hair Kern or other greenery, studtteJ 

with flowers, but all plants are or should be so plans! Hat 
the eye can penetrate and admire the full beauty ol ad 
individual llower or fine-foliaged plant, while the «bc 

combination has n most pleasing and graceful effs* 

Whv is it that plants grouped in this manner and oflenw 
as it were, a series of vistas, through which iheshorai 

plants arc distinctly visible, are so pleasing to Hie <■}' 
It is because this combination picture producesdiflenr 

effects of light and shade, and each visible short l« 

between the taller ones becomes in itself a picture view® 
through the living frame of other plants. This, then, 

ihe style which should be our pattern when groupua- 

plants out-of-doors ; it is on the principle of the truertj- 
of Nature and will lend itself to an infinite number * 

most effective variations Instead of leaving the soil tv- 

between the taller plants, let us carpet it with flowers 

greenery, Just as Nature would clothe th hare soil of oa 
woods witn ail Kinds of dwarf vegetatio • *s“c" - 
do in the case of a group of Orchids arranged for effect -- 

an exhibition. We have an emllews variety of lu*' 
plants suitable for the purpose. What could be proto1 J 

than a colony ol bright Mowers springing from a carpel . 

the woolly Thyme (Thymus faiMBii 1 cl, or such plsw- 1 

Herniaria glabra, Arenaria ciespito. J. iy SaxiltGyj 

Veronica repens, etc. ? Or if we desire et* of a b.h’rft 
colour, we have Phloxes, Veronicas, Er, -mum, AlysuN 

Arabia, Auhrietia, fberis, Campanulas, and seon- 
other varieties to choose from. Surely there i' no c.v -I 

for bare spots when we have such delightful evergreens -j 

these to cover the ground." 

United Horticultural Benefit and- 
Provident Society. —The usual month1, 
meeting of this society was held ut the CaM 
donian Hotel, Adelphi-terrace, Strand, 11 - 
the evening of May 12. Mr. Joseph Wlieelc^ 
presided. The minutes of the last meet in-‘ 
were read and confirmed. Nine new meml'r-r-j 

• “The Best Hardy Perennials for Producing »'■; 
Abundant Supply of Cul Flowers and for Effective I'isp- • 

of Bright Colours in the Garden, "with coloured plate* 
J* W. Meyer. Blake and Mackenrie, School u ' 

LivQrpOol. 
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were elected, making fifty-three in the five 
months this year. Three members were 
reported on the Sick Fund. The death certifi- 
cate'of the late Mr. Crawford was producer!, 
and £18 Is. 1 Id., lieing the amount standing to 
the late member’s credit, was voter! to the 
widow, also u cheque for £5 from the Benevolent 
Fund, this being considered a very urgent and 

■ving case for assistance. 

rote 

l the i 

LAW AND CUSTOM. 

Discharge of Be wage Into neighbour's 
ditch— easement.— Sixteen year* atfo I erected a 
detached house in a rural parish where there was no 
•)(tern ot sewer*. Before the sanitary inspector would 
front a certificate of habitation he required me to make 
aeeanool for reception of soapy water, etc. (there is no 
w.w in the house), with an overflow from the cesspool 
into my nri«hbotir's ditch. I endeavour to avoid any 
overflow there, and use a manure-pump. After sixteen 
gears' enjoyment can iny neighbour object to the over¬ 
flow pausing into his ditch? If he may successfully 

E*. cannot I turn the overflow into my own ditch in 
|o( my house and leave It to find its own way into 
ditches ? Or can I he compelled lo enlarge my ccss- 

laa to Stop the overflow altogether?—lo.xoRAMt'S. 
have gained no right by nix teen years’ 

nd your neighbour may com|icl you to 
She overflow of your sewage from his 
You may turn the overflow from the 

nto the ditch at the front of your 
this ditch is you say your own ; but, 

toh adjoins a highway, the overflow 
the cause of u nuisance and may he 

there. In that case you will be liable 
jdings for causing a nuisance, and you 
coin|ielIud to drain into such a cesspool 
be adequate und also to clean it out 

time to time, as circumstances may 
The local authority are not liound to 

an expensive system of sewerage 
to meet the requirements of one house, 

louse to erect your house in a detached 
rhere there was no sewer available or 
reasonable distance, and you must 

consequences.—K. C. T.j 
ten tenancy.—I have a small nursery n* a 
n, florist, and fruit-grower, and for my use a» 
team *go I took an acre of land which hail 

fy been used as the kitchen garilen of a private 
he owner not requiring it for that purpose any 

It in a very dilapidated condition, and onl'v 
i it a few old ntandard fruit-trees, which Hill 
My agn.-cmeot is so much rent l>er amiuiii, 
all-yearly, hut the tenancy can only he deter- 

i Christmas by either party giving the other six 
notice in writing. Since I have been the tenant 

fcleaned anil manured the land, and planted some 
eberry. Currant, and Itasplierry-trees, and over 
iwlierry-plants, one-half of which were young 
m pots planted last July. >ly landlord now tells 
I require the garden again, and lie intends giving 
in June next. Must I remove all the things I 
Or ran I leave them, and claim compensation 

landlord w hen I give up at Christ mas'' And how 
hen proceed?—Dot am i. 
tlo not say if the agreement states that 

irden is let to you us a market ganlcn, or 
rinits you to use the garden as a market 
. .No doubt you do so use it, and it 
be expected bv your landlord that you 
so use it, but unless it was agrees I in 

hititing that the holding shnll be let or treated 
market garden, the holding dues not come 

within the Market (Jnrdenors’ Compensation 
Act. If it does come within that Act, you 

’ may. on quitting, claim compensation for the 
unexhausted value of the manures purchased 
an-1 used, also for the fruit • trees anil 
fruit-bus permanently planted out hy you. 
And you may remove, before your tenancy 
expires, all fruit-trees and fruit-bushes planted 
by you, but not permanently set out. You 
m »y also cl»|- ..ipensution for all the Straw- 
U-rrv-pla' Hunted lust year, but for none 
planted a- you became aware that your 
tenancy would he determined at Christinas. 
You would not be able to claim for any vege¬ 
table crops planted during the last year of 
tenancy, although you may remove all such 
before you quit, ff the Market Gardeners’ 
Compensation Act docs not apply, you cannot 
remove an v of the trees and bushes permanently 
set out, and you cannot enforce any compensa¬ 
tion for them unless such is given in your 
agreement of tenancy or hy local custom, and 
I do not profess to be intimately acquainted 
with market garden custom in your district. 
It the agreement did not state tnnt the place 
was let for cultivation us a market garden, it 
was the height of folly to plant all these trev-' 

POULTRY. 

POULTRY IN CONFINEMENT. 

(Rkply to " K. W.”) 

Thkke is no necessity to keep a male bird with 
hens that are merely required to produco eggs 
for homo consumption. Thoro would ho no 
difference in the flavour of the eggs if no cock 
were kept. As to feeding, the liest rule to 
follow is to give soft food early in the morning 
(in a warm state during the winter months), 
consisting of Barley-meal, to which may he 
added a good proportion of shams or liollard 
during the summer. This paste should lie of a 
stiff nature that will easily crumble and fall to 
pieces when thrown on the ground. Turnips, 
Carrots, and other vegetables, if boiled and 
mixed with soft food, conduce to good health, 
and are especially valuable if the fowls have not 
a Grass run. Kitchen scraps may be given at 
midday, and always good sound grain at night 
before roosting time. The hard grain should 
consist of Barley, Wheat, Maize, and Buck¬ 
wheat, given in turn, as a frequent chnngo of 
food is much to be recommended, being far 
better than the constant use of one kind of 
grain. Maize must, however, lie used somewhat 
sparingly, as it is apt to promote the formation 
of internal fat, and fat hens seldom la}-well. It 
is ini(K)rtant to avoid over-feeding, for, whether 
by excess of quantity or of stimulating con¬ 
stituents, over-feeding is the cause of most of 
the diseases that fowls are subject to. In 
commencing poultry-keeping it is important to 
secure young birds only; those hatched in 
March or early in April are the best. These 
should begin to lay at six months old, nnd with 
good management cont inue to do so throughout 
the winter. When ceasing to lay they ure in 
tirimo condition for the table, or they can he 
ept on till the following autumn. Bv this time 

they will have laid their second lot of eggs, and 
lie about eighteen months old, anil this is the 
age at which most of the hens should lie cleared 
off—either sold or used for table. Their flesh at 
this age is good eating, and possesses a firmness 
not met within a chicken of the year. Another 
lot of early-hutched pullets should then he 
purchased. In this way (xiultry-keeping will 
often lie more profitable than if chickens are 
bred for stock purposes. You will find 
‘‘Popular Poultry-Keeping” useful in the 
mnnugemont of your fowls. It is published at 
170, Strand, London, W.C. (Is. 2d. jiost free). 

S. S. G. 

Death of hen (Brown-rye*). — This 
a|i|iears to bo ii case of apoplexy, a complaint 
to which laying hens are very subject, being 
usually the result of an obstruction in the 
circulation of the blood, causing a sudden 
rupture of one of the minute blood-vessels in 
the brain. The only remedy is bleeding, by 
opening the large vein under the wing, milking 
the incision lengthways, und pressing the veii% 
with the thumb between the opening and the 
body. Apoplexy can seldom be treated in 
lime to lie of any value. If the |iatient should 
recover it must lie kept very quiet for a few 
days, and fed iijioii soft, non-stimulating food. 
High feeding promotes a tendency to this 
compluint, therefore robust, heavy birds should 
be carefully foil, es|ieeinlly if tnev are disin¬ 
clined to take much exercise. Snould any of 
your other hens show symptoms of apoplexy, 
give a dose of castor-oil anil feed low.— 
S. 8. G. _ 

BIRDS. 

Death of Canary (Fmuhnm). — This 
bird hud been ailing for some time, and all the 
internal organs were in a very diseased con¬ 
dition. The journey by rail may possibly 
have hastened its death, but under the most 
favourable conditions it could not have lix-ed 
more than a week or so. Fatty degeneration 
of the liver appears to have been the immediate 
cause of death. This was probably brought 
about through injudicious feeding, food of too 
stimulating a character having been supplier!. 
— S. S. Ii. 

Canary ailing ( F. E. Whilhy).—As 

h'CVtfjTi3*’8 Il0t ease "bad crqakin 
bid, describe the symptoms df 

complaint from which your bird is suffering, 
you might try a little oxymel of squills, giving 
two drops three limes a day, keeping the 
patient in a high, even temperature day and 
night, ah it appears to lie suffering from mi 
inflammatory affection of the lining of the 
bronchial tubes, which was, no doubt, caused 
through its having been removal to a coldor 
climute than it hus been used to. Give green 
food freely in the form of Watercress, Lettuce, 
and Groundsel, and do not omit that almost 
necessary health-preserver, cuttle-fish bone, a 
piece of which should always have a place 
lietween the wires of the cage near the perch. 
Avoid an exhausted, dry atmosphere, such as 
is found in the upper part of a living room, 
especially where gas is burned. It is just in 
such a position that birds contract bronchitis, 
and this in its chronic form is one of the most 
common compluiuts from which cage-birds 
suffer.—S. S. G. 

Death of young Pigeons (Maude 
Wilde). It is rather unusual for young Pigeons 
to die off in the way yours have done. l>o you 
let them have a liberal supply of salt ? This is 
essential in keeping those birds in health, us is 
also a good allowance of old mortar broken up. 
Plenty of fresh water, to drink nnd bathe in, is 
all-important. Some of the prepared gravels 
that are sold for Pigeons are excellent for 
keeping them in health and condition. It 
would be well to discontinue tho Beans, giving 
Maple Peas, Tares, and Dari. When young 
Pigeons become thin and light, cod-liver oil 
capsules are given, one every evening for about 
ten davs. These generally pick them up 
wonderfully. Afterwards, a little Canary-seed 
and Hemp-seal are given. The nest-pans that 
contaiu your Pigeons should frequently he 
cleaned and receive fresh sawdust, in which a 
few drops of paraffin or turpentine have been 
sprinkled to keep insects in check. The shelf 
on which the nest-pan rests should also receive 
some paraffin, for it is here that the insect (tests 
usually congregate. There should always he a 
lump of rock salt accessible to the Pigeons, and 
also a good supply of small gravel to assist in 
the digestion of the food. No bird can long 
remain in health without sharp grit in the 
gizzard.—8. 8. G. 

Canary losing its feathers (Xo Xame). 
—The loss of feathers at other than the usual 
moulting season may arise from an irritable 
condition of the skin, which is often associated 
with indigestion or tho presence of insect (tests 
in the cuge. A gross condition of the system 
brought on from a biixl being allowed to purtuku 
too freely of sweet cuke, sugar, or egg-food, 
will also cause loss of feathers. You do not 
give any particulars as to diet and general 
treatment In a case of this kind, the diet, 
while nourishing, must not lie of too stimulating 
a nature. While nbundunee of green food 
should he supplied, of which there i« nothing 
better than the flowering tops of Groundsel, 
gi\-e also a little Linseed, which is very useful 
in helping Canaries over their moult. Lettuce- 
seed, if given, nets us a slight purgative, and 
cools the system. You would find a few drops 
of Parrish's Chemical Food daily in the drinking 
water greatly assist your binl in its protracted 
moulting, 'fhis excellent [ire pa ration contains 
all the elements necessary to the elaboration of 
new feathers, while giving tone to the system. 
Maintain as even a temperature as possible in 
tho room where the him is kept, but especially 
guard against hanging the cage high up on a 
wall in a room where gas is burned, as in such 
close nnd poisonous air no bird can do well. 
Supply an abundance of grit-sand, with some 
old powdered mortar, but no sweets of any 
kind, ns these in any form are very injurious to 
cage-birds.—S. S. G. 

Photographs of Gardens, Plants, or 
Trees.—offer each week a copy of I he. Intent 
edition of the "English Flower Garden” for the 

best photograph of a garden or any of its contents, 

indoors or outdoors, sent to us in any one week. 
Second prize, Half a Guinea. 

The Prize Winners this week are: I, 
Mrs. F. C. Watson, Great Staughton Vicarage, 

, St. Noils, ,fpi-[hoHei; of mixed annuals: 2, Mr. 
oaking F. 1’arkiris, Pepper Arden, Northallerton, for 
Cf :hi P.;.vcr,» iun »,ucro-tc::l,nn..m. 
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CORRESPONDENCE. 

Questions.— Queries and answers are inserted t'n 
Gardbxixo free of charge if correspondents follow these 

rules : All communications should be clearly and concisely 
written on one side of the paper only, and addressed to 

the Editor of Gardening, 17, Furmval-street, Uolborn, 

London, K.C. Letters on business should be rent to 

the Pitblibiikr. The name and address of the sender are 

required in addition to any designation he mag desire to 
be used in the paper. When more than one. query is sent, 

each should be on a separate piece of paper, and not mors 

than three queries should be sent at a time. Correspon¬ 

dents should bear in mind that, as Gardening has to be 

sent to press some time in advance of date, queries cannot 
always be replied to in the issue immediately following 

the receipt of their comm u nication. We do not reply to 

queries by post. 
Naming fruit.—Readers who desire our help in 

naming fruit should bear in mind that several specimens 

in different stapes of colour and sire of the same kind 

greatly assist in its determination. We have received 

from several correspondents single, specimens of fruits 
for naming, these in many eases being unripe and other¬ 

wise poor. The difference between varieties of fruits are, 

in many cases, so trifling that it is necessary that three 
fpeeitneyt* r\f encJi li'ttii yhniJ/l !u> t*nt MV rnn uiulrrtnk* 

to name only four varieties at a time, and these only when 

the above directions are observed. 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

Genistas (C. A. S.)—Cut your plants down, ami 
when they have begun to grow repot (hem, keeping them 

••lose (or a time until the root* begin to work freely , when 
eland them out in the open on a hard bed of ashes. They 

will in all probability flower next year. 

Anemone fulgena, planting over {Waterloo). 

—We would advise you not to attempt growing anything 
over the Anemone fulgena, as the conns will soon begin to 

form leaves, and any other plants would injure them. It 

would be far better to lift and replant in a position where 

they could he left undisturbed. 

Erlgeron mucronatus {Inquirer).—You had 
better plant out your seedlings at once. They will bloom 

during the summer. It is a \aluible border flower, and 

makes a good edging. For several weeks in the summer 

it is a mass ol bloom about 9 inches high. The flower* 
are pink when they flrst open, and afterwards change to 

white It is also known as Yittadenia triloba. 

Marking a tennis lawn (L. M. Welhy) —The 

court should lie 7* leet long and leet wide for a single- 

handed game, and for a double-handed game 78 feet long 
and 38 feet wide. It is divided across the middle (of the 

length) by a net. which should he 3 feet 8 inches high at 

the post*, and about 3 feet at the centre. The hall court 

line is half-way between the side lines and parallel with 

them. The service lines are 21 feet from the net, and 

parallel with it. 

Lifting Tulips (■'. AX—Lift your Tulips carefully 
so as to preserve the root* and as much soil as you can. 

and replant them thickly in anv spare ground you may 

have until the leaves have died away. Then lift them, 

clean them, and dry them, storing them away until you 

wish to plant again. They will not flower so well as they 

have done this year, ami we would not advise you to 
place them in a prominent position. Far better get fresh 

bulbs for any beds you want to look well. 

Mealy-bug on Plumbago <BellfleldX — This. 
several specimens ot which we found on the growths of 
Plumbago you send, is a terrible pest. It will lie scarcely 

possible to clear It off altogether at one dressing, hut you 
may syringe the plants forcibly with a mixture of soft- 

soap and a quarter of a pint ol paraffin to three gallons of 

water, applied warm. Take care that you keep the 

{•a ratlin well mixed, putting every alternate syringefUl 

•ack into the can. Perseverance will he necessary, more 

especially if ot her plant* grow ing close by are also attacked 

by the same troublesome insect, 

Fritllltrii Meleagris alba (II. Young).-This 
is the name ft your plant, a bulb belonging to the Lily 

family. The lilting should he done in the autumn, and 
the bulbs replanted without delay. All the forms of the 

Snake's-head may be used with excellent effect. They grow 

freely in Grass not mown eaily, and are thus very suitable 

for the wild garden. The various forms are among the 
most beautiful inhabitants of the hardy bulb garden, and 

tufts of the chequered and white-flowered varieties are 

among the most graceful plants in cottage gardens. 

Primula obccraica (Greenmount).—Give the plant* 

a good liberal shill into (i-inch pot*, using loam three part* 
and leaf-soil and well.rotted manure ISnety oiftod, equally 

lor the other part. To this you may give a liberal addition 
of sharp san 1 or grit, and good drainage, so that no stag¬ 

nant water lies about. The plant is so free and urofuse in 

its flowering that if carefully repotted without disturbing 

the old ball no damage will be done. This will he more 

easily accomplished by giving what is here termed a liberal 
shift" Pot moderately Arm, and keep the plants fairly 

well supplied with moisture. We have flowered this plant 

continuously and well the whole year round. 

Plague of woodlice (A. Cooper)— One of the best 
wavs ol destroying woodlice is to pour trailing water over 

them, if you can find out where they congregate They 
are fond of hiding under bricks, slate-, tiles, pieces of 

Iraard, etc. Lay some of these about, and lift the n every 
morning. They may he poisoned by bulling small pieces 

of Potato in water in which arsenic has been boiled. One 

part of Steiner's vermin paste mixed with three parts of 
Barley-meal, and put in small quantities on to pieces of 

slate,* card, etc., has been very strongly recommended, 

also phosphorus paste spread on pieces of bread and 

butter. They may also be trapped by folding long strip* 
of brown paper in half lengthwise, and smearing one side 
with treacle and lieer, and laving them about in the 

haunt* of the woodlice. They will creep into this shelter, 

and ein easily bo shaken into boiling water. Their skins 

arc sq hard that no insecticide has any effect on them by 

merely wetting them with it. 

Pelargoniums unhealths^T^m-efoie/iX — 
disease which is-attackipjEJrqu r. lllargotfukps i- 
by a fungus, and 160m ot Snob Igftre^conlilaillle x 

Plants that have been highly fed or with an insufficient 

circulation ol air are far more liable to its ravages than 
those grown under hardier conditions. Judging by the 

pale colour of those sent, and the attenuated stalks of 

some of them, we should say that want ol air is at the 
bottom of a good deal of your trouble. They look, too. os 

if they had been heavily shaded. With regard to the 

remedy, the leaves should be lightly dusted with sulphur 
at the flrst sign of the disease, and a free circulation of air 

around the plants maintained. Avoid overcrowding, and 

allow a reasonable amount of sunshine to play on the 

plants. In this way the tissues of the leaves become 

hardened, and therefore better able to resist the attacks 

of the fungus. As above stated, do not he too free with 

manure, while loo much water at the roots is equally 

injurious. 
Anomatheca cruenta (G. SI. ft.) This is a 

remarkably pretty little bulbous plant, a native of the 

Cape of Good Hope, and nearly hardy in this country. It 

produces a bulb a good deal like that ol a Kreesia. hut 
smaller. The flowers are bright carmine red. blotched 

towards the base of the petals with rich velvety crimson. 
It seeds very freely, so that if the seeds are allowed to 

ripen the probability is that during the following season 

young plant* of it will crop up in many directions. I’nlike 

most bulbous plant*, th«- seedlings soon attain flowering 
size; hence, if the seed is sown when ripe, the young 
plant** *io obtained will bloom the following eonsoii. As 
the flower-spikes are pushed up freely, and there are 

several blossoms on a scape, it lasts in beauty for a con¬ 
siderable time. It is of easy culture, and may Ik- treated 

in various ways. A very good plan is. when dormant, to 

shake the bulbs out ol the soil in which they have been 

growing, and winter them covered up with sand and 
placed where just free from frost. Early in the new year 

they may he |>otted, using an open loamy soil. From 

eight to ten bulbs in a pot 5 inches in diameter will form 

effective little clumps. 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

Coronllla Emerus (Jack). This frequently bears 

its seed-pods freely, and when this hapiK-ns they may he 

gathered in the autumn when ripe, and kept in a fairly 
cool phc-e, such as seed* are stored in, till the spring, 

when, if sown as recommended for the Berberis. they will 

soon germinate. Cuttings can also Ik- struck if taken in 

Septcmlier ot the same y ear's shoots, which will Ik by then 

fairly hardened. Take them off at a length of about 
5 inches, dibble firmly into well-drained pots of sandy soil, 

place in a frame kept done and shaded from the brightest 
sun. In October, loo, rather longer and stouter cuttings 

can be put in a sheltered bonier in the open ground. 

Deutzia gracilis (Jack) — This is generally 

increased hv cuttings of the young shoot* taken about 

May if they have grown in the open ground, and earlier if 
the* plant* have been forced (for which purpose they are 

much uscdX If these are put into pot* of sandy soil and 

kept close in a gentle heat, they soon root. Cuttings can 

al«o he put in a* recommended for the Coronilla, while if 

in the open ground it is often possible to take up a plant 

in the autumn and divide it after the manner of a 
herbaceous suhjeit. leaving to each piece an attendant 

root or roots. If carefully planted these form neat little 

plants by (he next year. 

Increasing the Cornelian Cherry (Cornus 
mas) (Mrs. H. Smith) This can Ik- readily grown from 

seeds, which ripen freely in many districts. The seed 

should l>e sown when npe, or. at all events, not kept 
longer than the following spring. The pulpy matter must 

iic cleaned off, and if the seed is sown in a pot or pan, it 

should lie covered with about i inch of soil. If this is 

kept moist the young plants will make their appearance 
in the course of the summer after they are sown. Though 

plants can bo raised in quantity in this way there is one 

objection, and that is, seedlings take longer* to flower than 
layers, which, however, take two years to root properly, 

aiid would, therefore, l»e useless for your purpose._ Still, 

in the case of an established plant, it is often |>ossible to 

take off one or two suckers with attendant roots, which, if 

carefully planted, will grow away in a satisfactory- 

manner. This can he safely done in September. Failing 

suckers, however, your friend must depend upon seed¬ 

lings. 

Berberis Darwlni (Jack) This can lie freely 

Lmiscd from seeds, which, however, take some time to 

germinate. The beautiful orange blossoms are in time 
succeeded by berries, which towards the end of the 

summer assume a blackish-purple tint. As autumn 
advances they ripen, and when quite ripe, which is shown 

by the lierries shrivelling and some commencing to drop, 

they can be gathered and either rubbed up with a little 

dry sand to absorb the pulpy matter, or picked clear ol 

the pulp at once. In this latter case you can sow the 

seeds without delay, hut if otherwise, you may allow them 
to remain in the sand till the spring. Sow- the seed in 

pans, cover with about a | inch of soil, and place in an 

ordinary garden frame. Tills last named protection is not 

necessary, but it prevents the soil from drying too much, 

and is altogether of great assistance when small quantities 
of seed are sown. Failing a frame, lay a pane of glass 

over the pot or pan containing the seed. Large quantities 

may he sown in a sheltered border outside, covering a 

little deeper, and taking care that the soil does not 

become parched up during the summer. Seeds sown as 

soon as ripe will, as a rule, germinate in a more or less 
irregular manner the next summer, but many of them 

will often lie till the following spring. 

FRUIT. 

Strawberries falling (A C.).—From the samples 
you send we should think that the Strawberries have been 

attacked by mildew, which is produced on indoor-grown 

fruit by cold draughts. Are you quite sure that the 

plants have never been allowed to get dry at the root*, a* 

a check in this wav would cause the troublel Again, you 

may he overcropping your plants, and in this way prevent 
many of the fruits coming to maturity. The recent cold 

nights, too, may have given a check to the fruit. 

Vine In cool greenhouse (Promotion) —From 

the description of your Vine we should suppose that the 
variety is the Black Hamburgh. One shoot is sufficient 
for each spur formed by the pruning of last year's wood. 

r>o not remove a shoot from this because ther0ioM jm» 

nappen to !« a bunch formed on it. All laterals need not 

ae fruiting ones—the crop w-ou'' 

for the st re ngth of your Vine if a bunch were allowed to-ah 

lateral. Pinch out the points at about two leaves bee r, I 

the embryo bunch. It is not unusual—indeed, all V, .., 
produce tendrils naturally. Weak or hadlv-matured V 

will give tendrils instead of bunches. It is not tint. 
however, that this is the case with your Grape-Vine TV 

unfruitful shoot* may be stopped at any suitable Ingfli 

if there should not he room for more, they could lw 

pinched to six leaves, or even fewer. Such shoots 

!>e likely to become fruitful for another year, ird ilc 

stronger for being kept shorter than the rest TI • 

pin-head divisions of the hunches you mention an abu 
will ultimately become lierries. * After the floaerii^ 

period you will find the lierries very uneven in nee. (q 

smallest will not swell to their full size because the: u, 
seedless, and are those which should he cut out with , 

pair of small, |iointed scissors. These are sold hr tin 
purpose by ironmongers and seedsmen. L'r.lew ih-y u> 

thinned, the lierries and hunches cannot be satis!***;, 

because the latter are small and crowded. 

Twelve varieties of aromatic Apples 
(K. C. Ilird) The following varieties may afford)/' • 

•election jrassessing the necessary degree of iron.. 
American Mother. Gravensteiu is probably the ro-l 

aromatic of all Apples ; birds and insects are so attnvM 

by the smell of the ripening fruit, that we find it oectaan 

in most years to gather it before the fruit is really rip- I 
is a rojftilar hearer in Irtish form after the tree ha» »ttsn..-l 

a fair size and age. Cornish Gilliflower and ( 

Aromatic arc two popular west country fruits, the furm-i 

producing its crop on the tips ot the previous smvj i 

•hoots : hence, careful pruning is called for or the -rip i. 

lost. To Cox's Orange Pippin and Rib-ton Pippin nr 

much praise need lie given—they are too well Ijioet 
while Cox's seem* to he planted by even-one. the o'd 

favourite Hibston is not so frcelv grown. Roxonv 

Pippin is another good Apple beautiful in fruit and boro 

in the tatter respect it is a striking variety. Adv; 
Pearmain is also a well-known winter Apple ol aeoodird 

aromatic flavour. Brownlee's Russet, Brvldin'* V. 

pareil. St. Edmond's Pippin, and Pitmaston Nonpareil tl 
have a russet ty skin. Other goad aromatic Appkaei 

Golden Harvey. Irish Peach, the old Cockle's Pippiael 

l.-iily's Ik-light. The last we know only as a standard. 

in this form itliears a heavy load every year of ver; ht*-1 

coloured and aromatic fruit. 

SHORT REPLIES. 
T. A. Jenkins.—Your Hydrangea has evidentlyle—i.- 

very dry at the roots. The top soil may look nxtfi. '■ t 
we fear the soil i» dry at the base.-C. A. &—Any hini' 
plant grower can supply Tropteoluui tuherosinr 

A'. I'. .5.—Geranium is applied to the hanly specie* »'d 

Pelargonium to those that require greenhouse treat "s’ 

-A. F. G.—Impossible to form any idea a- to its 

failure of your plants from the withered scraps you 
-Theydon Hois. See article in our issue of April It 

1902, which can he had of the publisher, price !*i 

G. D.—\Ye see nothing wrong with the Vine-leans1■’1 

send, only in the case of two which seem to have ton 
slightly scalded. If any lurther trouble arises. »"•!'f 

send again and we will do our liest to help you.—V. !>. 

Write to Messrs. Caoncll and Sons, Swanlej Jim inn. 

Kent.——Mradowlands.—Your own idea of removns® 
netting is the belter wav. If birds are troublesome)!* 

destroy the fruit-buds, you can easily fix it uiU-ipcm' 

them entering.-Delta.—U the window-nova "n 

outside vv-e could recommend many plants that w.«rt 

answer, but vve fear you would have little success!"rp’ 

ing anything in window-lraxes indoors.-/. *Ck 

See reply to " Major," re •• Blistered Peach leaves, in™ 
issue of May 17, p. 161.-Lex.— Certainly enipp .« 

pipes, and occasionally empty the boiler also tonriyv 
any sediment.-11. .If.—You cannot remove ary!' 

thin von have planted if it takes root and grows.—-* - 

In all probability slugs are the culprit*. 
pot upside down in a pan of water, and on IhivpK ' 
votir Davallii. This will prevent any slugs reaching 3 - 

J. M. r>. II 1, Lift your Tulips carefully, a"1! 
them in some shaded corner till the foliage has nr'". 

2, Never apply liquid-manure until the pots arc quit- •■■ 
of root* which have exhausted all the goodliest w ... 

ttoiL Then in the time to feed. 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 

Names of plants.—Saratoga.-i, 
japonic*; 2. Dnronicum austriacum: _ J* " 

hirsutum ; 4. Tradcscantia piucumbcn*.-''J®-. 
Carry.— 1, The Shad Bush (Amelanchicr canaflcm' ' y 

The Rock Madwort (Alyssum saxatileX . ,s 

Trevelyan.—Magnolia Soulangcnna.- 
—1. Erica mediterrsnea ; 2. F cnrnca. ** 0 
difficult to name with certainty unless one kno - - ^ 

thing of the habit of the plants.-J * ' . - 
Ilarwini: 2. Coronilla Emerus; 3. Deutzia u 

.r. )’. Ritchie. — Kindly send better specimen ; 

to name from such a scrap-A. - 'our 
seems to be Leveed evia formosa. but hard W s». , 
flowers.-A. Arnold.—The Mexican .iun,. 

(Choisya temataX--1. C. fliverhead.—hp1"- 
folia fl.-pt.-F.. II.—1, Stauntonialatifolia: 

flower (Tiarella cordifoliaX-A. C. i rfnUnl 
•Saxifrage (Saxifraga granulata fl.-pL): ho', y ji 
when o it of bloom. 2. SsvainsoniacoroMfl*to*“- |,r '„ j, 

—Narcissus odorus jilenus.--JimHiy ''F'.*■ _r, . 
cortusoides; 2, Anemone Pulsatilla; 3, h.-ju{v 
folia fl.-pl. ; 4. Berberis dulcis ; fi. Berbeni, if 
should like to know habit ; 6. Berberis Darwi 

La yard.—A fasciatcd stem of Myosoti* P*‘ • (.ina.,i 

F. G. K.—1, Muscari botryoides; 2, frlUl , v.r - e 
probably, but should like to see fresh flowers- ._j t 
too far gone.-F. Maud.—Lupinusarborcu- |jh|fII,:l,: 

Eupatoiium riparium.-Park. —I. Nepani , _ s \ 

(Piptanlhus nepalensie); 2, KerriaJaponK* • i^0,;. 

fine double form of Lady's Sntock (Cardam 
4, Double Meadow Saxifrage (Saxifr^ia gran | i 
5, Narcissus Tazetta Grand llonarqu*. .. j, j. 

maculatum.-Mrs. L. B. White. - > ®ar 

Gesneriana elegans. 

m- talogues r&ceived.-Toogo*1 *"'1 s,'r' 

lipids. 
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FRUIT. 

ERRY ROYAL SOVEREIGN, 

early variety this is, I think, with- 
it is so strong of growth, makes 

nud with fuir treatment forms 
it crowns, from which the flower 
rown up well above the foliage, 
ng in constitution the roots are 

to go wrong in periods of dull, 
as is the case with soino varieties, 
this 8trawberry so valuable for 

he reluctance which the crowns 
Bplit up during their period of 
runner, for instance, rooted early 
grown on freely will keep to one 

other kinds I have grown in 
k up into several crowns towards 

summer. It is a curious fact, 
t these single crowns frequently 
than one fruit-bud ; it is, indeed, 
le than the exception that well 

its throw up a couple of trusses, 
.go I had a remarkable crop from 
red plants that had been grown in 
und and were lifted and planted 

in January. Every plant threw 
four trusses, which were pro- 

ecession, so that the last trusses 
ig their flowers just as fruit on 
thrown up was on the point of 
lour. As the plants were hut little 
h red-spider and were well fed, a 
t of fruit wus taken from them 
long hearing jjeriod. There is one 
ver, that must he guarded against, 
ver feeding during the late summer 
autumn months. When strong 
are given late in the growing 
crowns become very large, but 
;, instead of throwing up for fruit, 
split up into two or three growths, 

u the experience of two niarkot 
season in this neighbourhood; 
•dung in the soil, and watered, 
manure-water, the result being 

iwns that did not split up until 
nd then made growths instead of 

Had the plants merely had 
result would probably have been 
_ J. C. B. 

LEAVES DISEASED. 

i Peach leave*, and hope you will lie able to 
l lha matter with them and whether the 
r to apreod to the other tree*.— J. 

Bent are not diseased. In all 
’ some |>ortion of the branches 
i of the tree is showing signs of 

if those branches do not die out- 
they will not long survive, 

i that are affected, and it is owing 
3jt of sap that the leaves are 
sickly glaucous hue, little or no 

being made. When lurge 
f in the manner indicated they may 

. out at once, as the fruit on them 
drop off. 

and stem partakes somewhat of the form of 
canker, and according as sap communication is 
cut off from the roots the branches will fail. 
Gumming is sometimes responsible for these 
occurrences, und strong sunshino pouring 
direct on the stems is thought by some to 
injure the burk, slow decay resulting; while 
faulty stocks are also blamed for some failures. 
Whether this cankerous affection is the result 
of a bad bruise of stem or sunburn we are 
unable to decide, and can only advise cutting 
away all dead ]K>rtions of hark, neatly round¬ 
ing off where sound, and thou coating with 
clay and manure to facilitate the formation of 
fresh bark. In any case it is advisable to com¬ 
mence the pre[iurution of n young tree to take 
the place of that failing, taking care when 
moving the former in the next or following 
autumn to give it the benefit of quite fresh 
loamy soil. Should the other trees give signs 
of becoming sickly, then there is most prob¬ 
ably something seriously wrong at the roots, 
nothing short of lifting and replanting in 
fresh fibrous loam to which bone-meal and 
“ burn-hake " hare been added, using the latter 
freely, being of any use. This lifting should 
be done in the autumn after the wood is well 
matured and before the leaves have fallen. 
Peach and Nectarino trees pay well for this 
treatment whether they are in a sickly state or 
not. Some of the most successful growers 
give their trees the benefit of a fresh supply of 
loam every autumn.] 

FIG CULTIVATION IN THE NORTH 

OF FRANCE. 

It may interest our reuders to know the kinds 
of Figs that are found to do best in the North 
of Franco, where the conditions of climate ure 
something like our own. Some of these kinds 
are not known in England, though well worth 
a trial, especially in the warmer and southern 
parts of the country. Fig a trois recoltes is 
the earliest Fig of all, being ton days earlier 
than Blunche d’Argenteuil; Adam, an early 
ripener ; Blanche d’Argenteuil (known also 
os Versailles, Madeleine) ; Dauphine (or 
Grosse Violette), a half-early kind; Bar- 
billonne, a few days earlier than the 
preceding ; and Rouge tie la Frotto, a slightly 
later variety. The causes of sterility in Fig- 
trees are various—for instance, an unfavour¬ 
able position, or neglect and over-rank vege¬ 
tation. In a climate like that of Pas-de-Culais 
and the Paris region the Fig tree requires a 
light, warm, and fertile soil, and siiecialcare in 
cultivation—e.g., pruning, disbudding, reduc¬ 
tion of wood to facilitate earthing up during 
winter, treatment of the fruiting branches, 
and the vurious cares to lie bestowed during 
hard winters und in spring. 

NOTES AND ItEPLIES. 

Caterpillars and Apple-trees.—As far 
as garden trees are concerned, it is scarcely 
advisable to resort to spraying with poisonous 
mixtures. Syringing the trees forcibly with 
soapy water would dislodge a good many, but 

The decay of ha^k either caterpillars, or these after they have 

Digitized by Google 

changed into the pupa state, that cannot he 
thus got off, owing to being snugly enclosed in 
the leaves, should lie picked oil' by hand and 
crushed. If the trees are large and have to he 
sprayed over with Paris green the ursunictil 
insecticide most favoured by market growers— 
mix this at the rate of I ox, to 30 gallons of 
water. The jiowder should ho first made into 
paste and it will then readily mix with the 
water. It should lie used in the form of the 
finest spray possible. One application will not 
he sufficient, hut about three at intervals of 
about four or five days ought to quite rid the 
trees of caterpillars without detriment to the 
crops. 

Liquid manure for fruit - trees. - 
Now is the time to apply liquid manure to 
fruit-trees, especially to Apples on the Paradise 
and Pears on the Quince, which require much 
moisture owing to the limited extension and 
meagre depth of the root-run of these dwarfing 
stocks. A fruit-tree in bloom, which is in 
vigorous condition and ublo to imbibe by its 
roots all the nourishment requisite at tliut 
critical period, will not only throw off or over¬ 
come the various forms of blight, hut will with¬ 
stand frost better, owing to the greater luxuri¬ 
ance and protective influence of its foliage, 
than the tree which, through drought, exhaus¬ 
tion, or poverty of soil, has enough to do just 
to keep alive. From the former you limy 
expect u good crop of fruit, from tlio latter 
none. I have plenty of trees promising again 
for a good crop on which 1 should scarcely 
have expected to see even a blossom, so heavy 
was the crop of fruit they carried last season, 
if they had not been assisted with liberal dress¬ 
ings of artificial and liquid manure.—B. 

Peach and Nectarine-trees blighted. -Some 
—I may nay all ot my Retell anil Nectarine-tree* are 
shrivelled up and covered with aphis. 1, Might 1 haie 
syringed them this cold weather T 2, It so. what decoction 
is most effective 7—F. It. L. 

[It is not a good practice to syringe outdoor 
trees when the weather is so cold, as of late, 
although when signs of insect troubles are 
uppurent there is usually a time when it can 
he done. If syringing cannot be practised, 
Tobacco-powder can ho dusted into the curled 
points, and this will destroy aphis quickly. 
The "Abol” insecticide is one of those you 
can procure and use with effect and certainty. 
Something of this kind should always he kept 
in stock by those having the care of fruit- 
trees, because the necessary delay in getting 
it may siiell ruin to the existing prospect and 
crop. Yours must be a bad case, and will 
need energetic action to stay its progress. 
Once the leaves curl up insects are difficult 
to reach with either powder or insecticide 
washes, and it is often labour well repaid to 
syringe the trees in soring, oven before tin 
insect is detected. Picking off the tirat few 
curled leaves is sometimes the means of 
keeping these troubles from getting the upper 
hand. Trees are soon badly crippled when 
insects are allowed to becomo established on 
them, ns they not only damage the existing 
foliage, but sometimes cause the fruit to col¬ 
lapse, however well set it may he. You 
cannot do better than pick oft' the worst 

IeawjM,Mw lhem-J 
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PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

R( >CK 0 A P. I > F.X H AIRBELLS 

(CAMPANULA). 

A i.arce family of northern pasture, mountain 
and alpine plants; many of these hist among 
the best for the rock-garden 
dwarf, graceful in form, lovely 
in colour, and for the most part 
easy to grow and increase. The 
tall perennials are too coarse for 
the rock - garden, and neither 
these nor the medium-sized kinds 
require its aid, growing, as they 
do, freely in any soil; but the 
dwavf mountain kinds are essen¬ 
tial to its beauty -all the more 
so as they rarely demand any 

special position, but may be 
grown in chinks or between 
steps on any aspect. Where 
there is no good rock-garden 
they may be grown well and with 
good effect behind and about 
stone or Hint edgings. Among 
these plants garden hybrids are 
not now uncommon, but it is 
better on the rock-garden to keep 
to the wild forms. Some hy¬ 
brids, however, like (L F. Wil¬ 
son, are pretty. Ordinary gar¬ 
den soils suit well even the 
mountain kinds, with a little 
change in the case of the kinds 
inhabiting high moraines, and a 
rather peaty loam for the grace¬ 
ful C. pulla. In congenial soils 
they bear seed freely and often 
sow' themselves. In a numerous 
group like this, where beauty of 
efleet is sought, we arrive at it 
more surely by growing well 
and placing rightly the more beautiful kinds, 
than by collecting every kind wc can. 

The following Hairbells are mostly of dwarf 
stature, natives of rocky or mountain ground, 
excluding the more vigorous herbaceous kinds 
as unlit for the rock-garden and delicate or 
doubtful s|>ecics. 

stones and grit. Flowering summer. Piedmont. 
Syn., C. alpestris. 

C. alpina (Alpine Hairbed).—This is covered 
with stiff down, which gives it a grey hue, with 
longish leaves and erect, not spreading, habit, 
like the garganiea group, and with flowers of a 
tine dark blue, scattered in a pyramidal man¬ 
ner along the steins. It is a native of the 
Carpathians, hardier tlmu the dwarf Italian 
Campanulas, and valuable for the margins of 

The Tufted Hairbell (Campanula ea-spitosa). 

in the rock garden and on walls the beauty ol 
a family of northern and high mountain plants 
—many of which are not in cultivation : 

C. Ai.i.iom (Allioni's Hairbell).- A dwarf 
kind, t he flowers very large for a plant growing 

borders as well as for the rock-garden. In 
cultivation it grows from inches to IO indies 

high, and may he readily increased hv division 
or seeds. 

C. Barr at \ (Bearded Hairbell). -One of the 
blue Hairbells that abound in tin- meadows of 

They w ill fairly represent!. Alpine France, Sw itzerland, and X. Italy. It 
is readily known liy the long beard at the 
mouth of its pretty pale sky-blue flowers, 
nearly I j inches long, nodding from the stems, 
which usually bear two to five flowers, and 
rise from rough, shaggy leaves. In high 
ground in its native country it grows no more 
than from 4 inches to Hi inches high, but 
nearly twice ns high in the valleys in Piedmont. 
It is suitable for rock-work, or the front mar¬ 
gin of the mixed border, though not. a showy 
plant, is easily increased by seeds and also by 
division, and flowers in summer. There is a 
white-flowered form, both thriving freely in 
Ion ill. 

C. (Mv-umtosa (Tufted Hairbell).—One of the 
most beautiful planks in the alpine flora, 
abundant over the high ranges in the central 
parts of Europe, and thriving in all parts of t he 
British Isles. It grow s only a few inches high, 
and looks the same fresh, purely-tinted, ever- 
spreading, and bravely-flowering little plant m 
a British garden as it is when seen mantling 
round the stones and crevices of rocks on the 
Simplon. There is a white variety as pretty as 
the blue, and both are admirable for the rock 
garden or mixed border, and also as edging 
plants. It is easily increased by division anil 
also by seed, but as a few tufts may be divided 
into small pieces, and quickly form a stock large 
enough for any garden, it is scarcely worth while 
raising it from seed. As it occurs so freely 
by the road sides along the road-ways into 
Italy it was one of the first alpine plants 
to be grown in Britain, and thriving so we’.l 
in our climate it is the one so often seen. Syn., 
C. pumila. 

C. carpatica (Carpathian Hairbell).—This, 
while bearing cup-shaped flowers as large as 
those of the Peach-leaved Hairbell, has the dwarf 

The Carpathian Hairbell (Campanula carpatica). 

to the depth, warmth, and richness of the soil, 
It begins to flower in early summer, and often 
continues in bloom for a long time, especially if 
the plants are young, and the seed-vessels be 
I licked off. There is a white variety, C. c. alba; 
a pale blue one, pallida; and a white and 
blue kind, bicolor—names for the most notice¬ 
able variations raised from seed. It is quite 
easily raised in this way, or increased hv 
division, and is a most valuable edging as well 
as rock and border plant. 

C. ( ENISIA (Mont Cenis Hairbell).—An alpine 
growing at very high elevations. I have 
found it abundantly among the line Saxifragi 
hiflora, at the sides of glaciers on the high Alp-, 
scarcely ever making much show above the 
ground, but, like the tiooseberrv-bush in 
Australia, very vigorous below, sending a gnat 
number of runners under the soil. Here and 
there they send up a compact rosette of light- 
green leaves. The (lowers are solitary, blue, 
somewhat funnel-shaped, but ofieu, anil cm 
nearly to the base into five lobes. It should 
have a gritty and moist soil, and Ik- some 
where near the . eye. Easily increased by 
division, and hardy. Aljxs of Central Europe. 

C. exi isa.—An interesting species, usually 
found at high altitudes ; the flowers pale blue 
and deeply cut . At the base bet ween each two 
lobes this incision takes the sluqie of a round 
bole, and it is this which suggested the nann-. 
The whole plant is not more than 4 inches or 

n inches in height, and likes a position not 
fully exposed to the sun, but where the ai: 
would be cool and moist. 

C. KKAon.LS (Brittle Hairbell).—In handling 
it the stems break oil as if made of ice. ltisa 
pretty Hairbell, the root leaves on long stalks 
heart shaped in outline, and bluntly lobed. 
those of the stem more lance-shaped, the rather 
large iiale blue open flowers somewhat bell- 
shaped, borne on half prostrate stems, the 
plant rarely reaching ti inches in height, 
smooth unci -rather fleshy. A native of the 
South of Italy; it is invaluable for the rock- 
garden in well drained chinks into which it 
can root deeply without liciug too wet in 
winter; on light soils not requiring tins care. 
O. fragilis hirsuta is a form covered with stiff 

down so as to look almost woolly. 
('. iiAWUMia (tinrgano Hairbell).—A showy 

kind, w ith somewhat of the habit of the Car 
pathian Hairbell, but smaller: the leaves that 
spring from the root are kidney-shajied, those 
from the stem heart-slmjied, nil toothed and 
downy. In summer the plant becomes a 

prostrate mass of bluish-purple starry flower 
with white centres, from 15 inches to 6 inem- 
high : it is seen best in interstices on vertical 
parts of the rock-garden, in warm and well 

seldom more than 3 inches or 4 inches in height, 
purplish-blue (rarely white), almost erect on u 
slender stalk. It is an excellent rock plant, 
and though requiring plenty of moisture, it 
should have a well drained [Hgjtion, and 
therefore best grown, in a narrfiwerevice fi 
with sandy loiung&liidQUi tab i\i tarJjL $\ 

neat habit of the alpine kinds. It is a native 
of the Carpathian Mountains and oth« 
of the same region, and fortunately easy of I seeds. ... 
.culture in all parts of these islands, TOPHSederacea (Iw Hairbell).—A 

.Vlrom 13 inches to over a foot a“nost thread-like bra"'' a- 

Bearded Hairbell (Campanula barbata> 

drained spots.' The better and deeper the ^ 
t he finer and more prolonged the bloom "'|U 
It is a native of Italy, flowers in summer, a ' 
is easily increased V>y cuttings, division-. 11 
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double Muo flowers split into niuny narrow 
divisions. 

C. Tt'RBiSATA (Vase Hairbell).— A neat 
sturdy showy kind, the leaves rigid, of a 
greyish-green, toothed and |x>intcd, forming 

of a dark purplish-blue borne freely during 
May and June, the plant from G inches to 
8 inches high, forming a spreading carpet of 
glossy leaves even at midwinter. It is a very 
useful kind of free dwarf hubit. S. Europe. 

C. MURAi.ig (Wall Hairbell).—This, a native 
of Dalmatia, is a pretty and useful plant as a 
dense carpet , from G inches to 8 inches high, 
with a bell-shaped corolla about A inch in 
length, flowering throughout the summer. 
The radical leaves are roniform, smooth, 
dark green, and more than 1 inch in diameter: 

hearing small, delicate leaves, roundish, with a 
few teeth; its flowers of a faint bluish-purple, less 
than half an inch long and drooping in the bud. 
However, as in the case of many other diminu¬ 
tive plants, there is a grace about it that we do 
not find in more robust members of the same 
family ; it is u native of Britain, creeping over 

the cauline leaves smaller, and with coarsely 
serrated edges. There is also a more robust 
variety named C'. m. major. Syn. C. l’orten- 
schlagiana. 

C. iti.i.a (Violet Hairbell). — A distinct 
plant, the stems only bearing one flower, and 
that of a deep bluish-violet, the habit very 
graceful though dwarf. On the rock-gurdcn it 
should be placed on a level spot, free from 
other Hairbells or rampant plants of any kind, 
and in sandy pent. It spreads underground, 
and sends up snoots in a scattered manner. A 
native of the Tyrol ami of other mountains in 

Kalner'a llairliell (Campanula linliu-rl). 
Brittle Hairbell (Campanula fragilb). 

stiff tufts from '2 inches to .‘1 inches high, ami an 
inch or so above them rise the cui>-sha|ssl 
flowers, of a deep purple, and each nearly 
•2 inches across. It comes from the mountains 
of Transylvania, is hardy in our islands, not 
fastidious as to soil, and is one of the best 
plants for the rock-garden, and also for the 
mixed border, on which, in deep light soil, the 
flower stems sometimes reach a height of 
G inches or 8 inches. 

C. Waldsteixiana (Waldstein's Hairbell).— 
A pretty little kind, 4 inches to G inches high, 
the flowers in racomcs of from live to nine 
blossoms each, of a |vile purplish-blue colour, 
with lobes spread out almost flat, so as to give 
the flowers quite a star-like ap|>earanco. Forms 
carpets for tin- rock-garden. Croatia. 

C. Zovsr.—This plant grows scarcely more 
than 3 inches or 4 inches in height, and ls-ars 
pale blue flowers of drooping habit, with a 
rather long cylindrical or tubular corolla. It 
is not common, perishing in our chungeablo 
winters. Alps of Austria. 

hare spots by the sides of rills and on moist 
funks, and wherorcr there is a moist l«>gg.V 
spot near the rock-garden, or by the side of a 
streamlet or in an artificial lx>g, it will lie found 
worthy of a place. It occurs chiefly in Ireland 
and Western England; less in the east. 
Division. 

C. ihoi'Hyi.i.a (Ligurian Huirliell).—A pro¬ 
fusely flowering Italiun snecios, the leaves 
roundish or heart sha|>ed, deeply toothed, and 
nearly all of about the same size, the flowers of a 
pale out very bright blue with whitish centre 
and protruding styles. It is a churming orna¬ 
ment for the rock-garden, ami should lie placed 
in sunny |iositions in well-drained, rather dry 
fissures in sandy lonm, and then it will re|Niy 
the cultivator by a brilliant bloom. It is one of 
many kinds of Cam|ianula that might with great 
advantage lie naturalised in rocky sixits, the 
sunny walls of old quarries, chalk pits, and like 
places. There is a white-flowered variety of this 
which is very effective when used in window- 
boxes, etc. 

C. macrorkhiza (Ligurian Hairbell).—This 
is one of the most beautiful of the southern 
plants, and one of the most free-flowering of 
the Campanulas. The root-stock is thick and 
woody ; it throws out a largo number of droop¬ 
ing branches ; flowers very numerous, of a 
tine blue, two to eight in a spreading cluster. 
I can never forget the impression I received on 
first seeing it in flower in the walls of the small 
town La Turbie above Monaco. The little 
flowers were in myriads, brightening up the 
dismal streets of this decaying place, and 
giving it life and colour. It must have a 
vertical position in full sun, and in a fissure of 

WATER LILIES AND POND. 
Many thanks for your kind replies to my former queries. 

having n natural bottom, great tufts of Grass anil masses 
of weeds have grown through what ought to be a clear 

pond. I could not get the cleaning done sooner owing to 
Jtreasure of work, and the stream which feeds it being so 
nil in the winter. Now I am afraid it is almost too late 

to plant anything, such as Water Lilies, which I should 

like to have! I cannot count on having it ready before the 

latter part of this month. I do not know what I may 
venture to plant, ns ducks will llnd their way toil, anil 

the cattle must have access to drink from it at the edge. 

It lies in a hollow, and is fed by a natural stream. I hope 

Common Hairbell (Campanula rotundlfolla). 

Central and Southern Europe, it is increased 
by division or by seeds, and thrives very well 
in pans or jrots and also in tho ojrcn ground ; 
hut in heavy soil is apt to perish. 

C. Rainkki (Rainer's Huirhell).— One of the 
most beautiful, quite dwarf in habit, tho dis¬ 
tinct stems not more than 3 inches long 
(though it is said to reach twice that height), 
and quite sturdy, branched, each little branch 
bearing a large somewhat funnel-shaped erect 
flower of a fine dark blue. A native of high 
mountains in the North of Italy, it should bo 
grown in gritty or sandy loam, with a few 
pieces of broken stone half-sunk in the soil 
near the plant. 

C. ROTl’XDiFOLTA (Common Hairbell).—There 
is no fairer flower on the mountains than this, 
so often adorning roadside and hedge bank. 
It is well worthy of a place in the rougher part 
of the rock-garden. There is also u white form. 
C. r. Hosti is a variety distinguished by larger 
flowers of a deejier blue and Dy stronger wiry 
flower-stems, but according to Mr. Correvon, 
writing in the Garden, it is a distinct species 
and a native of the Eastern Alps. C. r. soldn- 
I'clltefltJiLJs another di-tinct form with semi- 

Campanula Zovsi, 

Violet Hairbell (Campanula pulla). 

It la not too abided for Water I.lllca. I should like «ornc 

Irises too. but fear anything ahowy is liable to lie picked 
by passing people and children, though quite on my own 

land. Water Lilies should be safe. Will the ducks injure 
them 1 Should I leave some mud for the Lilies to grow in < 

The soil is rather peaty loatiL I should be very grateful 

for any advice.—E. A. K. W 

[You appear to be well circumstanced so far 
as the reuuirements of water-loving plants are 
coftcernw. !afith it) is by no means too late to 

wall or rock, calcareous if possible. It is in¬ 
creased by cuttings, divisions, or seed.—H. 
Correvon (in Garden). 

C. mollis.—Though the native home of this 
Bellflower is on the shores of the Mediter¬ 
ranean, it has nevertheless proved itself to be 
perfectly hardy in this country and stood the 
test of several severe winters. The flowCri^arc 
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introduce such things any time during the 
present montli. If any are far advanced, which 
is not very likely, and suffer a little from being 
out of their element, so to sjieak, these will 
quickly recover when again in the pond, if 
care he taken of the roots and crowns. As 
regards the mud in the bottom of pond, you 
may certainly leave some of this with every 

-advantage to the plants. The trouble comes, 
however, with the years of neglect, and it may 
be the mud will contain many seeds of weeds 
that will bother you for some time. If, how¬ 
ever, you exercise some care in the removal of 
the mud, and take the upper portion, you may 
remove much of the seed therewith, thus 
minimising your future labour. You do not 
give the average depth of jiond or of mud form¬ 
ing the sediment, but you may certainly leave 
ti inches or 9 inches for tlie Lilies to root into. 
There is nothing better than this natural food 
deposit, and it is rich without the grossness 
created by crude manures. It will be the more 
valuable in your case because of the peaty 
nature of your soil, though for starting the 
plants some fresh loam, with a little decayed 
manure, will be best. If you cannot obtain 
good loam or decayed turves of a pasture top 
spit, your next best thing is clay, or this mixed 
with the peaty loam. By planting in this and 
in some open wicker-made baskets the roots 
will get away in due course through the meshes. 
The old white Lily, the common Nuphar, and 
such things can be fixed by the rhizome to a 
stone and sunk in the mud in any position you 
choose. Choicer kinds arc best done as first 
suggested. If the plants are small you will do 
well to make provision for them at the side of 
the pond for a couple of years, where, by rais¬ 
ing the bottom, a more shallow depth of water 
is available. With the |X)nd in working order 
ami well fed, as yours appears to lie, the surface 
should not give you much trouble. The ducks, 
however, will have to he guarded against, and 
not only these, but most waterfowl prey upon 
the Lily foliage as a rule, though these are less 
to be dreaded than voles and rats, that are not 
content with leaves, hut often take flower-buds 
and the roots of the plants os well. Cannot 
you in some way hedge off a portion with wire 
lor the ducks, and use n little care to accustom 
the birds to go to this s(iot V If very trouble¬ 
some, vou could wire off a series of positions— 
, r - i ii , , ,, | more manure, tor it much manure is used the 
large half-circular blocks or something of the 
kind—near the margin, thus leaving ample 
room for the birds to take to the water. 

There is so much beauty in these newer 
Water Lilies, and they give so much greater 
value to the surroundings, that some effort 
should he made to ensure their success. The 
follow ing are among the showiest and liest and 
usually vigorous grow ers : Nympha-a Marliacea 
albida, snow-white flow ers of great size ; N. M. 
chromatella, soft yellow and cream, also large ; 
X. M. rosea, rosy flesh, fragrant ; N. M. 
flammea, rich claret-red, tipped white, stamens 
bright rial ; N. Laydeckeri fulgens, rich ama¬ 
ranth, crimson stamens. X. odornta rosea, 
X. o. exquisita, and X. o. rubra are sufficiently 
descriptive in colour, and all are charming. 
There are many more of these newer Nymphseas, 
but the above are a very good set, and contain 
some of the gems as well as the most vigorous 
growers of the group. The Irises may he best 
added as marginal plants, the best kinds being 
I. pallida in variety, I. pseudo-acorus, and I. 
sibirica and its variety I. orientalis. Many of 
the Spirteas are superb us marginal plants to 
the pond, and not less so the Phloxes, peren¬ 
nial Asters, and the brilliant Bergamot (Mon- 
arda didyma). In Ijke manner not u few of the 
hardy Bamboos find the margin of the pond a 
most congenial home. We mention these 
marginal subjects advisedly, inasmuch as 
neglect of this item and the omission to plant 
some of the many suitable subjects only 
detracts, and that in great degree, from the 
general beauty of the scene.] 

ing on these succulent Wallflowers often deals 
hardly with them. Owners of line plants 
in early autumn, sometimes find by the spring 
their display ol flower is not in keeping with 
the autumn pros|iect. The latter half of May 
or beginning of June I find to he a suitable 
time to get in the seeds, and I prefer sowing 
in the o|ien ground thinly, so that the seedlings 
can grow sturdily until other vacant ground 
can lie devoted to them. There are several 
good sorts varying in colour, hut the best is a 
selection of the dark-red and bright yellow. 
Wulltlowers may he had in a mixture of colours 
from some seedsmen who make a s|ieciality of 
them. I saw some beds recently filled with 
Wallflowers in mixture, and I could not help 
thinking that the person who would not ho 
satisfied with such a wealth of beautiful flowers 
and wide range of colours must indeed he hard 
to please. Wallflowers are not difficult to 
raise, and do not require any special treat¬ 
ment. Soil in fairly good heart, made firm, 
and in an open [losition, will supply their wants 
in ill is respect. Sowing in drills drawn with 
a small hoe about 1 foot apart are preferable to 
broadcast sowing, in that weeds can he more 
easily dealt with. Should the weather l>e dry. 
water the drilLs before sowing, and continue 
this until the seedlings have made a go oil 
start. W. S. 

- I road the article on the aliove with 
great pleasure in your issue of May 3rd. I 
plant almut 3,000 Wallflowers, and I have 
always found that the second week in June is 
quite early enough to sow the seed, provided 
it is not old seed or that the seed is not left to 
take its chance. When the rows are made in 
the sced-hed well water them, and then sow 
the seed half an hour after, and you M ill find 
the seedlings will ho up in a few days. Many 
growers allow the seed to take its chance, and 
if it is a dry season naturally the seed is longer 
in the ground, and thus a week or two is lost, 
and in many instances the seed-bed is dug up 
in disgust, whereas the watering-can and a 
little forethought would have saved the dis¬ 
appointment. With occasional watering you 
will have good plants for pricking out by the 
end of July or early in August. I’rick them 
out in rows, say, where early Potatoes have 
been taken up, hut do not give the land any 

for if much manure 

they lie ill hulk and together, add nitrate if 
soda at the rate of one fourth- that is to sav, 
you may use a 4 lb. each of the first two. ai..| 
a 1 lb. of the last. Mix these together 
thoroughly, and then add of finely sifted loam 
a A peck, or in this proportion to any amount 
you require. When these are again all 
thoroughly mixed, the mixture may be applied 
to the surface of the bed at the rate of two 
handfuls to each yard super. Avoid the foliage 
in the application, and finally prick it in with 
a smull liandfork or stick, or gently water it 
home. If your beds ure high in the centre, hv 
all means prick in the mixture under tin- 
surface, or much will lie lost by running down 
to the sides. Apply ut once, and again thru- 
weeks hence. In October, and once cadi 
month till the end of February, apply guano 
in solution. Take 4 oz. and dissolve well inn 
small quantity of water, finally adding water 
to the extent of 3 gallons for each 4 oz.. ami 
with this water the beds containing the hulls. 
Three gallons would I* sufficient for a square 
yard, therefore the liest way in dealing with it 
would lie each month to mix the required 
quantity in a tub and apply it at leisure. 
Liquid-manure, if available, diluted with two- 
thirds w ater may lie employed in lieu of tlie 
altove, and, diluted as suggested, may l« 
applied freely in autumn and w inter. 

SOWING WALLFLOWER SEEDS. 

The time has arrived for sowing Wallflowers if 
a display of sweet-smelling flowers is desired 
next winter and spring. Some, in their 
anxiety to get strong plants, sow their seed 
much too soon, with the result that the plants 
become too large by 

plants will he leggy and sappy instead of dwarf 
and sturdy. How often do we see them on 
the top of old walls grow ing in the most ex¬ 
posed places in the poorest soil, shedding their 
seed naturally and growing year after year? 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Raising- hardy plants. -If it is pro-, 
posed to increase the stock of herhaceoUf 
plants from seed, boxes cleared of surauMa 
bedding stuff may he prepares! for their recep¬ 
tion. Sowing in boxes rather than out in tile 
n|ien, allowing the boxes to remain in a cold- 
frame until the seedlings are fairly well 
advanced, is the better way. One is more 
certain of a good start in this way, and this is 
a consideration if seed is both scarce and ex¬ 
pensive. Tlie boxes should stand on a good 
bed of coal-ashes to prevent the ingress of 
worms. 

Hyacinth Grand Maitre.—Of the many 
blue Hyacinths this is one of the best. In 
making up a selection of Hyacinths for 
exhibition or for effective border display, tla- 
variety should always be included. Its tru«s 
is always large and handsome, and the 
individual hells are also very fine. I had a 
dozen bulbs which had been overlooked, and 
these were not planted until February, and 
they all flowered splendidly. These late- 
planted bulbs have this advantage, that they 

at the usual lime. 
If pricked out in July, good, sturdy plants J come into bloom quite a fortnight later than 
and ready for planting will lie had by October. ' 
If any readers have some very exposed, bleak, 
draughty situations and are often disapjioiutcd 
w ith the loss of them during the w inter, do not 
plant until early March or February if the 
weather should be fine. I am never able to 
plant until March, for i live close to the sea- 
in fact, w ith a southerly wind and high tide 
the spray comes over on the beds occasionally. 
When planting I never fill up the hole made by 
the trowel until I give each plant a little water 
before pressing the soil to the plant, and by- 
watering the beds occasionally for the first 
week or ten days 1 rarely lose a plant, 1 
prefer plants about 9 inches or 10 inches high. 
Never plant direct from a seed-bed. If |ios- 
sihle, find time to prick out, for it makes the 
plants branch out, and they- are more compact 
and Letter able to stand the winter. I am 
afraid many of the disappointments in the 
culture of this plant follow planting in too rich 
soil, which makes the plants so sappy that 
they cannot stand the winter. 

T. B., find/inylon. 

MANURING BULBS LEFT IN THE 

SOIL. 

(Reply to “ M. May.") 

We think hut little success will attend your 
efforts in the case of the Hyacinths you purpose 
leaving in the ground, for these do not perfect 
flower spikes in the same way or time as do the 
Narcissi. A small spike may lie given next 
year of the former, but hardly a representative 
one. The Narcissi are different, and improve 
both in flowering and stature by being left 
alone. For these take of the phosphate of 

the varieties planted 
W. V. T. 

Old mortar and lime for plants.—Will you 

kindly tell me what scarlet or yellow- plants thrive test in 

soil which is well mixed with old mortar and lime? Mj 
garden is well sheltered, but not very sunny. The soil •* 
(airly goed. and has had a top-dressing of line earth mixed 

with old mortar and lime. I should like to grow lilies. 

Tigridixs. Sweet Peas. Lobelias, Tulips, Anemones. Ranun 

cuius, anil Iris, but do not know w hether lime suits them. 

—M. J. K. 
[There is nothing named in vour list tlmt 

would object to lime in the proportion named. 
As a matter of fact, tlie real lime hating 
plants are few indeed—such as Azalea, Rho¬ 
dodendrons, Kalmia, Andromeda, Erica, and 
the like. In some degree or other lime i- 
present in all loamy soils, and all the Pea 
flowering and pod-bearing plants take a larger 
share of it with advantage. Only very 
recently has it been demonstrated that cer 
tain sections of the Iris family are exceedingly 
partial to it. Asters, Stocks, Iberis, Lupins, 
Sweet and other Pens are very partial to ii. 
and w ith the dressing you appear to have given 
your garden soil you may grow any Lilies you 
"like, save, perha|is, L. superhum. L. pardalinum. 
anil the Californian Swamp Lilies generally. 
Phlox, Lychnis, Carnations, Heputica, Am 
inone, Lobelia among red - flowering plant', 
and Sunflowers, Calceolaria, and others among 
the yellow. A heavy soil, such ms clay, orom 
retentive of much moisture, as also any sou 
gorged with manure, is at all times benefited 
by a free dressing of lime (preferably an 
slaked) in winter. Farmers occasionally gi" 
a winter dressing of chalk in lieu of manure. 
In the garden it is equally helpful. Some ol 
the finest Stocks and Asters (the annual kind') 
we have seen were grown in a bonier that had 

too large by winter. There is no 
advantage in having over-large and vi 'orous > __ 
plants by the autumn, for severe weather com- I litne and Kainit equal parts, and" to these,(~as 1 rncoiueda-heavy winter dressing of old mortar 
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grown anyhow and almost everywhere—in pots 
or window-boxes, dibbled along rock-edgings, 
or even alongside Box edgings and beside 
gravel walks, and in sunny nooks and corners 
near the house, where its corms become well 
ripened for next year’s bloom. F. \V. B. 

GARDEN PESTS AND FRIENDS. 

The tiger-moth (.Win* Andrtm\— The hairy trinli 

is Ihe caterpillar of the tiger-moth (Arctia ca|a), a very 
roniinon insect. The caterpillars are poputarlv known as 

woolly hears, on account of their lorn; hairs. They fec«l on 
the leaves of Mine anil Apple-trees, and on various plants, 

but they are seldom so abundant as to cause any appre¬ 
ciable injury to the trees, etc., on which they feed.— 

G. S. S. 

Ply In cinder path.—Kindly tell me the name of 

the fly, which appears yearly In April, comini; tip through 

a cinder path and raising a little heap of soil like a worm- 
cast?—Miss Amikkws. 

[The fly is n s|>ecimen of one of the many 
kinds of little bees which make their nests in 
dry banks, paths, etc. Ifs name is Andrenn 
cinerea. They are perfectly harmless in every 
way. They store their cells with honey and 
pollen as food for their future grubs. G. S. S. [ 

Insects on Rose-tree, "'ill you kindly inform me 

what the insect is 1 am sending you herewith? I found it 
lust Saturday on a recently planted ltose tree when cut¬ 

ting oil the dead Inula. Are they destructive to same' — 

Jamkm Scott. 

[The insect you found on your Rose tree is 
the caterpillar of the swallow-tail moth 
(Ourupteryx sambticaria). Though a common 
insect, it is seldom, if ever, that it occurs ill 
sutticient numbers to do much burin. The 
caterpillar feeds on the leaves, and if several 
were on one hush they would render the folingc 
unsightly. 1 should destroy those 1 could find. 
—(i. S. S.) 

Insects In garden.- I’lt-asc inform me what flic 
enclosed insis ts arc. how they conic, and how lo exter¬ 
minate them, if possible? Are they injurious in a garden ? 

They appear in millions—sometimes a patch about 1 foot 

square and l inch deep, near a garden gale and though 
•worms have been killed with |«arattln they still reappear. 
They first uppeured, though possibly in no way connected 

therewith, after the Ivy was dipped.—Lowrwuw. 

[The little insects you sent are specimens of 
one of the many species of I’oduridte or Spring- 
tails ; they are at times, no doubt, injurious. 
The clipping of the Ivy cannot, I think, have 
had to do with their appearance ; soaking the 
soil where they appear with boiling water 
would probably kill them and their eggs. 
Lime-water might have the same effect, or a 
strong solution of nitrate of soda. These 
Spring tails sometimes uppear in Cucumhor- 
frames, and are the cause of much injury to 
the plants and fruit.—G. S. S.] 

Wlreworme In Tomatoes. Will you kindly tell 
me what these worms ore? I llnd them get into the 

Tomato atoms and ruin the plants.—W. W. 

|The worms that are injuring the roots of 
your Tomatoes are one of the species of wire- 
worms (Agriotcs lineatus). It is quite useless 
to try and get rid of them by the aid of any 
insecticide, as from their position ut the roots 
of the plants it would be impossible to use any 
of sufficient strength to kill them without 
destroying the plants at the same time. You 
might'trap them by burying slices of Potatoes, 
Turnips, Carrots, or pieces of oil-eake, about 
1 inch below the surface, having stuck a small 
wooden skewer into each, so that they may lie 
easily found. These baits should lie examined 
every morning. I presume your plants are 
under gloss, in which case great core should 
ho taken before the plants are set out to look 
the soil well over, so oh to be quite sure that 
there arc no wireworms in it.—G. S. S. | 

in conjunction with trenching, while hitherto 
in the same bonier the plants had not been a 
.‘UCCfSS. J 

THE SPRING CROCUS (C. VERNUS). 

The illustration shows how charming the 
vernal Crocus may be as planted on the Grass. 
It is reputed to be a native plant, and we have 
sees the meadows alongside the Leen, and just 
facing the Castle rock at Nottingham, covered 
with a soft lilac haze, as its flowers appeared 
by the million there every spring. These 
meadows are now built upon, and tho Crocus 

so brilliant and variable in colouring. They 
vary from jiure white and softest lilac-blue to 
the richest stained glass-like purple, and blaze 
out when the sun shines in the most cheerful 
way. The common yellow Crocus is one of the 
most beautiful, and like many other distinct 
and valuable garden flowers, its origin is lost 
in the obscurity of the past. It may have been 
a French or Dutch garden seedling from C. 
aureus, but proof is wanting. It is, neverthe¬ 
less, one of the most distinct, effective, and 
most constant of all the kinds, and ought, to be 
grown by the thousand in all good gardens. 
The Dutch Crocus will grow in almost all soils, 

Crocus vermis in the Grass. From a photograph hy Miss Willinott. 

readths of to day are much further afield than 
ibv were thirty years or so ago. Crocus 
veiiiU* is one of the hardiest and also the most 
variable of all tho species, und with the nearly 
. •hit <d C. versicolor has given rise to most of 
■ I c Dutch or garden seedlings now so popular. 
Tr.e Crocus as grown in Lincolnshire or in 
Hillaml is one of tho cheapest and most 
’«wuliful of all early garden flowers, and its 
roots are sold at a few shillings a thousand 
everywhere, and may ho planted in the Grass 
•jt lawn or home meadow, orchards, and 
paddocks, or in any chink or cranny along 
rock edgings or near tho house with advantage. , 
No bulls, produce flowers at once so early a rffT'* Crocus i 

Digitized by 

ngut _ 
some of vnclOMSl (tUeasea leaves of Anen.one St. Ilrignl in 

a M'icnlitic man, who r.aya they are intenteil with one of 

the Cluster Cup fungi, hut he .lid not tell me what pro¬ 
duced it, nor how I could guaid aguiiist it in future. I 
shall he much obliged for instructions in GaRIWXIXu 

iLU'STHATKIt—J. G., MonkllOWII. 

Your Anemones are attacked by the Ane- 

preferring, however, warm, moist, sandy, or 
gravelly loams, and some indication of ils 
liking these is shown by its often appearing 
in gravel walks or amongst old Box edgings. 
As used along with Snowdrops, Anemones 
(such as A. hlulidu and A. apennina). Bluebells, 
and Narcissi on outlying portions of tlie lawn „ „ 
or under deciduous trees, the Crocus is most that tho spores which the little cluster cutis 

contain may be distributed by the action of tho 

mono Cluster Cup fungus (.Fcidium punota- 
turn). The fungus infests the cells within tho 
leaf, the sjiore-boaring part of the fungus 
bursting through the skin of the leaves, so 

effective. Visitors to Regent’s Park or toKew 
will have observed how exquisite its trims- 
lucout cups can lie in the spring sunshine, 
and as planted on Grass the flowers endure 
fresh and fair much longer than on bare, wind¬ 
swept or rnyi-splashed beds and borders. The 

;np and amenable that it can he 

may.... „ — 
wind, insects, etc. Tho plants that are badly 
attacked should ho at once pulled up and 
burned ; in fact, it would he better to treat all 
that show any signs of being infested in the 
same way, anti to grow your Anemones in 
unotlfif Ijjiitfr©lofraKB garden next season, it 
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might he worth while to pick oil the infested moths cannot possibly creep underneath them. 

leaves of plants that are only slightly attacked, and it the tree is sup|»ort<.d in uin wa\ tne llowj|,|ei and of course good ones. Although acoM-boa*, 
and then spray the plants three times at inter- supports must be treated in the same manner, it j„ vrrv hot in the summer, being on a *xuh 

vals of ten days with Bordeaux-mixture.— However, in spite of all care, some will pro Navy. 
«» S SI bably manage to gain access to the buds, where [As you 

Fungus on Pine-tree.-1 shall be greatly obiiK.sl they will lay their eggs. This has evidently quality i Fungus on Pine-tree. 1 shall be greatly oongwi "* ■•■-* “ ' • . . 
i( you ran give me any information re. the enclosed. His been the case, tor there are the \Oimg 
part of a growth about 2 feet high which is growing on a pillars now oil the leaves, and the besl 
branch of Picoa I'insapo. I cannot say how long it has oan ,lo is to sprnv the leaves with 11 
been growing, as I only noticed »t a lew weeks smie, me . ,, ' - . . T1 

ou require a few climbing Roses of goal 

in addition to Marechal Kiel, »e viuontiy l quality in audition to .Murecnai .v.ei, >e 

g cater- should advise you to plant Climbing Niphetos, 

[Your Picea Pinsapo is attacked by Perider- you should buy as a paste, in 20 gallons of such a lovely Rose that one can afford to wait 

mium coruscans, a very common fungus on the water, and add twice as much fresh lime as until its growths have produced some well- 

Spruce throughout Northern Europe. These there is paste, hulk for hulk, then spray the ripened laterals, ujion which it appears to pro- 
somewhat cone-like growths are eaten in trees with a garden-engine or sprayingmachine duce the most blossom. Although this u a 

Sweden, where they are known as Mjolkomlor. with a proper spraying nozzle. Do not drench cold house, you will have the advantage oi 

The best remedy is to cut oil the affected the trees so that they drip, hut so as to just your genial climate during the spring aJ 

fungicides, though spraying the trees at once st rong and injure the foliage, and part will not may be cut away and the new wood laid in la 
wit?> Bordeaux mixture might, prevent the he strong enough and the caterpillars will not its place. We presume vour intentions are to 

spores, which will soon be given forth, from be killed. The spraying should he done as prepare a good border for the Hoses before 

infestin'*' other branches. Sprav three times soon as the fruit has set, and rejieated occa- planting in the fall. If your garden is pretty 

at intervals of ten days. G. S. S. 1 sionally as long as there are any caterpillars well drained you will not require to 000COT 
,  nw left. As this mixture is very poisonous it must yourself much about the drainage oi the 

atfa^iTulTuhln^^roi^^th. wimt is its nature, not he used within a month of the fruit being border, otherwise it is well to provide T« 

Olid how (hall I besl get rid of it? It occurs only on gathered. O. S. S. ] Roses with an efficient outlet tor water, a 
plants bought from a large grower; my own plants are “ _ depth of 2 feet of good |«sture loam, with one 

free.-W. R. M. . , , onama part out of three of well-rotted manure mill 
[The leaves are affected with a disease known KUHtua. about I pint of lame meal to each bushel of 

as the Chrysanthemum rust, and you are doing soJi( will provide the Roses with some good 

the very best tiling possible by picking them XOTES AS'l) REPLIES. lasting material to feed upon. Whilst ite 

off.. It is usually the lower leaves of the plants Prllnlng Marechal Nlel Koses. — I have a climbers are tilling out their allotted space you 

that take the rust at this time of the year ; MariVhal Niel Rose, two years old, which has never 1-een cou|,j verv wen plant one of the less rigtmms 
therefore, they can be spared without serious cut, but has cm-ered the whole of the roof in a very small Roses between each pair of climbers. therefore, they can he spared without serious cut, but has covered the whole of the roof in a very small ... R^aes between each pair of climbers. 

injury. We do not favour washing, because to vear. VVhat shall Ido with it'now ? Ido Such Koses as Souvenir dun Ami, Pericles 

kill the rust one must use something strong not mind losing the autumn blooms, it lias good stuff Jardins, Bridesmaid. Niphetos, Mme. Htstt, 

enough to destroy the leaves. AVe saw a case put to the roots.—K. K. CooritB. Anna OUivier, White Mamnn Cochet. Macau 
in point to-day where the foliage of finely- [Unless you at once prune your Martfchal Cochet, and Mme. Lambard would he first rate 

grown plants was burned by a strong dose of j^iel Rose quite hard back you will have very kinds, and would give you two or three crops 

fungoid wash, and this under the supervision wea|c breaks and poor flowers next year. 0f blossom each season. ] 

of a skilful grower. Pick ort the leaves and Autumn blooming with this variety is too rare ipjjg weather and the Roses. -The- 

hum them is the best advice that can he to be worthy of a moment's consideration. To crue[ s,)rjn,7 frosts have already visited so 

given.] treat this Rose properly, the flowering branches locaiities. We had the week before last qu 

The oil-beetle (Moloc proscarheus) (Mi** should he cut hard hack the moment the bloom g (jegroeSt and it was pitiful to see 

A ndreu'K).—The beetle is a specimen of the oil is over. By that we mean not merely ie blackened growths. I would advise the R 
beetle (Meloe proscarheus), acommou insect, but flower shoota, but the long, hard • wool grower not to be ill a hurry to cut away St 

larva*, which make their way on to the roots have ample room, and are, during t e (jie „rowl)ia were quite drooping, but the> 

blossoms of various composite plants. They summer, well fed with liquid-manure, M,,oot* were suffered to remain, and 1 could not ' 

then attach themselves to any hairv insect that varying from (> feet to hi feet should result. 11 difference at time of flowering from th 
mav visit the flower, hut onlv those that are pruning be not done now the Rose will become and uther plHnts more fortunately situated, 

fortunate enough to have taken hold of a small a mat of growth, and a great quantity will-- 

bee belonging to the genus Anthophora ever have to he cut away in the autumn. That FERNS. 

come to maturity. These fortunate ones are would he so much waste. Hie stronger the _ 

carried into the nests of the bees, and feed on growths made after pruning now, the finer a|jlnella falling.-Can you ull me the * 

the bees’eggs. When they are consumed the next year s tnoom. J of the enclosed plant dying off like the pl«e 1 »>* 
larva* moult, and appear as' fat, inactive grubs, Rose Climbing Niphetos In conservatory. y0U? l-ast, year it appeared very healthy. u«i ■ ' 

, . , . , .. ,,,, V,,. fl.o hen* —I have a Niphetos Rose m my conservatory in a pot, profuselv a large piece ot rock work in a coiner I arc 
which feed on the honey stored I y potted up eighteen months ago. It has made two shoots heated).' It has been growing there for several)«"• 
as food for their grubs. '' hen it is all about 18 feet in length, and is now flowering well. 1 shall now alf the long pieces turn brown, and onb 
devoured the grubs become chrysalides, from he much obliged if through your columns you will advise piii-c of green just at the end. Is it possible it'> 
,,-hiob the next snrincr the beetles emerge.— uie as to its treatment alter flowering.—Dr lia. injured by any insect ? It is well watered.-A- 

S"l.ha“ p 6 cshouia .yitau.£ .i.r 
The wlnter-moth.—Will you please tell me the two long growths to extend, the hast plan fre9h material lor it to root into. 1 

name of the enclosed caterpillars amt the means of would ho to allow them to do so, ot.liei u ise cut A hardy fernery.—1 have been much mien* 
destroying them ? The two large ones are from a wingless them hack ufter flowering to about half their an article which appeared in uaruksixo lu-rsTK* ^ 

FERNS. 

Selaglnella falling.-Can you ull me the • 
of the enclosed plant dying off like the piece I 

destroying them ? The two large ones are from a wingless them hack after flowering to about half their an article which appeared m iiaki'km'u Kusts* • ^ 
mot h that 1 caught in an Apple-tree. I have not seen any . ..„sent leno-tll. The laterals that are now May 3rd. and written by M. S. •'"ox-tiore. « • 
of the caterpillars in the trees as yet. There is a quantity 1 '. . P |,in„anm„ „i10.,i,| i,n cut back to l'enis, etc. I am abo very fond of benreju * 
of th* small ones I came Imre last July, and there was producing t lie IllOSSOtnS SIlOUKI HO Cut OaCK to (>,rn ,glass, hut wilh no artificial heal. • ’ 
not a whole leaf on the trees, and the fruit crop was a two or three eyes whether you curtail the Inal ll feel 0|,|igcd if ** M. S. K." would kindly say u tnv” ' not a wnoie leal on me trees, anu we mm. <-■ op * two ui uuw ewa .. ....... ........ teel onngeu n ai. a. n. wuum ^ , talks c 
complete failure. I put grease bands round the trees early «rowths or not. This fine climber seems to is under glass ami unheated? The writer u 
in November. I scraped them and hsd the Uiick wood * ■ for extension, and in order to growing double PrimrosMi with the itn* m in November. I scraped them and hod the tnick wooa o . fnr function nnd in ardor to prowinp doui»le Primroses with me rerun, 
washed with an insecticide, l am afraid thev are going to require room tor extension, and nor.ier to 1(; know i( thc pUnW ^ strong and rotot.^ 
be iis bad this year. The trees are half-standards and provide it V* ltd SUCIi splice it is best to plant not delicate-looking srrown in such a sha4> plice 
pyramids.—Z. A.‘ so that its growths run from one end of the Southport. 

[The large caterpillars you sent, are those of house to the other, the bonier being at the [The barely fernery mentioned in the nun> _ 

the pale - brindled beauty - moth (Phigalia north end. Many laterals will he produced 0f Gardf.s'INc; Ir.U.'STRATKD for May 3rd is 

pilosaria); the small ones are the caterpillars annually on these long growths, and they must untjer glass, hut in a sheltered position on 

of the winter-moth (Cheimatohia hrumata). I he thinned whore there is a dan; rer of over- 0f a wood. The double white ml 
eaiinotmiite understand vour letter, as vou sav nmwdinor. Mimv of the splendid vigorous pP?mnnM nn> errown amonsst the *ein;; . 

II viiau _>uu -- - —,-. UUUI1SII equally »ei» 6*“ rvilOfT 

that you have not seen any of the caterpillars plan give much satisfaction. \\ hen the main in a cold-frame or ordinary cool consent - 

in the trees.” Where then did you get them growths exhibit signs of exhaustion, one of jn this latter I have successfully gr0'rn , 
from ? Do you mean to say that they were them must he cut hard hack, hut only one |,iue Primroses, Primula casbmenau*. 
l.mrrec Inid o winrrl^Q mnt.h v cn nt>nnMl in n qpfluin rAtiiinintf f lip _  i:_ Aln;nn A MRS. - hatched from eggs laid by a wingless moth? should be so pruned in a season, retaining the tj,e or(iinary Alpine Auricula.—(Mia-, 

Your Apple-trees were doubtless attacked last others to their full length until the next or Ksox-Gork, Belleeh Manor.] 

year, as they are this, by the caterpillars of the following year.] -— noW ,*f 

winter-moth. You did quite right in putting Climbing Roses for cold-house.—I propose in fjr As many of the tnos‘ J*£%,!!Lau*ito* 

at least two months. Care should be taken 
that they are so tied round/tlife stems tliatllie 

Digitized by tjOOQLC 

which is a lean-to 4i> feet long, the wall 13 feet high, the or " Ihb tsuusii mi.««u«»-i - .jj,*!,®- 
whole length of which is a C-feet bed. then a 3-feet path, most useful or interesting letter or mi ^dw '■ 
and finally 21-teet bench, all three-bedQ^-j^gtjdfj-jn ffif current trrefv issw, irtuch tcMor 
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Mat 3), 1902 GARDENING ILLUSTRATED. 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

A NATURALLY GROWN AZALEA. 
The plant of Azalea we figure to-day has been 
allowed to grow in a thoroughly natural way, 

hence we get the shoots loaded with bloom. 
How much more beautiful is an untrained 

plants are more attractive than the tricolor 
Pelargoniums brought into Covent Carden 
Market by those who make a speciality of 
them. The great point is to strike them early 
in August, keening them just on the move up 
to the turn of the year, then potting them off 
and giving just enough heat to ensure a free 

_ leaf growth. The soil used for the ordinary 
Azalea than the hard, stiftlv trained plants one Pelargoniums will suit them, adding, perhaps, 
often sees at exhibitions. There used to be in a little more silver-sand. Fuchsias require the 
thcR-H S. Gardens at Chiswick a plant of the same treatment as the ordinary kinds. | 
old A. indica alba quite S feet high and as Dipping cut flowers In warm water.—In 
much in diameter, which when in full bloom “"dinjf away Violets, tianlenias, or Sn-phaiiotis, would 
... nlwuvs admirod This was crown in nn lhe,n in warm water alter jratlierins be a j;ood bm aiwajs aumirou. nils was grown m an lhin|f., i flmievei, here in the house they wither the next 
entirely natural way, and every year was a day after they are gathered.—K. II. I. 
mass of bloom. To compare such a plant as [Flowers of almost any kind are the bettor 
this with the closely trained pyramids and flat for having their stems placed in water for a 
bushes generally found in the exhibition tent time prior to sending by post or rail. This is 
is absurd, so much more beautiful was it. You es|iecinlly the ease in warm weather, when 
mav often hear it said that unless Azaleas are evaporation is so rapid. Warm water is not 
trained they will not travel. No doubt the necessary, indeed, often it is injurious to 
branches require a little steadying, but with gathered flowers. An important matter in 
the aid of n few sticks and a little Raffia they connection with the use of flowers, whether for 
can lie sent a few miles without being trained home or sending away, is to sec they do not 
in a manner that makes them little short of flag before they are stood in water. The flowers 
hideous. The appearance of plants naturally you •name certainly ought not to wither the 
po»n is ample proof that the practice is a day after being cut, but some dwelling rooms 

A naturally (frown Azalea. From a photograph by Mr. James E. Tyler, Halstead, Essex. 

r mmemlnble one, without hiking into con- arc predisposed to this failing, 
•deration the amount of labour, time, and 
toaUrrial saved. T. 

NOTES AND HE!'LIES. 
, Celsla Arcturua.—G. M. Bandars. Lincoln, will 
™ 1 short article on above riant in Oariikninu Il.un- 

'••no lor May 3rd—thouith C'elsiacrelica is mentioned 
s-vl ol Arrtunis - which no doubt will help him in the 

■utter. | have not found old plnnts so Rood as act-dlliics, 

l;' latter making much stronger plant*.—J. M. H. 

, Tricolor Pelargoniums.-What treatment is best 
« toliage Pelargoniums amt Fuchsias in pots in the 

•teahouse? Should they la- kept in |H«or soli with little 

ntt' to preserve the colouring, and may they have 
**w|re or not — Axox. 

"care supjiosiiig this is wlmt you mean by 
"foliage” Pelargoniums. Thehenntifiil shades 

1 colour that one so much admires in the 

We have 
Suthered at tl 

w in va*es and 
placed in two separate rooms—the one kept 
cool, the other conveniently warm. In one 
the flowers will endure not more than three 
clnvs, sometimes not even that time, fresh ; in 
the other, flowers will remain n whole week 
with a change of water, and sometimes longer. 
Of course, gas is fatal to long life in plants or 
flowers placed in living rooms at any time. 
A small room in one house is better than a 
largo one in another sometimes, so that short 
life in flowers cannot always be charged to 
iKillutcd air. Cut flowers should be kept as 
far away from a room firo as possible, and 
ex]K)suro to sunshine in a cut .state is not. good 
for them. Try .standing them in a cool place 

"“'or Pelargoniums aro never so distinct as water for a'few hours before arranging your 
!he spring months. This section flowers in the house.] 

raw ra U ‘enMler*ta cUn?ate> ™ch i.t, iH | Rusnella grandiflora.-! cannot trace this in 
> lo create in the early spring months. I any Rrilish catalogue, but it is iriven in an American one. 

'■wen fu|i sunlight and nn average temperature Please givo English name, ulso culture. —B. Ludoarh. 

■I .Vi dogs, by night and .") dogs, to (ill dogs, by ; [Uusselin grandiflora is quite unknown 
"»v, whilst not aeprive<I of too much air and 
-applied with sufficient atmospheric moisture 

1 promote a free and luxuriant growth, t’ 
y»nous colours which are foym|jmt^d|j« ( 

til dl-tinct. Fi leaves become bright anc 

to 
us, and wo cannot find it mentioned in any 
works of reference at our command. .Such 
liighsoundilgnames are favourites with some 

we should say tlmt this! 
Ctl trade purposes. In all l 
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Russelias we know there is a strong family 
likeness, and a brief description of the old and 
well-known Russelia juncea will .suffice for the 
whole of them. It is a very beautiful and 
distinct plant, the branches being slender and 
Rush-like, while the tiny leaves are but 
sparingly produced. This latter featuro is 
not, however, particularly noticeable, owing 
to the bright green of the s euder pendulous 
shoots, which hang down for a considerable 
distance. The flowers, which are borne in 
considerable profusion during the summer 
months, are eacli about I inch in length, tubu¬ 
lar in sha]ie, and of a bright scarlet colour. 
Russelia juncea has a very nretty effect when 
trained to a rafter in a small structure, as it is 
not sufficiently vigorous for a large house. 
Grown in this way the bright pendent, Rush¬ 
like shoots form quite a fringe, and when lit 
up with the numerous bright-coloured blossoms 
it is, of course, additionally attractive. In 
suspended baskets, too, its distinctive features 
are well shown. It ulso forms an effective 
specimen if the principal branches are staked 
upright and the minor shoots allowed to dis¬ 
pose themselves nt will. Equal parts of loam 
und leaf-mould or neat, with a good dash of 
sand, will suit this Russelia well. Good 
drainage, with a liberal amount of water 
during the growing season, is also required. 
For its successful culture the temperature of a 
stove, or, at all events, of an intermediate- 
house, is necessary. There is no English or 
jiopular name for the Russelias. ] 

Heliotrope In winter. - Please tell me how I ran 
most successfully train a Heliotrope to (crow up the wall 

of my conservatory? It is a cold-house, the normal tem¬ 
perature nixht and day in w inter heiiifi not lower than 
If. den*. Would it lie |Mi»sible to make the plant llowcr 
through the winter, and, if so, how ? I have Just repotted 

a Heliotrope a fool high. There is plenty ol leaves on the 

top of the plant, otherwise the stems arc rather bare and 
“ Lanky " looking. - Hkoinskh. 

[In order to train a He!iotro|>e up the con¬ 
servatory wall a very necessary item is a good 
vigorous plant to start with. You say that 
your plant has plenty of leaves on the top, 
lienee we should conclude that it is in good 
condition, and having been repotted, it will, 
in nil probability, grow away freely. The 
leading shoot should he secured to a good 
stake, as the main object is to get it to mount 
upward. When required it must be shifted 
into a larger |»t, and finally, if iiossible, 
planted out, ns the Heliotrope will, after its 
juvenile stage is past, make more rapid pro¬ 
gress when planted out in a pre|>artxi border 
than if confined in a [>ot. Still, next spring 
will !hj soon enough to plant yours out, as then 
you may reasonably expect it to go ahead 
rapidly. In preparing u border for plunting it, 
thorough drainage must be ensured, as stag¬ 
nant moisture, particularly during winter, is 
very injurious to the Heliotro|io. We cannot 
hold out much hojie of your Heliotrope flower¬ 
ing during the winter, ns to do this successfully 
a tcm|>omturo from HI (legs, to In dogs. higher 
than that mentioned by you will Ihi needed. 
Still, the temperature named should keep it 
in good condition throughout the winter season, 
and with the return of spring it will grew 
away freely and soon flower. When planted 
out. the shoots as they develop must, of course, 
be trained to the wall. One caution to bo 
Kirticulurly observed in the cultivation of the 

eliotrope is, should aphides or green fly bo 
troublesome, not to fumigate, as that will 
destroy most of the leaves. The XL vaporiser 
may, however, be used with jierfect safety.] 

Green-fly on Roses, Pelargoniums, 
etc. In the spring months most cultivators 
are troubled with this pest to a greater or less 
extent. To keep it under is of great im|x>ri- 
ance, and many things are used to this end. 
Fumigating is most commonly recommended, 
but many ilisliko this in any way, as it is not 
everyone that can endure this. Some years 
ago I used a lot of fumigating material, but 
duiing the last few years 1 have almost given 
it up, having proved that dipping, spraying, 
etc., are far more satisfactory. Many washes 
can be obtained, all more or less good. Years 
ugo I made my own wash, but have given it 
up, seeing 1 can buy it, more cheaply than I 
can make it. I make it u rule not to allow 
things to get infested with insects; imme- 
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said of Pelargoniums ai\d things akin to them. 
For the lust four years I liave used Aliol 
insecticide with the best results. J. Crook. 

easily propagated by cuttings 
layering about the same time. 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

CARRKNTKRIA ( ALI FOBS’I( A. 
Tills noble shrub bus now fully established its 
reputation for both indoor and outdoor culture. 
It does well against the back wall of a green¬ 
house, tho flowers bein'' nt their licst in the 
third week of April. Hushes against walls 
generally begin to llowor about tho beginning 
of July, li is quite hardy in the south of 
Kngland. The flowers arc pure white, about 
J inches across, with a bold group of stamens 
of u lively yellow. The foliuge is also hand¬ 
some. It thrives best in a sandy loam well 
drained. 

NOTES AND HE PLIES. 

Honeysuckle in pots. -It seldom 
that one meets with this deliciously-scented 
climbing shrub in pots for conservatory 
decoration, but it certainly well re¬ 
lays the little trouble it tukes to 
do so. One of the best varieties 1 
have ever grown for this purpose is 
the old favourite Dutch variety 
that makes good plants of dwarf, 
sturdy habit. Pot up in the au¬ 
tumn good strong plants of two or 
three years' growth in 8-inch pots, 
and plunge them in a bod of leaves, 
and at this time of year bring a 
few under glass at n time, so that 
they may give a long succession of 
bloom. If the young growths are 
pinched ut about 1 foot long, they 
may be kept in pots for several 
years. Fumigating to koop them 
clear of green or black-fly is the 
main thing needed, as also plenty 
of water at the root.—J. (J., (Jos- 

port. 

Thuja Lobbi as a hedge 
plant.—With the exception of tho 
Holly, there is nothing so good as 
the above for forming hedges and 
screens. It makes rapid growth 
when planted in well-prepared land, 
so thut. a hedge 1U feet high and 
well furnished from top to bottom 
may be had in five years if good, 
bushy plants about 18 inches high 
are used. This Thuja, like tho 
Arbor-vita:, boars clipping well, but 
has the advantage of retaining its 
verdure all through tho winter : no 
matter how hard the frost the rich 
hue of tho foliage remains un¬ 
changed. Cupressus Lawsoni 
should not be used for this pur- 
nose ; it does not bear hard cutting 
ii, and in the course of time tho 
base of the hedge gets brown and 
ugly gaps occur. —J. C., Hyflrtt. 

The flowering Currant 
(Ribes). — I note your remarks 
anent tho beauty of these spring- 
flowering plants, and agree with you that 
more of them ought to lie found in our 
gardens. 1 have them in many varieties, 
massed in a large bed, where each one shows 
itself to the host advantage, and is nt its 
best about the middle of April. They thrive 
in any good garden soil, and enjoy a little lenf- 
soil with loam when replanting. Though not 
so robust ns the common variety, most of these 
better kinds should be trimmed into shn|>e a 
bit uftcr passing out of flower, us young wood 
made and ripened the previous year carries 
much finer flowers than does short stubby 
wood. If manure-water could be given them 
occasionally at the end of May anti during 
June, the plants would make much more satis¬ 
factory growth, and would well repay the 
labour bestowed on them by the amount of 
blooin produced the following season. A 
sunny aspect should bo given them, but nvoiil 
too dry a position if possible. My collection 
consists of albidum, nuroum, n. pnecox, saxa- 
tile, nigrum, diacantha, triste, sanguineum, 
and missouriense (syn. lloridum). “' 
of tho last is conspicuous in aut 
assumes a purpllishlhiciii/g. byu 

in autumn or 
ig about the same tunc. The old form 

should lie cut hard back after flowering, when 
new growths, each I fed toll feet long, "ill In- 
very beautifully in bloom within a year. There 
ap|>ears to Is- more than one variety of this, as 
1 nave a very large bush in tin- shrubbery her 
much more washy in colour than the 
may have been a cliunco seedling.- J 

rest. 11 

M. U. 

VEGETABLES. 

FARIA' ('ARRACK. 

Is the varieties of early Cabbage we have made 
considerable progress, and this without loss of 
flavour, though the si/e is diminished. This is 
a gain to the private grower, as a small Cabbage 
is much nicer for the table than a huge coarse 
one. I always advise early sowing, as a good 
breadth of Cabbage to follow the winter green 
vegetables is more serviceable than later. There 
is considerable gain in making two sowings; 
one can afford to lose a few from runnini 
Cabbages can be cut a month earlier 

ng if 
than 

sturdy growth. By using a dwarf Cabbage 
such as Kllam’s, there is less need of largt 
quantities of manure, as these small kinds cl< 
not root deeply like coarser kinds, and are a 
shorter time on the ground; there is mucl 
gain by growing such varieties, as they mat 
be planted closely and they ne'er look patchy 
\ succession is readily secured by sowing it 

three weeks after the first sowing, and U 
succeed these a pinch of seed sown in a littlt 
warmth early in the year will give a suceessio: 
of Cabbage as long as it is require*!. I wouk 
also |mi111 out tho advantage of slowing threi 
or four times a year, getting nice t-ender head- 
in preference to allowing the old Htunqr. Is 

remain after cutting, as they rob the ground 
and harbour grubs and caterpillars. <;. 

MOULDING UP POTATOES. 

Tin: exigencies of the season have led to a goes 

deal of moulding up of early outdoor Potatoe- 
already, because cold nights nnd white frost 
have rendered some covering of the tender lea 
tops necessary. It may well become matter foi 
discussion whether much is gained by planting 

Curpeutcrifi Californio* in Col. Baski-niUc a irnr»li*n nt Crow>I* v Park. IK'iilcv-on-ThaincH. From a photograph 
\>\ Mr. Thomas Taylor. 

would he the case if sown later. I have seen 
Cnhlmges sown so late in August thill it was 
impossible the plants could stand the winter. 
Some people may say that early sowing is 
conducive to bolting. It certainly is with some 
varieties; hence the necessity of selecting'a 
reliable kind. From several years' experience 
I have found none equal to Ellam's Dwarf 
Early Spring. Ellam's also possesses another 

great |ioint in good quality—hnrdinei 
winter Cabbage, as out of many hundreds t here 
is scarcely a gap in the rows. I attribute this 
hardiness to its dwarf compact habit, as if well 
moulded up in tho earlv winter there is but a 
small portion of tho plant exposed, the erect 
growth throwing oil excessive moisture. It 
may be thought any variety may be so treated, 
but the growth differs. Many kinds have a 
spreading habit and longer stein, and are, 
therefore, more exposed. By sowing ns advised 
and planting as soon as ready on deeply culti¬ 
vated ground, there need be little anxiety us 
to this variety turning in when required. The 

ood is sown from July I nth to '20th, and tin 

seed-tubers so early, and necessarily in ool< 
ground, so us to cause them to liave tops nbovi 
the surface from the end of April. If frosts di 
not catcli them and inflict material injury 
certainly the cold soil and air check growth 
mid it becomes very doubtful whether well 
sprouted seed-tubers of similar early varieties 
planted a month later do not in the end givi 
quite ns early, if not indeed better crops. Ii 
any ease, covering up the growths with soil 
I hough but thinly, to protect them from lat< 
frosts has become a necessity, although undet 
ordinary conditions moulding up would follow 
later. But as n matter of culture moulding uj. 
is invariably done, yet not always well or 
properly. One of tho worst evils incidental to 
bail work is the covering up of so much of the 
lower leafage. That is slovenly work. Were 
more care shown by employing two persons to 
do the moulding, one should be instructed to 
use a long rod wherewith to lift the lower leaf¬ 
age from tho ground, that loose soil between 
the rows may be drawn up close to the stems 

limits without injuring or burying the i. 'Hie foliage seed is sown from July loth to‘20th, and there of the pla w ^ 
tftmn,.*dier. ^hJktle fear of running. 1 like to make ltgfitQ|l(^v<&OrTKot only does this burying of leafage 
lyoff Vukk. Jnv IaLfirm before planting, 01 “owu 1,10 l‘,H»t 
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growth, hut it robs the plants of much repro¬ 

ductive power, as tubers are, after all, the 

primary products of leaf action. 

It is, indeeel, a question whether moulding 

up of Potato plants, by which much leafage is 
buried or injured, compensates for the laiiour 

or for any advantages tliat may result from 

the labour. That proper moulding up does 

render Potatoes good service there can be no 
doubt. Thus, it is important that the tubers 

be well secluded from air, otherwise they 

become hot and astringent. That may be of 

no moment in the case of seed tubers, but ns 

Potatoes are primarily grown for eating, such 

exclusion of air is of great importance. Then 
.1 proper moulding up gives the plants needed 

support in windy weather, and prevents much 

twisting and injury to the steins. Hut, not 

least, it is now fully understood that a good 
moulding up, or coat of finely pulverised soil, 

over the newly-forming tubers greatly helps to 

exclude fungoid spores from them, thus saving 
them from disease. Generally the advantages 

which result from proper moulding much out¬ 
weigh the cost of labour involved in the work 

of moulding. But to do it properly, Potatoes 

should lie far less crowded than they habitually 

xre, for crowding, whilst causing waste in seed 
tubers, never does produce such fine crojis as 

thinner planting does. Also, prior to the 

wwkbeing done, the intervening soil should 

he either deeply hoed or lightly forked over. 

SOWING ASPARAGUS SEEDS. 

Tuj3ecility with which young Asparagus 
I'bint* can Be obtained at a very reasonable 

price is the cause why so few sow this seed 

nowadays, as they thereby avoid having to 
wait two years for plants that they can buy 

for six or seven shillings the 100. In large 

market gardens, however, and in the case of 

important trade houses, the purchase of the 

piartsin great quantities would be too costly, 
and the cultivators who can afford to wait will 

he well advised to raise the plants they want 

(ram seed. Asparagus, it is well known, does 

'(■.St in light, warm, and sandy soil ; it should 
l*j *own in soil manured in the nutunin, or at 

hast a year pre viously. The sets! of Asparagus 

ihoald be sown ut the end of April or middle 

in lines about Hi iuclies u|>urt and about 
I inch (a little more or less) deep, the earth 

bang afterw ards raked over and trodden down. 

During the first year hoeing and weeding to 

keepti. e soil clean should not he neglected. 
Ia the spring following the stems of the 

Asparagus should be cut aud the ground well 

hoed and weeded. About 11 lb. of the seed 
*iU produce 10,000 plants. 

Jri.ES Rrpot.ru (Rtm* fforlkole). 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Asparagus rotting.—I am sendinir some pieces ot 

A»i»rjgus1 aixl would be nn-aih obliged it >ou could tell 

■«* :he cause of them irrocving like this. They come up 
ml then wither oil. The rows arc about seven years old, 

“1 they were good last > ear. Can you suggest anv 

iwMdjf-M. S. Tisp.au 

[The sample of Asparagus heads you sent is 

indeed a had one, and in an advanced state of 

decomposition. But it is impossible for us to 
wy whether this rottenness is due to the soil, 

"r to excessive dampness, or to injury by frost, 

li you have had sharp frosts following on rain 

• bra the appearance of the Asparagus would 
be explained. If it be not so, and there seems 
lobe no ordinary reason for the injury, then 

the cause must be in the soil. If that he so, 

your best course will be to top-dress the bed 

freely with fresh-slacked lime and just point it 

!a- If growth after the usual cutting is over 

*«ak, densely dress the beds with soot and 

*«h in with water or any weak liquid-manure. 
A good dressing for the heels would l>e 2 oz. 

per square yard of bone flour and Kainit 

WUsh). Perhaps you have used coarse 
eaunal manure too freely on the beds.) 

Ordon bulbo the second year.—I have been 
■ u Uui * good p|an (0 K«.t irooil Unions is to sow this 
•m 0,1 I»ir cmuisl, where they will grow only to the 
■«ofntitj,»nd when they mature to store for winter, anil 

them out in spring. Is the system worth a trial, at 
a»te should they be sown, and will they not run to 

iwl '-j. Ee*ss. 

The plan you refer to of sowing Onion seed 

?°J*°r ground one season to produce small 
l,;|bs, then wintering them and planting them 

oat 00 to good soil the follogyng f^jug-IorMhe 

purpose of swelling into large bulbs, is an old advantage. They can, after the pipes are done 

one, and now rarely practised. It was recom- with, stand them here and there beside garden 

mended to sow at the end of May, as, if sown walks, burying the bottoms 2 inches in the 

earlier, the bulbs would the following year bolt soil, filling with good soil, and putting in some 
off to flower. We can very well understand good flowering plant or a few seeds. A. D. 

that such result would often, if not generally, - 

follow even with May or later sowings, and in GARDEN XtrnTI.Tr 
any case the game is not worth the candle. _ 

We have seen splendid bulbs of Ailsa Craig _ . , . , , 
and other fine varieties obtained from an . Conservatory.-Fuchsias are lovely now 
autumn sowing outdoors made end of August in any form, but especially as tall pyramids 

or early in September, and in the spring care- t.ralned » smSle Bt?ke "} the centre with the 
fully transplanted, the bulbs even heating the flowering branches drooping gracefully on all 

Tripolis. But the finest of all Onions now are A tuchsia will flower ns freely tn a 

raised by sowing seed of the varieties just -'ounK "‘“‘e >» “ •» inch |»t as when several 
named in shallow pans under glass early in .veara old and b or more feet high; hut for 
January, growing the plants on cool, then early flowering in small pots the cuttings should 

transplanting outdoors into rich, deep soil ut be rooted either now or during early summer for 

the end of April, and 1 foot apart.] early flowering following spring. Spring struck 
_ ‘ _ . cutting* make nice little flowering stuff miring rsrsdrasr■.j'Skss, i.„t u..y r „«> 

plants, and what to do to prevent it spreading?' 1 have a the market grower. It is the same with early 
nou»e with about 31m Tomatoes, planted out. and a flowers as it is with fruit and vegetables—the 
number of them have shown a lot of yellowish si-ota in the first comer realise9 most. In a large, cool 
leaves. I enclose a lew for your inspection. Thev are . , .. c • _ 
planted 2 feet apart, and every attention is paid to water- conservatory Fuchsias of the free growing 
ing, ventilation, etc. The house is a very roomy one. 1 kinds plunted out and trained to wires under 
have grown Tomatoes in it for two seasons, but have taken the rafters are very effective, and I have had 
all the soil out to the depth of about 1 foot, humeri j ... .. . i i 
sulphur in it, lime-washed it out, and replaced with fresh t,iem do well planted out and trained to 
loam each year. As soon as the Tomatoes are .lone il is vertical Wires rising 111 any jwrt of the house, 
tilled with plants in pots. I have pulled all the infected The wires are fixed to bloc ks of wood driven in 
plants up so far and burnt then, but as I am afraid that th |x)n|t.p, n„d secured at the upiier end to 
there are others, I am anxious to know what to do to f .. . , * 1 
prevent the trouble going through the house.— Amatki r one °* the tie rods, or in some other way. Of 
P. C. course. Fuchsias planted out in the l>order will 

[The Tomato leaves received were so much hear a good deal of pinching and pruning, hut 

bruised in transit that we were able to form but they pay for the trouble, and they flower con- 

little opinion as to the cause of your com- tinuously all the summer and well into the 

plaint. Tomatoes are addicted to* so many autumn. Scarlet and other Salvias should l>e 

ailments that there is difficulty in prescribing rooted now, and when well established in [iota 

for them at all or locating the cause. Yours and hardened, may either be planter! out or 
does not appear to us a very serious trouble, grown on in pots. The planting out system 

and we do not see the need "of destroying the produces the largest plants, hut do not crowd, 

plants because of the spots on the leaves. We and attend to the pinching and watering if 
should pick these portions of the leaves off, necessary during the summer. Arum Lilies 

and allow the plants to grow and fruit. Errors niuy lie divided and planted out now if that 

in vontilation and watering often bring about system is adopted. For early flowering we 
leaf troubles, es|«?ciully in such seasons ns this, prefer to grow in pots, but the planted out 

During the prevalence of such cold winds, it is stuff comes in well tor Easter. Of late years 

best to maintain a drier atmosphere and give the culture of these Lilies has been overdone 

less water than when the weather is more and the prices have ruled low. The berry- 
genial. The growth may be slower, but it bearing Solanums will be ready for a shift now. 

would be more proof against disease. There If it is intended to plant them out, set them 

are some structures and some soils that foster out in a sunny position, giving plenty of room 

disease, both of the leaf and fruit, which can- for growth and air circulation. Here, again, 

not be in any way accounted for, and yours may for early work it is better to grow n part of 
be a case of this sort. Ventilation is an item the stock in pots. Some of the silver-leaved 

of importance in Tomato culture ; if neglected and other Maples will be in good foliage now if 

only in a minor degree, trouble in some form brought on under glass, and will be useful 
will soon assert itself. Never allow the tem- among dark foliaged plants as backgrounds, 

perature to rise suddenly without ample Calceolarias must be kept free from insects, 

ventilation. Gentle warmth from the hot- Stove.—Moisture in the atmosphere and 

water pipes is u great help in Tomato growth, shade duriug bright weather should be applied 

but it should be regular, or much trouble will with judgment so that they, as it were, balance 
he hod sooner or later in leaf disease. You each other. Shade should be looked upon as a 

have done right in changing the soil, hut it is necessary evil. If excessive shading is used it 

not customary to do this every year. By becomes an evil, as it weakens growth, and if 

trenching the soil a little deejier each winter, it is necessary at any time to take plants from 
bringing up a little fresh to incorporate with the a much shaded house for any decorative pur- 

surface, some growers succeed for several years, pose they suffer, and this we want to avoid. 

Others, again, change the surface soil in Continue to strike cuttings of Poinsettiua as 

alternate years. This course of necessity gives the young shoots can be obtained. Strike 
heavier crops, and usually greater freedom from singly in Uiumb-iiots in sandy peat plunged on 

disease, which is only to lie expected, consider- a brick liottom. Lift out of the plunging bed as 

ing the labour it involves. Beyond careful soon as rooted, still keeping close and warm 

and ample ventilation, avoiding extremes of for a short time, and then transfer to larger 

spreading.] plants may be usefully planted out in a bed of 

Blanching Seakale. —In a good garden peat and loam at the track of a warm-house, 

which I recently visited in Dorsetshire, where ”e have had them do good work at the hack 

Seakale is largely grown as an annual product °l a low lean-to Melon-house. In such positions 

by means of root cuttings, the best of all the wood ripens up well and the heads of bracts 
methods to propagate this useful vegetable, 11 ru fine for cutting and save the plants grown 

the gardener mentioned that he always reserved >n pots. The old Rondeletia speciosa major 
a few rows of the roots as grown outdoors all is very useful where cut flowers are in demand, 

the winter. Then, as the spring drew on, he for though one cannot cut sheaves of bloom off 
placed over a portion of the crowns 6 inch it, there is generally something to cut from it, 

drain-pipes, made specially for the purpose, and the flowers are always appreciated. \ incaa, 

8 iuclies long. These were, of course, stood in the shape of good specimens, generally used 

end-wise over the separate crowns. They were to be found in collections of stove and green- 

then filled with fine soil. In this way most house plants. Thev are not difficult to grow, 

perfect upright blanched heads were obtained, Liquid-manure will help them, 

the plan being far better than was heaping up Pines.—Keep the atmosphere moist by 

ridges of soil over the crowns. Two or three damping floors and surface of beds. Dew the 
other rows would be so covered later, and in plants over twice a day with a fine rosed 

that way good blanched Kale kept until the syringe, avoiding all plants in flower and ripe 

latest possible time. Small growers of but a fruiter In hot, bright weather the damping of 

may adopt that method Qp* w'" be suppletpeutary to the 0 
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SVringc. Ventilate moderately when the 

thermometer reaches HU (legs, and close early, 

damping down at the same time. Give liquid- 

manure to plants which have lilled their pots 

with roots. If the suckers are taken and 
potted when ready they will come on in sue 

cession. Suckers have an exhausting effect on 

the plants, therefore only a limited number 

should be permitted to develop. There are 

generally stated times for a general overhaul 

ing of the Pines, and then there are a general 
repotting of successions and suckers and a 

renewal of the plunging-beds, but, of course, 
successions cun be potted any time when a 

shift is required. There is one advantage the 
Pine grower possesses over other fruit growers, 

except it may be Grapes. The fruit will keep 

some time after it is ri|x; if the pot is lifted 

out of the house and kept in a cooler structure, 

of course, giving no water. Nothing spoils the 

llavour of ri|>e fruit—whether Pines, Peaches, 

or Melons as a heavy deluge of water after 
the fruit, is nearly ripe. Feed freely during 

the swelling process, but when the aroma of the 

ripening fruit pervades the atmosphere dis¬ 

continue watering. 

Late Grapes. —May has been a very trying 

month, especially to Grapes in cold houses, li 

lire heat is not used, or used only sparingly, 
the moisture in the atmosphere must be used 

spn ingly also, or the foliage may suffer. But no 
one can grow good Grapes under glass in a season 

like the present without tire heat. Avoid over¬ 

crowding the foliage. The bearing shoots 

should be a foot apart on each side of the main 

rods. Some allow even more space, but a foot 

should be taken as the minimum distance. 

Keep down sab-laterals. With good main 

leaves they are not required, except as safety- 
valves for controlling the growing force of 

very vigorous Vines. Give a little air early 

in the morning, and increase it gradually as 

the sun gains power. Keep the border moist, 

and it is an advantage to take the chill off the 
water when used from a pump or a cold, 

exposed tank, but the water can be used from a 

supply inside the house at any time. 

Window gardening.—Plumbago capen- 
sis is a very useful plant in several forms. It 

makes a neat little specimen in a 6-inch pot 

trained over a neat wire trainer, and it flowers 

in summer when flowers of a distinct type are 

getting scarce. Of course, now we have an 

abundance of blossoms i n Pelargoniums various, 
including some of the scented-leaved varieties. 

We appreciate the old Oak-leaved Geranium, 

with its spicy perfume. Lady Plymouth, with 
its neat habit, is a good cottager's plant. 

Fuchsias are coming into bloom. Musk is 

growing rapidl}-. Calceolarias should be grown 

in a shady window and kept free from insects. 

Outdoor garden. -The weather is yet 

too cold to think of (jedding out, as the term 

is, anything but tlic plants which have been 

thoroughly hardened by exposure. To take 
plants from the greenhouse and plant them in 

the beds will give a check to growth that will 

lie felt for some time. Of course, such things 
as Calceolarias, Asters, and Stocks which have 

been well hardened may go out with safety. 

Even Geraniums which have their leaves 

hardened by exposure will take no harm. 

Heliotropes and Zinnias soon show the effect 

of frosty winds. The growth of hardy subjects 
is very backward, but those who have Tufted 

Pansies, Wallflowers, and Doronicums will 

liave some colour in the liorders. The Scarlet 

and other Thorns or May will hardly be in 

flower this season before the end of the month, 

except in warm situations: hut Lilacs anil 

Laburnums are showing colour. Those having 

a sheltered garden might do more with the 
hardy Magnolias, most of which are very beau 

tiful. The lists of the Continental nurseries 

are much fuller of names than our own, hut 

their system of grafting everything is a had 

one, as its tendency is to shorten life. Especi¬ 

ally is this seen in' the better kinds of Broom 

(Genistas), such as Andreana and pra-cox. 

The beautiful double flowered Plum (Prunus 

triloba) when obtained from the Continent is 
generally worked on a common Plum-stock, 

and the work of keeping down suckers is con¬ 

siderable. 

Fruit garden.—I have never seen fruit- 

trees so full of blossoms, takingjd^ein all round. 

“ **» "e ‘"fciftFed Sy'fe'GOgt 

are a picture of floral beauty, but the 10 degs. 

of frost on the morning of the 14th inst. lias 

had a depressing effect, though the blossoms 

will l>ear a good deal of thinning and still leave 

a crop. As soon as the petals fall the sprayer 
must lie put in operation, as there are sure to 

be insects, including the larva- of the Codlin- 

moth, to deal with. Those who are looking 

for a site for planting fruit-trees must take 

into consideration the value of shelter. There 

will l>e plenty of object lessons this season if 

one observes closely. The blossoms of the 

early Strawberries have suffered from the 
frost, f am told one very large grower in this 

district has given up growing Royal Sovereign 

because of the loss from spring frosts. If 

there is any liquid-manure to S|>arc, let the 

fruit-trees which are in a free bearing state 

have it. To have tine fruit the trees must be 

fed, and surface-feed ing is the right course to 

adopt. In exjiosed gardens Peach-trees are 

showing blistered foliage. When the weather 
•settles the worst leaves can be picked oil'and 

the trees washed with an insecticide. In the 
meantime, Tobacco-powder will keep both 

insects and mildew in check. On warm, south 

walls the roots of the trees are probably too 

dry, as the rainfall is below the average. 

Vegetable garden.—The frost lias given 

a severe check to the early Potatoes. They 

will break again, but the value of the crop hits 

been reduced. The hoc and fork, if used freely, 
will encourage growth. Young crops of Carrots, 

Parsnips, and Onions should be thinned before 

the rows become much crowded. It is dillicult, 

perluqjs, to rightly gauge the quantity of seeds 

to secure a sufficient number of plants to give 

u chance of selection, but in many gardens the 

seeds are sown much too thickly, and ljesides 

the loss of seeds, injury is done before the 
crojis are thinned. It is a good plan to prepare 

Celery trenches as soon as the green crops can 

he cleared off, and then Lettuces or something 

else can be planted on the ridges. Excellent 

Lettuces are generally produced between the 

Celery trenches. Sow a few rows of Chicory if 

not already done, as it comes in useful for 

salads when forced in winter. Vegetable 
Marrows and ridge Cucumbers may be planted 
under bandlights, or sheltered in some other j 
way. 1 have seen them covered by inverting 

flower |iots over them for a few nights till the 

plants are settled in position. The earliness 

of any crop adds a vnlue to it. The Turnip- 

rooted Celery (Celeriae) is planted on the sur¬ 

face on well-manured land in row s nliout 2 feet 

apart. The plants are raised iu the ordinary 
way. E. Hobday. 

THE COMING WEEK'S WORK. 

Extract.* from a Garden Diary. 

June. 2nd. —Just planted a good breadth of 

Brussels Sprouts and a couple of rows of Celery 
and Leeks, the latter in shallow trenches with 

a little old manure worked into the bottom. 

We are growing Verbenas again somewhat 

largely ; they make when well managed lovely 

beiis, either in separate colours or as mixture. 

Continued the spraying of fruit-trees. A deter¬ 

mined effort will be made to get rid of insects. 

June Jrd.—Onions that were raised in boxes 

in heat and planted out last mouth are making 
rapid progress. This is the right course to 

adopt with selected stocks, as it saves the 

seeds, and the transplanted Onions generally 

do well, and in our case have escaped the 

maggot. Sowed another box each of Cineraria 

and Primula seeds. We are busy bedding out 

now, and other work for the time being must 

wait. 

June !jk.—Planted out Dahlias. We are 
growing chiefly Cactus varieties ; they are so 

useful for cutting. Sweet Peas are growing 

freely, and will have an occasional soaking of 

liquid-manure. The loveliest lot of Sweet 

Peas 1 remember to have seen was raised in 

single pots and afterwards transferred to Sea- 

kale [jots, placed bottom upwards alongside a 

walk, and freely watered with liquid-manure. 
Creeping .Jenny was planted to hang over, and 

the liquid-manure helped greatly. 

June oik.—Peaches ripening are freely ven¬ 

tilated, and watering the bonier has ceased for 

the present. The fruits are looked over-daily^ 

room to complete ripening, or else packed up 

and sent away. Sir Charles Napier in pots 

has done well as a late crop. This is an old 

favourite, and takes some beating. Planted 

out Tomatoes against walls and fences. Some 
will be planted out quite in the open and 

trained to stakes. 

June t'.th.—Fig-house, where the fruits are 

ripening, is kept drier, and syringing discon¬ 

tinued for the present. Figs and Vines on 

south wall are often looked over and young 

shoots thinned, but outdoor Fip are never 

stop|ied, as only one crop can be obtained. 
Even in ;i cold house the second crop seldom 

ri|>ens. Planted several rows of the white- 

seeded Scarlet Runner Beans for late bearing. 

Insects on Roses are liaving a lively time. No 

quarter is given. 

June 7th.—Violets prejiaring for winter 

flowering have been liotil through, and a 

mulch of old Mushroom-manure laid between 

the rows to save watering and encourage 
growth. Some large specimens of Dielytra 

sjiectahilis are making a lovely group mi a 

cool-house. Ixiiig sprays are good for cutting, 

and look charming in a table vase. Sowed 

more Lettuces of various kinds. Continuity 

is a good Cabbage Lett lice for dry soils and 

seasons. 

BEES. 

SEASONABLE WORK IN THE APIARV. 

The most interesting period in the Be 
keeper's calendar is now at hand in the increase 

of colonies by natural swarming, although 
much de|jends upon locality, the state of the 

weather, and the conditions under which 

stocks were wintered. Where hives are well 
filled with Bees in autumn, iu addition to King 

well provisioned, they are ready to swarm 

some weeks sooner than if left weakly in 

(jopulntion and short of stores. Iu spring, 

when a hive has liecome very crowded and 

stores are coming in plentifully, the queen 
commences laying eggs in drone celLs and tin 

workers construct queen-cells. In the latter, 
ogjrs arc doprwited aimill four days before a 
swarm issues. Where frame-hives are used the 

queen-cells may be easily discovered ii the 

central frames of comb are examined and 

search made along the edges of the combs. 

The queen-cells very much resemble an Acorn 

in sliui>e. Should one or more be found to lie 

cap[ied over it may be concluded that, weather 

permitting, a swarm will shortly issue from the 
hive. If, however, the state of the weather 

prevents a swarm leaving a hive at the right 

time, the queens in embryo are destroyed and 

the swarming delayed till queen-cells are again 

prepared. 
The chief indications of swarming being 

about to take place are the crowding o! the 

Bees at the entrance of the hive, general rest 

lessness, and the ap|iearance of drones. 
Swarming usually takes place between ten m 

the morning and four in the afternoon. D "" 

a tine morning for honey gathering but >e* 
Bees are seen at work, while on the previou- 

dnv all was activity and excitement, a swarm 

will be pretty sure to issue in the course of the 

day. In the act of swarming the Bees|»ur 

out of the hive in a constant stream, and all i-, 

apparently, wild confusion; they, however, 
soon begin to collect at one S|>ot—general!.' 

some bush or tree near at hand, where the' 

gather in a cluster, which quickly increase*111 

size as it is joined by the rest of the swarm- 

The old queen, which has jiassed the winter'*111 

her colony, always leaves with the first swarm- 
Hives an<Ti all necessary appliances should be in 

readiness, that no time maybe lost after1 

swarm has clustered, dispatch in hiving Kjbg 
all-important, ns the longer it is delayed m 

more difficult the Bees are to handle, o ' 
swarm is to occupy a frame-hive, this sbouli, 

possible, lie furnished with clean emptv w”1 '• 

The advantage of this is that it enables a 
queen to commence laying without los- 1 

time : otherwise sheets of comb-foundation, 

strips 1 inch or 2 inches wide, should be • 
the underside of the top bars. As comb lpun< 

tion contains sufficient wax in its pr°jec 1 !- 
walls to enable the Bees to completely lengt 

out the cells, it is only needful for tlie'n . 

provide wax for the cappings. *1IUS RJiej 
Ugid the ri|jest gathered and placed in-Ji'firt- PfimdiMl of labour and much time are 
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■n.e swarm should first be hi ved in a straw LAW AND CUSTOM. that a house was to he found you, and that you 

,kq>, by holding it under the cluster while the were to have a share in the profits, I think it is 
branch on which it is hung is smartly shaken, — clear tliat neither |«irty intended t hat the 
causing the Bees to lose foothold and drop in a Rights of garden tenant.-I have taken on a . . 1.1 i*. determined hv a uwk', 
uufl**s into the sken Thev can then lie shnknn ‘‘a “B^eraent a small annexe to niv present con tract snouiu pe deter mi nod D> a weeks 

,, , ' . * ,K-y ran men lie snaKeu home, the annexe being really one large room, which I notice. In illv opinion vou are at least entitled 

T U," 11 Ft.u 16 fran\es’ pr UP°n thO |,ave •*■*•««* bat.itahle. The garden to it was a sand- to U months notice. Vou do not sav how VOU 
alighting board of the hive. In either case, it 'wap. aml I am making and planting it. Will ,on tell me ure llai(i hilt in this case it dona not rre.llv 
theoueenis with them thev will soon run in "but things I may remove when I i,uit ? Can I take nvvav jrL J'aU,’1 , 1 IU U,,s casc 11 "ol lca,lJ 
™l Lm.eWer i run the edgingot bonlcr-tiles I amputtingdown ? The neigh- matter whether you are paid weekly or not.— 

aisl form a cluster, borne persons have u great lour* say I may lake away anvihuig that is loose or K. C. T. | 
dread ot being stung, which is a considerable merely screwed, but nothinjr that is nailed. Is this - 

drawback to their becoming proficient Bee corl^:l?~A"u rnRRF<tPONnFNrr 
keepers, hut the chances of being stung may [Broadly speaking, your neighbours are w 

[**u«*| bJ w?ari"K « veil when 11111.1 Y°.U /nny rem°Ve *he ':0rdcr , 0f Questions.—<?ucn>« and annrer. are .Wrf«f in 
[crtonning snv ojieration in the apiary ; and edging lilts, hut you call remove nothing that Oarpesiso free of chaiye if corre*,undents folio* these 
thn Bees can lie subdued by fumigation with >s firmly affixed to the freehold; hence, you ndr*A It communications should be cirarty arul concisely 

die -moke of lighted brown paper, touchwood, can remove nothing that you plant if it takes ™ Vv-V'l 10 

that a house was to he found you, and that you 

were to have a shnre in the profits, I think it is 

clear that neither |>arty intended that the 

contract should Ire determined hv a week's 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

Questions.—Queries and answers are inserted in 
ARPEMXQ free of charge \f corrrsjmndents folio* these 

lies: All communications should lie clearly and concisely 

ih. -moke of lighted brown paper, touchwood, can remove nothing that you plant if it takes Si” Tiwl!!!' 1° 

m-tian, etc., used in ft bellows smoker, by r<*>tand grows. Things merely screwed to Undon, H.C. letters on ‘u\,sines, \hm,id be [cmTo 
* fiich the smoke can r»e puffed into any jwirt the freehold are not jiermanently but lightlv ^Publisher. The name and tuldress of the tender ar* 
or the hive desired. The idea of smokin*' Bees affixed, and arc generally removable.—K. C T I *» addition to any designation he may desire to 

’ ',Ut,10 Hlani: V.'™' lind ,.^ndl°rd andtenant-a tenant's claim. - ^Zf^. VX ’Ze 
-Ui-e mem to nil themselves With honey, in ,ct a cottage andI some ground loGon a yearh agree- than three queries idumld be *ent at a time. Cormpon- 

*h:ch state they are but little disposed to use n,ent* *° «« determined by notice given at June quarter. dents should bear in mind that, as Gardening has to l*. 
their nil less in hired Rees Sfddmn inrr n? ro,,,pentyi.t,on t5> ‘H‘ P3.' al,,e *0* either side. It has now sent to press some time in advance of date, queries cannot 

1,1 1 F ?"*" G H01*^ lP lho -TOUn<i ,et l<> there is a boanl aticayx be replied to in the issue immediately foUotrtnq 
. ven smarming, and the reason is that each hearing the following notice : “This ground to he let for the receipt of their communieatwn. We do not reply to 
tniimnnul lr-i f l.A k;,.,. _i hm dun' nnmrwM M Thrra uiw 

their stints, unless injured Rees seldom Jimr • COI,3Pe,wa.Uon l? lK! WaMe l’> either side. It has now sent to press some time in advance of date, queries cannot . i i'll,, "V \u'' _ \ 1 f f,ven <; ,n lh0 -round let to G there is a hoanl aheays be replied to in the issue immediately foUotrtnq 
. rven smarming, and the reason is that each bearing the following notice : “This ground to he let for the receipt of their communication. We do not reply to 
individual, fiefore leaving the hive, has goro’wl building purooses." There was no agreement about this queries by post. 
itself with honey. <!entlenes.s a train is a ''oti'e •ward, hi it it has t^en there throutrhout (J'a tenanry. Naming fruit.—Readers vho desire our help in 

i,i fl.p Kiioop-jsfnl In,^,1 R.J. AS he has [laid rent for the ground, can he claim com- naming fruit should bear in mind that srteral specimens 
rvo in me successful handling of Bees, foi pen«ilion for the occupation of the Kround hv the notice in different stages of colour and sue of the same kind 

they are easily excited to anger by any quick hoard.—It O. greatly assist in it* determination. We hart reeeioed 
o- -•idden movement of the hands. In examin- [Your statement implies that the notice fr"m ‘“‘r'ral correspondents single specimens of fruit* 

votes; the hive may then >>e o|>ened, and u he removed ; hut he rn'ade no such condition, oni>, four paricties at ati.nc, 

iftle more smoke puffed in at the top of the and he lias allowed the hourd to remain with Uuabvc<d‘rrclwn‘areoUen^1- 

fcrveas the coverings of the frames are gently out demur until notice to determine the 
rvmovea. As the population of the hive tenancy has been given. Under the circum- rLAHTS AMD FLO 

-creases, more room should he given (if stances it must he presumed that the letting ±°SS ‘Xm^uib he 

-warms ore not w anted) by tiering up or super- was subject to the right to place the hoard family, it Kriw from r, inches to i 
adding one or more bodies containing there, and no compensation can be enforced. cannine-crinwon flower*, three of i 

either frames or section boxes—the frames for K. C T.J marked wiih a dark »ot. It is hardi 

and these, only when 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

Anomatheca cruenta «»'. hi. S.). -This U a 
pretty little South African bulb l^longin^ to the Iri* 

family. It yrows from (i inches to 12 inches high, with 

carmine-crimson flowers, three of the lower suements 
marked with a dark spot. It is hardy or; warm soils, but 

in others it should be planted on sl0|>ee. in very dry, 

sandy soil, or on warm borders, the buil* being planted 
rather deep. In many soils it increases rapidly. 

Rose Marechal Niel buds not opening 

surplus hooev for extmetincr fho s/Winnc f„,- „ j ln nllltr5 'f should be planted on sl0|>ee. in very dr>, 
v_, , ‘ r,.i g, t © sections tor Garden let to tenant-winning coal— sandy soil, or on warm borders, the bulbs being planted 

“.. Honey. 1 ne uppermost frames or waste. I took a house and a large garden at so much a rather deep. In manv soils it increases rapidlv. 

-eetmns should be covered with some warm •vear; I«.'“»>le half-yearly, but without any written agree- Rose Marechal Nlel buds not opening 

material in order to maintain a high tempera- "m n? rfes‘rlct,2il- bat *»* »' liberty to (Rob.;l Se*to„y- This Rose often produces more bud- 

lure within the hive S S r 1 J*1 °'!>t °f th,e ?aiden- i k,'eP ,ouls a than come to perfect flowers. In what condition are the 
me nixe. b. b. G. pan of the ground, and one day dug a deep hole in this main stems? 'Are there any sign, of canker? The non- 

-J, thf roa} k*>t some swelling of the buds arises, no doubt, from there l>eing too 
RTRT>^ w n? • nI? lan<l,^r^ has hfa*,«l ol it, and his many for the plant, or lark of vital power in the plant in 
UiKJJb. sohe tar demands to know what quantity I have got. up. -ome form. You might trv what a little artificial 
- fr..- V to.^keme pay for it. As I took the garden stimulant in the-vav of manure-water will do. 

BIRDS. 
- . '«-r * »-r»— ' , . • . ■ •*’ * ^ smiHiiani in ine wav 01 manure-uawr will aa 

to make what I could oul of it, I contend I was justified m * - . : . /c, . 0 . _ 
Death Of Canary (Stnjl.-Inst. Morris). in (^“'ngcoal if there was any there. I may say that the , rrHOI"i?DaCk,?TOUn „ ^!r’'^",’,rr'h'rf ~Tber' 
i .1 • i*i « , , ' coal would not reiKiv the Inliour «»f t^pitin*' I’dupvt ^ some difficult} in this, as \ou doubtless reouire a plant 
hi thus case deuth upjjears to he due to in- , "ol re,.’°> l.he labo”r ol siting.-l buent. m ,rcc aiK, -(UBe in flowc;inc as thc |Vy leaved I'elar- 

immation of and internal ha-morrhage of the • L 1.ou.wer® clearly guilty ot voluntary waste goninm, and we regret it is not forthcoming. Salvia 
mg-. The bird had evidently taken a sudden ln dle?lng the coal. You took the garden as a patens would look well, but we fear it would not stand the 

ML Otir chuiigeable cli™to proved /"G™ ** »ot the in ^,55.S SSSS 
lying to our feat hered pets, es|»ecially at this 1 a'!d ltiWIaS ?" ilC^ °f waste on your plant in some of the warmth-loving annuals, such as 

-*-w-on of thc year, lung trouble bein<r one of Part t© dig deep holes in the ground. I do not the CVlosia, I-ove-lies-bleeding, or similar plant Helian- 
!h« most formidable complaints to which they think’ howevt'r- t>i«t the landlord will conqtel th“5 <;>‘c<imerifolius would do quite well, from the heat 

it -ubject. The only‘chance ^f h^ng^ you to pay for the coal you have got, at Ly 

'•ml over an attack of pneumonia is to keep it r, e’ 11 5ou a11'® sold none. It may ho annual Caillardia, which is showy and fro The old 
> warm, moist atmosphere, and at an even t,hat ifc would not P“.V to hire men to get up Pelargonium is often do rud, but a better plant, 

umi-crature-H SO the coal, but that is ft matter of doubt, and if *->‘h tf"*terfreedom ol blooming inidry andI hot nlaees, 
ivi.iure. o. o. | ,. ,, . v m has not yet lieen found, and in such heat the Tuberous 

Parrot with lame foot (H. It.,/. i.-if i c» . -lir n surfacreasy°«describe, Begoniab quite useless, 
there is swelling in the claw and the bird has .i,' '0,, - tUI?k 11 'V W fo.r getting. Let Outdoor Auriculas (B. Ud>card\-Ve\e hardy 

its nrtnetitS hut ririnba _ , these tilings be as they may, I can assure vou plants netd less attention than do outdoor or border 
. us appetite, but drinks more than usual, thut you f,ave pecn ' iltv Qf wasto anfi * Auriculaa If you do not wish to save seed from your 

--'t it ten or twelve drops of Castor-oil, and answerable to vonr limillArd for tl 1 i>fanU, pinch out the flower-stems low down so soon a* the 
I? ft on low diet for a time. The oil may he "ne U 1 ' i » !Io7 ,for ,the d*™B® hloon, ,» over, and if you have any old ,k.I sod. or indeed 
"Immistered in u little bread and milk The “ft'10"?11 the extent of the damage may any fairly good soil, run through a sieve, and place some 
rerd. ,.r tlnel ™ . i". JI , !v .lhe not lie great. — K. C. T.l of it about the plants, as it will assist new roots, which 

, )r ft°°r ma3 D® ptdded that the bird may . ' _ . then generally break out from the base of the leafage, 
more comfortably, l’ossihlv the claw bus A nursery foreman s notice. Six months sgo I That so far relates to leaving the plants alone, and so 

!«n injured through a blow or fall, or from ^rl?eWoUftlU"it°rCI"all'_?a"‘c'er in a 'fated they often grow-into large clumps. If you wish 

P?reh or floor may he ptdded that the bird may 

more comfortably. Possibly the claw has 

!«" injured through a blow or fall, or from 
-piming entangled in the bars of its cage, 

injury may tie situated in the leg or knee 

" i5®lr-'i al a certain wage, and a house was to he limit in lo propagate the plants, vou mas. thc moment the bloom 
Which 1 was to lire, hut until it was built I was to have is over, lilt them, divide, cutting away anv long or 

the use of another house. I removed from a considerable apparently decaying roof-slock, and replant in good soil 

aewue Dim in a «,uiet place where It overtin.e to get the place syarted br S l .n'i Anemones (Anemone futgens\-In lhe majority of 
not lie disturbed, that the injury may he received nothing extra.P .vow that l' liave got the place 'nslan''p‘‘ft'hk-and a short co.nplete rest are heneflcial. 

- over us quickly as possible. The liest food into going order, my emplov er has. without anv reason l‘art,l, ;‘r ' ,0r, V® n"Xt-1 V.nd*-.W5‘ch* “e Vr.?''in'®' 

VntT hai^ ^ SOft- thf" dlsapppared? then pfacVtae 
• wi, au<I ui|)ed dry. To this may be tried to eruraffe one of the men^umier me at a murh itl lul»ers in sand or rather dry soil, *»o that lhe enforced 

^ icd in smaller quantities Canary ^-seed, Millet, 
ft'mPi Outs, together with Nuts, Apnlcs, or m,|Ke As I have been In lodgings ever since I came can fj? ["hers to quite dr> smd. and keep them so fill 
“v fruit tluit may »>c in season A.iimnl f ,™l 1 "** claim on this aecounl r-C. K. ' *« r <>r *™***r. when you may replant them. With . un uua m.n ne ill season. Animal I nod ■ A. fulgens the case is different, and in s-.rrely any two 

mylorm, sop, and sweets should he carefully I Hie bargain was that a house was to lie instances will the same experience give identical results, 
os-led.—S. S. <;. found you, and as a house was not found and We know an instance where rhe plant is employed as a 

vou were directed to c, info lodrri.,,™ „„f;t *pnng hevlder where formerly the custom was to dry it off - you were directeti to go into lodgings until ea,.h }ear ^ nmnv faik,, lo Bow,r hy u,u treatment 

PhotooTHjrvtvo nf -Dl- * SUCn a time as a house was found, you may that now the tubers are lifted soon alter flowering is over, 
TVoao &ya,P“s Oi krarttens, r^lants, or claim from your employer the cost of your heeled in in old potting soil under a north wall, and there 

rces.—W e Offer each icteJc a copy of the Idlest lod"in"S and if he will nnt nav von moV, they remain and re-start into growth, when thev are lilted 

ClZf! ^ for the recover the same in the county court. It is SSbte " 

' ■too^e 'jaTdla.L ora'!y°J ttscwUtnts, not so dear what notice you are entitled to. Remaking Lily of 

Second nr^fZ^if’ *o! 'n 0,t£ u’e*^• From the number of questions usked as to the —Early autumn Is the best 
•V/cmd prize, Half a Guinea. 

The Prize Winners this week are: 1, 
r J. 8. Taylor, The Gardens, Laundemer 

of the Valley bed<^. W. F.\ 
be»t heu!»on for such work. A* the 

Hmifisx rL uau„uci«.c« oiupiwjtxi uur cuipiuyer, ov^r ininKS Ol making De at nano, n mis cannot l»e done, mve an entire cna 

, * “unclle, Northampton, for Lawn flower- 41 stipulatioiv as to notice at the time of the of soil, Uking out fully lb inches of the old. and rcpUc 
-'‘Ulta in front of house; ± Mr. ,J, Ro*. ew-egc.-ieitfl /Raving regard to the fact that b>'«likM»»»>nyl IrbhOibbther pan of the garden, 

'ft'ori.for Primula nivalis. ^gitlZerf by^tr^^igd as^Xln-manS, UM 

replacing 

len. Dig 
|v>wiblp. 
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Your best plan will be to cut the root* out in tufts 
ti inches or 9 inches square, unless you can fork under 

them and lift them out bodily. Assuming you lift the bed 
in tufts, the latter should be again divided into pieces 

3 inches square or thereabouts, preserving the runner* as 

much as possible. The rows should be at least 9 inches 

asunder, and the tufts about 6 inches. It will be best to 
prepare the entire bed before replanting. In setting the 

individual plants keep the crowns well below the surface, 

and, above all, plant firmly. 

Summer treatment of Arum Lilies and 
Spirts as (A. F. G-X—"'bile opinions differ with regard 

to Arum Lilies, we prefer growing them in pots to plant¬ 

ing out. When they have done flowering and the spring 
frosts arc over, stand them out-of-doors in a sunny spot, 

and for a time water when necessary. Many of the leaves 
will soon turn yellow, and when this happens leave off 

watering them. Then about the middle of July shake 
uite dear of the old soil, and repot in a mixture of loam, 

well-decayed manure, and leaf-mould, with a little sand. 
Stand them again on a bed of ashes out-of-doors, and keep 
watered. They will soon start into growth, develop good 

foliage, and flower in the winter. Plan ting out gives less 
trouble, but they need very careful handling when lifted 

in the autumn, and even then many of the leaves 

frequently suffer. Your suggestion of stowing them away 

till the autumn and then repotting will only end in 
failure. Ay SpinoM oan be purchased at such a cheap 

rate, it will be far more satisfactory to buy fresh clumps 

in the autumn than to keep over the old ones for next 

year. If you plant out and repot you may obtain a certain 

amount of flower, but nothing approaching to that borne 

on newly-imported dumps. Most growers who plant out 

their Spineas at all lift a botch each alternate year, thus 
giving them a year to recoup themselves after flowering. 

Though you may have but little time for fancy work, the 

plants enquired about need attention during the growing 

season if satisfactory results are to be obtained. 

Plants for shaded bed (J. W. B'oorfX—You give 
us no idea as to what class of plant you require, whether 
hardy perennials or suitable summer bedding subjects. 

You have likewise omitted the size of the bed, an item 

always of great assistance in guiding us to make the right 

selection. Should you require hardy perennials, and 

assuming the bed is of large size, say 8 feet across or 

more, you will find such Irises ns ourea, pallida. Mine. 

Chereau, Dr. Bernice, L'lnnoccnee, all valuable, and by 
inserting some bulbs of Liliuni speciosum amid the tufts 

of the Iris obtain a two-fold season of flowering. The 

Irises flower in June and the Liliuni in September. If, on 

the other hand, you wish for a gay bed of summer-flower¬ 

ing things, von cannot improve on the Tulierous Begonia, 
bordered or intermixed with Tufted Pansies. Both these 

groups may now be planted, the former as dry tubers, 
procurable from any bulb shop and sold in colours, such 

as scarlet, yellow, white, pink, and crimson, and the 

latter in many shades of blue, white, violet, and so forth. 

The Begonias must not be planted deeper than 2 inches, 

or they may be started in pots or boxes, and transplanted 

in early June. 8t rong-rootcd plants of the Pansies should 
be obtained and planted at once a foot apart, thus 

leaving the space for the Begonias later on. Another idea 

would be early-flowering Chrysanthemums, with Gladiolus 

Brenchleyensis intermixed, and there are many other 

things that would succeed quite well, but we refrain 

mentioning in detail, as the size of the bed is of impor¬ 

tance. If the above are unsuitable, repeat your query 
with Culler particulars. 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

Moving seedling Box (A. J. B.\— It is now too 

late to disturb your little seedlings of Box, which may- be 

allowed to remain as they are till the autumn. Then 

prepare a bed or border for their reception, and plant 
them in rows « inches to 8 inches apart, and from 

1} inches to 2 inches between the plants, according to 

their size. If carefully lifted and firmly planted they will 

soon take hold of the new soil and grow away freely. In 

order to encourage a bushy habit of growth, go over the 

plants the spring after planting, and cut off the points of 

the shoots, as this will induce the formation of side 
branches, and thus lay the foundation of a good bushy 

plant, In a couple of years they will need replanting, 
giving, of course, an increased amount of room, which 

must be regulated by the progress the plants have made. 

FKUIT. 

Apple Oox'b Pomona, and canker (G. Vicken\ 

—This superior cooking Apple is not generally subject to 
canker, but from the description you give of your clay 

soii, into which we fear the roots of the trees have 

penetrated, there seema good reason to nssume that the 

canker which affects your tree is due to that cause, as in 

the clay the roots fail to find food, and suffer from sour¬ 
ness of "oil. You do not (state sirse or age of your tree, 

hut in any case you should open all round it a deep 

trench some 2 feet wide and as deep, then gradually grub 

under the roots and feci for downward ones, cutting them 

off with a broad, sharp chisel fixed to a long, stout 

handle. When ail that can be found are thus severed, fill 

up the hole with good soil, and top-dress the roots with 
decayed manure, adding some wood-ashes, old mortar- 

rubbish, and hone-flour. That course should induce the 

tree to form new surface-roots, and it would in time grow 

out of the ranker. Paint those places with paraffin, soft- 

soap, and clay as a thick wash. 

SHORT REPLIES. 

Hubert Metelon. — Your Vine leaves art certainly 

scorched. We found also on the leaves what looked like 
scale, but difficult to say without seeing better specimens. 

-E. Pinnemorc.— Hobday's “ Villa Gardening " should 
answer your purpose. From this office, price (is. lid., post 

free.-Greenmount.—The insects you send are the 
black Vine weevil (Otiorrhyncus sulcatus), to which 

several references have lately been made in these pages. 

We hope to give its life history in a coming issue.- 

Ireland.—Pelargonium flowers all fallen to pieces.- 

Yorkshire.—Your best plan will be to put in cuttings 

under a bell-glass so soon as you can get any young 
growths, Rhode them for a time until they have begun to 
grow.-J. J. //.—The best thing to paint pipes with is 

lampblack mixed with boiled linseefLotb* We do not thi»k 

that what you Jiave used has cafised Gievt'o. Id 
.lacob. —Gardeners’CBSyst dBsjkevc^jntjMjsJgt it i jA 

Victoria-street, Westminster; Mr. Geo. Ingram, secretary. 
-.V. Cross.—Any dealer in artificial manure can supply 

you.-Beginnei.—Guano should answer your purpose ar 

well as any. Besides this, you can purchase artificial 

manure of various kinds, put up in tins to suit small 

growers.-A Roscrea Man.—Yen, the plan you sugges- 

will answer very well, but if the wire Is galvanised it 
would be advisable to give it a slight coat of naint before 

tying the plants to it. If the arch is temporary am 

annual climber would answer, but if permanent, then y ou 

cannot do better than plant some of the many climbing 
Roses now to be had.——Jane.— From the appearance o( 

the leaf sent we should say that the plant has been al 
some time allowed to get diy at the root*. The decaying 
of the points of the leaves is natural to Palms, but in your 

case the green part of the leaf is dried up-Amateur.— 

1, Impossible to say unless you let us see a flower. 2, No 

need fo manure the Grass, seeing the ground has been 

well done previous to sowing. 3, The Michaelmas Daisy 

you refer to is very probably Aster ericoidea.-Jonquil. 

—Water in the early morning or late in the afternoon. 
Sow the seeds you refer to in pots or pans of sandy soil, 
and stand iri a < old-frame, shading for a time.-L. S. 

—Your Rhododendron has been severely attacked by 

red-spider and thrips, and the plant is evidently dry at 

the roots and kept in too dry an atmosphere. Other 

queries next week. 

NAMES OP PLANTS AND FRUITS. 

Names of plants. B.—1, ophiopogon Jaburan 
aureo variegatum : 2, Eulalia japonica vanegata ; 3 and 

4, No specimens ; 5, Begonia fuchsioides ; 6, Phalangium 

linearc variegatum ; 7, Poa trivialis albo-vittata : 8. Ficus 
stipulata (repensX-F. Hand.—I, Lonicera tatarica ; 2, 

Pyrus nigricans ; 3, Rhodotypos kerrioides.-J. Evans. 

—1, Marsh Marigold (Caltha palustris fl.-pi.); 2, Mertensia 

virgiiiiea ; 3, The Mountain Knapweed (Centaurea mon- 

tana) ; 4, The Globe-flower (Trolliue curopams); 5, 

Funkia ovata.-Gunner.—1, Adiantum concinnum ; 2, 
■Specimen insufficient ; 3, Adiantum cuncatum ; 4, Prob¬ 

ably small fronds of Adiantum Farleyense.—-Alpha.— 

Quite impossible to name from such a specimen.-Cruz. 

— Aubrietia violacea.-B. -V. 7.. — Helianthemum 
vulgare fl. pi.—probably Mrs. C. W. Earle.-J. A. B.—l, 

Celsia cretica; 2, Arum italicum.-E. L. .4. />.— 

Norway Maple (Acer platanoidesX-Err. M. McCoy.— 
Libonla floribunda. We do not reply to queries by post ; 

see our notices to correspondent*.-C. Holme*.— The 
flowers sent were removed from their positions. The one 

with brown on the lip is Dendrobium attreutn, the one 

with orange-red in throat being Dendrobium cariniferum. 

They are of no commercial value.-IF. E. A.—Pyrus 

japonica: it is very unfair to send such a scrap.-F. 
Henning.— 1, Alocasia sp. ; 2, 3, 4, and 5, Drac-tcna vans : 

it is difficult to name these without being able to compare 

them in a collection.-G. H. Hardi/.—The leaf you send 
is evidently that of the Ramanas Rose (Rosa rugosa). but 

impossible to name with certainty without flowers.- 
Jonquil—l, Lady's Man tie (Alchemilla vulgaria); 2. Iberis 
eomporvironti; 3, Soilta campanula!* alba ; It, Donbta torn. 

of Anemone fulgens, known as the Peacock Anemone (A. 

Pavonina); 7, Centaurea montana; 8, Saxifrage granu- 

lata II.-pL Thanks for such fine specimens, which it is a 

pleasure to name.--J. Uofte.—1, Epimeditmi pinnatum ; 

2, Veronica gentianoides variegata ; 3. Woodruff (Asperula 

odorata); 4, Epimedium alpinura. Thanks for fine speci¬ 
mens. Kent.—Funkia ovata variegata- quite hard*. 

Felix.—Probably Oheiranthus Marshalli, but should 
like to see fresh.-Anxious.—I, Scolopendrium vulgare; 

2, Nephrolepis exaltata; 3, Pteris sp. ; 4, Adiantum 

concinrum ; 5, Polvstichum angulare. When sending 
Ferns for name it is advisable to send fronds bearing 

spores.-M. A. //.—Coronilla Emerus.-Lover of 
Flowers, Lrith. — 1, Adiantum I<egrandi; 2, Begonia 

Ascotensis; 3, Begonia Dregei, probably, but bard to say 

without flowers.-K. Williams.—Viburnum Tinus lttci- 

dum.-Miss George.—Kindly send better specimens: 

those sent were quite dried up. 

Catalo, 
Pottery 

talon-tie received.—The We*ton-suiwr-M 

■y. Tile, and Brick Co., Ltd. -List of Pots, 1 ases, 

Mare 
etc. 

GOOD CHEAP GLASS. 
Always in stock, large or email quantities, in the following sites 

12 by 10 14 by 12 20 by 12 20 by 14 20 by 18 
14 by 10 16 by 12 18 by 14 20 by 16 22 by 18 
16 by 10 18 by 12 18 by 16 24 by 16 24 by 18 

100 feet boxes \ A n, 100 feet boxes I .... 3rda quality. 
4ths, 15-oz. I 12/* 4tha. 21-oz. / 14/0 16per Frox extra 

Non!.- -Glass rut to any site at slight adrame on above priees. 
in large or small quantities. Speol&l Lines. 8 by 6.9 by 7. 
10 by 8, 12 by 8. 13 by 9, 15oz., 10s. ; 21-oz.. 12s. per box. 
la. extra tor 3rd., putty. M lb 2. 6.1. Paint. Sltsh- 

bars, Nalls and Roofing Felt, Iron nnd zinc 
Gnttors. OU and varnish, from stock. Put 
free on rail in London. Package free. All glass is sent 
direct from stock at my warehouse (not from wharf), care- 
fullyexamined. and guarantee.! to be in sound condition before 
handing to railway oo. Intending purchasers will do well to 
consider the advantage of buying direct from stock at ware¬ 
house. All glass is carefully packed, put direct on rail, risk of 
breakage very slight. Before placing orders with agent, 
pleaso wnte for wholesale prices In J, B. ROBINSON, 
Wholesale Glass and Builders' Merchant, 31, Moor-lanC, 
London. E.C. Continuous advertiser in this paper for 
over 14 years. 

NO ANNUAL TARRING 
When 'Stoniflkx' 

Roofing Felt is 

used. 

It's clean, it's durable. 

It's economical. 

Sample 
Free. 

Never softens 

or drips. 

FLOWER POTS-FLOWER POTS. 
12 8-in., 20 6-in., 50 5-in., 50 4-in., 50 3-in., packed in crate 

(relumaole) and put on rail for 7s. 6d. 1902 New IlluslHiteq 

WEEDS! WEEDS 11 WEEDS!!! 
One application of Harrison's “Reliiii.' 
WEED KILLER will keep yonr Garden 
Paths, Carriage Drives, *c. freflnS 
Weed* for at least 12 montha. The 
Killer for Daisy, Plantain, and Daods 

Uon In Lawns. Brightens the Grant 

immense savin* In labour. 

1 Gallon, *8, drum, 9<L, oarria*e S4 
1 Gallons, 5.4, drum, 1/3, carriage l.. 
S Gall, oa, 12/-, drum, 1-, carriage [aid 
10 Gallons, 21 8, drum, 5/.. carriage raid 
40 Gallons, 78/-, cask, 6/-. carriage [*i 

Irish Order* are not tub ed to Urn 

carriage terms, Out are pail to any English Port. Pull 
price all'need for all drums and easts, \J returned in 

food condition, carriage paid inf Ain two months. 
N.B.—In the prices of the above please note that thk 

Weed Killer miles 1 to 60 of water, being double the ordinal, 
itrength. One gallon mixed with 50 gallon* nf water ail 
lover an area of from 150 to 200 square yards efectwdy. 

Thext it no smell to this Weed Killer. 

QEO. W. HARRI80N. Horticultural Chari* 

"O’ Dnpt* US. Broad Street. BXADDfQ. 
Tealimonlals on anolication. 

MANURES. 
THANATOS WEED KILLER. 

NOW READY. 
Descriptive carriage paid Price Sheet 
of all Garden Manures and Chemicals, 
also Garden Sundries and Poultry 

Requisites, free on application. 

THE SILICATE CO., LTD., HEMEL HEMPSTEAD. 

The only original sad 

bond-fids tutide 

ASK FOB 

“SUMMER 
CLOUD,” 

TRADE MARK—No. 14,629 

And see that m 
wet it withTraie 

Mark on each 
packet 

Sold In packets. Is. and 28. 6d. each ; and in Bsgalftti 
10s-. 6<L; 14 lbs., 20s. 

To be had from all Seedsmen and Florid*. 

Manufacturers— 

CORRY & CO., 
FINSBURY STREET, LONDON. 

PEARCE & COMPANY’S 
COHSERVATORIEf. 
GREENHOUSES, 

a--., FRAMES, *«• 
Illustrated Prio* 

" sag—. List Free. 
Thx North London Btxam HoBTtccLTtTEiL WozH 

HOLLOWAY ROAD. N. IK.rahlt.hM 17 rear 

Camlin 

TJETTING FOR TENNIS BORDERI-W * 
■L’ useful for the lawn or garden, specially prnP- .... 
line attached to the net top and bottom throughou . £ 

';e away; 25 yanls long. 3 rank "*■ ^ ^ 
. 1 do not require payment till yoi “jg 
si of the netting from -H. J- GA 

erect or take 
carriage paid, 
and approved 
Works. Rye 

PROTECT YOUR GARDENS. - 
J- Netting, small mesh, trill k*ep off Svii-eotMi 
— ... jf ]eft out in»u *'r .4 

------- --- -vrwigTmitofW 10 lhe Rw* Garden*. for l* 
—lalogue Flower Pot®, Saucers, Seed-pans. Rhubarb aim Sea- approved of. Commoner netting W s**S?rtrk« Ric. 
;ale Pots, Vasya, Sc..poetfrw.-Tm*j®M«^^UQ.p^h^f«ry| LAftSpN, Garden Netting 

Hem any- width. J**£$*f cih remrneJ £ 
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FRUIT. 

MILDEWED VINES. 
Hiuw taken your very useful ami practical paper for 

lime. I am sending by post a.small bunch ot tirapes 

r.!ti tiro leaves. I am afraid that they show mildew, and 
I •houll feel (.'fateful if you would tell me, if that is the 

tiv. what 1 can do to (ret rid ol it ? I have nine Vines in 

— nr house, ainl they have been more or less affected the 

lee three years. The house is full of plants at present, 

* bit I hope to get them out next week. In the winter I 
■ <i*oel out the roots of the Vines, removed the old soil, 

m uA put in loam ami a sprinkling of A-inch Ixmes, and the 

;re«th is vety vigorous, as shown by the large size of the 
»»'«,—S. I'. 

[Undoubtedly your Vines are affected with 

mildew, and in a very severe form. It would 

have been better had you sought advice earlier, 

especially as you say they have been affected 

more or less for the last three years. Neither 

J the leaves nor the bunch you send display any 

•ign of vigour, rather, we should say, they 
' »vfe in a very dol>ilitatotl otato. Vou givo U3 

" no information in helping to form an opinion 

»s to the cause, but we may say that mildew 

r tomes from inattention to watering of the 

‘orders, from negligent ventilation, or from 

v low, damp situations, with the border not well 

drained. Flowers of sulphur is the common 

remedy for mildew as affecting the leaves and 

hunches, applied in a dry state. It is impossi¬ 

ble for you to clear the disease out in one 
reason, because mildew is such a persistent 

fungoid growth once it gets a footing. We 

i presume, although you do not say so, that your 

nnery is heated with hot-water pipes. If this 

I « so, coat these with sulphur, first reduced 

with water or skim milk to a paint-like consis¬ 

tency, and maintain some heat in them 

regularly, and at night in particular, to a 

sufficient degree to give off a sulphurous 

'apour. With Vines so badly infested persis¬ 

tent effort will have to be maintained ere this 

can le effectually checked. Procure some 

sulphate of iron in a powdered form from a horti¬ 

cultural sundriesinan, and apply this to the 

'•order at the rate of an ounce to each square 

yard of surface, and water it in. Repeat the 

application in about two mouths’ time, and you 
will tind this a great help in getting at the root 

of the evil. In the meantime see that the 

bonier is in a proper state of moisture, not 

titurated on the one hand, or dry on the other, 
for these extremes are conducive to the mildew. 

I’, would be well, too, in order to assist as much 

possible in keeping the foliage coated with a 
film of sulphur, to reduce lateral growth weekly 

to the point of origiu. What is known as 

sublimed sulphur is the better article to pro¬ 
cure for your purpose, though it is not strictly 

material. You should apply the fresh sulphur 

at least once a week in light dustings to the 

leaves and bunches, and, if this is well 

f -Uowed up, there will be less trouble in 
future. Ventilation should be given early in 

the morning, particularly if the aspect is one 

that invites the early sun. It is well known 

• hat to allow the sun to shine on the roof for 

any length of time in I lie morning before air 

i- admitted conduces to the attack of mildew, 

even in otherwise healthy and vigorous VintST 

The same effects do not ari(j$j(your,o(^sypg (Jie-i 

bouse in the afternoon when the sui 

declining; indeed, it is invigorating to the 

Vines to close the ventilators sufficiently early 

to husband warmth from the declining sun. 

The growing of a quantity of plants in the 

vinery is not considered a good practice, and, 

in the case of mildewed Vines, it certainly is 

not favourable. There are, however, thousands 

of vineries in which plant growing is of 

necessity practised, and it is possible, under 

good management, for both to grow together 

in harmony. In the winter it will lie necessary 

to thoroughly clean the roof, stages, and walls, 

and to paint the Vines with a sulphur concoc¬ 

tion, so as to destroy the germs that may lurk 

in the bark and spurs, and later in spring, 

when the Vines advance into leaf growth, 

employ the dry sulphur, then you may, with 

other suitable attention, subdue the evil.] 

RASPBERRIES. 
Rasi-berries will thrive and bear fruit in 

almost any kind of soil that is well manured ; 

but the linest fruit is produced by plants 

growing in a deep, rich loam. Raspberries 

produce a thick mass of fibres near the surface, 

and therefore are very susceptible to drought, 
which causes the fruit to come small and 

shrivelled. Before a new plantation is made, 
the ground should be trenched two good spits 

deep, or, what is better, 24 feet. This must, 

however, in some measure dejiend on the 

character of the sub-soil, as if it lie of an 
inferior quality it will not be advisable to 

bring much of it to the surface. When 

trenching, plenty of manure or garden refuse 

should be worked into the ground. The best 

time for planting is as soon as the canes 

have shed their leaves. The mode of plant¬ 

ing must, in some measure, be regulated by 

the form in which the canes are intended to be 

trained. Where stakes are available, the 

simplest plan is to tie the bearing canes to 

them, taking care that they are securely fixed 

in the soil. The stakes should stand out of the 
soil about 44 feet, and to each of them should 

be tied, when the plants have become estab¬ 
lished, five or six of the strongest, and best 
placed canes from each stool after the fruit¬ 

ing canes of the previous season have been 

removed. They should be planted in lines not 

less titan 5 feet apart, and the distance asunder 

ill the line should be the same, or not less than 

4 feet. The}- will not throw up very strong 

growths the first year, but if the fruit be 

sacrificed and the canes cut to within 1 foot of 

the ground, they will throw up much stronger 

canes the following season. Another mode of 

training consists in placing strong posts at 

each end of the row, connecting these with 

galvanised wires, strained through interven¬ 

ing iron standards. Thus a trellis is formed 

on which the canes are trained, and, if properly 

fixed, a plantation of Raspberries thus treated 

will last for years. Where this system is 

adopted the canes should be plunted about 

1 foot apart, and the shoots should be trained 

a little diagonally. Some growers dispense 

wholly with supports; merely placing the 

canes inand uniting the tops front each 

(jay- ol «A(i|Luius forming a series of urphe-i 
on whiqtijhe Truit is borne. 

After planting, surface-dress with decayed 

manure. During the summer the ground 

must be kept clear of* weeds and the soil 

occasionally loosened with the Dutch hoe. 

When the plants have become established and 

made about a foot of new wood, all useless 

suckers should be pulled away in order to 

admit light and air to such canes as are 

selected to remain. When the fruit is gathered 

the canes that have borne it should be ut once 

cut out, so as to give increased space to those 

intended to bear next year's crop, and as soon 

as the leaves have fullen the latter should be 
thinned and regulated. After regulating the 

canes, some recommend that the ground be 

dug and a quantity of manure workwl in about 

the roots, but it is questionable whether such 

practice is not a mistake. A better plan is to 
loosen the surface with a steel fork, and then 

to mulch with 2 inches or 3 inches of decayed 

manure, which will protect the surface roots 
trom frost in winter and drought in summer. 

_ T. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Melon fruits not swelling (.'. IF. IV.). 

-—There must be some local reason accounting 

for your failure, for, as a rule, if Melons set 

there is no further trouble ns regards their 

swelling. They must, however, lie set ull 

together, or they fail in the manner you com¬ 

plain of. In pots there is much greater 

uncertainty, and especially in those of so small 

a size. Ten-inch pots are not large enough, 

and the evil of this restriction is further 

accentuated by their close proximity to hot 

water pipes. Feeding with manure ol any sort 

we have proved to lie fatal to setting and 

swelling of Melons in pots, and this may be 

the cause of your complaint. Clear water only 

should be given until they have set. If you 

have not already done so, you should give lime 

to the soil, preferably that which is air-slaked, 

and in planting or top dressing add this to the 

soil. Some soils are very deficient of lime, and 

if this is so naturally, then the necessity of 

applying it by hand is apparent. Herein may¬ 
be found a further cause of your failure. 

Melon growing may be easy, or it may prove 

just the contrary, as so much depends on the 

daily attention, the season, soil, and local 

conditions. We have found that it is not 

sufficient in Melon growing to just fill the pots 

or make up a bed and consider this suffi¬ 

cient to carry them through to maturity. 

A little addition of new soil occasionally 

has a marked influence on their growth. 

One maj- feed with the best of manures, 
liquid or dry, but with soil crammed 

with hungry roots this does not satisfy every 

demand. If new roots can be encouraged 

there is material for supporting both the 

swelling fruit and leaf growth. If your fruits 

fail to swell, the only alternative is to wait for 

more flowers to open and set, and to proceed' 

on the lines above stated, and endeavour to 

encourage and maintain new root formation by 

additions of new soil on the surface, both in 

potsS?rcij nnot omitting lime in small 
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tin alternative course. A rim may 

ritn ’ 

be con¬ 

structed on the edge of the pot with wet clay 

or turf to facilitate the soil additions. 

Newly planted Vines unpruned.—Early in 

March I planted four Grape-Vines in a prepared outside 
•■order, the canes being brought into the vinery, which is 

a cool one. My gardener is allowing all the laterals inside 

to grow, but proposes to stop them when a certain length. 

Some of my friends tell me this is all wrong, and 1 find in 

your issue'of April 10th an answer to a query in which 
you say, “ Newly planted Vines are by all good gardeners 

cut down to within a short distance of the soil." 1 wish 1 

had noticed this before. Now, the question is, ought 1 to 

do this now? Some of the laterals are from 7 inches to 

9 inches long. I am anxious to make the vinery a success, 
and would be much obliged if you would tell me how to 

rectify the error I have committed?—S. II. A. 

[The practice of cutting back newly-planted 

Vines is one universally adopted. Where this 

is not done there is not usually the same satis¬ 

faction derived from their progress. It would 

be well, even though your Vines have so far 

expended themselves, to reduce the laterals 

back from the point downwards, so as to 
strengthen the one chosen for the future 

]>ennanent rod. It often happens that when 

newly planted Vines have reached the limit of 
the first growth, which in reality is stored in 

the embryo hud and unaffected by spring roots, 

they remain stationary, or almost so, and their 
future is both slow and unsatisfactory from a 

growing as well as a fruiting point of view. 

Jj’rom these remarks you will observe that the 
chances of rectifying the error are not by any 

means certain. On the other hand, it would, 

we think, be better to sacrifice the existing 

lateral growth to a point where a strong shoot 

would conveniently form a permanent cane. 

By this time your Vines have reached a stage 

when roots should be active. You will pro¬ 
bably find the strongest shoots on your Vines 

near the extremities of the canes, and those 

nearer the soil weaker. By a course of prun¬ 
ing the cane while in a dormant state this is 

changed somewhat, a strong shoot coming 

from the point to which it has been pruned. 

Pinching of the shoots when they have reached 

a certain length is not in itself sufficient. The 

ascending sap travels to the extremity, giving 
greater strength to the laterals at that point, 

and this same influence will be felt in the 

future. A young nurserv-grown Vine is grown 

in a hurry, and prepared only for sale. When 

it passes into the hands of u permanent owner 

its course has to be modified and so dealt with j 

as to build up a solid foundation. The 

unpruned cane would never swell up in its 
lower portion at the same rate as the upper¬ 

most : consequently, the Vine would Itecome 

largest at the top instead of at the base near the 

soil! Permanent Vines need to he dealt with 

so as to encourage a production of stem from 

the border to the extreme end, and this comes 

from pruning and pinching.] 

Diseased Apple-trees. -I enclose branches ott 

some young Apple-trees, and would be much obliged if 

you would kindly say what is killing them, and what 

remedy (if any) I could apply ? Some of the trees were 
planted by me two years since, when I got the orchard, 
others some four or five years previously. There were old 

trees in all the places some years since, but the young 

ones have not been planted exactly where the old ones 
stood, as the old ones were large standards and the young \ 
ones are pyramids and bushes, planted more close!y than 

the old ones, and the places where the old ones stood 

were tilled (vegetables) for some years before being re¬ 
planted. The youngest trees are bushes on Paradise- 

stocks, and the ones planted four or five years pyramids 
on, I believe, Crab-stocks. The largest branch I send nad 

the leaves quite healthy on it until two or three days 

since. Would American blight be the cause? 1 had a 

good deal of this last autumn, but did not notice this 
effect at that time-, in fact, I had very little of thisdisease, 

whatever it may be, until Just lately.—J. C., Ilantry. 

[We see no present evidences of American 

blight on the portion of Apple-trees sent. In 

one case there is ample evidence of the 

existence of a fungoid or mildew attack, and 

what is known as the Apple Oidium. That 
refers to the portions mentioned as having been 

healthy up to a few days previous to sending. 

The other shows in the wood evidence of canker, 

as the bark is shrivelled and the leafage bears 

evidence of injury by sharp, late frosts. It 

seems as if the wood had suffered from the 

same cause, but in both cases mildew is there. 

Is it right to assume that the position of your 

orchard is low and damp, and that the summer 
wood does not ripen well? In any case, we 

think it would be wise to lift and replant the 

trees in the winter, adding to the soil a 

quantity of wood-ashes and sifted old mortar- 
refuse. A few weeks later jrirUne rather hafd 

to induce the[formatjon ftf nbv- y 1C3 

But you may atronce make a sWpnffte of 

solution. Get 2 lb. of that material (blue-stone), 

and dissolve in a large woollen tub in boiling 
water. Dissolve in a pail 2 lb. of lime (fresh), 

then pour the liquid into the tub, add 2 lb. of 

soft-soap, and then 30 gallons of water. With 

that gently spray or syringe your Apple-trees 

at once, doing so in the evening, and give a 

second spraying three weeks later. That 
should kill the mildew. A fine winter wash or 

spray is 1 lb. of caustic soda, 1 lb. of com¬ 

mercial potash, dissolved in water, then add 

15 gallons of water, and use it as hot as can he 

borne. That dressing is a great cleanser. It 

should be applied only when the trees are at 
rest, hut not in frosty weather. After all, soils 

and climatic conditions have more to do with 

these fungoid attacks than has anything else.] 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

MAGNOLIA STELLATA. 

Tuts is the smallest of the hardy Magnolias, 

being a shrub rather than a tree, though, in 

SEASONABLE NOTES. 

Thk cold and unseasonable weather of late has 

been all against the plants making satisfactory 
progress, and at the time of writing, generally 

speaking, their appearance is anything hut 

w hat it ought to be. A curious feature of the 
unfavourable season has been the slow 

growth of those sorts which were pinched in 

the early spring. As a rule, plants treated in 

this way usually develop freely new lateral 

shoots, but this season the new growths were 

much longer than usual in developing. Unless 
a position could he found in which protection 

could be afforded against the cold easterly and 

northerly winds, it has been much better to 
keep the plants in cold frames, leaving the 

lights tilted. In exposed situations 1 have 

seen plants which have been injured by the 

exceptionally severe frosts (9 degs. May 13th), 

*«"«• — «"■*« ■**““ MS P*rk' 

places where it has been planted for a long 

time and thriven well, it is as much as 12 feet 

and many of the plants, too, have been I< . 

tially denuded of their foliage. The 
must always act according to the c ^ 

conditions prevailing at the time. A 
observation of the plants, especial' ^ 

which were pinched or stopped, j 

high. Specimens 4 feet and 5 feet high may 
well rank among the loveliest of spring flower¬ 

ing shrubs. Its fragrant blossoms ure pure 

white, and the numerous strap - shaped, f voung »«*•* 
radiating petals distinguish this from all other probability disclose many of the W-f this he 
Magnolias. As this, like all the Magnolias, shoots infested with gran-fly,J rid,k 

~8«* b»ing moved, it .houW l» pW »£ », “ -S** “5 
permanent position as soon as possible. An 

addition of [teat to the staple soil helps this 

Magnolia considerably. It is not absolutely 

necessary, as it will thrive in any good open 
loam ; but peat is worth adding to the soil, espe¬ 

cially as a means of bringing on young plants, tions, 

It is a native of Japan, and, ltesides the older 
and correct name here given, is known also as upon 

M. Halleana. 

plants of this pest- it *-> —- „-,i. 
quickly a dusting with Tobacco-po* .. 
render their surroundings untenable. ^ 

any happen to he left, do not failtooollec 
dose. Black-fly is troublesome in *0 

tions, and is often found more h depeml' 

eradicate than tiie green form- -Mu® • 

upon taking the black-fly in n®° £ I 

time—in fact, immediately it is in 
have seen plants which have been ■ c tj,e 

this respect for a little while, « n0thing 
interval their numbers have “e® . in 

short of marvellous. The difficujtt 

Growing Broom. —I should Ih- glad to know how¬ 

to cultivate the common Broom. It seems ililllcull to 

transplant. Would it be better to grow it from seed? snort in iiiaivenuus. 'increa**' 

When should the seed be sown ? Is Broom a (airly .puck rem0ving the [lest is considers < jo c<in. , 

grower? snr.Bwood. QkiaUiWitl fWfrthe Plants naturally must s»ne jficanl 
(Yes, it is tar the better way to raise fromisfetMjw-HM ' Another seemingly rfliCe- 

sow at once. Broom grows of weeds from the* 
'rabbits.) 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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soil in the pots. However careful a grower 
may be, weeds will develop; but this need not 
cause much concern, provided the}- are 
removed while they are very small. The rich 
character of the soil and the daily attention 
which the plants receive in the way of water¬ 
ing, etc., naturally promote growth of a 
robust and vigorous kind, and weeds luxuriate 
and attain such proportions that their removal 
causes some trouble. In the process of 
uprooting the weeds the surface roots are 
interfered with, und not infrequently laid bare, 
and under such treatment the plants must 
suffer in consequence. 

Now that tne plants are becoming well 
rooted in their 5 inch or flinch pots, more 
attention will huve to be paid to watering. It 
is only reasonable to assume that we are now 
approaching warmer weather, and well-rootod 
and vigorous-growing plants will need copious 
supplies of water two or three times each day. 
A single day’s neglect of this timely applica¬ 
tion ot clear water may irreixirably blight tlio 
prospect of would-l>e exhibitors. If stakes for 
their suiqiort aro not yet inserted, the sooner 
this is clone the better. There are no better 
stakes than Hazel rods, and if the grower 
cannot cut these out of his own hedge, no can 
buv a large bundle very cheaply 
inuced. That damage may not 
be done to the roots, see that the 
end of the stake which has to bo 
inserted is nicely sharpened, and 
introduce this into tho soil at u Kt some distance removed from 

stem of the plant. Use raffia 
for tying, leuving sufficient space 
in each loop for the stem to ex¬ 
pend. The final potting should 
not be done till the pots are well 
tilled with roots. E. G. 

i By now the bulk of the 
the in their flowering 

a pa rations should bo 
-them in their sum- 

so that the wood 
properly. Tho 

wider apart the plants stand from 
one another in the rows tho 
dwarfer they will be, and the 
wood will .be much better ripened 

i When stak¬ 
ing the plants each should bo 
carefully docked over, and ull 
traces of green-fly removed ; they 
hide in the young growing point 
of the shoot and cripple it con¬ 
siderably. 1 have often seen 

>k quite free from fly on 
leaves, and find them in 

i in the inside of the deve- 
Where plenty of 

V in procurable the pots 
lunged three parts up 

in same. This has two distinct 
advantages, as it keeps the plants 
from being blown over and saves 
the labour of watering too fre¬ 
quently. When the pots are exposed to the 
sun’s rays for any length of time and get 
dry, the roots get scorched and the plants 
receive a serious check thereby. When they 
cannot be pluuged they should be stood on 
a firm bed of ashes, and, in the event of a 
hot sun, boards or slates should lie laid on 
their edges, so as to protect the pots. In this 
ease it will also be necessary to secure the 
plants from wind, and nothing is hotter 
than a wire stretched between two strong 
stakes fixed in the ground at each end of a 
row ; the stakes can then be easily secured to 
the wire. A good syringing of rain water after 
s hot day is very beneficial, this promoting 
healthy foliage and clean plants. 
~ Brinye-of-Weir, N. B. I). G. Mcl. 

SPECIMEN PLANTS. 
A rr.w of these in the conservatory look exceed- i 
inely well at the dull season. Anyone having 
a few old stools from last season on hand may 
use them for tho purpose, and, although the 
flowers may bo small, still, the quantity will 
make up for the deficiency. To make good 
plants the stools should be potted into^jich 
pots in any good soil. The old ball m/y hayev 
to be reduced to fit thesS. but i£lw:U AaJjifc/ 
no harm. After potting, give them a little 

warmth, when they will soon start away, 
esiiecialiy if they receive a light syringing 
frequently. The shoots will come in oxcess 
of the number required, and should be thinned 
to nine or a dozen, taking care to cut out the 
weakest growths only. 

When they have attained to the height of 
6 inches or so pinch out the points ot each 
shoot in the usual mauner, the growths result¬ 
ing from this pinching being treated in a 
similar fashion wheu 0 inches more of growth 
have been made. This should be continued 
until you have from thirty to forty shoots, 
which should mako a grand specimen. All 
growths must be carefully tied out as they 
grow, to allow all the light' ami air possible to 
the centre of the plant. To encourage an even 
growth on both sides the plants should stand 

before, ns we could easily hnve assisted you to 
treat your plants in order that they might 
develop nine blooms on each plant. You say 
you want your plants to bloom by the end of 
October, but we four this is ini|x)ssible if you 
want as many as nine blooms to finish satis¬ 
factorily. There is oven now a difficulty in 
assuring a limited display at the time named, 
and we can only give you a general rule to 
follow, hoping thereby that the varieties you 
have are not late mid-season kinds. Your 
plants, from the description given, arc now in 
10-inch pots—a very large size in which to find 
plants so early in tho summer. Wo assume 
that each plant has been potted up from time 
to time into |>ots of varying size, beginning 
first with 3-inch, then 5 im.-h or fi inch pots, 
and finally into those measuring 10 inches 

in rows running due north and south. They across. 11 this be so, then they should lie in a 
may he shifted from the 5-inch pots to 9 inch very forward state, and we should pinch out 
or 10-inch pots, in which they will flower well. 
When the buds appear, thin to one on each 
shoot in tho ease of .lapanose varieties. The 
Pompon, reflexed, etc., may he allowed to open 
all their blooms. A little soot water occasion 
ally is very beneficial, and a stimulant should 
be given weekly after the buds appear. Tho 
good old white Pompon, Su-ur Melanie, treated 

the point of each plant and grow on as many 
of the resulting shoots as develop satisfactorily. 
The chances are that not more than four or five 
shoots will develop, and these will quickly bo 
seen tunning in tho axils of the leuvos. Pro¬ 
vided vou keep tho plants rather dry at tho 
roots for a few days, you should hurry forward 
tho subsequent growths, nnd when they aro 

loping 

Magnolia stellata In the open in Messrs. Barr's nursery al Thames Ditton. 
(See page 1SS.) 

From a photograph by 0. A. Champion. 

as a specimen, gives grand results, 
sometimes measuring 5 feet high and 
through. 

Bridye-of- tVeir, N.B. 

plants 
3 feet feet 

1). Mcl. 

NOTES AND BE PLIES. 

Good early-flowering Chrysanthe¬ 
mums.—Too many of these have indifferent 
growth. The model variety is undoubtedly 
Mine. Marie Masse. It is early, free-blooming, 
forms abundant growth, and is hardy enough to 
stand the winter in tho open. Fortunately, 
this kind has produced several “sports,"differ¬ 
ing only in the colour of the flowers. The type 
is pink. A creamy-white is Ralph Curtis. F'rom 
this we may eventually obtain a pure white. 
Rabbie Burns has blooms of a salmon-iiiuk 
tint and very pretty. “ Crimson " Mine. Mario 
Masse is in reality a bronze, ranging in shades 
of colour. From this has come Horace Martin, 
a rich yellow flower, and not the least valuable 
of all the sports.—H. S. 

Chrysanthemums for exhibition.—I woul.l 
he glad to know how Chrysanthemum*ought to lie grown 
so os to have one clear stein, with not less than nine good 
show hlrams on them, by the end ot October? MyChr.vs- 
anthemilns are now nice plants, with one stem about 
2 I- ,«TiJtisrhd have not yet been stopped. They 

high and 10 inches across-B. Ellfl, v , 
[ItJs a pity that your query was not sent us October, 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 

sufficiently developed they should he grown on 
ns quickly as possible. There is just one chance 
whereby you may get the desired number of 
shoots, nut that depends upon the went her dur¬ 
ing June. If by tho last week in .Tune the new 
shoots above referred to have attained a lenirth 
of a few inches, they may in turn bo iiiiieliod 
out, and the new shoots subsequently develop 
ing grown on. In this way then you n ay, 
even at this Into date, ho successful, hup 
another season commence these operations in 
late March or early April, and grow on tho 
resulting shoots to the second crown-buds. 
—E. G. ] 

Early Chrysanthemum White 
Quintus. — This was obtained from tho 
mauve-pink O. J. Quintus, and is a valuable 
plant. Could it be induced to bloom in 
September instead of October it would bo by 
far tho best white early sort, better than tho 
well-known Mme. Desg’range. The blooms are 
of tine quality, and tho plant is bushy and free. 
If it he planted in a position— such as at tho 
foot of a wall—where protection may be given, 
one can keep the flowers clean, and they open 
well. This, too, is capital as a pot plant and 

• market men. White Quintus nnd 
itVtiiMmiuld be the first two kinds to 

(Wat1’1 ooms ©any in 
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ROSES. 

v ROSES IN CUMBERLAND. 

My garden is situated in east Cumberland, 
SuO feet above the sea, and Lies on a slope to 
the north-east. The climate is considered a 
severe one, especially in the late spring, when 
sharp frosts, amounting to several degrees, and 
accompanied by snow showers, often visit us 
as late as the middle of May ; the surrounding 
hills are constantly snow-tipped till June, and 
vegetation is, therefore, very slow and back¬ 
ward, while the late frosts often cause great 
havoc among the early-flowering plants and 
fruit-trees. Although the aspect does not 
sound a good one for a ganlen, I have 
succeeded, in so far that Roses, herbaceous and 
other plants, as well as vegetables, have done 
well; l>ut probably this success is chiefly due to 
the fact that the soil is particularly good. It 
is a rich, deep, red-coloured loam in most 
[•arts, but here and there it has a good deal of 
clav in it. The rock of the country is 
carboniferous limestone, with thin beds of 
shale and sandstone, and it is on one of the 
latter that this house and garden stand. I 
have two Rose borders, with a Grass path 
between them ; each border is 6 feet 6 inches 
in breadth and 58 yards in length, and has a 
wire espulier at the hack of it. I first planted 
the Roses there in October, 18711 I have a 
number of varieties, both of Teas, Hybrid 
Teas, Hybrid Perpetuals, Noisettes, Bourbons, 
Chinas, and Polyantha Roses. The first winter 
I protected the plants with Bracken, but in 
spite of that precaution a good many died. 
The last winters I have given them no protec¬ 
tion except the ordinary mulching, ana I am 
glad to say every year my losses have been 
fewer, and this spring I have only found one 
dead. The first summer the Roses did only 
fairly well, and were very late in coming into 
bloom, and that autumn I replanted nearly 
all,* putting them deeper into the ground, so 
that the soil covered the grafts. Each succeed¬ 
ing year since then they have, I think, flowered 
better than the last,, and they are generally in 
their fullest bloom about the first week in July. 
I treat them in the ordinary way, giving them 
a good mulch of well decayed manure in 
November or December, and sometimes I have 
put on basic slag at the same time. Towards 
the end of March or beginning of April I dig in 
the manure lightly, and after that I prune. 
But the great secret of success is, in my 
opinion, letting the air into the soil by keeping 
the hoe constantly at work in the summer, so 
much advocated in Gardknixg. The Hybrid 
Teas have succeeded best of ull with me, 
es|iecially that most lovely one Mme. Jules 
Grolez. I always wonder this Rose is not more 
often mentioned in nrticles and books on 
gardening, as it possesses nearly every good 
quality tnat can be desired. Tho colour is 
exquisite, it has a lovely bud, and a beautiful 
bloom when full blown ; it is very hardy, a 
continuous bloomer, flowering both early and 
late, its only fault being that the flowers last 
so short a time when cut. Guillot sent it to 
me in 1807, the year he brought it out, and 
every succeeding year I have added to my 
stock. The other Hybrid Teas which have 
done well are Camoens, Kaiserin Augusta 
Victoria, Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, Marquise de 
Salisbury, Viscountess Folkestone, Triomphe 
de I’ernet Pi-re, Archiduchesse Marie Immacu¬ 
late, Grace Darling, Progress, Mme. Caroline 
Testout, Gruss an Teplitz, and Papa Gontier. 
Tho Tea Rose that has answered best 
is Princesse do Sagan, and I must 
mention, in speaking of this Rose, that 
it does well under certain trees, such 
as Apple or Thorn-trees, but unfortunately 
its propensity to creep along the ground 
makes its troublesome to manage, otherwise it 
has the merit of being a good dark red colour, 
which does not change after it comes out into 
full bloom. Other Teas nre Socrates, Souvenir 
de S. A. Prince, Mme Berard, Mme. Brnvy, 
Rubens, Mme. C'reux, Ma Capucine, Hon, 
Edith Gifford, Mme. Chedane Guinoisseau. 
('hristine de Noue, and that lovely Rose, 
Souvenir de Catherine Guillot. Of Noisettes 1 
have Ophirie, W. A. Richardson, Alister 
Stella Gray, Mme. Pierre C<yhe«, and a no 
very well kno\wi Rosa- Wassil- ChUulto't. 
last is not a [Irdtu&j blOomer]V»«l 

of a lovely colour and shape, which last well 
when cut. All the Chinas that I have here 
have done well — namely, Mme. Laurette 
Messimy, Mme. Eugene Resal, Cramoisie- 
Superieure, Fellenberg, and the very pretty 
apricot-coloured Queen Mab. Of Hybrid 
Perpetuals, those which have done best are 
Duke of Edinburgh, General Jacqueminot, 
Pride of Waltham, Her Majesty, Merveille de 
Lyon, Prince C. de Rohan, Mme. Gabriel 
Luizet, Mrs. John Laing, and Empereur de 
Mnroc. Of this last I had some good-sized 
blooms on a plant on its own roots. The 
Crimson Rambler does verv well against the 
espalier at the back of the Rose border, and as 
an edging I have Gloire dee Polyanthas, which 
seems to bloom almost incessantly. I have 
absolutely failed with certain Roses ; these are 
Etoile de Lyon, Jean Ducher, and Homere. 
Their foliage generally looks exceedingly 
healthy, and they have been covered with buds, 
but these damp off before they open. I am 
trying a yellow Banksian Rose against a S.E. 
wall, anil it has stood the last two winters, 
which have been more than ordinarily severe. 
It has now, May 22nd, a number of buds upon 
it, but whether they will really open or not is 
doubtful, as we are having such intense cold. 

I have been very successful with cuttings, 
owing to a method for the knowledge of which 
I am indebted to a friend and neighbour. Her 
plan is to trench the ground very deeply under 
a wall with a sunny aspect, either south, 
south-east, or south-west, then in October to 
cut off the long autumn shoots and put them in 
as deeply ns possible, treading the soil down 
firmly round them. Of those Roses which do 
not make long shoots I put in short cuttings 
made in the ordinary way, and many of these 
have grown also *, but the long ones generally 
do better and make large plants at once. The 
year that I first tried this method 1 only put 
in two cuttings—one of Jules Margottin, the 
other of Bouquet d'Or. The following summer 
the Jules Margottin had a number of blooms 
on it, and every year since then it has flowered 
profusely. Tlie Bouquet d’Or also grew, but 
did not flower till the third year. Cuttings 
from the following Roses have aLso done well 
and flowered the first year : Crimson Rambler, 
Ophirie, Alister Stella Gray, Mme. Pierre 
Coehet, and Mme. Jules Grolez. 

Penrith. M. L. P. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Rose growths diseased. — Shall he greatly 

obliged if you will inform me through your paper if the 
eni-loeed Rose* are.diseased, also name and remedy?- 
LtAXROcn Pass*. 

[We do not detect any sign of disease in the 
growths submitted to us. In our opinion, 
poverty of soil is responsible for much of the 
debilitated growth, and also the plants should 
have lieen more severely pruned. It is useless 
to retain thin, unripened growths on Tea 
Roses. They are sure to fail just when wanted 
to develop a blossom. The largest growths of 
Mme. Lambard should have been cut back to 
the plump, dormant buds, and the thin, soft 
shoots would have been better cut clean away. 
If a Tea Rose is healthy at the root one need 
not fear cutting it back too hard, although 
where the growth is thoroughly hard it is 
advisable to retain such well-ripened shoots a 
good length. The growth of the Hybrid 
Perpetual or Hybrid Tea sent should have been 
pruned more severely. We should advise a 
dressing at once of some good artificial manure, 
keeping this well hoed in.] 

can give your plants now much assistance in 
the shape of liquid-manure. Water the plants 
first with plain water, then give them some of the 
liquid manure. Place an old tub or cask m 
some out-of-the-way corner, put about a bushel 
of cow-manure in a bag, and a peck of soot in 
another bag, then fill tub with water. Allow 
this to stand for a day or two, then use it about 
half strength and once a week. It is ven- 
important that the liquid be clear. Anything 
that tends to prevent a free circulation of air in 
the soil is to be avoided. ] 

Rose Crimson Rambler foliage 
turning yellow (L. S.J.—The recent cold 
nights have been undoubtedly a cause of the 
foliage turning yellow and falling off. The 
growths may also be partially injured. We 
have noticea many of the brown blotches in 
the hard wood of climbing Roses this year. 
Many believe this to be caused by the frost, 
others to insect punctures; in any case, the 
vigour of the new shoots is never so pronounce! 
upon growths affected in this manner. There 
is yet another detail that may be responsible 
for this yellow foliage, and also the brown 
spots on the other leaf sent, and that m 
defective drainage, coupled with want of thin 
ning of the growths. You must remember 
that a leaf has most important functions to 
perform, and unless it can receive abundance 
of air and light, the leaf will suffer, and 
parasitic [tests soon take possession. In hie 
manner, stagnation of water so that root* cm 
not act freely are most fruitful causes of these 
disorders. We should advise you to spread 
out the growths of the Crimson Rambler a* 
much as practicable, and thin shoots of other 
kinds at same time. Keep the soil well 
aerated by frequent hoeings. In the case of 
“ black spot," this is usually caused by an 
over-abundunce of moisture at night, or the 
growths nre too crowded to permit of the 
foliage receiving sufficient air. A good syring 
ing with a fungicide will prevent its further 
progress. A very safe remedy is liver of 
sulphur. If the weather is cool and damp, von 
can use it at the rate of 1 oz. to 3 gallons oi 
water ; but if the weather is hot and bright, 
1 oz. in 6 gallons or 7 gallons of water is the 
right proportion. Add enough soft-soap in 
either case to make a good lather. It is best 
applied in the evening. Only procure a smII 

quantity at a time, as it is best to use it fredi. 
Unless your Roses are badly affected with 
black siiot we think you need not be alarmed, 
ns it will probably disappear as soon as goal 
growing weather sets in. 

Dark Rose for cool greenhouse.-Will 
kindly tell me the name of the beat dark red Ko«e to pan- 
ill a border against the aouth wall of a rool greenhon* 
I have now a Mare. hal Nicl and W A. Richanfwn in Uv 
border, but they both have ranker. The hotue b« “ 
earth floor, and is rather damp in winter. I •boula 
Klad to know if that would rouse the canker? A*“. 
would you tell me of any other rlimbers mote wit"1' 
than Roses for the border t Would a Bougainvillea uo - 
Jay. .. 

[We think you would lie pleased with 
Monsieur Desir. It is a lovely Rose, velvety 
crimson in colour, with violet shading. Some 
of the dark Hybrid Perpetuals would a*» 
succeed on such a wall, especially if plantei 
out in a well - prepared border. Charle- 
Lefebvre, Ella Gordon, Jubilee, and Mme- 
Victor Verdier would all be good: Jubilee t' 
the darkest. If you elect to plant one of these, 
procure a plant established in an S inch pot. 
and prune very sparingly. If planted out a. 

once it would, make a good growth during 
summer, and its growths would become well 
ripened, so thnt it would blossom well nett 
year. As the floor of house is rather dainP; Treatment of Tea Roses.-Please tell me what 

is best treatment for Tea Roses? I have some which ■? *_ . _„ _-j„ artificial 
seem to be suffering from want of nourishment, although you would d<? w ell to provide somicLa™_a.„ 
there are some growth and some bloom. Could 1 pot 
now? There is some mildew amongst them.—Jack. 

[We presume your plants are now growing in 
pots, as you say there is some bloom. It is a [lity you do not furnish us with more particu- 
ars, such ns the ago of the plants, the size of 

thepots they are nowin, and when last re|>otted. 
Generally speaking, pot Roses are repotted too | 
frequently, but when there seems a lack of | 
vigour, repotting is the best remedy. It is 
very safe plan to repot when it is known the 
present pots are full of roots, and the best time 
to do the work would lie as soon as the plants 
have blossomed. We much prefer to repot 
Roses in June or July, they then have fggqrfjn 

ree months of genial weather in 
Id of the new soil before winfeerWliHilll lYbu 

drainage for the border. Let the soil be thro* " 
out to a depth of 2 feet 6 inches, put 6 inches 
of rubble, such as stones or broken bricks, m 
bottom, then return soil, or, better still, a 
some good loam from a pasture instead ol a 
the old soil. Some well-rotted farmvan 
manure should also lie incorporated with the 
soil nt the rate of about one part of the former 
to three of the latter. A Bougainvillea *oum 
not do well in such a house, but you 
grow any of the following climbers: Scan 
Trumpet Honeysuckle, Clematis, Ceanothu; 
Gloire des Versailles, Habrothamnus elega 
Abutilons of sorts, Bignonia graiadlSc ’ 
>!aSnmnim revolutum, Passion-flowers, t" 

cajlepsis. Fuchsias, Heliotrope, orTecoma 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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INDOOR PLANTS. 

BEGONIAS IN HANGING BASKETS. 
Among the many uses to which the forms of 
Begonia now in cultivation can be put is that 
of growing in suspended baskets for the embel¬ 
lishment of the greenhouse during the summer 
months, or, as in the case of that here 
figured (B. glaucophylla), at other seasons 
ol the year. 

In making a selection for the purpose, that 

fused with rose. This Begonia has been grown 
in England for nearly twenty years, but not 
always under ,the above name; indeed, it is 
also met with as Begonia Limmingei, B. undu- 
lata, and B. glaucophylla, this last being by 
botanists regarded as the correct name. It is 
a native of Brazil. By far the finest example 
that has come under my observation is in the 
Mexican house at Kew. It is now about a 
year since I was particularly struck with its 
imjiosing appearance, forming ns it did a mass 
of foliage and flowers over 6 feet in depth and 

A flne Begonii for hanging-loiakclM, H. glaucoptn lla, in Memr*. I.ning'i nuriery ai Forest Hill. 
From a photograph hy U. A. Champion. 

ju*t alluded to is one of t he very best. The 
funeral aspect of the plant is so well shown in 
the accompanying illustration that nothing 
further need be said, except that the colour of 
the flowers is of a pleasing rosy-red when fully 
^ponded, but in tne bud state they present a 
mottled or variegated appenrance. From April 
or May onwards for three months or more a 
display is kept up. Even when out of bl 
it i« decidedly ornamental, the leaves beinfe o 
a pleasing gluueous greenJ0\Vithi Mte-colo ^ 
vtins, the entire leaf being when young su 

Being fully exjiosed to «1» _ . . 
tne sun, the flowers and rosy tint of the young 
quite a yard across, 

e sun, 
leaves acquired a depth of colouring which is 
not to be found in plants grown in a shaded 
position. Of course, such a huge mnss as this 
requires u good deal of attention in the matter 
of water during hot weather. This Begonia 
is readily increased by cuttings of the growing 
shoots, taken off at a length of 4 inches to 

- into pots of sandy soil, and 
bell-glass or close propagating 

case, liny time during the spring or early 

summer months. B. foliosa or microphylla is 
also a very pretty basket plant, but much less 
vigorous than the preceding. The slender 
branching stems, clothed with small deep green 
leaves, present a frond-like appearance, while 
the smull white flowers borne in early summer 
impart quite an additional feature to the plant. 
It is a native of New Granada. 

In addition to these, some of the tuberous- 
rooted varieties do well in baskets. The very 
features which form un ideal pot-plant—that is 
to say, compact growth and large, upright 
blossoms—ure against the basket varieties, for 
in their case tne most desirable points are 
a loose style of growth and medium-sized 
flowers, freely produced. Though there are 
many nnmetl kinds, the majority of the 
tuberous-rooted varieties ure raised from seeds, 
and when this is done, owing to variation 
incidental to seedlings, it will be easy to select 
those most suitable lor baskets, as well as for 
pot culture or bedding. Tubers from one to 
three years old are the best for baskets. The 
better way is to start them in comparatively 
small pots, and plant them in the basket when 
they nave started into growth. Though 
requiring a wanner structure than an ordinary 
greenhouse, that |x>pular variety Gloiro de 
Lorraine must on no account be omitted from 
any list of varieties suitable for suspended 
baskets, as in this way it succeeds perfectly, 
and forms a very beautiful object, which 
remark applies to it with equal force when 
grown in j>ots. 

In thus enumerating some of the most 
desirable Begonias for hanging baskets, a few 
words may be udded as to the best means of 

Cultivation. — In the first place, it is 
very essential that the basket ho thoroughly 
lined, as if this is not done properly it will De a 
source of trouble throughout the season. Good, 
flaky Moss is one of the nest materials we have ; 
indeed, for small baskets it is absolutely 
necessary, hut for large ones thin closely- 
woven turves are very good. They should lie 
placed with the Gross side outwards, and 
arranged so closely ns to prevent the soil drop¬ 
ping through, thus leaving a basin-shn|>ed 
space for planting. The reason that Moss is 
preferable to turves for small baskets is it does 
not occupy so much space, thus allowing as 
great an umount of room as possible for the 
roots. In planting, equal parts of loam and 
pent form a very suitable conqiost, and it 
should be of a fairly rough, fibrous nature, as 
in this state it is much less likely to be washed 
away in watering than if flne. To facilitate 
wntering, the soil must lie kept u littlo below 
the lining of the basket. As the plants 
develop and the roots take possession of the 
compost, a stimulant in the shape of some of 
the many artificial manures, or that preimred 
from cow or sheep droppings, must be given 
about every fortnight. One caution to be 
particularly observed in the ease of plants 
growing in hanging baskets is, that from their 
position they naturally dry sooner than if kept 
in [Kits ; hence it is very necessary to see that 
they do not suffer from want of water. 
_ T. 

NOTES AND HE PLIES. 
Echlnopuls Byrlesll and H. oxygona. — I 

shall be very much obliged If you will tell me whether I 
ought to remove the young bulbs which form on Kchinop- 
nisF.yricsii and Echinopaia oxygona? I am told that they 
weaken the parent bulb, and so prevent Its flowering. 
Should they ho taken off at any time of the year?— 
GXRTRl-DR. 

[We can scarcely understand your question 
in reference to the formation of hulhs on Echi- 
nopsis Eyriesii and E. oxygona. If on the 
body of the plant, the objects that you take for 
bulbs may lie flower-buds, we should also have 
suggested or fruits, except that from your note 
it would nppear that the plants have not 
flowered. Offsets are so sparingly produced 
that, we do not think you can refer to them, 
but if yon do the present is u good time to take 
them "off and |>ot singly. To flower these 
Echinopsis in n satisfactory- manner they need s 
full ex|iosure to the sun at all seasons.) 

Zonal Pelargonium Fire Dragon.— 
This is a distinct new break, the blooms being 
deep scarlet in colour and double, with ragged 
star-shiiped pi (is, which give the flowers a 
Iighter ant)IhvOi-e elegant appearance than is to 

" YWTMo"- Af or all kinds 
found useful. • 1 
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believe it is a sport from Raspail. At any 

rate, it lias u similar habit of growth and is 

equally free blooming. Market growers should 

note it, as it is likely to find a ready sale, and 
amateurs should possess it, being something 

out of the common and in itself choice.—H. 

Cassia corymbosa is an old inhabitant 

of our gardens, and a showy ulant when laden 

with its numerous terminal heads of golden- 

yellow flowers at the end of June or early the 

following month. To do it justice it requires 

planting out against a pillar or rafter, and 

treated somewhat like the Grape - Vine as 

regards pruning, which should be done in 

early winter. Good loam, with a dash of peat 

and half-decayed leaf-soil, will grow it satis¬ 

factorily. Plenty of s|jaee must be given the 
plant, as the laterals spread out and grow a 

good length before flowering. It may also be 
grown well in |x>ts. Cuttings taken with a 

heel of old wood attached when 3 inches or 
4 inches in length, and dibbled in in a shady 

corner under glass and kept moist, soon form 

roots, when tliev may be placed in 5-inch |>ots, 

and when established stood outdoors to ri|»en 

the wood. Such plants will in late summer, it 

not pinched, carry a nice head of bloom. This 

»laiit has proved hardy in Devon and Cornwall, 

>ut with me it gets cut down level with the 

soil each winter, owing to its late starting into 

growth in spring. The wood does not get 
fully ripened to withstand much frost. I am 

trying it in a more exposed position this year, 

though full south here 1 think it may ripen its 

wood better than in a sheltered nook facing 

south east. Except in the mildest parts of 

England it should have u mat placed over it 

during severe spells of frost, removing this in 

mild weather. It would be wise also to protect 

the young growth in spring during much frost 

or cold, cutting winds.—J. M. B. 

Streptosolen (Browallia) Jamesoni. 
—As a climber this plant is not nearly so often 

i: 

OUTDOOR PLANTS 

met with as it deserves, for in a greenhouse 

that does not fall much lielow 40 degs. during 

winter it will be in full bloom by the middle 
of April, the orange-coloured flowers being 

quite a feature for six or eight weeks. When 

it has jKissed out of flower it should be spurred 
hard back and encouraged to make an early 

growth, so that the new wood may be 

thoroughly ripened by the end of summer, as 

all depends u|>on this maturation of wood 

whether it flowers well or not the following 

season. Thinning of the shoots when an inch 

in length, as in the case of Bougainvillea 

glabra, must not be neglected or a mass of 

flowerless shoots will be the result. It is of no 

use planting this in dark corners far from 

the glass, as it requires nil the light possible 
and should lie within a foot of the glass roof to 

get the best results. I have tried it outdoors 

in summer, but with me it did not prove a 

success, as it grew far too freely and gave little 

or no flower. During the resting period in 

winter the plant should not be over-watered. 
It is deciduous with me, though generally 

spoken of as an evergreen. Cuttings dibbled 

in when about J inches long in July soon root 

if placed in a shady corner and kept fairly 
moist without a bell-glass over them. Pot 

them up when rooted, and place outdoors as 
soon as established so that the growth gets 

well ripened by autumn. These, if left 
unpruned, will each carry a rich head of bloom 

towards May or June. The after treatment Ls 

the same as that for planted-out specimens, 

with the exception of repotting when nicely 

started into growth. Plants in borders should 

have a ton-dressing annually in July, using u 

little artificial manure in the soil, which should 
be principally loam with a little leaf-soil and 

sand.—J. M. B. 

FINE SPRING FLOWERS. 

There is just now at Forde Abbey a very ex¬ 

tensive and beautiful show of bonier Polyan¬ 

thuses, and it was to me recently a pleasure to 

go over them and mark those which I thought 
should l>e regarded as the best. Certainly, 

whilst all were remarkably showy, manv were 

of superior excellence. There was a white, for 

instance, but one of many, yet the finest 

without exception 1 have ever seen. Also, 
there was a beautiful almost pure vellow, one 

out of many also which practically had no 

eye, as the ground colour suffused the whole 

flower. I hud never seen one such before. In 

other colours, al~o. were other sujierb varieties, 

and the seed ot these will be specially saved 
for next autumn sowing. Mr. Crook's practice, 

and it is much the best, is to sow the season's 
seed in August, wintering the plants in the 

lioxes in which sown in any cold-house or 

frame, then planting out on north borders in 

April. The plants then liecotne very fine ones 

by the following winter. 1 saw various strains 
of Polyanthuses when in the west of England, 

but none so line as is the Forde Abliey strain. 

When in Exeter market w hilst in the west I 

saw large plants offered very cheaply of an 

almost giant-flowered strain of Auriculas. 
Plants of these were obtained, and have also 

been planted to create both stock and seed at 

Forde. and it is to be hoped with good results. 

It is to l>e sincerely wished that the same 
attention which has been given to Polyanthuses 

for spring flowering should also be given to 

border Auriculas. 1 noticed that these plants 

did remarkably well at Sherborne Castle, 
where there were scores of strong clumps ; but, 

so far as I saw, there were not amongst them 

the bright, effective hues in the flower w hich 

are so desirable. What a fine field do these 

hardy plants oiler to an earnest and patient 

worker. 

There are other beautiful hardy spring 
flowers than thosenamed,and Pansies rank high 

amongst them. There cannot be any finer 
flowered strain anywhere than is just now sent 

in by thousands of plants daily to the London 

markets in boxes—flowers of great size, good 

substance, and most superbly coloured. With 

such a grand strain naming Fancy Pansies 

seems an absurdity. A. D. 

this jwrtion. These are some of them : auratum 

with its varieties platyphyllum and vitutuin. 

bulbiferum, chalceuonicum, that prefers a wen 

erly position and a heavy loam, almost verging 

on clay or sandy clay; Martagon and its varie¬ 
ties ; pyrenaicum, pomponium, Szovittianum, 

testaceuin, umbellatum, tigrinum and its 

several varieties; the forms of eleean- or 
Thunbergianutn generally, w hich could be ben 

treated if brought together in the from 

portion of a border, as nearly all the forms are 

dwarf - growing. Other useful kinds art 

croceum, Hansoni, and odorum. Then then: 

is quite a wealth of beauty in the earlr 

autumn flowering speciosum, of which enwi 

turn, rubrum, Melpomene. Knetzeri, aoi 

album-novum are a good set. Not only art 

these good and showy, but valuable irom the 
gardener's |ioint of view in that they are 

all amenable to ordinary conditions, and prefer 
a good deal of cow-manure buried under tie 
bulbs at ti inches or 9 inches therefrom. If »e 

except the “ olegans " varieties, all the other- 

may receive manure in the soil if deeplyburioi 

below the bulbs, certainly never within 

ti inches of the base of any bulb. The bulbs of 

the speciosum group must be 6 inches belos 
ground at - least, and -being great suffice a 

•• stem-rooting 'kinds, the surface should he 

mulched with manure or set with thin. In¬ 

growing plants so that the sun does ox 

directly play on the roots near tlje surface A 

good plan in the general arrangement oi a 

border of these plants would be to plant certain . 

flowering shrubs, as Azalea mollis and Andr j 
meda floribunda, as a groundwork for thetalk: | 

kinds, or the ledums, Kalmias, or even small J 
Hollies, preferably green-leaved kinds. In like 

manner the dwarf Daphne cneoruni, the bi- 

John's Wort, Megaseas, Saxifraga Wallace:, 
lenten Roses, and Tufted Pansiesmavsllfom 

suitable groundwork, and provide mi-c w 

flowers also in their dav. The Lilies would,t-f 

course, lie first planted, and sufficiently deep 
that the planting on the surface of the other 

things could be done. Or with such as the 

Lenten Roses these could be in position and 
the Lilies go between. Much depends on the 

size of your garden and your intention- us w 

exjiendlture. You can hardly make a gwdl 

start now, though you may get a supply f 

sound bulbs of a few kinds as auratum. Tb 

best planting time is October for some, and ior 

others at intervals to the end of March 
Those named are not very expensive.—E. -1] 

Photographs of Gardens, Plants, or 
Trees.— H'e offer each week a copy of the latest 

edition of the “English Flower Garden" for the 
best photograph of a garden or any of its contents, 

indoors or outdoors, sent to ns in any one week. 

Second prize, Half a Guinea. 

The Prize Winners this week are: 1, 
Mr. S. W. Fitzherbert, Bryndart, Kingswear, 
Devon, for Arum Lilies at Trellisick ; *2, Miss 

Gertrude Huminersley, TtSPClgse, Sail 
for Dendrobiuiff£ fipeciqs 

Fern in an Australian garde 
E 

GROWING LIL1UMS. 

I siioi ld like to ){roH a collection of choice Lilies. My 
garden is very open, no shade, and exposed to strong 
winds, mostly south-west. The soil is fertile and very- 
deep, but lis-ht ; you can dijr it in holt an hour after rain 
with comfort. Uladiolus bulbs do splendidly in it, and 
improve year by y ear. It is surrounded by walls on east, 
west, and north, ami the house on the south. Can you 
tell me what kinds would succeed, what special treatment 
before planting, and what after planting': I do not want 
to grow any likely to tail it I can help it.— F. J. C., AOer- 

gavenny. 

f We are quite in sympathy with your desire 
to grow these plants well, but as failures may 

arise from a variety of circumstances, we fear 

you will not be exempt from failure any more 
than the most experienced of old cultivators. 

We say this advisedly, inasmuch as the 

frequently-adopted methods of culture fail in 

instances where the local conditions may seem 
identical. The soil you describe is much in 

your favour, while the “ open, ex|K>sed ” condi¬ 

tion is not. The latter may lie modified, 

however, as Lilies do not object to their (lower- 

heads being in the fullest sunlight, provided 

the base is exempt from undue heat. Thel>est 

wav for a beginner would be to devote a border 

or borders to the plants in question, planting 

American plants, conifers, or the like, to serve 

as shelter, on the one hand, and to afford, on the 

other, that root companionship now regarded 

as an important feature in the successful culti¬ 
vation of Lilies. To this end you may require 

to set apart at least three different beds or 

portions according to the needs of the various 

kinds. Quite a large number, however, will be 

content with the soil you have, others may 

require peat and leaf-mould, another set a 

certain degree of moisture, and a few others a 

stiffer, almost clay soil. Those that mav be 

grown in the ordinary soil would alone form 
quite a representative collection, as iCfeb glvd a 

varied season of flowering t " 

best if you restrict yourA 
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TREATMENT OF Bl'LBS AFTEK 

BLOOMING. 

Thf. time is now fast approaching when 

beds at present gay with Hyacinths, Daffodil's 

Tulips, etc., will have to lie cleared to 
way for the summer-flowering plants, “hi: 
to do with the bulbs at such a time is o.’ten s 

vexed question, different peojde having differ’ 

opinions of the treatment of such. Some ffa 
1 am acquainted with dig over the beds wit.> : 

handfork, and cut off the foliage of the unde: 
lying bulbs, then plant their Geraniums, etc 

over the top of them, never expecting 
bulbs to resent this unnat ural defoliation. D '1 

I consider one of the worst practices posi :e 

The plan that I have found to answer best. m| 

conjunction with cheapness, is as follows: 
soon as the time arrives when the bulbs ha'e 
be replaced by the summer blooming 

the bulbs are carefully lifted and “heeled m, 

in rows, in finely sifted ashes, covering •‘j’1 * 

same depth as when in the lied. T"'s|9_ '^_ 
the foliage to gradually ripen off, whilst - 
nutriment contained in the leaves is gnwua . 

transferred to the bulbs, which store it up • 

the following season. When the foliage '■ 
died down, and feels to the touch some" s 

similar to raffia, the bulbs are read?J0 j 
relifted. They should then be cleaned ^ 

stored awav in some dry place—a shell in 
fruit-room being an ideal spot—until 

for planting again in the following »>' ' 

The offsets which accumulate round the I 

bulb should be carefully removed an(y' * a, 

in single lines in a reserve bed. |o 

course of a season or so they will be r -, 
plav their part in the flower garden. n , 

the above system I have found D*®* ’_ 

Tulips do equally as well as newly bo1 
'is- I/Jtave not found to do so 
Ifi- <$!it up into offsets, wh.ch wouM, 

ly: 
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I imagine, u»ke a long time to come to flower¬ 
ing size, for which, however, 1 have neither 
time nor inclination to wait. H. B. P. 

CLEMATIS FLAMMULA. 

tree, either evergreen or deciduous, into whose 
branches it will ascend to a height of 30 feet 
in an amazingly short time when once estab¬ 
lished. 

Old ruined Elms and Oaks are thus converted 
from eyesores to objects of beauty, and the 

Tub picture on this page shows one of the uses starry trails of the Clematis are shown oft' to 
to which the fragrant V irgin's Bower (Clematis best in 
Flnmmuln) may lie nut in this country. Per¬ 
fectly hardy and making a maze of long annual 
prowtlis, which it is impossible to train 
methodically, it is admirably adapted for 
jJanting at the foot of nny structure which it 
i< wished to cover with an informal veil of 
dower and foliage. In this case we see the 
terminal pillar of a high wall crowned with its 
flowering growths, but for rough terraces, per- copses. C. Flammuln is later in flowering, rarely 
golas, summer-houses, and arbours it is equally being at its best before tho end of August or 

advantage when swaying amid the sombre 
foliage of uu ancient Yew. The yellow-flowered 
C. gruveo.cns is a summer bloomer, and soon 
spreads over a large expanse. Its blooms are 
succeeded in the autumn by feathery seed- 
vessels, which are quite as effective as the 
preceding flowers, and suggest the smoke-grey 
billows of the common Traveller's Joy or Old 
Man's Beard (C. Vitulba) of our hedgerows and 

Clematis Flammula on a pillar. From a photograph by Mrs. Deane, Fairfield*, Farcham, Hants. 

'i --irable. Other members of the Clematis 
family lend themselves effectively to the same 
usage as suggested forC. Flammula. Clematis 
Udearica or calycina is absolutely hardy in the 
"outh-west, and bears its greenish-white flowers, 
'totted with purple in the interior, ns early ns 
the month of February. It is a vigorous grower, 
and is especially decorative when festooning 
evergreens, which it readily mounts to the 
height of ‘20 feet or more. It is followed a month 
w so later by the very similar C. cirrhosa, whose 
flowers are'unspotted. Towards the end of 
May and commencement of June the well- 
known C. tnontann flowers, and creates a lovely 
effect as it drapes wall and tree with an ivory- 
white mantle of star-flowers. This is a Clematis 
oi especially vigorous hahit, and should lie 
allowed to express its characteristic attraction* 
by absolutely untrainelledrare^hg^I^js fceeji 
m its best when planted at The roots of someth! 

beginning of September. C. paniculata is not 
unlike the foregoing, being also sweetly- 
scented. Its white flowers are alike in shape 
and in their whiteness, but the petals are of a 
firmer texture. It follows C. Flammula in its 
period of blooming, being usually in the zenith 
of its beauty in October. Clematis coccinca is 
not adapted for such positions as recommended 
for those of the same genus already mentione 1, 
but is a beautiful and very uncommon flower. 
In the best forms the drooping flowers are 
scarlet, and give the plant an exceptionally 
bright appearance. It is a native of Texas, unci 
requires warm and light soil. In tho colder 
countries it is often cut down to the ground in 
winter. When well established it makes 
growth from 10 feet to 12 feet in length, and 
towers _f lengthened period. It is well 

"g by anyone who can 
• 3 3 s rw\ 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Treatment of Pansies.—Will you kindly tell me 
how to treat my Pansies so as to make them continue in 
bloom through the summer? The scerl was sown last 
year, and the plants are now flowering well .Should they 
tie cut back in June, like Violas, in order to secure a 
second display, and, if ao. am I to cut them right hock to 
the root 1 There are four or five long stems to each plant, 
with o tuft of leaves and hlooin. Should these lie entirely 
removed? I shall lie much obliged if you will kindly 
explain how it should lie done?—K. It. 1>. 

[No, Pansies will not submit to the treat¬ 
ment suitable for the Tufted Pansy, ns they do 
not spread at the roots like the Tufted Pansy, 
and only bloom once, keeping up no succession 
during the summer. If you want a successio 
of bloom, you must grow some of the many fine 
forms of tfie Tufted 1 ’ansy we now have.] 

Blight on Lilies of the Valley.—lady Onslow 
would be much obliged if the editor could tell her what 
has caused the blight to her Lilies of the Valley, of which 
she encloses specimens ? Most of the flower* in the bed* 
are spoiled in this manner, bill not all. Some overhung 
by trees have escaped, and some in a higher, colder part 
of the garden are free from injury. Some of the beds 
affected are very old and thick with leaves, hut some are 
newer. It happened Just the same aliout three or four 
years ago, and ever since there are some blighted flowers 
each year, but last year hardly any.—Lady Onslow. 

[We could not determine from the state of 
the blooms whether frost or jioverty of the soil 
was mainly responsible for tho failure. Tho 
flower-buds gave the idea of the frost, but tho 
weakly and very thin leafage bespoke jioverty 
of the soil. Information as to dryness or wet¬ 
ness of the soil would have been helpful, and 
good foliage—essentially the builder-uji of 
good spikes of bloom—is rarely seen in dry 
soils, and still more rarely where dryness and 
jxiorness go hand in hand. We know of some 
plantations in Tlmmes-sido gardens, much 
under trees of large size, that produce grand 
spikes of bloom each spring. These, however, 
are often within reach of water, and at flood¬ 
time immersed for awhile. At such times, too, 
there is the usual residuum from the overflow 
—a by no means invaluable asset, inconvenient 
though the flood may be. In your case we are 
quite prepared to believe that liotter results 
would ensue if replanting of the beds was taken 
in hand in the coming autumn. Moisture at 
the root is very necessnry, and if to this we add 
that the Lily of the Valley always delight* in 
very deep and quite rich soil, you have the 
general requirements in a nutshell. Wo believe 
there is not much amiss that cannot be rectified 
by good culture, and if you can, by water or 
supjilies of liquid-manure, invigorate your 
plants now—even a sowing of soot well watered 
in, or soot-water after flowering would do—so 
much the better for the work of replanting that 
should be done early in October next. Old 
jilantations should be heavily mulched each 
winter with manure.] 

Planting Snowdrops.—I wish to plant a thick 
carpet of Snowdrop* n* xt autumn under a large Copper 
Beech In my garden. My soil i* light and poor. I thought 
of digging out a apit of soil where I want to plant the 
bulbs and putting dow n a thin layer of clay, which 1 can 
obtain near here, then replace the noil above. Would 
that give the Snowdrops a better chance of doing well f 
If so, I should put down the clay in good time to give it 
time to settle before planting the bulbs. Could you 
suggest any low-growing plant that 1 could use os a 
groundwork to come out after the Snowdrop* were over f 
—T. M. D. H. 

[The idea of sinking in some clny beneath 
these bulbs will do quite well, but we suggest, 
instead of inserting the clay eu bloc, that you 
dig more deejily and in irregular patches or 
drifts, as it were, dig out the original soil, and 
incorjiorate the clay with the remainder, and Clant the bulbs in this mi xture. For the under 

iy the clay may predominate, using less, or, 
if you like, none at all in the upper jjort ion. 
What you also should bear in mind when pre¬ 
paring the jxwitions for the Snowdrojis is their 
preference for deep planting. Far too many 
make indifferent jirogress in gardens because 
planted just under the surface, whereas the Sowth and all else are much stronger when 

e bulbs nre planted at least »> inches deep. 
If tho bulbs are quite frash and sound there 
need be no fear of success We have dug up 
old clumps that must lave been neaily three 
times this depth, while f he leaf growth was not 
far short of the same length. One of the best 
dwarf plants to follow the Snowdrop is 
Anemone njwmnina, that makes a nice carpiet 
of leaves and furnishes abundance of its jirettv 
blue flowers auite early in April and through 
the mpntti. 31)o crowd this in planting. 
Single tube's should be inserted 6 inches apart 

6w5w¥t @ effect is ver>’ 
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pretty in or near the Grass, anil always 
admired. Many other dwarf Anemones are 
also suitable, but this we think the more so 
in the present instance.] 

Using a brick pit (Perplexed.).—If you , 
heat your 15 feet long brick pit with a flue of 
drain pipes, the host course is to lix the Hue 
fairly low down, and have wood slabs placed 
crosswise over it, through which heat can rise 
to warm the soil placed on the slabs. The Iiipes should be fully ti inches in diameter. 

*’or such heating you would need a furnace 
low down atone end,and a small pipe chimney 
at the other. If you fixed a small boiler, but 
with enough length of pipe to run along the 
front of the pit just under the <dass and to 
return beneath the bed, you would get better 
results, but the cast might be some £4 to £5. 
You could, if you like, disi>ense with such 
heating, and fill up the pit with well prejsued 
hot-bed-manure to within 12 inches of the top, 
treading it well, then putting on to that 
4 inches of soil, and sowing on it or 
in pans, pots, or boxes, all sorts of 
flower seeds. Tomatoes, Cucumbers, Mar¬ 
rows, and many things. But such bottom- 
heat would not long endure, and then 
you would have to trust to sun-heat as the 
summer advanced. To have any good heat 
from manure, the pit should he' fully 4 feet 
deep inside. An earth floor is best for all pur¬ 
poses. If the top of the 
pit is properly slanting, 
and as it faces to the 
south, you should have 
ample light, but, of 
course, all things grown 
in it should be kept as 
near the glass as possi¬ 
ble. Forcing Rhubarb 
would need that the 
roots be put into soil 
fully ‘2 feet from the 
glass. But Rhubarb 
can commonly be better 
forced in any warm 
cellar or dark place, 
especially if 12 inches 
thick of warm manure 
be placed at the bot¬ 
tom. For Cucumbers 
the soil should be in 
mounds along the cen¬ 
tre of the pit, 12 inches 
from the glass, two 
plants being put into a 
mound under each 
light. 

Late - flowering 
Tulips. —We are re¬ 
minded of the value of 
the May-flowering Tu¬ 
lips in the garden by a 
gathering of flowers 
in many colours from Mrs. Buyldon, Oaklands, 
Dawlisn, Devon, these being unsurpassed for a 
brilliant effect in the garden at this season of 
tho year. The chief thing is to plant the best 
self-coloured binds in quantity, for, beautifulas 
a single bloom of the striped or flaked Tulip 

tinuous supply of yellow blossoms when the 
Daffodils are pu-t their best. My plants are 
now three years old, and, as may be readily 
imagined, they make an imposing display. 
They are somewhat coarse in their style of 
growth, and unless given plenty of room 
quickly si .oil other lass vigorous plants near 
them. The cold and cutting easterly winds 
which have lately prevailed bleached and 
curled the outer ends of the somewhat narrow 
florets, but as there are so many other buds to 
follow, those with the blemish just referred to 
are better out off. It is a plant suitable for 
almost any position, and succeeds well in town 
gardens.—\V. V. T. 

ST. BRIGID ANEMONES. 

These brilliant flowers are the result of careful 
selection from the single flowered French or 
Poppy Anemone, A. coronaria, and were 
originated by an Irish lady about thirty year- 
ago at a place culled Nurney, or the Oratory, 
in the county of Kildare. It was in Kildare 
under an Oak tree that St. Brigid began her 
Christian missions in the fifth century, hence 
the popular name adopted for these flowers. 
The modern St. Brigid treated these flowers 
as hardy annuals, sowing the sets! every spring 
in February or March, and rigidly weeding 
out poor flowers "so that the next season's seal 

St. Brigid Anemones flowering in early spring: at Geaahill. 

might be better than the last, and in this way 
the strain was continually improved by selection 
and good cultivation alone. The seed was 
sown directly in the beds in which it was in¬ 
tended to bloom. The seedlings were thinned 

. out to 6 inches apart, any blanks in the beds 
may be, it is only the self-coloured species and | being filled up with the best of those removed 
varieties that give the finest display in the I in the thinning-out. The beds themselves were 
garden. The early-flowering kinds descended I d ug t.wo spits deep, the top spit being thrown 
lrom T. suaveolens are certainly very useful, out in the process, and plenty of old well rotten 
but, to our mind, are of less value than the fine i cow manure was added before the last t! inches 
late sturdy-growing kinds that open in May. | of soil were filled in. The seed should be rubbed 
These all spring from T. Gesueriana, and, 
while possessing infinite variety of colour, have 
the same form and stately habit of the parent. 
These late Tulips, coming after the Daffodils, 
are precious garden flowers and not often 
enough seen. \Vc want more Tulips of the 
same colours as the florists’ forms in self 
colours, such as White Swan, Bouton d’Or, 
Golden Eagle (yellow, edged red), and Golden 
Beauty (self yellow). Among the wild Tulips, 
too, there are also many beautiful kinds, such 
as T. elegans, T. Didieri (with bright red 
flowers, having black blotches inside at the 
base), T. fulgens (flowers rich crimson on tall 
stems), T. Kaufmanniana, T. Kolpakowskyana, 
T. macrospeila, T. retroflexa (pure yellow), and 
T. vitellina, of a lovely yellow tint. 

Doronicum plantagineum (Leo]»ard's 
Bane).—I have some fine pieces of this spring 
flowering hardy plant, whicl/^T^gedier wblj 
the pretty Alp^ufiiz^ktoleVjwwliJt a Will 

up in sand or dry, fine earth, so as to separate 
it before sowing, and then scattered thinly 
broadcast, or sown in lines over the bed. ff 
the weather is very dry the seed may he 
covered with mats or canvas until it begins to 
grow, when they should lie at onco removed, 
and, if possible, during showery weather. 

Thinning may be carried out when the seed 
lings are li inches to 2 inches in height, and 
the young plants may, if desired, be replanted 
at 6 inches, apart in other deeply dug and well- 
manured beds. It should not be forgotten that 
these Anemones are essentially flowers of the 
sun, and do best in an open and fully exposed 
position, provided they are sheltered from high 
winds ana gales. Seed sown in February often 
produces plants that commence flowering in 
October the same year, and even if checked by 
winter frosts and snow, they again, begin, 

Ujowering in February and March, rbi'cMlig1 
^Aheir fullest flush of beautyjip^pi^lj^^'p^ijQ 

We have seen them in full beauty all throng 
the winter in warm and sheltered sunnv nooks 
near to the sea both in England and irelar.d, 
and by picking the buds and opening bloo::.- 
they were mast welcome and long enduring 
as used for indoor floral decorations. At tie 
Daffodil show held at Birmingham on April 2t 
considerable excitement was caused by a large 
and most effectively-arranged stand of th-s* 
flowers from Geashill, in the King's Counts. 
They were large and long-stalked bloom., 
mostly semi-double, and ot all colours from 
white and flesh colour, through all shado¬ 
of bluish-lilac, purple, red, anil scarlet, w 
other shades verging on blood colour as) 
crimson. As shown in water under a gfc- 
roof, the hot sunshine that made some of u- 
Narcissi look faint and wan only seemed 
infuse new life and brilliancy of colouring into 
these gorgeous Windflowers, thus shorn:.; 
what admirable cut-flowers they really are, or 
may be. They are grown by the acic a; 

Geashill for trade purjioses, hut even in tie 
smallest of gardens they may be readily ousel 
and grown for the sake of their dense carps: 
of fresh green Parsley-like leaves, thickly set is 
spring with their buds and flowers. 

Some growers purchase roots or tubers and 
plant them with good results, especially oa 
stiff, holding, or loamy soils ; hut, as a rule, it 
is better to sow the seed as above directed, ia 
the beds where they are to grow and Warn 
At present, a packet of seed yields all afar-, 
hut in the future we ho|»c that tubers oi the 
finest colours and shades may be isolated uni 
grown on for seed, so that, :ls in Primroses 
Cyclamen, and other florists’ flowers, the finest 
shades may become fixes! by inter crossing, -o 
as to come true from seed. All the Wind 
flowers, or Anemones, are very beautiful, but 
none are quite so Poppy-like, so beautiful snd 
effective, or so easily grown in large group 
and masses as are those of the St. Brigid-train 
—Field. 

- The display of the varieties oi the 
Poppy Anemone (A. coronaria) the other day at 
the Drill Hall doubtless very largely whetted 
the appetites of visitors to have tubers or seed 
of these beautiful things, and thus secure 
stock. It is probable that English purchases 
would do best to secure tubers or roots neit 
autumn. They should, if put out in good soil 
and whore the flowers get ample light wit fat 
being ex posts I to harsii winds, give a Ireaut:- 
ful mass of flowers. But it is doubtful 
whether, if the position be dry and arid, the 
tubers, whether lifted and replanted in fresh 
ground or allowed to remain in the ground, 
would ^ive anything like that fine mass oi 
bloom the next year they give in Ireland.or 
would furnish the first year of planting. 
Anemone leafage Ls very susceptible to injury 
by sulphurous fogs and dry atmospheres 
Probably the worst enemy is fog, as it is mf* 
difficult to grow thorn in’ the metropolitan fog 
area. That was not always the case. 1 vi' 

some years ago able to have the French Poppv 
Anemones raised from seed in most beautiml 
form in West Middlesex, but a few years later 
the demon fog rendered generous growth 
practically impossible. Still, there can be 
little doubt that the wondrously fine Host - 
and good leafage seen on the Irish plants sre 
largely due to the relative moisture of 

climate. By its aid the leafage not onh 
becomes robust, but it can fully mature, anJ 
hence fine flower-producing tubers are formed. 
Wherever in England the situation is relative^ 
moist, yet sheltered, Crown Anemones shouU 
do as well as in Ireland. If raised from seed, 
sow at once in shallow pans or Iwxes or under 
handlights in sandy soil.—A. D. 

Gladioli —It is, I think, a popular belief 
that if Gladioli cornu are left in the groun 
during the winter, the probability is that they 
will perish, and I have always acted up to tho- 

removing mine from the bottlers in October- 
replanting them in April. On putting them a 
the other week I came across a number > 
conns in a bed, which had been overlook • 
They wore growing well, and did not apps* 
to he any the worse for being in the groun 
winter. ' I should hesitate in reeomniema- 
that the oorms be left in the soil in age1 
way, iis probably some of them, the older o _ 
especially, might rot, but it is int-enstm, _ 

Fh4tk.tfNO^$\3’re exceptions to some o 
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rules which many have come to regard as of 
the utmost importance. The soil where the 
conns wintered is a light, loamy one.—W. F., 
Derby. 

ORCHIDS. 

OPEN-AIR ORCHIDS AND FERNS. 

Tiif. illustration shows Dcndrohiutn speciosum 
&cd one of the larger Elk’s-horu Ferns (Platy- 
cerium) growing on a tree-trunk in an Austra¬ 
lian garden. In tropical and sub -tropical 
countries many of the rarest of Orchids are 
thus grown, and are often very beautiful and 
not a little surprising to those who know these 
things only under a glass roof in northern 
gardens. 1 shull never forget the delight with 
which I saw Allamandas, Stephanotis, and 
Neiieuthes luxuriating in the open-air beds 
sn<l Itorders in the Botnnicul Hardens at Singa¬ 
pore, and the rustle of feathery Palm-leaves as 
they tossed and trembled in tho air high over¬ 
head, each frond silhouetted against a cloud¬ 
less sky. In one of the more distant flower 
lieds I saw u mass of what looked like a tall 
clump of Sweet Pea, but there seemed a 
difference, and on going closer I found it was a 

very common, but I never saw so many fine 
specimens thus naturally grown as in the 
extensive and beautiful orchard or fruit garden 
made by Sir Hugh Low when he was Colonial 
Secretary at Labuun many years ago. Our 
residents in the colonies abroad, both in the 
east us in the west, have often great oppor- 
tunities for real sub tropical gardening, and 
yet we too often find a mere repetition 
of gardening us carried out at homo. The 
English copy the bedding out in the London 
[iurks, and the French try to repent the effects 
of the Luxemburg garden, or ut least those of 
the Parc Monceau, forgetful or neglectful of 
what noble gardens could be made of the liest 
of native things. The illustration of the Rock 
Lily of Eastern Australia, supported by the 
Elk's horn Ferns, tells its own tale, and the 
style of arrangement or grouping might now 
and then be made use of in our Orchid houses 
here at homo. F. \V. Bi kiiidiik. 

GARDEN PESTS AND FRIENDS. 

Fungus on Pelargonium leaves (•/. Tho»m$\ 
Your (ii-raiimin leau-n are attacked by a luugiM belong¬ 

ing probably to the genus Cercoapora. Pick oft and burn 
the infested leaves, look well after the ventilation, not 

Drndroblura »|>e< iosum and K.lk's-horn Kern in an Australian garden. From a photograph 
sent by Miss U. liaiumernley, aauaoury. 

'plendid mass of Vanda teres growing to the 
top of Teak wood stakes 8 feet high, all the 
topmost portion a mass of soft white anti ruby- 
tinted flowers. So, also, in the tropic island 
of Luhuati, Orchitis such as Vandas, Plialie- 
nopsis, und many other epiphytal kinds, grow 
and flower most luxuriantly on the cultivated 
Orange trees. These plants are often in the 
first instance established on Palm stems or in 
old husks of the Cocoa-nut, and are then placed 
iti the forks of the branches or lushed to the 
trunk or main branches with rattan canes, anti 
it this is done just as the rainy season sots in, 
they soon spread and fix themselves firmly to 

keeping the plants too closely packed together, mid spray 
every lo days or so while there are any signs of the dis¬ 
ease with " Bordeaux mixture."—O. 8. 8. 

Insect pests.—Can you give me the name of an 
illustrated laiok that will enable me to identify insect 
pests? In my on-hanl I have small green caterpillars 
(larvai of winter moth), small brown caterpillars, and 
many leaves infested willi a small grub abo- t the size of a 
pin’s head and of a bluish-grey colour.— i. C. 1‘kaciir, 

fl am afraid that there is no book which 
would enable you to identify all insect |rests. 
There are several books on the subject, dealing, 
however, more particularly with those which 
affect agricultural crops. Among the best are 

Munual of Injurious Iusects," by Miss 
the smooth, living bark of the trees by their Ormerod, an octavo Irook, freely illustrated 
thong-like, aerial roots. The approaches to with woodcuts, published at .V. ; Curtis’ 
some suburban bungalows in Singapore are “ Farm Insects," a quarto book, illustrated 
planted with great masses of Gramatophyllum with woodcuts and coloured plates, the latter 
apeoiosuin, having thick Reed like stems 8 feot udd largely to the cost of the work, which is 
or 10 feet high, so that visitors really walk up 16s. lliere are some very valuable leaflets 
to the door through an nvonuc of this gigantic issued by the Board of Agriculture, and which 
Orchid. To walk out in the early morning or will ho sent free to anyono asking for them, 
in the cool of the day, and wander through an which are well worth your getting. Apply to 
orchard of Oranges, Pommeloes, Citrons, and the Secretary, Board of Agriculture, 4, White- 
Limes, interspersed hero and there with trees hull-place, London, S.W. You need not stamp 
of the Mango, the Mnngostcen, Durian, .Tack- your letter of application. The only books 
fruit, and Litchecs, is un experience not WSaJHlv! which 
forgotten. In some qf those ’ opii-ol fruftTV ill i 
orchards the Orchids ana Elk's-norri Ferhs-nrei a11 uc 

very ex|ioiisive. The bast is published in nine 
octavo volumes, costing ubout £1 apiece, by tho 
Ray Society. There is another, which is far 
inferior, which costs about £3, the name of 
which I cannot remember, but I could find out 
if you wish to know it. It is impossible to 
name caterpillars from descriptions.—G. S. S.] 

Pear leaf blister mite.—I shall be much obliged 
if you will tell me in (Iahukmno what the spots are on 
enclosed Fear leaves?—Kkctok. 

[The leaves of your Pear-tree are infested by 
the Pear leaf blister mite (Eriophas pyri), which 
burrows into the leaves and causes the sjxits, tho 
colour of which, I suppose, is caused by tho 
action of the mites cutting off the supply of 
nutriment to cells of tho loaves under which 
they are feeding, which become discoloured 
much the same us thoy do in the autumn. If 
your tree is a small one, so as to rentier it pos¬ 
sible to pick off the nffeeted leaves, I should do 
so ut once, nnd immediately burn them, und 
then spray the tree with a solution of paraffin 
emulsion the spray should lie applied to both 
surfaces of the leaves. In tho winter it would 
bo well to spray the trees aguin, as this mite 
(kisses tho winter among the outer bracts of 
the buds ; or the tree might be sprayed with a 
caustic ulkali wash any time after the leaves 
have fallen and lieforo the buds show any signs 
of opening in the spring. The mites are very 
small, white, narrow creatures, which, as a 
rule, are quite invisible without a magnifying- 
glass.— G. S. S. | 

VEGETABLES. 

SECURING THE STEMS OF ASPARAGUS. 

Tins is not practised so often as it should lie, 
and yet it should be looked upon as one of tho 
mast important details connected therewith. 
One might go into numliers of gardens during 
tho summer months nnd find the Asiiurugus 
quarters somewhat neglected, the tops (lending 
over. Even if not pirtially broken through, 
they are in such n condition that they cannot 
|ierform their pro|>er functions—viz., storing 
the i-oots with nutriment for another season's 
crop. Considering that Aspuragus is one of 
the most important of vegetables, it is 
surprising that it should so often bo left, as it 
were, to take care of itself, und yet when tho 
season comes round the crop is eagerly looked 
for; in fact, when vegetables are source it has 
to prove a verifable sheet anchor. Being truly 
liorliaceous, it is all the more desirable that tho 
growth bo well oared for. No doubt there are 
instances of good As|iaragus being produced 
nnnually where no securing of the stems is 
practised, but those are more the exception 
than the rule, and position must be greatly in 
their favour, being in this respect well sheltered 
from w ind storms. 1 have known seasons when 
the tops would have been quite free from 
injury until the summer was fur advanced, or, 
indeed, well into autumn before any violent 
storms have occurred, but we can never tell 
what tnny hamieti, and it is always best to lio 
well pre|iared. 

The process of staking is not at all ditiicult, 
and the time it takes is hardly worth mention¬ 
ing. Where the crowns are very strong and 
planted some distance apart, these should have 
a stake placed to them individually, taking 
care that the stakes are not thrust into tho 
centres of the crowns. In other cases stout 
stakes may be placed ut each end of tlio lines, 
and a few others intermediate down the rows, 
or according to the distance, these being for 
the support of long und slender rods, und to 
which tho stems must lie tied. Another 
advantage, besides the injury from wind- 
waving, is that by being tied upright, direct 
sunshine and light reach tho bottom of tho 
stems. By allowing the tops to sprawl all over 
the beds tile surface is not so apt to dry quickly, 
but where the beds are properly mulched this 
is not likely to happen. Not only established 
beds, but seedlings should be seen to. P. 

Mulching: early Peas. -As a rule the 
first early Peas are planted in the warmest 
corner of tho garden and in a warm soil, the 
object being to secure u few pickings ns quickly 
ns possible. This being so, it is sometimes 

oid d enable you to name any cater- 
liglit moot with (the books already 
ill enable you to identify mauv-jUi'e 
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Before putting on the mulch of short manure 
give a sprinkling of artificial manure; this 
will be washed down to the roots by occa¬ 
sional waterings and enable the pods to swell 
off. If this assistance is denied the crop in 
dry windy weather the secondary blooms 
sometimes' fail to set at all. If \V illiam the 
First, Exonian, or any of the second earlies 
show a tendency to grow instead of to flower, 
they may be urged into fertility by pinching 
out the leading growths, and when well 
furnished with bloom may be assisted in the 
same way as advised for the earlier crops. 

GARDEN WORK. 

Conservatory.—The hard-wooded plants 
which have completed their flowering should be 
collected together and placed in a house by 
thcm:?clvo.i, whcro growth can be made under 

suitable conditions, and any pruning or pinch¬ 
ing required can be given from time to time to 
keep the plants symmetrical. Repotting, if 
required, should not be delayed. Those who 
have fine specimens and wish to keep them so 
will not allow them to remain in the con¬ 
servatory so long, as the usual kind of house is 
not the nest for hard-wooded plants, though in 
careful hands they are safe enough for a time ; 
but Azaleas want the syringedaily when grow¬ 
ing, and this cannot be done where the house 
is lull of flowering plants. The flowering of the 
Acacias is over, and the plants should have 
been pruned back. Winter-flowering Heaths 
also should be put into condition for growth, 
and repotted if necessary. It is of no use 
attempting to grow Heaths in auything but 
the best of fibrous [teat and clean silver-sand. 
Erica propendens is one of the prettiest early- 
flowering Heaths, and is not difficult to grow 
—at least, those who can grow the winter¬ 
flowering varieties will succeed with propen¬ 
dens. Good specimens of Erica Cavendishi and 
ventricosa are very attractive now, and, if 
placed in a light [losition, will ln-st in perfection 
some time in the conservatory without injury. 
With such plants the watering and the ventila¬ 
tion are the chief things to be considered. 
The house will lie very bright now with 
Pelargoniums (including Zonals), Fuchsias, 
Hydrangeas, Lilies of various kinds, Tree- 
Carnations, Roses, etc., including a few odds 
of novelties which are not in silflicient stock to 
make any great display. For instance, just 
now a little group of early-flowering Gloxinias, 
Himantophyllums, and Streptocarpusas, set 
off with a mixture of Maiden hair and other 
Ferns, is pleasant to look upon. Fires have 
been discontinued, and a little veutilation will 
l>e left on all night along the ridge. The 
watering may still be done in the morning, but 
many things will want another look round 
about midday. In very hot weather it may be 
desirable to damp floors once or twice during 
the day to keep down the heat. Shade will be 
necessary if very bright. 

Stove. — Fine-folinged plants, including 
C'aladiums, I)ruc.vnas, (Trotons, Maruntas, etc., 
will be very interesting now, as the new growth 
of most things in this way is so clear and 
bright. Suckers may be taken from Pandanus 
Veitchii when they’ can be obtained. This 
makes a good imecimen for exhibition, and is 
easily grown. Small plants of good colour are 
sometimes used for table decoration, having a 
striking appearance as centre plants, but they 
are not generally popular—at least, we have 
not found them so, as the hooked spurs on the 
leaves are always catching things near them. 
The most popular leaf plants are Calndiutn 
iirgyrites. Cocos Palms, red or golden-leaved 
Dracaenas, and the long, narrow-leaved Crotons. 
What is generally required for the work is not 
bulk or weight of foliage, but light, graceful- 
foliagcd plants. The variegated Cyperus is 
very well for a change, and rather small plants 
of the gold and silver Ferns are useful when a 
distinct feature is required. A good many 
plants are required for table work in large 
country houses in the autumn and winter, for 
which provision should be made now. Smilax 
and Asparagus Sprengeri and plumosus are 
sure to be wanted, and these cannot be 
improvised on the spur of the moment. 

Orchard-liousg.—Top drfess ttSfe : 
with rich compdst!1 At the prNenlVtSgo t 

in pots will take a good deal of nourishment. 
The best way is by giving top-dressings, 
supplementing where necessary with liquid- 
manure. The final thinning of the fruit should 
be given soon. Quantity when excessive 
means poor quality. Use the syringe daily in 
bright weather twice a day, and without over¬ 
doing it see that no trees suffer from dryness 
at tne root. Ventilate very freely when the 
weather i9 warm, but keep out cold north 
or east winds without unduly raising the tem¬ 
perature. Leave a little air on all night in 
warm weather. 

Ripening fruit.—When any fruit is 
approaching the ripening or finishing stage, 
diminish the supply of water—not to permit 
the roots to get dust-dry, but if the roots are 
deluged when the fruits are finishing the 
flavour will lie spoilt. This refers es[tecially to 
Melons, Peaches, Pines, and in a less degree to 
Grapes Peaches and Melons soon show hythe 
flavour the bad effects of an influx of w at :r at 
the roots at the finish. Deficient ventilation 
also has a bad effect upon flavour when fruits 
are ripening. 

Sublateral growth on Vines.—Every 
Grape-grower who has studied the constitution 
of his Vines will know how to manage the 
sublaterals in the various stages of the Vine’s 
progress. Sometimes when the crop is taking 
its last swelling, it is good policy to permit a 
little more freedom to the lateral growth, 
especially in such kinds as Madresfiela Court 
Muscat, which under certain conditions shows 
a tendency to crack the berries. Dryness at 
the root in the early stages, very close pinch¬ 
ing of the young growth by reducing the 
breadth of foliage, may have a tendency to 
cause cracking, or, in some cases, shanking is 
produced by it. There should be plenty of 
foliage, but every leaf should have room for full 
development. With the advent of warmer 
weather less fire-heat will be required, though 
in our changeable climate the fireman must 
always be prepared to turn on the heat. 

Window gardening. — Window-lioxes 
are now being filled, ana special efforts are 
mode to have a gay scene early. There is a 
big demand for red, white, and blue flowers. 1 
daily come into contact with a good many 
people, anil all are running upon the same 
ideas of decorating with the National colours. 
1 have no sympathy with crowns and mono- Smms worked out in flowers. They are mually 

ismal failures, and belong more to the gin titter 
or electrical engineer than the gardener. Have 
the windows bright certainly, and if there are 
any well flowered plants of Agapanthus umbel- 
latus in tubs, stand them about the lawn or in 
the forecourt. Good bushy plants of Hydran¬ 
geas in tubs also will help to brighten up the 
front garden. A mass of Salvia patens in a 
rustic basket surrounded by white Ivy Gera¬ 
niums is attractive. Those who want scarlet 
will find abundant material in Geraniums. 
Fuchsias are always graceful things and easily 
grown. 

Outdoor garden.—The season is very 
backward ; even the usual spring bedding has 
hardly reached its best. So, where the tender 
bedders follow spring flowers, the tender things 
must l»e well looker! after to prevent a oheok 
being given. There is a great demand this 
Coronation year for red, white, and blue flowers, 
and most of the scarlet Geraniums, white 
Marguerites, and blue Lobelias will be used up. 
Scarlet Lobelia Queen Victoria, blue Salvia 
patens, and white Verbenas, pegged down, will 
give the national colours in a somewhat differ¬ 
ent form, perhaps a little more interesting than 
the usual Geraniums, etc. There will lie a 
severe struggle with insects this season. They 
nlways come in shoals with the east wind, or, 
rather, the east wind cheeks the growth and 
prepares the way for the green-fly. One of the 
uest insecticides for flies, green or black, is 
Tobacco-powder. It is always ready, can 
be easily applied, has a deadly effect, and 
is cheap er than washes; but do not wait till 
the leaves are curled. Maggots in the foliage 
of Roses must be crushed between the finger 
and thumb. Place the stakes to Carnations in 
good time. The same remark applies to 
Dahlias and Hollyhocks, and have the stakes 
strong enough to resist a gale of wind. OlVlmtl, 
^ovely family the border Pinks, arg^arKl-hqw.-! 

grow a good collection ! UTHeylaieSrortby 

of more attention. Hardy annuals should be 
thinned in good time, as a plant weakened bv 
overcrowding never does its best. The Ever 
lasting Peas are among the best plants for 
planting against small trees to cover the stems, 
such as Apples, Thorns, etc. Keep the hoe 
going. A loose surface saves watering. 

Fruit garden.—The early blossoms of 
Strawberries have suffered from the frost, and 
in some exposed, low-lying situations the crop 
will be a smaller one than was at one time 
hoped. Bush fruits also will probably be 
affected by the same cause, though it l« 
probably premature yet to give a final 
estimation, as very often results come out 
better than expected. The principal work nos 
is fighting insects, and this must be follosei 
up till the trees have been cleared of their 
enemies. The copious rains which have 
recently fallen were much needed, and will 
have a beneficial effect- All spore frames may 
now lie filled with Cucumliers and Melons. 
There must be root warmth to give the plants 
a start, especially for Melons, as a cold root- 
run generally leads to disease, canker in 
Melons being generally induced by a low ten 
perature. It canker appears on the main stem- 
of Melons, attack it by covering the affected 
parts with quicklime, changing it often till the 
disease is checked. If taken in time the plant- 
will be enabled to ripen the crop. I think it 
Ls important that seeds should be saved iron 
healthy plants only, and where possiblegrover- 
shouId save their own seeds. In earthing up 
Melons use rather heavy loam slightly 
enriched with bone-meal. 

Vegetable garden.—Turnips may be 
sown in larger patches now. Snowball and 
Veitch’9 Red Globe are good varieties 
There is not likely to be too many Peas—Auto 
crat, Ne Plus Ultra, Walker's Perpetual, and 
Daniel’s Matchless are good varieties. Early 
sown I.«eks may go into shallow trenche- 
enriched with rotten manure or manurial com 
post. The prei>aration of Celery trenches will I* 
in progress now, and here also it is an advan 
Luge, if the manure is worked in, to include 
some of the old vegetable waste and charred 
refuse of the garden. There is yet time to son 
Scarlet Runners for succession. We generally 
plant the white-seeded Runner at this season. 
Veitch’s Climbing French Bean is a profitable 
variety. It is important that all Beans and 
Peas should be gathered as soon as fit for use. 
We have often nad a good late second crop 
from Ne Plus Ultra and other Peas when the 
plants have not been exhausted by leaving the 
pods or any part of them on the plants to get 
old, and the same remark applies to Bern-. 
Even Longjiod and Windsor have borne a 
second crop not much inferior to the first when 
the pods nave been gathered young and the 
stems shortened, and a mulch of manure gi'fn 
Early Horn Carrots to be drawn young may lie 
sown up to the end of .June, and Parsley, from 
a June sowing, always comes in useful. 

E. HobdaV. 

THE COMING WEEK’S WORK. 

Extract* from a Garden Diary. 

June Snd.— The planting of flower-beds and 
borders is in full swing, and other work 
for the time being have to give place to it 
Planted out New Zealand Spinach which has 
been raised in heat. We find this very usetnt 
We give it a warm, sunny situation. Placci 
stakes to Carnations and Pinks of the choice 
kinds. When Pinks grow into a mass, ot 
course stakes are not required, as the flower- 
support each other. Planted out Dahlias am 
placed stakes to them, and supported each 
plant with a tie. 

June 3rd.—Prepared trenches for Celery 
Planted lettuces on the ridges between the 
rows. F rench Beans are being gathered from 
pots now. All plants in pots have been 
removed from houses, as they become dangero'i- 
from their liability to red-spider. 
manure is given to Strawberries in pots in coo 
houses. This is the last crop under (?■**. 
Plants outside on warm border have set irui- 
Fortunately these were sheltered with tinan 
and escaped frost. Attention is being g"'en 11 
Spyayifruit-trees to clear them of insects, 

r June,■Uh.rJ£hc~hoe is used freely amor- 
early Potatoes now through the 
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Staking and tying Tomatoes in cold-house, and 
rubbing off side-snoots. Tomatoes for planting 
outside are hardening in cold-pits with lights 
off all day. We have planter! out a few V ege- 
table Marrows and ndge Cucumbers under 
li.mdlights, and others are waiting in cold-pits 
for settled weather to make it safe for plant¬ 
ing. Fresh manure is not used for these 
plants. A little good compost is placed in the 
hole with each plant. 

June 5th.—Placed stakes to Hollyhocks and 
Madonna Lilies; the last are strong clumps, 
aud, the soil being rather gritty, a mulch of 
manure has been placed among the plants. 
Hollyhocks, Dahlias, and Phloxes are treated 
in the same way. Potted off a lot of seedling 
Gloxinias and Streptocarpuses. Moved Cycla¬ 
mens to cold-pit; shall soon begin to shift into 
a inch pots. This refers to last season’s 
seedlings only. Older bulbs urc planted out in 
cold, shady pit under north wall. We have 
given over drying off Cyclamen corms ; there 
arc fewer losses in consequence. 

Jtait Oth.—Placed some Orchids just begin¬ 
ning to grow into new baskets. A few 
Onctdiums and Dendrobes have been attached 
to new blocks. Shifted on various Nephro- 
lepis Ferns. Several strong plants of Nephro- 
Icpis exaltata and Polypoaium aureum have 
Ucn placed in wire baskets. Several baskets 

been filled with Achimenes, and will be 
kef* in a warm, shady house for the present. 
Planted early Leeks in trenches. Pricked out 
mote late Celery-plants, Major Clarke's Solid 
R«1 being a favourite. 

June. 7th.—Planted out Stocks and Asters in 
reserve beds for cutting. Asters are specially 
m*ful to us. Planted out more Brussels 
Sprouts and Veitch’s Self-protecting Autumn 
Broccoli. A good breadth of Autumn Giunt 
Cauliflower has also been planted. A good 
many of the Plums have fallen from the 
severity of the weather, but there will be a 
crop, and the fruit on somo trees may require 
thinning. It |>uys to thin the best dessert 
Hums. Looked over Roses to remove suckers 
awl destroy insects. We find Tobacco-powder 
useful for green-tty. 

BIRDS. 

Food for Canaries (Uilrtr Plated).—The 
staple food should be Canary-seed. To this 
•hould lie added, in similar’ quantities, the 
'mailer kind of Rape, of a purple or reddish 
hoe. The large bluck Ra|>e is harmful, especi¬ 
ally so to young birds. A little white Millet- 
■eed may be given occasionally, while Linseed 
■- found very useful in helping these birds over 
thetr moulting ; indeed, a little may be given 
m any time. Inga-seed must be carefully 
avoided as it causes derangement of the liver 
in a very short time. Hemp may be given, but 
it must be used sparingly, as it is verv heating, 
and of a fattening nature. The smail kind of 
Hemp is the best, and should be of a bright 
gt*v colour. You were not judicious in giving 
vour bird so much Apple ; a little bit now ana 
'hen, however, will do no harm. The green 
fowl should consist of Groundsel, Chickweed, 
ltiodelioii, and Lettuce, but should be given 
in 'mall Quantities, and fresh, although not 
immediately after being gathered. It is well 
to remove from the cage any not consumed 
within a couple of hours or so, as stale green 
food is harmful. A rusty nail in the drinking 
water provides a mild tonic, and keeps cage- 
htdsiu health.—S. S. G. 

POULTRY. 

Food for chickens and ducklings 
.1. T.).—'The best food for chickens after 

first few meals of hard-boiled egg and bread- 
oratnbs is one part of Barley-meal and two 
forts of coarse Oatmeal, mixed with milk or 
water to a crumbly paste. In a few days they 
“fay have crushed Wheat, grits, or bruised 
Oots, while a little lean, underdone meat, 
miaced fine, may be given daily until the 
coickens are about three weeks old. At first 

^ould be fed every two hours, and then 
number of meals gradually reduced to four 

°r v^ there is no Grass run, or if iflre* 
* father is not favourable, .^ome Gress pr ofceL 

vegetable food, minced small, muy be given, the contract price until it could be 6een how 
For the first three weeks ducklings may have the lawn turned out, I think you cannot do as 
well-toiled Rice and groats mixed, which, you propose. It is, however, evident that the 
when thoroughly drained, should have as much work was badly done, as the weeds and 
Barley-meal worked into it as will make it into Thistles would not have appeared if proper 
a dry, crumbly mass. Chopped Leek-tope, material had been used, ana ns the man aid 
Onions, or Lettuce will keep the ducklings in not sue at the proper time, I think he cannot Kod health, and a little meat in the shape of now do so with success. You may expend in 

iled liver, minced, is very beneficial. For relaying the balance you have in hand, but I 
the first ten days they should not be allowed think that if the work of relaying costs more 
to go near water, but sufficient must, of course, t han that balance, you cannot recover the 
be given for drinkiug. They should be cooped excoss from your original contractor.—K. C. T. 
in a dry situation free from draughts. At the - 
end of three weeks they muy he less studied OORRESPONDENOE. 
in their diet; in fact, they will at that age - 
consume almost anything in the sliajie of Corn, Question*and ansivers are inserted in 
meal, garden refuse, and scraps. To fatten Oardrxiko free of charge if correspondent* follow tke*e 

ducks they should havo us much food as they 
will eat, crushed Oats and Pea-mcal being the ^Editor of uwrLso, 
standard. Green food, of which nothing is London, K.C. Letteri on business should be tent to 
better than Lettuces, muy be given abun- the Publisher. TA* name and address of the tender are 

dantly Boilecl roots mix^i with^arley-meal TSfSZS. 
ami a little milk added are excellent during each should be on a separate piece of paper, and not more 
fattening. If well fed they should be fat in than three queries should be sent at a time. Correspon- 

nr i«.n u-wL-c It io ImivumlKU in adents should bear in mind that, as Gardexixo has to be 
eight or ten weeks. It lb impossible to say ^ to in advance of dale, queries cannot 
which is “ the best incubator out of the large always be replied to in the issue immediately following 
number there are in the market. Of American the receipt of their communication. We do not reply to 

machines alone there are at least thirty V*™* b.t post._ ... , , , 
iliflerant motes « « fl Naming fruit.-Reader* who desire our Kelp in 
uineient manes.—a. a. u. naming fruit should bear in mind that several specimens naming fruu *hould btar in mind that several specimen* 

in different stage* of colour and size of the tame kind 
I fjreatlu assist in it* determination. We have received greatly assist in ill determination. We have received 

LAW AND CUSTOM. from several correspondents single specimens of fruits 
_ for naming, these in many cases being unripe and other- 

wist poor. The difference between varieties of fruits are, 
Trespassing cats.—What steps aui I justified in in many cases, so trifling that it is necessary that three 
.king to protect myself against the nuisance of neigh- specimens of each kind should be sent We can undertake 
>uni cats straying continually into my garden .'-S. C. R. to name, only four varieties at a time, and these only when 
(I think your only practicable remedy is to chase them the above directions are observed. 

taking to protect myself against the nuiBancc of neigh- tpecimei 
hours cats straying continually into my garden'—S. C. R. to name 

(I think your only practicable remedy is to chase them the aboo 
out, although, if the cats do actual damage, and you 
request your neighbour to prevent a recurrence of 'the 
trespass, and he ignores vour request, you may, on proof 
of tl e facts, recover damages in the county court. — Rais 
K. C. T. | —Ponrel 

trespass, and he ignores vour request, you may, on proof PLANTS AND FLOWERS, 
of tl e facts, recover damages in the county court. — Raising Myosotls and Alyssum (». McLeod). 
•*- C- ) -Forget-me-not is easily raised from seed sown now in 

Tenant continuing In occupation after the open air or in boxes, pricking out the seedling plants 
expiration of lease.—1 held a piece of land on a afterwards. Alyssum saxatile can be raised freely in the 
lease for a term expiring on January 6, 190-', but am re- same way. We are supposing that you have no plants, 
maining in occupation without any new agreement. By If you have any, division is a good way of increasing these 
the old lease I was at liberty to remove and take away plants. 
everything on quilting. What is my present position? Soot-water (Kdith Chalmer,\-So long as the water 
I am a working gardener, and have erected greenhouses, u much discoloured by frequent disturbance of the bag in 
frames, and shed, and planted trees and shrubs, etc.—M. the water, so long is there virtue in the soot. When the 

[I suppose you are remaining in occupation water is no longer darkened it is evident the carbon is 

under an informal arrangement, and that there 
is no question as to any wrongful holding over, longed almost Indefinitely, or so long as growth is active. 

If this be so, as soon as you pay any rent Preparing Quassia extract (fl. H.Marchbank\— 
accrueing due after January 6, 1902, you will Soak 1 lb. of the chips in a gallon of water for two or 
become, by implication of law, a yearly tenant ,hrrc hour* then hea! it till it toil* Let It 
• I , * simmei for at least 12 hours, strain, and add 10 ox. of the 
holding on such of the terms and conditions of best soft-soap. Add 10 gallons of water before using, 
the expired lease as are not inconsistent with a This is the ordinary strength used for destroying gre«n- 
yearly tenancy. A clause in a lease permitting *> • etc. 
a tenant to remove, when he quits, all the Destroying wlreworms (Amateur)-These may 
thimrs ho has nlantod nr overtoil nnrai tV,o be caught by burying small slices of Turnips, Mangolds, 
tnings ne nas piantea or erected upon the Carrots, or koUtoes near the plants they are attacking 
holding, is not inconsistent with a yearly just lielow the surface of the soil A small wooden skewer 
tenancy ; and so, when you quit, you will be at stuck into each bait renders them easier to handle and 

find. Thev should be examined every morning. Small 
tenancy ; and so, when you quit, you will beat 
liberty to remove all the greenhouses, plants, liberty to remove all the greenhouses, plants, u!,u- 

shrubs, trees, etc., you have erected or planted, j*^01 r4ke lre b1so ,or the “rae 
!t win, of course, be open for your landlord to 8weet Pea flowers failing to open (& C. R.\ 
rebut the presumption that you are a yearly —If all the buds are like those sent we can only suggest 
tenant holding upon the terms of the expired that a check has been the direct cause, and in 'all prob- 

i—• b”‘“«>*“■.■»TV^evidmc6*° 22?i'SA,S!^A™:,Auw 
support his contention.—K. G. T.J fluently occurring, has taken place, then we may look for 

nnntraet to rnlav lawn f II' ft II' (1 i ,he ,ttult in lhe »oil being Insufficiently charged with 
yontract relay awn r n.n.n . Iime Water with lime-water for a time, and give a top- 

—Last May you contracted with a gardener to dressing of soil mixed with bone-meal, 

turf a lawn for you, and on completion of the Carnations falling (Jack).-In all probability the 
work you paid him the greater jwrtion of the most satisfactory wav to treat your Carnations will be to 
sum he was to receive for it, ami retained the throw them sway, for it is too late to propagate any 

1 ..._ ,1 except the Malmaiaons, and, as they are all in a bad stale, 
remainder until it could be seen whether the vou ^lnot obtain go<il cuttings. You might, however! 
work proved satisfactory. You do not say plant them outdoors and keep them watered, when, if any 

work you paid fiim the greater jwrtion of the most satisfactory wsv to treat your Carnations will be to 
sum he was to receive for it, ami retained the throw them sway, for it is too late to propagate any 

•• i ..._ except the Malmaiaons, and, os they are all in a lad stale, 
remainder until it could be seen whether the vou ^lnot obtain go<il cuttings. You might, however! 
work proved satisfactory. You do not say plant them outdoors and keep them watered, when, if any 
whether it was a condition of the contract that recover and push out new- shoots, they may be layered'. 

you were to withhold this portion. If it was If these are potted when rooted and wintered in a cool- 
house, they wiU give you a supply of youug plants to 

hot, but was afterwards imported by you, the ^1^ next spring/ "J J b ‘ “ 

deduction was illegal, and the gardener could Primula obconlca poisonous (Oeddes\—n is 
have at once recovered the balance, unless you quite true that in some few persons who have some con- 
could have then proved that the work was ^tuHpaal.pwMspo^Uon to yktn disease the handling of 
L - ,-_ , , this plant has caused severe irritation, w e have handled 
badly done. Y ou say that the lawn proved ,hig 'laml for nuul,. yem «i,hout any ill effects of am- 
unsatisfactory, as some of the turf died, while kind, but, as stated above, the result* in a few cases may 
every part of it was full of rough Grass, be undesirable. In such cases, then.lt is not wise to have 
Tlii'-tl/' and wnnHa Ha then nflererf »<v rnlnv »°>thinIC do with R obconica, but we have known P. 
lmsties, ana w eeas. no tnen onerea to relay ^ jn , similar way. P. obconica is too charming 
the turf, but, as the offer was made m mid- a plant when in flower for anyone to destroy, 

winter, you declined it, and you wanted the Increasing Glolre de Lorraine Begonia 
work done in early spring, and said you should (S. C. A).—You ought to have cut down your plant* 
hold the money until the lawn proved to have flowering over below where the dm 
, „ v ... blooms were produced. In a short time young shoot* will 
been satisfactorily laid. He declined this be pushed out from the bare of the plant, and when these 
proposal, and so the work remains undone, are from lj inches to 2 inches long they form the best of 
You ask if you can employ another gardener cuttings. Cut them off close to the main stem and dibbi. 

J„ ,1 . „„„ ® , 1,D,.„ them Into well drained pot* of sandy soil, water through a 
to do the work, and use the balance jou liav e fl[)e ro#r and ,Und j,, » close propagating-cose in the 
in hand to defray the expense incurred, and, if stove. The cuUings will root in about three weeks, when 
that balance proves insufficient, you ask if you they should be potted off singly into small pot*, 

can recover the excess from the original con- Planting flower garden (J. //.).-As your side 

“C ? depends upon the ». SSaKisYS? A 
of the oridpnal contract. If there was not a in Ihe osntre. aod Phlox Drummoudi in the front Plant 
^t^ah 10l|t^it you should retain a portion, of ^^b^OjUl-^prderpNa 2, J»;^h_Dahlu*_>ehiud, then Pent- 
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(demons, Calceolarias, Begonia*, and Lobelias in front. 
The other Ij-feet border plant mixed as a nice variety, 
putting the taller things, except Dahlias, into the centre. 
Snapdragons, Pentetemons, Calceolarias, Asters, and 

Stocks, with an edging of Tufted Pansies. Generally, we 
prefer mixed planting to such forma! plnnting as is found 
in lines of colour. 

Roses mildewed («ftfuiia)—Your plants have a 
very bad attack of mildew, and we arc at a loss to under¬ 
stand how they could become so blighted. If you had 
given us a few details of the treatment the plants had 
received since they were pruned wc should have been able 
to point out to you the probable cause that has led to this 
visitation. The' main thing now is to stop its further pro¬ 
gress. The recipe given on page 155 of our issue of 
Mav 17 is a very good one, and we should advise you to 
thoroughly syringe the plants with this preparation, or. 
if they are growing in pots, try and immerse the growths 
in the liquid, of course taking care to dilute it as recom¬ 
mended. 

Growing the Cotton-plant (fc\ I? Pear^on\ — 
Sow the Cotton seeds early in the spring, either in well- 
drained pots or pans. Thev need light soil—say e*jual 
parts of loam and leaf-mouin, with a little sand. As soon 
as the first rough leaf is developed the young plants must 
he potted singly into small pots. In a brisk, moist heat 
they will grow rapidly, and soon need shifting into larger 
pots. They will flower in pole from 6 .inches ro 0 inches 

in diameter, the blossoms being yellowish and much like 
those of a Mallow. The most attractive stage is when the 
seed pods, which succeed the blossoms, burst, anil expose 
the Cotton contained therein. They reach this stage 
towards the latter part of ttic summer. The Cotton is 
seen at its best in a stove temperature and in a good, light 
position. 
Treatment of Marechal Niel after flower¬ 

ing (G. E. Bath) —You do not state the age of your 
plant, if the seven or eight new shoots are produced ui>on 
one growth they should certainly lie thinned out at once 
to two or three ; but supposing your plant is three or four 
years old, and you cut back two or three growths, then 
the plant should be able to mature the shoots now pro¬ 
duced It is always preferable lo have two or three 
thoroughly strong, well-ripened canes for next year's crop 
of blossom than a large number of small, thin shoots, hut 
as you say the new growths appear very healthy the plant 
is evidently doing well. The main point to aim at is 
having this new grow th thoroughly ripened by September, 
and to accomplish this there must be quick growth 
during the next three months, which will enable v ou lo 
afford the necessary air in the autumn to complete the 
ripening. 

Sowing Auricula seed (■/. f- .Wad;;- ).—It is 
now rather late to sow Auricula seed in the hope of get¬ 
ting plants to flower next spring. All the same, you will 
do well to sow at once in shallow pans or lioxcs under 
glass, and thus push along the plants so fast as you can. 
Your climatic conditions in the north differ materially 
from ours in the south, where Auriculas often suffer far 
more from hot, drv summer heat than from winter cold. 
Our own practice is lo sow Auricula seed In August. 

The seedlings make slow growth, and can remain in the 
seed pans in a frame or cold greenhouse all the winter. 
They are then fairly strong and well rooted to lift and 
dibble out into a bed of fine soil in the month of May. 
By the following October they have become strong plants, 
and all bloom well the follow ing spring. As Auricula seed 
is hard shelled, il is found to germinate better if sown 
soon after it has ripened than if kept through the winter. 

Chrysanthemums, cutting down (G. B.)— 
We have published in several issues during the past four 
or five months information respecting the stopping or 
cutting down of Chrysanthemums for exhibition. If you 
will he good enough to refer to these you will see that to 
obtain good exhibition blooms from second crown-buds it 
was necessary to commence operations as early as March 
and April last. Failing to begin thus early, we have al-o 
advocated the stopping of plants during May, with the 
object in view of retaining firat crown-buds subsequently. 
To achieve success several of your plants should have 
been cut back about the middle of May. and some will fail 
to equal expectations because it is not possible now to 
retain second crown-buds, these being the only buds from 
which good results can be obtained. Under the circum¬ 
stances, you had lietler cut back your plants at once, 
taking care not to cut back into the hardened growths. 
Keep the plants rather dry for a short time, as this will 
encourage the development of new shoots. Retain the 
first buds subsequently forming at the apex of each shoot. 
About three shoots oii each plant will be enough. 

Azaleas In bad condition (Jaek\—\'our Azaleas 
are undoubtedly in a had way to lose their leaves now. 
Hint it wilt not be an easy matter to restore them to 

health. The cause of the trouble is difficult to say. They 
may have been too dry or too wet; but. whatever is the 
cause, there is no doubt the roots are in a very bad state, 
and we think that the best thing you can do is to repot 
U'se only good peat, mixed with about a fourth of its bulk 
of rough silver-sand. Turn the plants out of the pots, 
and remove the crocks at the bottom and as much of the 
old soil as you can without injury to the roots. Then re¬ 
pot, taking care that the pots arc clean and well drained. 
In carrying out the operation do not bury the ball of 
earth deeper than it was before, and take care to ram the 
soil very firmly all round, otherwise when watered the 
moisture will drain through the new soil, leaving the old 
central portion quite dry. The pots employed should be 
sufficiently large to allow of from one-halt to three- 
quarters of an inch of new soil around the old balL After 
potting keep fairlv close and shaded, with frequent 
syringing in order to encourage as rapid a root action as 
possible. As the roots take bold of the new soil, and 
young shoots are produced, the plants may after a time lie 
gradually hardened off. As above suited, however, it is 
generally a difficult matter to pull Azaleas round after 
thev have fallen into ill-health. It w'Ould have been 
better if the repotting had been carried outA month or 
six weeks ago. 

Rose foliasre blighted (Meg Mere dees) — The 
leaves with brown markings, also those with scarred 
edges, gathered from plants of Lord Penzance's Sweet 
Briers are tile result of late frosts and cpld nights. Prob¬ 
ably few individuals can remember si/h ay! aliaswe 

just passed through. g(j>p£lje 14|b of icr 

London we registered 11 degs. of frost. Such a visitation 
is sure to cripple such of the tender foliage as had already 
burst out, and the cold easterly winds are also another 
severe trial to the plants, blighting their foliage with 
these brownish markings. There is nothing to be done 
now in the way of remedy. The blighted leaves will soon 
belostsight of w-hennewfoliageappearsos the result of the 
glorious sunshine we arc now experiencing, and wo do not 
think you will notice any material injury to your plants. 
As regards the foliage of Heine Marie Henrierte, this 
certainly looks anything but vigorous. We believe in 
this case it is a question of unsuitability of stock. Nur¬ 
serymen sometin.es employ the Manetti in order to obtain 
plants quickly, hut it is a wretched stock for Tea Rones , 
thev make a grand show for a time, then graduallv 
succumb. There is a want of vigour, loo, atout this 
foliage; it should be three or tour limes larger. Now 
that we hat e warm nights a liberal watering with liquid- 
manure will considerably assist the plants. Alter first 
flowering we should advise you to cut away one or two of 
the main growths in order to encourage new and more 
vigorous base shoots. 

Sweet Peas-staking the young plants 
(A .S’. A'.).—It is a common error to defer the staking of 
the young plants. Staking cannot well commence too 
early. It grown in pots, short, spriggy stakes may lie in¬ 
serted when the plants are some 5 inches or less high. It 
is, however, when planted outdoors, either in clumps or 
in rows, that early staging is so tieiierli-lid. 1 always gi*v 
thc y oung plants the support of small branching stakes as 
aooii as they arc a few inches high. At one lime I used to 
save the seared growths of the Michaelmas Daisies. There 
are also the trimmings of the Pea and Bean-sticks, and, it 
sufficient of these can tie obtained, they are ideal for use 
in the earliest period of grow th. The small, spriggy pieces 
should bo inserted between the Sweet Peas as well as 
around them. The cold and cutting winds experienced 
through the first three week* in May were rendered less 
trying by the use of these small stakes. By commencing 
early, too, the growths may lie trained to some extent, so 
that the whole ot the larger stakes may lie subsequently 
covered with growth. As soon as the smaller stakes are 
well interlaced with Sweet Pea growth it is time for the 
larger ones to lie placed in position. These larger stakes 
should be quite ti feet lo 8 (eet in length, as the Swcel 
Pea, when kept growing, will have little difficulty in 
covering therewith the haulm. It is a mistake to turn 
the Bpnggv heads inward", because by so doing the 
growths wi'll ultimately become a tangled mass. Instead, 
therefore, turn the heads of the stakes outwards, and thus 
enable the plants to continue growing with a consequent 
prolonged display. 

TREES AND SllRl'RS. 

examined last autumn, and fresh soil and manure added. 
So far that may seem satisfactory. For Plums, however, 
you will find the addition of wood-ashes list nil 
mortar-rubbish is good, as it helps to harden the wool 
We have no means of knowing whether the tree is on a 
wall, or is a bush or standard, whether your position u 
low and damp or high anil dry. We should like to learn 
later on how the tree looks and thrives. 

VEGETABLES. 

Growing Mushrooms under greenhouse 
stage (A Subscriber").—The growth of Mushrooms under 
there- conditions is very uncertain. The drip from the 
frequent watering of the Tomatoes overhead makes the 
conditions for Mushroom growth very unsuitable. If your 
l>cd has been in hearing for a month you may consider 
yourself fortunate, lor under stage* is about the vrnrv. 
place that can lie chosen lor this crop, A little common 
salt sprinkled occasionally on the surface provides a suitable 
stimulant to the lied, so does liquid hor»e or cow manure 
diluted. Wc. however, think much of this labour and 
expense would be ill spent on your bed at this time of 
year. 

Planting damp soil </’- K. C.).—We do not think 
the moisture you have in your soil 3 feet below the surface 
will at all injuriously affect trees or shrubs planted on it. 
Certainty, if you could arid more depth by Inc addition of 
street sweepings or other refuse matter, some good would 
be done. But the position should suit Willows admirably, 
and especially the pretty Weeping Willow, and so, also, 
would Dog woods do well. Birch, «»i», is a beautiful 
deciduous tree tor a damp position. Of shrutw, plant For- 
svthias, Mock Oranges, Lilacs, and Hibiscus; also Labur¬ 
nums amongst flowering trees. Of evergreens, the 
common Rhododendron pontioum. Oval-leaved Privet 
and Laurustinus will do very well. The position would 
probably be too wet for conifers. Once trees and shrubs 
grew strong they would absorb much of the moisture. 

FRUIT. 

Scalding In Grapes (Anxious).—Your Grape* are 
suffering from what is known as scalding, this generally 
occurring when the Grapes are about half grown. Some¬ 
times only a few berries are affected, but frequently the 
whole side of one bunch is injured. Scalding 1* caused 
through imperfect ventilation on some bright, sunny 
morning, the atmosphere of the house as well as the 
berries being saturated with moisture. Muscat of Alex¬ 
andria and lady Downe's Seedling are the most liable to 
scalding. 

Mildew on Apple leaves (Boom) The Apple 
leaves sent show the existence of the white fungus or 
Oidiunt in even a more marked degree than do the leaves 
sent, hv “ J. C.. Rantry" (see page 188 in this nwie), as 
both need the same treatment, lour Apple King ot 
Tomkins Counts' is a somewhat delicate variety ; still, as 
vou have it on a south-east wall, it should do well in your 
southern locality. You cannot too soon spray the tree 
with the copper solution, as advised to "J. C., Itantry. 
It all the leafage on the tree be as that sent it will prob¬ 
ably soon fall. If you spray at night it may be vvell to 
shade the tree when the sun shines out hotly for a day or 
two after. VeTV likely exposure to cold winds and frosts 
has done much to create tins mildew on the young- 
leafage. 

Dead Raspberry-canes (Raspberry).—tv e rarely 
hear of hard weather killing good, well ripened Raspberry - 
canes. If yours have been so destroyed we can but 
attribute it to the fact that last season's canes did not 
ripen or harden. It is possible that the soil in which your 
Raspberries are growing is not properly drained, and 
below it mav be of a cold, wet, clayey or sour nature. If 
that be so, then you will never get good canes once the 
roots get down into it. Certainly you will get no fruit 
this year. Possibly vou have exacted too much from the 
plants in heavily fruiting them before being established, 
and thev need a year's rest. In any case, now cutaway 
the dead canes, and of the shoots or suckers now break¬ 
ing up select to each stake or stool, if so planted, four of 
the strongest and cut out all the rest. Assist them to 
grow strong by giving them a dressing of wood-ashes, 
mortar refuse, 'soot, bone flour (this very light), or any 
half-decayed manure during the summer. 

Diseased Grand Duke Plum-tree (-/. On 

the small portion of your Grand Duke Plum-tree sent, 
fruits seemed to have set freely, and the hard wood 
appears to be sound. The diseased portion seemed to be 
the new season's growth, yet very small. That appeared 
to have somewhat blackened wood and slightly shrivelled 
leafage. This may have been caused by frost, especially 
if the atmosphere at night was damp. Or it may lie due 

SHORT REPLIES. 

T. —Clear the soil away on both sides of the hedge is 
far down as the roots g'o, and then grub it up.-1m,- 

\Ve would strongly advise you to purchase small trees cl 
itie double Cherry, which can be had cheaply trom 
tree nurseryman.-Amateur.—You can use soap-su<b 
for any crop you ha> e in the garden, diluting with clear 
water’prev iously. No manure that you can apply will 
help the flav our of your Cherries.-B. Stone, Xotting- 

bauu—See article and illustration in present issue rt 

Poppy Anemones, p. 104--A Izzari.—You cannot do 
belter than use cow-manure, if y ou can get it, tor both 
soils, as they both seem rather poor.-G. Reid. - to ah 
probability your Rose is dry at the roots. Give it i 
thorough soaking of water, followed by some liquid- 
manure, and we think you will soon find a change— 
Mrs. .1. H. * R it ha iiinm.—\V ri le lo Messrs. Morgan sad 
Thompson, Ipswich.-Thos. J. Cookson. —No IMy 
leaves to hand.-/Wn.-l, Cover them up vvbeniw 
plant: they will come to the surface as they grow. Ike 
should say they are the flowers, but without seeing lira 
it is hard to decide.-Arthur Jones. — Kindly send v 
specimen of the insect you refer to and we can (hen help 
y ou.-v. C. Of course, if you have a stage round your 
conservator!-, the coke, as advised, would be useful la 
standing the plants on and also laying under the tori 
stage. You ao not sav when your Vine was plantoi 
The Plumbago ought to do well, but if you can in anyw» 
plant it out it will he all the belter.-G. E. B-—By add 
ing a little fresh soil and some manure you can gro* 
Pelargoniums, Cinerarias, Fuchsias, etc., well, hut lor 
vour Roses vou must have fresh soil.-C. P.—'he fur 
the crop of’bloom is too heavy for the plant to cart 
Half the number of trusees would have been eulb.idc. 
anti we would be inclined to lake about 20 off am 
encourage the plant to grow. It is ev idently dre at the encourage me pusm ou *■<•■*. .. ■ .a —, - 
root though seemingly moist on the surface.——b. tt. t*. 

Trv Mr. Amos Perry, Winehmore-hill. tension V. « 

Messrs. Harr and Sons’, Long Ditton, Surrey. Either A 

the above firms could supply plants, we believe, if nm 
cuttings.-Enquirer.—The burnt refuse referred to * 
made from all rubbish collected In the garden, such 
pruning* of trees, v egetable refuse, weeds, etc. The asrs> 

rrom hiirnt paper, cardboard, etc., would be of little value 
V... ,V,_.1. tV,» turnin'* mixed With that »<»« hv themselves, but in the burning mixed with tint *ho>' 

mentioned would be useful.-U. Walker. —The best 
t hing vou can do is to fumigate the Roses on two or time 
successive nights, well syringing the plants the folK>»m„ 
morning. See article in this issue re " Bulbs after Moon¬ 
ing," p. 1*1-G. A. Lor*.—Of no value whatever.— 
Camden Road.—Kindly send us specimens of .the insects 
vou mention, and we will endeavour to help yoa. 
C. II. A. You will find a list of twelve of the best exW" 
lion rhrvsanthemums in our issue of January I ofW 

present iear. This can be had of the publisher, pneel)1 

-Mrs. Maimoaring. — See reply to “Anxious, ' 

"Scalding in Grapes,''on this page. 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS- 
*.* Any communications respecting plants or irudt 

sent to name should always aecomi>any the pv«*- 

tchich should Is- addressed to the Editor of 
iLLt'sTR VTV.n, IT, Fitrnirat-street, Uolborn, London. e— 
J number should also be firmly affiled to each met** 

of flowers nr fruit sent for naming. .V«> moretMn j' 

binds of fruits or flowers for naming should Of 

one time. 

Names of plants. - C. Harris. - 1. 
hvpericifolia; 2, Ribcs aureum.-A. It. A.—The 
Cherry (Pnmus Padua).-tt. Browne.—Cyuw ° 
spessulanus, a native of the Mediterranean region. 
Dntmkilla.—1, The Partridge Berry (Gaullhena Shallop 
2, Staph V lea eolchica; 3, Mexican Orange-flower (M®'? 
lernaU) ; 4, Lonicera Ledeboun.-{C,hjaalh 
Golden Eagle.-Mrs. Isabella Reid.-The dwwfAtaoiw 
(Amygdahis nana)-Mrs. K. S^»ne*.-Ox»lisr«M. 
belta -l, Lonicera Ledebouri: 2, Scillacanipanuj*11"^ 
-J. P. T.—Pynis Mains floribunds.-.-anu“- 
Kindlv send better specimens; those sent were q 
shrivelled up.-East. -1, Woodruff (Aspcrub 

2, Send better specimen ; 3. S pi met Pr)n"';..„i, bend tietier specimen , c. cpi'"-* e-.-—- , 
Hope. — I, Viburnum Lantana: 2, Amelanchiercanan 
3, Lonicera Ledebouri; 4, Weigela rosea.- -»• “•' 
Cratiegus coccinea.-C. Duncan Marion. 1. 1 
' ' - Lithospermum purpureum euruleuin. 

It to name wit h certainty from such I™" :* , 
Of no'parucnb; 

to«mT<rackfity arisin’g'from foul smoke or other discharge I are vryesscnualto name lnMw» pink (fl*” 

$ne r pxrs. You 5te- besu 
‘ UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT 

rivale; 
very difficult 
mens.-H. Hunt.—Cattleya Mossite. ._ 
value.-Fast Dorset.—Ccelogyne odoratis-ima 
in a Fix. — NepeU Glechoma.-1-J. 
Wallichiana. -J. B.—Omithogalum nutans- — 
Kennel Here.-The Bird Cherry d’™™’ 
M. M. Ecerard.—1, Kibes aureum ; 2, 
Lilac (Syringa vulgaris Hore-pleno) — »; 
Thuja gigantea (Lobbi); 2, Thuja 
Lawsoniana ; 4, Jumperus sphaeric*(?); 5. Ju^P" *iusj- 
nicea (!); 6, Retinospora plumosa ; <• 
tanica (?); 8, Jumperus aphsnea (?) ^nl'!,"L-,th any 
are verv essential to name conifers of this 
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VEGETABLES. 

SEVERE MAY FROSTS. 

This Tear there Las Keen a second winter in 

'tv nutter of late severe frosts and cold, cutting 
uod«, and the influence of such unusual 

anther Is manifested in the present state of 

Linien and field crops. Almost even1 tender 

up liears the imprests of cold weather in the 
-low and scanty growth which lias heen made. 

II the 14th of the month fi degs. were recorded, 
ruler Potato tops, Strawberry flow ers, and 
' Ta Asparagus heads showing unmistakeable 
•vrienee of tne extreme cold. There has been 
>'!' one morning up to the middle of May on 
d ich there has been no frost, the one exeep- 
i« being Sunday the 11th. Frosts of the 
am; severity, following a period of mild 
leather, would have inflicted greater havoc, 
-ot die hardening influence of the continued 
Ad winds saved many crops. Potatoes only 

■a-etging from the soil have suffered the most. 
Tit value of shelter has been amply demon- 
ated this spring, for tender vegetation in 

f-open has sufferexl badly, while under walls 
r hedges much less damage has heen inflicted. 
5-ickthom winter is a period to be dreaded, 
viuse the season then is so far advanced that 
ejection is entirely out of the question, 
‘here a quantity of bedding and pot-plants 
4 drafted into sheltered corners outdoors, 

with u view to the relief of the glass 
fractures and for the puqiose of hardening 
Lein tor open air use in summer, much anxiety 
* caused in such a season. In suburban and 
*‘«n gardens it, is customary to commence the 

•sunnier bedding hy the middle of May, lint it 
he admitted the cold and frost tire not so 

*wn as in the more open country gardens. 
h><- result of this extreme cold must of neces- 
»y both retartl and diminish the output of 

*,ny a garden in its outdoor crops. Potatoes, 
III [articular, must lie late, and if the t-ops nre 
heatedly frosted the yield is lessened in a 
•cl ous degree. Beans and Marrows, too, will 
»■' repay early sowing this year. \V. B. 

VEGETABLE MA BROWS. 

(Rki-i.y to “C. H. A.") 
^ ' •iced of \ egetahle Marrows should he sown 
? -'phi untler glass in a temperature of 
" legs, or till (legs. As soon as the rough leaf 
'• lormed pot oft' singly into li-incli pots, and 
Ltam the plants to a frame until they become 

L''s'mshed. (iradually hanlen them off and 
'y 1 °*f in the open air fownid < the end of 

Hamllight.s should he place I over them 
,, ■J/T* days after planting. l>o not kee 

’ hghts too long, as the plants are liah! 
ii on 

0. _ — ,- — .le to 
- utided by mi blew. When well established 
* 'wioots may l»e stop[>ed to make them throw 
" bora six to eight leading stems. These 

,J• | °ff in different directions to form 
P.nts- After the plants reach a consider- 

• rm “ *ru'1 w‘ll Le formed under each leaf, 
1 the Mairiw.s he cut young and none left 

kiJ- ‘it‘eds, the plunts will go on hearing 
“ 1 October unless cut- 

planted on rich soil very little water will lie 
required ; hut if the soil is poor and sandy 
frequent watering is necessary, with an ocea 
sional soaking of liquid-manure. On no 
account allow the plants to flag, as then they 
will be attacked by mildew, which will soon 
destroy them. A simpler wav for those who 
have no glass is to sow the seeds in the ground 
aliout the middle of May. A hell-glass may 
he put over the seeds to assist germination, and 
the plants, when well established, will continue 
to fruit during the summer and well into the 
autumn. 

Rapid growth, too, is important, hence the 
soil can hardly l>e too rich. If grown slowly 
the Marrow is apt fro he tough and hitter. On 
a nihbish-heap tne Vegetable Marrow will do 
well and fruit abundantly. It is also a capital 
plant for tilling any nook or corner, covering 
dead walls and fences, ccramhling over out¬ 
buildings, or growing in any out-of-the-way 
place. Among varieties the best nre the Long 
White and Pen-y-Bvd. 

OARRAOES BOLTIN* 1. 

Thkrk seems still to lie a good deal of 
uneasiness amongst, small ('ahhage-groxvers 
with respect to the tendency which exists on 
the part of their plants sown in the autumn 
and planted later to bolt oft’ to flower in the 
spring instead of hearting in. It does not 
seem to he known that, certain varieties are 
better suited for spring sowing, and so treated 
do not holt. It, does seem as if these varieties 
still had in them something of the annual 
character of the original species, or may, to 
secure certain nice flavour, have lieeu the pro¬ 
duct of crosses with one or other of the Cole- 
worts. If these latter he sown in the autumn 
t hey all holt to flower, if they be sown during 
spring or summer they heart, in capitally. If 
any readers find that any variety shows a 
constant tendency to bolt from autumn sow¬ 
ings, they should not so employ the variety 
again. There is plenty of good reliable 
varieties that- will not so liolt. There is reason 
sometimes to assume that- too early sowing in 
the autumn may govern hotting. 1 <lo not 
think evidence is strong enough to justify that 
assumption to any material extent. Still, it is 
very easy for anyone to test, its merits l»y 
making a sowing the last week in July, and a 
second the third week in August, which is lute 
enough to secure good plants to put out in 
October for spring hearting. Even in these 
oase-s some allowance must, always lie made for 
a trifling proportion of what are termed 
“ rogues* being among the plants. These find 
their way into good stock. Still, in pulling 
plants from a bed, any that seem to he a trifle 
coarse or not true should lie avoided or thrown 
away. 1 have never yet seen a breadth of t 'ah- 
huge, large or small, of however good stock, 
which did not liaye in it a few plants at least 
that were not quite true to character. 

I have been just looking over a most interest¬ 
ing trial of autumn-sownLabhages growing on 
an open, exposed site on a deep hut not. rich 
bed of sand. The trial includes IS varieties 

one 
and 

ill go on bearing L^t from leaduig seed firms, and of each 

"V^til^by'lg'OOgfe v“" 24"' 

eing 
Kith. 

August 16th, the respective plantings L 
done on September 25th and October 1 
One half the plot was first planted und the 
second one had the first rows continued right 
across. These were put out 40 plants in. each 
row, so that the total number pur out in the 
trial xvas 1,440, quite a sufficient- number. Of 
the first planting only 11 plants out of 720 
bolted, and these were distributed over six 
varieties a proportion loo trifling to meril 
consideration ; yet of the second planting 
there was not a single liolter. That fact was 
made all the more apparent because with the 
second planting some III Hi additional plants 
were put out t-o fill the space the trial left tin - 
occupied. If, therefore, there was in respect 
of non-bolting a trifling gain in favour of the 
August sowing and Octolier planting, it is 
worthy of note that the projiortion of bolters 
in the first planting was very trifling, and in 
the second there was material gain in earli¬ 
ness, hearts being ready to cut fully a fort 
night liefore any from’the second 'planting 
were ready. A. lb 

REAS FOB EXHIBITION. 

It used often to he written concerning 
Potatoes that exhibition varieties were of 
no value for domestic uses. It is so far 
unfortunate in relation to Potatoes that there 
are some varieties, notably the old Inter 
national Kidney, Mr. Bresee, Red Kidney, und 
Edgcote, Purple Kidney, that- are really bad 
cookers, and should never he grown for any 
purpose. Still, the majority ot Potatoes are 
equally good for show or for eating, and, 
therefore, the reflection on those referred to 
lias little force. But with Peas, we know of no 
variety that is nol. good for show, liut is also 
equally good for the table, for, apart from 
appearance, judges, if in doubt as to the merits 
of one dish or variety over another, usually 
ojien pods and taste the Peas, und flavour then 
materially influences the decision. But ue 
have now such a wealth of splendid Peas, fine 

|>od, well filled, good in colour and in 
flavour, that there is lilt le difficulty in growing 
ami exhibiting of the best-, llenerullv, it i-1 

found that, the requirements of exhibition Peas 
are: jxvls of equal size, long, well filled, yet 
young and fresh, pods and |>eus of good deep 
green colour, the former carrying a nice, 
|>mvderv-lifee bloom, and the latter tender and 
of good flavour. There are many varieties of 
Peas which give these requirements naturally 
if good culture has developed them. To nre- 
serve the “ bloom" on the pods, cans should I e 
taken not to run against, them in passing up 
and down lietween the rows, Imt also, when 
gathering, only the stem should he handled, 
the |mkI lieing carefully preserved from marks. 
Any rust marks or abrasion on tlieiiods are 
defects in exhibition Peas, ah hough they may 
not in the least att’eci their cooking qualities. ’ 

To produce fine, clean, handsome pods, 
high-class culture is requisite. ' No matter 
what the variety or the season, real show pods 
cannot be obtained unless the soil he deeply 
trenched, liberally manured, and I he plants 
freely supplied with water during hot, dry 
wcallier?' njkPliii.uiOffliics, also, it is a good 
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attached to the roots ot tlie plants submittal 2 

is not exactly suitable for Tomatoes, as p-at 

not an essential; but this would not, in our 
opinion, have anything to do with the disew 
complained of.] 

Tomatoes diseased —I a.-.-. ending you uu 
leaves of m v Tomatoes, and I shall be very much ot£fa 
if you will tell me what is wrong with them' The; «, 
growing in a low span-rooied house, in which I til; 
splendid lot of Tomatoes last year. Every bit of the oil 
soil was cleared out and fresh soil given them. I «In>, 
keep a little warmth in the pipes at night, and on wet at 
cold days, and ventilate freely. They were planted star, 
the middle of Apiil, and the plants are very strong. I »» 
some of the disease on a plant or two soon after the; rrn 
planted, and I immediately gave them a thorough sprajte; 
with sulphate of copper, which appeared to kill ibr 
disease, only to appear again in a few days; since th« I 
have tried several other mixtures and another spraying 4 

sulphate of copper, with the same result. I started ill 
plants in a manure hotbed, in one of which there wil i 
very moist atmosphere. I think the plants art aim* 
useless, therefore 1 have sown some more seed. Can jno 
tell me how to clear the disease out of the house befnf* 
putting in fresh plant* 1 Would burning sulphur ra Ik 
house kill it ?—Coskt*nt Scbsi ribkr. 

[Your Tomato plants are suftering from a i 
bad attack of Tomato disease ((JladisporiMn 
fulvum), for which there is unfortunately no 
known cure. This latter statement is amply 
verified by your own efforts to stamp out the 
disease, as the “stem” and leaves sent are 
eaten up with it, in spite of the heavy spray¬ 
ings of sulphate of copper to which you have 
subjected them. Your only course is to rent 

plan to syringe the rows with clean water in 
the evening, as by so damping the growth 
spider or thrips, both troublesome pests, are 
kept in check. A mulch of long manure some 
18 inches wide laid along on each side of rows 
of Peas does great good in retaining moisture 
No matter what the variety, the seeds should 
always be sown thinly. The leading vegetable 
exhibitors put in their Peas fully C inches 
apart, and in drills that have been thrown out 
with a spade 7 inches to 8 inches wide. So 
treated the plants later get plenty of root and 
leaf room, and thus escape many of the 
troubles which affect Peas that have been 
thickly sown. Good varieties to produce fine 
deep green pods are Gradus, Early Giant, 
Duke of Albany, Edwin Beckett, Prizewinner, 
The Gladstone, Sharpe’s Queen, The Duchess, 
and Alderman, hut there are others also. 
Probably the Duke of Albany and The Glad¬ 
stone are more generally shown,-but all these 
arc first rate. A. It. 

the soil Neglecting to take these simple pre¬ 
cautions invariably leads to an attack lading 
set up the following season, as the spores lie 
dormant during the winter months, either in 

Rock Garland Flower (Daphne rupesliis). (Set page ’01 ) 

the end of July, w ith the result that both lots 
came in at one time, and since that f have 
given up planting late. I gist year mv main 
crop was put out in June. The plants grew 
It feet high, with sprouts from the ground. 
From these I commenced gathering nice close 
sprouts early in Octolier, and continued all 
through the winter till the middle of April. 
Some plants I could not get out till a month 
later from want of land. These did not give 
two-thirds the sprouts. My best selection was 
Market Favourite. I am no believer in sowing 
on n hotlied or in lienf at. all. My plants mv 
ready to go out in time enough by sowing on 
o|ien border and putting a glass over. J. 
( ,'ki m>k. 

maintaining a dry, warm, buoyant atmosphere 
in the house (the op|»>site conditions arc all in 
favour of the germination of the spores), and 
paying part ieular attention to ventilat ion. On 
warm, sunny days admit air both at the front 
and apex, bul if the wind is cold and in the 
east keep the front lights closed until such 

Tomatoes failing.—I send you by post a Tomato 
plant which puzzles m.v gardener. ’ It was one of a long 
row in a greenhouse, planted in a sort of sheep trough. 
Every other plant is looking healthy and strong. I cannot 
understand why the one I send you has gone off. hast 
year I lost several plants in the same mysterious way, and 
1 shall he much obliged if you can assign any reason ? - 
Wm. Forster Muxs. 

[The Tomato plant submitted appears to be 
suffering from an attack of the Potato disease 
(Peronospora infestans) or an allied form of it, 
untl your last season's losses doubtless resulted 
from the same cause. It is somewhat difficult 
to assign a reason for on outbreak occurring so 
earl}- in the season, but the following queries 
may perhaps assist you in clearing up the 
matter: Did you clear out the soil in which 
the infested plants were grown last season ? 
Also, was the woodwork and glass well washed 
with warm, soapy water, and did the w " 
and all portions of brickworldfeceiyeji tboj 
coating of liSt Clirft£®-Ss!i' 

The Mrzeivon (D. Mezemini). (See page 9M.) 

The Sweet Daphne (D. odora). (See page 901.) 

out the plants, hum them, and then Mibmd 
your house to a thorough cleansing alter nett¬ 
ing out the soil, following this up with a lib ™1 
whitewashing of walls and every particle* 
brickwork, using fresh slaked lime only h" 
purpose. Then put in a new Iks I of soilfl,H 
procure goal strong plants from an mu-on- 
taminated source, avoiding your own 
raised ones for this season, u» then, bv careiu. 
attention to cultural details, such ns Ue n'*IB 
tennnee of a buoyant, dry atmosphere at i: 
times and ventilating liliemlly when the ,,l'In 
air is soft and balmy, and more carefully "“o' 
the wind is chilly and blowing from a o 1 
quarter, there is no reason why you slioukl i* 
yet obtain a full crop of fruit. The reply 
your last query is in the negative, for. 
ing to our experience, the burning of 'Utp" ’ 
in the house is non-effective. | 

Photographs of Gardens, Plants, or 

Trees.— iVe offer each week a copy °f „Ja’< 
edition of the “ English Flower Garden 'Joe ■ ’ 

time as warmer conditions prevail. Also, if 
yon have Potatoes planted in proximity to.the, 
front ventilators, keep the latter olose93lli(|J 
gether until the crop ijf\|j^^^ip|/^pl^ajx]i^^|^ie^ipis in Beech wood. 

-of the “ English- . 
best photograph of a garden or any of Usconoy. 

indoors or outdoors, sent to us in any one «*' 
Second prize, Half a Uuine.a. 

The Prize Winners this week are: I 
Miss E. Frank, Blackhnrst, Tfinbndge 1 
for Yellow Alysflum on an old terrace wall: -* 

Bayldon, Oaklands, ltawlish, Devon, l™ 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Early v. late planting of Brussels 
Sprouts.—No green vegetable is so profitable 
in the garden as this. Six months for a crop 
to he in use Is a long time. Some may ask how 
this can he accomplished. The answer is, sow 
early under a handlight, an odd light, or in the 
open border, plant out early in June in highly 
cultivated land that has been worked deeply 
early in the year and allowed to settle, in rows 
■>J feet apart and 2 feet from plant to plant. 
Some years ago I planted early in June and at 

Th<> Garland Flower (Daphne Pneonnn). 
(See page 201.) 

the soil or on the woodwork, and only need a 
congenial atmosphere to call them into being 
As your other plants are as vet free from the 
disease, you may possibly keep them so by 
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TREES AND SHRUBS. 

CUPPED COCKS AND HENS AT THE 
TEMPLE SHOW. 

YV« lioticeci at this show an attempt to revive 
some of the worst features of the topiary “ art? 
m the shape of Bov and other bushes cut to 
acentric snape-s. This costly fad can only 
deceive tliose who practise it. We know one 
unfortunate man. with certainly more money 
than wit in this particular ease, who ordered 
a lot of these things and put them in a garden 
Kv themselves. Half of them died, especially 
the variegated ones ; the others are all kept to 
look at, and a more comical spectacle could 
hardly be seen, even among the scenic treasures 
of a penny gaff. 

Fortunately, there are some old English gar¬ 
dens yet to he seen in the west country and 
elsewhere which show 11s the meaning of the 
iuact.il*:—il was duue, usually, to restrain a 
low bush or Yew which had grown a little too 
vigorous, and so was clipped into some shape. 
\Yewarn our readers against over-indulgence in 
vKjelahle cooks ami hens, usually imported 
irom Holland and charged absurd prices for. 

Awl here we may note the influence of 
the Dutch on English gardens. As to garden 
design, it was wholly evil in bringing their 
ideas of free form into the garden. They 
allowed their noblest artists to starve, or even 
'lie in the workhouse men whoso pictures are 
now beyond price—and left their gardens to 
men who treated trees as so much green 
material to cut into walls, horrible to all who 

the true and eternally settled natural forms 
<il tree or shrub. Dutchmen are good nursery 
men and bulb growers, and supply half Europe 
with their bulbs, but right taste in gardening 
i'not among their possessions. 

—A dwarf alpine shrub, :! inches to s inches 
high, of straggling growth, the leaves forming 
rosette-like tufts at the tips of the branches, 
encircling dense clusters of fragrant, creamy- 
white flowers. It blooms in spring for several 
weeks, and thrives in the rock-garden in well- ' 
drained spots surrounded by stones for its wiry 
roots to ramble among. It is hardy, and in open 
spots thrives in any good soil-. increased by j 
layers pegged down in spring and separated 
from the plants as soon as roots are emitted. 

D. Cnkorfm (Garland-flower). A little 
trailing shrub, growing from (! inches to 
10 inches high, and bearing rosy-lilac flowers, 
the unopened burls crimson, and so sweet that, 
where much grown, the air often seems charged 
with their fragrance. It is a native of most of 
the great mountain chains of Europe, mid is 
one of the best of all 'plants for the rock- 
garden. It thrives in peaty and very sandy, 
moist soils, but in cold and stiff soilsolten fails. 
Wherever the soil is favourable it should he , 
much used, and is usually increased by layers. 

D.COM.ina (Box leaved Garland-flower). 
The leaves of this much resemble in shape and 

There appear to he several varieties of 
D. Geukwa, some with much larger flowers 
than others, and some of a darker shade of 

urple. It is not quite hardy in cold districts, 
vn., D. Fortunei. 
Daphne Hgctteuna (Van Houttes Me*e- 

reon).--This singular kind torms a robust, 
spreading busli 3 feet or 4 feet high, w ith All 
the leaves collected on the young branch**, 
while the old ones are naked. It is a distinct 
hush, quite hardy, flowering in the spring 
before the leaves appear, and is said to be a 
hybrid, which originated in one of the Belginli 
nurseries, between the common l>. Mezereum 
and Spurge Laurel. Its leaves are from 
3 inches to 31. inches long and 1 inch broad, 
stained with purple on the upper side when 
fully develojicd, hut when quite young and in 
the bud state of a dark purple colour. The 
shoots, when young, are also of a purple 
colour, but when old, light brown, stout, and 
ppreailing ; the flowers nro small, ilark purple, 
quite smooth, anil are borne along the shoots 
of the previous year, before the young leaves 
appear. 

YARIEiiATED TREES AND SHRGB.H AT 

THE TEMPLE SHOW. 

A >».kv l>ail effect at the Temple Show arose 
from the undue prominence given to vnrie- 
pied shrubs in the open-air display-. The 
nurseryman seizes every bit of variegation 
flat occurs on a si 1 rub and propagates it, 
“d the result couli 1 he judged in the general 
flfect of the avenue in the Temple Gardens. 
•Nothing more spotty, formless, or ugly could 
•ell lie seen. The half - diseased spotty 
'•lings are shown in this way in order to gel 
tint nurserymen call “a hit of colour,’- and 
few of the really line shrubs which our 
nor-eries possess were seen in this mass. 
Not one out of forty of the shrubs we allude 
to .'an ever give any good effect in a garden 
'« plantation, with the single exception, 
|«hap$, of a good variegated Holly. It is 
'fejJomhle that the society should encourage 
A*exhibition of such poor things at its great 
50tamer show while our nurseries are full of 
kmlsonie evergreen and other fine shrubs. 

DAPHNE (GARLAND FLOWER). 

Ai.pisk and mountain shrubs, some dwarf as 
*ell us lieautiful, fragrant, and of the highest 
“iue for the rock-garden. Where the bushy 
'wk-gunlen is made the larger kinds will lie 
ssetuT-, the smaller may go with the choicer 
and more diminutive alpine plants. They are 
1-tfly natives of Europe, and in cultivation 
,ln 'est when shaded in summer from the 
tul-day sun, and in winter screened from 

I wind*. If nurtured by the fallen leaves 
d trees they will grow with a vigour that we 
cri -scarcely hope to witness in our gardens 

ordinary treatment. They have hut few 
and require to he transplanted when 

• Jang. The best soil is a mixture of free loam 
decayed leaf-mould, with some old road 

•uvl added. None of the Daphnes require a 
r 1 1 soil, and some of them even prefer old road 
-mil to any other ; this is especially the case 

the Mezereon. 
’'sphnk Af.rniA (Mountain Mezereon).—A 

summer-leafing and distinct rock shrub, 
filing •> feet high, the flowers yellowish- 

silky outside, fragrant, in dusters of five 
rra the sides of the branches. It is a low, 
'-inching shrub, flowers from April to dune, 

I. ',eirs round red berries in September. 
' «><«» and S. Eurorie. / 

II ht-'OAYiN \ (Tlie King’s GklaififefhdChiA 

The King's liarUml Flower (Daphne Blaeayana) in the rock garden. 
From a photograph by Miss Willniott. 

size tliose of the Balearic Box, the up]ier sur¬ 
face of a (lark glossy green. The How era are in 
close groujis, and of a light lilac or pinkish 
colour, the tulies rather broad and densely 
coated externally with si Iky white hairs, which 
give the tubes a silvery appearance. It forms 
a lieautiful, low, dense, evergreen shrub, the 
branches of which always take an upright 
direction, and form a level head, covered with 
masses of flowers from February to May. It 
is a native of Greece, South Europe, growing 
from 2 feet to 3 feet in height, anil quite hardy. 
7). iieapo/itaiia is probably a variety of it. 

T). FroNiANA (Fiona Garland flower).—A 
compact shrub not uncommon in gardens ; the 

Daphne Mkzrrepm (Mezereon), a w ild plant 
in English woods, is u charming and fragrant 
bnsh and the earliest, to flower, often in Feb¬ 
ruary. Where the shrubby i-ock-garden is 
carried out not hing is more lovely for its adorn¬ 
ing than a group of this. Though quite hardy, 
it is slow and not so pretty on some cold soils ; 
hut on such soils as we use on the rock-garden 
it will thrive. It is Lest to liegin with little 
plants, and it is easily raised from seed. 

1). ormRA (Sweet Daphne).— A fragrant and 
lieautiful kind, in mild and southern districts 
hardy on the rock garden. It is a greenhouse 
plant of exceptional merit when well grown 
We know no fragrance more pleasant than that 

heads of bloom are in clusters, five fragrant I emitted by the pinkish flowers of this Daphne 
L'sually best on western aspects. There are 
varieties called alba, rubra, Nlazeli, punctata. 
Mazeli is, according to Max Leichtlin, hardier 
than the older kind. Svn., 1). indicA. Chinn. 

D. ri'pe.stris (Rock < larland-flower) is a nent 
little shrub, with erect shoots forming dense, 

flowers in each, of a pale lilac colour, the tubes 
densely covered externally w ith short, silvery 
hairs. This shrub flowers from March to May, 
and is hardy aliout lyinilon. 

1). Gknkwa (Lilac Garland • flower) is a 
sumnier-lealing shrub of from 2 feet to 3 feet in 
height, with downy branches and fragrant compact tufts, 2 inches high and 1 foot or 
violet coloured flowers thickly sot on t he I more across, often covered with flowers of a soft - 
leafless Lrauclicv in early spring, giving the shade<0pit)If) ci n f clilatered heads. It is essen- 
pkmt/twdlitJ11 ce of a small Persian IuSao.1 hti»lh',air3e,k slant trrowinsE-wild- in fissures of small Persian i 

URBANA-CHAMHAIGN 
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W,,onc in ,«ty loan,. but is of slow growth jjjh 

and it hikes *«>'«. ):car-s 10 f“ruJ i^'iu moth belonging to the family Tortri- I prefer to feed this plant with l.qmd-manure 
tuft. It seems to thrive in very stony and “s,‘ or hell moth. The caterpillar of later when the blooms are developing. The 

shouid^be^planted in‘a welLdrainfsl but not a maUcr 'can^be aEeXi to^V^^enching" 

IS (Striated Garland-flower, -A becertam to winch KialiCTii 

t feet- across, which, in dune ““,d A ’ ‘.n the cat erpfflar* crawl over them. The leaves prctei young plants each > ear to surtaith- 
covered with rosy-purple. ^eiUed tlo ie - n he cat - P - , , , lllinif,cl 0f aphides that is. to produce the hoe. Sower The old 
clusters. The trailing and freely uploading ««e “iso ntes ■ ^ ^ ^ £e|Uuri lubels aie useful to provide a rich displai of 
habit or this plant recommends itlo, covering Haiubp Spraying the foliage blossoms, but on old plants these detenor.it 

l.jie paitsol rock work, brume. u.ft oi fiiri> tri-een (that Isold as a |iastc considerably in formation. 1 J“\f 
V the^esl and Uice the amount, bulk for this cs,-s-,..lly ... the case of the (aeiu- 

GARDEN PESTS AND FRIENDS. ^ of fresh lime. mixed and kept well forms: ^ 

hubit or this plant recommends .tin, covering Hand- k^ - Spraying the foliage blossoms, but on old plants these detenor.it 

GARDEN mSTSAND FRIENDS. ^ \ ^ 

.lMeie.1. Kirnily 1S-11 me iu name, ami What .an do t« I ^ p,lt ,|iev will not imiaon the aphides, t heir favour. So, too,do those known as |*H- 

"[rho which you enclose is thooeh ti.o P«gJ« ^ Jl™ “ICXl S. „*1 * 
attacked by a fungus which is by no nieans aphides w ‘.ou,d not 1)e (>1 inucl, spring and tept in small pots the following 

s:r,»,oSt™;E kr,r»w* ^ i ss-tro a 
wjssEr h fv&jrjs ssz syts^. :xs 

5iL“£S-E'Hf r “,,in “in the" by any outward application.—G. S. h-1 pages—«... ... 1 r^m ;{inclies t0 6 inches long, stiff in foluee 
Insects on fruit-trees.-The enclosed lwei are — - - - and sturdy. If obtained out of pots, the sank 

Sw-.ttrSSsSSSSsia P>-ANTS FLOWER& 
sasrswo«..« »»« sr^."ZS’S"-.ML 

SrittSSM for tne - in diameter. Treat. he Dal. .as ,o gla^she m 
geartree* Le en.-Wed’' leaves), eaten. I suppose. A GROUP OF MAHOUEHITES. „„(il about the second week ... •Iuu®v“ ‘ 1 
.'•S^plIlarif-rL J. «««.«**«..TllK iIllls,..ltion of n duster of Marguerites 1 generally that one may expert* 

and therefore cannot lie destroy e<l caustic alkali wash so o.tcn re,erred to ,n tnese ™ 'w7U. rooted -ejjp 

by any outward application.—G. S. h-1 pages —..1 r^m ;{inclies t0 6 inches long, stiff in folate 

Insects on frult-trees.-The enclosed leave! are — ' ~ " and sturdy. If obtained out of pots, the soil. 

^.afSSSwSiBia PLANTS ***±FLOWERS- 

SSH2rSi; A ,!Rou,. 0,7™^ 
to .. 

but by a very similar insect Aphis pr.in. 

rut off and destroy at once the hndlj -affected 

shoots, and syringe the others with a solution 

of paraffin-emulsion. Another year, as soon as 

the pest is noticed and u sharp look out for it 
should he kept clip the ends of the shoot* .n 

the foregoing insecticide. Applying a wash of 

Sunlight-soap in the winter is of no use in such 

a case ns vours. The Pear-leaves appear to 

have been eaten by some insect, and now to be 

infested bv a fungus, which, however, is not in 

a condition that it is possible to name it. If 
yon would kindly send some more specimens 1 

'mjKht be able to tell you more nlwut it. 

<l.o. S. | 
Harvest bUK.—Can ani onc tell me of an) tiling 

wteMri® prevent the attack, oi thin IrHUt.n.r.nwcl _It 
is impossible to go into many of the gardens in the C*rse 
of Cowrie (Perthshire) during the Gooseberry seasonowmg 
to the virulent attacks of these tiny 1-ests, which produce 
a most disagreeable irritation of the skin, not on!) on the 
U™ lml bands, but all over, causing great discomfort for 
.uys AN anscai. Sm-KHMt IN THr. CAB-se. ofOowrih. 

(The by you so called ‘‘(looselierry bug is 
evidently, from your description, a small mite 
frequently known ils “ harvest-bugs (I^eptus 

Hutumnaiis). It is said that dusting flowers ol 

sulphur over the under garments will keep the 

mites away, and that rubbing the sulphur into of Mar.nlPrlU.,. From a photograph sent by Rev. O W Itelk 
the bites will kill the pests. Sulphui-oint- I Norton \ iearage, near Sbeflfekl. 

ment, paraffin-oil or formalin and water (l 

forget in what proportions)—the wet stop|ier ■ 1, i..- nheiu'M 

' "have "df'jice^rccommendetl by various of ^ len ^"the "North'of !ny^te.V’ Itower-pot ^ M 

is well to cover cool, one a* "'tf*'1 
inverted Hower-,«t over every have all been recommended by various of these cIn:wten.m,^ Nortll of inverte.l Hower-pot over every i«"-‘ 

arsons, and no doubt are useful L.keimny ^.on«l Yrom" midsummer until autumn taking the; covers duruig AeJO^ ^ 

m«i 'SS?’Suiotl’“j* “™ taSitrar-i wl.enAHSed 

SsrrRWW 
bushes from them ; but these insects are so 
ubiquitous that you would lie sure to pick up | 
some from other plants.—(i. S. fe.J 

Norton Vicarage, Sheffield. 

GROWING DAHLIAS. 

*x«r£. i' ;sy^.k..^».tytg,r 

1’i.antino out.—1 tans ' ” -t fmX k 

when finished a ^ucer-shan^ « , ^ 

left around each plant. V'18 .h-ligla- >“ 
for water later on. as the DabJ"■ i, 
copious supplies. Secure eacn 1 j0UL, 
driving down a stout Jake 4JT u f, 
Another advantage m sta.kin?„ulUien ^ 
prevent damage t-o the growing pJJij 
later. 1< must le rememlered that ‘ ^ 
plant well grown is in f n ^ 
4 feet through, although ai tins (1 pencil 

I a small bit about the thickness of a ‘ |0 

-g£:;rr:ii 
bv various insect. The ^.SSainogo,hir things U ffipg8anu.ee of serrate stems. 

were the c^tu^ by v>gl0l g UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT 
i in n a m a ri i AfjnAirM 
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•Loots immediately under the bloom buds on bedding habit, and i he 
the central stem, are ample growths to provide on stout erect footstalk 
a wealth of blossom to last until frost comes, plavetl. The colour is 
Literal shoots may l>e taken away at least all with a neat orange eve, 
those that tend to be in the way of the flowers, sweet-scented.—\\T V. i 
This item of thinning the growth is of the - 
utmost importance. We frequently read in LILIUM ELEGANS A> 
gardening papers of Dahlias not blooming, but t „ Ir,, rf 
of making all leaves. If this thinning of A^lu0. Jf,. 

L. clcgans is tlut the root fibres me not 
persistent as some are. therefore they take less 
injury and softer less from a lowered \ itnlitv 
when out of the soil, thus enabling would-be 
planteis to safely plant these quite into the 
earlv spring month?, when good bulbs arc 
obtainable at a cheap rate- There arc probahh 
some two dozen varieties ol this group, most of 
which ;uc .Time and duly flowering when 
established. Others, as for example I.. e. 
Bat email ire, is one of the finest forms of this 
group, and not only later-flowering but requir¬ 
ing a rather mobster and more loamy soil. In 
the naturally sandy soils of Hampton, with a 
deep subsoil of sandy gravel, this kind does 
quite well without any other preparation of the 
soil than old cow-manure buried li inches or 
S inches below the bulbs. The following are 
the best kinds 

Orakck Qt'KKN, of which a couple of inflor-' .ike other plants, Dali 
nro, over-disbudded. If, 

le-nlt* oiher buds to follow. I am thinking 
i** most of the Cactus varieties, the big 
■toable Bah lias require rather less in number, 

ns need no! lie disbudded. 
class to grow, as t hex 

the garden. 

"lie fault I lie Dahlia 
none loo well in a cut 
•. found pulling the 
.. . 1. !._y are cut is a 

of prolonging (he flowers.' When once 
g it is difficult to gel them stilt 

hut placing the stems into uatei- 
•reul extent. If cut for 

ighl before a 

.s«i ihf Pompoi 
IVits it a very sat isfaotorv 

Me so show'v in 

' o i r. for (rrrixn, 
lu«. and that is, it lasts i 
sate 1 have, however 
-ictus into water immedialelv thev 
logins i 
ib florets' flag 
again ‘ " 
|*cierila flagging to n 
exhibit ion I would prefer, the ni 
dio», placing ibc stems in water to a consider 
xMi- dt-ptli. There is just- one little lnnller 
thai nuv be useful to exhibitors. The blooms 
latra monlli (as near as can la-) to open from 
tiu-liny laid slate, and one may safely di-l.inl 
.: vonlmgly. 

I'ksts. The posts nnpt troublesome to 
Ihhlias are earwigs, which mav be trapped bv 
jilaiiiigan inverted flower |.ol‘filled with Mos> 
"* ‘It}' bay on the top of the stakes, and, ol 
1 ur>e, examining occasionally. Black and 
“lwl1 aphis attack the plants in dry weather. 
A dusting of Tobacco-powder and abundance 
T uai«-at the roots will make the plants free 
I torn t his. 

' vRtETIF.s. The following selections are 
'line up to-date, ami the sorts tnay he relied r- A dozen (tact us Daiilias for exhibition : 

■b J. Crowe, T.ord Roberts, .1. W. Wilkin 
s?n Airs, farter-1 ’age, Up-to-Date, UncleTom, 
Britannia, Cornucopia, .1. F. Hudson, Vesta, 
'-"tins, ami Mary Service. A dozen for garden 
decoration: Standard Bearer, Mrs. 'Ll. ,J. 
1 iu«e, Mrs.Carter-]‘age, UncleTom, Magnili- 
■ent, .Mary Service, Red Rover, Emperor, 
Britannia. Countess of Ixmsdale, Loyalty, and 
Keynes White. Twelve 1‘oinpons for exhibi- 
l!M or the garden: (iannymede, Sunny 
"avhreak. Tommy Keith, Bacchus, Emily 
Hopper, Coo. Brinkman, Douglas, Nerissa, 
'fUy B«-oomhcad, Pli.elic, Eurydiee, and 
"ms|ier. Adozen show or large double Dahlias: 
•'ohn Walker, Arthur Rawlings, Victor, 
IMiew of York, Duke of Fife, Mrs. (iludstone, 
C-lonist, .1. T. West, R. T. Rawlings, 
'ln- Raw lings, David Johnson,.and Warrior. 

1 by reason of the many roof fibres that 
pass t.ln- licillis, maintaining lor them a 

it ion of the soil when the bulbs are in 
g state. The same conditions may 

vs, and in none more 
>y line preparation of a 
if, with adequate drain 

leal, leaf-mould, and 
( of sand over and under 
• ilrl I Kl II I '-((<>'. ll<l Ik: ill 

and of a depth of at 
The idea of a lied a lone 

of L. elcgans would not 
in gardens where the other 

oulil of a surety exist. The 
:i bed of these not being pipuLu- 

de[iend ii|>on 
iort ness of the 
cs. Again, as 

C'scenoe.-. appear in the illn-raliou. is one of the 
newest forms and a giea' aciipii-.it inn The 
flowers are large and handsome, rieh orange in 
colour, shading to warm apricot near the 
margin of the )>etals. The latter are broad and 
of great substance. Height Id inches to 
l."> inches. 

At.n i: WitsoN is a kind not far removed in 
point of merit, hut the flowers are of a more 
III non simile, with a soft tone of apricot. 

As.nnrKt'M, about Id inches high, has pale 

apricot, abundantly-spotted flowers. 

ATRiis.\Nftr«si:i M is a richly-coloured red, 

heavily spit tod black form, often carrying four 
to six blooms. 

Marmoratiim airkpm, orange-yellow, with 

crimson spots, is a rather early-flowering kind, 

IS inches high. 
I'hino: of Oraxuk, apricot-yellow, dwarf, is 

very pretty for pots. 

\ an Hopttri, a line crimson, with very large, 

handsome flowers, is one of the must, striking of 

this set. 

Wii.som. This grows about ‘2 feet high, 
flowers large and eumied. apricot with many 
purplish spots streaked with yellow in the 
centre. 

Other kinds are Horsmnnni, blood red : 
fulgens, deep red: and sanguineum, deep 
blood-red. E. .1. 

he given them in other wa 
surely, perhaps, than b 
special liwl for this tiil 
age below a good bed of | 
loam, with a ooverin 
the* Inilhs. The 

about equal parts, 
least IS inches. ’ 
for these forms 
find much favour 
alternative site w 
reason of 
perhaps may, to some 
their flow ering |ieriod a 
season in the majority i 
groups here and t here ii 
plants would lie tnori 
natural looking. The 
cold greenhouse will ah 
useful us pit. plants, an 
more than 1J feet high 
particularly suited to tl 
vatory, sitting room, o 
potting these forms of 

Tufted Pansy Mrs. E. A. Cade.— 
itli the large number of rayless yellow 

nittert Pansies now in commerce, it seems 
inqiossible to find much advance, and 

'« m the variety under notice we have a very 
dutiful representative of these charming 
'Vers. The Tufted l’ansy is essentially a 

j , f°r tlle hardy flower garden, and that its 
^ characteristics .should be appreciate*! it 

*™mln have a dwarf, compact, or creeping-like 
e °‘ growth, also a robust constitution, and, 

4i blossom freely, and the 
'mividuaj flowers should possess plenty of 

I?"**; ( olour' of fourse, is all-important, 
this should lie brightand clear. In planfs 
Kc variety under notice !03^f2eitiiCijleV^ 
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earliest produced, as after cutting" continuously 
tor u few week.-,, although there is no apiiarent 
diminution in the quantity of flowers, there is 
a decided change in the quality, the blooms 
becoming smaller. One may obviate this if, 
instead of sowing all the seed in the spring. 
- ome of it is left for sowing towards the end of 
May or early in June. Blooms from this late 
sowing will be found to come in during August 
and September, finer than those from the first 
sowing, and continue in good condition until 
cut otf hv frosts. Many of my Sweet Peas 
sown in March of last year, and which suffered 
from the cold spring, did not furnish the best 
of blossoms, hut from seed sown in June I 
gathered flowers of excellent quality in August 
and September.—Leahcrst. 

THF FORMAL HARDEN. 
To Till. KIOTOII OK “llAKIItiMSi; II.I.CSTKATKI*. 

Silt, The advocate of the fornuil garden 
should delight in the gulden of the I3cllo Isola, 

one of the Borromean Islands on Lago 
Maggiore. The gardener marched us through 
shrubberies and along terraces, firing off at us 
now and again the names of such familiar 
vhruhs as Magnolia grandiflora. Rhododendron 
pontieum. Azalea indica, and the like. These, 
planted as single specimens as in a liotanical 
garden, wo smilingly acknowledged, and 
passed on in the hope that at any moment a 
turn in the path might reveal the wealth of 
Mowers of an Italian spring. Patiently we 
mounted steps with stone balustrades leading 
up to a monstrous grotto-like erection. We 
gazed with awe at the weather-beaten statues, 
which seemed to invite a helping hand to 
speed them to a watery grave lieneath. We 
survived the grotto and the statues, and 
became even more expectant ns our guide led 
iis towards a parapet, where he threw up his 
arms and beckoned us forward to gaze on some 
treasure beneath. Here, then, we should find 
i he flowers. We reached the parapet, and peeped 
over, at the gardener's exciting invitation. 
“ Jarrlin inosaique — jardin mosaique !" he 
cried. We gazed anxiously at the ample 
terrace beneath, lying in warm, southern 

sunshine and lapped by the waters of the lake. 
Here, in bright green grass, lay some half- 
dozen little wriggling beds of brown stones 
edged with white stones. “.Tardin mosaique" 
still haunted our ears like some shrill mocking¬ 
bird as we turned sadly away. This, then, 
was the culminating effort of the designer of 
this island garden, situated in a climate tliat 
favours the growth of all things beautiful and 
choice. 

The situation of this island garden is 
probably unique. It lies on the bosom 
of blue waters, that lie sparkling in a 
noble amphitheatre of mountains stretching 
in all directions as far as the eye can reach. 
It is an island in Fairyland—a complete 
realisation of the fairy stories of our childhood. 
11 is a 8]jot that may well give pause to the 
most skilful and thoughtful of gardeners. 
Here surely Nature might well be left to have 
her way, or, if gardening is to be done, the best 
of flowering shrubs should be massed together, 
and vigorous flowering climbers allowed to 
Ming themselves down the rooks to the water’s 
edge. 

The formal gardener will plead that the 
“ jardin mosaique" was probably in relation to 
the building. To this assent may he heartily 
given. It would be impossible to say anything 
ruder or more appropriate about the chateau 
that stands like a hideous prison-house on one 
of the fairest spots of the earth. 

Sydney Spai.dino. 

no, /.mjo Mtvjgtorf. 

XOTES A XD REPLIES. 
Delphiniums. It may seem to those un¬ 

acquainted with the requirements of Delphi¬ 
niums an exaggeration to sav that they will do 
well in any soil and almost any garden, but 
-.ucli really is the case. They serve us best, 
however, when planted in deep loam, mixed 
with good stable-manure, on a partly shaded 
border backed up by trees or on the margins 
of shrubberies, where their flowering-spikes, in 
themselves conspicuous, are rendered more so 
by a leafy background. Asajp*!^, t here is a 
deficiency in m 

in the larkspurs we get lovely gradations of sandy soils they soon fall a prey to red-spider. 
colour from [inlest blue to doc|iest shades ol 
indigo, with rose and white intermingled. 
Room they must have, hence the necessity for 
planting them clear of other plants in order to 
show them off to the fullest advantage. To 
have good spikes of flowers one must not for¬ 
get that they are moisture-loving planus, so 
that as the spikes throw up one should see that 
they enjoy copious supplies of water. Liquid- 
manure, too, may he given them with advan¬ 
tage. They may he planted at any time from 
October to April. Trie propagation is readily 
effected by division of roots in the autumn, 
and owing to their rapid growth a large collec¬ 
tion Is acquired after a few years. The annual 
Larkspurs do not attain such large proportions 
as the perennial sorts; they nre nevertheless 
very beautiful, and should Iks grown where 
room cannot lm found for the taller growing 
varieties. -Lkvih'UST. 

Hardy plants for edgings, "'hoi-o 
the system of summer bedding is practised, the 
matter of raising a sufficient quantity of dwarf 
plants suitable for edgings to V>eds and borders 
lias to he considered every year, unless some¬ 
thing is planted that, is hardy. Ageratums 
and Ixibelias are both pretty, hut where 
arrangements cannot lie made to propagate 
them at home, and they have to he bought, one 
finds out in a long border of what little use is 
a solitary dozen plants ; indeed, in some places 
where all the “ liedders " have to lie purchased, 
edging plants have Wen dispensed with alto¬ 
gether. There is, however, another class of 
plants suitable for edgings, owing to their 
dwarfness, that only need once planting, and 
each year serve one's purjxjse. I refer to some 
of our hardy plants. A walk on either side 
of which I'inks are planted always looks neat, 
and has a charming effect when the Pinks nre 
in bloom. So, too, nre the white Arahisand the 
double and recently introduced form, Arabia 
nlhidn flore-pleno. Cerastium BierWrsteinii 
will W remembered by many as a plant often 
seen in rook gardens, hut. as nil edging it 
has its advantages. Campanulas, which give 
n*i many that arc* tall *itul gmceful, uImo furnivli 

us with dwarf kinds thut come to our aid for 
the purpose named. There is, for instance, ('. 
at lien and C. pumiia. Cineraria maritima is a 
plant also frequently to W seen in the rock- 
garden. and its white foliage, even in the 
dreariest days of winter, is white ; this makes a 
most useful subject for a finish to beds and 
borders. Myosotis palustris, which in June 
makes a charming change from the majority of 
plants used for this purpose, is easily propu 
gated from cuttings.— Wooiibastwkk" 

Spring bedding. By the t ime this is at 
its hot, which is generally by the end of April 
and early in May, it behoves the gardener to 
prepare for next year's display, so as to get 
good plants to put out in autumn. An early 
start is necessary with such things as Wall¬ 
flowers. Polyanthuses. Alyssumsaxat ilecompac- 
tum, Myosotis, Aubrietias, Violas, Erysimum, 
etc., all of which require a long season of 
growth to develop into strong, sturdy plants 
capable of withstanding the winter, and, with 
the exception of Wallflowers, I have found it 
is much the best plan to sow in boxes or pans, 
and keep in a cola frame until well through the 
soil, shading from the sun until this takes 
place, then place out-of-doors. 1’rick out into 
nursery lines in the open border before the 
plants have a chance to damp through over¬ 
crowding, ullowing a space of 4 inches or 
0 inches each way, or, lietter still, 8 inches 
between the rows, when a flat hoe can lie 
frequently plied between. Water must lie 
applied during dry, hot weather, and Polyan¬ 
thuses should he frequently syringed if red- 
spider attacks them. A north border is the 
liest place for these, where they keep cool, and 
consequently more moist. Old plants of these 
may be lifted when out of bloom, laid in 
thickly together and well watered, dividing the 
same at the end of June, and planting when 
6 inches apart in well-prepared ground. They 
will make serviceable stuff for autumn plant¬ 
ing if well cared for in the matter of watering, 
etc., though seedlings make much the strongest 
plants as a rule. I consider the yellow variety 
is the most beautiful of all. hut the seed must 

Lbe got from a reliable source, l’olvan 
|tll>ive best in fairly heavy loam. 

mid require to lie syringed with suhihur-wattr 
pretty often to keep them going.— J. M. B. 

Flowers for autumn cutting.- We 
often go to a deal of trouble to make our 
gardens look smart in summer, but do not 
nrrange for autumn-blooming plants. 1 hare 
heard people occasionally express regret at 
lieing so late with Asters aDd Zinnias, and 
have seen them being pushed on in heat in 
April, as if everything depended on their 
luring planted out the first week in May. Few 
think of sowing seed so late as May, but if we 
want a bright show on our warmest borders in 
Hotelier, then that is just the time when seel 
should lie sown. We have, of course, some 
flowers that we always look forward to. 
There nre, for example, outdoor Chrysanthe¬ 
mums that ldootn in October, and which mar 
lie planted out during the present luonlli. 
W here Cornflowers are grown, one is sure to 
have, in a sunny October, plenty of blossoms, 
and the Coreopsis, an annual which produces 
an abundance of gold and brown flowers, is a 
most persistent autumn bloomer. Sunflower* 
keep us company far on in the season, and 
some of the miniature sorts are excellent for 
cutting. Perhaps the tiest. flowers we have 
nre the Michaelmas 1 Busies. Few plants stand 
the frosts of autumn w ith so little harm to the 
blossoms as these. Autumn, too, brings u> 
blossoms that we call everlasting. I am 
writing in a room where the bright red callus 
of the Winter Cherries (Phy sal is Alkekengi ami 
P. Franchetti) stand out conspicuously in a 
vase with Eehinops, Eryngiums, and Stall*, 
all gathered last October. I remember, too, 
how quite late in t hat month I gathered (Moire 
de Dijon and other late-flowering Roses, and 
how 1 >ahl ins thnt had lieen planted late had 
lieen placed on a warm liorder, and being 
somewhat sheltered, blossoms were gathered 
some time after others in a more exposed [art 
of the garden had shown signs of frost. We 
may keep many flowers later than what «r 
think if only we plant a little late, as in the 
case of annuals, and shelter the rest on the 
warmest liorders.—Lkahprst. 

Double Poet's Narc las falling.-Can you Mi 
mi-1 In- cause ot so many of my double Narcissi blooms noi 
coming to perfection1 enclose some of the buds 
A. K. K. K 

|The so-called blindness in the double while 
Poet’s Narcissus is a failing more or les* 
prevalent each year, and is due to a variety ol 
causes. This is a gross feeder, and therefore 
should he well manured. It prefers lieing 
planted deeply in the soil, not. less than 
(» inches, and preferably at 8 inches. A strong, 
almost tenacious soil is that most suited to it* 
growth and flowering. In light soils, in con 
junct ion with shallow planting, it is usually a 
failure. The bulbs are impatient of removal, 
and especially resent lieing dried off. When 
replanting is contemplated, this should he done 
in July, if possible. The root tibies of this 
kind are almost perpetual in character. Bulb* 
that have stood some time and flowered in the 
same sjiot liave impoverished the soil, and 
failure is sure to follow. In such a ease a 
w inter mulching of manure would lie helpful. 
Too often this is where the neglect comes in. 
t hough quite unwittingly. It is not sufficiently 
recognised that by reason of its late flowering 
the summer is approaching before the bulb- 
are fully ripened off. It is not generally known 
that the flowers that should appear in May ot 
t he present year are really formed and exist in 
embryo in midsummer in 1901. It is for this 

reason that every support should he accorded 

the bulbs, so that the growing season may be 
prolonged as much as possible, and thereby 
ensure the fullest development and the proper 
formation of the buds at this time. Not a few 
regard the “ blindness," as this failing 0 
called, as the result of the climatic or atm* 
pheric conditions of the moment, hut the true 
cause is more probably insufficient develop¬ 
ment in the previous year, as even though 
blind all the other parts may be good, and &' 
such are produced by the bulb in its season. 
All you can now do is to encourage the most 
vigorous grow th bv mulching with manureand 
a good dressing of soot, and at least weekly 

dications of liquid-manure. In "! 
manure cow manure and soot are be*1 1 

keep it, 4 inches or 6 inches 
XA, 

V loam. in iiffht I relow the hullis. I 
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ROOM AND WINDOW. 

ON FLORAL DECORATION. 
Os July ‘27th, last year, on article appeared 
under the above heading, the writer of which 
wax very severe on the exhibitors and judges 
at Rose-shows. It was asserted that those who 
exhibited Roses in the conventional stands in 
vogue at shows could not by any possibility 
have a reul love for flowers, and, further, that 
anyone who could become enraptured with a 
»how bloom was incapable of recognising the 

wayward beauty ” of naturally growing Tea 

classes for the so called “ garden Roses,” 
artistic arrangement is |iossiMc, but until this 
method obtains with the “show bloom” 
classes the exhibitor is tiowerless to make any 
alteration, however much he may desire to do 
so. The statement that the admirer of, let us 
say, the champion bloom at the National Rose 
Society’s show necessarily ignores the charm 
of the blossom laden sprays of our garden 
Roses attributes to the individual in question 
a decidedly limited intelligence. Personally, 
though I delight in gazingnt the gracile vigour 
of the growing Tea Roses, with the tender 
colouring of their buds and half expanded 

Flowers ot Chinese Lily Tree in ol<l China lironze vase. 

!f"6% ihe fallacy of arguments such as 
■ey does mote harm than good to the cause 

1 'artistic floral arrangement." It will lie 
- 'mitted that the present method of 

Mmumi Roses at shows is far from lieing 
>rtMUc; hut the end in view is not the pro 

1 of u pleasing general effect, but the 
of the flowers in the manner best 

‘■'•ulaUxl fo afford the judges the opportunity 
at the merits of every individual 

•«n. The chief object of the exhibitor is to 
a the prize, and to do so he must conform to 
* nr* an'* regulations. Directly he striki 

1 »line of hLs on n he is dis<[ojd^fldeci (nil 

flowers, set oft by t he bronze tints of I lie young 
loliage, the sight of a perfect show bloom of 
Com tease <le Nadaillac also gives me pleasure, 
and so, I think, it is with others. Mistakes 
more often occur in judging 

Fi.orai. arramiements at snows than in 
any other section. Sometimes this is owing to 
the awards being made hurriedly, but even 
when serious attention is given the result is 
not necessarily I letter, hut often worse. 
Almost everyone considers himself or herself 
ooiiqietent to judge “floral decorations," hut, 
N^kinaUei^iil (Mft, the number of those who 

h AJlpfeo is extremely limited. Yoiir 

correspondent deservedly derides the hackneyed 
formula that such things arc “only matters ol 
taste,” a statement that " if it were confined to 
the ignorant would do hut little harm, hut we 
hear it expressed by men of education.” It is 
not a question of taste, but a question of right 
and wrong. Bod judging in this department 
means ignorance both of the first principles of 
artistic training and of the truth and beauty 
of natural expression. I have often wished that 
judges of floral decorations would affix to each 
exhibit a plainly-written card stating their 
reasons for awarding or w ithholding the prizes, 
and have myself been sorely tempted to do so 
when judging in these classes. I recognise, 
however, that such n practice would do, pro- 
bably, more harm than good, for where the 
judgment was faulty the public would be led 
to form an erroneous estimate of the ideal to be 
aimed at. To those who have thoroughly 
studied the floral arrangements staged forcom- C" ition at many shows, it is evident how little 

uty of colour and form is comprehended by 
many of the exhibitors. The beneaded Lilies 
mentioned hy your correspondent offer a ease in 
|>oint, and as to Crimson Rambler Rose, the 
man who could employ this crude and liad 
colour for a dinner table would doubtless he 
equal to making a funeral wreath of Nastur 
tiums. Instances such ns these ure, unfor 
tunately, to he met with at almost every exhi 
hition where cut flowers nre staged for effect. 
Many competitors appear to enter the show 
room with little or no idea of the design which 
they ure aliout. to work out, hut such eoncep 
tions are rarely satisfactorily evolved on the 
spur of the moment. Not having considered a 
plan beforehand, the ojierator frequently finds 
it. difficult to know where to stop, and con¬ 
tinues adding until what might have been an 
artistic creation is hopelessly burdened by 
stqierahundant material. Time after time, 
while watching the arrangers at their work, 
have I seen this happen. 

. (!oi.nrK as well as form often proves a stum¬ 
bling-block. It may !>e laid down as a general 

I rule that the fewer the colours the better will 
lie the effect, flreen is necessarily present in 
every case, except in arrangements of autumn 
foliage, as is white in the napervin ninety nine 
cases out of a hundred, the hundredth occur 
ring where the |<olished mahogany, shining 
like a mirror, is left uncovered to reflect the 
silver ami crystal, but this exception is nntur 
ally absent in comjietitions. Orcen and white 
living present, white flowers may he employed 
without adding nnother colour, and with these 
may lie associated a third tint, vivid or subdued 
according to the arranger's discretion, a com- 
hinnt ion affording every possibility of an artistic 
creation. An association of bright colours in 
allied tints, such as red, orange, yellow, and 
sulphur, may l>e successfully carried out, hut 
••are must lie taken that no discordant hue is 
admitted. I once saxv a during arrangement 
of autumn foliage and scarlet, orange, and 
yellow flowers entirely spoilt by the introduc¬ 
tion of blossoms of the [link Cosmos, the pink 
being of a cold tint tliut held a suggest ion of 
blue, and thus destroyed the sense iff harmony. 
Colour harmonies are generally preferable to 
contrasts, though these mav oltentimes lie 
charming. Associations such as the scarlet 
Euphorbia jacquinia-flora and Pajier-white 
Narcissi, the steel-blue Sea Holly and orange 
Alstnemeria, white Lilies and "the lax'ender 
Erigeron speciosus, or the same Lilies witli the 
fawn brown Dav Lily, white tlalegn and blue 
Cornflow ers, and the gentian-blue Salvia patens 
and sulphur Paris Daisies, all form pleasing 
contrasts, lint the latter must not lie employed 
ul ni^ht, as under artificial light the lilue of/ 
the Salvia turns to purple-black. Floraf 
arrangements owe much to the nature of the 

Rki kitait.es employed. These should lie 
simple in form and suliducd in colour, for, as in 
the rock garden, the stile mission of the stones 
should lie to present the plants to the best, 
advantage, so the vases used to contain the 
flowers should he such ns not to distract atten¬ 
tion from the flowers themselves. Heavy 
candelabra, bowls of gold-fish, mirrors repre¬ 
senting sheets of water, on which mimic swans 
repose, and massive I'pergnes, though suitable 
for a civic banquet, are altogether out of place 
on a small table. Spidery centre pieces covered 
with ^MCjltldefjQlbV too often seen, are 

arn,,,ge- 
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munis are sometimes entirely spoilt by the 
accessories employed. I remember a table 
which, so far as form and colour of the floral 
design were concerned, was distinctly meri¬ 
torious. The flowers consisted of tUoriosa 
superba and white Bouvardia, while Maiden¬ 
hair Fronds and Smilax were used with dis¬ 
cretion. The tawny-orange of the Gloriosa 
contrasted well with the white of the Bouvar¬ 
dia and the cloth, hut the effect was entirely 
marred by a pedestal of vivid blue on which 
the centre piece stood, and by ribbons of the 
same colour which adorned two white china 
vases. Those who are anxious to become experts 
in urtistic floral decoration cannot do better 
than study 

The methods of thk Javanese, in which 
recognition of the value of simplicity and 
sympathy for beauty of form are strikingly 
|>atenl. As a nation the Japanese have for 
generations regarded the arrangement of cut 
flowers as a high art, and many exhaustive 
treatises have been written tin the subject by 
the leaders of I he cult. Few if any of our own 
countrymen have mastered the intricate and 
symbolic styles of arrangement practised by 
the different schools of Japanese floral artists, 
hut the simplest form is tolerably familiar by 
now. This consists of three shoots or flower- 
sprays, the centre one Wing tall and straight, 
that on the one side sweeping horizontally out¬ 
ward at half the height of the central shoot, and 
that on the other side much shorter than thi¬ 
ol hers, 1 lending slightly outward from the 
centre. To Ihese three distinct |iarts, as to 
every portion of more important compositions, 
traditional meanings are aftaehfsl, but, while 
we need not. trouble ourselves as to the 
formula, we may well take to heart the lesson 
nt rigidly limiting the number ol components 
employed. A tew blossoms of one species of 
wild flower mixed with field Grasses or long¬ 
stemmed Tea Hoses arranged with their own 
loliage wall afford greater pleasure than pre¬ 
tentious displays, to provide which stove and 
Orchid-house have lieen ransacked. 

Flowers and f<>i.i vv.k Flowers should, if 
possible, liearrange< 1 w it h t hen own foliage. In 
some eases, however, they are leatloss at. their 
blossoming time, anil in others cutting the 
leafage would prove injurious to the plants, in 
either of which events it, is necessary to sub¬ 
stitute other foliage; thus Belladonna Lilies 
arrange well with the .somewhat similar leaves 
of the Gladwin (Iris fietidissima), glowing 
Ghent Azaleas are set off to perfection by the 
crimson - maroon foliage of the Sycamore 
suckers, which spring up so thickly around the 
tree holes, single Poppies associate charmingly 
with wild t tats, and a flowering branch of w ild 
Cherry is fittingly supplemented by emerald 
green Jiurch sprays, in judging table decora¬ 
tions the general effect should first he studied, 
and this can he more accurately determined 
from n little distance than close at hand. The 
difference between light and graceful and 
heavy, overburdened arrangements then be¬ 
comes instantly ap|iarent. as well as the trivial 
apiienranee presented by numbers of little 
flower glasses and the sombre aspect produced 
by overmuch hanging greenery. When a eon- 
elnsion has lieen arrived at on the question of 
general merit a close inspection Itecomes neces¬ 
sary in order to ascertain if the exhibits arc 
marred by any blemishes that would catch the 
eye of one sitting at the table, though 
urnotieenhle further otf. such as a discoloured 
|ietal, a withered leaf, or the evident use of 
wire, all of which should tell heavily against a 
prize. S. W. F. 

N Araucaria excelsa for furnishing. 
ot’evv green-leaved plants are so useful in |>ots 
for furnishing ns this Araucaria. Its enduring 
nature is wonderful. I have a plant now ii 
good health that a lady had in a drawing-room 
in London for nearly twelve years. Having 
Ixmght it quite u small plant, and being natu¬ 
rally fond of gardening, she cherished this in a 
wav only such people do. When it got into 
bail health and was very leggy it was sent to 
me, asking me if anything could be done with 
it. When it came into my hands I saw it had 
some good leafage at the top. It was shaken 
out., roots washed, and potted into a very small 
l*ot, placing it. in a growing temi>erature, and 
now after two years it haip-mnde capital 

small (Kits this Araucaria is very useful for the 
dinner table, as quite largo plants can he 

grown in snitill pots. At one time 1 had a pair 
Is feet high, growing in 14 inch pots, and now 
I have a perfect specimen in a 10-inch pot 8 feet 
high. In a dark corner I had for eight months 
one that had lost its top by accident. A little 
manurewater keeps the plants going wonder 
fully in small pots. -J. ( rook. 

ROSES. 

A BEAUTIFUL NEW RAMBLER ROSE. 

We now and then get a very good novelty in 
the way of Roses from the United States. 
Dorothy l’erkins is the latest comer. The 
charming little double shell-pink flowers as 
they 0|>en remind one of the miniature 
Provence J)e Meaux, only that they are 
brighter anil rather larger. They are pro¬ 
duced in splendid clusters of twenty to fifty 
flowers. One can imagine, therefore, the 
effect obtained from a well-<levelo|>eil plant. 
Growths are made in one season of In feet to 
12 feet long. Although this new Rose was 
raised from Rosa Wiehuriana, crossed with the 
old H.P. Rose Mme. Gabriel Lui/.et, it loses t he 
procumlient form of the seed parent. and, 
instead, imrtakes of the upright habit of 
Crimson Rambler, so that, it is a first-rate 
'•otn|ianion of this latter. Being a Rose of 
-ueli a vigorous habit one would Suppose that 
it would not he suitable fur |iots except in 
pillar form : hut that is not so. Plants |iotted 
since .Innuary and pruned I nick to within 
1 foot li inches iif their base are now yielding 
ten oi twelve trusses of lovely little blossoms, 
sot hut it makes a must elegant and valuable 
pul plant. The loliage is almost evergreen, 
and resembles that ot K. Wiehuriana in some 
degree, except that it is not quite.--ioglistening. 
Unlike most of the Rambler section, Itorothv 
Perkins |iosses-.es a very pleasing fragrance, 
which it doubtless inherits from the (tollon 
parent. If this very valuable running Rose 
lit. Wichnriaun) is eu|iahle of such a lieaulilitl 
development, our gardens will soon be 
enriched with a nice of elegant dimliers. 
And who knows but I hut in time we shall 
imparl to t hem a iierpcl ital-flowering tendency? 
Most of t lie h vhrids of R. Wiehuriana are just as 
beautiful when growing iqioii js-rgolas or 
tumbling over fences and arches; Iml the 
type certainly looks out of place when planted 
in such |losit ions. 

Two other novelties of R. Wicliiiriuiia 
exhibited ul the Temple Show recently 
attracted much attention. They were Alberie 
Rarbier and Rene Andre, both carrying buds 
almost Tea-like in ehuracler and refinement. 

was canied out indoors, and the result- wert 
equally favourable. 

As a general rule, sulphur enters Urgeh 
into the composition of mildew specifies, aid 
is more often used alone for mildew on Rose! 
and other subjects liable to its attacr 
Cfertainly the effect on mildewed leaves of iL 
dressing ot paraffin emulsion was very marker 
In its use, however, there is this important 
necessity that it be applied early, or ev>» 
Before there is evidence of mildew. W. S. 

now after two years it has_made capital I m. 

e"“"" ""h 'Bv<ifead'$ 

Ml GREW ON HUSKS. 

In some gardens Litli outdoor Roses and those 
grown under glass would seem unable to resist 
mildew, anil it is only hv perislenl applications 
of some favoured fungicide that- clean plants 
euti be maintained. V ery much will, I think, 
deiieiid on the structure in which they are 
grown. In my own case it needs constant 
effort to maintain a freedom from mildew as 
regards |K>t-growu Roses, w hile, at the same 
time, climbing Hoses in fruit houses never 
show a trace of mildew from one end of the 
year to t he other, no matter what t he weather 
or the time of year may he. There are some 
which are started into growth very early in 
January, others follow- in rotation, but in each 
ease no trouble is experienced from these roof- 
gtown Roses. I n |mis the case is different, for, 
stool on the floor of the same house, they 
would not make li inches of growth liefore 
mill low- asserted itself. Outdoors, mildew 
gives us no trouble. During the course of a 
oriel visit and conversat ion with Mr. (kook, at 
Forde Abbey, I had an object lesson as to the 
value of paraffin emulsion for staying mildew on 
outdoor Roses. Against the end of one of his 
glass-houses were trained some Roses, and, for 
the purpose of experiment, Mr. Crook had 
prior to my visit given a portion of these Roses 
a dressing of paraffin emulsiou and warm 
water, other portions being left untouched. 
The dressed and undressed |iort.ionsof t.lietrees 
made the influence of this now |»ODulai- 

secticide apparent. The 

NOTES AND REPLIES 

Tea Rose Mme. Berkeley. -To thu* 
who like a Rose in the hud state this new kind 
is exceedingly pretty, The bud is very Ion? 
and the petals well arranged, hut it opens to s 
semi-double flower only. As a |K>t-Ro-e tin* 
variety may lie recommended, the habit of he 
plant lieiug free and branching.—.S. 

[Some very handsome blooms of this Rose, 
rivalling Ni’phetos in purity of colour when 
grown indoors, were shown by Messrs. Paul 
and Son at a recent meeting of the Royal 
Horticultural Society. We understaml tint 
t he blooms shown were part of the second crop 
this year. It was given an award of merit in 
Septemlier of last year. Ki». | 

Pruning M&rech&I Niel Rose. -Sun. 
years ago w hen f grew this Rose in quantity 
under glass 1 always cut l«tck the trees altno- 
to the ground line after Howering.and ilejiend- 
on entirely new growth for the folliurins- 
season. Rut whether the after treatment in¬ 
different or not from that, of others IdoM 
know. 1 have never seen I In- practice so -u 
eessfully followed since. Anyhow. in a number 
of instances since, I have se<-n had results flow 
t lie method, Instead of breaking away freel\ 
the plants lie.-ome cramped And debilitated 
too lunch of the life seems to Ik- taken fww 
tin-in. Tlie plants must In- thinned of sonifil 
their growth immediately after flowering, el-*- 
they become an entangled mass, which even:u 
ally gets puny and weak. I would prefei t" 
cut out the older hranehes entirely rather lion 
.shorten the y.wuijjti- mice, and thereby have 

supply of youthful growth. What I woiiM 
especially guard against, is mildew. Thi- 
readilv attacks tender shoots, and is usually 
the result of cold draughts. Little ait awl 
ample moisture are what. Roses under gla- 
lequire; the growth then seems to move i-»- 
fast for the jiests to harm. This popular K<~- 
blossoms best on long growt hs of the prcvinu* 
year, so that om- efforts should go to the (in¬ 
duction of t hese. The young growths may >* 
thinned so that each shall have room to extern!, 
and he trained under the glass where tb 
abundant light will mature the wood pr.i|ierli 
—H. S. 

Climbing Rose*< for low walla, "ill' 
kindly ifivi- me the names ot about two dozendinern: 
varieties ol w all li.ises ’ There an- three wall-, about Cl- 
high, w ith south, west, and nortli aspects. Perbsp* 
can say what varieties would do liest under the noilh »»- 
parli- itlnrli ? M. W. K. 

[A selection for low walls can liest I* made 
from what are known as half climbers. Ii 
planted Roses of t he type of Rcve d'Or yea 
would have your wall covered quickly 
obtain very little blossom, simply lieeause sti™ 
Rases require walls some IK feet to2" feci i" 
height to enable them to fully develop d" 
lieauty. Of course, one may train these strut* 
growers horizontally, hut the result is nn' 
always satisfactory. By selecting the l**'i 
vigorous kinds tne wall is not coveted '■ 
quickly, but you obtain blossom from the com 
mencement, and each year the plants widen w 
proportion to their upward growtli. We law 
known plants of Mnrie Van Houtte and Ann-. 
Ollivier cover even 10-feet, walls, and Rases-n 
the Iji France i-aoe will make a lot of growm 
so cultivated. The kinds which we wou 
recommend for vour different walls are *- 
follows :-South wall: Billiard et Ram-. Mme. 
Aliel Chatenay, Germaine Trochon, '*D* 
Wagram. Belle Lvonnaise, Mme. Ixunwe - 
Celine Forestier, and Maman Cocliet "py 
wall: Gruss an Teplitz, Bouquet d'Or, M»ne 
Van Houtte, Mons. Desir, \\. A. Richardson, 
Kafrano, Iiongworth Rambler, and Mme.-J11^ 
Siegfried. North wall: Cheshunt Hyn"1** 
Pink Rover, Ulrich Brunner, Caroline Testou, 

.General Jacqueminot, Boule de N'eige- 11 
same experiment T Anthony \\ aterci 
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INDOOR PLANTS. 

'I AIMER TREATMENT OF CAMELLIAS, 

i ur.LU.vs as a rule will now be in full growth, 
1 the quicker and more robust they can be 

; :.io to grow the better, as this will ensure a 
,i.orough ripening of the young wood before 

■c -r.ort days set in, and be a great advantage 
. them at the blooming period. Nothing 
• (Uols wall developed, thoroughly matured 

•>xi tor producing blooms abundantly and oi 
II,.- Illicit LJUulit V . 

1‘f.i .1 • ■-. In many instances this is neces 
via. We are often obliged to do it, and in no 
-lulled way. Some of our trees which are 
retting in a cool house became so close in 
i_i"tttli lust year that it was impossible to see 
uM them or through them. As soon as (hey 
liul linislied blooming in spring, and just 
I > tore I hey had got fairly into growth, we 
1 li ne I great armfuls from each of them, so as 

Ci.KANiNti. Where the leaves are close and 
the branches massed together, ordinary syring¬ 
ing may not have kept the foliage quite free 
from dirt and insects, but as soon as pruning 
is over a thorough cleansing must take place. 
The wood may be brushed with a hard hand- 
brush, and ail the dirty leaves carefully 
sponged. Once thoroughly cleaned in this 
way, they may easily be kept in that condition 
by frequent syringing* Plants which may 
not want pruning should also be cleaned before 
growth has much advanced. Then comes 

Root attention. Camellias are not bene 
liteil bv having their roots upset annually : on 
the contrary, once they get into a thorough 
growing state they are better undisturbed for 
years, hut. they must lie well supplied with 
water. It is of much inqtortance that all the 
soil alwut. the roots lie in a sweet, moist eon 
dition before growth begins. Without this 
their progress will never he satisfactory. Those 
in pots should he plunged in some material at 

and it is seen that the flower-buds are well set, 
syringing may cease, and water may be more 
sparingly applied at the roots, at the same 
time avoid drying them off"in any way or with¬ 
holding water until the roots or leaves shrivel. 
Plenty of air should also be given them at that 
period; anything like a close, moist atmos¬ 
phere and much shade must not be encouraged. 
Flower-buds falling off before they open is a 
complaint often heard ; but this'is only the 
result oi some severe check or change in the 
state of the soil or atmosphere. Immature- 
wood never holds its buds or opens them so 
freely or well as that which is hard and sun- 
ripened, and this all should do they- utmost to 
secure from now until well into the autumn. 

HEATINii CONSERVATORY. 

(Rkpi.y to “Heat.”) 

If the conservatory is detached from the dwell¬ 
ing-house, it is quite probable that heating by 

Flowers of Pansy Pembroke in a glass bowl. From a photograph by G. A. Champion. (See page 205.) 

aihnii light, air, and sun into them, and 
'lm* then they have gone on growing in a 

‘*>1 satisfactory way. From some of the old 
■ loots there are six and eight growths about a 
'■* m length each, and they all Look like 
'‘ ■ombesiring wood. Had they not been pruned 
'yf would have been one intricate mass 

shoots, with small chance of ripening pro- 
M.v; now their chances are much better. As 

"‘k\ it is now tco late in the season to prune, 
1 ‘I were 1 beginning to take Camellias in 
-""1 which would be benefit ted by pruning, 1 

>*«nm even now lie inclined to let daylight 
'"to them. This might check them for a little 
' we. Imi before the end of the season they 

he in better blooming condition than if 
100 thick. The main growths need not be 

'-moved, hut where there are many small weak 
withes clustering together many of them 

! -l SJleI.v lie Liken off. This is the first 
“nK *»iio|, should lie seen to in beginning 
“ culture ol the Camellia, and, 

^"dly, the 
Digitized by 

this tune, as plunging lessens the chances of 
their becoming at any time too dry. Soot- 
water may be given at the roots once weekly 
with advantage, and from the time the shoots 
can first lie seen until the bloom-buds are 
visible they should be syringed overhead once 
or t wice daily according to the brightness of 
the weather. Resjiecting the 

Temi'EKATL'KK in which Camellias should 
make their growth, there are great differences 
of opinion, some putting their plants into a 
vinery or Peach-house, but ours are never out 

oil-lamps would do to some extent, lor the 
moment, at least. Of these or, rather, the oil- 
heated stove, which is a great improvement on 
the original lamp, quite a number are given in 
the advertisement columns weekly. Apart 
from these, which are never so good from the 
heating point of view as the hot-water 
apparatus, are some kinds which can be fix^i 
to the outer wall occasionally, and at othei 
times quite independent. Here, however, is 
an instance of the latter. A gentleman of our 
acquaintance has a small conservatory fixed to 

of the house in which they bloom, a structure his dwelling and covering the French window 
w here artificial heat is never introduced except j entrance—or, rather, where this originall v 
to keep out frost. In some cases much shade existed—or exit to the lawn. A tiled path and 
is applied, and in others none at all, and under a step-stage are on each side, the lowest stage 
both modes of management the plants succeed, for plants being at 3 feet from the floor; 
but our e\|K-rience leads us to prefer no folding-doors at the garden end, and turniig 
shading. When once subjected to shade, it to left-and in corner against the. house ip t le 
takes careful treatment to harden tin in up to 

stand the sun-heat again, and a little of this is 

d^-j^iecessarv ii^ order lo ripen the wood well in 
growth lias beeu completed, (j^ergre 

boiler house. It is of wood, 5 feet high at back, 
4 feet high at front, 3 feet U inches wide, 
and perhaps 6 .feet long. The wood roof is so 
hinged and In sections that it may lie folded 
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completely back, and with a buttoned door in 
front opens the whole to view for stoking, etc. 
The boiler is a small independent one, fed 
from, top, and the shed when closed ir.uy be 
easily mistaken for a nicely-arranged, neat, 
compact garden tool house! It is not 9ecn 
from the greenhouse, and what is teen from 
tic garden only reveals good workmanship and 
an ingenious mind. The entire t hing is painted 
dark brown. The boiler is sunk 2 feet below 
the level, a depth that admits of the necessary 
rise around the further side of house, where the 
pipes cross beneath the window-sill. Three- 
inch pipes are used, and a temperature of 
70 (legs, is easily obtained if necessarv. The 
si/.e is rather more than that given of yours. 
The pipes are connected, so that on entering 
the house one section turns sharp up the left 
side of house, while the other extends to the 
opposite side in the same way. It is possible a 
modification of the above would suit your own 
ease. If you refer to seedlings of Camellia and 
Azalea os wolf as Begonia, wo may say at onuo 

the two first are extremely slow i n growth, even 
when under expert treatment, but the Begonias 
should make more headway with warmer days. 
The cold, sunless spring of the present year 
has not favoured a quick growth in such 
plants, and if the young seedlings are pricked 
off singly, you must take care that the soil is 
not soured by over watering, or that the sun 
does not scorch them when dry. The happy 
medium between the two will he the safest 
plan. A dung frame is a very suitable place 
lor Begonias if the heat lie not too severe or 
the manure too rank. 

XOTL'S A X /> HE PI. IK A. 

Cutting down PiCUS. 1 have in conservator) a 
very thriving Ficus in an S inch pot, with s*out stems, 
total height nearly 12 (eel. Halt way up are live vigorous 
shoots, each .'I lot or more in length ; two more are form- 
ing up higher, and there is growth from every point. The 
plant is within a couple ot inches of conservatory roof. If 
I out down the centre stem a certain distance, shall I per¬ 
manently damage- the plant ? It has been growing almut 
three years, from quite a small pot plant.—CorawoLD. 

iTIiere will he no risk of permanently damaging your 
Ficus if you cut the stem down to the required height, as 
it will soon recover thervtroin and push out Iresh shoots, 
provided it is done at once, as, l>y so doing, the plant will 
have a long gran ing season licfore winter sets in.) 

Greenhouse climbers.—Do not let the 
climbers esoa[ie notice; if any he getting too 
crowded in growth some thinning out will 
certainly he advisable, and at the same time 
preferable also to tying in closely. This latter 
plan is senseless to a degree : it gives a trimmed 
and print apjiearance, it is true, which some 
may think the right t hing to adopt, but it is 
neither conducive to flowering nor to the 
health of the plants. Where climbers are 
turned out do not let. I,hetn escape notice in 
watering ; must of these will now take a liberal 
supply. 

Arranging plants.—Overcrowding is an 
evil to he guarded against. There is a tempta¬ 
tion frequently to use more plants than would 
otherwise he the case simply because they 
hapjien to he in flower. This often occurs 
through want of management in regulating the 
supply, which is easily done by a little tact. 
Take Pelargoniums as an instance of over¬ 
crowding. These, when stood closely together, 
will soon have a number of loaves turning 

yellow, whilst at the same time it fosters an 
attack of aphis, the two combined tending to 
shorten the flowering [leriod. Rather than 
allow overcrowding, it is decidedly l»etter to 
grow fewer plants and thereby have them at 
the same time more presentable 

Fuchsias. —Up to this time it will have 
n found an advantage to continue stopping 

the stock of Fuchsias., Now t hose intended for 
the earliest bloom should he allowed to grow 
away for flower ; this hatch will then come 
in useful early in July, just when in many cases 
there is a lack of bloom. Others should be 
allowed three weeks longer before another 
stopping, and younger plants another one still. 
This is far better than permitting them to rush 
into flower all at once. The later stock will be 
all the better for another shift if they have not 
had the second siuce the spring shaking out and 
repotting. This will not bo possible in the 
ease of basket plants or those probably that are 
trained up the rafters ; these./fheYefqie, shpull 
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receive liberal treatment instead. Any other 
plants seen to he coming on more s|>eedily 
than is desirable should also l>e stepped, or at 
least have the flowers picked off in an early 
stage, so as not to weaken them for later u-e. 

Cineraria stellata In this, the ind. 
vidual flowers, much smaller than in the 
ordinary florists' Cinerarias, are borne on long, 
branching heads in great variety of colour, 
and, when in bloom, might Ire mistaken for 
Michaelmas Daisies. Very large plants may 
he grown in (i-inch or 7-inch pots, and, where 
conservatories have to he kept gay with a 
mixed collection of flowering plants, a few well- 
grown specimens will he found invaluable. 
They need plenty of moisture and careful 
shading from strong sunlight, when they give 
a long succession of bloom, as the main stems 
branch out very much mote than in the 
ordinary varieties. It is unfortunate that 
Cinerarias are sir liable to green-fly. I rind, how¬ 
ever, that when they are kept in quite cool 
quarters no fly will touch them, and for several 
winters past i have kept all my stock in cold- 
pits or frames, nnd relied solely on covering 
with mats and litter to keep the frost out, only 
removing the plants to heated houses when the 
(lowers were nearly ready to expand. This 
plan entails a good deal of work in the shape 
of covering and uncovering, but it pays in the 
end.—James Groom, 

CytlSUS.—By now most of these w ill have 
passed out of flower, and require cutting hard 
track to within a couple of inches to where last 
pruned, keeping a hit drier at the root for a 
week or so, hut syringed overhead two or three 
limes a day until new growth starts afresh. A 
cold-pit or frame, if dosed towards 4 p.m., 
after dewing overhead, will lx- a suitable place. 
Before growth has much advanced reduce the 
hall of soil a hit, and ro|rot into a trifle larger 
[wt, potting firmly, attd standing hack in the 
same place fora few weeks, when remove out 
doors to a fairly sunny s|m>(. 1 like to use a 

little |ieat with the loam, and jus! enough sand 
to keep all sweet anil porous, as the plant soon 
succumbs if treated roughly as regards over- 
watering or an injudicious its.- of manure of any 
kind. Pinclr out I he points of the strongest 
shoots if taking the lead, t hough this should 
not lie practised late in the season or lire 
growths will not gel ripened and fail to flower 
satisfactorily. Many gardeners fail to root 
cuttings of Ibis plant, nnd they certainly are a 
hit ticklish, hut I tind little dillieiiltv alioiit. 
this if taken when .'{ inches long with a hit ot 
old wood, and dibbled into a shady nook in the 
conservatory. They take longer here probably 
to form roots, but few go oft, and by autumn 
they may be lifted and [lotted up, making nice 
busby [limits by the following autumn in o inch 
or ti-tnch |iot.s. I have also raised a stock from 
seed, hut t he plants are much more straggling 
and require to lie pinched several times to keep 
the base well feathered. Cool treatment suits 
this plant, best nt all seasons. .1. At. R. 

Caladiums. As summer and autumn line- 
foliaged plants these stand in the foremost 
rank. Ot late years they have become popular, 
and rightly so. seeing the diversity of colour in 
the leaves. They may he grown small enough 
for a small vase, or into big specimens many 
feet through. Everyone who has visited the 
Temple Show in May or early June must 
have been attracted by the glorious groups put 
up there. Everyone who grows these for 
decoration should not select, the very tall- 
growing kinds as these are totally unfit for 
this use. Nothing can he more heautilul than 
a well-grown plant of C. argyrites for placing 
on the dinner-table. Its small, dwarf habit, 
with pure white and green leulage, is most 
striking, especially when well grown and the 
foliage hanging over the pot. All of the 
highly coloured leaved kinds arc liable to get 
scorched with the snn if grown where it. can 
shine direct on them, but they are safe when 
under a thin shading. Calaiiiums may lie 
grown in a warm-pit in the summer, and may 
be started in a Cucumber-pit. The bulbs may 
be wintered in any place where the temperature 
does not drop lower than SO degs. to 55 (legs. 
If they are needed for conservatory embellish¬ 
ment, then they should he brought on slowly, 
giving an abundance of air. I have -een them 
stand in cold-houses 

i 

FERNS. 

A USEFUL LITTLE FERNERY. 

Some years ago. on adding a range of cool Uuitj 
houses to one of our heating systems, the con¬ 
necting flow and return pipes had to traverse*! 
considerable distance out-of-doors, and rath® 
than bury these pipes, they were carried slur.S 
the north front of the back wall of a late vinery,) 
and their heat utilised by excavating tij 
ground 3 feet deep and building a small 
house fil feet wide over a portion of thet 
This is in the fonn of a lean-to, the to 
appearing as a continuation of the hack part r 
the hip-roofed vinery, with the bottom of 
sashes resting on the plate on a low brick wi 
in front. This litt le house or pit we last sprin^ 
converted into a place for Ferns to supp lycul 
fronds. These are at all times in requt-si.au 
who can wonder at it, seeing that most 
in a cut state are so much improved hyassovray 
tion with them. In our instance so valunhl* 
have they become that it was imperative1 
to provide for a regular supply of that] 
in some way : numliers of different kinds are] 
grown in pots, but mostly for conservatory 
decoration, and one cuts plants in pots witl 
reluctance. We have no [Kits in this fernery, 
everything being planted out: attention in the 
way of watering is thus great ly lessened, and 
the health of the plants is increased. Thedor 
being at the west comer, next the high wa.fi, 
the body of the house is formed into one ms 1 
bed, sloping up to the front wall, in which die 
Ferns are planted ; 24 feet are allowed tar i 
path straight along the side of the back nil. 
and the bed is enclosed by a 44-inch bn>L 
wall seven courses high : lira inage has h+u 
thoroughly provided tor, and n good lasting 
mixture of peat and leaf-soil, with sitil 
liberally added, was used for the bed, which a 
firmly filled. Ai the time of planting, cutting-, 
of Ficus repens were thickly dibbled in along tin' 
loot of the low hare wall in front; most nf 
them rooted and now prettily clothe the wall up 
to the woodwork. Four wires are fixed length 
ways along the roof, on which are trained Lye.*- 
ilium scundens, « 'issu* discolor, and SelaginelU 
caxsia arliorea. On the back wall are three 
rows of spouting, such as builders employ under 
the eaves of houses to catch rain-water: these 
are fixed one nliove the other IS inches ajail: 
their widths arc 4 inches, 5 i nches, and fl inche- 
(lie widest.one is at the bottom. Small hole- 
were drilled 10 inches ajiart in the bottom-of 
these troughs to enable the superfluous water 
to esoa[jc. nnd after being well filled with -oil. 
laid on a layer of pounded charcoal, they weie 
thickly planted with the following, all mivol 
together, viz. : Ferns of various kinds, eonsi-t 
ingot" the smaller growers, Selaginella Krau."- 
iana and its golden variety, apoda. invoker-. 
Martensi, and M. alho-variegata ; also Begum,- 
of the Rex type ; Pellionia Dauveana, I’anu-um 
variegation, Tradesenntia zebrina, aurea, and 
multicolor, and the red and white veined Fit 
tonins, all of which grow in them as well an 
could Ik- wished. We much prefer these racial 

troughs tu earthenware ones tor such a pur|»*e 
as this, liecnuse t hey arc practically imperish¬ 
able ; the plants in them do not need a titheol 
the attention ns regards watering that they do 
in more porous material, and they thrive 
equally well, if not (letter, in them than 111 
earthenware. It- is a simple, quick, |*ruw 
uent, and effective way of draping with v«rc 
tation high walls in warm plant-houses. The 
varieties of Ferns which we have are mostly 
such sorts of Maiden hair and Pteris a- «<’ 
found most durable and least liable to he 
injured by cut ting. Few are more useful lh»“ 
Ailiantum cuneatum and l'teris serrulata. A 

great advantage in having Ferns for cutting 
by themselves is that we can ventilate freely, 
and by comparatively cool treatment renoci' 
the fronds doubly durable. Immersion m 
water for a short time before [lacking them 
also greatly helps to keep them fresh. 

J-^his way.—T. Crook. 

Management of Fern-case.-1 shall ly u“oh 
obliged it you will give me in your |iaper any advice jj , 
the management of a Kern-case? I have a play1' 1 
27 inches long by 17 inches wide, which opens by da, 
cither end ; a little ventilation is provided a' both top 
sides. The case stands in the window ot an unnnif 
room. I have tried Filmy Kerns and other hardier 

;uirt fcrmosuni, I>o-ytia oaudata, etc., 
well. In most .uses the foliage soon liimsm 
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tul th' Ferns (Ur, or, i( they live, they lose their fresh- 
ness, »m1 am uew fronds are small and poor. I do not 
eater them overhead, and at the roots only when the soil 
appears to be dry. I sometimes give ventilation bj open¬ 
ing '.at of the doors. There is not much depth of soil In 
the case, but plenty of crocks, etc., for drainage. I shall 
te much obliged if you can give me any likely cause of 
uihireD. C. if. 

[The floor of your Fern case should be a flat 
:.dc trough, with a small outlet pipe to carry 
i,If surplus moisture. This should be partially 
tilled with rubble, and on it be laid some pieces 
ni tufa stone, making in this wav small pockets 
to hold soil in which Ferns and Mosses may be 
planted. The best compost is turfy loam, peat, 
and sand, with which should be mixed some 
pieces of charcoal. Use such Ferns as Pteris 
eretiea, Adiantum capillus-Veneris, Asplenium 
Tncbomanes, and Davallia bullata, carpeting 
them with Selaginella Kraussiana, or any of the 
hardier Mosses. Keep the plants free from 
decaying fronds and wash the glass occasion¬ 
ally. Plants gi owing in such a case will not 
rnjuire much water, as the evaporation con- 
d-ii-es on the glass and runs down to the roots 
xjpiitt. A little ventilation is sometimes l»ene- 
:!• ral in the morning.] 

FRUIT. 

VF-WH TREES CASTING THEIR FRUIT. 
■ -ms»rc four fruits of Royal George Peach. Can you 

u.laeihf cauve of their falling off; in fuel, the whole 
rvp i»!ilb n ' Also I have three more tree* in the same 

me*. Two are dropping their fruit as the above, hut the 
•fcerwie seems more satisfactory. The trees are fairly 

aedthv The Rovnl Ocorge is aii old tree, hut the two 
i Uanur young ones.—8. J. A. 

[Vour Peach-trees are casting their fruits 
ftemoaeof the two following causes : (liAUow 
iag the trees to carry far too great a numlier 
■a traits up to the stoning period, when the 
stain becomes so great that they are unable 
I- perfect the kernels in the stones, with the 
result that, the fruits drop in the manner you 
itewnhe. (2) The absence of lime in the soil 
"imposing the bonier. Peach trees loth 
■Iraiand anil aasimilate a great quantity of 

me t.. enable them to perfect their seed’s or, 
in other words, the stones and kernels, anil 
siren this constituent is absent, or present in 
•ni -Tnall quantities, they cast their fruits at 
die critical period designated “stoning.” 
Thi. brief explanation will enable you to 
urive at- a conclusion as to which of the two 
ciuiei named your trees are suffering from. If 
if i- the first mentioned—although nothing 
w be done this season—you should lie on the 

ikrt and thin the fruits down within reason- 
•yw limits should n heavy set result next year, 
■liny cultivators thin out, so that when the 
(raiu have perfected their stones there are hut 
1lew dozens lo pull oil'. A safe role is to have 
•tout double the numlier that will be 
ultimately required. A good anil safe crop 
d-uild never exceed one fruit to every square 
*** of trellisinpr clothed by the branches of the 
irve. If, on tne other hand, you arrive nt the 
r 'il lusion your trees are needing lime, you 
in supply their needs to a certain extent now 

*7 dressing the border with the following 
mixture : Take 1 lh. muriate of potash, 2 lh. 
- Herphosphate of lime, and 2 lh. of bonemeal. 
Mix altogether, and then dress t he surface of the 
order with it at the rate of 2 or., to each square 
ird of surface, and lightly prick it in with a 

•°rk. Then well water it in, and in from six 
*eets' to two months' time give the liorder 
""other dressing, but only half the quantity 
on this occasion, and water in as liefore. When 
"otumn arrives, or a week or so before the 
'*“* ‘*st their leaves, we would advise you to 
1,11 y°ur trees and remake the I order, wholly 
'*ln l«rt, taking great care to use, if possible, 
i aoond, ealeareous loam as the chief oon- 
•htoenL If this is not to hand, you must 
'•‘(•ply I he deficiency in the loam you use hy 
nuxiug a fair quantity of old mortar-rubble, 

ks plaster or old mortar saved from build- 
in course of being dismantled, also 4-inch 

"<iw at the rate of 1 cwt. to each ton of cont- 
I*'*!. and hone-meal in the same propiortion. 

,*ie new **°fder as firm as possible by 
.1 'reading the soil as it is wheeled in, even 

ylnK,0 the length of ramming it, if it should 
v M all dry. A firm, compact liorder will 

«crore medium, short-jointed, fruitful wood 
produced, and trees grow ing in such a 

•xsuprut never fail to set and perfect thi ^ 
Should you require fuklher informati 

as to how to lift the trees and correct formula* 
as to the making of a Poach bonier, please 
address us again and we shall l>e glail lo assist 
you] _ 

NEWLY-PLANTED VINES. 

There is a great difference in the way in which 
newly-planted Vines are treated by different 
growers. Instead of cutting them hack to the 
wall nlate, some leave them nearly the whole 
length with I he view to gett ing the rods up to 
the top of the rafter as quickly as possible, and 
by this means save time. Than this there 
cannot be a greater mistake, unless conditions 
are exceptionally favourable, and more than 
ordinary skill and care are brought to bear on 
their after management, so as to ensure every 
bud breaking from top to bottom of the canes. 
As we generally' see them, a few buds near the 
top are all that start, all below being a blank, 
which after all necessitates the Vine neing cut 
hack to ensure fruiting spurs from the bottom 
upwards. Therefore, it would have lieen I letter 
to have cut them down first, and thus pre¬ 
vented loss of time. Even when all the buds 
start into growth, when the canes nre left 
their whole length, two or three buds at the 
top will, if not properly managed, monopo- 
li.se so much of the strength of the rods as to 
leave shoots lielow them in a very weak con¬ 
dition. When due care ami patience nre 
exercised it is possible to get every hud on a 
(I foot-long cane to start into growth, hut the 
cane must Ik* carefully bent dow n so as to 
insure the bottom buds breaking first, and 
the tops must not have a much higher tempe¬ 
rature than the roots, or the buds will be sure 
to break weakly. This is the rook on which 
many inexperienced people w reck their hopes 
of a satisfactory start. They plant jierhnps 
in Februnrv or’ March, and as there are no 
Vines on the roof to shut out the light, the 
vinery is turnod into a forcing-house; the 
consequence of this is the tops of the newly 
planted Vines are fore oil while their roots are 
in a cold liorder outside. The tops, therefore, 
grow away for a week or t wo until they have 
consumed all stored-up nutriment. They then 
come to a standstill, and only commence to 
glow again when the outside temperature lias 
risen sufficiently to make the roots active. 
There is no reason whatever why a vinery 
should remain empty just to accommodate the 
Vines, but if the border is outside, and they 
are planted in March, the tops should he 
temporarily nailed to the wall outside. At the 
end of April they could lie brought inside, as 
by that- time there would not be so much diffe 
rence between inside and outside temperatures, 
and hy the time the tops hail started into 
growth the roots would also lie active, and » 
proper lialance between tc.|>s and roots would 
l>e maintained. In a general xvay it is rnlvis 
able to cut down newly-planted Vines, and 
when it is decided in autumn to plant Vinos 
in spring, plants for that purpose should lie 
obtained and immediately cut hack, leaving 
only 2 feet ol cane, so that the wound might 
have time to heal hefore growth commenced 
in the spring. , (*. ( 

CRAPES FOR EXHIBITION. 
I snort,d be much obliged if von could tell me the best 
way to grow Ora'ies for exhibition in September! They 
are Black Uambargh, and are only just setting now. They 
nre grown in a lean-to vinery healed with hot water, and 
are planted inside. The roots are able to grow out os well. 
I can get plenty of liquid-manure, also superphosphate.— 

|The particulars furnished in your letter are 
very vague when seeking such advice. The 
age of the Vines, extent- and nature of liorder, 
would have afforded useful and important data. 
However, we may tell you that to get well 
finished Black (faniluirglis, good enough for 
exhibition, demands n great deal of careful 
thought in the daily routine. The soil ought 
to lie of the best description and the bolder 
properly drained, A great many readers would 
lie only too pleased to obtain exactly the same 
information you seek, but local circumstances 
vary so much that no uniform practice suffices 
for all. Water is n most important item in 
Vine glowing, and the frequency necessary for 
its application to the roots depends entirely on 
its elevation, the nature of the soil, and the 
house. We know of u vinery that is given 

ir twice lop-jpot- more than three times a 
.r)t w^lx^of other instances where ifjj^j 

made a rule to give water every day in 
summer, hut the two instances are so extreme 
that a combination of the practices would 
certainly not result in show Grapes, yet these 
two gardeners were each successful exhibitors. 
A heavy soil will not need half the water a 
light one would ; we know of outside borders 
that never get any moisture except that 
afforded hy rain. Your inside liorder may 
need water once a fortnight, or it may be once 
a month, much depending on soil and situa¬ 
tion. You must examine it frequently to 
ascertain the extent of moisture, remembering 
that Vines when in full growth absorb a deal 
of water from the soil. Manure-water will be 
beneficial given in a diluted state at each 
summer watering, provided your Vines arc in 
full hearing and the border well occupied with 
healthy roots. Much dejiends on this. An 
excess will poison the soil and ruin your 
pros|iect of success. Superphosphate is not a 
manure suited to Vines l>y itself : something is 
needed in conjunction, hut your liquid-manure, 
if obtained from a mixed source—pigs, cows, 
and horses would do that. Bone-meal is good 
for Vines, and a little sulphate of ammonia 
used with superphosphate is good for some 
soils. Ventilation is another inqiortant point, 
and on this largely dejtends a good colour in 
the berries. When Grapes are ripening never 
close the roof ventilators down quite close, hut 
allow air to escape, for a buoyant, atmosphere 
is favourable to a dense bloom. If the air is 
overcharged with moisture and the ventilators 
kept closed too much, the berries assume a 
shiny, polished appearance instead of showing 
a hoar-like bloom. The berries when set need 
to be thinned in such a manner that they have 
space to swell to full size without becoming 
too closely compressed together. This need-, 
practice, and can he camel on over a few 
weeks if it is found that the first effort does 
not satisfy. .Keep all superfluous lateral 
growth suppressed, so that the principal leaves 
have an exposure to light aud air. It is well 
to go over the Vines every week and pinch the 
shoots until their growth is such that it doe-, 
not. call lor it,. lo get the liest results we 
would advise a little Vine-manure once or 
twice during the season, ns this docs the liorder 
good, sprinkling it on the surface and watering 
m-1 _ 

Thinning Peaches. - I liave I’each-tree* under 
glass. The (mil is now about the »ire of large Immsoii-., 
in many eases in eluaters ol three or (our. I* now aboni 
the right time lo thin them, and ought more than one 
lobe left on the cluster' What distance ought the\ I*- 
from each other on the branches' I should also like I.. 
get information on the same points with regard lo Apple 
trees and Pear-trees now in lull bloom • Omni. 

[It is quite t ime your Peaches were thinned, 
although it is not always a good plan to com¬ 
mence this too early, simply because the fruits 
will occasionally swell fo the size you name, 
and then liecome stationary. When, however, 
they set so thickly on the trees, a moderate 
reduction should lie made as soon ns they art- 
set anil swelling, continuing this jieriodicully. 
By doing it in this way the work is simplified, 
lieeanse it is more easy to define the better 
fruits from the lead they always take. If we 
tell you that one fruit to each square foot of 
tree surface is considered sufficient for a crop, 
yon will the more readily understand the 
extent, of thinning necessary. Certainly two 
fruits ought not to l»e left together on one 
branch. From 9 inches to a foot- apart will 
give you the desired crop, if this is uniform 
over the whole tree. Apples and Pears when 
thickly set repiay as much as 1‘eaehes to lie 
thinned, leaving not more tluui one fruit where 
a cluster has set. If more of this could lie 
done there would lie few er complaints about;' 
light mid heavy crojw alternating from year to 
year. With a heavy crop the resources of trees 
)>ts!ome overtaxed, and the result is found in 
the barrenness of the succeeding sumtnor as 
affecting such trees. If you reduced all the 
smaller-growing Apples and Pears to one.on 
each twug, larger fruiting sorts even more 
severely, you would get more typical fruits and 
regular crojis.] 

JT At many of lhe most interfiling note* ami 
articles in "Oardknixa”/r.im the rery beginning here 

come from if* reader/, tee offer each week a copy of the 
latett edition of either "Stovr axd Gur.sxnorsi! Plaxts," 
or "Tuk EscmB.lfTfirxE Gakdzx,” fo the tender of the 
matt useful or inierettuoj letter or thort artiete yuUithed 

,fut *** 
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GARDEN WORK. 

Conservatory. —By growing u suitable 
collection of Lilies one may always have a few 
in bloom, and Lilies are now very much in the 
ascendant for decoration. The most lovely of 
all, to my mind, for pot work is L. longiflorum, 
and by adopting cool storage the season is 
practically continuous. But I am not sure 
that we want anything, not even Lilies, con¬ 
tinuously, not even longiflorum. We gener¬ 
ally begin with Harrisi, nut of late years this 
I.ily from Bermuda has been much diseased, 
and many failures have occurred in conse¬ 
quence. Next to Harrisi comes the longi- 
tloruni from Japan, hut this last season there 
have been symptoms of disease in the Japanese 
bulbs, due probably to forcing culture and a 
desire to be lirst in the market with Urge 
bulbs : at any rate, there is disease in some of 
the bulbs, but the sound bulbs have thrown 
very fine spikes. The lancifolium noction in 

one of the most useful to the gardener. The 
bulbs live with him without deterioration, and 
by placing a number of bulbs in a pot very fine 
specimens are obtained that will last some 
time in a cool conservator}’, and all conserva¬ 
tories ought to be kept as cool as possible now. 
\ ery many Lilies not usually grown in pots 
will do well in this way. The double form of 
the Tiger Lily does very well in pots, and a 
good specimen standing among Ferns and 
Eulalias has a pretty effect. A house full of 
theusualkind of plants- Begonias,Geraniums, 
etc.- may be bright enough, but does not alto¬ 
gether satisfy. We want something else, and 
j his is where a good collection of Lilies to draw 
upon comes in so useful, und now the weather 
is warmer we can move some plants from the 
warmer houses. Eucliaris Lilies, caloured- 
leaved l>rac:enas, and various other things can 
lie moved to the conservatory for a few days at 
a time to cause those pleasant little changes 
which people of taste so much appreciate. The 
coal-ash-beds should soon lie in readiness for 
turning things out to ripen. Zonal Geraniums 
for winter flowering, of which the most valu¬ 
able for cutting are Kanpail Improved and 
Mine. Rozain, should be shifted on when re¬ 
quired: at present these will be in a eold- 
lrame with the lights off, except during heavy 
rains. No plant requires more careful water¬ 
ing than the Zonal Geranium. If the soil gets 
sour the plant may lie thrown out. 

StOV3.—The value of a low, close pit to 
relieve the stove of the young stuff will he very 
great just now. Young growing sjiecimens 
must have room, and for the time being almost 
any structure may be made to grow the 
majority of stove plants and Ferns. We 
generally move all the young growing stock of 
Ferns into a cold-pit with a rather flat roof, and 
u hi ten the glass, giving only ventilation suffi¬ 
cient to harden the fronds. Here they are 
quite at home, and of a splendid dark green 
colour, and the attention required is nothing 
like so much us is necessary in n house which 
gets warm from the sunshine. The training of 
climbing plants on balloon or other shaped 
trainers must, have timely attention. Alla- 
mundas, Bougainvilleas, Clerodendrons, and 
hipladenias are among the brightest summer- 
Dowering stove plants, and the training of the 
young shoots up into the light is important. 
B.-and-by, when the Hower-buds are visible, 
the shoots can be trained to the best advantage. 
Fires must be kept in check in hlight weather. 
If the pipes are hot in the daytime when the 
sun is shining frequently, the fuel is not only 
wasted, but the dry atmosphere is injurious to 

‘Hhe plants. Sixtv-five degs. at night is high 
J enough. If the thermometer inside will stand 
f at (ill degs. in the morning we shall let. the 

tires go out. 

The stoning period in fruit.—This is 
a critical time and must, not be hurried, or the 
fruits may fall. The temperature should be 
kept steady and the roots moist. When the 
.-.toning of Grapes, Peaches, and Plums is 
finished, nourishment may be freely given. If 
there is a farmyard-tank handy that will 
suffice. In the old days we relied on the 
manure-tank entirely, and the results were 
satisfactory. Feeding with artificial manures 
takes less time but requires more judgment.. 
1 have seen remarkable resists from 

Digitized by VjVJ vj 

Peruvian guano freely one season, but the next, how to deal with insects. Certainly there is a 
the results from the same quantity wore not l>etter promise of fruit than might have been 
equal. This shows that the use ot any kind oi expected, considering the diameter of tie 
manure may be overdone, and that to manure weather during the greater |>art of the month 
properly a mixture of substances is necessary, of May. The thinning of the young wood and 
Our usual course is to use potash arid the fruits on wall-trees must have attention 
phosphatic manures early in the season, and This refers more especially to Peaches and 
give the finishing touches with guano or nitrates Apricots. The time for summer pruning of 
when the stoning is completed. Whatever Pears and Apples is not yet. July is time 
artificial manure is used should be carried enough for the consideration of that work. Oi 
in by watering at once, and not left on the late years there has been a tendency to put on 
surface. the summer pruning till the end oi August ot 

Potting Ohrysanthemuma.-Thu is even Inter, but that has been found to be a 
the season for shifting into the flowering pot. mistake, and most cultivators are now regard 
Many growers have probably got forward w ith big this necessary work in n reasonable spirit, 
the work of the general collection, but the Some kind of mulch to wall trees seem-, a 
culture of this beautiful autumn flower has necessity. It need not be anything of a 
been so extended that it has branched off into stimulating nature, but it should have the 
many directions, and the plants are grown in effect of keeping the moisture in the soil a- a 
various ways for different purposes. Cuttings check upon deep rooting. A loose, freely 
of the strong leads, struck now without flag- hoed surface will be better than nothing, but 
ging, will throw good flowers in 6-inch pots, stone fruits do best in a firm soil, so the soil 
anil are very useful for grouping fur exhibition, afcirring should he oonfinod to tho surface 
All the plants must now he in the flowering The digging of fruit-tree borders should be 
pots, and a regular system of training, insect given up if the roots are to remain near the 
watching, and other' routine work in con- surface. 
neetion therewith must he gone through. The Vegetable garden. — Sow Spinach of the 
fungus known as rust-has not shown itself w ith round-leaved kinds on cool borders. The 
us yet. This, like many other diseases, is north liorders come in useful now for Lettuce, 
brought on the weaker of the plants by a rush- Cauliflowers, Turnips, and Spinach. But the 
ing system of propagating and culture, and will New Zealand Spinach must have the sunnie-: 
disappear under rational treatment if one spot available. The practice of plants; 
could get clean plants to start w’ith. Of one greens among Potatoes can only be recce 
thing I am convinced : though the Chrysan- mended where land is scarce, hut in soxr 
themum will do fairly well amid the smoke of places it must be done among the early Puu 
the town, it will do better in the pure air of toes. It does less harm when every altenmc 
the country, and, if one grows stock for sale, row of Potatoes is missed, as then the tops oi 
the country is the place to grow the stock the Potatoes can easily be turned aside aroltin- 
plants. Firm potting is necessary for Chrys- greens given a chance. On the same principle, 
anthemums. We always leave space on the if economy in cropping the land is necessary 
top for a top dressing later, as we find the the double row or the bed system cap he 
plants like this. It is better even than too adopted where much Celery must be grown 
much liquid-manure, which may clog up the Growing two rows of Celery'in one trench i« a 
soil. common method of culture and answers very 

Window gardening.--What a rush well, and the l>ed system, which is merely an 
there appears to be tor red, white, and blue extension of the double row system, enable- 
flowers this season. It is difficult to provide the cultivator to turn out a lot of useful Celery 
novelty at u moment's notice, hut white for coking from a small plot of land. Never 
LiOthia'n Stocks might take the place of the use rank manure for Celery, and blend it »d: 
white Marguerites, which, unless grown vory with the soil in the bottom of the trench 
cool and sturdy, get too tall. The Lothian Keep the Tomatoes both indoors and outside 
Stocks are sown in autumn generally, though free from side shoots, hut leave all leave, 
we have sown in spring, and grown on near entire as long as possible. It may be necessary 
the glass in single pots till transferred to the when fruits are colouring to reduce foliage, but 
boxes. The best scarlet Geranium for hoxes is the fruits from plants which have been robbed 
West Brighton Gem. Improved R as j vail and of foliage nre always poor in flavour. Mulct 
Improved Vesuvius are much in demand for Vegetable Marrows and ridge Cucumbers with 
brightening up gardens this season. The littery manure, and peg out tho shoots to 
Crimson Jacoby also is in request. prevent shifting by the wind. Give liquid 

Outdoor garden. -Just now the Thorns, manure to Globe Artichokes to produo- 
Laburnums, and Lilacs are lovely in suburban succulent heads. Thin all young cropi * 
and other gardens. To form good heads with vegetables in good time, and keep the nor 
long, drooping branches the young Thorns going. E. HobimV. 
should be pruned l»aok for a year or two till a 
good base has been secured, and then let them THE DOMING WEEK'S WORK, 
grow as they please. 1 aburnums and Almonds - 

may lie treated in a similar way. Lilacs and Extracts from a Garden Diary. 
flowering shrub* generally should have what f J v . 
pruning is required as soon as the flowers fade. —Planted more Canadian non «. 
All tender plants used in the various forms of * rench Beans. \\ e give these plenty of room, 
garden decoration may 1*> planted now. The anii all .pods ore gathered from Beans and i ea- 
earpet beds, if any of these expensive features °f kinds as soon as fit for use. All Peas are 
remain, will come in after the late Tulips or mulched with littery manure on both sides oi 
other late spring flowers, hut special care the rows ; this is a great help in a drv season- 
should he given to the preparation ot the beds. Planted more Antonio Uumt CauiiHowcc. 
There is nothing equal as a top-dressing to the R,1V* ' eitch s Self-protecting Autumn 
charred garden refuse which is obtained from Broccoli are vejy reliable. I inisneii planting 
the primings and clearings of the garden. The sub-tropical plants; plants have been "r - 
sowing of Wallflowers and other nardy peren- hardened. 
nials and biennials must not be delayed any June 17th.—Put in a batch of cuttings of 
longer, or the plants will be weak and poor, late-flowering Chrysanthemums; they will 1* 
Put stakes to all plants likely to require sup- rooted in a close frnme. Strong leading shoots 
port early. Every kind of ear len Pink should have been selected as cuttings. We find these 
tie grown, for there is a coiar n in variety in plants useful for grouping; each plant will 
these fragrant flowers. The old florists' or carry one good-sized flower. We nave i>e*n 
laced Pinks are very sweet and beautiful, thinning stone fruits on walls ; many trees are 

There are many beautiful things in flower in too heavily laden. Covetousness brings li¬ 
the rock - garden now that will attract own punishment in weakened trees, which arc 

attention. more subject to insect attacks. We are using 
Pruitgarden.—The frosts have not done Tobacco powder freely wherever insects are 

much harm so far as can be seen in our dis likely to appear or are appearing, 
trict. There will lie plenty of most kinds of June 18th.—We are growing Asparagus.0" 
fruit i if they stop on, or only a reasonable the French or row system, ana are so satistif’ 
proportion remains, and the rece it heavy rains with the result that we shall make no more 
nave had a beneficial effect. There are a few beds. We cut all grass as it. appears. inf 
curled leaves on Plums and blistered leaves on small stuff does for flavouring soups, and in 

I Peaches, but the energetic cultivator will kh&^ raHou^ 'anotlier week from this date cutting"” 
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cease for this season, and all sjtare liquid from 
the manure-tank will l*o given to the plants, 
possibly supplemented with guano or some 
artificial. 

•/«><« 19th. —Pegged down Verbenas, Helio 
Hopes, Ageratums, and Petunias. We like to 
•lo this before the stems get much into growth, 
as they are more pliable. Planted out more 
Celery and sowed more Marrow Peas. This 
will fie the last sowing of late Marrows. Out- 
'loor Tomatoes in the open have been staked. 
When three bunches of fruit have been secured 
'He leaders will be stopped, to concentrate 
growing force, us late fruits seldom ripen. 

Jiwr fifth. — Rearranged conservatory and 
introduced some of the hardiest plants from 
the stove. A few of the large Palms have 
leen plunged in sheltered spots outside in the 
.-rounds. India-rubbers und Grevilleas have 
'«n utilised in sub tropical beds. Climbers in 
the conservatory are now a spcciul feature. 
Oianges in pots and tubs have been placed out¬ 
vie on terrace. Zonal Geraniums, Begonias, 
uni Malmaison Carnations are good features. 

Jhik Hint.—Now that the houses have been 
partially cleared attention is given to the 
)wng stuff in preparation for winter decoration. 
Among other things, a lot of Club Mosses are 
•njwn in pots and pans. The pretty little 
Madeira Grass (Isolepis grucilis) is also*useful, 
■tolling Ferns and young Ferns generally are 
jrown in cold-frames, shaded. We find rather 
™ frames do Itest for this work, as also for 
Cyclamens and Primulas. Earthed up Pota- 
t°e» as they advance in growth. 

BIRDS. 

The Redpoll (V. N.).—This is a native 
« die northern parts of England. The nest is 
iL-oilly built on some low tree or dense bush, 
and is composed of Moss and dry Grasses, 
intermixed with the down from the'eatkins of 
tl* Willow. The docility and confidence of 
this little bird render it very pleasing as a 
leathered pet, although it has no natural song 
teyond a few sweet, twittering notes. Various 
•«ds constitute the food of the Redpoll 
"lien at liberty. In captivity it may be fed 
cu Canary-seed, Bane-seed, broken grits, with 
plenty of green food, and now and then a few 
pains of Hemp-ueed. 

Death of Canary (a. R. CresvtU).— In 
mis case death appears to have been due to 
"jtkmmation of ana internal haemorrhage from 

lungs. The bird must have taken a severe 
probably from exposure to a current of 

'i i air. The sample of seed was very good— 
■lit l>est of its kind, so there was no fault in 
the feeding. The “ fresh common sand ” 
"ould not, however, be of much good for assist- 
1J? tl*e gizzard in the digestion of the food, 
'lurp grit is the proper thing to supply for 
’his purpose, and without which no seed-eut- 
in? bird can remain long in good health.— 
i S. G. 

~~ (Alice Wethertd).—Yes; no doubt this 
•ml has been partaking too freely of the egg- 
W wpplwl for the nesting hens. This kind 
* ining often happens during the breeding 
jev'ou. Only a little egg-food should be given 

or three times a week and discontinued 
after the birds have paired until the young 

“re hatched. When there are young to 
the old birds are not so liable to take nn 

undue allowance for themselves.—S. S. G. 

chickens suffer from bad feathering, caused by 
the coldness of the season or from delicacy of 
constitution, bread soakod in ale is often given 
by poultry rearers. Ants’ eggs are very good 
for young chickens early in the season before 
insects become plentiful.—S. 8. G. 

Death Of hen (Hen).—You send no 
particulars whatever as to feeding and general 
treatment. The bird was exceedingly fat, and 
the liver was diseased. You appear to lie 
supplying food to your fowls of too rich und 
stimulating a nature. Many deaths are 
brought about, in the poultry yard through 
overfeeding or the useof unsuitable food. The 
free use of Maize is sure to lead to the forma- 
ation of iuternul fat, and, us this accumulates, 
effg. production ceases, and the hens fall a 
victim to disease. I/et the diet of your hens 
be of the plaiucst and restricted in quantity 
for a time, otherwise you will probably sustain 
further losses. If any of your other hens show 
symptons of liver complaint, which are a mop¬ 
ing about, an irregular appetite, and a 
yellowish hue on the face and wattles, give per 
bird every other day for a week or so one grain 
of calomel, mixed with the soft food, which 
should be given in a crumbly state. Supply 
plenty of fresh vegetables, and add some 
sulphate of iron to the drinking water after 
the course of medicine has been gone through. 
Give no more food at a time than will be eaten 
readily, and frequently make a change in the 
diet.—S. S. G. 

POULTRY. 

C.J.—You do 
'our chickens 
rice, mashed 

D«ath of chickens (A. 
appear to be feeding 

JWiciously. A diet of “ boilei ___ 
•wotoes, Cabbage,” and so forth is not suffi- 
■venUy nourishing, and the long spell of cold 
lfwheir rendered it necessary to feed highly, 

rev should have a thick, crumbly paste made 
i two parts of coarse Oatmeal and one part of 

1 rey-meal, mixed with milk or water. Grits, 
're'hed Wheat, or bruised Oats should form 

* lut me*1 at night. In a cold hatching 
Iff00 chlckens should have for the first three 
re lour d^, hard-boiled egg minced small, also 

Utile finely shredded underdone meat ^ 

J T1 ,three week® 0,d Thi» et W 
g diet should he given regularly, and when 

LAW AND CUSTOM. 

A gardener's testimonials.—T»o months ago I 
took a situation as gardener. If I leave at the end of three 
months can I compel my employer to give me my 
characters, or how long has he the right to retain these'? 
In one of his letters he stated that he would pay the coet 
of removing my goods to his place. Can he refuse to do 
this?—Jack. 

— My last employer received references direct (that 
is. through the poet) from previous employers. Can I 
claim these on leaving as my own property ?—O. F. 

[I suppose by your “ characters ” you mean 
certain written testimonials as to character 
given to you by your previous employers. If 
this be so, you could have demanded these 
from him as soon us be had engaged you, sup¬ 
posing that these testimonials nud been given 
to yourself and had not been sent by the 
givers to your present employer. If these 
were given by them to him direct, they are not 
your property; but if given to you and handed 
by you to your employer, they are your pro¬ 
perty, and you may sue for them at once, 
whether you leave or stay. It is a foolish 
thing to send away or give away the actual 
testimonials ; copies only should be sent or 
handed in, the originals only when specially 
required. If you have preserved the letter or 
can prove the undertaking to pay the cost of 
removal of your goods, you may sue your 
employer for such cost if he refuses to pav it. 
The action must be brought iu the countv 
court.—K. C. T.J 3 

A nurseryman’s notice.—In December last the 
tenant of a nursery ground engaged me to work, for him 
upon a verbal agreement that a month's notice should be 
given breither party desiring to determine the engage¬ 
ment. The landlord is at present finding the tenant with 
money to pay wages, etc., and last Sunday- morning some 
words passed between tht landlord and'myself, and he 

a .“55 V5 U£e a week'» wa*“ “'id >>e gone. I declined, 
and told him he was not my employer, and he replied that 
if I remained on the plate he would advance no more 
money, and my employer then said he should be unable 
to pay me. I then asked for a month's wages in lieu of 
a month's notice, but this was refused, and a week's wages 
was tendered in lieu of notice, so I took it and went. 
•Hie landlord never paid me previously, aud this trsnsac- 
tion took place on a Sunday. Does it stand good, or can 
I recover the other three weeks* wages ?—J. o. 

, ver^n^ contract for a month’s wages was 
binding, and so you could have refused the 
week’s wages tendered and have sued your 
employer (not the landlord) for breach of con¬ 
tract, and you could have claimed a month’s 
wages in lieu of notice. And you might do 
this even yet, if it were clear that you did not 
accept the week’s wages as sufficient compen¬ 
sation for the want of proper notice. Your 
proper course wus to have refused to accept 
the week’s wages, and then if you were ordered 
off you should have brought your action. On 
the facts stated, it seems to me that you 
accepted the week's wages, and so the matter 

The fact that the disturbance 
k place on a Sunday does not 

1 aspect of the questipjajf\j-| 

OORRE8PONDENOE. 

Questions.—Queries and answers are iiuerted in 
Oardinixo free of charge if correspondent* follow three 
rules : All communications should U clearly and concisely 
written on one side of the paper onlu, and addressed to 
the Educe of Oardrm.no. 17, Furnwal strect, Holbom, 
London, fS.C. letters on business should be sent to 
the Publisher. The name and address of the sender are 
required in addition to any designation he may desire to 
be used in the paper. When more than one query is sent, 
each should be on a separate piece of paper, and not more 
than three queries should be sent at a time. Correspon¬ 
dents should bear in mind that, as Oardemro has to be 
sent to press some time in advance of date, queries cannot 
always be replied to in the issue immediately follouing 
the receipt of their communication. We do not reply to 
queries bu post. 

Naming fruit.—Readers who desire mir help in 

naming fruit should bear in mind that several specimens 
in different stapes of colour and site of the same kiwi 
greatly assist in its determination. We have received 
from several correspondents single specimens of fruits 
for naming, these in many cases being unripe and other¬ 
wise poor. The difference between varieties of fruits are, 
in many eases, so trifling that it is necessary that three 
specimens of each kind should be sent. We can undertake 
to name only four varieties at a time, and these only when 
the above directions are observed. 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 
Dlosma erlooldes (A. K. Falcon).- Tin- specimen 

sent is Diosma erieoides, a member of the Rue family, 
hence its very pronounced smell. It is a nativ e of South 
Africa. Whether worth growing depends in your case 
upon yourself, for, though to a certain extent interesting, 
its ornamental features ao not rank high. 

Planting Rose (•/. J. Buttrnrorth) - Most nunerv- 
men keep some climbing Roses, such as this, in pots, and, 
if so, you may obtain your Rose and plant at once, hut if 
the specimen is growing in the open ground, and you 
desire to traneplant it, you must wait till the autumn 
liefore carrying out this operation. 

Tropaeolum Townshendi (Helen Evans) — 
Numerous inquiries have failed to trace any recent infor¬ 
mation concerning the Tropaoluui inquired'aliout. while a 
search through various catalogues has resulted in the same 
way. It is more than probable that it has now completely 
died out, a fate that falls to the lot of many soft-wooded 
plants in a few years. 

Clematis drooping(.Rrs. Annie Dyke) —We should 
imagine your plant has been allowed to get dry at the 
roots, and, when this happens, no amount of watering will 
bring it back to a healthy condition. Unfortunately, too. 
Clematises that ore grafted often suddenly die off, this by 
some being attributed to disease, doubt less brought about 
by the pernicious forcing adopted in their infancy. We 
should advise you to cut your plant down to the ground, 
and then, if the roots are all right, strong grow ths will 
break away from the bottom. 

Climbers (J. T.)—The things most likely to suit vou 
are Colnca scandens, Lophospermum scandens, or iv> 
leaved Pelargoniums. Apart from these are the climbing 
Nasturtium and some Clematises or the Hop plant. It is 
more than likely that the Ivv-leaved Pelargoniums would 
prove the most serviceable, inasmuch as by sinking the 
pots at the base o( pillar the plants could he removed for 
the winter. If a hardy climber would suit you, then we 
suggest Clematis Jackmanni. For the w indow-box vou 
should get Campanula Mayii (blue) or C. isophvlla alt* 
(white). 

Plants for border (Beginner).—There are manv 
things you may plant now, such as Zinnias, Phlox Druni- 
mondi, Verbenas, Tuberous Begonias, white and yellow 
Marguerites, or any of the annual Asters, etc. You could 
also get a good display by planting such early-flowering 
Chrysanthemums as white and yellow Desgnuigcs, Lyon, 
Piercy's Seedling, Marie Masse, Crimson queen. Ivv Stark, 
Quintus, and White Quintus. To a collection of tlie latter 
could lie added the Sweet-scented Tobacco (Nicotians 
aftinis) and some Gladiolus in mixture. Mignonette, too, 

ever welcome when in flower. 

M&rech&l Nlel Rose (J. G. T.y-lt the Rose i» in 
the tub, and this can be moved bodily, the roots that may 
have got outside will not materially affect its future 
prosperity. If the plant, tub and all, can he removed, it 
will he quite safe in a sheltered place in the open, shorten¬ 
ing back any of the longer shoots. If the tub will not 
permit of removal bodily with safety, you may almost 
ensure this by passing strong mats or sacks around and 
under the tub, and lacing all up tightly over the top ot 
tub remove it in this way. A strong rope or wire round 
the tub would greatly help to keep it in position. Other¬ 
wise, if the tub comes to pieces your plant mav lie sacri¬ 
ficed unless its removal I* deferred for a time. We think, 
however, in the way suggested ami by half pruning the 
Rose the work of removal may tie done at once. 

Oblong bed (Beginner)— A lied 7 feet by :t feet cei- 
tainly may he made gay at intervals, hut not continuously ^ 
from March to November. Plants for March and ApoJ-’ 
would include such Trumpet Daffodils an prim-epe, Cold,.,, 
Spur. Emperor, Horeflekli, and the bed may lie margined 
with Narcissus minor and Anemone apennina. In lgav 
Narcissus poeticus. planted alternately with the trumpm 
sorts at 15 inches from margin, would come in, the other 
plants named to be in the margin proper. In June vou 
may have a good show with single Pyre thrums, while lor 
late June flowering Delphiniums. Amid these you may 
have Gladiolus, Hyacinthus candicans, and Lilium specie- 
sum, which with Gaillardiss and one or two select Michael¬ 
mas Daisies would give you some autumn bloom. R-. 
planting the bulbous things rather more deeply than 
usual some other things not deep rooting or with great 
tufts of leaves could be used. 

Hybrid Teas for pot culture (Paddy).—The 
great value of the majority of these Roses is that they may 
he grown in what are practically cool-houses —that is. 
houses In which # little artificial heat is giveu at night or 
in cold, frosty weither. The four kinds you name are ex- 
cellrrt, tut Kaleerin AugustaiVictona suxeeada best where 
■s rather) hisjh temcerat rrtcafl be give® I Caroline Test out 
V»d 9flle $l*brp;ht| a^e. two splendid kinds, and mav wel] 
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staiul at the head of a list of twelve kinds which you 
desire us to give vou. Kollowing these two we should 
place the remainder in something like the subjoined 
order: La France, Duchess of Albany, Antoine Rivoirc, 
liberty, Marquise Litta, Papa Lambert, Mme. Jules 
Grolez, Clara xvatson, Souvenir du President Carnot, and 
Souvenir dc Mine. Eugene Verdier. It is always best to 
commence with good plauls. These bail better lie estab¬ 
lished iu S-inch pots or selected plants potted up in 
autumn in same si/e of pots. 

Flag Irises (JonguiCf—If your Irises are getting loo 
thick nnd showing signs of weakness, which, no doubt, 
they will do after so many v tars, you ought to lift, divide, 
and replant them. This may be done as soon as the flow ers 
have withered. It is important, howe'er, thnt th»' be 
well looked after in the matter of watering during hot 
weather, so that the roots may be kept in a moist condi¬ 
tion, as, unless this is done, the roots of the divided plants 
will not take hold of the fresh soil, and, failing this, the 
plants will be unable to establish themselves until the 
autumn, and their flowering next yrar will in consequence 
suffer. The sooner, therefore, you move the plants, after 
the.' have done blooming, at the same time taking the 
precautions abo'e mentioned, thebetterwill he the•-nance 
of a satisfactory flowering next season. 

Treatment of various Orchids (Citinbrutyry 
The two Sa-.-eolnbiums mentioned in \ our note should tic 
grown in baskets suspended in the stove, the potting com¬ 
post consisting wholly of thopped Sphagnum Moss. 
Afford plenty of drainage, and keep the soil in a jorous 
state by using plenty of finely broken crocks. Ttie two 
species of Denarobium also require stove treatment, and 
should be placed in liaskets just sufficiently deep to con¬ 
tain them comfortably. Use liberal drainage, and fill iu 
Ihe remaining space with equal portions of fibrous peat 
and chopped Sphagnum Moss. As soon as the new 
growths are well advanced give them plenty of moisture, 
both at the roots and ill the atmosphere, until growth 
reaches maturity, after which only sufficient water is 
necessary to retain them in a plump condition. The 
Cirrhopctalums should !>c grown also in a warm-house, 
their small size rendering them suitable subjects for 
shallow pan or basket culture. The potting compost 
■dvould consist of equal portions of chopped Sphagnum 
Moss and peat fibre. The Eria and Cmlogviie cap lie 
better accommodated in pots, and will be best suited in an 
intermediate house temperature. Afford liberal drainage, 
and use a compost consisting of fibrous |>eat, loam, ami 
leaf-soil, with some chopped Sphagnum Moss and enough 
rough sand to keep the compost porous. 

Striking Ficus elastics (•/. J. Buttcrworih).— 

The present is a very good time of the year to take cuttings 
of the lndiarublier-plant (Ficus clast ica), Imt they need a 
fair amount of heat to strike them. When the sine shoots 
arc taken off. the top portion, which fori ns a very desirable 
cutting, should tie cut off at a length of 1 inches to 
5 inches, just below a joint, the bottom leaf being 
removed. Then the remaining portion may tie divided 
into single eyes, by cutting the stem in each case Just 
alvnvn a joint, thns'leavine a leaf with its attendant eye. 
and a couple of inches or so of bare stem below. The 
cuttings should then be inserted singly into small pots 
filled with a mixture of equal parts of loam, pal, or leaf- 
mould, and saDd, which must be pressed firmly around the 
buried portion o( the cutting to hold it securely in its 
place. The single eyes should have the naked piece ol 
the stem at the bottom buried at such a depth that the 
base of the leaf-stalk is just level with the surface of the 
soil If you have a close propagating case with a gentle 
bottom heat In a stove or intennediate-house temperature, 
this is just the place for your Ficus cuttings, but, failing 
this, place them in the warmest structure that you hive, 
and keep close and shaded from the sun. They will, of 
course, need a reasonable amount of water to keep the soil 
in a moderate state of moisture, and, if so treated, they 
will root in the course of the summer. As soon as roots 
are produced, which will tie seen by the tops commencing 
to grow, give more air on the case till the young shoots 
nrc gradually inured to the ordinary atmosphere of the 
house. 

TREES AND SHRUBR 

Cutting Yew-tree (Faconf—Your Yew-tree might 
have been safely cut into shape a few mouths ago, hut as 
the season is now so far advanced, we should advise 
leaving it till next April. As a rule, manure around the 
stem is likely to do more harm than good, Imt old-estab¬ 
lished plants like thus often suffer from extreme dryness of 
soil, and, if it is so in your case, you will find an occasional 
soaking of water very beneficial. You might put a little 
liquid-manure in the water, or if the manure is laid on the 
surface, the heavy watering will wash out a good deal of its 
uniiri.sliinent info the soil. 

FRUIT. 

Grease bands (It. J. Stephenson).—Early in October 
put strijis of brown pajier at about 1 foot from the base of 
the tree, and smear these with cart grease or any sticky 
substance to prevent thi female moths getting on to the 
branches. Do not paint the stem ol the tree. Examine 
.the bands frequently, and smear them a second time il the 
greass has become dry. 

.pear-tree stems cracking (If- kj—There does 
..jf-appear to be anything wrong with your Poar-trccs. 
The fact that they carry good crops of fine fruit each year, 
and that you treat the roots well by occasionally loosen¬ 
ing the soil over them and adding manure and other 
dressings, tends to show that the trees are healthy. The 
. racking in the bark is natural and due to its thickening 
with age, hence it must of necessity crack and contract as 
the inner hard wood swells. Canker cracking soon leads 
to the death of portions of the tree, and causes large 
crosswise wounds in the stems. Natural bark cracking is 
lengthwise. But this cracking of . the bark does in time 
afford harbour for insect pests, and it is general!' for that 
reason the practice of washing the steins with hot lime- 
white in the winter prevails. Also, it kills Moss and 
Lichen. It is well when this is done in November to add 
a little clay or cow-manure to make the wash more bark- 
llie. , ; 

Diseased Apple shoots and bloom (D. H. A.\ 
—Judging by the appearance of thjr''Applc shoots an- 
h'oooi sent, and remembering,that tt4sc art/frk- re. s 
planted trees thatbnaMeVw'eBylcB carwLfbl.V1A..t I 

generally look cl after in the best way. we can come to no 
other conclusion than that the injury done to the trees is 
due to low temperature at night, and especially to frosts. 
It is possible that yours is a rather damp loculity, that 
wood may not loo well ripen, and that the humidity of the 
atmosphere- at night would greatly conduce to the harm 
frost would do the bloom. Mildew follows iiatumllv on 
low temperature when leafage is young. Best cut hard 
back all diseased or blackened shoots, and, so soon as the 
fruit is set, give the trees a spraying with Bordeaux- 
uiixture, and again a month later. That may check Ihe 
mildew. 

Pear-tree not fruiting t" r E. I We fear many 
Pear-trees that flowered freely this spring will be found 
comparatively fruitless now, owing to the injury done to 
the bloom by frost. The same cause may have produced 
barrenness in your case. If. however, you think it "as 
not so, but that the non setting of the bloom was due to 
purely natural causes, then the inference would be that 
your tree. Pitmaston Duchess, had floral organs devoid of 
pollen, and there being perhaps no other Feat-tree* n*-ar 
to furnish pollen, non-fertility followed, Wo do not 
assert su< h was the case, but it is in Ihe light of know ledge 
which now exists as lo the deficiency of pollen ill sonic 
varieties, and abundance in others. It is well known that 
IVars set lictter when several varieties arc growing near 
each other. Still, we line not heard ioniplaitils as te 
riluiasion Ductless being a bail setter, and, ibis season, at 
any rale, rather regard the result as the product of frost. 

Blackened Pear bloom (E. A. It. S'). Whilst 
the blackened appearance of the Pear bloom sent leads to 
the belief that it lias been severely frosted, ihe few leaves 
sent seem to indicate the presence of a mildew. Thit is 
probably due to tile roots lia' ing gone deep into sour sub¬ 
soil. Adv ise vour friend to carefully lift his bush tree next 
year and replant it, adding to the soil some lime rubbish 
and wood-ashes. Have alt downward roots eut-clean off 
before replanting, and plant shallow. To some extent the 
flowers may fail to sot fruit because deficient in pollen, 
"'ere there several other v arieties of Pears near, insects or 
tbe wind would convey pollen from one variety to another, 
and thus fertilise the blossom. Next winter tell him to 
make up a solution of • lb. of caustic soda, 1 lb. of potash, 
and 1 lb. of soft-soap dissolved in 1(1 gallons of boiling water, 
add clay to make a paste, nnd well paint the free all over 
w ith it whilst quite not. 

Planting Black Hamburgh Vine (It. Stone\— 
It will lie necessary to again shorten the summer growtli 
of your Vine iu the coming winter more or less, according 
lo the strength it assumes under its new conditions. Your 
existing flower lied will not prove suitable for a l ine 
border. Rather you will need to remove this, w holly, or 
in part, and construct a new border with maiden or turfy 
loam. It need not l>e more than half the width of your 
present border—a yard w idth of new soil and about the 
same depth w ill suffice for your Vine for two, or, il may¬ 
be, three y ears. Nor will you require to re-make the 
whole length—one half would do for the present. You 
should not grow flowers on a Vine border; it is always 
considered a had practice to crop a Vine border. The 
object should tie rather to make anrl maintain a border 
that will last for years in a fertile state. This cannot 
1«- done if y ou crop it with flowers. A well-made and 
healthy border should have active roots quite near the 
surface, an-l those protected by a mulching of short 
manure. Turf from a Grass meadow is that usually 
employed for constructing Vine borders; if vou cannot 
procure this now, place your Vine into a larger [Kit and 
grow it on until next winter, which is tiie season when soil 
is most easily obtained. Some lime refuse is necessary for 
Vine growing, mixing it with the soli, also i-inch bones in 
the proportion of, say, a peck to each square yard. Make 
the soil firm, provide drainage about C inches in depth, 
and lay the turf Grass-side downwards. The outsides of 
the border can be built up with whole turves stacked 
neatly together. 

VEGETABLES. 

Cucumbers In pit (G. S. B.) Fill up the tie-1 with 
manure and leaves, then plant the Cucumbers on mounds 
of loamy soil, adding thereto, as the roots come to the 
surface, some rich material containing loam and liotie- 
meal. One plant will lie quite sufficient for tho size of 
frame you hav e. 

Spent Hops as manure (IF. T. I'.). As to the 
value of s)>ent Hops as manure, we do not prize them very 
highly. They are much about the same as half-decayed 
straw. ‘When fresh from the brewery and sweet they do 
very well to spread about amongst crops in the summer as 
a mulch. But, failing that, they may be mixed with 
stable or farmyard manure, or vegetable refuse, and occa¬ 
sionally turned to help them to decompose without 
becoming obnoxious. If applied to ground, get them spread 
over and buried in quickly. 

A slug-infested garden(//. A. F. t).\— Stugs.-an 
always be destroyed if dusted over with fresh-slacked lime 
or soot in the evening. It is of little use to dust with lime 
or soot in the daytime, as contact with the soil or the air, 
especially if damp, soon rot-:; these things of their destruc 
the properties, "'hen the lime or soot falls on the slugs 
it soon kills them, if tiles, slates, cr pieces of hoard - c-tu 
laid about the garden, the slugs may he found underneath 
these in the daytime, and so be destroyed. Only persistent 
hunting for, and dressing with lime and soot, will keep 
down these pests. Vou might also try dressing any 
ground, on which no crops are growing, with gas-lime in 
the proportion of two bushels to three rods, spreading il 
about and breaking it down freely, allowing it to be 
exposed to the air and pulverise for a mouth, then digging 
it in. Let it be buried quite a month before you • ormnened 
cropping. 

Tomatoes failing (Of&i/)—If, as you sav, vour soil 
consists cf burnt refuse, leaf-soil, loam, and stable-manure, 
in which your Tomato plants in pots are growing, there 
»eems reason to assume that the compost is much too 
porous Really, for Tomatoes, it should be of fully three- 
fourths good loam, with just a little of well-decayed 
manure and wood-ashes added. We assume that you used 
quite clean pots and quite fresh soil that was free from any 
sourness or insect life The yellowness of the leaves would 
indicate the presence in the soil of either sourness or of 

ubs or.wircworms. Possibly, if you get fresh soot. fWCl 
•'C -k iu|0,« coarse bag and soak it in 10 gallons of w a ter . 

-I hours, keeping the l«g well i(njn'ji^gi^ig-|vp^hc(2 

plants waterings ol that solution twice a week, they on; 
recover. Cucumbers grown in similar soil, doing win.;tt 
failing to fruit, also indicate that the soil is loo pewit 
They especially like a fairly firm loam, and in such com¬ 
post they fruit early aud freely. 

Tomatoes In the open (Towatnfy—Anywhere hr 
away from the south coast, "ails, and hot walls, too, jr>- 
necessary for the production cf good pay ing crops oi oat 
door Tomatoes, and we do not advise w asting good plants, 
which hav e civ en some trouble to raise, by planting in tin 
open garden and training to sticks, or c' en on walk which 
do not get the lull sun only in phenomenal seasons. - hieb 
we may get once in a decade oi so. Seeing yoq hue put 
out your plants, the only thing you can do is, -hen 
growtli has begun, lo look over the plants cartful!’ 
removing ail lateral growths, as outdoor Tomatoes do I**, 
as single cordona, and side grow th should it curtailed 
from the first. The strain on fruiting plants is vtry gresl 
and. unless they arr well fed by giving frequent top 
dressings aud plentiful supplies ol manure-water, Utei 
fruits will be fc" and small. We would ad- ise you. when 
> ou hav e secured about four hunches of fruit, to top tin 
plant and thus concentrate ail tin energy into t lie stveliin: 
of the fruit, giving then the various maiiuresyou relate, 
more especially the liquid made from the row- and »b«p 
dropping-. 

SHORT REFLIH3. 
F. Hair Hariri.—Of course, if you think it uccesary » 

short stake, just to steady the plants, will do no harm 
-C. Rodicrtt.—Vou are right. If you cut off the bafo 
dii foliage w hen green v ou weaken the bulb. Allow the 
leaves to die off naturally, and thua impart strength to lie 
bulb.-U. IF. Stranwick and IS. Greening it ■very 
difficult to assign any reason, but we should say that, 
owing to this Lupin growing so strongly and becoaiinp 
i n consequence ' erv thick, cither an excess of moisturr or 
being too dry would cause the trouble.-—-ifsie.-Kuril 
say if you want the flowers for any particular season of lb 
year. —/ry House.--The plant you send that is injuria; 
the Grass in your lawn is the common Yarrow(AcUte 
millefolium). Only by persistent rooting tip can yonder 
it out.-/fender—Impossible to say without flutter 
particulars as to soil, age of plants, etc.-J. B. ff.-V. 
ts very difficult to say. You must grow on the seedlto. 
and take y our chance of the number of double flown* 
plants.—-Lover of Gardening.—See reply to " I. W. r 

Increasing Snowdrops," in our issue of April 76, p. Ill 
Vour Fuchsias hav e evidently been attacked by green fl 
Vou arc keeping them too close. Fumigate the ptantauri 
admit more air to the house.——If. IF. A.- Very protwWj 
one of the climbing French Beaus, which have been mcul- 
tivation now for several years.-IF. Lawson.—Apply te 
John Lane, The Bodiey Head, Vigo-street. London. " 
-IF. U. S. Sfati.—'Your Vine leaves look as if they h*i 
been scalded, but it is very difficult to assign any rearer, 
without further information. Have you been appiyin; 
any manure, or fumigating?-Constant Reader. —Any 
of the horticultural sondriesmen in Glasgow should beablt 
to supply you. If not, write to Osman and Co, 132 ami 
flu, rammsrrialatrMt, Isvndon, R.-Olivia.—Sow yen: 
Pansy-seed at once.-St. Forbes.— See article in ourwat 
of June” re *■ Bulbs after Flowering."-Surrey.—Instcw 
ol President, get Oxonian, Sir J. Paxton, or Sir C. Kapler. 
-C. F. W.- Pick off the dead heads of bloom, and alle- 
the plants to grow as they will.-FYiiYpJay.-Nol •' 
gardening query.-It. 11. Filtner.—C.et some Tobac 
powder and well dust the trees, or syringe with some*'' 
tried insecticide--John Ueywood.—Sec reply to 
“ Navy," in our issue of May 17, p. 100, under the btadm: 
of " Moss on b II in pots "-St archbank.—W’t hare never 
heard of carbolic disinfectant os a weed killer. Get one f 
the many you will And advertised in our pages — 
—Impossible to say without further particulars as to tee 
and where grown.-Gooseberry.—Pinch back thi nk 
shoots, and in this way strengthen the leaders.;—.»“■ 
Sulwan. —Only a freak." It you examine the Tulip stem* 
you will fiud that they are" fisolated. We saw 
instances of the same thing during the put Tulip tea**’ 
-Co. Cork.—The only- thing you can do is to lift tw 
plants, trench the border thoroughly, at the same Him 
carefully picking out the Colt'sfoot roots.—- .Vor //"“ ; 
— It is only a freak, ami of no v slue. You will seslhat 
the Mower are fasciat«l. 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 
*.* Any communications respecting plants or fruiU 

sent to name should always accompany the pent* 

which should he addressed to the Editor of GaRdeW* 
ft.M-HTit.ATKO, 17. Furnioat-street, Ilotborn, London, td 

A number should aim be firm'll a fir’d to each 
Of Jlowers or fruit sent for naming. No more then four 

kiwis of fruits or flowers for naming should hr u! 

°"f time. 

Names of plants. IFi/son.—1, Dieenin < i !- 
lata; 2, Polystichum angitlare ; S. Aspleniiim sp.: *. -v1 • 
and 7, Please send better specimens ; in the ease of tl" 
Ferns fully developed fronds, and not- withered easp- 
s. rteris cretica: ‘J, Please aend better speciintii 
flowers if you esu at any time.— L' Thomas.- I 
unduhta -, ariegata ; 2,’ Megasec eordifolu purpart*. • 
Weigeia rosea; 1, Diccntra nucullfta; J. Crnithoga.ffi 
nutans ; 6, Specimens insufficient-F. Lsnntoj b 
Pteris serrul.ua cristata ; 2, Evidently a crested form m 
Pteris cretica; J, Pteris serrulata : 4,1’lilebodiumaure'iDi. 
?, Please send fertile frond.-Breindo«.-Violacu.mU“s- 
from N. America.-1>. Rees.- -Convailaris majalir rwo. 
a very inferior plant compared with Ihe type. — tun 
Platystemon californicum.--V St.— Potentilla Tonw’" 
tilla.-Alpines.- 1, Iris germxnicavar . flower 
up, 2, lberis corifoiia ; 3. 1 beris jucunda ; I. Fete"”11 
argentea.-try House. — Probably Aroarantus eanosi;- 
(Love-lies- bleeding), but hard to sav from such o scrap 
A. E. F.—Specimen quite shrivelled up. — 
Forms of Iris germanica; -2, Single Rocket (HefT*1 
matronalis); 3, Sidalcea Candida : 4, N’epeta MOW01,.. 
F. T. F.—l, The Rowan (Pvrus Aucupirial: 
Rose (Viburnuni Opulus); 3, Oncidium curtum t ) 
like to see better specimen; I, Begoniafucwiorae5- 
Wudruf.—Impossible to name from such dneu-up 
-B. and Son.—Geranium pretense. c!oie!y-ai.ax- ■ 

m> .recatvad. -Wood and lograrn. Gun 

1 ©f-S^irTn'Z’Tanfx. 
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PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

PHLOXES FOR POTS. 
VTk often read of some subject or other that it 

is now too late for propagating this season, and 
if the increase of the Phloxes was recommended 

in the usual way and without justification, the 
remark may equally apply here. The object 
of rooting some cuttings of the lute (lowering 
Phloxes now is the desire to jiossess some 
greater variety in the greenhouse and conser¬ 
vatory from (lowering plants other thun tho 
Chrysanthemum. It is probably twenty years 
»go since I took the above in hand in May and 
.luue, and so great was the success that for 
xome years I hail plenty of fine spikes of the 
decussntti section long lifter the collection in 
the opeu ground hod finished blooming. In 
other words, the plants came into flower with 
the Chrysanthemum. There is not much diffi- 
calty in the way. To begin with, when it is 
desired to secure late-flowering Phloxes in pots, 
from the middle to the end ot May will suffice 
for the first batch, and onward through June 
for a successional lot of cuttings. Generally 
speaking, there is a hot-bed in working at those 
limes, and no propugating-houseishalf so good 
a» this frame for increasing these Phloxes. 
Where a Cucumber or Melon-pit is at bund 
nothing could be better, as tho frame at once 
dispenses with any idea of pots or the necessity 
for such in the propagation. All that is 
required is an inch of pure sand placed at the 
lower end of tho frame, and the cuttings, made 
of tho voung tops from plants in the 0|>en, 
'rimmed up as usual, should Ite gently thrust 
into the sand and well watered in. With 
light sprinklings almost daily, tho cuttings, 
which must be of quite soft wood only, will 
form roots in about three weeks. If hard and 
woody they may remain unrooted for months. 
Immediately the cuttings are well rooted lift 
and put into 5-inch pots, using rich turfy loam 
with about a third of decayed manure and a 
nice bit of sand. In another month or less the 
plants will be ready for 7-inch pots, and in 
these they Mower, each plant producing a 
solitary yet very fine head of bloom if the 
treatment lias been good. The treatment may 
be summed up briefly, and may be likened to 
growing Chrysanthemums for large blooms. 
The Pfclox, vigorous by nature and making 
large quantities of root fibres, must suffor no 
neglect. Finn pitting, rich soil, generous 
surfacing and alter treatment, are the items 
calculated to produce fine panicles of bloom in 
October and early November from these plants, 
and this in convenient sized pots. The plants 
will be about 3 feet high, jxwsibly less, and 
depending on the kind. Not only are those 
Phloxes admirable when so grown for the 
greenhouse, but for planting out and flowering 
the year following in the open border have 
much to recommend them. Indeed, in some 
instances they surpass tho established 
clumps, and the flowetj^^ip/^Jj bloo 
•iucea are of the finest description. 

CLIANTHL’S PUNICEUS. 

Seldom does one see this attractive climber, 
but when growing in a cool greenhouse on the 
roof—or even a better situation for it, the buck 
wall of u cool lean-to house it is handsome 
when in bloom. 1 say cool-house advisedly, 
for it is the simple conditions necessury to the 
Clianthus where success may he looked for, 
not needing a warm, close atmosphere, which 
engenders green-fly. The blossoms are borne 
in bunches, claw-shaped, colour carmine 
passing to crimson, anu when seen hanging 
amid the clusters of abundant foliage are very 
beautiful. Many who attempt its culture fall 
into the mistaken notion that it needs heat to 
bloom it, hence they are never successful with 
it. Only during severe frost and snow does it 
require protection, anti then, if inu house, just 
sufficient warmth in the pipes to dispel frost, 
or a mat covered over it is enough in most 
houses. If planted out-of-doors on a warm 
wall, is should be where a covering of some 
kind cun be given it, na continuous snow and 
frost ure harmful to it. It is admirably fitted 
for growing in a glass corridor, or, as stated, 
in a cool-house, and for this reason is some¬ 
times seen on the back walls of late vineries, 
where little heat is needed. The Clianthus 
does best in a rich compost, and in potting one 
should be satisfied that it lias ample drainage. 
Any nurseryman dealing in greenhouse climb¬ 
ing plunls will Iks able to supply a Clianthus, 
and those who arc short of creepers for a cool 
house, particularly for a wall, cannot do better 
than plant this handsome subject. The 
Clianthus may be propagated from cuttings in 
a compost of peat ana sand under a bell-glass 
or pit. Clianthus punieeus is very attractive 
also grown as a pillar plant in a cool con¬ 
servatory. Lkaiiikst. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

me the reason 
I 

It is in a room with plenty of sun.— 

Palm falling.—Would you kindly (five 
ot m.v Kentia Palm fading at the ends of the leaves? 
water once a week. 
Lravks. 

[Your Palm has evidently been allowed to 
got dry at the roots. Palms need a soil com¬ 
posed of two purts loom to one of leaf-mould 
and a littlo sand, a fairly close rather than a 
draughty structure, frequent syringing, and 
shading from all direct sunshine. No hard- 
and-fast line can be laid down when your Palm 
should be watered, as this is influenced by 
weather, position, anti other particulars. It 
may, however, need water about once a week 
in winter, twice a week now, und perhaps in 
the height of summer every day will not he too 
much. Tho condition of the soil must bo your 
guide in this respect. Water should be given 
to keep the soil fairly moist, and not at all 
soddened. The leaves may be washed with 
soapy water. 1 

Climbers for conservatory.—I shall he much 
obliged if you will kindly name about a dozen climbing 
plants suitable tor covering the walls of a conservatory, 
where they would have to be potted up, as the floor Is 
Wiardcd ? The conservatory is open to the south und west, 
and Is not heated. I shall also be glad to know what size 
of pots shiluld be used?— Jkr»kt Girl. 

I (VXlJ [flowing should suit you: Abutilon- 
striqgran, yellow, veined re 1 ; A. vexIIlwl-lUTiT- 

variegatum, yellow flowers, pretty variegated 
leaves; Clematis indivisa, white: Clianthus 
punieeus, sulinon - red ; (kihn-a scandeus, 
purple; Habrothamnus nurantiacus, yellow; 
II. elegant!, cherry • red ; Lonicera semper- 
virens minor, red and yellow; Passitlora Con¬ 
stance Elliot, white ; P. Inqieratrice Eugenie, 
violet - rose ; Plumbago cuponsis, porcelain- 
blue ; Solanutn jaaminoides, white: Tacsonia 
Van Volxemii, magenta-scarlet; Thibaudiu 
acuminata, pinkish, wax-like. Pots from a 
foot to 14 inches in diameter will he needed to 
keep the plants in good condition, and as they 
get full of roots a little assistance during tho 
growing season in the shape of liquid-manure 
or some of the concentrated manures that ure 
now so much used will be of great service. ] 

Celsia cretlca. —This is a most attractive 
plant when well grown, its long spikes of pale 
vellow flowers harmonising well with most 
things. When the plnnts are in a vigorous 
condition the spikes of bloom are‘2 feet or more 
in length. Recently 1 was charmed with its 
value for winter and spring blooming. In this 
case it wus used in a house, arranged with 
other spring-blooming plnnts, such ns Freesias, 
Hyacinths, Primula obconicu, P. sinensis. 
Arums, and a host of other bright showy 
plnnts, und its yellow spikes were very con¬ 
spicuous. This Celsia is of the easiest culture 
and just suited for amateurs. Some grow it 
from cuttings, but this is not tho l<est, way, as 
seedlings are far more vigorous. The plants 
above referred to were raised in this way, tho 
seed having been sown about the end of April. 
The seedlings when large enough were pricked 
off in the usual way, and as soon as they were 
strong enough transferred into small pots, and 
in early autumn potted into 5-inch and fl inch 
|tots and kept in cold pits as long ns tho 
weather permitted, when they were transferred 
to u cold-house and removed into the house 
above described when coming into bloom. This 
Celsia thrives best in a good, sandy loam.—P. 

Striking cuttings of Malmaison 
Carnations.—At this time of the year, when 
the side growths are plentiful, it is well to 
thin them so that those remaining shall develop 
strongly for layers luter on. These cuttings 
are often thrown away, which is waste, as 
they root readily. If a‘little bottom heat, such 
as a partly-spent hotbed, be available, we have 
a place tnat suits admirably. Failing this, I 
find no difficulty in rooting the small cuttim-fi 
They ure pulled away from the older plant., 
and not touched with the knife, and aretlL, 
dibbled thickly into shallow boxes, usniJSL 
light compost of sifted leaf-mould and loaml 
Stand them in a place where little air can rcacli 
them, and shade from bright sunshine. 
Sprinkle the cuttings daily as well as attend to 
watering the soil, which must not be allowed 
to get dry. A few of t he outer leaves may turn 
brown, but so long as the inner portion of the 
cutting is green 1 do not trouble. They root 
and begin to make fresh leaves when each is 
potted separately, and they soon become estab¬ 
lished plants, and by the autumn will have 
passed]the)luyerfli 1 n size. Such miffy kinds as 

iNoll-G Wynne (thejwljjtej-AItdmaisonJ and Mrs. 
OfaWid SdilTth UifcdI pWite^iftWd in the manner 
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above described. 1 have known failures when 
the cuttings are put into a close propagating- 
box, but seldom if into a frame or the more 
open atmosphere of a greenhouse.—H. 

OUTDOOR PLANTS 

NOTES FROM A DEVON OARDEN. 
TO THE EDITOR OF “HARDENING ll.r.rSTKATKD.” 

Sir,—We have not had twelve hours’ rain in 
the whole of “ the merry month of May,” and 
we are in high summer, as understood in our 
corner of the world—S. Devon. To paraphrase, 
“ Summer stands full grown, on the knees of 
Spring.” It is the most jierfect time of the 
year for a S. Devon gardener, for there is still 
some moisture in the earth, so the flowers 
bloom whilst they may. Another month, and 
only Carnations can stand the heat. I am 
writing now—ft p_m.—with ugrent. howl of Ten 
Roses in front of me, listening to the song of 
many birds, soft twilight creeping over the 
crimson sky, the rich scent of Lilac and Haw¬ 
thorn coining in through the open windows. 
Spring lingers, for still one can find Primroses, 
and the woods are blue with the wild 
Hyacinths : but the Magnolias are in full leaf, 
and the glory has departed from the Rhodo¬ 
dendrons. Only the late ones are left, and 
they seem out of place when the Roses come 
—truly oueen of flowers. Everything seems 
fuller of bloom this year. I have never seen 
the “common” shrubs and trees, like Wei- 
gelas. Lilacs, Hawthorn, snowy Mespilus, 
Cherries, Rihes, etc., so loaded with bloom. 
The Roses look clean and healthy. The 
Eanksian bus been beautiful. It blooms here 
early in May. Sweetest of all Roses, the “ type” 
rugosa, is in flower. Not even the old 'Cab¬ 
bage can compare with it for “ bouquet.” The 
Liliums are both early and vigorous. L. 
uuratum stands some 4 feet high, and the 
flower-buds can be seen. L. Krameri is 
enjoying the dry heat. I have seen several of 
mine with three flower-buds—a rather rare 
occurrence. They stand over 3 feet high. L. 
Henryi is “ 5 feet and still growing," whilst 
.speeiosum looks like the proverbial Cabbage. 
1 have only tried two new Liliums this year— 
100 L. Alexandra, all up, strong and healthy, 
OKI L. rubellum, only three; both lots im¬ 
ported from Japan. Tulips have been glorious. 
Pa-onies are covered with buds, tne early 
“type” ones flowering well. Flag Irises are 
unusually fine ; English and Spanish ones are 
thick with flower-buds. 

My “blue garden” had out-grown its old 
quarters, so last autumn it had a real garden 
to itself, such a pretty sunk garden, nestled 
into the edge of the wood. Here Myosotidium 
nobile reigns, not quite supreme, but a glory 
in its own section — the Borageworts. It 
opened its first flower May 3rd, and looks like 
seeing June out—two plants with six flower- 
spikes. It is perfectly satisfying. If one 
tried, one could not make a plant with such a 
just balance of simple strength and beauty. If it 
never flowered it would be still beautiful 
because of its foliage. I grow it in pure sea- 
sand, with leaf-mould, in partial shade. At 
the sunny end of the garden lives Lesche- 
naultia biloba major, four plants, one about 
H feet high. Except in Gentiana veraa and 
\Vitsonia corvmbosa, there is no such blue, not 
even amongst the Scillas. It has the excel¬ 
lent habit of throwing out flowering shoots in 
succession all up the main stems, which look 
like Heath. It has not stood out last 
gprnter, but has to face next one. A far 
«ry ! Witsenia corymbosa has been outside 
nil the winter without protection. In 
growth it suggests a small, narrow-leaved 
Palm. The flowers are an exquisite blue, in 
short sprays, not unlike Gentiana verna, but 
not. so large, neither has it u long tube. My 
plant lost its top growths in the bitterweather 
of February, so is now a little bush some 
7 inches high, very much ulive. Gentiana 
verna seems as if it were well established, for 
a patch, some foot squurc, has flowered for 
many weeks, and has spread. fSo hus 
Gentianella. This has been covered with 
bloom. Both kinds are difficult to keep iu our 
hot soil, whereas Agapunthus is quip; hardy. 
I am very proud oLMecononsis araulirfpk),- ' 

is covering its cI«A30a?p4ifiy piu3hv/wit. 

glory and flower-buds. I have not been able 
to hear of anyone growing it satisfactorily out¬ 
side. Solanum enspom is in flower (not on a 
wall, though facing south). So is (Serbora 
Jamesoni, at its foot. Clianthus puniceus is 
very late this year, but is far finer for this, the 
plants being covered with bloom. I have 
a strong plant of C. Dampieri, hut 
not flowering yet. I dare not trust this 
outside. Perhaps you may remember my 
saying a young lit feet high tree of l'aulownia 
impenalis started into bud aliout September. 
It has carried those buds all the winter, anil 
to-day—the end of May—has opened the first 
flower! Is not this singular? Yesterday was 
an exciting day, for the first flower of Inear- 
villea grandiflora opened. Till then I feared it 
was Incarvillea Delavayi, of which I have I ft 
flowering plants. There are five strong plants 
with eight flower-heads. I still can hardly 
understand how I was allowed to buy them, 
for I bought them for a song at an auction as 
grandiflora. I fanev very few people have it 
yet. It is beautiful, though my flowers ojien 
with a clear yellow throat (inside), only becom¬ 
ing white with age, for yesterday's bloom is 

severe winter, but B. madagascarensis was cut 
to the ground ; it was in the o|>en, not on a wall. 
It lm-s broken all right. Banksia quereifolia 
looks as if it were really an Ilex, and is settin" 
its quaint—what? Flowers—cones ? I don’t 
know what to call them, except the “ this's 
that contain the seeds. Acacia dealtoia 
(Mimosa) flowered as well as in the south: so 
did the rarer Olive-leaved one. The Ervthnnas 
are pushing up their new shoots, and Ixiasand 
Spin-axis are beginning to flower. All thwe 
stand our winters without any protection. If 
only I could have a kind of shower-bath ova 
about an acre of ground to grow cool-luving 
things! A semi-double crimson Camellia, 
grown as a hush about 5 feet high, is setting 
an unusual number of fruits. A. Bayuios. ’ 

iMw/ixh. 

L1LIUM TESTACEUM. 
T ms is one of t he handsomest of hybrid Lilies. 
The present illustration gives ampin proof nf 
what value a good Lily is to the garden, and in 
a case such as this, when the plant will grow 
and flower well, even in town areas, the rtsult 
more than repays the years of patience and 

The Nankeen Lily (Lillum testneeum) 

now white about the edge near the lip, and 
doubtless fades white all down the tube. The 
colour is pure rose. After such a lovely 
novelty it is nothing to speak of Eremurus ; 
still, it is my first bloom of E. himalaieus. I 
suppose a baby one, for it is only some 5 feet 
high, but the" flower-head is about 18 inches 
now, when half opened. I have five heads of E. 
Bungei. The Cistuses are covered with flowers. 
Carpenteria californica has- set a great many 
buds, whilst Genista odorata, the greenhouse 
kind, is pure deep yellow all over its !l feet of 
growth. I find one great advantage in living 
in a waterless land. Cushion Irises are nearly 
as happy as in Asia Minor. The first flower of 
Iris susiana is nearly o|»en this evening. A 
limeless soil, no protection of any kind, yet 
this is its second flowering. Several other 
Cushion Irises are in hud. The early Calo- 
chorti are in flower; Ornithogalum arabi- 
eum has its flower-head several inches above 
the ground ; Lonicera Hildebrandi stood the 
winter nobly, a young plant in a 5-ineh pot 
sijnk in the open. It is now coining into leaf, 

leia Lincileyana, B. japoniea, B. variaums? 
Colvillei took no notice d(fj 

waiting. Of I lie general appearance of tin 
above plant the picture sjieaks more plainly 
than words, and one can only add a noteas to 
the delicate colouring, which has been calico 
“ nankeen ” by reason of the flush of red that 
pervades the delicate apricot iu certain stages 
of the flower. The parents of this tine Lily 
have been suggested as L. candidum and 1* 
chalcedonieum. anil certainly the habit of the 
former is well seen in the hybrid, while the 
great reflex of the fully open flowers would 
probably he taken from the other kind. 1° 
stature the hybrid leans strongly to the Itau 
tiful Madonna Lily, and when established, 
rising to f» feet or 7 feet high, it is a fine |d»nt 
indeed. It is a Lily for everyone to grow, 
albeit it fails now and a^ain. As to soil at" 
|NMition, the latter must lie perfectly drain*', 
and the soil a deep bed of loam marie vet) 
sandy, and a slight addition of peat, if 111 
hand. Good leaf-soil may be employe I also, 
but not the third-rate article to which oiteu 
the name of leaf-mould is given. As to soil. 
KiWje-ver. the plant is not fastidious, and m a 
raised! position in strong, rather clayey loam 
©>HLailWOperfectly. Manure 
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lioitld not be employed, and if the soil is good 

t Ls not wanted. It flowers in curly July, or 
“wsibly in June now nnd then. E. J. 

MY WILD CARDEN. 

Yftkr rending various accounts of “wild 

rurdens ” in your valuable paper, and seeing; uwnja uyo, m 

a'hafc luol been done at a friend’s place with flaked crimson : 

much vigour, which results in the flowering 

period being of short duration. The names of 

a few striking kinds are Demon, dark maroon : 
Miss Roberts, yellow; The Bride, white; 

Victoria, white, edged crimson : Polly Eccles, 

fawn and crimson: Northern Star, reel and 

lenportl. 
gran ml lormerlv occupied by Nettles, it was striped red ; and Naomi Tigtie, yellow 
• n eturo task to try to improve a naturally red.—H. S. 
l-aiutitul spot. There is a wide glen adjoining 

fhe bouse, nlove which rise the hills to the 

height of !,.51111 feet, and through which runs a 
•• hum." Along the steep sides of the glen 

ire coverts for game, enclosed by fences to 

keep out the sheep and cattle. One of these I 

beautiful blossoms on a most unsuitable habit 

of growth, uml others possess blooms of jioor 

quality on a charming tufted habit. The 
colours, too, are very varied, nnd one may desiro 

to raise plants of ideal habit which develop 

flowers of distinct shades of colour, good 
buff; Aurora, amber; Amos Perry, maroon ; i in form, and with plenty of substance. The 
Beauty’s Eye, lilac nnd red ; Phyllis, white, [ value of these plants is undoubtedly enhanced 

Jack Sheppcrd, yellow, | when they possess a robust constitution, and. 

and with this, all or part of the good points just 

mentioned. 

1, This is a very simple matter, and one 
which you may easily carry out. We Mould 

advise you first of all to detinitelv fix upou the 

plants you intend to cross-fcrtilise, observing 
the (joints previously considered, so that there 

may be good reason to expect advance in the 
resulting progeny. You would then be well 

advised to enter up the proposed crosses in a 

DAFFODILS AMONG BEECH-TREES. 

Tin: drift of Narcissus seen in the illustration 
is N. pocticus ornutus, and was planted two 

, , _ _ _ years ago—1*2,(HXI bulbs with N. p. 

si on for a “ wild garden.'’ It was difficult Pheasant's-eye further on, the whole covering 

nt access, owing to its steepness and from being about an acre. Though our hot, dry, sand- _____ __ __ 

-Imt off by a little stream which runs into the stone soil is decidedly against such bulbs us I book set apart for the purpose, giving to each 

burn below. The first thing (with tlie help of Daffodils, still, with cure, wo succeed with ! cross a number, and associating with the 
a son nnd daughter) was to make a little them. Leaf-mould ns a mulch, with bone- number wool of a certain colour, varying the 
bridge over the streamlet, and a narrow path meal and basic-slag as manure, is a great help, i colour in each instance, so that the respective 
which runs nlong the steep side of 
the bank, coining flown to the burn 

ami hack to the bridge. This path 

is very rough, with rocky steps hero 

nnd there. Then two seats woro 
nuuic. and irregular borders dug 
nut. banked up with mossy stones 

uml tilled with leaf-mould. I pro¬ 

cured some alpine plants, but, alas ! 
rabbits and slugs made short work 

of them : hut other things are more 

fortunate. There ure already Prim- 
ruses, Violets, and Ferns, nnd I 

huve planted quantities of Daffodils, 

white Pheasant’s-eye Narciss, white 
Foxgloves, London Pride, Saxifrage, 

and, best of all, Lily of the Valley, 

which are doing splendidly, lmter 
on come great masses of yellow 

Broom, and Rowan-trees brighten 

the pluco in the autumn with their 
icarlet berries. -My husband has had 

i woolen summer-house built, in 

which tools ure to Iks kept and shel¬ 
ter afforded from the drenching 

storms we have in this hilly district. 
Ihiring the long frost, of lust winter 

a wild roe deer found her way from 
the bills to this sheltered s|iot, nnd 

.i few days later was found flood 

dure. Black game come to sit in 
the Birch-trees, and this is the 

second spring that a sand pi(>cr has 

hatched out tier family' near a large 
clump of Primroses. *fhe place needs 

very little attention. Some salt is 

•trewn on the |>uths to keep down 
weeds, the edges of the Grass are 

tut by a boy from the village, and a 
little hund-weoding is done among 

the rough borders. Itdoes not look 
hi well in summer, as the Dross 

glows so long and rank, but at this 

time of year, on u lino day, the 

*ight of the shadows on the hills, 
die iieaceful sound of the sheep and 

Limbs, mixed with the rippling sound 

hi the burn, and tbo scout of the 
Cowers in the foreground, combine 

to nuikc the “glen-garden” delight¬ 
ful. Would you or any ofyour readers 

i ll mo of any hardy plants to flower in August and is neither expensive nor troublesome to 

Tlie l’oet's Narciss in a Beech wood. From a photograph by Sirs. A. L Bayldon, Onklands, Ihiwlish, Devon. 

that rabbits and pheasants would not eat? 
Lanark, N.D. Casti.kmains. 

Single Dahlias.—Although this class does 
not enjoy the same popularity it once had, the 

single varieties may well lie recommended. 

They arc exceedingly showy in the garden, and 

t»‘ing so free blooming there is always u supply 
of material for cutting if needed. Tlie greatest 
Unit of single Dahlias is that they last hut a 

*hurt time when cut. This fault may lie 
obviated to a great extent if the blooms are 

(ini(ierly cut -that is. they should lie taken 
Horn the plant whilst the buds arc just 

bursting. They then open quite naturally in 

water, and arc much more lasting than when 
cut in a devclojied stage. The cult oral require¬ 

ments of singles are not at all exuding. 
Ilnnted in any ordinary garden soil they grow 

lively. Securely slaking the plants is a need¬ 

ful item, and the old blooms should lie removed t he belt, 
once n week. If these are allowed to ri/mim i-uinko 

apply. We do not know what disease meant 
and the plants increase freely, both by bulbs 

and seeds. They uro not in Grass, hut Ivy, 
“ wood growths,” and a perfect carpet of 

Primroses. A. B. 

Jtoirlish, Derail. 

on the plant, they seed lanilitlhus ItaUe VJJI ® f 

FERTILISING PANSIES. 

I Hllomai feel very unit'll obliged (or a little advice tbrnugb 
your pa|>er on llie eroM-lcrlllisatioii ol I’antiies nnd Violas. 
I, I low could I crotm-ferUlise the plnntH no as to know 
accurately from which two a certain needling runic,r 
•2, At what stage in the opening ot the Mower should 
fertilisation lake place—when Just open, or full blown?— 
It. N. II.Miri.KV. 

(The majority of the sorts now catalogued by 
the specialists ami others uro the result of 

chance, anil this is the reason why we do not 

seo the advance in habit that is so desirable. 

Before commencing, it is essential that, you 
should have a good representative collection of 

r known and up-to-date sorts, ami 

f familiar with (heir peculiarities. 

colours may lie identified with a (iitrticular 
cross. The small lengths of wool are used for 
tying round the flower --liilk of it blossom which 

has been fertilised, and in this wav denote by 

their colour the cross which lets taken place. 
By these moans you should have little difficulty 

in accurately ascertaining from which twq 
crosses a certain seedling came. As the seed 

|wds ri|ien and ure gathered they should |Jt 

placed iu a small bag, and the latter nutn .••fcci 

to correspond with the number uss,minted 
tho particular cross. At the subsequent se 

sowing and planting out the labels should K8 
numbered in like maimer, and in this way the 

purentuge of the seedlings determined. 

'2, As you prop iso to work oil definite lines 
it, is important tlmt self-fortili'it iou of t he 

flowers should lx* avoided. The only way to 
prevent this is to remove the (Milieu of the 

seed parent without injuring the pistil. Little 
instruments are made for the purpose just 

referred to. They are of bone, ubout inch*a 
long.l kCJWraraUffitV) less than u {•inch wide* 

i'ury considerably ; som^j ^^t^(^^*^i^|<^-^,^t|d llo,,oweJ out 
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little so that the pollen grains may be gathered 

from the anthers. Pollen may then be trans¬ 

ferred freely from one flower to the other by the 

aid of a small camel-hair brush.—\V. V. T. ] 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Flowers In May and June.—Being a regular 

reader, I should lie greatly obliged if you would kindly 
name a few flowers that I might raise from seed sown now 
that will bloom next May and June? I want to grow them 
on a south-west border lor table and room decoration. — 
W. L. 

[You ought to plant in the autumn Gladiolus 

The Bride, Spanish Irises, double Narcissus 

poeticus, Scilla campanulatn, all of which would 

flower at the time you say, and be very suitable 

for room and table decoration. The above are 

all very cheap and easily grown. You could 

also sow Pansies, planting these out in the 
autumn, as also Iceland Poppies, Mvosotis. 

Try also some Sweet Peas, raised in the early 

spring in pots, or sow a few in the autumn. 
\ oli ooulfl also sow the Cornflower in the 

autumn, while many annuals, provided they 

escape the winter, would also be useful. If you 

want any light material to go with the above, 
sow the annual Gypsophila early in the spring.) 

Carnations. I enclose leaves of Marguerite 
Carnation seedlings, and shall he much obliged if you 
will please tell me whether there is anything the matter 
with them, and what is the remedy? 1 raised two 
separate lota of Carnations from seed last year, and both 
were affected with disease -1 think spot ; but 1 am very | 
wishful to grow these flowers, and so I l-egan again this 
spring with a fresh lot of seed. The plants are now in 
3-inch pots, and have come on very well, and I shall he 
much disappointed if anything goes wrong with them now. 
I planted out a bed with last y ear's plants—now diseased. 
Can I remove these and replant with my new seedlings 
without infecting them also, by treating the soil in any 
way ? Will you please tell me, also, how to treat the 
plants next autumn • 1 want to take layers from the best 
sorts. Can this tie done in the lied where they flower? 
And call the old roots be left in their places through the 
winter to flower next year ?—J. I*. T. 

[Your Carnations are evidently attacked by 

spot, to cure which no remedy has yet been 
found. If you wish to grow Carnations, you 

must never grow two years in the same soil. 

Either move to fresh quarters or dear away the 

old soil and substitute fresh. It is far best to 

increase by layers every year, throwing away 
the old plant. The Marguerite(lamat.inn is an 
annual. A good plan, when you wish to 
increase Carnations and do not wish to layer 

the plants you liave in the flower-garden, is to 

plant some in the reserve garden, cutting the 

flowers as wanted and layering as early in the 

season as you can, so as to get well-nooted 

layers to plant out in the autumn.] 

Asters destroyed by Insects.—hart year I had 
nearly all my Asters killed through an insect eating 
through the leaves, and in some coses eating the young 
plants altogether. I have just put out my plants, and 1 
want, if possible, to prevent it this vear. Can you advise 
me ?—0. W. B. 

[The onlj’ way to combat the pest is to 

render the plant more or less unpalatable to 

the destroyer. In the first place we suggest a 

free dusting of soot about the plants^ [iiirti- 
cularly on the under surface and about the 

collar of the plant. This may probably check 

the foe. You may also syringe with soot- 

water, taking care to wet the entire plant. If 
this is not successful, then you may try Quassia, 

one application of which should l>e sufficient 

for ten days at least. Prepare the Quassia as 

follows : The Quassia-chips are to be had of the 

chemist or, preferably, the horticultural sun- 

driesman. Take a 5-inch (iotful of the chips 
and place in any old saucepan or pot, and one 
gallon of rain-water, gently boiling the same 

until the Quassia-chips all sink to the bottom. 

This may take twenty or thirty minutes over a 

steady fire. Afterwards strain off the liquid 

and add at once 4 oz. of soft-soap, which dis¬ 

solve in the hot-water. Add a wine-glassful of 

Suatfin, and whip the mixture into a free 

lather. Now add two more gallons of rain¬ 

water, and one of the most cheaply and effica¬ 
cious insecticides is ready for use. Employ a 

syringe with the finest spray possible, and 
endeavour to reach all parts of the plant. This 

mixture is excellent against the attacks of 
thrip and red-spider.] 

Plants for late autumn.—I have two borders 
planted out this summer with Geraniums, Km-hsias. 
Asters, French Marigolds, and I have also Sweet I’eas and 
«ome wall trees. I want to know what I rould put in or 
get rearly to p.it in for late autumn flowering. Could you 
«lvise mi? Beds atiout 1C sards long and 3 feet wide.— 

U. W. li. 

[Seeing that some of the plates— Asters, 
Marigolds, j 

planted flower ou into the autumn, it is not 

easy to deal with the above—at least, in a satis¬ 

factory way. There are many good autumn- 
flowering subjects, and had all the other things 

been so early-flowering as the Sweet Peas 

it would be more easy to deal with the borders 

for late work. Probably the finest of all late- 

flowering plants is the Tuberous Begonia, and 

such as these could he grown in pots or Ixjxos 

and transferred to the beds when the main 
flowering of the other occupants was com¬ 

pleted. The Begonias may be still had in the 

dry tubers, and nothing transplants more 

readily. The transplanting, indeed, is the 

chief difficulty in the case. As for material, 

we may mention many Micliaelmas Daisies, 

Pompon and Cactus Dahlias, Zinnias, Rud- 
beckias, early-flowering Chrysanthemums, etc., 

all of which would, however, have to be grown 

in pots for a long time, and cause a consider¬ 

able amount of labour to keep them in condi 

tion prior to planting. Nor do we see that you 
can do much by sowing annuals, unless on the 

same lines of culture. What we imagine to be 
your best plan will lie at once to sow Asters of 

the Comet section, witli Zinnias, pinching these 
latter once when K inches high, to form a 

late flowering batch. Sow, also, seeds of 

Mignonette, half .'( dozen seeds in a 5-inch pot 

only three parts full of soil. Sow, also, in the 

end of June seeds of Alyssum maritimum in 

pots, and with Begonias till up the spaces as 

these become vacant or unsightly.] 

Sweet Peas -planting out too early. 
—The present spring has shown the fallacy of 
planting out seedlings raises I in pots too early. 

A capital lot of plants was raised in |>ots and 

nicely hardened off. The more genial weather 

experienced in the earliest days of April in¬ 

duced me lo commence putting the seedlings 
into their flowering quarters. The young 

plants were then some 5 inches or 6 inches 

high. For n week or rather more all went 

well. Early morning frosts tried the plants 

severely, but they seemed to stand them, 

especially as the weather was fairly genial 
subsequently. It was in the last fortnight in 

April, however, that the more trying cli¬ 
matic conditions prevailed. The cold, cutting 

easterly winds were continuous and exceedingly 

boisterous for so late in the season, and during 

this time the plants looked anything but 

happy. My garden, being situated in a very 

open and exposed situation, felt the full force 
ot the winds, and that some shelter might be 

afforded them boards and other contrivances 

were stood on edge to protect the plants. 

Some of them liave quite a blotched appear¬ 

ance, and at the time of writing it seems 

almost hopeless to expect them to recover. I 

am hoping that with a change of the wind and 

some warm showers they may improve. These 

cx[)eriences prove how imprudent it is to place 
the young plants in their flowering quarters in 

open and exposed (jositions until quite late in 

April, or until the weather is more settled. In 

warm situations, where adequate protection 
from cold winds can be afforded the plants, 

earlier planting out may he carried out.— C. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS OF A BUSHY 

HABIT. 

DraiNo the earlier part of the present year 
numerous requests were made by readers of 

< 'ARDRNlNo IlJ.USTRATED for information as to 

how to have Chrysanthemums of a bushy and 

free-flowering character of growth. Growers 

were told to pinch out the points of their 

plants—represented at tlmt early period by a 

single stem. As a result of this treatment the 
plants would branch out into several new 

-hoots, and there is every reason to believe 
they are now represented by specimens carrying 

several healthy shoots, some inches in length. 

In the replies we then gave it was recommended 

to pinch out the point of these lateral growths 

when they had attained a length of about 

G inches, and each succeeding 6 inches of 

growth were to l*e treated in a similar manner. 

Subsequent to each of these pineliings the 

plants would branch out into other growths, 
and in this way fine specimens would lie de¬ 

veloped. Just now some of the shoots that 

vie/eloped as the result of the first pino^iag; 

now ready to be treated in like manner. 

N- UNIVERSITY 

It is a good plan to keen the plants rather) 

at the roots for a few days after pinching, 

this treatment induces the new growths 

develop quickly. For ordinary November d 

plays we should be disposed to pinch the pla 

for the last time at the end of June, from I 

period allowing them to develop their grow 
in a natural manner, flowering the plants » 

the terminal buds, which are the last to deve! 

on the plants. Just when the new shoots a 

forming, green-flv often gives trouble, but it 

easily got rid of by dusting with To! 

powder. Avoid finally potting and pin.-.— 

the plants at the same time—at least a v^B 
should intervene between these openusxS 

During the summer and early autumn give(Jfl 

plants plenty of room in the standing-grouujH 

A good open, sunny position is ideal for 'JB 
purpose, and there should 1/e sufficient room (B 
enable the grower to examine his plants siiB 
comfort. Give each plant the support of H 

stake or Bamboo-cane, and secure the latter H 
strained galvanised wire, as a check agair.jB 

strong winds. E. G.H 

EARLY-FLOWERING CHRYSANTHE-B 

MUMS. 

Seasonable Hints. 

Although weather of late has not been ail 
that the grower could desire, the plants ijt; 

done fairly well. Early planting has been at 

a disadvantage this season, the cold andtmy 

weather of last month keeping the plaoflibv'k. 

The copious rains of the last few vws have 
worked wonders, growth in consequence being 

rapid. The growths, however, are very brittle. 
In the neighbourhood of London on Saturday. 

June 7th last, a heavy storm, accompanied by 

hail, did considerable damage to many oi the 
best plants, their brittle character making the 

growths susceptible to damage from the larp 
hailstones which fell in large quantities lor 

some time. Many plants were broken off. ami 

presented a woebegone appearance after the 

storm had passed over. Given a spell of nice 

warm weather, the damaged plants will quickly | 

produce numerous lateral snoots, and in thu i 
way the plants should be bushy sp*K:!n .--V , 

In exposed situations late frosts are giving • 

some trouble, although with plants which have ) 

been out for some weeks now there is no caus- i 

for alarm. The time has now arrived wb* j 

the plants should have the support of a staii . 

of some sort. Stout Hazel rocis are the be-. 1 
although the Bamboo canes, now so freed j 

used, are strong and clean. The Bamfo. 

canes, however, do not seem equal to the I 

strain put upon them when the late otce-.-: 

and early autumn winds are troublesome, be j 

not insert the stakes too near the main stein oi 
the plant, and when placing them in position 

see that they are well embedded in the soil. Ii 
this advice be di-regarded, the weight of the 

plants later, together with the strength of the 

south-westerly gales, may cause many of than 

to topple over, and possibly snap ofi. 

Securely tie the main stem at its base- it 
least, a few inches above the level of the soil. 

Some of the shoots may be infested with green 
fly, hut this is easily eradicated by a dusting 

with Tobacco-powder. Keep the hoe busy, 

between the plants, thus aerating the so:!, 

and thereby encouraging healthy root-action.. 

Weeds, too, which are very plentiful just now, 
may also be kept under by the same weekly 

hoeing. Poor soil in wet weather should lunt 

an occasional sprinkling of some well-know 

and reliable fertiliser. E. G. 

Chrysanthemums Avalanche and 

Viviand Morel.—These are two old favour a 
ites which I think amateurs especially should 1 

strive to grow when decoration is the main ’ 
object. They have both excellent constitutions 

and may be planted in the open duringsumnar. 

lifted and potted in the autumn, and make a 

nire show on to the New Year. They are not 

particular as to soil, provided they get a little 

feeding, but care should be taken never to feci 
a plant when growing in the open until all the 

buds are set, as otherwise you get rank, useless 

growth and probably “blind" buds. The 

colour of Avalanche is a beautiful pearly-white, 

and that of V. Morel rosy-pink. It is a Large 

and beautiful flower, much prized a few years 
-ago as an exhibition variety.—D. G. McIvek, 

Bridge of Wtir.N.B. 
OF ILLINOIS AT ! 
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ROSES. 

ROSE TRIOMPHE DE RENNES. 

Withoct doubt this is u charming Rose when 

ooe can grow it. Many years ago, before we 

bad such fine yellows as Jean I’eruet, Mrae. 
Rente, etc., this Rose was thought much of, 

Imt somehow of late years it appears to have 

deteriorated. The best flowers I have ever 

•een of this variety were from a plant budded 
upon an old Hybrid China named Vivid. A rig shoot was selected near the loose, and 

beds inserted. The next summer all the 

voong shoots were rubbed off this one growth, 

and handfuls of lovely creamy-yellow blossoms 

were cut from the resulting growths. Un¬ 

fortunately, the Rose succumbed to the severe 
frosts that followed. I have also grown it 

mest successfully upon the old Monthly Rose— 

in fact, Triomphe de Rennes, if grown outdoors, 
appears to require a foster stock in the form of 
an old-established Rose, such as the kinds 

used or the Yellow Banksian. Cultivated 

coder glass, where it really is most successful, it 

yet remains a beauty. I should much like to see 

its culture revives!. At present it appears to 

reached, as we were informed some time ago 
that nothing further could be expected from 

the Hybrid Perpetual group. A thorough 

system of cross-fertilising tne Hybrid Per¬ 

petual is capuhlo of completely changing and 

improving the group in the samo marvellous 

degree as in the case of the Hybrid Teas. Some 
will argue that Roses of the Lady Mary Fits- 

william type should be banished, forgetting 

to what extent this wonderful Rose has 

changed the aspect of our collections during 

the last ten years. The important question 
will doubtless be raised how far hyoridisa- 

tion is responsible for want of hardiness in 

some of the Hybrid Teas, and this matter 

deserves special consideration. Since pergolas 

became tne rage Rambler Roses have been 
largely grown. This, in tHirt, is due to the 

distribution of Crimson Rambler. But the 

public desires something to tone down the 

garishness of the Crimson Rambler, and in 

some degree they have found the desired varie¬ 
ties among old-fashioned Roses, such as 

Felicity-Perpetue, Flora, Aimee Yibert, and 

among modern kinds, such as Aglaia, Thalia, 

and Euphrosyne. The beautiful single Rose, 

Rosa multitloiu, was employed to produce these 

kinds. Moss Roses, too, are open to improve¬ 

ment, more especially those known as per¬ 

petual Mosses. I have never yet seen a Per¬ 

petual Moas worthy the name. Single Tea 
Roses are only in their infancy. I perhaps 

should say single Hybrid Teas. 1 cannot see 

why some magnificent singles rivalling K. 

gigantea are not possible with an ever-flower¬ 

ing characteristic hitherto wanting in most 

single Rases. Then, again, as to sports. Is 

there anything we can do to encourage these ' 
Some of our most beautiful and popular Roses 

are sports. I notice a great tendency to 

sporting in hybridised Roses, also upon plants 

grown in very large numbers in one estab¬ 

lishment. Mrs. V. .1. Grunt was not intro¬ 
duced many years before we received the 

splendid strong climbing form. The same 

remark applies to Kaiserin Augusta Victoria, 

and 1 believe there is already a climbing 

Liberty. The popular Lady Roberts is 
reputedly a sport from Anna Ollivier. Another 
important question arises regarding the climb¬ 

ing forms of certain Roses, and that is, 

whether it bo possible to obtain, as it were, 

intermediate forms. I had last season many 
plants of climbing Mrs. W. J. Grant run back, 

Rose Triomphe de Rennes. From a photograph by F. Mason Good. Winchfleld. 

hivs >lrop|>ed out of most lists. 1 believe an 

wro-root plant in a good liorder in a warin- 

W«e would be a good method of cultivating 

n. orinsert some buds upon a Gloire de Dijon 
■r Mr good Rose that happens to be growing 

glass in a convenient spot. There is 
a'Wher old Rose I should much like to see 

^Tiv«d named Smith's Yellow. It is almost 

identical in its erratic behaviour with the Rose 

inder notice, but would well repay looking 
dter under glass. So many lovely Tea and 

.Voi«eite Roses are practically greenhouse 

iinds. They, however, deserve any' special 
'-reitment one can afford them, if only to be 

■egaled with their beauty in early spring. 

THE COMING ROSE CONFERENCE. 

'-'J't- date approaches for the Rose Conference, 

"Kich will be held at Holland House under the 

mspioes of the Royal Horticultural Society, 
’tos: who are interested in Rose growing 

^Rurally have their thoughts directed to 

:> e event, and perhaps some may speculate as 

■o the outcome of such a gathering. Un- 

ioul tedly the advance of the Hybrid Tea will 

the main topic, with perhaps that of the. 

Humbler group. We shall probably be to\£ 

that improvement in the HybrjfcIjTea Wa3:beey 

three, and others similar, and now we are as it is termed, but such plants were much 

receiving lovely single forms from it, such as stronger than the original dwarf type. 1 have 

Leuchtstcrn. I am convinced the more we had the same happen with Climbing Niphetos, 

employ R. multiflora for cross-fertilising the Climbing Rerle des Jurdins, and Climbing 

better will it lie for our gardens. But, unfortu j Devoniensis. 
natelv, in this group we have not vet obtained The question of Roses on their own roots 

1 a habit of second flowering. R. Wicnuriuna, too, | should be taken up in a manner worth}- of the 

has made a great advance, thanks mainly to our i subject, and not be dubbed the “ drenm of 

American friends. This group will doubtless j journalists,” which a well-known Rose grower 

l>e still further improved. The latest hvbrids ! has thought tit to call it. As the journal of the i lie still further improved. The latest hybrids 

j produce really beautiful Tea-like blossoms, but 

has thought fit to call it. As the journal of the 

Royal Horticultural Society has such a wide 

it is questionable whether such kinds are circulation, some unusual cultural bints should 

really improvements. 1 think I would prefer lie of much benefit, and especially if gardeneis 

the type in its procumbent form, with a , who have charge of large collections of Roses 

variation in its colouring and without the gave their experience. Taking climbers, 

departure from the single blossom to the public should be warned that piatience i™ 
double. We have plenty of the latter in the required before the beauty of such can he fully 
fast-growing Tens and Noisettes. R. canina, seen. So many individuals desire to see n house 

our hardy wilding, appears to me to be much wall, a pergola, a pillar, or an arch covered in 

neglected. In the vuriety Una, a crass twelve months—an impossible feut for a Rase, 

between R. canina and a Tea Rose, lovers of Another interesting subject that n gathering of 

single varieties will find a very excellent intro- Rose growers could give some useful informu- 

I dnctioii. There are several species well worth , tion upon is the retarding ot lea Koscs ny 

the hybridist’s attention, such as R. setigera, growing them upon north borders, also the 

| R. lutea, and its copijier form, R. la-vigata, protection of same by heeling in under north 

which already has given us the lovely R. walls. Roses for market, too, should l>e dis- 
^inica Anenmnc, the pretty Scotch Roses, cussed. Fragrance in Roses appears to require 

inora cq'seijily^lie single forms, R. alba, and a definMiofl I1!® leisiplhe various degrees ot fru- 
JlVeJt ot WJHkiill capable of giving some |\gppc^|j^u^pn^t|^J^|^er^|3 a difference, 
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l>nt we are at a loss how to define it. 

1 think encouragement should be given to the 

cultivation of some of the lovely old varieties 

of the Hybrid Chinese groups, that were the 

embodiment of hardiness, vigour, and free 

blossoming whilst they lasted. And, lastly, 
there are the ever present subjects of insect 

pests and fungoid diseases that seem to bailie 

the experts. I refer more especially to canker 

in Marechal Kiel. I should gladly welcome 

opinion on this im|>ortant subject, and also on 

another scourge—namely, red rust. Mildew 

outdoors seems to lwillle us, and probably will 

do so until we obtain a mildew-proof race of 

Hoses. I think if some of these questions were 

treated in a manner that one would ex(iect 

from such a conference, they would bo of more 

value than long botanical dissertations con¬ 

cerning the Rose. However interesting this 

subject may lie to a few, the culture would 

appeal to the many. Rosa. 

NOTES AXD REPLIES. 
Briers budded last summer.— Last year I 

budded a number of Brier stocks with some very trood 
Hose buds, and the} have just eommenc ed to grow. Can 
you give me the reason for being no bark ward ' The 
dwarf ones are at least a foot high. I Ibid that mi father 
lias been pinching all Ihe Brier growths off dose to the 
wood, and he says this in rigid. 1 say no, and that at least 
an inch or two lo draw- up the sap ought to have been left, 
Please sat it this is the reason of the lateness? It. B. II. 

F 

[We are not surprised to learn that your 
budded Briers are so backward. It is a general 

complaint, and attributable to I lie exceedingly 

cold spring we have had. Now that more 

genial weather Ims set in the buds will grow 

very fast. The pinching of the Brier growths 
would not retard the buds, but wo prefer to 

leave an inch or two ujion three or four of the 

Brier growths that break out beyond where the 

bud is inserted more particularly to strengthen 

the Brier and assist it to make roots. Some¬ 
times the buds inserted in the Briers refuse to 

break owing to the germ having been pulled 

out at time of budding. The bark unites with 

the Brier and is alive, but if, unfortunately, 
the germ was injured, you cannot expect the 

buds to start into growth. You must not, 
however, be in a hurry to cut them back, cer¬ 

tainly not for another month. Unless they 

break by that time we fear there is not much 
chance that they will do so. Where there is 

any doubt concerning such Briers it is advis¬ 

able to retain one or two young shoots on the 

stein for rebudding should the others fail. | 

Rose Marechal Niel in cold greenhouse.—I 
should lie obliged it you could give me any advice aliout 
a Mart-dial Sid Rose growing under glass ill a cold green¬ 
house (dimherX It lias lieen planted two years, hut has 
never made much growth. This year nearly oil the buds 
have shrivelled and dropped off liefore blooming.— 
A. M. 1). 

[As the plant has never made much growth 

since it was planted, we should say the fault 

lies either at the root or in the unsuitable eon 

dition of the border. This beautiful Bose will 

succeed well enough in a cold greenhouse, pro¬ 

vided a well-prepared border is made and a 

healthy plant put into it. So many of the 
plants sold are reared in strong heat and under 

most unnatural conditions that it would be a 

marvel if they succeeded when given totally 

different treatment. The very best kind of 

plant for a cold-house is the dwarf or half 

standard cultivated in the open ground. Let 
a young, vigorous specimen l>e planted in 

October or early November in a well-drained 

bonier, and success is practically assured. Of 

course, canker will sooner or later lay hold of 

the plant, but if it is not overcropped or exces 
sively manured with artificials such a tree 

should last for many years. When buds 

shrivel and drop off something is wrong with 

the roots. Possibly you have given too much 

water or the soil has become water logged. 
Again, frost may have entered and injured the 
embryo buds. When Roses are grown in cold- 

houses they should bo retarded as much 
possible by affording abundance of air, so that 

growth is not excited too early. If this 
happens, and severe frosts cannot he kept out, 

the young growths are consequently injured. 

Thick mats or similar material will keep out a 

lot of frost, and this should always lie attended 

to when the new growths have grown an inch 
or so. [ 

plenty of leaves on the remaining 7 feet Ought it to be 
repotted and cut back? It in now in an S-inrh pot. 
Kindly tell me what soil and sire ol ]iol you advise? Also, 
would' it I* better out-of-doors for the summer?— 
Pk.VIlllllS. 

[Your plant should he repotted at once. A 

small tub would be the best for it, as being a 
climber one cannot repot such plants even- 

year, neither do they require it, provided a 

"fairly large pot or tub is used, railing the 

latter a No. II or 14-incli pot would lie the best 

size to repot the plant into. Clive ample 
drainage to either pot or tub, 4 inches to 

(i inches in depth being none too much, and the 

plant, should stand u|ion two or three bricks or 

inverted pots, >o that water may pass away 

freely, and at same time air enter the soil. 
The liest compost is two-thirds uusture loam 

and one-third cow manure, if possible a twelve- 

month old, so that it will easily separate and 

thus incorporate more efficiently with the 

loam. A 5-inch jiotful of bone-dust could 
itli advantage bo added to a barrowful of 

soil, and also a little sharp sand. Take care 

that all is thoroughly well mixed together 

See that the compost is not too wet, and if such 

is the case keep it in an open shed for a day or 
two. We should not advise you to cut back 

tlio plant-, but in order to make it break into 

new growth near the Rise slightly bend the 

long growth to the right or left. The green¬ 

house would be the best placo for the Rose, 

avoiding a draught as much as possible. If 

you can afford it plenty' of heat and syringe 

twice a day, during the summer some fine new 

shoots should apjiear that will give you the 

good flowers next spring.] 

GARDEN PESTS AND FRIENDS. 

Hair-worms.—Can von kindly tell me in O vKliliXUto 
‘ i wine’ 

The winter moth (E. C. Stomai-inJ 
fact that the female winter moth occasionally ?• 

is carried to the branches of the trees by t]B 

male while jiairing is well known and is o(t«i* 

mentioned in print, and it accounts for heed 

being to a certain extent infested, even though 
“sticky banding” had been in every iu: 

thoroughly well carrier! out, but it does ni 

account, as you say it does, “ for the ineffectul\ 

nature of greased bands," for the number sT j 

wingless females caught on such hands s"'! 
truly astonishing. I have seen bands whirl 

were a complete mass of moths. To all 

jiearance, none of the band was visible. On j 

point that should always lie attended to wfe ! 

trees arc banded is to see that the hambhJ 
not get so covered with moths that others 

able to cross them on their dead bodies. I : 

should advise you to procure some book desk,! 

ing with insect pests.—G. S. S. 

me UumA* 
in 1M> l&J 

. i Uwj>! 

Maggots In Pears.—I send herewith a - 
Pears, and should Ik* iriail if you will inform me t 
your columns of a remedy for the disease? 
trees bore a heavy crop of yood, sound trait, 
1901, manured with yood stable-manure, ami hstjtarftt 
disease appeared. I yave, in the autumn, a beavydre» 1 
iny of Kaiiiit, thinking to destroy yruhs, but this .voile 
disease is worse—not a sound Pear. The trees kji 
small orchard, rouyh Grose all over, and not Urging 
to teed down with cattle.—Edwin Nvk. 

Rose Marechal Niel with long growth. 
have a Mart-chat Niel Hose in my yacmiiouse, porch; 
this year. II ha* .Iliiislied Mqntimfr. II /CrV- sU 
lony stem, whictDik^ftl^Otoir) {li\llr^l 5 

what the little worm or insect is which I enclose ? I find 
them after heavy rain, hanyiny on to the leaves of plants, 
and wavinga!«otiU Are they harmful to the plants?—C. 
Harms. 

| The worm you send is one of the hair-worms 

belonging to the genus Mermis. These worms 

lay their eggs in the ground, and when the 
young ones arc hatched they obtain access to 

some insect, in which they live until they are 

mature. They then quit their host- and lay 
their eggs in the ground. They are perfectly 

harmless in every way. They sometimes 

appear in showery weather in large numbers, 

and may be found crawling aliout plants.] 

Flies on Apple-trees. What is the enclosed fly, 
of which quantities have suddenly appeared on my youny 
Apple-trees? And what remedy should I use? The 
country people here (Surrey) call them Apple-eaters, and 
say they are always fatal to the crop. Is Haris-green a 
good thing to use?—Elsik. 

[The flies of which you send specimens, and 

which you find on your Apple-trees, will not 

injure them in any way, anil can have no effect 

on the crop. They are very nearly allied to 
the flies commonly known as St. Mark s Hies, 

and belong to the same genus : their scientific 

name is Bibio hortulanus. Their grubs are to 

some extent injurious in gardens, as they feed 

on the roots of various plants, and may some¬ 
times be found in considerable numbers 

together. As a rule, these flies do not fly well, 

and are generally found crawling over plants 

and trees. They usually make their appear- 

ance in large numbers. It is of no use trying 
U» kill them with any insecticide, as they 

would simply fly away as soon as you begun to 

use it.—G. S. S.] 

Plague of woodlice.—Would you kindly give me 
your advice re the most effectual way to destroy woodlice, 
of which iii my garden I have an enormou* number, which 
arc doing a lot of damage to the seedlings, nipping them 
down to the ground, also eating away the stems of the 
larger plants ? I catch as many as I can every evening, 
but they breed so last I am afraid it is a hopeless job lo 
keep them under in that way.—A. R 

[One of the host ways of destroying woodlice 
is to pour boiling water over them if you can 

find out where they congregate. They are fond 

of hiding under bricks, slates, tiles, pieces of 

board, etc. Lay some of these about and lift 

them every morning. They may also he 
poisoned by boiling small pieces of Potato in 

water in which arsenic has been boiled. 

Phosphorus paste spread on bread-and-butter 

has also been recommended. Another way is 

to fold long strips of paper in half lengthwise, 
anil smear one side with treacle and lieer, 

laying them about in the haunts of the wood¬ 

bine. No insecticide has any effect dSftfifeflfv 

their skins being so •“'^UNIVERSITY 

[ Your Pears are attacked by the grubs of tk 

“ Pear gnat midge " (Di ptosis pvrivora), The 

fly is quite small, not measuring more tiu 
1 inch across the wings. It is much life J 

small gnat in general appearance, tiongli it 

belongs to quite a different family, jtfhwfe 
eggs in the opening blossoms. The Bute in 

said to hatch in the course of four mys,ad 

immediately make their way to the cored d* 
future fruit and begin to feed. Naturally the 1 

fruit so attacked never comes to perfects 

When full grown the grubs leave, the PtUM 

falling to the ground if the fruit is still lust¬ 
ing on the trees, or merely crawling out: 

them if they are on the ground. Theyt“ 

bury themselves an inch or so below 

surface, and become chrysalides, from i 

the flies spring early the next spring, 

trees should he well shaken, so as to caujel 
many of the atfeefcod Pears t-o fall as possb 

or, on small trees, they may be gathered a 

burnt or buried deeply in the ground, 

heavy dressing of Kainit (about i a ton ; 

acre) applied under the trees in July or Augs 
has been found very efficient in destroying" 

pest. The removal of the surface soil tot 

depth of *2 inches would have the same i-8stj| 

hut the earth taken away must be l*cn«S 

deeply or burnt, so us to destroy the cl'J-'1' 

lides.] 

The Pear midge (If. Il.und II'. J.ft*"' 
—Your Pears are attacked by the gw*® 

the Pear midge The grubs have now « 

the fruit, and have buried themselves in '•* 

soil, where they will become chrysalides. n* 
you opened one of the Pears earlier in tin- •<* 

son you would have found several little g™ 
in each. The parent is a small goat-™ 
insect, aliout 1-lOth of an inch in length, H 

measuring hardly 1 inch across the wmf 
The best means of destroying this insect i- 

pick off and burn the infested Pears as soon 

the attack is noticed, and afterwards to P 

the soil on to which the grubs have fallen 

they left the fruit a dressing of Kainit. at-tl* 
rate of -J oz. tier square yard. This sbwwj » 
done now. If the ground is at all cakrafl , 

the surface, break it up lightly first and 

the dressing in. The grubs will not he*®- 

than an inch or so below the surface, so tn» ^ 

later on the ground was dug and thesu“r5 
soil turned well down the flies next spiJS 

would not he able to make their way to 1 

open air. 
• isvotf . The Rose maggot.—This maggot i 

annoying to the Rose grower, boring i«w, 
best'hulls, and destroying many a clien»"i 

hope of line flowers. There seems t-o I him [»r 

sihility of escape from it; every year -- 
its appearance, and if not destroyed 1,1 

spring as it comes to life scarcely a l< 

will he obtained, especially early . 

. At the time of pruning, every 1,1 i 
■ .i _ ■ remain. 

it nuklS 

spring 

flower 

PlAKIVIIi mill w ■ |,>V w » - —- c? ,«• I 

the primings, with the pips, if am- ton 

should he carefully gathered up and b|ir,[ ‘ \ 
soon as the shoots begin to push, and the lea , 

expand, the larva? will make their appeal*1 
. :l_1 l_._I„. l).«* well tiiej hajtlniay easily lie detected by Ihe we ■ 
tl^asel ves up iu the young «-* 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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here they must be looked for with cure and 

etrovod, going over tho trees once u week, 

nulling them with the fingers ; for, if allowed 
i remain, as soon as the buds make their 

iin-.irance they will spoil them. In confined 
,i- andover-shelterea Rose gardens this insect 

mui h more prevalent and destructive than in 

kextensive open grounds. The more exposed 

tuitions appear to be uncongenial to this and 

her insects that infest the Rose. 

ORCHIDS. 

THE QUEEN’S ORCHID. 

unvfiST all the Orchids grown in British 

miens there is none so chaste and graceful, 

tne beautiful, and none so delightfully 

triable as is the Odontoglossum crispum of 

tn-lley. or the 0. Alexandra- of Bateman, 

he latter author illustrated two of the first 
invites introduced in his “ Monograph of 

•lentoglossums''—viz., Blunt's and Weir's 

ireties, the one having spotted perianth 

gmmte (plate XIV), and the other white 

ie* (plate AlX). O. crispum was discovered 

i IsKl by Mr. Weir, when collecting for the 

’.oval Horticultural Society, at an elevation of 

feet to 8,tN x» feet, in the damp and shady 

wests behind the cit-y of Santa Ft- de Bogota, 
d fit- province of New Granada. Mr. Blunt, 

not Messrs. Low’s collectors, also found the 

l*nt it about the same time in the same 
calitv, and Ur. Triana 

Schroeder, Mr. Thompson, Mr. Crawshay, 

unci other private growers possess the finest of 

forms, and thousands are still imported by 

trade cultivators year by year. 
It has always been a mutter of regret to 

botanists and horticulturists that Bateman’s 

dedication of this beautiful plant to the 

Princess (Alexandra) of Wales, then newly 

arrived in England, had to give way to Lind- 

ley’s earlier name of 0. crispum, and as the 

fact is insuperable, the best way out of the 

difficulty is to call the plant the Queen’s 
Orchid for the future. The (topular dedica¬ 

tion of such a charming plant to H.M. The 

Queen is |>eculiarly appropriate, seeing that 

both came to this country at about the same 

time, and both have by their grace and 
beauty endeared themselves so much to the 

| British people. F. W. Bfkbidoe. 

imported Orchids m New Zealand. 
—For many years I have been a constant 

reader of Gakdksinii Ii.i.fstratkd. I have 

perused many interesting accounts of rather 

more than ordinary experience in the culture 
and importation of cool-house Orchids in its 

columns, which have spurred me on to import 

for myself. In October, 1901, I received from 

Mexico a consignment of about fifty plants of 
various species, including La-lias, Odonto- 

glossums, Epidendrums, Stanhopeas, etc. 

After unpacking, 1 allowed them to lie on very 

rt with the plant grow - 

S on the trunks of 
ige and shady trees n 

»leigues from San ta 
tde Bogota, and also 

Taebo, a noted dis- 

iet (rum whence nu- 

•ous splendid varie- 

jhave since been ob- 

fet’l. By a curious 

feculence, in the early 

no less than three 

fltrtors sailed from 
•rope foi Boguta in 
e *nie ship, and all 

imnstof living plants 

IUwQieen of Orchids 

- tit, Weir, liefore 

rationed. Blunt, who 
Ueetal for Messrs. 

T. of Clapton, and a 

fnsentativeof Messrs. 
■fen, of Brussels, 

fte Odontoglossum 
wts now-a-days are 

•** or four days’ 

•tnev from Pacho, the 

w villages of San 

JWano and El Ortiz 

lug working centres; at the latter place 
may he hired to cut down trees and 

Oect the plants. In the dense forests here 

ttrees are clothed with trailing Lichen and 

Mi epiphytes, as well as the < fdontoglossums, 
d the whole place is dripping with moisture, 

“the traveller who rides on a mule or walks 

®*gh these woods primaeval is soon drenched 
irw.gli un,| througn. O. crispum, 0. Cora- 

md O. odoratuni here grow together, 
“Ilaroaro the u.iual natural hybrids between 

At 11,501) feet, between Buenavista and 

***!*» in dense forest, the plants exist—often 

Qnial up and hidden by the trailing Lichen. 
f fcoviug camp for a month or two, and lots 

I bni work in tree-cutting, it is possible to 

Kwi ten or twelve thousand plants, and pack 

Rn''" baskets or crates so that the men can 

'Hern out to the edge of the forest. They 
Pj’heii to be carried on bullocks or mules to 

Ej"°i " here wooden cases for them can be ob- 

and then these are carried on mules to the 
•Pbli na Riv er, w here they are put on board 

‘•r-milmat for the coast, and shipment for 

Odontoglossum crispum. 

l , '"finite variety of individuals differing 
a s.-e, f, . - - - - 

- ‘On, and time of growth and flowering. 

,l!1 the most delicate shades of colour and 
k jiin8s> is in O. crispum most remarkable, 

* 'here are hundreds of named variations in 

'■“b gardens. In Belgian nurseries, as at 

fy' Mortebeeke, and elsewhere, you can 

"ls Pjant growing by the acre, and the eye 
mi thousands of plants at 

nearly dry Sphagnum for about a fortnight. 1 
then potted them up. Soon afterwards they 
commenced to grow like weeds, and in the 

following January one of them, Epidendrum 

Brnssavola, was in full bloom. I was so sur¬ 

prised with the success of my first attempt at 

Orchid-growing that I thought I would like to 

let you know of my experience. Many 

amateurs in New Zealand, and also in 

Australia, will, 1 am sure, learn with pleasure 
bow easy it is lo establish a collection uf these 

beautifully quaint plants. I have not had one 

failure ; on the contrary, every plant is putting 

on vigorous growth. The Orchid-pin seems to 

suit them. I was afraid to put them on 

blocks or in baskets on account of the long 

periods of heat and consequent aridity of the 

atmosphere experienced in our colony. To 

.show you the specimen that bloomed within 
three months after its importation from 

1 Mexico, I herewith enclose you u photograph 

I of it. I have no doubt whatever that < irehids 

j could be sent to New Zealand from England 

with equally gratifying results. Assuming 

I this to be the case, the account of my first 

venture with Orchids will lie interesting to 

growers anil importers at home, as well as to 

the numerous amateur growers in the colonies. 
My plants are grown in an ordinary cool- 

house, no heat.—F. J. W. Fkar, Wdlinytun, 
Xttc Zealand, April- i.'-jlh, 1902. 

''ghejt state of health and beauty. 

inp* insecticides. 1 wish to point out 

_in which manufacturers'* i 

istructioiigNire often given. I hold in my •- 

hand a bottle of insecticide, with written 

instructions: “ For red-spider and cater¬ 

pillar.” “ Half-a-pint of the mixture to 
•2 gallons of water, or three tablespoonfuls to 

the pint.” According to Whitaker, u table- 

spoonful is 4 drachms, and forty tablespoonfuls 

go to the pint. Half-a-pint to 2 gallons = 1 to 

§2. Three tablespoonfuls to the pint = 3 to 

40, or say 1 to 13, instead of 1 to 32 as before. 

The same errors were through' all the instruc- 

tioiiKof this insecticide, and blunders of this sort 
are by no means confined to this particular 

concoction, and such blunders are most 

trying.—Frank Wvn.sk. 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

RHODODENDRONS FROM SEED. 

I Have lately heard of a gentleman who obtained from 
•..'i-il n ferent variety of lienntifiil hnrrly RhmlivlriiilroiK, 
which have flourished well In his place, which is specially 
adapted for them. Could I raise them in the same wav, 
do you think, with any chance of success, as they do 
specially well here, and the plants are dear to buy ? There 
were formerly, I hear, very beautiful ones here, which 
were removed on the death of the owner. There are still 
some Kood ones, and plenty of common ones, lint I should 
like a variety. I have seen a lovely full yellow one. which 
was removed from here at that time, and 1 should ({really 
like to have one of that colour. I ordered a yellow one 
last autumn, and took ureal care of it, but it is turning 
out pale pink! Can you give me the name of a good 
vellow ? Also of a full rose with darker markings w hich 
blossoms at this time (very like a Pelargonium)? I have a 
lovely pure rose-coloured one, very like an Azalea, w hich 
blooms early in March, and is charming; but 1 should like 
one similar to bloom now. The one I refer to, however, 
has no markings whatev er. I should also like the name of 
a very dark coral-red one, and a large while. If I tried 
seeds, what Ls the time to sow? Should I sow under 
glass? In what compost'- Would the ripened seeds of 
my own he of use? If I bought seeds, where is the best 
place to gel them? Does it lake many years for seedlings 
to flower?—E. A. R. W. 

(Wo do nob know a hardy Rhododendron of 

the section to which you refer with full yellow 

blossoms. The only hardy ones at all approach¬ 

ing that tint is a Himalayan species, K. enm- 

pyloearpuin, whose flowers are of a primrose 

liue, and R. Sinithii aureum, a hybrid kind of 

weak growth but with golden-yeUow blossoms. 
It is regarded as a hybrid between a Rhodo¬ 

dendron and an Azalea, but is very rare in 

cultivation, and almost impossible to obtain 

from nurseries. As the plants commonly 

known as Azaleas are by botanists now called 

Rhododendrons, might not the yellow one to 
which you refer have been an Azalea ? A good 

rose-coloured variety, with a large Pelargonium¬ 

like blotch, is Lady Falmouth, but the most 
striking of this class is the blush tinted Prin¬ 

cess W illiam of Wurtemberg, in which all the 

segments are blotched with maroon. Of self 

pinks without spotting, a delightful flower 

(which was very much in evidence at the 
recent Temple Show) is Pink Pearl, but it is 

still quote! at a high price. Another good 

self pink variety is Sylph. Of dark reds, 
either Ascot Brilliant or Atrosanguineum 

would suit you. Helene Schifl'ner is a good 

white. There is no reason why you should not 

raise seedlings yourself, and you may also 
obtain your own crosses. To do this it is 

simply necessary to transfer the pollen from 
one flower to the stigma of another. You will 

find it necessary to wait for a day or two after 
the flower has expanded before the pollen has 
dcvelojipvl sufficiently to be removed, nml 

aliout the same space of time is needed for the 

stigma to acquire its glutinous character. 

Whether the flowers are artificially fertilised, 

or set of their own accord, or by insect agency, 

the results are the same—that is, the flower 

drops and the seed-pod commences to swell. 

It ripens, as a rule, towards the end of the 

summer, anti when you susjiect it is near that 
stage u sharp look-out must be kept, as the 

pods often burst with but little warning, and 

when this happens the seed, from its minute 

character, is blown away and lost. Two 

courses are 0|ieii in dealing with seed-pods 

when nearly ready to burst, the first being to 

pick them and place in a dry sunny spot, and 

the second to enclose them in a piece of line 

gauze, so that when they hurst tho seed is 
retained. This last has one advantage, as by 

so doing there is no danger of picking before 

tho seed is fully matured. The seed may be 

sown at once or kept till the following spring, 

but lHiii(g|??gil[nayufei!t)is a good plan to sow as 
lex rWhen.varxlargequantit ies are 

.ed bowoJeu Israel I but iu your 
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case the better way will be to sow it under 
glass. It will only need the protection of 
an ordinary garden frame, as the principal 
object of the glass protection is to maintain an 
even state of moisture. Clean, well-drained 
pans are very suitable for sowing the seed, the 
drainage being supplied by a layer of broken 
crocks in the bottom of each pan. Then take 
some good sandy peat (if necessary mix some 
silver-sand with it), and pass it through a 
sieve with a J-inch mesh. The rough portions 
that will not go through the sieve should be 
laid over the crocks in the [)an, on which place 
the sifted soil, which must be pressed down 
firmly and level. On this sow the seed, not too 
thick, and cover with a slight sprinkling of 
the same soil sifted much finer. All that is 
necessary is to place in a frame, water when 
necessary, and keep fairly close and shaded 
from the sun. The seed will come 
up in the course- of the summer, 
and when the young plants got __ 

of the difficulty, because stone-splitting is not 
an outcome of indifferent health ; indeed, fhe 
reverse is more likely to be the case. When 
Peaches are flowering it is never safe to trust 
to chance in the setting, for without being 
fertilised with their own pollen or with thut of 
other flowers by the aid of a camel’s-hair 
pencil, rabbit’s tail, or something of a similar 
character, the fruit may swell away fora while, 
even to ripening, and then drop from premature 
softening accelerated by the unsound stone. 
In this condition the fruit sometimes falls and 
appears ripe, but an examination shows that it 
is soft only on one side, the other being con¬ 
gested and hard. It is among the early 
sorts tlrnt these troubles most frequently 
occur. 

In too rich borders some Peaches drop when 
nearing the ripening period, und if they remain 

border and healthy trees char 
It is for older trees mined*, 

nth roots and canyingkm 
ng is necessary. £im«, 
ven in small quantity sift 
'caches, as this assisB 4* 

fully occupied 
loads that fee 
ever, may be 
advantage to _ 
formation of the seed-shell or stone. Unri|e5 
wood caused from overhead shade, im[ef« 
fertilisation of the flowers, or an absenceoilag 
in sufficient quantity may, however, girjik 
clue for the failure complained of, and for In 
of them, at any rate, steps may be immaKnA 
taken to correct it for another year. Curfjfc 
lifting the trees and replanting will cvtf 
grossness, the autumn, when the leaveslp 
to fall, being the most suitable time. A® 
take that is often made is neglecting 4* 
watering of the borders and syringing a! Ik 
trees after the cron is cleared 1 

wood caused from overhead shade, 

trees after the crop is cleared. ] 

Black Currants falling.—Can you sj re 
Black Currant-tushes blossom well, and }u« ulkSa 
i* aliout to set the bunches wither off ■> The* t/jesfa • 
done this for three years in succession Tf*n*tn 
long rows between Raspberries and Goose tenants 
both fruit wclL The bushes have plenty of nm rS 
plenty of young wood, the old beinz cat out IV; W 
very healthy, and get an annual mulch of Utkeem 
The soil is very good and moist.—A. L L 

[Your Black Currant-bushes are overran »ii 
green-fly, and there is far too much oWjrari 
in them according to the samples sot Cot 

crowded they must be transplanted 
into other pans, using the same 
kind of soil anti prepared in the 
same way. In any watering of 
the seed-pans or minute plants a 
fine rose is very necessary. The 
next shift may be out-of-doors, for 
which you require a nice moist Kty spot, in which thev will soon 

ome established. Your own 
seed will probably be more satis¬ 
factory than any you can buy. It 
will take five years at least for the 
seedlings to flower so that their 
merits can be properly determined. 

P.S.—Since the above was writ¬ 
ten we have been looking over a 
large collection of Rhododendrons, 
and the finest of all the kinds 
with flowers spotted like a Pelargo¬ 
nium was Sappho, a blush-tinted 
bloom with a blackish - maroou 
blotch. ] 

Black Currants bear on the woodfamwiike 
previous year, and that sent is it nm ca* 
two and three years old.] 

Thinning Apples and Peara.-Tb» 
great wealth of blossom on these tree »*t 
hopes of well-filled fruit stores, butwhotelk 

ised remains to be seen. 
r in their bearing, othersgN 
These are the trees thstWl biennial . __ 

thinning of their fruits, for when such 
crops are carried the trees become so * 
taxed that a year's rest is necessary to i 
their lost energy. On large tree, s 
orchard standards, or in large or small £ 
where labour is scarce, fruit thinningoiw 
unheeded. Advice in such matters is w 
less valuable because of this, forwhiletb 
some who cannot 

Oytlsua Adaml.—I have In my gar¬ 
den a laburnum which bears both pink and 
yellow blossoms, specimens of which I am 
sending you with this. The tree has very 
little foliage, and on several branches the 
bloom has both colours on one spray. It is 
growing in a border with red and pink Haw ¬ 
thorn and pale yellow Laburnums. Kindly 
give ine any information in your power as 
to the cause of this in one of the earliest 
numbers of your journal, and oblige—X. 
Y. Z. and Isqii»fr. 

(The flowers sent are of this very curious 
Laburnum. It is supposed to have origin¬ 
ated by grafting the purple Cytiaus pur- 
pureus upon the common Laburnum, a 
graft hybrid being the result] 

o ve this attention wt 
trees, there are others who would do so ill 
were reminded that such a work was more 
tive. Finer fruits individually and 
regularity of crop would be more OB'* 
were thinning of crowded fruits carried <x> 
early summer. This applies to all cbaMW 
as well as Pears and Apples. The fro®i » 
ever, and cold winds of the past spring 
many a ease told against bounteous crap 
open air trees, and some even on walls t 
but little better. Trees of a stature a!b' 
for this thinning of the fruit should the 
given this attention where it is pna'1® 
Thinning both of Apples and Pears app*'1 
all kinds, though the lurger-fruited kind: 
those which probably repay the better11 
Much good may be done as regards the I 
Codlin or summer and autumn Apple 

FRUIT 

CHERRY GUIGNE 

D’ANNONAY. 

Tuts fine small Cherry was raised 
in 1860 by M.M. Jacquement and 
Bonnefont, Annonay, and named 
Guigrie marbree precoce. The fruit 
is regularly heart-shaped, bright 
red, changing to dark purple, flesh 
very tender, juicy, sweet, and of 
excellent quality. It ripens in the 
open air early in June. It does 
well in pots, as also in the open 
air, trees on walls growing and 
bearing freely. The fruit also sets well, on until they can be gathered they invariably 
some trees we lately saw the fruit hanging in ripen some time before the remainder of the 
large clusters. It is certai nly the earliest crop is ready, which the expert grower at once 
Cherry we have, and on this account, and also recognises as a symptom of 9tone-splitting. 
its many good qualities, it deserves extended Freshly slacked lime applied in quantity sura- 
cultivation. cient to whiten the surface is a good remedy 

and the earlier this is carried out, once 
have attained to suitable size, the betti 
\V. S. An early Cherry, Guigne d'Annonay, growing in a pot in the 

gardens at Qumersbury House. 

AUTUMN* GIANT CAULIFLOWER. 

A writer in a daily paper told it-s read® 
late as May :23rd to sow Autumn Giant W 
flower seed to secure September cuta 
Were such advice adopted few heads 
ready for cutting from plants so raise* 
than Christmas. Really, those "ho ■ 
September Cauliflowers should already 
strong plants to put out now, for it is ess® 
to have good heads then, that the p" 
become strong ere hot, dry weather 
Cauliflowers for early cutting can lutnlly 
well done, as plants that have free gro" 
luxuriant leafage heart in the earliest- 
bitors of these vegetables during August, 
fine white heads form a strong feature ' 
collection, usually sow seed under glass. 
in March, and thus have strong plan« w 
bill early in May. A sowing made in »-f 

undoairay^j ^.i^ain.a jcold-framc or under a ns • 

I ID D AM A TUAMDAiriM 

PEACH STONES SPLITTING. luxuriant, root-pruning, lifting, and placing 
I nxVK twenty-four trees of Amsden June Peach, and about the roots nearer the surface correct more than 
one-third of the fruit has got split stones. Would you i-- -.i i,,aaAn~i 
kindly tell me the cause of the stones splitting so much? tne one evil, bringing witn it the lessened ten 
1 have enclosed fruit, hoping you will be able to tell me dencies to splitting of the stone. Overhead 
what will stop the splitting for next year.—W. P. shade from other trees hinders proper ripening 

[Some kinds of Peaches are more addicted to of the wood, and without this neither perfect 
stone-splitting than others, though it happens setting nor stoning can be assured. Extremes 
sometimes in a variety not commonly given to of root moisture or drought are both inimical 
that failing. To imperfect fertilisation of the to the progress of the tree’s growth in summer, 
flowers may lie traced the origin of some such and should be as far as possible avoided, as also 
cases, and where this is so there is no remedy should strong doses of animal or artificial-, 
thatrean be applied that wilkbeiTefitth? preslnL manure, because they stimulate aiCtet06®i?-of 
evop. The viguwtiu’f'tlie .O'-oUtpikL vigour which is ' ‘ 
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plants to put out now for 
' still another sowing be made 
5, then should there be from 

i put out where to remain in July, 
heads during November arid 

These last may well follow after 
/Potatoes, or other early crops, the 
* merely pointed or deeply hoed over 
ating, but not otherwise disturbed, 

cutting large plants and heads 
jumble : also, such plants are hardier 
hose grown more freely and gross. It 
to over-estimate the importance in 

bn of a good supply of autumn Cauli- 
Late in the year and after the heat of 
i over caterpillars give little trouble, 
they are seen a washing from a can 

bhtly brackish or salt water often 
i cleanse them of these pests. To keep 

> white and firm it is well, so soon as 
partly formed, to break down a few of 

loaves over them, and thus protect 

bine or storm. A. I). 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

and other Kales.—Were 
to name the very best Kale for late 

I should say Asparagus Kale. In 
King like the past one, late Kales or 

* lave been mast valuable, seeing the 
Csbbige is late in coming in. Where 

supply of vegetables is needed, then 
is safe if he has a patch of purple 
roccoli or Asparagus Kale. This 

lybehad well into June. I prefer it 
_ Cabbage from a flavour point of view, 

igus Kale is of the simplest culture, 
the early part of June, and plant out 
the first half of August, 18 inches each 
In this way it does not suffer from frost 
re, from the stumps not being too large 

JMparse. The old Ragged Jack is still a 
■-tender and highly-flavoured Kale. For 

>ho are in very exposed places and want 
hardy kind und do not mind the colour, 
laware is to be recommended. I have 

a it killed, and it is a most profitable 
very tender. —J. Crook. Rbera.—Where it is desired to plant 

in frames arrangements will very 
o he made for their reception. It 
, advisable not to be in too great a 
is wiser to wait a little rather than 

ould be run. I have seen healthy, 
ante got into frames out-of-doors— 

ouses where almost unlimited heat could 
on—the first week in May, and when the 
the bed had subsided and cold nights 
they were eutirely crippled. From the 
to the end of May is, as a general rule, 

won enough for frame Cucumbers, as by 
me the sun has greater power. Many, in 
>o with myself, do not attempt to use the 
in this way before the end of the month, 

i it is that they are cleared of bedding 
etc., and if planted then one may 

nee cutting fruit in July, more particu- 
1 the frames, as thev should be, arc 
in a south aspect. ’There are other 

t growing Cucumbers without utilising 
e or devoting a house entirely to them, 
to the planting of them in boxes and pots 
Ws where mixed collections of plants are 
■ It in, I am anaie, geneially believed 

joe must of necessity devote a house 
ely to their culture, keeping the place 

tj warm, humid state. This, of course, 
|itul where fruit is wanted to be cut 
'• but as there are very inanv who cannot 
o do this, because tliey only require to 
' their own consumption, and have to 

> mixed collection of plants, it will be 
that if they are planted in large boxes 
>11 beds of fermenting material, the 
kept as far away as possible from the 

hts of ventilators, useful fruit may lie 
I throughout the season. This has been 
•rience, and those who cannot make it 

^bient to plant either in frames or give up 
Jwtouses to Cucumbers will find this mode 

are answer.—Townsman. 

many o/ the most interesting notes and 
"i “Oardkslxo" from the very beginning have 

reader!, tee offer each week a copy of the 
■.awn of either " Stove asd Grkkxuocbh Plaxts," 

« E.19UKH Flower Gardes," to the tender of the 
or intending letter or short, article publithei 

"rrw rceetf, iutu which will be marked 99« •• 

GARDEN WORK. 

Conservatory. — Rearrange often, and 
remove all non-effective plants to other houses. 
Make the most of the best specimens by placing 
in conspicuous positions—elevated, if neces¬ 
sary. Rhyncospemium jasminoides is a sweet 
thing when well done. It will flower early in 
the stove, later in the conservatory, and I 
have seen it growing against a warm wall in 
the south. But it is happiest under glass 
in an intermediate temperature, where it soon 
makes a good specimen on a globular or any 
other shaped trellis. If the climbers are well 
selected and kept within bounds they will be 
both useful and beautiful now. Lapagerias 
want u bed of peat well-drained, in a cool 
house in a shady position. The same position 
will suit Cliantbus puniceus, which is subject to 
red-spider if exposed to hot sunshine where the 
syringecannot be used freely. 1 hnveoccasionally 
seen this plnnt well done in rather small pots, 
and it is then very novel and attractive. Cantua 
dependerts is another rather uncommon plant 
which, when well done, leaves a feeling of 
satisfaction with the grower. Let the juanfc 
make its growth in the intermediate-house 
and ripen in a lower temperature. Roses 
planted out under glass are rather difficult to 
keep clean in a mixed collection. The vapo¬ 
riser will kill all insects belonging to the aphis 
tribe, but there are often difficulties in the way 
of vaporising large houses, especially if joined 
to the dwelling-house. Therefore, it is gene¬ 
rally necessary in the case of Roses to use 
washes or dry powders for the destruc¬ 
tion of insects. I prefer Tobacco-powder, 
where it can be conveniently used. Green-fly 
very frequently is in the hearts of Trumpet 
and other Liiies, surrounding the embryo 
flower-buds. Where washes cannot penetrate 
a little Tobacco-powder dropped in among the 
foliage effectually settles flies without doing 
any harm to the flower-buds, but the impor¬ 
tant thing is to be in time, and next day to 
wash it out with the dead with the syringe. 
See that plants growing in the borders are well 
supplied with water. All plants in bud, and 
when the flowers nre expanding, will benefit 
from liquid - manure. But liquid - manure 
should not be given to plants when the balls 
are very dry, as it is a wasteful method. 

Stove.—In most gardens a few Orchids are 
grown, and the time to place in new baskets 
or to repot is just as they are starting into 
growth. Even when plants are doing well, it 
is well to overhaul them. See to the drainage. 
Pick away some of the old soil or dead roots, 
if any, and make up with fibrous peat and 
Sphagnum Moss, the latter chopped fine. A 
few bits of charcoal help to keep the mass 
sweet. Though Orchids require a very open 
compost it should be pressed in firmly. The 
roots are strong enough to force their way 
through a close mass, if only it is composed of 
fibrous materials, and besides, the Sphagnum 
and the peat compressed retain the moisture 
long enough to nourish the roots till a further 
supply is given. What Orchids dislike is a 
close pasty mass of inert stuff into which the 
roots will not. enter. Light shade must l>e 
used when the sun is bright, but remove it as 
early as possible in the afternoon when the sun 
has‘last its jiower of doing injury. If the 
house is not too heavily shaded it is not easy to 
have the atmosphere too lminid inside during 
the season of growth in bright weather. We 
cannot altogether do without fire-heat at 
night, but when the thermometer will remain 
above 60 degs. all night fire-heat is not 
required. 

Young Grape-Vines.—June is a good 
month for planting young Vines propagated 
the same season. ii raised on turves the 
turves can be moved entire as soon as the roots 
are working through the sides and placed in 
the border, surrounded with good soil and 
watered with warm water to settle them in 
position. It may be necessary to shade 
lightly for a few days till the roots get to 
work. When that is evident remove the 
shade and maintain a moist growing atmos¬ 
phere, and by the end of the summer the 
young Vines will have reached the top, and 

ot stopped will be half-way down the other 
ide.^-i r.rv^vS»e/n> a crop of Grapes taken the 

less of the Vines was the object, but in the 
long run it does not pay. Better cut the 
Vines back when the leaves are ripe, and take 
up a strong cane next season. This would not 
prevent one bunch being taken the following 
season to prove the varieties. Those who 
want quality will plant Hamburghs and 
Muscats ; those who prefer bulk ana weight 
will grow Alicante ana Gros Colman. To get 
the growth of young Vines made early, 
warmth and moisture are necessary. It is 
wonderful what a stimulating effect a bed of 
gently fermenting leaves has upon the growth 
of young Vines. 

Exposing Peaches to the sunshine. 
—When thinning Peaches and Nectarines, as 
far as possible leave the fruits on the upper 
side of the trellis, or if the trees are in pots 
then have the fruits exposed to strong light by 
keeping the trees and their wood reasonably 
thin and uncrowded. I believe there is money 
in Rivers’ Early Nectarine if a liuu.se or houses 

can be given up to it. A friend of ours grows 
good crops in pots, and afterwards fills the 
house with Chrysanthemums. There is not so 
much profit in Chrysanthemums aa there was a 
few years ago ; not that there is any falling-off 
in the demand for cut-flowers, but the number 
of growers is steadily increasing and the price 
comes down, except it may be for a few special 
kinds. 

Feeding Tomatoes.—There are various 
ways of doing this, the cheapest, and, I think, 
the best, is to mulch as soon as the bottom 
trusses are set with good manure from the 
stables or elsewhere. 

Window gardening.—Tuberous Bego¬ 
nias are coming on now, but the Pelargoniums 
will soon be going out, and will then, of 
course, be placed outside. Any plants not 
contributing something to the general effect 
may now be placed outside. Double and 
single Petunias are bright, but are soon drawn 
up weakly. The best window plant is the 
Ivy-leaved Geranium, and windows filled with 
a good collection of the best Ivy Geraniums 
would be very attractive. 

Outdoor garden.—This is a late season, 
but since the wind veered round to the south 
and the warm air circulated, vegetation has 
moved rapidly. The bedding-out is now 
finished, even the sub tropical plants are in 
their allotted places. Cnnnas, especially the 
dwarf large-flowered varieties, are lovely 
plants, but they must have good soil and a 
sheltered position. The Tuberous Begonia is 
making headway, but it has not vet ousted 
the Geranium—probably never will, as the 
Geranium will flower freely under difficult 
conditions, and the Begonia will not. At 
any rate, there has been a very large run on 
scarlet Geraniums. There has always been, 
and I expect always will be, a craving for 
brightness in the garden in our climate. 
Though there may be brightness in tho garden 
without Geraniums or Calceolarias, Paonies, 
Carnations, Roses, Pinks, und many other 
plants, if only brought back to the garden in 
sufficient numbers, will give us colour enough 
and yield abundance of long-stalked flowers 
for cutting. Pyrethrums, both single and 
double, are lovely now. A patch of Anchusa 
italica, with its tall, slender stems loaded 
with sky-blue flowers, attracts attention, 
though the flowers ure not lasting enough for 
cutting. The German Iris will do because the 
buds open in water. Violas and the large- 
flowerea Pansies were never brighter with us 
than they are ut this moment, und one regrets 
the necessity for their removal to make room 
for the summer flowers. Any plants which 
require stakes should have attention. Guurd 
the Dahlius from slugs. • 

Fruit garden. —The lesson that everyone 
learns anent fruit culture sooner or later is 
never keep old trees. It is possible to improve 
old trees if not too far gone by rich top- 
dressings, but when all is done, the young 
trees from eight or nine up to twenty years 
old pay the best, and if .on the Paradise 
stock on an average soil no tree will pay for 
its keep at the end of twenty years, and may 
require replacing earlier. Another matter that 

ilf upon one’s attention is never plant 
young tree of the same kind on the site from 
nic‘ r 

forces itse 
a 
which an ild tree hiisf been removed without 

ere money-making regar^j^^n^g |ap^o^p^fy^t|ie soil and 
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clearing out every bit of old root which might 
in the autumn form a store house for fungus. 
There is likely to ho a good crop of Apples 
from what I soo of the trees near mo, but only 
a sprinkling of Plums and other fruits. 
Early Strawberries suffered from the frost. 
Most of the early blossoms in sunny positions 
were blackened by the frost, but the later 
trusses have come up well. Poaches and 
Apricots should be thinned whore the crop is 
heavy. Plums, Pears, and Apples, where the 
trees are of a manageable size, should have all 
the small and deformed fruits removed. It is 
of no use leaving the dofortncd fruits on trees, 
even whon the crop is likely to be a light one. 

Vegetable garden.—A dripping dune, 
according to the old adage, puts things m tune. 
It gives an opjiortunity of getting out the 
winter greens and Celery without much water¬ 
ing, swells out the Peas, and gives a crisp 
ness and flavour to Lettuces and other salad Iilants and Cauliflowers that are absent in dry, 
lot weather. It is true there are drawbacks : 

the weeds arc getting troublesome, especially 
when the hoe is laid aside for a time when the 
bedding-out is in operation, but wo wanted the 
rain and wore glad to see it. In staking Peas 
do not crowd the lines of sticks too closely 
together at the top. (live the Peas a chance 
to remain inside the sticks and they will do 
1 letter. Neither is it wise to have the rows too 
near each other. Isolate the late Peas cs|ieci 
ally, and they will boar bettor, and there will 
be"less mildew. The presence of mildew is 
owing to a check from drought, and a shallow, 
badly-worked soil, and possibly also in some 
cases to thick sowing. The other day I saw a 
man sowing Canadian Wonder Beans, and 
when I remarked he was nutting them in thick, 
he said he could thin them. But why waste 
the seeds? If the thinning is delayed the 
crop is injured. French Beans should not be 
nearer to each other than 0 inches. This 
gives them a chance for full development to 
bear a full crop, and. when the Beans are 
gat hered frequently there is a constant succes¬ 
sion. Tomatoes in cool-houso will require 
frequent attention. E. Hobday. 

fight on some Peach-trees, and Tobacco-powder 
is still in use. 

June S7lh.—Thinned' various kinds of fruit 
on wall trees. Fishing-nets only are usod, and 
are not much trouble nor yet much ex[>ense, 
as we should have to keep nets for covering 
fruit-trees and Strawberries. Of course, they 
wear out and have to be replaced, but the 
annual cost is not much. As Pelargoniums go 
out of flower they are placed outsido in the 
sunshine to ripen growth ready for cutting 
down. Air is left on all night on most of the 
plnnt and fruit houses. _, 

June 28th.— Good fruit of Early Rivers' 
Nectarine has l>cen gathered from |>ot.s in cool 
orelmrd-housos. This is a valuable kind. 
Attention is being given to the pricking out of 
hardy plants sown in boxes in cold-frames. 
Weeds hnvo given a lot of trouble. This 
puzzles us somewhat. So far as is jiossible no 
wood is |)ermittcd to 'seed, yet every season a 
crop comes up. Seeds are scattered by the 
wind. Shifted on Zonal Oeraniums for flower 
ing in winter. Sowed more Lettuces. 

Questions.—Queries and answers are »nnetted i* 
QARDININQ free of charge if eorreepondenU follow th/.. 

rules: AU communications should lie clearly a net concisely 
written on one tide of the paper only, and addrtueA to 
the Kmtor of Gardknikq, 17, Furnioal-strcet. Hctbom, 

London, K.C. Letters on business should let seal to 
the PDBI.1SIIKK. The name and address of the sender art 

required in addition to any designation he may desire u 
be used in the jiaper. When more than one query u sent, 

each should be on a separate piece of paper, and not w, 
than three queries should be sent at a time. Correspon¬ 
dent* should bear in mind that, as Oardkniso has to u 

sent to press some time in advanoc of date, queries eamyt 
alicays be. replied to in the issue immediately followm; 
the receipt of their communication. We do not reply's 

queries by ptost. _ ... . . * 
Naming frult.-R«vfrr* who desire our help« 

namin'i fruit should l*ar in mind that »rr#raZ uptcuKu 

in different stages of colour amt sise of the same bsl 
greatly assist m i's determination. We have reeewrl 

from several correspondents single specimens of fruit 
for naming, these in many cases being unripe, ami other 
wise poor. The difference between varieties of jruilt err, 

in many eases, so trifling that it is necessary that Ups 
specimens of each kiml shoubl be sent. We can undertshs 
to name only four varieties at a time, and these only wt n 

the above direction! arc observed. 

LAW AND CUSTOM. 

THE COMING WEEK'S WORK. 

A garden fence.- The fen™ between my garden 
ami inv neighliour's garden consist* of aliout 3A feel of 

White Thorn nnd Privet, growing on the top of a Imnk 
some 2J feel til'll, making a total height of tl feet. Mx 
neighbour want, me to out the fence down to feet in 

heiifht. hnl I am not willing. Can lie do this on giving me 
notice? The hedite in a party hedge. 1“ there any legal 

limit of a hedue between garden*?—Swakska. 

|Therc is no legal limit to the height of 
either a party fence or a boundary fence (of 
live or growing wood) between gardens. ^ on 
say this is a party fence, but are you correct? 
Or do you mean that it is a boundary fence 
dividing the gardens? If it lielongs to you 
your neighbour cannot touch it, no matter how 
high it may grow, so long as it docs not actu¬ 
ally’ overhang his ground.—K. C. T.] 

The Market Gardeners' Compensation 
Act—I look a leaxc of this house and garden :is a 

private tenant. I hav e since none in for raising Mower* 
for sale. and. as I contemplate erecting more glass. I wish 

to come under the Market Gardeners' Act 1. "'ill the 
landlord's sanction in writing lie sufficient? Or must 1 
get the lease endorsed? 2. Poes the Act lay down any 

definite scheme of compensation for improvement (at the 
expiration of the tenancy)? And. if so, what ? Or does It 
merely enact that the whole matter of compensation “hall 
lie referred to arbitration ?—Growkii. 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 
Sllene pondula (Hugh). This is the name ofth- 

flower you send. There are so vend varieties, of tliu!'" 

biennial. The oompacta varieties, which form comp* 

rounded tufts aliout 4 incite* high, arc mostly used !. 
spring liedding. To obtain good plants for sprang flower¬ 
ing, seed should be sown in the reserve garden in autumn, 
afterwards transplanting the seedlings to permanent bell 

Flowers appear from May to August, according to U,» 

season of sowing. 

Iris not opening (Constant Reader^ The Isihr- 

of the Iris flowers to open is due, no doubt, to tlteWkn. 

roots, those on the piece you send having perisheA " 
would advise you to lift the plants, clearing out the 
in which there seems to be too much manure in coot* 1 

with the roots, and replant in good loamy soil, to »lv'1 
has been added some sand if it is very heavy. Cut off .11 

liie decayed pieces before you replant. See HW W 

•• Jonquil " in our last issue, page 212. 

Extracts from a Garden Diary. 

June. 23rtl.—Have discontinued cutting 
AH|Mtragu8, except it may bo a stray head or 
two for some s|iecial occasion ; ahull food ns 
much us possible for a month or so now. We 
are trying to fetch up arrears of work, as dur¬ 
ing bedding-out other work stands still. The 
turf on the lawns has been boneflted by a light 
top-dressing of basic-sing nnd nitrate of soda, 
and the (irnss grows very fast. Second early 
Peas will only be sown now. Huntingdonian 
has been a favourite for succeeding the late 
Marrows. 

June ;',th.—Finishedjtotting specitnon Chry 
unthemurns. Wo do not shift into large |>ots 
until the roots have filled the previous |>ot8, for 
the sake of getting the work done by any 
special time. Pricked oft' Cinerarias and 
Primulas. Liquid-manure is given to Roses in 
dry positions, and the surface has been 
mulched with manure, the latter being covered 
afterwards with soil and pressed down to keep 
the birds from pulling it about. Runners of 
Straw berries are being looked after. 

June 25th.—Moved a few of the hardiest 
Palms from the conservatory to sheltered 
jtositions on lawn. Orange-trees in tubs are 
also placed outsido. This annual outing does 
them good. The creepers have been regulated 
and a few plants brought from the stove to 
ease matters there. Camellias in pots have 
been placed on a cottl-aslt bod in a shady s|>ot. 
Rhododendrons, Doutzias, and other plants 
which have boon forced have ltcon plunged 
outside to ripen and rest ready for next- 
season. 

June 20th.—Planted more Broccoli anti 
winter greens. I believe in early planting on 
our soil. Top-dressed Cucumbers in houses. 
Very little air is given and only the lightest 
possible shading, as if the plants are right at 
tho roots they will stand a little sunshine. As 
soon as a Cucumber plant dcagps its leaves-in 
every gloain of sunsftino if is time t.: i»tl j U 
up and repflQiiJZCIthd?^' iVfi_J*iIlf 'niJ 

11, If you obtain the written consent of your 
landlord previous to commencing to erect the 
glass-houses it will scarcely be sufficient, as 
the holding is not cultivated as a market- 
gardon. To raise flowers for sale is not to 
cultivate a market-garden. You should get 
from your landlord written permission to erect 
glass-nouses and to remove them on the termi¬ 
nation of your tenancy. It would bo well to 
have this permission endorsed on your lease, 
although this is not. strictly necessary. ’2, The 
Act does not prescribe any specific coinnciisa- 
tion—the measure of compensation is to he the 
value of the improvement to an incoming 
tenant of the holding, and if the landlord and 
tenant do not agree as to this, tho difference 
betweon them is to ho referred to arbitration. 
For the reasons already given, I think your 
holding is not one to which tho Act applies.— 
K. C. T.] 

United Horticultural Benefit and 
Provident Society. The monthly com¬ 
mittee meeting of this society was held at tho 
Caledonian Hotel, Adelphi-terrace, Strand, on 
Monday, 9th inst., Mr. C. H. Curtis in the 
chnir. The minutes of tho lust meeting wero 
read and signed. Four now members were 
elected, making a total of fifty-seven this year. 
Tho death certificate of tho late Mr. J. N. 
Forbes was produced, and the amount standing 
to his credit in the ledger (£4 Is. fid.) was 
directed to be jtuid to nis nominee. Three 
members wore rojKirtcd on the Sick Fund. The 
amount of sick pay for tho month was £!) 12s. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

Prolonging the bloom of Pansies (.V. C 14- 
When thcylx-comc somewhat tall, and, a* not unfrequei.:!-; 

Photographs of Gardens, Plants, or 
Trees.— We offer each week a coy>y of the latest 
edition of the “English Flower Garden”for the 

lu st photograph of a garden or any of its contents, 
indoors or outdoors, sent to us in any one tocck. 

Second prize, Half a Guinea. 

The Prize Winners this week are: 1, 
Mr. .T. Soloy, Notherleigh, Tibherton Road, 
(■rent Malvern, for Cactus Jenkinsoui grown 
in a window ; 2, Mrs. T. Norman, Holly 

Ditchinglmm, Norfolk. 1J [\] |VE RSITY 0 

U Ill'll inn lATUlUC mnuvn n-v -.—- . . « '. 
happens in the south, infested with insect*, it is apx<l 
plan to cut them close down ; when this is done, eqie i 

ally if they get a good watering where needed and stay- 
dri-sMiiK (if some Rood rotten manure, they »oon push d> 

Strom,’, clean shoots, and Mower again abundantly. In 
some southern gardens this practice is repealed w'-h 

success several times during the season. 

Raising Phyllocactuses(John Allan).— In a g<w 

sunny spot your I’hyllocaetus pods should soon ripen, am 

w hen this stage is reached they quickly begin lo shmel 
and it is then a good time to gather them As y ou hav 
not many, the better way will lie to open them and pul 
out the seeds, which should be sown in clean, well-drain,, 

pans in a mixture of loam, leaf-mould, brick nibble. -xo 
niker sand. "Tien soyvn, they should be covered lo th 

depth of a quarter of an inch with some of Ihe same mat* 
rial silted fine, anil then placed in the wannest port of t/i 
greenhouse, or cccii warmer, if you have such a structure 

The soil should Is- kept moist, hut, of course, overwater 

ing must he guarded against When Urge enough, th. 
young plant* must lie potted singly into small pota, using 
the name kind of coni|»oet, and afterward* irimled mtc 

larger pots as they require it- 

Alpine Auriculae fWoodruff} — Practically an; 

of the large number of Alpine Auriculas in cominer- 

should do very well outdoors in suitable soil on i 
moderately shaded bonier, and where the plants xr 

mulched with tine soil or old decayed manure in 
summer, and lightly protected from frosts, snow, am 
heax x rains in the winter, and especially whilst in.bloom 

But it would not be possible to nnme a few as better to 
this purpose than others, for the reason that most o( the* 

are grown in 110U under glass, though cool, and real trt 
of hardiness is thus not applied. Much depends on x»h» 
you limy regard a* an alpine, for all hardy border vanetiej 

few of which are named and are easily raised by thousand 

from seeds, are alpines, too, hut are not florists 
alpines. Hither you should purchase from a non* 

strong plants of border varieties in pols. or cite purcim* 
a packet of need ami sow at once, and thus raise scoria 

plant*. 
Laced Pinks (Woodruff. Stock port)-One of tht 

best coloured lived Pinks is I>erby Day. pink ground. xcU 
bright red edge. Boiard is one of the Hnest heavy h«U 
white grounds. Mrs. Darke (claret-red edge). H»m 
llooper (reddish purple edge). F.urydiee (rosy-red Mf) 

and Lady Craven (red edge) make up a capital "elect*’"' 
As to hardiness, Pinks vary in places, something dept., I 
ing on whether position be high or low, dry or humix 

also as to nature ot soil, a* the Pink dislike* stiff i.la.x o 

excess ol peat. On the other hand, it likes plenty of <, 
mortar sittings and wood-ashes, with turfy loam, lo? 

arc rather injurious lo Pinks, especially near towns 
piping is a piece of young shoot aliout 2 mebe* loi . 

pinched out. then inserted into sandy soil as* ,., 
cutting is a similar shoot cut off with a knife, but a 

longer, the I cue close beneath a leaf joint, and two 

three of the lower leave* cut off. The 1"^'" 
gation is just as bloom is going off. Set wtin 
stick into sandy soil under a north wall, and cox er wi. 
handlight. 

Violets not flowering (U. 
not say what variety you refer to. and ,h«re. “ • 
difference. Princess of Wales, for exampic, “ ,' 
(lowering, and U France in some dl*«*h.Ul»lnOllne*i 

same way, hut less no. Aiolct plant* at (s. per 

should he full of flower-huds. but the pUnts u ill'''” ^ 
after themselves year by year, even thougn t.n» 

price was paid for them. It is only by annual 

Hint eppd Mow cring dumi>s are obtained l“' 

y(h«v we speak ol propagation xve have In minH h/' 

:*'!L'LTlTC'S0'A'r 10 ruy pu? “ 
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i ■■->(» oa are well nigh worn out by a prolonged flowering. 
P . tent and rreest types of Violets for winter and early 
• |'ring flowering are those lielonging to Marie Louise, 

Vipolitan, Victoria, etc. You give no idea of the 
: liuon your plants are in. but at this season we can 

'! i urge you to mulch them with short manure, and so 
-■1-uun a good growth for affording runners in the early 

uiTumn for propagation. The latter subject is hardly 
a-onaMe now, but it U so important a matter, and so 

i inr of our correspondents fail with their Violets, that 

v- hall in due course deal with the subject fully. If you 

the single variety Princess of Wales, and find after 
tar treatment that it will not flower, you had best discard 

FRUIT. 

Warts on Vine leaves(SeWi/Park and E. IT.).— 
Tb- warts with which the Vine-leaves are affected are only 

call green excrescences that form on the lacks of the 
luge, a sort of extravasation of the sap through the leaf. 

The- hurt the leaves, no doubt, as affecting respiration, 
>1 arc the result of some ill health in the Vine. The 

i rouble is often caused by a too close, warm atmosphere, 

■unrated with moisture, and Vines badly affected take a 

'■elf time to recover. 

Injured Vine-leaves (Ciw Cohnan\—There is 
m indication that your Vines have grown well, if the 

!e»f you send is a sample of the whole. Its condition, 
however, when it reached us was such that it afforded but 
Intis clue to the cause of your trouble. As far as we can 
I atge. the injury to the foliage conies from the scald, 

pro*ably accentuated hyaonieatniosphericinfluence. Some 
.-r-aendamp the floors of glass-houses with liquid-manure, 

Muted so as to give off ammoniated vapours, which are hy 
' H) tlrape-growers considered favourable for leaf ahsorp- 

to. W« have proved this season that this nets Is care, 
• ten* injury may follow. This is more likely to 

tappBud,after the ventilators have remained closed for 
►/nee boon, the i nmates are exposed to sunshine without 

•tn|fc prarisnn for the escape of these gases, bottled up, 
MUi^ak, during the hours of confinement. Sulphur on 
the hot-wafer pipes, too, has a similar effect oh Vines 

.tool!the pipes Is- well heated and the air of the house 
r-.-uam unchanged before sunrise, or, rather, before it 

t he* the bouse. If these prove the cause in your case, 
the remedy will be obvious—namely, closer attention to 

- . ruing ventilation. In " catchy " weather it is not wise 

to close down the ventilators while there is a prospect of 
am alternating with cloud. 

VEGETABLES. 

Cesspool contents for a garden (hjnoramui\ 
-In summer, such crops as Cauliflowers, Cabbages, Peas, 
"- .si*. Scarlet Runners, etc., will take with advantage a 

coed deal of diluted sewage, such as you refer to. It is 
al» u-eful for Strawberry-beds from about the middle of 

April until the fruit has set. and in the winter pour it over 
' ; roots of fruit-trees, including Currants, Raspberries, 

etc. It will also he found valuable for Asparagus-lied* 
■t'a suiting has ceased, giving it well diluted. 

Feeding Asparagus (V C. L.\—The feeding of 
'-raragus should begin immediately the cutting is 

-rvd. This may lie met hy occasional soakings of 
tiuairf-manure or by sprinkling at the rate of •> oz. to 

if*square yard of sujierphosphate and salt. This manure 
-a* to suit the Asparagus well; indeed, there are few 

s it does not suit. The lietter the stems of the 
-gwragus are nourisheil the liner the produce will he 

' vt season, and w here growing in a very exposed place 
r m any position where the stems are likely to fall aliout 

them should he sup]>ort*d in some way. A few Pea 
■‘Vaki* thrust into the lied at the time cutting is relin 
• I -bed tor the season is a good protection, and a stout 

-lake at intervals of IS feet, with a line of tar string all 
r - md. is an additional support. Seed-bearing is weaken- 

iag. and M time can lie spared a little of this should lie 
rvmored by taking the side liranches off with a knife. 

A i.% thing, in short, that can be done now to ease the 
P> vita and enrich the beds where they are growing will lie 

well repaid by the increased size and earliness of the crop 
next reason. 

SHORT REPLIES. 
f'Ur.-l 

ns own 

-The only way to clear your greenhouse of green 
A 'to fumigate it.-Sebnlun. —In such a house as yours 

- impossible to have any plants in flower during the 
1 nt*r. with the exception of a few late-flowering Chrys- 

ci'.hemums. You can, in the autumn, pot up Hyacinths, 
Tulips, etc., which will come in in the early spring.- 

Pint — Ye*, they can lie left in the ground, but we 
■foul-t very much if you will get much bloom next year. 

Ii is Ur better to lift them, dry them off, and replant early 
in 'he autumn, and even then the early-flowering Tulips 

will not bloom so well as newly-purchased bulbs.- 
Wt/imL—We know of no cheap hook dealing with the 

subject you refer to.-If. A. 1’.—1. You have done quite 
right. The Acacia will very likely root, and thus be on 

io»n roots in time. 2, You need not trouble about the 

This splitting is common. You will find a 

ter of suckers spring from the bottom of the stem 

h has flowered, and verv likely the flowering stem 
form two heads.-Jfijw U. Hobbs. — The only 

<*■* you can do is to syringe them with some insecticide. 

*—& Lytle.—Your letter w-as attended to, and an answer 
siren in our issue of Mav 3. p. 136, under the heading 

“ Name* of plants."-//. TempesL—Yes, it is, as far as 
•e can judge, the branch of a Pear, but w hat variety 

to my without fruit.-S. //. L.—ln ail 

!*°“i,slity the wood is too thick. You ought to cut out 
“1 The wood that has flowered, and thus allow plenty of 

rposu for the young gr< wths that are formed.-—R. L.— 

»ot > gardening query. Your best plan will lie to consult 
s mb nor.— a Regular Reader for Many IVflff.- You 
cans* do lietter than make a hedge of Yew. llolly 
w-iM have I wen ts-tlcr, but \ou object to any plant that 
nwpneUeB-Arthur P. tkttison.— See reply to Mrs. 

A«»ie Dyke, in our issue of June 14, p. 211. re ‘‘Clematis 

“'Tin?.'--Sturm.—See reply to “& J. A.," re 
c's h^ree* casting their fruit,'' in our issue of June 14, 

-F. IT. Dane.—No doubt the result of tho cold, 
*' •'“OOabie weather we are having. With wanner days 
a>l mghts the flowers will come all right.-J. A. T.— 

°f the Londondaily papers would answer.- 

TV Carnation you refer to will break from the tio 
oat ourac. If you do uot want it gg^l^Jiut 

point, and thus encourage the plant to break away.- 
SI- Ataph.—Apply to Air. J. Pinches. 3, Crown-buildings, 
Crown-street, Camberwell. S.E.-Inguirer. —Your Rose 

is the old China.-Amateur.—Sow your Forget-me-not 
at once. Godetia is not hardy, and tliis you must sow in 
the early spring—Bay, April. You could sow a pinch of 

Godetia now, and, if the autumn was tine, it would come 
into bloom late.-A. 11. F. .V.-l, The plants that 

rabbits will not eat are very few—in fact, there are none 
that they will not attack. 2, Apply to Messrs. Morgan 

and Thompson, Ipswich.-A. M. /).—1. Please send 

some specimens of the shoots of the Chrysanthemums to 
which yourefer, and then we will he better able to assist 
you. 2, Yes, ants arc injurious in the garden. 3. The 

only thing you can do is to syringe the Roses often with 
some well tried insecticide.——Jno. J. Pilling.—Keep the 

sawdust-manure out of the garden, as it will only breed 
fungus, and is of no value whatever.-Jack. —The pot is 
all right. No doubt it was dirty when you potted up your 

plants, hence the trouble.-R. B.— Your Grapes' are 
what is known as "scalded." See note in our issue of 

June 7, p. HIS.-Sorter.—If you want fine-foliagcd 
plants, any of the small Palms, Dmcwnas. Aspidistra, 

Pious,. Ferns, and Asparagus If flowering plants, try 
Fuchsias, Pelargoniums (Zonal), Hydrangeas, Begonias. 

Cactus, with, in the early spring. Primulas (Chinese). 
Hyacinths. Tulips, and Daffodils in pots.-K. II'. -Sec 
reply to " Seely Park." re " Warts on Vine-leaves." Wecan 
find no traces of red-spider on the leaves you send.- 

F. H’. B.—Your Peach-trees are suffering from what is 
known os “ blister." See reply to " Major," in our issue 
of May 17, p. 101.-Yorkshire.—Lift the Aubrielia. pull 

it to pieces, and plant in the reserve garden. It will 
come in well for planting out in the autumn to flower next 

spring.-F. Thomas. We have ne'er heard of Horse¬ 
radish I icing used in the way you suggest.-Carlo.. 

Charley.— We fear the only remedy is the one you suggest, 
as it takes a long time for the material von sjwak of to 
soak into the wood.-/*. ,V. Hartley.—Tufted Pansies can 

lie grown successfully when the garden soil has been 
t reated to a liberal dressing of really good animal manure. 

From the nature of your query, we are at a loss to under¬ 

stand whether your garden soil is deficient in this respect. 
Any of the artificial manures applied carefully will assist 
fhe growth considerably.-Fred Bateson. -Due, no 

doubt, to the unseasonable weather wo are having.- 
AIJ Pamplillin.—The only thing.von can do is towait and 

see if you get any fruit.-K. B.- .See reply to "J. W. T. ," 
rr “ Remaking Lily of the Valiev bed," in our issue of 

May 31, p. 1X5.-E. So in mere (S. C. B. X— See reply to 
“8- C. R.," in our issue of June 7. p. lit", re "Trespassing 

ra'f."-Stefann. The recipe we gave was I peck of lime. 

1 peek of soot, 0 lb. of sulphur, tioiled together for two 
hours; when cool, use 4 pint to 4 gallons of water 

(preferably soft water). Other query next week.— 
J. /». yuite impossible to assign a reason without 
further information.-Clifton Rectory.—Your gnnlem r 

is quite right. It is next to impossible to clear out mealy¬ 
bug, unless by burning the badly-infested plants, and then 

continually washing those left with some insecticide. 
You must thoroughly repaint the house as well.-.11rr. 

II. Hudson.—In your district you had lietter plant 
Ccanothus Veitchianus against a wall, and even then it 

will need slight protection in the w inter. 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 

V Any communication* respecting plant* or fruit* 

sent to name should aheays accompany the parcel, 
which should he addressed to the Editor of GARDKXIXO 

Ii,i.chtratkd. 17, Farnical-streel, Ihlhont, Ismtlun, E.C. 
A number should also Is- )irmly a filed to each specimen 
gf flower* or fruit sent fur naming. X" more than four 

kinds of fruits or flowers fur naming should be sent at 

une time. 

Names of plants.—A’. K. D.—1. Staphylea cok 
chica ; 2, Send when in bloom.-F. Smith.—I, l’oppy 

Ancmone, single form : 2, Saxifraga ciespitosa ; 3, Arabia 
alliida : 4. Send in flower.--II’. Lewis.—1, The Throat- 
wort (Trachelium ormleum); 2, Uteris sp., please send 
fertile fronds: 3, Cypenis alteniifolius; 4, Adiantuni 

coiicinnum.-G. -V. D. -Staphylea colchica.-J. P.T. 
- Kalosanthes (I'riuwtila) cocci lira. - Cnftnn. I. 

Achillea ptannica ; 2, llclianthrmiini vulgare; 3, Phlox 
di\aricala; 4, Daphne f'lieorum.-Ignorant, tjnilc 
impossible to name from such |ioor. badly-packed 

sjiecimena--Jf. E. Xolilc. Polygonum historta. 
Co. Cork.—Double Rhododendron ponticom. — Ivor 

Merle. Alespilus Smithi.-M.—2, Specimen too dried 
up; 3, Saxifraga ciespitosa; 4. Saxifraga Wallncei.- 

Anon. I, Gardenia-flowered Daffodil (Narcissus poet ii'us 
fl.-pl.); 2. F-iqiatorium riparium: 3, CnmiHgo rceurvata. 

-K. S. Hughes. —The Balearic Sandwort (Armaria 
balearica).-R. T. A.—1, Please send lietter specimen ; 

2, Saxifraga granulata fl.-pl. : 3, Ccntaiirea iiiontana: 
4, Mexican Orange-flower (Uhoisya U-rnata); 5. Saxifraga 

Ithei: t'. Saxifraga i-iesjiitosa: 7. Gazania splendens. 
Kindly read rule as to naming plants.-./. 7'.-* 

Clematis, proliahly Almo. Van lloutte, a lanuginosa form. 

Catalogue received. 
Rijion. —/,i-f of Snr Da fist i 

Mr. J. Kingsmill, Sharon, 

WESTS EVERLASTING 

DOUBLE-GRIP STAKES, 
FOR INSTANTLY STAKING ALL 

PLANTS. 

From 5s. per cross, carriage paid. 

WEST’S 
PATENT 

FUMICATOR. 
Complete, 

post free. 9d. 
(See Catalogue for 

West 's Ext racl of 
Nicotine.) 

Send P.C. for a FREE SAMPLE, 
and yourself decide on its merits. It 

will cost you nothing-, and prove to 

you that 

WEST’S PATENT 
GARDEN SUNDRIES 

PLANTS PROTECT, MONEY SAVE, AND LABOUR EASE. 
Buy from the Manufacturer of aU Horticultural 

Sundries 

C. E. WEST, ROUNDHAY 
(SUFFICIENT ADDRESS). 

Catalogue, containing 50 largo 

pages, with 100 IUustratlonB, with 

Hints on Horticulture, post free. 

0VA>J 
* X 
*i|L0ND‘JNq£ 

TRADE MAR# 

On every genuine 
Tin, Bag, tc ScaL 

CLAY’S FERTILIZER 
Produces Flowers, Fruits, and Vegetables 

for Exhibition, Pleasure, and 
Profit, in the 

HIGHEST DEGREE OF PERFECTION. 
It is Safe, Lasting, Economical, & Unsurpassed for all Horticultural Purposes. 

AMATEURS WIN PHIZES WHEN USING IT. HAVE YOU TRIED IT! 

Sold everywhere in 6d. and 1/-Tins; anil in SEALED BAGS—7 lbs., 2,6; 14 lbs., 4/6: 
28 lbs!, 7/6 ; 56 lbs., 12/6 : 112 lbs., 20/- ; or direct from the Works. Carriage Paid 

in the United Kingdom for Cash with Order, except tid. Tins. 

Full Price List of Jlanures, Chemicals, and Sundries vjxm application. 

STRATFORD, LONDON, E. 
UNIVbk^i i Y Uh IlLinUI!^ ai 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 

• • iGiiim i nay n 

CLAy & SON, 
gig" 1 

MANURE 
MANUFACTURERS. 
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Shading ConierratorlM, 
Greenhouses, protection of 

Fruit Tree*, and other 
Horticultural purpoeea. 

In uae at leading garden* and 
eatatoa. 

Supplied in an; quantity, 
36 in. or 60 in. vide. 

Blinds of all kind* made to 
order. 

Willeeden Canrae, Tent*, 
Ground Sheet*, Blind*, 

Awning*, Garden Apron*, 
and all purpose* where a 

rot-proof and pliable 
material i* roquired. 

Willeeden Roofing for Tool 
House*, Shed*, Lean-to'*, Ac. 

Samples free. 

Telegraphic Address: 
1m i-ermkable, London. WILLESDEN PAPER & CANVAS WORKS, Ltd.,wi8SM»PBW“ 

" Weed*, weed*, everywhere. I " Yes.Bir.Tm just using the ' 
1 wonder if that new gardener 'Acme weed Killer. The 
cui Buccal uiij ilnujt i" | 1’ctL tiling in Ibo world tui | 

| killing weeds." 

THE “ACME” Sixes. Tin* Free. Price per Tin 
DnuincD No. 1. To make 25 gat*. 19 
POWDER 7. M. 33 
WEEDKILLER. .. 3. .. lOO ., (carriage paid) ft- 

Soluble in cold water. Larger size* at reduced price*. 

A3T Liquid Weed Killer, strength*, 1 in 25 and I in 50. 

Send for Price Libt to THE 

ACME CHEMICAL CO. TONBRIDCE, KENT, 
And River Street, Bolton, Lancashire. 

C. HAY WARD prH 
CRYSTAL PALACE HORTICULTURAL WORKS 
359*BR0CKLEY ROAD* BROCKLEY 

Z/srs LONDON /aee 
CheapTenants Fixture Greenhouses 

illfiwuk 
m 

Mahers ot all Kinds of Greenhouses, Carden Frames. 
'Ait Untie SumnwrUouses -f.G Rustic Summer Houses 
^■ Garden Seats Chairs../ 

uitt, Garden rrarr 
ses»7% 

sgiife. 

WW-1 
jp;1 jijl: F"“‘ p 

Send for Latest Illustrated Catalogues. 

Satiff/actum giiaranUtd. 

GREENHOUSES, 
Conservatories, Frames, 
Light*, Poultry Houses, 
Bummer Houses and 
Beals. 

GARDEN & PLANT PHOTOGRAPHS, 1902. 
The Editor of Gardening Illustratib 

announces Photographic Competition for the 
season of 1902. 

Class 1.—Small Gardens.—A prize of Fm 

Gtineas and a Second Prize of Three Gtunus 

for the best ten photographs or sketches oi 

picturesque small gardens, including town and 
villa gardens, rectory, farmhouse, or cottagt 

gardens. 

Class 2.—Flowers and Shrubs of the Opd 

Air.—A prize of Five Guineas and a Sixtus 

Prize of Three Guineas to the sender of & 
best series of not less than twelve photograph 
of the above. These may include wild pise 
or bushes, or an}' plant, flower, or sfeil 
"rown in the open air, including also ha!! 
hardy plants put. out for the summer, *&1 

either single specimens or groups, or iht 
effects resulting therefrom, in beds or bonks 
Shoots also of rare or beautiful plants pfertn- 
graphed in the house may be include! intis 
class. 

Class 3.—Indoor Flowers and Plants,-A 

prize of Five Guineas and a Second Ptuaif 
Three Guineas for the best series of am 

plants—greenhouse, stove plants, Orchids, s 
any other plant not of the open air-ather 
single shoots, plants, or specimens,or tbeeffed- 
resulting from good grouping or other arrasgt 
incuts ot such plants separately or in Astra 
tion with others. Ferns or groups of Fens:: 
houses may be included in this class, g 

Class 4.—Best Garden Fruits EfoVjr.t 

tables.—A prize of Five Guineas and a 

Second Prize of Two Guineas for not less thin 
twelve photographs of the best kinds of gsria 
fruits and vegetables, Grapes, Peaches, Aptfe-, 
Pears, Plums, Cherries, or any other frail 
grown in Britain, to be shown singly or on the 
branches. Overcrowding, as in dishes u 
shows, should be avoided. The aim should le 
to show well the form of each kind, and as at 
as may be life-size. The object of this is to 
get good representations of the best gardes 
fruits and vegetables under the old names, 
though we do not wnnt to exclude tel 
novelties when they are such. 

Class 5.—General Subjects.—A prize of 

Five Guineas will be awarded for the best 
twelve photographs of any garden subject not 
included in the previous classes, such as water 
gardens, waterside effects, rock gardens,pictur¬ 
esque effects in gardens, vases, cut flowers, 
table decorations, and pretty garden structures. 

markc<l, and glass cut 
before «em. 

BRAHAM & PIPER. 40. Foxberry-rd.. Brockley. London.S E. 

eorr co. 
GARDEN HOSE. Improved Rubber Garden 

Hose.- Cheaper than erer 2d. per foot. Guaranteed New 
and Perfect, and to stand Ins’ll pressure, 60 ft., with brass 

•t tings. 11 -; larger size, 13 6. Hose Reel*. 7/0. .Samples 
‘ Hose, free by post, l‘d. A rmoured Garden Hose, 5d ft. 

MCL , 
COIL HOSE IH1-- 

%, "" 

Supplied with varioua arrangements of Pipe*. 
Catalogue* (free) of Boiler*, Pipe*, Radiator*, fco. 

STOCK 1,200 

JONEsc& attwood 
^ w Stourrridg 

XBh 

GARDEN TENT.—6 ft-square, super-striped canvas, 
Improved design, no centre-pole, quite new, 42 Can be 
scon fixed up. Dealers in Outdoor Games and Rcqtiisi 
(new »nd second-hand) at half the usual prices. Tent 
Croquet, Cricket. Sc. 

uisites 
'ennis. 

17. 18. 
Write Jor Illustrated CrattUPfue. T l 

King Street. Coj^cn Gardec \’& \ 0111 

FOR ROOKS, PICE0NS, RABBITS. 

Single barrel, hammerlcss, breech-loading Shot Guns, con¬ 
verted from Government Rifies, and fitted to lake 12-gauge 
Lb shot cartridges; specially bored by an improved process 
for long range and great penetration. Unequalled for all 
long distance shooting, I5s. each. Double-barrelled breech¬ 
loaders, from 3fis. Air Guns, 12s. 6d. Walking-stick 

All competitors not winning a prize will tor 
lists mid Estimates eflch photograph chosen receive the sum of halt 

a guinea. In order to give ample tune to 
prepare good photographs the competition will 
be kept open until November 29th, 1902. 

What to avoid.—Cut flowers or plants ihafl'l 

not be arranged in rases with patterns on th‘n 

Haclcgroitnds should be plain, so as not lo ro*' 

into competition irilh flour re. Figures of ■(* 

or women, harrows, watering pots, rakes Ws, 

rollers, and other im/tlemenls, iron ro.unje., 

wire, or iron supports of any kind^ labels, oni 

all like, objects should be. omitted from tin* 
photographs. Ilwarfflowers are. inefedire fhd 

taken directly from a bo re. The camera shad- 

be. brought low down for such. AH photograph’ 

should be mounter/ singly, and not screraleof 
card. They should not he mounted on cards 
black barks, an>l the photographs should ltotJeJt" 

in siz> than .5 inches by j inches. The slip1- 

should not be ocercrotcderl. The foilomul «r' 

the rules to be ottserved by all competitors 

Fleur. — The photographs mag he of objects in 'b' Tf'f 
sion of either the sender or others-, but I he source*** 
they are obtained must he stated, and none tb aifen' 
of i ehich isopen to i/uestiem must be sen'. Tiled r “ 

limit as to number, and no fee to pay. The k'll'1”' f, 
have the right of engraving ami publishing any 1 ’ 
chosen photographs. The photographs may «P71"'"*' 
any gild paper that shows the subjects clearly. I “• 

types ami bromides should not be. sent, but those «“>‘v 
men iced amt printing out papers are preferred .- 
engraving. All photographs should be properly mm- 

Second.—The. name and address of the tender. 
with the name anil description of the objects rn'/ica.1 1 

he plainly written in ink on the tssek of each photos- f 
Care should be taken to avoid the ink being teen on.Mj*' 
of the photograph. This is very impiortant. 

Tiukp.—All communications relating to the, 
must be addressed to the Editor. 17. Fummi- • 

Uolbom, London. E.C., and the class for 
photographs are intended should be marked mth If. ', 

which must also he labelled “ Photographic t mw*7' ,( 
llnsureessful competitors who wish their pavosj' > , 

marnSf must enclose sufficient podage stamps 1 

nmwois at 

BOILERS. 

\M£RSITY 0 
IJRRANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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INDEX. 

Mreei, 

Linnets 
.. 2J2 

tior, 
tot of 2H 
I ikcaj- 

.. 238 

.. -.*36 
•JJ8 

r 231 

235 

233 

CdoiolliA Ifiu • firting 
Clemaiia montatn. r ut¬ 

ting down .. 
Clematis mon'nna, pro- 

(•a^ating. 
CMmti 
Con:<rratory 
Daflodi!-, fopiTi* 
Daphne ?. some 6"ixt 
hirdy. 

Ferns . 
F»'m« and .miifchiiio 
Kenu. under kIaik 
Ficus repent 
Rmal iImwai mmi 
Hower# in Tawn . 
Flower'-, two koo*I '-ally 

June white hardy 
Foislcui. 
Fruit iarden 

Froil • tree:., summer 
pruning. 

Fu- h*i» fulgen . .. 
Garden diary, cttrscu 

(t-mi » . 
G»r«l*»* oiillii- -I* in i\ 
Gird* n p^il ii and IticimU 
Ganlen work 
Gard# n. worms- in the 
t••'iitiaii (Gentnnai.the 

cborrr ... 
prop*. .«ting 

Gooscfw-rrieii. •>e*rd'Hi .. 
(!'K«eli?niw«, pniiung.. 
Graji**;. 1j»| i» 
tirni- . not wMing 
Graj-es, ivit kiiu:.. 
IMlvht* k - le.HT. wi'h 

re-1 |*flr.. 
HoUyho.ko 

Indoor plant.-. 
Law and custom.. 
Lawn, ants in 
IxH|ua', trea*m»,nt of .. 
M* loti- ripening .. 
M* pilu toil hi i | n 

M gratidifloral 
Michamia • auipami- 
loiden. 

M**th, the winter 
Orchard fruit, irotect- 

uig .. 
• >»il«loor garden .. 
Outdoor plants .. 
l\»n,y Mill for 
raising. 

I'.iiathn eiDiil ion 
Pea*di Irarej Mister* d . 
Plan*: ttertaecou . what 

pa . 

Plan* and flower . 
Khodnn'tv Manul' t . 

u. II . 

Kbuhsrbwin*-, re*-i|»» lor 
uidlniig 

Room and window 
K ** Ii* lruel.f. oust ante 

IT- i) 
Roc.. Fortum-s Yellow 
Hoc Gloire d»' Dijon 

»inning j'llow.. 
Rw K.n— r Wilhelm .. 
I.* i - le%»rs, on 
K- M. r.ed. fKugotn) 

after flourrini?. 
pruning free -growing: 

RiMiiandihcfresl 
Ro" hints to exhi- 
liitora. 

; Seeds not growing 

•Slugs in gsrd* n .. 
Stole 
•Summer heat, preparing 
lor. 

Twnj- rsture flu. * nation 
and it'- influent o 

Tom*foe* in i*ot-. 
I ■ ■ 
Tulip . early ninth and 
doutd-. 

VrgMshl# garden 
Vegeinl.lej 

Vi Bl *ibioi it Ih Drill 
Hull . 

Wall, an ugly, mad. 
I . an'it’ll 

Wallllowcrs. double 
Weeks work, the com¬ 

ing . 
Window gardening 

FRUIT. 

IT. V N1 iN'G F R UIT-TR EES. 

e pullers. or, indeed, any other 
tricted fruit trees, summer prun¬ 
ing is very important, from 

|nd control it gives the culti- 
|he trees. Should tho bottom 
be trees show any signs of weak 
em niipiuehed for a season or two, 
ore closely and assiduously t lie 
ing parts, to divert the flow of 

[weaker parts. By pinching the 
i of trees the flow of sap may lie 

By direction. Pinching a shoot 
whilst leaving it tinpinched 

the flow in that direction. The 
limner pinching is deserving of 

4dy, not only in its application to 
Bcrally, hut the best inode of treat- 
ticnlar tree should lje separately 
There is too much variation in the 
juit-lrees to permit. all to lie treated 

without in some cases causing 
(in the heal th of the trees : for whilst 
jwer must be repressed, it mav be 

Heave the weakly ouo untouched, 
irther means to encourage growth, 
ite as much as root pruning, enables 
power to be repressed, and in a 

l and less hurtful way, because the 
( given gradually and at the right 

Vcases summer pruning is delayed 
en t ill the young shoots are 1 foot or 
Bd are getting firm at the base, and 

they are cut back to three or 
! But during the time of this rapid 

[wood the roots have felt the stimu- 
of so much foliago: and as in 

(Ult-ivatiou is carried on almost up 
of the trees, the roots have no 
strike downwards ; and as this 

ftcr year, the system of tlietroo 
Order and refuses to bear fruit or 

. of course when that condition is 
only remedy is to lift, root- 

eplant. But if the growth lias 
to earlier, a regular steady root 
have liecn carried on in projior- 
growth, for there is always a 
action between roots and tinm¬ 

en tho latter are encouraged or 
|xteud themselves, the roots, to 
fry demand made upon them, must 
fithe moist subsoil; and when that 
nothing hut water>- unripe wood 

till the tree is lifted out of 
liUirn, and its roots brought hack 

surface. In tho meantime a 
fro is lost, and there is a possibility 
\being trimmed in too much, and 
®c will require a year or two to 
(dealing with a well-balanced tie©, 

a able way of proceeding would 
oce pinching when the longest 
rown 7 inches or 8 inches, and 
hack to five or six buds, going 
intervals of three or four days 

pinched or shortened liacl 
Time extend ovfy j j-fru 

I-way no undue pressure Will 

he placed on the roots, and the tree would be 
maintained in a lienlthv and vigorous state 
through both roots and branches ; the sap 
that ran to waste ill watery spray would be 
diverted into forming fruit buds, and an early 
fruit hearing habit formed that would tend 
still further to check any undue development 
of useless wood. 

not tSEBEKRIEB I'KUNING. 
TO Till. 1.IUTOK iAKliKMVG II.I.I-STRATKI1. 

Sin, For the last two or three years I have 
been pruning my hushes according to in¬ 
structions in Mr. E. Holiday's liook, “ Fruit 
Culture for Profit," thinning out during .June 
a lot of the young wood, both with the object 
of helping the ripening fruit and improving 
the shape of my trees towards the latter pur¬ 
pose removing entirely much of the wood that 
has not an upward tendency. I think insuf¬ 
ficient attention was paid to my bushes in 
their early training to give a sufficiently long 
stem on which tho tree should stand, the result 
being that as the hushes get older many of the 
boughs hang about too near the ground. This 
1 am endeavouring to improve by now remov¬ 
ing a certain quantity of tne lower portions and 
encouraging the young wood only that gives 
promise of a straight, upward growth. At the 
same time 1 thin out, where possible, the inner 
shoots, so as to aim at giving each hush in 
time the cup-shape form. So far my attention 
seems to have been successful as regards the 
size of fruit, hut 1 have no doubt that another 
year 1 may lose in quantity by taking away 
wholesale a rather large quantity of the older 
wood, which seems absolutely necessary to 
ensure upright and more sightly growth. The 
kinds I grow are Industry, Keepsake, White¬ 
smith, and Crown Bob. I cannot help thinking 
that this treatment promises well for the 
future, while, at the same time, doing this in 
•Tunc I believe one deals a very severe blow to 
the insect tribes, as on the pieces cut off are 
often to ho found caterpillars' eggs. I should 
like to hear your readers’ opinion on this 
course, and also whether anyone can say if by 
any special rule in cutting back young growth 

leaving two or more leaves—fruit-buds 
arc formed as in other fruits for another year? 
Or should the young shoots he cut off close to 
the branch they spring from? In the removal 
of some of the young shoots this might he useful 
knowledge. Close. 

XOTES AXD REPLIES. 

Protecting orchard fruit. I should 
fee! greatly obliged if you or any of your 
readers could inform me the means adopted 
in the fruit-growing districts of keeping the 
birds off? I have 4 acres of Cherry-orchard, 
with a huge number of trees just in their 
prime, mostly planted twenty-five to thirty- 
live years since, and year after year the birds, 
which are in large numbers, strip the trees 
before the fruit is quite ripe. When I was 
a boy I have known the crop sold standing for 
€ Hi and C20. The fruiterer who bought them 

itjwred andTeHtiled them at 4tl. to Gd. peril:. 
IcH hc»(ijJfp(tTition of so much foreign fro; 

■titter to get anyone to buy 

crop standing, as the n -k is : Who shall have 
the fruit - the purchaser or the bird.-.? Tho 
fruit, if allowed to mature, r- of a large >izo 
and exceptional quality. The orchard in 
question i. situated in the Midlands. I have 
known (he birds commence on a tree as soon a. 
light of a morning and .-tti|» il by fi o'clock the 
same morning. Covstvnt Rlaurk. 

Cordon Gooseberries. I ha..- -.. 
trees three and lour years old, grown a» siiudr ivrltC 
•onions. They are il feet lo 1 feet hi£h, and have fine 
fruit, but I do not know how to prune them. The. arc 

inakins stron: lateral ehoots e.erv few im In s When 
should I out lh.se olT, and how many eyes should I lea.e • 

I should ho ~lad to know your opinion of "rowing <.nnsr- 
lierrics in this nay. .hum I’ll-. 

|The great object of flic grower of cordon 
Gooseberries must l>c to stock the stems full of 
fruiting buds. This is done bv allowing tho 
leader only to grow freely, whilst all side- 
shoots are pinched hack to aliout three leaf- 
buds ufter they have made half-a-dozen leaves. 
As the outer of the three buds will push new 
growth later, such new growths should also bo 
kept hard |iniehed through the summer. This 
pinching not only keeps I lie fruiting buds 
close homo hut the base buds swell lip and 
bloom strongly the first spring. Winter 
pruning i- limited lo shortening hack any 
growths that may tend to make the coitions 
II read or branching, fine advantage of grow¬ 
ing Goosclicriies as cordons is that by covering 
up the plants with fishing-nets the fruits can 
lie protected from birds, and thus hang for a 
long time. I 

Peach leaves blistered.--! will feel obliged if you 
will tell me what is wrong with my Peach-trees, some 
twigs of which I enclose They are growing in an open 

bonier, south aspect, in Cork. Leaves have been more 
or less curled in same way every year since planted six 
years ago. — K. ('. II. 

|Many arc tho inquiries what best to do to 
prevent blister in I’cach leaves. These arc 
questions which it is difficult to answer, as 
sometimes under the most careful treatment, 
together with tho use of night coverings, tho 
trees are not always exempt from injury, 
though, of course, they suffer much less than 
others that have not received protection. So 
long as the foliage is dry, east winds and cold, 
frosty nights have less injurious effects. The 
one great thing is to watch that insects do not 
get the up|XM- hand ami cripple free develop¬ 
ment of growth. To guard against this the 
trees should ho looked over almost daily, and 
any leaf which shows tho Iciest sign of curling 
may he taken as having some green fly behind 
it or on its underside. The grower, with the 
aid of a Tobacco-dust distributor, shout 
gently press tho affected leaf between th 
thumb and finger, and alter crushing the fly 
apply a little Tobacco-powder, the moisture 
from the insect causing it to adhere to the 
foliage, thus saving wetting if for the purpose. 
A good protection early in tho season is a 
double thickness of Strawberry nets arranged 
loosely about 18 indies from the wall. This 
screens the trees from winds during the day 
and frost at night at the same time. Growth 
is not weakened by the exclusion of light and 
air, which is sometimes the case when thick 
blinds ugq7T^t|im|;ijl('C;rfylullv. See, also, reply 

°< May 1* 
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PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

OUTDOOR PLANTS 

THE CHOICER GENTIAN'S (GEXTIANA). 

Alpine and mountain posture plants of classic 
beauty and variety, some lierbaceous, some 

is readily increased. One or two good kinds, 
well grown and grouped, will be better than a 
dozen dotty examples of ill-grown kinds, how¬ 
ever rare or curious. 

Gentiana acaplis (Gentianella).—This plant 
is too well known to need description, and 
happily, while among the most beautiful of the 
Gentians, it is easily cultivated, except on dry 

very well in “ battered " walls, and it flonertd 
freely thereon. My friend, M. Francisqoe 
Morel, of Lyons, tells me that the form of tbs 
fine plant, which is cultivated in British 
gardens, is unknown on the Savoy Mountains 
and those near. I think it is an Italian fora, 
but there are other handsome plants amonj-ii, 
allies on those mountains and others ntji 
which are well worth the attention of i 

Cross-wort Gentian (G. crucial*} 

Smaller Cross-wort Gentian (G. decumbens alba). 

in the tall and stately Gentians of the Alps, 
such as G. lutea, and some of the annual kinds 
are of no value for the garden. 

If any plants justify the formation of a good 
rock garden, it is these; and, therefore, we 
should seek to get their best effect from an 
artistic point of view by, if possible, grouping 
them in a natural way. There will be no 
difficulty in this as regards come kinds, 
particularly Gentianella, which is very effective 
on some soils, and in its various forms might 
be treated well when suffiafentlv-Anceu^iL 
The Willow \1 eLlsjAedUl t 
effect among theoushes in therock garoeCJnd 

Swallow-wort Gentian (G. asclc-piadeaX 

. . h|ue colons 
readily propagated by large, handsome, of a fine deeper, .prjghtl.v spring, and is reauny propagated uy large, imnusome, ui a line ^-i—• . -ppign 

division, and also by seeds ; but these are so and spotted on the t hroat g It 
small and so slow in germinating that its ^green. This is the hundsoines f 0„ 
jropagation in this way is never wGtftilij I Eire tuAvers in May and June, • ;l]tjtudv of 

Mpi a “ 
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Gentianella (Gentiana acaulis). 

evergreen herbs, some annual plants. Beau¬ 
tiful as the Gentians are on the mountains 
of Europe—and it is not easy to describe 
their beauty nt its best, as, say, of a plateau of 
acres of the Vernal Gentian on the Austrian 
Alps, or of the Bavarian Gentian along the side 
of an alpine streamlet—I think I was even more 
struck with the beauty of the American, 
fringed, and other Gentians which do not seem 
easy of cultivation in Britain. There is no 
serious difficulty as to the culture of the best 
European kinds, save, perhaps, bavarica, but 
the American kinds are more liable to perish in 
s line of our soils. Gentians arc not all worthy 
of cultivation on the rock garden. I never 
co ild see any beauty, from that point of view, 

soils. In some places edgings are made of it, 
and where the plant does well, it should be 
used in every garden to some extent in this 
way. It is at home on the rock garden, where 
there is moist loam into which it can root. It 
may lie successfully grown in pots, and that 
would be worth the trouble where the plant 
would not succeed in the oj>cn air from a very 
dry soil or any other cause. It is sometimes 
sold in Covenl Garden in pots when in flower 

gardeners. As the old plant we have is •o 
easily grown in Britain, there is no reasoawy 
t hese should not be equally so. I thiol tiny 
would all do grown on walls in the «iy 
described in the first, part of this book—that ii 
to say, on “ battered ” walls against earth 
hanks, with the stones so set that they will i 
catch all the rainfall. 

According to M. Correvon, there are four« i 
even five well-marked forms of G. ncaulis - 

Gentiana a. an<:ustitolia. —A stolouiiew i 
plant, emitting underground runners. Flown 
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0. a. Clcsii.—The flowers of this are of a 
ine dark blue colour and have no green spots 
mi tiie throat. The plant blooms in May and 
Inna, and is found on calcareous rocks of the 
\|ps and the Jura range at an altitude of 
1,1 M) feet to 5,000 feet. 

(• n. Kochiajta.—Flowers of a violet blue 

Tne \ ernai uentian in. vernal 

marked on the throat with spots of 
-green colour; in May and June, 

in pastures on the granitic Alps. 
iLMSA.—Leaves small, of a sprightly 

colour, glistening, curving inwards and 
lied, forming rosettes which incurve at 
the middle part of their length. It 

in May and June. Found on 
Alps at an altitude of 

feet to 9,000 feet; also on the 
and the Sierra Nevada. The 

last-named species require a com- 
M»t of one-third crushed granite, one- 
hird heath soil, and one-third vege- 
•lile loam, and should be planted on 
network half exposed to the sun. 

0. a. dixakica (Beck.).—This is a 
(ora of G. acaulis with broad, thick 
l»r® and erect, slender, ulinost cylin- 
lric»l flowers of a dark blue colour. 
Found on the Alps of Southern and 
Eastern Austria. 

<1. Andkkwsii (Blind Gentian).— 
rU kinds of Gentian which attract so 
nuch attention for their beauty on 
European mountains open their flowers 
vide when the sun shines. This does 
not do so, having closed tubes each 
iboutan inch long, in clusters, and oi 
t deep dark blue. Then, instead of 
spreading low and mantling the 
pound with rosettes of leaves like G. 
vema, the shoots grow erect anti a 
foot or more high. It is handsome, 
and grows quite freely in a sandy peat, 
but has been hitherto so little grown 
that experiences of its likes and dis- 
likes are not yet obtainable. The 
tl.wer- are closely set in clusters near 
the tops of the shoots. A native of 

rich soil in North America, 
ing in autumn, and increased by 
>n and by seed. 
asclkpiadka (Swallow-wort Gen - 

tun i. - A true herbaceous plant—i.e., 

dying down every year, thus keeping 
•oi danger in winter time, and 
easily cultivated in almcst any soil. 
It grows erect, with shoots almost 
'•'How - like, and from 15 inches to 
- lev; high, according to tin nature of 
’'jc -nil; bearing numerals large pur- 
pUshhlue flowers, arranged in hand- 

spikes. Little need be said of its 
'"ult'ire, as it is not fastidious, but in a 
deep sandy loam or peat it will grow twice as 
hre* as in a stiff clay. In a wild state it in¬ 
habits Pme woods. In consequence of its tall 
fubit, this species is best adapted for the bushy 
puts of the rock garden, or in the borders 
' vir at hand. It is a native of European 

G. bavarica (Bavarian Gentian). In size 
this resembles the vernal Gentian, but has 
smaller Box-like leaves of a yellowish-green, 
all its tiny stems lieing thickly clothed with 
foliage, forming close, dense little tufts, from 
which spring flowers of tlie most lovely blue, 
which seems occasionally flushed with a slight 

tinge of purplish crimson. 
The plant is a native of the 
high Alps of Europe, and in 
ISON I saw it in great abun¬ 
dance near the monastery of 
the Simplon. G. verna 
occurs abundantly in the 
same place ; but, while it is 
found on ground not over¬ 
flowed bv water, G. bavarica 
is in bloom in very boggy 
spots, where some diminu¬ 
tive rill has left its course 
and spread out over the 
Grass, not covering it, but 
saturating it so that, when 
walked ujion, the water 
hubbies up around. The 
best thing to do with it is 
to plant it near the margin 
of a rill, taking care to lot 
no Carices, Couch Grass, 
Cotton < trass, or other strong 
growing subjects get near 
the spot, or they would soon 
cover and destroy the plant. 
It may also lie grown in 
pots, plunged in sand during 

the summer: sanity loam to be the soil used, 
the plants to have re|>euted and abundant 
waterings from early spring till the heavy 
autumnal rains set in, or be half plunged in 
water, with free exposure to light. 

ti. i’li.iATA.- A rare and beautiful species, 
with Hexuose, almost simple, steins about 

l>e grown in well-drained pots, using the same 
compost. In all cases it should be kept rather 
dry in winter. Young plants flower freely 
when only 2 inches or 3 inches high. 

M. Correvon says it is n difficult, one to 
grow, so that its culture is almost impossible. 
The seedlings of it which he raised in his 
alpine garden only yielded flowers in the 
proportion of hardly 3 |ier cent. A heavy, 
com|wet soil, which is almost clayey, and full 

Manh Ocnlian (G. Pnrnnionaiithe). 

exposure to the sun are the conditions which 
appear to suit it. 

G.CRIMTA (FringedGentian).—A singularly 
beautiful plant, frequenting wet ground and 
river sides, something ubout 1 foot in height, 
with the loveliest fringed deep indigo-blue 
flowers we ever saw. It is an annual or biennial 
plant, very beautiful for the bog garden, if we 
could get it established in our country from 
seed. It grows in moist woods and jiastures, 

Crested Gentian IG. ;rpteniti<U). 

I foot high, bearing large, solitary, azure-blue, 
deeply fringed flowers, each from I inch to 
l.J inches long; leaves roughish at the edges. 
It is a native of the Alpine regions of Central 
and Southern Europe, and the Caucasus, in 

. dry pastures, and requires to be planted in a 
n woods, and is readily propagated by-l^nixture of -sich fibrous loam and broken lime- 
of the root. l st/me.in^wilijrtissures of rock work ; or it may 

Digitized by 

and also near rivers and streams, and 1ms a 
wide range in N. America and Canada. 

G. crcciata (Cross-wort Gentian). — This 
species has erect, spreading leaves, arranged at 
right angles or cross-like on simple ascending 
stems, which are from ti inches to 1 foot in 
height-. The flowers are blue, and pro lueed n 
whorlPri3{f'» «Qfltive of dry past-ires n 

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT 
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Central and Southern Europe and Siberia, and 
has a four-angled creeping root, or rhizome, 
split into connate bundles of four, and fibrous 
or hairy at the ton. In growing this plant, 
fibrous loam should be plentifully mixer! with 
small pieces of broken limestone. 

G. deccmbens (Smaller Cross-wort Gentian). 
—Stem erect, 12 inches to 10 inches high. 
Flowers numerous, of a fine blue colour, and 
borne in terminal spikes. Blooms from June 
to August. Native of Siberia, at an altitude 
of ‘2,000 feet to ii.ooo feet. There is a good 
white form of this. Syn. G. adscendens. 

G. oki.ioa. - A vigorous-growing species, 
forming dense tufts or carpets a foot high, 
with bent, ascending stems, ami ovate, lance- 
shaped, blunt leaves, closely set.. Flowers 
each nearly 2 inches long, in very large heads 
of a brilliant blue colour. Native of alpine 
districts in the Caucasus and Armenia. Grows 
well in rich, moist loam, and is easily increased 
by division or from seed. 

<i. Ki kiumi. One of lbe most beautiful of 
the Himalayan Gentians, and one oi the 
easiest to cultivate, in Ihc south of Scot¬ 
land it does well, but then alpine Indian 
plants liml there a congenial home. Near 
London, oil a north aspect, it has lluwcrcd 
well. The compost- on which it grows is n rich 
peaty mixture, and it receives copious water¬ 
ings during the summer months. It forms a 
tuft, or rosette, of smooth leaves about 
2 inches long, from the base of which rises the 
flower-stalk, and from the upper joints short 
stalks bearing single (lowers, each an inch 
broad and of the brightest azure blue, in 
July and August. Himalayas. 

G. P.nei'Miin iNTHK (Marsh Gentian). A 
British [lerennial, scarcely less beautiful than 
any alpine Gentian, with tubular flowers, an 
inch and a half or more long, of a beautiful 
blue within, with live greenish belts without, 
the lolies of the mouth short am I spreading; 
on stems (! inches to « foot high. A native of 
boggy heaths and moist pastures, and in culti¬ 
vation requiring moist jieut. It is not recorded 
from Scotland or Ireland, though not rare in 
some parts of England. Few plants are more 
worthy "f a place on the rock garden, and 
where the plant occurs wild it might well be 
guarded against extermination. 

(i. i-YRKNAK r (Pyrenean Gentian). Some¬ 
what like the Vernal Gentian in size, but with 
narrow, sharp-pointed leaves and dark violet 
almost stalkless flowers, the flat portion of the 
flower being formed of live oval lobes, with a 
triangular appendage between each nearly as 
long as the lobes. It, requires much the same 
treatment as G. verna, flowering in early 
summer, and is well worthy of a place in the 
choice rock garden, though not of such a vivid 
hue as (i. verna. 

G. skptemfjda (Crested Gentian).—A lovely 
plant, bearing on stems 0 inches to 12 inches 
high, flowers in clusters, widening towards the 
mouth, of a beautiful blue and white inside, 
greenish-brown outside, having between each 
of the larger segments of t.lie flowers one 
smaller ami finely cut. A native of the 
Caucasus, and one of the test for cultivation on 
the rock gaixlen, thriving well in moist sandy 
peut. Division. 

G. \ kkna (Vernal Gentian).—The type of all 
t.hnt. is lieautiful in alpine vegetation It 
covers the ground with rosettes of small 
leathery leaves, often spreading into tufts from 
.1 inches to .r< inches in diameter, and producing 
in spring, flowers that even the botanist calls 
“ beautiful bright blue," though botanical 
books are usually above taking any notice of 

h colour at all. Sometimes the blooms barely 
fi-ise above the leaves, and at other times are 
borne on stems 2 inches or 2 inches high. A 
few things are essential to success in its culti¬ 
vation, and far from difficult to secure. They 
are good, deep, gritty loam on a level spot, 
perfect drainage, abundance of water during 
the dry months, and full exposure to the sun. 
Grit or broken limestone may bo advantage¬ 
ously mingled with the soil, but if there be 
plenty of sand, they are not essential; a few 
pieces half buried on the surface of the ground 
will help to prevent evaporation and guard the 
plant till it has taken root and liegun to spread 
about. It is so dwarf that, if weeds he allowed 
to grow around, they soon injure it. In moist 
districts, where there is a deep, san 

Digitized by 

loam, it may lie grown on the front edge of a 
bonier carefully surrounded by half-plunged 
stones. It may also be grown in ]iots or boxes 
of loam, with plenty of rough sand, well 
drained and plunged in beds of sand, exposed 
to the sun, and well watered from the first, 
dry days of March onwards till the moist 
autumn days return. In all cases good, well- 
rooted specimens should be secured to begin 
with, as failure often occurs from half-dead 
plants that would have little chance of surviv¬ 
ing, even if favourer! with the air of their 
native wilds. In a wild state this plant is 
abundant over mountain pastures on the Aljis 
of Southern and Central Europe, and those of 
like latitudes in Asia. 

SOU, FOR RAISING PANSY SEED. 
TO THE EDITOR OK “ HARDEN I Nil IM.ISTRATEII." 

Sir,—Passing some waste ground on which 
rubbish is licing dc|«sited, I (six or seven weeks 
back) observoii a small inoiunl on which there 
was a luxuriant crop of Grass, and on pulling 
up a handful of the latter 1 found the material 
below to be largely compniscd of mortar 
rubbish and some dark material which may 
havo come from ash pit or sewer in the locality. 
Thinking, on account of the fine crop of Grass, 
the stuff would be good to sow some Pansy 
Seed on, I thereon procured a barrowful of it 
and made up u small bed a few inches deep, 
making at same time a similar sized In si of tine 
sand, with a very little quantity of garden soil 
in it. On these two small beds I sowed some 
Pansy seed from the same package, covered 
each sowing with some tine siftings of the 
same soil in which the seed was sown, watered 
and otherwise treated each bed up to the 
present in I lie same manner. On the bed 
largely coinfiosed of the mortar refuse I have 
fully fifty plant' to ten on the other, the plants 
on the mortar bed appearing quite ten days 
before those on the other. About thirty live 
years ago, v lieu passing a large heap of mould, 
mortar refuse, etc., 1 observed a small wild 
Pansy growing on the heap. 1 took it home, 
put it into a jam jar. even without a hole in t lie 
bottom, ami placed it on an upstairs window¬ 
sill looking almost due south, not then know¬ 
ing which as|»ect w as best. The bloom that 
came on it pleased me so much that l took to 
rearing flowers. The jam jar was my first 
garden and the wild Pansy my first flower. 

Belfast. Andrew Maze. 

XOTES AXD REPLIES. 

What Is a herbaceous plant ? Will \ou kindly 
tell me whut you i-all herbaceous plants, as I have heard 

several talk about it7 One says all plants that die down 

completely in the winter are true herbaceous plants. Is 
that bo’.' According to that, such as the Hollyhock would 

not tie, as in my garden it has green leaves all I he year. 

Again, do bulbs come in under that or not ? The person 

I referred to aboie said that plants that did not die down 

were not herbaceous. - T. Trim*. 
[In garden language Hie meaning is perennials that die 

down every year, hut you will remember that all such 

definitions are artificial, as in nature there arc no hard 

aud-fast lines. | 

Slugs in garden. -In reply in your 
correspondent, “If. C. F. I).." re a .slug- 
infested garden, I have been recommended and 
have tried with great success a very simple anil 
cheap remedy. Pare an orange, so us to keep 
the two halves as complete as jiossible, lay the 
| led mouth downwards on the Dei Is infested by 
slugs, which creep inside and are easily 
gathered and destroyed in the morning. 
Woodliee and ants are also attracted by the 
odour and shelter. -An Old Reader. 

Hollyhocks. — It. is now generally agreed 
that to avoid the dread disease which attacks 
Hollyhocks one should plant them out in well 
ptepared ground instead of, as is often the case, 
putting them into soil that is practically worn 
out. I have observed that where failures 
mostly have occurred it has been on impover¬ 
ished land. But another preventive measure 
is to always have at hand a few young plants, 
so that if disease should assert itself one may 
soon uproot the offenders and replace both soil 
and plants at the projier time. '1 o have Holly¬ 
hocks for another year one should sow seed 
from now until the end of July in boxes of 
fairly light soil, or on a warm "border where 
the plants may receive a slight, protection in 
the winter, planting them out in the desired 

Photographs of Gardens, Plants, or .. 
Trees.— Hre offer each week a cojiy oj Wj • 
etlilicm of the " English F/otoer Garden J0’'' ’) 
beat photograph of a garden or any oj i 
indoors or outdoors, sent to tu •« unV ou J" " 

Second prize, Half a Guinea. 

The Prize Winners this week a*: ■ •' 
Mrs. Rennet- Were, Gotland*, .Sidtnouf 
Magnolia Soulangeana; 2, *Mr. •!-■Af"1’ ‘ ’ 

- .r o — - ..Cemetery Road, Linthorpe, Middlesbo ^ 
laces next March, previously prepm£pgg(|iej| ffoioVprder of seedling Polyanthuses. 
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ground by digging in during the winter some 
good cow manure. A succession of plain*, 

young and healthy, is, I maintain, better than 
seeking to retain old stock, which is more 
liable to disease, and is of less value, from a 
flowering point of view, than young plants. - 

WoO I) BAST WICK. 

Two good early June hardy white 
flowers.—1 often think were some of on; 
hardy tlowera occupunts of the greenhouse, 
they would be more frequently seen in garden- 
But because they may be had at a very snail 
cost they aro not. valued so much. The u„ 
kinds 1 am about to mention are amongst il* 
very best white flowers for the open bonier 
and to put from. The first is Aquilegia \c. 
garis, single white. Nothing can 1* nwe 
lovely l han a large mass of this. 1 haw- 4 
group of it, the plants about 2 feet high,anil, 
mass of bloom. This kind is grown forma-, 
ing on t he Grass. So free is it that it sac. 
most abundantly and thrives in any soil 
situation. It glows and 1 dooms alututidulK n 

n gravel pith. Beautiful as this is I consitr 
Narcissus pictii-us plentis, or Gardenia lbs 
cred, equally good. I know this is latge!. 
grown as a eut-llower for market. But in l>... 
tew gait lens cun one find it. Surely it is w 
from its expensiveness, seeing how cheap, 
bulbs may be bought. Neither is it iliffitsi: 
to cultivate, given a good soil and an open 
iiositinu. With me it blooms equally well a 
borders and in the Grass, and 1 often hsie 
in bloom at Midsummer Day in a shady honln 
and in the Grass. -J. Crook. 

Foxgloves. These look well as a M. 
ground to mixed borders, associated with 
Larkspurs. Dahlias, Hollyhocks, and dirt 
tall-growing plants. Instead of only the 
ordinary purple anil white kinds there «t. 
now lie found flowers with rose, lilac, piiiL 
and blush exteriors, the blossoms large and 
line form, anil the throat or lit) very hu>l- 
soiiiulv spotted. It is in this rich, bold ■[•< 
ting that the lieauty of the Foxglove so moth 
consists. The small brown spotsc-haractcriK 
of our wild Foxgloves have been converted ^ 
into large, rich, dark blotches and spotting, 
and when these markings arc in couibinali-y 
with pure white Julies the effect is strikingly 
lieautiful. Foxgloves are now getting ink'll 
full bloom, and in the case of extra strooffc 
plants there is first the massive centre or msra | 
spike, and then a number of side growth-<’*t 
forth later. Those who do not require to 
seed should cut out the centre spike as soon *• 
it gels shabby, and the side shoots will be 
siderahly lienetited thereby, especially if 
supply of water lie given at tne loots in dry 
weather. In the case of t he best varieties« 
side shoot will supply an abundance of seed. 
If the seed be sown early in spring the plan'' 
will become strong for planting out in autumn, 
and will flower the following June. 

Double Wallflowers.—If it If *“r ‘2 
judge of the merits of the German strain vt 
double Wallflowers by the group of * he-* 
plants shown recently at the Drill Hall.uml ’ 
their kind, they were very tine. Certainly there 
is little prospect that they ever will sups** 
in public esteem the beautiful small fonts - 
which now we have so many, and which, whe 
in bloom, are so sweetly perfumed. ThoGenn.ui 
Wallflowers seldom lira neb. ami chiefly 
one somewhat massive spike of double no»tf- 
on a stout woody stent that is fairly «>! 
clothed with leafage. But even in bloom1"' 
plants are very stiff and formal, and as a group 
at the Drill Hull I have never seen anythin? 
plants more so. How much in seeing i'll~ 
German varieties one deplores the absent*'in*- 
gardens of the tine old yellow, red, and |,|al 
perennial double Wallflowers. The gt®- 
wealth of variety in the singles, however, g,u' 
some compensation.—A. D. 
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FERNS. FERNS AND SUNSHINE. 

ADIANTUM TENERUM VAR. 
FARLEY ENSE. 

Will you kindly tell me how best to grow this Fern 1 I 

hi'e a plant of it, but 1 cannot succeed with it. I grow it 

m prat and silver-sand. I have been told to grow it in 
;,«ua aiul some manure mixed with it.— J. A. SiMrso.v. 

[At one time, when Ferns were invariably 
grown under green glass and heavy shading, 
this Fern was of no sendee outside the stove, 
r.nd much of its beauty was iost, as it is only 
when exposed to the light that the young 
fronds take on the lovely rosy-pink hue. 
Another advantage in growing it fully exposed 
to the light is that the fronds will last well 
when cut. Plants grown from single crowns 
are by far the best, and as fertile fronds are 
neter produced it must lie increased by divi- 
muii. il is always best to divide young planks. 
II done l*efore the pots get too full of roots 
the divisions will soon start into growth. 
Where old plants are to be had they may be 
broken up so as to secure some good roots with 
tich division, and then be divided again after 
they have begun to grow ; or some of the 

may be taken off and all the fronds out 
li put into Sphagnum Moss, peat, and 

and kept close, they will soon start 

Fkkns dislike bright sunshine, thriving best 
where the atmosphere is constantly moist and 
the light of a subdued description. At the 
same time, it must bo admitted that Ferns 
are often subjected to treatment which is far 
from being in accordance with their nature and 
requirements. Many growers either heavily 
shade their Ferns during a great portion of the 
day, or create dense perpetual shade by damp¬ 
ing the glass with a mixture of some kind, not 
appearing to realise the fact that Ferns, like 
other plants, require a certain amount of light 
to build up tlieir tissues; and that when 
unduly deprived of its influence the foliage 

: eannot well attain its due amount of healthy 
j vigour. There are some species which will 
j thrive in very shaded positions; others, again, 
j such as the generality of the Adiantums, 

require a considerable amount of light, and are 
| ev en benefited when they catch at some part of 

the day a lKirtion of the sun s rays. Many of 
our most beautiful stov e species, such ns ilie 
Hold and Silv er < • vmnogvaiiimu-s, seldom retain 

| tlieir vigour and beauty long unless placed in a 
very light position. Those who would wish lo 
form a correct idea of the requirements of the 
Fern tribe in this respect should visit tlieir 
native haunts. There they will sec at a glance 

An ugly wall made beautiful — 
A small conservatory opening into drawing¬ 
room had an angle which seemed past decora¬ 
tion, as no plant stands seemed to tit. Finally, 
the wall was covered with zinc to prevent the 
house wall being injured by damp. Wire net¬ 
ting of medium mesh was fastened in front of 
this so loosely as to admit of Moss to about 
| inch in depth to be tucked through the 
interstices in the mesh. Into this Moss, Ferns 
of the smaller kinds, Sedums, Begonias, etc., 
were tucked, no earth being allowed with 
them, and being syringed in summer twice 
daily have grown and seeded, and have even 
received additions from the outside world, such 
as Wild Strawberry, Speedwell, etc., which 
have apparently made their entrance through 
the open door of the conservatory, and found a 
congenial home. The space is now a many- 
shaded mass of cool green, varied later on by 
the pale pink flowers of the Begonias and the 
quaint lavender bunches of the Sedum. This 
plant wall has grown in beauty for the last ten 
years, and shows no sign of failure. M. I. 
Wvinij, Tirnion, Dmm. 

ROOM AND WINDOW. 

FLORAL DECORATION. 
T» TIIE EDITOR OF “ tlARDKMNI! IlJ.rsTRATED.” 

Sin. I am so much in sympathy with 
“ S. 'V. F.” on the subject of floral decoration, 
that I am moved to reply to his charming 
article in last week's issue of Uakiikmnu 
Ii.i.cstratkd. The opening remarks refer, 1 
think, to an article of mine written alout this 
time last year, fresh from the impressions of 
some barbarous judging. “ S. W. F.-' is 
doubtless speaking from ex|>erieuce when 
taking exception to my expression of doubt as 
to the existence of any very fervent love of 
flowers in the breast of the Rose exhibitor. 1, 
too, speak front experience, and apparently our 
experiences differ. 

Exhibitors as a body are not “ powerless 
to make any alteration” they please in the 
rules and regulations, and so long as they 
elect to exhibit Roses like pin cushions, so 
long must they lie regarded, 1 think, with 
suspicion as to their real love of natural 
beauty. 1 do not remember making any 
statement implying that “ the admirer of the 
champion bloom at the National Rose Show 
necessarily ignores the charm of the blossom- 
laden sprays of our garden Roses," hut I plead 
guilty to being an “individual of limited 
intelligence.” When I have the good fortune 
to meet one of unlimited intelligencethcca.se 
shall lie put. to him for a decision. S. S. 

FLOWERS IN VASES. 

Ailianlum tenemm var. Fnrleveuse. 

-w»y, and may be potted singly alter they 
lave made a few fronds. 

Soil..—The liest compost for potting is 
fibrous loam, some horse-manure which has 
wen well dried, and some sand. If the loam 
« heavy some peat may he added, but if othcr- 

it is unnecessary. (lood drainage is 
important, and when pitting the plants they 
should lie put fairly well down hut not buried 
wo deeply. The fresh soil may just cover the 
'rowas, and should he pressed moderately firm, 
'•rest care as to watering is necessary. Newly- 
potted plants, or those with few fronds, will 
not require mooli, while healthy pieties with 
htge fronds aud the pots full of roots will 
take an abundant supply. Letting the plants 
pet dry is a sure cause of failure. Weak 
liquid-manure, too, is beneficial when the pots 
are well filled with roots. This Fern should 
never be grown under the shade of other plants 
or crowded in any way. Stand it up on an 
inverted pot or hang it from the roof, with 
plenty of air circulating round it, in a temjie- 
fature of GO degs. or TOdegs. It is not so much 
'-^vt that is required as a regular tenqiemture, 
and where it cannot be sustained it is better 
10 keep the plants on the cool side. If large 
specimens are wanted pot on from time to 
Oroe, taking care that this is done before the 
plants get too much pot-bound.] 

that every plant receives a large share of 
filtered light ; they will note that in every 
case, although the plant is well sheltered from 
the glare of a hot sun, it invariably turns 
towards the light; and in most eases it will he 
found that either the morning or evening sun 
reaches it. If the grower takes Nature for 
lii.s guide in this matter he eiinnnl. err. 

Whether his plants lie grown in a glass 
structure or in the open air the same rules 
will apply. A slight shade of tiffany, to lie 
applied only when needed, is all that- is 
required ; and if the structure has a north 
aspect, but little artificial shade will be 
required. The planks will get a maximum 
of light without being subjected to the dryness 
which is apt to prevail in a structure so 
situated as to lie exposed to the summer's sun. 
These remarks apply equally well to the con¬ 
struction of Ferneries iu theo|ien air. Choose, 
if possible, a situation where the plants are 
completely screened from the noonday sun, 
hut where they are at no time densely shaded. 
The north side of a wall or building, or a situ¬ 
ation in the immediate neighbourhood of tall 
trees, where the enrlv morning sun, as well as 
its departing rays, penetrate—where the 
atmosphere is at all times cool aud moist—is 
just the place in which Ferns thrive, and 
attain a luxuriant development. 

Digitized by 

attain a lusurni 

Google 

Pkkiiacs there is no operation in gardening 
which is performed with less taste, as a rule, 
than the arrangement of flowers in vases. We 
generally see a host of different kinds of 
flowers packed as close as they can be got 
together, great care being taken that the 
whole shall present an even surface when 
placed in the vase, and the object appearing to 
lie to get as many different kinds of flowers 
into one receptacle as is possible. Now, to 
properly enjoy a vase of flowers, one kind, or 
at most two, should only lie used. Take a 
handful of Rosea or Iliad iuli or Dahlia*, and 
place them in a vase, and they are effective; 
place them together and one destroys the 
effect of the other. The single Rose bloom, 
with a few leaves and buds,.placed lightly in a 
small vase or glass, will afford ten times more 
pleasure than a handful of different kinds rfa 
flowers crammed into the same receptacle. 
The eye, as a rule, can only enjoy one ob| 
at u time, and this should tie kept in v 
when arranging flowers in vases. We do 
say, of course, that a few Fern fronds or 1 
(trasses may not lie used with advantage, 
vided they are tastefully disposed. 

Rliodanthe Manglesi. —This Rhodant ho 
was at one time regarded as a difficult plant to 
grow, but our market growers now a days do 
not look upon it in that light, as the numbers 
that are to he seen exposed for sale in the 
streets of London will testify. Like Migno- 
nett^the jEUiodtiglhe is very impatient of being 
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disturbed at the roots, so that it is sown in tire 
flowering pots, which is the regulation 4J-inch 
or 5-inch pot. The soil is pressed down firmly, 
and in doing so it must be borne in mind that 
the seed is to be sown on the top and then 
covered with soil, so that sufficient space must 
be left for watering. (!ood drainage must be 
ensured, for though the roots are very im¬ 
patient of stagnant moisture, they at the same 
time quickly suffer if allowed to become too 
dry. A free circulation of air around the plants 
when growing is very necessary, for milaew is 
liable to attack the foliage, which is soon per¬ 
manently injured. Besides Rhodanthe Man* 
glesi and its white variety there arc other 
forms, as atro-sanguineum and maeulntum. 

ROSES. 

U > I 

HINTS TO EXHIBITORS. 

How disappointing that Roses are so late. At 
the time of writing I could not cut u bloom 
from outdoors, save Scotch Roses, Rugosa, 
Austrian Briers, and the like. And yet on the 
Devonshire coast I hear Roses were never liner 
in bloom, and the flowers wonderfully good. 
If the rain would cease and the sun shine out, 
Roses would be tine this year, the foliage being 
so healthy and the buds promising well. One 
cannot give liquid-manure in such weather as 
we are having, and yet the buds, perhaps, 
require a little help where exhibiting is carried 
out. A teaspoouful per plunt of guano will 
effect a marked change. This may be repeated 
in a fortnight, but should not be given when 
buds show colour. Another good, safe artifi¬ 
cial mixture is nitrate of potash and phosphate 
of potash. Mix both together, and give each !ilunt a teaspoonful at once, and again in a 
ortnight, hoeing it into the soil. In localities 

where there has been little rain these two 
ingredients may lie given in liquid form at the 
rate of 1 oz. each to 1 gallon of water, only 
before applying this stimulant give the plants 
a good watering with clear water. Amateurs 
are often over anxious about feeding their 
Roses, and probably more harm than good is 
done by the reckless use of artificial manures. 
I have, seen plants killed outright by the 
excessive use of such. 

Disbudding must he done at once, hut the 

work should be carried out by a trustworthy 

individual. I believe in disbudding at the 

earliest possible moment, for a great strain is 5>ut upon a plant when it is producing its 
lowers and seeds, so that if we reduce the 

number it follows that those left must receive 
the double share of nutriment. But the art of 
disbudding lies more in knowing which kinds 
to disbud and which to leave alone. Generally 
speaking, all Tea Roses of large size and double 
flowers pay for disbudding, not merely by 
reducing the buds to one (*er shoot, hut also in 
pinching in the young growths which start 
from the axils of each leaf. As the season 60 

far is a wet one, a plant will lie able to 
perfect more buds than would he the case 
when the weather is hot and dry. Great 
care is necessary in disbudding Roses that 
produce very double flowers. Sometimes 
the centre bud is quite deformed, and it 
is better to remove it and reserve one of the 
side buds. Roses, suoli as Captain Christy, 
Victor Verdier, and, in fact, most of the latter 
race, should have the centre buds removed, 
for they most frequently come malformed. 
Before removing buds make sure that those 
about to be retained arc perfect as far as can be 
judged from outward ap[iearaiice, and also see 
that no maggots are lurking in them. Maiden 
' dants budued last year yield, as a rule, the 
^st blooms, hut they are rather later than cut 

rics. By disbudding these very early, mag- 
ifieent flowers are produced. If the ground is 

in good condition these young plants will be 
better without artificial aid in the shape of 
manures. 

Protectin'!! the blooms has now become 
cpiite a business, and it is a necessary aid to 
successful competition. There are several 
protectors in the market, but any ingenious 
man could make one. A cone-shaped frame 
of wire, covered with strong canvas steeped in 
oil and painted a light green or white outside, 
makes a capital protector. Stout deal stakes 
firmly set in the ground, with holes at varying 

distances, enable the grower to raise or lower 
the shade at will. Heavy dews are bad for 
Rose blooms, and rains also, hut they cannot 
have too much air and sunshine. It is neces¬ 
sary to shade from the latter certain blooms 
when they appear too forward, and some very 
dark Roses are benefited by shading, other¬ 
wise I prefer not to shade only when the 
flowers are liable to injury by rain and dews. 
A severe thunderstorm and gales of wind are 
very trying to the exhibitor, and the protectors 
must lie secured thoroughly or more harm is 
done than if the flowers were unprotected. It 
is very necessary for the exhibitor to support 
the growths of slender varieties grown as 
dwarfs of such as Marie Baumann and most of 
the Teas, or the weight of their beautiful 
blooms will bend the growth to the ground. 
On the day prior to the show the most promis¬ 
ing half-open flowers should have their centres 
tied with a piece of soft wool or Raffia. I 
much prefer the wool, as it is more easily re¬ 
moved. The outer row of petals should not 
be tied up, only the heart of the flower. In 
many instances this tying will improve the 
flower. Thin varieties, such as Victor Hugo, 
Fisher Holmes, need tying most. In tying 
make the first turn of an ordinary knot and 
then repent it; this will prevent the wool from 
slipping off. The ties arc kept on the bloom 
until the last moment at the show, but when 
in the show tent it is often found necessary to 
loosen the tie before the hour of judging. A 
really first-rate exhibitor knows to the minute 
how long a bloom will take to grow to its most 
perfect phase of beauty. Do not- tie blooms 
when damp with rain or dew, but wait until 
sun and air have dried them. 

Staging the blooms.—A great point is to 
have a good tube. The labour of wiring or 
tying a stick on the stem of each flower is 
known no more by the use of these tubes. It 
is half the battle iu winning prizes to be able to 
stage the blooms well. Nothing can teach the 
novice better than an hours experience at a 
good Hose show. The standard of excellence 
should also be observed. What is known as a 
three-point flower is the one to aim at in pro¬ 
ducing;. Form stands first, then colour I 
would advise all exhibitors to have plenty of 
spare blooms with them. It is surprising how 
a bloom will grow in a single night. What 
appears a grand flower when cut in the 
evening is often past its best at time of 
judging, so that plenty of young flowers should 
he taken to the show. For this pur|>ose a 
travelling box for spares is necessary. I have 
found the best to be as follows: 4 feet long, 
2 feet wide, 15 inches deep, made of J-inch 
wood. Zinc tubes are tacked on to the bottom. 
These tubes are 6 inches deep and If inches in 
diameter. They will hold comfortably three 
blooms each, and the box will take about 
thirty-six tulres, so that over one hundred 
flowers may be taken in one box. 1 would 
rnther take all my Roses in such a box than 
attempt to carry them in a shallow show box 
on a hot day. The greater quantity of water 
and cooler interior would be all in one’s 
favour. The flowers could then be selected 
on the show grouud and transferred to the 
show-box. For competing at the National 
Rose Society's exhibition it is necessary to 
have boxes of specified dimensions, which 
the secretary will give on application. As 
to the 

Time of Ctttini:, if one is near the show 
ground I should cut before four o’clock the 
same morning, hut the flowers must lie marked 
overnight, which they would be if tied as 
advised. Any old bloom looks lovely when 
bathed in dew, and unless marked we are apt 
to he deceived. If living n long distance from 
the show, of course the flowers must he cut 
overnight. After six at night is a good time 
to cut. Teas may even he cut in the morning 
of the day prior to the show should the weather 
appear threatening, or if one has a largo flower 
that the sun would compel to expand, such a 
bloom may he preserved in a cool cellar for two 
or three days. I have used some Tea blooms 
two or three times in one week by thus keep¬ 
ing them cool. Rosa. 

Digitized by Google 

Rose Fortune's Yellow.—Can any of your 

readers kindly inform me whether the Rose Fortune's 

Yellow (or Jaune de Fortune) Rowers twice';—Frances. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Rose Mercedes (Rugasa).—This beautiful 

new Rugosa will be very welcome, for its hud; 
and open flowers are almost as shapely as a Tea 
Rore, and the colour also resembles an old 
favourite in that group—Souvenir d’un Ami- 
excepting that there is more white and silvery 
shading. It is large for a Rugosa, and its 
blossoms are double and sweetly seented. The 
growth is vigorous, which makes this Roseau! 
all the tribe so very valuable. It is veri- 
gratifying to find raisers are obtaining such 
distinct breaks in this valuable group. Then 
is another kind -Conrad F. Meyer—that one 
would imagine to be a Hybrid Perpetual ii the 
growth were not examined. It is of a beaut: 
lul silvery-rose colour, and exquisitely perfumed. 
—Rosa. 

Rose Beaute Inconstante (Tea i.—Thu 
is a many coloured Rose of splendid growth. 
It is really a remarkable variety, producing 
various coloured flowers from satiny-pink to 
bright red and even deep orange-red ; all these 
shades appear on the same hush. The last 
colour is the one most admired. Under gin* 
this tint seems to predominate, and as the 
plant becomes older the colours and variega¬ 
tions outdoors are very curious. It is a ?en 
free bloomer, and a Rose everyone should 
possess, if only for its novelty. The growth & 

very strong, but yet not extra vigorous. The 
raiser. Monsieur Pernet-Ducher, informs me 
that it resulted from a cross between aaud 
named seedling Noisette and Mme. 
The seedling Noisette was raised from 
variety, Earl of Eldon, and its cok 
something in the way of Beaute In< 
This latter is sweetly fragrant. The 
wood and foliage are very beautiful in June, 
when the foliage is in the tender stage in which 
all Roses are interesting.—Rosa. 

Roses and the ffrost. -- Considers* 
damage was done to Hoses by the excep¬ 
tional frosts we experienced in inid-Miv. 
Growths which had reached a length of 
about (i inches are quite blackened in man; 
cases, and the leaves have the appearance of 
being burned. The flower buds, too, areouitt 
worthless I have gone over my trees and Cllt 

away all such damaged shoots ils it is useless 
to expect them to recover. Far belter let the 
plants put forth other shoots even if the bloom1 
come late. Dwarf plants are the worst hit: 
the standards seem to [miss through without 
damage. The Teas and Hybrid Teas, as ma) 
he expected, are those which cannot staw 
frost with impunity. At least, the former 
class is known to be tender, and 1 fear lie 
latter is almost equally so. Both classes** 
quicker in growth than are the so-ca'Ied HyW 
l’erpetuals, and will, therefore, soon makeup 
for the loss of a few shoots when we get warmer 
weather.— H. 

Pruning free-growing Roses after 
flowering.—Many of the quick-growinp- 
climbing Roses are amongst the most ornu 
mental climbing plants. When used when 
they can ramble at will, such as amongst Ur 
branches of thinly-clad trees, over large arches, 
or for covering fences, then they may olten i»- 
allowed to go untouched for years, and ''hen 
grown thus they are really the most heautmi • 
It often hap|>en.s that many growers have n 
accommodation of this kind where 
let them grow, ami are obliged to reslr' 
them. Then arises the question "hen 
prune or cut them hack. If the young sh^' 
are pruned away in winter or spring, then j 
summer following there is comparative!) 
bloom, and if allowed to go they get ^ 
hounds, anti reducing of some sort has 
resorted to. I have them growing under ort, 
conditions, and in no place are they 
lovely than is a Dundee Rambler grow iW 
amongst the branches of a large dean ** (• ’ 
•20 feet high. Others are growing 
arches that, formerly went over the ol 
The space is small, and I have to keep ■ ^ 
within bounds. Cutting them f. 
same height every year makes them loo^ ^ 
like. About every three or f°ur I'®3 ;' ^ 
them moderately low down just as the fc 
of bloom, and then they soon break. are 
out strong shoots. In other years ■ j -B 

reduced immediately after flowering, 
this way I have a good bloom on tn B 

I wood every year.—J. Ckook. 

Original from 
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TREES AND SHRUBS. 

RHODODENDRON KEWENSE. 
'ms, a plant of which growing in the dell at 
icw we figure to day, was raised in the tom- 
•orate house at Kew in 1873 by the late Mr. 
tinder from a cross between R. Orillithinnum 
nd R. Hookeri. Of the numerous plants raised, 
mne bloomed until the spring of 1888, since 
rhich time they have flowered every year, and, 
■s a rule, with great freedom. At first grown 
n the temperate house, they were afterwards 
ilanted outride in u peat bed', where they could 
« protected by a canvas covering during hard 
feather. For many years they have at Kew 
•een growing in the Rhododendron dell, with 
io other protection than a naturally sheltered 
-osition such as this affords. Many of the 
lowers measure between 4 inches and 3 inches 
•cross. Although the whole of the plants 
nine from a single pod of seed, they vary a 

SOME GOOD HARDY DAPHNES. 

Most lovers of plants are familiar with the 
somewhat tender indoor Daphne indica or 
odora. While this is so, it is strange how few 
people are acquainted with the lovely hardy 
kinds, ami oven in gardens whero hardy trees 
and shrubs are grown largely one seldom meets 
with Daphnes. I believe that many would 
grow these hardy kinds were they brought to 
their notice. It is no uncommon thing to see 
in gardens many coarse-growing shrubs in 
small beds and on the outside of borders, in 
positions they are totally unfitted for from 
their rapid growth, needing much cutting in to 
keep them within bounds, whero such low- 
growing subjects us these Daphnes would bo 
quite at homo, giving no trouble in this way. 
Few things would be more enjoyable planted 
near the windows of dwelling rooms than a bed 
of mixed kinds, or single plants may !>o mixed 
with other shrubs and hardy plants. The centre 
may bo formed of 1 >. Mo/.ereum, with such kinds 

most vigorously in the Bagshot Nurseries. In 
this garden, whero the soil is heavy, I find 
it needs some light soil mixed with tfie staple. 
The most common kind is Laureola (or Spurge 
Laurel). This grows rapidly in any free sod, 
forming largo masses. The variety ]K>ntica is 
somewhat like the above, but blooms a month 
after thut kind. I have a plant of this kind 
growing in the rock garden, and in a shadv 
position facing north. Here it thrives well. 
During the last half of April and through May 
it is a mass of bloom, nnd although the flowers 
are not very showy at a distance, when brought 
close to the light they nre attractive, being an 
ash-like white, and when in bloom this fills the 
air with its ilelicious perfume. 

Whero Daphnes thrive few things are more 
appreciated for cutting. 1 have now on my 
table a spray of I). I.aureola |>onlien, and it 
scents the room. As a low-growing kind 
nothing can bo more lovely than I). Ciicoruni, 
its deep pink-coloured flowers at the tips 

Itholtxk-mtron kewense in the dell in the Royal Gardens, Kew. From a photograph by 0. A. Champion. 

goal deal in the colour of the flowers. Some 
on first aliening are white, with a imle rose 
tinge, becoming almost pure white after a few 
days; others arc of a more decided rose •, 
whilst the richest coloured of all has buds of a 
nch rosy-crimson and the flowers of a deep soft 
tese, which never loses its rich warm tint. All 
the forms are beautiful, and the different hue 
if the one only serves to bring out more 
Vividly the loveliness of its neighbour. 

When its parentage is considered, the hardi- 
new of Rhododendron kewense is remarkable. 
1-iUle appears to lie known of R. Hookeri, and 
"e have not heard of its being grown out-of- 
doors in tho London district R. Grillithi- 
Mium. too, can only lie grown at Kew as a cool 
peenhouse plant, yet there are plants of R. 
kesense that huvo been grown without any 
artificial protection in the dell at Kew for 
many years, and have withstood, consequently, 
amongst others, the winter of 1894-5 without 
any injury. 
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as Fioninna, I .aureola (Spurge Laurel), nnd its 
variety pontioa. The lovely Cneorum would 
make a glorious piece of colour if used as an 
edging to the lied. In this way the bloom 
ing season would extend over a long period. 
The Me/.ercutn often is seen in flower early in 
January in sheltered spots, continuing many 
months. 1 have often observed bow well this 
thrives in farmhouse and cottage gardens,show 
ing it does not like being disturbed. Neither 

of the shoots forming quite a cushion when 
it does well during spring, ami again in 
autumn it is valuable. This thrives best in 
n light soil. In a garden in North Hants it. 
grew rapidly. I used it in tho hardy 
plant liorder in conjunction with evergreen 
Candytufts, Lithospermums, etc. With me it 
grows from 12 inches to 15 inches high, form¬ 
ing masses from 2 feet to 3 feet across, an. 
when seen in bloom is not easily forgotten. 

is it fastidious as to soil. 1 have seen very In the Bagshot soil it used to lie quite ut 
large planks growing on the light soils around home, although it may lie grown in a dry, 
.. —«> -* —' ’ - > • 'sandy loam. In the rock garden all Aldershot blooming most profusely, nnd in 

some cottage gardens in our villages in West 
Dorset it does equally well, although the soil is 
of a vnstly different character. There are 
several kinds differing slightly in colour, and 
a douhlo white kind, which 1 could never got 
to grow in North Hantv, nnd have never seen 
a good plant of. 1>. Fioninna is a slender 
upright grower with purplish flowers. This 

ed to thrile well in North Hunts, and grew Gused to thrile we 

at .gle 

loam. In the rock garden all of th 
Daphnes, especially the low-growing kinds, 
may he used with the best results. 

Forth. .4 Wiry, Chard. J. CROOK. 

Mespilus Smithi (syn. M. grnndiflorn). 
Some specimens of this sent U> us for name 

remind us of this tree, which is well worth 
growing, although it is not very common in 
English) igurfOTWrijJfhe pure white flowers are 
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in fine contrast to the dark green abundant 
leafage. M. Smithi is one of the best of lawn 
trees, the full rounded head presenting a fine 
mass of foliage, while the graceful branches 
touch the turh It is quite as beautiful as the 
common Medlar, picturesque in aspect, free 
flowering, and in every way a tree for the out¬ 
skirts of the lawn. 

GARDEN PESTS AND FRIENDS. 

THE WINTER MOTH. 
I would be obliged if you would inform mo the name of 
the insect enclosed, and the best means of destroying it ? 

1 have o'er an acre of orchard, which is planted rhiertt 
with Apple-trees. The trees have licen full of bloom, with 
every prospect of a lusty crop of fruit. I am afraid this 

insect, has spoiled expectations of anything like a good 
crop. - - A. Joshs. 

[Tho insect attacking your fruit trees is the 
caterpillar of tho Northern Winter moth 
(Choimatobia Ijoreuta). The females of this 
species, as well as those of the winter moth, 
which is very closely allied to it, have only 
very rudimentary wings, or sometimes none at 
all, so that they nro quite unable to 11 v. The 
chrysalides of these insects are formed in the 
ground. When the female moths emerge, the 
only way they have of reaching the young buds 
to lay tlieir eggs is by crawling up the stems, 
so that the object of the fruit grower is to 
prevent them from doing so, and it is for this 
reason that sticky bands are put round the 
stems so as to catch the moths if they try to 
cross them. These bands should be pul into 
position earl}- in October,as the moths in some 
seasons begin then to leave tho chrysalides. 
The sticky material should not he put direct 
on to the trunk of the tree, as it so clogs the 
bark as to injure the tree. The bark should 
be scraped rather smooth, then a strip of 
paper, known as grease-proof paper by butter 
men, should be fastened round the stem about 
1 foot or so from the ground ; the ends should 
bo made to overlap well, and the strip should 
be tied topand bottom so that the moths cannot 
creep underneath, and should then he thickly 
smeared with cart grouse. This material is 
found to last longer in a sticky condition than 
any other. The bands should lie examined 
every now and then, so that, if the grease has 
lost its virtue or has become so dogged by I he 
number of moths caught on it that it is no 
longer of any use. a fresh coating of grease 
should bo applied to it. The bands should be 
kept in working order until the middle of 
January. In the case of espaliers or trees 
that are supported in any way, the supports 
must lie banded as well as the stems. In spite 
of all precautions sumo moths manage to gain 
access to the buds ; they nro probably carried 
there by the males when pairing. The cater¬ 
pillars are hatched soon after the leaf-buds 
open. As soon as any are noticed, tho trees 
should be sprayed with one of the following 
mixtures: A solution of pnratlin emulsion, or 
I lb. of Paris-green (bought in a |taste) dis¬ 
solved in 7f» gallons of water, to which add the 
same amount of lime as Paris green, bulk for 
bulk. Keep this mixture very thoroughly 
stirred, as the Paris green is very heavy, and 
soon sinks to the bot tom. It should be applied 
to the leaves as a very tine spray ; the leaves 
only just require to be wetted and not to drip. 
Spraying should not be carried out while tho 
trees are in blossom, and it must always be 
remembered that Paris green is a rank poison. 
—G. S. S.j 

you refer to. We fear there is little chance of 
your getting rid of the |icst so long as the 
Carnations are growiug. The bast w ay would 
l>e to give the soil a good coating of gas-lime, 
fork it into the ground and let it be fallow for 
a year, frequently stirring it up with a fork. 
You might, in tho meantime, put slices of 
Carrot on tho end of |iointed sticks. Place 
these slicas a few inches under ground, and 
examine them daily. You will find tho wire- 
worms in tho Carrot slices, when they may be 
easily destroyed. ] 

Insects on Applo-troo leaves.—I *on<l you n 
I vox containing Home leaven, the Iri-cn o! which arc infested 

with tho inserts .toil "ill sec on the specimen haves. 
Will \ou kindly let mo know what I ntn to do to 
(-radii atr the pest There is little fruit on the trees, 

whirli are x.mm: pyramids. Srt rxxo. 

fTIte insect attacking your Apple-trees is 
one of the many s|>eoies of aphides. The 
larger insect was the grub of one of the “ lace- 
winged Hies." These grubs feed on I lie aphides 
and kill enormous quantities of litem. The 
best way of destroying the aphides is to spray 
the leaves with a solution of |mratlin emulsion. 
Re sure that the insecticide reaches the under¬ 
sides of tho leaves where the aphides are. It 
does not much matter whether tho upper 
surface is wetted or not. A good look out 
should be kept in the spring for the (icsts, and 
tho trees should ho sprayed as soon as any can 
he seen again later if required.—G. S. S. | 

Beetles on Rose-leaves. I Imxo noticed several 
o( the little green beetles I cnelOHeoit my Hose hushes, and 

shall he i;lad it you will tell me whether they do harm or 

good V—I*ahk Exit 

(The little green beetles you find on your 
Rose hushes belong to that very destructive 
family of beetles, the weevils. They are some 
times known as the “ green leaf weevils their 
scientific name is Phylloliius maculicornis. 
They feed on the leaves of the plants that they 
infest, and unless in large numliers do hut 
little harm. At times, however, when very 
abundant, they have been known to almost 
entirely strip a tree of its foliage. 1 do not 
know of any way of destroying them but pick¬ 
ing them of! by hand or shuking them oft'on lo 
a newly-tarred or painted hoard or sheet. This 
operation should lie performed on a dull 
morning, as the weevils are then less likely to 
fly away when disturbed than if the sun is 
shining. -0. .S. S I 

they have increased in undue proportion, as 
their numbers have not been kept in check ly 
their natural enemies, in which case it would 
he well to reduce them without trying to ex¬ 
terminate them. Watering with lime-water 
in wet weather when the worms are near die 
surface will bring them out of their burrow,, 
when they should lie collected. To make tie 
lime-water, pour 10 gallons of water on 51b. of 
freshly slaked lime, stir it well two or three 
times, then let it settle, and use tho clear 
water.—G. S. S.] 

INDOOR PLANTS, 

NOTES AND IIEP LIES 
Wlreworm destroying Carnations. — Will 

ou kindly advise me in your next as to the follow-im;: 
-veral of my choice < NUltationfl and Pink* (snch as Uriah 

be, Germania, Raby- Castle, Miss A. Campbell, Mrs. 
Pettifer, Mrs. Muir, etc.) are drooping now they are 

uomiiiK into (lower, and this morning, upon examining 

some of the roots, I found them infested with small, 
active, whitish worms (young wirewonnsV) that have been 

eating up tin- insides ot the plants. The soil is turfy loam 
that was a meadow More the house where I live was 
built, ami before planting last February I had some well- 

decayed manure worked ill. Is it responsible for the 
worms attacking the roots? ’Hie plants do not lack for 

moisture. There is a heap of old lime outside my garden, 
left by the builders when this house was Iniilt aliout two 

years ago, and I have spread some of it round the plants, 
hoping, with the help ot watering, lo drive the worms 

nwuy from the roofs. Would tills do any good?— O. 
Williams. 

[Your Carnations huvo been attacked by 

Insects on Apple and Pear trees. -I em-loae 
some insects principally infesting the Pear-trees, hilt also 

Apples, and numbers on the I'eas. They are. you w ill see, 
male und female, the one has a red body and the oilier 

black. What nro these, their habits, and lies! method of 
prevention and making clearance of the |»-st r WlttllD, 

.The flies you find infesting your fruit-trees 
and Reas arc very common at t his time of year, 
and often occur in large numbers together. 
They aro perfectly harmless, and will not 
injure your trees or plants in any way. Their 
grubs, however, feed on the roots of plants, 
and are sometimes the cause of injury to them. 
These Hies are very near relatives of the flies 
commonly known us St. Mark’s Hies, on 
account of their generally making their 
appcaranco about St. Mark’s Day. They, 
however, are a different species, hut lielottg 
to the same genus. The flies you send are 
Biliio hortulanus. They will all probably 
disup|>ear in a day or t wo. They scorn to he 
jiartieularly common this year. The black 
individuals are males.—G. S. S. | 

Worms In the garden. A friend living in n 
neighbouring town has a small garden entirely mirroundixl 

by u brick wall, and alter sunset it is simply alive with 
enormous worms, the ground Is-ing absolutely covered 
with them. Ain 1 right in thinking they are injurious to 
the garden, where tilings certainly do not flourish, and 

whether there is any good way of getting rid of them ? 
K. A. Marshall. 

[I do not think that worms are in any way 
injurious in gardens, except when they draw 
young seedlings into their burrows, which is 
not often. Darwin proved that they were of 
the greatest service in many ways by burying 
dead leaves and other vegetable matter, by 
bringing up fresltsoil to the surface, and venti¬ 
lating the soil. Many persons wish to banish 
them from gardens on account of the worm 
casts (hat are so abundant on lawns, es|ieeially 
in tho autumn : hut the casts when dry will 
soon break up when the lawn is swept and the 
fresh fine soil is beneficial to tho < Irass. If the 
garden in question is freely visited by thrushes, 
blackbirds, etc., I should certainly not inter¬ 
fere with tho worms in any way ; but if tho 

wireworm, which w as in the spibpf the tneadotv | gurdeu is in a town, it is quite possil^ ^^tjJ 'men was in the sprint the meadow I g 
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V FORGING DAFFODILS. 
It may seem at first sight, somewhat out o! 
place lo call attention to Daffodils at a liti.i 
when the latest species have hardly 
llowering, and a few of the Narcissus poeticu-, 
both single and double, aro still lingering in 
shady places in our gardens: but all true 
Dntlbriil growers know that this is just tln- 
rigllt season for lifting the bulbs. 1 prefer t» 
take mine up about tho third week in June, 
hut this year tho bulbs will scarcely hu e 
ripened before the early jwrt of July. Son,, 
growers take them up when the leaves are on!) 
partly withered, hut it is best to wait until 
they are almost, if not quite, brown ami 
shrivelled. The great thing is to lift the 
bulbs liefore the fresh root growth logins ; tin- 
np|H-nrs to commence as soon os the leave..1 

thoroughly exhausted, and it is, of ruor- 
quite evident that if the new root grortli la- 
proceeded far before the bulbs arc taken u(- 
and dried, these bulbs must be the weaker1 
the loss of this growth. After being lifted the 
bulbs should he laid out on layers of new - 
paper or brown pa|ier in a dry outhouse (not in 
the sun). They may 1st divided if they separatt 
easily, or can l>e left until the leaves ami m<>l- 
are quite dried, when these can l>e remove], 
and the bulbs separated und placed in bag. or 
boxes with the names of the kinds afiixed. They 
may lie planted afresh at any time during the 
autumn, and fair flowers of the latter sort- 
may he obtained from bulbs planted m 
January, or even in February, but to get really 
good results and a projier development an-1 
multiplication of the bulbs, they should not I*- 
put in later than August or early in Septem 
her. 1 usually plant as many of mine a. I cjii 

quite earlv in August. The foregoing rental 1 ■ 
apply, of course, more particularly to iIn- 
general cultivation of Dullodils, but they haw 
an es|iecial bearing tqioii the subject of thi- 
article, for ull 

Daffouii.h for Folutng have a much letw 
chance of success if planted early and brought 
on in ns cool an atmosphere as possible 
Nothing is more spring-like or refreshiiur 
than a few specimen glasses of these beautiful 
spring (lowers in tho earlier weeks of the year. 
1 have only a small cool greenhouse, and cauiioi 
snare much space for bulbs, hut I manage to 
obtain a continuous series of blooms from ab-m 
February 1st until the outdoor species begin 
to flower, ami these, of course, almost last into 
Juno. Had I possessed a wanner house ax w ell 
as a cool one, 1 might have had Daffodils in my 
room for nearly five months without a break. 
There is, however, this advantage in com¬ 
paratively slight forcing in a eoolrhouse—vk.. 
that the bulbs do not appear to suffer much, 
whereas, if strongly forced, the)- are not worth 
much afterwards. In any case, forcing docs 
not do bulbs any good, and it is, therefore, lie-i 
to use the cheaper sorts, which are quite »■ 
useful for all practical purposes. For indoor- 
fas well as outdoor culture) the bulbs shout! 
be planted in August or not Inter than the 
beginning of September. They should 
put into pots or fairly deep boxes, and the* 
should be placed out-of-doors on a hard bottom 
(gravel or ashes, not earth), and covered with 
a thick layer of ashes or Cocoa-nut-fibre: 
either of these will do, hut the latter is very 
much cleaner for use with pots that may have 
to come into the house. The ordinary rule for 
planting Daffodils is to cover them with soil 
to the depth of one and a half times their own 
length from collar to base. This 1 hate 
always followed with very good results: hut 
Daffodils for forcing should not he covered w ith 
more than half an inch to an inch of - Oil 

J| iVy^tjp^the bulbs begin to sprout vigorously it 
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may lie taken for granted that the i»ts or | 
boxes are full of roots, and they may then he 
removed into a cool greenhouse either in 
iucoession or altogether. If the sorts have been 
planted for succession they may all he brought 
In at ouce. Almost nil the species may be grown 
in pots und forced more or less readily, with 
the exception of the Pheasant’s-eye Narcissus 
and the double form commonly called the 
Gardenia-flowered Narcissus, and certain sorts, 
perha|is, that will not flourish except in (Irass, 
a* nioschatus of Haworth, |>allidus piu-cox, etc. 
The following list, however, may lie found 
useful, the bulbs in each section are placed in 
the order of succession : — Yellow Trump t* : 

l.oUien Spur, spurius, obvallaris. King and 
Vueen of Spain, maximus. Emperor. Major 

l'i nui/itl <princcps, Horsticldi, Empress, 
Victoria, grand is. Inroin/Kirahi/is.- i,)ueen Hess, 
Sir Watkin, Stella. Bnrri car*.: Barri con- 
■picaus, Flora Wilson. Leetlxi rar*. ; Minnie 
Hume. Mrs. Langtrv. Bitrltidijei rar*. : .John 
Haio. Burbidgei, Ellen Barr. The variety 
’nutus of Narcissus jiocticus will force well, 
and the Jonquils, also, can be grown in pots. 

Almost all tho above cun be obtained at a 
very low rate, and the expenditure of a few 

and, it is, of course, well known that many 
species can lie grown in rooms in bowls filled 
with water and fine gravel, or with a damp 
mixture of Cocoa-nut-fibre and charcoal. The 
regular growers are unable to issue their cata¬ 
logues, as a rule, before August, and, there¬ 
fore, those who have not their own stocks to 
lift from should send in their orders ns soon ns 
possible after they have received them. 

W. W. Fowi.f.r. 
Prppnrd Rectory, Henley-on-Thame*. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Fuchsia fulgens. -You were asked, I 
noticed, a question some time a^o about 
Fuchsia fulgens. Your querist may ne inter¬ 
ested to know that if cuttings of it lie struck 
in the summer, given a 11-inch pot to winter in, 
kept near the glass, and not too liberally sup¬ 
plied with water, they are pretty certain to 
flower the year following. 1 had one of such 
l»st year, hardly a foot high when it showed 
flower-buds, in a 4 inch pot, and the twelve or 
fifteen long scarlet blossoms had a good effect, 
hanging down on the ample foliage of tho 
plants. If large, old plants of this Fuchsia lie 

d gold, 
Crimson King, Ophir d’Or, yellow, Rose 
Gris-de-lin, pink, and Artus, deep scarlet. 
These are single. Of doubles you can grow 
Due Van Thol, deep crimson, very full, 
La Candeur, white, Rex Rubrorum, bright 
scarlet, Yellow Tournesol. Treat in tho same 
way ns Hyacinths in |mts.) 

Empri"rt Daffodil forced. From a photograph by Mrs. Stuart Rickman, Arliorfleld Orange, Berks. 

VEGETABLES. 

TEMPERATURE FLUCTUATION AND 

ITS INFLUENCE.* 

Perhaps at no time could the influence of the 
alternate cold and mild weather lie so easily 
diseemed in vegetation generally as this year. 
Those accustomed to plant their Potatoes 
early, so as to have them off the ground in 
readiness for something else, are the greatest 
sufferers. Potatoes planted late, and which 
did not appear above the ground line while 
frosty mornings were the rule, escaped. The 
craze, however, with most growers to have the 
home-grown tuber at the earliest date places 
many m an awkward position when frost has 
cut off tho tender tops. The influence of 
shelter, either from walls, hedges, or trees, has 
lieen very marked this spring. In my ease it 
has not lieen the south border, so often looked 
upon as that affording the first crop, that is 
liest; east and west aspects have been dis¬ 
tinctly advantageous. On a west lionlcr, 
sheltered somewhat by trees and a lofty wall, 
Potatoes were almost unharmed, while on a 
south liorder, and a more open site, they were 
hopelessly damaged by the prevailing May 
frosts. The extreme cold caused much loss of 
early sown seeds, especially those of a tender 
nature, and even hardy kinds gave a poor 
return from first sowings. Even the Spinach 
suffered this year. Peas came up very irre¬ 
gularly fronf the effects of chill, and quite a 
long chapter could he written (tearing on the 
effects of the cold. The change from extreme 
cold to mild weather, accompanied by rain, 
was even more striking, nothing, |ierha|M, 
showing this more plainly than the mowing 
machine, or the daily cutting of Asparagus. 
The cutting of this spring vegetable has 
revealed a wonderful range of difference from 
day to day, the produce of some mornings 
being quite two-thirds more or less than on 
others. This was not only the case in the 
earlier part of the season, hut in dune, when 
the temperature declined so rapidly, the 
growth of Asparagus liecame as sensitive as 
the thermometer itself : indeed, there would 
seem to lie almost the same graduation in its 
rise and fall. Flower garden planting has 
never lieen carried out under better condition-- 
than this year—that is, in those cases where 
late planting neoes-ariiy follows winter and 
spring bedding—as the ground was thoroughly 
moistened by the frequent showers and the 
steady rise of temperature combined to make 
the conditions very suitable compared with 
some years, when so much time is spent on 
watering and w ith so little return. .S. 

-billings will lie amply repaid. The dearest 
■piles is Victoria, but this is almost the best 
"jieoies for forcing, and it is being so largely 
ffrewn that the price is rapidly diminishing. 
Aor-ther Daffodil that might have lieen 
iQeDiioned is .1. B. M. Camtn, one of the 
<“•*1 beautiful of all, a Trumpet batlodil with 
J»hite perianth anil sulphur trumpet, chang- 
!"? to pure white: but this and others 

have omitted as lieing too expensive. 
■ hxve had no experience in growing smaller 
kinds of Daffodils, hut 1 understand that the 
following may he had in bloom in January : 
ft- minimus, minor, nanus, and cyclamineus, 
“d that the White Hoop Petticoat Narcissus 

1 orbularia monophylla), if potted in almost 
Iflre loam, well kept moist, may lie hail in 
ocom shortly after Christmas. I have seen the 

neutiful little Narcissus triandrus albus 
'••nyels Tears) flourishing in a pot in a green- 
"“e, although this might hardly lie exacted 

'fin its natural habitat. 
In conclusion, it may lie well to say that a 

rehouse is not a necessity. Provided the 
. * aro "ell started out of doors, they w il 

t-in-j on well in a room if kept near the lig 

Digitized by 

placed out-of doors in the summer, they will 
generally form llower-huds at the (snints of 
their shouts if the site he sunny and warm.— 
Irish Reader. 

Brugnmnsla arborea.—1 should lx- much obliged 
for am directions for growing Brugmansia arliorca well ? 

1 haie had one in the heated greenhouse for several years, 
and it has not bloomed l-efore, hut is doing so now. It is 
a yard high. W hat sired pot should i! Is- in ' I have seen 

a picture of one growing in the garden in Hloiicotenhire. 

Would it do outside so far north as this? Fuira. 

(Your best plan, if you have room, will lie 
to plant it out in a cool greenhouse, using 
some good loamy soil, leaf mould, and rotten 
manure, giving plenty of drainage. After 
blooming the plant should lie pruned every 
year. Allow it to get dry at the root before 
pruning it. Whilst in flower doses of either 
liquid manure or some artificial stimulant 
should lie given.] 

Early single and double Tulips. -Will you 
kindly give me the names of some early forcing single and 

double Tulips as grow n by the market gardener for the 
l.ondon market? There are lovely yellows, pinks, and 

crimsons on Arm, erect stalks, and they last a long time 

in water. Do they require any particular treatment'— 

F. H. P. 

do better than get white 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Tomatoes In pots. I have twenty-four nice strong 
plants about 10 inches high in C-inch |iots. I want to grow 
these in my greenhouse. My house is only S feet by Ufeet, 
span-roof. It gets the sun all day from all quarters. 
Never having grow n Tomatoes before, a few hint* will l»- 
useful. What sire pots shall 1 now-put them into? Do you 
recommend wire or stakes for training ?—Love Am.it 

(Pot - culture throughout the season has 
advantages, not the least lieing that all avail¬ 
able warmth from the sun strikes the roots as 
well as the leaves. Pots not less than 10 inches 
across may lie used, and into these you oug>„f 
to shift your plants at once. If smaller it i, 
difficult to water the plants often enough wl^, 
in full growth, unless the roots have sod lielo^h 
to run into. Allow enough room for th«^ Klanta—quite 15 inches apart—and they should 

e trained single-stemmed, not too far from the 
glass. Pinch out all the shoots that spring 
from the axils of the leaves. Air may lie given 
in abundance. A close, damp atmosphere is 
most detrimental at any time, and is sure to 
bring diseases. Good stout stakes answer well 
for truining them to.] 

ColeWOrtB.—Make a sowing forthwith of 
the Rosette in shallow drills, 1*2 inches or 
15 inc®&CbjiaftJ rcSJSfc firmly, as if the plants 
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have to remain long in the seed-bed they get 
spindly. Plants from this batch, if set out as 
soon as fit, will form nice firm heads towards 
early winter, and they can be set out fairly 
close, 12 inches to 14 inches apart being suf¬ 
ficient. A later sowing, made about the 
middle of July, should come in useful for filling 
ground that may have been cleared of early 
Potatoes or Broad Beans. Keep the seedlings 
dusted occasionally with wood-ashes and a little 
slaked lime. This will generally drive away 
the fleas that often attack the Cabbage tribe 
during hot weather, though, up to the present, 
summer weather is certainly conspicuous by its 
absence.—J. M. B. 

Vegetables at the Drill Hall.—An 
effort is now being made to induce the council 
of the Royal Horticultural Society to extend 
its patronage to vegetables in the same wide 
degree as it does to plants, flowers, and fruits, 
by having at least one of its many fortnightly 
meetings each year at the Westminster Drill 
Hall. James-street. devoted to a special vege¬ 
table exhibition. At present, at any of the 
society’s numerous shows .and meetings vege¬ 
tables are rarely seen, and even then are rather 
endured tlian encouraged. That is not fair 
towards a section of garden products that is of 
the highest importance to the entire com¬ 
munity. Generally, in all good gardens 
vegetable culture takes a foremost rank, and in 
connection with local or provincial shows 
vegetables get material space and encourage¬ 
ment, and always prove most attractive. It is 
hoped that the council will be induced to give 
to vegetables that space and encouragement 
they merit by having special exhibitions of 
them alternately in July for summer, and in 
October for autumn kinds.—A. D. 

Summer treatment of Asparagus 
for forcing.—1 am convinced that the 
major part of the failures with forced 
Asparagus arises from the haul treatment 
in summer. The best roots, I consider, are 
those from five to ten years of age, and then, 
if they have been well cared for, they are in 
their greatest vigour. Everyone who needs 
roots for forcing should sow seed every year in 
proportion to his needs. When the plants are 

strong enough to cut from, this should not lie 
too severe, and that which has to lie forced the 
following winter should not lie cut from, allow¬ 
ing all the growths to remain to strengthen the 
roots. In this way good crowns are formed. 
Added to this, the strong growths should be Cotected from the wind. Asparagus is much 

nefited by giving it either liquid-manure- 
water or two or three applications of a quickly 
soluble manure in wet weather. I am con¬ 
vinced that the earlier the growth ripens the 
more easily can Asparagus be forced. It 
is essential to have good roots.—J. Crook. 

Preparing for summer heat.—No 
time should he lost in seeing that everything is 
in working order for watering, such as hose, 
water barrels, and such like, nor should mate¬ 
rial that is suitable for mulching be neglected. 
Should this consist of long strawy manure, this 
should be put together and moist ened to make 
it hot. It is of the utmost importance that a 
good mulching be given to l’eas, Runner Beans, 
Cauliflowers, und Lettuces—in fact, all vege¬ 
tables—where possible ; also fruit - trees, 
applying it early before the moisture is drawn 
out of the soil. Land that is deeply worked 
and given plenty of manure, mulching where Cssible, seldom needs much water. Rotten 

tves, mowings from lawns, in fact, any green 
material, help to keep the soil cool and moist. 
Where a continued supply of Lettuces, 
Spinach, Turnips, Radishes, and salad of all 

ads is needed, then it is a good plan to 
Bply work a shady border (not one overhung 

trees), and give abundance of manure, 
sowing where the plants are to remain. Cauli¬ 
flowers need a cool, deep, holding soil in 
summer. Whenever there is room, Brussels 
Sprouts and such like should be got out 
before the hot weather comes on, as in this 
way they get established without having 
recourse to watering.—F. A. 

French Runner Beans.—There is a 
partiality among some cultivators for the 
French type of Bean over that of the ordinary 
Scarlet Runner. Sometimes the dwarf French 

and exposed places where I have seen the 
advantage of growing dwarf Beans in prefer¬ 
ence to Runners, because the latter suffer from 
gales, while they pass over those of lower 
growth without much effect. Some prefer the 
French Bean by reason of its more delicate 
skin and flavour. Where this is the case, and 
the conditions suit the growth of trailing varie¬ 
ties, the French Runners are to he strongly 
recommended. Veiteh’s Climbing is a very 
good kind : its pods are similar to those of the 
Canadian Woncfer in size, length, and colour. 
Epicure I have grown for forcing for the first 
time this vear, and the results are so satisfving 
that it will lie more freely sown in future, both 
for forcing and early gathering outdoors. This 
has a distinct and solid [kmI. As the time is 
now op|iortune for sowing Beans outdoors, 
those desirous of proving any fresh kind should 
do so at once. There are, beside these two 
climbing kinds, several others more or less 
distinct, hut the above are kinds which cau be 
recommended. W. S. 

GARDEN WORK. 

Conservatory.—Cactuses are showy and 
interesting plants. Several species will be in 
flower now. Cereus speciosissimus when plan¬ 
ted out will grow to a large size and bear 
hundreds of flowers, but it should be 
supported with strong stakes, as it is a 
troublesome plant to train. The dwarfer 
species, Echinocactus, Opuntia, Mammillaria, 
Melocactus, and others, are more easily 
managed, but they do not make so muen 
show. These should be grouped together. 
There were many good collections years ago, 
but they to a large extent disappeared, for the 
time being only, and are now lieing sought for. 
Those who want to see a good collection now 
should visit Kew. Most of the species are 
improved by placing outside in summer when 
growth is finished ; the full exposure ripens 
them, and when moved indoors in September 
they are all the better for the outing. The 
Aloe family is included in the same general 
term of succulents, and requires much the same 
treatment as the Cactus tribe. Both ot these 
and various other succulents are sometimes 
planted out in summer, and if skilfully and 
tastefully grouped they are not without 
interest. Years ago we had a cold con¬ 
servatory, where the back wall was covered 
with Myrtles. It was always green, and at 
this season, when the plants were in flower, the 
wall was a very effective feature, and one could 
always cut a handful of green sprays to mix 
with flowers. We still grow Myrtles in pots, 
and our plants are now just in bud, and will 
soon lie white with blossom. The flowers do 
not last long, but thoy are sweet, and the 
whole appearance of the plants suggests home¬ 
liness. Tree-Carnations should now he in the 
flowering pots, and placet! on a coal-ash bed in 
the oiien air. The watering should lie in 
careful hands, as a water logged plant may as 
well be thrown on the rubbish heap. The old 
fashioned Cockscomb, when well done, generally 
attracts attention, and a group mixed with 
Ferns gives variety, and the more of these 
special features in the house the better. The 
same may lie said about Balsams, though of 
late years they have not been so popular as 
they were, partly because they are of no use 
for cutting. 

Stove. — Acalypha Sanderiana is easily [iropagated from young side shools in 
lottom-heat, kept close. Young plants should 
be shifted on and encouraged Uf grow freely. 
They will not succeed in a low temperature, 
though they may be moved to the conservatory 
when in flower lor a time : but the plant wants 
heat to develop the flowers. Allamandas and 
Dipladenias will now he coming into flower, 
and will produce a gorgeous effect. The 
Night blooming Cactus is an interesting plant 
to those who visit their houses after dark, and 
the flowers must Vic seen at night if ut all, as 
they soon fade when daylight comes. The 
Sultan’s Balsam (Impatiens Sultani), easily 
propagated from cuttings and seeds, makes 

, a bright little table plant in a 5-inch pot, 
land looks well in association with Rivina 
humilis, Caladium argyrites, Ficus radicans 

Bean surpasses the Runner in point of crop, I variegata, and Cocos Palms. Jasminum 
though not always in continuifcy> It is in coli |graciUimum should, if possible, be placCpd-qijiCi 
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for the sake of its sweet flowers for cutting at 
all seasons. 

Ferns under glass. —Many of the stove 
or tropical Ferns will do now without heat 
The < lymnogrammas, if the nights contino- 
cold, must have a little artificial heat at night, 
or their delicate fronds may suffer. Ferns will 
now be at their best, and the small plants mil 
do very well in a cold-pit if kept fairly do* 
and shaded from hot sunshine. Young seed¬ 
lings in boxes or pans should be pricked off 
into boxes as soon as they are large enough to 
handle. Trade growers take them out in 
little tufts, as their object is to produce salt 
able plants speedily. For the same reason, in 
shifting into 5-inch plots (which is the market 
pot) two plants are frequently placed in each 
piot. Occasionally a green kind and a varie¬ 
gated kind aro placed in the same pot, ami 
very pretty effects are obtained when the two 
blend together. For house decoration we 
have often planted seedling Maiden hairs ami 
other Kerns nnd Moss on the fops of the py. 
in which Palms and other specimen plants are 
growing, the effect being enhanced thereby, 
as, without injuring the Palms, a dres-y 
niijiearanee is given to the only unsightly spot 
about the plant. It is a good plan, in addition 
to as many large sjiecimens as can be accom 
modated in the space allotted to Ferns, U 
grow a large number of smaller plants. Then? 
is a large demand now for small Ferns la 
thumbs and pots of a slightly larger sk 
Mosses, also, and the pretty little Maden 
Grass are always useful. There can never be 
too many small, neat plants for decorating the 
rooms. The difficulty, if there is a difficult;, 
is in having sufficient variety, as no one like 
to see the same plants too often. 

Late Grapes. —The weather for sometime 
has been dull und the nights cool, and it hi* 
been necessary to use a little fire-heat. It is 
always a mistake to stop the fires before the 
weather is settled, or if we get a short spell oi 
hot weather, and then the cold wave return*, 
recourse should be had to fires again. If the 
berries of Alicante or Gros Column are n« 
sufficiently thinned, go over the bunches ani 
relieve the crowded places. Muscats shoaH 
have a little fire-heat until finished, and the 
lateral growth should be kept well in check it 
the amber tint so much esteemed is to be seen 
on the berries. 

Window gardening.—More attention 
is being paid to outside window gardenirg 
than inside at present. A few well-hardene! 
Palms may be used for a time as a backeroip! 
One of the most effective plants for the tack of 
window-boxes is the Japanese Grass (Eulal;- 
japonica variegata). It is light and elegant- 
It will look well grouped in the corners oi the 
hoxes outlining the window. In connection 
with Clematis Jackmani the effect is ven 
good and will continue for some time, ""hat 
one wants is more originality. Within a shot'- 
distance of where I am writing there are many 
windows decorated with flowers all in the same 
way, and the effect is exceedingly monotonou* 

Outdoor garden. There is a gooddrtl 
of staking and tying to do noy, and prom|>: 
tude is necessary in keeping pace with t.< 
work, as if a plant is blown over by the 
it is never quite the same thing during tr.< 
same season afterwards. Standard 
should be specially looked to, especially ' 
wooden stakes are used, and even with iff 
stakes the trees, with the weight of blossoui- 
and foliage, sometimes give way. Those wrvo 
want fine flowers thin the buds of the 
Carnations, and as regards the Roses it i* *<■ 
to thin the buds somewliat, as it tends to ma ' 
the succession more constant generally. ” 
the buds are not thinned the first heavy h»> 
of bloom exhausts the plants, and then tne* 
will be no more flowers till the autumn- 
only really perpetual Hoses are the Tea'#"1 
China. Those who have not yet sown • 

flowers and other biennials should lose no J • 
as when sown late the plants are too sina ^ 
flower much. Flowering shrubs, sac 

Lilacs and Guelder Hoses, should have 
pruning is necessary immediately after n 

Fruit garden.—When Melons artF’J'j1 
in frames, if the heat in the bed 
it may be necessary to surround the ‘ 
|ofrimpartially with linings of "'snn 
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Early Melons are to a large extent now grown 
in low, spun-roofed Louses, and fire-heat is 
used, and the result is generally more satisfac¬ 
tory, as the temperature is more under control. 
Melons, even more so than Cucumbers, require 
a stead}- root warmth, with an atmospheric 
temperature of 65 dees, to 70 degs. If the 
roots are right the plants should not require 
shading at any time. A little ventilation early 
in the morning to let out the vitiated atmos¬ 
phere, to be increased as the sun gains power, 
•-ill keep the foliage robust and free from red- 
spider. Keep the young wood of Peaches 
under glass neatly tied in, and do not crowd in 
too much wood. Give liquid-manure freely 
after the stoning is finished till there are signs 
ol ripening; but if the borders are heavily 
watered after the fruit begins to ripen, the 
flavour will suffer. The Cape Gooseberry 
(Fhysalis edulis) is a pleasant flavoured little 
fiuit, scarcely so large as a Gooseberry. We 
used to grow it years ago against tfie back 
wall of a Peach-house, where it fruited very 
freely. It will succeed under the same treat¬ 
ment given to Tomatoes, both inside and 
igainst a warm wall in the open air. It may 
he raised either from seeds or cuttings. It 
will be necessary to still give attention to 
insect pests on the trees. 

Vegetable garden.—The crops have 
cade rapid progress since the showery weather 
retin, and the weeds, as they always do under 
ruch conditions, have obtained temporary 
mastery over tho gardener who is short- 
handed ; hut a supreme effort must be made to 
clear them off before they seed, otherwise they 
will give trouble in the years to come. Among 
the routine work now will be planting out 
Winter Greens on every available spot. Sow 
m early kind of Cabbage to form Coleworts in 
winter. We have sometimes sown Tom Thumb 
Savoy for the same purpose. It is hardier and 
i-excellent in flavour. Continue to plant out 
Celery and Leeks in trenches or otherwise, 
•five the final thinning to Beet and other root 
crocs not yet attended to. Beet transplants 
««ll if ourofully done, no that tho long root 1b 

inserted straight in the ground. Turnips sow n 
oow will not bolt, neither will Endive, which 
hiold be sown in rows 15 inches apart, and 
liinned out to tho same distance between the 
plants. This refers only to the present. Later 
swings will be better transplanted. Lettuces 
pav be treated in the same way. We have 
’-'■'i no hot weather yet. When it comes. 
Lettuces and Cauliflowers should be mulched. 
Earth up Potatoes. No more Asparagus 
diould be cut, and the beds should have 
nourishment. E. Hobday. 

THE COMING WEEK'S WOKE. 

Extracts from a Garden Diary. 

June .Mh.—Planted out Humea elegans 
dong hack of herbaceous border. Pricked out 
'hoice seedling hardy Primulas and Auriculas 
ji shady border. Put stakes to Carnations in 
'fh, and gave a top-dressing among the plants 
of good loam and old manure. Finished pot- 
'•mg Chrysanthemums. The plants are securely 
-uk«l in rows easily accessible on coal-ashes, 

black-fly appears Tobacco-powder will be 
laal, ami earwigs -will be watened for. 

July /at.—All old Fuchsias have been planted 
°ot. \ ounger plants are trained up for con- 
-vrvatory. The old plants are pruned back 
rather hard, and the young shoots make excel- 
;enl cuttings, which, when rooted early and 
jspt moving during winter, make useful early- 
towering stuff in 5-inch pots, or may be grown 

into specimens. Sowed Forget-me-nots and 
Rasies in cool borders. We shall cut no more 
-sp&ragus; the beds have been cleared of 
*<«ls and top-dressed with nitrate of soda. 

J\'ly 'nd.— Sowed second early Peas and Ne 
nus Ultra dwarf French Beans. Top-dressed 
acumbers in frames with good loam and old 

aaiaure and a little soot. Liquid-manure 

^UCumkers ancf Melons in bearing 
The fruit on succession Melons is set 

n the pollen is dry in the forenoon. The 
®rc closed early ufter syringing on 

- 1 day* Watered the inside border of 
• V10«y and Peach-house ; a little stimulan 

***« the water. 

—Liquid-manure is^iW'tbth Swe^t 
S| “Oflyhocks, and herbaceous Phloxes. 

The lateral growth of Vines is kept well in 
cheek in mid-season and late houses. Gave a 
further thinning to the young wood of Peaches 
on walls, and removed a few more of the young 
fruit. One tree in an exposed jiosition had 
blistered leaves. These were picked off und 
the trees dressed with Tobacco-powder, and 
afterwards syringed with Quassia extract. 
Mulched Tomatoes under glass with Moss-litter- 
manure to save watering. 

July 4th.—Verbenas, Heliotropes, and Agera- 
tums have been pegged down close. Where 
Rose-beds are not mulched the surface is kept 
loose by frequent hoeing. The loose soil acts as 
a mulch and keeps in the moisture. Cut down 
one long row of Globe Artichokes to induce 
late growth. To have fine succulent heads we 
feed liberally. We are looking after early 
Strawberry runners for forcing. They are laid 
into small' pots till rooted. All through the 
season the plants are kept in an open situation 
and confined to one crown. 

July 5th.—Shifted on a lot of Asparagus 
Sprengeri. This is a very useful decorative 
plant, charming in baskets. Potted on 
Cyclamens. The compost is one-half best turfy 
loam, and remainder old manure, leaf-mould, 
peat, and sand. Pots are carefully drained. 
Plants will be grown in cold pits during 
summer, freely ventilated, and lightly shaded 
when the sun is bright. Sowed more Lettuces. 
Every spare minute is given up to hoeing. 
Leaves are broken down over Cauliflowers to 
keep the sun from the heart of the plant. 
Celery is planted in succession as ground 
becomes vacant. Filled frame with cuttings 
of double-flowered Arabis. 

BIRDS. 

Love-birds (Prlrr\ —These birds should 1* led upon 

boiled Maize, Canary-seed, and Millet. Give them os larjre 

a (ape as possible, which need not be provided with nest- 

boxes, as these birds prefer to use a hollow lopor a Cocoa- 

nut husk as a restinp place. These should be hunp up 
near the top ol tho cage, and have the aperture, which 

should be at one end. turned towards the light 

BEES. 

STARTING BEE-KEEPING. 
Have olten thought I should like to po in for Bee-keeping, 
and would be very glad if, through your paper, you could 
give me a few hints as to how best to begin. I have a 
garden in which I could grow suitable flowers, and there 
are a good many round about—J. S. 

[In starting Bee - keeping an important 
matter to consider is the sources of the honey 
supply in the particular district. Some 
localities yield well through May and during 
the early part of June, but in others little is 
gathered until the middle of that month. 
Then, again, in the north not much honey is 
gathered till the Heather is in flower. Still, 
it should be remembered that Bees travel long 
distances in search of stores, a radius of two 
miles from the apiary lieing visited by them. 
It is not so much the flowers of the garden that 
Bees depend on for supplies, the great bulk of 
the honey stored in the hive being obtained 
from fruit-tree blossoms, Clover and Bean 
fields, white Thorn, Lime trees, and Heather, 
while the various kinds of Willow afford abun¬ 
dance of pollen in the early spring. The best 
way of beginning at this time of the year is to 
obtain swarms from some Bee-keeper in the 
neighbourhood. It would be well for you to 
arrange to have the swarm or swarms sent 
home on the evening of the day on which they 
leave the parent hive, as comb is very quickly 
built by a strong swarm, and if the hive is 
moved while the combs are new and tender 
they are liable to break away and cause con¬ 
fusion ; and, again, if the swarm is left any 
length of time before removal to fresh quarters 
many Bees will be lost. It is well to feed a 
late swarm for the first fortnight or so, that all 
may be kept in a state of progress, and comb 
quickly built out. The feeding^ however, must 
not be over-abundant, or the cells may all 
become full of stores, to the exclusion of 
brood. 

The frame-hive is far in advance of the straw 
skep ; if, however, you decided to keep your 
— in stow hives, these should be of large 
si/e>a-iil fyrV 'p/jped- Upon these can be worked 

'o’-ogmAxu which the Bees readily j 
the surplus honey in beautiful form. The.ie' 

section-boxes hold just one pound of comb 
honey each, and being of very inviting appear¬ 
ance when nicely finished are easily disposed 
of. But if you wish to work for extracted 
honey you will find frame-hives of great advan¬ 
tage, as from these the combs can do removed 
as filled by the Bees, the honey extracted, and 
the combs returned to the hive to be refilled. 
A frame-hive to be occupied by a swarm should 
be furnished with comb foundation, in strips 
fixed to the underside of the top bars, as guides 
to the Bees to work out the combs within each 
frame. This comb foundation contains suffi¬ 
cient wax in its projecting walls to enable the 
Bees to completely work out the cells. When 
a swarm from the hiving skep is introduced to 
a frame-hive the latter should have a cloth or 
newspaper spread in front of it, one edge being 
brought over the alighting-board, and the 
front of the hive raised from the floor-board 
about 2 inches, being supported by a stone or 
wedge. The hiving skep should tnen lie taken 
by both hands, und. by a sharp and sudden 
movement the Bees shaken on to a sheet or 
newspaper. In a few minutes all the Bees will 
have entered the hive and formed a cluster. 
The day after hiving, the frames should be 
closed up by means of tho division boards, uud 
all made warm and comfortable for the 
encouragement of honey storing.—S. S. Cl.] 

LAW AND CUSTOM. 

Notice to quit.—I took a cottasc, cow-house, pig- 

stye. and two acres ol land, on a yearly tenancy from 
Sept 29, 1900, to pay rent half-yearly. I received notice 

on March 25 last to quit on Sept 29 next. Am I not 
entitled to a year's notice, expiring with a y ear ol the 

tenancy r Does the payment of rent half-yearly affect the 
issuer—W. T. 

[ Have you a written agreement of tenancy 
or not? If you have not, then, supposing that 
you took the place at so much a year, the 
tenancy is yearly, und is not affected by the 
fact that you pay the rent half-yearly.* The 
holding is within the Agricultural Holdings 
Acts, and so if there be no written agreement 
as to notice, a year's notice terminating with a 
year of tenancy is necessary ; and this means 
that the notice you have received is bad, and 
that to get you out at the earliest moment, a 
new notice to quit on Sept. ‘29th, 1903, must be 
served on or before Sept. 29th next. But if 
you have signed a written agreement, any 
notice stipulated iu that agreement will be 
sufficient, even if it be only a month’s notice.— 
K. C. T.] 

Agreement for working nursery 
ground (A. A. B.J.—Probably you imagine 
that you are a yearly tenant, and that if this 
agreement were invalid because of the absence 
of a witness you would remain a yearly tenant 
free from any of the terms imposed by the 
agreement. But if this be your impression you 
are very much mistaken, as you are not a 
tenant in any sense of the word, and if this 
agreement were invalid the owner of the ground 
could turn you out at a minute's notice. In 
reality vou are, by virtue of this agreement, 
engaged for two years to work this nursery 
ground at a specified and unvarying weekly 
wage. The owner of the ground is to pay for 
such additional labour (over and above your 
own work) as you and he shall mutually agree, 
and he is to find the money to pay for such 
materials as are necessary. Ho is to take all 
the proceeds of sales of produce, etc., until 
those proceeds amount to the sum of the follow¬ 
ing matters : a fixed amount termed rent, aLso 
the rates and taxes on the holding, and the 
monies laid down by him and 7^ per cent, 
interest thereon. After these charges have 
been met you are to take the proceeds of suqJj 
produce as there may be until rent again begiusq 
to accrue, when your remuneration will be' 
limited to weekly wages until the accruing 
charges are paid, and after that you will again 
take the proceeds as before. It is implied that 
there shall be quarterly settlements, as the 
rent is apparently to be calculated by the 
quarter. I can see very much that is vague in 
tne agreement, and there is room for endless 
disputes ; but, although it contains no express 
power on the part of the ownor to appoint a 
receiver, or, as you term it, to “ put a trustee 
over therplace.’|’ he is quite entitled to do this. 
The agreement stimulates that the owner is to 
{MeihCeail 'n^rRedlfWinlQI^ dFjproduce uotil 

WA-Mmigr ■“i,“ “y 
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that you shall hand these monies over to him, 
and so he is perfectly at liberty to appoint a 
third party to act as his receiver, although he 
cannot make that receiver's remuneration a 
charge on the proceeds of the sales. Ho must 
pay that receiver out of his own pocket.— 
K.C. T.J_ 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

Questions.—Queries and answer/ are interred in 
GARDBXIS8 free of charge if correspondents foUow these 
rules: AU communications should be clearly and concisely 
written on one side of the paper only, and addressed to 
the Eduob of Gardrmxo, 17, FumiveU-strect, Bolborn, 

London, E.C. Letters oa business should be sent to 
the Pobubhbr. The name and address of the sender arc 
required in addition to any designation he may desire to 
be used in the paper. When more than one query is sent, 
each should be on a separate piece of pap>-r, and not more 
than three queries should be sent at a time. Correspon¬ 
dents should bear in mind that, as Garubmno has to be 
sent to press some rime in advance of date, queries cannot 
aheayo be replied to in the issue immediately following 

the receipt of their communication. Wc do not reply to 
queries by post. 

Naming fruit.—Rcaders'who desire our help in 
naming fruit should bear in mind that several specimens 
in different stages of colour and size of the. same kind 
greatly assist m its determination. H'e have received 
from several correspondents single specimens of fruits 
for naming, these in many cases being unripe and other¬ 
wise poor. The difference bet ween varieties of fruits are, 
in many cases, so trifling that it is necessary that three 
specimens of each kind should be sent. Wc can undertake 
to name only four varieties at a time, and these only when 
the above directions are observed. 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

Paraffin emulsion (John IT. Leigh).—Welt mix 

1 lb. of soft-soap in 2 quarts of boiling water, and w hile 
hot add 1 pint of paraffin-oil, rhurn the mixture wit h a 

syringe for ten minutes, then dilute with twelve times the 

quantity of water. 

Rose Kaiser Wilhelm (Rosarian). This, classed 
as a Tea, is a cross I “-tween Mme. Berard and Perle dcs 

Jardins. The outside of the flowers is yellowish-white, 

the inside being brighter yellow, shaded with canuinc- 

rose. It is of vigorous growth. 

Ficus repens (ft. M. Harvey).—'Thi* is aeommon 
and easily-grown plant that any nurseryman can supply. 

It will strike from cuttings at any time of the year, and 

when they are rooted pot into larger pots or plant out at 

the foot of the wall which you wish it to cover. It is one 

of lhe most, tenacious of climbers. 

Aspidistra leaves decaying (T. H'. //.).—From 

the appearance of the leaves you send, wc should say that 

the plant has filled the pot with roots and exhausted the 

soil. It must be turned out. divided, nnd repotted into 
fresh soil and clean pots. This would cause new leafage 

to form, and it would be free from the spots now seen on 

the leaves you send. 

Camellia leaves curling (L. .5.).—l’erhaps the 
plants are dry at the roofs. Examine them and see to 

this, and, if so, place each one of the pots in a tub of 

water for half an hour or so. and this will thoroughly soak 

the soil. If the plants have quite completed their growth, 

place them out-of-doors on a bed of ashes in a shady 
place, hut not under trees. Syringe them daily overhead 

during the summer, and attend very carefully to the root 

watering. 

Michauxia campanuloldes (Frances).—This is 

a remarkable plant belonging to the Bell-flower family, 
growing from 3 feet to 8 feet high, the flowers white, 

tinged with purple, and arranged in a pyramidal 

candelabrum-like head. Sometimes it flowers in the third 

or even in the fourth year, but is usually considered a 
biennial, and should be treated as a hardy one. Seedlings 

should be raised annuallv, so as to have always good 

flowering plants. It flourishes best in a deep loam, warm, 

sheltered liorders and those on the south side of walls 

suiting it best. 

Ants In lawn (Forthants). — The only way of 
destroying the ants in your lawn without injuring the turf 

is to turn the turf hack from over the nests, and in the 

evening, when all the ants are in the nest, to open it up 
with a spade and thoroughly drench it with lioiling wafer. 
The boiling water will kill all the ants’ eggs that it 

reaches. If you find that you have not been quite success¬ 

ful, try again the next evening, then level the soil, and 

replace the turf. Any insecticide that would kill the ants 

would also injure the Grass. 

Propagating Clematis montana (W. .v. 
Somerville).—The best way fo increase this is by layers. 

He rid down some of the long shoots, and cut a notch in 

wood about 18 inches from the end, removing the 
ves for about 6 inches. Peg the cut portion flrmly 

vn in sandy soil, covering it well with the same, and 
4?p the soil moist. Roots will soon be emitted, and when 

i fair quantity is made the layer may be detached, lifted, 

nd planted in a fresh position. The best time to do this 
I In the late summer or early autumn. 

Cutting down Clematis montana (ft. -V. 
Somerville). —There is a considerable amount of risk in 

cutting back old established plants of this into the hard 
wood, and, if the tangle is unsightly, it can be remedied 

by carefully trimming out all superfluous shoots and 

shortening back the main branches, leaving, however, a 

shoot or two near the top of each in order to keep the sap 

in circulation. If this is done in the spring the plants will 
recover from the operation better than if performed at any 

other time, although, of course, it will lie at the expense 

of the flowers. If once done, however, the plant s can he 

readily kept within the desired hounds by a little 

judicious pruning each season after their flowering period 
is over. .—^ -• 

MllUpedesrln a. garden (il. fVT)i*> 
Your garden is linfesfedL iith notnmnlL.e « jIhM , 
(Sulcus guttatus) "The best rcraedy'-womd be UjT&Iow 

the ground, and dress heavily with salt, nitrate of soda, 

or gas-lime, or water with strong brine. Millipedes arc 

very partial to moisture, so the land should I* well 
drained. Numbers may lie caught on small pieces of 

Turnip, Carrot, or Mangold Wurzel, buried just below the 

surface of the soil. They breed under rubbish, etc., so 

none should lie left about, and if the contents of a rubbish- 
heap are used as a dressing, eare should .be taken fo see 

that- there arc none of these pests present in it. 

Hollyhock leaves with red spots (Country. 

man).—The red spots on the Hollyhock leaves are indica¬ 
tions of a fungoid disease that has been’very destructive 

to that class of plants of late years, especially in dry 

seasons. Pick otl all the badly-affected leaves at once aud 

burn them, and wash or dip the plants in a solution of 

Gishurst Compound 3 n/. to the gallon ol water, with 

half-a-pound o( sulphur added to each gallon of the mix 
lure. This dressing should he repeated as otten as 

necessary, and at the same time the plant should he 

encouraged to make new gtovvth bv mulching with 

manure, anti giv ing liberal supplies ot vv aterif the weather 

is dry. 

Glolre de DU on Roue turning yellow (I ft ) 
—Front the appearance of the portion sent, and the fact 

that the Rose vins only planted out of a pot on May .'111 

last, we should sav that it was or has ben suffering from 
drought, and. of course, it has not hurt time to root muon 

yet. The position chosen for it. close to a large Elder- 
hush, which would be sure to suck every particle out of 

the soil, is a very bad one. wc should say. The only thing 

to do now is to keep it moist, but not too wet at the roots, 
until well established, and then it may be fed with a little 

manure-water, but not much this season. Could not a 

better position be found for it in the autumn if it lives ' 

Propagating Gloxinias (G\) Take oft healthy 

leaves as soon as the flowers fade, cutting them off with a 

sharp knife at the point where the leafy portion termi¬ 

nates ; reduce their proportions by cutting away about a 

third of their length, and insert them in sandy . fibrous 

peat round the edge ol a 4 inch pot or pots. Keep tie m 
tn a close and slightly-shaded house, maintaining the. soil 

in a moist condition, but avoid heavy waterings. By the 

end of the season little bulbs will have formed at the base 

of the leaves. Gloxinias may also be raised from sees! 
sown in the early spring in a w arm house. The soil should 

consist of very sandy peat; this should he pressed down 

firmly and watered, and when drained the seed should 

he sown thereon, and very slightly covered. Place a pane 

of glass over the pan until the young plants appear. 

like Black Hamburgh, etc., can lie collected on pjjw, 

and lie applied with a camel-hair brush to >hv fcttcnlik, 

Muscat of Alexandria. This should tie attended toindw 

time next season. 

Treatment of Loquat (K. ft. 7VimMl-Hus 
Japanese shrub is well worth culture where spa.* cm l* 

afforded if in a cool-house, for. being nearly hardy, itonly 
requires slight protection to keep it safe in the winter - 
in fact, in mild districts, such as Devon and t ortlwall, it 

is grown on o|ien walls. Like most of our fruit-beirmg 

trees, it blooms early in the spring, and requires pro¬ 

tection front spring frosts, ft thrives in a soil such u 
used for Oranges, nnd the two may be grown together 

It is an excellent plant for covering a wall m a ttvv 

corridor, and w-ould doubtless fruit in such a place c«H 

it get light and sun heat. II is easily increased from *rt. 

or it may he grafted on the Quince, like a fear. 

Packing Grapes (ft. ftairrriicrl-WbcD pi tug 

Grapes, the great thing is to pack firmly. Bo ves are tk* 

best to pack in. The depth and breadth of the box thcuM 

be according to the depth and breadth of the bunches.hit 
need never exceed 5, inches Place some wood-wool m!k 

bottom of the box, with a sheet ol tissue paper over thu 

lining also the box with paper, one half ol the sheetshw. 

mg over so as to Md over the Grapes when the bun 

filled. Begin al one end ol the l>ox, placing the Stahl 
upwards a- i-lascly together »e can be. keeping ttrfv 

rather above the top ol the liox, so as to allow for Kiting 
When the box seems full a slight shake will settle tie 

bunches down, when, if need be, one or two morenuv h 

added, or the vacancies filled up with wood-wool Fid 
the paper over the top, and fill m the hollow- place- will 

parking material. Place some wood-wool on the top a 

the paper, and then screw or fasten the lid down. 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

Azalea mollis (A. ft.)—The beauty of this lies in its 
forming wide-spreading heads, the branches, so to speak, 

rising in tiers and loaded in the early days of June with 
their rich, fragrant, varied • coloured flowers. They 

succeed best in peatv soil, with occasional top-dressings 

in alter years, but will not do where there is any lime. 

Very little pruning is necessary, as if pruning is done you 
will"have no flowers the following year. If the plants get 
lankv or straggling in growth, shorten back to put into 

shape, but the less cutting there is the belter. No place 

is better for this Azalea than a clearing in a woodland. 

VEGETABLES. 

Beans for exhibition (Competitor).—hi gathering 

these eare must lie taken to have all the pods as nearly as 

possible of the same length and age. They should be full 

grown, but young aud brittle, choosing only straight, 
handsome po<is for the purpose. If enough cannot be got 

at one picking, some may be gathered two or three days 

previous to their being wanted, nnd if their stalks be 

inserted in shallow saucers with water, and placed in a 

cool place they will keep perfectly fresh and green. 

Sticking Scarlet Runners (ft. ft. .V.)—Where 
procurable, common Pea-sticks are best adapted for these 

Beans, but they require to be rather larger and longer 

than for Peas, for unless firmly staked they are apt to 
suffer during rough, windy weather. Where, however, 

such sticks arc not obtainable, stout poles, 7 feet or 8 feet 

long, may lie used, placing them firmly in the ground at 

intervals of 12 feet or U feet apart along each side of row 

or rows. Slender sticks, cut the same length as the dis¬ 
tance the ]iolesare apart, may then he tied lengthways 

along the poles 1 foot or 1} feet apart. The plants w ill 

twine firmly round these, and thus support themselves. 

Seeds not growing (ft. J.\— It is possible your 
Dwarf Bean and Marrow seeds were rather old when 

planted, or it may be they were sown much too early, and 

that the ground was much too cold to enable growth to 

follow. Even with glass over them there was no sun heat 

to warm the soil. Because the season has so far been so 
late and cold, it lias been (ound desirable to regard it as 

fully a fortnight late, and thus sow seeds later accordingly. 

So soon as you found the seeds failed to germinate you 

should have sown again, and the later sown seeds would, 

it thev were good, no doubt have grown properly. Salt 
makes the ground cold, hut frequent dustings of lime do 

much good to destroy slugs and also to sweeten the soil. 

FRUIT. 

Melons ripening (Constant Render).—You can 

easily tell when a Melon is ripening by the perfume it will 

emit on opening the frame in the morning. When this is 

observed, examine the fruits: and when you find them 

begin to crack round the base of the stem cut them at 
once, and put them in a cool place till wanted. 

Recipe for making Rhubarb wine (II. T.) — 

Cut Rhubarb into small pieces. To every 4 lb. put 

1 gallon cold water, stand eight days, stirring every day. 
then strain, and to each gallon of liquor add 3 lb brown 

sugar and one sliced Lemon. Stand three days, then pul 

in cask, adding a little isinglass. Bottle in three months. 

It should he made in June or early July. Rhubarb is too 

bitter later. 

Grapes not setting (ft- ft.).—The Grapes hare not 
set well, owing to imperfect fertilisation, which may have 

arisen from too low a temperature, or loo much moisture 

in the air. or sudden cold draughts of air, and other 

cheeks. When the Vines are in bloom it is a good plan to 
smartlv tap the stems ot the Vines about mid-day Uu_Bi 

iBperses the pollen and helps them to set. Recourse may1 

tie also had to drawing the hand .gently royerpth-c-bunubj 

when in flower, and the pollen irowJr«-tetwt£d's»rieueAr 

SHORT REPLIES. 

IF. II. Ash.—See reply to “Anxious" re “SesMtait 

Grapes," in our issue of June 7. p. 1**8.-Jits t 
Lemh. Do not pinch the Zinnias: let them ,t- 

naturally-A. K .V. —See' reply to •• Major." b *t 
issue of May 17. p. 161.-Lore Apnte.-P\vs*e a; »bi 

kind of Kerns you refer to. —Fuchsia. Weknosdm 

book dealing solely with Fuchsias. .4. A—)ex- v« 

can sprinkle lime on the surface of the soil. H '1 
harm.—ft. ft. ft. /’.—The piece of Orchid you srndnpr 

of the stem of a Dcndrobium. but cannot name »«!»« 
flowers. Yes, von can cut off the growths you nt« t>. 

and pot up in’ the usual mixture required for fMdifr 

liiums. - <>'. C. You can gel the Market Cartel*r. 

Compensation Act from Eyre and Spotliswoode, I’nWrft 
London, and notes on the same ill" Farm and Home)<41 

Book," price Is., from this office.-A Render, low 
Grapes have been what is known as scalded. See nsu- n 

our issue of June 7, P- 191-A V. IliehanU-Sttm 
to Edwin Nye re " Maggots in Fears,” in our i«r d 

June 21, p. 218, anil also reply to " II. H.'and » - 
Brown, in same issue, same page. -Tims. Toa> > -xs 

reply to "K. C. I!.,” re •’Blistered I'evil leave*," p 22 
-A o.t —1'iufcr it»c circumstances 18c only uwq 

you can do is to shoot the rabbits or entirely wire in vMi 

garden.— 1). I slip. The worm that you vend t i“j 

“hair worm." See reply to Harris in our iw* * 
June 21, p. 218.-One in a Fix. —We fear your put* 
are dry at. the roots, these luv ing gone down to Uieppv 

The soil may look moist enough on the surface, Hr * 

probably dry lower down. J. 0. K.—"c doubt oij 

much vour getting the plant to break in the 

suggest. It would be far better to plant out *•■<* 1 
specimen as y ou have.-Rufus.—Sorry we know c. w 

such designs as you relerto. -Colin ftcnni':' . 

replies to Edwin’Nye. ” II. IL.” and W,_J Itrw’" 
•' Maggots in Pears " mid “The Pear-midge,' in our s»> 

of June 21, p. 218.-ft. ft.—Ally nurseryman whofi»» 
trees and shrubs can supply you.-IF. ft- (Jvl'i'n- 

See article on “Growing Hoya carnosa," in our*-- ’ 
June 21. 11X11, p. 228, which can be hail of iheputnsan, 

post free, for ljd. 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 

*.* Any communications respecting plants er foist 

sent to name should always accompany the. pm'~ 

which should be addressed to the Editor of 0*ze■ 
Ili,i str.vtkd, 17. Furniral-street, llaUtom, tension. 

A number should also be firmly affixed to each g*" M 

of flowers or fruit sent for naming. -Vo moretMS," 
kiwi* of fruits or flowers fur naming should be ** 

one time. 

Names of plants.—Sarnia.—1, BegonUMdw.,'r 

sis; 2. Begonia Seharffiana; 3. Begonia discolor 
<i<v-.-olol*w pbLvdaHa ; '-, Selairmolla omlescens • 

Old Render. —The Starch Hyacinth is MnscariBWWW* 

The other plant you refer to is. no doubt, omitwx 

nutans.-.Ynfctfc—1, Scdum kanitsohaticum; M 

nium pretense var.-Beginner.—'Quite 10JF#2lg-l 
name such dried-up scraps as you send.-,J„ “ . 7 

Probably Saxifraga pyramidalis; must ha'c “O •’ 
Saxifraga Andrews; 3, Cobweb House-Leek (8w|«, 
v mu araclinoideum ; 4, Helichrysum arensnon 

Staines.—1, I.imnanthes Doug Iasi: 1, I>oablc M 

Saxifrage (Saxifraga granulata «.-pl.>—-”rt ‘ R . 
One of the many hybrid forms of Amaryllis- " |(- 

The Com Parsley (Petroselinum segetum)-- “ UB, 

Send better specimens. -Sarnia. — l. " ,. 
pedatum : 2. Please Mod specimen with spore.", 

diuni seandens ; 4. Adiautum concinnum)■. 

read our rule as to naming plant*.-—[■ /.- •” - _ 

We cannot undertake to name florist flo'ye^ ■ rJSt 

l. Cornua alba.-Frank Riper.—I, AI!,IUD1.2iui2.it: 
semi in flower; 2, Weigela rosea: *' u L C 
canadensis ; 4, Bay Willow (Salix pentandra/ ■ 
. _ __n llslln.nl.—1. 8111D * .. 1, Syringa Einodl-Ernest leiibinl.-h 

(Leiophylluiu buxifolium); 2, Erigeron SP“ .JLm. ,. 

3, Asaruni canodonse: 4, Rhododendon 
Ranunculus acris ff.-pL ; 0. Ranunculus d 
distinct from No. 5, having larger flowers ™ — 

dwarfer growth : 7. Sisyrinchmm Ber®jriDZBush. 
F.. S. W.—I, Centau rea montana rubra C-.uyj pontiffs 

white form (Dictamnus fraxinell* albs). 

yar.. send in bloom: 4, Jacob’s 1*1*. 

(1’Slononium c.erulenm album).-- -. hoiv-’0' 
pens unless you number cavu 

ienliiied. 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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VEGETABLES. 

LATE PLANTED CABBAGES. 

Mur gardeners plant their Cabbages out 

early, so that they lyccomo well established 

Itlm cold weather sets in. Last autumn 1 
coved that this haste in sotting out the 

.•.Wage crop is not of so much importance as 

! once thought it to be. It came aliout in this 

' iv: A plot of Strawberries not more than two 

planted was not particularly satisfactory 
ii fruiting last summer, but hopes were raised 
hat at least one more crop would be hnd. As the 
rntiimn advanced, however, the plants, instead 
f improving, became still more unsatisfactory, 
uci finally it was resolved to clear them off and 
'•plant the ground with Cabbages. This was 
n November. The main crop of plants had 
ilnsidy been put out, and lmd until thou and 
vnee required making up. The November- 
pianted stock took kindly to thoir new quarters, 
ud grew away almost without the loss of a 
tknt.and in spring the bed was much the best 
is the golden, the growth being so uniform 

even. A good many bolted in the first 
anting; in the November bed not one failed 
■m this cause. It is only fair to say that the 

Cabbage was not cut from this bed, but 
b. earliest was from another sort which did 
»t iorm part of the November planting. 
''Lit is equally remarkable is that these later 

‘bfiogee were from the same sowing as for the 
win cro(» already referred to. In this in- 
•tance the smaller plants remained after the 
nailable ground had been filled up, and 
P»dhly this explains somewhat their greater 
uniformity in spring time. The ground was 

t dug after the Strawberries, but simply 
1 wl and raked over, so as to remove tho 
• '.rawberries and to have the surface clean and 
-nsooth. The firmness of the ground would be 
hvnurable, but as Onion-beds usually afford a 
• e for the August plantings, the difference in 
'1 nnnness did not make so material a 

Terence. Such instances are interesting, 
in some degree instructive, particularly in 

•m*ll gardens. W. S. 

LETTUCES. 

should be no difficulty in securing an 
''aidant supply of Lettuces this season, pro- 

young plants escape slugs, which in wet 
T .r prey so severely upon them. To 
'••iram those pests, not only should dressings 

Pe?“ soot end slacked lime be freely applied, 
’■« plants should often be looked over in the 
• fmug, as it is just then that slugs are out 

ln?' Provided such troubles of early days 
overcome, and they are usually so with 

/inary care, it is still to be said in relation to 

tl T'f8 .wkilst they like ample moisture 
• ' also like ample warmth to cause them to 

-row quickly and become sweet and crisp. Still 
, “'ey are much less needed or appre- 

u'bwt w,ien the weatlier is wet and cold. 
t„i • ’ t*ien’ presented alone, clean, cool, 

with other salads in mixed for 
' ' ls “ardly any more agce^b|e, m: 

summer foo<l then than lettuce affords. It is 
also nob a mutter of moment whether the 
Lettuce be of tho ordinary Paris White (Jos 
type or of any good Cabbage variety, if both 
lie sweet and crisp. But many of tho latter 
forms arc very Litter, and acceptable as such 
taste may Ire with Endive, it is not so desirable 
with Lettuce. Generally any good Cos typo, 
if quick grown and well blanched, gives sweet 
leafage. A common plan in gardens, and 
particularly so in small ones, is to put out. just 
one or two breadths of plants only, and often 
much larger ones than existing necessities 
require. The result is considerable waste. It 
is far better to sow once about every three 
weeks, and thus have small breadths to put out 
just so often. By that plan it is seldom that 
there is any lack of good Lettuces in a garden 
from May till October, and much longer if some 
cold-frames or south borders can be devoted to 
them in other months. A. 1). 

NOTES AND REPLIES 
Stopping outdoor-grown Tomatoes. 

—One of the errors into which many fall in 
growing outdoor Tomatoes is that of continu¬ 
ing the leaders after this date instead of stop 
ping them, and thus throwing all the energies 
into the fruit already set. By some the stop¬ 
ping of the growth in duly is not regarded with 
much favour, but from experience I can say 
that one is assured of at least a few bunches of 
ripened fruit fairly early. This is not always 
the case where the leader is allowed to grow. 
In how many cases do we not see an abnormal 
amount of foliage on plants out-of-doors 
towards the end of a season, with very little 
fruit set'! It is better, therefore, to make sure 
of the early bunches by stopping the leader 
now.—Townsman. 

Endive.—To have an abundant stock of 
plants to put out in August and September 
sowings of Endive should he made at once, and 
again a couple of weeks later. Sow in shallow 
drills thinly 12 inches apart, as in that way the 
plants get’much more room, and can be stout 
and well rooter! when lifted ready for planting 
out. Ordinarily it is well to plant on warm 
borders that slope to the south, following after 
some early crop, previously well manured, as 
such ground should do Endive well. Where 
such borders are not available it is then well to 
make sloping beds, 4 feet wide and facing 
south. A sloping surface enables water to 
flow away readily from the plants when heavy 
rains fall in the winter. If for the Dwarf 
Curled, rows 12 inches apart, and the plants 
10 inches apart in the rows, suffice. But 
the coarser-growing broad leaved Batavian 
variety should be in rows 13 inches apart, and 
tho plants quite 12 inches apart in the rows. 
These can later ho blunelied by tying up the 
leaves, as is done with Cos lettuces. The 
curled plants can he blanched by covering 
them.—A. D. 

Sowing late Peas. — From repeated 
experiments we find June 1 quite late enough 
to sow for main cro|»s of Peas, from which 
re always beep gathering as long ns the 

wtfaUber mild enough for them to n^jjk^ 

any growth. Last year we sowed our main 
latest crop»n .Junc2 in trenches, well-manured, 
as if for C’elerv, scattering the seed thinly alt 
over the trench, so as to make a broad row. 
The plant s were staked as soon as high enough, 
and the.soil between the rows, which were fi feet 
a|mrt, was covered with long stable litter to 
retain moisture, the soil being very dry at that 
date. By means of copious waterings a rapid 
and luxuriant growth was the result, and they 
produced a fine crop, which lasted as long ns 
green Peas were procurable out-of-doors. The 
sorts which we grow principally are Ne Plus 
Ultra and Champion of England, both kinds 
difficult to surjuiss for quantity, quality, and 
long continued hearing. Ne Plus Ult ra is an 
esjteeial favourite in the kitchen for its deep 
green colour, and if confined to one sort. I 
should prefer it to all others. For tho late tall 
Peas good sup|«irt.s are necessary, and I find 
Chestnut branches much more durable than 
Hazel, as they arc perfectly sound the second 
year, while Hazel only lasts one season. 

Cauliflowers clubbing (s. d. D.).— 
Where clubbing is prevalent preventive 
measures ought to l>e taken. Sometimes it is 
caused by the grub of a small lieetlc or weevil, 
and occasionally the maggot of a midge or fly 
is responsible for the mischief. A free use of 
soot and lime, forking them into the surface of 
the bed before sowing the seed, lias a detorrent 
effect, and so also has sand soaked in petroleum, 
the surface of the bed being dressed with this 
every week or ten days. Before planting 
examine the underground portion of stem of 
each plant, and cleanly cut away every small 
excrescence or wart there found, following 
this up with the old-fashioned remedy of 
puddling the roots of all the plants. Form a 
puddle with clay, soot, lime, and water, a 
wineglassful of petroleum being also added 
with advantage, and drag the roots through 
this so as to thoroughly coat them and the 
lower portion of the stems with the puddle. 
Thus treated, they seem to feel the check of 
removal less than when not puddled, and are 
seldom interfered with by cither maggots or 
wireworm afterwards. It is on stale, indiffer¬ 
ently cultivated ground that grubs most often 
gain the ascendancy. You will do w ell to do 
all you can towards promoting a vigorous SrovTth by way of prevention of club root. 

ewly slaked lime at the rate of 1 bushel per 
rod ought to be forked into tlie surface of the 
previously well-manured ground, and after the. 
plants have l>ccn put out, all being carefully 
fixed, clear water should he given fora time, or 
for the first week or so, afterwards giving 
liquid-manure frequently. Nitrate of soda, or 
that in mixture with superphosphate of lime, 
dissolved at the rate of 1 oz. to a gallon of 
water, would he the best form of fertiliser for 
the purpose. Apply at first round the plants, 
but when the latter are growing strongly draw 
mould up to the stems and pour the liquid- 
manure freely along the furrows. Petroleum 
is one of the best insecticides ever discovered, 
and in extreme cases of clubbing wo would 
advise soaking sand in it and mixing the luttor 
frcclyjAfjijUtftkjij ftoi^in which the Cauliflowers 
are planted. 

VEKSITY OF ILLINOIS AT 
IRRAMA-fHAMPAinN 
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PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

GREENHOUSE FLOWERS IN LATE 
SUMMER. 

It often happens that greenhouses, which, 
during May and June and the early part of 
July, exhibit much beauty, begin to show signs 
of falling off towards tne end of July and 
August, a state of things which is mainly 
brought about, I think, by a failure to keep up 
a supply of young plants to take the place of 
those that have begun to fail. To maintain 
vigorous plants, one should always have in 
reserve a sufficient and varied assortment to 
last one right into the autumn, and this can 
very easily be done by preparing what is 
required now. There is no particular expense 
attached to this, as the propagation from 
outtings and the raising from seed of some of 

our best known plants can at once be attended 
to. For example, cuttings of Fuchsias and 
Zonal Pelargoniums should at once be taken 
and grown on for blooming at a specific period, 
say, the middle of August. This, of course, 
will necessitate the removal of all flower buds 
until the near approach of that time, keeping 
them in the meantime in cold-frames, and thus, 
with the change of temperature by their 
removal into the house at the date referred to, 
they will quickly burst into bloom and keep 
the house gay for weeks to come. I have 
always been struck with the absence of annuals 
from greenhouses in the autumn, and never 
could understand the reason why, for instance, 
the pink and white Rhodanthes are grown only 
in spring by most people. Seed sown in June 
will funiish many pots of blossoms in July, and 
there is less likelihood of their damping off 
when young, as they sometimes do when sown 
in February and March ; or, again, what can vie 
with Mimuluses grown specially for blooming 
in August ? Petunias are free-growing, ana 
both double and single are easily raised in this 
way, or cuttings of approved sorts readily 
strike and make handsome plants if grown oh 
in loam or leaf-mould, pinching them back to 
give them shape. I believe that some people, 
however, still are under the impression that 
double sorts can only be propagated in this 
way, but this is not so, as quite 60 per cent, of 
the plants produced from a packet of seed of a 
double sort come true. Fuchsias, as 1 have 
said, one never tires of, they are always 
interesting, and, to prepare a batch of 
plants for blooming a few months hence, 
one has but to strike the cuttings this month, 
prevent them from blooming by taking 
off the buds as they ap(>ear, and then, a 
few weekif before they are wanted in bloom, f;ive them a stimulant. Balsams-are wonder- 
ully attracti ve in the spring ; they ure not less 

so when blooming in August, and to have them 
at that time is only a mptter of sowing the 
seed, the finest trusses of rflo'om resulting from 
plants that have been given the most liberal 
treatment, this consisting ofli rich compost of 
loam and partly rotted cow-dung, with leaf- 
mould added. That fragrant flower both for 
indoor or outdoor growing, the Heliotrope, 
can be brought on for flowering at any time of 
the year. Cuttings struck now will be in their 
prime in August, or they may be further re¬ 
tarded for late blooming by a removal of buds 
as they form. That oft-'seen window plant, 
Francoa ramosa, is a most useful greenhouse 
plant, and young ones now ready for shifting 
into 5-inch pots will be in bloom in August, 

d though the flowers are not by any means 
__ illiant, they are produced in great quantities 
on their wreath-like stems and, what is of 
importance, last a long time. Schizanthuses 
must be grown and bloomed to be fully appre¬ 
ciated : thev are most delightful half-hardy 
annuals, and when grown in pots and flowered 
in the house, as they should be, they make 
compact plants crowded with blossoms. Where 
young plants can be had they should now be 
potted on. If, besides all these, one desires 
attractive foliage, what can compare with the 
richness of Coleuses ? That they may be raised 
from seed and grown with meat rapidity if kept 
in a warm greenhouse, where the atmosphere 
i - charged with moisture, is weUknown ; but 
it is half the trouble to propagate from ?ei ’ 

Digitized by^ljOC 

now that we have the wannest of the weather 
before us. 

The condition of basket plants about the 
middle of August is often anything but satis¬ 
factory, and owing to their being subject to 
dryness more so than pot plants, failures ensue 
in midseason. To guard against a contingency 
like this one should be prepared with renewals, 
and scarcely anything can be better than young 
Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums. These will strike 
quickly enough now, and should be potted on 
and kept in the bouse for a time. 

Townsman. 

JUSTICIAS AND THEIR CULTURE. 
This genus contains a large number of species 
of easily-managed, quick-growing plants that 
soon arrive at a flowering state. Most of them 
are evergreen free flowering stove shrubs. 
They strike readily from cuttings inspring, kept 

kinds are those that bloom in the autumn 
After flowering, those that are to be kept (or 
another year should have their shoots shortens 
back, and be kept in a temperature through 
the winter of about 6<i degs. by night, ]„ 

! spring shake a portion of the old soil away,anil 
give i>ots .3 inches or 4 inches larger, striking 
cuttings of those kinds that it is preferred to 
bloom in a smaller state, treating the old 
plants as advised in the summer previoa 
When the pots are full of roots manure water 
is of great assistance. Aphides and red-spider 
affect these plants ; syringe freely with clean 
water to remove the latter, and fumigate with 
Tobacco for the aphides. The most desirable 
kinds are— 

J. caksea (here figured), a strong-growim:. 
free-flowering species, that bears large head- 
of flesh-coloured flowers ; an autumn bloomer. 

J. corciNKA is a winter or early spring- 
flowering kind, with scarlet flowers. 

Jueticia camea. From a photograph by Geo. E. Low, 2, Glenageary Hill, Dublin. 

moist, close, and shaded, and in a moderatoly 
brisk beat. When rooted, move them singly 
to 3-inch pots, giving them good turfy loam, 
with some leuf mould, rotten manure, and 
sand, in which mixture they thrive very 
freely. Keep them rather close until they 
begin to grow, when pinch out the tops and 
give more air, still keeping them in a stove 
temjierature, with a tolerably moist atmos¬ 
phere, and shade when the weather is bright. 
When necessary, they will re-pi ire moving to 

J. i.ii,.\«'iKA, a pretty species, flowers at 
various times of the year. 

J. spi.exqens is a desirable free-flowering 

kind that may be had in bloom at different 
seasons, according to the warmth it is subjected 

to. 

GREENHOUSE CLIMBERS. 

Cumbers on the roof are undoubtedly among-; 
...___j--j .__...e . the attractions of many greenhouses. <iut 

6-inch or 8-inch pots, according to the more or unless they are kept under proper control the) 
less natural strength of the kinds grown. Use j become more of a nuisance than otherwise,an" 
the same sort of soil, but let it be now in a positively harmful to plants growing therein- 
more lumpy condition. Again pinch out the For this reason I am an advocate for cultivating 
points of the shoots, syringe daily, and water climbing plants in pots or tubs, so fl“' _aI 
freely, as the pot gets full of roots : stand them certain times of the year one may remove the® 
with'their heads well up to the glass, and give ' to the open air, to the advantage o' tn'_‘ 
air and shade. As the summer draws to a 1 climbers themselves and the other occupant - 
close, dispense with the shade as soon as the of the house. I do not always agree with 

a roof to act as 3 plants will bear it, give more air. and put a few | creepers being grown on a roof to 
s^ipks to them for support. The most usdfiiur other plants, especially in bous» 

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT 
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where mixed collections are grown, because 
there are certain periods when, dull weather 
supervening, one needs all the light one can 
get. Much better is it to have few creepers on 
a roof and employ blinds on the outside when 
required, which may be taken down as cir¬ 
cumstances demand, than for the house to be 
in u state of semi-gloom for several months in 
the year. To avoid this, then, it is desirable 
to go over creepers now', cutting away all 
useless shoots, retaining only those that are 
actually of service. One knows very- well what 
an abnormal amount of growth proceeds from 
-ijch things as Passiliorus, La|>agerias, Cobams, 
i'lematises, Swaiusonias, Plumbagos, etc., and 
it a couple of seasons’ growth accumulates 
how they darken the house. One sometimes 
profits by other people’s experience in matters 
oi this kind, and I recollect seeing a group of 
Coleuses that were fast becoming thin, losing 
colour, and having a drawn and sickly appear¬ 
ance through a roof over-burdened with foliage, 
hut after cutting away all unnecessary 
branches, the light and sunshine, which had 
t«eu prevented entering, soon wrought the 
desired cliange. What is applicable in the 
case of Coleuses is also true in the case of all 
kinds of greenhouse flowering plants. Light 
must do its part, otherwise failures ensue. My 
contention, therefore, that climbing plants 
■iiouid be grown in (Kits, and so have a change 
'-■y being placed out-of-doors, will he patent to 
anyone having to deal with greenhouse plants. 
I have on many occasions seen Roses planted 
in borders, and having been in the same house 
for & season or two, lose their vitality, mainly in 
consequence of the trying ordeal of being under 
a glass root and exposed to overmuch sun, but 
rrown in pots and placed out-of-doors after 
blooming they have a much better chance of 

1 rwuperating and becoming stronger. 

WOODBASTWICK. 

AZALEAS. 

L ists that were in flower by last December 
and January, and duly attended to in a grow- 
■“= temperature, should by the middle of 
Lly be fit to place out-of-doors to finish and 
harden up their growth and form flower-buds 
»t '.host every tip, if well cared for in the 
Mter of watering and daily syringing whmj 

weather comes. The plants should hi 
sumined before turning out, and should thrip 
be found on the undersides of the leaves funii 
ate at night and next morning, if convenient. 
" “us cannot be carried out, lay the plants on 
' -";r sides and well syringe with fairly hot 
water that has a wineglassful and a half of 
petroleum put in, well mixing together first by 
’ Amz the syringe back into the vessel with 
*■«» force as possible. This will prevent 
r* °'j from floating on top of the water—in 

it is much the wisest for one man to keep 
j '•-•mixture well on the move with the syringe 
I ‘mist another puts it on the plants. Lay 

plant on its side, spreading a couple of 
(or the purpose, wetting every bit of 

0Ja8® by moving around the plant. In eight 
-r ^n minutes after this application give 

^ twj r wasbing with water standing at 
or even 120 degs. This will remove 

*r | 1 and any trace of petroleum. A partly 
(P* position during summer is best for 
• ileas, under a north wall where just the 

sun reaches them and again when 
- ong, standing them on slates or an ash 
• . Should any require repotting let it 

to.at once. Giving small shifts is the 
good peat with just a little 

Vm‘?loa,n. “nd enough coarse silver-sand to 
^ e |t porous. Let the pots be cleaned and 
•"v ..?*** so that the water passes away 
; .v or had results soon follow. Any plants 
• & 'n ^0<x* health should be reduced 
wtmuVu an<* £iven a smaller pot. These 

-titi >e bolter kept under glass for another 
would ,°r S0- in ca-se hea\-y rains ensue, which 
i.ij ruinous to the roots, not having laid 
>aiovU t "ew material. Early in September 
vh-rAt P*ants to a more sunny position 

VUn wil1 thoroughly ripen up the 
iavi.n‘ to a favourable autumn, with not too 
•Ioq • “^‘ofiill, the plants may remain out- 
ftewt j • we,U 'nt0 October, a few degrees of 
honed t lem no hann. When they are 

$&£ rbe We" l° ^ fringe f;he^ 
’ c‘e:‘I‘ing over the surface of the (lots 

and washing the outside of them so that all 
may he clean and healthy. Azaleas while 
making their growth enjoy a little artificial 
manure scattered over the surface and watered 
in, say once a week, while a little clear soot- 
water tends to keep the foliage dark. 

_J. M. B. 

SMALL-FLOWERED ARUM LILIES. 
Introduced into this country in 1731, and so 
universally grown for many years, the Arum 
Lily showed little, if any, departure from the 
normal form till about a dozen years ago, when 
that delightful miniature kind, Little Gem, 
made its appearance. It was first shown at a 
meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society in 
the autumn of 18!)0, and attracted a deal of 
attention, an award of merit being bestowed 
upon it. This variety, the flower-stem of 
which reaches a height of about a foot, with a 
3pa the in proportion, may he Howeied success¬ 
fully ill |iots only 4 inches in diameter, and in 
this small state is useful for various decorative 
purposes, but where the size of the not is of no 
particular moment one •') inches iti diameter is 
the most useful. The variety Little Gem 

Arum l*erle von Stuttgart. 

extremely prolific in suckers, and that is the 
reason why many fail to flower it in a satisfac¬ 
tory manner, for if the suckers are allowed to 
develop, the icsull will he pots full of leaves, 

but few, if any, flowers. On this account the 
main flowering crowns must he kept free from 
suckers. Soon after the advent of Littlef lem the 
variety compaetnm made its appearance, and 
gained a similar award at the Royal Horticul¬ 
tural Society just twelvemonths later than the 
first named. This reaches a height of 18 inches 
to 2 feet, and hears good-sized spathes, thus 
belonging to what might he termed the 
medium-sized class. It still remains a popular 
variety. Another in the same way is Pcrle de 
Stuttgart, here illustrated, which isaeompara- 
tively new kind, remarkable for its dwarf, com¬ 
pact habit and large flowers. In the 

Couture of Arum Lilies in general, whether 
planted out during the summer or confined 
altogether in (lots, a most important considera¬ 
tion is to remember the conditions under which 
they grow in a state of nature, and throughout 
the period they are inactive growth keep them 
liberally supplied with water, while manure in 

shniiem-fcther is very essential. In the 
tyd I in some parts of Irelandr. 

Te Arum may be successfully grown oiii-' 

of-doors as an aquatic, and when in a flourish¬ 
ing state it forms in this way a delightful 
feature. T. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Bad leaf-mould.—I would wurn users of 

this material who collect their own leaves for 
the pur (lose to see that they are properly 
decayed before using and that no mua or grit 
is thrown on the heap, or that no dirty water is 
thrown on to assist, as some think, the more 
rapid decay of the material. I had the mis¬ 
fortune to nave a lot as above described, and 
after sowing seeds and pricking off plants in 
soil in which the mould was mixed, I tound the 
seeds failed to germinate, and the plants made 
no headway. It is well to take a lesson from 
nature that the leaves which fall in and around 
a wood make the liest of leaf-mould, and it 
requires neither dirty water nor any other 
concoction to assist in their decay.—1). McL, 
B. of IF., N.B. 

A good variegated greenhouse 
plant.—Of late years many of our best green¬ 
house plants do not appear to be much grown. 
This may arise from the fact that not a few 
of them are of much value to cut from. 
Nevertheless, there are many useful kinds, 
and amongst them must be mentioned 
Coprosma Baueriana variegata, which never 
loses its bright colour at any season. It is 
ornamental either in a large or small shape. 
Small plants in 4-inch or fi-inch pots are 
useful for house furnishing. Needing many 
plants for the embellishment of the rftoms 
which are high and dark, I have to use 
material that is bright in colour, and I find 
this plant one of the best. Another recom¬ 
mendation, too, is that being grown cold it 
does not suffer like many things. My plants 
are always grown in a cool greenhouse, with 
abundance of air at all times, and are stood 
outside in summer. A sandy loam suits it 
well, jxitting it very firmly. From the habit 
being slightly straggling it needs the points 
of the shoots taken out sometimes, and in 
this way nice compact plants can be obtained. 
It strikes readily from cuttings put into sandy 
soil, keeping them close for a time. 

Saxifraga pyramidalis In pots.— 
This is a most lieautiful plant when in flower, 
which is usually in May and June. It requires 
good treatment to get the best results, and is 
best grown in pots under glass, though the 
plant has proved itself hardy in Devon and 
Cornwall, hut the spikes are not to be com¬ 
pared with those that arc given glass accom¬ 
modation. No artificial heat is necessary ; 
plunging in a bed of coal-ashes in a cold-frame 
will carry the plant through the winter. Free 
ventilation, whenever the weather admits of its 
being done, and little or no water at the roots, 
and keeping the plants within 6 inches of the 
glass and free from drip, are all that it requires 
while in this position. As soon as the plant 
passes out of flower remove the 9ide growths 
with a knife with root attached, and either 
place in thumb pots or dibble into pans and 
pot up in early spring. Loam with a dash of 
leaf-soil, with a good percentage of broken 
brickbats, I find a suitable compost to grow 
them in. These offshoots require two years’ 
growth before the}’ show flower, so a fresh 
stock must he put in each year. After flower¬ 
ing the plants die away, some without throw¬ 
ing off any side shoots at all. Young plants 
put in now into small pots will not require re¬ 
potting for a year, when transfer into ii-inch 
pots, potting firmly and standing out-of-doors 
in the full sun, watering with care until grow th 
is active, when u plentiful supply will do no 
harm. No stimulant will be necessary until 
the flower-spike shows, then it may be given 
weak. Keep the plant in the cold frame or 
(lit until the flowers begin to expand, when re¬ 
move to the greenhouse or conservatory, and 
keep dry overhead or the flowers soon get 
spotted. A neat stake should be put to the 
spike, which reaches to a height of 2 feet, to 
keep it erect. —J. M. B. 

(V At many of the most interfiling note* and 
articles in " Oarduxino “ from the very beginning have 
come from its readers, tre offer each week a copy of Iks 
latest edition pf_fVr,*r * Stovr axd Urkkmioihp Plants," 
or “JThb English Flower Garden," to tke sender of tie 

‘ettiroi 'EortM-ticU published 
in the current weeks isstor, which unit be marked thus *.* 
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OUTDOOR PLANTS 

SCHIZOPETALON WALKERI. 

This curious half-hardy annual comes from 

Chili. It grows about 1 foot high, and bears 

on slender steins numerous white, Almond- 

scented, fringed blossoms, which are well 

shown in our illustration. It will be found 

very useful for cutting for the house. If sown 

in April or May in a light, warm soil in the 

open border, it (lowers through duly and 

August. It may also be raised in pots and 
transplanted, but when thus treated great care 

must oe taken that the ball of soil does not get 
broken, as it is impatient of disturbance. 

NOTES FROM IRELAND. 

Ciii.im risks are beautiful in June, when the 

collection is rather large and varied, and this 

weather is in their favour, for in a hot. dry 
season they do not bust long in bloom. Tall, 

double, large - flowered varieties are really 

showy, the colours being all shades of purple 

to almost black, blue, red, and pale shades to 

white. There are also purple and white or 

double or single, scarlet and yellow, and other 

colours. A. chrysantha, A. cu-rulca, and A. 

vulgaris give good hybrids. One still living, 

having been planted in the shelter of a bush, 

had blossoms 3 inches or 4 inches in diameter, 

the petals of a creamy-gold outside, large sepals 

tinged lilac-purple, and it very often comes 

true. A scarlet-red double one may be a 

hybrid of A. c&lifornica and A. vulgaris. Twc* 

groups of A. Jictschani arc good, the blossoms 

being almost invariably double, and either 

purple, purple and gold at the mouth, or red 

and yellow or deep [link. Formerly I had 

excellent hybrids myself from A. chrysantha 

and A. Skiuneri, the blossoms with long red 

spurs and golden centres looking, late in the 

afternoon, like lamps hanging from the plants. 

A collection of Columbines is always changing, 

old plants 'lying out, but when seed is sown 

annually, new types of flowers in build, also 

now colours, present themselves, since, in 
addition to what you may lie doing in the way 

of hybridising, other agents may lie assisting, 

while there is, liesides, the law of variation in 

these plants, anil it only needs the inferior 

varieties to be kept constantly weeded out and 

Dielytra was pretty. The thin, shining,« 

very pods of the white Honesty, wheu i 

valves of the ripe pods are removed therefrw 

are perhaps better tlian those of the comm 

coloured kind. A plant of Geum miniatui 

with thirty or forty stems, has been flower 

since early in May, and is showy with it* * 

orange blossoms. Polemonium oeruleumalk 

is now in flower beside Geum minintum. T 

double scarlet Geum, now opened, has been 

good as scarlet Geraniums sometimes. A dwa 

large-flowered Myosotis lias been pretty as 
edging, and is still so, the rain but beautiivi 

the numerous blossoms. The ordinary ; 

sylvatica is not to lie com [Hired with it. ■ 
mutual Saxifrage with Ivy-shaped leat 

growing beside the dark-leaved Ajuga 

pretty, the numerous yellow blossom- oi t 

Saxifrage contrasting with the blue ones ■ 
the spikes of Ajuga. An interest can l*o tab 

in seedling Daisies, many good varieties nss! 
ing in tins w ay when the seed is good a 

inferior yellow-centred varieties can be jn.il- 

up as they appear. The old Heu-aml-C'liidi 

Daisy still gets a place. Pyrethrums, doe - 

and single, are beautiful; whatever the chir. 

ter of the season these hardy plants do »«L 

Perennial Cornflowers are more interesting no 

Srhizopetolon Walkeri. From a photograph by Geo. E. Low, Dublin. 

blue and white varieties, A<|uilegia glandulosa 

or A. Wittmanniana being responsible for the 

white o|ien tips to the [ictals. In the double 
varieties the petals are recurved or plain, both 

being nice. Tall single varieties with large, 

bell-shaped flowers, having long sepals, red, 
pink, [link and white, and blue, anil other 

shades, are also showy. When this style of 

flower is associated with dwarfness of habit it 

copies near to A. alpina, true. There are also 

dwarf-growing double varieties in a number of 
colours, some being edged at the mouth of the 

petals with silver. The most perfectly double 

nave the spurs twisted at the nase, this being 

a neat style of flower ; but loosely built- double 

blossoms are also nice. The kinds with spur¬ 

less petals, when moderately double, are 
pretty, their drooping, spreading blossoms 

Slaving a fine column of stamens. A dwarf¬ 

growing kind, with erect double flowers, now- 
in different colours, is interesting w here droop¬ 

ing blossoms are the rule; it is A. sibiriea pi. 

Usually the first flower of any plant to 

open is the best, regarding doubleuess as 

the host, but tTiis is not the 
always with Columbines, since the 
blossoms to open may single, 

8ucreeding^Mti^% " 
Slcinnpri \vi th A " vaigftru 

destroyed to keep the collection up to a certain 

standard of goodness. One Columbine shows 

the sepaIs doubled in number—ten—the flower, 
which is double, lieing singular even among 

these quaint plants. The American sjiecies 

are not lasting here, and sometimes capricious, 

too, in the flowering. 

Rockets (Hespens) are in fine flower now, 

the colours of the blossoms varying from clear 

white to lilac, or purple almost, or speckled, 

anil, when planted in mixture, are pretty’, 

having also a sweet scent, esjiecially in the 

afternoon. The double kinds require here 

strong, rich soil, retentive of moisture, to 
enable them to send up strong stems. H. 

tristis, which is a remarkable plant, com¬ 

menced to flower early in May. An insect 

affected the foliage of the common Rockets in 

May, their points being caught with a web, 

this excluding the air from the flower-buds, 
and I thought it worth while opening them 

and killing the small, smooth, caterpillar 

which was the cause, and which “ G. S. S.” 

knows all aliout. Some plants of the white 

variety of Honesty grew beside Dielytra 

speetabilis, and were permitted to flower where 

they sprung up, and the appearaifgei 

URRANA-CHAMPAIGN 

that there are varieties of them, of rhicl tb 

cream coloured is one of the best. A sedi 

European Globe flower is an improvcmeoi 

the tyjie, the sepals being broader and »L . 

covering the centre. The star-shape) Si»rr» 

of Cerastium in a warm site are pretty, Anb- 

lieing over. Both Arabia and Aubriaaten 

later this year owing to the weather. PuW 

naria officinalis and its white variety are rati 

growing because of their early flowering: 

Wallflower Ruby (iem is a good variety,comia§ 

mostly true from seed. 

Roses are not much in flower yet, but tie 
Pa-onies are, and there are still a grandeur jb 

beauty in these fine, large, hardy floww* 

whose scent, such as it is, I have always liled 

It does not take many flowers fora vase 

Pasonies are used. Lily of the Valley flows* 
well this year, the season suiting it. CW,j 

vulus (Calystegia sepium) was establish 

itself here, having spread out from a »* 
The stems of the Convolvulus were pennitk 

to grow until they acquired a little toughne- 

they were then pulled up with n portion oib 

white base generally. This was practised i 

more than one year; now there is no Conn- 

vulus in the place nor along the wall 

it spread to the border. Some common 

drops, single and double, are grown will' 

Lily of the Valley, the spot being 
early, and the two plants grow harmonics; 
enough together. Polyanthuses bloomed [ft 

fusely, t he month of May still seeingsonu O 

giant yellow and white varieties, these be* 

the show iest, though the red and mat* 

kinds are nice. There was one fine Pnxurtf 

which got named Lord Beaconsfield. It^jj 

a true Primrose, sending up scapes late, W 

hardly until it has exhausted itself in 1‘iim.m 

fashion. The species of Primula somew* 

get unfavourable weather to open. 1- fgenerally manages to display <of * ,inK ! 
■right rosy blossoms; P. denticulate P? 

killed occasionally; P. Sieholdi is too ten 4 

what a crowd o! little blossoms are wl. 1 
trusses of P. cashmeriana. Tulips (the ‘t 

kinds) were lovely in May, beds of these wW 
gay beside Spanish Scillas and other tni -a 

Of the species, or wild sorts, T. acunmiate w 

early in bloom, lasting long. A son”01’,[r 
ran down the petal of one flower of 1- 1 
lana, so that these can vary too. T. 
iana is an ornament wherever grown. ■ lana is an ornament- wnorevw 6* . j- . 

have a richness and colouring entitling 1 
_i. _and n to a high rank among flowers, * 

require care they are worthy of l L 
gave lately in Gardening a handsome I' 3 
graph of Crocus vernus in the brass . j 

some eorms of one, when it "as m u 
spurious kind having got amongst th • , 

is rather a distinct kind of C. v®r5l'rKB 
fine white stigma, which I named u 1 
after the giver of the parentcorm. K*V jj 

French. A large blue (or purple) . vjJ 

eight segments, four stamens, and » j,- 

stigma, and, as this is the second y 

come this way, it supports the “P* “ j 

^seedling A DogWth.^J 

:nts to tjm flower and an »°cre“ , 
tHie enhancing 1 
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Leucojum vernum flowered well; its bells are 
liner than those of the summer Snowltake. 
Yellow Turk’s-cnp Lily, the broad-leaved kind, 
is flowering. The plant of this species, with 
narrow, linear leaves and a more graceful 
ami different blossom, is still in bud. Tho 
distinction between the two is maintained 
in the fruit, this being longer and broader 
at the top in the narrow - leaved kind. 
It is the broader-leaved variety that is oftenest 
met with. A narrow leaved purple Turk’s Cap 
is pretty, its blossoms being as distinctly 
‘jotted as those of Calceolarias, but it is not so 
hardy as the commoner broad-leaved purple, 
and transplanting prevents it tioweri ng. \ er- 
tuscuin pyrarnidatum is sending up its stems, 
also Digitalis lutea. Bocconia cordata is a 
jjood height in a sheltered position, later to 
tear its plume-like panicles of sweetish scented 
blossoms. Sangumaria canadensis was of last¬ 
ing quality this year, its glistening white 
flowers remaining a long time good. It is well 
that Tofted Pansies anti Pansies (neeUliiigH) 

ire so hardy that they can endure a severe 
amter and give us their blo&oms when the 
rear begins to get properly warm. Some seed- 
lines of the Tufted Pansies are elegant, being 
•,emiw, primrose, white, blue and white, and 
..iter colours. Pansies of the German strain 
stowing out in the open are flowering well. 
Orchids are pretty on the north side of a rock- 

the year, but I have found that by getting the 
seed in from the middle of .July to the middle 
of August oue obtains plants calculated to 
stand the winter better. Iceland Poppies last 
well when cut and are slightly scented. Too 
many, I fear, who care for them overlook until 
spring that seed to do any good should be sown 
in July or August.—Townsman. 

YUCCA FILAMENTOSA. 

The various species of Yucca are particularly 
valuable in our gardens, for there is no season 
of the year when they are not decorative. 
Naturally, the period of their highest effective¬ 
ness is that when they bear their tall, ivory- 
white flower-heads, but even when they are 
flowerless their cool, grov green foliage is 
always pleasing to the eve, both on account of 
its colouring and its noble form. Yucca fila- 
mentosa, popularly known as Adam’s Needle, 
the species figured in the accompanying illus¬ 
tration, is tho freest, bloomer of the family, ns, 
when once established, it almost invariably 
flowers annually. Being of comparatively 
dwarf habit compared with others of the genus, 
and taking up but little room, it is the one best 
suited for tne small garden. Herbaceous 
ltorders, even the narrowest, are greatly 
improved by a few of these plants, which tend 
to break the line. In wide borders, groups of 

standing the hardest frosts with impunity. 
Many of th© other species, coining from more 
southern districts in the American continent, 
are tender or at best only half-hardy. 

§. \V. F. 

RABBIT-PROOF PLANTS TO FLOWER 
IN AUGUST. 

(Reply to “Castlemains.”) 

Rabbits have not touched the following in 
S. Devon; All vars. of Perennial Asters, 
P. Sunflowers, Heleniums, Golden Rods, and 
Rudbeckias. These are wild plants in the 
woods in the U.S.A., all hardy, nut the Grass 
must be cleared from their crowns, and, indeed, 
from all this kind of plant. They are glorious 
in their union of gold and lavender. Whether 
they will ho too late for August in the north 
1 do not ' know. All the St. John’s Worts 
are safe and beautiful. There are not 
many jilants suitable for wild gardening that 
would l«o safe : hut for spring uml early 
summer there should he added to tho list 
Snowflakes, Solomon’s Seal, the Gloxinia- 
flowered Foxgloves, single IVonies, “Flag” 
Iris (Iris gennaniea), single Rocket, and, ny 
the burn, double and -ingle King Cups. 
Would Oriental Poppies do? They are 
rabbit-proof. I do not think"4* Brere Rabbit ” 
would touch wild Poppies or Corn Marigolds, 

Adam’s Needle (Vurra fi lament, osa) in CoL Baskerville’s garden at Crows ley Park. From a photograph h y Mr. Thomas Taylor. 

einlen. Tho first Oriental Poppy flower is 
open. Spores of Lycopodium selago were 
-fullered on the surface of a jiot containing 
"lute Heath, and now one or two young plants 
*re to he seen : a prothnllus was not noticed. 
r iew plants of Lycopodium selago look well 
m a jot -they look so like miniature conifers. 

trust was rather severe on some plants last, 
junter. Muhlenbeckia complexa was injured, 
□dleborus orientulis escaped, hut a little 
dioieeness of site is beneficial. Phygelius 
rajieiisis bore the ordeal well. The Barhary 
kagwort (Othonna eheirifolia) was potted and 
kept safe ; this plant has rather nice and dis¬ 
tinct, erect, smooth, glaucous, obtuse foliage, 
nypericum Moserianum was killed in the top 
Iff1* of the plants, but it springs up from the 
thicker wood lower down. Cuttings of it struck 
m. the summer or autumn, kept safe during 
Wl"ter, and planted out in the spring in rich 

when frost is gone, give fine large flowers 
the late summer and autumn. In the newly 

nperied blossoms of this hybrid St. John’s 
’°rt the red-anthered stamens look pretty 

standing in their saucers of gold. 
_R. L. K. 

Iceland Poppies .—Some Iceland Poppies 
hich are now in bloom in my garden remind 

I»+ i i 6 Vlants "ure raised from seed sown 
is July an,| wintered Qn a dry border uufle 

J Wi|L Some growers, I Igli^yegggjr[ tyte^i 

four or five give the most jileasing effect, while 
in narrow ones a single plant will prove suffi¬ 
cient for ono spot. The charming picture 
presented by informal grouping of half-a-tloz.cn 
jilants or so in the Grass in front of shrubs and 
evergreens is well jortrayed on this page. Tho 
great Yucca gloriosa is an esiiecially striking 
object on a lawn where it has been established 
for many years, as in this case it spreads over 
a large space of ground, forming numerous 
heads of various heights, and often hearing 
many towering flower-spikes simultaneously, 
the tallest of which sometimes exceeds Ml feet 
in height. This species often produces its 
hloom-sjiire late in the season, and in the south¬ 
west it is no uncommon sight during a mild 
winter to see one in full blossom in December. 
There is a variegated form of Y. gloriosa, which 
is but rarely seen. It is a strikingly handsome 
plant, and flowers as freely’ as the type. 
V. pend u la has drooping foliage which imparts 
to it a graceful and distinct appearance, and 
renders it perhaps the most attractive of the 
family. It is held to he a variety of Y. gloriosa, 
hut rarely attains the same dimensions, and 
bears its flowers more loosely disused upon the 

| spike. Y. flaoeida is a form of Y. filamentosa, 
from which it differs in its leafage being less 
erect. There are many other species and 
varieties, but those mentioned, which are 

l^njitives-Xii! North America, are the best for 
ide’.wJafVU10!' nre absolutely hardy.j^j^y 

or, indeed, “pot” Marigolds; at- any’ rite, 
they do not do so here. They also let alone 
the wild Columbine (Aipiilegin vulgaris), hut 
graze down the hybrids. Liliuin tigrinum and 
L. spcciosum would thrive if planted in groii|is 
and surrounded by I-inch tnesh wire netting, 
.'5 feet high, hut also 1 foot in the ground : the 
Grass would almost hide the wire. The tir-t. 
would about suit for time; the other would, 
perhaps, lie late. All these plaids are quite 
hardy and cheap, and increase quickly. It 
would lie well to try Chicory ami Viper's 
Bueloss (the latter a biennial). Their blue is 
perfect. But to make real jjictures, finc- 
foliaged plants should lie used. A group of 
Bocconia cordata, 8 feet high, arching its 
heads of soft brown flower-buds over a huge 

j clump of scarlet Poppies, every passing breeze 
turning its lovely grey’-green leaves to show 
their silver lining, is a sight worth seeing. 
They are beautiful, too, by water. The Giant 
Rhubarbs (Rheums), Fennels, and Acanthus 
are quite hardy, and quite as lieautiful ns 
trojiical plants. These, also, are more “ in 
keeping' if planted by water. All die down 

: in winter, out of harm’s way. Little or any¬ 
thing would touch them in the summer with 
better food-plants about. A. B. 

Daic/Uh. 
-Concerningyouranswerto “A. 11. F. M.,” 

in ©WfifiaWrCfttHSTRATEii, ji ‘2-23, r. ral.hit- 

R^rtre^iL^i^fTAr143'bo of *orvico 
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to your correspondent. A short time since I 
liacf occasion to consult several authorities on 
the subject of rabbit-proof plants, and found, 
singularly enough, that there were consider¬ 
able differences of opinion—that is to say, 
plants that esca[ic in one district would be 
eaten in another, and rice-rerm}. However, 
the matter was thoroughly discussed, and the 
following list of plants drawn up, which might 
l>e safely planted where rabbits abound (short 
of inside an actual warren) without much risk 
of their being troubled by these animals. 
Shrubs : Azaleas, Rhododendrons, Spurge 
I-aurel, Juniperus Sabina, I’otentilla fruticosa, 
Furze or Gorse, Foraythia suspensa, Forsvthia 
viridissima, Jasminum nudiHorum, Lilacs, 
Tree - I’a-ouies, Symphoricarpus racemosus, 
Ruscus aculeatus, Ruscus racemosus, Lycium 
barbatum, Euonyinus japonieus, Ligustrum 
vulgare (Privet), Hypericum androsa-mum. 
Yucca gloriosa, Hydrangea liortcnsia, Rhus 
('o tin ns, Rox, and Hibiscus syriacus. Her¬ 
baceous plant*: Tritoma, Iris, Winter Aconite, 
Narcissus, Solomon's Seal, Lily of the Valley, 
Aquilegias, Periwinkle, Scillas, Delphiniums, 
Primrose, Anemones of sorts, Violets, Poppies, 
Foxgloves, Pansies, Stachys lanata, and M us¬ 
es ri. T. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Crinums. — Beautiful subjects are the 

Crinums, but too often absent from gardens 
where their culture could easily bo undertaken. 
What suits them best is a warm, sheltered 
border where the soil is rich, and where they 
will not have to lie disturbed. Their blossoms, 
which are borne in umbels, are nice for cutting, 
and come in useful in the autumn. C. ea|>en.se 
and C. Moorei album, pink and white respec¬ 
tively, are the best known. It is advisable to 
give them a slight covering of leaves, etc., 
during the winter. -Townsman. 

Madonna Lily diseased. I enrlose a stem of 
Madonna Lily. I have a Uuslt-r with twenty-four lure*' 
flumps, about - yards apart all down it o( M. Lilies. Just 
lately live flumps together have been spoilt as enclosed. 
My gardener says it is the hot nun, which has l>een out at 
S.:w 0.111, on top of t-lif floot which we li.i,f lowII li-tviii* 

last week, but I would lie glad if you could tell me it if is 
the dreaded l.ily disease V These Lilies have been in live 
years and Jo so well always in stiff flay soil. The rest 
ot the flumps do r.ot seem to have been touched. What 
remedies do you recommend ?—Kiikmvkihh. 

[Unfortunately, the stein which you send lias tely, I _ 
been attacked by the disease so liable to 
attack this Lily. Lifting the bulbs and 
shaking them up in a bag of sulphur lias in 
some cases proved a remedy, whilst in others 
lifting and baking in the sun have also been 
efficacious. ] 

Columbines.—A bunofi of these lovely 
old-fashioned flowers, grown in a country 
garden and which was put into my hand the 
other day, showed very clearly what a deal one 
may do in having showy borders where 
Columbines are grown. They offer a range of 
quaintly marked flowers, which last for a con¬ 
siderable time, are not the least interesting 
when arranged in vases for table decoration, 
and are, moreover, so easy to rear and keep 
during the winter that anyone with a garden 
need not despair of growing them. No better 
time can be chosen than the present for sowing 
seed in the bonier. Some of the selected 
hybrids of to-day are charming.—Leaiii kst. 

Silenes.—For planting out in autumn for 
blooming in the border next spring, now is the 
time to plant Silenes, or where pink blossoms 
are wanted in the greenhouse early, a few 
plants lifted, potted up in autumn, and placed 
in ashes in cold-frames, being subsequently 
brought on gradually in heat, will be found 
useful. Once Silenes were thought much of 
where a spring display of flowers is sought, but 
for some unexplained reason they have waned 
in popularity. They are, however, worth the 
little trouble needed, and this consists in sowing 
the seed in the open in July in a rather shady 
bolder where moisture obtains, as sometimes on 
dry soils the seed fails to germinate. Siletie 
penduln is probably the best known, but the 
double white and rose forms, dwarf and com 
pact, are also useful.—Townsman. 

Early garden exhibitions. There can 
lie no doubt that the shows fixed for late July 
and in August will lie the most useful and best 
furnished this year. I refer, of/-OH'se, to the 
ordinary rural cqtt 

which I have to attend is on Julv Kith. 
Always an early date, it bids fair to he fully 
a couple of weeks too early this season, as 
everything is so late. Certainly we may have 
some warm weather yet. but we should have 
had under ordinary conditions needed warmth 
for the past month, yet with one or two fair 
days the time has lieen both singularly cold 
and gloomy. Practically nothing can be done 
to help accelerat e the growth of ordinary crops, 
such as Peas, Potatoes, Onions, Beans, Carrots 
and various other vegetables, whilst ordinary 
hardy fruits will all be late. Cabbages and 
Lettuces may be very goes3. Tomatoes, 
Cucumbers, and Marrows must all be late. 
Even many ordinary early summer flowers will 
bo rather late, although the unwonted moisture 
has done wonders to strengthen hardy herba¬ 
ceous plants, and whenever they bloom they 
should in due course be very luxuriant.— 
A. 1>. 

Fairy-rings on lawn. 1 Am "i-itlMs lo you 
hoping that you can suggest a remedy tor ulmt is a great 
disfigurement to the lawn. Three or (our fungus patches 
haie appeared, which each year extend in circumference, 
leaving the centre tree. My efforts to remove them have 
been in vain they are flourishing as strongly as eier.— 
A Schsckikkk. 

[What you refer to is known tis “ Fairy- 
rings.” They increase in size annually, for the 
spawn of the fungus prefers fresh soil every 
vear, pushing outward into that in which it 
lias not previously grown and dying away 
where it has lieen before. The dead spawn 
forms a very nutritious manure for the Crass, 
consequently the latter grows more luxuriantly 
on that part of the lawn, and forms the “fairy" 
rings, the fungus itself growing on the outer 
edges of the rings. Sweep oil the Toadstools 
as soon as they appear and before they have 
huff time to disiierse their s|iores. To get rid 
of these rings the surest way would lie to take 
up the turf outside the ring for aliout a foot in 
width from the edge of the dark Crass, and 
replace with fresh turf. Watering with 1 oz. 
of sulphide of potassium dissolved in 4 oz. of 
water might be useful. A good dressing of 
Kainit is said to kill the fungus.] 

Bedding plants. -This is a dreadful year 
so far for those who are abandoned entirely 
to bedding plants. I went to a large place the 
other day in the country—one of the most 
famous in the county—and there was not a 
flower on wall, garden, or (trass to be seen in 
the place. The bedding plants had just been 
put out in this cold June, and very bad they 
looked in the hard, conventional flower garden 
in front of the house. Bad as the season is, 
the really hardy plants have endured it very 
well, some better than ever, and I am more 
and more convinced that the true way of a 
beautiful flower garden in our country is to 
try hardy plants alone. I wjis even afraid 
to" put out the Heliotrope, which, at the best, 
can Only give us a short season before the 
frosts come again. When on this subject I 
may sjieak of the great deterioration I 
notice in our gardeners raised in this hot¬ 
houseway. It is often very difficult now to 
get a man who takes any pride in outdoor 
work or who can dig a bit of ground in a right 
and level way, or prune a tree in the old 
and careful way that was common to good 
8cotch and English gardeners and is still the 

rule in France. It seems to me we shall have 
to begin to educate our gardeners again on 
something better than the |>ot and kettle 
business of the hot house.—S. J. 

Spring flowering perennials. I wish to estab¬ 
lish a border composed ot aprin-Mlowerliiir perennials, and 
would he grateful to know whether any meinlwrs of the 
Kanunculus family, flowering in April or May, arc averse 
to a somewhat heavy, clay soil? Also, whether this same 
soil suits any ot the low-growing Sedums and Saxifrages— 
those that arc used tor carpeting? 1 should also he very 
glad to know the Latin name of Harrison's Musk, lately 
described in Oarukxixo as a useful carpeting plant?— 
Swiss Subscriber. 

[There are many beautiful spring-flowering 
plants that are never so well suited us when 
growing in good, holding clay soil, and there is 
no reason wliy such a border with the right 
class of plants may not prove a success. In 
this connection you inquire whether any 
members of the Ranunculus family would 
succeed, preferably those flowering in April or 
May. Of these we may first mention Ranun¬ 
culus speciosus and R. aconitifolius 11.-pi., the 
'atter with pure white and double floweRSji-n 

—“".t profusion. There is also a single white 
UNIVERSITY 

of this. Another highly ornamental specie? d 
R. amplexicaulis, and with every hope « 
success you may try some of the florist? 
Ranunculus (R. asiaticus) in variety. P*omj 
officinalis forms and 1’. tenuifoliaaud itsdouble 
variety would be very beautiful. To tbe-e 
many fine single kinds may be added. Then, 
again, in Hepatica or Anemone you have a 
wide range, particularly in the latter the form? 
of A. coronaria, with A. fulgens, A. sylvestris, 
A. s. fl.-pi., all of which are line springHowet^. 
Then you have the Globe flowers (Trollius) at 
your command, and these are ail Mav 
flowering. Nor will you err if you add 

a few things from such groups us Arxbi-, 
the new double white particularly, and 
many Candytufts, such as I beris coria-folia, 1. 
superba, I. Little Gem, I. sempervirens, I. 
Garrexiana, etc., all beautiful, free-flowerin®. 
and dwarf. The alpine Phloxes arc also beau¬ 
tiful. In Saxifragu you may grow such as S. 
Wallace!, 8. granulata fl.-pl., S. urabrosa, 
Cotyledon var. pyramidalis, S. peltata, and tl- 
whole of tfieir near allies, the Megaseas, some 
good ones of which are M. cordifoha purpurea. 
M. crassifolia, etc. There are also many fin- 
hybrid forms too little known at present. Tu 
the above may be added Corydalis uobilis, 
Senecio Doronicum, the lovely Arnebia echi 
oides, many charming kinds of Thrift, Disc- 
thus barbutus, magruticus, etc. If vou wish 
for bulbous things, you could plant Js'arcbsi* 
|>oeticus ornatus and' N. p. fl.-pi., plantingths 
latter quite 0 inches deep at the least and 
lietter at 8 inches. Also plant it thinly,tki 
it may stand for years, as disturbance to this 
kind is injurious. Primula cashmeriana, P. 
rosea, and P. Sieboldi in variety will aL=o 
appreciate a heavy soil, and the l&st-inine: 
full moisture at all seasons into the bargain 
Of Sedums and Saxilragas for carpeting yoa 
may employ of the former S. hispunicum and 
8. k. glaucutn, also S. acre elegans and S. 
albidum. Of the Saxifragas, any of the mom 
elegant Mossy kinds—S. hypnoides and 
S. n. elegantissima, S. Sternbergi, S. Stan? 
lieldi, S. ca-spitosa, etc. All are beautiful. 
free, and easily established by pricking the 

i 

single rosettes over a given surface in spring 
or mihimn ** ITnrrioon'o M nnlr is Mimillp. 

Photographs of Gardens, Plante or 
Trees.— We offer each week a copy oj 
edition of the “ English Flower Garden "for 
bait photograph of a garden or any of its conk*!', 
indoors or outdoors, sent to us in any one ia( 
Second prize, Half a Guinea. 

The Prize Winners this week are? • 
Mr. W. R. MilLs, Arlington Farm, Fairfora, 
Gloucester, for Garden in front of bouse. -- 
■Mrs-Q Stuart Rickman, Arborfield <,raI,= ’ 

1 Berks, for Empress Daffodil forced. 
OF ILLINOIS AT 

Harrisoni, but the former popular name i- 
always ample. It is a pretty and freely 
flowered plant.] 

New Dahlias.—It is necessary, if one 
wishes to have the best in a rapidly improved 
flower like the Cactus Dahlia, to purchases fc* 
new ones each year. Out of the great number 
exhibited the difficulty is sometimes iu th 
choosing. The price of new Dahlias is 7s. Hi 
each ; it is, therefore, an expensive hobby, h 
often happens, too, that a new variety is sew 
that one teels he must have—like the whitt 
Lord Roberts of last year and the Mrs. J. 
Crowe of the year before. Whilst I do not 
think there are any new sorts equal in merit 
to the above-named, there are, nevertheless 
several very striking kinds forthcoming. Oars 
( J. Stredwiek is a variety which will supersede 
Magnificent. It is of a more elegant shape: 
the florets being very narrow : colour salmon, 
shaded yellow. Ringdove is a cliaste and 

beautiful sort of a white-fawn shade, must 
distinct and pleasing. (Inhriel has blooinstne 

ground colour of which is crimson, the upper 
half of the florets being pure white. This is 
the choicest of the two coloured kinds that 
have yet appeared. It. is a nicely form*1 
flower. Mrs. A. F. Perkins, yellow shading 
to white at the tips, is a pretty thing in ev,r.' 
way. Another nice yellow is Mrs. Edwam 
Mawley. It is deeper in colour than the last 
named', and its long, narrow florets incurve to 
the cent re. This is distinct. Aunt Chloe i" * 
very dark blossomed kind, lighter in arrange¬ 
ment than Uncle Tom.—H. S. 
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FRUIT. 

THE FIG IN SUSSEX. 

We =uppose that Sussex is not quite the most 
sunny county in England, but for some reason 
or other it suits the rig the best, as far as we 
know. Although the rig has a wide range in 
Southern and Eastern England in which it 
fruits, we think the handsomest wall of Figs 
we have seen is at Glynde, in Sussex, of which 
we are happy to show a view. 

Fig culture, even in counties not so favour¬ 
ably situated, is quite easy so long as we grow 
it on warm walls. We think the tree deserves 
a little more attention than is usually given to 
it. and also that there should be a change of 
variety. Tho Fig commonly grown in England 
is a great big stodgy fruit, very good when you 
?:t it; but the Figs of Spain and Northern 

ranee should also be tried, as thev would give 

I 

have no sun, and with a cold, biting wind 
always blowing would only make matters 
worse, as although the fly might be washed 
oil'or destroyed, the wet would be productive 
of much harm. Vegetation will stand a great 
amount of cold so long as the atmosphere 
surrounding it is dry, and, tender as the young 
leaves of Peaches and Nectarines are, they 
form no exception to the rule: therefore 
during such times as these ever}’ effort should 
l»e used to screen them from damp as much as 
possible, as under such adverse circumstances 
nothing is so fatal to the flowers. Rather than 
syringe or wet the trees thus early under the 
iresent unsettled state of the weather, it will 
ie advisable to go carefully over them with 

Tobacco powder, which, puffed among the 
young shoots by means of a cheap, handy dis¬ 
tributor, now made and sold for the purpose, 
will soon destroy the fly. A small tin of 
Tobacco powder used judiciously will go a long 
way if applied during a still day, as otherwise 

insecticides made for the destruction of red- 
spider and green-fly, but if not very carefully 
applied and properly diluted they are danger¬ 
ous, and often do considerable liann to the 
fruit. For use in a liquid form there is nothing 
so safe and effectual as Tobacco juice, obtained 
by steeping the Tobacco in boiling water, and 
adding thereto an ounce of soft soup to every 
fgallon, and if some Quassia chips be soaked or 
toiled with it the mixture will be all the more 

effectual. A pound of Tobacco added to the 
ingredients just named is sufficient to make 10 
gallons or 12 gallons of a strength that will 
kill green fly almost directly it touches it. A 
decoction made as above stated is always handy 
to keep in a large bottle for the purpose of 
dipping fruit-tree shoots into, and also those 
of Roses, for it frequently happens that if 
taken in time the spread of these insects may 
be stopped at once, and much after labour and 
annoyance saved. 

l’cach and Nectarine trees growing on walls 

if--iCe-jU'-V 

Wall of Fig-trees at Olyndc, Sussex. From a photograph hv G. A. Champion. 

® a difference in flavour, size, and quality. 
In particular, one called “Dauphine” and 
another called Blanc d’Argenteuil, are excel- ; 
lent. Occasionally we have noticed a Fig 
'icing prettv well as a standard in the same 
county, and often in the Thames Valley in the 
|*ttle iarks we see Figs on the trees now. It 
b such a very distiuct tree as a standard that 
11 is almost worth growing for its foliage. 

INSECTS ON FRUIT-TREES. 
Tut unseasonably cold weather which we have 
■ Jperienced for a lone time post has not only 
*>een injurious to the blossoms of all fruit-trees, 
Ut. owing to their slow nite of growth, has 
rendered them a prey to insect pests, more 
especially to the green-fly, with which Peaches 
and Nectarines are now in most places badly 
infested. In fine, warm seasons these arc 
easily dealt with, as then one need have no 
hesitation in using the garden engine a/fiT 
freely wetting the foliage, big to dp7^pAvhile Ive- 

there is much waste, owing to its being very derive much l»enefit from being syringed with 
light, and therefore easily blown away. As this soap-suds every w eek or so, followed daily with 
Tobacco powder lodges in every curled leaf and clean water. "Whenever soap-suds is used the 
on the tips of the tender growth, it soon makes foliage soon assumes a changed look for the 
these positions very uncomfortable for insects, better, and remains in a healthy condition. 
In order to cleanse the trees, when the weather Apricots, though not subject to green-lly or 
gets more favourable wash off any stragglers red-spider, arc very liable to I he attacks of a 
tliat may have escaped ; there is nothing better maggot that curls up the leaves undents its 
than a well-directed stream from the garden way out. These should be sea rebel for and 
engine : but the jet should be broken, and not destroyed, or they soon do irreparable mis- 
allowed to play against it with full force, unless chief. " The Gooseberry caterpillar is one of 
at a long distance off', so as to diminish its I the most annoying and destructive of insects, 
[>ower. In order to give the trees and wall time j as it is so voracious that it clears nil before it— 
or drying, this operation should he done early | that is, so fur as leaves are concerned. Many 

in the morning on a warm, sunny day, hut by- 
and-bye the evening is the proper time for such 
work, as then it lias a very refreshing effect 

resort to picking it off by hand, but the 
quickest way to exterminate it is either to dust 
the bushes with Hellebore powder, or syringe work, as then it has a very refreshing effect J the bushes with Hellebore powder, or syringe 

and prevents the spread of red-spider, a pest to 1 them with a decoction made from steeping 
whicli Peaches and Nectarines are particularly leaves of the common Foxglove in water. In 
subject. Fortunately, however, they cannot order to deal with the aphis on Currants the 
endure cold water, which not only keeps them best wny is to snip off the tops of the young 

'moving, Jijl breaks up their webs. shootSUaa i if© S*frfflJiV the tender leaves there shootSliOS i irta Wr@ily the tender leaves there 
or other of the many AT 
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PEAR-TREES UNHEALTHY. 

I SRXD you some leaves and fruit, taken from I’ear-trees in 
my Harden. You will see they have been attacked by a 
larva or (minus- All the Pear-trees in my garden have 
been similarly attacked. Not one of the other fruit-trees 
has suffered. Coji you inform me what the disease is, and 
suggest a remedy ?—J. C. A. 

[This is a bad attack of the Pear-leaf rust 

(Roestelia cancellata), and though not often 
heeded, is much more prevalent and injurious 

to Pear-treea than is generally supposed. 

Very few fruit gardens are really free of it, 

but instances of the whole of the trees being 

overrun by the rust are, happily, rare. The 

tirst symptoms of it are small raised yellow 
spots thickly dotted all over the leaves, giv¬ 

ing them the appearance of being blistered, 

these spots eventually changing to a rusty 

brown colour. Experts state that this is the 

work of a fungus, which, owing to its pene¬ 

trating and spreading under the epidermis, 

or thin membranous covering of the leaf, is 

very difficult to combat.. The best that can 
be done is to pick oil' the affected leaves at 

once, or before the sjjots change to a brown 

colour, with a view to checking a more wide¬ 

spread attack. If the trees are very badly 

infested by the fungus, wholesale clearance 

of the leaves would scarcely be wise, especi¬ 

ally if there is fruit to he considered. All 

that can be done is to allow the disease to 

take its course, hut in order that activity at 
the roots may he sustained, no summer prun¬ 

ing should lie resorted to. If the trees are 

not starved at the roots, many of the shoots 

may, so to s|teak, grow out of the disease, and 
any way the fruit will he more likely to swell 

to a serviceable size and the trees be less weak¬ 

ened than would he the case if either pinching 

back or early summer pruning were practised. 
All leaves that turn black and are on the 

point of dropping should be collected and 

tiurnt. Next winter, after the trees have been 

pruned, they may well licelearetl of all rubbish, 

including any about the border, and then receive 

one or two thorough syringings with the 

caustic alkali wash so frequently referred to in 

these pages. This would probably destroy 

most of trie disease germs resting upon or in 
the neighbourhood of the trees, and next 

season's attack could then he met by hand¬ 

picking the affected leaves. Diseases and 
insect pests sire far more rife than they were 

last year, owing, probably, to the abnormally 
early and very tender growth of the trees 

being greatly checked by the cold nights and 

easterly winds.) 

RASPBERRIES INJURED BY FROST. 

These are usually looked upon as hardy- so 

hardy, in fact, that frost has no ill effect, upon 

them. Such, however, is not the case, for this 

spring a great thinness of growth is apparent 

iu my wire trained canes, which necessarily 

means a light crop of a useful summer fruit. 

Absence of maturity can scarcely I«3 an attri¬ 
bute of such a season as that of’ Ifloi, though 

with vigorous plants there is such a wealth of 

foliage that probably the sun’s influence did 

not reach the canes. This explanation would 

seem all the more feasible because in younger 

plantations, where there is not the same density 
of foliage, there is no sign of injury to the 

canes and luitls from frost. The failing is not 

due to neglect of summer pruning, for directly 
the crop is exhausted the older fruiting-wood 

is cut out so as to give the young growths the 

advantage of all uir and sun possible, with a 

view to their maturity. In some gardens and 

soils Raspberries remain productive over a 

much longer period than in others. I find it 

necessary to replant a portion of the bed each 

autumn. This is carried out piecemeal so that 
the summer crop shall not suffer in extent. I 

find that those canes planted in October last 
and cut down to about Pi inches from the soil 

give a few fruits of very fine quality and size 

from the growth issuing from these shortened 

stools. Those which are a season older give a 

tine crop, too, of heavy berries, and this gradu¬ 

ation proceeds through the bed proportionate 
to their age and duto of planting. All the 
older portion of the bed at the present time 

shows this loss of vitality from frost, and those 

of your readers who may have similar experi¬ 

ence would do well to consider the advisability 

ticularly if replanting cannot be conveniently 

practised. The green suckers now springing 

up from the roots can be carefully lilted and 

transplanted to a piece of vacant ground, 

either temporarily or permanently. They 

should l>e so lifted that new fibrous roots are 
attached in sufficient quantity. It can scarcely 

be hoped to establish rootless suckers in mid¬ 

summer. In carrying out this work it should 

be remembered that tne suckers farthest from 

the base of the fruiting-cane are those most 
convenient and easy to replant, and there 

being always a superfluity of these suckers to 
be dealt with iu established lieds, no loss is 

sustained in their removal, and by planting 

them in another quarter in summer they are 

gaining time compared with others moved in 

autumn. W. S. 

EARLY RIVERS’ l’EACH. 

In some of the early Peaches there is the 
<li.ai|>|>ointiiig trait oaminonly known a.i atone 

splitting, and in the uliove kind this seems 

peculiarly pronounced. There are inst ances in 

which stone-splitting occurs from quite local 

circumstances, iu others the habit seems 

chronic, and there does not seem any easily 

explained reason for it. or a ready cure. 

1 have recently had brought to my notice a 

tree of the Early Rivers’ Peach which has for 
the |>ast nine years given this trouble, anil 

while inquiries have elicited varied remedies 

and opinions, the trait continues as bad now 

us at an earlier period. Almost every fruit 

develops with an open stone, which makes 

it absolutely unsaleable, and of hut little 

value for home use. Some of the fruits on 

being opened are founil half-decayed from the 

core outward to the skin. Such fruits cannot, 
under any circumstance, have a properly 

developed flavour. By some the failing is 

attributed to absence of lime, in others to 

improper fertilisation of the flowers in spring, 

but it lias been proved that while these 

conditions have been studiously attended to 

the failure still continues. When remedial 

measures such as these a I lor< I no relief, the 
better if not the only coin*sc. to take is tu rut 

out the tree and replace it by another and 

more reliable one. There certainly is no need 

to grow such an unreliable kind when so many 

others are available. The case referred.to has 

been allowed to go on for such a length of 

time that the tree now covers a space of over 

3*Rl square feet, and hears he ivy crops. The 

sacrifice in destroying such a tree would he, in 
one sense, a heavy one, but a greater gain would 

follow if, after waiting a short time, good fruit 

were produced with the same ex|»eiiditure of 

labour. In some soils Early Rivers' may do 

well enough, but it has so often failed that it is 

scarcely deserving of the effort to prove 

whether local circumstances meet its require¬ 

ments, at anyrate, not in u position where a 
permanent tree is desired. W. 

always produce effects which will tie mote or 

less injurious in proportion to the frequency ol 

their occurrence, for the nourishment which 

supports these roots, or other superfluous 
growths, is that which should properly go 

towards the formation of fruit-bearing wool 

Air-roots should, therefore, be regarded and 

treated as any other Vine disease. They are 

the production of an imperfect root-action in 

the first place, and a damp atmosphere 

encourages their growth afterwards. Young 

Vines are not so liable to become affected ... 

those that are middle-aged or old. Vine on 

which the berries shank generally form air 

roots: hut they also occur on those that ate 

quite free from this disease. Their growth h 

often very vigorous when the Vines are lust 

started, csjiecially if they are kept close; after 

wards, when mote air is admitted, their point* 

get starved, and further growth ceases : where 

this is the case, they do not do so much hunt 

as when they continue growing throughout 
the season ; and this they always do it 
checked in time. Cutting, or rubbing t 

AIR-ROOTS ON VINES. 

Wh at are known as air-roots on Vines are the 

root-like growths which push from tho wood 

above ground. They generally ap|>car in the 

greatest quantity near the spurs, and less 

frequently uiion the clean wood or stem. They 

usually number from two to a dozen, or even 
more, sometimes coming in bunches, and some¬ 

times in rows. They resemble earth-roots in 
some respects, but they do not often divide 

into rootlets ; they begin to grow with the rise 

of the sap, and continue growing until it 
descends again. All varieties of Vines are 

subject to them, and it is often said they do 

no harm, which may perhaps be correct so 
long as they are few and small ; but there is 

reason to believe that where they occur to 

any great extent they at all events do no 

good. I was lately requested by an amateur 

to come and see liis Vines, as he could not 

understand why he had no (!ra|ies on them 

this season. I ascertained that for some years 

air roots had been annually increasing and the 

crops diminishing. This year they hang down 

over 1 foot in length, and there is not a vestige 

of fruit on one of the Vines. There can be 

little doubt that these air-roots have, in a great 

__ . measure, brought this about, and if their in- 
of the transfer of a portion ofjhe bed to fresh fluence in this case has been antagonistic to 
soil. Crowding must be gu: 

Digitized by ogre fertility, it may be assumed that t 

off, when they are growing vigorously, doe- w 

good. The points do not start into growth 

when once broken; but a secoqd batch a 

invariably pushed from the base of the tir-t. 

It is as well to let those that do appear return 

and grow until the end of the season, whea 

they may lie cut away with a sharp knife stale 
pruning. Vines with their roots in hottkr- 

which are damp, or in which all the fibre ,v 

tho soil has decayed, generally producepieoK 

of air roots, as a close, adhesive soil is Ml hr 

any menus conducive to the healthy develop 
ment of any Vine. When air-roots appear iu 

quantity no time should bo allowed to pa*s 

without making an examination of the bordei. 

Fresh drainage, where necessary, mu-: hi 
resorted to : and a quantity of fibrous turiaoi 

lime rubbish is of service in sweetening tha 

soil. T. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Frosted Pears.—It is but too evident 

that a large number of the fruits found on 

Fear-trees will presently fall and thus lewa 
the season’s crop. All these imperfect fruits 

are more or less deformed when closely 
examined, and in every case when pine-lad 

are found to he hollow and black inside. It 

is very likely that the injury thus evidenced 

is greater in some varieties than in other-, 

and more or loss according to position and 

surroundings. Readers who may prtsaulr 
find their fruits falling in this way may re>! 

assured that the producing cause is inn, 

which literally destroyed the organs of feti- 

lity in the flower, hut left the flesh formint 

|iart of the fruit sufficiently alive to eniWr 

it to form a coating over the injured otgso* 

and thus temporarily hide the mischief done 

and the blackened decay.—A. 1). 

Gooseberries and the late frosts. - 
That the Gooseberries have suffered from fru-ty 

nights and cold, cutting w inds is, unfortunately, 

only too apparent iu the reduction of what*** 

once a promising crop by, in some instances, 

quite one half. Some districts have suffmd 

more severely than others. While in my own 

case there are but few fallen berries, a near 

neighl«)ur bewails the loss of quite half hi* 

crop. In his case the garden lies much lower 
than some, though there are trees a nil ganien 
walls that afford t hem shelter. Some of the 

frost trouble in this instance I am inclined to 

think is due to the thinness of foliage on the 

trees by the loss of so many buds by die birds 

notably bullfinches. These are a pest in mm 
gardens, and do not confine their attention to 

(looseberry-trees alone, but for a change01 
diet they take Plum, Pear, Damson, Medlar, 

and Peach buds. I had not learnt of a cast °> 
Peach loss until this past season, then I** 

the mischief, which if allowed to go unnotiw 

would soon have B[ielt ruin to this crop 

Fortunately a gun was available and Ll-!; 
depredations stayed in time. Gooseberry 

however, fared worse, and to this I <“r 
come to regard some of the frost trouble, 

because there was insufficient foliage to shea'/ 

the berries. Some kinds, too, seem more h* 
to injury than others. The loss is accentual'' 

from the fact that the fruit had become oi • 
good size, showing the damage inflicted n 

from recent frost.—W. S. 
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TREES AND SHRUBS. 

THE JUDAS-TREE (CERCIS SILI- 

QUASTRUM). 

Tiie Cercis is a picturesque tree, not tall, but 
spreading out into a head of quaint aspect, and 

the purplish flowers are produced profusely on 

the old wood. It is when standing by itself 

that the full character of the tree is revealed, 
not when crowded up amongst a host of other 

things, and deprived of light, air, and space. 

It was introduced from Southern Europe in 

1.'j96, and to get the tree in full character it 

must be left to grow to old age, as then it 

assumes its picturesque character. L’nfortu- 

1 eaves of a deep green colour. The flowers are 

deep rase ami larger than those of the other 
kinds. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

The Nepaul Laburnum (I’iptanthus 
I nepalensis). — This cannot be regarded as 

thoroughly hardy in all parts of England, and 
it is consequently often trained to a wall, in 

which position it is now flowering freely, and 

from the showy character of its golden blos¬ 

soms it forms a bright and effective feature. 

It is common!)’ known as the Nepaul Labur¬ 

num, which nnmo conveys a very good idea of 
its general ap[>earanee, but the individual 

common with most of the Brooms, flowers very 

profusely. It is of a low, spreading habit of 

growth, and the long slender shoots are 

clothed with neat pinnate foliage and studded 

for a considerable distance with purple Pea¬ 

shaped blossoms. It is at home on a sunny 

ledge of the rockwork, or it may also be 
planted in the foreground of larger forms. The 

purple-flowered Broom is frequently grafted 

standard high, and in thi9 way the long arch¬ 

ing shoots are seen to advantage : but even then 
it would be by most people preferred when 

allowed to assume its natural character as a 

low spreading shrub. Not only does this 

Broom flower in the spring, but a lew scattered 
blossoms arc often produced throughout the 

summer. 

OHRYSANTHBMDMB. 

The Jmils-tree (Orris sili<|iiaslruiii) at llului.-li College. 

nately, growth is not very rapid, but flowers 

»te plentifully produced on young specimens. 

The Cercis grows freely on all ordinary soils, 
and many hue specimens, as in our illustra¬ 

tion, occur in the older English gardens. 
C. canadensis (the American Judas-tree) 

bis ail irregular rounded head and cordate 
haves of a line green colour, whilst the flowers 

ire oink, borne profusely, and appear before 

the leafage. A popular name for it, besides 

American Judas-tree, is Red Bud, in allusion 
to its flowers. This species is not common in 

English gardens, but it makes an attractive 

texture, esp-cmlly when plarited singly to 
show off its characteristic features. 

Japonic a (the Japan Judas tree), which is 

synonymous with C. chinensis, is a usgTiT 

=mall tree, the head rou nged, and dthfe pollu 

flowers an- larger, and the trifoliate foliuge is 

of a very deep green tint. In mild winters it 

is often almost evergreen in character, while if 

the weather is severe it becomes quite 

deciduous. Where this Piutanthus is not 

hardy enough to be planted in the open it 
should not bo trained to low walls, as it is such 

a vigorous grower that continual cutting will 

be necessary to keep it within bounds, and 

consequently very few, if any, flowers will be 

produced. On a wall 10 feet or 12 feet high it 

will, however, flower freely—that is, if given u 

southern aspect. 

Cytisus purpureus.—If only from the 
fact that tbo blossoms are so widely removed 

in colour from those of all its allies, this Broom 

ouldImdtiLjiotice, but in addition to this it is 

tgtty little shrub, and one 

Early-flowering Chrysanthemums 
Crimson Pride and Queen of the 
Earlies. These are two of the most useful 

of the early varieties, blooming in Septemlier, 

and, being under 3 feet, may l>e planted in a 

mixed lander. Crimson and white respec¬ 
tively, they are conspicuous in the garden 

when in flower, and bloom very freely. 1 grow 

them and stop them in June, thereby getting 

dwarf plants laden with flowers all through 

Septcml >er.—Tow nsm a n . 

Pompon Chrysanthemums.—In 
houses wTiere accommodation is one of the first 

considerations many admirers of Chrysanthe¬ 

mums are prevented from growing either 

Japanese or incurved, and either overlook or 

fail to appreciate the lieautyof Pompons. For 

the beginner with bis small house Pom|ioiis 
offer several inducements, because they may bo 

bloomed in rather smaller pots than tne atore- 
mentioned, and can be grown plunged in the 

border or planted out until towards the middle 

of Septemlier and then potted without any great 

harm resulting, thereby saving much time and 
attention during the hottest weather. As a 

rule, a few sorts of Pompons in a collection are 

considered sufficient, hut wherever they uro 

grown the following sorts nre worthy of men¬ 

tion :—Early-flowering for blooming in the 
open : Longfellow, white, August; Mine. E. 

Lefort, umber, Mrs. E. Stacey, apricot, 
Jacintha, deep lilac, Mignon, golden-yellow, 

Anastasio, light purple, Toreador, reddish- 

bronze, La Petite Marie, white, September; 

Precocite, yellow, Preeocite, crimson, Alice 

Butcher, rod, October; Sieur Melanie, white, 
Kubrum perfectum, purplish-crimson, Florence 

Carr, deep bronze, October and November ; 

Mile. Marthe, white, Rose Trevenna, rose, 

November; Mrs. Waterer, pink, Perle dee 

Beauties, crimson, W. Westlake, golden- 

yelloWic tipped or^d. November; Snowdrop, 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 

Ceanothus.—These are among our best 

flowering shrubs during May and the two 

succeeding months, and while not quite hardy, 

many of the varieties will thrive and flower 
well if given a place on a warm wall, even in 

the north with a little protection during severe 

frosts and early spring, when growth la-gins 

afresh. In Devon and Cornwall several of 
them flower profusely planted iu the open. C. 

rigidus, one of the first to open its flowers, 

w hich are of a pretty blue, makes a good bush. 

C. Veitchianus against a wall is a lovely thing, 

and should be included in the smallest collec-. 
tion. C. az.ureus is paler in colour than tbo 

two former, but none the less pretty, (iloiro 
do Versailles is u form of uz.ureus, ana certainly 

an improvement on the type. C. |iapillosiis 

lias blue flowers, produced in dense clusters, 

and C. llorihundtls is a rich blue, w hile among 
the white-flowered are C. atneiieunus, C. 

collinus, C. divaricatus, C. integerrimus, C. 

inicrophyllus, and several others, but the almvo 

compi ise the ereuiu of them. They are not 
fastidious as to soil, hut certainly do lielter 

where it is fairly light and well drained. On 
heavy soils it repays to add a little |>eat. 

Very little pruning is necessary, and wlmt is 
should lie done as soon as flowering is over. 

This shrub can lie increased by cuttings taken 

in autumn, and placed in cold-frames similar 
to Veronicas, or shoots may be layered w here it 
is convenient to do so, good plants being 

quickly secured in this way.— J. M. B. 
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ROSES. 

HALF STAN’ DA HI) TEA ROSES FOR POT 

CULTURE. 

To obtain the exquisite Tea and Hybrid Tea 

Roses in greatest perfection under glass, one 

must resort to half-standard plants. Good, 
thrifty one-year-old trees potted up in October 

and kept outdoors for twelve months make the 

best specimens. Avoid plants with old, ugly 

knobs, but select rather those trees that possess 

abundance of fibrous roots. The Brier itself 

should not be old. I prefer those quite thin 

but well-ripened Briers, which one may obtain 

by diligently seeking for them, but the thin, 

pithy Briers are worse than useless. Some of 
my most magnificent Teas this year have been 

Krodueed on standard plants. What a lovely 

ose Climbing Niphetos is grown in this way, 

so also is the Catherine Mermet race, such as 
Bridesmaid and The Bride. Twelve splendid 

flowers upon a three year-old tree of L’lnno- 

cence have been much admired. It is a glorious 

Rose of very delicate milky-white colour, full, 
but not too double. The flowers expand very 

freely, and they are of beautiful form. Medea 

is always fine on standards and half-standards, 

and as for Maman Cochet, it outrivals all pink 

Tea Roses. I rather prefer Teas to Hybrid 
Teas for pot culture in half-standard form; 

they make graceful, half-pendulous heads, 

elegant in appearance. Many find a difficulty 

in properly training a standard Tea Rose. It 
is very essential that the growths should have 

plenty of air and sunlight. I use No. l(i 

galvanised wire for training out the growths. 

Secure a wire to the stem of the Rose as near 

the base of the bead as practicable, then bend 

the wire according as one desires the shoot to 

grow. A fine spreading head consisting of 

eight or ten growths may be thus obtained by 

allowing a wire for each shoot. Rosa. 

authorities make R. hispida a distinct species, 

and R. sulphurea they class with R. hemis 

ph.vrica. 

All the group should be very sparingly 
pruned, as they usually produce their flowers at 

the middle or top of the last season's shoots; 

but the plants should occasionally have some of 

the oldest growths cut out. Rosa. 

THE AUSTRIAN BRIERS. 

How the name of “ Austrian ” became attached 

to the group known as Rosa lutea is a mystery. 

I cannot find any reference to this in any of the 

botanical works consulted, and 1 should be 

glad if any readers of Gardenino coidd throw 

any light on the subject. Professor Crdpin, in 

his classification of Roses, which he contributed 

to the last Rose Conference in 1889, mentions 

Miller’s name in connection with R. lutea, and 
puts the discovery of it in 17ti8. Linuieus 

named it R. Eglanteria, and Hermanu R. f<e- 

tida. It is quite one of the best single Roses 

grown. The intense yelLow colour makes it a 
prominent feature among the early-flowering 

species. The Austrian Copper is a variety of 

R. lutea, and is known as Dicolor and also as 

punicea. Its flowers are of a marvellous colour 

—a rich reddish copper. The full beauty is 
seen when sprays are cut in the bud state and 

allowed to develop in water. It makes an 

interesting pot plant, also as a standard it is 

good. The late Lord Penzance used this Rose 
in the production of his hybrid Sweet Brier 

Lady Penzance, which is readily seen by the 
reddish wood. 

There are two double forms of R. lutea, one 
known ns double yellow or Wilburns’, and tho 

other as Harrisonii. The double yellow is often 

sold as the Yellow Scotch, and Professor Crdpin 

considers that we owe this to the crossing of 
R. pimpinellifolia and R. lutea. Harrisonii 

was raised in America in 1830. It is an abun¬ 

dant and early bloomer, with pretty buds and 

flowers of a bright yellow colour. It is, perhaps, 
the freest-growing of the group, with wood 

plentifully covered with hedgehog-like prickles. 

Harrisonii is admirably suited for hedges, and 
also to form pendulous headed standards. It 

has a sweet fragrance, quite distinct; the scent 

of the Sweet Brier can also he detected in the 

foliage. The Persian Yellow is yet another 
double form, and is perfectly distinct, the 

colour of the deepest yellow. It was introduced 

from Persia by Sir H. Willock in 1837. 

M. Pernet Ducher has lately given us a lovely 
hybrid of this latter Rose. It is named Solei'l 

d’Or, and was mentioned in GardeniNf: on 

April 12 last. I look forward to a most in¬ 

teresting race springing from this hybrid. 
R. sulphurea and R. hispida afiTVrouped by 
some botanists 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Niphetoa as an outdoor Rose. - 
Although this is one of the grandest white 

Roses for indoor blooming, and in rare instances 

one hears and comes across it growing out-of- 

doors and flowering, Niphetos, I fear, has not 

sufficient robustness about it to he ever re¬ 
garded with much favour as one for outdoors. 

There is, 1 believe, some difference of opinion 

with reference to the pedigree of it, but, he 

what it may, one cannot compare it with some 
of our hardier Hybrid Teas. .Mine were 

planted on a south border, having regard to 

its tender qualities, hut I have never been 

successful with Niphetos outside. Can anyone 

report better after such a spring as the [>ost? 
— WooDHASTW ICK. 

Climbing Roses In pots falling.—"'ill you 
kindly tell me what to do to some climbing Roses in S-ineh 
pots, twined round sticks, in a void greenhouse—a 
Niphetos, W A. Richardson, and Gloirc de Dijon ? They 
were bought last March, and were very healthy. The 
leaves and buds fall off before they come to any size, and 
in the case of the Niphetos it is quite litre of leaves, and 
the wood is going hard and dried. The \V. A. Richardson 
has been the best, having had some small blooms, hut 
docs not now look very healthy. 1 shall bo pleased if you 
can help me in the matter.—Dos. 

[Yours is n very good method of training 

certain climbing Roues, and succeeds well after 
the plants have produced some good laterals. 

But Roses so trained must have thoroughly 

health}' root action. It is impossible to say 

without seeing the plants what has brought 

about the falling of the foliage, especially in 
the variety Climbing Niphetos. It is not a 

kind we should select to cultivate in a cold 

structure. It is not so much in the spring 

that climbing Roses miss a warm atmosphere, 
tiut from May to July they require it, and a 

moist atmosphere is necessary, so that the 

plants can make new woo l fur next season. 

\Ve should advise you to repot the plants at 

ouce, and, when so doing, examine the ball of 

earth. If very hard, just press it a little to 

release the roots, and then repot into next size 

pot, using a compost of loam two parts, rotted 

manure one part, with a liberal dash of silver- 
sand. Pot firmly, and return the plants to 

your greenhouse for the summer, standing 

them upon inverted pots.] 

GARDEN PESTS AND FRIENDS. 

A CURE FOR CANKER IN FRUIT-TREES. 

I once read in some garden publication of a 
remedy for canker in Apple-trees. It consisted 

in covering the cankered part (after remov iug 

the canker entirely) with a paste made of clay 
mixed with ehlorydicacid. I used this method 

in so fur as 1 upplied the acid pure after clean¬ 

ing away the diseased part, and having effected 

a complete cure with a singleapplication, 1 can 
now recommend this method as Loth easy and 

effective. Apply the acid with a small brush, 

which anyone can make out of horse-hair or 

bristles from an old broom, or even with a 
feather. The acid will Vie found destructive of 

canker fungus. Possibly it is not absolutely 

necessary to remove the rough pieces, hut 1 

think it better to do so, as it gives a flat sur¬ 

face, and, moreover, the wound will heal 

quicker. It need hardly he said that care 

must be taken in handling n corrosive sub¬ 
stance like t his for the sake of one’s clothes as 

well as one’s face and hands. 

G. 1). Hcet ( Rente Hortlroh:). 

THE VINE-WEEVIL (OTIORRHYNCHUS 
SULCATUS). 

Several of the readers of Gardeninu appear 
to have recently had plants suffering from the 
attacks of the grubs of this insect, which 
belongs to the very numerous family of 
weevils, so many of which injure vegetation in 
various ways. Most insects are only irijQviOiW 

case of this insect both the beetles and grubs 

ure very destructive to living plants. The 

grubs, however, are much more mischievous 

than their parents, and are only too frequently 
found destroying the roots of various plant* 

cultivated in nets. When these plants begin 

to droop and wither without any apparent 

cause, the presence of these grubs may lie sus¬ 

pected ; and if they be the cause of the mischief, 

the roots of the plants will, on examination, be 

found to be considerably gnawed or eaten 

nearly through, generally just below tire 

surface of the ground. Cyclamens, Primula., 
Saxifrages. Sedutns, and other succulent 

plants, Trolliuses, Adiantums, Strawberries, 

and Vines are the plants which suffer most 

from these grubs. The most certain wav o; 

getting rid of these pests is to repot tlie plants 

affected, taking care that none of the grubs are 

left among the roots or earth replaced in tire 

|»ot. If repotting for any particular reason b 
undesirable, the roots may 1>® examined by 

uncovering them as much as possible, for tire 
grubs are generally tolerably near the surface 

Watering the roots with an infusion of Qua.- 

or Tobacco-water has been recommended 
The weevil at times does considerable damage 

to Vines, Peaches, and Roses by feeding on 

their young shoots. They are very difficultly 

find on account of their dark colour, ami of 
their habit of only feeding at night, remaining 

hidden in some shelter during the day. The) 

may, however, he caught an hour or so after 

dark by spreading white cloths under tlx 

plants, into which the beetles will fall whentW 

plants are shaken. These cloths should Ire 

spread while it is still daylight, as the beetles 

often drop from the plants on the sudden 

introduction of a light. The weevils mote 
their appearance in Jure, and should t- 

dcstroyed as soon as possible, so as not to give 

them an opportunity of laving their eggs 

These are probably deposited below the surface 

of the earth, near or on the roots of the plant- 

on which the grubs are to feed. At first the 

damage caused by the newly-hatched grubs is 

not noticed, hut in the autumn, when they 
have increased considerably in size, they should 
lie searched for carefully, if there he any 

reason for suspecting their presence, as it i< 

during the winter and early spring montn- 

that they do most injury. In May they 

descend an inch or two into the earth, 

and there form small smooth chambers or 

cells, in which they undergo their change :o 

the chrysalis state. In this state they remain 

for about a fortnight, at the end of which they 

leave their chrysalis cases and come fat* 

perfect weevils. They are now about $ inA 

long, and entirely black in colour: the heads 
produced into a long snout, with a deep long! 

tudinal groove or furrow down the middle, the 

tip of which is furnished with a pair of long 

antenna; consisting of twelve joints: thrf 
nearest the base is very long and some"hit 

curved; the remaining joints are small, and 
form quite an elbow with the long joint, the 

four nearest the tip forming an oval knob. Tire 

thorax is broadest in the middle, where it i- 
considerahly wider than the head : it is covered 

with small, raised tubercles. The wing case- 

are much wider than the thorax and are oval 

in form, being broadest about the middle; 
they are much rounded transversely, ami «*> 
sparingly sprinkled with small brownish spots 
composed of minute hairs. The legs are strung 

and of medium length ; the thighs of the front 
pair arc much thickened towards the knee 

joints, anil are each armed with a strong 

tooth. The grubs are about \ inch long, and 

are generally in a somewhat curved position; 

they are stout, fleshy, much wrinkled, evil 

siderably thicker in the middle than at either 

end. and are entirely destitute of legs- 
joints are thirteen in number, well defined,am 

of a dirty white colour, sparingly covered "'1' 

stiff, brownish hairs. The head is redo'-'' 

brown, and furnished with a strong 1“" IJ 
jaws. 

[0ring one stage of their exi|tj^j(|^.^.^|v^je^ilpr ^negative reply that the w 

Broad Beams falling.—I enclose root* 
of lirori 

Beans, of which the crop has entirely failed, l he 
and pods tnrnufc Mack and rotting. l!»ve the « 
cences on th^TOOts anything to do with this 1 
never seen anythin? like it before.— E. P. 

[I cannot in any way say what is the eans? 

Jofftberfailure of your crop of Beans- 1 w 
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crescences on the roots are not the cause. They 
are formed by one of the Bacteria (Bacterium 

radicola). Peas, Beans, and other leguminous 

plants require a large amount of nitrogen, and 

these Iwieteria, in some way which is not yet 

quite explained, enable them to make use of 

the nitrogen of the air, which they are not able 

to do when those nodules are not present on 

the roots. From the size of the tubercles I 
should imagine the soil in which your Beans 
grew was deficient in nitrogen.—G. S. S.] 

GARDEN WORK. 

Conservatory.—Berry-bearing Solan urns 

ore useful in winter. We generally plant out 

..lout half our stock, and lift them in Septem¬ 

ber. The other half is grown in pots. We 

find the potted plants ripen their berries a little 

otrlier than those planted out, and so a suc¬ 
cession is formed. Those that are planted out 

ire in an open situation fully exposed, and 

they always berry well. The potted plants are 

in a cold pit with the lights off, except during 

heavy rains. We keep them in the pit because 

the wind has less effect upon them. We find 

Kupatoriums do best planted out. They are 

iinned hard back in April, and by the end of 

Ms; they have broken well, and when planted 

oot they grow freely and are pinched once in 
July and lifted in September, and placed fora 

few days in a shady position on the north side 

of a wall. They are well in flower by Christ¬ 
mas in a cool-house, and come in useful after 

the tiulk of the Chrysanthemums is over. We 

have had large bushes in 8-inch and 9-inch 

pots. Mignonette sown two or three seeds in 

-null pots in April, all but the strongest 

removed, and grown on through the summer, 

trained either as pyramids or standards, shifted 
into larger pots as required, and all flowers 

picked otf, will make large flowering bushes hy 

winter. A large-flowered variety should be 

elected, as otherwise the blooms on a much- 
wnched plant will come small. When the pots 

are well tailed with roots, liquid-manure can be 
gi'cn. Though Mignonette is generally- 

regarded as an annual, it is not necessarily so, 

bit oi course the older the plants the smaller 

’.he flowers. We have had Mignonette planted 

u die borders of a conservatory assume a 

throb-like habit with woody stems, but when 

'Jut stage is reached the flowers come small 

and are less fragrant. The ventilation should 

be free, even in dull, damp, sunless weather. 

"c never remember a June so sunless and 

damp as the present. We have discontinued 
basin all plant-houses except the warm stove, 

•tit damp is kept down among the flowers by a 

[ree circulation of air, of course keeping out 

heavy rains. Under such treatment the 

flowers open slowly, but they last longer. 

There are beautiful things among the newer 

by Geraniums. Some of them planted out 

and trained up against bare places or walls or 

pillars are very effective. Leopard is a very 

distinct spotted variety. Resplendent is very 
height and showy. Among Zonals, Rudyard 

Kipling, a rich purple, and Ian McLaren, a 

massive salmon-coloured flower, should be 

added to every collection. 

Hard-wooded plants.—Wo have do- 
~red tumiug these out iu consequence of the 

' ■ "•y rains, but by the time these lines appear 

• change may have come, and Azaleas, Camell¬ 

ia, and other hard-wooded stuff will be out- 

•ile. This annual outing is always beneficial 

wider favourable conditions. Camellias must 

-!n a shady spot, or the hard shining leaves 

may suffer. Azaleas and New Holland plants 

J do in the sunshine if the roots are shel- 

kttd from the hot sun. They may be so 
•■'winged that the foliyge of one may shade the 

'«*> of the next row of plants. It is not 

ii**y8 convenient to partially plunge in ashes. 
This, where it can be done, keeps the roots 

drying so fast, and acts as a support 
•gainst wind. I have sometimes sheltered the 

P-iis on t he sunny side by placing Moss against 

~*m> "’here Moss was plentiful. The sun- 
. ?® w'll ripen the wood if the roots are kept 

n.-“t- The syringe should be used daily in the 

-Iternoon, and special care must be taken with 

'/*- watering. Never trust a showery time 
-npply enough to a well-rooted plant. 

Digitized by 

Young plants in frames.—All kinds 

of young plants, even young stove things, and 
especially Ferns, will do better in frames than 

in houses till the middle of September, ns 

appearances with us are not so much studied. 

We simply mix a little size and whitening, and 

either rub a little of the mixture, after making 
it thick enough, on the glass, or strain it and 

pass it through the syringe. If the frames 
can be placed where the midday sun will not 

reach them, there will be no necessity for 

shade in any other way. The necessary pinch¬ 

ing should be given to Begonias and other 

winter-flowering plants, except, of course, 

Poinsettias, which must be built up sturdily 

but not pinched. Ventilation must be given 

to harden growth, and the plants shifted into 

larger pots when necessary. Cyclamens and 

Primulas will be in frames now, freely venti¬ 

lated and slightly shaded when hot at midday, 
dewing them over with a fine syringe every 

afternoon, and always giving night air freely 
in suitable weather, but keeping off heavy 

rains. Cyclamens must have clean, well 

drained pots and good soil. We are potting 

ours in two-thirds best turfy loam, the 

remainder composed of peat, leaf-mould, and 

sand, with a dash of soot. Any stimulant will 

be given later on if required when their roots 

have filled the pot. The bulk of the plants will 

be in 5-inch and 6-inch pots. A few old corms 

will be'grown to a large size in 7-inch and 

8-inch pots. The loam, being the main staple, 

must be good and turfy, with some body in it. 

Late Grapes.—These have required fires 

up to the present, as the nights, and in many 

cases the days, have been cold, und it is better 

to use fires now and get the crop forward than 

use more fire-heat later, when the sun will not 

give much help. Stimulants should be given 

from this till colouring commences. Vines in 

a well drained border will take a good deal of 
feeding, and something that acts quickly is 

best now. Liquid-manure from a yard, if 
available, will do, and, failing that, some 

artificial manure may be mixed with the water 

or be scattered over the border, 2 ounces to 

the square yard, and watered in. The border 
may nave two dressings of thin strength at 

intervals of three weeks or so. 

Window gardening. — Musk is a 
favourite window plant. There are several 

Campanulas very pretty for windows from this 

onwards. C. garganica is now in flower, 

C. isophvlla (blue and white) flowers a little 

later, ’fuberous Begonias, Oak-leaved Gera¬ 
niums (including the variegated Lady Ply¬ 

mouth) are sweet things in a room. If Palms 
or any other tine-foliaged plants require a 

larger pot, the shift should l>e given now, the 

plants to bo watered with caution after repot¬ 

ting. 

Outdoor garden. —When climbing Roses, 
•Jasmines, and Clematises are obtained in pots, 

June is a good month to plant; or, in fact, any 

time during summer, as they then get estab¬ 

lished before winter. In spite ot careful 

planting there will be occasional deaths. 

Among Clematises of the large-flowered type, 

Jackmanii superba is one of the hardiest and 

best, and Henryii the best white. Some of the 
newer forms are very beautiful, including 

double white and double mauve: but grafted 
plants are not equal to plants obtained from 
cuttings and layers. This may partly arise 

from the union being unhappy ; even when the 

grafting has been skilfully done there will he 

failures, and these Clematises are so lovely one 

wants them to live and thrive, and to this end, 

when planting, place a little good soil round 

the roots, but no manure, though a mulch on the 

surface will be helpful. A mulch of good loam 

over the surface of Carnation beds will be 

better than manure, and will keep the moisture 
in the bed, and, by adding some sand to it 

later, will do for the layers. Flower-stems 

must be staked, and, if fine blooms are wanted, 

the buds thinned. Ail flowers are later than 

usual at present-, though a week’s bright sun¬ 

shine will bring things on with a rush. The 

necessary staking of certain plants, and pegging 

down of others, should receive prompt 

attention. 

Fruit garden.—It is important for Straw¬ 

berry runners to be obtained early for forcing, 

hey may either be laid on the top of small 

,fill®drXi|V~srood soil and secured with a 

peg or a stone, or be laid on the fruiting pots 

at once. We adopt the small pot system and 

consider it the best. For planting new beds 

we have laid the runners on small mounds of 

good soil. The stronger the plants when put 

out tho better the crop next season. The 

Gooseberry caterpillar must be watched for and 

destroyed. There are several ways of doing 

this. If there are only a few insects, hand 
picking will be best, because it will not dis¬ 

figure the fruit. Hellebore-powder may bo 

used in bad cases, and may be mixed with 

water and applied with the syringe. Very 

often at this season Red and \\ hite Currants 

are attacked by the Currant aphis, which 
speedily curls up the foliage and injures the 

fruit. These insects always begin at the ends 

of the shoots and work downwards, and if the 

ends of the shoots are cut off and removed, this 

trouble may generally be got rid of easily. 

The shoots of Morello Cherries are often at this 
season attacked by black aphides. Dusting 
with Tobacco-powder, or mixing Tobacco- 

powder and soft-soap in water and dipping the 

infested shoots therein, will clear them. Two oz. 

of soft-soup and 1 oz. Tolwcco-powder to a 

gallon of water will do. 

Vegetable garden.—The weather has 
been wretched for some time, and there will pro¬ 

bably be in many gardens arrears of planting, 

and especially weeding and hoeing, to fetch up. 

The season is moving on, and Celery, Winter 

Greens, and various other tilings, including a 

good breadth of Turni|is, should be sown or 

planted. Lettuces, also, and Endive should be 

sown for late summer use. Late Cauliflowers 
should be planted, and a good batch of Veitch's 

Self-protecting Broccoli set out. A further 
sowing of Peas may be made, but the kind 

should be a second early one. French Beans 

should be planted in succession. The Runner 

French Bean is useful for summer use. 

Tomatoes outside should be secured to the 

wall and the side shoots snipped off'. If 

planted in the open, select a sunny spot, and 

make a trellis of Bamboo-canes. We are grow¬ 

ing open air Tomatoes largely, but shall stop 

when three trusses have sliown, as in a back- 
ward season, if wo get three clusters of fruit 

we shall be satisfied. Top dress Cucumbers 

frequently, and give liquid-manure when help 

is wanted. Keep the growth thin by pinching 
regularly one leaf beyond the fruit. We hear 

of a good deal of disease among Cucumbers 

under glass. E. Hobday. 

THE COMING WEEK'S WORK. 

Extract)i from a Garden Diary. 

.Inly Ith.—Sowed William 1st and Laxton’s 

Improved Peas. Sowed Canadian Wonder 

Beans for the last time : shall sow an earl}' kind 

later. Brussels Sprouts, Broccoli, Kale, and 

late Cauliflowers have been planted. Made 

several Mushroom beds on the north side of a 

wall, sheltering with litter and waterproof 

cloth. Peas are gathered ns soon as the pods 

are full enough. The leaves are tied over 

Cauliflowers as soon as the heart is visible. 

■Inly Sth.—Tomatoes are allowed to hung on 

plants till ripe—it improves the flavour. A 

little air is left on fruit-nouses all night, except 

in wet and windy weather. Liquid-manure or 
stimulants in some form is given to inside 

borders of Grajtes, Peaches, and Figs. The 

fruits of Melons are set when the pollen is dry in 
the forenoon. An effort is made to get all the 

crop set at the same time, as far as possible, so 

that all may swell together. Thinned and 

stoppied Cucumbers in houses. 

July Hth.—Moved a lot of Lilium longiflorum 

and auratum just opening their flowers to con¬ 

servatory. The stamens are always taken out 

of Lilies before the pollen is ripe, otherwise the 
flowers are too much stained for any decora¬ 

tion in a cut state. Shifted on a lot of 
young Acacias and other hard wooded plants. 

A little loam is used in t he compost for Acacias, 

hut for other things, chiefly peat. Moved 
Azaleas to coal ash-bed, the pots being plunged 

in ashes. 

July 10th.—Put a tie to Dahlias, Hollyhocks, 
and other things requiring it. Thinned the 

buds of Carnations a little. Sowed Chervil, 

Tumipe. Lettuces, Endive, and small salading, 

the last hr'the shade. Sticks are placed to 
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Peas in good time, so that the tendrils may 
have something to cling to. Moved a few 
flowering and fine-foliaged plants from stove to 
conservatory to make room for growing 
specimens. Pricked out Canterbury Bells, 
Sweet Williams, and other hardy seedling 
stuff. 

July 11th.—Planted out more Celery. Looked 
over iate Vines to stop sub-laterals. Tied in 
young wood of Peaches in late house. Gave a 
final thinning to young wood of Peaches on 
walls. One or two trees that had blistered 
leaves have recovered, and are now making 
healthy growth. Finished thinning fruit on 
Apricot - trees. Stopped young shoots of 
cordon Pears on walls. One or two Plum- 
trees which were attacked by insects have 
been syringed with Quassia. 

July 1.1th.—Scattered nitrate of soda over 
Asparagus plantation during showers. Weeds 
are kept down by hand-picking and hoeing 
between the rows. Cut Box • edgings in 
showery weather. Gave final thinning to 
Onions. Lettuces are tied up when dry in 
relays as required. Thinned out Endive to 
13 inches apart. Some of the young plunts 
have been set out at same distance elsewhere. 
The hoe has been freely used when the surface 
has been dry. 

POULTRY. 

Roup in fowls (Rustic).—Several pre¬ 
scriptions for roup pills might be given, nut 
none is better than the following: Cayenne 
pepper 20 grains, copper sulphate 10 grains, 
co|>aiba 1 fluid drachm, to be made into 20 
pills, one of which should be given to an adult 
fowl night and morning. The fowl should 
receive half-a-teaspoonful of Epsom salts before 
the first pill is administered, and its head and 
affected organs should be washed twice daily 
with Labarraque’s solution of chlorinated soda, 
diluted with twice its bulk of water. 

Hens dying (Hen).— You are evidently 
feeding too highly, nnd we should advise lidd¬ 
ing at least one-third of pollard or sharps to 
the morning feed of Barley-meal and discon 
tinuing the Potatoes, as these are also fatten¬ 
ing. It is always better to underfeed than to 
give too much, as when a hen becomes fat she 
ceases to lay. Overfat birds suffering from 
liver complaint often die suddenly from the 
rupture of a large blood vessel in the neigh¬ 
bourhood of the liver, and this disease when 
once firmly established is incurable, the only 
remedy being to clear out the old stock and 
start afresh, as liver disease is hereditary. 
There is no doubt j-our liens obtain much food 
in the form of worms and so forth in the field 
where they run, notwithstanding which they 
would always be readj- and anxious for then- 
food at meal times. It would lie also well to 
vary the grain food, giving from time to time 
a little Wheat or Barley.—S. S. G. 

was suitable for them. This would tend to 
bring about heart weakness, and render them 
liable to sudden death. But their liotli drop¬ 
ping off at the same time would api>ear to 
point to their having been alarmed. Then, 
again, in the mutter of food, the seed supplied 
to foreign birds would not bo quite suitable for 
Bullfinches, the l>est food for them being the 
larger kind of Ka|je-seed, but scalded to re¬ 
move its acidity, and a little Hemp. The hen 
bird was very bare of feathers, and the under 
Earts of the wings of I>oth were quite denuded, 
aving been picked bare by the birds them¬ 

selves. The cause of this was in all proba¬ 
bility through their having been attacked by 
parasites, although an over-heated atmos¬ 
phere, causing an irritability of t he skin nnd a 
gross condition of the system, would give rise 
to the habit of feather-eating.- S. S. G. 

Treatment of Bullfinch (W. L ) 
From your bird being very wild it has probably 
been lately captured. It will, no doubt, 
become tame in time. I should advise you to 
keep it indoors that it may become accustomed 
to numan society. As a rule, Bullfinches 
become very tamo and familiar in captivity. 
If j’ou wish to prepare your bird for exhibition, 
you must hike care for one thing that the 
allowance of Hemp-seed is very limited, as the 
free use of this will often cause tlie plumage to 
become dark. From twelve to twenty seeds a 
day should not bo exceeded. Scalded Kape 
seed is the best staple food for these birds. To 
this maj' be added a small allowance of Canary- 
seed, and for green fowl give a few twigs of 
some fruit-tree, with occasionally a stalk of 

pc Plantain-seed, a few Privet berries, a little 
(lain biscuit, a piece of Apple, or a little 
Watercress. You are quite right in putting a 
nail iti the drinking-water, as this provides a 
mild tonic and tends to keep the bird in health. 
-S. S. G. 

BIRDS. 

Red Linnet (Mr*. A. Ridgwny).—Your 
bird is no doubt suffering from a disease of the 
skin, and from j’our account of its condition is 
not likely to recover. Anointing the affected 
part with a little neat’s-foot oil or vaseline 
would give relief, but it would be better to 
destroy it at once rather than let it suffer. The 
sample of seed contained a largo proportion of 
Hemp, and there is no doubt that partaking 
too freely of the latter has brought about this 
trouble. The best food for these birds is Rape 
seed, with a small quantity of Canary-seed 
and green food occasionally, such as Lettuce 
of which they are very fond. Little or no 
Hemp should be given, as Linnets are subject 
to excessive fatness of the internal organs. To 
keep them in good health a little salt should 
be given now and then.—S. S. G. 

Death of Bullfinches (Zitella). — I 
both cases there was a large clot of blood i 
the region of the heart, and this would indicate 

that their suddeD death arose from fright 
Bullfinches are very susceptible to the influ 
ence of heat, and as j-our birds were with 
foreign finches and Cunarie>5->the temper; 
ture of the 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

Question®.—Queries and answers are inserted in 
Qardenino free of charge if correspondents follow there 
rules: AU comm unicat ions should be dearly and concisely 
written on one tide of the payer only, and addressed to 
the Editor of Oardkxino, 17, Fumivalstreet, Bolbom, 
London, R.C. Letters on business should be sent to 
the Publisher. The name and address of the sender are 
required in addition to any designation he may desire to 
be used in the paper. When more, than one query is sent, 
each should be on a separate piece of pap<t, and not more 
than three queries should be sent at a time: Correspon¬ 
dents should bear in mind that, as Gardening has to be 
sent to press some time in advance of dale, queries cannot 
always be replied to in the issue immediately following 
the receipt of their communication. Wc do not reply to 
queries by post 

Naming fruit.—Readers who desire our help in 
narniiu/ fruit should bear in mind that several specimens 
in different stages of colour and size of the same kind 
greatly assist in its determination. We have received 
from several correspondents single specimens of fruits 
for naming, these in many cases being unripe ami other- 
wise poor. The difference between varieties of fruits are, 
in many cases, so trifling that it is necessary that three 
specimens of each kind should be. sent. We can undertake 
to name only four varieties at a time, and these only when 
the above directions are observed. 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

Repotting Roses (I'ad-ly). No. Stand in full sun 
n a bed of ashes, and if the weather is dry they must bc 

watered with a rose-can alter the first three or four days, 
but only resort to artificial watering when really neces¬ 
sary, or the soil becomes too much compressed for the new 
roots to work into it freely. 

Carbonate Of lime (Subscriber for Years), time 
is useful for many purposes, and the i-arbonale of lime 
that you have is of value. Its action is similar to that of 
quicklime, though the latter is much more powerful. 
Much of the value of lime i« due to its mechanical action 
on the soil; it makes heavy soils more friable and light 
soils more cohesive. 

Palms for a greenhouse (T. //.)— The following 
hatf-a-dozen to begin with should suit yon: Kentia 
Forsteriana and K. Belmoreana, Phmnix rcclinata and P. 
tenuis, Rhapis humilix, and Livixtona chinensis, better 
known as Latania borbonica. Licualas will not thrive in 
a cool-house, neither will Stevensonia. The plants will all 
grow well in loam and peat marie sandy, and the jtots 
require thorough drainage. 

Six Roses with deep petals for cool 
greenhouse (0. IP. .S’.) —The following would, we 
think, meet your requirements: Anna Ollivier, Mine. 
Iloste. Mrs. W. J. Grant. Marquise I.itta, Mautan Corliet, 
and Killarney. It you have not already set your plants 
outdoors to ripen, this should be done at once: but wc 
Bhould recommend you to plunge the pots in some ashes 
to prevent too rapid evaporation, and if the plants are 
small keep all flower-buds pinched off during the summer. 

Rose-leaves curling (Rosa).—'There are several 
causes for this. Rose-leaves curl because maggots have 
taken up their residence iu them, and the action of the 
insects provokes this curl. They also curl from the action 
of green-fly or aphis, and also from cold, cuttirito-iyhp&g 

' ev sometimes also curl from drought at the roots: if 
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you think the roots are dry, give them a good soaking o! 

water, and also some manure-water, and cover the noil 
over with some half-decayed stable-manure. To induce 

new and robust growth is the best thing to do now. 

Sowing seeds of hardy perennials (S.)- 

The following may be sown in July and August. All ruck 
seeds may be sown as soon as ripe, that being their 

natural season : Lupinus polyphyllus. Lupinui macro, 

phyllus, Foxgloves (slotted varieties), DicUmmu Frail- 
neila, Linum perenne. Delphinium forniosum, Verooics 

spi'-ata, Lunaria biennis. Columbines. Antirrhinum*, 

Anchusa italics, Rudbeckis Newiuani. Campanula pm 

midalis. Campanula nobilis, Alysium saxatil*. Viola* and 

Pansies. Ooronicuin Clusii, Primula japonira, and other. 
Dracocephahim auslriacum, Trifolmm repens, Holly¬ 

hocks, Sweet Williams, and Centaurea montana. 

Blood-manure (Kent)—This needs such care h 

using that we do not Bet much value on iL If used in 
excess for Roses and frail trees it causes them to make i 

lot of sappy growth that is not desirable. In using blood, 

add six limes its bulk ol dry soil, and keep it undercover, 

turning the mixture once a week. For plants in pots :t 

is brat mixed with the potting soil, at the rate ot one-auk 
to the bulk. For outdoor crops it shout I t>e spread on lh* 
surface and forked in. One peck of the mixture to ererj 

square yard of ground is a lil*eral dressing. For whaler.r 

purpose, we should advise amateurs to rely on good rottea 

uLrI.Io or farmyard manure. 

Flowers In May and June from seeds 

sown now (»’. L.\—Celsia cretica, Aquileguhybrxk. 
Foxgloves (blue and white). Campanulas In variety, wbilr 

and blue Lupins, Snapdragons, Tree-Lupins (while n' 
yellow), Oriental Poppies, yellow Alyssum. and Toliec 

Pansies. These are all excellent lor house decoration, a 
nddition to the list given ; they are perennials. “ W. L‘ 

should add Canterbury Hells (biennials), and get item > 

hundred cuttings of Mrs. Sinkins Pink : they will root no* 
easily. The Kpimediunu, besides being graceful Bo«*n 

have' beautiful foliage, so has Tbalietrum—far better Urn 

Fern. Yellow Wallflowers are beautiful in early Mir ii 

grown on a north-west bonier,—A. B., Datrlish. 

Roses not blooming In a greenhouse 
(II. Y. V.). -To flow er Roses well they must get pint; if 

sun, air, and good food, and we should imagine tkk it 

this case they do not do so. Very probably the Yra 
give too much shade, and hinder the wood from lESWfTC 
as it should do, in which case there is hut little prsp ’ 

of success. We should counsel you to feed the Ross aU 
through the summer xx-ith weak liquid-manure. I» 

November thin out the weakly growth, and cut the short* 
left back to a)«>ut two-thirds of their length. The titsI 
point is to induce luxuriant growth now, and to npn 

the same by exposing it as much as poraible to the hot. 

nnd admitting air freely during the early wtws 

months 

Position for cold-frame (Myrrhu)-h swt 

aspect, especially under a wall, is certainly much the tea 

position for a cold-frame during the winter, as, apart “ 

other considerations, the plants in it would benefit tar- 
the greater body of light they would secure, as well U * 

higher average temperature, llardy plants in * 
frame would suffer little if frozen but once, as it wotiw ir 

best to throw mats or litter over the glass to 
light until a natural thaw set in. Practically. F*“-‘ 

would suffer less if, once frozen, they remained so nma * 
true thaw resulted. Were they sometimes frozen and " 

often thawed harm would probably result. Cwtaimc 

were the frame covered up well at night the frost w»i 

entered would probably be slight and comparative'.' 

harmless. 

Roses with green centres (E- Terry. M. Jffr 
B'. Rogers).—This freak of nature is peculiar loiitsv » 

such as Mile. Annie Wood, and where this mallonMv-_ 

constantly recurs upon the same plants we should w 
vou to destroy them and plant popular varieties!*" 

free from such a fault But whilst these iff*** , 

tres are peculiar to certain varieties, they W* ' . , 

thelcss, be brought about owing to a check or some 
which the plants receive -such, for instance, as sp £ 

frosts or overdoses of manure. We f,‘ar 
manv malformed buds this season owing to the la.e - 

and cold, cutting winds. Where possible lo detect 
green-centred buds, it is a good plan to iremove - 

early and encourage the smaller buds, which ■*».' w 

perfect ... 

Artificial manures for plants 
Nit rate of soda is certainly a leaf promoting ra“ .,. • 
when leafage is formed wood is formed also, and'* . 
ie apt to 1-e overlooked. Still, all planto, more 1 

according to their structure, need phosphate. pw*“- 
nitrogen, and a mixture of these, which thecbenusi* - 

a complete manure, practically furnishes au v 
requires. Tlie |>iopoitious used in the makingm an ^ 
manure should l>e about equal, such as 6 m , > - , ,, 

each, dissolved in 20 gallons of water. 

vegetables and fruits twice aweek, and to o;w”“ • 
once a week. Pot plants, however, will be “l t ^ 
it supplied twice a week. If at any tune later onim ^ 

becomes very dry, give the crops a soaking of uy). 
hours before applying the liquid-manure. ap» ^ , 
in a coarse bag, soaked with chemical maou , 

valuable addition. , itiiOd 

Wild cliff garden (E. W. A., Badm& 
easy to suggest a subject that will outgrow uw * ^ 

Couch Grass. It is one of the most persistent o. ., l(l, 

in those soils where it most flourishes, tr*ju™ 
old roots are trenched in 2 feet dcop they do « 

and if they do, the only other thing isto fork tn _ ^ 

burn them when dry. This may not bithf* 
means of destruction, but what one has tongi 

and similar instances is not merely the veto- yd 
upon year in the past during which it ">*! 

supreme possession ot your now idolised up*- snpc» 

feature is that. ev ery atom will er0'l, ! ,h. »w* 
v our last winter trenching has niodifioo i 

■possibly what is now appearing may lie it,ml 
off. We cannot suggest any crop that ^ rWt* on. v»e cannot suggvai uvf .. 
the roots are not easily overcome. By trenuj 
in 2 feet deep, and giving a heavy dress;*- ma, in" 
in the trench on the roots, or even01 «“>• ^jon *' 
the desired effect, though were we in 0-,mi>f 
wpiild-fork it out and burn it, 
method of overcoming a terrible garden ]« 
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TREES AND SHRUBS. 

Gritting down Hollies (S. S. H'.).—The best time 
u down the Hollies is early in spring before the sap 

r.-i ■ A .loping cut is much preferable to a straight one, 

a» moisture ii thus prevented from remaining on the cut 
• rt on, and, as an additional precaution, the wound 

■hould lie covered w ith a coaling of tar. It will be much 

"or to leave the tide growths, as they assist to draw up 

the up. 

Rhododendron flowers changing (//. A. 

Dighy) — Your Rhododendrons must have flowered 
ni-uvlly early for the blossoms to be past, the seed pods 

picked off, and a second crop ol blossoms expanded. It is 

no uncommon thing for a few buds to expand after all the 

I'.'.ir* are past, but the change in colour is difficult to 
n cunt for. We should be inclined to thiDk that the 

"tUnt has been crafted, and the shoots now flowering are 

iv produce of the stock, whereas the earlier one6 were 
bwnt by the w ion ; that is the true Old Pori. 

Stauntonla latifolla (C.) —This is a handsome, 
hall hardy evergreen creeper, native of Northern India, 

l iniigicrj sweetly scented flowers, which are not. how. 

erer, icry showy ; still it is worthy of a place in a cool 
| '■ nhouse. In some of the wanner parts of this country 

.ftus’reds well when trained to a south wall in the o|ieii 

hir. It may I* potted or planted out (the latter is the 
!--• waj) in a well-drained compost of turfv loam and 
tut, »Hh sharp 6ilver-sand added to it Plenty of 

'.'ill be required at the root when the plant is 

i . hilled and in active growth in summer, and it should 
I s il syringed frequently to keep the foliage clean. 

Wistaria not Starting (Myrrhi*) —The treat- 

"> .ni then to your Wistarias could not have been 

upon, and we think it very probable you will 
hey will yet start away in a satisfactory manner, 

transplanting we have had them stand completely 

~ midsummer was past, when they broke out 
rw rapidly. True, ours were lifted from the 

, and, therefore, a much greater check was 

on them than if simply turned out of pots. Still, 
••• ;mn arc rather old plants they may have been to a 

„ -VI. extent starved and the roots cramped, and very 

'‘:i' minor rootlets are now active ; if so, it will soon 
. • cn ill die buds pushi ng. Wc should certainly not cut 

,l*i rrh plants as you rl escribe. The minor shoots often 

'■Vi a little ; it is the plump buds at the base thereof 
I i ’.hence the new growth is pushed out. 

Rhododendrons not blooming (//. R. Math nr), 
r The failure of your Rhododendrons to bloom is in all 
JfcfaMlily caused by weakness of constitution, which 

t< brought about in several ways. An unsuitable 
t«rticularlv if it contains lime in any shape, drought, 
*dya position, or an overcrowding of weak shoots, 

Rkefy to Wing about such a condition of things as vou 
If this last prevails to any great extent they 

V V thinned out now, but the question of soils must 

:• hfi till the autumn. A clay subsoil suggests that the 

! badly drained, and though Rhododendrons suffer 

from drought, stagnant moisture is equally 
You might in the autumn lift your plants anil 

l fie soil by mixing some peat or leaf-mould and 
vith it, then replant, taking care that the soil is 

down firmly. In doing this leave a hollow a 

feet in diameter or so around the stem for 

.. and take care that the plants at no time suffer 
■'ra wit of moisture. If the plants are tall and weak 

1 «ii cut them down to within a couple of feet of the 

|'™d, but this is much better carried out in April, 
it may be done even now. 

FRUIT. 

Black Cluster Vine in a cool-house (C.\— 
r. 'Gropes ripens freely in the open air against a wall in 

-i»n air ia ordinary summers throughout the midland 

i ■* counties. That it ought, therefore, to ripen 

■xel-houre in the north seems obvious, os in such a 

, though unprovided with artificial heat, the 
outdoor warmth would be increased thereby 

< •1 month earlier, and retained quite a month later 
| it* icison. We advise you to give both that and the 

* ' ll Muscadine a trial 

Gooseberry and Currant - bushes 
rank" growth (U. K. T.) —Thin out the ' 

with 

' ' now on the Gooseberry and Currant-bushes to let 

1 "t .untight and air to rijion the wood, and at the 

I - non or winter pruning thin out the grow ths a little 
l i ii myasary : but do not shorten the shoots ol the 

,(•>-■*U-tries that are left, and then there will be an 

j"*“Oce ol fruit It is a great mistake to prune Goose- 

r™* loo hard on strong soils, their strength is 

*' "''"I »»ay in useless wood production when such is 
•}* tut Siberry-suckers (ill—Theyoung shoots that 

*P from the bottom of the ©hoot© slioulil no« l*e 

out to something near the required quantity. In 

IV ait of young plantations that have not yet attained 

i>w full strength, two or three bearing shoots will be 
1 ; those that are stronger may have six. In thin- 

-f the young shoots it is not sufficient to cut or break 

'ilevel with the ground, lor if so treated they will 

I ‘b •Pring up again. An ordinary planting trowel 
> the best implement to use for the purpose, 

--r.n; l inch or 2 inches of soil, whereby the shoots 

“ “ t»k«m off directly from where they sprang, in all 
■- nlaining the strongest. Keep the ground well hoed. 

1 ■* not dig it. 

VEGETABLES, 

treatment of Cucumbers (C.). — Keep the 
•sphere of the house close and moist, and giv e plenty 

'*Ut *l the roots when the plants get well established. 

■ the main shoots up the roof, say for 3 feet or 4 feet, 
«op theta When side shoots are produced, 

i one joint post the fruit, and continue such 

throughout. When in full bearing, a top-dress- 
TOten manure will be beneficial, as will also occa 

doses of manure-water. 

■pot in Tomatoes (J- Prater) —Your Tomatoes 

I ' '"♦n attacked by a fungus known as Cladisporinm 

rereei, which springs from spores floating about in 

“i *nesports settle on the fruit, and if the house be 
’.unv the* will at-once germinate. Keeping the air of ii I lOt 

• dry „ a good preventive. Q Qg[g- 

l’ansies and Auriculas. "Florists' blowers" (if still in 

print), by Mr. J. Douglas, would help you.-P. If. 

I la firs.—Vou cannot do better than plant, one of the 

air, leaving some on all night, ami see that the roofs have 

a good soaking of water, not a dribbling. I’nll off all the 
infested fruits and burn them. 

French system of growing Asparagus , climbing Rosesor Clematis, of count putting in good soil 

(Inquirer)—The Asparagus is planted in a little trench, P1"®0’ **,at \?u ,la,vo- wl?,ch .''“"“i' '» very poor — 
' . ich. but not manured as the " • F- Smith.—Your best plan will l-c to dust the plants 
irerj.—The Asparagus 

somewhat like a Celery trench, but not manured as the 
latter is. After the first year’s growth, if the ground is 

not very rich, manure is added, and a little is given every 

year. This, with the upward growth of the plants, 
gradually raises the soil around the collars, and by the 

time the plants are three years old, and have a good heap 

of fine mould about the crowns, the bed is naturally 

raised up a little. The trenches should be 3 feet or 4 feet 
apart. 

Turnips bolting (J■ J. Whitby).— On some soils 

raising early Turnips is a difficult matter, as unless care¬ 
fully managed they may run to seed (which yours have 

done) at the very time they ought to lie ready for use. 

Under these circumstances, unless your land is very suit¬ 
able for Turnip growing, April is quite soon enough to I 

make the first sowing. A sprinkling of superphosphate 

applied when the seeds arc sown will push on the crop, 

and should never lie omitted when the fly is troublesome. 
Sow in drills 1 foot apart, and thin the plants well out. 

During hot weather the drills should lie thoroughly rent 

soaked with water prev ious to sowing the seeds. If the 
seeds lie too long in the soil the plants always come 
patchy and weakly. Vou give u» no idea as to Ibc .oil, but 

with Tobacco - powder or syringe them with some 

insecticide.-lira Gray.—The best way is to advertise 
them in one of the gardening papers.-jVoeio*. —Consult 

our advertisement columns.-1). W. IItighes.—The best 
way to kill woodlioe is to pour'coiling water over them, 

if you can find out where they congregate. The same will 

answer in the case o( the ants, ii you can find out their 

nests.-Lady Many Cary.—If your Brier cuttings are 

well rooted you may certainly bud them, but if not leave 
them for another j ear. -Lila--. H is uselrss toattenipf 
growing any flowering plants under such a roof. You can 
only grow such as Kerns and Mosses.-Ii. ti. S.—No, 

they are not the true Mushroom, but resemble the Horse 
Mushroom (Agaricus arvensis). 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 

,* Any communications respecting plants or fruit* 

to name should always accompany the parcel, 

which should he addressed to the Kiiitor of Gardbnino 
Iu.i srn atkii, 17, Pumical-street, Uolbom, Ismdon, K.C. 

. .. . .......... ..... A number should nJ*n he firmly afired tn each specimen 

{fit's light the evif you "complain of" Ls suro’tYToilow' "/ flowers or fruit sent for naming. So more than four 

more especially if you havc not thinned out the seedlings kind* of fruits or flowers for naming should be sent at 

freely. 

SHORT REPLIES. 

h\ IK. .4.—Your Thorns seem to have been attacked by 

some insect, but it is very difficult to assign any cause of 
failure without seeing the plants.-—-M\ ti. Please send 

us the double and single forms, and vve will try and help 

you. Possibly some ol the single form may have got in. 
-Mrs. ./. UnityII.—Your Peach-tree leaves are suffering 

from what is known as blister. See reply In " Major” in 

our issue of May 17, p. Mil.-C. P. W. The only 

possible reason we can give is the very cold and unseason¬ 
able weather we have hail of late.-Rosie. You bad 
better "rite to some of our large lt«wc growers. 

If you want to cut down your Aralia, the best time 

month of March or early in April, but as this plant is so 
easily raised from seed we would advise you to get up a 

young stock, which will lie lar better in the end.-II. ’J'. 

—The reply to “M. C. I." referred to Tufted Pansies 

(Violas). Wc know of no books dealing especially with 

one time. 

Names of plants.—.1. C. T. Lithos]<crmum pros- 
lratum.-K. Pitt. 1, One of the tall Linsrias, but 

impossible to say without flowers ; 2. Fumitory (Corydalis 

lule.i).-Saratoga. 1, Isolepis gracilis; 2, Aloe sp., 
send in flower ; 3, .Sedmii cameuin variegatum ; l.Cvperus 

nltcrnifolms; 5, Tradescantia zebrina.-Mrs. Hubert 

llmtson. Rose (iloire l.vonnaise.— .Vrs. Sheldon. —Not 

recognised.-A. Ilarrtson.—One of the many forms of 
Spanish Iris.-Maud Worth.—Yes. a double-flowered 

Columbine. I/on. Ceniiolhusazureus. - P. I. Smith. 

I. Pyrethrum, single; 2, Veronica sp . send leaves; 3, 
Honesty(I.unariabiennis); I. WoodruH(Asperula odoraln). 

_ _Mrs. I). M. Genres.—Your plant is, we think, from 
,s-. C. — the description you send. Citrus triptcra. plants of which 

e is the wc have seen growing in the open air in Devon.-Philo- 

iiialhns.—l. t'arex sp. ; 2. Kcstuca elatior; 3, Common 

Spurry (Spergtila arvensis); 4, Poa annua.-Henry 
Wilkinson. Wc cannot undertake to name florisU' 

flowers.-II. IP. Amaryllis formos'issima.-J. Ander¬ 

son. Hybrid forms of Aquilegia vulgaris. 

WEST’S INSECTICIDE. 
Before wasting- money on worthless imitations, test a FREE SAMPLE, and 
yourself decide on its merits. It will cost you nothing, and prove to you that 

WEST’S PATENT 
GARDEN SUNDRIES 

PLANTS PROTECT, MONEY SAVE, AND LABOUR EASE. 
WESTS PATENT AERATED SPRAY SYRINGE 

The best 
and 

cheapest 
for all 

purposes. 
Cannot 

get out of 
order. 

Buy from the Manufactnrer of all Horticultural 
Sundries- 

C. E. WEST, ROUNDHAY 
No Aaonts. (SUFFICIENT ADDRESS). 

car. 

paid. 

Catalogue, containing 50 large 
pages, with 100 Illustrations, with 
Hints on Horticulture, post free. 

No Trade terms possible off these 
low prices. 

O CLAY’S FERTILIZER 
Produces Flowers, Fruits, and Vegetables 

^>*11 f°r Exhibition, Pleasure, and 
Profit, in the 

HIGHEST DEGREE OF PERFECTION. 
TRADE MARK 
On every genuine 
Tin, Baa. & Seal. 

It is Safe, Lasting. Economical, & Unsurpassed for all Horticultural Purposes. 

AMATEURS WIN PRIZES WHEN USING IT. HAVE YOU TRIED IT! 

Sold everywhere in 6d. and 1/- Tins ; and in SEALED BAGS—7 U>s., 2/6 : 14 lbs., 4/6 ; 
28 lbs., 7/6 ; 56 lbs., 12/6 : 112 lbs.. 20/- : or direct from tlie Works, Carriage l’aid 

in the United Kingdom for Cash with Order, except 6d. Tins. 

Full Price List of Atanurcs, Chemicals, and Sundries upon afiplicalion. 

1-CLAYSON, manufacturers, STRATFORD, LONDON, E. 
UNIVhKSI IY OF ILLINOIS AT 
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Beautiful 

Coloured Plates 
of flowers 

For Screens and 5cr&p BooKs, 
FROM DRAWINGS BY THE BEST FLOWER PAINTERS. 

FINELY REPRODUCED IN COLOUR. 

Per dozen, 1/8; per twenty-five, 3/-; per fifty, 6/-; per 
hundred, 10/-, post free. Well assorted or customers’ own 
selection. Set of 300 (each different), £1 10s., post free. 
P.O.O. to W. Robinson. Specimen Plate, post free, 3d. 

Abutilon Golden Fleece 
„ vrxillarium 
„ vitifoliura and vat. 

Acalypha Sanderiana 
Aeidanthcra bicolor 
Aerides Lawrence® 
Allamanda Williams! 
Almond, double 
Amaryllis Belladonna 

„ Nestor and Splendent 
Anemone Fannini 
Angriecum cmidauiiu 
Anoignnthus breviflorus 
Anthnrium atro-sanguineum 
Aphelandra nitens 
Aquilepia Stuarti 
Arctotis acaulis 
Arismma speciosa 
Aristolochia elegans 
Aster Amellus and A. linearifolius 

Beaumontia grandiflora 
Begonia Oloire He Lorraine 

„ Haageana 
„ John Heal 
„ Marttiana 

Begonias, two 
Benthamia (ragifera 
Bignonia purpurea 
Blandfordia namrnea 
Bomarca Catderi 

„ occulata 
Boronia heterophylla 
Bougainvillea spectabilis 
Brugmansia chlorantha and B. comigera 
Buddleia variabilis 
Burtonia scabra, B. villosa and Johnson!* 

lupulina 

Calanthe gigas 
„ Veitchl 

Cal an thee, hybrid 
Calceolaria Burbidgel 
Calceolarias, hybrid 
CftWst©K»a eyleatlca 
Camellia Donckelaari and Saeanqua var. 

„ reticulata 
„ Saeanqua 

Cannn (Indian Shot) 
Carnation M. Bergendi and Mile. Roub- 

sell 
„ Countess of Paris 
„ Queen 

Catasetnm Bungerothl 
Cattlcya labiata 

.. Percivaliana 
Ccrcis siliquastnun 
Cereue Leinoinei 
Cerinthe retorta 
Chionodoxa gigantea 
Chrysanthemum Golden Dart 
Chrysanthemums, Elaine and Solcil d'Or 

Japanese Anemone* 
flowered 

„ Julia Lagravere 
„ (single), Miss Rose and 

Mary Anderson 
„ Purity and DistincUOD 
„ two hardiv 
„ two single 

Cineraria aurit* 
Clarkia elegans fl.-pl. 
Clematis integiifolia var. Dnrandl 
Clerodendron Kiempferi 

Clerodendron nutans 
Clianthus Dampieri marginatus 
Conandron ramondioide* 
Cornus Kousa 
Crataigus tanacetifoliu* 
Crinum fimhriatum 

„ Powelli 
Cypripedium aeaule and 0. pubesceni 

,, Dominianum 
Cytisus nigricans (Black Broom) 

Daffodils Mmc. dc Graaff 

Delphinium Zalil 
Dicentra spectabilis (Bleeding Heart) 
Dipladenia boliviensis 
Disa racemosa 

„ Veitehi 
Drac®na Godsetflana 

Elsagnus pan ifolla 
Eranthemum nervosum 
Erica hyemalis and E. h. alba 
ErythTonium Dcns-eani* 
Eucalyptus leucosylon 
Eucharis amazonica 
Euphorbia jaequini«eflora 
Exogonium Pur.-a 

Framiscea calycina grandiflora 
Fritillaria imperialis 

„ Meleagris var. 
Fuchsia Monarch 
Fugosia Hakeifolia 

Genista ®tnensis 
Oerbe-ra Jamesoni 
Gesnera cardinalis 

„ longiflora 
Geum miniatum 
Gladioli, hybrid 
Gladiolus Mrs. Beecher and O Ben Hut 

„ Quartinianus superbus 
„ sulphureui 

Gloriosa superha 
Gritflnia hyacinthina 

Habenaria mllitaris 
Habrothamnus Newelll 
H®manthus coccineus 
Heaths, Cornish and Dorset 
Heleniuin autumnale 
Hclianthemum algarvense 
Helianthus mollis 
Hemerooallis aurantiaca major 
Hibiscus Cameroni 

„ Rosa-sinensig lulgens 
Hippoplmi rhamnoides 
Hydrangea ITortensia Mariesl 
llyprastrum bnu-hyandrum 
U ypericum oblongilolium 

Illinium floridanum 
Impatiens Hawked 
IncarviUea Delarayl 
Iris Gatesi 
„ juncea 
„ ochroleuca and I. Monspur 
,, Peacoca 

IxoraWesti 

K»mpferia rotunda 
Kniphofla aloides var. glauceeceni 

„ caulescens 
,, longicollii 

Kniphofla Kelson! 

„ Xucki 

Linlia ancepe Schrmderiana and L. a. 
Sanderiana 

„ elegans 
Lapageria alba 
Lilium Dalhansonl 

„ Henryi 
„ philippinense 
„ speciosum Opal 
„ M ruhrum 
„ snperbum (Swamp IJly) 
„ Sxovitxianum 

I.imnocharis llumboldti 
Ixihelia fulgens 
Loniccra seinperflorens 
Lychnis Haageana 

Magnolia conspicoa 
„ Fraseri 

Marica cmrulea 
Mina lobata 
Montbreti®, new hybrid 
Mutisia Clematis 

Narcissi hybrid poeticus 
„ new: 1, Albatross; 2, Seagull; 

3, Seedling Pheasant’s-eye 
Narcissus Brousaonetti 

„ Golden Bell 
Nymphiea Marliacea (Canary Water Lily) 

■■ >• camea 
,, Laydekeri rosea 

Odontoglossum Wattlanum 
Ornithogalum arnbk-um 

„ nutans 
„ pyramidale 

Oxera pnlchella 

P*onia albiflora major 
„ decoria elatior 
,t Venus 
„ Whitley! 

Pieonies (2 single), M. Attwood, The 
Mikado 

Preonv Mountain White 
Pansies (tutted) Duchess ol File and Hor- 

tree 
Papaver orientale 
Passi flora racemosa 
Paulownia imi'crialis 
Pelargonium Mr. II. Cannell 
Pcntotemon Cobwa 
Phai'dia campanularia 
Phlox Drummondi (three kinds of) 

Etna 
Glo re De Orleans 
Ada Louisa 

Pink Her Majesty 
Pinks, single 
Plagianthus Lyalll 
Polvgala Chatnrebuxus purpurea 
Poppy Anemones 
Primrose College Garden seedling 
Primula purpurea 

„ Imperial's 
Prunus Amygdalua 

„ Mune 
„ pendula 

Ramondia pyrenaic* alba 

Ranunculus cortusefoliui 
„ Lyalll 

Rhododendron Ceres 
„ Exquisite 
„ kewensc 
„ M rs. Thieelion Dyer 
,, nilagiricum 

Rose Anna Ollivier 
„ Antoine Rivoire 
„ Emilie Dupuy 
.. O. Nnhonnan/I 

„ Jean Pemct 
„ Jules Grolcz 
„ Laurette Messimy 
„ Maman Cochet 
„ Marquise de Vivens 
„ lime. Charles 
„ „ lloste 
„ „ Pernet-Duoher 
„ ,, de Wattevilie 
„ Mrs. Grant 
„ „ Paul 
„ Narcisse 

Roses, Lenten, in winter 
Rudbeckia purpurea 

Saxifraga Fortunel 
,, Rhei 

Schuiberti grandiflora 
Scilla taurica 
Shrubs, two winter 
Snowdrops and Winter Aconit* 

,, eight kinds of 
Stenomesson incamatum 
Stigmaphyllon ciliatum 
Streptocarpus 
Stuartia pseudo-Camellia 
Sweet Peas, II. M. Stanley, Mrs RAtor1, 

Orange Prince, and Dorothy Temur. 

Thunbergia laurifolia 
Tigridia pavonia flava 
Tri.'yit.is hirT.o 
Trillium grandiflorum 
Tulipa Gesneriana 

„ Golden Eagle 
„ Greigi and vara. 
„ Kolpakowskiana 
„ Sprengeri 

Tulip*, old garden 
Tyndea Vaca de Castro 

Urceolina pendula 
Utricularia latitolia 

Vanda suavis 
„ terns 

Verbena E. Wilmott 
Vinca minor (double Periwinkle 

Waldsteinia trilolia 
Wataonia angusta 

Xeropbyllum asphodeloides 

Zausehncria calilornica . 
Zephyr Flower (Zephyranthes Atamwo 
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FRUIT. 

ITLCHINO FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, 

dn »either the value of a covering of some 

id of manure over the roots of plants is very 

at. In the fruit garden Apples on the Para- 
e and l’ears on the Quince will be much 

Kited by a mulch of good manure 2 inches 

ci spread on the su rface as far as the roots 
ffld. It is difficult to keep the roots suffi- 
ntly moist without something of the kind 
m when water is plentiful and can bo easily 
died. Watering at any time is not mi un¬ 
is'. good. In very dry weather, unless the 
■foe is mulched, the water rapidly evaporates, 
ring the surface soil in a harsh, unfavourable 
•duion. Where the appearance of manure is 
lection able it is an easy matter to draw away 
ittle of the surface soil and scatter it over the 
ante. When the latter is applied this will 
ep the birds from scattering it about and 
if i? the garden untidy during very hot, dry 
atftT. It is next to impossible to keep 
Ace-rooting fruit-trees in really good 
idition in a dry time without mulching, 
a* terries are generally mulched down as 
* as the blossoms are set, if not earlier, 
1 a mulch of manure or oven the lawn mow- 
3 -ottiered between the rows of Raspberries 
imach to the weight and value of the crop, 
ill'rees, especially those treesgrowingagainst 
tin walls, often suffer from lack of moisture 
tri June till the crop is ripening, and a mulch 
nil keep the roots eomfortableand the foliage 
althrand free from red-6pider. But as soon 

cron is gathered the manure or whatever 
ibhingnas been used should be removed to 
the sunshine warm the roots, and by its 

tion npen the foliage and harden the wood, 
song plants cultivated for their flowers only, 

Phloxes, Hollyhocks,Carnations, Pansies, 
net?. Stocks, etc., are much benefited by a 
dace covering of manure. It is possible, of 
irse, to grow good flowers without mulching 
w the soil has been thoroughly cultivated, 

rn there is a great saving of labour in the use 
afew loads of manure spread over the roots, 
'J when it is necessary to water during a pro¬ 
nged drought the nutriment in the manure is 
jmed down to the roots, adding size to the 
' SKmisand health and vigour to the foliage, 
'at rot ted manure forms the best material for 

In many instances, if more hoeing 
-d mss watering were done the plants would 
“«» better. Mere 
.'WErace WATERING often does more harm 

good, by the encouragement givsn to the 
• auction of surface roots only. The natural 
•r.deocy of the roots is to go downwards in 

>rch of moisture in hot, dry weather. It irf 
in the case of fruit-trees that this down- 
tendency, if it proceeds far, leads to dis- 

—-iaisstion of growth and is destructive of 
fertility, simply because without warmth as 
'-‘‘^moisture the wood will not mature suffi- 
r‘-otly to produce fertile blossoms. In extreme 
'T ' *\ere may he an entire absence of flowers, 

manure on the surface over the roots of fruit- 
trees in hot, dry weather, to keep t-he roots 
within the influence of solar heat, so that the 
wood may he properly built up and matured. 

A mulch of some kind, either in the shape of a 
covering of manure or a loose, freely-stirred 
surface, is absolutely necessary for most vege¬ 
tables, but especially Peas, Beans, Cauliflowers, 
Lettuces, Celery, Globe Artichokes, Vegetable 
Marrows, ridge Cucumbers, etc. To have 
Radishes good and crisp in hot seasons they 
should be sown in drills, and the spaces between 
the rows covered with short manure. In the 
use of mulch everybody will, of course, be 
guided by his own circumstances and the char¬ 
acter of the soil he is dealing with. At the 
present time there are very few gardens with a 
sufficient water supply to meet a hot, dry 
summer, and where the water supply is abun¬ 
dant the means of distribution arc often 
inadequate. A few loads of manure will go a 
long aviiy in mulching, and will keep things up 

to the mark with an occasional soaking of 
water. In this island homo of ours wo never 
have too much sunshine if the projter means 
are taken to keop the moisture within reach of 
the roots. 

VINES DUKE OF BUCCLEUCH AND 

B. HAMBURGH FAILING. 
Will .you have the kindness to let me know what is the 
matter with the enclosed Vine leaves taken from a Vine 

called Duke ol Buccleuch ? The border is inside and out¬ 

side the house, and is about 15 inches higher than the 

level of the garden soil. Anotlier Vine in the same house 

—Black Hamburgh—is showing a tendency to have the 
same marks on its leaves. Thcother three Vines—Madres- 

fleld Court. Gros Maroo, and Buckland Sweetwater—do 

not show any signs of this withering. The house faces 

S.S.E. .and is well ventilated top and sides. The Vines 
are watered every afternoon, and I have examined the 

bed and found it to be damp, not wet. and the roots mak¬ 
ing young growth. The Vines were two-year-old canes 

when planted last winter, or rather this spring. There is 

one bunch of fruit on Block Hamburgh and none on Duke 

of Buccleuch. There is not fire-heat in the house at 
present. I am much obliged for the information you so 

kindly gave me in past issues of your paper respecting 
Vines and Peaches.—W. M. Fankino. 

[Had your complaint referred only to the 
Duke of Buccleucn Vine, we could have more 
easily understood and assigned a cause, hut for 
the Black Hamburgh to have acted in the same 
manner reduces the case to one of the 
insolvable problems so common every day in 
the garden. There may be local reasons why 
your Vines have acted thus, which, without 
some knowledge of the nature and state of the 
border, and the conditions of the Vines when 
planted, reduce the possibility of arriving at a 
satisfactory solution of the case. Your letter 
states that the Vinesare watered every afternoon. 
This is wrong treatment to give irrespective 
of the weather, for without fire-heat the water¬ 
ing or syringing would not be favourable on 
cold nights. Duke of Buccleuch is a very 
fickle Grape—one that is sometimes stubborn 
when newly planted, and especially if the cul¬ 
tural conditions are not of the best. You can 
maintain ample atmospheric moisture without 
recourse to syringing the foliage or watering of 
the border dailyTy sprinkling xvater over the 

Ufloer surfaces rip sunny days with a fine-rosed 

the depth of or below that occupied with roots. 
If you have examined the surface only, and 
found this amply moist, this does not imply 
that the same state exists at the depth 
of a foot. It may, with a daily sprinkling, 
be too moist on the surface, yet dry below, and 
if this exists, then to this you may, we think, 
rightly attribute your failure. It is nothing 
unusual when planting a new vinery to find 
inequality of growth. \Ve have had a” perplex¬ 
ing experience in some such cases, while in 
others the progress is both even and satisfy¬ 
ing. Newly-planted Vines ought not to be 
allowed to fruit, no matter how willing they 
may be to do so. The aspect of your house is 
that requiring early morning attention, open¬ 
ing the ventilators so that there is no undue 
rise of temperature. On sunny mornings air 
may be admitted as early as 6 o'clock, and 
closed again in time to husband some solar 
warmth for the Vines’benefit during the night. 
This may at tlio provent time lac (loaaiblo from 

3.30 to -I p.m., earlier, of course, when there is 
no sun. Tlio opcning>and closing of the venti¬ 
lators must lie governed entirely by the time 
of sunrise and sunset and the season of the 
year. The loaves you have sent clearly show 
an absence of vigour. Two-year-old plants 
certainly should produce stronger foliage, 
planted since the spring. If, however, there is 
an absence of suitable root moisture, Vines 
make but very j:»oor progress, if they do not 
actually collapse. It would be impossible for 
us to say how often water would be needed, so 
much depending on local circumstances ; but, 
in any case, we advise you to discontinue the 
daily watering, aud give instead a soakiug at 
less’intervals, and note results of the change.] 

'i aider such conditions there eanoLcourse,| pot-LY h. rtJtpis given to the border, sutfi- 
* D0 “Ult' Hence the value oPa tnuich >of'et«iiV-shuu|^^)e applied to moisten the soil to 

STRAWBERRY PLANTS. 

Very often amateur growers complain that 
their first year's plants fail to fruit. That is 
generally due to their failure to secure the very 
earliest runners, and to get them well rooted 
early. Growers of Strawberries in pots for 
forcing always select their very earliest 
runners for such a purpose. They do more, 
for they put out into rows strong young 
plants the previous autumn, that in t he soring 
are not allowed to bloom, and thus are induced 
to throw runners earlier than fruiting plants 
will. Small gardeners and amateurs may not 
be able to spare ground for such purpose, but 
in any case they should look well after the 
earliest runners made, and either layer them 
into small pots or into the soil where growing, 
just breaking it up first with a fork, or else 
cut off the strongest runners as. they show 
roots, and dibble them out into a patch of 
ground that has been heavily manured, where 
they will grow strongly, and can be lifted and 
replanted where to grow and fruit in the 
following autumn, wherever the runners are 
layered into pots or into the soil between the 
rows, the spaces between alternate rows only 
should be so used, so that space between each 
set is left free for fruit gathering, if not over, 
or for watering or giving such other attention 
as may tet njpi^dedfi'da some soils Strawberry 
plants’do not fruit well after the first year. I n 
\W<ilrias»j!itYs (o^t I toLm^kol the^round fairly 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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rich with half-decayed manure, deeply dug in, 
and then to plant 12 inches apart each wav. 
When young plants are strong and fruit well, 
they give in that way a surprising quantity of 
tine fruit. Even if so treated the first year, 
then, after fruiting, each second row be cut 
out, the plan pays well on any soil. 

A. D. 

SOME rtOOl) CHERRIES. 

The Cherry, running the Strawberry very 
close as to which shall ripen its fruit out-of- 
doors first, is a welcome addition to the dessert 
from early .Tune onwards, though this season 
both will be late in ripening on account of the 
backward, cold, and unseasonable weather 
from early Slay up to the third week in June, 
when these lines were penned. 1 shall treat 
principally of trees grown under glass, but 
without tire heat. All growers know that the 
Cherry of all fruit resents much fire-heat until 
the stoning is over. But in an unhealed house, 
and with care exercised as to airing, watering, 
etc., it is seldom the crop fails. In my case, 
standard-trained trees with clean stems (j feet 

years with me, but the tree gummed badly, 
eventually going off. and nas not been 
replaced. Black Eagle is a tine-flavoured 
Cherry of free growth. Early Rivers’ should 
be in every collection. With me this does not 
form so many spurs as could he wished, but 
I he fruit finishes up grandly. Bigarreau 

the trees in any way until the fruit taste*! 
or a large percentage will drop. Black 
is the worst enemy the Cherry has, and ife 
trees should be washed during the meter mil 
soft-soap and sulphur, with a little Qm.s 
extract or a small quantity of nicotine. Eus 
then it is quite likely insects will appear osit* 

Napoleon is a good late variety, the fruit large loliage in early spring. I find half a pint ct 
and excellent. Emperor Francis, another late the Quassia extract put into 4 gallons of «y.<r 
line-flavoured fruit, comes up to a grand size, will clear them of this enemy aDd do noWm 
ami, moreover, hangs well. St. Margaret's, to the tree, and if the shoots are very bad i»j 
too, follows in the train of late varieties, and curled, the points should be dipped in the-A- 
valuable on that account, the fruit- large and 
handsome, and the flavour all that can be 
desired in a Cherry when fully ri|»e. With tlic 
above - mentioned varieties a succession is 
ensured. 

Ct.'i.Ti'RK. — The trees, of course, require 
attention during growth, syringing twice a 
day until the blossom expands, when discon¬ 
tinue until tlic fruit- is formed . after this the 
sumo practice is carrier! out until colouring ol 
the fruit commences. If tins is omitted the 
chances are red-spider, which soon works havoc 
with the Cherrv, will attack the foliage before 

lion and be well syringed next rnorning*tti 
clean water. Trees outside get similar trat 
rnent as regards washing, pruning, etc. 

J. JL B. 

Cherry Governor Wood growing in a pot at- Gunnersbury House. 

XOTES AND REPLIES. 
Shanking in Grapes. -I have charge ol i 

and the whole of the hunches are affected norea 

sample enclosed. The \ ines are planted oMah. at 
i Heir roots have probably gone beyond the vinti-rts 

into the lawn adjoining. Each year I the themtjut 

sprinkling o( Vine manure and water it in, tins heii;S 
after thinning. There has always been t dfe:? a 

ripening them properly. What is the protuMeas - 

Phono. 

[The Grapes sent are what is knone 
“shanked,’ and the fact of your Toe 
roots getting beyond the border into ih 
lawn may at once explain the came. ia 
the roots, getting into a cold subsoil.t 
young fibres perish and are unable to ,-t 
plv proper food for the developer: ill 
the berries. If such is t-beose, tom 
only safeguard is to lift the Vint;,use 
the border, and replant them.) 

Pruning Gooseberries. By n 
of following up the letter of "Clot 
the issue of Gardening, June 28, p 
on the pruning of Gooseberry-bashes. J 
me to give my methods. For a n 
many years now—more than a d«« 
least- — niv Gooseberry-bushes hate h 
pruned just about this time: this leu, 
course, somewhat later owing to tl( 
ness of the season. The process 
is as follows: All the young wooij 
year's growth) coming up out of the I 
of the bush is cut out, leaving one or 

buds on. In this way the fruit is not 'C 
ered : a check is given to exuh 
growth, and, of course, light and nr 
more freely admitted. When the leaf l» 
a stray branch or two may be tabu 
But there is no pruning oftbeoMfaj 
ioned sort. A composition of lime 
and black soap is syringed on, and,crall.| 
a black thread is warped and tniiei 
over the bushes. This latter is d«e 
the district is infested with sparrov 
unprotected the bushes would have as* 
crop. Strange to say, there has bin 
appearance ot the caterpillar, thoughria 
of black rust. In the dead season t 
bushes are treated with all available ss) 
suds and urine, with the result that th« 
is always a crop.—Fifer. 

-In answer to your correspond* • 
regarding the pruning of Gooseberry tra 
I discovered last- year from a friend % 
had been living in France, and who h 

in length arc trained to the back wall of two 
Peach ranges 7*1 feet and 9-5 leet in length 
respectively. The wires that carry the Peach- 
trees planted in front of the house are placed 
ltj inches from the roof, and the Cherries after 
reaching these wires are trainer! downwards to 
meet the Peach wood. Here they fruit abun¬ 
dantly, and begin to give ripe fruit the third 
week in May, and extend the supply until early 
in July. Black Tartarian, though classed as a 
late variety, is always the first to ripen with 
me. This is a grand fruit, swelling up to a 
Streat size and rich in flavour. Governor Wood, 
lere figured, follows very closely, and is a good 

Cherry, very sweet, and, like its predecessor, 
a great bearer. The flesh soon decays if damp 
reaches it, and this is the evil to be avoided. 
When ripe Cherries are hanging give plenty of 
ventilation top and bottom whenever the 
weather will allow. Frogmore Bigarreau, a 
very nice fruit, of a paler amber colour than 
Governor Wood, bears well, and the fruit is 
richly flavoured. May Duke, a well known 
variety, requires little prais eftHefruit of 
size but mor<S>ci$ jthar) |he fcireKmrk 
an early kind or good flavourytHu well 

watched the system of pruning 
tlic fruit lias all been gathered. Neither must berries there, where they have such abuiA 
this washing be neglected after the crop is | supplies, that their method is to prune offslltl i 
cleared, or like results follow. The main , young shoots directly they make their appei 
branches ought to be pretty well 2 feet apart 
when trained down the roof, or very little light 
or sun can reach the back wall. All shoots not 
required for extension or tilling in should be 
pinched at the fourth leaf, and I have found 
that it matters little whether it is done before 
or after stoning, and all sub-laterals should be 
pinched throughout the season, when very 
little winter pruning will be necessary. The 
less cutting the Cherry gets the better for the 
tree. It is much better to root-prune in 
autumn if too robust wood is made. The 
Cherry, similar to all stone fruits, enjoys a fair J towards the end of the month will b* 
percentage of lime or mortar-rubble in the 
compost of fibrous loam, and on no account 
should manure of any sort be given. Feeding 
is much better done from the surface in the 
shape of liquid-manure from the tank, diluted 
with clear water, or a sprinkling of some arti¬ 
ficial manure when the trees are in active 
growth, and especially during the 
fruits are swelling. The 
sary with this fruit und- 

ance—i.e., in June, when they are also hemi 
fruit. The shoots are pruned back to within t* 
eyes, and also enough are pruned off to eaw 
you, as the saving is, to put your head into li 
middle of the bush. I was glad W J 
corroboration of my information in last »«£ 
Garpemng from your correspondent “Close. 
—E. P. Gurdon. 

Strawberries for forcing t’-'5'1' 
Xo. 1).—Early in July will be found a £■» 
time to layer the earliest batch of plants '0 
next year’s supply, while for the late varietie 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 

enough. I prefer 3-inch or 4-inch pots to 
in, filling tnese to within an inch of the to] 
with loam chopped fairly fine, putting j°-a-: 
little fibrous stuff at the bottom for drains^' 
The soil should be made fairly firm with tw 
fingers. The pots should be placed on s — 
barrow and conveyed to where the runners^’- 

an equal number of crooked pegs, '-ticc~ 
" Wssten them in position, chcosn. 

'Ehe parent plant on the runner, a 1 
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pinching oat the point beyond. If the foliage 
A the old plant is likely to shade the little 
plants, it wdl do no harm if a few of the leaves 
ire pinched off. Afford the pots water twice a 
lay when the weather is dry, and examine them 
vcasionally and see that the little plants are 
iking root and not slipping away from under 
he i>eg. As soon as the roots can be seen at 
he bottom of the pot, cut the runners from 
he mother plant and stand in an open sunny 
josition. There will be no need to shade or 
•oldie them in the least if the pots are filled 
nth roots, but keep them well sprinkled with 
he syringe or a rose can, when they will 
careely leel the check. Repot into a.J-inch 
jots before many days have elapsed, using 
,s n compost turfy loam and also about 
I quarts of bone meal, soot, and wood-ashes 
espectively to -I bushels, thoroughly mixing 
II together before using, and potting very 
irmly with u pitting stick, allowing 
itariy an inch for watering. Clean |iots 
■nly should be used, and see that the 
lUle plants are fairly moist lie lore 
*nd. After plotting stand the plants on 
in i'h bottom in the full sun. (live each one 
■pace to develop its foliage, so that sun and air 
mi reach the crowns, without which thorough 
opening is well nigh impossible. Examine the 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

A FIXE GREENHOUSE RHODODEN¬ 

DRON. 
The Rhododendron Countess of Haddington, 
flow ers of which we figure to-day, is the result 
of a cross between R. Dalhousi* and R. 
ciliatum. The flowers on first opening nrc 
pale pink, but as they age become almost 
white, it differs materially from either of its 
parents, It. Dalhousix- being struggling in 
grow th, and It. ciliatum forming a low bush, 
while Counter-, of Haddington is of a bold, 
free growing character. One great advantage 
of this useful Rhododendron is that it may i*e 
flowered freely in small pits. 

PROPAGATING MALM A l SON 
CARNATIONS. 

PwiMiiiTluv by layering is still the best 
course to pursue : it is the safest, as it is also 
the quickest. Two year old plants will make 
capital stock for propagation in this way, 
simply lieeause the growths are longer, thus 

shading being employed at such times as a 
matter of course. This latter should he 
removed us soon as the sun declines, nnd then 
air may he given, or if not windy the lights can 
lie left off entirely until the following morning, 
so as to have the full benefit of the dew. 
Being layered in the fibre, hut little water¬ 
ing will he needed. By adopting this plan 
the layers will be fit foi potting in a month 
or five weeks’ time, and this will allow a 
good interval for the young plants to become 
well established before winter sets in. This 
fact is all important in the future well being 
of the plant-. Late propagation, with a con¬ 
sequently late period before sufficient roots 
have been formed to carry the plants safely 
though the winter, means that a closer course 
of treatment has to be adopted. This is not at 
all congenial to the Malmaison or any other 
Carnation, for it must not lie lost sight of that, 
it is n hardy border plant, and not a tender 
greenhouse one in any sense of the term. Any¬ 
thing approaching a close or stuffy atmosphere 
during tlie autumn and winter is decidedly 
injurious to the plants, as indeed it is at uil 
times. It is of no use to attempt to make up 
in this way for time lost in layering. The 

Ykaki.ini: pi.ants, if not wanted for propa¬ 
gation, should at once receive a shift into one 
size larger |xits. In doing this do not hesitate 
to make use of almut half and half good peat 
and turfy loam. If the loam lie at all close and 
wanting in fibre, then employ more |>eat. Firm 
potting is essential, less watering being after¬ 
wards required. Slopping the plants fre¬ 
quently with water will cause them to go offat 
the base. Should any wireworm or other grub 
trouble the plants at any time, dust them over 
at once lightly with soot, leaving it to be 
watered in. This not only acts us a check, but 
as a preventive also, besides w hich it is also 
a manure in which Carnations delight. These 
plants should have all the light and air that 
can he given them, hut be screened from 
ea-terly winds and from the intense heat of the 
sun during the day in very hot situations. 
This can he easily managed with ordinary 
shading. Plunging the [lots in a dry time is a 
good cour-e to pursue; it saves watering, too 
much of w hieh is not beneficial at any time. 
During a wet period, on the other hand, the 
plants would he better not plunged, being 
merely stood upon a bed of coal ashes or upon 
bricks, so as to prevent worms from entering 
the pots, dust sufficient staking should he 
afforded after (lotting to prevent the shoots 
from breaking down ; in doing this do not 
crowd the growths together, hut rather draw 
them out. In the case of the young layers it 
will sometimes liap|icn that an adventitious 
Mower spike will push up; rather than stop 
this encourage it, for one good flower upon a 
dwarf plant is a pretty sight during the winter 
months. S. 

(lints twice daily, and water when necessary ; 
aryncsi at the root, must not lie permitted at 
•nvtime, and should red spider attack them 
sjiinge with soap3’ water, with a little sulphur 
w lime mixed with it. All runners and 
weeds must be constantly removed and the 
plants turned round a few times during 
ummer.—J. M. H. 

Selechiug Strawberry - runners. — 
Tin' is an important consideration. Those 
only should l>e employed that are stout and 
healthy, with a good round, plump hud in 
the centre; and they must lie from fruit- 
luring plants. When runners are taken at 
rmdom from unfruitful plants, the progeny 
vnimlly proves unfruitful also. It is of 
'he utmost advantage, in order to obtain 
the runners quickly and to get them soon 
joto their fruiting quarters, that they he 
Ujered into small pots about 4 inches or 
■’ inches in diameter, filled with rieli loamy 
'oil. and mixed with a little rotten dung. 
While they remain iu the (jots they must not 
'* allowed to suffer from want of water. They 
“'ll make rapid progress in this rich compost': 

as they are fairly rooted they can lie 
out away from the parent plants, and as soon 
a: convenient afterwards they should be finally 
planted out before the pots become matted 

admitting of more effectual layering than in 
the case of yearling plants; liesides which 
these latter will make fine plants for the earlier 
flowering next season. A good method to 
pursue is that of either planting out the old 
stools or plunging them in a frame. Fin- 
instance, a frame that has lieen cleared of 
either early Potatoes or Carrots, and still is 
lying idle, will do well for the purpose. First 
level the soil and add a litt le fresh around tlie 
old liall if necessary as the planting is t>eing 
done. Then give it a thorough good watering, 
and after that surface the soil all over with 
Cocoa fibre to a depth ol about 3 inches, this 
also tieing watered. The layering should then 
take place in the usual way, the layers being 
(■egged into the Cocoa-fibre. This material is 
a first rate rooting medium, keeping a regular 
moisture arounu the layers, encouraging 
thereby a speedy root-growth. 

After the layering is completed the fibre 
should lie made firm and a sprinkling of silver- 
sand lie added as a surfacing, with another 
watering as a finish. The lights should then 
be placed over them, hut do not keep them 
closed so as to cause a too damp atmosphere. 
Such a condition will only tend to engender 
fungoid growth and cause green fly. Close if 
needful (Turing the daytime, more especially 
when an easterly wind is blowing or the sun - *- —'--- n lieu Ull cartel niuu uiwn tug ui t ut .iuu 

Zlii root3’ anc* the weather is at all dry very brieht and warm. This latter advice may 
*eil watered until they become established. * .... me established, /^^eem an -$4omaly, 
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XOTES AXI) REPLIES. 
Fuchsia buds failing to open. I should he 

mui-h oldigrd il von could loll mo the reason o( the on- 
. loseil Imil. ol Fuchsia failing to 0|wn' The plant is 

looking very healthy, as do also the hudj up to a certain 
stage, when they crock all round. The plant is in a hox 

in a greenhouse, and has lately had some manure water.— 

(Miss) llorr R. Braun. 

[An excess of stimulants, with possibly 
rather too much water at the roots, is the 
reason of your Fuchsia behaving as you 
descrilie. if you discontinue the manure- 
water nnd give plenty of air your Fuchsia will 
in all probability soon recover.] 

Spots on Pelargonium leaveB. I send some 
leaves of Zonal* 1 or your opinion as to cause and preven¬ 
tion ot spots on the leaves, Last autumn these plants 

and others were overrun with small caterpillars, and as 
they are very choice sorts I dread another visitation.— 
Const*\r Reader. 

[Judging by the leaves sent, we should say 
your Zonal Pelargoniums have had insufficient 
ventilation, for a free circulation of air in 
all stages is necessary to their well doing. 
An excess of stimulants, too, will often lead to 
a disease (which may l>e compared to eczema) 
attacking the foliage, anil this can he remedied 
by (Kitting in good, sweet soil, withholding 
stimulants of all kinds till the pots are full of 
young, active roots. The caterpillars of last 
autumn have nothing to do with the diseased 
state of the leaves now, and, should they put 
in an appearance later on, hand picking is the 
only remedy n aThaJrtr,v,c of the white Cabbage but it works out well, 
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butterfly are very destructive to Pelargonium- 
leaves, as also are those of two or three 
nocturnal kinds of moths.] 

Zonal Pelargoniums in winter. -The 
bright colours of these flowers are never more 

appreciated than during the dull autumn and 

winter. Hut to be successful one must grow 

the plants specially for that object. To let 

them flower all the summer and then ex|ieet 

them to give a display later is to court failure. 
The present is a good time to hegiu either by 

rooting cut tings or by obtaining young plants 

already rooted. Pot these into 3-incli |<ots, 

und stand them out-of-doors. In due tune 

give them a shift into 5-inch or 6 inch pots, 

and use any ordinary potting soil. By 

ordinary (Kitting soil 1 mean that free from 

mixtures of manures, which have a tendency 

to produce a gross growth. Pot firmly and 
allow the plants plenty of room to induce a 

short, stocky growth. Plenty of water is 
important during summer, removing also all 

bloom-buds. This latter may be done up to 
September, when the plants should be placed 

under glass. As the [Kits are by this time w ell 

ti 1 led with roots, feeding with stimulants i- 

beneficial in producing line trusses of bloom. 

Do not, however, feed the plants before. I 

would rather they have a s tar vet 1 appearance 
during the summer than large green, soft 

leaves. It may bo well to mention the 

im|)ortance of standing the (Kits on a hard 

bottom so that worms may not get through 
the drainage und disturb the soil.—S. 

Indian Azaleas. -Those that are now' 
gone past or out of flower should at once have 
the few remaining blossoms (if any) anil all the 
seed vessels picked off. The sooner this is 
done, the better will it be for the after growth 
to lie secured and ripened in good time, for even 
in spite of the syringe thrifts will increase rapidly 
at this season. The l>est remedy will lie two 
fumigations at the least if this can lie arranged 
for, otherwise a strong solution of soft soap nud 
Tobacco juice should be used to syringe them 
with. More often than not this plant pest does 
the most harm to Azaleas after an exhaustive 
flowering period ; it behoves us, -therefore, to 
be on the watch against them. Young plants 
that are making a vigorous growth may be 
pinched with advantage; there is nlentv of 
time for a second growth to form and then to 
set for flower. This plau is not adopted nearly 
enough ; if it were, we should not see so many 
straggling plants as they get older : whilst in 
other respects, as the forming of a good I wise 
lor a future specimen in equalising the growl lis 
it is a distinct advantage. Early forced plants 
will now have completed their growth under 
favourable conditions. Where this is the case, 
uo time should lie lost in hardening them off, 
so that in a few weeks in places where the 
plants can be stood outside they may be fully 
exposed. 

ROBBS. 

BEFORE THE ROSES COME. 
Tiif. first blaze of spring flowers is well over 
before the season of Roses and the summer 
garden flowers begins. The Wallflowers, Prim¬ 
roses, Tulips, and other bulbs during April 
and May make a fine show, lielfied as they are 
by the fruit blossom and the dwarf plants of 
the Araliis, Alyssuin, and Aubrietia, in noway 
more effective than ils broad edgings to borders, 
trimmed into form as soon as the flowering 
season is over, and left to run for the rest of 
the year. This gives a look of freedom and 
wildness to a garden, yet within bounds. 
But by dune these things are over or quite past 
their best. It is between their period and that 
of the Roses at the end of June that so many 
gardens get dull. To fill this interval, the 
most effective plants - plants to produce an 
effect of colour generally rather than of beauty 
of the individual blossom alone are Pyre- 
thrums and Lupins. For lasting, there is 
probably no outdoor flower to equal the 
Pyrethruin, if only its habit were more tidy. 
A heavy shower and a little wind, however, and 
the top-heavy flowers are all on the ground. 
The best way to manage the plant is to 
surround the clump with dwarf Pea-sticks, 
about, 18 inches high, with perhaps a loose tie 
of raffia. If this is done while the plant is 
compact, just before the flof(ve?-stemu heftiiT ttt 
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run up, the result is usually quite a natural 
looking clump when in blossom. The Lupins, 
when well grow n, ure stately plants, with fine 
foliage und handsome spikes of purple-blue or 
white, and they last over a long season. Like 
everything else, they well rejiay rich treat¬ 
ment. Rockets, single and double, too, are 
good. The mauve tinted white, the usual 
colours of the so called double white, is very 
delicate und useful when well placed. An 
annual shift and rich treatment ouite trans¬ 
form the character of t his plant. Trio varieties 
of the (Jennan Iris, though lasting but n short 
time each, give a good succession, and if 
plunted in a mixed clump give flowers over 
some time. Oriental Poppies undoubtedly 
give brilliant colour, but the s|moe allowed 
them should lie restricted if any consideration 
is given to appearances at other seasons. 
Pieonies of the double crimson kind are usually 
fading by this season, but. some of the other 
forms overlap the Rose season when they are 
hardly wanted. If a right selection is made, 
however, they are far too good to omit. They 
group conveniently with the shrubs, of which 
the Rhododendron and the (Judder Rose are, 
of course, invaluable. Other less showy but 
valuable plants for the same season are Peren¬ 
nial Cornflowers, of which the white is the best, 
the other colours looking rather w eedy (these 
need sup|iorting early). Campanula glomerate, 
with its fine violet flowers well out liefore the 
other Campanulas begin, and the Columbines. 

Among the dwarf trailing plants there are the 
white - flowered Mossy Saxifrage, beautiful 
either in or out of bloom : Cerastium, w ith its 
grey foliage and white flowers; llclianthe 
mums—for dry soils in various colours, of 
which t he |iale (link grows and flowers the most 
rampantly; nud Woodruff, with its beautiful 
leafage and small, hay scented blossoms. All 
these dwarf plants trail aliout and look nftcr 
themselves, so perhaps it is as well, as with 
Araliis, to put them in order once n year, us 
soon as the flowering season is over. There are 
also—too useful to be left out-- the Forget-me- 
not and London Pride, though they almost 
belong to the earlier spring season, and the 
Tufted Pansies, which seem to belong equally 
to all seasons of the year. While many of 
these things are still at. their best, the I>elphi- 
niums and the Pinks will be beginning to 0(>en, 
and from that time the season of Roses and all 
the flowers that make a summer is not many 
days distant. R. B. 

Ayi'S/i/l. 

OWN’ ROOT ROSES ECONOMICALLY 

PRODUCED. 

Any method of raising a stock of own root 
Roses that ensures a good (lercentage of rooted 
cuttings of all varieties would naturally appeal 
to those who are interested in this oranen of 
Rose culture. The method I recommend is 
simple in the extreme. It is merely a plan 
whereby advantage is taken of the summer’s 
sun to obtain a quick callusing of the cuttings 
inserted. When a cutting is provided with 
healthy foliage and is practically in full growth 
it reailily produces roots, and provided the 
proper condition of rqieness is o user veil there 
is no reason why every variety should not be 
produced as freely from a cutting its it may be 
by budding or grafting. Naturally, smaller 
plants are the outcome at first, but ere long 
the cutting will outstrip the budded plant. 
First, then, a frame should be placed in a 
sunny position. A very convenient size would 
be about 30 inches wide and the same in 
length. Several such frames should be placed 
in a line together, or may lie in front of each 
other, provided the sun lie uot impeded. A 
depth of about 9 inches is a good one. This 
would allow of 3 inches of crocks, ‘2 inches of 
loam, sifted through J-inch sieve, and then 
3 inches of sharp silver-sand on top of the 
loam. Press the sand firmly, and give a 
good watering. It is now ready for the cuttings, 
the 

Sei.eption of which is most important. 
The very best wood should lie inserted, and 
none is better than the grow ths that produce 
fine blossoms. After the flower has developed 
about tw’o days the wood is in a fit condition 
to be made into cuttings. I prefer two eyes 
for each cutting—that is, two leaf stalks. The 
lower one is retained in its entiretyjDiitidi Ithk 

up|>er one has the end leaflet pinched off. 

Cut the end of the cutting just below the evc 
with a sharp knife. The cuttings may bow U 

inserted in the sand to a deuth of 1 inch. 
They may be inserted thickly, but where 
frames are plentiful I would advise that the 
cuttings Ik* planted an inch apart and 1 imV 
between the rows. When inserted the cut¬ 
tings w ill apjiear like a thick layer of Iran,. 
It is the projier treatment of the foliage tint 
makes this method so successful. Tin- con 
sists in sprinkling with a fine rose cao every 
hour from 9 a.m. to about 4 p.m., and iscot,- 

tiuued on each bright day for about ten daw 
On no account must the sand la-corne dry. but 
if possible avoid a soddened condition. TV 
lights should be shaded with whitening, Utto 
prevent it lieing washed oft' by rain somesd- 
and boiled oil should be added. At the etui of 
ten or fourteen days, should the weather hsvt 
been bright, young growths will appear froa 
the top eyes! As the foliage shows sign* u 
decay remove carefully. The frame shoal-1 be 
frequently examined for such decayed leaves. 
The lights must lie kept perfectly close ami 
the new growths appear, trien a chink of air 
may be given. By lifting one of the catting- 
nt the end of about four weeks, roots «J1 
proliably lie found some }. inch in length; if-a. 
the cuttings are tlien ready for 

PoTTiMi off into 2-inch pots or ttami- 
using a compost of sandy loam. One «rv. 
crock will lie ample in each |>oL Other inn,-, 
must be provided to take the nutted cj. 
cuttings, nnd they should be brought a• war 
the glass as |ios.sible. Keep close for a-lay r 
two, then give a little air, and shade from 
bright sun during first ten days. In a c 
two the rooted cuttings w ill lie ready foi u 
shift into next size of pot. Keep all floucri 
pinched off the first year, and endear out M 
harden t he wood by exposure, as a soft growth 
always winters badly. By the fall, plant* pm 
duced in July w ill Ire in 48-sized |iots, and rJl 
lie quite sturdy little specimens, but -ctndy 
lit ted to be planted out, so that it is necvxary 
to hold them for another year in a well wJl 
filed frame or bouse. 1 may say all Rose- -ti 
root readily after the manner described, lttb- 
new kinds are wanted for cuttings, d»xr 
pot-grown plants would be the best, and 
if the mast is desired to be made of the: 
single-eyed cuttings may be used. R*i>- 

NOTES AND REPLIES 
Rose Beauty of Waltham. -Forty 

years ago this fine Hybrid Perpetual c- 
introduced, and it remains to-day one of ih 
most reliable of Roses. Its colour is a low? 

bright light red, sometimes termed cherry rat 
The Howers are delightfully sweet ami of nx-j 
perfect imbricated form. It is a free blooir.tfl 
and also a good autumnal, and in vigour al 
that can lie desired. The variety make* « 
excellent standard, the bead spreading and no 

too dense. It is rather surprising few Rn* 
have lieen raised from Beauty of Walllum. > 
this ty(ieof Rose could lie increased with mud 
advantage to our collection. Rosa. 

New Rose Lady Roberts. - 
charming variety has been seen recently » 
excellent form, and it is undoubtedly onei| 
the finest additions of late years. It is mid11 
be a seedling from the well-known TeaswnW 
Rose Anna Olivier. The new variety ha- 
more dense buff shade of colour. In shape • 
has the full, as well as high-pointed, centre 
It will he safe to say that this Rose will p 
much valued for exhibition, and it will al--1 '* 
among the easily-grown ones, as, like that 
the |mrent, the growth is free. — H. S 

Effect of stock on the colour o! 
Roses.-The other day I noted a sinking 
instance of the difference the stock can 
in t he colour of the blooms in the case of M“'r 
dial Niel Rase. In a greenhouse planed » llj 
this variety all except oue plant were budd- 
on the multiflora Rose as the stock. On ' 
marking how light in colour were the bloom- 
came across one plant the flowers of "I"1, 
were some shades dce(X-r in tint, and *0B‘" 
that in this instance a Brier was the‘fa*1” 
parent. As all of the trees are treated dike- 

one enn come to no other conclusion than 
the stock makes the difference; although, 

[Other respects, the multiflora stock seemsj 
[S&Sty way suitable for the Marshal Sid 
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OUTDOOR PLANTS 

WOOD ANEMONE (A. NEMOROSA). 

Is spring this native plant adorns our woods 
and also those of nearly all Europe and Asia, 
but it is so abundant in the British Isles that 
there is little need to plead for its culture. 
The form known as A. n. major, which we 
tigure to day, was collected in Irelund about 
seven years ago. It is a great improvement on 
the type, the flowers being quite twice the size, 
the plant also being a stronger grower, and 
also equally free flowering. 

NOTES ON HARDY FLOWERS. 

Morlsia hypoc.ra.—This somewhat scarce 
alpine is a native of Sardinia. 1 am not 
acquainted with the conditions under which it 
is found growing in its native habitat, hut I 
imagine that it will bo found on hillsides, 
probably among dwarf herbage and in rather 
light stony soil. In any case it evidently 
requires good drainage, enjoys the full sun and 
a iree circulation of air. With me it thrives 
very well on rockwork in gritty loam, but 
increases slowly. It is quite a diminutive 
plant with divided pale green foliage and tiny fellow flowers which are very freely produced, 
t i« a bright, attractive little plant, and is 

twenty good heads of bloom. A good soaking 
of water occasionally in great beat or drought 
will maintain vigorous health, and this little 
alpine, lieing so distinct and pretty, is well 
worth the extra labour that watering entails. 

(Ientiana versa.—As growers of hardy 
flowers are aware, it is a matter of some diffi¬ 
culty to induce jierinancnt vigour in this Uen- 
tiaua. In the generality of gardens newly- 
imported plants do fairly well for a season or 
two, but they do not increase in size, and 
eventually dwindle away. This I believe to lie 
in a great measure due to climatic influences, 
for it is an easy enough matter to give the right 
kind of soil, but the confines! atmosphere of a 
garden is so different from that which this 
plant enjoys on the breezy hillsides, where it 
grows naturally, that unless artificial means 
are resorted to |>ennanent vitality cannot lie 
ensured. It is under the scorching sun of 
July and August that this little Centian is 
apt to suffer so acutely, the slender wiry 
(growths lieing apparently unable to resist the 
tierce heat and parching atmosphere that are 
apt to prevail at that time of year. They 
np|iear to become over-hardened and event¬ 
ually shrivel, so that the energies of the 
plants arc in a measure paralysed. Many of 
the current season's growths die away, the 
decorative worth of this lovely little alpine 
lieing permanently impaired. One way of 

when fit to handle, and shade for a few days, 
keeping as cool as possible. Transfer them to 
.'{-inch and -f inch pots before they have u 
chance to get crowded, using a little fine 
mortar rubble with the compost, which should 
lie loam ‘2 bushels, leaf-soil of a bushel, 
(Hissed through an inch sieve, and a peek ol 
well-decayed cow-manure rubbed through a 
1 inch sieve. Hot firmly and stand in a frame, 
where they can remain until frost sets in, when 
remove to a greenhouse shelf. Shift into 
5-inch and 6-inch |Kits as they liecome ready, 
and early in March move them into fl inch or 
10-inch |iots, in which size they will flower, 
using the soil a hit rougher at each |>ot tiiig. 

1 Do not overwater during the dark days of 
winter, and only use a weak stimulant once a 
week when established in their last shift. The 
foliage is very sweet-scented when touched, 
which can soon lie detected in a house. When 
in full beauty during July and August they 
are much admired, being so graceful in lialiii. 
I have used them to advantage in the flower 
garden, plunging the pot in the soil or on the 
turf. A sheltered place is necessary, or the 
fine pendulous shoots get broken, and tlius 
s|ioil the uppcm-unce of the plant. To me the 
glasshouse seems the licst place for the Humca, 
giving it a light,, airy position. 11. eleguns 
purpurea and 11. e. alba nave purple ami w bile 
flowers respectively. The plant is no good 

after going out of flower, a new stuck 
being raised annually from seed. 

J. M. B. 
[Many years ago in a garden in 

Morayshire this plant was largely used 
as a centre niece for beds in the flower 
garden, ana always did well. In some 
coses it was plunged pot anil all, and 
in others it was planted out, hut in 
both cases the results were equal. The 
only thing needful was to see that it 
was securely staked to piexenl its 
lieing broken down. The soil in the 
garden referred to was a very light, 

. sandy loam, which just suited it.- Eu.J 

A fine form of the Wood Anemone (Anemone nemorosa major) in Minn. Barr's nursery at Surbiton. 

worthy of a place among choice rock plants. 
It does not appear to lie one of those things 
that can lie easily increased ,by division, hut 
can probably be raised from seed, though 1 
have not yet tried this method of increase. 

Saxifraga apicclata.— When in the enjoy¬ 
ment of favourable conditions this Saxifrage 
lias a remarkably fresh and bright appearance I 
all the season through. Another point in its i 
iavour is that it blooms very early in spring, 
when flowers in the open air are comparatively 
scarce. Like many members of the family, it 
suffers much in periods of parching hot 
weather, and it is therefore wise to place it in 
the rock-garden, making the soil very (inn 
round the root. In the case of this Saxifraga 
l find it very helpful to embed small stones 
or. better still, pieces of chalk round the roots, 
and in the case of established plants a top¬ 
dressing of loam and leaf-mould, applied in 
autumn and worked in among the young 
growths, will help to muintain vigour. In the 
north of Englund and in districts where the 
rainfall is above the average, this species does 
much better than where it is liable to be sub¬ 
jected to periods of severe drought, which in n 
great measure destroy the rich verdure that 
characterises this Saxifraga in its normal con¬ 
dition, and thus cause it to mi.ss flowering. It 
>s very provoking to see specimens a fi 
raore across with only twe or three small (owe 
trusses, when there should be from twe 

neutralising the effects of very hot sun is to 
annually top-dress about the lieginning of 
July, using line material composed of loam 
and’ leaf-soil, with a sprinkling of lime or 
powdered chalk, and working it well in among 
the young growths. This protects them against 
the desiccating effects of the hot summer sun, 
and induces the formation of new roots from 
the crown. If an occasional soaking of water 
can l>e given, the young growths will remain 
fresh and plump, and will form healthy flower 
buds. J. C., Byfleet. 

HUMEA ELECANS. 

This is an effective plant when well grown, and 
to do it justice ten to twelve months must be 
given before plants of much value can ho hail. 
Towards the end of June is a suitable time for 
sowing, first preparing a 6-inch pot or a pan 
by filling nearly to the top with a mixture of 
loam and leaf-soil put through a fine-meshed 
sieve, adding just a little sand to keep the 
compost sweet. Water the soil before sowing, 
letting it drain for a couple of hours, then 
scatter the seed quite evenly over the surface, 
and but lightly cover, as the seed is very small. 
Place a piece of glass over the top of the pan 
or pot, and stand in a cool, shady place until 
the .seedlings appear, when inure to light and 
ijr,' water with judgment, as they so 

Wig. Prick them into simi" 

BLOOM INC. 

Most people who are fond of flowers 
have a special regal'd for Fuchsias. 
When one conies to consider Fuchsias 
in the light of outdoor - blooming 
plants, we are right when we say that 
to a great number of gardens they are 
comparative strangers. Those even 
w ho grow them for indoor blooming do 
not to any very great extent “plant 
them out. It cannot be denied, how¬ 
ever, that Fuchsias are as easily grown 
out-of-doors as the over-much |«itron- 
ised Pelargonium or the yellow Calceo¬ 
laria, will bloom quite as abundantly, 
and, as at this tiino one may transfer 
them to the open, a consideration of 

their claims is asked. Anyone who has 
rambled uliout the Cornish coast, as I have 
done, or who has visiles I the Isle of Mail, 
must have lioen struck with Fuchsias grown 
under conditions utterly foreign to those who 
have been accustomed to view them only as 
“pot-plants.” In those places they attain 
huge projiortions are even used as hedges, as 
they are in other parts of the south. F. 
Riocartoni and globosa are examples of this, 
lieing grown in Die mild climate out-of-doors 
the year round. Fuchsias for the flower 
garden with other small plants, for planting 
in window-boxes or baskets, or for growing in 
ornamental vases, may now he obtained for a 
modest sum, and in various colours, so 
as to present at blooming time a delightful 
contrast; moreover, one may rely on them 
flowering quite as freely as any other outdoor 
plant. Those who have not propagated any 
this spring may, as I have said, purchase 
young plants for a reasonable tigure—in fact, 
at much less cost than Pelargoniums. I ap|ieiid 
a list of varieties that. I have found most suit¬ 
able for outdoor work, and would say that if 
they arc purchased in pots it will lie found that 
they bloom earlier if the jiots are plunged in 
the borders:— 

Singi.es.—Flocon de Neige, sejials bright 
cr0ffi?flr)gqiqUjWjWliite, veined blue ; Sedan, 
rosy-rau : President, sepals deep red, corolla 

~u0 fMl-j*. iRimjd^^uSjelunii 'CjiaL salmon, 
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corolla orange scarlet; Countes* of Aberdeen, 

sepals und corolla pure white; Excelsior, 

sepals carmine and reflexed, corolla lilac- 

mauvo; Earl of Beacousfield, sepals and 

corolla orange-rad; John Gibbons, tube and 
‘•opals dark crimson, corolla dark blue. 

Docbles.—Phenomenal, sepals red, corolla 

blue, enormous flowers ; Frau Emma Topfcr, 

sepals red, reflexed, corolla rosy-blush ; Moles - 

worth, tube and sepals rich rose, corolla white ; 

President F. Gunthier, sepals red, corolla 
violet; Fortuna, sepals crimson-red, corolla 

white ; Beauty of Exeter, salmon scarlet self. 

For ornamental vases, u here plants and 
flowers of a banging habit are needed, few 

better subjects could be employed than 
Fuchsias. \V. F. I). 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Torch Lilies (Tritomas).—T. Uvaria is 

the best known probably of the genus, and 
when once established gives little trouble. 

Tritomas need a deep soil and manured from 

time to time, and are best adapted for well- 

drained borders, as on cold, heavy soils with u 

winter like the last they not infrequently die 
off. Having regard to this, it is wise to afford 

the roots some little protection with light, 

warm material, such as straw litter, leaves, or 
Bracken. — Leahi kst. 

Oriental Poppies. 1 think more would 
grow the Oriental Poppies if they knew how 

comparatively easy they are to grow and how 

hardy they arc. As with other varieties of 

Poppies, seed of the Oriental Poppy is very 

small, and should, therefore, he sown in boxes 
in a cold frame now for next year's display, and 

planted out later where they are wanted. 

They need little attention when once estab¬ 

lished, and may be counted upon to bloom well 

every year. Mine have been in their present 
iiuai-ters several seasons, and never fail to 

flower freely.—Leaiickst. 

Clematis Beauty or Worcester falling. 
Thls plant, three years old now, lias onh ttowerul once, 

anil lias had but the one flower. I.aat year the whole 

plant withered in one night. This was thought to be due 
to grr.tl heat or wire wot 111. The pUul nas inutnl It) a 

more sheltered situation, and has appeared again in 

healthy slate, only to wither. What is the cause ?— 
K \. K. 

(Very probably your plant was grafted, in 

which ease the Clematis often goes off in the 
way you say. This is by some attributed to 

disease, doubtless brought about by the 

pernicious forcing adopted in its infancy. We 

should advise you to cut the pluntdown, and if 

the roots are right it may probably break 
again. ] 

Spanish Irises.—There are few Irises so 

easy to cultivate, certainly none that take up 

so little room, as the Spanish, and whose 

delicate and beautiful blossoms are with us 

now. Particularly adapted for table decora¬ 

tion, in consequence of their graceful appear¬ 

ance, they should he grown by all who value 

cut flowers, and the bulbs being inexpensive 

one may plant them liberally and confidently 
anticipate a bountiful supply of blooms. If 

the bulbs are planted in groups in the borders, 

or rather thinly in a lied by themselves, one 

may sow between Mignonette, w hich comes in 

nice for succession. One rather pretty arrange¬ 
ment is to plant alternately with Iceland 
Poppies, another equally desirable blossom for 
vases.—Derby. 

Staking Dahlias. When old undivided 

roots are replanted, as is sometimes done, it 

matters little when stout stakes are atlixed to 
the plants ; but in the case of hard divided 

roots or of those which have been raised from 

cuttings (the common method of projiagation), 

it is wise to get the stakes fixed soon after the 

planting is done, as then in driving the stake 
into the soil no harm is done to the fleshy 

roots. Some growers, after the holes for the 

reception of the plants have been prepared, 

drive a stake into the centre of each one at 

ouce, and thus prevent the possibility of harm 
being done at all. But it is not always con¬ 

venient to adopt that course. In pointing the 

stakes it is well to have no sharp angles or 
edge, but to trim the points round and smooth, 

also have them well driven home, and thus 
reuder them secure. The tying up of the 

main stem and branches should b£done rather 

loosely, as the wood of Dahl/as nee&Pst 
swells very mucBl^iALzDd Dy VjjVjX * 

Lawn weeds.—We have recently seen a 

lawn greatly infested with Plantain and other 

coarse weeds, on which efforts to kill these 

pests had been made by dropping lawn-sand, 

as it is called, on to them. The effect was 
objectionable, as myriads oi them looked like 

dirty patches, and it was but too evident that 

whilst some of the leafage was killed, the root, 

stem, and lower leaves were still alive. Had 

the time spent in thus dressing each individual 

weed been utilised in cutting each one out, 
the result would have been satisfactory. Weed 

extracting of this nature can be done con 

stantly, except when the turf is bard frozen, 

but when the process is persistently followed 

up the result is that in time every coarse weed 
disappears. If in heat and drought deep- 

rooting weeds hold on w hilst the Grass dies, 

in wet seasons such as the present they make 

very comse growth. But if they lie extracted 

now the Brass will soon cover the bare places 
rlius created, and in a short time they are 

obliterated.—A. I). 

Forget-ine-nots. — Though devoid oi 
scent there is, nevertheless, a charm about 

these spring flowers. Forget - me - nots last 

fresh for a considerable time in cool dwelling 

rooms. Alyosotis ilissilifloni is a general 

favourite because of its hardiness, early flower¬ 

ing, and depth of colour. This, too, is good 

for (iots, und may be forwarded by some weeks 
ill a greenhouse temperature. A striking but 

later variety is M. alpestris Victoria. This 

has a denser panicle of flower, dwarfer growth, 

and, if anything, is more conspicuous in amass 

than the first named. The (last w inter has 
proved the hardiness of many subjects. This 

kind survived the ordeal, and in my case out¬ 

distanced M. dissitiflora in point of hardiness. 

Another and miniature kind is M. alpestris 

gracilis. This, too, was equally hardy, und in 

its early season resembles very much in colour 

and compactness the summer Lobelia. As an 

edging to spring beds or grouped alone it has 

a pleasing effect , and is sure to arrest attention. 

—\V. 
Single Cactus Dahlias. -Where it is 

possible, these should lie planted on a border 

which has a raised terrace at the back. The 

terrace saves the plants from many a gust 

of wind, and, lietter still, it shows the flowers 

off to advantage, especially if the plants be a 
mixed lot. 1 prefer raising plants every vear 

from seed, getting it from a reliable firm. 

The diversity of colour and the robustness of 

the plants commend this method to all. The 

soil for these Dahlias need not lie rich, nor 

should it be too poor, (lood garden soil which 
has been manured the previous year suits them 

admirably. They will require to lie firmly 

tied to the stake, as, lieing of a branching 

habit, they soon get broken if attention is not 
given. A little liquid-manure should lie given 

when the buds are well set, but care should he 

taken not to overdo it, as gross grow th will be 

the result, and the blooming w ilt be retarded. 

The same result happens when too much water 
is given them if the season is dry. The cut 

blooms are charming when arranged loosely in 

a vase or jar with a little of their own foliage. 

—D. G. Mel., Ilridtjr of Weir, N.R. 

Lobelias from seeds and cuttings.— 
Luuuliu** arc much in request as edgings to 

borders, etc., during the summer. In the 

earl)' spring, if one could peep into most green¬ 

houses one would find boxes of young stuff as 
evidence of this. It is often a point for dis¬ 

mission amongst gardeners as to which is really 

the liest mode of raising plants—whether it is 

worth the trouble to save old ones during the 

winter, or to sow seed in the spring. Person¬ 

ally, 1 think there is something to be said in 

favour of lioth methods. Very often those who 

dig up old plants in October find that after 

keeping them in the house for a mont h or so 

they damn oft". Thus the system is condemned 

and seed lias to be sown. Is it w ise to propa¬ 
gate from old spent-out plants? 1 think not. 

In my opinion it is the best to have prepared 

in August boxes of sandy loam into w hich cut 

tings can be dibbled ; these will root readily at 
that time, and by October have developed into 

bushy little plants, which will stand the winter 
in the greenhouse, not dump oil' so readily as 

plants lilted from the borders, and by February, 

be full of young shoots ready lor the pS- 

.ting-pit. Where this AT 
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out, then 1 would sow seed iu heat in February 

One may not always rely on seed, as it do! 

infrequently happens that some of the plants 

when they come to bloom are lighter in colour 

than others. This is got over w here a stock ci 
autumn-raised cuttings is kept, from which i: 

is comparatively easy to raise a large cumber oi 

plants for the borders, and I always find that 

plants raised from cuttings flower the earlier. 

—Woodbastwick. 

Polyanthuses. — Although these are 

looked upon as hardy, severe winters some 

limes make havoc amongst them. Where 

however, ther can be planted at the foot oi a 

warm wall, the little protection thus afforded 

will often tide them over the severest winter. 

Some of mine in lied* that lay under the sno* 

for a long time this w inter were found to have 

rotted away, but those under the wall areal 

the time of writing showing for bloom. No* 
is the best time to sow seed, and plants raised 
will blossom next year. Polyanthus seed i- 

very slow in germinating, and one is liable to 

get inqiatieiit about it. but it invariably come- 

Seed should be placed in boxes in a cold-frame, 

and the young plants got into the lK>rdetsi» 

the autumn. Leam kst. 

Plants for stone cider mill.— I have just maud 

into a sunny position an old atone cider mill, about 5let 
or H test in diameter, with a solid Block ol stone in it- 

middle and a laixe trough round it, about 15 inches iso 

I am anxious to cover it with plants and creepers. Is • 
in two pieces, and by not quite joining the two hiliouJ 

sloping the earth towards the crack, it would tee-, 

drained. Will you kindly adv Ise me as to the pirn ij. 
think would grow in the trough? It is not pos&tu 

plant anything in the ground near the cider mill, is tie! 

of marl conies to the surface there. Would Reek Ctsv- 
alpine plants, alpine Roses. Daphne, CotoneaSfr. 

Clematis be likely to thrive? The spot is sheltered 

walls on three sides and open to the west.— SUuokt i- 

CtlVR. 

[There are many things that should not only 

do quite well, but prove suitable and pictur 

esque also. If you could place other rough 

stones on the central block with a view to 

making a cone like centre of an inform*, 

character, then we would suggest the planting 

of Cotoneaster microphylla or C\ Ladandi, » 
snob a way that, t hese would muss together IQ 

the centre portion, the object of tne added 

stones being merely to support the plant*, 

instead of these producing quite a flat are* 

Some rough and old stones would be best, to 

be in keeping with the millstone. Or you ms. 

plant such a Clematis as C. montana, C. Viti 

oella, or C. Jaokmani, the older kinds prefer 

ably. In the trough, that should be nearly 

filled with good soil, you could plant six" 

things as alpine Phloxes, or any of thednrt 
Phlox setacea varieties, with Ajugas, Veronm 

prostrata, Vinca, various Aubrietias, and such 

like, to liang over the sides, together with 

Campanula garganica, C. mural is, and C.pumih 

in variety. All these are dwarf growing aw 
trailing, or nearly -so. Of other things suitable 

for centre of tlie trough, we may mention 

Columbines, Rosa alpina, and R. a. pyrenaic*. 

or, in place of either of these, the copper .uU 

yellow Austrian Briers would succeed well. 
These, with Lychnis Viscaria ll. pl., I- Haagt 

ana, Arnebia echioides, Fritillarias, or Crown, j 

Imperials, Statice latifolia, Physalis Fra" 
clietti, Plumbago I ^r pen tic, would furnish i> 

well with old-fashioned flowers for the mo?: 
part, and give an interesting variety also.] 

Misleading names.—At the flower show 

at Holland House the other day we saw what we 

see so often done at shows oi late 
Anemones shown under the nameof St. Bngia- 
Anemone, which is misleading and wrong as J 

name for a class. They are simply well-gro"n 
seedlings of the plant grown in English gardd'- 

for ages under the name of l’oppy Anemone, u. 

Crown Anemone (A. coronaria). We have no 

objection to anyone calling any one vanen 

St. Brigid or any name he fancies, hut to g“‘ 
anew general name to a class of well-know 

and very old flowers should not be done o. 

encouraged. It is wrong, because it je& ’ 

people to fanev that they are dealing *** * 
new group of flowers, and adds to theatres' 

too numerous names by which we are contus • 

The trick succeeds so well in sales that , 

probably be followed in other instances, 

novelties are different and deserve ■ 
guishing names. Pedigree Roses was an ^ 

class of misleading names, as they ‘ 

sense more pedigree than any other - 
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THE GARDEN CLEMATIS. 

Ds»: o( the most useful and lieautiful climbers 
i5 the Clematis, and few pictures are more 
lumiliar in gardens than the violet-purple- 
coloured C. Jackmani that wreathes many a 
pillar, post, and rustic doorway with its tree 
growth and countless flowers. As there are 
several distinct sections of the Clematis, it will 
be well to refor to them under their separate 
headings and briefly touch upou their cultiva¬ 
tion. There is nothing troublesome in growing 
this climber, and the freedom of Jackman’s 
Clematis shows the vigour and hardiness of the 
plant even when associated with sturdy things 
that seem determined to choke it. Some of 
the prettiest effects in gardens are the result of 

lessly will simuly result in pruning away the 
next season's flowers. This is sometimes done, 
and the plants complained of us shy flowering. 
A different course may be followed, however, 
with the Jackmani and Viticella types, which 
usually bear large, variously coloured flowers in 
summer and autumn on tho young shoots, which 
should be therefore encouraged. Cut back the 
plants when their beauty is destroyed by frost 
to within a few inches of tho soil, and give a 
mulching of manure. This is u short review of 
the culture of plants which are of free growth, 
hardy, and may be grown in various positions 
in the garden, while they give a profusion of 
bloom of various shapes and colour over a long 
season. The Jackmani type isthe most common, 
except such a variety as montana, and liesides 

rlematis Mias Crawshay. from a photograph by U. A. Champion. 

'.towing this climber with Ivy, tho rich green 
'tafage bringing out the intense depth of the 
'owers. A light loamy soil is best tor all the 
' lematises, and the growth is stronger and the 
■Ivplay of bloom more profuse if a little lime is 
hiixed w ith the loatn. There is one thing to 
Vuaid against i.e., an over-saturated soil, and 
U Li thus necessury to have a well drained 
material to promote vigour, which must be 
maintained by a good dressing every year of 
manure, or on a heavy soil leaf-mould. 

Pbcmxo. -In the case of the types repre- 
‘cnted by the lovely C. montana, that sheets 
many a ganien wall and cottage with white 
flowers in spring, floridu, jiatens, and lanu 
cinou, cut out in February or March wei 
orercrowding growth, luvrag^sjijlKyitujQp^a 
v.eU-ripened’bno year old shoOUi. To cut 

the type that everyone knows wo have a white 
form, its early flowers, however, appearing 
|iale mauve in colour, but those subsequently 
produced ure wIdle, us indicated by the name; 
Alexandra, reddish-violet, the well-known 
velutina purpurea, tunbridgensis, mauve-blue; 
rubella, claret; (• ipsy Queen, very deep 
purple; and magnifies, purple barred with 
red, are the finest, whilst those in the Viticella 
group which should have recognition are 
Thomas Moore, violet with white stamens; 
Viticella rubro-grandillora, claret-red ; Lady 
Bovill, blue grey ; and Mrs. James Bateman, 
lavender. One of tho great classes is the 

thoso varieties that hear large 
he spring of various shades. Stan- 

- purple) is one of the 
Queen (lavender) 

e, tinge 
kinds, while such kinds as Fair Rosamond, 
Miss Crawshay (here figured), Lord Londes- 
borough, Mrs. 0. Jackman, and Miss Bateman 
are excellent. Two other types remain, and 
these are florida and lanuginosa. Of the 
former, one of the finest is Duchess of Edin¬ 
burgh, a pure white, double flower, sweetly 
scented, and very chaste when the plant is in 
full bloom. Another full and bold flower is 
Countess of Lovelace, while Fortunoi, John 
Gould Veitch, and Lucie Lcmoine are worth 
having. The lanuginosu class is larger, and 
embraces some very choico flowers, as alba 
magnu (white), and the sky blue coloured Blue 
Gem, Henryi (creamy-white), lanuginosa Can¬ 
dida (grey-white), Gem (lavender blue), Louis 
\'an Hou’tto (bluish purple), Otto Fr.ebol (one 
of the very large flowered kinds, with blooms 
of a greenish white tone), W. Kennett (laven 
tier), Princess of Wales (bluish-mauve), and 
purpurea elegans (violet-purple). 

These are a selection of a few of the he-st in 
their several sections, and in disposing them 
in gardens I may remark that the common way 
of nuiling tho plants to a wall is not the mast 
happy, if we want the full characteristic grace 
and elegance of the flowering shoots. We do 
not cure for tho varieties that hear very large, 
saucer-shaped blooms, but rather for those of 
smaller size, which are more in keeping with 
the character of the group. The fuel remains 
that, familiur as the Clematis is, it is prin¬ 
cipally tho smaller class of gardens in which 
they are planted, not the large {daces that hate 
many odd und bare corners, wulls, pillars, and 
posts that such charming things would wreathe 
in growth and flower. The Clematis, in one 
or other of its many varieties, would fill the Saps, and give pleasure by the boldness, free- 

oin, and beauty of the variously-coloured 
flowers, w hich range from white to the dee; 
purple. 

PRRNfl. 
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TREATMENT OF FERNS DURING THE 

SUMMER. 
Fkr.ns, as a rule, are well attended to during 
the early spring months as regards potting, 
watering, shading, etc., hut the same amount 
of care is not always bestowed upon them 
throughout the summer. As the season 
advances and the earlier growths mature the 
plants must not lie neglected ; they rather 
require looking after even more closely than in 
the spring. 

I.xskits, which in the early part of tho year 
were not plentiful or that hud been cleaned off 
either by the removal of the old fronds or by 
other methods, will now be again giving 
I rouble if not well looked after. Both thrip 
and scale will cause considerable annoyance if 
they escape notice until the plants are seriously 
affected with them. This work, on the other 
hand, if taken in time is easily kept under; 

j not so, however, when in the ascendancy, the 
plants lieing frequently disfigured for the rest 
of the season, more particularly in the case of 
thrip. Where tho oldest fronds are badly 
affected it is better by far to remove them at 
once, provided they can be spared ; the clean¬ 
ing iu many cases'of such is a waste of time. 
The under fronds will bo those most likely to 
be attacked ; these in most cases can be spared 
if seen to in time so as not to cause the 
removal of too large a quantity. For tho thrips 
nothing surpasses a good syringing or dipping 
in a weak solution of soft soap and Tobacco 
water, or where possible fumigating two or 
three times. Either remedy should be given 
in time so as to avoid repeated applications. 

Ovkrcrowdino the plants is another mistake. 
This may possibly result from a previous 
luxuriant growth or by reason of having a 
larger stJck than can be conveniently accom¬ 
modated. It is well to hate the plants thriving 
as it is to huve them in good numbers, but 
when it comes to crowding the plants there are 
drawbacks that point to plants of less size or . 
fewer in numbers. A deal may bo done 
towards remedying this by shifting the plants 
to other quarters. Those Ferns, for instance, 
which are w intered and grown in the spring in 
the sGWftflAlknown to bo tolerably 

ipt tor some months in a cooler 
attfipsphere Nrlth Sd/wit<‘K0 both to and mtim 
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themselves and others remaining in warmth. 
Again, other Ferns grown as a rule in a tempe¬ 
rate house can ho accommodated in n cool- 
house and others in frames and pits even ; 
anywhere, in fact, that is at all suitable rather 
than allow overcrowding, with its attendant 
evils, to ensue. In this removal to other 
houses there are many advantages, the plants 
becoming hardier and more enduring in 
growth, whilst additional material is also 
afforded for the conservatory or show house 
when dowering subjects are neither so much 
required nor any too plentiful. 

Watering, too, calls for increased attention 
now, the pots being (or, at least, should lie) 
well filled with roots. Ferns at any time do 
not look well if in pots or pins of excessive 
size, nor are they an}' the I letter for oveipotting. 
It is far better to have the plants well rooted, 
so that they will take a liberal supply of water 
without that fear of soddoning the soil that is 
ultimately the ease when ov-ei-potted. There is 
a wide difference in Ferns as to the quantity of 
water they will absorb, hut in no case is a dry 
course of treatment now to he recommended. 
(Jymnogrammas with healthy roots take u large 
supply. When these Ferns are neglected and 
the fronds begin to curl, it is a difficult matter 
to bring them round. Nephrolepises, too, 
take a liberal quantity. These Ferns do not 
show symptoms of distress so soon as many 
when ill reality they are suffering, tbo result 
being seen a few weeks afterwards in the 
pinna* turning yellow and dropping off. In no 
case is it advisable to let Ferns droop before 
they are watered ; some may come round again 
and not feel the effects, but the majority do so. 
The conditions of the house or fernery as to 
atmospheric moisture have an immediate 
Iiearing upon the plants in this respect. In n 
dry, airy house the plants will require almost 
twice the amount of water at the roots that 
others of the same kind would do in a moist 
atmosphere, yet if well attended to the former 
would thrive as well. This results from the 
roots in the former instance having more work 
to do, less absorption taking place through the 
fronds than under more congenial conditions. 
Where Ferns are found to dry up rapidly, it is 
a good plan to stand the [jots in pans of water. 

t Maiden hair Ferns, for instance, which are well 
rooted may be safely stood in saucers tilled 
with water. Where it is not desirable to 
actually allow the pots to stand in water, it is 
a good plan to let them stand over it and upon 
bricks or rough drainage. 1). 

are cup-shaped, 6 inches in diameter, pure 
white in colour, with deep rose-coloured 
stamens. M. parvillora is very similar, hut 
has smaller Bowers; both flower in May and 
.Tune. M. granditlora is, perhaps, the best- 
known Magnolia in this country, and is gener¬ 
ally trained against house - walls. In the 
south-west, however, there are many standard 
specimens, some of which have attained a large 
size. The Kxmouth variety bears the finest 
flowers. In the neighbourhood of Torquay there 
is a standard tree of this Magnolia about-AT leet 
in height and 3n feet in diameter, which hears 
hundreds of its great, ivorv-wliite, scented 
chalices in the season, (ienerally commencing 
to bloom towards the middle or end of June, it 
flowers continuously until October or Novem¬ 
ber. The individual flowers are often fully 
s inches in diameter, and the petals are of 
greater substance than those of any other 
Magnolia. M. macrophvlla is a splendid tree, 
l>ul w littlo known in ()in country Tlu*i*c i*a, 
however, a fine specimen, -HI feet in height, at 
Claremont. It is deciduous, and liears 
immense white flowers nearly a foot in 
diameter, while its handsome leaves, bright 

pontica “ Baron Ed. de Rothschild.” It 
a Rhododendron as we consider them, not « 
all resembling an Azalea, a large bush.and ver 
striking amongst the usual whites and (links. 1 
L. H. 

Cutting down Laurels, etc. I tuneimn-. 
adjoining the house :» good many old iAurel-ins* v.; 
some other evergreens, which have loo*, t ire, and i«n>- 
sterna. I have been whined by a vnitor tint locutUk; 
down, . lose to or near the ground, would mike there.?, 
throw up young growth, which would greatly improve -. 
look ot the grove. The questions are : l»t, It Uni r-s. 
probable? 2nd, Should the Laurels he out do* to tte 
ground, or at al>oul what height ? 3rd, At what lirrreM it 
year should the cutting take place* Information,.L. 
askisl as to the most advisable time of year lo |,ii- ^ 
evergreen* front enclosed garden ground into grove* b 
this , -ise I hare in a garden Kscallonias planted ih,r., 
cuttings, atrd now five or six. years old. At whit u> 
would it l>e best to remove these into the plantitia. 
which it is proposed to ornament with them * -K. (J. H. 

[Old Laurels will, as a rule, break outfredr 
if cut batik hard, not close to the.ground. I.u 
leave about 18 inches of the old stumps, &- 
is from these (not from the roots) that iIsm 
shoots are pushed forth. The liest time of the 
year to carry out this o|>eration is in the mo:" 
of April, as they have then a long giuniy 
season before them. The Escallouias may :< 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

MAGNOLIAS. 
Bf.ai tikci. as are many of the flowering trees 
that adorn our gardens and pleasure grounds, 
there are none that can rival for size of blossom 
or for effective display some of the Magnolias. 
No more exquisite sight can be imagined than 
a fine tree of the Yulan (Magnolia conspicua), 
some 30 feet in height, in full bloom against a 
background of Ilexes. The blooms are pro¬ 
duc'd! early in April while the branches are 
still hare of leaves, and, every spray being 
covered with the pure white flowers, tbo tree 
looks like a suspended snowdrift, thrown into 
high relief by its dark setting. Another 
spring-blooming deciduous Japanese Magnolia 
is M. obovata, of rather dwarf habit, bearing 
flowers white within and purple on the outside. 
M. o. discolor, or purpurea, is a form of the 
last, with larger flowers of deeper tint. M. 
Soulangeana, almost as well known as M. con¬ 
spicua, is a chance hybrid between that species 
and M. obovata, and bears white flowers 
with a pink flush on the outer side of the 
petals. M. Lennei, with flowers of a deeper 
hue than those of M. Soulangeana, is a hybrid 
between M. conspicua and M. purpurea. It 
has the decided advantage of usually Iiearing n 
second crop of blossoms in the autumn. 
M. Alexandria, with very similar flowers to 
the last named, is the earliest bloomer of the 
Japanese hybrids, of which M. Osaka has deep 
purple maroon flowers. M. stellata or Halleana 
is a charming shrub, flowering in March before 
the leaves appear. It bears small starry flowers 
about 3 inches in diameter, which are pure 
white when they expand, but afterwards assume 
a pinkish tinge. M. Wntsoirf7a*later inti 
tion, is very 

Magnolia buds. 

green above and silvery beneath, aro from removed at t he end of October or in Xovem vr. 
13 inches to 2 feet in length and fi inches in but as they have stood five or six veins from- 
breadth. M. Fraseri is another deciduous the cuttings without being sliifteil it is very 
species, bearing pale yellow, aromatic-scented probable some of them will die. In nursenes 
flowers. (i inches in diameter. M. ('amplielli, where plants are grown for sale they 
from the Sikkim Himalayas, liears rosy- removed generally every year—or, at all eventi 
crimson flowers, S inches in diameter. It is every two years—in order to keep the to0 
only hardy in the warmest districts in the dense and compact. Take care to plant linr.h, 
south-west. Other species arc M. acuminata, and should the weather be at all dry give* 
M. eordata, M. glauca, M. hypoleuoa, M. 
Kobus, and M. tri|jetnln. 

The blossoms of Magnolias are without 
peers for indoor decoration. M. conspicua and 
its hybrids, M. Soulangeana, M. Lennei, and 

good watering, as this tends to settle every¬ 
thing in its place.] 

Magnolia falling.—I have taken in jour 
paper, () vrdkxixo lM.t sTii.vmi. tor some jejrx, an'! 
read with interest uiaifv of your answers to *nqutnc£ 

M. Alexandria, are equally acceptable in the ^“^1 ^ 
house, as are the massive blooms of M. grandi 
flora, the white cups of M. Watsoni, the pale 
yellow flowers of M. Fraseri, and the giant 
blossoms of M. macrophvlla. S. W. F. 

ieei very graieiui u joe . 
i decay of the enclosed spc'im‘* 
to the spring ot this year hJsv'‘ 6 

your opinion ns to the < 
a Magnolia, which up to lne spi in* ». »■•••» -• — , ,. 
beautifully and been perfectly healthy. It waspii"'r“i 
the southern side of my house about eight yews®”'} , 
i lay subsoil, ft has grown nearly 12 feet high ~ 
in proportion. The year before last there were 
three very fair blossoms on it; last year “icn • 
several very fine, large, healthy ones. The pant 
through the winter well, and there were bios«onw ■ 
ing in April last ; the end of ftie month the lsi'w , 
to die and turn brown in the centre of the tree, a 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
A yellow Rhododendron.—1 see in 

Gakdf.sixo Ii.i.cstkated, of June 21st. 
.. ■ r I -• .. w nie auu uirn uruwn hi me triurr w w,v ——, 

“ E. A. R. W. asks for the name of a yellow Hhorl time ,„y gardener out all Lhe .lead part 
Rhododendron. At the flower hIiow in Paris, the other healthy ami well; but very shorth o | 

me I May 21st and following days, there was a afier another beoame brown, ao.i it *cckl 
IcJ beautiful orange Rhododendron showQrbJI m 11 
iJifT Moser, of Versailles. HQ tj^pjijj have uow had it dug up. Tber.v-s 
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the gardener says, are healthy, but all the stems coming 
from them are dying or dead. You will, I hope, forgive 

my troubling you with this long letter, and if you can tell 
me what you think the cause can be I shall be so much 

obliged to you. On the other part of the wall 1 have a 
white Banksian Rose, planted between four or five years 

•iace. It has grown immensely, being between So feet and 

to feet high ; the foliage is thick and beautiful. I.ast 
year it bore two or three very' small flowers; this year 

there is not a sign of a bud. It has been properly trained, 
but not pruned. — Eu/.a M Barton. 

[Xo doubt the roots of the Magnolia had 
gone down iuto the cold clay subsoil and 
become waterlogged. One thing the Magnolia 
must have is good drainage, anti this very 
|.robably is what your plant feels the loss of 
in such a soil as 3’ou have. The Rose evidently 
wants the exhausted wood thinned out, the 
growth being too thick for the wood to ripen 
properly, hence the failure to bloom. ] 

GARDEN PESTS AND FRIENDS. 

Madonna Lilies diseased.—My Madonna T.ilies 
Me more diseased this y ear than I ever saw them ; so are 

irony of the other Lilies. Will you tell me what to do 

with the bulbs and when T The plants have been syringed 
with »n insecticide several times. What causea the 

d.xase! Hollyhock disease, too, is dreadful this year. 
—Y*0 VkUt 

paraffin emulsion or some similar insecticide 
containing soft-soap, of which there are several 
kinds in the market, and though they are more 
expensive to use than paraffin emulsion, the 
trouble of making the emulsion is saved, and 
if only a small quantity is wanted thediflerenoe 
in price is hardly worth considering.—li. S. .S.) 

VEGETABLES. 

SAVING BROCCOLI SEEDS. 
Many are inclined, when among a lied of 
Broccoli there happens to be an unusually 
good head, to allow this to go to seed with the 
prospect of getting a good stock for future 
sowing. The object is a very good one when 
carefully carried out. An instance occurs to 
my mind of a gardener who once did Ibis, 
having among a breadth of Late Queen and 
Model some uncommonly tine Broccolis. In 
his effort to save his own seeds he neglected 
to protect the dowering head from the bees 
which were numerous in the neighbourhood. 
The result was a disappointment, for the 

the trouble of enclosing individual plants as n 
precaution is not taken, and yet they do not 
suffer the disapiiointment already noted. In 
these cases probably the district is not fre¬ 
quented by uees. At the same time, apart 
from bees, there is a risk of growing seed 
when tiie source is of so doubtful a nature. 

_W. 8. 

XOTEs AXI) REPLIES. 

Handlights in the garden.-I often 
think when looking round gardens that we 
overlook the usefulness of some •>! the simple 
appliances in our haste to try modern intro¬ 
ductions. Since the introduction of cheap 
moveable frames, handlights appear to have 
lost favour. This is to lie regretted, seeing 
that these can often lie used where frames can 
not. I prefer handlights for protecting 
vegetables, as they are far more convenient, 
seeing they can be placed over anything that 
is not too tall, ami they will bring it on rapidly 

.in spring. All through last winter and spring 
1 have neon more than ever impressed with 
their value for protecting Parsley. 1 always 

[Lifting the bulbs and shaking them up in a 
tag of sulphur lias sometimes proved a remedy, 
while, in other cases, lifting and baking in the 
«nn, afterwards replanting in fresh quarters, 
have also proved efficacious. It is, however, 
very difficult to suggest any remedy for this 
ped, which is really a fungus.] 

Insects on Apple-trees (J. Ba*/fr).— 
The insect infesting your Apple-tree is the 
Apple aphis (Aphis inali). During the winter 

that is, any tune between the fall of the leal 
and the firet signs of the buds o|iening in the 
-priog- the trees should lie sprayed with a 
caustic alkali wash, and in the spring, as soon 
as any signs of the aphis can be seen, the 
leaves should be sprayed with a solution 01 

paraffin emulsion. These insects breed with 
-uch astonishing rapidity that it is very 
essential to kill the first that appear. Any 
-hoots that are badly attacked should be cut 
ctf and burnt ut once. This insect, though 
nearly related to the American-blight, is quite 
a distinct species, and its habits are very 
different. —G. S. S. 

Snake mllllpedes.I enclose two specimens ot a 

mill garden |»"l, which iaextremely common linn year, 
l! .hounds both in the greenhouse and outside, and has 

>»tr«y«l many Scarlet ltumier seedlings by eating 

nrough the stem us soon as they appear. 1 find them 
eialy trapped in pieces of Potato, hut shall lie plod to 

txir of another cure, and also the name of the peslY— 
Clvr. 

The two specimens of a small garden pest 
winch you find very common this year are 
snake millipedes, commonly known as fiatlcnctl 
"iiaketnilli(iede or galley worm ; their scientific 
name is Polydesmus coinplaiiatus. They are 
mast destructive pests, and will feed on the 
roots of most plants, preferring those that are 
somewhat succulent. I know of 110 better way 
of destroying these millipedes than trapping 
them with slices of Potato ns you have clone, 
but you might use Turnips, Mangold, or 
< omits in the same manner. After an infested 
crop the ground should lie fallowed and well 
dressed with gas-lime.—G. S. S.] 

Plant bugs.—I enclose all insect resembling liolh 

ileeUe and butterfly in certain particulars, and shall be 
rtod to learn its name and a little of its life history 7 

—Cur. 
[The insect that you suggest resembles in 

vime particulars both a butterfly and a beetle 
is one of the “ plant bugs,'' and belongs to the 
family Pentatomidie. The plant-bugs can 
hardly be said to be “garden |ieats," as it is 
seldom that they occur in sufficient numbers to 
be the cause of any appreciable injury to 
plants, at the same time they are occasionally. 
They mostly feed on the juices of plants, which 
they obtain by piercing the leaves or young 
shoots of plauts with the probosces or beaks 
with which their mouths are furnished. 
Several species feed ou other insects, and 
"ome, including members of the family to 
which the specimen you sent belongs, suck the 
juices of either plants or caterpillars, appar 
cfitly without showing much preference for an 
anunal or vegetable diet. If these iusects are 
very numerous on your plants and you wish to 
destroy them, I should shake the plauts over 
an open umbrella or a butterfly-net, and then 
»ynnge or spray the plants with a solutWSiTfcf Lwhere 

Digitized by \jO 

Magnolia l-'raseri in the Azalea Garden at Kew. (See page iYS-) 

following year after the sowing of the homo- 
saved seeds his Broccoli, which was pro¬ 
mising enough up to a certain |ioint, turned 
out to lie 11 kind of mongrel neither a Cab 
bage nor a Broccoli—nor could it lie used as 
a substitute for either. Fortunately all the 
eggs, so to speak, were nol placed into one 
basket, or the result would have been even 
worse than it was. Should any reader of 
Gardening I i.i.cstratkii desire to save his 
own seed of any special selection the foregoing 
should be a lesson, especially if bees have 
access to the garden. The hive may not lie in 
the garden, for it is well known bees travel 
long distances in search of food and honey 
flowers, and they have a marked |iartiality for 
the Brussica tribe. Some muslin or other fine 
meshed netting ought before there is an open 
flower to be fixed over the plant so that there 
are no apertures for the bees to take advantage 
of. The same care would lie needed in the 
case of several varieties being seeded, or they 

sow a little Parsley seed with my spring 
Onions, and allow a few plants to remain 
siugly and grow up amongst the Onions. 
When the Onions nre harvested, spring 
Cabbages arc planted, all the large leafage of 
the Parsley being out close oft', and by winter 
there is a very nice crop. The land beiug 
good and the plants standing singly, the 
Parsley makes fine growth. Before frosts set 
in I put a handlignt over each of the l>e"t 
roots, and it is astonishiug the amount of nice 
Parsley I get through the w inter and spring. 
Early Lettuces and Endive may be treated in 
the same way, and, when not wnnted in spring, 
handlights nre useful for pricking out things 
under, and are excellent for rooting many cut¬ 
tings in. E. A. C. 

Asparagus on the French system. In > our 
issue of the 1 lt.li imt., in “ The Coming Week's Work for 
June I'-tli, mention is made of growing Asparagus on the 

French system. Would you lie good enough to let me 

know how this is done?—1T. I’. O. 

[What is termed the French system simply 
would become so much intercrossed that no means planting in well prepared land 
reliance could be placed on the stock of seeds trenches at wide intervals. Many English 
thus procured. It is true one sometimes meets growers who are working oil these lines do not 
with instances, awoug cottagers in |iarticular, give so much room as is allowed on the 

saved annually, and where, too, cotitiiiejitj cuu£( ef en with the rows 3 feet apart 
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and 18 inches between the plants, very good house and preparing for a fresh start for Fruit garden.—Where Strawberries are 
heads have been obtained. Let the plants nave autumn and winter. Cleanliness is very iinpor- planted for the purpose of producing runner* 
room to do their best, and there will be more tant. If possible, the house should be painted, only the first season, all flowers will have been 
profit and more permanence.—E. Hobday.J or, at any rate, if painting is not required the pinched off and the runners encouraged. This 
- woodwork should be scrubbed with soap and it will be quite safe to do if the runners were 
GARDEN WORK. water, the glass washed, and the walls lime- taken from a prolific stock. The cause of whit 

- washed. The beds also should be cleared, so is termed blindness in Strawberries is a some- 
Conservatory. — One well-grown plant tbat harbour for insects should be removed, what difficult one to trace in each particular 

will give more satisfaction than a dozen weedy If will soon bo necessary to sow seeds for plant- instance. We know that badly-ripened plant* 
things that have been spoiled by overcrowd- inS out ln September. Telegraph is a good when placed in heat may go blind or the 
ing. No person of taste can look upon a "inter variety. I)o not plant in very light blossoms may refuse to set, but we have no 
lot of pot plants crowded together with any SQl1- The plants bear better and are more absolute proof that blindness is permanent, 
feeling of comfort or satisfaction. It may be permanent when there is a fair amount of body 11 hen plants are set out in very rich, ioc*s 
necessary in some places to crowd a little in ‘n tbe 90>h Bone meal is always useful. The ground, the chances are the growth will be 
winter, but even then it would be better if one bcst wa>' topreparesoil forCucumhers is to place disorganised and the plants will not bear iiu.t, 
had the enin-no-e and resolution to elear out the loam and what manure is used ilia ridge- and the wisest course is to pull all such plant* 

Conservatory. — One 

some of the old plants at the approach of s,,a]>e<l heap some months betot 
winter, to do justice to those which are left. use- Tbe same class of mater 
The permanent things in the borders increase °fher things besides Cucumbers. 

„e bast way topreparesoil forCucumhers is to place disorganised and the plants will not hear iruit, 
ut the loam and what manure is used in a ridge- and the wisest course is to pull all such plant* 
Qf shaped heap some months before required for up at sight. Careful cultivators are not 
f(, use. The same class of material will do for troubled much with blind plants when goal 
se other things besides Cucumbers. runners are selected. The summer pruning o! 

in size from vear to year, and require more "Work among Pines. This is the time wall and other trained trees may soon be taken 
room evon if judiciously pruned. There is no when successions are placed in fruiting pots *n hand, beginning first with those trees much 
excuse now for overcrowding, because most and suckers receive a shift. Pines require a crowded w ith growth. There is room for dis 
greenhouse plants for the next three months good turfy loam, not too light and suitably crimination in their treatment, and as the 
will be better outside than under glass; but enriched. Bone-meal, at the rate of a 6-inch ”ca"’on is a backward one we need not be in u 
the majority of plants which flower in summer potful to a bushel of soil, is a suitable manure, hurry. The evil of leaving the summer 
will be better in our climate under glass. 1 soot, also, may be added in small quantities, pruning till growth is finished is that, if per 
am, of course, referring to tender plants only. As regards other manure, the host time to sisted in, it must be followed by root pruning. 
There is no doubt the shelter of a roof does mix that with the loam is when the loam is cut but the whole business of fruit growing require* 
improve the flowers when they burst into bias- and stacked a layer of loam or turf with a vory careful individual study, 
som, but at this season the lights should, to a thinner layer of manure. This should be done Vegetable garden.—There Is always i 
certain extent, he open night and day. The six months before required for use, and then it certain amount of sowing and planting tods, 
soft, humid air of the night, when constantly in becomes blended, and is ready for use when but after the middle of July, even in sheltered 
circulation, is beneficial to all plants under chopped down. Firm potting is necessary, gardens, Peas will not pay to sow, though u 

glass, and it is very seldom we close the lights and at each shift the plants should be dropped there is plenty of glass a sowing of a u«v: 
of our plant houses, except it may be during a a little deeper in the pots, removing a leaf or early kina may be made in a frame or pit at lit 
gale ot wind. Thus, though the'plants which two if necessary, so that roots may form higher end of the month, leaving the lights ofi till 
have completed their growth and those which up the stem. It always benefits the plants to later in the season. Of course, such cropso2t: 
are preparing for winter are better outside, the replunge them in a stirred-up and replenished another chance of get ting a late dish or two, 
chief part of the flowering plants will come bed ; growing plants require more room from but they do not pay. I do not think late sow; 
finer and better when sheltered from the time to time. We need hardly sav that after Peas do pay unless the season is a favourable 
weather and shaded from hot sunshine. The repotting, until the roots are working in the one; but we have to take our chance in such 
usual time for repotting specimen plants is as new soil, very careful watering is necessary, matters. On difficult soils one has to rely on 
-oon as they begin to grow, and though this is uud the syringe should be used with judgment. Spinach substitutes, and the best of these are 
well enough as a general rule, it Mill not meet In hot weather a light shade is necessary. Spinach Beet and New Zealand Spinach. Tie 
all cases. Many of the fast growing things Night temperature, 65 degs. to 70 degs., tfie former, if sown in April or even later, will now 
may require more than one shift in a year, and last set of figures for the fruiting house, air to be producing large leaves of a succulent char 
1 would rather do this than adopt what was be given at 80 degs. to 85 degs. Close early acter. A further sowing may be made no*, 
known at one time as the one-shift system, enough in the afternoon for the thermometer In some districts this is used with Paisley and 
There is often danger in large shifts of the soil to rise in a saturated atmosphere to 90 degs. or other herbs for stuffing meat, and is much 
getting soured by injudicious watering. In 9.» ilegs. appicviuted. In late districts a good sowingoi 
shifting on Cyclamens and other winter-nower- , ~ , ... Window garden.—The window garden , ... 
ing plants, do not crowd. \ ery often the plants should lie treated on the same lines as the con- Jul.V. aml a sma11 second sowing about the 
are placed close together, with the view of servatory ; only those plants kept inside which 25th of the month. In early districts make the 
opening out later, but if this opening out is are effective. "Others will lie better outside sowing about the '22nd, and the second 
delayed the plants receive permanent injury, either in shade or sunshine, according to their first week in August. If one only sows a small 
Again, heavy shadings are not required—only needs. The routine work,'such as watering, packet of seeds, it is best to divide it ami mate 
just enough to break the sun’s rays—and on syringing, etc., should never be relaxed if the two sowings, with an interval of ten or twelve 
mild, warm nights the lights may be drawn off plants are to lie kept in health. This is the da3's between. Sowing Lettuces and Endive 
to let the night dews fall on the foliage. The time to give weak stimulants to plants which for autumn and winter salads is very imjw 

s should be made al>out the middle oi 

are effective. 'Others will I*, better outside, -‘•owing about the 22nd, and the second 
either in shade or sunshine, according to their f,rst week in August. If one only sons a sma! 
needs. The routine work, such as watering, packet ol seeds, it is best to divide it and male 
svrintrintr. etc., should never be relaxed if the two sowings, with an interval ot ten or twelve 

to let the night dews fall on the foliage. The time to give weak stimulants to plants which for autumn and winter salads is very imp* 
open air at this season, now that the weather have consumed most oi the foot! in the iiots. tant. We begin to include the black-seeow 
is more settled, cleanses and hardens the n „ „<• ,, „ , ■ I... Bath Cos now, and make several sowings from 

Outdoor garden -One of^ the brightest th|g ti„ tho en(, of Septemhel, The last si* growth. 

Stove.—Be very careful about the syring 
objects in the garden nou 
Paul's ('aniline Pillar Hose. I 

is a mass of ing is left in the seed lied all winter. Endive 
fctove.— tie very earetul about the syring Paul’s Carmine Pillar Hose. It is not a fierv ‘V* ,,, TT l" , I .oniiiv no* 

ing water. I nless rain water can be obtained .shade of colour like the scarlet (> eranium, but ^'^he^ plants"will^not^boh^ One'can soured' 
it will be better to discontinue syringing the a pleasant shade of carmine which does not , Uie P .MMU! 00. . e 011,1 s 
plants and obtain the neoessarv'humiditv in , L Ti^ vlo wrong in sowing Turnips freely now. The plants and obtain the neeessa 
the atmosphere by damping 

n the necessary humidity in unduly tire one's vision. Other and quieter 
by damping the floors and tones are a mass of Diotamnus fc’raxinella. This, 

Chirk Castle Blackstone is the hardiest Turni] 

staees Basket plants afe a trreat attraction ■ i. • -T"8 .“Xm . • ’ 1 know, and the flavour is excellent, though 
™ t without being bright, is interesting and curious, lhe bulbs do not grow to a laive size. Continue 

where there is head room. The Torenias, and it is one of the plants which is best without 
especially T. asiatica, make nice basket disturbance at least for several years. Top- 
plants. Russelia juncea is a good companion, dressings are good for it, as thev are for 

the bulbs ao not grow to a large size, continue 
to plant out Leeks and Celery. If Leeks can 
not be planted in manured trenches, plant with plants. Russelia juncea is a good companion, dressings are food for it as they are for noit 1)6 planted m manurea trenenes, pta • 

Both are of easy culture and graceful habit, ponies and otfier things that one can leave a.iY5U!fg’ make h° e* de*P’ ^.VobdL. ttotn are oi easy culture and gracetul hubit, peonies and other things that one can leave 1,‘I'TfriT 
and both are old-fashioned things that have unmoved for a longtime if their wants are well 
pretty well disappeared from the stove. Among attended to, and their wants are simplicity thfi 
iragrant plants, Pergulnna odoratissimn itself-first, a thorough preparation of the site. 
is a desirable thing to have. It is a fast and then an anuuaT top dressing. There is Drt 

THE COMINtt WEEKS WORK. 

11 *9 a p1-91 und then an anuuaT top dressing. There is R'rtmcta from n Garden Diary. 
growing climber, ana the roots should be kept abundant occupation for the industrious among July l!,th. —Made a last sowing of Peas, an 
under control. \\ e have had it planted in a insects and weeds. Roses on walls will require early kind being selected. So far as is possible, 
small bricked pit in loam and peat, where it syringing with something to destroy green fly, we mulch all Peas, and, if the manure give* 
flowered lreely and tilled the liouse, especially Qf course, this ought to he taken in hand at out, something else is used. We believe in 
at night, with its fragrance. 1 he flowers of a the time the first fly is seen and carried on per mulching anything that requires moisture 
peculiar greenish-yellow colour are, except for sistently, and, when the victory is won, the The Chrysanthemums have all been arranged 
their fragrance, not suitable tor cutting, piants will still retain their freshness. Asa in rows on coal-ash beds, with the tops oi the 
according to present ideas. Still, it is a ru|e when insects attack a plant mischief is stakes fastened to wires callable of resisting 

comes a change in the weather. Still, as a one can clear them oft'and convert them into July 15th.— Cutback earlylowering Fuchsia* 
rule, we can do without fires in July and manure; but insects have no redeeming to get cuttings. We always strike Fuchsia 
August. More ventilation can be given, and feature. .Late-sown annuals should be freely cuttings early in August for the early--flowering 
less water thrown about. This will hasten the thinned. Give liquid-manure to Sweet Peas, batch, and, by cutting back now, plenty oi 
plants and prepare them lor removal to the. Mulch Hollyhocks and Phloxes with good young shoots is produced. Sowed Her 
conservatory or elsewhere for a time. manure. Phloxes are lovelv border plants, but haccous Calceolarias. These are sown in po^ 

Jitly 15c h. — Cut back early flowering Fuchsia' 

Cucumbers.—There is generally plenty are not lasting enough for cutting, and are, in cool-frame, covered with squares of glass, and 
of Cucumbers in frames now, and where there besides, too massive. For cutting we want are grown cool all through till they flower, 
is only one house for Cucumbers the frame long-stalked flowers, light in build, and clear The first batch of Cinerarias has been pricked 
supply gives a chance of cleawpg out thejl in colour. 2 inches apart, in a cool-frame. 
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July 16th.—As fast us the early Potatoes are 
lifted, the ground is prepared for cropping 
again. A part will be planted with Straw¬ 
berries, un<l a part sown with lute Turnips 
early next month. We ure securing Straw¬ 
berry-runners us speedily ns possible for 
forcing and planting outside. Royal Sovereign 
will be grown largely for forcing, out it flowers 
rather too early outeide. Early blossoms get 
cut by frost. 

July 17th. -Sowed Brown Cos lettuce. This 
is still one of the best autumn and winter 
Lettuces. We also grow Tom Thumb. It 
turns in quickly, and does not run so soon 
as the lurge kinds. Another look round has 
been given to Peach wall to tack in young 
shoots. The finishing touch has been given 
to fruit, thinning. Wo have not done any 
summer pruning yet as the growth is buck 
ward : but it will not bo delayed much longer. 

July ISth.—Made a first sowing of < 'abbages. 
Shifted an Begonius, chiefly fdoire de Lorraine, 
into 5-inch pots. Moved several specimen 
Bougainvilleas to conservatory. We arc 
layering Straw berries into small pots as fast us 
possible. Made a lust sowing of Ne Plus Ultra 
French Beans on South border. Shall sow 
later in pit. for late use. Finished potting 
Tree-Carnations for winter flowering. The 
plants are now on coal-ash beds. Mulched 
Tomatoes with manure. Shifter! on Araliasinto 
3 inch pots. 

July 19th.—Made up several Mushroom beds 
in shady spot on north side of building. 
Thinnea shoots of Figs on south wall, and tied 
on to trellis. Earthed up late Potatoes. Liquid 
manure is given to early Celery. Wrapped 
paper round to commence blanching. Nets 
nave beeu placed over ripening fruits. Thinner! 
the young wood of Rod and White Currants. 
Insects w ere making an appearance on several 
bnshe.5. and these have been dealt with. 
Made a last sowing of early Horn Carrots for 
drawing young. 

POULTRY. 

Death of hen (h\ T. !•'.). There is no 
doubt that liver disease was the cause of this 
birti’s death, and it would bo advisable to 
reduce the diet of your poultry both in quan¬ 
tity and quality, during the summer at least, 
or von may lose many more fowls from this 
complaint. It is advisable to add a good 
portion of Pollard or Sharps to the Barley- 
meal, as the meal alone is of too fattening a 
nature at this season of the year. This disease 
is hereditary, but it can also be induced by 
feeding on too rich foods. The best treatment 
of fowls showing symptoms of tins disease is to 
give some aperient medicine, followed by u 
couple of grains of calomel every other day for 
a week or ten days. This can be given in the 
soft food. The hommopathic tincture of Podo 
phyllura is also a most useful remedy for this 
complaint. Dandelions, cut srnull and given 
in uhundance, together with u good supply of 
sharp grit, will nlso prove beneficial.—S. S. G. 

BIRDS. 

Death of Nonpareil (Zitelta).—We ran only repeat 
that the cause of the death of ao many of your bird* ia 
from their being kept in a conservstory, in which position 

the direct raya of the aim upon them through the glass 
would bring about heat apoplexy. It la to lie feared that 
the death of the inmates of your aviary will continue un- 
leas ample shade is afforded.—S. S. G. 

Bullfinch with swollen claw (M. A. 
MaltheiP*).—When your bird “got hung ut> in 
bis cage,” tho joint of tho claw now swollen 
most probably becamo dislocated. You should, 
by curoful manipulation, endeavour to return 
tho misplaced bone to its socket, and then put 
the bird into a small cage without perches, and 
with the floor covered with Moss or some other 
soft material. Leave it in a quiet position 
whoro it will not lie disturbed, giving it u 
sufficient supply of food and water within eusy 
reach. Iu a few days you will in all probability 
find that your Bullfinch has regained the use 
of its leg. The red swelling may be an active 
ulcer brought on through the aamage to the 
foot, and would require a soothing mode of 
treatment, and to be dressed with some cooling 
application, such as zinc ointment or snerjna- 
'•eti, while moans must be taken to pro'snt the, 
bird pecking or bcratohin^Zfhis 
L«t the diet be of a cooling nature (scalded 

Rape seed is the best food for these birds), 
giving twigs of some fruit tree as green food.— 
8. S. G. 

Death of foreign birds (ZittlinJ. —A 
conservatory is not a good place in which to 
construct an aviary unless the roof enn lie 
covered to obviate the direct action of the sun, 
as in such a position birds are subject to heat 
apoplexy. When ho attacked they are found 
panting at the bottom of the cage or aviary in 
a paralysed condition, and if fne attack has 
been a severe one, speedy death follows. Tho 
same thing often happens when a cage is hung 
in the full glare of the sun. All that can be 
done in a case of apoplexy or sunstroke is to 
immediately remove the sufferer into a cool 
position, giving a littlo hike warm wafer to 
drink, putting its feet into water at blood beat, 
and, in the case of larger birds, a little castor- 
oil will sometimes prove liciicticial; hut it is 
seldom (hat recovery is effected. 1 should 
certainly advise you to remove your birds from 
tho conservatory, unless some means can he 
devised for shading from tho direct rays of the 
sun.—S. 8. G. 

LAW AND CUSTOM. 

Notice to quit. If a tenant gives a quartet a notice 
now. can he loyally remain in possession until Septem¬ 

ber Kith next, or should he five up possession on or 
before September 29lh next 'V. W. 

I If the tenancy began on September '29th, or. hating 
ticgun on come one ol tho other regular quarter days, ia 

determinable by a quarters notice, the tenant may, of 
course, keep possession until September 29th, although 

the notice was given on or before June 21th.—K. C. T. I 

The rating of a market garden.—Eighteen 
months ago I took ot a gentleman his kitchen garden, 
comprining half an acre of land, at the yearly rental of 

1112 10b. The garden has on it a viner.v. and some glass 
houses, pntting-sheds, etc., and is divided by a highway 
from the private grounds ol the landlord I grow Toma¬ 

toes, Grapes. Cucumbers, bedding plants, etc., for sale, 
hut Ihe garden is not rated as agricultural land, lly 

landlord occupies about H acres of land as lawns and 
private gmunils. which are all rated as agricultural land. 

Should not my garden l>e rated as agricultural land also : 

Mvrhkt Gxriik.xkr. 

[If your statement he accurate, ami there 
arc no qualifying circumstances omitted, your 
garden should lve ruled iu two |rarts. The 
glass-houses and other buildings should he 
valued separately from the rest of the garden, 
and should he rated iu the same way as other 
buildings, while tho remainder of tfic garden 
should be rated us agricultural land. The 
sum of I ho gross estimated rentals of the 
glass houses and of the remainder of the 
garden should be £12 Ills. If this be not so, 
you should give the assessment committee and 
the overseers written notice that you object to 
the valuation list, and you should upjicar 
before the assessment committee in duo course 
in supjiort of your objection. The lawns, 
flower-gardens, and other pleasure grounds of 
your landlord should clearly be rated in the 
same way as buildings for tiie purposes of the 
poor rate.—K. C. T.) 

A tenant's claim for compensation.-In moo 
I took a farm for to yoar« under an ordinary farming 
lease, having power to cultivate 'Js acres in the ordinarv 
three or four course rotation, with permivion to net! all 

produce : the remainder of the (arm (over 100 acres) to be 

permanent Grass, no mention being made in lease of com¬ 
pensation for improvements. Independently of this 
written agreement, I got verbal permission from the land¬ 

lord and I he agent to cultivate the arable land as I thought 
III and to dovelop a market garden, tho landlord buying 

the fruit-trees for this purpose, in addition to which I have 
planted some 2,000 fruit-hushes and other garden produce. 

It is non proposed by the landlord to take (with my con¬ 
sent) some of the Grass land from lily (arm and make out 

a new lease. What form of clause should I endeavour to 
get inserted in the new lease to give me security for my 

improvements, bushes, etc., and, failing getting a new 
lease with such a clause inserted, whal chance is there for 
me getting compensation at the end of my existing lease 

for the improvements I have already made?—York. 

[The tnero verbal permission to cultivate the 
arable land as you choose and to dovelop a 
market garden will not give you any claim to 
couqiensation for vour improvements on the 
expiration of your lease, and you can claim no 
compensation under tho Agricultural Holdings 
nor under the Market Gardeners’ Compensation 
Acts. You should get your landlord to insert 
in the new lease permission to cultivate the 
holding or any part of it as a market garden, 
and a clause to the effect that on the expiration 
of the leaso the landlord shall pay to you the 
valueof the fruit-trees and fruit-bushes planted 
by youj and the value of any improvement 

^*he planting of such vegetable crops 
to be productive for two bfKftlOitF 

K. C. T.) 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

Questions.—Queries and answers a re Inserted <n 
Oardrkiko free qf charge. if coirespondent! follow these 
rule!: AU communication! ihouid be clearly and concurly 
written on one tide of the paper only. ana addressed to 
the Editor of Oardkkixo, 17. Furruvalstreet, Botborn, 
London, H.C. Letteri on business should be lent to 
the Pobushbr. The name and adds as of the tender are 
required in addition fo any designation he may detire to 
be used in the paper. When more than one query u lent, 
each should be on a separate piece of paper, and not more 
than three queries should be sent at a time. Corrupon- 
dents should bear in mind that, as Oardrninii has to be 
sent to press some time in adrance of date, queries cannot 
always be replied to in the issue immediately following 
the receipt of their communication. We do not reply to 
queries by post. 

Naming fYult.—Readers who desire our help in 
namfiia fruit should bear in mind that several specimens 
in diferent stages a/ colour and sue of the same kind 
greatly assist in its determination. We have received 
from several eorrespenulenls single specimens of fruits 
for naming, these in many eases being unripe and other¬ 
wise poor. The inference between varieties of fruits are, 
in many eases, so trifling that it is necessary that three 
specimens of each kind should be sent. We can undertake 
to name only four varieties at a time, and these only when 
the above directions are observed. 

PLANTS AND FLOWHHS, 

Insects on a Cactus <C. R. R.\-The Cactus la 
attacked with meaty bug. Lay the plant on Its side and 

well syringe off all yon can: then wash it with strong 
soap-suds and Tobacco-water, taking care that none ol 

this reaches Ihe roots. Afterwards look dally for (hr. 
insc-ts, and kill every one that makee lie appearance. 

Leucophyton BrownKB. if’.).—This is a plant ot 
extremely eos> culture. It le best wintered in a cool 
groerihoiise or frost proof frame, and is easily propagated 

at any lime during the summer. It makes an extremely 

nealand effective edging to flower beds during the summer 
season, and is much employed In carpet bedding. 

Plants for a fernery (Fern Lover). —Of flowennn 
plants few will thrive well in the partial shade which pr* 

vails in a fernery ; but wo think you might succeeefulh 
grow several kinds of Drarwnas, Aspidistra lurlda verir- 
gala, Nertera depressa. Saxifraga sarmentosa. India 

rubber • plants, the Cajie Sundews, and fine • leavrd 

Begonias. 

Creeping Speedwell (Veronica repens) (l'\ 
This is a dense, close-growing creeper, covering the soil 
ns it proceeds with a perfect solt carpet of bright gru n 

foliage, and il only nerds a little occasional trimming lo 
keep il in place. It seems to thrive well on soil lhat is 

moderately dry, and it very rapidly covers Ihe ground. 
Anyone in want of a good carpet plant should try this 

Veronica. 

Delphiniums from seed, etc. (K.V. l>.\ w». 
the Delphiniums arc easily raised in great variety from 

seed. It the flower-stems arc cut down promptly allcr 

blooming the plants flower again ill autumn. Rich soil or 
a place in the choice border is not even necessary for 
them, though they are well worthy of IkviIi. They thrive 

freely without attention or staking, either ill sluuM-erim 
or copses, and also well in open situations. 

Bambooa for tho conservatory, etc. (.V II S. i 
—When well grown in |iots the smaller Bamboos make 
admirable plants for the conservatory or greenhouse, nr 
lor standing in rooms they mav be tn-ed with advantage 

Sprays of their glossy foliage arc alto among the bint 
material which can be used in large vases of cut flowers. 
The kinds most favoured for Ihe purpose in view am 

Bamliusa glam*. B. mills, Ihe true ll. nigra, and R. 

arundinacea. 

Unhealthy Marguerites i.Vargutrile) The 
leaves sent are badly attacked with the grub of the Mar¬ 
guerite Daisy-fly (Pbvtomyra afftnis). The best plan is io 

pinch each portion of ihe leaf where the grub is seen at 
work between the thumb and Anger, and thus destroy U. 

Also sonic of the worst leaves had better be picked cfl and 
burnt. The piuchiug of the leaves must lie followed up 

regularly, and the plants should not t>e crowded, hut 

should have plenty of water, with Borne liquid-manure 
occasionally, and abundance of air. 

Green-fly and caterplllarHon Rosen(F C f) v. 
—If you allude to the grubs that infest the Rose buds 

when ojiening. we cannot hold out any hope of destrov - 
ing them otherwise than by handpicking. The frees 

must lie gouc over every day, and the grutm picked oil 
and destroved. Green-fly may he killed by dissolving 

4 or. of soft-soap in 1 gallon of water, straining It and 
syringing with this for some two or three days running, 
and well washing with clean water after the fly is de. 
stroyed. Colonies of caterpillars that prey iifion the 

foliage may lie dislodged by syringing with Ihe same. 

Double Zinnias (S. C.).—These plants require a 
deep, loamy soil, and If other conditions are suitable I hey 

will bloom freely from July until the frost cuts them down 
in autumn. There is now a very flu® collection to lw had. 
the flowers ot many tieing as large os those of the China 
Aster, perfect in form, and varying in colour. For cut¬ 
ting they are invaluable, for. in addition to supplying so 
many colours, they last for a long time in water. In ordi r 
to grow Zinnias well a warm situation and abundance of 
water arc necesiiarv. 

Globe Am&r&nthUB (Oomnhrena) (A. R. S.\ 
These are very pretty and useful warm greenhouse or 
tender annuals with everlasting flowers of various shades 
of colour. Sow the seed In the spring—April—in pou or 
boxes of light soil, prick off the seedlings when large 
enough to handle, and afterwards pot on singly as re¬ 
quired. Orowf in a gentle heat, such as that ol a hotbed 
frame, and remove to the greenhouse when coming into 
bloom during the summer. Equal parts of loam, prat, 
and leaf-mould, with plenty of sharp silver-sand added, 
will grow them well. The pole should be well drained 

Oo&rtlti OrillSOB on lawn IB. B.\—The coarse 
attuning Grass.on your lawn, sample of which is sent. Is 
ttkt is gcauilly known \s 1‘Twiteli," and is a creeping 
1 perennial, ft le moet likely that pieces of the root* of this 
n A M A ri I A AAnA ITAI 
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variety were in the soil on which your lawn Grasses were 

sown, as no seed Arm would ever include seed of that in a 

lawn mixture. Really, the only wav to deal with it » to 

have this twitch pulled as much as possible, and thus 
allow the proper Grasses to grow, and that they can only 

do tv keeping the spreading Grass well in subjection. 

Working the surface backward and forward with a sharp- 
toothed iron rake would do great good and help to get- rid 

of much of the pest. It will be of no use to manure the 

finer Grasses so long as the coarse Grass is in possession. 

Ants In greenhouse (> euvhf\ -When you can 

get at the nests of the ants the best plan is to open them 
slightly and flood them with boiling water, which will at 

once kill any with which it comes in contact. If the nest 
is under the pathway, or in any place difficult 11 get. at, it 

may be useful to make a cup of clay with a hole at the 

bottom, and having placed it over the entrance of the 

nest, and worked it well on lo the surface of the floor, to 

fill it with paraffin-oil or diluted carbolic, acid. When the 

contents of the cup have soaked into the nest fill it up 
again. Ants may also l*e trapjved with pieces of .-qvonge 

soaked with treacle. The sponges should have pieces of 

siring tied to them, so that they may be lifted and dipped 

into boiling water. 

Plants for shaded garden (Subscriber). It is 

inevitable that any plants which do well in the ojicn sun 
altnnlil hocomp unmiurlml Hrnirn uhon urotvn in a 

place and rarely get sun. Still, you may employ Phloxes, 

Gaillardias, Delphiniums, Pentstemons, Chrysanthemum 
maximum, Krigeron speciosus, Everlasting Peas, Giant 

and Shirley Poppies, Rudbeckin Newmani. and a few of 

the Michaelmas Daisies, with some plants to flovrer in the 

spring, such as Pansies, Polyanthuses, Araliis, yellow 
Alyssmn, Pinks, and Wallflowers. Fuchsias, Abutilons, 

Petunias, Mignonette, Lohelias, y ellow Calceolarias, and 

some free-blooming Geraniums should do very well as pot 

plants. Several dwarf annuals would do. Many of these 

things are easily raised from seed or from eullings in a 
greenhouse. Clematis Jarkiuaui, a Honeysuckle, Vir¬ 

ginian Creepers, and any good Ivies do well as climbers in 
shade. Koses need a sunny aspect to ripen wood and 

create flower-buds. 

Propagating Aralla Sleboldlfft. Awl- im).— 
The firs', half of March is a good time to cut off the tops 

of your tall Aralias and pul them in as cuttings. About 

inches is a very suitable length, and do not remove more 
leaves than is absolutely necessary. Put the cuttings 

singly into pots 3 inches in diameter in a compost of equal 
parts of loam, peat or leaf-mould, and sand. The pot* 

must hav e a few pieces of broken crocks pit’ in the liottom 

for drainage. When inserting the cuttings press the soil 

moderately firm, and w hen finished give a good watering. 
After this, place the cuttings in a close propagating case 

yi a structure where a temperature of dogs, to is. di gs, 
is maintained, and if there is a gentle liottom heat so 

much the better. Kv en with all this you must be preoared 

for some failures, as the large top* of these Aralias do not 

root readily: whereas, the shoots that are pushed out 

from the main stem, after the top has hecn taken off, 

strike without difficulty under similar conditions. They 
should lie taken when about 3 inches long, leaving a little 

heel or base of the old wood. These are also best when 

put in singly, hut, being so much smaller than the lops, 
smaller pot* may la- used. This Aralia is, however, so 

easily raised from seed that it is not worth troubling about 

increasing it by cuttings. 

Front garden (St. II.).—In the circumstances the 

only possihie shape, if the ground is to he occupied well, 
is one large oblong bed on either side. The formality of 

this pattern may he modified somewhat by making the 

sides anti also the ends slightly concave. Then, by per¬ 
mitting a space of 3 feel at each end, you have a bed 8 feet 
long ami n width of It feci in the narrow part This 

would give you a fair-sized lied and room to move. This 

kind of bed with a Grass plot is about the most simple of 

management, and will t>e more readily kept clean than if 

the bed was arranged with gravel paths around. Such a 

bed as suggested could he laid down now, and if the seed 

was sown at once the Grass would have time to make a 
good growth this year. It would not do to tread it too 

much in getting to the bed at present. As for the 

flower*, it is gelling late now, and Hie best things for pro¬ 

ducing a display this season would be Tuberous llegonias 
in mixed kinds or in separate colours, or these mixed 

with Heliotrope. This latter could be pegged down, and 

the Begonias, il planted at a foot apart, could lie given 
preference as the plants developed and became worthy ot 

the space. In this wav the double crop would provide a 

showy and fragrant bed. As the soil has so long been 

idle, you had best he on the alert for wirewonn. 

TREKS AND SHRUBS. 

Propagating Deutzia grant If n III .1) ---The 
most expeditious mode of working up a stock of this 

plant, and the one that is in general practice in trade 

establishments, is to take cuttings from plants that have 

been forced in spring. The tips of the young growing 

shoots should he taken off before they commence to 
harden, cut to three joint*, inserted in 44-inch pots in 
light, sandy compost, and he placed in a close frame, or 

under a bell-glass in a house where the temperature 

averages 60 degs. by day. If the cuttings are healthy 

they will lie rooted in about a fortnight, when they may 

he gradually hardened off, and brought into a cold-frame 

ready to be planted out in May. Cuttings of the current 

season's growth taken off in September, and inserted then 
in a cool situation, will, many ot them, root by the follow¬ 

ing summer. 

FRUIT. 

Peach-trees unhealthy (Riduna).—The Peach 

leaves you send are eaten up with thrips and red-spider, 
both caused by a dry atmosphere. You must syringe the 

leaves freely with soap and sulphur, and keep the trees 
well syringed with clear rain water. The trees have 

evidently been neglected as far as watering at the roots is 

concerned. Give them a thorough soaking to reach as far 
down a* the root* go, and maintain a moist atmosphere in 

the house. You do not say whether the tree is bearing 

any fruit; but, if so, with such foliage it will be of very- 
poor quality. See reply to" Norfolk," rs" Red-spider on 
Vines.” 

Red-Bplder on Vines (SorhJk) 
principal oauee of thffi)p»Jttj|Bidiii brrie 

must water freely, keeping the air of 

moist when the Vines are growing, especially if the 

weather is very hot. If it increases you must svringe the 

Vines freely with dear rain water, or dust the leaves over 

with sulphur, or syringe with a mixture of sulphur and 

soap. Dryness at" the roots also favours the increase of 

red-spider. You must cease sy ringing Peaches as soon as 

you notice that they are beginning to colour. 

Grapes mildewed (P -V M.\—A stagnant atmos¬ 
phere is favourable to the development of mildew-, and 

one of the surest preventives is abuiidaiv-e of fresh air, 

which should lie secured hv plenty of ventilation, main¬ 

taining a dry atmosphere during damp, cold weather, fro 

not syringe the Vines, as this only lends to the increase of 
mildew. You ought to dust flowers of sulphur all over 
the Vines, washing this off after a few- days with clear 

rain water. In the winter you ought to paint all the 
inside "->odwork, clean the glass, and limewash the walla 

Then dissohe 1 oz of sulphide of potassium in a quart of 

water, mix il with clay and sulphur to a thin paste, and 

brush this into the kirk and every crevice about the spurs 
on the Vine-rods, applying this dressing immediately you 

see any further symptoms of mildew. 

Stopping Vines (A. ft. C.\—This is necessary to 
keep the growth within certain limits, and thus prevent 

overcrowding of the shoots. The length of the shoots 
must he regulated by the position of the bunch. The 
usual way is to slop two leaves beyond the bunch, or, il 

room i- s--arce. al one leaf Is-yond the bunch. This should 

lie done when the shoot attains the requisite length, and 

is done by simply pinching off the ton between the finger 

and thumb. Never use the knife it il can he avoided. 

After this stopping, the httds that form in the axils of the 
leaves again produce shorn*. These must Ik stopped in 

the same way just beyond the first leaf, and so on during 

the season as they may continue to grow. The leading 

growth of the Vine must not !*• stopped in this way, only 
in so far as the laterals are concerned, and these, if room 

is scarce, must he slopped in the way just referred t o. 

Newly-planted Vinos (California). - It is i-ui 

tomary when planting young Vines, whether they he what 

arc known as fruiting or planting canes, to shorten them 
h.v-k more or less, according to local circnrmtaiu-es. This 

you ap|>ear not to hive done. It is never considered a 

I practice to fruit newly-planted Vines intended for 

permanent use. so no occasion arises for anxiety because 
of Ihe failure to show hum-lies, and those now appearing 

on existing laterals you will, of course, remove. Feeding 

young and newly-planted Vines is altogether opposed to 

practical laws in Vine growth. The aim should Ik* rather 

to build up an unforced and natural growth, because this 

will give much better results in after years. A newly- 

made border should have all the necessary constituents 
present in tin- soil without having recourse to further en¬ 

richment with feeding for al least a year or two. If sufll- 

•ient clear water is given to maintain an equable moisture 
in the soil, nothing more is called for. When Vines show 

a stuliliornness in breaking it is the usual custom to lower 

the point, so that the sap is not allowed to rush un- 
check,»H hi It,,, extremity Koine gardeners bed them 

round in half-loop fashion licfore any growth is made, 

and leave thus until il is seen that the lower buds are 
moving regularly. The stronger the growth of young 

\ ines, the more trouble comes from their start in spring, 

and by feeding you will observe you are courting troubles 

ahead. 

Diseased Peach-tree (Ignoramus).—'The leaves 
and shoots sent appear to us though in the shrivelled 

state in which they reached this office their trie state is 

not clear—to Ik suffering from what is commonly known 

as the silver leaf disease. It is one that affect* some trees 

and sorts more than others, and may Ik due to faulty 
stocks, unsuitable soils, or borders not properly drained. 

It is not mildew, hence not corrected by sulphur Applica¬ 

tions. As you have already- root-pmned the tree, and 

given ample lime, we would suggest, if the later summer 

growth of the tree does not improve, that the existing soil 
Ik removed, replaced with maiden ioani, w*ith a little lime 

incorporated, carefully preserving the roots during the 
operation and laying in the new compost nearer to the sur¬ 
face, if possible, than is the case now. The thickening of 

the leaves suggests blister, lull as Peaches ordinarily are 

not subject to this under glass, it must he the outcome of 
other diseases. There is no known cure for silver leaf 

disease applicable to the leaves themselves, and nothing 

is so efficacious as new soil, which sets into action 
increased activity of the roots. If thin course does not 

materially improve the health of your tree, the better 

course is to remove it, and substitute a young and 

vigorous specimen in its place. The end of October or 

iKginning of November is the liesl season for planting new 

or renovating older Peach-trees, as then new roots form 

immediately and prepare the trees for a good start, in the 
spring. 

VEGETABLES. 

Weedy Asparagus-bed (Riduna). if in your 
present Asparagus-hen young seedling plants are so very- 

thick, certainly many of them may be lifted out and he 
replanted in fresh soil. If you can water freely, or there 

is likely to be rain, prepare the new bed at once by trench¬ 

ing it and well manuring it, then lift some of the youngest 

plants as carefully as possible, and plant them in rows 

3" inches apart and 18 inches apart in the rows. If, on 

the other hand, you arc likely to suffer from drought, you 

had better leave this work until next spring. In'the 
meantime weed the bed freely, for weeds are easily dia- 

languished from the Asparagus tops, and give the bed a 

fairly liberal dressing of salt, and keep down all other 

weeds. Probably the best course will be to leave the 

matter till February or March next, and then carefully 

fork out all the young roots, replanting them. That will 

enable you to well top-dress the bed with manure, and 
keeping it clean you may secure fair Asparagus for a vear 
or two longer. 

SHORT REPLIES. 

A. P. B.—The best thing you can do is to use one of the 
many weed killers now so freely advertised.-C. T. — 

Your Grapes are suffering from what is known as ‘' scald- 

‘ ig.” See note in our issue of June 7, p. 198.-GfR.fr. 
"'%c note rt cultivation of Hova carnosa in our issue UfJ 

c 21, 1901, p. 228, which can be had: ,-gf ithe-yjobuelrii-,. 

ljd. 2. Your Cherry-trees are eiiuetaSl.iary-St the 

roots, and there is also a want of lime in the soil, so necer- 

sary in the cultivation of all stone fruita-L. Sinenn. 

—1, Yes, Eucalyptus citriodora will stand in your district 

in a cold greenhouse if the weather is not too seven, but 

for safety it will be better in a house from which frost can 

be kept out. 2. We have never heard ot such a Wistaria. 

3, We suppose you refer to the compaotura variety ol 
Tropa-olum majus.-D. L. W.— The Pvrethrum ii 

Jubilee. Slugs have evidently eaten the tops ol the 
Asclepias, hence the failure to start-Simonide. —You 

cannot do belter than try some of the Mossy Saxifrage*, 

such as S. hypnoidea, S. Caniposi. 8. musc-oides Anv of 

the smaller-leaved Ivies would also do well.-Sfrz J 3. 
Jones. The only thing you can do is to dig the Bracken 

out when it exceeds the space you can spire for it. or re¬ 

move it entirely to a position where it can grow at will It 

is hardly suitable for a garden.-ft. .V.—See reply toC. 

Harris re hairworms, in our issue of June 21, p. 218, 

middle column.-IF. M'*ire.—Kindly send us some jwr 

ticulars as to your Pa-onies how long planted, soil, etc. 
Perhaps thev are starved. The same thing, probably, is 
the cause of the Zinnias failing, as both want a rich, deep 

soil lo do well. See note re Phonics in outdoor garden in 

the Week's Work.-A. 1'. L. —See article on ‘‘Sowing 
<>r-hid seed" in our issue ol December 14,1901, p. Sni. 

which can Ik had of the publisher, post free for ljd.— 

Mint Leach.—Evidently the soil in which your Roses areu 
exhausted. You ought to lift them in the autumn, re¬ 

make the beds, and replant.-W. /'aiming. — Camellias 

are generally grafted on the single-flowered forms, which 

are raised from cuttings. For grafting Cherries the wild 

Cherry is used as a stock for standards or wall trees, hot 

for dwarf trees the Mahaleb is generally used.-Jlit* 
Parke. — Your Geraniums are evidently growing too 

strongly. They will come all right as they begin I* fill 
the pot with roots.-Margaret Benson.—A malfontu- 

lion not at all uncommon. We have seen the freak far 
more pronounced than in the specimen you send.-Jfw 

Holton.—See reply to “ J. W. Y." in our issue of May 31, 

p 185. re " Remaking Lily of the Valley bed." — 

II. P. J. The best green food for a canary is Waleiyms, 
Groundsel, lettuce, or Chickweed.-Slar-chal Sul- 

We know of no book dealing with the flora ol Swedea 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 

• . ■ A ny corn muni rat ions respecting plants or frviti 

sent In name should ahengs accompany Ihe parti!, 

which should he addressed lo Ihe. EturoR of CoRI-imno 
Igwbtr vrrn, 17. Fumi’-a/ rtreel, HeJborn, London. E.C. 

A number should also he hrml’i a fixed to eaeh fpteimes 

of dowers or fruit sent for namiiyi. No more than four 

kinds of fruits or dowers for naming should be ten! a! 

one time. 

Names of plants.—Mrs. Stork.—Rom ilairisoni. 

double form of Rosa Iiitca, Ihe Austrian Brier.-bee. K 
Lewis.—Delphinium nudicaulc.-Ignorant - Varieties 

of Spa rax is.-B. Coo/ier. • Brugmansia (Datura) Knight;. 

May Ik stood out during the summer months, but to su- 
<-ce-i with it, it is ttat planted out in the gecenhenK or 
grown in a large pot or tub.-Hex.—Veronica prostrate 

-Dublin.—I, Desfontainea epinosa; 2, Veronica pros¬ 

trata.-F. T. P.—All labels had become detached — 

K. B. M.—Limnanthes Douglasi, an annual.-J- Broiu. 

—1, Tradescantia virginica ; 2, Polemonium cotruleum: 

3, Geranium pratense ; 4, Hemerocallia (lava: 5, Ornitho- 
galum nutans ; 6, Igvdy s Mantle (Alohemilla vulgaris) 

-Oaklawn.—We cannot undertake to name florists 
flowers.-D. L. IF.—l, Hedera madeirensis variegaU; 

2, (’otoneaster microphylla; 3, Please send fertile fronds: 

I. Heuehera sanguines ; 5, I.ilium monadclpbum Swiilr- 

ianum. Kindlv read our rules as to naming plants 
Ignntnt.—i, Not recognised : 8. Please send belter specs 

men; 4, Spira-a fllipenditla.-Ladu Louisa Bgerton- 

Rose Lamarque.-SI. II. CoItceUL-A Borage,™1 

should like to see better specimen.-ft. D.—TheStanet- 

fruited Thorn (Cratasgus coccinea).-ft. G. Parl/tl - 
Philadelphus grandiflorus.-J. H. Gardener. — Dry 

similar to Clematis Jackmani superba.-M- L.~* 

Quite phrivcllo-d up ; 3, Irisfccrmanica var- * 
var. orientalia -F. Uoopfr.—Fl^wer received qu»» 

smashed up, and we were unable to form any opinion m 

it.-Mrs. Wilson,—Lonicera LedebourL-Onm- 

lonicera Ledebouri.-Miss A. ft. Faleon. — rW-'' 
divaricata.-.W. L. Pophatn. — Impossible to name fry® 

such a withered scrap. — Ireland. — l'0^1™? V,n- 
num, hut hard to say without flowers. The 
evidently waul lifting.-Miss Corks.—1, Telbma gram ; 

flora; 2, Probably a Heuehera, but impossible to 

without flowers.--SI. L. />.—Cratsegus pinnatiOd*- 

L. B.~ 1. Please send in flower ; 2, KtenactU 6peao«■-y 
Campanula persicifolia ; 4, Campanula oarpatiea; 

panula gargamca: 6. Specimen insufficient.--1'., 
—Pvrethrum roseum, white var. of; 2, Ibantmu ‘ 

var. ; 3. Campanula persicifolia alba; 4, Thaly1 
aqtiilegifoliuni.-R. Greening.—Lonicera VeeKooi ■ 
-Klla Uickleg.—Box Thorn (Lycium lurlarunri 

Slan'ehal Riel and Miss Wakefield.-We cannot unuvi 

take to name Roses, as we have no means of eornpa i. 

them.-M. Falconer.—1, Diplacus glutinosus: 

Warscewiczi; 3, Lonicera aureo reticulata.—--•* ¥ ’ 
—1, Heuehera sanguinea ; 2, Please send fresh sp* ' 

-Della.—I, Saxifraga Andrewsi: i, 
Kerria japonica fl. -pi. ; 4, Please send better spw 

-IF. G. A.—Hieracium aurantlacum. 

Catalogue received.-H. W. Wegueto. D»wW 
Devon.—Lt*t of New Carnation* and Picotetf- 

Photographs of Gardens, 
Trees.— IVe offer teuh week a copy V Wf , 
edition of the “ English Flower Garden y. 

h.£dt photograph of a garden oranyoj dl 

indoors or outdoors, sent to us in any 

Second prize, Half a Guinea. I 

The Prize Winners this week 
Mr. Geo. E. Low, 2,_Glenageary Hill, ., | 
|f?f| iTi^ijicui carneti. 2, Mr.-. Hugo**’ a 
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PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

v A GLIMPSE AT THE “FLOWERS 
OF THE SPRING.” 

Thep.f. is no prettier sight in springtime than 

a grassy bank with the early flowers showing 
their varied colours on this green carpet—great 
patches of the common single Snowdrop, varie¬ 
ties of the Dutch Crocus, which are lovely, 
deep yellow, purple, white, lilac, and white 

with lilac stripes. The early Crocus, 
C. Imperati, 1 grow in tho flower borders 

with tho large-flowering Snowdrop Elwesi- 
They look very well together, and come into 
bloom at the same timo—the end of January. 
The grassy slope also affords a good home for 
-•me dwarf Daffodils, Irish nanus (all yellow), 
common Lent. Lily (Pseudo-Narcissus), that 
grows wild in many woods in England, both 
north and south. It sows itself and increases 
rapidly on my "bank.” Tho Winter Aconite 
r« nest placeci at the edge of a wood or shrub¬ 
bery. The Erythroniums (Dog's-tooth Violet), 
their pretty green leaves spotted with brown, 
and flowers of a soft pink, ate useful iu the 
Grass. There is also a good white variety. 
Common yellow Primroses, and some of the 
white and lilac varieties, all single, Help to 
adorn the Grass, and I must not omit to men¬ 
tion the sweet-scented Cowslip, both yellow 
and red tipped, and largo colonies of Anemone 
apennina, of dazzling blue, with here and there 
a w hite one. Later on the taller varieties of 
Daffodils, such as prinoeps and Stella, make 
their appearance. The rosy hue of the dwarf 
Cyclamen Coum, and great masses of Cyclamen 
hedenufolium, which bloom in the autumn, but 
show well in spring, look well. This grassy 
bank has but a very shallow depth of earth, 
not more than 3 inches or 4 inches, the subsoil 
being shingly limestone, but it has the 
advantage of no long, luxuriant Grass ever 
crowing to smother the flowers. The bulbs 
have to bo planted with a little good (lotting 
mould iu each hole. In the borders the Snow¬ 
flake (Leucojuin vernum) is one of the early 
flowers, and, later, the tall Leucojuin jeativum 
follows its namesake in about three weeks. 
Lenten Roses, planted along the border of a 
shrubbery, are beautiful in February and 
March, pure white, Apple-blossom, and deep 
purple being perhaps the prettiest. I have had 
in my garden as many as fifty blooms on one 
plant. They make excellent flowers for table 
decoration at a time when flowers are scarce, 
but the stems must be split up to make them 
last in water. They can be easily raised from 
seed sown as soon as ripe, but take three or 
four years before blooming. The stately heads 
of Crown Imperials (Fritillaria imperialis) look 
best on a height at the top of the grassy bunk, 
and when the sun shines through the deep red 
or orange bells the effect is charming. Should 
you have a rather moist spot in your garden, 
the smaller Fritillaria Meloagris and F. 
will flourish there and 

drooping bells or chequered flowers. There are 
also two other varieties—tho yellow Mog- 
§ridgei and pallidiflora; but I found them 

elicate, and they died off after a year or so. 
There are many kinds of hardy Anemones, such 
as the double white Wood Anemone (Anemone 
nemorosa alba fl.-pleno), A. Robinsoniana 
(most lovely), and the single yellow A. 
ranunculoides (this latter I have only grown in 
the border), that can be easily grown and 
naturalised in the Grass. The early Greek 
variety, A. blanda, comes into bloom at 
the same time as the Winter Aconite, 
and does best on a sunny border or 
along a south wall in rich, sandy loam. 
Anemone fulgens, the dazzling scarlet of which 
is well known along the Riviera, does best, I 
think, in well sheltered beds, as it, seems to die 
out il planted iu tho Grass. The different 
colonies of Anetnono coronaria are most charm¬ 
ing, and look very well in the beds of the spring 
garden. It is best to keep up the stock by 
sowing some every year, and pricking out the 
young plants in the autumn. Tho lair and 
sweet Soiling must be given a place. They are 
all charming, from the little early bifolia and 
sibirica, which look woll just inside tho green 
Box edging. The white var., too, is good. 
Then, later, you can have the campanulata 
vara, or S. nutans, nutans cterulea being the 
Bluebell of the English woods. There are 
several varieties of the white and also some 
mauve, such as .campanulata lilaciua and 
rubru. The early wild Tulip (Tulipa sylves- 
tris), sometimes called Duck's-bill, the shape 
of the flower rather reminding one of that bird's 
beak, and the splendid Oculus-solis, deep red 
with black eye, very early, and therefore 
named priecox in some catalogues, are also 
very pretty. Trillium grandiflorum (tho 
American Wood Lily) is suitable for the edge 
of a wood, and is very pretty. Those I have 
camo from Canada. I am rather fond of the 
littlo Grassy-leaved Iris tuberose, with its 
green and black velvet-like flowers. It is 
called “ La Vedova ” in Italy, where it grows 
wild. I havo found it growiug w ild in Devon¬ 
shire, but I think it must have escaped from 
some garden. 

I must mention two or tliroo other bulbs, 
even at tho risk of wearying my readers. 
Muscari botryoides (the Starch Hyacinth) and 
its white variety are very pretty, and Chiono- 
doxa Lucilite and sardensis are a great 
acquisition to a garden. The old-fashioned 
Ornithogalum nutans (Star of Bethlehem) is a 
pretty flower and quite hardy. Should this 
peep at my spring garden help any beginner 
in his work, I shall be only too pleased that I 
have noted down my small experiences. 

BeMeek Manor. M. S. K. G. 

1DIfgmzecf y 

SWEET PEAS-NO ADVANTAGE IN 

EARLY SOWING. 
The present season has shown that there is 
little or no advantage in sowing early in the 
hope of obtaining an early supply of blossoms. 
In the early days of February I sowed my first 
batch, and in a temperature usually observed 
in a cooljgreenhouse the seeds quickly germin- 

ottng seedlings also quickly 

went ahead. In a little while the plants, 
which were in 5--inch pots, five to six iu each 
pot, were placet! on shelves near to the glass 
roof of an unheated glass-house. Here sturdy 
growth was developed, and the hardening off 
in cold-frames subsequently was easy. This 
first batch was placed m their flowering 
quarters during the latter part of March ana 
early April. Although the cutting winds and 
frosts gave trouble for some weeks subsequent 
to the planting out, with the first experience 
of more genial weather their appearance 
quickly chunged for the bettor, and in a 
comparatively short time each clump was 
represented by growths of an exceptionally 
strong and vigorous character, auguring weil 
for a su|)erb display a littlo later. These 
same plants are now from 5 feet 6 inches to 
A feet in height, and until July 3rd it was not 
possible to gather anything like a decent, 
bunch of blossoms. The second batch of 
seed was sown a month later than the 
earlier ono, and tho resulting seedlings 
were accorded exactly similar treatment to 
that given to the first batch of plants. 
Sturdiness and progress in growth were all 
along aimed at. This second lot of nlants was 
planted out in clumps in well-tillen soil, and 
their growth, although not quite so strong and 
sturdy as that of their earlier rivals, is very 
satisfactory indeed. In this instance the 
height of the plants is some 12 inches less than 
that of those in tho first batch. The third 
sowing was made in late March and early 
April—some two months later than the earliest 
lot — and, although tho resultiug plants 
appeared to make but little progress ut first, 
they were excellent when planted out in early 
May. Three feet or rather more is allowed 
between oacli clump of Sweet Peas when they 
are planted, and about 3 feet or 4 feet between 
tho rows. This, I find, is ample space to allow. 
Referring again to the last batch of this year's 
seedling plants, their height, as may readily be 
imagined, is considerably less than tnat of either 
of those which preceded it. As a matter of 
fact, they do not exceed 2J feet in height, and 
I shall be much surprised if they ever uttain to 
tho splendid proportions of the first two lots. 
As a rule, the earliest Imtch of plants comes 
into flower during the earlier days of June, and 
this has been the case when the first sowing 
baa been much later than that observed in the 
present season. As wan mentioned earlier in 
this note, I could not gather a really good 
bunch of flowers until the 3rd of July—almost 
a month later than usual. The strangest |>art 
of the whole matter is, there was no difference 
in the time at which the respective batches of 
plants came into flower. The first, second, 
and third sowings gave exactly the same 
results. No oue baton was earlier than the 
other. After all the elaborate preparations and 
the oxtra early work, to say the least of it, it is 
very disappointing. There may yet be an 
advantage, out time will tell. 

The failure to produce an early crop of 
Sweet Peas must be attributed entirely to the 
vagaries of our English climate, and against 
these we have no remedy. The hot weather 
we .-are now experiencing has necessitated 
watettif^J^Eadh' clump is watered at lua.-t 
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fxWce a Week, first with half a gallon of clear 
WaVei1, afid att hour kite? with half a gallon of 
manure xfrafef. IX B. Lka.nl 

IRISES. 
Wishing to have a selection of Iris in mv uaMen (not ffte 
large blue KUk*>. I ihoucht.if not troubling you toomurh. 
you would kindly gi'e me the names of the different noire • 
Also would vou please sav if the yellow Iris, which is now 
In [doom on'the hanks of the river, will grow in a garden 
— •‘rank Wilson. 

{The genus Iris is so extensive that we 
frftrdly know what you require by a selection 
of these plants, omitting “ the large blue 
Flag.” If by this term you only require the 
tfrpical Iris germanica to he left out, the 
selecting is an easy matter. If, however, you 

really good varieties, as both plants can he so 
easily raided from seed. I have invariably 
found spring dividing and replanting give 
better results than doing it in the autumn, as 
whilst new roots are always formed in the 
spring, none are formed m the autumn, hence 
then ^the plants are dependent on their old 
roots. These w ill, »f transplanted with balls of 
soil attached in the autumn, soon become 
established in »he soil, and cam- fine heads in 
the spring. Where annual seed saving from a 
few specially selected and marked plants is 
practised it is well to gather off all seed stems 
from oilier plants, as seed bearing is somewhat 
exhaustive. Those carrying seed will greatly 
benefit if they occasionally have during hot, 
dry weather a soaking of wafer, and that may¬ 
be" followed by putting a thin dressing of old woe Id omit all the Flag Irises, the case is not__ . , 

sO clear. We will, therefore, assume the pot soil round each plant. In each case the 
fwmaf, and, if wrong, must ask you to repeal, p^s carrying seed should be not only allowed 
your question, with fuller particulars, "’e 
mav say, however, that the Flag Irises, so 
called, are made up of a large number ol 
cross bred kinds that for years past have been 
raised from a large number of species, though 
notably from such as squalens, variegata, 
amienu, aphylla, germanica, etc. It is the 
numerous cross-bred forms of all these types 
that are collectively knoyvn as germanica or 
F!ag Irises, and it is these of which we give 
yotl a collection, omitting the large blue that 
is generally regarded as typical germanica. 
To make the selection of general service to 
those requiring a set of these beaut iful flowers, 
we give them in their sections. 

In the common germanica or early-flowering 
group, alba, Knarput, 
atro-purpurea, and Purple 
King are the best. In the 
aphylla set we take Gaz¬ 
elle and Mme. Chereau as 
the finest, the latter a 
finely pencilled Bower. In 
amo-na, Mrs. H. Danvin, 
a wonderfully free kind, 
Thorbeck, Victorine, and 
Dnc de Nemours. In the 
pallida section, which ie, 

perhaps, the boldest of 
all. we place pallida and 
pallida dalmatica at the 
head : to these we add 
Imogene, Queen of May, 
Mme. Pacquitte.and Wal- 
mer. In the squalens 
section, containing the 
shades of bronze, copper, 
crimson, etc., we tako 
Arnold's, Dr. Bernice, 
Jacquinianii, Judith, and 
A. F. Barron. In the 

to become brown, but even to partially burst, 
as in such case the seeds are thoroughly 
matured. The entire truss ot seed pods may 
then be gathered and he laid out on paper to 
npen. Sou* the Auricula seed in shallow pans 
or boxes in August, and keep in a frame for the 
winter, hut the Polyanthus seed may be sown 
also then outdoors for the plants to stand the 
yvinter. A. D. 

A FINE TREE P.EONY. 
My ?,i.-ter (aged 12)and 1 (aged 10) are sending 
yon this photograph of our Tree - Picon y for 
your paper. It grows on the south side of our 
house in the gravel, and is very lovely. It 

Old Tree-l’ieony by doorway. Krom a photograph sent by Mrs. Lowndes, 
' Lillie Comberton Rectory, Pcrshor*. 

variegata group, in which the erect petals are must lie very old, as when our great grand- 
of yellow and allied shades, we tako Darius, father lived here he was very fond of it, and 
Hector, Honorable, aurea, Adonis, Abou Has- used to have the women out of the village up 
san, Enchantress, and Gracchus. when it was out in blossom every year, and 

In addition to these are many handsome make them count the number of blossoms, and 
kinds that should not be absent from any to the one who counted them right he gave a 
garden, such, for example, as I. albicans or prize. This year we counted 172 blossoms and 
Princess of Wales, flavescens, aurea (a tall ' ** *"’■* ‘ .’ 
species, not allied to a plant of the same name 
in the variegata set), I. orientulis, I. sibirica 
orientalis, etc. Then, in the Spanish and 
English bulbous Irises there is a wealth of 
beauty nob easily matched. These bulbous 
kinds can only be planted in early autumn, 
whereas the above kinds may be planted for 

buds. We are sorry to take the photograph 
before more blossoms were out, but we are 
going to school to-morrow. W. L. 

TUFTED PANSIES. 
Some good yellow sorts. 

Since the introduction of rayless Tufted Pansies 
- — _ - „ , . some few years ago there has been a wonderful 
several months in the year, and, indeed, could advance in those of a y ellow colour. Charming 
be now replanted if given every attention after. as are 0]der raved sorts, as represented bv 
The yellow Water Iris (I. Pseudo acorus) may Lord Elcho, Bullion, and a few- others still in 
be grown in the garden in any quite wet 
position, and frequently in rather heavy soils.] 

commerce, they cannot compare with the 
rayless varieties of recent introduction. It 
must be admitted that of the large number of 
new sorts added each vear to the list of those AURICULAS AND POLYANTHUSES. 

Now that these hardy spring flowers have done already in commerce one hero and there will 
blooming it is wise, if it is desired to increase not fulfil all that is expected of it. In this way, 
any of the plants,1 to lift them, first picking out therefore, those of sterling worth remain in 
the flower stems, then dividing the plants into cultivation, and of such sorts there is now a 
single crowns with a portion of root attached goodly list. Various raisers have done much 
to each, and at once dibbling them out into in recent years to improve these flowers. Good 
fresh, well-manured soil under a north wall or varieties in this colour which have come under 

. where it is shaded during the day. The soil is mv observation are : — 
now so moist that new roots will soon be Sunshine. — A large, handsome rayless 
formed and good growth follow. Plants thus flower of splendid substance, and of a 'deep 
treated, if cared for during hot weather by yellow colour. The habit is not so good as in 
giving them an occasional watering, will many others, but its constitution is robust. 
flower well the following sprinc if transplanted 

‘ with balls of soil in NovetSrJ§?r But it if 
desirable to take so ;inu,ck 

Klondyke.—Liki all Dr. Stuart’s novelties, 
i6 habit of this plant is all that dhe can: 

esire. It is tufted and compact, and, ^yelpps^ 

if blossoms on erect foot stalks well above the 
foliage. The flowers are of good size. 

Mrs. E. A. Cade.—This is an ideal sort for 
the flower garden, blooming freely on stoat, 
erect foot stalks, and possessing an‘ideal tufted 
habit of growth. Its constitution is robust, 
the smallest pieces quickly developing into 
pretty plants. Grouped in dozens, this variety 
makes a most effective display, its bright 
yellow blossoms, with an orange eye, and cf 
circular shape, possessing plenty of substance. 

Nellie Riding.—In this variety we hare 
another splendid Tufted Pansy. Both earl? 
and late in the season the blossoms are slighter 
rayed, but in the warmer weather they are 
quite rayless. 

MeLAMPI’S. — Although this variety was 
introduced in 1890, it is comparatively 
unknown. Its habit of growth is perfect, and 
each flower stands up erect. 

Pensee d'Or.—This is one of the best of the 
late l)r. Stuart's gems. When in good fora 
the plant, which is not so robust as one would 
like, is literally covered with dainty and 
somewhat fragile-looking blossoms of the 
richest golden-yellow. The colour is beaut: 
fully clear and rich, and the footstalks are 
rather slender. In its colour, it may be safely 
stated, it is one of the host of its kind. 

Kitty Hay.— Although one of the earlies* 
of the rayless yellow sorts, this is still one -i 
the most effective kinds we have. On on? 
occasion, when quite a large number of ve!fc» 
sorts was planted in beds consecutively, tk 

brilliancy of this variety was most pronounce! 
Molly Pope.—This, another of the earlier 

raised rayless yellows, has taken some year* 
to become known, and now it is being largely 
used. At Waterlow Park this variety is bring 
freely planted, and already its large, handset;; 
golden-yellow blossoms are making a welcome 
display. 

Pembroke.—This variety has been more 
instrumental in popularising the rayless Tufted 
Pansies than any other. Its habit is not» 
dwarf and compact as one would like to se. 
yet it is a beautiful plant when plenty of spoc? 
is accorded it. It ia very free blooming, .red 
each flower is borne on a long, erect footstalk 

Sydney. — The blooms of this plant are 
identical in form with those of Pembroke, It 
is said to be a seedling between the vanetr 
mentioned and A. J. Rowberry. The colour, re 
this instance, is a distinct shade of brigs! 
yellow. In growth it is also similar to Pen 
broke. I). B. Crane. 

CHINA ASTERS. 
To see China Asters at their best they shewn 
be planted in beds, or in large masses os 
borders, as in the illustration, ft is useless to 
expect this, or any other similar plant, to pro 
duce a good effect in the garden when plantrt 
singly, or in twos or threes, as is frequently 
done.' Straight lines or rows of them are even 
worse, but, unfortunately, very common in 
gardens. This kind of planting cannot be tcc 
strongly condemned, since itproaucee formality, 
which should be rigidly excluded from the gar 
den. Besides planting them in masse? from 
1 yard to 2 yards or more in diameter on re* 
mixed bonier and margins of shrubberies, they 
may also he grouped among Roses on beds or 
borders. This method of planting Cliffi* 
Asters should be more common in garden.-, re* 
they do much towards brightening the 0*“ 
and borders at a time when colour in them- 
so far as Rose-blooms are concerned, is at a 
discount. 

Culture.—China Asters require a rich, deep 
soil. It should be heavily manured and deep-.- 
dug the autumn previous to planting, 
then, if otherwise judiciously managed, a ''err 
fine effect will be produced. Grown on !»-• 
soil, the plants generally present * 
starved appearance, looking but little bet 
than a mass of weeds. The Dest Asters ley- 
saw were growing on a newly-made! ine-boraw. 
with which enormous quantities of bone-to 
and half-inch bones had been incorpora • 
The plants were remarkably vigorous ana ^ 
flowers unusually fine, but, of M®™*' ^ 
practice of growing them on Vine-borders * 
not to be recommended. Another point 
requires close attention is the rw®®?® • 
plants from seed. Thero is no doubt the 
lty of growers sow the seed too soon, tne 

Being weakened-plants and consequent, 
<J r-lLE.1 
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blooms. Seed sown in well-pulverised soil 
mi a south border in April will give much 
better results than that which is sown in 
heat in March. If considered necessary, and 
it is a good plan to adopt in late localities, 
the seed may he sown in tine soil and 
covered with a handlight, or in shallow 
boxes, and placed in unheated frames. In 
either case it should be sown thinly, and thus 
the labour of transplanting averted. Of course, 
to prolong the season of flower, it is advisable 
to make one or two sowings—say, from the 
end of March till the lust week in April. In 
this case a little heat is beneficial for the first 
butch. When raised thus under glass, how- 
c-er, the plants should have a plentiful supply 
of air, so that they may be from the first hardy 
und sturdy. In this practicall)- lies the secret 
of Aster cultivation. If ready, the plants may 
lie transferred to their flowering quarters a 113’ 
time after the second woek in May. As to 

\ AKiKTiKS, these are numerous and suffi¬ 
ciently varied to suit the tastes of the most 
fastidious. There are among the taller grow 
mg kinds the Chrysanthemum flowered, the 
I'.eonv-flowered, and the quilled Asters, all 
useful in their way, but scarcely so good for 
garden decoration as some of the dwarfer and 
more compact varieties. For growing in beds 

bulbs must not be disturbed. If growing in a | 
loose, friable soil, let them stay there until by 1 
their leafage they show that the soil is | 
exhausted. They are so very cheap that it j 
jwiys well to plant ever}’ year, and so make 
sure of their flowering—i.e., if good, strong 
bulbs are purchased.] 

Pyrethrums. -A cutting away of spent 1 
foliage and blossoms at once will ensure 
Pyrethrums blooming again in the autumn, 
more especially if, as new growth proceeds, the 
plants are given liquid manure. Although 
double sorts are very beautiful und free bloom 
mg, one cumiot overlook the fact that ever)' 
year the taste for singlo varieties is increasing, ; 
and this is not surprising when one remembers 
how light and graceful they are, and altogether 
better adapted for cutting. Reine Blanche, 
pure white; Gorgo, carmine : Ayrshire, crim¬ 
son ; Jubilee, crimson-scarlet; Mary Anderson, j 
flesh. Warrior, purple : Alsicu, white ; Ochro- 
leuolia, sulphur-yellow ; und Belinda, bright 
rose, edged w hite, are some of this deservedly ; 
popular section. Pyrethrums grow rapidly 
w hen planted in good" loam into w hich has been 
dug rotted dung, and are a feature in many a 1 
border. The fact, however, seems to be lost 
sight of that useful blossoms may be gathered 
in the autumn if after flowering in Juno und 

their colours are rich and varied. Those who 
have never grown them should sow seed now. 
—WOODBASTWICK. 

IrlH pallida.—Will you kindly advise me what Ireat- 
ment lo give to a plant if Iria pallida (hat has heeu In 
one place nlmut ten vein • I If looks perfectly healthy, but 
seldom throws up more than one Mower spike. Ought It 
to he manured or replanted?— 11 J. V. 

[\ou ought to divide the clump into single 
crowns und move to trash quarters, which 
should be deeply dug and well manured. The 
best time to move Irises is just as flowering is 
over, and, if well attended to during the 
summer in the way of water, manv of the 
crowns that have been moved will throw up 
bloom in May and June of next year Your 
soil is exhausted, hence the failure to bloom.] 

RocketB. —As with other garden flowers, 
the season has been a late one so far as Rockets 
are concerned, and June was well advanced 
ere they bloomed. 1 am old-fashioned enough 
to still cling to these blossoms that thirty years 
ago were considered indis|ieusuhlo in the 
borders, and, though time has brought about 
many changes, the white Rocket is yet highly 
esteemed by many. The double w hite variety of 
Hesperis matronalis is compact in growth, may 
always he depended upon to flower, and. when 
understood, is not difficult to manage. I have 

none are better than the dwarf Victoria and 
'he smaller forms of the Chrysanthemum- 
fl > vered. Many of the pompon kinds are also 
effective when seen in masses, though I like 
t-elter the recently-introduced Comet. This is 
one of the finest Asters in cultivation, and can 
scarcely be too extensively planted. It is ! 
rather a tall grower, but tne blooms are 
charming, being of a white and light pink 
shade, and closely resembling those of a 
Japanese Chrysanthemum. It is invaluable 
for cutting as well as for making a good dis¬ 
play in the flower garden. No matter what I 
varieties are used, tho practice of mixing 
the colours should bo discontinued. By this j 

method the China Asters will be seen ata dis- I 
advantage. Masses or groups of one colour in 
each are much more effective in borders than 
three or four plants and of as many shades. 
The same applies to them when grown in beds. 
No one ever thinks of mixing various colours of 1 

Pelargoniums in ono bed, and therefore why 
should Asters bo seen in a mixed medley of 
colour ? Planted in groups of one colour only, 
the China Aster is one of the most showy 
flowers in the garden in late summer. T. 

July the old foliage is cut away to make room 
for new growth. Dividing the roots in the 
spring is the mode of propagation most in 
favour, and is, perhaps, the readiest, but 
Pyrethrums may be raised from seed with 
little trouble, and the time for sowing is the 
present, on a warm border out-of doors, subse¬ 
quently pricking them off and planting in 
autumn. One ot the greatest mistakes that 
can be made with them is to leave plants to 
themselves for years without dividing. They 
not only monopolise too much of the space in 
the borders and thereby liuhle to swamp other 
things, but become weak in growth, the flowers 
puny, especially those proceeding from the 
centre of the clumps which fail to get sufficient 
nutriment. Divisions at stated periods should 
be made, as it is only by so doing that one is 
able to procure good "blooms.—Townsman. 

heard some people complain of their inability 
to keep Rockets beyond the second season, but 
the one thing needful is to see that they are 
annually taken up and replanted in fresh soil, 
trimming them und taking away any old 
|xirtions, planting the new crowns in fresh 
quarters, and, us stated, in new mutorial 
which should be fairly well manured. All the 
failures I have met with have been amongst 
plants that were left to themselves, and have, 
as one grower put it to me, “cankered.” 
That is why in some gardens one may find 
newly-imported plants flowering. Autumn is 
a convenient time to split them up. The 
singlo sorts, both “whitish” and purple, 
though not nearly so compact as the double, 
are very sweet, and some in bloom in my own 
garden have been much admired. Seed may 
now be sown for another year’s flowering. The 

Some Pentstemons, rich "ingle »°'ts are perfectly'hardy, and will stand 
unprotected tho severest winter.—Lkahcrst. 

NOTES AND BE PLIES 
Spanish Irises.—Whot-i* tho beat thing- to do with 

Sfanith Iriaes allot Mowerinir? Will the bulbs Mower 
»i»m next year?—E. M- M. —> 

[Tho new roots of this Insbogin t# mows\ 
before the flower stalk SHfl1«t&3c8y aVlJMhJ 

Pentstemons. 
in colour and flowering freely, which 1 saw 
recently were pro|mgated last August from cut¬ 
tings and kept in a cold framo all winter. As 
is known, they may also be raised from seed, 
and if sown now and afforded some slight 
winter protection will furnish plants for 
another season. Too many forget these charm¬ 
ing old flowers, and instead of encouraging 
biennials are content to grow the same beds of 
annuals year by year. I always recommend 
Pentstemons because they are not liable to any 
oa. tfC^fcjOdisease, may be grown with the 

Photographs of Gardens, Plants, or 
Trees.—-MV offer each week a copy of the latent 
edition of the "English Flower Garden" for the. 
bent photograph of a garden or any oj tie content’, 
indoors or outdoors, sent to us tn any one iceei. 
Second prize, Half a Guinea. 

The Prize Winners this week are: 1, 
Miss Mabel Gaisford, The Grove, Dunboyne, 
for-Scilla cnmpnnulata in the rock garden : 2, 
Mr. Geo. aE. EJ¥, Dublin, for SchizopeUion iiia^ mo KiDWU miui mo .ur. rj. aadi, I'uuim, it 

er cnvcrins'.'flnwernhundaiifc]^ P ILLINOIS AT 
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INDOOR PLANTS. 

HERBACEOUS CALCEOLARIAS. 
By the time the latest plants have passed out 
of flower the gardener must think about sowing 
seed for next year’s display. Various dates as 
to the time the seed should be sown are given 
by different glowers, some saying towards the 
end of July or even the middle of August is soon 
enough. I like my seed to be sown before the 
month of June is out, seeing the plants require 
a long season of growth, and are not likely to 
get too large if given quite cool treatment, as 
they should have from the time the seed is 
sown until the plants are thrown away. 
Coddling in any shape or form is detrimental 
to the Calceolaria and a sure forerunner of 
aphis, the greatest enemy the plant has. 

Sowing the seed.—The seed is best sown in 
pans, which must be clean and well drained 
and tilled to within an inch of the top with 
fairly fine loam and leaf-soil, with a little sand, 
after placing a little rough leaf soil or Moss 
over the crocks. Make the surface of the soil 
even, and water a few hours previous to sow 
ing, using a fine rose on the can for the work. 
If the pans are stood in a frame kept close and 
dark, it is seldom any water is required until 
the seedlings are through the soil, germination 
taking from a fortnight to three weeks. Do 
not cover the seed with soil, as it is so very 
minute the merest sprinkling of fine silver-sand 
will suffice; in fact, unless in experienced 
hands, it is wisest not to put any, but as soon 
as the seed has germinated sprinkle a pinch 
through the finest sieve. Remove the covering 
immediately the little plants appear, and tilt 
the lights a bit for a few days, careful^' water¬ 
ing, or damp w ill set in and the plants soon 
disappear. Also keep an eye that no slugs are 
about, as they very soon devour the seedlings. 

Potting. — As soon as large enough to 
handle, and they require the greatest care 
just then not to bruise them, prick them out 
into pans of light soil 2i inches to 3 inches 
asunder, water in, and shade from the sun at 
all times during the summer. By the time 
the foliage meets they should be placed in 
3-inch or 4-inch pots, carefully lifting with a 
label, and taking care not to break the foliage 
in the operation. At this potting the soil 
need not be rich. To 2 bushels good loam add 
three parts of a bushel of leaf-mould and sand 
(coarse silver or river) to keep it porous. For 
the final potting rather over a peck of well- 
decayed cow-dung will make with the above a 
good compost. After potting place the plants 
on a cool north border under a frame or in a 
brick pit in a similar aspect. Shade for a few 
days and keep close, but give abundance of air 
when once growth has started again. In this 
position the shade can be dispensed with 
earlier in the afternoon, and the plants should 
be dewed overhead two or three time daily, 
and constantly examined for aphis, shifting 
them into a house and fumigating at once if 
Tobacco powder will not destroy them. At 
the next potting 5-inch and 6 inch pots are 
large enough, and these should carry them on 
until spring. Keep the plants in the pits or 
frames until hard weather sets in, as they 
thrive much better here than on shelves. 

Indoor treatment.—When brought indoors, 
place in as light a position as possible and 
within a foot of the glass-roof, using no arti¬ 
ficial heat unless really necessary. The house 
should l>e fumigated aliout every ten days, as 
it is much better to keep aphis away thau to 
try and eradicate it when once it has got a 
footing. Dew the plants overhead about 
10 a.m. on fine mornings, as they dislike a dry 
atmosphere. Towards the end of February 
shift the plants into 7-inch and 8-inch pots, 
potting fairly firm and guarding against too 
free a use of the w ater-pot, only giving a supply 
when really on the dry side, or the plants will 
soon get sickly, and no coddling will bring 
them round. Speaking generally, by the 
middle of March the plants can again be 
placed in pits or frames if carefully matted at 
night, and, while a few degrees of frost do 
them no harm perhaps, they are certainly no 
better for it. When you find the roots work¬ 
ing around the side of the pot, a weekly 
application of weak manur&water may 
given, but avoid strong do«s atfaT »j 
Secure the growth^to1 neatVitSkV/bct'i 

and place in the conservatory or greenhouse as 
soon as the blooms begin to open, keeping a 
dry atmosphere overhead now, or the flowers 
soon spot and decay. Though it takes nearly j 
a year from the time the seed is sown to have I 
the plants in bloom, a batch of Calceolarias, 
well grown and nicely flowered, is admired by 
everyone, the varied markings and colouring- 
arresting attention. J. M. B. 

SPIR.-EA .1A PON 1C A MULTIFLORA 

COM PACTA. 

In this, which is very compuct in growth, the 
flowers are produced in denser plumes than in 
the type, their colour similar to that of the 
ordinary form so familiar to all. It is certainly 
worth growing for its distinctness, and is just 
as easily forced as the ordinary S. japonicn. 

HEATING A LEAN-TO. 

(Reply to “ Belfast.1') 

In respect to the boiler, you liad best effect a 
sort of compromise by half sinking it. Tlieic 
is no ail vantage in having the pipes quite nee: 
the floor. At the same time it is not desirable 
that the pipes should be so near the staging i- 
to cause constant drying up of the plant- 
thereon, and in turn necessitating much 
excessive watering. Therefore, if on entenoi 
the house your top or flow pipe is 1 foot high 
you will, by giving each pipe a k-ineh ri=e a, 
its length of 9 feel, get to the other cad with 
out much trouble. But you must ever be» 
this in mind, that the more the boiler is node 
its work, so much easier is the working and s, 
much quicker the circulation. Guickorrspi 
ciiculation in such case is responsible lor keep 

Spiraa japonic* mulliltora compact*. From a photograph sent by Mr. W. Johnson, 

Trafford Hall, 

Some admire it, but in my opinion it is not 
equal to the ordinary kind, forming, us it does, 
a much denser mass of bloom, and con 
sequently, when at its best, it is wanting in the 
lightness and elegance of the type. There is 
little doubt that it originated from the golden- 
veined variety, which, except in the marking 
of the leaves, is a counterpart of the other. 
The golden-veined variety is an old inhabitant 
of our gardens, and is during the first part of 
the season very pretty, for by the time the 
flower spikes are fully developed the leaves 
are far greener than when they at first expand. 

T. 

%0T~ As many of the most interesting notes and 
articles in “Gardemns" from the eery beginning hane j 

come from its readers, we offer each week a copu of the \ 
latest edition of either “Stove and Greenhouse Plants," ! 

The English Flower Garden,” to the sender oj tit c| 
useful or interesting letter or short article pubUiked 

the current week's issue, which tpjg'w vufrlfttr!t.iwr.U 

ing up a better heat, the water getting back to 

the boiler but little reduced in temperature, 
whereas in a slow or sluggish working tl.; 
water may be nearly cold on returning to 
boiler. Indeed, this quick rise into the cli.ti 
or first flow pipe, and the subsequent .rap1'1 
rise, are among the chief factors of satisfactor 
heating. It is where the water gain- M 
receives but little impetus from boiler to p‘1*-- 
and where there is no corresponding fall »t 

j return pipe, that much sluggishness of action 
and general unsatisfactoriuess eusue. lb 
therefore, you have an idea for working the 
flow pipe off the boiler nearly at dead level, 
we say, don’t, but so sink your boiler that a 
6-inch rise is afforded either at the boiler 

j itself by means of a bend or swan neck cod 

nection or the like, or as soon as the house i- 
entered. It will be easier to attend to the-’ 
details now than to have the trouble later 

tugb> suggested, it 
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over when new growth has fairly shown itself, 
for at this time of the year, when so main 
stand them out-of-doors, one is tempted to giie 
them insullieient water. It is the greatest 
mistake to administer mere surface spi iul.lings, 
as nil subjects (lulled for the most part in peat, 
like A/ulcus, should he thoroughly salur.il'I 
when watering is needed at all. Keeping them 
in a partly shaded aspeet will miuiniiso con¬ 
siderably the labour involved in watering, and 
assist the plants also. — \V. I'-. 

possible you may keep up to 45 (legs, with the 
oue How and one return on one side, but it 
would be easier done, say, with two 3-inch 
pipes on top running parallel as flow pipes, 

' inch return below them. 

several years without repotting, but should be 
assisted during the growing season with an 
occasional dose of weak liquid-manure. After 
flowering encourage the plant to make healthy 
growth by giving it. a good jxisition in the 
greenhouse and keeping it iiropeiiy watered, 
then, as autumn comes on, less water will be 
needed. During the latter part of the summer 
it should be well inure*I to sunshine in order to 
thoroughly rijit-n the bulb. Throughout the 
winter scarcely any water will be needed, but 
with the return of spring the supply must be 
increased. Then the leaves and flower spike 
will in time develop. In winter the tem|>ern- 
ture of the st ructure in w hich it is kept should 
bo allowed to fall but little if at ail below 
flu degs., though if the soil is very dry 45dogs. 

discharging iuto oue 
The radiating surface from a single 3 inch pi|ie 
is not groat, und it would mean, if you main¬ 
tain the heat, not only much attention to the 
fire, but also that the pipes of necessity would 
be heated up to an excessively high, arid beat, 
the latter the plague of the amateur plant 
grower, and also tno forerunner of hosts of 
shortcomings in the plants and of the appear¬ 
ing of not a few insect jests. Therefore, a few 
pipes overheated uro quite opposed to success 
generally. The pipes can readily be discon¬ 
nected, though you may have to sacrifice a 
portion here and there where cutting be¬ 
comes a necessity. In the new work wo 
suggest the use of rubber rings as not 
only more economical in point of actual 
cost in time, etc., but their use renders 
very easy any future alterations. 

THE STAR CINERARIA (CINE¬ 
RARIA STELLATA). 

To those who have partially tired of the. 
perfection of form (so culled) of the 
florists’ type of Cineraria lias been 
afforded no small amount of pleasure in 
the introduction of the star like varieties. 
The florist, no doubt, who adheres rigidly 
to the rotund form of blossom, with its 
almost mathematical shape, will not view 
with any special interest this more recent 
introduction, but look upon it. with dis¬ 
favour. Without attempting to detract 
from the merits of the florists’ type ns 
now grown, it must be stated that, this 
new development of the Cineraria has 
very much to recommend it. To many 
it will come as a welcome relief, afford 
ing fresh vuriety to a elm lining class of 
spring-flowering subjects. As conser¬ 
vatory plnnt-s they are s|>coially to be 
recommended, being more easily tuxoci- 
ated with other and taller subjects than 
the florists' Cineraria. Already there is 
a pleasing variety of colour. When cut , 
these Star Cinerarias have much in their 
favour, being better for arranging in 
many ways than the others are by reason 
of the length of stem ; whereas, from 
the point of effect also an advantage is 
gained by the less density of the corym¬ 
bose heads of flowers. The cultivation 
needed is nearly the same as for tl o 
usual run of Cinerarias. Whilst shade 
to a certain extent is beneficial, too much 
will be harmful. Overpottiug, again, 
should be guarded against, also over¬ 
crowding. 

Hiding an edging in greenhouse. Will ion l-c 
so kind us lo tell mi* ivli.il you <-on*idi-r would Is- lln* ill 
prettiest and molt cmrctul. (8) miml •|in. U-gr.. . j i 
null hardii"d cri-i-pr-i or trailing plant lo iron ulnii-: -uid 
oti-r 1 lu* Hub- wooth-n oriianu-ntul utoiig to tin- -.1 • • oI 

liiy conservatory f Tl»»- eslging i-.in* lies high, li louts 
very neat as a finish lo the stages or shelles, amt hilts I lie 

NOTES AND RE DUES. 
Harman thus Katharlnn*. — I hen-wit li 

vnd you a photograph ot a plant lliat I shoulil 
Ik pU-avrd it you would kindly give me the botmi- 

leal name, cultural details, etc. f It is U-autiful 
mixed with olher plants in my greenhouse. I 
have taken Gardksixo for some years, and find it 

excellent tor reference. I am SI years of age. anil 

still am able to look alter my greenhouse and part 
ot my garden, my gardener doing the rougher 

work.—Cilia. Goon. 

[The plant represented in the photo¬ 
graph is Hu-manthus Katherime, a native 
of Natal, from whence it was first sei t 
to Kew in 1877. The genus Ha'mnnt.hus 
is an extensive one, all the members of 
which occur in the southern half of 
Africa, some of them which are natives 
of Cape Colony succeeding with greenhouse 
treatment; but for those from the Congo dis¬ 
trict a stove is necessary for their successful 
culture. Some of tho species are difficult to 
grow, while, on the other hand, many of them 
readily conform to ordinary treatment. One 
of the most ainenablo to cultivation is If. 
Katheriinv, which will thrive either in a green¬ 
house or under warmer conditions. The soil 
best suited for this Htemanthus is two-thirds 
good yellow loutn to one-third well-decayed 
manure, or, failing this, leaf-mould, with a 
liberal sprinkling of silver-sand. Repotting, 
if necessary, should be doue ns soon after 
flowering as possible, but it resents disturb¬ 
ance at the roots more than is absolutely ticccs 
sary, and provided tho drainage is Aott anil 
the roots healthy, it r^yjj^^gtyy JeuLy^' 

The Star Cineraria (C. slcllata). From a photograph sent by Mesa re. Webb i Sons, Stourbrid 

|iots nicely llmt stnnd behind II. Al the *amr time, 
friend has suggested how pretty a grai-etul ereepei w-inl 
Is- trained upon and along it, mul sms Asparagus *'|u. i 

geri wan most suivcssful and rapidly growing thus u— I ( 
a small conservatory she hail onee to do with. I haie 

AsparagusSprengen in a hanging-basket, but ! eaiiin.t si 
mine lias grown rapidly, and, -it the same time, tin l,r.»i 

■ ties stanil up rather utility. I shall lie natch obliged I. 

your advice. — Amu i n. 
| Your host plan will be to grow I sob-pis gracilis. I'm 

nun variegatinu, I.wIm lias or such as i ■ uiipniiiila is.,p|n I 

albk and i, Mayi hi pots, Nlanding the p its bclutid il 
wooden edging and allowing the plants In hang ou r. I 

this way u fine effect ought to he produeed. | 

An unhealthy Camellia (.4. A'.f—Yon <11 u 
su\ how- the Camellia lixs been trealrsi as to witerini 
Probably the soil hi I lie centre of the hall of rools i- dr 

noil, it so, lliat would aecomn for tin- failure. Kviinu 

the root.*, and, if dry, place file uol iii • tank <>r I .-. t.. 
ot water tor a b w lioili-i, until all the eAl’fh Uteri ill 

rtorimiil'l' I UK*'*1 *&f <1 - Till imls should be "ell Irani 

may not cause any ill effects. Other reliahlo 
sjreeies that may he grown in a greenhouse are 
tno Blood flower (Htemanthus coccineus), with 
bright red flowers usually at their best in 
August, and II. ulbiflos, in which the blossoms 
are white. | 

Azaleas. -It depends largely upon the 
summer treatment of Azaleas as to their 
chances of blooming another year. More 1 limits are starved in the summer than are 
tilled by frost in winter. In many instances, 

instead of being kept in the greenhouse after 
they have done blooming to encourage young 
wood, they are sent straight away into cold 
frames, where, owing to neglect, in watering 
and a too radical change of atmospheric eon- 
ditioik, they either die off or fail to produce 
l another season. Nor is 

down llunlj around the i 
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in the open a Niphetos planted three years ago 
last October. Last rear 1 had quantities of 

ROSE NIPHETOS IN' THE OPEN' AIR. 
1 SEE in a recent i»-,ue “ Wood hast wick " asks as 
to the experience of others with Niphetos, and 
another just below speaks of the failure of 
Climbing Niphetos in a cold greenhouse. They 
may like to know that here, on a cold part of 
the Wiltshire Downs, 4iH) feet above the sea, I 
have had a Climbing Niphetos for eight years 
on the south wall of my house in full and 
lovely bloom every year, with the great white 
bell-like flowers hanging down among a mass 
of other creepers. It is now up to the roof, and 
1 thought after the bitter cold of the whole 
year, from January to June, 1 should have few 
blooms, but direct ly the heat began the buds 
opened among the tangle of Clematis montuiia 
and Honeysuckle, and now it is beautiful to 
see the pure white large blooms mixed with 
W. A. Richardson covering the higher part 
of the house, while below 1 have Safrano, 
t'heshunfc Hybrid. Climbing Cupfc. Christy. 
Celine Forestier (also up to the roof), General 
Jacqueminot anil the old Pink China, all on a 
background of Ampelopsis Veitelii and Ivy. 
and I think the Roses rather like the shade of 
the leaves and the shelter. Heine Marie 
lleuriette also does grandly on inv stone porch. 
The soil here is all chalk, and 1 often wonder 
the Roses do so well with such shallow earth 
above, but where Ivy and cree|»eis help to 
impoverish. I often give some gallons of 
scullery sewage on the south border during the 
dry season. — Gkouoiana G. Osborne, 
Sa/i,tbury. 

- “ Woodbastwick ” asks if anyone can 
report well of Niphetos as an outdoor Rose. 1 
live in E. Devon, and had a Niphetos Hose 
against the north wall of my house, which 
reached to the upper windows, and last summer 
it was a mass of enormous flowers. The tree 
was unfortunately killod, and last winter I 
put. a very small plant of the same kind of 
Ro=e in its place. It has grown very well, and 
had a dozen or more good blooms this summer. 
—Talbot. 

- I see in this week's issue of Gvkiien- 
p.*<! your correspondent “ Woodbastwick's” 
enquiry al>out the Niphetos Rose flowering 
out-of-doors. It may interest him to know 
that in my garden in Bovey Tracey, South 
Devon, I have a Niphetos Rose which has been 
flowering freely lor the last, three weeks. 
It is growing up the outside of the house, and 
is a good height. The house wall faces due 
south. The Rose is unprotected, except by the 
side of house and window angle. I have lived 
here for more than six years, and 1 think each 
year the Rose has flowered well. I wish I had 
a good photograph to send to show you how 
well the Ross has grown, but I enclose a bad 
little “ print” which may give you some idea. 
—E. M. AnoeMon, PI it hi/cy, ltoccy 'J'racey', 

S. Devon. 

- Having seen “Woodbastwick’s’’ noto 
in GaKDKMNii Illustrated for .July 5, re. 

“ Niphetos as an Outdoor Rose," 1 write to 
siy that 1 have seen this Rose blooming in 
profusion this year at Hitc-ham Rectory, 
Suffolk, on the south-west wall of the house, 
also on the high wall of the kitchen garden, 
south aspect (a very warm corner). The 
blooms on both trees were mostly 3A inches 
across, all pure white, with strong stems. 
Hundreds of blooms have been cut, and this is 
about all the pruning they get, except cutting 
out the old wood. I have never seen such 
perfect blooms of the Niphetos before, not 
even in a greenhouse. I only wish I could have 
enclosed a photograph of one or other of the 
trees. The one on the bouse was planted four 
years ago in a border about 2 feet wide, with 
Climbing Lnmarquc and the Crimson Rambler 
quite near it. No particular care has been 
taken as to soil, etc., as this part of East 
Anglia is noted for good Roses. The soil suits 
them so well, the famous Rose nurseries at 
Colchester being within twenty miles of us.— 
Hope Cockburn, The Cottage, firideston, 
Iptrnch. 

- In your “Notes and replies” in Gar¬ 
dening Illustrated of July 5, “ Woodbast- 
wick ” asks if any person has been successful 
with a Niphetos Rose in the open after the 
terrihle snrinp we have had this year. I have 

last October. Last year I bad quantities of 
beautiful blooms off it, and it grew to about 
7 feet high, and I trained it on fan-shajied wires. 
In the autumn I protect it ns I do the other 
Teas—viz., 6 inches of rotted manure round 
the roots. It suffered very much this spring, 
and I had to cut away a lot of dead wood ; but 
now it is recovering very fast, and has seven 
beautiful buds on it, and it is throwing up 
beautifully healthy new shoots. The soil is 
very poor, and I arn at least 500 feet above sea 
level. I have also been very successful with a 
M a redial Niel against the house. 1 have 
gathered about thirty beautiful blossoms off it 
this year, and it looks extremely health)*. 
Oddly enough, delicate Teas do lietter with 
me than those marked *• hardy." Will you be 
kind enough to answer the enclosed list of 
questions in an early number of your valuable 
paper, to which all true flower gardeners look 
forward with pleasure to receiving each week? 
- Bkoomci.iffk, IJamlid/oee, X. II'ale*. 

ROSES FOR EXHIBITION. 

(Reply to “ Woodpecker.") 

There is a growingdesire for exhibiting Roses, 
and we are very pleased to note it, as it must 
tend to good cultivation, although it should 
not debar us from plunting the many beauti¬ 
ful garden Roses that yield, |jerhaps, the 
greatest amount of pleasure to the grower. 
We hope to have an article very shortly dealing 
vv ith all that appertains to the cultivation ol 
the Rose for exhibition. In answer to your 
queries, we should say if you are prepare.I to 
wait two years, it would be highly desirable to 
plant some well selected stocks in your 
prepared lieds and bud them there, but by so 
doing you would lose a season. For our part 
we should rather plant the beds this autumn 
with good one-year old plants from a reliable 
source, and plant some stocks in a reserve 
garden to provide good blooms of such kinds 
as are best on maiden plants. If you adopt 
the practice of severely cutting away all old 
wood ami rely upon the young wood for your 
blooms, you will be able to exnibit on an equal 
footing with your rival who grows a number of 
maiden plants, and in some seasons, such as 
the present, you would have a better chance, as 
it is mainly from cut backs that exhibitors are 
showing, the maidens being very late this year. 
One well ripened growth upon each plant is 
preferable to a number of small shoots. 
This one growth will produce two or three 
oilier growths, each carrying a bloom, and this 
is quite sufficient for one plunt to bring to per¬ 
fection. It is for this reason that exhibitors 
will plant their bushes close together, rarely 
placing them more than 18 inches apart. You 
say your new ground is especially suitable for 
Teas and Hybrid Teas. By this we presume 
the soil is inclined to be light. You would do 
well to grow a good number of the best Hybrid 
Teas, and you cannot discard the Hybrid l’er- 
|ietuals: indeed, they should predominate. In 
the collection of 7‘2 varieties that gained the 
champion prize at the National Rose Show this 
year 38 were Hybrid Perpetuals and 22 were 
Hybrid Teas. IVhat we should strongly urge 
you to do would be to grow about 50 good 
kinds, and have as many of each as you have 
room for. III to 20 of each heing none too many. 
\Ve should also recommend you to peruse the 
little pamphlet on planting Roses issued re¬ 
cently by the National Rose Society. It can 
be obtained from the Hon. Secretary, Mr. E. 
Mawley, Rosebank, Berkliutnsted, Herts, for 
seven stamps. 

1VOTES A XI) RE PLIES. 

you would be able to grow the charming little 
Cluster Rose Claire Jacquier, and also lief, 
denia, a most beautiful canary-yellow bud 
Why not try a Marshal Niel ? Select a really 
nice sunny corner, and plant a well rooted half 
or dwarf standard. If the soil is light, Tea 
Roses should flourish admirably, but,, oi 
course, they want more liquid-manure than 
Roses in heavier and more retentive soils.] 

Rose W. A. Richardson In a light soll-Wru: 
i« rhe he*t mode of irrowine \V A. Ki.'h&rd*on Rote ;o « 
light soil The aspect is 8.W. to S E. —Baooiicum 

(We have found this Rose succeed best in 
a strong, clayey loam of good depth, ami 
plants should Ire either on the seedling Brier 
or hedge Brier. You would, of course, need 
to make special preparation for a plant oi 
this Rose, as your soil is so light. If you dug 
out a hole, 3 feet wide and 3 feet deep, and 
tilled this with a similar amount of clayey 
loam, with which somo well-decayed cow- 
dung is incorporated, you would find no 
difficulty in the successful culture of thi- 
lovely Rose. Aa a rule, such clayey loom i. 
obtainable in almost any neighbourhood, and 
the local nursery-man would doubtless procure 
it for you. Failing this, a liberal amount oi 
cow manure incorporated with the presem 
soil, adding some turf that perhaps you can 
obtain, would answer nearly as well, especially 
if the Rose has copious waterings of liquid cow 
manure from end of May until blossoms show 
colour. This and similar Roses when planttd 
against hot walls should be carefully watcW 
and afl’orded plenty of moisture at the not. 
Unless a really vigorous growth is produced, 
good quality blossoms caunot be expected.; 

Rose Niphetos In a pot — Wou'd you kindha!', 
me what is the matter with my Rose Nipietos? It bio > 
larire pot. and was repotted last year. It throws out fmo 
shoots and buds, and, except that a lew letves have a ten¬ 
dency to curl up, looks healthy ; but the bn* drop cfl 
before opening—one or twoot them when opened tre« 
found to be decayed inside. There is no green-fly on ttf 
plant, and I cannot think what is wrong with it There ;v 
a nice prolusion of green leaves. I am sending you ahu-1, 
though this one does not look decayed inside u ih- 
others did that tell off. I took this off, thinking it wouii 
have gone like the rest; but it does not seem to h»c 
commenced decaying yet. Last v ear two Rows dropped 
off in the same way, but they had begun to untold. The 
year they drop when quite small and green.. 1 keep thr 
tree in a very sunny window facing south — Xirunca 

[This beautiful Rose is not at all a suitable 
kind to grow as a window plant; in fact, few, 
if any, of the true Teas can be cultivated in 
this way. Some of the sturdier Hybrid Teas 
would doubtless succeed better. From jour 
account of the buds decaying we should :ay 
that the roots are kept too wet, resulting, 
possibly, from insufficiency of drainage, or d 
may be you have given the plant too large » 
pot. When Roses are grown under advert 
conditions, as, for instance, in room: or 
windows, it is always desirable to keep the 
pot rather small and endeavour to have it full 
of roots. Such plants do not require repotting 
very frequently. Every second or third year 
would suffice. If passible, we should advise 
you to plant out this Rose iuto the garden at 
once. It would recover far better than if you 
keep it in the jjot. Dig out a hole 2 feet wide 
ami 2 feet deep. Return most of the soil, 
leaving a hole a little larger than the hall of 
earth. Save remov ing the crocks, you must 
not disturb the ball at all. After setting m 
the hole, tread the soil firmly round the plant- 
A position sheltered from north and «3'' 
would suit the variety best.] 

Yellow Roues for light soil. - Will you kindly 
tell nit- what are the best yellow Tea Roses tor growing in 

a very light soil 600 feet above sea lev el I find Tea Roses 

do better than H. P.'s.—Bkoomcuikf. 

A new Polyantha Rose.-One cue 
imagine n maas of the beautiful little novelty, 
Sohneewitchen, to resemble a ininiuture snos 
storm, the flowers being produced in such tic j 
profusion. It is a seedling from Aglaia ccos#* 

with a seedling, the parentage ol this latter 
heing Pacquerette and the Tea Hose souvenir 
de Mme. Level. The new comer hasthecnami 

Digitized by 

[The following kinds are all good growers, 
and should succeed well with you if the soil is 
carefully prepared by deeply digging and freely 
manuring it with well decayed cow-manure. 
Procure the plants on the Brier if you cannot 
obtain them on their own roots. The varieties 
we advise are as follows, taking them in their 
order of merit: Reve d’Or, Celine Forestier, 
Duchesse d’Auerstadt, Solfaterre, Billiard and 
Bami, Belle Lyonnaise, E. Vej-rat Hermanns, 
Slimbing I’erle des Jardins. Wo also think 

just mentioned. the lino clusters 
panded are in effect white, although on ci^e 
examination one detects a suffusion ol PJ* • 
yellow. The fragrance is that of the «u yellow, me iragrnnee is mat ui r 
Roses. Although this Rose owns Agtai® 
parentage on one side, it inherits none oi * 
shy-blooming propensity that this latter 
hibits in its early stages. I believe 'bcnn« 
witchen will be in gTeat demand ior 
quantity, and a9 a pot Rose it mu ft alsa 

R0SA- 
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FRUIT. 

MULBERRY-TREES. 
W'l are so exercised by the names of all sorts 
or new things—conifers, shrubs, Japanese and 
American—that very often some of the best 
things are forgotten, and among them the 
Mulberry, which there does not seem to be the 
sime habit of planting as in old times. Old 
Mulberry-trees, liko old men and women, die, 
and we do not often see them renewed, nor is 
it common to see good stocks of them in 
nurseries. This should not be, for a more 
l>eautiful and fertile tree does not exist, for the 
warmer parts of our country, and the fruit, if 
well saved, is delicious. Among the most 
beautiful Mulberry-trees we have seen of late 
are those standing in the kitchen garden at 

suddenly euttiug away half of the shoots and 
leaves; this gives the trees such a rude check 
that it takes naif the season for them to recover 
from it. As different kinds of trees need some¬ 
what different treatment, 1 will briefly allude 
to the needs of the most important classes of 
fruit-trees grown in our gardens—viz.: 

Apricots.—These are about the most pre¬ 
cocious of all our wall-trained trees, both in 
regard to flowering and wood growth ; con¬ 
sequently, need attention earl}' in the season, 
as they bear fruit freely on spurs. They are 
usually trained in the fan shape, as this allows 
of any failing branch (to which the Apricot is 
especially liable) being removed, and the tree 
reformed without much ditliculty; hut it is 
advisable to have a good lot of young inter¬ 
mediate branches laid in between the main 
limbs, as they not only hear the tinest fruits, 
but are especially valuable for converting into 

shade the fruit to no good purpose. Goose¬ 
berries, if trained, need the young growth 
shortening back to four leaves. 

Cherries of all the sweet, dessert kinds crop 
freely on spurs, and are mostly trained on the 
fan system. The Morello, that bears its finest 
fruit on the preceding year's wood, must have 
lenty of the current year’s growth retained ; 
ut it need not be nailed in or tied until later 

in the season. 
Peaches a:cd Nectarines require, and will 

pay for, a good deal of attention in the early 
part of the summer, for once get them started 
into a clean healthy growth, and little more 
will be needed ; but neglect them for ever so 
short a period so that the leaves get curled up, 
blistered, and full of fly, and there will be a 
season's work to get them clean again, and then 
without the possibility of thoroughly ri[>ening 
the current year's wood, and on this the success 

Old llulberry-'rees al Qlynde Plarp, Sussex. From a photograph by G. A. Champion. 

'■Ivndc in Sussex, which are certainly the 
picturesque and tallest we have seen for 

Vuny a day. We show them in their early 
•> ong aspect, when the leaves are just in the 
-Iding stage, and one could hardly see a 

beautiful group for the centre of a 

hammer pruning of fruit trees. 
(Reply to “G. H. C.”) 

>;'uer pruning cannot be done all at once if 
lh* "ell being of the trees is studied, but must 
'« carried out by degrees through the entire 
t^sring season, according to the vigour of 

•’*-» tree. No hard-and-fast rules can be laid 
,,v°- The operator himself must judge as to 

’ tre®’s special needs, but the worst kind of 
i-runing, and that which cannot be too strongly 
'niemnefl, >= that of letting the trees grow. ...__ 

* *■** m“ ’■"•BEife:rtyth0O'c‘-Wc 

main branches when any old ones are removed. 
Pinching back the foreright shoots requires 
frequent- attention. 

Apples need attention directly they have set 
their fruit, for, if fine fruits are desired, the 
branches must be thinned out to one or two of 
the most promising ; and the foreright shoots 

| that are not needed for extending the tree 
I should be pinched in when they nave made 
half-a-dozen leaves. 

Bcsh-frcits, although not usually summer 
pruned, are greatly benefited by it, especially 
Red and White Currants, that should have the 
leading shoots cut back to about six leaves, as 
this not only concentrates the vigour and 
ensures the thorough ripening of the buds at 
the base of the current year’s wood, but allows 
the fruit to put on a much richer colour. 
Raspberries should have all the surplus young 
canes that spring up at the base removed at 

dy rob the fruiting shoots and 

hi peach culture depends. Directly there is 
leaf-growth enough to see, look over the trets 
almost ever}- day, and every leaf that curls up 
should be picked ofl‘ at once, and if any trace 
of black-fly is visible dust with Tobacco- 
powder, and as soon as the fruit is set ply the 
syringe or garden-engine freely on them. Dis¬ 
bud by degrees, removing a few of the inoss 
prominent shoots that are not required at each 
time the trees are examined, until only the 
shoots required for laying in are left. Do not 
crowd the young wood—it is only a waste of 
force to lay in two shoots where there is only 
space for one. Mulch the roots and water freely 
it dry weather prevails. 

Plcms are almost invariably trained on th8 
fan system, and the principal attention they 
require is to pinch in the points of the foro- 
rignt shoots at about six leaves from the base, 
only leaving the leaders on those required ta 
fill uPr^§jfiaJtffOllnlength. Should thero bn 
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the green of the other Grasses, flowers, and 
foliage employed in its decoration. For a 
trumpet vase the graceful drooping O&t-Grss. 
is best adapted. Thecommon Horse tail isal-o 
not to be passed over, as it, like the Gras*., 
torms a valuable addition to floral decoratiu!,- 
and may be found growing in moist places ,a 
country lanes, or sandbanks by the sea. Tlr 
accompanying illustration shows some of the 
best ot the Wild Grasses for the purpose or 
room decoration. H. 
- It is chiefly those who recognise lie 

advantage Grasses are in connection with talk 
decoration who grow them. The amateur, 
who at times is at a loss for some light, fnn 
material as an adjunct to his vases ol cm 
flowers, forgets the beauty there is in onu 
mental Grasses. One has only to try theeiio 
of a few sprays of Eragrostis elegams or Avon 
sterilis in a vase of Iceland Poppies, or Bnn 

maxima, or Lagurus ovatusamong-: 
Sweet Peas, to be convinced of their 
utility. The commonest Grasse of 
the held when rightly used are «u 
aid in many cases to cut flower-, 
and there are few gardens where 
those mentioned will not succeed- 

s.'sX Townsman. 

using, is the most important item. Lime grit, 
preferably that obtained from old, demolished 
buildings, is a necessary addition to the soil. 
A little burnt ballast or refuse from a garden 
smother, together with the lime, will suffice, if 
the soil is of good character, to form a suit¬ 
able Peach-border. Grossness is an evil to 
be avoided in Peach-trees, and which is sure to 
follow in an over-rich border. It is better to 
feed in after-time, when there is a declining 
vigour apparent. One important point is firm 
ness of the soil. This cannot be overdone, 
provided the soil is on the dry side. Ram¬ 
ming and treading as the soil is filled in 
promote short - jointed growth. A great 
extent of bonier is not necessary at the outset, 
and it may be more advantageous to extend 
the supply of new soil periodically as the roots 
extend outward. So long as there is ample 
w idth for the existing roots to be laid in, all 

any shoots getting bare of short fruitful spurs 
it will be well to train in another at the base, 
so that the old branch may be removed at the 
nex't winter’s priming. 

Vinf.9 on walls are much neglected ; they 
should be disbudded the same as those under 
glass, and directlv the bunches are visible pinch 
out the point of tbe shoot, one joint beyond the 
bunch, only allowing shoots to extend that are 
needed for new fruiting canes. 

NOTES AND It ED LIES. 

Lifting Peacli-ti’ees and making 
border (S. J. A.).—It is not safe to 
commence the lifting of Peach-trees until 
November, unless those entrusted with the 
work are men of experience. Some gardeners 
carry out lifting in October, but, as some¬ 
times this is a sunny month, much harm may 

r Gypsophilas in the house 
—' Jypsopnila elegans is an anami 
that ought to be cultivated bj ib 
who delight in cut-flowers for base 
decoration, as the miniature white 
blossoms are very beautiful «Wi 
arranged with vases of Irises, Pop¬ 
pies, Sweet Peas, and, indeed, with 
almost any flowers. It ms; te 
sown even now in the borders w.th 
a certainty of coming in useful iu 
about a month’s time. Those who 
have not hitherto grown the peren¬ 
nial form, Gypsophila panicului, 
should not forget to procure phis 
this autumn, as, when once estab¬ 
lished, it provides one with an aba 

supply of foamy flowers, invaluable .* 
junct to o vase of blossoms, and until 
nnual form. The blooms ofGypsophii 
11 lata keen for months when cut, fceicp 

CUT FLOWERS IN THE HOUSE. 

Wild Grasses. 

I think that wild Grasses should be much more 
extensively employed in indoor floral decora 
lions than they are, for not even the most 
delicate greenhouse or stove Fern fronds will 
give the same airy look to a vase of flowers that 
a few spikes of wild Grasses will impart. 
During the summer it is a good plan to lay in a 
store of the different varieties of Grasses for 
use during the winter months when they cannot 
be obtained in the fields. In cutting them for 
this purpose each variety should be tied in 
separate bunches, uud rare should lie taken 
that they' are not bruised together, for, if this 
is the case, when the bunch is opened each 
spike will be found to have dried in its crushed 
position, and its form will thus be quite spoilt, 
and its value for decoration will lie quite 
destroyed. All Grasses should be dried iu an 
upright piosition, particularly those of a droop¬ 
ing character. Oats, while still green, are 
very pretty in large arrangements, especially 
ears of the Black Oat, which I have but very 
seldom seen used ; this Oat forms a charming 
contrast, to ordinary Grasses and Sedges, and 1 
have constantly used it myself when I have 
been able to obtain it. The great value of 
Grasses is, that in addition to giving a light 
appearance to a vase, a large plume of hand¬ 
some Grasses and Sedges enables one to 
dispense with many flowers. To some this 

SEASONABLE HINTS. 

Growers of large blooms, no matter wbe.i.ir 
they he wanted for exhibition or other**,- 
have been anxious during the last few disre¬ 
garding the question of the development of th 
tirst crown-buds on their pilants. If the trs 
crown- buds were developed during the closm, 
days of June or early July, there is even 
reason for being pleased with the course event 
are taking. Many readers of GardsMM 
Iij.ustrated may not lie aware that it is ya 
far too early to think of retaining buds for p-ro 
ducing exhibition blooms in November. "-r> 
the buds retained at this time the prohahilii] 
is they would ultimately fail to open sal if*’ 
torily, and would also come with hard cenirc 
or else develop into hen-and-chicken buds. A 
their best the resulting flowers would bo? 
likely be quite out of character, and then 
colour very poor and washy. For this re*®1 
the first crown-buds which have so far * 

Some Grasses suitable tor arranging with 
tub fluweis. 

be done should the trees not be in a good state 
at the roots, and not carefully nursed after¬ 
wards. In November the leaves are falling 
naturally, which is a pieriod when some 
deciduous trees form new roots, and by moving 
them at that time they become somewhat 
established and ready for starting strongly 
into growth in spring. A semi-circular trenen 
should be dug at a distance governed by the 
age of the tree and extent of roots of the tree, 
these being preserved as much as pxi99ible from 
injury. The digging - fork is the better 
implement for this work. A distance of from 
9.h feet to 3 feet from the stem should be 
allowed in opening a trench, and as deeply as 
roots are found. As soon as these are well 
raised, protect them with a covering of some 
kind to exclude air and to keep them moist to 
prevent their extremities shrivelling. The 
border need only be of simple constructiqp : 
good loamy turf of a calci 
early so that) £®5ki) fs 1 

reou 
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below where the pinching took place. In a 
little while select the strongest 9noot on each 
stem, rubbing out all the weaker ones, grow¬ 
ing on the one retained with all vigour. High 
culture is essential to success, and from this 
period until the flowers are fully opened care 
must be given to the plants. Keep the shoots 
carefully tied out, as every endeavour must be 
nude to ripen the wood. Without this impor¬ 
tant factor in the culture of the Chrysanthe¬ 
mum it is impossible to attain. success. 
Watering is another important item in success 
;al culture, a few hours’ neglect sometimes 
causing a failure. Manure water need not be 
given until the pots are pretty well filled with 
roots. In all cases when watering it is well to 
go through the plants a second time. A single 
application of water is really very superficial, 
iad in hot and trying weather its evil effects 
may be traced in the plants themselves. 
Always thoroughly moisten the ball of soil. 
Keep the surface soil free from weeds, as they 
may cause much inconvenience later. Keep 
green-fly and black-fly under by a dusting 
with Tobacco - powder occasionally. Water 
overhead with clear water from a fine rosed can 
ia the evening of hot days. E. O. 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

THE MEDITERRANEAN HEATH. 

Ali. the hardy Heaths are very beautiful 
plants as grown on suitable soils, and this 
species (E.~ mediterranea) is one of the best 
and most showy. It is a native of western 
France, Spain, and the Mediterranean region, 
but is a free and luxuriant grower on non-lime 
containing soils elsewhere in Europe as a 
garden plant. A very distinct form of this 

lant is found wild in Ireland, in Galway' and 
layo, in boggy heaths, but not elsewhere in 

Britain. The type plant, as shown in our 
illustration, attains a height of 6 feet to 8 feet, 
or even more in sheltered positions, flowering 
profusely in April and May’. The Irish plant 
is more dwarf in habit, rarely exceeding 3 feet 
in height, and having a more virgate habit of 
growth, with more grey or glaucous leafage, 
and the flow ering growths are shorter and the 
flowers paler in colour. The late Prof. Boswell 
Syme considered the Irish plant to he a 
distinct species, and called it E. hiliernica, hut 

order succeed. They also grow on loamy soils 
on the granite and sandstone formations, in 
beds or borders enriched with leaf-mould and 
cow-manure, on a moist bottom. As grouped 
with other kinds near natural rocks they are 
very handsome. Other good kinds are E. 
carnea, w hite and reddish-purple ; E. stricta, 
rose-coloured ; E. vagans, white, or rose-purple 
forms ; and E. hybrids, one of the earliest and 
best of the dwarf kinds, said to lie a cross 
between E. carnea and E. mediterranea. The 
largest and most fragrant of all the Heaths is 
E. arborea, from Greece, where, as at Mount 
Athos, it grows ’20 feet to 3" feet in height. In 
Co. Wicklow this Tree - Heath of Eastern 
Europe is often very sweet and beautiful, 
growing from 0 feet, to 1*2 feet high, and m 
April, when covered with myriads of white, 
almond-scented flowers, it is a great attrac¬ 
tion to the bees. The celebrated honey of 
Mount Hymettus is said to obtain its delicious 
flavour from this plunl, just as the Heather 
honey of Scotland and the north of England is 
valued for a similar reason. Our illustration is 
from a photograph taken by Mr. Geo. Fanner, 

— Now that the warm weather bus come 
m earnest growers of Chrysanthemums will 
hive to keep the water-pot going at least 
(vice(day, and where a number of plants is 
grown this means additional work. Taking 
everything into consideration, however, the 
extra labour expended well repays itself in the 
eod in the shape of robust plauts and plenty of 
doom. With good attention, the grow th of 
the plants is very rapid now, and the shoots, as 
they grow, must be tied to the stakes, or else 
grievous havoc will result should a gale of 
wind come unexpectedly. No plant should be 
'topped or pinched later than the third week 
m June, and encouragement should be given 
to promote healthy growth by giving a little 
satwater about once a fortnight, on no 
recount letting the plants liave any other 
stimulant, which ut this season would do more 
tarra than good bv promoting rank, useless 
growth. I have always found it pay well 
*t*never possible to give the plants plenty of 
roan in their summer quarters. Top-dressing 
*-* very beneficial, but is not to Le reconi 
wudal, nor is it necessary when the plants 
rre merely required tor decoration. It is 
e-ential, however, from an exhibitors ijonit ot 
v*w.-D. G. Mcl., B. o' If., X.B. 

Fixing “sports.'’—Many amateurs and 
Wiers may have an opportunity when the 
‘eason comes round of fixing a sport, and u 
•imple means of doing so 1 will now describe 
if a certain plant should throw a bloom of n 
htferent hue on one of its stems, and the said 
tikwn be of good shape and form, preparation 
vhoold be made to fix the sport. In order to 
do », loose the stein from which the sport 
;*ues from the stake, cut off all the others 
clcee to the soil, reserving only this one. 
Procure a shallow box about 3 feet long, put u 
layer of rough soil in the bottom for drainage, 
tiling up with nice light sandy soil. Peg 
down thereon the sported stem, still keeping 
die roots intact in the pot, and finally scatter 
1 littlo sharp sand over each joint, damping 
all down through a fine rose. The soil must 
be kept moderately moist and preferably in a 
little heat. Shoots will soon be encouraged to 
*ping from the axils of the leaves, which 
•oould be taken off with a sharp knife when 
aoont 1J inches long and inserted singly in 
thumb pots of sandy soil. They may lie rooted 
aow in gentle heat, aud afterwards grown on 
m the usual manner. It is advisable to allow 
them to grow naturally from the beginning. 
Shea the sports bloom they often go back to 
the original colour, but should the sport come 
ttueit may lie said to lie fixed—for the time 
'«ng, at any rate. 1 have seen instances of 
•pwta going back to their original colour after 
three years. If after such a period elapses and 
’t-e sport continues true, and is thought to bo 

improvement on existing varieties, blooms 
should be sent to any of the meetings of our 

itS merit9 —0- M^pt, i hardy 

Krica mediit-rranea in tlic liuUuic Harden", Clasnevin, Dublin. 

in May last, in the Royal Botanicul Gardens at 
Glasnevin, near Dublin. F. \V. B. 

Hooker calls it E. mediterranea v. liibernica. 
According to Moore, in the “Cybele Hibernica,” 
it is very local, being found on boggy mountain 
heaths near the coast line in Mayo and Galway, 
dowering in April. It was discovered at 
Urrisbeg by Dr. J. T. Muck ay in 1830, and 
since that date it has been found in other 
places by various collectors, as on the western 
declivity of Urrisbeg Mountain, near Round- 
stone, Connemara ; on Mweelrea Mountain, at 
the mouth of Killery Harbour, Go. Mayo ; at 
Mulranny, opposite Achill Island ; on the 
north side of Clew Bay, at Cumiwn Acliill, and Ceanotlnis rigidus. The number of 
Burrishoole Bake, all along Achill Sound on outdoor shrubs with blue flowers is veiv limiud, 
the shore of the mainland opposite Acliill being principally confined to the dilh-rentkiuds 
Island, and thence near the shore as far as the of ( eanot 1ms, and as this is the first ot (he 
north end of the Carrowmore Lake, in Ennis, genus to unfold its blossoms, it is for this 
the plant here being n dwarf variety, with reason valuable. This Ceanothu9 is not so 

Honeysuckle not flowering. Will vou kin.ilv 
tell me whit would he the best thiny lo do with x 

Honeysuckle tint for llie list three years has not flowered, 
but is covered with blleht ? It is quite ten years old, and 

used to be a mass of bloom veiy early in the sprint;. Ii is 
trained up part of the house, S K. aspect. \Ve hue 

manured the roots and syringed at tunes, llad we beii.r 
cut it down 1—Aonfs Thomson. 

(You had best thin it well out. laying in as much of I be 
young wood as you ran, and then sinner fieely null 

parallin-emulsion | 

flowers of a deeper purple than in the Urrisbeg 
plant. 

Both the Mediterranean and the Irish forms 
. „ of this beautiful Heath are very hardy and 

t '•D'sauthemum societies, along with descrip- long-lived on sandy peat or light boggy soils, 
i*' , 8^t, habit, etc., when tne sport will/be'|ancT thrive-jbest in sheltered places wherever 

~ ’ — • - Azaleas, Pernettyas, 

hardy as some of the others, hut is well 
worth the protection of u wall. It forms a neat, 
freely-branched bush, thickly clothed with 
small deep green leaves, while the flowers ore 
of a deep purple-blue. This Ceanothus is a 
nativepf CaUforyna, from whence it was intro 

, uiuuy a/suun, rerunuyiu, ducea ir. 184Sl It is often employed ior 
ther lime-hating plants ofjiftls ifij^etj | ^lj&fM'sl&Tshapc oi neat 
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bushes profusely bloomed, aud in this way is 
widely removed in general appearance from the 
whole of its associates. All the different species 
of Ceauothus are very pretty shrubs, while the 
numerous garden varieties claiming parentage 
from C. azureus andC. americanus yield several 
distinct shades of colour. 

VEGETABLES. 

EARLY CABBAGES. 

Now is the time to think of the next spring 
supply if this useful vegetable is required in 
quantity. To get an early supply, the time of 
sowing in most cases should depend upon the 
district and the soils in which the Cabbages are 
grown. In late districts the last week in July 
is none too early to sow. The chief point is 
getting sturdy plants that will stand the 
winter. To obtain these I advise pricking out 
as soon as the plants are large enough to handle. 
I have often seen large breadths of this favour¬ 
ite spring vegetable with scarcely a plant left 
at the end of February. I do not see how it 
can be otherwise when the plants are left 
crowded in a small seed-bed till, perhaps, late 
in October before planting out takes place. If, 
by chance, a mild winter should favour them, 
they invariably succumb to the fierce blasts of 
our March winds, which we rarely ever esca|>e. 
1 should, therefore, advise two sowings, one at 
this date aud another two or three weeks later. 
I find that the seedlings are much better when 
pricket! out on land that has been manured for 
a previous crop, as if given fresh manure the 
growth is too quick for the winter plants. 
For spring growing quick growth is necessary, 
as the plants only remain a short time on the 
ground; but it is different when a short 
sturdy growth is required. The ground, 
before pricking off, should also be made rather 
firm. I think the best plants for early spring 
use are the small kinds. I have observed that 
these suffer much less than the larger varieties, 
and in private places I consider a large, coarse 
Cabbage of no use. Many gardeners have 
their own special varieties, and I certainly 
advise them to keep to them when they 
have secured a good early kind. Of late 
years several good kinds have been sent out, 
but some of them are old favourites under 
new names. Still, a step in the right direction 
his taken place, many of the large coarse kinds 
grown a few years ago having been discarded 
for the small compact varieties. Ellam’s Dwarf 
Early is a good kind for sowing at this date, 
followed by a later sowing, in three weeks, of 
the old true Nonpareil, thus forming a succes¬ 
sion. An excellent Cabbage to succeed the 
Nonpareil is the Early Dutch Drumhead. 
This is handsome and productive, and one of 
the best of the early round headed Cabbages. 
When strong, sturdy plants are secured for 
planting in their permanent quarters early in 
September in ground deeply dug and the 
plants thickly planted, say, 12 inches apart 
from plant to plant, and 2 feet in the rows—I 
advise 2 feet, as it allows plenty of soil to form 
a ridge for protection against east winds— 
every other plant may be used very early in 
spring, and thus allow the remaining ones room. 
1 do not advise too much manure, hut prefer it 
deeply dug in, so that the plants can obtain 
assistance from it at the time most required— 
namely, when starting into growth in early 
spring. If on the surface, it only excites a 
premature growth likely to be destroyed bvthe 
first frost that comes. VY. 

A good Broccoli.—Where a large and 
continuous supply of Broccoli has to be main¬ 
tained, it behoves those responsible to select 
suitable varieties. There has been this past 
wiuter such weather that only the hardiest of 
Broccoli could survive the ordeal. There have 
been, it must be said, worse winters, and effects 
more disastrous tlian in the past one, but there 
has been a great thinning down of the beds 
which, without a goodly number of plants and 
an assortment of, hardy varieties, would have 
told seriously on the daily demands. One that 
has proved itself absolutely the .most hardy is 
Continuity. This has survived almost to 

young state it is almost as white as an early 
Cauliflower, the curd very compact, and this 
well protected by foliage. Many Broccolis, 
when matured, expose the flower to every 
morning frost and sun ray, making them liable 
to damage from both. Not so Continuity. Its 
name is derived apparently from the continuous 
nature of its supply, which extends over a long 
period. This can be strongly recommended for 
May cutting, and, if seeds are sown by the end 
of the month of May, there wiii be ample time. 
My present stock was planted on an old Straw 
berry-bed, where, naturally, the soil was firm, 
a point of much importance in winter Broccoli 
culture.—R. 

GARDEN PESTS AND FRIENDS. 

The spotted ladybird. -En.-losrd are ftpecimenfl 
of insect which appears to feed on the aphis intestine 
Apple and Plum-trees. Would you kindly tell me the 
name, and if I am riirht in suppcasirii; it’ prevs on the 
aphides?—N. O'Siira. 

[The insects you sent are the grubs of the 
common two-spotted ladybird (Coecinella 
bipunctata). They feed, as you imagine, on 
the aphides infesting jour fruit-trees, and 
dastrov large numbers of them. Ladybirds 
and their grubs are most useful insects in 
gardens, and should he encouraged in every 
way.—G. S. S. 1 

Geranium leaves, fungus on.—I am sending 
some leaves of Geranium which seem affected by a blight 
or insect, and also two Begonia leaves which may lie 
sulferini; similarly. The Geraniums are verv tall ones for 
a wall, and hav-e been out three weeks. M. N. 

[\our Geranium and Begonia leaves are 
attacked by a fungus belonging to the genus 
Cercospora. Pick off the leaves that arehadlv 
attacked and then spray the plants with 
Bordeaux mixture, and see that there is due 
ventilation and that the plants are not kept too 
damp. The spraying should he done every 
week or ten days while the disease continues 
to spread.—G. S. S ] 

Romney a leaves. Insects on.-I shall lie murh 
obliged if you will kindly tell me what is the name of the 
insect on the Romneya leav es enclosed, and the best means 
of destroyintr it without injuring the plants List vear 
every Bovver was spoilt by these caterpillars, and a spray¬ 
ing of weak insecticide did more damage to the buds than 
to the insects.—H. A. 

[The caterpillars on your Romneya leaves are 
those of a small moth belonging to the family 
(ieometrida-, but I cannot give you their name 
more definitely, as they are apparently in such 
a juvenile condition. The most certain way of 
destroying the caterpillars is picking them off 
by hand, but it is a tedious process. Spraying 
with a weak insecticide should not do harm. 
It should be applied with a syringe with a 
spray nozzle, anil should not be used when the 
plant is in flower unless the blooms can in some 
way be protected. Watch the plant in the 
spring, and kill any moths that you see flying 
about or settling ou it. The chrysalides are 
prohably formed in the soil, in which ease it 
would be well to remove about l.J inches of the 
soil in the winter.—G. S. S.] 

Fungus on Strawberry leaves (John 
Hohbn).—The substance on your Strawberry 
leaves is u fungus, one of the slime fungi," 
known as Spumaria alba. This fungus will 
not injure your plants in any wav, though 
when it decays it may spoil some of the fruit. 
It appears to' be verj- common this year. These 
fungi are very curious. At a certain period of 
their existence they are in a somewhat jelly- 
like condition, and are then able to crawl along 
the moist earth and up anything they may 
come across. The jelly-like mass then assumes 
the form in which you found it, and is then 
practically a mass of spores. These spores 
when they reach the ground after a time burst, 
and a little gelatinous body is produced, which 
has the power of movement on and in moist 
earth. Frequent!}' many of these join together, 
and form the jelly-like mass already mentioned. 
Pick off and burn as many of the masses of 
fungus as you can find.—G. S. S. 

Green-fly.—What is the origin of green fly, and what 
are its various stages V I have a new greenhouse, and i 
find them on Roses which, apparently, were clean when 
planted. —Y ewcliff. 

[Green fly, like all other insects, undergoes 
certain transformations, but some of these are 
not so well marked as in the case of most 
insects. The females lay eggs in the autumn 

' ‘ —' The iasgefcnih&i 
plant, and, while it possesses this great resisting 
power against frost and coltDlTns perhaps tie! which hatch in the spring^ _ 
ourest colourg$Gq[|^hpj MayQlr^oJq. iGjt^are produced are all, or noajrly^^^.|f|tnal<js 

These do not lay eggs, but produce live young 
ones, and at a most astonishing rate. 1 Lav# 
watched one give birth to three within an 
hour, and these, when three days old, wJI 
begin to breed at the same rate, so that, 
though your Rose was apparently clean whtc 
planted, if it had only one green-fly on it or 
one egg. it might soon become covered 
During the spring and autumn many of the 
green fly become winged, which is evidently a 
provision of nature to enable the aphides*to 
found new colonies on other plants, so as to 
ensure the preservation of the species. Asa 
rule, the true sexes do not appear until the 
autumn, when the females lay eggs, that, as 
before mentioned, do not hatch until ihs 
following spring.—G. S. S.] 

Insects on Apple-trees. - Will you kind!) itl! at 

what species of insect pest this is on the enclosed A«,- 

leaves? There were u brilliant show of blossom, o: 

promise of a very heavy fruit crop, then came the late 

frosts and high east winds of May last, and those Lean. 
appeartd. Tell me whether they or the neither art rt> 

ponsible for the destruction of the fruit? The brtni., 

shriv elled flowers still adhere to the trees, but drop oJ u 

a touch. Should the trees be treated in ant mi t; 

prevent, if possible, a recurrence of these pests next vtu 

Uarel. 

[The leaves of your Apple-tree are infest*) 
with the Apple aphis (Aphis mail 1. The 
blossoms are so dead and shrivelled that 1 

cannot say what has injured them, hut 1 
should think the weather was probably 
responsible for the mischief. 1 should, if Ike 
size and position of the tree will admit pid 
off all the dead flowers and the leaves tint (me 
been much injured, and then spray the ttv= 
with a solution of paraffin emulsion. When 
the leaves fall, collect and burn them. In the 
course of the winter give the tree a good spray 
ing with a caustic alkali wash. Aphids 
various kinds seem unusually abundart lbs 
year, which seems strange, as one would hare 
thought that the cold, wet spring would ban 
been detrimental to them.—G. S. S ] 

Mildew on Roses.-What i* the cause' I tan > 
Rose planted outside ihe vreenhouae with one fctvv' 
outside and one branch inside the house; the fotan • 
mildewed in both casein, hut more so inside The Bo*-;": 
planted inside the same house does notsuflerfiooimuL* 
—YfcttcLirt. 

[The spores of the mildew are probably 
floating everywhere in the air and settling on 
everything. Wherever a spore finds itself in a 
congenial situation it germinates and begin' :i 
grow, and the more suitable its position wi 
surroundings the faster it increases; the its 
healthy a plant is, like human beings, then" 
liable it is to he attacked by disease. fix 
Rose in your house is evidently in a ws 
healthy condition than the one outside, i»i 
the mildew finds thut out, or, rather, tbs 
spores do not germinate on the healthier pM 
From the fact that both the outside and it-Je 
branches of the outdoor plant are roilde*ri 
shows that either the soil or the atmosphere in 
the latter case does not suit the Rose so well 
the same circumstances indoors ; but periuW 
both are not of the same kind, and it show 
alw ays be remembered that some kinds oi 
Roses are more liable to be attacked byniiUs* 
than others. —G. S. S. 1 

Insects on Black Currant-bushes. -* 
enclosed shoots are oft my Black Currant-bush** 

hav ing dropped all their fruit, are now losing their Iren 

well. Will you l»e kind enouirh to say »hal a ■" 
matter with them ? There has been a exeat deal o. r *‘ 
Currant disease in the neighbourhood, and this sputa Jj 

the bud* on these trees which were affected were 

and burnt. 19 this a further development of it, orvv*' 

thing else?—R. A. Allison. 

[Your Black Currant-bushes are attacked il 
one of the aphides, probably Mytus rib;* 
was unable to find any live ones, as they n* 
all been killed by the grubsof theTkO-spoU® 
Ladybird and the grubs of one of the " Hovei 
flies” belonging to the genus Syrp“u'’ j* 
w hich there were several specimens among 
shoots. The former are small Mack or 
coloured insects spotted with yellow,and ate 
3-10 of an inch in length, and are vervactn 
the latter are yellowish plump gnus 3 . 
i inch long, tapering very much toward- 
tail. A sharp look-out should be kepv ! ; 
these aphides m the spring, and a? soon a- ■■■.. 
of them are noticed the under side* 0 ‘a 
leaves should be sprayed with a so‘““°a , 
paraffin emulsion or some other insecticide 
which there is a certain amount ot 
If the aphides are allowed to curl up tee J 

(before the spraying takes place it ' 

t^‘c ‘n?ect'c^e rcach 
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The only thing then to do is to pick off the 
leaves and barn them. In the course of the 
winter it would be well to eprav the bushes 
with a caustic alkali wash. This pest has 
nothing to do with the “ Currant gall mite,” 
which is the cause of the swollen buds. — 
G.S.S.J 

GARDEN WORK. 

Conservatory. — The early - flowering 
Pelargoniums which have been ripened bv ex¬ 
posure outside may now be cut down and the 
cuttings put in. They will strike outside on a 
coaiash-bed, dibbled firmly into sandy soil 
round the sides of 5 inch pots. Hydrangea 
paniculate grandiflora is now finely in bloom in 
Srnch pots. After flowering the plants may 
be plnnged or planted out. To keep the plants 
compict rather hard pruning is necessary when 
lie plants are lifted again in autumn. The 
plants should he brought on quietly, not 
lotted much. The Scarborough Lily is one of 

. the brightest and most useful of the Amaryllis 
iaoily. Being an evergreen, it does not re¬ 
tire drying completely off, but after growth 
i> finished less water will be required. The 
tea way of giving the rest which is needful to 
prodoccmanv flower spikes is to turn the plants 
out into a cold frame, with the lights off after 
ifie first week, giving water enough to keep 
'ht foliage fresh and green. By the end of 

. September the flower-spikes will be showing, 
when they may be taken indoors. When I 
first grew this plant many’ years ago it was 
commonly treated os a stove plant, but it does 
letter under cool treatment, with a couple of 
souths’ exposure in summer. Cuttings of 
Salvia grandiflora rooted now, pinched twice 
to mxke them bushy, and grown cool, will 
mike nice plants in 5-inch and 6 inch pots. 
The early-struck plants may be shifted on into 
T inch and 8-inch pots. Older plants which 
hive been cut back and planted out in an open, 
-inny position will make very large specimens. 
Double white Primulas that were mulched 
v.h Cocoa-fibre or Moss will now be in con 
<fcaoo for cutting up. Start them in small 
Kt id equal parts of loam, peat, and leaf- 
nmy, with plenty of sharp sand to keep the 
.••rfi open and sweet. Place in a frame and 

clcfee and shaded for a time till roots are 
forming, and water when dry' only. The.peat 
i” the compost will help to retain moisture, 

much watering only sours the soil. The 
•'■Luces are a very useful family now. S. pro- 
,a'< and S. Holfordii are two of the most use- 
in! . both will make good specimens and come 
:b useful at the summer exhibitions when well 
done. Trachelium cieruleum is a useful blue- 
& •ered umbelliferous plant, easily raised from 
seeds and cuttings. 

Stove.—Ventilate this house with more 
reeiom now to ripen growth. The nights and 
dan are as warm as they are likely to be, and 
oft. warm air circulating among stove plants 

rill have a beneficial effect. By way of experi¬ 
ment we have in years gone by turned various 
=to»e plants outside, especially such liard- 
*'»!e<l plants as Gardenias, Francisceas, etc., 
fcr a couple of months with considerable 
^vantage as regards flowers the uext winter, 
id this treatment has a hardening, cleansing 
dfict. The stove Hibiscuses are benefited 
yan outing for a month. The Eucharis 
jiffiily flowers all the better for a rest in a 
bwer temperature, but should not be dried off 
^together, as it is a true evergreen. We have 
-mpleted our stock of Poinsettias, and the 

idlest rooted plants are in a cool-nit, lightly 
baled from the hot sun in the middle of the 

with a notch of air on at the back. This 
1 ^ures sturdy growth, and the leaves under 

treatment will not fall prematurely. 
J-iijuid-manure may be given to plants which 
b*v« filled the pots with roots, but it should be 
® a clear, weak state. There are bright 
Logs among the Clerodendrons, such as C. 

Llki and squamata, which might be added to 
the collection with advantage. 

Orchard-house.—Use the syringe freely 
now. and see that the roots of the trees, 
whether grown in pots or planted out, are kept 

This is the time when the red-spider 
its appearance if a tree has received 

*•** from any ca-use, or if there is u doiicien 

of moisture anywhere. Liquid-manure may be 
given freely now to the late varieties. Early 
sorts, even where no fire has been used, will be 
ripe or ripening, and a deluge of water at such 
times will spoil the flavour. To obtain flavour 
there must also be very free ventilation night 
and day. The night ventilation will be less in Juantity, but the circulation must be kept up. 

f the potted trees are at all crowded, it will 
be possible to take out late Plums and plunge 
them outside, and the trees from which the 
fruit has been gathered, such as the Early 
Rivers’ Nectarine, will be better outside 

The Rose-house.—If I were now build¬ 
ing a house for Roses, the roof should be 
movable, and should now be taken off and the 
plants exposed to ripen the wood. One does 
not want many Roses under glass when there 
is plenty outside : besides, tne plants under 
glass should be resting now for the work in 
winter. All plants in pots should be plunged 
outside, but not forgotten or neglected. 

Late Melons in frames.—Keep the 
growth thin, and if top-dressing is required, 
use yellow loam, and mix a little bone-meal 
with it. The loam should be adhesive, not 
sandy. To do Melons well they must have a 
firm root run. Should canker make its appear¬ 
ance, attack it at once with quicklime, 
changing it from time to time as required 
until the disease is killed. The nights have 
been cold lately, and mats are still used, but 
must be removed early in the morning, and a 
crack of air given along the back. Melons 
require less water when planted in heavy loam, 
but enough should be given for healthy growth, 
and a stimulant should be included when the 
fruits are swelling. Sprinkle every bright 
day w hen closing. 

Window gardening.—Cuttings of most 
of the plants grown in window s will strike now- 
outside in a shady place, except Pelargoniums, 
which seem to enjoy the sunshine. ITse rather 
small pots and sandy soil made firm, with a 
laver of sand on the top. The principal reason 
why so many fail with Heaths and Azaleas is, 
they are forgotten and neglected after flower¬ 
ing. This is the time when extra care should 
be given, especially as regards'watenng and 
damping the foliage. The plants now are 
better outside, but should not be left altogether 
to the mercy of the wind or dependent upon 
showers for the water supply. 

Outdoor garden.—The hoe should be 
used freely among growing plants. If it 
should be necessary to water, stir up the 
surface next morning with the hoe. This will 
check evaporation. The best time to water is 
in the evening, between 5 o’clock and 8 o’clock. 
Mulch all strong-rooting things, such as 
Hollyhocks, Dahlias, and Phloxes, with 
manure. Moss-litter manure is suitable for 
mulching, as it lies close and is not so untidy 
looking as straw-litter. Give liquid-manure to 
Tea and other Roses growing on elevated beds 
and borders. One of the finest masses of Tea 
Roses I saw last season was growing on a 
sloping bank facing south. The ground had 
been well prepared, and the plants were well 
nourished. It is the preparation of the ground 
in the first place and giving proper surface 
nourishment afterwards when the buds are 
risible that bring success. There is a dearth 
of blossoms among shrubs now in the dry 
eastern counties, where the soil is not suitable 
for the Rhododendron family, but there are 
compensations in the Rambler Roses aud 
Honeysuckles when Dlanted freely. Peonies, 
too, are lovely, and all the hardy nowera thrive 
when properly treated ; but there is no manure 
so suitable for a drv district as that from the 
cow and the pig. Iceland Poppies are making 
a brave show now. 

Fruit garden.—Raspberries look promis- 
g, and will pay for a mulch of manure, 
here are insects on Red Currants, which 

should be promptly dealt with by pruning 
back and thinning the summer shoots, follow¬ 
ing up with a wash of soft-soap, 2 oz. or so to 
the gallon, applied somewhat forcibly with the 
syringe. Follow up the spraying of fruit-trees 
with on insecticide. There are suitable things 
for washes without using arsenic, though the 
latter is safe, enough in careful hands; but a 

i wash will answer the 
has been a peculiar 

son as regards the weather. For many weeks 
we were pierced through with the east wind ; 
now we are being roasted with a tropical sun, 
which is drinking up all the moisture from the 
soil, and when mulcn is not used, and the hoe 
remains idle, things—even hardy fruits—must 
fall, and they are falling in considerable 
numbers in some gardens. Summer pruning 
of wall and other trees which are more or les. 
trained may begin now. Do the top of the 
trees first, und leave from four to five perfect 
leaves on the spurs. Where Plums are much 
infested with insects the summer pruning will 
clear off many, and some of the curled leave, 
mav be removed also. Try the effect of 
Tobacco-powder on those trees with curled 
foliage ; it is more penetrating than a wash. 

Vegetable garden. — As the early 
Potatoes are cleared off, give a dressing of 
soot and superphosphate. Hoe it in deeply, 
and the land will come in for Turnips, Celery, 
or Strawberries. In the case of Celery the 
top-dressing and hoeing may be omitted ; but 
Celeriac, which does not require trenches, may 
be planted on the top-dressed ground in rows 
2 feet apart. There is generally a demand for 
Globe Artichokes at this season and later, and 
to ensure well developed heads the plants must 
be well nourished. To make sure of useful 
heads all the summer always have young 
plants coming on, and feed them with ricn 
mulchings and liquid-manure. Sow Radishes 
on the north side of a wall. These north 
borders will be valuable now if this hot 
weather continues for Cauliflower and salad 
plants. It will be wise to sow a good brown 
Cos Lettuce now with the green-leaved kmds. 
The brown - leaved kinds are hardy and 
reliable. Tom Thumb Cabbage Lettuce is an 
old favourite with many. A sprinkling of 
nitrate of soda will help the Onion crop. If 
Mushroom-beds are made up now, they should 
occupy a position in a shady spot on the north 
side of a building or wall. Mulch Tomatoes, 
and keep the main stems trained and free from 
side growths. E. Hobday. 

THl DOMINO WEEKS WORK. 

Extracts from a Garden Diary. 

July JIM.—Sowed Brown Cos and Tom 
Thumb Cabbage Lettuces. Shifted Cinerarias 
from the boxes where first pricked off to 
3i-inch pots, the soil used being two-thirds 
best loam and one third very old manure and 
sand. The pots were well drained. Thinned 
the young wood of Gooseberries and Red 
Currants to let in the sunshine. The bottom 
leaves of Tomatoes are thinned and shortened 
as the fruit colours, but plenty of foliage is 
left on to carry on the work of the plants. 
Sowed Ellam’s Early Cabbage. 

July 22nd.—The earliest Celery is being 
blanched with paper wrappings, 'f his permit s 
of water being given for some time longer. 
The final blanching will be done by earthing 
up, but the paper beg ns tlr> forcing by- 
excluding the light. We are busy securing 
Strawberry runners for forcing. Royal Sove¬ 
reign is the favourite for early work. In 
addition to mulching Hollyhocks, Phloxes, 
Sweet Peas, and other things requiring it, as 
far as the supply of manure goes, liquid- 
manure is given. 

July 23rd.—A little earth has been hoed 
down round Leeks planted in trenches, and 
liquid-manure is given occasionally. Hoeing 
and thinning Turnips. Late Peas have been 
mulched with good manure. We are now 
summer pruning wall-trees and espaliers, but 
not cutting very hard back. We want to let 
in air and sunshine without causing much late 
growth. In the case of trees which are making 
much growth upwards, the bottoms of the 
trees are left unpruned. 

July 24th.—Removed the seed-pods from 
Canterbury Bells and Antirrhinums, both of 
which have been very bright in the borders. 
The last of the hard-wooded greenhouse plants 
have been placed outside. Scarborough Lilies 
have been placed in a cold-frame with the 
lights off. Cyclamens which are now in 5-inch 
pots are freely ventilated. On calm uights the 

are dre/vm off gad dwarf the 
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foliage. Made a last sowing of Parsley and 
Horn Carrots. 

July 25th.—Thinned the shoots of Dahlias, 
and, in addition to the central stake, four other 
stakes are placed round each plant to keep 
open and support the main shoots. Fruits of 
various kinds have been netted up to protect 
from birds, and .a few bottles half filled with 
treacle and beer have V>een hung up on walls to 
attract stray wasps. Put in cuttings of choice 
Pinks under hanalighta in the shade. 

July '6th.—A second look round has been 
given to choice dessert Pears to thin off a few 
more fruits where crowded. Budded a few 
standard Briers where the bark is ready. 
Faded flowers are removed from Roses fre 
quently. The borders of conservatory in 
which'climbers are growing are kept moist, 
Roses in pots which have done floweri ng have 
been plunged outside. 

Wire hurdles for Peas.—The remarks 
of “ Y.” show both their advantages as well as 
their disadvantages, for it becomes patent to 
all gardeners that the wire hurdle possesses 
both. As “ Y.” says, the advantage comes in 
where Pea sticks a're difficult to procure, and where Pea sticks are difficult to procure, ana 
which it often is near towns and in districts 
where there are no woods which have their 
undergrowth cut periodically. Even where 
there are woods there is often such a demand 
for Pea-sticks that the supply does not meet the 
demand. This, in fact, happened last year in 
my own case, and would each year, if a suffi¬ 
cient stock were not procured early in the 
season. There are an expense and a proportion 
of labour connected with sticks which are felt 
in spring time, but Peas seem to do better when 
they have stakes provided, and, though costly 
in the first instance, are useful after ns tire 
wood. The advantages of hurdles are that 
they will last almost a lifetime with careful 
use. They can be stored away when not in use 
in any dry place. It is better that they be 
kept dry, and, if possible, painted, as this not 
only gives them a better appearance, but 
prevents rust. They do not afford the Pea 
rows the same shelter and protection during 
early spring as do sticks, nor do they lend an 
aspect to the garden that can lie claimed 
desirable ; at the same time, where sticks are 
difficult to procure, these overcome the atten¬ 
dant worry once and for all.—W. S. 

BIRDS. 

the feathers, us this excellent preparation con¬ 
tains all the elements necessary tor the elabo¬ 
ration of new plumage. But you should first 
of all make sure that there are no insects in 
the cage. Should you find any indications of 
the presence of these peats, the cage must be 
scalded or baked, and then well painted inter- 
nally with paraffin, while the bird should be 
dusted under the feathers with Pyrethrum- Cwder. A metal cage is much less liable to 

come infested bv parasites than a wooden 
one. The presence of these pests may be 
ascertained if a white cloth lie placed upon the 
cage at night and examined in the morning.— 

s. S. __ 

LAW AND CUSTOM. 

Giving up garden.—I »m engaged at 16* a-»eek. 
with cottage and garden found, but no contract lor any 

particular notice to leave. I have received a months 

notice to determine my service. My garden is well 
planted. When I leave, on the determination ol my 

serv ice, can I claim for the produce ?—J. H. 

[It is very doubtful whether you can claim 
under the Allotments and Cottage Cardens 
Compensation for Crops Act any compensation 
for the crops growing in your garden, but you 
may claim compensation for the labour ol 
planting and for the cost of the seed, etc., and, 
if I were you, I should apply to the justices to 
determine the compensation under the above 
Act if vour employer refuses to give you any. 

! —K. C.'T.j _ 

house, Niphetos is good and Martchal Mel unique, thoofh 

we would plant Perle des Jardins in preference where » 

long supply is required. For your last one, Beine thru 
Henriette. we should substitute Bridesmaid, anexqua- 

itely-formed Rose, and beautiful in every way. 

Rose Pink Roamer (P. L.X-This pretty B«e 

about which you inquire, is well named It u indeed i 
roamer. making yards of growth in a season and rtce 

planted so that it can run ov er root* and branches o! deal 

trees, the lovely mass of blossom has no equal un»c 
Rambler Roses.' The flowers are perfectly ancle, ind d 

an intense crimson pink in the younger stage, changinju 

paler pink, with clear white centre, as they develop It 
possesses the true Dog Ro*e fragrance, butto tot m 

powerfully endowed with scent as its rival. Wjchunir* 
rubra. This latter is a Rose worth possessing. It bathe 

light green foliage of Crimson Rambler, to which it m pul 

owes it* existence, the trusses of single Bowen nwb 
resembling Pink Roamer. albeit, the t lolet-bke tragn-r. 

is almost as powerful as in the white Bank Kan. 

Treatment of Fancy Pelargoniums (B. Si 
-These plant*, as they are now going out of torn, 

should be set out-of-doors for a time to harden* theigrosls 
a little, and should have a rather less supply of water Uuj 

usual, hut by no means dry them on. In about a for 

Death of grey Parrot (W*ie).— This 
bird died hi a fit of epilepsy, to which Parrots 
are rather subject. This trouble is often 
brought about through the derangement of the __ 
digestive organs in consequence of unsuitable \ 
diet, while sudden alarm is a frequent cause t 
in a bird predisposed to an attack. In his 1 
“ Diseases of Cage Birds," Dr. Greene says the ' 
first thing to be done when a bird falls down , 
in a fit ot epilepsy is to put it in some soft, , 
secure place where it will not injure itself dur 
ing its convulsive struggles, hut, if none he at ' 
hand, it is well to wrap it up in a towel and ; 
hold it carefully but firmly in the hand, care 
lieing taken to avoid the beak, as an epileptic 
Parrot may bite severely. Before the fit, and 
while the bird is in the' preliminary stage of 
restlessness that often precedes the attack, a 
sedative may be administered with advantage, 
and impending fits may lie diverted by a dose 
of from 1 grain to ."> grains of bromide of 
l>otassium, dissolved in a little svrup ; and this 
may be continued once a day for a couple of 
days. Care must be taken to suitably 
regulate the diet, to see that the bird is not 
unnecessarily alarmed, and is not exposed to 
insanitary surroundings.—S. S. G. 

Canary ailing (Miss R. Grosmnor).— 
The irritable condition of the skin, causing the 
bird to peck itself, may arise from indigestion 
or from the presence of insect parasites in the 
cage. You appear, however, to feed judiciously, 
although you may add a little Lettuce-seed to 
the diet, this acting as a mild purgative helps 
to cool the system. You would also find a 
piece of cuttle-fish bone placed between the .. •_ _c a. _ r_ofr rtf 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

Questions.-Queries and answers art inserted isi 
Qardbsd.0 free of charge if correspondents follow these 
rules: AU communications should be clearly and concisely 
written on one side of the paper only, and 
the Editor of Gardesiko. 17. Funuved-strcel, Hoiborn, 
London. K.C. Letters on business should be sent to 
the Publisher. The name and address of the sender are 
required in addition to any designation he may desire to 
be used in the paper. When more than one query ts sent, 
each should be on a separate piece of paper, and not more 
than three queries should be sent at a time. Correspon¬ 
dents should bear in mind that, as GARDOURO has to be 
sent to press some time in advance of date, queries cannot 
always be replied to in the issue immediately following 
the receipt of their communication. We do not reply to 
queries by post. 

Naming fruit.—Readers who desire our help in 
naming fruit sh- tld bear in mind that several specimens 
in different staga of colour and size of the same Kina 
areally assist in Is determination. We hare received 
from several cor, jnmdents tingle specimens of fruits 
for naming, these in many cases being unnpe and other¬ 
wise poor. The difference between varieties of f ruits are, 
in many cases, so trifling that it is necessary that three 
specimens of each kind should be sent. We can undertake 
In naitic only bur varieties at a time, and these only when 
the above directions are observed. 

wires of the cage for the bird to peck at of 
giyat service in keeping it in health. A few 
drops of Parrish’s chemicaFlfcodduilv in The 
drinking w{tftrj #££],(} fceis^inJfoy^nWM# 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 
Woodlice (Anxiow*).—Woodlice generally «e found <, 

at the base of a wall or in other posit ions,and maybe , 
killed bv pouring boiling water over them. They may also ( 

be trapped by laving bricks, tiles, or pieces of slate or , 

boards near their haunt*, which they will creep under and , 

may then be destroyed. i 

Rose Dr. Rouges (A no»X— Many prefer this Rose to 
I/ldeaL Certainly the fine bunches shown at the Temple 

recently wereof a most attractive colour—rich red, shaded 

with coppery-yellow. The form is quant, sometimes 

pointed like 'a Cactus Dahlia. This Rose is what is known , 
as a half-climber, and, of course, succeeds well as a stan¬ 

dard, as do all these half-climbers. 

Raising Hardy Cyclamens (If- 'O-These are 

best raised from seed sown as soon as the seed is ripe In 

well drained pot* or pans of light soil. Cover the soil 
after sowing with a little Moss to ensure uniform damp¬ 

ness, and place in a frame. As soon as the seedlings begin 
to appear gradually remove the Moss. When the first leal 
is developed they should be transplanted about 1 inch 

apart to seed pans filled with light, rich soil, and encour¬ 
aged to grow a* long as possible, giving the shelter of a 

cold-frame, but always allowing abundance of air. « hen 

the leaves have fallen in the following summer they may 

be planted out or potted, as the case may be. 

Zonal Pelargoniums for winter (R C. ».).— 
If you have any old plants of Vesuvius that have been 

recently cut hark they will give the best results : failing 
these, good strong young plants will do. Repot them at 

once into 5-inch or 6-inch pot* in good loamy soil, and 

when started into growth again plunge them out-of-doors 

in ashes in a very sunny place. Give water moderately, 
and pick off all flower-buds a* soon a* they can be seen up I 

to the end of September. Early in October (sooner if cold 

weather) take them indoors, and if placed in a sunny 

! window ot a warm room and freely watered with a little 
I liquid-manure now and then they will bloom well for 

) some time. 

. Planting Roses (Over SO Years’ Subscriber, Belfast). 
—The Roses may be planted as near the wall as you 

1 choose without, of course, disturbing the footing* in any 
3 way. The item is not important in itself so long as the 

f plant* are trained against the walL They are better thus 

than if a current of air be permitted along the back. You 

may, therefore, drive your wooden plugs nearly home, and 
P _.A_,-- , „ ,k. nl.,,c Iaai, is auVri.'l 

usual, but by no means dry them off. In about » lor 
night after being put in the open air the? mar he c« 

back, leaving three or four eyes beyond the OM wwt 

Place them in a frame with plenty of air on, anfl keep joe 
moist at the root* until they begin to grow freely, ws 

when the young shoot* are about 2 inchwlooy Mrf 
should be shaken out of the old soil and be repotted a.) 

as small pots as the roots can be got into, ise a nlfa; 

light, loamy compost, and put them again in the fn®. 
keeping it close and slightly shaded from hot sun until to 

plant* are rooting freely, when they may have ill thtnt 

and plenty of air. 

Management of a Fern-case (C.)-One of the 

moat important points to attend to is to *corea «* 
first place thoroughly efficient drainage. To eSwi£* 

place over the bottom of the case some i mehesexerxo 

iroken brick, or any such material, oyster-sheik «=? 
well adapted for the purpose. On this drainage miss' 

pieces of turfy peat, so that the finer porf'cted Use 

cannot well mingle with it. The compost Itself 
the best peat, adding to it plenty of silver-rendolw^. 

fragments of sandstone or some dean pebbles . r 
not being exposed to the influence ol the;eitank» 
phere, there will be no need for frequent wzterags, c- 

which should at no time be of a heavy nature. Dit to 

of the case should be opened for an hour or two m J* 

morning to allow- of the air there being changed. 

Plants for sunleBs windows (l *■ Ja- 
Fems. Mosses, and other fine foltaged Pl»nt* 
the north windows, or. to come to detailsJtry the lolk 

ing: - Ferns : Asplenium mannum. losttw Fitocu 
cristata, Polystichum angulare enstatum. xdopadr-- 
vulgare multifidum. Adiantum pedatum, <-JTton— 

fah-aium. Moss : SelacioelD Krausnana. Cn«. W 

gracilis. Fine -leaved plants : Cypera slrernW* 
Draoena indivisa, Kartugtum grande. Mens ehP;.1; 

Grevillea robust*. Coprosma Bauenana, Atot loo 1 
soni. Many of the dwarfer forms of Cacti wi 1 do llkT- 
drv, and moved into the sunshine for a month « 

the year to ripen their growth. All the Mmiulastag 

will" flower in the north windows, including Ham»» 

Musk. . ... 

Rose La France with hard buds 
shirr).-We fear the mam cause of the buds on Uusb* 
failing to expand is owing to the plant* bemgexoeerc; 

; manured, which has caused a very- gross gwVULjA 

. France expands very indifferently in the earl) sw** 
I especially if we have a cold June such as ttajutj 

the artificial manure would lend rather toi 
matters, for it merely enlarges what at all tunes b » 
double Rose. We presume you are sure the van*! 

Franco. There is a Rose which much 
. Danmark, that is most hard to open, but 
1 different habit from that of La France. 
e stiff stems, and the buds are borne more erect tlur 
0 of La France. If the b,ids still show no sigrn M^- 

Z we should advise you to cut all off and pranetbejw^ 
d back to the first promising wood bud. The second. 

rarely give any trouble in expanding freely- 

" TREES AND SHRUBS, 

d Growths on Lime-tree leaves 
is The curious growths on the leaves of your “Biwre" 

n galls, commonly known as Nail gaB* 
i- a very small mite (Phytopu. t."*). The 

destroy this pest is to gather the infested leaves amt 

re them. __ 

in Failure of Acacias (J- G. KA-TheK 
.il propagated both bv grafting and budding..sailthere^ 

p- apparent reason why your grafts have all Md • 

!n have done so. your better way will be to I^ 
ihl which the present nun shook! make reMj for ^ 

:h Clelt-grafting is the method generally followed 

ir- increase of this Robinia. - 
’» Hardy Azalea (A. RX-The h^G^ 

increase ui hub - 
Hardv Azaleas (A. /LX-The hardy Ghrei 

Japanese Azaleas will do well out-obdoors ^ 

of 'pe*t or other good turfy soiL They ">*! 

putted for forcing in autuiun. They do Ml^ 
pruning, though a straggling ahoot msj be re“« ~ . 

necessary. They will strike from catting* of vr 

wood; but they are best increased by layering. 

• l L , , may. tnereTore.orivej-ourwouaengiugsucaiij UU1UC. .UU 

icaifltjodduilv ID | ho | with every advantage to the plants, so long h§ su0d«it 

r°°m '* i*,t ,<>r t-ving- ,n y°"T mm !or th* 

FRUIT. — 

Strawberries falling (.5trairf>rrryV-- ^ ^ 

in May did incalculable damage ln nlxf5' ^ jt aid rrV 
fret appeared to have crropleS the 

destroy it altogether, and it is as 0' ib 

shapen, and did not swell up u - 
appearance of the leaves went, yourjJanW y! 
bSn attacked by mildew Keep the ptoucku ^ 

they will probably do well n,ext..y“r,hi^ir^Mr»u.wli' 
they may be dry at the roots? If so, tins wouiu 

fruit* to fail to swell. 

Summer-pruning Currants. ir 
although a good practice if ne tf ' 
do more harm than good it earned “ ^netir-* 

of cutUng off nearly all the growth, “ ** 
seen done, is an.vthmg but beneaUal ^bnV^the && 
would strongly advise, bowtrn, theistopplM « 

early on trees trained on wall*. “ « 16 
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•be !;•»» leave* drop off. “d without good foliage the 
Ira! sever krepa well. On open bathes in the- open 

• relr stopping the Wrongest of the leading and some of 
■ ■ • aie shoot* where thick is all that is necessary, and 
• only need be done when the growth ts luxuriant. 

Management of fruit-trees, etc. (Amateur 
i, issrr.)—From the appearance of the leaves sent it is 
>. Its/, that the trees are swarming with fly (aphides), 
icd for this they should be well and frequently washed 
• t> soapy tad dear water, applied with aonie force, from 
i ,-irien engine if possible ; this mutt be followed up. or 

" llvl oot do any good. The curled and blistered leaves 
in ibo, in addition to the " fly “ caused by cold winds 
u' raMtime* by bad drainage at the roots. Pick oil all 
•V «oo» of the leaves, and encourage a free growth. II 
.» roots are at all dry they should be well and frequently 
ifcrrd. and the surface of the soil should be mulched 

' wjhr Sill-decayed manure. 

F'.gS falling (A. MartynFig-trees only ri|ien their 
tpMtsm tbe open air when planter! close to a warm south 

.ill, and have the branches nailed in thinly so as to allow 
Hero to get access to the wood to well ripen it. Pig- 
IMioutdoors ripen one crop of fruit only, and that in the 
. iwan The most probable cause of your Figs falling is 

v’SKips wood through being too thick, or the roots may 
'*>• root down into a damp soil. If the roots could Iw 
I M and brought nearer the surface, and 9 inches of 
InkrakMsh rimmed in the bottom of the border, mixing 
car i*l mortar rubble and wood-ashe* with the soil. 
iKkmM Iresh loom, an improvement, we think, would 

1i mm ke brought about 

Treatment of a Peach-tree (ff.X—It would I* a 
. fiia lo give a thoroughly good soaking of water to 

• rMiof the Peach-tree. Some weak, clear manure- d iiet, aide from stable or cow-manure, would also be 
■n WaeScioi; this should be repeated occasionally. 
UBIkautering, mulch ths surface of the border with 

lUble Utter, about 3 Inches thick. It will 
rw i be ■ res IS take oil some of the fruits whore thickh- 

)>»•* « overcropping is a very bad plan. The exact 
retool Inite that a Peach or any other fruit-tree will 

- Jfm only be determined by someone on the spot, 
-ssfffac recim to the health of the tree. Syringe the tree 

- ,.jSpis!|i to stave off the attacks of red-spider. 

r,eatment or Vines (F.X—The Fines should hav e 
•et "disbudded soon after they broke into leaf, in 

?xawdi«e with instructions frequently given in Garit.s- 
-r*® The best thing to do now is to reduce the number 
sfMijjUtoone or two to each spur, according to their 

’nvUi, md to take off all bunches of fruit, except one. 
an b itroogsbool. These shoots should be stopped at 

three leaves beyond the bunch, and the berries in 
•b* troches should now be thinned out with sharp -pointed 
•aasn II von read Oardbnino regularly and attentivciv 

.iff**® ®IM' m*n.v “"d lvc.|uenl notes on Vine culture. 
1JW brow a good professional gardener in the neigh 
**bwd. get him to call in and look at your Vines and 

voo also ss to their treatment. 

VEGETABLES. 

Late-sown Parsley (F. A.X—Ves, where large 
rrokia ol Parsley arc required at this season it is a 
SMlflu to make a late sowing--say between the middle 
Wf odef July. A large proportion of all biennials sow n 
•tortsummer tails to flower the following season, and 
OBtoKol Parsley it is a decided advantage to have a 

*e crop in this condition, as it permits the supply 
* k kept up without too closely encroaching on l he 

Jytymg-sown crop. 
Nitrate of soda for Asparagus (K. M. M.\— 

BMlco. of this are sufficient os a dressing to each 
■pm yard tor Asparagus-bed*, spread evenly and in a 
■gfpedered state. Choose n showery time, Iss-aose, 
• loeground in a dry state, much loss would result 

^ .^osporalion. If artiflcial watering can lie resorted 
necessarily rain is not so important a matter ; but 

* nuriag it is well to remember that tbe evening is the a watering it is well to remember that the evening is the 
fPtme, Because the soil then has the advantage of a lew 

to absorb both moisture and stimulant. Liquid 
•“ore would be more advantageous than clear water al 
“V iJtte, and it is particularly opportune togivea soaking 
■ ‘m inure now. 

uncommon. We have it at present in bloom in a London I 
garden, and have had it sent for name on several occasions 1 
lately.-Dora U. hunt.—Certainly not. A shallow 
rooting annual will do no harm, but strong rooting plants 
will crinplc the Vines.-B. IF.—Cut away all the young 
canes, leaving only live or six ol the very strongest lo Creduce the crop next year.-D. Shobrook —1. See reply 

> ‘‘E. A. R W.," re "Raising Rhododendrons from 
seed." in our issue of June 21. p. 219. Yes, it is bone 
dust, but you ought to get it analysed. 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 

Any enmmuniealinns respecting plants or Jmils 
tent tn name thould always accompany the parcel, 

which thould be addressed to the Editor of Gardexi.no 
Ilm stkathd, /’, Burn'raidreel, Holbom, London, ti.C. 

A number thould alto he hrmlg affixed to each specimen 
of fln'oert or fruit tent for naming. No more than four 

kinda of fruit* or Itoivers tor naming shnttbl be sent at 

one time. 
Names Of plants. G. II. C. Rose fallen to pieces. 

Rer. R. Slntrelf. Kindly send again, and affix a number to 
each specimen. Sec our notices lo correspondents.- 
L. H. B.—1, Philadelphus gratidiflorus ; -, Philadelphus 
corotiarius.-HortulannWe cannot undertake to 
name Roses, being unable to compare them in any way.- 
M. Ilaskcr. - We cannot name florist*' flower*.-Janie* 
Laver.—1, llabenaria bifolia; 2, llahenaria viridis; 3, 
Ophrys apifera ; 4, Orchis maculatn var. ; Listeria 
ovata ; 6, Orchis pyramidalis; 7, Orchis conopsea : k, Not 
recognised, too small; may l*e a form of No. t-liming 
Rip. 1, Rubus odoralus ; 2,Celastrus scandens ; I and la. 
Spiraea sorbifolia ; tl, Thalirtniin lueidiim, probably. It is 
not possible accurately lo name such things without 

foliage.-rw.-Raphiolepis japonica (ovatnX-Delta. 
—2. Anthericum Liliastrum.-F. L. Smith.—1, Campan¬ 
ula Medium ; 2, Specimen insufficient; 3, Delphinium 
Belladonna ; 4, Aquilegia canadensis, poor form.-Jock 

—I. Schizanthus retusus var. ; 2 and 3, We cannot under¬ 
take to name Roses.-A. E. G.—Maaterwort (Aslrantu 
major).-A Lover of Rote).—Vie cannot undertake to 
name Rosea-C. Polemonium RichardsooL-Mrt. 
R E rer a rd J ours.—1, Lvch nis Viscaria fl. -pi.-B. and S. 

—I, Linmca borealis. —— Btoxham. —The Ramanas Bose 
fKosa rugosa)-R .V. ,9.-1, Taxodlum semper'drens ; 
2, Veronica longifolia aubscisill*; 3 and 4, Form* of the 
Evergreen Oak (Qiierciis IlexX-IT. Tho*. Cvileion 
Yarn of the Permian Lily (AlalramcrtaX It is unlalr to 
send only single pips without any foliage when you want 
us to name plants.-Frank Riper. —I, Quit* dried up , 
2. Sidalcea Candida; 3, Inula glandnlosa; 4, lommelina 
sp no flower remained. Your specimens with numbers 
rolled and tied up give much unnecessary trouble.—— 
A tf. .4. IF. Solar as we ran determine, the specimens 
belong to the "Star of Bethlehem,' or Ornithogalum, a 
very extensive genus of hardy and half-hardy bulbous 
plant*, some of the hardy kinds being of a very weedy 
nature. It has certainly nothing to do with Asparagus, 
and we would not care to partake ot such doubtful food. 
-Puzzled.—1, Wall Pellilory (Parietaria officinalis).-- 
Inquirer. —1, Should like to see specimen with complete 
flowers ; 2, Cephalaria Latariea.-.4. B. N.—l. Geranium 
iberirum : 2, Geranium snnemim: S, Oephalaria tataric.i. 
I, Veronica longifolia Biibsesailis.-Mite Burr.—We 
cannot undertake to name Roses.-G. SI. S.—l, Cam¬ 
panula ca-spitosa alba; 2, Ornithogalum pyramidale; 

Aconitum ochroleucum; 4, Sedum pulcbellum.- 
J. /.. Reid. Evidently Campanula perelelfolia fl-pL, but 
liard to say from a single crushed bloom os you send. 

What you get for your outlay 
is the important thing for you. Buying from us you 
get greatest value —the middle profits for yourself 
— and no risk or worry of the instalment system. 

Our famous Stiver Lever Watches aro ticking the ttmo to millions. 
Guaranteed for 7 years a lifetime ot service In them. 

The ‘A.CME 2SS/-/^ 
Sent post free by return, on receipt of your remittance 25together Mil 
with the Rift ol a handsome SUvor Albert. The full value is In the h>c A 
watch, the bonus Is part ol our system to encourage cash trading. XF7 

Soli'l Silver Cute, five, j-plate moremeut, jeir.llr'1, fill'll tenth iliu-l- 

am!-damp-proof reninretlilr. rap; the laird pahntid improve- ^ 
mails; these, features arc in our wulchr.s r.rrlnrieeli/. 

If you want it on approval, send 5- only, and f L» -\\\fe 
the balance in 7 days if yon arc satisfied. If /Mr /<- 1/ // ,\\\* ts\ 
not, wo return the money for the watch. Ft lr ^ m 

Write To-day for Our /fe * jlf 11 
Free Catalogue. r'n | | 

260 paRos, 3.000 cncravincs of watchos. clocks, [j H jE I I Jt HI 
chains, cutlery, &c. k nU of money - savins II /fsH //B ^ g 

Information. Posted free to you. Ii /m., fj 

H. Samuel, mJiM/ 
Dopt. 65. MARKET STREET. VX '. JL' *y# /A 
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SHORT REPLIES. 

I. 1. Dutton.— The only thing you can do is to put 
sww tandi (io often mentioned in there pages) round 
~ °* the tree early in October. Pick off all the 

fruit and bum it.-F. J. S.—You ought to put 
® the house now. and, if opening too quickly for 

psr purpose, shade them. Ferns require no artificial 
ol iny kind. New llawthomden is a cooking 

fc- —Bred Blanrhard.—Quite impossible to say 
rekwt lurthcr particulars.-B.. A. Gibbons.—Yes,your 
atvmer is quite right, the tar is the cause of the failure. 
7~*- A. Turner.—Yon give us no idea os to the soil or 
^*r»t from which you write, but wc should imagine that 
' ■ “dry at the roots, or growing on a very light, 
JJdMsU.-J. W., Iwietsier. — Kindly rend ns some 
■rj*!', »nd also a few particulars os to culture, and 
JWkre tn pot* or planted out.-Hume Butt Goir. 

** B known as a tasciated stem, which frequentB 
H. Speight.-See reply to Edelweiss." in 

7,**ot July A, p 242-An Ltd Rubteriber. i auserl 
1 " weather wc had early in the season. Pick oil 
Gj* lad flowers, and the others will probably come all 

one now (hat ths weather is warmer.-Gen. R..vle, 

LC.7*anot better than get from some horticultural 
•meanan "Summer Cloud,” or you can make it vour- 
■« irnxing size and whitening, and applying it to the 

S** * “• greenhouse.-J. Thackray. — Your Grapes 
**Jbeeo attacked by mildew, caused by the root* 
•way mu the cold day subsoil. They ore also what is 

WRlded.”-Q. C.—1, You must make a new 
*“ Another part of the garden. You could not 

^J^T,‘1JfrnAt« plant, and thus give the others room. 
. C.~The only thing you can do is to shoot 

.,la Rota.—The best time to sow the seeds vou 
ci* *prine- Plan tin jf out the Dahlias 
btrawbemes, Verbenaa, in the open, anf \ 

prfmtT^i ft*. \ "■oi on the others in pot*.- 

WEST’S INSECTICIDE. 
Before wasting money on worthless imitations, test a FREE SAMPLE, and 
yourself decide on its merits. It will cost you nothing, and prove to you that 

WEST’S PATENT 
GARDEN SUNDRIES 

PLANTS PROTECT, MONEY SAVE, AND LABOUR EASE. 

WEST’S PATENT AERATED SPRAY SYRINGE 
The best 

and 
cheapest 

for all 
purposes. 
Cannot 

get out of 
order. 

Buy from tha Manufacturer of all Horticultural 
Sundries- 

3. E. WEST, ROUNDHAY 

■©Ogle IS“"T “TOrsit^HIi 

Catalogue, containing 50 largo 
pagos. with 100 Illustrations, with 
Hints on Horticulture, post froe. 
„KftTtaile terms possible off these 
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TO OBTAIN BEST RESULTS 

IN GARDEN & GREENHOUSE 
USE 

OHLENDORFF'S 

FERTILITY 
Bags, l-cwt. |-cwt. j-cwt. 14-lbs 

‘6/-; 8/6; 5/-; 3/-. 
Tins, 6d. and l/-eaeh. 

Extra large tins (7-lbs.) 2/3 each. 

Sold by Seedsmen and Florists. 
If unobtainable locally.sentcarruge 

paid.for cash with order(except6d.tins) 

THE ANGLO CONIINENTAL GUANO WORKS 
30, Mark Lane. London, E.C. 

PERUVIAN GUANO,BONE MEAL 
SPECIAL LAWN MANURE. 

SPECIAL TOMATO MANURE &c. 

Price lists gratis and post free. 

All Fertilisers of known value and all 
Horticultural chemicals supplied. 

Pioneer of Cheap, Simple, 
Effective Heating for Small 

Greenhouse. 

ItllUOtl) 

Loughborough, Leicestershire. 
London Office: 122. VICTORIA STREET. 

WESTMINSTER. S.W. 

“MODEL1 
GARDEN 
ENGINES 

DIRECTfromthi MAKER 
TO YOUR DOOR. 

Little Hauls ol all 
Degrees. 

Uncertain, coy and 
hard to please 

Delight in Nobles 
Crocks. 

For Seaside and Holi¬ 
day Wear they are 

Unrivalled. 
THIS MODEL No. 1IZT' 

la produced In Navy Chev¬ 
iot Serge. and Coatm*:. Inm 
med White Braid, a* Sketch. 

Will draw from bucket 
or cistern. 

HAYWARD-TYLER & CO., 
90 & 92, Whitecross St., London, E.C 

HOKNK8 FAMOUS 

EARTHWORM DESTROYER. 

Water your lawn with a diluted solution 

and the Worms come up in 
thousands and DIE. 

Free Sample, with Price* and 
Testimonials, from 

Q. K. Marfltt. Dept 5. Tnflrm*ry..n ,I«icnt.> 

Now Ready. 6th Edition. Cloth, if. 6<t 

HARDY FLOWERS 
Giving full and comprehensive informs: 

of their culture and arrangement, with deser¬ 
tions in alphabetical order of upwards ■ 
thirteen hundred of the most ornament' 
flowers, the soil, position, Ac., most suitable. 

ROSE GROWERS 
should syrlngo with 

BUSH’S BEST BRAND 

Of all Newsagents, Booksellers, or post hee 
Is. 9d., from 

THE PUBLISHER, 

17, Furnival-street, Holborn, London, E.C- 

FATAL TO ALL FORMS OF BLIGHT. 
1 Gallon of tho Compound will make 100 Gallons ol re- 

liable Insecticide for Spraying or Sponging. 

Pricks: Pints. 16 : Quarts, 2 6: Half-Gallons, In : 
Gallons, 7/6; 3 Gallons, lb/-. Carriage paid to any addreu. 

CLIVES SEED AND FRUIT PROTECTOR. 
ECONOMIC—SIM PLE—EFFECTIVE. 

A certain protection against Birds arid Vermin. Remark¬ 
able results testified by users. One. post free, 3s.; three for 
7s. 6d. - INGALL. PARSONS. CLIVE, & CO.. Ltd.. 
William-street North, Birmingham._ 

& ARDEN NECESSARIES.—Virgin Cork, 
finest, 112 lb.. 17s.; 56 lb.. 10s.: 28 lb.. 5s. 6il.; 14 lb.. 3s. 

Bamboo canes, 4 ft., 2s. 3d. per 100. Tobacco-paper, strong. 
Is. per lb. Vapour cones. &L. Is., and Is. 6.1 each. Rattia. 
Is. per lb. Cocoa-fibre, Is. 8<L sack. Manures. Mata, Garden 

Sticks and Labels. Sand, Peat. Ac. Price List on application.— 
WATSON k SCIM.I, ?«) l.iiw-r ■ r.. ’ I,-1..r. |- (• 

ft ARDEN NETTING.—Tttnnfid, Waterproof. 
'J Small mesh, EXTRA QUALITY, as supplied BY US 
to the Royal Gardens, 8s. per 200 yards by 1 yard. Any 
size and cheaper kinds made. Lints and sample* free.- 
SPA8HETT A CO.. Net Manufacturers. Lowestoft._ 

A BARGAIN, 10s. Od.—Gent's magnificent 18- 
carat gold-cased KEYLESS HUNTER: compact model. 

Jewelled lever balance, perfect timekeeper. 10 years' war¬ 
ranty. Also Gent'? fashionable 18-carat rolled gold (stamped) 
DOUBLE ALBERT (curb), sacrifice. 10s. 6d. Either or both 
sent for inspection before payment.—MCCARTHY. Pawn¬ 
broker, 206J. Caledonian-road. London._ 

A BARGAIN, 9s. fid.—Powerful 4-guinea 

Stag Handle Pruning Knives, a real goodlattW* M 
is. 1<L each; Ivory Handle Budding KM’gtJL H 
tetter made. Is. 3d. each; Ivory Handle H 
Waistcoat Pocket Knife, la. Id. each .Cora Koi't» II 
Is.: Workmen* Stag Handle Sheepsfooland li 
Blade 1« Id The I,lades of all the shore are M 

freec "' PRICETjST FREE 

J. and H. R. HOUNAM, g 
l Sheaf Island Works. SHEFFIELD. 

Girfw 

If.; Workmen s Stag Handle Sbeepstool and 
Blade. Is. Id The blade* of aii ite 
from the very beet English crucible cast steel 

BUSH'S BEST BRAND SPRAYING APPARATUS 
for Spraying the Compound. Quart sue, 51- each; Half- 

Gidiom size. 10/- each. 

Sole MAKcrxcruEERs— 

W. J. BUSH & CO., LTD., 
ASH GROVE. HACKNEY. LONDON. 

PROTECT YOUR GARDENS. 
Netting, small me*h, will keep ofl “Sweuber* 

35 square yards for la. Will not roe if left out in a ^ 
Sent any width. Carriage paid on all ® J i( ... 
supplied to the Royal Gardens. Cash (or U- 
approved of. Commoner netting at W 
—Prom H. J. GASSON. Garden NetungWork-Ji, , 

ft&RDEN NETS (best) for FruiL-Oy^. 
VT. 35 y«da, fa.;.8 yards, by 25. fa Wt* 

GARDEN PATHS made beautifi 
U SHELL GRAVEL, a* suntdiod bv ad. 30-mile 
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FRUIT. 

STRAWBERRY TIME. 

I’r to the time of flowering, Strawberries 
in field and garden in this neighbourhood 

promised well—at any rate, youug plantations. 

The successive frosts occurring then had a 

most depressing effect on all concerned, and 
the prospect seemed to have suddenly dropped 
irom a high standard to that of very 
low degree. In early districts, und where 
there was no shelter, no doubt a great pro¬ 
portion of the forward flowers, open and on 
ihe point of expanding, were destroyed. 
lVspite the untoward weather, however, it, is 
surprising how well and how bounteous is the 
Strawberry crop. Large fruits.it is true, are 
ia the early crops wanting, but, all the same, 
Aero is a very fair sample to bo gathered. 
Royal Sovereign has become the universal 
favourite, taking tlio once honoured place of 
Sir Joseph Paxton. This with some still 
Chios some favourable notice, though to a 
s'ich less degree than, say. five years ago. 
The same may lie said of Vicomtesso H. de 
Thury, President, and Noble, once such 
*andard sorts. Royal Sovereign is a bright- 
coloured, good-flavoured sort that has come to 
■'t»v—until, at any rate, the newer I.axton 
supplants it, which will require some years to 
fleet. Leader, in my case, takes precedence 
o'er Royal Sovereign because of its freer 
cropping powers ana earliness. This is not 
th“ experience of growers generally, but in iso¬ 
lated instances it is true, nevertheless. Much 
hoer fruits of brighter colour and greater 
weight of crop are the attributes of Leader, 
'hen compared with Sovereign in this garden. 
It may not he so in my neighbour's case two 
miles away, but it would seem that Royal 
Sovereign has such firm hold on the grower 
ind purchaser that one is grown beoiuse the 
■ther remains unproved. No one who sees 

them fails to admire the sample of Leader 
withered here in a normal year, nor would 
1be any doubt about their marketable 
‘vlue pitted one against the other on equal 
lerms, yet, for all this, Sovereign still holds 
the place of honour, and seems likely to do so 
for some time to come. There have been a great 
many varieties sent out by Strawberry special- 
i>to and raisers, and planted only to bo cleared 
nt after their first year’s trial, not always, 
jerliaps, because of inferior merit as a variety', 
wit simply because in some constitutional 
Jcgree they are not suited to the soil or neigh- 
• 'irhood. Time was when a great many 
'jrietiee shared space now monopolised by 
hoyal Sovereign, and despite the fact that 
' are almost, or quite, one hundred recog- 
“dMrt. in cultivation. Royal Sovereign, 
hough of so recent introduction, in some 
'vgree crushes a great proportion of them out 
w existence. There would seem to have been 
oo other kind at any period that has taken so 
U 3 hold on the English growing public as 
r“s one- In Scotland it may not be such a __ 
■uxess, soil and climate having an influen^e-j'pleted. 

proper maturity. No Strawberry can with¬ 
stand continuous rain or soddened soil without 
loss from premature decay when they are 
allowed to rest on a straw bed, and Royal 
Sovereign, though such a favourite southwards, 
does not hold the same position, 1 am told, in 
the moister climate of Scotland. Next to those 
already named, Fillbnsket would appear to lie 
the favourite. This certainly is correctly 
named, for its cropping powers are extra¬ 
ordinary, and the vigour of the plant a strong 
|ioinb in ils favour. Mentmore, another good 
variety, lias the failing of being very thin and 
sparse of foliage. The old-fashioned plan of 
laying nets on tlio bods as a protection to the 
fruit against- birds would in this case he use¬ 
less. Tlio leaves arc so thinly disposed that 
they afford no shelter to the fruit, and the 
weight of a net hears them to the ground. 
Nets are always better supported on strong 
string or light rope, and carried clear of the 
plants, hilt, it is particularly necessary in tliin- 
leaved kinds, such as Mentmore. Trafalgar is 
under trial, but as yet not sufficiently proved 
to venture an opinion. Though Sovereign has a 
probable rival in the Laxton, needing only time 
to gain its position, the older Latest of All 
still holds its own as a large-fruited and Inter 
variety. Certainly it is not- without its faults, 
hut in some soils, at any rate, it is excellent. 
Two Strawberries largely grown in Scotland, 
Aberdeen Favourite and Eliza Rivers, both in 
my case promising well for late gathering, are 
as yet some time behind all others, even Latest 
of All. W. S. 

Trotcbridge, Wilt*. 

ripening berries, vvhighpr^x^t tht^Li^cui 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Planting Strawberries, t am ping to make a 

bed ot Strawberry Royal Sovereign. Will you kindly let 

me know the distance I shouldkeep them a,iart, andwhat 

would lie the best manure and soil to plant them in?— 

O. Watts. 

[For growing Strawberries it is always best 
to choose soil that is inclined to be heavy than 
otherwise, hut it should he well drained. Light 
soils maybe made more suitable for Strawberry 
growing by the addition of loam of a heavy 
texture or road sidings. This should bo well 
dug in and thoroughly incorporated with the 
staple. Such a dressing is better than apply¬ 
ing quantities of manure. Heavy soils, on the 
other hand, are greatly benefited by being well 
manured, and the manure should lie thoroughly 
decomposed. In choosing a site for a Straw¬ 
berry plantation ignore low, damp situations, 
for although t he Strawberries may succeed in a 
dry season, they would in a wet time fall a 
prey to mildew, and the fruit would rot. The 
digging done, matters may he loft alone until 
the plants are ready for setting out, and then 
the soil should bo made quite firm by tramp¬ 
ling it evenly all over previous to planting. 
This will make a good firm bed for the plants 
to root into, and it will also in a great measure 
Erevent the plants being thrown out or lifted 
y frost during the winter months. Some few 

hours before planting, the young plants should 
be well watered, and it is also a good plan to 
water them home directly the planting is com- 

iwel should be employed for set 
ts and pegged-down runners 

and the soil must he made very firm about 
them. On light soils a mulch of s(icnt Mush¬ 
room-manure or suchlike material spread round 
about the fresh set-out plants is of great assist¬ 
ance in preventing them drying quickly and 
needing so much water. On heavy soils, 
which naturally retain more moisture, mulch¬ 
ing is not so essential. Tlio usual distance for 
planting Strawberries is 2 feet between the 
rows for gardens and 3 feet for field culture, 
and the plants may lie set out 18 inches apart. 
If plan led closer than this every other |>lmit 
would have to ho lifted the second season.] 

Peach Amsden June in cold-house. 
—In gardens where there is no glass accommo¬ 
dation for forcing Peaches, or where there is a 
lot of cohl-house or wall space devoted t-o 
Peaches, the early kinds can ne recommended, 
as frequently there is a glut in the midseason. 
But if room is given to the best of these early 
kinds, then fairly good fruit may be had from 
June till October, and this without the expense 
of fire heat. Were I asked if I considered 
an}' of these early kinds good flavoured, my 
answer is they are not, compared with such as 
Noblesse, Diamond, and others of this type: 
nor can this he expected when it is taken into 
consideration the short space of time they tako 
from the blooming to the ripening. Out of 
them all I consider the one above named tlio 
best, and when grown in a sunny position and 
the tree vigorous there is nob much to com¬ 
plain of, either in size or colour. I have a tree 
12 years old in a cold Peach-house (which is 
not one of the best constructed houses), aud 1 
Knerallv can obtain the first dish during the 

it- few days in June. This keeps me going 
till Halo’s Early comes in. This is followed by 
Acton Scott and other old proved kinds. The 
tree with me is a good grower and fruits freely. 
It is not liable to hud dropping, which cannot 
he said of some others. When exposed to the 
sun the colour is good.—J. Crook. 

Renovating a garden.—I have been asked to 

plan out a fruit garden in Fifeshire. and would be obliged 

if any of your readers would help roe. The place has been 

very neglected for many years, and overgrown with 

weeds. I thought of having it dug up and manured now, 
so as to make use of the ground as soon as possible. I 
am, however, told this would lie a mistake and labour 

lost, and better let it be until October, when it would bo 
easier to trench. There is an immense number of Red 

Currant-bushes, some 7 feet high. Would it be possible 

to cut them down now to about 4 feet ' The bushes look 

healthy, hut have hardly any fruit. Even it I cannot cut 
them hard back now, could T thin out some of the dried- 

up looking branches V Can T shorten new shoots at 

once, or after the fruit ripens?— Fikeshire. 

[Iii so northern a district as yours wo think 
the advice given you to havo the garden over¬ 
grown with weeds dug up at once is best. You 
can begin by cutting down all weeds as close 
to the ground as you can, allowing them to 
partially dry, then burning them. Also cut 
down your overgrown Red Currant-bushes to 
a few strong voting shoots at once. Then, if 
you can get the labour now—and all depends 
on that—havo the entire area well trenched, 
burying the weeds and 4 inches of the ton soil. 
The weed rubbish would then soon decay. 
Y'our best course would be to plant any 
description of winter greens, and keep the 
ground)jbetjweemHiepi well hoed. In Novem¬ 
ber voii could plant fruit-trees and hushes 
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where needed, pulling up uny winter grec 

'1 hot 

greens if 
in the way. In any case you would both get 
some winter crop and keep the ground clean. 
In the spring give a dressing of manure, and 
plant early Potatoes between the trees : that 
would clean the ground thoroughly.] 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

ROSES. 

ROSES IN POTS. 

Whkn a batch of plants has once been used 
for early forcing they naturally come to hand 
better for the same purpose another time, 
because the earliness of their growth allows of 
a corresponding earliness in ripening. Plants 
that were grown in heat all through the winter 
and earhr spring should be standing out-of- 
doors now, especially if a sheltered position 
can be afforded them. During the two or three 
months they aro in the open it is necessary to 
l>c particularly careful as regards watering. 
If given too free a supply, growth will not 
ccaso in the gradual manner so essential in 
building up ripened wood for the following 
winter's forcing. On the other hand, almost 
ns much harm may accrue from a little neglect, 
it taking butu short time for the soil to become 
so parched as to ruin a large number of the 
Rose roots. They may be allowed to get dry 
without being sufficiently so to show the 
effects, and it will be found much better to give 
a thorough soaking occasionally. It is advisa¬ 
ble to have the pots about half plunged, and if 
this can be arranged upon a concrete bottom, 
so as to avoid worms, it will be still better. 
Standing the pots upon pieces of slate is not 
to be recommended, for a very little soil 
washed to the bottom will cause a stoppage. 
Worms, etc., may be kept out by sprinkling 
a layer of soot over the ground and standing 
the pots upon this. By partially plunging the 
pots, we avoid that sudden and injurious 
drought which comes on so unexpectedly after 
n few hours of dull went.hor, nnrt us tlio most 
important roots of pot Rosas are usually in the 
lower half, it behoves us to take due caro of 
them. 

IN THE TIME OF ROSES. 

Tiikkk is no period in the whole year so attrac¬ 
tive as Juno—the time of Roses. Our collec¬ 
tion may number hundreds of choice sorts, or, 
on the other hand, we may have perforce to be 
content with a few ; but however well stocked 
our garden may be, if we really love Boses we 
cannot fail to display an eagerness in their 
welfare, and watch for the opening of the 
earliest blooms. It is a question whether any 
other subject responds to generous treatment 
so liberally as does the Rose, and in a similar 
degree it is one of the first to show signs of 
neglect; moreover, it often tries one’s patieneq. 
Take, as an example of this, the exjierience of 
the past spring. One knows only too well, 
after the cutting back at the end of March and 
April our May weather was anything but mild 
and genial. Here, as I write, I am reminded 
that on May 15th we were visited by a snow¬ 
storm, with north-east winds for days that 
starved and almost completely killed some of 
the tender Teas, so that blooms this season are, 
generally speaking, backward ; but, after all, 
Roses have wonderfully recuperative powers, 
and earlyin June it was delightful to notice that 
many of our old favourites, though somewhat 
behind, were little the worse for their experi¬ 
ence of wintry weather in May. 

When one comes to consider the all-round 
use of the Rose one cannot be surprised that it 
continues to be so popular, nor can one wonder 
that each year “ new hands ” in Rose growing 
are added. One cannot say of it that it is a 
town flower, because its liking for purity of 
atmosphere is so well known, but it is a fact- 
that, nevertheless, some varieties give not a 
little satisfaction in places where one would 
hardly expect them. Three such are Crimson 
Rambler, William Allen Richardson, and 
Gloire de Dijon ; but, given space away from 
smoke, how liberally the Rose res|x>nds. 
Whilst the Hybrid Perpetuals still retain 
with a considerable number t, 
and will doubtless continu 

DigitizecTby 

cannot shut one’s eyes to the fact that the 
Hybrid Teas are fast gaining ground amongst 
growers, mainly, I think, owing to the con¬ 
tinuous blooming propensities of some of them, 
and the lovely varieties which this class con 
tains. Take, for instance, the following well- 
known sorts: Viscountess Folkestone, Mrs. 
W. ,T. Grant, Liberty, Kaiserin Augusta' 
Victoria, Grace Darling, Clara Watson, Bessie 
Brown, Augustine Guinoisseau, Lady Mary 
Fit/.william, La Fiance, l'a[ia Gontier, Souv. 
de President Carnot. The Hybrid Sweet 
Briers are steadily gaining in favour, and the 
delicate Howers and deliciouslv scented foliage 
should commend them to all who are inter¬ 
ested in Roses. In 

Plantin'u Rases, one should bear in mind 
the late-blooming qualities of many of our Teas 
and Hybrids, and with this end in view every 
collection should include Mme. Eambard, Hon. 
Edith Gifford, Safrano, Marie d'Orleans, Belle 

, Mme. Isaac Periere, that remain with us until 
I late in autumn. 

I have a friend who for many weeks dartin' 
ist winter trudged in all weathers to hi". 

Sn away from tiome to look after hi; 
, some of them being newly planted and 

needing extra care in consequence of their hie 
arrival. His beds of Teas were in November 
mulched with manure, and subseoueutly had a 
littering of straw amongst them, ’ which 
shielded the plants during the cold periods iu 
April and May. It was due to this attention 
that only an odd one or two succumbed: hence 
it is that now, as I write, his W. A. Richard 
son, Maman Cochet, La France, Rcve d’Or, 
L ldeal, and the rest of his favourites give 
promise, by their healthy buds and foliage, o; 
a glorious display. 

No, the Queen of Flowers will brook no 
neglect, and if we would have her in perfecti«, 
in June, she claims our attention even when no 

pularit 

Tea Rose Niphetos in a pot. 

Lvonnaise, Enchantress, Mme. Hoste, and tokens of blossoms are to be seen, and in 
Caroline Testout. As has already been proportion as we devote time and labour to her 
remarked, Roses quickly show carelessness and cultivation, so will our gardens be enhanced by 
inattention. Most of us have found this out at 
one time or another, in climbers or on bouse 
walls, but, on the other hand, the grower who 
evinces an interest in bis plants the year round 
is the one xvho obtains the most satisfaction. 
Consider for a moment, too, the all-round 
fitness of Rosas. Is it a wall, a porch, an 
arch, or an arbour one wishes to festoon, a bed 
or border one is desirous of beautifying ? Then 
we may have varieties for each [xasition, lovely 

her beauty. After all, it is the same oldston- 
Dean Hole is right, for 

“ He who would have beautiful Roses in his garden, 
Must have beautiful Roses in his heart." 

LKAHVRST. 

ROSES IN A HERTFORDSHIRE 

GARDEN. 
TO THE EDITOR OE “ HARDENING II.I.CSTKATM' 

no maj ua-u ,a..uv>», ,Ui u«,u (Asni/eMi, luivij SlK,-III tllC isSUC of JtinO & “ R»‘ 

buds peering out of leaves frail and tender, expresses regret that this year he has on) 
delicate clusters nestling under house eaves and heard of Roses being in fine bloom in 
around doorways, huge bushes like the Ayr shire, and that elsewhere only Scotch Ko^-, 
shires, Polvantha Roses, of which Crimson Rugosa, and Austrian Briers were ht to cu • 

Rambler and Aglaia are examples, China so 1 feel inclined to say a word for the gov- 
Roses of dwarfer growth, with fairv-like Rose soil of Hertfordshire, and a word, too, ^ 

blossoms, single Roses, as Carmine Pillar, 
Bardou Job, a most charming class, and 
Bourbons, represented by Souvenir de.Vtalv 

J^naison, Purity, Mrs. Paul, Lorna Boone, : 

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT 
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the cultivation of Roses in my quaint cottage 
garden. At this moment (July only thav 

; days later than the letter referred f^5 
garden is simply a bower of Roses, and Im 
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try and describe them, and also the manner ol half-standards are the result. The de la cool, sheltered, moist places where the tempera- 
arranging them, which is very successful. On GnlTeraie stock is also good for many of the ture is subjected to very little variation during 
the verandah of my house Reine Marie Henri- strong-growing Roses of the Gloire de Dijon the summer. In planting the Oak Fern, a 
Mte and Gloire de Dijon give us two colours race, but for all general purposes no stock can spot where moisture and shade can always be 
that blend beautifully. In the drawing-room, surpass the Brier, either seedling, cutting, or depended upon should, if possible, be selected, 
which I have just decorated, a high old standard. Crimson Rambler would make a good and a shallow bed made of a compost of two 
English table holds specimen glasses with fine stock, as it roots so freely from cuttings. So parts of fihrous peat, one part of leaf-mould, 
blooms of pink Maman Cochet, La France, and also would some of the hardy Ayrshire and and a free admixture of silver-sand, or, better 
Mme. Abel Lhatenay. On a low, round table an Evergreen Roses. Marechal Niel and Cloth of still, of broken sandstone. If grown in pots 
Italian loth century glass bowl shows perfectly Gold are often most successfully grown upon for a cool frame or the greenhouse, where it 
shaped Kaiserin Augusta and white Maman the yellow Banksian Rose, but in this case the makes a most pleasing object, as in the illustra- 
' u Ci’ i ^reen ™ of pottery, with a high latter must be well established. I have much tion herewith, the above mixture will be found 
arched handle, some well-coloured blooms of faith in double budding some of our difficult to equally suitable ; but in either case avoid nut- 
vVilham Allen Richardson form a delicious erow Roses, as fruit-growers do with their ting in too much soil ; a depth of from 3 inches 
background to a large oriental bowl full of Pears. I once obtained a fine plant of Cloth to 4 inches is quite sufficient. It is also indis- 
Mm®. de nattevilie, with the mother of pearl of Gold by budding it upon a Cheshunt pensable that thorough drainage should he 
ieucate petals standing out strong and full to Hybrid, which was budded on the de la secured, for, although the growing plant 
■how the lovely tinted centre. On an old Grifferaie stock. Tea Roses would do well on delights in an abundant supply of water, vet 
kalian stand in the window I have a white Crimson Rambler, but they should not be water remaining about its roots is very in- 
md gold munature cradle with a giass lining, transplanted. If you desire to bud the jurious to it. In planting, great care must 
:n which I have placed those perforated china Penzance Briers, the Manetti is the best also be taken to prevent the rhizomes being 
holders that support flowers erect, where stock, but most of them strike freely from buried too deeply, in which case they seldom 
accessary, and have filled it with Mme. cuttings, and this is better in the end than grow; they must be only just l>elow the sur- 
lamhard, Rainbow, and I)r. Rouges, sup- budding. Austrian Briers must l>e budded on face of the soil, which should only cover them 
rorted on either side with Large, brilliant Manetti or Brier-stock.] lightly, and through which it is advisable to 

The Oak Fern (Polypodium Dryopteris) as a pot plant. 

5 produce laterals, then you will obtain or, as it is popularly called, the Oak Fern, for Although totally deprived of foliage during 

-usses of blossom on each growth, but which appellation there is no reason, unless it four or five months of the year, the Onk Fern 

Id not advise you to interfere with them be that it is so named from being sometimes should never be allowed to get dry at any 
pond tying as described.] found among the Moss about the roots of Oak- time, for the rhizomes soon shrivel up and the 

lng Roses.—Will you kindly state what sorts trees, is undoubtedly the one most generally spring growth then only produces small or 
>le to bud on to other classes will H.P.'s known, as it also is the one growing mast deformed fronds, and the plants are very much 
Jed on Teas, and ria ivrwl 1 Or Teas on Crimson abundantly in a lass restricted habitat. On weakenod. It is also adv isable to give plants 

variety ““same* tvpT? What hT suiuMe" lor account of the peculiarly bright nea-gieen grown in pots a slight covering during the 
Penzance and Austrian Briers on to?— BroDixo colour of its short, triangular fronds, which winter, though not requiring the same at ten- 

seldom exceed 10 inches in height, and also of tion when planted out. 
■e is little advantage, if any, in budding its compact and close habit, it is much admired A small number of Polvpodiums, such as our 
ipon cultivated tribas. For instance, it and generally used for forming in the hardy Oak and Beech Ferns, are provided with 
)e unwise to bud H.P.’s upon Tea Roses, fernery edgings which all the summer possess a rhizomes of a slender nature, which delight in 
simple reason that the stack would be freshness looked for in vain among any other running underground in partly decayed vege- 
o suffer from frost. This is why some Ferns of dwarf habit. These fronds have, table matter, but in the majority of casas the 
grow Roses on the Manetti, this being when only partially developed, a very peculiar rhizomes of either a flashy or of a woody 
tender. There are various species that aspect, as the pinna? on each branch are rolled 1 nature prefer being kept above or close to the 
veil be employed for stocks with con- up, resembling so many small Green Peas; ground, to which they have the faculty of 
ile advantage. Many use Rosa poly- they arc, like Uie fronds of all tho other Poly- adhering very firmly. The Polypodiums nest 
as a stock, and it is first-rate if the podies, produced on slender, creeping rhizomes, adapter! for pot culture are those in which the 
are not transplanted from where budded— .which, contrary to those of the evergreen Fronds-^ are produced from a central crown, 
growths of this planted deeply may fie species *{Mt [ar^ties, are strictly underground, although Qthcso provided with underground 

1 in the stem, and fi^-headViillw always found in perfectly|\flnK>mOTm»ry. be managed gnunHy well in pow 
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or planted, according to their native habitats, 
either in the stove, cool rockery, or outdoor 
fernery. The soil which suits these best is a 
compost of one part leaf mould or fibrous peat, 
two parts fibrous loam, and one part silver- 
sand. For those sjiecies which are provided 
with rhizomes of a more or less woody nature, 
which keep near, or even on the surface of the 

from 8 inches to a yard high in moist i»arts of 
valleys and woods in the Alps and Pyrenees, is 
too large for cultivation in the rock garden 
among the choicer and smaller things ; but its 
double variety is a beautiful old border flower. 
The flowers are not large, but are white and 
double, and resemble a miniature double white 
Camellia. A rich, moist soil will be found to 

Lady Buttercup (Ranunculus ainplexieaulis). F 

soil, a material of a different nature is 
required, and the}' have been observed to grow 
more luxuriantly in a mixture in which good 
fibrous peat or half-decayed leaf-mould pre¬ 
dominates and with a small portion of fibrous 
loam. In their case no silver-sand is required. 
The propagation of the species provided with 
rhizomes may take place almost at any time of 
the year by division, while the others are most 
rapidly increased by means of sjiores, which in 
the majority of cases germinate freely when 
sown in heat and soon after they are ri|>e. It 
is worthy of notice that the plants raised from 
seed are usually of better shape than those of 
the same species produced by division of the 
rhizomes. 

roui a photograph by Mr. t). S. Kish, Edinburgh. 

suit it best on the shady side of the rock 
gulden, and among I>og-loving shrubs. 

R. AI.PF.STRIS (Alpine Buttercup).—A diinin 
utive species, from 1 inch to 8 inches or 4 inches 
high, and forming neat tufts, each stem bear¬ 
ing from one to three white flowers in April. 
The leaves greof a dark glossy green, roundish- 
heart-shaped, and deeply divided. It is a 
native of most of the great mountain ranges 
of Europe, in moist, rocky places on the higher 
[Matures, and one of the best plants for the 
rock garden. It is not difficult to grow in 
moist, sandy, or gritty soil, in |K>sitions ex¬ 
posed to the sun and moist in summer. 

R. Tk.u'nkki.i.nkki seems toliea diminutive 

moist with a surfacing of grit, sand, or snail 
stones, till the plant grows into a little spread¬ 
ing tuft. 

R. bhxibus is another form from S. Tyrol 
R. ankmonoiiiks, a native of the Alp, o! 

Styria and the Southern Tyrol, is a handsome 
species, with bluish - green leaves; flowers 
large, with numerous divisions, of a greenish 
white on the inside and pink on the outade, 
appearing before the leaves and very early. It 
does best in the rock garden in a cool placeand 
in moist, porous soil. 

K. hi 1.1.ati's (Marigold Buttercup).—Ad«ii 
stout |>erennial, easy to cultivate, with =!,ov\ 
double flowers, the blossoms as large as fho-t 
of the double Marsh Marigold. The pht. 
thrives m heavy soil. Division of the root' 

R. i kkn vti's.— A native of granitic moos 
tiiins m Styria, with roundish leaves, tb 
flower.- large, white, two or three together 
the extremity of stem, 3 inches or 4 inches tog' 
in April or May. It does well in the rod ■ 
garden in gritty or open soil. 

R. i.i \*tai.is (Arctic Buttercup).—A tell 
named plant, as it is an inhabitant of verjhigt 
places on the Alps, and may often he seen m 
lli.w. r near the snow and in the Areticr^iotv 
The flow . rs are large, white tinted, of adui! 

in its native habitat spreads about freely. Tli.- 
is the plant which Mr. Ruskin root with Mjrt> 
up among the icy rocks, near the margins of tie 
snowy solitude of the Alps, and which pkafc-i 
him so much there. It is often washed dom 
by the rock streams and found in the rive 
flats. 

R. oRAMiNsns (Brassy Buttercup).—Agraw 
ful plant, which may well represent on therod 
garden the beauty of some of the taller kind' 
that are too vigorous for it. Easily known by 
its Grass-like leaves, 6 inches to 12 inches high 
The flowers in May are yellow. There is s 
double variety, but it is seldom seen. Southern 

Europe. Division. An easily-grown plant. 

purplish rose on the outside; the cal 

shaggy brownish hairs, the leaves 
deeply out , and of a dark green. It 
in a cool spot in deep, gritty soil, 
the warm months. 1 have seen 
with its roots below stones. On 
blooms in early summer ; in our 
w hat earlier. It is easily raised from 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

ALPINE BUTTERCUPS (RANUNCULUS) 

FOR ROCK GARDENS. 

These are alpine, northern pasture, water and 
waterside plants, many of the perennial and 
mountain kinds from their boldness, hardiness, 
and beauty admirably suited for the rock 
garden. Although as interesting as any of the 
great families of rock plants, they are not 
nearly so difficult to grow and keep if care be 
taken to prevent them being overrun by coarser 
plants. 

Mr. W. A. Clark, in “ Alpine Plants,” 
rightly attaches importance to top-dressing 
some of the higher alpine species, and says 
“ that great care must be taken to top-dress or 
replant just after flowering, as the plants work 
out of the ground, and thin oan bo dono boforo 
the hot weather begins. If left without top¬ 
dressing they will no doubt shrivel up with the 
sun, as the roots will have been left all exposed. 
A sharp look-out for snails is essential in the 
early spring, as they often eat out the crowns 
before they are fairly above ground, and the 
flowers are lost for the season. A little rough 
grit will do much to prevent this occurring ; if 
placed over the crowns the fine must be taken 
out, only using the rough grit.” 

R. AMPi.EXiCAti.is (Lady Buttercup).—A 
beautiful plant, with large white flowers hav¬ 
ing yellow centres, one to five blooms being 
borne on a stem, which is clasped by smooth 
sea-green leaves, which set off its snowy bouquet 
of flowers. I know no more graceful plant 
for the rock garden. A native of the Alps, 
Pyrenees, thriving in light, rich loam, usually 
growing 7 inches to lOinches high, flowering in 
gardens in April or May, and increased by seed 
or division. It is worthy of the best positions, 
and is very pretty grouped iu a free way. 

R. aconitifouds (Fair MaitkTdf Franci 
This white-florpji^i^^v^tjof 

Arctic Buttercup (Ranunculus glacialis). 

of the preceding, the whole plant, even as we R. Lvau.ii (Rockwood Lily).—Dr. Hooker 
have observed it in cultivation, being not more calls this plant the “ most noble species citin' 
than 1 inch high. The same treatment will genus”—“the Water Lily of the shepherds- 
suit it; but, being smaller, it will require a Indeed, even in the dried specimens, of 'Vine 

little more care in selecting some finrirKJWfcd tfjtoren are many in the Kew herbarium, it'-' 
,ly exposed to the sun and; air,--but-.kept rreseml'lsnce to egr common white Water 1J) 
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is striking. The plant is said to grow in nees, where it abounds. R. plantagineus from 
moist places in _ the Southern Alps, the the Piedmont and R. bupleurifolius, usually 
U uruinui Mountains, in the glacier regions of found in moist valleys in the Pyrenees at a 
the Forbes River, near Otago, and elsewhere in much lower altitude, are varieties of the 
tho Middle Island of New Zealand, at heights species. All have white Ilowcrs, anil arc of 
of from 1,000 feet to 5,000 feet above the sea. easy culture. 
In habit it seems almost identical with our R. itr'rscFOi.n'.s syn. Callianthcmum (Rue 
Marsh Marigold, hut it is twice or thrice Buttercup).—This, with deeply divided leaves, 

reminding one somewhat 
of thoso of a very dwarf 
Columbine, and white 
Bowel's with orange centres 
about an inch across; on 
stems from It inches to 
6 inches high, bears from 
one to three Bowers, some¬ 
times rose-tinted on tho 
outside. A native of high 
and cool parts of the gran¬ 
itic continental ranges ; in- 
eren»e<l l»y hgo<1 or division. 

R. Skci'ikki (Seguir’s 
Buttercup).— Like tho <1 la¬ 
cier Buttercup, about G 
inches high, with three- 
parted leaves, though dis¬ 
tinct. Usually the Bowers 
are solitary and rarely as 
many as two or three on 
each stem. The Bowers 
aro white, with distinctly 
rounded petals. Native of 
the calcareous Alps of Pro¬ 
vence, Duuphiny, and Car- 
niola. 

R. Thora (Venom But¬ 
tercup).—The roots of this, 
like small Dahlias tubers, 
and said to bo poisonous, 
were formerly used by the 

Swiss hunters to poison tlieirdarts. It is yellow- 
flowered, with very smooth leaves. R. Thora, 
distributed through Switzerland, the Carpa¬ 
thian and other mountain chains on rocks and 
in pastures near the snow line, thrives in 
gritty loam. 

The Kockn-ood Lily (U. Lyalin). 

larger. The leaves are circular, 12 inches to 
ll inches in diameter, peltate, as in the Nelum- 
bium, the Bowers liorne in panicles; each flower 
oi the purest wasy-white colour, .‘1 inches to 
4 inches across. *To raise a stock it has been 
recommended th at the seed be sown in 
well drained pans or boxes filled with jieat and 
coarse grit in equal parts, stood in a cool place 
hi the north side of a wall, watered well, and 
ci'ered with a sheet of glass. 

To English growers, the most interesting 
eijerience is that of Mr. Bartholomew, Park 
House, Reading, who has grown this plant 
»cll. His plant was on the north side of 
a summer house, in 2 feet of soil, chiefly 
i>eat, which was liberally watered all through 
the summer. When it died down in the 
autumn, a little Cocoa-nut-fibre was placed over 
the crowns, and, with a view to saving the 
plant as far as possible from alternate freezing 
and thawing, a sheet of glass raised on bricks 
"as placed over it. It flowered freely and 
ripened seed at Reading. It also bloomed for 
three years in succession in a nursery at Aber¬ 
deen, the seedlings having been raised there. 

R. montancs (Mountain Buttercup).—Aj 
dwarf compact plant with tufts of deep green, [ 
glossy leaves, covered in spring witn many ! 
yellow flowers, somewhat larger than thoso of 
our common Buttercup. Although like the 
Buttercups in colour, it is unlike in its dwarf, 
close habit, usually' flowering at 3 inches high, j 
rind, though growing frooly enough, not npread 1 

about with the coarse vigour of many of its 
fellows. It is a native of alpine pastures on 
the principal great mountain-chains of Europe, 
growing freely in moist, sandy soil, and should 
w planted so as to form spreading tufts, as it 
represents in a modest way the beauty of 
yellow kinds too vigorous for the rock garden. 
Readily increased by seed or division. 

R. Parnassifolu's (Parnassia-leaved Butter- 
cap). —Distinct, with beautiful white flowers, 
from one to a dozen or more being borne on 
each stem, which grows from 3 inches to 
' inches high, and is somewhat velvety, and 
of a purplish hue. The leaves are of a dark 
brownish-green, sometimes woolly along the 
margins and nerves. It is rare in gardens, 
though abundant in many parts of the Alps on 
calcareous soils. No plant is more worthy of 
culture in the rock garden in sandy, well- 
drained loam. There is a variety with narrow 
leaves. 

R- I’YRKNiKDS (Pyrenean Buttercup). — 
•Jeiider-loa\ed plant, 6 inchgsnt&ZtOj inches 
high, and from the Alps, as well as the Pyre- 

V WESTMORELAND WALLS. 
My walls are not the grey walls of the Lake 
Country crammed with Maiden-hair and Parsley 

Killed, built of huge boulders, or the old deer- 
forest wall, t! feet high, exjiosed to wind and 
suu where nothing grows. These walls I call 
mine run for 130 yards north and south 
between Fir woods. The one facing west is 
the most picturesque, built of red sandstone 
and boulders, without mortar, with an irregu¬ 
lar top of rugged stones of all sorts, into which 
I have inserted both soil and Stoneerops of 
many kinds, from the tiny one growing wild 
on the Ayrshire coast to the largo white- 
flowering one from the walls of Savoie. The 
foliage—green, blue green, and red—sets off the 
yellow, white, and cream-coloured flowers. On 
the other side of the road the wall is less 
tempting for decoration, being our garden 
wall, more carefully built, and finished at the 
top in a crenulated style with mortar; it is all 
red sandstone. For some reason, however, 
everything grows better and quicker on it, 
whether on account of Itcing le->-* in tho sun 

or because of the mortar, I cannot say. Here 
I have Saxifrages, red and white, Stouecrop, 
Thymes, etc., and, where it turns west with a 
sweep into the gateway, and the walls are 
pointed throughout, there is a fine crop of 
Asplcnium Ruta muraria (lesser Maiden-hair), 
some Hard Fern, Drubn aizoidcs, Aubrietia, 
Erimis, and so on. Some Heliunthemuuis also 
are growing bravely. But the pluut which 
prepared the way for better things, and lifted 
the stones and split gaps in the mortar, is 
Linaria Cymlmlaria (the Ivy-leaved Toadflax), 
which in summer runs wild over the Wall, sow¬ 
ing itself everywhere. Many seeds nnd other 
things have been tried, such as Silene com- 
pacta, Sisyrinehium, and various plants suit¬ 
able for walls. I should like to grow the blue 
Iris like they do abroad, hut here we seldom 
get the tropical showers of the l^ike District. 
Our rainfall the last two years has been little 
over 25 inches for the year, and though the red 
sandstone is like a sponge and gathers in a 
great deal of moisture it dries up where exjxtsed 
to the sun in summer, ana the lieautiful 
natural Mosses, Lichens, and Cup Moss get 
|virr*hed ami hurnt. I am t.rving al-io the 
Maiden Pink, and should like to sow the 
Cheddar Pink in tho way recommended by 
Mr. Robinson in his “ English Flower Garden,” 

is nor 

Fair Maids o( France (R. aconititolius B.-pI.) 

yhe granite or limestone walls if I <©tl|di ifladfpofcl‘whore the seed is 
ow Lichens; neither aro tbeyn .prepared" CcFtnin rislpi,l(af/osurse, m 

he 4lCj(^>peaii walls,” as they have 
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by, but my own neighbours would not take 
flowers off the wall, as 1 should be only tco 
happy to give them any they wished for, and, 
fortunately, there are no tourists within four 
miles, so wall gardening, a very fascinating 
occupation, is possible here. M. V. B. 

PINKS. 
We can hardly have too many of these in the 
open borders or beds. For years I have noticed 
how frequently Pinks are seen in farmhouse 
and cottage gardens, where often may be found 
some of the best patches of many of the freest 
growers. Near to where I reside is a grand 
display of the common white as an edging to a 
large bed by the side of a cottage door. This 
edging is a foot wide. Seldom is this garden 
devoid of interest, for in midwinter may be 
seen tine clumps in full bloom of the large early 
Christmas Rose, which is quickly followed by 
early bulbs. During this Hummer I have been 

struck with the value of these border Pinks, 
from having a large group of three kinds grow¬ 
ing side by side in the reserve garden. They 
are as valuable as anything I grow for cutting. 
What can surpass large masses of Pinks for 
the mixed borders or beds ? With a few kinds 
great variety in colour may be had, and a long 
period of blooming. They have many points 
to recommend them. They seem to grow in 
any soil or position, they need no staking, and 
their perfume is admired by all. Of 

Varieties there are many, all more or less 
good. In whites, the common white will never be 
ousted from our gardens, seeing this has merits 
that neither Mrs. Sinkins nor Her Majesty 
has, although these last two are charming 
in drj- weather. Ernest Lad hams is a fine free 
growing and blooming light Pink ; Mrs. W. 
Welsh is a late blooming white : Homer, rose- 
red, dark centre, is very free ; Ascot is a good 
clove-scented, pink in colour, and early bloom¬ 
ing ; nor must the old Paddington be forgotten 
—this is very early, flood as these are, the 
Mule kinds are equally so. Surely if these 
were more known they would be seen in all 
good guldens. The three kinds above referred 
to in our garden were two of these, hybridus 
and h. splendens, the former rose and the 
latter red, and Mrs. Sinkins. Napoleon III. is a 
deep crimson, and one of the gems of the hardy 
garden. The white Mule Pink I could never 
grow well. The good old Anne Boleyn used 
to be grown extensively. Derby Day and Lord 
Lyon had a run, and good they were, but they 
seem to have gone out of cultivation. All the 
kinds above named can be easily inepeased by 
cuttings, rooted under handlights in a shady 
place during the last half of July and August, 
in sandy sod. .1. Ckook. 

WILD FLOWERS WORTH CULTI VATINt 1. 

It would be of great interest to have records of 
the wild flowers peculiar to different districts. 
I am sOre that there are many wild plants 
which, by intercrossing and careful selection, 
could be so improved us to merit a place among 
our most beautiful garden flowers. Many wild 
flowers in bloom this month are as beautiful as 
any flowers grown in our gardens. What can 
be more beautiful than two Thistles, which are 
in bloom on t.bo chalk cliffs nround the 
Mumbles, the Carlino Thistle (Carlina vul¬ 
garis), and the Musk Thistle (C'arduus nutans), 
and that most beautiful but rare Thistle, the 
Cotton Thistle (Onopordon Acanthium), which 
is found around here occasionally. Then there 
is the Great Spearwort (Ranunculus Lingua), 
easily grown and plentifully found in many 
marshes. Those who have seen a clump of the 
Marsh Mallow (Altha-a officinalis), with its 
pink rosy spike of flowers and its soft silky 
leaves, will not readily forget it. Among the 
Ceraniums, G. pratense and G. sanguineum 
are easily grown and delight in sandy soil, and 
they are fairly common. Clumps of the 
French Willow (Epilobium angustifolium) 
and the Yellow Loosestrife (Lysimachia vul¬ 
garis) are also beautiful, and both are common. 
The Moneywort (Lysimachia nummularia) is 
the well-known creeper seen in rock gardens. 
For rock gardens nothing can surpass the 
Saxifrages and the Sedums. A very common 

S. oppositifolia is rare, but it makes a beauti¬ 
ful rock garden plant. S. granulata is a 
beautiful plant for the border, with pure white 
blooms like an Arabis. It is surprising how 
w ild flowers will accommodate themselves and 
grow in a garden in soils and situations very 
different from those we find them in in a wild 
state. The Sand Sedge (Carex Arenaria) will 
gTow and thrive and send its creeping roots 
right across a flower bed of stiffish soil. 
Luzula maxima will grow anywhere in a 
garden. The tall Reea(Arundo Phragmites), 
with its dark brown plumes, seen growing on 
the margins of pools and canals, will grow in 
an ordinary border. 

All these “ wild flowers” are worth growing, 
not only in the wild garden, but in our choice 
herbaceous borders. They last in bloom as 
long, they look as graceful, and are as beauti¬ 
ful as any of our hardy perennial flowers. 

Goir. rion. Robert Jack ktt. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Begonias in the open air.—Although 
Begonias will do very well in exposed posi¬ 
tions, the situation that suits them best is a 
I>artially shaded one ; but wherever planted it 
is imfiortant that they be mulched, so as to 
keep the ground shaded and the plants moist 
at the roots. This can best bo done by the 
use of Cocoa-nut-fibre, a good non-conductor of 
heat; but, failing the fibre, sifted leaf soil or 
broken-up horse-droppings answer the purpose 
nearly as well. To encourage Begonias to 
grow and bloom freely they must be supplied 
with water regularly when the weather is dry : 
and if they get a soaking of liquid-manure 
occasionally it will be a great help. Late in 
autumn, wnen the dowering is over, the plants 
should bo lifted and laid in cold-frames, where 
the tubers can be covered with dry soil, and 
preserved from frost, or they may be buried in 
sand or dry earth in a shed, and be wintered 
in the same way as Dahlias. Those grown in 
{Kits are best left undisturlied in the toil till 
the spring, when they may be shaken out and 
divided, and afterwards repotted and grown 
on again. 

The Fuchsia as a bedding plant.—I 
was pleased to see in your issue of July 12th 
an article on the Fuchsia as an outdoor plant, 
and I quite agree with the remarks of your 
correspondent. It is a pity that more is not. 
made of the Fuchsia as a summer bedder, as 
few prettier subjects can be obtained at so 
little expense to the cultivator. The beds look 
exceedingly pretty, nnd area delightful change 
from the stiff, formal Aster, for instance. The 
Iilan on which I work is a very simple one. 
nstead of raising young plants from cuttings 

for the purpose, I plan t out the one-year-old 
plants, previously, of course, taking sufficient 
stock from them to furnish plants for indoors. 
1 find the old plants bloom more freely out¬ 
side. It is wonderful what use can even be 
made of plants which have got leggy. I had a 
lot of Rose of Castillo of this stamp, most of 
them having a bare stem of about l(i inches. 
However, when planted out and the spaces 
between the plants filled in with Nasturtium 
Lilliput, scarlet, finishing with a border of 
Cineraria maritime, the effect, was grand, the 

colours being in perfect liannonv with one 
another. It is not necessary to confine oneself 
to any special varieties, as all classes of singles 
and doubles do well.—D. G. McIver, li. of If"., 
N.B. 

Plants for sandy soil.—1 have lately come into 
possession of a rather la rye garden, which is principally 

composed of sand, pure and simple. Although there are 

large Oaks on the grounds, and Ijuirels. etc., have 
nourished fairly well for the last forty years, yet Bracken 

is in full vigour, and that, I am told, is a sure sign of any¬ 

thing one ordinarily sees in gardens growing to any 
perfection. Would you very kindly, in your next issue, 

give me a list of plants (sweet-scented ones preferred) that 

will do in such a soil 1 It is a sloping position. Of course. 

Broom and Gorse thrive, and I conclude most bulbs would 

do, also Iris, and perhaps Stocks?—Owen C. Puillipph. 

[It most usually happens in such a soil as 
you describe that quite a large number of 
plants succeed that in cold or clay soils grow 
out poorly. It is quite probable a number of 
the warmth-loving, tender annuals would also 
succeed. Such things as Stocks, Sweet Sultan, 
Sweot William, Dianthus, Pinks, Ehacelia, 
Mignonette, Rosemary, Lavender, Eveiaing j 

rimrose, many Irises of the; Fljlg f 

fragrant flowering shrubs as Daphne, Mock 
Orange in variety, Sweet Peas, Clove Cam 
tions, Liliums in many varieties, would afford 
you much useful material to start with. In 
the border herbaceous things—double Rocket-. 
Pa-onies, and Phloxes—are good and fragrant 
also. To these you may add Primula dentieu- 
lata, P. Sieboldi in variety, and such Day 
Lilies os Hemerocallis flava, H. Middendorai. 
H. Thunbergi, all of which are fragrant and 
free. The Spanish and English Rises, the 
Alstrrcmerias, single and double Pyrethrum-. 
Columbines, Sunflowers, Perennial' Pea, etc., 
are others that, if not fragrant, are showy and 
suitable in such a soil. The latter, too, would 
bo most congenial for many bulbous things- 
Daffodils of all kinds, Tulips, etc. What it 
most required in these sandy soils is deep dig 
ging.with heavy manuring low down to attract 
roots thither in dry weather. This and surface 
mulching will do much to enable you to grex 
muiiy plants that on cold or heavy soils maybe 
difficult to satisfy. Starch Hyacinths, and in 
{Mirticular the allied Muscari conicum, i« i 
finely scented flower, beautiful in colour, and 
most delightful when cut.] 

Candytufts. —Of garden flowers that one 
may characterise as “good old things,” iT 
Iberis or Candytufts may be mentioned. The: 
are valuable where rock plants are cherished, 

are often seen doing well on old walls, toi 
some of them are not without their user- 
border and edging plants. The canine 
variety, I. sempervirens, is noted foritsdtrsn 
habit, its hardiness, and its quantities ol shite 

blossoms found at the present moment in many 

a garden. I. gibraltarica is taller, has flouts 
of a lilac hue, is not so hardy as the preriot- 
sort, and should lie planted on a sunny 

rockery. I. correarfolia has prominent foliagt 
and large white flowers, blooms late in May. 

and does well in any sunny position. All the 
foregoing may be propagated from cuitingx 
I supjiose the annual Candytuft is knownw 
almost everyone who has a garden, as it is j 

familiar plant for edgings, and in country 

gardens one sees patches of it - in the border-. 
The dwarf sorts are best for edgings aid 
narrow borders. Seed should lie sown is 
sheltered positions, for early flowering, in the 

autumn, but conqiarati vely few sow before 
spring, and, if rich soil is prepared for then, 
one gets a good show before the end of the 
summer. I would not hesitate to sow now ire 

an early autumn display.—W. F. D. 

Polyanthuses in flower. -These tee 
been unusually fine these past few weeks,»- 
in borders and flower beds afforded brgbt 
effects as well as sweet flowers for cutting 
Much the finest display, however, that in¬ 
come under my notice is in the garden? « 
Forde Abbey. Both in |>oiut of variety, rare 
colours, good habit, and beauty, this collection 

would lie hard to excel, 'fhey have ten 
selected annually for a long time, though there 

is still work for the florist in hope of further 
developments. All the colours known to tu 
Polyanthus familyare here.and many, certainly- 
far from common. The best are every year 

lifted, placed in pots, and their seed careful'.' 
saved and put by for August sowing. The 
Polyanthus is an old-fashioned flower, 
cherished by thousands from the palace down 
to the humblest cottage garden, hut the com- 
parison of present and post strains is scarce.' 

worth one’s while to attempt to describe. R 
the hands of a few enthusiasts they make rap 
strides in progress, and I should say without 

hesitation that Mr. J. Crook has a selection 
that will compare with the very best. This he 
has developed over a long course of years freo 
his own and purchased stock. Those incline' 

to take up their culture are advised to cor., 
mence with a good strain obtained from 1 
reliable source.—W. 

Photographs of Gardens, Plants, or 
Trees.— We offer each week a copy of Uu: w-r 
edition of the “ English Flower Garden '.for "• 
best photograph of a garden oranyoj itsconttn-/, 
indoors or outdoors, sent to us tn any one «*' • 
Second prize, Half a Guinea. 

The Prize Winners this week are- *. 
Miss M. Vaughan, Whittington Lodee, 
eyster, for Arabis albida; 2, Mr. W. Johnson, 
Trafford Hall, Chester, for Spiran japonic* 
ffi^ii^ig^m^cta. 
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ARTISTIC GARDEN ARRANGEMENT. 

Os entering a garden it is always easy to see if 
the owner is alive to the artistic capacities of 
his ground, be they large or small, or if his 
ideas do not rise above the possibilities of 
geometrically-shaped plots of beading plants in 
crude, flat colours and such like artificialities. 
Of late years one has been enabled, through 
the instrumentality of a certain weekly illus¬ 
trated paper, to become acquainted with many 
of the features of some of the larger gardens in 
England. I imagine that until they had 
studied these illustrations few had any idea of 
the extent to which the formal bedding-out 
system still obtained in the land. The prob¬ 
able reason for this state of affairs is that the 
owners of these gardens know little of, and 
care less for, flowers. They have been accus¬ 
tomed, at certain seasons of the year, to 
brilliant scarlet, yellow, 
and blue in the beds, and 
desire no change. In such 
a case it is naturally out 
oi the question to expect 
that the paid head of the 
gardens should substitute 
lor a system approved of, 
<x at feast acquiesced in, 
by the employer, another 
*iud) he might not appre¬ 
ciate. In the south-west, 
especially in Cornwall, a 
vastly better method of 
gardening preva ils, for 
there almost every propri¬ 
etor is himself or herself 
an enthusiastic lover of 
dowers. In many large 
gardens not a bedding 
plant is to be found, and 
where they are planted 
they are utilised, not in 
pettem beds, but to give 
a note of high colour where 
this is artistically desir¬ 
able. The smallest os well 
as the largest garden gives 
s*ple scope for artistic 
tiling, and the lover of 
ihe beautiful in Nature 
o*y find much to delight 
him in a few square yards 
of ground happily' laid 
Mt, while acres of bedding 
plants, clipped Yews, and 
statuary will only create 
in him a feeling of repul- 
‘loo—and yet the former 
mav have cost but a few 
'billings, and the latter 
thousands of poundH. The 
ittompanying illustration 
‘hows a small portion of 
ground, the treatment of 
which could scarcely lie 
bettered. It is quite pos¬ 
sible to imagine that the 
peture represents a tiny 
garden in its entirety, yet 
if this were the case how 
few owners would treat it 
"i the same manner? There 
would probably be a greater 
striving after effect, which, 
in a small plot, is an error. 
Colour is not present, and 
in ill probability never will he, in photographs ; 
torm only is apparent, and in the picture before 

we see natural beauty of form of a very high 
order. The light shines brightly on the rougli 
'teps in the background. They are three 
■ ■regularly-shaped blocks of flat stone, not set 
n a direct perpendicular line, the middle one 
jotting out to the left of the lower, and the 
“ghest to the right of both the others. 
Imagine the difference of effect if these three 
‘teps had been neatly squared and set in a 
'traight line exactly a oove one another ! The 
Picture would have been absolutely spoilt even 
bad all the other accessories remained the same. 
I be low-growing plants that spread about the 
6*®e au<* sides of the steps and veil their points 

JQncture with the ground give a vuluable 
bmt of the right way to plant the edges of a 
nse m the rock garden from a lower level 
higher, while the tall German Flag that st_. 
't-ow and a little to one side of the lowest s 

is just the right plant for the position, its 
upright lines of growth counteracting the hori¬ 
zontal lines of the steps, and creating balance 
in the picture. In the immediate foreground 
the nearer Iris is mucli benefited, from a 
pictorial [joint of view, by the dwarf flowering 
plant that veils its base. Good pictures, suen 
as this, should be of inestimable value to 
amateurs in the laying out of different portions 
of their gardens. m S. W. F. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

CULTURAL NOTES. 

If the plants have not been shifted into the 
largest size pots they are to occupy this should 
be no longer delayed. At this time of the year 
the growth is very rapid, and a check at the 

\n artistic garden arrangement. From a photograph by Miss Willmott. 

roots is not advisable. Pots 10 inches in 
diameter are used for the largest and strongest 
plants ; those an inch less for the weaker ones 
intended to carry exhibition blooms or to make 
good-sized bushes. For late-struck plants to 
perfect one big bloom only, or for the purpose 
of growing into smaller plants for decoration, 
I employ pots still smaller. My Chrysanthe 
mums have been potted about three weeks, and 
1 am giving them ample room. This is a 
matter of the greatest importance, and one 
that is often badly managed. In some cases 
the space at disposal is limited perhaps, but 
to grow this plant well air and light are abso¬ 
lutely necessary. If they are sfcxxl together, 
the pots touching each other, one gets a soft, 
sappy growth that easily becomes a prey to 
mildew in the first place, and never has the 
8ubstance__fJ> develop good blooms. For con- 

^lants are stood in rows S, feet 

In rows they may be properly fastened by fix¬ 
ing [Xistsand wire of sufficient strength. It is 
well to attend to this early in the season, as 
later, when the stems and leaves have consider¬ 
able weight, a great amount of damage may be 
done by wind. When tied to stout wires, each 
plant staked separately with a stroBg cane, 
rough weather gives but little anxiety. 

Wateriso is another part of culture that 
must have at least daily attention. We some¬ 
times read, and it is a general idea, that Chrys¬ 
anthemums must have any amount of 
water. This is wrong, for although when in 
full growth they require a considerable quan¬ 
tity to support the anundnnee of leaves, thev 
are, nevertheless, readily killed by too much 
moisture at the roots. It is rather difficult to 
sav how often Chrysanthemums may he 
watered; but one can give some idea by 
describing my own practice. After any re¬ 

potting the pots are stood 
close together for a couple 
of weeks or so. During 
this time sprinkling with 
water overhead is done 
each afternoon, and if the 
leaves of any plant show 
signs of flagging, then it 
lias a good supply, enough 
to properly soak the ball of 
earth. But when the pots 
are placed in their perma¬ 
nent quarters, and stood 
u|>art as indicated above, 
with the full sun shining 
on them all day, water is 
more often necessary. I 
do not continue sprinkling 
overhead, but from this 
time carefully watch the 
roots. It is well to go 
over the collection morning 
and afternoon, for to give 
all water at one time is 
courting defeat. Those 
dry in the morning are 
watered and the pots filled 
so that there is no mistake 
about the earth being mois¬ 
tened ; the plants not re¬ 
quiring any then are seen 
to in tne afternoon. This 
being done regularly and 
by the same hands, one 
gets to know almost by 
instinct when to water each 
plant. If there is a doubt 
tap the pot with tho knuc¬ 
kles, and if a hollow sound 
goes out give water; if a 
■lull sound, let that par¬ 
ticular pot wait. There is 
no need for stimulants until 
the earth that was used in 
the final potting enn have 
time to be well filled with 
roots, and that is not yet. 

Training the plants for 
giving large blooms is sim- 
ply limiting the number of 
shoots. Three to each plant 
are accepted as the num¬ 
ber of flowers the same will 
Eerfect when the cuttings 

ave been rooted early and 
grown well by being duly 
shifted on into larger pots. 

Late struck cuttings bear but one big bloom ; 
therefore we must confine the plant to a single 
stem. The three in the first case may ne 
trained by loosely lopping each to tho stick 
placed to train the main stem to. All other side 
growths are removed as .superfluous when 
small. It is different with bush plants, of 
course. These are topped, but the last topping 
of the growths should take place this month 
(July). Afterwards securely tie the stems 
when required. 

Flower buds, too, should have attention this 
month. One reads a good deal of crown and 
second crown-buds in the spring. These buds 
will soon appear, but it is safe to remove them 
in July, except in the case of two varieties, Mrs. 
H. Weeks and Florence Molyueux. Forward 
plants may give flower-buds thus early, and 
these mujst Jej secured by iubbing out the 

But in .tiny leatgrowths that, surrour.d them, 
pot a foot from its neighbourJ it general way; flcweir-budabvhich form in July 
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do not produce good blooms. That lino 
variety Mnte. Carnot and its sports, Mrs. W. 
Mease and O. J. Warren, are again trouble¬ 
some. I daresay many readers find it difficult 
to keep the leaves healthy. However careful 
one may be, nothing seems to stop the leaves 
turning yellow. They are fortunately the 
lower leaves, and this habit does not appear to 
hurt the plants in the way of preventing fine 
flowers, as the later growth is healthy enough. 
The time is not far distant when the introduc¬ 
tion of better growing kinds will oust these 
uncertain ones out of cultivation. The proper 
way to grow the 

Outdoor Ciikvsantiikmi 'is is not to inter¬ 
fere with the natural growth by topping. 
The plants assume a bushy habit, but if topjied 
we have noticed the shoots grow irregularly. 
These sorts, again, may not be disbudded. 
They perfect a number of flowers better than 
they do a few. Removing very thickly placed 
flower-buds may do good, but to limit theblooms 
in the same way as other classes are grown 
is not followed with success. Now that they 
are in full growth these plants will lie assisted 
by supplies of manure water. Fortunately, 
this summer is not so dry as late seasons have 
been, and the chances are we shall have a tine 
display of these useful flowers. H. S. 

NOTES AND HEl'HES. 

Pompon Chrysanthemums early- 
flowering sorts.—A few days since, in the 
course of a conversation with one of our leading 
Chrysanthemum growers, it was mentioned 
that there had licen less demand than usual for 
the early-flowering Pompon Chrysanthemums. 
It is difficult to understand why this is so, see¬ 
ing that the early-flowering Pompons are ideal 
for outdoor displays. These plants in most 
instances have a capital dwarf and sturdy 
habit, and their constitution is certainly most 
robust. Added to these excellent traits, their 
free-flowering character, and also a pleasing 
variation in their range of colour, fit tneni for 
outdoor beds and borders. The Pompon 
flowers, too, iwive the advantage of standing 

well in wet weather, their petals apiiearing to 
resist damage in this way. In endeavouring 
to trace the reason for this seeming decline in 
popularity of the Poinjxm sorts, there is good 
cause for believing it to ho due to the immenso 
increase in the number of .lupinese varieties 
now catalogued and continuously increased. 
It must lie admitted that the variety, lioth in 
form and colour, in the .Japanese sorts is great, 
and their curious forms have dono much to 
enlianco their reputation. The I’om|>on.s, how¬ 
ever, can ill he spared, and all lovers of the 
hardy flower garden should include them in 
their next season’s display. Even at this late 
period small pieces may he planted with every 
prospect of developing useful plants liefore the 
flowering season comes round.—E. <1. 

Artificial manures for Chrysanthemums. 
—Would you please give in an early issue ot your valuable 

paper a few hints about tho best kinds of artificial 
manures for exhibition Chrysanthemums. and say which 
of the varieties on attached list require strong, weak, or 

moderate feeding .'—Anxious. 

[Peruvian guano is an excellent fertiliser. It 
has an advantage over many manures in that 
there is no difficulty in mixing it witli water. 
An ounce to a gallon of water may bo termed 
a liberal quantity, and half an ounce a mode¬ 
rate one. If this bo applied twice a week 
your Chrysanthemums should lie much bene¬ 
fited. It is not desirable, however, to use 
fertilisers until tho pots aro xvell filled with 
roots. About the end of July one may ex|iect 
the plants to he in the condition to require 
some assistance—that is, if they liavo been 
duly potted into larger pots. Most growers 
favour other manures used in a liquid state, to 
be used alternately with what are termed 
“ artificials." Sheepand cow manure are first 
rate used separately or together. The best 
plan with these is to fill a hag and put this in 
a tub of water, renewing the contents, say, 
every fortnight. There is not much danger in 
employing suoh liquid too strong, still it is 
well to dilute it to a quarter its natural 
strength and use it often. The guano and the 
liquid named are easily obtainable, and are all 
that is required. The former may bo had from 
any specialist in Chrysanthemums. Edwi 
Molyneux, Mrs. Barkley, M. Then 
Lord Ludlow,!--afi^ldSBrj&n 

ton, Miss Nellie Pockett, Mrs. Coomlies, 
Millicent Richardson, and Le Orand Dragon 
require liberal feeding, while Emily Silsbury, 
Calvat ’99, Calvat’s Sun, and Mrs. J. Lewis 
must he fed moderately. We hojie to refer to 
this more fully in a coining issue.) 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

STEPHANOTIS FLORIBUNDA UNDER 

COOL TREATMENT. 

Tins lovely warm house climlier is a general 
favourite, but many are deterred from growing 
it for two reasons, some under the impression 
that it needs great heat, and others because it 
is so liable to lie infested with insects, such as 
mealy-bug, etc. I am aware it will hear strong 
heat and do well if exposed to light and air, 
while 1 am convinced that a largo number of 
the plants that are found in many private 
gardens that do not bloom satisfactorily fail 
from being grown in great heat and shade. It 
may lie grown in a much lower temperature 
than many think and bloom abundantly. 
Some of tho best bloomed plants 1 over have 
seen have had a temperature of from 40 clegs, 
to fiO clegs, at night during the winter season. 
In proof of this, early in Juno 1 saw a fine 
plant at Montacute House, neur Yeovil, a mass 
of bloom, and 1 was told that often on cold 
nights in winter the tcnqiemturc fell below 
4'> degs. But for all this I never have seen a 
plant more freely bloomed. It was grow¬ 
ing on wires over tho path of a three- 
quarter span house, and not allowed to hang 
over the bod other plants were growing on. 
In this way it can lie kept free from insects by 
applying some good insecticide with the 
syringe, thus saving much trouble in spong¬ 
ing, etc. Nor was this a small plant, seeing it 
grew the whole length of the house—50 feet— 
and was trained on three wires. Some side 

NOTES AND 
Twelve good Pelargoniums. 

Gardkmso liarsTRiTKii for July 5 mention ■ i 
of two Geraniums — vi*_, Kiel van) Kipling ut lit 

MarUren. I should be very glad if some fad* 
Garhknimi Illcsiratkii would naano ten olhe 
good as these two, os I should like to 
collection.—Ksrkx. 

[Equal to the two named in si* 
stance of bloom, and embracing a wide ftsft 
of colouring, are: Chaucer, Enid, Kitty, 
Majestic, Mary Baton, Mrs. Pole Boro, 
Nicholas II., Phyllis, The Mikado, end lie 
Sirdar.) 

The Throat-wort (Trochclium wnfom 
(A. H. —This is the name of the plantyoa 

shoots put out from the main shoot had twelve I fn,L £ is propagated in the sprir« 
trusses on them in a foot length. The roots I frora cuttings taken from the base close to the 

are allowed to run at will in a lied in the house, 

is a great point towards their successful 
cultivation, as unless a moist atmosphere 
surrounds them they are apt to get red-spider 
or thri]is—insects that soon disfigure and sjoil 
them, as does also green-fly, to which Cinerarias 
are very subject: but they may easily he freed 
from these latter [larasites by fumigating, 
which requires care, as the plants are very 
tender in the leaf, and will not bear mnea 
smoke at a time. This being so, the safest tuv 
is to fumigate slightly each night and morning 
for two or three days, after which the plants 
should have a good syringing to wash off any 
straggling insect or deposit left from the smoke 
and make them quite clean. Should mildew 
attack them, the best remedy is to boil a pound 
of sulphur in 2 gallons of water, and syringe 
them with it when the water is cold and clear; 
this will destroy the fungus without injuring 
the foliuge in the slightest degree. The most 
suitable soil for growing Cinerarias is a light, 
fibrous loam, which should tie made rich ty 
working into it some rotten manure from cows 
or sheep, and if a slight sprinkling of stxt 
lie added as well, the leaves of the plants wiil 
lie greatly improved in texture and i 

on which are growing various warm-house 
plants in |iots. No doubt most of the water it 
receives is from the drainings of these plants. 
It was growing near the glass. In summer the 
house is shut up with abundance of sun-heat. 
No better position can be found for it when 
planted out than this, seeing it gets strong 
iglit and does not shade other things. Many 

amateurs and small growers could readily grow 
it on the cool system, and when grown in pots 
I have always found it bloom satisfactorily. It 
must he well ripened in winter, keeping it on 
the dry side. Sometimes the Stephanotis is 
met with full of bloom in small pots. Some 
imagine this is a special kind ; out take off 
good ripened shoots, root them quickly, and 
they will bloom in this way. J. Crook. 

CINERARIAS. 

The time for sowing is from March to June, 
according to the season at which they are 
wanted in flower. Those got up during March 
come in during winter, and the others follow 
on till quite late in spring. The way to induce 
the seed to germinate freely is to well drain a 
pan, anil then fill it. with finely-sifted, rich, 
light soil, which should lie pressed quite firm 
and level on the surface, when, after being 
watered, the seed may he sown, just covered 
lightly, and after this is done have a pane of 
glass placed over the top. If tho pan is then 
placed in a warm pit or Inline the young plants 
will soon make their appearance, when the 
glass should he tilted to prevent damping, and 
in a day or two removed altogether. As soon 
as the plants are large enough to handle 
they may either he pricked off into shallow 
boxes or potted singly in small pots, the latter 
being the 1 tetter plan, as then they grow right 
on without further check. 

To encourage growth, it is necessary to keep 
them a little close for a time and gently 
syringed every day, and when they have 
become established they should have more air, 
and lie shifted on into larger pots as required, 
after which the best position for them is a pit 
or frame facing north, where they should be 
stood on a hard coal-ash bottom, whreb^rilL 

Ipprevent worms getting up into the hulls, and 
H-remain damp and cool uuderj 

soil, some of these possibly having roots oi 
their own. Suoh plants will flower the SUM 

season in G-inch pots, being afterwards kept tn 
grow on the following spring, so as to ptWVKK, 
if need be, a set of larger plants. Seedling- 
can also lie easily raised, hut when this plan '• 
adopted the seed should lie saved and sows 4' 
soon as it is ripe from plants that haveoMwei 
early in August. The seedlings can then • 
kept in a box or pan in a cool greenhoe*' 
during tho winter. It is not necessary to 
devote house room to it from the end of Ma 
until tho flowering season comes round. Im¬ 
plant will do good service at a season when an} 
novelty is a pleasing change. The best ties* 
of violet-blue flowers are produced onthei« 
minals, but the lateral shoots on strong plan*- 
are also very effective. The liest soil is 1““’ 
and leaf-mould, with a little sand, potting 
being done very firmly. 

Camellias.—These will in most cases law 
now completed their growth, although _th* 
hardening process through which the fol“re 
has to pass may not lie finished. The syringe 
should lie freely used, and where possible a nK ' 
atmosphere still maintained, both tending, n 

conjunction with plenty of moisture in the*' 
to renewed root action, which hardly kwH 
pace with the rapid development of the i ' 
growth when once it starts. Slight shading i' 
advisable. As soon as the foliage is harden" 
(this in the case of early flowered plants 
soon ho tho case), then the repottin? 
retubbing of any in need of this should haw 
attention. I consider this to lie the best I:BW 
to do it, having frequently noted how ter? 
active the roots are during the summer, t 
this purpose, as regards soil, some prefer |’ “ 
others loam. In my own case I give a mtsture 
of the two in about equal parts; this prewr.-- 

the souring of the former and the adhesivene’ 
of the latter. Lime-rubble is a good aduito- 
when crushed down fairly tine, or some ■ ' 
meal may he safely used. Plants that 
moved out-of-doors for the summer sey ’ 
should until the growth be hardened still 
a slight protection. Where plantc * 
in borders, a good mulching of such as 
manure from a spent Mushroom-bed or a 
dressing of good soil to remain pennan«»j 
will probably lie found a great assist* » 
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TREES AND SHRUBS. 

THE MEXICAN ORANGE FLOWER IN 
CUMBERLAND. 

There was an illustration in Gardening 

Iu.rsTRATED of May ‘24th of the Mexican 
Orange-flower (Choisya ternata) in a Devon- 
shire'garden. The illustration to-day shows 
how the plant grows in a Cumberland garden. 
A quantity of flowers had been cut Tor the 
house before it occurrod to mo to photograph 
tho plant. It flowers twice a year, the second 
time in November, of course, not so profusely. 
It has never been covered up, thus showing 
how hardy it is. L. E. R. 

Norton, Rarenylns.*, Cumforth. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Dwarf Honeysucklea.-On |>ago 182 
Mr. Groom advises llio growth of Honey¬ 

root. The frost of the past winter would have 
played havoc with many of the cuttings had 
not the ground been well trodden after the 
frost had lifted and the soil become dry enough 
to allow of it being dono.—W. 

White Wistaria In bloom near Aberdeen. 
—There is a |i|nnt of the while Wistaria in flower here in 

the open air against the wall of the house. As I have never 
heard of this plant flowering so far north, 1 write to ask if 
any of your readers know- of such a case ? The plant has 

hail no protection whatever (luring the winter, and is now- 

in flower and growing rapidlv. The house and garden face 
south, und are well sheltered from the east, and I think 
the flowering of the plant proves that this is a favoured 
spot.—QoKDox Beaton, Gardener, Cu/kiehrn, Kinaldir, 
.tfrer'/cf'/i'A'Ve. 

[We know well the garden referred to, 
which, as the crow flies, would be about eight 
miles from the sea, and are not at all surprised 
that the Wistaria is doing well thero. The 
house on which it grows lies very high, the 
ground sloping to the south, tho drainage in 
consequence being good, whilst it is also very 
sheltered from the north. There aro many tine 

GARDEN PESTS AND FRIENDS. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Mint falling. -Will you kindly tell me the cause of 

and how to remedy the disease on tho sample of Mint 
enclosed, which I obtained from a nurseryman when it 

was in a dormant slate? I planted it in good soil during 
February. I enclose iou a sample of its growth, which 1 

think is infested with some kind of ranker or fungoid 
growth.—A. B. C. 

[Your Mint is attacked by tho Mint Cluster- 
cup fungus (l’uccinia mentha). We are afraid 
there is no cure for it, as the fungus is in the 
stems, in the lower part of which it (Hisses the 
winter. The best thing to do is to pull up the 
i>lants at once and burn them, planting some 
Mint from an untainted sourco in another part 
of thegurden. | 

Ohlorbydlc acid.—Will you kindly tell me whal 
chlorhydii acid is that a correspondent, in your issue of 

the 5th Inst., recommends os a cure for canker in fruit- 
trees? I should like to try it, but neither of the chemists 

1 have asked for it recognises it under that name.— 
K. E. J. 

The Mexican Orange-flower fChoisya ternata) in a Cumberland garden. Front a photograph sent by 

Miss Itarosdcn, Newton, Kavengloas, Camforth. 

suckles in pots, and certainly, where the 
mams for doing so is available, nothing better 
could well he had. Last summer I saw some 
such Honeysuckles, not in (tots, hut growing 
along the edge of the vegetable quarters of a 
small garden, which greatly interested me. 
These were kept to a height of from IS inches 
to 2 feet, and formed neat little hushes by 
frequent pinching of the summer shoots. 
These were, I believe, of the Dutch variety 
mentioned by Mr. Groom, and, 1 am told, 
were almost continually in flower during the 
-Tiinmer and autumn months. They are 
raised from cuttings fairly easily, choosing 
shoots about a foot long, in the autumn, taken 
oft with a heel of older wood attached. When 
putting in the cuttings, the soil should be 
made quite linn, and, should frost loosen the 
ground in winter, choose a dry day to make the 
soil about them firmagain by treading. Cutti 
must l»e kept tirraly hxed in the ground 
w ise a goodly proportion dJlttiSfiGirillfa 

specimens of conifers in the garden, while in 
one part there are, or were, some tine trees of 
tho common Beech. Thero used to be, too, a 
very fine specimen of tho Monkey Puzzle 
(Araucaria imbricata), the branches sweeping 

| the ground on all sides. Escallonia macrantha, 
Slimited on the house, used to grow and 
lower freely, and the common Hop trained 

to a high (>ole made enormous growth every 
1 year. The Pampas Grass, growing in the 
! kitchen garden, yearly produced its hand- 
l some heads of bloom. The kitchen garden, 
1 round which is a tine old wall, slopes to the 
south, and here Strawberries and all small 
fruits, including cordon‘Gooseberries, used to 
he excellent. Rasplierries (limited for nearly 
thirty years used to throw up canes 5 feet and 
6 feet high, and hear heavy crops of fruit. In 
the vicinity of the house aro the remains of an 
old Roman road, and also those of a supposed 
~ rr.cu A>*riL»j^vhile near arc some relics of the 

id.Ai/tlAigs, as at Stonehenge.] 

fu 

[As far as 1 know, there is no such thing as 
“chlorhydic acid.” It has been suggested to 
me by a lecturer on chemistry that hydrochloric 
acid, or muriatic acid as it is often called, is 
what is meant. This acid would certainly 
destroy any fungus or vegetable tissues with 
which it cuine into contact, hut if the mycelium 
or s|Niwn of the fungus lias thoroughly estab¬ 
lished itself in the branch, though destroyed 
at the part where tho acid is applied a canker 
will np(iear in some other part of tho branch. 
This, of course, would lie tho case whatever 
means are used to destroy the fungus short of 
cutting off the branch. Great caro should lie 
taken when asing hydrochloric acid not to 
ullow any to get on the hands or clothes, as it 
is a most corrosive fluid.—G. S. S.] 

Gnats In the garden.—Could you kindly name 

Ihe cneloeed for me? It is a perfect pest, driving every¬ 
one from my garden as soon as it begins to get dusk. Its 

bite is severe, leaving much inflammation behind. I do 
not know if it will lose colour in drying, hut, when fresh, 

the body is alioul the size ol a pin, and is landed with 
black and yellow; head, thorax, and legs black.— 
loSORAHUH. 

[The insect you sent is a s(iecimen of one of 
our many species of gnats, and belongs to the 

nus Culex. I do not know its specific name, 
ut I could obtain it if it is a matter of import¬ 

ance, mid will do so with plcasuro if you desiro 
to know it. These insects lay their eggs in 
stagnant water, and the grubs or larva- pass 
their existence in the water. Apparently tho 
only way of destroying these insects in )ionds, 
etc., is by pouring a little paraffin-oil on tho 
water ; this forms a slight him on the surface, 
which prevents the larva* from obtaining any 
air when they come to the surface, as they fre¬ 
quently have to do for that pur|>ose. It is a 
curious fact that it is only the females that are 
able to bite, the mouth organs of the male 
lieing in such a rudimentary condition that it 
is questionable whether they aro able to feed at 
all. This peculiarity occurs in somo other 
insects also.—G. S. S.J 

The Asparagus-beetle.—Can you kindly tell me 
the name of the beetle in the enclosed glass tubes? I send 

eggs, larvre, and lull-grown insect. They swarm on 
Asparagus in my garden, but leed on the foliage, and do 

not seem to have damaged the young shoots. Are they 
injurious to the plant? And, il so, how can f get. rid of 
them ? I shall be grateful for a reply in an earlv number 

—II. E. Fox (Ruv.). 

- Kindly tell me what the enclosed caterpillar is on 
Asparagus, and howto treat plants? They are infested 
and dying from the plague. Never seen here before.— 

Bounty. 
[The insect infesting your As|iaragus plants 

is the Asparagus lieetle (Crioceris osparagi), 
and is, unfortunately, a very common pest. 
The beetles may bo found on the plunts from 
April to September, during which timo thero 
are probably two or more generations, hut it is 
difficult to ascertain this with any certainty, 
as beetles, grubs, and eggs may all lie found 
on tho plants at the same timo. The beetle* 
fall to the ground at the slightest alarm, hut 
many may he caught by shaking the “ grass” 
over an open umbrella. As soon as cutting is 
finished for the season the plants may lie 
sprayed with Paris-green, ]iaratfiii emulsion, 6r 
anj- of the insecticides which contain soft-soap. 
Though this insect is not the cause of so much 
injury to tho Asparagus crop as it is in France, 
it at "times does much damage by destroying 
tho I which, of course, weakens the 

r^rterwoisW s-] 
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VEGETABLES. 

A DRY WEATHER VEGETABLE. 

Pkrpkti ai, Spinach or Spinach-Bef.t. 

This is a most excellent and useful vegetable, 
which can be had all the year round by making 
sowings at three different times—one in April, 
one in July, and another in September— 
devoting ground to it according to the demand. 
The Perpetual Spinach seems to grow luxuri¬ 
antly in any soil, and at all seasons of the year, 
and being a gross feeder one can give the 
plants a good quantity of liquid or other 

screened, then to place these in ridges along 
over the rows, and on these some of the soil, 
well forked over and made as fine as possible. 
These ridges of ashes and soil should be fully 
8 inches to 9 inches deep. Cutting may begin 
at one end of the earliest covered rows so 
soon as the sides of the ridges of soil are seen 
to crack, and may be continued as needed 
until all the blanched Kale has been cut, and 
the soil levelled. A. D. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Tomatoes falling to set. —I have six Toraato- 
planla, and not one has fruited. The flowers all drop. 

‘_..._ F.c._;* i__ '_li. I have watered with liquid-manure, also soot-water, and 
manure. Often in very hot, dry weather the top-drewed with manure from vard. I have two plant* 
Kound-leaved or bummer Spinach IS liable to in one bucket. Will that prevent bearing? Some 1 have 
run early to seed ; therefore it produces but 
few leaves, and these only of second quality. 
The Perpetual sort, on the contrary, grows 
well in hot weather : and by feeding tfie plants 
freely with artificial manure one is able to get 
from the spring (April) sowing alone a good 
supply during the summer and autumn. The 
second sowing must be made early in July, in 
order to give the plants time to get well estab¬ 
lished before winter, and from this one a good 
supply is obtained, in proportion to the si/.e of 

placed out.ide, but it teem* to roako no difference. If 

jou can (five me any help, 1 shall feel obliged.—Mm* I. 
Hornxrt. 

[You have made a mistake in feeding before 
the fruits have set, thus causing the growth to 
be too strong and vigorous, and responsible for 

the flowers dropping. Never feed Tomatoes 
until the crop has set, and see that all the side 
shoots are rubbed out so as to admit light and 
air to the flowers.] 

A good Pea.—For several years I have 

Peas there this season, and amongst it 
Senator. It is of medium height, averaging 

the piece of ground devoted to the crop. The grown Senator Pea, but it seems never to have 
September-sown lot comes in well in early been tried at Chiswick. There is a big trial of 
spring. This Spinach is exceedingly hardy, 
and often, when the ordinary Prickly-seeded 
Winter Spinach is killed, it survives the 
frost unscathed. 

Cn.TrRE.—The ground for this Spinach 
should be either dug deeply or, better 
still, trenched, working into it at the 
same time plenty of rotten-manure for the 
roots to feed upon. The seed may be 
sown broadcast upon the beds or in rows, 
as they afford a better opportunity for 
keeping the ground free from weeds,’and, 
if need be, artificial manure can be sown 
between the rows, hoeing it in deeply 
with a draw hoe. Bone meal is one of tho 
best manures for Spinach ; it seems to 
invigorate the plants in a very short time 
after being used. Liquid - manure from 
the farmyard is, however, quite as good, 
only it requires to be oftener used during 
the season. I find two good dressings of 
bone-meal will carry a crop on for six 
months. 

In the White-leaf or Spinach-Beet (here 
figured) when true, the leaves are very 
numerous, broad, slightly undulated, and 
of a very light or yellowish-green colour. 
The leafstalks are somewhat larger than 
those of Beetroot, and of a paler colour than 
the blade of the leaf. 

A goof dry wea-her vegetable (Spinach-BeetX 

SEAKALE. 

1 RECENTLY visited a Surrey cottager's garden 

of the best possible description, in which I 
Doted a small breadth of very strong Seakale. 
The cottager stated that he found that plot to 
lie relatively the most profitable area liebad in 
the garden, as it had produced him a quantity 
of fine Seakale in the late winter, when all 
other garden crops were scarce, and this, 

^ sach pr?duct? cl^s‘^certificate! in the shops at that time of the year, showed 
that the produce was worth double that given 
by any other crop. The matter is easily tested 
by anyone willing to take the trouble to do so. 
He can in the winter trench 2 feet deep and 
well manure a plot either one half or a full rod 
of 30.] yards in area, then get from some 
grower strong Seakale root cuttings properly 
made and about 5 inches long. Dibble those 
into rows 20 inches apart and 15 inches apart 
»n the rows, just allowing the tops of the root 
cuttings to be covered with fine soil. That 
will require just about 108 cuttings to a rod, 
each one, assuming that proper growth was 
made, giving a strong blanched head the follow¬ 
ing winter. If these heads were sold in bundles 

3 feet, and is a splendid cropper. So pleased 
were the members of the fruit and vegetable 

' committee with it the other day that they at 
once gave it the high award of a first-class 
certificate. 1 have Senator growing on some 
manure trial plots at Surbiton. There are 
seven rows, one on each plot, and although 
lying as in field culture, the crop is one of the 
heaviest I have ever seen. The pods are long, 
curved, fully filled, and the Peas soft aud 
sugary. I regard it as one of the best 3-feet 
Peas in cultivation. The good old Daisy, from 
Messrs. .1. Carter and Co., also obtained a first- 

Dwarf Harbinger, Little 
Marvel, and Early Giant (4 feet), from Messrs. 
Sutton and Sons, and Western Express (5 feet), 
R. Veitch and Sons, obtained awards of merit. 
—A. I). 

Vegetables at the Holland Park 
Show.—Remembering how very important is 
in any garden the vegetable department, it was 
somewhat a matter for surprise and regret that 
so few vegetables should have been sent to the 
flower show recently held in Holland Park, 
Kensington. But whilst all descriptions of 
plants and of flowers were there represented 
almost to repletion, fruits were few and vege¬ 
tables fewer. So much is unfortunate, because 

„ unless these very important features were well 
of nine for Is. each, that would give a rate of represented horticulture is shorn of some of 
12s. per rod, and a capital return it would be its most important attributes. But for the 
also. But Seakale is a valuable vegetable, enterprise of Messrs. Jas. Carter and Co., of 
equally to grow for own home consumption as Holbom, who sent a very nice collection of 
for sale, and should be priced on tne same ! some twenty dishes of vegetables, chiefly, of 
scale. Blanching is easy. In the late autumn course, grown under glass, and of Mr. S. 
leafage dies away, and there remain but the j Mortimer, who had capital Cucumbers nnd 
buried roots and the purple crowns, which just ( Tomatoes, there would have been no vegetables, 
project from them. To blanch, well, it isi Possibly it may be pleaded that the season-is 
advisable to coal^she^jydt — - • .... _. 

be so, but, on the other hand, there were far 
superior examples and far more of them at the 
Temple Show, held a month earlier, and fruit 
Was seen there in much greater abundance. It 
was to be deplored that at a great metropolitan 
show, visited, as it doubtless was, by many 
foreigners and colonials, products of suci 
great importance, and in tne production of 
which we, as a nation are second to none 
other, should have been so marked by being 
absent. How different is the case at the 
myriads of small rural shows, met with all 
over the kingdom. At those, vegetables and 
fruits always occupy the most prominent 
positions, and are, so far as the season will 
allow, well represented. The complaint made 
with respect to the absence of vegetables at 
Holland Park strongly accentuates the need 
there is for the holding of nt least one exhibi¬ 
tion of first-class vegetables in London 
annually.—A. I). 

Tender Cucumbers.—It is hardly to* 
much to say that in nine cases out of ten 
Cucumbers are not cut until they are a long 
way past their best. Two-thirds grown is 
about the best size for Cucumbers. Beyond 
that stage they deteriorate. It is somewhat 
surprising that they should l>e allowed to 
do so; for Cucumtiers are invariably sold 
singly, by the brace, or by number. Neither 
is there any loss of weight by cutting Cucum¬ 
bers early. On the contrary, there is a grsst 
gain. The earlier the fruit is cut, the acre 
will be produced and the longer the pUnts 
continue bearing. There is nothing like «tly 
cutting for perpetual fertility. Each fruit 
removed at one-half or three-quarter site is 
succeeded by two or three more. A second 
fruit will almost be fit to cut before thehrvt 
would have been removed under ordinary 
circumstances. Early cutting also maintain? 
the plants in the highest health and strength.. 

Vegetable Marrows.—In spite of the 
fact that these plants like rich soil, all the 
same they are impatient of over much wet 
Should the summer prove to be a cold, damp 
one, mildew will soon be plentiful on the 
plants, and then they rarely fruit welL 
Where growing on mounds or heaps of reru?e- 
or trained over thick hedges or on the roofs oi 
sheds, pig-styes, etc, the vine and leafage are 
usually more healthy than when lying on wet 
soil. Where the plants have been put out on 
to merely slightly elevated mounds, the vine 
trailing over the level ground, it will be 
wise at once to lay down Pea-sticks, jus 
throwing the vine hack where it is fenced 
and relay it over the Pea-stakes, as the* 
will keep it off the cold ground. AU ua 
Cucurbits family are very tender, nnd cold, 
wet soil or air is injurious to the plant*. 
Whilst doing very well outdoors, Vegetable 
Marrows, all the same, like all the warmth 
that can be furnished.—A. D. 

Winter Turnips.—A good supply « 
these is valuable during the winter ana spring 
months. It is difficult to gauge the exa« 
time to sow, but, making allowance for di‘. 
ference of climate, the mam winter crop shoulu 
be got in between June 20th and July 2f«h. 
sowing earliest, of course, in late districts, and 
later in the south and in early localities. Two 
sowings, however, are best, allowing a fort 
night between them, and then a good standing 
winter crop is almost certain. IV inter Turnip- 
should not be above half grown when winter 
overtakes them, as they then stand frost and 
alternations of the weather better. Mature, 
full-sized roots are the first to give way. 
Moderately rich ground and a deep tilth 
should be afforded them ; and when the plants 
are past all danger from fly they should le 
thinned out, as Turnips which are thick on 
the ground never stand the winter well- 
Some people sow a later crop between the 
first and last weeks of August to suceeed the 
first, but such a crop should not be trusted to. 
They may form usaole little bulbs in spnng, 
but the chances are that they will never come 
to anything, and run to seed the first thing 
when growth commences. Behind a nortfl 
wall is a good position for a winter crop oi 
Turnips, as they are always in the shade 
during the short days, and, not being so often 
frozen and thawed, they last better. Chirk 
Castle is by far the best variety for winter. 

both vegetables and fruit .late.^ Ttyxt.may I being very hard}^_white-fleshed, and good. 
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GARDEN WORK. 

Conservatory.—Summer is fast merging 
into autumn, and any specimen plant which is 
likely soon to require more root-room should 
have a shift now. Palms, Bamboos, India- 
rubbers, Japanese Grasses of various kinds, in¬ 
cluding the Eulalias: then among flowering 
plants, Acacias, Epacrises, Heaths, Azaleas, 
Tree Carnations, Rhododendrons — anything, 
in fact, that is pinched at the roots—if repotted 
at once will have time to get the roots well 
into the new soil before the short days come. 
Finn potting is essential to obtain short-jointed 
growth. Loose (totting may rush a plant on a 
fittle faster, or may appear to do so, but there is 
uo permanency in it, and nowadays we are try¬ 
ing to do with smaller pots. With this object 
in view, firm potting of all things is absolutely 
necessary. The sweetest climber just now is 
Mandevilla suaveolens. It wants plenty of 
room, and flowers best when permitted to run 
up near the glass, or even outside at this sea¬ 
son through the open lights. No greater mis¬ 
take can be made at this season than keeping 
the conservatory too close, either night or day. 
Of course, this does not mean that the house 
thould be open during a gale, or that if the 
outside temperature falls very low, as was the 
t&se here a few days ugo, the house should 
20! he nearly or even altogether closed during 
a cold night if necessary. In garden ing there 
should be no cast-iron rules, and the rule of 
thumb man generally fails. Tree-Carnations 
and most of the winter-flowering stuff should 
now be in their flowering pots to get well 
established before winter. Of course, this 
does not refer to such things as Cinerarias and 
Primulas. Double white Primulas with us 
have just been divided. Many of them which 
had been top-dressed with sandy peat or Cocoa- 
fibre had made roots ; but we find cuttings 
with a piece of old stem attached soon form 
twts. Formerly we used to give these cuttings 
heat, but now we place them in a close frame, 
daded a little, ventilating a little early in the 
morning to keep down damp, and they root 
qaioklv and form good plants. 

Stove.—Many of the stove plants, flowering 
ir»i fine-foliaged, have been moved to the con- 
*rvitory. Others, such as Gardenias and 
"-•nsceas, have been taken to a cool-house 
M "poo. Where there is a number of good 
‘Pecimens of Eucharis Lilies a succession of 
bwers may easily be had by resting in succes- 
»n. I do not think it is wise to turn them 
utride altogether, as under such conditions 
h< plants sometimes lose most of the foliage, 
M that is not natural and weakens the 

When the constitution is weakened 
fic mites come on or disease makes its appear- 
«e. In plant growing either indoors or out- 

anything which is calculated to lower the 
ituity of the plants should be avoided, or 
rouble will surely come. Mealy-bug should 
* «ked after now. Thrips also may appear 
■a Crotons and Draeamas, and be unobserved 
luring a quiet time. For insects generally 
awe is no better remedy than the vaporiser, 
" I do not think it will clear out mealy- 
ug. red-spider, or scale. If a plant is badly 
atsted with mealy-bug or scale the best and 
*eapest remedy is to throw it on the fire, 
'"tints are so cheap nowand so easily increased 

I should nevp.r t,irru» nvpr untinoUKi' i should never waste time over unhealthy 

Perns under glass.—All the young stuff 
™ better in low pits or frames than in a 

1 f1- ‘or the next two or three months. The 
►■•W' must be lightly shaded in some way. 
-mewash, with about a pound of size mixed 

■ _ pailful, will do, or Summer Cloud may 
,? 'fwl; Ventilation must lxs freely given at 
!<■,-_ 1luring the day. Clearing tnc Fem- 
, 'Uxsof the young stuff will give more room 

kirger plunks, and so all will benefit. 
!./i I*1 t.lmo f°r propuguting those species 
i."\ '4n«ties which do not produce spores 
t -V15 ln the spring, when the growth is just 
;rmmg active, though, of course, the propa- 
tb„ ” 0 <:^>0*ce kinds may go on all through 

*- *a.son if necessary. I suppose no one has 
• ovnv of the best of all the Maidenhairs, 

au,i to work UP a strong stock 
0M 's better to divide young plants than 
L’rf' hephrolepts exaltata is one of the 
** Usbet Perns. Its growth® tfe^Cfr&j 

and young offsets soon accumulate round the 
base, which may be removed with a sharp 
knife without detriment to the main plants, 
and in this way a stock is soon worked up. 
Tree-Ferns of large size are hardly so common 
as they were. Anyone having an old dead 
trunk of a Dicksonia may soon furnish it with 
a young plant of Woodwardia radicans planted 
in the top, where it will soon form a drooping 
head of fronds that will give the appearance of 
a veritable Tree-Fern. Ferns will require a 
good deal of water now, and the atmosphere 
must be reasonably moist by damping floors 
several times during bright'days. Fires will 
not be required now. 

Watering Melons.—Keep the wuter-pot 
away from the main stem. The principal 
feeding roots are not there, and if water lodges 
there cunker may he troublesome if the weather 
should be damp and cold. Ventilate freely in 
bright weather to get the foliage firm and 
vigorous. Ked-spider seldom attacks hard, 
leathery foliage. Give liquid-manure when 
the fruits are swelling twice a week if water is 
required so often, ho shade should he given 
to Melons. Elevate the fruits on panes of 
glass to lift them off the ground. If the fruit 
cracks, the ventilation has been at fault, 
especially in the morning, or probably too 
much water has been given. Discontinue 
watering when the fruits begin to ripen and 
give air very freely. 

Window gardening.—The most useful 
window plants now are Begonias, Musk 
Balsams, Plumbago caj>ensis, Campanulas 
various kinds. C. garganica is a charming 
plant for basket or in a pot for a bracket, ana 
is now nicely in flower. The old-fashioned 
double-flowered Myrtle is now in flower and 
makes an excellent plant for the hall or the 
porch outside. Many amateurs grow Lilies, 
especially the lancifolium section, which mav 
be grown from year to year. 

Outdoor garden.—If the seed-pods are 
removed from Sweet Peas, a successional lot of 
flowers will be produced. The same thing 
occurs with Canterbury Bells, Antirrhinums, 
and many other things. The Antirrhinums are 
exceedingly effective in masses. For this pur¬ 
pose self colours are best, and, if the seeds are 
saved from isolated groups, they come true 
to name, especially the white, crimson, and 
yellow kinds. The weather is too hot and dry 
yet for budding, but as soon as the change 
comes the standard Briers should be done. 
The dwarfs may wait a bit, as it is generally 
possible to find moist bark by removing a little 
soil from the base, and the' lower the hud is 
inserted the better. The propagation of 
Carnations and Pinks may be done now. Place 
mounds of gritty soil round each plant for the 
layers to root into. This makes sure work if the 
soil is kept moist. Pinks are usually propa¬ 
gated by cuttings or pipings, or thev may be 
layered like Carnations. All the Dianthus 
family, including Sweet Williams, if there is 
anything very choice, may he increased by 
layers. Faded flowers should be removed from 
Roses. A soakingor two of liquid-manure will 
help the later blooms. To obtain fine blooms 
of Asters and Stocks, the plants must be well 
nourished with liquid-manure, and the blos¬ 
soms should he thinned, if required for exhibi¬ 
tion, and shaded as the flowers expand. The 
same remark applies to most flowers grown 
for show. 

Fruit garden.—The red-spider is a very 
small insect, but a very troublesome one when 
it gains a footing under glass. In some 
gardens it gives more trouble than in others. 
I once knew a garden on elevated ground, and 
where the soil was light, where it was next to 
impossible to get rid of it altogether. But 
usually where the roots arc kept healthily 
moist, the ventilation pro(»erIy managed, anil 
the syringe is in good and careful hands, the 
red-spider need occasion no alarm. A low 
temperature may kill the perfect- insect, but 
will not injure the eggs, and this is where the 
value of a thorough winter cleaning of vineries 
and Peach-houses comes in, especially where 
there has been rod-spider or mildew in previous 
years. To give colour to Peaches and Necta¬ 
rines the fruit must be exposed to light and 
sunshine, and idl foliage which unduly shades 
fruits^hr,u’'WB€j tjjrust on one side or removed 

; Sfitlk foliage is necessary to th^ 

proper ripeningof the fruit, only a very limited 
number of leaves should be removed at this 
season. It is pretty generally understood that 
when most fruits are approaching the ripening 
stage the supply of water is reduced, and this 
is where the value of experience and judgment 
comes in. Too much moisture in the soil 
spoils the flavour, and too little may lead to 
shrinkage in the size of the fruit. 

Vegetable garden.—Sow Lettuce* of 
hardy kinds freely. Cabbages also of early 
kinds must he got in. No one should trust to 
one sowing of oarly Cabbages, nor vet to one 
kind. Most vegetable growers have their 
favourite kinds, but a good deal depends upon 
the selection of the stock, and this means that 
seed should he obtained from reliable people, 
and in this case we may safely take what they 
recommend. Personally, I am growing Edam's 
Early and a good stock of Enfield Market 
Cabbages. For Lettuces for late autumn and 
winter, of course, one grows the black seeded 
Buth or Brown Cos, and if a white Lettuce he 
wanted, Hicks’ Hard}' White will do. All the 
Year Round Cabbage Lettuce is hardy, and 
Wheelers Tom Thumb Cabbage Lettuce is 
excellent for sowing underglass for winter, and 
for forcing, Paris Market is a good lettuce. 
The Peas which are mulched will pass through 
the hot bursts of sunshine without much 
injur}-, or much labour in watering. Keep the 
hoe going. This always pays at this season. 
Follow up the early Potatoes with another 
crop. There are several things which must be 
sown shortly, including Turnij>s, Winter 
Onions, and Spinach. There is, of course, time 
enough, but tne land will want a top-dressing 
of something, and time afterwards to settle. 
Earth up all green crops as they advance in 
growth. E. Hobdav. 

THE COMING WEEK’S WORK 

Extracts from a Garden Diary. 

July 28th.—Attention is now being given to 
budding Roses and fruit-trees at every favour¬ 
able- opportunity. The layering of Carnations 
and Picotees is also being attended to. A few 
seed-pods will be saved from plants in |x>ts. 
I feel an interest in this work. It has future 
possibilities, even if no great success has been 
nud up to the present. Sowed more Green 
Curled and Batavian Endive. 

Ju/y 29th.—Planted more red Celery in 
trenches. The plants are shaded for a time by 
laying branches from trees across the trenches. 
Sowed Spinach. Very often this sowing turns 
out well, though occasionally a few of the 
plants may bolt. These, however, are easily 
pulled up. Lifted Shallots and Garlic and 
’aid out to harvest. Tomatoes are receiving 
a good deal of attention now in thinning and 
tying. A loose surface is kept where mulch 
cannot be given. 

July 30th.—Sowed seeds of Humea elegans. 
This is a very useful old plant either for con¬ 
servatory or planting outside. This was 
formerly used largely in terrace gardens. 
Whitewashed and cleaned thoroughly Mush¬ 
room-house ready for the autumn and winter 
beds towards the end of next month. At 
present Mushrooms are obtained from outside 
bedsi, and beds mode up outside now in the 
shade of a wall will he useful through the 
autumn. 

July .21st.—Planted Lettuces and Endives on 
idges between Celery trenches. These gene¬ 

rally do well, showing the value of depth of 
soil. Some trouble has been experiencea with 
the black-fly on Morello Cherries, bnt we have 
at last got rid of it, chiefly by dipping the 
shoots in a mixture of Tolsicco-powdcr and 
soft-soap. The |x>wdcr is just us effective as 
Tobacco liquor. Strawberry runners laid in 
small (lots are removed from time to time as 
soon as rooted, and in the course of a few 
days are shifted on into fruiting pots, and 
placed thinly on coal-ash beds. 

August 1st.—Made a last sowing of Cabbage 
seeds, including a few seeds of the Blood-red 
for pickling. Dahlias are looked over now to 
tie aud thin growth. Layered shoots of 
Daphne Cneorum in border. Evergreen and 
other hedge|e.: bayefi-^en trimmed. Sowed 
French Beans of" an early kind in pit for late 

WVERfflFlMD M IfeftJ 0fl me time. 
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Some timo is given to the Chrysanthemums, 
removing side shoots and killing earwigs. 

August 2nd.—Late Grapes are looked over 
every week to regulate lateral growth. Peaches 
everywhere nre exposed to sunshine by thrust¬ 
ing aside or removing foliage if necessary. 
Some of the late Plums have been removed 
from orchard house and plunged outside to 
give more room to late Peaches and Nectar¬ 
ines. The Plums do well outside after Juno. 
Conservatory is rearranged weekly, and any¬ 
thing fresh available obtained from stove or 
other bouses. 

. . .1 • , .i,„ Ferns losing their fronds (CJ—When the 
the contract, and the proprietors of tno ten frondsdecav in the manner described it Usa^iUutiht 
are entitled to compensation for your breach rooU arc unhealthy, or that the atmosphere is wo damp, 
of contract. The comiiensation to which they we should leave the top oMhecase on all night.uddir- 
oi contract. a * ... , ine tho greater portion of the day sometimes. Vie do no; 
are entitled IS the sum they Will lose tnrougn *gider Adiantums to be the bent Ferns lor culture in » are entitled is tho sum they will lose uirouLit o0*Bide*A(liaIlt^Jn1. u, be the best Fem* lor culture.... 
your breach of contract; in other wonts, the cnse_tjiev |;^c more lightthan the generality o< Kens do, 
profits they would have made if you had and they' dislike moistureon the Honda, which should 

carried out your part of the contract never »* wetted n "“'r^n replll the^'V^ 

Whether that profit would have amounted to J^X' 0 

£8 is u doubtful matter, but it they sue, they Tuberous Begonias as basket-plants (P. I'X 
will have to prove the amount of their loss _YcB these do make capital liasket-plante, and there me 
through tho broach. It may bo that their loss now very many excellent kinds to be had; andiitreswd 

wil?ho merely nominal, as if, for instance, they 

are enabled to secure another contract lor tnc ,,|lara,,,,r, he seen to advantage. They should be 
same duv and that contract be equally grown in good soil and kept well supplied with water, url 

*! . ... , ...i ...nH.rai el v cool, drv house lbev win wo 

BIRDS. 

Birds dying (7Atella).—We can only repeal that the 
cause of the death ol so many of your birds is the direct 
rays of the sun playing on them, and thus causing heat 
apoplexy. Unless you shade the aviary, your birds will, 
we (car, continue to die. 

Death of Canary (Ethel Marjory Hmiter). 
—The bird was in an advanced state of decom¬ 
position, and, therefore, an examination could 
not be made. There is no doubt, however, 
from the pnrtipulars you furnish, that surfeit 
was the immediate cause of death, brought 

, . .i I . 1 •_„ C_1.. 

sumo Uuv, aiul that contract ihj cquauj grown in jcood mu win Kept w«. « u. «« . 

remunerative. In tl,at event the compensation E 

would be practically conhnod to the expenses cession. Sec our article and illustration in the nene fer 
inenrred in making the contract, etc., but it is June paKC mi. 

... mi. »!...» f__ cvwmii the com tv_i.. ™ (ha niAnndnr (C. Jf A—The Oleander i> possible that for some sjwcial reason the com ' Pruning the Oleander (C. y.}-The Wander ii 

pensation might not be strictly limited to the ^ 

loss of profit through the cancclmcnt of tho q( if blossoms, and. generally spelling,themcc 

contract. It is clear that you arc liable in the'fewer flowers. StUk U the plant is art Aw- 
damaces although the actual amount of ,,g flower, it may be cut hack to within a couple sfftet d 
rI (images, auuiuug.1 v. the pot at once, or, if tlierc arc any blosoom*. as «. 
damage is uncertain.—IV. U. i-I they'arc put. Good, stout shoots are very necesan lx 

being so consti|Mito<T. A teaspoonful of liquid 

magnesia in an.ounce of the drinking water is 

oIsm uacfnl in eases of this kind. Feeding on 

r that you arc liable in pnlnj,;g the'fewer flowers. Still, if the plant is not *h<*- 
the actual amount of !ng flower, it may be cut back to within a couple offend 
V P T 1 the pot at once, or, if there are any bloaoonw, os won « 

—1\. u. i. J they are past. Good, stout shoots are very nec«wr; it 
-- flowering, hence, in cutting back, any weak and nhitulaJ 

oonRFSPONDENCE. shoots may lie removed altogether. If you cut your by ' 
OORRSSKOWUfcWGC. back n0Wi yon must not lie surprised at a poor fionMi 

The top.of the and sometimes 

Questlona.-Queries and answers are inserted tn 
Qa5db.ni.no free of eharye if correspondents follow these 
rules: All communications should be clearly and concisely 
I__ mo. Side of the wtiter only, aiul addressed to 

in oiuvmmw w ..- — 

also useful in cases of this kind. Feeding on 
too rich a diet often ends in mortification of 
the bowels in cage-birds. The abdomen 
becomes puffy and assumes a dark appearance, 
and having reached this stage there is no cure. 
It is a very difficult matter to prevent the 
parent birds consuming too largo a quantity 
of egg food while feeding their young.— 

S. S. G. 

LAW AND CUSTOM. 

rules: au commnnm*...... ~ --- —-- , L._.v ,,.rrnnial growing about is incnes nun, n; 

written on cme rule of the 1Inlbom. producing its wolet-purple flowers in clustered bn** 
the Editor of Gardrmxo, 17. ffUniival-street, Uutoom, prou g stems, and sometimes also in uiEu. 
London. K.C. letter, on tmsnies- should,t« sen' 1°. clSrt^ill the upwmiost parts of the Stem. The pur. 
the Pi-BMHIIBR. The name and address of ‘****J^T®. mav In- raised from seeds, though a lielter way ofoki- 
required in addition to any designation he may d'etre . return would l>e bv the purchaw dsbif 
be'used in the paper. When more than one mnu sent, mg • qiUek^return bardy dam imnoim 
each should be on a separate puece of id netware „a.i for about ed/cach. ltU-f^ 
than three queries should be sent at a ' ,mplv ,„lt Krows freely in any ordinary prie* 
dents should tear in tnuut that, as Garbhmno has to M i • yj’jnnreag0d bv dividing the rwtinni' 
sent to press some time in adduce of date que riescan ,wl Tte >n roMC ^ ki knosr. * C. ( 

in different start's qf colour and sue & ^ ghould ^vme replanting in some nee (01L A 
\grratln tn ttn ds terminal ton. 1* fi have rt mixture of equal parts of loan i and leaf-mould or ]»u. 
from several correspondents simile specimens of / u|th a Hberml dash of sand, will form a miiuldf reicp- 

A jobbing gardener's charges.—I am a jobbing i 
gardener, and was sent for to mow a lawn. 1 look another * 
man and a boy with me, and I was there three hours, and b 
rav man and boy were there five hours. I charged la. per t 
hour lor twp men and a boy, and Is. fid. per truckload ol 
Grass carted awnv. Payment for the cartage was refused, 
and Is. less than ! demanded was offered for the cutting 
of the Grass. Can 1 recover my charge in full?—T. M. \\. 

[In the absence of an express cont ract, n man t 

who is employed to'do any kind of work for j 

another is entitled to reasonable remuneration, . 

and where the person employed is ordinarily < 

engaged tit such work, the payment ho usually 

receives for his services must he considered j 

reasonable, and must bo paid by a stranger ; 

engaging his services without making any 

special contract as to the amount of such 

remuneration. If your ordinary charge for 

the services of two men and a boy is Is. per 

hour, you may recover that amount., and on 

the face of it tho amount seems reasonable 

enough. Yon say your employer deducts Is. 

from your charge for the time occupied in tho 

work, but you do not stato why he makes the 

deduction : if he has a good reason for tho 

deduction you cannot recover, but if his only 

reason is that he considers Is. an hour too 
much, the deduction cannot be enforced. \ ou 

do not say why payment for the carting of the 

Grass was refused. If you were engaged to 
cart it away, you are entitled to lie paid a 

reasonable sum for so doing, but if you were 

not engaged to cart it away, and your 

employer refuses payment on the ground that 

he did not engage you to cart it away, you 

cannot recover that part of your charge. 

More than this I cannot say, as you do not 

give any reason for tho refusal.—K. C. T.] 

Breach of contract. -<>ur local horticultural 
oocietv were to have held their filth annual show on Bank 
Holiday next and following day. For various reasons it 
was decided a week or two ago to abandon the show for 
this vear. The band and tents had been engaged some 
little time ago, and the orders for both were at once can¬ 
celled. The tent proprietors, who were to charge £16 for 
the; two da)'8, now aay they shall want (half the 
charge} We consider this unreasonable. Can they com¬ 
pel us to pay anything? They had quite a month's notice 
of the abandonment.—Hollvuock. 

from'several correspondents simile specimens of fnii s U J liberal (lash of sand, will form a suitable «nT»' 
for namimj. these in many cases KSl thThulta*. that the upper part is ab«t ■ 
wise poor. The difference beticeni candies of fnids are, mirfaco of the soil, and avoid oienvater.n- 
in many eases, so tridim, f^fUunsesuarp tho'three MMOtemUM ^ ^ ^ lh, box la well dninid 1. •A, so triflimj that it is necessary that three . to ree that the box is well ilnuncl II 

specimens of each kind should be sent. Wt(can unf'rJ^ v £a'vi. all’ ordinary frame, kept fairly close aid dmk-i 
to name only four varieties at a time, and these only when gunshino, it. will bo letter to pot theta1 » 
the ahooe. directions arc observed. Ihcrc than in tho vinery till the plants are treu iUfiw 

-- into growth. 
LA NTS AND FLOWERS. Plants for cold greenhouse (D- r Jy"’'.'1 

.. j hto'v In cnnlnmi Itl \OUT It > 
PLANTS AND FLOWERS. Plants for cold greenhouse (0- 

Agathma ccelestls(/fA-This m ments"Ifor' m0^btSnl'llwcrinK°planU in 'the dept 

Wn- out- 
doors in the summer time. wjn co|ne on graduallv, hut they are not likely lof 

The LlOn'S-talKBeonotis lAionorus) (H.) is -X free- (-n Kcbrilarv Little bushes of the hardy I'm • 
growing, beautiful plant. It is easily grown, and makesa Unted A„k.a mollis are sold in large qoanUtofor^" 
good plant for late blooming in the greenhouse . but the jng 1ln(lrr glaSH. Au they need is to ^ ‘reated n.5-1 

shoots should not l>c stopp<*<! after the end of the Present lhff bll|Jw ahove mentioned, but, like them. ther<v 
month. Drain well, as it likes an abundance of water. un(lpr B,lrh conditions bo ha.l in flower till 
Pot in good loam. Grow in the open air during Bummer. allnogti if nol quite, past The winUr-floaenng Bo 
hut do not lei the plants suffer from want of "a‘er; nni1 „ecd oniv greenhouse temperature, but, at thesamt 
remove to the greenhouse towards the end ol Augusu a coasjderable amount of cultural skill is requirtfio. 

Treatment of young Ferns (/?.}—The seed- them on to flowering sire. 
I lings should now be pricked out in clumps ol ux to a Bouquet competition (.V. B.l — M 
1 - 8 ' " .‘.as.hev are nre. X<^tl.e leal ol your exhibition schedule onrtk^' 
liners Bnouici now ut; 1'iitnvu ... -.. . 
dozen together into other jiols and pans, as they are pro- enci0B^ftlhe leaf of your exhibition ached 
sumablv too small at present to he potted separately, a. bouquet,-lasses are mentioned, we might 
thov gain in strength use a little loam in the potting con- ahie to replv to you. However, a shower-bc 

• ___iha iii it v* tiu 1 lu* ir«el-larirrr for « ... ......i k.«» »ffnui 

hav e been Idle. 

ttiov turn in sirenxui uov » ...... ■ ••• 1 - _atuetorepiv 10you. -1--- 
post. Increasing the quantity as the planW get largcr for made up in the usllai wav, but the flowens ligM. 
all robust kinds, as Ptcrre, etc. After each removal into u al, ,.ro„.(le,t. From one side of the face of ft® 
larger pots they must lie kept close for some days till dowl>i some t feet in length, sprays of bnnlax or 
established, plumosus, either four or five, and to these droopoejw 

Mignonette for winter flowering (Reseda). 0[ flowers, similar ill colour to the chief ones in OO. •. 
—Secdof Hi is should lie sown now without delay in the are wired at a few inches ajiart. A marriage® ■ 
now h. Which the plants are to flower. Five or fi-inch boUquc, is now invariably of 1 he same style, but 
pots are good sizes lo use. These should be drained and entirely of white flowers. We know of no^ay- 
filled witii a comport consisting or loam and a hllle leaf- )iul there are sprays for ladies wear. Thc;c e 
rnoubl woll-rnttil cow-mamirr. and a sprinkling of sand ablv lron, inches to 7 inches long, from ! 
and lime-rubbish. Tile pots should then lie plaixxl in a ilichcs broad, and slightly curved. They should ' ,j 
cool and airv frame, and m due lime be transferred tn the |,ave a base of Ferns and Asparagus, and c.n. 
—rnkniw ' two colours ol flowers only. greenhouse. 

Azalea-leaves turning brown (.U t»c pampas Grass, moving L^J' JnV-rr 
leaves are covered with “thripH.' Lay the plants on are obviously in uncongenial soil, and we Ej ’ , , 
their sides and well syringe them with strong Tobacco- t,e not much new growth, to cut the leaves do .■ x. 

nu.-p them afterwards in a partially-shaded silua- is inches of the earth, and then lift the plan ,, 

two colours of flowers only. v| 
Pampas Grass, moving (Ta/fcof} - Ttc r- 

_.....miumnnl wiaiI and we aun?e,'■ 

their sides and well syringe them with *ir°nz iioi>ao.*o- he „ot much new mwUi, U) cut we 
water Place them afterwards in a partially-shaded situn- inches of the earth, and then lift the r1^ . ^ .t 
• ion out-of-doors, setting them on slates to prevent the all,j replant at once tn better soil. JJi* ' .... 
worms entering the pots. Syringe them freely every alter- retain the plant in its present nosition, ttieiiH 

..I.( and r. i.nAl l.he Tobacco-water I.unli rnmnvn n mnnle of barrowloads Ot 
worms entering the pots. Syringe them freely every after- retain the plant in its present 
noon with clean soft water, and repeat the Tobacco-water ii(t iti remove a couple of 
wnxhiii" ti.Iacinc the plants then on their sides) twice a and replace with good looi 

on, wieu a 
iwloads ol the 

noon with clean sou w aier, aim iq'" .- 10 nil 11, nruiv>. « , ,h?rl 1 
washing (placing the plants then on their sides) twice a aI1<j replace with good loom, lcal-soil. onedii ^ 
week (or two or three weeks. manure, and the wine quantity of old mtw ^ , 

alniosnhero ill the house, and sometimes also the plants with a ntue aisuuice «p»n, ■ - 
m«°have been allo3 to get drr at the roots. The only whole may again fore, a goodsingle^'i^n. 
thing to do now is to maintain a cool, moist atmosphere heat following: the <1,vision 1xnd planting^ ^ 
around the plants, and m £ve very recent h^t «mm- W 

a w»» i 

Hen. 

eneouruc ^ 
TqVP can * 

of the abandonment—Hollyhock. 

[You entered into a contract with the parties 
in question to provide a tent for your U3e on 
the Bank Holiday and the following day, and 
the contract was binding on both parties. You 
have now cancelled the contract, or, rather, 
you have given the other parties notice that 
you shall not fulfil tho cofflfttcL and coilso- 
quently (ony0i b 

around the plants, and to give very frequent light fuim- watering is given at me lime. n IM 

°Palm foiling (K. 
method giving the finest plants. Choose a somewhat definitely slate the reason of the leavrt °t f 
shelteredfand shaded situation, and make the soil, which affected a, in the specimen sent, brt expos ,( ^ 

should be well-manured, very flue, adding to it some well- draughts or vere mieh pot-lound. *®l 
decayed manure. Full the large plants to pieces as Again, when plants-are veryjuuaipo 
renuired and set each one secuately some 12inches apart, fore suffer from a kind of semi->tavoup. required, and set each one secarwtely some 12 inches apart, fore suffer from a kind of m,h ywn.;] 
Water copiously in^ hot- "eatbc''.a 

I frequently. 
1 September. 

Pot them up again by the 

;r, also sprinkling overhead apt to go in this wav. II soon is iu tse-ttcic* 

gain by the a IitUe «ni- 
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Tb< pot shook! be large enough lo allow of 1 inch to 
)i iochss o( new soil around the old hall, and, at the same 
lime, it must be effectually drained. When a Palm is 
much pot-bound, repotting is, however, by no means 
itsohitely necessary, for a little weak manure-water 
occasionally or some of the concentrated manures that 
ue now so much in vogue and so easy of application, will 
do ill that is necessary. Should the state of the leaves t>c 
rsmed by an unhealthy condition of the roots, the only 
remedy is to remove as much of the old soil as possible, 
and repot In any rase and in any stage overpotting 
Pilmsshould be studiously avoided. As far as one can 
judge from a small portion of the leaf, the specimen sent 
a, vc should say, Chaniiorops htimilis. 

Anemone fulgene. Gentian, Salvia, etc., 
from seed (G. H. L.).—We cannot sav how long it 
ouy be before the Anemone seedlings appear, so much 
depVoding upon the freshness or otherwise of the seeds. 
TV tubers are infinitely more satisfactory, because these 
rnw at the right time and flower well Moreover, the 
rmts-ir., tubers—are so cheap bv the hundred or dozen 
ihit purchased seeds may prove disappointing. Kreshly- 
tuitred seeds are host sown at once in shallow drills in a 
north border, covering one-quarter of ail inch deep with 
i* earth. Such as these make growth the ensuing 
ipri.it tn a rule. The Salvia should be sown in slight 
Im! in February or March, and the seedlings would, if 
ctotii quickly, flower the ensuing autumn. Gentian seed 
utmt nowit in pans or boxes of very sandy soil, the rarer 
kinds taking from one to two years to grow, and In the 
•reflag state progress is very slow. Seeds of the 
rr-tnoner kinds, if plentiful, may be sown as you 
•cgitMt, making the soil quito sand v. In such a case we 
wckl prefer covering the seed with slates or boards to 
ei; niporation. 

Herbaceous border {Slow Coach).—In the space 
ttyro disposal it would be cosy to form a border of the 
uttndws of perennials to make a display over a long 
•woo. You certainly possess a fair width and a good 
iwf.rtiomte length in which to carry out really effective 
.-imps 1ft arc not sure we define your meaning when 
m rtler to a border “arranged in progressive colours." 
flkreiis large border at Kew, in which large numbers of 
pisetsmay bo seen, hut there arc annuals and other such 
cinkt plants in it also; and, again, some groups of 
•aal*. the Irises and Ibeonies, are quite absent from it. 
- lew two groups wo have some of the best flowering 
am lor June and July, and we toko it, unless a border 

• kid out specially to give effect at certain seasons, that 
wfc ihowy subjects cannot well tic spared from it. We 
«*f furnish you with a list of plants likely to suit, hut 
" think it test, as the work cannot be done at this time, 
lui «r quite understand vour requirements, and particu- 
yb «to whether you clcsire a gay border during any 
rim dues, or a representative herbaceous tiorder of good 
ai ihowy plants ' Depth and character of soil may also 
’•given, as these are helpfuL 

FRUIT. 
Strawberries falling (A. IF. M.\—It is not to 

< »ondcred at that your Strawberries have failed. The 
tsslfshow Uut Clie suil is quite exhausted frvut their 
via: too long in one place. Three years is quite long 

to allow Ihe plants to be grown in one place. You 
Wf. to at once set about making a new plantation, 
Wiring the instructions given to G. Watte, page 277. 

Strawberries In jpots There should stand 
oo a bed of ashes alter potting, in some open situa- 

n’herethey can receive as much sunshine as possible, 
T-tolj removing all runners and weeds. Tw-o or three 
»*! watering* with liquid-manure will, when the pots are 
™ with roots, be beneficial at intervals of a week or so, 
W it must not be continued too late in the autumn, 
foriaflyif the plants l>o intended for early forcing, or it 
V writ* their crowns too much, and so delay that 
duration which is essential to the production of a good 
vp of fruity 

Watering fruit-trees under glass (,PUtotm\ 
11 a very difficult to advise without further particulars 

• to toil and formation of borders—i.c,, whether , the 
rl:’'aj.-e fe good or otherwise. You ought to have given 
tor (re« a thorough soaking, sufficient to reach all the 
*t». when Ihe fruit set. and then applied a good mulch 
' »<t» manure to retaJn the moisture. Water freely, 
*J wee a fortnight, during the summer when the fruits 
f? :r«n and swelling, thus washing the goodness of the 
■aiuit to the roots of the trees. A too heavy dose of 

when the fruits are colouring will cause cracking, 
“ T«il the flavour. 

Secondary flowers on Plum-trees (Dmc/iX— 
oj ought as well pick off the secondary flowers on your 
wai-trees, as they are useless. No doubt, as is often the 
tv. mine came operates unduly to develop bloom-buds 
■•'ourcare, perhaps, the transplanting of the trees in 
fwdi, Mica ii would have been better to have done so In 
T~y or November. We assume that the branches, 
'« to in May were cut lack to one-half of their length, 
*'/ 'Token into growth, and each one has thrown three 
• tru shoots ? If so, t hen the foundation has to be laid 
•file formation of proper heads later. Those shoots 

- perhaps, need some thinning of the inner ones in the 
*£tor, if they seem to be too thick, and shortening one- 

After that, a mere thinning of branches or shoots 
**“ suffice, as the trees should then soon begin to fruit. 

VEGETABLES. 

Sel-worms (G. B.\—You do not tell us the nature 
J, * soil bed, is feet by $ feet, which is infested by eel- 
"v®. but we assume that it is inside a house or frame. 

ln after a couple of weeks’ exposure, and 
giving it a fortnight later. Some three months of such 

meni should destroy all eel-wornut in iL If you allow 
a'util ,Mnain in the bed, and mix with it half 
k-; gas-lime, you cannot well use the bed again 
s. riY. nw U you have anything growing in the lied, 
V .V , »» a palliative now, water it once a week 

’i??s ‘oot-water, putting a bushel of fresh soot into 
gall 

SHORT REPLIES. 

Zitclla.—Sec reply in this issue, page 288.-X. B. J. 
—Very likely your Peaches have split stones. We should 
like to see a fruit before deciding. If you send us a speej. 
men, we will do whnt we can to help you.-Alien 
Edieard.— “The Subtropical Garden" can be had from 
John Murray, Albemarle-strcct, London, W.-Constant 
Header, Ireland .—Strawberries and Roses received amass 
of pulp, quite unable to form any opinion as to the cause 
of failure.-II. Broom—See reply to E. Terry and others 
in our issue of July 5, page 24S, re Roses with green 
centres.-A mg.—See reply to “ K. M. M.,” re Spanish 
Irises, in our issue of July 19, page 265.-Jf. G. L.—You 
cannot do better than get “The English Flower Garden." 
in which the subject of "Air and shade” is dealt with. 
The price is 15s. 6d., post free, from this office.-G. It. 
You cannot do better than use Peruvian Guano, which 
mixes freely with the water.-Gardener—Set reply to 
“ K. C. B., re "blistered Peach-leaves,” in our issue of 
June 28, page 225.-.A. D.—1, We have seen neither box 
nor insects. 2, So long as your plants are growing well 
there is no need to feed them. Wc should certainly not 
feed until you find that the soil is exhausted, which the 
plants will soon show by the colour of the leaves and the 
poor growth.-Oakley.—Your best plan will be to call in 
someone to advise you on the spot. It is difficult to 
advise you without seeing the garden. You can get the 
burs from the brickfield far cheaper than you say—in 
many cases for the price of cartage only.-Co. Ii.—Get 
t peck of lime, 1 peck of soot, fl lb. of sulphur, boil 
together for two hours, and, when cool, use 4 pint lo 
4 gallons of water, preferably soft water, syringing the 
Rose with same.-Bart ItOthian.—Apply to Gilbertson 
and Page, Hertford.---.Win. K. if. Mayan.—Your 
Azaleas are a man of thrips and red-spidor. See note as 
to treatment in our issue of July 5, page 239. and also 
reply to "A.,” page 288.-A Learner.—I and 2, Tritomax 
and Poppies are best divided in the autumn. 3, Stand your 
Hose in the open air to ripen up the wood. See article on 
Rose Niphetoe in present issue, page 278. 

Catalogues received.—Jaa. Douglas, Great Book, 
ham. Surrey.—Lift of Carnation*, Auricula*, etc., and n 
Lift of Choice Daffodil* for ——E. II. Krelage ami 
Son, liaarlem, Holland.—Lint of Dutch Bulb*. but "f Dutch Bulbs. 

NAMES OP PLANTS AND FRUITS. 

V Any communications respecting plants or fruits 
sent to name should ah cay* accompany the parcel, 
ichich should be addressed to the Editor of Gardbkino 
Illustrated, 17, Fumioal-street, Bolbom, Ismdon, K.C. 
A number should also be firmly affixed to each specimen 
of dowers or fruit sent for naming. Xo more than four 
kitul* of fruits or flowers for naming should be sent at 
one time. 

Names of plants.—ifis* Corie.—Splr*a flagellaU 
syn. S. hyperirifolia.-('has. Blackwell.—Vie cannot 
undertake to name florists' flow era.-John O'Donnell. - - 
Deutzia crenata.-An Old Subscriber.—Ivalmia kitifolia. 
-Mrs. Xctcman. — The Throat-wort (Trachelium 
crrulcum).-B. Col trail. — Anchusa italics.-J. M. IF. 
—Specimens insufficient.-A. Mace.—1, Wc cannot 
undertake to name Roses; 2, Lvaioiochia nummularia.- 
Sandhills.—Form of Orchis latifolia, as far as we can make 
out.-Mr*. Boll.—White Raman ns Rose (Rosa rugosa 
alba).-Mi** Dun lap.—Phocelia (Eutoea) tonacelifolia. a 
hardy annual from California.-T. Bunter.—\, Phila¬ 
delphia mlcrophylluB; 2, Deutzia crenata; 3. Deutzia 
crenata flore-plerio; 4, 8pir.ua llouglasi; Please send in 
flower, looks like a Viburnum.-r. M. Well*.—1, Crinum 
capensc ; 2. Anemone rivularis; 3. Oerastium tomentosviin ; 
4, Spiriua llumalda, variety of S. japonica ; 5, Aristolochia 
Clematitis ; 6, Diplopappus chrysophyllus.-L. G. G.— 
1, One of t ho many hybrid Pinks ; Run Balm (Monarda 
didyma); 3, Campanula laetiflora; 4, Heliantheniuin 
vulgare.—-IF. Allen.—1, Unarm purpurea; 2, Eutoea 
(Phacelia) tanacetifolia: 3 and 4. Wc cannot name florists' 
flowers.-Bloxham.—'The White Beam (Pyrtis Aria).—— 
Frank Pi/ter.—l, l’otentiila, one of the many hybrid 
forms; 2. Fcstuca glauca; 3, Lyaiuuchia vulgaris; 4, 
Verhaseum vernale.-Hackery.—1. Achillea ptormica 
H-pL ; 2, Campanula rhouiboidalis3, Scdum album; 
I. Campanula pyramidalis.-B. K. I).—1, Common 

i Dogwood ; 2. The Cockspur Thorn (Crativgus crus-galli), 
form of.-Enguirer II. M.—Ugnstrum japonicum.- 
J. IF. /.—t Campanula pereicifolia ; 2, Goat's-beard (Spim 
AruncusX-S. Leak.—I, Lychnis fulgene.-M. F. S. - 
1, with yellow flow er, Verbaseum phlomoides ; 2. Rhodo¬ 
dendron" Wilsoni, prolialily.   Iw/uirer.— Stitch wort 
(Stcllaria Iloloetca).-Helen Share.— S|>cciiiieii quite 
shrivelled up. 

Is it money you want ? 
You can pocket the middle profits and obtain 
the full value in groods at factory pric&s. 

__ SEND A POSTCARD FOR OUR 

Big Bargain Book, 
Gold Gem RlnKB^tefedTjtedd 'Broochc’s.’ 2s. 9<L;’ Gutlery.'Plfttd, &0. 

XT COSTS NO M O TV B '52*. 

All you have to do Is to write npostcard, and this 
wonderful book Is sent you FREE by return mail. 

The “ACME” 251- 

i of Watches, 8s. 6d.; Clocks. Is. 6d.: 
Id Brooches. 2s. 9d.; Cutlery, Plate, 

Solid Silver Cose, fine i-plnto movement, 
Jewelled, dust and damp proof cap. fitted 
with the latest patented Improvements: 
these features arc ln our watohos exclusively. 

WRITTEN WARRANTY FOR 7 YEARS. 

WE SEND ON APPROVAL FOR 5/- 
Test it for a week, and then, if 
satisfied, remit balance, 20/- Those 
who send full amount with order 

L receive a FREE GIFT of a SOLID 
I SILVER ALBERT. Write at once. 

LH. SAMUEL,MSter. 

OKAY’S FERTILIZER 
4^ Produces Flowers, Fruits, and Vegetables 

for Exhibition, Pleasure, and 
- rade marx Profit, in the 

7£Z?2r&£ HIGHEST DEGREE OF PERFECTION. 
It is Safe, Lasting, Economical, & Unsurpassed for all Horticultural Purposes. 

AMATEURS WIN PRIZES WHEN USING IT. HAVE YOU TRIED IT T 

Sold everywhere in 6d. and 1/- Tins ; and in SEALED BAGS—7 lbs., 2/6; 14 lbs., 4/6; 
28 lbs., 7/6 ; 56 lbs., 12/6 ; 112 lbs., 20/- ; or direct from the Works, Carriage Paid 

in the United Kingdom for Cash with Order, except 6d. Tins. 

Full Price List of Manures, Chemicals, and Sundries upon application. 

.CLAY & SON, *anJpiTFqRD, LONDON, E. 
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BAYLISS JONES &.BAYLISS 
WOLVERHAMPTON 

LONDON SHOW ROOMS 

I59&I+I CANNON 

ff F RY’SN 
f PURE 
l CONCENTRATED 

LVCOCOAy 

The special merits of our Boiler a are — 

[■ 1. Long Burning. 
2. Even Temperature. 
3. —No Trouble. 
4. The Fooders being 

hinged can be pulled for¬ 
ward when desired, com¬ 
pletely exposing tire-box. 

■ In these particulars our 
Boilers arc beyond compe- 

(iiiiniiU^d Minimum 
■■v ' • Burning 12 Huttrn 
ISj > Witho<it Attention 

' It got* without saying tlint 
the large rcserf of fuel in 
ill" Fftalrr insure* burning 
for at least four times longer 

J ihun is possible with ordinary 
-» boilers I'nsat i«f it' fry 

Iti.iters ".an be r. olnis .l in » 
irk without modngvximiitB pipe*- 

ARE UNEQUALLED, 

MANURES. 
THANATOS WEED KILLER, 

NOW READY. 
Descriptive carriage paid Price Sheet 
of oil Garden Manures and Chemicals, 

also Garden Sundries and Poultry 
Requisites, free on application. 

Knows and Appreciated thkocohout the World. 

May be had or Local Ironmongers or Seedsmen. 
For prices, particulars, and Estimates for 

Complete Apparatus, apply 

12 HOURS STOVE SYNDICATE, LTD • 
66. VICTORIA ST.. LONDON. S.W. THOMAS GREEN & SON, LTD, 

SMITHFIELD IRONWORKS, LEEDS; & 
SURREY WORKS, BLACKFRIARS R0., LONDON, S.E 

Please writ* for Illustrated Price List No. 15 (Free! 

THE SILICATE CO., LTD., HEMEL HEMPSTEAI 

An Absolute Necessity to all Horticulturists. a" BARGAIN, 10s. 6d.—Gent's magn&atl* 
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VEGETABLES. 

THE POTATO DISEASE, 

r I have no wish to pose as an alarmist, but it is 

certain that one must be prepared to see 

evidences of the Potato disease of a somewhat 
^ extensive nature soon. But a few days since I 

«aw in a Surrey cottage garden, and one that 

was remarkably neat, in the leafage of some 
early Potatoes as bad an attack of the disease 
u I had, in a preliminary way, and so early, 
seen at any time. It was somewhat reassuring 
no: to see any further evidence of the disease 
in any other garden or allotment in the locality, 
but, as was the case in this instance, the spot 
.ppears so suddenly and in such a severe form 
•hat it may be found in any breadth of Potatoes 
a: any moment. The attack in question had 
followed almost directly on a heavy thunder¬ 
storm, and naturally led to the assumption, as 
was the case in past years, that the spot is of 
electrical production. But there can be no 
’iccbt- that July heat causes the spores of 
Pblophora infostans to become abund- 

aatlv active in the air, and only moisture is 
needed to cause them to be exceedingly fertile. 
That moisture thunderstorms supply, as the 
heavy rains which accompany them fall on 
heated soil, thus creating vapour or mist, 
which, condensing, settles on the Potato leaf¬ 
age and supplies moisture such as the spores 

\ teed. Then they penetrate into the leafage, 
. produce mycelium, which eats up or kills the 
J chlorophyll or green colouring matter in the 

caves, and destroys the cuticle, so that the 
eaves and stems also speedily wither up and 

* die. Whilst doing this harm, the fungus pro¬ 
duces a white mildew or mould on these spots, 

I which creates other spores or seed by myriads, 
and thus the disease is extended to all living 
Touto leafage and stems near by. No wonder 
that a breadth, green on one day, may be dis¬ 
eased and blackened in a week, so rapid is the 
fungoid growth. 

It is only by the application of the Bordeaux 
mixture to the breadths of Potatoes that it is 
i>>«ibl6 to combat the fungus. That remedy, 
whilst so well known, seems to be very little 
used. It is cheap, and easily made and 
-‘pplied. Were it some expensive patent 
fungicide, no doubt many would purchase and 
w it. Gardeners seldom do, for instance, and 
jet if they or anyone will get a large cask or 
wooden tub and the ingredients, they may 
make with 2 lb. of sulphate of copper or blue- 
‘■'•one, and 2 lb. of fresh lime, 20 gallons of the 
mixture, enough to spray a big breadth of 
• otatoes. One authority asserts that for the 
•um of 3s. an acre of Potatoes may be well 
sprayed so far as the materials are concerned, 
•tad that a man with a knapsack sprayer may 
*o so much in a day. With a couple of spray - 
'ugs, one, now and one a fortnight later, the 
Potatoes may be so far saved as to make a 
‘i-erence of 2 tons per acre in the tuber 
Reduce later, or some £3 to £4 value in gain, 
■enerally the disease does not appear until 

ubout July 20th, but, as shown, it has appeared 
wlier this year, and may in thunders 

areas have spread widely by the end of the 
month. In some preceding years we have not 
seen it until August. The 2 lb. of bluestone 
should be dissolved in 20 gallons of water 
placed in the tub. To assist the process, the 
solid should be occasionally moved. Then 
dissolve in a gallon of boiling water 2 lb. of 
fresh lime ana 2 lb. of common treacle or 
molasses, pouring the latter when clear into 
the tub. The bluestone is helped to be dis¬ 
solved also if first put into a gallon or two of 
boiling water, the other quantity being added 
later. When adding the lime solution stir the 
liquid well. When settled it should be of a 
pale green colour. It is best applied in light 
spray or vapour form. A. D. 

SALT IN THE GARDEN. 

By very many owners of gardens salt is treated 
more as a poison to weeds than a fertiliser to 
the soil. By most persons weedy walks and 
Asparagus - beds alone are assooiated with 

salt, but there are soils and other crops that 
benefit from a judicious use of salt. Any and 
all of the Brassica family are sometimes bene¬ 
fited by a light sprinkling in summer. 
Beetroot, Spinach, Seakale, Onions, Leeks, 
Celery, and Carrots are benefited by a sprink¬ 
ling of fine salt on the soil just prior to the 
sowing or planting. Asparagus absorbs salt, 
and Seakale does all the better for a small 
dressing once or twice during the year. 
Excepting for Seakale and Asparagus, I 
usually employ salt more as a deterrent to 
slugs and worms than as a stimulant, though 
it serves the two fold purpose. This season, 
with such frequent rain showers, slugs and 
large earthworms are very destructive to 
small seedlings—indeed, much seed has been 
wasted and valuable time lost from this 
trouble this year, causing both inconvenience 
and extra cost. Lime and soot are valuable 
helps in combating slugs, but in showery 
weather these quickly lose their effect. So, 
also, would salt, but j>erhaps not quite so soon 
as lime. In using this it is most import¬ 
ant when applied to anything tender that 
it be pounded fine. For Asparagus and Sea¬ 
kale, however, it does not so much matter. I 
find a J-inch sieve most useful to pass salt 
through ; there are then no lumps to deal with, 
and there is greater economy because it may be 
spread so thinly and easily. For anything ex¬ 
cept the two crops just named only a mere 
sprinkling is advised, the lighter the dressing 
the better. It is better to give a little twice or 
even three times, according to the nature of 
the soil and the weather. Heavy land is not 
benefited by salt in showery weather, because 
it tends to make it still wetter and cold. Light 
soils certainly derive benefit from it in 
summer. What is called agricultural salt is 
that used for land, but I do not find it easy to frocure locally. Sundriesmen supply it; but 

get ordinary bar salt, and either pound it up 
with a mallet or rub the lumps on the wires of 
the sieve, a method I find produces a fineness 
scarcely possible by the use of the mallet alone. 
Unless good agricultural salt can be had it is 

' eaper to -have theogiinary bar salt. That 
i W.riHised for some other commercial 

lurpose—in the curing of bacon, for instance— 
as but little value for the purpose. I should 

consider this almost dear at a gift; at least, 
hat I have had from bacon curers has not 

proved sufficiently profitable to satisfy my pur¬ 
pose. Now is a very good time to apply a 
dressing to Asparagus-beds, both for the pur¬ 
pose of supplying a stimulant to the plants and 
also as a weed destroyer. It is better applied 
now than in spring, when the ground is too 
cold. W. S. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Summer-sown Carrots.—This is the 

time to make a sowing of any good Carrot, 
such as Nantes, Model, or Intermediate, for 
winter pulling. There should be at disposal 
ere now vacant plots of ground from which 
early Peas, Potatoes, or other crops have been 
taken, and on which Carrot seed may well be 
sown. In no case is it desirable to have a 
large bed. One ranging from half a rod to a 
full rod in area wifi usually furnish enough 
Carrots to supply ordinary garden require¬ 
ments. The soil from which any crop has 
been taken may well be forked over 6 inches 
deep and neatly levelled, then have shallow 
drills drawn 10 inches to 12 inches apart. If 
the time and soil be just then very drv, much 
help is given to seed germination if the drills 
be well soaked with water just before the seed 
is sown. Carrot seed is now free from hooks, 
and it does not cling as was formerly the case, 
hence it is easy to sow thinly, especially as it 
is not purposed to thin the plants, but to pull 
the roots in the winter just as they are, using 
them small and fresh.—A. I). 

Late winter greens.—All gardeners 
will do well to make at the end of July small 
sowings of the Hardy Green and Rosette Cole- 
worts, Early Gem and Ulm Savoys, St. John's 
Day Cabbage, and Asparagus, and Chou de 
Milan Kales. These sowings, if kept watered 
in dry weather, shaded, and protected from 
birds, will give good plants to put out early 
in September rather thickly on to recently 
vacated ground, and they will give, if small, at 
least most useful cutting material for the late 
spring, when it will be all of great value. It 
too often happens that because all descriptions 
of winter plants are, in accordance with the 
customary advice, sown in March, April, or 
May, there is with most of the plants far loo 
early hearting or heading, and a glut of mate- 
rial is furnished when not required. It is 
better to make these small late sowings for the 
sake of getting late plants, as during April and 
May there is too often great scarcity of green 
stu'ff, and then any late crop, be the heads 
however small, is of the greatest service.—A. D. 

Tomato Early Ruby for early crops. 
—When a good selection of this can be had it 
is hard to Beat for early work. I have grown 
it for this purpose for years, and can find 
nothing better. It is free fruiting, and this in 
the early stages, and even when planted out it 
does not get- coarse, like so many kinds. This 
year, early in June, I saw a fine crop of this at 
Montacut© House, near Yeovil, in a low span- 
roofed .pit sunk 3 feet in the ground. The 

srcial1 borders in which the plants were growing 
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were from 2 feet to 3 feet wide and shallow. 

Thev were 10 inches apart, from seed sown in 

the second week in February, and good fruit 

was ready to cut the last half of May. Thev 

had commenced to fruit close to the {'round. 

In some instances there were from eight to 

twelve fruits in a bunch, and I considered it 

would take from five to seven to n found. The 

plants were kept to single cordons, and from 

the cropping they grew slowly. I have it this 

season equally free in boxes on a shelf at the 
back of a lean-to vinery. I have tried many 

kinds, and think the sorts that have cut, 

narrow leaves and slightly corrugated fruit are 

the most free fruiting. 1 have one now under 
the name of Lord Roberts of this type, and it 

is very good.—J. Crook. 

Scarcity of Cabbages.—It may almost 

seem incredible to speak of the scarcity of 

Cabbage, but that such exists has been plainly 

shown recently in the market and garden. 

The reason for this is easily explained. During 
June there were almost continuous rains, and 

these coming on full-grown Cabbages caused 

wholesale decay and bursting. The beds then, 

too, were in such a state that many already 

uncut would be full hearted. The outcome of 

this is that a great quantity must be cub at a 

sacrifice, which obviously means scarcity after¬ 
wards, or until there are successive beds 

maturing, or a forward second growth on those 

cut early in the season. This scarcity is felt, 

too, the more keenly because it happened 
while Peas and Cauliflowers were neither cheap 

nor plentiful. With the opening season of the 

lea, Cauliflower, Broad Bean, and other 

summer vegetables, there is not usually so 

keen an enquiry for Cabbages as this year, and 

the instance affords another truism of the 

fickleness of the English climate and its in¬ 
fluence on vegetation. -W. S. 

Tomatoes in Scotland.—As far ns the 

season has gone (from a private gardener's 

point of view). Tomatoes have set pretty 
freely on the whole, taking into consideration 

the almost sunless weather we experienced in 

May and June. This season’s trials here 
include Holmes’ Supremo, Dobbio’o Champion, 

< onference Improved, Klondyke, and Eclipse. 

Contrary to my expectations, the first-named 

lias been very difficult to set, and the fruits, 

although of good shape, have not exceeded 

eight or nine on a truss. The second on the 

list I find promises to bear a fair crop, the 

fruit being of a smooth, round shape and of 
good flavour. Conference is also a shy setter, 

the fruits smaller than in the last-named, but 

of a delicious flavour. Klondyke is showing 

well, and promises a heavy crop, many of the 

trusses bearing as many as twenty-one fruits, 

all of good size, of a flattish shape and fine 

flavour. This variety would make a good 

market gardener’s sort. Eclipse is a good, 

old, well-tried variety which I never fail to 

grow. It is good for any purpose, is a very 

Iree setter, and an exceptionally heavy cropper. 

The above are all receiving the same treat¬ 

ment, and all are quite free from disease. It 

would be interesting to have notes from other 

readers.—D. G. Mciver, Bridge of Weir, X.B. 

Early Turnips.—Whore facilities do not 

exist for growing early Turnips under glass it 

is important that the very earliest kind should 
bo grown, la seed lists many kinds are named, 

and certainly there is a great advance of late 

years in kinds that bulb early and are suitable 
tor frames or early borders, compared with the 

large topped white kinds. I am aware these 

cut in to two eyes, so that strong breaks are 

ensured and a compact habit preserved. Ai 

soon as the young shoots form, shake out airi 

re|>ot in a good loamy compost, with same 
well-decomposed manure or a pinch of some 

concent rated stimulant to each |potful. Leaf- 

mould, at the rate of one-sixth of the whole 
bulk of soil, induces root formation and pr» 

motes free growth. From the middle of Jus* 

onwards the plants may go into the open air 
for an hour or two every day.—J. C. B. 

Shading flowers. — Those who gro* 

flowers for exhibition find that shading the 

bloom is an absolute necessity at times, and. 
whether it be Roses, Carnations, Dahlias, or 

whatever subject one wishes to have in perfec¬ 

tion by a given date, means to screen them 

from hot sun have to be brought into requis 
tion. A very cheap and handy contrivance 

may be made with pieces of tin or zinc about 

10 inches square, screwed to a stake, and bwt 

over at the edges as desired, being placed over 
the blooms at any height needed. A rather 

more expensive arrangement, and one oftea 

adopted, is to procure a zinc disc, on the ah 
of which a slot is fixed, through which an iros 

rod is placed, being fastened with a peg at (he 

required angle, and these, if painted, last fx 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

ROOM AMD WINDOW 

TUBEROUS BEGONIAS IN WINDOWS. 

The increasing popularity of these proves their 

great value as garden plants: but, much as 

they are cultivated, they deserve to be still 

more known, for not only arc they of great 
service for the embellishment of conservatories 

and greenhouses, but they are also capital for 

bedding and among the best things that can be 

had for windows in dwelling houses, where 

they succeed well and flower in the greatest Inclusion. Plants in windows generally get 

tiled by getting too much water; but with 

these Begonias there is no fear of that, as they 

are moisture-loving subjects, and, unless they 

actually stand in saucers of water, thev cannot 

scarcely be kept too wet, especially when they 
become pot-bound and are rooting freely—a 

time when there is a great demand on the roots. 

Besides their adaptability for window culture 

they are not subject to insects like other plants. 

—a circumstance greatly in their favour—and 

once they begin to flower they keep on and 

The Begonia os a window plant. 

last in beauty the whole season through. As 

they are apt to draw if put in windows too 
early, it is best to start them and get them 

forward in cold frames, where thev should be 

placed on a cool, moist bottom, and have a little 

shade during the sunniest part of the day. 
Thus treated, their progress will be rapid, 

and they will keep sturdy and strong. If 

wanted large, the points of the shoots may be 
nipped out, which will cause them to break 

back and become well furnished. 

years. Not only is shading flowers in this , 

indispensable to the exhibitor, but grown a 
blossoms for table who desire them to keep ' 
the longest period with colours well retained 

will find the little trouble and expense *r« 

them well. It is next to impossible in hot. drj 
weather to obtain Rose6 well formed and high-’ 

finished as to colour. Take as examples s®* ^ 
varieties as La France, Mrs. W. J. Grant, aw ,( 

William Allen Richardson : one knows oni; 

too well that if they are exposed for a le* ( 

hours to hot sunshine’ the delicate colours tadi. 

and they lose much of their beauty. *°"C, 'i 
larlv is this seen in the flowers of " - | 

Richardson, which quickly bleach: but w-- - 

shaded and gradually developed few ^ 
more popular. A point of equal importance -• 

that nowers screened in some wav from - , 

shine last much longer when cut. Somep®°P 

object to their borders hairing “ shades * : 
them ; hut in hot weather, as we have reoe ^ , 

been experiencing, there is no alternatne ^ 

to revert to some such practice if flowers a. 

he had in good condition. The mere fa , 

blooms thus grown last much *onfer . ,.r ’l 
gathered should not be lost sight of,a g . 

this reason it is worth one’s while ij r 

some little trouble and prevent the nn t 

paneling of buds that are pronusing-- 

:h it is advisable to 1 HCRst. 
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OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

THE PEACH-LEAVED BELLFLOWER 

(CAMPANULA PERSIC1FOLIA). 

Tiiv: various forms of the Peach-leaved Bell¬ 

flower are among the finest of open-air flowers. 
They are also well adapted for growing in 

pots; indeed, few things are finer than pood 

specimens in 8-inch pots of grandiflora ana the 
double white variety. It is a pity that they 

are a little capricious as regards soil. In many 
places they die out in the courso of a season or 

two, the collapse usually happening after they 

have bloomed freely and in very dry weather. 
For some years I failed to keep these Bell¬ 

flowers in good health in my light soil; but, 
finding them so valuable for cut bloom, I 

made a piece of ground for them by adding 

tome retentive material and decomposed 
manure. In this I find they do much better, 
and last season I had a fine snow of bloom, and 

I <eo that the plants nro throwing up well for 
hloom again. As the single varieties form 

seeds very freely, the flower-spike should be 
cut down as soon as the last flowers fade, and 

il does them an immense amount of good if 
they then get a good soaking of weak liquid- 

manure, or, should the weather be showery, a 

- top-dressing of rotten manure or of some 
Simulant. In soils naturally favourable this 

.ittentiou is not so necessary ; but in the case 
of light, porous land, and when the flowering 

time is followed by great beat and drought, 

the vitality of tne plants is permanently 

lowered unless they get some attention. The 
typical single-flowered forms are now in a great 

measure superseded by varieties having larger 
blooms. Both alba grandiflora and oierulea 

grandiflora have flowers nearly twice the size 
of those of original forms, and they are very 

tree blooming. Two very fine forms are 

| maxima duplex and alba maxima duplex, with 
semi-double flowers : they are vigorous growers, 

and in groups of a dozen good specimens create 
I a tine effect. Another fine form recently dis- 

■ , tnbuted by a Dutch firm is Moerheimi ; the 

vj’ flowers are pure white, and seem to come mid- 
.V way in form between maxima duplex and alba 

plena. This should make a fine jxit plant. 

J. Cornhiix. 

STOCKS FOR SPRING FLOWERING. 
Brompton Stocks.—A good strain of these 

comes in useful in early spring, and enlivens 

our borders just when flowers aro none too 
plentiful. Sow the seed during July, placing 

t±m« pan or box in a cold-frame, and shading 
a m til the seed comes through, when place out- 

pricking off into other boxes 2 inches to 
;i » aches asunder, or 4 inches to 6 inches apart 

o outdoors on a shady border as soon ns fit to 

care being taken in transplanting that 

stems do not get bruised. Towards the 
of October lift carefully with a trowel and 

p*Mt where they are to flower, ullowing about 

l^J inches between each plant if massed, but 
u lanted three in a group in the herbaceous 

I .-order they show to advantage. White anil 
•scarlet are the colours usually met with. 

East Lothian Stocks.—These, again, are 

mast useful, whether under glass or in the open 
1 .order, but sjiecinlly in pots during early 

spring, when, if placed in the greenhouse, they 

iMjt only ndd brightness to the house, but their 
delicious fragrance pervades the whole struc¬ 
ture. The same remarks apply as to sowing, 

pricking off, etc., as given above, but I prefer 

pitting them up in a comparatively small 
as they do not appear to feel transplant 

■ fg so much when small as when they have 

'"tde much tap root, which should be pre- 
*-*t-ved as well as possible. I find 6 inch 

Wts a serviceable size to tlower them in, 

i^tting firmly, using loam, leaf-soil, and sand, 

**’~-ith a little finely broken brickbats with the 
*^>1, placing them into these pots about the 

of September, and in a month from then 
VXuogiug the pots to the rims in a cold pit or 

\*rame, where all the light and sun during 

winter may reach them. In this position little 

or no water will be required from the end of 
<-*ctobcr to the end of January if an inch or so 

°f Cocoa-nut-fibre be placed over the pot to 
Pre''ent evaporation and act as a mulch against 

frost. In the warmer counties jtjie bln 
set out in beds ana borders eai 

October, and provided the winter is uot par 
ticularly sovero, the plants aro a mass of flower 

towards the end of May, and continue well into 
the summer, when if afurther sowing be made 

early in March a display can he had quite late 

in the autumn. My experience with East 
Lothian Stocks is that a greater percentage of 
doubles can he got than from any other 

species of Stock, and it is wise to get the seed 

from a good firm. Those Stocks arc most useful 
for cutting. Those in jiots may ho stood in the 

house when nicely in hloom, their delicious 

scent being much appreciated by most people. 
When feeding the plants in pots early in spring 

great euro is necessary that the inanuro is not 
used too strong. When planted outdoors let 

the ground he in good heart, working in plenty 
of well-rotted dung when trenching. 

_J. M. B. 

FLAG IRISES. 

It is rather a sweeping assertion to say that we 

owe more to the Iris family for tlio embellish 

Algerian Irises (I. st.yloau), lavender and white, 

commence to expand their delicate, scented 
blooms, and continue to flower, as long as the 

land is not frost-bound, until April. From 
November to ('hristmna tide and early January 

the Scorpion Iris (I. alata) opens its lovely 
flowers, followed by I. persica, I. Histrio, 1. 

histrioides, 1. reticulata, 1. Heldreichi, and 

many others. Then come the hybrids of 1. 
puinila, with their dwarf Hug Icavos, and 

shortly after 1. cliamu-iris, 1. pumila, and 1. 
olbiensis. Next we have the Spanish Irises, 

yellow, white, and blue, the Flag Irises, and in 
July the handsome English Irises, followed by 

the stately golden I. uurca and 1. Monnieri, 
and the wnite nnd yellow I. oricntalis orochro- 

leuca, all three of which often attain a height 
i of o feet nnd flower until August, so that there 

I is only ono month in the twelve when Irises 
may not ho gathered from the opeu bolder. 

The Oncocyelus, or Cushion Irises, such us 1. 
Susinna, I. <!atc-si, I. Lortcti, and others, hoar 

1 immense netted flowers in the summer, hut the 

A group ot Uerman Irises. From a photograph sent by Mr. Jas. K. Tyler. Halstead, Kssev 

menl of our guldens than to uuy other, nnd I 
can imagine the incredulous contempt with 
which the statement will ho received by the 

worshipers of the rival queens of the garden, 

the Rose and the Lily. No one hut will admit 
that when these are ut the zenith of their dis¬ 

play they eclipse ull lesser lights; but the 

Rose docs not expand its petals earlier than 
May in most genial seasons, except in the 

south-west, where the great single white Rosa 

lrevigata may sometimes he seen bearing its 
first flowers in April, and the first of the Lilies 

difficulties of their successful culture are too 
great, for them to become popular with the 
ordinary amateur. This, howover, is not the 

case with the subject of this note, the Flag or 
Gorman Iris, whose requirements aro of tho 

simplest description. It may he seen flower¬ 

ing freely on steep railway embankments, the 

sod of which is baked during the summer to a 
brick like hardness, and bearing its great 

purple flowers in sheaves beneath an old 

standard Apple-tree in a cottage garden. The 
typo and its white form are most commonly 

is rarely in flower before the opening days of met with, but there are numberless named 

June, whilo September sees the rear guard of varieties of great merit that are of equally oasy 

the Tiger Lilies glow in the autumn sunlight. culture. OF these a good selection is Apollo, 
yellow, with crimson falls; atro-purpurea, 

purple black ; Bridesmaid, white, suffused 

with blue; Cordelia, lavender and purple ; 
florentina, white, turning pearl-grey, fragrant; 

flavescens, pale sulphur; Mme. Chereau, white, 

__ heavjly. mafgiOodt with lavender-blue; Queen 

e been bravely blossoming. (I of the May, rosy-lilac ; pallida, pale lavender ; 

the closing days of October ' lie'Lpaludft tialinpitip&Llavepill^T-Wvo ; both of tho 

Now that Tea and China Roses are so largely 

grown, September, October, and even the early 

part of November, if tho weather he mild, are 
not Roseless months ; but after that for nearly 

half the year the open garden knows not the 

ueerijof powers, but while she hides her face 

e j 

''ll* 
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blossoms, usually rose - pink. The double 
variety is the best. It is a rambling Diant, 
and soon spreads rapidly ; therefore, it should 
not be planted in select borders, but is pretty 
for rough places in the pleasure ground and 
wild garden, as it grows in any soil. 

two last-mentioned are sweetly scented, and in 
good soil attain a height of from 3 feet to 
4 feet, and have handsome, broad, grey-ereen 
foliage; Princess of Wales, the best white; 
Victorina, one of the most lovely of the entire 
race, white, with, deep violet markings on the 
falls. S. W. F. 

owinj 'g got 
once i 

„ _ w if any 
thing like a tine and even surface is to 1* 
secured. 

Old lawns often become weedy partly 
through starvation, or partly owing to the 
use of dirty soil or of superphosphate or 
potash manures for top-dressings, which encoui- 

SAPONARIA (SOAPWORT). Grass UWn9 and smoothly 

Perennial herbs and alpine plants or annuals grounds were, perhaps, nev 
belonging to the Pink family. more beautiful than they an 

S. Boissieri is a dwarf and showy alpine of cool spring and the recent 
quick and free growth, somewhat tufted in probably account for this, 
character, and spreading out into good-sized prevented the sun-scorching 
plants. It bears freelv bright pink flowers. enced on dry soils when dr 

S. C/E3PIT03A (syn. 3 elegans) is a neat little The same moist conditions whi< 
alpine perennial from the higher regions of the ' brasses, however, likewise favi 
Central and Eastern 
Pyrenees, flowering in 
August, but in the _gg|j>, _ 
low^n<|s^it^ c 

sandy soil suits it best, 
and it endures our Jj Jf 

S. CALABRICA (syn. 
S. multiflora) is a 1 
pretty prostrate hardy 
annual, 6 inches to 
9 inches high, much 
used for edgings, its 

eovvn in the open bor- 

Mountains, has yellow- ^ * II n 

soil, and is one of the \ » 
most valuable plants 
we have for clothing The Tufted Soapwort (Saponaria cjespitosa). 
the most arid parts of 
rook work, particularly 
in positions where a drooping plant is de- Plantains, and other weeds, 
sired, the shoots falling profusely over the many, if not in most, cases 
face of the rocks, and becoming masses of rosy | poor soil and neglect in keepi 
bloom in early summer. It is also excellent for I realise how rapidly Daisies : 
planting on ruins and old walls, on which the after flowering, or that Dais 
seed should be sown in mossy chinks in spots enough to grow when scattei 
whete a little soil has collected. It is also a ' mower, oven although to the 
valuable border plant, forming roundish, quite green. Both Daisies 

as well as enriching them w>th manure. Then, 
again, if burnt earth, wood ashes, and thelike, 
or potash manures in any form are employed, 
the result is a growth of Clover. 

Newly-made lawns are frequently prepared 
iu a liuiry, either on old weedy sites ur are 

levelled before sowing with earth full of week 
and coarse Crass seeds, and then sown imoedi 
ately with line lawn Grasses, the ooose 

quence being that Grass seeds and weed- 
come up together, and the seedsmen an 
frequently and wrongly- blamed. There u- 
only two ways of getting weedy lawns cleat, 
the one being a vigorous course of Link 

weeding, and the other the persistent use a 
the most suitable of the so-called wtfe 
manures. Any attempt to weed a Gras- plot 
or lawn by man or boy wandering alloveriU 
area with a fork or spud is worse tnanssete. 
the only thing for it is to divide it into nun* 
strips with [tegs and twine, or with a lawn- 
tennis marker, and thus get the whole am 
efficiently and systematically cleared. The 
best tool for extracting weeds from Grass is i 
small two or three-tined fork, by which tkc 
whole root may be loosened so as to be with 
drawn with the fingers, the surface bat; 
pressed down again with the foot afterwairk 
Spuds and weeding-knives are well nigh use¬ 
less, and only lead to the work being halt done. 
After weeding, top-dress with clean earth, so* 
the whole area with good lawn Grasses, a« 
roll well, and if this operation can be done jus 
before rain so much the better. 

Some of the finest lawns in England are 
those at the Oxford and Cambridge colleges 
and are the result of years of constant carets 
a'.tention. One sunny April day we saw::; 
lawn at St. John’s, Oxford, covered rid 
brownish cloud-like patches, and asked lie 
gardener why it was ? “ Oh !” he replied. 
•• we dreased it with sulphate of ammoniite 
week, and it has been pretty dry since, sotte 
Grass is browning a little: hut all that nil 
vanish after we get a 9hower.” A weekafte-' 
wards the same lawn was as fresh and as greet 
as a billiard table, and the object lesson n> 
not forgotten. This sulphate, while enwors 
ging the Grass, acts very injuriously on the 
broad-leaved weeds by scorching them, aw 
by regular applications they are done a«a; 
with altogether, the Grass being meansni 
improved in growth and verdure, Inara®- 
Journal of the Royal Horticultural Society a 
London we find a striking corroboration of the 
above fact, while at the same time deprecating 
the use of potash and superphosphate manures 
for Grass lawns and greens : 

" A mixture that ha* been used with splendid rwua 

on some well-known (foil links in the neighboumw0 -1 

Ixmdou in made ol equal proportions ol nitrate «*“ . 

sulphate ol ammonia, and applied at the rate «1 

the rod. This is given several times during thesra®f 

months, and if the weather is dry it is th°r0!i*-'. 
watered in. More than a pound to the rod » 
applied at a time, as it is lound that it is better te =-_ 

only that quantity, and repeat it, than to apply a (m®- 

dressing. Before'the application of the nitrate <Hiod*»- 
sulphate ol ammonia the Breens were litersllj 

with Clover, but since employing it not only 

all the plants with obtecuonable broad loUtft & 
disappeared, the reason being that the manure ' 
the Hat leaves and kills them ; and by frequent!' re vy¬ 

ing the application any new growth*are tawntuj* > 

destroyed, and this continual weakening of t* 

eventually destroys them altogether." 

By a persistent and judicious combination 

of the above hand-weeding and manor' , 
processes, even the weediest and worst a 
lawns may be improved, and the hint as to 
weed-killing properties of a combination - 
nitrate of soda and sulphate of ammonia is <• 
worth the attention of all who are mteres 

Ifrrrfche nerfeet keeninre of trolf links, bo - 

spreading cushions, and deserves being natural¬ 
ised in bare and rocky places. A native of 
Southern and Central Europe. Although it 
grows freely in poor soil when it is planted 
with the view of allowing it to fall freely over 
the face of the rock, it will do much better by 
giving it a deep, loamy soil. We once saw a 
mass of this 5 feet long and lUrfect in breadtk. 

S. officinAWS-tSt^WOrt).t-ThUTk a 
some native plant about 2 fe<*4r&VwiUiJSr£e 
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NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Star of Bethlehem aa a ve, 
reference to a query in your paper. I 
filum pyrenaicum is eaten in the neiirl 
under the 

retable.—With 
ud that Ornitho- 

neighbourhood of Bath 
name of French Asparagus.—J. E. Kklsall. 

-propagating for 
planting (W. If j-ou would 

iny display next spring you should 

Tufted Pansies— 
autumn 
have an ear _ _ __ 

begin at once. First determine the varieties 

in your collection you wish to perpetuate, and 
then cut back the plants to within an inch or 

two oi their crown. At the same time loosen 

the soil round about the plants, and mulch 
them with some nice light gritty compost. 

This material should be worked into the 

growths at the crown of the plants, and each 

one then treated toa copious watering. Under 

these conditions, and with genial weather, 

Dew growths should quickly develop, and, if 

these frosh shoots are encouraged to grow 

freely, in a week or two they muy he detached 
«nd then inserted in a lied of prepared soil. 
Should you require only a limited nuu l>er of 

plants you should cut out the coarse and 

elongated growths and work 

in some light gritty soil 

among the younger shoots 

retained. It may De possible 

in a little while to detach 

wine oi the smaller shoots, 
with roots adhering, and 

sDeh useful pieces of growth 

invariably make ideal plants 

when the planting out time 

arrives in early October. 

This process may be con¬ 
tinued until a sufficient quan¬ 

tity of stock lies been se¬ 

cured. - Make up your cut¬ 
ting-bed outdoors, choosing 

a ccol and protected situa¬ 

tion. Let the soil be raised 

a few inches above the gar¬ 

den level, as thi a is a great 

advantage in wet weather.— 
C. AH. 

Snap d ragons.- 
Whediar Snap-dragons are 
treated as annmials, bienni¬ 

als, or grown on from year 

to year, as is often the case, 

a good display of bloom is 

assured. A bed of seedlings 

•own in heat in March is 
now in full bloom, as is also 

a group of old plants 1 have 
haa ior several years, and 

which stood the severity of 

last winter much better than 

young plants from a sowing 

the preceding July. Many 

people have a hign opinion 

oi dwarf plants of all kinds, 

hence it is that the tall- 

growing Snapdragons are 
not seen in gardens so fre 
quently as years ago. In 

some borders, may be, small 

growing plants are desir¬ 

able; but in most places, I 
imagine, there is room for a 

few of the tall, branching 

sorts, which are so effective. Snapdragons will 

grow in almost any soil, but prefer gritty, 
sandy composts, and often do well where the soil 

ls n°t always the most abundant. In old lime¬ 

stone walls and rocks, in the niches of which 

''ullflowers frequently grow, I have seen 

Snapdragons blooming freely, so that it is not 

the quantity of soil that is absolutely neces- 

‘iry- Where accommodation does not exist 
■or raising them in heat in spring, now is a 

favourable time for sowing seed out-of-doors, 
»nl if wintered in a bed under a fence, most of 

them will bloom early next summer.—Wood- 

bastwick. 

. Montbretias.—In a garden on the out¬ 
skirts of a town, in a part that had been 

''Omewhat neglected, there are to be seen now 

se'’e,^l groups of Montbretias. The soil in 
which the bulbs were planted last autumn 

w*» almost worn out, but, after digging in 

how simple their culture is, and what bloom 

Montbretias give in a single season, otherwise 

more would grow them. When once planted, 

too, they need not be disturbed—in fact, there 
is no necessity to touch them for several years. 

—Leahurst. 

Phloxes in autumn. — A suggestion 

made in a recent number of Gardeni.no that 

cuttings of Phlox should be struck for autumn 

use under glass reminds me of a way of pro¬ 

longing the season of this useful and effective 

garden plant. For many seasons I have taken 

cuttings in the spring from the outside shoots 

of an established clump. This has mainly 

been done with the idea of increasing stock, 

but the practical result has been a late display 

of flowers. Selecting short, sturdy growths 

about 3 inches long, with a portion of under¬ 

ground stem, the cuttings are inserted about 

April—in fact, any time before the shoots get 

too long or drawn. They are more certain if 
st.rnr-lc under a liftmllignt or in a cold-frame ; 

but I have frequently put them straight into 

the open. Either way, hardy treatment is all 

Saponaria ocymoidcs. From a pholovraph sent by Miss Willmott. 
(Sec page 204 ) 

they require. Moved where they are to flower, 

as soon as they have made roots—in perhaps 
six weeks' time from insertion, or any time up 

to the middle of June—they will flower just as 

the old plants begin to fail. The}- give a very 

fine head of bloom on a single stem. As each 

stem on an old plant is by no means able to do 

this, there is a clear gain by the proceeding 

and the trouble is very slight. Tnese young - 1,gh 
plants make a finer display the following 
season than the older clumps. I have no 

doubt they could be potted up for conservatory 

use, just as well as later hotoed-struck plants. 

The hardy treatment is simpler, possibly a 

week or so longer—that is all.—R. B. 

Wild gardens. — ”Castlemains’’’ 

account in Gardening Illustrated of her 

wild garden is very attractive. She seems to 

have planted it with good taste. The one 
... - _0 0 — thing to avoid in such a garden is vulgarising 

tome leaf-mould, planting was done. Beyond : it, as I have seen a mountain glen vulgarised 

? mulching of manure in the winter they by the introduction of essentially “garden 

ave received scarcely any attention, and flowers.” To her list one might add for spring 

1 (Polygonatum multifloruin), a 

in, or, at all events, a uatural- 

UNIV 

nave received scarcely any attention, and flowers.” To he 

just at the moment they promise well -£e^ '• Solomon "sjSeal 

“loom. I do not thick it jijj .generally knfcwn ^Bktiv<'£* JJrifeiii 

ised plant. Such would also include Hypericum 

calycinum, Saponaria officinalis, 'Ll nosy ris 

vulgaris (known also as Chrysocoma Linoeyris), 

Lysimachia nummularia, Geranium san- 
guineum, G. s. album. Hieracium aurantiacum 

is a native of Scotland. Ferns of any hardy 

kind can never come amiss. The Periwinklas 

(Vinca major and the white variety) would be 

very appropriate. But one false note in the 
shape of a “ garden ” flower would spoil the 

whole effect. —S. M. 

Hudbeckias.—The Rudbcckias are sliewy 
in the borders, and come to perfection when 
many summer flowers are failing. R. New- 

■nanni is popular with many, but some, like 

myself, find it not the best variety where one 

has to contend with a dry soil, as it needs much 

watering. R. maxima is a tall-growing sort, 

just what is often needed on the border of a 

shrubbery. R. cnlifornica, in point of flower, 

is larger than both of the aforementioned, and 
• « nt. present showing colour.—Townsman-. 

Gladiolus The Bride.—Whilst there are 

many enthusiastic growers of the Brenchley- 

leyensis and gandavensis forms of the Gladio¬ 

lus, it is a matter for surprise how compara¬ 

tively few people plant the early sort, The 

Bride. Admirers of cut flowers and those who 

grow with this intent ought to become 

acquainted with the one under notice. The 

conns are cheap, and can therefore be planted 
liberally ; they will grow in any light soil and 

bloom most profusely, points that those who 

make a speciality of flowers for cutting should 

watch. I have noticed more in the markets 

this season than in almost any year ; but from 

gardens, where one would expect to see them, 

they are missing. Growers of Irises should try 

them, and note how effective they are when 
placed in vases together.—Derby. 

Annuals.—So soon as annuals that have 

been sown either broadcast on beds to assist in 

the flower garden display or on prepared 

terders for cutting can be handled, they should 

l>e thinned out to the respective distances 

likely to be required to allow for the develop¬ 

ment of individual plants. It is a great 
mistake to let them remain crowded thickly 

together; the size and quality of the flowers 

ure thereby seriously affected and the duration 
of bloom also considerably shortened. Where 

slugs are troublesome, it will be found advis¬ 

able to mix up a goodly heap of fine wood- 

ashes, adding thereto a fair proportion of soot, 

and dusting the beds all over with the same. 

Somewhat choicer annuals that were sown in 
frames on a slight hotbed will now be nice 

plants, and may be transferred to permanent 

quarters at any time. The spring sown batch 

of Stocks will be found very useful, especially 

those varieties of branching habit that are ill 

request for the flower basket. Cosmos bipin 

natus in different colours is ail annual of good 

habit, growing and flowering freely on rather 

poor soil, and having beautifully'cut foliage 
as well as light, graceful flowers. Almost 

identical in height, but of a different shade 

of colour, is the miniature Sunflower, an 

annual that makes a very effective group, 

holds its foliage well, and continues in flower 

until late in autumn. If bedding plants are 

rather scarce, one or two large teds may be 

filled with Chrysanthemum tricolor in variety. 
Very rich coiours are obtainable ill these 

Chrysanthemums, and, like the Sunflower, 

they bloom well until the end of tho season. 

Dwarf annuals, suoli as Petunias, Verbenas, 

Phlox Drummondi, etc., that were sown early, 

will, if they were pricked off into boxes or 

frames, now be nice plants, and they may be 

planted out at once, as they will tear more 

cold than Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, and the like. 

The remarks made above as to the depredations 
of slugs on outdoor-sown annuals will also te 

found applicable to those transferred from 

boxes or frames. Zinnias are the first to suffer, 

and if they are planted near a harbour for slugs 

they must be carefully watched until they are 

well on the move, and remedial measures 

employed at the first sign of attack. 

IW At many of the most intending nolet and 
articiet in "Uardixinq" from the very thinning have 
come from iti rtadert, ice ofer each week a copy of the 
late ft edition of either " Stovi and Grain noun Plants," 

or "Thi Enqluii Flower Cardin," to the tender of the 
motl \iu'\tl or inirv.iiing letter or thort article puUi/hel 
in Ike CH. rent week's ueve, which wiU be marked thut •• 
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OHR78ANTHBHDH8. 

MANURES FOR CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

(Reply to “ G. F. H.”) 

Chrysanthemums need a change of food, there¬ 
fore those who are in a position to apply 
stimulants in variety stand a better chance of 
success. 

Soot is an indispensable agent to the growth 

of Chrysanthemums, giving a dark colour and 

rubustneas to the foliage. It is most easily 

applied in a liquid state. The best way to 

prepare it is as follows : Place at the rate of 

one bushel in a bag to 100 gallons of water. 

The bag should lie sufficiently fine in the mesh, 

so that the soot does not wash out into the 
water. Of all manures most easi ly obtained, 

especially by growers residing in the country, 

Animal manures are depended upon most 

largely. Local circumstances must be con¬ 

sidered in obtaining these as well as other 
suiiiula.nU). Various kiuda of liijuiJ-muuui es, 

such as the drainings from the cow-houses and 

stables, are excellent. Perhaps the former is 

the better kind to use, as it is cooler. In some 

instances the liquid from the places named 
cannot bo collected in tanks direct. A very 

good substitute then may be had from a heap 

of mixed manure. The best plan is to throw 

cleau water over the heap, ana allow the water 

to soak through the manure and drain into a 

pit at the side of the heap. Sheep-manure, 

where it can be had direct from the fields, 

makes a capital stimulant applied in a liquid 

form, as also do the droppings from deer or cow- 

manure made in the same way. Fowl’s manure 

may be treated in the same manner, and is 
most efficacious as a stimulant. Manure of the 

kinds named should be used in the same 

manner as that described for soot, as the quali¬ 

ties beneficial to the plants are in this munner 

extracted without the inconvenience of solids. 
Guano finds favour with some growers, and 

is, when of good quality, very stimulating. 

A 4-inch potful to 3(1 gallons of water, kept 

thoroughly stirred when being used, is a safe 

quantity. 

Nitrate of soda, used judiciously to strong¬ 

growing varieties when the pots are full of 

healthy roots, has a quick effect upon the foliage 

and growth of the plants. Should the plants 

not appear to be making freo growth, nitrate of 

soda quickly excites the plants and prejMires 

them for other food. Half a teaspoonful 

powdered finoly and watered in once or even 

twice in a season is sufficient for a plant grow¬ 

ing in n 10-inch pot. Should the season promise 
to be a wet one nitrate of soda must not be used, 

as there would be a greater difficulty in matur¬ 

ing the growth. Plants moderately furnished 

with roots, owing to their being weak-growing 

varieties, or through ill health, should not have 

any nitrate, otherwise the leaves are certain to 

he burnt around the edges, thus causing a 

serious check to growth by a partial, if not a 

total, loss of many fine roots. 

Sulphate of ammonia in careful hands is an 

excellent manure, perhaps unequalled as a 

stimulant, but it must lie used carefully. It 

imparts colour to the leaves of the plant and 

richness to the blooms, which is not excelled by 

any other manure. The cultivator should be 
guided by the state of the weather at the time 

of application, and also by the state of the 

roots of the plants. Indeed, this latter is the 

all-important point to consider. Sulphate of 

ammonia should not be given to the plants until 

they are well furnished with roots. Used in a 
liquid form is the correct way to apply it. 

Mail}- people are afraid to use it as a stimulant 

because they think it makes the blooms damp, 

which it assuredly does, but only when used 

injudiciously; for instance, too strong doses 

often kill the roots, not only on tliesurface, but 

lialf-way down the soil in the pots. Especially 

is this the case when the sulphate is laid on the 

surface in a dry state and watered in. If plants 

are not thoroughly well supplied with roots, 

sulphate of ammonia should not bo given them 

at all, as it will do more harm than good in that 

manner. The best way to apply sulphate of 

ammonia is by dissolving a quarter of an ounce 

in one gallon of water—weak liquid-manure 
from the farmyard tank is better—commencing 

as soon as the flower-buds are swelling freely, 
increasing the strength era luallfCuTitilhalf- 

Digitized by yjOU 

ounce is reached to each gallon of water, to be 

given once a week. 

How to feed the flants is the next con¬ 

sideration we have to make. Avoid excessive 

use of any kind. Much better it is to give 

liquid-manure weak and often. Commence 

with soot-water, giving it to the plants every 

time they need water for nearly a week, then 

withhold it for a time, when it is again used, 

this time with liquid-manure from the farm¬ 

yard tanks, or from that made from sheep’s- 

manure. After the buds are formed and 
swelling freely, stimulants should be given 

regularly, varying them constantly, as a change 

of food is desirable. Whatever sort is used it 

should not be given more than three or four 

days at a time. During a spell of wet weather 
it is not possible to use liquid made from 

animal manures. A little of any of the artifi¬ 

cial manures should lie sprinkled on tliesurface 

of the soil. By this means the plants receive 

nourishment; whereas, if liquid-manures were 
entirely depondod upon, the plants would not 

lie in a state to receive intervening waterings. 

In the case of weak-growing kinds stimulants 

should be given to them in a slightly weaker 

state than to stronger kinds. 

Overfeeding brings on premature bud- 
formation or malformation of the petals, 
caused by forcing the large outer petals too auickly and not allowing the centre of the 

ower-hud to fill up by degrees as it should do. 
When the soil in the pots is approaching dry¬ 

ness is the proper time to apply thestimulants. 

When the flower-buds are forming in the points 

of the shoots a check temporarily to the growth 

takes place. At this time feeding the plants 

should cease for several days, as undue excite¬ 

ment to tho plants is not desirable at that 

stage, but as soon as it can be determined that 

the buds are swelling again stimulants may be 

given. There is also a difference of opinion 

amongst cultivators as to the projier time when 
feeding the plants should cease and dependence 

placed solely on clear water for the finishing of 

the blooms. Some say that directly the colour 

of the petals can be seen is the correct time to 

cease feeding, as stimulants take away the 
colour of the flowers. Continue to feed the 

plants until the blooms are three parts ex¬ 

panded, then cease to use stimulants, as it will 

be found that plants in that stage do not re¬ 

quire water nearly so often as these which are 

in a more backward condition. From the time 

that the blooms are three parts developed the 

plants will have sufficient energy bottled up to 

unfold the blooms to their utmost capacity 

without artificial aid. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Chrysanthemums — late stopping 
Of decorative plants {Enquirer).—It has 
lieu11 the practice lor years to stop the plants, 

with the ohject of making bushy specimens. 

Operations are first begun in the spring—in 

fact, from the earliest days of March. Com¬ 

mencing thus early, it is quite an easy matter 

to lay the foundation of a really good bushy 
plant. Too often growers commence much 

later than is desirable, and they expect to 

achieve results quite equal to, if not better, 

than their rivals who commenced in the earliest 

days of spring. The earlier one liegins the 
larger will the plants be. You must also bear 

in mind that this stopping must terminate 

within a given period ; that is to say, if you 

desire the plants to bloom during late October 

and November. For most plants intended to 
blossom during the period just referred to the 

last stopping should be completed before the 

end of June. From this time the plants should 

be grown on to the terminal buds, these ojien- 

ing kindly and developing blooms of good 
form by the earliest days of November. Should 

you, on the other hand, desire a December or 

Christmas display of Chrysanthemums, you 

may stop your plants for the last time not 

later than the present period. Give each plant 

plenty of room on the standing ground, and see 

that each one is also carefully staked and the 

growths neatly tied out. See, too, that the 

plants do not suffer from want of water.— 

E. G. 

Potting Chrysanthemums late.—You have, in 
Gardening Illustrated, dealt so fully with the cultiva¬ 
tion of Chrysanthemums that it xeenm almost unreason* 

jbleje trouble you with any further enquiries, but Warnl 

culty h*« occurred to me, as may have done to othen this 

very exceptional season, and too would much oMiye me 
by riving me your opinion. I bought my plants tn lie 
early part of April, stopped and then shifted them, but 

they made such slow progress that at the end of June I 

could not venture to put them into very large pots, arri 

contented myself with 6-incb, 7-inch, and 8-inch pot*. 

Since then, with wanner weather, they are making «k-i 

good progress that I am in doubt whether it would not be 
advisable to shift them once again. Shall i do this, or be 
content with feeding them with manure of differ® 

kinds 7—An Old Subscriber. 

[ You would have done better had you allowed 

a longer time to elapse between the date oi 

stopping them and the potting up into larger 

pots. In future, we would advise you to allow 

an interval of at least ten days to elapse 

between the date of stopping the plants and 

their subsequent potting. By the expiration 
of this period the young shoots should be seen, 

and, when once they have passed this stage, 

then future progress is generally assured. If 

you will always bear in mind never to stop the 

plants and repot at the same time, you will 

avoid much delay, and your prospects, in con 
sequence, will become much brighter. A- 

6-inch and 7-inch pots are both very smill in 

which to flower vigorous-growing Chrys&othe 

mums, we advise you to repot the plants now 

in 6-inch pots into others measuring 8 inches 

across. The same rule also applies to those 

growing in 7-inch pots ; they should be shitted 

into others measuring 9 inches in diameter, 

As your object appears to be that of making 
your greenhouse or conservator}- bright and 

pleasing in the late autumn rather than that of 

exhibiting the blooms, you may, even at this 

protracted period, carry out the final potting 

with every prospect of success. The soaw 

the potting up is done, however, the better, «s 
tho buds will bo developing within another 

month.—E. G.] 

Watering Chrysanthemums. - No 
one knows more the amount of trouble water 

ing entails just now than the grower of a batch 
of Chrysanthemums in pots, and anything that 

will help to minimise labour is worth consider 

ing. It often happens tliat watering once a 

day will not suffice. A good plan, instead of 

standing the pots on a bed of ashes, is to 
slightly oubuieigc tlio pots, soy, for 2inches 

or 3 inches, as by this means much of the 

moisture is retained, whereas if the pots are 

placed merely on the surface, a deal of the 

water drains away. I have found it lessens 
labour considerably if, between the rows of pot* 

exposed to the sun all day, a board is placed at 

the front, and often shelves that are used in 

the greenhouse in the winter may be tem¬ 

porarily brought into sendee. Old tan, when 
it can bo obtained, if spread about the pots ant 

watered, will keep moist a long time, and save 

the water-pot. Either of these methods b 

preferable to placing the plants under the 

shade of trees, for, after all, one must not 

forget that wood ripening is essential to the 
formation of the best blooms, and if plants are 

kept shaded for any length of time, onecannot 

expect this to take pluce. Weak liquid 

manure applied from time to time will help the 

plants, ana a change of food is appreciate! 

more by Chrysanthemums, perhaps, than 

almost any other plant. The fault lies in 

giving the nutriment too strong. It is ®uch 
better to give liquid-manure weak three times 

than surfeit the plants with a first applies 

lion.—Tow mima.n. 

Summer Stocks.—In the small j,nt 

beautifully kept cottage garden of a police- 

constable in the village of Hambledon, kurre), 
I saw the other day a singularly beautim 

collection of summer Stocks. There «ere 

several colours, and about three score of p sn ' 

in the lied, which was placed near the m 

door, and formed a sort of advance border 
the vegetable garden beyond. The plants “ 

been raised by sowing them in resPe™' 

colours in a shallow box placed in a iranie> j, Eutting them out equally mixed. It 

ave been difficult to find from any sl.n,l 
flowers more of charm or richness of periun 

Stocks are in very great variety, but those 

pyramidal form seem best suited for £?**“,. 

culture. They bloom a long time, and ■ 
repay cultivation. In the case men*"* 
nearly all the plants had double no« ers , 

great is the proportion of doubles now lum 

by ahyTjjooa strain.—A. D. 
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ROBBS. 

ROSE LA FRANCE. 

Thf.ks is probably no Rose so popular as 
J-a Franee. Its noble silvery-pink flowers, 
ot beautiful form, are in much request, and 
■<vhen culled with lone stems and arranged 
in a vase it is impossible to exaggerate their 
^reat beautp. A Rose is not merely popular 
because it is a beautiful flower. Something 

is required before it attains to that 
tli'tiaction, and that Is vigour of growth, 
combined with freedom in blossoming ami 

shoots should be left a considerable length. I 
have seen this variety grown splendidly 
against a fence, as in illustration, its growths 
being allowed greater freedom than is usually 
accorded, and I am persuaded La France 
would be an excellent Roso for a wall 5 feet or 
C feet in height. As a standard La France 
makes a glorious head, which, if kept well 
thinned in the centre, produces blossoms of the 
highest quality. In largo gardens it is not 
unusual to meet with La France by the 
hundred, and, where practicable, no Rose 
would so well repay the grower. But I w ould 
advise all about to plant the variety in bush 

of the latter, not very distinct in the early 
summer, but towards autumn the difference in 
the two is well marked, Duchess of Albany 
being thon nearly rod, and in the forcing- 
houso I have cut flowers almost ns bright 
as General Jacqueminot. All three are first- 
rate Roses for pots, either forced or grown in 
cool greenhouse or pits. By potting up a 
number of each in the autumn, a supply of 
lovely Roses is assured in April und May, even 
without artificial heat. There is a Climbing 
La France, which produces fine vigorous 
growths ns young plants, but it is very apt to 
revort to the dwarf type. There is ulso a 

Rose I.a France on own roots. 

biidiness. That La Franco possesses these 
qualities will not l>e denied. 1 know of no 

that makes a more beautiful standard, 
“'«l for planting in groups this old variety has 
-v#t to be surpassed. Moving, as I do, freely 
anM»g Rose growers, I find the demand for 
,ra?rant Roses much on the increase, and this 

old kind is one of the sweetest. La 
*'»oce should bo treated almost ns a Tea 
J*<iety in the matter of soil—that is to say, it 

not care for a strong, rich soil, as in such 
often produces its flowers in a Indl-liku 

sj*^nner, which is anything but beautiful. It 
. *Xiuld not be hard pruned. I believe in \yCt 

4 ' tting out old wood, bujb, j yyartli 

form to obtain it on the seedling Brier if own- 
root plants cannot be procured. This stock 
induces a fine autumnal growth, owing to its 
deep rooting character. Homo individuals 
have been disposed to underrate La France 
and to extol Caroline Testout; hut, whilst 
granting all that can be said in favour of the 
latter, 1 still think La France stands un¬ 
rivalled among pink Roses. 

The white sport is a Rose to be looked after. 
It is called Augustine Guinoisseau. A more 
showy nearly white Roso we do not possess. It 
has all the good points of I/i France, excepting 
that it is | not so full or perfect in form. 

^etj^^Wmany is a highly- 

Roso named la Franco do *89, but it is in no 
way connected with tho variety under notice. 

Rosa. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Yellow Roses to grow near a town 
( II'. Cox).—Rose growers are still waiting for a 
yellow Rose of a good hardy nature, and until 
that appears we must rest content with such as 
we have. A clay subsoil is not good for this 
typo of Rose, but you could alter this some¬ 
what by adding some road-grit nnd burnt 
earth (Jflictft?e|c!ay ii^efore planting. If you 

any is a highly-coloured s^-j^ prepare the soil i^ ^Ujking ouro to 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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digit deeply and thoroughly incorporate the Rose of German origin, raised by Mona. P. gigas). They belong to the same order m the 
materials mentioned together with some well- Lambert, of Treves. The flower is pure white wasps, but are by no means nearly related to 
rotted manure, vou wHl be able to plant in and of exceptional sire. Its form is deep, them. Though they are dangerous-lookinir 
November such Roses as we name with fair with pointed centre, a shape most desirable, insects on account of their apparently found November such Roses as we name with fair with pointed centre, a shape most desirable, insects on account of their apparently found 
prospects of success. Many of the best yellow especially for competition. It is said to be a able sting, they are quite harmless, and the 
Roses are extra strong growers, and would be Hybrid Perpetual, and certainly the leaves organ that looks like a sting is merely tie 
all the better for a sou th or west wall. Failing appear of that class. It is, however, thought instrument through which it lays its eggs and all the better for a sou th or west wall. Failing appear of that class. It Ls, however, thought instrument through which it lays its eggs and 
this they succeed well as half-standards, or by some to belong to the Hybrid Teas. But places them in a hole in the wood. Thefemak 
even as bushes, but in the latter case they this matters little, as it is a good grower and lay their eggs in newly-felled larch or Fir 
should be planted 4 feet apart, and theirgrowth free to bloom. Rose growers will do well to timber, and sometimes in living trees that art 
bent over and nttached to pegs inserted in the add this to their collections as soon as possible, in an unhealthy condition. I cannot tell trom 
erronnd. We have marked with an asterisk the -H. S. the chrysalis what the caterpillar m ;_chry- 
kinds that are specially strong in growth. slides are so much alike as a rule—G. S. &] 

There is one Rose everyone who has a garden GARDEN PESTS AND FRIENDS. Canterbury Bell falling —T endow t nrimn 
should grow, and that is the new Soleil d’Or. of Canterbury Ball, and will be g&dU yauwffltriUiv 

On thefree or bush the flowers look like large ^ ._— .--u openedup'the stenaof owe ortwo, and UroMbuttecii! 
flattish blood Oranges. It is a variety of great The Apple aphis The Ajpe crUm, tangne hi the Indde. which when quite joins., 
merit and is an autumn bloomer. Other ££ b? Spote*Cu°tSy white, but turn, *nd *e«m. to absorb the ^ 
extremely hardy kinds are Persian Yellow, Xr. *em. the£ apmy the tree 
merit and is an autumn bloomer. Other 
extremely hardy kinds are Persian V ellow, 
Harrisont, and Rosa lutea, but the quality of 

' a lollowi 

" • very bodlv attacked and bum them, then spray the tree . ' . ant=r|-.rV Belli—U Waaux 
Of with a solution of par&tfln cmtiliiou or any insecticide that and not ollthe Lamerburj Belli M. womo. 

uut i.' alkali waah.—(}. S. S. stem of the Campanula which reached me, w: 

h'™ ; n noTeat ord'er Thelollowing h« ^t^lp in U.^m^n Semre l^eia^ [I am sorry to say that 1 could not find ,.v 
blossom is of no great order. ine toiiovt mg ^ we£ ^ ,ower ^ 0, the u.ave8. In lhe wi„,er trace of fungus in the small portion of the 
are all splendid kinds, with more or Joss true <pray th# lr_ wi(h » .iv.u w«h.-o. s. oU;ul uf lbe &mpanuu which r£cW «, M 
yellow in them, although some are largely caterpillars eating Grapes. I forward you on the rest of the plant. If you would kindlt 
buff, orange, and bronzy tints. I\ e place gome caterpillar* that are eating my Grapes. Nearly the ' ■ • 
them - order of merit- *Gloire de Diion, whole of the bnnche* are affected, it is gurprising the send up another specimen, with the stem m 

!n ?r , „ *R .r-Jlino amount of damage the caterpillar* have done. I hunt split open, I should be glad to tell you whs’. 1 
*W. A. Richardson, Bouquet d Or, Celline lliem np each ££ The vWwere scraped and minted ^ Xut it. The fungus may not be tbs i 
Forestier, ’Belle Lyonnaiso, Mme.Charles, over with Olahuretcompound in the *pring.-Ho*a ouuse of the death of the tilant but be vrow 
Marie Van Houtte, Mme. Hoate. B.lhard and [Tho caterpillars attacking your Grapes are TtWlldy dLS uZST I*3f2 
Barre, Jean Pernet, Mme. Ravary, Amazone, those of a small moth—one of the bell- ;mat.:ne fr0m the look of the leaves etc that 
•Mme. Barthelomy Levct, ’Josephine Ber- moths” lielonging to the family Tortricidw. th& ’ 9omethin& wTong with the root, 
nacchi, *IMve d'Or, Francisca Kruger, and It ig aitticuit to recommend any method of but m have flrea<1>>looked to thit- 
Gustave Regis. destroying this pest, but a pair of hue tweezers (■ g g ] 

Rose leaves injured (Hugh Bright).— would'be of great assistance in picking them _ ' wnod-klllar-In voor ta* rf 

remove the soil from under the bushes to the tree?^^^rnig0 
.1_.V .f -1__ u :_1,^. „„,t Vm,m if b.irv if. Of a stlckJ dew on 80,110 °f ,he lea'e8 “ ►,,cl08ed nlat^lv m.lr*Sf Alan how Inner will thi« wefd.lifefk«t depth of about 3 inches, and burn it or bury it ^ £ c 
not less than 1 foot below the surface. The ’r^he leav< 
grubs should be picked off by hand, or the brLown ^ 
bushes may be syringed or sprayed with , - . . . 

pletely melted ? Also how long will thii weed-kikt 
without deteriorating in strength?—A. S. B. 

[The leaves vou send have fallen a prey to crystals vou find at the bottom of yocr 
-nwn annln \ OU Ought tO SCVapO off'any of of the arSenic which bn 

Pushes may be syringed or spntyed with that are on the stems^or shoots of 
paraffin emulsion or Quassia extract and soft- then spray or syringe the trees with LES£,y’ F^ u> tre parathn emulsion or quassia extract ami *oit- .. , . then snrav or svringe the trees with e ™ —----- 

s sat rr':,-r 
galvaniwd 
one side, 
under sou 
with tiles 
bernncchi 
those Rose 
abundant, dvk green foliage, and‘ insects attached to the Aquilegia seed-vessel G. S. S.] 

"i^Tn 5^' S^^e^pinr^r'whi^r are the chrysalides of the .common “two- blooming in cluster., generally pale pink or white or are the Chrysaliaes 01 tne common t u- Inflectg on Hop-leavos.-Con yon tell nit J 
blush? I want something very hardy and quick-growing, spotted ladybird (Coccinella t)lpunctata). naIoe of the pale inse ts 1 send you something »«'£' • 
I already have Crimson Rambler, FiSliciW-Rerpetue, and Your plants have evidently been attacked by pillars? Is it probable they eat the lice on the !i^- 
Aimce Vibert Would Perle dea Jardina and Bairn 2 *flv an,i ,vle ,rruKs which have now leaves? There are some nearly white eprt *«» 
W likely to succeed on the Grass side? (2) Would you green-Hy, anil me grUDS, sniui which somewhat resemble those of the Udjtsrlfc*-' 
also kindly tell me whether the burnt earth Dean Hole turned into chrysalides, have not injured the 0,a different colour.—Veronica. 

uiuuiuing ti. - -i rs- ■■■ - -'“j | - i . - . - .— — 
blush? I want something very hardy and quick-growing. 
I already have Crimson Rambler, KiliciW-Ferpetue, and 
Aiimie Vibert Would Perle des Jardina an<l Blairii 2 

also kindly tell me whether tne nurnt eartn uean noie tuiutu mw uujracuw, of a different colour.—Veronica. 
say* Is so good for Roses is the same as the red rubble plants, but have fed on the green-fly. The „en(i are the pnlsoi 
used to drain paths?—Sun pi al. grubs are entirely carnivorous, and should be fitaS* to «be 

[The Roses you refer to are the Ayrehire and encoUragwl in every way, as without them and «4vrnhiis These PTubs feed on aphidev, [The Roses you refer to are the Ayrshire ana encouragwl in every way, as without them and "hug Xhe3e ^ub3 feed on aphi^ 
seinpervireus groups. They are splendid for somo other natural enemies our plants would ° J P incalculable v^lue to the cultivator 
arches in coTd as,«cts Fcl.c.te-Perpetue, be far worse off from the attacks of aphides 
which you have, is one of the best. Flora » than they are now.—G. S. S. I °* Plant9> “ the. number.e““,„ TKo S* 

_1 _ 1  CanAKnr. n rt rl ' Bonnet's 

of plants, as the number each will deWof 
the course of a day is astonishing. Tne»” 

Virginian Rambler. A yet further selection I fZ^^lich^^yX” w.Th w JufveK 
could bo made from Dundee Rambler, Ruga, very flue fruit 'The Apple, this year are all similar to the bodies are dark, bonded with'white or «- 

minted it helps to mitigate any injurious however, I could find on the leaves. The late about,.as when^Uiev reached ma there 
effects from its use. Spurrll Larch pjles arc cold spring and the injury to the leaves by the only the shrivelled shells.-G. K &] 
about the best supports for Rambler Roses, aphides together have had an injurious effect The Death’B-head moth (Urt. BO- 
You would do no good with Climbing Perle on the tree generally, so that I should be afraid _The insect that you found in your Wide , 
des Jar-dins, as it is only a w all Rose, but that the frmt would not attain its usual size, the ^tor-pillar of the “ Death s-head mot 
Blarii No. 1 should succeed. Vivid and and will be more likely to be attacked by some (Acherontia atropos). These caterpillars, 
Robusta are two first-rate hardy climbing fungus. However, the present weather is all #re not uncommon, but never abundant t- 
Roses; so, also, is the old but brilliant in its favour. Spray the t ree with a solution usually found feeding on the leaves oM - 
Fulgens. Reine Marie Henriette and the old of paraffin emulsion, taking care to wet the Potot0i but they also feed on the 
favourite Gloire de Dijon are as yet unsur- lower sides of the leaves. v». S. ».] and Nightshade. The moth is pro , • a 
T\nacr>.l in imiiv reflnectfl. lwtli for arches and Wood wasps (3irex gigMk -I enclose you in a box largest insect. The name “ Death s-neM» 

ey were tip when they are fully extended, wd 
e in the and body measure quite 2 inches in lenp -tb 
, was. a fore wings are of a dark brown coif - r 

earth, but it is burnt too fiercely. Burnt- one or ti,e other of those woods, especially as they were tip when they are fully exte:n , . ^ 
earth should be of a blackish colour to be of the always close to the arches. You will please notice in the and body measure quite 2 inches in i s w-|, 
most use as an improver of clay soils ; but some comer of the box a chrysalis. This is. or, rather, was. a fore wings are of a dark brown CO ^ 
of the red sample vou mention would be of In^d“g for tawny markings the bin ding ^ body 
great value where the 901I is of a stiff, clayey this information, may I thank you for the answers you two dark bands, tne iront *1^1;^ 
nature. It should be well incorporated with have sent to my previous enquines.—Motoorm. dark brown with a yellow skull-BMP'" ^ ^ 
the clay in the process of trenching.] [The insects you find on your path, and of it, the rest of the body J’6' °V QgterpiU41 

Rose Frau Karl Druschki.—This new which you send a female specimen, come, as black. When fully grown tne s Rose Frau Karl Druschki.—This new which you 
variety has been exhibited in excellent form at you imagiri 
the recent shows, notablyB. Cant flndjhave recer 
Sons and Al^t. |-^e^80|y i^icL^in^ known by 

ihich you send a female speoimen, come, as DiacK. vvnen iuuy grunu , 
ou imagine, from the Larch uprights that you buries itself in the ground a” g]| tie Ku imagine, trom the Larch uprights tnne you ounes iuwu iu t1! ' i 

ve recently erected. They are cpatmonly : chrysalis, in which condition it re 

known by the name of |fT|M0!S AT 
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INDOOB PLANTS. 

THE MALMA1SON CARNATION. 

Few, if any, plants are moro admired than a 

batch of these lovely scented flowers when well 
cultivated and their foliugo entirely freo from 
spot—a disease so frequently attacking the 
Carnation, especially the one under notice. To 
do the plants justice a span-roofed house 
should b© set apart for them, as they require 
special treatment, though at times we find a ] 
small batch the picture of health and grown 
with a mixed collection of greenhouse plants. 
These are isolated cases, anti the plants sooner 
or later succumb to the dreaded disease. The | 
accompanying illustration shows a small group j 
in vigorous health and nicely flowered, and as | 
layering time is now with us, we will take our 
starting-point from here, and give in detail 
their requirements up to their flowering period j 
next year. 

Layering.—As soon as the plants have 
passed out of flower, prepare a bed of light, 
sandy soil, with a fair amount of partly- 
decayed leaf soil, 1 ‘2 inches or so in depth, 
placed in n shallow frame. Knock the plants 
oat of their pots, and set the plants out in tho 
prepared soil, laying them on their sides, so 

cow-dung or old hot-bed manure, with a good 
sprinkling of coarse river sand, with a dash 
of soot, will form an excellent compost. 
Carnations enjoy being potted moderately 
firm, using clean pots, thoroughly drained. 
Place the plants buck in the frame again, and 
water, keeping the lights shut down and 
shaded for two or three days. The plants will 
soon make a fresh start, when afford full venti¬ 
lation day and night. 

Repotting.—Shift into 7-inch and 8 inch 
pots as soon as the roots are found to be work¬ 
ing nicely down the sides of the pot. Towards 
November, as the dark days and long nights 
come, remove the plants to a light, airy green¬ 
house. and not too far from tho glass roof, 
standing the pots on ashes or shingle, when 
very little water will be required until the days 
begin to lengthen. Too much care cannot be 
taken that no water is applied until the plants 
actually require it. Very little fire heat is 
necessary ; just enough to keep out the frost 
and tho atmosphere of the house dry during 
wet or foggy days, as it is usually then that 
the spot on’ the grass appears. Dust lightly 
with flowers of sulphur on its first appearance, 
finally removing tho foliage if it shows signs of 
spreading. Fumigate weekly to prevent green¬ 
fly making a home in the centre of the growths, 

m 

Malmaison Carnations. Krom a photograph sent by Mrs. Norman, Holly Hill, Ditchingham. 

that the growths can be easily [logged down. 
The common Bracken Fern does well for the CT>ose. First trim off the bottom leaves, 

ving six to ten near the top of tho shoot, 
then with n small sharp knife make an incision 
on the under side below a joint, bringing the 
knife upward through the Raid joint. Molding 

upward, but not enough to try it when it has 
wen partly severed, or it will snap oft', and 
Over with an inch of soil when it has been 
pegged down. If the soil be fairly moist no 
"ater will be necessary for a couple of days. 
A gentle dewing overhead with the syringe 
twice each day will suffice. Place on tho 
hghts, tilting them a little at the back, and 
"hade during tho brightest part of tho day for 
a couple of weeks, but discontinue as soon ns 
•-be layers begin to form roots, applying water 
'When necessary with a small rose can, so that 
t-he soil is not washed from the layer. In from 

month to six weeks the plants ought to be 
Weady to pot up, carefully severing each one 
^rorn the parent plant with a sharp knife, and 
preserving all the roots and soil attached 
'thereto, and placing in 4-inch to fl inch pots, 

according to vigour of plant. Good fibrous 
V»m, fairly lumpy, two. parte, ope uai half" 
"toyed leaf-soil, and one* part Well-deou^oa- 

and avoid cold draughts. No pinching of the 
shoots must be practised, and a neat stake 
should be nut to each growth betimes. If 
extra fine blooms are desired, the side buds 
must be removed, only retaining the centre 
one ; but, to my mind, this spoils the look of 
the plnnts, so I let them all come to iierfection. 
Avoid too moist an atmosphere overhead while 
in bloom, as the [totals are quickly spoilt if it 
is allowed to settle on the flower. A little 
clear, weak soot-water given once a week tends 
to give the foliage that beautiful dark green 
tint always prevalent with healthy plants. 
Home cultivators grow on part of their stock 
for anothor year, selecting tho healthiest of 
those in tho smaller size pot, reducing the ball 
a bit and moving into 8J-inch und U-mch pots, 
and growing on as before mentioned. My 
best results have boon with a fresh layered 
stock each season, discarding any that lack 

| health and vigour. Of recent years several 
new varieties have been given us, all more or 
loss beautiful, and should bo given a trial 
where variety is enjoyed, though few, if any, 

| is likely to oust the old favourite flesh-coloured 
1 Souvenir de la Malmaison for purity and 
i fragrance. J. M. B. 
I - How, when, or whence these exquisite 
I flowers were introduced to British gardens no )r>nt (fl^f’/jlppears to know. Whether they 
rouijytarigHiated in the once celebrated (IkWii'a 

Royalo de la Malmaison, or whether they 
obtained the name from having been grown 
and appreciated therein, is as a matter of 
history obscure, but in any case, whatever or 
wherever their origin, the fact remains that at 
uo period of their history were they so variable 
or so splendidly grown as they are in British 
gardens to-day. In many of our lieet gardens, 
large and small, Carnation houses are con¬ 
sidered as necessary os vineries and Peach or 
Orchid houses, and the so-called Penietual or 
Tree Carnations, und the superb Malmaison 
vurieties, known by their enormous Rose-like 
blooms and broad curled leafage, are therein to 
bo had in flower all the year round. These 
flowers are also much grown by market 
gardeners and florists, and rarely fail to bring 
a good price in the market, especially early 
in the year. Now and then on warm soils near 
the soa the common old blush Malmaison 
grows, and flowers fairly well in tho ojasn air, 
but the shelter of a cool and airy greenhouse 
is essential in ordor to obtain the finest and 
most [Msrfect blooms. Extremes of tornporu- 
turo and moisture are alike detrimental, iu 
winter a minimum temperature of 50 degv , 
with a rise of 10 dogs, to 15 degs. during the 
daytime, suits them best, with a free and abun¬ 
dant circulation of fresh air. Fresh layers 
should be put down every season after bloom¬ 
ing is over, so ns to keen up a succession of 
sturdy young plants. Tho best compost con¬ 
sists of good fibrous loam, to which may lie 
added soot or wood-ashes, sea sand, and old 
limo rubbish, nnd the pots should bo well 
drained, anything like stagnant moisture at 
the root being fatal to their well-doing. A 
dose of weak soot water is useful now and then 
during spring nnd summer os growth progresses, 
and helps to destroy wiroworm ana other 
enemies in tho soil. Lime water also is bene¬ 
ficial in checking worms and increasing the 
health of the plunts. Tho old blush Malmaison 
is tho earliest known, together with its pink 
sport, but of late years many very distinct and 
handsome varieties in this section have been 
raised.—Field. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
The Dodder on Pelargoniums.—I shall I* very 

pWiiMiI lo know what i-ndoaca In? It grows on the leaves 
of Geraniums oml Anally kills the plants.—Naso. 

(Your plants have been attacked by the Dodder (Cus- 

cuta), a parasitical annual which attaches itself to the 
plant on whloh It grows, and into the texture of which it 
sends out aerial roots at Ihe point of contact, and through 

these imbibes the sap of the attacked plant ] 

Hanging baskets.—Buskets that hang 
from the roof of a greenhouse or balcony, or are 
suspended iu a house window and filled with 
flowering plants, should now lie in tho zonith of 
their beauty, and it is, therefore, most desir¬ 
able that one should keep them in good 
condition as long us possible. Most of the 
causes of failure with hanging-baskets arise 
from forgetfulness on the part of the owner to 
water at tho right time, and this occurs often 
amongst those whoso occupation calls them 
from home during the middle of the day, when 
the heat is most trying. The advice so fre¬ 
quently given—to take the baskets down nnd 
immerse them in a tank of water whenever 
they need it—cannot well be improved upon.— 
Woodbastwick. 

Cinerarias in frames.-Young plants 
of Cinerarias often die off in the summer when 
in frames through being kept too long in one 
pot, instead of giving them tne neodfulshift as 
soon as they are ready. When thoy show 
signs of the lower leaves turning yellow, and 
thrips commence to attack them, it is high 
timo attention was given them. Cinerarias, 
least of any plnnts, should not l»e allowod to 
get into a neglected condition, as one can 
rarely make good any deficiency in this direc¬ 
tion by subsequent treatment. Encourage 
growth by watering and syringing, keeping 
their roots cool by plunging the pots in ashes 
and shading them from hot sun. Steady 
growth with coolness just now is most essential. 
—Leah oust. 

Bouvardlas.—Should any plants require 
a shift it is not too late to repot, using good 
loam, leaf-soil, and a dash of sand, with a small 
quantity of peat if the loam is inolined to W 
hea vy, potting firmly, and keeping under glass 
for a’fovtnight, when they should be stood out 

purtially sL'idol position during tho 
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next month. Those that do not require fresh 
pots should be put out at once, and towards 
the end of August the plants ought to be 
moved to a sunny aspect, where the growth 
may have the chance of ripening up, without 
which a full crop of flower cannot be expected 
during November and December. Secure the 
growths to a neat stake, and pinch out the 
point of the strongest shoots up to the middle 
of August, when no more stopping should take ()iace. Clear weak soot-water is a good stimu- 
ant for Bouvardias at the roots, and is a good 

thing for syringing overhead with after hot 
days, this doing the plants a deal of good and 
warding off birds and red-spider, both of which 
will attack this plant if at all neglected during 
summer.—J. M. B. 

Growing Calceolarias.—I was much 
interested in the article on Herbaceous Cal¬ 
ceolarias, by “ J. M. B.,” in a recent issue of 
Gardening Illustrated. He has given a 
capital simple account of the culture of Calceo¬ 
larias. I have grown them from seed for some 
years, and have flowered a grand lot of about 
Hsi to 200 plants in a cold-house this year, 
which are just over. Each plant was quite 
22 inches high and about 16 inches wide. 
They were in flower about eight weeks, and 
the sight was magnificent It is strange more 
amateurs do not grow them. If I might add 
anything to “J. M. B.’s” remarks, I might 
say that a good strain of seed and careful 
watering are the great secrets in growing 
Calceolarias. Never water unless they want 
it, but do not let them get dry.—E. H. H., 
Hey wood, near Manchester. 

Fuchsias for autumn. -In order to 
have nice little plants for blooming late in 
uutumu, cuttings should be struck now. Put 
them in sharp, sandy soil, and keen them for a 
week or two under a handlight or bell-glass in 
any house or cold-fraine where they can have 
shade and be kept moist by an occasional 
syringing, and they will soon strike root. The 
shoots that form the best cuttings are those 
that are strong and short-jointed. As soon us 
rooted it will l>e necessary to pot them on at 
once in order that they may nave no check. 
For growing Fuchsias nothing answers bettor 
than rich fibrous loam with a little leaf-soil or 
very rotten manure added. In this they should 
be potted somewhat loosely and kept in a close 
pit or frame to give them a start. As soon as 
they get well hold of the soil they may at once 
be moved to a shady situation out-of-doors, as 
though the growth will not be so rapid, what 
they make there will be shorter and firmer, and 
compact little plants that flower freely are 
always the most valuable, as they come in for 
vases in rooms and window embellishment, 
purposes for which small Fuchsias are specially 
well adapted. To keep the roots uniformly 
moist when the plants are grown out-of-doors 
it is a good plan to plunge the pots in littery 
straw or some other non-conducting material, 
which should be wetted from time to time by 
watering the Fuchsias over head after the 
drying heat of tho day. This damping will 
refresh them greatly and help to keep them 
clean, as well as assist them in their growth, 
and to make them compact and symmetrical 
they should be stopped once by 'having the 
points of tho sido shoots nipport out., when they 
will soon branch and form perfect little 
pyramids, a shape which is the most suitable 
for Fuchsias. Plants raised from cuttings now 
and treated in the manner here specified will 
not only lie most valuable for the autumn, but 
they will be of great use for starting early to 
make compact specimens the following spring. 

Begonias fading.—I hav< 
a (airly rich bed in the open air. Aa faat aa the leavea 

form rusty spots appear, which decay into holes, and the 
leaf thus diea I enoioee a specimen leaf, and shall be 
obliged if you will inform me the cause of the rust and 
how to prevent it ? The plants have not been watered In 
sunshine, so the rust can hardly be caused by a blister.— 
Paddy. 

[Your plants are attacked by the Begonia 
rust, which for the last six or eight years has 
given a good deal of trouble in various parts of 
the country. Like other subjects (Fuchsias 
for instance) originally natives of South 
America, they are more satisfactory in a cool 
wet summer tlian when it is very hot and dry 
The cause of the disease has been by different 
authorities attributed to minute-t^rips, fungus 
and a microscopical eel worm/but yo^jsids 
differences of Lopujinost have ‘ 

these points. Of the various remedies tried, 
that which lias given the greatest amount of 
satisfaction consists in giving the bed a good 
mulching of well-decayed manure and leaf 
mould, for this class of Begonias is a liberal 
feeder. If this is done, it, in conjunction 
with the cooler nights that one may reasonably 
anticipate, will doubtless go a good way 
towards renovating your Begonias, and tho 
late summer display may be better than you at 
present anticipate. This disease frequently 
comes on in a very sudden manner, and in 
several instances that have come under our 
notice it followed an addition of leaf-mould or 
other soil made to the flower-beds. Begonias 
of all sections are, particularly under glass, 
liable to be attacked by a very minute kind of 
yellow thrips, that cause the veins of the leaves 
and the points of the young shoots to become 
congested and the flowers to drop before ex¬ 
pansion. They are very troublesome, but the 
result of their injuries ia quite different from 
the ailment from which the leaf sent is suffer¬ 

ing-] _ 

FRUIT. 

WATER MELONS. 

Were our climate warm enough to admit of 
the culture of Melons in the o|>en air we should 
probably place a higher value on the Water 
Slelon than we now do. In countries where 
the summer heat is intense, Water Melons are 
largely grown, and are considered wholesome 
as well as refreshing. The Water Melon, 

The Wafer Melon. 

being of strong growth, requires plenty of 
space, a single plant under favourable condi 
tions covering many feet of soil. In favour¬ 
able seasons in the warmer |«rts of this 
country it is probable the Water Melon would 
succeed, and considering its hardiness and 
vigour we should do well, perhaps, to try it 
under glass, as it does not need much care, and 
bears freely. In any case early planting in 
rich, free soil, and copious waterings are 
indispensable. On the Continent it is planted 
out on gentle bottom-heat early in May, the 
plants being sheltered with bell-glasses until 
they become established. 

v SILVER LEAF IN PEACHES. 

As the season advances one may find in many 
gardens, both indoors and outside, traces of 
this disfiguring disease. As I have had to deal 
with the above disease several times in different 
gardens, a few remarks may not come amiss to 
those readers whose trees may be affected 
by it. As a rule, I have found it attack one 
branch first, and then if not taken in hand 
to gradually work all over the tree. When a 
tree is badly infested it has to the uninitiated 
the appearance of a severe attack of mildew, 
for which many amateurs often mistake it. 
Some few years back I took charge of the fruit 
department of a large garden in tho north of 
England. In one of the late Peach houses was 
a very large Royal George Peach-tree, which, 
as I looked at it for the first time from the 
doorway, put me in mind of nothing so 
much as a Silver Birch trained 

up his mind to replace it by another. 
However, he gave it another season’s grace to 
see if I could do anything to eradicate the fc. 
ease. Nothing coufd be done till towards tie 
end of Septemlter or beginning of October. 
Drainage was perfect, as the subsoil was com 
posed of nothing but sharp sand, which neces¬ 
sitated watering the borders daily throughout 
the growing season. As soon as the leaves 
began to fall the worst affected branches were 
sawn clean out, and the border over the roots 
pricked up with a fork, followed up by a heavy 
mulch of manure, with a good sprinkling U 
lime added. When the tree began to break ia 
spring, feeding was carried out regularly three 
times a week, either with artificial manure u 
liquid from the farmyard. The young groith 
still had the same silver tinge, but in a much 
less degree, which was some reward for the 
trouble taken. By feeding often (and even- 
now and then giving a sprinkling of lime, 
which was washed in by watering) right 

throughout the growing season, the disease 
died away, and the tree made new, dean 
growth. When the tree shed its leaves the 
disease could hardly be seen. The same treat¬ 
ment the following season gave very gratifying 
results, as the tree not only seemed to throi 
off the disease, but carried a few fruits to per 
fection. Since then the tree has behaved vert 
satisfactorily indeed, and has not since, so hr 
as I know, ever shown traces of the disat 
and always bears a good crop. From lb: 
time I have practised the above on many trees 
and seldom failed. The cause of silver-mi,in 
my opinion, is weakness through overcroppng 

and absence of lime ; the cure, ietii; 
well, perfect drainage, plenty of lime, std 
a medium crop. H. B. .1. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Mealy-bug on Vines.-One simple 

and yet cheap remedy against mealy bog 
is hot water. This, applied at a tempera 
ture of about 120 degs., will destroy ill 
that comes into contact with it, and r.li 
not injure the foliage of the Vines. To 
use water at this heat, the operator wdl 
need a cloth to hold the syringe, for this 
will soon become unbearably hot Diret 
this hot water with as much force as pa- 
sible to those portions on which the in¬ 
sects abound. It would not, however, w 
advisable to syringe the bunches direi 
when in a ripe state, but water falling « 
them from overhead leaves will not Ians 
them. Bunches when cut from the'** 
for use may lie held under a hot 
tap to wash out the insects and dep»- 
A time, however, when the most g»i 

can be done is after the Grapes are all ml. 
then the laterals may be shortened f*-' 
l‘ally, so that there is less surface to d«l 
with, and that remaining may be thorough.' 
treated. The water must be applied with all 
the force possible, as it is this jointly with the 
beat that does the work of destruction. " here 
much trouble has existed the walls, horde;, 
trellises, etc., must be treated on similar lio*. 
for stray insects falling on the bonier ex 
secreted in the walls or woodwork soon mile 
headway and become re-established, "hen s 
remedy so cheat) and yet so effective come- 
within the reach of everyone there is not » 
much excuse for having Vines badly infested. 
A touch with methylated spirit will quickly 
destroy any insects left.—W. 

Pruning a Mulberry-tree.-You 
on the pruning of Mulberries. I wish you would 
the pruning. I planted one two years since, sod do 

understand the best way of pruning it—M. C. B. "•_ 

| In the case of the Mulberry, merely thin out i»y 
shoots where they are too thick. Any weak spo) V**' 
ing from the branches in the inside of the tree m») 

removed to admit sun ami air.) 

Plum-tree gumming.—I aiu eodoafor *P*K* ' 
my Orand Duke Plum, as you asked me to send * P* 
later, thanking you for past information reguduiX ■“ 

tree. The tree is on the south wall of the home ■» * 

country village.—J. Laxqlkt. 

[You have, evidently, from the sample ^1. 
been too free with the knife, causing the gUD- 
ining from which your tree if suffering. 
Another reason may be that manure has fee" 
used too freely, thus causing a gross groutu, 
which is liable to gum. Lift the tree in the 
autumn and apply some lime-rubble or 0 
plaster to steady and moderate the growth, sn-^ as a Silver Birch trained to the ___ 

..krellis. As the tree was in such a the gumming will disappear. NaiTin as much 
tChad state the head 17^4 F ofjj.hoyoi.ug vgopd as there is room lor, if the« 
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is any on the tree, and cut out all the bad 
wood.’ If too far gone it will be better to 
rerlaoe with a young healthy tree.] 

Planting Strawberries.—I have a piece of land 

whidi I imdeeiroue ol putting Strawberry plant* on this Sir. It t" now in Potatoes, and I ahall have it got ready 
the plant* in the autumn. It elopes gently to the 

With. The eoil is stiff, and has always been noted for 

jrotring early fruit. Please tell me w hat sorts you think 
•ill be suitable to produce good-sized, early fruit, and 

<tut I can do to induce the early growth?—W. Broms- 

i.tt'VI. 

(To enable you bo have fine and early fruit 
next year on your newly-planted Strawberries 
of the coining autumn you should select all the 
very earliest runners you can. Cut them from 
ihe’old plants and dibble them out 6 inches 
,if»rt into well-manured soil, where in dry 
weather they can be kept well watered. They 
should then be strong and well rooted to plant 
ont when the Potato crop comes off. But 
when you take off the Potatoes you should dig 
ib deeply a further manure dressing, or other¬ 
wise after the first year the plants will do 
indifferently. If you have to purchase plants 
we fear you will not get them strong enough 
to give you fruit next year. Only quite early 
jnd strong runners will do that. The best 
market Strawberries are Royal Sovereign and 
Sir Joseph Paxton. Earliness to bloom and 
irait after all depends chiefly on position, 
ataootof frost, and general nature of soil.] 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
A yellow Rhododendron.—In your 

i--ue, week ending July 12, a correspondent 
referred to a yellow Rhododendron exhibited 
hv M. Moser, of Versailles, at the Paris flower 
“bow in May. I wrote to M. Moser, and 
enclose his courteous reply. It may save other 
readers from being misted, for though doubt¬ 
less lovely as an Azalea, it will not suit where 
the evergreen one is required.—A Bayldon, 

frrduh, S. Devon. 
The Azalea pontica Baron Ed. de Roths¬ 

child, though having the umbels of flowers as 
big as those of some Rhododendrons, is like the 
n-ual forms of Azalea pontica, with deciduous 
Wiage.—Rene Moser. ” 

Abutilon vitifollum.—This cannot be 
Ei"ed quite hardy, perhaps, but when it has 
withstood 12 degrees of frost several nights in 
w■•ctssiin and no harm is done to the plant it 
may certainly claim to be half-hardy. In the 
grounds here, sheltered by trees, it has reached 
nearly 16 feet high, and during the month of 
June was a sight not soon to be forgotten. Its 
lovely porcelain-blue, Mallow-shaped flowers 
ought the eye of all visitors, some thinking it 
»»»an Hibiscus. It can be increased by cut¬ 
tings in early spring or in the autumn by 
giving close treatment under a handglass and 
protecting from frost. Should any pruning bo 
required, it is best done early in the new year, 
before growth commences.—East Devon. 

Qulck-growinjs trees for shade.—Would 
kindly give me the names of some common English 

lew which would be of the quickest growth and give the 
iftikst amount of shade, as I am meditating taking a 

bouse in a bare locality ? The names oi any quick- 
••rewag ornamental shrubs and the general treatment ot 

would be of great value to me.—Widbrook. 
[Quick-growing trees that can be recom¬ 

mended for such a purpose are: Acer 
phteaoidee (Norway Maple), Acer pseudo- 
riatanus (Sycamore), Ailantus glandulosa 
Jrce of Heaven), Fraxinus excelaior (Ash), 
riataaus acerifolia (Plane), Populus alba 
'' r-ite Poplar), Populus canadensis (Canadian 

Poplar, one of the most rapid growing of all), 
Populus fastigiata (Lombardy Poplar), Populua 
tiwnnla (Aspen), Tilia vulgaris (the Lime). 

" evergreens: Pinus austriaca (Austrian 
Pine), Pinus Laricio (Calabrian Pine), Pinus 
eicelsa (Himalayan Pine), Cupressus Lawsoni- 
*oai, and Thuja gigantea. Of shrubs or small 
’•iees there are; Berberis stenophylla (Golden- 

Barberry), Colutea arborescena 
bladder Senna), Deutzia crenata flore-pleno, 

I ^able-flowered Deutzia), Forsythia suspensa, 
A-urnum, Negundo fraxinifolia vanegata 

■^negated Negundo), Phiiadelphus coronariua 
l Mock Orange), Phiiadelphus grandiflorus 
Large-flowered Mock Orange), Ribes san- 

iromeum (Flowering Currant), Sambucus nigra 
•“irea (Golden-leaved Elder), Syringa f ‘ 
,a many varieties, and Weigelas, all our 

growing shrubs whose flowers run from white 
to crimson, some of the pink forms being very 
pretty. All the above - named shrubs are 
deciduous. While the above-named may be 
taken its the best in their respective classes, 
the list might be considerably extended; but 
from the tone of your letter we have, we 
think, given as many as you require. Planting 
may be done from the beginning of November 
onwards. In purchasing the plants take care 
that they are clean-grown, healthy stuff and 
have been transplanted within the last two 
years, as they then feel the check of removal 
less than if they have been long established in 
one spot. In most nurseries they are 
frequently shifted to inure them to the 
change. In planting, take care that the holes 
are sufficiently large to accommodate the roots 
without cramping them, and see that the soil 
is made perfectly firm all around. If the 
planting is done rather thickly at first for the 
sake of shelter, do not hesitate to thin out 
some of the least important if they become at 
all overcrowded. ] 

Wild single Roses and common 
Honeysuckle.—These have been u mass of 
bloom in our country lanes for many weeks 
during this summer. Those of us who are 
always mixed up with cultivated plants (good 
as they may be) find a relief in the flora of our 
lanes and ditches, and I often think we in the 
west have a great wealth of them. The wild 
Rose has a charm quite its own. This is seen 
when a large mass in full bloom stands amongst 
or is backed up with other greenery ; added to 
this, all formality is gone, and the many shades 
of colour are noteworthy, from pure white to 
brighter shades in pink and red. Their beauty 
is increased when they have as a companion the 
Honeysuckle, which is often met with in West 
Dorset. Bright pink Roses and yellow Honey¬ 
suckle associate well together, and when seen 
climbing up the side of a tree or big Thorn-bush 
present a sight not easily forgotten. In many 
of our lanes the air is loaded with the sweet 
perfume in the evening. Everyone loves the 
Woodbine, and where it is possible it should 
find a home in the garden. Recently I saw it 
growing at the foot of two stone pillars by a 
lodge gate. A wire was placed round to tie the 
main stems to. In a private garden near 
Yeovil about the same time I saw it growing 
as a standard in mixed hardy plant oorders 
with good effect, and a recent correspondent 
recommended it for pots, a purpose it must be 
charming for. Many of our pleasure grounds 
would benefit by more of these two shrubs and 
fewer of the common Laurels.—J. Crook. 

BOOKS. 

“ROSES FOR ENGLISH GARDENS.”* 
There are so many books on the “ Rose ” that 
we doubt if another were wanted much, and 
fear this book has not arisen from the hearts of 
the authors—capable as the authors are—or the 
needs of the public so much as from a desire to 
use up a number of illustrations. There are 
far too many of these, and they are a great 
deal too much alike. In one case there are as 
many as twelve pages of cuts together, without 
a word of any kina between ; in another case 
there are eignt, in another six, and in another 
nine. We nave never seen anything like this 
before, even in these days of process cuts. The 
list of the best Roses at tne end is far too 
limited, and some of the very best are omitted. 
The stupefying division of Roses into “garden 
and exhibition ” is kept up, although Mr. 
Mawley nullifies this by saying that in some 
cases the Rose is both an “exhibition and 
a garden ” one. There is nothing more ensnar¬ 
ing to a certain kind of mind than false and 
needless definition, and there never was a more 
foolish one than the division of Roses into 
“garden and exhibition.” There have been 
so many garden books issued of late that we 
hope the publishers will be a little more care¬ 
ful, especially in making books on subjects 
that are already overdone. In this book, 
which is pretty and well printed, there is no 
information that is not already abundantly to 
be had in the works of Dean Hole, the Rev. 
Foster-Melliar, and other writers. 

‘ Rosea lor 
dw&rd Mawle; 

real 8 
Gardens,” by Gertrude Jekyll and 

Jtewnes, Ltd., 7—12, Southamp- 

UNI 

GARDEN WORK. 

Conservatory.—Bush Chrysanthemums 
should be pinched for the last time. If pinched 
later the flowers may be more numerous, but 
they will be smaller. Those plants intended 
to produce large blooms should have all sido 
shoots regularly removed. In some cases pre 
mature buds have been formed. These, of 
course, will be removed, as the blooms will be 
useless. Rich top-dressings should be given 
when the roots have occupied all the soil, and 
weak liquid-manure may be given when neces 
sary, but avoid over-feeding, us the growth 
must not be rushed. The plants must be 
securely staked and not crowded ; there must 
be room to move freely amoDg them, to do the 
necessary work. Earwigs will probably be 
troublesome, and must be sought for diligently 
and destroyed. Hiding-places can be made for 
them among the foliage, using sheets of paper 
crumpled up and placed among the branches. 
Pieces of white rag, about the size of a pocket- 
handkerchief, used in the same way will be 
even more useful than paper, because more 
lasting. There is one disadvantage in using 
Bamboos as stakes for Chrysanthemums —they 
are neat and lasting, but being hollow the ear¬ 
wigs creep into the cavity at tne top and wait 
there till they are hungry. A stout piece of 
wire thrust into the hole during the day when 
they have retired will kill them, or, if pre 
ferred, the hole may be stopped with a small 
plug of wood, effectually closing the orifice. A 
group of Cannas when well grown is attrac¬ 
tive from this onwards through the autumn, 
but the plants must have good-sized pots and 
the soil should be rich, though this may be 
made up with liquid-manure when the plants 
have mado roots abundantly. I was rominded 
the other day of the value of the Fig-Marigold 
(Mesembryanthemum) by seeing a well - 
flowered, drooping plant among a group of Slants at a cottage garden show. These have 

isappeared from better class gardens, but 
occasionally a plant or two may be seen in cot¬ 
tage windows in the country, and very pretty 
they are in a sunny window. More than three 
hundred varieties have been catalogued, and 
now that South Africa is being opened up it 
might pay someone to introduce them again. 
They are very charming, and are not difficult 
to propagate and cultivate. They are nice for 
baskets and brackets. 

Stove.—Do with as little shade as possible 
now, and ventilate more freely to keep down 
temperature. This will ripien and harden the 
growth. Orchids which have completed their 
growth may be moved to a house with a drier 
atmosphere. Dendrobiums and Calanthes will 
do in a vinery or a rather deep) pit-, lightly 
shaded. In the vinery the foliage of the Vines 
will afford sufficient shade. The young winter¬ 
flowering stuff will do best now in pits, 
lightly shaded for two or three hours in the 
middle of the day. Do not crowd anything 
now, either in pits or houses. It will be better 
to grow fewer plants than draw things up 
weakly by overcrowding. Watering is always 
important work, and should never be left to 
inexperienced hands, as, though there is less 
danger of overwatering now than in the winter, 
yet it is sometimes done. Specimen plants 
should be looked over twice in the twenty-four 
hours, and apply the usual test of tapping the 
sides of the pot. Clear soot-water may be 
given to Gardenias. Anything which requires 
more forcing stimulant may have a weak 
solution of any of the plant foods in the 
market, of which there are now many, al 
more or less good. Soft water in a time of 
drought is generally scarce, but the necessary 
atmospheric moisture at such times may be 
supplied by frequently damping the floors. 
No fire-heat will be required now. 

The late vinery.—Scalding sometimes 
happens to closely-stopped Vines, and such 
kinds as Lady Downe’s, Madresfield Court, 
and other Mriscats, which sometimes scald 
when the foliage is much curtailed, will re¬ 
quire careful management. The true remedy 
is to leave plenty of foliage without unduly 
crowding ana ventilate freely, eepiecially early 
in the morning. In the case of Vines whicn 
have been too closely stoppied, a light shade 
may boused on vary, hot days. Forcing-houses 
of modern conduction contain less wood 
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and more glass than older structures and re¬ 
quire more care in management. In very 
light structures with large squares of glass 
the Vines should be dropped a little further 
from the glass ; 18 inches will be none too 
much, and I have known houses where even 
this distance has been exceeded with advan¬ 
tage. Vines are gross feeders, and where the 
borders are as well drained as they ought to 
be it is not likely they will get too much water. 
The season, as regards the temperature, has 
been very fluctuating, and it is well to be 
ready to apply a little fire-heat when the cold 
change comes. 

Ferns under glass.—Seedlings should 
be pricked off thinly into boxes, and young 
plants which have acquired some size in boxes 
should be potted off singly. There is no better 
place for young Ferns during the next month 
or six weeks than a nit or low frame on a bed 
of coal-ashes, shaded from bright sunshine and 
kept moist. Maiden-hair and other Ferns 
which will have to supply fronds for cutting 
during autumn and winter should be freely 
ventilated and not too heavily shaded, so that 
the fronds may be hardened. Plants in 5-inch 
pots which have filled the pots with roots may 
have a shift into 6-inch pots. ’ At least half the 
compost should be goea, sound loam, and they 
should stand thinly, so that there may be room 
for full development. Ferns in baskets will 
require a good deal of water now, and if hard 
water has to be used, let it stand in the sun¬ 
shine for a few hours to soften it. 

The early Peach-house should be 
very freely ventilated now that the fruits are 
all gathered. If possible, remove the lights, 
ana by complete exposure thoroughly ripen 
the wood. The night dews and showers will 
be beneficial, and see that the roots are moist. 

Window gardening.—Begonias are a 
strong feature how. The old variety Weltoni- 
ensis is a favourite cottage-garden plant. I 
have noticed Tuberous Begonias in several 
window-boxes are doing well and attracting a 
good deal of attention. They want rich soil 
and careful watering in north aspects. The 
Mimulus family are useful, especially the 
spotted hybrids, which grow freely and hang 
over the sides of the box. Indoor Palms, 
Ferns, and Aspidistras are cool and resting to 
the eyes. For suspending we have the Cam¬ 
panulas. 

Outdoor garden. — If it should be 
necessary to sow seeds of any kinds in hot 
weather, soak the ground in the evening and 
sow in the morning following, and shade till 
germination takes place. Under those con¬ 
ditions all good seeds will germinate strongly. 
This is not at the moment ideal weather for 
budding, but the time for such work is early, 
and we can wait; or, if there are only a few 
stocks to do, a good soaking of water will start 
the bark, and the budding can be done in the 
evening or early in the morning. If one has 
young seedlings to prick out and the weather 
is hot and dry, soak the ground in the evening 
and plant on the morning following. Shado 
can be improvised by sticking a few branches 
among the plants. These will suffice, either 
till the weather changes or the plants 
are established and require no more help. 
These arc details that we havo often found 
useful when dealing with such things as hardy 
Primulas and Forget-me-nots, which soon 
perish if disturbs in dry, hot weather. 
Oriental Poppies are very bright whilst tlioy 
last, but soon get shabby alter the flowers 
fade. They are very bright among shrubs, 
and, if Chrysanthemums are planted near, they 
will take their place now. Hardy early- 
flowering bulbs, such as Crocuses, Snowdrops, 
and Narcissi, may be lifted and sorted now, 
ready for planting next month. 

Fruit garden.—One of the most impor¬ 
tant jobs just now is securing a stock of Straw¬ 
berry runners for forcing and planting. This 
has not been a good season for the market 
grower, though those who grow late sorts may 
do better. Royal Sovereign is the best early 
kind. This season the frost cut the early 
blooms and made the gathering backward, and 
it clashed with Paxton, and a glut was created 
when the hot weather set in. Latest of All is 
a good bearing kind, but the of colour is 
against it, thqu^ tha flavors 

Something more might bo done with Elton hardy Primulas in boxes in a shady frama 
Pine for Tate use. Sir C. Napier is a good Budding and layering are continued. 
Strawberry and there is never a glut of British August 8th.—We are waiting for rain for 
Queen. In some gardens I visit, Apples and pricking off a lot of seedling hardy staff, as 
Plums are very plentiful, chiefly on young cannot face the labour of watering so m&nv 
trees planted from eight to ten years. From young things in a dry, hot time. Box edgings 
this onwards to twenty years is the most profit- have been trimmed, and all evergreen hedge* 
able time for fruit-trees. Before and after the of Yew, Privet, and Box have been cut. The 
crop is often scanty. A good deal may be done Box makes a very neat hedge in the gardes, 
to help young trees by judicious top-dressing, All houses where Grapes are ripening We 
or mulching with anything which has any been, as far as possible, cleared or plants, and 
manurial value. Keep the growth of open-air after the last watering the borders will be 
Vines thin and the fruiting shoots pinched covered with straw. 
back to one or two leaves. Where there is A uguM 9th.—Herbs have been cut for drying 
room, train up a young shoot that will replace and vegetables gathered for pickling. All ire 
one of the old ones in the near future. The gathered when dry. Strawberry runners ire 
summer pruning of wall trees sVould he done still being layered into pots, as we want muv 
now. Leave from four to five leaves, and then and cannot obtain enough at once. AU 
the back eyes will not start, and may develop summer pruning of fruit-trees has Wb 
into fruit-buds for next season’s crop. Remove attended to. Top-dressed Cucumbers in frame*, 
all deformed fruits from Pears and Applas. We want to keep these going till beginning oi 
Lord Suffield Apple is in good condition now. October, and we generally have no difficulty in 

Vegetable garden. — Sait is a good this\ nncl thftt timo the firafc lot ,ri11"« 
dressing for land in dry seasons, especially for com,nK on- _ 
green crops. It is not. so good for Potatoes, auttw 
unless the soil is very porous. This season and LAW AND CUSTOM. 
last one could scarcely do wrong in applying _ . —_ „ , . , 
salt to any land, tof on all „il, th./ropf 'SSL.'SHil K 
suffered from drought. This season the crop erowimr. The owner of the adjoiniim rarien hMp!i»] 
have not suffered quite so much; still, the Elder-trees, which irroir high above die will, uda 
rainfall hn* not heen sufficient fnr trrwn crons bh8ht 0,1 the fruit-trees. Can I insist upon h» cWB»{ rain tan nas not Deen sufficient tor green crops thcm w leve, of will or not?_H. f. 
on light or porous soils and a pound of salt to [You cannot compel your neighbour to cat 
the square yard would have had a good effect. the trees but if he wifj not do the work rx 
Sow an early kind of French Beau on a warm may do it yourself. Your best course is togre 
border where it can be protected, and a further him written notice that if he does notw. tb 
planting may take place a little later in a pit, trees within a reasonable time-sav xiffia 
with the lights off for a time. Sow Lettuces thrco weeks from tbe date Qf the notice ica 
and Endive freely now ; it ts better to have wiU do the work your8etf. ][ he fails to 
too many than too few. Bath Cos and the comply with the request you may properk do 
Hardy Hammersmith Cabbage are reliable the work yourself. You "may only cut lb* 
kinds. Hicks’ Hardy \V hit® Cos and All the portions which are actually overhanging voar ' 
Year Round Cabbage are also good, and every fand or ,,rowjng jn it. vou raav cut it* 
gardener knows what, a good little Lettuce portions perpendicularly over the boundvy 
Vheeler’s Tom Thumb is. Make a fresh sow- 

ortions perpendicularly over the oounayy, 
ut you must not cut further back than the 
oundary or you will be liable to an action of 
resnass. You will srathor from this replvthat 

E. Hobpay. 

THE COMING WEEK'S WORK. 

Extracta from a Garden Diary. 

you cannot lower the height of the trees-voor 
neighbour mav allow* them to grow as high a* 

he chooses—although, of course, if any of tin 
upper branches overhang your laud you mij 
sever those branches perpendicularly over the 
boundary.] 

™ a-BIRDS. 
August fth.—The surface is freely stirred _ 

among Winter Greens, Turnips, Lettuces, Death of Canary (Y. K.J.—h 
Endives, etc. Tomatoes outside are regularly servatory would be about the worst 
trained, and the surface between the rows jiossible in which to keep a bird at this 
freely stirred. The bottom trusses are well of the year unless the greatest care was 'A® 
set, "but we shall stop the leaders when the to well protect the cage from the full glare oi 
tops of the stakes are reached and permit no the sun. The Canary sent was too decompwd 
further progress upwards. No flower-stems on arrival to permit of a full examination, lb 
are permitted on Seaknle. Root-cuttings sudden death may, however, be safely sttn 
make the host plants, and seeds are not sown, huted to heat apoplexy, otherwise sunstroke. 
Sowed Chervil. caused by the direct action of the solar beit- 

Angust 5th.—The ground for Winter Spinach An attack qf this kind does not always ow* 
and Onions has been dressed with soot and immediate death, but the patient will aim*' V7U1U1U-' unn wxju uig-vk"! atiu -. --. ' . - r . .. . / 

forked over, ready for sowing shortly; but a certainly remain in a paralysed condition w 
further sowing of Spinach will be made later, rest of its life. Where there is disease 
os this is an important crop. A little soot hns the liver or fatty degeneration of the tea- 
been dusted over the Celery to keep off the heat aDoplexy is pretty sure to prove 
Celery-fly. Pelargoniums have been cut down _ Celery-fly. Pelargoniums have been cut down 
and cuttings inserted. We are also putting in 
cuttings oi Fuchsias and ©arly-floworing Zonal 

Geraniums. Those Geraniums intended for 
winter-flowering are outside, with all flower- 
buds picked off. 

POULTRY. 

Hens with scaly legs (hquinr)- 

Your hen had suffered from scaly legs * 
disease which may lie due either to a detic-'eny 

August Gth.—Sowed a few more seeds of in the secretion*of oily products or to par*?1'* 
Ellam’s Early Cabbage. Planted Coleworts influence, the lattembeing prevalent in confine 
10 inches apart, also Tom Thumb Savoy, runs or • wherever space is somewhat limited* 
Liquid-manure is given to Figs on south wall. Langshuns and their crosses are very subject 
The borders are shallow and well drained, and to this complaint. The best treatment is to 
the Brown Turkey is carrying a good crop. A thoroughly bathe the legs w ith warm water, 
note has been made of Gypsophila elegans, and, when dry, rub well with neat's-foot oil, 
which has been found valuable for light afterwards applying a little vaseline. 1" 
decorative work, even more so than the severe cases a mixture of turpentine »i» 
perennial variety G. paniculate. Shall further paraffin will be found useful, the mixture being 
sow the annual variety in succession. applied with a hard brush after the legs hjre sow the annual variety in succession. applied with a hard brush after the legs hs'« 

August 7th.—The beds of Geraniums and been thoroughly washed with soap and^y.'^ 
Petunias are very bright. We generally plant It would be well to dress any birds that s - 
some Geraniums of the best bedding sorts in symptoms of this complaint, and a' 
reserve beds for producing cuttings to save the thoroughly cleanse ana lime wash rb0Vi‘£ 
beds, and those will soon be heaaed back and places used by the ailing birds. Ain • 
cuttings inserted. They will be rooted in the ment and vaseline in equal :parts ** yj 
open air. Heliotrope Lord Roberts, of good serviceable in scaly legs, " hen the 
habit, produces very large flowers and makes arises from parasitic influence, sulpnar L 
> good mass. Sowed seeds of Auricmasand mehlt proves very beneficial.—S. S. «• 
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OORRESPONDENOE. 

Questions.—Queries and answers are inserted in 
• of charyi _ fret qf charge if correspondent! follow three 

rule.' AU communication* ehould be clearly and concisely 
written on one ride of the paper only, and addrtreed to 
tie Editor of Gauhhiko, 17, Fumival-itreet. Holbom, 
Lmion, S.O. Let ten on tmeineee ehould be cent to 
the Fuauam. The name and addrtee of the tender are 
reputed in addition to any deeignatiem he may detire to 
Or wed in the paper. When more than one query it tent, 
tech ihould be on a eeparate piece of paper, and not more 
the* three queries ehould be lent at a time. Corrttpon- 
dnu ihould bear in mind that, at Gardixmo hoe to be 
ml to preei tome time in advance of date, queries cannot 
aJuayi be replied to in the issue immediately following 
tAe receipt of their communication. We do not reply to 
queries by port. 

Naming ftnlt.—Readers who desire our help in 
n—iRiim fruit ihould bear in mind that leoeral specimens 
■'—a iifnent ttages of colour and site of the tame kind 
jm^eily auist in ill determination. We have received 
Jr cm leceral correspondents single specimens of fruits 
/o* narnui^, these in many cases being unripe and other- 
--v« poor. The difference between varieties of fruits are, 
■>^na»y cawz, to trifling that it is necessary that three 
.f^=*cimmi of each kind should be lent. We can undertake 
t 'm MMO only four varieties at a time, and these only when 

Mom directionI arc observed. 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 
Paraffin emulsion, to make (IP. U. CottereH)— 
t X quirt of soft-soap in 2 quarts of boiling water, 

hot add 1 pint of paraffin-oil. Mix all well 
L:vtU» »ilh a syringe, then dilute ten or twelve times 

w-itka water, and add a quarter of a pint of turpentine. 

Dahlias (Flora).—The old tubers provide a rich 
rt'rfrtay cl bloom, but the flowers are not up to exhibition 
•raadud. Those who grow Dahlias really well prefer 

-oung pilots struck from cuttings every year. Soc our 
raids on "Orowing Dahlias," In the Issue of June 14, 

203. 

Slugs In garden (C. IPA—Small heaps of bran, 
oda pined on piece of slate or board, make good traps- 
lasting with fresh lime is very useful, and large numbers 

jay be killed of an evening if the plants that are attacked 
ocl the ground round them are examined with the aid of 
l»u tern. 

W lreworm (C. IP.).—No insecticide Is of much use, 
n-1 trapping la ths only way of destroying them, seeing 
oix cannot allow your ground to lie fallow for a season, 
la-res of Carrots, Turnips, Potatoes, or Rape coke buried 

trout an inch below the soil make good traps. Each 
hould have a small skewer stuck into it to show where 

: * roe buried. These should be examined every morning 
net the wireworm found on them destroyed. 

-Alters falling (IP. T. G. //.)—Your Asters are 

Itmded hy a deadly fungus, which has done much injury 
l many gardens this season. Unfortunately, no remedy 

»» set been found against it You may, however, try 
lsi»*ing around the plants and also the base of the stem 

I'Mielj with air slacked lime, or you may mix i pint of the 
with a pint of sulphur, and dust the base of any 

oplants. You may use the sulphur alone on the 

'awe ol the stem, taking care to get as little as possible on 
te toiL 

Ooarse Grass and weeds on lawn (Spec and 
ms.J. T. BA—We advise that next winter these coarse 

‘es he forked out, all the stoloniferous or running 
they have picked out, then some fresh soil added, 

mad turves from fine pasture be laid to replace them. 
.... Wdlisg turf, then make the soil un fine and firm, and sow 

. ceper lawn Grass seed, well rolling it in. Do that in 

MW1 ember, placing some branches over to keep off birds 
>»<*e coarse Grasses and weeds too often come because 

km seeds used in making a lawn are from a hay-loft, 

r i ECoving a standard Glolre de Dijon Rose 
fC-A-It is a very risky business to move a Rose now, and 

dear it must be performed with great care. Haring 

c-^ptred the new site for it first, thoroughly well water 
. W Rose, ami then lift it with as muoh soil adhering to its 

oote as possible, and plant it again at once. Give it a 
fsod syrioging and watering, muich with rotten manure, 
od, if in a sunny situation, hang a hit of canvas over it 

t bring the day until it becomes re-established. It 

houid also be syringed overhead night and morning. 

Growing Brugmanslas (Flora\ —Bnigmansias 
will flower freely whether pruned or not, but it is usual to 

^.es\ them bock to the hard wood or nearly so, in order to 

prevent them occupying too much space. All, of course, 
jl depends on the room you have. In the autumn and during 

the winter, when growth has ceased, give less water, only 

Iff ping sufficient to keep the soil from getting too dry, and 
; kv-ping in an ordinary greenhouse. About the beginning 

«f March turn them out and repot into larger pot, using a 
1 nee post of one half good turfy loam, the other half being 

kai mould and well-decayed manure, with a dash of sand. 

As U>e pots get full of roots an occasional dose of liquid- 
msnure will be beneficial. 

Making a lawn (Oakley)—The first thing yon will 
rut to do it to see that the drainage is good, otherwise 

)»i will be troubled with Moss. It is doubtful whether if 

obtained now freeh turves and laid them ever so care¬ 
er that they would grow, and it is equally late to sow 
"rid. Your best plan will be to break up the surface 

■Corral inches deep in September, make the soil fine and 
el, and then sow soms Grass seed, with some artificial 

'“Enure, raking all woll in, and then rolling well If the 
'father is at all good, you should have a good green 

ord by the end of October. If you cannot sow or lay 
J^wn turf, then prepare the soil and sow next April. If 

,^e soil be very heavy, odd to it before sowing a liberal 
V-rteing of gritty street sweepings. See article in this 

on “ Dawns," p. 294. 

Orange-fungus on Rose (Wi'nfon and F. B. L.) 
>'-Th« red or Orange-rust (Pragmldium subcorticum) 

^aay Am combated in the following manner and for the 
^5>a«wiDg reasons. The fungus Is one that takes three 

'riomM before the cycle of its existence is compleUy^TT 
Bret on the leaves in orange powdery patihes. 

become darker, owing to- ttty I ftrihitidr. of\th 

second kind of spores, which are dark brown, and the 
third kind is produced later and forms small black dote on 

the undersidee of the leaves. In this state the fungus 
passes the winter, the spores from these black dots infect¬ 

ing the young leaves ths following spring. Therefore It is 
very essential when the leaves fall In the autumn that 
they should be collected and burnt, and plants that have 

been attacked should be thoroughly wetted with 2 or. of 
sulphate of copper dissolved In 3 gallons ol water in the 
spring before the buds open. If the disease still shows 

itself, spray with weak Bordeaux-mixture and pick off the 
infected leaves. 

staking Dahlias, etc. (D.) —In staking Dahlias 

(which should always be done) do not tic them up in the 
shape of a broom by drawing ail the shoots tightly to one 
stake, for this mode gives them an unnatural and ugly 

appearance, and when strong winds prevail the wholo are 
frequently blown down together. It is a much more 

effectual and better looking plan to use four or five 
moderate sized stakes for each plant, to which tie the 
branches out; th ji has the double advantage of improving 

their appearanco and letting light and air through the 
plant*, which keeps them, II thinned out, dwarf and strong. 
Water must l>e given liberally when the ground is at all 

dry, or they will rcoelve a vary severe check. If grown in 
beds by, themselves the whole surface of tho soil should be 
mulched over with 3 inches of rotten manure ; if in borders 
amongst other plants, a space ought to be mulched round 
each Dahlia as far as the roots extend. 

Sweet Peas falling (Thistle)—YoursIs not by any 

means an uncommon experience. Each year In our 
collection, which, by the way, is a fairly extensive one, we 

hare failures similar to your own. The buds have formed, 
and we begin to congratulate ourselves that the display 
will continue. Suddenly one in a group of plants begiiiB 

to fail, turns yellow, and ultimately withers and dies, 
without any apparent reason for it. The piece of haulm 

you sent us was so flattened out and bruised that we 
cannot lately determine the cause of failure in your cose. 

It may bo attributed to the action of wirewonns, these 
pests quickly tapping the flow of sap in tho main stem of 
the plant, and causing it to fail In a comparatively short 

time. The leather-Jacket grub Is also capable ol doing 
serious harm in a somewhat similar manner, and if your flints lmve been treated to a mulching ot manure, it is 

ust possible this material may have contained the 
enemy. We think, however, that the evil may be trace¬ 

able to an insect pest, most probably the red-spider, and 
for this reason it is advisable to occasionally syringe the 

plants with an Insecticide of some sort or another. 
Quassia chip* In solution, as prepared for Iloaes, have been 
tried with success, and if this Is applied quite early In the 

season and repeated from time to time, the evil may be 
prevented. You sav you always have your plants well 
watered in dry weather. Do you also give the foliage a 

good syringing? Such treatment materially assists to 
keep them in a healthy condition. 

VEGETABLES 

Winter Spinach (S. W.) —When town on a dry, 
warm border of good well-tilled soil about the middle of 

August, this is a valuable crop. It should either be sown 
thinly, or be thinned out at two'operntions—first hy draw, 

ing the hoe through it in the same way as Turnips are 
hoed out, and then a short time afterwards singling out 

the plants by hand to 7 inches or 8 inches apart. If the 
supply is required mainly for winter, it is better not to 

piuk any leaves off in the autumn, as that would, in a 
measure, retard anil weaken the growth. If the plant* 
are allowed to grown on unchecked, thorc will be almost 

to a certainty a very valuable supply of Spinach in the 

winter. 
FRUIT. 

Pears cracking (E. W. God.len)—It is very 

probable that your Pear-tree roots have gone down into 
the clay subsoil and do not find propor food. Next 
November lift the tree, get some good loam and add to I he 

soil, then replant afterwards, mulching well with some 
r itten manure. In this way you will enc ourage surface- 

roots, and thus benefit the tree in every way. 

" Warts " on Vino-leaves (C.) —The Vine-leaves 
sent were covered with these “ warts.” They are certainly 
Injurious, and are the result of ill-health on the part of the 

Vinca. In this case no doubt the Vines received a check 
early in their career, and the border appears to be in bad 

order. This should be rectified early In the autumn. A 
very close, warm, and moist atmosphere In the vinery will 

produce these “warts." You are doing quite right in 
encouraging growth now so long ss it is not overcrowded. 
The main thing to do, however, will be to get the Vine- 

border put right In due season. 

Gooseberry fungus (ft. B. Cruickshank)—Your 
Gooseberries havo lieen attacked by the Gooseberry 

Cluster (Tun fungus, a by no means uncommon fungus, 
but it is seldom tnat it occurs in sufficient abundance to 

injure the crop. Many of these fungi have a sort of dual 
existence. Tho spores from the Gooseberry Cluster Cups 
do not germinate on the Gooseberry leaves, but on those 

of sedgee and vies-vend. You ought to gather all the 

infested fruit and burn it, and when next year the leaves 
begin to open, spray them two or three times at intervals 
of a week with J oz. of sulphide of potassium (liver of 

sulphur) dissolved in a little warm water, adding enough 

water to make a gallon. 

Russetty Peaches (Scottish Bender)— In Nec¬ 
tarines it is not an uncommon experience to finds fruits 

with a russetty skin, but in Peaches it is to us quite a new 
diseaae- In the case of Nectarines it comes on trees 

growing in unheated houses, and is due more to atmoe- Bheric than to root troubles. Where heat is employed 

le trouble does not arise. It would appear that your 
fruit received a check In their early stages of growth, 
which, ss in Nectarines, need not Interfere with the after 

growth or vigour of the trees. Extreme cold or frost may 
account for it, especially if the fruit should be damp in the 

evening either from vapour or late syringing. Are you 
sure the house has not been closed during some period of 

bright sunshine when the fruit was in a tender state? 

The skin of the fruits you have sent appears hard and 
smooth apart from the russet patches, which suggest an 
arid atmosphere and high temperature at some earlier 

date. Tho fslt of the fruit on each of the three trees 
i’l/ *e<l-te» strengthens our conviction that the 

o' ygprfcVcpiaint is not due to root failing, 

atmospheric treatment. In a young state these fruits sre 

very tender, and ere liable to injury from the most trivial 
causes. Fumigation sometimes accounts for Peach 

troubles, and in a cold-house they are more sensitive than 
in heated ones. It is Important that trees be dry before 

nightfall. This is imperative in the south, and would be 
still more to in the north. 

SHORT REPLIES. 

T»m.—We suspect your plant Is Crimini capenee, and if 
in good health should corn- the foliage at lime of flower- 
ing.-W. Sutton—You have too many plants in the 

frame ; one to each light waa sufficient. You aro also 
giving too much air. Keep the lights on during the day. 

with air on at the back only. The shoot*are, we fear, too 
thick, thus bringing about the failure.-r. K. II.—You 
cannot do better than get a small saddle boiler.-S. A.— 
It is quite impossible to advise without seeing the garden. 

Your best plan will be to consult someone in the vicinity. 
-Straicberry.—We think you will find that the culprits 
are mice.-G. M. S. —Quite impossible to assign any 

reason.-Madae.—You might try any of the followlrg : 
Camellia, Escailonia.Oarrya, Otearla, Pieris, or Viburnum. 
-U. C.—Your Hweet Poaa have evidently been attacked 

by thrips. a minute insect which follows dry ness at ths 
roots and In the atmosphere.-W. Back.—Bee reply to 
“ H. T.," in our issue of June 28, p. 230.-Hector.—The 
best white Ivy-leaved Pelargonium is The Blush, another 
good variety being Zaire, in which the flowers are lightly 

veined with black.-Georgic.—See reply to " Botany 
J. L," in our issue ol July 0, 1901, p. 2f>2, which can lie 

had of the publisher, post free, lor 1 Jd. You oannot do 
better than get " Handbook of the British Flora," 
Bentham.-L. If.—Steep the pot* for some hours, and 

then wash well with a hard scrubbing-brush.-T. P.— 
8ee reply to “ D. 8. M.” re “ Grapes mildewed," In our 
issue of July 12, p. 202.-/’.—Kindly send some of the 

insects you refer to, and we can then better help you.- 
W. G.—See reply to G. Watts in our Issue of July 20, 

p. 277.-B’. Moore.—The beet way would be to leave 
your Pmonlos as they are, mulching and feeding them 

welL They dislike disturbance, and will no doubt flower 
u ell when established.-E. A. H. IF.—1, See reply to 

Mrs. Annie Dyke re " Clematises drooping," In our i sue 
June 14, p. 211. 2 and 3, The presence of the ants shows 
that the plants have been attacked by green-fly, hence, no 

doubt, tho failure to grow. Very possibly your Iapageiia 
is dry at the roots, and has fallen a prey to red-spider and 

thrips. You ought to have kept it closo after planting. 
-Milton—Kindly send us further particulars as to how 

and where grown.-J. S. Am,den.—Due to the 
unseasonable weather we had early in the season. Pick 
off all the deformed flowers, and the others will come all 

right with warmer weather.-J. Barden.—Your Grapes 
are suffering from what is known as “shanking," the 
cause of which you give us—viz, over-cropping. The 

roots, too, may be growing In an unsuitable soil, as >ou 
say there is no made border. Be mildewed Grape*,'see 

reply to “ D. S. M.," in our issue of July 12, p. 202. 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 

Names of plants.—.S’. C. Dir.—The Dragon Arum 
(Arum Dracuncuius).-Dorf.—Veronica Traverei.- 

Miss Dunns.—We cannot undertake to name Roses- 
A. S. Clive.—I, Valeriana officinalis You ought to have 
sent leaves as well. 2, Linarla reticulata.-M. D.—The 

Silk Vine (Periploca grates)-Plumstead Subscriber.— 
Medicago sotlva. -Betfer.—1, Elecampane (Inula 
Helenium); 2, Galega officinalis.-Amateur.—Crats-gus 

Pyracontho. Your best plan to preserve the berries is to 
protect them with a net.-A P. Davis.— Geranium 
armenum.-E. II.—Achillea ptarroica fl.-pl.; 2, The 

Throatwort (Trachelium ctnrulenm); 3, Acacia var.- 
Foe —1, Not recognised ; 2, Lady Cullum.-A. A. C. M. 
—Tho Mock Orange (Philodelphua coronaries)-John 
Chads.—Galega officinalis-L. A'.—The Peruvian Lily 
(Aistriemrrls aurantiaca) -Clifford.—Forma of the 

annual Godctia.-Robert Greening.—Purple Loosestrife 
(Lythrum Salicaria)-E. Ward.—1, The Gladwin (Iris 
fattidissima) ; 2, Lady's Mantle (Alchemilla vulgaris); 3, 
Astrantia major.-Margaret, Wellington. — French 

Honeysuckle (Hedysarum ohocu rum)-M. L. D.— 

Sidaleea malvatflora.-C. J. C.—l, Hieracium villosum ; 
2, I'entatemon azure us; 3, Hcllanthus, worthless; 4, 
Sidaleea malvatflora.-F. Hand.—I, Iris Kntmpleri, 

double form : 2. Iris Kiempferi.-A. Miles.— .Sedutu 
sexanguiare ; 2, Send in flower ; 3, Rose Campion (Lychnis 

coronaria) ; 4, Achillea millefolium rosea_Brrrfncoos. 
—1, Campanula grand is; 2, Campanula persicllolia ; 3, 

Campanula Hostil, but should like to see bottom leaves ; 
4, Oannot undertake to name Roses——Mrs. Patrick.—I, 
Phlomis Russellians; 2, Iris Ks-nipfsri; 3, Kindly send 

fresh specimen.-G. B. Burn.- I, Spines Uunialda 
Anthony Walercr ; 2, Achillea ptarmlca fl.-pl. ; 3, Phoi elia 
campanularia ; 4, Hypericum oWongffoiium.-Constant 
Beadcr.—K Honeysuckle, but must see in bloom.-Mr,. 
Bureham_Pronus Pissardl. 

Catalogues received.—Joe. Van der Krofl, War- 
senaar, Holland.—List of Bulbs.-Messrs Sluls and 
Groot, Enkhuizen, Holland. — Lit! of Vegetable and 

Flower Scalsr- B. 8. Williams and Son, Upper 
Holloway, N.—Bulbs, Boots, Forcing Plants, etc.-M. 

Damnmrin and Co., San Giovanni, a Trcduccio, Italy. 

Photographs of Gardens, Plants, or 
Trees.—ti e offer each week a copy of the latest 
edition of the “ English Flower Garden " for the 
best photograph of a garden or any of Us contents, 
indoors or outdoors, sent to us m any one week. 
Second prize, Half a Guinea. 

The Prise Winners this week are: 1, 
Miss Ramsden, Newton, Ravenglass, Carn- 
forth, for Ohoisya tornata in a Cumberland 
garde©! cBl i Low, Dublin, for the 

hast,,iB)- 
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4th EDITION. Edited by D. EDWYN THOMAS. NOW READY. 

FARM & HOME YEAR-BOOK 
A HANDBOOK FOR THE FARMER. 

How to Manage your Stock 
Tell the Aire or Stock. Tell the Age of Stock, 
Treat their Diseases, 
Value and Mix Manures, 
Read an Analysis, 
Test your Milk, 
Manage Pastures, 
Select Pasture Grasses, 
Recognise Poisonous and Injurious Plants, 
Make Various Kinds of Cheeses, 
Identify Injurious and Useful Insects, 

How to Graft Fruit Trees, 
Measure Land, 
Measure Stacks and Dung Heaps, 
Get Compensation for Improvements; 

All about Forms of Claim, 
Scales of Compensation, 
Ground Game Rights, 
Income Tax Charges, 
Employers’ Liability, 
Notices to Quit— 

—BUY FARM AND HOME YEAR-BOO 
Simple Farm and Home Cookery. Humours of the Country. 

ALL THESE AND MANY MORE SUBJECTS DEALT WITH CLEARLY AND FULLY. 

FREELY ILLUSTRATED WITH DRAWINGS, DIAGRAMS, & REPRODUCTIONS OF PHOTOGRAPHS. 
Price II-; Post Free, H3. 

To the Publisher, FARM Sr HOME YEAR-BOOK. 
Please send me a copy of “Farm fy Home Year-Book ” for which I 

enclose Is. 3d. 

Name 

Address 

Date. . 

Of all Booksellers; or direct from the Publisher, 17, Furnival-street, Holbom, London, E.C. 

SPECIAL NOTICE. MgSAST 
GARDENING ILLUSTRATED. 

thu 

Charge for Single Insertion*. 
Three line* (about twenty words) or leas, In bod' W 

2s. 3d.; each additional line ol about nine wonto, M 

GARDEN ANNUAL 
ALMANACK AND ADDRESS BOOK FOR 1903. 

GENTLEMEN, GARDENERS, NURSERYMEN, AND THE TRADE, HORTI¬ 
CULTURAL BUILDERS, HOT-WATER ENGINEERS, &C., 

Will greatly oblige the Editor of the above by forwarding all changes of Residence, Country 

Seat-s, Gardeners’ Appointments, and Changes in all Branches of the Trade, &c. 

All Changes of Address, and Applications for Adrerlieing Spaces, to he, sen' at once 

To the Editor of The “ GARDEN ANNUAL.” 
~ Original 

Digitized b> VjV^ F street, HOLBORlfy p 

DISPLAYED OR WITH BLOCKS. 

10*.per inch, single column. Across twoI® 
inch, 22a. ; across three columns, per inch, 33s; 
page, £18 ; front page, guaranteed, la per llne- 

Ch&rge for Serial Advertisements 

Swats / 6 insertions at 9s. Od. per inch per anew* 
Column \ 13 or more at 8s. 6d. „ .. 

Across / 6 insertions at 20*. Od. per inch per ta*r*e- 
2 Coluhsb \ 13 or more at 18s. 6d. „ » 

Across / 6 insertions at 30s. 0d. per inch per imfit-t- 
3 Columns (13 or more at 28a Od. „ 

Adveriis'Dients for ensuing number should 

Office early in the week preceding that of isa*. — 
insertion. ‘ No Advertisement can be "slteno 

•'stopped" after Friday morning’s post. Eetatse 
return of Port. 

Neither the position nor the repetition of the 

Advertieemcnt in successive weeks guaranteed. 

Advertisers not having a regular account *t the 0- 

must accompany their orelere by remituo1*. 

POST OPTICS REG UL& TlOSS.-UUrt^’A, 
to initials or fictitious names at PnsinOBlrmr 
are not taken in. but are tent at ana U tie & 
Letter Ofice 

I ID D AM A ru AMDAirZM 
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FRUIT. 

I GRAPES SHANKING. 

■ttx found that G ratios never show signs ol 
tacking until after tho berries have stoned, 

I AM then when subject to this disease all 
Ivftvs satisfactory until colouring indicates 

M change from the acid to the saccharine 
Cate. When this dreaded stage is reached the 

jkised eye is ever on the alert for a few tiny 
ek spots round the shank, a thin limpness 
he stalk, and a stationary condition of tho 

Hies, both as regards size and colour. These 
r.es never recover, but shrink rapidly to the 

(helled vinegar condition, whilst the re¬ 
nder of the bunch, and other bunches in 

entirety on tho same Vine, will attain to 
reatest perfection. Some varieties, notably 
old Frontignan, are more subject than 
re to shanking, and, w-hafc at first appears 

nge, Vines started in midwinter never pre- 
i» shanked berry, whilst similar varieties 
rders exactly alike, but started in the 
, are badly affected by the disease. The 

rn.il tment in each case being all that 
cost fastidious grower can wish, the cause 
» mischief, it is quite evident, lies princi- 
r,but not entirely’, in the mismanagement of 
wts. I use this term in a qualified form, 
believe it is quite possible, where the roots 
the run of the best border ever made, not 
to produce shanking, but to ruin the crop 

withholding water, by overloading, or by 
roying the nest foliage when the Vines are 
ull growth. The conditions, however, under 

**tach shanking is most generally met with are 

^ Heavv cropping—that is, allowing the 
J®** to carry a weight of fruit altogether out 

:j proportion to the spread of leaves, whilst 
roots, white and fleshy like those of the 

Hyacinth, are feeding in fat borders—it may 
l ot be too damp, but most certaiuly too wet 

cold. If Vines thus situated were started 
New Years Day, moderately forced and 

lightly cropped, it is more than probable the 
ferries would not shank to any serious extent, 
lerhaps not at all ; but allow them to break 
^rurally, give them plenty of rich liquid 

iroughout the summer, keep their quill-like 
'W growing well into the autumn, and 
although the toliuge may be dense, green, and 
plentiful, some berries in every bunch will 
‘bank. This shanking is easily accounted for 
10 'be following way : The leaves, as autumn 
wmes on, cease to act, and in due course fall, 
I™' the roots started late die back, as they are 
i»r from ripe. The Vines, nevertheless, con- 
-i;n » certain quantity of stored-up sap, which 
k«ps them through the early stages in the 
following spring: but so soon as this is 
“'trusted by the first flush and setting of the 
• lit a check follows, as they have no feeders 
to maintain the supply, the few they made in 
' ° preceding year lieiug |»ralysed or dead. 
' * when a plant through any cause loses its 

■ ■ afl gardeners know that it cannot renew 
without the aid of leaves; consequent 

Stoning pkoi kss ; and although, as I have 
just stated, the disease does not then develop, 
it is owing to the pinch at this most trying of 
all stages that the foundation of shanking is 
laid. The same Vines, on the other hand, 
started in January have the whole summer in 
which to ripen their rools. Those keop fresh 
and sound, and by the time the storod-up sap 
is exhausted, they are again not only in full 
work, but capable of replenishing tho cells 
before the Vines feel the check. When Grapes 
shank, the owner should first of all ascertain 
that they are not over-cropped, that the foliage 
is clean, healthy, and plentiful, that the roots 
are liberally supplied with water, and the 
house properly managed. Finding these 
points satisfactory, he must seek the prime 
cause of this evil in the borders, and although 
possibly only recently lifted, his only and 
never-failing remedy will be found in lilting 
and relaying again. I will not go into details, 
as the preparation of compost and the forma¬ 
tion of Vine borders are thoroughly understood, 
but this much I may say, the compost should 
be poor rather than too rich ; bones should be 
used in preference to nnimal manure, and the 
drainage should be good. The roots formed in 
a well-drained porous border of this kind will 
be small, numerous, bright as gold, hard and 
woody, and so active that they wiLI permeate 
the whole mass. These hungry mouths, 
capable of supplying any amount of wholesome 
food, it is hardly nocossary to say, will ripen 
before tho cold autumn rains set in, and in 
this condition they will be well up to, if not 
actually in advance of, their important work 
in the following spring. C. 

MELONS AND CUCUMBERS IN COLD 

FRAMES AND PITS. 

There is noway in which cold-frames and pits 
that have been used for bedding plants can be 
employed better than by using them to grow 
Melons and Cucumbers in. For these the 
frames require but little preparation, although 
the plants get a gent le heat for the roots Which 
will help them considerably bv giving a start. 
A ridge of soil should be laid along through 
the middle. If the intention is to grow 
Cucumbers, fresh, light, fibrous soil is the best, 
and any gatherings from the roadside, with 
grassy loam, chopped up and roughly mixed, 
will just suit the plants. The same will also 
do for Melons, but they require a firmer or 
closer root-medium, and anything used for them 
should therefore be trodden down, or the 
Melons will be found to run too much to leaf. 
For an ordinary-sized light two plants are 
quite sufficient, the one to be trained towards 
the front and tho other behind. To fill up 
those parts, all that has to lie done is to train 
two leading shoots from each plant, by running 
them in lines towards the four corners, and as 
soon as they get within a foot of the sides the 
ends should be stopped. This 

Pinching out of the points will force them 
to break, and the laterals the}’ send out will all, 

nearly alljshow fruit. As soon as they do 
(itltPhiguin be stopped at one, or at 

t'vcvjnjiJt^Ueyond, and very quickly atsea 

the flowers on the young fruit will open. The 
thing then is to ensure a good set, and to 
bring this about it is necessary to fertilise I ho 
blooms, as no dejtemlence can be placed on tho 
pollen being carried by insects. It is very 
important that the fertilising or setting be all 
done in one day, otherwise one or two fruits 
will start and take the lead, and others will not 
move at all, as the strength of the plants seems 
absorbed in those that pull on them first. 
Frames and pits that are started without 
bottom-heat should be kept shut for a few days 
after the soil is put in, so as to get it warmed 
before the plants are tinned out, as they may 
get a chill at the roots, and when turned out 
it is a good plan to keep them nearly close and 
shaded, as then the heat from the sun will 
assist the plants to root. As soon as the start 
is fairly made then more air must be given 
during the forenoon, and 

Shading, so far as the Melons a re concerned, 
abandoned, as they delight in sunshine, but to 
aid them iu their growth and swelling the fruit 
they should be closed about 3 o'clock, and kept 
so till about 7 or so next morning, when it 
will be necessary to tilt the lights slightly to 
prevent tho leaves from scalding. Before 
shutting up the frames the plants should either 
be syringed or sprinkled with tepid water, and 
never at any time allowed to become dry at the 
roots, as when that happens a severe check is 
given and red-spider follows. Melons are 
rather subject to this insect, but by maintain 
itig plenty of atmospheric moisture in the way 
referred to it may be prevented or held in 
check, and the plants kept healthy and 
strong. 1 >. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Figs falling.—1 have a large Fig-tree—Bro« 11 

Turkey—oil a south wall, covering IS (eet by 20 (eeU 

Last year there were several hundred ripe Figs. In the 

autumn I tied in tho branches, but did not prune (or (ear 
o( causing long, sod shoots. Now there is a (air quantity 

ot (ruit on the outside branches, but the centre is 

crowded with unlruitlul and weak but short shoota—F. 

Fowler Ward. 
[The remedy is in your own hands. Cut out all the weak 

wood and allow the sun and air to get at the remaining 
branches, so u to wslt ripen the wood The remon of the 
(ailure to (ruit is that the wood in the centre ot the tree 

is (ar too thick, and is in consequence soft and unripe. 1 

Summer pruning.—Can your correspondent in 

your paper of July 19th add to his valuable information 

answers to following? 1. Wall (ruit: In addition to 
pinching ol shoots, would it be more advantageous to 

cut back the growth intended (or extension o( tree during 

the summer or autumn rather than leave it to be done in 
the early spring'/ If so, when should this be done, and 

how much should be taken off ? A third part is, I believe, 

usually laid down os the length to suppress. 2. Pyramids 
and bush-trees: The same as regards Apples, Pears, 

Cherries, and Plums? S. Currants: Would it be more 
advantageous (or next season's (niiting to cut back to six 

leaves all the young growth of Red, White, and Black 

Currants during summer, rather than hard prune Red and 

White alter fruiting is over, and ihin out only some of the 
old wood o( Black Currants, which is generally laid down 

as the method (or pruning this (ruit Tina season like the 

present, where the growth of young wood has been so 
great and rapid, it is rather difficult, except by employing 

a good deal of (airly skilled labour, to keep at all in touch 

with one's trees and hurtles before the young growth has 

reached almost too great a length—certainly too great to 

allow- ol pinching with Unger and thumb.—Close. 

[The special object in view, when summer 
shoots done whilst tender, or 
cut backlit done later, is to cause the back 
Vifii^liM tGfc nstulyCHS 'AT'i brunch—tu 
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plump up and gradually to change from wood- 
lnids into fruit-buds. That reason does not 
apply to leading or extension shoots, which it 
is the rule to allow to extend fully, osjiecially 
as their free growth helps to counteract any 
check to a tree that may result from the pinch 
ing or cutting back of all other shoots. As a 
rule, it is best not to pinch summer shoots too 
soon, but rather to shorten them to about four 
or five leaves early in August, shortening t)he 
leader shoots in the winter. Precisely the 
same rule applies to pyramid and bush-trees, 
each main branch being spurred in this way 
so as to form a sort of cordon with a free 
leader, which may be cut back more or less 
hard in the winter. In pruning Hod or White 
Currants, it is liest to cut back one half the 
shoots when well grown to altout five or six 
leaves, and the other shoots to double that 
length. That leaves on the bushes ample leaf 
area. ns it is the duty of the leafage to mature, 
wood and to form fruit-buds for the following 
year. In the winter all these summer shoots 
may be cut back quite hard, say to u couple of 
leaf-buds, as the primary object in pruning is 
to cause clusters of fruit-buds to form close to 
the main stems. As a rule. Ued Currants are 
not pruned one half so hard as they should be. 

it is not the soil alone which is at fault when 
the same variety will succeed and fail when 
procured from different sources. There cannot 
be any question that far too many plants are 
jierpetuated from a debilitated stock, and tics 
is wliv failures are so frequent with special 
varieties for forcing. What is wanted isa good 
stock to start with, raising the batch for 
forcing from yearling plants grown for the 
purpose if possible. A variety which requires 
extra care is the good old fceen’s Seedling, 
than which when well grown there is not a 
better second early in cultivation. The first 
care is to get a good stock, and then to look 
well after it by layering the stock annually.— 
A. 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

PERNS. 

STAC'S-HORN FERNS (l’LATYCEKICM). 

A vekv remarkable genus of epiphytal Ferns, 
differing from all other known kinds in the 
manner of their growth and the extraordinary 
configuration of their fronds. They arc large 

•stemless plants, with fronds of two sorts. 

P. aLCICORNE.—This species, on.account of 

its small barren fronds and the quick manner 
in which it throws out young plants (rom its 
roots, formsa tine object. It will thrive either is 
the stove or greenhouse. It comes from the las 
Indies and Australia, and there are seven] 
distinct forms of this. 

P. grande, also from the East Indies and 

Australia, should be grown on a large block 
The fertile fronds reach a length of from ! fay 
to 3 feet, and it succeeds best in the Btove. 

P. Waluchi, from the Malayan PenicstU, 
somewhat resembles P. grande, hut the fett-i 
fronds are shorter and broader. 

P. Wili.ini kii is another very pretty Stag' 
horn Fern, seedlings of this eoou develops; 

fertile fronds, which are narrow at the U-e. 
terminat ing in deeply-cut segments of a 
glaucous green and of a drooping habit. 

CKOWINt; ADI ANT UM CUN DATUM 

It is not everyone who has favourable house 
for the growth of t his popular old Fern so s' 
to provide a supply' of cut frond6 of endur:-; 
character. What is wanted is a light. *•:! 
ventilated house with good control overatnw- 
pheric moisture, the plants being as near tie 

Plan cerium sethiopiciim (syn. I*, stemronria). From a photograph sent by Mr. Geo. E. Low, Dublin. 

Black Currants must not be so pruned, as these 
bear from the leaf-buds of the preceding year's 
shoots. Therefore, except in tne case of quite 
young bushes that have to be formed, the 
summer shoots of one year should be left to 
fruit the following year. Still, the bushes 
need thinning, and to that end old wood or 
branches should be cut hard out. From beneath 
the cut strong shoots or suckers generally 
break, and those become fruitful. Probably 
many trees will benefit by root pruning next 
winter where they have made such a strong 
growth of wood as yonrs have. ] 

Strawberries-change of stock. - 
Most cultivators will bear me out when I state 
that at some time or other, when visiting other 
gait lens, varieties are seen doing remarkably 
well, although the treatment they are receiving 
differs but- very little, if any. from that given 
the same variety in other places. Of course, 
good culture is answerable for a deal of the 
success, but not to such an extent as to 
make any difference noticeable. A cultivator, 
in selecting his varieties for forcing, may be 
very careful in choosing and layering the 
earliest runners obtainable, also growing them 
on in a rational manner, and yet he may not 
succeed in securing high quality fruit, and this 
plentifully. Soil no doubt hi 
on the well-doing or ptbervyil 
ties of Strawberaes, trot ivis 

Those first produced are broad, entire, and 
spread almost horizontally, forming a shield. 
These fronds are barren. As the plants grow, 
the fertile fronds develop from the centre of 
the shield, and are quite different in form from 
the barren fronds, from which they stand out 
in all directions, sometimes to the distance of 
2 feet or 3 feet, presenting very much the 
appearance of a number of stag’s antlers 
grouped togother. All the species require a 
stove temjieraturc, with the exception of P. 
alcicornc, which may be grown in a green bouse. 
They do best fastened on to blocks of wood, so 
that they can lie hung up in the bouse, accord- ' 
ing to convenience. When fastened on these 
blocks with cop|icr wire, some Sphagnum and 
fibrous pent should bo packed hchind the 
barren fronds, and the plant and block 
immersed in water until the soil is thoroughly 
saturated. After this, the only care needed is 
to see that the atmosphere is kept moist and 
sufficient water given to maintain the soil in a 
nice moist condition. 

The following are the best known kinds :— 
1’. /ETHIopicum (syn. P. stemmaria), which 

we figure to-day, is a fine stove species from 
Western Africa. The barren fronds are 
permanent, but differ from those of the other 
kinds in that they die annually and ta^te op. »j 
hestnut-brown colour, being, however, hidden 
.V the young ones produc«^f|sMV£$S4fFY 0 F 

glass as possible and in no sense overcrowd 
otherwise the lower fronds, and others wba< 
the growth is dense, will either turn yello" « 
damp off. Damping off spreads rapid!v in « 
humid and close atmosphere with possiMv no 
fire-heat . This latter accessory cannot be coo 
sidered essential by anv means, being ill 
better for the plants if dispensed with entirely, 
provided other means are equal to the »*• 
By this I mean a proper system of ventilation 
both by night and day, with no over-shad o«trc 
from other plants. At all times should raere 
or less air bo left on ; by this means there 
should lie no signs of moisture ufion the pW1'-' 
in the form of dew in the morning. J''1- 
greater part of the watering should be"’'1 
early intho day, with no late evening damp'O- 
dow'n. A good lasting growth will in this«v 
be obtained, the fronds of a pale grteu. 
small pinna- as compared with those of otto 
plants grown in more moisture, more wann't 
and more shading. What may be termed the 
cool treatment Ls not nearly enough seen j 
practice. Many growers do not sufficient' 
realise the fact that this Fern is but 
removed from a greenhouse plant as to :>> 
actual needR. On the other hand, it is rare:; 
possible to grow it well in houses with heat 
moisture, but in order to do this in the ‘ 
possible manner two or tliree points have to 

ATretly, the position should be 
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opposite is the case. Take two plants, for 
instance, in health and of equal conditions in 
all respects; pot the one, giviug an average 
shift ami treat in the usual manner, leaving the 
other not potted at all, hut assist it, if needful, 
with manure water and clear water also 

one with a large amount of light; secondly, watering being desirable, just enough to pre blossoms of the annual Gypsophila elegans 
the plants in warmth should be of the two in vent the fleshy leaves from becoming flaccid and long sprays of elegant Crass • plumes 
smaller pots proportionately than those in the and wrinkled. When March arrives they gave a charming and pleasing finish to 
cool, and, thirdly, the watering ought not to should be replaced in the window, as near the the whole. The fourth exhibit, which was 
lie excessive, nor overhead syringing be per- glass as possible, and supplied w ith saucers, exclusively coutiuod to garden Roses, was 
milted. In this way it is quite possible to so these being tilled every morning with warm, pretty, but being indifferently arranged .the 
manage the plants ns to make them in every but not too hot, water. At the same time the general effect was rather poor. When the 
way valuable. In no case should over-potting dust of the winter may be removed with a verdict of the judges was made known, to the 
he permitted. To fancy that fresh potting is paint-brush and clean tepid water, and the hard surprise of many the first and second prizes 
needful every year is altogether a fallacy. It] upper soil changed, without disturbing the went to the two exhihits first mentioned above, 
may be urged by some that they cut such a surface roots, for a little fresh compost. In a The judges in coming to their decision abso- 
quantity of fronds, and therefore the plants I short time flower-buds will appear at the edges lutely ignored the essentials in regard to a 
need to be repotted ; whereas, in fact, quite the ] of the leaves, and with a good supply of water proper artistic production. The colours of the 

(to which a little clear soot-water may be Sweet Peas in these two sets of stands were of 
added) will swell rapidly, until the plant a very mixed kind, embracing bronzy-choco- 
becomes a mass of bloom. Each of these late, purple, blue, crimson, ana other colours 
should be removed directly it fades, to avoid of a softer and more pleasing hue, all 
exhausting the plant, and the opening buds ingloriously muddled together. The Gypso- 
should lie turned to the sunshine, or they phi la heljied to relieve the incongruous 

|4cnty. When the growth is fit for picking sometimes drop off. These Cacti may lie arrangement to some extent. The geueral 
treat both plants alike, cutting them hard if propagated very easily by cuttings ; a leaf, or public, many of whom know very little nbout 
needful, and after this note which plant of the even a part of a leaf, cleanly cut from the old these things, and who visit these exhibitions in 
two will afterwards recover itself and be plant., can be laid aside to dry for a day or two the hope of learning something, leave the show 
presentable in n given space of time. The in the shade, and then inserted firmly in a small with an altogether erroneous idea of what is 
plant that has been re¬ 
potted will stand the greater 
risk of losing its roots, 
or, at any rate, of having 
them weakened consider¬ 
ably. 

tisovriKc I.v pits.—When 
the house room is not sufli- 
ci*et to accommodate the 

Hpbnta satisfactorily, and 
. 3 fere are pits or frames at 
Jlwpoial, let thase lie turned 
}o account for their occupa¬ 
tion, standing the plants on 
;i ted of ashes, the depth 

/icing sutiicient to allow of 
lie plant s standing upon a 

.Jrinch pot inverted, this 
icing much I letter than close 
ipon the ashes. Top and 
ottom air is left on all 
light to prevent any damp, 
ind a very light shading 
s laid on the glass during 
irigbt sunshine, as the 

dints are close up to it. 
Htre these plants may re- 
■tiin until the middle of 
September at the least, and 
fey are better off than if 
haded in houses by other 
hints. 

Ii only a more rational 
nodeof culture were adopted 
rith this popular Fern we 
hiuld not hear so many 
wr,plaints of the fronds not 
•landing well when cut. 
"fet is wanted Ls hard 
-roads, to use a popular 
{“rase, and these can only 
he had by what may also lie 
termed a hard course of 
treatment. A young stock 
“t plants should also be 
fPPly the place of those 
tainted. 

Cactus Jenkinsonl grown in a window. From a photograph 9ent by Mr. J. Soley, Nelherleigh, Tibberton Road, Great Jlidvem. 

coming on to 
becoming ex- 

<!. 

ROOM AND WINDOW. 

|>ot of sandy soil (without manure), well 
drained, when it will soon strike root, and can 
lie removed to a little larger pot in October. 
I)o not re]>ot Cactuses often, and use rather 
light soil. 

CACTI FOR WINDOW CULTURE. 

M.ixy of the Cactuses are of the easiest 
culture in windows, and few plants give so 
“Jplc a return for slight trouble. The 
•idlings which have lieen raised in recent 

JUDGING FLORAL DECORATIONS. 

With the remarks on “Floral Decorations,” in 
the issue of Gardening Ii.i.rsTRvruD for 
•lane 14th last, I, with many others, am in full 
accord. There is no more frequent example of 

J'rara are far in advance of the old type, bad judging than in the exhibits of floral 
hybridisation having improved them greatly, decorations, and in local shows these mistakes 
-'I those who are interested in window are often met with. Colour and its proper 
?wdening can scarcely do better than pro- associations nre, to my way of thinking, of 
jure a few specimens or a collection of these primary importance, and unless a due regard 
lovely flowers. Their cultivation is simple, be paid to the use of colours, it is impossible to 
jlenty of water (they love to stand in a saucer) achieve those artistic results which all true 
during their flowering season and a sunny floral artists strive after. I have in my mind 
window are all they need ; the supply of water at the time of writing an instance of exceed 
j*iog continued through the summer (when | ingly bad judging. In the case to which I 
’-.fey make their growth), and gradually allude a competition for a dinner-table dccora- 
diminished during October, giving scarcely 1 tion was provided and there were four com- 
any water from the beginning of November ] petitors. Two of the exhibits were very 
u'itil the end of February. During this dor- similar in their appearance, and were confined 
“wot period the plants should be moved away to Sweet Peas, with Gypsophila elegans 
lrom the window, and they can be kept safely and Asparagus, etc., as adjuncts. A third _ . 
>n any place where the temperature does set was also confined to Sweet Peas, in but ®pWfr)Sfll^bl¥fe early morning when the 

to freezing point, oi^|^^yeiy;c!^ic^aLJ0^n^Q.|'0 °f pink, and the (!) A*fg 

the projier thing to do, lieing entirely misled 
by lad judgment. These facts prove how real 
is’ the need for persons to judge who have a full 
and proper knowledge of tliat which goes to 
make a floral decoration in the truest sense. 
“ S. W. F.” is quite right when he says that 
the number of those who can rightly judge is 
extremely limited, and there is a great deal in 
whut he suggests, as to affixing a plainly 
written caixl giving the reason for awarding or 
withholding a prize. No |ierson should he 
asked to adjudicate upon any exhibit of the 
kind referred to unless he can give his reasons 
for making the award. I>. B. Crank. 

Keeping cut blossoms. —Every year 
at this period, when there are flowers in abun¬ 
dance, ouo is met with the inquiry as to the 
best way to keep cut flowers from falling. Both 
to the private grower and exhibitor nlike the 
matter is an important one, and though many 
of the methods employed are old, yet they arc 
worth recalling now that a need for them pre¬ 
sents itself. It depends very much when bias 
soms arc cut and how they hnve been grown as 
to whether they will last long. An old exhi¬ 
bitor would not think of cutting any of his 
blooms that had been over exposed to sunshine. 
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Ail water in a darkened room until required. 
JFor flowers for the house, oue can adopt a 
similar course, gathering them either at 
night or before the sun’s jwwer has become 
felt too much, and so have them in their 
freshest state before they have time to go 
limp. The vases or bowls' of water in which 
the blossoms are placed should contain a little 
charcoal, which will help to keep it sweet, and 
wet sand over the surface of which green Moss 
is scattered, often used by exhibitors, will be 
found convenient. I know someone who 
always has a little salt in the water to ensure 
the flowers keeping. The old advice to cut 
off a portion of the stems each day cannot be 
followed with all (lowers, as in the operation 
itself failure often ensues. I believe it depends 
more as to when the blooms are cut. whether 
they will last long, and this is undoubtedly 
best when three parts expanded and gathered, 
as stated, early in the morning. I to as one 
may, the weather is a great factor in the matter, 
and must be taken into account, lor, after all, 
our most promising blooms are but fleeting, 
and are not proof against tropical heat. Often 
when we think we may keep them and try our 
best to do so we are disappointed.—LK.\rrrnsT. 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

HE RB AC EOUS CALCEO LARI AS. 
Time was when gardeners and others culti¬ 
vated a named collection of these beautiful 
greenhouse plants, but nowadays few people 
think of this mode of culture, seedling plants 
giving far and away the best results, 
.luly is a capital time for sowing the seed, 
and, in order to secure the best results, the 
finest strains only of the seed should be pro¬ 
cured. Take a shallow box or a seed-pan. 
well drain with crocks, and over these put a 
layer of nice, sweet, turfy loain, fill up with a 
compost of sifted loam and silver-sand to 
within an inch of the top, giving the pan a 
sharp tap on the bench to settle the soil. 
Immediately eifter, water through u fino ro.^e, 
and sow the seed on the surface. The seed, 
being so minute, no covering of soil is required. 
A good plan to follow in sowing these or any 
small seeds of a similar character is to mix the 
contents of the packet with a pinch or two of 
dry silver sand, and sow as usual. This 
ensures the seed being scattered more evenly 
than it would otherwise be. The best place 
for the pan or box after sowing is a cold-frame 
from which the sun is excluded. This should 
also be darkened until the seeds germinate, 
when it must be removed to prevent the young 
plants from becoming drawn. When the 
plants are strong enough or have made two 
pairs of leaves (other than the seed leaves), 
they may he pricked oil' into other pans or 
boxes, made up as before. Give them a gentle 
watering overhead, and keep close for u few 
days until they recover from the cheek, when 
air may be admitted on every fine day. By the 
end of September they will be requiring a 
shift, and pots 3J inches in diameter may be 
used for same, the soil lieing fairly rough and 
fibrous, und mixed with a good dash of sharp 
sand and a little leaf-mould. After potting, 
they are better in the greenhouse on a nice 
airy shelf, and free from artificial heat. 

Some gardeners do not approve of pinching 
these plants, hut having tried both ways, I am 
of opinion that pinching the plants when 
(i inches high induces growth of an even and 
strong constitution. The stronger a plant is 
and the healthier it is prevent to a great 
extent the plague of green-fly or aphis which 
is wont to worry it in spring. As the 
.'IJ-inch pots get full of roots shift into the 
o-inch size, and therefrom to the 7-inch or 
H-inch pots, in which, if all the shoots are care¬ 
fully tied out, magnificent specimens, well 
repaying any extra trouble expended, can bo 
grown. In staking, many a good plant is often 
spoiled owing to the stakes being too thick 
and of white wood. For Calceolarias especi¬ 
ally the thin twigs which are cut from the 
Willow - tree are indispensable for staking. 
When the buds appear weak liquid-manure 
should be given every alternate week, gradu 
ally discontinuing same as the flowers open, 
and shading from hot sun. _-D. McIvf.R. 

Bridge of H’itV,. 

PLUMBAGO UAPENSIS. 

Tms easily cultivated plant should not need 
any recommendation : its rapid growth nnd 
lovely pale blue trusses of flower should alone 
be sufficient in this respect. Vet it is not seen 
nearly so often as one could wish. In growing 
this, plenty of sunshine and not too allien 
atmospheric moisture arc cssontial points. 1 If 
at all shaded the growth is inclined to he 
weakly, with less disposition to flower, and if 
grown in too moist an atmosphere the growth 
will be far in excess of all needed requirements. 
If the plant be grown in the open border of a 
light cool house, the soil should not be too rich 
or of a greal depth : it should consist for the 
greater part of light loam and road-writ or 
sand, and this should he made ns firm as 
possible. In pots the same soil will suit well 
with a little peat added thereto. The sunniest 
spot, even in a light house, should he ehosen 
for it, nnd as far as is practicable freedom of 
growth should be allowed, close pruning lieing 

hy 

Cape head wort (Plumbaao capensU). 

the rule during the resting period, and that 
well in advance of the starting into activity 
again. To tie in the shoots as they grow for 
the sake of trimness is utterly wrong and out 
of all character; only just sufficient of this 
kind of work should he allowed to keep the 
shoots from breaking down with their own 
weight. If it is seen that the growth is too 
free, of which there is more danger than the 
reverse, then less water should be given for a 
time; this will have the desired effect of pro¬ 
ducing flower-trusses plentifully in due course. 
For the flower garden Plumbago capensis is 
admirably suited. If grown as standards in 
10-inch or 12-inch pots and plunged the effect 
is excellent, sufficient room being allowed for 
an appropriate undergrowth. Smaller plants 
can be planted en vuuae with good effect, and 
taller ones of long, rambling growth will be 
quite at home when trained against walls or 
verandahs in sunny positions. In a cut state 
the flowers quickly fade, and are i 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Tuberous Begonias.—These are wonder 

fully useful in pots os well as iu flower bed.*, 
having undoubtedly largely surpassed or taker 
the place of many older things. T'ueold tuber- 
now growing freely should not be hurried, 
unless earliness is an object. These will sot 
lie quite safe in a cool pit or frame if die 
houses uro so crowded os not to allow of si® 
cient room for them. They enjoy a moist 
cool bottom to stand upon with gentle damp-. 
iu'rs overhead in the ufter jiart of the day whei 
it has been warm and sunny. The lights etc: 
may be left off in the daytime if in a laid, 
sheltered place; this is almost better than 
having them on without a slight shading 
Where any tuliers liave progressed lioi. 
favourably than usual, giving promise of. 

making extra good plants, another shift nv. 
Vie allowed them into nots one ~iie Ur,-.' 
This will he found far Letter than stanug 
them, so to speak, the flowering period briDg 
thereby lengthened. Good loam and leaf-soil 
in about equal parts will suit them well, U: u 
the soil be not altogether first-rate then add 
few handfuls of a well-tried and reliable amt 
cial manure. Seedling plants of this year vii. 
be all the better if still kept a trifle warraei 
any house or pit wherein a fair aroonni 01 

artificial heat is still being used being suittlw 
Where late seedlings are not yet potted ode, 
time should be lost if they are fit. 

Plants for conservatory-—I have »c 
opening from the drawing-room, lacing south, ■ 
weat, heated by hot water In the winter. I an 

keep this filled with flowers from August to J 
Would you advise me what to sow: Is it | 

cultivate Stocks and Peas ? My gardener l 
late to aow Primulas and Cinerarias, 
forcing-house. I planted some Camp 

and they are juat big enough to pot on 
this tear indoors? If I sow lobelias l 

time V—V. O. R 

l will 

[There are many things well suite 
conservatory during the times stated, I 
late to be starting now for a beginning 
of the plants that may be grown with < 
that could be accommodated in pit! 
open air in winter, are Hydrangea 
nnd Hydrangea jianiculata grundiflo: 
kinds are showy and valuable. To i 
be added quite a host of showy Lili 
auratum, tigrinum, speciosum, ini 
kinds, longinorum in two kinds,i 
may lie grown out-of-doors in pots | 
ashes t ill required. Of other plant! 
hut little trouble in winter to pr 
roots are Achimenes and Tuberous! 
These latter arc especially valuable in 
a cool conservatory, and only require 
into growth quite naturally to suit v© 
Such trailing Campanulas as C. isopnylla*!». 
C. i. Mayii, nnd (;. fragilis are also valuibk 
It is, as' the gardener observes, too late w 
sowing Primula and other such things, yet I* 
may purchase seedlings of all these at a saat 
cost. If the Campanulas you refer toured* 
Chimney Campanula (C. pvratnidalis),twy vjjl 
not he large enough to flower this yew, 
indeed, will only arrive at a good flowattf 
in duly, 1903, by continued good coltM** 
in the interval. As a rule, these things 
require fully sixteeu months to make blooming 
examples, and by this method it will be 
to maintain a flowering each year. SOW*® 

early spring, the seedling plants shouldrecei'r 
every encouragement, and be in 6-inch pot- f 
the early autumn. Then winter in coM M®j 
or house, nnd in February or March giro a 
shift to 9-inch or 10-ineh pots, accordingtosw 
of plant individually. The Canterbury 
may also he grown in pots for flowering ■ 
For later work, summer-flowering ChiJ*" 
mums in batches and a few good late '■ 
would keep up a display to the end of , 
Bulbs of all kinds, Daffodils, Tulips, Freest 
Hyacinths, Lily of the Valley, etc., - 
secured in early autumn for g'n38. ‘ 3lies of bloom. The Lobelia may no _ ^ 

if sown now, but you would not 
tithe of its flowering value before the unit; Ul I1UWU1 tug $ 

season. Such things require to be so 
February. ] 

Am many 
a " idee 
come 

f tfa m ' | ’ 

e* in "Gardr.vixo" from the iTmi if ® 
ewne from it* rtadtn, tee offer tach 
latent edition of either "Stotb axd if:>- 
or "Tus Esoubb Flow** GaMBi “?• - — 

or enlrrciting Utter or * 
A»very ease disappointing. v-'1 1 "u' xn&Matrreni%oeet*iuve,vkichvOt*^ 
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OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

ANNUALS IN THE GARDEN. 

Although too much reliance should not be 
placed on annuals for the adornment of the 
garden, their usefulness for a variety of pur- 
loses should not be underestimated. They 
may be planted amongst bulbs, and then in the 
autumn, when the foliage of the bulbs has 
withered and disappeared, they will cover the 
earth, which would otherwise be bare, with 
bright colour. They are also useful for grow¬ 
ing around subjects like Dicentra spectabilis 
and the Oriental Psppy, both of which wither 
and become unsightly before the commence¬ 
ment of autumn, at a time when many annuals 
are growing strongly, nomc, like the deep 
blue Phacelia campanularia, are seen to 
ndnuitage when grown in pockets in the rock 
garden among grey-leaved Sedums, and Saxi¬ 
frages and Verbenas do well pegged down in a 
boraer whore Crocuses are planted. A method 
)>eloved of the jobbing gardener is to “tidy 
up' the borders by cutting off the foliage of 
•the bulbs after their flowers have faded. This 
has the most disastrous effects, for the bulb of 
the ensuing year is built up by the sustenance 
drawn down from the loaves, and if these are 
cutoff while still green the supply is suddenly 
-topped, with the result thnt the bulb can 
mate do further increase in size. Under such 

by the plants later on, when compared with 
the stunted stature of the puny weaklings in 
the unthinned bed. There is no more beauti¬ 
ful flower than the single white Opium Poppy, 
but, unless the seedliugs are a foot or 18 inches 
apart, they will not attain their rightful 
dimensions. Asters are particularly valuable 
autumn-blooming annuals. Great so-called 
improvement has been effected in these flowers 
since the single Aster sinensis was introduced 
some 17" years ago, and wo now have numerous 
double forms known as Piuoiiy, Comet, Quilled, 
Crown, Pyramidal, Chrysanthemum-flowered, 
etc. The single Aster from which these were 
originally derived was lost to cultivation, and 
was only re-introduced a few years ago. This 
plant, when given good soil and plenty of 
room, forms a branching hush 3 feet or more in 
height and as much through, and bears great 
mauve yellow-centred flowers, the largest of 
which are fully j inches in diameter. When 
this plant is compared with the double Asters 
of to-day one feels that the alteration effected 
in a century and a half lias been a retrograde 
movement and not an advance. However, all 
nurserymen now sell seeds of Aster sinensis, 
and white and rose-coloured forms can also lie 
obtained. 

Many other annuals besides those mentioned 
arc of infinite use in the garden as long as they 
do not displace herbaceous plants. Of these 
may lie mentioned Godetias, Coreopsis, annual 

looking north, protected from wind by a Beech 
forest on south side only, and the soil tenacious, 
yellow clay ; most unfavourable conditions for 
producing anything very early, yet every year 
my autumn-sown Sweet Peas are glorious, 
bloom early, grow very tall, and flower for 
months. The other invariable success in 
autumn sowing is Poppies—Shirley and red 
double Coquelicot I was less successful with 
Godetias, annual Coreopsis, Eucharidium, and 
Antirrhinums, although once obtained they 
sow themselves freely. Some double rose- 
flowered Balsams sowed themselves last 
summer and came up satisfactorily quite late 
in the spring. They astonished me, as they 
are not noted for hardiness. Paiiaver brae tea- 
turn has become almost a weed hero. It is so 
happy in our clay soil, also Lupinus poly- 
phyllus, which has been in dune the pride of 
the garden. Mny I send a longer article deal¬ 
ing with plants which succeed or go wrong in 
our yellow clay? My experiments may help 
other readers. Beuhan Rkaokk. 

[Many thanks; shall be glad to have your 
experience.—En. ] 

itoumstances it is impossible to exjiect bulbs 
# Sower well. It must be admitted that.if 
albs are grown in the borders there is a time 
»'h«n their appearance leaves much to be 
le-ired; but if annuals are planted amongst 
hem as early as they can with safety be put 
>ot in the spring they will soon grow away and 
lo much to hide the withering leaves of such 
halhs us Daffodils. 

As cut flowers annuals nre invaluable, and in 
the reserve garden they should he largely sown. 
In sowing, the greatest care should be taken 
to sow thinly. The growth of a self-sown 
"idling which rises alone in a bed evidences 
to what dimensions a plant will attain when it 
h»s not to strive for existence with others of 
>ta kind. A blue Cornflower seedling that 
dme up by chance in a bed measured, when 
its growth was completed, 4 feet, in height and 

feet in diameter, and carried hundreds of 
tlowers. It is far better to sow too thinly than 
too thickly ; it fact, it is almost impossible to 
>ow too thinly. Thick, or even moderately 
thick, sow ing entails laborious thinning of the 
seedlings if those left aro to attain satisfactory 
?f?wth. As a rule, in addition to sowing too 
thickly, seedlings are insufficiently thinned. 
Mignonette, Gypsophila elegans, and Sweet 
“eas should be thinned to 4 inches apart; 
t inches is better. Shirley Poppies should not 
be nearer together than 8 inches. The thin¬ 
ning to this extent of a bed, say, 18 feet 
‘-quare, of the latter flowers means a consider-, 
able amount of labour; butAhis is well rewiid 
by the vigorous and robust growth exhihiVed 

of China AiWrx 

Chrysanthemums, Bartoniu aurea, Salpiglossis, 
Stocks, Zinnias, Marigolds, Phlox Drummondi. 
Xemopliiln, Limnanthes Douglasi, Sweet 
Sultan, Lavatera trimestris. Sunflowers, Petu¬ 
nias, Cosmos bipinnatus, Antirrhinum, Linum 
grandiflorum, Schizanthus, Marguerite Car¬ 
nations, Eschscholtzia, and Scabious. 

S. W. F. 

AUTUMN SOWN SWEET PEAS. 

I siioi'i.u like to relnte my very successful 
experiments with autumn-sown Sweet Peas. 
I sow them every 10th of September. They 
grow well at first, and seem to die down 
entirely with the first frost. Then in spring 
they come up again with great vigour, and 
bloom much earlier than those sown in spring 
in the open. This summer (when everything 
was backward on account of late, prolonged 
spring frosts) the autumn-sown Peas bloomed 
on the 20th June, and the spring-sown on 
July 1th. All varieties do not seein equally 
hardy. This year I put in Invincible Carmine 
and Sadie Burpee. The former came up much 
more thickly after winter. But Sadie Burpee 
had longer stalks; the length was 15 inches 
the first week—not a few exceptional ones, but 
they were all that length—and throe flowers to 
every stalk. Invincible Carmine had only 
12-inch stalks. The method of culture is 
simple enough. They are sown in good vege¬ 
table garden soil, each seed in a small hole 
fpw'e rt Ephes deep. They are neither 
fet trcAfc»»Milched, and my garden is a 

TUFTED PANSIES IN JULY. 

Tiie coal and moist weather of the first throe 
weeks of June suited those plants, and rarely 
have they flowered so well or the individual 
blossoms been better. The most astonishing 

fact is that the plants which were 
put out iu March and April grow 
away freely, and have since that 
time been all that one could desire. 
No doubt the constant stirring 
of tho soil between the plants luxs 
contributed largely to their present 
satisfactory condition. From time 
to time, too, I pick off all the 
spent blossoms anil seedqiods, thus 
giving the plants a much needed 
rest, and this, too, without seri¬ 
ously interfering with the bright¬ 
ness of their iiisplay. Within a 
week from the time the blooms, etc., 
were removed, the plants were 
again flowering freely. Insect pests 
have not caused any trouble, and 
this is something to be thankful for. 
However, when the plants nre 
attacked by red-spider, green-fly, 
etc., they may easily be eradicated 
by n timely application of soft-soap 
solution. This solution is made by 
dissolving 2 ounces of soft-soap in a 
gallon of clear water, and is squeezed 
into the points of the shoots of 
the affected plants by a sponge or 
piece of flannel. In hot weather 
this should be done in the evening 
and syringed off in the morning 

before the sun gains much power. No better 
time could be selected for applying this 
remedy than when tho plants have had their 
flowers and spent blossoms picked off. In hot 
weather, too, copious supplies of water should 
be given, these being followed with liquid- 
manure-water. In very hot and dry situations 
it iH a good plan to mulch between tho plants 
with some rotten manure, this keeping t he roots 
cool and thereby encouraging growth. Peat- 
Moss litter has been used here, and with much 
success. It is well, however, to turn the heap 
over pretty often before using this material, 
otherwise the ammonia, with which this sub¬ 
stance is heavily charged, may burn or blister 
the foliage. The larger pioccs of peat-Moss- 
litter should also be broken up. Particularly 
pleasing now are: Seagull, a rayless white, 
with a very neat yellow eye; Florizel, 
lavender, with a perfect habit; Mrs. E. A. 
Cade, bright yellow and ray less; Miss Jessie 
Cotter, a rayless flower in varying shades of 
yellow; Miss Gertio Wateror, blush-white, 
wondrously free, perfect habit; and Elaine, 
large pure white, with yellow centre. King of 
the Blues, the best of the blues, of medium 
size, was raised by tho late Dr. Stuart, and 
another of the same raiser’s i9 Pen see d’Or, a 
very rich and deep rayless yellow, an ideel 
1 tedding sort. A bright yellow, specially free, 
and beautiful for lieds and borders, is Klon- 
dyke. _ D. B. O. 

Sweet Peas, early sowing:.—Your 
eo^por.d^f 263). 
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has had a quite different experience to mine, 
as my early sowings gave stronger growth and 
blooms a fortnight earlier than the late sown 
one9. I did not use any pots, but sowed the 
first lot the first week in December, lfwil, and 
the next lot in February, 1002, my object 
being plenty of bloom at a minimum cost of 
labour. I had abundance of bloom during 
what should have been Coronation week in 
June. My impression is that pots check the 
roots from going straight down to find moisture. 
—J. Groom, Gotport. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Solldagos.— I do not know why in some Gardena 

valuable space is given up 10 NoUdagos. I grew them 

years ago, but rooted them up when it was found that 

-sdue Rose-trees in close proximity to them were being 

swamped, owing to their abnormal growth and the fact 

that nothing else did well n ear them. They are very well 

as fill-gaps in shrubberies when one has nothing else, but 

from a small garden they are in my estimation lietter 
o.nitted. - W. K. 

DLmorphotheca Bcklonl.—This itvtuily iutro- 

duced plant is a welcome addition to the somewhat 

numerous so-called Marguerites. The flowers are from 

- inches to 3 inches across, pure white on the inside, and 
shaded with purple on the exterior surface, the disc being 

of a deep violet The culture is similar to that for Chrys¬ 

anthemum frutescens. The plant may be grown to a 

considerable size, but is apt to become somewhat leggy 
and straggling when old, and it is better, therefore, to 

raise a stock of young plants annually, and discard after 

the second year.—J. Rose, 1. SaicHiuon-road, Oxford. 

Clematises Lady Caroline Nevill 
and Fairy Queen. Belonging to the 
lanuginosa section there are some very beauti¬ 
ful Clematises well suited for planting out-of- 
doors, hut differing from those of the Jackmani 
group in that they only require n moderate 
trimming of shoots every season, whereas 
Jackmani and all of that group benefit most 
if cut hard bock every autumn. The varieties 
I wish to call attention to are lady Caroline 
Nevill and Fairy Queen, the former blush with 
inauve bars, whilst the latter is pale flesh in 
colour with pink bars.—Woodbastwick. 

Begonias out-of-doors.-During the 
past few weeks outdoor Begonias have bloomed 
exceedingly well. There is a growing dis¬ 
position on the part of many who nave window- 
ryoxes to plant the tuberous-rooted sorts, and 
some that I have noticed this season have been 
charming, being a blaze of colour, quite a 
relief to the combination of Calceolarias, 
Geraniums, and Lobelias one sees so frequently. 
Where one has to buy plants for bedding or 
windows, Tuberous Begonias should not he 
overlooked, as the tubers can be kept all the 
winter in a frost proof place and started in a 
house-window the next year with a certainty 
of doing well.—\V. F. 1). 

Day Lilies.—Valuable plants for shady 
and moist borders or for planting near to 
streams are the Day Lilies, but it is next to 
useless to grow them in dry, shallow soils 
and expect success. Where, however, they 
can have a cool root-run, they bloom freely, 
require scant attention, and arc very accept 
able when cut. The common yellow-flowered 
variety, Hemerocallis flava, is met with in 
many gardens, is fragrant, lasts a consider 
able time in bloom, and is readily propagated 
by dividing the roots, as, indeed, are the other 
sorts. H. Dumortieri precedes flava in bloom¬ 
ing, but is not so continuous with its fiowers. 
All who have opjwrtunities for planting these 
showy subjects by the waterside should do so, 
in company with Irises.— Dkkby. 

Alstrcemerias.—A warm border where 
the soil is both light and rich is the place best 
suited for Alstm-merias. When growing in 
groups in the garden they are most effective, 
hut are not always understood, as, for instance, 
though needing a warm border they mu9t, 
whilst growth is proceeding, be supplied with 
moisture at the roots, otherwise tne tubers 
ripen too quickly, and after they have done 
blooming the flower heads should at once be 
removed to prevent exhaustion, but leaving the 
stems intact so that ripening of the timers 
shall not be interfered with. During winter 
also it is advisable to spread over the surface a 
good thick layer of manure. It is imperative 
that the place Alstro-merias are to occupy 
should be thoroughly prepared, and this con¬ 
sists in digging out the soil to a depth of 3 feet, 
laying in the bottom pieces of brick, over which 
leaf soil or manure should be-spread. In pre- 
curing the ,aijijtWn, n/rygt-'~-,“ 

should he made to luive them in pots, lor it 
lifted from tlie soil it invariably follows that 
the roots are injured, being, as will he seen, 
deep rooting subjects. It is on this account 
that when once they have been planted no 
further disturbance should take place.—Lea- 
li test. 

Increasing Sweet WllllamB.—I have a splen¬ 
did bed of Sweet William*. They were raised from seed, 

and this is the first year of flowering. Each plant has 

from six to one dozen young shoots round the base of old 

plant. Would the young shoots grow as well from slips 

or cuttings as they would from layers'/ In either case I 
shall (soon as plants have done flowering) have to remove 

them, ns I want the ground lor other things. If you 
prefer young plants to the old stools, what would you do 

with latter—destroy them ? I suppose they would be no 

use without the young plants, as each shoot is a flowering 

spike'—Chau. Ci blfa. 

[As your presen! flowering Sweet Williams 
have thrown so many young side shoots, you 
can adopt two or three courses. If you must 
remove the plants, cut down the flower-stems 
so soon as over, then lift each plant carefully 
with a fork, anti, having made a hole to receive 
it, replant a little deeper than before, filling in 
round with good soil, and putting someabout the 
young shoots. These would carry very fine 
flower-heads next year. If you can do so, it 
will he best to let the plants stop until 
October. You can, of course, layer tne best 
shoots as if they were Carnations, using some 
sharp sand in the soil. Those layers would 
make stronger plants than if cut off as cut¬ 
tings. But if you prefer cuttings, set them 
into shallow boxes filled with sandy soil, place 
them in a cool-frame, keeping close and shaded 
in sunshine. Those should root well in six 
weeks. If you left a few shoots to each plant, 
they would l>e worth preserving. If you have 
a fine strain, why not snve some seed from the 
plnnts ?| 

Tufted Pansies value of a good 
tufted habit. —Seldom have the Tufted 
Pansies looked better than I he}- do at the 
present time. All through the moist weather 
of earl}- summer they were making free growth, 
and flowering profusely, and now that the 
atmospheric conditions are hot and dry they 
still continue to reward us with the brightness 
of their displaj'. A notable feature this season 
is the handsome appearance of two-year-old 
plants. The display at the time of writing is 
remarkable. I leave a certain number of 
plants undisturbed for two seasons or more, in 
order to test their hardiness and robustness. 
A noteworthy fact in this connection is the 
satisfactory state of plants possessing, what all 
admirers of the Pansy (Tufted or otherwise) 
desire—a creeping-like style of growth. Plants 
of this description keep the soil far moister 
than others having a leas desirable habit of 
growth, anti for this reason the plants bloasom 
continuously, and continue in a healthy con¬ 
dition right throughout the season. All the 
members of the “ Duchess "fnmily, represented 
by Duchess of Fife, Goldfinch, \\ bite Duchess, 
Duchess of Teck, and Ardwell Gein, are in 
splendid form. Others worthy of mention are 
Seagull, a very chaste nivleas white ; Blanche, 
syn. White Empress, creatny-white; Elaine, 
pure white, with yellow centre : Florizel, lilac 
and laventler; and Mrs. E. A. Cade, bright 
yellow.—I). B. C. 

Starworts. We owe much of the tieauty 
of our autumnal floworn to poronnials, and in 

blossoms of longstanding it is open to question 
whether for a late display there are many to 
excel Starworts. There is an attraction in 
these cliarming fiowers, and where bunches of 
bloom are required for house decoration every 
gardener should make room for some of them. 
It has been said that they occupy a deal of 
space ; but this does not apply to all varieties, 
some of them l>eiiig of a dwarf habit, and, 
if they encroach more than they ought to do, it 
is because they are not divided often enough. 
But tall-growing plants are needed on back 
rows, as well as dwarf sorts on the front, and 
a careful selection will prove the usefulness of 
both. I give an abridged list of each, and, if 
open weather is selected, Starworts may be 
planted any time between November and 
March. Varieties growing 1 foot to 2 feet high : 
Sibiricus, mauve, late; Acris, lilac-purple; 
Novi-Belgii Pleiad, rosy-purple; ptarmicoides, 
white. Two and a half feet to 3 feet ■. Novi- 
Belgii lanthe, pale blue; N.-B. Madonna, 

-/ivriiite, large; N.-B. T. Smith hluej Nl-B. 
^ UNIVERSITY 0 

la-vigatus, 
Three and 

rose: (Joombe Fishacre, flejli. 
half feet to 5 feet: Novi! 

Top Sawyer, rosy lilac ; N. -B. Flora, lavender 
N.-B. Ella, mauve; N.-B. Janus, white 
N.-B. Robt. Parker, lavender, yellow centre. 
N.-B. White Spray, sprays of white, twisted 
petals; N.-B. F. W. Burbidge, one of the hot 
white sorts ; l:evis Lady Trevellyan, white, 
changing to rose; Nova/-Anglia.- pr.ecm, 
crimson-purple; N.-A. ruber, rich crimson; 
turbinellus, large violet, tipped rose; and 
multiflorus, small white.— Townsman. 

Lenten and Christmas Roses. -1 triE fed 
obliged by being informed whet is the i-roper tresticc: 

for Christmas and Lenten Roses under the foUosiar 

circumstances : They were bought, some in Kebruirv iti 

some in April, and were at once potted in rich, bso\ 

loamy soil, with plenty of vegetable matter, in lO-ioriuial 
12-inch pots, and were placed in a cool, shadv, moat 

position under a not very thick hedge facingeast T*od 

them (out of twelve) have gradually lost their leave*, ud 

no grow th is v isible : the rest, while retaining U*ii 

leaves, have made no further fresh growth this yev, mi 

look sullen and indisposed. Will they recover before the 
winter’ or should they have a change in any wiy'- 
W. M. N. 

[The behaviour of the plants, and of the Utter 
group in j (articular, is exactly that we would 
have ex])ccted from so late transplanting u 
April. This is much too late, and for the 
simple reason that the chief rooting is 
a time, and the plants have vir ” 
existing upon their own stored- 
The Christmas Rose family (Helli 
is best replanted in August or 
as in this way all, or nearly all, 
then freshly growing, are pri 
It is quite possible, if you examine 
by shaking them out of the soil, 
hut few root fibres, and these 1 
type. If, however, any large or 
in sight, you can do little good, i 
wait for results : yet without root 
there is small chance of obtaining 
these are always in projiortion. 
these things for pots, we would 
ing fresh supplies not later than mid- 
l>er, and potting at once, plunging 
nearly their full depth in some unifoi 
and shady place. Those now in pots 
better if planted out in the garden, as 
is very slow when confined in pots, 
it your plants have not been plunged; tatt 
it would be difficult to keep them in«MtB 
factory- condition. The soil you mention 
should he suitable, hut soil in plant cultitttiou 
only plays one part, though naturally 
important ono. In the Christmas Rows 
sets of roots are produced each year by 
plants—viz., the chief or main roots 

in autumn, and the fibrous roots in I 
usually with the leaf growth. If from 
cause the main roots are checked or 

the annual growth of the leaves, that ' 
takes place in February or March, is 
inquired, and a generally weak, debiliutw 
condition ensues, that from these reasons «*■ 
not recover for a season or two. With 
Lenten Hellebores the case is different, as tk* 
section inclines moro to a perpetual room*, 
making large quantities of root fibres 

spring. This section may be replanted so We 
as April in good ground, and with ever? 
attention in watering, etc. The very nature 
of these and their great rooting render it 
necessary that the most liberal treatment 

should be given, and, even so, we do not 
recommend them as good things for pots, st'11 
lass so if the pots are continuously exposal » 
the great changes of atmosphere ever going 
on. | 

Sweet Peas some good sorta-Ow 
of the most conspicuous sorts this season m 
Prince of Wales. The flowers are very i^- 
of good form, and rose-pink in colour. I®' 
majority of the sprays have developed :WI 
blossoms. The newer I >uke of Westminster » 
even more robust than the last-named, its 
purple colour and good form, apart from.1’ 
freedom of flowering, giving it a ver-v , ? ‘ 
place in the list. Too much cannot well 
said in favour of Prima Donna, the soft jj<“ 
colour being charming. Rarely, indeed, « 
the spray develop less than four blooms- 
the dark sorts, Black Knight appears to t* ‘ 
best. It may- be described as dark i).ron'-. 
chocolate. The floyvers are large and oi ? 
substance, the plant robust and also 
flowering. Among the pale yellow or n 
cream flowers it is difficult to find an) 
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j.rcttier than Queen \ ictoria. The flowers are house all the winter, bloom gloriously in the south-west plants not hard}- enough for more 
very large, and each spray has a fine length of spring in (Kits. - A. 1). northern districts can be used with success, and 
lootstalb. Udy Mary Currie still holds its own --- jn Cornwall Solatium jusminoides is often seen. 
among the rich salmon coloured sorts. The Where this can be grown it is w ithout doubt 
deep mulberry red of Salopian stomps it as WA1SID.L GAKDEEh. the finest flowering climber that we have, for 
tirst-class in its colour, and the chasteness of Mccti of the pleasure in a country ramble has its blooming period extends over six months. 
Sadie Burpee has a value which none of the its source in the wayside gardens that edge the I once saw on either side of the porch of .a 
other whites possess. D. B. C. road in villages and" country towns, or here and Cornish cottage two huge bushes of Salvia 

Pretty annuals.—Too many gardoners, there in solitude fuce some remote lane. They coccinea fully 6 feet in height. In that 
and amateurs especially, are apt to overlook vary from the comparatively large enclosure county Myrtles are common on the cottage 
the exceediug beauty and usefulness of many fronting some old red brick or stone house fronts, and the walls are sometimes mantled to 
annuals in gardens, and amongst these there is standing well buck from the road, unpre- the eaves with the Ivy-leaved Pelargonium 
the charming Swan River Daisy (Brachycome tentious in its aspect, but with on air of solid Mme. Crousse. This is rurely much injured 
iberidifolia). I saw this growing in quantity comfort and respectability, to the narrow, by the winter. Cytisus racemosus, which 
the other day outdoors, where on a flower pebble-edged border filched from the road, grows into a great bush in the south-west, 
wider it was beautiful, flowering profusely which may be seen in front of white-washed and in mild winters is often in flower in 
'finches in height and in large 60-sized pots, Dorsetshire cottages. These latter reflect December, is sometimes trained on the wall, 
i i which seed had been sown very thinly, not great credit upon their originators, foremen if and other rarer plants, presents from some large 
less beautiful, though just a little taller, in n the road at the base of the cottage wall is neighbouring garden, nre occasionally seen, 
mol greenhouse. The flowers much resemble loosened with a pick and some of the metal The well-to-do wayside gaiden is, though 
those of the star-like Cinerarias, and are about cleared away, there is hut little root-run, yet equally interesting, oil an entirely different 
1 inch ill diameter. Seed should lie sown in by heaping up the soil, using a good projior- plane to the cottage plot. The house is often 
pota early in April, and outdoors in rows or tion of manure and assiduous watering, a veiled with varied climbers, the paths are 
tiny clumps at the end of April. This Daisy bright display is contrived. A little hamlet, neatly gravelled or formed of flag stones, and 

•A tlloun-stenhire (armhouse and front garden, from a photoirraph sent by Mr. W. It. Mill*, Aldington Farm, Fairford, Gloucester. 

has a long blooming season, which can l>e ex¬ 
tended if decaying flowers be picked off. If 
put into a bed which has been tniuly cariieted 
with Lobelia or Netnophila it would be all the 
more charming. Of more tender annuals, I 
saw hut the otlier day breadths of the varied 
and most lovely African Xemesia struinosn, 
the flowers of which give colours of unrivalled 
■eauty. But the plants, whilst blooming 

iieely and for a long season, yet have littlo 
loli&ge, and for that reason need some other 
plant to form a foliage base. Sweet Alvssum, 
Limnanthes, or Nemophila sown thinly would 
do capitally for that. Nemefiia should lie sown 
in shallow pots or pans and in colours, and be 
from these latter dibbled out into beds or 
'•orders where to flower. It is perhaps better 
to sow three or four seeds in GO-sized pots in 
fine soil, and thus raise several dozens of small 
clumps to turn out of pots. It is difficult to 
over praise the lovely colouring found in many 
of the flowers. The new Schizanthus Wise- 
tonieusis, with its charming butterfly-like rose 
and white flowers, is a hardy annual that can¬ 
not be too warmly praised. Seed sowiflU 
August, the plants kept [jhCBtfeSKiecqr koo% 

each cottage in which is faced with a tiny the formal beds are trimly edged. In looking 
flower strip such as described, is a pretty sight into such a garden one is not seldom delighted 
in early autumn, with its African Marigolds, with the flowers it holds— serried ranks of 
Hollyhocks, here and there a scarlet Gladiolus, white Madonna Lilies, beds of fragrant f'nma- 
Dahlia, or Chrysanthemum. The gardens of tions, of tenderly-tinted Tea Roses, clumps of 
ono village generally show a certain degreo of old double Rocket,- Bergamot, Pansies, 1-ove- 
similarity in their contents. With trifling 
differences the same plants appear in each, 
evidently passed from one occupier to another. 
In another villngo a few miles distant another 
selection is prolmbly in vogue, and it is ex¬ 
tremely interesting in a 50-miles’ bicycle ride 

in-n-mist, Irises, Mignonette, Stocks, and 
Lavender, all of them beautiful and very 
sweet-scented. There are many other gardens 
of which much might lie written—of the mill 
garden, with its Pampas (trasses, its Christmas 
Roses, and Mimulus (yellow and blood red). tremety interesting in a .‘Si miles bicycle ride Koses, and Mimulus (yellow and blood red), 

to watch the variation exhibited by the and the Bulrushes, Willow Herb, and Ixxxse- 
oottagers' flowers as one posses from village to strife around the mill-pool -of old-world inn 
village. Where cottages have the inestimable gardens, and of the gardens of old Elizabethan 
advantage, both artistically and practically, of manors now fallen in their estate to farm- 
porches a new opening is afforded for its houses. S. W. F. 
holder's gardening proclivities, for there are 
numberless flowering climbers that will wreathe Peruvian Lilies (Alstncmerias).—These 
these with loveliness. Jasmine and Virgin's are among our most showy herbaceous plants, 
Bower (Clematis Fliunmula) are perhaps the and in the south-west are ciuite hardy, while in 
most general favourites, but Roses, Passion- the colder jiarts of England, with a slight pro¬ 
flower, Clematis montana, and large-flowered tection during the winter, all would be well 
Clematis^ are often employed, and one of with them, 1 think, especially if a fairly sandy 

UJte preUikstJ. have seen was covered with the soilGaftd thorough drainage bo afforded them. 
I Jf sal t^ilCBindweed in full flower, ‘S tll° l,est 
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doer, and will thrive in a damper, stronger soil 
than the other varieties. All ot them are grand 
for cutting, and stand a very long time in 
water. In light soils they require frequent 
watering during spells of drought in summer, 
and to be supported with branched sticks to 
keep the growth from falling over. I have 
found the less disturbance at the root the 
better for the plants. When it becomes neces¬ 
sary to remove them, early spring, just as 
growth begins, is the best time. They should 
be planted quite 6 inches deep. Here they 
will be secure against several degrees of frost 
it a few inches of sand or coal-ashes are placed 
over the roots at the end of November.— 
.T. M. B. 

ROBBS. 

MEDAL ROSES. 
To me the most interesting of exhibits in an 
extensive show like that of the National Rose 
Society's display at the Temple are the medal 
blooms. These are collected from the whole of 
the stands, and the flowers so honoured are 
invariably perfect specimens. A silver medal 
goes to the best Hybrid Perpetual, Tea, and 
Ifybrid Tea respectively, and in the two 
divisions — amateurs and nurserymen. Six 
flowers, therefore, are chosen. This vear the 
finest Hybrid Perpetual was Mrs. .1. t.aing in 
both cases. These were very line, splendidly 
developed blossoms. The best Hybrid Tea was 
a huge bloom of Mildred Grant in the trade 
exhibits, and Bessie Brown was the sort 
selected among amateurs. Maman Cochet, of 
the latter division, was that honoured as the 
finest Tea-scented ; Cleopatra gained the other 
medal of this class. There is always some 
comment in regard to the medal Roses late in 
the day. It is not always remembered that 
the chosen blooms are considered the best 
when judged. It may lie that they improve 
or lose in beaut}’ as the day advances—mostly 
the latter—and, therefore, it is not surprising 
that other specimens which have improved are 
considered hner by the visitor. Thus, a splen¬ 
did flower of Captain Hayward—one of the 
brightest of red Roses—and an equally fine 
Bessie Brown other than the one selected were 
much admired. Regarding these medal 
blooms, it is interesting to note that, with one 
exception (Maman Cochet), the sorts were 
raised in these isles. Mrs. John Laing and 
Cleopatra are the grandest of the choice 
varieties raised by tno late Mr. H. Bennett. 
Mildred Grant and Bessie Brown are both 
from A. Dickson and Sons. The Gold Medal 
of the National Rose Society is also awarded 
to any new variety of exceptional merit. This 
year at the Temple two kinds were thought 
worthy. These were both Tea-scented- one 
named Lady Roberts, and the other Souvenir 
de Pierre Notting. The former is in shape 
the exact counterpart of an esteemed variety 
—Anna Ollivier—but with deeper shades of 
buff and red tints. It is a charming Rose. 
Presumably, the latter is of French origin, 
although exhibited by Prince, of Oxford. The 
flower is not over-large, but the shape is first- 
rate. It is said to be a cross between Maman 
Cochet and Mardohal Niel. If that bo so, it 
should grow to a large size to follow parentage. 
The combination of shades—yellow and pink 
—appeared to me its chief charm, and I should 
say it is a decided acquisition. H. S. 

.MAIDEN ROSES FOR EXHIBITION. 
Kimilv tell me what Rosea (exhibition) icive beat blooms 

os maidens, H.P. and H.T. ? Also which exhibition Teas 

are best on standards, and which on dwarfs ? Which arc the 

best new exhibition Roses, and those a small amateur 
should tfo in for ? I have 500 stocks (200 Manetti, 100 each 
of seedlings, standards, and cuttings) to bud now, and am 

anxious to do so to best advantage for next year's shows. 

—0. K. D. 

[There are certain varieties of Roses that are 
only good for exhibition upon one-year-old or 
maiden plants, as they are termed, but if such 
varieties are budded where they are to remain 
they will give very good flowers the second and 
subsequent years. Of those varieties the prin 
cipal are A. "K. Williams (b), Horace Vernet(n) 
Xavier Olibo (c), Marchioness of Dufferin (m) 
Gustave Pigaueau (m), and Duchess of Bed 
ford (b). These are all splendid show kinds 
and several of each should be VfiatMeiL Th 
are also 

flowers as maidens and also as cut backs—a 
term usually employed for Roses that have 
been pruned back. If you desire to enter the 
larger classes at the shows you should grow five 
to ten each of the following as maidens, for 
not only do they produce splendid individual 
blooms, but they also come a little later than 
the cut-backs, consequently they are of more 
service in an early season. The following list 
should be grown: General Jacqueminot (m), 
Comte Raimbaud (C), Jeannio Dickson (if), Mrs. 
Sharman Crawford ( m), Marie Baumann (cl, 
Alfred Coloinb (if), Caroline Testout (m), 
Etienne Levet (M), Duke of Fife (mi, Frau 
Karl Druschki (M), Gladys Hark ness ( m i, Mrs. 
John Laing (il), Robert Scott (ii), Mrs. W. J. 
Grant (M), Mine. Jules Grolez (B), White 
Ladv I'l, Tennyson (n, Prince Arthur (mi, 
Mildred Grant («•), Bessie Brown (< ). Papa 
I,ambert (<•), Victor Hugo (r), Charles Lefeb 
vre (m), Helen Keller (mi, Suzanne M. Rodo- 
eanachi (m). E. Y. Teas (mi. La France (m). 
Dupuy Jamain (m), Marchioness of London¬ 
derry (m), Margaret Dickson (Ml, Duke of 
Wellington <m), Marquise Litta H I, Pride of 
Waltham (c), Tom Wood (c), Ulrich Brunner (M), 
and Antoine Rivoire (b). The following are 
best as cutbacks: Francois Michelon (c), Her 
Majesty («•), Mine. ii. Luizet (if). Exquisite (B), 
and Mrs. Cocker (b). If you bud a few of each 
of these you will stand a good chance of carry¬ 
ing off some of the prizes, provided skill is 
employed in cultivating. 

Tea Roses for exhibition nre best from half- 
standards, and, if possible, I would advise that 
they he so grown, although certain kinds will 
produce fair blooms from dwarfs. These are 
marked with an asterisk. ‘Catherine Mermet, 
•Bridesmaid, Cleopatra, ‘Devoniensis, ‘Mine. 
Cusin, Mme. de Watteville, ‘Souvenir d'un 
Ami, ‘The Bride, ‘Mme. Hoste, 'Souvenir 
d'Elise Vardon, ‘Souvenir de S. A. Prince, 
"Niphetos, ‘Anna Ollivier, Innocento Pirola, 
Ernest Met/., ‘Medea, Maman Cochet, and 
White Martian Cochet. The best new exhi¬ 

bition Roses are: Frau Karl Druschki. Mme. 
Vormorel (si, Boadicea (s), Mrs. Edward 
Mawley (SI. Mildred Grant, Gladys Hark ness, 
Bessie Brown, Exquisite, Papa Lambert, Dr. 
F. Guvou (s). Lady Moyra Beauclerc (s), 
Duchess of Portland (s), Tennyson, Ben 
Cant (s). Lady Roberts (sj. All of the kinds 
named M ould do well on the Brier, hut lor your 
guidance I-have placed a letter against each 
kind indicating the stocks that give best 
results. For instance, b for seedling Brier, 
c for Brier cutting, m for Manetti, and s for 
standard or half-standard.—Rosa. ] 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Pruning Roses.—Immediately after flowerinir. the 

climbing Roses ajjaimt the house (Oloire de liijon, 

Bouquet d'Or, W. A. Richardson, and others) send up long 

shoots 5 feet to In feet long. Ought I to cut them off or 

top them and nail them up ?—GuilKK cm Duns. 

| N"ail them in so that the wood can get well ripened, as 

on this depend* the blooming next year.) 

Rose Robert Scott.—Among the newer 
Roses this is not the least striking. It is a 
large, well-formed flower of a good type. The 
colour is a flesh-pink, with an exquisite finish 
to the petals. It is a cross between Mrs. 
W. J. Grant and Merveille de Lyon, raised in 
America, and not much known. It was seen 
in grand form at the Windsor Show the other 
day, and is one that should he noted by those 
who cultivate Roses for exhibition. It is said, 
too, by the raiser to be a good one to force and 
for pot culture generally.—H. 

Pruning Marechal Nlel Rose. — I have a 

Man ehal Nlel Rose in my small greenhouse. It flowered 

well this spring, and has run all over the house. It is not 

very robust. What had I better do with it now—prune it, 
or wait till autumn? 1 have a Niphetos just the same. 
What should I do with it?—Rr.v. H. Q088B. 

[As a rule, strong-growing Roses planted out 
or grown in pots under glass ar e best pruned 
immediately after flowering, but this more 
especially applies to old established plants that 
have become quite a thicket of growth. In 
such cases some of the oldest shoots or branches 
are cut quite out, retaining as much as possible 
of the growt h of the current season. By letting 
in sunlight and air to the shoots they are 
enabled to ripen off better, which is a necessary 
condition for the future success of the plants. 
Should your plants be much crowded with 
' pots, we would advise thinning at oncejf 

into the vacant spaces '* 

Any further pruning, such as shortening tie 
lateral growths, will be best done in the early 
part of next year.] 

Rose Fisher Holmes. — Few dark- 
coloured Roses have held their own like the 
splendid variety named above. It is what 
exhibitors term undersized, which perhaps 
renders it all the more useful to the novice, 
who, above all things, admires a shapely bud. 
And then its colour is so good. Fisher Holme- 
is a first-rate autumnal, blooming well and 
late, and is one of the few good H.P. crimson 
Roses to grow for that purpose. As a maiden 
plant the flower is superb, although small, the 
centre high and pointed, good alike on Manetti 
or seedling Brier, but more enduring on the 
latter. It mukes a tolerably good standard, 
although 1 prefer Roses of a freer growth as 
standards in fact, the more semi |*ndulot- 
the shoots the more graceful are these standard 
Roses.—Rosa. 

Ruse Noella Nabonuaud. -I believe we 
have in the above a very fine climbing Rq* 
and one likely to be sought after. It has the 
beaut iful rich velvety shading so much admire: 
in Bardou Job, and this is not to be wondered 
at, seeing that the variety under notice.re 
suited from a cross between that Rose and 
Reine Marie Henriette. In the hud state 
Noella Naljonnand is lovely, and when lolly 
expanded the large, semi-double blossoms an 
uarticulnrly showy. A wall covered with tin 
Rose should be a splendid feature, and its 
e pially valuable for arch or pillar. One cm 
also imagine what a glorious free-haul'd 
standard the Rose will make, (-sjieeially il 
worked on a tall stein. — Rosa. 

Climbing Roses for north walL-Could yn 
give me the name* of two yellow or white climbing B«- 
suitable for a north wall? I often see Rein* Marv 

Henriette praised in your column*. Here it does not d; 
well. When in bad il is good, but when onl alt the (*k»f 

goes.—T. S. 

[As a nearly white Rose, you could not d- 
better than plant Mme. Alfred Carrier*. It re a 
splendid free kind, with large, showy, and very 
fragrant blossoms. In this position it shou! 1 
succeed well, and its not over-double flower' 
aro very lasting. Celine Forestier is anotbt 
reliable kind, pale yellow in colour, aud oneoi 
the good old Roses that will probably neverfe 
surpassed. Commence well by cutting back 
the plants to quite half their length the firs', 
season, and, if they are nice bushy plants, we 
would advise you to cut one or two growth- 
|uit: close down to the base. These, in court' 
of ti ne, will send up new shoots, and thus we!! 
furnish the wall. Reine Marie Henriette, « 
you say, is rather disappointing at times. 
much prefer Waltham Climber No. 1, and &ls 
Waltham Climber No. 3. Cheshunt Hybrid i- 
good on a north wall. In the bud no Rose i- 
prettier, but when ex [landed the colour is ini' 
pleasant. Whilst the climbers are making 
growth you could well plant one or two of the 
dwarf Teas among them. Marie Van Houtie 
we have seen in such an aspect flourishing 
admirably, and doubtless others of similar 
strong habit, such as Mme. Hoste, Medea. 
Anna Ollivier, etc., would also do well.] 

Rose Mildred Grant.— No new Roseoi 
recent years has created such interest as thre¬ 
at least among exhibitors. This season has 
seen it in even better form than last year, 
when it was grown by the raisers only, Messrs- 

Dickson, of Newtownards. It is absolutely 
faultless as a show Rose. Its great sire and 
charming shn[ie, with attractive pink .shadow 
a white ground, make it a variety all grower- 
must have. It is a Hybrid Tea, and, like those 
kinds of that class, a free bloomer. If not 
rampant, it may be termed a good grower, 
with capital foliago. This variety has wor. 
more medals during the past two seasons for 
the best single flower than any other, old w 
new.—H. 

Photographs of Gardens, Plants, or 
Trees.— We offer each week a copy of Vulatt* 
edition of the "English Flower Garden"form 
best photograph of a garden or any at} tisemtent*, 

indoors or outdoors, sent to vs m any cm wets. 
Second prize, Half a Guinea. 

The Prize Winners this week are: b 
Miss L. Bland, Cammonev, Belfast, for Are lor 
arWllisnn 2, Miss Mabel (laisford, The ,,r0'e’ 
^IjlunboyjTieQfof; Irises against Yew hedge. 
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TREES AND SHRUBS. 

KALMIAS. 
Among the dwarfer evergreens there are few 
better than the Kalmias. The genus is purely 
an American one, extending from the Arctic 
regions in the north to as far as Cuba in the 
south. The Kalinins belong to the Heath 
family, the flowers being rather flat and saucer- 
shaped and borne at, or near, the ends of the 
previous season’s branches. They require the 
same conditions under cultivation ns the great 
mujority of their allies — the so • called ] 
'• American ” plants. A soil of a peaty nature 
i« best, but in gardens consisting of pure loam 

cuttings may also be employed, but seeds are 
preferable. 

Roth K. angustifolia and K. latifolin may lie 
used for forcing. The plants should be potted 
up at the beginning of winter, and may bo 
brought into the forcing-house at intervals to 
provide a succession, but slow and gentle 
forcing is necessary. 

K. anocstifoma is a very pretty dwarf 
shrub, growing from 1 foot to 3 feet high, and 
flowers during June. The flowers are of a 
purplish-red (but of different shades), each a 
little under half an inch in diameter, the 
corymbs being producer! in tho leaf axils near 
the ends of the shoots, sometimes extending 
several inches downwards from the lips uni 

The Mountain Laurel (Kalmla latifolin) 

they may be grown well by trenching deeply 
and mixing plenty of woll-decayed leal-soil and 
as much peat as can be afforded with tho top 
spit. They have the same antipathy to lime at 
tie roots, which renders tho cultivation of so 
many ericaceous plants in chalky soils a diffi¬ 
cult and expensive matter. A cool and con¬ 
tinuously moist soil is an important desidera¬ 
tum, and this is why deep tronching is 
recommended. In hot, sandy soils the ground 
should be removed to a depth of 2 foot and 
replaced at tho bottom with the best of the 
natural soil mixed with a heavier loam, filling 
the upper part with a mixture of peat, leaf- 
soil, and loam. All the three species here 
mentioned ripen seed in this country, bynuSoiT 
of which they can bo increased. Layersbin 

:ig a showy cylinder shaped mass of bios- 
It is a very fr 

formi 
som. It is a very free-flowering plant. It w; 

i introduced in 1736 from Canadu, but extends 
from there southwards to tho hills of the 
Curolinos. Of the sevoral named varieties in 

| cultivation the mast distinct is 
K. a. var. OVATA. — This, a native of the 

| mountains of New Jersey, is easily distin¬ 
guished by its larger, oblong or ovate loaves, 
which ulinost suggest a small-leaved K. lati- 
folia in their glossy green colour and firmness 
of texture. Tiie leaves are produced in whorls 
of three or four at each joint, and tho whole 
shrub is of taller, more robust growth. 

K. a. var. Sana is also a distinct and vory 
'.tv-qdiliit^ It is of close, dwarf growth, 
■ni;ij$ipfcat, dense bush 1 foot or less 

and useful as an edging for a group of (ho 
taller Kalmias. 

K. a. var. ri'rra has flowers in which the 
purplish tinge of the ordinary form gives place 
to a purer red. Of the several varieties it is' 
tho richest in hue. 

K. o la CCA.—This species differs consider¬ 
ably in general aspect from the other two, ond 
compared with eithor of them, but especially 
K. latifolin, is poor and scanty in appearance. 
Out of flower it is by no means so handsome a 
shrub. The glaucous white colour of the under 
surface of tho leaves renders this species easily 
distinguishable. The flowers are reddish-lilac, 
each over half an inch across, and produced in 
terminal corymbs. The species was intro¬ 
duced from the United States in 1767. It is in 
llower, as a rule, early in April, and is thus 
two months or so in advance of its two follow 
species. 

K. I.ATIFG1.IA.—This, commonly known as 
the Mountain Laurel, is much the largest of 
tho Kalmias, and may frequently be seon 6 feet 
or 8 feet high in this country, whilst in the 
Southern Alleghany Mountains it is said occa¬ 
sionally to attain a height of 20 feet. It is a 
very handsome shrub both as regards its foliage 
and blossom, and in places where the con¬ 
ditions suit it thero are few evergreens of 
greater beauty and value. The flowers appear 
in Juno in a cluster of corymbs terminating 
tho shoot. Each llower is about three-quarters 
of an inch in diameter, and is rose coloured. 
The shade varies in depth in different plants, 
and the flowers are sometimes almost white. 

K. I.. var. mvrtifoi.ia is a distinct and very 
pretty plant, of dwarfer habit, and its leaves 
are not much larger than those of the Myrtle. 
The flowers, also, aro smaller than in the type, 
but the whole plant when in bloom is as pretty 
os it is noat ond compact. 

K. i- var. roi,YPKT.\i.A.— In this the foliage 
does not differ from that of the ordinary K. 
latifoliu, but the corolla, instead of having the 
usual saucer shape, is divided into several seg¬ 
ments, os tho name implies. It flowers each 
year at Kew at the same time as the others. 

Lonlcera Japonlca.—This name includes 
the different forms of one species of Honoj - 
suckle which are variously known in gardens 
and nurseries as 1,. chinonsis, Halleann, 
llexuosa, and hrnchypodu. It is just now one 
of tho most charming shrubs in flower, alike 
for the luxuriant elegnneo of its growth and 
for the sweet, strong fragrance of its blossoms. 
It is a climbing plant, but by giving it the 
support of three stakes 6 feet or more high, 
arranged n sa trq>od, it will form a dense, 
graceful bush, and may in this wav bo used to 
furnish the open liorder. It has broad ovate 
louves, each from 1J inches to 3 inches long, of 
a beautiful rich green. They are opposite, and 
a ]>air of flowors is produced in the axil of each 
one, so that four flowers apficar at every joint. 
At first they are creamy-white, hut grodually 
becomo yellow with ago. The fragrance is like 
that of our native Honeysuckle, with a sug¬ 
gestion of Cowslip added. In mild winters 
this Lonicera is evergreen. It is a native of 
China and Japan. 

Veronicas. — It is a great pity these 
charming plants are not more hardy in this 
country, as they make a grand show’ towards 
autumn. They are found in immense hushes 
throughout Devon and Cornwall and grow like 
weeds. It is best to give them a sheltered 
position ami where plenty of sun can reach 
them to ripen the wood. Pruning should lie 
done before growth begins in spring, and they 
grow in any good garden soil, most of the 
varieties increasing tenfold by seed in the 
counties named above, though they are easily 
rooted by taking cuttings in autumn and treat¬ 
ing them similarly to Pentstemons, Calceo¬ 
larias, otc., planting out in nursery linos early 
in April, when severe frosts are past. Most of 
the varieties are of a bluish tint, though a few 
are white and one or two reddish in colour. 
There are ovor 100 varieties, many being suit¬ 
able for tho rock-garden, and in localities 
where they do not prove hard}' they are very 
suitable for pots, all they require being pro¬ 
tection from very severe frost, standing out¬ 
doors from April until they come into flower. 

.., t wherfe' th&Vic u'mkcilk good display in a cool 

Vftriegnu is 
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a useful dwarf plant for edging in the flower these late trusses become quite as good as 
garden during summer, and is also at home in those earlier formed. Cinder -covered stages 
l he front row of a hank of plants in the green maintain a state of moisture beneficial to any 
house throughout the year. —J. M. B. plant, and t his same provision affords con 

GARDBN WORE. 

VEGETABLES. 

PLANTING IN DRY WEATHER. 
Many-consider that the best time for planting NOTES AND REPLIES. At any rate, all planta in the open air should 
such things as Broccoli, Winter Greens, Peas falling.—I enclose you tome root, of Pea*, and be looked over twice a day in hot weather. It 
Savoys, Lettuces, and such like is during will be glad if you can ten me what is wrong with them ig better to wait till a plant is dry, and then 
the time of or immediately following rain. give enough to moisten all the soil. Toaatiei- 
No one will deny that it is much more easy to in(f later lhan lhev ghould, an.1 were mildewed very early. i»te the needs of a plant in this respect is not 
carry out such work under these favourable They followed a crop of Broccoli, and were spring sown wise. Dewing over the foliage of Azaleas and 
ciroumstances, but what of long spells of l should like to know if it would be possible to avoid this other plants in the evening, when there is no 
drought, when there are vacant spots put out a,f“ln . lUrau“ ' ArT\ dew deposited, is beneficial. No one should 
of use by the maturity of their early crops t It ■ H dilncult to say what is wrong with the Wftjer a valuable specimen hard wooded plant 
certainly is not true economy to allow plants roots of your revs. Ihe little nodules or without testing its condition by tapping the 
to remain crowdel in the seed-lied while there excrescences on them are funnel by certain sj(|e, (lf the pot. This is the liest and sure-t 
is vacant ground on which they may be bacteria, and are beneficial to the plant, as tes(_ Those who want Mignonette during 
planted. It would be feared by some that to they assist it in obtaining nitrogen; but there autumn and early winter should soon sow seed* 
disturb plants in tropical weather such as that 'yaf* Sfu,> at tl,c root-., whicli was probably 0f any favourite variety. Machet is perla|s 
remembered in early July would spell failure that of the lea-weevil (Sitona lineata), which !IS good as any, but the size of the flower? is 
in the attempt to get them established in new would certainly injure them, but there must pretty much a matter of cultivation. Thesoil 
quarters. Such, however, is not the case if "ave “®*n a ffreak many to have really injured ghould be composed of good loam and leal- 
watering is possible for a few days. In dry 1 *ie crop- 1 should think that the inclement molljd, with a little old cow-manure, i 
weather there is much to gain in having firm weather and, jierhaps, aphides, had more to do sprinkling of bone-meal, anti a dash of old 
ground to plant in, and, indeed, it is folly to w*th t*1© failure than anything.— G. S. S.] plaster and soot. This would make an ideal 
dig in midsummer for the planting of winter Early Potato disease. —As far as my compost for Mignonette when well Mendel 
crops. Rather plant or sow a crop that will experience goes I have never seen the disease and made firm in the pots. To some thismii- 
mature in time for the ground to do cleared so bad at this early season as this year. In a ture may seem needless trouble, but very fe» 
and dug in winter. Previous to lifting plants general way, when the atmosphere is favourable grow really good Mignonette. Sow the seed- 
from the seed-bed, a good watering would be for its growth, I generally look for disease in thinly in f>-inch pots, or sow fewer seed* .r 
helpful. In old Strawberry-beds, from which the early part of July, and have noticed it .'U-inch pots, and shift into larger pots**re- 
the plants, weeds, and strawy litter have been often in such seasons from the fith to loth, quired. Several sowings may lie madedsnn{ 
cleared, an iron bar will easily make suitable I never remember seeing it l»efore the 4th. the autumn. Bulbs for forcing should W 
holes for the insertion of the roots, and, if But to my surprise it was visible in a field here ordered early, and those intended to lie fonel 
these are well watered in, it is surprising how on the 21th of June, and now, July 12th, many early should l>e (lottoI on arrival. Roman 
well moisture is retained. Necessarily, the of the plants have not a green leaf on them. Hyacinths are much dearer than the) were a 
plants will suffer and put on n poor, starved It made its upjiearance first on some of the year or two ago. It has lieen hinted that 
look for a time, hut directly new roots take early American kinds, amongst them Early growers, or some of them, are forming aom 
(lossession of the firm soil they soon make Puritan. I observed it first on a patch in a bine to raise prices. If so, they will have to 
amends, and once they are well started further close, hot corner, and not .To yards away, where keep the bulbs, ns they are not necessaries oi 
watering will not be called for. The evening is the air could circulate freely, it is not half so life. What are termed Dutch Roman* are 
the better time for planting and watering, and, Rad. I had an idea that if air could circulate very useful, and are cheaper, but will not low 
if the latter is repeated for about a week, the among the plants this would ward of!disease, so well as the French Romans: but, if potto) 
plants will then be self-supporting. I do not (t is clear crowding of leafage is to be con- early, t hey will flower early, and this &ki 
hesitate to plant in any weather, provided demned, but evidently this will not prevent refers to such bulbs ns Freesias, which should 
there are suitable land and seedlings to put it. In this field I have a quarter of an acre of be potted at once for. early flowering. Double 
out. When the soil is very wet and firm, the a very late kind, and the tops have not grown Daffodils, also, should be potted early for 

maintain a state of moisture beneficial to any __ »• , 
plant, and this same provision affords cod- Conservatory.-Many greenhouse pkut, 
ditious exactly suited to Tomatoes. My span- "*1.1 now ** In.the °IKJ" alr'ln,t ** "J* re 
roofed house Accommodates a crop of Tomatoes 'l^re ascareful management as when indoor,, 
at the same time as a stage full of plants, and ^P^mlly as regards watering There « 
all do well together. W. S. ,‘an8er°f oyer watering m dry wee-her, but 

& _ _ _ the position the plants oceupv will have some 
influence upon the supply of water required. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. At anv rate, all plants in the open air should 
Peas falling.—I enclose vo« some roots ot Peas, and be looked over twice a day in hot weather. It 

will be triad if you can tell me what is wrong with them j9 better to wait till a plant is dry, and then 

When the soil is very wet and odds, also, should fie (jotted early for 

TOMATOES SETTING BADLY. 

progress with any degree of satisfaction, merit gardens, the foliage is gone and the the flower-buds. Weak soot water will be u* 
Those who may have been fearful of the tubers are not larger than big marbles. J. C., ful to them and other things now. 
attempt to plant Broccoli, Savoys, Winter Ford, AIJ*y. Stove.—This is a good season for thrt 
llreens, etc., in dry weather may soon Tomatoes in pits and frames. - oughly cleansing the interior of the houses^ 

Capital crops of Tomatoes may be secured in i»ainting, if necessary, as the plants will.takew 
pits and frames, and any which may have l>een barm it moved to another structure till 
utilised for Potatoes or such like crops may work is finished and the smell of paint (u-y 
well be used for Tomato growing. Varieties away. It is far more difficult to grow p-ay 
such as Early Ruby and Conference are excel well in dirty houses than in those which are 
lent kinds for frames, not beitie strong growers, clean anil sweet, and insects also are too-* 

-, -- --^ - . ruiuabues iu pica uuu irnmea. - *-*'■ 
become convinced if they keep them watered c iul c of Toniatoes maybe secured in |>ainting, 
for a few days and the ground is firm. pits and frames, and any which may have l«een barm if r 
_ >\ . . . utilised for Potatoes or such like crons may work is fi 

Is some localities there is much complaint lent kinds for frames, not being strong growers, clean anil sweet, and insects also are ro 
from growers of Tomatoes, who bewail the and also setting and swelling off heavy crops troublesome where the houses arc dirty ami • 
lightness of their crops through their failure to under such confined space. If the frames have bad repair. This also is a time of ripemn. 
set. The cause of this is not very clear, already been occupied with Potatoes, no other resting, and more air should be given an 
because while one garden has suffered from this preparat ion of the soil is needed. Before water supply in some cases reduced, 
failing in a market! degree, in another it will planting, a trellis should be erected, so as to intended tor table decoration during 
be practically unknown. My indoor crops bring the stems up to the glass. This trellis autumn and winter should now tie >n . 
have never l>een heavier, and the same freedom must also lie close enough to prevent the fruits pots. \ oung, well-grown plants areW® 
would appear to characterise the outdoor falling through. A trellis will be found a suitable, and will include Crotons, Dra 
plantings. While this is true of one case, much better plan than allowing the stems to < alodiums, Cocos, and other small, neat • 
several can lie cited where the opposite is much trail upon the surface of the lied, and then and other dwarf plants of neat , 
in evidence. If the early indoor stock had having to support the trusses of fruit no easy plants are usually grown in sets w“®r® 
displayed this stubbornness it might have been matter. Squares of glass may be placed under table decoration is done, giving as much 

10 lb. on a* length of about 7 feet of stem,“and allowed to form without crowding, keeping all Dendrobiums, may come in the win 
these confines! to boxes. The trusses were not superfluous side growths promptly removed, grateful change. In addition to pto 
more than 0 inches asunder, showing clearly Even if the frame should not already have been able foliage will l»e required, and a g » . „ 
the short-jointed nature of the growth. These occupied with Potatoes, it is an easy matter to of Asparagus plumosus and A. apren0 
were grown in a span-roofed house, and trained place a ridge of soil along the front, keeping it be wan ted, as also long traits o 
close to the gloss. I find it advantageous, in in position by a hoard or bricks. In this con- Croton leaves are used a good ,le*J • 
dealing with Tomatoes in boxes or (jots, to fined space tne plants will require abundance places, and tins means, of course, 
stand them where they can root through the of water and also feeding to swell off the crops, plants are in stock. Rather smai ^ 
bottoms into a bed of ashes or soil. It is not Do not attempt at anytime to sprinkle over- grown Maidenhair terns are . ^ 
always practicable to do this, but is mentioned head and close up the frame with sun heat, that best of Maiden hairs, A. taneyv ■ , 
so that any of your readers who have the thinking that the plants or fruit will be for- this means, of course, thoughtfu “ . 
means placed within their reach may do so. I warded, as on account of the sudden lowering energy, with suitable places lor l h ^ 
find that when the soil is exhausted in the of the temperature during the night and the Small, low places are best for tne*e 
boxes or pots the later set trusses suffer from stagnation of the atmosphere, disease is very young stove plants, 
lack of the needful support. On the other apt to appear. Keep a little air continually Cold-frames. -There is seldom »'>}' 
hand, if roots can escape through the bottom on, increasing it more or le3s during the day,! ing time for these useful moveable strut1 ■ 
intosome material,.andcpal-rfmes La^jarticukayjjgnd reducing in the same ratio. Original Nrw thev are filled with Cucumbers, -'le ' 
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Cinerarias, Cyclamens, Primulas, and various 

other voung plants making growth. For the 

shade-loving plants it will be better if they can 

l-e placed in n shady spot with a couple of 

inches of ashes in the bottom. Worms in the 

pots aro a great nuisance, und every effort 

should be made to keep them out. If a plant 

stands ou the bare ground without an 

impervious foundation, worm# will enter and 

soon block up tho drainage. This is where the 

evil comes in. Though worms are useful as 

drainers in the open ground, they make 
wretched work in a pot, and should be cleared 

oat with lime-water, or, better, their entrance 

prevented, which thoughtful men bring about 

hy the bed of ashes or a foundation of boards, 

tiles, or slates. Plants in frames require 

abundant ventilation : in fuct, on warm nights 

remove the lights altogether and let in the 
genial night dews. Cuttings of many kinds of 
-oit-wooded plants will root in the cold-frame 

now; and in a frame in the shade of u wall or 

fence, Pinks, Carnations, and choice 
green shrubs may be rooted. 

Ripe Grapes, if left too long on the Vines 
will shrivel, unless shaded, and black Grapes 

tae colour and freshness if exposed to a hot, 

•living atmosphere. If there is a good Grupc- 

toooi, ripe Grapes should be cut with suitable 

Norths of stem and placed in l>ottles of water 
in -och a way that the bunches of G rapes hang 

Irec and clear of everything. In this room, 

with an occasional look round with the 

scinots, Grapes will keep longer than if left on 

the Vines, and the houses may be thrown open 

to complete the ripening of the wood, or, if the 

lights are movable, they may bo taken off as 
won as the wood is firm and hard. The Grape- 

room must be ventilated, and no dust should lie 

raised hy sweeping, etc. 

Orchard house. Stone fruits will l>c 
getting plentiful outside now, and the trees in 

p-ts may be placed outside to ri|*en the wood 

when the fruits are all gathered. During the 

autumn any trees which require more pot 

room should have a shift, and these not 
re lotted should Lave some of the old soil 
removed and a top-dressing applied. No fruit- 

tne, even when its wood is finished for the 

should be left without moisture in the 

*xl, or the buds will suffer. 

Window gardening. — Window-boxes 

will be benefited by a little stimulant in the 
water. Fuchsias, Balsams, and other plants 

m flower, either in the house or in pots or tubs 

outside, will require some help now. Ferns 

u:d Palms must be shaded from the sun. 

Anything which requires repotting should 
bve attention now if at all this season. 

Remove dust and insects with the sponge. 

Outdoor garden.—There is a good deal 
o’ disease among patches of Lilium candidum, 

tot away in the country, where they never buy 

toiortea bulbs, they seem healthy enough in 

the cottage gardens. Spraying early in the 

with a fungicide seems the best remedy. 

R-rdeaux-mixture, or sulphate of potassium in 

*>lutio», I oz. to the gallon, if used in time, is 
effective. It is best not to transplant very 

uften, but the best time to move this Lily is 

immediately after the flower-stems die down 

in August. Seeds of any choice plant 
-loald be looked after, ga'hered, and placed in 

m airy room to complete their ripening. 
Among the shrubs in flower now, the St. John s 

'''fts are interesting, and the hardiest of 

'■ mi. Hypericum calycinum, is one of the best 

|bnts for covering the ground in shady places 

J'lere other things w ill not grow. It is now in 

- *cr, and a wide patch of it is very effective. 

" Moserianuin, a tuller-growing sjiecies with 

-mailer flowers, makes a good group at a time 

"ton flowering shruhs arc scarce. Among the 

-rubby Spirseas, S. aria-folia is very effect i vc 
graceful. Its habit of growth also is good, 

-ii a little pruning after flowering, a pyra- 
*■^*1 outline will he given, which is more 

•>^td to its large, drooping sprays of white 

“‘ere. Somehow the season seems out of 

J0lnt in the manner and time of flowering of 

tQsnJ' things among the hardy plants. 

garden.—When the Peaches are 
sphered it is a good plan to cut out any ol 

i wn which is not likely to be required. T' ‘ 

C'f m ">« air and helps to ri;»EiiZfla lw£ 
ihe young wood of Rasplierries should l* 

thinned, leaving only enough of the stoutest 
canes for next year’s bearing, and as soon as 

the fruits are all gathered cut out all the old 
canes. The autumn - bearing Raspberries 

should lie tier! to stakes or a trellis formed 
with w ires to keep tho fruit off the grouud. If 

Red or White Currants on north walls are 
covered with hexagon netting they will keep 

fresh for a long time to use for tarts with the 

autumn-bearing Raspberry. I have kept them 

good till the end of November in mild seasons. 

A few bushes of Red Warrington Gooseberry 

may be preserved in the same way for some 

time. The old Strawberry plantations not 
required for next seasou’s liearing may be 

chopi>ed over with the spado and the rubbish 

burnt, the ashes scattered about , and the land 

planted with late Broccoli, if there are strong 

plants reserved which have been transplanted. 

Iu some districts Apples and Plums are falling 
from the effects of drought. This might be 

mitigated by a soaking of water and a rich top¬ 

dressing. Liquid-manure or house sewage will 
be useful, or a dressing of nitrate of soda 

watered in will be a great help iu swelling off 

the fruit. In some gardens Strawlierrv runners 
are difficult to get in sufficient numbers, and 

in some instances older runners which were tiricked out last- uutumn have been utilised, 

>ut strong runners of the current season arc 

best. 

Vegetable garden. In our district the 
ground is hot ana dry, necessitating mulching 

and watering. As regards mulching, when the 

manure supply fails other things may be used, 

such as the clecayed vegetable matter or old 

potting soil, and sifted ashes among Lettuces 

and Endives check evaporation ana keep the 

earth cool, as well as put a stop to the work 
of snails and slugs. Where the land is in good 

heart if tho hoe is used freely to break up the 

surface this of itself forms a very useful 

mulcli over the roots of the plants, and is a 

great encouragement to growth. This is the 

time to sow Winter Spinach, Tripoli and other 
kinds of Onions. Lettuces, Endives, Turnips, 

Radishes, and French Beans should now be 
sown in a frame to be sheltered from frost dur¬ 

ing the autumn. Liquid - manure may he 

given as freely as the supply will permit of to 

Celery, I.eeks, Cauliflowers, Globe Artichokes, 
Lettuces, etc. Lift all early Potatoes as they 

ripen, and the land will come in for more of the 

crops named above, or may be prepared for 

Strawberries. If there is a surplus of Scarlet 

Runners, gather the pods of suitable size and 
place in earthen jars, with layers of salt, for 

winter use. Sow seeds of Telegraph or some 

other good Cucumber for planting in a warm 

house next month for winter use. In the 

meantime have the house thoroughly cleaned 

inside and whitewashed with hot lime, and, if 
necessary, painted. Keep the growth of 

Tomatoes thin, but do not remove any of the 
main leaves. E. Hobday. 

THB COMING WEEK’S WORK. 

Extracts from a Garden Diary. 

Atiyii'i Uth. Made a further sowing of 

Winter Spinach and Onions. The necks ol the 

forward spring-sown Onions have been bent 
down to increase the si/.e of the bulbs. Cut 

down Pelargoniums and put in cuttings. 

Sowed Mignonette for uutumn and winter 

bloomiug. Our new plantation of Strawberries 
will this season follow tho earliest lot of 

Potatoes, which have been cleared off and the F'round dressed w ith soot and a little l>one mail 

ightly forked in. The ground was trenched 

and rather heavily manured for tho Potatoes, 

so nothing further is required now. 

August /_iA.—Finished layering Carnations 

and l’icotees. The soil will he kept moist to 

hasten root formation. We are still doing a 

little summer pruning to fruit-trees, including 

a little thinning to Gooseberries where the 

young wood is crowded. The young canes in 
Raspberry plantations have been thinned, 

leaving only the requisite number for next 

season's bearing. We shall increase our stock 

of Superlative next autumn, so all available 
joung shootj suitable for transplanting have 

ipjjles aro falling a good deal; 
\nave a good crop, and can spare 

August 13th.—We have been busy putting in 

cuttings of various plants for next season's 

bedding out, so it has been necessary to give 

some thought to the necessary changes in the 

arrangement, and we always like to make 

a few changes so as not to tiavo tho 

gardon always the same. Begonias have been 

rather a strong feature, ana Cannas will be 

more used in future, special attention being 

given to the preparation of tho beds. It has 

been necessary to w ater some beds of moisture- 
loving plants, but we do as littlo watering as 

possible, trusting to mulching in some form 

and deep working. 

Alton*t 14th.—Paper collars have been placed 

round Celery nnd tne forwardest Leeks to help 

the blanching. We have always more or le«s 
potting to do, as many young plants are pro- 

legated nnd grow, and these require shifting 

on from time to time. Winter flowering things 
especially are receiving attention now. A 

good liatch of winter-flowering Begonias, in¬ 

cluding Gloire de Lorraine, has been placed in 

.Vinch pots in a pit. Cyclamens, also, and 
Primulas are for the most part in .vinch pots. 

Herbaceous Calceolarias have been pricked off 

into Ijoxes, and Cinerarias are ready for shift¬ 

ing Oil. 

A ii'jwt IMh. The bulbs intended for forcing 

were ordered when catalogues arrived, and the 
first hatch of Freesiasand Homan Hyacinths 

has come to hand and will be potted imme 

diately, and double Daffodils will have atten 

tion as soon as possible. The budding of 

standard Briers has been finished, and attention 

will be given to the dwarfs at once. A spare 

frame has been prepared for cuttings of choice 
evergreen shruhs; it is placed 011 the north 

side of a wall and the soil specially prejiare'l. 

Peaches are gatherer! before they are quite 

rifie and cither packed away or placed in cool 

fruit-room. 

Ainju*t l'jth.—Sowed more Brown Cos ami 

All-the-Year-Round Cabbage Lettuces. As 

plants liecomo large enough they aro trans- Cited to suitable positions. Transplanted a 
of Parsley to a warm site, where a frame 

can be placed over it in winter. All the 
bottom leaves were removed before planting 

and a good soaking of water given after. We 

always find this bed useful in winter, and it is 

generally reserved for hud weather. Made a 

turther sowing of Turnips for winter use. 

Roses in beds have received a soaking of liquid- 

manure to help late blooms. 

BEES. 

Earwigs in hives (G. S. siubfaj.—It is 

very rarely indeed that earwigs enter a hive. 

They, however, very frequently take refuge iu 

coverings of straw hives where sacking or like 

material is used. In the case of frame hives, 

earwigs sometimes take refuge between the 

auilts or coverings of the frames, and, although 
tney^do no harm, it is not pleasant to have 

insect life iu such close proximity to the honey. 

In this case, the renewal of the quilts xs ill 

usually hauish them from the hive, while, if 

they frequent the floorboard, a thorough 

scraping and cleansing of the same will prove 
effectual. Where straw hives rest upon a floor- 
hoard, a slight application of paraffin to the 

edges of the hives will keep earwigs at a dis¬ 

tance.—S. S. G. 

LAW AND CUSTOM. 

Sale of land subject to a right of way.-Can 
Held Ik- sold subject to a right o( way to a meadow 

beyond It “ As used and entoyed by the owner and 
occupier heretofore," when that way has been closed tor 
forly years and there ia no indication of it on the plan 
attached to the conveyance, and all e\ idence in Held and 
fence is lost, a permanent hedge and ditch running where 
the gate and posts must haie been! Or does the fact 
that the owners ot the field were also tenants ot the 
meadow the whole time relieve the owner ot the meadow 
of all his responsibility in seeing that his tenants keep the 
right of way open through their own land, although they 
did not neeii to use it. and permit him when (hey sell 
their field and give up his meadow to compel his new 
tenant o* the meadow to cut a wide way through the 
hedge which was passed into the hands of the new owners 
of the field, and cast his crop across it as if there had been 
no break of forty years?—K. A. W. 

[The owners!of a field are at liberty to sell 
tfia'i)feW“3ubjjJEt to any right qf-way they may 

think proper to reserve 01 To'gront, whether to 
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the public or to individuals or to the occupiers uaele* lo attempt to pul much further growth into them. aoil. with jMenty of moisture, so long ax this 'loe»noUuo.- 
s,f c*>rtjiin Innrlu On »l«A faoDa tl.nre Annual* In pots Oder some advantage* over permanent about them. The *i» of the pUnU will be the best mii 

OBltarn lauds. On the tacts stated, there planU (or ,vindow dreorttion, M one doe. not regret a* to when they are at to plant permanently; bwiifu! 
might be a question as to whether the owner ot throwing them away when done with, so quickly can they case, when you plant them, do not make the earner, 
the meadow had or had not lost such right as be replaced with others. error of doing it in late autumn or winter, early »pm.- 
he previously possessed, but I take it from Camellias-pruning ( V.*. .M. Kui.tmiy—Camel- April, licingone of the beat months In the twefr*. Do not 

your Statement that the field in question has ““ •>»ouM .have,what pruning is neoMMry immediately ha'^'the msdoritr’of'the a^dlin 
„„„„„ i .11 . , 1 • r after flowering, hut. as a rale, Camellias in pots do not have cne majority of the seedlings, m frequen Uy quite »e» 

l»en expressly sold subject to such a right Ot reqllire mu,.h pruning. If the plant* are planted out and do not vegetate all at once, or with urulora rep 
way, and no purchaser or other person can the roots in good condition you may prune them if it is Jarl‘-V- ‘“lace the seed-pot* in a shady corns or in t 
deny the right of the vendor to sell subject to neecsaarytokeep them within bound*, but the mere cut- ljLan 

•"f right® The owner of the meadow Ln* ^ SMSM 
compel hia tenant to n»nke a way throug-h the AlcrnHon fH. *tr\tMMAln*rin\ Thi« i* a«ur©d. 

hedge of the meadow, still less to Cast his crop ,JUU« hartvfhut the flower- are so delicate that unless the . Sweet Peas falling (A.B. H. S. V —Without K 
across it, whatever that may mean, neither can position is well sheltered you ought to protect them. It '"*/*' garden we cannot aatufactonly ejp,BB the cure 

he himself do theeo thing.: but if the ocoupie, g™ ™ 
refuses to do it, the owner of the meadow may UBe^, for c,ltting. i;,crc ^ „.,oral varieties. Including w »»*8« degree. They have a poor,dned-up appear, 
give him notice to determine his tenancy, and a White form. They all require -efv light, warm, well- such as one meets with in gardens which la«k a prop** 

when lie has resumed possession may exorcise bordera Timethrrspeclmen. you ^/it°L SmJsX to* 

his right in such way as he thinks fit.— «•>«*« loo anw up lor us to naxara ■ name. satisfactorily. In view of what you mr regsrinr us 
K. C. T.J Arauja albens (syn. Physianthus albens) iStefano) ground being " thoroughly well prepared”beforebuid, ix 
- —This is a pretty greenhouse climber that flowers freely at time of sowing in excellent order," we camel i«t 

„ _ .. towards the end of summer and in the autumn. The well attribute your failure to the poor condition of tie 
United Horticultural Beneflt ana. olcndcr twining 9lcmfl arc olothod «ith lo»vM of a Peculiar soil, and yet in our own garden we h»vo gmn 

Provident Society. The usual monthly Whitish tint, the flowers, borne several together in the Sweet Pea on the same ground for several yean, and but 
mmmillee meelimr of tkl. w-ietv was Ud nt axils the lea'es, whitish. It is a native i.f Brazil, never vet had to record a failure. To do these plant*nS 
committee meeting Ot tills society was held at Hhence jt waa in!roduced in ISFV It is easily raised from the ground must l>e thoroughly well tilled. Deepcolthv 
trie ualcdouiail Hotel, Adelphl-tcrraco, Heed sown in heal In the spring, using sandy loam and tion is essential to succeos, and heavy manuring urartifc 
On Monday evening, July 14th. Mr. C. H. fibrous peat. It has flowered and fruited in a garden in bfc regarded as an accompaniment, bowing so late a* *} 
Curtis presided. After tllO minutes of the last ‘he open air near Dublin. May, and this followed by the abnormal weather eft* 

meeting wore read and signed, four new Jani°remtdi£ •‘"“w. l^aThy piTn'ts^ithm a ^od”7™”E2*°T£ 
members were elected. The death of a have bien *ven to* .stray Tthem, but it is toh late after absence from the garden dunng the period relmrfM, 
member was reported, and the amount stand- the Carnations have been planted out. The best way is to 5 ,? ^ responsible to a conskierable extent Wu 

Ibg to his credit in the ledger was granted to of ^-hme tork it In arid let the ground Id ££?££ErfSS HfT*S 
ns nominee. A request for amistancp from l,ienl'aU°Y0,°r^y pui S ^ L tta ™ jdvi^you to r^se yow plaou ln pou in futt^^i. 

the Convalescent Fund was granted to a pointed Sticks, Imrving the Carrots 2 inches or 3 inche* in hem rather cool treatinentafber the seedl^t nw 
member who has been ill for a long time. Four the soil. Examine these daily, when the wirewonn will ‘*>e *011. Pu£t j£""J‘SJ 
members were reported on the Sick Fund. be found on the Carrot slices and maybe destroyed. We^ Sri*? 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

be found on the Carrot slice, and may be destroyed. 
half a barrowful of good manure 

Mealy-bug on Clematis (A. E. Harrison).— would succeed with this method. 
Without seeing the insect you refer to, the only conclusion _t__ 
we can come to is that the Clematis has been attacked by r KU1T. 
mealy-bug—one of the worst plant peat* we hare. Weil Seedling Oranges (3. B. EUiott)—Yoat »ei>g ^ „ . . syringe the plant with paraffin emulsion, tho recipe for Orange* may be years before they show any btoxs. hi 

.CBtlonB. Uueriee ana ansxcers are intertea iu making which is: 1 quart soft-soap, well mixed in Orange plants sold by nurserymen bare all been jn'vic 
brnro free <u enarge V eomeprmdenti follow fa*** o quarts of boiling water ; while hot add 1 pint of paraffin, with goxxl kinds, and this is the only war to ensure*.* 

iMer; AU communication* thould oecleaftyandeoneieely amj mjx wejj wjm a syringe, then add ten or twelve times fruit bearing. Any gardener should be aide to ?r»f! tree 
~ " “ "• an£ ‘he quantity of water. When using see that this is kept for you. 

OAkOtirwo 
rules: All 1 
written on 
the F.DiTOa 
London, E 

on one side of the paper only, -...v.. ....... 
Ok* Editob of Oxrdkxi.vo, 17, Fumival-etreet, Bolborn, wcll mixed 'to prevent the paraffin coming to the surface. Grapes " rust.ln« " (If. BA-The Grape* are tat- 

August 2, p. soa heated flue (the house being heated by fluel. ca«h« r 

belLedln tfl^per. Whe^v^than quer£ u «*»f, Roses refusing to expand (■/. /,. .V. KAyfX- enderU'or'thcv’were'mbted vC th^he haTr'"'h3 
rjvJk should h/rtrCa ivwirai* muu* nf ntiwr and nnt nutrt Generally upeakmz, varieties having thin petals are the and tender, or thc.> were rubbed uith the hair or too 
(Aon three^qurrie* ,h3STbeIt ^U^e. ^orreepon- worst in this respect Heavy rains saturate the flower, when being thinned. But we think the overhtaldto 
dents ehouJA bear in mind that, as O ABDnNino Aoe to be »"'! the peUle. .be.uiE so thin, become stuck together, is the cause. 
tent to press some time in advance of date, queries cannot which the sun, if it shines, seems powerless to prevent. Filberts and Nut-trees (B.).-Tbe chief Ui^J» 
always be replied to in the issue immediately following Such Boses should really he shaded. They are too full of attend Coin their management after the treesareoak 
fA* receipt of t&etr communication. We do not reply to !***>»• 11 P'anu-d near a wall this trouble would not ijshed is their pruning, and you cannot do brtw tao 
queries by poet. occur so much, if at all. It really pays to have a number take a well-managed Gooseberry-bush as a model, onlj.o 

A.**. in of neat shades at hand ready to place over blooms of great course, the former will lie many times larger. A M 
merit’ ,or il l!* vcrv 'hsapivointing after watching the pro- wide, spreading hush, producing abundance of it*. 

I be able to graft tha 

always be replied to in the issue immediately following hucu noses snoura reany nc snaaea. xney are too mu 01 attend loin their management after the trees ire era* 
the receipt of their communication. We do not reply to pet*>»- 11 planu-d near a wall this trouble would not lished is their pruning, and you cannot do better tl» 
queries by poet. occur so much, if at all. It really pays to have a number take a well-managed Gooseberry-bush as a model, only,a 

Wnmilr. *-..(» in of neat shades at hand ready to place over blooms of great course, the former will lie many times larger. A l**l 
AnfiZrE merit’ ,or il ls vcrv '‘'-appointing after watching the pro- wide, spreading hush, producing abundance of ibst 
T^^JSS!VS&lh* n'1'i ,hP ^U,inK 10 .‘Ubby, frulUufVl- i* th^hing,tmo.t d«iro<t 

greatly assist in its determination. We have received ^ ‘ VEGFTARI ES. 
from several correspondents single specimens of fruits Climbing Roses (C. Kirk).-— 1. As you already ___ 
for naming, these in many cases being unripe arid other- possess so many first-rate kinds it is rather difficult to Maggots In Potatoes (Alee)—Themwgowvwif 

in different stages of colour and site of 
greatly assist in if* determination. We 

Ide. spreading hush, producing abundance of «.«. 
ubbv, fruitful spray is the thing most desired. 

VEGETABLES. 

Maggots In Potatoes (Alec)—Themasgousnjj 

fA* above directions are observed. 

wise poor. The difference between varieties of fruits are, suggest other*, but we think you will find Climbing your Potatoes doubtless were brought into the soil it■[ 
in many cases, so trifling that it is necessary that three Kaiserin Augunta Victoria, Celine Forestier, and Mine, cow manure. '> hen you have lifted the crop give irw 
tvecimtns of each kind Should be tent We can undertake Alfred Carriere three valuable kind*. 2. It in not eaay to dre«inpf of unsUked lime, and ridtre up the jrrOU»l» 
to name only four varieties at a time, and these only when name a Rose for contrast to Gloire de Dijon, but either the winter. This, we think, will disperse them. 
the above directions are observed. Monsieur Desir or Long worth Rambler surest themselves. Scabbed Potatoes (F. Fender ITarrO.—It***. 

__ The latter is freer, but the former is the better flower, quite clear what in the cause of ecab in PoUioee.*** 
Waltham Climber No. 1 \* also a 6plendid bright red inclining to the opinion that it is a form of fun^i* « 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. climber, similar in habit to Gloire de Dijon, but not quite think the fungus is only an accessory, arising from w 
w i ~ tn m tu j u so perpetual. 3. Cluster Roses of fast growth are FeliciU- broken condition of the skin brought about by **• 
W eeds on iawnfl («. V jne ground waa prob- j>erpelue> Flora, Virginian Rambler, and Ruga, all good, unknown cause. Ills generally held that the scab 

ably foul with the seeds of weeds before the Grass seeds j)l|t flhouid select in ordet given. The Garland and Mme. the absence of Hmein the soil, and that a good drewac* 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. climber, similar in habit to Gloire de Dijon, but not quite think the fungus is only an accessory, arising troni w 
*49 s i ~ tn m tu j u so perpetual. 3. Cluster Jtoscs of fast growth are FeliciU- broken condition of the skin brought about by *** 
W0©dfl on lawnfl («. y The ground waa prob- pcrpetue, Flora, Virginian Rambler, and Ruga, all good, unknown cause. It Is generally held that the scabdeorw 

ably foul with the seeds of weeds before the Grass seeds but „hould select in order given. The Garland and Mme. the absence of llmein the soil, and that a good 
were sown. All the annual weeds, such as Groundsel, may d^rblav are two splendid pillar Roses. this is very helpful. No doubt your soil would be ail tN 

priWhS. Plants for sheltered spot ete («. fry KHMSli 

£S01 **“'"* rid theU1 "i,h0Ul i,ljUry W lhe i°SWlS ‘e^r^noWpl^ft0^ «» f~rfa .salany ^ * 
tvti lri otxt r\r\ Rnafta in \ Habm Gffpn ntisiAU'wi some weeks. Could you not also add such things ns cause of the scab in the cose of yOUT Potatoes 

th^ Hollyhocks, Sunflower*, Perennial Pea. Delphiniums, and Woodllce In Mush room-bed (C fioodW* 
wrt grF™ other -howy plant* to help to hide the wall : Or. if the the specimen of Mushrooms you send we think you** 

Uktte, lie roughly built,Ay not obtain seeds ot Wall- And that the culprits are woodlice, to get nd of.hd well drained, and the surface often stirred, mildew will 'a“« ■>« rougmy uuuv, wny not o. ..a..- 
seldom give much trouble. When it does do so dust flo“e™' Simpsons. Thrift, Aubriiliss l^Pl^e* cU. 

flowers of sulphur over the affected parts as soon as it and ln “i?S T.nL.ml P^nts iiJw. 
makf-H iu appearance. ^ would give a floral l>eaut> quite unusual. Plants suitable 

IIIIU llilAW MIC 1-UipillB me WI7VAIIIVX, W ^ ^ , 
trapping is the only cure. Place some Potatoes, cK.' 
half and hollowed out, in their haunts. Tbeymiif® 

I gregale on the Potatoes, and may be destroyed bypWJ 
into boiling water. If you can find their hanoU .1 makes its appearance. 10 me* wall are many—thallium, Huiilrugo-, Cory dalis into boiling w»t«r. If you can find their k”"''p'3 

Raising Oobeea scandens from seed (fi.).— iutea Achillea umbellata, with Silver and Gold Thyme, bottom of a wall or in other positions, they nay 
Bottom-heat Is not absolutely needful for raising seeds of Thes^ things, if planted in early autumn-say September by pouring boiling water over them. You can d» w 
Cob*-a scandens. The seeds will come up in an ordinary _and kept fairly moist, soon take to their respective brioks, tiles, or boards near their haunts, under »»• 
greenhouse. Seedlings will bloom the same season, but places and give satisfaction generally. they will creep, and may then be collected auddestrey® 
the seed must be sown early in the year In a warm house, fiorden Pinks (IT M \ - The following rank Poultry-manure for vegetables (*■ 
so that good, free, strong plants are ready for planting an^^)(Je“od , orl .how Pink., the Xi™ of the This manure may spread over tEe soil and be du;a 
out in a cool greenhouse by the beginmng of May. b re<t or pul_Ie. Je%icni John l£llf\jmcer, “ “ ““te. or it may he mixed 

Insect attacking Roses (fl. IP.X—The insect Jjoiard Modestv, Mrs. Pettifer, Tottie, Derby Day, Ada heaps, and be permitted to lie until somewhat s'"*'* 
attacking the leaves of the Hoses is the grub of one of the IlOUigCi Bertram, Emerald, and Master Harry ; of border “ « not good material to make liquid-manure wiu. 
Saw-flies. Synnge the bushes with soft-soap and Tobacco- kinds, suitable to furnish flower* for cutting : Mrs. Sinking, >**‘ way to gather « is to cover the floor ^ 
water, or soft-soap and the extract from boiled Ouassia- ,ler Majesty, and Albino, white; Anne Boleyn, Ascot, house with sifted ashes and then rake off theor 
chips. In the winter remove the soil from under the Ernest Ladhams, Paddington, Diamond, Godfrey, Hebe, every other day. In this way the floor!* xepi # 
bushes to a depth of 3 inches, and burn or bury it deeply. i,j„jK Duval, and Oliarle*. These latter mostly have dark and the manure is easily removed. Mixed who » 
This will kill the chrysalides, and so prevent an attack centres and white or coloured grounds. Whilst the laced soon dries and works freely. 
next season. or show pinks need special culture, some being "miffy,” Sleeping disease ln Tomatoes ill. B. "'*7 * 

Propagating Sweet-scented Verbena or the border Pinks generally are fairly robust. All can be —Your Tomatoes are suffering from whit is knewr 

IIUUl*. 

disease in Tomatoes (B. £ l'llj‘rZ ---- ur BllUn I mike iicvta opcwioi LUIIUIC, boiiic i»viii £ UIIUJ, Uiaoaso 1U lymoitWO V“- --. .Jj| 

Propagating Sweet-scented Verbena or the border Pinks generally are fairly robust. All can be —Your Tomatoes are suffering from what is kno^: “ 
Lemon - plant (Aloysia citriodora) (V. P\ — This propagated freely from piping or cuttings, put into sandy •« sleeping- disease,’* caused by a fungus. Fuwnns' 
sweet-scented plant may be propagated from cuttings soil under a handlight in June. Singles are best got by sici, the spores of which attack the delicate root nun> - 
Uken from the old wood in March, or the young shoots sowing seed, as from that plants come freely, of Mule rootlets of the plant, finally invading the tW"® 
when Arm in August In either case cover with a bell- Pinks, the old one and Napoleon III. are the l>est, and roots and spreading up the stem. The lfe*J“Jenjn. ~ 
glass, and shade from bright sunshine. Let the soil for almost the only ones. Transplant. Pinks in October or mended is that directly a plant is observed to V 
the cuttings be a mixture of loam, leaf-soil, and sharp November. should be pulled up and burned, the soil also in , 
wid, and IhU. when put ip Uie poU, should he *priiikled Irls Kiempferl seedlings-treatment of haa been growing being removed 
With water before the cuttings are inserted. (Bolford).-As the seedlings become large enough you had Are thev growing in the same soil u >wbMiW ^ 

Annuals for windows (/* ).—For a potting com- best pot them, say into 3-inch pots, and give them pot year. If so, Uiis tends to disease, as ion Annuals for windows (/*.).—For a potting com- best pot t 
po«t about equal parte of good loom and leaf-soil will suit treatment 

pot them, Bay into 3-inch pots, and give them pot year ? If so, tiiis tends to disease, as 1 
ment for a year. Then for another year you had must have a change of soil every year. 

k*-** . 
Tomatoes to do 

when once they are allowed to get 
:ling overhead can be given i 
eedlings thoroughly appreciate h 

URDANA-CIIAMPAIGN 

round, and twy •** ** m 
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it»< tod ilivk, bunting the noil covering. Then at once 
ipread It evenly over the soil and dig It in. You should 
Ind mo»t useful street sweepings, especially such as con- 
tin much horse droppings. It you could work that, some 
; inches thick, into the clay It would do good. So, too, 
rill lawn Grass mowings, stable manure, tree leaves, or 
ithcr such material. Great good results also from making 
ip a wood and coal Arc In the garden, and placing 
oros ot the clay over it. In that way in the course of the 
.'inter many cartloads can he charred,and should then be 
pread over the soil and dug in. 

Beans and Broccoli (Garden Lover).—The reason 
thv your Runner and Dwarl Kidney. Beans make gross 
tefxge and pod very late is no doubt due to the greatly 
nrirbed and, perhaps, damp nature of the soil, and, no 
oubt, also too much shade. If these are not the causes, 
nd they are the common ones in such cases, then there 
iust be some peculiarities connected with your garden of 
hich we know nothing, and cannot indicate unless we 
id further information. What you describe as Purple 
roccoli is doubtless Karly Purple Cape Cauliflowers. 
Iiese will occasionally button or produce tiny heads pre- 
nturely, but few persons grow them now. Such vane- 
re as Snowball, Mammoth, and Autumn Giant, all white 
Ms, are much superior If you refer to the Purple 
..routing Broccoli, nothing is more unusual than for that 
. flower prematurely. If it he that, pinch out the flower, 
id make the plants break afresh. 

SHORT RHPLIB8. 
.Uidfr«r.—Put the cuttings at once into pots, stand in 
n open air, and whsn well rooted move to a room from 
hich you can keep out frost. Keep fairly drv during the 
inter and pot oft singly next spring.-A Constant 
inter o/ •• Gardening Illustrated." — See reply to 
l>. 5. K-i" re "Mildewed Grapes," in our issue of July IS, 

. —Cyclamen.—See note In our Issue of February 22, 
»C,a 078, as to the value ol rotted leaves. Peat is only 
iwd tor hard-wooded things, as Heaths, Arnicas, etc., and 
va-nut-fibre is employed for plunging plants in, and 

Mans well as a mulching to retain moisture.-Anon. 
Von cannot do better than plant Sweet Brier, Iloney- 

ickle, climbing Koees, Mock Orange, Choisya temata, 
‘amine, Foray thla, Aloysia citriodora, and Magnolia. 
here was no signature to your query.-Sutler.— 1, Get 
Hobday's Villa Gardening," from this office, price tis. tid., 
*t free. 2, Yes, If you incorporate some rather heavier 
il at the time of planting. 3 and I, Consult our adver- 
etuent columns-A. ft.—Your Rose is not sufficiently 
rll established to pcrfoct so many blooms ; pick off the 
isera and encourage the plants to grow freely.- 
Maimt/ah.—You will And the recipe for destroying 
ns on lawn in our issue of May 17, p. Itll. Your lawn 

evidently wants draining.——P. J. H\ Pear.—See note NAMB8 OB PLANTS AND BRUITS, 
under heading “ Imported Orchids in New Zealand." in _ 
our issue of June 21, p. 219. The photo you sent was, ,_ _ . ... 
unfortunately, not clear enough for reproduction.- *•* dny communication! reepecling planUi or fruits 
.V. J. U.—It is very difficult to assign any reason without tent to name should always accompany the parcel, 
seeing the fruit, but from what you say we should imagine which should he add reeled to fAs Editor or Oardkxixo 
that your Peaches have split stones. See reply to Illchtratkd. 17, Fumival-street, Uolborn, London, b.C. 
"8. J. A.," in our issue of June 14, p. 209. rc " Peach-trees A number should also be firmly affixed to each specimen 
Casting their Fruit."-A. If. T.—Impossible to advise of flowers or fruit sent for naming. Aomore than four 
without further particulars as to site of house, etc. The kinds of fruits or dowers for naming should be sent at 
temperature you give is that kept up in a stove, and if we one time. 
were to recommend greenhouse plants such a house would Names of plants.—ft G. /.—Spines confusa.- 
be far too hot for them. It is too hot for Tomatoes.- Don. — Lathvrus sylvestris.-Ebric. - ■ Flower quit* 
11. M.—You had better get Shaw’s " Market Gardening," shrivelled up, but ‘evidently a Clematis—probably C. 
from this office.-J. IF., Cambridge.—Then is practi- montana.-A, D. I’.—Arum DraeUncUtus ; you can do 
rally nothing to bo done in the way of killing slugs but nothing to change the colour ot destroy tiio oflonsi'c 
hand-picking.-ft J. C.—See reply to " Wiklbrook," odour ; 2, The Calls must have a very moist position ; 3, 
in our issue of August 2, p. 301.-ft. MeCallum.—You Try the white forms of Lilium speciosum.-P. Guardia. 
give us no particulars os to the soil, etc., in which the —c.loriosa auperba.-Young Beginner.—Bluo Cupidonc 
Peas are growing. We should Imagine they have been (Catanancho cmrulea), easily grown in any soil and 
sown too thickly, causing mildew, while they are prob- quickly raised from seed.-David Jones.—‘I, Lysi- 
ably dry at the roots, and have fallen a prey to red- machia vulgaris; 6, Tropieolum polyphyllum ; 7, Spiro a 
spider.-Fine.—Your Graiies have been badly affected Bumalda; 8, Aconitum Napcllus versicolor; others next 
by mildew. See reply to " I). S. M..” in our issue of July week.-- ft, MeCallum. — f.ysimai hia vulgaris.- 

| 12, p. 2U2, re " (Irapes Mildewed."-Ignoramus. — h, //. J.—8toohys lanata.-K. Arnold.—We cannot 
1 Difficult to say without further information. Bose query name florists' flowers ; Pinks arc propagated by pipings or 
will have attention.-Miss Elisabeth J. Bennett.—The layers immediately after flowering.-A. ft.—Quite 

| liest thing you can do is to well syringe the plant with impossible to name from such scraps as you send.- 
some good insecticide, paraffin emulsion being as good os ft ||’. page.—We cannot undertake to name from such 
any. The recipe for making this has recently been given specimens'as you send us.-M. K. C.— Kindlv send 
in our pages.-A. E. Cockbaine. —The best and only better specimens, with numbers affixed to each, flee our 
thing you can do is to trench the ground, and In the ru|eg to correspondents.-Miss G. Elkinglon.—Cam- 
operation to clear out every piece of root you can And. pnnula nlliariiefolia.-P. ft ft—1, Sedum album; 2. 
-A. ft Toll.—See article on "Air Roots on Vines." ill (Knothcra fmlicosa ; 3. Spines fllipendiila fl.-pl. ; 4, Send 
our issue of July 6, 1902, p. 244.-Laxol.—Your Rose |n flower.-Tyneside. — Dlplaciia gliitiuosus: easily 
has been severely attacked by mildew, the best cure for increased by cuttings.-o. T.— \, <‘ape Lcadwort 

I which is dusting well with sulphur. Your Begonia and (Plumbago caponsis); 2, Habrothamniis elegans ; 8, Pass'- 
I Gloxinia leaves have been attacked by thrips, whicli flora sp. ; should like to see a piece of tho growth ss w ell 
J fumigating will destroy.-H'. ft W. Brodiei—Tty giving as a bloom.-T. U.—\. Herberts Darwlnl; 2, Please send 
' the wire arches a coat of white lead paint, as the acid utter specimen; 3, Achillea ptarmica fl.-pl. ; 4, Solldago 
from the sine is injurious to the young growths ol any virgatlrea; Achillea millefolium rosea; «, Send In 
plant, "eaches often suffer in this way.-J. Burttn- flower; the Asparagus stem you send is what is known as 

j ihaw.—No need Dbe alarmed. The leaves of Oros Column fanointed.--Smilax.- Please Bend fresh specimens and 
I Vine assume tho colours yours have when dying off. In affix a number to each, so that wo may bo able to identify 
your case this may have been hastened, as we And truces* them.-Regular Reader.— Specimen quite dried up.- 
of thrip and red-spider on the leaves.-Green mount.— ft Wilson.—I, Agrostis sp. (?) canina ; 3, Aira cwspitosa ; 

| The leaf looks as if it had been scorched. Are you quite Avcna elatlor; fl, Ifolcus sp ; 7, Dactylis glomera'n. 
sure that the plant has not been allowed to get dry, or did You ought to have put tho specimens through two slits 
you fumigate when the foliage was damp?-Knoire.— in the paper. The Fern specimen is insufficient. 
Kindly make your query plainer.-A. Davison.—It ._ 
would be advisable to cut down the spike when it is m , 
fading, ns bv doing this you will strengthen the Catalogue received. —' ooper, Tabor and l » 
plant.-T. fl. /’.—In the word Polygonum the second 90 and 92, Southwark-slrect, I/ondon, 8.K.— Hhwsatr 
o is short, as in the Greek word for knee. Ruth Catalogue. 

LEMONADE 
“AS GOOD AS CHIVERS’ JELLIES.” 

That is very high praise indeed for the 
Cambridge Lemonade, because the Jellies are 
ecognised to be the best that can be produced, 
lame firm, same high standard of excellence, 
'he Lemonade is made from Lemons and Sugar. 
Jo foreign acid added. 5^d. per bottle. Goes 

farthest. Ask your Grocer, or send 6d. for 
sample to Chivers & Sons, Ltd., Histon, Cam¬ 
bridge, where Chivers' Jellies are made. 

o foreign acid added. 5^d. per^bottle. Goes 

5sd. per bottle, cW, make 

HIVERS & SONS. LTD.. HISTON 

The Cambridge Lemonade in carefully |>ro|M»rod from 
selected Sicilian Lemons, and is guaranteed to contain the 
natural refreshing constituents of tho fresh ri|>e fruit, free 
from any added acid or other injurious ingredient. 

Original from 
Two Gal lorn? delloiouH Lemcmade. 

CAMBRIDGE r [-¥k4priktWr4 MA'&ii-First English 
La Fruit Growers’ Jam Factory. 
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§PMINeTER6RIPti08f 
"HERCULES” Brand. 

\1\ 1 V !■- tmW 

F R6DDAWAY& G2L?. Pendleton. 
MANCHESTER. 

.Also maKers of GARDENHOSt 

DESIDERATUM 

«rT . . . i j .lAis 

heating 

PPARATV^ 

► * aTTV 
Stourb 

The Editor of Gardening Illustrated 

announces Photographic Competition for the 

season of 1902. 
Class 1.—Small Gardens.—A prize of Five 

Guineas and a Second Prize of Three Guineas 
for the best ten photographs or sketches ol 
picturesque small gardens, including town and 
villa gardens, rectory, farmhouse, or cottage 

gardens. „ „ 
Class 2.—Flowers and Shrubs ok the Open- 

Air.—A prize of Five Guineas and a Second 
Prize of Three Guineas to the sender of the 
best series of not less than twelve photographs 
of the above. These may include wild plants 
or hushes, or any plant, flower, or shrub 
grown in the open air, including also hal 
hardy plants put out for the summer, and 
either single specimens or groups, or the 
effects resulting therefrom, in beds ui borders. 
Shoots also of rare or beautiful plants photo¬ 
graphed in the house may Iks included in this 
class. . 

Class 3.—Indoor Flowers and 1 lints, — a 
prize of Five Guineas and a Second Prize of 
Three Guineas for the best series of indoor 
plants—greenhouse, stove plants, Orchids, or 
any other plant not of the open air—either 
single shoots, plants, or specimens,or the effects 
resulting from good grouping or other arrange¬ 
ments of such plants separately or in associa¬ 
tion with others. Ferns or groups of r erns in 
houses may be included in this class. 

Class 4.—Best Garden Fruits and vege¬ 

tables.—A prize of Five Guineas and a 

an The apccial menu of our Boifen in | 

•3 ffSp [I 1. Lons Burnimr. 
3 I f 1 , 2. Even Temperature, 
k fi lit 3.-N0 Trouble. 
P «SS 19 A. Tho Feeders being 

hinged can be pulled for- 
* 1 53 ward when desired, cons- 
' rn 'S pletelyexpoainoflre-bor 
- fl „ In theM nkrticulu* o» 

fras)»/- * Boilers are beyond comp- 
jU titiOZL 

!,/1 Guaranteed Minimum 
■ NT" r . ' Burning II How 

£**? Without Atteooon 

RfB -SSra 
ffl-JH * JJf BBjL-1 1 h- iirp-- re-!-- <4 tv' 
CgJP the Feeder invirw bonr. 

1 (or at leaet four Una loose 
J than iapowMn with ndnay 

boilers. Unaati«U-t«>i 
Boiler* ran be nplicel m , 

few hours work without morinc notingpipe* 

EXTRA!-r* »-KOM Lkttem Rkckivui;- 
he never had snrh a Eire leht 

by spending It riahtly and ect- 
tinn value for evory penny. You 
arc Invited to write to-day for 

a copy of H. Samuel's 

• My gardener sain he never ha-1 snrh SMuw* 
easy to work, and does lie work so well. Doan 

work .plcndidly. and .. .-ertainly 
stove I ever had ' My maid* Bmpit 
N.. 2 I had from you always goes 24 hours at iW s 
• I never look at it but once a day. and have a rxd *ur 
heal the Whole Z\ hour*. ' 

For prices, particulars, and Estimates to 
Comploto Apparatus, apply 

12 HOURS STOVE SYNDICATE, l,! 
6«. VICTORIA ST.. LONDON. S.W. 

Bargain Book 
260 Pacos. 3.000 Engravings of 
Bargains in Watches. 6s. 6d.: 
Clocks. Is. 6d.: Gold Gem Rinas. 
3s. 6d.: Gold Brooches. 5s.; Cut¬ 
lery. Silverware. Fancy Goods. Ac. 

FREE BY RETURN MAIL. 

SUPERIOR Mark. 

JET ¥] J 

VARNISH. [&[B 
9 gall* .. 1*. 8d. V Ter gallon. 

IS „ .. la 6.1. t cask* 
36 .. 1*. 3d.J included. 
Carriage Raid to most railway 

station* in England. 
Complete M*t Free Kindly 

mention (7*irdruiny lUudmltn. Solid Silver Case, fine , Plat? mnninint, 
iewclled. dust anti damp-proof and 
the latest patented Improvements exclu¬ 
sive to onr watches. Written warrants 

for soven years. 

WE SEND ON APPROVAL FOR 5 - 

Test it for a week, and then, 
if satisfied, remit balance 20s. 
Those who .send full amount 
with order receive a Free Gift 

of A SOLID SILVER ALBERT. 

WRITE AT ONCE FOR FREE 
CATALOGUE. 

in size than 5 inches by -f tnches. fh 
should not be overcrowded. The folio 

the rules to he observed by all competitor 

photographs 
hr seiutrr or 

may be of objeets in the posses- 
Others; but the source tchrnee 

the copyright 

First.—The 
sion of either I... -■ ... , 
they are obtained must be stated, ana 
of which is open to question must be «»/, 
limit as to number, and no fee to pay. Ji 
hate the right of engroc.r- “jjS 
chosen photographs, i he; 
on u aood ltaper tha> shows 

none . . _ 
t. There is no 1 

The Editor is to 
ny and publishing any of the 
photographs may be printed on 

iwi etw, ■... _j th'subjects dearly. I’lalino- 
*t'tpeo aodororoides should not be sent, but those, on allot- 
mended and prinling out papers are preferred for 
engraving. All photographs should be property toned. 

Second.—77k name and address of the sender, together 
with the name ai\<l description of the objects shown should 
be plainly written in ini on the bad of each photograph. 
Care should be taken to avoid the ink being seen on the face 
of the photograph. This is very important. 

Tillin’.—AH communications relating to the competition 
he arhlressed to the Editor, 17, Furnical street, 

H. Samuel, 
DEPT. 65, MARKET STREET 

Manchester 
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VEGETABLES. 

NOTES ON EARLY PEAS. 

Tbapast spring will long be remembered as 

' altogether against vegetation ; yet, in spite of 

the long continued cold, sunless weather. Peas 

r.idently did not mind it so much as many 

.bles, and, though growth appeared 

ground, the roots were active in 
good foundation, so that when warmer 

;came a reaction would set in, which 
ly the case, for I do not remember 

ter headway being mado after the 
of May and the first week in June. Our 
cannot be called an early one, for, as a 

fa from the 6th of June to the Pith of 

fore one can gather the first dish of 
Jmt this year it was the 22nd, from 

i border—not the best position for the 
but inside our walled garden fruit 

occupy the whole length of the southern 
which deprives ns of an early border, 

first gathering was from seed sown 
-muary 30tn, while a row sown in the open on 

-^february 17th was but a few days behind that 
Y* 6>e former. Opinions differ as to which is 
LJu best to sow for an early crop—the dwarfs or 
jbt taller varieties—and, after giving both an 
w mended trial, I prefer the dwarfs, and the one 
’/bit has given me most satisfaction is Har- 
>§anger, truly a grand Pea for first cron, not 
' .reaching more than 10 inches to 12 inches in 
'-Might, but literally covered with well-filled 

of good size, while the flavour is all that 
be desired in an early Pea, and one that 
with full confidence highly recommend. :I 

Chelsea Gem is another favourite with me, a 
Pery heavy cropper, and of the finest flavour ; 

~-Jhi; reaches over 2 feet generally with me. 
; lhc-n comes Daisy, which follows quickly in the 
ji'tmn as a second early Marrowfat, with large, 

“cdwme pods well filled and of excellent flavou r, 
y tai nearly 3 feet in height with me this season, 

wing, no doubt, to the bountiful showersduring 
> and early June, which greatly favoured the 
JPe* crop. Of the taller kinds, Exonian and 
m Kradus both do well with me, though the 
■ jwmer is considered by many to be a bit miffy. 
j It certainly is rather a weak grower, though it 
J croP* well and the flavour is right. In Grad us 

** have a Pea hard to beat as a second early, 
m *®d 1 have no hesitation in saving it is one of 
P the host and finest Peas in cultivation when 

procured true to name, and one we shall hear 
■ore of as tune goes on. Dwarf Peas are 

j «teo sown far too thickly—I mean from row to 
• Instead of 2 feet boing the maximum, 
/ wtich better results would be had if given 
/ oiother foot, while Daisy should huve 3 feet 

’> ’ riches to 4 feet apart, and even the very 
iwarfest grower should be supported with 

-'•‘.v sticks, thus preventing the haulin 
setting crippled. In a future issue I hope to 

, with roaincrop and late varieties of Peas, 
ine succession of which is quite as important 
to the gardener as that of earliness. 

prizes. Ought the competitors to see how many points 
each competitor had? Ought the judges to judge these 
vegetable gardens by the schedule, or could they give 
points for flowers, fruit-trees, etc., which are not in the 
schedule? Are there any rules lor judging the best culti¬ 
vated allotment? How is it that Runner Beans flower 
best without sticks?—Granville Johnson. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Gourds falling.—I have attempted to grow Gourds 

this year with little success; most of the fruits drop off 
when well formed. They are placed in various parts of 
the garden in sunshine and shade, rich and poor soil, and 
they are all about on a level as to quality. Owing to the 
very late, cold spring, they were kept waiting too long in 
the pots, and the foliage began to turn yellow. They also 
had to weather some cold spells late in June. Do you 
think this check has caused the mischief ? Is there any¬ 
thing specially to be guarded against in their culture ?— 
F. M. O. 

[The check you mention is, no doubt, the 
cause of failure, one great point in the culture 
being to keep them growing on freely until 
planted out. See note on culture of Vegetable 
Marrows in our issue of July 26, p. 286.] 

ki^®S®nanVc?n oS^.x7xoVwhati,the I whether they are justified in giving points to 
cause of my Marrow-plants going like the enclosed ? They 
are on a border facing south. The soil is light, about 
2 feet deep, on gravel. I give them plenty of nver water. 
I have tried them in different parts of the garden, both 
with and without water, and also by mulching and with¬ 
out, but they go the same. Sometimes one plant will fail, 
while the next one will be all right.—J. Burtexsiiaw. 

[We have seen what is called the “yellows ’ 
very much in both Marrows and outdoor 
Cucumbers this year, and attribute it to lack 
of warmth. These plants need plenty of sun¬ 
shine. Yours is a plant of the Bush Marrow, 
and seems to be more liable to that disease 
than do the rambling varieties. Primarily 
the cause is found in root-stem gumming. 
The stem just beneath the soil splits and 
then the plants collapse. We have seen 
Cucumber plants under glass suffer great!} 
in that way, and found the best remedy in 
the following year was to give them a stiffer 
soil. As yours is a light soil it may be that 
this is the cause of tne gumming and split¬ 
ting. The complaint is a common one, but, 
this season, being so general, we think it is 
more due to general low temperature and too 
much moisture than to any other cause.] 

Potato Onions.—Would you kindly tell me the name 
of the enclosed—Eschallota or Onions? I entered some of 
my best bulbs in a local show as Eschallots (cottager’s 
class), and they were rejected as not being Es-hallots; 
but neither of the judges could tell me what else they 
were. I have enclosed what was left of the seed-bulbs! 
purchased, and also one root just as they were lifted.— 
Kidderminster. 

[The judges at your show were right in dis¬ 
qualifying; you, as your bulbs were not those of 
Shallot, But were what are commonly known 
as Potato or underground Onions (Allium 
nggregatum) or the cluster producing Onion. 
Bulbs have to lie planted in November or 
March just as Shallots are. but need rather 
more room. They never flower. You must 
have noticed that the bulbs are rounder than 
are those of the Shallot. Many years ago these 
Potato Onions were commonly grown in 

are 1 gardens and used. That was before there were 
such line ordinary or seed raised Onions in 
commerce ns we now have. The true old 
Shallot has a skin of the same colour as vour 
Onions have, a pleasing nutty brown, and there 
is a form of it that lias skins of a dull white 
colour. The large Jersey or Russian Shallot 
is red and coarser in texture than is the true 
Shallot. You should get bulbs of both to grow 
another year. ] 

llotment gardens. - We have a 
ize, and the garden* have been judged ( 

x-K Judging 
£P £'l 

[When allotments are judged by points, and 
it is the only satisfactory way of doing so, the 
number of points given to each judged plot, 
should he published by the secretary. At 
shows, generally, it is done by posting them on 
a large card at the entrance to the flower show 
tent. When you ask whether the judges 
should judge the allotments by the schedule, 
of course, they must, but as we do not know 
the conditions of the schedule, we cannot say 

fruits and flowers which you say are not in the 
schedule. But if these things are not excluded, 
they should, of course, be judged. We hold 
that dwarf or bush trees, bush fruits, and 
Strawberries should he represented on any 
good allotment. So also should flowers, and 
we like to see a border some 6 feet wide full of 
flowers at one end of each allotment. There is 
no county in which allotment judging is better 
done than in Surrey. There the chief portion 
of the judging is done by the County Council 
instructors, who have great experience, as they 
judge several hundreds each year, and have 
their own printed lists of crops, etc., on forms 
to work by. They include every possible crop, 
and give a maximum of ten marks for such 
things as neatness, order of croppiug. Some 
crops havea maximum of eight marks, according 
to value, and others six or four, according 
to their values, and not n thing grown in 
gardens or on allotments is overlooked. The 
results when totalled up are sent to the 
secretaries of the various societies for whom 
the judging has been done. This system 
inspires the completest confidence. Runner 
Beans begin to flower sooner if not staked, 
hut then the crop is later and so much less. 
Good staked Beans carry three times the 
flowers and pods those do that are not staked. 
These Beans well repay deep soil and tall 
stakes.] 

Runner Beans.—We seem likely to have 
a very short season with these most valuable 
Beans, as hardly a pod was gathered from 
plants raised under ordinary conditions during 
the month of July. Out of hundreds of rows 
I have seen in diverse places, many quite 
strong, 6 feet in height ana freely flowered, yet 
hardly in one case can good poos be found at 
the end of the month. This late cropping is 
due to the exceedingly prolonged coldness of 
the spring and early summer. How is that 
difficulty to be faced another year should 
similar climatic conditions prevail ? No doubt 
it is wise to sow in some three or four dozen 
of small pots filled with good soil one Bean 
each, and raise them under glass. If that be 
done early in May, the plants should be 
12 inches in height at the end of the month, 
and if then planted out into good soil in a warm, 
sheltered position, they should have a couple 
of weeks stort over those sown in the open, cold 
ground. Of course, plants thus raised should 
be well' hardened'betore they are planted out. 

Twenty-three competed QR ILLINOIS AT 
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PLANTS AND FLOWERS. Hyacinths, Tulips, -Narcissi, may bo potted up And 
_ this autumn, and to these may he added j. a. R. 

INDOOR PLANTS. Snowdrops, Scillas, and Chionodoxas, some [if your Nepenthes are doing well and Lave 
_ °f our bulbs which, with the shelter of a pitchered freely you should neither cut them 

rivp i rivFli Rurfivus house, will commence to bloom in the earliest down nor cut the pitchers from the plant* 
(WLLMYLI BM.u.MAa days of tho year. A glance at hardy plants September is regarded as about the bestmouth 

There is now among the fine-leaved Begonias will show us that there are many that bloom in jn the year in which to see this section of 
an infinite variety, some being suffused all over | the open, even in the darkest days of winter, interesting plants. After September the plant* 
as with silver, whilst the combinations of pale Such are the Christmas Roses (the Hellebore), wiU begin to lose their pitchers from natural 
green, dark green, bronze and silvery variega- which, often from want of a slight protection, decay. The growth will also be less vigorous 
tion in many kinds are beautifuL in the extreme, lack purity in their blossoms, but, covered with consequently during the winter months with 
Some of these form quite a pict ure of them a frame light or potted up,yieldusmost liberally cooler and slightly drier conditions, little 
selves and are well worth a study. These unsullied flowers. If room can be found in the advancement in growth will be made until the 
Begonias are most accommodating plants, house, 1 would lift carefully in November plants middle of February, when the lenrthenin* 

will give me brief hints as to the culture of lie 
And if thev are to be cut back, what is the be« Um. . 
J. A. It. 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

rivpirivvii dpcomiao nuuse, win commence lo uiuum in uie eauioeu 
FINE-LEAVE1) BEGONIAS. days of tho year. A glance at hardy plants 

There is now among the fine-leaved Begonias will show us that there are many that bloom in 

Begonias are most accommodating plants, house, I would lift carefully in November plants middle of February, when the lengthening 
being of free and vigorous growth. They are of Jasminum nudiflorum, whose yellow blooms, days will stimulate the growth. As soon u 
excellent plants for an amateur to grow in often starved and pinched out-of-doors, are this renewed activity is observed the topso! 
his greenhouse, where he does not let the beautiful and abundantly produced with the the growth mav be cut off to within 5 inch®* 
temperature ever fall below 40 dogs. For the slightest shelter. Fragrant flowers, too, must (J inches of the base. Allow the plants to 
stove and intermediate house they are also well he thought of, and because the house lacks remain undisturbed in the old pots and con. 
adapted. Where a wall which is unsightly heat if does not follow that sweet smelling post until the new breaks appear. When these 
wants covering with growing plants these things shall not he grown. We think of that are observed the plants may lie carefuliv 
Begonias are first-rate material to use. All old shrub thn Winter Sweet. If 'hiinonanthus turned out of tho old potting compo?;. and 
that they seem to require is just sufficient soil fragrans) and know how on many a wall it fJ0Sh material, consisting of fibrous peak 
to establish themselves; after this their roots opens its blooms in the depth of winter, the living Sphagnum, a little leaf-soil, and plect: 
will ramify in all directions and cling to the scent pervading every room into which 0f rough silver-sand, given. Afford ample 
hare wall, more particularly if it lie hare brick sprays of it are brought. This, too, is of drainage. The coarse Bracken roots abstracted 
work. If the position be a damp and shaded service. I well remember also how pots of when picking the peat mav be substituted for 
one, these Begonias do equally as well or even Neapolitan Violets brought under glass in the crocks. Where the Bracken roots are used 

stove and intermediate house they are nl~< * well 
adapted. Where a wall which is unsightly 
wants covering with growing plants these 
Begonias arc first-rate material to use. All 
that they seem to require is just, sufficient soil 
to establish themselves; after this their roots 
will ramify in all directions anil cling to the 
hare wall, more particularly if it he hare brick 
work. If the position he a damp and shaded 
one, these Begonias do equally as well or even Neapolitan Violets brought under glass in the crocks. Where the Bracken roots are used 
better than under what might bethought to be October will bloom with equal freedom ftp ] ]ess water will be required. To increase your 
more favourable conditions. If they are re 
quired to cover a dry wall, all that one has to 
do is to keep them well supplied with water. 
I have been particularly struck with the beau 
tiful effect produced by their use in a planted 
out fernery. Here the roots 
will delight to ramble and 
cling to the rock work, par¬ 
ticularly sandstone. Thus 
grown in a cool fernery" they 
will generally retain their 
foliage all the year, looking 
bright and cheerful in the 
dull days of winter. 

As pot-plants their value hs— 
is pretty well known and 
appreciated for the decora¬ 
tion of plant houses. They 
also make capital decora¬ 
tive material for the house, 
in many instances being 
singularly appropriate to the 
surroundings. Small plants 
usually face all one way; 
thus they are well adapted 
for vases upon brackets, 
niches, or corners. They 
are most accommodati ng as 
to soil, but that which is 
light suits them best; mellow 
loam, leaf-mould, and sand 
answer well. Large pots 
are not at all requisite. 
'Propagation is simple and easily effected by' 

in a frame, and B romp ton Stocks and stock, the topis you cut off as above suggested 
W allflowers flowers that for sweetness maybe made into cuttings in the usnslnr. 
nml prodigality of blossoms one would These should be placed into pots of ekfleJ 
find it difficult to surpiass—how by potting living Sphagnum Moss and sand, or thevisir 
them in October one may have flowers for fig plunged in a propagating case in itico 

there is a brisk bottom-heat, where they toot 
ciuickly. Another method of propagation is 
that commonly known as ringing—that is, 
take a knife and remove one of the leave 
where the wood is in a half-ripened state ;tb* 
pioint of the knife should be then inserted into 
the bark, drawing it about an inch on each 
side of the joint from where the leaf is removed 
in threei or four pjlaces around the stem. Thea 
bind some green Sphagnum, or a halved pot 
containing some moisture-retaining substance. 
Into this the plants will soon emit new roots 
and they may then lie plotted up in the usual 
way. U. J. C.] 

Cannon in pots failing to flower.-l 
seven or eiirht Cannas, which flowered the first vear I tad 
them (1900) beautifully in pots in the porch: liEt 
though treated in the same way. they have never ton 
out a flower-stem. The plants look perfectly health;, 
have plenty of good strong leaves.—Roguvix. 

[Your Canna question is somewhat oi» 
puzzle, for, as far as we can judge by par 
letter, the plants should flower freely. Is the 
porch a shady oneIf so, this would accost 
tor the production of leaves at the expensed 

. - , , „ blossoms. It should be borne in mind that the 
A fine-leaved Begonia. Cannas are liberal feeders and revel in bn* 

sunshine, though during the flowering seasoc 
the blossoms remain fresh longer if shaded, 

weeks before those out-of-doors show colour. Some varieties, too, have a tendency to bred , 1 l _- .-- ww^ao oiio vi WIUUI. ODUiC * rtl ICL1CS. LW, IWVO U UOUUCUV1 w 

the leaves ; all that one haa to do is to prepare Mention has been made, and rightly so, of up into many weaker crowns, and these flower 
a pan with sandy soil, and then after cutting Azalea mollis, which m the first days of spring much better if thev are divided when repotted 
through the nbs of the leaves to peg one or lends a sweet ness to a house, and the same in the spiring. We'should think more exposure 
more upon the surface of the soil, the outer may be said of Lilacs. One is reminded, too, would result in the production of blossoms 

e"¥ CU.i away U ?ft1ho Lilies of tl,e v»«ey. Solomon's Seal, and as these develop the plant may be removed 
of young plants will soon he the result. This , Dielytras, and Irises, beginning with that to the porch.] 
is far better than tho cumbrous system of earliest sort, reticulate, which need little more Azaleas not flowering -Mv Azaleaa tha «*» 

! 'C( 0 , er ."'hereby the beau- than a covering to bring them into bloom in did not bloom well, although treated tb« name as 
tiful effect of a small plant IS lost. the springtime slightly in advance of those years, and brought into the house bv the «• “ 

- , .. “V |«Florence lor a ,-aused the leaves to drop? I ought to say they c* 
PT.ANT=! FOR min r'RFF’NTHniTCFC I XT ,ea,‘ to houeo.> '■ limited to u cold one, and repotted last year.—A. K. S. 

wtvtfr 1 reft8on 18 that with a good wall at [These plants lose a proportion of the older 
WINTER. the hack some protection is gained, and leaves each year-.'.e., those lowest on the stem-. 

{Reply to “D. T.”) in severe weather a covering of mats, «r tw-igs, or branches. If the loss of leaves is out 

The question raised is one beset with diflicul- i l,nds- °r even brown-piaper, will keepi out a of all proportion to those newly formed, tto 
ties—viz., as to Low one may have flowers in 18 not possible to exclude the plants have been more or less dry «t the 
the winter time in greenhouses where there near,y altogether, from harming the barely roots. This, if repeated a few times, 
are no means of artificial heat. Will, most alrea(ly alluded to, by using an oil- ' ' * .. mean the loss of root-fibre in that i 

grower-the rest is easy, and mainly resolves ,,uusc” ^ c(>em. tnere is not 
itself into prepmring plants, bulbs, etc., so a"-v neef . , ™ to be entirely hare of 

„ -__u. i_i. — flowers, tor in making the most of those that 
t quantities of water, regularly a; 

it is different. 
;h a cold greenhouse , 1-’ . ’ requires it or not, are equally oau. 
has to make the best , , nses mor® 8weeG 11'>'1 Jasmines more allow the plant to become nearly dry, and 

of things, and, as far as is possible, afford Jav'shly Produced, and all of them weeks thoroughly saturate bv a double dose of 
...L-i.___■ a. I lietore those out-of-dnnrs have unfolded their -r *_.i_^...ire-Lthi 

having a south aspect, so that every gleam 
of winter sunlight would be taken advantage 
of. a. 

Cut.t.1"^ down Nepenthes.-I have some Nepen- Carnations for wlnter.-I hive« 
thes which are doinK very welt I have been -old that lions raised from seed sown in early (pong: 
unless I either cut them back or cut off the pltch±H9H5y >n fe-iiich pots in an open frame. I w»n* 1‘he“ ? u,; 

ill not bear pitchers another ye^.J^i^^^l^-i|,y^p<iyji^gj^l^ter; in nhjte greeuhouoe. hi*11-' “3 
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Down-burin now appearing should be pinched out? Any 
hlnu u to their treatment will be appreciated.—Kewnc. 

[Your Carnations may belong to the sum¬ 
mer flowering race, in which case, if you pick 
off the buds now it is very probable that none 
will develop later on. Carnations aro of 
different sections, and if yours belong more 
or less to the perpetual-flowering class they 
will continue to produce buds. Such being 
die case, we should advise you to let the 
flowers develop, as an autumnal display is 
preferable to none at all. With regard to 
the treatment, as your plants ure in ti-inch 
pots, it is not very probable that they are 
tall of roots, but if they are, a little weak 
manure and soot-water occasionally will be 
of service. Carnations in all stages need a 
free circulation of air, and in a study atmos¬ 
phere they are soon spoiled, hence, when 
taken under glass to develop their blossoms 
tliis fact should bo borne in inind. The 
Carnations that bloom through tho winter 
leloog to what is known as tho Tree or 
Perpetual flowering class, the plants of which 
are struck from cuttings early in the spring, 

R08H8. 

ROSE MME. PERNET-DUCHER (H.T.). 

It is freely conceded by all who have planted 
the Hybrid Teas in quantity that Mme. l’ernet- 
Ducher is one of the liest garden Roses wo 
have. Its grand trusses of loose white flowers, 
the numerous enrmino-tipped buds and half- 
open blossoms of pale canary-yellow, when 
massed, produce a picture not surpassed by any 
other variety of my acquaintance. It is such a 
splendid perpetual-flowering kind, and, like all 
semi-double Roses, Especially beautiful in 
autumn, when its fine petals have a cooler 
season to develop. Some time ago I had a 
pillar plant o? this Rose in a pot, and, when in 
bloom, I never beheld a more lovely object, the 
groat white jietals being so persistent. As a 
standard it makes an exceptionally fine head, 
not quite so large os Gustave Regis, but porhups 
even more decorative, the plant being more 
compact in growth than this well known 
variety. As a cut flower Mine. Pernet-Ducher 

should be dug and some burnt earth, gritty 
sand, or sifted coal-ashes ineor|iorutcd rather 

( liberally. A layering trowel, quite flat and 
I about 4 inches or 5 inches wido, .» inches or 
1 ti inches deep, is a very handy tool when 
layering Roses and shrubs. The trowel is 
inserted in the soil, and then the branch bent 
over towards the latter. It will then be seen 
where the cut in tho branch must bo inado. I 
prefer that the cut |>urt should lie under tho 
soil about I inches, ami 4 inches or a inches of 
the branch should uppear above. The cut is 
made in the upper suifaee of the growth. 
Commence to cut the bark near to a bud, 
and bring the knife in a slanting manner 
along the shoot for about 1 inch, then cut off 
extreme |K>int of tho tongue i'.<., the cut part. 
Hold the branch beneath tho cut with one 
hand and gently bond it into the niche in the 
soil prepared for it by tho trowel. Croat care 
is necessary not to snap off tho end of the 
branch. By making a sufficiently deep niche 
layering pins are not required. ' The soil is 
mule firm after inserting the layer with tho 

Rose Mine. Pernct Ditcher. 

and grown on during the summer, tho last 
portion of the time out-of-doors. In the 
autumn, when the heavy ruins set in, they 
are taken under glass in a light, airy house, 
when, if kept free from aphides, the blooms 
gradually develop.] 

Aspidistras.—There is no subject amongst 
fine-foliaged plants so popular as the Aspidis¬ 
tra for rooms, etc., and none that will stand— 
for a time, at least—apjiarent neglect. There 
comes a timo, however, when it requiros 
special attention ; when, owing perhaps to 
close confinement or gas, the foliage turns 
yellow, and it needs a change. It is just 
then when the benefits of a greenhouse are most 
felt, and a few weeks will generally bring ubout 
the desired improvement. In the absence of a 
greenhouse the next best thing is to seek some 
other remedy. One of tho best ways is to keep 
the leaves of Aspidistras clean by washing 
them with soap and soft water twice n week 
•ind syringing them occasionally. A little soot 
in the watering-can, or guano, will aid in kee| 
mg them in good condition, and air fi 
admitted to the room at this time of the/year 
will be advantageous.—LiEtJtljftsteCi by 

handle end of tho trowel. Tho stools should 
be wntered now and then if tlie weather is 
very dry, but do not water the soil about tho 
layers. Fine own root plants nre obtainable 
in this simple way in eighteen months. 
_ Rosa. 

EXHIBITING ROSES. 
Thkkk is a growing dislike to the system of 
showing Roses in long lines of boxes. In fact, 
it follows the complaints noted in recent years 
in regard to Chrysanthemums and Dahlias, and 
changed methods nre likely. Roses in vases 
are certainly beautiful, but there seems to us 
room in an exhibition for both arrangements. 
Show Roses are grown to their utmost size bv 
good cultivation, the specimens are judged 
individually, and therefore we want to exhibit 
them in their most perfect state without a 
spot, in such a jiosition that the eye of the 
judge shall best examine them. Boxes answer 
this purpose, and it would be n bold jiorsoii 
who would say that this long established 
system has not been the chief element in 

e.-Oj-batl/^etter be reserved lor cuttings. iiiakihg 'theRdse'hti popular as it is. But after 

or Alt ®%_plant to be layered the 5*^" °f blossonl8 in 

is very lasting. I proved this only last week. 
A mass of the exquisite trusses was taken to a 
country flower show, and the next day I was 
able to stage them at uuother exhibition. A 
very showy bed of this Rose could be made by- 
interspersing some pillars of Gruss an Teplitz, 
loosely secured to 4-feet stakes or canes. The 
simultaneous flowering and the contrast in 
colour could not fail to have a fino effect. I do 
not, as a rule, favour tho contrast form of 
planting on tho one bed, but in this case make 
an exception. Rosa. 

LAYERING ROSES. 

(REn.Y to “F. M. ’) 

Now is a good timo to propagate Roses from 
layers. All old-fashioned varieties are very 
easily incroased in this manner, and most of 
the presont-day kinds too. It is necessary 
that tho branches to bo layerod should spring 
from the base of the plant, and, of course, they 
should bo fairly pliable so that stiff, erect 

iwors tyo not so readily incroased by lnyers. 
’here^-ball^-better be reserved for cuttings. 
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one or two instances at the recent Temple show 
one is forced to conclude that the Rose lends 
itself to other forms of exhibiting. Handsome, 
well-grown flowers are noble when arranged 
together and tastefully in suitable glasses. To 
my mind a big vase of the variety Killarney 
was quite one of the most beautiful things in 
the show alluded to. White Maman Cochet 
made another grand exhibit. Iu fact, it is the 
better kinds of Roses that are the mast 
admired in whatever way they are shown. I 
do not care much for most of the so-called 
garden Rases. The best of the bunches ns we 
see them exhibited are the choicer kinds of 
Roses in a badly developed state. If 1 were 
asked why people show garden Roses, 1 should 
say because they either cannot or will not grow 
Roses well. Rambling over a wall or archway 
1 can admire the lovely rambling Roses, but 
cramped in a bunch as we see them at shows 
they seem out of place -at least, in comjie 
tition. I can also admire the charming 
Laurette Messimy in a mass, but this unless in 
a mass is not a Rose to care for. Roses in 
vases should be encouraged and extended in 
every possible way, and more especially at 
what may be termed country exhibitions. In 
this case those who compete tire mostly near, 
and the blassoms may he taken without much 
in the way of packing. This question of the 
large amount of packing required to convey 
Roses with long stems a distance so that they 
shall not lie damaged is one that, perhaps, will 
tell in favour of the older system of exhibiting. 

s. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Two yellow Roses for arches. Kindly give 
me the names ol two good yellow Roses suitable lo grow 
on arches and a pink, hut not the ordinary Ramblers, hut 
strong climbing Roses T—P. B. 8. 

[Climbing 1‘erle des Janlins and Celine 
Forestier are among the good yellow sorts 
suited to climbing or covering arches. Alister 
Stella Cray, though of not quite the colour, is a 
very charming thing in bud and blossom. To 
these may be added W. A. Richardson and the 
well-known and tragrant Gloire tie Dijon. 
Euphrosyne, a Polyantha kind, with clusters of 
bright rose, semi-double flowers, is a good 
vigorous climber.] 

Decayed wood on Roses. —I enclose two branches 
ol Roee lrees, and shall tie glad it you will say what causes 
the old wood to rot in the way this has done? I have 
only noticed this on Baroness Rothschild and MerveilU- de 
I.you. My house stands S00 feet above sea level, and the 
soil is a heavy clay.—Iosorami s. 

[It is nothing unusual to find growths 
partially decayed similar to those sent, and 
there are several causes, such as insect 
punctures, frost-bites, injury by galas, etc. 
in this case we believe the injury arises from 
the action of frast upon unrqiened growths. 
It is a great mistake to foster this old wood. 
Better Tar have only one well-ripened young 
growth than a lot of weakly old shoots. We 
should advise vou to rid your plants more of 
the latter another year. ] 

Growing Crimson Rambler Rose.—wm you 
tell me the proper treatment ol the Crimson Rambler 
Rose ? Mine was a mass ol bloom last year; this, though 
jierfeetly healthy, there is hardly a flower.—K. B. 

[We fear there is a wrong impression abroad 
that this grilnd rambler should have all flower¬ 
ing wood cut out after such growths have 
blossomed. It is true the young wood, if well 
ripened, will give the best trusses, but to 
obtain a really good mass of blossom one must 
have 2-year-old wood well covered witli lateral 
growths. These latter are shortened at time of 
pruning, whereas the young rods are left 
intact. Growths more than 2 years old may 
be cut out with advantage, for this gives the 
remaining growths a better chance of ripening. 
If you had given us some information regard¬ 
ing the treatment of the plant since last 
blooming time, we could have told you where 
the fault lay ; but we suspect that the flowering 
growths were removed too liberally.] 

Roses Fellcite-Perpetue, Baltimore Belle, 
and Dundee Rambler falling.—These Rosea, 
alter appearing particularly healthy and showing a 
tremendous number of buds in early June, stiddenly 
went wrong, the leaves turned yellow and dropped oft, 
and a large proportion of the buds rotted olT. Is this the 
result of bad weather or bad treatment? If the latter, 
where did the fault lie?— Aoe. 

treatment without informing us as to treat¬ 
ment they have received. Hardy Roses of 
this description should certainly not fail to 
thrive if the soil is in good order. Often, if 
there is stagnation of the soil, the young roots 
deonv, and the result is as described. Vou 
had i>etter replant in the autumn if they are 
worth it, but it would be safer to procure some 
new plants, and as theso Rasas may be readily 
obtained on their own roots, we should advise 
you to procure them in that form. When 
replanting have the ground well and deeply 
dug, adding grit nod burnt earth if the soil is 
heavy. ] 

Diseased Roses. -Would you kindly say if red rust 
in Roses is shown by orange spots on the under sides of 
the leaves ami on bud stalks by a sickly-looking condition 
of the bushes and the buds failing to open and rotting 
off? If so, what is the cause and what the remedy? I 
have some Hybrid Perpetuals showing these symptoms 
badly. They are planted on a dry hank in a sheltered 
position.—Auk. 

[Vou will find some remarks u|>on Orango- 
fungu.s in a recent issue of Gakkkmno. From 
your description we should say your plants 
have a bad attack of this troublesome disease. 
Hybrid I’erpetuals on the Manetti stock are 
very prone to attacks of this fungus, which is 
rendered all the more acute in your ease from 
the dry position in which the plants are. 
Where Orange-fungus continually gives trouble 
in this way, it is lietter to transplant the trees 
and bushes every third or fourth year, trench 
ing the ground, and incor|iorating some lime or 
chalk, together with a liberal dressing of cow- 
manure. We should also advise you to procure 
more of the Hybrid Teas and Teas, and ask for 
them on the seedling Brier. This stock, from 
its deep-rooting* nature, kee|>s the plants in a 
growing condition, whereas the Manetti stock 
ripens so very early. Where possible to obtain 
them, plant some of the Hybrid Perpetuals on 
their own roots; Teas and Hybrid Teas also, 
if you can get them. ] 

Moving Rose Fortune's Yellow.—1 have a 
Row fortune’s Yellow, which had to lie moved, so was 
cut down to about 5 feet. It is now standing out of-do-rs 
in a pot, and is making a .(uantily of very healthy shoots, 
some now about - feet long. Would it do well on a south 
mil? It taken up tuu mudi room in tlie greenhouse. 
Also, should it- lie pruned much? It blossomed very little 
last spring, although it made tremendous growth. It is 

about three years old, anil never blossomed at all till this 
year.—Mrs. Wiluh’oiibv I.. Cotton. 

[In your district this exquisite Rose should 
grow well outdoors, and we should advise you 
to plant it out without delay. It prefers a 
rather dry, well-drained soil, and one in which 
lime is present in a liberal degree. l)o not 
break the bull of ourth in any way. It would 
be better to plunt it out now rather than allow 
it to remain in the |»t, as it will then obtain a 
good bold of the soil Indore winter. Do not 
prune itut present. Vou will do well to spread 
out the growths that the sun may harden them. 
The plant may even not flower next year ; if, 
however, you encourage growth and do all you 
can to thoroughly ripen the wood, you will lie 
rewarded by a glorious mass of blossom later 
on. Should the plant produce a perfect 
thicket of growths next season, some of the 
shoots may be entirely removed to the great 
advantage of the remainder. Fortune's Vcllow 
objects to being cramped in any way, so that 
a iofty wall is preferable, and unlass this can 
be afforded under glass, it is a variety tlint 
should not lie planted there. | 

Roses for small greenhouse.—I have bought a 
miiall lean-to greenhouse, 12 feet 0 inches long ami 11 feet 
6 inches wide, and not having a wall against which I could 
erect it, I have decided to put it in the middle of my 
garden, and should like to convert same into a Rose-house. 

have had no exiiericnce In Rose culture, and shall tie 
obliged if you will give me your advice as to the best soil 
for and varieties to grow [n pots? Would a Marcchal 
Niel grow and cover the back ?—Alfa'. 

[Vou could not put the small structure to a 
better use than converting it into a Rose- 
house. For the centre of house a solid staging 
about 1 foot to 2 feet high should be built, the I ,n 
outer wall of the staging made of bricks and 
the inner bed of coal or coke ashes. The Rose 
plants could be placed upon inverted pots, and 
thus brought nearer the glass. Thoso known 
as extra sized pot-plants would bo best to 
procure, but a smaller size could be purchased 
and potted on. They would dons well, except¬ 
ing that considerable time would be necessary 
ere you got any returns. The bast, classas of 
Rose are the Hybrid Perpetuals and the Hybrid. 

I.aing, Ulrich Brunner, Fisher Holmes 
Frau Karl Druschki, Caroline Testout, Ls 
France, Mrs. W. J. Grant, Marquise l.itu, 
White Lady, Admiral Dewey, Madame Kavary, 
Liberty. If you could wait a year, a good plan 
would be to purchase selected bush-plants from 
the open ground and pot them up into S-incL 
pots this coming October, using a compost ol 
two parts top spit loam and one part well 
rotted manure. Pot the plants firmly aoj 
plunge them in the open in a lied of ashes, 
protecting the plants from severe weather 
with some mats or Bracken Fern. Prune the 
plants in March, and still keep them plungai 
where they are until early in June, when they 
should be plunged into more 0|>en quartets &ai 
set well apart from each other. The plant- 
will blossom outdoors about the same time t- 
other Roses. Such plants are thus rendered 
fit for greenhouse work the following winter 
without any further preparation save [tunl. 
and top dressing with a little now soil. A- 
regards Marl-dial Niel, we would advise you 
to prepare a border in the house andpjar. 
therein a dwarf or half-standard of this Kos 
Such a plant will be ample for yoor null 
house. The bonier should be .‘1 feet deep ud 
about 4 feet long, and 2 feet to :i feet widt 
Remove the old soil, put in bottom t> inchesoi 
rubble for drainage, and then fill upthehefcu 
foot above surface with compost such i< 
advised above, excepting that it would ben 
to add a quail of bone-dust thoroug" 
incor[iorated with the soil. Prune the 1 
Niel rather hard the first season in 
induce some good long growths for 
the following year. ] 

Rose Irish Glory.—No single Race 
recent years has pleased me more than flu-. 
We not only want single Roses early, but also 
lafe, and from the single Teas we may expert 
the latter. Irish Glory has the immense petal- 
of the liest Hybrid Teas, the colour a silver} Slink with crimson shading. On a oooldaytU 
ower, ere expanding, is beautiful with itsloeg 

pointed butls. It appears to lie a good grower 
What a lovely bed this would make edged *iR 
the pure white large-petulled single Irish 
Beauty!—\V. 

Rose Killarney. —It is most difficult to 
exaggerate the l«cmuy of this charming Hybrid 
Tea. Seen on a cool day, its glorious M'»l- 
petalled, semi-double flowers are beautiful, l "1 
the finest phase of the flower is the extra long- 
|>ointed 1 >ud. In colour it is a flesh-pink sharing 
to a paler tint, with sufficient distinction fro* 
any other pink Rose to warrant its intruder 
lion to this numerous group. As an exhibit;« 
flower it is truly marvellous how such a thru 
variety maintains its beauty, the long be¬ 
soms refusing to fly oijcd, as is too often the 
case with varieties of this description. On the 
plant is, however, the way to see Killarney at 
its best.—E. 

Rose Liberty.—The more I see oi thi- 
brilliant Rose the more I like it. That it i- 
free-flowering cannot be denied—in fact, every 
new shoot is crowned with buds. It would 
possible to have crimson Rosas all the }'«> 
round by a little management with a gow 
stock of Liberty. Some pot-plants grown cut 
doors this year had their buds remove-1 blot? 
they expanded, in order to encourage grow}11 
These plants are now producing another Bne 
crop of buds, just as the first lilooni oi “"j 
bush-plants is waning. Many of the llybn'l 
Teas can lie treated after this manner. Mi 
suggastion is to have a double set of plants ol a 
few of the leading kinds, such as Mrs. >'••• 
Grant, Caroline Testout, Killarney, etc-. < 1 
one set being allowed to flower unhindered, m 
the other set all the first crop of budsbeu| 
removed when visible. By so doing, a ba ¬ 
in the continuity of blossoming is avowio 
Liberty will be a grand garden Rose, not 1 
brilliant, perhaps, as Marquise de Salisbury. 
Princess de Sagan, or Gross an Tepiit*, 
producing flowers of far more shapely ft*® 
than either.—Rosa. 

[You do not say whether Hie Roses wen ___ 
established or newly planted^ And. fu-thet} KTeas, and a dozen good kinds, as namea-befiwn'^S j.“* 
you ask us ifJtBelrZfil'dore cjtyiJt toStfiiV^hould give you variety jtylgf'pyjhg tinjdic civ 

IW As many oj the most interesting. ootei 
articles in •'Uakdrm-io" from the rerg “V1""'"*,, ltl 
come /rum its readers, we offrr each week • 
latest edit ion of either “Stove asd (1, 
of TOWS English FiiOWKa Garden,' totlsri^trwj 

useful or interesting letter or 
1 vhick Kill be 

ilUi V 
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OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

EREMURUS ROBUSTUS. 
Tire Eremurus robustus' figured was planted 
October, 1900, and last year threw up a spike 
about 0 feet high; thisyear the spike measured 
over 9 feet, and the flowers were magnificent. 
Peach-shaded Lilac is a description of the 

Ereuuinis rolmstus. From a photograph spot by Mr. 

A. P. Davison, Broughton Grange, Iianbury. 

colour. a I find it quite hardy- This garden 
is Ul feet above sea level, and in the winter I 
lay some clean straw oxer the Eremurus, as 
the spike and foliage die down every year. I 
had to tie it on to a support this year us we 
hail such winds in May. It was at its height 
of bloom on June Id. 

Arthur P. Davison. 

good substance, and are slightly less than 
14 inches in diameter. It is very free 
flowering. 

Lady in White.—Another very dainty white 
sort, having a neat yellow eye. The plant has 
a sturdy, tufted habit, and is a profuse 
bloomer. 

Qt’EEN of tiik Ykak.—'This is unique in its 
form and colour. The blossoms are circular in 

shape and have plenty of substance, the 
colour a distinct shade of china blue with a 
whitish centre ; free flowering. 

Gold Chest.—A pretty little yellow ray- 
less flower, developed somewhat less freely 
than in most others, on plants leaving some¬ 
thing to be desired as to habit. The blos¬ 
soms are very small. 

Little Prince.—Of special value, as it 
is one of the very few sorts of a rich clear 
pur|ile colour. The little blossoms are very 
dainty in ap|iearance, and the variety should 
be included in this collection of six sorts. 

Princess May is a pure snow-white flower 

of charming form and with a neat yellow 

eye. The habit of the plant is good, and 

it is also free flowering. D. B. Crane. 

HARDY CYCLAMENS. 

Cyclamens are, excepting the Persian one, 
as hardy as Primroses; hut they love the 
shelter and shade of low hushes or hill 
copses, where they may nestle and bloom in 
security. In such places as they naturally 
inhabit there is usually the friendly shelter 
of Grasses or brancluets about them, so 
that the large and handsome leaves are 
not exjiosed or torn to pieces by wind or 
hail. The Ivy-leaved Cyclamen is in full 
leaf throughout the winter and early spring, 
p.nd for the sake of tho beauty of tiic leaves 
alone it is desirable so to place the plants 
that they may he saved from injury. By 
acting on these considerations it is easy 
enough to naturalise the hardier kinds of 
Cyclamen in many parts of the country. 
Hood drainage is necessary for the success¬ 
ful culture of Cyclamens in the ojien air. 
The species grow naturally among broken 
rocks and stones mixed with vegetable 
soil, grit, etc., and are therefore not liable 
to lie surrounded by stagnant water. The 
tulier should in all cases be buried lieneath 
the surface of the earth and not exposed, 
as in the case of tho Persian Cyclamens 

grown in pots. The chief reason for this is 
that in some species the roots issue from the 
upper surface of the tulier only. They enjoy 
plenty of moisture at the roots at all seasons, 
and are admirably adapted for the rock garden, 
enjoj'ing warm, sheltered nooks, partial shade 

Raising from seed.—Hardy Cyclamens nro 
lies I, propagated by seed sown, ns soon as it is 
ripe, in well-drained pots of light soil. Cover 
tho soil after sowing with a little Moss, to 
insure uniform dampness, and place them in 
shelter out-of-doors. As soon as the seedlings 
appear gradually remove the Moss. When t he 
first leaf is fairly developed, they should he 
transplanted about 1 inch apart into seed pans 
of rich light earth, and encouraged to grow as 
long as possible, being sheltered in a cold- 
frame, but. always allowed abundance of air. 
When the leaves have perished in the following 
summer, the tubers may lie planted out or 
potted, according to their strength. The 
following are tho more important species and 
varieties:— 

C. Atkinsi.—A hybrid variety of the Coum 
section. The flowers are larger than in the 
ty|ie, varying in colour from deep red to pure 
white, and arc plentiful in winter. 

lUirxu-tKAViiii Cyci.amks (C. Coum).—This 
is frequently in bloom in the open ground 
before the Snowdrop; yet, to preserve the 
flowers from unfavourable weather, the plants 
will lie hotter for slight protection, or in a pit 
or frame planted out. tlroxxn in this way 
during the early soring, from January to 
tho middle of March, they are one sheet of 
bloom. Every year, soon after tlio leaves die 
down, take off the surface soil as far as the tops 
of the tubers, and top-dress them with loam, 
well-decayed leaf-mould, and some rotten cow- 
manure, xxell mixed together, or in alternate 
years give them ouly a surface dressing of well- 
decayed leaves or coxv-manure. 1 Hiringsummer, 
or, indeed, after April, the glass should lie 
removal, and thoy ought to lie lightly shaded 
with Larch Fir houghs (cut liefore the leaves 
expand), laid over them, to shelter from the 
extreme heat of the sun. As soon as they begin 
to appear in the autumn, gradually take these 
oil’. Do not use the glass until severe weather 
sets in—at all times, hath day and night, 
admitting air at hack and front—and in tine 
xveatlier draw the lights off, remembering that 
the plants arc hardy, and arc soon injured if 
kept too close. They do not. like frequent 
remox-al. There is a pretty xvliite variety of 
C. Coum known as C. hycmalc. 

C. cyprium (.syn. C. neapolitanum).—This 
well-defined species has rather small lieart- 
sh;q>ed loaves of dark green, marhlal on the 
upper surface with bluish-grey, and of a deep 
purple beneath. The Hoxvers, which are pure 
xvliite, tinted with soft, lilac (the mouth being 
siiotted with carmine-purple), are well elevated 
anox’e the foliage. This distinguishes it from 
most of its allies, except C. persicum, and its 
foliage distinguishes it from that at a glance. 
It is one of the most beautiful of the hardy 

Broughton Orange, Banbury. 

MINIATURE FLOWERED TUFTED 

PANSIES. 

This delightful race of plants lost its best 
adx'ocate by the death of Dr. Chas. Stuart, of I 
Chirnsidc, N.B. Many persons unacquainted 
xx ith this newer race fail at first to appreciate 
their charming qualities, but when once con¬ 
vinced of their value, cultivators of Tufted 
Pansies soon become admirers of the miniature 
sorts. Until pesple come to recognise these j 

plants as specially suitable for rock and alpine 
gardens, and also as plants for massing, the 
trade specialists will not make much of them. 
Dr. Stuart used to say that the miniature- 
flowered or Violetta type needs to lie grown in 
the same place undisturbal for two or three 
seasons for its splendid qualities to he appre¬ 
ciated. Lrnder conditions such as these the 
results are satisfactory, and readers of Garden- 

inu Illustrated would be well advised to take 
in hand a limited collection of plants to begin 
with. The blossoms are sxveet scented. 

Tho miniature-floxvcral kinds are a very 
limited quantity, the craze for large flowers 
being the reason why these smaller-flowered 
sorts wore to a large degree ignored, and in 
consequence many delightful flowers receixei 
Imt slight attention and xvere lost. The folloxv- 
ing brief descriptions of some I am now grow- 
ing may interest readers 

Violetta.—Pure white, with a.yellofl- sut 
sion on the lower petal. The hi 

Cyclamen cyprium (syn. C. neapolitanum). 

and shelter from dry, cutting winds. An 
eastern or south-eastern aspect is best,, always 
provided there is partial shade. We have seen 
th^jp^fj^ing under trees among Grass, where 

kinds. It is found on shaded rocks in moun¬ 
tainous districts in Cyprus and other places in 
South Europe. 
OrifiHJElwjl^fftri.AMEN (C. europicum).—The 

^profusely without atteiyi^|.\/ERyfffJ0it::t^i!L1W^KaOTar before and with 
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the flowers, and remain daring the greater part 
of the year. The flowers are a reddish-purple. 
C. europium thrives freely in light, loamy, 
well-drained soil. Where it does badly in 
ordinary soil it should be tried in a deep bod of 
light loam, mingled with pieces of broken stone. 
In all eases it is best to cover the ground with 
Cocoa-nut-fibre. It luxuriates in the tUbrU of 
old walls and on the mountain side, with a very 
sparing quantity of vegetable earth to grow in'. 

Ivy-leaved Cyclamen (C. hedera'folium).— 
Switzerland, South Europe, and the north 
coast of Africa. Tuber not unfrequently 1 foot 
in diameter, and covered with a brownish rough 
rind, which cracks irregularly so as to form 
little scales. The root-fibres emerge from the 
whole of the upper surface of the tuber, but firinci pally from the rim ; few or none issue 
rom the lower surface. The leaves and flowers 

generally spring direct from the tuber without 
any stem. At first they spread horizontally, 
but ultimately become erect. The leaves are 
variously marked ; the greater portion appears 
nfter the flowers. The flowers continue from 
the end of August until October, and are 
purplish-red, frequently with a stripe of lighter 
colour. There are a pure-white variety, and also 
a white one with pink base or mouth of corolla : 
these reproduce themselves tolerably true from 
seed. Strong tubers will produce 2W1 to 300 
flowers. Some are delightfully fragrant They 
are quite hardy, but are worthy of a little pro¬ 
tection to preserve the late blooms, which often 
continue to spring up till the end of the year. 
This species is so perfectly hardy as to make it 
very desirable for the rock garden and the ojien 
borders. It will glow in almost any soil and 
situation, though best in a well-drained rich 
border or rock garden, which it well deserves. 
It does not like frequent removal. It would be 
peculiarly attractive in a semi-wild state in 
pleasure-grounds and by wood walks. C. grie- 
cuin is a very near ally, and requires the same 
treatment. It is much larger in all parts than 
C. hedenefoliutn, but otherwise is very nearly 
allied. 

Iberian Cyclamen (C. ihericum).— Belongs 
to the Conm section. There in some obscurity 

respecting the authority for the species and its 
native country. It blooms in spring, the 
flowers varying from deep red-purple to rose, 
lilac, and white, with intensely dark mouth; 
and are more abundant than those of C. Coum. 

Spring Cyclamen (C. vernum).—The leaves 
rise before the flowers in spring: they are 
generally more or less white on the upper 
surface, and are often purplish beneath. Tnis 
likes a light soil, in a rather shady nook 
sheltered from winds, its fleshy leaves beiug 
soon injured. The tubers should be planted 
deep, say, not less than 2 inches to 2A inches 
below the surface. C. vernum is considered by 
many as only a variety of Coum. There is a 
white flowered variety. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Begonias.—These are surely very flukey 
things. In a long excursion round the London 
parks we were surprised to see how bad they 
were in colour and shabby in effect. For any¬ 
thing so inconstant, and so much depending on 
what never really comes to us—that is to say, 
moist, and at tbo sumo time beautiful weather 

—we think they get a very undue place in our 
gardens, and that many neglected things are 
more deserving of attention. 

Lychnis Haageana. — In the great 
“lull” that happens between the passing of 
the summer flowers and the splendours of the 
autumn Roses and other beautiful early 
autumnal effects out-of-doors, there are few 
plants that help better than this with its 
splendid colour. Its only defect, if such it be, 
is that it is not perennial, and must be raised 
every year. I know nothing more worthy of 
that or any other attention we may give it, if 
we seek good effect in .Inly and August.—B. 

Increasing Dahlias. -In the issue of August 2, 
p. 303, I sec that cuttings of Dahlias can be obtained. 1 
would feel greatly obliged if you would, through the 
medium of your correspondence column, let me know how 
this is done? As I have some fine Dahlias, 1 would lie 
clad of this information.—Dahlia. 

[Lift the old roots when the tops have been 
cut down by frost, and store them away in a 
frostproof cellar during the yWiwter.’ Next 
spring pul Lbe i)iya^0£o 

growths will soon form. These make good 
cuttings, and soon root if put singly into small 
pots plunged in heat. When w ell routes 1 shift 
into larger pots as may lie necessary, and plant 
out in May.} 

Perennials for garden.—May 1 again trouble you 
with some requests in jour valuable paper ? 1 have re¬ 
moved to Stanlehurst from Ashford, and have a lovely 
garden, with big lawn and a banked border all round it; 
out it is a very heavy soil of clay. Of course, annuals are 
not happy in it. At the top of the borders there are 
perennials. Would you advise me to have more of them 
and what ? 1 have Phloxes, Day Lilies, Canterbury Bells, 
Larkspurs, and Irises. Nasturtiums are doing well as an 
edging. 1 have also Geraniums dotted here and there, 
which are doing well, only there are still blank spaces.— 
A. E. S. 

[You do not say at what season you would 
prefer these to flower. Suitable plants for a 
strong soil are : Christmas and Lenten Roses, 
Tritomas, Peonies, Flag Irises, He|<utica.s, 
Gaillardias, Michaelmas Daisies in variety. 
Sunflowers, Hollyhocks, Perennial Pea, Pyretn- 
rums, Helenium pumiluin, H. autumuale. Rud- 
beckia Newmani, etc. These, save the Holly¬ 
hocks and Gaillardias, are best obtained in 
plants in early autumn, while the Hollyhock 
and Gaillardia-seed may l»e sown at once. 
Usually, in strong soils, Campanula pendeifoliu 
in variety is a success, and so, too, C. grandis, 
C. lactinora, etc. You should also try the 
hybrid Columbines that come freely from fresh 
seeds. You have not given us the size of the 
border, or the positions where the blanks occur, 
so we are unable to reply in more definite 
terms. J 

White Lilies in cottage gardens.— 
We all know too well the failures of white 
Lilies in gardens generally. I have lately been 
seeing some very good ones in cottage gardens, 
which may, perhaps, give a hint as to their 
treatment. I notice the best on the shady side 
of the houses, and if that is done, exjiosure to 
the sun in cold nights may have something to 
do with the poor results we often get from 
these Lilies. I have never been in a country 
where the white Lilies grow, but I have 
noticed that other kinds of Lilies are very often 
wood plants, which means that they get a 
certain amount of shelter and shade from the 

trees above. These good cottage garden Lilies 
that I saw were growing on the surface of the 
ground in some fine clumps: the bulbs had 
risen two inches above the level. It may be 
that we sometimes plant too deep. Many of 
you r readers have had as good an opportunity 
of observation as I have, and, perhaps, may be 
able to throw light on this question. We all 
deplore the malady of the white Lily.—B. V. 

Dwarf Phloxes.—I wi'l feel obliged by being in¬ 
formed what in a good selection of dwarf l’hloxes, the 
time for sowing or planting so os to bloom next season, 
and how I can secure a long succession of blooms? 
Is it liest to sow seed or get plants?—1*. 11. S. 

[If we exclude the early Phloxes, by which 
we mean P. suffruticosa and its varieties, there 
are really very few naturally dwarf Phloxes. 
These plants are dwarf by reason of age and 
treatment only. For example, Phlox Mrs. 
E. H. Jenkins, one of the finest of the pure 
white kinds that we have, flowered finely at 
18 inches high when only six months old from 
the cutting. But at four years old the same 
kind will produce grand heads of white bloom, 
on stems from 4 feet to ."> feet high, with special 
treatment. Again, these Ploxes add inches to 
their stature, and endless pips or blossoms to a 
naturally fine head of bloom, in proportion to 
the amount of moisture applied to or reaching 
the roots. Phloxes are not only gross feeders, 
but great lovers of moisture, and in these two 
[larticulars are rarely overdone. We cannot 
recommend you to try seed of these, as it is 
uncertain whetherseedlings may appear in three 
months or three years, or not at all. Plants in 
[>ots may bo put in now, or in October from 
open ground, with every hope of a good flower¬ 
ing next year. A deep and rich soil is very 
necessary for the plants. The following are 
among tfie dwarfer kinds: Edith, white, purple 
eye ; Coccinea, fine red ; Etna, dazzling red ; 
Cocquelicot, vermilion - orange, a superbly 
coloured kind; Ball of Fire, rich red ; Mrs. 
E. H. Jenkins, pure white; Independence, 
white ; Mrs. J. Hinnett, rose; Mignon, lilac- 
rose ; Oriental, salmon ; Bouquet, pink ; 
Pantheon, cerise-salmon; Faust, white and 
pale pink ; Geant des Batailles, white, crimson 
eve; Aurore, orange-scarlet; Sylphide, 

ite; Le Mai di, purple-vi^j^i^ (SjMjQfJ- 

tris, royal purple. The season of flowering 
may be extended by rooting cuttings in spring 
ana planting as soon as rooted sufficiently ou I 
north border to flower ; and, secondly, by root¬ 
ing a later batch of cuttings and growing the 
plants in pots, us described recently in these 
columns.] 

Raising seeds in boxes.—Everyone is 
acquainted w ith the disappointments that often 
attend raising seedling plants in open-airbeds, 
even when the spring is genial and the seed 
vegetates freely. Slugs, grubs, or fly some¬ 
times muke sad havoc, much of which'may be 
obviated by sowing such as must be sown early 
in boxes, and the sowing of main crop seei- 
and late sorts may be deferred until moregeniai 
weather enables the voung seedlings to push 
rapidly into leaf and beyond the most critical 
stage of their existence. It is just when in 
the seed leaf that they are so set upon bv 
i nsect pests ; when fairly in the rough leaf 
they ure comparatively safe. A box to contain 
enough plants of Lettuce, Cauliflower, ami 
other tender vegetables that it is desirable to 
get us early as possible need not lie very large 
and the same remark applies in the case ui 
flower seeds. If there is not room for sueh 
1 sixes under glass, the young plants may be 
Lelfied considerably if a sheet of glass ia laid 
over the box, only filling the latter in thatasi 
half full of soil, and by elevating it on hifeb 
the voung plants will be more out of thet 
of slugs and similar pests. 

Sweet Peas making tall grot 
Mine ure doing remarkably well this! 
although they came into flower some 1 

later than usual. The earliest batch of I 
is quite 7 feet high, and they are dev 
blossoms of the very best. Only in one or t 
instances does there appear to be a wwit 
robustness in the constitution, and thisisnwt 
noticeable in the pretty striped variety 
America and the new brightly - colour*! 
Coccinea. I have never known the Sweet 
Peas to grow away so freely at thu 
advanced period. There appears to be little 
or no evidence of deterioration either in the 
growth of the plants or their individual sproj:- 

of blossoms, and there is a prospect of a long 
continued display. The flower-stalks in seven! 
instances have been at least a foot in length, 
and these, too, of a stout, erect charade. 
The blooim, too, have been, and are still, 
exceptionally large and of superb colour, the 
erect standards of some sorts possessing 
remarkable substance. These facts pruve that 
good culture will always leave its impress upoe 
the flowers aud justify one in providing» 
liberal supply of plant food in the way of deep 
culture and liberal manuring, and in tie 
warmer weather copious supplies of clear 
water, followed later by an equally copiotr 
supply of liquid-manure.—\V. V. T. 

Clematises.—Clematises sometimes lure 
out failures after being planted in the garden 
for a time, through their being put into worn 
out soil or, at anv rate, soil devoid of muA 
nutriment. No climbers need a richer corn 
post or are deserving of more attention than 
these, as they yield their clusters of blossoms 

with a prodigality surpassing nearly all others 
The convenience of purchasing them in pots in 
bloom has, 1 apprehend in not a few instances, 
given rise to mistaken ideas with reganl to 
them, some who buy them at this time of the 
year assuming, perhaps not unnaturally, that 

if they can be bloomed in small pots with bat 

little soil, they need but little material when 
planted out in the open. This will account for 
many plants, not merely Clematises, but other 

climbers, when set out against walls doing 
badly, for, as a rule, the son is sparse and far 
from being the l>est. Walls are most con 

venient for them to climb over, and there is no 
better place when the ground is properly 
prepared. The bed should first of all be well 
drained, then filling up 2 feet or 3 feet with 
good turf soil or old dung. In this they will 
thrive and do well. Clematises make excellent 
pillar plants in the garden, and being of quick 
growth soon cover a structure. They will 
be benefited with manure-water twice a week, 
and, being gross feeders, one mav continue 
with it up to the time of the buds forming. 
Treat Clematises generously and few flowering 
cUtiibSffl are more beautiful' in a garden or over 
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TREE8 AND SHRUBS. 

HYDRANGEAS IN REGENT S PARK. 

Visitors to the south west of England cannot 
fail to appreciate the fine effects of the Hydran¬ 
geas that are to be seon in such profusion, and 
many are envious of the favoured conditions 
under which they flourish in that salubrious 
climate. The accompanying illustration repre¬ 
sents the outcome of a visit to some of the 
gardens in South Devon and Cornwall. It 
-hows the value of this plant for rather large 
decorative purposes in other gardens where it 
cannot be planted permanently in the open 
jir. It is one of the easiest subjects to deal 
with. For our purpose, in the London district, 
it U grown in large pots of from 18 inches to 
22 inches in diameter. The plants are pro- 
ected from damp and frost in winter, they are 
'town in a greenhouse in spring, and may be 
colored to the open garden as soon as danger 
rom frost is past, about the end of May. The 

pink blossoms, but after transplanting to the 
woods the blue colouring appears with the first 
flowers. C. Jordan, Regenta Park. 

GENISTA (ROCK BROOMS). 

Thksf. are dwarf and very often tufted in 
growth, yellow in flower, and of some beauty. 
They are easily grown and raised, and, being 
good in habit, should be worth attention in 
those sandy places where the true alpine 
flowers are despaired of. They would go well 
with the Rock Roses, Heaths, and Rosemary, 
which might he grown in such places. From 
the following selection we omit those that are 
too large for the cock garden, or that have been 
found to be tender in the neighbourhood of 
London. 

G. ancmca (Heather Whin) is a dwarf spiny 
shrub, not often growing to a height of 2 Feet. 
It is widely distributed throughout Western 
Europe, and In Britain occurs on moist moors 
from Ross southwards. The short leafy racemes 
of yellow flowers appear in May and .June. 

G. liiSPANlCA, a native of South-western 
Europe, is a compact undershrub, evergreen 
from the colour of its shoots. It scarcely 
attains more than 1 foot or 18 inches in height, 
and the crowded racemes of yellow flowers are 
borne at the ti|>s of the spiny twigs from May- 
on wards. 

G. HOKKIDA (Pincushion Rock Broom).—A 
very curious close-growing spiny plant with 
yellow flowers closely set and big as a hall of 
Moss. Seems of easy culture on open, sunny 
places, and the poorer the soil the better. 
Height 10 inches to 14 inches. 

G. PH.OSA, n widely distributed European 
species, is a dense, prostrate hush and a delight 
ful rock-garden plant. In Britain it is rare and 
local, being confined to gravelly heaths in the 
south and south-west of England. It grows 
freely, flowering in May and June. Like the 
rest of the British species of the genus, it has 
bright yellow blossoms 

G. pr.kcox is a garden name for Cytisus 
prajeox, a beautiful hybrid between the white 

Hydrangeas in Regent’s Park. From a photograph by G. A. Champion. 

jints bear from one to two hundred heads of 
loom ; theto nro not of largo sis-.o, which if! not 
e-irable, for they last longer and do not 
•niise so readily when of moderate size. A 
'kntifol supply of liquid-manure is required 
o support so many flowers, which are not only 
oowy when fresh, hut continue satisfactory 
15 their colour deepens for a considerable time 
uterwards. The plants are arranged on the 
irM9> w‘th a shrubbery for background, the 

i**3 are plunged to half their depth in the 
P°und, the turf being relaid around them. | 
tnormoua numbers of Hydrangeas are grown 

v)1me of the best Cornish gardens. At 
■twabilly, Mr. J. Rashleighs beautiful place 
ar Fowey, there are probably twenty thou- 

^ i ln the plantations near the mansion, 
\\. u'"" thc carriage drives and walks, and 
fcndSi '9 st'11 plant'ng about two 
-wred additional each year. In regard to 
stour, the greater number of blooms are blue 
iWj shades to the deepest azure. Mr. 
'■ulileigh selects cuttings from plants of deep- 

ue> ^ese being inserted for convenience 
ieopeu borders of the kitchen garden; i 
cultivated ground they in^kfaM^^praljic 

G. aspalathoidks, a native of South-western 
Euroj>c, makes a donocly branched, compact, 
spiny hush from 1 foot to '2 feet in height. It 
flowers in July and August (the yellow- blos¬ 
soms are somewhat smaller than those of G. 
anglica) and is a good shrub for the rock- 
garden. 

G. ANXAXTIC 
hood of 
native Dye 
very dwarf in habit, and its many racemes of 5olden yellow flowers come in late summer. A 

esirable and beautiful rock-garden plant. 
G. ephedroides, a native of Sardinia, etc., is 

a much-branched shrub 2 feet in height, hear¬ 
ing yellow flowers from June to August. The 

Spanish Broom (Cytisus alhus) and C. purgans, 
a golden flowered H|»ccic3. 

<!. radiata, a native of Central aud Southern 
Europe, is 3 feet or 4 feet in height, evergreen 
from the colour of its much branched spiny 
twigs. The heads of bright yellow flowers 
appear throughout the summer months. It is 

antica, found wild in the neighbour- hardy, at any rate, in the south of England. 
Naples, is very nearly allied to our G. ramosissima. — A native of Southern 
yer s Greenweed (G. tinctoria). It is Spain, and one of the best garden plants in the Knus. It grows about 3 feet high, and the 

nder twigs are laden in July with bright 
yellow flowers. This also passes under the 
name of G. cinerea. 

G. sagittalis (Winged Genista).—A singular 
pant, its hranchlets winged (by the stem 

aspect of the plant much resembles that of expanding into two or three green membranes). 
Ephedra, distachya. and bearing rich yellow flowers in summer; 

G. Germanica,' a species widely distributed the shoots are usually prostrate, and the plant 
throughout Europe, makes a bright rock- is rarely more than 6 inches high. It is met 
garden shrub not more than a couple of feet in with in the Grass in the mountain pastures of 
height. It flowers very freely during the many parts of Europe. In cultivation it is 

able the summer and autumn mouths, and the stems valuable plant, hurdy and vigorous 
e inclined to arch when I foot or more high, wettest and coldest soil, forming profusely 

Ifc /»*.so.nobBiles-»met with under the name of flowering1fully exposed. Eusilj 
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(!. TiM ToiuA (Dyer's Greenweed).—A dwarf 
native shrub, with numerous slender branches, 
forming compact tufts from a foot to a foot and 
a half high, and becoming quite a mass of 
pretty yellow flowers in early summer. It is 
grown in manv of our nurseries, and merits a 

. * .1 ..L_1... rnL.- 

We make it a rule first to make one knot 
round the stake, and then loop the branch 
within another knot, as this gives each 
stem a certain amount of “play.” Keep the 
soil frequently stirred between the plants. 

place among rock-shrubs. There is a double 
variety. Not unfrequent in many parts of 
England, but rare in Scotland and Ireland. 

G. tixctoria var. F.1.ATIOR is a tall-growing 
form from the Caucasus, which under cultiva¬ 
tion frequently grows from 4 feet to 5 feet 
high, and bears huge paniculate inflorescences. 

G. virciata.—A native of Madeira and one of 
the most beautiful species of the genus. At 
Kew there are many old plants from 6 feet to 
HI feet high, and jus much through, which in 
July are one mass of colour, every one of the 
slender branch lets terminating in an upright 
raceme of golden - yellow blossoms. These 
plants must be twenty or thirty years or more 
old, and must have passed through winters 
which injured many of our native shrulis and 
trees. Sometimes G. virgata flowers a second 
time in October, but never so profusely as in 
July. 

Some of the earlier - blooming plants have 
already developed their first crop of buds, and, 
for this reason, it would he well to give them 
an occasional supply of manure-water.—E. <f. 

SILVER LEAF IN PEACHES. 

was much interested in reading the remarks 
on “ Silver Leaf” by your correspondent 

H. B. .1.," in your issue of August 2, for in 
June last I bad the pleasure of bearing Pro¬ 
fessor Pereival, of the South-Eastern College, 
Wye, read a most interesting |Kq>cr on this 
disease before the Linnean Society. Fi 
years various persons have investigated this 
complaint, hut with no success. Professor 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

SEASONABLE NOTES. 

Tins is a critical period in the growth of this 
plant, as in most cases now what Is termed the 
natural “break” occurs, and if a sharp look 
out is not kept for earwigs, greenfly, etc., they 
will do irreparable damage to the embryo buds. 
The injury thus inflicted is {never got over, the 
result being in the end poor, imperfect blooms. 
This is most disappointing to tlie cultivator, 
esjiecially if be be an exhibitor, as lie has no 
other lateral growths to fall back on, as in the 
case of the grower for decoration only. The 
plants will he benefited now with a little weak 
soot-water, given once a fortnight, and after¬ 
wards with guano, a handful being mixed in 
each canful when watering. The earliest 
hatch should now have the buds set and may 
lie fed a little once a week, discontinuing same 
gradually as flowers show colour. 1 refer to 
plants of La Vierge, Madame Desgrange, 
(i. Werraig, Mrs. Hawkins, G. G Unity, etc. 
These make most beautiful plants for the 
embellishment of the conservatory, and require 
no stakes of any kind, which I think is a great 
advantage. Now that autumn is approaching, 
anil rains more frequent, tying as growth pro 
ceeds must be attended to. D. G. Met. 

Ji. o » ., N. H. 

GARDEN PESTS AND FRIENDS. 

• or many 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Chrysanthemums planted oxit.— 
The rage for monster blooms has cooler! down 
considerably, for owners of gardens find that 
they are about the most expensive of all 
flowers to produce, and market growers are 
compelled to adopt the planting-out system. 
With care in pinching, lifting in good time, 
and slight disbudding, beautiful plants can be 
produced with one quarter the labour required 
for plants grown wholly in pots.— J. Groom, 

Uosporl. 

Early-flowering Chrysanthemums. 
—The boisterous weather of Saturday and 
Sunday, July 26th and 27th last, lias left its 
mark upon the early-flowering Chrysanthe¬ 
mums. The moister weather of the present 
summer season had caused these plants to make 
very free growth, und, in consequence, the 
heavy branching growths of many of the best 
sorts were broken down by the tremendous 
force of the gale. Fortunately, in some eollec 
tions, the growers had taken the precaution to 
stake their plants, and also to securely loop the 
brittle shoots to the stakes. In such instances 
the loss has been small. The members of the 
Mine. Masse family of these plants appeared 
to suffer more than most others, this being 
accounted for by reason of the grand branching 
shoots which they so freely develop. Growers 
of these plants who have not yet staked and 
ti eel their specimens should, therefore, do so 
without delay. With the approach of August 
we may expect some boisterous westerly and 
south-westerly gales, and, for this reason, see 
that not only the main stem-«pf each pla 
safely secured to_aastake,ftiut also th 
branching snootW Secur el o tin 

ercival showed most conclusively that it is 
caused by the attack of a fungus, Stereum 
hirsutum. It nmienrs that the |>oculiar grey 
colour is caused by certain spaces between the 
cells of the leaf just below the cuticle which 
are Idled with air, and not to any changes in 
the colouring matter of the leaves. How these 
spaces are formed is at present unknown. It 
apjiears that if a branch that is badly attacked 
he cut across it will he found that the central 
l«*rt of the wood is discoloured, and in mild 
attacks, even when nothing can lie seen by the 
naked eye, by examination with a microsco|»e 
it will lie found that the cells are stained with 
a brown colour. Many trees were examined, 
and in every case it was found that the above- 
mentioned fungus was present on the roots or 
root stocks. This, however, was not conclu 

ve tliat the fungus was the cause of the 
silver leaf." In March this year Professor 

Pereival inoculated some healthy trees with 
the fungus “on one and two year old branches, 
from IS inches to 2 feet from the ends. In 
the first week in May, that is eight or nine 
weeks after inoculation, the leaves upon these 
branches exhibited the characteristic silvery 
appearance.” This conclusively pro veil* that 
the fungus was the cause of the disease. It 
wus interesting to find “ that while thedisease 
showed itself above the wound right to the top 
of the shoot, below the wound it only 
apiieared on the leaves of the next hud or 
spur, 2 inches or 3 inches away. Moreover, 
the disease has only appeared hitherto 
(May HI) on those leaves developed from buds 
which are placed on the same side of the shoot 
as that on which the inoculation was made, 
the leaves from buds off the straight line 
drawn from the wound to the ti]) of the shoot 
living normal. From these experiments and 
other observations on the course of the disease 
it would appear that the disturbing cause is 
conducted rapidly in the sap of the plant.” 
At first sight the views propounded by 
“ H. B. J." and Professor Pereival do not 
seem to agree, but on consideration they are 
not opposed to one another. For though the 
direct cause of the complaint is not as 
“ H. B. J." suggests, “ weakness through over 
cropping," it is highly probable that it is 
owing to some weakness in the tree which 
enables the fungus to infest it, and such treat¬ 
ment as will restore it to its original vigour 
prevents the fungus from living on its tissues 
by restoring them to a perfectly healthy con¬ 
dition. G.S. S. 

this year and also attar It ed the pink China Roses, nijV' I 

all the leaves, etc., and preventing: them Irotn uulrins ^ J 
good growth. It is found on the leaves as a (roll «*, I 
dosed) and the insect.—M. A. M. K. 

[The insects you enclosed are not the culprits , 
which have injured your Roses. One of then a 
(the long, spotted one) is the grub of one oi the „ 
ladybirds, the other is the chrysalis of one of t 
the hoverer flies, whose grubs are most tt-aol I 
in destroying green-fly. These grubs are long 
and narrow, and are about l inch in length, j, 
They are bluntly rounded off at the uil, I, 
gradually tapering to the head, which a 
poiuted. They have no real legs. The nutaW ■[ 
of aphides they will destroy in a short tint*. ■■ 
marvellous. I have watched one suck out the 
contents of a full-grown green-fly in a minute 
and a half, and immediately begin on another, i. 
which it despatched at the same rate, and con¬ 
tinued feeding in this way for some us* , 
When full grown they become chrysalides, . 
which are small Pear-shaped bodies ahqat I 
three-tenths of an inch long. The Itulybmi 
grubs are quite as voracious, and, lieing able j 
to move about more rapidly than the other j 
grubs, are jierhaps even more useful. Tie 
Rose-leaf you sent was covered with the did L 
bodies of green flies, which bad evidently hen 
killed by the grubs. What may hare eata 
the leaves 1 cannot say, but it is quite certain 
that the grubs which I have mentioned, sal 
which were the only ones I could find,didI& 

g. s. s ] jm... 

Insect on Apple-tree.—The enclosed in 
Jn«t taken out of a young Apple-tree. It wall 
the middle ol the tree. I find some o! toy y< 
infested with a small insect, which is white, 
trees a winter dressing of caustic soda. Hr. 
kindly tell me what to use as a dressing for Ik" 
tell me the name ol the maggot '—A Co.vsii 

[The insects you find in the w 
Apple-trees arc the caterpillars of the 
Leopard-moth (Xeu/.era a-sculi). -JB 
destroy them by pushing a shari 
into the hole and stabbing the l; , 
may sometimes he pulled out by bmBwjI 
wire with the end formed into a hook. BAf' 
cannot he reached in this way they 
stilled by pushing as far as possible inlaJM’ 
hole a plug of tow or cotton wool, soakedWu I 
or par&Ukn-oiL The mouth of the holewu*: jj 
then lie'closed by’ means of some well-kMjiM 
clay, so as to keep the smell in. The bum- . 
may sometimos be caught on the trees. W 
are" very handsome insects, with bodies aw* i 
1 j inches long, handed with black and while- | 
the wings when spread ojien measuring sow 
3J inches across. They are white with 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Caterpillars.—I SPnd several caterpillars in a tin 
box, and hope they will arrive safely. They may be very- 
common, but will be glad to knew what they are ?—M. 
Siai.ni os. 

[The caterpillars are those of the “Cinne- 
bar • moth ” (Euchelia jacobtea), a common 
insect. The caterpillars generally feed on 
Ragwort or Groundsel. The moth measures 
about li inches across the wings when they 
are spread ojien. The forewiugs are of a 
smoky grey colour with a narrow red line 
neat- the front margin, and two red spots on 
the end margin. The hind wings are red 
with a blackish edge.—G. S. S. ] 

Insects on Roses.-I will lie much 
can tell me what the insect in enclosed box is and' how it 
can be destroyed!1 It has rui""jE^mfjters 

I 
spots, and are nearly transparent. As tell* 
white insect you mention, I cannot- »y “5 : 
thing about it without seeing it. l’leise S® | 
a sample.—G. S. S.] 

Winter moth In Hornbeam-hedge.-A H* 
beam-hedge in my garden, about I" feet high, h»‘ m 
several years been s|>oilL hy winter moth, and In*'** 
wu completely stripped. Is it jnwsible to *ei rki of it_ 
the system of butter paper described in your pap*1'!! 
weeks ajro, or should it »>e cut down ? I am very un» 
intr to part with its shelter in a bleak situation, wt 
thing must. l»e done, as the pest is spreading to II* if** 
— I A. R 

[1 do not think that it would !*■ posdMe» 
apply the greasy band system of destronoj 
the winter moth to a bodge so as to be d 
much use, as every stem would have to -e 
handed, and all long Grass, etc., thorough} 
cleared away, so tliat there was no chance - 
the females being able to reach the bndid"s 
except by passing over the bands. " <‘® |U1‘ 
grown the caterpillars let themselves do»D■ 
the ground by a thread, bury themself® 
the ground and become chrysalides, y 
soil on to which they are likely to liave W' 
was removed to a depth of 3 inches and ■ 
or buried a foot or more so that the !U’ ‘j 
would he unable to emerge from the soil n - • 
spring, I believe you would not have 
trouble with the pest next year. If m® fi c. 
pillars again made their appearance, as 
they were noticed the hedge should be . , 

with Paris •’reen or paraffin emulsion. ‘n l!l 
not cut the hedge down.—G. S. S.] 

Insects In woodwork.—Plras« ‘’J’jjpJjJL* . 
name of enclosed insect, and. if you can, ». lt, 
remedy? The woodwork of the house ana , - , 
furniture are literally swarmi ng with them- ^ 
flying in at windows. I have a lot ol u ,1,- 
h’ouse, etc., faced with Oak top wood- > 
account for their presence?—Saffron n ar’’ 

[The insect attacking the wood wot 
bmrse is Aoobium doraestieuro. Die •• 

btitw&BW9 8enus nre c°mmon - 
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.1= “Death-watch Beetles,” on account of their 
occasionally making a ticking or tapping noise, 
which by su|*rstitiqus persons is supposed to 
lertond a death in the house. The tapping, j 
however, is only a signal to their mates. Any 
woodwork that they are infesting should l>e 
punted or tarred; furniture that, cannot. l>e 
treated in this manner should he well rubbed 
with furniture polish or turpentine, which 
-tiOuld lie well rubbed into the little holes ; or 
woodwork may l>e well washed over with 4 o/.. 
rf eorrosive sublimate dissolved in a gallon of 
methylated spirit. This mixt ure is, however, 
a deadly jioison, and should be used with the 
greatest care. The beetles lay their eggs on 
the surface of the wood in the spriug or early 
■ummer, and it is at. thjp time that the means 
111st mentioned are most ell'ect.ive, as many of 
lie beetles as possible should bo destroyed. It 
shy no means unlikely that they come from 

sources vou mention. Examine them and 
«.-U. S. S.J 

ORCHIDS. 

HARDY LADY’S SLIPPERS. 

\womi hardy terrestrial Orchids the Cypripe- 
lumuiire certainly the most beautiful. Their 
chklitquirements are shade, moisture, and a 
j city soil. In all gardens, low-lying, shady 

calcareous soil, or in narrow fissures of lime¬ 
stone rock, in well-drained, rich, fibrous loam, 
in an east a.«t>ect. 

C. UUTTATI m (Spotted Lady's Slipper).—A 
handsome kind, seldom seen in gardens, 
(i inches to 9 inches high, flowers in summer, 
solitary, rather small, white, heavily hlotehed, 
or spotted with deep rosy-purple. Found in 
Canada, N. Europe, and N. Asia, in dense 
forests amongst the roots of trees in moist, 
black vegetable mould. Requires a half-shady 
jwsition in leaf-mould, moss, ami sand, and 
should be kept rather dry in winter. 

C. .1 a rosier m (Japanese Lady’s Slipper).— 
About I foot high, its Imiry stems, which 
are as thick as one's little finger, hearing two 
plicate fan-shaped bright green leaves, rather 
jugged round the margins. The 1 lowers are 
solitary, the sepals of an apple-green tint. 
The petals, too, are of the same colour, but are 
dotted with purplish-crimson at the base, the 
lip large, and curiously folded in front, a.-, in 
the lietter known (J. ucaule, to which it seems 
most nearly allied ; the colour of the lip is a 
soft creamy-yellow, with hold purple dots and 
lines. 

0. MACKANTiirxi (Large Lady's Slipper). — 
This hears largo flowers of a uniform purplish- 
rose with deep-coloured veins: early in June 
lip finely marked with deep -purple reticula¬ 
tions. This handsome and at present rare 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Growing Leelia superblena and Dendro- 
bium suavissimum. —Clan you givenir any informa¬ 
tion as to how to grow lailia superhiens ami Dendrobium 

j suavissimiiin 1 The former was a newly imported plant 
1 lost spring, and has made three small bulbs, ami it is now 

only just starting to grow. The latter 1 fail to do any 
i good with. It makes (food bulbs, but never blooms. 

They are both grown in a house a little shaded, and given 
! plenty ot moisture; summer beat, SO degs. to (Ml decs., 

and 50 degs. in winter. The old bulbs of Dendrobium 
suavissimum are similar to those of Ccelogyne cristata, 
hut a little longer, and some of them appeared to have 
flowered ; hut the bulbs that 1 have grown are similar to 
those of Dendrobium thyrsifloruin. 1 see both of these 
varieties are marked intermediate house in Orchid cata¬ 
logues.—D. B. 

[Lselia superhiens should he grown in the 
stove where the summer temperature is from 
70 degs. to 75 degs., and not less than 110 degs. 
in winter. It should lie grown in a basket, so 
that it may be suspended near the roof, for it 
requires an abundance of light, sufficient shade 
being given to prevent scorching of the leaves 
in the summer. The potting comjio.'.t i-.lioulil 
consist’of good fibrous peat, leaf-soil, and rough 
sand, the surface being covered with cliop|ied 

j .Sphagnum Moss. The material should ho made 
I moderately firm about the roots. Do not dip 
the plants, hut water the surface of the Moss 
when it becomes dry during the active season of 
grow th. Some grow L. superhiens in the( 'attlej a 
house, hut it rarely flowers satisfactorily when 
so treated. Dendrobium suavissimum should 

also lie grown in a basket in 
tho above-mentioned tenqiein- 
ture from the beginning of 
March until growth is complete 
in the autumn. It should then 
he removed to a cooler and 
drier position, only suflicient 
moisture being required to pre¬ 
vent the shrinking of the pseudo 
bulbs during the resting season. 
Any rejiotting required is best 
done in the spring. It is not 
advisable to repot more than 
is absolutely necessary. Afford 
plenty of light at all seasons 
of the year, as unless the 
growths are thoroughly ripened 
they rarely flower in a satis¬ 
factory manner. I consider 50 
(legs, in winter too low for 
either of these sjiecies; except¬ 
ing in very cold weather 60 degs. 
should he the normal tempera¬ 
ture of a house for these Or¬ 
chids. An intermediate house 
should not fall below 55 degs. 
in winter in very cold weather. 
—II. J. O.] 

The KiigUsh Lady's Slipper (Cypripcdium Calceolus) in the Royal Cardens, Kew. 

•foU can aliyays be found, and, even if not 
Anting, may he readily prewired for these and 
!| u- plants whose requirements are similar. 

It should lie remembered that this class of 
I'-.nis flowers for the most part in summer, and 
starting rather late into growth, an opportunity 
1-1 provided for other things, particularly earlj* 
“■* hue flowers, without in the least Interfering 
*Rli the plants here dealt with. The following 

among the liest of these cultivated kinds, 
S:"l, as a rule, they do well in tho positions 
it'lnated above: 

c. "APU: (Stemless Lady’s Slipper). -A 
warf species with a naked downy (lower-stalk, 
' inches to 1-2 inches high, flowers large, 
'inary, purplish with a rosy-purple (rarely 
■kite) lip, nearly 2 inches long, which has a 
jugular closed fissure down its whole length in 
inint Northern States of North America in 
'*x>ds and bogs. Thrives in moi9t peaty or 
’‘My soil or leaf-mould. 

k- Caueolis(English lady’s Slipper).—Tho 
°°ly British species and the largest flowered of 
'’ur native Orchids, 1 foot to H feet high, 
'bwerj in summer, solitary (sometimes two), of 
'i J, ^ brown colour, with an inflate.) clear . 
yellow lip netted with darker veins, and about I 

1 jiic-h in length. North Europe, and occasion I 
’I-' 'n the northern counties of England, j 

re, however, it is now almost exterminated, ; 
<*y ornamental for the rock-garden, where i|'r 

^'Oukibe planted in sunny shclteii&bQ6ol 

plant grows best in pure loam of a heavy 
nature. Siberia. 

0. ri’RESOBNS. A dwarf species with a 
pubescent stem, seldom more than 2 feet high, 
(lowers early in summer, on each stem one to 
three blooms; greenish-yellow, sjiottcd with 
brown, with a pale yellow lip from I?, inch to 
2 Inches tong, and flattened at tlie sides. It is 
found in hogs and low woods, from Pennsyl¬ 
vania to (Carolina. Does well on dry sunny 
banks, among loam, stones, and grit. 

(J. si’K.TAiui.K (Mocasson-flower).-—The most 
beautiful of this group ; 15 inches to 2i feet 
high, flowers in summer, one or two on each 
stem (rarely three), large, with inflated, rounded 
lip, about 1 h inch long, white, with a large 
blotch of bright rosy-carmine in front. A 
variety (C. s. album) has the lip entirely white. 
In America it grows in open boggy woods, 
moist meadows, and also in peaty bogs in the 
Northern States. Good native specimens pro¬ 
duce from fifty to seventy flowers on a single 
tuft, li feet across, formed on a thick mat of 
fleshy roots. The plant is hardy, and succeeds 
if planted oqt in a deep, rich, peaty soil, with 
u few nodules of sandstone or rough sandstone 
grit mixed with the soil. It also thrives in 
turfy loam on a moist bottom ; in any case, 
however, deep planting is necessary, as the 
joots are then cool ana moist during the hot 

not suffer from frost in the 

UN 

Dendrobium Pierardi 
(Orchid Lonr).—This line Or¬ 
chid, which is a common plant 
in India, is very widely dis¬ 
tributed over that country. To 
grow it well it requires strong 

heat and abundance of moisture to pro 
duce strong growths, which in its native 
country have been found each ti feet in length. 
When fully grown the plant should he dried 
oil and kept considerably cooler than during 
the summer. This will cause the bulbs to 
swell up and the leaves to fall. The plant is 
deciduous, and loses all its loaves Imfora 

flowering. Early in the season, about April, 
the flowers will liegin to show all along the 
stems. These, generally borne in pairs, are of 
a creamy-mauve or cream in some forms, the 
lip large, soft sulphur-yellow, with a few 
purple streaks at the base. A good conqjost 

1 for it is fibrous peat and Sphagnum Moss. 
During growth the plants should he given the 
warmest position possible, at the same time 
keeping well supplied with water; hut during 
the winter a temperature of from 55 degs. to 
60 degs. is ample. There are several forms of 
this, hut the best is D. 1’. latifolium, which 
bears finer flowers and rather more freely than 
the type.____ 

Propagating Olivias.— Pro|w»gation is 
a simple matter when one has old plants to 
deal with, as, after they have ceased flowering, 
the suckers which spring from the base should 
he severed with a knife and potted olf separ¬ 
ately in a compost of old loam, tinelv-silted 
leal mQdjdil |&ad fPGW6 silver-sand, and if the 

—- 1— -1 ••"'lcr ,a_ frame in the 
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house and kept close for a few weeks, this will 
help in the formation of roots. After bloom¬ 
ing, old plants should be repotted, if found 
necessary. As window plants, when in flower, 
Clivias are most acceptable.—Townsman. 

FRUIT. 

SOME GOOD PEACHES. 
Will you give me the names of four best Peaches ami two 
Nectarines for an amateur to grow under glass in Lanca- 
shire, second early and midseason sorts, to ripen in August 
and September? " By beat I mean flavour, size, and free 
bearing, and, as I cannot lie home in middle of day to fer¬ 
tilise blossoms, free setting and non liability to cost 
flowers and fruit- 1 see Goshawk is spoken of in cata¬ 
logues as best flavoured of all. Is ths so, and has it any 
undesirable trait* which more than outweigh its excel¬ 
lence in that respect ? I do not wish to force, but have 
plenty of heat, but my disadvantages are (1st) that my 
greenhouse is shaded part of the day, and so does not get 
all the sun it ought, and (Sod) not being able to attend to 
the trees in middle of day. 1 have a tree, however, of 
Lord Napier Neetarioe which is fruiting and doing very 
well. Perhaps vou could add a few words os to making 
up of border ?— Peach. 

[The variety Goshawk is not usually accre¬ 
dited with possessing the highest quality, 
though ull the same a good Peach, and may be 
included in a selection of four varieties. Others 
we would name are Hale's Early, u very good 
American variety, preceding the ordinary mid- 
season kinds and a free cropper, Bellegarde, 
a fine September Peach when not much forced, 
with Royal George and Dymond. In some 
gardens Royal George is subject to mildew, 
and for this reason cannot always be success¬ 
fully grown. No finer flavoured fruit exists, 
however, under good culture. Stanwick 
Elruge, white fleshed, and Pine Apple, yellow 
fleshed, are two good Nectarines, unsurpassed 
in their section add season. These are all free 
setters given reasonable treatment. If your 
tree of Lord Napier does well there is no 
reason why others should not do likewise. 
While in bloom abundance of air is absolutely 
necessary, and with a little uir left on all night 
the pollen would be dry in the morning, and 
coula be distributed by giving the tree stem a 
sharp rap with the hand This would dispose 
of the necessity for mid-day attention. In 
the construction of Peach borders it is 
desirable to provide an under rather than 
an over-rich soil. What is known as 
strong calcareous loams are best suited for 
Peaches, hut there is no hard-and-fast rule. 
Peaches must have lime, either naturally 
present in or incorporated with the soil, and it 
is well in any case to provide some. Old lime 
obtained from demolished buildings is better 
than new, though if it cannot be procured, new 
lime must be substituted in less quantity. Be 
sure, however, in the use of this to mix it well 
with the soil, or it may, if placed in layers, 
become imjjervious to water. Good garden 
soil, if of a suitable nature, and free from tree- 
roots, will grow good Peaches, with the 
addition of some lime, or a little burnt ballast 
or burn-bake. Animal manure must be 
avoided in making Peach borders; if any 
deficiency exists employ some of an artificial 
compound, and use this in moderation. Make 
the soil firm by treading or ramming, as this 
promotes sturdy short-jointed growth. Drain¬ 
age will depend on the nature of the sub¬ 
soil. If of an open character none will be 
required, if heavy and badly-drained, then 
employ brick rubble, stones, or clinkers to 
raise the soil off the saturated base, and 
provide an outlet for superfluous moisture to 
escape. In soils of a light or medium nature 
too much drainage is an evil, for it promotes 
hud and fruit dropping through drought, 
which is fostered by it. Plant, if possible, in 
November, for then the trees may form a few 
autumn roots, and do not attempt to secure a 
crop the first year. ] 

drought, come on, and they are not so easily 
got rid of. One of the first things to fly to 
when drooping foliage prevails is trie syringe, 
and a good shower bath overhead soon revives 
the leaves; hut this damping should be fol¬ 
lowed by a thorough soaking of water to the 
roots, enough to reach the lowest of them 
before the sun acts on the leaves again, for 
healthy foliage of fruit-trees ought never to 
flag under any heat we get in this country if 
the roots are healthy, and there is enough 
moisture in the soil for their needs. The 
following is the plan I adopt with regard to 
overhead syringing. 

Vines.—Syringe the rods with tepid water 
when the house is started for forcing, as soon 
as the sun's rays begin to decline, and the 
house is shut up with a good, brisk heat, and 
this is continued, on bright days, up to the 
time the hunches are in flower, when the 
atmosphere is kept rather drier, merely damp¬ 
ing the paths and any dry spaces to create a 
moist, genial atmosphere. This, also, is con¬ 
tinued until the Grapes are ready for thin¬ 
ning ; but after this is performed I give the 
Vines overhead a thorough drenching with the 
syringe after a bright day, so as to make the 
leaves quite clean, and thoroughly wash out 
every small berry, old bloom, etc. ; but after 
this has been refloated two or three times I use 
the syringe no more. In the place of overhead 
syringing I use a good deal more water in 
damping the floors, side-walls, stages, etc.— 
in fact, every dry spot in the house—and shut 
up with a good lot of solar heat, and then in 
half an hour the whole interior of the struc¬ 
ture is like a vapour-bath. This is continued 
until the betries begin to change colour, when 
a drier atmosphere and more ventilation are 
necessary to ensure high finish. 

Peaches a no Nectarines under glass or on 
open walls are very liable to red-spider, and 
after the fruit is set a good drenching with the 
syringe or garden-engine is of the greatest 
beneht in dislodging green or black-fly and 
keeping red spider from getting a footing. 
Care should be taken to have clean water after 
the fruit gets half grown, hut in the early 

stages of growth I find a little soft-soap 
dissolved in the water one of the best of things 
for promoting clean, healthy growth. 

Cherries are very liable to the attacks of 
black-fly, and after the fruit is set the garden 
engine or syringe may he vigorously plied on 
them with good results. Soap-suds diluted 
with clear water make a good wash, as it is 
just after the fruit is set that the attacks of 
fly are most troublesome, and a few copious 
drenchings then net lienefieially in more ways 
than one, as the abundant blossom of Cherries 
when the fruit is set needs a good deal of 
washing to get the fruit cleared of it, but they 
swell at u great pace, with plenty of washing, 
and the roots get the benefit of all the water 
that reaches the soil. 

Pi.r.MS are not so much affected by fly as 
Cherries, but a few thorough good washings to 
dislodge all half-set fruits and cleanse the 
foliage of dust is a great help, and if any signs 
of senle, American plight, etc., appear on the 
bark of any kind of fruit-tree, ply the syringe 
freely, and they will be greatly checked, if not 
entirely cleared off. J. 

hen the days are bright, so that an abundance 
of air can be admitted to the house without 

unduly cooling the temperature; but loading 
the inside of the house with* moisture when the 

outside elements do not admit of sufficient 

fresh air being admitted causes the formation 
of the warts. In the case of new vineries, or 
even old ones, where the Vines have just been 

planted, many persons make it the rule to 

thoroughly drench the foliage twice daily dur¬ 

ing the time growth is active. This treatment 
may he correct when the weather is hot and the 
outside atmosphere dry, but when the atm*- 

here is loaded with moisture, and but little d 

the sun's power felt, then the daily syringing 

twice, or even once, is a mistake. Grape- 
growers who are year after year successful 
study the appearance of the weather daily 
before determining the treatment the Vines 

shall receive for that day, as upon this point 

depends much of their success. A super 
abundant quantity of atmospheric moisture 
inside any vinery must be avoided. Moisture 

is necessary for the life and success of the 
Vines in perfecting their crop of fruit, but 
it should r>e given in such a manner a.- to 
be easily balanced by a judicious supply of 

fresh air. 

WARTS ON VINE-LEAVES. 

Complaints come frequently from those who 

SYRINGING FRUIT-TREES. 

During the heat of summer it is well nigh summer 
impossible to give growing crops of fruit, 
whether they be under glass or in the open air, 
too much water, for il the heat is sufficient 
they will evaporate through healthy foliage a 
large amount of it, and great care is necessary 
in keeping the roots abundantly supplied, for 
any lock of moisture will cause the foliage to 
droop under bright 8unshuTe7*and then 
spider, andjapjth^j^tsytlAt ar£~Vd 

have not had much experience in Grape culture 
about the prevalence of warty-like excrescences 
upon the under sides of the leaves. This is the 
effect of one of the errors—too much moisture 
—in the treatment of Vines which amateurs 
commit. Especially in the case of young 
Vines is it more noticeable. Vines which have 
their foliage covered on the under side with 
warts cannot perfect a crop of Grapes so well 
as those which have their leaves free of such 
unnatural excrescences. This defect in growth 
is the outcome of too much moisture upon the 
leaves and atmospherically. In the latter 
form the mischief is most generally committed 
although in conjunction with an insufficient 
supply of fresh air. Amongst cultivators 
generally it is a rule to damp the surface of the 
borders, paths, walls, and stages, if there be 
any inside the house, twice daily, and in some 
instances oftener. This treatment SiV®y 
well when judiciously 

The first thing to do when Vine leave m 

affected with warts is to check the supply : 
moisture in the air by damping down tbs 
liorders only when the weather is bright, isi 
this but once daily, preferring the afternBril 
the time of closing the house. Air shedd i* 
admitted very early in the morning, tried* 
temperature reaches 70 degs. When the Mb 
jierature is allowed to rise to SO degs. Wav 
any air is given, the air in the house becomes 
stagnant, and is not conducive to a health; 
growth of the Vines. The pores of the leave i 
become so gorged with an excess of moisture 

that assimilation is hindered to a remit i 
extent, the result being warty foliage. If the 

atmosphere outside is loader! with moisture. ' 
is the height of folly to do likewise in tie 

vinery. By equalising the supply of moists.’: 

and heat in the vinery—both very neccsan 
uialters iu Grape culture—Vines affected 
warty foliage can be cleared of these excas 
cences in the future growth. It is ret 

possible, perhaps, to rid the present leaves : 
the warts when once thoroughly affected, b. 
the after growth can be made perfect by * 
judicious application of air to the house, aniei 

by the proper regulation of moisture. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Good Raspberries. —1 shall be much olJieci 1 
will kindly give me the names of the best red aw y 

yellow Raspberries i I And that so many of the 

looking fruits now sold are tasteless and not rtt lort-- 

C. H. Fkswick. 
-Will you please give me the name or nanui of r'rJ 

good Raspberries? Noil heavy and rich, 'lav sub* 

V. M. G. 

[Good Raspberries are—Reds : Superlati- 
a large and handsome fruit, with an absence 
watery juice. We have seen this with ones 
each 8 feet and 9 feet high. Red Antwerp w 
an old kind but good. Baumforth's Seedb-' 
is large and richly flavoured ; and Nor*; 
Wonder, a strong grower with richly flavoured 
fruit. Yellows : The Guinea, a yellow Super 
lat.ive, and equally as strong in growth: Mr- 

Yellow Antwerp, a good old kind. ] 
a £ Strawberries failing.—I send a spwpi> 

Strawberry-plant, and will thank you for your opuik* - 
to woody growth of roots and poor fibre f The pis”1 - 
been in ground forlhreeyeare ; thesoil is light loam>’• 
2 feet to 3 feet, on gravel. The crop has failed this.' • 
and was only parti J in 1001. This same ground has 
used for Strawberries for some years, but ever) 
years the ground is trenched 2J feet deep and thonr-U 
manured. The want of sufficient rain prevents goto • 
crops.— M. Challis. 

[It is not to be wondered at that your Sm* 
berries fail, seeing you grow them on the Sip- 
ground year after year. Do you use 
runners from your own plants also! - 
ought to try the annual mode of culture, 
has been frequently referred to in those 
In such a soil as yours you ought to water - 
mulch freely just previous to the fruitnpenln. . 
The plants are evidently starved from wan 
food and moisture.] 

Renovating weakly Vlnea-Ih«wa 
five Vines, which are planted in an outfflde border - 
through the walL They are old Vina and j“, „ 
.some very heavy crops; but now tlto“?_pMi 
average of four or five bunches each, and are - 
lot of agaisly wood. 1)0 you Hunk 1 tod “• 
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like them up and cut off the tap-roots, and plant them 
nearer the aurface ? They are now about 4 feet down and 
zone into the clay. Do you think 1 shall get any benefit 
from it' If eo, pleaee say when is the best time to do 
this?—G. H. 

[The weak state of your Vines points to the 
fact that in former years they were over¬ 
cropped, and probably not given sufficient 
nutriment to sustain their unusual load of fruit 
by watering and manuring. When Vines are 
so heavily cropped it tabes a surprising quan¬ 
tity of water and stimulant to properly sup¬ 
port them. If yonr Vine roots are, as you say, 
in the subsoil, at a great depth, your best 
course is to lift them and arrange them nearer 
the surface in fresh soil. This may be done at 
the end of October or in Novemoer. Every 
care should be taken that the roots are kept 
moist, and preserve us many roots as possible, 
larticularly those of u fibrous nature. A dig- 
png fork is the lretter implement to employ, 
iiecausc this can be used without unduly 
l.rtokingtho rootn. If you cannot rcmnko your 
I'order entirely, procure as much new soil us 
vou can and incorporate with the old, also 
lime-rubble, Cinch bones, and burnt refuse. 
In tho larger roots make some V-shaped 
incisions with a sharp knife here and there 
shout} inch deep ; this will cause new roots to 
fcrm. It is a good plan to mulch the surface 
with manure to keep out the sun and air in 
summer. If the surface is kept constantly dry 
tie roots burrow' deeper for moisture, and in 
this way get into the subsoil, of the results of 
which you have had ample experience.] 

Removing mulching from Straw¬ 
berries.—Most growers will admit that much 
n the success of the next year’s crop of Straw¬ 
berries depends on their treatment during the 
lutumn and winter. No hard-and-fast line 
an bo laid down, seeing so much depends 
m soil, climate, etc. While this is so, errors 
n often made in their treatment at this 
esson of the year. I am convinced that the 
arly removal of the straw that has been 
«d to keep the fruit clean is one of the 
latest. This especially applies where the 
and is light and the climate dry. In spring 
arty mulching is recommended to keep in the 
noisture. Why remove this as soon as the 
nit is gathered, seeing the next two months 
m often the driest in the year? To 
remove this, exposing the soil to hot, dry 
mn after the roots have been induced to work 
near the surface cannot be beneficial to root 
wtion, more especially in hot, dry soils. For 
eteral seasons I have, as soon as possible after 

crop is gathered, had all the runners and 
tny rough or partly dead leaves cut off close 
a the plants, pulling up all weeds, and moving 
ic mulching so as to make all clean. Every- 

>s left spread over the ground and round 
he plants, the runners soon drying up. When 
he hot weather is over, about the end of 
September, this is removed, and about the 
ao ot the year a dressing of dung is given the 
beds—J. Crook. 

Peaches and Nectarines.—When the 
•roit is cleared from the trees in the earliest 
heuse they must still he well attended to, or 

season may see a partial failure. After 
synnging ceusos, this being when the fruit is 
co the point of ripening, the borders, previously 
constantly being moistened and, it may he, 
ronipled on frequently, commence drying, 

cracking very probably following in due course. 
-A>tly loosening the surface with a fork and 
' -Ichipg with strawy manure are good preven- 
“esofthis, and if not carried out prior to the 

crops being gathered should be done imme- 
wtely after, the mulching in this case follow- 

|a? ujion uthorough good soaking of water, or, 
^t«r still, liquid-manure. Newly - moved 

W91 continue growing after the crops are 
proered, and this growth should be fostered 
.means of morning and evening overhead 

4nno’“g- Older trees should have much of 
re wood that has just produced fruit cut out, 

;:1'" there is any red-spider on them, instead 
1 mly syringing the trees and thereby keeping 

. m growing later than desirable, the better 
■n is to thoroughly coat both surfaces of the 

,UU i 1 fl°'vors of sulphur. Squeeze a 
3 ii ‘>Rudful through a canvas bag into a 
,r' °n "'“tor, and well syringe the 
■W * “ mixture. If the first application 
-"honl?i°Vsu®cei repeat the dose. The hous/ 

bet widely open drift! tfeebofcderV 

__ _j. ___ where it grew and flowered all winter. The 
supporting tho successional trees uro in a stove produces many flowers in winter, both 
thoroughly moist state when the fruit com- in climbers, which may be planted out, and 
mences ripening. Every morning all fruits others in pots or tubs. Tho demand for 
that are ripe enough to gather without flowers for cutting is enormous, and everything 
actually dragging them from the trees ought in plant culture nas to be looked at from that 
to be collected and stored in a cool, dry room point of view. Justicias are bright, and flower 
ready for packing or home consumption, the freely, but do not last long in a cut state. A 
quality ana keeping properties being improved good pbrot or two of Jasminum gracillimum 
by this timely attention. J,et ripening fruit will be very useful. Ipomroa Horsfallite is very 
have plenty of air. bright, but the flowers last only one day, but a 
_ fresn supply opens every morning. Allamandas 

are gorgeous, and in a cool stove where thev 
GARDEN WORK. have plenty of room and nourishment they will 

_ last well into the winter. Among smaller 

Conservatory.-ThoU1jh storing. & ^ 

'» "*”* £■" “f 
gently carried out. No work culls for more J 
judgment than watering plants in pots. If Renovating early-forced Vines.— 
more is given than the plant needs, the soil * * t'*e roots have got too deep or out of hand, 
becomes sour and the plant suffers, and if this not wait much lunger to set about 
state of things continues the plant dies und the ^heir renovation if a good supply of tuify 
gardener's reputation suffers. Never water a 'oam caI? be obtained. Get it chopped up and 
plunt till it is necessary. Do not try to prepared ready for use. Bone-meal or crushed 
anticipate what the plant's needs may be in a >*>nes 13 ulw,ay8 valuable in a Vine border, and 
few hours’ time. Wait till the plant is thirsty thor® are othor manures, such us Thomson s, 
and then moisten all the soil and leave it till it which ar8 exceedingly good for Vines which 
becomes dry. No good plantsman would ‘\ave keen run down by over cropping, or where 
water a specimen plant till he had tested its the roots have got into bad condition. The work 
condition with his knuckles on the side of the °f 1,ft,nS thc roote be done ln September, 
pot. This is tho best test. It is true there Cover the roof w,th something to shade the 
are niceties of sound to bo considered, due to fo,,ag«> as lfc » important to keep it fresh 
the way in which the plants are potted. A “ lonF 88 possible, and use the syriugo freely 
loosely potted plant may sound dry when the fhe same end, and when the work is begun 
waterpot is not urgently needed, but experience it up as briskly as possible till com- 
soon teaches discrimination, and nowadays the pmted and the roots_ are made comfortable 
tendency is towards smaller pots and firm H?a'n- .*n® Grape-Vine, when the roots are 
potting. The market grower has taught this PIaced m a good rooting, soil, will repair 
by the way in which he produces a large plant damages with astonishing rapidity, 
in a comparatively small-sized pot covered Strawberries for forcing.—This has 
with a profusion of blossoms. No loosely- not been a good season for obtaining runners, 
potted plant will do this. It is impossible to but the difficulty will be best overcome by 
obtain a compact, well-flowered plant with growing a few rows of young plants especially 
tho soil in a loose condition. Good drainage for runners for forcing, as the plants ought now 
is of the very first importance, and for tne to be in their fruiting pots, or, at least, ready for 
drainage to oe free tne material must be shifting on. Good stuff, especially as regards 
placed in a proper position. This is of more the quality of the loam, is essential, and itshould 
importance than mere quantity or depth. One he fortified with bone-meal and a dash of 
large crock over the hole in the bottom of the soot, and some suitable mixture of artificials, 
pot, with the hollow side downwards—a flat Stewed bones aro quite safe, but chemical man- 
crock over the hole might act as a check upon ures should be used very carefully. Many good 
the escape of the water, and the plant suffer growers use only stable-manure, but I like a 
from an excess of moisture. On the large little soot and a dash of bone-meal. All fruits 
crock in the bottom a layer a size smaller is seem to like this. The potting must be firm, 
placed, and on these, again, a few pieces about and space should be left at the top to hold 
the size of small Beans. A few bits of fibrous water, and the pots must not be too small for 
soil will complete the drainage. For Ferns, such strong-growing sorts an Royal Sovereign. 
Jado or Cocoa-nut-fibre may be used. The Six-inch pots must be used. I expect more 
depth of drainage will depend upon the size of Royal Sovereign will be forced than any other, 

worry himself much about drainage, but the and Hencart fie Ihury seem to have dropped 
plants leave his hands when they come into out of the running. Stand the plants thinly on 
flower, and the purchaser, as a rule, does not coal-ashes or boards to keep out worms, and 
study this matter. Nine-tenths of the plants water carefully and damp tho foliuge daily, 
purchased in a market disappear after flower- Keep all thc runners pinched back. For lute 
ing. Among the thousands of Azaleas imported forcing, Sir Charles Napier is a good kind, 
annually, how few live over the second season. Window gardening.—If any plants of 
The same thing occurs in a less degree with a permanent nature require a larger pot, now 
other market {Aunts, and some of these failures is the time to do it. Use clean, well-drained 
are due to defective drainage. Arum Lilies, if pots, und it is not wise to give very large shifts 
they remain in pots, must soon be seen to and at this season, though the character of the 
repotted, dividing the crowns where necessary plant will be considered. I’alms, Rubbers, 
according to the size of pot required. Arums Aralias, and other fine foliaged plants may he 
want a generous soil and free drainage, and potted now, and, in a case of emergency, 
after repotting, the plants must have a sunny Azaleas and Camellias may be {lotted. Very 
position on a coal-ash bed, or precautions must few succeed with these as room or window 
he taken to keep out worms in some other plants, but Myrtles which have been neglected 
wa3‘- of late years might be brought back to health 

Flowers for winter.—These cannot be w'th advantage, 
obtained in the short, dark days without artifi- Outdoor garden.—It is time now to put 
cial heat, and this is where the stove or in cuttings of the usual tender summer-flower¬ 
forcing-house does its best work. Among the ing plants. Tuberous Begonias are gradually 
plants which are, or should be, grown in making their way, and where the varieties ure 
quantity for winter work are Poinsettias, well selected they make very bright masses, 
Euphorbias, especially jacquinia-flora, Begonias, but the ordinary mixtures aro not quite satis- 
to include Gloire de Lorraine, and others. The factory. I have seen them used in window- 
semperflorens type flowers freely in winter, boxes in a satisfactory manner. The Maiden’s 
and the same may be said of the insign is Wreath is a charming thing in a mass in the 
family. A group of insignis in the conserva- border, and the long flower spikes are exceed- 
torv in the dead of winter is always attractive, ingly useful for decorative work. Seedling 
and the flowers last well. B. fuefisioides is an Petunias make very bright beds in dry, sunny 
old one, but is superior as a decorative plant to spots. The size of some of the flowors among 
some of the modern kinds, and it is so distinct seedlings is enormous, but they do not stand 
ahd-doe? not Jemiire so much heat. I have had the weather- ib Wolf as the smaller flowered 
iq fclafc tei AqMjfTa light, warm couser vat<^y,j |^^-c^ti!l, t^re f^rjthese monster 
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flowers. Single-flowered Hollyhocks nre bright 
and effective, and aro certainly making their 
way in most gardens. The Everlasting Teas 
are most useful and reliable. They are easily 
raised from seeds, and though the seedlings 
vary a little in colour arid growth they are all 
useful. There has been riithor a dearth of good 
border flowers, except such things as Gaillar- 
dias and Coreopsis, which can always bo 
counted u[>on. Lemoine’s Hybrid Gladioli are 
showy, and freer from disease than other 
forms, and good masses of the Peruvian Lily 
(Alstrcemcria) are bright and effective. Sow 
seeds of Pansies for blooming next spring. 
Give liquid-manure to all things which require 
help, and they are numerous this season. 

Fruit garden.—There seems to 1k> a 
general consensus of opinion among growers 
that “Leader” is one of tho best and most 
profitable Strawberries to plant, and it is 
always iui advantage to have the best of any- 
tiling The f-enHpnny nf f lie Hgfl tn M rivo 

after big things, and in consequence the Alpine 
Strawberries are neglected, but a bed of 
Alpines from this onwards will be useful, and 
if the plants are well nourished the fruit will 
como a good size. A nunnet of Alpines on the 
table at breakfast will bean aid to digestion. 
In the matter of rinening wood in fruit-houses, 
the process will lie completed in all early 
houses. If it is not, a little tire heat may still 
be used. Exposure to cold, dump air is not so food a ri]iener as the circulation of warmth, 

n tho matter of Peaches, 1 have often wished 
for the movable lights wo had in the past, for 
the sake of the exiiosure and the moistening of 
dry spots which had been overlooked in the 
borders. Trees in pots, of course, may lie out¬ 
side now, but the roots must lie kept in a moist 
condition. This is the time when the buds are 
maturing, and if the roots are too dry, injury 
may be done that will show itself next spring 
in tho buds falling. Summor pruning among 
fruit-trees should be continued, and if the 
weather continues dry a good soaking or two of 
some quick-acting liquid-manure will lie of 
great help. 

Vegetable garden.—CVulillowcro may 
be sown about Ihe 'iOtb, or the sowing may lie 
deferred a few days, and the seeds sown in a 
cold frame, or, to be on the safe side, both 
sowings may be made, and we generally sow a 
few' seeds in beat towards the end of January. 
Early Erfurt is a good Cauliflower, with Asiatic 
and Veitch’s Autumn Giant for succession. 
The Early London seems to have last caste 
among growers, possibly because it seems more 
difficult to obtain true than was formerly 
the case. The same may be said about the 
Walcheren. Lettuce and Endive should Ikj 
sown freely now, good hardy kinds being 
selected. Late-sown Horn Carrots may bo 
thinned a little, but not so mucli as the spring- 
sown crop, as the roots will be used young. 
Keep the hoe going among late planted Greens, 
as the plants are not making much growth in 
consequence of the dryness of the ground. 
Give liquid-manure to Celery and Leeks, and 
any other crop that appears to require it. 
l)ust a little soot from time to time over Celery 
to keep off the fly. Sow late Turnips after 
Potatoes. Spinach and Onions will come right, 
if sown now. Sow all things in drills, and if 
the weather continued dry, well soak the drills 
with water. Sow on the damp soil, and cover 
with the dry soil. E. Hobday. 

shady pit. They will bo kept moist by dipping 
in a tank when required. It is best to grow 
one's own s|sires, taking them from well grown 
plants in a well ventilated house. Earthed up 
Celery. Sowed Spinach, Tunu|», Giant Zittau 
Onions, and various hardy Lettuces. Gathered 
vegetables for pickling. 

Aii'jiul Chrysanthemums are looked 
over frequently to destroy earwigs and remove 
surplus growth. Some of the buds are being 
selected. Liquid manure is given to plants 
which require feeding, but discrimination is 
used. Potted the first batch of Homan 
Hyacinths. Frecsias also have been potted. 
Gathered seed of various hardy and other 
plants, of which good seeds could be obtained. 
Liquid-manure is given to Looks, Celery, and 
('mili flowers. 

.1 m/iid JJ.-I. - Made a lirst sowing of Cauli¬ 
flowers for spring, as the ground was dry. The 
seals were sown in drills, the hitter being well 
moistono*l, and tlio t-©cdt» sown on tho dump 

soil, covering with dry soil from the sides of 
the drills. There will proliably bo rain soon. 
We do not usually have to water when sown in 
thoroughly damp soil. It is necessary to pick 
over flower-beds to keep them in good order 
once a week or so. Cuttings are lieiug taken. 

A iiiiii*/ '.'ml.—The syringe is used freely 
among Azaleas, Camellias, and other green¬ 
house plants in the open air in the evening of 
hot days. The buds of Camellias, where too 
numerous, have been thinned. All flower-buds 
are picked from Zonal Geraniums intended for 
winter flowering which arc now in the open air. 
The watering is carefully dono. A water¬ 
logged plant seldom does any good. 

.1 it'/Hsl ;.lrd.—Put in cuttings of a few really 
good Hollyhocks. Single joints aro obtained 
by cutting up the side growths, and are 
thrust into beds of sandy soil in a close frame. 
They will be-kept moist and lightly shaded 
when the sun is not. Ventilation is given in 
the morning to prevent damping. The cut¬ 
tings soon torm roots, and arc potted up and 
wintered in |iots. Liquid-manure is given to 
Roses, Asters, Phloxes, Dahlias, and Holly¬ 
hocks. A few good s|ieciinen plants have been 
taken to conservatory, including Bougainvil¬ 
leas, Plumbagos, etc. 

THE DOMING WEEK'S WORK. 

Extracts from a Garden Diary. 

A wjnsl 18th.—The forwardest Primulas and 
Cinerarias have been shifted into 5 inch pots, 
and are on a coal-ash-bed in a frame in a par 
tiaily shadal position, very freely ventilated. 
Stable-manure is being collected for making up 
Mushroom-beds in Mushroom house. It will be 
turned and made ready in an open shed till 
some of the moisture and rankness has been 
driven off by fermenting. Vines in pots 
intended for “next year’s forcing have been 
placed outside to ripen. 

A mju.it 19th.—Fern spores from various kinds 
of Pteris, Cyrtomium, Adiantum, etc., have 
been sown in pans filled with loam made firm, 
and well moistened before s- 
will be covered aid 

BEES. 

SEASONABLE WORK IN THE APIAKV. 

Ev eitinu in the Heather districts, very little 
surplus honey is stored after the end of July. 
Supers should therefore be removed without 
delay, for if left on the hive lor any length of 
time after the cessation of the honey flow, the 
contents are likely to be removed by the Bees 
and stored in the hive. After the removal of 
the supers the hive should be closed up, and 
draughts excluded, to encourage the rearing 
of brood, as colonies possessing abundance of 
brood in August remain strong and populous 
during the winter and spring. Such colonies 
are ready for work early in the following 
season, wtiile weak stocks lose much valuable 
time in having to rear large numbers of 
young Bees in the spring. Stocks strength¬ 
ened at the end of the honey season by hal¬ 
ing Bees of driven hives joined to them, are 
of far greater value than those receiving no 
addition. They are better able to stand the 
severities of the winter, their first swarm in f;ood seasons filling the hive with stores and 

■rood liefore colonies not so strengthened in 
the autumn have made preparation for 
swarming. In the case of straw hives heavy 
with honey, it answers very well to remove 
the Bees by the process of driving, put¬ 
ting two or three lots of driven Bees 
together in one hive, and liberally feeding 
them on sugar si rup. If a sufficient quantity 
of sugar syrup tie supplied—and about 3t) lb. 
should lie given, as much is used in the 
elaboration of wax for the construction of the 
combs—stocks so formed always prove profit¬ 
able in the following season. It is well, how¬ 
ever, to remember that combs made from sugar 
syrup are more brittle and more easily broken 
than those made in tho natural way. If it be 
preferred, the driven Bees can be united to 
colonies that are to be kept through the 

The laJisl xvinter. This is a great saving of labogr tgj$gi| 
Bees, as, of course, in this 
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building to lie performed. The hive to W 
driven should, after having had a little smoke 
puffed into the entrance, lie gently removed 
from its stand and inverted, and, if round 
topjied, should be placed in a pail or pan to 

keep it steady. An empty skep should then 
be place'I over it, mouth to mouth, and a clot* 

tied round the juuction to provent thec$c&;« 
of any of the Bees in their upward march ink 
the empty skep. The sides of tho lull hue 

should then be rapjied with the open hawk 

sufficiently bard to jar the combs: in a few 
minutes the Bees will lie heard rushing up with 

a loud hum, and, the rapping being continue! 
to keep them on the move, they willshorth : 
lie found to have left their old hive ini 
clustered in the top one, which can then U 
removed and placed upon its old stand to 
receive any flying Bees belonging to the 
colony. 

The reason for injecting a little smoke into 
the entrance of the hive to be operated upon 
is t hat, the Bees thereby become alarmed .i&i 
partake freely of their honey as at swanm*; 
time, and in this gorged condition they sell ■ 
sting, and consequently arc the more exv. to 
manipulate. The smoke from smouldent; 
touch-wood, brown jiancr, or fustian is the Its 
for this piir|>ose, ana should lie used in t 

liellows smoker. When it is wished to see« 
capture the queen the empty skep is fixed tp 
like an oiien lid by means of a skewer i»i 
driving-irons (which are piecos of stout til 
t urned at the ends and pointed), the edgesd 
the hives lieing brought together at the past 
towards which tho combs run. Should itei 
become queenless no time must be lost ii 
uniting the Bees to a colony possess!!)' i 
fertile quoen. It can be done in the caw "i 
frame-hives by quietly inserting the comb, 
with adhering Bees, on tho outsides of 
colony. This should be done in the evenin', 
after a little smoke has been injected, and 'M 
uuited Bees fod with a little syrup. The 
of a queen can generally be discovered hytis 
incessant agitation of the inmates of the h:a 
which crowd at the entrance and run idea 
over tho floor-board as if in search of son*- 
thing this being continued after the h«s i 
other hives have settled down for the nighW 
A queenless stock can also lie saves! by intro*- 
duping into the hive a fertile queen. A>|u««v 
COM containing a young queen, orafnnwtl 
comb containing eggs or brood, will 
effectual early in the season. In queen intt*: 
duet ion a queen-cage is sometimes used: t* 
this the queen is confined when first placed* 
the hive lest the Bees should destroy her. b 
being placed between the combs for a tinx» 
the cage and then set at liberty, she is genensj 
well received by the iiueenless colony- 

__ 

LAW AND CUSTOM. 

A gardener's perquisites.—My 
eniragid at "Is. per week, with comfortable cotua * 
tour aparUiu-nU and 5 tons ot coals found yearlv. “ * 
engaging him 1 distinctly mentioned that J sliosw ^ 
perquisites." Still, he arirues that he is entitled to '«<* 
tallies tor himself, his wife, and family of six, the* 
by his oivn hand at his own discretion, and not 
or my cook as we can spare them. Is it a recoCT»<” •* 
trat irardeners have all the vegetables they can u*. 
vegetables conic under the head of " peniuisit** 
clear reply to the above will milch oblige.—Kua-w 

[There is no rule of law or custom . 
allows a gardener to take for his own use 
for tho use of his family such vegetable' 
for that matter any vegetables) as tie choer" 
Such, if taken by permission, would certa; 
be perquisites, and as you expressly stipuu'-' 
that no perquisites would tie allowed. '- * 
clear that the man cannot claim vegetable' ' 
of right. This answer is written in the t> ' 
that it is sufficiently clear, bull mast*1' 
you that I profess no knowledge Ot h-‘" 
laiv. —K. C. T.J 

Photographs of Gardens, Plants. •' 
Trees. — IFe offer each »oeelt a copy oj w(l 
edition of the “ Emjlish Flower Garden 

best photograph of a garden or any oj 
indoors or outdoors, sent to ns tn any ont < ‘ 
Second prize, Half a Guinea. , 

The Prize Winners this week are. h 
Mr. Geo. H. Towndrow, Kennetholmc. Man • 
Link, for Rose on an old corrugated iron ■ ■ 
goMrs- Read man, Mynde Park, Hereto! 

bloom. 
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CORRESPONDENCE. 

Questions. —Queries and answers are inserted in 
Siumra free of charge if correspondents follow these 
nUt: iU communications should be clearly and concisely 
vriltcn on one side of the paper only, ana addressed to 
the Enrol of Gardening, 17, Fumival-street, Holbom, 
Union, B.C. Letters on business should be sent to 
the PrstuiiuL The name and address of the sender art 
ro/nrtd in addition to any designation he may desire to 
te wed in the paper. When more Hum one query is sent, 
lick should be on a separate piece of paper, and not more 
'ien three queries should be sent at a time. Correspon- 
Urn. should bear in mind that, as Gardening has to be 
.ml to press some time in advance of date, queries cannot 
ihctyr l* replied to in the issue immediately following 
kt receipt of their communication. We do not reply to 
juries by post. 

Naming fruit.—Readers who desire our help in 
wmiy fruit should bear in mind that several specimens 
% liferent stapes of colour and sue of the same kind 
relly insist in its determination. We have received 
rm several correspondents single specimens of fruits 
St nosing, these in many cases being unripe and other- 
tin poor, The difference between varieties of fruits are, 
i irony cases, so trifling that it is necessary that three 
yearns of each kind should be sent. We can undertake 
i n.w only four varieties at a time, and these only when 
k faoot directions are observed. 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

Tradescantla zebrlna (.V.)—'This plant requires 
s average winter temperature of not less than 50 dogs. 
skdft.'B., not thriving well in a oool greenhouse, but 
NT raj one of the best of window plants for a warm room, 
tikaud be grown in a basket or the pot should be sus- 
le&dri, Uie shoots then drooping down from a dense 
mttin of beautifully marked foliage. A rather light, 
eolmftljr rich loamy compost should he used, and good 
'naveshould lie provided, as abundance of water at the 
W» it needed in the summer. 

Crimson-flowered Flax (Linnm grandifloruin) 
t) —This is a Hlie showy annual which may lie had in 
aw Irom May to October by means of successional 
linpi. Seed sown in autumn will produce plants for 
fij spring blooming, and sowings made from March till 
me will yield a display in the summer and autumn, 
m in pots now, in good rich soil, and plunged in a 
wy border with plenty of water, plants may be 
taioci for the greenhouse or window during October 
id November. The flowers are of a glowing crimson 
fair. 

Dahlias falling (Porta,lcen)—Your plants are being 
fen by earwigs, which are very partial to Dahlias. The 
dj *ay of destroying them is by trapping them, or, as 
e; in night feeders, by catching them after dark. The 
V. traps are the hollow stems of Sunflowers or Broad 
am, from which they may he blown into a pail of boil- 
I 'Her. Small garden pots filled with Moss and placed 
il.V lop of stakes also form irood traps. In fact, any- 
mr in which the earwigs can hide during the day is use- 
l dither the Lavender when in full bloom, and dry it 
Ob in an airy place. 

Propagating Cytlsus racamosus from cut- 
Hgs (ftX-This is not one of the easiest of hard-wooded 
Otsto propagate, the cuttings often remaining for a 
tr time before making roots. The best time to take the 
tongs is when the plants are in free growth before the 
kd becomes hard. Cut them to three joints, and insert 
Bn >erv fimilv in a light, well-sanded compost, placing 
* pts In a • old-frame, keeping them close, and shading. 
Eter them in a greenhouse, and do not allow the soil to 
race dry, and by' the spring some will have taken root, 
d then they can lie potted off singly. 

Diseased Hollyhocks (if.). — The plants are 
••tied with the Hollyhock fungus (Puccinia tnalva- 
“nml As a rule, the best plan in lad cases is to at 
«* pill up the affected plants and burn them. Those 

' * do not seem to be attacked, or, if so, but slightly, 
yy*t/l be washed with soapy water, in which a liberal 

■tfortion of flowers of sulphur has been dissolved. The 
“Phnr will settle at the bottom of the vessel, and must 
* trniaently stirred up when the water is being used. 
“Pbur is very effective in destroying almost any fungus, 
bAken is time, and may this one in its very earliest 

kps, but it will not do so when it is once established. 
Begonias dropping their flowers (S. H. A.).— 
* of excessively hot weather that we experienced 
itif first half of July seems to have tried the Tuberous 
«ei»s very much, for we hear many complaints of their 
“-“o-'ras this season. That insidious disease known as 

bqronia rust is very troublesome this season ; but, as 
* **y nothing about the foliage being attacked, we pre- 
■mi it is only the dropping of the flowers that gives 
^ 'f\ In that case it is clearly caused by a check of 

kind, but what that is can only be a matter for con- 
We can only suggest drought at the roots or the 

t,'ne, while the manure used may have been in too 
root a state. The answer to “ Paddy ” on Begonias 
, in the number of Gardening Illustrated for 
“kW 2, p. 300, may be of service to you. 

Conservatory and plants (J. G. A.X—So far as 
"“'“Ilet«gather from your letter, there is nothing 

wrong with the structure itself to cause such ah 
“"us* ol bloom and so many general failings. We con- 

• ’berefore, there is a local cause or causes that are 
/ to m The glass predominating in the st ructure 
, jo®, by reason of position, favour the good growth of 
, fact that “Kerns do well on shelves" 

oc.it indicite a general absence of sunlight and sunheat, 
r ' iT"'ure to ®°*'er at this season of the year of the 

,lrJ where-seen Geraniums, so often brought into good 
in cottage windows where little sun reaches the 
"ould confirm this view. Then you say the 

f U""8 ™ brought into bloom outside soon lose 
Dowers when taken into the conservatory, so it is 

ikisu* %hv and warmth do not reach the 
!' r~ >D the circumstances, the only hope of turning 
^conservatory to account would be to make it a cool or 
nl, ’eroera-. I0r, if Geraniums and such-like will not 
^ is certainly no hope for Roses 

^Dings that of necessity depend, tjtrat i 

well matured. Plants that could be recommended as 
companions to the Kerns arc Camellias, also white and 
red Lapagerias, etc. If you still wish for flowering plants, 
greater light must reach the building, by removal of cither 
shrubs or trees. 

Tufted Pansies-when to propagate for 
autumn planting (H. G. i/.X—There are several 
advantages in autumn planting ; but to obtain the best 
results it is important that you commence operations 
without delay. Too often the insertion of cuttings is 
deferred till too late, and for this reason one hears of 
complaints of failure. If your requirements are not over- 
large, you should have little difficulty in obtaining cut¬ 
tings from the plants now flowering in your beds and 
borders. It is only when a very large quantity of stock is 
needed that it is necessary to cut hack the old plants The 
object of this cutting back is to induce the plants to make 
fresh growth. If the soil round about the plants be 
forked over, and also mulched with some light and sandy 
compost, working the latter into the crown of the plants 
by tne aid of one's fingers, a change in their appearance 
will be seen very soon. Copious waterings will give 
much needed stimulus, and the resulting stock will be 
cuttings that will root very quickly. Referring again to 
the requirements of an ordinary individual, he can obtain 
just now beautiful stock pieces in the crown of his plants. 
These should vary in length from 24 inches to 31 inches in 
length, and, if rather more than ordinary care be observed, 
thoy may bo dotachod with fresh young roots adhoring. 

With material such as this the future is assured, and by 
the early days of October charmi ng little tufts should be 
ready for planting outdoors in their flowering quarters. 
You cannot at present do better than make up a slightly 
raised lied in a cool quarter of the garden for the cuttings, 
let this be of a light and sandy character, and before the 
cuttings are inserted sec that the surface is made even 
and level. Insert the cuttings some 2 inches apart, and 
allow rather more space between the rows. 

Plants not growing (John Thomas).—We have 
always every hope of any soil that will grow a good crop 
of weeds; hut, os yon say yours will not even uo this, we 
are rather nonplussed. Still, there must be a reason for 
such a failure as this, and we confess we do not know a 
similar instance. Are you sure you have really dug it? 
Weask this question pointedly, because we know instances 
where digging 3 inches deep has been regarded as suffi¬ 
cient, and, judging by the plants sent, the roots have cer¬ 
tainly had no opportunity for descending. The few roots 
are in a (uft, as though the soil at 3 inches deep was quite 
hard and more or less opposed to roots getting through it. 
Provided there is a fair depth of soil, and that it has not 
been poisoned chemically or otherwise, wc sec no reason 
why it may not be brought into cultivation. Wo therefore 
advise bastard trenching, or, if the soil will admit, even 
double trenching, so that the whole area may he moved 
to a depth of 11 inches or 24 inches. This, with a further 
good manuring, should help matters considerably. By 
doing this in early autumn, and applying a further sur¬ 
face-dressing of old manure during frost in winter, to be 
pricked in with the fork in March, you may expect better 
results another year. We imagine a hard “ pan ” exists a 
few inches from the surface that line roots will not or can¬ 
not penetrate, hence the plants are starved. In future 
aliolish treading when planting small things, as Blocks. 
Treading may he quite right for trees and plants of stron . 
vigorous growth. Smaller things, os Slocks, Asters, etc., 
if planted with handfork, are liest when gently firmed by 
the fingers of both hands pressing the soil about the stem 
and roots. 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

The Yew-tree (Taxus baccata) (St. B-X—This is 
responsible for causing heavier losses to farmers than all 
the rest of our native poisonous plants put together. 
Cattle will cat greedily of the leaves and twigs of this tree, 
and seldom survive the indulgence. Cases in whieh they 
have not only survived, but were apparently nothing the 
worse for eating plentifully of Yew-leaves, have led some 
persons to deny the existence of any poisonous properties 
in the Yew. The truth of the matter, however, is that in 
the early part of the year the young spring-grown shoots 
of the Yew, which arc very plainly distinguishable from 
the older wood by the tender light green hne of the 
leaves, contain but little, if any, of thepoisonous property, 
and, consequently, at that season, cattle may browse upon 
these young shoots to their heart's content without being 
anything the worse for doing so. I-atcr on, however, 
when the foliage of these shoots of the Yew has become 
of os dapk a green colour as the rest of the tree, it will 
also havo become equally poisonous, and cattle will no 
longer lie able to browse on it with impunity. As the 
poison of the Yew is rapid in its effects, it is hardly possi¬ 
ble to save any animal that may, unfortunately, have par- 
taken of It, and the only thing that remains is prevention 
by excluding the Yew from the list of trees on the farm, 
and by fencing carefully against it when it grows on land 
adjoining, If It Is necessary to do so. 

VEGETABLES. 

Road sweepings as manure (H.). — Road 
sweepings are excellent for all kinds of vegetables. Kor 
Celery have the sweepings laid in a heap for a few weeks, 
and empty the house-slops over it, turning it over once or 
twice. The best way to apply it is to dig ft in ; it also 
does well for mulching over the roots of all crops that 
require such assistance. It is not so rich as the manure 
from stall-fed cattle, as it is altogether minus the urine, 
which is the most valuable constituent. L'sc plenty of it, 
and the result will he satisfactory. 

Woodllce in Cucumber-pits(7.X- In order to 
clear the pits from woodliee, remove the heat ing materials 
as soon as the crop is cleared out, then fill up all the 
crevices in the walls with mortar, and thoroughly drench 
with boiling water any portions of the- pit where any 
of the woodliee may have found shelter. The best t raps for 
woodliee are ordinary flower-pots, half filled with dry hay 
and baited with slices of Potatoes. They will congregate 
in these, and if emptied out every day into a pot of scald¬ 
ing water their numbers may soon be reduced to reason¬ 
able limits. 

FRUIT. 

Unfruitful wall-trees (H'.X—We should expect 
in this case that the roots of the trees have penetrated too 

ply into the eftth, as we cannot believe that when the 
rootfitge nt irPgtle.iffece healthy fruit-trees of good kinds 1 nt ^ 

will, year after year, fail to produce hlossoma The 
remedy we should suggest would tie to lift the roots, doiDg 
the work at the end of next Oelolicr. Keep the trees 
clean and free from insects, and the shoots should be 
trained in thinly, and be well exposed to the sun. 

Fig-tree not fruiting (B.X—Probably Uie Kig tree 
requires more exposure to sun and air to mature its wood 
than can be had under the Peaches. The Brown Turkey 
Kig would Ikj the most likely kind to hear well in such a 
position. Keep the young shoots very thin. 

Watering a Vine-border (J.X—The water given 
to an outside Vine-border, the Vines in which are just 
colouring their fruit, must entirely depend upon the 
weather. If it is hot aud dry tlie soil should receive 
enough water at all times to keep it quite moist, but after 
the Grapes are coloured as they are wanted to hang for 
some time less water will lie needed, but it would be 
ruinous to let it liecome quite dry. As the Vines are 
heavily cropped they will lake a good deal of moisture 
with advantage, and it would lie a good plan, if the 
weather is dry and hot, lo give a thorough soaking of 
water now, and this should carry them on for two or three 
weeks, when more may be given. Air should certainly be 
left on the house at night os well as by day. 

SHORT REPLIES. 
Oakley.—It the autumn is favourable the Grass may 

require cutting, which should Vie done nt Grot with the 

scythe, but if not it is better to leave it. until the spring 

till you find it requires mowing. If the ground is well 
done, no artificial manure will lie required. Roll after 

sowing, and leave it olono to make a good bottom.- 

Percy S. White,—Yen, the Logan Berry may be increased 
in the same way os the Blackberry— viz., by layering.- 

John Pcnhall, SI. D.—Hobday's '' Villa Gardening." from 

this office, price 6s. 6d., post free, should answer your 

purpose.—-S. I). Broum.—Caused, no doubt, by the cold, 
unseasonable weather that you say you have had in your 

district. The same thing has happened in many Southern 

gardena-Bntorcncc C. Higgins.—The only reason we 

can give is that in all probability the plants are too thick, 
and are thus starved.-Richmond.—You had better get 

“ Hobday's Villa Gardening," fromthisofticc, price 6a Cd., 

post free.-Marion Porter.—See reply to " W. T. O. II." 
rc "Asters failing,” in our issue of Aug. 2, p. 303.-W. 
Harrison.—The only thing we can suggest is an oil-lamp 

for such a small house.-F. SI. G.—lt not too large, the 

host thing you can do is lo lift it and replant, adding some 
good loamy soil about the roots. The soil in whieh it is 

growing is evidently very poor and thin.-Muscat. —See 

article on " Air-roots on Vines,” in our issue of July 5, this 
year, p. 214.-A Xuisanee,—See reply to your own 

query under initials " A. N. T-," in our issue of August 0, S317, under the heading “Short Replies."-Gardener, 
.B.—Many such have been raised from seed.-R. 5.— 

•See reply to “Rustic," in this week's issue, p. 320. 

Evidently your Peor-treo roots have gone down into a bad 

soil, and must be lifted and brought nearer the surface. 
Try this, adding some good loamy soil round the roots. 

-S. Ki/bum.—See reply to “ Kowler Ward," rc '• Kigs 

failing,” in our issue of Aug. 9, p. 305. Other query next 
week. Constant Reader. The number you inquire 

about can lie had of the publisher, price ltd., post free. 

-R. X. /.—We suppose you refer to Gunnera scabra, 

which was figured iu our issue of Keb. 10, 1900, p. 661. 

This can be had of the publisher, post free, for lid.-—- 
K.J. B. — It is quite impossible to assign any reason for 

the death of your plants. Are you quite sure that you 
followed the directions issued with the insecticide?- 

R. W. f,.—No, grow on the Cinerarias freely without any 

stopping, taking care to grow them cool and keep clean. 

Yours must havo been very fine plants. 2, You give us no 
idea as to what size of pots your Vines arc in.-Clericus. 
—We do not know to what weed you refer. The best 
thing you can do is to employ someone to look after the 

churchyard, mowing the Grass when necessary and keep¬ 

ing the paths, etc., tidy. 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 

V Any communications respecting plants or fruits 
sent to name should always accompany the parcel, 
which should be addressed to the Editor of Gardening 
Illustrated, 17, Fumival-street, Holbom, London, B.C. 
A number should also be firmly affixed to each specimen 
of fiowers or fruit sent for naming. Xo more than four 
kinds of fruits or flowers for naming should be sent at 
one time. 

Names of plants.—Matthias Craven.—We cannot 
name florists' flowers. Any hardy plant nurseryman 
should bo able to supply Pink Napoleon III.-Albany.— 
Potaniogeton fluitans.-J. C. Ilarrop. —The Japanese 

Hop (Humulus japonicus) is an annual.-X. D.— 
Penplnr-A grsee.-i - Helen f. Mencoek. — llclonimn 
autumnale.-Darid Tu mer.—11 cdychium Gardneria- 
num.-B. R. Hammcrsley.—We cannot undertake to 

name florists' flowers, such as Roses, Pelargoniums, Car¬ 

nations, etc. Torquay.—Sedum trifidum. SI its 
Mainwaring.—1, Specimen insufficient, should like tc see 

leaves as well; 2, Masdevallia rosea.-T. W. Quarmby. 
—Asparagus plumosus. Easily increased by division in 
the spri ng, or it can also be increased by seed.-Lady 
Audrey Ryder.— 1 and 2, Not recognised ; 3, Proliahly 

Sedum album, should like to see lower part of plant.- 
H. -V. -I/.—Specimen insufficient.-Kurrku.—J, Lantana 

mista var. ; 2, Dipladenia splendcns: 3, Cape I-cadworl 

(Plumbago capensis): 4, Begonia asrotonsia-C. A. II. 
—Campanula pusilla alba - Clare Grindley. — The 

Smoke-tree (Rhus CotinusX Easily increased by root 

cuttings, layers, and seed.-David Jones.—1, Hieracium 
aurantiaeum : 3, Campanula Rapunculua ; 4. Campanula 

persicifolia ;6, Alyssumsp.-Oakey. /Veston.—Lavender 
Cotton (Santolina incanaX-Mrs. Gee.—Should like lo 

see complete flower and leal sent in small box.-Alice 
M. Beresford.—Quite impossible to say from such a 

dried-up specimen and with no particulars.-Watson — 

Achillea purmiea The Pearl. 

Catalogues received.—James Veltch and Sons, 
Chelsea, S.W.—Hardy Trees and Shrubs; Bulb Catalogue 
for ISO? ; .Vem Fruits, Xovelties, etc.-J. Van Rcisen and 
Son, Voorhcut, irvg- Haarlem.— Wholesale Price Lift of 
Dutch Ftmt ana Plants. 
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GARDEN & PLANT PHOTOGRAPHS, 1902. 
Tub Editor of Gardening Illustrated 

announces Photographic Competition for the 

season of 1902. 

Class 1.—Small Gardens.—A prize of Five 

Guineas and a Second Prize of Three G tineas 

for the best ten photographs or sketches of 

picturesque small gardens, including town and 

villa gardens, rectory, farmhouse, or cottage villa gardens, rectory, farmhouse, or cottage 
gardens. 

Class 2.—Flowers and Shrubs of the Open 

Air.—A prize of Five Guineas and a Second 

Prize of Three Guineas to the sender of tho 
best series of not less than twelve photographs 
of the above. These may include wild plants 
or bushes, or any plant, flower, or shrub 
grown in the open air, including also half 
hardy plants put out for the summer, and 
either single specimens or groups, or the 
effects resulting therefrom, in beds or borders. 
Shoots also of rare or beautiful plants photo¬ 
graphed in tho house may be included in this graphed in tho house may be included in this 
class. 

Class 3.—Indoor Flowers and Plants.—A 
prize of Five Guineas and a Second Prize of 
Three Guineas for the best series of indoor 
plants—greenhouse, stove plants. Orchids, or 
any other plant not of the open air—either 
single shoots, plants, or specimens, or the effects 
resulting from good grouping or other arrange¬ 
ments'0! such plants separately or in associa¬ 
tion with others. Ferns or groups of Ferns in 
houses may be included in this class. 

Class 4.—Best Garden Fruits and Veoe- 

tables.—A prize of Five Guineas and a 
Second Prize of Two Guineas for not less than 
twelve photographs of the best kinds of garden 
fruits and vegetables, Grapes, Peaches, Apples, 
Pears, Plums, Cherries, or any other fruit 
grown in Britain, to be shown singly or on the 
branches. Overcrowding, as in dishes at 
shows, should be avoided. Tho aim should lie 
to show well the form of each kind, and as far 
as may be life size. Tho object of this is to 
get good representations of the best garden 
Fruits and vegetables under the old names, 
though we do uot want to oxclude roal 
novelties when they are such. 

Class 5.—General Subjects.—A prize of 
Five Guineas will be awarded for the best 

twelve photographs of any garden subject not 

included in the previous classes, such as water 

gardens, waterside effects, rock gardens, pictur¬ 

esque effects in gardens, vases, cut flowers, 
table decorations, and pretty garden structures. 

All competitors not winning a prize will for 
each photograph chosen receive the sum of half 
a guinea. In order to give ample time to Kre good photographs the competition will 

pt open until November 29th, 1902. be kept open until November 29th, 1902. 

What to avoid.—Cut flowers or plants should 

not be arranged in ixises with patterns on them. 

Backgrounds should be plain, so as not to come 
into competition with flowers. Figures of men 

or 1 comen, barrows, watering-pots, rakes, hoes, 

rollers, and other implements, iron railings, 

wire, or iron supports of any kind, labels, and 

all like objects should be omitted from these 
photographs. Dwarf flowers are ineffective when 

taken directly from above. The camera should 

be brought low down for such. All photographs 
should be mounted singly, unci not several on a 

card. They should not be mounted on cards with 

black backs, and the. photographs should not be less 

in size than 5 inches by 4 inches. The subjects 

should not be overcrowded. 'The following are 

the rules to be observed by all competitors:— 
First.—The photographs mag be. oj objects in the posses¬ 

sion 0/either the sender or others; but the source, whence 
they are obtained must be stated, and none the copyright 
of which is open to question must be sent. There is no 
limit as to number, and no fee to pay. The Editor is to 
hace the right of engraving and publishing any of the 
chosen-photographs. The photographs may be printed on 
anu good paper that shows the subjects clearly. Tlatino- 
types arul bromides should not be sent, but those on albu¬ 
minized and printing out papers are preferred for 
enorm-inn. All photographs should be properly toned. 
msnized and printing out papers are preferred for 
engraving. All photographs should be properly toned. 

Srcoisd.— The name and address nf the sender, together 
with the name, ami description of the objects shown, should 
be plainly written in ink on the, back of each photograph. 
Care shoiild be. taken to avoid the ink being seen on the face 

CAMBRIDCE 
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LEMONADE 
“AS GOOD AS CHIVERS’ JELLIES." 

added. Sid. per bottle. Goes farthest 
Ask your Grocer, or send 6d. for 

ic vorv Viitrh nnnicp inrippd fer sample to drivers & Sons, Ltd., Histon, 
mKe lem™Se!nS;se Cambridge, where Chivers' Jellij 

That is very high praise indeed for 
the Cambridge Lemonade, because ^moriag 
the Jellies are recognised to be the dre mdue 
best that can be produced. Same The camt best that can be produced. Same The Cambridge Lemonade 19 cusMjjm- 
flnm camp hich standard nf PXCel- P»red from selected Sicilian Lemow, md h pa» firm, same mgn stanaara or excel to contain the natural refre*hine coMituM* 
lence. The Lemonade IS made irom the fresh ripe fruit, free from any added scid«sia 

Lemons and Sugar. No foreign acid injurious ingredient. 1 

14d. per bottle, sufficient to make 2 Gallons delicious Lemonade.! 

CHIVERS & SONS, Ltd., HISTON, CAMBRIDGE. 

CLAY’S FERTILIZE! 
3^ £ Produces Flowers, Fruits, and Vegetable 
^>•11^ for Exhibition, Pleasure, and 

* IL Denfit in tho 

3& £ Produces Flowers, Fruits, and Vegetables 
for Exhibition, Pleasure, and 

TRADE MARX Pr°fit’ in th® 

HICHEST DECREE OF PERFECTION. 
It Is Safe, Lasting, Economical, & Unsurpassed for all Horticultural Purposes. 

AMATEURS WIN PRIZES WHEN USING IT. HAVE YOU TRIED IT! ji 

Sold everywhere in 6d. and 1/- Tins ; and in SEALED BAGS—7 lbs., 2/6; 14 lte.,4^J 

28 lbs., 7/6 ; 56 lbs., 12/6 ; 112 lbs., 20/- ; or direct from the Works, Carriage Paid -si 
in the United Kingdom for Cash with Order, except 6d. Tins. 

Full Price List oj Manures, Chemicals, and Sundries upon application. 

CLAY & SON, MANui^AcrnRERs, STRATFORD, LONDON, 

WlLLESDEN-Ir SHADING 
Shading Conservatories, 

Greenhouse*, protection of 
Fruit Tree*. and other 
Horticultural purpose*. 

In use st leading gardens end 
estates. 

Supplied In eng quantity, 
Sb in. or 60 in. wide. 

Blinds oi ell kinds made to 
order. 

WiUesdro Oen'*^'^ 
CI round gln-M. BOT 

Awnings, Clerdro At™ 
endaflpurpcewrtw* 

rot-proof end PjjjJft - 
material is require!. 

Wille*den 
House*, Sheds, Impws *1 

Samples free. 

Telegraphic Address: 
1 MPKKMKABI.K, LONDON. iN WILLESDEN PAPER & CANVAS WORKS. LTD..w!»^j 

POCKET KNIVES FROM MAKER. 

of the photograph. This is very important. 
Third.—All communications relating to the competition 

must be addressed to the Editor, 17. Furnival-street, 
Uolbom, tendon, E.C., and the class for which the 
photographs are intended should be marked on the parcel, 
which must also be labelled "Photographic Competition." 
tfneuoccssful competitors who wish their photographs 
return'd must enclose sufficient tfleiSye tlamvs for that 

purpose. DigjtjZed by VjOG 31C 

tS'sR Handle Pruning Knives. * real good art me. 
Is. Id. each: Ivory Handle Budding Knives, no , 
letter made. Is. 3d. each: Ivory Handle 2-blade 
Waistcoat Pocket Knife. Is. Id. each; Corn Knives. 
Is.: Workmen's Slag Handle Sheepsfoot and Pen 
Blade. Is. Id. The blades of all the above arc made 
from the very best English crucible cast steeL Post 
free. TRICE LIST FREE. 

J. and H. R. HOUNAM, 
Sheaf Island Works, SHEFriSL/J. 

UNIVERSITY 01 

f0S*%.. 1 FOR ROOKS, PIGEONS, RABBIT? 

Single barrel, hammerles*. breech jradmr 
*vrted from Government Rifle*, *nd nt*4WranroTeJ prt*^ 
CF shot cartridges; specially bored t*y nJnjaliAifpT V 
for long range and great ' 
long distance shooting, 15e. each. Gc 
loaders from 39s. Air Guns. 12, Ml »tit' 

rldfe.lfid Alarm Guns, 7s. 6d. Send 3» 
MIDLAND C.UN c6., Bath street. Binnm,- 
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subjocts; on this account some take the pre¬ 
caution to place the pots in saucers to avoid 
their becoming dried up.— Leahukst. 

Greenhouse sundries. - During tho 
summer months it is a good plan to overhaul 
one's stock of Bower-pots, washing them, if at 
all dirty, so that they may be at hand clean 
and ready for use in the autumn. Seed-boxes, 
also, often need a little attention before they 
can be brought into use, either for growing 
cuttings or seed sowing later, and if seen to 
in time such boxes often last for years. Oppor¬ 
tunity should also bo taken to got together a 
supply of potting material, turf stacked 
together, a heap of rotted stable-manure, leaf- 
soil, sand. There is no time like the present 
to procure these, so that the work of potting 
plants and cuttings may proceed without 
interruption when the time arrives.—W. F. D. 

Striking Coleuses.—If it is desired to 
increase the stock of Coleuses at this time of 
the year, then no opportunity must bo lost to 
get in the cuttings at once, as they will strike 
Freely. How few there are after all who grow 
more than a few in their houses, nnd, really, 
the trouble of keeping them in the warmest part 
of the house the winter through does not 
always guarantee their surviving, for in March 
they sometimes damp off. Far better, I think, 
raise plants from seed, or purchase the few 
wanted in spring.—Woodbastwick. 

The Maiden's Wreath (Francos ramosa). 
—A couple of plants of the Maiden's Wreath 
that are kept in the window of a house I pas3 
daily have been in bloom for many weeks in 
succession. One of the reasons why these par¬ 
ticular plants have done so well, and thev are 
always in the window the year rounil, is 
because the inmates believe in fresh air. and 
above anything else Francoas need it. Although 
they last for years in the same pot, young 
plants bloom more freely, and bearing this in 
mind, one should be prepared with seedlings, 
and to this end seed should be sown in March 
or April. Good loam, with manure addod, is 
w hat they do best in. The blooms of Francoas 
when cut retain their freshness some time.— 
Woodbastwick. 

Lilies In pots after flowering.-Can you give 
m» the proper treatment ot pot Lilies, such as auratum 
and longiflorum, alter they have done blooming 1— 
EAR. W. 

[Your Lilies may be placed out-of-doors and 
watered as before till the leaves turn yellow, 
when the supply must be diminished, but at no 
time must they be parched up. Then when 
the flower-3tems are quite dead repot them. 
If the roots are in good condition pots 1 inch 
or even 2 inches wider may be used. They 
should be stood out-of-doors for a time in a 
sheltered spot, under which treatment the roots 
will soon take possession of the new soil. Then 
when frost sets in remove them to an ordinary 
garden frame or to the greenhouse. As soon as 
they commence to grow see that they have as 
much light and air as possible. You will find 
that as a rule those kept over from the 
preceding year flower somewhat earlier than 
freshly imported bulbs. ] 

Making up Violet-beds (N. IF. L.).— 
When and now to prepare beds for Yiolets, for 
blooming during the winter, will soon be 
engaging attention. The middle of September 
will be found early enough to remove them 
from the beds where, as runners, they were 
planted early in the season, and in digging 
them up care must be exercised, in order that 
the roots may not be disturbed any more than 
is absolutely necessary. Very often promising 
crowns have been ruined, so far as winter 
flowering is concerned, by a rough-and-ready 
method employed in shifting them to a frame. 
The best of all composts is good fibrous loam, 
leaf-mould, and Sana, with a fair proportion of 
rotted stable manure, but there, again, one 
must be satisfied that the manure has stood 
and become “ mellow,” as new manure, still 
fermenting, is another cause of failure on the 
part of the new grower. I once saw a frame 
lull of promising plants sickeo and go yellow 
in a few days, simply the result of over-kind 
ne3S by making up the bed with new stable 
manure. Manure that has stood in thp. jpea 

six or nine months is what is required, and if 
it can be got composed partly of ccw-dung so 
much the better, but rather Jl2^ pm the_ 
of new I would 8[.jpkrto tulf/-Milli nt 
mould.—Townsman. ^ 

ROBBS. 

FOR WALLS, QUICK GROWING ROSF.S 

ETC. 
I ifavi Just taken * house with an old garden ot treat 
possibilities. I wish to go in specially for quick-climbing 
Roses, os the house and garden lend themselves, I think, 
to the same. You are so kind in giving lull particulars to 
vour readers, that perhaps you will not mind affording me 
the benefit of your advice. At present the garden, which 
faces 8.8. W. andS.E. respectively, contains a good many 
Rose-trees in the beds, and, as climbers, a couple of fine 
filoire de Dijon, and an old-fashioned while cluster Rose. 
The ground is high (<00 feel shove sea level), soil rich and 
loamy, plenty of air and spare. Would you mind giving 
colour as well as names;—E. D. Rosas. 

[Although you say your soil is rich and 
loamy, wo would advise you to have the borders 
well prepared, especially as regards drainage. 
As you desire the walls covered quickly, it is 
not merely essential to select fast growing 
kinds, but thev must he encouraged to grow 
quickly by affording them a good root-run. 
We should advise you to prepare the borders 
quite 3 feet deep, adding some good lasting 
fertiliser in the form of Much bones. Such a 
manure as this is safe and most supporting. 
Moreover, it can lie supplemented by annual 
surface dressings of farmyard manure. We 
append a list, with colours, as requested, 
placing the varieties in order of merit. 

For walls.—Reve d'Or, apricot and deep 
yellow; Climbing Niphetos, pure white; 
Climbing Kaiserin Augusta Victoria, creamy- 
white, a splendid Rose : Reine Marie Henrietta, 
light crimson, a well-known Rose, sometimes 
badly attacked with mildew ; and Climbing 
Perle des Jardins, golden-vellow, the next best 
to Marechal Niel, which sfiould succeed well if 
given a sheltered comer and not overcropped. 
If you would prefer Marechal Niel, plant a half- 
standard of it against the wall, and prune back 
hard the first spring. Climbing Devoniensis, a 
grand old kind with flesh white, fragrant 
blossoms of great size, should bo allowed to 
ramble at will for a year or two, and then all 
the hard wood carefully laid in, pruning back 
the laterals only, save cutting out any worn- 
out wood. Waltham Climber No. 1, bright 
red, lovely in bud, is as regular in petal as a 
Camellia. Souvenir de Mme. Josej h Met.ral is a 
splendid flower of exhibition size and of a 
cerise colour. Lamarque, one of the favourites 
of bygone years, is even to day unsurpassed, 
although very tender : the sulphur white buds 
and blossoms are very beautiful. -Jaune Des- 
prez is a free-growing and hardy kind, of 
mixed colours—red, buff, and sulphur. Fanny 
Stolwerck has coppery carmine buds, open 
flowers yellow and rose. Noella Nabonnand 
bears huge semi-double flowers of velvety 
crimson colour and exquisite buds. 

For arches.—As you ask for Roses of better 
quality than the Crimson Rambler, we name 
tne following, the first seven being large- 
fiowered kinds: Mme. Berard, apricot and 
salmon; Mme. Alfred Carriere, blush-white, 
distinct and beautiful ; Celine Forestier, pale 
yellow flowers, flat, a well-proved variety of 
sterling worth ; William Allen Richardson, 
unique in colour, which is orange-yellow 
Reine Olga de Wurtemburg, a semi double 
crimson, almost evergreen Rose of wonderful 
vigour ; Marie Lavaflee, a lovely semi-double 
flower of delicate beauty, rose and white in 
colour; and Cheshunt Hybrid, which is not 
admired exactly when fully out, but the buds 
are pretty, colour magenta. Any of the above 
would also lie good on the walls. The follow¬ 
ing are grand Roses for arches, and although 
small in blossom, thev make amends for this 
by their profusion : Electra, yellowish-white 
Claire Jacquier, nankeen-yellow ; Flora, pink 
and white; Euphrosyne, pink : Thalia, white 
We have not named Felicite-Perpetne, as 
from your letter we believe you already possess 
the variety. There is one Rose, not so very 
fast in growth, but indispensable on wall or 
arch, and that is Deschamps or Longworth 
Rambler; colour bright carmine, splendid in 
autumn. 

'.Vhilst the climbers are making their growth 
you could very well plant between each pair 
some of the less vigorous Teas, such as Marie 
Van Houtte, Catherine Mermet, Souvenir 
d’un Ami, etc. They would afford you 

uantity of blossom. Such varieties will 
uently attain a height of 8^tj©Iff 

PRUNING VARIOUS CLASSES OF 

ROSES. 
In an earl) issue would you kindly 1*11 me how tnd *t»5 
to prune the following or other classes of Retea-n; 

Hybrid Perpetuale, Tea*. Noisettes, Scotch, and oth« 

climbers, and the reasons for same' —G. B. Risuinr. 

[The Hybrid Perpetual*, Hybrid Teas, Teas, 
and, in fact, all Roses not climbing, are pruned 
in spring, generally early in March, aod *e 
would refer you to our back numbers for fall 
information on this important subject. But 
there is such a thing as summer pruning of 
Roses. With the Teas, Hybrid Teas, Hybrid 
Peqietuals, and all classes that flower again id 

autumn, it is a good plan to go over the plants 
and slightly prune the growths that have 
flowered. This consists in removing an inch or 
two from the shoots, cutting them down to the 
first plump bud. The work needs to be done 
very carefully, for we must not remove more 
foliage than is necessary, neither is it advisable 
to prune too low, as by so doing the bottom 
eyes are induced to start-, and this would be a 
misfortune, as they will be required for next 
season. Scotch Roses, Rugosa, Austrian 
Briers, etc., are best left alone beyond thinning 
out the growths when they become too den* 
'limbing Roses that flower again in autumn, 

such as the Teas and Noisettes, benefit non 

siderably by a good thinning out of the weakly 
and old wood as soon as the first flowering is 
over, carefully preserving all sound, sefi- 
ripened growths, and spreading them ott In 

admit light and air. Do not on any amount 
shorten the long growths formed this seesn- 
at least, not at present. Next month they 
might have their points pinched out, which 
would tend to ripen the growth better 
Rambler and other rampant growers of summer 
blooming habit are best thinned in Septem'-r, 
and very little, if any, pruning is required in 
spring. Where such Roses have growi 
luxuriantly they should be carefully taken 
down from their supports and overhauled, 
cutting out the old and dead wood and any 
that looks debilitated, afterwards carefully 
tying out the best young wood. It is quite 

that true that one meets with old specimen* 
have, perhaps, received no pruning whatever, 
and they are a sheet of bloom. This is quite 
true, but if the plants had been well thinned 
from the commencement, the t russes of bloom 

would have been finer, and the flowers of a 
better colour. ] 

wall] 
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TWO CHARMING POLYANTHA ROSES 

The very interesting group of dwarf My- 
antha Roses is of comparatively modern 
introduction, one of the first- varieties 
Paqueiette, having been introduced tj 
Guillot some twenty-seven years ago. There 
origin is supposed to be the result of crossc: 
Rosa multiflora simplex with a Te3 R®- 
Now we have quite a charming group, two a 
the best recent novelties being Eugenie 
Lamesch and Leonie Lamesch. The former 
has tiny Ranunculus shaped blossoms, orange- 
yellow "in bud, prettily tipped with crimson, 
changing to nale yellow as they expand. - 
rarely exceeds 18 inches in height, ami s 
therefore useful as an edging or for small 
It was raised by crossing Aglaia with " m1’"1 
Allen Richardson, and is a very remarkaMe 
hybrid, seeing that the two parents art 
vigorous growing kinds. The great merit 
this Rose is its diminutive blossoms. ' 
does not wire to see the group developed m-1 
a large-flowering one after the style of the j*' 
Rose. Already we have some varieties li¬ 
nearly approach the Tea, for instant*. 
Mosella. which has flowers almost as large » 
Hon. Edith Gifford. This is a departure m 
the wrong direction. What is wanted is 
tiny flowers in huge clusters of all the 
colours seen in the Teas. Leonie Lamesct ' 
vivid coppery-red, if the word coppery c°nu-' 
any meaning. It is really an intense orany 
shading, which merges into a red, with te J. 

cotta edges to petals. There is 00 "L 

remarkable Rose in colour than this one. 
one fault of the variety appears to • 
inability to expand well, the petals seeming-- 
be marred at the edges. Leonie I*® 
resulted from a cross between twoseean*_ 
Both kinds named above were raised > 
Lambert^ of Trier, Germany. ^ 
'ovely are tflienenowy-white Anne -*ar' 
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Mod travel and Schneewitchen, recently noticed 
in these pages, also another charming white, 
K&therina Zeimet. Rosa. 

ROSE WHITE MAMAN COCHET. 
Tmt popularity of this splendid Rose increases 
every year. This season I think it has been 
the loveliest variety in our largo collection. 
In White Maman Cochet we have a variety of 
vigorous growth and an abundant blossoming 
habit—good points in a garden Rose. As a 
shite Rose the variety under notice is superior 
W outdoor culture to The Bride, although that 
lovely variety is good in a sheltered garden. 
To obtain the greatest |>erfection of blossom in 
White Maman Cochet and, indeed, all large 
Tea Roses, they should be upon half-standard 
llriors. There is something ubout the hedge 
Brier that gives character to these lovely Teas. 
The only disadvantage of having many of them 
is llmt they are not readily protected against 
severe frosts. I am much in favour of lifting 
the trees in Novemlier and heeling them in 
under a north wall or fenco. Should the winter 
lie severe it is an easy matter to cover with 
thatched hurdles or lean I wards against the 
wall, previously covering the brunches with 
dry Peru or straw. 1 would advise all who can 

to be seen. A better way of showing how 
little we get out of the Rose as a standard 
could hardly have been devised. Here and 
there, it is true, n variety is so like the stock 
in character that it succeeds in making a 
handsome old bush, particularly the red Roses, 
but generally the standard Rose-tree is a 
delusion. 

Rose Rainbow (H TA-Thin pretty striped sport 
Iron) Papa Uontier is very interesting. Generally speaking, 
striped Roses are not much admired, but in this ease the 
pretty marking o( bright carmine upon a tresh pink 
ground seein to harmonise so well that all objection is dis¬ 
pelled at once. It is a useful long-budded variety, flowering 
freely.—Rosa. 

Rose Crimson Rambler. According 
to my experience, no real success can be had in 
the culture of this Rose without high feeding. 
It is of a very vigorous habit, making when 
established, growths some '31 feet long, hut it 
will not bloom freely unless the roots get abun¬ 
dance of food from the time the plants start 
into growth. In planting the soil should he 
well stirred to a depth of .'1 feet, adding a good 
dressing of rotten manure, w hich w ill carry 
the young plants ulong very well for the first 
year without further aid. In following years 
a too dressing of manure should be applied in 
the negiuning of the winter, so that the plants 
get the benefit of it by the time they start 

pnrntions next month. It is better to devote 
a bed or bonier to the plants rather than dot 
them about here and there. Do not havo the 
beds too large. Five feet across is ample. 
Trench the soil two spits doop, working in a 
liberal amount of well-rotted manure. Allow 
the soil to lie as roughly as possible until 
November, which is the best month to plant 
Roses. Be careful how you plant, for upon 
the work being well or badly done success or 
failure will depend. After unpacking the 
Roses great care is necessary, so tliat the root-- 
are not unduly exposed to sun or wind. It is 
beat to moisten them and roll them in a mat, 
taking out one at a time to plant. Mark out 
positions of plants in bed, then dig a bole 
about 1 foot square. An assistant should hold 
the plant in the hole, having previously 
trimmed off any jagged ends of roots, and then 
carefully spread out the latter; the planter 
then shovels in the soil, keeping the junction 
whoro the plant is budded just beneath the 
soil, and treading the latter firmly round 
about the roots. If the variety is a tall 
growor, cither shorten the shoots to ‘2 feet or 
so or give them a Bamboo cane. After plant¬ 
ing, lightly fork over the soil. To make them 
all safe, mould up the base of each plant lo a 
depth of fi inches or (I inches with soil, and yon 
mav rest assured that very little harm will 
befall them. ] 

Koee White Maman Cochet, 

spare the time and have the means of access to 
country meadows to obtain some of the hedge 
Brier* for themselves this coming October. 
They would find the work interesting, and 
one is sure of the Briers taking well if they are 
■•iirofully planted the same day. A friend of 
mine obtained us many asseveuty of these half- 
standard Briers in one day last autumn, and 
when I saw them recently they had made 
•pleudid growths, upon which ho had budded 
the above Rose and many others. The only 
fault in White Maman Cochet is a tendency to 
itecome divides! in the centre, hut this is not 
nearly ho frequent in the white us in the pink 
form. I believe that both Roses should he 
grown in rather a light soil. They seem to 
grow too rank in that of a clayey nature. It 
has been suggested that the Rose does not 
require manure, but I differ. I am of opinion 
that some phosphatio manure is of much 
assistance to the large blossoms, although this 
should not be overdone. Rosa. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Standard Roses in Battersea Park. 
— Anybody who wishos to enjoy the beatitudes 
of standard Rose culture will see a farcical exhi¬ 
bition of them by one of the gates at Battersea 
Park, near the station. There are mmy trees 
with a few leaves and little branc he i QB-^pp, 
some of them dead, but not a flower anfrwhe 
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into growth. In the ease of good sized speci¬ 
mens a heavy coat of manure will be necessary 
or any good concentrated stimulant will serve 
the purtioso, not waiting, however, until 
spring, but applying it in winter, so that it 
may bo dissolved and carried down a couple of 
feet into the soil. As regards pruning, very- 
little will lie needed for the first two or three 
years; in fact, it is better to let the growths 
remain intact for a couple of seasons. When 
they become very crowded, some of the oldest 
growths should be cut out, w hich w ill promote 
the formation of strong shoots from the base. 
—C., Ryfleet. 

Roses for planting.-Can you give me a list ol 
fllty Roee-trees suitable tor a medium soil? I am not in 
want of fllty different kinds. I should not object to two 
or three ol some varieties. I want them to be either II. I*, 
or H.T. What preparation should I make lor planting ? 
I want some good Roses, but not lor the ahow-board. Any 
Information respecting varieties and planting will lie 
thankfully received.—Novna is Roam. 

[You will do well to put yourself in the 
hands of a good reliable Rose-grower, and tell 
him what you prefer, and also describe the soil. 
It is far better to have a dozen good kinds— 
four or five plants of a kind—rather than a big 
collection. Roses of the type of Caroline 
Testout, Mrs. W. J. Grant, Gloire Lyonnaise, 
Fisher Holmes, Clio, etc., are what you 
require, and, when ordering, it would be best 
to mention these Roses as being the style you 

| Aou should commence your pre- 
1 

Red Roses for a trellls.-I have a trellis w fret 
high running ou the south side ol a croquet lawn on the 
side ol a chalk hill. I am taking (he soil out lo a widthol 
about 3 feet, and tilling it up with clay (ought this to be 
burnt first ?), road-scrapings, and short l-ondon manure 
Will you kindly give me ihe names ol some continuous 
blooming Roses, or Roses that have a double season of 
flowering? I want them bright red. I thought of Bardou 
Job. Grass an Teplitr. among them, or do you adviso that 
new Rose, Noella Nabonnand, or the whole length planted 
with a deep red China Rose, or would the whole trellis 
planted with Mme. E. Resal be beat? Poes this Rose 
flower twice in the year? I want a broad effect, and lo 
last for some time. In front I thought of planting a thick 
row ol UUum rand id u in and lanclfolium—they both do 
well with me. The length of my trellis is about 30 yards. 
How many Roses should I need to cover the trellis quickly 
—what distance apart?—T. C. .Hkabhatt. 

[If you are able to procure locally some top- 
spit of meadow loam we should advise you to 
mix this with the clay, road scrapings, and 
short manure. Quite one half of the compost 
should be loam, if procurable, otherwise, if 
you are compelled to use mainly the clay, then 
it must be disintegrated in someway, either by 
the action of wind and frost or by burning. 
The varieties you name—Bardou Job and 
Grass an Teplitz—are both excellent, especially 
the latter. It blossoms almost continually, is 
really a very good flower of pretty form, bril¬ 
liant colour, and delicious tragranco. This 
Rase would not cover the 9-feet of space very 
rapidly, but you could plaut some standards ol 
Grass an Teplitz in oruer to have blossom on 
the top of trellis fairly tiuick. An aUernntit o 
plan would be to plant Noella Nabonnand and 
Climbing Cramoisie - Superieure alternately 
with Grass an Teplitz and Bardou Job, the tw o 

former growing, os they do, moro vigorously 
could havo their growths trained horizontally 
when top of trellis is reached. Two other 
charming kinds to mingle with the four already 
named are Long worth Rambler and Gloire des 
Rosomanes. As you desire a quick effect plant 
2 feet 6 inches ajiart. Whilst the stronger 
growers are filling out the space allotted to 
them a few plants of the brilliant China 
Fabvier could be planted in any vacant space 
on the trellis, to he afterwards removed il re¬ 
quired. Mme. Eugene Resal is not strong 
enough in growth to cover a fence of this 
description even if it were red. It is a splen 
did continuous blooming Rose, the colour being 
rich rosy-pink. We think until the trellis is 
covered the Lilios should not be planted, ns 
they would hinder the Roses from making 
growth as is desirable.] 

Photographs or Gardens, Plants, of 
Trees.— We offer each week a copy of the latent 
edition of the " English FI outer Garden’’for the 
best photograph of a garden or any oj Us contents, 
indoors or outdoors, sent to us tn any one week. 
Second prize. Half a Guinea. 

The Prize Winners this week are: 
Miss Wakefield, Nutwood, Grango-over-Sands, 
for Iris under laurels; 2, Mr. Geo. E. Low, for 
Platy cerium Stommaria. 

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT 
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CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS FOR DECORATION 

AND CUTTING. 

The craze for large blooms i9 responsible for 
the decline of those sorts which produce their 
blossoms in abundance, the feeling upper¬ 
most in the mind of most Chrysanthemum 
enthusiasts being to produce blooms as largo 
os possible. The small to medium- sized 
blooms have little to interest the ordinary 
Chrysanthemum exhibitor, as very rarely 
indeed are these useful blossoms seen, except¬ 
ing perhaps in the exhibits of a decorative 
character, and then only to a very limited 
extent. One of the greatest mistakes a grower 
can make is to coniine himself to what are 
usually termed exhibition varieties. After all, 
the period covered by the November exhibitions 
is very restricted, and during this time most 
of the best blooms have been cut, and often 
but littlo in bho way of flowora remains to keep 
the greenhouse or conservatory bright in the 
dull season. It is the comprehensive character 
of the free-flowering kinds which enhances 
their value; they begin to blossom as early 
sorts in September or earlier, and continue 
through succeeding months until late Decem¬ 
ber or early January, and by a special system 
of culture they will continue their display well 
into March. In the case of the large exhibi¬ 
tion varieties, when their two or three blooms 
have been gathered, the plants are useless, 
except for stock, and then for months the old 
stools are not particularly interesting. The 
decorative Chrysanthemums, as a rule, produce 
such a wealth of blossoms that the grower may 
cut and come again. 

To be successful with the decorative kinds, 
a great deal depends upon the selection of 
varieties. Plants for decoration, either as cut- 
blooms or for the embellishment of the green¬ 
house, should be free-flowering, and should 
also possess a good habit of growth. They 
should be branching and sturdy, and not over 
tall, and each bloom should be developed on a 
good length of footstalk, which should be suf¬ 
ficiently strong to kc-op tho bloom orcct. 
Pleasing form, and thi9 also varied, has much 
to do with the popularity of each variety. 
Colour, too, is important. Good and distinct 
colours are always in demand. This does 
not mean that only one shade of each 
colour is necessary; as a matter of fact, 
there is room for many improvements on exist¬ 
ing varieties, as, for example, in the case of 
flowers of a yellow colour, just imagine what 
effects could be produced were blossoms of the 
following shades of vellow available: Butter¬ 
cup-yellow, rich yellow, bright yellow, rich 
primrose, soft or pale primrose, etc. Flowers 
of these distinct tones of colour would always 
be welcomed, and if each succeeding season 
gave us something new and dainty in 
form, we should then be making the 
progress that all true florists desire. I 
well remcmlier a magnificent display of freely- 
grown Chrysanthemums arranged in tho large 
conservatory at Glasnevin Botanic Gardens, 
Dublin, a few years ago. All types of the 
flower were represented : Japanese, incurved, 
large Anemones, Japanese-Anemones, reflexed, 
Pompons, and Anemone-Pompons ; all charm¬ 
ingly grouped together, and the plants were 
blossoming freely. In visiting the shows in 
different parts of the country, too, one occa¬ 
sionally meets with an exhibit of these plants. 
It is difficult to come to a satisfactory judg¬ 
ment when a group of decorative plants is put 
into competition with other groups of Chrysan¬ 
themums grown in the ortliodox exhibition 
system of culture. The stereotyped and formal 
system of grouping these plants which gener¬ 
ally obtains will not compare for decorative 
effect with a group of freely-flowered plants ; 
but the verdict has often to be given in favour 
of the formal group of large blooms, because 
the schedule says "quality” has to be one of 
the leading features. Quality is, unfortunately, 
usually regarded from the point of view of size 
only. 

It tho Chrysanthemum is to retain its popu¬ 
larity a greater share of attention will have to 
be given to the free-flowering sorts. Growers 
are more than ever coming to regard the flowers 
from a practical jioint of viewyfr**, their use: 
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fulness for home displays l>oth as plants and as 
cut-flowers. At the present time most of the 
interest centres around the large .Japanese 
blooms to the exclusion of several other more 
pleasing and interesting types of the flower. 
_ E. G. 

CHRYSANTH E MUMS-BUD RET AI XING. 

The present should lie a busy period with nil 
growers of large exhibition blooms. There is a 
time in the month of August when the buds of 
the different sorts should be retained, if each 
variety is to be represented at its best. 
Generally speaking, the third week of August 
is regarded as an ideal period for the buds of 
the bulk of the best Japanese sorts to be 
retained. A limited number of Japanese varie¬ 
ties succeeds better if the buds are retained 
during the earlier half of the month, and there 
are otners which give far better blooms if the 
buds be retained during the last few days of 
this month. The method of cultivating the 
Chrysanthemum—at least, in so far as tho 
development of large blooms is concerned—is 
to so manipulate the growth of the plants that 
they' may produce their buds at a period best 
suited to their peculiarities. As a rule, when 
a bud is retained at too early a date tho result¬ 
ing bloom will be large and devoid of good 
form, and its colour will leave much to be 
desired. On the other hand, a bud retained at 
a later date than is desirable will develop a 
bloom of good form and bright and lasting 
colour, but in so far as substance and size are 
concerned it will be found . wanting. The 
essential qualities of a good exhibition bloom 
comprise size, breadth, depth, form, colour, 
and substance. Many growers, when the time 
has arrived for a bud to be retained, rub out 
the whole of the side shoots at once. Such 
treatment is wrong. The small shoots which 
surround the bud at the apex of the growth 
are usually very brittle and full of sap. To 
detach the whole of these shoots at one time 
must of necessity check the plant—for a time, 
at least. Tho better method of retaining a 
bud is to rub out the side shoots one at a time, 
allowing an interval of one day at least 
between each succeeding removal of a shoot. 
In this way the plant suffers but little incon¬ 
venience, and within a week or so the bud is 
left at the apex of the shoot. The shoots on 
the lower portion of the stem will in some cases 
be somewhat tough, and to break these out 
from the axils of the leaves would be very 
injurious. In such cases they should be cut 
out, or rather cut back, close to their base. 

In some cases plants of certain varieties may¬ 
be developing their buds earlier than the 
grower thinks is best suited to their needs. 
The development of such buds may be retarded 
to some extent by permitting some of the 
stronger growing side shoots to remain on the Slants. All that the grower need concern 

imself about is to see the buds are just 
moving, no matter how slowly. When this 
cannot be seen, one of the stronger-growing 
shoots should be detached. This relief will 
cause the plant and bud to again move forward, 
and the o[>eration may be related from time 
to time with other shoots, until the proper 
period for retaining the bud has arrived. 
Should the weather Be very warm and dry, it 
would lie better to syringe the plants and buds 
lightly with clear water. It is important, too, 
to keep the shoots and buds in an upright 
position. Until the buds are nicely set it 
would lie better not to feed. A few days will 
suffice for this, after which begin with weak 
doses and gradually increase the strength of 
the manure-water. Leave the incurved sorts 
till early September. E. G. 

EARLY-FLOWERING CHRYSANTHE¬ 

MUMS AND WHY I GROW THEM. 

My earliest recollections of Chrysanthemums 
grown out-of-doors are of a few plants that I 
saw in a garden within a stone’s throw of a 
road in a busy town. As far as my memory 
serves me now—it is thirty years since—there 
were only three varieties—a yellow, dark 
red, and purple, all being Pompons, and 
blooming aoout October. How we nave pro¬ 
gressed in the matter of open-air varieties, 
ono has but to take stock of some of the 

j present sorts. It was not until the advent; of 

LC I IMIVFRCdTY 

Mme. Desgrange, however, that very nmch 
attention was paid to the Chrysanthemum as 
a plant for blooming outside, but anyone who 
has watched the development of the early 
flowering vai ieties must remember how the 
sort in question quickly became popular. It 
is not to be wondered at, for there are no 
plants in my estimation in early autumn 
that have sueh freedom of blooming, last so 
long when cut, and are so suited to town gardens as these. Who, at one time, would 

ave anticipated being able to use Chrysanthe¬ 
mums for the flower garden ? But now there 
are few gardens of any size that do not mate 
provision for a bed of them for autumn bloom 
ing. To-day I have been staking a number of 
plants that were put out iu May; some oi the 
earliest sorts are full of buds, and presently 1 
shall commence to cut bloom, and will be able 
to do so until lata in October, for they are 
planted under a wall, where they get some 
slight protection. Then one has also to 
bear in mind that early-flowering Chrysanthe¬ 
mums, when grown in the open-air, give very 
little trouble: in fact, beyond watering then 
once or twice during the very hot weatMrijbd 
staking them, they have, I might 
no trouble at all. I took the precautiaftl'Bk 
weeks ago to mulch the surface of thebed SRtli 
old manure, and the result has more thaajtrti- 
fied my doing so, for a more promising St of 
plants I could not wish to have. H 
why I grow early-flowering ChrysanthaMii 
outdoors, and why in every garden tbMfc 
worthy of culture. Mine are left oaU 
winter, and all the protection they gtffa 
little stable-manure drawn over the 0I&, 
and in spring u division is made ofrjhdnpt 
have become too large ; in other resMjM^ 
receive the same treatment as my npHHj 
plants. Then, too, if one thinks vreXlWfA+ 

few plants, they may be lifted from the boraip 
and placed in pots with but little hanfjiw 
perhaps, for the loss of a few_ of the lam 
leaves. There are many varieties of merit tkai 
will bloom in the open from August toQcto- 
ber without the aid of glass, and I give ham 
with a short list of the sorts that I have prove! 
as useful in a town as in a country garden:— 

Larue - flowering. — Albert Chaos**, 
orange-red, tipped yellow ; Edith Synt, 
pinkish-purple ; Ivy Stark, orange-yeuinr! 
Harvest Home, bronzy-red; IncorapareMe. 
pure white ; A. Thomas, chestnut-red, golden 
reverse: Louis Lemaire, rosy-bronze; Mma 
Carmeaux, white, tinted blush; Mme. jOVH 
grange, creamv-white ; Mrs. Hawkins, goldft 
yellow; Mme. Marie Masse, lilac-maoe^K 
de Precoees, dark crimson ; Ryecroft 
golden yellow : Ryecroft Scarlet, reddiA^H 
cotta: Queen of Earlies, white: Thos. SB 
deejj orange: Vesuvius, red; Notaire’flw 

Early Pompons.—Little Bob, smallcrimBn 
Mrs. Cullingford, white: Piercy’s Seedlft. 
orange-yellow; L’Ami Conderchet, primrojB* 
Crimson I’recocite, crimson ; IacinthacBHl 
pink ; Lyon, rosy-purple: Rose Wells, 
pink ; Toreador, reddish-bronze ; St Croowf 
lilac; Mme. E. Lefort, orange aud. Miter: 
Martinmas, light pink. Wi 

An old Chrysanthemum—Julie La 
gravere.—The refloxed Chrysanthemums me 
few in number when compared with the -h>!“ 
nese varieties, but one of the oldest ana 
brightest sorts has outlived many in tho latter 
class—viz., Julie Lagravi're. It i-s a g»i 
dark crimson, not a large flower by any mean?, 
but rich in colour : height about 4 feet, auJ 
retains its foliage well to tho base. As a rather 
late variety it is still to bo commended, ana 
with these who grow for home decoration only, 
it still finds favour.—Townsman. 

Chrysanthemum Mychett Pink.- 
This early-flowering variety has 8urpn<,‘ 
many growers with the beauty of its display 
If I remember rightly, a few plants were 
placed before the floral committee of the 
National Chrysanthemum Society late in Sep¬ 
tember last, and so much were they admire 
that a first-class certificate was readily grant™ 
I have several excellent plants, and each one i- 
now freely studded with chaste blossoms ol a 
silvery-pink colour. The plant has a dwar 
and sturdy habit of growth, and, what i>0 
iaiportiince, each blossom is developed on a 
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splendid length of footstalk. Homo of the 
flowers wero well developed in the latter half 
of July, and at the time of writing (August 13) 
there is a free display.—E. <1. 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

IRIS GATES1 IN' A DEVONSHIRE 
GARDEN. 

1 i*> not wonder ut the enthusiasm of the lute 
Rev. H. Kwbank in regard to “Cushion"Irises, 
»ut I fair, even for them, 1 could not tnko the 
rouble that seems necessary with most growers, 
fortunately, I am not put to the test, as here 
only treat them like ordinary Irises. No pro- 

ectiou is giveu against autumn ruin or winter 
old. I flowered I. Susinna two veurs in sec¬ 
ession before I even knew that this family of 

Bud, when it broke from tho sheath, (if inches 
from tip to base of standurds ; tho open flower 
18 inches from top of one standard to the 
other. Each standard was (l.J inches across. 
These standards wero not hold erect, ns in 
I. Susiann, but spread out, as shown in the 
illustration. The colour is silvery-fawn, with 
pale purple reticulations, the base of standards 
and falls being pule purple, the "lip" ou tho 
falls being fawn, ami the great cushion of hail’s 
by it, dark fawn. 1 am going to try a good 
many varieties this autumn in a special Tied, 
but cultivated on tho same linos. 

A. Bavi.don, Duwli»h, .S'. Deron. 

HARDY AUTUMN-FLOWERING PLANTS. 

Articles have already appeared treating of tho 
best hardy plants for the open border during the 

Iris Gate»i in * Devonshire garden. From s photograph sent by Mrs. A. L. Bayklon, Dswlish. 

ris was ditlicult to flower, but after reading 
lie article in tho spring journal of the Horti- 
ultural Society, I gave my Cushion Irises a 
iltlo attention. They are planted in a bonier 
»cmg S.W., but getting ull the S. sun. After 
i week's rain one not day will parch the soil, 
which is new red sand stone, and is further 
tried by tho roots of a huge Laurel liodgo that 
nakes the N.E. protection. I scraped away 
■owe soil (I should say the rhizomes arc not on 
the surface but planted like an ordinary plant), 
»od gave each of them about a pint of crushed 
mortar, about a tablespoonful of bone-meal, 
uid about a teaspoonftal of alum. I had no 
guide to quantities, but the illustration shows 
that I was not far wrong. When I. Susiana 
flowered in the beginning of Juno the bloom 
was far larger than before, but this one, 
L Gatesi, is a giant. I do not know the 
ordinary size of the floworpof tjp^rjfj, ivid 
should like to know. Tho measurements we 

which condition tlipy flowoc .uiotft aj.-uitdantly 
—tho force exerted, .by; eJtfMhUiiug' roots 
generally breaks the _pots if these are not 
hound round w-ith-oqi^rwirC. , ,\t tho advent 
of frost, the plunOs.^ljo^ld lie, -rgmovori under 
shelter, and very sparingly wntereil until they 
commence to make igi-qwt'N is ^he Aj ring. 
There are a white loriii of y^gapaatbussHubel- 
hitus, and also a distinct white flowered specios, 
although this is not recognised in horticultural 
dictionaries. The latter is deciduous, whereas 
the ty|>o is not, and hears taller flower-umliels. 
Both the white-flowered African Lilies uro 
jiorfectly hardy in tho south-west. 

Anemone japoniga.—The well-known 
Jaisine.se Anemone is met with in three 
colours — namely, white, flesh - pink, and 
magenta, the last being a tint that should 
never be admitted into the garden. Honorino 

Jobert is a beautiful white vari¬ 
ety, and, when at its best, readies 
a height of 5 feet and flowers 
profusely. Newer forms are Lady 
Ardilaun, Lord Ardilaun, anil 
Whirlwind, tho two last being 
semi double. 

Perennial Asters or M ten a sl¬ 
im as .Daisies. — Those charming 
plants are tho mainstay of tho 
autumn garden, the different sjhj- 
cies blooming for n period of con¬ 
siderably over three months. The 
earliest to flower is A. Amollus, 
of which species A. Amellus bes- 
sarabicus is an excellent large- 
flowered form bearing violot-hluo 
blossoms. It often commences to 
flower ut the end of July, and 
remains in bloom for many weeks. 
It is comparatively dwarf, and 
has not tho spreading habit that 
renders so mnny of this genus 
Unsuited for a small garden. Tho 
last to flower is the handsomo A. 

nuidiflorus, which is rarely in 
loom before tho end of October 

or beginning of November, a date 
which makes its culture inex|>o- 
diont in cold districts. It hears 
very largo flowers of a deep pur¬ 
ple hue with golden centres, and 
is extremely uocorativo when in 
full bloom. It may lie lifted care 
fully and potted when tho buds 
are formed, and will then expand 
its blossoms under glass. Other 
good varieties are A. ncris, lilac 
purple, forming a sheaf of flow er; 
Esme, a dense bush with white 
flowers of tho size of a florin ; A. 
Iicvigatus, rosy ; A. patens, sky- 
blue ; A. ericoides, bearing a pro¬ 
fusion of tiny white Daisy-like 
flowers; and A. (Chrysocomn) 
linosyris, a British plant com¬ 
monly known as Goldilocks, hut 
valuable for its dense corymbs of 
bright yellow flowers. All the 
foregoing are dwarf varieties, 
rarely exceeding 2 feet in height. 
A. eordifolius is a most graceful 
plant. Photograph, with small 
lavender flowers, is, |>crhu|)s, the 
best variety. A. Shorti, bearing 
sprays of bright lilac flowers, 
is also |Nirticularly good. These 

two generally reach a height of lielw ecn 3 feet 
and 4 feet. Perry’s Pink, producing large bright 
pink flowers is very distinct and ornamental, 
and grows to the same height. Of the Novi- 
Belgii section, Archer Hind, soft blue, Harpur- 
Crewe and Purity, white, and Rotiert. Parker, 
lavender, are well worth growing. They are 
mostly tall growers, tho lost named sometimes 
reaching a height of 7 foet. A. la-vis Arcturus 
is a hundsomo plant with black stems and lilac 
flowers, with a suspicion of rose, and A. 
puniccus pulcherrimus is a noblo sjiecies and a 
very vigorous grower, attaining a height of 
over ti feet. Every spray of the plant 

spring and summer months. The following 
notes will lie confined to plants flowering from 
the commencement of August until t he close of 
the year. Somo of these, though hardy in the 
south-west, even when left unprotected during 
the hardest winters, need tub-culture or lifting 
before the advent of severe frost in colder 
localities; but, as many of them are indis¬ 
pensable for autumnal effect in the border, they 
are included in this article. 

Ac.apasthds umbellati's.—This handsome 
plant, a nativo of the Cape of Good Hope, is 
one of the most decorative of autumn-flowering 
subjects. In favoured- spots in tho south west j over ti feet. Every spray 
it succeeds admirably planted permanently in | thickly covered with flesh-tinted flowers, wbiili 
the opon, producing its bill blue flowor-umbeLs become white with age. Of the Nova-Anglia- 
in quantity year after year. In colder districts . section, Melpomene, purple, and rubor, rose 
it creates a telling effect if grown in large pots coloured, are tho best. Boltonia osteroides 
or tubs an laced in the open during the 

Tubs are preferable to 
and B3[latisq^aina Are two Aster-like plants, 

former licars 
plants become pot-bouwOTllfia^^^ lavender. 
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of the new large- holding soil they take no harm during the Scotch varieties of H. angustifolios. Christ- 
flowered .*tbfeg Jiiuhts have become winter in the open bed, even if exposed to mas Roses reauire deep, retentive, well- 
most admirable subjects for the autumn 20 degs. of frost. In light soil they often fail, manured soil and a partially shaded positien. 
garden. 1 lIn"OtB‘‘soutlv w£stj *thfey may be the crowns rotting in the winter. Where this where they are not burnt up by the summer 
alloviod ItO rdaiauf uivTisJ^ljo^ ,in tho beds i9 found to be the ease, the clumps should be sun. In dry weather they should receive 
tlu’o'ucfR'tlie winter, but in more northern dis- lifted when the flower-stems wither, packed copious supplies of water. S. W. F. 
allowed-to rexii^n/ urkTisJijfl|D«^ ,5n tho beds i9 found to be the case, the clumps should be sun. In dry weather they should receive 
tiu’dugh'the winter, bul in more northern di9- lifted when the flower-stems wither, packed copious supplies of water. S. W. F. 
triett the# ifiu-a J>& Jli&klland housed like closely together in boxes, with a little dry earth - 
Dahlia^,.Sbdrte*Tin.heat in the spring. Of or Cocoa-nut-fibre shaken in between them, and NOTES A\D REPLIES 

the Cfoztf 'CirtnaS*'which* ‘are comparatively kept in frames until the spring, when they max- Zinnias.-I have v«n i„ public sari*. » 
dwarf, the following are good varieties: be divided, started into growth, and replanted, y^nce some exceedingly large Zlnni&-bu»hM quite 2.i«t 
Beaute Poitevine, scarlet; President McKinley, These Lobelias are easily raised from seed, and, 0r 3 feet through, and many blowoma 1 was toil the 
vivid vermilion ; Duke of Marlborough, deep where they are found to be liable to winter plaou were raised in the prerioua autumn and kept potud 

crimson ; Aug. Chantin, orange-pink ; Annie failure, seedlings should be raised annually Con “nience-warm toni, ^l-houL^acnn,^ 
J. Chretien, flesh-pink ; Secretary Chabanne, from home-saved seed. cold.—T. H. H. 

orange; Lighthouse, yellow; Queen Char- Kniphofia or Tritoma.—The popular Red- Solldago Shortl.—“ W. F.," on page 3io. condemn) 
lotte, scarlet with broad yellow margin ; Paul hot-Poker or Torch Lily, with its glowing Solidagos. Has he ever grown Solidago Short! r thiii* 

Meylan, buff with narrow yellow border ; Fol spires of bloom is an' especially effective e'v«y Xr^.rieTv"^ 
Bertine Brunner, very large yellow with small autumn subject. Of late years numerous new a„iumn-Howering plants are wanted this should be oat 
red spots ; Comte de Bouchard, yellow heavily species have been introduced to supplement a. J. P., Winehmnrt BUI. X. 

mottled with crimson; and Mme. Pichon, the old K. Uvaria, many of which are desirable. Tufted Pansy Cottage Maid. - 
yellow with centre of petals splashed red. Of Kniphofias require a warm situation and porous Another season has again shown the high 

the Italian Cannes, which grow to a great soil which does not retain moisture in the Quality of this. The variety under notice is oi 
height and bear flowers from 4 inches to winter. the same character, in so far as the flower i- 
fi inches in diameter, good varieties are Physai.is (Winter Cherry).—P. Alkekengi is concerned, as Countess of Kintore. As regard- 
Allemannia, America, Italia, and Pluto. The a very old garden plant, having been intro- j^, habit, it is superior to others of the same 
far older Canna, Ehemanni iridiflora, with its ducetf over 300 years ago. Its orange-scarlet type, and it also flowers freely- It is one oi 
great, Musa-like leaves and slightly drooping bladders which enclose the fruit are very the earliest in the spring to bloom, and the 

scape of rose-cerise flowers, is also very weau decorative in the garden, and still more so for autumn is well advanced before its display 
tiful, and should not be omitted. winter indoor decoration. It is entirely sur- ceases. Its colour may be described as alter 

Chrysanthemum maximum, with its large, passed, however, by P. Franchetti, whose great nately marked purplish-violet and pale liven 
Daisy-like flowers, is a well known autumn balloons are sometimes 8 inches in circumfer- der, sometimes almost white.—E. G. 
bloomer. Of late, dwarf varieties, more free ence. Both are perfectly hardy and increase Primroses. — Moat charming of spnw 
flowering in habit and bearing larger blooms, rapidly. flowers are the Primroses, and it is uueetioniii 
have been raised, which are superior to the PvRF.THRrM ulkunosum.—Many who have jf any are more beautiful than the wild bloKc- 
tyue. but slight knowledge of flowers class this with Qf our fields and woodlands. In moving sot 

Coreopsis grandifluka, though commencing the Michaelmas Daisies, which it somewhat cjump8 a few months ago I took up a quanta; 
to flower early in the summer, often continues resembles ia manner of growth. Its large, seif.8oWn young plants, and these were 
its display through the entire month of planted out by themselves and have now ,the 

August. ^-. beginning of August) attained a good size, and 
ki.nums. These noble Cape bulbs are per- . / . I purpose planting them under a hedgerow in 

fectly hardy in the south-west, and if planted dm §k the garden. Few grow the common field sorts, 
at sufficient depth and mulched during the i. perhaps because they are common, but in 
winter would doubtless prove so further north. *i®S§L i spring they flower freely in the garden with 
At any rate, they are worth a trial. C. / liner blooms, and on banks and hedgerows have 
capense, or longifolium, is the best known, but f a pretty effect. Now is the time to plant. - 
cannot compare with C. Powelli and its variety Woodbastwick 
C Powelli album, C. Moorei and C Moorei M Common Musk in open border.- 
album, the latter known on the Continent as . Ft VR|)l/fl 1>wyuur. , , . „„v ^ .i 
C. Schmidt! or C. Yemense. When in flower ffU “Tt" < w it 
these Crinums, with their tall bloom-scapes . d V/. with a Irn^e patch o us g k' two 

bearing several giant blossoms, make a sptan- border hertVn kltfuh®“ ,-ith^S 
did display in a wall-backed border. ' \ °£° thA8. <°Bt*u.‘iTSS 

Dahlias are too well known to lie dealt with \\ W\1 l g SS. fV“ ^ 1 d 
at length, but it maybe said that no autumn J~'< ^^T^CGKfTr: v \ \ AN allflow era are gr g, • P a 
gaiden is complete without them. For decora- \ \\ 1 sow themselves am ngs , fnnnd the 
live effect tfce Cactus varieties take the M 1 During tins summer ^e Musk has found 
precedence, but care should be bestowed on the (A \\V NV allflower stems a good . ppo . „ 
selection, mid only those which throw the u P “ i” ^ 
flowers well above the foliage should be . -o tj*e'' allflowers. or ny . nothing 
ordered. A selection made at a flower show, 'fslieet of yedow, severai ^across, 

vvhere the individual blooms are displayed on Red mx (Linum Krandiflorun,y ^^crio “in wintir or assistance in any w»J. 

blossoms bear them hidden by the foliage, and white, starry flowers, with their narrow rays, "*1** t“e best results. . - t- 
are, therefore, utterly useless for the embellish- are very graceful, and a fine plantin full bloom Ha^yAWm^a ”abdb.sixo of the bat hud) 
ment of the border. Dahlia tubers must be presents a charming picture. -vhiu flowen lor the various months ■ I want kusb la 
lifted after the first frost and kept in a dry Senecio pulcher. —This plant grows to a which the blossoms last well when cut. Th* l!°il 
cellar or other frost proof structure until the height oi 3 feet, and bears large flowers of a and sandy. Will you also tell m®. wh‘^hJ" r 
spring, when they should be started in heat. deep magenta tint. Those who dislike that raised from seed, an e proper me . ^ 

G.vleua.—The type which bears rosy-lilac colour should eliminate it from their list of [The number of pure white hardy Le 
Pea-shaped flowers and its white form are desirable autumn flowers. The three following not great, but the following are am g 
excellent border plants, forming dense bushes plants may be termed winter Howerers : most useful : In April and Day , , 
4 feet or so in height, smothered in bloom- Schizostylis coccinea is a small bulbous poeticus and its varieties, ^and in 
racemes. plant, growing 18 inches in height, and bearing month Anemone sylvestria ana .‘Tj 

Gladiolus.—The common scaLlet G. Drench- scapes of bright crimson flowers. It blooms Arabia nlbida fl.-pi ft new and. valiiaoi 
leyensis is amongst the most effective of border from October to December if the weather be for cutting ; in early June Achillea , -. 
plants, while the newer G. Childsi, G. nancei- mild, and is most useful for indoor decoration, and in the latter part of the same m . 
anus, and Lemoine’s hybrids bear wonderfully Iris stylos a.—This lovely Iris and its white white Pyrethrums, also Achillea P^rm - ^ 
large and handsome flowers. The foregoing variety bear their blossoms from the end of and the variety known as the re*» • , 
and the G. gandavensis section may be left October until April. I^rge plants produce a same period, too, are the severe1 v ( 
undisturbed in the ground through the winter continuous supply of flowers, which should be Campanula persic.foha, all good ana u,= 

The Red Flax (Linum Krandiflorum). 

in favoured localities, but, generally speaking, picked in the bud stage and exp 
it is safer to lift them when the foliage withers where they are always welcome, being and uaitonia canaicaus m wo “*"jrv j 's 
und to replant in March. deliciously fragrant as well as very beautiful, perhaps the most valuable plant a in,if0liu- 

Helianthus. — The rierennial Sunflowers The plant does best on a dry bank of light the white perennial Pea (Lathyr . . ^ 
make a brave show in the autumn with their soil, and in cold districts should be planted albus*), and with the new kindino ,jgoru; 
bright yellow blossoms. H. multiflorus and its against a wall in porous compost with rapid tributed—viz., L. latifolius alDns g ^ 
double variety Soleil d’Or are the most gener- drainage, and should be sheltered from cutting —make a fine piair. At this t,.ra,eM L_,ent«- 
ally cultivated forms, but there are other winds. the many kinds of white P®r®n‘)1® oreauite a 
species and varieties that are of greater merit. Christmas Roses. — These chaste flowers, or Leucanthemums, of which there i ^ 
Amongst these may be named H. rigidus Miss coming, a.s they do, in midwinter, are of dozen that vary but little in size “j iaD. 

Mellisn, H. lmtiflorus, and the new H. G. Moon, inestimable value. The first to flower is the in other ways. Inautumn whi un. 
Other good species are H. giganteus and giant Helleborus altifolius or maximus, which jects are not plentiful, but the ^ tJiere 
H. orgyalis, both of which attain a height of commences to bloom in November. Other doubtedly is Anemone japocica ’. , eiB3, 
10 feet. grand varieties are H. juvernis (St. Brigid’s are white forms of some ot to • k 

Lobelia cardinAi.is.—This and L. fulgens, Christmas Rose), H. major, Bath variety, the Daisies. Those marked with an 
with their glowing crimson fl6w8r-spib*s, jur| Riverston variety, the Brockhurst 'fhriety, be .cbtained from seeds, but it is j 

without peersCfigitfeg^aby [me. Fourcade, und the j 
not always satisfactory. 
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THE DWARF FLAXES. 

One character which the Linums present is a 
lightness and elegance of contour, to which 
the usually narro* leaves, slender stems, and 
delicate peduncles which support the individual 
dowers, all tend to contribute. This speciality 

' is equally patent to those who are familiar with 
our commercial Flax (Linum usitatissimum), 
whose cultivation extends over large fields in 
some parts of the country, aud where, when in 
fall blossom, such fields can be compared to 
nothing more appropriate than an azure sea, 
varied only in its lights and shades as it is 
gently rippled by the summer's breeze, or in 
the condition with which most people are 
familiar, as cultivated in its perennial form 
iL perenne) as a border plant, possessing with 
ntuliiess of habit a long continued blooming 

|l l season. 
t Alpine Flax (L. alpinum).—This Flax, 

growing only from 3 inches to S inches high, 

grown as a frame and greenhouse plant, but 
should be tried everywhere in warm spots on 
dry borders, banks, or rockwork. It begins 
to bloom in early summer. 

Yellow Herbaceous Flax (L. campanula- 
turn).—Anhorbaceous plant, with golden-yellow 
flowers in corymbs on stems from 12 inches to 
18 inches high, distinct from anything else in 
cultivation, and well worthy of a place in 
collections of alpine and herbaceous plants. A 
native of the South of Europe, flowering in 
summer and flourishing freely in dry soil on 
the warm sides of banks or rockwork, 'and 
propagated by seeds. This is a very distinct 
plant from that usual 1}’ grown as L. flavuin, 
the leaves much narrower, more stoutly set, 
the plant altogether dwarfer and neater in 
habit, and seeding more freely. It also flowers 
more freely on much shorter stems. 

The Taurian Ykijaiw Flax (Linum flavuin). 
—For many years L. campanulatum was known 
by this natrto, and so generally had the mis- 

blossoms. By successive sowings it may be 
had in bloom from May till October. Seed 
sown in autumn will give plants for spring 
blooming, and sowings made from March to 
Juno will yield n display through the summer 
and autumn. By sowing seeds in pots in good 
rich soil in summer, and plunging in a sunny 
border with plenty of water, plants may be 
obtained for the greenhouse or window during 
October and November. 

New Zealand Flax (L. monogynum). — A 
beautiful kind with large pure white blossoms 
opening in summer. It grows about 1J feet 
high in good light soil, and its neut and 
slender habit renders it particularly pleasing 
for the borders of the rock garden or for pot 
culture. It may be readily increased by seed 
or division ; it is hard}’ in the more temperate 
part* of England, but in the colder districts is 
said to require some protection. L. candidis- 
simum is a finer and hardier variety. Both 
are natives of New Zealand. 

The Narbonne Flax (Linum narboiuifnfte). From a photograph sent by Mr. G. Weir-Co»cn», Aberyotwylb. 

bears very largo dark-blue flowers in summer, norner become established, tliut even at the Thf. NaRBONNE Flax (Linum narbonnense'. 

It is easily distinguished by its external sepals present day the mistake is frequently porpe- A beautiful and distinct sort, bearing dunng 
being acuminate!}’ pointed, ami the internal trated ; nevertheless the two plants are amply the summer months a profusion of large, light 
ones obtusely pointed. A charming rock-plant, distinct. This species is an herbaceous plant sky-blue flowers, with violet blue veins. A 
native of the Alps, Pyrenees, and many hilly in the strictest sense of the word, dying down fine ornament for borders, the flower garden, 
parts of Europe, thriving well in warm well- annually to a short, woody subterranean root- or the lower flanks of rockwork, as may he 
drained spots on rockwork, in a mixture of stock, from which year by year arise several seen by our illustration, on rich, light soil', 
sandy loam and peat. There are several erect-flowering stems, sharply angled and forming lovely masses of blue from 15 inch, s 
varieties; L. austriacum is intimately related clothed with dark, olive-green foliage, ovate, to 20 inches high. A native of Southe n 
to it, and scarcely sufficiently distinct from a slightly cordate at the base and gradually Europe, distinguished from its relatives by 
garden point of view. narrowing upwards; the flowers, which are its sepals tapering to a long point. it.s anther-. 

Evergreen Flax (L. arboreum).—This is produced in August, being of a rich golden- being three times as long as broad, its long 
a neat, glaucous-leaved, dwarf, spreading yellow. It is perfectly hardy, and forms a thread-like stigmas, and its large flowers. 
sHrub, with a profusion of clear handsome large handsome and long-lived herbaceous plant. Perennial Flax (Linum perenne).—A plant 
y How flowers, an inch and a half across, and should certainly receive a larger meed of found in some parts of Britain, particularly in 
-dthough said to be rather tender in the attention than it has hitherto done. By some the Eastern counties, but very rare. Usuallv 
elder parts of the country, it thrives well in authors it is named L. tauricum, being nhun- I grows in dense tufts from l’2inchesto 18 inch, s 
o hers in the open air, even as a border-plant, dont in the Taurian Mountains, and, in fact, nigh, with bright cobalt-blue flowers more tin n 
and in all is well worthy of a position on rock- is generally met with in the upland meadows an inch in diameter, the stamens in some beii g 
work. A native of hilly parts of South Eastern in Eastern Europe. longer than the styles, in others shorter, the 
Europe, Asia Minor, and North Africa ; usimll^ Red Flax (L. grandiflorum) is a showy petals oyerlapping each other at the edges, 
propagated by cuttings. It is sometimes /--kar,!v^-anbu^l from Algeria, with deep red L. percune ultuni is also an ornamental plant, 
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and there is also a variety with blue flowers 
variegated with white, known in gardens as 
L. Lewisii variegatum, hut this marking is not 
very conspicuous or constant. L. sibiricum 
and L. provincials are also included under 
perenne. Of very easy culture in common 
garden soil, it is a useful border plant, and 
may also be used in rough rocky places. 

White Ruck Flax (L. salsoloides) is a dwarf 
half-shrubby species, essentially a rock-garden 
plant ; its flowers, white with a purplish eye, 
reminding one of some of our creeping white 
Phloxes. In the rock-garden, in a well-exposed 
sunny nook, the plant is hardy, and trails over 
stones, flowering abundantly. It produces 
seeds rarely, so that it must be increased by 
cuttings of the short shoots taken oil' about 
midsummer: these will strike freely, and 
make vigorous plants when [lotted in the 
following spring. L. viscosum, with pink 
flowers, is a closely allied plant. Mountains of 
Europe. 

VEGETABLES. 

POTATOES. 
I\ this part of Surrey Potatoes vary wonder¬ 
fully in appearance. Here and there one comes 
across breadths of Early Puritan and Un-to- 
Date, the two varieties most favoured about 
here, in the finest possible condition ; but in a 
general way the growth is not uniform, and in 
many places the tubers made about a foot of 
growth and have since remained absolutely 
stationary. I have a breadth of Puritan, the 
haulm of which is now (August 2nd) no higher 
than it was a month ago, and the leaves 
look as if they had been scorched by a fire. 
The sets were put in in good time, the ground 
was deeply dug, laid up rough, and thoroughly 
sweetened. The sets looked firm and good 
when planted, but as they came from plants 
that were much checked in growth by the 
fierce heat and drought of last summer, they 
probably did not properly mature. Growing 
closo to them is a breadth of another kind 
which leaves nothing to bo desired in the 
matter of health and vigour. In this instance 
the sets came from plants that made good 
healthy growth last year. I would advise 
Potato-growers generally to save no seed from 
plants that exhibit lack of vigour this season, 
or the results may be equally bad next year. 
It is better to have a complete change of seed 
every now and then, taking care that it comes 
from land which is quite dill'erent in character 
from that which the grower himsolf has to deal 
with. Where the soil is sandy the seed should 
come from heavy loam, and vice ivrarf. It is 
s.iid that change of seed is as good as a coat of 
manure, and, to a certain extent, I believe this 
to bo correct. 

That old favourite, Magnum Bonum, seems 
to have gone out of favour in this part of 
Surrey. Potato-growers found that Up to- 
pate did remarkably well in the very hot, dry 
seasons experienced of Into in fact, better 
than any other main-crop kind that had been 
grown for profit on the light, loamy, and sandy 
Surrey soils. Nothing, however, seems to be 
known with respect to the disease resisting 
properties of this 1 'ntnIn Since it mine into 
favour the seasons have been dry and hot, 
so that there has been no opportunity of 
seeing how this Potato can stand against a 
period of the warm, wet weather that brings 
on disease. There are. moreover, signs that 
Up to-Rato, in spite of its robust habit, has an 
element of weakness in its constitution. A 
neighbour of mine, who grows for market, 
could not sell a sixth part of his crop last 
season. The tubers were large, and, to all 
appearance, sound, but when cut through, 
black specks were to bo seen in the flesh. 
Naturally, when boiled they had not a very 
attractive-appenranee, and it is doubtful if 
they were good for food. A few years ago the 
same disease appeared in Magnum Bonum, 
and now this Potato is so unreliable that in 
many localities it has dropped out of cultiva¬ 
tion. The same thing has occurred with 
Supreme, Beauty of Hebron, Early Rase, 
White Elephant, etc. They were good in their 
time, but they have had their day, and it will 
probably l>e the same with Puritan, Up-to- 
Date, and some others that \wff~Raye b°on. 

Digitized by vjjO . S 

relying on of late. Fortunately new varieties 
are constantly being raised, and Potatoes 
being grown to such a large extent now a days, 
their merits are more quickly recognised than 
would have beeu the case twenty years ago. 

drawers for market are aware that they must 
cultivate the best and most reliable kinds only, 
so that any new variety is sure of a fair trial. 
I am this season trying a new kind called The 
Crofter, which is "highly recommended by a 
well-known Scotch firm, asa main-crop variety. 
It has been favourably reported on by growers 
throughout the country, and is said by the 
introducers to l>e disease-proof. I am growing 
it along with Magnum Bonum, which it 
much resembles in leaf, habit of growth, and 
colour of bloom : but the difference in strength 
is remarkable. The tubers are more round and 
the quality is good. I should say that Magnum 
Bonum is one of the parents, so that one may 
easily credit it with possessing the disease 
resisting properties claimed for it. Another 
variety that will probably be much grown, is 
Sutton's Seedling. It is of free, vigorous 
growth, and crops heavily. I recently saw a 
field partly planted with it and partly with 
Up-to-Date, and the difference in favour of 
Sutton’s Seedling will, judging from appear¬ 
ance, probably be from four to six tons per 
acre. 

Disease, I am sorry to say, has appeared, 
and since writing the above some of the most fromising breadths have been badly attacked. 

requent thunderstorms, with drizzling rains 
that keep the leaves wet all through the uight, 
will, if the temperature is sufficiently high, 
cause sad havoc in the course of a couple of 
weeks. In the case of varieties that do not 
possess disease-resisting powers, it is best to 
cut off'the haulm as soon as the scourge makes 
its appeuranco. From the time the loaves are 
affected the tubers cease to swell, so that they 
may just as well be cut off, and save whatever 
crop there may be. J. C., liyfiret. 

heavy or rather close in texture, but this only 
when employed alone. Unless other material 
can be jointly used, it is not advisable to dig 
rotten Grass into heavy land. W. $. 

GRASS FROM THE LAWN MOWER. 

Okten this is regarded as material of but little 
value ; (jerliups where the lawn is of small ex¬ 
tent it may be so, but it must be a |>oor garden 
that could not find a use for lawn Grass fresh 
from the week's mowing. A purpose for which 
we invariably employ a good deal of short 
Grass is as a mulch to something it is deemed 
necessary to protect from the direct rays of the 
sun. Celery trenches afford an illustration for 
its use. When small plants of this are freshly 
put out, and the weather sets in bright and 
warm, the soil needs frequent watering to keep 
the surface moist, and, as Celery-plants are 
soon injured by drought, and there is not so 
much time for watering, a light covering of 
lawn Grass saves labour, while it preserves a 
greater equality of moisture about the roots. 
We have known instances where Celery, after 
being planted, has gone through the season 
without an}’ help from watering save that 
given to settle the soil down in the first 
instance. We are not so fortunate as this, 
the nature of the soil demanding more effort. 
Celery when neglected in the matter of root 
moisture is much inclined to bolting. Some 
objection may be raised against the use of 
Gross hecanso it. is not lasting. True, the 
action of sun and air quickly reduces its bulk : 
but as the mowing has to be done often, so can 
additions be given to surfaces already treated. 
Tomatoes against hot, sunny walls are bene¬ 
fited by a surface mulching, for, if water can¬ 
not lie applied often, the soil gets hot and very 
dry, and consequently plants languish instead 
of progress. Unless afforded sufficient moisture 
at the roots, these set their fruits indifferently. 
During hot summer weather Grass and Clover 
seeds mature sufficiently to vegetate from one 
mowing day to another. This may lie regarded 
as a nuisance, which, should wet weather ensue, 
may be the case; but in hot weather this 
growth is easily destroyed by mowing it on a 
sunny day. In the Celery trench we have not 
found Grass and Clover seeds give rise to any 
such troubles. If no use can be put to Grass 
in a green state, it can be collected in a heap 
week by week, and when decayed employed 
either alone or in conjunction with manure for 
digging or trenching into the garden in winter. 
To this again objection may be raised, for,.if, 
use(J k°° freely, it has been found to render’&oill 
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AUTUMN-SOWN CAULI FLOWER. 

Much has been written from time-to time as 

to the best time to sow Cauliflowers. Some 
growers say it is unnecessary to sow in autumn. 

This may do where there is plenty of glas*. 
smell as pits or handliglits to grow the plants in. 
I have seen Cauliflowers sown under glass at 
the beginning of the year brought forward In- 

planting on raised beds under frames, these 
being ready to cut as soon as autumn-grown 
plants. During the past thirty years 1 lave 
tried many methods, and consider that it 
depends more on the accommodation tlian anv- 
thiug else as to the time the seed should he 
sown. To have early heads so that no break 
cornea between the late Broccoli and these, 
aud if they have to he brought on principally 
in the open, then no method equals sowing in 
autumn, according to the district the grower 
resides in. Sjieaking generally, from the 2Hth 
of August till the first week in September L- 
a suitable time. I want from 800 to hull) 
plants, and not having glass to grow them 
under I have tried various ways, f sow about 
the time mentioned, in an open position, and 
when the autumn advances the largest are 
planted at the foot of a wall, where they rema n 
unprotected through the winter, f seldos 
lose any, and in this position I cut the first 
heads. This year good heads are ready by iVe 
20th of May. Another hatch is potted into 
sixty pots. These are planted out early in the 
year under handliglits, having been wintered 
in a frame, and should those under the wall 
have suffered, these take their place. Bv 
planting these out before they get pot-bounJ, 
and giving shelter for a time, they are only a 
few days later than those at the foot of the 
wall. 

The major portion of this autumn-sowing i$ 
pricked out into boxes and wintered with those 
in pots in frames. These are planted out as. 
soon as tlie weather permits. In lightly- 
manured and deeply worked soil. Care is taken 
to lift them out of the boxes with a ball of soil, 
and although these stand still for a time they 
grow rapidly when warm weather comes, and 
follow the others in close succession. I have 
often had many of my plants destroyed by 
rats and mice eating out the centres when 
covered up in frames. This has made me 
cautious, and to provide against this I sow a 
box of seed at the end of October or in tl" 
first week in November, keeping it on a shell 
in a cold Peach-liouse. These seedlings are 
pricked out into other boxes early in January, 
and brought on in the same position. As soon 
as the days lengthen they make rapid growth, 
and are hardened off with those wintered in 
frames. When planted out there is no differ 
enee in the time they come into use. I much I .refer this way to sowing in boxes or on a hot 
>ed in spring, seeing trie plants do not go 

black-legged and are more hardy. Another 
way I have adopted is to sow a pinch of seel 
with Lettuces and Radishes on the soil I cover 
the Asparagus roots with when put in to force 
in cold house at tho ond of January'. These I 
allow to remain till large enough to plant out 
in open ground. The forcing types, as they 
are termed, are not suitable for autumn-sowing, 
as frequently a large percentage buttons in 
spring. I prefer a good selection of Erfurt « 
a dwarf selection of Early London. Sonic 
twenty-five years ago it was passible to obtain 
a gooa dwarf strain of Waleheren. which w»s 
hard to l>cat. .J. Crook. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Cucumbers failing.—My Cucumbers these list t*o 

summers have been afailure, having a kind of dEsesse upw 
them. It takes the form ol dots of crystal or telly, arms 
away and lea ring black spota If you could give me any 
information 1 should be much obliged. The Vines apt**' 
quite healthy and strong. I have a nice house ot Cucum¬ 
bers going off now ; one house I bare had to destroy 
a Plan. 

[It is very difficult to assign any reason for 
the failure, seeing you give ns no particulars as 
to culture to help guide us. From the speci¬ 
mens you send we should imagine that they 
are kept too cold, and in this way have received 
a-1 check. Cucumbers want a good steady 
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bottom-heat of HO degrees with a top-heat of 
lit degrees at ni"ht, rising during the day so 
i* to permit of free ventilation to ensure hardy 
strong leafage. The soil should bo good loam 
•ith plenty of tibre in it, in order to cause a 
bard and firm growth.] 

Improper schedule terms.--In con¬ 
nection with the drafting of country show prize 
schedules how much tendency is there seen to 
wo terms that are both impro|>or and usoloss, 
Mill which necessitate so much additional 
eipeuse in priuting! Why will committees 
continue to call Celery as “ sticks ?” No term 
ran be more absurd. The term “ stick ” is also 
commonly applied to Rhubarb, which should 
Le called “stem.'' Cauliflowers and Cabbages 
are termed “ heads "—needless appellations. 
Beet* are called Beetroots ; yet Carrots are 
not called Carrot-roots. The term “ French,” | 
as applied to Dwarf Kidney Beans, is improper, 
as they are not French at all. They should be 
classed as Dwarf Kidney. It is common prac¬ 
tice to have classes for “round" and “Kidney” 
Potatoes. These distinctions are now almost 
obliterated, ono running into the other. The 
I»est plan is to have “ white" and “ coloured” 
classes only. Kinds und varieties get terribly 

ol this fact to obtain many crops off the same 
area of land every year, und their vegetables 
and salads are appreciated at their true value. 
Large size is not with them or their |tutrons so 
essential as are succulence and good tlavour. 
FiM. 

FRUIT. 

CORDON-TRAINED FRUIT-TREES. 

Thk cordon form of training fruit-trees is 
peculiarly well adapted for certain purposes, 
particularly Pears on walls. In this case its 
advantages are manifest; the trocs not only 
coming into bearing moro quickly than when 
fan-trained, but one is able to grow a tolerably 
large collection' of varieties in a limited space. 
The old adage, “ Those who plant Pears, 
plant for their heirs,” is no longor applicable 
to this improved form of fruit culture. In 
saying this, I do not mean that cordon-trained 
trees are more certain bearers than others, 
because they are not. Our climate is such 
that no form of truined tree escapes its influence. 
Therefore, as regards securing regular crops, 
ono form of training is ubout as good as 

the branches; but when judiciously handled, 
the Pear-stock can be made to produce a fruit¬ 
ful tree nearly as soon as the Quince. The 
direction in which the branches are to be 
trained is a point on which there is some dif¬ 
ference of opinion, some preferring the oblique, 
and others vortical training. The oblinue form 
has, however, a better appearance than the 
vertical when the trees are trained against 
walls. 

Pruning.—In regard to pruning this form of 
tree, I do not agree with persistent pruning. 
I am satisfied that that system does not 
increase fruitfulness. I go over the troes twice 
during the summer with pruning nippers. 
Early in July the leading shoots are nuiled in, 
and all the others are shortened back, so as to 
leave about 1 foot in length of the young wood. 
In the case of vigorous trees they soon rush into 
growth aguin, and send out two or three young 
shoots from the points of the young wood that 
was headed back. By doing this we preserv e 
the buds close homo, so to s[>eak, intact, and at 
the same time make the appearance of the 
trees presentable. About the end of August 1 
again go over them. This time I cut the Snoots 
that before were topped back ton spur. If after 

A wall ol cordon-trained Irult tree*. Kroni a photograph aent by Mrs. Iliad mao, Myndc 1’ark, Urn-lord. 

mixed. They mean such diverse things. A 
“kind” means Potatoes, Cabbages, Peas, 
Cirrots, Onions, and so on. A variety is any 
one of these named, or of any other kind of 
iruit, flower, or vegetable.—A. D. 

Vegetables at their best.—Thoso who 
appreciate good vegetables should l>o careful 
to have them gathered when young and tender, 
instead of leaving them, as many uo, until they 
«re tough and stale. Mast gardeners prefer 
*ize or moro bulk to quality und flavour, and 
i-i are inclined to leave vegetables ungathered 
jntil past their l>est. This is especially truo 
*f Peas, Beans, Vegetable Marrows, and even 
with the various phases of the Cabbage family, 
none of which are so delicate and tender as 
-*hen fresh and young. Vegetable Marrows 
^nd Peas are really murrowlike when young, 
''■at the former might as well be Turnips when 
full-sized or when old. With nearly all the 
mot crops it is the same, and to appreciate 
such vegetables as Shorthorn Carrots, Turnips, 
or salad vegetables like Lettuce, Endive, 
kwlishes, nud Cucumbers, they must bo 
quickly grown and gathered young. The 

another; but the fact that the trees come into 
Insuring the third and fourth year after plant¬ 
ing, and that the cordon plan admits of a wider 
choice of sorts, is sufficient to stamp its merits. 
Even away from walls cordon-trained trees are 

this there is any disposition in the tree to form 
any flower-buds on the spur, there is time 
enough for it to do so; but I do not prune 
with the idea that 1 cun always place a fruit- 
bud where it is wanted. If a tree is managed 

much lietter than pyramids, and why they i„ a rational manner, that is to say, if tl.o 
should lie so is not difficult to explain. One ‘ “ - - 
word, in fact, clears the matter up— 
viz., shelter. A cordon-trained treo whose 
branches are not moro than IS inches 
from the ground gets a great deal more shelter 
from surrounding walls and other objects than 
a pyramid from (i foot to In foot high ; and 
this difference as regards sholter explains why 
cordon Pear-trees bear more regularly than 
pyramids, and the same remark is equally 
applicable to Apple-troes trained in the same 
way. 

Stocks.—In the matter of stocks for cordon 
Pears, the character of the soil must influence 
the decision. In a strong soil, fairly retentive of 
moisture, the Quinco is no doubt the best stock, 
as it promotes early fruit-bearing ; but in other 
kinds of soils the Pear-stock is moro reliable 

roots are fairly well nourished and any oxcos 
of vigour checked by judicious root-pruning, 
it will always produce moro fruit-buds than 
it can mature fruit. With respect to the 
management of tho roots of coition trees, 
if they aro Penr-troes on tho Quinco and 
form a singlo cordon, wo may be suro 
that the soil will soon get full of roots, 
and that wlmt goodness it contains will soon le 
exhausted. It will, therefore, be necessary lo 
keep up fertility by rich dressings of rotten 
manure sprood on tho surfaco. This is best 
laid on now, so that the rain may wash what 
nutrimont it contains down to the roots, and 
unless the soil is naturally holding in its 
character, trees growing on the Quince stock 
will want assistance in ary weather in the way 
of watering. Espalier and cordon Apple and 
Pear-trees should be planted near the edges cf 
walks. Plant them the same as other trees, 
and they will require some stakes or other 

. 0 „ , where a judicious system of root-pruning or 
'Wine is true of Asparagus, Seakule,.Rnubarb, lifting is practised. Many prefer the Quince 
and many other things never so good os when ( as a stock where the soil suits it, and when (___ _ 
forced quickly and eaten when quite young^j thoy understand how to treat it in particular ! supports to train the branches on. This typo 
The French market gardeners tako adv'ant|fgo> caaes, on^ijpipit of its reducing tho vigour of of troe produebs very fine fruit, and is es[>eciully 
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useful for small gardens. On no account over¬ 
crowd the growth. Pinch off the growth with, 
if possible, the finger and thumb, which is 
better than a knife. Stopping promotes fruit- 
buds at the base of the spurs. There is then 
less need for pruning in winter. J. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Tying up shoulders of Grapes.— 

There cannot oe any question that the practice 
of shouldering up bunches of Grapes is often 
carried too far. Often upon entering vineries 
at this season of the year after the bunches 
have been thinned a perfect network of string 
meets the eye at every turn. True, by spread^ 
ing out the bunches to their fullest extent they 
look much larger than they otherwise would 
do, but after the Grapes are ripe and cut the 
bunches are anything but pleasing when on the 
dish. I do not go so far as to say that no 
bunches should lie shouldered, as in such 
varieties ns Barbarossa, Trebbiano, and others 
of thill ilk, shouldering must be practised if 

handsome bunches are to be produced. Occa¬ 
sionally a few bunches of other kinds, such as 
Muscat of Alexandria, or even Mrs. Pince, or 
extra large bunches of Black Hamburgh, may 
be improved by a little judicious shouldering. 
What I like to see are nice, tailoring pyramidal 
bunches, all ugly shoulders having been 
previously removed. It often takas a lot of 
courage to remove portions of clusters of 
bunches, but those growers who practise it 
never have any fear on this point, knowing 
that those portions which are removed do 
not add either to the symmetry of the bunches 
or to the look of the crop when finished. All 
the ugly shoulders should, of course, be 
removed just as the bunches are forming, 
thereby throwing all the strength into the 
main bunch. The practice I pursue with all 
Grapes, except in the case of extra large 
bundles, is not to shoulder up at all, but to 
merely go over the bunches ju9t as the berries 
are stoning and gently raise the shoulders so 
as to prevent any undue binding. As the 
berries take on the second swelling they gradu¬ 
ally push the shoulders upwards until these 
have quite a rounded appearance.—A. 

Strawberries falling.—I write to aak if you can 
tell me the reason for failure of my Strawberries under 
following conditions? They were planted in 1900, and 
consist of three kinds : (1) SL Joseph, (2) Royal Sovereign, 
(3) Another red kind, name not known, and which this 
year gave promise of au abundant crop. In each year, 
however, the same thing has occurred. They have been 
seized with a kind of blight, which rots them very rapidly, 
and soon reduces them to dust. The rot is distributed 
over all the beds, hut seems particularly rampant with the 
St. Joseph. 1 am at a loss to account for it, as the same 
thing has occurred in two widely-differing summers—last 
year, hot and dry ; this year, cold, and, of late, rather wet. 
They have had every care, and are carefully bedded with 
straw. The soil is stiffish clay, manured slightly each 
winter with a mulching of peat-Moas-litter and a little fine 
cinders to lighten the soil. Aspect south. If you can give 
me some idea as to the cause and the best remedy I shall 
be very much obliged. — Fbaxk R. Dumkirliy. 

[We cannot suggest to you any other kind of 
Strawberry that would be unaffected by the 
mildew wnich infests your plants each year, 
because they differ so materially in their con¬ 
stitution that it is only by actual experiment 
that success or failure is determined. The fact 
of the disease occurring in two widely differing 
seasons points to extremes which are known to 
produce the same evil—excess of soil and air 
numidity and drought. There is nothing that 
so well repays fresh ground and fresh stock as 
Strawberries, and we strongly advise you in 
the present season to procure some plants from 

' a new source, and in the meantime provide a 
fresh site for them. Though Strawberries are 
surface rooting plants, they nevertheless 
require land well tilled, and this, too, as deep 
as circumstances allow. Peat-Moss-manure is 
not good for all soil or crops, and the proba¬ 
bility is it does not suit in your case. Tnis we 
would advise to be discontinued, and instead 
use strawy manure, both for digging into the 
soil and for surface manuring. Probably, too, 
some lime and soot, applied in autumn or win¬ 
ter, so that the rain washes them into the soil, 
would benefit the plants. When well cultivated 
Strawberries do well on heavy ground, but the 
usual course of mulching with strawy manure 
in winter would not be the best suited in such 
cases. Short manurq shaken out from the 
straw, or that which has been prepared for and 
produced a crop of Mushrooms, would be 
admirable for lightly pointing'TITtothe su 

Digitized by vjOt 

in late autumn or winter, deferring the strew¬ 
ing of the bed until after the flowering period. 
For St. Joseph substitute St. Antoine de 
Padua, if you desire a perpetual variety, and 
procure good runners of, say, Leader, Fill- 
basket, and Aberdeen Favourite as a change 
of stock. Another suggestion we would make 
is to give more space between your plants. If 
the growth become vigorous, a distance of not 
less than 30 inches should be allowed between 
the rows, and about half the distance between 
the plants. If the leafage is so dense that air 
cannot play through it, and esjiecially in dump 
weather, the fruits quickly decay in the manner 

TREE8 AND SHRUB8. 

ZENOBIA SPECIOSA. 

This is one of the most beautiful shrubs in the 
Heath family, about a yard high, with small 
roundish leaves of a pale green. In the variety 
pulverulenta the leaves are almost white, 
covered with a mealy glaucescence. The 
flowers, white and wax-like in form, resembling 
those of Lily of the Valley, come in summer in 
beautiful loose drooping clusters. A well 
flowered specimen is most charming, and lasts 
for some weeks in beauty. The shrub thrives 
in a peaty soil or a sandy loam. It comp 
from the Southern United States, and is 
therefore not absolute!}’ hardy. In nurseries 
it is known as Andromeda cassimt-folia and A 
speciosa, and the variety Z. pulverulenta as 
A. dealbatu and A. pulverulenta. 

Zenobia speciosa (syn. Andromeda speciosa). 

you complain of. Strawberries ought not to 
be allowed to stand longer than three years.] 

United Horticultural Benefit and 
Provident Society.—The monthly com¬ 
mittee meeting of this society was held at the 
Caledonian Hotel, Adelphi-terrace, Strand, on 
Monday evening, August 11th. Mr. Thos. 
Winter presided. After the minutes of the 
last meeting had been re id and signed, four 
new members were elected and one nominated. 
Five members were re| ort id on the Sick Fund, 
and two others had been on and off the Fund 
since the last meeting. The Secretary was 
instructed to make ti e preliminary arrange¬ 
ments for the annual dinner, to be held early 
in October next. 

The purple Venetian Sumach.- 
Many of our readers know the old Venetian 
Sumach, which, well grown in the open, is such 
a striking plant, and as hardy and long lived a- 
striking. I had no idea when purchasing and 
planting this new kind of Sumach that it wa- 
so very different from the old one as I find it is 
Its curious blooms are now very handsome, and 
1 find it very distinct from the old bush. I 
take no trouble with it, planted on a bare, dir 
hank, where it certainly hats no comfort bevoM 
a full exposure to such suu as we get, andin- 
to struggle with the weeds of the 

GARDEN PESTS AND FRIENDS, 

Fungus on Rcse-tree.—I would be much oNijrf 
if you could toll me ihe cause of and remedy for the dheia 
which has attacked l he leaves of the Rose, some speamia 
of which I enclose ? Every iesf is attacked Isitahiara* 
or docs it come from grecn-fly? ARDBBion. 

[Your Rose-leaves are attacked by a fungu-, 
the Rose rust (Pragmidium subcorticum), st 
times a very common pest. Spraying with 
dilute Bordeaux mixture will check it. When 
the leaves fall they should be collected and 
burnt. Next spring, before the buds open, 
spray thoroughly with 2 oz. of sulphate a 
copper dissolved in 3 gallons of water. - 
G. S. S.] 

Campanula failing (Mi** 11’«/«»/- 
Your Campanulas have Deeu attacked by* 
fungus, very probably Sclerotina sclerotianuc 
but1 cannot say for certain if this be the case- 
Some fungi, that which has killed yourplant- 
among the number, at a certain period of the;, 
existence become hardened, rounded, eeof 
rally black masses, known as sclerotia. Whet 
in this condition it is impossible to be certe 
to what species they belong. You may lino 
these sclerotia within the dead stems. Pub 
up and burn ail the dead and infected plants 
—G. S. S. 

Red-spider on Violets.—I am sending you • fc* 
specimen leaves of my Violet plants, and shill t* 
much obliged if you can kindly tell me what is wrooywu1’ 
them, and what had 1 better do to my plants ft-- 
disease has appeared on ail my two-year-ola pUnu, *>' 
has attacked some of my olher young plants in Its l*i- 
near. I shall be very much obliged if you can give ms u? 
help upon this subject.—(Mias) Mary C. Frkmch. 

[The Violet leaves you send are eiten up 
with red-spider. The only thing you can do i- 
to syringe them with Quassia extract and son 
soap, so as to get them clean. You hate 
allowed the plants to get very dry during the 
summer, hence the pest from which they are 
now suffering. Violets when growing in the 
open air must be kept well watered aw 
mulched with rotten dung, and also svringw 
freely in the evening, if the weather is not aw 
dry-] _ 

Thrifts.—Thrifts appeal to all who still 

retain an affection for old-fashioned garde.' 
flowers, and if we do not grow them to an? 
extent ourselves, we have recollections of seeir_ 
their thick cushions covered with blossoms m 
not a few country gardens, as they do no. 
call for much attention when once they bau’ 
become established, end Thrifts will thrive m 
the poorest soil. They sometimes dieoff in tr 
centre of the crowns, and to avoid this the.' 
should be'pulled to pieces occasionally anJ 
divided. The young plants also bloom fte 
best. They are nice for the rock garden, doin; 
Welllin any cool niche or crevice.—Townsma- ■ 
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QARDBN WORK. 

Conservatory.—It will soon bo time to 
begin reducing the growth of the climbers 
whore they have been allowed to grow freely. 
They are lovely in the hot weather, but when 
the clays are shorter they darken the house too 
much, and should be gradually reduced. Hard- 
wooded plants outside will require to be 
watched carefully, especially those having 
dense foliago, such as Heaths and Azaleas, 
where neglect, as regards watering, might be 
iatal. Passing showers do not water suffici¬ 
ently plants in pot* which are full of roots. 
• 'yclamens, Primulas, arid Cinerarias are grow¬ 
ing freely now, and should not bo too much 
shaded. It will bo as well in mild, warm 
weather, to tako the lights off when the after¬ 
noon sprinkling is given, and leave them off 
all night. This keeps the growth dwarf and 
sturdy. Chrysanthemums are growing froely 
now, and butt selection will, in some instances, 
have taken place. Asa rule, the second crown- 
buds give the best flowers. The hunt for ear¬ 
wigs must be continuous. These insects are 
partial to certain kinds, and, if permitted, 
they soon destroy all prospects of good blooms 
on the plant they fancy. Stimulants may be 
given to plants which require it, but judgment 
is necessary, as somo kinds require more 

,, nourishment than others. Rases intended for 
forcing should be repotted or top-dressed. The 
new Rose Liberty is a grand forcer, and is now 

— cheap enough for all to purchase who desire a 
bright button-hole flower. Arum Lilies should 
be broken up and repotted now, if not already 
done, but they should be kept in the open-air 
as long as it is safe to do so. The luncifolium 

«s section of Lilies where brought on quite cool, 
will be useful in the conservatory now. We 
generally stand some outside in a sheltered 
spot on coal ashes for late blooming. This 
section is a most usoful one, ns the bulbs will 
increase and flower freely from your to year, 
and are hardy and free from diseaso. A few 
good specimens in pots of Bougainvillea 
ftlahrn and Plumbago cajiensis will show woll 
in the conservatory now. The white variety 

of Plumbago, though not so popular as the 
blue, is still useful. The old Passiflora ker- 
mesina makes a good specimen in a pot. It is 
a bright-flowered kind, and is easily grown. 
As fuchsias go out of flower place them outside 
to ripen, and have younger plants coming on 
in pits, or even outside, to fill up for the 
autumn. Plants struck early in spring, if well erown, will be coming into bloom now. To 

loom Fuchsias well late, they must never 
be allowed to get pot-bound till the plants 
have pretty well attained their intended size. 

Perns under gloss.—We often have hot, 
bright days in August and September, and 
then a little shade will be necessary and 

. grateful to the plants, but too much shade 
weakens the growth and makes the fronds too 
tender for floral decorations. To remedy this, 
*hade less and ventilate more freely. Spores 
eaan be gathered from old plants which have 
i>-een grown in a well ventilated house. Scarcely 

plant will produce fertile seeds under un- 
n-atural conditions, and though Ferns like a 
awbduod light they will not produce fertile 
«-pore9 in a heavily shaded spot. If any repot- 
t-ing is required to he done —and there is always 
*>omething to repot in a large collection of Ferns 
—it will be best to got it done before the short 
days come. Seedlings should be pricked off 
into shallow boxes as soon as they are large 
enough to liwdle, and kept in a close, shady St for » time till growth becomes active. The 

W soil for Ferns is one half yellow loam and 
the remainder made up of peat, leaf-mould, 
■ad a dash of soot, with a free admixture of 
coarse, sharp sand. Very delicate species may 
fove more fibrous peat and sand ana less loam. 
It js not necessary to pot Ferns so firmly as 
°U0 would do a Heath or Azalea, still the soil 
r^*ouId be made reasonably firm, especially 
“k-,ea one wants to keep the plants in as small 

as possible. 

Work among Pines.—Plants which are 
*7 pening fruit must be kept on the dry side at 

root, but liquid-manure can be given to 
swelling. In the past we obtuioecLoqr 

'fciwnulants from the manuretank. Now various 
artificials are used, but Weii c<Jw: these' 

have a farmyard tank need not use artificials. 
A thin shade will be necessary on bright days, 
and a dewing over with the syringe will be 
beneficial twice a day to all except plants in 
blossom or ripening fruit. Suckers may be 
taken at any time when ready, and the crowns 
of the ripe fruit may be saved and potted if 
required, though suckers are generally used 
for increasing stock. Night temperature of 
fruiting-housc, 70 decs. : successions, 65 dogs. 
A little ventilation should be given when the 
thermometer has advanced 10 degs. in each 
case. In all cases bottom heat should be 
maintained. 

Late Melons.—Melons nro always useful 
for dessert, and it is desirable to have them as 
late as possible; but it is too late to plant in 
frames or pits now, unless boat can bo obtained 
from hot-water pipes in addition to that 
obtained from hot-beds and sun-heat. To 
obtain good late Melons the plants must be 
set out in low, well-heated houses, the same as 
are generally used for Cucumbers at this 
season. There should be a steady bottom-beat 
of HO degs. or so, and a top heat of 70 degs. at 
night, with a suitable rise during the day to 
permit of a free ventilation to ensure hardy, 
robust foliago. The soil should lie chiefly good 
sound loam containing plenty of body and 
fibre. It is not so much rampant growth 
which is required as that which is hard and 
firm, and this can only be obtained where the 
soil is of proper character. 

Tomatoes under glass.—Do not over¬ 
feed with strong liquids, or the fruit may 
crack and be useless. Where top-dressings 
can he given containing a little mammal 
matter there will be less need for chemical 
manures. Most plants under glass are doing 
well this season, and so fur as I have seen there 
is very little disease, but the fruits ripen 
slowly in cool houses, owing to the absence of 
sunshine and the low tom|>erntiiro at night. 
Tomatoes outsido are healthy hut very late, 
and the crop will lie light. Better stop outside 
plunts as soon as four bunches of fruit are 
set, ns late-set fruits will not ripen, and late 
growths are useless. 

Window gardening.- The brightest 
window plants just now are the Canqiamilas, 
which are so effective when suspended in 
baskets or on brackets, hanging down by the 
side of the windows. Outside, the boxes of 
flowering plants are in many places very bright 
and effective, and a little weak liquid-manure 
will be useful now. Of course, ull doad flowers 
and leaves should lie regularly removed. At 
many of the local shows we have noticed very 
effective pots of annuals, which would be 
charming in the windows. 

Outdoor garden. — The Verbena is 
evidently coming back again in a more robust 
form than when it disappeared, or nearly so, 
somo twenty or thirty years ago. The Verbena 
is, as nearly as passible, a hardy plant, and its 
failure in the past may in a great measure be 
ascribed to over propagation in strong heat, 
let us hope Verbenns now will he treated more 
rationally, and that- they may do usoful work 
in the garden of the future. Cuttings of the 
young snoots will strike now in a close, cool, 
shady frame. Cuttings of other plants may 
ho taken now. The Geraniums have not 
made much growth, and cuttings will be 
scarce. Wo snail tako care of the best of 
the old plants, and strike the young shoots 
in early sping. Now is the time to sow 
hardy annuals to fill hods and borders in spring. 
Most of the Californian animals will pass 
through our winters with safety. To obtain 
an early bloom the seeds must lie sown this 
month, and planted out when the summer 
bedders are cleared off in October. This is the 
best season to move the Madonna Lilies, if 
they are to be moved, but it is generally a 
mistake to move them if thev are doing well. 
Keep an eye upon the early budded standard 
Briers, ana relieve the pressure of the ties in 
good time, and clear away all shoots from tho 
stems. 

Fruit garden.—Irish Peach Apples may 
be gathered and stored for a short time. This 
is one of the best of the early dessert Apples, 
though hafdly so profitable as the Devonshire 

hicn is now putting on its bril- 
tJ Mohk~ This i9 a popular vari^t]^^ 

shops and with the hawkers. Three of the 
best Apples to plant for profit where storage 
room can be haa are Bismarck, Lane’s Prince 
Albert, and Newtown Wonder. Where tho 
fruits must bo sold from the trees Lord Gros- 
venor and Manks’ Codlin are sure bearers. In 
most places the Jargonelle Pear hears well as 
a standard, as do also Williams’ Bon Chretien 
and Pitmaston Duchess. One of the best 
dessert Pears is undoubtedly Doyennri du 
Comice. There is often more profit in such early 
kinds ns Hassle, which can he marketed from the 
tree, than in the better dessert kinds which 
ripen later and require storing, and on good 
soils the Hesslo grows to a large size and hears 
bushels of fruit each yoar. Whoro late kinds 
of Apples and Pears are grown a good fruit 
store is a nocoasity. One of the beet fruit- 
keeping stores I have had anything to do with 
was a simple span-roofed structure built with 
hollow walls and a thatched roof, the windows 
being provided with shutters to use when 
necassary. There is still work to do among 
the forcing Strawlierrics. Runners are none 
too plentiful this season, and I prefer runners 
from young plants to old plant* saved from 
last autumn's clearing up. 

Vegetable garden. Tomatoes in tho 
open air will lie late, especially when trained 
to stakes in the open. It will ho better to stop 
the leaders when throe or four trussos are 
shown and setting, and keep the side-shoots 
closely pinched in, but do not be in a hurry to 
remove foliage. This may be done in a 
tentative manner later when the fruit at the 
bottom begins to colour. The plants trained 
to walls or fences may he top dressed or 
mulched with manure, hut when grown in the 
open on a large scale in field culture, it will 
hardly he possible to mulch with manure, and 
the next best course is to use the hoe freely 
and keep the surface loose to encourage Kill. There has been n good deal of ram 

', and winter greens are now growing 
rapidly, and some earth may he drawn up to 
the stems. Turnips just up should he freely 
thinned, and there is vet time to sow the Red 
Globe and Chirk Castle Blackstone, which are 
the hardiest. Turnips to stand the winter. 
Scarcely anylsxly sows enough Winter 
Spinach. It will follow the curly Potatoes 
without much preparation beyond a sprinkling 
of soot and a deep hoeing. Most people sow 
Tripoli Onions for standing the winter, hut 
other kinds, such as the Globe and Spanish, 
may be sown now and transplanted in spring. 
The best crops of Onions I have seen this 
season, except those autumn sown, were sown 
in boxes in January and transplanted early in 
April. The Onion requires a longer season of 
growth than can he had from a late spring 
sowing outside. E. Hobday. 

THE DOMING WEEK'S WORK. 

Extracts from a Garden Diary. 

August C4th.—Made up Mushroom bed in 
house. Manure will lie collected for other 
beds and the house pretty woll fillod during 
the autumn. The outdoor beds are giving a 
supply now, and this will he increased during 
the autumn. The beds which have been 
hearing some time receive liquid-manure, 
and a little salt in tho water from time to time. 
We are still bimy putting in cuttings of various 
kinds for next season’s work. Sowed various 
annuals for spring. 

A ugust 15th.—There is a good deal of work 
among Tomatoes just now in cool houses and 
outside, and we make a point of keeping the 
growth in check. Tho outside plants nave 
been stopped, as the later blossoms are of no 
use and only exhaust the plants. Cucumbers 
in pits and frames have been lightly top- 
dressed. The necessary thinning and stopping 
are done weekly. A house has been prepared 
and will be planted with Improved Telegraph 
at once for autumn bearing. 

August 2Hth.—Sowed several kinds of Cauli¬ 
flowers on south border. Shall sow a few 
seeds later in a frame, as Cauliflowers are an 
important crop. Strawberries are now being 
potted for forcing. A good many plants are 
require^, but thoee for early work will soon be 
in thoir'ItroUin^! pots. Later sorts, such as 

^pi^riep Napier, will 
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follow as soon as possible. A pood deal of time 
is given to the renovation of flower-beds, such 
as pinching, pegging, tying, etc., and the 
constant removal of dead flowers. 

August- 27th.—The stove and several other 
houses have been repainted, both inside and out. 
This is the only way to keep out drip and 
preserve the wood. All potted fruit-trees, 
except a few Figs, are now outside ripening up 
wood. Peaches and Plums in pots which 
require a shift will have attention very shortly, 
and those trees which are now in large pots 
will be top-dressed, first removing as much of 
the old soil as possible. Celery for the most 
part is being blanched with paper collars, but 
will be earthed up to finish. 

A ugiut 28th.—Arum Lilies in pots have been 
overhauled. Some have been broken up and 
repotted into smaller pots, as plants in 6-inch 
and even in 5-inch pots are useful for certain 
purposes, but the bulk of the plants will have 
Touch and 8-inch pots, and a few even larger. 
Ne Plus Ultra Pea is largely grown for late use, 
and where the pods were closely picked in the 
curlier rows a new set of blossom is showing. 
This often occurs with this Pea, and adds to 
its value as a late kind. A pit where a little 
warmth can be given when required ha9 been 
planted with French Beans. 

August 29th.—Herbs of various kinds have 
been cut for drying. Sowed Chervil. French 
Breakfast Radishes are still sown in a cool 
border, but we shall shortly go back to a sunnv 
position again. Lettuces' and Endives are 
being planted for winter on south borders. 
Looked over late Vinery to stop laterals which 
were inclined to ramble a bit. Less growth is 
made now, and a little more freedom is per¬ 
mitted in certain cases, but no foliage is 
allowed to remain in contact with the glass. 

LAW AND CUSTOM. 

Landlord's right to paint premises let to 
tenant.—Three .years ago I took a house, just finished, of 
the ordinary- bow-windowed, stucco-fronted type. Mi 
first care wm to plant Ampelopsis against it. which has 
made splendid growth and reached to the second storey. 
Now, however, the landlord wants to cut it down in order 
to paint the house, which is semi-detached. The man is 
perfectly civil, but represents that the painting is neces¬ 
sary for the preservation of the stucco, and that it will he 
a serious injury to his property if it cracks or falls off. I 
have an idea that a close covering of creepers will be as 
good a preservative as the paint, and should be much 
obliged if you will tell me in Gardening if I am right. Has 
the landlord the right to nut it down against my will? 
There is no covenant in the lease, except that he is hound 
to keep the outside of the premises in repair.—Poktaleex. 

[I quit© disagree with your contention that a 
close covering of creejiers will be as good as 
jiainting : I should think it highly probable 
that in the course of time the creepers will 
cause actual injury. As the lease contains a 
covenant by the landlord to keep the outside of 
the premises in rei»air, a right of entry for the 
purpose of repairs is implied. I think the 
landlord has the right to cut down so much of 
the Ampelopsis as may be necessary to secure 
the proper painting of the stucco, etc.— 
K. C. T.] 

Determination of tenancy.—I let a garden plot 
upon a verbal agreement for the term of five years. The 
term expires on Sept. 29th next, but my tenant savs he 
shall not quit until a y-ear's notice shall have been given 
and Bhall have expired. He has paid his rent half-yearly, 
and nine half-yearly payments have been enured'in the 
rent book. What can I do l—A. B. J. 

[A verbal letting for more than three years is 
void as a lease for the term stated, but after 
the tenant has entered and paid rent, he 
liecomes a tenant from year to venr during the 
continuance of the term.' While the term con¬ 
tinues, his tenancy can only be determined by 
a proper notice to quit, but his tenancy expires 
without notice when the term expires, just as 
though the letting had been valid. The five 
years for which you let the place will expire on 
September '20th, and so the tenancy expires on 
that date without notice from either party. If 
your tenant does not quit on September 29th 
yon may take proceedings to recover posses¬ 
sion, and your best procedure will bo before 
the justices. But I must tell you that you will 
have to prove that you let the place for the 
term of five years, and you must consider for 
yourself how you can give proof if your tenant 
denies your statement and swears that th> 
place was taken on a year 
word will be aa,g<x*|z©Ovtoo 

ment will appear the more probable on the face 
of it. If the rent-book shows that the place 
was let for five years, you should have no diffi¬ 
culty. In anj- case, you should get a solicitor 
to act for you in the matter.—K. C. T.] 

Assessment to poor rate.—I am the owner of 
six cottages let at fis. per week, and assessed at £9 12s. 
(net). This being a new neighbourhood there have been 
a number of cottages built since mine, some of them 
worth £40 more than mine, some let at S*. per week and 
assessed the same as mine, others let at 6s. per week and 
assessed at only £8 (net). I have appealed to the Assess¬ 
ment Committee to get mine lowered. They tell me their 
rules are. for (Is. per week rent £9 12s. Am I bound to 
pay on that amount, whilst others only pay on £87 If 
not, what is my best course to take'in the matter?— 
A. B. 

[Property is required by law to be assessed 
at the sum at which it would let to a tenant 
who paid the rates, and although you probably 
pay the rates, it seems that you cannot com¬ 
plain that you are over-assessed. On the 
other hand, it is clear that the other property 
to which you refer is valued too low, and when 
vou were before the committee you ought to 
have pointed out the instances in question, and 
you should have contended that the assessment 
of these properties was incorrect and unfair. 
Your proper course is to again give notice of 
objection to the committee and to the over¬ 
seers and to the persons rated for the property 
to which you refer, and to appear before the 
committee in support of your objection. The 
result will be that the committee will not 
reduce your assessment, but that they will 
increase the assessment on those other proper¬ 
ties which are now under-valued.—K. C. T.] 

BIRDS. 

Treatment of Green Parrakeet 
(.4. /.. Richmond).—Feed your bird on Maize, 
boiled till soft, then strained and wiped dry, 
adding to this staple diet a little Hemp-seed, 
Millet, or Canary-seed. The Maize should he 
prepared daily, as it is injurious if allowed to 
become sour. Fresh water for drinking should 
lie tjiven daily, and a supply of coarse grit- 
snncl provided to assist the bird in the digestion 
of its food. The grit may be given in a tin, 
and the floor of the cage strewu with fine sand, 
and scraped and cleaned daily. A little salt 
mixed with the grit, or a piece of cuttle-fish 
bone for the bird to nibble at, will help to 
keeji it in health. Meat should never be given, 
and sop|>ed bread very seldom—a crust of 
bread may, however, be allowed now and then, 
or a piece of hard biscuit. All the Parrot-tribe 
like to have something on which to exercise 
their jiowerful beaks, and a small log of non¬ 
splintering wood affords them much healthful 
amusement.—S. S. (i. 

Treatment of birds during their 
moult (L. II. IS.).—The moulting season 
being doubtless the most critical period of a 
bird’s life, it is the time to afford it a little 
extra care and attention, and, although outdoor 
aviary birds do, as a rule, shed their foathers 
quickly and have no difficulty in renewing their 
plumage, it is well to afford them some help in 
supplying them with food of a more nourishing 
character than they usually receive. A supply 
of Linseed is beneficial, as is a small allowance 
of Hemp and Maw-seed, while some fanciers 
give a little hard-boiled egg, finely chopped and 
mixed with the same quantity of crushed plain 
biscuit. Draughts must be carefully guarded 
against, particularly at night, as a cbill causes 
a check in the moult, and may lead to illness, 
or, at least, prolong the moulting and render a 
bird a ragged object for weeks. A tonic, pro 
vided by placing a rusty nail or a little piece of 
sulphate of iron in the drinking water, will 
prove very beneficial at this period. Yes, a 
little of the mixture known as “ Parrish’s 
Chemical Food ” is to lie recommended, as it 
contains all the elements nece>-ary for the 
elaboration of new feathers. Ten drops may 
be added to each ounce of the drinking water 
during the continuation of the moult. (live a 
liberal allowance of green food.—S. S. G. 

JT As many of the matt interesting note* and 
article» in " Gardening " from the very beginning have 
come from its readers, we offer each week a copy of the 
latest edition of either “ Stove and Green house Plants," 

or "The Esolibh Flower Garden," to the sendertie 
LWist ueeful or interesting letter or short article pubUthed 

the current week’s issue, which util in tiarfea• 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

Questions.—Queries and answers art inserted a 
Gardening free of charge i/ correspondents foUou tin. 
rules: All communications should be eleariy and wna*-.'- 
written on one side of the paper only, and adinuei ’■ 
the Editor of Gardrniko, 17, Fumsval-ttrul, BoB<n 
London, B.C. Letters on business should be ten u 
the Publisher. The name and address of the sent er vt 
required in addition to any designation he may ire-r. > 
be used in the paper. When sssore than one query ism- 
each should be on a separate piece of paper, and net 
than three queries should be sent at a time. Conuxn 
dents should bear in mind that, as Garsdixs has -a it 

sent to press some time in advance of date, queries emeu 
always be replied to in the issue immediately foOar.-c 
the receipt of their communication. Wide not rnhZ 
queries by post. 

Naming ftmlt.—Readers who desire our ids a 
naming fruit should bear in mind that several specimrj 
in different stages of colour and size of the same ev. 

greatly assist tn its determination. We have reaio-i 
from several correspondents single specimens of fnie 
for naming, these in many cases being unripe end air- 
wise poor. The difference between varieties of fruits an 
in many cases, so trifling that it is necessary 'that dm 

each kind should be sent We can undemo specimens qf e _ 
to name only four varieties at a time, and Chesemlyrtr. 
the above directions are observed. 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS, 

Camellia-leaves blotched (F. G.\-The sa I* 
probably been permitted to shine on them (trough *t- 
the house wanted more ventilation, and perhaps the so 
have been dry at the roots at some time when the in>« 
were young and tender. How have the Camellia ‘tn 
treated generally 1 

Keeping Cannes In winter [J. S'. S.\-&xk 
your Cannas underneath the stage in the greenbxv. 
taking core that too much water does not fall oc dec 
when you are watering the plants overhead. Bred da 
up and repot about the end ot February or e»rl.v in ltd 
using light, rich soil Alter this the water supply cm's 
gradually increased until you want to plant out isw 
summer. Harden them off well before you plant oot 

Pruning Bankslan Rose (fi. X. S.).-The Ect 
sian Rose requires a warm wall and a dry border wok t«n 
or three years’ growth to bloom in perfection. Here!; v. 
out a few of the old shoots that have bloomed sod -Ur 
growing, sappy wood now. Admit all the air paretic « 
as to well ripen the wood. You may also reroore *ai Cwths that have been injured by frost during the wale 

, beyond this, little pruning in spring is neeeman 

Paeonles and Chrysanthemums Tailing 
(Constant /lcadrr\—\Vc should sav that frost hastec.- Us 
cause of your Pieonics foiling. The other dov we »• 
some Pa-onies the foliage of which was quite spoiled In 
the effects of frost in early July. Your Chrysanth™—.• 
have been attacked by earwigs, while there are ahr- 
symptoms of mildew on the leaves. For the former, pb- 
some hollow stems of Broad Beans among the leaves l»_- 
these the earwigs will go for shelter. They may Mcsarti 
in the morning, when they should lie shaken into t fail* 
hot water. For the mildew, dust with sulphur. 

Planting Carnations (M. A. C.\—Tour best phs 
will be to thoroughly- dig up the soil where you rated 
making the bed, adding at the some time some good ksa, 
well-decayed manure, and some soot and wood-tsbe* 
Thoroughly incorporate all these ingredients. Wtjto 
planting, put a mixture of sand and fresh soil with «ot, 
w ood-ashes, or any ashes from burnt refuse, over the roou 
and round the stem. Before filling op, carefully alter 
the plants. Plant early, and make the plants firm in :V 
ground, so os to get a good root-hold able to reds '.hr 
upheaving tendency ot frost. 

Tritomas (Cranesilen\—You should mnlrh your 
Tritomas with leaves. Bracken, or good coal-ashes. »r»l. if 
the plants are large, lie them up to a pyramid of '.Hit* 
stakes to keep the mow out of the crown*. Do not in »m 
case cut away the foliage, and, if insufficient to tie ap 
first work 3 inches of ashes into the crowns ah* 
holding the leaves erect, and finally twist the foliage -r'.o 
n pleat, so to speak, over the top of the crown a Let the*' 
so remain until March. They are best divided in tb-. 
spring when this is necessary. Perhaps your soil n uv 
heavy for the Scabious, as it always does best On a fight 

warm soil, In which it is a true perennial, but periehe* i 
cool soils. 

Insects on a flower border (S. if.).—lure-.* 
infest your flower border largely, no donbt, because ibe 
soil is so sandy and porous. It may also be poor. If yei 
could give the border occasional heavy Bookings of 1-ju-i 
manure, and especially soot-water, great good would result. 
So also would a heavy coating of cow-manure, laid on nc- 
and forked in in the autumn. To trap ants, get slates And 
coat them with treacle, on which is also sprinkled a > tr. 
little powdered arsenic, as that will kin them whdesa-'s- 
To trap woodlice, place here and there pieces of slate or tile 
hard pressed into the soil, then, on to those, other pieces, 
kept a quarter of an inch apart by tiny strips of wood. 
The insect* will creep in between "these during the d», 
and may be found and caught. 

Diseased Ten-week Stocks (G. B. BA-Tt* 
few plant* of Stocks sent ore, for the time of the year.xn 
small. They look as if sown very thickly, as the plant* 
have only main stems and not branches The plant' h»- ■ 
been badly infested with aphis, which have sucked the rep 
from the leafage and caused the plants to wither. No 
doubt your Asters have suffered from the same cause, i 
want for these plants well-manured soil The seed sh" di 
he sown thinly in shallow pons or boxes in April, and 
raised in a frame or greenhouse quite near the 2las-- to 
make the plant* sturdy. After being well hardened to 

exposure in May, they should he dibbled out moderately 
thin at the end of that month, and, if it be dry. tav-a-c " 
ally watered, especially overhead at night- H the Wants 
get a check in the young stage they never later become 
strong. You seem to have a very poor strain. 

Climbing Roses bare at base (*• ® 
would not be advisable to prune the two plants no® . in 
fact; you cannot well prune them unless you naonnce u» 
blossom for one seasonr. If there are two or three roam 
'^fovjrihkjqtj ^yOuld do well to cut one ol them quite do n 
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[e ih* nodal later on, *ay, about the end of October. If 
vou were to repeat this each year you would soon have 
idl furnished plants. Another plan is to take down the 
maths and re-nail them to the wall in a zigzag fashion, 
and at every bend new shoote will emerge, not imme- 
*«ely, but certainly later on. To avoid such a thing 
happetdog in the future, when climbing Eoeca arc again 
•luted, cut them back rather hard the first season, then 
joa« ill obtain new shoots right from the base, and this 
an lie maintained by cutting down one or more of the 
gjdeat crowtha each spring or autumn. 

Pruning Rose Climbing Devonlensis Cl. O. 
Cfesw**)—It is not pruning this plant requires. There 
■ something wrong at the root, or it would be more 
lirorous thnn it is. This Kose, when it is doing well, will 
'' out strong new wood thicker than the main stem of 
_ plant. In November examine the roots by removing 
portion of the soil. Should they be in a feeble condition, 

a hive not laid hold of the soil, it will be the greatest 
economy to plant a good specimen on the Brier, or, better 
Bid. s half-standard. It is just possible your plant origin- 
■K; was pot grown. If so it would account for the want 

vigour, as such plants rarely succeed as well as those 
wn in the open. When examining the roots have a 

good compost at hand to replace such as you 
remove from the roots. This Rose should not he pruned 
palil there is abundance of growth, and then only shorten 

laterals, and remove soft, pithy wood. 

Ants In a Rose-bed (Mary Dognef—Ants are 
Wrv difficult to destroy in a flower border. There are 
«#!/ two ways of doing so—by taking up the plants 

I ibie roots the ants are infesting and destroying the 
MfU, or by trapping them. The former is the "far more 
efitariuusway. Vou will probably find that the plant at 
gboee roots the nest is is attacked by aphides, and that 

uni have made their nest to obtain the sweet material 
ted by the aphides. As soon as the plant Is removed 

lht nett ran be destroyed by pouring boiling water into it, 
* taking cue to thoroughly cleanse the rootB of the plant, so 

it none at the aphides remain cn it when it is replanted, 
the ants, get a good-sized pot, close the hole at the 
hall HU it with dry leaves, and then turn it bottom 

™ on the ground close to the nest Keep the soil 
raund, particularly that over the nest, wet, so that the 
sate may be driven to take shelter in the pot. Leave the 5 unmoved lor a fortnight, when you will probably And 

entire nest iri it Empty it into a pail of boiling 
I aster. Watering the border with anything that will kill 

tntt would injure the Roses. 

ardy plants for bod (St. foonard*\—You do not 
the aue ot the bed, which is always of some assistance 

—iking a selection. As an edging, any of the Aubrie- 
't*. such Phloxes as Nelsoni, Vivid, The Bride, atro- 
ptrpurta, and amurna, or Achillea umbellata, silvery foliage 
ud white doners, may be used. The above arc all dwarf, 

b inches high. Phlox divaricate, Arnebia eebioidea. 
Sempervirens, L superba, I. Little Gem, 'Muscari 
m, 'Leucojum remum, 'Triteleia uniflora, ‘Narcis- 

r. *N. tyuecn of Spain, *N. Grandee, 'Iris reticu- 
^^__«none palmate, *A. p. alba, Arabia alpina plena, 

'ill. Then,. nrt> not more than 0 Inches high. 

ans, Achillea mongolica, 'Fritillaria pyren- 
latifolia, Saxlfraga Wallace!, Megasea cordi- 

rpnrea, Polemonium Itichardsoui, Lychnis Ilaag- 
Viscarla fl.pl,, Heuchera sanguinea,"H. brizoides, 

-*™um Endressi, Coreopsis lanceolate, Campanula 
pci-erata specioea, C. cnrpatica alba, Auemone sylvestris, | 
Asrhuss angcistifolia, etc., include plants from 15 inches 
nil inches high. Those marked * are bulbous plants. 

_i, TREES AND SHRUBS. 

Wistaria {J. Izzard.).—If your Wistaria 
furnished with flowering spurs, which form at the 

w* of last season’s growth, the young shoots may be cut 
in November to within a couple of eyes of the flower 

In this way they will develop much quicker when 
up begins to rise th’nn if the long shoots were allowed 

to remain, and consequently flower earlier. To keep this 
after year the young shoots should, soon after 

-fyummer, lie pinched hack to within a foot or so of the 
~° stem. These shoots will again break into growth 
ran the buds just behind where the shoot was stopped, 

- ***** growing a few inches, they shonld be again 
tftaebtd. This will tend towards the fonnation of flower 
spun at the base of the shoot just shortened, and, as the 
“jet-C of the plant in the direction of growth has been 
' ■“'vd, Uk buds will develop quicker than i( this had not 

--—ng: cuttings of Himalayan Rhodo- 
□enarons (•$.. Kilbnrn\ —Though most of the Hima- 
■??*" Itnododend rons can be struck from cuttings, they are 
ms nil Of increase in this way, and, to ensure success, 

ill applinnro* are The heat cutting* are 
-raed of the shoots of medium vigour, not the very strong 

which should be taken when they are in a half- 
rivnt.| state, that will be, as a rule, from midsummer to 
' sooth afterwards. The cuttingsshould he about 4 inches 
•1 -. and if the shoots arc only of that length, take care 

the thickened portion at the base (that is, just where 
'pongs from the previous year's growth) is allowed to 

'Colin, as roots arc produced from that part more readily 
from any other. When the cuttings are taken, 
e one or two leaves from the bottom as may be 

J*^ssary for insertion, and they are then complete. For 
“Of reception take some clean pots (those from 4 inches 
U i inches are the best), well drain them with broken 
y0™, and then fill with a mixture of equal parts of fine 
l-y and silver sand pressed down very firmly. Into this 
' “cri. ihe cuttings around the edge of the pot, taking care 

lh" toil is closed tightly around each cutting. Then 
£'* » good watering through a line rose in order to settle 
•’"'•thing in it* place, and put the pots when filled in a 
r*® propagating-case in an intermediate temperature, 

then they will take three months to root, and failures 
sire to occur. II suitable cuttings can be obtained 

m June, a few may be struck in a cold-frame if kept 
• arefukly shaded, and well attended to. 

Keeping* Apples (X. B.B.\ —If the fruit is sound 
, parefuDy gathered, there is no better way of storing 
!•?*» than packing them carefully, with nothing between 

“* “V®1*. in boxes or barrels, leaving the lids open for 
"■ml weeks, then shutting theS.gtfj|Icii«elfty afci 

placing in a dry, dark cellar or any room from which the 
frost is juBt kept out. Of course, you will understand 
that this only refers to late-keeping Apples, such as 
Wellington, lane’s Prince Albert, etc. 

SHORT REPLIES. 
Bee.—See article with illustration of Cactus Jenkinsoni in 

our issue of Aug. 9, p. 307.-Bam.—Any hardy plant 
nurseryman can supply a collection of Phloxes.-Mrs. 
Jtaiulles.—Kindly say what you mean by St. Helena 
Violet*.-Edward C. Devine.—See article with illustra¬ 
tions on ■■ Wall Gardens," ill our issue of Dec. 28, 1901, 
which can be had of Che publisher, price lid.-Clericus. 
—The only thing you can do is to thoroughly trench the 
border, and, while doing this, to pick out every piece of 
root you can find.-R. X. S.—A Judas-tree would answer 
very well, but we should prefer the Mountain Ash.- 
T. Fisher, Kelloe. — AUatnanda Hendersoni, Ixora any, 
Clerodendron Thomsons! or C. splendena-E. A R. W. 
—1, Your Roee Bouquet d’Or will flower well next season 
on the growths you refer to. Keep these thin, and allow sun 
and air to reach them to ripen the wood. 3, Sec article 
and illustration of Iris Kiempferi in our issue of Oct. 26, 
1901, p. 455, which can be had of the publisher, post free, 
for lid.-J. May head.—Only a freak and of no value. 
-M. L. Woods.—Your Roses seem to have been suffer¬ 
ing from the cold, unseasonable weather we have 
had. while we could also trace Orange-fungus, which a will find described in our issue of Aug. 2, p. S03. 

ly send specimens of the insect in a small box or 
bottle, as those you sent had been knocked about in the 
post.-O. V. E. —See reply to “ J. Langley," re “ Plum- 
tree gumming,” in our issue of Aug. 2, p. 390.-Win. 
Thompson.— It is quite impossible tor ns to soy what is the 
cause of the Strawberries failing without further particu¬ 
lars as to age of plants, etc.-J. Barding.—Why not try 
Coleus Verschaffelti, Iresine Herbsti, or L Lindeni, 
cutting out the centre of the plant and encouraging them 
in this way to branch out and cover the ground? Your 
district is too cold for Alternantheras.-A. R. St. C. 
Badcliffe.—Yes, the Monkey Puzzle (Araucaria imbricate) 
frequently produces cones. There are instances of its 
fruiting in Scotland.-M. W.—The manure you speak of 
will answer perfectly well if it is fairly well decayed. If 
you use the cow.manure do not use stable-manure, more 
especially in your light, sandy loam.-A Lover of Car¬ 
nations.—Try Paragon, a fine clear yellow, or Mrs. Prinsep, 
also a good yellow. Alma is a good pink.-Lvne.— 
Apply to Messrs. Boulton and Paul, Norwich.-A jar.— 
You will find an article dealing with " Madresfleld Court 
Grape cracking,” In our issue of Jan. 18 of this year. This 
can be had of the publisher, post free, for l}d.-Julie E. 
Walsh.—Wirewomi is evidently the cause ot the mischief, 
and was no doubt in the soil in which the Carnations were 
potted. _ 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRO ITS. 

V Any communications respecting plants or fruits 
sent to name should aheays accompany the parcel, 
which should be addressed to the Edituk of Oarbs.vi.™ 
Iu.C8TR*tbd. 17, Fumical-street, Bolbom, London, E.C. 
A number should also be firmly affixed to each specimen 
of flowers or fruit sent for naming. Xo more than four 
kinds of fruits or /lowers for naming should be sent at 
one time. 

Names of plants.— Ashted—l, Potentilla hybrid 
var. ; 2, Evidently a Mcsembryanthemum. Kindly send 
leaves.-M. W.—We cannot undertake to name florists’ 
flowers.-Young Amateur.—1, Hoyn bella ; 2, Liliura 
speciosum rubriim. There ore many varieties of Lilium 
gpeciosum. Thank* for careful way of sending for name. 
-il. E. G.—Flower quite shrivelled up.-F. Chute.— 
We cannot name florist*’ flowers.-UmbeL—Cow Parsnip 
(Heracleum Sphondylium).-T. B.—1, Sidaicea cam- 
pestris; 2, Melissa officinalis ; 3, Linaria sp. ; 4, Spinea 
Douglasi ; 5, .Eupatorium ageratoidea-A. R. L.— 
Valeriana pyrenaica.--V. E.—White Melilot (Melilotus 
alba)-(jlcncraig.—Scabiosa ochroleuca.-Tempter.— 
Spiraia Douglasi.-A. M. II. Balerno.—Deutzla crenata 
fl.-pl.-Jas. Isted.—Ceanothus azure us.-IF. Bobby. 
—Phacelia tenacetifolia ; 2 and 3, Next week ; 4, Loose¬ 
strife (Lysimachia vulgaris).-C. S. T.—Lvsimachia 
clethroides.-T. K. ».—1, Grindelia glutinosa; 2, Eryn- 
gium Oliviermnum.-II. Samboume. — We cannot 
undertake to name florists' flowers. 

Names Of fruit.— IF. Williams —No numbers affixed 
to fruit. Please affix numbers and give us some idea as to 
habit of bush, this being of great assistance in naming 
Gooseberries-T. II.—Pears: I, Doyenne' d'Ete; 2, 
Summer Bergamot. 

Catalogues received.—Samuel Dobie and Son, 
Chester.—The Amateur’s Garden Annual for 1003.- 
W. Paul and Son, Waltham Cross, Herts.—Catalogue of 
Bulbs, etc.-Sutton and Sons, Reading.—List of Bulbs 
for 1003.-Jas. Backhouse and Son, York.— List of 
Bulbs, etc.-M. M. Vilmorln et Cie, 4, Qua! de la Megis- 
serie, Paris.—List of Bulbs, etc.-H. and A. Trower, 
Kedhill, Surrey.—Bulb Catalogue for Autumn, 1903.- 
Dickson’s, Waterloo-place, Edinburgh.—List of Flower 
Roots for 1003.-Mr. H. Mathias, Thames Ditton, Surrey. 
—List of Carnations, Pieotees, etc.-John Peed and 
Son, West Norwood, S.E.—List of Bulbs, etc. 

“HAVE YOU TRIED 
the Cambridge Lemonade ? It is a perfect boon 
this hot weather. Yours lovingly, Kitty.”. 
This sentence occurred at the end of a letter 
received by a lady, who forwarded it to Chi vers 
& Sons. Ltd., Histon, Cambridge, as an indica¬ 
tion of the popularity of the new beverage. 
Made from Sugar and Lemons. Guaranteed 
freefromaddedacid. “Itbeatsall,”saysanother 
correspondent. Ask your Grocer. One bottle 
makes 2 gallons 5Jd., or send 6d. for sample to 
"Chivers & Sdns. Ltd., Histon, Cambridge, The 
-flri E;p£fls|iffTuit Growers’ Jam Factory. 

FREE! 
ASILVER 
ALBERT!! 

AN ASTOUNDING OFFER 
H. SAMUEL'S ‘ACME' SILVER LEVER 
NOW BOASTS THE UNEQUALLED 
TOTAL OF OVER 

MILLION 
WEARERS 

To Commemorate this Wonderful Record 
we will present FREE to every purchaser 
of one of these Grand Watches, during a Short 
Time, a Fall Length Hall-marked 

STERLING SI LYER ALBERT 
CUT OUT 
THIS ADVERTISEMENT 

AND gRKD WITH P.O.O. 25 • TO-DAY 
TO H. SAMUEL AND RECEIVE WATCH 
AND SILVER ALBERT POST FREE BV 
RETURN. THE FULL VALUE IH IN 
THE WATCH—THE BONUS IH TO 

ENCOURAGE CASH TRADING. 

The ‘ACME’ LEVER 
has massive Solid Silver Cases, finest J plate 
movement, contains dust and damp excluding 
cap, and the latest patented improvements, 

exclusive to our watches. 

WARRANTED FOR 7 YEARS. 

WE SEND P* / 
THIS WATCH m 
for yJi 

To allow you to test it FREb for 
SEVEN DAYS If satisfied remit 
the lialancc of 20 -. If not return tho 
watch, and the lialancc of 5’- will bo 

at once returned to you. 

TO-DAY ! 

THE GREAT 
BARGAIN GUIDE 

is sent FREE BY RETURN. 
260 pages. 3.000 Ene ravings. 

81LVKR WATCHES 7 6. GOLD GEM KINGS 
3 6. STRONG ALARM CLOCKS 1 0, GOLD 
BROOCHES 2 9, Cutlery, Electro Plato. 4c. 

FREE PRIZES TO BUYERS. 

H. SAMUEL, 
Dept. 65. MARKET STREET, 

MANCHESTER. 
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SPHINCTER(aRIP HOSE- 
“HERCULES" Brand. 

F R6RDAWAY& G?L?. Pendleton, 
MANCHESTER, 

y?iso maKers of Garden Hose 

BAYLISS;*JONES &BAYLISS.J^ 
WOLVERHAMPTON. 

LONDON SHOW ROOMS 

1304141 CANNON ST- m 

A*'DESIDERATUM 
PURE 

CONCENTRATED 

N,COCOA/ 

HEATING. 
A P PAR ATUS uniu 

SAVE LABOUR 
* EXPUSt. 

GARDEN & PLANT PHOTOCRAPHS, 1902 
The Editor of Gardening Illustrated 

announces Photographic Competition for the 

season of 1902. 

Clans 1.— Small Gardens. —A prize of Five 

Guineas and a Second Prize of Three Guineas 

for the best ten photographs or sketches of 

picturesque small gardens, including town and 

villa gardens, rectory, farmhouse, or cottage 

gardens. 
Class 2.—Flowers and Shrubs of the Open- 

Air.—A prize of Five Guineas and a Second 

Prize of Three Guineas to the sender of the 

best series of not less than twelve photographs 

of the above. These may include wild plants 

or bushes, or any plant, flower, or shrub 

grown in the open air, including also hall 

hardy plants put out for the summer, and 

either single specimens or croups, or the 

effects resulting therefrom, in hods or borders. 
Shoots also of rare or beautiful flautn photo¬ 

graphed in the house may he included in this 

class. 
Class X—Indoor Flowers and Plants.—A 

prize of Five Guineas ami a Second Prize of 
Three Guineas for the host serios of indoor 
plants—greenhouse, stove plants, Orchids, or 
any other plant not of the open air—either 
single shoots, plants, or specimens,or the effects 
resulting from good grouping or other arrange 
monts of such plants separately or in associa¬ 
tion with others. Ferns or groups of Ferns in 
houses may be included in this class. 

Class 4.—Best Garden Fruits and Veoe 

tables.—A prize of Five Guineas and a 
Second Prize of Two Guineas for not less than 
twelve photographs of the best kinds of garden 
fruits and vegetables, Grapes, Peaches, Apples, 
Pears, Plums, Cherries, or any other fruit 
grown in Britain, to be shown singly or on the 
branches. Overcrowding, as in dishes at 
shows, should he avoided. The aim should he 
to show well the form of each kind, and as far 
as may be life size. The object of this is to 
get pool representations of the best garden 
fruits and vegetables under the old names, 
though we do not want to exclude real 
novelties when they are such. 

Class 5.—General Subjects.—A prize of 

Five Guineas will he awarded for the best 

twelve photographs of any garden subject- not 
included in the previous classes, such as water 

gardens, waterside effects, rock gardens, pictur¬ 

esque effects in gardens, vases,- cut flowers, 

table decorations, and pretty garden structures. 

All competitors not winning a prize will for 
each photograph chosen receive the sum of half 
a guinea. In order to give ample time to 
prepare good photographs the competition will 
be kept open until November 29th, 1902. 

What to avoid.—Cut flowers or plants should 

not be arranged in rases with patterns on them. 
Backgrounds should be plain, so as not to come 

into competition with flower*. Figure* of nun 

or women, barrows, watering-pot*, rakes, hoes, 

rollers, and other implements, iron railings, 
wire, or iron supports of any kind, labels, and 

all like objects should be omitted from these 

photographs. Dwarf flowers are ineffective "then 

taken directly from above. The camera should 

be brought low down for such. All photographs 
should be mounted, singly, and not. several on a 

card. They should not be mounted on cards with 

black backs, and the photographs should not he less 
in size than .5 inches by !, inches. The subjects 

should not be overcrowded. The. following are 

the rules to be observed by all competitors:— 
First.—The. photographs may be of objects in the posses¬ 

sion of either the snider or others-. Out the source whence 

they are obtained must be staled, and none the copyright 

of u-hich it open to question must be sent. There is no 

limit as to number, and no fee to pay. The Editor is to 

have the right of engraving and publishing any of the 
chosen photographs. The photographs may tie printed on 

any good paper that shows the subjects clearly. Tlatino- 

typts and brambles should not be sent, but those on albu- 

menized and printing out papers are preferred for 
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PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

•/A YORKSHIRE WATER GARDEN. 

®Yvvove who has the advantage of water in or iiear the garden should try water and water- 
cide gardening; the latter especially is full of 

Dterest. I began in a small way with a few 

I anly-grown plants at the edge of a gravel 
ittli hordering a small lake. The showy 

w jreiter Spearwort is a satisfactory thing, and 
. Oon spreads into a large clump. It might in 
Time prove tiresome by overcrowding smaller 

“ Ad rarer aquatics The American l’ontederia 
J.jOrthta, though not showy, is well worth jjrow- 

sg. with its blue spikes in August and Sep¬ 
tember, and its handsome arrow-shaped loaves ; 
0. is also a free grower. Flowering rather later 

s the double-flowered Sagittaria, with a 
!!?itoolc like bloom ; this is best planted right in 
f be water. For spring nothing makes such a 

xu-dit cheery spot of colour as the double 
•lirsh Marigold (Cnltha palustris plena) when 
Mssed together on the water brink, the 
overs lasting much longer than in the single 
irietv. The dwarf Reed Mace (Typha 
ainima), the variegated Sweet Flag (Acorns), 
krex pseudo-cyperus, a mast graceful Grass, 

[i he pink-flowering Rush, the purple Loose- 
iriie, with Water Forget-me-not creeping 
•here it will, and rewarding you for its free- 
Job by unlimited blooming, all grew and 

^onn-hed on the water's edge of the path. 
rtjHimulus lutcus and M. cupreus grew riotously 

n the damp gravel, perfectly at home. Arum 
ikes were put in two summers ago, and even 
» far north as this have lived through two 
5-ere winters. One clump was planted in 

May close to the water. It flowered that 
Gtomn, and was a fine many-leaved plant 
dien frost cut it down. It was then protected 

■'’with damp leaves—the top lay.er of such only 
IfKJ-es— over them straw was built in a sheaf, 
md this remained till the following April. 
When mice uncovered, it soon began to grow 
®d flowered well, with stronger, larger 
wooms than any forced ones. Last spring 
some more were planted in a foot of water, 
wing wedged down by Grass-sods and stones; 
fliwe also were protected by' straw, and now Cise plenty of flower for this summer. 

‘e the path widened on the water side, a 
bag, narrow bed was hollowed out to 1 i foot 
depth, and filled in with peat, leaf mould, and 
“a'ly loam. Here Japanese Irises were 
planted, Primula japonica grew and seeded 
itself, the summer Snowflake pub up stems of 
'll inches and flowered well, whilst Funkias 

t md Saxifrage peltata, with their large leaves, 
“I* it green all through the summer. In the 
-t'jle of a Weeping YVillow, Osmunda regalis 
the- Royal Fern) grew with its feet in the 
'“ter, delighting in this cool, dump spot, and 
■ trowing out fronds 4 feet or 5 feet long, many 

them hanging right into the water. The 
swoet smelling Cape 1'oudweed (Aponogeto 

■ -tachvon), which soon spreads by seeds, sell 
' 'n, and various Water Liliefehelped Id fi 

up a small bay, whilst, for distant effect 
against a bank of Rhododendrons, were planted 
Nympha'a Gladstoniana, the beautiful white 
flowers of which stand well above the leaves, 
and N. tuberosa rosea, a strong-growiug N. 
American variety with soft pink flowers. 

My next attempt was the planting of a wild, 
Grassy margin, about a foot above the water, 
composed of sandy loam mixed with vegetable 
matter, always damp, but exposed to the north 
wind though open to the south. Here some 
moisture-loving trees were planted, such us 
Cornus (Dogwood), yellow and silver, red and 
yellow Maples, a couple of (Quince-trees, Vibur¬ 
num O pul us sterile (the common Snowball - 
tree), the Swamp Rose Carolina, and some of 
the shrubby Spirals, Lindloyana (better cut 
back each spring), aria-folia, and japonica A. 
Waterer, not forgetting one or two Silver 
Birches to givo height and grace to the whole. 
To see perennial Phloxes in their beauty plant 
them in such a place, amt if thinned out in 
•Tune you will be well rewarded by the size and 
colour of their bloom. Michaelmas Daisies, 
Golden Rod, the red Lychnis chalcedonica, all 
do well in this damp s|»t. Pampas Grass, 
with great clumps of Day Lilies, Iris 
Monspur and Rodgersia podophylla group 
well together. Think how well white Willow 
Herb, purple Loosestrife, with the long leaves 
of the common yellow Flag, the flowers of 
which would he over before the former bloomed, 
would look together. Nature's own arrange¬ 
ment ! Ducks and swans have a great liking 
for water plants, especially’ when such are 
young and struggling for existence. With me 
they ate down some Cape Pond weed early in 
•June ; it was the autumn before it reappeared. 
If both ducks and flowers are wanted, wire 
netting is the only safeguard for your water 
garden. Miss Evelyn Whitehead. 

Drujhloa’jrove, York. 

HERBACEOUS BORDER. 
Rzhtixo U> j our answer to my question on “ Herbaceous 

Bonier," in your issue of July 26, p. 259. I want to have 
my two long herbaceous bonierVun flower f or as Ion* a time 

os'possible, but especially from May and June to the end 
of the flowering year. I do not care so much for the early 
part—April. When I said progressive colours, I meant all 

the yellows, all the reds, all the blues should be together, 
and‘that there should be a progression of colours from, 

say, blues and mauve*, through yellow and orange to red. 

By this means the blue part is always blue, and the red 
always red, and it may l>e easier to prevent the clashing of 

colours. 1 should certainly like to fill in with annuals and 
tender plants, likcCannas, Dahlias, etc., but I want the 

foundation to he hardy herbaceous plant*, and any lists of 
plants and advice you can give me 1 shall be most grateful 

for. I suppose Se'dums, Saxifrages, etc., would lie good 
for edging? The soil is sandy and very good for general 

plants, and I can have any quantity of manure. I should 

like to plant Yuccas at the end ol the border. I suppose 
Y. tilamen tosa would be best? How close together should 

I put them, and would I fill in with other plants till they 

grow big? Which plants could I put in front of those 
which would be over in June, such as Irises, so that as 

much as possible the dying leave* may be hidden ?—Stow 

Coach. 

[We fear the massiug of the colours as you 
suggest will render the whole arrangement 
patchy for a longer period than you would 
care for. Take, for example, the blue shades 

a representative in Delphiniums. To 
ve the Irises would be allied, 
ps, each handsome alone, a' 

not suited to go together by their great 
disparity of growth. The |>alo yellow and 
golden shad as also of the Iris would also liud 
Heloniums and other things as companions, and 
so on. We give below, however, some of tlio 
families best suited to massing with their moro 
decisive self colours, where such occur. 
Although we instance Delphiniums as an 
example of “ blue,” they yet include, perhaps, 
as many violet, bronzy-purple, metallic blue, 
and other shades as of real blue, such, for 
example, as Belladonna, Cantab, Celestial, 
Lavender, Souvenir de Jubilee, conspicua, and 
others. Those named are of shades near akin 
to the first, but these hardly agree with the 
other mixed tones named above. In such ca>e 
some modification is obviously needed in the 
selection of kinds. Most of the Delphiniums 
flower in June and July. D. Belladonna is a 
moro perpetual bloomer, hut not so vigorous, 
and only feet high. In the Iris family you 
will Hud jMile bine and delicate mauve 
shades in the following kinds: pallida, 
p. dalmatica, Imogcne, all rather tall growers. 
Of white Irises the best are LTnuoccnce, 
Mrs. Chas. Darwin, and Mrs. Thorbeck, the 
second being the most free-flowering of any 
wo know. Yellow kinds are Hortensc, aurea, 
Darius. In dark shades I)r. Bernice and 
Arnolds are very fine representatives ; darker 
blue shades are seen in Walmoriana, Ezra, 
Innocence, Sultan, etc. These are May and 
June floworing. The herbaceous Phloxes are 
a lino group for effective massing, though 
requiring special treatment- in respect to 
summer moisture. Some fine kinds are in 
white: Jeanne d'Arc, Avalanche, Panama, 
Mrs. E. H. Jenkins, Indeiiendence, Sylphide, 
etc. Red kinds are Lothair, Coquelicot, A. F. 
Barron, LHavant, Coccinea, Embrasement, 
etc. The Pyrethrums, in single and double 
kinds, provide quite a host of reddish shades, 
more particularly in carmine, and rose-carmine, 
with velvet-crimson and other tones of high 
colour. Of the more showy of these we name 
Captain Nares, James Kelway, J. N. Twerdy ; 
for the double kinds, with Coccinea, Sherlock, 
Duchess do Brabant, and Mi's. Bateman 
Brown in the single reds. Hamlet and Mon¬ 
arch are the finest single pink sorts, and Snow¬ 
drift a good single white. Where your idea 
appears to he beaten offhand is in such things 
as Gaillardias, where, often enough, crimson 
and golden and orange combine in a single 
blossom. Still, these are so good as not to Iks 

ignored altogether. Of other things to he highly 
recommended, we may mention Tritoma Uvaria, 
red, Eehinops, Erigeron speciosus, Eryngium 
endostinum, Scahiosa caucasia,< ialega officinalis. 
Campanula grandis, Veronica longifolia sub- 
sessilis, Polemonium Richardsoni, Lupinus 
polyphyllus, are all of blue or allied tone. In 
vellow there are Coreopsis, Centaurea several 
kinds, Heleniums, Hemerocallis, Sunflowers, 
Rudbeckia Newmani, yellow and black centre, 
(Enothera macrocarpa, <K. Youngi, Chrysocoma 
linosvris, Doronicums, Arnebia echioides, and 
many more. White flowers are found in the 
perennial Marguerites, Chrysanthemum maxi¬ 
mum afidril® WS-tiet jt@fC>alegu officinalis alba, tho 

.UennajWi^MifwSrSRipea Aruncus, 
enwteirer fsrcr 
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S. astilhoides, S. filipeiidula fl.-iil., Saxifraga 
W&llacei, Campanula cnrpatica ulna, C. persici- 
folia in its white forms. White Lupins, Anemone 
svlvestris, A. jnponica alba, etc. Lychnis 
chalcedonica, L. viscaria fl.-pl., L. fulgens. 
Lobelia fulgens, etc., Ceum coccineum pi.. 
Oriental Poppies, Lythrum, Chelone barbata, 
Heuchera sanguines, Sedum spectabile. Saxi¬ 
fraga ligu'.ata, Rudbcckia purpurea, are all 

Annual Candytuft (Ibcris umbelUta). 

possessed of red. rose, or pink in some shades. 
Finally, the Michaelmas Daisies provide a great 
mass of material usually fully described in 
catalogues, together with height and other 
particulars that should be helpful in first 
setting out your borders on paper, which we 
strongly recommend you to do. In this way it 
will lie (wssiblo to arrive at some idea of the 
flowering season of each block when the plants 
have become established.] 

IBERIS (CANDYTUFT). 

V.U.t'ABl.K hardy jierennials and annuals, 
the perennials somewhat shrubby and ever¬ 
green, and precious as rock-garden, border, 
and edging plants :— 

I. coKKK.KKor.i a (Correa-leaved Candytuft) is 
known by its large leaves and its compact heads 

coming into beauty about the end of May 
when the other kinds are lading. It is 
excellent for the rock-garden, the mixed 
border, and the spring-garden, and is well 
suited for the margins of choice shrubberies, 
and may be used as an edging to beds. Said 
to be a hybrid. Increased I y cuttings, not 
coming true from seed. 

1. cokifoi.ia (Coris-leaved Candytuft).—A 
dwarf kind 3 inches or 4 inches high, and 
covered with small white blooms early in May. 
Few alpine plants are more worthy of general 
culture either in the rock-garden or the mixed 
bonier—for the front of which it is well suited. 
It is probably a small variety of I. semper- 
virens, but is distinct and true to its character. 
Easily propagated by seeds or cuttings, and 
thrives in any soil. Sicily. 

1. ciiikaltarica (Gibraltar Candytuft).—A 
beautiful plant, larger in all its |mrts than the 
other kinds, with flowers of delicate lilac in 
low close beads in spring and early summer. 
It is a pretty sjiecies, but does not rival the 
best white bonier kinds. Its hardiness is 
doubtful, and it should, there fore, be planted 
on sunny spots in the rock-garden or on 
banks in light soil, nnd wintered in frames. 
Increased by cuttings, as it rarely produces 
seed in our climate. Spain. 

I. .ircrsDA (svn. .Kthionema jucundum).— 
Distinct, growing about 2k inches high, the 
leaves small, the flowers in small clusters, of a 
pleasing flesh colour and prettily veined with 
rose in early summer. It does not. possess the 
vigour of the common evergreen Iherises, hut 
it is valuable as a rock-plant; and is lilted for 
association with dwarf alpine flowers on warm 
and sunny parts of the rock garden in well- 
drained sandj' loam. 

I. rF.TK.KA, a pretty alpine species, 3 inches 
high, with a flat cluster of pure white flowers, 
relieved in the centre by a tinge of red, thriv¬ 
ing among the rock-plants. Many cultivators 
cannot succeed w ith it, hut it thrives in a well- 
drained position with plenty of moisture. 

I. sumrEitFl.oRENs.—A shrubby plant with 
large dense corymbs of white flowers, nnd not 
suited for border culture, hut hardy enough to 
stand our winters when grown at the foot of a 
south wall or in a very sunny corner of the 
rock-garden. Under these favourable condi¬ 
tions it forms a pretty evergreen bush in 
bloom nearly all the year. Sicily and other 
Mediterranean islands. 

I. sempkrvirkns (Evergreen Candytuft) — 
The common rock or perennial Candytuft, and 
as often seen as the yellow Alvssum and the 
white Arabis. Half-shrubby, dwarf, spread¬ 
ing, evergreen, and perfectly hardy, it escapes 
where many plants are destroyed hv cold : and 
in April and May its neat tufts of dark-green 
foliage change into masses of snowy white. 

worthy of cultivation : in fact, it and several 
other 1 be rises prove, when grown side by side, 
to he very slight varieties of 1. sempeivirens; 
it, however, seeds more abundantly, and is less 
spreading. I. superha, another variety, is of 
good bushy habit, and bears many large dense 
heads of pure white flowers. 

I. Tenoreana (Tenore's Candytuft) is a 
dwarf sjieciea, with white flowers changing to 

The glauroua Candytuft (L juoundal 

purple. As the commonly-cultivated kind- 
are pure white, I. Tenoreana will be more 
valuable from its purplish tone as well as its 
neat habit. It has not, however, the perfect 
hardiness of the white kinds, being very apt to 
perish on heavy soils in winter ; hut on light, 
sandy soils and in well-drained positions on the 
rock-garden it is pretty. Where no rock 
garden exists it should he placed on raised 
beds or banks, and is easily raised from seed; 
it should he treated as a biennial. S. Italy. 

Annuals. 
1. ioronakia (The Kocket Candytuft) a 

good soil grows 12 inches to 16 inches high, 
j with pure white flowers in long dense heads, 
and there is a dwarf variety of it (puiml»k 
4 inches to (i inches high, forming spreading 

| tufts 1 foot or more across. The Riant Snot- 
flake is also an excellent variety. 

1. tmbeli.ata (Annual Candytuft) is varied 

I in colour, and anion" the most beautiful of 
annual flowers. Seed may be sown at all 

seasons, hut, as i n the case of most other haniy 
annuals, the finest flowers are from autumn- 
sown plants which bloom from May to duly. 

The plants like a rich soil and plenty of room 

A mass of the'Evergreen Candytuft by a carriage drive. From a photograph sent by 
Mr. G. Weir-Cosens, Aberystwyth. 

The Evergreen Candytuft (I. senipervirtns) to 
show habit. 

of white flowers. It also blooms later than 
other common white kinds, and both the flowers 
and corymb are larger and 

other speoies{) j ^tjt?fOTti',te'y1' 

Where a vciy dwarf evergreen edging is 
reipiircd for a shrubbery', or for beds of shrubs, 
it is one of the best plants known, as on any 
soil itquickly forms a spreading mass,as maybe 
seen by our illustration. Like all its relatives 
it should bo ex[>oscd to the full sun rather than 
shaded, and is readily increased by seeds or cut- 

to flower freely. There i-s a great number o 
varieties, differing both in growth and colour. 
What is known ns the dwarf or nnnn str»,n 
neat and dwarf in growth, an abandon 
bloomer and showy. 1. umbellate nana rosea 
anil alba are two of the most distinct, worn, 
about 1) inches high ; the dark crimson, car nuucu, auu is reuuiiy lucreuscu uy secus ui cut- auuui uiciics uign , mu --- . , 

- .rings. Its common garden name is I. s©*4tj}j$a I lilac, and purple sorts, about 1 foot ig • 

,iarrexiana is not tiFltflfllte AT 
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FLOWERS IN SCOTLAND. 

Tin: flower season, as far as the outside is 
concerned, is almost a failure here. The cold 
east winds which we are experiencing just now 
(August 11th) are making sad inroads on 
everything of a tender nature. Begonias, 
which have been planted in somewhat exposed 

manure in autumn and spring, and division of 
the clumps every two years—this division 
being carefully carried out in November— 
there are now over two hundred healthy bulbs 
in the garden, and in the |>ossession o: other 
friends and neighbours. Some spikes this year 
(really the principal spike in each clump) were 
5 feet S inches high, bearing from twelve to 

Colonies of the Evergreen Candytuft in the rock garden From a photograph sent by 

Mrs. B. Phillips, Wulverle, Olton, Warwick. 

positions, are denuded of almost all foliage, 
mi have as yet shown no signs of blootn. On 
the other baud, those plants in sheltered places 
have bloomed admirably, considering the back¬ 
ward season, but the foliage is poor and 
jtaated, and lacks the robustness and freshness 
of former years. Asters have almost utterly 
filled. Ten-week Stocks have done well, and 
ire extremely sho wy, the seed, which was of a 
P»1 strain, coming about il l per cent, double, 
the spikes resembling a well-grown Hyacinth. 
The east winds seem to have no effect on 
ihe-e plants. Gladioli have thrown good 
foliage, but dower-spikes are slow in making I 
their appearance. Geraniums of the Vesuvius, 
Jaeoby, and Flower of Spring type have made I 
1 very poor show in comparison with former 
jars! French and African Marigolds seem 
to be up to their usual standard when grown 
in sheltered positions. Lobelias are one mass 
of bloom, the plants having been raised this 
*a«on from seed. Dahlias (show and fancy) 
are somewhat stunted in growth, hut the 
blooms are as fine as ever. The single Cactus 
forms have done very well, and the blooms 
base been in much demand for cutting. Roses 
bare been very tine, although nearly a month 
Loot in blooming. Baroness Rothschild, 
MaguaCharta, Captain Hayward, Duke of Edin- 

irgh, General Jacqueminot, Paul Neron, and 
John Hopper as standards have been very fine. 
ILnly annuals are much the same us usual, 
although somewhat later. Tufted Pansies 
have been grand, and are now one mass of 
bloom. D. G. McIveb. 

seventeen line white blooms. The effect of 
this long border seen against a background of 
Crimson Rambler Rose, and with scarlet 
Carnations and Iceland Poppies in the front of 
each clump, was unusually fine. The heavy 
rains of spring and summer greatly helped to 
increase the size and healthiness of the plants.— 
Edith E. Redxall, Silclu-ster I 'ilia, Wokingham. 

Sweet Peas-keeping up a supply 
of flowers.—After Sweet Peas have been in 
bloom for a time they are liable to cease 
flowering if one or two conditions are not 
observed, the first being that no seed pods 
must be permitted to mature and that all old 
flowers must he cut off, and, secondly, that the 
plants still have some kind of stimulant, so 
that new life, as it were, may he infused into 

clear water needful, cow-manure or sheep- 
droppings will all he fouml useful, and, if 
applied in time, will he the means often of 
plants blooming for weeks longer. When 
stimulants are not given during the season, 
and flowers are left on and not gathered when 
they ought to he, then danger arises of failures 
occurring. Sweet Pea growers can avoid this 
now, and have a continuous supply of beauti¬ 
ful flowers for many weeks yet by a little 
daily attention.—W. F. D. 

Lobelia fulgens.—Very familiar are the 
intense scarlet blossoms of Lobelia fulgens, hut 
in some gardens it frequently dies off during 
winter from want of protection. At the present 
time its flower-spikes are conspicuous in the her¬ 
baceous borders, growing to a height of 3 feet 
or more when planted in a rich deep soil. This 
Lobelia should he lifted from the open towards 
the middle of October and placed in a cold- 
frame ! if the frame itself is under a wall, then 

it is best to plant the Lobelias as near to the 
wall as possible, as there it is always the driest 
in winter, and damp is one of its worst enemies. 
If one wishes to increase the stock, the spring 
is the time when new growth commences.— 
W. F., Ih rhy. 

Carnations from cuttings.—Everyone 
is more or less conversant with the art of layer¬ 
ing Carnations, and much labour is expended 
on this operation, but in these days of keen 
competition it behoves all who have anything 
to do with growing for profit to curtail the 
labour as far ns possible. I find that cuttings 
of Carnations strike so freely that it is far less 
trouble to increase one’s stock in this way than 
by layering. Prepare a bed of fine gritty soil 
under the partial shade of a fruit-tree, and take 
the cuttings in the usual way. Trim off the 
lower leaves, and then split tho stem of the 

( cutting with a sharp knife, and insert a small 
stone to keep the cut part o[ien. Insert the 
cutting anil water freely, and at least 90 per 
cent, will make good plants.—J. Groom, 

<io»port. 

Propagating Pelargoniums.—These 
vorv popular rto n-ers may he propagated with 

| the greatest certainty while the days are long 
and there is plenty of sun-heat, but if left 

\ until the cool, damp autumn weather sets in a 
large percentage of the cuttings decays. 
Those who need a good supply of healthy 
young plants should make a start at once by- 
taking off a cutting wherever it can he spared 
from pot-plants or flower-beds, and, having 
some nice, line, sandy soil ready, insert them 
singly into quite small pots, and set them in a 
cold frame, when the lights can he pushed 

I over them during heavy rains, leaving open at 

j Bridge of Weir, -V. IS. 

! NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Liliumtestaceum.—Thisisalovely kind, 
| although seldom met with. It has done well 

with me for the last twelve years in a mixed 
border. One bulb was planted at first, when 
it only gave one spike ; now, the end of July, I 
have eight, the tallest nearly 7 feet high, with | 
large umbels of bloom. This has never been I 
removed or taken up during the twelve years. 1 
-J. C'kook. 

The Gibraltar Candytuft (I. gibraltarica) 

A border of Madonna Lilies.—In 1893 
a bulb of Lilium candidum was given me by n 
iriend. Planted iu a garden soil that was 
somewhat rich and heavy (clayey loam), the 
sue of the five offsets produced by the fijfSStT 
tether small bulb showed, i£> it£94Z Stdrfeljtel 
able improvement. By liberal treatment as ' 

them. Everyone who has grown Sweot Peas i all other times. Give one good watering to 
in any quantity is aware that once seed-pods , settle the soil well around the steins, and then 

- - • - 1 only enough to keep them from withering, and 
they Will-soon[ push, out roots, and make good 

' the autumn. By following up this 
(plfe!>ty\qf stock will ho 

are allowed to form and flowers are not 
,hered I.Ioqiiis begin to fail. Mulching 
it i iCdrhfcts. with half-rotted manure, and 

"applying'fflTiuTe guano, after first givingJtne 
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obtained without disfiguring the beds. Pot- 
plants headed down now will have plenty of 
time to make a good head of young shoots for 
winter flowering.—.1. G-, Oo*port. 

Lychnis Haageana.—On page 324 a 
correspondent, “ B.,” says of the above, “ it is 
not perennial, and must be raised every year.” 
My experience of the group which is now 
known by the name cited is that the plants 
do uot reach their best condition until the 
third flowering year. It is quite possible, how¬ 
ever, that “ B.' may have lost his plants from 
an attack of slugs, for these greedily devour 
the small tuber like roots to which are attached 
the crown-buds or eves, and frequently in 
heavy soils the entire plant is demolished. The 
plant usually is not happy unless grown on 
sandy soil, or soils that are well drained and 
liglit. Even on these soils I find the plants 
are the most vigorous in quite the warmest 
places, such, for example, as near a warm 
wall or the like. Some years ago 1 planted 
several pots of plants rather close to a buy 
window in a small front garden, and despite 
the nearly south aspect, the much increased 
heat by the proximity to the house wall, and a 
soil both poor and light, the plants grew into 
bushes and attained in the fourth year nearly 
3 feet high, giving a blaze of brilliant flowers 
far larger than I bad ever seen hitherto. Plants 
of the same age in the oyienheds in similar soil 
were so vastly inferior in every way that I have 
since regarded the plant as one of a number of 
warmth-loving subjects, and, in truth, there 
was in the instance cited nothing but the 
excessive poorness of soil and the much in¬ 
creased warmth of position to account for all 
the fuperiority of growth and blossom. The 
group may not be so hardy as some suppose 
and the crowns are never safe from frost unless 
3 inches at least below the surface. Certainly, 
no plants of even biennial growth and flower¬ 
ing could at all compare with the dozen or 
more stems and the great crown of rich flowers 
borne on the plants I have referred to.—E. J. 

perhaps, in a comparatively few instances, 
representatives of which 1 will name later. If, 
however, some of the early sorts are growing 

pots, and are intended for the embellish¬ 
ment of the conservatory, these may l>e 
partially disbudded, in which case their use¬ 
fulness for decoration is enhancer!. But in 
the garden the plants never look better than 
when they are grown quite naturally and 
without disbudding. There are several varie¬ 
ties which develop their blooms on fairly long 
stems without any disbudding whatever, and 
these are the kinds which should he looked after. 
Any individual bloom may be detached from 
the spray without spoiling the others, and this 
is a point of much importance, and should not 
he overlooked. Mine. Marie Masse and the 
ports from this grand variety are typical of 

what hardy outdoor Chrysanthemums should 
he, and there is now a sufficient number in 
this one family to satisfy the requirements of 
most growers. Contrasted with the .sorts just 

mentioned we have other excellent kinds, each 
of which produces a profuse display of blos¬ 
soms, hut, unfortunately, in dense clusters at 
the apex of each shoot. The flower stems are 
so short that the flowers are all packed closely 
together, and individual blooms cannot lie 
gathered unless the plant lias previously been 
lishudded. Types of this class of plant, are 
Millie. Guinduaeau and its sport Eva 
Williams. They are both very pretty, but 
cannot be regarded with anything like the 
favour of those sorts first described. E. G. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

EARLY-FLOWERING CHKYSANTHE- 

MUMS-SEASONABLE HINTS. 

With the advent of September, we may fairly 
consider wo have entered the period of (lower¬ 
ing of the early-blossoming Chrysanthemums, 
and for this reason it. is important not to neg¬ 
lect the important item of feeding. Any 
ordinary garden soil which has had a dTessin 
of good manure will grow the plants well, hut 
if in addition to this are given frequent 
supplies of liquid-manure, the return in the 
shape of excellent blossoms, and a good crop 
withal, may confidently he anticipated. The 
present season has, so far, been an exception¬ 
ally dull and moist one, and the wood is not so 
ripe and hard as it should he. In consequence 
of this want of ripening, the plants will not do 
so well as usual, unless special means be taken 
to help them. In wet weather the plants are 
much benefited by a dusting around the 
base of some approved fertiliser. At this 
stage the roots on the surface readily assimi 
late the constituents of plant-food available in 
each manure. It in a good plan to keep the 

surface-soil between the plants well stirred. If 
this he done in dry weather with copious 
supplies of manure-water, and the surface 
sprinkled in wet weather with artfieial manure 
the effect on tho plants and the blossoms also 
will bo most marked. Without the use of 
manures many of the promising buds now freely 
developing will produce blossoms of poor or 
semi-double character. Keep the shoots tied 
out, or looped in such a way that air may 
circulate freely between the growths and thus 
help tho wood to ripen. Strong winds may 
safely be predicted at this season, and see that 
each plant is securely staked. It is just 
possible that the first stakes to be inserted may 
not. be long enough or strong enough to support 
the heavy branching growths of some of the 
more robust plants. If left too long, the 
grower may have to mourn the loss of promia 
ing plants. 

Disbudding.—Already persons are asking 
questions about disbudding the early sorfeg. 
Plants grown to make a dirfplaWa the 
and borders sStifildiJi&ti lW abbiridsn e ■ 

interspersed. This, hacked by a light tay« 
on the wall, gives a glorious picture. Yellow 
Marguerites and Mignonette, with Asparagu.- 
greenery, in low glasses are good. Red Sweet 
Peas and Mignonette, with Asparagus as 
greener}’, or their own foliage, are good also.— 
3. Crook. 

Keeping cut-flowers.—I have read an 
article on keeping cut blossoms in your paper 
(August 9th). Few people think of giving tie 
water a good chance of get ting to the bloom up 
the stalk. There is hardly a flower that dees 
not last a day or two longer if its stem is split 
up an inch or two just as it is put in the water. 
Roses like a long sloping cut downwards. 
Hard-woodedshrubs like Lilac, Rhododendron. 
Syringa, should have all the bark peeled off 
as much stalk as goes into the water, and will 
last a good week instead of drooping in a few 

hours.—Sweet Lavender. 

GARDEN PESTS AND FRIENDS. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

ROOM AND WINDOW. 

LI LI U M LONGIFLORUM IN A 

WINDOW-BOX. 
Perhaps the following may interest your 
readers. Last year 1 tried growing Lilium 
longiflorum in a window-box, and was very 
successful, so this year 1 tried again, using a 
rather wider and deeper box, commencing in 
March by putting about 3 inches of Cocoa-nut 
refuse at the bottom and half plunging the 
bulbs in this. The box was then put in a room 
without a fire, only getting an occasional 
slight sprinkling of water. Early in May 
roots were formed, and the bulbs had sprouted 
about an inch. The box w as then placed on 
the window-sill outside, filled up with ordinary 
potting soil, and a few plants of Myosotis 
planted on top. Afterwards it had no special 
care hut watering, and after tho buds had 
formed, about half-a-dozen doses of a tea spoon¬ 
ful of ammonia in a gallon of water. A slight 
attack of green-fly was at once got rid of by 
sponging with Tobacco-water. The result has 
been thirty-seven flowering stems with |>erfect 
foliage, and an average of three flowers each. 
One had five, and several four, and only one 
split bloom ; all the flowers exceptionally fine, 
just over 5 inches from tip to end of flower. 
The only fault, if any, was that the stems 
were rather crowded, but the general result 
was very good. The bulbs were imported 
Japanese. Many of those used last year have 
bloomed in the small back-garden this summer, 
but, of course, not well. 

MrssF. Eoiikvarri. 

168, SUrermere-road, Cal/ord, S.E. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Effective arrangement of flowers 
in vases. — Recently a correspondent in 
Garden ini: Illustrated made a most impor¬ 
tant statement when writing on cut flowers 
—namely, that many people destroy tho 
effectiveness of their arrangement by mixing a 
lot of colours together. Observant people 
must have noticed this with a large number of 
cut flowers. The same holds good with plants, 
sliruhs, etc., grown for ornament in the 
garden, and nothing seems to he more difficult 
than to convince them that the best results aro 
obtained by placing one or two well chosen 
colours together or planting largo groups of 
one colour. In iny own cottage, in a vase 
hanging against a wall, is Crimson Rambler 
Rose, cut in large long clusters, with number¬ 
less blooms loosely grown. Two of these are 
used with a long spray of Ceanothus Gloiro de 
Versailles at the back, and a few sprays, of 

.Lphus Cotinus covering the sides of tire , 
Ayind three or four leaves ojfj J 

The leaf-cutter bee.—Kindly inform me *ti: a 
the proper name of the enclosed bees, which arc in* 
destructive ? They !~>red holes in a 1-inch final ce the 
roof, and completely destroyed it They carry in pm- 
leaves to the holes. The one enclosed, and auouetber 
one, were holh causht this morning with a piece of P.w 
leaf in their mouths. How can 1 get rid ol them, u i 
they go on I do not know where the damage wfiof 
The tinial has been renewed. The bets in the oldiptwn 
all destroyed, and these are the first l have seated, 
but quite in a different place.—Annie Pare. 

[The bee that you sent is a specxmSf 
of the leaf-cutter bees, belonging to tbegme- 
Megacliile, but the specimen was so knod-i 
aliout bv being placed loose in a box that it is 
impossible to say to what species it bdoog- 
These bees make their nests in holes in vooJ, 
in walls, or dry banks. 1 should doubt if they 
would select, sound wood for their purp>- 
Probably your finial was somewhat dectjfti 
1 have had nests sent me which were made ini 
coil of paper and in a hollow stick, but have 
never heard of their being the cause of any 
damage liefore, though complaints are flftw 
made of the way they spoil the leaves of Bofcs. 
If you cannot trace them to their ne&tf,d>e 
only way is to catch them on the Rose-bsic- 
as you have done. The mother bee, hajin? 
found or made a suitable hole, lines it wit 
nieces of Rose-leaves or the petals of «ooc 
flower, and then fills it with a mixture of h»y 
and pollen ns food for the grub, which 
hatched from the ogg which she lays iu tin 
cell. She then proceeds to form another nil 
in the same hole, the lower end of which lit’ 
partly into the mouth of the first, just as one 
thimble might fit into another. In this way 
the hole is filled. It is very prettv, as 1 dare¬ 
say you may have noticed, to see t he bee cot a 
piece out of a leaf and fly off with it. I do not 
think you need fear that the bees will do you 
any real injury.—G. S. S.] 

Pear Saw-fly.—We have received a small 
green box with two Pear-tree leaves on which 
are some insects, but no letter or communis 
tion of any kind was enclosed. The foliage®1 
the Pear-tree is attacked by the grubs of the 
“ Pear Saw-fly ” (Eriocampa adumbrata). The 
grubs are commonly known as “slug worms. 
though they are neither slugs nor worms, hut 

they very much resemble small slugs, h l,ie 
tree is hearing a crop of fruit it is difficult to 
know what to recommend as a remedy. 
Syringing the tree with paraffin emulsion, pro 
perly diluted, or Tobacco-water and soft-soap, 
and dusting the leaves with finely powdered 

lime or gasdime, are useful. Even fine raw 
dust has been used with advantage, or you 
might spray the tree with “ Paris-green. This 
last, however, is a very poisonous substance 
and must not he allowed to touch the njut 
When full grown, the grubs bury themselves 
in the ground just under the trees, and between 
3 inches and 4 inches below the surface. They 
then each spin a thin papery cocoon roun* 
themselves, within which they become chry¬ 
salides. During winter, if the surface sw 
which coutains the chrysalides lie removedaie 
burnt or buried not less than 1 foot below the 
surface, or placed so that the poultry can pclj 
it over, the trees should be free from this p* 
next year. Tho earth taken away should 
replaced with some good soil that is certain t 
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INDOOR PLANTS. 

ZEl'HYKANTHKS. 

A small group of bulbous plants belonging to 
the great order Amaryllideie, yet small as it is 
in its entirety, the number of good, hardy kinds 
is still greatly reduced by comparison. All 
the species are beautiful and easily cultivated. 
Some, indeed, as Z. Atainaseo ana Z. Candida, 
grow quite freely, and soon become established 

the lesson should be of service to those 
amateurs who are inclined to the other ex¬ 
treme—via., that of too frequently interfering 
with established [lots of mro bullions plants. 
In the case of any whose growing season is not 
of long duration, very little goodness would be 
extracted from the soil, hence there should be 
little need for interference. The following are 
the more vnluahlo kinds : 

Z. Atamasco, with large pure white flowers 
nearly .‘1 inches in length, and with the stem 

masses that might bo increased to any extent rising to 6 inches or 8 inches high, 
by the numerous offsets prod need. In form j Z. canhhia, sometimes callod “TheFlowerof 

the West Wind,” is also a puro white flower, 
moro resembling a Crocus-blossom, and quite 
hardy. This s|iecios should rocoivo plenty of 

id as the 

by the numerous offsets prod need, 
the flowers of tho smaller kinds are not unliko 
those of tho Crocus, and vary from such as 
these to others of the size of Colchicum spoci- 
osum, of which Z. rosea may betaken as a near 
approach thereto in point of size and not a 
little in colour. All the kinds may bo success¬ 
fully grown in sandy loam, and whon grown in 
jots form quite an attraction whon in flower in 
the early port of tho year. Thoso best suited 
tor pot culture and the greenhouse, perhaps, 
arosuch as Z. carinata, Z. rosea, Z. tubispatha, 
etc. Little warmth is required, though it is 
quite necessary at all times that tho bulbs are 
not subjected to any tenqiemturo appronching 
the freezing [mint. That of 40 degs. may be 
regarded as a safe minimum for the less 
Wdy kinds. The perfectly hardy kinds are 

moisture in the growing season and 
heat of summer approaches. It is a pretty 
plant for forming edgings, masses, and tho 
like. 

Z. carinata, a handsome flowering plant 
with blossoms of a pleasing delicate rose-shade. 
A charming pot-plant for coUl-houso, or may 
bo grown in a sunny frnmo in tho open. Native 
of South America. 

Z. roska, also a handsome kind with large 

cupped blossoms of deep rose, very striking 
when well grown. 

Z. Treati.*:, a beautiful white kind somewhat 

allied to tho first, tho blossoms having a deli- 

The white Zephyr-flower (Zephy ran thee Candida) in a pot. 

just as hardy as tho Crocus, though scarcely so 
free flowering in the general way. The 
majority of kinds best known to cultivators 
increase freely by offsets, and these, if planted 
six or eight around tho inside of pits of about 
j inches diameter in good, rich soil, will quickly 
make up flowering bulbs. As showing how 
easily grown are some kinds such as Z. rosea, 
I may instance a gardener who has many' pots 
of bulbs that have probably boon in his keep¬ 
ing a score of .veal's, and cortainly not potted 
half-a-dozen times in that period, who pro¬ 
duces quite a display each year with the richly 
coloured flowers. Some of the pots nre quite 
full of bulbs, and without knowledge of tho 
subject in his charge, beyond that of keeping 
them dry when they go to rest, little or no 
attention is [mid to them. Such crude and in¬ 
different treatment may in some degree sug¬ 
gest that others are ovor-cultivnted or coddled, 
perhaps, far moro than is necessary. In the 
instance referred to, however, I believe much 
of the success that is achieved is duo to the 
long protracted term of dryness to which the 
bulbs are compulsorily subjected year by year. 
Certainly no soason passes without many 
flowers, ami largo ones too, and as tho flower 
ing approaches 1 generally receivo an intima¬ 
tion to that effect. How far this may be in 
agreement with the prescribed methods of 
culture i9 an open question, and it is as much 
an open question whether a larger display-?! I them ill 
flowers would follow if the ulnntfl were frown/rWi.e at;A 
in a more orthodox way. '-For my1 parol BhuilkVjfce p 

cate Lily-like fragranco. Tho plant attains 
nearly 1 foot high, and at present is somewhat 
scarce. E. J. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Fuchsias falling. —I have a collection of I'ueliiiiaa 
Hint lion much diiuppoiiiKsI me, as there has lieen scarcely 

any bloom this seaaon. They are of several varieties. 
Some ar« old plants of lost year, and others were struck in 

the spring. Some arc in small pots, others in large ones ; 
some in a conservatory, others out-of-doors. Hut while 

they thus differ in some respects, they are all alike, or 
nearly so, in having little bloom, or none at all. I gave 

some of them a dressing of artificial manure a few weeks 
ago, which set them growing vigorously, but it is all 
foliage and no flower. I suppose it is too late to expect 

any bloom worth speaking of this season? What treat¬ 
ment would you advise as most likely to get better results 

next year / lias the exceptionally cold anil sunless 
weather we have had conduced to tire failure of bloom?— 

[Fuchsias are in many places flowering badly 
this season owing to the wet anti cold weather, 
of which we have exj>erienced so much this 
year. It is, however, strango that under what¬ 
ever conditions your plants are placed they aro 
till noarly flowerless, as in the conservatory 
they should have bloomed long before this— 
that is, if they were not kopt too closo and 
shaded. It is cortainly not yet too late for a 
fair amount of bloom on some of them, as very 
fine flowers aro often liorne towards quito the 
end of the summer. Wo should advise you to 
winter your plants in a greenhouse, keening 

this, give a little more water and syringe occa¬ 
sionally, which treatment will result in young 
shoots lieing pushed out freely all over tho 
plants. When thoso shoots are about half un- 
meh long tho plants may bo rej>otted in a 
mixture of two parts loam to one part each of 
leaf-mould and well-decayed manure, with a 
little sand. In potting, the greater part of the 
old soil may ho removed. Whon this is done, 
if watering and occasionalsyringingnrecarried 
out properly, and the plants kept in a light, 
airy greenhouse, they will in duo time grow and 
flower well. As the pots get full of roots, and 
tho plants show signs of becoming exhausted, 
an occasional dose of artificial inanuro will then 
ho of service.] 

Treatment of Hydrangeas. — I took come 
cutting* of Hydrangeas in the spring. They nre now 
growing nicely in 4-inch pots. I want them llo bloom in 

the spring, with one large head to each plant. Will you 
kindly tell me how to treat them now and in the winter ? 
-W, It. 

[We presume your Hydrangeas have well 
filled their 4-inch pots with roots, in which 
caso you may at once put them into |iots 
5 inches or 5A inches in diamoter. In [lotting, 
do not disturb tho t oots moro than is absolutely 
necessary, and use good soil, say two |iarts of 
loam to one part each of leaf-mould and well- 
decayed manure, and a little sand. Then 
place them out of doors in a spit, fully expisod 

to sun and air, in order that tho wood 
may be thoroughly ripened, and keep 
well supplied with water. As autumn 
advances, and the leaves begin to turn 
yellow, place them in a frnmo where they 
aro just freo from frosts during tho win¬ 
ter. With the return of spring they may 
he taken into the greenhouse, where their 
heads of flower will develop. As soon as 
they start in the spring a little weak 
manuro-water occasionally is of great ser¬ 
vice. As tho blossoms develop a good 
light fiosition should be assigned them, 
as their colour is improved thereby, while 
the plants aro apt to run up weak if 
kept closo and shaded. ] 

Bouvardlas. Bouvardius nre useful 
during tho winter in a warm house, but 
neglect on the part of tho grower at this 
time of the year will often prevent their 
blooming with that freedom they would 
otherwise do. They aro not difficult to 
cultivate, ami as they aro easy of propi- 
gatiou ono may soon increase the stock. 
All plants should now lie standing in 
cold-frames, with room between each one, 
in order that wood may pro|ierly mature. 
Thoso in 5 inch pots when full of roots 
soon becomo dried up, and care must bo 
taken that they aro not lacking moisture. 
At present liquid-manure may be given 
them, hut in a woak stato, and a ling 
of soot placed in tho tub from whence 
tho water is procured will aid in im¬ 

parting a good colour to tho foliago. It is 
not safo to leave them out-of-doors much 
beyond tho middle of September, and prepara¬ 
tions for housing them should accordingly bo 
made almut that time.—Lkaiictrst. 

Deutzias for forcing.—These hardy 
shrubs are amongst tho most popular of those 
that are brought indoors in the autumn for 
forcing into bloom in tho early spring. As a 
market plant tho white blossoms of Doutzin 
gracilis aro much in evidence in March nnd 
April, and grown in moderately-sized [sits 
(."> inches or G inches) arc useful for table decora¬ 
tion. After blooming Deutzias should bo 
relieved of old wood, and as much new growth 
as [lossiblo encouraged. Tho permitting of old 
wood to remain is ono of the reasons why small, 
puny blossoms follow. Loam, with which leaf- 
mould has lieen mixed, makes a suitable com- 
[ wist for them. Cuttings of ripened wood strike 
freely in sandy soil.—Townsman. 

Photographs of Gardena, Plants, oi 
Trees.— We offer each iceek a copy of the latent 

edition of the “ English Flower Garden" for the 
beet photograph of a garden or any oj it* content*, 

indoors or outdoors, sent to iis in any one week. 

Second prize, Half a Guinea. 

The Prize Winners this week are: 1, 
ist dry at that season. Then, atiout Mrs-Bayldan. Dnwlish, Devon, for Iris (latesi; 

ibruary or early in March, go over ‘2, A. 1‘. Dividon, Broughton Grange, Banbury, 
ad trim them into shape. IS AT 
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OWN-ROOT ROSES FROM SINGLE EYES. 

The following- description of a beautiful Rose 
in my garden and how it came into my 
possession will interest some of your readers, 
especially those who, like myself, are, either 
from choice or necessity, their own gardeners. 
I do not know the name of the Rose, but it is 
one of the Tea section, and delightfully per¬ 
fumed. The flower is large and full and of the 
finest form. The colour on the outer edges of 
the petals is a lovely soft, satiny pink, deepen¬ 
ing towards the centre into the richest apricot 
and gold. The leaves are of the darkest glossy 
green, and the wood or stems a rich cop|>er 
brown, and where not exjiased to the sun the 
young wood is coral-red. I first saw the Rose 
in a friend’s garden in July, 1897, and was 
kindly given some pieces of the wood, which it 
was thought were likely at that particular 
season to make good slips or cuttings. Having 

seen an interesting article in Gardening 

Illustrated, “How to Grow Rases from the 
Bud,” I thought my best chance of success was 
to make the attempt. Unfortunately, I could 
not find the number of the paper I wished to 
consult, but as I remembered the directions, at 
least so far as to how to cut out and prepare 
the buds for setting, I decided to make the 
attempt, and trust to my own experience for 
the alter treatment, which was as follows: 
I prepared three flower-pots, two 5-inch and 
one 4-inch, which were filled to the brims with 
carefully prepared compost, the largest portion 
of which was silver-sand, three closely fitting 
bell-shaped propagating glasses, anu a few 
medium-sized hairpins. 

With these preparations I made my first 
attempt, cutting out only one bud at a time, 
and with as little delay as possible, al'ter 
removing the pith to avoid the drying up of 
the sap, laid the bud on the surface of the com¬ 
post, and secured it in its place with hairpins 
on both sides of the bud. Then, after a light 
watering with tepid water through a fine 
syringe, I placed on the glasses, and for some 
wockfl after continued to water the cuttings 

only outside the glasses, which I found suffi¬ 
cient to keep the surface moist till the rooting 
had commenced. The three pots were then 
put into the cool greenhouse, and placed on the 
shady end of a front shelf. In a few weeks 
five of the buds filled the pots with roots, and 
formed beautiful little green hushes. The sixth 
bud was not so vigorous, and failed to survive 
the winter. Four of the five plants are to Ikj 
seen at the present moment in full bloom, 
delighting everyone who sees them with the 
beauty of their flowers and the sweetness of 
their perfume. One of the four plants, I 
should have said, was lost or perished while 
changing to my present residence. The only 
part of the experiment I claim as my own is 
the introduction of the hairpins, which will be 
found not only a great help, but an absolute 
necessity to keep the fragile buds in close 
connection with the compost. Rosebud. 

[From your description we believe the Rose 
to be Mme. Cadeau Ramey, but could you 
not send us a bloom with wood and leaf ? It is 
quite possible, as you describe, to obtain 
rooted cuttings from single eyes, and we 
frequently adopt this plan when a variety is 
scarce. When it is remembered what a fine 
plant will spring from a tiny bud inserted into 
a foster stock, it is not at all remarkable to 
obtain good plants from a single eye or bud by 
the process you mention, but you would have 
obtained equally satisfactory results if you had 
inserted the singlo eye into the compost in the 
same manner as one does when striking Vines. 
At this time of year it is quite practicable to 
obtain a leaf with each eye or bud. Let this 
leaf remain, and instead of removing pith from 
the wood, cut the growth just below the eye 
in a wedge shape, und stick this into the sand 
or compost its entire length, leaving just the 
leaf protruding. You will obtain a far more 
sturdy plant in this way than from the process 
you name. Rose shoots that have just flowered 
make splendid cuttings and root most freely 
during the early part of this month. They 
only require freouent sprinkling for the first 
fortnight, nnd to be kept in a close frame. 
They root as freely in pure sand-^ they do in 
a sandy compost; in fact, we 

Digit Dy 

the cuttings must not remain in it too long 
when rooted, or they become weak. Pot them 
off when roots are i inch long. Another good 
plan is to fill a number of thumb pots with 
sand, stand them as thickly together as they 
will go in a shallow frame, then work in sand 
into the interstices. Dibble a cutting into 
centre of each pot with its leaf attached, then 
arrange to have them sprinkled every hour 
from 9 am. until 4 p.m. for the first ten or 
fourteen days. Shade the glass with paint or 
whitewash, with which some oil or size has been 
mixed. When the cuttings are rooted, air can 
be gradually afforded until it is safe to remove 
the lights entirely. These little plants may 
then be potted on without any check, or planted 
out into heds so arranged that lights may be 
placed over them in severe weather. J 

ROSES FOR SPAN ROOF HOUSE. 

(Reply to “Beginner.") 

We presume your house is not shaded from the 
south by any building, as Roses cannot have 
too mucli sunlight at any time, and during the 
winter and spring it is most important to give 
thorn all that wo obtain. Instead of making a 
pit, we should recommend a raised bed about 
2 feet in height. The outer wall could lie of 
bricks, and the centre filled with stones or 
ashes. The Rases could then he placed upon 
inverted pots, which would bring them nearer 
to the glass than if you plunge-1 them in ashes. 
Four or five half standards would ho very suit¬ 
able for the centre row, and around these we 
should advise strong growing Teas and Hybrid 
Teas trained in pillar form. Give the plants 
one central cane, and lojp up the growths to 
this instead of spreading out in the usual 
manner of training pot Roses. Any of the free- 
growing Teas and Hybrid Teas, such as Marie 
Van Houtte, Anna Ollivier, Mme. lloste, 
Climbing Niphetos, Maman Cocliet, Mme. 
Abel Cliatenav, would do for the half-standards, 
and for pillars, Catherine Mermet, Souvenir 
d’un Ami, Perle des Jurdins, and Roses of that 
type. These pillar Roses should be purchased 
in 8-inch pots, ready prepared for forcing, and 
if you explain to your nurseryman what you 
require you will obtain the right kind. The 
staging around the house could most certainly 
be used for other pot-Roses, and either grown 
as bushes or trained on to the roof. Varieties 
of Teas of vigorous growth, such ns Sunset, 
Niphetas, Perle des Jurdins, nnd Bridesmaid, 
would be the best for either purpose far 
better than the ordinary climbers, as they 
impede the light too much from the other 
occupants of the structure. In all cases the 
best plants to procure are those known 
as extra sized, grown in 8-inch pots. They 
give a splendid lot of bloom the first season, 
but of course you can procure smaller plants 
and pot them on yourself. 

CHINA TEA ROSES. 

The so-called China Tea Roses are becoming 
an important group. The exquisite colouring 
of the Tea-scented lias been incorporated with 
the freedom of flowering of the true Monthly 
Roses, and the result is many charming kinds 
that stand midway between the two groups. 

As the true Teas originally sprang from the 
Chinas, it is safe to assume' that there have 
been many lovely tinted kinds raised in years 
gone by, which were discarded for the more 
double varieties that were then so much in 
request. A love of the single and semi-double 
kinds having been made manifest, varieties 
that quickly became favourites soon appeared. 
M. Guillot may bo said to have started this 
race with Mme. Laurette Messimy, which 
remains now one of the most popular. When 
grown under congenial conditions it is as 
vigorous as the old pink Monthly, but I have 
not found it so hardy. Mme. Eugene Resal is 
even more lovely in colouring. Queen Mab 
soon followed the two last-named. Here, again, 
in growth and bud it would be difficult to see 
where the China ends and where the Tea 
characteristics begin ; in fact, I have always 
looked upon it as a Safmno seedling, so like 
is it in wood and bud. Aurore is another 
kind of great beauty, and of even more 
intense apricot colouring than Queen Mab, 
with reddish wood. In fact, it seems, like 
jpstnall edition of that unique coloured Tea 
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Souvenir de Catherine Guillot, Mme. H. de 
Montefiore I much admire. This, too, is 
classed with the Chinas, but it greatly differs 
from Cramoisie-Superieure and that "class oi 
Monthly Rose. Its colour is a very charming 
shade, salmon-yellow, with a mixture of apricot 
and carmine. The buds are produced on stiff 
stems for this class of Rose, and they stand np 
well above the foliage. Cora is a very slender 
grower and of a delightful colour, clear yellow, 
tinted salmon-pink, rather small. Jean Bach 
Sisley is another kind of much value and large 
for a China. It has the colour of the crimson 
Monthly, but its blossoms are quite as beaut: 
ful in form as those of a Tea Rose Irene 
Watts cannot be well known or it would be 
asked for more frequently. It is reputedly a 
seedling of l^iurette Messimy, and in some 
respects it resembles that variety ; its colour 
is a clear salmon white, and the buds are very 
long and handsome. The above kinds ate 
Chinas according to catalogues, hut they we!! 
deserve the term China Teas. 1 should ato 
"roup with them Mme. Rene de St. Marceau, 
Margherite di Simone, Souvenir de J. R 
Guillot, Mme. Rene Gerard, Mine Lonu 
Ponce t, and Mme. Clemence Marchix. I do 
not attempt to describe the colours of thee 
lust six. They seem to defy a true description, 
for they possess so many tints that only i 
colour artist could succeed. It will be sufi- 
cient. to recommend them to all who admire 
lovely tinted Roses, and if they obtain all lie 
kinds named and group them together, leu 
promise a rich display. Procure them on tU 
seedling Brier, plant in well-prepared bet- d 

gritty loam, and prune hard, taking caret* 
earth up the plants from November to April, 
and success is assured. Rosa 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

A useful white Rose.—There are mu; 
really good Roses that are overlooked owing to 
the crowd of newcomers, that [terhaps are ai 
considerably less value. Mme. Fanny de 
Forest is one of the former, surpassing eves 
Boule de Neige, being minus the defects of lie 
latter. It is of rather large size considering 
it is a Noisette Perpetual, the full flowets 
being pure white, but the blooms, just as they 
begin to expand, are a lovely creamy-white 
It is not so vigorous as Boule de Neige. As a 
pot-Rose Mme. Fanny de Forest is unequalled 
among the white varieties, the plant flowering 
regularly. —Rosa. 

Rose Earl of Pembroke. This is owe 
of the few good Hoses that seem to have bee* 
to some extent overlooked by Rose grower! 
It is wonderfully free flowering, every shoot 
bearing a blossom as freely in autumn as u 
summer. The colour is a peculiar brownish 
crimson, very bright in the bud, and tbt 

fragrance is most refreshing. I consider it one 
of the late Mr. Bonnet’s good Rases, and he 
gave us not a few, many of which have laid the 
foundation for the splendid Hybrid Teas no* 
so popular. Earl of Pembroke is a Rose « 
good size, with exquisitely shaped flowers ana 
recurved and pointed petals. It is one of tie 
few Hybrid Perpetual Roses that can le 
confidently recommended for the garden.— 
E. W. C. 

Ruse Mrs. Edward Mawley.-T>^ 
splendid Tea Rase well maintains the l«g“ 
opinion formed of it on its introduction In 1899. 
A fine strong grower, Mrs. Edward Mawley 15 
an ideal Tea variety for a standard, and astu 
heavy blooms bend, by reason of their weigh!, 
they can lie inspected and protected front 
injury much better grown in this way. •f> 
sturdy is the wood that some have thought U 
should lie grouped with the Hybrid Teas ™ 
I consider it as much a Tea as Cathen-' 
Mermet. Excepting to exhibitors of I« 
Roses, I do not know that the doubt ane^ 
anybody. If the Rose grows well and yield-* 
splendid flowers in abundance, what does ‘ 
matter whether it l>e Tea or Hybrid Tea! 
salmon and carmine colour is very ‘resh 
pleasing, and when at times it develops ayeiio 
tint, the bloom then is beautiful.—Ross. 

Rose L’Ideal.—Among the Noisette Ross 
we have many kinds that are valuable w 
garden or for growing under glass, the |,k 
.under notice being one of them. « J3 
impossible to describe the many shades 
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colour seen in blooms on a plant at one time. 
I have been much pleased with it for several 
years, more especially this one. Last year it 
made some long-, clean, strong growths, and 
these, escaping the frost, gave a grand truss of 
bloom from each eye. These trusses had a 
large number of blooms on them, in some 
instances from 18 to 24 in a bunch. My plant 
is growing at the foot of a 10-feet high wall 
facing south. The shoots last year reached the 
top ol the wall, blooming the greater portion 
of their length. In the spring I saw this on 
the hack of a cold glasshouse, the blooms being 
freely produced and very highly coloured.— 
.1. C.' _' 

CLIMBING ROSES AND THEIR 

GROWTH. 

I have been noticing lately how much lietter 

these look away from walls, and how much I 

have been liable to misjudge them from 
specimens nailed against walls, which are often 

away, the object being to insert the bud as low 
as possible; the stocks also run better below 
the ground-line. The buds and stock itself 
derive considerable benefit by the earth being 
returned again. This may remain so heaped 
up until next May, but it is a good plan to 
inspect the buds at the end of August to ascer¬ 
tain if they have taken : then the earth may 
be returned. It used to be fashionable to bud 
two well contrasting varieties of Roses upon 
one standard stock. If similar growers are 
selected, and also such as blossom freely, I do 
not see any objection to the practice. If 
any Rose-grower potted up some Briers last 
winter, he should now bud these with good 
kinds suitable for winter blooming, as they 
make quite nice plants when placed into 
warmth in February. The grand new crimson 
Rose Liberty and the snow-white Frau Karl 
Druschki would lie two ideal Roses for the 
purpose. In budding the main stocks, they 
are wisest who freely propagate varieties such 
as Mme. Abel Chatenay, G. Nabonnand, Caro- 

hot and unpleasant surfaces for them to exist 
upon, and on which they' cannot show their 
gnu* and where there are no coolness or light 
ind shade to help them. The kinds I could 
not hear on walls I find I enjoy very much 
*nen allowed to run un trees and hang about 
in their own graceful way. Many of these 
Roses are hardy varieties of northern kinds, 
nnd in no need whatever of such walls as we 
®nst give to a Fig or a Reach in our country. 
1 find my white Polyanthus are beautiful in 
«*.! copses. V. B. 

Budding Roses.—By this time budding 
'hould be in full swing. The standard Briers 
nre the first to be operated upon, then, follow- 
■ng these, the seedling Briers and the Manettis. 
''here Brier cuttings are used they should be 
tudded early, as they cease to grow sooner 
!,ian the seedling Briers. A point to remember 
"hen budding all dwarf stocks is to draw the 
'oil up to the roots again after the stocks an 
tudded. Both with seedling Briers a 
olanettis an inch or so of the shifQ# dra 

Rose Mme. Abel Chatenay.—Rose 
growers of the old school place form before 
everything else in their estimation of the Rose, 
even praising a variety that is a wretched 
grower. It is gratifying to notice that the 
public do not follow these arbitrary canons. 
In Mine. Abel Chatenay the lovely blending of 
deep salmon-pink to a paler flesh tint towards 
the ends of the petuls, combined with n pretty 
and distinct form, never fails to nppeal to the 
eye, and when we remember it is such a splen¬ 
did grower little wonder is it that the Variety 

I is being largely planted. There will soon be a 
fine lied of it at Kew when the plants become 
established, and I notice the longer shoots are 
tied over, which not only compels the Rose to 
produce more blossom, but it also induces 
vigorous growths from the base of the plant. 
As a standard Mine. Abel Chatenay makes a 
largd head, not too compact, as is sometimes 
the case with standard Roses, but the long 
growths start out here and there with most 
telling effect. It is also a glorious pot-Rose, 

producing its blossoms upon 
fine long growths, but the 
flowers being somewhat thin a 
cool temperature is best for 
the variety. Although some¬ 
what addicted to mildew, 
with care in avoiding a check 
or overdosing with manure 
the Rose can he most success¬ 
fully grown even by a novice. 
—Rosa. 

Rose Souvenir de Wil¬ 
liam Robinson. This must 
take a leading place among 
the charmingly tinted Teas 
for garden decoration, sur|mss- 
ingall other Roses of a similar 
colour, if there were any simi¬ 
lar, but the fact is the novel 
shades of colour present in 
the variety give it a most 
uncommon appearance. The 
prevailing colour of the neat 
iloweis is u rich, glowing apri¬ 
cot, the outer row of petals 
being heavily shaded rose, 
merging almost to crimson. 
There are even other tints 
present, but the description 
given will afford some idea of 
the beautiful colouring of the 
Rose. Then, too, it is such a 
good grower. Unfortunately 
one cannot say- this of some of 
the charmingly tinted Teas 
now so plentiful. Where Roses 
are massed I would advise that 
a quantity of Souvenir de 
Wm. Robinson lie planted 
this autumn. If not quite so 
vigorous as Marie Van Houtte 
there is not much difference, 
and what a delightful contrast 
it would lie to that most use¬ 
ful of all Roses.—E. W. 

Rose Gladys Hark- 
ness.—In fulness the flower 
of this leaves nothing to bo 
desired, the grand globular 
blossoms, each petal prettily 

reflexed, being extremely showy. The colour 
is a clear auu bright salmon-pink and the 
blossoms are highly fragrant. It is a fine, 
vigorous grower, stronger even than Caroline 
Testout, a Rose it resembles when opening, but 
more globular and double than that well-known 
kind when expanded. The flowers withstand 
rain better than many varieties. —E. 

Rose Enchantress.-By all who appre¬ 
ciate garden Roses the uiiove variety must be 
regarded as a gem. Its exquisite nodding 
blossoms are seen to much advantage upon 
standards. It is really in clumps or beds of 
one kind that these Roses produce the best 
display. Tho effect of Enchantress at a dis¬ 
tance is white, but on close insjiection the 

r_ _ r_ __ o_ __ _ blossoms are a jiale creamy white, the buds 
readily imagines what a fine isolated bush or being quite a rich cream. The sturdy growth 
pillar Rose it would make. Then, too, every j of the variety is quite equal to that of G. 
new shoot shows a bloom-bud which indicates Nabonnand ; the drooping blossoms, however, 
its perpetual character. Altogether this Rose do not add to the beauty from a decorative 

a splendid acquisition, ana dwellers near point of view, but there is still this to be said 
tuvnsriAiibjcities should not fail to secure about sudfi ‘varieties—their flowers are not so 
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Many-flowered Km (It. Polyantha) on margin of plantation. 

line Testout, Mrs. W. J. Grant, etc., as these 
kinds never fail to give satisfaction, both for 
garden decoration and for the house.—E. 

Rose Conrad P. Meyer.—This fine 
Hybrid Rugosa should prove of great value. 
There really seems to be very little relation¬ 
ship to tho Rugosa, for in leaf and wood it 
resembles the Hybrid Chinese of days gone by. 
In colour something like Blairii No. 2, the line 
bunches of flowers that crown each growth are 
most attractive, and have a powerful and 
delicious fragrance. The shape of the flower 
is something in tho wny of that of Caroline 
Testout and of aliout the same fulness. When 
four of tho large blossoms are expanded at one 
time on the long very prickly growths, they 
present a picture of great beauty, and one 
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FRUIT. 

FEEDING FRUIT AM) OTHER TREES 
IN AUTUMN. 

It is doubtful if cultivators give enough atten¬ 
tion to feeding during the autumn. There is 
no period of growth when assistance given to 
the roots is of so much service. This is not 
difficult to understand if a little thought is 
given to the nature of the tree or shrub the 
grower has to deal with. When the soil 
becomes warm, with plenty of light, then 
growth both of branch and root is rapid. 
Added to this, the fruit has attained to a good 
size. How can these he sustained in a starved 
soil? But this is the condition one often sees 
many trees and shrubs in, and the cultivator is 
surprised no progress is made. This especially 
applies to things growing in small, narrow 
borders; more so if the surface has to be 
crop(>ed with vegetables, etc. In many 
instances these have a dressing in winter, and 
in spring they are cropped with things that 
quickly take all the food out of the soil. Some 
may say this cropping should not he adopted, 
hut in many cases it is almost impossible with 
the space and means at command, if a constant 
supply iu the kitchen has to be kept up. In 
the spring months a well-known correspondent 
to Ctardksino Illustrated made an impor¬ 
tant statement when speaking of trees that 
bore freely every year. Ho pointed out 
that it was a fallacy to suppose these 
would not crop yearly, provided they were well 
fed in summer and autumn and the crop 
thinned. This is the teaching we want, and 
if followed will bring its own reward. Every 
year 1 am more convinced of this fact, and 
could point to some Morello Cherries that have 
given an enormous crop for the last ten years, 
and which are still as vigorous as ever, but I 
do not, however, forget their needs at the 
roots. The same holds good with a sloping, 
narrow border facing south in which Apricots 
are growing, and the surface of which has to 
he eropjied with early and late vegetables. 
This border is highly fed in winter, and when 
the early vegetables come off I give a 
dressing of a quickly soluble manure, washing 
it in with clear water about the time the 
stoning of the fruit takes place. It is astonish¬ 
ing the effect, this has on both growth and 
fruit. This has been going on for nearly a 
dozen years, and the results induce me to con 
tinue it. Many npply manure and do not 
wash it into the soil, with the result that it 
frequently does not reach the roots till it is too 
late to benefit them. I prefer feeding things 
when growth is active to any other time, 
seeing it is taken up by the roots at once 
instead of frequently being washed down so low 
as to be of little service. .T. Crook. 

walls as Reaches, though there are gardens 
where these remarks do not apply. Last 
summer in a large garden near Bristol I saw as 
fine Nectarines on open walls as iu Peach- 
houses in the same garden. 

Wasps and blue bottle flies are troublesome 
to both Peaches and Nectarines outdoors, but 
the latter are taken the most freely when 
within the reach of these summer pests. The 
cool summer and frequent rains gave hope 
that wasps would be scarce. Experience, 
however, proves that they are not so easily 
controlled, for they are becoming exceedingly 
numerous. It is a common exqierience that 
fruit may esca|ie up to a certain period, but 
with the advent of the Plum season wasps 
begin in earnest. It is curious, too, that no 
matter how many nests may be taken, their 
numbers do not apfiear to diminish, judged by 
the fruit attacked. Ouito recently nearly 
thirty nests have been destroyed within an 
easy radius of this garden, and though this 
must mean the destruction of many thousands 
of wasps, the fruit seems to suffer as much as 
if nothing had l>eeu done. A partial remedy 
against attack was suggested by the planting 
of the early sorts of Peaches, which ripened 
their crops before wasps appeared. An evil of 
all insect and bird life among fruit is that they 
sample so many, often onl_v so as to spoil them 
for every purpose, save jam-making. Only a 
small puncture on the surface of the fruit will 
set up speedy decay, whether the weather be 

The common Laburnum (L vulgare). (See page S55.) 

AND EARLY OUTDOOR PEACHES 

NECTARINES. 

Bad as the season has been for many crops, it 
must in all fairness be claimed a good one for 
outdoor Peaches, which have cropped exceed¬ 
ingly well and are of fine size and colour where 
proper thinning of the fruits was carried out. 
Alexander and Waterloo were ripe on July 
20th, which cannot he considered bad for 
choice fruit in a season so proverbially late. 
Those in n forcing-house often disappoint in 
a very early stage of their bud-growth, hut 
outdoors hud dropping is practically unknown 
—at least, it is so here. My trees set their 
fruits so thickly that severe thinning had to be 
adopted to save the crop. A moister and cool 
atmosphere lias been in their favour on light 
and medium soils, and in some districts the 
rainfall has not been sufficiently heavy to give 
trouble in clayey land. In very hot summers 
Peaches and Nectarines often got scalded with 
the sun, and this is almost certain to hapjien if 
the fruits which have advanced for a time 
under the shade of foliage are suddenly ex¬ 
posed. For this reason it is necessary to 
proceed cautiously with summer pruning and 
training of the young Peach growth. 1 have 
seen a crop of promising fruit conuiletcly spoilt 
by nailing or tying the summer snoots during 
a spell of hot weather. No such failing has 
occurred this year because the sun 1ms been 
tempered with cloud and showers have been 
frequent, 
or, generally 

sunny or showery. While the planting of the 
early kinds of Peaches baffles the efforts of the 
wasp and blue-bottle fly because of their early 
maturity, the same gain is effected in Nectar¬ 
ines. Cardinal has been said to lie too tender 
to stand the frost and cold of winter and spring 
and was recommended as an indoor and forc¬ 
ing variety only. I have a young tree that has 
stood two winters and has shown itself quite 
as i in pervious to cold as the Peaches growing 
close by. This year it bore a light crop of 
deeply-coloured fruit, the first being gathered 
on August 14th. This is earlier by some days 
than Early Rivers’, which it much resembles in 
colour, size, and shape. Hale’s Early is a 
capital Peach for the open wall, giving a 
succession to Waterloo, Alexander, and Amsdcn 
June. The succession may not follow in the 
case of those having one tree only of the 
earliest sectiou, hut in my case having several 
trees, Hale’s Early was ready before the last 
fruits of Alexander had been gathered. In 
writing of Alexander and Waterloo, it might 
be said how closely they resemble each other 
grown outdoors—indeed, so very marked is 
this that it becomes difficult to identify one 
from the other. Certainly there is no necessity 
to grow both. A good successional Peach for 
outdoors is Condor, which, for an early Peach, 
has a remarkably good flavour. Alexander, if 
allowed to ripen on the tree outdoors, does not 
offend the palate as it does forced under glass. 

W. S. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Melon WilUam Tillery.—It is several 
years since this was sent out, and it is very 
hard to beat, from a flavour point of view. 

Nectarines are ntfOio cxtensivtSyTWherever accommodation can be founds gro^| 
' ' ’ ^ ‘^Melons in houses, this shouId^^gpwD.l This 1 ij 

year I have it growing in pots from seed many 
years old, and although some consider it shy 
fruiting, I do not find it so. My plants are 
carrying three or four fruits each.—J. Crook, 

A good early Plum.—All early kinds 
of fruit are valuable, either for home use or 
market, seeing that most people are seeking for 
change. This being so, every one who'haa 
accommodation should grow Rivers’ Early 
Prolific Plum. It is an enormous and regular 
hearer if the crop is thinned. It is not parti¬ 
cular as to position, doing well in the open or 
against a wall. This year 1 was able to gather 
fruit ripe enough for cooking about July iith, 
and ripo for eating August 1st, from a tree 
growing against a west wall. This l'lum 
commands a good price when early in the 
market.—J. Crook. 

Raspberries not bearing. — Can you Undh- 

suggesl the reason lor my failure to prow RwpUmes! 
The canes were divided and planted three years ago, the 

ground well dug and manured. The stools have (tone a til 
as retards irrowth and foliage. sending up a viu-oraii 
growth of canes each year. Rut each year they haw cone 
oil in the way shown by the enclosed specimen, hloottin* 

freely, but bearing little or no fruit, while the folii;e ol 
tlie old canes seems blighted, while that o! Ibe nts 

growth is normal. The cause is not to be found in the 

cold of this year, for the same thing has happenedtr«f 

year : nor with pruning, for the old canes halt !etn pro¬ 
perly cut out, anil four or so of the uew ones left The 

district is cold, the soil clay, and the garden has a slicht 

slope to the north, hut the Raspiierries are in a sotasakat 

sheltered corner. —A Rkaiikb. 

[We have seen similar instances of the failure 
of what seemed to be good Raspberry-caDes to 
fruit, and dying off, to what you mention nil 
respect to your own, and have always Mind 

the cause to be a base of cold, clayey soiltoat 
is sour and deficient of lime. The remedy las 
been found in trenching the ground so a-, to 
excavate some 12 inches of the clay sub¬ 
soil, replacing it with garden refuse, road- 
trimmings, ditch trimmings, turves, or similar 
materials of a gritty nature. A good dressing 
of chalk or lime should be added, with some 
well decayed manure, and 4 lb. per rod oi 
basic-slag mixed with the soil lief ore planting. 
Only suckers from a good healthy stock should 
be planted. Superlative, Hornet, or Norwich 
Wonder are all good ones. Practically year¬ 
ling conco or Buolsors on your breadth dn not 
ripen, and tho soil lieing deficient of jetash 
and phosphates, they fail to become fruitful.J 

Planting fruit-trees on allotment-1* * 
possible lo obtain fruil-lrees this back-end so lhat tn*T 

will Uower next season t 1 am thinking of App!«)M | 

Pears (espalier-trained), also tiooseberries. I am ukuf. 

an allotment at the etui of September, and, as one raj i 
never tell when he may he turned out, it is not »<*• 
while growing from cuttings, anil perhaps haring a* 

ground for second season. I should like advice a«tot«M 
and method of transplanting ' Also, should I gUtao-pM- 

old trees, or is it worth while moving old boshes -- 

J. F. S. K. 

[If you plant fruit-trees of any dewi|dion 
on another person's ground, whether an aflot- 
mont or garden, except it bo a nursery garden, 
you cannot remove them without the laud- 
owner’s consent, and if you plant without jus 
consent you cannot claim conqiensation for 
them. It is well you should know so much. 
If, as you say, you can never tell when you 
may be turned out from the allotment, is» 
wise to risk so much ? Espalier-trees for plant¬ 
ing in October or November, the proper season 
for so doing, should he three years from the 
hud and have been flat-trained. But, all tM 
same, they would not ho large, and may not 
produce any fruit the first year, and perhaps - 
not the second. All would depend on wnet-w 
any fruit-spurs were formed when you 
chased them, or formed the next vear alt® 
planting. Gooseberry-bushes would have to w 
hard out hack the first year, and would l.-r-. 
fruit till the second or third year. d'dtKe 
or bushes are seldom worth transpUBjJB 
You can propagate Gooseberries and Curra®? 
from cuttings put in during October, buttjSJ" 
would need two years’ growth ere they» 1 
strong enough to plant out. It would be " ’ 
therefore, to purchase good two-ye.tr 
hushes of these fruits in the autumn and pa 
them. Of course, if you purchased f“ur -' 
old trained trees, or equally old bushes, 
might reasonably hope if they did well t®' s’* 
some fruit from them the year after ph>n 
but such trees and bushes would lie e-'le1''1 
In planting, prepare holes full large to ;‘l 
modate the roots, well set out, and be spec' 
careful not to plant too deep. " h®11 ‘T ", ,, 
faiyly near the surface they can be 

ying crops of fruit. J 
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TREES AND SHRUBS. 

LABURNUM (HOLDEN RAIN). 

All the laburnums are beautiful when in 

bloom and quite hardy and free-growing in our 

country, producing fine effects if cure is taken 

to afford them suitable positions and surround¬ 

ings. 
L ai.fintm (Scotch or alpine L.) is a native 

of the hill forests of France, Central Europe, 
reaching a height of nearly 4U feet. Many fine 
varieties liave been raised from time to time, 
one of the best t>eing L. Watered, here 
figured, whose spikes are often 12 inches to 
11 inches long, the colour rich yellow. The 
Scotch laburnum usually flowers when the 
othtrs are over, and it, as well as its varieties, 
may be easily recognised by the broader and 
deeper green leaves and the rich yellow of the 
racemes, which are longer than those of the 

Mr. J. Rose, Oxford, who sent us the excel¬ 
lent photograph from which the illustration 
was prepared, writes as follows : “ One of the 
liest Laburnums is that known as L. Watered. 
The racemes of this variety are much longer 
than these of the type, being often 12 inches 
to 14 inches in length, and though the tree is 
neither so free-flowering nor produces such a 
mass of colour as the common one, yet its more 
elogunt apfiearnnce entitles it to a place in 
any garden where more than one variety is 
desired.'* 

VEGETABLES. 

NOTES ON TOMATOES. 

Thk outdoor crop is certainly not a promising 
one this year : the weather, excepting about a 

I fortnight the last week in June and succeed¬ 
ing week, proved far too cold and wet for the 

Caterer's Laburnum (Laburnum alpinum Watereri). From a photograph sent by Mr. J. Rose, Oxford. 

ordinary sort. Besides the one mentioned 
there are several other forms, such as Parkesi, 
Carlieri, and grandiflorum, while there is a 
drooping variety (pendulum), a graceful tree 
sith weeping branches. 

L. vc LG ark (Common Laburnum) grows 
beely in any soil in our gardens, the flower 
spikes l>cing denser and earlier than in the 
“Ipine Laburnum. It, under good treatment, 
*ill reach a height of from .'fit feet to 40 feet. 

L Adami is supposed to be a graft hybrid, 
and .originated by grafting the purple-flowered 
Cytisus purpureus on to the common labur¬ 
num. Trie same tree, and even the same 
branch, bears racemes of both yellow and pur¬ 
ple flowers, the colour sometimes I icing dull 
purple. 

Considerable judgment is necessary to plant 
Laburnum effectively. Instead of dotting 1 

11 about in a meaningless way, distinct groups 
should be planted in widely separated spots, or 
at least where from any given point one cannotJ 
"x the tree repeated more than once, few 
trees arc so difficult to move^wfien4li¥gd. VJ 

well-being of the plants, and though they have 
made fairly good growth of late, very few 
flowers appear to have set, therefore it is too 
early to say what varieties arc a success under 
such adverse conditions. 

Tiik in door crop has been good in spite of 
the sunless spring and early summer. Those 
in unheated houses are a fortnight late in 
ripening compared with other years, hut the 
plants keep healthy and are swelling heavy 
cro|>s, which require some approved stimulant 
twice or so each week, removing all side growths 
as soon as the same can be laid hold of. 
Heavy bunches of fruit should bo supported 
with string, bringing them near the glass or into 
as light a j>osition as possible, partly cutting 
away any foliage that may shade any fruit. 
Where space allows, two shoots can be trained 
uj), and I see littlo or no difference in the si/e 
ot the fruit whether grown on the singlo or 
double cordon principle, though I know some 
cultivators |&ver the singlo stem gives the 
bcUer -vty tli/rxs to size. Keep the plants dry 
AmveattfivtiBB- the flowers are open—in 

Tomatoes require but little moisture overhead 
at any time, and I think if this were more 
strictly observed we should hear less of the 
disease than we now do. For the earliest crop 
pots 10 inches or 12 inches across are a service¬ 
able size, leaving a couple of inches when 
finally potting for top-dressing, and it is a 
good plan if the pots are to be stood on staging 
to place a square piece of turf under the pot 
for the roots to enter to assist the plants 
in swelling the crop. Watering is also an 
important point when the roots are confined in 
so small a compass, examining the plants thrice 
daily in bright weather during May and 
onward, for if allowed to suffer from the want 
of it when once fruit is formed, the plants 
receive a chock which no after treatment can 
rectify, the fruit rievor attaining that standurd 
of excellence it otherwise would had the plants 
been well cared for from the start. By this 1 
do not mean that water must be applied indis¬ 
criminately, far from it: too much care cannot 
be exercised in the matter, only giving it 
when you consider the plant is really in need 
of it. Some of the artificial manures are excel¬ 
lent for this fruit. For a 

Winter and early spring crop there is still 
time to make a start if the seeds are sown forth¬ 
with in a little heat, placing three or four in 
60-size pots, red ucing to one, e ven tuall j-choos i ng 
the strongest, repotting into 5-inch before 
pot-bound, and then as soon as ready into 

inch or 9J-inch, which will be large enough 
for winter work. The soil used should be 
good fibrous loam with the addition of a little 
fresh horse-droppings put through a 4-inch 
sieve, and a (i-inch pot of bone-meal to every 
bushel of the two former thrown together, 
potting firmly each time and growing on in an 
unheated house where the sun-heat can be 
husbanded about 4 p.m., with plenty of 
moisture about the staging and floor ot the 
house. In a week after their final potting the 
plants may be stood outside, fastened against a 
wall or trellis, until the end of September, or 
even the second week in October, should the 
weather be warm and dry. On the other hand, 
if the weather prove very wet they should bo fiut back into the house, or the flowers will 
ail to set satisfactorily, hut our autumns of 

late have been just right for plants to form 
fruit before placing indoors. When taken in, 
a south side of a span or lean-to house should 
lie afforded them, training upwards and within 
IN inches of the glass roof, and if a night tem- 
perature of 50 degs. to BO degs. can be kept 
up, with the usual rise by day according to tiie 
weather, several fruits should lie forthcoming 
from December onwards. 

Varieties.—These are legion and most 
growers have their favourites. I have a great 
liking for Challenger and Chemin, and if a trio 
were required I should include Frogmore 
Selected, all of which will be found to give 
satisfaction if sown early in August, or in 
February for an early summer crop. I have 
also grown Early Ruby, which fully maintains 
its name ; but I prefer smooth fruited kinds, as 
will be seen by the trio given above. If dessert 
varieties must l»c included, give Sutton’s 
Holden Nugget and Sutton’s Dessert a trial. 

_J. M. B. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Winter vegetables.—The latter portion 
of the last and beginning of the present month, 
being somewhat dull and showery, were particu¬ 
larly suited to the removal of winter vegetables, 
and now, as the ground is cleared of Potatoes 
and Peas, after being dug over stuff may still 
be got in. Savoys, Kale, Broccoli, and late 
Celery will soon get established, and if the 
weather liecomes dry, watering should be 
attended to.—Woodbastwick. 

Lettuce and Endive.- Make several 
sowings from now up to the first week in 
September of such varieties as Hicks' Hardy 
White and Brown Cos, All the Year Round, 
loo’s Hardy (ireen, ami Hardy Hammersmith 
Cabbage lottuee, keeping a sharp look out for 
slugs this showery weather, dusting with 
slaked lime late in tho evening or very early 
in the morning. This season hits been just 
suitable for lotture, transplanted stock having 
done well withriusLa watering to settle tho 
soil around life roots at the first start. Cet a 

v*£^g>JfPjit{c^i @»^n^Tmost of which 
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will be sure to come in useful later on. What 
is necessary in transplanting Lettuce and 
Endive is to preserve the tap root, and not 
plant too deep. Plants of both these salads 
that will be required to be taken up and 
placed under glass as the season advances, 
should have plenty of apace between them each 
way, such plants keeping much better than 
others any way crowded. For the large- 
growing kinds 1 foot or 15 inches is none too 
much between each plant. As regards the 
Moss-curled Endives, these are not so hardy 
as the Broad Batavian, so preference should 
be given the latter for winter work, though 
the curled ones look much the better when cut 
up with Lettuce. Where there is ample space 
between the Celery ridges, this will be found a 
capital place for sowing or planting Lettuce. 
J. M. B. 

GARDEN WORK. 

Early Potatoes. -Owing to the showery, 
sunleuq weather experienced of late, the Conner 

early Potatoes are lifted the better, as I hear 
many complaints about the disease. In some 
cases very bad accounts come to hand, though 
in my own case up to now few diseased tubers 
lxave been found. In lifting the crop, care 
should be taken that all are clean before storing 
away, sorting out the seed and keeping in u 
cool cellar or root-store apart from the eatable 
ones. The sorts that have turned out best 
with me are Improved Ashleaf, The Puritan, 
Sharpe’s Victor, Ringleader, and Surprise, 
the first and the last named having the 
heaviest crop and quality all that can be 
desired. Clean and level down the ground, 
wheu it can either be planted with Coleworts, 
or sown with Winter Turnips, making the 
soil quite firm for both, or Borecole, sprout¬ 
ing Broccoli, or Asparagus Kale, may still be 
put out. It is full late to plant out White 
Broccoli, as I find the earlier in duly it can be 
planted out, the better. Late Potatoes look 
well, though patches of disease can be seen in 
the stalk, and unless warmer, drier weather 
soon sets in, it is to be feared disease will 
be very common. Nothing is gained by 
cutting away the haulm, as so many cottagers 
and even amateurs do, as soon as they detect 
the slightest bit of disease, ignoring altogether 
whether the haulm has performed its proper 
function to the tuber below, which it cer¬ 
tainly has not while it remains fresh and green. 
It is to be regretted that no thorough cure has 
as yet been found for this dreaded disease to 
so important a crop.—.J. M. B. 

Asparagus culture.—I find some doubt 
is being felt by various gardeners as to whether 
the old methods of heavily manuring Asparagus 
must not soon be ranked nmongst exploded 
garden practices. It is not difficult to discern, 
when Asparagus-seed drops into unexpected 
places and growth ensues, that the plants in 
two or three years become very strong, yet get 
no manure dressings. I have seen numerous 
examples of that nature. But it must not be 
overlooked that such plants have none of their 
shoots cut from them in the way that cultivated 
Asparagus has to suffer, and it is fair to infer 
that, whilst non-cutting of spring shoots does 
tend to create robustness, the cutting of these 
shoots, especially so hard as is practised in many 
gardens, weakens the plants, as it is then late 
in the summer crc ordinary top growth—the 

renovator of the roots—can proceed. That is a 
fact which has to be well considered, when it 
is suggested that we over-manure Asparagus- 
beds. There can be no doubt that the old 
practice of placing a thick coat of cold manure 
over the beds or plants early in the winter is a 
mistake. The crowns and roots are then at 
rest, and, whilst hardly capable of utilising the 
food thus supplied, there is a tendency on the 
part of this manure coat to cause the roots to 
decay, and if that be so, then great harm is 
done. There can be no doubt that the most effec¬ 
tive way of fertilising Asparagus soil is to give 
in the growing season occasional soakings of 
liquid-manure. That the roots, when in full 
activity, rapidly utilise, and the result is seen 
in fine robust top growth. Then, the stronger 
the season’s growth, the stronger will be the 
shoots for cutting the following year. Light 
dressings of nitrate, salt, guano, or soot, under 
these waterings, soon wash in. This practice 
renders needless the objectionable course df 

Ircssfug^-T^t^ fcf’OO' "* ' 

Conservatory.—Bouvardias, if confined 
to pots, should be in the pots in which they are 
to flower. Many gardeners plant them out on 
south borders or in pits where the lights can 
be taken off, and pot thorn up in September. 
Good results have Deen obtained in both ways, 
but success depends chiefly upon the person who 
does the work. Bouvardias are more easily 
kept clean under glass than outside, though 
the plants growing in the border, if well cared 
for, are less liable to receive checks and conse¬ 
quent liability to insects. The variegated 
t'obaea has a pretty effect trailing and festoon¬ 
ing about in the cool conservatory. It is 
specially adapted for large houses where there 
is plenty of room on the roof for dangling 
growth. Among hard-wooded plants I am 
very partial to the Diosmas, of which there are 
several species, all having neat, fragrant 
foliage, specially adapted for bouquet work or 
to mix with flowers in small vases. The flowers, 
though small, are freely produced, and are for 
the most part white. There is an old kind 
named Diosma ericoidea I used to grow years 
ago, and which I should be glad to get again, 
but I have lost sight of it for some years. It 
was useful for mixing with cut flowers and 
so fragrant. Diosmas are Cape plants, and 
require much the same temperature and treat¬ 
ment as Heaths. Possibly, now that South 
Africa is being opened up, these and other plants 
from the Cape may be re-introduced again. 
Let me advise those readers who care for sweet- 
scented flowers to plant some of the Jasmines 
in the border in a light position. There are 
several suitable kinds, but grandiflorum and 
grncillimuin are perhaps the best. Daphne 
indica alba and I). i. rubra will do well planted 
in a bed of loain, peat, and sand, well drained. 
Very often these plnnts have an unhappy 
appearance in pots, but planted out under 
favourable conditions they grow and flower 
very freely. Bamboos are graceful plants as a 
background, but they must not be starved in 
small pots, or the foliage loses colour. They 
are strong-rooting plants, and if it is not con¬ 
venient to repot now, give weak liquid-manure. 
They are easily increased by division of the 
root crowns, and in the matter of breaking up 
old plants they soon make good any damage 
sustained when potted in good stuff. 

Stove.—The nights have been cold for 
some time, and where Ixoras and other warm- 
house plants are grown the fires will hardly 
have been discontinued, but the average collec¬ 
tion of stove plants will do very well without 
fires to the end of August, especially if we have 
bright weather, as by closing early in the 
afternoon some of the sun’s warmth will be 
retained, but when September comes in it will 
be time to gather the warm-house plants 
together, and keep a little warmth in the pipes 
on cold nights and in damp weather. If one 
has room to plant a climbing plant, Schubertia frandiflora, something after the style of the 

tephanotis, but with larger flowers, will be 
useful for bouquet work. Ficus radicans 
variegata is a very pretty basket plant that is 
likely to be in demand now it is getting 
cheaper. The habit of growth is very graceful, 
mid when it becomes plentiful it will he useful 
to grow in small pots for standing along the 
front of the stage to form an edging. It is 
easily propagated in bottom-heat. Crotons 
and Drac.unas must have plenty of light now 
to put on colour. If shade is used at all it 
should be taken off in good time in the after¬ 
noon. Do with as little shade as possible 
everywhere now. Even Ferns will be all the 
better for a little sunshine during the oarly 
morning. The soft-wooded winter-bl soming 
plants should now be in their flowering pots 
and be getting established. 

Propagating bedding plants.—There 
must be no further delay now in taking a stock 
of cuttings of all plants required for next 
season. Delay now adds to the difficulties of 
the propagator. All the Geranium family will 
strike on a cool ash-bed in the full sunshine, 
and as the cuttings are of a succulent nature, 
too much water must not be given. The best 
way of stri king most things now is to insert the 
cuttings thinly in 4-inch or 5-inch pots} 

i0rl|3hndy soil, with a little sand on the, top.an 
^Hhe whole pressed in with iUp34so; 

of firmness. Where space is limited, shallow 
boxes of manageable size may be used. All 
plants other than Geraniums should be plactd 
in a frame or pit, where the cuttings can he 
kept close, except for an hour or two every 
morning, and be shaded when necessary. The 
watering, of course, must be in careful hands, 
os carelessness may ruin everything. 

Ripening late Grapes.—This has not 
been an ideal summer for the Grape grower. 
The nights have been cold and the temperature 
generally below the average. With late Grapes 
i t is best to start early and get them forward 
whilst the sun has power. We may have a 
very bright and warm September, and this will 
be a great help to late Grapes, as although we 
may supply the warmth artificially, we cannot 
supply the sunshine. In many cases with Gres 
Colmun and Lady Downe's Grapes, probably 
also with Muscat, a little lire heat will 1< 
necessary to finish them and ripen the wool, 
even if we have tine weather through Septem¬ 
ber. 

Peaches under glass. — Sometimes 
young trees make too much wood. The Mussel 
Plum is the best stock for the Peach. Other 
stocks often lead to grossness of habit, which 
is difficult to correct. In making Peach 
borders, a free use should be made of old 
plaster, especially when the loam is from heavy 
land, whicn, of course, is the best for Peache- 
and stone fruits generally'. When vouugtre* 
show a tendency to grossness the best cour* s 
to lift the roots carefully and replant, addinz 

a sprinkling of old plaster and wood&4&. 
This work may be done as soon as the leave- 
show signs of having finished their work, with 
out waiting for them to fall. Peaches under 
glass may usually be lifted at the end oi 
Septemlier. 

Window gardening.—Boxes of flowers 
may bo kept going by giving liquid manure once 
a week, and the prompt removal of failed blos¬ 
soms and discoloured leaves. There will in the 
usual course only be a few plants iu windows 
or rooms now, as most things will be better 
outside, and only those which possess some 
decorative value will be kept inside. Foremost 
among these will be Begonias and Campanulas. 
Liliums are easily grown in pots, especially the 
lancifolium section. Plumbago capensis makes 
a good pot plant to flower now. 

Outdoor garden.—Though there is w 
great number of trees and shrutis which flower 
at this season there are several which would 
attract attention at any season, and which 

ought to be in every garden. Among themo-t 
conspicuous things in flower now- are the 
Sumachs, especially RhusCotinus(the' enetiin 
Sumach). A good-sized plant on the lawn or 
in the foreground of a mass of shrubs draw* 
everyone near for a closer examination. W 
Buck-eye tree (Pavia macrostachya), a minis 
ture Horse-Chestnut, is not so common as :! 
might be. In a warm corner the Ceanothu- 
azureus is flowering freely. Groups of Tamarisk 
and hardy Fuchsias in the Grass are p»i 
Yuccas and the Pampas Grass aro strong 
features when judiciously placed. Hydrangea 
paniculate grandiflora is very useful in any 
form, either as a pot plant in the conservatory 
or in a moss on the lawn. The Althasa frntex 
or Hihiacus is very distinct, and the E seal Ion‘is 
especially macrantha, make a very distinct 
group, or may be used as wall plants. 1 h*'e 
seen it used to form low evergreen hedges near 
the sea, and it seems more at home in the sea¬ 
shore counties than inland. Dwarf Briers an 
Manettis may be budded now, as after the raw-- 
the bark works freely. Get the buds in as w" 
down as possible. Do not forget to 90W a te» 
hardy annuals for spring bedding, and all SUCH 
plants as Wallflowers, Canterbury Bells,S«« 
Williams, etc., should be pricked out tm® 
seed-beds to get strong. Pansies may yet 
sown, and cuttings taken from choice kinds- 

Fruit garden.—There is plenty of **!* 
for the fruit planter yet, and preparat10" 
should soon be made for making new Pla-_‘• 
tions and filling up vacancies. There 
probably be also some root-pruning to do 
on, and it will be as well to look round 
come to a decision as regards the work to 
carried out. Any tree that is making u 
wood and bearing but Little fruit wat* 
.check. .and that check is best given by ‘ ■ - 
Fail4khb.-wn&Ahe roots, and this may bedo« 
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as soon as the wood is ripe and firm without 
waiting for the leaves to fall. As soon as the 
Peaches from any tree are gathered some of the 
older wood that can be spared will be better 
cut out. This thinning forwards the riponing 
of the young wood which is to bear next sea 
son’s crop. Look over ripening Poaches every 
day to gather those fruits which are nearing 
maturity. The practised hand can easily tell 
the fruits which it will be unsafe to leave 
longer on the tree. Peaches for travelling 
must not be left on the tree till quite ripe, as a 
fully ripe Peach will scarcely boar handling, 
and certainly should not be packed for a lone 
journey. The same remark applies to all 
fruits except Grapes and Pinas. Any bunches 
of Grapes remaining in the early vinery may 
now be cut and bottled, the house thrown 
open to complete the ripening of the wood, 
and the bearing branches shortened to further 
strengthen the back buds, and if the inside 
Ittirders are very dry give a thorough Honking 

of liquid-manure. 

Vegetable garden.—Make a further 
sowing of Cauliflowers to stand the winter in 
frames or in sheltered places. Plant out Cole- 
worts. Tom Thumb Savoy planted thickly 
now will como in usoful nuring winter and 
early spring. Boar in mind, also, there is 
never n surplus of Spinach during the early 
spring months, and sow more now. Where 
the land is in good heart Spinach may be sown 
after early Potatoes without digging. Simply 
give a dressing of soot and a little artificial 
manure, or the soot nlone will do. Hoe it over 
deeply, draw the drills 1 inch deep, and sow 
the seeds thinly. Turnips sown now will 
not get very large, but they may grow to a 
useful size, and will produce greens in spring. 
There have been seasons when Turnip tops 
have l>een appreciated. It is mainly a question 
of having plenty of land, and the land in good 
heart. Mushroom-beds in the open must lie 
kept moist; as a rule, a little water will be re¬ 
quired after each gathering, and the condition 
of the beds will tell when a heavier watering is 
required. A little salt in the water acts as a 
stimulant. When something stronger is needed 
nitrate of soda will act quickly. Beds may be 
made up in houses now. If woodlice are 
troublesome it is generally because the requi¬ 
site cleaning of the house has not been given. 

E. Hobday. 

THH COMING WEEK’S WORK 

Extracts from a Garden Diary. 

September tut.—Spring-sown Onions have 
been pulled up and spread out to complete 
harvesting. The largest will be tied up in 
hunches and hung tip in a cool shed for use 
during winter. Onions cannot be kept too 
cool. Carnation layers are kept moist. We 
are increasing our stock of solf Carnations, 
especially the Cloves. Musses of the white and 
enmson Cloves are now very effective and their 
fragrance delightful. Cuttings of Geraniums, 
Fuchsias, and other plants are still being 
taken, and will be continued till a stock has 
been secured. 

Ss/it'iiil; r ..‘ml. — We have been busy shifting 
on Cmorarias and Primulas, and wo have potted 
up our stock of old bulbs of Cyclamens, which 
have been planted out in an open frame in a 
-hady spot in good soil. They break better 
turned out in this way than when kept in [tots, 
and the pots are scrubbed and mode clean for 
u«o again. Some of the largest corms aro 
wtnu years old, and will bo placed in 7-inch 
pots, but only tho best of these old corms are 
used. Several heavily-laden Apple-trees have 
been soaked with liquid-manure. 

SeptemberSnl. —Just finished repotting Arum 
Lilies. We have them in various sized pots for 
different purposes. They will remain outside 
for the present. Lookod ovortho early budded 
Briers to loosen ties. Blunted Lettuces and 
Endives on warm south borders. Made a last 
wring of Bath Cos Lottucc. looked over 
Tomatoes outside to reduce foliage a little at 
the bottom. All the leaders have been stopped. 
Herbaceous borders require frequent attention 
lo keep things in trim. 

September 4th.—Celery is earthed up f: 
time to time, as required, though the/i 
blanching material used fe) earthi 

being done later as a finishing process. Sowed 
a few more Cauliflower seeds in cold frame. 
Put in cuttings of the new double Arabis. 
This will prove a very useful border plant. It 
strikes freely from cuttings of the young 
shoots in a cold-frame kept close for a time. 
Filled a frame with cuttings of various Euony- 
muses. 

September 5th.—Bottles of sweetened beer 
have been hung upon walls and other places to 
attract wasps. The nests have also been 
hunted up and the insects destroyed, as when 
numerous they spoil a good deal of fruit. 
Orchard-house trees in pots which requiro 
shift have been ropottea, others have been 
top-dressed, removing some of the old soil. 
Young stray shoots have been removed from wall 
trees and the loaders trained in. Beils are 
being prepared for the named Pinks. 

S' /ih tnbir nth.—Now Strawberry plantations 
are being made to tako the place of tho old 
plantations destroyed. Alpine Strawberries 
aro very useful now. We aro potting plant* 
for late forcing. Planted a small lionse with 
Telegraph Cucumber for winter. Cucumbers 
in flames aro still bearing freely, and will bo 
encouraged with liquid-manure. Potted a lot 
of double Narcissi for forcing. 

LAW AND CUSTOM. 

Notice to quit garden.—Three yean ago I took 
a piece of land (for a garden) adjoining a laundry, at ms. 
per year payable In advance on the 1st April, the land 
was thick with clay, this having been laid on when the 
laundry was built, and f had all this clay to remove liefore 
I got to the soil. I was under the Impression that I 
should require a year's notice if they wanted to take the 
garden from me (from April to April); but 1 am now told 
that they are going to give me notice in November next 
to finish in May, 1903. Will you kindly tell me if they can 
legally do this, and if I should do any more work In the 
garden, or what will be the best course for me to take? 
Thanking you for your reply through your valuable pajier, 
—W. K. 

[You do not say that you have a written 
agreemont, and so I presume there is none. If 
this be so, the tenancy is yearly from tho 1st of 
April and can only be determined on tho 1st 
of April. It seems pretty certain that this 
piece of land is lot to you as a private garden 
and is cultivated as such, and that it is not an 
agricultural holding. This being so, half a 
year's notice expiring with a year of tenancy 
will be necessary, that is to sav, notice must 
be given on or before September &>th next 
(possibly it might be held good if given on 
■September 30th) to determine your tonancy on 
April 1st, 11)113. If tho notico is uot given 
until nfter September 30th, it will be bad. 
After you receive a good notice, you should do 
no more work in the garden than is necessary 
for the crops growing there when the notice 
reaches you.—K. C. T\] 

BIRDS. 

Canary moulting (S. E., Ilford).— 

Canaries and, indeed, all cage-birds require a 
little extra attention and abundance of food, 
and that of a more generous quality than usual, 
during tho moulting season. As a proof of this 
it is found that birds in a state of freedom 
moult when their natural food is most plentiful. 
You may give your Canary some Maw-seed, 
Flax, ^and a little Hemp in addition to its 
ordinary diet, while u good supply of green 
food may be allowed, such as the flowering tops 
of Groundsel, Chickwood, or Watercress. It is 
well, however, to remove from the cage any 

ar0 ' green food that may remain unconsumcd after 
a couple of hours or so, as stale green food is 
likely to prove injurious. It is not well to let 
cage-birds bathe so frequently during the 
moulting season as at other times, but when 
your Canury does take a bath, see that it is 
quickly dried again by placing it in the sun, or 
by letting it remain in a warm room. At all 
times guard against draughts or exposure to a 
low temporaturo—a difficult matter, often, in 
our changeable climate. Take care to provide 
grit-sand from which the bird cun pick small 
stones to assist in the digestion of its food, and 
put a small rusty nail in the drinking water. 
This will furnish a mild tonic and assist in the 
elaboration of new plumugo. A piece of cuttle¬ 
fish bone between the wires of the cago for the 

at is beneficial at all times. — 

UNI\> 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

Questions.—Queries end answers art inserted in 
QiBDUima free of charge if correspondents follow three 
rules: AU communications should be clearly and concisely 
written cm one tide of the paper only, and addrtettd to 
the Eorros of Qakdikiko, 17, Pumival-etreet, Uolbom, 
London, B.C. Lettert on Oueineet ihould be rent to 
the Publish hr. The name and address of the under are 
required in addition to any designation he may detire to 
be ueed in the paper. fFAen more than one query it tent, 
each ihould be on a uparate piece of paper, and not more 
than three queries ihould be tent at a time. Correspon¬ 
dent! ihould bear in mind that, at Oardkxikq hat to be 
unt to preti tome time in advance of date, queriet cannot 
alteayt be replied to in the ittue immediately following 
the receipt of their communication. We do not reply to 
queriet by poet. 

Naming fruit.—Readers who detin our help in 
naming fruit ihould bear in mind that uoeral iprcimeni 
in different stager of colour and tize of the lame kind 
greatly assist in iti determination. We have received 
from several correspondent! tingle tpeciment of fruit! 
for naming, these in many cases being unripe and other¬ 
wise poor. The difference between varieties of fruits are, 
in many eases, so trifling that it is necessary that three 
specimens of each kind should be sent. We can undertake 
to name only four varieties at a lime, and these only when 
the above directions are observed. 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 
Bupatorlum Wendlandl (Cory). — All the 

F.upatoriums require much the eame treatment—that la, 
■truck trom cuttings in the spring, grown outside during 
the summer, and taken into a warm greenhouse In the 
autumn, where they flower during the lata autumn, 
winter, and early spring months. 

Carnations (Smilax) — Six for outside should 
include Kaby Castle, roee-pirk, very hardy : White Clove ; 
Crimson Clove ; Alice Avres, light striped variety, very 
tree ; and Germania, yellow. Six tor greenhouse : Uriah 
Pike, crimson ; Herbert J. Cutbush, scarlet; Duchess o( 
File, pink : Cecilia, yellow ; Hermlone, salmon ; and The 
Hunter, apricot. 

Sedum Sleboldl (Cory).—This is quite hardy and 
is frequently grown in )>ota. It* roundish leaves are 
glaucous and in autumn otlen assume a rosy-coral hue. 
The flowers are sott rose, and look well in pot*, small 
baskets, or vases. It deserves a place in the rock garden, 
but, except in favoured places, it does not make strong 
growth. It is easily increased by division or cuttings. 

Fuchsias falling (T. Pothergill) — Draughts, 
excesses ol temperature, and Irregular watering will cause 
Fuchsias to behave a* yours are doing, and, Judging by 
the flowers sent, we should think your plant* have been 
kept too wet, but, of course, we cannot positively say. 
We should advise you to stand your plants oul-ot doors In 
a slightly shaded spot, watering, of course, when neces¬ 
sary, and you will then in all probability find your trouble 
disappear. 

Woodlice (//. U. Smith).—Woodlice ere generally 
tound In old dry dung hills, Cucumber frames, etc., and 
they are injurious to many plants, trulls, etc., bv gnawing 
off the outer skin. It found to congregate at the base ot 
a wall, they may be destroyed by pouring boiling water 
over them, or they may be trapped by laying bricks, tiles, 
or pieces ot slate near their haunts, under which they will 
creep. As soon as you have planted your various things, 
they will soon go away it you keep the soil moist. 

Echeverla rotusa (Cory)— In an ordinary green¬ 
house this flow ers In the spring, but In a warm-house it 
may be had in bloom during the winter. Plants that have 
bloomed should lie shaken out during June and repotted, 
standing them in a cold-trame, where they emn be freely 
exposed to the sun from the time they begin to grow, tak¬ 
ing care not to overwater in the early stage of growth. It 
bears bright orange-coloured flowers, and is one of the best 
plants we have for room decoration during the late winter 
and early spring months. 

Violets (J. C. II.)—We (sil to grasp your meaning, 
unless It Ih> that by reason of the length of stem In some 
single kinds someone has been tying them up to small 
sticks. Princess ol Wales and California both have very 
long stalks, and it is merely s Question of the variety, anil 

nothing to do with training. In both the above, and also 
La France, the stems are long and the blossoms single. If 
these kinds were placed in the warmth of the greenhouse 
the stems would elongate, and at such times suking rosy 
prove a necessity. 

Soil for Tulips (M. IF.).—The soli you have ought 
to grow Tull|i* well it you dig in now a good dreesing of 
well-rotted manure, keeping It as low down as you can. 
You do not say what Tulips you mean. It you refer to the 
Dutch Tulips, they will not flower well the second year, snd 
must be lilted. The May-flowering Tulips may he left in 
the ground, but will In time refure to flower, as they will 
get too thick, and must be lifted and given frtsh quarters. 
Plant the Imlbs as soon as you can alter the usual tiedding Kilts have been removed, so as to allow them to root well 

ore the severe weather comes on us. 

Crassula cocclnea after flowering (J. W. P.) 
—Old CraMiilas are best thrown away after they have 
flowered, when cuttings have been secured, for they 
become " leggy" and lose most of their beauty. They 
may lie cut back, however, and induced lo make fresh 
growth if preferred, potting ihem when the shoots are an 
inch or two long, and placing them outside a sunny 
window or on an aah.hvri against a sunny wall during this 
mouth and the next, in order to ripen the growth, as, 
being very succulent, they lived a thorough ripening in 
autumn to induce them to flower freely. 

Planting Bracken (Rmie)—You may start plant- 
ing at any time now', taking the preeaiilion to leave the 
fronds more or less intact, or, in any case, not to submit 
the plants to any wholesale cutting down (or the sake of 
appearance. It you can remove a whale spit of soil i'on- 
taining the rhizomes, take every care that lhe ninning 
end ol the rhizome—i.e., the underground stem portion 
from which the fronds issue—does not get crushed or 
InJund) |inq(fonie£kr)liqg. It is not an easy plant to 
establish in (blue soils, though we know olinstauces where 
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It would certainly assist matters if some lijiht material 

could be added about the roots at planting time. With 

good material available, you may plant at intervals to the 

end of February, or even later. You do not say where or 
how you will obtain supplies, and if you have to dig it from 

old established areas, you will find material assistance in 

selecting the most shallow ground. In this way you 

obtain the beat roots. 

Gloxinias forming too many loaves 
(Cantab).—If Gloxinias are grown too freely and an excess 

of stimulants used, they arc apt to run very much to leaf, 

and flower in a more or less intermittent manner. This, 

we think, must be the reason of your plants behaving aa 
they have done, and if another season the feeding is less 

liberal you will doubtless have a more simultaneous dis¬ 

play of blossoms. There may be other causes that play a 

part in the matter, but, as far as our experience (ana that 

of several successful cultivators to whom we have sub¬ 
mitted your letter) extends, overfeeding is at the root of 

the whole thing. 

Tullp3 from seed (J. B.)_It is very rare for 

these to come true from seed, the seedlings varying in Kroportion with the care taken to prevent the flowers 

ring fertilised wit h pollen from other sorts. The sepds 

may be sown at once if you have a frame so as to cover in 

case of wet. At all times the soil should he on the dry- 

side rather than otherwise for the first two years, and it 
sbould tic very sandy. Tulips take from 11 ve to seven years 

to flower from the seed, depending on the vigour of the 

variety and the amount of attention given. After the 

second year, when small bulbs have lieen formed, the young 

stock should lie lifted each year and replanted. 

Roses for arches In Scotland (Caution) — 

We presume your intention is to span each of the four 
walks with an arch. If so, four varieties will be required, 
as it is customary to have each arch clothed with one 
kind. We should, therefore, select Crimson Rambler, 
Felicite-Perpetuc, Flora, and Queen Alexandra. But you 
may prefer to have eight varieties. Should this be the 
case, then add line. Abel Carriere, Kellie Olgade Wurtem- 
burg, I»orolhy Perkins, and the Garland. We do not Ihlnk 
Clematises would lie any improvement if planted altern¬ 
ately, unless it be as pillars between each pair of arches, 
and even then there should be (hree poles to form a tripod 
on which to entwine the Clematis. 

Roses for arches In a cold county (M. It.\ 
—The Roses we should recommend for arches on the north 

side of walk would he as follows: Queen Alexandra, 

Aglaia. Euphrosyne, Thalia, Carmine Pillar. Mine. d'Arblav, 

FclicitCPerpstui, Flora, Dundee Rambler, Bennett's 
Seedling, and Penzance Briers. And for the south side : 

Blairii No. 2. The Lion, The Garland. Paul's Single While. 

Heine < >lga de Wurtemburg, Mine. Alfred Carriere, Ainice 

Vibert, Climbing Souvenir de Wootton, Heine Marie 

Henriette, Waltham Climber No. 1. and Desprcz a fleurs 
Jaune. Gloire de Dijon would he excellent for an arch. 

mo also would its beautiful sport Kaiserin Friedrich, nnd 

Mme. ISirard. a seedling from the old lavourile. I .a France 

would be a very suitable kind for the fence named. 

Roses for the north (W. 11.).—You will find the 
following two dozen really good hardy kinds, and free 

bloomers in the summer months. Many of them will 
flower again a second time, although you fear early frosts. 

Hybrid Perpetnalt, placed in order of merit: Mrs. John 

Laing, Ulrich Brunner, Captain Hayward, Clio, Mrs. Shar- 

man Crawford, Charles Lefebvre, General Jaeoueminot, 
Heinrich Schultheis, and Margaret Dickson. Hybrid Tea* 
and Tea*, also placed in order of merit: Caroline Testout, 
Viscountess Folkestone, Mrs. W. J. Grant, Marie d'Orlcans, 
G. Nahonnaud, Mme. Abel Chatenay, Graco Darling, La 

France de ’SO, Mme. Wagram, Gloire Lyonnaise, Gross an 

Teplilz, Grand Due de Luxembourg, Pink Rover. The two 

new Rugosas you would be pleased with—namely, Conrad 
F. Mever aod Mercedes, and also the beautiful hybrid 

Soleil d’Or. 

Primula Japonlca (■/. C.)— No hardy flower is 

more useful in its way for boldly massing in a shady spot 
or by the margin of water than this flue species, at one 

time considered tender. It is always most at home in the 

shade and moisture. The leaves, when the plants are 

doing well, arc large, and the scapes tall, hearing the 

flowers in tiers, opening one after the other, and thus 
keeping up a good succession. Seed, sown in the usual wav- 

in a seed-pan and placed in a frame, will germinate well, 

ala-avs remembering that it sometimes lies dormant a con¬ 

siderable time. From a carefully selected batch of seed 

there should be many pretty forms. Great attention 
should lie paid to selection, the richer-coloured varieties— 

deep crimson and the like—being very effective, while 

those of a delicate shade and with a deep-coloured eye arc 

also very beautiful. There is a white form which deserves 

establishing. 

Skeleton-leaves (Skeleton, Ayrshire).—These are 

prepared by simple maceration, steeping in water until 

sufficiently rottea to allow of the skin and soft parts of 

the leaf being removed from the woody fabric or skeleton 
of the leaf. Take a soup plate or other flat and deep dish 

and lay the leaves in it layer upon layer. Cover them 

with rain water and let them so remain, occasionally 

shaking them or moving them about so that all may he 

equally wetted. Take care to keep them always well 
covered with water. If kept in a warm place they will rot 

all the sooner. At the end of three or four months, or 

perhaps earlier, take a leaf out, lay it on a sheet of blot¬ 

ting paper, and with a small forceps pick off the skin and 
all soft parts. If they will not separate easily the leaf 

must be returned to the water for further rotting. When 

nothing but the skeleton remains place it to dry between 

blotting paper. The process requires delicacy of touch, 

and is not pleasant to the smell 

Perennials for border (A. M. Parsons)—The 
taller perennials, as a rule, require a good deal of moisture 

to grow them well, but many of the dwarf kinds are con¬ 

tent with less—for example, any Auhrietias, Arabia albida, 

A. alpina, A. mollis and varieties, the various species of 
Arraerin, Phloxes of the setacea set, Othonna cheirifolia, 

Helleborus trifoliatus, several Hypericums, such Cam¬ 

panulas as earpatica, C. alba, garganica in variety, 

muralis, Achillea umhellata, and Acantholimon gluma- 
ceum. Of the taller things most likely to succeed we 
would mention Carnations in variety, Plug Ir! -- 

Gaillardias, Delphinium Belladonna/Helenium pr.i 

H. autumnale, igtcnif sughqCair.poJuulsj bs ft til 

grandis, and Monarda didyma, which may require biennial 
transplanting in such conditions, any of the llelianthus 
rigidus. with annual replanting of the toes of the rhizomes, 
Oriental Poppies in variety, Tropieolum polyphyllum (a 
good trailing plant), any of the Perennial Pea family, 
English and Spanish Iris, Alstnemcrias, Galtonia candi- 
cans, Lemoine's Gladioli, etc. Some climbing plants 
suitable • would lie Imligofcra florihunda, Kscallonia 
maeranlha, Cennothus in variety, Crata-gus Pyracanthn, C. 
Lariandi, and Pyrus japonica. 

Rose Crimson Rambler and Its treatment 
(F. U. G.)—This Bose requires hut little pruning. The 
best treatment is to cut away any old wood that con 1* 
spared after flowering. By old wood, we mean that from 
three to four years of age. As vour plant is four years 
old, you would do the right thing by culling one or two 
of the original growths right down to their base. This 
should still leave the plant with several growths, some of 
which have doubtless been produced this year. Should 
they be rather thick after this cutting out, it is a good 
plan to open the plants a little bv placing another stake 
near and tying some of the new growth to it, in order to 
admit sun and air to assist in the thorough ripening of the 
wood. The small lateral growths that have blossomed 
this year we do not care to prune just now. These are 
shortened in March to three or lour eyes, and, at same 
time, the very long rods have just their extreme ends 
removed. Crimson Rambler is a very hungry ISose, and 
ean utilise in the growing season a liberal helping of 
liquid-manure. A good plan is to dig around the plant in 
November some cool farmyard-manure, and in May afford 
a good mulch of well-rotted manure. When the (lower- 
trusses are seen, a strong plant cat! take 1 gallons or 
ft gallons of liquid-manure, not too strong, once a week 
until the colour is seen, when it should l*e withheld. A 
sprinkling of bone-meal in March or April, hoeing it into 
the soil, is also a good stimulant, and can he given as an 
extra course. 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

Creepers for town garden (IF. Denton)... 
AmpelopsU muralis, Cralo-gus Pyraoantha, C. Ieelandi, 
Virginian Creeper, Ivies in variety (particularly denlata, 
common Irish, himalxica, and madeirensis variegata, a fine 
silver-leaved kind), Euonvmiis radicans fol. var. (which 
probably surpasses the Ivy in its quick growth and dense 
covering, and this without any training). Jasminum nudi- 
fiorum, Indigofera florihunda, while and red Perennial 
Peas are some of the suitable things likely to prove of per¬ 
manent use. 

Shrubs for town garden (IF. Denim■)_- 
It would have l»een most helpful had you given the 
locality, as then we should have lev I an idea of the 
elevation, which is important. It is little good giving 
lisle, as the difference between sueh districts as Park-lane 
and Kensington and Sydenham and Hampstead llenlh are 
very great At Sydenham the Rhododendron is a iH-rfect 
success in a stiff and loamy clay, and so, too, Portugal 
Laurels, Holly, Euonymus in variety, while the commoner 
I-aurels of all descriptions all grow too rampant. Flower¬ 
ing shrnlwc loo. as Viburnums, Philadelphus. Uihes. 
Exochorda grandifiora, Forsy thia, and other things, were 
also a success—n success, we believe, greatly to be due to 
altitude. At any rale, all of the above were quite good in 
the best of clay soils i.r.. that pliable, tenacious clay that 
will hardly be torn asunder—and in a garden about ft miles 
from Westminster. 

Ollmbers, etc. (A Subscriber of Many Year*).— 
For west wall, we suggest Lupinus arboreus, Jasminum 
nudiflorum (yellow winter Jasmine), Rose Aimbe Vibert, 
Tropieolum speciosum, Choieya ternata, Chimonanthus 
fragrans, Escallonia macrantha, Diervilla in variety, and 
Rose Fortune's Yellow. For south wall: The while Jas¬ 
mine (J. officinale album). Rose Celine Forestier, Clematis 
Uenryi, C. Jaoknvani and C. J. alba. Rose W. A. Richard¬ 
son and Rose Rove d'Or. By planting the Roses and 
Clematis in conjunction with each other, an early and late 
flowering would ensue. First, train the Roses rather low 
and in semi-horizontal fashion, so as to increase the number 
of lateral branches later, and so give a more complete 
covering. Some Monthly Roses arc : Kellenberg, Cramoisic- 
Suporicur, Prince Charles, and Prince Eugenie, in varying 
shades of crimson ; of pink-flowered kinds, Confucius, 
Belle de Montza, and Lcmesohe. White Duoher and Rival 
de Poestum are white flowered. Queen Mab is a rosy- 
apricot, with orange centre; and Mine. Eugenic Resal, 
coppery-red to rose, with orange ground. 

SHORT RBPUBS. 
*F. Denton.—We think it best you send ths su & 

garden, or give some idea as to the objects you 
desire to screen from wind.-Peatman — 1, Yoa anno; 
do I idler than fill the lied with Roses. 2, You will nf,j 
aide to keep the Geraniums without heat. The Cslcti 
larias will winter in a cold frame.-.If. 0.Xo, not 
the Violet disease. The leaves arc evidently l*insege0 
by gome caterpillar.--Cory.— Sec nolc as’to iiKrcaHr.; 
Inianlophyllum miniatuni syn. Clivia miuiala, in ourivn* 
of August 16. p. 327. Pot the Eueomia in the sprinz, u>j 
plant out the Escallonia macrantha, which is a haul 
shrub, against the wall ol your house.-O'. H ft.-ih*. 
no doubt, Ui the cold, unseasonable weather.-ft. Adairu 
—Your Asparagus has been at lack el by the Aspuaenv- 
beetle. See reply to H. E Fox (Rev.)'and “ BcKev 1 in 
our issue of July 26 of this year, -p. 28ft.-.Vora f'.-'-Tft. 
best way would lie to make a new holder and put in > 
young, healthy Vine. The one you have will never do tn> 
good.-Caution.— Yes, your Anemones will guealev 
scattered flowers in the autumn, and they ought to No®, 
freely in fhc coming spring.-0. H. R—Syringe th? 
Rose-trees with an ext ract of Quassia and soft-soap in 
proportion of 6 or. of Quassia-chips to 4 oz. of soft-snip, 
well mixed, and added to ft gallons of water,-Jfnri- 
The soil is the cause. We do not wonder at thephni 
failing in such rubbish.-F.. 0. U.— 1, Cut them don 
now, and put in the nvittin?B at once. 2, Out vKc Heft- 
chryoums before I hey open, and dry them off graduilh 
.3, Cut the Genista down in the spring, and, when it lui 
begun to grow, re|iot it, and when well rooted ftaDd in 
the open air to ripen the wood.-Jf. T. ff'.-Th* 
material you refer to is very useful for mixing wilhpouirc 
soil or for Vine borders, but we doubt if it would bentfl 
vegetables, as it is rather slow in action.-F. lUMls 
—Your tree evidently wants lifting, and some fresh «x! 
added rounds the root*, which have most likely gone dots 
into a cold, clay subsoil.-Mr. Bland.—You ought Is 
have only cut the tops off tile Gooseberries and thinne: 
where loo thick, so as to adroit light and air to ripenttr 
wood.-K. IF. Reader.—See articles on " Peaches nfl 
Cracked Slones,'' in our Imsuc of August 3. 1901. rtktxi 
be had of the publisher, post free, 1 LI-IF. II. f.-Mj 
freaks, and of no value,-Per/dexed.—Your ednou 
well trenching, at the same time incorporatingpk«v o! 
liinc with it.——J. James.—The onlv thing you rindns 
to search out their nests and pour boiling water into thfe. 
-F. Bliss—Bare the plant down to the roots, and thre 
separate the two suckers you refer to, being careful In 
retain aa many roots as you possibly ■•an.-If rx. Stork*! 
—Weimagine you have what is known as theTuM Pane, 
the (lowers of which are smaller tiiau those ol whi: 
known os the florists' Pansy, but borne more freely, ui 
continuing lo 0|>eii all through the season.—L. Crn*.-i 
—Of little value compared with the fine white Camatky 
we now have in cultivation. 

FRUIT. 
Old Currant-bushes (IF. B.)—When old Currant- 

hushes have fallen into the state that yours have, the 
most satisfactory way is to root them up and hum them, 
replanting with strong and vigorous trees. 

Insects on Teach trees </■.)—The Insect* arc the 
black aphis. Dust the trees over with Tobacco-powder, 
or wash frequently with soft-soap or Tobacco-water, and 
also wash well with dean water from the garden-engine a 
short time after the other dressings have been applied. In 
the case of the powder allow two or three days to elapse 
before washing it off. Ants will do no harm unless there 
is ripe fruit; but the ants will disperse when you use the 
Tobacco-powder. 

Grease bands to prevent Codlln-moth 
(F. G. Dutton).—Put strips of brown paper at about 
1 foot from the base of the tree round the stem, and 
smear these with carl grease or any sticky substance 
to prevent the female moths getting on to the branches. 
Do Dot paint the stem of the tree. Examine the hands 
frequently, and smear them a second time if it is found 
that the grease has become dry. 

VEGETABLES. 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS 

V Any communication* respecting plant! or /mill 
sent to name should altcays accompany the pud, 
wbic/t hKowUI be a-ldrcs*cd to the Bditos of Gam>*'x*3 

U.LV8TU atf.o, 17, Furnioal-street, Holbom, London, B C. 

A number should also be. firmly affixed to each tpccinn 

of fiotevrs nr fruit sent for naming. No more ttonfrv 

kind* of fruits or flouter* for naming should be tod it 
one time. 

Name3 of plants.—Cycla men.—Fuchsia procra- 
hens. -Alfred M. Shargi. — 1, Blue, Uiniaau 
rapunculoides; 2, White, Campanula lactifiori— 
C. S. R.—I/>nicera sp.. should like to see in 
L. C. M.—1, Wild Marjoram (Origanum vulgare) : 2. rz.i 
Scabious (Scabiosa arvensis): 3, Yarrow, send in Hoy" 
-G. M. S.—Calceolaria, proiahly C. nigosa; should in¬ 
to know its height and whether annual or pert" - 
-B. Fielder. —Serlum trifiduin. - IF. lIMt-- 
Yeroniea virginiea; 3, Lysimachia dethrones, appro’'*' 
-F. Wilson.—Kerns: Large Kern is Lastrea Fili-x rex* 
the other is Aspidium angulare vara. The Gr*ssev 
species of Poa and A gratis, but cannot be named witto* 
full specimens, showing leaves as well as flower. 611 
Anthroxnnthum odoralum.-if. Clay.—Rose hllei1 
pieces.-F. K. S.—Specimen insufficient — a •' 
—Henbane (Hyoecyamus niger)-IF. H. Lester.-Tre 
Throatwort (Trachelium ocruleum).-E. IF. Rctder- 
Ruscus racemosus.-Ally Sinper.—1, Red Ulm*? 
(Centranthus ruber); 2, Chrysanthemum lacadre x 
Erigeron ipeciosus.-Puzzled.—Black Mediek IMediygo 
lupulina). - /.any.—Scarlet Turk’s-cap Lily (bh™ 
chalcedonicum). It is advisable always to send i 
specimen. 

Names Of fruit.—B. Fishier.— lmpo^iWe lo fa® 
anv idtyi as lo the Apple from the spevimen sent* 
T. II. R.— Plum Orleans.-Mr*. A.prcy.-We thinkil a 
FollonberHf. 

Green Tomato chutney (M. A.).—Put a pint of 
vinegar in a preserving-pan with a pound of Demerara 
sugar. Let this boil until the sugar is dissolved. Slice 
as many Tomatoes into this syrup as you wish to use, with 
the same weight of Apples, peelkl, cored, and cut 
into quarters; 1 oz. of bruised Ginger, six red Chillies, 
\ lb. Shallots, j lb. Sultanas, allowing j lb. of sugar and 
these spices for each pound of Apples and Tomatoes; salt 
to taste. Boil these well together, stirring all the time 
until it is thick like jam and set9 firm when a little ia 
dropped on a plate. Pour info hot glass jar*, cover:wheiK 
yjld with well-cleansed bladder, and store in aMrv£eooF 

r,ace- UNIVERSITY 0 

Catalogues received.—"'. R luniaod. Cort- 
List of Rare Daffodil* and Tulip*.-Webb xnd ft®- 
Stourbridge. — Bulb List.-W. Cutbush md ft® 
Jlighgatc Nursorios, London, N.—List of Bulbs: Iff 
Border, Tree, and Malmairon Carnation<; and ft*"!' 
Strawberries.-Toogood and Sons, Southampton, -p 
Of Bulb*.-Frank Dicks and Co., 66, Deam«xl<. »»• 
Chester.—Bulb Catalogue for 19tfi.-Dobbie indJ-O, 

.—R r Rothesay.—List of Bulbs, Violas, Roses, fte.- 
Dixon and Sons, Hull—List of BtUbs for l' 
Gilbert and Son, Dyke, Bourne, Lincoln.—1® v 
and Tubers. , 

“AS GOOD AS CHI VERS’ JELLIES.' 

That is very high praise indeed for d>e 

Cambridge Lemonade, because the Jellies rce 

recognised to be the best that can be produce 

Same firm, same high standard of excelle”®- 
alhi The Lemonade is made from Lemons 

Sugar. No foreign acid added. 

bottle. Goes farthest. Ask your Grocer, or send 

6d. for sample to Olivers & Sons, Ltd., Histon, 

Cambridge, where Olivers' Jellies are m:u e- 
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FRUIT. 

STRAWBERRY ABERDEEN 

FAVOURITE. 

Is the wealth of variety to be found in Straw¬ 

berries, it is not a little singular that they 
?boold almost, in each instance, possess some 

point differing one from another, and the 
variety above-named is one that may claim to 

be distinct from all others. The habit of the 
plant is robust without giving an excess of 
fbinge, and the fruit of a brighter crimson 
than any other kind I am acquainted with. 
In Scotland, some portions of which are not 
well adapted to the culture of many Straw¬ 
berries familiar by name in the south, Aber¬ 
deen Favourite is in much favour, by reason of 
its endurance of the moister climate. It is 
only to be expected that a variety such as this 
cannot be expected to succeed in English 
gardens to the same degree as it does further 
north. Even the well-established and popular 
Royal Sovereign does not possess this quality. 
Anyone desirous of adding to his existing 
stock a variety possessing points differing from 
others might well select Aberdeen Favourite. 
In point of flavour it does not compare with 
Royal Sovereign or Fillbasket for sweetness, 
but the greater sharpness in this one agrees 
with some palates more than does a higher 
grade of sweetness. In colour and character 
it resembles Alice Maude somewhat, though in 
every respect it is distinct, the colour brighter, 
the fruit larger, and the plant more robust in 
lea! and habit. From the fact of the seeds 
bemg embedded in the flesh it is not likely to 
snit those who have to pack fruit for long 
journeys. Good travellers must have the seeds 
well disposed on the surface of the berry, as 
those protect the fruit from damage by 
friction. The crop this year was lessened by 
the loss of the earliest flowers, and consequently 
the finest fruits ; yet, all the same, its dis¬ 
tinct characteristics made a good impression 
on those who saw the ripening and gathered 
fruits. It is not a new variety, but is better 
than some of modern introduction, which have 
been tried and found wanting. S. 

SUMMER PEARS. 

FoR dessert, Pears are always popular, and in 
their season are in good demand. In the 
earner, say in July and August, there is not 
1 large selection, and considering that there are 
w many other fruits available are they needed? 
Citron des Cannes is one of the earliest, though 
much of the same character and better known 
is Doyenne d’Ete. This is an excellent little 
Fear, one that must be eaten from the tree, or 
within a day or two of being gathered, because 
it so soon decays. The tree is a very regular 
»ad free bearer, and though of better colour 
and appearance from a wall, east or west, the 
iruito are good from a bush or pyramid-trained 
tree In Petite Margaret we have a kind that 
is almost equally reliable, and bears fruit some- 
whit larger than the last-named. It also ke 
slightly longer in a sound state, thpugh fcda 

the pretty rosy flush on the sunny side of the 
fruits, and consequently loses attractiveness 
compared with Doyenne d’Ete. Jargonelle is 
anotner summer Pear that has many admirers. 
This, in size and shape, outdistances the small 
kinds already named, but in quality it is a 
matter of taste as to which is best. While the 
smaller sorts are free fruiters, this last-named 
is often very shy in bearing—especially is this 
so if hard pruning is resorted to. This can be 
grown either in bush or standard form, or as a 
horizontal-trained tree against a lofty wall. 
It is not at all suited for a restricted space, 
because this entails more pruning than is good 
for its habit of growth. Thus the lofty dwell¬ 
ing-house affords a much more suitable aspect 
than a low garden wall, and a standard gives 
greater area and expanse than the ordinary 
bash or pyramid garden tree. Another Pear 
in our collection which is most useful, regular 
in its bearing, and of nice appearance in a 
sunny season, ts Fondante de Bihorel, a variety 
not often seen or catalogued. In size and 
shape it is similar to Doyenne d’Ete, but in its 
nissety and firmer skin it differs much. In 
some seasons there is a reel suffusion on the 
bronzed surface which enhances its value. 
The tree is very healthy and moderate in 
growth, a fact that favours regular bearing. 
A Pear that succeeds these is Clapp's Favourite, 
an extremely pretty fruit, but one that, like 
those already named, must be eaten from the 
tree or soon after. William’s Bon Chretien 
need only be mentioned, as it is so well known. 
This, however, is more of a September than an 
August fruit, but no collection, however small, 
would be complete without it. Nor would it 
be complete without one at least of those 
before-named, and if only one is required then 
Doyenne d’Ete would be my favourite. The 
varieties named in this note maintain a succes¬ 
sion from the beginning of July to the end of 
September, varying, if necessary, with the 
nature of the season. W. S. 

PLANTING RASPBERRIES. 
I want to make a new plantation of Raspberries, and 
shall be obliged if you will answer the following queries 
in your paper. What are the best kinds, and at what 
distance should the canes be set out, and when should 
they be planted ?—Notsellor. 

[Raspberries will thrive and bear fruit in 
almost any kind of soil that is well manured ; 
but the finest fruit is produced by plants grow¬ 
ing in a deep, rich loam. Raspberries produce 
a thick mass of fibres near the surface, and 
therefore are very susceptible to drought. 
The ground for Raspberries should be trenched 
2J feet deep, this, however, in some instances 
depending on the character of the sub-soil, as 
if it be of an inferior quality it will not be 
advisable to bring much of it to the surface. 
When trenching, plenty of manure or garden 
refuse should be worked into the ground. The 
best time for planting is as soon as the canes 
have shed their leaves. The 

Mode of planting must be regulated by the 
form in which the canes are to be trained. 
Where stakes are available, the simplest plan is 
to tie the bearing canes to them, taking care 

,t they are securely fixed in the soil. The 
" |g it£lljl£dmd out of the soil about 4 J feet 

and to each of them should lie tied, when the 
plants have become established, five or six of 
the strongest and best placed canes from each 
stool after the fruiting cancs of the previous 
season have been removed. Assuming that this 
plan of training is adopted, they should l>e 
planted in lines not leas than 5 feet apart, and 
the distance asunder in the line should bo the 
same, or not less than 1 feet. Thov will not 
throw up very strong growths the first year, 
but if the fruit be sacrificed and the canes cut 
to within 1 foot of the ground they will throw 
up much stronger canes the following season. 
Another mode of training consists iu placing 
strong posts at each end of the row, connecting 
these with galvanised wires, strained through 
intervening iron standards. Thus a trellis is 
formed on which the canes are trained, and, if 
properly fixed, a plantation of Raspberries thus 
treated will last for years. Where this system 
is adopted the canes should !>e planted aliout 
1 foot apart, and the shoots should be trained 
a little diagonally. After planting, surface 
dress with decayed manure. During the sum¬ 
mer the ground must bo kept clear of weeds 
and the soil occasionally loosened witli the 
Dutch hoe- When the plants have become 
established and theyoungcanes in the growing 
season have made about a foot of new wood, 
all useless suckers should be pulled away in 
order to admit light and air to such canes as 
are selected to remain. When the fruit is Sthered the canes that have borne it should 

at once cut out, so as to give increased space 
to those intended to bear next year's crop, and 
as soon as the leaves have fallen the latter 
should be thinned and regulated. After 
regulating the canes, loosen the surface with a 
fork, and then mulch with 2 inches or 3 inches 
of decayed manure, which will protect the sur¬ 
face roots from frost in winter and drought in 
summer. 

Good varieties are Superlative, Baumforth's 
Seedling, Norwich Wonder, and Hornet, red ; 
Guinea and Yellow Antwerp being good yellow 
kinds.—T. P.] 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Bark splitting (A. S. B.).—It is difficult to say 

positively what has caused the injury to your young 
trees. I was at a committee meeting the'other day, 
where I met several of our leading horticulturists, to whom 
I read your letter, and they all agreed that the cause was 
probably frost. One stated that ne had had several young 
trees affected in the same way.—G. 8. S. 

Planting fruit-trees.—Having Just bought a 
house in this locality, I am desirous of planting in the 
garden some fruit-trees, and am venturing to ask your 
assistance as to the sorts suitable to the soil, which appears 
to be light, rather dark in colour, and, I think, marl ami 
chalk as a subsoil. What sorts of Apple-trees, cooking 
and dessert, both late keepers, would bo the best.' Also 
Pears and Cherries?—Octram, Croydon. 

[Your soil seems to be a suitable one for 
fruit-trees. Certainly they do very well in 
your locality, if not too much in the heart of 
the town. If you have any walls to your 
garden you can plant on the south aspect, or 
walls facing south, an Apricot, Ainsden June, 
and a Royal George Peach, and an Early 
Rivers’ Cherry. On west or east walls, plant 
Green Gage and Monarch Plums, or Marie 
Louise, and Winter Nelis Pears, and on the 

.tov, • north wall Oktillac baking Pear and Morello 
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is often to cause the trees to 
respond by again throwing 
out too much wood growth. 
When from main branches a 
quantity of shoots is thrown 
up each summer it is folly to 
allow those to remain and 
make all possible growth, 
just cutting them out again 
in the winter. Far better, 
with some leather gloves on 
the bands, rub them clean out 
whilst they are young, and 
then they may yet grow 
again. With respect to your 
pyramid Pear-trees, you had 
better at once summer prune, 

Properly support each tree with a stout stake 
a few weeks after planting.] 

THE BEST GOOSEBERRIES. 

How often one hears the question asked 
“ What are the best Gooseberries to plant'" 
But the querists seldom state the uses to which 
they wish to put the fruit, consequently they 
have to be questioned in turn before the desired 
information can be afforded. As is well known, 
there are a great number of varieties of Goose¬ 
berries, some of which attain a large size wlies 
mature. Others, again, are only medium sized 
when ripe, and some are but small. With one 
or two exceptions the last-named furnish the 

- . richest-flavoured fruits among Gooseberries, 
although it would have been 1 some Qf them being green when ripe, others 
better done rather earlier. yellow, and some red and white. If Goose¬ 

berries of first-rate flavour, irrespective erf size, 
are required, it is from amongst the varieties to 
be present ly named that a selection should be 
made, and no garden is complete unless these 
delicious though small-berried kinds are repre 
sented in such numbers that a daily supply 
may be afforded as long as the fruit is in season. 
Among the medium sized fruiting varieties we 
have what may he termed useful Gooseberries 
—i.e., the berries may be put to such uses as 
the bottling of these in a whole condition, and 
the making of a preserve, either while tbefrait 

Cut back at once all side- 
shoots on the branches to 
three or four leuf bu-de, and 

just stop or shorten the leader 
or extension shoots to each 
branch. That operation should 
result in causing the leaf- 
buds of the shortened shoots 
to plump up, or become par¬ 
tially changed from wood 
buds, which they would sim¬ 
ply be if left untouched, into 

Gooseberry- Green Champagne. 

Cherries. Of course, these would have to be 
flat-trained trees obtained from a nursery, and 
would need good attention in pruning, train¬ 
ing, and nailing them each year. If you want 
trees out in the open ground only, plant hush 
Apples of such varieties for bite keeping, as 
Cox’s Orange Pippin, Cockle Pippin, and 
Sturmer Pippin, and of cooking varieties, 
Waltham Abbey Seedling, Wellington, and 
Lane’s Prince Albert. Pear-trees should be of 
bush or pyramid form, and may be for late 
keeping, Josephine de Malines, Bergamotte 
Esperen, and Easter Beurre. The best Pears, 
however, rii>en in November, such as Louise 
Bonne, Doyenne du Comice, and Durondeau. 
Good Plums for bushes or dwarf standards are 
Victoria, Monarch, and Wyedale, cooking. 
Good dessert Plums are Green Gage, Jefferson, 
and Kirke’s, hut these fruit best on a wall. 
Good bush Cherries are Elton, May Duke, and 
Black Tartarian. These would, however, 
whether on a wall or as bushes, need to bo well 
netted from the birds. Bush trees should be 
planted fully 12 feet apart, to allow ample 
room, and it will be well to get the ground 
ready for planting in October, then plant so 
soon as the trees can be obtained.] 

Pruning fruit-trees.—I should (eel obliged if, in 
your next issue, you would kindly slate the best time to 
prune Apple, Pear, and Pltim-trees (standards). Some 
say early August (summer pruning), others say not till 
November — December. 1 have some very healthy 
pyramid Pear-trees, but get little fruit from them. They 
were pruned last December. At present they nre covered 
with a very strong growth of new wood, and the question 
is, whether it should now be cut well back to the second 
or third eye for next year's fruit-hearing?— D. P. May. 

[Standard fruit-trees, whether Apples, Pears, 
or Plums, once the heads are well formed, after, 
say, three years’ growth, simply need occasional 
thinning, although should any one or more 
branches grow too strong those can he short¬ 
ened back to keep the head of the tree fairly 
well-formed. The best time for doing such 
pruning is in October or November in dry 
weather. If done yearly, then the thinning 
need be slight and the trees suffer no check. 
If the heads be left? untouched for two or three 
years, so that they become denscrHhen a sever 
thinning is ne^^j^ (ende^ ot 

semi - fruit - buds, and next 
year they become true fruit- 
buds or spurs. In the winter 
you would have to go over 
the trees again, and shorten 
each cut back shoot to two 
buds, so as to keep the fruit- 
spurs as close to the main 
stems as possible. If this 
process of summer pruning 
fails to make the trees fruit¬ 
ful, then you will have to try 
the effect of root-pruning on 
them.] 

Fruit-trees for fowl's-run. 
—I wish to plant my fow l-runs with 
friiit-t.rpp#L The runs are Grass, 
about 25 yards square, soil light and 
sandy. I want Apples, Pears, and 

Plums. Will you kindly give me fhe names ot sorts 
most suitable, and which will give good shade for the 
fowls? 1 thought of putting about three trees in each 
run. Ought they to be on the Paradise-stock or Crab- 
stock?—M. W. 

is green—which method finds favour riti 
many—or when nicely ripened. Some tf thta 
Gooseberries, too, are well flavoured, ikkoagk 
not so rich as those already alluded to,»zflare 
consequently of great service when s good 
demand has to be met. Among the luge 
fruited kinds are those which are fit forgather 
ing before any others in the spring, and are 
therefore very valuable, both from a market 
grower’s as well as a private consumer's point 
of view. The large exhibition kinds also 
belong to this section, but these being outside 
the scope of this note, they will not be further 
alluded to just now. We therefore have what 
may be termed three classes of Gooseberries, 
the one for affording early supplies to he 
gathered in a green stal-e for cooking, tt* 
next, or the medium-sized fruits, alike valu¬ 

able for bottling, preserving, and general utility 
purposes, while the small kinds are the highest 
flavoured, and, therefore, most suitable for the 
dessert. 

Large-fruited kinds.—Taking the large 

fruits, and those that come in for gathering 
(Plant standard trees only in your fowl runs. 

They will he in the form of heads on clean 
stems from 5 feet to fi feet in height. 
That will keep the heads and fruit 
quite out of the reach of the fowls, 
which must have one wing clipped if 
they take to flying up into the trees. 
Standard Apples are always on the 
Crab-stock, Pears on the Pear-stock, 
and Plums on the common Mussel- 
stock. The trees should be planted 
from 12 feet to 16 feet apart at least. 
Of Apples, for your purjzoso plant of 
kitchen or cooking varieties, Duchess 
of Oldenburg, Manks’ C-odlin, War¬ 
ner’s King, Waltham Abbey Seed¬ 
ling, Wellington, and Lane’s Prince 
Albert. Of dessert varieties: Irish 
Peach, King of the Pippins, Fearn's 
Pippin, Cox's Orange Pippin, Cockle 
Pippin, anti Sturmer Pippin. Of 
Pears: Williams' Bon Chretien, 
Louise Bonne of Jersey, and the 
stewing Pear Catillac. Of Plums, 
have Victoria, Rivers' Early Prolific, 
Czar, and Monarch, with Farleigh 
Prolific Damson. Order your trees 
from a good nursery at once, and get 
them planted, if possible, before the 
end of October. Plant shallow, with 
the roots well spread out, but all 
the same have large holes for each 
deeply broken up. Add in planting 
just a little well-decayed manure. 
Feed chiefly from the surface after 
planting. For a time, until the soil 
about the roots becomes firm, you 

! will have to place bushes or other 
| protection over it to keep the fowls Gooseberry Whitesmith, 
j from burrowing into it. In time 
j fowls, if well fed in their runs, prac- 
tically manure the trees. Especially do fowls 1 early, it is questionable if Whin ham’s Industry 
eat up any insect life that may har&ourti/the l-frtaken all round—has a superior. Once they 

J ’ .. W q T" ^rr.ies quickly grow to a good size; 
v up 1UDCV.U me uuai; uiaj nai uuuyu afiTdl M^nT1 

il, and this helps to keep. t|je ,|jeqa._c|^!.n._ Laretjet. 
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the bushes are strong growers anil bear very 
heavily. Keepsake is preferred by many 
growers to the foregoing, but my experience of 
it is that it is not quite so early, but soil and 
position may perhaps account for this. Be 
this as it may, it is a valuable early kind, and 
i-considered’by some to be synonymous with a 
variety named Berry's Early Kent, but this is 

sides during November, partly to ward olT ex¬ 
cessive rains and partly to prepare for covering 
over should frost occur. A few degrees of 
frost will not harm the Tea Rosas, but 9 (legs, 
or 10 degs. will seriously injure the pith, so 
that unless one can well cover over with mats, 
remove the plants to an airy glass structure. 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

REPOTTING ROSES. 

(Reply to “ Hortulan.”) 

Your plant is starving in such soil as you send 
and must be re[>otted. Roses when 
repotted must not be dry at tho root. 
A compost is prejiarod as follows: 
Two parts fibrous loam, one part well- 

: rotted manure, one-year-old cow-dung 
being bast. Mix this well together, (then incorporate a 5-inch potful of 
some good artificial manure in each 
barrowload of soil. The pots must bo 
well washed, also the crocks. Ovstcr- 
shells make fine material for crocks. 
On to the latter (which must be plen¬ 
tiful) a thin layer of well-rotted manure 

BUDDING ROSES. 

I shall indeed be grateful if you will kindly furnish hie 
with instructions for securing Rose-buds for grafting on 
Brier-stocks. I find it so difficult to remove the wood or 
pith without injuring or removing the eye from the bud. 
Please describe what shoot and uie age thereof I should 
select for taking buds from. Would soaking the buds with 
the wood on for a few hours render its removal easy with¬ 
out injuring the eye? If part of the eye i« left in the 
hud, would this suffice, or roust the eye he intact? How 
can I tell when a shoot has well-seasoned wood suitable 

?—Constant Rkadbs. for taking buds from 

[It is not at all difficult to secure the proper 
kind of wood for budding the Hybrid Perpetual 
and many of the Hybrid Tea Roses, but the 
true Teas require careful watching as the eye 
or hud quickly starts into growth, and is then 
not so suitable. We always prefer shoots that 
have blossomed or upon which the flower is 
opening. They are then in their best condi¬ 
tion, and you should experience no difficulty in 
removing the wood. Upon established plants 
the eyas or buds of both Taos and Hybrids do 
not start into growth nearly so quickly as they 
‘ i upon young or maiden plants. One may 

outer crust of soil all over the ball obtain suitable wood from most kinds, even 
with the end of a pointed stick, after the flower has opened several days, hut 
Take the hall in both hands and give in some cases it is necessary to take them even 

vigorous shake, and by this time before the flower is fully expanded. The shoots 
t of the old soil will have been re- must not bo so dry that they require soaking. 
If the plants have not been repotted and this is never necessary excepting in very 

nore of the old soil should he shaken rare cases. We have inserted buds even with 
be very careful to preserve all roots, out removing the wood at all, and they have 

lie hall is thus prejiared, place it in a “taken,” but wo do not commend the practice, 
size larger, and fill up the sides with It is most important for successful budding to 
compost, making this run down freely see that the stocks “ run” well—that is, the 
'a thin label. A thicker but ll it stick sap should bo Howing freely. It is useless to 

and all rammed firm. The plant to he 
repotted is turned out and laid on tho 
potting bench. Remove tho crocks 
carefully, and if roots are abundant 
the plant needs repotting, otherwise 
return it into a similarly prepared pot, 
which, of course, must correspond in 
size to that from which the plant wits 
taken. When the roots are plentiful, 
gently release them and remove the do 

Gooeeberry Crown Bob. 

t muter that should be cleared up, as in some 
Tuit lists Keepsake is given as a red kind and 
n others yellow. 1 have always known it as 
t rellow fruit, and it grows to large dimensions 
i allowed to ripen, as does Whinltam’s Industry 
lbo. The old Crown Boh is also still largely 
jrown for early and market supply, and large C:ities of it find their way to Covent Garden 

et. A new variety nainod May Duko is 
spoken highly of, and said to be a valuable 
sidy variety, but not having grown it, I am 
lot in a position to oiler an opinion as to 
te merits. Those about to plant should not 
ail u> give it a trial, and be sure to 
adude Whinham's Industry and Keepsake 
o such numbers that the supply will rather 

than meet the probable demand. Among 

Medium sized kinds, we cannot well dispense 
»ith the old Rough Red, as this is generally 
sasideredto be the best of all Gooseberries for 
»ttling in a green state. Scotch Nutmeg is a 
?ood substitute for it, but it is not such a 
neavy cropper. Lancashire Lad, Wilmot’s 
Euly Red, Rod Warrington—the last indis¬ 
pensable for late supply—and Keen's Seedling 
sfe four good reds. Glenton Green, Gretna 
Green, Green Walnut, Langley Green are four 
good varieties of that colour. Bright Venus 
*od Snowdrop ara white, while Early Sulphur 
And Yellow Ball are also to be recommended 
among the medium-sized yellow kinds. Turn¬ 
ing next to the 

Smali fruited kinds, we have Ironmonger, 
Lrly Red Hairy, Red Champagne, Small 

I Hough Red, Pi turns ton Green Gage, Green 
f Gascoigne, Early Green Hairy, Hedgehog, 

»ellow Champagne, Golden Drop (see illus- 
iration), Rumbullion, and Yellow Ball. These 
we undoubtedly the best in this section, and 
annot l>e excelled for flavour. Those who 
would like to grow sixteen of the best of 

[ urge-fruited varieties, should select Criterion, 
Utherina, Langley Beauty, Leveller, or Guinea 

I among the yellows; Antagonist, King of 
Tramps, Lancer, Hero of the Nile as whites; 
Conquering Hero, Dan's Mistake, Speedwell, 
and Lord Derby as reds ; and Stockwell, 
G.egraph, Thumper, and Matchless as green 

Photographs of Gardens, Plants, of 
TT668.— We offer each teeth a copy of the latent 

•diuon of the “English Flower Garden" for the 

■'-* photograph of a garden or any of it* contents, 

°°7 or outdoors, sent to us in any one week. 
prize. Half a Guinea.. 

The Prise Winners this week are: 1, 
t ni-*?' Taylor, Little Trinity, Cambridge, 
, Phyllocactus White Hybrid ; 2, Geo. 
Uw>for Dimorphotheca Ecklpoi. I 

Digitized by V. 

Goosiberry Golden Drop. 

the first three or four days, hut only resort to out easily-, and leave the germ of the eye or bud 
artificial watering when really necessary, or intact. Cut a few shoots of a common Rose or 
the soil becomes too much compressed for the Brier and practise this removal of tho wood 
new roots. If it be desired to retard the Roses before you commence budding. If the shoots 
as much as possible, keep the plants outdoors are in the proper condition—that is to say, 

-^o long as Lost keeps off, hut we are rarely half rig? : you w.ill soon bo able to remove tne 
^j^r..L^^er. 

sible, keep the plants outdoors are in the proper condition—that is to say, 
it keeps off, hut we are rarely half ripq you jwilL soon bo able to remove the 
rj»er. Lay the plants on their wood without5 dimtjuity. Do not insert any 
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bud where there is a hole left beneath the bud 
after the wood is pulled out, as this is a 
common cause of failure. There should be a 
small portion of wood beneath the eye about 
the size of a pin’s head, which in reality is the 
germ of the Dud, and it is of vital importance 
to see that this is not removed.] 

which are produced will add further to its 
usefulness. There are few Roses but possess 
some defect, and it is only right to mention 
the fact of an utter want of fragrance in this 
Rose. I prefer fragrance in a Rose to any 
other quality, but I cannot shut my eyes to 
the usefulness and beauty of some of those 
that are deficient of this attribute.—Rosa. 

INDOOR PLANTS, 

THE ZONAL PELARGONIUM FROM 
SEED. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Roses on own roots.— I-ast autumn my gardener 

took about three dozen cuttings of Hybrid Perpetuate, 

which he simply placed in the ground and made firm. 

Out of the three dozen only about t wo have failed, and the 
others are quite large plants, from which 1 picked off many 

buds. The position was shady and damp. Do you think 

cuttings of H. Teas would answer as well treated in the cuttings of H. Teas would answer as well treated i: 
same manner f—M rs. Pai.mkr, Salnim Hall, York. 

(Yes. they will strike as readily aB the H.P.'s, with 

which you seem to have been very successful 1 

Rose Aglaia.—Ry jour advice, aliout three years 

ago I planted an Aglaia Hose, together with two Crimson 

Ramblers and a Flora, over wire arches planned to form a Ramblers and a Flora, over wire arches planned to form a 

Rose temple. Till this year the Aglaia has not flowered, 
amt even now lias uuly had a few small clusters, but it 

has made enormous growth. I am writing to ask if this 1 

growth should be cut 1-ack heavily to make it flower, and 

what time is most suitable for doing so? If it does not 
flower more freely 1 shall cut it down, as it tills up much 

apace without any result. An Eleelra Rose I put in only 

last autumn, though a tiny plant, had eleven trusses of 

bloom. If from vour experience the Aglaia never blooms 

freely, even after pruning, I will cut it down at once and 

so lose no more valuable time. The Crimson Ramblers 

have been ever since planted a sheet of bloom. I must 
own to being rather disappointed with Flora, which 

seems to have rather a poor little flower, though it cer¬ 

tainly has improved this year.—Mns. Palmkr. 

I No, thin out the weak w ood and so allow the sun to 

ripen the growth that is left. Your Rose is too thick, hence 

the failure to bloom. Cnripened wood will never give a 

profusion of bloom. See reply to "T. II. G ” re treatment 
of Crimson Rambler in our issue of August 30th, (-age 3S8. | 

Preparing beds for dwarf Roses 
( Wilfred).—Unless your soil is badly drained, 
it will not be necessary to raise the beds for the 
Tea or Hybrid Tea Roses, but you must take 
care that the drainage is ample when preparing. 
This you can do by well breaking up the sub¬ 
soil with a fork. Some broken bricks, large 
stones, or crocks to a depth of 0 inches placed 
about 2 feet to 3 feet below the surface would firovide suilicient drainage, but this would only 

i« ne.cftssarv if the garden lies low and water be necessary if the garden lies low and water 
passes away slowly. The Hybrid Teas gene¬ 
rally should be regarded as Teas. They, like 
the latter, prefer a somewhat porous soil, 
therefore a fair amount of grit should be well 
incorporated with the staple soil. You must, 
however, plant firmly, ana see that the roots 
are not cramped, carefully place them in the 
hole, and work in some bne soil among them 
before treading. As you desire to plant rather 
thickly, yon may place the majority of varie¬ 
ties now grown 1 foot 0 inches apart. Kinds 
marked “moderate” in catalogues may be 
planted 1 foot apart, and those marked “very 
vigorous” should be 2 feet apart. By plant 
ing thus, you are enabled to prune away much 
of the old wood each season, and the quality of 
blossom obtained from the previous season’s 
wood is of the best description. The dwarf¬ 
growing Polyantha Roses should be planted 
from 12 inches to 15 inches apart. If you 
desire to keep them very dwarf, you may prune 
close to the ground each year, otherwise treat 
them as Tea Roses. 

Rose Frau Karl Druschki (H.P.).— 
The marvellous results obtained by cross-fer¬ 
tilisation become more manifest each succeed¬ 
ing year. Herr Lambert, of Trier, Germany, 
is to be congratulated upon the production of 
this splendid Rose. It must prove of great 
value both as a cut flower and for garden 
decoration. It is magnificent in form in the 
half expanded state, but is not excessively 
double, for in this case the full blown blossoms 
open out like a huge semi-double Pa*ony. It 
is the snowy purity of the blossoms that gives 
the Rose its chief value Hitherto we had no 
large-flowered Hybrid Perpetual so pure in 
colour. It is really remarkable that the 
variety is such a dazzling white, for one would 
expect a seedling from Merveille de Lyon and 
Caroline Testout to have a shading of blush or 
pink. The only colour percoptible is on the 
outer petals of the buds, which are tinted 
rosy-pink, but when the high-centred half¬ 
open flower is developed it is of the purest 
white. It is a splendid grower, maiden plants 
making shoots each 4 feet or 5 feet long, and 
it appears to be thoroughly perpetual, as every 
shoot shows a bud. Frau KarrSruschki wifi 
be a grand pot-Rop^&fld (-the^fme ? iteU 

Rose Ben Cant.—This splendid Rose 
will undoubtedly take a foremost position 
among show Roses. I am told it is a cross 
between Suzanne Marie Rodocanachi and 
Victor Hugo, and one need not be informed of 
its relationship to the former, as it is so patent 
from the splendid shell-like petals. The variety 
inherits the glowing colour and pointed, high- 
centred form of Victor Hugo, but is apparently 
a stronger grower than either of the parents. 
This Rose has been awarded the highest honours 
obtainable—namely, the gold medal of the 
National Rose Society and an award of merit 
from tlio Royal Horticultural Society. C. W. 

Rose Gardenia.—I have been agreeably 
disappointed with this Rose, which proves that 
a hasty judgment of Rambler Roses is to be 
deprecated. 1 imagine it will be possible to 
raise a line variety from it in course of time. 
Even now the flowers of Gardenia are some 
3 inches in diameter, of a beautiful pale yellow 
colour, expanding to sulphur-white as in 
Solfaterre. The bulls are charming, produced 
singly in most cases, but not infrequently in 
twos and threes, ami of the tint of Perle des 
Jardins. When gathered they are scarcely 
distinguishable from Tea Rose buds. The only 
detraction from these valuable running Roses 
is their want of a |»erpetual flowering charac¬ 
ter, so that, of course, they are not comparable 
to the Teas and Noisettes, but there is this to 
he said of them—they appear to lie exempt 
from mildew, and spring lrosts do not harm 
them: at least, that is my ex|>erience of the 
Rose under notice, and also of .Jersey Beauty. 
I would particularly recommend Gardenia as a 
pillar Rose and for the supports of a lofty 
pergola where it will receive plenty of sun. 
This and Jersey Beauty are much too good to 
be planted where |>erhu|>s they will not receive 
that attention which their merits entitle them 
to. If a position could be prepared after the 
style of that at Kew, then I would say plant 
these two freely. In this dell garden many 
loads of roally good soil wore placed before 
a Rose was planted, which explains why 
the Crimson Rambler and other glorious kinds 
are in such a flourishing condition. — Rosa. 

Very dark Roses.—One is frequently 
asked to recommend a good dark Rose that is 
satisfactory in growth and bloom. Un¬ 
doubtedly Prince Camille de Rohan is the best 
very dark Rose we at present possess, and 
truly splendid it is when well develojied. It 
requires high cultivation in order to bring out 
its good colour, for when neglected or in poor 
soil the flowers are quite a light red hue. 
Although standards or half-standards seem to 
yield the best blossoms, I liavo had lovely 
flowers from tho seedling Brier. It roots 
freely from cuttings, but the flowers seem to 
require powerful root action to bring them to 
perfection. La Rosiere is bracketed with 
Prince Camille de Rohan as lieing too ipuch 
alike. This they are when in blossom, but I 
find the former the freest bloomer on young 
plants, which indicates that the two kinds are 
not exactly synonymous. A cool season suits 
the dark Roses best, the beautiful velvety 
shading being very lustrous. It is an excellent 
plan to dig in a liberal dressing of good farm¬ 
yard-dung about the end of November, and at 
the end ot May, when buds are swelling, give a 
good watering once a week of liquid-manure, 
if possible from the cow-vard, and it may be 
given of good strength if the plants are well 
established. Abel Carriere is another good 
dark Rose, which is best from standards or 
lialf-standards. The form is imbricated, and, 
from an exhibitor's standpoint, leas meritorious 
than the last-named. At times, however, the 
rich maroon colour is very intense, the half- 
expanded flowers being superb. Both kinds 
should be in every fair-sized collection, and if 
a third is wanted I should name Baron de 
Bonstettin. In all three cases vigorous growth 
is required, and a severe clearing away each 

Ivear of the old wood, the one-year-old);befing 
a good l„8th.-ElJN|VERS|-rY0 

To those who have been careful of their seed 
when ripe, now is the time to sow it, provided, 
of course, there is ample accommodation to 
keep a few hundred plants through the winter, 
and this means also that the temperature must 
not go below 45 degs. Prepare a seed pan oi 
box in the usual manner, filling it with goal 
fibrous loam, freely mixed with sharp, gritty 
sand and a little leaf mould, if properly de 
eayed. The seed, being of a light, flaky 
nature, should be thoroughly dry, otherwi^ it 
cannot be scattered evenly. After sowitjr 
cover the seed with fine soil to the depth oi 
1 inch. Cover the pan with a square of gUss 
and place in a corner of the stove or fernery 
until germination takes place. When the tiny 
plunln have made two or throe paita of lonn 
pot them singly into thumb-pots, using soil 
similar to what they were sown in. Sow 
recommend a little bone-meal or guano, bui I 
think that stimulants, in any form whatever, 
only retard the blooming period; in fact, 1 
have seen instances of plants three years old 

failing to bloom owing to their being fed with 
manures in different forms. After all sre 

potted keep them- on a nice warm shelf 
in the greenhouse, when rapid growh rJl 

he made through the autumn. Ai'Mtou 
of January shift them into the 4 ojttiocti 
size, using as a compost three parts gwdlo’ 
loam, one part sharp sand, one Btul- 
decayed loaf-soil, mix thoroughly, aiding » 
G-inch potful of soot to a barrowdiwp soil 
Pot the plants very firmly in these, end tte 
result will be short jointed growth. j)fepind 
inch or stopping should take place,:«lk)'> 
the plants to grow naturally ihroughoi&until 
they bloom. After the last named pots in: 
full of roots the plants may receive the final 
shift into pots 5J inches in diameter, in wbid 
they will flower, and in many cases nbov a they will flower, and in many cases S#ov a 
pleasing diversity of colour ana form through¬ 
out. If these plants are shifted on thenevi. 
spring into 7-inch or 8-inch pots delightiu! 
specimens may be had from 3 feet to 4 feet 
high, providing an abundance of bloom for* 
long time. When the plant is beginning'•> 

bloom a little liquid-manure should be gi'« 
each week, taking care to keep it on Uie*eu 
side. D.O.Md. 

Bridge of- Weir, N. R. 

WATERING SEEDLINGS-A NOVEL 

IDEA. 

A siMi’i.E experiment which I have lately tried 
here may lie of interest to your readers. I ^ 
not know if the idea is new to you, it issoto 
me. I placed a lioard across a greenhou* 
tank nearly full of water, and on this board 
placed two flower pots (48's) containiug a" 
ordinary compost, with broken crocks, etc., at 
bottom as usual. Into one of these I ins«t*‘ 
the ends of two pieces of flat lampwick, about 
an inch wide, close against the siilo of the , 
and extending to the bottom inside— »-«-* 
tween the compost and the pot The otter 
ends of these two pieces of wdek simplv 
dipped into the water. In the second pot1 
used no wick. This was done three or tour 
weeks ago, and during the whole of this time ■ 
the contents of the pot in which the wicks are 
used has been uniformly quite moist (too mots 
for most things), while the compost in for most things), while the compost in ite 
other pot is absolutely dry. I have not pm other pot is absolutely ary. l nave uu. 
ceeded further in the matter as yet, tort® , 
well satisfied with the result so far. W 
method appears to me to be of wide and use™ 
application, especially for such purpose ^ 
that of raising Ferns from spores, where 11 
so important that the spores should be 
turbed by tho somewhat violent process o 

watering. The degree of moisture to M 
attained under the above method admit* o> 
perfect control, and is uniform and con®“f’ 
by day and night. The number and size ot t1 
wicks may be varied at will. There is 
practical guarantee that the water thus 
up from the wick by the compost is or 
same temperature as the surrounding m. 
There are also an obvious saving of timean 

conse<^uences arian° 
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neglect, It will be seen that it is desirable to 
keep the tank fairly full of water so that the 
height to which the water must be raised by 
the wicks shall be as small as possible. 

Woking. Houston* Stewart. 

HYBRID PHYLLOCACTI. 

Wrrnts the last few years interest in the 
showy-flowered members of the Cactus family 
has been considerably revived, and they are 
now more extensively grown than was at one 
time the case. True, the individual flowers do 
not last long, but a succession is kept up for 
some time, and they are so gorgeous when at 
their best as to fully compensate for any 
failings. They aro essentially everybody’s 
plants, for they can be grown in the window of 
the cottager quite as successfully as in an 
elaborate glass structure. The cultural 
requirements of these members of the Cactus 
family have been so often dealt with in 
(i.vRDENiso Illustrated that little need be 
s>iil on that score, except to point out that a 
soil com posed principally of good loam, with an 
admixture of brick-rubhle, sand, and well- 
decayed manure, suits them well. They are all 
sun iovers, and should be fully exposed thereto, 
except when in flower, as'theJblossoms remain 

INCREASING GERANIUMS, ETC. 

Will you kindly publish an article dealing with the 
propagation of bedding-out plants — r.rj.. Geraniums, 

Calceolarias, lobelia, and 1’yrelhrums—and their care 

during winter?—II. Walkkr. 

[No time should be lost in going over the 
beds and taking all the cuttings of Geraniums 
that can be spared without disfiguring tire 
plants. Cut oft just below a joint, and remove 
the bottom leaf, not by stripping it down¬ 
wards, but by cutting it off near the stem. 
Then remove the scales from the portion that 
is to be buried in the ground, otherwise they 
are apt to prove a seat of decay. A length of 
•1 inches to .i inches is a suitable one for the 
cuttings, which, if they are very succulent, 
may lie allowed to lie on the trench a day 
before insertion. 1 n carrying this out a couple 
of inches of the stem may be ouried in the soil. 
Some prefer boxes and others pots for the 
cuttiugs, the pots being in many ways more 
convenient than boxes, and they may in the 
winter when space is limited be stood here, 
there, and everywhere. l’ots :> inches in 
diameter are very suitable for tlie cuttings. 
The pots should Ire quite clean and crocked 
with a few broken potsherds. Then fill the pot 
witli light sandy soil preused down moderately 
firm, and put six or seven cuttings in a pot. 

A hybrid Phyllocactus. From a photograph sent by Mr. J. It Taylor, Cambridge. 

ire»h for a longer period if shaded at that time. 
Very little water will Ire needed during the 
•inter months, though in the summer more 
nnv with advantage be given. Lastly, a struc¬ 
ture with a minimum winter temperature of 
Gdegs. will suit these Phyllocacti well. As 
illustrating the inereastxl interest taken iu 
t owering Cacti, it may be pointed out that at 
die Temple Show the group of these plants 
annually exhibited by Messrs. Veitch is 
tt-ually surrounded by hosts of admirers. By 
continually raising seedlings and selecting the 
hst therefrom, there is now quite a large 
number of these hybrid Phyllocacti, ranging in 
colour from white, through various shades of 
pink to a rich scarlet shaded with magenta, and 
overspread with a more or less metallic lustre, 
which appears to be of different shades, accord¬ 
ing to the standpoint from which it is viewed. 
A selection of the best varieties would include : 
Agatha, bright red, purple centre; Brilliant, 
vivid scarlet; Cooperi, creamy-white; deli- 
extus, light pink ; Ena, orange-scarlet, shaded 
apricot, purple margin ; Isabel Watson, parti¬ 
cularly line, the outer part of the flower dark 
coral-red, with an orange-red centre Lit up with 
violet; Olivette, rose-carmine; Plato, brilliant 
scarlet; Syrens, soft salmon-pink, with a darken, 
centre; Venus, crimson, 9haded violet: and 
\esta, white. Digitized DyT; 

They may then be stood out-of-doors on a hard 
bottom, and in a spot fully exposed to the sun 
but sheltered from the wind, and when neces- 

j sarv watered through a fine rose. They may 
bo left there, as a rule, till about the second 
week iu September, when they must be 

I reuiuved to u light, uiry slielf in t% gicenliouse 

or some similar position. If you have plenty of 
room you may put the cuttings under glass 

, now, and as soon as rooted pot them singly 
into 3-inch pots. Throughout the winter only 
sufficient water to keep the soil slightly moist 
should be given. Those that are wintered in 
stores must be potted off singly early in March 
in order to get them well established before 
bedding time comes round. The old lredding 
plants, too, may be lifted in the autumn, and a 

I good many of the large succulent leaves cut 
off. Then pot them into small pots, and in a 
dry house they will pass the winter well. 

! Calceolarias are propagated from cuttings put 
I in towards the end of August. They are 
| rather impatient of too much fire heat during 
the winter, hence they are usually dibbled into 
an ordinary garden frame, into which a few 

| inches of sandy soil has been put for that pur¬ 
pose. In the event of hot sunshine they will 

^need shading till rooted, after which plenty of 
ahyr.uit*-be gn>an whenever possible, while the 

jift&Bix xMtj Vj£ well protected during severe', 

frosts. Failing a frame, as above, the cuttings 
may be struck in pots and wintered in tho 
greenhouse, choosing a fqiot as far away as 
possible from the hot water pipes. In the 
spring pot off' singly. Lobelias were at one 
time struck from cuttings, to obtain which the Slants selected for propagation had all the 

owers cut off about the end of July, and the 
young shoots then produced were struck in a 
close propagating case and wintered on a 
greenhouse shelf in a dry atmosphere, as they 
are very liable to damp off at that season. 
Now, seed is so carefully saved that a very 
uniform batch can be raised in this way; in 
fact, it is the method now generally employed. 
The seed is sown in a gentle heat early in 
March, the seedlings pricked off when large 
enough to handle, and either potted into small 
pots or planted a couple of inches apart in 
large shallow boxes, from which they are care¬ 
fully lifted for planting out. Pyrethrum is 
raised from wood sown in the same way as tho 

Irelrelia.] 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Treatment of Fuchsias and Hydrangeas 
after blooming.—I should bexlad of vour assistance 
as regards the following : What is the correct method of 
treating greenhouse Hydrangeas and Fuchsias after bloom* 
ing in respect to (a), .Should they he placed out-of-doom 
until late autumn? (b), l>o they need much water now or 
during winter? (c). When and how should they be cut 
down?—II. Walkkr. 
- How ought I to treat my Hydrangeas after they 

have Ilnished llowering? How much pruning is required ? 
-J. W. F. 

[(a) If your Fuchsias and Hydrangeas have 
done blooming stand them out-of-doors in 
a spot fully exposed to tho sun in order that 
the wood may he thoroughly ripened, (b) 
Continue to water as before till the leaves show 
signs of falling, when less must Ire given. In 
the winter stand them in an ordinary green¬ 
house where they are just protected from frost 
and nothing more. The Hydrangeas may, if 
you prefer it, he wintered iu a frame and 
covered up in lire winter to keep safe from 
frost. The Fuchsias will need very little water 
till the end of February, hut the Hydrangeas 
will require a little more. (o) Just Itefor© the 
Fuchsias start into growth—that is, about the 
end of February—they may ho trimmed into 
shape ; but the Hydrangeas will not need any 
pruning unless there is a tendency for tho 
centre of the plant to become crowded up with 
weak shoots, and if so they may Ire thinned 
out in the winter.] 

Hybrid Streptocarpua. The freedom 
with which the Hybrid Streptoearpi bloom, 
and their varied colours, commend them to all 
lovers of greenhouse plants. Their blossoms 
also lasting long when cut, is another point 
one cannot afford to lose sight of. They may 
be grown with the ordinarygreenhou.se plants, 
ana do not require so much heat as many 
imagine, the extra care being needed in tho 
winter-time, when damp is one of their worst 
enemies. Seed may be sown in March or Anril 
in heat, or a sowing can he made now, anil as 
the seeds are very small care should Ire exer¬ 
cised, just covering them, and no more, with 
sand, and placing the pan under a propagator 
where bottom-heat can he obtained. Those 
who grow Gloxinias will have no difficulty with 
the Streptocarpus.—Lkahurst. 

Geranium Mrs. II. Parlrer.—There aro 

few finer subjects for pot culture than this 
Geranium. Like all the variegated kinds, it is 
less liable to lose its leaves in winter than the flain-leaved varieties. Why this should be so 

cannot say, hut it is a fact, and one that is of 
some importance to window gardeners whose 
plants cannot enjoy the same advantages as 
when grown in glass-houses. The old varie¬ 
gated kinds, such as Flower of the Day, and 
which for many years have been so largely 
used in the flower-garden, are not eflective as 
flowering plants, hut Mrs. R. Parker is quite as 
remarkable for the beauty of its flowers as for 
its foliage. The large trusses of double soft 
pink flowers are very striking, and they are 
produced freely, well-grown specimens carry¬ 
ing a dozen or more trusses. Some appear 
to find a difficulty in inducing this variety to 
flower freely—the plants making strong 
growth but failing to form buds. I find tho 
best way is to grow them liberally through 
one ^asSfi^get JEfiein well established by 
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OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

PLANTING HOLLYHOCKS. 

(Repi.y to •* E. P. S.”) 
The preparation of the ground for Hollyhocks 
is important, and this should he sjen to in 
the autumn. The Hollyhock is a gross feeder 
and requires a deeply-worked soil with a good 
dressing of farmyard-manure, and when the 
ground is trenched up in the autumn the 
winter weather prepares it for planting in 
April or early in May. The young Hollyhock 
plants should have been well inured to the 
open air before planting them out, and the 
operation of planting should be performed 
when the weather is mild and the ground dry. 
The permanent stakes must also be placed to 
the plants at the time of planting-out—indeed, 
it is much better to drive the sticks firmly into 
the ground before planting, and dm out a hole 
at the front of the sticks, into which should be 
placed some prepared soil, such as is used to 
pot Pelargoniums, to give the plants a star t. 
The plants must be tieil to the stakes as soon 
as they have grown a little, and it is a good 
plan to mulch around the roots with a little 
decayed manure; this keeps the soil moist, 
preserves a more equable temperature over the 
roots, and the plants will make a much better 
growth. As the season advances, if drv 
weather sets in, water at the roots will l>e needed', 
and it will also be desirable to syringe well 
underneath the leaves to keep oil red-spider. 
The first appearance of the fungus which has 
been so destructive to Hollyhocks in lato years 
is the signal for an attack upon it ; if it is 
taken in time some good may bo done, but 
when it has spread widely over the entire 
collection of plants the case is ho]>eless. It 
requires a good stout slake to hold a well- 
grown Hollyhock plant in position, and as 
tbo spikes advance in growth they must bo 
securely fastened to prevent their being 
snapped over by a high wind. A good strong 
plant will throw out many side-growths, and it 
is usual to remove these so that all the strength 
of the plants may be thrown into the centre 
spike. U|xm the side growths there are also 
numerous flower buds, but at tbo base of eaob 
there are a few leaves with leaf growths at 
their axils; all these may he taken and cut out 
as Vine eyes arc treated for propagation, and if 
inserted singly in a small flowerqiot, they will 
soon form plants in a mild belt, if covered 
with a garden frame. All decaying (lowers 
should be removed from the plants, as they not 
only have an untidy appearance, but they also 
cause the seed-|>ods to rot. 

Seedling raising is also interesti ng. Sow the 
seeds in May, and the seedlings, if well 
attended to, will form strong plants for flower¬ 
ing the following season. They may ho sown 
out-of -doors, or, what is better, in n frame over 
a hot-bed. The seeds are more likely to germi¬ 
nate well in that position, and the seedlings 
can easily be pricked out into boxes to he 
transferred to the open borders as soon as they 
are large enough. They ought to he planted 
where tiiey are to flower in good time, so that 
they are well established before the winter. 
Seedlings are seldom injured by frosts. 

HERBACEOUS BORDER. 
1 have a herbaceous border which haa been made five 
years. The soil is naturally very sandy here. Two years 
upo I had some clay dug into it, and occasionally I dig in 
a little manure when putting in fresh plants. I should be 
so glad if you would kindly advise me what to do with it, 
and when to have it done? It is a mixed herbaceous 
border, and needs to be made wider, and I wish to add 
more herbaceous plants. Would you kindly say which are 
the liest for flowering in July. September, and October?— 
H. B. 

[The only way to improve the soil of the 
border, as you have already added some clay, 
is to give a mulch of manure each autumn, to 
be forked in early in the year. As, however, 
the border has already been in existence 
five years, a thorough overhauling with 
replanting may be advised. We believe it is 
insufficiently recognised that sandy soil 
requires more attention in this way than do 
the more holding or clay soils, the plants in 
the latter often succeeding for many years 
without showing signs of deterioration. The 
early autumn is a good time for replanting 
such a border, but as you appear to appreciate 
the autumn flowers, the same/wark could ‘ 

done quite well in February or March. We 
strongly advise autumn, when bulbs are min¬ 
gled with the usual hardy things, for at such 
time all may be planted with safety. But at 
any time w'hen the work is done, nothing 
short of a very deep digging and a heavy 
manuring will be of use, and more clay may 
be added at the same time. If it were pos¬ 
sible, the following is a good plan : Lift and 
heel in the plants you have for the time 
being, then dig and heuvily manure the border 
and finally give a surface dressing of clay. 
Allow this to remain on the surface all the 
winter, and the frost having well pulverised it, 
fork it in rather deeply in February and plant 
the border a little later. This should give 
good results, and such as may last for years, 
and as you are adding other plants and widen¬ 
ing the border, the opportunity should be 
embraced. Some of the best things for the 
months named are : Platycodons, any, Rud- 
beckia purpurea, R. Newmanii, Achillean in 
variety, Kniphofias, herbaceous l’hloxes, Mont- 
bretias in variety, Campanula versicolor, 
C. lactiflora in three varieties, C. Van Houttei, 
Cimicifugas, any of the Perennial White Mar¬ 
guerites, Perennial Pea, Echinops, Eryngiums 
of sorts, Erigeron speciosus, Erodium Manes- 
cavi, Galtonia candicans, Gaillnrdias, Galegas, 
Harpalium, Helianthus in variety, Heleniums, 
Lychnis chalcedonies, L. Haageana, Lathy- 
ruses, Aster Amellus in variety, A. acris, 
A. lrevigata, Anemone japonica vare., a set of 
the Michaelmas Daisies that should embrace 
Coombe Fishacre, cordifolius elegans, la? vis, 
Mrs. Peters, Nova- Angli.v Melpomene, Mrs. 
F. W. Rayner, Wm. Bowman, turhinellus, 
N.-B. Arcturus, N.-B. densus, N.-B. F. W. 
Burbidge, etc., Veronica longifolia suhsessilis, 
fine blue, (Euothera macrocarpa, Aconitum 
pyramidale, Centaurea ruthenica, Scabiosa 
caucasica and alba, Ktatice latifolia, and 
l*otcntillas are also among good flowering 
things, some of which, however, you may 
|>ossess already. A few groups of Gladiolus 
could also he added for the season when you 
most wish for flowers, while the striking 
Physalis Franchetti is a plant not to be 
forgotten. ] 

A GARDENERS WISH. 

TO THE EDITOR OK “HARDENING ILLUSTRATED.’ 

Digitized by LjOO 

Sir,—I am an old woman, sixty this month, 
and cannot remember the time when I did not 
garden. I was an only child, and therefore a 
lonely one, but both my father and mother 
were lovers of flowers ; my mother esjiecially 
so, and I rather think it was her example in 
the garden that made my father such an ardent 
disciple. And so I grew up, and my garden 
has ever been my keenest delight. Much 
sorrow has come to me, hut I find no purer, no 
better interest than my flowers, and my hope 
in writing this is that all readers of this paper 
will teach their children to garden. Its 
delights are never-ending, and certainly all 
pertaining to the beautiful is elevating. I 
think all parents should, wherever possible, 
give their children little pieces of ground to 
keep—and keep not as the parents think, but 
as the spirit moves the child, which teaches the 
child to use his or her brains, and by encourage¬ 
ment and approbation when doserved they learn 
tidiness and neatness. How well I can recall 
my own small plot., my little corner in one 
of the houses, my small pots filled with my 
treasures, and the intense pleasure it was to 
me to care for them. The force of example 
does much, and when others see how much can 
be done to beautify one’s home, they try to 
emulate you, and so the example of one good 
woman in her love of flowers can raise a whole 
neighbourhood, for I have known of its being 
done. There is no greater help to the searcher 
after knowledge than this penny paper, which 
to me has been a help in difficulties for many 
a long year, and a weekly treat to look forward 
to. You cannot think, until you experience it. 
how much interest you learn to take in other’s 
troubles. A garden is a never-failing source of 
interest—the watching in spring for the first 
leaf to come through the frozen earth, and 
when it comes with all its fresh beauties, that 
give one hope of summer, with all its wealth 
of verdure and brilliant colours, autumn, 
with its varied tints, and even winter, which 
has its own charms, and we live through; 

hope of again seeing spring. And spring, a; 
we have it in our dear Homeland. Where is 
there a place so sweet on the face of the 
earth? I have spent springs—what a mis¬ 
nomer !—in India, Ceylon, Australia, Egypt, 
etc., hut where do we find spring so sweet, so 
lovely, so fresh, as in our own little island: 
The flowers may be more gorgeous in other 
lands, but they lack the delicate fragnnceol 
our own humbler-tinted blossoms. Let us all 
unite in trying to teach the young a love 
of flowers. An Old Gardener. 

NOTES FROM AN ARMAGH GARDEN. 
A long, severe winter, followed by a late 

spring, was, I think, by no means an unusual 

exjierience in this year's gardening. It is 
many years since we had a winter here so try¬ 
ing to plants that are just on the borderland oi 
hardiness. A very fine Draca-na australis that 
had survived for many years was completely 

wrecked, the stem alone remaining; this now 
stands almost 7 feet high, uud 1 have utilised 
it to train a golden and silver variegated Ivy- 
pillar fashion. Once before, many years ago, it 
was cut down by frosts, but after a long 
interval it surprised me by reappearing ami 
making vigorous growth. I have, therefore, 
not quite abandoned hope of another reappear 
ance. A few feet away a fine plant of a 
Palm (Chamierops excelsa) survived the winter 
without any protection other than the -sheltered 
position which it occupies near a walL Amor? 
shrubs, etc., Bamboos were a good dead entry 
and have not yet altogether recovered tie-: ?;ood looks, but they are now improving B. 
astuosa is one of my most recent addit ions,W. 

I have not yet planted it out. B. nitid* ha- 
made considerable growth and is a very et*«hl 
Bamboo. B. palmata seems a great rambler: it 
has encroached on quarters devoted to other 
purposes in a manner certainly not anticipate!, 
and in some cases not required. However 
some of the undesigned combinations which I 
lias effected come as pleasing surprises, ami 
induce one to tolerate the intrusion. Clanai.- 
Pallasii purpuraseens is an extremely orus 
mental herbaceous plant, with numbers of small 
white flowers which contrast well with the net 
dark-tinted foliage. It has formed a fine 
clump, and has remained in bloom for a coo 
siderahle time. Phlox suaveolens variegate 
a very elegant little ornament for the choice 
position it occupies near the front of a rc 
garden. The foliage is creamy-white, wit: 
some touches of a lovely shade of bright at" 

the neat little flowers being pure white. Tin 
beautiful little Thalictrums are T. aduntii 
Iium, T. adiantifolium glaucum, andT. tube 
rosum, the foliage'of eacltbcing very elegautai 
Fern-like. The Thnlictrum which I 
acquired as adiantifolium is a very differed 
and much inferior plant to that which I It 
recently obtained as the true kind, which bea:- 
a very close resemblance to the small 
Maiden hair Ferns. A very uucomnio 
looking Tlmlictrum is T. iaserpitifolian. 
leaves longer and very different - looking 
from those of any other Meadow Roe win* 
which i am acquainted. My plant B 
about 34 feet high, with pale yellow dowers 

At the end of May and beginning of June 
several beds of seedlings of double and semi- 
double Welsh Poppies presented a gor¬ 
geous blending of colour, comprising yellow, 
orange, and a still deejier tint almost identical 
with that of Geum miniatum in a setting or 
pretty green foliage. As I grow and flower 
many hundreds of these plants from seed. - 

have obtained considerable variation. Number1 

of the seedlings have now formed large plant* 
producing quantities of bloom. Some of the 
deepest coloured and very double kinds haw 
hitherto yielded no seed. Some plants afford • 
few wretched-lookiDg pods, while others kw 
with tolerable freedom. Some of the yellow 
varieties produce large handsome flowers wlucfi 
open well, a few of them with deep orange 
petals near the centre. Many of the deep, 
rich, Geutn-coloured flowers do not open so 

fully as I would like, but I have obtained s- 
least one which combines the charm ot nc1 
colour with open symmetrical form. 1 l“1'- 
been very much interested in raising an 
flowering these new* varieties of Meconoosi* 
cambrica. The seedlings often bloom w*4® 

alefyoftny plants, sometimes in the 
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boxes, and these flowers are charming 

little miniatures. Many of the seedlings are 

jingle, and some of the semi-double flowers are 

a long way behind the best forms; 3'et even 

among these are some pretty varieties well 
worth growing. Just now there are crowds of 

seedling plants as yet unbloomed, and there is 

a delightful element of uncertainty as to what 

form or colour each opening flower may take, 

and still the ho|>e that some new break may 

reward perseverance. J. McWalters. 

The Mail, Armagh. 

LILIES AND ROSES. 

Is the height of the summer, when the two 

rival queens of the garden, the Rose and the 
lily, are disputing sovereignty, border and bed, 

porch and trellis, are bright with countless 

Bowers, beautiful indeed, but falling short of 

them in loveliness. Lilies and Roses associate 

charmingly with one another. The Crimson 

Rambler, whose somewhat crude colouring 

pergola and jx>rch. Rosa polyantlia, besides 

its charming type known as R. polyantha 

simplex, and its larger form grandiflora, has 

given us the pink Euphrosyne, the nankeen 

Claire Jacquier, the flesh-pink Psyche, the 
white Thalia, the pale-yellow Aglaia, the pink 

Leuchstem, and the deep-coloured Crimson 
Rambler. From the Ayrshires, or Rosa arvensis 

race, we have the white Bennet's Seedling, 

and Dundee Rambler, white shaded pink. The 

Evergreen or sempervirens section has pro 

video the pink Flora, the white Felicitc 

Perpetue, and the pale pink Myrianthes 

Renoncule. The buff Garland Rose and the 

white Mme. d’Arblay are hybrid Musks. The 

glorious Carmine Pillar, glowing crimson, and 

Longworth Rambler, light crimson, are hybrids, 
while of Hybrid Teas wo have the vigorous 

Reine Olga de Wurtemburg, bearing great 

semi-double, light crimson flowers, and making 

shoots 12 feet and more in length during the 

season. Teas and Noisettes also furnish us 

with many strong-growing climbers, such as 

many other Lilies are found to flourish. 
L. uuratum, L. speciosum, L. longiflorum, and 

L. Browni becoming permanently established, 

and even the lovely flesh-pink I-. Krameri 

doing well and flowering freely, but these are 

not to be relied on, as are the earlier-named 

species. The pale yellow L. Szovitzianum will 

generally, though not always, succeed, and in 

deep soil the noble Giant Lily of the Himalayas 

I (k- giganteum) forms a splendid picture. 
S. W. F. 

NOTES FROM A ROCK GARDEN. 

TO THE EDITOR OF “ GARDENING ILIXSTRATED.’’ 

Sir,—Owing to the wet summer, one has been 
able to plant out seedlings and early-struck 

cuttings during August, giving them a chance 

to get well established before the winter. 
Few people seem to grow rock plants from 

seed. Not only is it more interesting than 

buying the plants, as something new may 
appear, but so much exchange may be done 

Lilies and Roses in a Hampshire garden. From a photograph by F. Mason Good. 

renders it objectionable where other bright 

tints arc present, is handsome when seen with 
only a complement of green, as where its 

liossoms drape an archway having a back¬ 

ground of full-foliaged trees, while a trellis 
covered with this Rose in full flower, fronted 

l*y a wide row of Madonna Lilies, furnishes a 

•trikiug an J pleasing contrast. Of the summer- 

''-doming, so-called “garden Roses,” there are 

many, notably the old Cabbage Rose, Maiden’s 

Blush, the pretty little Do Meaux, the striped 

Wk and Lancaster, the white Provence, and 

others which all form good bushes, as do the 

Austrian Briers, single and double, the Persian 
bellow, and the Penzance Briers. In climbing 

Boses suitable for covering porches, verandahs, 

trellises, or even for clambering to the top of 
small trees, we have a wide selection. Our 

•tog Roses of the hedgerows testify to the 
heauty expressed by the rambling Brier, and 

other wild species will succeed equally well 

with us, but it is chiefly to the varieties raised 

irom these wildlings that we owe the soft 

colours with which the climbing Roses marftle 
Diqrazeab 

Mme. Alfred Carriere, cream-white, Mme. with surplus seedlings, however small the rock 

Berard, salmon, and Waltham Climber, light garden is. This year I have grown from seed 
crimson, in the first section, and such varieties Di an thus ca'flius (the Cheddar rink), a delight- 

as the white Aimi-e Vibert, the copjier-yellow ful plant for crevices, D. deltoides, D. superuus, 

Reve d'Or, and the apricot W. A. Richardson Linum flavum (the yellow Flax) for a hot, 

in the second, while in the warmer localities sunny corner, Linum alpinum (the dwarf blue, 

the white and the j’ellow Banksiun Roses may trailing one), and Linuria alpina, in heavy soils 

also bo grown. 

In Lilies, although the peerless Madonna 

Lily holds the first place, there are many 

others that are of easjXculture in the border, 

such as the common Orange Lily (L. croceum), 

an annual, but in light dry soil a perenninl. I 

have a good hatch of the new Polemonium con- 

fertum melitum, one of the loveliest of rock 

plants, with its delicate creamy hanging 

flowers, planted in a well sheltered nook with 

the many named varieties of the comparatively a south west aspect. Seedling alpine Auriculas, 

dwarf growing L. Tliunbergianum or elegans, when large enough to handle, are pricked out 

and the I* umliellatum section, ranging in on a north bonier and put on the rockery in 

colour from lemon-yellow to crimson, the Duff the autumn. Primula oiiconica is now flower- 

L. excolsum or testaceum a hybrid between ing again. The plants are protected in the 
This is winter with a mulch of leaf-mould, 

tho time to take cuttings of alpine Phloxes 

Vivid and Nelsoni are difficult to striko, their 

stems being so hard—Dianthus Napoleon I1L, 

L. candidum and L. chaleedonicum, L. Mar 

tagon, and its white form, the scarlet Turk's 

cap (L. chalcedonicum), the Tiger Lilies, of 

which the best are L. tigrinum splendens and 
L. t. Fortunei. L. Henryi, called the yellow D. Marie Parr, Litliospermum prostratum, and 

speciosum^ is also a vigorous Lily, but at the best coloured of the Helianthemums. 

expensive. In some gardens These Isk@#iw§ftJw freely from seed. The 
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encrusted Saxifrages strike easily and are ready 

to plant out in the late autumn, though some 

of the choicer ones, such as lantoscana, 

Rocheliana, valdensis, and Engleri, might lie 

wintered in a cold-frame. The young rosettes 
of Androsace sarmentosa are now ready to be 

pegged down, and have a top-dressing of leaf- 

mould, sand, and fine grit. In some districts 

this plant is taken up and replanted every 

other year. Hero, in Yorkshire, it is liable to 

damp off after such treatment. Daphne 

Cneorum is better layered now into peat and 

sand. The new African annual, Arctotis 

grandis, is useful for a hot, fully exposed part, 

and it produces its silvery-fclue Daisy-like 

flowers till the frost comes. The Lavender 

Cotton (Santolina alpina) on the high parts of 

the rock garden is now a mass of golden 

flowers, falling over the rocks. Its grey 

foliage shows oil' to advantage in winter. A 

good companion for this is Phlomis fruticosa 

(Jerusalem Sage), also grey foliaged, with a 
yellow flower. Doth blooming about the same 

time. The Wichuriana Hose is now showing 

bud, and in another few days will be covered 

with its fragrant white, single flowers; the 

type blooms later than its hybrids Jersey 

Beauty and Gardenia. Gaura Lindheimeri has 

white, starry flowers, not unlike those of a 

Willow herb in shape. This, with Delphinium 

nudicaule—sown in March—-now makes an 
attractive group. Gentians septemtida is now 

out, this wet summer having suited it. I never 

saw its flowers a better blue. It always comes 

as a surprise, following when all the smaller 

Gentians are over. Primula capitata, with its 

powdered blue-purple flowers, is well worth 

growing. The seed ought to be saved, as it 

often dies out after blooming well. This sum¬ 
mer the lEnothoras missouriensis and fruticosa 

have been very fine, their flowers remaining 

jerfect all through the day. <K. marginatu, 

requiring more sun, has not done so well. I 

have it planted in very sandy light soil in a 

sheltered corner, where it spreads rapidly, and 

last summer did well. In Devonshire, this June, 

I came across a most striking Mesembryanthe- 

inum growing like a weed all over the stony 
skies of the dills ; it had large sulphur- 

coloured flowers, quite .1 inches across. It 

strikes easily, and would be an excellent plant 

for hot, dry banks where little else would grow. 

It is evergreen. A severe winter in the north 
might kill it, but it is well worth trying, as a 

few cuttings could always be wintered in a 

frame, in case the old plants suffered. 

Deiyhton Grove, York. E. M. W. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Ids Gatesl In Devon. -There Is a small clerical 

error in the note on “ Iris Gales! in Devon." It should be, 
•• the open flower IS inches from top, etc."—A. Bay loos. 

The disease In the Madonna Lily.—I am 
sending a photo ol Madonna Ulies, which were a great 

success this year. Originally they were in herbaceous 

1 .orders. hut owing to their teing attacked by this disease 
I had to move them two years ago, when they were 

planted in their present position in the kitchen garden, 

alter having been well sulphured and dried in a green¬ 

house lor al>out a fortnight. This year they bloomed 

well, and with the exception of about six or eight were 

eutirely free from disease. I am giving these notes, as f 

so often see questions and articles on the I.Hy disease, and 

thought my experience might be interesting. I saw the 

treatment recommended in your paper first. I intend 
trying some of the best bulbs in the borders again now 

that they seem to l>e all right.—Mrs. K. D. 1! points, 
Dalchoolin, CraUjaoaa, Co. I/awn. 

(The photograph showed a very handsome group of this 

in full flower, and apparently quite healthy, the foliage 

and flowers being all one could wish.] 

Marguerite Carnations.-Miss Spurr- 

way sends us from her garden at Mount Wear, 
Exeter, a beautiful gathering of these from 

plants raised last year. The colours are rich 

and vary from scarlet to pure white, the 
flowers double and beautifully fringed. The 

blossoms of these, though not large, are grace¬ 

ful in vases for table decoration. Any sturdy 

plants that have not yet flowered may be lifted, 

potted, and kept in a cold greenhouse, and 

will give abundance of blooms for months. 

Such plants are benefited by a watering of 

weak liquid manure when coming into bloom. 

These will be found very useful during the 
autumn for conservator)’ decoration. 

Lawn decoration.—Have a Fir-tree that 
is about 8 inches in diameter sawn off quite flat 

at the base. Remove all branches up the stem 

for 12 feet, and leave all the bpemghes that ary 
growing at that hoj^it,.agd tfct timSpmi ijjdjef- 

of the tree off. Then sink the tree '2 feet into 

a lawn and plant a Honeysuckle at the base 

and train it up the Fir-tree, cutting off all side 

shoots. On its reaching the branches train it 

round and round the branches, commencing in 

the centre, until the Honeysuckle has gone all 

round to the end of the branches. Then let it 

grow just as it likes. It is a very rapid grower, 

and in two or three years you will have a tall, 

beautiful, and graceful tree, with branches 

ing down and swaying in the wind, 

covered with lovely flowers, and when they are 

over with bright red berries. Roses and other 
climbers can be trained in the same way, but 

require better attention in the way of a border, 

mulching, removal of weeds, dead branches, 

etc., hut Houeysuekle is very hardy, and 

thrives well planted almost anywhere. It is 

easily struck, and if cuttings are now stuck 

into the ground in any damp situation and left 

till next spring, they will be found to have 

good clusters of roots, and the plants will 
flower next June anil make a rapid growth if 

planted in a sunny place.—Mrs. E. May. 

Seedling Carnations. I have a bed of <'»rnations 

grown from sets I last year. 15 feet by t> feet, a lovely sight 
just now, ami giving any quantity of cut flower*. May I 

trouble you to kindly tell uie in an early number of your 

excellent paper, Uardksisu Itu stratro, from which 1 

have derived great pleasure and instruction, how best to 

treat these for next year 7 Whew blooming is over should 

they he cut down, and will the roots throw up new stalks 
to Moo hi next year? Can some of the roots lie transferred 

later on to another bed, as they are, I think, loo thickly 
planted, or must I take lay ers or cuttings and do away 

with the old roots ? If so. kindly sav the best way to lake 

anil treat layers and cuttings': These and any other 

direcLioiui will greatly oblige.—Kixoutow.n. 

[You should at once have the flowerless 

shoots on your best Carnations layered. That 

is lrest done by someone who understands it. 

It is getting late for layering, therefore lose no 
time. When, at the end of November, the 

layers are well rooted, they can be lifted and 

planted in fresh ground If there are still 

some shoots left unlayered, then you can, after 

the rooted ones have been removed, either 

allow the old plants to remain, putting fresh 

soil about them, or lift them carefully with a 

spade, having good balls of soil about the 

roots, and replant them elsewhere. It is a good 
plan to have a hole iu the new ground made 

reaily to put the newly-lifted plants into with¬ 

out greatly disturbing it. All such plants 

should grow well next year. All present 

flowerless shoots now will carry bloom next 

year. If you put in some shoots as cuttings, 

set them in sandy soil under a huudlight at 

once. These should be about 4 inches long, 
and l>o dibbled in ‘2 inches apart—half their 

depth. It will pay you best to hire an expert 

to do the layering. Cut away all over-blown 
stems now.] 

Triteleia laxa and T. uniflora.—In 

the late spring I saw a fine patch of T. laxa 

blooming abundantly in an open bonier near 

Yeovil. The spikes were 12 inches long, and 

made a fine show with their loose rich Tyrian 
purple flowers at the edge of the bonier. 

Adjoining were large patches of various kinds 

of Pinks and other hardy bonier plants, with 

groups of annuals. Es|iecially noticeable was 

Phacelia, with its uncommon blue flowers. 1 
was told this Triteleia bloomed in this way 

every year and received no extra attention. I 

have it growing at the edge of a shrub border, 
where it blooms each season. Good as this is. 
T. uni flora is equally so. This is fine for grow¬ 

ing in patches in the rock garden, or in groups 

in sheltered beds or borders. 1 have a group 

of it at the foot of a Tea Rose under a south 

wall. Here in early spring I always get abun. 

dance of flowers, anil it receives no protection. 

Planting out old pot Mignonette.— 
In many gardens a batch of this is grown for 
winter and spring blooming, and when no 

longer of service For this purpose it is gene¬ 

rally thrown away. This is a mistake, seeing 

it will bloom early and over a long time if 

planted out in a favourable place. For years 

as soon as over (early in May) I plant all of it 

out, either in kitchen garden bonier to cut 

from early, or amongst Roses in the grounds, 

where it continues to bloom till the autumn 

frost destroys it. For cutting it comes iu long 

before that sown in the open, for immediately 

it begins to grow good spikes may be cut. I 

simply turn it out of the pots, remove the 

crocks and plant intact, then it quickly.t&kes 

Pft) the soil.—J. Crook. 

UNIVERSITY 0 
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NOTES AND REPLIES. 
The Marguerite Daisy-fly (Photomvza afliniit- 

My Chrysanthemums arc greatly infested with a wall 

maggot which is between the leaves and disfigures them 

greatly. I suppose it is the leaf-mining maggot. The 

plants are in a sunny but sheltered position in S-inchpa, 

and good soiL I shall be glad of a remedy.—Oosmuj 

Riaurr. 

[Your plants have no doubt been attacked, 

as you imagine, by the grubs of the Marguerite 

Daisy fly, which barrow in the leaves of Chrys¬ 

anthemums, Cinerarias, and other composite 
plants. The best way of destroying this insect 

is to cut off the infested leaves and bum them, 

or, if the attack has just commenced, to pinch 

the leaf at the part where the grub are. 
Syringing with an insecticide is ol little use, 

as it would not reach the grubs, but it would 

possibly prevent the flies laying their eggs on 

the leaves if it could be applied at the proper 
timo. J 

Caterpillars on Rose-bushes (Ter- 
fliun/). — \ our Rose-bushes are attacked by the 

grubs of one of the Saw flies (Hylotoma ro-s- 

rum). The best way to destroy them is to go 

carefully over the plants and pick them off 

If they are very numerous, and many plants 

are infested, it would be worth while to 

them with paraffin emulsion. When ful 
they will bury themselves in the_ 

•2 inches below the surface, where * 

come chrysalides. In the course 

you might remove the surface 

2 inches in depth and burn or b 

You would then destroy all the 

or, if it were not convenient to 

ground to the depth of 4 inches 
turned up early iu the winter, so as 

the chrysalides’to the weather and the 

G. S. S. 

Insect in house (Anon).—} 
letter readied me there was only one kind o' 

insect in it, although there w«m 

specimens. The insect is commonly 

tlie name of "silver fish,” “silver 

“ sugar lou~e,'' or “ bristle tail.” It’ 
feeds upon starchy substances, and,!#' 
cases, has injured books by feeding on thepfcif 

used in binding them. It is fond of getting 

behind wall |>apers and eating the J**te 

Curtains and articles of dress which have beer, 

starched have at times been injured by 5 

It is clear, however, that it will occasional) 

feed on animal substances, such as wool orlelt 
Probably some of the carbolic disinfection 

powders would have the same effect e 

Keating’s, but the latter, if sprinkled abool hr 

a week or ten days regularly, would be owl 

likely to exterminate them. I forgot to b) 

that the scientific name is Lepisms sacebirim 

Wood 
troubled ' 
which is quite ---- -- 

the tree, in the trunk of which a hole appear*, and!l * 
each inoriiintf are a numtxir of little eg* ahiped 

sawdust. The hole then gradually increase* in ***» ** 

it also extend* out of sight right inlo the heart of lls V* 

upwards One tree, a Cox's Orange Pippin. i-J !™-.3 
damaged, the hole being large enoughtoronUinonr?' ■ 
I am unable to discover the cause, as nothing in i'--' - 

be traced, even under a microscope, but 1 send Iwi'-- 

a number of the pellet* for your examination. a»l ' ‘ 
can inform me what is the cause of the trouble itr.:: 

remedy I shall lie extremely obliged’—Guv 

[Your Apple-tree is bored by the eaten- r 
of the Wood Leopard-moth (Zeuzera irscul'- > 

by no means uncommon insect. The present 

of one of these caterpillars in a branch or 

may lie detected by finding small sawdust Af 

particles sticking to the tree where a hM 
moisture is oo/.iug from the bark ; on ckstf 

examination a small hole will be found “ ■; 

>od Leopard-moth (Zeuzera **cullt-4>* 
led with a pest in my Apple-trees, the nU’-’f 
i is quite unknown to me. It attacks the s’*"1 

which these particles (which are compose! 

small pieces of the wood gnawed off hv(M 
caterpillar and its droppings) are exuaus- 

The easiest way of killing the inmate is to 
a sharp-pointed wire as far as possible into t <v 

hole, which will usually be found to prw*” 

upwards, so as to stab the caterpillar. It “ ‘ 
usually be seen, from the aptiearanee ol '■ 7 
wire, whether the insect has been reach* 

not; if by any turn iu the tunnel it ha- 
the entrance io the tunnel should be she • 

enlarged, and some cotton wool or tow** . - 

in tar or paraffin-oil should be pushed in J* 

as possible to stifle the caterpillar, amt 

mouth of the hole should then be closed HffL • 

I with a plug of clay, so as to keep the s®e • 
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1/ it is possible to cut oft' the branch without 
injury to the tree, you can then, by splitting it 
open anil killing the insect, make sure that it 
is destroyed. The caterpillar lives for three 
years before it attains its full growth and be¬ 
comes a chrysalis, which it does near the 
mouth of its burrow. The moth is a fine and , 
very elegant insect. The females are consider¬ 
ably larger than the males, and are 1J inches | 
in length, and measure 2| inches across the 
wings, which are white and almost trans¬ 
parent, with yellowish-brown veins, between 
which are rows of roundish bluish-black spots. 
The body is white, «-ith black markings. They 
may be lound in July or August.] 

12 inches high, but have stopped growing. I 
may add that I have standard Tea Roses 
between the poles and they have done well. 
Can you explain the cause of their dying? 
They had grown about 15 feet to 16 feet at the 
time.—A. P. Davison, Banbury. 

PERNS. 

THE ROYAL FERN (OSMUNDA 

REGAL1S). 
This, our native Royal Fern (O. regalis), is 
found in many l»ogs and marshy woods, and is 
well wSrth cultivating, as it is the largest and 
most striking of our native Ferns (sometimes 
attaining a height of 6 feet). It should be 

VEGETABLES. 

SELECTING SITES FOR WINTER 
VEGETABLES. 

Mi i n may be lost or gained in winter by the 
choice of site for, at least, some kinds of 
vegetables. It is common knowledge that 
vegetation in the open market fields is stronger 
than in the garden hemmed in by walks, and 
further hindered by fruit-trees, which usually 
share the same ground. The hardy vegetables 
may, and often do, take care of themselves 
under any circumstances—others less robust 
succumbing to adverse weather even of short 
duration. There is nothing to which the 
latter remark applies more forcibly than 
Broccoli. None of these are too hardy, given 
unsuitable ground and shelter, and the early 

and may be planted anywhere. Turnips, too, 
are similar. It is hopeless expecting largo 
roots to endure frost, so the alternative is to 
sow at different times until the middle of 
August. Spinach will grow in open or on 
sheltered borders, but it suffers anywhere if 
frost follows mild weather. With Endive it 
is possible to have plants that will live out¬ 
doors through a severe winter; it is equally 
possible for two or three severe frosts to 
destroy whole plantings. I have had this 
happen when protected somewhat with light 
coverings of leaves. Any vegetables when in 
an advanced state are more sensitive of 
weather changes than those of less age and 
size. Winter Endive is not safe left in the 
open, frame protection must lie given if a daily 
supply is expected. Lettuces, always so 
valuable, if to be hail in winter should bo 
planted on different sites. In the winter and 
early months of the year, the foot of a warm 
sunny wall is the only suitable position. Of 
these, too, it is impossible to make too many 
sowings in July and August. The plantings 
may be small or large, according to the 
demands to be met. 

It is well, therefore, in planting for winter 
and spring to consider the variety and the time 
of its maturity, rememberiug that the latest 
sorts and smallest plants have the greatest 
resisting power against cold. 

w. a, wiiu. 

The Royal Kern (Osmunds regalia) at Mount t'alier. 

planted in moist peaty soil, and the most suit¬ 
able spots are half-shady places on the banks 
of streams (ns in the illustration) or of pieces 
of water. It may aLso lie planted in the water. 
Wien exposed to the full sun it does well, 
with its roots in a constantly moist, porous, 
Moss covered soil, if sheltered from strong 
winds. In shady jwsitions and in deep bog 
soil it attains a great size. 

Clematises failing.—I read a most 
interesting article on growing Clematis in a 
recent issue, and as I have been very unlucky 
with mine, I shall be much interested to know 
why I failed. Two Jackmani which were 
planted two years ago on two jwles of my 
lergola, thrived well last year, and this year 
li&d any quantity of bulls on them, when 
suddenly they both died right down to the 
ground. There was no frost and nothiug to 
account for it. One died June 7tli and one 
June 12th. They were on two poles next to 
each other. The soil is rich, drainage perfect, 
and they had liquid-manure at intervals in 
May, and the soil was moist. I cut t* 
right down to the ground, aiid week Hie: 
both threw up shoots again, and are now al 

winter ones are particularly uncertain. It is 
impossible for those which mature in Decem¬ 
ber, January, or February to make headway, 
if, at the time, there is severe frost, and should 
the flower be in an advanced state, anil over¬ 
taken with a sudden fall in temperature, accom¬ 
panied by night frosts, it almost invariably 
succumbs if no suitable shelter is provided. 
I now resolve that whatever the coming 
winter's prospects may bo—and no one can 
foresee weather events—to plantsoas to expect 
Broccoli at all seasons. The more delicate or 
mid-winter sorts are, as far as passible, planted 
where they get some shelter from frost in the 
morning. It is this which inflicts so much 
injury on frosted vegetation. A n*6st is better 
than an east or south aspect. Late sowings 
of Autumn Giant Cauliflower and Self-Protect¬ 
ing Broccoli, if given this shelter, may 
continue a supply of small, clean heads 
almost, or quite, to Christmas, Winter White, 
a very useful Broccoli,following,andcontinuing 
for some time. Then would come Backhouse's, 
Penzance, Snow's, and Spring White. Savoys 
are more of less hardy, keeping up a succes- 

lated by sowing and planting, 
stand cold weather the best, 

GLOBE ARTICHOKES. 
I iiavk about hall a-dozen plants of Glut* Arti,holes 
about four years old. Wishing; to increaM I he plantation 

of these to some fifteen plants, will you please yive ms 

some cultural dirertions? Can I divide the plants I hate, 
which hove attained to considerable size and hear well ? 

What time to plant, preparation of itrooud, etc.? Soil 
sandy loom, over shingle.—K. P. 8. 

fit is difficult to account for this vegetable 
not being more popular, for it is truly, when 
properly cooked, most wholesome. With the 
majority of people, however, in this country it 
is looked upon as worthless. Can this’ bo 
because they do not understand its cultivation, 
or on account of not knowing how to cook it ? 
There is one drawback to its becoming more 
popular, which might be easily overcome by a 
little forethought, and that is, the liability- to 
be injured in severe winters, particularly 
where the ground is heavy. If a few ashes lie 
put round the roots on the approach of winter, 
this will usually enable them to withstand the 
frost. We too often see the old stools growing 
in the same place year after year until thev 
become exhausted, instead of making a fresh 
plantation each spring. It is, however, not 
advisable to take up the whole of the plot 
every year, as plants that are nllowed to stand 
undisturbed for two years usually send up 
their flower-stems earlier than the newly- 
planted ones, therefore if only half the plot is 
taken up the season of their usefulness may l>e 
prolonged. Much, too, may be done in the 
selection of suckers, as those that produce the 
largest and most fleshy heads spring from low 
down on the old stools where the roots nro 
soft, not from the base of the old flower stems. 
These latter, though stronger at the time of 
planting, seldom grow so vigorously as those [iroduced lower down on the roots. After a 
airly mild winter these suckers will be ready 

to take off the old stools towards the latter 
part of March, but after a severe one it will be 
the middle of April before they are forward 
enough to be separated from the parent plants. 

Planting.—The ground intended for Arti¬ 
chokes should be liberally manured and deeply 
dug before planting. Some prefer setting the 
suckers singly in rows 4 feet apart, allowing 
3 feet between the plants in the row, but if 
they are planted 4 feet ajiart each wav and 
three suckers put out at each station, better 
results are obtained the first year. Thesuckers 
are planted diagonally about a foot apart, so 
as to form a clump. Should the weather lie 
dry, it will be necessary to water frequently, 
but only sufficient should lie given to keep the 
soil moist round the plants. As they are only 
allowed to stand two years there will be no 
overcrowding, particularly if all but three of 
the best suckers are removed the following 
spring. As the Artichoke is a gross feeder, 
liberrJ applicatioDe of manure-water must be 
given at the time the plants are throwing up 

|tfo?fe0sfteiiisi_ these must bo con- 
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tinued, should the weather be dry, until the 

heads are cut. As a spring dressing, kainit, 
salt, seaweed, and suchlike manures are 

beneficial. When raised from seed many of 

the plants are worthless, as the heads are not 

at all fleshy; some of them have long spines, 

being little better than Cardoons. It is, there¬ 

fore, necessary to procure suckers from a 

reliable source. These, if planted in April and 

well looked after, will give a supply of nice 

heads towards the end of the summer. The 

season may be prolonged by taking off suckers 
in the autumn, and after potting standing 

them in a cold-frame where protection can be 

afforded in severe weather. These plants if 

set out early in April will usually throw up 

their flower-stems a fortnight in advance of 

those that have remained out through the 

winter.] 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Salsafy and Scorzonera running to seed.— 

1 should llKe to know l( it, Is Iwutr (or the rooui u( 

and Scorzonera if they are prevented from Dowering Y— 

if. S. 
(The roots of Salsify and Scorzonera will increase in size 

without becoming less tender or less fit for use, even 

though the plants may have produced some (lowering 
stems in the course of the summer. | 

Winter Spinach.—This, no doubt, is one 

of the very best green vegetables that can be 

eaten, but many think it requires skill to cook 

and prepare it for the table. It requires to be 
put into boiling water that has a salt spoon 

full of carbonate of soda to every gallon of 

water before the Spinach is put in. A second 

lot of boiling water, or rather, two saucepans, 

are necessary for this vegetable, this taking 

away the bitterness to a great extent. Boil 

for about fifteen minutes, then put through a 

fine sieve. The principal sowing should be 

made not later than the 20th of August in 

rows 15 inches to 18 inches asunder, and 

thinned out to ti inches apart when fit to 
handle. Ground recently cleared of Potatoes 

or Peas will come in well for this crop, if a fair 

dressing of soot and wood-ashes combined be 

spread evenly over and the ground forked over 

and levelled with the rake in the usual manner. 
When the soil is fuuud to be extra dry, it is 

well to saturate the drills—which should be 

1 inch deep—before sowing the seeds. I find 

the Round Summer Spinach withstand the 

winter equally as well as the Prickly or Winter 
variety, but it ia wisest to sow a piece of each, 

as the former may not succeed everywhere 

during winter. Perpetual or Spinach Beet is 

often sown as a substitute in case the ordinary 

kinds fail or become exhausted. I have used 

Sorrel in extreme eases. —.1. M. B. 

Protecting Globe Artichokes.—I.aat year I 
marie a Dew bed in sandy loam which has turned oul 

a disappointment, and my gardener thinks owing to frost 

spoiling the crowns, though these were well covered with 

litter. I suggest ashes for covering, then straw, or would 

a light roof lie better? They are not too crowded, but I 
And a disposition to make small suckers, and have tried 

to thin them out in spring to one or two crowns.—Snow¬ 
drop. 

[With newly-planted Artichokes it is not a 
good plan to use strawy litter a9 a protection 

in winter. This lies too damp about the 

crowns, and also encourages slugs to eat away 

the young leaves and tender crowns. Nothing 

we have used serves the purpose so well as 

ashes. These being porous allow rain to pass 

through, while at the same time they lie closely 
around the crowns of the plant protecting the 

most vital parts. In some soils Globe Arti¬ 

chokes give trouble in winter by dying out, 

but in sandy loam, with a covering about the 

crowns in late autumn, there should be no 
difficulty. We do not attempt to reduce the 

growths to one or two for the reason that the 

crop in summer would be too limited. 

Encourage sucker growth rather than restrain 

it until the plants are strong and bushy, when 

they may in early spring be divided, at least, 

some portion of them, and replanted on fresh 

ground. If you have decayed litter about the 

plants now remove it, and before wintry 

weather sets in, place a covering of ashes some 
2 inches or so in thickness. A little soot 

sprinkled around them previously would help 

to dispel slugs, which do damage sometimes. 

Some decayed manure may be forked into the 

surrounding soil in spring after the ashes are 
removed. Liquid manure given at any time 

during spring and summer would stimulate 
vigorous growth.] 

Digitized by 
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Conservatory. — Tuberous Begonias, 

Fuchsias, and other plants which have ceased 

to bo effective, should be placed outside to 

complete ripening. Better arrange the plants 
a little thinner than keep anything in the show 

house which has passed the best period of 

flowering. There may be for a week or two a 

time of scarcity as regards flowering plants. 

Hydrangeas, if not already done, should be cut 

down, and the best of the cuttings inserted in 

sandy soil, and plunging the cutting pots in an 

old Cucumber or Melon bed where there is 

still a little warmth, where roots will soon 

form. Scarborough Lilies (Vallotas) are now 

showing flower-spikes, and where a good hatch 
is grown they will make very bright groups 

during the autumn. Montbretias ana Hya- 

cinthus c&ndicans do very well in pots, and will 

be useful in the conservatory now for a change 

till other things come on. Camellias and 
specimen Heatns should soon be placed under 

cover. Pelargoniums that were cut down have 

now broken into growth, and should be 

repotted in clean pots of the same size, or in 

some instances, smaller pots may be used. Be 
careful about the drainage as this is important. 

Zonal Geraniums intended for winter flowering 

may now be permitted to bloom if earlv flowers 

are desired, and they are always useful. Make 

a further sowing of Mignonette. Remove most 
of the shading from Cyclamen frames as the 

plants draw if much shaded, and the earliest 

plants will soon be showing blossoms. Venti¬ 

late very- freely,and in bright weather sprinkle 

every afternoon. Scarlet Salvias, if grown in 

pots, should now have the final shift. If 

planted out, cut round with the spade so that 

they can be lifted by-and-bye with balls of 

suitable size to fill the pots intended for them. 

They must not be left out too long, as frost 

will injure them. We must always be on the 
look out for frost after the middle of Septem- 

Ijer. Chrysanthemums, even those intended 

merely for decoration, should he helped with 

liquid-manure now. In the matter of keeping, 

something may be done to make the house 
attractive. Decayed bowers should be promptly 

removed without waiting for a clearing-ud aav, 

though rearrangements should be made as 

often as time will permit. Insects are not 

generally so troublesome at this season, 
though both red-spider and thrips are some¬ 

times present if there has been any want of 

cleanliness or moisture. 

Stove.—Regular fires will be necessary 

now, though, as plants are being brought back 
from cooler houses and pits, the temperature 

should not be excessive from fire-heat. Shad¬ 

ing should scarcely be necessary now. Though 

up to the present there has been very little 

summer weather, it is possible September may 

bring us the Indian summer we have some¬ 

times in this month, and the conditions must 

be made suitable for the plants. Achimenes 

and Gloxinias which have completed flowering 

may be kept cool and gradually dried off, and 
afterwards laid on their sides under the stage 

to rest. Full light, with its accompanying 

sunshine, will put colour into Crotons, l)ra- 

ctenas, and other fine-foliaged plants. Cala- 

diums will not need so much water, as for the 
most part their work is rlnnn, though the 
beautiful little variety C. argvrites will last in 

condition some time, and, if well done, will bo 

useful for table decoration. Among the newer 

forms of Caladiums, Crystal, Mrs. Harry 

Veitch, Queen of the Isles, Silver Cloud, Sir 
Henry Irving, and Triomphe de Comte are 

distinct and good. Under favourable con¬ 

ditions Allamandas are still blooming freely, 

but, where flowering is over, less water will be 

required, and the plants gradually allowed to fo to rest. Most of the watering should be 

one in the morning now, and, as the days 

shorten, less moisture should be used in the 

atmosphere; but all changes must be gradual, 

and will in some resjiects keep pace with the 
fires. 

Cucumbers in frames. —Less air will 
be required, as the sun’s warmth will be wanted 

to keep up the temperature and encourage 

growth. No shade should be used, and the 
water given should have the chill taken off, 

either by standing in the sun or mixing with 

' ot water from the boilers. Cover the-Mmes 

at night with mats to keep in the sun's warmth 
accumulated during the day. By giving pro. 

per attention, the plants may be kept hearing 
some time yet. 

Orchard-house.—There will be a few late 
Peaches and Plums left yet, if late kinds are 
grown ; but for the most part the trees will he 

outside ripening wood, but must not be per 

mitted to suffer from want of water. This is 

the time when mischief is done to the buds if 

the roots are permitted to get too dry. Any 

trees which require larger pots should be 
shifted this month, and those trees in large 

pots may be carried on by top-dressings of 

good loam and a little old manure and bone 
meal, with a dash of soot 

Tomatoes under glass. - These are 
ripening fast now, even in cool houses. The 

medium way is best in giving stimulant-. 

Plants very highly fed may burst or crack 

their fruit, and then the crop is less valuable. 

Give all the air possible during the day, and 
leave a part of the ventilators open all "night 

As a rule. Tomato-houses are required by the 

end of the month for storing plants in'pots, 

and a few leaves may be taken from the 

Tomato-plants to hasten the ripening, and 
afterwards less water will suffice. Those who 

want Tomatoes in winter may adopt either of 

two courses. They may leave one nouse where 

the plants are healthy and tie in the young 

shoots that will break up the stem after the 

fruits are gathered ; these, by stopping whan 

truss of flowers has been secured, willdawli 

and produce good crops with a top dreaKol 

good soil. The other course is to have a sock 

of young plants now, and grow in pots near 
the glass in a light, warm house. The fin* 

course will be found the best, as, unless the 

fruits are getting forward by the end of Octo- 

ber, they will not lie of much use. Neither 

systems will produce a paying crop as the 

prices run in this country now. The market 
grower contents himself by sowing early in the 

new year, and runs his young plants quietly 

till the days lengthen. Tomatoes require 

plenty of light to do well. 

Window gardening.—The Campanula 
are still effective, and there are a few Bepinl¬ 

and Zonal Geraniums. But the principal work 

just now is putting in cuttings for spring 

Myrtles will root now, as will also pretty well 

every plant of which cuttings can be had. 

Early-flowering bulbs, such as Roman Hyi 

cinths, Freesias, Narcissi, Snowdrops, aid 

Crocuses, may be potted now and plunged out 

side in coal-ashes to make roots. 

Outdoor garden.—Gather seeds of any 
thing good and choice before the pods burst, 

and place in saucers or other vessels in an airy 

room. Among the seeds which should t* 

looked after are good strains of Hollyhock-, 

Pentstemons, Gaillardias, Coreopsis grand-' 
flora, Pwonies, Dictamnus Fraxinella, Scabies 

caucasica. The last is one of the most beauti 

ful things we have now for cutting, and may 

be easily raised from seeds in spring. So® 

in a box in frame and transplant when large 
enough. It is necessary to raise a few plane 

every season, as old plants often die during 

winter, especially in wet, cold seasons. Thin 

the growtn of Cactus and other Dahlias if line 

blooms are wanted. The staking and tying 

also must have attention, as tho plants are 

heavy, and offer no resistance to gales of wind 

unless well supported. Beds for choice Pinks 

should be made ready, and the plants set out 

in good time. Edging and border plants may 

be pulled to pieces and replanted firmly, bury 

ing the stems up to the foliage, and they will 

soon form roots if kept moist. Groups : 

Tritomos coming into flower will be improve! 

by a soaking or two of liquid-manure. Poly¬ 

gonum cuspidatum is an effective autumn 

plant in a good-sized group in front of a shru; 

bery or at the back of a border. The pre 

pagation of a stock of tender and other plant.- 

should be carried on till enough has been 

secured. Madonna Lilies should be planted in 

a well-drained site and not disturbed again. 

Fruit garden. -Apples are, in many 

gardens, a scarce crop. Trees planted about 

eight or ten years are, in many instances, doing 

well, showing how necessary it is to keep 
constantly clearing away and replanting- 
Regrafting is also advantageous where the 

kinds are inferior and not prolific. This is the 
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time to take stock of our positions and select 
sites for young trees. There are several 

Apples which scarcely anyone can do wroDg in 

planting. Those I have marked for increasing 
our stock of are Bismarck, Newton Wonder, 

Lane's Prince Albert, and Cox’s Orange Pippin. 

The last requires a deep, warm soil. This we 

can give. The Jargonelle Pear does well as a 
6tandard in many places, and beare more freely 

than on a wall. On a wall, after being planted 

a few years it makes too much growth, and one 

does not care to be alwaj'S hacking the roots 
off, but as a standard, with permission to 

develop, the growth is soon kept in check by 

the crop of fruit. All young wood required for 

extension on wall trees and espaliers should be 
kid in. Growth now has pretty well ceased 

for this season, and all strong shoots should be 

cut back to let every ray of sunshine reach the 

trees. 

Vegetable garden.-There is somo 
disease among the Potatoes in some districts, 

though I have not seen much of it here, and 

our own crops are entirely free at present. 

Fine weather now will save the crop, and the 
Corn harvest also needs it. One is apt to 

wonder sometimes where all the weeds come 

(torn. At the present moment, after the damp 

weather following a dry time, even land where 

■oarcely a weed is permitted to seed is coming 
lull of small annual weeds. The seeds of 

many w eeds are carried about by the wind, and 

it is not impossible for the seeds of the weeds 

to come in the showers of rain. The industri¬ 
ous rniin has to bear a part of the burden which 

•Sould be placed on the back of the idle and 

rareless, especially in this matter of woed 

killing. The hoe on a fine day will soon 

clear off the small weeds now coming up, and 

benefit the crops at the same time. Turnips, 
Spinach, and other crops just up should be 

frequently gone over with the hoe, and all the 

surface between the rows moved. Take up all 

early Potatoes. If the seed is saved at home, 

carefully select the sets and place them under 

cover somewhere. There is much in the 
selection of the seeds of anything. If the sets 
come from a very prolific root, we may reason¬ 

ably expect a good crop from them next 

ieaxson. Vegetables, like men, are either mov- 

he upwards or downwards; there is no standing 

Mill. E. Hobday. 

THIS OOMING WEEK'S WORK. 

Extracts from a Garden Diary. 

September 7th.— Cuttings are still beingtaken 

jf many things required for next year’s furnish¬ 

ing of the garden. In addition, before frost 

'ome of the best of the old Geraniums will be 
ifted and kept for spring propagation. Alter¬ 

nant herns, Coleuses, and Iresmes are still used 
to give colour among sub-tropicals, and, of 

orse, cuttings arc being rooted, and will be 
kept on shelves in a warm house during winter 

:o produce cuttings in spring, as spring-struck 

plants are best. 

/»'• miter 8th.—Early Potatoes are being 

lifted, atid wherever a more prolific root than 

usual is found the tubers of a proper size are 

placed on one side for seed. A little heat is 

used now in stove, also for Melons and Cucum¬ 
bers, Poinsettias have been taken from cold 

pits and [daced in a low warm house. Cactuses 

which were placed outside in the sunshine have 

lecn moved indoors, and the water supply will 

he reduced. Scarborough Lilies are throwing 

up flower-spikes and have been taken indoors. 

>’• ph.mhrr 9th.—Specimen Azaleas and othor 
hard-wooded plants are being housed, but the 

lights will be left ojmn night and day, so that 

the change may be as gradual as possible. 
Grou 

nndans) are very 

oow, so distinct from anything else in growth 

“fid colour. Palms that were plunged out in 

summer about the grounds are being taken in, 

the cold night and wind gales may do 

damage to the foliage. Planted out more 

fattuce and Endive. 

, •’“dtr/ils r loth —Finished planting Straw- 
wrnts. The plants were started in pots, and 

~’trong enough under favourable conditions 
? u crop next year. They are chi 

Sovereign, Leader, agdcJ-f-tesfe of 

1 few Elton Pine. Beds intended 

w may ns gimiutti »» jiwv'iuie. 

^>ups of the ('himney Campanula (C. pyra- 
'd.-Uisi are very attractive in the conservatory 

remain to produce another crop are being 

cleared of runners, and later will be forked 

between the rows and mulched with manure. 
Commenced some alterations in shrubberies 

with the view to introducing a few groups of 

better things. The ground will be trenched 

and prepared for planting at once. 

September 11th.—Thinned the beds of seed¬ 

ling Cabbages, pricking out a part and leaving 
others to grow till the ground is ready. The 

main crop of spring-sown Onions has been 

harvested in fairly good condition, and the 

ground will be prepared for Cabbages. Celery 
is being earthed up in fine weather as required, 

the soil being well broken up and pressed 

firmly round tne plants, care being taken that 

none enters the hearts of the plants. Earth is 

drawn up to Leeks. 

September 12th. — Most of the buds of 

Japanese Chrysanthemums have been secured, 
and the incurved are now being taken. Up to 

the present we have seen no rust, but pre¬ 

ventives have been used. Early-flowering 

kinds in pots have been placed under cover, 

and will be moved to the conservatory as soon 
as the flowers begin to expand. Early kinds 

of Apples, Pears, and Plums are gathered in 

good time before they fall. Late Peaches on 

walls have been freely exposed by clearing 

away a few leaves. 

POULTRY. 

Chickens ailing (T. Yeo.J—Your 

chickens appear to be suffering from diarrhica, 

which is often brought on through exposure 

to cold and damp, or from being fed upon 
unwholesome food. You do not furnish any 

particulars as to what food and management 

your chickens receive. You should move the 

coop to a fresh place once a day at least, as 

foul, tainted ground is as likely as anything to 

cause trouble. The best food for chickens 
after their first meal or two of egg and bread 

crumbs is a crumbly paste made of two parts 

of coarse Oatmeal to one part of Barley meal, 
mixed with water. When a few days old they 

may have grits, crushed Wheat, or bruised 

Oats in addition to the meal, and also a small 

piece of cooked meat, rather underdone, and 
minced fine, may be given daily until they are 

about three weeks old. Bread sopped in 

water, although often given to young chickens, 

is about the worst food they can have, and 

causes diarrhtva. Give your chickens their 
meal in a warm state, also boiled rice, with a 

little powdered chalk and Cayenne Pepper, till 
the looseness is checked. Cover the coop at 

night with thick canvas or sacking, providing 

ventilation without draught. Castor oil is 

the best medicine for this complaint, and can 
do no harm.—S. S. G. 

BIRDS. 

Treatment of Goldfinches (A. F.).— 
With good treatment these birds will live for 
many years in a state of captivity, being 

generally free from most of the diseases to 

which other cage birds are subject. They are, 

from their beauty of plumage, gracefulness, 
and general docility, very much valued as 

feathered pets. They will breed freely with 
Canaries, and sometimes among themselves, 

where they have the raugeofan outdoor aviary. 

The most beautiful mule birds are those bred 

from the Goldfinch and Canary. Caged Gold¬ 
finches may be allowed a great variety of food, 

and Canary seed, Rape, Hemp, Flax, Millet, 

Maw-seed, and Groats will all be relished by 

them. When Thistles are ripening it is good 

policy to secure a supply of heads for use during 
the winter. For green food, Groundsel, Chick- 

weed, Dandelion, and Lettuce may bo given. 

A large cage should be provided for these Birds, 

as they are naturally lively and require much 

exercise. The allowance of Hemp should be 

somewhat limited, as it has a tendency to 

darken the plumage. It is somewhat difficult 
to distinguish between the sexes, but the hen 

is not so brilliantly-coloured as the cock, and is 

somewhat smaller. The variety known to 

fanciers as the Chovril Goldfinch resembles the 

rest of its race, with the exception that the 

^ends from the base of the lower 

to the breast; such birds are 

1.-8. S. G. ' 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

Questions.—Overiet and on*cert ore inoertod in 
OAunrare fret of charge if correspondents follow there 
rule*: AU communications ehould be dearly and concisely 
written on one tide of the paper onlu, and addressed to 
the Editor of Oardrsibo, 17, Rumival-strect, Holbom, 
London, B.C. Letters on business should be sent to 
the Publisher. The name and address of the sender are 
required in addition to any designation he may desire to 
be used in the paper. When more than one query is sent, 
each should be on a separate piece of paper, and not more 
than three queries should be sent at a time. Correspon¬ 
dents should bear in mind that, as Oarorsuio has to be 
sent to press some time in advance of date, queries cannot 
always be replied to in the issue immediately following 
the receipt of their communication. We do not reply to 
queries by post. 

Naming fruit.—Readers who desire our help in 
naming fruit should bear in mind that several specimens 
in different stages of colour and size of the tame kind 
greatly assist *n its determination, we have received 
from several correspondents single specimens of fruits 
for naming, these in many cases being unripe arid other¬ 
wise poor. The difference between varieties of fruits are, 
in many cases, so tri/ling that i< it necessary that three 
specimens of each kind should be sent. We can undertake 
to name only four varieties at a time, and these only when 
the above directions are observed. 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 
Chrysanthemums—when to retain the 

buds lit. d. T-X—Each ol the varieties in .vour list 
should have their buds retained as soon ss they are 

developed on the plants. An ideal time for most varieties 

W the latter part ol August, and buds forming about that 
petiod invariably give good results. 

Size of tennis court (A Constant Reader).—The 
court should be 78 feet long and 27 feet wide for a single- 

handed game, and for a double handed game, 7H feet long 
and SO feet wide. It is divided across the middle (of th# 

length) by a net, which should be 3 feet 6 inches high st 

the posts, and about S feet at the centre. The half court 
line is halfway between the side lines and parallel with 

them. The service lines sre 21 feet from the net and 
parallel with It. 

Annuals for the flower garden (A Constant 
Reader)—A garden may be mode very gay in summer 
with hsJf-hardy plants raised from seed, tfhese include 

Stocks, Asters, Marigolds. Lsvatera, Zinnias, Verbenas, 

Heliotropes, Petunias, Phlox Drummondi, I ban thus, 
Ageratum, Pyrethrum, Lobelia, and Begonias, which may 

be sown in heat early in the year. These when pricked 
out thinly into cold-frames or boxes and hardened off can 

be planted oat in May. To flower in the spring you should 

raise a stock of Polyanthuses, Myosotis, Wallflowers, 

Silene, Violas, Iceland Poppies, Saponaria, Digitalis, etc. 

Remaking a lawn (Harold Smith)—The first 
thing you will nave to do is to see that the lawn ia well 
drained. Break up the surface set eral inches deep early 

this month, make it firm and level, then sow some good 

Grass seed, and with it a light dressing of any suitable 
artificial manure, well raking it in and rolling tne surface 
well By the end of October you should have a good 

green sward, which could remain untouched all the 
winter. Failing sowing in the autumn or returning, 

prepare the soil and sow next April. Seeing the soil is 

very stiff, a liberal dressing of gritty street sweepings, if 
such can be had, would be beneficial. 

A north aspect conservatory (Cc,mot.y— 
Undoubtedly your greenhouse is at a disadvantage at a 

certain time of the year because it is on the north side of 

the house, but It gels a fair amount of light in the summer 
and does not need shading. Hence you should be able to 

flower in it in the summer Fuchsias, Geraniums, Petunias, 
Begonias, Heliotropes, Roses on the back wall, and 

climbers at the ends, such as the Trumpet Honeysuckle or 
the blue Plumbago espeosia It would he nnwise to have 

climbers on the roof with your aspect Yoa woald find 

most Ferns, some of the hardier Paints, such os Kentia 
Fosteriana, Phoenix reclinata, and others do well, and 

such fine-foliaged plants as Aspidistra lurid* variegata, 

the India-rubber-plant, Araucaria excelaa, Ophiopocons, 
Aralia Sieboldi variegata, and similar flne-folfagea plants 

do well all the year round. 

Planting window-boxes (Ignorance)—We fear 
you will find few sweet-smelling punts ruitable for a 

window-box in the winter, but if you plant first, after the 
box has been properly filled with good loamy soil, some 

Hyacinths, these will give strong perfume in’ the spring. 

You can also plant just a few bulbs of Stella or other 
single-flowered Narcissus. Plant all those 3 inches deep. 
Then get to front the box and hang down plants of Creep¬ 
ing Jenny, and at the back just a few Wallflowers, and 

cover the rest of the soil with Pansies or Violas. Thst 

will give you a green effect in the winter and plenty of 
pretty bloom in the spring. Sow very thinly m 3-inch 

pots, properly drained and filled with soil, seeds of Mig. 

nooette, Nemophila, dwarf Sweet Peas, one or two varie¬ 
ties of Clarkia. and any other dwarf-growing annuals. 

When the plsuts are a few inches in height, they may lie 

planted in the box after it has been emptied of its winter 
things and refilled with fresh soiL That would be at the 

end of May. Sow the seeds in the pots under gloss in 

April, or, if outdoors, then early in May. 

Creepers for a glazed corridor (Fclixetotre)— 
From the following list of good flow ering climbers suitsble 

for clothing a verandah yon can make your own selection : 

Bignonia radicane, red trumpet-shaped flowers, borne in 
July and August; Clematis m on tana, pure white starry 

blossoms, in early spring ; Clematis Jackmani, rich purple 
flowers, towards the latter part of the summer ; Clematis 

lanuginosa Candida, blooms large, pale mauve, summer ; 

Foraythia suspensa, yellow, tnd of February and in 
March; Jasminum nudiflorum (the Winter Jasmine), 

Irom the depth of winter till spring, llowera yellow; 
Josminum officinale (common Jasmine), pure’ while 

scented blossoms, summer; Lonicera Japonic*, whitish, 

tinged red, a very fragrant Honeysuckle; Lonicera 
sempervirens foyergrttn---Honeysuckle), with red and 
yellow trumpet-shaped blossoms; Passiflora emrulea 

khEHfr HtiSTisiH'ii-flower), bloouiing in summer ; and P. 

Constance 1 Elliot; a white-flowered counterpart of the 
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preceding. Wistaria sinensis, whose clusters of mauve- 
purple blossoms are borne in such profusion in spring, is 
very desirable where a large space has to be covered. 

Renovating a lawn (Baton).—There can be n° 
doubt but that a lawn derives great benefit from amanur" 
dressing if it be fairly well decayed, spread about over the 
Grass evenly, and from timo to time stirred or broken up 
by using on it a wooden or hay-rake. The more of gritty 
matter in it or ol leaf-soil the better. This dressing, of 
course, looks rather offensive during the winter, but if 
you do not mind that in view of ultimate benefit to the 
lawn, apply it by all means in October so soon as the 
Summer is over. If any refuse be left in February or 
March, have it ail swept off before the mower is used. If 
worms worked for a time, good rather than harm is done, 
as these insects cause the soil to be sweetened and 
aerated. When worm casts look offensive, have them 
broken up by using a long birch-broom backward and 
forward over them, hut do not remove them, as they will 
do the turl good. No doubt even then a moderate dress¬ 
ing of 3 lb. per rod of superphosphate and sulphate of 
ammonia, mixed, applied in April would do great good. 
When Urass grows well weeds have less chance to extend. 
Fowls do Grass great good. 

Beds and borders (H. M. Booth).—You could cer¬ 
tainly bed out some of the Clematis, and these when 
established make a good show. For bedding, the old 
Jackmanl and the wine-coloured Yltlcella rubra are both 
good, the former the larger flowered. Jackmani alba is 
also very fine, and lanuginosa Candida makes a capital 
bed, but takes longer to establish in some gardens. We 
imagine it would be a success in your district, however. 
Self-coloured Carnations should prove helpful to you. as 
these flower well at the time given. A useful and often 
overlooked plant is the White Tobacco (Nicotiana aflinis), 
that will be hardy with you. Young plants could be pur¬ 
chased in spring very cheaply. If you wish for more 
Roses, some of the varieties of Wichuriana will be most 
likely to suit you, and are nearly evergreen in foliage. 
Fine permanent beds also could be formed of Montbretias, 
of which there are a dozen kinds, of Galtonia candicans, 
of Lilium tigrinura splendens or U t Fortune!, or of 
Aster Amellus. A. acris, or Erigeron speciosus. Any of 
these would make a fine picture, and, moreover, they are 
very cheap, and all perfectly hardy and of vigorous 
growth. In the border at the end you could plant any of 
the foregoing, together with any of the plants mentioned 
in the list given to “ H. R" at page 364, which includes the 
same season as that for which you require plants. 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

The White Jasmine, pruning (Mrs. Collins).— 
In the case of the White Jasmine avoid pruning almost 
entirely, merely thinning out the wood at any time from 
October to March. Over-pruning only causes an excessive 
growth. Allow your plant a liberal space for growth to 
modify the vigour, and from the small and wiry wood you 
will get blossoms in plenty. 

FRUIT. 
Wasps and fruit (If. G. Thomson). Boer and 

treacle might attract a few of these troublesome pests, 
but neither this nor other attractive baits are of much use 
to destroy them. The best way is to find the nests and 
destroy them when the wasps have retired for the night. 
Turpentine is a good remedy. Go to the nest at night, 
get a rag and soak it with turpentine, and put on a stick. 
Thrust this into the nest, and at once stop all exit with 
pieces of turf. The fumes from the turpentine will destroy 
the wasps, and in a few days the nest may be safely dug 
out, 

VEGETABLES. 
Cucumbers bitter {Frcnsham).—'The frequent use 

of soot-water will cause bitterness if not properly used, 
but when the soot is tied up in a hag the sour element is 
retained, and the liquid tnu« made will do no harm. 
Strong chemical manures are not so suitable for Cucumber Srowing as those derived from natural sources. It is. 

owever, very difficult to assign any reason when you 
find bitter and non-bittcr Cucumbers on one plant. You 
give us no idea as to your mode of cultivation. 

Keeping Potatoes for show (R. T. S.).—There 
is no better method by which newly-lifted Potatoes may he 
kept fresh and bright ready for exhibition than by storing 
them in clean, dry sawdust in boxes We have found 
common herring-boxes lined with paper very suitable for 
this purpose, as each one will hold three or four dozen 
good-sized tubers. Put a thin layer of sawdust in the 
bottom of each box, then upon that put a layer of Pota¬ 
toes ; fill around and over these with more sawdust, and 
then another layer of Potatoes, covering this in the same 
way with sawdust. Lift the tubers only when dry, and 
handle them carefully so as not to bruise them. 

Planting Rhubarb (B. L. L<mgsdon\—Rhubarb 
is often badly treated, being too closely pulled and insuffi¬ 
ciently nourished, added to which it is allowed to remain 
on the same ground too long, as in your case. If the 
finest produce is desired, a fresh plantation should be made 
every five or six yearn, and always on fresh ground. April 
is the best time for planting, and, as Rhubarb is a gross 
feeder, ground intended for it must be liberally prepared. 
If the depth will allow of it, trench it a conple of spits 
deep andwork in a liberal dressing of the manure from 
the piggery or cow-yard. If the ground is only dug. the 
manure, if very fresh, roust be kept well below the surface. 
Perhaps the best plan in the case of shallow soils is to 
make tolerably large and deep holes, filling them with 
good rich compost and planting the crowns. Plants 
raised from seed are probably the best, but all have not 
the convenience of raising seedlings, and offsets from 
established stools have to be depended on. These should 
be stout, be carefully detached, and planted in twos or 
threes according to the size, 4 feet apart all ways The 
plant* must be well mulched with short manuTe, and, if 
the summer is at all dry, watered also, the object being to 
secure robust plants the first season. The growth must 
not be pulled the first year, and only in strict moderation 
the second, or the plants will be permanently weakened. 
Plants intended for lifting for forcing may be planted 
closer together than the permanent ones. Ab regards 
varieties, Prince Albert is probably the best for early sup- 
plies, hut it is difficult to obtain it Hawkes' Cham¬ 
pagne is also _excellent. Myatt'i/I,inn®u« end Yictbria 
being successi(Saijyfirtey.il8. Dy VjQ 

SHORT REPLIBB. 
Cymro.—You sowed the Peas too thickly. One row 

would have t*en quite sufficient, and we do not wonder 
at the crop being poor.-A. C. E.—l, Yes, Erigeron 
mucronatUB is quite hardy and a perennial. 2, See article 
re "Stocks for spring flowering," in our issue of Aug. 2, 
p. 293.-U. Rnughlon Leigh.—We have no idea to what 
plant reference is made.- Weekly Reader. — Your 
Agapanthus will no doubt flower when the plants have 
become established and the pots are full of roots.- 
Bewdley.—We very much doubt if you will get any plants 
to bloom in such a position during the months you 
mention. Your only hope is in growing Ferns.-M. 
Jackson,—The only thing likely to succeed will tie Ivy, 
which will soon cover the ground, or you may try some 
of the hardy Kerns, which will thrive in shade. No 
flowering plants will do any good.-A More.—The 
words “see letter” on back of photo was to direct our 
attention to your notes if ttie photograph had been 
reproduced.—— Wyeside. —'Tree-IVonics must not he cut 
back.-Constant Reader.—It is not for us to decide. 
Your rule No. .1 says “The decision of the judges to he 
final."-Edwin )l. Wallif.—See reply to " K. E. J.,” In 
our issue of July 26, p. 285.-IF. G.—See article on 
“Slimmer Pruning of Fruit-trees," in our issue of July 10, 
p. 269, and also reply to •■(’lose," in our issue of Aug. 9, 
p. 305.-F. Marshall.—You can only obtain the Kerns 
you mention in plants. Cst tho plants, and then yon can 

save your own spores.-Bortuia n,—Your Apple-trees 
have evidently been attacked by the Codlin-moth, a cure 
for which has been rciwatedly given o( late in these pages. 
-Mm. Tuekelt.—Apply to Messrs. W. Horne and Sons. 
Perry-hill, Cliffc, nr. Rochester, Kent.-Winfon.—\ ou 
should, in the autumn, detach the trees from the wall, 
and have it thoroughly washed with hot lime to which 
some sulphur and soot have been added, or, better still, 
have it pointed up afresh.-Hopeless.—The best plan 
would lie, we think, to clear out all the shrubs and have 
the ground trenched and thoroughly well manured, filling 
it with herbaceous plant*, but it is very difficult to advise 
without seeing the several beds to which you refer. 
Roses, loo, should do well in such a position.-H. K. II. 
—The Gooseberry you mean is no doubt Green Gascoigne, 
a small, round kind, skin thin, dark green, amt hairy. It 
is also verv early. Catherine Mermet would answer very 
well.-Mooing Trees.—They can lie moved if care is 
taken to keep them well watered and well mulched for 
some time after lifting. Of course, if you could defer the 
lifting for. say, a month, it would be better.-R. .V /.. 
—Amclanchier alnifolia is a variety of A. canadensis, 
which any tree nurseryman can supply you with.- 
Franeis Raillie.—There are now several varieties of 

Your Ara'lia evidently w ants repotting. You should raise a 
fresh stock from Bced in the coming spring, as old plant* 
always get bare and leggy.-E. K. Carpenter.—The 
summer is the best timo to apply the mixture recom¬ 
mended. Of course, you can begin in the early spring, 
say the first week in April, care being taken it the weather 
is dry to wash in the dressing.——A Constant Subscriber, 
Pens hurst.—You give us no idea of the size of the border, 
ot at what season you want the border to he at its best- 
-C. IF. M.—Ereimmis rohustns should succeed in your 
district, more especially as you are only live miles from 
the sea. Unless you have a wall and your garden is very 
sheltered, we fear the Magnolia will fail. You will find an 
article dealing with plant* for cold greenhouse in our 
issue of Aug. 16, p. 320.-P. B. SL—Kindly say to what 
section of Begonia the variety you mention belongs, and 
then we can help you.-Bobus. — See “ Notes on 
Tomatoes." in our issue of Aug. 30, p. 355.-J. D. R.— 
Quite impossible to say without further particulars.- 
Young Engineer.—The place is evidently too dark for 
Tomatoes, which require plenty of sun. Roses, too, we 
fear, would not succeed. 

certain.-P. B. S’.—Your plant is one of the Candida 
(Iheris), probably I. sempervirens.-Dinnel—I, Cirf-a 
vulgaris; 2 and 3, Specimens insufficient. 

Names of fruit.—Jo*. <iilligan.—Ttu Giro* 4s 
Cannes. Must be eaten off the tree, as it soon goes 
sleepy. Other specimen insufficient. 

Catalogues received.—B. Soddy, 2*3. ffalswtii. 
road, London, S.K.—List of Bulbous Plants.—R H. 
Bath, Ltd., Wisbech.—Catalogue of Choice Bulbs, Cants 
lions, etc. 

WINTER-FLOWERING PLANTS. 
Cineraria crandlflora, a very ipLodM ena, 

remarkable for dwarf habil and immense blooms, is. M 4or 
Clnorarln hybrldn flore-plcna. a charainj am 

of the doable form, 2s. per doz. 
Cineraria Stellata, or Cactus flowered CtendL 

very line (new), per dor., 3s. 
Salvia splendens sxandlflora, the 5mn me 

scarlet-flowering plant grown, 3 for la M. 
12 Primula faponica. in 6 varieties, b. 64 llraud 

sorts, fine plant*. Is. M. J 
12 Cyclamen persicum gig ante tun, mtumo* 

'"\2 Carnations (Marguerites), in 3colours, white,mi*, 
and yellow, ready for potting. Is. 6d- 

12 Bouvardlos. in beat variety, strong plant* 

,03*BonvM-dia'president Garfield, a lovdydouhis 
pink for button-hole, is. 6d 

3 Bonvardia corymblflora kt an diflora. Mai¬ 
ling Slcphanotis in size of bloom and fragrance, U. 51 

Campanula lsophylla alba, a flue buM |M,I 

' primula sinensis flmbriata, fine plants, uw.1* 
Primula obconlca gran diflora, urn rai 

plants. 2s. doz. . . . 
Primula vertldllata, s lovely yellow, tipis. 

2s. tier dot ; 6, Is. 3d. 
Primula rosoa trrandlflora. a very loitlj an j. 

with bright pink flowers, 2s. per doz.; 6. Is. 31 
6 Bogonlas. perpetual-flowering varieties ptx h 

winter, in lovely varieties. 3a. 
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE of PIMTS 

on application. 

A. J. A. BRUCE, 
The Nurseries, 

CHORLTON-CUM-HARDY. MANCHESTER, 

LINCOLNSHIRE BULB 
arc pronounced 

“An Unpalified Success, 
Orders roedved last autumn (19*1) 

those of previous season. 

For CATALOGUE apply- 

E. J. W. DISBROWE, 
W el bourn Nurseries, 

BENINCTON, BOSTON, LINCS. 

WATER LILIES, RARE AQU ATI 
AND OTHER 

AMERICAN PLANTS, BULBS, & SEEK. 
Chir Special British CATALOGUE, qccdifil 

prices, including free delivery to any 

in Great Britain or Ireland, mailed free00 

application. 

HENRY A. DREER, 
Specialist in Plants, 

PHILADBLPHIA. PA - USA 

QUEEN’S VISIT TO IRELAND, 1900. 
By Spooial Warrant 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 

*,* Any communications respecting plants or fruitt 
sent to name should altoays accompany the parcel, 
tchieh should be addressed In the KbiTOR of GaRDSXI.XQ 
Ii.i,i*8TRATKD, V, Furnioal-dreel, Uolborn, London, E.C, 
A number should also tie firmly affixed to each specimen 
of flowers or fruit sent for naming. A’o more than four 
kiwis of fruits or (Usurers for naming should be sent al 
one time. 

Names of plants.—R. Houghton _ Leigh.—The 
Plume Poppy (Bocconia cordata).-—G. A'.—1, Anten- 
uaria margaritacea; 2, Achillea millefolium ; 3, Sedum 
trilidum.—-Mrs. Gray.—Ansellia africana.-A. S.—I, 
Lysimachia clethroides; 2, Lysimachia thyrsifiora.—— 
E. T.—Squirrel-tail Grass (Hordeum jubatum).-E. 
Hiekley. —Red Hemp Nettle (Galeopsis Ladanum)- 
B. F. M. D.— Impossible to name without flowers.- 
Wye*idt.—l, Juniperus thurifera; 2, Cyprcss_ Spurge 
(Euphorbia Cypariseia).-Mrs. Jas. Arthur.—We cannot 
undertake to name Roses.-L. R.—Scotch or Cotton 
Thistle (Onopordon Acanthium).-IF. B. R.—The Golden 
Rod (Solidago Virgaurea).-G. Hitchcock.—Berbens 
osiatica(?) Specimen insufficient.-Miss Smart. — 
Colutea arborescens.-Old Reader.—I, Lavatera, please 
send flowers; 2, Send in bloom ; 3, Eutoca viscida; 4, 
Epimedium nlpinum.-Mrs. Patrick.—Phlomis Russell- 
iana.-Phyllis.—Cimicifuga racemoea.-F. IF. M.— 
1, Spinea callosa; 2, Willow Gentian (Gentiana ascle- 
piodea); 3, Aconitum ochroleucum; 4, Periploca 
grioca.-Bingham.—1, Phytolacca decandra ; 2. Gaieca 
officinalis; 3, Acacia, please send in flower; 4, Medicago 
lupulina.-UiUy.— 1, Clematis lanuginosa lorra, which 
should be pruned'in February, removing the weak or over¬ 
crowded branches. 2, Clematis Viticella, which must be 
cut down immediately alter flowering to encourage the 
development of vigorous young shoot*. It is hardly fair 
to send us such dried-up pieces. 3, Veronica Traversi, 
which can be cut down in the spring and will start freely 
from the bottom.-IF. J. Payne.—From your descrip¬ 
tion the plant, we think, is the Moneywort (Lysimachia 
nummularia), but difficult to say without seeing the 
plant.-Jf. L. H.—We cannot undertake, to name 
Roses.-Scotia.—Probably New Zealand(JUS|Rw» 
(Edwardsia grandiliora), but sp^cj^n ^ ^J^r ta^be 
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VEGETABLES. 

BLANCHING CELERY. 

It matters little how well Celery may have 

teen attended to previously if the blanching is 

not Fell carried out. It must also be borne in 

mind that, although blanching is all-important 

in the production of good edible Celery, yet 

the foundation mast be laid beforehand to 

'ensure good solid hearts pushing up. If the 

plants are small or undersized for the variety, 

however carefully blanching may he done, good 

•‘ jlid hearted Celery will not be obtained. For 

this reason, if the plants should be now under- 
sued, it will Lo much better to encourage 

groa-th as much as possible before any soil is 

added, unless it should be as a top-dressing, 

-by keeping the trench in a well moistened 

Site with an occasional application of liquid- 

ms.-, ure or a light sprinkling of salt. Nitrate 

of soda will also hasten on the growth of 
backward Celery. With the growth active 

uid well up to time, clear water will he ample, 

i« with a free use of liquid-manure or of 

nitrate of soda the plants become coarse. 

Over feeding Celery leads to inferior quality, 
and is also against its keeping well after earth¬ 

ing up has been completed. Huge sticks may 

tertainly eventually be had, but on the 

ipi roach of winter they quickly sutler from 

jdiinp,and when this sets in the leaf-stalks decay 
■‘holcsale. Moisture being a necessity for the 

wuriug of high quality in Celery, must have 

attention before earthing commences, for 

although it is possible to water Celery after the 

tirst earthing, yet with the soil in a well moist¬ 
ened condition prior to this operation, it in¬ 

variably keeps moist enough afterwards to lead 

to & satisfactory after growth. The firstearth- 

ing must not be confounded with an ordinary 

top dressing, after which water may be applied 

m often as before. Before blanching proper 
commences the trendies should be well watered, 

giving sufficient so that the soil i9 thoroughly 

moistened. Earthing up Celery with the soil 

kbout the roots in a dry state, if it does not 

exactly lead to bolting, renders the quality 
poor, the heads being tough and insipid instead 

of crisp, sweet, and nutty in flavour. There is 

dso the danger of being in too great a hurry 

with the blanching. A good guide is to have 

wficient well in hand for use, the blanching of 

“tot which is needed for the main winter 
cron being left some time longer. 

Mode of blanching.—Some growers have 

their favourite methods of blanching, such as 

surroanding the stems with stout brown paper, 

or collars purchased for the purpose. Others go 

te the trouble of surrounding the stems with 

land, ashes, and burnt 9oil, but whatever advant- 
“ges these may have, well-worked soil is the 

twat generally used, and, besides being the most 

convenient, invariably results in securing well- 

’’lanched produce. Heavy soils ara supposed 

to be the worst to deal with, but with a free 

ise of lime and burnt refuse mixed with the 

'topic in the ordinary course of cropping, there 
13 no difficulty in this respect. If, on turning 

UP the soil for earthing, it should prove lumpy, 

■he best addition is to wheel some burnt refu 
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along the sides, this being worked in with the 

soil as it is being thrown up, of course taking 

all ordinary precautions to get it as finely 

divided as possible. As fresh soil is added, the 

plants should be drawn up together and tied 

with a piece of matting, as this will prove a 

much more convenient method than having one 

person to hold each up separately whilst 

another adds the soil. Three earthings are 
generally sufficient, and these at intervals of a 

fortnight. After each earthing, take care that 

matting is cut away, for if this were the 

allowed to remain the hearts would liecome 

crippled. To ensure a clear growth after 

earthing, the hearts, except at the final eart h¬ 

ing, must be kept in advance of the soil added, 
or there will be danger, if the stems should be 

heavily weighted with soil and the hearts 

thereby enclosed, of the stems bulging ; con 

sequently the heart growth would be cripple I. 

At the final earthing use plenty of soil as a 

protection from frost, taking care, however, 
t-ilfth the sides of tho ridges ure brought up 

sharply and made smooth, this being an excel¬ 

lent protection from wet. It is when the soil 

is thrown up loosely with a rough outer surface 

that the wet penetrates. As a safeguard from 

slugs, salt is a good antidote, a little being 
sprinkled over the soil at the first earthing. 

Lime may also be used for dusting over the 

soil at each earthing, or even soot may be 
used. 

PRESERVING SEED POTATOES. 

The aim of all growers ought to be the careful 

preservation of the seed-tubera, now being 

stored, in as dormant a state as possible. 

Nothing in the shape of a heap should he 

formed. At lifting time let them oe separated 

from the ware and quite tho smallest Potatoes 

—good medium-sized uncut tubers being the 

best for planting—and kept stored thinly till 

next spring. Greening Potatoes by exposure 

to the light and air^is so far advisable, inas¬ 

much as it slightly retards sprouting, but this 

ought not to be brought about by leaving them 

for several days or weeks lying on the ground 

or on paths, boards, or mats in the open, as by 
planting time not a few of the tubers may have 

taken disease betweon the lifting and storing 

times, this being effectually hidden by the coat 

of green. Tubers thus diseased do not decay 

rapidly, and perhaps the first indication of its 

presence is in many cases the weakly growth 

of tho sprouts. Diseased sets cannot support 

a strong growth of haulm till it has time to 

become self supporting, and ought never to be 

planted. Disease germs are far more plenti¬ 

ful in the air than most of us are aware 

of, but if they cannot reach the tubeis 

before their skins are dry and well set they 
will not affect them afterwards, always pro¬ 

vided the Potatoes have been properly stored. 

Dig all tubers that are to be stored in dry 

weather, and while nlso the ground is in a 

semi-dry state. This admits of the tubers 

being placed under cover or in heaps, and 
lightly covered up almost as fast ns they are 

dug. It is a mistake to leave a lot of newly- 

dug Potatoes on the ground to dry all night. 

lie prevented as much as pos¬ 

sible by storing thinly os well as exposing the 

tubers to light and air. Keeping them in 

single layers, resting in tho case of Ashleafs on 
the smaller end or that previously attached to 

the plant, cool and fairly light, is the best 

preventive of premature sprouting and also 

the surest way of having the sprouts stout and 

strong when tho proper time arrives for 

growth to be made. Shallow trays with the 

corner blocks 2 inches higher than the sides are 

very handy for storing seed tubers in, as these 

can he packed one above another and yet not 

unduly shade each other. Any kind of flat box 
or shallow basket blocked up well one abov e 

the other is preferable to storing in deep boxes, 

hampers, and suchlike. The tubers should at 
planting time be quite firm and the sprouts 

short, yet how often do cottagers turn them 

out from a spare room or elsewhere all matted 

together and shrivelling. Protection must ho 

afforded during severe frost, and if the room or 

outbuilding when closed cannot be depended 
on to protoot su(Iioigiitly, then mats, blinds, 

strawy litter, or even several coverings of paper, 

should be used as well. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Pea William Hurst.—Of the many Peas 

in cultivation I consider this to he one of tho 

most valuable forsmall gardens. Coming mid¬ 

way in height between the very dwarf and the 

taller-growing kinds, it can be grown either 
with or without sticks, according t.o the'option 

of the cultivator. It appears to bo one of the 

most reliable Peas we have, not being so liable 

to go off in the provoking way that is character¬ 

istic of some of our finest kinds. For some 

years I have grown this Pea almost to the 
exclusion of all others, as by sowing at intervals 

of ten days or a fortnight from tne beginning 

of March, I have been able to maintain a good 

succeasional supply without being obliged to 

liave recourse to the troublesome process of 
staking.—J. U. B. 

Tomatoes setting badly.—Here, in tho 

West of England, many who have only an open 

piece of ground (and this sometimes in allot¬ 

ments) grow a few plants, and this year from 
present appearances there will be very little 

fruit. I have not seen any plants in the open 

with a fruit set on them, although I have seen 

them in a good many gardens in flower. Even 

where the seedlings were raised early and 

strong plants put out at the end of May against 
sunny walls there ure but few fruits set. I put 

out plants 18 inches high against a south wall 

at tne end of May, hut these are only now 

growing freely and are full of bloom. I have 

found thnt fruit set after September comes in 

is of little value hero. In cold-houses tho 
plants grow freely but fail to set, .and I have 
plants li feet high growing in a cold, airy 

house with only three or four fruits on a 

plant. In some instances bunch after bunch 

of flowers has failed to set. Up to the present 

time I have not cut more than a third of the 

crop that I have had from the same space in 
some years. Disease is attacking them in many 

instances. This is not to he wondered at, see¬ 

ing how severely the Potatoes have been 

attackddt'+g-L SwOttl 
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PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

DELPHINIUMS. 

AMONGST our taller border plants none com¬ 
mand greater admiration in their time of 
flowering than Delphiniums. Few herbaceous 
perennials demand less attention, if planted 
in well-prepared soil, and if a careful selection 
of varieties is made, one may have blossoms 
for months. Not only is it a flower that makes 
attractive the country garden, but in towns, 
where some other hardy perennials do little 
more than exist, the Delphinium will thrive 
and add colour to the border. Whilst there 
are many varieties possessing delightful shades 
of blue, we are not restricted by any means to 
that particular colour, as white, pink, red, and 
purple shades are now well represented, and for 
cutting and placing in jars they are extremely 
useful. 

Propagation.—There are two methods at 
least by which propagation may be effected— 
the first is by sowing seed in March or April in 
cold-frames, pricking off the young plants into 
boxes, when large enough, and subsequently 
transplanting them into the open, in well dug 
and manured soil, paying special attention to 
them with regard to watering, keeping the 
surface between the plants well stirred, and 
encouraging growth generally. Treated thus, 
many will bloom the same season, and from 
seed purchased from a reliable source a good 

flowers results, 
.season’sgrowth, after 

rering stems have been cut away, 
should have some slight protection, and rough 
leaf-soil or ashes, placed about the crowns, will 
be sufficient--ashes, perhaps, are better than 
leaves, as they not merely protect the plants 
from frost, but are often a preventive of slugs 
attacking the young growths. Seed-sowing is 
notjnuch practised in private gardens, as the 
many beautiful-named varieties we have to-day 
are so reasonable in price as to be within the 
reach of all who desire these stately border 
plants. From twelve to twenty plants in a 
garden are usually sufficient, and these, if pro¬ 
cured and planted in the autumn will be ready 
for dividing in a couple of years—in fact, three 
or four years at the most are enough for them 
to be left to themselves, ns after that 
period they get large and bulky, and have 
used up much of the nutriment of the 
soil, and need a change of position and 
compost. This dividing is best effected by 
digging up the clumps and severing them 
with a knife or spud. In planting it is well 
to group two or three varieties together, 
leaving, say, 12 inches to 15 inches between 
each clump, as by so doing they make a 
Charming show when in bloom. Too much 
attention cannot be paid to making the soil 
ready for the clumi>s. This is best done by 
digging in some turf, well chopped up, anil 
partly rotted dung, as Delphiniums being 
gross feeders, it is useless to put them into 
an impoverished soil at the start, and a mulch¬ 
ing of manure in the autumn will also be 
of immense benefit. Early in the summer 
arrangements should be made for staking 
the plants, as if this is not done, in wet and 
windy weather the tall shoots break off. It is 
a little more trouble to give each shoot a 
separate stake, but it is advantageous to do so, 
as then each lias freedom to bloom and develop 
properl}', which is not so when one stake only 
is used, and all the stalks are bunched up to it, 
a very common but somewhat rough and 
readj' method. A second lot of fair-sized blos¬ 
soms may bo had in the autumn, if, after 
blooming, the plants are cut down and well 
manured. In a dry season it is imperative 
that Delphiniums should be well supplied with 
-vater, and liquid-manure will greatly help the 
buds. 

- These are deserving of cultivation in 
every garden. The great variety of their heights, 
varying, as they do, in this respect, from 1 foot 
to 6 feet high, the equally great variety of 
their shades of colour, from almost scarlet to tiure white, from the palest and most chaste 
a vender up through every conceivable shade of 

blue to deep iudigo, and the variety of size an 

form of their individual blooms, some of which 
are single, semi-double, and perfectly double, 
and set on spikes ranging from 1 foot to 0 feet 
in length, render them objects of great value 
as border plants. For cutting, either in 
immense spikes for some forms of decoration or 
in smaller lateral twigs for bouquets and vases, 
they are most useful. The combinations in 
which they can be placed in borders are 
numerous. When planted to back up a mixed 
border the effect of the Delphiniums and any 
light-foliaged or flowering plant is very charm- 

the winter in some sandy soil in a corne' 
where they can be more conveniently seen to 
This is only necessary until they fora W» 
and vigorous stools. It is well to lift thm 
every two or three years and thoroughly work 
the ground, adding some leaf-mould or manure 
and then to replant them. This is best done 
about the time the crowns begin to move in 
early spring. In favourable seasons, if tier 
are not allowed to seed, they generally throw 
up a second crop of flowers late in the season; 
and the spikes being smaller and more twiggy, 

Delphiniums. From a photograph taken at Qravetye Manor, Sussex. 

they are then most valuable for cutting as 
as effective in the borders. Delphinium* 
now in fine bloom, and anyone requiring W 
select the best kinds should visit some of the 
large hardy plant nurseries at once, " hen the 
flowers begin to fade, the stems should be cut 
down to the ground and the plants have s 

Digitized by 

ariety of size and I 
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ing. Delphiniums are, of course, perfectly 
hardy, and can be cultivated in any ordinary 
garden soil. They arc propagated from cuttings 
detached from stools when 6 inches high, or 
when the stools become large they can be lifted 
and divided like any ordinary herbaceous 
plant. The ground for them should be rich, ........ ^ e.„u,.u ...... -F 
open, and deep. When young plants are put soaking of water, they will then throw up ire* | 
out in spring iu soils where slugs abound, the spikes of flowers in autumn. A packet of gw’ 
buds or crowns are apt to be devoured by them seed sown in May or .June will produce gow 
in winter: consequently it is well, under such plants for flowering in the following year, 
circumstances, to lift them and lay them in for , r Ti 
^ Original from 
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AURICULAS. 

Atbiculas may be divided into three classes— 
namely, alpine, border, and show. The two 
first are charming garden flowers, but the last 
can only be successfully cultivated in pots. 
Alpine Auriculas nre divided again into two 
sections, those with grey or white centres, and 
those with yellow centres. A native of the 
high Alps, the Auricula is by nature a per¬ 
fectly hardy plant. Old specimens of border 
varieties may oe met within gardens that have 
been undisturbed for years, and have formed 
large tufts both on stiff clay soils and in a 
lighter and more jxnous staple. These old 
■limits are best divided towards the end of 
March, lifting the entire clump carefully, 
shaking it free of soil, and parting each 
H-parate crown, which should at once bo 
pkuted in fresh soil. In raising from seed, 
this should be sown in boxes in the early 
spring in a gentle heat of about 50 degs. 
Hood drainage should be provided, and over 
this fibrous loam and leaf-mould in equal pro¬ 
portions placed, the top inch of the compost 
being a mixture of leaf-mould and sand. 
When the seedlings are large enough to handle, 
they should bo pricket! out and placed 
2i inches apart in other boxes or pans, removed 
to the open air in the late spring, and planted 
out in a partially shaded l»or- 
tler after mid - summer. In 
swelling weather artificial 
«hade is beneficial to the seed¬ 
lings. These remarks apply 
to the alpine and border Auri¬ 
culas, and not to the show vari¬ 
eties, which are always grown 
in pots. 

Everyone who grows Auri¬ 
culas siiould raise plants annu¬ 
ally from seed, for it is a 
sportive flower, and there is 
always a chance of raising 
seedlings that are far more 
beautiful than their parents, 
and in this manner strains 
may lie immensely improved 
in "the course of a few years. 
As better varieties are ob¬ 
tained, the washy, badly-col¬ 
oured, or weak-habited plants 
should be weeded out. What 
is required of a border or alpine 
Auricula is clear markings, 
bright colour if a self, sturdy, 
erect stems, and free-flowering 
habit, and in these there is 
still room for further improve¬ 
ment if careful cross-fertilisa¬ 
tion be practised. Show Auri¬ 
culas are divided into five sec¬ 
tions — namely, seifs, white- 
edged, grey - edged, green- 
edged, and fancies, the last 
action including flowers that, 
though often pretty, may not be admitted 
into any of the other four sections. The 

This should enable the would-be grower to 
determine those sorts best suited to his 
requirements. For the' next two months 
propagation by cuttings will be largely prac¬ 
tised. The more noteworthy varieties are given 
prominence under the heading of their 
respective colours:— 

White. 

White Empress.—This variety is also distri¬ 
buted under the name of Blanche, and os a good 
robust and free-flowering creamy-white sort it 
is superb. The blossoms are large and rayless, 
and possess plenty of substance. It is also a 
most continuous bloomer. 

Seagull.—A very beautiful pure white, ray- 
less flower, with an extremely neat yellow eye. 
The plant has a very good dwarf and compact 
habit, and is free-flowering. 

Elaine.—This is a large pure white flower, 
with a suffusion of yellow on the lower petal. 
The blooms possess plenty of substance, and 
are developed on a splendid length of footstalk. 
It is free-flowering, and the plant has a capital 
constitution. 

Edward Mason.—This variety does well in 
the warmest weather. The flowers are pure 
white with a neat yellow eye, and rayless. The 
plant is a very free bloomer, and possesses a 
beautiful habit of growth. 

bright yellow self, has achieved distinction. 
The plant has a ereeping-liko style of growth. 

Klondyke.—The modern florist would proh- 
ably find fault with this flower, yet the free 
manner in which the blossoms are developed 
appeals to all who have seen them. Wnen 
massed the effect is very striking. Colour, 
clear yellow, rayless. 

Pensee d’Or.—Unfortunately, there is very 
little stock of this lovely variety obtainable. 
The habit i9 all that could bo desired, and the 
plant is a profuse bloomer. The deep rich 
orange-yellow colour of the flowers is one of its 
chief charms. 

Bice. 

Piilmv.—This is not a largo flower: in fact, 
it is one of the miniature sorts. The plunt, 
however, is very free-flowering and has a good 
habit. For edgings this plant has a special 
value. The colour mar be described as deep 
heliotrope-blue, and the flower lias a neat 
yellow eye. 

Kino of the Blues.—This excellent kind is 
one of the late Dr. Stuart's raising, and is the 
best true blue sort. The flowers are of small 
to medium size, and the beautiful deep blue 
colour is enhanced by the bright yellow eye. 
The blooms are rayless, but are heavily veined 
in the centre. Iiiihit good, and also a free- 
flowering kind. 

An alpine Auricula. From a photograph by^Mr. Jas. E. Tyler, Hals: cad, Essex. 

Cream Kino.—A novelty of the present 
season, in which the rayless blooms are very 

foliage of the show Auricula is covered with a 1 large and circular, and of splendid substance, 
mealy substance, and portions of the flowers j The colour may be described as a rich creamy* 
with a white, floury powder. Thus the centre ' white, with a brilliant orange eye. Extra 
of the flower is yellow ; this is surrounded by strong growths are benefited by having their 

ling of farina, outside of which is a ring of points pinched out_occasionally. 
ilark colour, beyond which is an edging of 
green, grey, or white. This outer edging is, 
m fact, a development of leaf-like properties 
in the petal. In the green-edged this is 
anpowdered, but in thegrey-edged and while- 
edged the green is covered with a white 
powdering, the density of which powdering 
constitutes the difference between the white- 
edged and grey - edged sections. Alpine 
Auriculas are destitute of powdery matter on 
their petals, as are those of the border section, 
which may he termed less refined alpine 
Auriculas. S. W. F. 

TUFTED PANSIES—SELECTION OF 

PROVED SORTS. 
So many lengthy lists of Tufted Pansies are 
issued that the inexperienced grower becomes 
bewildered when endeavouring to compile a 
list of the best. Each season sees additions to 
the already long list of sorts, and, that intend¬ 
ing growers may be helped in making a good 
all-round selection, the present opportunity is 
taken to give their names and aescrnrfi9ua _ 

Digitized by 

Pescaitland.—This has had a good trial 

and is now recognised as a very useful kind. It 
is a pure white sort, and is slightly rayed. 

Yellow. 

Kitty Hay.—In this the colour is a particu¬ 
larly striking shade of yellow, and is most 

effective when the plants are grouped in quan¬ 

tity. The flowers are rayless, and the plant is 

a profuse bloomer. 

Mklampds.—In this plant we have a kind 
with a perfect habit, and this, together with 
an erect flower-stalk, carrying the blossom well 
above the procumbent foliage, makes it a dis¬ 
tinct acquisition. The flowers are of goodly 
proportions and rayless, colour deep yellow. 

Andromeda.—This is a 1900 novelty, of 
which but little is known. The flowers are 
very large, and the colour may be described as 
bright yellow', with a deeper shade of yellow 
on the lower petal. With age the blossoms 
pale off to a primrose on the edge of the upper 
jiet-als. The plant has a good tufted habit. 

Bland G. Sinclair.—Although only dis- 
ijrfljjns^J tribute^ iji 1901, this variety, a tree-flowering 

Blits Gown.—If good pieces of this delight¬ 
ful Tufted Pansy am be secured, there is no 
better. Tho habit is ideal, and the plant 
flowers freely. The colour may be described 
as mauve-blue. Rayless. 

Other colours. 

Florizkl.—No collection can be considered 
complete without this variety. The smallest 
pieces will develop into handsome plants which 
will bloom freely. The colour is a shade of 
blush-lilac and the blooms nre rayless. Habit 
perfect. 

VtiMitNirs is a refined and beautiful flower 
of a pleasing pale blush colour and rayless, 

i The habit is dwarf and compact and the plant 
blooms freely. 

Councillor W. Waters.—This his a good 
habit and is free-floweritig. The colour is 
rosy-purple. 

Magik.—This variety is often printed as 
“ Maggie,” but the name given in this instance 
is the correct one. It is a large, deep rose 
flower, paling somewhat in the wanner 
weather, and it has a neat yellow eye. Habit 
compact and fairly dwarf. 

Duchess of Fife.—This is generally con¬ 
sidered one of the very best of the margined 
flowers, the colour in this instance being prim¬ 
rose, irregularly marginal blue. The habit of 
this plant is dwarf and crawling, and each 
pBlOt iJwel?ff©ribto a large clump. Two other 
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ROBBS. 

CLIMBING ROSES. 

Ir ve look at southern Continental gardens \ 
which enjoy a warmer climate and more con- | 
stant sun, we shall find such climbing masses 
of beautiful Roses which will cause us to regret \ 
the absence from our English gardens of these 
luxuriant masses, that neither require nor 
obtain any special care from one year's end to 
the other. If the Roses that produce such 
glorious effects in foreign gardens are not | 
hsrdv enough for ils, why not try to raise new 
varieties that will stand our cold and change- 
ihleclimate? We havo R. sempervirens (here 
iguredl, and the several garden varieties, such 
is Felicite-Perpetue, that will climb a pillar or 
rail over an old outhouse or shed. The 
Irrshire Roses (R. arvensis) and the varieties 
I R. alpina, though very beautiful, only 
•loom during the summer. We have also the 
iranese R. rugosa. and its many forms, the 

sent the photograph from which our illustra¬ 
tion was prepared, has kindly sent the follow¬ 
ing note— 

“ The Rose (sempervirens) was planted 
against an old Pear-tree at the end of a large 
corrugated iron shed, and was first allowed to 
climb for some littlo time in a rough way up 
the Pear tree, but afterwards I covered the 
top and both sides of the shed with coarse 
wire netting, and tied out as many of the Rose 
shoots as possible, thereby getting the pretty 
effect which is shown in the picture. Every¬ 
one who has seen it has greatly admired it, 
and I am sure if readers would beautify all 

arden outhouses in the same way, they would 
e well rewarded for the little time necessary 

and small outlay.” ■ 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Roses shedding their foliage (F.M.). 
—We think that your trees suffered from the 

smooth-wooded Victor Yerdier tribe. We 
should advise you to plant more of the Tea and 
Hybrid Tea looses, which are never infected 
like those you describe. The above recipe for 
destroying the resting spores of the fungus 
was guthered from an article by a very able 
scientist, Mr. W. G. Smith, b\L.S., which 
appeared in the “ Rosarian's Year Book " for 
1S87. We do not think your plants were 
weakened by the luxuriance of the first crop, 
unless you gave them overdoses of liquid- 
manure, the evil effect of which would show 
itself only after flowering. 

Pompon Rose “De Meaux.”—The 
miniature Provence or PomjKiu Roses are a 
very interesting group of Rosa centifolia. 
Flowering as they do with the Scotch Roses, 
their diminutive little llowers were never more 
welcome than this year, when all other Rosps 
appear two to three weeks later than usual. 
De Meaux produces its charming little 
blossoms very plentifully, the shoots bearing 
the llowers rising one above the other, which 

a 

pfyriW? 'h 

Rosa sempervirens clambering over corrugated iron shed. From a photograph by Mr. O. 11. Towndrow, Malvern Unk. 

mi-double R. Fortunei and the beautiful R. 
niea, the parent of the so-called large white 
Nubian Rose Fortunei. Then, again, we have 
* monthly or China Roses, which are vigorous 
i growth, hardy, and most constant bloomers, 
jtea continuing to flower until winter. Of 
‘‘ the China Roses Madame Laurette Messimy 

perhaps, the most distinct variety that has 
e! teen raised. Among other good kinds 
je may mention Cratnoisie-Superieur, Eugene 
•esal, Hermosn, and Fellenberg. Let us use 
datwe have and plant in the wilder parts 

hardy kinds as we have mentioned. 
^ ben a warm wall needs covering the Banksian 

artificial watering rather than from red-rust. 
Of course, it is quite possible for Roses to have 
an attack of red-rust thus early. nnd this 
would be owing to a bad attack the previous 

gives the plant the appearance of a floral cone. 
The colour of this variety is light rose with a 
silvery-white shading, the flowers possessing 
a most beautiful compact fonn. It is much 

autumn. The resting spores of this fungus , grown on the Continent in (jots, and would 
will lie on the ground and reappear in spring 
in a pale sulphury state, changing about mid¬ 
summer to the orange colour so well known. 
If you succeeded in banishing the fungus from 
your garden, your plants would still be liable 
to infection from.the hedgerows. A good pre¬ 
ventive is to rake off in autumn all decayed 
foliage and a thin layer of the surface soil. 

certainly be worthy of more extended indoor 
culture in this country. Plunts raised from 
cuttings or layers retain the diminutive form 
much better than do those projmgnted by bud¬ 
ding, nnd I should say plants of De Meaux 
would be very welcome lor table decoration. 
The variety fcqiong, being larger, is not so 
interesting, but the white De Meaux is 

Let this be burnt. Then give the ground a | delightful little Rose that everyone who 
or the various hybrids of the Tea nnd good dressing of quicklime. You can return possesses a garden should cultivate. There is 

WiLvttA -»• »>—  1 *u-''-* —*" »>—u"'" A* —*;— a yjoss Ro-e named De Meaux. Although 
small and charmingly massed it is quite distinct 
from the Rose under notice. The miniature 
Provenco Roses are not so much in demand 
now for edging as they were fomierly, doubt¬ 
less owing to being superseded by the dwarf 
l’olyan thas, and also the Monthly Roses. These 
two groups, by reason of their free and con¬ 
tinuous flowering habit, are, of course, more 

suitableon^i from 
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oaeRe may be used, though they are liable 
'naffer in cold situations and seasons. For 
^eetness what can rival the lemon and white 
■asters of Lamarque? Ainn'e Yibert should 
*-n every garden. What, again, among the 
■oses w-ith the Tea blood in them, can equal 

LTdeale, VV. A. Richardson, Mme. 
Larriere, Gloire de Dijon, Mme. Berard, 

r, eiine Forestier? 

the burnt earth to the beds. At pruning time 
all shoots should be collected and burnt, and 
the growths of the plants dressed with the 
following mixture : Quicklime and soot, mixed 
to the consistence of paint, in a pailful of 
which add half a pound of sublimated sulphur 
nnd a handful of coarse salt. Stir well to¬ 
gether before applying, the object being to 

- destroy the resting spores. Many Roses are 
•Ir. Geo. H. Towndrow, Malvern Link, who xbadly nddictedi to this fungus, especially the vem Link, who ✓badly addictedi to 
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INDOOR PLANTS. 

FINELY-GROWN FUCHSIAS. 
Probably at no show in this country are 
Fuchsias seen better than at Trowbridge in 
August. At the late exhibition these were 
staged in goodly numbers. The season has 
apparently suited the plants well, judging 
from their vigour, freshness, and abundance of 
bloom. The majority of the plants ranged 
from 7 feet to 9 feet high, and in most instances 
perfectly trained and flowered from tip to base, 
their growth half-concealing the pots in which 
they grow. These are of large size, probably 
14 inches to 10 inches in diameter, which, 
together with the weight of their heads, makes 
them the most cumbersome among exhibition tilants. They must have careful handling, and 
•e carried on open spring trollies to the shows, 

otherwise the flowers fall prematurely, causing 
irreparable damage and loss in their appear¬ 
ance. Mr. George Tucker, of Hilperton, has 
been a grower and tho mo.it successful exhi¬ 
bitor at the Trowbridge and Bath shows for 
many years. Some are, despite their striking 
proportions, less than eighteen months old. 
Aged plants are not retained, because greater 
vigour, better foliage, and larger blooms are 
obtained from young plants. Cuttings are 
rooted in the autumn, and kept growing all the 
winter in a warm temperature, and by the time 
when all fear of frost is past they 
are stood on the garden paths in 
the open. Need less to say, generous, 
though very careful, feeding must 
be practised, both to maintain and 
to promote a desirable vigour, and 
dryness of the soil must be at all 
times avoided. 1 noticed among 
the better plants, the varieties 
adapted to the purpose of exhibi¬ 
tion included Masterpiece, Bril¬ 
liant, Western Beauty, Arabella 
Improved, Charming, Lye's Fa¬ 
vourite, H. Roberts, Mrs. Bright, 
Doel’s Favourite, Amy Lye, and 
Mrs. Rundle. Apart from exhibi¬ 
tion purposes, such plauts would bo 
desirable and very pleasing orna¬ 
ments grown in pots, and plunged 
during the summer on the lawn or 
on broad G rass or gravel terraces. 
It would be necessary for the [>ots 
to be plunged, and the plants stood 
in sheltered spots where high 
winds could not easily reach them. 
Fuchsias are impatient of wind, and 
their height necessarily makes them 
easy victims to its force. W. S. 

While very anxious to answer all questions 
sent, we are often greatly handicapped by the 
absence of any details on which to base our 
answer. 

0HRY8ANTHBMUMS. 

HOUSING THE PLANTS. 

The work which should engage our attention 
now is the necessary preparation for housing 
the plants. Before the bulk is ready there is 
sure to be here and there a plant the flowers of 
which are showing colour. Without a moment's 
delay place such undercover, for with damaged 
outside florets the beauty of a bloom may be 
marred. The mildew pest can be effectually 
dealt with at this time, and if each plant with 
any sign of it on tho leaves ho put on its side, 
sulphur may he puffed on to the under surface 
in a thorough manner. In the south, placing 
the whole collection under cover is generally 
started the last week of September, it seldom 
being fiafo to loavo anything outside longer 

than a fortnight after. I have, however, found 
backward flower-buds swell better in the open, 
air, and I never put a plant under glass to 
hasten it, but only for safety from frosts. 
Before tho buds show .colour they miss the 
night dews. Unfortunately, many of us are 
not overdone in the matter of glass structures, 
so that there is little choice as to positions. A 

Keeping Geraniums 
through winter (H. A.). — 
You have given no information 
as to the conveniences you possess for winter¬ 
ing your Geraniums, nor as to the condition 
they are now in. The best position in which 
Geraniums may be kept during the winter is on 
a shelf, or a good light position in the green 
house, where the minimum winter temperature 
does not at any time fall below 40 degs. If 
your question refers to Geraniums now planted 
out, the better way is to lift them as soon as 
they can be spared, cut back the very vigorous 
shoots, and remove the particularly strong 
leaves. In doing this, do not strip off the 
leaves, but cut them, leaving an inch or so of 
leaf stalk attached to tho stem. This will 
soon drop off and leave no sear, whereas if the 
leaves are stripped the stem is often injured 
and decay is liable to set in there. During the 
winter tile soil should be kept slightly moist, 
but nothing more, as an excess of moisture will 
often prove fatal. If yuur conveniences are 
limited to a room in a dwelling- house or a 
moderately dry frost-proof cellar, a different 
mode of treatment will be needed to keep old 
bedding Geraniums throughout the winter. 
They should be lifted and trimmed over as 
above detailed, then lay them rather thickly 
into boxes about 5 inches or 6 inches deep. 
Tho soil used should be nearly dry, and the 
plants will scarcely need any water till tho 
spring. True, the leaves will all drop, but 
when the growing season comes round new 
ones will be pushed out, at which time, if 
passible, the Geraniums should be potted 
singly and. any straggling shoots shortened. 

Philadelphia! coronarius. (See page S77.) 
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well ventilated span-roofed house is the one 1 
should select for Chrysanthemums to bloom in, 
and I would so pluce the incurved sorts that 
they get less sun than the Japanese varieties. 
I would divide the latter in this way. There 
are many, including all the large, heavy, thick - 
petailed* kinds, that appear to revel in the 
sun's rays, and need shade only in the morn¬ 
ing till the accumulated moisture of the night 
before has been dried by air. Then there are 
the thin, many-petalled, delicate kinds, as well 
as very deep coloured varieties, which strong 
sunshine spoils. .Such should be stood in tho 
shadiest part of the house, or otherwise the 
sun kept from them. Stand the pots as far 
apart as room will allow. A capital plan with 
most of the incurved sorts is to take away 
their sticks and fasten them up the front anil 
sides of ordinary greenhouses, vineries at rest, 
and tho like. In this position the foliage is 
close to the glass and the flowers become par- 
tiallv shaded, while the blooms, hanging tneir 
heads as it were, seem to take on the desired 
shape more evenly than when tied upright. 
When all are under caver fumigate each house 
on two or three occasions, whether aphides are 
seen or not. These are pretty certain to 
appear when tire heat is employed. There is 
no danger in fumigating, even when the blooms 
aro opening, provided air bo passed among the 
plants in early morning after the operation. 
\Vaterino and air giving are important when 

Chrysanthemums are under glass. Allow the 
roots to get on the dry side for a few days, as the 

inside conditions are so different from those in 
the open. Duringthis time throw water among 
tho plants if the weather be at all dry. When 
well used to being under glass more water at 
the roots will T»e required. The collection 
should be gone through twice a day. Feedicj 
with stimulating manures is still needed, and 
may be continued till the blooms are well open. 
Be very careful, however, about feeding varie¬ 
ties of very high colour like Wm. Seward, oi 
delicate growers like Mrs. Alpheus Harm 
There is little doubt that over-feeding pre 
disposes to damping in the blooms, so trouble 
some to many growers. Open door* and 
ventilators night and day, and gradually liner 
the supply of air as the flowers open. sotlai 
cold draughts may not play upon them. Ar.w 
current ol air should |jass through the hou-e- 
at all times except when fogs prevail, (..rower- 
of Chrysanthemums near London know whs! 
they mean and how difficult it Ls to prevent 
damage being done to opening blooms. At 
these times keep the ventilators almost dosed 
and the nicely warm. 

Original from 
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Chrysanthemum “ feast ” at Tam- 
worth.—One of the chief events of the year 
in connection with the popularising of tie 
early-flowering Chrysanthemums is wbst i> 
termed by the originator of the idea a "tax ' 
and this is to take place at Bolehall House, the 
residence of Mr. William Sydenham. 
Saturday, September 27th next. This rath- 
a-stic horticulturist has been at contifai - 
{tains and expense in planting a thorwf.'.v 
representative collection of both Pomp id 
Japanese types of the early sorts. It is iniei- 
e-ting to learn that quite a number oi the 
older kinds are doing well, and, what i- d 
importance, they are holding their owe a 
coinjietition for itopular favour with a Uret 
proportion of the newer kinds. That tta 
early flowering Chrysanthemums are likes; tt 
become extremely popular as plants forth 
hardy flower garden those who have giver ”• 
question close attention for years untie- a: 
ingly proclaim, and interesting events such i 
the one under notice are most likely to give:!* 
plants the notoriety they deserve than in 
other less prominent means. The " le-t 
will give those attending it the opportu• ^ 
of making comparisons, and, as the intern A' 
be regarded as a very suitable period is tt-, 
flowering season, good results must, as*m 
sequence, follow. Mr. Sydenham hasqmtf- 
nuinber of tho older Pompons, which vur 
of us have long since discarded, and, 8to:? 
to say, there are among them many pi 
with ideal characteristics for outdoor dip * 
This event will be looked upon as an exce.^ 
trial of both old and new sorts, as the cop 1 
has been brought up-to-date by the acquis ■> 
of all new kinds which the different t 
specialists and others have brought into r* 
merce. On the Saturday in question, all •' 
are interested in making known the ex« i 
qualities of the early-flowering ChrySM' ri 
mums for all purposes will be welcomed to -r 
the display. Added interest will be girt: 
the meeting, as some four silver cup 
other prizes will be competed for. SpeJ 
classes have been framed for competition, 
these are of such a character that both i-'- 
and small growers will have an opportune 
competing on grounds of equality. The.w 
of the display of earlv-flowering Chtjw»! - i 
mums which took place in the Town H 
Tamworth, last' year, gives grounds for '';'j 
promoters of the “ feast ” to ho|>e foranef- 
pleasurahle and profitable meeting of out- 
asts.—\V. Y. T. 

Anemone Pompon Chrysanthe j 
mums.—There is no doubt that- the 
abnormally large blossoms hx* done mu' 
eliminate small sorts of Chrysanthemum* 
places where they were once grown, henev -- 
reason why we find the Anemone Pompon-' 
seldom met with ; but if they do not com; ^ 
with Japanese and incurved in site, they 
very beautiful, and so many of them berntp 
dwarf habit are particularly adapted Drip 
ing in small houses. A few worth noting 
Ernest Carr, crushed strawberry: J’”. 
Darling, lilac-blush; Mme. Sentir, w‘‘._ 
Eugene Lanjaulet, yellow; Erie, orange 
Meteor, crimson and gold; Perle, deep 
and Calliope, ruby-red.—IV. F. I>. 
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TREES AND SHRUBS. 

THE MOCK ORANGES (PHILADELPHUS). 
Am* the Mock Oranges, with the exception of 
P. mexicanus, which is tender, are quite hard}-, 
and from their great beauty 
deserve far more attention. 
They are generally seen in some 
choked-up shrubbery border, 
and often in some shady spot 
where they bloom but spar- 
ingly. Ample space should be 
allowed for the free access of 
air and sunshine, as upon this 
will to a very great extent de- 
t>end the future display of 

■loom. The larger kinds are 
*-een to great advantage when 
isolated on the Grass or dis¬ 
posed thereon in a group of 
three or four, plenty of room 
being allowed each for its full 
development. Complaints are 
often heard of some of the Mock 
Oranges failing to flower in 
their usual profuse fashion. 
This is, doubtless, often owing 
to their growing too freely, as 
where the soil is rich and moist 
they will not bloom so well as 
if it is drier and less rich. In 
pruning the Philadelphus, if 
carried out at all, the main 
thing should be to remove ex¬ 
hausted and useless wood. 

P. corosakius is the com¬ 
mon European Mock Orange, 
which is so well known that 
any further description is unne¬ 
cessary. There ure, however, 
one or two well-marked varie¬ 
ties, as well as several with 
double blossoms. 

P. Gordon i as us, belonging to the large- 
growing kinds, is a native of North America. 
The blooms are smaller than those of the last 
mmed, but produced in the greatest profusion. 

species a good deal in the same wav are 
P. inodorus and P. verrucosus, both North 
American, while P. mexicanus is too tender to 
be generally planted. 

P. grandiflorus (syn. P. speciosus).—This 
is certainly one of the finest flowering shrubs 

Philadelphus m icrophyllus. 

to be met with in gardens. The individual 
blooms are a couple of inches in diameter, pure 
white, and with comparatively little scent. 
This forms a rounded mass from 0 feet to 12 feet 

P. hirsutcs.—In this the flowers are, with 
the exception of those of P. microphyllus, about 
the smallest of the genus. They are also 
?;enerally solitary, but are home in great pro- 
usion, so that' a specimen is wonderfully 

pretty when in bloom. This, as a rule, grow s 
about 4 feet or 5 feet nigh. 
P. Lewisi is a good deal in 
the way of this last. 

P. Lemoinki, said to be the 
result of a cross between P. 
microphyllus and the Euro¬ 
pean P. coronarius, forms a 
shrub in general appearance 
about midway between its 
parents, and flowers very 
freely. The blossoms possess 
the pleasing fragrance of its 
North American parent, with¬ 
out any of the heavy smell 
common to the Mock Orange. 
Since P. Letnouei was sent 
out, a second form has made 
its appearance from the 
same source under the name 
of 

P. Lem OIK ei erect us. 
Though of more erect habit, 
this is in other respects much 
like the preceding. 

P. microphvixos forms a 
dense hush, at the most not 
more than a yard, and fre 
quently less, in height, clothed 
with small Mvrtle iike leaves, 
disposed in a regular manner 
on the slender twigs, which 
in their turn are arranged 
regularly. The fragrance of 
the flowers is very pleasant, 
being more like a combination 
of ripe Apples and Quince. 
This kind is a native of New 
Mexico and some of the ad- 

{'acent States, and was introduced in INS.'), 
tut it is uow far from common. 

P. Sat/.itMl.—A slender yet freely branching 
bush about 0 feet high. The flowers, though 

Philadelphus gramlifloru*. From a photograph by G. A. Champion. 

They are also later in opening than those of 
most of the others, and on that account this 
species is especially valuable. It was introduced 
from north-west America rica in 1823. OtBfcr Jstvle ofiowti 

Digitized by ^jOOglC 

in height, according to the soil and situation in 
which it is growing. There is a variety of this 
(P. g. laxus) less in stature and of a more open 

;h than the type. 

rather small, are borne in little clusters for 
some distance along the shoots. Forms of this 
are often met with .under different names, atul 
it ® AlSd^at-jfrprGbable that the North Ameri- 
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can species could be reduced in number if 7, Bcurro Hardy, 8, BeurrJ Fouqueray, The grower for market is not forgotten, as the 
grown under similar conditions and compared 9, Louise Bonne of Jersey, 10, Marie Louise, production of Strawberries on a large scale is 
together. 11, Uoyenne du Cornice, 12, Seckle, 13, Hacon s treated upon, as are also the best known 

Incomparable, 14, Conscilleur de la Cour, methods of packing and despatching the fruit 
FRUIT. »5> Thomson’s, 16, Huyshe’s Frince of Wales, when gathered. So pleased are we with the 

__ January to March: 17, Knight's Monarch, treatise that, irrespective of the portion devoted 
18, Winter Nelis, 19, Bergamot Esperen, to Raspberry and Blackberry culture, which is 

LIFTING PEACH-TREES. *20, President Bnrabe. As “Bobus’’ does not exceedingly good, we have not the slighted 
Early lifting of trees is not favoured by some, state the purpose for which he requires the hesitation in recommending it most highly to 
but it is useless to wait for the leaves to fall Bears, we have given him a list of the best the notice of all amateurs who wish to excel in 
if the best results are expected next season, flavoured, irresjiective of size. If he intends the cultivation of the Strawberry, while all 
No mattor how carefully one plants Peach or marketing the produce, he should substitute practical gardeners should add it to their book 
Nectarine trees, with good culture gross wood Pitmnston Duchess for No. 12, Durondeau for shelves for future reference. The volume is 
results, and this grossness is better counter- No- 15. Marie Louise d’Uccle for No. 16, and uniform in size and binding with its predeces 
acted by lifting than any other plan—that is, Josephine de Malines for No. 17. If a stewing sors, and is printed and published by John 

FRUIT. 

11, Doyennd du Comice, 12, Seckle, 13, Hacon’s treated upon, as are also the best known 
Incomparable, 14, Conscilleur de la Cour, methods of packing and despatching the fruit 

LIFTING PEACH-TREES. 

No mattor how carefully one plants Peach oi 
Nectarine trees, with good culture gross wooc 
results, and this grossness is better counter 
acted by lifting than any other plan—that is. 
if duo attention is paid to extension. In good Bear is required, Yerulam or Black Boar of 
loam the trees invariably run to wood, and as ^ orcester may be substituted for No. 20.] 

sors, and is printed and published by John 
Lane, The Bodley Head, London and New 
York. 

one is anxious to lill a large space as early as Root-lifting and tree - moving.— I 
possible, a check during the growth of the As root action is briskest after the crops arc 
trees is not given by stopping. In such cases cleared from the trees and the wood hardened, 
lifting may be described as the remedy. By „nv root-lifting and tree -moving that muv he 

GARDEN WORK. 

lifting may be described as the remedy. By any root-lifting and tree-moving that may lie Conservatory.—Among the easily-grown 
proceeding cautiously there need be no fear os thought desirable should be done, this giving but useful plants in many conservatories now, 
to los9 of crop, and the health of the tree will the trees a chance to recover from the check we mav mention Humea elegansand the Chic 
bo assure for the next four or hvo years. If before the leaves drop. Those trees that are ney Campanula. The Humea is usetul outude, . . , ■ i2i_ » ---r- ---The Humea is useful outeit, 
care is taken to preserve the fibrous roots no rooting most strongly near the surface prove and so also is the Campanula : both are bieoni&k 
harm will follow. Cherries thnve much better the most profitable, these also presenting the and mav be raised from seed in spring. If 
the following season if lifted or planter! early healthiest appearance throughout the season, the sowing is delayed beyond May, the i.W. cneionow mg season ir interior planted eariy healthiest appearance throughout the season, the sowing is delayed beyond May, the plan;, 
in October in ordinary seasons. This early Deep root action is very frequently denoted hardly* get size enough to flower freely the 
lilting or transplanting is more difficult when by the sickly yellow colour of the points of following year. Tree-Carnations will be better 
f ho f rooa hnvA try ho nonvot'ot onmo t\inoo * i_1_L ... XT__ __.a a;_i . ... . < , , the trees have to be conveyed some distance, the branches. Now is a good time to ojen a under cover now or in some position where theT 
but even then it is advisable to plant early*, wjde, deep trench at a distance of 5 feet or can be sheltered from heavy rains. TbeV 
provided the trees are well furnished with rather less from the stem of the trees, follow- should be neatly supported with small stake, 
fibrous roots. In lifting, care should be taken jng this up by well undermining so as to reach and the plants which have filled the pots was norous roots, in luting, care snouiu oe uikcu lng this up by well undermining so as to reach and the plants which have filled the pots with 
to keep at a fjood distance from the trees, and all the deep running roots. In many instances roots may have weak soot-water occasion.';!. 
in the case of Peach-trees in early houses lift- jt js necessary to considerably raise the ball \Ve find this very* good for Carnatic®! a 
ing should be done early in September. It is a 0f soil and roots saved, the collar of the stem keeping the plants'healthv and vigorous, b 
very good plau to damp the lifted trees over- being brought fully up to or even well above easy way of working up a stockls to plunge 
head in the evening as this keeps the buds the fevel of the border. In any case, the out the old plants after dowering in Man: 
plump and enables forcing to he done more roots saved, after having their broken ends early in June, and layer the young shoots.’Oi 
readily the next season. \V ith large trees it pruned, should be brought up much nearer course, a stock can lie worked up from Col 
is not neces^ry to remove every nart.cle of the surface than heretolore, and if the old tings, but I think layers are best. Soot wou- 
601 * Allow that adhering to the fibrous roots soil is at all exhaustod, substitute a good is a good stimulant for many things, but esp- 
to remain, provided the weight does not break loamy compost. Trees may also be safely cially Camellias, from this onwards. TL— 
the latter, ihe preservation of fibrous roofs transplanted from early houses to successional plants will be under cover now, but the houses 
is an easy matter if room is allowed at the start compartments, or eicr vers). No attempt should not be altogether closed either night o: 
to get round them. All large roots may be cut should he made to save a very large ball of day. If the flower -buds are very numerra! 
clean off at a fair distance Horn the tree, and soil with the roots, especially if hot water they should be thinned now, leaving the bw 
if the roots are inclined to descend, pluntmg pjf*js are in awkward positions or doorways placed buds only. It is reported tie Azakas 
higher is beneficial. Manures of any kind f,ftve to be passed through. Take good care ,n Belgiiun are" not likely to he so large ik 
should be omitted, good turfy loam well of the best of the roots, and make some allow- season in consequence of the unfavourable 
rammed or trodden being essential, nnd in anco for sinking when the trees are replanted, weather, and where such things as Soknums 
clayey soil some mortar, brick rubble, or road Keep the roots within easy distance of the sur Arum Lilies, and Bouvurdias are plan tel out, 
scraping is a valuable addition. face, and well distribute them through the soil, the plants are very backward. \Vo usualh 

By this early lifting, severe cutting back Keep the old ball of soil constantly moist, plant out a part of our stock of Solanums, 
often the cause of canker later on, is avoided, but avoid saturating the new soil Syringe all grew the others in pots. Usually this [in 

- . * . ne wly - moved trees frequently; they must be answers well, as the two sets of plants form a and tho trees can be forced the next season if newly-moved trees frequently ; they must be answ 
not subjected to excessive night temperatures kept constantly wet, in fact, if disused to flag good succession. Those in pots are now full cf 
at the start. In the case of trees on open wa Is badly, and they should also bo shaded from Kerries, but those planted W not made* 
and that are required to hll up gaps early lift- bright sunshine and kept rnther close. Partially much progress. The same condition mav b 
ing i;s advisable, as by so doing the root action lifted trees that give signs of flagging should noticotl in other things planted out, ererv 
continues as long as the leaves remain, if these be similarly treated. thing being so backward, and not much clams 
are assisted by frequent dampings to preserve - now of fettling «p the leeway. Those who are 
vitality and encourage new root growth. 
After lifting no tying should be done till the 
trees have well settled down. 

• NOTES AND REPLIES. __ ___ 
Treatment Of Raspberries (E. L. S.J. gatirfg the writing of the ninth vol. of the series n'ght ventilation may be given to the con* 

—You may cut away the old fruiting canes on of handbooks he is issuing, entitled the “ Book ™tory now, but the bouse must not 
your Raspberry-stools at once. In Future, cut of the Strawberry,” to Mr. Edwin Beckett, altogether closed. 

now of fetching up the leeway. Those who are 
BOOKS. growing early flowering Chrysanthemums i: 
- pots will find them very useful for grouping is 

THE “ROOK OF THE STRAWBERRY'.”* the conservatory. As soon as a plant show- 
Orn readers will, we think, agree with us that colour they should be housed in a cool suae 
Dr. Harry Roberts was well advised in dele- tur?> freely ventilated night and day. le* 

them away as 9oon as they have done fruiting, I head gardener to Lord Aldenham, Aldenliam Stove.—The fires must now be regular and 
as then more room is given for the young canes House, Elstree, for we consider it one of, if not steady, and this will necessitate careful water 
to grow and ripen. If your stools are a few the most valuable of the series vet issued, ing. In hot weather in summer it is not eaq* to grow and ripen. If your stools are a few the most valuable of the series yet issued, ing. In hot weather in summer it is not easy 
feet apart in rows, the usual course is to allow Mr. Beckett is, as so many of our readers are to give plants which have filled their pots wi’1 
about five stout canes or six weaker ones to already aware, a well-known and highly sue- roots too much water, but with longer night’ 
remain for the following year’s fruiting, cutting cessful gardener; he is also a liberal contri- and less sunshine during the day it ia quite remain tor the loiiowing year s truiting, cutting cesstul gardener; he is also a liberal contn- and less sunshine during the day it is quu= 
out all the rest. Do that now, also as many butor to the gardening press. The treatise possible to overwater even established plants, 
small canes or suckers, only do not injure those contains eighty pages, fifty of which are and newly-potted stuff must be carefully nun- 
it is desired to save. When that is done, it devoted exclusively to the Strawberry, the aged. The intervals between the applications 
is well, unless you can give the surface some remainder being given up to the consideration will be longer, but whenever a plant require1 
manure, to allow the breadths to remain until of the culture of Raspberries, Blackberries, water, enough should be given to thorough!' 
the leaves have fallen, then to tie up the canes and the less known Japanese Wineberry and moisten all the soil. This is as necessary nos 
to stakes, rather loosely than tight, and to give Loganberry. The chief portion of the work, as in hot summer weather. There are cerui ' 
the soil a dressing of manure or decayed gar- therefore, is, as it should be, given up to plants which have pretty well finished th«r 
den-refuse, and only very lightly fork it in. Strawberries, and the various details in con- work, such as the summer-flowering climbers, 

Pears as pyramids.-Will you please give me the nection with their successful culture are all Allamandas, etc., and. among foliage plan*, 
names of the best twenty Pears to be grown as pyramids : treated upon in a concise yet thoroughly lucid Calacliums should have water less frequent..' 
—Bobcs, Worcester. manner, and under different headings. The so that they may gradually go to rest. Jo 

[All of the following twenty varieties of advicetendered in every case is sound, practical, mixed collection some things are going to re-’. 
Bears named, and placed in their order of and to the jxfint, whether it be respecting the and others are just commencing their work 
ripening, succeed as pyramids. They boar selection of sites, preparation of soil, propa- Among the latter are Poinsettias, Euphor u’*. 
freely, and should answer well in the district in gation, manuring, or tne forcing of the Straw- and the fibrous-rooted Begonias, and these, ot 
which “ Bobus ’ lives:—From July to end of berry, so that all who reaa may readily course, must have warmth and moisture w which “ Bobus ’ lives:—From July to end of berry, so that all who reaa may readily course, must have warmth and moisture to 
September: 1, Colmar d’Ebe, 2, Clapp's understand what the writer intends to convey, bring their flowers out to perfection. 
Favourite, 3, Williams’Bon Chretien, 4, Sou- ■ . denias, also, will stand all the warmth likely w 
venirdu Congres, 5, Beurn-d’Amanlis. October EditJby ^ Ila4 ll&. ^hn ^na^e^Tlev be present in winter to bring the flowed out 
to end of December: 
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vciuoer Edited by Dr. Harry Roberta John fane. The Bodley present in winter to pnng u» —* - 
: l>, Beurre Supernn, I Head. London and New York. I quickly. Thero should lie no shade no*, 
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if Summer Cloud or other shading matter of a 
more or less permanent nature has been put on 
the glass, it should now be cleared off, so that 
the glass may be bright and clean. Night 
temperature now for mixed collections, 
60 degs. to 65 degs. ; for Ixoras and other heat- 
loving plants 5 degs. more may be allowed. 
But with high temperatures a close watch must 
be kept for insects, especially thrips and aphis, 
and the vaporiser used. 

Winter Cucumbers.—This is a good 
time to plant a house for autumn and winter 
rearing. There must be bottom-heat for 
winter, as root warmth is quite ns important 
as top-heat. After the new year Cucumbers 
may be started on a bed of warm manure that 
will carry them on for a couple of months or 
so; but this will not do in the short days. 
With a comfortable bottom-heat we do not 
rare so much for n higher atmospheric warmth 
at night than 65 degs. Of course, 7<> degs. will 
nosh things faster, but we generally find a 
nigh temperature tends to exhaustion. At 
first setting out Cucumbers do not require 
Urge mounds of soil: but what they do roquire 
are frequent top-dressiugs as soon as vigorous 
growth sets in. Winter Cucumbers arc often 
planted in soil of too light a character. It is 
Wer to plant in rich old turf which has got 
some body in it, mixed with a little soot. Of 
coarse, wireworms must bo exterminated, and 
if there is tho least suspicion, a few Carrots 
may be buried just under the surface to uttract 
the insects ; ancl wireworms are spieciully fond 
of dwarf Kidney or French Beans. These 
form good baits for them, and should be placed 
in little heaps and examined occasionally. 
Where the demand for Cucumbers is a limited 
one, work on the principle of air giving when 
the thermometer rises to 80 degs. or 85 degs., 
but close early ; but where many Cucumbers 
are wanted in a given time, and another house 
can bo planted in succession, then give no air 
beyond wbat comes in through the laps, and 
use more moisture in the atmosphere. One of 
the best Cucumbers for winter is a good selec¬ 
tion of Telegraph. The old original Telegraph, 
as sent out by the Messrs. Rollisson, was not 
quite like many of the Cucumbers under that 
name now. Lockie’s Perfection is a very free 
hearer, and has a good constitution. Emerald 
Beauty, another of the Telegraph crosses, i9 
one of the freest-bearing Cucumbers I know. 

Tomatoes for winter.—If a few sturdy 
plants of Comet or any other good early kina 
are placed in 9-inch pots now and brought on 
quickly, there may be a few fruits in winter, 
but no one can make Tomatoes in winter pay. 
I have generally got Tomatoes through the 
winter by taking a second crop from the plants 
which have been bearing through the summer. 
There is no difficulty about this if the plants 
are healthy. Plenty of young shoots are 
breaking away now up the stems. As the 
fruits arc gathered upwards tho young shoots 
are stopped at the first truss and tied in. 

Window gardening.—It is getting late 
enough to tako cuttings, though they will 
■trike if care is used. Koep the cuttings out¬ 
side for the present, but always be prepared to 
cover with something on the approach of frost. 
If anything among Palms or other foliage 
plants requires plotting, see to it at once. 
Give only a small shift, and see that the 
drainage is right. Pelargoniums that were cut 
down in July will be ready for shaking out and 
repotting. The loam must be of good quality. 

Outdoor garden.—The sooner early- 
flowering bulbs are planted now the better. 
The majority, of course, will not bo planted till 
after the beds are cleared in October, but that 
does not prove that September planting for 
Narcissus, Crocus, and Snowdrop* is not the 
best. Early-flowering Tulip* may also be 
£nted as soon as convenient, but Lord 

yoris Day, 9th of November, was the usual 
date of planting of the old-fashioned florist. 
September is a good month for sowing Grass- 
seeds on new lawns. Seeds sown now will 
germinate immediatelj’. Thoroughly dig and 
manure the land if px;or, then make it perfectly 
level and roll down firm when the surface is 
dry. After rolling, if there is anv fault in the 
levelling it will be easily seen and must be 
right, and then rolled again. Sow the seerfc on 
perfectly level and firm surface. Do not s 
the seeds, and obtain them from • the best 

source. After sowing scatter some fine rich 
compvost over them and roll down again, and 
if the birds are numerous run strands of black 
cotton over the lawn about a foot or so from 
the ground. Vacant spaces in borders may be 
filled now with Wallflowers, Sweet Williams, 
Canterbury Bells, and other hardv plants. 
Seeds also of hardj’ annuals may yet be sown. 

Fruit garden.—To colour Muscat Grapies 
well requires warmth and strong light, and, 
though none of tho old leaves should be 
removed, all the sub-laterals should be 
shortened back. Fire-heat, too. will be 
necessary for late crops of both Muscats, Gros 
Colmans, and Lady Downes. Alicantes will 
generally put on colour without artificial heat, 
but a little warmth in tho pi|>ch in a season 
like the present will be beneficial. Early 
Apples and Pears should not be permitted to 
fall from the trees. If not already done, the 
fruit-room should be thoroughly cleansed with 
soap and hot water. In most places this is 
done earlier in the season. Tho land works 
well now for Strawberry planting. Royal 
Sovereign is one of tho best Strawberries, both 
for forcing and planting outside. It hus a 
strong constitution, and may bo grown where 
other kinds fail, and, though in low situations 
a few of the blossoms may oe cut off in spring, 
the fruits which survive always come large. 
One of the best traits in the character of this 
kind is that it swells up its late fruit. Look 
over wall trees and remove all lute growth, 
and train in all leading shoots. Remove the 
mulch from Apricots and Peaches, and let the 
sun warm the borders. 

Vegetable garden.—Continue to make 
up Mushroom-beds under cover to follow each 
other in succession, as Mushrooms in autumn 
and winter are always useful. Thin the foliage 
of Tomatoes in cool-houses to hasten the ripien- 
ing of the late fruit, especially when the houses 
are required for other purpwses. The defolia¬ 
tion need not be carried too far, but merely 
thinned to let in the sunshine. Onions spring- 
sown are later than usual in ripening ; but get 
them ripened and harvested as soon as possible. 
Give the land a dressing of soot, and hoe it up 
deeply readv for planting Cabbages by spring. 
Where the land was well done for the Onions 
the deep hoeing will generally be sufficient for 
Cabbages, as they will heart sooner when the land 
has not been much disturbed to any depth. Get 
the late-sown Turnips well thinned; let each 
plant have not less than from 12 to 15 inches 
of sp>ace, so that the leaves may be on or near 
the ground to afford protection when frost and 
snow come. These late-sown Turnips will 
come in for the spring supply. Continue to 
earth up Celerv in dry weather. Plant a few 
dwarf Kidney beans in a pit where heat can be 
given when required. Ne Plus Ultra is a good 
variety. Scarlet and other Runners are bear¬ 
ing freely now; gather all piods when tit for 
use, and preserve in jars for winter uso. 

E. Hobday. 

THE OOMINQ WEEK’S WORK. 

Extracts from a Garden Diary. 

September 15th.—Most of the early Potatoes 
have been harvested, and those intended for seed 
selected and placed in cool shed, to bo after¬ 
wards stored in shallow trays or boxes in a 
frost-piroof store. Potted more bulbs for early 
forcing, including Narcissus, ’ Hyacinths, 
Tulip*, and a few p»ts of Crocuses and Snow¬ 
drop*. The latter will not force well, but they 
flower so early, when plotted in good time, that 
forcing is unnecessary. 

September 10th.—The large Palms and other 
plants that were plunged out at the end >f 
June in sheltered spiots about the grounds have 
now been placed in the houses none the worse 
for their outing. Many things, including 
Oranges and Oleanders, are generally improved 
by a summer in the opien air when their wants 
arc attended to ; but tho middle of September 
is late enough to keep them out. Frosts may be 
expiected anv time, and tender things we wish 
to save will either be pjotted up or covered 
with tiffany on cold nights. 

September 17th. — Chrysanthemums are 
tch'^JrprfWay to day, and any plants w ith 
’a^ reWard state are placed under 

wefl ventilated house. Stimulants are 

given in a weak state frequently now. We 
have not seen any rust on our plants this season 
yet. A good batch of Primula obconica grandi- 
flora is now coming into bloom in 5-inch piots. 
We find these make a charming group during 
winter. The plant has been given a bad name, 
but we have felt no inconvenience from it. 

September 18'h.—All surplus growth has been 
removed from Tomatoes, both indoors and out¬ 
side, to induce the fruit to ripen. Early 
Apples and Pears are gathered as soon as they 
pmrt easily from tho stalk. Jargonelle Pears 
on standards are later than usual this season. 
The same may be said of Williams' Bon 
Chretien. Both kinds are bearing freely on 
pyramids and standards. Apipile Beauty of 
Bath has never borne a good crop yet, though 
we have it several y ears pdanted. 

September 10th.—The early seedling Cycla¬ 
mens are now showing flowers, and "both 
flowers and foliage are strong and sturdy, and 
the plaDts will now be taken to a light house, 
but no tire will be used vet. Cold-pits are 
getting too damp for tlieso pilnnts .now. 
Primulas will bo pluccd on shelves near tho 
glass in a light house, but fires will not be used 
till absolutely necessary. Prepared a bed for 
cuttings of Roses. We find tho cuttings strike 
best in sandy loam. Will be mulched later 
with leaf-mould. 

September 20th. — Planted Cabbages for 
spring, chiefly early kinds. Part of a south 
border has been planted more thickly than the 
main crop, which comes in later. Very early 
Cabbages when young and tender are sought 
after, and we fine! it advisable to give up part 
of a south wall border to them, and plant about 
a foot apwrt each way. When the hearts are 
cut the stems are pulled up and tho land pre¬ 
pared for another crop. Gathered seed-pxxls 
of a choice strain of Petunias. 

POULTRY. 

Guinea-hen ailing (G. W.). — Your 
Guinea-hen appears to be suffering from liver 
disease, brought about, in all probability, by too 
high feeding. Avoid all stimulating and heat¬ 
ing kinds of food, and give one grain of calomel 
every other day for a week or ten days, mixed 
with the soft food. Also lessen the quantity 
of food given at each meal, and for a time do 
not give the bird quite as much as it can eat. 
If for a few days only just enough food were 
allowed to keep it alive, benefit would arise, as 
this would allow the digestive organs time to 
recoup) their strength. After the course of 
medicine has been gone through, add a little 
sulphate of iron to the drinking water to give 
strength and stamina. Boiled Oatmeal is very 
good in a case of this kind, while a crumblv 
piaste, made by mixing boiled vegetables with 
Barley-meal, is good at any time. These birds 
require a wide range, where they can be con¬ 
stantly on the move, and pick up insects and 
other natural food on their travels ; otherwise, 
they cannot remain long in good health.— 
S. S. G. _ 

BIRDS. 

Parrot pulling out its feathers (Con¬ 
stant Reader).—Your bird appears to be suffer¬ 
ing from an irritable condition of the skin, 
which would cause it to peck itself and draw 
out its feathers. This irritability of the skin 
would arise from various causes, being some¬ 
times associated with indigestion through 
improper feeding, the presence of insects in 
the cage, or through the bird having been kept 
in a ary, over heated temperature. Parrots 
should not have animal food in any form ; you 
must, therefore, discontinue the butter. In 
addition to the boiled Maize, you may supply 
Canary-seed, Hemp, and a few Oats, together 
with some ripe fruit, as Grapies, Bananas, 
Pears. Nuts (with the exception of Almonds 
and Walnuts), may be added to tho bill of fare. 
For medicine give a little carbonate of soda, 
putting 5 grains in two tablespoonfuls of 
drinking water. Do not fail to supply your 
bird with a good allowance of coarse grit sand 
to aid^h^gizzs^d in the digestion of the food. 
A piece of soft, non-splintering wood should be 

exer£c*lU? 
werful beak, anq the occupation afforded 
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thereby would tend to divert its attention from 
the feather-plucking habit. If there is any 
indication of the presence of parasites in the 
cage, paint it freely with paraffin after well 
scalding.—S. S. 0. 

LAW AND CUSTOM. 

Lending money on mortgage. — I lent on 
mortgage £150 on a garden. Alter awhile the mortgagee 
leaves it on my hands, and it does not realise by sale more 

than £125. As the mortgagor has another Held near, can I 
compel him to sell that field to make up the £25, or only 

be an ordinary creditor ?—Devos. 

(Most mortgage deeds contain provision 
making the borrower personally liable in such 
cases. But you cannot seize tho other field or 
make him sell it. Your course is to sue him 
for the lialance, and you had best consult the 
solicitor who acted for you in the mortgage.] 

A market gardener s position.—in March, 
1>S7, 1 took a garden belonging to a private house on a 
seven years' lease, at an annual rental. When the lease 

expired by effluxion of time, I could not get another 

lease, as the owner wns getting old, so had to take it on a 
yearly tenancy, on a verbal agreement, at the same rent 

as before. In 1S99 the owner Hied, and the land had to be 
sold, and the new landlord let me remain at the same rent 

as 1 had been paying, bast March he sent me a notice, to 
expire next March, say ing that he was going to sell the 

land before my term was up ; he has done so, and the new 
landlord wants me out as soon as he can get me, so how- 

do I stand for compensation ? Can he compel me to go 

before March 19th, when the year of tenancy ends, with¬ 
out paying me 1 have built and heated greenhouses on 
the fand, potting sheds, stable, fowl-houses and runs, and 

have got the ground planted with trees, shnilie, annual 

and perennial plants, fruit-trees, etc. 1 have got Vines 
planted in the houses, and Hoses, as well as the usual pot 

plants, and a |<ortion of the land is manured ready for 

shrubs again. If I remain to the end of my tenancy can 
I claim anything, as it will cost a good deal to move the 

houses, etc- ? Beside, they will hardly pay to put up 
again.—Hex. 

[It is probable that the Market Gardeners' 
Compensation Act applies. It will apply if, 
previous to January 1, 18915, you had planted 
and permanently sot out any fruit-trees or 
fruit-oushes, or any Strawberry-beds, or any 
Asparagus or similar vegetable crop, or erected 
or enlarged any buildings for the purposes of 
your trade or business as a market gardener, 
and your landlord was, previous to January I, 
189f», aware that you had executed tho improve¬ 
ment in question. If such was tho case—that 
is, if you had executed one or more of theso 
improvements ami tho landlord know of it tho 
act applies to your holding, and you may claim 
comjvensntion for any of the improvements 
executed since Dec. 31, 1893, but not for 
improvements executed previously. Your 
claim will be for the value of the improvement 
to an incoming tenant of the holding, and 
must be made upon the landlord not later 
than March 111, the last day of your 
tenancy. You may claim compensation for 
the greenhouses, pot ting-sheds, and fruit- 
trees and fruit - bushes, also for the 
stable, if tho stable was really erected for 
the working of the business of a market gar¬ 
dener there. You cannot claim for the fowl- 
houses and runs, nor for any flowers, flowering 
shrubs, etc., although you may remove all suen 
as were planted for sale and not for the sale of 
their produce. If, however, for the reasons 
indicated, the Market Gardeners’ Act does not 
apply to the holding, you may, on giving a 
calendar month’s previous notice in writing to 
the landlord, remove before your tenancy ex¬ 
pires all the buildings and fixings erected by 
you, but none of the fruit-trees permanently 
set out, nor can any flowers, shrubs, etc., be 
removed. The reason why these erections can 
be removed is because, no matter whether the 
Market Gardeners' Act does or does not apply, 
the Agricultural Holdings Acts do apply. The 
question has so far been answered on the 
assumption that you will remain in occupation 
until March 19 next. Your landlord (who, I 
expect, is the purchaser) cannot compel you to 
leave before March 19, and if he wants you to 
go sooner he must buy you out, and you can 
insist upon any terms you choose, and refuse 
to go if your terms are not accepted. But you 
must take care that you have a definite con¬ 
tract in writing, stamped with a sixpenny 
stamp, and your best plan will bo to have the 
whole matter settled before you give up 
possession, and to make it a part of the agree¬ 
ment that you shall give up fxrssession when 
payment of you^^jpjpepsation ni ^ 

OORRE8PONDENOE. 

Questions.—Queries and anneen are inserted in 
Oakdminq free of charge if correspondents follow these 
rules: AU communications should be clearly and concisely 

written on one side of the paper only, and addressed U 

the Editor of Oardrkmo, 17, Fumival-strtet, Holbom, 
London, B.C. Letters on business should be sent to 

the Publisher. The name and address of the sender are 
required in addition to any designation he may desire to 

be used in the paper. When more than one query is tent, 

each should be on a separate piece of paper, and not mon 
than three queries should be sent at a time. Correspon¬ 

dents should bear in mind that, as Oardbxino has to be 
sent to press some time in advance of dale, queries cannot 

always be replied to in the issue immediately following 
the receipt of their communication. We do not reply to 

queries by post. 

Naming fruit.—Readers who desire our help in 
no mi no fruit should bear in mind that several specimens 

in different stagrs of colour and size of the same kind 
greatly assist in its determination. We have received 

from several correspondents single specimens of fruits 
for naming, these in many eases being unripe and other¬ 
wise poor. The difference between varieties of fruits are, 

in many cases, so trifling that it is necessary that three 
specimens of each kind should be sent. We can undertake 
to name only four varieties at a time, and these only when 

the above directions are observed. 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

Gamma-moth (C. W. />.). — Thu eggs on your 

flower* well in positions overhanging the water, And the 

bright scarlet Mimulus cardinal!* has a very distinct 
effect. A» for R flowering plant to grow in the centre of 

the pool, one or two of MRrliac's Water Lilies might be 

planted. The only other "free-flowering plant" that 
might succeed in 2 feet or 3 feet of water would be the 

Arum Lily (Kirhardia mtiiiopiea), but this will live only 
in the most favoured spot* in England out-of-doora 8e« 

article on “A Yorkshire Water Garden,” on pave JIT. 
August 30. 

Roses for ea-Jt and west aspects (Rom.X- 
" Hardy, free-growing, with close flowers and fragrant" 

are conditions that considerably limit the selection. 

Although the collection of Tea and Hybrid Tea Rosea tiers 
cultivated is exceedingly numerous, there are but fe» 

which one can term " fragrant." We take it by fragrant 
you mean Roses of the La France type. For such or* 

must select from the Hybrid Perpetual*. There are a tea 
Teas nearly as sweet, but then they are not quite hardy, 

and others that arc fairly hardy and sweet are not what Ion term "close flowers.” We think the following six 

inds would be best for the eastern border—Standard. 
Prince I’, de Rohan, Senateur Vaisse, Mrs. John lain:. 

Hushes Caroline Testout, Fisher Holme*. Gladys Hark- 

ness. And for w est border—Standards: la France, Ear! 
of Dufferin, W. A. Richardson. Bushes: Mme. Abe! 

Chalenay. Liberty. Mme. Jules Grolez. Good yellow and 
apricot coloured Roses are : Mme. Charles, Mme. Moreau. 
Billiard and Bam1, Bouquet d'Or, Belle Lyonnais’, 

Alliance Franco-Row, Souvenir de Wm. Robinson. 

Roses for various purposes (K. M. K. r.\- 
Of the lists you submit, the majority of them wiwH 

succeed well either as standards, dwarf or seedling Brier, 

III Jon. A height of 30 feet suits it better. I nstead of cut- the tubers are large, Begonias can be readily I 

ting back the strong shoots now, cannot you bring them division into as many pieces as there are sip 

down in a more horizontal direction ! They will then Xo gll,Veed in this the tubers should at the pi 

Orolms are certainlv those of a moth, and were laid by the Z'ZZ™. rlTT’ ’[ ZTC.XlH 
common or Gamma-moth, or some nearly allied species. ... .. . .. Hontlc »„„« ,.n: , 

They arc very beautiful objects under a micros- *££*52 £SU l SJZG2Z V&S 

Caroline Testout, I.Ideal*, \ iscountess Folkestone, (Mom 
OH heating apparatus (Sul»er,ber\ -There are Lyonnais*, Mrs. John Laing, and Prince C. de Rohaa II 

several different forms of oil healing apparatus advertised you desired any of these in bush form you should proems 

in the column* of Gardening Illustrated, all of which them cither oil the Brier or own roots; the Utter ns 
are doubtless good. Wecannot compare the menu of one ferred if the plant* are strong. The other thirteen 

kind with those of others. ties would lie strongest plants on the seedling Brier, ta 

Pentatemona (!•'. .l/.l - The seedling Pentstemons you could doubtless procure some of them on thru or. 

should have been transplanted. They are growing too roots. A* your list consists mainly of Teas and HyUd 
freely. Cuttings of these beautiful autumn flowering Teas, and as these arc usually only procurable, as w. 

plant* are heller than seedlings—at least, they blossom roofs, In pots, we should advite you to obtain dwarfs« 

more freely. If you procure some of the best named aorta the seedling Brier, unless you care to plant own root* 

you can propagate your own by inserting a few cuttings immediately or late next spring. Mme. Berxrd iM 
each autumn under a clrtche. L'ldeale are considered climbers, but they make gnni 

Roses against a wall (FA-Your Wall is not »preading heads on standards, 

high enough Tor such a strong-growing Rose as Gloire de Tuberous-rooted Begonias (A. T. M PA-I! 

Iiijon. A height of 21) feet suits it better. I nstead of cut- the tubers are large, Begonias can be readily increased Si . 
ting back the strong shoot* now. cannot you bring them division into as many pieces as there are separate stems 
down In a more horizontal direction? The, will then To succeed in this the tuber* ahould at the proper sea*: 

flower next year at nearly every eye along the branch. If bc pl»,^d UIlder condition* favourable to growth, and u 

vru cuinot do this you must cut off the to,* down to the goon u the young stems are from 1 inch to inches h#> 

height of the w all. take a sharp knife and divide the tubers according to the 

Hollyhocks — should lower leaves be number of stems, taking care to leave a good-rred pa-t 

removed ? (Charlie CubleyX—We should advice you of tuber to each stem. Then repot iu the ordinary war, 
not to interfere with the natural growth of your Holly- keeping the piece of tuber at the base of the young sbox 
hocks. Their habit is at all times lx>th stately and beau- well below- the surface of the soil, and treat Just asgrow- 
tiful, and to denude the plant* of their lower leaves is to ing tubers that have not been thus operated upon, 

spoil their good effect in the garden. It is quite natural Tuberous Begonias may also he increased by cutting of 

for the planta to flower at the bottom first, hut if you will the shoot* first pushed up in the spring, which should >e 
lie careful to oWrve you will see that the blossoms cut off at a Joint, put into small pot* of light sand, *»!. 

develop in proper sequence right from (he bottom of the and plnced in a close propagating case till rooted. In 
plant to it* apex. taking these cuttings leave one good eye remaining on 

Ro«e Beryl (Tea scented)(F. «.).—In the bud state H'<‘ old plant, in order to allow a shoot to lie produced 

there is no golden-yellow Rose more beautiful than the therefrom. 

above. The buds ate very long, produced freely on Chrysanthemums — when to lift plants 

extremely slender shoots. The flowers are almost single for flowering Indoors (Charlie CuMv\ - Tt~ 
wben open, and are then rather uninteresting, but the flficen varieties in your collection embrace some cl th* 

buds amply make amends for this, tine cannot look upon very best large Japanese flowers, and on this account the- 
this Rose Without wishing it were a little larger and more should be disbudded. In reply to your question aekin. 

lull. There is a very refreshing fragrance also belonging when the plant* should be lifted from the open gram! 
to the variety. We can commend the Rose to all who appre- an,| potted up, no given date can be laid down for It¬ 

erate beautiful buds, and. as the latter arc so liberally operation to be carried out. A good rule for you to 
produced, it would make a very useful garden Rose until follow will be to place the respective plant* in their 

we get something better. flowering pot* when the buds of each one are aw*!; 

Rose-rust fungus (Mrs. BronmhetvtV —Your Rose* developed. As a preliminary to this operation, we ad»< 

are attacked bv a common fungus known as the " Rose- you to case the soil on one side of the plant on one da;, 
rust" (Pragmidium subcorticatum). You should collect and after the lapse of a day or two to observe the ran* 

and burn all the infested leaves in the autumn, or as they file on the other side. In this way the plant* may be 
fall. In the early spring, before the buds expand, very potted up with less ill effect* than would otherwise be tbs 

thoroughly wet all the shoot* with the following solution : case. Should the weather he warm at the time of pottu: 
9 oz. of sulphate of copper dissolved in 3 gallons of water, up, stand the plant* in a cool position until they hi'* 

It would be a* well to spray the soil round the plants with recovered from the check. Give each plant a thorn-A 
the same mixture. If the disease still shows itself, as soaking with clear water. After a Ume, and when tbert 

soon as it is noticed spray the hushes with dilute arc prospect* of a frost, remove the plants indoors. 

•• Bordcaux-mixtiirc." The light soil would not cause the plants for bazaar In February (Ladybird\- 

disease, but anything that in any way causes the bushes There are none of the show v summer annuals at all likely 
not to grow as vigorously os they should renders the plant to prove aatisfactorv under the conditions you name, aid 
more liable to attacks by fungi and insects, and a light to obtain flowering plant* for next Februarv you will b" 

soil is not so suitable for Roses as a heavy one.—G. S. S. compelled to fall back on bulbs such as Hvacinths, Tulip*. 

Growing flowers for market (Mad.»r).-You Narcissus. Scilla mbirica, Chionodoxa Ludlira, SnowdWfa 

want to know whether you can make a moderate income *<*. All the bulbs should be potted by the middle^ 

Then what do you consider a “ moderate incomer For however slightly. In this way they should flower at sb*- 

all we know to the contrary, you may be one who would the tlnJe J'°u [ieed them, but the vagaries of our ciinJ- 
consider a pound a week affluence, or, on the other hand. m»st also be taken into consideration, so that_ it may '{* 

you may consider your labour ill-repaid if rewarded with necessary to remove some to the cooler aid other* «ftU* 
a couple ol hundred a year. Further, you do not say a warmer end of the structure, but that must be left to yea 

word as to your knowledge of gardening, your business own discrimination when the new year sets in. 

training, or'give u* any information on which to base an Roses on north-east coast (X. F.X— 1. Te*. 

opinion astoyourchance*. All we can say is that some good Mme. Pernet Dueher will lie sure to thrive with you. IW 
gardeners with business aptitude can make a reasonable blossoms are not nearly so fine as those of Rauena 
profit from such work, but there is much competition Augusta Victoria, but the variety possesses a sturdier 

nowadays, and prices obtained are often disappointing. nature. When the right position 'and soil are found for 

Plants for pool-side (D-X — You would find K. A. Victoria, no Rose is more beautiful. It seems to 

London Pride (Saxi'raga umhrosa) excellent for growing require a warm, perfectly drained soil, and 
among the stones overhanging the water. It gives a sheltered from north and east. 2, We place the nve now 

beautiful effect when In blossom, and is never unsightly, in order of merit as follows; Mme. FilMt Mot 
The common Mimulus, yellow and red, would also grow Guinnoisseau, Medea, Beauta Inconstant*. 
in great luxuriance, and onlv needs to be kept in check. We should prefer Mme. Charles to Mror. rakot. an-.. 

The Water Forget-me-not (Mvosotis palustris) is a beau- Souvenir de Catherine Guillot instead of Beauteioo. . 
Jtiful waterside perennial. The three planta mentioned stante. Beryl is a lovely bud, but we «“*“■**' 

Iw-ill grow and flower year after year by the water, ar.d the! tlan>M*»J by Mme. Ravary, Souvenir de William 
(tinning Muhlenbeckia complexa may be planted to hang or Georges Schwartz. 3,-Comtesse Fe*tetia flammon » 

“rorer the hank. The large-flowered ©£ri^[o|(^4^0j<$$Bkin*, but not quite »ooh a goo 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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!c ■ 'f fruits or tower & <or naming should be sent at I 
9 tint 

: hate of plants. — Philomathes. — 1, Agrostis 
Aira A«Tiirwa; 3, Aim pjiwpitrtw (Tuff pH 

i fr*:rui).-—W. Aj>ted.—We do not undertake to name 

A '*!•' flowers, as they are so numerous and in many 

>: o resemble each other so closely that the habit of the 

: k tM other features which are not shown in a small 

9 ‘inquire to be taken into consideration. We have, 
t ‘stt, compared the Fuchsias sent with a large collec- 

t V vad consider them to be as follows: 1, Display; 2, 

1*“Castile; 3, Phenomenal ; 4, Charming.-L. /?. 
i Witpiu airnuta; small flower is Galeopeis ladanum. 

t ’■ h. S.—Mimulus or Diplacus glutinosus.- 
l J'—Meadow Sweet (Spiraea ITlmaria)-S. .V.— 
. ndea-anUa virginica; 2, Variegated Maple (Acer 

i V*# rariegatumX-Marshall—1, Sedum Sieboldi 
; 2, Veronica salicifolia.-Toekington.—Yes, 

I :*=pumli, and, if you eend a tine specimen with its own 

*• ®»y possibly name it. We may give you a 
' tames, all wrong, from so small a bit. You give no 

• ‘’■■.not height, etc.-Frank Harney.—Large head 

o. Hydrangea paniculata grandiflora ; tbe other is 
‘ grandiflora alba. Specimens should always be 

•™ *er reference.-L. C. M.— Nos. 1 and 2, 
e tc name; 3, Brodi sea volubilia.-H’m. Spick,-ft. 
! tuchsias have distinct points of difference , but 

undertake to name florists' flowers, as this can 

, . ,,ne »iter careful comparison in a large collection. 
' . '•^.-Seclum album.-J. P. M. -Scrap of leal 

i •• cut for naming. A good Erigeron is E. ecofest inum. 

I 5 r GUlnpie.—pyrus Aria (White Beam-tree).- 

.(• . ' “PutentillafruticoBa.-DniinkiUn.—Specimens 

■ Mwaji be in flower. 1, 2, and 3,: We .cannot I 

i - n? in form u sent: No. 4 may fed1 MunreSoecm 

v A. C., Croydon. — 1, Chrysanthemum! 

GOOD CHEAP GLASS. 
A luytys /n Mock, large or email quantities, in thr following sixes: 

12 by 10 11 by 12 20 by 12 20 by 14 20 by 18 
14 by 10 15 by 12 18 by II 20 by 16 22 by 18 
16 by 10 18 by 12 18 by 16 24 by 16 21 by 18 

100 feet boxes \ 100 fo !t boxes \ .. 3rd» quality, 
4ths. 15-oz. / 12Jm 4th.', 21-oz. / 14- 0 1/6 per box extra 

Norr..—Glass cut to any eixe at slight luicnnre on (shore prices, 
fn large or small quantities. Special Lines. 8 by 6,9 by 7, 
10 by 8, 12 by 8, 13 by 9. 15-oz., 10s.; 21-oz., 12s. per box. 
Is. extra for 3rds. Putty, 28 Ik, 2s. fid. Paint, Sash- 
bars, Nails and Roofing Felt. Iron amd Zinc 
Gutters. Oil and Varnish, irom stock. Put 
free on rail in London. Package free. All glass is sent 
direct from stock at my warehouse (not from wharf), care¬ 
fully examined, and guaranteed to be in sound condition before 
handing to railway co. Intending purchasers will do well to 
consider the advantage of buying direct from stock at ware 
house. All glass is carefully packed, put direct on rail, risk of 
breakago very slight. Before placing orders with agent, 
pleaae write for wholesale prices to—J. B. ROBINSON, 
Wholesale Glass and Builders’ Merchant, 31, Moor-lanc, 
London, E.C. Continuous advertiser in this paper for 
over 14 years. 

fqr R00KSi PIGEONS. RABBITS. 

Single barrel, hammerless. breech-loading Shot Guns, con¬ 
verted from Government Rifles, and fitted to take 12-gauge 
OF shot cartridges; specially bored by an improved process 
fos-tong range and^reat penetration. Unequalled for all 
long distance shqqtifc, d5s. each. Double-barrelled breech- 
liadgr/ f*> n ipt \'f if«!ms, 12s. 6d. Walking-stick Guns. 
W» 1\ Jlfetr/lThfcajuV&l. 8end 3 stamps for Price List. - 
MIDLAND GUB^O., Bath-street, Birmingham. 

GOOD WOOD! CHEAP WOOD!! 
SUITABLE FOR GARDEN WORK. 

TRELLIS, Greenhouses, Sash Bars, 
Paints, etc. 

CLASS FROM 7/- PER BOX. 
Catalogues free on application. 

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY, 
I 16 k 17, Devokshibe so.. Bishopkoatk. London. K O 

FLOWER POTS-FLOWER POTS. 
12 8-in.. 20 6-in., 50 5-in., 50 4-in., 50 3-in„ packed in crate 

(returnable) and put on rail for 7a 6d. 1902 New Illustrated 
Catalogue Flower Pots, Saucers, Seed-pans, Rhubarb and Soa- 
kale Pots. Vases. Ac., post free.-T PRATT. Pottery. Dud’ey. 

GREENHOUSES. 
Intending purchasers should send for our Illustrated Price 

List of Greenhouses, Ac., complete from 48s.. post free, two 
stamps.—8. HARTLEY A CO., Horticultural Builders, 

l The wharf Shipley. Yorkshire._ A BARGAIN, 10s. 6d.—Gent’s magnificent 18- 
caret gold-cased KEYLESS HUNTER; compact model. 

sent for inspection before payment.—MCCARTHY, Pawn- 
broker, 205J, Caiedonian-road, London._ 

A BARGAIN, S|8. 6d.—Powerful 4-guinea 
BINOCULAR: 8 l?nm. 30-inlle range, nickel-silver eye¬ 

shades, leather sling case and straps. Ditto, extra powerful, Ditto, extra po« 
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.■rower. There is not sufficient difference in growth to 
ci.* General Schablikine the preference. We have a very 

k.-h opinion of Comteese Festetice, and believe it will be 

lamely grown. 

Teas and Hybrid Teas for Scotland 
(J. T'nir).— You would find the twelve undermentioned 

Tea Rosee would thrive well in your district, supposing 
. -u sell prepare the soil for them by digging deeply and 

u ding ample drainage for the beds: lime. Lam bard. 
y.-:.e. Kalcot, Sinn. Hoste, Maman Cochet, White Maroan 

i cchet, Marie Van Houtte, Marie d’Orleans, Enchantress, 
( ViixmnamJ, Souvenir de 8. A. Prince, Souvenir de 

Bobinson, Mrs. Edward Mawley. And the following 

Itad'e Hybrid Teae always give satisfaction and grow 
;..r L» Krancc, Caroline Teetout, Mrs. W. J. Grant, 

imoens, Mme. Abel Chatenay, Mmo. Pernet Duchcr, 

limey, Mme. Jules Grolez, Grass an Tcplitz, Clara 
.'•"C, Viscountess Folkestone, Billiard and Bam'. If 

win careful to well earth up the plants from November 
April you will have no difficulty in getting them 

::;h the winter. The soil used to mould up with 

JtooMbefree from large lumps. Burnt earth is equally 

■ «ful u ordinary earth. Cover the base of the plant’s 
a tuiiv 6 inches with one of these materials. 

FRUIT. 
Planting Peach-trees in a house (JoAn »'.). 

-!i i house but 25 feet long von can plant only two flat- 
r.cr.ed 1‘rach-treee. When they do well they fill such a 

t* *- in a few years. You must, of course, plant inside 

■i house; bnt it will not do to plant in a border, with 

!« bencith, as the dry heat from those would do great 

um lo tbe roots. You must have a border fully 4 feet 
'• uid 2 feet deep. In the bottom should be a little 
-;h material to make drainage, on that turves, Grass 

:*raxnb, and then filled up with good turfy loam one 

it. nod garden soil one half, with some old mortar 

**«*, wood-ashes, and fine crushed bone, well mixed. 

«*r should be trodden firm before you plant, and 
' stall no fresh animal manure. Plant shallow, and as 

r io October as you can. You should ask for trees on 

•<t gems, to bring them up to the caves. After plant- 
Mbr them, then place a layer of manure thinly over 

'■ Mil Let the border settle well before you begin to 
the branches. 

Making fruit-room (Lindens).—The description 
rmm suitable for the winter storing of Apples and 

us. in which the air should be a little humid, will not 

tvirxpea These when cut, and the long wood steins 
rith them, are inserted into bottles nearly filled with 

the bottles being stood on racks so that the mouths 
outwards, from which the bunches of Grapes 

i tiMhxng; they must be in a dry air, where on dry days 
vdll; lentilation can be given. An Apple and Pear store 

•v when it has an earth floor, walk of brick or con- 

i :«I® exclude frost, and a roof of straw or reed thatch 

it ey-Tide cold and warmth also. The temperature 

, uH be very equable, and range from 40 degs. to 

. -W- Such a shed built on a gravel base or where it 
j drained may be 10 feet wide, be eitliei leau-Ur ur 

n-rxjf, have a centre alley 2 feet wide, and three or 

s ,m*« of open trellis wood shelves on each side, and 

icere at each end. If partly shaded by trees, so 
i & tbe better. Let it run north by south. 

coronarium ; 2, Quite impossible. Dry cotton-wool is tho i 

worst thing in which to wrap such diminutive bits.- 

Ayrshire.—Large flower, apparently Scabiosa caucasica ; 
Dark flower, Linaria reticulata aurea-purpurea.- 

Miss King.—1, Veronica Andersoni, probably (no flower 

remained when received) ; 2, Rubtis delieiosus ; 3, Sedum 

oppositifolium.-Botanist. — Cistus ladaniferas, or 

Gum Cistus.-Chets. Good.—Your delightful little 
coloured photograph was duly received, and the queries 
were answered in the number of Gardkni.no Ji.listratkd 

for July 19, page 267. The name is Ila-inanthus Katherime. 

It is a native of Natal, from which it was first sent to Kew 

in 1877. As the reply was a fairly lengthy one, we arc 

unable to reproduce it, but must refer you to the page in 
question. 

Names of fruits. —H'. J. Brown.—We cannot name 

from single immature fruit.-Aspen.- 1, Devonshire 
Quarreuden ; 2, Lord Sutlicld; 3, 'Vorcester Pearmain ; 
4, Ilawlhornden. 

Photographs of Gardens, Plants, of 
Trees.— IVe offer each week a copy of the latest 
edition of the 11 English Flower Garden’’for the 
best photograph of a garden or any oj its contents, 
indoors or outdoors, sent to us m any one week. 
Second prize, Half a Guinea. 

The Prize Winners this wook are: 1, 

Mr. Arthur A. Jones, 135, St. Stephen’s Green, 
Dublin, for Cordyline australis in Pen nick's 
Delganv Nursery ; 2, Mr. B. Phillips, Wal- 
verlc, Olton, Warwick, for iberis sempervirens. 

Making Lavender-water. — Can any reader 
flrindly tell mo the process of making Lavender water 

scent from English grown Lavender Svpskv Hoarr. 

DELICIOUS! WHOLESOME! REFRESHING! 
FLAVOURED WITH RIPE FRUIT JUICES. 

DR. GORDON STABLES. R.N.: "No homo is complete without these pure and excellent Jellies, 
whic h add to our health and luxury. 

MEDICAL PRESS: "Olivers' Jellies are to bo commended for tho delicacy of their flavour, and for 
their alwoluto purity.' 

GRANVILLE H. SHARPE, F.C.S.: "Of the highest standard of purity and excellence." 

miiiirnni Ia.an Made from FRESH FRUIT (grown on their own 

GH VERS JAMS farms) and SUCAR ONLY. ABSOLUTELY PURE. 
vniiiw CH,VERS & SONS, Ltd ..Fruit Growers, Histon, Cambs. 

o CLAY’S FERTILIZER «iL0NBQN|g 
^ Produces Flowers, Fruits, and Vegetables 

for Exhibition, Pleasure, and 
r«de Profit, in the 

i?n.BSg.K&nsucaL HICHEST DECREE OF PERFECTION. 
It is Safe, Lasting, Economical, & Unsurpassed for all Horticultural Purposes. 

AMATEURS WIN PRIZES WHEN USING IT. HAVE YOU TRIED IT! 

Sold everywhere in 6d. and 1/- Tins ; and in SEALED BAGS—7 lbs., 2/6: 14 lb«., 4/6 ; 
28 lbs., 7/6 ; 56 lbs., 12/6 : 112 lbs., 20/- ; or direct from the Works, Carriage Paid 

in the United Kingdom for Cash with Order, except 6d. Tins. 

Full Price List oj Manures, Chemicals, and Sundries upon application. 

CLAY & SON, manSVYc^rers. STRATFORD, LONDON, E. 
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C,HAYWARDflUls 
I’nurr*! nm arc unOTiPiiiTiioii unlove' CRYSTAL PALACE HORTICULTURAL WORKS 
359#BR0CKVEY ROAD, BROCKLEY 

LONDON *** h/stt LONDON 
, Cheap Tenants Fixture Greenhouses 

GLASS jthrou^hout 

DESIDERATUM 

HEATING 
A PPAR ATUS AiFixtD 

ORR’S PATENT 

Fruit Storing Trays 
Sole Manufacturer and Agent, 

JOHN P. WHITE, 
The Pyghtle Works, 

B E D F O E, 33 . 
Size of Tray. SS in. by 25 in. 

Very light & 

easy to han¬ 

dle, and can 

be stacked in 

a very small 

space when 

not in use. ROSE GROWERS 
should syringe with 

BUSH’S BEST BRAND 

SPRAYING COMPOUND 24- PER DOZEN. 

•iid in tol.- of one do^' H and over. 
FATAL TO ALL FORMS OF BLIGHT. 

1 Gallon t.f the Compound will make 100 Gallons of re¬ 
liable Insecticide for Spraying or Sponging. 

Price*: Pints. I S: Quart*. 2 6: Half Gallons, 1’.: 
Gallons, 7 6; 3 Gallons. 16,-. Carrier paid t» ami addrtu 

BUSH'S BEST BRAND SPRAYING APPARATUS 
for Spraying the Compound. Quart size, 5.- c»ct; Half 

Gallon tile, 10/- each. 

Sots MtvtTA'TrRF.KH— 

W, J. BUSH & CO , LTD., 
ASH GROVE. HACKNEY. LONDON. 

Bupplled with Tarloos arrangement* of Pipe*. 
Catalogue* (free) of Boilers, Pipe*, fUdialort, 4c. 

The Pioneer of Cheap, Simple, and 
Effective Heating for Small 

Greenhouse. 
The immense sale of this Boiler, and th' numerous imita¬ 

tions of it sent out in recent years, allurd abundant testimony 

of its undoubted success. 

No I. to heal lno feet of 2-inch pipe .. .. L2 17 0 
No. 2, 200 ....420 
No 3. „ too .. .. .... 5 10 6 

Also in larger sizes, heating up to 1,000 ft. of 2-inch pipe. 

Complete apparatus from £4 16s. 6d. 

IVu/lr.ileit Lidinml Etlimalti on npplirallon. 

MESSENGER & CO., Ltd. 
llOHTICCbTtJRAI. BflMlBKH ASt> llK.VTIXU EKOISkCM, 

Loughborough, Leicestershire. 
London Office: 122. VICTORIA STREET. 

WESTMINSTER. S.W. 

stock 1(200 boilers. GARDEN HYDRANTS, 
JONES' uTrTrVr?dg^J11 J POCKET KNIVES FROM MAKER. 

Stag Handle Pruning Knives, a real good article. I‘l 
1*. Id. each; Ivory Handle Budding Knites, no H 
setter made. Is. SI. each: Ivory Handle 2-blade |3 
iVaistcoat Pocket Knife. Is. Id. each: Corn Kuivce, fa 
li. ; Workmen s Stag Handle Shecpsfoot and Pen IJ 
Blade. Is. Id. The blades of all I he above arc made I'W 
from the very best Kngli«h cnieiblc cast steel. Post IVl 
free. P1UCE IJST FREE. 

J. and H. R. HOUNAM, 
Sheaf Island Works. SHEFFIELD. Q 

rPARPAULIN.—I have a great quantity of 
large piece* of Tarpaulin, some new, but all of the best 

Navy canvas, purchased from GoveguniSK, useful for cokers 

TO OBTAIN BEST RESULTS 

IN GARDEN & GREENHOUSE, 

USE 

OHLENDORFFS 

FERTILITY 
THECELEBRATED HORTICULTURAL MANURE 

t- 

P*/C£S -• 

Bags. I cwt. 1-cwt- r-ewt. 14-lbs 

16/-: 8/6; Vi 3/‘ 
Tins, bd.and l/-eaeh. 

Extra Urge tins (7-lbs.) 2/3 each 

Sold by Seedsmen and Florists. 
If unobtainable locally, sent carriage 

paid,for cash with order(except 6d.t r, 

-by- 

THE ANGLO-CONTINENTAL GUANO W0° <S 
30, Mark Lane. London, E.C. 

PERUVIAN GUAN0.B0NE MEAL 
SPECIAL LAWN MANURE. 

SPECIAL TOMATO MANURE & 
Pricelists gratis and post f: < 

All Fertilisersof known value and . 

Horticultural chemicals supplied. 

THE “BEDFORD” no. 1-21 
IMPROVED 

Navy canvas, purchased from OoTeafScfct 
for carts, waegons,. and mi£hin<f y. at . 
suitable for dOTfl* tMCMUUdumtat "id 
returned If not apbroved of. ~n7 JTJS8 
Contractor, Bye. 

(1 and 

yf" gf FITTINGS, 
1 HOSE, 

§*10 SYRINGES, 

HAYWARD-TYLER & CO., 
90 4c 92, Whitocross Street, 

I.03VP0U, X3.C. 

ARDEN NECESSARIES.—Virgin Cork, 
finest, 112 It . 17s.; 66 lb., 10s ; 2? !h.. 5e. 6a.; H It.. 3- 

Bamboo canes, i ft.. 2s. 3d. per ICO. Tobacco-pa^J*J**p« I fr, 
le. per lb. Vapour cones, 6d.. If.. and Is. 6d. each!1 
Is per lb. Cocoa-fibre. Is. 8d. saci.i pMMrarefcOfaterC^rdeivH m 
Sit idea anil Latvia. Sand. Peat . 4c. IIW^U/itbWiWiVotiaAj-fl | 

1 WATSON 4 SCULL, 90, Lower Thames-street, London, ED. J , 

URBANA-CHAf 

HYPNOTISM 
Anybody can learn to exert a mape tnfle- 

enco over others. You can become proncteni 

in curing .liscascs and lad blUt* ol s>CQ 
nature. The acquirement of those powr- 

bring, happiness and huM! ac™®}* 
power; gratilloa ambitions; grrcsoiieine *cv 

to personal and social success, and suglTv-sia 

many opportunitiea to make monor. 
II at all tnUruaUsl don't fadtov nu br tl.. 

m.. t wonderful look of the y. 
••Wonders of Hypnotism. 1W I U 

luvel. illustrated. This 
how to thoroughly master »H the 2, " , 

Hypnotism. Magnetic Heajlhfr 
Mignttlsm and ill Occult Sciences -I- - - 
sMin Absolutely Free. Wcgaarantee 

New York lnslliuie of Science. B‘I‘b IO.. 

IMA suteSoioet. Rochester.XY. b - A. _ 

IPAIGN 
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1 INDEX. 

litr.rarnas in pots .. 
pplt »nil Fesr-lrees, 

teuton. 

iimpis Sprengeri 
iwu Sprengon 

"(■*», redded standard 
■kXiming ■■ ■■ 
»>*•*<; plants. blind . 

.usuoni snd Sto -k i. 
B«»or ■••out 

Ins. ion, bursting 
-rnnUirnnon 

392 Chrysanthemums, an- Klower*. beds f ir haply 387 Grapea, ripe 351 Peutatemuns. propagi- 
393 nual . 333 Flowers, bsr<l\. e\hi- Grapes scalded .. 35 3 ting . 365 

Chrysanthemums, early- biting 331 Grapes splitting.. 391 Plant. Dottinz a . 333 
3M flowering 301 Flowers, white .. 333 Grass inorchard . .3 11 Plants and flower* 355 , 
394 Chrysanthemum*, Frame, hot-bed. ujoi of Gypsophila slogans 393 Plants for small un 

Japanese 301 a. 391 Irises . 337 heated greenhouse .. 303 
391 Chrysanthemums, Freesias for winter 300 I.anr and custom 302 Plants to grow under 
363 staking ami lying 301 Fruit crops and rain .. 353 I.iliuins. 393 status. 300 
3>J Climbers, flowering 330 Fruit garden 361 Mushrooms 391 Potato . 3*1 
m Climbers for a mi ill Frail trees on south Nectarines falling 331 Potatoes, fiee* 1 332 | 

»tO»« . 393 fence . 3-' 1 Neriues and Vallotas .. .TO Rose Albert Stopford 
333 Codliu moth, the 392 Fuchsia fulgeii,.. 303 Onions. gian' 39! HIT.). S'hi I 
333 Colil fra mes 334 Fii'-hxias from seel, Outdoor garden .. 351 Rose-bushes, replanting 
333 Conservatory 331 raisin*:. 300 Pansiea. 391 old . 330 
:r.<3 Cordylino Australia in Harden diary, evtracla pAii.sir*, Tufte 1 prepa- Crimton Itiinhkr 
333 flower. 301 from a. 331 rati ana for autumn on n *out h wall 303 
33J Cucumber*, growing .. 301 Hanlon peat .sand friends 302 propagation .. 333 Rose Eugene Furst 330 

Exhibition, an excellent Carden soil, sample of 303 pMM'h-lreos in ikjIh 391 Row Nipheton in BimfT- 
••ountpy .. »•! <l*rIoa.\ wukllutt-m as:* l»e» Ola lMono .. 3'-r.' nhirr .. 

331 Kern, insect on .. 303 Carden work 331 Pe»w, craeke l .. 333 Ro.se I'olyantha grandi- 
3113 Kig* in pots 301 Hourtls . 301 Peas. Sweet 30.1 flora, reducing growths 
331 Kig-trues not fruitinj; .. 333 < .rape! mildewed 333 Peai, Sweet. 0 feet hi^h 361 of. 391 1 

Ro.»s .335 
Roses, dark Hybrid Per¬ 

petual* .33, 

Roses for boarded fence 333 
Rosea from cuttings .. 336 
Roses, miblew-proof .. 336 
Hole, on liouse-wall 
Sanchezms 
Shrub 
Store 
Trees ami shrubs 
Vegetable garden 
Vegetables 
Vine leaf dpeased 
Vine leaves discoloured 304 
Vinei. fon'ing .. 
Vines, mildew on 
Wallflower* 
Week’* work, the com¬ 

ing . 
Window ganlening 
Wiatariaa.391 

FRUIT. 

FRUIT CROPS AND RAIN. 

. . everyone has been lamenting the 

jafl-itimial downpour of rain, the fruit-trees 

Jvegreatly benefited by it. If we had only 

^jfl more genial night temperature in May 

ttrd June, this would have been a record year 

k* hardy fruits of all kinds, for where the 

esoins escaped the destructive frosts of 
iv and continual low temperature until 
er midsummer the fruits have swelled up 
a good size, although much later than 

tal. Even where a good crop is on the 
'*s, they are extremely well ouddod for 
other year. This is solely owing to their 
nng been continually inoist, both at the 
it and on the foliage, for, as a rule, fruit- 

tjjbtt do not get nearly enough water at the 
r u, and one of the best things to repay a 

rketgrower, in order to get heavy and 
ltinuous crop» of fruit, is an abu ulant 

,r«er supply, so that ho can run it oa with 
1 niggnra hand. One of the fruits that I 
I Te noticed as being especially benefited 

plenty of water, and the soonest tj suffer 
m drought, is the Pear, and this has been 

f. ideal season in evory respect, except in 
;'!»f<l to lack of warmth in the early part 

summer. Even as it is, many of our trees 
Williams' Bon Chretien, l’itinuston Duchess, 
d Beurre d’Amanlis are loaded with excep- 
oslly fine fruit, have made good growth, 
dare well set with bloom-buds for next year. 
• water enters so largely into the formation 
fruit, it follows that any lack of it in the 

i! "lien the fruit is swelling will result in 
nil or malformed specimens. 
Vwpirl. James Groom. 

refill the tronchcs, using some fresh soil, would they fall and burn them. Give the Vinos later 
remove several inches of the top soil over the in the winter a second spraying. Well wash 
roots, and replace it with fresh soil and some and paint all woodwork and glass with hob 
manure and lime rubbish, you may in a year soda-water, and well lime-white all brick- 

XOTES AND REPLIES. 

Mildewed Grapes (M. E.).—Your 
rapes are undoubtedly badly infested with 
'ilnpuv The attack id uo rloubt duo to tti© 

wet summer and. probably, exposing the 
we to cold draughts of air. If the roots of 
™' me be outside, very likely they have had 
«ton much moisture. If that be so, it would 
*■ 'veil to cover the border at once with sheets 
1 corrugated iron or boards to throw off the 
tow for a time—certainly until the leaves 
ure fallen and the pruning is done. Burn 
■11 hives and wood when cut off. Then your 

course will lie to make up a solutiou of 
on M>ap, sulphur, and clay, and have the 
»hole of the Vine well painted over with it. 
the woodwork and glass should be scrubbed 
vitb hot soda water and soap, and the brick¬ 
work washed with hot lime-white. Such 
feneliej should kill the mildew. 

Cracked Pears ( If. J. B.j.—Y our Pears 
"fleeted with the Dendrecitum fungus, 

which causes cracking of skins and black spots 
fbo fruits. The roots are chiefly at fault. 

1 you could open a trench round the trees a 
effect from the stems, would cut off all roots, 
md grub under with a broad chisel ou a Iona- 
mcdle and sever all dowow^r^jp^p^ |th^ 

or two get tho trees to produce fine clean fruit, work. Even then it maybe found needful 
If the trees are not too large it may be better to lift the roots and replant them, adding fresh 
to lift and replant them. When this work and soil. These attacks are difficult to overcome, 
pruning (the trimmings being burnt) is done, except by drastic measures, 

give the trees a gentle syringing with a solution Scalded Grapes (11. If. X.).-Tho 
of caustic soda 1 lb., potash 1 lb., and 2 lb. of berries of ,,ofch Ah canto and Lady Downe's 
soft-soap, dissolved ... in gallons of water. Grapes sent show distinct evidences of suffering 

Fruitless Apricots (M. T.).—1 ou will from scald. They all have brown s|x)ts or scalds 
do well to lift your Apricot-trees so soon as the near the stems. ' This injury is due to sudden 
leaves havo fallen, doing so carefully, so as to bursts of sunshine ou the berries whilst they 
preserve all the finer root3. If there be found are still moist. It is sometimes duo, also, to 
any long oues, partially shorten them back, as imperfect glass, which concentrates rather than 
the object of lifting and replanting is to induce disperses the sun's rays. It is possible, also, 
more small or fibrous roots to form. Before that roots are at fault, and have gone out of 
replanting havo the ground to a width of 4 feet the prepared bonier into sour soil In any 
from tho wall trenched 2 feet deep, and as it is case, it will be well to shorten back tho Vines 
sandy, add some clay or other firm soil, some rather hard so so-m as the leaves fall, to lift 
wood-ashes, and old lime rubbish, as Apricots the roots, and replant them more shallow, add- 
are very fond of lime in this form. Failing that ing to the border some fresh turfy loam, wood- 
add some broken fresh limo or fine chalk. A ashes, and bone-dust. Use animal-manure 
little bone-du.it also will do good. Avoid only for top-dressing. The excessive rains of 
adding animal manure, but in the winter give tho season may have promoted damp in the 
a top-dressing of long manure to exclude frost house materially. Lifting and replanting the 
from the roots, and add a fresh mulching in roots will help to correct that another year. 
May next, after removing the winter dressing Fig-trees not fruiting (It. X. (/., 
... April, to allow the sun to warm the soil. Bn'lj.-W’o have l-ccn greatly interested, 

Diseased Vine-leaf (II. h.).— It is not although, wo fear, not instructed, in reading 
usual for outdoor Viues to suffor from any your suggestion as to the sexuality of Figs, as 
loaf disease except mildew, and that not often it is tho first time we ever heard of’it. We can 
now. But tho season has been so exceptional ussuro you at once that your theory is entirely 
in relation to low temperature and rainfall wrong, that there is no' sex in Figs, and that 
that troubles may havo occurred to Vines that fruitlessnoss is due to other causes than those 
are not common. Your Vine seems to have you so confidently propound. Possibly some of 
been attacked with a warty fungus. \ our' your trees may have 1 >een raised from seed 
best course will be to collect all leaves as they taken from dried, imported Figs, and seedling 
fall aud to burn them. Also burn all pruu- trees often have been barren for many years, 
ings, which should be done early in tho winter. They have heon fruited only when grafted on 
Then gently syringe or spray the Vino to some old tree. Then Figs arc often barren 
with a solution of caustic soda 1 lb., commcr- because they havo far too much root run, and 
cial potash 1 lb., and soft soap I lb., dissolved then produce shoots that are gross, soft, and 
in boiling water 1 gallon, 0 other gallons being fail to ripen. Such shoots never carry fruit, 
added, and when used to be quite warm. Or, Again, the soil may bo very deficient in phos- 
if you j>rofor, add to tho 1 gallon somo clay, p|,atc« and potash, and that would causo 

and make a paint. Coat over the whole of the 'ou do not tell ns how vour trees 
\ ine stems with 'it. and leave for the winter, are growing. Are they hush trees in the open, 
That may kill the fungus. 

Mildew on Vines < H. Mu •‘on ).- 
or are they on walls outdoors, or are they 
under glass ? However they may be grown, it 

That your Vines and Grapes are suffering from seems certain that they have far loo much root 
a had attack of the mildew Oidiurn Tuckerii room. In the gardens of tho Koyal Horti- 
there can be no doubt. Both Grapes and leaf cultural Society is a collection of every known 
sent are coated with the white mould of the variety, some eighty in nutnlier, all in pots of 
fumrus. It is vorv easv to conceive that in a diverse sizes, and many of them large hushes, fungus. It is vory easy to conceive that iu a diverse sizes, and many of them large hushes, 
house of small glass panes, the Vines too near yet every one fruits well two or three times 
the glass to enable air to circulate over the each year, as they are started early in heat, 
leaves, and the rods and laterals far too thick, But that fruitfulness is duo first to the very 
especially in a wet, cold season, mildew limited area allowed the roots, and, second, tho 
would result. Tho Vino-rod* should be fully feeding with manures they get from the sur- 
10 inches from the glass, and the upward rods face. You had better in October open deep 
3 feet apart, being each winter hard-spurred broad trenches just in front of or round your 
back to one strong bud. Cut off all C*rapcs trees 21 feet to 3 feet from the stems, cut off 
now ; then make up a solution of sulphate of every root, refill the trenches, fork up the sur- 
copper 1 lb. and fresh lime 1 lb., dissolved face over the roots, and give to each tree 1 lb. 
separately, the first in 10 gallons of water, the of superphospliate, Kaiuit, and sulphate of 
lime in a pail; add 2 lb. soft-soap, then well ammonia, forked in, and give two other dress- 
spray or gently syringe tho whole house and ings next spring and summer. Also, in October 
-Vines with it,-/following it, whilst damp, with thin out^.the branches wel 1 and nail in only the 
a ,-raf I afSphur, Collect all leaves sis best ripened shoots. 
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GARDEN WORK. 

Conservatory.—I beg to thank the Rev. 
F. H. Law for his interesting note, enclosing 
cuttings of Diosma ericoides. I happened to 
say in a previous issue 1 had lost sight of this 
useful and interesting old plant, and this led 
to the reverend gentleman very kindly sending 
samples of the shoots for identification, as he 
was in doubt about its name. Very often, 
when really good old things are turned out of 
the gardens of fashionable people, they find a 
home in the rectory garden, and so are not 
altogether lost to us. The demand for long, 
stiff-stalked flowers for cutting lias driven out 
of cultivation many interesting and beautiful 
plants which do not come up to the fashionable 
standard. I am told by Belgian travellers 
that there is an increased demand for Camellias 
and that they are likely to come back to us 
again. They are among the brightest things 
we have in winter, but are not of much use 
for cutting. There was u time when ladies 
commonly wore them at balls and |>arties, but 
they are not seen now, though it will be an 
advantage to have a few good bushes in the 
modern conservatory. Of course, they are 
still found in old'- fashioned places. The 
Acacias, too, are lovely as the days lengthen 
after Christmas. One or two may be had in 
flower before Christmas, but soon after they 
are plentiful. They are best grown in pots. 
When planted out they make very rapid 
growth—almost too rapid, if the house is not 
very large—but when in pots they can bo 
placed outside in summer, and will come back 
better for the outing. In fact, all greenhouse 
plants are better in the open-air for a month or 
two in summer. Attention must now be given 
to the reduction of the climbers. The light is 
wanted by the plants below, and they must 
have it or the growth will draw and become 
weakly. Theearly-flowering Chrysanthemums 
are coming in now and will help to brighten 
up the house. There are still plenty of late 
Lilies, as well as retarded bulbs of Lilium 
longiflorum, but there will be plenty of late 
lancifoliums which have been brought on out¬ 
side. Achimenes in baskets have been lovely, 
and are now getting past their hast, and may 
he moved to another house and have less water. 
Other baskets can be filled with winter-flower¬ 
ing Begonias and Bouvardias to lie coming on. 
The old Coronilla glauca makes a pretty 
basket plant in winter. In regulating the trowth the shoots can lie tied to the rim of the 

osket, and permitted to grow down. 

Stove.—Now that the plants are returning 
from other houses and pits, fires must be kept 
down so that the things from cool structures 
may settle down and not be unduly hurried. 
In country houses through the autumn and 
early winter there is usually a good deal of 
company for the shooting parties, and a very 
large demand is made upon the garden for 
plants for table and room decoration, and there 
must also be abundance of flowers for cutting. 
The stove has to supply most of the plants for 
table decoration and a good deal of the cut 
stuff required. Asparagus plumosus and A. 
Sprengeri are useful, as is also Smilax, and 
these things cannot be improvised. A few 
large Crotons that one can steal a few leaves 
from will be useful, nnd the loliage of Cissus 
discolor comes in well for flat decoration on 
the cloth. Very few ladies require the same 
arrangement more than once, so abundance of 
material will be required to give the necessary 
changes. The plants for table use will have to 
be in 5-inch pots chiefly, though occasionally 
small pot stuff can be used—Crotons, 
Dracaenas, Pandanus Veitchi, small Palms, 
especially Cocos Weddelliana. All plants for 
this work should be light and graceful in habit. 
Small Maiden - hair Ferns and Caladium 
argyrites form a nice change at times. A 
good many years ago (I forget how many) the 
Royal Horticultural Society offered prizes for 
collections of plants for dinner-table decora¬ 
tion, and it was stipulated that the plants 
should be small standards of a clear stem of 
18 inches to 20 inches i n height. But, somehow, 
this kind of plant never became popular. 
The idea was that the guests could see across 
the table under the foliage. Now plants of low 
growth are chosen that can he^cen over, and I g 
the effect is much better: jfosides^’t i*'*w> 
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every plant that will form a nice, evenly- 
balanced head as a standard, and they take 
time to produce. The idea was well enough 
forty or fifty years ago, when the small Box 
leaved and Myrtle - leaved Oranges were 
common and were full of ripe fruit in winter. 
Some of these little Oranges would be a nice 
change now, just for once, but they would be 
voted too stiff for general uso, though they 
might come occasionally to form a contrast 
and as a sort of link with the old days. There 
were strong men before Agamemnon, and there 
was good gardening in Loudon’s time and 
earlier. Night temperature for stove now, 
fiO degs. to Ii5 degs., with rather free ventila 
tion during the day. 

Cold-frames. — These are now full of 
Frimulas, Cinerarias, and Cyclamens ; but the 
time is near when a clearance will have to Ire 
made, es£>ecially as regards the early-flowering 
Cyclamens, which are now coming full of buds, 
and require a drier atmosphere. All tho early- 
flowering bulbs should now he potted. Some, 
such as Roman Hyacinths, Freesias, and 
double Daffodils, are now making roots. The 
earlier these are potted the sooner they flower, 
and they will not bear much heat : therefore, 
to flower at Christmas or New Year’s Day, 
early potting is necessary. Hyacinths after 
potting should bo buried in Cocoa fibre or 
ashes while they are making roots, which is 
generally about six weeks or so ; they may 
then be taken to a cool-house for a time, and 
moved later to a little warmth. Cold-frames 
during autumn and winter are wanted for 
many purposes : they are often filled with 
Lettuces and Endives for winter use, and 
Cauliflowers for setting out in spring, and 
later will !>e required for forcing vegetables of 
various kinds on hot-beds. No gardener has 
too many light, movable frames, as so much 
can be done with them. 

Ripe Grapes.—It is pretty well under¬ 
stood that it is better for all Grapes to be ripe 
before the sun has lost its power ; but this has 
been a difficult season, as the weather has been 
often bad and the sun hidden under the clouds. 
Therefore, there are a good many Grapes this 
season that will have to be finished off with 
fire heat. There have been a good many green 
Muscats at the recent shows that will take 
time and warmth to finish, and this should be 
seen to now. Lady Downo's and Gros Colmar 
ulso may require a little help. Black Ham¬ 
burgh and the Sweetwater will do with plenty 
of ventilation, though there may be cases 
where tho wood may require a little help to 
ripen, even if the Grapes do not, though some¬ 
thing may depend u|»n the weather during 
the latter half of September. 

Window gardening.—Tho beauty of 
window-boxes may be prolonged by careful 
pickiug over and a little stimulant in the 
water. Take all succulents, such as Cactuses 
and the choicer kinds of Aloes and Mesembry- 
anthemums indoors, or place under cover. Pot 
up Solanums, Arum Lilies, Eupatoriums, and 
Salvias, and place in the shade for a timo. 

Outdoor garden.— Look over the early- 
budded Roses, and loosen ties and rub off 
young shoots from the stems of standard 
Briers. Buds which remain dormant through 
the wintermake the best heads. Every grower 
who wishes for plenty of Roses through the 
summer should bud a few Roses annually. It 
is a necessity for those who wish to attain any 
position at the Rose exhibitions. There is a 
demand for Teas and Hybrid Tea Roses, and 
this demand will increase, for it is found that 
the Tea Rose of the present day is more hardy 
than its predecessor was thought to be ; at any 
rate, we do not hear so much about the tender¬ 
ness of the Tea Rose now. Some of this may 
be due to the altered conditions of culture. 
Formerly, Tea Roses were planted under 
similar conditions to other Roses ; now, those 
who wish to grow Tea Roses well group them 
together, drain the sites, and deepen and 
improve the soil, and, where necessary, raise 
the soil above the natural level. Some of the 
best beds of Tea Roses I have seen lately have 
been in theshapeof sloping hanks, lmcked with 
shrubs. Plant out Narcissus intended to pro¬ 
duce flowers for cutting. I have always found 
Madonna or old white Lilies do best- in rather 
gritty soil, and not too deeply planted. Cut- 
'ings of choice evergreens will strike nw ra 
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shady site under handlights or frames. Sot 
Grass seeds to form new lawns this month, and 
commence planting evergreen trees and shrub? 

Fruit garden.—Apples and Peat? h*\.| 
grown rapidly since the rains set in. LoIj 
Sufiield is still one of the best early cookie* 
Apples, but it bears so freely that’the trwt 
never got large. Nlank's Codlin is an «| 
Apple, but takes some beating as an eatp 

culinary fruit, and it is one of the few Apple} 
which may bo easily propagated from cubit): 
If good-sized branches are cut off and piim, I 
firmly in a shady border for the first year, 
there will be well-rooted bearing trees in 
couple of years. I thrnk everybody with si. 
of lawn should plant a Mulberry-tree. Aprj 
from its fruiting capacity the tree is an inter: 
esting one, and it may be planted in the tort' 

garden. It takes some time to work up j' 
bearing tree, ns the Mulberry will not W 
much in a young state. If one could saw of; 
branch from an old fruiting tree and plant r 
firmly, a bearing tree would then he -«< 
obtained. Royal Sovereign Strawberry is jt£; 
being planted largely. It is hardy and rdic-' 
Leader also is receiving attention. Shot filants set out this month will soongeteHali 
ished, and will bear heavy crops of fine fra 

next season. The Duke Cherries as pratu: 
on the Mahaleb-stock make very fertilewe-i 
in a short time, but the White Heart Cher;, 
grow too freely on this stock, and *j 
flower the trees are generally fi 
pyramids. There appears to be a { 
Ameriean-bliglit in town gardens. JHtftn 
should now be made to clear this out will 
paraffin and a brush. 

Vegetable garden. — Vegetables 
now plentiful and good. There is a little dt 
ease among Potatoes in some district*, 
bright, sunny weather will cheek it, an ' . 
crop is better than might have been expec t 
from the drought of the early season of nil 
Outside Tomatoes are a poor crop genesis 
but with bright weather they will ripeo, ied 
they realise fairly well, though there is r:!1 
much money in Tomato growing. Tte 
culture is understood by all who havenrff 
and many people grow enough for theirt1} 
use. Thin the foliage and get the fnnttr.B 
before the frost comes. Fruits willripei^ 
tho plants when fully grown, but theflatt'S:1 
not so good as when they ripen on the plsm 
fully exposed to the air and sunshine. 1W| 
up Mushroom-beds in buildings as f*S 
manure suitable for the purpose accutnok' 
Outsido beds should l»ear freely till the U 
perature falls considerably. The seed-sow 
is over for tho season now, but Mustard wit 
sown under glass now in succession as reqmr-. 
Cabbage-plants can be set out for springs 
and spare frames filled with Lettuces 
Endives with the lights off for the time beb; 
Continue to earth up Celery in succession, »■ 
draw earth up to Leeks. Huy-bands should' 
wrapped round Cardoons as preliminuj ¥ 
earthing up for complete blanching later. D 
the hoe as freely as possible among ciotiV 
crops, and do not permit a weed to seed. 

E. HobmJ- I 

THE COMING WEEK’S WORK. 

Extracts from a Garden Diary. 

September 15th.—Spare bulbs of Soox'dr.'p 
have been planted in good-sized irregular 
patches round the margins of lawns. Sp“* 
Narcissus will follow in the same way imEon- 
ately. Bulbs which have been forced a IjU* 
under glass are used in the same way, aw *e 
hope in time to brighten up the 
immensely. More bulbs of various kinds 
been potted, and in some instances bos*1' 
to make roots ready for forcing. Tulips are,r 
boxes covered with litter. 

September 10th.—Salvias planted out ha'1 
been cut round with a spade ready for JirtiDg- 
Other things which are planted out, suet 
Euimtoriums, Solanums, etc., have been, or * • 
shortly be, lifted*and placed in suitable 
pots in a shady position. We find the nor^ 
house very suitable for this kind of wore |Q:_ 
now till the roots get to work again. 1 
they can be moved into the sunshine * c , 
planted Strawberries ai? watered occasion-•> 
when required, 
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SepUmher 17th.—Foliage has been thinned on 
outdoor Tomatoes to hasten the ripening. We 
ire still gathering a few good Red Warring- 
on Gooseberries, which have been protected 
n- hexagon netting. We are thinking of plant 
ng a north border of this Gooseberry and Red 
urranta, to be easily netted up and kept for 
itenesi Belle de Fontenay is a good autumn- 
eiring Raspberry, the fruits being large and 
licv. Late Grapes ripening are still supplied 
ith liquid-manure. 
September ISth.—During the autumn and 
irly winter we intend altering and extending 
e beds and borders for hardy plants and 
libs. Roses also, especially Teas and the 
»er Ramblers, will have attention. This is 
e season of programmes, which we hope to 
rry out if possible. At any rate, we never 
si a season without making some change in 
} permanent features of the place, mainly 
th the view of introducing new features and 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

BOSHS. 

DARK HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES. 
A pessimistic grower said to mo a few years 
ago that the Hybrid Perpetuals had had their 
day. My reply was a decided negative, for, 
much as I love the exquisite Teas and Hybrid 
Teas, I could not forget the superb colours, the 
bold, thick-petalled blossoms, and, above all, 
the powerful fragrance of the majority of the 
dark Hybrid Perpetuals. The illustration of 
Ulrich Brunner is one of the most beautiful of 
a Rose I have ever seen, and portrays that fine 
variety to the life. It is one of the best light 
red Roses grown. I think if I could only grow 
one red Rose it would be Ulrich Brunner. 
There are Roses more perfect in colour, but I 
know of none so good in growth or more useful 
io the garden. Alfred Colonib is uuuther 

grown I do not consider one requires Duke of 
Wellington excepting for show—then there is 
ample room for both. Dr. Andry, Duke of 
Edinburgh, Duchess of Bedford, Duke of 
Albany, Eclair, and Earl of Pembroke are all 
thoroughly good crimson Roses, and quito 
distinct from each other. 

Of tho rich velvety crimson Roses, a type of 
colour so much sought after, Charles Lefebvre 
is certainly the best. It is a fine, bold, semi 
imbricated flower, the growths strong and 
sturdy', foliage handsome, and it is a kind that 
pays for liberal feeding and free disbudding. 
Another grand variety that everyone may 
succeed with is Eugene Furst. The petals are 
deep, not very smooth edged, but colour and 
also growth are so good that there is no 
dwindling of the plants as is too frequent 
among dark Roses. Triomphe de Caen or 
Prince Arthur is a Rose everyone should grow. 
It is of darker colour than General Jacquemi¬ 
not, but no doubt Is a seedling from this, as it 

Rose Ulrich Brunner. From a photograph by F. Mason Good. 

Jfith. — Chrysanthemums are 
iehed daily, and several times a day, to kill 
r*igs and do other routine work. The buds 
incurves are being taken. I confess to a 

tineas to these formal flowers. There is 
°f variety among them, and now even 

- is not lacking, but the Quean of England 
etion is disappearing mainly through the 
■easing required to produce a good bloom, 
pples and Pears are gathered before they are 
“He ripe to use. 

—Fine days are given up to 
-rthing up Celery and battling with weeds, 

' di have grown fast since the rains came. 
„ and Endives have been planted 

borders. Potted a lot of double 
u i ^or forc>ng- They will not stand 

heit. b«fc will rise up well in a night 
- perature of 55 degs. to 60 degs. We have 
I obliged to begin fires again. Stove 

Cucumbers, late Melons, and late 

be in touch of ftfgTPE&fW5 

medium red of first-class quality, one of the 
best for autumn blooming, of perfect high- 
centred form, good in growth, and very frag- 

possesses all its good points. Maurice 
Bernardin, which passes under various aliases, 
such as Exposition de Biie, Ferdinand de 

rant. Marie Baumann much resembles the Lesseps, and Sir G. Wolseley, is a variety of 
last-named, but is, perhaps, on maiden plants much merit, distinct from other crimsons. 
the better flower. As a cut back, however, it always grows well, and is an all-roucd good 
is not nearly so good. In a small collection Rose. Horace Yernet and Louis Van Houtte 

Of rich crimsons, Alfred K. Williams 

is not nearly so good. In a small collection Rose. Horace Yernet and Louis Van Houtte 
both are not wanted, and I prefer Alfred would claim a place in the best six crimson 
C'olomb. Beauty of Waltham is a good light Roses did they but possess a better constitu- 

.. tion. If these are grown, a point worth If these are grown, a point worth 
takes premier position as a show bloom, but I remembering is to hud a few each year on the 

prefer General Jacqueminot for general The resulting blossoms are worth this 
culture. Taken all round, there is even now and even greater trouble and expense, for two 
no better red Rose. On the Manetti this grand more lovely Roses we do not possess^ Earl of 

in, Duke old kind is not happy, but on own roots it is a of Fife, and Duke of Connaught 
great success. Comte de Raimbaud is a crim- are also of more than ordinary merit, the last 
son Rose worthy of more extended culture ; it a lovely buttonhole kind. Victor Hugo I have 
is so very reliable and a good grower. So also left until last—not because it is least. In our 
is Fisher Holmes ; one of the bast early and large collection no Rose claims more attention 
late, its handsome if small blossoms are of a than Victor Hugo, principally owing to its 

^v«fy glowing aolour, and if not disbudded will gorgeous colqur.i lt is not a strong grower, 
givana qiMrtijy>f lovely buttonhole flowers, but is a better cut back than Xavier Olibo. 

'identical, if Fisher Holmes vjiQijifyt£aj~doubt one of 
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our leading dark crimsons, and perhaps super¬ 
sede Victor Hugo, for it is certainly a better 
grower. 

There is yet another group of dark H.P. 
Roses, and they are of the blackish crimson or 
maroon shade, of which l’rince Camille de 
Rohan is the representative. La Rosiere and 
Jubilee, if not identical, are certainly too much 
like the Prince, so that all three are not 
wanted. Unless highly cultivated, this Rose 
is apt to come red in colour, and is not then of 
any great merit. Good phosphatic manures 
are required to develop this Rose to its best 
capabilities. Abel Carriere is a well known 
kind, and a Rose of more than ordinary merit, 
seen bettor, however, as a standard than a 
bush. At times the flowers are almost coal 
black. Black Prince is rather too near Pierre 
Notting, but occasionally it justifies its name. 

With the exception of I >uke of Edinburgh, 
all the kinds named above aro very fragrant 
and worthy of culture on that score alone. 

Where space is available I would recommend 
that they be grown, for if some approach each 
other rather closely in colour, they each have 
their own special season, and by growing all, 
some good dark H.P. Rosos are secured each 
year. Rosa. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Rose Niphetos in Banffshire.—1 have 
seen many letters in your paper describing 
Niphetos as a Rose only fit for greenhouse 

can be afforded the cuttings during a spell of 
severe weather, and here, again, sand should 
bo incorporated with the soil. The practice of 
inserting some coarse sharp sand in each hole 
before placing the cutting therein isagoodone, 
and does a good deal to assist in root formation. 
Another plan worthy of imitation is to put a 
few cuttings in a jar or bottle of water, and 
pot off when roots have formed.—Townsman'. 

Rose Eugene Furst—The shape of this 
Rose does not tit it for the snowboard, but its 
rich velvety colour is so well maintained and 
its growth so vigorous that it may be regarded 
us a really good dark variety for the amateur. 
Several of the very dark Roses are much 
too full to be beautiful, but Eugene Furst, 
although the colour is not so intense as in 
Baron do Bonstetten, I consider a more 
useful variety for the garden. As with the 
majority of deep red Roses, it jtossesses a sweet 
fragrance, an attribute far too rare in our 
uiuucrii kinds.—H*»sa. 

Replanting old Rose-bushes (X. E.J. 

—We do not think anything is gained in 
replanting very old bushes of Hybrid Pernet- 
uals, seeing that good yearling plants of best 
sorts can be procured so cheaply. If you 
decide to replant it is well to shorten all 
growths to about '2 feet to prevent swaying by 
the wind after planting, then in March cut 
back almost to the ground to induce new 
growths. The following year the pruning 
must be regulated according to the vigour of 

Irises under Laurels. From a photograph hy Miss Wakefield, Nutwood, Orange-over-Sands. 

(See p»ge 3ST.) 

cultivation. I therefore send you a couple of 
blossoms, grown in the open bed, without any 
protection, in Banffshire. It has been planted 
three years, and Is making good, sturdy 
growth. This last winter was the most 
bitter for several years, the spring cold and 
severe winds —10 degs. of frost on June 18th 
killing all the Beech-leaves even and leaving 
the trees brown, but not harming the Rose.— 
M. Clay, Rolhicmay, .V. II. 

Roses from cuttings.—One may have 
a gTeat measure of success with cuttings if only 
the right sort are selected at the proper time. 
Talking to a friend a few weeks ago on this 
subject, he said : “ See that plant ? That is a 
William Allen Richardson, struck from a cut¬ 
ting last November, put in a pot, and kept in 
a frame.’’ The plant in question was carrying 
several nice blooms, and was making promising 
shoots. Towards the end of October is the 
best time to take cuttings, nnd these should be 
procured from shoots that have bonne flowers, 
if possible, 6 inches or 8 inches long, the ripest 
being selected. Young shoots from late 
growths are useless. In taking the cuttings, 
too, it is well to remember that the nearer they 
are cut off to old wood the better, all leaves but 
one or two at the extreme points being removed. 
Whether it is intended to |>ot them from the 
beginning or make up a bed in the frame, the 
soil should be of a sandy nature, and should be 
made fairly firm, proper drainage being 
insured from the start. In tfie"'bp©n bprl' 
is best to cgo^izCCixfejti^jilQ, h 

the variety. Those sending up shoots 4 feet to 
"> feet long are usually pruned back to 1 j feet 
to 2 feet of the ground, whereas such kinds as 
flower freely are pruned closer, even to within 
4 inches or ."> inches. We think 1 foot G inches 
about the right distance to place the plants 
from each other. The time of vear you name 
is right, but it will be well to heel the plants 
in for a day or two while you have the bed 
well trenched. You can remove the foliage 
and shorten growths before heeling in, which 
will prevent them shrivelling, and at same 
time prune roots a little, smooth over jagged 
ends, and rub off any suckers met with. 

Roses (S'truh).- In the case of the Mal- 
maison Rose, all the dead wood should be 
removed quite down to the head, using 
pruning scissors or small saw to enable you to 
cut quite close. This may be done at once. 
No actual pruning should be done at- this time, 
but small, blind, and tlowerless pieces of 
growth may lie cut clean away in every type 
of Rose, leaving tho stronger shoots, such as 
you describe, to do the work of ttow'ering. 
With this and many other Roses, the best plan 
to secure good blooms is to leave no small, thin 
wood, but to endeavour to promote good, 
vigorous shoots of tho size of a lead pencil. 
By letting these flow er and merely removing 
the seed pod afterwards, a good shoot Is left 
for next year. All such shoots should, how¬ 
ever, be hard pruned in spring, for it is by these 
means that the vigour is maintained-alfil!lSe 
plant furnished with 

shoots. Any plants that are “a regain 
mat ” of dead shoots very clearly prove kng 

continued neglect. It is, however, a very com 
mon thiog with amateurs that they will not 
allow their Rose-trees to be cut; indeed, we 
know an instance where a professional gardener 

to assist a gentleman interested in Rose-grow¬ 
ing pruned all his dwarf H.P. Rose-trees,while 

the gentleman himself looked on and asked « 
many’ questions as he thought fit as to "why’ 

and “wherefore.” The trees had long beet 

neglected, but they flowered remarkably 
well, and it was hoped and believed 

the object lesson had done much good 
The following year the gentleman beat 
his own pruning again, and, in spire of 
the evidences the trees gave as to the need ice 

hard pruning and equally the beneficial result! 
of it, ne had merely cut off au inch or two iron 
the tip of a growth nearly 4 feet long. It ilia 
these circumstances that so many good plan 
are spoiled. Tea Roses and all small-wooU 
kinds may all l*e well thinned now of the snail 
pieces and any old wood, but we cannot reran 
mend a general pruning or trimming at tl.i* 

Rose Albert Stopford (H.T.).-Ttr 
tine Rose has been remarkably good this year 
and I have formed a high opinion of itsmeitij| 
I do not know of any Rose with petals of 
substance, no mean quality in a wet 
and in a dry one the flowers stand well 
variety is reputedly a cross between ~ 
Schablikine and Papa Gontier, and, of 
one expects something good from two 
excellent parents. The growth of Altai 
Stopford is strong and stout, superior to Ftp! 
Gontier. The colour is coppery-rose, deeper, 
ing in centre of flower ; the outer petals are i L 
deep carmine. The buds aro of a spleodij 
long shape, the open flowers bold, showy j 
fragrant.—Rosa. 

Roses on house-walls (Beginsj. 
With regard to climbing Roses you 
exercise considerable patience, as until J 
obtain plenty of growth you cannot 
much blossom. Most of the new 
this year, if well ripened 
summer, and it would ho 
in order to assist thorough 
Roses often appear at a 
reality they are making roots, and the 
quent growths will be all the finer. A-l£ 
soil in the border is somewhat porous, a ns 
ing of jieat-Moss-litter after its rejection ii 
the stable would be excellent, or other u| 
rotted manure would answer the same s 
pose. The Rambler Roses on arches will i 
give you much blossom until they hau t< 
established al>out three years. Encourayr 
the growth possible, and do not prnw >1 
away unless tho shoots become too erowAB 
You will then lie rewarded with beau® 
masses of blossom from the two kiwis nsn*«H 

Mildew-proof Roses (M. J■ * ■ 
Unfortunately, varieties that may It fl 
sidered really mildew-proof are in a very* 
minority. We have noted the following 
being as near our ideal as possible: Amo 
Teas, G. Nabonnand, Mme. C. P. Strasshe* 
Corallina, Sulphurea, Sylph, Marie d’Orfey 
Anna Ollivier, Marie Van Houtte. From u a 
Hybrid Teas wo select Pam t ion tier and k 

,, JJtak 

* “ip 
Paj>a 

striped sport Rainbow, Clara Watson, 
Marquise Litta, Grace Darling, all 
France race, also Caroline Testont 
sport Admiral Dewey, Mme. Wag ram, 
Cadeau Ramey, Mons. Brunei. FrooJjj 
Hybrid Perpetuals, Mrs. George Di®fJ 
Mile. Clemence Joigneaux, Mrs. Rumjv 
\Ym. Warden. And from the Climbing *$1 
and Noisettes, Mme. Alfred Carriere, 
d’Or, Long worth Rambler, Aim<* 
Billiard and Barre, and Jaune Desprw. ** 
of the Monthly Roses, also the dwarf ‘*1 
thas, are exempt front this troublesomefjingaj 
Roses that are pale yellow or deep J»‘°e i 
colour without white or pink shadings >!»l 
Marshal Niel. Perle des Jnrdins, HenneuH 
de Beauveau, Mme. Barthelemy •',^i 
Eugene Verdier, Duchesse d'Auerstadt.^ “Jj 
zone, Etoile de Lyon, Georges 
Souvenir de Mme. I-evet, Goldqudle, • . 
ChedanueUuinoisseau, Comtesse de Irigne* 
and Mme. Honor-e Defresue; and lr‘‘n' 
Kiistrian Briers Harrisoni, Lulea, lcl'- 
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OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

IRISES. 

Few' appreciate to the fullest extent the 
German Irises, many, I venture to say, still 
thinking of them as June (lowers, suitable for 
gardens alone. We forget, possibly, how, long 
before these brightened our borders, the 
netted Iris reticulata and I. r. purpurea 
flowered amid the snow and sleet of January, 
timidly at first, perhaps, but showing in the 
titful gleams of winter sunlight the loveliness 
of their g^ild and purple blossom. Charming, 
too, also for early blooming are the Persian 
Irises, mingling their petals of white, blue, 
and purple amid their bright green foliage in 
the first days of February. But when we think 
of summer and its flowers, it is then that 
Irises appeal to us, some with blossoms 
quaintly marked and blotched, some prefer¬ 
ring the shelter and the sunshine of a warm 
holder, and rivalling the Orohidu in beauty. 
It is not, however, merely as border flowers 
that they are interesting. Happy is ho who can 
grow the water or Flag Irises. Anyone who 
has cruised on the Norfolk Broads will tell you 

I. Bakeriana which follow. 1. gennanica is the 
commonest of the genus, the Flag Irises of the 
town garden, growing where one would least 
expect to find them, amid the dust and impure 
atmosphere, often flourishing most where other 
plants fail, and giving us blooms diversified in 
colour. Where the soil, too, is dry the Iberian 
Iris (I. ibirica) will serve us well: the flowers 
are large, flecked, and spotted, with standards 
white, falls veined with blue and purple over a 
yellow background, blossoms singularly beauti¬ 
ful and elegaut when cut with some of their 
flag-like foliage. One of the choicest of the 
Flag Irises is Monnieri, well fitted for a border 
where the soil is moist and rich, a late bloom¬ 
ing, sweet-scented sort with yellow flowers 
margined with white. I. Pseudo-acorus has 
already been alluded to, it is the commonest of 
all, the yellow water Flag, and will grow in any 
moist and damp situation. I. pallida loves a 
moist, deop root-run, but does well even when 
planted on a dry soil; the blooms, however, are 
not so fino nor do tlioy last so long ns when 

planted under cooler conditions. A spring 
blooming dwarf Iris is to be found in pumila, 
seldom attaining more than a height of 7 inches 
or 8 inches, flowers blue and purple. English 

warm and sheltered borders many weeks, often 
until the later days of December. Lkuiurst. 

The illustration on page -iS<> shows a very suc¬ 
cessful Iris bed, grown in the driest possible 
position, virtually under Laurels. It is difficult 
to know what to "row in such a place, and this 
might be a usefulsuggestion to others. 

A. M. Wakefield. 

.VW >rood, (j'rn rvr-Sa n't*. 

BEDS FOR HARDY FLOWERS. 

(Reply to “A. M. G.”) 

Is our opinion, judging by the size of the whole 
series of beds, we regard them as small for well 
displaying good hardy perennials. In other 
words, the number of beds is too great for tho 
limited area. If, however, you arc leaving 
them as now arranged, we would suggest as 
follows: Nos. 4, 8, 10 to bo planted with 
Hydrangea pnniculata grandiflora, with Auhri- 
etias as a carpet and Crown Imperials to flower 
in Alaroh and April. Nos. 'J and C may ho 
filled with Crimson Olovo Carnations and 
Xaieissu.s pootieus ornatus, with a margin, say 
9 inches wide, of Muscari conicum. Nos. ft and 
11 may he planted with Delphinium con- 

irises in shade. From a photograph hy Miss Maliel Caisford, The Grove, Dunhoyne. 

Hut in June their bright vellow blooms, which 
fringe the water-ways and fill up the entrance 
to the dykes and narrow channels, add beauty 
to the landscape, however much they may 
impede the progress of the yachtsman. These 

the flowers that blossom with Water Lily 
and Forget-me-not, with Meadow Sweet, Marsh 
Orchis, awl Crowfoot— 

" Dwelling by still rivers, 
«r solitary mere. 

Or where the sluggish meadow brook delivers 
Its waters to the weir.” 

There is a charm about the Iris of our streams 
and low-lying meadow lands, but with garden 
plants we mo9t of all have to do, and grown on 
'orders, or adjacent to lawns, partly in the 
!-iade, so that their blossoms are gradually 
developed, they continue longer with us, 
hiving maybe, as in the illustrations, a back¬ 
ground of foliage, which only serves to heighten 
the wealth of their gorgeous tints. 

Let us then consider what varieties are best 
tor providing us with hosts of flowers for our' 
'■"e? anil epergnes, as well a9 giving us blos¬ 
soms over the longest period. As already 
mentioned, there are the Netted Irises which 
Me fragrant and bloom early. Similar in colour 
and sweet scented aLso are the flowers 

Irises again belong to a distinct class, bloom¬ 
ing a little later than tho Herman, tall and 
stately, |>ossessing many self colours, having 
rush-like foliage. 1. orchioides is extremely 
beautiful, differing entirely from any other, 
and preferring a warm, sheltered situation. 
I. asiatica closely resembles the (lerman, hut 
the blossoms are finer. But it is doubtful 
whether any of those mentioned have ever been 
so popular as the Swinish Irises are to-day. To 
say that they are extremely light and graceful, 

spicuum, D. Lavender, D. Lil'eguanlsman, and 
D. Celestial for the central |>ortion, with 
Lilium candidunv in clusters around, and, 
again, a licit of such Phloxes as Eton, Coqueli- 
cot, Kmbrnsement, Lothair, all rod shades, and 
Sylphide, Mrs. K. H. Jenkins, Avalancher, 
Panama, all pure white, arranged at will. 
Outside these a fow Pyrethrums may appear, 
Mrs. Bateman Brown, crimson carmine, Ham¬ 
let, pink, Sherlock, carmine, coceinea, fiery 
red, to be interspersed with Aster Amellus, A. 

and, therefore, jmrticularly adapted to table acris, A. la-vigatus, etc., and bordered with a 
decoration, will grow in any open situation in few' clumps or Daffodils, as Emperor, Empress, 

free, well drained soil, flower freely, are Sir Watkin, Golden Spur, and princeps, with 
possessed of delicate colour, and that bull)3 
are cheap, is only giving expression to facts 
that are now well known. Not many, however, 

such plants as Aster alpinus, Phlox divnricata, 
Arnebia echioides, Armeria cephalotes rubra, 
and Phlox setacea in variety at the margin 

Digitized by Go 

when planting the bulbs in beds in September proper. The remaining four beds. Nos. 1, 3, 
remember to pot up a few for early spring 5, 7, could be occupied with Japanese Ane- 
blooming in the house. Not the Spanish alone mones in three shades, Lilium tigrinum, 
lend themselves to forcing, but many of the Galtonia candicans, Gaillardias, such double 
other sorts, if lifted from the open and brought Pyrethrums as J. N. Twerdy, Capt. Nares, 
under glass in spring, will bloom freely. Irises Aphrodite, Ne Plus Ultra, with Iris pallida, 
to be effective should be grouped together, as 1 Queen of May, L'lnnooenee, Darius, Mrs. 
here depicted, and in planting one should Darwin, Chelles, Dr. Bernice, etc., h3-brid 
remember those that bloom late as well as at I Columbines, Delphiniums, Belladonna, Lupines, 
midsummen kinds like alata, whose lilac bios- Coreopsis, and the small Day Lilies, as Hemero- 

s flepIp^P,-4S'ith yellow remain with us on 1 ca11 is)flay Hi!Thunbergi, etc., Doronieum«, 
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Scabiosa cuucasica and ulba, a few select 
Michaelmas Daisies, as N.-B. densus, cordi- 
folius and elegaus, turbinellus, Lindleyanus, 
Esme, N.-A. Mrs. Rayner, X.-A. roseus, etc. 
The above are 3 feet high or more, and dwarfer 
things to complete the beds may consist of 
good Self Carnations, double Pinks, Heuchera 
sanguinea, Diantlius barbatus mngnificus, 
Campanula Hendersoni, C. carpatica and alba, 
C. turbinata, C. glomerata speciosa, Iris 
nudicaule. Primula denticulata, P. Cash- 
meriana, P. rosea, the new double white 
Arabis, Anemone apennina, A. Pulsatilla, A. 
sylvestris, with Aubrietias, etc. Tufts of 
Montbretias, groups of Lilies, of Daffodils, 
and of Gladiolus, particularly the Lemoinei 
section of the latter, may also be added for 
filling in small places and the like, and thus 
provide a sort of mii/tiiin in />arro style of 
grouping wherein variety and a long season of 
flowering would Ire the leading features. 

TUFTED PANSIES—PREPARATIONS 
FOR AUTUMN PROPAGATION. 

A WEi-nonowx lot of Tufted Pansies will 
blossom from March until October, and even 
later when the position and soil arc suitable, 
and to take cuttings from plants blossoming 
freely means spoiling the display for sometime 
at least. Readers who desire to grow these 
plants largely, and who also wish to propagate 
annually by cuttings, would find planting a 
few old stools in any out-of-the-way place iu 
the garden, where, of course, they obtain a 
certain amount of sunshine each day, answer 
their purpose. These stock plants can be kept 
cut back from time to time, and as a result 
they will form veritable tufts of beautiful, 
sturdy, short-jointed growths. If some light 
and gritty soil can be worked into the crowns 
of these old stock plants during the late 
summer, many of the pieces will quickly emit 
roots, which may he detached and planted out 
in a bed sjiecially prepared for them, and, if 
need be, again planted out in their permanent 
quarters before the hard weather sets in. 
Another method of dealing with old stock 
plants of this description is lifting thorn when 

their shoots are of the desired length and 
dividing them. By these means quite a large 
stock can be raised very quickly. This method 
of increasing the stock of now and choice sorts 
is followed by one of our leading trade growers. 
When the pieces just referred to have become 
established they soon form new growths, and 
in a short time they in turn may be divided. 
By this method of raising plants there is very 
little cutting about of the divided portions of 
the stock plants likely to take place. Hereaud 
there an unwieldy piece of coarse growth may 
have to be cut back, but in almost every 
instance the shoots will have roots adhering. 
In warm weather it is well to shade the cutting 
beds or cold frames into which these fresh 
pieces are put, and in the early evening to 
sprinkle them with water from a fine-rosed enn, 
as green-fly and red spider are encouraged by 
dry conditions. 

In the case of those who do not wish to spoil 
their display by robbing the plants of their 
young growths at this season, it would be 
better to cut back a plant here and there 
among the more crowded of those in the beds 
and borders. With ordinary care the beauty 
of the display may Iks scarcely interfered with. 
Cut back the coarse growths, as well as those 
which are weak and elongated, to within an 
inch or two of the crown ol the plant, and have 
ready a quantity of light, gritty soil to work 
into and around the cut back specimens. 
Equal parts of loam, leaf mould, and coarse 
sand or road-grit, passed through a sieve with a 
coarse mesh, is an ideal compost with which to 
mulch the plants. It is also a good plan to 
slightly loosen the soil round the cut-back 
plants. In dry weather copious supplies of 
clear water should be given. It is astonishing 
how quickly the plants regain their vigour, 
and, in consequence, cuttings of a desirable 
kind and in goodly numbers may be detached, 
and in some casts with roots freely emitted 
from their base. 

Where only a limited number of plants is 
required, the reader may get these from the 
plants in flower. One or two cuttings from 
each plant will, no doubt, meet the require¬ 
ments of some growers, and_by carefully 

detaching these with a sharp knife the plants 
will not be interfered with. Only those shoots 
of recent growth should be taken, and if they 
be mode into cuttings of about 3 inches in 
length, no I tetter material could be chosen. 
The cutting-bed should receive some considera¬ 
tion, and although some put the cuttings into 
cold-frames, I prefer to give them quite liardy 
treatment, making up a bed outside for their 
reception. At this time the cutting-lied should 
lie arranged in a nicely protected Quarter of 
the garden, with a warm as|iect. Make up the 
soil some few inches above the ordinary garden 
level, seeing that this is of a light and gritty 
character. The surface should be made as 
even and level as possible, and slightly firmed. 
An hour or two before the cuttings are to be 
inserted give the cutting bed u good soaking 
with clear water from a fine-rosed can, and all 
is then ready for inserting the cuttings. 

D. B. C. 

WHITE FLOWERS. 

Ik you will allow me, 1 think 1 can add to the 
list of white flowers for “ S. E. IV Earliest of 
all come double white Primroses, Snow¬ 
drops, double white Violets, and single 
Anemone The Bride, closely followed by double 
white Stocks. All of these are good cut flowers 
for little howls or trouglis. In addition to 
Narcissus poeticus, N. p. ornatus, and N. p. 
11.-pi., there are several good white flowering 
bulbs: double nnd single Tulips (early and 
late), Allium nea[>olitanum, Anthericuin Dili- 
astrum, A. I,, majus and A. Liliago, Brodiiea 
capitata, B. eongesta, Camassiaesculenta alba, 
Snowflakes (both spring and summer), Lilium 
candidum (the lovely Virgin Lily), Gladiolus 
Tho Bride, Ornithogalums, the best being 
arabicum and pyramidalo, Trillium grandi 
florum, Triteleia biflora and T. uniflora aliui, 
Scilla nutans alba, Ranunculus, English and 
Spanish Iris, Dutch Hyacinths, several varie¬ 
ties of Anemones and Grape Hyacinths. To 
your list of plants I add German Iris, single 
and double IVonies, Aquilegia (the liest being 
Munstead White), Canterbury Bells, Phloxes, 
Lupins, Christmas Roses (1 should have put 
these as January flowers), Agapanthus urntiel- 
latus albus, Spineas, Cimicifuga, Dahlias, 
Snapdragons, Saxifraga trifurcata (the Stag's- 
horn S.), Pinks, Carnations, white Iceland 
Poppy, Scabiosa caucasiea alba, white Tree 
Lupin, white Perennial Cornflowers. The 
whole of these are good, hardy, inexpensive, 
and. I can vouch from personal experience, 
good for cutting. The Canterbury Bells are 
properly biennials, but they last for several 
years in our hot, drv soil. A few annuals 
should bo added: White Sweet Peas, white 
German Scabious, white Gypsophila elegans, 
and white Jap. Asters. White Tufted Pansies 
make a most exquisite table arrangement in 
shallow troughs with their own sprays. Lily 
of the Valley should also be grown. Finally, 
to carry on till the Christmas Roses are in 
flower, there must be Chrysanthemums. My 
list, in addition to tho Editor’s, will, at any 
rate in the west country, give flowers all the 
year round with the help of Roses, Clematis, 
Mock Orange, Lilac, white Weigela, double 
white Cherry, Deut/.ia, Hydrangea, Magnolias, 
Viburnum, Laurustinus, Exoehorda Alberti, 
and Josminum. A. Bavluux. 

DauJinh, S. Du on. 

Peas (in separate colours) in a ligug ribbon 
pattern, and Cactus Dahlias in the spaces. 1 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

A rose-coloured border.—Being over¬ 
run with rabbits I am obliged to have most of 
my flowers in a walled kitchen garden, and 
this year, quite by chance, my border which 
runs on each side of the middle path has 
been all shades of roso colour with 
Shirley Poppies, Salmon Queen Clarkia, Phlox 
different shades, Mulope grandillora, Pink 
Lavatera, and Snapdragons. At the end of 
the walk the colour scheme is completed by n 
Crimson Rambler Rose, which is being trained 
to cover an arch over the entrance gate. Had 

planned it the effect could not be more 
successful. I find that the Salmon Queen 
Clarkia is one of the most useful annuals, not 
only for massing in the border but also for cut¬ 
ting. I did ti-0 dinner-table not long ago 
with long sprays of the Clarkia and Shirley 
Poppies of exactly the same shade. I also have 

wonder if the Sweet Peas are as line every where 
ns they are here this year. A great manv ot 
the flowers have four blooms, and 1 have even 
found five.—A Constant Reader. 

Digitized by Google 
a long bed in the same garden with Sweet I 
_ Originc 
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Pentstemons, propagating.-Theend 
of September and early part of October is the 
best time of the year in which to increase 
Pentstemons, all that is required beiijg a fold 
frame and a bed made up of loam and leaf 
mould, with an addition of coarse sharp sand 
placed on the surface. After making the bed 
solid, the cuttings should be dibbled in, giving 
2 inches or 3 inches between each, and sbadin; 
from sunshine, when necessary, for a time, 
admitting a little air in the frame each day by 
tilting the lights. Iu a hard winter Peotsle 
mons will survive in a cold-frame, and they me 
so showy in beds and borders as to warrant on* 
giving them the needful attention now. On & 
warm, sheltered border, if cuttings are pUcsi 
in now, a handlight w ill suffice for covering 
them.—W. F. D. 

Lifting: bulbs ( Scot fin* Plums).—Yu 
may lift and replant any of the bulbs named it 
option, or you may leave all alone as they are 
It you decide to lift, it is time this was done- 
in fact, it were better dune in July than no*, 
as some, at least, will very quickly 1* root j 
ing afresh. Those that are best lifted each E 
year are certain Polyanthus Narcissus, Tulip 
and Anemones. This, however, enfiith * 
depends upon wlmt they are and the duiif 
soil in which they are growing -an imporimt 
item, concerning which you give no infunm - 
tion. Some Anemones are best left alec* 
other kinds nre better in certain soils if lifted 8 
each year. You give us no information urn f 
what" kinds you refer to, and the genua ist 
very large one indeed. Chionodoxa, Bcifc. 
Winter Aconites, Crocus, Snowdrops, if the a 
common kinds, may go on in the some soil far I 
years, while Narciasus, Tulips, and Iris nosin' 2 
in a measure periodical lifting in July. Aulk 
bulbs you name succeed quite well B-tte 
usual sandy loams, though some kinds r: 
found to do quite well in the more clayey «& 
Some Narcissus—c.g., poeticus kinds, tncoa- 
parabilis in variety generally, maximas, pr> 
ceps and Emperor—are quite a success whs 
grown in strong or heavy loam, and input 
cular where such soils are well-drained, a 
important item generally. 

Sweet Peas 9 feet high. 
growers in specially moist and favoured 
tions Sweet Peas frequently attain a heights 
7 feet to 9 feet, more or less, and m tktf I 
always present a fine appearance, and m>| 
make ail effective display ip the gardens* I 
attaining such a height, with its accompanying 
broad proportions, a result such as thto»»S 
always worth striving for. Plants oftMK® 
extraordinary dimensions are not confined to. 
the gardens of those in favoured situations for' 
this year, at any rale. Ours have never been mj 
grand, nor have they remained in good fora 
torso long a time in all our experience with 
these flowers. Our collection is grown on lie 
side of a hill with a north-western aspect, &od, 
as a rule, watering occupies the greater shire 
of our time all through the flowering season. 
The display with us usually ends by mid- 
August, with an occasional spasmodic interval 
of bloom in cooler and moister weather. Ihr 
ing the present season, except for a few In¬ 
experiences of warm weather in late June 
July, very little watering has been done, "e 
have now and then in the showery wreath* 
treated the plants to a liberal supply of a wel. 
known patent manure, nnd to this treatment 
the plants have given a liberal response in the 
form of blooms of extra excellence. In 5 
normal season, through being on the hillside, 
unless copious supplies of water are 
given, and these persistently, compantiv.-J 
little growth is made. The water so quicklv 
runs away that the work cf watering is made 
so much the harder thereby. At tie timre¬ 
writing (September 3rd) our plants vary 
tween 7 feet aud 9 feet in height, and they are 
very handsome indeed. Never has thereyeen 
so prolific a display and the quality ot the 
blootns so fine. These facts go to j rove M 
abnormal Ls the season ws are passingturouyt, 
and also how extraordinary are its results 
Ijhe stronger growing kinds in our collection 
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are: Lovely, Hon. Mrs. Kenyon, Mars, Duke 
of Westminster, Black Knight, Prince of 
Wales, Miss Willmot, l’rima Donna, and 
Salopian.—D. B. C. 
Walled-in gardens.—There are many 

people. I imagine, who, in consequence of the 
Weakness of the locality in which they reside, 
are hindered to some extent in growing certain 
subjects in their gardens, and instead of plant¬ 
ing whaUthey like, are obliged to bo content 
with what will thrive. This is so very often 
in many parts of Scotland and the north of 
England, where tender things like Tea Roses, 
and Crinums, Clematises, Tritomas, Passi- 
floras, Lilies, etc., die off during a hard winter, 
despite the temporary measures that may be 
adopted for their protection. 1 knew a man 
who live! in Cumberland, in a cold, exposed 
part, who tried Roses for several seasons, but 
had eventually to give up the idea, owing to 
the adverse conditions he had to encounter in 
his garden, which was open on all sides, and I 
doubt not that his experience is only that of 

others similarly situated. But in a walled-in 
garden what a deal one may do, and to what 
use walls maybe put for the culture of fruit 
trees, climbing plants, etc. In the matter of 

cut flowers. Coreopsis grandiflorn is one of 
the most free flowering plants that it is possible 
to grow, and must be replaced with young 
stock every year. Canterbury Bells in all 
shades of colour, Sweet Williams, Antirrhi¬ 
nums, and Carnations of the Grenadin type, 
also the always welcome Cornflowers, and 
many plants that are really annuals, if sown in 
spring are equally effective. Sown late in 
summer and treated as biennials, many a waste 
corner may be rendered very pretty by scat¬ 
tering any spare seed over it at this time of 
year and leaving the plants to flower. Many 
kinds of Poppies, too, make splendid masses 
of colour treated in this way.—J. G., Uo»porl. 

Exhibiting hardy flowers.—This is a 
matter which has never yet received the coil- 
sideration it deserves. The indifferent manner 
in which many delightful flowers are staged is 
not confined to the local shows throughout the 
United Kingdom. It is quite distressing some¬ 
times to see bunches of our best hardy flowers 
jumbled up together, with little or no olfoct, 

and often with about twice as many sprays of 
blossoms in the bunch as are really needed to 
display the subject properly. The idea in the 
minds of those making the exhibit appears to 

tightly packed together, with stems altogether 
out of proportion to the subject exhibited.—■ 
W. V. T. _ 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

produce also it makes very often a 
of several weeks in the bringing of 

iheui to table, when grown under a .warm wall 
"d protected from north and east. Salads, 
loo, may be had many weeks in good condition, 
t state of things not always obtainable in 
exposed gardens in winter and early spring. 
Anyone who has grown Tomatoes out-of-doors 
'ill admit that to plant largely is a risky 
ixisiness, owing to the absence of sun, and in 
dull, cold periods, as we have experienced 
lately, but when planted and trained under a 
“(mth wall 'here is a much better chance of a 
crop,—VV. F. I). 

Sowing biennials.—Biennials include 
'vrne of the most useful of garden flowers, 

for decoration and cutting, and if the 
has not been sown, no time must be lost 

'n getting it done, or there will not be time to 
g t the plants well established before the cold 
"-ather sets in. Wallflowers are probably tho 

FLOWERING CLIMBERS. 

Roses are amongst the loveliest of our climbing 
plants, but there are many others excellently 
adapted for covering porches, verandahs, per¬ 
golas, summer-houses, and trellises that arc 
most attractive in their flowering seasons. Of 
these the Clematis family occupies a foremost 
position. The large-flowered Clematises of the 
Jackmani, patens, florida, and lanuginosa sec¬ 
tions, with their great blossoms, double and 
-single, ranging in colour fiom deepest purple, 
through varied tints of mauve aud lavender 
to white, are deservedly favourites, so striking 
is the picture they present when at the zenith 
of their display. These, however, are of less 
vigorous growth than many of tho spooios, 

which, though producing smaller and less 
deeply-coloured flowers, are equally effective. 
C. balearica or calycina is valuable on account 
of its enily flowering, bearing its white, purple- 

spotted flowers in Februury. 
Towards the end of May and in 
the beginning of Juno the beau¬ 
tiful C. montana perfects its 
massesof ivory-white star flowers, 
while early in September the 
Virgin’s Bower (C. Flammula) is 
shrouded in a veil of small, 
sweetly - perfumed white blos¬ 
soms, followed later by the very 
similar C. paniculata, whose 
flowers are Ilawthorn-scented. 

The yellow-flowered C. graveo- 
lens is also an attractive plant 
and a rapid grower. Honey¬ 
suckles, witli their trails of 
odorous blossoms, are well fitted 
for the porch, as is the white 
Jasmine, on account of the sweet 
scent that is wafted by the 
breeze into tho house through 
open doors and windows. The 
Trumpet Honeysuckle (Loniceia 
sempervirens), with its scarlet 
and yellow flowers, is the hand¬ 
somest of its family : but others 
are well worth growing, such as 
L. japonica and its golden-leaved 
variety, L. confusa, L. flexuosa, 
and the native L. Periclymenum. 
The white Jasmine (J. officinale), 
beloved of cottagers, 19 ever- 
welcome for its white perfumed 
flower-clusters, and soon covets 
porch or archway. The Wistaria 
is a noble cliinber, large speci¬ 
mens draping walls for a length 
of 100 feet with their drooping, 
lavender flower-clusters. It is, 
however, enjoyed to best advan¬ 
tage where the walker may pass 
beneath its drooping, fragrant 

be that of creati ng a dense mass rather than to flower fringe as when used for covering a 
show off the charms of each individual subject, flat, horizontal trellis. Its one fault is tliat 
While this is so the cultivation of hardy in its earlier stages it sometimes makes but 
plants will never be taken up so readily by very little growth, but, when it once starts, 
would be growers as would be the case if tho it increases rapidly. The Passion-flower is a 
flowers of each kind were more pleasingly and very vigorous grower, and is practically ever 
naturally set up. Flagrant instances of the green, only losing its old leaves as the young 
kind bore referred te are met with at the great ones are pushed out in the spring. Both the 
show of the R.II.S. at the Tomple, and not old so called blue Passion-flower and its white 
infrequently do these remarks apply with equal variety Constance Elliot are handsome, and 
force to the fortnightly displays at tho Drill prov ide a second period of attractiveness in the 
Hall. There appears to be an idea that the autumn and early winter when hung with their 
stems of many flowers, no matter what their golden orange fruits. Of the Tropaolums, the 
height and characteristics may be, should be Flame Nasturtium (T. speciosum) is a brilliant 
cut at about the same length, and in conse- sight when in flower, but in the south it requires 

A cottage entrance. From a photograph by F. Mason Good, Winchfield, Hants. 

■ I ueiice visitors are completely at a loss to know 
what are the points of merit of the respective 
subjects. We sometimes find, also hunched 
together in a glorious mass of colour, subjects 
which the well-informed know full well are 
somewhat unattractive or meagre in their dis- _a „ _ 
play in the hardy border, and which by their proper title for this plant is Tecoma, but it is 

better known by the title of Bignonia. The 

a position where its roots are in constant shade. 
T. tuberosum enjoys, on the contrary, the 
sunniest site available, where it will produce a Srofusion of its crimson and orange flowers. 

ignoniamdicansisa brilliant-flowered climber, 
being a blaze of orange-scarlet i n August. The 

"KMt extensively grown of all biennials. Then , . . 
Stocks of the Brompton and Queen types representation at the shows are distinctlyinis- 

Aiould also be sown at once. Myosot is, one of leading. There are so many excellent hardy 
the old favourites that never seems to lack flowers now in commerce that the indifferent to introduce into the border on account of its 
admirers, and Pansies should also receive things can easily be spared. The fault in wandering and aggressive habit, but it is a 
attention. Gaillardias have of late come much exhibiting hardy flowors at local shows gene- beautiful sight when covered with its large 

great Bindweed’(Calystegia) is scarcely a plant 
to introduce into the border 

t0 front, and are invaluable for supplyi 
Digitized by CSogle staging rather small bunches, whiteofloffffiffl- double Bindweed 
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puhescens fl.-pl.) is, however, not so rampant a 
grower, and has pretty flash-coloured flowers. 
Polygonum buldschuanicum is a very pretty 
sight when covered with its large drooping 
clusters of small lavender flowers. It is of 
rapid growth, and will soon cover a small tree. 
Two rarely seen and pretty, hut not strikingly 
beautiful, climbers are Menispermum cana- 
dense and Periploca gricca, though the latter is 
not to be recommended for the neighbourhood 
of the house, on account of the rather 
unpleasant odour emitted by its small velvet- 
brown flowers. The Menispcrmum has hand¬ 
some Vine shaped leaves and feathery clusters 
of yellow-white flowers. S. W. F. 

INDOOR PLANTS, 

RAISING FUCHSIAS FROM SEED. 
Will you kind!}’ let me know whether I can raise 

Fuchsias from seed, and how to do it, as I have some very 

flue Fuchsias that have berries on like Cherries —S. 
Hall. 

[ Even if no particularly striking results in the 
way of new varieties occur in raising Fuchsias 
from seed, still it is work worth doing, because 
the peculiar enjoyment obtained from growing 
and blooming seedling plants is of such a 
nature as to constitute what may bo safely 
termed one of the chief pleasures of gardening. 
Some care is necessary in order to secure as far 
as jioasiblegood varieties of Fuchsia from which 
to save seed. Not only should good varieties 
be selected for seeding, but the Ho Wei'S must be 
fertilised so as to obtain the certain qualifica¬ 
tions or characteristics of a desired order. 
Having, therefore, selected the plants from 
which it is intended to take seed, they should 
lie carefully watched as the flowers expand, 
and all imperfect blossoms removed, thorn 
alone being retained which are quite true to 
character. From the flower intended to hear 
seed all the anthers should he out away ; then, 
liy means of a tine camel-hair brush, the |iollen 
should he collected from the flowers to he used 
for fertilising purposes and laid on the stigma 
of the parent, tying a piece of thread or some 
such mark about the flowers to identify those 
which have been fertilised. A bag made of thin 
muslin or some such material should be used to 
cover the fertilised flowers, or ".ices and other 
insects will s|ioil the work of the operator. 
The seel will ripen just as well outdoors as 
indoors, but unless means he taken to protect 
the seed-pods the birds are apt to take them. 
Like other fruits, the seed-pods of the Fuchsia 
will fall off the branches when rijie sometimes 
before they are ripe— and we remember it was 
the practice of a good raiser of Fuchsias when 
a pod fell immediately to press it in the palm of 
his hand and carefully pick all the seeds out of 
the pulp with the jioint of a penknife, and then 
spread them out on a clean sheet of writing- 
paper, leaving each seed at a little distance 
apart from its fellows. Then for an hour or 
two the seeds were place) 1 on a shelf in the sun, 
ami covered with a piece of glass to keep them 
from being blown away. After they were dry 
the seeds were placed in a wooden or paper 
box, with a little dry silver sand about them to 
preserve them till wanted for sowing. It is not 
difficult to obtain Fuchsia-seed, but it is much 
better to sow twenty seeds obtained from 
carefully-fertilised dowel's than three hundred 
selected indiscriminately. 

Time to sow.—This will vary according to 
the means of protection at command : if it be a 
mild, open winter the beginning of January is 
a good time, or if then the weather be wintry 
and ungenial it may be delayed until February ; 
but, generally speaking, the earlier in the year 
it is sown the better. The seed germinates 
best when grown in a propagating-house, 
heated on the tank system, using for the seed 
shallow pans filled with a light, well-drained 
soil, which should be flattened down to a smooth 
surface about finch from the top of the pan, 
and on this level surface the seeds require to 
be placed thinly, ami these should then be 
covered with \ inch thickness of fine light soil 
—sifted leaf-mould and silver sand will answer 
admirably. The pans should then be plunged 
in the hot bed up to their rims, after which 
water should be applied with a fine syringe to 
slightly moisten the surface of the soil. Those 
who have not a propagating-house should delay 
the sowing for a few weeks lUftTB they have l 

Digitized by vjOO^L1 

frame heated by manure, plunging the seed- 
pans in the same way ; but in the case of a 
manure-bed great care is roquired in covering 
at night, in giving air, etc., for if there has 
been any carelessness in making the bed, or 
the pans containing seeds have been put into 
the frame before the bed was properly ready, 
the seeds will germinate quickly, i>ut will 
damp oil'as fast as they appear above the sur¬ 
face of the soil in which they are sown. For 
three weeks or a month, under the most favour¬ 
able conditions, the best plan is to keep the 
surface of the seed-pans just moist, not wet, 
and frequent examination should be made 
to see that no insect pests are at them. 
When the plants have put forth a second jiair 
of leaves above the seed-leaves the strongest 
should ho pricked out into small (Mi-sized jiots, 
using a light compost for the roots. This gives 
room for the plants remaining in the soed-pans 
to grow, and some Fuchsia cultivators are of 
opinion that this is the time when the seedlings 
least feel the check of removal. When the seed¬ 
lings are potted the pots should lie plunged in 
a moist bed, as it tends to keep the roots damp 
ami dispenses with the necessity of giving much 
water overhead, from the excessive use of 
which the young plants frequently damp ofi'ut 
the surface of the soil, lleat, moisture, and 
shade are required at this stage of the young 
seedlings' growth, and on no account should 
they be allowed to receive a check, for their 
early and successful blooming entirely depends 
upon their treatment at this stage. As the 
plants make growth the leading shoot should 
be neatly tied to a stake, and when the 
small |>ots become filled with roots they should 
ho shifted into IS sized pots, and in them the 
plants may be flowered. 

There is a wonderful charm in watching the 
opening blossoms of seedling plants, even if 
they do not exhibit qualities above mediocrity, 
but they frequently show characteristics of 
much value, particularly if due care has been 
taken to select proper parents. Seedling 
Fuchsias, if of a good strain, generally grow 
freely and flower profusely.] 

PLANTS TO CROW UNDER STAtiING. 

(Rki-i.v to “Richmond.") 

Fur your bouse No. 1, the following plants 
would be available for the purpose you name : 
Begonias, the tnoro vigorous varieties of the 
Kox section, do well under such conditions if 
there is no heavy drip on the foliage. Cyrto- 
deira (Episeia) chontalcnsis, fulgida, and 
nielattica : These ure all creeping plants with 
prettily-marked velvety leaves and bright red 
flowers. Ficus re)ien.s and minima: Both of 
these are good climbing plants for a damp 
wall, to which they attach themselves without 
trouble, whilst they will also clothe the ground 
or pillars used for supporting the stage. 
Fittonia argyroneum and Pearcei, pretty 
creeping plants with handsomely - marked 
leaves, Panicum variegatum, a Grass like 
plant with striped leaves that grows freely. 
Pellionia U.iveauana and pulchra, free grow¬ 
ing creepers with dark olive-green leaves more 
or less mottled. Pilea muscosu, a Fern like 
subject that will grow in a warm house, and 
also in a cool one. Tradescantia zebrina : The 
quick growth of this combined with its prettily- 

loavo3 rentiers it a pfoneral favourite for 
clothiug the ground lieneath stages and for 
similar purjioses. 

Of Ferns likely to suit you may he especially 
mentioned :—Adiantum cuneatum, Blechnum 
ocoidentale, Davallia bullata, Nephrodiuin 
molle corymbiferum, Niphobolus lingua, Pteris 
cretica, Pteris cretica albo lineata : and of the 
Moss-like Selaginellas there are:—S. ewsia, 
S. Emeliana, S. Kraussiana (S. denticulate of 
gardens), and S. Kraussiana aurea. Next 
along the edge that is free from drip you may, 
if you like, plant a row of seedling Strepto- 
carpus, which will do fairly well in sueh a 
position, and their flowers serve to lighten up 
the other subjects. 

In house No. 2 much the same plants will he 
available, except that the drip will be detri¬ 
mental to the Streptoearpus. 

For house No. .'t a hardier class of plants is 
needed, and of these the following should 
suit you :—Farfugium grande, a plant with 
Coltsfoot-like leaves, rich green, spotted 

lyellow: Ficus repens above menOoo^ifii 
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Isolepis gracilis, forms a tuft of beautiful green 
Grass-like leaves; Stenotraphrum glabruin 
variegatum, a rapid creeping Grass, rooting at 
every joint, with white stri|>ed leaves. Of 
Ferns, Cyrtomium falcate m, Daodia aspera, 
Lastroa decomposita, Last rea lopida, Wtrea 
Viiria, Platyloma rotundifolia, I’olysticbmn 
setosum, Pteris serrulata, Pteris serrul&ta 
cristata, Pteris umbrosa, and Pteris YYimsctti. 
The creeping Selaginella Kraussiana above 
referred to will also do well in the greenhouse. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Nerines and Vallotas (('. S.).-V, 

your Y'allotas and Nerines are going to done: 
this season they should be by now showing 
their spikes. The Vallotas never need drying 
to the extent of the Nerine3, hence you rnav 
safely water them ; but we scarcely know win: 
to say about the Nerines, for, as a rule, the 
safer way is to wait till their flower spikts 
upjiear before giving any water. Briefly 
summed up, the treatment Nerines nee>i 
this : They flower in the autumn, and then 
start into growth, after which they must he tilaeed in a good light position in the green 
iouse and kept watered, for they continue to 

grow throughout the winter and spring month-. 
They need no shade whatever, and directly the 
leaves turn yellow and show signs of going to 
rest- generally in Mayor June—less water rate! 
lie given, and finally discontinued altogether 
The best spot for them then is in a sunny 
frame with plenty of air, but lights to keepc 
the rain, or on a shelf in a glass structure 
fully exposed to the sun. Directly the spike- 
make an appearance the soil must be watered, 
when the flowers will develop rapidly. Ii 
shaded when in flower, the blooms will last 
much longer than would otherwise be the case. 
If yours show signs of the leaves starting with 
out any flower-spikes, it is very probable yao 
will not get any blooms this year ; but another 
season, if you proceed on the lines detailed 
above, you may reasonably' anticipate a go>i 
display. If no spikes or young leaves appear, 
we should advise you to wait till the enl : 
September before watering your Nerines. 

i'Tants for small unheated green¬ 
house ( Mi** E. K.f.—If you need as early« 
display of flowers as possible in your unhealed 
greenhouse, the principal things you car 
obtain are hardy bulbs, for such things i* 
Hyacinths, Tulips, Seilla sibirica, Narcissi 
of different sorts, and similar subjects willsli 
flower well in such a structure, and anticipate 
the usual season of blooming out-of-doors by >: 
sufficiently long iieriod to make yours that 
oughly appreciated. Again, a few other hardy 
plants (not actually bulbs) that are often 
grown for forcing readily lend themselves lot 
flowering under glass, particularly Spioi 
japonica, compacta tnultiflorn, and astilboidrs 
Dielytra spectabilis, and Lily of the Valley 
Small shrubs, too. can be recommended, suck 
as Deutzia gracilis anil I>. Lernoinei. Hardy 
Azaleas of different kinds, Primus sinenss 
flore pleno, and Spira a confusa. Of hardy 
foliage plants you have but little choice, 
unless it bo a few of the hardy Fert< 
Throughout the summer you could keep yoar 
greenhousa gay at very little expense by 
consulting the advertising columns of Gakm" 
INO, for many collections are sent out si i 
cheap rate, and if these are carefully attended 
to in the matter of potting, watering, and 
tying they will flower throughout the season. 
1.ilium longiflorum, too, grown in such » 
structure will, about the end of May. unfold 
its silvery trumpets, and later on you may 
have L. auratum, while L. speciosum bridges 
over the time between some of the summer 
plants and the Chrysanthemums. A few of the 
last with the scarlet Salvia splendens, the blue 
Salvia azurea grandiflora, and the latest | 
Cannas w ill flower as long as you ciu reason¬ 
ably expect any in an unheated' structure. 

Freesias for winter.—In considering 
bulbs suited for indoor growing for supplying ! 
blossoms in winter and spring, it seems only- 
natural that one should regard Hyacinths. . 
Tulips, Narcissi, etc., as indispensable where 
brightness and variety are wanted: hut too ' 
often, I apprehend, we forget such useful sub- | 
jeots as Freesias, which are not the lender, j 
heat-loving things many suppose. Their ira- 
grahfto and beauty are admitted hr all, but ie» 
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really understand that the conditions of a 
house where Zonals, Salvias, Primulas, etc., 
ure bloomed in winter will meet nil that these 
charming bulbs need. From the middle of 
duly to the end of August is really the best 
time to |>ot them, and a compost of loam and 
leaf-soil, with |ieat and sharp sand, will suit. 
Drainage must be ample, as they cannot bear 
removal, and consequently must be grown 
from the commencement in the pots in which 
they are intended to flower. Two bulbs will 
suffice for a 3hinch pot, and a cold-frame until 
the middle of September should bo reserved for 
them, covering with ashes until foliage pushes 
through, after which their removal to a house 
should be arranged. In the matter of water 
ing one must be guided by circumstances as to 
heat of house, etc., as too much moisture will 
soon turn- the foliage yellow. On no account 
should repotting take place, as the roots, being 
very brittle, quickly break. Stimulants may 
1)0 given, and weak liquid manure will help 
them. Iu spring after flowering watering 
should be discontinued gradually until it may 
be withheld altogether, 
and the bulbs left in the 
pita until started again 
next autumn. — Wood- 

BASTWICK. 

flowers are regarded. The bunches were large 
uml handsome, and contained French and 
African Marigolds, Godetias, Sweet l’eas, 
Nasturtiums, Petunias, Spiral Candytuft (very 
fine). Ten-week Stocks, annual Chrysanthe¬ 
mums, Nigellns, China Asters, anil other sub¬ 
jects. Fruit was well shown. Plums, Pears, 
and Apples, each judged for flavour, were a 
praiseworthy feature, as were also those for 
culinary purposes too. One largo tent was 
almost exclusively devoted to the display of 
vegetables, and these were of a high order of 
merit and thoroughly representative. At 
Charlbury, like many other places in the 
country, the Potato disease was very preva¬ 
lent, and a large pro|Kirtion of the best tubers 
in the garden could not l>o used for exhibition 
purposes. The large gardens of the neighliour- 
liood contributed tneir quota of interest to the 
exhibition. Their display of fruit was very 
fine, (Jrapes, Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, 
Plums, Melons, Figs, Pears, and Apples being 
largely in evidence, giving their less favoured 
competitors a standard to which they might 

CORDYLIN E AUSTRA¬ 

LIS IN FLOWER. 

This stately, almost tro¬ 
pical-looking plant has 
wen in cultivation in the 
milder parts of Great 
Britain and Ireland for 
many years, and, when 
strong and old enough, it 
frequently blooms, bear¬ 
ing one or more large, 
densely - branched pani¬ 
cles of small whitish 
flowers, as shown in the 
annexed illustration. It 
is uearlv hardy, but a 
severe frost will damage 
the half developed leaves, 
the very young ones, 
which are enclosed in the 
cone of older ones, usu¬ 
ally escaping. This can, 
however, be easily pre¬ 
vented by tying all the 
leaves up into a bunch, 
the outer ones protecting 
all the rest. 

AX EXCELLENT 

COUNTRY EXHI¬ 

BITION. 

Tiie horticultural world 
will always be indebted 
to its enthusiasts, as it is 
by their persistent over¬ 
coming of obstacles that 
many of the greatest suc- 
cesseshave been achieved. 
It is astonishing what one 
man may accomplish for 
a neighbourhood, and instances of this kind 
are frequently in evidence. A notable instance 

is that in connection with the establishing of 
an annual exhibition at Charlburv, in Oxford¬ 
shire. Two years since Mr. II. \V. (!. Morris, 
an enthusiastic amateur gardener, who has 
made for himself quite an enviable notoriety at 
lhame, in the same county, migrated to 
Charlbury, and chiefly’ owing to his indefatiga 

OonlyliDe australis in liloom. From a photograph sent by Mr. 

J. A. Jones, 135, St. Stephen's Green. Dublin. 

attain. The table decorations were particu¬ 
larly charming and simple. The Brut prize 
was awarded to a display of the pretty little 
blue Harebell, w ith just a few plumes of some 
of the liner Grasses. The whole thing was 
very simple, yet distinctly dainty. The second 
prize combined Sweet Peas in a pleasing blend 
of colours. A very large and totally unsuited 

__„ —— -0- ( display of La Fiance Roses was put out of 
Me efforts a show of flowers, fruits, and vege- court, as the idea in its arrangement pre¬ 
tables was instituted, and repeated on eluded its use on the dinner-table. For a 
Thursday, 28th August last. Increased accom- sideboard decoration, however, it would have 
modation was provided, and all available space been superb. The only adjuncts to the flowers 
occupied with an excellent representative were long and graceful sprays of Rose foliage, 
display. Cut flowers were staged in good form which was a very handsome accompaniment, 
aud excellent condition— much better, in fact. Farm produce, in the form of Turnips, Swedes, 
than one might expeet considering the pecu and Mangold Wurzels, was arranged on the 
liarities of the present season. Annuals are Grass outside the tent, and these were freely 
S-’enerally well done at country shows, and at staged and splendidly represented. 
1 harlburv they make the most of them. An effort such as this proves what one 
Asters were staged in profusion, classes for enthusiast can do in an out-of the-way place 
each tyj>e heing provided. Sweet Peas were in the country. 1). B. C. 
much better than they are usually seen so late - 
m the season. Zinnias, and collections of six Pansies.—No time should he lost incut- 
•‘ml eight bunches respectively of anrufal? ling bafikl^msies in order to induce them to 
distinct, show how highly Uh^e zeasily giyvv^ (t^v ^jd1 LwiSrt growths from the 

which one may propagate. Muny of the“« 
growths can lie pulled off, and, ns some of 
them have roots attached, they w ill go ahead 
and moke nice sized plants before winter seta 
in. It is of little use to expect Pansies to 
furnish cuttings whilst they are full of blooms, 
and it is almost worse than useless to utilise 
stems carrying blooms as cuttings, for in most 
instances it will be found that they are hollow. 
The best plan, therefore, is to stop them from 
blooming, pinch out the leaders, which will at 
once cause shoots to spring from the base. If 
the weather should prove at all dry, the plants 
should be kept well watered. Cuttings got in 
by September will make well established plants 
by November, and bloom well another year. 
A bed mtulc up in the garden should have 
some sharp sand or road-scrapings dug in 
before the cuttings are put in, and then a 
hand-light placed over all to prevent flagging. 
—Townsman. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

EARLY-FLOWERING CHRYSAN- 
THEM UMS. 

Bv mid-September ut the very latest the plants 
in this section should he housed, and if many 
arc grown the house should receive a thorough 
clean-out, by scrubbing woodwork, glass, etc., 
with hot water and soap, not forgetting to go 
into all the corners, where insect life is invnri- 
ably found. The pots also should he cleaned 
before taking them inside, and any decayed 
foliage removed. These little attentions go a 
Ion" way in making a house of 'Mums a credit 
to the grower. I think a good batch of these 
plants should always l>e grown, because there 
is a lull at this time of the year, the < leraniums, 
Fuchsias, Begonias, etc., being on their last 
legs, and therefore the early Chrysanthemums 
are almost indi.s|>ensable, "being both useful 
and offering also a distinct change in the 
house. There is a "rent deal of beauty about 
these plants when allowed to grow naturally ; 
they require no staking and bloom most 
abundantly. There are now a great many new 
varieties on the market, some of which 1 huve 
tried, hut I nlways stick to a few old sorts, 
such as G. Wermig, Mrs. Hawkins, A. Dnfour, 
Lady Fitzwygrnm, Mmo. Marie Masse, and last, 
but by no means least, Mme. Uesgrnngr. 
The Pompon section of this cla«s are also very 
pretty and useful, and good varieties, such as 
the following, do extremely well, requiring just 
the same treatment as the foregoing Alice 
Butcher, red, shaded orange: Miss l>axi°, 
pink s|iort from Mrs. Cullingford : Toreador, 
crimson: I .a Vierge, pure white, large; 
California, bright yellow: and Mrs Culling¬ 
ford, puie white, and an exceedingly tine 
bloom. There are many others equally as 
wood, names of which may l>e found in any 
Chrysanthemum catalogue. D. U. Mcl. 

Bridtje of H V/r, A'. It. 

Japanese Chrysanthemums. — If 
exhibiting is a point to consider, it is wise to 
place the Japanese varieties in a house by 
themselves, so that more tire-beat can be given 
them during the time the blooms are develop¬ 
ing, ns these better develop the florets under 
the influence of a little artificial heat. In all 
eases place the plants as near to the glass as 
possible, so that they may have the full benefit 
of the light. The colours of each are by this 
means brought out in truer character than they 
can ho where the light is diffused. The flower- 
stems also do not become drawn up weakly cs 
when the plants are far from the glass. If the 
peduncles are weak it is an indication that the 
flowers will not be good, except, of course, 
where the variety is characteristic in this 
respect. 

Chrysanthemums — staking and 
tying.—We have just ex[>erienced a serious 
gale which lasted two days, and which tried 
these plants exceedingly. 1 had, therefore, a 
good opportunity of noting how the various 
plants fared, and how much damage was done 
in the way of stems snapping off. Where a 
large number are grown there are sometimes 
two or three at the tying process, and each 
man has his own way of doing so. In looking 
over some hundreds I lind that where plants 
had four stakes inserted round the edge 
of Qteicptalwiltfira piece of Ratlia round the 

t0feFtlIfM^l^hATtem9 in nowny 
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tied, but encased between the four stakes and 
allowed play, there is not a single case 
where the shoots have been damaged. It is 
therefore easily seen that support in the 
manner described seems to be the best pre¬ 
ventive of damage to the shoots by storms of 
wind.—D. G. McL, 11. of IF., N.B. 

Annual Chrysanthemums.—Though 
we have entered upon the season when the 
most popular sorts of Chrysanthemums bloom, 
it is pleasant to record, in a summer in which 
dulness has predominated very much, and we 
have had a deal of wet weather, that the annual 
Chrysanthemums have again helped to make 
borders very gay and supplied quantities of 
dowers for cutting. Prominent amongst them 
is the Corn Marigold (Chrysanthemum sege- 
tum), whose golden yellow blossoms are useful 
for vases, and the tri-coloured sorts like Lord 
Beaconatield (crimson, edged yellow), W. E. 
Gladstone (rich crimson). Coronarium aureum 
and album, double yellow and white-dowered 
sorts respectively, are well adapted for cutting. 
All these will grow in the poorest soils, and 
may be sown in the open.—Woodrastwick. 

GARDEN PESTS AND FRIENDS. 

Ants (Thomin Harris).—You ask for a 
remedy to get rid of these pests, but we are 
not sure we can accommodate you. Powdered 
arsenic with white sugar (castor) is good, as 
they eat it and are destroyed quickly and in 
large numbers. Such a thing would require to 
be so placed as to form a trap and yet be where 
it would remain dry. A little could be placed 
in a dower-pot, covering the top and just 
giving admittance by the bottom hole to the 
ant3. Large numbers are to be attracted to 
one spot by placing an inverted dower-pot over 
or near the run. They will be sure to congre¬ 
gate inside, and a kettle of boiling water will 
dispose of hundreds. A few such traps will 
quickly diminish their numbers. The nests 
are often found at the side of a lawn. This 
year the pest has been unusually troublesome, 
as we know full well. We usually adopt some 
of the above ways of lessening their numbers, 
and when constantly hunted they not infre¬ 
quently depart. The soot, etc., used in a 
neighbouring garden must have been intended 
for another purpose. 

The Codlin-moth.—In your issue of 
.‘Kith August, 1902, p. 338, an answer is given 
to F. G. Dutton, recommending greasy bunds 
to be put round fruit-trees as a protection 
against the attacks of the Codlin-moth, as they 
prevent the females from getting on to the 
branches. There is some mistake about this. 
The females of the Winter-moth (Cheiuiatobia 
brumata) may be deterred in this manner, as 
they are wingless, but the females of the 
Codlin-moth (C'arpocapsa poinonella) cannot 
he caught in this way, as they have wings and 
fly well. The caterpillars of this insect, when 
they leave the Apples, at once endeavour to 
find a sheltered place where they can become 
chrysalides, and for this purpose frequently 
creep up the stems of the trees until they find 
a suitable place in the hark. In order to assist 
them in these endeavours, hands of hay or straw, 
or strips of sacking, etc., S inches or Irt inches 
wide and long enough to go round the tree, 
should bo folded lengthwise, and then again, 

so as to make the second fold about 11 inches 
wide. It should be tied round the trunk 
with the folds uppermost, about ti inches or a 
foot above the ground. The caterpillars in 
crawling up the stems find these very conve¬ 
nient shelters all ready for them, and become 
chrysalides in them. The bands may be 
examined from time to time, and any cater¬ 
pillars or chrysalides found in them destroyed. 
The banrls should be placed in position as soon 
as any ''‘windfalls" begin to full, and should 
be kept in position until the crop is gathered, 
and the “windfalls” should he collected as 
soon as they drop, and if stored should be put 
in a place from which the moths cannot escape. 
-G. S. S. 

At many of the most interesting notes and 
articles in “ Gardening " from the very beginning have ‘Gardening .. .,r _ 
com* from its readers, tee offer each torch a copy of the 
latest edition of either ‘‘Stove and Greenhouse PLA»re,“ 
or Tin English Flower Garden," to the sender of the 

i?°7 mtfTe*in0 UtteT 0T >hort articU published 
xn the current week’s usue, tehich will 1/fTOtrkei '.hue 

VEGETABLES. 

GIANT ONIONS. 

The frequent heavy rains and cloudy weather, 
causing the soil to become cold, are not this 
season favouring the swelling of Giant Onions 
rawed from seed in the winter and planted out 
at the end of April. That the bulbs like ample 
warmth, especially sun-heat, allied to liberal 
manure waterings, there can he no doubt. 
They swell more rapidly, they are firmer and 
keep better, and become less thick necked. 
There is one feature of Giant Onion culture 
which has impressed me this season. It is 
that anyone having a tine stock and planting 
the best bulbs annually to produce seed, may 
yet be wrong to continue sowing from such 
strain for more than two or three years, and 
find it wisest to obtain seed of a good stock 
grown elsewhere for a change. Naturally, 
those who have a fine stock are loth to lose it 
or to trust to the getting of one equally good 

elsewhere. But it is wise to do so to some 
extent all the same—risking something, yet at 
the same time growing some bulbs from'one's 
own strain. It would be a good plan to co- 
o[)erate with a good grower ut some distance 
who lias diverse soil and exchange seed yearly 
with him. If that be not practicable, purchase 
from a good seed firm, hut stipulating that the 
seed supplied be grown remote from yourself. 
Really tine Ailsa Craig, Cranston’s Excelsior, 
A 1, and other superb Onions can be had if a 
sowing he made on fairly good ground during 
the last week in August, plants being dibblea 
out 12 inches apart on rich soil in April. A 
few may bolt, but the hulk will bulb well, and 
such ones are at summer exhibitions very 
superior to any of the Rocca or Tripoli section. 
The finest bulbs if later and good keepers are 
those of the same fine varieties sown in shallow 
pans or boxes under glass early in .Jamary, 
then dibbled outdoors into good ground in 
April. ___ A. D. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Blind Cabbage-plants (U. IF. J.).— 
Blindness umongsb Cabbage-plants has been 
very uncommon this year, because abundant 
rains have caused quick growth. Whilst it is 
didicult to deflne the real cause, as sometimes 
it is thought to be due to insects, sdmetimes to 
a fungus, sometimes to cold, and other causes, 
we are disposed to think in your case the 
primary cause is too thick sowing, as we 
observe the plants sent are unduly water¬ 
logged and drawn, evidently having been too 
crowded in the seed-beds. Crowding is best 
avoided by sowing thinly in shallow drills, 
from 10 inches to 12 inches apart, as in that 
wav the plants get ample room. They sliou’d 
not be allowed to become dry or meet with any 
check. You would, no doubt, And that free dust¬ 
ings with soot over night and good overhead 
waterings next morning would check any 
insect attack. Do that twice a week, till the 
plants are pulled for planting out. 

Asparagus.—How seldom is Asparagus 
seen grown in cottage gardens or on allot¬ 
ments, except on elevated beds and in a very 
small way. If small growers could hut see the 
very flne growth now found on beds that are 
comparatively flat, as is the rule to grow 
Asparagus in large gardens, they would note 
how relatively unsuitable is the raised bed 
system. Recently I saw growths on plants 
hut two years from seed that were (! feet in 
height and proportionately stout of stem. 
These plants were growing where sown in rows 
24 feet apart, and thinned out in the rows to 
2 feet apart. The gain found in sowing where 
to remain permanently is very great, as the 
plants get so well established early, and are 
usually a full year in advance of those trans- Clanted. The ground, before it is sown, should 

e deeply trenched, heavily manured low 
down, and also mixed with the top spit; also 
should have forked in the following year bone- 
dust and guano, and get during the summer 
liberal soakings of liquid-manure.—A. D. 

Pea Gladstone. — Autocrat, hitherto 
regarded as one of our very best late Peas for 
exhibition, seems now to have been displaced 
by the long, sword-shaped Gladstone, which, 
in a fine sample, contains ten Peas in a nod. 

in the pods of any variety so far. The pods 
and Peas are green, and, when cooked, oi 
delicious quality. It is odd, but no one seem? 
able to state who was the raiser of this fine 
variety. In the great competition at Shrews¬ 
bury Gladstone took the highest positions. 
Some of the leading vegetable exhibitors, in 
their collections, had included large pods of 
tall Peas of the Duke of Albany type, but these 
were all rather puffed, and when pressed on the 
sides were found to be soft, also opening badly. 
Free or easy shelling is a feature in Pea judg¬ 
ing that should have due weight, as it is mo-.t 
annoying to find pods break in the hand rather 
than open freely. Gladstone Pea is of medium 
height, from 3 feet to 34 feet, and is a heavy 
cropper. If sown early, it naturally succeeds 
the midseason varieties.—A. D. 

Seed Potatoes.— Now that the work of 
lifting and storing this year’s crop of Potatoes 
is one- of the most pressing needs in the 
kitchen garden, it is a good time to make com¬ 
parison of the returns in weight from home 
saved seed and those that have been imported 
from fresh stock and different kind of soiL 1 
am no advocate of buying everything that is 
new because it is well advertised, but I 
thoroughly believe that an entire change of 
one’s seed Potatoes is money well laid out. In 

this locality we have some large growers of 
Potatoes who supply the barracks and the 
Fleet with many hundreds of tons, and I find 
that if there is one point on which they arc 
unanimous, it is as regards a change of seed 
being of more importance than any other item 
of culture. On the South Coast the seed th3t 
is most largely used is that which comes direct 
from Scotland or the northern English 
counties. I noed hardly say that amongst 
early Potatoes there are few that have held 
their ground so long as the Beauty of Hebron 
or American Rose, for it yields a heavier 
weight of tubers in June than any kind oi 
Kidneys, but there are some excellent new 
kinds that are likely to supersede all these old 
favourites, and amongst long-keeping sorts I 
do not think any kina has been so largely or 
satisfactorily grown to yield heavy crops of 
handsome tubers equal to Up-to-Date. Butin 

all probability the march of improvement will 
go on as long as Potatoes are required for food, 
and whether it be market growers or the 
smallest cottage gardener in the land, it is as 
well to discard at once the notion that any 
kind of tuber not fit for cooking is good enough 
for seed, for a good deal of the success of one s 
work depends on the kind of seed used.—J. 0. 

DAW AND CUSTOM. 

Tenant s right on removal.—On the leant 
on a yearly agreement of a private garden legally ranove 
Rose-trees planted by himself on the completion of to 
tenancy f—Exon. 

I No, he cannot. This is evidently a question on which 
much misconception exists, for it is one we are raj 
frequently called upon to answer.) 

Tenant removing plants (H. H.)- 
The occupier of a private garden may not 
remove an_v plants, neither can he claim com 
pensation for them. This may be a very hard 
thing, but it is law. Usually, a landlord allows 
an outgoing tenant to take some of the choice 
plants away, and you should ask your landlord 
to extend the same courtesy to you ; but he 
may refuse if he chooses. 

Claim to a vinery (R. T. T.).~ 
According to your letter, you held some 
property on a lease and erected a vinery there. 
Subsequently you sub-let or assigned your 
lease, with tne assent of your lessor, to a third 
person, who agreed to pay vou a specific sum 
for the vinery and for other improvements. 
The landlord joined in the transfer of the 
loose, and you gave up possession, and also, it 
appears, received a part of the sum arranged 
to be paid for the vinery. Subsequently the 
lessor, you say, claimed the vinery to be his 
own because it is attached to the freehold, and 
your assignee refuses to pay the balance of the 
agreed sum, and you ask’if you cannot now 
remove the vinery. You cannot do this, as you 
have parted with your interest in the property, 
but you may sue your assignee or transferee 
for the balance due on the contract between 

It is somewhat doubtful whether your 

Digitized by VjO* m 
lease was not actually surrendered to your 

. . . - --— • ... a^uuur i landlord, but, as the assistance of a solicitor 
at is, I believe, the maximum number tailhd ' m 11 IWflecessary in any proceedings you may 
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take against your successor, the solicitor will 
Bdvise as to the precise form your action should 
tako.—K. C. T. 

A partnership question (A. B. C.J. 
—Seven months since you entered into a con¬ 
tract with your employer to servo him as head 
gardener and toshare(apparentlyequally)in the 
profits of the garden. A written agreement 
was entered into, securing to you, in addition 
to a share in the profits of the business, a 
weakly sum of wages, a house, coals, firewood, 
and vegetables, your employer also contracting 
to feed you in each year one fat pig weighing 
not less "than 25 stones. The business was 
carried on in your name, and printed circulars 
were sent out, and business memoranda used 
upon which your name only appeared. Your 
employer now wishes you to give notice to 
determine the contract, and you ask if it would 
be wise for you to give such a notice : but this 
i*a question I certainly cannot nnswer. If the 
business is profitable I suppose it will not be 
wise for you to give it up, and you should let 
your employer give you notice. It will then 
depend upon trie terms of the agreement 
whether the notice given be good or not, and 
it may be a moot question whether you are a 
sen-ant or a partner, although I think you are 
not a partner.—K. C. T. 

A gardener's notice.—I engaged a gardener, 
regie nanded, without any stipulation as to notice to 
determine the contract. He commence! work on Tuesday, 
Aiput 5th, and on Saturday, the 9th, asked for payment 
2 wages, and I told him I should pay him on Tuesday, 
when his week would expire, and that in future I should 
pi; him fortnightly. As, however, he explained he was 
n need ol money, I paid him live days' wages. He did not 
nit me, and on Friday, the 15th of August, I told him I 
s .shed him to leave on Tuesday, the 19th, at the end of 
hi* fortnight, but he said he would have a week's notice, 
on Saturday, the 10th, I gave him written notice to leave 
tbu day week, and he replied in writing, “ Your notice of 
txlsy is not necessary. I have already taken your notice 
yesterday to leave to-day, claiming a week's wages ; if you 
object to that I shall p’roceed against you. ’’ I had said 
miking to him about leaving on the Saturday. I had 
•dud nim to go on the Tuesday following. On the 
beards; night he asked me for a week's wages, which I 
puihim. He came on the Monday between 10 o'clock 
sad 11 o'clock, and asked for a week’s wages, but I did 
not see him. He left word that if I did not pav him 
*~thm seven days ho ehsuld tako proceeding*. What is 
m; position?—Ax Axxiocs ExqrutRK. 

[Presumably the man was engaged at a 
weekly wage, and, if so, his wages were 
payable at the end of the week of service, and 
not before. You might, therefore, have re¬ 
fused to j»y him until Tuesday, bub, to oblige 
him, you gave him five days’ pay on the 
Siturday. You could not, in the absence of 
an expros3 stipulation or arrangement, pay him 
iortnightly, and if you wished the week of 

'service to continue to end on Tuesday you 
d should have paid him two days’ (or one day's) By on Tuesday, the 12th. But Ido not sco 

w you could expect the week to end on 
Tuesday if the man commenced work on Tues- 
d»y, for in that event his week ended on the 
Monday night. Let this be as it may, you did 
not |iav him again until Saturday, the 16th, 

■i *hen you paid him a week's wages, and so it is 
evident that, formally or informally, the 
duration of the week was varied so as to expire 
on Saturday night. In the absence of any 
-tipulation as to notice, a week’s notice was at 
the least necessary, and the man was quite at 
liberty on Friday, the 15th, to refuse to leave 
on Tuesday, the I9th, and he was entitled to 
demand a week’s notice, as he did do. You 
cave him a week's notice on Saturday, the 
lith, to determine his service on Saturday, 
tbe 23rd, and you were perfectly right in so 
doing. The man’s contract expired on the23rd, 
a»d, as he left on the Kith without giving you 
Proper notice, you can recover from him a 
week's wages for leaving without proper 
notice. His contention that he was entitled to 
aocejit your desire that he should leave on the 
Pith as a dismissal for the 10th, and that he 
biould then be paid a week’s wages in lieu of 
notice, is simplv ridiculous, and I am surprised 
‘•bat you should have found it necessary to ask 
advice as to your position. Evidently you and 
your man have both of you peculiar views as 
to your powers and responsibilities. If I were 
i i your place I should not wait for your late 
ginlener to sue you, but I should sue him for 
a week’s wages for leaving without first giving 
proper notice. You may, of course, think 
yourself well rid of him, and so may nottroub 
about him, but if he does sue you, you most 
certainly sue hinj.-K. C. iQigitlZeO by 

OORRE8PONDENOE. 
Question!!.—Queries am 

Qaaonraa free of charge if correspondent* follow these 
rulee: All communication* thould be clearly and ooncitely 
written on one tide of the paper only, and add re*ted to 
the Editor of Oardkxus, 17, Fumioal-street, Bottom, 
London, B.C. Lettert on business should be tent to 
the Pvmubbmm. The name and addrett of the tender are 
required in addition to any designation he may desire to 
be used in the paper. When more than one query is tent, 
each thould be on a separate piece of paper, and not more 
than three queries should be tent at a time. Correspon¬ 
dents should bear in mind that, at Gardjxixo has to be 
tent to press tome time in advance of date, queries cannot 
always be replied to in the issue immediately following 
the receipt of their communication. We do not reply to 
queries by post 

Naming trult.—Readers who desire our kelp it. 
naming fruit should bear in mind that several specimens 
in different stages of colour and site of the tame hind 
greatly assist tn Us determination. We have received 
from several correspondents single specimens of fruits 
for naming, these in many cases being unripe and other¬ 
wise poor. The difference between varieties of fruit* are, 
in many cases, so trifling that it is necessary that three 
specimens of each kind should be sent We can undertake 
to name only four varieties at a time, ana these only when 
the above directions are observed. 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 
Roses for boarded fence (J. Port). — h good 

cninaon variety would be Ards Rover or Ulrich Brunner, 
and for a white flesh-tinted one you could not plant a 
more beautiful Rose than Mme. Alfred Carriere. The best 
time to plant is early in November. 

Insects on Fern (*. R ).—'The insect with which 
the fronds of the Kern you sent are infested is the brown 
scale, which can only lie cleaned by hand. No insecticide 
strong enough to get rid of it can be used without at the 
same lime killing jour plant. Patience and careful atten¬ 
tion only can keep your plant clean ol such pests. 

Gypoophlla elegans (Jf. B.\—The Uypeophifa is, 
when established, thoroughly hardy, but small seedlings 
just above ground will be all the safer if wintered in a 
frame or cool-house, as an oxceas of raio is just as in¬ 
jurious to them as actual frost. Next spring they may be 
planted out, and the following winter will need no protec¬ 
tion whatever. 

Alfltrcemerlaa In pots (Delta).—Tour seedling 
Alstru'incrias may be wintered in a cool-house or in an 
ordinarj- garden frame, as all they need is just protection 
from frost and from excessive moisture. At the same 
time they must not be dried up when dormant, but given 
just sufficient water to keep the soil slightly moist. It 
will be greatly to their advantage to protect in the winter 
and plant out in the forthcoming spring. 

Asparagus Sprengerl (M. U.\—This is a native 
of South Africa, and. like all plants from that region, it 
needs the protection of a greenhouse; indeed, where 
grown for sale more heat is generally given it in order to 
obtain effective-sired plants in at short a time as possible. 
A suitable soil consists of two-thirds loam to one-third 
leaf-mould, with a little sand, and some liquid-manure or 
one ol the many concentrated stimulants may be given 
when the pots get full of roots. 

Carnations bursting (Sarah). — The cause is 
chiefly with the variety, and is due in some measure to 
the shortness of calyx, the more or less blunt new of the 
calyx at the apex, and the great number of petals in the 
flower. Varieties with fewer petals and a longer, more 
uniformly-sized calyx are much more free from this burst¬ 
ing of the calyx. No culture can remedy at, hut it is made 
worse by disbudding, which naturally gives greater force 
to the flower-buds that remain. 

Asparagus Sprengerl seeds (Sorthlamts).— 
Gather the seed-berries on your Asparagus Sprengeri so 
soon as they part freely from the shoots, hut not till then. 
Whether the seeds in the berries be fertile or otherwise 
will depend on their maturation, towards which a little 
warmth would help materially. Generally seeds grow 
very well here when ripe. Put the seeds into a box and 
well mix with quite dry sand. Keep in that condition all 
the winter, then in March rub all well together, and sow- 
in shallow* pots or pans in fine soil, standing them in 
gentle heat in a greenhouse or Irame. 

Sweet Peas (A. T. Simpson)—Then has been much 
trouble with the Sweet Peas this year by reason of their 
sportiveness in various districts. It is, we believe, mainly 
due to the exceeding activity of the humble-bee last sea¬ 
son in cross fertilising the different varieties. Whether 
this is so or not. it is very true that in a large number of 
instances this sportive character has been fell. At first it 
was regarded as want of care in the seed saving or some 
careless mixing up at harvest time. The many instances, 
however, that have come to light are far too numerous to 
admit of this being the only possible explanation. 

Llllums (S. B.).—Bulbs of Lilium spcciosum, aura- 
turn, and Harrisi will, if properly treated, flower well next 
season again, but not longiflorum. After they have done 
flowering this season, ana the stalks have died down, the 
bulbs should be turned out of the pots and plunged out¬ 
side in either loose sandy soil, or, better still, in ashes or 
Cocoa-nut-flbre, and covered over with about 4 inch‘8 of 
the same material. They should be protected by mats or 
dead leaves against hard frost in winter. To flower about 
mid-August they should be started about the middle of 
May, so ns to let them grow naturally. It is best to start 
them in a frame or a cold-piL 

Rose Crimson Rambler on a south wall 
(K. C. if.).—This is about the worst place one could plant 
this Rose, unless it is a low wall anil there is a trellis above 
it. Crimson Runbler is a moisture-loving variety, and is 
very prone to attacks of red-spider, so that it should 
always be piirited where abundance of air ran circulate 
among its foliage, and its roots lie supplied with plenty 
of moisture and good drainage. A trellis, pillar, gate¬ 
way, stump of old tree, or any position in that line is the 
best manner of disposing ol this brilliant Rose. A hedge 
of it makes a beautiful object if some Oak posts are let 
"’.he ffftnOnnd some wires stretched ntinten.il* 

i ‘.'vSJ'Wcrt for a year or two. 

Wallflowers (Stredr). —It would appear that you 
made the first stop verj- early, or that in tnis instance, by 
reason of circumstances, a second pinching was necessary. 
When the flowering is desired in winter special means 
have to be taken, and the actual pinching of the shoots 
can only be determined by the progress of Ihe plants and 
by the season. In the present instance a second stopping 
should have been made early in July. If you slop Ihe 
shoots now the chances are there will be no flowering till 
late spring. You could, however, experiment with a 
plant, and presently lift and repot the batch, which may 
help to keep them in check. Taking notes of the pro¬ 
gress of the plants is the best way of obtaining the requi¬ 
site information in a special case like this. 

Budded standard Briers (P-). — Supposing 
always the germ has not been removed from the bud. one 
ran usually tell fiom the plump appearance of the eye 
peeping through the binding that it has "taken." 
But to reduce the risk of unbinding too early, you should 
after three weeks untie the buds to prevent injury- to the 
shoot, and re-tie them again immediately, but not quite 
so tightly as at first. This second lie may remain on all 
winter, and is a certain amount of protection to Tea buds. 
The H.P.'s will not need it. Do not remove budded 
Brier* the first season unless really necessary. On 
referring to our back numbers you will learn exactly how¬ 
to proceed with surh Briers the first season. You can 
replant in November of the following year after buadmg. 

Potting a plant (A.).—When a plant requires re¬ 
potting into a larger pot the old soil should not be 
shaken away from the roots, but merely the old drainage 
material be taken away, and a very little of the old soil 
removed from the top of ball of roots. The plant is held 
in position in the centre of the pot by the left hand, 
whilst Ihe soil is placed around its roots by Ihe right 
hand. The pot should, of course, lie drained lirst. and a 
little rough material be placed over the drainage before 
the plant is put into the pot. The soil should, generally 
speaking, lie pressed down rather firmly around Ihe roots, 
and sufficient space—say an inch—should be left below 
the rim of the pot to hold water when required. 

Climbers for a small Btove (fl y—We should 
imagine the place in question does not require a very 
large-growing plant, and for this we should recommend 
the lovely small-flowered and neat-growing Aristolochia 
elegaoa. This is small-flowered for one of this genus. Ita 
blossoms are produced freely and continuously, and they 
are quite destitute of the disagreeable odour peculiar to 
many of the species. The flowers are verv beautiful, Ihe 
ground colour being creamy-white, which is nearly 
covered with rich velvety dark purple, the throat 1-ring 
golden-yellow, round which is a continuous hand of deep 
velvety purple. It is a showy plant, growing well polled 
in rich loam, peat, and leaf-mould, made tolerably gritty 
with sand, the pots being well drained, and a liberal 
supply of water given. 

Sample of garden soil (Spadc\—The soil is of 
fairly good quality, but the results obtainable depend very 
matenally also upon the amount of it at the disposal of 
the roots, and particularly the depth. If Ihe latter is of 
an average of 2 feet, you may, wun good culture, grow 
many things quite well. The first thing lo do is to hsve 
the eutirc set of borders trenched without delay, and give 
a heavy dressing either of cow-manure or of well-rotted 
horse-manure that has been some time in the heap. In 
digging in the manure, take the precaution of keeping it 
down, say, 12 inches below the surface. In this wav the 
lower soil is enriched, and the roots arc encouraged away 
from the surface. Kor Roses and many herbaceous plants 
a rich-* e., more or less heavily-manured—s< il is neces¬ 
sary. 

Fuchsia fulgens (K. F. II.).—The leaves of your 
Kui-hsia were much shrivelled on reaching us. hut they 
appear to have suffered severely from the attacks of small 
yellow thrips, quite a microscopical insect, which was 
comparatively unknown till a few years ago, since when it 
has greatly increased, but, owing to the cooler and damper 
summer. It has not (in most gardens, at least) made so 
much headway this year as it did during the lost two 
or three preceding ones. The mischief is done while the 
leaves and stems are very young, so that by the time the 
condition of the plant is evident it is often impossible to 
find any thrips thereo-i. The most effectual remedy for 
these pests is vaporising with the XL All Vaporiser, but 
even then it needs lo lie done two or three times at 
intervals of about a week in order lo destroy the eggs as 
well as the perfect insects. Syringing with any of the 
numerous insecticides will also accomplish the same end, 
while the bert of the home-made remedies is strong soap 
and water, applied weekly with a syringe, taking great 
care to thoroughly wet the undersides of the leaves. 

S&nchezlas (Somerset).— Sanchezia nobilis variegata 
is a native of Brazil, and in this country needs the tern- 
porxtiire of a Btove for ita eueceeeful culture : indeed, the 

conditions suitable for Crotons, except that it does not 
need so much direct sunshine, will suit il well. Given 
proper facilities, it is not at ail difficult to propagate from 
cuttings of the young growing shoots in the spring. They 
should be about 4 inches long, taken off at a joint, the 
bottom pair of leaves removed, and then inserted singly 
into small, well-drained pots, filled with light sandy soil, 
such as equal parts of peat, loam, and sand. Then plunge 
the pots in a close propagating-case in the stove, where 
there is a gentle bottom-heat, when the cuttings will soon 
root, and must then be hardened off to ihe ordinary 
atmosphere of the stove. During the summer months 
this Sanchezia may be kept in the greenhouse, provided it 
is shaded and gets but little direct draught. A mixture 
of equal parts of loam, peat, and leaf-mould, with a good 
dash of sand, Is a very suitable potting compost for it. 

Reducing growths of Rose Poly ant ha 
grandiflora ( W. M. C’oo/wr).—This is probably one of 
the most vigorous of ramblers, and is a fine variety where 
unlimited space is at one’s disposal. Blit, as you say, its 
tremendous exuberance of growth will quickly smother 
other good things. Your best plan will be lo cut away 
at once about half of the number of growths, retaining 
lhose well matured, and, if p->*silile, haxingsomc laterals. 
We ha<f a plant of this Rose last season growing in the 
open border, and one large growth being allowed to arch 
over produced a number of lateral* that yielded fine 
trus«es'pfjbl{«s3fii.frlhj? one growth alone was a perfect 
picture, sd?thst you olijr even reduce the number of 

On ^d<d th,; a,e 
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hardened. Each season, as the numerous sucker-like 

shoots appear, reduce them to about two in their earliest 

•Uses. Such growths as you leave for flowering should 

he left unpruned beyond shortening hack each of the 

laterals to about 3 inches or 4 inches. These main 
growths, by suppressing the laterals, will be induced to 

lengthen, supposing they pass through the winter safely, 
for we have found this Rose somewhat tender, which 

proves it to he not a variety of ft. inultiflora, or, at least, 

it has some of the Tea or Noisette blood in it. 

Making Carnations and Stocks flower 
about same period (Charlis CmW<\»/).—This query 
is somewhat difficult for us to understand —at least, in the 

way you put it. You say your plants never have many 
flowers at one time. In the case of the Carnations, the 

leading bud on each plant opens first, and this is followed 

subsequently, and in proper order, by the buds on the side 

shoots or lateral growths. You cannot get the whole of 

the blossoms to open at one lime. Varieties ol Carna¬ 

tions also differ in their period ol flowering; some are 
early or inidseason and others arc late in their bloominz 

The only thin;; you can do is to obtain varieties which 

blossom about the same time. The same rule also applies 

to the Stocks referred to by you. The largest head of 
blossoms on the main growlh usually opens first, and this 

is followed by the lateral shoots developing around it. 
In this case,’ however, you may achieve your object by 
pinching out the joint of each of your plant-' when they 
are some (! inches or more in height. This manipulation 

of the growth will cause the plants to break out into quite 

a number of vigorous side shoots, which in a normal 

season should come into llowcr at the same time. If you 

pinch your jilants in this way they should make good 

sturdy’specimens. We very much doubt whether you 
could’do nearly as well with plants of a weak or spindly 

character. 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

wistarias (G. B AW).—If lifted from the ground 

and late planted, the Wistaria often behaves in the 
manner stated, the stems retaining some signs of life, yet 
the plants remaining inactive. It will be best to plant 

alresh, and to be content with young growing plants 

:(feet high or so. l'lant anv lime in September if possible, 

or leave it until the end of next March. Try to obtain 

your plants established in pots, and request their 

delivery in this way. It is a plant not suited to endure 
undue exposure or rough treatment. 

Shrub (//. M. Slnneleujli). —There are several species 

ol Elwagous, hut E. longipcs is certainly deciduous, not 

evergreen. E. macrophylla is a good bush plant, and so 

also are E. reflexa and E. glabra. K- umnellala is prac¬ 

tically an evergreen. Anv of these are worthy, and of 
sonic also there arc variegated forms. Some of the 

Weigelas are good, and the Mock Orange (Philadelphus), 
but these are deciduous. If you can command a light, 

well-drained soil, (Jarrya clliplica, when loaded with its 

long, creeping catkins, is a most attractive plant and a 

good evergreen. 

FRUIT. 

Gathering Apples (T.y.— It do|>end8 very much 

upon Ihe season as to the time for gathering. If any 

Apple is gathered before being ripe the fruit shrivels. A 

good test of ripeness is to pick a fruit from the most 

shaded jurt of the tree, ent it ojven, and if the pips are 

brown all the crop may lie safely gathered. 

Amerlcan-bllght on Apple-trees (T«wfnmn). 

Your trees have hcen attacked by Ameriean-blight. Get 
a little paraffin and daub it in where the insects are. A 

little later wash them out with clean Roapy water, then 

mix a little soap, cla.v, and paraffin into a paste, and well 

: daub it into any of the cracks where the insects may he. 

If any ap|>ear later, treat them in the 6atne way. 

Palling Nectarines (ft. F. T.\-\on do not sav 
>w vour Nectarine-tree is being grown. Is it inside a how ...... . . „ .. . 

house or on a wall, and, if the latter, on a south wall' 
Possibly in County Cork, because of the prevailing damp¬ 

ness, the flowers were imfierfectly fertilised, l’erhajis 

some fungus or mildew has affected the tree ; there is no 
evidence in the soft, nearly rotten fruit sent of mu h 

mildew, but there may be on the leaves. Probably y our 

best course would be to open the soil down to the roots, 

and to replace it with fresh loam, adding a good propor¬ 

tion of old mortar, lime, wood-ashes, bone-dust, and just 

a little old hot-bed manure. It is difficult to prescribe a 

remedy on such slender information. 

Forcing Vines (J. C., C»rk\—It is p -rfectly safe for 

you to force the whole of your Vines in your house at the 

same time. It does not matter whether the roots be in¬ 

side or outside. But before you begin to force cover over 

the outside border with dry leaves, 3 inches or I inches 
thick, to keep out frost, or with Kern or long straw litter. 
AlfJ'l 9|i».riit I) In: « «aiuful to hajhimld loind the atemo 

of the Vines that are outside, so that frost does them no 

harm while being forced. Of cours.q you may lift those 

outside Vines and bring Ihem inside if you can ; but how 

would you get the rods through the holes in the wall If 

you do’ sii xeed you must cut them back hard and allow 

them to carry new rods only the first year. They would 
not lie fit to fruit so soon after being lifted and replanted. 

Figs In pots (G. E. K.\—As your Figs in pots are 

doing so badly, probably they need repotting. Vour 

course would be to get pots fully 2 inches broader than 

those the Figs are now in ; also sonic good turfy loam, 
adding one-fourth of well-decay ed hot-bed manure, some 
bone-dust and soot. When you turn the plants out of the 

pots remove some of the old soil and the drainage, then 

put them into the fresh pots, which must have been well 

crocked or drained first. Pot very hard. Pigs under 

glass need frequent syringiogs and occasional dampings of 

the floor of the house. It is quite easy to understand that 

your plants are suffering both Irorn poorness of soil and 
root dryness. Repot as soon as the leaves fall. 

Grapes splitting (Wymondhani).—We presume 

that the roots of your Vines in an unheated greenhouse 
are in an outside border, anJ necessarily have this season 

been more than usually moistened by the heavy rains that 

have fallen. That alone would suffice to cause coloured 
Grapes to split as yours have. The border needed some 
cover to partially throw off the heavy rains os soon as the 

more susccjitihle to injury when an excess of moisture at 
the roots created a sudden rush of sap i"to the berries. It 

is thus seen that the trouble .von complain of arise* from 

very commonplace causes; lint these, though so sttnple, 

are'often difficult for the amateur gardener to under¬ 

stand. 

Fruit-trees on south fence (-W.) —Your wood 
fence H feet in height that has been tarred is not a nice 
place to hope to grow fruit well. Trees do not like tar, 

and if the sun warmth should soften it on the boards at 

any time, it would be offensive. However, you may Jilant 

an Apri'-ot, a Royal George Peach, an Klruge Nectarine, a 

Green Gage Plum, and a Marie I/ouise Pear. Six feet is a 

low height for training Iren to. The lower branches 
should be kept well down, so as to till Ihe spaces. If in 

time the trees scenief to make too gross growth, it might 

be needful to root prune" the trees. They should he at 

least lb feet aj'arL 

Cordon Apple and Pear trees (II V. SAs 
no doubt your galvanised iron fence is Secured to stout 
uprights of wood, if you fix trellis, whether ol wire or 

otherwise, to those uprights, the trees will he some 
2 inches or 3 inches from the iron. There is no fear in 

such case they will lie too hot. While it is always best to 
nail fruit-trees to walls, where the smi heat ami the store-1 

heat is good for them, if close to galvanised iron fences 

(he trees would he temporarily hot, bu‘ more often would 
suffer from grot --.old. Apricot-, us a rule, nood osrmor 

positions than Apples and Pears do, hut they do not thrive 

well on iron fences. 

Discoloured Vine leaves (Puzzled Snbecrdier\— 

The coloured marks seen on your Vine leaves are common 

enough on many varieties of Vines late in the summer, 

but especially so when so .-old and sunless as the j«isl sea¬ 
son has liecn. It is particularly easy to understand this 

discoloration showing itself on a Vine of the somewhat 

tender nature of Mrs. Pincc's Black Muscat, which is 
evidently your variety. It needs a treated v inery to bring 

Grapes to jierfeelion, and is always a difficult Grajio for 

even the best growers to do. You should have in your 
cold-house either a Black Hamburgh or an Alicante Grajse, 

as these will do well in such a house. 

Gourds (f’ppermi/O.—II you refer to the mammoth 

sjiecies of the Gourd family when you speak of "Gore," 

we can only say that there is no limit to either size or 
weight, and ull’dejiends on the gross ness of the supplies of 

food and its amount; indeed, it is on the jirinciple of 

cramming a turkey or a goose, in which the larger framed 
bird has by far the best chance. In several of the south 

and south-west counties the Gourds may he grown to a 

great size, the actual size depending gre ally upon an early 

start, no check to growth, constant .attention to water and 

stimulants, a sunny position, and a deep, well-enriched 

soil. In this way it is possible—and ill a soil quite new 
to them—to grow the fruit to an almost incredible size. 

Peach-tree3 In pot3 (J. It. It is not at all 

difficult to grow Peach-trees in pots under glass, but it 

may be very difficult to do so successfully if the trees be 
in a greenhouse containing other plants. Fruiting Peach- 

irecs should l-> some three years worked, and be in pots 
from 10 to 11 inches over. They require for 90il chiefly turfy- 
loam, with which arc mixed a little well-decayed manure, 

some lime-rubbish, wood-ashes, and bone-dust. The trees 

need pruning In the summer chiefly, shortening side 

shoot*. After they have fruited, the trees should be 

stood outdoors in the sun, kept well watered, and the 
roots shaded to ripen wood. General Peach culture in 

jiots is successfully done only by very experienced gar¬ 

deners and in glasshouses specially devoted to them. 

They need ample light and air and the most constant 

attention, or they soon become eaten up with aphis. 

Orchard in Grass (B. B Wo fear, with the 
overhanging standard Apple and Pear-trees planted some 

earn since at but 12 feet apirt, that the heads must be 

ery dense and shut out light and air. To hoj>e to obtain 

, ground crop the trees should be thinned out and the 

headt of (hose left also. The trees in such an orchard 

should be fully 20 feet apart, and if larger ones, then 

30 feet apart. As at present it would probably lie too 
dark for Gooseberries and Currant* or Strawberries, hut 

Raspberries or Rhubarb may do fairly well ; or of flowers, 

Daffodils in variety or Wallflowers. Grass land is a|it to 

contain a good deal ol wirevvomi. If you oj>cn a french at 

one end of the orchard, first jvaring off the turf 3 inches 

thick, then, forking up the bottom, jiare off the turf 

3 inches thick from the next trench, throw it in up¬ 
side clown, then on that a good dressing of gas-lime and 

soot, then on that other 12 inches of soil, doing all the 

orchard the same way, you should grow things well. 

should it be necessary to support a heavy crop ol fruit 
they could be looped up in the centre to the rafters. We 

are’ supposing that the Cucumbers will be a temporary 

crop, and that at other seasons the wires would be in tht 

wav. 

Uses of a hot-bed frame (R.\-A great rainy 
things may be grown in such a frame, but, of course, not 

without labour. Rhubarb may be forced in it early, and 
s> may Seakale ; but when the produce has been gathered 

the roots should be taken out- Asparagus will force very 

well in such a frame. An early crop of French Beans may¬ 

be had by planting in March ; also Strawberries, either in 

t>ols, or the plants may be carefully lifted from the open 

ground with balls of earth, placed in the frame, and 
brought on gently at first. Tomatoes may be planted 

along the front of the frame inside, and trained over 

stakes or any kind of rough trellis, thinning and wtoppiug 

the growths a* required. In all cases succeai will depend 

upon the intelligence and persev erance brought to bear. 

Grapes begin to colour. Then we hqya 
sun-heat, and as a consequence the 4 

grown without hegjj^pj^gqrj tjhirjn^ 

VEGETABLES. 

Potato (//. C. S.).—Your Kidney Potato is without 
doubt an A.hleaf There are. however, various selections 

commerce, all very much alike, and yours is one ol 

them. The Ashleaf is early, Hesh slightly yellow, and 

exactly the shape of sample sent. Although over sixty 

years in commerce, it is still one of the very best flavoured. 

Yours is an extremely nice clean samjile. 

Mushrooms (A.\ Nothing is more common than 

for Mushrooms to suffer from attacks of the maggot you 
refer to during hot summer weather; hence in private 

gardens Mushroom-beds are seldom made uji and spawned 

to come in during July and August owing to the exceed¬ 

ing dryness of Ihe atmosphere. No doubt your bed has 

suffered from this cause generally ; hence the smallness of 

the produce. Practically there is no remedy. You will 
do belter if you make up beds now from properly- 
prepared manure, either ridge-shaped outdoors or flat in 

a shed or cellar. Much dejxnds, loo, on the proper 

preparation of the manure, and then the fresh, well- 

spawned nature of the cakes purchased to fertilise the 

beds. 

Growing Cucumbers (C.).—The best way to 

arrange the wires for the trellis would be to fix per¬ 
manently a stout iron rod at both ends of the house, about 

IB inches from the glass, and strain wires from end to end 

horizontally, and to these tie the Cucumbers with soft 

raffia or matting. Almost any kind of wire will do, pro¬ 

vided it be strong enough to bear the strain. Copper 
__ wire, about the thickness of stout bell-wire, will do ; and 

iad so little of,| it might be taken down when the Cucumber season was 

qPJhc heretes] oxer and be stored away till the following vearj f Thfe 
'res should be about 1 foot apari 

SHORT REPLIES. 
C. Smith.—What has your employer to do with your 

garden ? Are you occujiant of a house and garden belong 

ing to him ami sujiplied to you rent free while you con¬ 

tinue in his service ; or do you rent a house from him; or 

is the garden, which you refer to as “my garden," one of 

which vou, as gardener, have charged If is a pity that 
querists who want mtormation do not try u> pni them- 

selves in the place of those who receive their letter*, an-t 

realise the fact that it is necessary to supply lull parties 

lars if the advice given is to be of any value. We fear you 
have no right to remove the tool-shed, and you had better 

make the best bargain you can with your employer.— 

Itmoramw.. — Hobday’s “ Villa Garden," published by 
bi.v-millan, would suit your jiurpoae well. Of course,i! 

you cared to get several books dealing with flowers, free, 

and vegetables separately, you would get fuller infonm 

tion, ami gardening is now such a big subject that it iso'/, 

possible to treat it all comprehensively in one volume 

The liest book on hardy plants is "The English Flora 
Garden." “Greenhouse and Stove Plants” is an excellral 

work on this branch of the subject. and there is nofulic 

book on vegetables than “ The Vegetable Garden." Evi 

of these is bigger than Mr. Hobday*s work, which is, never 

tholess, an excellent manual.-F. J. M.—The Fern yw 

sent is Nephrolejiis tuberosa, and the insect on it a 

“ brown scale.” The only way to get rid of the pet 
is constant attention and removing the scales with > link 

stick or the finger nail. No insecticide will act effectu 

ally unless strong enough to injure the jilant at the an 

time. 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 

Names of plant3. — /t *Xo. 1. — ThalUra® 
adianUfolium.-K. F. C.— Mimulus tignnua— Je'W'*- 

—1 and 3, (Juile dried up when examined ; 2, LeucaoUn 

muni maximum.-G. II. S.—1, Echinops ruUxenieuv i 

E spharocephalus; 3, E. commulatus.-II. D. 
Mmc. Alfred Carriere.-S. h. fi.-Wedo not name >»«■ 
lies 01 R03C8 anil other florist*' flower*, as Ups »» « 
only when conijvarison with a large collection is po®'-- 
It would, in any case, have been impossible to compir- 

vours, for the flowers dropped to pieces as they were tslfi 

from the box.-F. C. Ilarrop.—The bottom of the car! 

tioard box appears to have been lost in transit mm 
plant disappeared.-G. G.—Species or variety of Alims 
but we could not name from such a scrap-A. " *■ 
Looks like species of Bindweed, but the specimen »»i 

quite shrivelled up-S. II. Wrvjht.—l. Send 
quite decayed ; 2, Polygonum sp. ; 3, The jilant youst 

is an annual weed, too far gone for identification; iti> 

certainly not a Dodder, which is a parasitical P1"1--" 
JMr*. B . 1, Chrysanthemum Begetum : 2. CjiIW 
sis bicolor atro-sanguinea ; 3, Helianthus mullffb'c 

f.Soleil d’Or); 4, H. m. plenus; 5, II. (Harpalium) ngwn‘ 
-T. .V. l, Lrsimachia clethroides; 2, Chrvsantbeonc 

latifolium ; 3, Pyreihruui uliginosum,-Tent lit 
Veratrum nigrum. The plant is sometimes known s< 

“ False Hellebore." Of vigorous habit, requiring a sx” 

rich loam, and in such will thrive for years if lelt uno'; 
turbed The plant is most showy when grown several « 

a gronpor in an isolated l>cd. It has beeni knowntocuHe 

vaiion upwards of three centuries.-I’rcfi*.— OnnG 
galuni pyramidale.-W. II. Broirn.—Blue, Cimpaoi' 

fraeilis;’white, C. isophylla albv——Ernest Ballnot.-I, 

Solidago virgaurea aurea; 2, bend in flower; S, >from ‘ 
S|>icala and alba mixed; 4, V. Andereoni alba; S, y'' 
niiim grandicephaliint striatum ; 6, Polygonum onenUf. 

7, Solidago rigida. 

Names Of fruits.— Bloiham.— Apparently Lord«’ 

Held ; but wc do not undertake to name fruit from sra; 

bruised specimen.-S. F. C.—The numbers ™ 
Plums bad displaced in transit. The larp-e r“ 
or 4) is PomVsSeealing ; the oval green Plum is Gisnorr- 

Roth are cooking Plums, and have little of flavour. N®- 
and 3 were too much decayed to enable them to be rev 

nised. Fruit should not be too rijie when sent lornaitiu. 

-D.J.H.— The four Pears sent, if for naming, arec; 
far too immature to he correctly named, and conject"- 

names are of no use. All the fruits want to h*nc 
three weeks longer ere they exhibit their true forni- 

the liest fruit the seeds are yet quite white anV,he " .: "J 
very hard. Send a month later, and wrap each fruit •■ - 

nuiiilier in pajier ; do not trust to pins. 

Catalogues received.-Karr and Sons. 12 »nd ‘ 
Kin£-8treet, Oovent-fcaKteu.— HyaruUti'. Tiuipf. t**.. 
Lift of Gold Sl‘Jnl Ilaffmlils. 

Photographs of Gardens, Plants, o! 
Trees.— li'e ojflr each week a copy oj 
edition of the “ English Flouxr Garden 
best photograph of a garden oranyoj tticanitM', 

indoors or outdoors, sent to us in any om - 
Second prize, Half a Guinea. 

The Prize Winners this week ««■ j- 
Mr. Geo. E. Low, Dublin, for Royal F«n'" 
gaaxieu, at Mount Ubher; 2, Mr. J. 1 
Oxford, for Laburnum Waterers variety- 
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VEGETABLES. 

CELERY. 
TiitKK should be an abundance of good Celery 
during the coming winter. Whilst the plant 
Joes very well as a rule in hot weather, its 
rrowth is quite dependent on the moisture 
umished to the roots. Still, Celerv is a cool- 
sting plant, and generally quite hardy. It 
i best for consumption in a blanched state, 
rhen growth is quick, the stems being then 
olid and crisp. That condition cannot always 
e secured in hot weather, because any neglect 

___hen to furnish ample moisture to the roots, 
..yllied to the natural dryne94 of the atmosphere, 

oon promotes hardness of stem and materially 
becks growth. In the case of very early 
fiery it also often leads to bolting prema- 
irely to Bower. During the passing summer 
od autumn early and late-pianted Celery 
like has had atnplo moisture nud cool wont her, 

) that the conditions of growth have been 
eculiarly favourable. There has been also a 
arked absence of leaf-mining maggot, and 
nt has been good for the plants. The 
evelopment of Celery is naturally due largely 
Iso to the way in which the trenches for its 
■ception have been prepared. 
It is amusing to note the great depth to 

hich some trenches are opened, the plants 
eing put out into subsoil which, though 
unured and well broken up, is none the less 
Jar and devoid of fitness for Celery growth, 
"be better plan by far where good growing 
ails are shallow and subsoils are of clay, 
balk, sand, or gravel, is to throw out from a 
reach 1*2 inches to 14 inches wide the top spit 
i good soil on to one side, and some 8 inches 
o» inches depth of the subsoil beneath on the 
tber side. Then return the top soil to the 
reach, add and well mix with it a heavy dress- 
og of half-decayed yard manure, and plant 
he Celery. Where soil is naturally good for 
ome 2u inches to *24 inches deep, the ground 
eing frequently trenched and manured, then 

lonn of treatment is not required. How- 
jycr, if ticuclu» wlieii iwhI)' fur blits ivue[>tiuu 

>i plants be from 4 inches to 6 inchas in depth, 
bat is ample. The primary objects of planting 

in trenches are, first, to have a basin which will 
bold water or liauid-manure ; and, second, to 
economise space between the rows when 

Moulding up. The first soil used in mould¬ 
ing should invariably be the forkings, well 
boken up, from the sides of the trenches. 
Tim allows ample scope for the later mould¬ 
ings. The soil should in all these operations 
'•I1 well broken and be fairly dry, doing it in 
'reacherous weather on such dry days as can 
!" found, as in some soils, especially in wet 
w«ther, small slugs are plentiful. It is well 
Wore adding fresh soil to give it on each side 
'*■ 'be rows a liberal dusting with fresh slacked 
‘‘roe, as that helps to destroy the pests and to 
keeP the Celery clean. Good cultivators make 
111 rale before commencing to earth up the 
plants to get them fairly strong first. That 
condition is readily helped prior to the earthing 
ty having a tronch which will retain water < 

uquid-nianuro. Once the moulding begin 
such waterings arc difficult, if ribtTmpracti fea bl' 

Then, ere any soil is added, all short, immature 
leafage and stems, and especially any suckers 
which may have formed at the bases of the 
plants, should be pulled away, as these often 
harbour slugs and hinder efficient blanching. 
Anyone anxious to have the blanching as 
|>erfect as possible will find it worth while to 
tie the stems of each plant with bast a little 
loosely, as that prevents soil from getting into 
the hearts, and greatly’ facilitates good earth¬ 
ing up. A. D. 

POTATOES IN KENT. 

Thk remarks of “J. C.,” on page .114, are, 
unfortunately, too true. Considering the lack 
of rain in Kent, the disease is very prevalent, 
and I have observed it, especially in the Maid¬ 
stone district. Some varieties appear more 
liable to attacks than others, yet it is im[>os- 
sible to judge by this alone. My Potato ground 
is completely open, aud is adjoined by numerous 
other plots. The only variety to show the 
disease to any extent 19 British Queen, and 
strangely enough it is confined solely to one 
hall" of that variety. Mast of the plots around 
are in a deplorable state, although scarcely so 
bad as last season, when my own, with the 
exception of Up-to-IIate, were a complete 
failure. The ground has been under culture 
five years, the first two producing good results. 
During the whole period I lrnve made numerous 
experiments, growing in 180S over fifty varie¬ 
ties, and testing numerous and various 
manures, the last two seasons depending upon 
artificial manure. The soil is sandy loam, with 
the binding tendency1 of clay. The soil was 
thoroughly bastard trenched, a good coating 
of manure being placed on the lower spit after 
breakiug up. The soil lay fallow throughout 
the winter, and was turned lightly in March. 
The furrows were made April 1st, a sprinkling 
of superphosphate, kainit, and nitrate added 
when they were completed. Seed was planted 
April loth, Ringleader being the earliest to 
lift, mid-July, followed by Centenary. Both 
of these have given very fair results, but not. 
e<{ual to Ideal, which I am at present using. 
One thing that baffles me is the non-decay of 
many of the seed tubers planted. Such a seed 
may produce plenty of healthy haulm, yet 
when lifted only one or two small tubers are 
visible, whereas another plant in the same row 
may produce twenty to thirty tubers, the seed 
in this case being totally rotten. Potato scab, 
referred to by “ T. Fowler Ward,” page 316, 
has appeared for the first time this season. 
Sandy soil is considered to foster scab; but 
why has it not appeared before'! That lime, or 
want of it, is the cause, is scarcely creditable, 
as I dressed a part of my soil with lime after 
trenching. The soil contains no rough sub¬ 
stances or anything liable to promote fungoid 
growth. However, compared with Potato 
disease, scab is a minor detail, and I consider 
my immunity from it due to thorough trench¬ 
ing, plenty of space between the rows, and 
well firming the soil when earthing, taking 
especial care to make the ridges as pointed as 

isible to .prevent furrows on the ridgos, 
* atari lobbied to believe materially help 

IA. KKS0|\j| 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Parsley. We often find a dearth of this 
herb, especially from February onwards, when 
a little more forethought and attention given 
to it this mouth would have put matters right. 
Breadths of early spring sowing should be all 
cut back about the middle of this month, ex 
cepting the few centre leaves, then scatter a 
little soot or artificial manure between the 
rows, hoeing the same in, when fresh growth 
will soon push up, and by November tho 
ground will again ho covered with fine leaves 
that ought to carry the supply on until the new 
year. Sowings made at tho end of June or 
middle of July should be thinned out 6 inches 
apart, and the thinnings transplanted to a warm 
south border or any sheltered nook where a 
two or three light frame can be placed over 
them as soon as hard weather threatens. Often 
plants put out at the foot of a soutli wall will 
pass the winter safely if during the severest 
weather a little straw or Bracken lie scattered 
over the plants, or a few dozen plants may be 
set out on the border of an unheated orchard 
houBO, where they can l>e protected from the 
cold cutting winds, which do quite as much 
mischief as do hard frosts. In transplanting 
Parsley much better results follow if the tap 
root is kept intact, similar to Lettuce, Beetroot, 
etc. Slugs will at times play hnvoc with it 
in a young state, when apply lime and soot. 
—I. M. B. 

Seakale (M. T.). The “ gardener," so- 
called, who is no better informod on the subject 
of Seakale than is apparent by your letter, 
should obtain a few lessons in growing it. Sea- 
kale is only used as an article of food early in 
the year, and when subjected to forcing. W’hat 
is known as forcing crowns should lie not less 
than 1 inch in diameter and 8 inches long. 
These crowns are set close in a bed of earth, 
generally supported by boards of nearly I foot 
deep, and, being of convenient size, are covered 
up with lioards and then thickly covered with 
the long straw from stable-manure. In this 
way it gentle warmth is generated, and the 
“ Kale ” growing quickly, is of a tender, succu¬ 
lent nature, and Dlauches like Celery, by reason 
of the darkness. When a few inches long, and 
prior to the flower appearing in the point, the 
Kale is cut, the growths then being from 
5 inches to 8 inches long. It is cooked and 
served with white sauce. Tho same condition 
of growth is brought about by the use of Sea¬ 
kale pots—i.e., large earthen pots for covering 
up the crowns in the open beds, tho pots again 
boiug covered with long litter from tho stable, 
as before. This latter is the most convenient 
way for amateurs and others requiring a small 
quantity, tho first-named method being that 
employed in market-gardens where this vege- 
tabl ie is grown largely. You surely must have 
seen the bundles of the Kale exposed for sale 
in the greengrocers' shops in spring. The 
purple leafage is not used, but should be en¬ 
couraged to develop for the benefit of the 
crowns- Small quantities may be forced in a 
box kept, dark under greenhouse stage or in a 
warm cellars tbeCjj'rinciplo being much the 

the year. 
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PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

FLOWER BORDERS, COLOURS IN. pure yellows. Doronicum, Crocus, Daffodils 
I see in a recent issue a letter from “Slow (April, May), Spanish Iris (June), Iceland 
Coach,” which interests me much, as I had Popp.es (June), Calceolarias Coreopsis, both 
just the same idea-/.- , to keep the colours in annual and perennial Tazetes. \ ellowstnfe, 

white flowers admitted, bat none among the of about forty varieties. It will thus be seen 
blue and yellow. The yellow I found the that named sorts, and these, too, of the very 
easiest to manage ; it is also very attractive, bast, are now brought within the reach of all. 
always gay, and the reds and oranges of For general effect in the garden, sowing the 
Nasturtiums, Montbretias tone well with the seed in rows has always been the more popular 
pure yellows. Doronicum, Crocus, Daffodils method of culture, and it must be admitted 
(April, May), Spanish Iris (June), Iceland that while the plants have continued to 
Poppies (June), Calceolarias, Coreopsis, both blossom, their display has indeed been verv 

my flower borders distinct. I venture to think Nasturtiums (August), Helen.um striatum, 
that my small efforts in this direction, and that a Montbretias. Rudbeck.a, (Enothera LscId 
list of the flowers which I found made a good scholt/aas, Hel.chrysum, M.mulus. Then all 
succession (and that is the difficulty, to Leep the coarser Sunflowers and such-like yellow 
up the supply without gaps) may lie of some Damy flowers could have a place here .f up the supply without gaps) may lie of some 
slight use. I began last autumn, and pre¬ 
pared the way by removing or eradicating 
until I nearly succeeded in keeping the colours 

pleasing. As was mentioned earlier, there Is a 
tendency to sow too thickly, and as & conse¬ 
quence the plants have failed earlier and the 
flow ers have never been so fine as they might 
have been under a different method of'culture. 
The illustration to-day represents the Sweet 
Pea doing remarkably well in rows. It will 
be noticed that the growth of the plant- it 
much taller than is usually seen under the* 
conditions; hut this can only have been 

until I nearly Succeeded in keeping the colours SWEET PEAS. ”u®“ T'er 

apart. The blue bed has been the best one. The attention which the Sweet Pea has achievaTby liberallv'manuringtiie soileavin' 
I think, for certainly blue flowers do not revived jn recent years, is largely responsible efuj attention 'to wntenne and ™- 
contrast very well with other tints, but when for its [wpularity at the present time. While -nl)0rt,mt f m <,fttherimr the ex'namW 

massed to2oth^ Jj® JWiJ^'ln iffy °"e wili Whly ^ flower8.' blossoms. If spent “blossoms are allowed to 
Se“0sScoacT!whet^r ^ in a mixed -main they .miekly develop seedl-H^ 

of the Iris as suitable for the blue homier. immediately begin to detenorata Wh.k 

grown in a mixed 

Now I must say I should never admit any 
Irises among the blues ; their place surely is 
with the lilacs and purples. To begin, therefore, 
with the blue border. Earliest of all came 
the Scillas, a row edging the border (April), 
then a thick border of Forget-me-nots (May), 
followed by Veronica prostrata (June). These, 
of course, were planted the previous autumn. 
Also big clumps of Anchusa semperflorens and 
a low-growing Bugloss. I sowed a broad 
stretch of Nemo|>hila late in March and 
at intervals during the following four or five 
weeks. This ensured a long period of flower¬ 
ing, and the result was a turquoise blue 
carpet for several weeks, which is only just 
over. Lobelias, planted in wherever a gap 
could be found in June, have taken ita place. 
This border is five or six feet wide, in front 
of a brick wall about JO feet long, and faces 
west. At the back, close to the wall, were 
planted two rows of Delphiniums, about thirty’, 
in shades of true blue, from pale turquoise to 
deep French blue (all the purple and bronze 
metallic shades are in the purple border). 
These formed a good background, and were at 
their best in July. Between and in front of 
them are groups of the lovely Salvia patens 
(August) and of tall-growing Veronicas (July), 
two or three sorts, Commelina (August), 
Borage, and Bavarian Gentian (August). 
Phacelia campanularia (July) was a failure; 
only an odd plant or two came up and 
flowere 1. It is my despair; I cannot succeed, 
try as I can. Sown in pots or in the open 
ground, early or late, the result was the same. 
It would, indeed, be an addition to any blue 
bottler. I must not omit to mention the 
glorious giant Anchusa italica (July) which, 
when grown as I saw it this summer in a 
Gloucestershire garden, is such a glory in 
blue. The blue Lord Anson's Pea is still 
flowering, as it has done for nearly two 
months, and has taken the place of the 
Delphiniums. Then there are Gentians to lie 
thought of. I have none, hut they are the 
ideal edging for a blue border. 1 must not 
take up too much of your space, and will just 
run through the names of the flowers I have 
found useful in the other beds. In the pink 
one, tor instance, Rhodanthe Manglesii, Schi- 
zanthus, Pyrethrums (May); Sweet Peas (the 

careful attention to watering, ana, ink 
inqiortant of all, gathering the expanded 
blossoms. If spent blossoms are allowed to 
remain, they quickly develop seed-pods, »rul 

immediately begin to deteriorate. While 
admitting the glorious effect of a series of ros> 
of Sweet Peas in the garden, this cannot be 
compared with a series of clumps of plants 
each of a given variety or colour. I sow tire 
or six seeds in each clump, after first having 
deeply dug the soil and given it a bevy 
dressing of good manure. The results in® 
this method of culture are very fine iixkrd 
Better results still may be obtained by sowisg 
five or six seeds in pots in the early spring, 
utilising a cold greenhouse or cold-frame hi 
the purpose of raising the seedlings. The 
flowering quarters are prepared by deeply 
digging the soil, and previous to plantiw 
outdoors in late April, taking out thegrwM 
to the depth of 18 inches to 2 feet for etch 
clump, and filling this three parts full with 
good manure. The ordinary garden soil is 
then filled in to the level, and the potful of flants, which must, of course, be carefully 

ardened off previous to planting outdoor 
transplanted whole. When once the plant* 
start to grow their progress is marked. Mjf 
clumps are planted 5 feet apart, and I give 
them stakes about 9 feet in height. At the 
moment the plants are between 7 feet 
8 feet high, and their blossoms are largemd 
handsome. W. V. T. 

Sweet Pea*. From a ohntotmmh bv Mr. W. A. Smith, 

154, Hagley Road, B:rmins;ham. 

row, or whether they ho grown in clumps of 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Wintering Carnation layers.-Should i n» 
much risk if 1 h-ft these out all the winter? I hi« ‘“J 

a thousand, and, of course, potting: them all up is«!« 

the question. 1 want to know what are safe eoottoa, 

supposins the soil is fairly lisrht and raised ? The vim® 
mostly are Duchess of Fife, Sweetheart, Miss Awjf 

Campbell, Nox, Mrs. A. Tate, Czarina, and nunjcjM 

Selfs and Fancies. Would short manure, put in rourdlk 
plant*, be of use ' Sparrows in the sprint ire i 

huirance, hut I should try and remedy this with crtl* 

and netting. —Sklborxk. 

[In your high and dry district the pkuU 
should winter quite safely. Indeed, at Cbre- 
mont, near you, many are bedded out earl} d 
October to stand the winter, the losses being 
very few indeed. The fancy kinds and Mbs A 
Campbell are the least hardy, and auv 
of which you may have doubt could be hiirf 
nnd replanted in shallow boxes. It is ovenw* 
wet and a low-lying district that are bo*1 
harmful to the plants—much more so that' 
actual dry frost. ] 

Late PhlOX93.—In autumn few flo*^ 

SSS&tSSiaSsSSS 

must not be forgotten. 

Lilacs and pcbplks. collection of twenty-four sorts is quite large . ( ,.|e 

Pansies, Aubrietias (April, May), English enough for even a large grower of these ^tae^^DaviTsyme “rose migenw eye: 
Iris (July), Erigeron speciosus, Campanulas flowers, and there are now so many charming centre , izaviu q, ,* ’ . qJb;i purple, 
of several sorts (June and July), Lupins, colours represented in the Sweet Peas, that one blu’e-Aurantiacu- 
single and double annual Asters, the lilac and may, with little trouble, acquire those sorts J (jfire de Mesdn, car 

acquired so cheaply, the need for sowing rows 
of mixed seed is considerably reduced. A 
collection of twenty-four sorts is quite large 

blooming sorts, some of which as I write 
notes are just commencing to show colour 
Progress, crimson ; Zouave, magenta-canning 

single and double annual Asters, the lilac and may, with little trouble, acquire those sorts o?0jre de Messin. car 
p»rpte p.»-,uch far .hfah . special likfag .xi.t,. Then, .r. 
Countess of Cadogan, Lady Radnor, Lady nch cream or primrose, blush, pink, rose, ® ’ hit_ _W F D. 
Grizel Hamilton—Schizanthus, Galega, Aster purple, crimson, orange-crimson, orange-pink, ana neraioo, pure e. • 
Amellus bessarabicus, Lavender (all in August), lavender, blue, and white, besides many other Tritomas.—One of the most <» r ^ 
Statice, and all the beautiful tribe of Michael- intermediate shades of colour, to say nothing of plants that bloom in the autumn 1 
mas Daisies for September and October. In of the striped or flaked sorts. For five Tritoma. It is often alluded to 35 j (jie 
the pink and lilac borders kfTePe tire man;j shillings it is possible to obtain a collectjioni hot-poker flower, but it was not 

Digitized by v_grO Qlvl umiv/cbcitv nc n i imhic at 

>f the striped or flaked sorts. For five Tritoma. It is often alluded to as ^ 
shillings it is possible to obtain a cQtecjito&l bat-poker flower, but it was not 
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other day that I heard it designated as the 
“ Long Distance ” blossom, from the fact tliat 
to soe its full beauty one should plant it where 
if distance does not “ lend encnnntment,” it 
«oftens somewhat its bright colour. A green 
background, as a creeper-covered fence, or 
planted near to conifers, or amongst tall- 
growing plants, is where it shows best. Late 
in the autumn one may plant this favourite. 
-W. F. D. 

Growing Edelweiss.—I would like to know all 

larticulira about growing Edelweiss? I have some plants 
‘nought from Switzerland, and would like to know how to 

cultivate it? What soil ought it to have? Must it be 

fiioled in an exposed or sheltered spot ? 1 have a rock 

ctrden in an exposed part of the garden facing south. 

Would Edelweiss grow there? The soil there, of course, 

i not by any means rich. Would it be difficult to grow in 
this part of the world?—Sumr South. 

[If your plants are nicely rooted there should 
not be much difficulty. If not, they may 
merely dwindle and die. The soil bast suited 
is a rather poor or stony, and very gritty loam 
without manure—a pasture loam that has 
been laid up a year or more, and frocly mingled 
with limestone clappings. This last, however, 
is not essential, and if you provide a good 
depth, say 1*2 inches or IS inches of very gritty 
loam, selecting a spot on the rockery’ where the 
plants can be gently wedged between the 

autumn. In setting the seed mke out quite 
deep cavities and fill with soil. It is a good 
[tlan to mix the seeds with damp soil—a paste- 
ike mixture —and if the cavities are very dry- 

rake them out a few days previously, and soak 
with water.] 

Making Lily of the Valley bed.—Will you 
please be good enough to let me know in your answer 

column of Garde.ni so : When is the best time to make a 

new Lily of the Valley bed, how to make it, the best aspect, 
and number of cro*.vns required per square yard ? If made 

this year, will it bloom next spring i—B. I*. 

[The best time of the year is October and 
November, the best position a partly-shaded 
and moist one, and failing this a more shady- 
spot. The crowns, if the bed is desired quickly 
to form a mass, may be 4 inches apart each 
way, or 6 inches will do quite well. A deep 
bed of rich, loamy soil, with a heavy layer of 
manure, worked in 9 inches deep) is necessary. 
If you plant three-year-old crowns, these will 
flower next year, and if you wish this you had 
lost pmrehase flowering crowns. “ Crowns ” 
aro not, however, generally used, and clump** 

may be procured of which a third may flower 
the first year. Such as these would require 
much more room, even if broken up for 
planting. [[Perhaps the lost kind for out¬ 
door beds is one called “ Victoria,” and this 

hut not least, their washed-out looking colour 
that I fiud fault with. There are also never 
sufficient flowers opon at any one time to create 
a show, neither do they stand erect so that 
they can be examined, but, on the contrary, 
have a had habit of drooping which seriously 
detracts from their app)earance. In my es¬ 
timation this variety of Arctotis does not come 
up to the description sent out with it, aud it 
would be interesting if others would give their 
experience of it in the columns of this journal. 
—A. W. 

Plants for beds (Inquirer, Droijlifdu). 

—We think you would get the best permanent 
return by planting large central groups of 
Hybrid Tea Roses in the beds. A few good 
kinds are Mrs. Grant, Grace Darling, Marquise 
Litta, Mildred Grant, Madame Abel Chatenay, 
L-idy Mary Fitzwilliam, Lady Battersea, 
L’Innocence, Captain Christy, Madame Pernet. 
Ducher. These are free and vigorous, ami 
produce a beautiful lot of flowers. The plants 
would require to bo -J feet or *Jt feet aiuirt. 

In tho centre of each bed pilaut six bulbs of 
Lilium candidum. Between the Hoses pilunt 
clumps of Narcissi, such as Sir Walkin, 
Empicror, Horsfleldi, Prince ps, ornatus, Stella. 
As a margin to the Roses, p.lant old Clove, 
Ruby Castle, Alice Ayres, or any good free 
Carnation, and finally border with any of 
the Tufted Pansies. If you have sufficient of 
the Anemones, these may take the p>lace of 
some of the Narcissi, hut you should reserve 
ornatus as a good tiling in such a mixture. 
This arrangement would give you flowers over 
a long p>eriod, and in recommending them we 
have in mind the fact that the outlay is at the 
beginning, and that the pdunts increase in 
lieauty each year. The Roses would cost about 
from Is. Gd. to 2s. each, the Carnations about 
5s. per dozen, and the bulbs, taken on the 
average, 5s. p>er lflrt. The other things are very 
cheap). Indeed, by consulting our advertising 
columns you will observe how the prices vary 
for the same article. At the same time it is 
not economy to pdant little bits of plants, and 
a good plant is generally cheap) ami satisfactory 
because a lime-saver. 

Ompluiludea linlfollu.—This annual 
is rather uncommon in gardens, though why I 
am unable to say, because it is well worthy of 
cultivation, and is most ell'eetive when judi¬ 
ciously employed. Perhaps the fact of its 
being so easy to grow is one of the raisons why 
it meets with such scant recognition. Unlike 
some annuals it remains in flower over a long 
p>eriod. With me the plants commenced flower¬ 
ing at the end of .June and have only just 
ceased, and would no doubt have lasted much 
longer were it not for the heavy rains ex¬ 
perienced of late. 1 grow it in cluinpis about 
eighteen across in the front of the herbaceous 
borders, and l hose groupis are very telling when 
in full bloom, the silvery foliage and the small 
p)ure white flowers rendering them objects of 
great beauty. I sow the seed in April and thin 
out severely as soon as the best and strongest 
plants can be distinguished, leaving about nine 
in a clump. All the after attention they re¬ 
quire is a few stakes— or, what is still better, 
some “spray" taken out of a birch broom—to 
support them, and to afford water during dry 
weather. This does not by any means exhaust 
all the good qualities of this beautiful annual. 
as I have put it to another use this season, and 

many will no doubt profit by the hint if they 
have not already [.roved its usefulness in Ibis 
direction. This is to employ it. as a setting for 
Sweet Peas, Shirley ami Iceland Poj)pies for 
dinner table decorations. Nearly everybody I 
suppiose is aware of the value of Gypsojihila 
for this purpx>se, and when it is stated that 
Ompdialodes linifolia rivals it, for the reason 
that when so employed it is equally as light 
and graceful, further commendation is un¬ 
necessary. So pleased am I with it when used 
in conjunction with the flowers alluded to, 
that I intend to "row a few rows of it specially 
for cutting another season. The plant seids 
most freely, so that once a stock has been 
obtained there is no difficulty in securing an 
ample supply for each season, if the plants aie 
drawn and dried after they cease flowering, 
when the seed can he rubbed out at any con¬ 
venient opportunity. I had a difficulty in 
obtaining it, and as far as I am aware only one 

of ifc—A-w- 

Bud ot Rose Anna Ollivier. 

(See page 398.) 

stones, [.lanting quite firmly, we see no reason 
for failure. The plant is quite easily raised 
from seeds, and is most successful in those 
districts where sandstone rock p)revails.] 

Wall gardening.—I am planting the joints of an 

dd stone wall, forming a kind of sunk fence, and wish to 
know if the autumn or spring is the best time for sowing 
the seed* nt such things as the following ! Alpine Poppies, 

dnxrf Campanulas, Erimis alpinus, I.inaria alpina, l.lnaria 

Cimbalaria, Antirrhinums, Maiden Pinks, Wallflowers, the 

Cheddar Pink, and the like? I sowed manv of these last 

spring, but very few have come up.—C. M. W. 

[Generally sp)eaking, the autumn and winter 
months are best, simply because the amount of 
atmospheric moisture is then greater. Success 
or failure, however, is more largely dependent 
on the amount of moisture reaching the wall 
itself than on the time the work is performed, 
f or example, a rough stone or brick wall, where 
ample crevices abound, may be successfully 
planted at any time, while a well-built wail 
that affords few opportunities for moisture 
getting into the joints, may be planted again 
and again without success. Again, a wall 
facing south-west, that catches somewhat of the 
heating rains, is far more quickly clothed than 
& north or north-east wall, and so on. In all 
probability the spring sown seeds may germi¬ 
nate this autumn ; we had an identical experi¬ 
ence only last year, the seeds remaining dormant 
all the summer, and germinating like Cre; 

is often sold at so much p;er square yard as 
lifted, when the p)ureha-ser can utilise it as he 
thinks fit. It is, however, a good as well 
as economical way of making a new bed, 
especially if this latter is at all extensive.] 

Hollyhocks.—The season now passing 
has been an exceptionally good one for Holly¬ 
hocks. The nasty fungus which habitually 
preys on the stems and leaves, doing so much 
injury, seems to be far more harmful in hot, 
dry weather than in wet weather. No doubt 
tho cooler air and abundant moisture render 
cool-loving plants like Hollyhocks all the more 
capable of resisting the fungus, as it at the 
same time weakens tho px»wer of the fungus to 
spread. Then it. is now so universally the rule 
to raise plants from seed rather tnan from 
cuttings or suckers that they have more vigour 
in them than plants have that have been raised 
by the latter methods. Still further, seed 
strains now are of such high excellence. Too 
often tho plants are j)ut out to flower in mixed 
borders where the soil is already eaten up by 
shrub and hardy plant roots, and under such 
conditions fine growth and flowers cannot lie 
looked for. Before planting in such places 
holes 12 inches over should he opened, some 
half-decayed manure put in, then that well 
mixed with the ground. Then Hollyhocks 
have some chance. In all cases they well repwiy 
for good culture. Heed may be sown now in 
shallow pans or boxes and kept under glass. 
The seedlings will be strong to dibble out in 
March, and should then curry good stems and 
blooms in the following autumn. I have lately 
seen grand double Hollyhocks raised from seed 
sown in warmth the preceding February. But 
it is not possiblo for amateurs to treat them 
in that way, and the best course is to raise 
from seed now, and winter them. —A. D. 

Arctotis grandis. —I do not know what 
experience other growers have met with in the 
cultivation of this hardy annual, but mine is 
certainly not a very encouraging one. I pur¬ 
chased a packet of seed in the spring and 
raised quite a nice lot of plants, wnich were 
planted out in due course in a mixed border. 
At the present time they are of considerable 
dimensions and produce plenty of flowers, but 
it is with the peculiar way they have of un¬ 
folding, the short time that they last, and last, 
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what is more lovely than the old pink Moss? 
One is apt to obtain a poor conception of the 
beauty of this Rose from the faded hunches 
hawked about the streets, but see it on the 
plant on a June 

it will l>e grown by the acre presently) is 
Liberty. Imagine a bud or half open Bower of 
Alfred K. Williams, and we iutve a good idea 
of Liberty. This brilliancy of colour, com¬ 
bined with tho ever-blooming quality of the 
best Hybrid Teas and also a sweet perfume, 
are excellent traits in a most charming Rose. 
Other brilliant reds, scarlets, and maroons, 
are: Fisher Holmes, General Jacqueminot, 

ROSE BUDS. 

It nmy be said with much truth that all Roses 
have pretty buds, but when the collection is 
searched for varieties yielding really handsome- 
shaped buds, the selection then becomes much 
modified. As a rule, an elongated bud, and 

morning and I doubt if s 
lovelier Rose could be gathered at the same 
time. All the Mosses are pretty in bud, the 
white Bath, with its paper-white petals and 
mossy encasement, and the Crested Moss, 
with the curious Parsley-like outer covering, 
being two good companions for the old pink. 
There are tour pink Roses among the Hybrid 
Teas that deserve extensive culture as bud 
varieties. These are: Madame Abel Chatenay, 
Mrs. W. J. Grant, Killurney, and Madame 
Jules Grolez. The first-named is now culti¬ 
vated in the fields as a market Rose, and Ido 
not wonder at this, for a more exquisite bud is 
not to be found in the whole collection of 
cultivated kinds. The other three are so well 
known that I need not enlarge here on their 
merits. I might say, however, that if space is 

available, a row of the climbing form of Mrs. 
VV. J. Grant will give untold pleasure to the 
cultivator. A trellis some 6 feet high would 
be the best support, or stout poles would do as 
well. Plant three feet apart. We have had 
as many as sixty buds on one plant at one 
time this season. In conclusion, I must not 
omit from pink Roses Mrs. John Laiog, 
Madame Lombard, and Lady Battersea—the 
two latter border, perhaps, more on the reds, 
but their exquisite buds entitle them to men 
tion in this article. Rost. 

HTOTES AND REPLIES. 

Climbing Roses for wood fence.—1 to 
plant rliinhinir Ho-. * this autumn against a wood lure 
(utronK niat.'h-lKiardini:), S feet high, and about 15 fut 
lonjr, aspect S.S. W. Sun on fence rather obscured bj :m 

at one end, and by shadow of house, but has effect let 
a (tout three hours (mid-day). What climbers would do 
nest, and how many should I plant?—M. E. U. Kies. 

[Although your fence is somewhat shaded, 
you should be able to grow very successfully i 
the following beautiful kinds, these five being 
sufficient for the length at your disposal- [ 
Wm. Allen Richardson, Dr. Rouges, Mme. 
Berard, Climbing Belle Siebrecht, and Mme. 
Alfred Carriere. Be very careful to prepaie i 
the ground well by deep digging, and sec that { 
the plants do not sutler from want of water i 

Buds of Rose Alfred Carriere. 

this, too, of moderate size, is preferred for a 
button-hole, but it is not unusual in the Rose 
season to see huge show blooms, such as Maman 
Cocket, worn as a coat flower. The ideal Rose¬ 
bud is unquestionably Catharine Mermet, the 
beautiful sports of this fine Rose, namely, The 
Bride and Bridesmaid, sharing the honours 
equally with their parent. Another exquisite Tea 
Rose is Hon. Edith Gifford. It will l»e seen from 
the illustration [what handsome-formed buds 
and blossoms this most useful variety will 
produce, and it has no compeer of its colour. 
The long pointed buds of the old favourite 
Niphetos are as yet unsurpassed for snowy 
purity. It is really surprising how successfully 
this somewhat tender Rose can be grown, as 
evidenced by the notes in Gardening for 
July 19. Where a high, sunny wall is avail¬ 
able what could be more useful than a covering 
of Climbing Niphetos? Or if an isolatea 
standard be wanted, this climbing form is 
l»erfect for the purpose. I need not say how 
valuable this Rose is under glass, the dwarf 
form being, perhaps, the more useful, although 
to all who possess a lofty greenhouse I wou Id 
commend the climber, either on the wall or 
roof or as a standard in a i»ot. The umbrella- 
liko head of the latter when well developed is 
a perfect picture. A charming flesh-white, 
rauqiant grower has come much to the front 
lately. I allude to Mme. Alfred Carriere. 
Very pretty buds may be freely culled from this 
Rose, whether it he grown on a standard, which 
will half fill a cottager's front garden, as I saw 
it recently, or from a wall, which it will soon 
clothe with a beautiful refreshing green growth. 

Perhaps it will be helpful if I group the 
various kinds in their colours, and before I 
leave the white and blush group I should 
mention the following as being in every way 
worthy of cultivation for their comely buds : 
Souvenir do la Malmaison, Kaiscrin Augusta 
Victoria, and its rampant climbing form for a 
lofty south or west walL; Innocente Pirola, 
White Maman Cochet, Gloire Lyonnaise, 

Papa G on tier, Victor Hugo, Prince Camille de 
Rohan, Prince Arthur, a rose identical with an 
older kind, Triomphe de Caen, Gloire de Mar- 
gottin, Duchess of Bedford, Duke of Edin 
burgh, and Ulrich Brunner. For really good 
perpetual flowering qualities I should place 
Gruss an Toplitz next to Lil>erty as the mast 
useful scarlet-crimson we have, although indi¬ 
vidually its buds will not compare with Victor 
Hugo. Yet another good contrasting bed to 
the last would be one of yellows of various 
shades. Of pale cream colours Madame Hoste 
and Marie Van Houtte are the best. A clear 
yellow is found in Madame Chedaune Guinois- 
seau, and a variety not yet much known, 
Alliance Franco-Russe, gives handsome, double 
buds that surpass Perle des Jardins outdoors. 
One cannot exclude Marechal Niel, and in 

next season, but when you do water them Id 
the amount given be ample.] 

Hybrid Teas as standards(T-nao',/. < 

—We can recommend the following as being ' 
all first-rate kinds—the first six are vigorous 
growers, the following ten arc medium, and 
the last two rather diminutive and should only » 
be grown as half standards : Admiral Dewey. * 
a lovely blush white sport of Caroline Testout: 
Billiard and Barre, one of the best golden 
yellow Roses grown : Gladys Harkuess, like s 
high coloured Caroline Testout; Ferdinand 
Jamin, rosy-carmine with salmon shading: 
Mme. Viger, pale rose, reverse of petals silvery- ; 
white: Mme. Wagram, satin rose, a bold. 1 

new 
rate! 

Mom Rose bud. 
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tend to sour the soil, and probably destroy the 
plant in the end. When all the plants are 
under cover it is advisable to fumigate or 
vaporiso the house thoroughly, it being 
always well to start with a clean bill of health. 
A disease pretty prevalent after housing is 
mildew, this making the plants sickly and 
weak, and looking anything but well if you 
are presenting a bunch of blooms to a friend. 
Careful ventilation and watering are good 
preventives, watering only when the plant 
requires it, and opening the ventilators on the 
lee sides only if the wind is high. No strong 
wind should be allowed to play' among the 
foliage, so that ventilation has to be carefully 
watched. The disease known as “spot’’ 
affects the plants sometimes, and may be 
caused by the ventilation also, as well as 
giving stimulants too often and too strong. 
Slildew may be cured by dusting sulphur on 
the plants, but if only one plant is affected it 
is the better plan to remove it. 

/irid'je-nf- HYiV, .V. II. 1). G. McIver. 

NOTES ON CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

Dorinu August anti the beginning of Sep¬ 
tember it will be found in most cases that a 
bud will appear at the point of the main 
shoots, and immediately under, a series of 
growths will make their appearance from the 
axils of the leaves. This is termed the crown 
bud, and is what most exhibitors retain, 
cutting off all the shoots below, thereby con¬ 
serving all the energy in the bud selected, 
producing in time a magnificent bloom some 
12 inches to 15 inches across. and of great 

r, let all the 
these shoots 

when they have attained a certain length 
produce in their turn, this time a cluster of 
buds called terminals, because it is the termi¬ 
nation of the plants’ growth, all energy being 
now wholly confined to building up the 
flowers. If severe frost puts in an appearance, 

buds of Rose Edith Gifford. 

the plants should be got under cover with the 
least possible delay. In some places they will 
need to be housed earlier, a great deal defend¬ 
ing on the weather. It is always advisable to 
let them stay out as long as possible with safety, 
hut on no account let the buds show colour 
before doing so. When housing, cleanliness 
should be the aim. The house intended to 
receive the plants should bo well washed with 
soap and warm water, woodwork, glnsswork, 
and ironwork alike receiving attention. All 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

A good early flowering Chrysan¬ 
themum.—Amongst early flowering Pompons 
we get many Chrysanthemums that are ex¬ 
tremely dwarf, flower early, and are quite 
hardy. St. Crouts belongs to this number. 
It is only 18 inches in height, is of a bush}’ 
habit, and bears numerous soft pink blossoms. 
I have it in bloom now (September 10), and as 
it is quite hardy, having been outdoors all 
last winter with only a covering of straw, I 
can say a good word for it where very dwarf 
plants are wanted. It is just the sort for a 
window-box or small pots.—Townsman. 

Seasonable hints. — At this season 
readers are often in doubt regarding the ques¬ 
tion of bud selection. All types, no matter 
what the names of the different varieties, 
should have their buds retained. Some 
growers mav raise the question of whether the 
buds shogMiibel firstncrown, second crown, or 



terminal. The kind of bud to be retained at face in the pipes, those remaining in the work- leaving, if possible, a good-sized piece of taber 
the present time and from this time forth need ing will of necessity require to be heated to a to each stem. They are then potted in the 
not be defined. Any bulb showing on the much higher tem[.erature to do the work, ordinary way, keeping the piece of tuber atthe 
plant should be retained, no matter what their This alone has its drawbacks so far as plant base of the young shoot well below the surface 
definition may be. When retaining the bud culture is concerned, and the simplest and best of the soil, and treating just as growing tubcri 
do not rub out or pinch off at one time all the system always is a fairly large number of pipes that have not been thus operated upon, tfel 
shoots or smaller buds surrounding it. This is heated at a low temperature. Too many do last method of propagation is, however, not 
too great a check upon the plant. It is better exactly the opposite—viz., fix a minimum much employed, as, in the first place, the 
to pinch off one shoot each day until in the end amount of niping, that must perforce be kept majority of tubers only produce a single shwt, 
the retained bud is found to’he quite alone at at a very nigh temperature to do the work, and, secondly, the cut portion of the taber 
the apex of the shoot. It is then retained, and There is, of course, just as much in the man- sometimes heals in an unsatisfactory manner.] 
the grower’s chief concern for the future should agement of fires and so on, and, indeed, the - 
Ire to see to the hud’s pro[>er development, item of stoking is of very considerable import, , vn p,,pn™ 
See that the shoots are secured in an upright and should l>e well studied by all who have 
ue to see to tne uuu s projier development, iwm ui i.- mips XOTF< 4XD KVPI IF<! 
See tliat the shoots are secured ill an upright and should lie well studied by all who have . _ . / 
position and are protected against damage greenhouses and the .-are of plants. In a case 
from strong winds. Once the bud is nicely set like yours, the best luel is anthracite cobbles. jt jg (Trowing in a tub and looks healthy,n-iihtWotl-c- 
. , , - _ , -1 , . . , . .. , be obliged by your telling me what to doformyOleii^a' 
from strong winds. Once the bud is nicely set like yours, the best luel is anthracite cobbles. jt ,, growing in a tub and looks healthy, withthm-ott-o- 
and is moving, feeding may lie follow ed with No fuel provides so lasting and steady a heat, trusses of buds, but though these have been lorx«h 

advantage. Soot-water, varied with occasional and, with discretion in the management of the 
doses of reliable manure-water, should be fire and the time of making up for the night, the end ol May.8 It is lour years old. —B. ^ " 
given, increasing the strength of the latter it is easy to keep it going tor ten or a dozen [Oleanders will occasionally bel 
very gradually. Many of the preyed con- hours without attention. An essential in the hale done, some varieties being more lfafftl 
centra ted manures are excellent tor use by use of this fuel, however, is a good brisk do so than others. The cause of it has.-i-r 
amateurs. — E. G. draught, which is easily arranged for .f non- riso ^ good deal of 9pecuIationi ln,fit , 

Kaplv-tlowprlnc- UhrvHftnthfimums. 0X18 on ’ _ " ' ' irenemllv considered to arise from the Flarly-Ilo wering Ulirysan themums. 
—1 have before me a list of Chrysanthemums, 
published in IHSij, in which sonic two or 

generally considered to arise from the to* 
I having received some check, particularly id 

being allowed to get too dry, for given thoroagl. published in lssii, in which sonic two or INCREASING DOUBLE BEGONIAS. being allowed to get too dry, for given tlioroagl. 
three dozen early-flowering varieties were given i MAVK a number ol choice tuberous double Begonias drainage the Oleander is quite a water love 
prominence. The .Iai>anese and Pompon kinds «rown under rIobs, which 1 am desirous of increasing. In the case of some large old plants thitla.1 
were about equally represented at that time, Would you kindly give me a lew hints os to the method of lone been in the same note. we advised vi™ were altout equally represented at that time, y°u kindly give me a lew hints as to th* method of long been ill the same pots, we advised giriay 

but of the former, not more than three or four how ? yn.1, By cuttings. 3rd,' By^division ol tubers. 11 dose of weak liquid-manure al»out one* i 
sorts are to In* met with to day, and even then The proper season lor each operation, with a lew cultural fortnight, beginning just as the flower W» 
in a very limited degree. Mons. Pynaert van directions, will be much appreciated.—II. J. were seen, and the plants have giver, a) 
Geert, a yellow, striped red, was very highly [Many of the finest double-flowered Begonias trouble since, the blossoms opening vvitboali 
thought of. and for some years was seen at the do not produce any pollen, hence, in order to check of any kind.] 
early show' of the N.C.S. Another of the obtain seed it is necessary to take the jiolleii Ventilating a greenhouse.—I built i n- 
quartette is Madame Castox Desgranges, the from a semi-double flower and apply it to the greenhouse Uiree mouths ago. It is 9 feet toe;,-, 
early white Japanese which has probably been female blooms of the best varieties, ns all the £tin|appiS 
more largely grown tor market than any other female flowers are single, which you will see if steam during the night time. Could you kindly iu» 
white in commerce. It has not yet been you examine your plants. A camel's hair brush me, through the medium ol your valuable piper,dai 
ousted from the garden, hut its days, or rather is the best thing w ith which to transfer the l-iuM, also ls it^detrimental to the plants Ux>,«« 
years, are numbered, in view of the many good iiollcn, and you will find it more plentiful on a re,!'.?,|' *'*. . „ 

Norman Davis used to grow a largo group of wait for another year, as oven if the flowers u; i n v 
this sort at Camber weLl, and until quite recently „r(, fertilised there will not lie time for the ' outsideair. Jt is cct tamlj notdttn. 
it was very highly regarded. La Vierge is the seeds to ripen. Plants ol gained in this way J,lants,m the greenhouse; "ideefl.dk 
remaining variety, and this is a pretty white cannot all !>e deluded UI»on to reproduce the ^ 
kind, very dwarf and free flowering. A certain very double HowoVs of their^eed.beaSng parent. ■**«*«£ ** nnuineniMe insect paste b* 

section of growers is desirous of classing this Ucuce, where double Begonias are raiUl in *»* «“ , F9 » »?.? 
flowerasa Pompon, but it is a mistake to think quantity from seed the young pla'«»“ ■>" - If so, it would, in an unhealed. _ 

raised in 
flowerasa Pompon, but it is a mistake to think quantity from seed the young ,flanks arc all 11 "ou,u; “ “u 
of .so doing. The newer race of early Chrysan- flowered in order to [.rove their worth la-fore ^iTAter. * TLr 2 H 
themums, of which a large hutch came from sending them out. Begonia seed should la thThaSen^g off of tlm pbn’u .her* themums, of which a large hutch came from sending them out. Begonia seed should la „ "„Ul A “ a "Z"i-17, 
France ten to twelve years ago, has almost 80Wn in February, in a gentle heat-say. a °*' 
eclipsed those introduced earlier, and now that temperature of 00 .legs, to 7" degs. From it- ,he bettjer 10 t en stai" ’ 
English raisers are giving us many sorts of minute size more care is needed than in the w,nler-l _ 
dainty form and beautiful habit, the change is case of many plants. The pots or pans for its 
becoming all the more complete. The near reception should l>e quite clean and well TREES AND SHRUBS, 
future will see our hardy flower-garden com- drained, then filled to within half-an-inch of the - 
pletely transformed in the autumn, by the aid rim with a mixture of two parts loam to two Blgnoniar&dleans does well on a *rath will 
of the increasingly augmented list of beautiful parts peat or leaf-mould and one part silver ritaST? S3 
sorts, L (». Rand, the whole well mixed together and proper poeition can be accorded iu NoclimU-rpt^ 

-passed through a sieve with a quarter of-nn s more Rorgeoua effeouiuriny late August ««1 avt Sf 
INDOOR PLANTS inch niesh. Being pressed down moderately INDOOR PLANTB. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ mu9t )kj waterod INDOOR PLANTS inch m&sh. Being pressed down moderately ,e«lbpr- ^ * ' n. rnaruB, .?' S Lonicera flexuosa. This floa-.ratoairOirt^J 

_ “rm a, niaile level, tins >nust lie wateroa of June_ (he blooulg possesain? the id.linooal ».-<< 
through a very hue rose, ana while the .soil us deliciously fragrant, Thw id alsoo^ood wb)M 

HKATINO tiRELNHOU.se, .still moist the seed must be thinly sprinkled training up the face of a wall, as it in a rapidgTO^nll 

(Rei’I.V « -Ou, Sm-mn.-) thereon No coring ol s.il .ill U,-ceded 

WE take some of the more pointed questions, l,ut ai.™P'5 a P*ne of Kj**9 1:11,1 °' c[ l'ie pot or and wagi moreover, producin- an abundauce olHo««- 
and answer them offhand. Can you use a pan till germination takes place, when it must w. 
4-inch flow and 3-inch return and expect to >e rem«ved; 1 arto-ular care ,s needed that JasmlnUUl humile.-Tl.is gtt.vrs d. 
keep out frost? Yes. The action is always the seed-pota do not get the direct rays of the rapid rate and flowers abundantly on » « 
rendered sluggish thereby, however, simply 8U')- ^ ben the young plants are large enough having a south or western aspect, and M 
because the larger amount of hot waf er, instead to handle they must be pricked oil into other charming companion to the common »b« 
of coursing freely throughout the system as pot», prepared^thc.same as foraow.ngthosood. Jasmine. It is not, met with nearly^' 
one uniform measure of circulation, becomes T>° s.h‘ft'vlU bc ,,,to nmall pots, and, (Juontiv a.s the latter and the naked-flo«td 
impeded or choked at the drop into return after that, into larger ones, as required. ./asinine (J. nudiflorum), but why I 
pipeTund causes semi stagnntion or a slow f 2, Begonias of this class can bej.ropagated conceive, us it is hardy, for I have known 
circulation e-cnerallv. It is lessened or ohvi- fro,u cuttings; indeed, it is the method survive frost of great seventy in the 

HEATING GREENHOUSE. 

(Rf.I'I.y to “Oi.d Srm. kihkr.”) 

We take some of the more pointed questions, 
and answer them oft hand. Can yon use a 
4 inch flow and 3 inch return and expect to 

of coursing trecly throughout the system as •'? ’ 
one uniform measure of circulation, becomes -*\“e 
impeded or choked at the drop into return a,fcr 
pipe, and causes semi-stagnation or a slow , - ... . , . , 
circulation generalh'. It is lessened or ohvi lr°,m cuttings; indeed, it, is the method survive frost of great seventy in the *<- 
ated altogether by'a disproiiortionato fall in f.ollowf‘ ln nurseries for the increase of the The flowers are sweetly scented, and are^ 
return pipe-f.e., a fall which inclines at a finest forms. It a tuber when starting m tho duced during the summer months. It sue.'*? 
greater angle than that appearing in the rise in spring pushes up two or three shoots, all except ,n ordinary garden soil. - W. 
the flow pipe above. Hot-water pipes arc one .maY be taken as cuttings. The best time Spirffia Bumalda var. Anthosr 
infinitely better suited to heating when quite 19 ,e,", a’e abollt '- mches 'ong, and they Waterer.—During the summer month!®* 
clear of" the flow, 9 inches or so, as then all should bo taken off as close as possible to the Spinea gives a piece of colour quite its o™1 
heat radinting from the pipes is employed to t1ubor- . 1 '10n ‘"serf' 81 l?to, 8lna11’ "’el1 the shrub beds, and succeeds the many s"- 
advantage within the house, and is not wasted, drained pots of sandy soil, and place in a close ; and blooming thines, coniines 

T.r.T,,, u*kan ,i.„ propagating case till rooterl. \\ here there is uiX— ft h.i- niinr 

the shrub beds, and succeeds the many 
spring and early blooming things, contio°!-? 

into effect, a sharp rise into flow not far from ln cutting it ofl one good eye may be allowed g,.owerg cannot be admitted. I lave a F? 
boiler, a fact alone that gives a good impetus rema‘“ for the futur0 Browth t0 9P™«g fng in the front of a mixed large shrub Wj 
to the general circulation. With those pro Irom. which there are "roups of nerbaceou- _ 
cautions and the pipes fixed high along the 3, Division of tubers is carried out when the tender plants. When this Spira-a is ’ 
side, it is possible 3-inch pipes would keep out young shoots are from 1 inch to 2 inches long, growing with Blue Delphiniums attae. ’ ’ 
frost. Here, however, you must ever bear in as one can see exactly where to divide the and has as its neighbours DipIopappu5 0 
mind that as you diminish th^ radiating sur- tuber, which is best done with a sharp I>^f6f phyllus and Hydrangea paniculate, the t ■- 
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and by that time most of the deep running 
roots should have been found, cut through, 
and the reserved parts taken care of. If this 
work is done in either bright weather or during 
the prevalence of cold drying winds, syringe 
the bared roots occasionally and keep them 
matted over os much as possible. All should 
be duly lightly pruned, the older ones, if very 
woody anu bare of fibres, being also cut rather 
freely. Whether the same space as before 
shall'be occupied with fresh soil should depend 
upon circumstances. The roots not being very 
long or worth preserving to a great length, 
then it may be possible to remake the border 
piecemeal. In any case renew the drainage if 
much clogged, ana bring the roots up nearer 
the surface, distributing them thinly through¬ 
out the fresh soil. They will form fresh fibres 
more quickly, and most probably this autumn, 
if surrounded by a little of the best compost 
in a fine state, the burn-bake in particular 
coming into contact with them. The advice 
to make the new part ot the border firm, espe¬ 
cially adjoining the older part, is of vital 
importance. If the fresh compost is somewhat 
dry, give water in the course of three or four 
days, while in the case of outside borders pre- 

is pleasing. Splendid results can be obtained 
by using this Spiraea and the other things 
named in beds alone, reserving places for 
Delphiniums, the best Michaelmas Daisies, 
Olearia Haasti, and things of a kindred nature, 
thereby giving more colour effect than is to be 
found In many of the arrangements produced 
by the use of tender plants.—J. Crook. 

some sharp sand. When shanking occurs, 
feeding rather promotes it, as, because roots 
are too deep, the feeding sours the soil. In any 
case you will probably had lifting and replant¬ 
ing, done just as the leaves fall, will correct the 
trouble. 

Cracked Pears (Canforth). — Your 
Williams’ Bon Chretien Pears are badly infected 
with the fungus, Cladosporium dendricitum. 
This comes chiefly when trees are old and the 
roots have gono deep into poor or sour subsoil. 
Your aim must be to either lift the tree, hard 
prune the deep-going roots, and replant it, or 
else, if the tree be too old, to open a deep trench 
round it, grub under, and cut off all the deep- 
goiDg roots. Refill the trench, then fork off 
the top soil, replace with fresh, adding some 
well-decayed manure and bone-dust. So soon 
as you have gathered all the good Pears and 
destroyed the diseased ones, make up a solution 
of 1 lb. of copper sulphate dissolved in 25 
gallons of water, and give tho treo with that a 

good though gentle syringing. Also, so soon 
as possible, smother the tree, whilst damp, 
with freshly slacked lime. Only drastic treat¬ 
ment will produce a remedy. 

Pears cracking. I have lately taken a piece of 

ground in which there are several Pear-trees, and the 

majority of the fruit is cracked (and dropping), as per 

sample. Can you kindly inform me of the probable came 

and cure ?—J. W. M. 

[Your Pear-tree roots have, as is so com¬ 
monly the case with old trees, gone deep into 
sour or poor subsoil, where they fail to find the 
requisite food with which to create sound fruit. 
That has led to the development of a fungus. 
Cladosporium dendricitum, which at once preys 
on imperfect fruit, causing cracks and black 
spots on them. If you could open deep, wide 
trenches round your trees 4 feet from the stems, 
cut off nil roots clean at that distance, and find 
with a broad, sharp chisel on the end of a stout, 
long handle any downward roots, cutting them 
through, then filling in the trenches and well 
manuring the soil over the roots, the trees 

Still, it would 

FRUIT, 

APRICOT MOORPARK. 

Tins well-known Apricot is a great favourite 
where it succeeds, and may be classed as one of 
the best varieties grown owing to its size and 
excellent quality. The shoot illustrated shows 
how freely it crops in some localities. The 
fruits of the true Moorpark are large, very 
juicy, and richly coloured. It ripens on a 
sooth wall in August and on a west aspect early 
in September. The tree is a free grower in its 
earlier stages. Cross wood should not be en¬ 
couraged, as it often ends in canker if the knife 
is used too freely. Should the young trees 
ante too much wood, lift in the early autumn 
in preference to pruning severely. 
In warm localities a south Wall is 
M desirable, as it is too hot and 
ilten too dry for the Apricot. We 
Iuto in warm soils seen splendid 
props on an east wall; indeed, finer 
ro:ts than on the south wall. Old 
lpricoi trees that have a hard bor¬ 
er to root into do best. In soils 
encient of lime it is well to give 
nch aids as old mortar rubble or 
hilk, making tho border firm. The 
isease to which this variety is 
able is difficult to combat, ns tho 
ranches die off suddenly when the 
ree is in a good condition, and 
(ten trees given ample attention 
iffermost, causing gaps at a time 
key cannot be made good. An old 
ree which escapes often lasts for 
uny years. The only consolation 
t to keep a reserve ot young trees 
3 make good the losses. There are 
wo distinct forms of Moorpark, one 
eingmuch earlier and with smaller 
nit. Thus is the early Moorpark,an 
xccllent Apricot, but lacking the 
ae of the old variety. In this the 
•aits are rounder, more dotted with 

'"mil crimson spots, and three weeks 
swirlier. 

would soon greatly improve, 
do them good if so soon as the leaves and fruits 
fall, all being collected and burnt, you could 
well spray the trees twice, at intervals of a 
fortnight, with the Bordeaux or sulphate of 
copper and lime mixture, the preparing of 
which we have so often previously described.] 

Plum-tree* failing.—1 planted two dwarf-trained 
Plum-trees two years ago- I Rave them a foundation of 
atones, then ashes, boxed them in with wood, giving them 

a little stable manure with the ordinary garden soil This 

year there are a few Plums on each, but they are all 

cracked or bursting. Kindly tell me the reason, and state 

if 1 should lift them and replant them ?—Crf.k. 

[Your best course to bring good fruiting to 
your Victoria Plum-trees is to lift them so soon 
as the leaves fall. Trim the roots where any 
coarse ones have formed, and preserve all the 
small or fibrous roots, then cover them tempo¬ 
rarily with soil until ready to replant. Take 
out all the stones and ashes below—wretched, 
starvation stuff—and the woodwork. Make 
holes 4 feet square and 18 inches deep. Throw 
the bottom soil on to one side, fill in with good 
top soil to within 6 inches of the top, tread it 
gently, then replant the trees, setting out the 
roots evenly. If with the good soil now placed 
on them you could mix some wood-aslies, old 
lime-refuse, and bone-dust, the results should 

You should then, in a year 
or two’, get good fruit. A top-dressing of long 
manure laid over the roots so soon as planted 
till April and a fresh dressing in June will do 
great good. ] 

Twelve good Gooseberries (T. P. 0.). 
—It is not possible to obtain a long season from 

„ . Gooseberries naturally. Two or three ripen a 
the autumn and while few days earlier, but the bulk of varieties ripens 

all at once. The best way to have a fairly long 
season is to plant some flat-trained bushes 

NOTES AND REPLIES. against north walls, where, whon tho fruit 
Shanked Muscats (W. L.).—Your ripen, if netted up, it will keep a long time, 

bunch of Muscat of Alexandria—if it be Failing that, if you cover up thickly with nets, 
not Cannon Hall Muscat—shows shanking or canvas, or mats, a few wall fruit-bushes, so 
badly. It is noticeable that the small stems as to exclude birds and rain, you can in that 
holding tho berries to tho bunch discolour, way have ripe fruits for some six weeks after 
wither, and cause the berries either to fall all others are gathered. A good selection of 
or to discolour and become worthless. The dessert and cooking Gooseberries is: Early 
trouble is generally due to root action. The Sulphur, Early Rod Hairy, Pitmaston Green 
roots have got into bad soil, remote from air Gage, Red Warrington, Langley Gage, and 
and from food. Can you lift the roots ? Whitesmith, of the first; and Whinham’s 
replanting them more shallow, and adding to Industry, Crown Bob, Lancashire Lad, Keep 
•the border fresh loam and a good proportion sake.rGutmer,] q:nd Leader, of the lntter. These 
,c0>o’0l££ sifted lime-rubbish, and even are alt nice t^o j^xj^gi^ipe and are great 

URBANA-CIIAMPAIGN 

PARTIALLY LIFTING VINES. 

ViiF.s the crops fail to ripen satis- 
ictorily, shanking being very pre¬ 
sent, and when also the wood 
ipens badly in spite of a free appli- 
ation of fire-heat, then it may safely 
e assumed that the root-action is 
ouch too deep and altogether faulty. ‘-* 
•nrket growers who are not bound 
° have a full crop of Grapes every 
*a«3n in each housecan afford to root 

exhausted Vines and to form fresh borders 
n their rough and ready fashion for a fresh stock 
if young Vines. Private gardeners are dift'er- 
=nuy situated, these finding it imperative to 
retore their old Vines to good health and a 
productive state without tho loss of a season, 
•p it happens, it is possible to do this effec- 

Apricot Moorpark. 

cautions will have to be taken against their 
becoming badly saturated later on. When 
Vines have been very roughly handled at the | be very helpful 
roots they are apt to Hag badly when the sun 
shines. In extreme cases this should be pre¬ 
vented by shading them, but, as n rule, keep¬ 
ing the house rather close for a few days and 
syringing the foliage very frequently are all 
that is necessary. It is i mportant that the old 
leaves be kept fresh as long as possible, root 
action being briskest in li---1 -.I-"- 
they last. 

restorative measures without a good supply of 
fre-h soil, not necessarily all turfy loam, though 
“"V* "hat most growers prefer. Failing a 
zi'W heap of fresh loam, roughly chopped up. 
procure as much of this as possible and 
'“pplement it with the requisite quantity, of 

the extent of one-half of the bulk, or 
l001* pvden soil. In either case add very little 
•Waved manure, and “burn-bake” (the 
[a Le,-f™m a garden smother), wood-ashes, 
■ half-inch bones freely. When this heap 
>■ ready, nr ot .. ■ • - ready, or at the same time that it is being 
prenared, commence searching out the roots 

1 ‘® ' ‘nes to be operated upon. Commence 
trie front of the border and gradually 

n ermine till about two-thirds of the border 
'l1 forked over anth wheeled awify. 
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croppers. They are not classed as exhibition 
varieties, but the majority of those aro mere 
hags of water. 

Pot-Vinea failing to fruit.—I bought six young 
f ruitinj; Vine-canes last February—not one of them showed 
signs of bearing any fruit. They were all pruned and 
ready for starling when I bought them. I started them 
gradually about the 2l!th of February, and managed to 
keep a very moderate temperature all through. I would 
be much obliged if you will kindly point out to me why 
the fruit never appeared V I have an idea that the Vines 
received a check last year during the time they were 
ripening off. I may also add that mostly all the buds 
came very weakly, and a few of them never started at all. 
-G. S. E. B. 

[We fear the fruiting canes or pot Vines 
purchased by you last winter and placed in 
wurmth in Fooruary last were too weak in 
growth to produce fruit. Good fruiting 
canes should be in 11-inch or 12-inoh pots, 
and be as stout as a man’s little linger to 
enable them to produce fruit. Then if cut hack 
to about one fourth their length, stood on a 
shelf so as to bring the rods up near the glass, 
and be gently started until the heat is about 
7odegs., they should each carry from six to 
eight bunches. A too common cause of failure 
in fruiting Vines is that they have been driven 
into growth in too great warmth, causing the 
formation of gross, soft roots rather than many 
hard fibrous roots. If yours were of that 
nature, then you were badly treated. We do 
not know wliat price you paid per Vine, but 
really good ones to fruit in the pots range from 
7s. 6d. to 10s. (kl. each.] 

Planting fruit-trees.—I went into occupation of 
new house in June last (own property), with garden at 
back, sloping gradually to south. Most of soil has been 
newly laid on near the house to a depth of several feet, 
all rich, black soil taken o0. The subsoil is sandy. Will 
you kindly describe, through the medium of your inter¬ 
esting paper, all necessary preparation of ground for 
planting same with fruit-trees? The ground is at, present 
planted with Winter Greens, which appear to )>c doing 
very well.—Iuxorami'b. 

(Judging by the description you give as to 
the made up nature of the soil of your new 
garden, wo conclude that it will not need 
trenching, hut simply digging deep so as to 
well mix the surface. Before that is done, if 
yon con 111 give if. a heavy dusting of limn or 
soot and also a dressing of wood ashes, great 
good would be done. But as vou ought 
properly to plant all fruit trees in the autumn, 
or at the latest in November, it will he well to 
clear off the Winter Greens, as these will im¬ 
poverish the soil. Don’t add any fresh manure 
then, but apply a moderate top dressing about 
each tree or bush after planting to wash in. 
Always manure from the surface, later, as deep 
manuring attracts roots from the surface. Trc-cs 
should be according to kind from 1'2 to IS feet 
apart if standards, nut much closer if dwarfs; 
Raspberries in rows 4 feet apart, and Goose¬ 
berries and Currants (i feet apart each way. 
Don’t plant anything too deep.] 

Apple-trees unhealthy.—1. I have an Apple-tree 
in my orchard named “ tleorge Apple,'' which is apparently 
blighted or was struck by lightning. It is a valuable tree, 
and until this year has borne good crops. It threw out 
a good blossom last spring, but no fruit is on it now. The 
leaves are small, not up to usual size, and many of them 
are burnt at the end. The age of the tree is about forty 
or fifty years, but it showed no sign of decay until this year. 
The bark is shed almost completely round off one of the 
principal boughs, but there is a small strip not \et dead 
on the part facing the ground. What is your opinion, and 
how will I treat it so as to save it if possible? 2, On agood 
many young trees, some of them planted as long as five 
and seven years, there i9 a woolly growth, especially 
wherever a crack is to be found in the hark. Is if 
American-blight, and if so, what remedy do you suggest ? 
—Mac. 

[Your Apple tree may have been struck by 
lightning, or it may he dying of old age or 
canker, out evidently it is flying fast, and so 
far as we gather from your description it is 
fast getting beyond saving. If, however, only 
a branch or two is dying, then have those cut 
off close to the main stem. So soon as the 
leaves fall coat over the surface cut with Stock¬ 
holm tar to exclude rain. Very likely the 
decay is in the main stem, but has not yet made 
itself apparent. If that be so, grafting or any 
other operation will not save the tree from 
dying. Probably the best course would be to 
purchase another tree of a good variety, and 
plant it close by to take the place of the old one 
in time. The white woolly substance on your 
tree stems is American-blight. Get boiling 
water in which is infused a pound of soft-soap, 
and with the water as hot as possible well scrub 
out the insect. Then mix with clay some 
paraffin and soft-soap to mstks a paste, Aid 
paint, that ^" ** 

GARDEN PESTS AND FRIENDS. 

->^0! 'S' Siliva, v.-hi 

THE ASPARAGUS BEETLE (CRIOCERIS 

ASPARAGI). 

A pamphlet dealing with this pest has just 
been sent us by the Board of Agriculture, and, 
as we have received many inquiries about it 
lately, the following notes will, we trust, he 
useful to our readers :— 

This beetle now and then does harm to 
Asparagus, especially in beds which have been 
established from one to three years, by eating 
and disfiguring the heads as they are formed, 
but chiefly later on by attacking the stems, of 
which they are particularly fond. In the larval 
and beetle stages the insects bite the tender 
Asparagus heads, making brown patches upon 
them, and cover them with a mown sticky 
fluid, emitted by the larva-, defiling the heads 
also with masses of the sticky eggs, thus 
spoiling their appearance for market. loiter 
on the beetles and larva- eat the large round 
seeds, to which they are very partial. Plants 
may be completely hared of their foliage by a 
succession of broods of larva-. The adult 
beetles now and then gnaw the shoots under¬ 
ground, and cause them to become bent and 
woody. 

The Asparagus beetle is locally common in 
the southern and eastern parts of England ; it 
is rarely found in the northern districts. 
Canon Fowler, in his Coleoptera of the British 
Isles, states that he does not know of a record 
from any locality farther north than South 
Derbyshire. Enquiries made in 1899 failed to 
show"its presence in the North of England or 
in Scotland. It is fairly widely distributed 
around London, and has been recorded as 
doing damage in Gloucestershire and Warwick¬ 
shire. It is common in parts of Kent, but rare 
in Dorsetshire and the western counties. It is 
known in France, Germany, and Italy, and 
probably throughout Europe. 

Like history.-—The beetle is one-fifth to a 
quarter of an inch long. It is slender and 
graceful in form. Its body is shiny black, 
with a blue tinge; its head is black; its 
antenna? are dark brown ; its thorax is red, 
with two or three black marks or lines upon it. 
The wing-cases have the outer margins of a 
pale yellow, and inner margins black, and 
there is a transverse bar of black across them ; 
upon each wing-case there are three yellowish 
or lemon-j'ellowish spots or patches, which, 
with the transverse bar and the black margins, 
form the figure of a cross -, hence the beetle is 
termed “ Cross bearer.” These markings are 
very variable ; sometimes the yellow spots are 
very small, at others very large. Eggs are 
laid from June onward, first, upon the heads 
and shoots, and later upon the feathery foliage 
of the Asparagus-plants. The eggs are brown 
to dusky greenish-brown, and oval, being glued 
by their ends to the plants, usually in rows of 
three to five, but frequently they are placed 
singly, and occasionally in rows up to eight in 
number. They nre usually covered with a 
thin, gummy coat, ai)d are about one-sixteenth 
of an inch long. Larva- come forth in from 
five to seven days, and immediately begin to 
feed u[xm the Asparagus. Chittenden says the 
egg stage lasts from three to eight days in 
America. The larval stage lasts ten to thirteen 
days. On reaching maturity the larva- fall to 
the earth and undergo transformation just 
beneath its surface in a slight cocoon. The 
number of broods appears to dejvend upon the 
weather; in some seasons there are three, in 
others only two broods. Beetles and larva- are 
frequently found upon the plants until the 
middle of October. The larva? when full fed 
is from two-fifths of an inch to nearly half an 
inch in length ; in colour it varies from dirty 
greenish-grey to dull slate; the skin is 
wrinkled, and each segment is provided with 
a pair of fleshy foot like tubercles, except the 
first three, which nre each provided with a pair 
of jointed feet; the head is black, and the tail 
segment has a distinct proleg. The colour 
varies very niuch, some grubs being almost 
yellow. They hold very firmly to the plant 
by moans of the tubercles and anal proleg. 
They probably moult their skins three times, 
although only two moults have been observed. 
As soon as they have buried themselves under 
the soil they form a cocoon composodjjf [rptli'y 

hich harden-, into 

like consistency of a dull yellow colour, 
becomes covered externally with grata] 
earth. According to Lintner, some larva ms*' 
“ conceal themselves beneath dead leave J 
other material on the surface.” 

The pupa is pale yellowish in colour ' 
Great Britain the pupal stage lasts iron; U 

teen to twenty days. The beetle hatches 
three or four days before it makes its app 
anco above ground, so that the actual p 
existence is shorter than it seems to be 
adults hibernate during winter. Tiny 1 
been found during the winter in the a 
under stones, bricks, and rubbish genef 
also under the hark of trees and in M 
stalks. 

Effect of weather on the bugs, 

and a DOLTS.—In hot, dry weather many 
shrivel up, and the larva? often fail to 
maturity. But during warm weather 
beetles breed more rapidly; nev 
long period of hot. dry weather mn 
afl'ecta their increase. Very cold weather 
affects the hibernating beetles, number* ipfc 
ently being killed, particularly if waraj 
cold spells of weather alternate. 

Natikai. enemies.—A few natural cti 
help to keep down an excess of this M 
The most important is the two-spottel 1 
bird (Adalia bipunctata), whose larv* i■' 
gers ”) devour the eggs of the beetle 
adults have also been observed to eat I 
Larvse of the lace wing-flies (ChryMf 
which are such ravenous green-fly eaten, 
attack the larvie of the Asparagus-beetk 

An allied species.—A closely related ? 
—the twelve spotted Asparagus-beetle1 
ccris duodecim punctata, Linn.)—is ah®il 
on Asparagus in Europe and A men a 
larva* living on the foliage and in the ^ 
In colour it is orange red, each wing I 
having six round black spots. It Ls appw 
very rare, if not extinct, in Great Britain 
it is more troublesome than the rea 
Asparagus-beetle, a look-out .should (el 
for it by growers in this country. 

Methods of prevention and rmim! 
In the first stages of this attack—that isi 
the beetles are feeding upon the juicy pad 
the heads of the Asparagus as they are s« 
—it is difficult to deal with them, thooil 
this period they do considerable li»nl 
making the heads brown and spotty. I 
desirable to leave a few heads uncut m1 
bed where there is infestation as traps i® 
beetles, which got up the feathery shoe:? 
branches during the day for pairing aw 
deposition of eggs. In the course of ei|W . 
nine days these plants should be cut off a| 
to the ground and burnt Another *D 
heads should be allowed to run to 
which should also he similarly disposod otj 
America a method among prominent 

eggs upon _ __ . 
cut every few days before the eggs have t* 
to hatch. Beds of young Asparagus ph°y* 
most liable to this attack in the first 
two, when only the strongest heads a» ® 
for market, as the l>eetlas like the s“'vtl 
shoots of young plants. It would serj-fr 
injure the stocks in newly -nuulo infe»te<i 
to cut oft’ their shoots. In such cosestit 
be better to liandpick the beds, killwg 
grubs and eggs between the fingers. • 
finely powdered lime dusted on IB**t*|JV„ 
would also he efficacious, as it would adw" 
the slimy bodies of the larva. The 
should lie applied as soon as the '**]'■ 
noticed, and the application rePe*v'. !t 
intervals. In extensive beds the romed ^ 
be employed are liming and tc«ppjDi>' 
indicated "above, by letting somabwos . 
into plants and brushing them oft and 
them. Syringing can be adopted m K* ^ 
Where Asparagus is grown up"*! 8 ^ 
scale this process is more difficult ^ 
plants are not set in rows, fid' ‘ 
I>g effected by means of knapsack y**- Jj 
machiues. Paraffin emulsion,, „ 
•2 gallons of paraffin-oil and i H*. 0 
dissolved in a gallon of soft water, ^ 
for spraying purposes. The 
boiled, and while boiling the Pir®“ . ^sosp 
pourod into it and churned up*1 &x [WUIUU »uw • v auu -- ‘ I Jfjff HD* 

until it is thoroughly incorporates• „ , M 

ID DAM A rUAMDAiriM 



actually took hold of it as a likely cutting. Please say 
what it is, and whether it is common, as 1 do not remem¬ 
ber ever having seen it before ?—Rivlac. 

[This insect you found in your Rose-tree, 
which so resembled a dead twig, is the cater¬ 
pillar of the Swallowtail-moth. These cater¬ 
pillars are very common, but are compara¬ 
tively seldom noticed on account of their 
extraordinary mimicry of dead twigs, the 
position which they assume when at rest, 
clinging to the branch merely by the legs at 
the extreme end of their bodies, and extending 
themselves at an angle to the branch, rendering 
them very difficult of detection.—G. S. S. ] 

"'"'gallons of soft water. Paris green is also a 

uable remedy against these and other 

! facets which feed upon foliage. It may be 

d at the rate of 1 lb. of Paris green to 

. gallons of water. Two pounds of fresh lime 

v. st bo mixed with the Paris green. This 

i; <ture can also be put on with a knapsack 

. chine. As this is poisonous, it should not 

' used till the Asparagus has all been cut. 

•aving should be carried out before the 
•: age has become thick and strong. It may 
jf. accessary to repeat this operation, and it 
■;r ild he effective against both beetles and 
:Poultry and ducks do not seem to eat 

,. oaragus, but they readily devour grubs : a 
wkept in the gardens, especially ducks, 

ild probably do much good, 
t would be desirable to examine the roots of 
»ragus obtained for making new beds, as 

, nup* or beetles may be conveyed in these. 
the United States infestation is extended 

. ‘ fly in this way. 

t is MUTES AMD REPLIES. 

- -r larwigs eating Nectarines (M. T.J. 
- 'onId you not manage to fasten your musliii- 

r- ■' ? round the fruit so that the earwigs could 
-•'* enter? If this be impossible the best thing 
‘ ~ can do is to try and trap the earwigs by 

ing the hollow stems of Beans or Sunflowers 
-- n >ng the branches. Numbers may be caught 

times by folding sacking, or some similar 
1 terial, and laying it on the ground —in fact, 

- tost anything into which the}- can creep 
-:~1hido make useful traps ; they feed only at 

K-V'tt, and generally try and hide themselves 

-Aw’- Sng the day.— G. S. S. 

A-a* lighted Celery.—My Celery is badly attacked by 
lltU*}’ lilight (not Celery-fly). Is there any means of 

eking it?— Blight. 
We assume that you mean to indicate that 

~ or Celery is attacked by aphis, which sucks 
‘ isap from the stems and leaves. You should 

re no difficulty in getting rid of that pest if 
a will gently, when the weather is quiet, 
st the infested parts with Tobacco-powder, 
lich you can purchase from a seedsman, 
hen rain washes it off, dust again. A couple 
dustings should suffice to destroy the 

' sects.] 
Jeraniums injured.—Would > ou please be so (tind 
|osay what in your opinion has eaten the stems of the 

!1" Closed Geraniums ?—A. S. Lucas. 

•- [As far as I can see, the Geranium stems 
,ve not been attacked by any insect, but the 
jury has been caused by’ a fungus, which is 

-■J ot m a condition for me to name. It has in 
>me places entirely destroyed the central 
s>ues of the stems, leaving only the outer 
aes. This has caused them to wither and the 
ark to peel off in certain parts, giving the 
ppearance of their having been eaten. Burn 
ne infested stems.—G. S. S.] 

Worms In manure.—I have about a ton of cow- 
. unure. which has been kept about a year in a heap open 

o the weather. It now swarms with earthworms, ami, as 
he manure Is required for potting plants, I shall be glad 
I you can tell me how to destroy the worni9 before they 
;«into the pots in the usual course ?— Bulbous. 

[The quantity of manure that you have is too 
great to treat with any liquid to destroy the 
worms. Could you spread it out anywhere 
where poultry or birds could pick it over? 
When using it for “ pot work,” could you not 
then pick the worms out, as it must, then be 
handled in small quantities? If you wish to 
try some fluid, I should recommend lime-water. 
-G. S. S.] 

Salviaa Injured.—I will be obliged if you will say 
in the next issue of paper what the insect is that devours 
my scarlet Salvias ? 1 can see no caterpillar or grub, yet 
the Silvias planted in my herbaceous border are this year 
unite devoured. —M. BiDDiru-n. 

[I do not think the leaves of your Salvias 
have been attacked by any insect, but by a 
fnngus. I do not speak very confidently on 
this point as I cannot find any direct trace of 
the pest, and some of the authorities on fungi 
deny that fungi are the cause of these holes and 
notches, but they are common on many leaves, 
and I have never been able to detect any 
insects, and feel certaiu they are not the 
culprits. Burn the infested leaves, and next 
year, if the disease appears again, at once spray 
with “ Bordeaux-mixture” once a week as long 
as necessary.—G. S. S.] 

Insect on Rose shootu.-Ou looking over my 
wee-tree* for likely shoots for cuttings 1 came across the 

Fungus on Rose-leaves.—I enclose some leaves 
of a climbing Kose which I have had for a long time 
against the south wall of the house. It is a flue pink 
Kose (l do not know the name), but it is of vigorous 
growth, and always Howers freely. Luring the lost few 
years, immediately after flowering, the leaves have 
become yellow and spotted, like the enclosed specimens, 
and have fallen off, so that it looks very bare and ugly by 
the end of the season.—M. A. M. 

[The leaves of your Rose nre attacked by a 
fungus. Collect the diseased leaves and burn 
them. Next season, as soon as you so© any 
signs of the fungus, spray the Rose with 
Bordeaux-mixture about once a week for three 
weeks.—G. S. S.] 

Insect in garden.—I should be much obliged if you 
can tell me how to get rid of an insect which is destruc¬ 
tive in my I-ondon garden. It is bright green, about a 
1-inch long, and darts away so quickly that it escapes all 
applications of Insecticide. It appears for a few weeks 
when the leaves are yeung, and rums the tender shoots of 
Virginian Creeper, Jasmine, Ferns, etc, curling them up 
and stopping all growth, la there any means of destrov 
ing the grubs in the winter?—M. S. C. 

[From your description I imagine the insects 
infesting your plants are one of the “ Frog 
flies,” “Cuckoo-flies,” or “ .lumpers.” Borne of 
the syringes which have a spray nozzle 
throw such a wide jet of spray that if 
suddenly and well-directed, using “paraf 
fin emulsion,” or some other insecticide 
many should be caught by it ; but a more 
certain way is to hold a large piece of 
board, sheet of canvas, or tin, newly-painted 
or tarred, so that it is quite sticky, in such a 
way that when they are disturbed they may 
jump into it and tie caught, These insects 
probably pass the winter in the egg condition 
and where these are laid is uncertain. Spray 
ing your creepers with a caustic wash in the 
course of the winter, taking care not to use it 
after the buds show any signs of starting into 
growth, would probably be useful.—G. S. S.] 

have them, though very few have any fragrance 
now. The best way to deal with the bulbs 
after flowering is to plant them out in light 
soil in a partially shaded spot, and lift them 
when they have made some growth. Wo lift 
ours early in September, and they muke strong 
plants, but do not flower so early as the 
strongest seedlings. 

Stove.—Rondeletia speciosa major is a very 
pretty, easily-grown plant, and makes n very 
useful exhibition plant for the summer shows. 
1 have seen it in several winning collections 
this season ; in fact, it has been in evidence 
every year for many years. It is one of the 
few old plants that still occupies its old 
Cition as a very useful stove plant. The 

vers are useful for personal wear, or to fill 
specimen glasses, and it is seldom without 
flowers when the plants have attained some 
size. Eucharis Lilies in blossom should be 
plentiful now, with other plants coming on in 
succession. Heat and moisture will soon send 
up the flower spikes, which are specially useful 
for ohurcli decorations and wreath making. 
Years ago we used to grow a few aquatics in 
the stove, including one or two of the smaller 
Water Lilies, Villarsias, and other things. On 
a small scale for the amateur’s house, a tub or 
barrel cut through the centre will make two 
rather interesting aquatic receptacles. The 
plants may either bo grown in jlots and plunged 
in the water, or bo planted in a mound of good 
soil and pieces of sandstone. I have seen No. 1 
pots used, with the bottoms puddled with clay. 
Anyway, a few water plants in small tubs or in 
some other way would be a source of interest, 
and the vapour arising from the water w ill bo 
useful to other plants in the house. Weak 
liquid-manure 

QARDBN WORK. 

Conservatory.—We are taking stock of 
our room under glass with a view to make the 
best arrangement for the winter. What is 
wanted is a continuity of bloom all the season 
and this means looking a long way ahead. At 
the present there are the Chrysanthemums 
which will last up till January, but we wart 
something besides Chrysanthemums. We want 
variety, and this can be had only by growing 
quite a number of different things. There is a 
danger of drifting under glass into the same 
condition as we were thirty or more years ago 
with the bedding out in the flower garden. 
Then every border of old-fashioned flowers was 
cleared and converted into ribbon borders. 
Now many of ns arA getting back the old 
favourites, with any additions in the way of 
improvements to he obtained. The time, I 
think, is coming when the same course will be 
adopted with reference to the plants usually 
grown under glass. A house filled with Chrys¬ 
anthemums is very bright, but it becomes 
monotonous. There are other things to be 
had, and a good batch of Zonal Geraniums 
always effective. Heliotropes which have been 
pinched during summer will now bo in bud 
ready to burst into blossom when a little 
warmth is applied. Some of the new varieties 
have very large flowers. Ixird Roberts is 
very fine variety with large trusses and bushy 
habit. The Scarborough Lily (Vallota pur¬ 
purea) when well done is one of the brightest 
autumn-flowering bulbs. I remember the time 
when it was treated altogether as a stove bulb. 
Now it does better with open air treatment in 
summer, moving it indoors just as the flower- 
spikes are visible. Cyclamens when well 
grown make a very pretty group. The foliage 
of many of the seedlings is prettily marked 

cncloKd insect, which was so perfect an imitation of the “ than we , aedTo 
hose ahoti, to which it was firmly attached Umfcrl ■ and the rowers much larger than wo used to 
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may be given occasionally to 
Gardenias in bud, Eucharis Lilies, and l’oin- 
settios which have filled their pots with roots. 
The nights have been cold lately, and warmth 
will improve all plants brought in from cool- 
houses, including the usual winter-flowering 
soft things. 

Perns and fine foliaged plants.— 
There is always a good demand for these in the 
autumn. It is astonishing the number of 
Palms sold in the country during the autumn. 
Kentias purchased now may be kept in a room 
in good condition all through the winter, or 
much longer; in fact, there is no limit to their 
existence if rightly managed. The watering 
and sponging are the principal attention 
required. In the winter very little water is 
required if the leaves are kept clean. During 
frosty weather the soil should l>e fairly dry, 
though, of course, there should always bo 
enough moisture in the soil to keep the roots 
fresh and the foliage in sound condition. It 
will always bo safe to keep to the sound test, 
and, when the pot gives off a very hollow sound, 
give water enough to moisten all the soil. The 
hardier kinds of Dracaenas, Indiarubbcrs, Gre 
villeas, and Ar&lias, both the green and 
variegated, are useful indoors. The best Ferns 
for decorating, to stand wear and tear, are the 
Pterises, and the best of these are Pteris cretica 
major, P. c. cristnta, Pteris tremula, Phle- 
bodium aureuin, Cyrtomium falcatum, and 
Nephrolepis exaltata. The last is one of the 
best basket plants. Phlobodium aureum also 
does well in a basket, but this is not quite so 
liurdy as the l’teris family. It may bo moved to 
the shady part of the conservatory in summer, 
but must have warmth in winter. 

Hard-wooded plants.—These should 
now all be under cover, but their removal from 
the outside to the inside should be made as 
comfortable as possible, air being given freely 
night and day, and then needs for water duly 
studied. Where these plants are well cared 
for there will be no need to say anything about 
worms, which always find their way into pots 
where the bottom of the pot is not secured 
against their entrance. This can easily be 
done by placing a bed of coal-ashes 2 inches 
thick beneath them, and the asli-bed is even 
better than pavement or boards, as it retains 
the moisture and gives it off in a hot day. This 
is the usual time for cleaning the plants and 
staking all those which require support. No 
fire will be required till frost of some severity 
comes. 

Potting bulbs for forcing.- For the 
most part the imported bulbs are sound and 
gpod. Roman Hyacinths are, perhaps, the 
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only exceptions. Some of these show traces of smaller and closer-grown hearts, and many 
disease, and are smaller and dearer than usual, more of them on the same land. The 

LAW AND CUSTOM. 

English-grown Narcissi-nt least, those bulbs Walcheren, when true is an excellent Oauli- 
which have come—are superior to the Dutch- flower for late use. When sown in May anu wm taken from wa8t« land 70 yean a^o by my 
grown bulbs. Get the potting and boxing done planted in different aspects, a long succession father, and my rather built the house on it. Cwiaellii? 
as soon as possible, and cover the bulbs with is obtained. During the long damp time we -Vv£ onn fj,:Q )nno 
Cocoa-nut-fibre. Lilium Harrisi, which is have had the weeds!,ave been a terrible trial, [*“• t 
now to hand, should be potted and plunged in but they must be kept down or our self-respect TV1 ll,,nSf*tCr lf ^bp, m!!u i'lh ^ 
fibre in cold-pit to make roots, when the plants will suffer, as no one can he happy when over- Tiln/ JTATr H ^ 
can be movLd to the house where a little whelmed with weeds. The PoUto disease has *b,eVc!„of *"K ,wiU " T ! dfCn.?eni'1s can be moved to ine nouse wnere a utue 
forcing is done. 

Window gardening —Frost lies near- 

given much trouble, and there will l>e consider 
Window frardeninc- -Frost lies nea- able loss of crop. Spraying, when done in ““ .or yeu wu. ge.orer 

GeTal^ndTr^tntf^S andDk«riuiXr time, has been useful. Evln a dressing of the difficulty by obtaining a declaration from 
Get all tender plants lilted ana placed under someone who has known the property and its 
cover. In case of a sudden lowering of tern- newly-skked lime, when applied before the ownership for a considerable pericS The land 
iiorature, cover any plants wanted for the d.sease has had a clianco to spread has been 

future with canvas or tiffany till they can be vj'® FivThlve forthat is to say, the purchaser must rontinue to 
lifted. Scarborough Lilies will .soon be in cannot be a success. We have for some time it_K £ T / 

Hower and may have weak liquid-manure. S chLngeof tint, ami ripened them f neighbour’s do* -l am employed m primr. 

brSh^«?urm,Sowte“-_T?ev £ tX” unJ,er ««“"■ In ?”* V frui‘8 brignt autumn nowers. 1 he} na e long, stout w,u come out well coloured. The disease is over my garden, and, before I can let my children to mi 
stems, and last well in a cut state. The two spreading and on heavy, dump soil the lass in the morning, I[have to clear a«v the dirt made by the 

will be great; but, to make amends, the indoor 

urchaser may take some objection to the title, 
ut the solicitor who acts for you will get over 

these are distinct and good, and everybody CTOphaf been good,'though in cool-'houses the L3.""oTI"iT'°K° 
iihould plant them. They oome in wo wi i crop is late. Plant out Cabbages and Lettuces, | Probably the premises where this lady 
the Japanese Anemones and the early-flowering anTfill 9pire frames with half grown Lettuces resides belong to your employer, and if » 

will be great: by keeping her do-/ on her own premises, but she decline 

the Japanese Anemones and the early-flowering 
Starworts or Michaelmas Daisies, some of which 
everybody should grow. They are splendid 
furnishing material for new gardens to fill in 
the shrubbery till things grow and the place 
gets furnished. When once introduced a tilaee 
will surely be found for them somewhere. 

and Endive for winter. E. Hohday. 

THE COMING WEEK'S WORK. 

Ertract* from a Garden Diary. improbi 
September 20th.—Several frames have been service. 

you had better complain to him and ask him 
to put the matter right. If he refuses, your 
better plan would be to give notice to leave, 
as if you take legal proceedings you may not 
improbably receive notice to determine your 
service. If the house where this lady reside nepiem'ier gtnn.—oeverai iraines nave oeen service. it one nouse w nere unis iauy re.iue 

They will i‘°rm ackgroun p an in e jjjjgj wjtb Violets for winter and early spring does not belong to vour employer, you may 
borders, and they are very effective in masses bioomjng. We find Melon and Cucumber probably sue her for the trespass of her do^. 
of one colour near the margins o tie awn in frames suitable, levelling the soil down and but before advising definitely I should require 
retired spots, and certainly mu, , be usedin e adding a little old leaf-mould and some sharp to know under wfiat circumstances the l&dv 
wilderness, where they associate well with ^ ?lnd after planting scattering a mixture has the use of your yard, and how vour gardi 
Tntomas, Po ygonum cusmdatum and other f charcoal dust and wood-ashes among the is divided from or fenced from ‘the y-anl - 
plants of similar habit, including the tall late plantfl and firming tho 8oil about them. A K. C. T.] 

I'1" liTfmat ^ThUi'ia tlTWT light shower will do good, but heavy rains will Dog chasing trespassing fowls. -I live bf tt* , ' c ' • , , light shower will do good, but heavy rains will Dog chasing trespassing fowls. -I live bvihe 
freely till cut oil by frost. This is the best £ k t out. ,.ut a ,*ot of cuttings of the off a con*r o< 
time to sow Grass seeds in new places. Prepare doubl'e.,lowered Arabia albida. Sowel Mig- pwmaes.aadkeep sometwenty fo-I. 
the ground well, roll it firm, ana cast on plenty A ° in? them in i he afu-rnoou I usually turn them out up» 
of seeds. Scratch them in with the rake, or nonettr’ th*roaH “» ,hlt lhfV ,r"h *rit- htOnaf 

in< thorn lu ihe afu-rnoou I asuiuly turn them out upis 
the road so that they mar *et fresh erit. Attheo(G« • # . # the road so that they mav jjet fresh gnt. AttneotBfr 

Sep'c/nhtr 30th.—Fruit gathering is receiving aide of the road h a Cra-« field occupied by a neijrhbowuif . , . , j II i a; e/nrtci oum.—ri uii/ E.itiicuui: leuemii^ sine oi me loau is a Gra-w n«in oa-upreu uyineiiiuiwu« 
cover with rich compost, and roll down firm. attentjon but care is necessary in not gather- fanner, ami my fowb naturally *o inta it. The farmery 

1 he seeds will so in germinate, and, if birds are • tjnn Mrlv A„ fMiinn atiniL „„ crai.Kere,! •” .«*• ot. h“ ^ .’*"*» *"* ,ow^u^ 
troublesome run strings of bluck cotton over 'n^ ®ar^Z; fallen Apples are gathered iQatjfied in »o doioe? K any of the fowls are killed o» 
trouoiesome, run strings or diuck cotton over updaily The maggot is still present in some injured, can I recover danasi?—Purunr. 
the lawn a foot or so from the ground. \ hen o| the frujts and must be watched and [Yes; the farmer is perfectly justified is 
this is done the birds will not interfere with the d ^ Grease.bands arrested the progreas se„ding his dog to drive your poultry out oi 
seeds Anyone thinking of planting Laurels wards of many insect8 Iast autumn, and the field. You may think it perfectly natural 
should got the round-leaved variety. ft is theHe will be U3wl u ]ittie earlier this season, that your poultry should euter tlie livid, but it 
Hardy ant war. The Brown Turkey Fig on a warm stable wall is equally natural that the farmer should re«r.! 

Fruit garden.—Hitherto the season has with a south aspect is ripening its fruit well, their trespass. He has no right to injure them 
been most unfavourable fof. Wio ngeuing of The growth is kept thin. either by himself or bv his dog, and if the dug 
fruit, especially what are termed soft fruits, October let.— Strawberry plants have been worries one of the fowls you may recover 
such as Plums, etc. The latter are cracking a cleared of runners and weeds. Some of the damages from the farmer. Hut this does not 
good deal, and this, of course, means decay and )jest runners of leading kinds have been planted mean that he may not drive the fowls out. He 
loss of crop. It requires a very even tem- g inches apart in nursery beds for spring may in any case sue you for their trespass, and 
perament to keep pegging away and at the planting. A bed of late Asters is usually as you know their propensity to trespass, it t- 
same time maintain a smiling countenance irrown, being sown thiolv outsideearlv in Mav. vour duty to keep them at home. You have 

up daily. The maggot is still present in some 
of the fruits, and must be watched and 

Instilled in so doinir? 1( any of the fowls are killed or 

njured, can I recover da-na/es ?—Hofi-TRY. 
[Yes; the farmer is perfectly justified in 

destroyed. Grease-bands arrested the progress sending his dog to drive your poultry out oi 
upwards of many insects last autumn, and the field. You may think it perfectly natural 
these will be used a little earlier this season, that your poultry should enter the field, hut it 
The Brown Turkey Fig on a warm stable wall is equally natural that the farmer should rereit 

perament to keep pegging away and at the planting. A bed of late Asters is usually as you know their prope 
same time maintain a smiling countenance grown, being sown thinly outside early in May. your duty to keep them 
under such circumstances, but this is the only pbes0 are useful to fill vacancies in’beds and no right to turn them upon the highway- 
sensible course to take. We must, of course, horders, as they can be liftod with halls, and if K. C. T.] 
take note of things with a view to rectify any we|| watered in scarcely feel a check. Com- Nuisance from bee-keaplng. — My girta 

kinds to plant. From all my sources of freely, especially that robust variety Belle de Ionoranck. 

information comes a good opinion of Newton Fontenoy. Summer bearing Raspberries have [The case is somewhat analogous to that oi 
Wonder Apple, and there will probably be a been thoroughly cleared "of all wood not the nuisance caused by cock-crowing. If i* 
run upon this kind. Lane’s Prince Albert has required. Canes suitable for planting, and alike lawful to keep bees and to keep poultry, 
an established reputation. Bismarck has very which may be required, have been planted in but they must be kept so as not to be a nuisance 
little colour this season in our district, and the many bedSi being well watered in and mulched, to neighbours. If the bees are of a partjeu- 
truits, as might have been expected, are hardly Potatoes are now being lifted. We have larly pugnacious disposition, I thiuk you m'?ht 
so fine. Last November a farmer who is turn- - ~ - .. • — so fine. Lost November a farmer who is turn not ^ mucb disease, but there is plenty of obtain an injunction to prevent your neighbour 
mg his attention to fruit growing in the Fen diseased tubers in the neighbourhood. from keeping them ; but it is altogether a 
district sent me a couple of dozen fruits of October .3rd.—Carnations in borders are being question of degree, and while one person may 

drained there is an opening for the fruit The latter have been plunged in Cocoa-fibre, but tho bees your gardener might protect himself 
grower. All he has to do is to dig deeply and Freesins are better uncovered in cold-frame for by wearing a veil and gloves, if he is o! a 
letch up a little of the boulder clay to mix with the present. All the tender plants of any value very nervous disposition.—K. C. T.] 
his lighter stuff. Doyenne du Cornice Pear bave been placed under glass, and, as usual at Title to land.—Some r» years ago my father tool 

e present. All the tender plants of any value very nervous disposition.—K. C. T.] 
his lighter stull. Doyenne du Cornice Pear have been placed under glass, and, as usual at Title to land.—Some r» years ago my father toot 
still maintains its reputation as one of the best this season we have scarcely room enough to hi,f an acrc" n,00rlal1'1 tor the purpose of mskinvr» 
early winter Pears, and the market grower may hnl 1 all ' ° garden and building a house in it He was to payy-* 

continue to plant Pitmaston Duchess, as its October Cth.—Vai in cuttings of Ivies, chiefly Lml/and'waK'iMn! ''For^'imiit^oTSm "the UiaUa" 
size will sell it, and it is a fair cropper when small-leaved sorts and the broad-leaved varie- came each year and collected the yearly payment, he! 
the trees have gained size and age, though it o-abfid varintv of Madairnnaiq Tho latbor ia afterwards ceased, and nothing his since hern pailn* 

wj?™* — i,runioi - »™sg it §£?iSSr« ffBT 
into bearing. winter or early in spring under glass, becomes hi« own property • others say tint he mt* 

Giant of a reasonable size. One friend of mine outside. We are still gathering a few late pods [At the first view I thought this to bs a case 
who had a rich soil used to sow his seeds thinly of Ne Plus Ultra Pea, second crop from seeds of a quit rent, and not of an ordinary tenancr, 
in deep drills or trenches, and thin the plants sown in June. Sowed Mustard and Cress in and that the landlord in question was mereh 
out to 9 inches or 10 inches apart, ana then shallow boxes in warm-house. Mushrooms are the lord of the manor. Possibly this view was 
earth the plants up. In this way he obtained still being gathered from open air beds. correct, but it is perfectly immaterial. '' “ere 
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wall to climb over the other things. It etnnFtlmrsi sun. 

needs quite well in this aspect. II you wanted a solitary 

plant merely for cover, the one plant we should at once 

name is Euonymus rad loans variegate. It is non-flower- 
i"g, so to speak, but is sell adherent in such cases. You 

tnay certainly write us again. 

twelve good Phloxes(Amateur).—The following 

should suit you: Whites, Sylphide and Mrs. K. II. 

Jenkins; reds, Etna and Cocquelicol I salmon, lothair 

and A. F. Barron ; blush-pink, Mine. Malssd; orange- 
scarlet, Euibrasement; lilac, Dervichc ; rosy-lilac and 

slate, Balzac ; solt lilac, Cendrillion ; crimson, Coccinea : 
white, crimson eye. Countess of Aberdeen; white, 

purple eye, Edith. While the above are a good set, it is 

quite possible you would be best supplied by placing your 
ord.r with any ol the hardy plant dealers, stating your 

wants and leaving the selection to them. 

Fern Unhealthy (E. J. Fleming, Stanhope House, 
Surbiton).—The Fern, CyHomlum anouiophyllum, which 

you sent us appears to be suffering from bad action of the 

roots, but it is difficult to pronounce with certainty, a9 

the same results are often due to the presence of thrips. 

and the (roud received is too shrivelled to say for certain, 

but It appears to be free from insects, therefore see that 

the soil in which rout Ferns grow is not kept in a con¬ 

stant state of moisture, which has for consequences the 
uf llie epuugiulco uf (lit- rinjla. fv.\f»03urc to atronic 

light would also cause if, but this can scarcely l*e the 

case this season, therefore w e to the state of the roots. 

Gladioli bulbs should not be planted in the border In the 
autumn. Plant them about April—May, and take them 

up in autumn, and if on a cold or stiff clay ground plant 

only in May—June, but always take them up In autumn. 

Roses for beds (Stafforlshi re).— For the new Hose 

beds the following kinds would be suitable : Comtesse 

Rizi du Parc, rich bright salmon, shaded copper, flue 

foliage; Bougere, rich salmon and of good substance; 

Ernest Metz, rosy-pink ; Jean Bucher, yellow, shaded 

pink, a grand Hose ; Jean Fernet, rich apricot; Luciole. 

fine rosy-carmine and copper ; Mine, de Walteville, w hite, 

salmon, and rose, wants thinning of the buds : Marquise, 

de Yiveris, rosy-pink; "Marquise Litta, rose-carmine; 

*Mme. Jules Urolez. satiny-pink : "Mine. Abel Chatenay, 
fuse-carmine, shaded vermilion, rose, and salmon; 

'Grace Darling, pink and peach, extra; ‘ Cady Battersea, 

cherry crimson nnd orange; ’Liberty, brilliant velvet 

crimson ; 'Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, ‘flesh, extra fine; 

‘Gnis an Tcplitz, scarlet-crimson, grand; ’Camoens, 

satin-rose; 'Shnndon, deep carmine, reddish centre, 

sweet ; 'The Meteor, velvety crimson ; "Viscountess 

Folkestone, creamy-pink and salmon, large, fragrant, and 

free. The ll.T.'s are marked with an asterisk. The 

other" are Teas, and all of merit. We would suggest 

planting sit or more in a block for effect, and the plants 

should be about 'J feet apart 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 
Climber for arch (Erin\—Yes, the Honeysuckle 

will do quite well, and if you have room you may plant 

the Crimson Rambler Rose to bear it company. The two 
plants are excellent in combination in this way. 

Planting? Azaleas (Alton). — Wc arc assuming 

the soil will be deepened and improved to suit the 

Azaleas. Groups of Lilies w ould he charming, and among 

Iate-flowering shrubs there are several Brooms, including 

G. Andreana and the yellow Spanish. The latter might 

lie kept down by pruning. Hardy Fuchsias would be 

nice. Hydrangeas would do, both H. Hortensia and 

paniculata grandiflora, also Althioa frutex (Hibiscus) in 

variety, but do not overcrowd. 

Blight and Birch-trees (Birch Tree!).—Judging 

from your description, the kind you refer to is probably 

Betula alba lacinlata pcndula. The small leaves you send 

give us no opportunity of expressing an opinion other 

than that they appear in tolerahly good health. If 

aphides are really present, this may he readily got rid of 

by syringing with some cheap wash, petroleum and soft- 

soap, for example, or these in conjunction with Quassia 

solution, the intense bitterness of the latter remaining 

effective a long time after the application. 

Borry-bearlng Ivy ( V. fl.).—This is usually known 
as “tree-ivy,” and is that portion that gets beyond the 

limits of training, and having no support forms a hard, 
woody growth that it is hardly possible to root-. If the 

berried shoots are in a position to admit of it, your only 

chance is to layer the snoots either into boxes or pans of 

soil. If detached from the parent plant, the pieces so 

detached would only linger and die. By watching some 

of the younger shoots, you may perchance get some to 

root in the way mentioned, but even then it is slow work. 

Laurels and Hollies (Bvcrgreen).—If the laurels 
are lanre and have been many years in one position, the 
removal may go hard with them. Indeed, it would lie 

best to prepare these and the Hollies by digging round 

them at once and separating the large roots at 2 feet from 

the stem. This will cause fresh fibrous roots to form, and 

it is upon these that the freshly-planted tree depends for 

its fresh start. You may also prune the Laurels some¬ 

what, hut not the Hollies. The former may then in early 

spring be replanted, and the Hollies in early June. Thus 

treated, any fairly good light loamy soil, to which some 

decayed manure may be added for the Hollies, will grow- 

them quite well 

FRUIT. 

Mildewed Vines (Peggy).—You will have noticed, 
no doubt, that we have replied to others in regard to the 

Vine mildew, which seems to be very prevalent this year, 
arising from the heavy rains chilling the borders, cold air, 

and absence of Biinheat. Yours is a very bad case. Get 
1 lb. of sulphate of copper (blue-stone), and dissolve It in 

a wooden tub in boiling water. Also dissolve in a pail 1 lb. 

of fresh lime, and add the liquid to the other, also 1 lb. of 

soft-soap. Then add 9 gallons of water, and when clear 

well spray or syringe the whole of the Vines with it. Cut 

all the Grapes first, as this is poisonous. 

Canker on Aprlcot-tree(C. 5.).—The Moor park, 

the best of all Apncots, unfortunately, is more prone to 
canker than are most other varieties. You may be able 
to check the spread of the disease if you will lightly scrape 

over the cankered portion, then will mrfe up M3>mpound 
of clay and paraffin, ratjdiWell nrjnf thclvouncl Wit i t'lfcj 
We seem not to havefo'.snd a stock on \CWcll fttif --.p.-ied^ 

will do well over many years. Seedling plants are Kni 

liable to canker, hut then seedlings may prove to be of 

very poor quality. Apricots like a very firm soil, and there 

should be forked in with yours(prol>ably sandv) some clay, 

wood-aahes, and old lime refuse. Well tread the ground 

over the roots. 

Pruning outdoor Vine (Mrs. /’.).—You should 

have cut your Vine hard back soon after it was planted to 

cause it to send up a strong shoot or rod the following 
season. Yon do not say when you planted it, but we 

assume that it was last winter. However, as you did not 

do so then, your proper course w ill tie to wait until the 
leaves have fallen, and then to cut back any shoots made 

this season to fully one-half their length, nailing in the 

portions left. Those portions should break strongly next 

year. Whether the shoots then will carry bunches or not 
will depend on their strength. You will have to prune 

every winter in about the same way, leaving on the Vine 

only stout, hard, w ell-ripened wood. If you do not prune, 

your Vine will soon become a mass of shoots, and worth 

less. 

Blighted Vlne-leavea (E. A. 7'.)—The Vine- 

leaves sent are foul with the excrement of aphis, and 

your best course now that the fruit is gathered is to shut 

the house up as close as possible, then to smoulder in it 

so an to fill it with strong smoke some Tobacco or Tobacco- 

paper. When the house has been filled, keep it close for 
an hour. Vet morning give the Vine ft goad syringing 

with hot water. Give a second smoking three evenings 

later, and treat as advised. When the leaves fall sweep 

all up and burn then. 1’rune the Vine so soon afterwards 

as Possible, and burn the trimmings. Then give the Vines 

and the entire house when quite empty a syringing with a 

solution of caustic soda l lb. and of potash 1 lb., and 

In gallons of water, used ns hot as possible. That should 

destroy all insects. 

A good outdoor Vine (C. J.). -Generally, the most 

reliable outdoor Vine for producing in this country fairly 

good ripe Grapes is the White Sweetwater, or, perhaps, 

more properly named Royal Muscadine. It is also the 

White Chasseias of the French. This Grape will usually- 

set well, and it pays to have some of the best bunches 
thinned a little in the early summer. Wasps and flies are 

fond of the sweet I •ernes, and, therefore, os they approach 

ripening, it is w ell to enclose the liest bunch's in muslin 
bags to keep off these pests. There is a really first-rate 

outdoor Grape known as Reine Olga, the berries of a 

reddish hue, which usually does remarkably well outdoors 

on a warm wall, ft is not yet largely grown. Fcrhaps 

it may be well to obtain and plant both varieties, and see 

in a few years which you like best. 

Poaches under glass (.V.) -It is very difficult to 

determine the actual cause of your Peach-leaves turning 

yellow, except on full examination of the condition of the 

border in which the roots are. No doubt the cause is to 
be looked for there. You should open a hole on the 

border and judge ns to the condition of the soil. If you 

find it stiff, clammy, ami sour, no wonder the leaves turn 

yellow. In such case, the best thing to do is to remove 

carefully with a fork all the surface soil, then get up all 
the roote, preserving them, and covering up with nurtn. 

Then excavate the bottom noil about 10 inches in depth, 

remove It, and replace with good soil from the vegetable 

quarters, and one-third of turfy loam ; also add wood- 

ashes and some old lime refuse. Relay the roots about 
6 inches below the surface, and when the soil is filled in 

arid to (ho top a mulching of long stable-manure. If 

inside the house give also a moderate watering, and 

others at intervals through the winter. Perform what 

is advised so soon as the fruit has licen gathered. 

SHORT RHPLIB8. 
.. ___ _ _ apply 

hetnisl-Florist.—Do not cut the foliage off your hardy- 

plants until it has properly ripened off. You had better 
leave the Madonna Lilies as they are, and top-dress them 

with some light, friable soil. The liest time to replant is 
immediately after flowering.-Rosie,-We doubt very- 

much if Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums, even if protected, will 

stand the winter ; but you can only try. If you have any 

plants, stand in a frost proof house during the winter, and 
pot on in the early spring. Do not cut them down.- 

J. Izzard.—I,eave the Rose shoot as it is, only cutting off 

in the spring the unripened and soft wood. It will break 
out and flower freely next spring. Yes, you can grow it 

along with the Vine.-IF. Mooriiuj.—Very difficult to 

advise without further particulars. Very probably you 

are keeping too close and warm. Admit all the air you 

can and they will soon recover.-G. H. S. —We have 

given selections of Roses in previous issues, which consult 

-Bsvmirer.—In such a soil as yours you cannot do 

better than mulch well with cow-manure when the plants 

have died down. The goodness of the manure will then 
be washed down to the roots by the winter rains.- 
G. M. Mordaont.—Sorry to say wc cannot help you.- 

F. K. Peto.—You certainly cannot use a weed killer in 
any place to which animals have access. Weeding and 

hoeing are the only remedies in such a case.-W. C. N. 
—Start at six in the morning, with three quarters of an 

hour tor breakfast at eight o'clock, an hour for dinner at 

one, leaving off at six, no time for tea These are the 

hours from March to October. Of course, if he works 

overtime, you must pay him or allow a day occasionally 
to visit other gardens in lieu of money.-Journeyman. 
—Your best plan will be to try and get employment in 

some of the large market nurseries round London.- 

C. J. Page.—Vie dealt with " Strawberry growing in tubs " 

in Vol. XXL, the discussion lasting several weeks. The 

numbers can still be had by applying to the publisher.- 
Bilberry.—Not a gardening query.-Skrg.—Let the Vine 

start naturally. In such a house there is sufficient mois¬ 
ture without any syringing. A. M. L.—If you have well 

manured the ground for Michaelmas Daisies, there is no 

need for any feeding. Liquid-manure would be the best 

for them.-K. E. S.—You cannot do better than try 

Passiflora cicrulea and its white variety Constance Elliot. 

-A. Lead.—Y'ou will find a description and illustration 

of the Persimmon in the issue of Feb. Ill, 1901, p. 60S, 
which can be had of the publisher, price ljd. Y'ou do not 

say how old your Vine is. You can keep it to the length of 

jtem you say, but in this way you sacrifice the croo of 
fruit, as the longer the stem the more bunches.-'if. Pi 
t-iYou cannot do better than try Hollies ' 

Thujas, Juniper, Evergreen . 
beautiful in flower, and Berberis in variety.- 

1. We do not understand your query re Tomatoes. 2, aB 
depends on the beat you can command, and the lime 
when you start the trees.-Worex*terihir<,~KiuU\ mt 
us some idea what you want, and then we shall be glad to 
help you.-Greenhouse Builder.—Your best plan will t* 
to make a border and to plant the Tomatoes in this_ 
Roht. Gamble,—The amount of piping you have is quite 
sufficient to keep out frost—that is, if the boiler is isn't 
ful enough, which we fear it is not.-I'ioW.-An orti- 
nary small oil stove of good quality should sum.* to keep 
vour greenhouse at the required temperature, or there ire 
stoves, such as the "Challenge.'’ made for thispunxw 
Rippingille’s Albion Lamp Co. make a sped a I it v of Ump 
and propagating-caae combined.-Chalk SukmL-\K 
cannot do better than get old paving stones, which 
answer the purpose welL-// C — Yes, the Mvrtle oojbt 
to do against a wall if yon cover up in the winter.— 
B. Phillips. —Yes.-A'orth Cent atry.—Not at all ommul 
-Polo.—See note In this weeks issue re " Holbhocks,- 
p. 397.-C. D. Masset/. —Send a specimen, and then we 
can help you.-E. L. C.—You can do nothing torri the 
Vine of the mildew, the present season having been all 
against the growth of outdoor Grapes.-J.—Your best 
plan will be to build the rock garden during the autumn 
and winter, and then plant it early in the spring. <( 
course, as soon as finished, y ou can, if you wish it, 611 in 
any of the spaces with any bulbs you wish to grow.— 
L. A. C.—You cannot do better than plant Okhre de 
Dijon.-Rose.— 1, Certainly. 2, Plant wnen the ground 
is neither too wet nor too dry. 3. Hardy plants may 1* 
set out either in the spring or autumn immediately after 
flowering is over, 4, No need to cover with ssbes.— 
M. C. L.—Certainly, yon can plant Daffodils among the 
Tea Koece. The mulching will be an advantage rathe 
than otherwise.-Mrs. Hobson.—See article in coming 
week's issue re “Violets."-Lavender.—Vie yntn 
not to say.-F. G. S., Somerset.—Only natural that rol 
should happen, as the flowers continue opening in mo* 
sion. The soil has nothing to do with it.-Jn»- 
Grow a good collection of hardy and bulbous plains, and 
you will never be without bloom all the year. 

NAMISS OF PLANTS AND FRUIT?. 
,* Any communieations respecting plan's or Jnili 

tent to name should always accompany the pend, 
trh irh should be addressed to the Editor of Gxubdi 

Ii.u-STRAT*D, n, Fumival-rlreet, Hulbom, London, EC 
A number should also he .irmly affixed to each meievn 
of flowers or fruit sent for naming, AV> more than tun 
kinds of fruits or /lowers tor naming should be soil m 
one time. 

Names of plants.—Lady Jane Grey.—1. Tnliv 
sp. probably, specimen insufficient; 2, Leycesteru for- 
moea.-John If utcheon. —We cannot undertake (onamf 
Roses.—L. L. />.—1, Abies sp. ; 1, Variegated Ilogwoxl; 
3. Spine* Ilouglasi; 4, Galega officinalis ; 5, Red Valerian 
(Centranthus ruber); U, Specimen insufficient.-Fieeut. 

—1, Double Soapwort (Saponaria officinalis fl.-pl); 2, The 
Globe Thistle (Echinope ruthenicus> The only thing yoo 
ia»u Uo with the Campanula is to glow on In pots, but “e 
doubt if it will succeed if all are like the one you send. 
-C. C. M.—Flower too dried up.-P. J. WUHam - 
]. Arum crinitum ; 2, Tecoma radicans.-SariiM.-l 
Hibiscus syriacus var. ; 2, Begonia specimen too poor: s, 

Sedum carneum ; 4. Please send better specimen.—lot 
—1, Bouvardia jasminiflora; 2. Stephanotis (loribaraU. 
-R. Greening.—1, Pyrethrum uliginosnni; 2, Tbt 
Knotwced (Polygonum euepidaunr)-U. P. Appi- 

rentl.v the white, rose, and purple forms of Malopc grtmfi- 
flora, but such withered specimens afford us no opportunity 
for accuracy, and debar you obtaining the Information you 
seek.-Ally Sloper.—4. Veratrum nigrum ; 3, Alter 
hy8aopifoliu9 ; (1, Solidago multirad iata; 7, Aster Amelin* 
bessarabicus. Thanks for sending such good specimen* 

J. IF.—If you will send when in flower we rnay be able 
to help yoo.-M. A. C. H—Senecio Doria.-fier.fi. , 
B. Uadotr.—Japan Knotweed (Polygonum cuspidilum) 
-J. IF. L. — Yes. the bloom of an alpine AunenU-— 
A rthur flirt.. Khamrius Frangula.-Anon.—l.Teurnum 
fruticans ; 2. Abelia rupestris ; 3, Euonymus japonic™. 
4. Elaiagnus glabra.-AVer.—1, Wellingtonia m-antn 
2, Sequoia sempervirens ; 3. Abies alba (7); 4, Cuprreeu* , 
Igawsoniana. 

Names of fruits.—Rev. A. II. H afron.-l, rest 
Marie Louise; 2 and 3, Specimens too poor; 4, Mis' 
Codlin.-X. r. 7..—Apple Cellini.-/. O.-Appk-e 1. 
Small Emperor Alexander ; 2, Not recognised ; 3. Cellim. 
4, Izard Derby. It is almost impossible to name when, u 
in your case, only- one specimen is sent.-Holuuddi.- 
Plum Mitchelson'a-Tunbridge Wells.—Kindly rod out 
rules as to naming fruit.-F. T. P.— It is early y«t to 
name Apples generally, as the fruits are far from leing m 
their true form- No. 1 is evidently Tower of 
although the two fruits sent are greatlv unlike. Na i is 
Cellini Pippin, No. 3 Small's Admirable, and Na * 
Wheeler's Russet. With the exception of quite e*riy 
varieties, Apples or Pears cannot all be correctly biib« 
before October, or, at least, until fully grown. 

Catalogues received.—w. Smith and Son. Ab»r 
deen.—Catalogue of Flower Roots. Ac.-W. Sanoc-c iM 
Co., Kilmarnock.—Bulb Catalogue.-Harrison and Sots, 
Leicester.—Spring flowering Bulbs and Roots.—A», 
Roozen and Som Haarlem, Holland. —Dutch and Cop 
Bulbs.-Wm. Sydenham, Tamworth— List ot Boso 
-Jas. Craven and Co., 4, Manners-street, WelhPjfW. 
N. Z—Seed Annual, inO’—X -Pinehurst Surrene. 
Pinehuret, N.C.—List of American Seeds.-East Anglo" 
Plant Coy., Great Totham, Withnm, Essex.—Ran• sm 
Beautiful Plants.-If. Cannell and Sons, Swanley. h*"1 
—List of Bulbs, Strawberries, and Small crnifz—- 
Edmondson Bros., Dame-street, Dublin.— Fn-s- 
logtie.-W. Bull and Sons, Chelsea, S.Vi.-Luf 
A-c. - Dickson's, Chester. — List of Bulbs, at—- 

T. S. Ware, Ltd., Feltham.-Burt* and Plants for J 
Planting.-John K. King and Sons. Coggeshall-• 
Flower Roots.-Pope and Son. Birmingham.— 
Daffodils.-Geo. Bunyard and Co., Maidstone — "■ 
Fruit-trees, Roses, Ac. 

vBocku received.-" Fruit "reserving," by Ju H 

ik V Pitman ~ Health Food Stores, Birmingham — 
y/Oi-tJteHs'w to Start a Flower Gudem h> 
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PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

EARLY POTTING OF BULBS. 

U.VDorBTKDLY October is the best month for 

, potting and boxing bulbs in general, except 
tiiose that are needed for early forcing, and 

then a month earlier is advantageous. It is no 

uncommon thing to hear growers complain in 
spring of the unsatisfactory blooming of bulbs, 
and the Editor knows this from the many 
inquiries that reach him for advice. I believe 
the major part of the failures arises from bad 
treatment of the bulbs, and late planting is 
responsible for many of them. This is not 
difficult to understand if tho cultivator will but 
give a little thought. How can bulbs lie 
expected to lie satisfactory if they have been 
exposed to tho air for months ? Were they in 
the soil they would commence rooting by the 
end of August, and would not have had any of 
the sap dried out of them. I have tried placing 
bulbs in Septemlier in boxes and pots without 
soil in a moist place in my fruit-room, and they 
began rooting at once. Nor do I think keep¬ 
ing them out of the ground so long retards 
them to the extent many imagine. I have 
noticed that when potted so late the bulbs 
begin to make leaves before they are well 
rooted, giving often poor, weak, deformed 
blooms. I am aware November is soon enough 
to plant in the open ground, hut here they 
bloom later. It is important amateurs and 
beginners in their culture should understand 
this, especially now that most bulbous plants 
can be purchased so cheaply. Nor is it neces¬ 
sary to have a heated glasshouse to have them 
in bloom early in the year. I am convinced no 
place is so satisfactory to grow most of them 
.except the tall-growing Lilies) os pits and 
frames. Many a fine lot of bulbs, such as 
Narcissi, Tulips, etc., has been ruined by 
bringing them when insufficiently rooted into 
a dry, hot house and standing them on dry 
shelves. Par better allow thorn to remain in a 
moist pit, or place them on a bod away from 
drying heat. Such things as grow in moist 
‘situations and amongst the Grass cannot be 
happy on shelves. When tho spikes are 
advancing, then they may he brought near tho 
light, but there should be abundance of mois¬ 
ture both at root and top. Good early bloom 
may be had without fire-heat of any kind, and 
those who enjoy them in their rooms may bring 
diem forward in pits and frames before bring¬ 
ing them into tno drying heat of dwelling- 
rooms. 

Last year I tried growing Narcissi, Tulips, 
Hyacinths, and other bulbs generally grown in 
pots, in garden frames, and pits. I have never 
^een them bloom better than when thus treated. 
Early in October these were potted or boxed, 
placing them under ashes on a cold border. 
When well rooted they were removed into a 
frame on an old, spent hot-bed, where Cucum¬ 
bers had been grown in summer. When the 
nights were cola the lights were well covered. 
Early in January I filled a nit with fresh /re? 

Digitized by V-j 

loaves for sowing Carrots on. One light was 
set apart for bringing forward bulbs. When 
the bed had settled, this was tilled with pots 
and boxes of bulbs, standing them close 
together ; the slight warmth from the lied 
brought them on, and, being close to tho glass, 
they were very sturdy. When the blooms were 
about to open, the plants were removed to a 
light house to bloom. Should leaves not be 
available, then anything that produces a slight 
heat, such as tan, or manure, provided it is not 
used in a fresh, rank state, may be used to 
stand them on. To be successful, obtain good 
bulbs, pot early, bring on slowly, and nevor 
allow them to get dry at the root. 

J. Crook. 

GROWING LAPAGERIAS. 
I iuve a lean-to greenhouse, 17 feet Ion* and 10 feet to 

the top. It faces east, with a slight turn to the north. I 

want to grow I-apagerias in it, so please will you answer 

in your valuable paper the following questions: 1, How 
many Lapagcrina can I rtov* in said gicenhousc, braining 
them up against wall 7 2, Would they do ill the same heat 
in winter with Palms, Araucarias, etc. (mild and moist 

heat) ' 3, How long would they flower for? Advice as to 

watering and general culture thankfully received.— 
A. Ra 

[A couple of old-established plants of Lapa- 
geria would cover the space given, but they 
would, of course, take somo years to attain 
these dimensions, hence we should advise put¬ 
ting young thrifty plants 2 feet apart along a 
prepared border, or, if you are inclined to wait 
a little longer, 3 feet may be allowed between 
each. The red and the white varieties might 
be planted alternately. Lapagerias are by no 
means all of equal merit, hence tho best forms 
are usually in nurseries propagated by layers, 
which when well rooted are mostly put into 
pots 6 inches to 8 inches in diameter. After 
about twelve months in these pots they are 
thoroughly established, and it is plants such as 
these that give the greatest amount of satisfac 
tion when planted out, as they soon take hold 
of the new soil, whereas those that have been 
in pots for years become more or less cramped, 
ana are difficult to start out of that condition. 
Once established, Lapagerias will grow and 
flower well year after year with but littlo 
trouble, hence the planting should be 
thoroughly done, for if confined in pots they 
are never satisfactory for any length of time. 
As the Lapageria when growing needs a plenti¬ 
ful supply of water, drainage is very important. 
When making the border remove the soil to a 
depth of 2J feet and tho same in width. Then, 
provided the subsoil is sufficiently open to 
allow of water draining away, a foot or nearly 
so of broken crocks, brick-rubble, or anything 
in that way may be put in the bottom, and 
over that a layer of thinly-cut turves with the 
grassy side downwards. Then fill the border 
with a mixture of about four parts good fibrous 
peat to one part nodules of charcoal or soft 
tricks, broken to a size varying from Hazel 
Nuts to Walnuts, and one part of sand. When 
pressed down firmly the Lapagerias may be 
permanently planted in this mixture. Till the 
roots take hold of the new soil care must be 
taken not tooverwatcr, while justas the young 
and succulent shoots appear above ground a 
' arp IpelJout must he kept for slugs, which 

soon destroy them. 2, Lapagerias aro essenti¬ 
ally greenhouse plants — that is to say, tho 
structure in which they arc growing should not 
fall below 4.’i degs. in the winter. During the 
summer a liberal use of the syringe is bene¬ 
ficial. 3, Generally speaking, they will flower 
for about three months.] 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Slow combustion stoves.—Will any rearlef who 

has successfully used a slow combustion Tortoise stove for 
heating a small span-roof greenhouse, say, 20 feet hy 

10 feet, kindly give his experience;—J. F. C. 

Vallisnerla spiralis. -How should Vallinneria he 
treated? Mine has hardly grown an Inch all the 

summer. It is in a tumbler on a window-ledge.—N. K. 

[This is a floating fresh-water perennial, whose flowers 

live under water, except just *t tne time of impregnation. 
It ought to he grown in rich loam in a good sized pot. 

plunged deeply in a tub or cistern filled with water. | 

A malformed Agapanthus bloom 
Stem.—Last week I saw at St. Austell what 
appeared a very interesting example of fascicu- 
lation in a plant ol Agapanthus umbellatus. 
There was a flower stem of nearly 2 feet 
6 inches in height, flat, except for corrugations, 
tapering from 2 inches in width at the bottom 
to 1J inches at the base of the umbel. But 
the most curious thing was this : Quite among 
the leaves of the base was another umbel, the 
flower stalks appearing (without very precise 
observation) to rise from the ground quite as 
indejiendently as those of a Primrose. The 
leaves and these flowers woro completely 
mixed. It would seem that the one umbel had 
actually robbed the other of its stem, though 
the plant was so strongly grown as apparently 
to make this unnecessary.—C. R. S. 

Raising Schlzanthus from seed.—t should ho 

very much obliged if you could give in an early imho of 
your valuable paper some directions concerning the 
culture of Sohizanthua for spring flowering in the green - 

house. I saw some lovely specimens of Xchizanthu* 
pinnatus in a cool greenhouse last spring, each plant 

quite a soft cloud of delicately tinted blossoms. 1 got 

some seed about the end of July, and have a fair number 
of seedlings just potted. They seem to me, however, a 

little weedy, and slugs seem to attack them wherever 

they are put. The plants I saw in flower had strong 

stems, and were much branched, as if they had been 

stopped several times during their growth.—Asmoi », 
Man at ft 

[To obtain large specimens the Schizanthuses 
are sown in early autumn, potted off as soon ns 
they can be handled, and kept during the 
winter close to the glass in a structure from 
which frost is just excluded. Seed sown in the 
spring will make useful flowering plants for tho 
greenhouse in tho summer. The one important 
item in their culture is to keep the plants as 
near to the glass as possible in the greenhouse, 
and allow a free circulation of air amongst 
them. The points of the shoots, too, should he 
pinched out while the plants are still small, and 
again later on if necessary. In this way good, 
sturdy plants are obtained, which will yield a 
fine display. Pots C inches in diameter are 
large enough for the spring sown plants to 
flower in. As the pots pet full of roots an 
occasional watering with liquid-manure will be 
of great service. ] 

Treatment of Hydrangeas.—Will you kindly. 

In your next Lame (bh I have delayed writing too long), 

give me some information as to how I should treat my 
Hydrangea! _The article in iraue -September 0 does not 

give'-nWyvnWIllwSnl} I-xst year I cut several plants 
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down, and not a single bloom thii autumn; two other 
plants I did not cut down, and each has about six stems, 
very strong, about 2 feet high, and only one stem on each 
plant has any bloom, both very fine. Please state best 
course to have blooms on all plants. I am afraid I must 
have done the wrong thing.—Hibf.rsia. 

[The answer in the issue for September 6th 
referred to the greenhouse Hydrangea Hor- 
tensia, but whether yours is that kind or the 
hardy Hydrangea paniculata grandiflora we 
are only left to conjecture. This latter pro¬ 
duces long cane like shoots, which should, 
before starting in the spring, be pruned back 
to the last two or three eyes—that is to say, 
cut back nearly to the old wood. The shoots 
then produced will each bear a large terminal 
pyramidal-shaped head of blossoms, which are 
of a creamy-white when first expanded, but 
after a time become flushed with red. To 
produce the largest heads of all, only about 
three shoots should be allowed to develop, but 
the effect is more pleasing when the plant 
carries six or eight clusters, though, of course, 
they arc not so largo. If tho Hydrangeas aro 
planted out in a bed fully exposed to the sun, 
pruned as above detailed, and watered when 
necessary (occasionally with manure-water), 
there is no reason why they should not flower 
well. If it is the ordinary Hydrangea Hor- 
tensia that you enquire about, we presume tho 
plants are in pots, in which case you must bear 
in mind that they are liberal feeders. This 
Hydrangea is hardy in some parts of England, 
and where it is too tender for outdoor culture, 
the plants, which are often grown in large pots 
or tubs, should be stood out-of-doors in a 
sunny spot in order to ensure blossoms later on. 
A dose of weak liquid-manure about every 
fortnight will be of great service. The leas 
Eruning a Hydrangea of this class receives the 
etter, except it be the cutting out of any old 

and weak shoots which are apt to crowd up the 
centre of the plant. The fact that the name 
of the variety is not given, nor whether planted 
out or in jiots, and if this last their size, 
handicaps us greatly in answering your 
question.] 

Ginger-plant (Zingiber officinale).—Will you kindly 

inform me how this plant may be propagated? The plant 

is about 9ix years old. and ia now in bloom.—K. It 

[Under ordinary greenhouse treatment this 
flowers in the autumn, only plnnts that aro 
well established blooming in a satisfactory 
manner. Those who have weakly-looking 
specimens should make an effort to get thorn 
strong. Nine-inch or in inch pots aro very 
suitable sizes in which to grow the Ginger 
plant. Even in a largo pot a strong plant will 
often produce but one good shoot in a year, 
but if well cared for it will reach to a height of 
h feet, with a noble spike of flowers on the 
top. Frequent root - disturbance is bad. 
Repotting onco a year, and that early in the 
spring, is all they require. Being plants with 
numerous strong roots and rather large leaves, 
they require a strong holding soil to sustain 
them. A suitable conqiost is throe parts turfy 
loam and one part peat, made pretty firm at the 
time of potting. Owiug to the vigorous char¬ 
acter of the growth, there is no plant more 
benefited by liquid stimulants than this, if 
Siven as soon as tho flower-stems begin to rise. 

ut it is not safe to apply the liquid before, or 
the result is likely to be nothing but leaves. 
In the case of amateurs, there is no doubt that 
this plant suffora sometimes during the summer 
months from the want of root-moisture, as a 
plant in active growth makes a good number 
of roots. Where it is not likely to be well 
attended to in this matter, it is better to stand 
it on the floor of the house, where tho roots 
will be kept cooler, but it must have plenty of 
light and air. It is a good plan not to 
encourage the plant to form too many crowns ; 
one strong flower-spike in a 9-inch pot is as 
many as it can support. For that reason some 
of the weakest crowns should bo cut ofl' when 
the plants are potted in the spring. They may 
be grown on to make flowering plants for tho 
next year. It can be easily increased by 
division in the spring.] 

Ivv-leaved Pelargoniums.—The all¬ 
round qualities of the Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums 
account for their popularity. In the wet 
weeks of the past summer, when other bedding 
Slants have made wood at the expense of 

loom, the Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums have come 
out best and flowered freely. 'Jheir long, 
trailing habit fits them pec uliarWfor window-, 

Digitized by VjO S 

boxes, flower-stands, and the like. One or two 
old plants held in reserve will supply one with 
many cuttings in March.—Lkahdkst. 

ROSES FOR SMALL GREENHOUSE. 

I BEi< to take exception to tho list of Roses 
supplied to “Alec” (p. 322) for his small 
greenhouse, and especially to the six first named 
kinds on the list. The selection is one not 
likely to impress a novice, as “ Alec ” says 
he is, as to the suitability of Roses for pot 
culture generally. I will take the first six as 
they appear. 1, Mrs. John Laing, 2, Ulrich 
Brunner. One of these twain is not wanted 
in a select half-dozen, with much tho same 
character, and a good deal of similarity in 
colour ; in short, the latter kind is not wanted 
at all. 3, Fisher Holmes is a Rose that but few 
specialists can grow well in pots, albeit the 
colour is good when it comes good. As thi* is 
the only “red ’Rose given in the list of six, 
one wonders why so comparatively easy a 
grower as General Jacqueminot is omitted 
altogether. Failing this, I would unhesitat¬ 
ingly select either Capt. Hayward or Prince 
Arthur. In any case, Fisher Holmes is quite 
useless to a beginner. 4, Frau Carl Druschki 
I have never grown in pots, and, indeed, it is 
so much a novelty at the present time that it 
is doubtful if many can speak definitely con¬ 
cerning it. 5, Caroline Testout is a superb 
Rose for pots when once wood of the right 
character has been obtained by cultivation in 
pots. In other words, this kind is of little 
use until it has been eighteen months under pot 
culture. 6, La France is the best of tho first 
six, flowering twice in rather quick succession 
when established. 

My experience with Roses in pots under 
glass, ana of the varieties similar to the above 
named, is that “Alec" should proceed as 
follows : First purchase in early October strong 
selected maidens, preferably on the Manetti 
stock. Pot at once into.X-inch pots, using rich 
soil, as advocated at p. 322, and plunge the pots 
to tho rim in coal-ashes in tho open. If the 
plants are dry at the root when received, soak 
them in water a few hours before potting up. 
The plants will be safe to the end of tho year 
in the open, when they may be half shortened 
back and placed in a frame or even the eokl- 
house. If tho house is available, the plants 
may be pruned early in January and allowed 
to come away as slowly as possible. It wore 
far hotter that these intended pot Roses should 
ho grown quite cool under glass the first season, 
ana by permitting only a single flower to 
develop on any growth, bo not only receiving 
some reward for patient waiting, but also pro¬ 
moting and producing that earlier growth with 
restricted root area in pots that is assuredly the 
forerunner of success in the year ensuing. 
Often enough, maidens will produce a full crop 
of blooms six months after potting, but it is not 
prudent to allow the plants to do so ; hence, I 
suggest one bloom to one growth. It is impor¬ 
tant, when growing pot Roses under glass of 
the H.P. character, that a long spell be given 
in which the plants may break into growth. 
Often enough, freshly-potted maidens, early 
[Kitted, start to grow, and in this way pruning 
is forcod upon ono much earlier than the ortho¬ 
dox way would permit. It may be due to a 
large number of freshly-made roots in new soil, 
ana the warm conditions of lateautumnmonths. 
Be it, what it may, it is folly to withhold 
pruning when the lower eyes are showing 
unmistakable activity. Pruned early and 
developed in a cool-house, I have had grand 
blooms from maidens less than five months in 
pots ; therefore, I ask, why wait for eighteen 
months before seeing a good bloom? The 
longer the time between the pruning and the 
break from the wood tho better will be the 
blooms, all else being equal. Duke of Edin¬ 
burgh is a grand Rose for pots with slow and 
cool treatment, but it will not be forced, though 
it is recommended for such work again and 
again. But where Roses are not wanted before 
May I should al ways include this one, for it is a 
good keeper, of a magnificent colour—rich vel 
vet-crimson—and, if need be, may be cut with 
18 inches of stem. It has no fragrance; still, 
it i3 superb to look ujion, and, though it is rare 
ijlndj maidens of it flower at all the year folio^t 
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ing potting, yet the plants make such wool 
that the finest bloom may follow the next year 
w'hen the wood is ripened off. Amateur Rose 
growers would be far more successful in 
growing their plants were they to realise the 
full value of annual early autumn pottine for 
all H.P. Roses. E. J. 

A FEW OF THE BEST AUTUMN¬ 

FLOWERING ROSES. 

Now that there are so many Roses of value for 
autumn flowering, a selection of the best 
should prove of much assistance to all who are 
planting, mainly for the autumnal display. 
The lengthening nights, coupled with heavy 
dews, give to the semi-double Roses a wonder 
ful decorative value, for such varieties expand 
freely, yet the developed blossoms remain on 
the plant for a considerable time, so that we 
have a more profuse display in September and 
October than we get in June and July from 
tho oamo variofcica. 

No list of autumnals can be "complete with¬ 
out the lovely G. Nabonnand, its very large 
petals, of a pale rose flesh tint, and long, 
elegant buds, combined with fine growth, 
making it one of the most desirable. Then 
how brilliant are the beds of the fragrant 
Gross an Teplitz, some of the flowers having 
the beautiful velvety shading of Duke oi 
Edinburgh, and, moreover, the coloured foliage 
is an additional charm to this glorious Bose. 
Camoens is not yet surpassed as a bright rose 
pink for massing, and Marquise de Salisbury is 
certainly one of the brightest Roses and ol 
even growth. Both of these last-named are 
extremely showy on the plant, and by pruning 
hard each season a more uniform growth and 
also a more regular blossoming are secured. 
Corallina, Enchantress, and Sulphurea are a 
trio of beautiful kinds, the first even more 
vigorous than the old pink Monthly, and ithas 
huge coral-coloured petals and long, brilliant 
buds. Enchantress, with its hall-drooping, 
globular flowers of a delicate creamy-yellow, 
and Sulphurea, clear and bright sulphur-yellow, 
are colours much desired. All three are really 
excellent, and ahould be largely- planted for 
massing. Mme. Pernet Ducher is a never 
failing source of delight, and Killarney gains 
more admirers each season. The old and well 
trier! Marie Van Houtto, its carmine-tinted 
petals being richer in autumn than in the 
height of summer, and Mme. Abel Chatenay 
arc both vigorous and would make worthy 
companions. This latter Rose somehow com Cols admiration, even from those who cannot 
ring themselves to like these decorative 

Roses. What a strange taste, to bo sore! 
But I have known individuals who can only 
admire a show bloom of the perfect symmetry 
of an A. K. Williams or a Mrs. John Laing. 
Viscountess Folkestone is still one of our best 
autumnals, and it has a worthy companion in 
Grand Due de Luxembourg. Marie d’Orleani 
is also first-rate, and as hardy as it is good. 
Papa Gontier has most shapely buds and 
smooth blossoms, and Mme. Lambard is also a 
fine autumnal Rose. General Schablikine and 
Comtesse Festetics Hamilton have a great 
future, for they grow and blossom most frcelv, 
and are always admired in the mass. Ma 
Tulipe will also please a great many, although 
nearly single, lbs fragrant parent, Princes 

Bonnie, is one of the best things the American 
growers have ever sent us. Lady Battersea 
nas a most lovely bud, the expanded flowers 
being not unlike those of Killarney, only rather 
deeper in colour. A refined, shapely, and 
brilliant Rose, too, is Liberty, and, above all, 
it possesses a powerful fragrance. Alreadythis 
Rose seems to have recovered from excessive 
propagation, and I foel sure it will come to the 
front as one of our best dark coloured 
autumnals. What a fine contrast would be the 
charming White Lady, splendid always in 
autumn as in June. The La France race and, 
I might say, the Caroline Testout race, are 
well known as our best large - flowered 
autumnals, and the old and still unbeaten 
Souvenir de la Malmaison, with its sulphur 
white sport, Kronprinzessin Victoria, give us 
of their beauty just now as they never do in the 
summer. 

I could speak of the delightful Chinas, 
Queen Mab, Eugene Resal, ana the rest, also 
Sdrhe c Polyanthns and others, but I bs-e 
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already indicated quite a number that the 
grower may with every confidence plant 
largely, if his object be a brilliant mass of 
blossoms during the autumn days. Rosa. 

ROSE BEAUTY OF WALTHAM. 

It says much for an old favourite like Beauty of 
Waltham that in this, its fortieth year, 
the variety is found in the winning seventy- 
two that gained the champion trophy at the 
Temple Show. It is a very reliable Rose. 
It blossoms freely, and one may always depend 
npon a good flower, even if rather under sized. 
Beauty of Waltham is a good autumnal for a 
Hybrid Perpetual. Unfortunately this group, 
collectively, does not rank as good autumnals 
when compared to the splendid Hybrid Teas, 
so that all that are above the average in this 
respect are most welcome. The colour is 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Rosa Pissardl.—This most interesting 
semi-double Rose was very fine during August. 
It is really one of the l>est August-blooming 
semi-doubles we have. Doubtless springing 
from R. moschata, it appears to be a hybrid, 
probably with the Noisette, which gives the 
variety its autumn-flowering habit. R. Pissardi 
and Bardou Job make a beautiful contrast, and 
flowering as they do together, an interesting 
effect can be secured. Several plants planted 
among a mass of R. ferruginca (rubrifolia) 
would bo most interesting, the purple colour of 
the latter harmonising so well with the [>oarly- 
white blossoms of Pissardi.—Rosa. 

Own-root Roses.—Where these are pro¬ 
curable in pots the present is an excellent 
time to plant out. Many kinds, especially the 
newer Teas and H.Teas, can only be raised 

Rose Beauty of Waltham. 

right cherry red, passing to rosv-carmino, and 
ne fragrance is very sweet. The petals are 
imewhat imbricated, the centres characteris- 
ically folded over each other. This trait in hot 
leather preserves the flower, but it undoubt- 
dly accounts for the paucity of seedlings from 
be variety. If taken in hand by the hybridist 
valuablo hardy type would be produced. It 

i really remarkable how the Hybrid Perpetuals 
End themselves to crossing, and I marvel there 
i not more of it done, instead of so many 
kisers following each other in the track of 
lybrid Teas. We see in the variety Ben Cant 
ow the fine bold petals of Suzanne Marie 
•odocanachi are given to a flower of the colour 
nd form of Victor Hugo, the two kinds named 
eing the parents of this coming Rose. Beauty 
f Waltham is a first rate kind to grow as a 
t&ndard, either outdoors or as a pot plant for 
ie Rose house. It is also good in bush form, 
at the seedling Brier is the best stock for it, 
i this continues to grow in autumn when tl 
lanetti is practically at rest,DigitizeR(@*. 

under glass, but if the plants were rooted early 
and have had several weeks in the open pits, 
the}’ cannot fail to succeed well if planted now. 
The soil should bo well worked, and where at 
all stiff a liberal admixture of grit afforded. 
When they become established then they can 
take liquid and other manure equal to their 
budded brethren. I have seen own root plants 
in 5-inch pots quite equal in size to grafted 
plants of tne same age : but even if the plants 
were a little smaller, provided the wood be 
hard, I would not hesitate to plant such.—Rosa. 

Rose Mme. Berard.—This is one of the 
most beautifully formed Roses to be met with 
among the fast-growing climbing varieties. 
Its half-open flowers are perfect in colour and 
also in shape. The colour, too, is pleasing, the 
centre apricot with rosy-salmon exterior. Its 
one great blemish is mildew, the young growths 
often being sadly marred by this troublesome 
.fungus, otherwise no more beautiful climber 

1 be planted, and it is as free in growth 
kco.'tv4^hardy as Gloire de Dijon. 7. 

cannot say it is auite so profuse in flowering, 
but for arches and walls no better kind is to be 
found among apricot coloured Roses, unless it 
be R6ve d’Or. Its disposition to become bare 
at the base can be remedied by timely cutting 
back of the old growths, or by bending them 
about serpentine fashion, and, like all climbers, 
it pays for liberal treatment both when plant¬ 
ing and during the growing poriod. As a 
standard it is also fine, just the one for an 
isolated specimen. If its growths pass through 
the winter unscathed, the following summer 
will see them studded all over with lovely buds. 
—Rosa. 

Standard Rose Ololre de Dijon with long 
growths.—I have several standard Hose-tree* o! Gloire, 
old heads, and they throw three or four long shoots, 4 feet 
or 5 feet long, which look so untidy. Of course, these are 

valuable, but can you tell me what to do with them '! In 
April I prune them down to about one-quarter their 

length, or one-third ; but this seemssuch a pity. Then at 
this time of year they are unsightly. 1 have trieel tying 
them down, but now they are so tough they break. What 
is proper treatment of such to keep head of standard tidy 
always ? I should like a drooping standard head.—A. 

[If vou refrained from pruning the long 
growths you would have them all studded over 
with lovely blossom the next summer. As you 
desire to have a drooping head, the growths 
require bending when young, and to do this 
best they should be cut hard hack in spring, 
and ns they grow train them to the desired 
shape, then the following summer you will have 
plenty of blossom on them. When once the 
head is formed with plenty of shoots lienring 
laterals, you may suppress the long nnnual 
shoots only, retaining such as you require the 
next year to replace any very old growths it 
may bo desirable to cut out. Another plan, 
nnd. one that answers well in the case of climb¬ 
ing Roses grown as standards, is to form a 
frame of wire beneath the head of the tree, and 
then partially coil the long growths in a semi¬ 
circular manner. Wherever the flow of sap is 
checked you will find plenty of laterals follow, 
and upon these, if shortened when pruning, 
some beautiful flowers will be produced. It 
will not harm the trees to cut these growths 
back at once should you object to the appear¬ 
ance of them.] 

Climbing Rosea on south wall.—I got some 
very useful guidance from you last spring through 

ti \hiirxixo, so 1 venture to come to you again. I hare a 
gable wall, due south, in rather a draughty position, and 

t am at a loss to know what to grow on it. The house is 
painted, and there is on Ampelopsis Yeitchi, also a while 
Clematis, not doing very well, on iL 1 have tried China 
Roses, hut they are not a success. I think it Is too hot. 

If you would kindly say what you think would do well I 
would bo much obliged. I have tried Wistaria, but I frar 

it was kept too dry at the root, l’lease tell me what 
culture It requires7—Fis'wkr Lovkr. 

[You should be able to grow several fine 
things on this wall, but it is necessary to 
thoroughly prejmre the border in which you 
I flan t them. Wall plants, being fixtures, must 
>e planted carefully, and you must see that 

there is a good deptli of soil- 3 feet, if possible. 
It would not bo a great undertaking to remove 
the gravel subsoil, if such there be, to a depth 
of 3 feet, and replace with good garden soil in 
which vegetables have been grown success¬ 
fully. As you fear your Roses have hitherto 
suffered from drought, this can be overcomo by 
timely waterings, not mere sprinklings, but a 
good soaking now and th£n, afterwards mulch¬ 
ing the surface with some short manure. Roses 
should grow well under these conditions, and 
good varieties are Rcve d'Or, Lamarque, Mme. 
Alfred Carricre, Souvenir de Mme. Joseph 
Metral, Waltham Climber No. I, Reine Olga de 
W'urteinburg, Mme. Berard, and Mme. Jules 
Siegfried. Other good climbers would lie: 
Pyracantha Lielandi for the mast draughty 
C'tion, Bignonia radicans, Jasminuin revo- 

m, Forsythia suspensa. Magnolia grandi- 
flora (Exmouth var.), and Ceanothus of sorts. 
A Wistaria should thrive well, but you must 
procure a well-rooted plant. It is best when 
purchasing to judge this plant more by its 
roots than its long growths. We have known 
plants sold with growths 10 feet to 12 feet long 
and but few roots, whereas we have procured 
plants whose roots went through the bottom 
of the pot, and although they had very little 
top, say about 4 feet, they quickly outpaced 
the longer plant. Always procure Wistarias 
in pots, and when planting break the pot, and 
then plant it with pot attached. They like a 
rather heavy soil, well drained, but we have 
never failed them where roots were 
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Kniphofia NelsonL 

require no attention more than an occasional prtecox flowers much earlier than any ether 
top-dressing of rich soil or well-rotted manure, form of K. aloides, being in full perfection 
Many of the species and varieties suffer from from the middle to the end of May. The 
frost and damp, the latter more particularly, leaves are broader than those of the type, not 
but this may he averted by a covering of dry glaucous, the raceme shorter, and the stem 
leaves when the foliage begins to yellow in only about half as long as the leaves. The 
nutumn. They are readily increased by flowers, with the stamens not protruding, are 
division, by offsets, and by seeds, the last bright red, (Missing into yellow tinged red when 
giving most curious results and many good older. The variety nobilis, which is very 
varieties. The following are amongst the best near, if not similar, to grandis, is a very robust 
of those in cultivation and noble plant. The leaves are more distinctly 

K. aloides, or Tritoma Uvaria, under which serrated and deeper keeled. The flowering 

OUTDOOR PLANTS 

FLAME FLOWERS (KNIPHOFIAS). 
The Kniphofias, especially the forms of K. 
Uvaria, are amongst the finest of autumn¬ 
flowering plants. Large irregular groups give 
a very brilliant effect in autumn, and they 

soils and conditions, and few plants are better 
adapted for picturesque grouping in the wild 
garden, where with a fairly open space and 
deep rich soil it forms large and very handsome 
groups. It is the most valuable of the known 
species, perhaps as much as 70 per cent, of the 
garden forms being traceable to K. aloides, 
either as seedlings or hybrids. The variety 

K. hjhrida Obelisk. 

K. aloides in a Scotch garden. 

name it is even now known in many gardens, is Krliaps the oldest, and still one of the very 
st of this fine genus. It is the Flame-flower 

of -old English cottage ga«hn*s. It is 
excellent liort^f^^g^i^ytl^e f^^n^|.|k 

stem is from 5 feet to S feet in height. The 
flowers vary from scarlet to orange-scarlet, 
anthers prominent. It blooms from the begin- 
ning of August to September. TheQ'^ny^gl iftqtrfreely in sand in a cold-frame. / 

rotina or chloroleuca blooms ^ s^ajns to be closely allied to 

end bright yellow. The style in this case pro¬ 
trudes, the stamens being included inthetube. 
A useful and very distinct plant, suited well for 
drv banks, etc. 

k. CACI.ESCEN'S AND K. North i*: differ from 
all other Flame-flowers in cultivation by their 
distinctly caulescent habit. From all the Uvsi*4 
forms K. caulescens differs also in its smaller 
size, glaucous leaves, short heads, and le58 
curved flowers. Though less brilliant in colour 
than most of the other species, it is one of the 
hardiest, species we have, with a very distinc! 
and robust habit, flowering, as a rule, early, 
which is a specially welcome feature. It 15 8 
very striking plant for the reck garden, 'there 
it does well and flowers freely on drv slopes 
Its cultivation, indeed, may be said toj eol: e 
easiest, and it may be propagated freely from 
suckers and by cutting up the short stera 
The suckers or offsets taken off in earljpntutr.n 
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after all the other forms are over; the flowers 
are greenish-yellow, only occasionally tinged 
with red. The var. Saundersi has bright green 
leaves and very rich orange-scarlet flowers; 
var. longiscapa has very long flower heads, and 
is a most desirable form ; var. maxima globosa. 
earlier than maxima, with globose heads oi 
yellow and red flowers; var. glaueescens, large 
spikes of vermilion-scarlet flowers, shading to 

orange. This is a free-flowering plant, and one 
of the very best in heavy, rich soil. There are 
many more forms to be found in garden-, 
having been raised in recent years. Most of 
these are distinct and good. 

K. Bcrchelli.—The type, as introduced 

from the Cape, is a very distinct and beautiful 

plant. It is figured in the Botanical RegUl.r, 

tab. 1745, but this figure differs somewhat from 

the plant now in cultivation, which we take to 

bo a hybrid or connecting-link between that 

species and K. aloides. The latter form has a 

purple-spotted stem, the flower-stalks being 
much shorter than in the type, and the plant 
dwarfer. It flowers soon after midsummer, and 

just between pnvcox and the other aloides 

forms. The leaves are bright green, firm in 
texture, 2 feet to 3 feet long, and tapering very 
gradually to the apex. Heads moderately 

dense, the flowers bright red, those on the lower 
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pamiia, and gives a very peculiar effect with 1 an elevation of 4,000 feet to 5,000 feet above Obelisk, which is very free-flowering, the 
its long, protruding style and anthers. It is sea level. The leaves are 1 foot to 2 feet long, spikes attaining a height of some 5feet, the 
much dwarfer in habit than the well-known K. narrow, and distinctly keeled, with deeply flowering portion being about 15 inches long. 
L'varia, the leaves much narrower, the flowers grooved margins. The flower-heads are small, Star or Bai>kn-Baden, with bronzy-yellow 
smaller, and of a uniform bright colour. The ! and the flowers of a bright orange-red. The flowers, tho spikes reaching to a height of 
leaves are in dense rosettes, narrow, erect, and I plant is perfectly hardy and suitable for rock- 7 feet. 

Lachesis.—Of very strong and rapid growth, 
the colour a deep yellow. 

Tricmuh.—Very similar to Obelisk. 
Ol’iiiK.—Rich orange, a distinct shade. It is 

also very free flowering. 

K. hybrids Triumph. 

oi a bright green, very j: 
three cohered. The flowe 

very [jointed, and almost cries; rigidissima and maroccana are garden 
vers are all drooping, names, and the variety longiflora has much 

iu a dense oblong head, bright yellow, much longer flowers, 
narrowed or constricted above the base. The ' " 
-lamens and style are about twice the length 

K. Nelsost has tufts of fine Grass-like 
foliage, about a foot in height, from which 
issuo many flower-stetns, 2 feet high, late in 
autumn. The flowers are a bright 
coral-red in colour. 

K. Northi.*:.—A species from Gra- 
hama-town, of undoubted hardiness in 
the neighbourhood of London. It is 
most nearly allied to K. caulescens, 
but the leaves are much broader, not 

of the flower-tube. A show}', but rather tender 
plant, flowering in September. 

K. corallisa, a very fine robust hybrid 
hetwegodtiis species and K. aloides, is exactly 
intenfinlate between the two, and a very 
desirable plant. 

K. foi.iosa (syn. K. Quartiniana) may be 
said to be the counterpart of K. caulescens, 
hot having distinct stems instead of being keeled, serrulate on margins, flower 
'temleas. It is one of the most robust of the heads dense, about a foot long, the 
"hole genus, and is easily recognised by its flowers palo yellow, only the upper 
broadish leaves and protruding stamens. It half tinged red towards the tips. 
*as first flowered in England about 1381. The K. Rooperi is one of the best spe- 
leaves are collected in a dense tuft on tho top cies in cultivation. It is nearly 
of a longish bare stem, 3 inches to 4 inches allied to K. Uvaria, but is an early 
broad at tho base, and tapering into a long or summer-flowering plant, the stn- 
point; green or very slightly glaucous, j mens being included in the tube, the 
obscurely serrated. Stem stout, 1 foot to flowers paler and less curved and the 
3 feet high. Tho flowers, in a dense oblong leaves broad and very glaucous. It 
head nearly a foot long, are bright yellow or j requires a littlo protection during 
tinged red. Native of the Cape, flowering in ' severe winters. It has a fine bold 
late autumn. j appearance when in full bloom, the 

K. Leichti.ini was named in honour of Herr heads from C inches to a foot long, 
Max leichtlin, of Baden-Baden, who has done and the crowded flowers of a bright 
» much to furnish English gardens with raro orange-red, getting yellowish with 
md beautiful hardy plants. Tho present ago. The plant usually called Roo- 
*pecies is a native of Aoyssinia, and requires peri, flowering in November and De- 
1-rotection in winter even in the south of Eng- | cember, is a variety of K. aloides. 
had. It is, perhaps, nearest to K. pumila. 
Leaves in a dense tuft, about 2 feet to 4 feet 
long, spreading, dilated at the base into a 
Lfoed, clasping shield, gradually narrowing to 
‘be tip, three-cornered, bright green, with 
entire margins. The flower-stems are from 
• feet to 4 feet high, the head about 6 inches 
long, flowers drooping, of a dull vermilion-red 
and yellow, stamens slightly protruding. The 
variety distichn, which is quite distinct from 
‘he type, is more robust, the leaves are 
broader, the flower-tube shorter, and the 
stamens decidedly longer. Two and even 
three heads of flowers of a bright deep yellow 

K. sarmentosa is a distinct and 
very useful plant. It is readily dis¬ 
tinguished from K. Uvaria by its 
smaller glaucous leaves, the edges and 
keel not serrated as in that species. 
The flower-heads are 0 inches to a 
foot long, cylindrical, the flowers 

NOTES ON HARDY FLOWERS. 

Hkcchera sax guinea.—As a weather-proof 
flower this has few equals. The flowers seem 
to bo quite indifferent to atmospheric changes, 
[jeriods of great heat and heavy rains not 
dimming their brightness. Plants that came 
with me into bloom early in July were bright 
and attractive at the end of August. During 
that period we have had a lot of inclement 
weather—thunderstorms which washed the 
colour out of many hardy things, and drizzling 
rains, with brief spells of hot sun. Any hardy 
flower that will pass with undimmed beauty 
through such trials should be cherished. The 
best way to utilise this Heuchera is to plant in 
colonies of from three to a score of plants, as 
in this way its decorative worth is better 
realised. A top-dressing of leaf-mould or 
rotten manure applied in early spring will 
impart vigour, and so give strength to the 
flower spikes and colour to the blooms. There 
are, I find, some inferior varieties of this plant 
in cultivation ; they have probably been raised 
from seeds and give no true idea of the worth 
of this Houchera, tho flowers being very poor 
in colour. The best form of it is splendens, 
which has very bright flowers, and there is 
another form called robusta which is much 
stronger than the type. 

Samurai:a Hawortiii.—I am not aware if 
this Saxifrage is grown under any other name 
in this country. Up to the present I have 
failed to find it in any English catalogue of 
luit-dy flowers. I got iny plant from Holland, 
where this sjjecies has ap|>arently been grown 
under the present name for a considerable 
period. I find, however, that in the case of 
alpincs the Dutch nomenclature is not very 
reliable: one is apt to get the same thing under 

red in the upper halt, yellow or yellow 
tinged red in the lower. It is per¬ 
fectly hardy und readily propagated 
by suckers. There is an excellent 
hybrid between this species and K. 
b'varia. Native of the Cape. 

K. Tucki has large, glaucous, Yucca-like 

K. aloides grind is 

several dillerent names from different firms. 
wlour are produced on the same stem. Native foliage, growing 4 feet to 5 feet high, with Whntever the true name of Saxifraga Haworthi 
/if II_- - , 1. ... “ F. J- ._] a..-I_:___ o nmnnrr T-/K-L- r.l.nln snH 

•ssipia, and flowering in August. 
M«xiwam.—A distinct tvDe. diffbrin 

of Aby 
K. MIcowani.—A distinct type, ....... 

irom most of the other species ljy the refl 
segments of the corolla aj*d 

massive heads of bright red flowers, changing 
to yellow, and borne early in June. 

Besides *he above species we hnve now mnny -- r - = 
few of the best of these being abouVG'Utctftk High,1 the growth being dense y 
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packed and somewhat rounded at the top. As 
is the case with the Saxifrages generally, the 
young growths take on a brownish tinge in 
summer, but the early autumn rains quickly 
restore the fresh green appearance, and by the 
end of September well established specimens 
are masses of lovely verdure, in which condition 
they remain all through the winter. The pure 
white flowers are produced in such profusion 
as to smother the plants; in fact, I know of no 
other member of this large and varied family 
that can compare with it for freedom of flower¬ 
ing. As a pot plant for cool rooms or window 
ledges it should have great value by reason of 
its delightful verdure; it is attractive all the 
year round. 

Moktbre has.—Now that the finehybrid forms 
raised by M. Lcmoine can be had at prices that 
place them within the reach of flower growers 
generally, we shall probably see hut little of 
the old crocosmireflora and Pottsi, from which 
they are derived. The newer kinds are, ac¬ 
cording to my experience, as free flowering as 
the typical forms, and although some of them 
are dwarfer in habit, they are all sufficiently 
vigorous to give a good display in the open 
ground. Such kinds as Phare, Etoile de Feu, 
and Pottsi grandiflora are very brilliant, and 
in Drap d’Gr, Pluie d'Or, Aurea, Solfaterre, 
etc., we get very pleasing and uncommon 
shades of chrome, orange, and yellow. Some 
kinds, such as Tigridie, are beautifully spotted. 
By reason of their graceful growth and fine 
colours, these Montbretias are distinct from all 
other hardy flowers, and now that they are 
sufficiently cheap to be within compass of the 
modest purse they will undoubtedly find a 
place in gardens large and small. I should 
wish, however, to warn intending growers that 
except in the very warmest parts of Great 
Britain, these fine hybrid forms cannot with 
safety be left in the open ground all the year 
through without protection. It is when the 
ground becomes hard frozen to a depth of 6 
inches that they suffer, and are either killed 
outright or are so weakened that their bloom¬ 
ing capacity is destroyed for the coming 
season. Either the bulbs should be protected 
in some way, or they should be lifted and 
stored away in some cool place, planting out 
Xin about the middle of March. These 

atbretias make fine pot plants, putting 
three good bulbs in a G-inch pot. 

J. C., Byfleet. 

EXCHANGING GARDEN SOIL. 

It is quite a common request that “ I would like 
so-and-so grown in a certain part of the garden, 
such as Sweet Peas at a certain entrance door, 
or on a certain border. They have been grown 
there for many years; they look so well there, 
and although they have not done so well as 
formerly, at the same time I like to see them 
there and would like you to bestow some atten¬ 
tion upon them.” Ex[»erience, however, has 
frequently proved that no matter how good the 
cultivation may be as regards tillage, mauure, 
and after attention, it must be admitted that 
Sweet Peas and many other similar subjects 
never do so well as when they are sown or 
planted on fresh ground. Here I have two 
doorways from the flower garden into the 
kitchen garden. Sweet Peas are regularly 
grown on both sides of each door, and I could 
learn that they had not been a great success for 
some years previous to 1900. In that autumn 
I had the soil where they were to grow taken 
out to a depth of about 20 inches, and about as 
much in breadth. This was wheeled on to a 
vegetable break, and the trenches were refilled 
with soil from the vegetable break ; in fact, it 
was simply an exchange of soil. The result 
proved eminently satisfactory, and its annual 
repetition has been attended with equally good 
results. Considering the many disappointments 
wdth Mignonette and other seed not germina¬ 
ting freely, or Roses whose growth is not all 
that could be desired, it well repays the labour, 
which, after all, is not a serious one, as it simply 
means loading the wheelbarrow for two jour¬ 
neys. Mignonette is another favourite plant, 
and is frequently sown by garden entrances; 
indeed, no finer subject could bedesired for such 
a position, and if the same method be adopted 
as with the Sweet Peas, it will be found that no 
plant responds to fresh soil more readily than 
does Mignonette. Turning to pjtfnBs of^a ner^ 

Digitized by 

manent nature—for example, Roses—it has 
been found advantageous to place fresh soil 
round their roots when beating up old borders, 
and, when replanting whole borders of Rose- 
trees, it is the most satisfactory plan to 
exchunge the soil, if this is at all practicable. 
Here a lrorder occupied by Hybrid Tea Roses 
was subjected to the treatment recommended 
for the Sweet Pea borders, and it is at the 
present moment one of the features of the 
garden. About three years ago my employers 
intimated to me that they would like Hybrid 
Tea Roses in this particular border, but they 
had been planted twice and had refused to 
grow. Accordingly a similar mode of treat¬ 
ment was adopted. The soil was wheeled away 
to a depth of 24 inches, the bottom well broken 
up, and the trench refilled with soil from the 
vegetable quarters. Naturally, this was a 
heavier undertaking ; but here again any extra 
labour has been amply recom[>ensed by the 
production of many large and fine Rose blooms 
of various shades of colour. J. JeRSCV. 

St. Mary’s Isle, N. B. 

IRRITATION CAUSED BY HUMEA 

ELEGANS. 
A female patient of mine who has a parti¬ 
cularly delicate complexion, has during the 
last few months been frequently suffering from 
vesicular eruptions on the nose and cheeks 
looking like impetigo. They quickly subsided 
under treatment, but as there was an almost 
immediate relapse she consulted a specialist, 
who diagnosed eczema and naturally ordered a 
course of arsenic. On June 7th I found her 
with a red, swollen face, the left eye closed, 
large vesicles containing clear serum on the 
cheeks, and a patch of eczema on the left side 
of the chin. She was greatly alarmed, ns she 
supposed that she had erysipelas. Her tem¬ 
perature, however, was normal. She was 
unable to account for the attack, but first 
noticed it after playing ping-pong. She had 
not been handling Primula obcbnica as she was 
aware of its dangers, but she volunteered the 
statements that she had been feeding chickens 
with crushed bones and that she had noticed 
some irritation about the nose. The attack 
subsided in the course of a few days under 
lotia plnnihi subacetatis. The first time she 
went out, at the end of the week when her 
face was well, she complained of itching of her 
right eyelid, and in the course of a few hours 
her face was as bad ‘as ever. She then said 
that she had picked a leaf of Humea elegans, 
and had smelt it, and that she had been in the 
habit during the last few months of picking a 
leaf and rubbing it on her veil as she liked the 
perfume. The position of the rash was just 
where a veil would touch the face and the 
patch on the chin corresponded to the place 
where the veil is screwed up and tucked in. 
No doubt this had been the cause of all the 
trouble. 

Humea elegans, a native of New South 
Wales, is frequently grown in greenhouses for 
the sake of its perfume and flowers. The 
leaves are not unlike those of the Tobacco- 
plant in shape but much more shiny, and they 
exhale a strong smell like incense. A leaf 
rubbed on my arm left a gummy secretion 
with a powerful smell and was followed by a 
bright red punctiform rash which lasted all 
day but caused littlo irritation. A gardener 
has told me that he has noticed his arms itch¬ 
ing after moving the plants and that the 
gardener who gave them to him suffered from 
a severely inflamed face, which was ascribed to 
an irritating soap, but no doubt was due to the 
Humea. It is well known that many plants 
like Primula obconica are irritants, nut that 
Humea elegans is one of them was new to me 
and may be a warning to others. 

Da Heahndes, in the Lancet. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Californian Irises.—I should be much obliged if 
“S. W. F.," who wrote article, August 2nd, on Iris, would 

kindly give me full description and cultural details of 
Iris tenuis. Iris lenax. and Iris hexagons .'—O. J.Pajihi rv. 

Lifting Daffodils (l)aflodit).—The bulbs 
sent are very weak, and will not be improved 
in any way by your disturbing them now. It 
is much too late for this work, which should 
have been done in July, and the work of trans- 
lanting have been done this month. The 

white roots are new roots that are issuing 
earlier this year than usual on account of the 
wet season. The roots perish annually, and 
when thus dormant the bulbs should at once bo 
lifted where this is necessary. If you have 
lifted the bulbs the only thing to do' is to get 
them planted again as quickly as possible; to 
dry them now is courting failure. It will he 
quite sufficient if you replant the bulbs thinly 
without breaking up any of those with double 
crown, selecting a place not overdone with 
trees or shade, and planti ng 4 i n ches deep. Some 
grit may be added about the bulbs at planting 
time. It is now too late to lift the bulbous 
Irises. 

Poppy Anemones. —I forward to you by this pest 
a few blooms of my St. Ilrigid Anemone seedlings, sown 

in April last. They have had special culture, beginning 

with a very careful preparation of the seed-beds.—Una. 
S. M. Savrill, Tobarcouran, Cammoney, Bel.fatJ. 

(A beautiful gathering of these useful ttowers, which 

can be had over such a long season. The colours range 

from pure white to the brightest BcarleL—Ed.| 

Patoily lawn-boat autumn I had a piacaof Rroun.l 
prepared lor a lawn by levelling, after removing Apple- 

trees and bush fruits The spring was so cold that seed 

could not be sown till May 2nd. This has grown welt It 
was mown by hand at first, but latterly rolled and cut 

weekly with a machine. It looks a green sward, bat on 
examination it is lumpy, with bare patches Will these 

fill up' Or would it be weltto sowa little seed now to take 
its chance of growing? Or would any top-dressing be 

advisable ? I ought to say no manure was used at time of 

making lawn, trees having been regularly dressed lot 
years Can it be rolled with advantage this winter!- 

AMATKfR. 

[You ought to at once give your lawn a good 
top-dressing of loamy soil, rotten manure, and 
wood ashes, and sprinkle some Grass-seed over 
it. You may roll it whenever the weather h 
mild.] 

Primula rosea seed not starting.—I hive h»d 
two packets of above, and have not succeeued in raising» 
single plant. The first lot was sown in February in pan-, 

boxes, and open ground, and the second on June 21 snd 
August 30, also according to directions I should be mu h 

obliged if you could give me any idea of the reason ol 

failure ?—Si-KtSBDBV. 

[In raising any of the hardy Primula family 
from seed, patience is necessary, as the seed 
often remains dormant for a long time, unless 
it is sown as soon as gathered, and it must on no 
account be placed in heat. A cool-frame is the 
proper place for the seed-pan. Some of your 
seedlings may appear thi_s autumn, and in all 
probability you will find a great many will 
grow next spring. On no account throw 
away the soil in which the seeds have been 
sown.] 

Worms on path.—I have a newly-laid gravel path 

around my garden, which seems infested with wormi 
Can you suggest a remedy for these, as they are con¬ 
tinually throwing up the gravel and earth, particularly 

after a wet evening? I have rolled it several timet, but 

this seems of no effect.—F. M. S. ' ' . 

[The presence of the worms is the truest in¬ 
dication of a badly made—that is, insufficiently 
drained — path. We hardly know wBat you 
can apply, inasmuch as in the very nature of 
things the worms work the soil that should not 
be there. Anything you may apply to one 
part will merely send them elsewhere. The 
only true remedy is to remove the underlying 
soil and replace it with rough gravel, clinkers, 
or even rough ashes. In such material the 
worms cannot work. Lime-water may bring 
many to the surface, but so long as the soil 
exists below the worms will of a surety find 
their way thither.] 

Plants for pergola (R. .1/.;.—The fol¬ 
lowing plants would be suitable for spring : 
Clematis montana, Wistaria, Jasminum nudi 
fiorum, Rose Gloire de Dijon, R. Cheshunt 
Hybrid, as among the earliest of all to bloom; 
while for summer the material is abundant 
What with Roses in plenty—Carmine Pillar, 
Crimson Rambler, Alister Stella Grey, W. A 
Richardson, Mine. Berurd, Climbing Perle de-i 
Jardins, and 1-euchtstern, all of which are very 
charming and free for the purpose, and may to 
augmented by such Clematis as Jackmani, 
J. superba, J. Mrs. George Jackman, etc. For 
the later lot we would name Clematis Yiticelw 
rubra and alba, C. lanuginosa nivea, C. hord 
Wolseley, C. Fairy Queen, C. Beauty of H or 
cester, C. rubella, C. purpurea elegans. 
C. Anderson Henry, C. Gipsy Gueen, etc. To 
these could lie added such as Tropa-olum speci- 
osum, l’assiflora Constance Elliot, Solatium 
jasminoides, Vitis Coignetiie, Lot jeers aureo 
reticulata, Rubus laciuiatus, Jasminum other 
nale, Lathyrus latifolius albus, and Polygonum 

• Bafdsciniiinicum, one of the finest of modern 
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introductions. The beauty and value of these i 
pergolas lie in the indiscriminate arrangement 
that tends to give a touch of Nature to the 
whole, therefore wc advise the co-mingling of 
Roses, Vines, and Clematis, etc., throughout, 
rather than any plan that would keep the 
plants too much to themselves. The flower 
you send is Salvia Horminum. 

Plants for churchyard (Citric™). — 
You have omitted a rough idea of the size of 
the ground, which would have been helpful in 
respect to the trees, etc. There is ample room 
for the hardy plant borders as you suggest, and 
you cannot do better than plnnt such things as 
Michaelmas Daisies, Kniphoflas, Flag Irises in 
variety and in plenty. Sunflowers, Rudbeckias, 
Stenactis speciosa, Day Lilies, Lenten and 
Christmas Roses, Lupins, Achilleas (the tall 
kinds), Alstru rnerias, Anemone japonica in var., 
Agrostemma, Campanulas, Delphiniums, Eryn- 
eium, Echinops, Armeria, Solomon's Seal, 
Yerbascum, Thalictrum, Chrysanthemum lati- 
folium vars., C. uliginosum, Statice, Trollius, 
Peonies, Perennial Pea, Helenium, with Aubrie- 

in again with about half the sod lifted. The 
borders for hardy things could be prepared by 
deep digging and manuring, and may be 
ilantod now, or the soil may be trenched up 
or winter and lie exposed, and planted in 

March or April, which is a capital time, and, 
| for not a few things, the best time. There is 

in this work nmpie scope for a good display, 
l both in the churchyard and borders, and much 

will depend upon the amount you wish to 
expend on the whole. At the same time, we 
may mention, for such a purpose, that not a 
few of the more showy things are also the 
cheaper kinds. Again, you need only plant 
thinly, so to s|>eak, giving the plants room to 
develop. For making a good show in the 
Crass some of the bolder perennials are excel¬ 
lent, and the attention required is reduced to a 
minimum. 

Spring borders (L. .4.7.).—Do we under¬ 
stand that you desire the spring border to be a 
permanent thing? If so, we think the Tulips 
may disappoint you after the first year or so, 
simply because these things require occasional 

wards. Both the Trillium and Cypripedium 
will do in the cold-house, and prefer peat and 
moisture. 

THE INDIAN MOUNTAIN CLEMATIS 

<C. MONTANA). 

BKACTirri. garden effects are created by the 
more vigorous members of the Clematis family 
when permitted to ramble freely over jiergolus, 
trees, and bushes. The subject of the accom¬ 
panying illustration, C. montana, is one of the 
most beautiful of the family, and when well 
established grows vigorously, soon covering a 
large extent of surface. Few more charming 
spring pictures can be imagined than an old 
evergreen, its branches hung with the ivory- 
white flowers of this Clematis, whose shoots 
have readier! the topmost boughs, and hang 
in a white veil from its dark-leaved branches. 
When planting it is well to give this Clematis 
a good start by providing it with a deep bed of 
rich soil, especially if it has to struggle with 
the roots of trees or other strong growing sub- 

The Indian Mountain Clematis (C. montana) on bushes and low trees. 

'-ias, alpine Aster, alpine Phloxes, and other 
dwarf plants for the front. You have given no 
dea of what width you purpose making the 
tordere, and without this we can hardly help 
you in greater detail. If we can help you 
further when you have settled some of the 
details, please write again. If the room would 
admit at “ E. E.,” you could plant Yew-trees 
as an avenue. If not, then we suggest the 
'me leaved Holly (Ilex Hodginsii), a splendid 

tell us something of the area of the ground, 
roughly. In the Crass you could plant Walnut, 
Spanish Chestnut, and Limes. Not a few of 
the Abies are very fine when established. In 
the Grass many bulbs may be planted, as 
fhffodils, Muscari, Scilla, Anemones in profu- 
«on, Snowdrops, Crocus, Crown Imperials, 
Tulips, etc. These could be planted any time 
tow, by lifting a sod of turf with mattock,, 
dightly loosening the lowers soil, and coveang 

lifting and sorting as well as periodical trans¬ 
planting. You say nothing of Narcissi, a 
group generally to l>e preferred for permanent 
planting to Tulips. Many Narcissi may not 
only remain, but improve with years ; with 
Tulips it is often the other way, unless lifted, 
etc. We think if you relied upon such Nar¬ 
cissi as Sir Watkin, Stella, Princess, Em|>eror, 
llorslicldi, Cynosure, ornatus, and reeurvus, 
together with Tulips of the Cesner group and 
others, and carpet with Chionodoxa, Scilla, 

jeets. When once established it is wonderful 
how it will hold its own even under seemingly 
the most disadvantageous circumstances, but 
to do so the roots must have undisputed 
possession of the soil when given new quarters. 

Weather in Scotland.—We have just 
exiierienccd last night (September Pith) 
0 (legs, of frost, and the flower gardens, which 
have only now liegun to look their best, 
present a mournful appearance. I trust no 

Snowdrop, Snowflake, Muscari, Fritillaria one has been caught napping, as I have Wen, 
Melcagris, Anemones, and Myosotis dissiti- by failing to nut the lights on a hatch of 
flora, you would obtain a 

o pu 
;oo(l result The Cinerarias. I have lost them all, and those 

Silcne is probably S. jiendiJL com pacta. Iris that will recover will not regain their lost 
reticulata is early March flowering and bulbous, energy. This severe touch at this time of 
but Echinops and Eryngium arc quite late year is in keeping with the cold, raw summer 
summer flowering The group planting is one wc have had, and nothing better can be 
of the simplest yet most effective in results, expected. Dahlias, Begonias, Heliotropes, 
It is a good plan, howover, first to get an idea Marigolds. Cannas, Fuchsias, and even Asters, 
on paper of the principal participants, with are one black mass. It is interesting to note 
colour and probable time of flowering. By that while the plants named previously have 
this mcanft the smaller items can be readily been ruinediisome Geraniums have resisted 

he carpet plants arranged after- the frost. A sharp look - out will have to 
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be kept, however, ami covers of a light 
nature got ready to protect Chrysanthemums, 
which have by no means all set their buds yet. 
This frost also warns us to put under cover, 
without delay, Callas which have been 
plunged outside, and Camellias also, if not 
already done.—D. McIver, Bridye-of- Wtir, 
x. n. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

SEASONABLE HINTS. 
The present season is curious in many raspects, 
and tliere is some anxiety in the minds of mauy Erowers as to what the outcome of it all will 

e. Plants which were struck early in the year 
have done very well, and the buds have deve¬ 
loped satisfactorily. Those growers, however, 
who delayed their operations have good reason 
to regret commencing in the spring ; the buds 
have developed late, too late, in fact, to be of 
much use for t.hc November exhibitions. The 
moist weather of the past summer has encour¬ 
aged growth, the plants, as a rule, being much 
taller than usual. The tendency nowadays to 
retain second crown-buds has given us plants 
much taller than was the case some years ago, 
and, in quite a number of instances, the 
plants arc exceptionally tall. A leading grower 
of the incurved varieties has quite a large 
number of plants from 9 feet to 11 feet in 
height, necessitating the use of extra tall steps 
to inspect the shoots and manipulate the buds. 
There is the promise—at least, from the col¬ 
lections of careful growers—of obtaining 
incurved blooms of exceptionally fine quality, 
and this can only be achieved by commencing 
the propagation of this type of the Chrysanthe¬ 
mum during December at the latest, stopping 
or pinching the resulting plants in Marcn or 
April, ana retaining second crown-buds, or 
those of even a later series, developing some¬ 
where about the last week of August or the 
earlier days of September. For exYiibition, it 
is now far too late to retain buds in the hope 
that they will develop blooms for the November 
shows. In the case of plants grown for decora¬ 
tion, however, terminal-buds may be retained, 
and, under ordinary treatment, blossoms should 
result from these for the November displays. 
Terminal-buds develop at a rapid rate, and, as 
the blooms from this bud selection are not by 
any means over-large, they are invaluable for 
cutting. Their colour, too, is usually good, 
and rarely are they known to show signs of 
damping of the florets. Keep a sharp look-out 
for insect pests. The earwig is one of the 
greatest troubles at this season, often eating 
out the points of the tender shoots with the 
buds in embryo. Inverted pots with hay or 
paper in them, and placed on the stakes, are a 
capital and ready means of trapping them. 
The pots should be examined each moniing and 
carefully lifted. They should then be shaken 
over a vessel containing boiling water, or any 
other equally efficacious fluid for destroying 
them. As Bamboo-canes are now used very 
extensively for stakes, it is just as well to point 
out how they harbour the earwigs. Those 
Bamboo stakes with hollowed-out stems afford 
an excellent hiding place, and old stakes may 
be slit down and often found to contain quite 
a lot of earwigs. For this reason, growers 
should fill the hole in the top of the Bamboo- 
canes with putty or any other equally useful 
substance, and in this way minimise the risk 
of damage to the shoots. 

Hors ini; the plants is the all-important 
item of work at the present time. Too often 
this is deferred, and not infrequently the 
plants are rushed into the glass structure 
without the latter being in a fit state to receive 
them, or the plants ready for placing under 
glass. There are several little details, not the 
least of these being the proper cleansing of the 
greenhouse or conservatory preparatory thereto. 
If it be possible, confine the house exclusively 
to Chrysanthemums, as in this way it is much 
easier to give them proper treatment, without 
which the best results cannot be obtained. If 
necessary, take down the benches and stands 
and remove them outside. Proceed then to 
give the glass structure a thorough cleaning. 
Walls should be lime-washed, as this has a 
sweetening influence besides filling up cavities, 

matter what may be its character, is rendered 
clean, also see that the ventilators are in order, 
and tliat the side windows open without any 
trouble. If the roof has not had a coat of 
paint lately, at least once, both inside and out, 
should it be gone over. By these means the 
glass roof is made waterproof, which is very 
necessary, as “drip," when the plants are in 
full blossom, may cause the loss of many of 
the prettiest and best flowers. Before taking 
the plants inside, see that all the foliage ana 
weeds are removed. When releasing the tics 
made to the cross wires in the standing ground, 
observe the greatest care, otherwise many 
valuable shoots may be lost. Arrange the 
plants in the house so that the best effect may 
bo gained. The group should slope from the 
tallest at the back to tno shortest in the front. 
On no account crowd the plants. Dust with 
flowers of sulphur any plants affected with 
mildew. E. G. 

ROOM AND WINDOW. 

EVERLASTING FLOWERS FOR WINTER 
USE. 

Where numerous tall vases require filling for 
the winter months and suitable flowers are not 
over-plentiful, various kinds of Everlasting 
Flowers and Grasses are useful, and make an 
agreeable change. Honesty ranks as one of the 
best: the shining silvery seed-pods when pre¬ 
pared are very snowy and last a long time in 
good condition, and it is also valuable in the 
herbaceous border in early summer, when the 
purple and white flowers are freely produced. 
There is only ono thing that tells against the 
growing of Honest}’ in the herbaceous borders 
for use during tho winter—its untidy appear¬ 
ance after the flowers have faded and when the 
seed-pods are forming. The remedy, then, is 
to grow a batch of plants in some part of the 
kitchen garden for winter use only. With 
good culture Honesty grows from .'i feet to 
4 feet high. The plants should be pulled up 
when thoroughly ury and hung up in a cool, 
airy shed to ary gradually for ten days, when 
tho outer covering of tho seodqxxls can bo 
easily taken off, leaving nothing but tho 
shining silvery centre. They should be again 
hung up in the same quarters until required 
for use. 

The Pearl Cudweed (Gnaphalium margari- 
taceum) is valuable for winter use, but not 
often employed for this purpose. The flowcr- 
heads are produced on stout stalks from 2 feet 
to 3 feet long: the fully expanded blossoms 
have their outer petals white, tho centre pale 
yellow; the unexpanded bulbs have a scaly 
appearance, silvery-white. The leaves are 
woolly, and should he stripped off when 
the stems are gathered, hanging the flowers 
up in bunches to dry gradually in a cool, 
airy shed. If laid in the sun they dry too fast, 
shrivelling the stems and discolouring the 
flower-heads. Beyond its value for winter 
decoration, this Gnaphalium is much appre¬ 
ciated as a summer-flowering herbaceous sub¬ 
ject. The 

Helichrysum is the most common species of 
Everlasting Flowers, and probably the most 
useful of all, as it can lie had in such a variety 
of colours from the hracteatum type, from pure 
white to scarlet-crimson, with innumerable 
tints between. Thoy ought to ho cut in a 
variety of stages, from small buds to fully ex¬ 
panded blossoms, to obtain the widest range of 
variety. Helichrysums are very suitable for 
small as well as tall vases, and for bouquets 
and wreaths. The same treatment is required 
for these as for the preceding in the way of 
harvesting the flowers. 

Rhodastiies are valuable not only when 
grown in pots, but for winter use in a cut state ; 
being slim in appearance, they lend themselves 
to tasteful arrangement in small vases for draw¬ 
ing-room decoration. Sown several seeds in 
3-inch pots in March in a cold-frame, and 
afterwards planted out in rich soil in a warm 
position, they grow freely and flower pro¬ 
fusely. They can be had in separate colours of 
carmine, rose, crimson, white, and yellow. The 
flowers ought to be fully expanded before cut, 
which should be done with as long stalks as 
possible. 

for winter decoration. The beauty of this 
plant consists in the bright red Cherry-like 
fruits inside a large inflated calyx. Under 
good cultivation stems bearing many fruits 
can be cut from 1 foot to 2 feet long, but for 
keeping during the winter should become 
thoroughly matured before being cut. 

Acroclinicms, rose and white, and the 
larger variety called grandiflorum of the 
roseum type, make capital winter ornaments 
for vases ; being single-flowered on long, 
slender stems, they can bo lightly arranged in 
a mass or mixed with other things. Seed 
should be sown in March in a cold-frame, the 
seedlings pricked out in light soil in a frame, 
and afterwards planted in rich compost in & 
thoroughly exposed situation. The flowers 
should be cut when young, as they retain 
their colours better in that state. 

Aphelexis of the macrantha type, cultivate! 
as greenhouse specimens, are most useful in 
producing flowers for winter after they have 
served their purposo oa exhibition plants 
during tho summer. The flowers last a long 
time after being cut, and give pleasingshade- 
of pink. 

Statics profpsa, another pleasing subject, 
is appreciated by many in a cut state for winter 
use, as blue flowers, even of the everlasting 
type, are rare. The flowers ought to he coi 
before they commence to turn pale on the 
plant, as tl'ie colour is better preserved and the 
flowers fresher too, consequently in bettor con 
dition to stand the winter months in a cat 
state. 

Bulrushes of both the narrow and broad 
leaved types make capital winter ornaments for 
large halls where an imposing group is 
required. Mixed with Pampas Grass plume-, 
Bulrushes have a good effect. When fully in 
bloom they should be gathered, being cat with 
long stems, as they are so much moreonis- 
mental in that way than when only a few 
inches long. Many kinds of 

Native Grasses can be employed to give a 
winter effect if out and preserved at the right 
time—when fully expanded just before the 
seeds commence to fall from tho heads. 

Tho flowering sprays of tho now well-known 

Lace-flower (< lypsophiia paniculate) and Statiee 
latifolia are also very useful when cut and 
dried for winter decoration. The Sea Hollies 
(Eryngiums), too, may be cut and dried in the 
same way. 

GARDEN PESTS AND FRIENDS, 

Tlie Death’s-head-moth (W. Pimull). 
—The insect that you send is the caterpillar of 
the Death's-head-moth (Acherontia atropo,. 
These caterpillars, which are not uncommon, 
but never abundant, usually feed on the leave, 
of Potatoes, but they do very little barm, and 
will not injure your Chrysanthemums in any 
way. When fully grown the caterpillar buries 
itself in the ground and liecomes a chrysalis'11 
which condition it remains during the winter. 

Caterpillar (J. Blackrnore). —The cater- 

pillar you enclosed was that of one of * he 
“Sphinx Moths,’’ but it had tried to become 
a chrysalis on the journey and only par¬ 
tially succeeded, and it was, therefore, im¬ 
possible to tell to what species it belonged, 
so T cannot say on what it probably fed. 
It is very seldom that these caterpillars are 
the cause of any real injury in gardens, lor 
they are rarely found in any abundance, bat 
each caterpillar will consume a considerable 
amount of leaves during its life.—G. S. S. 

Destroying slugs (A. )V.).—Freeing a 
garden from slugs and snails when they 
been long left to breed abundantly is alwav, 
a difficult matter, and it is more so when tne 
garden is surrounded by hedges or simua 
usoot or fresh slacxea 

. ,, , .,o « .. Winter Cherry (Physalis) is not exactly 
which are too often the hiding-places of insect I deserving of being classed among Everlast- 
pests. See that the floor o^TTte house, not fog Flowers, although it is a capital 
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harbour. Dressings of-— -, 
lime are very efficacious in killing tne pest-s 
applied at the right time, and that is o! a 
evening, when damp falls and the pests co 
out to feed. Then dustings of these powde. 
are very destructive. Again, when La|>uas'' 
Cauliflower, Lettuce, or similar plants are p 
out, and it is found that slugs eat them. ■ 
looked for at night with a candle hundrea_ 
may be caught and destroyed1: that. > 
the time to use the soot and ime. i 
pests harbour at the foot of walls or ’ 
StrewHsalt freely and often there. A S 
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Cauliflower is well 

KftUe or Jersey Shallot. 

holding back the largest and best, as these 
are useful for stewing. Hive every attention 
to Celerv in the way of feeding and earthing 
up, as this is valuable in winter for stewing. 
Roots of all kinds should be preserved. With 
a goad stock of Seakale Roots and Asparagus 
for forcing, thoro should be no scarcity till 
spring. J. Crook. 

Tomatoes in small houses in win¬ 
ter.—Attempts made to grow Tomatoes in 
small houses where other plants are kept 
during the winter aro seldom attended with 
anything like success ; but there is always the 
temptation at this time of the year, if the 
summer crop has turned out well, to try what 
one can do in tho winter, and, ns cuttings 
strike easily and quickly, all things go on well 
until towards Novombor, when fogs and cold 
weather set in. It is about that time when 
tho grower of Tomatoes is face to face with 
the difficulty of keeping up suflicient heat, and 
finds out that winter culture is far different 
to summer, when solar heat plays such an 
important part. Where it is intended to grow 
them, they should be given a house to them- 
sclves, as mixed up with Pelargoniums, etc., 
they become drawn, whilst the extra heat 
needed for tho Tomatoes is not wanted for 
bedding plants, and so both nro spoiled. 
Growing a few plants on the long rod system 
in a sejiarate houso is, I am convinced, tho 
right course to adopt.—Lkaiiurst. 

About Cucumbers. — In spring and 
summer, more especially when it is vory hot, 
tho demand for Cucumbers is groat. Fre¬ 
quently growers fail with them in frames from 

years I have grown many kinds. I find a good 
stock of Rockford's hard to beat, either for 
frames or for houso culture. This year I grow 
this, Marvel, aud Lord Roberts side by side in 
a Fig-house. The two former are of a similar 
type, but Lord Roberts is a fine, long, smooth 
kind, growing to a length of 24 inches, and is 
a fine exhibition kind. Opinions differ regard¬ 
ing the flavour in Cucumbers. I never could 
find much difference in kinds when grown well 
and quickly. Recently I had a gentleman in 
the seed trade staying with mo, und one night 
ho wished to try those throe kinds together 
with salt only. He considered Marvel and 
Lord Roberts the best; most greengrocers 
prefer Rochford’s.—.1. Crook. 

True Shallot, 
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FRUIT. 

PEACH ROYAL GEORGE. 

Few varieties of Peaches have such a pood 
record as this. Royal George is one of the oest 
known and is largely grown in all parts of the 
kingdom. For forcing, Royal George rarely 
fails, and it will stand more heat than many 
of the earlier kinds. This variety forced yearly 
sets grandly. It does not drop its buds like 
many others and is not at all fastidious as to 
the position given. It makes a grand back 
wall tree, and, provided the wood is not 
crowded, the fruits are large and very sweet, 
with the distinct flavour so much liked. The 
fruits, given the best culture, are medium 
sized, skin pale, speckled with red in the shade, 
and marbled, as it were, near the stalk, the 
portion exposed to the sun being a deep red. 
The flesh is a pale yellowish white, the portion 
near the stone very red. The flowers are small 
and the leaves aie without glauds. Ill the 
open it may be termed a miaseason variety, 
ripening at the end of August on a warm wall. 

In cold, wet soils on 0|>en walls this variety 
is not reliable, os it mildews badly, no matter 
how well treated as regards food. Even in 
light soils in the most favoured localities at 
times it fails badly. Doubtless this failing is 
caused at times by the stock not suiting the 
variety. With much rain or dull, cold weather 
the trees are often suddenly attacked, and, 
unless means are taken to check the mildew, 
it so badly disfigures the fruit that it is not 
presentable at table, and the trees have a 
wretched appearance. On the other hand, in 
even heavier soil, but in an elevated position 
near the sea-coast, trees have never been 
attacked. In the Thames valley it rarely 
escapes. 

ripening on a south wall, and there is not much 
to choose between east and west exposures. 
I have not found that the lighter weight of crop 
has materially increased the size of the fruits, 
though naturally this would be expected. 
_ W. S. 

THE TREATMENT OF MELONS. 

The weather, up to the middle of September, 
could not be called at all favourable to Melons, 
seeing that they enjoy an abundance of solar 
heat from the time the plants are put out until 
the last fruit is cut, as, in the absence of sun, 
it is well nigh impossible to get fruit of even 
passable flavour, and a Melon deficient of this 
is very little better than a Marrow from the 
open garden. Plants now swelling their fruit 
require the greatest care and attention, as the 
days are fast drawing in, and, consequently, 
the sun has less power to assist in ripening the 
fruit. Endeavour to maintain a night tempera¬ 
ture of about TO degs., with an advance of 10 
degs. or 15 degs. with sun-heat when full venti¬ 
lation is afforded, increasing it gradually from 
when the thermometer indicates 7S degs. 
While ventilation is an important item with 
Melons, water at the root as well as overhead 
syringings is doubly so, especially during the 
latter part of September and succeeding month. 

much sun-heat as possible after 2 p.m. to finish 
the same, covering the glass with a mat at 
night now it is inclined to be a bit colder. 
Plants in heated structures require to be closed 
about the same time, with plenty of moisture 
about the walls and paths. When ripeniug 
approaches less water at the root and moisture 
about the house or frame should be main¬ 
tained, and a chink of air at all times. Of 

Varieties there are many, each grower 
having his favourite, some preferring green- 
flesh, others scarlet. I prefer the scarlet- 
fleshed kinds, and consider Sutton’s Scarlet 
an ideal Melon for a gentleman’s table—rich in 
flavour, good setter, and strong constitution. 
From three to four fruits should be allowed 
each plant, then nice serviceable fruits, three 
or four to each, will be forthcoming if the 
plants have been well cared for. Hero of 
Lockinge, Triumph, Emerald Gem, and Eari'-i 
Favourite, are all excellent-flavoured varietiec, 
with pale or green flesh. East Devon. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Scarcity of Apples.—It is maDy years 

since there was such a scarcity of good home 
grown Apples. In this locality the crop oi 
Pears is above the average, while in the same 
garden there is not half a crop of Apple*. 

THE PLUM CROP. 

Many disappointments have been experienced 
this year in regard to the Plum. In the spring 
there was every indication of a bounteous crop, 
but the vicissitudes of the year have been so 
many and varied that the results have not 
come up to expectation. The dearth of Plums 
is not a universal outcry, for in some favoured 
districts there is abundance, judging by the 
quantities of the common kinds that find their 
way into the markets. Choice Plums, how¬ 
ever, seem scarce, and it is not in the least to 
be wondered at, when the amount of blight 
which infested the trees in early summer is 
remembered. Frost and cold cast winds did 
irreparable damage to the open flowers, and 
standard trees, where at all exposed, suffered 
severely from this cause alone. Taking into 
account the extremely untoward nature of 
the season, there is reason for congratula¬ 
tion in the extent and quality of wall- , „ 
grown Plums. As a natural outcome of A KOod !,Uro,,nd Pp^h Ooorge). 
the cold spring and dull summer all Plums 
were later than usual. Sorts that in 
some years I had been able to gather the first Test the soil the plants are growing in eacli Only the fruits on the top branches swellfl 
week in August were not ready until early in day, and do not apply any at the root unless you out to a good size, and all the lower limbs had 
September. At the end of July thero were no aro really convinced that the soil is well on the ! small, deformed fruit. This was especially 
apparent prospects of ripe Plums for Bank dry side, as many a crop has been lost through the case with all the soft Codlin Apples of the 
Holiday shows, but Early Rivers’, Peach Plum, applying water indiscriminately at this time of Lord Suftield type, that did not perfect a 
and Orleans came to the rescue. That useful year. On dull days overhead syringing should q uarter of a crop. The greatest failures about 
early Plum, Oullin’s Golden, did not ripen for be discontinued, and even in bright weather it here were the highly coloured dessert sorts, of 
some days In tor ; indeed, it. was in use till the must be light, or the water will run down the which tho Devonshire Quarrenden was the 
end of that month, while of Jefferson’s and bine on to the soil and cause canker to set in most conspicuous, as the trees had in most 
Kirke’s I had not a sign of a ripe fruit in mid- very soon—in fact, this will happen at any cases not a single fruit on them. Those 
August. Transparent, Lawson’s and Guthrie’s time throughout the summer unless care is growers who have had a moderate crop this 

each cropped fairly well. Coe s Golden Drop rally check it, but let the steins be examined as they have had a ready sale for even the 
bears less than half a crop this year, and Coe’s every few days, rubbing fresh lime on if the windfalls.—James Groom, Gosport. 
Late Red is almost an entire failure. Blue malady appears likely to extend. In watering Propagating the Mulberry.-I am about w 
Imperatrice has cropped somewhat more it should not reach the stems within 2 inches saw oil a branch ol a Mulberry-tree, and should be glad 

heavily, and Reine Claude de Bavay, Bryan- or 3 inches. Plants in pots, of course, require instructions as to making it root. 1 t’av? ^ ketojA » 
stone’s, and Golden Gages are much below the watering much oftener than do those planted ‘eve^m^iwith'ou't s^ce^. ’’wh^'should d'be cut off, 
average. There is a marked absence of sweet- out on mounds. how planted, how treated t Also, how thick and how Ion* 

ness in many Plums this season, which is Feeding the plants while the fruit is a branch?—A. , 
nothing less than may be looked for when it is swelling must not be neglected, and I find no Ilf branches of some size are used, ncitlxr 
remembered there has been little sunshine, better manure than a pinch of Peruvian guano, nor win™YanWfree™T penetrate.1 Envelop ihe stem 
Though a south wall is deemed necessary for squeezed up in the water —weak in preference above the ground level with Moss, all but the upper p»i' 
producing the first crops of all choice fruits, to strong doses should be the order. Those of buds. In order to checi evaporation.] 
the aspect does not, according to my experience, who rely upon hot-bed frames for their supply shanking.—! am sending JJ'.'itfui 
provide in Plums a gain of time over a west or must have had an anxious time of it this hsl‘cT'!!m-rhc Vine lus bem 

iOSO ot UUU8» in aruer w cnecjt evaporauuu. \ 

(r)ly Grapes shanking.—1 am sending some Qr»P* 
A and shall be glad if you will inform me why some a 
■nls have gone off and" not ripened? The >ine has J*™ 

eastern one. In light Plums there may be a season, and the plants will have required much planted about three years'inside a greenhouse-l'«- 
somewhat brighter colour if there is not too less water than is usually the case ; and should Ox/vrd. 
much leafage to shade tho fruit. Black varie- there be any fruit still to ripen iu such frames [Your Grapes are what is known as 
ties do not seem favoured at/'al> in earl vl Ircold-pits, it will be necessary to husbaixclAS i HAS shanked,” brought on by tho roots getting 
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nto a cold subsoil or tho border becoming 
our and soddoned, the young roots thus being 
cstroyed. Another very probable cause is 
vercropping, which, from the poor colour of 
ever&l of the berries, is in your case a very 
kelj' one.] 

GARDEN WORK. 

Conservatory.—For thocool conservatory, 
urdy plants, such as Stocks of the inter- 
ediate or East Lothian type, are useful in 

uring. Forget-me-nots, potted up now, are 
harming early in the spring in pots, and are 
ice for filling small vases. The flowers 
)me on longer stems when grown under gloss, 
nd the colours are brighter and have a fresher, 
teener appearance. White and other Pinks, 
ach as Her Majesty and Anne Boleyn, are 
ery useful for pot culture to flower in April 
nd May. This they will do without much 
jrcinK. Canterbury Bells, strong plants 
■otted up now and kept in cold-frame till the 
cw year, and then helped with just a little 
,-armth, are very bright and effective in April 
r earlier. Rhododendrons and Tree-Pivonies 
re bright in April with cool-house treatment. 
Ivbriu Primroses, potted up now into 4-inch 
wits, will flower in tho winter. 1 have had 
iretty groups of them nrmnged in Moss in a 
•oo\ house, and they are useful for filling 

- •mall stands in tho drawing room. It is like 
■ringing a breath of spring into the house to 
ee Primroses when the snow is on the ground, 
'iolets, again, are very attractive when well 
■loomed in pots. We used to grow Tree- 
’iolets with double flowers in the winter years 
go, but these have been lost sight of. Now 
re go in for the long-stalked flowers. Princess 
f Wales and Admiral Avollun when well done 
n .'i-inch pots are vory charming. Of course, 
hey want projier treatment. Cuttings of tho 
ide shoots planted now In boxos will root 
luring winter, and, if planter! out on a bit of 
pod land, kept free from weeds, and, if neces- 
ary, mulched and watered during summer to 
eep down red-spider, which are partial to 
he foliage, they will lie ready for potting up 
arlv in September, and may lie stood on a coal- 
sh-tied for a time, till the roots are working 
nto the new soil. It is an articlo of faith with 
nany of us that we must not expect a plant to 
o its l>e.st in the way of flowering till the roots 
ave pretty well occupied all the soil, and tlion, 
rhen the roots are abundant, we can food with 
iquid-manure in a moderate way to bring out 
he long-stalkod flowers. Ono need not liave 
. very nigh temperature to have a supply of 
lowers if the right means are adopted and 
ho right plants selected. Mignonette, sown 
n August anil again in September, and grown 
■n shelves near tho glass after the middle of 
leptcmber, will be very sweet at Christmas 
uni later. Of course, Mignonette can lie bad 
arlier, but there is a freshness about the 
Mignonette grown under glass that is absent 
rom the plants that have borne tho heat of 
iiimmer. 

Stove.—There will soon bo a demand for 
ituve flowers for cutting, and to a certain 
«uent this demund will be met by pushing on 
Hie Poinsettias, Begonias, and Euphorbias, 
doth the Euphorbias and Poinsettias may bo 
Planted out and trained up walls, if suitable 
positions can be found in the stove or warm- 
«oose, and a much better result, so far as 
Rowers for cutting are concerned, obtained. 
Then there are still a few trusses of gorgeous 
k.lossoms on Allamandas, which last a good 
while in a cut state, or at least other tlowors 
will continue opening, and form a succession. 
Eucharis Lilies, several forms of Vincas, 
including rosea and nlba, and Epipliyllums that 
have been ripened in tho sunshine will soon 
show flower-buds when brought into heat. 
Carienias well ripened will respond to warmth 
ao i moisture. There are always a few Orchids 
in bloom among the Calanthes, Dendrobiums, 
ftlontoglossums, Oncidiums, Cypripcdiums, 
etc., which may ho managed in a mixed 
Election. 

The Peach-house.—The fruits will all 
bare been gathered even from lato trees under 
glass now, and the condition of the wood 
examined, and all old wood which is not likely_ 
to be wanted for laying in had better be atHT 
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out. No benefit will be derived from its a good-sized bed a yard apart, and huvo a 
presence, and the young wood intended for groundwork of some low-growing plant. Vor- 
next year’s bearing wants all the sun and air benas or Heliotropes kept low are doing well 
to be obtained in a season like the present, with a band of Koniga variegata round tho 
Another important matter is to make sure the outside. Tender plants outside must be lifted 
borders are moist enough. The autumn is the and potted in sandy loam, with a little leaf¬ 
time when the finishing touches are given to mould, and stand prepared at a moment's 
fruit-buds. If the roots are too dry the buds notico to be placed under cover. Carnations 
will bo poorly built up, and will probably fall should be planted when the soil is dry on the 
in the spring. Any over-luxuriant trees may surface. Lay down and repair lawns, either 
have tho roots lifted, and any troo which boa with seeds or turf. 
done its work and does not now bear good fruit Fruit garden.—Root pruning may be 
'nay he removed and the bonier prepared for done now ; this is best done in u tentative way, 
the next tenant, which may be planted os soon not au r0Und the tree at once. I am partial 
as the leaves are falling. In most places ^ t)ie U8e 0f um0 0n fruit land. Gas-lime in 
young trees are kept in training for filling moderation, say, a fiound to the square yard, 
vacancies in houses. Those who are thinking mav |je used any time with benefit to almost 
of planting a new house or renovating an old any kind Qf land. If more lime were used 
one should be making preparations now. The tf10r0 would be less trouble with insects and 
liest soil is a good sound, rather adhesive loam mjidewB (termed blights). Soot, also, is a 
from an old pasture which has been fed off by good a„d cheap stimulant. All fruits are lute 
Hhoep. Tho bordors must bo perfectly drainod, fn ri1M3ning, and the lato Apples and l’ours 
and if tho subsoil is bad the roots should be must hang till quite ready, or they will shrivel, 
kept out of it by placing n layer of concrete on Everything is nuito n fortnight late, though a 

laid. This makes the best possible job of it, tkc w00d. The early planting of Strawberries 
and though the expense is considerable where j* important if a crop is wanted next year, 
permanency is desired, it pays to do work Even if runners only are required, the young 
woll. plants should ho plnntod early enough to got 

Mushroom-house. It is desirable to established lieforo severe frost comes. A 
have a Mushroom-house in overy garden, ns so mulching of good manure on old plantations 
much bosides Mushrooms can ho grown in it. will have considerable vnluo now in plumping 
At this season beds should he made up fro- up crowns. Of course, old plantations must 
ijuently, because if the house is protty well not ho left till they have parted with all the 
filled up in winter, tho warmth from the vigour. Except in the best managed gardens, 
fermenting manure will keep up the tempera- Strawberries are left too long in one position, 
turo. If wo take 55 dogs, as tne mean tern- Old worn-out wall trees should l>e cleared 
perature required, it may fluctuate a little both away and the site prepared for tho young 
upwards and downwards without doing any troos. It is n good plan to always have a fow 
harm. Thoro are several things which must ho young trees, so that wo can fill vacant places 
insisted on in Mushroom growing. Tho with young trees coming into liearing. \ oung 
manure must he from n stable whore the horses Peach-trees which arc making too much wood 
have hard food, and wliero the manure from a under glass may havo the roots carefully lifted 
sick horse is not included, and should be in a now. 
reasonably fresh condition. It is an advantage Vegetable garden.—The seed sowing 
when the manure is fresh to mix about a fifth outside is over for the season, but inside, 
part ol its bulk of good loam with it, thoroughly where warmth can be given, French Beans of 
blending the whole together. This savos time a dwarf early kind may bo sown in pots, five 
in tho preparation, ns once turning will suffice, Beans in n 6 inch pot, and kept near the glass 
as the soil absorbs tho moisture and kcopsdown jn a night tcm[>erntnro of (Hi dogs, or so. If 
tho strong heat, and I havo generally found very early Asiiaragus is required, a row or two 
such beds very prolific and last longer in a Gf very strong plants mav be cut down ready 
bearing condition. Of course, good, new spawn for lifting when the hot bed is ready. For 
is absolutely necessary, nnd in making up tho eariy forcing, the best roots arc those which 
beds firmness is essential to free and continuous have been grown specially for the work, and 
bearing. A covering of hay or litter keeps in from which nothing has been cut. They nre 
tho warmth and moisture. more vigorous, and require less heat to start 

Window gardening.—The boxes out- the crowns. The roots should be from four to 
sido aro now past their best, and should be five years old from the seed. Clear off all 
refilled for tho autumn nnd winter. Whore ono exhausted vegetables and trench the ground, 
has small Chrysanthemums coming into bloom, Fresh manure may bo trenched into heavy, 
they should be used to give an autumn displuy, holding land now, hut light, porous land should 
and ( ho winter furniture, oithor shrubs or other not ho manurod at this season. More lime 
plants, introduced later. Spring-sown l’ansics might he used on vegetable and fruit laud with 
aro coming into bloom now, ana will be a nice advantage, especially newly broken up land 
change for winter without the shrubs. Wall- "’here insects nre numerous. In the latter 
flowers and Forget me-nots are sweet in spring. l'fxse gas-lime, 2 lh. to the square vard, will do 
I do not care much for the average kind of go°d, and if the land will lie dormant the 
shrub used, as they soon get brown and quantity of gns-limo may l>o increased. This 
seared. is a good season for milking up Mushroom-beds 

Outdoor irarrinn — Tidiness in the for winter supply. Vory often good Mush- 

ganK inqiorunt: in'fact, one does not feel f00™ nr.° Kro™i'‘ 
comfortable where disorder is the rule, even Bnd w1,°™ 1,0 ?,e J™1 
though certain plants may bo in a thriving **1* numerous tho 

a lied Of Victorias, or for t he J thnt warm-house. and the leading shoots Should he 

any kind of Aster, is sown thinly outside early wel1 th?-rSl^ 
in May, they will he very useful for filling beefs U,n8 ■toPP#d‘_E’ HoBDA' ’ 
now or earlier. The early-flowering Chrysan¬ 
themums, especially the different forms of THE COMING WEEK'S WORK. 

Marie Masse and the old favourite, Mme. Des- _ , “ , 
grange, of which there are several varieties, Extracts from a Garden Duxry. 

are very bright now, and are useful for cutting. September 3>th.—More time is given up now 
This has not been a good season for very tender to general tidying up; the mowing machine 
novelties in the flower beds ; but I have seen still has to go its regular round, nnd faded 
the plume-flowered Celosias effectively used in blossoms ana dead leaves must he removed, 
several gardens this summer. I bodaed these But among the dibri* of autumn many hardy 
out a good many years ago, and in favourable flowers are lovely in their freshness. Bold 
seasons they attracted much attention. Balsams masses of Rudbockias, Starworts, Japanese 
aro also very effective bedding plants. Tho Anomones, Sedumspectabile, and early-flower- 
'baet way psHjg Balsams is to plant them in ing Chrysanthemums (ire very effective. Cactus 
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THE OOMINO WEEKS WORK 

Extracts from a Garden Diary. 

Sepfnnhir 29th.—More time is given up now 
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and other Dahlias have up to the time of 
writing escaped the frost, which has not yet 
been very severe. We have been busy getting 
plants inside, as we cannot trust the weather 
now. Of course, we are always prepared to 
cover up anything tender. 

September 30th.—With the exception of two 
trees of late Peaches which are scarcely ripe 
yet, the Peach season is over, and we are now 
cutting away all wood not required for filling 
up the trees next season. This hastens the 
maturation of the wood, which is most im¬ 
portant. Trees that were mulched in the early 
summer, when the weather was dry, now want 
the remains of the autumnal sunshine on their 
roots, so the mulch has been raked off and 
removed. Exhausted vegetables, such as Peas 
and Beans, have been pulled up. 

October let.—Azaleas have been received from 
Belgium and firmly potted in as small pots as 
the roots can be comfortably got into, and C’ ced in cool-pit for the present. One of the 

t forcing Azaleas is the Deutsche 1'erle. 
The best Spira-as are grown in Holland, especi¬ 
ally in a dry season, and they are surprisingly 
cheap, but the carriage is heavy ; in fact, the 
carriage costs more than the roots. The Dutch 
growers do not trade fair, as after selling all 
the bulbs they can in the trade, they imme¬ 
diately swamp the market with the surplus 
bulbs. 

October 2nd.—Referring again to the heavy 
importations of Dutch bulbs, many of our 
home growers are growing certain kinds of 
bulbs quite as well as the Dutchmen, especially 
Narcissi of all kinds. These, in fact, are 
better than the Dutch roots this season, and 
they are much cheaper. Just finished lifting 
Potatoes, and found very little disease. Several 
frames have been filled with cuttings of choice 
shrubs. Half-grown Lettuces and Endives are 
being planted in cold-frames for winter. 

October 3rd. —Shifted Cinerarias and Primulas 
into 5-inch pots. Cyclamens are now placed in 
light house where a little heat can be given. 
Herbaceous Calceolarias have been potted 
singly into 34-inch pots, and are at present in 
cola-frames. Cucumbers in houses are growing 
freely and showing fruit. At present our 
supply is drawn from frames and pits. Apples 
and Pears are gathered as they ripen. 

October 4th.—Violets have been placed in 
frames and a few potted in 6-inch pots. Tree- 
Carnations are showing flower in cool-house; 
a little fire will be used now. Scarlet Salvias 
in flower are moved to conservatory. Potted 
Spira-as and Dielytras for forcing ; will be kept 
in cool pit for a time to make roots. Shifted 
on young Pteris Ferns. Planted out Carna- 

Apple-tree, sometimes in Ivy encircling the OORRE8PONDENOE. 
stem of a timber tree but more often upon the Q^estlons.-?^ ^ or, * 
top of a Lichen-covered protuberance, where a QiuiBmre free of charge if eomtpondmu foOn •£ 
small bough offers a firm resting-place. The rules; AU communication! should be dearly and mdrh 
eggs are three to five in number, of a bluish- m fftperonly, and addmri » 

nen-covereu promuerance, wnere a OiudiI9 free of charge if correspondents foOn Ow 
h offers a firm resting-place. The rules.- AU communications should be dearly and mewls 
ree to five in number, of a bluish- «/**« paperonly, aid addmri io 

white with a tinge of pink, spotted and 
streaked with purplish - red. Two broods the Publish**. The name and address of the sender 
(sometimes three) are reared duriDg the season, required in addition to any designation he may dairr i. 
Streaked with purplish - red. IWO broods the Publish**. The name and addreet of the tend* 
(sometimes three) are reared during the season. required addition to any designation he maydainu 

the young being able to leave the neet in about Sti2 
a fortnight. The plumage of the young birds than three queries should be tent at a time. Cormpst, 
resembles that of the hen until they moult in dents should bear in mind that, as Gauuhiw hu u >< 
the autumn, and then the males obtain their j#*1of doit, rimes ansu 

handsome livery. The Chaffinch has obtained Uie receipt <y*their°e^smuniStic^^'we^lIu^, 
its scientific name of Fringilla cu-lebs from the queries try port. 

fact of the sexes separating into distinct Naming fruit.—Readers who desire our Up a 
companies after the breeding season.—S. S. G. nan)iy fruit should bear in mind that several specie, 

‘ in different stages of colour and sue of the Max h«J 
Death of Linnet (E. 1).).—Your bird S/reatly assist in its determination. We have nceiri 

appears to have died (ton, ei.cea.ive f.tne*lot fcSjf £ 
the internal organs, a complaint to which wise poor. The difference between varieties of fruiti u-, 
caged Linnets are very subject. They require *n many ease*, *> trifling that it is necessary that 

much exorcise, and this the small cages in ^^onfy^r^LT^ * t££m5‘th£ 
which they are usually confined do not permit, the above directions are observed. 
In an aviarv or large cage these birds enjoy the _ 
best of health and survive many years. In a 4__ _____ 
confined space, however, they need very care- _ AND FLOWERS, 
ful treatment in order to prevent them 
x r • a. . . . • . i . j or tne Petunia are npe they should be ratherw iui a.1 
becoming over fat. In its wild state this bird out on a piece o( paper in a tray or box lo further oaten 
feeds upon the seeds of many noxious weeds, and dry. When quite ready and dry, the seed* in wit 
such as Thistle, Plantain, Knotweed, Dock, *ecur*d anl c,ettne|l, an<1 ma>' then be packet*! -j 
and would, no doubt, thrive in captivity if 
these seeds could be supplied. The usual diet 
for caged Linnets is Canary-seed as a staple, if some rotten leaf-soil and peat are dug into th* 
with other seeds added in small quantities, intended for the bulbs and Riven a position when aij 

. . * _ 1 mnt- loft .i.xrliat.x.txBwd Va.. had .f 

PLANTS AND FLOWBR& 

nnpb afl Slimmer Rn.no Maw-aoml Hemn m“y be ,eft undisturbed. You had best plant U cm 
suen as summer nape, .\law-seea, tlemp. By Gladiolus delicatisaimus we suppose vou am the 
or Lettuce-seed. Hemp-seed should be used early-flowering Blushing Bride, the bulbs ifwhkhcnpt 
very sparingly, as from its oily nature it is to be planted during October, 
very fattening. For green food they may have Cinerarias falling (Jim).—The treatmentcf ra 
Tnf.tneB (of which t.hnv wro vorv fond\ Dronnd. Cinerarias seems to haveheen correct, and theonlyfenf 
very rattening, r or green iood they may have cinerarias falling (Jim).—The treatment a 
Lettuce (of which they are very fond), Ground- Cinerarias seems to havelieen correct, and the onlytei 

„r we can suggest is that the sprinkling of manure raw 
eel, Chickweed, and the green stalks of liberally applied. Of course, they like plentv of u .tat 
Plantain. A little salt given now and then that, according to your letter, they received, -tie it*) 
proves very beneficial. Coarse grit-sand and kept too wet at the roots? Perhaps there miybe rxt 

plenty of fresh water both for bathing and "eu"“0fSlru“‘the roota- The#ewouMbe‘ver3''wWi 
drinking should never be forgotten.-S. S. G. M«alv-W on nanti nr n rhnrllmy-This, drinking should never be forgotten.-S. S. G. on Oactl (W. II. CKnH*m\-Vmht 

- terrible pest, and you will have to persevere if yeans 
_______ to clear it off. You ought to forcibly syringe the jiita 
POULTRY, when laid on their sides with a mixture of soft-ra: is! 

__ l pint of paraffin to 3 gallons of water, applied mb. 
Keep the mixture well stirred to prevent the pnSn 

Chickens dying (Oakland-). — The coming to the surface. The plants will require ut « 

chicken sent for examination was in very poor I^^y^y ^;han you 'iU h*” 

condition, and had evidently been improperly for hedge {Prtd Cole*\-Xoa wooU M 
fed. No particulars are furnished as to food the Rambler Roses, such as Kelicitd-Peipetuf. Bestet- 

and general management. The best food for Seedling, Aglaia, and Crimson Rambler, ven suiutk; 

chicta.., after thefr first meaU of hard- 

boiled egg and breadcrumbs is a crumbly s>me of Lord Penzance's Sweet Briers, which surrer. :! 
paste composed of two parts of coarse Oatmeal for the same purpose. To give variety, you could [to: paste composed of two parts of coarse Oatmeal for the same purpose. To give variety, you cooM pkr- 
to ono part of Barley-meal, mixed with water. Cotoneaster Simonsi and Forsythia suspensa tmocfte 

on young rtens Jberns. Ilanted out Carna¬ 
tions in beds and borders. Passed Dutch hoe 
through rows of Spinach, Onions, and Lettuces. 
Spinach has been thinned to 4 inches apart. 

BIRDS. 

The Chaffinch (Fringilla ccelebs).—In its 
wild state this handsome bird subsists upon a 
diet of seeds, fruit-berries, and insects, feeding 
its nestlings upon the latter. Its notes are 
heard very early in the spring, uttered in a 
clear, melodious tone, forming a song of con¬ 
siderable beauty, and as a cage-bird it is a 
great favourite. Under good management the 
Chaffinoh will live a long time in a stato of 
captivity, and should be fed upon Canary, 
Rape, Flax, and other seeds, to which may be 
added a mealworm occasionally and a little 
fruit. The latter will tend to keep the bird in 
good health and the plumage bright. The 
nestlings of this species are not difficult to rear 
by hand, and prove tamer than those that are 
captured when full grown. In gardens the 
Chaffinch is very destructive during the spring 
in uprooting seedlings as soon as they appear 
above the surface of the ground, although it 

When a few days old they may have grits, 
crushrf 0«,orLutal wU L adtoSa to 
tn© paste. Also a small piece Oi cooked lean to become dry, and to leave the bulbs in itiUnaur, 
meat, rather underdone and minced fine, may standing them on a dry shelf. Or you may shakf»: u1' 
be given daily until the chickens are about bulbs when the tops have died down, “d P1**1 

small pots filled with thoroughlv dry soil, with whiehu*! 
three weeks old The use of stuffy coops is the must Se-covered to prevent too much riirivellins. r». 
cause of much illness among chickens, for they you may grow the Vines and Roses with every prwpc: l 
cannot thrive when compelled to inhale foul success. Plant B. Hamburgh and white FrontiCTu- 
air for hours together, neither can they be sue- Storing Dahlias (Ftora\—When the ft* 
=rf»Uy rearJ on . tainted., or MS 
where they have to pass their time amongst may then be stored In a clean state. Dihliu shooM * 
older fowls. The loss of so many broods proves he kept too dry during the winter, a cellar wlure 
there is something wrong with the ground or 
the management. Sometimes the failure to g,me time, warding off frost. Here they may i®y 
rear chickens arises from their having been until you want to start them, say, in early March. )» 
bred from immature or unhealthy stock. ma>' divide the old tubers after they have stand > 
Diarrha-a is often brought about through Br2* m e^Pnng~ _ - 
improper feeding, and in this case it is well to _Ka°“ L. 
supply th© mcRl m n warm state, adding a remedy h^a yet to I>e found th*t will do iiood in 

little powdered chalk and Cayenne pepper till such aa yours is. We have Been several ca®* 
the looseness is checked. Boiled Rice is also <?°we.r has syringed his plants with 

, . ... . . . m, , . , cide, and the leaves have been thereby destroys! ii-> 

above the surface of the ground, although it 
does much good by the destruction of number¬ 
less insects. The nest of this bird is a most 
beautiful structure, the external materials 
differing according to circumstances, so as to 
harmonise with the prevalent tints around it, 
some being covered with smooth green Lichens, 
while others exhibit a mixture of Moss, green, 
grev, and yellow Lichens, and the nests of 
spiders rolled up into little tufts. Various 
situations are chosen for the nest, it sometimes 
being placed on the mosav^Bftinch of an Bid 

U;wr*g»stai,™lh«1.dr»ght 
—O. S. U. _ the fungus growth. 

Roses Mildred Grant and Germaine 

National Dahlia Society.—Arrange- Trochon (AoMnan^-Miwred Grant ■ ■ 
ments are being made for the holding of a w" ha^ h^Tthl, 
conference on the judging of Cactus Dahlias some very handsome, dean flowers, the centre fMkcnw 
in September, 1903, on the afternoon of the like a Catherine Mermet, with magnificent 
first any of the annual exhibition. The eon- 
ference will be opened by a paper from M r. summer. We regard it os one of our best autuoMi" 
C. G. Wyatt. The exhibition will be held at The Rose makes fine long growths in th« *>m< Kti,X 
the Drill Hall, Buckinghnm-gate, the arrange- U8Jave bnr, like that variety, m*v beprur^ ■ 
__ i_■_„;„;i_.1___..P to about 2 feet of the base each year. 
ments being similar to those for the exhibition ~ * _ 
held recently, and the conference will take the Thtu£ onhere^f no^I l^fe^ne and^dfed, 
place of the fortnightly lecture of the Royal very materially on the locality, and soil and , 
Horticultural Society. Several new decorative particular. Of true annuals it is now rather Me. ■ 

classes will be added to the schedule for next ^ 

year. Uriainal tlSSUffi, bv war of ex^n-ment. as in th« way you oW» 

Annuals, etc., for early flowering< 

Digitized by 
by way of experiment, as in this way you « 
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i that cannot be had In any other way. 
The following may lie town: l.imnanthea Douglaai, 
Dianthun lleddewigii, Antirrhinum*. Stock*, Wallflower, 

Margaret Carnation*. Callirhoe vertioillata, Cornflower in 

\ariety, otc. You may still *owaced* of Canterbury Bell*, 
hut not with much hope of the plant* flowering next 

"i year. 

Oelosiaa or feathered Cockscombs (Polo).— 
Sow the seed about the middle of April, and, when the 

*i asedlinga appear, eland them up eloee to the glass. When 
fit to handle, pot themalngly into Cj-lnuh pot*, and before 

'■ thev become root-bound movo them Into 3J-tnch pota 
Keep them growing In a warm-frame, and finally shift 

^ into 7-inch pota. using as a compost equal portion* of 

’ turfy loam, leal-*oil, with some rotten manure and plenty 
of sharp sand. Pot (Irmly, and see that the plant* never 

seder from want ol water. Ply the syringe freely while 
growing to keep down red spider, and give frequent doses 

of liquid-manure to keep the plant* healthy. -Stand them 

in a cool greenhouse when coming into flower. 

Increasing Aubrletlas (E. B. //.).—Aubrictia* 

an easily increased from seed, hut reliance cannot be 
placed on the seedlings coming true. Once plants are 

obtained, as you say you have, it is easy to Increase such 
at anv time when in free growth by inserting quite short 

ton into sandy soil in 48-sired pots, standing them in a 
dome frame and shading for a time. Shoots very soon 

/arm, and from such cuttings, rooted early in the season, 

nlAiit* are obtained that make quite large clumps in the 
spring. You could put in some cuttings now, and 

’ itiev would flower next spring. A ubrictia* are also easily 

krae-reaved bv division, which is best done immediately 

alter flowering 1* over. 

Fairy-rings on lawn (»’. BtU). -These increase 

In die everv year, tor the spawn prefers fresh soil. The 
dm! spawn forms a very nutritious manure for the brass, 

vahlch consequently grow* better on that part of the 
\mwn, and forms the ••fairy-ring*." the fungus Itself 
arrowing on the outer edges of the rings. Sweep off the 

Toadstools a* soon as they appear and before they have 
hid time to disperse the spores. To get rid of these 
rings, the best way is to Uke up the turf outside the ring 
for about a loot wldo from the edge of the dark (i raw, and 

replace with fresh turf; or you might water the ring of 
.-wrscOras* to a similar width with lime-water or weak 
Baideaux-mixture. Wet the ground thoroughly. Repeat 

«he operation three times, at an interval of a week or ten 

da^s between each watering. 

Using a greenhouse (H & La ycock).—Rather a 
difficult matter to advise on. It will, in all probability. tic 
ntetsaary to leave the Tomatoes some time yet before they 

we all ripened. If you have any Chrysanthemums Suited out that you could lift, they might be lifted and 
kei into the greenhouse, which they would enliven for 

some time. Any bulbs at hand would render your house 
gay early in the year if potted at once, and the same 
sallies to such things as Spincas and Lily of the Valley. 

In addition to this, your house will, of course, he available 
lot wintering numerous tender things, such as I’clar- Eiunu, Fuchsias, Heliotrope, or any plant* that you 

e. With the return of spring It may tic put to a 
variety ol uses, (or Tomatoes may be raised and grown 
there, French Beans also, while an old clump or two of 

Khubub will give you a good supply early In the season. 
II you preler flowers, such things as Pelargoniums, 
Fuchitu, Begonias, and numerous other summer-flowering 

plants may, early in the spring, be obtained at a very 
cheap rate, and you can then propagate your own for 

"c ■ »future display. 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

Cllanthus punlceus from seed (A Flower 
£ora-).-Sow the seeds in pans or pota ol light sandy soil 
and aland in a cold-lrame. They will soon germinate and 

1 ' form atroog, healthy plant*, which can he potted on as 

may be necessary, Anally planting out in their permanent 

'r',J quartern. 

Hydrangea (Mrs. Pinkerton). —This family 
flowering shrubs varies considerably in colon r, according 
to the nature ol the soil. Perhaps the best from an all- 

"T,- round point of view is tho ordinary II. Hortensla, of 
1 which Thorns* Hogg is a nearly pure whit* form. II. 

paniculata grandiflora is also very tine, and the black- 

■ ' Ifemmed form, H. Hortensia nigra, is very desirable. You 

,r‘ , will find the first, perhaps, the most desirable for your 

*?,4f putpOK- 

Eucalyptus (A. D-\—Whether the plant will sur¬ 
vive will depend on the severity of the coming winter. 

• ■ You may protect it by placing 11 inches deep ol coal-ashes 
about the base ami around it for a space of IS inches. 
Then a mat could he nailed up against the wall to protect 

' it. If possible, a double protecting mat, sewn up at hot- 
, tom and two sides and stufled with hay or dry Bracken, 

9? would be best. If you could place this on the wall top, to 

roll down in severe weather, the lower part could be per- 
manenlly protected in other way*. Or you could, from 
the wall top, make a wooden-framed shelter or screen, 
boarding the top roof-like to throw oil wet, oloee boarding 
the sides a loot wide, and hanging the matting down the 

front If this is not too much trouble, this should suliice 

to protect it. 

Evergreen plants for tubs (Taw l'ate\— Wo 
know ol nothing better than Holden Holly, Holden 
Euonymuv, Junipcrus sinensis nurea, Holden or Ureen Yew, 

or the Green Bav-tree. We must, however, honestly con- 
less we are sorrv yoa ask for •• evergreens.” Had you 
requested a good' (lowering plant we would unhesitatingly 

have suggested either the free - flowering Hydrangea 

Hortensia or ono of It* varieties, or ths equally good 
Hydrangea paniculata grandiflora, with it* huge, 
pyramidal heads of flowers. Another excellent tub-plant 

U the blue African Lily (Agapanthus umbellatus), which, 
however, requires to be kept free from frost. Any porch 

or entrance-Hall Is sufficient for this, and in late summer 
there is no finer flowering plant. A good example will give 
a down or two dozen heads of its flowers, and this or the 
Hydrangea will afford much pleasure and repay generous [treatmentInto the bargain. 

FRUIT. 

Louise Bonne of Jersey, Beurri d’Amanlis, Doyenne' du 
Cornice, Josephine de Mallnss, Paaso Crassane, and 

Olivier des Serres. You do not say whether you wish the 
Pears to be late keeping. The above will give you a good 

succession. 

VEGETABLES. 

Preserving Kidney Beans (J. M-. M. anti 
A. Crossley). —The simplest and most common method of 

preserving" these Beans, whether of runner or dwarf 
plant*, is to gather them whilst young and dry, to trim 

off stems and point*, then to place them In a wide¬ 
mouthed Jar In layers, with salt freely sprinkled between 
them. When all are thus done and pressed down, a sur¬ 
face dressing of salt should b« applied, the jar being then 

tied down and stood in a dry place. The salt gradually 
becomes a brine. Of course, the Beans aro, when wanted 

for use, very salt, hut that can be greatly corrected If they 
be soaked in clear water all night before cooking. It is of 
no use to preserve old Beans, as no keeping will make 

them tender. 

Applying gas-llme to ground (M. HA— You 
may put the goadime on your ground so soon as it Is free 

of a crop. Put on at the rate of 3 pecks to a rod. Let it 
be well oroken on the ground and distributed as evenly 
possible. If it lies exposed for a month, it should by that 
time be well pulverised, and could be redistributed with a 

coarse rake ere digging or trenching it in ; but do not bury 
it too deeply. If it is mixod with the top 10 inches or 

12 inches of soil, it will be nearer the fungus germs and 
roots of plants, whilst its potent properties will wash 
lower down. It is the sulphur found in the gas-lime 

which 1* so destructive to fungoid, as well a* to insect life. 
By February or March It will be perfectly safe to sow seeds 

on the ground thus dressed. 

Sowing edible Peas (Cymro\—Possibly your 
previous query was overlooked amongst so many. That 

such thin sowing of seed Pea* as you practised last spring 
should have resulted in failure is Inexplicable, except it 

was duo to injury by slugs, grubs, or other pests. As a 
rule, Buch thin sowing as you describe produces the very- 
best result*. Did it happen that the young plant* last 

spring suffered from frost when but Just up i It I* needful 
to know oil the causes operating to produce failure in a 
case in which, as a rule, the best result* follow. Try next 
year rows sown a* usual, and other* of the same variety 

sown thin. We specially advise, however, that the thin 
sowing we advocate applies mostly to strong-growing or 

tall Peas, and less to quite dwarf or lint early round ones 
that do not branch much and are moderate croppers. 

SHORT REPLIES. 
llortulanus.—Rose Ben (,'ant was raised lay B. Cant and 

Son, Colchester, and will, we understand, be put Into 
commerce this autumn. At present the stock is In the 

hands of the raiser.-E. A.—See reply to "C. M. W.," 
in our issue of September 27, page 397, re “ Wall Garden¬ 
ing." We fear in such a position In an unhealed house 

vou will he able to flower very few plants during tho 
"winter. You give us no particular* os to how your 

Marcchal Nlel Rose is grown.-Flora.-Ye*, the Beet 
used os an edging is good to eat.-A Druid.—Wo 
should say the tree would be quite 200 year* old—that is 

to say, If It is growing in a good loamy soil.-Thor.— 
Plumbago capensls must be kept during the winter in a 
house from which froet is excluded, ft will do in pot*, 

but Is all the better if planted out_Crosspatch.—You 
will find an interesting article on, and illustration of, 
Malmaison Carnations in our issue ol April 27, 1UU1, which 

can be hod of the publisher, post free, ljd.-Progress.— 
Apply to the Rev. W. Wilks, Secretary Royal Horticultural 
Society, 117, Victoria-street, 8.W.-Mrs. HardcasUc.— 

See reply to‘‘J. W. M.," above, re •‘Preserving Runner 
Beans.''-Enquirer.—Plant thickly with T,ondon Pride 
(Saxifrnga umbrosa), Vincas, or St. John's Wort (Hyperi¬ 

cum caJyclnumX Window- boxes made of the same 
material as flower-pots are the best, and, though rather 
expensive at first, are practically imperishable. We have 

had some in use for over sixteen year*. Any manufacturer 
of flower-pot* can supply these.-J. Finn.—Yon cannot 

do better than plant Sea Engle and Walburton Admirable 
Peaches, both of which do well in the open air.- 
Cross-patch.—Both the Rose and the Jasmine will do well 

in the positions you refer to. In each case you must do 
verv little pruning, only thinning out the weak and 
iinripencd wood.-Sesame.—Kindly send us a specimen, 
and we will try to name it for you.-Dr non.—Yes. 

October is a good month for dividing and replanting 
perennials. In your soil, which you say is light, we think 

no drainage such as you suggest is necessary, unless the 
subsoil Is clay, and then your mode of procedure is very- 
good.-M. J. Forkrs.—tio, Begonia Rex will not live in 

the open air. In a cool-house, from which frost is 
excluded in the winter, it will live. Try and put in the 

leaves as fresh as you can when you want to increase in 
this way.—J. 6.—Clear off all the plants and 1mm 
them, and give a good dressing of lime and soot, digging 
the same in and letting it Be all tho winter In a rough 
state.-J. IV. Uttywood.—Certainly you con treat toe 
Vine as you suggest, but you must wait until the leaves 

have fallen. You can clear out the useless growth, and 
thus admit light to your Chrysanthemum*. Plant the 
Rose as soon as you can, os it will be getting established 

-Mrs. Woods. — Your Roses have evidently been 
attacked by mildew. They have evidently quite exhausted 

the soil, and want fresh material to root into. The root* 
have gone down into the gravel and can get no nourish¬ 
ment therefrom.-A A'oeiee.—For the sake of comfort 

we should certainly advise you to havo a brick or cement 
floor.-E.—You ought to top-dress your lawn with 
some good loamy soil, to which nas been added plenty of 

good rotten manure and wood-ashes, letting It lie all tho 
winter.-Seaside.—Get "Hobday's Villa Gardening' 

from this olllce, price tie. tut., post free. You can d 
nothing with vour Carnations now. You ought to have 
layered them in August, and so obtain young plants to 

put out now. Kindly say what variety of Berberis you 
refer to.-S. S. D.—Quite impoeaible to advise what to 

plant without knowing the season at which you want the 
■, or whether continuous. You sav nothing as to 

—J. A. Chruiie.— Apply to Messrs. Barr and Sons. 

12, King-street, Covent Garden, W.C.-II. E. Maehin. 
—Your Gropes aro wbat is known ss "ehsoked." Hes 

reply to “ Una,” p. 416, re "Grapes shanking."-C. S.— 
No harm has been done. Grow on the small bulbs. 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 
Names of plants.—Sarnia.—quite impossible to 

name from such withered scraps.-J. A'. P.— 1, Guelder 

Rose (Viburnum Lantana); 2, Kindly send us a specimen 
of the flower you mention, and then we can help you.- 
E. D.—l, Physianthu* albens; 2, Cootaurea montana 
alba; 3, Polygonum cuspidatum.-F. C. Harr op.— 

Euphorbia Lathyris.-Mrs. B., Leeds.—1, Primula 
japonica: 2, Helcnium atro-purpurcum; 3, lfelenium 
autumnal* gmndiceps.-Edward Walker.—'Thaliclrum 

aquileglfolliim.-Btllfield.—Physostegio virginiano.- 
A. Manning.—Cuprrssua Lawsonl.-Fred Scrivener.— 

One of the Puff-ball fungi (Lycoperdon).-F. A. S.— 
Justlcia cornea.-Japonica.—I, (Enothera taraxacifolia ; 
2, Ox-eye Daisy (Chrysanthemum Leuranthemum); 3. 

Aster acris ; 4, Aster seedling, poor form ; 5, Please send 
in flower; ti, Aster Amelins.-A. BeptonttalL—I, 

Monstera dclielosa, may ho grown in turfy loam, leaf- 
mould, and sand, and requires a stove temperature, with 
abundance of water when growing; 2, Phlebodium 

aureum ; 3, We cannot name florist** flowers ; 4, Adiantum 
formosum ; 5, Probably Woodwardla rodlesns ; 6, Mont- 
bretia l'oltoi; 7, A.llantum cuneatum grandicep*.- 
Robl., Canterbury.—I, The Service-tree (Pyrus Aria); 2, 

Hypochieris glabra.-B. F. C.—1. Scarlet Turk's-cap Lily 
(Lilium chalcedonicum); 2, Kindly send better specimen. 
-Mrs. JRepinnton. —Cannot name without flowers.- 

Amateur.—I, Kindly send fertile frond; 2, Atriplrx 
hortensls atro-sangulnea; 3, Potentilla, hybrid forms; 
4. Variegated Ground Ivy.-Dublin.—1, Sweet Alyssum ; 

2, Pelargonium Manglesi, known also as Mangles Varie¬ 
gated.-Frank llnrveu.—l, Euphorbia up., a weed ; 2, 

Pterls cretica.-R. II. S.—1, Aster Amollus besaarahicus; 
•>, Aster acris; 3 and 4, Aster Novl-Belgi var. ; fi. Hell- 

anthus rigidus; 6, Ilellopsis hevls; 7, Plume Poppy 

(Bocconia cordata). 

Names of fruits.-IF. U. Fnf/is.-Apple*: 1 and 
2, Devonshire Ouarrenden; 3, Specimens too poor; 4, 
Mank'a Codlin.-C. T. Gray.—Pear Louise Bonne ; 

Plum Mitchelson's.-A. Thom.— Pear Bow* d'Amanlis; 
Apples : 2. Not recognised ; 3, Ecklinville Seedling.- 

Anon.—1 and 2, Specimens too poor; 3, Yorkshire 

Greening. 

Catalogues received.—la*. Cocker and Son*. 

130, Union-street, Aberdeen.—Select List of Dutch Flower 

Roots.-A. Porrv, Wlnchmore-hill, N.—List of Bulbs 
and Tubers.-W. lilUer, Stuttgart.—Catalogue of 
Roses.-W. Paul and Son, Waltham Cross, N.—Catalogue 

of Roses; List of Uardy Trees, Shrubs, and Herbaceous 

Plants. 

iHa*tbornien. Northern Greening, Striped BeaufinTfursu 

Norfolk Beaufln, and French Crab. Good Pof.i-4 WBillWLlft '*• 

Late keeping cooking Apples (II. H. D.\— I the'soil or the district you refer to.-E. B. Burnt.—In 
You cannot do better than plant Wellington, AVtTJter I all probability the wood in your Fig-trees is too thick and 

— • ~ “•■' * " llrtTBllv-rtpened, this accounting for the falling of the 

,0 deal with Fig-culture in a comlpj^sfiuy 

IMPORTANT NOTICE. 
NARCISSUS. NARCISSUS. 

Only the Best Flowering: Bulbs Offered. 

Barn conspicuna. 12 for lie 6d.; 24, 2*. 6d.. 50, 4s. 9d., 
J5?K. 6d.. n»rria«o j23. Von Sion, PooticupIPhejiant, 
Kye) Qranit Fhoonix, Alba plena. Prinoops. 
SoonSSRlfls.12for U. 3-1 ; ft 1" M.S/T; 
loo, Carriage paid for cash with order. 
Customers will oblige by making their own quanliUen of each. 
Full List on application. 

Catalogues post lre« of Winter-flowering and (.rwnhouso CU, Force in poU, Hoses from the ojien. best qualities of 
nice, Iris, Fnilt-treea-ln fart. eTerything for the garden 

and greenhouse. 

RAINFORD NURSERIES COMP. 
(JOHN POTTS. Manaaor), 

RAINFORD, LANCASHIRE.__ 
1VnLU(.>NS FINE WALLFLOWERS. 
111. Blood Red. Harbinger. Ruby Gem, Golden Tom Thumb. 
Primrose Dame, Golden King, all Is. Sd. 100. Strawberries, 
best rooted, 2s. 6d. 10u. Sweet Williams, Canterbury Bells. 
SraisiragoiiB. Pansies, 6,1 iloz. All almvs post free. Cabbage.' 
Defiance. Imperial. Euiporor, Enflcld, Savoys, Brussels 
Sprouts. Sprouting Broccoli, Curly Kale. Bluing Broccoli, all 
2s. 3d. 1.006. or 8d. 100, post froe.-D. BOX HEDGE. Boxhedge 
Farm. Banbury. __ 

TIAI8Y ALICE, salmon-quilled, IDs. New 
AJ Auricula Alexandra, pale lemon, 6s. Hollyhocks, double, 
six colours. 3s. 6d. Coreopsis, 2s. Lupins, blue and while. 
Is. 6d. Delphiniums. 2s. Iceland Poppies, three colours. 
Myosotis. Sweet Williams. 6d. dozen. Choice herbaceous and 
rock plants.cheap. List* free —HOPKINS, F.R.H.8., Mere. 

Knutsford. ___ 

TOOK! LOOK!!—iHH) pieoes white pur- 
-Li Linen, splendid for sheets and table-cloths. 11 ft. by 6 ft; 
will send one. poet free, for 3s. Cash returned if nol approved 
of. —H. J. GASSON. Government Contractor. Rye,_ 

IPO LET, Pobruary 'ind, small, conijmct 
J- FARM, about 19 acres, near three market towns, speci¬ 
ally adapted for a market gardenur; good houre, Isarn. 
stabling, and shippon. Rent £bO. Apply—MR. ROBERT 
I.OWK, Agent, Warrington. ____ 

p ARDEN FURNITURE in Bumboo.—Spend 
vT your long evenings in making BamUm-work for next 
summer. Tents, seats, arches, s|*n«, house*, fences, stc.. 
Write for List T. CHAPLIN A SONS. 17. Albion-st., l*ed». 

•TARPAULIN.—I have a great quantity ol 
-L large piece* of Tarpaulin, some new, but all of the beet 
Navy canvas, purchased from Government, useful for covers 
for carts, waggons, and machinery, at 26s. per cwt.; lot 
suitable for covers for buildings, at 12s. per owl. Cash 
returned if not approved of.—H. J. GASSON. Government 
Contractor. Rye. _ 

WATER TANKS for storing water! Will 
" V hold 400 gallons, wrought Iron, manhole at top. weight 

4761b*.. size 4ft. 3in. square: £3 15*. each. Iron Com Bin*, 
hold 25 gallons, air-tight lift, 6*. each. Galvanised Iron 
Mangers, hold ;S |gril!enr-, 4s. each. Any of above carriage 
paid. Caeh retiiraW il not approred of.—H. J. GASSON. 

at 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 



TONS OF BULBS 
Just Arrived. 

DEAD THIS VERY CAREFU. 
-u THROUGH, anil commit: mv prices with sii 

DEAD THIS VERY CAREFULLY 
A THROUGH, anil compare my prices with size and 
uality. Grand Beddiog Hyacinths. 12. Is.; 100. 6a.; Named 
fyacinths. 12. Is. 6d.; 100. 9s. 6d.: Hyacinths for pots or 
lasses, 12, 2a. ; 100,13s.; Dutch Roman Hyacinths in Red, 

1*1.; 100. 4s. 6d.; these are. grand. 
12, la.: Tulips, in splendid mixture. 

GARDENING ILLUSTRATED. October 4, 1902 

G. F. LETTS. F.R.H.S.. West Haddon. Rnfrby. 

21 - for 10 6. 
48 Splendid Hyacinths for pots or glasses, 12 White, 12 

Blue, 12 Red. 12 Pink, 100 Crocus, 50 Iris, 50 Snowdrops. 100 
Splendid Tulips, 50 Ixias. 100 Single Daffodils, 100 Narcissus, 
50 Double Daffodils. 2 Lilmm auratums, in all 650 bulbs, all 
naim'd, carefully packed, carriage paid. IQs. 6d.: half quantity, 

6s., carriage paid. 

C. F. LETTS, BULB MERCHANT, WEST HADDON, RUCBY. 

70,000 Bulbs of many sorts, such aa Hyacinths, Tulips, 
Narcissus, Daffodils, all mixed. Bags and boxes burst in 
coming oxer from Holland. We cannot sell them to name or 
colour, so to save time and trouble and clear at once will 
send sample 100 bulbs, 2s. 6d., carriage paid, 2s. 6d.; two lots, 
free, 4s. 6d. Rad address, ploase. 

G. F. LETTS, WEST HADDON, RUGBY. HADDON, RUGBY. 

A GRAND GREENHOUSE COLLECTION. 
Stuff that mast bo cloarod at once to make 

room.-l Azalea, 1 Camellia, 1 Acacia, 2 Hydrangeas, 1 
Pass!on.flower. 9. Solanuma. 1 Coba*a scandens (splendid 

Nicotina, 3 scarlet Musk, 1 Plumbago, 1 Bear s Head (lovely 
foliage plant), 4 Agapanthus, 4 splendid Ferns, 1 Palm, 3 
Smilax, also 100 ttno mixed bulbs, including Lilies, Hyacinths, 
Tulips, etc. The whole of the above will be carefully packed 
in box, named, carriage paid, 5s. 6d. 

C. F. LETTS, F.R.H.S., WEST HADDON, RUCBY. 

nAO CC _21at Season.—La France, Gen. Jacque- 
nvOCOi minot, Copt. Christy. U. Brunner 
(cerise). Old Blush, Old Crimson, White Moss, Red Gloire, 
Wills' Evergreen, Fellcile. Crimson Rambler, A. Vibert 
(white). 3, any selection, Is. 9d., free: 6, 3s.: 12, 5s. 6d. 

HARbY PERENNIALS. GaiUardia, 2d. Coreop¬ 
sis, golden-yellow. 2d. Largo White Marguerite, 2d. Anchusa, 
blue, 2d. Mich. Daisy, purple.2d. Iceland Poppy, 2d. Mont- 
bretia, l(d. Delphiniums, dwarf and tall, 3d. Pentetemon 
bar bat us, coral red, 3d. Hieraccum, orange, 2d. Harpalium, 
2d. Doronicum, yellow, 3d. Oriental Poppy, 2(d. 3s. worth, 
any selection, for 2s. 3d., free; 6s. for 4s.; 12s. 6tL for 7s. tid.; 
25s. for 13s. 6d. 

Hard; Croopers, &C.—Self-dinging Virginian Creeper, 
Clematis, white, scented: do., small purple; do., Vitalba 
(Traveller's Jov); Insh Ivy, Dcutzia, double pink, Kerria, 
orange, Var. Vinca, Yellow Jessamine. All 4d. each. 2s. 6d. 
worth for 2s. free; 6s. for 4s. All 18<L orders free. Safe 
arrival guaranteed. 

Cheap Collection.—Penny Plants. 72 Harilv Peren¬ 
nials (my selection), in 9 varieties, including 2 Virginian 
Creepers. 6s. net, free; half quantity, 3s. 6d. List Roses, 
etc., free. 

6 Climbing Roses, 2». 6d„ free. 
Ampelopsis Veitchll, 2, 6d., free ; 6, Is.; 12, Is. Sd. 

REV. c. BUCK, i«. NORWICH. 
Cheapest and Best Eyer Offered— BULBS 
DAFFODIL COLLECTION.—1 .loo fine bulbs, in 20 

splendid varieties, £2; half, 25s.; quarter, 13s. 

TULIP COLLECTION.—260 fine bulbs, in 10 splendid 
vars., and 10 grand named, 21s.; half, 12s. 6d.; quarter, 7s. 

HYACINTH COLLECTION.—100 fine bulbs, in 5 
separate colours, double and Binglo, 21s.; half, 12s. 6d.; 
quarter, 7s. 

GENERAL COLLECTION. — Anemone, Daffodil, 
Dog's-tooth Violet, Jonquil, Montbretia,8nowdrop(50 each), 
and Crocus, Gladiolus (dwarf). Grape Hyacinth. Spanish 
Iris, Ixia, Ranunculus (Persian and French), Sparaxis, 
Triteleia(lOOeach), 1,200 bulbs, 21s.; half, 12s. 6d.; quarter, 7s. 

Carriage and Packing Froe. 
All kinds of “Rare and Beautiful Plants at Popular Prices." 

New List now ready. 

EAST ANCLIAN PLANT C0„ CHEAT TOTHAM, ESSEX. 

VIOLETS! VIOLETS!! 

CORDONS. 
MY GREAT 

SPECIALITE. 

Tho Jersey Nurseries are 
replete with vast quantities 
of strong, healthy, fibrously- 
rooled Apple-trees on Para¬ 
dise. Pear-trees on Quince, 
Plum and Peach-trees, Vines, 
and bush fruits of superior 
quality, similar to those 
which have given unqualified 
satisfaction for more than 
twenty years. 

HUNDREDS OF 
TESTIMONIALS. 

ROSES. 

Wonderfully cheap, 

Well-ripened plants. 
With many shoot*..: 
Abundant fibrous 

roots. 

An entirely BenH £t. 
tion of my Catalog ; 
Plastzbs' Guide vi1: . 
pn«led free to all .pySo-.- 
it contains carefullyptiar.: 
select ions and description • 
the best frails, nta eU!-- 
rate explanations »al dkj 
illustrations of Use neat 
interesting and pottsi 
methods of grrunn; ihec 

SHILLING’S SPECIAL OFFERS. WINTER-FLOWERING PUNTS, 
Strawberry PlantS.-Bcsl varieties seleclcd from 

ertile plants only. Royal Sovereign, Noble, Latest of All. fertile plants only. Royal Sovereign, Noble, Latest of All, 
Vicomtcssc, Leader, Monarch, Sir J. Paxton Improved, 
British Queen, President, John Ruskin, Dr. Hogg, Auguste 
NiraaM*. uliw St. Jiwtrpb, the beat perpetual fruiting kind, all 
at 25 for 1b. : 50, 1b. lOd.; or 3b. 6d. per 100, carriage paid. 

SHiisUnro’s 

BULBS, SEEDS, ROSES, 

STRAWBERRY PLANTS 
A SPECIALITY. 

From young, fertile stock only- Royal Sovereigns and all 
the best market kinds, Is. 6<L 100, free. 

HEAD. Hakham, BRISTOL 

C. R. SHILLING, 
The Nurseries, Wlnchfield, Hants. 

POT ROSES. POT ROSES. 
Marie Louise, extra fine clumps for forcing, from 2s. to 2s. Ed. 

per dozen, for cash with order. 

Clematis.—A pure! lot of plants in all the best kinds, 
Including rod, double white, purple, single white, flesh colour. 
Ac., Ac., 3, in 3 kinds, 4s. (xL; 6, in 6 kinds, 7s. 6d. Grand 

Cl nor nr la rrandlllsra. a very ,HnU ■ 
remarkable for dwarf habit and immense bloom", U M. i: ■ 

Salvia splondena erandlflora. the oats 
scarlet-flowering plant grown, 3 for Is. 9d. 

12 Primula Japonlca, in 6 varieties, h. M. Uniirf 
aorta, line plants. Is. 9d. 

12 Cyclamen porslcum Rigan te tun. in'nr*- icn porslcum glitantenin. iotiviK- 
in pots, 4s. A grand lot in large flowering pots for !4oo~< 
in November onwards. 9s. and 12s. per doz 

12 Carnations (Marguerites), m 3 colour* whitxraris 
and yellow, ready for (lotting, Is. 6d. 

Bouvardlas, 6 grand flowering plants, in 5 it p-' :• 
3 Bouvardla President Garfield, a lore, tat - 

pink for button-hole, 2s. 6d. 
3 Bouvardla corymblflora erandlflon, icj- 

ling Stephanotis in size of bloom and fragrance, A (d <n ; 
large plants, Is. 6d. each. 

Primula sinensis flmbrlata, fine plant* 
Primula oboonlca srandlflora. na : 

plants, 2b. dor. 
Primula oboonlca Kormcsina. nt» 

plant. 4s. doz. 
Primula florlbunda, golden-yellow, a real P31.P-- 

doz., is. 9il. 
Primula vertlclllata. a lovely yellow, Dipt. 

Is. 6d. per doz.; 6, Is. 
Primula rosea srandtflora, a very lotdjnne:. 

with bright pink flowers, Is. 9d. per doz.; 6, lx 
6 Boeonlaa. perpetual-flowering varieties, grand lr 

winter, in lovely varieties, 3s. 

plants. Carriage paid, 
Violets.—Splendid clumps, specially grown for winter 

blooming. Pot or put in frames now. Thousands sold last 
season. Best kinds arc Admiral Awellan, 2s. 6d. doz.: Comte 
Brazza, dbl. white. 3e. 6<1. doz.; Czar, 2s. 6d. doz.: California. 
2s. M. doz.: Marie Louise, 2s. 6d. doz.; Mrs. J. J. Astor, 
3e. fid. doz.; Princess of Wales, 2s. 6d. doz. Carriage paid. 

Cinerarias. - Finest large flowering and most brilliant 
colours, Is. 6d. doz.; or 25, 2s. 9d., car. paid. 

Primula sinensis.—Best straiu, grand fringed flowers, 
flno plants, Is. 6d. doz.; 25 for 2s. Ski. Primula obconioa. flno plants, 1b. 6<1. doz.; 25 for 2s. (VI. Primula obconica, 
same price. 
* Morinieiite Carnations(Malmaison st rain), -rot(cl 
now will bloom all winter, equal to Tree Carnations, Btrong 
plants, la 6d. doz., or 25 for 2s. 9d., carriage paid. 

Begonias.-Perpetual Moonring, of Gloire do Lorraine 
type, grand for winter, fine plants, assorted colours, 2s. 6d. 
doz., car. paid. 

150 Strontr Cabbaere Plants, in 6 best kinds, for 
succession, named, Is. 6d , car. paid. 

Wallflowers. -Vory line. 100 strong plants, in 5 beat 
kinds. 2s. 9cL, car. paid. 

Carnations.—Seedlings from a splendid strain. Some 
flue Bowen may be expected. Strong plants, Is. 6d. do*-, 
car. paid. 

Brompton Stocks.—Very beet strain. Is. 9d. doz., car. 
paid. 

Hollyhocks.—Chafer's fine Double. 2s. 3d. doz..car. naiiL 
Pansies.-Trimardeau Giant, very fine, 50, 2s.; 100, 

3s. 6d.. car. paid. 
Canterbury Bells. Double and Single Prize strain, 

Is. 6d. doz. 
Swoot william.—Best large flowering, 50 for 2s. 3d, 
Palms, Kentlas and Latanlas.—Grand plants, 12 

to 15 inches high, 6 for 3s. 9d., car. paid. 
Cyclamen porslcum. -Very best large flowering 

Btrain, Is. 9d. dozen, ear. paid. 
Cyperus altornifollus. A grand room plant, 6 for 

Is. 3d., car. paid. 
6 Assorted Plants for table or room decoration, 

including Palms, Aralias. Ac., for la. (VI., car. paid. 
Libonla florlbunda. fine for winter, 6 for Is. (VI. 
Geraniums.-Specially prepared for winter bloom, 12 

for 2s. 6d., car. paid. 
Asparagus Sprcmteri.—A splendid variety, fine for 

cutting and decoration. Very fine plants. 6 for Is. 9d.. car. pd. 
Alpine Strawberry.—Tho flavour of these is deli¬ 

cious, and fruit is found on them all the summer. Fine 
plants, 50 for Is. 6d., car. paid. 

Hypericum, or St. John’s Wort. Beautiful large 
yellow flowers; glow under trees or on banks, 25 strong 
plants, 2s. 3*1., car. paid. 

Ivy.—Gold or Silver variegated, fine plants, 3 for 2b. 6d., 
car. paid. Serns.—Assorted kinds, very fine, 2s. 6d. doz., ear. paid, 

treptooarpns.—Beat new hybrids, fine plants. Is. (kl. 
doz., car. paid. 

Cyclamen papilio. - Tho new Butterfly Cyclamen, 
6 for Is. 9<L, car. paid. 

Nlcotlana sylvestris, the new large flowering sweet- 
scented Tobacco, puro white flowers, strong plants, Is. 6.L 
doz., freo. 

Ipomcoa Leorl, a beautiful greenhouse climber, with 
large Convolvulus-like flowers, 6 for Is. 9d., car. paid. 

Teooma Smlthl. — The lieautiful new greenhouse 
plant, 1 ror la. SO., car. paid. 

6 Rivlna humilis. Is. 3d. Ficus elastica. large plants. 
2 for 2». 9d.. car. paid. Hoya carnosa, beautiful wax flowers, 
3 for Is. 6d. 6 Passion-flowers, Is. 9d. 12 Isolepis gracilis, 
la. 9d. Vinca rosea, a lieautiful greenhouse plain, 6 for 
Is. 9<1. Arum Little Gem. a lovely plant, 4 for Is. 3d. Arum, 
tho large-flowering kind, very fine, 6 for Is. 9d. 

All good plants, cnr'fltlly pacleril, an4 carriage paid, 

C R. SHILLING, Nurseryman, 
WINCHFIELD, HANTS. 

A. J. A. BRUCE, 
The Nurseries, 

CHORLTON-CUM-HARDY, MAHCHESTE5 

WATER LILIES, RARE AQUATICS 

AMERICAN PLANTS, BULBS, & SEEDS, 
Our Special British CATALOGUE, qnotfc 

prices, including free delivery to any tddrw 

in Great Britain or Ireland, mailed free oc 

application. 

HENRY A. DREER, 
Specialist in Plants, 

PHILADELPHIA, PA, USA 

A n Ml itaces’ bulbs, II Kllfl ROSES, CARNATIONS, 

f\ I I I T I FRUIT TREES, &c. ■ ■■■■■■ Complete Catalcjw Fm. 

BEST QUALITY ONLY. LOW PRICES. 
ARMITACE BROS., Ltd., NOTTINGHAM. 

MALMAISONS. Axe Tin' Bkst VaBIETH-v 
Oir Ssiscne*. 

15 * to 24 - per dot,now rea<ly. OtherSpecialitit* CM" 
latlons from ft- per doz. Show and Alpine Auricula*- 
IVator LUlos.A. . Send for List and try Sampl*. AH*0'1- 

PHILLIPS & TAYLOR, 
Lily Hill Nurseries. BRACKNELL, BEBK5 

Fruit Trees, Hardy Plants. Greenhouse Plants, Trees and 
Shrubs. Climbing Plants, Palms, Ferns, Ac. Advice given 
on planting and laying out new gardens, etc. Best quality. 
Moderate prices. Carefully packed to travel any distance. 
State requirements and estimate will be given, or write for 
Catalogue, which will be sent post free. 

500,000 BULBS. 
61r WatHIn - , . .. 5 ■ * N1 
Horvefcldll ... 5"*#'': 
Doublo Daffodils . 5 ■ * l®*,J®" 
Single Lent Lilies — 3 6 -' 

Trumpet Narcissus 761* 
Glory of Leiden. »tn c*»-;v Sfi- ! • 

King Edward Vll (new) 1- tst” 
Sweet Scented Pheasant lyc - 

5 - it 7 6 
Snowdrops 5 ■ A 7 6 10CO 
Mixed Narcissus 5-*0™- 
Strnw berry Plants 1 • 

tiso ion usn scion e»o*«i»t lun^ 
Will be In flower for the Coronation. In ail the leading 
varieties of Hybrid Perpetual*, 9s. to 12s. doz. Teas, Noisettes, 
and Climbers, 12s. to 18s. per doz. Extra strong Climbers 
and Noisettes, 24s. to 30s. per doz. Also a large assortment 
of Bedding plants from Is. 6d. per doz. Hrininal l 

r 
ARTHUR TOWNSEND. 1 I of Bedding plants from Is. 6d. per doz. 

NXJRSERIBS, BLCix K ’ O >^J0 JAMES WALTERS, ROSE GROWER, EXETER 
Cross & Son. Wisbech. 
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VEGETABLES. 

OUTDOOR TOMATOES. 
fiiviT.Ai xts among Tomato growers are very 
common this year, for rarely does one hear a 
favourable word regarding outdoor prospects 
oven those grown undor glass. Mr. Crook, i 
iiage 371, says Tomatoes aro an absolute 
failure with him from non-sotting, and with 
others in his neighbourhood the same state of 
things prevails. Quite recently I called on a 
large grower of Tomatoes near Frome, 
Somersetshire, who complained loudly nliout 
the shortness of his crops. Outdoors, where he 
looked for a crop of somo tliroo or four tons' 
weig;ht, ho fears ho will not have so many 
hundredweight. This inflicts great hardships 
on many, because the loss is an irreparable 
one, and the labour bestowed during the whole 
season is last. There is, too, rent to ho paid 
for the him I occupied, and nothing wherewith 
to pay it. The grower under notice had just, 
prior to my visit, cleared olT a breadth of 
Tomato plunts which ho said were absolutely 
without fruit, this hearing out the experience 
of Mr. Crook. That this is not common expe¬ 
rience is proved in my own case, for, so far as 
the setting of the crop is concerned, I have 
nothing to complain of, but disease and tho 
lateness in ripening mako tho conditions pretty 
equal. There remains, however, a hope that 
some of the fruit will mature. My plants 
carry, some of them, four good trusses of 
fruit, and present the appearance of an almost 
complete cordon of green fruit from the ex¬ 
tremity to the soil; indeed, some of tho bottom 
clusters touch tho ground. I grow several 
varieties, and, though some aro more freely- 
fruited than others, all are fairly good. 
From iny 400 plants a goodly quantity will 
be forthcoming if the weather is now favour¬ 
able. It could only be expected that with 
Potatoes so badly stricken with disease 
Tomatoes should soonor or later be attacked. 
Tho wonder to mo is that the plants 
have escaped so long and so well as they 
have done. Beside local selections, tho varie¬ 
ties that have done well are Becker’s XL All, a 
really good Tomato for indoors or out; but a 
better, I think, will be found in Holmes’ 
Supreme, which is fruiting splendidly outdoors, 
Although sown and planted later than others. 
Duko of York, Eckford’s Prolific, Early Ruby, 
Ham Green, and the Cropper are a few that 
were planted against blank spaces on the walls, 
and which in each instance have done well. 
Now what to me seems so difficult to under¬ 
stand is why tho plants should crop so freely 
in ono garden and so badly in others. The 
same cannot bo said of these as of tho hardy 
fruit crope which wore subjected to the frost 
and chilling winds of spring. Tomatoes are 
so tender that they must not bo put into their 
permanent summer quarters until frost and 
oold winds have gone. The weather has been 
unfavourable for everyone, and though summer 
atorms aro often of local origin, wet, dull 

that though indoors tho soil must ho rather 
frequently changed, outdoors this is not so 
necewtary, because instances cun ho cited whore 
Tomatoes nro grown from year to year on the 
same ground without any change, except the 
addition of a little artificial manure, which is 
dug into the soil at planting time. It would 
ho interesting to learn from other readers 
how outdoor Tomatoes have done. W. S. 

Troirhriilije. 

KIDNEY BEANS. 

The council of the Royal Horticultural 
Society have resolved to conduct, n trial of 
all descriptions of Kidney or tender Summer 
Boans in their gardens at Chiswick noxt 
year. It is hardly probablo that anything 
remarkably new may bo found, as tho seed 
trado are so very keen to pick up any¬ 
thing that is novel or has special merit. Still, 
it may furnish a good opportunity for any 
having little known varieties to have them 
thus publicly tried. Kidnoy Beans include 
not only very many of tho dwarf or compact 
branching soction, of which some seem to 
differ only in tho colours or markings of the 
ripe seed, hut the}' also include several dis¬ 
tinct forms of Runners, such as the well- 
known Scarlet and White flowered Runner, 
the old long, bent podded Case-knife soction, 
tho newer climbing breaks of Canadian Won¬ 
der, known as Tender and True, etc., nnd not 
least, though perhaps more seldom grown, tho 
Golden Butter Beans, which produce bright 
yellow round fleshy pods and are so very nice 
when gathered young, cooked whole, and 
served with gravy. It is interesting to learn 
that in Scotland Dwarf Beans only are culti 
vated and Runners nro not. llere, in the 
south, the Scarlet Runner types nro esteemed 
as of tho very highest valuo and excellence, 
and, coming after Peas, are the most produc¬ 
tive and constant bearers of any garden crops. 
It has been this season, when cold springs 
started all tender Beans so late into growth, a 
matter for congratulation that we have had no 
serious frosts in September, and so far our 
Beans have been spared for a few weeks 
longer. It is rare, however, that they remain 
unhurt after about the 20th of October, as, 
being tall and fully exposed, it is not possible 
to protect tho plants. But whore in June a 
sowing can l>e modo close to a south wall or 
fence and the plants got into fruit in the 
autumn, then, fey means of double or treble 
netting or mats hung over tho plants at 
night, it is often possible to save them for some 
fow weeks longer and thus render a great 
sendee. A very useful trial of Dwarf Beans in 
pots forced might also tako place, but’ tho 
utilisation of them in that way is very limit4xl, 
whereas they aro universally grown outdoors. 
But where there is a vinery. Peach or orchard 
house whore there may fee room for a few 
boxes, 2 feet long and 8 inches wide and deep, 
if somiTdozen of seeds of the Climbing Canadian 
Wonder be sown in each ono, and in due 
courae sticks as supports addod, then very 

who produce such tine examples for exhibition 
do not make that mistake, and as a result not 
only do thov got great crops, hut also very lino 
long, straight pods. In sowing Runners it is 
a good plan to have double rows, !» inches 
apart, and the Beans in each row fully 9 inches 
apart also. Dwarf Beans, because of their 
bushy habits, want even more loom for strong 
growers like Canadian Wonder, but weak 
growers will do well closer. A. D. 

(It would bo very interesting to compare tho 
notes on the trial of Kidney Beans made over 
twenty years ago with those on the above trial, 
and also, if possiblo, compare the dried seeds, 
which at that timo woio split in half, pasted 
on to a thin hoard covered with white paper, 
and enclosed in a glass case. If wo remember 
rightly, attention was also given to tho colours 
of the flowers.—El>.) 

.ther has this year been the general rale, early and most useful crops aro obtained at 
with but fow sunny days intervening. lfoohy l}l^or cost. Generally tender Beans 
nection with Tomato cul&UrSliK(soflins s^gng^Jli g 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Radishes in autumn. -Somo may say 
those nro not wanted in nutnmn. My answer 
is they aro in many places, and would Ik> 
appreciated more were they sent to tho break- 
fuat-tuble. I am aware the greatest demand 
is in tho spring, when they are young and 
tender, many giving them up when the warm 
weather comes from their lieing strong anti 
tough. When sown in autumn they aro equally 
as tentlor as in the spring, nnd innko a nice 
change aftor Cucumbers nnd other salads have 
had a turn. In country houses where shoot¬ 
ing parties are, Radishes have an extra value, 
and are nice to mix in tho salad-howl. I 
grow somo every year, sowing with Autumn 
Spinach nnd Onions, throwing tho seed broad¬ 
cast after the drills are filled in, nnd raking 
it in. In thin way it is hut little trouble, 
giving a long supply.—J. Crook. 

Carrots cracking-—I grow » Urge quantity of 
Carrots for the house, but a great proportion of the sorts 
Is apt to split. I enclose some extreme specimen*. Wire- 
ivorm ha* been very troublesome this year. Il»s this any¬ 

thing to do with ths sorts splitting f The soil is deep and 
good, and is copiously dressed with lime, which i* 

dellrient, and the Carrots are sown in drills with soot ami 
wood-ashes. Can you suggest any prevention by cultiva¬ 

tion or otherwise for this almost total destruction of the 
crop by splitting?— Ionoramcs. 

[The cracking of Carrots is not uncommon, 
especially in early sowings. Tho cause is 
usually a stoppage of swelling in dry weather, 
then renewed moisture causes rapid swelling 
of the roots, which very often burst in tho 
process. Wirowcrm has nothing to do with 
tho splitting, but thoso pests often bore holes 
in them, nnd also often cat the roots dean 
through when small. Perhaps you sow too 
early. Tho best plan in your case would 
bo, if you want good eating Carrots, to sow 
in nhnllow drills, 8 inchos apart, on a 
south border early in March, Early Short 
Horn, to pull when quite small. Also mako a 
small sowing early in April on a warm border, 
in rows 10 inches apart, of Early Nantes, 
thinning those down to 2 inches apart in the 
rows later. Then make a sowing of Inter¬ 
mediate towards the end of May for winter use. 
If you make yet a further sowing about 
tho middlo pf July thinly, nnd not to I>e _ _„ _,, not . 
thinr.od jUftdr,. yoU will have a good supply of 

thickly. The lading OF ILLINOIS AT 
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FRUIT. 

FIGS AND THEIR CULTURE. 

It is doubtful if there is a more wholesome or 
delicious fruit cultivated than the Fig, pro¬ 
vided the fruit is well grown and fully ripe. 
Figs are by no means difficult to grow either 
under glass or on open south walls, but all alike 
do not meet with success. What Figs require 
and must have is plenty of light and heat, a 
very firm and not over-rich root-run being also 
most desirable. For a few years they are fairly E reductive againstback walls of lean to houses, 

ut in time the fruits are produced on the 
uppermost branches only, and in small numbers 
there. If the same trees were gradually 
trained a few feet down the roof more fruit 
would be forthcoming than ever before, and this 
might well be done in many eases where the 
back walls only have hitherto been devoted to 
the trees. The plnn of growing largo hushes in 
the body of the house, the back wall also being 
covered, answers fairly well, but in the long run 
it will be found much the better plan to be con 
tent with two or three trees, no matter how 
large the house, and to train these up the roof 
only. Thus treated the growth is usually short 
jointed and exceptionally fruitful (see illus¬ 
tration), the Figs being also large and of 
superior quality. This plan of training is 
suitable even for quite small forcing-houses, 
the trees in this case having their roots con¬ 
fined to narrow borders, and well fed when 
in full bearing. It is not in houses where 
high temperatures arc maintained, or such, say, 
as would suit Melons well, that the trees are 
apt to form soft unfruitful wood, but rather in 
unheated structures. Thin training, though 
desirable in all cases, is absolutely necessary in 
unheated houses. A judicious selection of 
varieties, of which there are many, is also of 
great importance. The old Brown Turkey 
would, however, vet appear to be the best of 
the lot. So good in every way is this popular 
variety, that there is little or no need to plant 
any other sorts—under glass, at any rate. 
It is tho surest bearer under all circumstancos ; 
it forces readily and succeeds well in or out of 
pots, while the fruit is always of superior 
quality. The second, and, in some instances, 
third crop, though frequently so small as to be 
quite unrecognisable, is particularly delicious, 
many people who were previously under the 

westwards, these, perhaps, being the hottest 
corners in the garden. But if these are the 
best, it does not follow that they are the only 
positions where Figs will succeed, though it 
is next to useless to plant them against any 
other than south walls, and the higher the 
walls or the more head room that can be 

Pruning should be delayed till the young 
fruit shows at the points, or say late in April, 
and then should chiefly consist in thinning out, 
long nuked branches being cut back to near 
the centre of the trees, or else foreshortenel 
to a well-placed younger fruiting-branch. Thus 
treated the trees are kept furnished with 

A valuable late Fig—Xebian. 

allowed the better. That Figs are occasionally 
to bo seen doing well against walls with a 
south-west aspect is readily admitte.l, but as 
a rule the wood fails to ripen well in such 
positions, a moderately severe frost being liable 
to cut it down to the ground. Once a tree 
has of necessity to start afresh from near the 
stems, it is usually several years before it again 
attains a productive stite, nothing but long 
sappy shoots being formed ; honcu tho great 

necessity for protecting the points especially 
of the branches every winter, the trees being 
unloosed from the wall for that purpose. 
Allowing the trees to have their head somewhat 
is a certain way of checking grossness, the 
wood made then being principally short- 

young fruiting - brandies throughout their 

surface, and not at the ends only, as too often 
happens. 

Son..—Not a little depends upon the pre¬ 
paration of the borders. Hank growth being 

most undesirable, a rich, loose root-run ought 
not to be provided. Only a limited number of 
readers are in a position to use much chalk 
or chalky soil in their preparation of a border, 
but if it can bo had in might well be mixed 

with fresh turfy loam, one part of it to two Krts of the loam, a sprinkling of half-inch 
nes being the only other addition. An 

excellent substitute for chalk will be found in 
old mortar - rubbish. Comparatively small 

borders answer well in any case, these being 

well drained, and, if a clay subsoil abound?, 
the bottom ought to be concreted to a con 
siderable distance around in order to keep the 

roots out of it. It is also advisable to make 
the borders very firm, and if there is a path or 
roadway in front of the outside trees, these 

have a good effect on them, checking grossness 

and promoting productiveness. The number 

of trustworthy 
Varieties for open-air cti.teek is very 

small. Foremost amongst these must be 

placed our old favourite Brown Turkey, this 
being the sort most generally grown, and it 
cannot be improved upon. Brunswick is also 

a hardy variety, but not nearly so fruitful as 
1 the Brown Turkey, while the White Marseilles 

is perhaps the most delicious variety of all. 

j The tree is hardy, very productive, and the 

j fruit small, hut when well ripened the fruit 
j can be eaten by most people. 

FIGS FAILING. 
Corui you kindly advise me what to do to nuke my 

tree9 ripen the fruit 1 I have three Fig-trees in 
garden tone agnin9t a south wall and two as sttnaaiW 

They all bear quantities of small Figs, which never npe" 
and do not grow larger than Walnuts. 1 have removed im 

s ail round the trees to the depth of 2 feet and a 

o! 4 feet, and have filled in with old mortar, brickbats, 
building refuse. This I did two years ago, but cannot 

any improvement. Will you tell me whether I ought 

cut back the growth, as the trees grow so much to wood 

—E. E. Biuos. 
- I have a Fig-tree growing against a soulh wail, W 

overshadowed somewhat by a large Maple. It tears n . 

, ,, _ scantily. Should the old wood be cut away, or 
F.g \ lolettc Sepor. treatment can be advisedr-A. B. 

[The fact that the trees make strong grow™ 
is plain proof that the steps taken two ywj8 

impression they could not eat Figs eating these jointed, hard, fruitful, and not so easily ago were not sufficiently drastic to correct tie 
readily. crippled by frosts. The safest and best prac- J evil and bring them more under control, if 

Culture.—Along the south coast, notably tice, therefore, with wall trees is to keep them removal of tho soil round the trees to adep 
where a chalky soil abounds. Figs succeed freely thinned out, regularly trained, no ; of 2 feet, and at a diameter of 4 feet from t e,r 
fairly well as standards. The proper position attempt being made to confine them to a stems, was a step in the right direction ; bu 
for Fig-trees is the angles for/fBjft by the_Llimited area, and to 

Fir branches junction of a ^00 
to further protect them SWi/hihjWufsbflQid have gone further, and have tun- 

,, or ,traw ltJPltflRrblgWh- " b“'1’ ‘ 
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been n difficulty from time immemorial in the palings are on the garden face or the rails 
inducing certain Fig-trees to fruit. May not are, and, second, whether behind there is any 
my solution of the mystery perhups be the shelter from cold draughts. A fence of this 
right one? 1 do not find Figs want rich soil or description properly made should allow of but 
manure. Plenty of rain-water is all they verv little araught, but if the palings are old 
require. and have become shrunken, then much cold air 

In reference to your note on this subject in will rus 
Gardening Illustrated of September 20th, I harmful, 

you would have met with one or more strong 
roots descending to the subsoil. These should 
be ruthlessly cut away close up to the ball, 
because so long as these roots exist the trees 
will continue to make quantities of strong 
wood, and, if they bear at all, the fruit will 
never come to perfection. Your best course 
will be to reojicn tho trench at from 3 feet to 
\ feet from the stem as soon as tho trees shed 
their foliage. This trench should be 1 foot in 
width, to admit of the work being done con¬ 
veniently and expeditiously, and be carried to 
a depth of from 2 feet to 3 feet, so that the soil 

1. If you could in any way fill the 
spaces between the rails with what is called 
matchboarding you would render the fence air¬ 
tight. If the posts and rails be inside you 
would have to strain stout wire nlong tho faces 
of the posts, 0 inches aj>art, to which to tie the 
trees. If the face of the palings be ou the 
garden side you could nail the trees to them. 
Were a Privet hedge planted behind tho fence, 
a yard from it, and kept hard trimmed, that 
would exclude draughts, but it may not bo 
practicable. Walls are better than wood 
fences, because they are impervious to draughts 
and retain much sun heat. 

Jargonelle Pear falling to fruit.—In my 
garden there is a large and old Jargonelle I'ear-tree. the 
lower part of which is in a fowl-house that is to say. the 
fowl-house Is built round it, space being limited. For¬ 
merly I had splendid crops of Pears, but for some few 
years now I have hod very few, and these have been 
maggotty. This year the crop was much larger again, 
but many of the Pears were small, and quite two-thirds 
contained maggots. Nothing has been done to the tree 

_ or its roots for many years. Can you suggest a course of 
roots in a°kind of brick tank, 3 feet to 4 feet '"-v »«ion? ( Would lime-washmg the trunk do any good as 

«usn 
Baling provision for tho outlet of water at one , , r old Jargonelle Pear-tree in.your garden docs 
comer into a rubble drain. have probably more than HVi trees of different not now produce good fruit, seeing that you 

If the above work is carried out early this sizes, some out of-doora and some in a cold- have built a fowl-house round tho atom. Of 
winter you may leave tho pruning until the houso, and all are confined as to root space, necessity, that house must cover a good deal of 
spring, when the growths on tl.e wall-trained They arc in 10-inch and 12-inch pots, lard the ground in which tho roots arc, and would 
tree may he thinned out, cutting away all the buckets, etc., so that I can move them from therefore keep that portion very dry. Again, 
weakest and retaining those well furnished with place to place at pleasure. None have l>ccn by thus covering up tho stem and ground you 
embno fruits, which will bo plainly visible at raised from seed : most have been taken keep it in shade, whereas anqilo sunlight is 
that date. Just sufficient wood should be laid from suckers from my own and my neighbours essential to health. \\ o fear thero will be no 
m to furnish tho wall, and no more. With Fig-trees. I think I have only two, or at tho improvement in your Pear crop until you 
retard to the standards, tho heads should bo most three, kinds of Figs. I am sending you remove the fowl-house, hven then it would bo 
somewhat thinned out, or sufficiently so that four leaves taken from four separate trees ; two desirable to open a trench all round the tree, 
sunlight and air—two important factors-can of these are non-fruiting, which I, in my t» feet from the stem, _ feet wide, and as deep, 
reach to all parts. Should next season prove ignorance, call males, ancf the other two I call cutting off any large roots, and, if possible, any 
a dry one, pay particular attention to root females; these bear and ripen the fruit now that strike down under the tree, then refilling 
watering, and'when the fruits are swelling that the non-fruiting (male) trees are placed the trench. Fork in over the roots a dressing 
towards”maturity give liquid-manure weekly : close to them. You will notice a decided of manure, and thoroughly coat the tree and 
or, failing this ‘’dissolve* 2 oz. of Peruvian difference in my so-called male and femalo branches with hot limo-whitc, in which a little 
guano in Lffi gallon of water required. Some leaves. H. N. G. clay is mixed to colour it. Also syringe the 
Uees that wo treated thus last autumn have Balk. _ __ top branches with the lime-white.] 
been yielding heavy crops of fine fruit for some "Watering Pig - trees (Feud ho).— 
time past.] NOTES AND REPLIES. Usually, Fig-trees on walls outside grow too 

Fniiting-hranch of a Fig. 

xpr'ing, as I wish to grow some? How long would they lie 
before they bear?—Wy. Jkskish. 

[Plant your Filberts during November, 
allowing 10 feet between the rows. Spur- 
pruning is tho best for the branches, and when 
the trees have been well attended to for several 
years, the spurs become numerous and fruitful. 
The form which suits the trees best is the 
basin shape usually applied to Red Currant- 
bushes. All will depend on the growth and 
attention given to pruning, manuring, etc., 
as to when they come into bearing.] 

Earwigs eating Nectarines.—Can you suggest 
anythin); that will be effectual for the protection o( wall 

friiit from garden pests? I have a garden this year for the 

first time, and had a very good crop of Nectarines, 
Apricots, and ’’caches, but as soon m the Nectarines began 

to ripen they were attacked by some enemy, which went 
over and ate the fruit half round between dusk and 

dawn, and afterwards they were quickly eaten up by 

troops of black ants, wasps, etc., so up to the present I 
have had no opportunity of sampling them myself. The 
Apricots also suffered, but in a less decree, but in the case 

of these nearly all cracked, and the juices exuding soon 
attracted ants, spiders, and that interesting little insect 

which makes a ball of itself when surprise.!, so these, 

too, proved a failure. I have a line crop of Peaches, but 
these are not sufficiently ripe yet to receive much atten¬ 

tion. Can you give me a little advice in this matter of 
protection, also do you know anything to prevent the 

cracking of Apricots.—Amatrvr ? 

[The enemy that destroys your fruit is the 
earwigs. The only way of destroying them is 
by trapping them, or, ns they aro night feeders, 
catching them when dark. The best traps are 
the hollow stems of Sunflowers or Broad Beans, 
from which the earwigs may be blown into a 
basin of boiling water or water on which a 
little paraffin floats. Small garden pots filled 
with dry Moss or hay are useful; in fact, any¬ 
thing in which the earwigs can hide during the 

Fig Bordeaux. 

Fig Brown Turke; 

views are not those held by mast growers. 
They are briefly these, that (1) there are Fig- 
trees which never bear any fruit: these I call 
males. (2) Fig-trees hearing fruit which drop 
off even in mild weather : these I call females. 
(3) Where those two kinds aro grown close 
together, either accidentally or intentionally, 
the fruit on No. 2 will not fall off, but cojpo to 
maturity and ripen. There seems tqf have- 
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only when heavy rains fell. When it is needful 
to severely root-prune trees to induce them to 
form less wood and leafage and produce fruit, 
occasional heavy waterings, close home, and 
top-dressings or mulchings of manure are 
essential. Figs in pots need very liberal 

Fmut-trees on an Oak fence (II. K.J. 
With respect to tho planting of fruit-trees, 
irdon or otherwise, trained against a split 
r.V feaiBHjiueh may depend, first, on whether 



day, and sometimes twice daily. They should 
have liquid-manure three times a week ; also, 
the trees be often syringed, and the floor kept 
well moistened. All this is needful, because 
the roots are much cramped. Outside too 
often they have far too much room, and an 
occasional hard root-pruning helps to throw 
the trees into bearing. 

Planting fruit-trees.—I have a longish length, 
nearly 2011 teet, of Oak fence facing S.W. It is about 

(I feet (i inches high, ami about half of the border in front 

(S feet or 0 feet wide) is used for flowering shrubs and 

perennials, and the other half for vegetables. Soil, light 

subsoil, sand, and gravel. This year, thanks to the rain, 

the plants of all kinds have grown well, but it is usually 
very dry and bare. Will you kindly tell me (1) what 

Hoses would do best on the fence, and (2) what kinds of 

wall fruit, say espaliers or cordons? I have also a smaller 

length of a similar fence facing X.K. What wall fruit 

would do on that? I have a Victoria Plum which does 

fairly well, and a Williams' Pear which has never fruited. 
—W. J. w. 

(To get a break from the railway close to 
your garden plant I-ombardy Poplars. These, 
planted 8 feet apart, soon make a close' screen 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

OUTDOOR PLANTS, 

CAPE MARIGOLD (DIMORPHOTHECA). 

This genus, belonging to the Composite, comes 
from the Cape. In 

D. plcviai.is the flowers are white and 
purplish beneath, opening freely in fine 
weather. Plants from spring-sown seed flower 
from July to September. It is a bold, free- 
growing annual, thriving in any good soil, and 
an effective ground plant, with the larger flower 
garden subjects. It is, however, well worth 
growing alone. 

I). Et KI.OSI.—This is a beautiful and inter¬ 
esting plant of shrubby, j>ereiinial habit, with 
Marguerite-like blossoms, as may bo seen from 
our illustration. It is of somewhat rather 
curious combination, the fleshy leaves and 
stems resembling those of the larger forms of 

and give shade. But if you mostly want the Candytuft family, while the large white 
Bower and fruit, you had hotter plant strong and blue-suffused blooms are also very distinot. 

Dimorphotlieca Eokloni. From a photograph sent by Mr. J. Rose, Oxford. 

standard Blenheim Pippin Apples or Siberian The deep blue disc is a very interesting feature, 
Crabs, though the latter fruits are useless, and here and there, as golden anthers protrude, 
Farleigh Prolific Damsons would do very well 
and fruit freely. We should not advise you to 
plant both Roses and trained fruit-trees on 
your Oak fence. Where there are no flowers, 
there plant fruit-trees, such as Green Gage, 
Rivers’ Early, Victoria, and Monarch Plums, 
and Louise Bonne and Marie Louise Pears. We 
should prefer horizontal trained or fan-shaped 
trees to cordons. Such Roses as Crimson 
Rambler, Carmine Pillar, Alister Stella Gray, 
W. Allen Richardson, and Gloire de Dijon 
would do well if planted. Victoria Plum, 
Catillac Pear, and Morello Cherries are the 
best fruits for a north-east aspect. It is not 
warm enough for a Williams' Bon Chretien 
Pear. ] 

if. iq quite evoeptionnl The plnnf. iq easily 
raised from seed, which is best done every year, 
as two-year-old plants are liable to become 
leggy. It is a beautiful plant when the ray 
florets respond to the warm influence of the 
sun’s rays, but dull, sunless surroundings are 
not at all suited to show it at its best. 

Request to readers of “Garden¬ 
ing. ’—Headers, both amateur and in the trade, 
will kindly remember that me are alu-ays rery 

ylad to see interesting specimens of plants or autumns gather good blooms in the middle of 
dowers to illustrate, if they will kindly send | Novomber. After many years of sterility the 
them to our office in as good a state >is possible. ' white form produced seeds in an Irish garden.. 

HYBRID JAPAN ANEMONES. 

Gardens in the autumn will be better and 
brighter for the new forms of Anemone japonica. 
We cannot have too many of those hardy flowers 
that yield us the full measure of their beauty 
when early autumn frosts or drenching rains 
have destroyed the effectiveness of tender 
bedding plants. In a general way the first 
flowers of the Japan Anemone open at the 
close of August, the display lasting up to the 
end of October; indeed, one may in mild 
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From these, two varieties differing somewhat 
from the parent plant were raised and distri¬ 
buted under the name of Lord and Ladv 
Ardilaun. My experience of them is that the 
former is an excellent free-growing, reliable 
kind, but the latter is constitutionally weak 
and will only do well in very good soils. In 
periods of severe drought the leaves become 
discoloured, the energies of the plants become 
so paralysed that the flower stems cannot 
develop properly. Lord Ardilaun, on the con¬ 
trary, is in every way good and reliable, the 
half-opened flowers being in form much like par 
tially expanded blooms of the white Water 
Lily. Previous to the introduction of these 
varieties there came to us from America a 
variety named Whirlwind. There is no record 
as to the origin of this kind, but as it is quite 
sterile I am of opinion that it is simply a 
s|>ort from the type. When I first grew this 
variety 1 was not at all impressed with its 
worth. I grew it generously, and with the result 
that it made a very strong coarse growth, the 
leafy bracts at the base of the bloom develop, 
ing to such an extent as to almost destroy the 
effectiveness of the plants. It was only by 
chance that I discovered the true worth oi 
this variety. I happened to lay some plants 
into very poor light soil. They were forgotten 
until it was too late to set tnem out. They 
made quite a different display from those in 
rich soil, the flowers being produced in great 
profusion, very pure and not disfigured by 
leafy growths. For cut bloom I value th» 
variety very much, the pure finely-fanned 
blooms being especially valuable for wreath 
and cross making. They last longer than 
those of the type, and have a chaste appear 
ancc in floral decorations. Rosea superoa has 
no resemblance to the old rosea, which is a toll 

growing kind with no pretensions to effective 
ness. It has very large, finely-formed blooms, 
produced in great profusion on stems about 
3 feet high. The petals are delicately flushed 
with rose, the effect ip the case of estal 
lished specimens being remarkably fine. 1 
find that it increases rapidly, so that in the 
case of a permanent plantation the plants 
should be set out 3 feet apart. It is a curious 
factlmat this variety was raised by M. Lamoine, 
of Nancy, and in England at about the same 
time. From the first head of seed I ever 
saved I raised one plant only. I bloomed it 
indoors, and had a poor opinion of its merits. 
The following year, in the open ground, it 
showed its true character. It was fortunate 
that I did not name and distribute it, for later 
on I found it to be almost, if not quite, 
identical with Lemoine's variety. Beaut'- 
purfaite will, I believe, be largely grown. 
It is the finest of the singles, the flowers being 
very large, produced in great profusion. It is 
free of growth, and will undoubtedly be a 
favourite with trade growers and others who 
require a good supply of pure white flowers at 
a time so many tilings in the outdoor garden 
are over and Chrysanthemums are compara¬ 
tively scarce. 

The flowers of Coupe d’Argent are com¬ 
posed of several rows of petals; when first 
expanded they are creamy-white, but become 
pure with age. It is free-flowering, has a 
good constitution, and should certainly find 
a place in gardens where this kind of 
hardy flower is valued. Collerette, Vase 
d’ Argent, and Oouronne Virginals may lie said 
to be glorified forms of Whirlwind. They are all 
more or less double, and very pure in colour, 
the finest of them, in my opinion, being Vase 
d'Argent, which has flowers of great substance, 
composed of about six rows of petals, regu¬ 
larly arranged and fine in form and colour. 
This variety is of very strong, sturdy growth, 
the flower stems, in my experience, being more 
robust than those of any other member of the 
family. Collerette is much in the way of the 
last-named, the petals being regularly disposed 
and the flowers finely formed. These double 
kinds I have found very serviceable when 
grown in pots. They bloom rather kter 
than the single kinds, so that one can have 
plenty of perfect flowers, very pure and 
fine, all through October, and frequently 
up to the middle of November. Well grown, 
these Japan Anemones have a fine appearance 
in 8-inch pots, and may be made good use of 
in conservatory decoration. They harmonise 
with scarlet Geraniums, Vallotas, Lilies, etc. 
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Queen of Wurtemberg, a semi-double pink 
variety, is distinct and well worth growing ; 
it does not, however, appear to be quite so 
rigorous as the white kinds. Mont Rose, with 
loable pink flowers, is a great advance among 
•olourea kinds, and indicates what we may 
xoect in the future. In time we shall pro¬ 
nely get varieties as double as the Rose and 
lore highly coloured than those we now 
ossess. I should not be surprised if we get 
right shades of red, deep crimson, and other 
itermediate tints. J. C. 
Btfttt. _ 

OLD TREE P.EONY. 
r will probably take many years to persuade 
ardencrs not to arrange everything they plant 
ke dumplings. Their ideal is to make every- 
ling as smug as possible, in that way defeat- 
ig their own object if they seek variety, or 
race, or any of tho things that go to make a 
ictnre. 
Putting the tall things in the middle and 

imbing down the plants to the margin, and 

two plants which had boon given me) at the 
top of my rockery, exposed to all the sun we 
could get, but sheltered from north and east 
winds. They have grown well and bloomed 
freely. My flowers are all a clear white on the 
upper surface, with a pale lilac under surface. 
They shut up if a shower comes, and hang 
their heads, but as soon as the sun shines on 
them they turn up their blossoms and open 
again. If “A. W.” will try it in the rock 
garden, I think he will like it better.—A. C. 
Riverhead. 

Omphalodes linlfolla.—Kevins of Oarukxiko 
wUhinic to ([row the pretty KorRet-me-not-like flowering 
annual, Omphalodes linifolia (p. HI>7), can find it in some 

lists as Venus' Kavelwort— D. VV. 

Nlcotiana afflnls.—I have no greenhouse, and am 

anxious to have a lied of Nicotians atflnis next summer. 
I |>ut some roots in the ground this spring, and they are 

doing wonderfully well and growing all over my flower- 
border. Could I lift these, say, in November, an.l put 

them all in the bed and cover with litter, or what do you 
advise?—Hklly. 

[If you cover up the roots of the Nicotiana 
with coal-ashes, Cocoa-nut-fibre, or leaves, the 
roots will survive, and, when starting into 

and evenly, so as to make a perfect edge. Put 
back the soil against it, tread firmly, and then 
replace the gravel. Each summer you ought 
to cut it back to its original height or there¬ 
abouts, but, of course, allowing it to become a 
little broader each year. ] 

Renovating a lawn.—I have a piece of lawn 
which grows nothing but rank Gran and Dandelions. I 
am having it all dug up and trenched and the bottom 

broken, placing the top spit of turf at the bottom. The 
subsoil iB gravel and sand, and at the end of the garden is 

a railway cutting which tends to increase the dryness of 

the garden generally. 1 thought of digging In seme cow- 
manure during the winter and re-sowing in March. Will 
you kindly tell me (1) whether it would be preferable to 
use artificial manure, such as basic-slag, instead of the 

cow-manure, or should I use both ? (2) Whether Clover 

would lie likely to make a closer and more lasting lawn 
in such a dry spot than the ordinary lawn Gross, and if so, 
what kind I should obtain?—W. J. W. 

[You arc evidently taking tho only useful 
course in relation to your weedy lawn in thor¬ 
oughly forking up and burying the weedy 
surface and replacing it with fresh soil from 
beneath. We hope you will not find that full 
of weed seeds later ; but weedy lawns usually 
are the product of foul soil, and not of wee 1 

Old Tree-Paony at Glyndr. 

11 the little bag of tricks they use, only lead 
o & bad end. Happily, some things do not 
end themselves to this treatment, and so wo 
lo «ee occasionally a shrub in a garden that 
‘hows some form or natural grace. Among 
•hese there is nothing, perhaps, more striking 
Jim an old Tree-Pteony, and this illustration 
•hows one at Glynde, in Sussex, a very fine old 
ilant, which, breaking away from the set 
'tape, with its branches above the general 
evel, formed a striking picture when in flower. 
'Ve should encourage more and more thing's 
that have this free habit, and never seek to 
repress it. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Arctotis grandis.—“ A. W.” asks for 
the experience of others who have grown this 
plant. My experience differs from that of 
“A W.,” as I am very pleased with it. Owing 
to the severe weather we had in May, I did not 
pat mine out till June, when I put them (onl( 
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growth next spring, may be lifted, divided, 
and put into whatever positions you wish. You 
ought to lift the Silene at once and plant it in 
the flower beds. ] 

Box edging.—Please advise me as to a Box border ? 

I have some beds edged with Box, but it is in places very 

ragged and dead. Tlic Sweet Violets, too—growing like 
weeds—have pushed up in great hunches in the Box. 

What measures should I lake to make it flourish? In 

many places it is thick and strong.— Mrs. Walton. 

[The only thing you can do is to relay the 
Box, which you may do at once or-leave till 
the spring. It often happens that Box is 
neglected and not kept hard clipped, tho result 
being that it gets tall and ragged, as in your . , 
case. First draw back from tfie edge all the April, and keep off birds.] 
top gravel some 12 inches wide, then lift the Blue flowers for spring.—Two of the 
Box and take it away, laying it in by the rootp. most cheerful of our early spring blossoms are 
Then fork up the ground where it grew, adding to be found in Scilla sibirica and S. bifolia, the 
some fresh soil and some manure. Strain a latter being a very bright blue, and blooming 
line, chop down a straight furrow (i inches early, Chionodoxas, also, Luciliiv and sardensis, 
deep, have the Box hard trimmed, tops and the former being the white-centred Glory of 

‘ ~t 7 inches, then plant it thinly the gagd^psis having deep blue 

seeds being in the pasture seed sown. Cer¬ 
tainly add cow-manure in preference to basic 
slag, as the soil is no doubt poor, and cow- 
manure will both enrich it and render it the 
more solid. The close growing Clover has been 
excellent on lawns this season, because so 
damp ; but it may not be so another summer 
on poor, sandy soil if the season be a dry one. 
Your best course will be to ask sotno high class 
seedsman to send you Grass seed, stating nature 
of soil, area of lawn to be sown, purpose for 
which needed, etc. When the ground has been 
manured and dug, tread ana level it well 
before you sow the seed. Do that earLy in 
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flowers. All bloom early iu the year and all with clear water. I And it beneficial, especi- Staphylea colchica for forcing. - 
are inexpensive ; they form a nice setting to ally during the short days, to slightly syringe This is one of the best of our hardy shrubs for 
beds of Tulips and Hyacinths, which otherwise the plants overhead about mid-day with tepid forcing for early spring, and where white 
would be devoid of colour for a time, or for water, closing the lights for an hour after; flowers are wanted arrangements should be 

each season in the early months they will cultivation of the single and stronger sorts in bloom. It will stand forcing, but it must 
bloom freelv. Plant now.—W. F. differs only in degree, such as more space be gentle, therefore it is desirable to getphots differs only in degree, such as more space be gentle, therefore it is desirab 

have a bed about 45 teet long by 3 feet wide overhung by treating them to quite so rich a larder. Staphylea colchica should never be allowed to 

a'drop of about T^ootcm the sid^renioteTro ^me.^Coulrt *oith?r*s necessary at all times to winter become too dry, and occasional syringing d 
you tell me any flowers which would grow there, or what these latter under glass, unless it is especially the plants with tepid water will keen tern 
would be the best way to utilise it? I thought of malting desired to forward the blooms. In the clean, as well as assist development of bud* — 
^r0^.riv an,'1 Pl?,ntlnS terns, ere. if so, what would be cultivation of Violets the following points are Leaiifrst. 
the best kind of Kerns to use?—h. Bknnbt. _ ._, , , . _ „ ® 

Potting Canterbury Bells. - Set 
requiring much heat to get them into bloon, 
early, one would have thought that these 
showy plants of our borders would hsvt 

flowering plants quite well : indeed, the posi- ko clear of nlnners ftnd wccds . avoi,i water 
tion should exactly suit the Christmas Hoses if1 

received more attention as pot 
trouble about them, and one often finds flat 

lion snouiu exactly suit one i.nrisomas noses u ing with li<|ui<l-»na.nure during the winter, carlv flower^ 
the soil isgood or canbe enrichedll.y manuring. |10 ]lC!ut, an<1 ventilate freely on all S unTSfueSS« wbieSTrSukSS 
\ ou could also plant ouch bulbs as Musoan favourable occasions J r made ujj pi expensive suojects. io those »m 
conicum. Fritillaria Meleagris, F. imperialis, 
the double-white Poet's Narciss, Triteleias, 

early-flowering plants in houses are larear 
made up of expensive subjects. To thosewk’a 
lo not object to the trouble of potting up a let 

- October is the month, early or late, now let me commend the Canterbury Beik 
Scillas, Wood Anemones, and other things, according to locality, to get under glass Violets They should be placed in cold-frames, veo: 

quite well—for exi 
driums, Lastreas 

ample, Athyriums, Scolo[ieii liking fire-lie^t in any form. Assumingthese pits cost.—Woodbastwh k. 
driums, Lastreas in many kinds, and Polypo have been occupied with Melons or Cucumbers, Fuchsias.—Will you kindly inlorm me how I fciii 
diums You would also require some old root the crop will have become exhausted quite treat my fuchsias, which at present are rows! ti-Ji 

stumps from trees, or rough stones arranged early in the month, and all that will bo neces- ^'•i^houU V 
here and there, and, by placing these first in ***} to do now is to get out the soil, and then A|10uki I treat the old plants, (a) those in pettier.) 
position the gaps maybe the moro readily refill with oftl hotbed-manure or stacked leaves those in bed*, observing that, if it ran be done w*u) 
filled in’ with plants. Of course, the simpler to within 12 inches or 1.1 inches of the top of ch^tL^n^in^SS^ 
position the gaps may lie the moro readily refill with old hotbed-manure or stacked leaves those in beds, observing that, if it can be done 
filled in’with plants. Of course, the simpler to within 12 inches or 1.1 inches of the top of detriment to thtee t-bwhsia., ; wi.h te remoTj^^ 

way woukl be the flowering things first named, the frame-work, treadingit well before putting hrjn(f the i,nck in thesprin*. Also vriHrai, 
and, as these are among the better class tilings, m the soil, which should be fairly light, loam live or six very good fuchsias (or crowing outdoor J>t 
you may probably embrace this view'. If you I with the addition of a little leaf-mould and oblige—W. kixu. 
wish to quickly hide the soil, we can recommend | wood-ashes ^ or soot, mixing well ^together, 
the London Pride and some of the bold-leaved 1 ‘ c *’ *L- 
Megaseas (M. ligulata purpurea), which is also 

[It is not advisable to tak# cutting#® 
Lift the plants carefully with the spade, I now, which also disjioses of question No. i 
retaining good balls of soil, cutting away all Cuttings are best taken in early spring twit 

a handsome flowering plant. In adopting this runners, and plant 1 inches to (i inches apart, the young shoots. The old plants in the pop 
method it will he easy to reduce the London making the soil quite firm around the roots, will do best if left alone till February or Mir!.. 

Pride at an 

he easy to rcuuco the Ijoncton musing me -SOU quite arm aiuuuu UIIC iuwui, w m uo nest ii icit uionc tin ceuruiuyw 
Pride at any time when it is required. The and if the soil should be on the dry side, give when they maybe pruned and repotted. Too* 
flowering plants and bulbs mentioned would the whole a thorough good watering with rose in the be<ls may lie lifted now and prftebi 

should thoroughly dig and manure 
previously.] 

,nt, you soil ana plunts will have sunk down enough, in half-shady place, giving a good wait: : 
the Wl During open weather the lights should lie also. With the arrival of frosts of any sever;: 

drawn back entirely, as Violets enjoy plenty place under protection. The followingars . 
c_1-_._„.i . o:_-i„„ r.. Immiithb ’- of fresh air; in fact, if you begin to coddle good kinds: Singles— Jules Forty, Immiui 

indoor pi a N T H them they soon resent it, and unf&ss it is very Jeanne dArc, Ixvrd Rolierts, T 
wet or the nights frosty, plenty of ventilation General Garfield, Rose of Castille,i 
should be affonle<l them. Towards the end of very free. Doubles : Phenomenal, 

MOVING \ IOLETS TO THEIR WINTER November mulch the surface between the Gipsy Queen, Mrs. H. Cannell, N< 
QUARTERS. plants with Cocoa-nut-fibre refuse. This will Avalanche, and Frau Emma Topfe 

INDOOR PLANTS. 
Jeanne d'Arc, -ord Rolierts, Try Me 0. 

Rose of Castille, awl 
es : Phenomenal, Ballet l!ii 
s. H. Cannell. Nelly Mort«. 

Tin-, latter end of September is a good time to 

plants with Cocoa-nut-fibre refuse. This will Avalanche, and Frau Emma Topfer. 
keep the heel moist for a very long time, though, Heating frames (' AD).—You may ml 

developed into fine clumps bristling with 
flowers and flower-buds. I am not particular 
as to the quality of the soil in which to put 
them at this stage, provided it is light and 
congenial to healthy root-action. The acconi- 

J. M. B. 
done and the requisite boiler }iower at tua 
In carrying pipes underground it is neeesmi 
to observe that the pipes be not buried in ssl 
or in ashes, but that they lie clear in a Irenes NOTES AND REPLIES. or in ashes, but that they lie clear inatrena 

.. ---«... -- Brugmanslas.—Hruicmansias are beautiful when in made for the purpose. In crossing the [ip 
modation I have for wintering Violets is flower, and when seen as centres to beds are attractive, way the least possible rise will suffice, particu 
ranges of sunk pits with concrete walls a few is ti,^e^they should receive the sHeltY o^e house or ,,irl aa you have so much rise in the frame 
mches above the ground level. Such pits are instance, as apottimt-ahed orouthouse. Where room can At the same time, you must hn\e a nse,«j,v- 
easily protected from frost, and wind has not lie found for them in the greenhouse it often follows that not more than 1 inch in the 12 feet in 1!l- 
such power on the lights—a consideration in they bloom fairly well on being introduced to heat. case it will be essential that you have a valra 
exposed gardens. In these pits the plants are in flow and return pipes. 
placed’ rather thickly with the leaves almost Epacrises.-Among the most valuable of our hard- heat will g0 to tho higher frame. The be* 

wooded plant* for conservatory and table decoration are , v, fir-i pi' 
touching the glass. ^As planting proceeds they position fo? the valves will be i„ 
are well watered, thus settling the soil around them in bloom from NoVember to April. By this time or just outside trio pit wall where the} cobw 

J1 :-t -11- rvlnnf/i which hnvo atnnffincr nnT.nf-dnnrs nr in cnlrl- 4 nm. I'no/Anvnntpnff. ‘ . 

a fortnight, or as lone as no danger from frost Derby. 

is imminent. By this exposure no trouble Dev is imminent. By this exposure no trouble 
ensues from leaf-damping, which, as all are 
aware, is a serious check to the free and perfect 

tal to them at any time, particularly so just now.— possible to warm the frame '!uvx, 
erby. Naturally, in severe weather you vnu hl'e i 
Deutzia gracilis.-Will you kindly inform me open the valves, and you may do so in 

all are what in the best treatment for Deutzias? I have some in tjon to the severity of the weather. In f •' • 
nevfect larKe P°ta- Thev have be,,n °'uaide a11 summer. 1 want vniv(,„ nn r,nu, nee(l be more man 
pertect themfn fl0werearlv. What had I better do with them ttle xal'cs at no.t", e . , “ fl„nUd),i: 
rinrinrr _o __</ _half nriAn Aq vmir hnilnr . 

awttib, them in flower early. What had I better do with them ; lonr^ enoudi, 
development of bloom. Excepting during now? what is the best position for them ? information half open. As your boiler is large emu^ , 
severe weather I allow a current of air to play will greatly oblige.—Bolyat Swin. matters little whether you have 3-incn or iimbbcia uvwo " iituuw jwu - _ . 

over the plants day and night, but protect [We suppose that your Deutzias have been pipes; the latter have, of course, the gm*. 
thoroughly with Bracken and mats from being standing in the open air since they flowered heating surface, and, if this does note. • ^ 
frozen. When necessary (which is not often last spring. After flowering they ought to simply means that the pipes must be hea" 
during the dull and short days) water is given, have been gradually hardened off, and when all excess to make things equal—that is,t0 'ndv- 
choosiug a dry morning to enable tho foliage danger from frost was over stood in tho open the requisite heat. Therefore, with sma p g 
to dry by nightfall. As regards watering, I air. Any old and exhausted wood should also and greatly reduced radiating surface, 
would specially caution novices in Violet grow- have been cut out, in order to allow the young constantly expending more money in iu® ^ 
ing to beware of giving their plants liquid- shoots to develop, while, if necessary, the with larger pipes and the largei rauiatui- -^ 
manure while in bloom, for the flowers retain plants should have been potted. You must | face you have a slightly increased e-vpeb ^ 
its unpleasant odour for a considerable length now plunge them in ashes in the open air, at the start, with the minimum CO=t nJ, 
of time. Should the plants or blooms require where they will be quite safe until you wish to afterwards. In brief, the larger pip® (j 
stimulating, better by far give them a tonic in introduce them to heat early in the coming only the more economical where ttiez 
the shape of a top-dressing,^w^shing well in year.] Oic 1=! but the more satisfactory in resu 
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ROBBS. 

SIX GOOD WHITE TEA ROSES. 

Vhite flowers are always welcome, and a 
rhitc Rose is doubly so. The Camellia has no 
jont; the Tuberose, Gardenia, Eucharis, and 
them, although white and sweet-scented, are 
pfc to be bruised so very much more than a 
losse that, although they are indispensable 
owers when making up any floral designs, 
hey are not so generally preferred as a good 
vH *te Rose. As the planting season will soon 
■e -with us, a list of hnlf a dozen or so may be 
f service to intending planters. 
Nimrros, though introduced in 1843, is still 

ueof the finest white Roses we have, and 
icwild be in every collection, whether for indoor 
• outdoor culture. Of free growth and flower, 

always opening well, Niphetos will always 
3 a grand wfiito Roso. The nuds aro long nnd 
minted, and as the flower ages it changes to 

purest white colour imaginable. Thoro is 
a climbing variety of this kind, and which 

also extra good. In every respect except 
rowtli it is tho exact counterpart of the type, 
he growth is very rapid, and it will cover a 

. -rge space as quickly as any Rose, while the 

Hon. Edith Gifford, sent out by Guillot in 
1882, cannot bo described as a pure white Rose. 
It is a flesh-white, getting purer as it ages ; a 
wonderful Rose to stand when cut or upon tho 
plant, and of medium size. This is a very 
useful Rose for the ojien border or in pots. It 
is rather moro subject to mildew than the 
majority of Roses, but when well established 
it will grow away very freely nnd bloom from 
every snoot. 

Devoniensis is the oldest of tho lot. This 
Roso was sent out in 1840, and is still one of 
the best. It is, like E. Gifford, flesh-white in 
its younger stages, getting less so with age. It 
is very large and full, and possesses a perfume 
peculiarly its own. Tho old variety is short 
and stout in habit, but it has produced a very 
strong climbing sport, which is grown under 
the name of Climbing Devoniensis. This is 
indeed a grand Rose when allowed to grow at 
will. Many complain of this variety growing 
too strongly and flowering in a scanty manner, 
but give it room, and only removo a littlo of 
the wood that lias flowered to leave moro space 
for the remainder, and there will be no need to 
complain of its shy blooming. A warm nnd 
somewhat dry wall and border are best for this 
Roso. 

Rose Devoniensis. From a photograph sent by Rev. Hugh S. Orittiths, Gainsborough. 

Sowers are borne in the greatest profusion 
throughout the whole length of tho shoots. 

SorvKMK dk S. A. Prince is probably tho 
next best white Rose. This was sent out by 
Mr. Prince, of Oxford, in 188!). For general 
usefulness it runs Niphetos closer than any 
other white Roso. It is of good growth, free 
blooming, and sweet-scented. Like Niphetos, 
it invariably opens well, and is also, grand 
indoors or out. This is a sport from another 
very good and popular old Rose, Souvenir d’un 
Ami, and originated both in this country and 
in America. The American production is 
named The Queen, and in every way resembles 
the one introduced by Mr. Prince. 

The Bride is a sport from Catherine Mer- 
raet. Tho flower of Tho Bride is largo and 
fall, besides being very sweetly scented. When 
vooiig this grand Roso is palo lemon in colour, 
W gradually gets white with age. To ijny 
one who knows Catherine Mermet, The Bride 
may bo briefly described as a white typo of it, 
with a trifle stronger constitution. 

Boule deNeiok was distributed by Lachnrmo 
in 1867. It is a grand grower and bloomer, 
pare white except for a touch of pink on tho 
edges of young blooms. This, howover, is lost 

The Rev. H. Griffiths, Gainsborough, who 
sent the photograph from which our illustra¬ 
tion was prepared, has kindly sent us tho fol¬ 
lowing notes: “ For several years the plant 
bloomed very mengroly owing to hard pruning 
by a jobbing gardener. This year, however, I 
have merely shortened tho shoots, and when 
tho photograph was taken it had considerably 
over 200 blooms—a ‘ thing of beauty ’ indeed. 
At tho time of writing (end of July) it is 
developing a beautiful second lot.” 

ROSES IN VINERY. 
I UAVK Just taken a house with large vinery. In the 
vinery are some Roses—Teas, I think—against back wall. 
They have thrown long shoots some 8 feet long, stout and 
strong, I do not understand the pruning of Roses under 
glass. Should these shoots be shortened now and nailed 
to the wall ? A Marichal Niel, trained to glass, got badly 
sun-scalded early in the summer — leaves shed—now 
making fresh shoots and foliage. What shall I do with it ? 
—Tnoit. 

[It depends upon tho variety tvs to how your 
Roses should bo pruned, but in the absence of 
that knowledge we should advise you to leave 
the long shoots produced this summer un¬ 
pruned, unless it ue to take just a few inches 
off their extreme ends. Spread them out as 

ou with age, because as the flower opens, its petals much as possible to finish the ripening. If y 
reflex and this characteristic is hidden, leaving a aro giving this house artificial heat early, then 
Perfectly-shaped and very hardy pure the plantsfnust be looked over in November, 
blossom. 
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wlu-tq the plantsjnust 

Got5gfe and small shoots pruned back 

to from two to four eyes, according to their 
strength, cutting buck the weakest oven to one 
eye or bud. The long growths, as we said 
before, should remain as they are, then after 
they have blossomed you can. remove one or 
two entirely to make room for other similar 
growths. It is a mistake to severely cut back 
Tea Roses growing under glass unless they are 
very vigorous cliinoers and encroach too much 
on the space available. We have known such 
kinds as Mme. Lambard, Souvenir d’un Ami, 
l’orle des Jardins, etc., almost cover a roof of a 
lean-to greenhouse, and, of course, abundance 
of blossom is obtained from such kinds when 
the more vigorous growers are almost flower¬ 
less owing to their restricted areas. 

The Marechul Niel, which lost its foliage in 
the summer and is now making new growth, 
must not be interfered with at present, but we 
should advise you to give tho house as much 
air as possible by day, and even by night, pro¬ 
vided frost is kept out. You will obtain some 
early flowers from these new growths if you 
can keep them growing steadily, but there 
must be no check. Should you do unable to 
give such treatment owing to the Vines being 
m the same house, the best plan will be to 
leavo the plant untouched at present, but 
later, when you start the house, cut back tho 
lateral growths and retain the long ones, as 
advised for other kinds.] 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Rose Pride of Waltham.—Permit us 
to draw attention to an error in GARDENING 
Illustrated, October 4th. Tho photograph 
on page 400 is obviously not “ Beauty of Wal¬ 
tham'" (bright cherry-red). We happen to 
know tho photo as being one taken in our Rose 
gardens by Mr. Mason-Good, and tho variety 
is “ l’ride of Waltham” (delicate flesh colour). 
—Benjn. R. Cant and Son. 

Roses in October.—I do not know if 
theso Roses aro worth notice, but I have never 
had such beforo on the 1st of October. Of 
course, most of them are past their prime, but 
you can judgo of what they havo been.— 
Henry Miller, Parkin, Chiswick, If. 

[A very beautiful gathering, mostly of 
H. P.’s. Roses this year have been very fine 
late in the season, as was evident at tho lost 
meeting of the R.H.S., at the Drill Hall. 
Those who grow the Teas may, if the season is 
favourable, always have a fine display in the 
autumn ;“in fact, we think the colours are in 
many cases richer, the flowers, owing to the 
cool weather, not being scorched in any way. 
—Ed.] 

Roses for four beds ( IK. II. Manning). 
—We append names below, five varieties each 
of the four colours mentioned, and have kept in 
mind that you have a preference for Roses with 
long buds:— IKAi/e.' GloiroLyonnaiso, Margaret 
Dickson, White Maman Cochot, Hon. Edith 
Gifford, Souvenir de S. A. Prince. Dark rnl: 

Mme. Victor Vcrdier, Victor Hugo, Eugene 
Funt, Crown Prince, Prince Arthur. Yellow 
and apricot: Mme. Hoste, Mme. Falcot, Mme. 
Ravary, Gustavo Regis, Jean 1‘ernet. Pink: 

Caroline Testout, Mme. Abel Chatenay, Mme. 
Jules Grolez, Maman Cochet, Mrs. John Laing. 
Provided the fruit-trees, whose stems you wish 
to clothe with Roses, are not too large, wo can 
recommend for the purpose:—While: Purity: 
dark red: Mons. Desir ; yellow : Bouquet d’Or ; 
pink .' Climbing Belle Siebrecht. You musttako 
care in summer that the roots of the Roses 
planted near theso treos do not suffer from 
want of moisture and nourishment. It would 
be well to make a saucer-like cavity around 
each Rose, so that liquid-manure, when given, 
may find its way to the roots. The colours of 
the Tufted Pansies you proposo to plant 
beneath the Roses would make a very pleasing 
contrast. 

Climbing Roses for 8.E. wall.-I would feel 
obliged If you would recommend me six good hardy wall 

Roses for a south-east aspect. wall 10 feet high, rather 
light soil, but the border will be well prepared before the 

Roses are planted, using fibrous loam and well-rotted 
manure. I>o you recommend the addition of some burned 

refuse? I should like red, pink, yellow, and white Roses. 
I have already got Marie Van Houtte, Climbing Devonien¬ 
sis, Inunarnue, and Catherine Mermet. I have tried to Bow La France and President, and both failed, also 

arechal Niel. My garden is exposed to the south-west 

wind.—& A. 

[If you prepare boiler as you describe, you 
should bo ablo to grow La France. Procure u 
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'hint on its own roots or budded on the seed 
third, said to be a seedling, is Orange Ifa, 

. . - commencing to blom 
early m August. Plants of these, pinchedZ 
in May make short, sturdy not-nlw, 
often fill 
ber. 

ling Brier, and prune it but very little. Caro¬ 
line Testout would be another excellent pink. 
Rather stronger growers of this colour are rink 
Rover and Climbing Captain Christy; the 
former has a lovely bud, and its blossoms are 
very fragrant. A good crimson kind would be 
Ards Rover, and Gruss an Teplitz would also 
be a very suitable kind. Belle Lyonnaise 
would be a splendid pale yellow, and Billiard 
and BarnS a good deep yellow. This latter has 
a richly-coloured bud, and will be in much 
request when better known. White varieties 
of good quality are Gloire Lyonnaise and Mme. 
Alfred Carriere—the latter rather rampant, 
perhaps, for a 10-feet wall, but it flowers n-eely 
even if its growths are somewhat restricted. If 
the other side of the wall is on your premises, 
such a Rose as this would have a beautiful 
appearance if its growths hung over on this 
sido after the}- had reached the top of the S.E. 
side.] 

Budding Roses. — 1 observo in your 
issue of September fi an enquiry respecting 
budding Roses. It may 
be of interest to your 
readers to mention a way 
of removing the wood in 
prcjMiring the bud for in- ~ 

sertion which I have found jrf , 

effective in preserving the S ’ 

eye from injury, as well 
as a rapid and safe method 
of operation. Slightly 
raise the bark above the > 
bud, and insert between 
it and the wood a loop of 
Strong horsehair or silk- ^ 
worm “gutthen, hold- j* 

ing the wood and bark /fm, 
together firmly, draw thfe aaV 

loon downwards, when it 
will separate the bark as 
Cerfeetly as could be done V’if/g 

y a knife, and without 
any injury to the bud.— ® • 
Arthur Maw. v f S. 

extremely dwarf, and 
earl * — 

- sturdy pot-plants, jrf 

a gap in the greenhouse in Septan- 
Townsman. ^ 

Thread-petalled Chrysanthemums 
— Ihese are extremely graceful, and therefore 
well adapted for cutting. Many of them him, 

after the mid-season varieties have come md 
gone, and one can cut blooms of them 1- 

December and January. A good minder 5, 
them are dwarf, and, on this account, ik 

are suitable for amateurs' houses. Good rarie-i 
ties are : Golden Shower, reddish-bronze, si, 

delicate florets ; Mme. Poiret, pure white, hie' 

blooming ; Sam Caswell, pink, late; What Ho 

pale yellow, curling florets ; .Mignonette, air 

yellow, tipped bronze; Novelty, rosy-white: 

and Titsuyetin, silvery pink.—Woodeastsi s 

. Outdoor Chrysanthemuma —Tim «pti, i 
invested in a dozen early-flowering Chrvsantk- ■ 
planting eight in a border and (our in pots. Th- ha 
not done much, probably because thev wap iem<:« 
up by an unexpected gale in September, ilowpra lit 
not expect milch the first year. One or two ire jt t* 
l.looin, more In bud. What I would like to bn ■ 
(1) will those in the liortler stand the winter uaw 
shelter r Kinds are Crimson Pride, Crimson Nmt. Ux- 
Masse, Flora, Harvest Home, C. Penny. Ivy Sink, .. J i 
quintus, and White O. J. quintu*. I could eoitt x 
with straw ader they die down. This is i wilds- 
with long frost usually after the New Tear. I!) IU 
regard to those in poU, but standing out, ilull I ri»: 
them out so long ns the weather is open, ami I x: 

ROOM AND WINDOW. 

GARDEN PESTS AND FRIENDS GREVILLEA robusta / 
FOR ROOMS. J&m 

This is a hard-wooded 
greenhouse plant, very 
easily raised from seed ; 
but to have it available 
in the shortest time the * 

plants require to be raised 
in heut. If the seed is "JJfl 
sown in February in a JM 
temperature of 70 degs., '$ 

and the plants are grown ' 

on in the same house, they 
will be large enough for 
use iq six months. When 
once they have attained to 
a suitable size they should 
be kept in a greenhouse 
temperature and have 
plenty of air, and a thin Grevillea robusta 
shade on the glass to 
keep the leaves of a good 
colour. If there is no heat available the plants 
may be raised in the greenhouse, but they will 
be longer in getting to a suitable size. In 
such cases the 1st of April will be soon enough 
to sow the seed, and it must be put in the 
warmest corner in the house. As only a few 
plants will be required, the seed maybe sown in 
a (i-inch pot; this should bo filled with sandy 
soil, which most bo kept moist by gentle 
watering. As soon as the seedlings are large 
enough—say, 2 inches high—they should be 
put singly into pots 3 inches in diameter, and 
when they have filled these with roots a shift 
into 5-inch pots will be necessary. With care¬ 
ful management, the planks will be large 

Thrips.—The habit of forestalling enemies 
is a very desirable one for cultivators to folic*', 
esjiecially when dealing with those trouble-:^ 
insects called thrips. One may neglect salt 
and bug for a few days with no other imma 
ate result than an increase in their numb®; 
but to let thrins get the upper hand mat* 
destruction to the foliage and a lowering of tie 
vitality of the plant. These little nutrias 
require to be looked after now, when fire- 
necessary in plant-houses. Tobacco fnmigaM 

/ / I1 *7 tell mo how to make a lime-wash to be applred to fW® 
and bra nches ? Should it be applied hotT—Kxnstt, 

in a small pot, as grown for Covent Garden Market. [For cleansing the stems and branches o: 
kinds of fruit-trees there is nothing better 
than tho caustic alkali solution, for mating 

growing Chrysanthemums over us long a period which the following is the formula. Ifw° 
as possible, and the same witli a few other onb' wish to make a small quantity, di.w-' - 
things. I soon tired of this, as they became of cauntuc soda in a gallon of water, W- 

too monotonous. I fail to see the advantage of add i of commercial potash (peariash), su¬ 
spending a lot of labour on growing early "oil, then mix both, adding enough w.iter " 
Chrysanthemums in pots, while there is abund- make 5 gallons of solution. Apply to thefin¬ 
ance of beautiful hardy flowers that can Ikj hnd st«nis with a brush, to the small branc..-> 
from the open garden. Rather would I grow the form of 8Prfty with an en?ine or 
kinds to brighten up conservatories or for " hen the trees are dormant, Bocareiui -• 
cutting from through the last six and first six !t doos not touch the hands or the clothe., 
weeks of the year. J. Crook. Tomatoes, eelworm in f'Food/- 

--- Your Tomatoes and Cucumbers have 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. hadl?t atfcacked ™th tk.e ‘SS-fiS _ and it is useless attempting to restore tuerw- 
to a more healthy condition. At ohm c:«r 

Early-flowering Chrysanthemum out the affected plants and every particle o. 
mme. Marie Masse.—One of the best of soil and manure in which or near to which t---v 
garden Chrysanthemums is to be found in have been growing, and start afresh with c.z ■ 
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TREE8 AND SHRUBS. 

SOLANUM JASMIN OIDES. 

RouuiCM JA8MIX0IDES is surpassed by none 
of its race in the beauty of its flowers and in 
the lengthened period through which it blooms, 
it having been known to have been in bloom 
for a period of ten months. It is, naturally, 
only during exceptional seasons, oven in the 
favoured south-west, that such an extender! 
period of blooming can be looked for, but five 
or six months' flowering may bo confidently ex¬ 
pected, unless in cases where the plants have 
oeen cut hard back by exceptionally severe and 
prolonged frosts, when the commencement of 
their blossoming is delayed by fresh growths 
having to lie made from the hard wood before 
flower-production is possible. When planted 
in good soil the growth of this subject is very 
rapid, small rooted layer forming a plant that 

by either of the first four. For cutting, this 
Solatium is valuable, its long, flower-laden 
sprays being especially effective whon drooping 
gracefully from a tall vase. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Hardy evergreen shrubs.—Would you kindly 
furnish me with a list of what you consider the twelve 
choicest evergreens, variegated or otherwise, suitable for 
the border of a front garden, say, 10 yards square '— 
J. F, C. 

[Holly, Aucuba. Choisya ternata, Olearia 
Haasti, Osmanthus ilicifolius, Andromeda 
floribunda, Skimmiii, Kalmia and Rhododen¬ 
dron (these two must have jHiaty soil), Box, 

| Berheris, and Vow. You could also try the 
; Tamarisk, and, as an edging, some of the hardy 
I Heaths.] 

Shrubs doing badly.—I planted al>out two acres 
in front of my house three years ago with all sorts of 
flowering shrubs. The ground was double dux l>efore the 
plant* were put in, but the Crass has grown very thick 

A flowering spray of Solatium jasminoidea. 

will reach to the eaves of a two-storied house 
in three years. For pergolas and archways 
this climber is equally valuable, its white 
flower-wroaths festooning them with graeoful 
trniLs for many a week. In the northern 
districts of England it is, perhaps, of too 
tender a constitution to withstand tne rigours 
of the climate in the opon air, though it has 
•■ecn known to flourish in Derbyshire. Where 
it is deemed unwise to trust it in tho open, a 
situation in a glazed verandah or some such 
light and airy structure may l>o utilised for its 
reception. Solatium jasminoides lucks one 
merit, that of perfume, possessed by the Wis¬ 
tarias, Jasmine, Honeysuckle, Clematis Flam- 
mula, Stauntonia latitolia, and othor flowering 
climbers, but its extended period of blossoming 
renders it infinitely more decorative in the 
garden than are the possessors of the moro 
fugitive blooms already named, though, during 
their comparatively snort flower season, few 
will be found to cavil at the picture 
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round them, and they aro not making as much growth as 
they should, whilst the smaller plant*, such a* Fuchsia*, 
aro rather smothered. Can you advise me how to keep 
down the Oram? 1 cannot very well have the ground dug 
again, for fear of injuring the root* of the tree* ; licsidcx, 
it i* expensive work. Would it be any use lo cart a lot of 
]>eat into the plantation ? It might possibly weaken the 
Gras*. I shall be much obliged for your advice.—A. 

[ You can clear the turf away round each 
tree, say n circle of .1 feet in diameter, and on 
this place a good mulching of manure, which 
will benefit the trees and oncourago growth. 
You ought to do this soon, so that tho winter 
snow and wet may wash the goodness out of 
the manure down to the roots of the trees. 
Keep the space clenr always, and you will soon 
see a change in tho shrubs. If tho summer is 
dry water well and apply another dressing of 
manure.] 

Flowering shrubs.— Will you kindly suggest 
altout a dozen good flowering shnibs for a small 
pleco of lawn, 20 yards by 10 yards? About threofourths 
of It gets the sun (when there Is any) all day ; the other 
fourth, onlyjhe early morning and evening Biin. Ithought 
s' I>uvb>2-*l|it>p(ile for the centre, with Honeysuckle or a 

onlyVhe ei 
"g-^llij-pple for the centre, with Honeysuckle 
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Rose climbing up it, as described on page 300, and hand¬ 
some flowering shrub# scattered about, four good Tree 
l'tronies amongst them.—R. S. Stamikn. 

[In order that you may partially make your 
own selection, we here nupend names of 20 
good flowering shrubs, with their approximate 
heights, season of flowering, and colour of tho 
blossoms. With your four Tree-Piconies this 
will give you a choice of two dozen. Berheris 
Durwmi, 0 foot, May, orange-yellow ; Berheris 
stcnopliylla, (1 feet, May, golden - yellow; 
Cytisus Andreanus, 0 feet, April and May, 
yellow and reddish-brown; Deutz.ia crenata 
floro plono, (i foot, Juno, pinkish; Foray thin 
suspensa, (1 feet to 7 feet, March and April, 
yellow ; Hamamelis arborea, 8 feet, January 
and February, yellowish ; Hydrangea rwnicu- 
lata grnndiflom, 4 feet to ft foet, August, 
creamy-white : Magnolia stellata, .'t foot, April, 
white ; Philudelphus Lemoinoi, 4 feet, June, 
white: Rhus cotinus, 5 feet, July, purplish- 
brown ; Ruhus doliciosus, 4 feet, May, white ; 
Spiru-u arguta, 4 feet, April, white; S. japonica, 
ft feet, dune and July, carmine ; S. j. alba, 
2 foot, Juno to August, white; S. j. Anthony 
Waterer, 2 foot, Juno to August, crimson ; S. 
prunifolia (loro pleno, 5 feet to II foot, April 
nnd May, white; Viburnum plicatum, 5 feet 
May, white: Weigola Abel Oarriere, 0 feet, 
May, rose; W. Candida, 0 feet, May, white : 
W. Eva Rnthko, A foot, May to July, red.) 

Bark of trees splitting.—When I 
wroto to you to inquire what might he tho 
cause of the lwrk of my trees splitting, I did 
not give my own opinion ; hut as 1 differ from 
your correspondent “G.S.S.,” who thicks it was 
frost, will you allow mo to state the conclusion 
I have arrived at. I think tho cracking is the 
result of a hot sun's rays and deficiency of 
moisture in the ground, because all the cracks 
are on the south sido, both in my garden and 
in many nurseries' where 1 have also seen 
them ; and the last two summers have been 
extremely hot and dry. Further, the cracks 
and peeling off of hark become much worse 
whon the trees are planted nearer to full grown 
ones, the roots of which may—as in Elms or 
Poplars—extend to them and suck up the rain. 
That frost is not the cause 1 believe, because I 
saw lately a long avcnuo of trees planted aliout 
two or three years ago at Cordova in Southern 
Spain, every one ot which was injured thus, 
hut only on the southern side. In Cordova 
thero is a completely southern cPinate, and 
rarely frost; moreover, at my own residence 
on tho south coast the climate is mild in winter. 
—A. S. Bii knf.i.i.v. 

Raising hardy Heaths. — When staving at 
Plymouth this season I was very much struck with the 
Heather, ot which I enclose a few sprigs. At the same 
time I took some seed. Will it grow inland? When, and 
what position had it lietter be sown in ?—IIkatiikh. 

[The specimen sent is Erica Tetrnlix (Boll 
Heather), which occurs in a state of nature 
more or leas plentifully throughout the greater 
|iortion of the British Isles. It will thrivo 
perfectly inland as well as in proximity to tho 
sea. From tho minute character of the seed 
particular care is necessary in sowing it. In 
raising it artificially, the quickest way is to 
take some shallow lioxes or pans, and place 
some broken crocks or some other drainage 
material in the bottom, then fill to within half 
an inch of the rim with sandy jient passed 
through a sieve with half an inch mesh. This 
must be pressed down firmly, made quite lovol, 
and given a thorough watering through a line 
rose. While still wet sprinkle tho seed thinly 
thereon, nnd over it dust a very little line soil 
of the same quality ns that with which the 
boxes or pans are tilled. After this place in an 
ordinary garden frame, and keep watered 
always through a lino rose, when it will soon 
grow. When tho young plants aro about an 
inch high transplant them into pans or boxes 
as those in which the seeds have boon sown, 
nnd when they become crowded plant them 
out. If no facilities exist for sowing tho seed 
in this way it may be sown in tho open air, 
choosing for the purpose a sjxit fairly sheltered 
both from cutting winds and direct sunshine. 
Should you have a common in your neighbour¬ 
hood on which the Heather grows, a barrow¬ 
load of that soil mixed with the ordinary soil 
of the border will suffice. Tako care that the 
scod after sowing is not allowed to get too dry, 
ond that a finot rose is used in watering it, as it 
may otherwn^l Ironr'its minute character, be 
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washed away. In permanently planting this 
Heath it must be borne in mind that it grows 
naturally on breezy uplands, hence it should 
have as airy and sunny a spot as possible.] 

QARDBN WORK. 

Conservatory.—A little ventilation at 
night should be given as long as the Chrysan¬ 
themum remains one of the principal features, 
but cold draughts should be always avoided. 
Most gardeners nowadays grow more Chrysan¬ 
themums than can be accommodated without 
overcrowding, though this may be a good fault, 
as it permits of a selection being made ; but it 
is not well to crowd plants in too closely, so as 
to destroy their foliage. Where there are 
numbers of glasshouses the plants can be 
arranged in separate sections until they are 
ready for the conservatory. It is quite certain 
that the late-flowering Chrysanthemums, if 
they are required to bloom at Christmas or 

later, must be kept cool. The latest kinds are 
still outside, but within reach of shelter in case 
of sudden frosts or strong gales of wind, which 
often do damage even when the plants are 
well supported. If the buds of Camellias have 
not been thinned attention should be given to 
them now where crowded. Weak soot-water 
is peculiarly suitable for Camellias and large 
specimen Azaleas which may require help. The 
water-pot should be in the hands of a very 
careful person now. Numbers of men and boys 
commence a gardening career and never find a 
permanent place or make their mark in it, 
Decause they are entirely devoid of the faculty 
of taking twins, and plant life is too important 
to be trilled with and neglected by careless 
people- The climbers now will have been 
reduced to the normal winter condition. There 
will, of course, be flowers on many things, and 
there will be others coming and going. 
Bougainvillea glabra will flower in the con¬ 
servatory till late in autumn. Heliotropes, 
Ivy and other ^Geraniums, and Tea Hoses 
planted out are also full of blossoms. Hubro- 
thnmnus in variety, Abutilons that were pruned 
back in July, will now be full of blossoms, ami 

buds coming on in succession. These and 
other things of somewhat similar character 
may he regarded as the framework of tho house, 
inside which will be grouped as tastefully as 
possible the pot stuff brought from other 
nouses. The outside flowers will soon bo ovc-r 
or in a non-presentablc condition, and it 
becomes incumbent on the gardener to make 
the most he can of his glass structures. 

The unheated conservatory.—As a 
rule, the owner of the cold glass house, if he be 
a person of resource, and gifted with a philo¬ 
sophical temperament, will not be envious of 
those who grow more tender plants, and sit up 
at night to attend to the fires. There are very 
pretty plants which only require protection 
from the wind and rain in winter. To mention 
only a few things, Chrysanthemums, regarded 
merely as ornamental objects, and not too 
highly fed, will do very well with a glass roof 
over them. It is the highly-fed blooms which 
decay quickly if there is any dampness in the 
atmosphere. Very pretty also are several of 
the Japanese Grasses and shrubs in the cold- 
house. Well grown bushes of the Laurustinus 
and winter-flowering Jasmines require only 
"belter from the weather. The Christmas 
Hoses are a charming feature in the cold-house. 
I have seen them in tubs very large and full of 
blossoms at Christmas. Bulbs potted early 
will flower early without forcing, especially 
such hardy things as Snowdrops, Crocuses, 
Narcissi of various kinds. Some of the pretty 
early-flowering alpine plants will bo charming 
in a cool-house. Good potsfull of the new 
double-flowering Arabis will have some value 
for cutting, as the spikes are larger and longer 
than in the type. A very great deal can be 
done in a cool conservatory, especially if it is 
joined on to the dwelling and is not too small. 
The boiler and pipes almost double the ordinary 
cost of the structure and boilers wear out, and 
the cost of fuel and attendance are consider¬ 
able. 

Roses fop forcing. — Strong plants, 

potted up now or towards the end of the 

month, should lie placed on a coal-ash bed 
until treo-leave3 in sufficient (idaittHy can 

Digitized by vjOO 

obtained to fill a pit, the Roses then to be 
pruned and plunged in the leaves to encourage 
new roots to form. Plants treated in this way- 
will provide an abundant crop of flowers in 
March without much forcing. To obtain early 
flowers, the plants must be established in pots 
now, and be pruned ready for starting. There 
is no better medium for the encouragement of 
the production of both roots and growth, 
which means flowers in plenty later, than a 
bed of leaves in sufficient bulk to produce 
gentle heat, into which the pots can be 
plunged. The genial vapour arising from the 
tied of leaves gives force to the growth and size 
and brilliancy to the blossoms, and there is, 
under such circumstances, less trouble with 
insects. 

Winter management of fruit- 
borders. — A very dry border in winter 
is injurious and unnatural, especially in the 
case of Peaches and other stone fruits, which 
make new roots in winter. Vinos do not make 
progross in root formation after tho loaves 

fall, and, therefore, they do not suffer so much 
from a dry condition of the soil as where life is 
more active. Though even Vino-roots in a 
perfectly- dry state cannot carry on their work 
so well as when reasonably supplied with 
moisture, still many of the rich outside Vine- 
borders would be better if covered in winter 
and more freely supplied with water during the 
growing season in summer. The falling of the 
buds in Peaches and Nectarines might in most 
cases bo traced to extreme dryness of the 
borders in modern Peach-houses during autumn 
and winter, especially in autumn whilst the 
buds are maturing. At this time, too, a little 
weak stimulant may be given with advantage. 

Late vinery.—A little warmth in the 
pi|>es will be necessary to finish ripening of 
the late kinds and to thoroughly mature the 
wood. No leaves should be [lermitted to 
touch the glass to conduct the moisture down 
among the bunches. If the Gnqies have to 
hang any time on the Vines, the borders should 
he mulched with clean straw to keep down 
dust and arrest evaporation. Use the scissors 
the moment a bad ben-y is seen. 

Window gardening.—Cyclamens will 
do well in a li^ht window. The earliest seed¬ 
lings are now in 5-inch pots and earning into 
bloom, and, with careful management, will 
flower all the winter. Winter-flowering Heaths 
are not difficult to manage when the necessity 
for careful watering is understood. A pot or 
two of early-sown Mignonette just coming into 
bloom may be added. The window-boxes out¬ 
side are getting shabby, and arrangements 
should be made tor refilling them. The cheap¬ 
est things are yellow Wallflowers and Forget- 
me-nots. Seedling Pansies are just coming into 
bloom, and may be mixed with Tulips. 

Outdoor garden. —Sow a few Sweet Peas 
on a well drained site for early' flowering, 
covering about 2 inches deep. In cold, clay- 
districts sow in pots in cold-frame. After tho 
available frames aro filled up with Violets, 
which have been specially grown for the 
purpose, the remainder of the plants may be 
planted on a warm south border or in front of a 
thick hedge. A border on the south side of a 
Yew hedge will be a capital place. Get the 
positions for tho early flowering bulbs prepared 
as soon ns possible. Croousea, Snowdrops, 

early-flowering Narcissi, and early Tulips 
should be planted soon to flower well. The 
bulbs in the ground now are busy making 
roots. Plant spare bulbs of Snowdrops and 
Crocuses in retired spots on the lawn. They are 
lovely under trees, as they flower before the 
trees arc in leaf in spring. Bare places under 
trees may be planted with the small-leaved Ivy, 
and the bulbs planted with a dibble among the 
Ivy. The Winter Aconite is lovely in a broad 
mass on a shelving hank. The Holly-leaved 
Berberis, a good plant for massing under trees, 
should be pruned annually after flowering, and 
then it forms a beautiful groundwork all 
winter, and the flowers in spring are among 
the brightest things in the garden. A decision 
will soon have to be come to respecting the 
Carnations. If the layers are well rooted and 
the beds ready, plant now, reservingduplicates 
to make good losses, if any. If the layers are 
not sufficiently rooted, they may either be left 
as they are on the plants, or potted up and 

' in frames. Oriair 

Fruit garden.—The best way Of kev^uK 
Strawberry plants intended for forcing is tc 

plunge the pots up to the rims in ashes. They 
will there ripen and rest until January or when 
forcing begins. They ought to be covered with 
old lights when severe or very wet weather 
comes. At present they are better exposed. 
In gathering Apples and Pots, the latter 
especially may have the season prolonged by 
gathering the ripest fruits first. Take the 
fruits from the south side of the trees first 
Of course this can only be done in the case of 

pyramids or other trees in the open garden; 
but even with trees on walls the season mav be 
prolonged by gathering the fruits first which 
have the ripest appearance. The practised eve 

can easily make a selection, and the season of 

any Pear mav easily be extended by placing a 
few fruits in heat fora few days. Something 

more might lie done with Blackberries. Give 
them a deep, well-worked soil, and pot np a 
rough fence with Larch poles and wires, and 
Ip.fc thf»m ram hie over it., ont-fcing away tho old 

canes or some of them after fruiting. I was in 

a garden lately where the Wineberry was 
fruiting very freely, and it was highly spoken 
of, more especially as a cooking fruit. Sites 
for young fruit-trees should be pre]»red soon. 

For early bearing. Apple-trees are best on a 

dwarfing stock. The English Paradise appear 
to suit Dretty well all kinds of Apples. The 
Quince f jr Pears will suit some, but not ill, 

soils. The Quince loves moisture. 

Vegetable garden.—This is the 
time for taking up and storing roots of ill 
kinds, except Parsnips and Salsafy, which 

keep best in the ground. Jerusalem Arti 
chokes are usually left in the ground, and 

the surface covered with litter to keep out 

frost, so that they can he lifted as requiral. 
I^ate Celery should be carefully earthed op 
in dry weather, when the soil, placed near 

tho plants, can be well broken up with the 

fork. The sides of the ridges should be made 

true and smoothed down with the spade !o 

throw off the rain. There will be a tendency 
in the green crops, Broccoli especially, to 

make luxuriant growth, and the plants of the 
late kinds will stand a better chance of Bas¬ 

ing the winter safely if they are laid down 
with their heads to the north. Cauliflower- 
are abundant and good, and, as frost may 
come at any time now, the hearts of those 

plants which are turning in should lie pro 

tec ted by their own foliage. Later on the 

covering of foliage will not suffice, and the 

plants must be lifted with balls and planted 
elsewhere, where protection can be given. 
There will in most cases be a considerable 
demand for salad plants, of which the most 

important are Lettuces and Endive, which 
should be tied up to blancli. A supply abo 
should be coming on in frames. 

E. Hobday. 

THH COMING WEEKS WORK. 

Extracts from a Garden Diary. 

Or I ol>er 11th.—Moved several evergreen trees 
and shrubs to till central positions in nevr 
shrubbery. They had been cut round last year, 
and the trench filled with good soil, into which 
the fibres have entered. This is the best way 
to make sure work with large specimens- 
Sowed a lot of Fern spores, chiefly Prerise in 

pots of rather heavy loam made firm. The 
pots are placed in shallow pans in frame and 
kept close, with a temperature of 50 (legs. to 
55 degs. The last of the late Chrysanthemums 

have been placed indoors to be out of the wind, 
but lights will be left open all night. 

October 16th.—Planted out more Cabbage- 
and Brown Cos Lettuces. Earthed up btc 
Celery. Apples and Pears are being gn tbeaxt 
from time to time ns they ripen. Azaleas j“s| 
arrived from Belgium, have been potted and 
placed in cold-pit for the present. The August- 

sown Cauliflowers have been pricked off into 
temporary pits where some lights can be place 
over them. Another range of the same class ct 
structures has been filled with Strawberries 
intended for forcing. 

October 17th.—\V e have just finished planting 
late Tulips Surplus bulbs have been plantcx 
in various parts of the grounds, and someo. t ie 
double Dartodils have been put in along t e 
hedge side in the orchard. We have root-prune 
siWeridv Pear-trees that have made rather o 
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much wood. Several old trees have been con¬ 
demned and will be grubbed up and the soil 
changed in readiness for young trees. 

(hiohrr 1X1 h. — Rearranged conservatory, 
adding a considerable number of early-flower¬ 
ing Cnrysanthotnums in groups about the 
house. Fuchsias and Ivydoavod Geraniums 
planted out aro still very effective. Roses 
intended for forcing have been pruned, top- 
dressed, and placed undor cover. More bulbs 
have been [totted and fixed for forcing wHbn 
required, but for the present they are outside 
making roots, covered with litter. Box edgings 
on one walk had become a little gappy. This 
has liecn taken up and relaid. 

October J Hi It.—Gathered the last of the open- 
air Tomatoes and placed under glass to ripen. 
A few of the earliest potted Arum Lilies have 
been placed in gentle warmth to hasten the 
flowering, as wo want blooms at Christmas, 
l’otted Lilium Harrisi and plunged in Cocoa- 
fibre. Wo grow a few retarded bulbs of Lilium 
lnngiflorum, as wo always like to have blooms 
of tnis or some other wliito Lily, and L. lanci- 
folium is now just over. Potted up Spinous of 
various kinds for forcing. 

October Stub.—Sowea Sweet Pens for early 
blooming very thinly, and oovered the surface 
over the rows of seeds with sifted ashes to kcop 
off mice and slugs. Roses nro rather too full 
of growth to move just yot, but the beds are 
ready. Duplicates of Carnations planted out 
have been potted, and will lie kept in cold- 
frames, the pots plunged in ashes before frost 
comes. Took up main crop of Carrots and 
licet and stored in sand. Finished putting in 
cuttings of Roses. 

LAW AND CUSTOM. 

Flower show — responsibility of com¬ 
mittee for prizes offered.—A flower show was 
rroenlly held here, and in their prospectus the committee 
inerted the following condition : *' The Society will only 
I* responsible for the prises so far as their funds will 
•tow/ This condition was printed in distinctive type. 
The committee have not now funds to pay in full the 
whole of the prize money offered and awarded. In the 
prospseto* two special prize* were offered for competition, 
awl these prizes were given tiy two gentlemen whose 
name* were set out tut the donors In the proepectus. Do 
tht»e prizes fall within the operation of the above condi- 
uoaor rule, or must these be paid in full?—Sl'sciau 

/These special prizes wore given for specific 
purposes and must be devoted to those pur- 
I"jscs. Consequently, if the donors havo paid 
fiio sums in question over to the committee, 
the committee must pay those prizes over in 
full to the competitors to whom they were 
awarded by tho judges.— K. C. T.) 

Forfeiture clause In tenancy agreement.— 
1 look a piece of ground for nursery purpose* for the term 
of live years at a rent to be paid quarterly, but when the 
lint quarter'* rent fell due I was unable to pay It. There 
is a clause in the agreement that if rent is in arrears for 
twenty days the agreement is cancelled. After my 
tensocy had lasted six months my landlord told me that 
If I continued in possession ho should treat me as a 
trespasser. He has now sued me for six months' rent. 
’ an he recover it f I have some shrubs and a greenhouse 
loot erected) on the ground. Can 1 counter-claim against 
him ’—X M. W. 

/Yes, your landlord can recover tho rent. It 
i-not clear whether he has given you formal 
notice of a forfeiture, but I suppose he has done 
so. It is clear that you havo forfeited your 
term, and he may re-let the placo when he 
chooses. You havo no ground for any counter¬ 
claim against your landlord. You should have 
taken your unerocted greenhouse away.— 
K.C. T.J 
Trespass by builder.—1 am the owner of a small 

plot of garden ground (freehold), which adjoins a Arid on 
which a house is I icing built. My garden and the Held arc 
divided by an Oak post-and-rnll fence. During my 
•bsence the builder, without my permission, removed 
three lengths of the fence (my property), the more easily 
lo build the back wall of a stable. The fence was very 
roughly removed and greatly damaged—in fact, is now 
prvticallv useless-and the two end* of the fence left 
standing sre without supporting posts. On my renion- 
■ toting With the builder, he seemed to think he was per- 
fsetly within his right* (he said he could not get a perfect 
building line while the fence was In the way), and, alto¬ 
gether, acted in a very high-handed manner; but he 
offered to apologise for trespass, at the same time abso¬ 
lutely declining to accede to my demand to pay the value 
of the lengths removed, which arc now of no value to me 
Hare I any legal remedy ?—Worki.vo-Man. 

[This builder had no right whatever to inter¬ 
fere with your feDco. Ho has committed a 
trespass for which he is clearly responsible in 
damages. As he refuses to make good the 
fence, you should at once sue him in 
County Court and claim rfrom him -at 
double the sum it will cost' you to m 

good. Such a man ns ho is should be taught a 
sharp lesson, and you can teach him one with¬ 
out difficulty. It is no concern of yours that 
lie could not got a jierfoct building line without 
removing tho fence—it did not matter if ho 
could not get a line at all.—K. C. T.] 

The rating'of greenhouses. —1Two and a half 
years ago I took some greenhouses on a yearly tenancy at 
the annual rental of i'l in*., and the greenhouses are 
rated to the general district rato at tho same rate in the 
pound (.la Hid.) as arc houses. Ia this correct!1 Poor- 
rates are made in each half year, but no poor-rate for 
either of the four half years of 100O and 1801 was 
demanded of me until Feb. tilth last, when the assistant- 
overseer demanded all four half-years' rates at once. In 
each case the rate in the pound charged was the same 
(Sd.) as is charged upon houses. Is this correct t I have 
refused payment If incorrect, what should I do?— 
Gardknkr. 

[I presume these greenhouses are occu¬ 
pied by you for trade purposes, and if so they 
are none tho less market gardens because the 
Sound is wholly covered oy them. I think, 

erefore, that the decision in Purser r. The 
Worthing Local Board governs tho matter, 
and that the rating of the greenhouse to the 
district rato (I presume it is an urban district) 
is bad. You may, therefore, refuse payment, 
and if proceedings nro taken against you to 
recover tho rate, you should appear and show 
cause against tho application. As regards tho 
[Kior-rate, tho decision in Smith r. Richmond 
governs the mnttor, and tho greenhouses are 
projiorly rated to tho poor-rate at tho same 
amount in the pound as houses. Thoro is no 
limitation of timo as to tho collodion of [ioor- 
rates, and so those four half year's rates must 
be jmid. Perhaps if you refused and wore 
summoned, tho magistrates would rofuso to 
issue their warrant of distress, but probably 
the warrant would issue. If I were in your 
place, I should appear at the next audit of 
poor-rates and state the circumstances to the 
auditor, as it is clear the assistant-overseer has 
grossly neglected his duty. I presume no 
demand notes were ever sent you, for if these 
were sent, they constituted a proper demand of 
the rates to which they referred.—K. C. T.] 

POULTRY. 

Death of young Turkeys (Bran 

Marlin).—It is absolutely necessary that these 
birds should bo kept on n light, dry soil, other¬ 
wise tho mortality of tho chicks is very great, 
and a Grass field- into which a lot of sewage 
flows is about as bod a [>osition for Turkey 
keeping as one could possibly choose. This 
would quite account for the death of so many 
of the young birds, and they will in all proba¬ 
bility all die off if a more suitable run cunnot 
be provided for them. Turkeys are of ram¬ 
bling habits, delighting to wander in search of 
insects, green herbage, Beech-must, berries, 
and so forth, and will thrive upon these things, 
provided the land over which they wandor is 
warm and dry. So suscoptiblo of wet are the 
chicks (a sudden shower will sometimes prove 
fatal) that it is necessary to keep them cooped 
with the mother for iiuite two months, the 
coop being removed daily in dry weather, and 
placed on ooards in a warm outhouse at night 
during wet weather. Even when well grown, 
tho young birds should not be allowed to roam 
the fields while there is heavy dew or white 
frost u[K>n the Grass. Nettles, Turnip-tops, 
Cabbage, Onions, Bocks, and other green stuff, 
boiled down and mixed with Barley meal or 
Oatmeal, form excellent food for the young 
birds, together with Barley, Buckwheat, Oats, 
Beans, and Sunflower-seeds, the last in small 
quantities.—S. S. G. 

United Horticultural Benefit and Provi¬ 
dent Society — postponement of Annual 
Dinner.—The Annual Dinner ol thl* society, previously 
announced to he held on Tuesday, October 7th, has been 
unavoidably postponed. It will now be held on Thursday. 
October l«th, 11102, at 0.30 p.m., at the Holl>om 
Restaurant (Throne Boom), High llolhorn, W.C. Arthur 
W. Sutton, Esq., F.L.S., V.M.II., will preside. 

Photographs of Gardens, Plants, ol 
Trees.—ne offer each week a copy of the latest 
edition of the “English Flower Garden” for the 

best photograph of a garden or any oj its contents, 

indoors or outdoors, sent to us %n any one week. 

Second prize. Half a Guinea, 

The Prize Winners this week are: 1, 
Mr. W. Jatper, Menston-in-Wbarfedale, Yorks, 

L.ljfltkif tedtaceum; 2, Mr. Geo. E. Low, 
a’olygjiiinn at Mount Usher. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

Question*.—Queries and answers or* inserted in 
GARDWisa free, of charge \J correspondents fattens these 
rules: AU communications should be clearly and concisely 
written on ins side a) the paper only, and addressed to 
the Editor of Oardemxo, 17, Fumicol-street, Uolbom, 
Loiuton, K.C. Letters on business should be sent to 
the I’iisusiirr. The name and address q/ the sender are 
required in addition to any designation he may desire to 
be used in the paper. When more than one query is sent, 
each should be on a separate piece of paper, and not more 
than three queries should be sent at a time. Correspon¬ 
dents should bear in mind that, as Oardsmwo has to be 
sent to press some time in advanoe a) date, queries cannot 
always be replied to in the issue immediately following 
the receipt of their communication. Wo do not reply to 
queries by post. 

Naming fruit.—Readers toho desire our help in 
naming fruit should bear in mind that several specimens 
in different stages of colour and size of the same kind 
greatly assist in its determination. We have received 
from several correspondents single specimens of fruits 
for naming, these in many cases being unripe and other¬ 
wise poor. The difference between varieties of fruits are, 
in many cases, so trifling that it is necessary that three 
specimens of each kind should be sent. We can undertake 
to name only four varieties at a time, and these only when 
the above directions are observed. 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

Roses and Dahlias (K. D.%— I, Thedreasliqt you 
Proposs giving your Hoses will answer well. 2, After the 
frost has killed tho top* ol the Dahlias cut them down and 
store away, pot* nnd all, in a frost-proof cellar. Start info 
growth next spring, and grow on In the usual way until 
planting-out timo comes round in tho month of May. 

Roses for fence (A. /?.).—You would And the 
Rambler Roses, such ss KelicIW-l’erpCtuS, Bennett's Seed¬ 
ling, Aglaia, snd Crimson Rambler very suitable for such 
a fence. They would In time grow higher than the height 
you give, but perhaps you would not mind this. You 
might also try such as (iloire dc Dijon, Mtne. Berard, Itfive 
d'Or, Climbing Devoniensis, or W. A. Richardson. Lay a 
good foundation in the way of good soil, etc., for all kinds 
of Roses, including Chinas and Briers, and you will gain 
in the end. 

Planting: Pinks (M. H. Slatelinrn).—lt you have 
well-rooted plants you should plant at once, II Inches 
apart, in rich and well-trenched ground. If the winter is 
very severe, a little litter should be scattered among them, 
and in spring the surface of the bed stirred and given a 
dressing of old manure and some guano. If you have to 
defer planting till spring, commence as soon as the 
weather permit*, and, when the plant* begin to grow, 
treat as above with regard to mulching, etc. Dibble the 
Ceraatium in in the spring wherever you want to put it. 

Calvary Clover (Medicago Echinus) (A. W. Ci>;>- 
nage).—'This is a native of the South of France, and was 
introduced to this country in ISIS. Sow the seed early 
in April in sandy soil In a pot. It will germinate In s 
sunny window. l’ol off the seedlings singly, and you may 
cither grow on In pot*, shifting on when needful, or plant 
out In the open air. The only novelty about the plant is 
the seed-vessel, because if you begin to open the round 
l>all at tho point where It was detached from the plant, 
you will find It unroll In the form of a narfbw ribbon-like 
strip, leaving the seed loose in the hand. During growth 
It should have abundance of water, otherwise ren-spider 
will probably attack It and spoil the foliage. It will do in 
the open air, hut in pots the pod* are more quickly 
formed, and thus the novelty aimed st in growing this 
Clover is more safely attainod. 

Lychnis. Michauxla. and Bremurl (Amf. 
lepia).—Your specimen ia insufficient for naming. Lychnis 
Haageana is a true perennial, but Is best treated as 
described by our corrcsi>ondent, " E. J.," in a recent issue. 
In these circumstances it is among the finest of summer- 
flowering plants, delighting always in a warm and very 
sandy soil The Michauxla is best regarded as of biennial 
character— i.e., sow the seed from March to Slay, grow 
on quickly in 5-inch pots, and plant out in June or July. 
The plant* bloom the foliowing year, and usually perish 
after the flowering. The Eretnuri may he grown in the 
herbaceous border, but we regard them not quite fitted 
for this, and better result* ensue when beds are devoted 
to them or the plant* isolated in some way or other. They 
are quite easily grown. October it a good planting time, 
and we may give a short note dealing with them in time 
for this. 

Potting Aspidistras (C. F. «.).—As a rule Ihesc 
plant* do not require repotting every year : in fact, some 
of the finest example* are those most pot-hound. As to 
how long a plant may remain wjthout potting, however, 
has much to do with it* condition, and equally how it wa* 
treated at the last potting, (liven a good, free drainage 
and a soil not overcharged with fat manure, with Ann 
potting, the plants would lie quite safe tor two year*. 
The green variety certainly prefers a good soil, while the 
variegated kind Ih licit in a somewhat poorer soil. In these aiects they arc by no means fastidious, and the free 

ition of charcoal will assist in keeping the soil sweet 
and good. There 1s no need to place these plants in a 
window; they aro quite content often enough in a dark 
corner, a fact that reuder* them doubly valuable as room 
plant*. The variegated form is a sport from the green 
variety, and not obtained by poor soil A pot-bound con¬ 
dition, In conjunction with poor soil, will, however, help 
to retain the variegation 

Border plants for July and August (Peggy's 
—The following arc all suitable: Rudbeccia Kewmani, 
2 feet; K- purpurea (Winchmorc Hill var.X 3} feet; any 
of the perennial Sunflowers, as Helianthusmultiflonis pi., 
II. m. Solcil d'Or, 11. m. maximus, 11. rigidus in variety, 
3 feet to 5 feet high ; Veronica longifolia suhsessilis, 2J feet, 
blue ; KniphoAa in variety, 3 feet high ; Monarda didyma, 
2 feet", Statice latifolia, lj feet; Monthrctlas, 2 feet, very 
tine; Scabiosa caucasica and alha, 2} feet; llele'ilum 
pumilum, lj feet; H. autumnale, 3 feet ; H. nudiflorum, 
( feet; i jpei.1. wealth ofPotentillos, 2 feet high, giving 

, golden, mahogany, crimson, and chestnut - coloured 
Hiow era Pliyire)i;am|^ap*pq«,^E| !«*(/}, (Phloxes In great 
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variety, scarlet, salmon, white, and endless intermediate 
shades ; Pentstemon Torreyi, 3 feet; Physalis Kranchetti, 
•H feet; -Stenactia Bpcciona, i~ feet; Liatris. several kinds, 
3'feet; Zauschneria califormca, 1 foot; Eryngiums and 
Echinops. any 3 feet to 1 feet; Ciinicifuga cordifolia, 
4 feet; C. racemosa, I feet; C. dahurica, 3) feet; with 
Anemone japonica, in red, white, and pink, 3 feet high 
and more when established. These are a few of the many 
at the time mentioned. 

Sauromatum guttatum (.Inxeiue and F. It. 
itevenson).—This needs soil to grow in, the same as most 

(Golden-flowered Currant) and Ribes sanguineum (Flower¬ 
ing Currant); 8pir.ua arguta, white ; Spiriea callosa, red ; 
and Spira;a prunifolia flore-pleno, w hite ; Symphoricarpus 
racemosus (Snow-berry), whose large white berries form 
such a notable autumn feature; Viburnum plicatum 
(Japanese Snowball-tree): and Weigelas of sorts. Some 
of the above will, under ordinary conditions, exceed the 
height given, but, at the same lime, they may be readily 
kept down to the required limit. 

VEGETABLES. 

the house too much, more especially for Tomatoes. Paint 
the trellis and the Rosea will do all right. It ij the add 

Stevenson).—This needs soil to grow in. the same as most 
of the Arums, to which it is nearly allied. The tetu|iera- 
ture of a sitting-room would be sufHcieut for it, but the 
unpleasant odour of the blossoms would soon cause its 
banishment therefrom. This Sauromatum is a native of 
the Himalayas, and succeeds )>erfectly at Kew planted out 
in a narrow south border in front of the Orchid-houses. 
The warmth from the houses prevents it from being frozen 
in the winter. The Arm, solid bulli pushes up a solitary 
leaf, while the flower-spathes (borne generally in the 
spring) have a peculiarly weird appearance. Thev are 
long and tapering, and in colour green, richly barred w ith 
chocolate-crimson, while the long spadix is of a dull green 
huo. As a curiosity it attracts from its lizard-like appear¬ 
ance. but the odour of the blossoms is not suitable for 
confined places. 

Buxea foi- exhibiting flowers (A-. C-). The 
National Dahlia Society's regulation with respect to show 
lioxea or boards for twelve large flowers is that they lie 
24 inches by IS inches, be 3 inches high in front and 
y inches in height behind. Generally the flow-ers are 
shown on flat boards, which have holes in them, at equal 
distances apart, and into these are let metal tubes to hold 
water for the flowers. The hoards are supported on legs 
front and hack, which will fold close to thp board. Then 
in a box IS inches deep three or lour of these boards with 
the flowers in them can be carried to a show. In the box 
should be narrow ledges on which the lioards slide to keep 
them secure in travelling. Asters may be shown on 
similar boards if found convenient, but if less long by 
4 inches and deep by 2 inches they are ample. Roses are 
best shown in boxes 4 inches deep and 20 inches by 
It) inches in area. These should have no tops, but tubes 
should be stood in them at proper distances apart, then 
well packed with green Moss. So show n the flowers keep 
fresh a long time. There is no such liook as you ask for. 

Celery running to seed (31 rs. s. Atki.<<\ — 
Cclerv, if sown very early and planted out, invariably bolts. 
If seed be sown about May —always soon enough for all 
ordinary purposes-tlie plants will not then boll. Much, 
too, depends on how the young plants are treated, as, it 
allowed to become thick, started, and weak in llte pots or 
pans, the plants w ill often bolt or run to seed. Celery is a 
gross-feeding plant, and youcannot well have the ground 
too rich tor it. 

Dividing Knlphoflas (H. H.\ — The best time in 
the whole year for dividing Kniphofias, large or small, is 
in March or April, just as growth begins. At this time 
dig up the plant as carefully as possible, then lay it on its 
side, and by plunging a single prong of the garden fork 
into the solid portion of the clump, gently wrench it 
asunder in a direction opposite to which you place your 
left-hand resistance. Repeat the operation on the divided 
pieces, inserting the fork in the centre of the woody por¬ 
tion each time. If these are not small enough, repeal the 
division yet again, and the portions will be ready for 
replanting. With these things it is better for the ensuing 
flowering if the divisions are made rather small or medium- 
sized, and in place of planting back a solitary plant make 
a group of some three or five. In this way vou ultimately 
establish an important clump, larger and decidedly more 
imposing than a single clump, because of its increased 
area In the end, too, such a clump w ill last longer with¬ 
out disturbance, because of the greater spread and liberty 
of the crowns. You ought to plant your Tiger Lilies as 
soon as you can get the bulbs. See article and illus¬ 
trations in the present issue. 

Bejgon,'a semperflorens (/' B. S.).—To keep 
your Begonias through the winter they should be lifted as 
soon as possible ana potted in some good soil, such as 
equal parts of loam ana leaf-mould, with a little sand. The Kts should be just large enough to take the roots com- 

-tahly and no more, for a large mass of soil is not 
needed When |K>tted, place in a good light position in 
the greenhouse, and give water enough to keep the soil 
fairly moist, but avoid too much moisture. As the roots 
become active they may be kept somewhat drier, and 
throughout the winter only water enough to keep the soil 
slightly moist should he given. A minimum temperature 
of 15 degs.. rising 10 degs. or 15 degs. during th# day, is 
verv suitable for the Begonia. With regard to its propa¬ 
gation. the plants that are kept over the winter will, on 
the return of warmer weather, push forth new shoots, 
which, when from 2 inches to 3 inches long, can be taken 
off os cuttings. If dibbled into pots of sandy soil and kept 
in a close propagating-case, they root as readily- as a 
Fuchsia. If you had taken cuttings of your plants about 
a month or six weeks ago, they would he well rooted by 
now, and would stand the winter better than old plants. 
Another way of increasing this Begonia is by seed. By- 
sowing a pinch of seed in gentle heat about the end of 
February, a good stock can be raised before oedding-out 
time. 

FRUIT. 

Pears cracking (A— Cracking of the fruit 
is invariably due to roots getting into floor soil. Possibly 
your tree is worked on the I’ear-stock, w hilst y our cordon 
trees are on (Juince-stocks, and root shallow. I'ear-crack¬ 
ing is caused by the fungus Cladosporium, hut that would 
do no harm wer.- the roots in good soil and kept nearer 
the surface. Grapes crack from diverse causes Roots 
too deep and in poor soil. They should tie lifted and 
replanted shallow, good fresh soil being added. There has 
been great deficiency of sunshine this season, andtheskins 
of the lierries thin in consequence. Where borders are 
outside, roots at limes have been heavily saturated. 
Muscat of Alexandria needs ample heat and sunshine. 

Espalier Apples (TW)—We do not know to what 
fruit catalogues you roter as being unable to find espalier- 
trained Apple-trees in them. Cordon trees generally ha>e 
but one stem trained upright against a wall or fence, or 
else laid rather slantingly or in a horizontal position near 
the ground. Esptlier trees have a centre stem erect, trom 
which several branches radiate on either side horizontally. 
W'e think espalier trees admirable in any garden, and t hey 
are being more largely planted now. For large, keeping, 
cooking varieties, a fine one is Lord Derby, and a rather 
later one is Lane's Prince Albert. A good Russet is 
Brownlees or Egremont, both being good. A good early 
summer variety is Irish 1’caoh, still one of the best for 
eating, and two good dessert varieties are Allington 
Pippin and 1 "ox's Orange Pippin. These have line flavour, 
and are handsome hut not highly coloured. 

Pruning Williams' Bon Chretien Pear 
(»'. II Hanning).—As y our standard Williams' Pear-tree, 
evidently some seven or eight years old, and, according 
to your sketch, 12 feet in height, was planted where ilnovv 
is last November, the cause of its having thrown so feu- 
leaves is that the head was left unpruned when planted. 
Tliat was a great mistake, as the few roots could not 
furnish sap to so large a head. Your best course shortly 
will be to shorten back from one-third to onc-holf all the 
leading branches, so as to greatly relieve the head, and 
thus enable the roots to furnish leaves next year. If there 
he any shoots that cross each other or gro-.v inwards, cut 
those'out. Theu you must help the tree roots by placing 
over them a mulch ot long-manure at once to wash in, and 
removing it in April to allow the spring sun to warm the 
soil. Replace with a fresh mulch 3 inches thick early in 
June, also in hot, dry weather give occasional soakinga of 
water 

Planting garden walls (K A. R H’.).-You may- 
plant on east and west walls Pears and Plums, such Tears 
as Clapp’s Favourite. Marie Louise, Louise Bonne, and 
Winter Nelis, and such Plums as Czar, Victoria, and 
Monarch for cooking, and Transparent Gage, Jefferson, 
and Brain's Gage for dessert. On a north wall plant 
Morclfo Cherries. They do well there. The I rees should 
be fully in feet apart, and if 12 feet, better still. On the 
south aide of the house plant a Moorpark Apricot, an 
Elruge Nectarine, and a Royal George Peach, if there be 
room. Apple-trees in the vegetable garden should be in 
bush form oil the Paradise-stock, and tie planted either 
4 feet from the paths, or else in rows across the quarters 
here and there. The trees should be 10 lect apart. Good 
varieties are Lord Grosvenor, Pott’s Seedling, Stirling 
Castle, Bismarck, and Lane's Prince Alliert ot cookers, and 
Irish Peach, King of the Pippins,('ox'sorange Pippin, and 
Sturmer Pippin ot dessert varicties. 

from the galvanised wire that is the cause tf the luinhiil. 
-Begonia.—A malformation and ol no value—2. ft 
—If your Apple-tree has been planted as you say let -,tc 
years, it is very doubtful if you will succeed in moving it 
I! ither move the Roses to another ]«art of the gvdn. 
-Rotyat Stein,—Set reply to ”Hibernia,"inouriant 
of Oct. 4, p. 407, re "Treatment of Hydrangeas.'_ 
M. A. Uarriton.—You say nothing as to your kno*lmp 
of the business, and there arc so many things tococuk: 
that it is hard to say-. Some good gardeners withbuiintft 
imalifications make a fair profit from such work, Uu th 
competition no.v-a-days is very great and poor prices a. 
often obtained.-Winehrdrt — You 11 ust lift your 
Dahlias. See reply to " Flora, ’ in our issue ot 04. |, 
p. 413, re "Storing Dahlias."-E. 2. R. IF.—We should 
think that any of I ho climbing Roseswould do well Am 
of the Clematis family ought also to do well in each e 
position. Y'our only plan is to destroy the Holljhfriii 
and start with a clean stock.-An Old Readtr.-\<iu 
plants appear to have suffered from mildew at eon* time, 
this no doubt causing the trouble. Have you b»i 1: 
ni«t on any of the plants '-Dulcamara.— Seeaiti-Jea 
" Autumn-flowering Roses," in our issue of Oct. (, p. ith 
-Sort vs.- Yes, see reply toMrs. Walton,p. 425, r- "U8 

ing Box.”-Tom.—See article in our issue ol Aug. It 
p. 320. re “ Plants for Cold Greenhouse in Winter. Vtt 
a Vine will do quite well in a cold-house—that i«, if ya 
make a proper border.-.4 Const ant Reader.—Free 
the sample of bark you send, we fear that the tree »i2 

not recover. The tree was too large to mov e unites can 
fully done, and it would have been tar better to hue pei 
in quite a young plant, which would have sew syr. 

established. Brnmod.—The two Pears youmentioairs 
both late, so vou will have to put them on thewncss 
wall you have, more especially i 11 your district—Arte. 
—We could find no insects on the Rose shoot yoa set 
Y'our best way will be to cut out all the old and etbiokd 
wood, and encourage new growth from the boltcc.— 
It. E. C.—See article “ Notes from a Rock Gardtn.'Ewr 
issue of Sept. ti. Y'ou might grow Arabii, Upm, 
Aubrietia, Cerastium, Ibcris, Myosotis, Phkrs, Skt'.. 
Violas, and many other things of a like nlr.n— 
Thomas llnojirr.—It is impossible to suggest as;tom 
without further particulars as to treatment, etc 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 

*.* Any communications respecting plant! at Jnct1 

sent to name should always accompany the pml 
tc hi eh should be addressed to the Editor of Uut-ctw 
Iu.i’stratkd, 17, Fisniical-street, Eolbom, Umda, K t. Itti'STRATBD, 17, Punncat-streel, tlotwm, 
A number should also be firmly afixed to each waw* 
of jUncers or fruit sent for naming. Xo more (Amfiat 
kiwis of fruits or flowers for naming should Is not* 
one time. 

Names of plants. — Constant Reader.-1, *• 

cannot name florists’ flowers ; 2, Kndbeckia hirta; 
Golden Rod (Solidago Yirganrea)-1'. Umeimtn- 
Quite impossible to say without seeing the doners— 
E. B. IF.—Fuchsia Phenomenal-J. 6.—1. AaBUU 
major; 2, Coronilla varia.-P. Sheclty.—Eaten® 
latifolms-iliss Robinson.—Specimen insufficient— 
Geo. Cook.—1, Aster cricoid es; 2, Kudbeckia hiiU; 
Coreopsis tinc'toria. In sending specimens lor ouoe. its 
advisable to write the number on the outride of i«T®Fr 
encircling the flowers.-L. T.—Asparagus ieitv- 
-Henley. — Chrysanthemum maximum. — A™'" 
Ballard.—I, Crucianella pubescens; 2. Ilianthu*. b;ln- 
form; 3 mid 4, Forms ot Cyclamen europe-i®: •• 
Sisvrinchiuin striatum.-It- Greening.—I, fioiagoatt 
bloom, Solidago Yirganrea ; the other. S. canadea-i1; 
Fuelled.—l'k-ase send flowers.-Belly.—I and -J1’-' 
ties of Clematis lanuginosa. Remove the weak itnetr 
crowded branches in February or March. 3, SppWfa 
insufficient.-T. B. Burton.-Rose htfl fallen M|H«a 
but it is evidently Rt-ve d'Or.-E. J. M.—HabrWhwQ 
elegans.-A. Jf.-Aster Amcil.isbessambtcus— 
.5.—Commelina cmlestis. - G. E. Parnell.- ’ 
Armeria.-A. IF.—Escallonia sp., send fa 
fl. M. Carvopterls mastacanthus.-J. 

,—__ a n<imo Voo van ran trim 1* Ketinospora pis'ifera aurea. Yes. you can trim it ■ 
doing this early in the spring.-Mtmaor.—Rose 

SHORT REPLIES. 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 
Propagating Lavender {Cosmopolitan’).—li is 

not at all difficult to propagate Lavender if side pities or 
branches lie pulled off from old plants and set in the 
ground to one third their depth. You can do this in the 
autumn or early winter. 

Hydrangeapanlculatagrandiflora(C. F. II.). 
—There are few finer autumn-blooming plants than this. 

il and be well mulched with manure Itniust have a good soil and be well mulched with manure 
in the winter. Cut it down hard next spring to within 
three or four eyes of the base, leaving only the strongest 
growths. Water well during the summer. 

Shrubs for border (John U. Gaisford).—The 
following shrubs should suit your purpose Evergreens : 
Berberis Viuifolium, whose deep green divided leaves and Bcrberis Yquifolium, whose deep green divided leaves and 
golden blossoms are very pretty in early spring Berberis 
Darwini, orange-yellow, flowers in May; Ccrasus I.auro- 
cerasus rotundifolia, the neatest form of the common 
Laurel, which, though overdone in many gardens, is, for 
all that, a valuable evergreen; Euonymu3 japonicus, a 
well-known shrub that will succeed under various con¬ 
ditions: Ligustrum ovalifoliuin (oval-leaved Privet) and 
its go'.aon-leaved font (elegantissimum) will hold their 
o - u almost anvw here; Oemanthus illicifolius. a Holly-like 
shrub ; and tfie Holly itself. Deciduous: Berberis vul¬ 
garis (common Barberry); Dcutzia crcnata flore-pleno 
prettv pinkish flowers in June; PbdSTkelphus coroiiarjue 
(Mock Orange) and the smaller v/riety bftuc-ln. i r-«lhur 
Cotinus (Wig -pli'ilUot€8moke-Visti|\j)'’.« at/eitV 

H. J. Guest.—Xo, the connection with the boiler must 
be from the top, otherwise there will be no circulation. 
_Kdta.—Yie would advise you to relay the Box, follow¬ 
ing the directions we have given Mrs. Walton, p. 425.- 
midland.—A good dressing of cow-manure dug in between 
the lines will be as good as anything you can apply.- 
Cosmopolitan —\on give us uo idea as to your knowledge 
of the business, ami without this, now-a-days, when there 
is so much competition, it is very difficult to realise any 
profit from growing plants in a small way, such as you 
suggest-Legatee.—Not a gardening query.-K. M. 
Woodward. — No, the Malmaison Carnations are not 
suited for outdoor culture.—Muz.—If your Ferns are 
hardy species no heat is necessary ; if such as Adiantums, 
etc., then heat is required.-Constant Reader.—We 
suppose you mean the Willesden Paper and Canvas Works, 
Ltd., Willesden Junction, London, N.W.-1 'crifus.—\\ e 
doubt very much whether you will be able to keep them. 
Y'ou might, however, try them in a room in tho house, 
keeping them as near the light as you can, and not water¬ 
ing much.-J. II. IF- Thomas.—You cannot do I* tier 

doing this early in the spring.-3lonmr.—tuxe 
Marie Henrietle. 

Names of fruit—/. N.-Plum Kirk*--* £ 
I. Grossc Mignonnc; 2, Crimson Galande. 11“ • 
difficult to name Peaches without seeing the youn;'1 

-A non.—1, Tower of Claims; 2, Yorkshire 
3. Small Emperor Alexander.—-E. A. baiyizA ■ I1; 
Waltham Abbey Seedling.-iliss Thnnuts.—kpp - . 
1 inches* of Oldenburg.-John H. Trees. 1. Srr 
Warner's King; 2, Not recognised.- 
Deux Scours.-Bateman. Jfo.i.-l, Devonshire 
den: 2, Boston Russet; 3, Beauty of heat; 4, 
i odlin ; 5. A local variety ; 15, Cornish Aromatic. , - ‘ 
SinglrireU.—1, Bcurrc d'Amanlis; 2, tmUe a‘"-pl 
Beurre Hardy; 4. Heliottc Dundas.—-«■ *<\ ' ■ 
Dumelow's Seedling; 2, ftitlungton 
Challev's Kernel; 4, Beauty of Kent-—coH v nauev s iveoiei , i, oceuvj w — -- - , 
impossible to say unless you can send us eamp.a 
Apple you refer to. 

than get “ Hotday's Villa Gardening," from this office. 
price Os. (id., post free.-la cius.—We know ot no book 
dealing with manures for individual kinds ol vegetables. 
Y'ou can never be wrong in using good cow or horse- 
manure in the garden, the former if your land is light, the 
other answering best in heavy soils.-Zonal.— A and 14, 
Your best plan will be to use X.L. All, which is quite 
Bale. C, “ English Flov.er Garden," from this office, price 
15s. lid., post free.-Knu'.sford.—Mulch between the 
lines only, and close up and around the Strawberry plants. 
-Ayrshire.—I, Excavate the soil for the front_path, 

,and have two or three steps by which you can getyour.d 
the back. N'o, do not use the tro^tj^ ^1^^® ^tjd^rkjeiuv 

Catalogrues received. — Haage 
Erfurt—Xm-flti-'S -f Seeds for 
Nursery and Garden Sundries Co., ®u“on,^Vmfafo 
Birmingham. — Illustrated Price L'd °> phila- 
Syringat.-Henry A. Dreer. 714. Chestnut«r«(. ” 
delphia.-Autui-.il Catalo;iue. IMI-—Jp**,. 
Tam worth.—Roses and List "f p,„i!.tro 
—E. R Dixon and Sons, Hulk-Led 

what nrice, a rename ireause ur xr> 
of Lavender,” including the harvesting’ 
the distillation for the Oil and lor c* 
information where the necessary dist:1 il^ 
be obtained, and price of 

iLcmrm§“ArS0l'TH8R5C^ 
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PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

V THE wild bou garden. 

Somk twelve or fifteen years ago in a corner of 
the grounds at Wolseley was an untidy swamp, 

,i disused pond, about a third of an aero in 
extent, surrounded by high banks, and beyond 

these by lofty trees and a few shrubs. The 

middle part was a regular swamp, overgrown 

with tall Nettles and common Sedges. In my 
childhood lean remember it used to be called 
the “ Wilderness," and in the lofty Elms was a 
nrong colony of rooks ; these, alas ! have long 
kinco forsaken the spot. Many were the 
suggestions for converting this untidy spot-into 
v-mething more beautiful. Some suggested a 
tock garden, hut there was too much shade ; 
1there the remaking of the pond, but there was 
already quite enough water about the place, 
the Hirer Trent flowing within a few yards of 
the house, and there being another fish pond 
dose to it At last I happened to come across 
“The Wild Garden,’’ and after reading therein 
the charming descri ptions of plants naturalised 
I v hrookside and in the bog garden, I formed 
the idea of converting this wilderness into a 
semi-wild bog garden. 

The first thing was to cut a winding ditch 
through the centre of the bog, and this has 
ever since been a running stream, bordered 
tab Ferns and other plants, and another ditch 
mand the outside of the swamp to drain it, 
vith a rough pathway all round and one skirt- 
mg the stream through the centre, and to 
instruct some rustic wooden bridges over the 
ditches. Then 1 planted several good clumps 
01 P.hododondrons, n fair-sized clump of scarlet 
IkOTood, a few clusters of hardy Bamboos, 
‘-"I a few- shrubby Spineas. I also planted 
*3th Azaleas a good-sized mound, raised 
bom the soil out of the ditches. These 
'ormed the foundation for my bog garden, and 
<t»een these clumps and on each side of the 

ditches I planted numerous patches of herba- 
cwus and bog plants. Many of the former 
5^8 obtained from the thinning out of the 
j-erbaceous border, and many more of both 
these and the latter were procured from the 
different woods and swamps about, such as 
urns, the brilliant Marsh Marigold, the 
temmon yellow Flags, Meadow Sweet, Loose- 

some of the prettiest of the Sedges and 
ueds, and many others. Then in the autumn 
purchased several thousand bulbs, the banks 

king planted with Snowdrops, Winter 
Aconite, Snowflakes, Crocuses, Bluebells, 
^rape Hyacinths, Scillas, etc., whilst the sides 
w ditches were planted with Daffodils 
■r, i Turk’s-cap Lilies. In the north-eastern 
rn™er> from which one enters into the bog 
‘’irden, I made a rough rock garden, and this 
■' covered with various kinds of Ferns, and 

rop Oak and Beech Ferns flourish and seem 
l6A.lv "at home,” as also the Hart’s-tongue ■ qm« uauum.y, me nc 
ouseveral other species. /jit’b right HwLclieery 

88 1 put in nil sorts of [plants; janRdj<k|i ee i©li]><wk 
-u - js at first, regardless of their suitability forUs a sourc<oJ contii 

the situation, I had many failures and many 
died, hut quite enough survived to encourage 
me to persevere, and gradually the untidy 
swamp assumed nil apjKMiranee of beauty : and 
possibly now many would consider the bog 
garden the most interesting and beautiful part 
of the gardens. Many a plant which I have 
tried in vain to grow in the ordinary herbaceous 
garden here not only lives, but flourishes with 
scarcely any care. Phloxes, Delphiniums, 
Monk’s-hoods, Asters, Day Lilies, Plantain 
Lilies, Torch Lilies, and, above all, the Tril- 
liums or Wood Lilies, the Evening and other 
Primroses, all flourish here; nor must I forget 
the .Japanese Iris, or Iris Ka-mpferi, which also 
does exceedingly well. Early in February, 
just as the snow disappears, some of the hanks 
are clothed in white by the Snowdrops, with 
here and there a bright patch of Winter 
Aconite, Then, following these, the other 
banks break out into a macs of various colours 

as the Crocuses appear, and these, again, are 
succeeded by a mass of blue from the wild and 
Grape Hyacinths. Later on clumps of Tiger and 
Orange Lilies appear on these banks, then all 
along the ditches and other parts of the bog 
garden appear rows and groups of yellow 
Daffodils, followed by the Jonquils and Pheas 
ants-eye Narcissi. In other parts are groups 
of Primulas, Cowslips, Tulips, and the brilliant 
coloured Marsh Marigold. Then one of the 
most successful effects is when the mass of 
Primula japoniea comes into bloom, this plant 
growing like a common weed with flower- 
stalks 2)1 feet high, and seeding itself in all 
directions, whilst amongst the scarlet I logwood 
tlie ground is covered with the pretty little 
pink Claytonia, with here and there clumps of 
the graceful Solomon's Seal. The Ferns also 
luxuriate in the boggy, peaty soil; the common 
Lady Fern grows to a gigantic size, the 
Osinundas also, and the Onocleas, but, tower¬ 
ing above all, the Ostrich-feather Fern 
(Struthiopteris germanica) here attains the 
extraordinary height of over (i feet. In July, 
amongst tho Ferns, and in large groups near 
thorn, appear gigafttic white and spotted 
Foxgloves, forming, perhaps, one of the most 
striking effects of all. Then come the grace¬ 
ful feathery Spineas, tho most beautiful of 
which to my mind is the crimson Spira-a 
palmata, which grows luxuriantly' here. I 
must not omit to mention here the Californian 
Saxifraga peltata, which lines one of tho 
ditches in front of the Ferns, and grows nearly 
a feet high, with its broad, tropical-looking 
leaves. I had great difficulty in establishing 
the Gunneras, but havo succeeded at last, and 
they form quite a picture by the side of the 
stream in front of a tall group of Bamboos. In 
August some fine clumps of Phloxes and the 
Golden Rods produce some bright colouring, 
and finally, in September and October, appear 
the Torch Lilies, and some grand groups of 
Asters to finish up with. 

Almost every week the picture changes, and 
for ten months in the year some part is bright 
and gay with flowers, and, even in December 
and January, the scarlet-barked Dogwood gives 

’ ’ ‘ 1 »py effect, contrasting with the 
_ ^dendron clumps. This garden 
continuous amusement and occu¬ 

pation to me, and, ns I not only plunned and 
constructed the whole, but also do all the work 
of replanting and weeding myself, 1 look upon 
it far more than any other part of the gardens 
as especially my own garden. 

H'o/se/ei/, Stafford. C. M. Woi.sei.ky. 

PLANTING NORTH BORDER. 
I wish to plant a border a«ainat a house wall, aspect 
north. Would Day Lilies, Montbrotia, Tritoma, etc., lie 
suitable? I want a late summer and autumn effect, and n 
Stood deal ot strone colour. Are there any l.iliea which 
would flourish in such a situation f Kindly advise as to 
suitable plants.—F.. M. 

[You do not tell us the width of the border, 
nnd we run the risk of suggesting unsuitable 
things. \Ye take it you can enrich tho border 
in question, and otherwise prepare it by deep 
digging and the like. Of the plants mentioned 
below, tho average height is given that you 
may discard any that would lie unsuitable. 
We would not include Day Lilies in this 
border, hut Montbretias and Tritomas certainly 
as among the finest of late summer flowers. 
The former are not usually more than 3 feet 
high, but the Tritomas, which were fully 
descrilied and figured in a recent issue, vary 
from 3A feet toll feet, or even more. Anemone 
japoniea, in white, red, and pink, is excellent, 
growing 4 feet high, and flowering profusely. 
Galtonia candicans, large white bells, 3.J feet; 
Stenactis speciosa, blue - mauve, 23. feet; 
Gaillurdias in variety, 2.1 feet to .11 feet, and 
very showy : Eryngium amethystinum, .1 feet; 
Echinops ruthenicus, 3 feet; Rudbeckia New- 
mani, 2 feet; R. purpurea (Winchmore Hill 
variety), 4 feet; Ilarpalium rigidum, H. r. 
pm-cox, both 3 feet : such Helianthuses as H. 
multi florus, H. m. plenus, II. in. Soleil d’Or, 
all about 4 feet high ; Scabiosa caucasica and 
S. c. alba, .1 feet: Veronica longifolia sub- 
sossilis, fine blue, 2.1 feet, a grand plant for 
massing ; nnd equally good Aster Amellus, A. 
acris, A. kevigntus, A. tlensus, 2 feet; A. N.-A. 
ruber, A. N.-A. Melpomene, and A. N.-A. Mrs. 
Rayner, 4 feet, arc showy and well suited to 
r.ffprt.iv© grmiping gpnftrnlly. Tho following 
Liliums could also be planted : L. tigrinum and 
its varietiessplendens, Fortunei, and fl. pl. : L. 
speeiosum album, L. s. rubrum, L. s. Mel¬ 
pomene, L. clialcedonicum, etc. You may 
with advantage also plant tho seedling hybrids 
of Gladiolus gandavensis, G. Childsi, or G. 
T, emoinei, the two latter sorts being much 
hardier than the first-named, and containing 
some really remarkable us well as novel shades 
of colour. Apart from the above, there still 
remains quite a host of good things in her¬ 
baceous Phloxes.] 

Calystegia pubescens fl.-pl.—1 have 
never known this pretty trailer flower so pro¬ 
fusely as it has done this season, which fact is 
the more remarkable ns the summer has not 
been a particularly bright one. Some of the 
trails are quite ft feet in length, and have been 
clothed, as they grew, with an abundance of 
pretty pale rose blossoms which are always so 
much admired. ( It i9 of easy culture and is 
useful fbcdrinilSigbbFences,arbours, verandahs, 

feifw^i^^TBummer ,lis- 
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green leaves, with a dark blotch in the centre 
of each, and numerous heads of pink flowers. / 

When once "established in light warm soils, it f 
a pi rears every year from self-sown seeds. Its 

neat habit and the delicacy of its flowers 

are attractive. 

P. ccsfidati m is a plant of sterling merit, 

now common. Its shoots are speckled with 
purple; its broadly-ovate leaves, which are 

of a dark dull green, are frequently varie¬ 

gated with faint silvery blotches, and its 

creamy-white, flowers are borne in profusion. 
Its stately habit of growth, combined with the 

luxuriance of its foliage, are attractions of no 

ordinary character. The best place for this 

plant is by the margin of water, in a shrub¬ 
bery ditch, or any like place, as once in the 

flow er garden it is very hard to get it out 

P. HRIKNTAI.K.—A tall, free-growing annml, 

reaching a height of 8 feet to 10 feet. Its | 
stems are very robust, and it has slender spike' I 
of crimson flowers, which continue until the 1 
frosts. To obtain a good development of its | 

foliage, it should be grown as a single speci¬ 

men and without shade to induce ittobioom 
freely, when it makes a fine ornament. Thee 

is a variety of this with white flowers,though 

rarely met with. It is a native of Northern 

India. 
P. poLYSTACnY CM.—This forms a thicket of 

stout, erect stems, which root strongly froci 

the first few joints above the ground Jy 

leaves, which are somewhat crowded, Lite a 

light-coloured under surface. It readies the 

height of 5 feet to C> feet, including the 

spikes, which are slender and greenish. The 

qualities that recommend it are its bold, eM 
habit, and dense, woolly foliage. It is i 
Himalayan species, flowers pure white,svettlv 

scented. 
P. SACHAi.isense.—A native of the Island 

of Sachalin, and often attaining the height 

of 10 foet to 12 feot, with broadly-oblong 

leaves upwards of a foot in length, and a a 

bright green. Its flowers are rather inosn 

spicuous, greenish-white, and disposed in 

slender drooping racemes. It luxuriates in a 
moist subsoil, near the margin of water, vnac 

it is very effective in company with flaw 

vegetation. It also makes a fine, bold feature, 

Polygonum baldachuanicum. 

their gross habit or inconspicuous flowers, 
get a place. Polygonums are of the easiest 
culture, thriving in any ordinary garden soil, 
but are greatly improved by cultivation. All 

those of a bushy habit should be so planted 
as to have a clear space all round, in order to 
give the foliage all the air and light possible, 
as overcrowding is frequently the cause of 
naked stems and a straggling habit, to remedy 
which tying-in has to lie resorted to, which 
detracts much from their natural appearance, 
their beauty consisting in the innumerable 
flower-spikes rising above a gracefully deve¬ 
loped mass of foliage continuous to the ground. 
Those of the P. cuspidatum typo produce 
stems of sufficient strength to support theiV 
spreading crowns of foliage. The annuals, 
unless grown as single specimens, and in 
sheltered situations, will require support, and 
the dwarf perennials, most of which are ever¬ 
green, need very little attention beyond an 
occasional trimming. The stems of all the tall 
hardy species, being of annual duration, dio 
off in the autumn, and, as the succeeding ones 
do not appear before April or May, this must 
be taken into consideration when planti ng for 

P. AMPi.EXiOin^^efhiiyuLalfc^Rch 
height of 4 feet to 5 feet. ^~Tts stem^'Tfic 

named oxyphyllum differs in having white 
flowers with conspicuous red anthers. 

P. ltu.nsciiLAMCt M.—This is one of the 
finest in tho genus. Its chief claim to distinct¬ 
ness is that it is a climber, coiling- itseff 
around any support that may he given it. In 
a few weeks and before it comes into bloom it 
will attain a height of from 1‘2 feet to 18 feet, 
provided the supports are of sufficient tength. 
The flowers are of a creamy-white and tinged 
with rosy-pink. It is practically a deciduous 
climber, which in severe weather may be' cut 
to the earth to break away freely in the-spring 
again. In mild winters tho twining stems 
also retain their vitality and send forth fresh 
growths in spring from axillary buds along the 
stem. Apart from its value as a climbing 
plant, the sprays of bloom are very useful for 
cutting. It commences to bloom about die 
end of June and continues flowering for 
several weeks. 

P. Brcnoni-s.—Of the known evergreen 
species this is probably the best. Its leaves, 
which have a white under surface, are so 
numerous as to form a dense cushion, from- 
which arise the crimson spikes. It is a pretty 

Jjorder plant, and a native of tho Himalkya^jJ ‘ 
___ P. capitateM.—This is fi icly 
“annual of a spreading habiof withfefi-L 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 

P. viecinifolium. 

either planted on the turf or in a good poy 
where it can develop its noble proportion-1 
tKdfclit is too rank for the flower garden. 

ir.M.—Few plants suqa?< (Li¬ 

lt differs widely from all if 

THE KNOTWEEDS (POLYGONUMS). 
rather slender, hut well furnished with stem- 
clasping leaves, with deeply veined surfaces 
and tapering points. Its slender flower-spikes, 
which rise a foot or more above tho main body 
of the foliage, are crimson. A variety of this 

Now that beauty of form is appreciated, many 
plants of graceful habit that wore formerly 
discarded as worthless, either on account of 
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congeners at present in cultivation, unless 
P. crispum, which resembles it in its twiggy 
habit. It is quite hardy, and thrives in 
almost any moist soil, and is seen to the 
best advantage where its shoots can ramble 
over stones or tree-stumps. Under favourable 

| of garden one may see the natural form of a 
Elant, whereas with perhaps a hundred little 

unches of the same length on the same plane 
it is impossible. 

The Society itself might do something to 
prevent such “ exhibitions," as it is in its 

The great Japanese Knotweed (P. cuspidatum) by water. 

d pr 
Whortleberry-like leaves and rosy flower-spikes 
in prolusion. This is also a native of the 
Himalayas. 

HARDY FLOWERS AT THE DRILL 

HALL. 

Thk way in which many beautiful plants now in 
Mown were shown by the nurserymen at the 
last Horticultural Society’s meeting was far 

I from one to show their beauty fairly. The 
|.UnU were jumbled together like so much hay, 
and no attempt was made to separate the 
rood things, or to take care of the colours. 

^ Flowers were picked up and squashed together 
uid all shown on the samo level, the natural 

Y forms of plants being by this moans suppressed. 
-• Amongst the worst cases was Mr. Forbes, of 
f Hiwick, who showed a numljcr of seedling 
'v I'iiloxes in the poorest and worst colours, ana 

-Mr. ledhams, of Southampton, had excellent 
hudy plants, but packed together so that the 
eye could not separate them. Messrs. Barr 

j were nearly as bad. If theso gentlemen and all 
i like them cannot see their own way to lietter 

etfect* they would do well to employ some of 
’- young ladies in the London flower shops. 

On the other hand, outdoor Chrysanthemums 
-ithered in the oj>en air wore arranged very 
'ellbyMr. Wells, of Kedhill. Some attempt 
*as made to get a little variety, light and 
-•■ade, into the group, and the colours were 
v*y nicely kept. 

In addition to bad arrangements there is also 
choice. For example, Messrs. Barr showed 

■m immense number of Michaelmas Daisies, and 
-'■out six of these would have been hotter than 
'i.e whole lot, each of the six shown rightly, 

its natural form and a little “air” 
vxmt it. 

Some of the so-called new kinds of Michael - 
"■■as Daisies are very poor. We have now so 
uiany beautiful hardy flowers that it is a pity , 
to show (in an exhibition, too !) plants of quite 
‘r,!enor merit, poor in colour, and often poor ’ 
“ lonn. It may be said that it is a question 

*aste» which’ it is not the nurseryman’s 
usiness to supply. But two things that would 
"Ip a good deal might easily be dono ; that is, 
**ve out weedy sorts and bad colours. Wo 
ire uot asking for anything but what is reason- 
*’"■ M *u nature and in even the worst kind 

i pu 
plants should be seen with their true 
natural effect at the meetings. 

and 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Lawn weed (C. H. IV. J.—We received 

the sample of the weed, crushed beyond recog¬ 
nition. We can only suggest that the weed is 
in all probability an annual and of a very 
free-seeding type. If we are correct, it will be 
more easy to get rid of it by keeping watch over 
its flowering, and thus provent any of the 
plants seeding. What you send appear small 
seedlings that have germinated in late summer 
from seeds probably ripened about .Tune. It 
may be a species of Polygonum, but we cannot 

seedlings with a firm hand, and in spring sow 
the patches rather thickly with Grass seed and 
white Clover. By a rather free sowing of the 
Clover its quick growth should overcome the 
weed in question. It is quite possible the 
latter has been introduced with the soil which 
you have used as a top-dressing. Generally, 
however, the Clover is strong enough to over¬ 
come ordinary weeds, and the same applies to 
the Daisies of which you speak. A perfect 
lawn requires much attention before it is 
perfect. 

Hedgehogs In gardens.—I have always heard 
that hedgehogs are useful animals In gardens, but for 
some time past a hedgehog that has his home in my 
garden has been in the habit of coming out every night, 
and has studded my lawn with holes about an inch in 
diameter and 2 inches in depth. Ido not want to drive him 
out if he is useful, but I do not want any more holes. Can 
you advise me in the matter, and suggest to me what he 
is looking for and what I ought to do?—I.nolknook. 

[Hedgehogs are, as a rule, useful creatures 
in gardens, as they feed on insects, slugs, 
and worms. Their diet is, however, very 
varied, as they do not despise small animals, 
birds’-eggs, snakes, roots, and fruit. I ima¬ 
gine that your visitor makes the holes in 
your lawn in search of grubs or other insects, 
or perhaps there is some weed growing on 
the lawn to the roots of which it is particu¬ 
larly partial. I can suggest no other reason, 
and while it is free to roam over the lawn I 
do not see what can be done to prevent it 
from grubbing aliout.—G. S. S.] 

Spring gardening.—Where beds have 
been occupied with summer subjects, there is 
nothing to be gained by keeping the plants 
therein any longer, as by this time they present 
a worn-out and battered appearance. If it is 
not intended to supersede them by other plants 
for spring blooming, it is, at an v rate, desirable 
that an early clearance should l>c made. Now 
is the time to remove into their final quarters 
Wallflowers, Daisies, Forget-me-nots, Prim¬ 
roses, Aubrietias, etc. Tufted Pansies also 
make a brave show in spring, and, if planted 
on a warm border, will blossom in company 

I with Hyacinths and Tulips. Cuttings of 
i Tufted i’ansies, struck a few weeks ago, may 
be safely removed to a sheltered border.—Lka- 

| HURST. 

Aubrietias.—The past season lias suited 
rock plants like Aubrietias admirably, as there 
has been no long spell of drought to Iiurn them 
up. Even in a dry summer it is wonderful how 
Suickly these old flowering plants pick up in 

le autumn, and, when the first spring sun¬ 
shine has come, they are all aflame. It seems 
unnecessary, therefore, to recommend any par¬ 
ticular culture for the Rock Cresses when they 
will grow almost anywhere ; but, if 1 had to 
plant this autumn, I would, if possible, givo 

P. polystachyum. 

be sure. To get rid of it, it would be best to 
dig out the seedlings and burn them. As a 
further precaution you might take out some of 
the soil, though we do not advise this unless 

-very bad. Anyway, clear out the 

Digitized by 

ind> the pest is.v 

Googl< 

them the benefit of cool niches and ledges of 
limestone and sandstone, of which my rookery 
is composed. If variety is wanted, then Royal 
Purple, Fire King (crimson), and Souv. do \V. 
Ingram (rose) might be tried.—W. F. D. 

UriginalTrom 
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ROBBS. 

SOME NEW ROSES. 
As I was this year unable lo attend the summer shows of 
the N.R.S., I shall lie greatly oblige*] if you can give, as 
on previous occasions, a list of new Roses for ISM and 
]!K>2, with notes thereon. I do not know if such a list has 
l«;en recently published. If so, I fear r have missed it— 
Frank Thomas, Kingntnn-on-T/iames. 

[There was nothing very startling exhibited 
at the Temple Show of the National Rose 
Society this year, excepting Mildred Grant. 
Those who saw the bloom that received a 
special medal as the best Hybrid Tea in the 
show can safely say they never saw a finer 
flower. Of Roses not yet in commerce I 
thought well of Princess Victoria, although 
perhaps rather too near Viscountess Folke¬ 
stone ; and Dr. Campbell Hall, something after 
La Fraicheur. Sir Robert Stout resembles 
Charles Lefebvre, and will be very welcome, 
for we want dark Roses, and if they are Hybrid 
Teas so much the better. There was also 
shown a white oport from Lawrence Alien, 
which should be valuable if it retains the good 
form of its parent. Somehow the boxes of new 
Roses usually seen at shows cut a sorry figure, 
and they- often libel a Rose, for how can one 
obtain a good bloom from a plant perhaps 
weakened through propagating. Many Roses 
are now introduced which, taken as individual 
flowers, fall short of the exhibitor’s ideal, but 
the profusion of bloom and their late-flowering 
character give them a value which all who 
desire their gardens to be gay in autumn are 
ready to admit. Taking the varieties alpha¬ 
betically, my first is 

Alice Lindsri.l (H.T.), a gold medal Rose 
having creamy-white flowers with pink centre, 
petals of great substance. 

Ben Cant (H.P.).—A grand flower, colour 
deep crimson with dark flushes in the centre. 
It is of the Victor Hugo type, being a cross 
between that variety and Suzanne M. Rodo- 
canachi. It is very sweet, very perpetual, and 
a good grower. 

Boadicea (Tea-scented). — In colour pale 
peach with rich pink shading. The flowers are 
high centred, petals large and stiff. It is 
somewhat after the style of M me. de Watte- 
ville, but a deeper and really handsomer 
flower. It is sweet-scented and a strong 
vigorous grower. 

Dorothy Perkins.—A hybrid of that inter 
esting Rose R. Wichuriana, and from its ex¬ 
quisitely-formed blossoms in huge panicles and 
lovely pink colour will be valuable as a pillar 
Rose. Unlike the type this Rose grows erect 
m the way of Crimson Rambler, and will be a 
useful companion to it. 

Dr. Felix Guyon.—A Tea Rose of charming 
form, orange in colour with apricot shading, 
very double, will make a good snow bloom. ° 

Duchess of Portland (Hybrid Tea).—Rather 
too near Kaiserin Augusta Victoria—in fact, it 
seems a glorified form of that grand Rose. 

Frau Karl Druschki (H.P.). — Snowy 
white, deep conical buds of splendid appear¬ 
ance. Open flowers are large, not too double, 
consequently expand freely. 

Fusion.—This is a seedling from Mme. 
Eugene Verdier, but more vigorous, conse¬ 
quently will make a good wall Rose. Colour 
deep chamois-yellow. 

Lady Battersea (H.T.).-This, a cross 
between Mrs. W. J. Grant and Mme. Abel 
Lhatenay, has a finely-formed bud, but the 
open flowers are rather disappointing. Colour 
cherry-red, tinted orange. 

Lady Moyra Beauclerc (H.T.).—A valu¬ 
able forcing and show Roso, rich madder pink. 
Very distinct, free-blooming and free grow- 

Lady Roberts.—A charming and highly- 
coloured sport from Anna Ollivior. Colour 
rich apricot with coppery-red base to petals. 

Mme. Antoine Mari (Tea-scented).—One of 
the prettiest new Roses I have seen for a long 
time, the buds are so perfectly moulded and 
the colour rose washed and shaded white, being 
most attractive. The open flowers are nearly 
as largo as those of G. Nabonnand. 

Mme. C. Monnier.—A semi-climbing Hybrid 
Tea of great merit. Flowers rosv-flesh, centre 
yellow with salmon and orange shading. Like 
many of the Hybrid Teas, in autumn or when 
forced, the flowers come almost entirely 
orango-yellow. J 

Mme. Jean Ditty.—This Tea will, I think, 
become as popular as Mme. Lombard. The 
colour is a reddish-yellow in centre, outer 
potab suffused with rose-pink. The growth, 
too, is vigorous. 

Mme. Marik Croibier may be described as 
a deeply-coloured Caroline Testout. This, 
with the type and the white sport Admiral 
Dewey, should make a charming trio. 

Mme. Vermorkl (Tea-scented) is one of the 
best Teas we have had for some time. It opens 
well outdoors, and the blossoms are of great 
substance. Colour coppery-yellow with rose 
shading. It is a good grower. 

Mamie (H.T.).—A little wanting in bright¬ 
ness, otherwise a beautiful shapely bloom of 
great depth. A fine grower, colour rosy 
carmine with yellowish base. 

Mercedes.—A soft rosy • pink - coloured 
Kugosa Rose, as lovely in form as a Tea Rose, 
and the colour equally as delicate. 

Mildred Grant (rf.T.).—A noble flower for 
the show board, but I should prefer fcn test it 
further in the open before pronouncing an 
opinion as to its merits in the garden. The 
colour is blush-white, tinted pink. Enormous 
petals like large shells. 

Morn in o Glow (Tea scented), rosy-crimson, 
shaded orange and fawn, is a splendid 
grower, and will be much sought after for its 
colour. It is also of large size. 

Noklla Nabonnand.—A climbing Hybrid 
Tea, even more vigorous than Heine Marie 
Henriette. It is a fine semi-double flower of 
the Bardou Job type, colour velvety-crimson, 
shaded violet. 

Pauline Bersez (H.T.).—Creamy-white 
with yellow centre, fine buds, good grower, 
very promising. 

xr LKA<K' A white - flowered sport of G. 
Nabonnand, possessing the fine characteristics 
of this excellent Rose. 

Pep.le Von Godesberg (H.T.).—A sport 
from Kaiserin Augusta Victoria, colour golden- 
yellow. I believe this Rose will lie much 
wanted, but should prefer to see a littlo more 
of it before giving a definite opinion. 

Prince de Buluarik (H.T.).—Colour si 1 very - 
flesh with salmon shading, 

Qrken Alexandra.—A rambler Hose that 
has given much satisfaction. Its colour is rich 
roso-pink. Fine trusses like Crimson Rambler, 
and equally free in growth. 

Robert Scott (H.T.).—Tnis looks like a 
glorified Comtesse de Serenye, and its fine bold 
flowers are useful either for show or cutting 
Ihe growth is somewhat stumpy, as one might 
expect from a cross between Merveille de Lyon 
and Mrs. W. J. Grant. 

Soleil d’Or.—This fine break will be in 
demand presently. It is a fine garden Rose, 
and blooms freely in autumn. It is a hardy 
kind, and will be useful for its colour in 
districts where it is not safe to grow the Tea 
Roses. 

Souvenir de Pierre Nottino.—I expected 
to see a grand flower from a cross between 
Marechal Niel and Matnan Cochet, but as seen 
up to the present I cannot say much for it.— 
Rosa.] 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Roses for low wall.-Will you kindly give me the 
names of sx Roses suitable for a wall only 7 feet high. 

v "-1 * ‘~d from E., soil good and 
such as Duke of F-rlin- 

cllmben .. d° than real 
[The strong-growing Hybrid Perpetuals you name 

would do well against this 7-loot wall. Another brilliant 
Rose would be Gruss an Teplitz. Three varieties of 
lighter shades we can recommend are : Gloire Lyonnaise 
-Mane Van Iloutte, and Hilliard et Barrc.J 

Rosm In bad health.-1 shall be obliged if you 
will kindly tell me in your next issue what the pests are 
that are on my Rose-trees in the greenhouse, and the best 
way to destroy them. I am sending you a few of the 
leaves with the insects on ; they are very small The 
trees are making a lot of new wood, but 1 cannot get clear 
of the pests.—Yorksiiirkman. 

[Vour Roses have been badly attacked by 
thrips, and there is also some red-spider. For 
the thrips the best cure is to fumigate the 
house two or three nights in succession, or 
syringe the tree with a solution of Quassia- 
chips and soft-soap, while for the other, the 
best way is to syringe it freely with rain-water, 
if you can got it.] 

Roses for arches.—In centre of wall garden there 

Digitized by Google 
.-r - — —* —*]i whmv of wall garden there 

I ilauP°rd’ f?ur, Pat^9 leading to it. I should like a wire 
_J^ch_at, end of each path for Roses. How high should 

they be how wide, and what eight Kwe, would vou 
suggest t A red, pink, yellow, and white 1 should 4. 
11 j ‘Sheltered, sunny spot I am anxious to mskt i 
good thing of it.—L. B. Gaot 

[The arches should be from 7 feet to S feet 
high. We have no fancy for the wirewotk 
arrangements usually erected, but would prefer 
an arch of stout iron about the thickness of 
gas piping. The arches may be made to span 
the path according to width of latter. You 
must trench the ground deeply and add some 
good farmyard-manure, but see that this be 
not brought into close contact with the roots 
when planting. Some of the best Rosea ior 
arches are summer-blooming only, but you 
could plant one of these and an autumnal 
bloomer against each arch, so that you obtain 
blossom late as well as early. We give you 
the names of eight of each. Sunimr Noomen. 

—Reel: Crimson Rambler, Amadis. PiuL: 

Flora, Queen Alexandra. Yellow: Electra, 
Claire Jacquier. White; FtSlicite-Perpetue, 
Bennet's Seedling. Anlumnait.—Rtd: Reine 
Marie Hem idle, Longworth Rambler. I’iid 

Mme. Marie Lavallee, Climbing Captain 
Christy. Yellow: Gloire de Dijon, Mme, 
Berard. White : Mme. Alfred Carriere, Aim* 
Vibert. There is a climbing Moss Rose 
named Cumberland Belle which would dowel! 
for a pink summer-blooming variety.] 

Climbing Rosea on stable walls.-! hiu 
some old Rose-trees'on walls in mv stable yard. TVi 
have grown very tall and are rather'bare at the hue, ta 
have an enormous growth at the top which hmgi cue. 
What ought I to do to them, and when ought they lo te 
pruned * One did not Rower at all this summer. Aasta 
is the white Cluster Rose, semi-double, small flora r!4, 
pink underneath—I think FeiicitO-Perpetue. It (lo«t»l 
splendidly, but all at the top.—Hkllv. 

[Many of the fast-growing Roses are incline! 
to this bareness at the ba.se which you com 
plain of. We should advise you to uufastvn 
one or two of the main growths and renail tlito 
to the wall in a zig-zag fashion. Bysodoin;: 
you encourage basal eyes to start into growth 
and in a year or two there should be several 
young growths. Another plan is to cut down 
to the ground one of the oldest growths each 
year, but where there are only' one or two suck 
Sowths, then the former method is best. The 

iso you describe is undoubtedly Felici:- 
Perpetue. Tliore should be no difficulty ia 
securing a bushy base to this Rose if you 
adopt one of the methods described above. 
The long growths at the top should be thinned 
out in March, shortening such of the others a* 
are retained and that are extra long. By 
leaving them as long as is practicable the 
bush growths will be considerably assisted.) 

Yellow climbing Roses for pillar.—Will >« 
he kind enough to name in an early number of >oar lik¬ 
able paper five climbing yellow Tea Rows of the 
class, and, if possible, as free flowering and beautiful» 
Mme, Berard. I want to plant them in a border lido; 
south, to be trained to strong stakes about 6 feet high, a 
I have no walls available. I have already Gloire de Hija. 
Mme. Rerard, and W. A. Richardson trained in this *»;. 
with good results. The soil is rich and manure plentiful 
The climate here (Swansea Bay) ia mild, and I hi” 
seldom seen snow and Ice during" the six years 1 hatelind 
here. I had thought of including Perle des Judina if 
hardy enough for outside, and would also like 
opinion of the Hybrid Tea Souvenir de Mme. Eoeece 
Verdier. Is it a good grower and a free-flowering Ko*!- 
0 LA HOBO AN. 

[You should be able to succeed with yellow 
Roses, such as one could not advise for 
exposed and bleak situations. Your plan, 
too, of growing the vigorous Teas and Nois¬ 
ettes against poles has much to recommend it, 
for some of tnese Roses make most beautiful 
pillars. Y'ou might find climbing Perle des 
Jardins hardy enough in South Wales : if so, 
it would be a valuable kind, as plenty of 
handsome blossoms is produced. Five other 
good kinds would be: Duchess d’Auerstodt, 
Billiard and Barre, Belle Lyonnaise, Mme. 
Moreau, and Rove d’Or. The variety Souveuir 
de Mme. Eugene Verifier is a Hybrid Tea of 
dwarf growth. Probably you refer to Mme. 
Eugene Verdier, a charming Tea Rose, rich 
orange and yellow in colour, but scarcely 
strong enough for a 6-feet pillar.] 

Rose Countess of Oxford. — This 
Hybrid Perpetual is never seen better than 
it is in autumn, and, like its sport, I’ride of 
Waltham, the very large flowers show up 
well on the plant. The colour of Countess of 
Oxford is bright carmine-red, a glowing tint, 
free from all suspicion of magenta or purple. 
The foliage is very showy, and in the w-ood the 
variety is very distinct, as not a thorn is to be 
seen T Cll can be propagated readily from cut- 
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tings, hut the finest blooms nro cut from 
plants on the seedling Brier. It is n pity such 
u gorgeous Rose 1ms no fragrance, but it shares 
with the majority of the Victor Vordier race 
thus distinction.—Rosa. 

FRUIT. 

APPLE BLENHEIM ORANGE. 

Probably no Applo is so popular ns the 
Blenheim Orange. It is a largo and hand¬ 
some fruit of good quality and texture, and 
may l»o used either for cooking or for dossert 
aliout Christmas and the New Year—a [>eriod 
of the year when Apples are in great request. 
According to the Royal Horticultural Society’s 
classification it is to lie known as a dessert Apple, 
although full-grown specimens aro beyond the 
sire generally considered best for the dessert, 
but its very handsome proportions and up|ioar- 
ance command admiration, anil its flavour is 

cankers badly, but this is generally when the 
soil has been over-manured at planting time, 
or whore the staple is cold, wet, and undrained. 
Apply no manure of any kind to the soil when 
planting, but rely entirely on top-feeding. If 
the orchard is on Grass it is a good plan to 
clear away the rough Grass round the trees 
every winter as far as the feeding-roots go and 
apply a top-dressing in the early spring, 
adding, when the fruit has set and is iieginiiing 
to swoll, a further mulch of good cowmanure 
and watering freely if the weather is at all dry 
and tlio ground porous. Those who aro not 
prepared to allow the trees of Hlonhcim Orange 
plenty of heud-room hud better leave this 
Apple out of their calculations when planting. 

Like many other |>opular Apples, it is claimed 
for the Blenheim that there is more than one 
variety, and attempts have been made to 
describe them, but these so-called varieties of 
tlio Applo have turnod out to bo some totally 
distinct and generally inferior variety, though 

qucncc this season it yielded about three dozen 
Apples, the largest weighing 11 o/.., and the 
rest of a uniform size and nearly as heavy, 
also, with one or two exceptions, free from 
maggot. T. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Crop of Pears. Mr. K. O. Il.vncox, of Warminster, 

Wilts, has a pyramid Pear-tree In his garden at the present 
lime (October Hth)on which are llie distinct crops of ft nil, 
ranKing from full-sised, perfect specimens to those from 

which the blossom has only recently fallen. All arc, for 

their atfo, p*rf*ol fruits of five distinct sixes. The season 
Is too far advanced for more than two lou to rl|>eii. - 

M. II. Smith. 

Strawberries for succession. I should he 
much obliged if yon would give the names of the Iwst 

Strawberries for succession, in order to have pickings as 

early and as late as possible, with a good supply all 
through the season for home consumption.—Thomas 
Lumas. 

|A good selection would lie Vicomtesre II. do Thury, 
Royal Sovereign, Mir J. Paxton, Sir C. Napier, and 
Oxonian. | 

Apple Blenheim Orange, said to be on own roots. 

■ery pleasant if not ovor piquant. As a 
rooking Apple, except for linking whole, it 
seems to lack acidity, though this very fact 
commends it to many jicoplc. From tlio 
grower's iioint of view it is not always satis¬ 
factory, for the troe, except when in liusli 
form on the Paradise-stock, takes many years 
fo como into bearing, and even when it has 
commenced to fruit it is liy no means certain. 
Ai a close-pruned garden tree it is one of the 
worst of bearers, and in this form it is useless 
to plant it, because its nature of growth and 
Iruit-bud formation make it imperative that to 
produce crops of fruit it shall be allowed free¬ 
dom of growth. The most satisfactory trees 
ore those planted in cultivated orchards where 
they aro allowed to spread themselves with¬ 
out limit in bush form and pruned simply to 
k«p the branches thin. The tree when on 
the free stock requires a great amount of head 
room. The best and most fruitful trees have 
heads with a diameter of over 30 feet, anil aCHT* 
spreading. In some orchgfrfsl cBlenhViuv, 

in some cases stock influences have contributed 
to a slight change of form or colouring. 
Wo understand there is a form of this Apple 
grown in Gloucestershire which is called the 
“Green Blenheim,” and aliout it wo should bo 
glad if any of our correspondents would send 
us some information. At the great Applo 
Conference at Chiswick in 1883, the best fruits 
of Blenheim were sent by Messrs. Jefleries and 
Son, of Oxford, and the true nnd best type is 
supposed to be mostly found in that neighbour¬ 
hood, having been raised in a garden belonging 
to a baker at Old Woodstock, nearOxford. It is 
found under many names in various parts of 
the country, some of its synonyms being 
Beauty of Hants, Dredge's Fame, Gloster 
Pippin, Northampton, Prince of Wales, and 
Ward’s Pippin. 

The Apples figured were gathered in a small 
garden at Epsom from a tree supposed to be on 
its own roots, nnd somewhat old. It has not 
ten very^ijr^fic for some years, but last year 

Planting fruit orchard (J. T. N.J.— 
As you wish cattlo to run occasionally in your 
orchard on Grass, it is evident that you must 
liavo your trees as standards on stems and 
heads 0 fcot from tlio ground. For that 
reason only free or Crab-stocks can bo used, but 
these will not forco trees to fruit -o soon as 
will bush trees on tlio Paradise-stock. That, 
however, connot he helped. Of course, each 
tree-stem must lie firmly staked nnd protected 
by wire or bushes from harm by cattle. You 
had better get, of Apples, Lord Suflield, I.ord 
Grosvenor, Warner's King, Waltham Abbey 
Seedling, Newton Wonder, nnd Wellington. 
These are cookers, covering, ns placed, a long 
season. Of eating Apples plant Mr. Gladstone, 
Worcester Pearmnin, King of the Pippins, 
Foam's Pippin, and Sturmcr Pippin, early ami 
late varieties. Tlio best Pears to plant would 
be Williams' Bon Chretien, Ixmisc Bonne, and 
Durondeau, with the fine baking Pear Catiline. 
1 'Inn tOof fiiittiaiRivers’ Early Prolific, Czar, 

very heavily thinned, in a|t|d^^^|i^len-flnd Bradley's 
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King Damsons. Apples should l>e ‘20 feet 
apart, Pears 18 feet, and Plums 15 feet at 
least, but all would be better if rather wider. 
In the garden, get for your ‘20 feet high wall 
Peaches Amsden June, Early tiros Mignonne, 
Royal George, and Dymond, and Nectarines 
Lord Napier and Klruge on tall stems as riders, 
so as to have dwarf-trained Apricot and Pear- 
trees beneath the others. Plant the tall riders 
16 feet apart, and one Oat-trained tree between 
each. Brown Turkey is the best outdoor Fig, 
wanting a warm corner. Reine Olga and 
Sweetwater aro the best Grapes for your 
verandah. Get all ground for fruit-trees 
deeply dug, but add very little manure. 
Plant so soon as you can get the trees now. 
The Corsican Pine will be the best evergreen 
trees to hide a building quickly. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

EARLY-FLOWERING CHRYSANTHE¬ 
MUMS AT TAM WORTH. 

The trial of these, made by Mr. William 
Sydenham, at Tamworth, has brought to light 
many excellent varieties of which compara¬ 
tively little was known. The high quality of 
many of the Japanese and Pompon sorts proved 
the value in the open garden of the early- 
flowering Chrysanthemums in the dull autumn 
months. Some three thousand plants, in about 
two hundred and fifty varieties, were grown, 
plants being secured from almost every availa¬ 
ble source, thus making the display a most 
comprehensive one. The plants were nut out 
in long rows, with a space between each plant 
of about .8 feet. Between each two rows of 
plants a good pathway was provided, and this 
enabled the visitors to inspect the collection 
with the greatest ease. Being arranged in 
alphalietical order, it was an easy mutter to 
lix the name of any sort.. It must be admitted 
that in planting in alphalietical order the best 
effects were not obtained. For instance, a 
plant some 4 feet to 5 feet in height was 
followed by another some 18 inches to - feet in 
height, but then the general convenience of 
the visitors and others was the first considera¬ 
tion. A fact which was apparent to all was 
the natural lateness of many so-called early 
sorts. Quite a large number in the collection 
will not come into flower until the end of 
October, and others are likely to be still later. 
In making known these facts, Mr. William 
Sydenham will lie conferring an immense 
benefit on all who are now disposed to take up 
the cultivation of these plants. It is his inten¬ 
tion to delete from his list sorbs which fail to 
blossom within the prescribed period, begin¬ 
ning in August ami concluding about the 
second or third week in October. Synonymous 
sorbs are abundant in most lists of the early- 
flowering varieties, and to get these properly 
bracketed and the stocks brought under one 
name is an effort for which Mr. Sydenham 
deserves the best thanks. Some of the varieties 
of recent origin, which were sent out with a 
flourish of trumpets, have little in them to 
commend them. Many sorbs which were 
certificated in recent years are not yet 
flower, anil there is little likelihood of their 
being in bloom for some time to come. This 
proves that new sorts should not be recognised 
unless they are represented as flowering from 
a terminal bud selection—i.t., the termination 
of the plant's growth. For the benefit of 
readers of Gardeniso Iu.rsTRATED, a brief 
description of some of the best Japanese sorbs 
is appended:— 

Francois Vrn.ijirmet.—A bushy plant, free 
flowering. Colour, lilac-rose. Height, about 
21. feet. In flower late September. 

"Goacher's Crimson.—A plant developing 
large blooms on stout, erect footstalks of good 
length, without disbudding. Colour, rich 
crimson, golden reverse. Height, 3 feet. In 
flower during September. 

Crimson Marie Masse.—One of the best 
of the earlies, free flowering. Colour, 
chestnut-crimson, passing to bronze with age. 
Habit, bushy and branching. Height, 3 feet. 
In flower froqj August till October. 

Parisiana. — A sparsely - flowered plant 
developing larger blooms than most of the 
early sorts. It is a promising white sort, with 
long flower-stalks. Height, 3 feet. Period o! 
flowering, September. 

D' 

Cit ateai‘ St. Victor. — A useful plant, 
developing freely magenta flowers of pleasing 
form. Height, 3 feet. In flower September. 

Bronze Prince.—An English raised seed¬ 
ling of proved merit. The plant is fairly free 
flowering. Colour, old gold, shaded cerise. 
Period of flowering, mid September to mid- 
October. Height, 3 feet. 

Moss. Gustave Grcnerwald. — A useful 
plant for early displays, flowers large and of 
good form. Colour, silvery-pink, shaded rose. 
Fairly good habit, free flowering. Height, 
18 inches. In flower August and September. 

Raubib Burns.—One of the prettiest Bporbs 
from Mmc. Marie Masse; a profuse bloomer, 
each flower on a useful foobstalk. Colour, 
salmon-pink. Habit, bushy and branching. 
Height, 3 feet. Blossoms from August till 
Octolier. 

Benjamin Gi'indfdraf.—A plant of which 
little has lieon heard. Pretty blossoms of a 
purple-amaranth colour. Habit, bushy and 
sturdy. In flower during September. 

Arthur Kkozie. —An English-raised, promis¬ 
ing seedling with pretty little blossoms of much 
value for decoration. Colour, blush - pink, 
shad oil salmon in the centre. Dwarf and 
sturdy habit. Height, 2 feet. In flower 
during September. 

Ai.rert Rose.—This produces a dense mass 
of blossoms of a distinct shade of rose colour. 
Habit, bushy. Height, 3 feet. In full blossom 
during September. 

M. Leveiji e Pere.—A very dwarf plant, 
developing large blooms. Colour, crimson and 
bronze. Sturdy grower. Height, 18 inches. 
In flower mid-September to mid-October. This 
variety is considered by many to lie the same 
as Gladys Irene Harkness. 

Ernest Mathieu.—This is a very bushy and 
free-flowering plant. Colour, light salmon, 
shaded yellow. Height, 3A feet. In flower 
from early September till Octolier is woll 
advanced. 

Dorothy Kino.—A very useful plant, pro¬ 
ducing bunches of reflexed blossoms. Colour, 

deep pink, striped light pink. Height, 2 feet. 
In flower during Septemlier. 

Doris Peto.—An English raised seedling of 
considerable promise. The blossoms are of 
good form and pure white, and each bloom has 
a good length of flower-stem. This variety is 
generally considered to lie an improvement on 
Mychett White. Height, 2.J feet. In flower 
during September. 

Mme. Casimir Perrier.—In this plant we 
have a variety of high merit. Little has been 
heard of it, yet the plnnt may be regarded as 
one of the bast. Bushy ana free flowering. 
Colour, creamy white, freely tinted pink. It 
is also a flower of beautiful form. Height, 
3 feet. Peri oil of flowering, September and 
early October. 

Lons Lemaire.—This is a sport from Mons. 
G. Grunerwald, and )>artakes of all the excel¬ 
lent qualities of the jiarent; flowers largo. 
Colour, yollow, shaded orange. In flower 
August and September. Height, 2 feet. 

Leonard Peto.—A seedling from Lemon 
Queen, and which should be in all gardens. 
The plant is literally smothered with dainty 
bright yellow blossoms. Habit, bushy and 
branching. Height, 3 feet. In flower during 
the whole of September. 

Lemon Queen.—A valuable plant for late 
September and October displays. Flowers 
large and of good form, withstanding wet 
weather well. Colour, orange-yellow. Height, 
3 feet. A profuse bloomer. 

Irene Hunt.—In this variety we have a 
distinct acquisition. Its chastnut anil gold 
colour stands out distinct from all others. 
Very free. Height, 3A feet. In flow er during 
September and early October. 

Horace Martin.—A rich yellow sport from 
Crimson Marie Masse. This variety is the 
finest acquisition to the early flowering section 
for many years, and no garden should be 
without it. Habit, branching and free flower¬ 
ing. Height, 3 feet. In blossom from August 
till Octolier. W. V. T. 
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GARDEN PESTS AND FRIENDS. 

Amerlcan-blight on Apple-trees.-I shooa 
feel obliged if you will kindly advise me whxt to do » pi 
rid of the insect, a sample ol which I send you. The tttt 
is covered with them, and has borne no Iruit this yen. I: 
was limed at the beginning o( the year, but thst hvl m 
effect, and I ira afraid of it spreading over the sanies- 
J. H. Dickinson'. 

[The insect which i9 attacking your Apple- 
trees is American-blight. Get a little paratin, 
and with a brush daub it well in where the 
insects are. A little later wash them out with 
strong soapy water, then mix a little soap, clay, 
and paraffin to make a paste, and daub it into 
any cracks or wounds in the bark where the 
insects are. If any apjiear later—and the 
summer is the chief season for them—follow np 
with the treatment first advised.] 

The Gooseberry Caterpillar.-These Ur. t»s 
seasons 1 have l>ecn plagued with the caterpillar oa mj 
(loose berry •bushes and Currants, and have had to or 
Hellebore to destroy them, and also hand-pick them. Car 
1 do anything now to prevent this occurring next imkb 
Would dressing the ground with gas-lime below the bates 
help? I would be glad of your advice.—E. H. Gkieu 
Stirling. 

• —- The foliage of my Gooseberry-bushes U jmt 
being devoured by a small green caterpillar with Mtri 
head and small black spot*. On many of the tasha so: 
a single leaf is left. I should be glad to know how be* u 
get rid of this pest.—II. L. 

[At this time of the year all cate 
infest your bushes are hybemating in i 
as chrysalides. If you could fork up J 
round the bushes so soon as the leave 
could turn fowls in among them, i 
destroy great numbers. You could fo 
again a few weeks later. Failing 
the soil over all the same, then 
beneath the bushes gas-lime well 
Put on at the rate of half a bucket ( 
but let it be thickest close under the I 
In the spring, after the flowers have eet.UL 
advantage of a damp evening and smother ti c 
bushes with soot.) 

Wood lice In Peach-house.-Miny of thtfwAs 
in a cold-house are each season destroyed byesssEt 
The walls (which are of old brick) were pUitam » 
winter, in the hope of getting rid of these ins**, hi 
they seem to come up out of the ground. 1 
keep them in check to some extent this year hylhtOB* 
woodlice powder. I should like, however, lokoownc* 
itossibleto do anything towards really extcrminsltaf 
before next fruiting season ?—H. U 

[One of the beat ways of destroying ■gph* 
is to pour boiling water over them, as it kill- 
them in a wholesale manner if you can find c-t 
where they congregate. They are food >• 
hiding under bricks, slates, tiles, 
boaref, etc. Lay some of these about and lift 
them every morning. They may be poisonyi 
by boiling small pieces of Potato in water s 
which arsenic has been boiled. One port 
Steiner's vermin paste mixed with three part- 
of Barley-meal, and put in small quantities a 
to pieces of slate, card, etc., has been rer 
strongly recommended, also phosphorus pa;-5 
spread on pieces of bread and butter. Th? 
may also lie trapped by folding Ion* strips a 
brown {taper in half lengthwise, and smear1? 
one side with treacle and beer, and lavirtgu- 
about, in the haunts of the woodlice. Thy1 
will creep into this shelter, and can easilv < 
shaken into boiling water.] 

Wlreworm In garden. My kitchen gtri*" s“- 

badly infested with wireworm that every thing ® 

up. I have tried soot, salt, lime, hut all 10 1,0 
have not tried gas-lime, as I have been toUl lW' - 
twelve or eighteen months everything grown m '■ r 

taste of Ur. Is this a fact? Can Ido anyThinse*- 
kill the wireworm? I have been advised loUr the 

down in Grass for two or three years, at the end of'up¬ 
time the wireworm will have disappeared- Is th»» 1 

so, I should lie glad if you would give me some »’* 
whether it would he advisable lo turn. aay. one-IhiN® • 

into a sort of rabbit-paddock or court (sire 

15 yards). 1 have no use for the Grass other**- 

Warrkn. 

[You need not lie in the least afraid w 
employ gas-lime as a dressing in your gamer- 
There is no tar in it. Its chief consume, 
other than lime used to purify the g** *' 
sulphuric acid ; but any harmful effects ms- 
may have on crops is quite minimised if 
perly treated. Spread it so soon as ground ' 
vacant at the rate of a bushel per toa< * _ 
breaking it, letting it be exposed on thesurisv 
for four weeks, and, as it breaks or pul'enio. 
more evenly spreading it with a big rake, 
digging it in to well mix it with the 90U. 

the most potent destroyer of wireworm 
have. You may give a dressing °f manure 
you wish to do so, in February or Mjjtcu* 
digging it in, and crop at once with ]ier t 
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safety. Laying down in Grass is tho primary 
cause of wireworms, as the fly so readily 
deposits its eggs in tho Grass, and birds cannot 
get ut the wireworms.] 

INDOOB PLANTS. 

THE SCARBOROUGH LILY (VALLOTA 

PURPUREA). 

This is ono of tho few Cape bulbs that have 
retained a hold on public estimation, and 
one often sees better grown plants of it in 
a cottager's window than are generally found 
in large gardens. Ono of tho main secrets in 
its culture is to allow the bulbs to become 
thoroughly established. It dislikes frequent 
shifts, and never flowers so freely and strongly 
as when in a root bound condition. It must 
have plenty of food during the growing season. 
From the time tho plants start into growth 
until the flowers appear frequent supplies of 

Propagation.—To increase this it is only 
necessary to take off the small bulbs that form 
round the parent and put them into some 
sandy soil. If a do/.en little bulbs are dibbled 
into a small pot and shifted on as they fill the 
pot with roots, never attempting to disturb 
them in any way, they will make rapid pro 
gross, and a large specimen will soon bo had. 
It can also be easily increased from seed, 
which should be sown as soon as it is ripe. 

Potting should bo done when thore are signs 
of growth commencing, after which a little 
warmth for a week or two would be beneficial. 
Care should be taken that the plants are 
never ovorpottod, as greater success in flowor- 
ing always follows if the bulbs are crowding 
one another out of the pots. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Primulas.—Primulas of the obconica, stellata, and 

nin.-nnin types should now be allowed to form their Mower- 
spikes, and may get a little liquid-manure occasionally. 

of starting into growth, and directly this is 
seen they must be shuken clear of the old soil 
and repotted. As these Arums uro liborul 
feeders, a mixture of *2 parts loam to I part 
each of leaf-mould and well-decayed manure, 
with a little sand, will suit them well. During 
tho growing period they need a temperature 
above that of an ordinary greenhouse—indeed, 
failing an intermediate structure, they may be 
grown in the coolest part of tho stove and 
burdened oil’ton greonhouso us spring advances. 
Take particular care that aphides do not attack 
the foliage.] 

Amaryllis Johnsonl. -Enclosed is a Mower from 
a «|>ike of a bulb. Will you kindly tell me its name, how 
to Brow the bulbs successfully, and when I should repot 
them, and if I mauaBe to save some seed when It should 
lie sown, and when to expect seedliiiB" to Mower ? I have 
three .'.-inch pots full of the bulbs, of various sixes, as they 
increase very rapidly. In each pot are the same sixes of 
bulbs, and thoiiBh all have been similarly treated—Brown 
in a very sunny window—for some reason only one potful 
has bloomed, with three spikes on as many bulbs The 
Hrst spike to flower had twenty-one blossoms, the Mrst to 

open lielng 7 Inches Ioiib, 0 inches 
wide (much larger than the one 
sent). I found, if repotted, all 
the roots died, so I have Jeft them 
untouched three years They 
have had water all the year, being 
evergreen, with much water and 
liquid-manure during spring and 
summer. Hut as I have been grow¬ 
ing these bigger bulbs for six 
years, I consider they should have 
Mowered before now, and should 
therefore be grateful for your 
advice.—Frank II. W. 

[The flower sent is that 
of Amaryllis Johnsoni, one 
of tho oldest hybrids in cul¬ 
tivation, anti, of course, 
vastly inferior to tho newer 
forms. It iS very free-flower- 
ing, but noods moro heat 
than a sunny window to in¬ 
duce it to bloom regulaVly. * 
The cultivation of the dif- 1 
foront hybrid Amaryllises’ 
has been so often dwelt upon 
in Gardening Illustrated 
that little need be said on 
that point, but, briefly 
speaking, they are kept dry 
during the winter in a tem¬ 
perature of 50 degs. or 
thereabouts, then, with in¬ 
creased heat in the spring, 
they throw up their leaves 
and flowers. After bloom¬ 
ing they uro fully oxposed 
to the sun in the warmest Iwrt of the greenhouse, and 
;opt watered, till towards 

the end of the summer or 
in early autumn the leaves 
die off, after which they are 
kept dry throughout tho 
winter. This is by far tho 
most successful way of 
flowering them, the thorough 
ripening of tho bulbs thus 
ensured being very neces¬ 
sary. If treated as ever¬ 
greens, very few flowers are 
ever borne. Repotting is 
done early in the season 
before the bulbs start into 
growth, but this need not 

The first named docs in a cool-house, but the others bo done annually ; indeed, they will often 

<»' ***** ,«o«r w ith¬ 
out being potted. \our plants aro tlower- 

Growlng yellow Arums.—I have just had sent ing unusually late, so that there will be 
me lour bulbs ol a yellow Arum from South Africa, and |j..|A , fn fiiiaii nff the bulbs this niitiimn 
should be glad to know how they-should be grown. I have , l r,lien 0,1 Du‘“ ln« autumn, 
been very successful with white Amins, and have a green- >\ e should, however, advise them to be kept 
house with no hear, except a small stove in very cold dry throughout the winter, when, with the 
weather. The bulbs are beginning to shoot.—Jav. return of spring, if given moro moisture afttho 

o , . [Failures in the culture of the yellow Arums roots, they will in all probability start into 
winter is to see that the plants have jITenty are frequent, the principal cause being that growth and flower earlier next year. The seed 
of light, as it has been found thnt plants they are often spoken of ns, except in colour, a should bo sown in the spring in, if possible, a 
which enjoyed a maximum of light during tho counterpart of tho common Lily of the Nile, temperature of about (Ml degs., and if grown 
dull months of the year have invariably whereas in reality they require totally different on freely the strongest bulbs will take three 
flowered the best. Where any quantity of treatment. In the first place, they are natives years to flower. The young plants must not 
bulbs is grown, n succession of bloom may be of a much warmer district than tho white- bo rested during the first winter, and only to 
kept up by placing a few now and again in flowered kind, which occurs in Cape Colony, a partinl extent the second. Tho word is pro- 

whereas the yellow-flowered forms come from nounced Amu ryllis.] 
much further north. Then they form a Bulbs.—This is the 
roundish tuber, which pushes up its foliago 
early in tlm year, then flowers, and towards tho 

.-end of Ite sujpmer goes to rest, during which 
^p|i io4>y |)q kept quite dry. Alton 

-The Scarborough Lily (Vallola purpurea). 

guano 
Metal. 

soot, or manure water aro very bene- 
The Vallota should never be dried off. 

As tho winter advances, the supplies of water 
have, as in the case of most other plants, to be 
lessened, but moisture at tho roots* should 
never l>e entirely withheld. A certain amount 
of foliage should be left to draw up the sap and 
start tho bulb into fresh growth early in tho 
spring. Another important point during the 

heat in the early spring. 
Soil.—With respect to soil the Vallota is not 

at all fastidious, a inixturo of loam and peat 
with , some sand suiting it well. A poring 
compost is indispensable, as the roots l« 
thick and fleshy cannot w&HGpiiaI£& 
is of a close nature. 

Bulbs. —This is tho month for bulbs, and if 
it is wished to sueooed well, every precaution 
should l>e taken as advised in a previous 
numfcl^fnfwAHiftftl.No Illustrated. Often 

ene ASruurov&ringirhi9,Tl>ot8 after six 
end offIDe year they will generally show 'sl^ii-i ^^wlbk's [Winging 
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Veitch and Son between R. Aucklandi and a and lavender shades; Anderscmi Henrji, 
garden form known ns allium grandiflorum. It white, very free; Lady Caroline Neville, 
is a very pretty variety, whoso saucer-shnried white, suffused red; Mme. Van Hootte, large 
blooms are pure white,except a few reddish white, free; Jackmani, snow white, are the 
spots on the inside. Many other cultivators best whites. If you plant Clematises alone, 
have obtained hybrids between R. Aucklandi the better way would be to plant two of each 
and other forms, but they have not become to obtain quicker results. Of Roses, Aim* 
generally cultivated; indeed, of those above- Viberfc, white; Alister Stella Gray, otange- 
mentioned the only ones that are readily yellow and straw - yellow; Mme. Carnot, 
obtainable are Pink Pearl and Manglesi. golden-yellow ; Climbing Perlo dee Jardinj, 

Their cultural requirements in no way differ yellow; and W. A. Richardson, orange ami 
from those of the other garden forms of hybrid yellow. You may also increase the namberef 
Rhododendrons that is to say, a fairly moist 1‘yrus jnponica (the red kind), and, if thecm- 
soil, containing at least a good proportion of ditions favour, you may employ the prettj 
vegetable matter, while if they can be planted blue-flowered Ceanothuses, that should do 
so as to be partially sheltered from spring quite well in your case. If you preterit, the 
frosts, so much the better, as Kewonse at Hoses and Clematises may be planted in coo 
least is rather apt to start early. T. junction with each other. It may also be 

jmsiblo in the central part to plant the free 
growing Crimson Rambler Rose, which i« a 
great success where it obtains room. The 
strong - growing Virginian Creeper — u., 
Ampelopsis hederacea—you do not appear to 

Hyacinth, or whatever it may be, is bruised 

and broken. To prevent this place a thumb- 

pot over the bulb after [lotting, or if there is 

a number of bulbs invert a |>ot of the same size 

as the bulbs arc in over them, which will 

ensure their safety. This system is much in 
vogue with exhibitors, but I fail to see why it 
should not be adopted by gardeners and 

amateurs alike. Roman Hyacinths which were 

potted or boxed at the beginning of last month 

may now be removed to beat, shading them for 

a few days till they are somewhat inured to 

the light.—1). (5. Mel. 

RHODODENDRON AUCKLANDI (ORIF- 

FITHIANUM) AND ITS HYBRIDS. 

Rikuioiikmikos ArcKi..\Mii is one of the 

finest members of the family, but being tender 
and requiring a good-sized structure for its 
development, it is uncommon. Though nn- 

suited for outdoor culture, some of the limited 

number of hybrids raised from it arc quite 

hardy and valuable from their distinct charac¬ 
ter. Such an one is Pink Pearl, of which R. 

CLIMBERS FOR COTTAGE. 

I 11 \vk a lone. low. ilonlilr cottage (sketch enclosed), 
naked stone, in Swiss cottage style, In a northern county 
iii Ireland, which I should like to clothe with cboioe 
creepers, and, not knowing enough atxmt plants to 
arrange a scheme of foliage and hloom which would give a 
pictiirewiuc effect summer and winter, 1 should feel 
obliged by the Kditor's kind assistance. My Idea would 
l.e to work out a scheme which would make the long 
frontage one harmonious stretch of varied tints of foliage 

picture of rare lieuuty indeed.] 

Flowering climbers.—Your cor* 
|K>ndcnt, “8. W. F.,n in his very interwtiif 
article on “ Flowering climbers,” in yoorw* 
of the ‘20th of Sptember does not nuntimi 
creeper which I nave lately seen growiataad 
flowering in the greatest profusion. Iuafe 
to Solatium josminoidee, a plant which wfflMt, 
of course, grow everywhere. I have neatly 
been staying at Minehead, and between Ait 
town and Porlock Weir several cottage! wen 

sweet will. To judge by the way mi 
grow, the climate of Minehead and 
liourhood must be a very mild one;. 
in all the gardens scorned to gn 
greatest luxuriance. At Dunster O 
are two Palms near the Castle whti two Palms near the Castle whitman said 
to stand out all the year, and thereinto* 
Banksian Rose growing to a height, and bug 
ing in festoons in a way I have never *wo 
before. Close by it is a very fineWtatiro, 
which also grows to a great height; egeinstaoe 
of the walls is trained a Lemon-tree, men 
H feet, or so high, bearing a very fair crop of 

i protected by some gU* 

'cd in front of it. Then 
Laurels in tho ground- 

fruit, some of which are quite ripe. In tlx 

winter, however, it ‘ ’ ’ *~ 

lights, which are pli 
are some common__ — ( . 

.. ..... „ ...j which havo grown into trees, and quite panto 
ter. I have already some deep scarlet some of the visitors who were being show 

rtf “<•«•»* 
peculiarly long and Ion- frontage, and fruiting well, some of tho borne* resembling 
>; the high port* In the centre r One half small Cherries, which also caused surprise. - 
light he a duplicate of the other, starting ()_ 

1 have a fancy for the light-coloured 
:lnlan C’rcei>ers, Iloses, and Vines (for 

£ Tto Hardy herbaceous plants.-In ££ 
T. n. !>., Irflnnd. nig new borders with hardy nerbaccooi 

| You could with advantage omploy miy of subjects, or in replanting old ones, from ux 
the following plants, all of which are good for second week in October to the middle "i 

walls, and not too luxuriant. For tho highest December, provided frost does not hinder, is Siortion you could uso tho Coloured Vino (Yitis tho best timo of tho year to proceed with tie 

Joignctue) or tho purplish-leaved form of tho work. In old borders, for instance, one c*» 
small Virginian Creeper, both notable for generally locate the whereabouts of certain 

colour effect in autumn. Othor good plants specimens, because of the foliage, etc., which 

mny include Lupinus nrboreus, yellow, very still remains; but when one outs off tho matter 

free, requires slight fixing. Any of the until spring there is a likelihood of thrusting 

Woigelas are good, Mowers of varying rose and the spade through clumps, unless oachroot has 
reft tints. Crativgus Pyracnntha and its its own labels, a precaution which is "jt 

variety C. Lielnndi are docked with scarlet always followed; moreover, tho plants which 

berries a long time in autumn, and very fine in aro divided, say, in November, and placed jo 

effect. The finest silver-leaved Ivy is Hodcra new quarters, get established by spring ism)' 
mndoiriensis fol. var., or Euonymus radicans well, and, this being so, their chances of bloom 

variegatu is more than its equal as a silver- ing another season are much greater than 

leaved wall plant, self-adherent too. Light- nowly-planted stuff. That it is needful tor 

coloured Clematises should include Lady many plants of a herbaceous nature to havo an 
^.ondesboroiigli, Win. Kennctt, Lord liiiUros ' oVcmnuling and dividing at stated periods is 

Jjorougli, Lady Boville, nil 0f[\J|i^ jsijtvo^y^rc£) 0^0 has only to leave for a leu 

Rhododendron Pink Pi-arl. 

Aucklandi is one of tho parents. Tho flowers 

of this, which nro homo in somewhat loose 

trussos, nro individually about 4 inches across, 

nnd of a delightful shado of clear rose-pink, 

with but a few smnll brownish s|>ots upon tho 
upper segment. It has, within tho last two 

or three years, mode great headway in |>opular 
favour, nnd tho demand for it is so extensive 

that it still realises a comparatively high price. 
It was raised and distributed by Messrs. John 

Watorer nnd Sons, of Bagshot, nnd was first 

shown by them in the spring of 1887, when it 

was given an award of merit by the Rovnl 

Horticultural Society. Three years later this 

was increased to a first-class certificate. 

A beautiful series of hybrids between R. 

Aucklandi and R. Hookeri was mined at Kew, 

and tho different members have proved to be 

perfectly liardy there. To this group the 

collective nume of Kowonse has been applied. 
In those different forms the (lowers vary from 

pure white to a deep clear rose, which last is 
almost crimson when in tho bud state. In nil 

of these tho flowers nro shallow nnd the trussos 

loose, ns in tho typical R. Aucklandi. Thoro 
is undoubtedly a great future before the mom- 
l>crs of this grouii, but up to lire present they 

nro scarcely to lie obtninccFfmm-mijrseiHOiL 
The variet y llD I Manglesi 'vn^anjp^JJj \ 
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Potato White Elephant. 

nearly so bad as some writers would have us 

believe, though my soil being fairly light, no 

doubt I have fared hotter than those who have 

a retentive soil to deal with. 1 am speaking 

now of the main crop grown out in the field, 

which only comprises three varieties—namely, 

White Elephant, Up to-Date, and Imperator, 

the first turning out by far the best and with 
fewer small ones than for many years past. 
This is of good quality, and usually fetches a 

much better price than any other variety grown 

around bore, and is more cultivated than tho 

other two varieties put together. For the [Mist 

two or three seasons, while being fairly free 

from disease, the tlibel's of White Elephant, or 

a great many of them, when cut have a dark 
r.ng round them, and last year scores of bags 

were quite unsaleable on this account. Up-to- 
bate proves a good late Potato and keeps well 

into June or even July. Imperator crops 

heavily and- is good in quality late in spring. 

Earlier varieties grown in the garden, such as 

Sharpe's Victor, Puritan, Improver! Ashleaf, 

Reliance, Surprise, and Satisfaction, were, I 

with tho exception of the first, badly diseased. 

Improved Ashleaf and Satisfaction are more 
heavily cropped. The ground in garden and | 

field had a fair dressing of stable-manure and I 

partly decomposed leaf-soil, not by any means 

heavy; but there is not the least doubt, could | 

anyone have foreseen the cold, sunless a 
we have had, Potatoes in 

I will bo had during the winter. There are also 
a fow rows of the far from commonly grown 

root SaLsafy, which, when well grown, is 

delicious if properly cooked. I wonder in how 

many gardens can be found a few rows of 

Witloof Chicory ? Of this I have several, 

because tho roots, after the loaves have died 
down, are lifted and placed, a few at a time as 

wanted, into a dark, warm place in soil, and 
well watered, produce a blanched and most 

delicious form of salading. As for Seakale, I 

have a breadth of some 501) plants. These, 

i again, will, during the winter, the roots being 

treated as is the Chicory, give stem growth well 

blanched, tender, and of the nicest possible 
description. It is but needful, as the roots are 

lifted later, to cut off all tho side roots, make 

them into root cuttings, lay them in thickly for 

the winter, then dibble them out into well- 

prepared soil in rows about -20 inches apart, to 

nave plenty of fine Seakale-roots and crowns 

next year. Another good root crop is Beet. 

The globe-rooted ones have been pulled end 

eaten long since, and now the tap-rooted ones 
are being used. Still, these will, if left, con¬ 

tinue to grow well till the end of November, 

and then they will be lifted and stored in sand 

for use as needed. Good Beet ranks amongst 

the most nutritious as well as pleasant eating 

of all roots when properly cooked. I grow the 

Cheltenham Green Top and Flood Red, both 

Qf @e|j£rain and rich colour. 
UN Iv 

PREVENTION OF THE ONION FLY. 

Generally the plot intended for the Onions 

is that which was previously occupied by 

Cabbage or some of the Brassies. family. Very 

likely it will have the refuse of the previous 
crop left on it for the purpose of being dug in. 

If there has hitherto been a difficulty in 

securing a clean crop of Onions, this is a very 

questionable proceeding, as amongst suen 

refuse the pupa- are apt to harbour, and the 
better method is to clear it off. The soil should 

be dug deeply with forks and thrown up 

roughly, and immediately afterwards have a 

light dressing of gas-lime—not a heavy dress¬ 

ing In- any means, as this might luive as bad 

an effect upon the Onions as the grub, hut just 

sufficient to colour the surface. The soil should 

then he forked over, and if possible again 
during the winter. This forking over will 

bring the pupa- to the surface to he acted upon 

by frost. If gas-lime is not procurable, use 
freshly-slaked lime. More surface will be 

exposed if the -soil is ridged, the frost also 

working right through it. The fault with 
trenched soil for Onions is that it is apt to 

favour thick necks and late maturing, espe¬ 

cially if the season should bo wet. Iftrench- 

ing is intended, rather depend upon bastard 

trenching, which should be done in tho 

autumn. The manuring should take place 

about a month before the time intended for 

sowing, at which time the spring precautions 
should commence. These will consist of dress¬ 

ing with wood ashes, soot, and a littlo salt, 

each of which, besides being of great value in 

combating the fly, is also a capital fertiliser. 

Lime should not be used at this time ; not that 

it would prove injurious, but it would coun 

teract the influences of the soot and salt 

Soot is very distasteful to the fly, and a freer 

use of it would prove beneficial in those 

gardens where these insects cause such 

aestifqctiorr.a \ With salt more care is needed, 

ffiBfc Wgreat bcnefit- 
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years clumps of Rudbeckias, Starworts, Del¬ 

phiniums, Phloxes, etc., to find out how 

ungainly they become, and, what is as had, 

how they degenerate in the quality of their 
blossoms.—Leah crst. 

VEGETABLES. 

THE POTATO CROP. 

Now the crop is being lifted we shall be able to 

iomi some opinion as to what extent the disease 
has extended among the tubers, and it would 

be interesting reading did the many writers in 

Gardening Illustrated tell us how their 

crops have turned out and what varieties have 

taken the disease the worst. It would be moro 

to the point did they tell us what kind of soil 
they have to contend with. I do not grow 

many varieties for late crops, and stick to 

those I find do best after some years' trial, of 

course, keeping flavour uppermost, however 
good a cropper a variety may be. Magnum 

Bonum used to be the standard sort, but of 

late it has not done so well as formerly, though 
1 am not sure whether I shall not have to hark 

back and give it another chance. This year 

many of us will be tempted to give Northern 

Star a trial. It appears to be disease-resisting; 

ii so, and the flavour not so good as could he 

■ idled, perhaps some of our raisers will im¬ 
prove matters in this direction. 

From my experience the Potato crop is not 

been very much better in quality and less free 
of disease had artificial manures been used. 
This is why I think contributions from your 
manv readers would prove instructive if they 
would kindly name the sort of soil, manures 
used, and varieties planted. I think a great 
mistake is made in not changing the seed 
oftener than is done, procuring it from quite a 
different soil from that in which one has to 
grow tubers. East Devon. 

WINTER PROSPECTS FOR 

VEGETABLES. 

I have been taking stock of my garden crops, 

and, so far, think that generally the prospocts 

for the winter are very fair. All my Potatoes 
have been lifted, and these, I regret to say, are 

my poorest crop. The Potato crop has been 

very disappointing; with the early ones many 
seed-tubers failed to decay, and, as is always 

the case, the crop of new tubers was poor on all 
those plants. Quite one-third of the plants 
came very weak—a general feature with 

Potatoes this year—and last of all there is a 

good deal of disease in the late ones, so that the 

general crop is from one-third to one-half less 

than has been lifted in some previous years. 
The Parsnip breadth is a good one, the roots 

being of good sixo and sound. Maincrop 

Carrots, too, are good, although not over-large, 

which is no defect, and I have from a July 

sowing a bed of young Carrots, from which 
very many pullings of soft, sweet young roots 

There is in the garden a nice breadth of 

Snowball Turnips now being pulled from a 

July sowing, and a second sowing made in 
August has been thinned and hoed, and will 

give plenty of nice bulbs in a week or two. 

Besides these I have a few rows of Golden 

Globe Swede Turnip, sown late to secure 

medium-sized bulbs for cooking in the winter. 

Those, if not largo, make very nice food indeed. 
Late Peas are over, hut there is yet plenty of 

Runner and Dwarf Kidney Beans from late 

sowings. At this time of the year early sowings 

of Runners are often over, but it is then that a 

Juno sowing proves to be so useful. This 
sowing is always made in a sheltered position 

to enable the Beans to escape early white 

frosts. I hope to have plenty both of Runners 
and of Dwarfs by covering up the latter at 

night till the end of October. Marrows have of 

late felt the cold nights very much, and are 

practically done, yet they have, during the all 

too short season, rendered good service. If a 
few plants could be protected early in Septem¬ 

ber under a large frame, fruits might be had 
until the middle of October at least 

All outdoor Tomatoes have failed, owing to 

the coldness of the summer. Next year I shall 

put out plants only that have been got into 

6-inch pots, are IS inches in height, and, if 

possible, have set one truss of bloom. That 

can be done in a greenhouse. The Tomato 
plants in the greenhouse have given a good 

crop, but they will soon have to come out as 

the house is w&Dted for other things. 

The great winter crop is, of course, the 
Cabbage tribe. Of late winter plants, there is 

plenty yet to be got out during October. 

There is a breadth of Ellam’s Early well estab¬ 

lished to give small heads in February, and 

there is a small breadth of St. John’s Day 

Cabbage ready for cutting now. Savoys will 

be plentiful later, but they are yet small. With 
a wealth of Autumn Giant Cauliflower turuing 

in, Savoys are not wanted, and there will soon 

be plenty of Brussels Sprouts, for growth is 

remarkably good. I have nice Blood Red 

Cabbages. There is plenty also of late Kales, 

Sprouting and White Broccolis. Not least, 
there are several rows of good Celery. So far 
my garden gives every hope of supplying an 

abundance of vegetables all tho winter. 

Gardener. 
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Before the soil is broken down after being laid 
up to the action of frost, the burned refuse 
should be first spread on and then a good 
dressing of soot, the whole being now knocked 
over with a coarse rake, this operation working 
the ingredients into the top 2 inches of surface. 
The whole surface having now been equally 
trodden over, a mere sprinkling, or about an 
ounce to the square yard, of salt should be 
applied. The drills having been drawn and 
the seeds sown, nothing more will be necessary 
until the young Onions have grown 2 inches or 
3 inches. At about this period the fly emerges 
from its pupa; stage, and soon commences to 
look about for a suitable place to lay its 
eggs. This is just within the outer edge 
of the skin of the young Onions and close 
to the ground. When attacks are known 
to have previously taken place, it is 
unwise to wait until the effects of the 
injury are visible before applying a remedy. 
It is better by far to adopt the same tactics 
as with Celery—viz., dusting the foliage over 
with soot, or syringing with well-diluted 
petroleum. A decoction of Quassia, and a 
suitable insecticide mixed with it, would be 
useful. If the whole quarter is syringed over 
at weekly intervals, the flies would not care to 
settle. 

There is no mistaking the presence of the 
grub when once the work of destruction has 
begun, for the young Onions take on a yellow 
cast and the tops fall over. When this occurs, 
although there is not much likelihood of making 
a clearance, it may l>e checked considerably by 
digging up all affected plants and burning 
them. If merely pulled, the grubs are apt to 
be left behind. As there are two or three 
generations until the season occurs for them to 
enter the pupas stage, remedial or preventive 
measures should be persisted in up till mid¬ 
summer. As the Onions are harvested take 
care that all trimmings are cleared away and 
burnt. 

Transplanted Onions are seldom, if ever, 
affected, and this has led to the plan, where the 
grub is such a l>est, of sowing tho seed in a 
prepared cold-frame, and as the plants become 
large enough they are transplanted. Onions 
treated in this way grow to a large size, and 
they also ripen up well. 

SOME LETTUCE OF THE SUMMER. 

The demand for Lettuce is governed in some 
seasons very much by the state of the weather. 
Thus, while in hot weather they are much 
sought for, in cool summers they are not so 
much in roquest. Few can complain of the 
great beat of the past summer, though for a 
short period the temperature certainly did 
assume a tropical nature. Previous to and 
since that short term there have only been 
fitful summer periods, cloud and wet more than 
drought preponderating. One would naturally 
expect that the demand for Lettuces would 
continue at low ebb. This, according to my 
experience, has not been so, but, instead, fewer 
heads were wasted than usual, from the fact 
of the demand being equal to the supply, 
despite, too, that from twenty to thirty dozen 
were cut weekly throughout the summer 
months. Names of Lettuces are legion, all 
more or leas distinct and good, i do not 
propose giving a list that would suit any or 
every summer or any kind of soil, because that 
would be almost impossible, for the variation 
of weather and its influence on land and crop 
render a good Lettuce in one season an almost 
worthless one in another. Transplanted 
Lettuces usually are more prone to run to seed 
prematurely than are those sown on the land 
they are intended to occupy, and for this 
reason I invariably sow permanently during 
the later months of the summer. I am not 
quite sure, but to me it seems no crop so 
markedly shows the influence of a declining 
sun. In the summer, given favourable weather 
and treatment, Lettuces go forward aud soon 
come to maturity. In the autumn it is different, 
for unless they have a good open site their 
growth becomes, at any rate in the Cos sec¬ 
tion, attenuated and thin. There is an absence 
of the full heart which one so much enjoys and 
expects in summer, outer leases tuking 
precedence over the tender, enfolded, and 
easily-digested heartsj Sind BgimMltdlgth W 

time is required to get them ready for use. 
The different kinds or Superb White Cos have 
this summer been exceedingly good and of 
large size. A most distinct and wondorfully 
good Cos Lettuce is Little < Jem. No variety 
that I have grown has pleased me so much as 
this. On the ground it may, in some stages of 
its growth, be taken for a Cabbage variety, but 
a closer examination of it will soon decide its 
class. Continuity, which in a dry season is so 
good, did not develop the same fulness of head 
this year. It is a good drought resister, and 
Marvel, which is slightly darker, is similar. 
Perfect Gem is fine for early summer, and so 
are Favourite and New York, two curled¬ 
leaved Lettuces. Intermediate, a dark-leaved 
kind, said to be the result of a cross between a 
Cos and Cabbage, is a good summer and 
autumn Lettuce. For early summer use 
Commodore Nutt and Paris Market are good, 
while the good old sort, All-the-Year-Round, 
must certainly not be clespiaocL Though 

Hicks’ Hardy White is a good winter and 
spring variety it is also a very good summer 
one. The multiplication of varieties is scarcely 
called for, when the perusal of catalogues 
from the best seed houses reveals the better and 
more profitable kinds. The season, however, 
has taught one useful lesson, which is not to 
depend on any one kind with the hope of find¬ 
ing it suitable for every season alike, wet or 
dry. _ W. S. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Pea Gladstone.- -I enclose (our pods of Oladstone 
Pea, from a dish picked to-day, October Gth, in confirma¬ 
tion of your remarks upon this fine kind in a recent 
issue ; nor is this the last gathering from the row.— 
A. Hodoki.nsox, Prom*. 

IPods fresh and green, each containing on an average 
nine fully developed Peas of excellent flavour.) 

Potatoes on meadow land. I am hoping to 
plant Potatoes on new ground—meadow land—which is to 
lie double dug. The soil is sandy. Would you advise me 
to have any manure dug inf f shall have the turf dug 
in.—Torquay. 

[You should have no difficulty in securing a 
good crop of Potatoes from meadowland, the 
turf being well buried down. Tf in doing 
that you can well smother the turf when thus 
put down deep with plenty of fresh soot, it 
would later both act as manure, and help to 
destroy wireworms, should there be any, as is 
so commonly the case with old turf. If you 
can get that done early in the autumn it would 
be good policy to top-dress and fork in early 
in March a light top-dressing of stable-manure, 
rather short, aud a few times turned before 
it is added. Then, being a sandy soil it should 
be easy to dibble in the tubers early in April. 
Take care and have good sound, well-stored 
seed-tubers, plant all about 5 inches deep, and 
give ample room. Crowding Potatoes in plant¬ 
ing is had policy.] 

Cabbage for spring use.—Assuming 
that seeds were sown early last month, tho little 
plants ought to be ready to transplant into 
nursery lines 4 to 6 inches apart by now 
I always prefer to prick them out, instead of 
waiting until they are ready to be transferred 
from the seedling bed to their permanent 
quarters, especially the first sowing, as by so 
doing nice sturdy plants with good balls of 
soil attached to the roots can lie got by the 
middle of October, when the removal will 
cause little or no check to the plant. Usually 
Cabbage follows Spring Onions and a wise 
course too, as the ground was got in good 
heart for that crop. After tho quarter has 
been cleaned, fork up a piece large enough to 
take the plants, set them out with a dibber, 
afterwards applying water, if necessary, and 
scattering a little slaked lime if slugs abound. 
Most gardeners have their favourites, and after 
many trials I have failed to find a better early 
Cabbage than “ Ellam’s,” very few bolting, as a 
rule. It is quite large enough for a gentle¬ 
man’s table, and it still has another advantage 
as closer planting than for larger varieties can 
he practised. I give IS inches each way when 
put out in permanent quarters. As soon as 
the plants make a fresh start the soil should be 
stirred among them, and a watch kept for 
slugs ; when towards the first fortnight in 
October they should be ready to transplant 
into drills, taken out with a mattock on the 

[said Onion ground without any further diggin 
I U.-^se soil should be well trodden before 
'ling. Cabbage enjoying a firm 

BOOKS. 

“THE PRIMROSE AND DARWINISM."* 
Those who accept the Darwinians at theif 

own valuation would be very much enlightened 
by reading this little book, which shows the 

shallow methods and hasty reasonings of much 

of the school of Darwin and Lubbock, not to 

speak of their wild followers, like the late Mr. 

Grant Allen. Darwinism was a sort of erne, 

and the followers of Darwin were pretty much 

like the florists of old, who would be inclined 
to knock anybody on the head who did not 

accept their little formuke. Darwin, as the 

result of observations made by him on the 

fertilisation of flowers, in the manner to be 

described later, drew several conclusions, out 
of which we select two, in order to show in 
part the author’s method in dealing with 
them :— 

“Tho first anti most important ... is 
that, generally, cross-fertilisation is beneficial 
and self-fertilisation often injurious.’’ And, 
again : “Scarcely any result from my experi¬ 
ments has surprised me so much as this of the 
prepotency of pollen from a distinct individual 
over each plant’s own pollen, as proved by the 

greater constitutional vigour* of crossed seed 
lings.” Furthermore: “The simple fact of 
the necessity in many cases of extraneous help 
for the transport of pollen renders it highly 

probable that some great benefit is gained: 
and this conclusion has now been firmly estab¬ 
lished by the proved superiority in growth, 
vigour, and fertility of crossed parencage ova 
those of self-fertilised parentage.’’ 

We should here point out that by self 
fertilisation is meant that the pollen of its own 
flower (or of a flower on this same root) fertilises 
its own stigma. By cross-fertilisation is meant 
that pollen from a flower growing on a different 
root (in case of heterostyled plants one of i 

different form) was applied to the stigma. Now 

Darwin, in making nis experiments, madeu* 
of the following plan, as described by himself: 
“ A single plant, if it produced a sufficiency 
of flowers, or two or three plan to, were pUcoi 
under a net stretched on a frame. On the 

plants thus protected” (from the visits of 

bees and other insects) “several flowers were 
marked, and were fertilised with their own 
pollen, and an equal number on the same 
plants were at the same time crossed with 

pollen from a distinct plant. The crossed 
plants had not their anthers removed.’’ 

To the efficacy of this method for giving 

any certain results the author makes the follow¬ 

ing objections:— 
“The cross-fertilised plants had a great 

advantage. The self-fertilised plauts bad only 

their own pollen, and that developed under a 

net to fertilise them; but the cross-fertilised 

plants had not only their own pollen—their 
anthers were not removed—but pollen from 

another plant applied to them as well, <wd 
I hat, too, yrown naturally onlxide (he ntl: for 

Darwin wished, by leaving the flowers their 

own pollen, and, at the same time, crossing 

them with other pollen, ‘ to make the experi¬ 

ments as like as possible to what occurs under 

Nature, with plants fertilised by the aid ol 
insects.’ The cross-fertilised had, consequently, 
two sets of pollen to choose betweeu, 
whichever happened to be most in its prime, 

that would exercise a ‘ prepotent ’ influence in 
the fertilisation. But the flowers fertilised 

with their own pollen had no other pollen tmj 
their own to depend upon, and that developed 
under a net, which must fertilise them or none 

at all.” 
Moreover, as the author points out, the 

flowers under the net were under the further 

disadvantage of being excluded from the full 
influence of the wind, whilst, on the other 

hand, a still further advantage was given to 

some of the crossed, in that, as Darwin savs. 
they were “ allowed to be freely crossed by the 
insects which incessantly visited themam* 
this, as the author remarks, though the isel¬ 
lings, which were raised from the seeds produced 
from the two sets, were afterwards to he com¬ 

pared in order to estimate the potency ol se. 
and cross-fertilisation. ., 

“ The influence of the solar rays, too, wou 1 

jaMrOW Primrose and Darwinism,” by "A- 
| Naturalist," M./L, Carat. London: Grant Richard-. 
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be greatly diminished in passing through a 
doselv-meshed net, and consequently they 
would lie much debarred from exercising their 
full maturing power on the anthers, and so on 
the pollen ot the self-fertilised flowers. Radia¬ 
tion would likewise be almost entirely pre¬ 
vented by the net, and the dew would 
consequently fail to full on the anthers. Tho 
importance of this influence cannot be over¬ 
estimated. In the mornings of early spring, 
alter clear and still nights, we have frequently 
found tho flowers of tlie Primrose bedrenchea 
with dew. Occasionally the dew deposited on 
the anthers of the short-styled form has been 
so great as to lie upon the anthers and entirely 
to fill the orifice of the corolla. Thus the 
anthers of neither form could attain under such 
conditions their natural condition for fertilisa¬ 
tion. The stigmas would likewise 1)0 similarly 
affected, as tho cups of their flowers were like¬ 
wise very frequently filled with dew.” 

As regards the other chapters of the book, 
we regret we have not space to attempt to do 
justice to the author’s very clear and incisive 
arguments, notably Chapter XX., in which the 
Darwinian theory of a special relation between 
the stamens and pistils of the same length in 
trimorphic flowers (different flowers of the same 
■pecies, in which there are three different 
lengths of styles and stamens) is shown to be 

■ untenable. ’The book presents a clear case for 
the side opposed to many of Darwin’s “ facts.” 
It is a plea for naturalism as against “ net-ism." 

QARDBN WORK. 

Conservatory.—Tuberous Begonias and 
Gloxinias have now ceased for the most part to 
be attractive, and should be removed and 
encouraged to go gradually to rest for the 
winter. If kept dry. Gloxinias, though 
regarded as stove plants, do not require a stove 
temperature when at rest. They may be kept 
quite safely under the greenhouse stage, tne 
pots being laid on their side till there is some 
sign of growth. The fibrous-rooted Begonias 
arc now coming in, and will take the place of 
the tuberous-rooted kinds. Though the flowers 
of tbe winter-flowering sorts are smaller, they 
are produced very abundantly, especially siren 
kinds os Gloire de Lorraine, which is one of the 
brightest plants for the winter in a moderately 
»arm conservatory. As soon as the plants are 
fairly settled in their winter quarters it will be 
necessary to he on the look-out for insects. 
Green fly is pretty sure to be present as soon as 
hres are lighted, if not before, and, if not 
destroyed, they will spoil the flowers and 
damage the health of the plants generally. 
Nicotine is tbe best remedy for insects, and 
tbe best mode of using it is to fill the house 
with the vapour, which is easily done in a sim¬ 
ple way with a spirit lamp and a copper dish 
supplied by the manufacturers of the nicotine. 
It has been discovered that spraying with 
nicotine mixed with water is as effective as 
vaporising. Thus, if only two or three plants 
are attacked and if these are promptly dealt 
with, the insect attack may be nipped in the 
bud, so to speak, and a considerable saving 
effected. In tne case of a conservatory attached 
to the dwelling-house, there is no danger of the 
fumes of tho nicotino entering tho dwelling- 
house and producing unpleasant consequences. 
When Capo Hoatlis and other hard-wooded 
plants aro taken to the conservatory, they 
'herald he placed in a light position and be 
lifted np off the daipp border or placed on a 
'tAgc, if there is a stage or stand of any kind in 
•he house, and the watering must have special 
attention. Hard-wooded plants do not require 
more water than other plants, hut, if neglected, 
•hey will die. Other plants will recover 
from a deficient supply of water, but Cape 
Heaths seldom altogether get over a thorough 

though they may linger some time. 
1 rowea saligna latifolia is a prettv pink- 
jluwered greenhouse hard-wooded plant in 
Moom just now, and not difficult to manage, 
f-alvia grandiflora is very bright now, ana a 
group or two will contrast favourably with the 
Chrysanthemums. Cuttings of this Salvia, 
rooted in February or later, will make good 
flowering plants the same season. 

Stove.—Summer-flowering climbers, where 
trained under the roof, should have the grovyfcti 
reduced, as no shade is rr^uirqdglarg' 

houses now. Even Ferns want all the light 
they can get now to harden growth. In prun¬ 
ing Stephanotis floribunda at this season thin 
out weak shoots, leaving strong ones a good 
length to flower, and training them in thinly 
to ripen. Get rid of mealy-bug by some means 
or other. Vaporising with nicotine will get 
rid of some of the old insects, and spraying 
with a solution of nicotine will be even more 
effective. There is a spraying apparatus in the 
market now which does not waste tho mixture, 
and which will he found useful for dealing 
with singlo plants. Introduce a few pots of 
Eucbaris from time to time from the cooler 
houses where they have been resting, and 
plunge in bottom-heat or stand the pots on a 
warm surfaco. Weak liquid-manure will give 
strength to the spikes and size to the blossoms. 
The usual winter flowering plants will be com¬ 
ing on now in a night temperature of 65 dogs., 
and, as many of these things may afterwards 
have to be taken to the conservatory, it will be 
better not to force too hard. Regulate the 
atmospheric moisture by the inside tempera¬ 
ture and tho heat of the pipes. Hard forcing 
will scarcely bo needed yet to keen up the 
requisite temperature, ‘fhe same rule applies 
to watering. Each plant must Ire treated 
separately and the knuckles brought to bear 
before applying tho water pot. Mistakes in 
watering now may havo a far-reaching effect. 
Achimenes, Gloxinias, and Caladiums are now 
going to rest, and will require less water, hut 
the drying-off should not he too sudden. 

Pines. — Bottom-heat should range from 
SO degs. to So decs. ; atmospheric heat, fruit- 
ing-house, at nignt, 65 degs. to 70 degs.; suc¬ 
cessions, 60 decs, to 65 degs. The lowest 
point wall usually be reached about sunrise, 
and the highest about the time fires are made 
up at night. The watering must be in careful 
hands; there is more danger in giving too 
much than too little, though either course 
should he avoided. Dew the plants over 
lightly with the syringe on fine days, and 
damp floors to give the necessary atmospheric 
humidity when required. Liquid-manure of the 
same temperature as the house should he given 
to plants swelling fruit until ripening com¬ 
mences. A look over twice a week will be 
sufficient now, and later, water may be required 
less frequently by plants plunged in moist 
bottom-neat-bed. Tree leaves form good 
plunging material mixed with tan, if tan is 
available. 

Pruning early Peaches. — When 
Peaches are forced early, the trees must be Siruned early, and it is not necessary to wait 
or the last leaf to fall, though early forced 

trees will probably be leafless now. Most Sirdenere nowadays go over the trees when the 
st fruits are gathered, and remove any of the 

wood which is not likely to be required, so that 
there will not be so much to do now. The main 
object is to keep the tree sufficiently filled 
with bearing wood in all its parts. The usual 
course is to remove all ties, and, when the 
pruning is finished, the branches are trained in 
such a manner as to completely fill tho trellis. 
Before tying in the branches they are gener¬ 
ally washed with warm soap und water, or a 
solution of Gishurst-compound is used. Apply 
it with a brush to the thick branches, and a 
picco of sponge to the smaller shoots, as it is 
important that tho buds should not he injured. 
The sponge is drawn the same way as the buds 
project alter the trees are pruned, washed, 
and trained, and the walls lime-washed. The 
borders should be top-dressed, removing some 
of the dry, exhausted soil from the surface 
before applying the fresh loam. Tho latter 
may l>e mixed with lronc meal. All fruits rovol 
in bones in any form. 

Cucumbers are now growing freely, and 
those plants set out early will be bearing. 
Only a light crop should be" taken if the plants 
are expected to last through the winter. Night 
temperature, 65 degs. to 70 degs. ; day, 75 degs. 
to 65 degs., according to outside conditions. 
Not much air will be required now, as it only 
wastes the fires. 

Window gardening. — Fill window- 
boxes with small shrubs, or such hardy plants 
as Tulips, Crocuses, Narcissus, Wallflowers, 
Forget-me-nots, Violas. The new double- 
lowered Arlbis makes an effective mass in a 

•(x^cl^Sd a very cheap spring 9how may I 
um 

be had by planting autumn - sown hardy 
annuals. 

Outdoor garden.—There is plenty of 
good cuttings springing up from the centre of 
Pansies, which in many instances may be 
detached with roots, and if planted in a cold- 
frame in sandy loam, with a little leaf-mould, 
will make good plants in a short time. All 
kinds of improvements may be carried out now 
in tho way of planting and turfing. The most 
important work in connection with planting 
ojrcrntions is in the prc|inration of the ground. 
Nothing should bo planted without breaking 
up the ground deeply. Even when singlo 
plants are dropped into an established shrub¬ 
bery, a hole largo enough to spread out all the 
roots and something more should be made. 
The time is at hand for clearing tlie beds of 
their summer occupants and filling in with 
spring flowers. Up to the present the hods of 
Geraniums, etc., have been very bright, and 
though there have been one or two light frosts 
no great harm has been done, ana we are 
reluctant to pull up plants till the flowers fail. 
Beds can he cheaply fillod with spring (lowers 
by using autumn sown annuals and such bien¬ 
nials as Forget-me-nots, Wallflowers, Canter¬ 
bury Bells, and other Campanulas, especially 
the hluo and white varieties of C carpatica. 
Primroses and Polyanthuses sown early ID heat 
and then pricked out in a shady border are now 
strong plants, and will flower in the spring. 
Though bulbs aro cheaper than they wore, if 
many beds have to be planted accxxl deal of 
money can be sunk in them. The cheapest 
things are Tulips and Crocuses. White Fox- 5loves make charming masses among shrubs in 

le wilderness, and may be planted during the 
autumn. 

Fruit garden. — Root-pruning, where 
necessary, should be done early in the nutumu. 
Begin fur enough away from tho trunk of tho 
tree, and save os many of the smaller roots as 
possible. The work is usually spread over two 
years, but in careful hands the roots all round 
may bo lifted and trimmed. Green Gage Plums 
when young seem on most soils to require root 
lifting and pruning a little to bring them into 
bearing. The Transparent Gage and Oullin’s 
Golden Gage are more reliable than the old 
Gage. The latter only does well on certain 
soils. On the whole, this season has not been 
a good one for either the fruit grower or the 
consumer, as the fruit has been lacking in 
flavour from the absence of sunshine. There 
is no better bearing or handsomer Plum than 
the Victoria. It comes at a time when there is 
likely to be a glut in the market, but even then 
it pays better than most other kinds, and the 
tree is so vigorous and healthy. Monarch is a 
good Plum, and there is no better dessert 
Plum than Coe's Golden Drop. The two best 
dessert Apples in my opinion aro Cox's Orange 
Pippin and Lord Burghley. The latter is in 
season from Christmas till March or later. 
Both require a deep, warm loam, and I have 
had them do well on the Paradise-stock. 

Vegetable garden.—Look after Cauli¬ 
flowers turning in ; frost may come suddenly. 
Root crops muy he lifted and stored. All 
roots, including Potatoes, retain their proper 
flavour best when covered with earth. If kept 
in a shed Beet and Carrots should be packed in 
sand. A stock of Horseradish should ho lifted 
before bad weather comes and laid in on the 
north side of a wall where it can be easily 
covered. If any seeds of Peas remain in the 
seed bags use tnem for producing green tops 
for flavouring. Sow them rather thickly m 
boxes any time during winter ; but the later 
sowings should havo a little heat under glass. 
Tho present dry, cooler weather will check tho 
growth of late broccoli, und if planted in firm 
ground, and dwarf und sturdy, they may 
pass through the winter safely without disturb¬ 
ance, hut it is generally safer to heel them over 
with heads to the north not later than the end 
of October. Those who want green Basil and 
Sweet Marjoram during winter will have pot ted 
up a few of the best plants aud will keep them 
under glass, where a little warmth can be 
given. Beetroot is hardier than is commonly 
supposed, hut it is not wise to leave it exposed 
to severe frost. Lift at once, if not already 
out of the ground, and pack in sand in a stove 
or clamp tlq»] gqqtq^ke Potatoes covered with 
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should prepare hot-beds now, and lift strong 
roots as soon as the bed is ready. Young 
roots four or five years old which have been 
specially grown for the purpose are best for 
early forcing. Prick off the early-sown Cauli¬ 
flowers into frames for standing the winter. 
For the present only use the lights to keep out 
cold rains. E. Hobday. 

THE COMING WEEK'S WORK. 

Extracts from a Garden Diary. 

October 13th.—Fruit-gathering is receiving 
attention every fine day. One need hardly 
say, this being a season of comparative 
scarcity, the lruits are handled carefully. 
The fruit-room was thoroughly cleaned before 
fruit-gathering commenced, and all wall sur¬ 
faces lime-washed. Ventilation is given as 
required. Finished earthing up Celery and 
Cardoons. G cranium and other cuttings have 
been moved on to shelves in houses, and for 
the present no fire will be used. 

October 14th.—Cleared beds of the summer¬ 
flowering plants, and planted bulbs and other 
spring flowers. We are partial to Tulips, and 
usually plant decided colours, such as masses 
of scarlet, white, and yellow. Winter Aconites 
also are massed in open places under trees, and 
Snowdrops and Daffodils in open places any¬ 
where. One never has too many Snowdrops, 
Scillas, or Chionodoxa Lucilise, and these can 
seldom be wrongly placed if in retired spots. 

October 15th. — Made up a hot-bed for 
Asparagus with leaves and stable-manure. It 
takes rather a brisk heat to start the first 
batch of roots, but with five-year-old plants, 
which have not been cut from, the growth is 
early, and is always ready to start in warmth. 
We are always prepared to cover a bed of 
dwarf French Beans on a south border. A few 
lengths of builders' laths have been fixed tem¬ 
porarily to carry the covering, and, as they 
still bear freely, are worth a little trouble. 

October 16th.—Another stir up with the fork 
has been given to the beds intended for the 
new Roses, and a little soot scattered over the 
surface and forked in. The ground at the 
season when the surface is dry cannot be too 
much stirred up and intermixed. Moro atten¬ 
tion is given to planting in masses of one kind, 
especially whore the beds are on the lawn ; 
the beds are better filled and the effect is 
better. A hedge of rambling climbing Roses 
will also lie planted. In fact, more will be 
done with Roses in many forms. 

October 17th.—Lifted main bed of Carrots 
and stood in sand. Late-sown Early Horn 
will remain in the ground, and be covered with 
dry leaves and litter when frost sets in. Cauli¬ 
flowers are being watched with a view to afford 
protection when frost is expected. Of course, 
some plants have been lifted with balls and 
planted in deep pit to be safe in case of emer¬ 
gency. Potted and boxed more bulbs, espe¬ 
cially Narcissus of sorts, Tulips, and Hya- 
ciuths. Green-fly is watched for in plant 
houses and the vaporiser used. 

October lftth.—We are still doing some root- 
pruning among over-luxuriant fruit-trees, and 
stations for the planting of young trees have 
been prepared. Change of soil in the case of 
wall trees and espaliers is always carried out. 
Dwarf Apples are on the English Paradise- 
.sfcock, ana will soon begin bearing, but tho 
l»est principle to work on is to give a plot of S round wholly to the trees, and mulch freely 
uring summer with manure. This keeps the 

roots near the surface. 

BIRDS. 

Death of canary (P. II. Bfimley).— 
Inflammation of the bowels nppenrs to have 
been the immediate cause of the death of this 
bird. This may have lieon brought about 
through its having taken a chill during its 
moult, or from the bird having partaken too 
freely of egg-food. Chills and draughts should 
be particularly guarded against during the 
moulting period, otherwise a check in the 
moult may result, causing illness or even 
death, and at the best leaving the sufferer 
ragged in its plumage for weeks. There is 
always the risk of a bird taking cold if 
placed at a window, as in such a position 
there is sure to be a centairt amo»nt_xI Up 
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draught Yes, the moulting should proceed 
continuously, and a break of two or three 
weeks in the case of your bird would point to 
cold having been contracted at this critical 
period. Although food of n more nourishing 
character than tho ordinary diet should lie 
allowed a bird that is moulting, care is 
necessary lest an undue proportion of stimu 
lating food be partaken of to the injury of the 
internal organs. It is not advisable to give 
egg-food oftener than twice a week. The seed 
at this period should consist of Canary, a little 
German Rape, and Linseed, with a pinch of 
Maw seed occasionally. A tonic in the drink¬ 
ing water, such as a rusty nail or a little piece 
of sulphate of iron the size of a small Pea, will 
do good.—S. S. G. 

POULTRY. 

Young cockerels for table (J. B> •Oil’ll J. 
—Cockerels at the age 01 five or six months 
should be in perfection for eating, and although 
they are liable to lose flesh as their bones 
develop, they certainly do not become tough 
till a much later |>eriod in their lives. Your 
feeding and treatment are excellent, and 
poultry that have been constantly well fed 
from their birth are not only always ready for 
table, but their flash is superior in juiciness 
and flavour to that of those that have been 
specially fattened up. The killing of your 
cockerels two or three days before 1 lying 
required for table would still further reduce 
the possibility of their proving tough. There 
must bo some fault in the cooking. If, in 
killing, fowls are bled to death, it may in some 
instances cause the flesh to become dry and 
insipid, but bleeding ensures great whiteness 
of flesh.—S. S. G. 

BEES. 

AUTUMN TREATMENT. 

It is found that when Bees are fed late in the 
autumn they aro often from the lowering of the 
temperaturo unable to elaborate wax for the 
capping of the cells or to evajiorate the super¬ 
fluous moisture from the food supplied. The 
consumption of unsealed, watery food during 
the winter is likely to produce dysentery in the- 
hive, and, therefore, all good Bee-keepers 
ascertain the condition of their hives early in 
the autumn, and feed up where necessary with¬ 
out delay, that all may be in good wintering 
condition before cold weather sets in. Again, 
weak stocks are subject to this disease from 
their being obliged to consume an excessive 
quantity of food in order to maintain the neces¬ 
sary temperature within the hive. This may be 
obviated by making all colonies strong for 
wintering by joining two or moro or adding 
them to stronger stocks. Colonies thus 
strengthened pass the winter safely, and are 
ready for work at the earliest possible moment 
in the following spring. Another cause of 
dysentery is dampness, arising either from 
lack of ample protection from the weather or 
from improper ventilation of the interior of the 
hive. In the case of the roofs of frame-hives, 
where not absolutely weather-proof, tarred 
brown paper makes an excellent overall. The 
old-fashioned straw-hackle makes a most excel¬ 
lent winter cover for skeps, as does roofing 
felt, which is very durable and impervious to 
water. When new it is stiff and hard, but it 
can lie fitted to any hive by first warming it; 
but whatever kind of covering is used, care 
should be taken that it is so arranged that no 
drip shall fall upon the floor-board. Where 
the hive sides rest upon the floor-board the wet 
is often drawn under them, causing dampness 
within the hive. All causes of dampness should 
be removed jus soon as discovered, and where a 
hive has become saturated with moisture the 
best thing to do is to change the frames of 
comb anil Bees to a clean, dry, warm one. 

The worst disease Bees suffer from is foul 
brood, which spreads very rapidly, so that in 
one season a whole neighbourhood may become 
infected with it. A colony attacked by this 
disease rapidly dwindles and dies out from in¬ 
ability to rear brood ; other Bees pilfer the 
honey of the diseased hive, and so spread, the 
;"fegtion. The cappings of cells conwtiifiWge 

healthy brood are slightly raised, while thelids 
of those containing foul brood are somewhat 
concave and pierced. The latter appear singly 
on tho brood combs, and are of a dark colour. 
Hives containing old combs appear to be more 
subject to this disease than those containing 
new, clean combs; it is well, therefore, to 
occasionally examine hives of old combs. Even 
endeavour should be made to stamp out on its 
first apjtearauce a disease of so formidable a 
character, threatening as it does the destruc¬ 
tion of the whole of the stocks in the apiary, to 
insure which the total destruction of all’the 
combs in the hive is to be recommended. The 
hive should then be thoroughly scalded, and 
washed well over with salicylic solution, nude 
in tho following proportions : Salicylic acid, 
1 oz., soda borax, 1 oz., water, 4 pints. 

As soon as tho income of honey ceases, the 
queen discontinues laying, but brood-rear.nj 
may be encouraged after this period liy stimu¬ 
lative feeding, whereby the population is 
iuuieji>u«l till tliu luiu^t period iu the sea?0Q 
consistent with safety, which is about the tint 
week in October. After that time all colonics 
possessing less than 20 lb. of stores should be 
rapidly fed till that weight is made up. The 
syrup should be composed of sugar and water 
in the proportion of 10 lb. of sugar to 0 pint.- 0: 
water. In a general way each hive shouM 
contain 2 square feet of sealed honeycomb* 
well as that which is uncapped ; the latterwil 
serve as provision for the Bees till they setde 
down for the winter, although it is safer a 
remove all unsealed honey at tnis season lea it 
should cause dampness in the hive, and pnxoxe 
dysentery among the Bees. A piece of Canute:, 
about the size of a Walnut, wrapped in bate 
thin material, and placed on the floor-boari oi 
the hive, is most eilicacious in warding of 
disease. The camphor evaporates slowly, and 
can be renewed as it disappears. To enable 
the Bees to easily pass from one comb to 
another, and to roach their stores, seme 
apiarians form passage holes through each 
comb about 2 inches from the top, and j inch 
iu diameter. When, however, sugar-cake s 
caudy is given to winter upon, these passsg- 
aro not ncccsaary, ay tho space thus occup.sl 
gives the Bees passage way over the tramw 
and under the quilts. Ordinary sugar-candy 
of trado is also good winter Bee food. 

s. s. 

Colour of honey (C. B. Bi‘jge).-Vm 
is great variety in the colour of hone', 
according to the particular flower from which 
it is gathered. Thus honey collected from 
white Clover is of a light straw colour, that 
from fruit blossoms a beautiful orange cote, 
from Heather of a dark reddish-brown hoe, 
from Sainfoin, yellow, from Beans, bro«. 
from Plum blossoms, a clear amber, while that 
from Lime blossoms is of a greenish shade, ard 
of a strong flavour. The honey you describe 
was, no doubt, obtained from Lime blossoms 
It would appear that in each of its excursions 
a Bee confines its foraging operations to one 
species of flower, and this would, of course, 
account for the distinct character of varte 
honcys. The honey produced from ordinary 
feeding-syrup is of a light straw colour: if. 
however, dark sugar were used in artificial 
feeding, it might present a greenish tint in 
tho comb. Honey dew, the product of virion* 
species of aphis, is a sweet, sticky subsuw* 
found in dry seasons on the leaves of toe 
Sycamore, Lime, Oak, etc. This, in tim® 
of scarcity of honey, is gathered by the Ik® 
and stored in quantity. It is of a °*r’ 
colour, has a strong odour, and is most it- 
agreeable to the palate. Rhododendron- 
Azaleas are said to yield honey of a cnm-oi: or 
reddish-brown colour, which is poisonous 
acts as a narcotic.—S. S. G. 

LAW AND CUSTOM. 

A market gardener's notlce.-l took 
market garden purposes a garden and I»o grecnw:*'- 
but without the dwelling-house, and I am 
pursuant to proper notice, on October I lth. tan “V 
landlady prohibit me from selling my goods by pusu 
auction on the premises? These are mainly pot p.A~-» 
Can I claim compensation for growing crops —T-« 

[If you have no written agreement oi 
.tenancy, nor any verbal stipulation to tha 
eSestVyour landlady cannot prevent you trorn 
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celling your stock on the premises at any time 
Wore your tenancy expires. As you do not 
say what kind of growing crops are referred to, 
1 "may say that you cannot claim under the 
Market Gardeners’ Compensation Act for any 
growing crops planted during the last year of 
tenancy aud since notice to quit was given. 
You may claim under that Act for cro|>s 
planted earlier, and which continue productive 
lor two or more years. You may claim under 
the Allotments and Cottage Gardens Crops 
Acts for growing crops planted in any year.— 
K.C.T.] 

Right to minerals (A. B. F.).—An 
easement may be described as the right of the 
owner to exercise a certain privilege over the 
Uod of another owner. A “ profit a prendre ” 
is something in the nature of an easement. It 
is, however, something more, as it is a right to 
parts of the soil or the produce of the soil of 
another, such as a right to take turf, Grass, 
etc., from a common. Restrictive covenants, 
in this case, mean some covenant restricting 
the use to which the land may be put. For 
instance, a covenant prohibiting the erection 
of a particular kind of building, or of a 
building of a particular height, or a covennnt 
not to erect a building iu such a situation as 
to deprive some adjoining property of access of 
light, are restrictive covenants. I cannot tell 
without seeing the conveyance whether a right 
to take the minerals underlying the property 
» reserved either to the vendor or to a third 
party. Why do you not ask the solicitor who 
«acting for you in the matter? Unless the 
minerals are expressly or impliedly reserved, 
neither the vendor nor anyone elso but yourself 
will have a right to them. Your solicitor 
‘hould have ascertained by enquiry whether 
the vendor acquired the property subject to 
anv such reservation, and your enquiry must 
be addressed to him.—K. C. T. 

Ownership of walL—Fifty years ago my father 
toojht a house which stood back some 30 feet from the 
rosd There was then no wall dividing the plot of ground 
ia (root of the house from the plot in front of the adjoin¬ 
ing house—or at most but a very short wall. Mv father 
built front walls, and ran out the dividing wall as an 
evasion of the party wall of the houses. The owner of 
tU adjoining house raised no objection, neither did he in 
•ay i»y interfere at any time. My father always 

the wall up to his death, ten years ago. The 
Mo*Snow mine, and as the front walls of the garden 
Id I hue had them rebuilt, and I repaired the dividing 

sad put in a gale-post or pillar of the same width as 
the »»ll itself (la inches). The present owner of the 
at joining house caused his solicitor to write and charge 
n» »ilh interfering with his wall, but he admits certain 
rghts of usage on my part. I have an idea he wants to 
nteod in front of my property, and to use this dividing 
«•!! as his own. My deeds go back ninety years and con- 
uia no mention of these walls, but my neighbour’s 
Kiidtor lays his deeds go back 120 years, to a time when 
sir house was not built. I believe, however, that both 
tlw houses belonged to my grandfather, and were then 
but ooe house. Can my neighbour claim any right to 
tha wall either to build upon or for anv purpose 1 When 
they found I was not willing to meet them in any way, 
they wrote that they would be willing the wall should be 
r-.irded as a party-wall or a half-wall rather than go to 
l»w. Your advice will oblige.—Kr.NT. 

[On proof of the facts stated, that the wall 
was wholly or partially built by your father 
some fifty years ago, and that ever since that 
lime it has been solely maintained and repaired 
by your father and yourself, and that up to 
the present time your neighbour has never 
made any claim to any right, or ownership to 
the wall', his claim must inevitably fail. No 
action can be brought to recover from any 
terson possession of any land which ho has 
held as of right for over twelve years, and for 
which he has paid no rent, given no acknow¬ 
ledgment, etc. You and your father have had 
undisputed possession of this wall for fifty 
voars, and it is perfectly idle for your neigh¬ 
bour to make any claim to it. No mutter what 
his original title may have been he has lost 
*ny interest in this wall that he or his pre¬ 
decessors in title may at one time have 
possessed.—K. C. T.] 

Photographs of Gardens, Plants, ol 
Trees.— We offer each week a copy of the latest 
•/iieion of the “English Flower Garden" for the 
htt photograph of a garden or any oj its contents, 
ir.ioore or outdoors, sent to us tn any one week. 
Sound prize. Half a Guinea. 

The Prize Winners this week are : 1, 
Mrs. Bayldon, Dawlish, Devon, for Lilium 
lougiflorum ; 2, Mrs. Kemjtsdy Erskine, B 
ley, Montrose, for Rose 

OORRE8PONDENOE. 

Questions.—Ouertss and answers are Inserted tn 
.““VT ,Tt* v <*arge if correspondents follow these 

nues: Au communication* should be clearly and concisely 
written on one side of the paper only, and addressed tc 
the Editor of Oardihdio, 17, Fumioal-strut, Holbom, 
Ixmdon, S.C. Letters on business should be sent to 
the PuBUSHHL The name and address cf the sender art 
required ifi addition to any designation he may desire U 
be used m the paper. When more than one query is sent, 
each should be on a separate piece of paper, and not more 
than three queries should be sent at a time; Correspon¬ 
dents should bear in mind that, as Cardrkiho has to be 
sent to press some time in advance of date, queries cannot 
always be replied to in the issue immediately following 
the receipt of their communication. We do not reply tc 
queries by post 

Naming Trait.-Rraderi who desire our help in 
naming fruit should bear in mind that several specimen* 
in different stages of colour and size of the same kind 
greatly assist in if* determination. We have received 
from several correspondents single specimens of fruits 
for naming, these in many cases being unripe and other¬ 
wise poor. The difference between varieties of fruits are, 
in many cases, so trifling that if is necessary that three 
specimens of each kind should be sent. We can undertake 
to name only four varieties at a time, and these only when 
the above directions are observed. 

inneay Lrakine, Broonr'l 0„e,, imWlpart. in 
i Crims^R^inblei’. I ‘ fewer a 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

Earwigs on Chrysanthemums (IF.*—Place a 
few email poU on sticks. Invort the pots, and put a little 
dry Mobs inside. The earwigs will shelter here during 
daytime, and may be easily caught. Also put a few pieces 
of dry mat or sacking Dear the pots of the Chrysanthe¬ 
mums as further traps and shelter. 

Lifting Arums IT.\—Lift the Calls* at once, 
giving them a compost of rich loam and Btable manure 
in equal port*, the latter to be well decayed. Use 
a pot <i inches in diameter at top. and if the soil be 
rich and liquid-manure used when coming into blossom 
they will thrive well. We would stand them in a frame 
for a month or so after potting. 

Dandelions on lawns (If. B.\—Out the crown off 
the Dandelion, and cover tho wounded part left in the 
ground with salt, or drop into it two or three drops of 
sulphuric acid. The remedy is a tedious one ; but there is 
no better way. At the same time prevent the Dandelion! 
in waste places near, if any, from seeding, as tho seeds 
will travel with tho wind for a long distance. 

Roses for conservatory roof (F. Hand).—It 
you mean Marie Van Houtte, this would do for the con¬ 
servatory roof, but would not cover the space so fast as a 
climbing Rose of the type of Marshal Kiel, etc. Purity 
and Robert Duncan are scarcely suitable, hut would do on 
the back wall Climbing Niphetoe and W. A. Richardson 
would be two good fast-growing kinds. 

Lifting and storing Gladioli (Jf. S.\ — Early 
lifting is. we think, very injurious, for so long os the 
foliage is green the bulbs aro gaining in size and weight. 
Lift the bulbs carefully with forks, cut off the tops a few 
inches from the bulb, and place in flat basket*, which 
should be carried to a cool underground cellar and spread 
on the cool floor. In this position they are as moist and 
cool as in the open ground, and at the same time are 
quite safe from frost. 

Keeping Salvia patens (M. S.).—The plants 
should be lifted from the open ground, and after the soil 
has been well shaken off the roots be placed in fine dry 
soil in a greenhouse or in a cold-frame, and protected iii 
such a way that frost does not reach them. In this way 
the roots keep better than when dried and put away in 
sand or on a shelf. If your plants are in pots they should 
be cut down and be stood under a greenhouse stage till 
March. These, if brought into the light early in the year, 
will start into growth and the young shoots make fine 
cuttings, which may be planted out in spring. 

Plants for shady garden (71.).—Try G&illardia 
gnuidifiora. Delphiniums, Coreopsis granditlora. Lupines, 
Trt'chnls chalcedonies, the Welsh Poppy (Meconopsis cam¬ 
brics), Scabioeo caucasica. Double White Rocket. Pent- 
stemons, Lily of the Valley, Christmas Hoses, the Double 
Periwinkle. Many annuals will do fairly well in partial 
shade — Blue Corn Bowers, White Antirrhinums, and 
Scarlet Zinnias, for instance—while the biennial Colum¬ 
bines and Foxgloves are seen at their best beneath over¬ 
shadowing boughs, and grow most naturally under such 
conditions. 

Keeping Marguerites (Memo).—These are often 
lifted fromtne open liefore frosts come, but if you cannot 
secure a good bail of soil around the root* they often fail 
to Burvive. Water any plants you may think of lifting 
both before and after lifting, pot them carefully, and 
shade for a time. Then when established they may be 
stood with Pelargoniums during the winter in a house 
with a temperature of about 15 degs. Do not over-water 
during the winter, and in the spring, if all goes well, they 
will soon produce plenty of cuttings, which can be rooted 
in the game way as Geraniums, etc. 

Position for Christmas Roses (Brnremfl,- 
The soil !>est suited for these is a good fibrous loam, to 
which have been added some flbry pent, well rotted 
manure, and coarse sand, taking care that the site is 
well drained. A moist and sheltered situation, where the 
plant* can obtain partial shade, such as the margins of 
shrubberies, is best, but care should be taken to keep the 
roots of shrubs from exhausting the border. A top-dress¬ 
ing of well decayed manure and a little liquid-manure 
might lie given during the growing season when the 
plant* are making their leafage, as upon the size and sub¬ 
stance of the leaves will depend the size of the flowers. 

Montbretlaa, culture of (Ernie*— Montbrelias 
succeed best in a rather light, loamy compost, and require 
good drainage. The soil should he enriched with well 
decomposed manure, dug in deeply, and if a little leaf- 
mould and road grit be added all the belter. The cormg 
should be carefully lifted and sorted in February or 
March, according to the weather, and planted, tbe larger 

in rows » inches or 9 inches apart, the 
trifle closer. This will allow of t 

being mulched with spent Mushroom-manure or similar 
material to retain the moisture. Several waterings with 
liquid-manure arc also heneflciaL Montbrelias require 
plenty of sunshine. 

Roses attacked with orange-fungus (A 
Rose Lover).— Many Roses of the Hybrid Perpetual race 
are very prone to this fungus, but as it rarely appears 
until after the first blossoming. Rose growers do not pay 
much heed to it. It may be kept in check by carefully 
raking oil dead leaves and burning them, also any Crumn^s. A dressing of lime and soot in the eoil is aleo 

enefleial if applied now. Probably your eoil is a very hot 
one, and the Rows under such circumstances would 
benefit by transplanting, taking care to deeply dig the 
soil. In the spriug the bushes should be scverely 
pruned. 

Mildew on Roses (Lady IF.).—When mildew 
appears so late in tbe season, growers seldom pay much 
heed to it. It will not affect the welfare of the planta 
mother year, but the spores remain on all decaying 
foliage, and will reappear again next season unless checked 
when first obeerved. Gather up all the fallen leaves and 
hum them. If any signs of mildew ap|>ear next spring, 
iissolve an ounce of sulphide of potassium in two pints of 
hot water, then add enough cold water to make 
- j gallon* Apply it as soon as you see the least trace ol 
mildew- with a syringe, taking care that the underside of 
Ihe leaf is thoroughly wetted. 

Growing bulbs In a glass bowl (•/. B.*—Bulb* 
of the Chinese Sacred Lily succeed remarkably well in 
bowls if planted in the following manner : Place 1 inch or 
2 inches of clean gravel or pebbles in the bottom of the 
bowl, and on this arrange the bulbs with care. Pour in 
sufficient water to cover the pebbles and also to rise about (inch up the bulbs. As this is absorbed make up the loro 
rom time to time. When completed the bowl should !>e 

placed in a cupboard to encourage root-formation, return- 
ing it to the light when once growth commence*. Crocuses 
and Hyacinths may lie grow n in damp Moss in a similar 
receptacle. Stand the bulbs on a layer of this material 
and surround them with the same, pressing them mode¬ 
rately firm into position. 

Jasmine for winter-flowering (B. C. J.).— 
We presume that you refer to the Jnsnunum Satnboc, a 
plant which requires a warm-house. The plants should bo 
potted in April into a nice, wiil-saruled compost of equal 
uarl* loam and |ieat, keeping them near the glass through¬ 
out the summer, admitting air in hot weather, and main¬ 
taining the atmosphere in a moist condition. Tow-anbi 
he latter end ol the summer admit a more free circulation 

of air in order to well ripen the wood, and winter the 
plant* In a teni|>*rature of 55 degs. to GO degs. 

Rose General Jacqueminot not flowering 
'A Rote Borer).—Instead of allowing these long growths 
'o attain such a length, they could have their point* 
pinched out when about 1 feet long, which would assist in 
the proper ripening of the wood. It is rarely this old 
Rost fails to blossom satisfactorily, but you must not 
place much reliance on the growths formed late in the 
year, rather fostering the thin yet hard shoot*, and 
shortening these to five or six eyes. It is just probable 
the soil is too rich. An application of lime would have a 
'leneficial effect, and would be more helpful than manure. 
If the bushes have been in their present quarters three <r 
lour years, you might transplant them with much 
advantage. 

Oleanders not opening their buds (fl.X—In 
answer to this correspondent, 1 would suggest that May is 
much too early to turn them outside, unless " B.” lives in 
the siuth or west, of which I have no experience. In 
Kent I never put them outside until after they have com¬ 
pleted the Dowering. I grow- the double pink, single 
white, semi-double white, and apricot. Tbe double pink 
is a direct descendant of the plant brought from Paris in 
1830 by a member of my family, and the year before last 
(1900) it had almost as many heads of bloom as leaves. 
The flowers are very sweet-scented, and so Is the semi- 
double white, but the single white and tbe apricot have 
no scent. I keep ray Oleanders iu the greenhouse all 
the year until they have done blooming, then I stand 
them out in the sunniest place I can find and keep them 
well watered.—A. C. Rivebheao. 

Making a lawn (J. Hilton*—Go over your present 
weedy lawn carefully and dig out all the bad weeds. Then 
pare off the surface, and when dry liurn it, keeping the 
ashes to spread over the lop when the Grass seeds are 
sown. Give it a good dressing of the manure you have, all 
mixed together, and dig it in to a depth of 12 inches, 
taking care to well bury the manure. Let it lie rough till 
early in April, then break it down fine, and. hating well 
trod It, make it level, scatter the ashes (rom the fire heap, 
and sow thickly with good Gras* seed (not that from a 
hayloft, which-contains too many weeds). Rake this over 
again to incorporate the Grass seeds with the soil, then 
when dry roll with a fairly heavy roller. If there are any 
birds it may be well to stretch some blnck cotton at about 
tl inches from the ground to prevent them destroying the 
seed* When ready for cutting use the scythe until the 
Grass gets established, when you can use the mowing- 
machine, setting it fairly high for a time. 

Planting Roses (Max Kirchberyer).—In answer to 
lour inquiries we have pleasure to reply as follows : 1, 
Gloire dc Dijon and Marcchal Kiel planted this autumn 
would not give you many blossoms next year, for It should 
be your endeavour to induce them to make good grow th, 
then could you expect a tolerable quantity the following 
season. Plants established In pot* planted out In the Kring would give you some bloom, but we should advise 

e planting of ground plant* this or next month. 2, No 
special manure is required when planting. The ground 
should be deeply dug, and some good farm-yard manure 
mixed with the’soil. Manure from a cow-yard would be 
better than fresh manure from stable* 3, By all means 
plant the Roses for the arches this autumn. Y'ou can tie 
them to a good stake until the arches are placed in 
position. A few good Roses for the purpose are : Crimson 
Rambler, Euphroeyne, FeliCHC-Pcrpetue. Flora, Aimee 
Vibert, Mme. Alfred Carrier*. Gloire de Dijon. Heine 
Marie Henrielte, Rove d'Or, Carmine Pillar. Rennet’s 
Seedling, and Electro. 

Select Cactus Dahlias lDahHa\—It would be 
useless{jjrarierjSt the} names ot any ot the nv'v varieties 

ictus llahiias ot this year. a*, however good, thrv wilt 
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be very costly when sent out next spring. Still farther, 

not a few seedlings which have beautiful flowers fail to 

grow or flower well later, so that many of those certifi¬ 

cated are never again seen. We recommend you to get 
J. W. Wilkinson, reddish magenta, one of the very best; 

Halliard, reddish scarlet, a great beauty; Island Queen, 

lilac or deep uiauve, the best so far of its colour ; Keyne's 

White, so far the best while ; Mrs. J. J. Crowe, creamy- 
yellow, the best of its class; and the one you have—Vesta 

—is a good pink. For an additional white try Lord 

Roberts. Of diversely coloured flowers, you will find 

Innovation, Lottie Dean, Mrs. Carter 1’age. Mary Service, 

Uncle Tom, and Mayor Tuppenny to be very good. 

Rosea for exposed garden (OulwoodX—A selec¬ 
tion could well be made from an article in our issue of 

Oct. 4, entitled “A Few of the Best Autumn-flowering 
Rose*.” All the kinds named are really good, and may be 

considered hardy for the position. Of course, you would 

earth up in the winter the Teas, Chinas, and Hybrid Teas, 

as we have frequently advised. Should you desire some 

good red Hybrid 1’erpetualn to intermingle with the 
others, we can recommend Ulrich Brunner, I)r. Andrv, 

Alfred Colomb, Karl of Pembroke, Louis Van Houtte, Ella 

Gordon. General Jacqueminot, Comte de Raimbaud, 

Crown Prince, Marchioness of I-orne, La France do 'SSI, and 
Victor Hugo. The climbers recommended for the various 

positions would be as follows : West, No. 3, I)r. Rouges ; 
4, Longworth Rambler. South, No. 5. Reine Olga de 

Wurtemburg or Climbing Belle Siebrecht. East, No. ft, 
Heine Marie Hennette; 7. Cheshunt Hybrid, shouldyou 

have a north aspect available, Crimson Rambler would do 

well on this. We have purposely selected highly-coloured 

Roses, as the walls are cream-coloured. 

FRUIT. 

Vines mildewed (0.).—In this case we think that 

if the door opening at the east end of the house is not the 
cause of mildew it doubtless accelerates its progress, as 

mildew is often caused by cold droughts of air. Cannot 

the door be placed at the west end, and the eastern 

opening lie closed ? Great care should also be exorcised in 
the roof-ventilation, as mildew is frequently generated in 

a close, stuffy atmosphere as well as by cold currents of 

air. 

Melons splitting The most frequent cau9eof 
Melons splitting is a damp, confined atmosphere. When 

an indication of splitting shows itself the structure in 

which the plants are growing should be ventilated at 

night, and less water given to the roots and foliage. This 
treatment will invariably prevent any more fruit cracking. 

It is the sudden admission of air after the frame or house 

has been closed for several hours that causes a contraction 

of the skin, anil the more rapid the change in Ihe internal 

atmosphere the more the fruit cracks. 

Pruning Apple-trees, etc. M>—Both Apple 

and Pear-trees ore pruned after the loaves have fallen, 

and also in the summer, if dwarfer trained. Large bush 
or standard trees have their branches thinned in the 
winter. Cherry-trees are also pruned in the winter, cut¬ 

ting back to a couple of buds all shoots, and shortening 

strong shoots to about one-fourth of their length. Re- 

memlter that strong growths hard pruned only serve to 
reproduce strong growths again. You do not say what 

sort of tree your Cherry is. Such information should 

always be furnished. 

Currant-bushes (U.>—Black and Red Currantsare 
no dissimilar in habit that they need very diverse treat- 
mend. Black Currants fruit on the previous year's shoots, 

and those, or the best of them, must always lie preserved 

in pruning, merely removing old branches that are 

becoming bare. Red and White Currants Iruit on spurs, 
and to make these ail side shoots should l»e cut hard back 

to about two buds, and the leading shoots shortened back 

also two-thirds. Summer pruning is good for these 

Currants, as it helps to strengthen the buds left on the 

spurs, and they become fruiting ones. 

Pear Williams' Bon Chretien (W. A. St. Q.y— 
What you write as to Williams' Bon Chrdtlen Pears 

rapidly going mellow or sleepy or decayed internally after 

being put away is correct. But then gardeners know of 
it. and when they gather the fruits use them up as fast as 
they ripen. It is a good plan to gather some of the finest 

fruit* ere they part freely from the tree, to put them into 
a w arm place for a few days, w hen they are found soft and 

pleasant eating. Once all the fruits are matured and put 
away, they ripen (or eating within ten or fourteen days. 

If you want to have longer-keeping Pears, you should 

grow Louise Bonne, Doyenne du Cornice, Winter Nelis, 

and Josephine des Malines to give you a supply over a 

long seasm. 

Late Gooseberries (/■’. H'.).—With the exception 

ol a very few that ripen a little early, all other Gooseberries 

ripen about the same time, so that none can be charac- 

tised as specially late. May Duke, Keensake, and Crown 
nob ripen Just a little earlier than do ocher cooking 

Gooseberries, and Early (Jueen and Early Sulphur a little 

before the dessert varieties. To have late Gooseberries, 

the best course is to grow bushes flat-trained against a 
north or west wall, where, then ripening later, they can 

be netted up and w ill hanj- for a long time. Or if grown 

as bushes or on wire trellises on a garden border facing 

north, t hey can be netted up and the fruits will keep good 
two months longer. Good.flavoured kinds arc Green 

Gascoigne; Warrington and Rifleman, red; Whitesmith, 

and Yellow Champagne. Good cooking varieties—of 

course, in a green state—arc Keepaakc, Lancashire Lad, 
Whinham's Industry, Gunner, I-eveller, and l.ancer. 

Planting bush-trees In small garden 
(Chiltern).— As your garden is but 20 feet wide, from out 

of which you have to take 3 feet for a path, only 17 feet of 
cultivated ground is left in width. We should prefer to 

plant the two Apple and two Plum-trees (bushes) at the 

upper end nearest the house, as they would not Ihen 

shade the vegetable ground. But even bush-trees cannot 
be planted at leas than X feet apart, hence you could plant 

only two in a cross row, leaving a space of U feet between 

each tree and the fence or walk—none too much. For 

a lew years you could use the ground between the 

trees for light vegetable crops, or for Strawberries, or you 
can plant the trees in a line down the centre uf the 70-feet 
plot, putting them 14 feet from each end and apart. At 

that distance they would interfere but very little with the 

vegetable crops and shade them but little. 

Diseased Melons (If).—The disease which has 

afflicted your Melons is what is known as canker. It is an 

outbreak in the sterns rather than in the roots, although 

when it occurs both plants and root* soon suffer. The 
disease arises from various causes—over*watering, soil 

too crude or Bour, too much manure, engendering a 

coarse, sappy growth. It is always advisable to use for 
Melons a sweet, well-decomposed, turfy loam, with which 

is mixed a small portion of thoroughly decayed hot-lied 

manure to make mounds, and have the plants well raised 
so that water does not touch the stems. Possibly your 

compost contains too much manure. If the loam be good 

very little suffices. Water gently about the mounds of 
soil rather than close to the stem. 

Budded Peaches (-W. You should have cut 
your stocks back close to w here budded ere now, and the 
cut surface would have partially closed over. However, 

you may just as well leave the cutting now until the 

leaves on your budded shoots have (alien, and just touch 

the wounds over with a little varnish or tar to throw off 
wet. Make the cuts close and sloping. They will soon 

coat over in the next season. With respect to treating 

your maiden trees, all will depend on the purposes you 

put them to. If, as is moet probable, you purpose to make 
fan-trained trees of them, it will be needful next February 
to cut your growths back to 1" inchesor 12 inches, so as to 

cause two, three, or more buds to break close down, and 

thus begin the formation of a proper flat-trained tree. 

Before doing that it may be well to transplant into fresh, 
good soil at least 3 leet apart. 

Putting in Vine cuttings (A. D.),—Vines are, 
as a rule, increased by eyes, these being the single buds 

of the ripened growth of the previous year. The begin¬ 
ning of February may be taken as a good time for perform¬ 

ing the operation. The best way is to place each ey e 

singly into a 3-inch pot, filled with a compost of fibrous 

loam and leaf-mould, with plenty of sand. The pot* 
should, of course, be well drained. Do not press the soil 

too firmly, and when ready make a hole in the soil, filling 

this with silver-sand. Place the eye on this, and pres6 it 

down until the top of the bud is level with the surface of 
the eoiL The pot* should then be plunged in a bed with 

a bottom-heat of about .SO degs. and a top temperature of 

from ti-Sdegs. to 70 degs. The soil should be kept just 

moist, but never allow it to become soddened. Leave 
about half an inch of wood on each side of the eye previous 

to putting the cuttings in. 

Vine cuttings (P. M. St.).— After the leaves have 

fallen from a Vine, and the shoots or laterals made during 
tho summer have thoroughly ripened, they may lie cut 

hard back to one stout bud near the main stem, and the 

shoots will then do admirably a* cuttings. They should 

lie about 10 inches long, have an even level cut close to 
the bottom of a leaf-bud, then be planted under a south 

wall in good soil. Make upright furrows ft inches deep, 

strew- some sharp sand along the bottom, set the cuttings 

on that upright <> inches apart, All in soil rouDd them, and 

tread it firmly. If very severe weather ensues, strew 
some dry tree-leaves thickly about the cuttings to protect 

them till growth begins. Young Vines, however, are 

usually raised from single buds or eyes set in quantity 

into flower pots and stood in heat quite early in the y ear. 
These will produce rods 10 feet long in the season. 

Palling of Apricots (P. It. S. P.\ — As you are 

so far north it is just possible that the wood on your 

Apricot-tree fails to ripen, and hence the fruit* are 
imperfect. It is to ue in the south odd to read in the 

middle ol September of green Apricots on a south wall, as 

ours have long since been ripe. Still, it serves to show 

how adverse are your climatic conditions in the north. 

As the passing season has been so cold, we think you did 
wrong lo top-dressing the root* with a mulch ol manure, 

as that would but help to keep the soil all the colder. 

Apricots need good warmth both of soil and of atmos¬ 
phere to mature them. Fruits rarely ripen in the south 

on open or standard trees. However, you will do well to 
lift and replant your tree so soon as the leaves turn 

yellow, trimming the coarser root* and replanting shallovv 

aml with great care Mix with the toil wood-ashes, bone- 

dust, and old lime refuse, and make it fairly firm, as 
Apricots do not like a loose soil. After planting lay over 

the Toots a few inches thickness of long-manure. See the 

article in last recent issue re Moorpark Apiieot. 

Impervious floors for fruit-trees (J. ft. C.y— 
The description you quote from Scott's'* Antiquary " of 
the practice of t He monks of old in planting fruit-trees to 

put paxing stones licneath the root* to keep them near 

the surface does not apply to practice to-day. It was 

found that whilst Ihe stone floors kept, the roots near the 
surface, the hard base did in the end more harm than 

good. Much of the old trouble from too deep rooting is 

now obviated by the use of surface rooting stocks for 

fruit-trees. Also when gross growth indicates that root* 

have become coarse and have gone deep, the pruning of 
the root* by finding thcoc coarse once and covering them, 

or, belter still, lifting the trees in the autumn, cutting 

away some of the coarse roots and replanting the trees, 

cure’s the trouble for all time after. Where the subsoil is 
of clay, it is a very good plan to put into the bottoms of 

the holes a few inches thickness of rubble to act aS 

drainage. Trees, too, should always be planted as shallow 

as possible rather than too deep. 

VEGETABLES. 

storing Beetroots (A.).—Beetroot stored in moist 
mill in a frost-proof shed or cellar will keep fresh till the 

following June. The roots should be dug carefully up 
before (rost injures them. Do not cut off the leave's too 

close or injure the roots, or they will bleed and decay 

prematurely. Once during the winter they should be 

turned over to remove any decayed roots or new growth 
of leaves. 

Woodlice on Mushrooms (•/.).—This is n very 
troublesome pest in the Mushroom-house, and cannot b# 

easily got rid of. The best plan is cleanliness. In the 
summer time, when the house is not in use for the Mush¬ 
rooms, have it well cleaned out; remove every scrap of 

rubbish that might give them shelter. My- house is 
entirely litted up with slate slabs or iron supports for-the 
Mushroom-bells. If this troublesome pest appears in the 

winter it must be trapped by putting a bait of boiled 

Potato in a flower-pot laid on its side. A little dry hay in 

the pot will attract the woodlice. They go in to feed at 
That would I night, and, feeling comfortable in ttie”dry hav, they 

be, on tr.c whole, the best arrangement^,—> remain, and may be shaken out and destroyed nextPjlaly, j 

Celeriac, etc. (St. It.).— To grow good ColetuciUs 
needful to remove any quite small leafage round thedkrl 

leaf-stems, but that is all. The chief leaves must be 

retained to enable the bulbous root* ol the plant to grow 
strong. Generally, except in sandy soils sod 

shrubs, which protect the ground from Iroet, it is unxiie 

to leave bulbs of Gladioli in the ground all the winter. 

The rule is to lift and dry them before storing lor the 
winter in bags. So soon as the Hag leaves have tuned 
brown when dried, cut the steins off and keep the bultsin 

a dry, cool room. The Melianthus is a shrub Iran ihe 

Cape of Good Hope, needing a greenhouse, and may not 

flower for two or three years. It is called the Honey- 
flower. The blooms are either brown or yellow, and us 

tubular. 

Onion-fly (Anxious\ —Prevention is much better than 
cure when we come to deal with this troublesome pest to 
t he cultivator of Onions. The first step towards preren. 

lion is to pull up all Onions as soon os it is seen they are 
attacked, and destroy them with the maggot* to prevent 

their getting out and turning into pup* in the soiL The 
flies are produced from the pup* in early summer, and 

lay their eggs on the plant near the soil; the Urv* soon 

emerge from the eggs, and bore into the ground close to 

the Onion until they reach it* base, when the work ol 
destruction begins. Soot applied to the ground is a good 
thing ; this and gas-lime may be dug into the ground in 

autumn, and the soot may be applied in the spring when 

the plant* appear above ground. Water the plants with 
a solution ot pornlfin at the rate of 2 ea to a gallon of 
water. Trenching the ground deeply in winter buriesllie 
pup* out of reach. See article p. 441. 

SHORT RBPLIB8. 

Gy;>.—Yes, you may lift the Roses and laythemin.il 

Ihe same lime giving them a thorough soaking ofwitrr 

and keeping them moist. They will take no ham. It 
was the stiff soil and not the ashes that caused the 

Py rethrums to die. Decayed leaf-roil forms as soodi 

mulch as anything.-Ayrshire.—See reply in our issue 

of Oct. 11, p. 432, under “Short Replica''—Ki'mjXot.- 
If you have room, the best tree would lie the Cocscm 

Pine, but if space is limited, then plant law-son’sCijmss 

The best Azaleas for outdoors are the many btiatik 

v arieties of the Ghent Azalea*. Moss-litter is of no«- 
they must have peat to grow- in. Tho litter might awe 

as mulching in dry weather.-Burn Hill.—Seerqfyis 

••II. L.,M re “Destroying Woodlice," p. 43$. The to; 

remedy is to have the wall re-pointed. 2. Your garienc 

is quite right. A young rod from the bottom iawhils 
wanted. You can, of course, examine the border if j« 
think that anything is wrong.-J. S. Cn»iwii*;.-Se> 

reply to “ M. A. Harrison," in our issue of Get. 11, jv 341 

- M. A. Mntt/iewx. — Consult our advertisramt 
columns.--L. D.—We have had no experience ol to 

material you refer to, and have never seen it in use— 

Stiss Helen Brown.—It seems to us to be only a nalloc 

ination and of no value. The flower was very muct 
crushed when it came to hand.-A. L. Lambert.—Ivs 
Clematis was very likely grafted on the C. Jackmini, to 

the stock has survived and is now blooming. Tk 

unseasonable weather is. no doubt, the cause of the poo 
colour in Miss Bateman Clematis.-C. It. 6—An; Ik* 

grower w ill be pleased to supply you. or you can ni« 
seedling Briers yourself. Articles on budding Roses Hu 

lately appeared in our pages. Get “Ro6es and Eo» 

Culture," Is., from W. Paul and Son, Waltham-eros, >' 
-Franeou-.—Shaw's "Market Gardening." Iran this 
office.——Rosary.—lt is quite impossible to advise with¬ 

out seeing the place to which you refer.-J. T. Ingram 
—The only thing you can do now is to have the ground do; 

up or ploughed, letting it lie fallow during the winier.sin 

sowing the seed early in April. You cannot use it ip mi 

way the first season, as the Gross will not be establish*) 

-II. 1.—Sec reply to “ Anon," in our issue ot Oct. 11, 
p. 432.-D. F. A,—We should think a good Quick hedge 

would answer as well as anything: you could plant.— 

Beckett.—You ought to get a copy of “ Vines and In* 

Culture," by A. F. Barron, IS, Sutton Coort-roic, 

Chiswick, price 5s. 6d., post free.-Simpson.-to! 
hardy plant nurseryman will be able to get youthens; 
arid Chicken Daisy.-J. It is quite ienpoestoe to 

advise without seeing the trees, and also the ground on 

which they are growing. 

NAMBB OF PLANTS AND FRUITS 

*,* Any communications respecting plants or 
sent to name should always accompany the pared, 
tchich should be, addressed to the Editor of Gxsr-wv; 
Ilia’stratrd, 17, Fumioal-street, Bolbom, London, E.C. 
A number should also be firmly affixed to each sptdmn 
of flotcers or fruit sent for naming. Ho more than iced 
kinds of fruits or flowers for naming should be sat d 
one time. 

Names of plants.-/;. T. r..A, 1, Hslunflw* 

rigidus ; 2, Aster Novas-Anglis ruber; 3, Aster l*vis v»r- 
-A. it—I, 2, and 3, Specimens insufficient; 1. Cry?- 

tomeria japonic*.-It. L. B.—l, Lonicera Standishi l- 

I. innria reticulata alba.-L. Diganre. — Evident!; 

Krancoa ramosa, but hard to say without better mated. 

including leaves.-Phnttis. —Goldilocks (Chrysoconu 

LinosyrisX-T. C.—1, Send in flower; 2, Spires ip- 
ahould like to see fresh specimen : 3. Eupatorium puff*- 
rcum ; 4, Clerodendron triohotomum, probably-shooM 

like to see flowers: 5, Abies sp.—please send a 3»B* 

branch.-G. C. B.—l, Phlox subulata var. ; 2,Orig»”o® 
Tourneforti; 3, Common Balm tMclissa officinalis 
Aster horizontalis.-A. P.—l, Aster ericoides; 2. Ast« 

Nov»-Angliai var. ; 3, Aster Amelias bessarabir s — 
J. Foster.—Rose Campion (Agrostemma coronatiai 

A. I).—I,eycesteria formosa.-F. Band.—Thv CWtM 
Mullein (Celsia cretisa). 

Names of frults.-W. A. St. V.-Pea* 
Beurre.-V. B. Ueberden.— Pears: 1, Fondwte « 

Charneu; 2. Brown Retired.-H. C. it. Statons 
Schoolmaster; 2, Hawthornden.-P. F- Paio.-rf’ 
Retired d'Amanlis.-F. T. P.—l. Not rscoenised; -> 

King of the Pippins: 3, Blenheim Grange. 

Digitized by boogie 
in^ 

Catalogues received.—C. K. Shilling. wincUfM. 

Hants.—Bulbs and Roots.-A. Findlay. Mnrkiuch. 

—Abridged List of Hew Disease-mistbig Pcta<-*>. 

Book received.—“ Culture cf Vegetables.' By E 
ivempj^pogood. Toogood and Sons, Southampton. 
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FRUIT. 

FIOS. 

TO THE KDITOH OF “ IIAKDKNIKO IU.HSTRATKD." 

Si k,—I notice that there are no less than live 

queries and articles on “ Fig-trees and their 
Culture” in the issue of October 11th. The 

general complaint is that Figs aro by no means 

a certain crop. One thing is certain this year, 
and that is, that it is a bad season for them. 

As I live in 8. Devon, where Fig-trees arc 
treated like cider Apple-trees, and are a great 
deal larger, I may be able to help your querists 
a little. VVhnt I cannot understand is why 
you say tho Brown Turkey is tho best. The 
fruit is coarse, skin thick, colour uninviting, 
and size small. Tho Brunswick Fig is greatly 
to ho preferred, as it is very delicate anil 
sweet in flavour, the skin is thin, and tho fruit 
is handsome, both in shnpo and colour, whilst 
the size makes it noticeable, well-grown fruit 
weighing about 8 oz. 1 also have a large white 
Fig, with (Mile pink flesh, and a grass-green 
one with white flesh. -I do not know their 
names. 

It is of but littlo uso to try and grow Figs, 
such os 1 gnthor by hundreds from tho big obi 
trees, unless tho grower can reproduce in a 
measure some of the conditions ol their native 
habitat. Asia Minor, if not their home, is tho 
ideal place for them, with hare, dry, strong 
soil and no rain during tho growing and ripen¬ 
ing |>oriods, for Figs fruit three times a year in 
such a climate. Throe crops aro also gathered 
in Texas, U.S.A., and I think it is not unusual 
to gather two crojw a year from old trees in tho 
west of Cornwall. With me tho trees also set 
a second crop, but fail to ripen it, January and 
February being far too damp and cold. Given 
soil and climate, Fig-trees only ask for one 
other thing for themselves and one from their 
owner. Tho lirst is to l>e left severely alone— 
no pruning, no “tying in," no manure, no 
water, just a wholesoino neglect. From their 
owner they demand (Mitionce. When tho 
Fig tree is young, say twenty-live years old, 
the fruit is dry and harsh. There is a reason 
for this, for it is when tho trees are young 
that the seed is at its highest fertility; 
the “envclopo" or pulp is hut secondary. 
With age tho tree censes to sot much fortiie 
seed, so tho “envelojio" becomos fruit in our 
meaning of tho word. As Fig-trees have a long 
life in front of them, they devoto thoir child¬ 
hood to growth, li a sapling is plnntod in 
ordinary soil and loft unpruned for n quarter 
of a V-ontury, it will not have any weak or un 
productive wood, for, in building tip its 
branches it will have taken up nil tho loo 
strong constituents of tho soil, and by tho 
time it is old enough to bear really good fruit 
the soil is poor and hard enough to prevent 
coarse growth, and the annual growth will ho 
short-jointed, hard, and thick. E. E. Biggs 
asks aliout his Fig trees liearing quantities of 
immature fruit. Young trees do this^fo* a 
good many years before they have strelgth tro □h them to their full ^li&L'STJr year^aglH 

some young Fig-trees turned out of pot*, 

in which they Imil been fruiUd under gla 
yet. though they hnvo set fruit cni-h summer, 
it has not developed to lull size, though each 
season it gets rather larger. 1 ho[>o 1 shall not 
bo misunderstood, and be thought to have 
made out that Fig-trees will only fruit when 
old. 1 moan they will only crop regularly, 
giving quantities of rich, luscious fruit of re¬ 
lined flavour when they are full-grown. 

Fruiting under glass is quite a different unit 
ter ; hut if anyone were to pick one of my hall 
pound Brunswick Figs, hot with the sun, and 
cat it at oneo, and then try the best fruit grown 
on young trees under glass, he would note 
the difference. Tho lirst that can lie seen 
externally of the future “Fig” is tho minute 
fruit pushing through in tho same way that a 
flower or leaf bud does on, say, an Apple treo. 
This will show " II. N. <1." that his theory is 
wrong ns to diflerent sexes in Fig trees. 
His so called “males” nro nothing hut oithci 
barren trees or backward ones that need more 
timo to dovelop. “Ficus" might have 
“varinbilis" added to its name, from the 
diflerenco of foliage. For indoor culture there 
nro many far more valuable Figs than Brown 
Turkey or Brunswick. Those are only for 
outdoor culture. A littlo Fig, called in tho 
Southern States, U.S.A., “ Sugardrop," if 
exquisite. Tho flesh is nearly scarlet. Tin 
white, also purple, Ischia are also excellent. 

Dau'/ieh, S. Du-on. A. Bavt.don. 

STRAWBERRY CULTURE. 

Tiikrk are many people whoso garden s|inco is 
limited, and though they nro able to change 
tho ground on which they grow thoir vegeta¬ 
bles, yet find, liko myself, thcro is only one 
part they can sot aside for this delicious fruit. 
My plants have been grown for years on the 
same piece of ground, and no fruit could ho 
finer or more abundant. 1 have thirty rows, 
about !» yards long, anil every year ton rows 
nro lifted, so that any lied is never more than 
three year.-, old. A trench feet deep is dug, 
and tliis soil is moved to the other end of 
tho lied, and tho bottom forked up. Tho old 
plants which have been removed, and any 
gnrdon rubbish, such as decayed vegetables, 
Cabbage stalks, Pen haulm, Grass cuttings 
in fact, anything to get it out of the way—is 
put at tho bottom of tliis trench. Then tho soil 
for tho next tronch is put on, so that the top 
soil of this year goes to tho bottom on tho rub¬ 
bish, and so lies for three years, and so on t ill 
tho bed is done, and tho ground is manured on 
tho top in tho usual way going along. Tho 
runners arc left on tho other beds till well on 
in September, when they are carefully lifted 
with the earth nnd planted in rows it feet 
njvirt. These fruit next year, nnd it they have 
been pro|>erly lifted should never lose a leaf. 
It will bo seen from this plan tlmt. when 
tho third year comes round the bottom of 
tho trench, from all this decayed vege¬ 
table matter, is ouite new soil. 1 grow 
Royal Sovereign, hut find it too solt in 
a wot |season for the soil, which is a 

‘*oes 'n a (*rv fi°aso“_. 
fThe jSplAall - round kind for all |s'tasr,ris 
I finM-Is Sir Joseph Paxton. It is large, wr* 

flavoured, nnd an abundant cropper. From 
theso thirty rows I ha\o pulled this season 
.'fill lh., nnd it has been one of tho worst veins 
for weather jiossihlo, und so for fruit. When 
1 have all the best runners lifted and made the 
new bed, tho edges of the rows in t he other two 
boils aro trimmed up with n spado, the run¬ 
ners left, dug in, and tho ground loft rough 
for tho winter. E. 

Itoslnirijh, N. H. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Fruit-trees for garden.-t am Just about to till 

up ihe empty places of a garden Ix-lon^ine to a country 
house (which is now vacant) before the incoming lent lit 

enters, anil shall lie much obliged it von will give me 

names of the aix largest upright-growing Gooseberries, 
names of the two largest 1‘eachrs ripening in August, 

names of four large kitchen Apples for winter use as 
orchard standards' When should .Medlars In- gathrud 
Wvi, Tims. I Vii.i.ihon. 

| Very few Gooseberries, csfiecially large ones, 
hnvo erect growth, and nearly all are of spread¬ 
ing habit. Even if not so naturally, the 
weight of fruit of a good crop helps to bring 
tho shoots out laterally. You will find, for 
your purpose, Imncnshire Lad and Crown Boh, 
reds ; (funner, green : nnd Whitesmith, white ; 
to lie as good a selection ns you can desiic. 
You will find in Condor and Early Grosso 
Mignonno good Peaches for your purpose. Of 
kitchen Apples for winter uso as standards 
have Waltlmm Abbey Seedling, Wellington, 
Newton Wonder, and Northern Greening. 
Medlar fruits should he allowed to hang into 
Novcmlier before they nro gathered, or other¬ 
wise they shrivel and have little flavour, when 
a few weeks later they becomo soft and arc 
eatable. Spread tho fruits out on a shelf 
thinly, so that tho soft, ri|Hj fruits can ho 
picked out as they are ready. Your note came 
too late for immediate reply, its we go to press 
early. Get your planting dono at once. | 

Defoliating Vines too early a mis¬ 
take. -Nowadays, when there is such a 
demand for cut flowers, more esfsscmlly from 
November till May, many growers huve to 
strain every nervo to kocp up tho supply. In 
gardens whore tho glass accommodation is 
small it is a choice of two evils—either keeping 
tho Chrysanthemums, etc., in the o|joii too 
long, or reducing the shoots and leafage of the 
Vines too much. 1 can remember, before this 
craze for lnrgc Chrysanthemum Honors began, 
how easy it was to rest fruit-trees in houses. 
I hnvo noticed during tho past docado tlmt in 
many gardens thero Ims boon a falling oft' in 
tho quality of Grapes, nnd 1 Micvo tho prnc 
tice of having to till these structures early in 
the autumn with plant* is responsible for much 
of it. it is no uncommon thing during Sep- 
toml>er to go into vineries where the leafage is 
quite green and see most of tho shoots cutback 
to within two or three eyes of the main stem. 
This is unnatural, nnd cannot ls> productive of 
good. Recently 1 was in a garden where some 
o( tho finest Grn|>os in tho country used to lie 
grown. About ten years ago Chrysanthemums 
werei token up and the early cutting hnek of 
theA" me Smoot* 'begun, r’rom that date a 

‘©Htlrl W© IWT cr°5’ —J. 
Crook. veil1 (ROOK. 
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pods of this are similar to those of N'e Plus 
Ultra in shape, but longer, and the quality is 
first-rate when cooked. This, like the fore¬ 
going, lasts in good condition fora long (icriod, 
and is not so subject to mildew- as sotno are. 
Sturdy, already mentioned, grows 3 feet to 

cannot be surpassed for table qualities. Gold- 
finder is another of the same class of Pea. 
Twenty years ago Walker’s Perpetual Bearer 
was largely cultivated, and a very good l’ea it 
is, and is still listed by some firms. It attains 
a height of 4 feet to 5 feet, and is a very heavy 
cropper. British Queen where it will succeed 
is very highly esteemed. This is a line white 
Marrowfat of splendid flavour, growing to a 
height of (i feet, and must be well supported. 
On the heavy’ soil I have to contend with it Is 
but an indifferent success. Yorkshire Hero, a 

wrinkled Marrow, used formerly to meet with 
more favour than it does now for late work. 
This is similar to Veitch’s Perfection, bat 
rather later, while it is equally as prolific and 
tine flavoured. Champion of England is 
another fine prolific variety for late use, bat. 
unfortunately, it does not do well in even- 
garden. When the soil does suit it, and plenty 
of sticks may be had to support the robust 
haulm, there can be no better Pea grown. 

LATE PEAS. 

Peas arc equally valuable in autumn as in the 
earlier months of the year, and though greater 
skill is perhaps required to secure them late in 
the season, their culture is rendered much 
more easy now with the many late varieties wo 
have. We now have a goodly number of sorts 
to select from, and these of sterling merit, so 
that it is possible from among them to choose 
one or more that will answer in most districts 
—at any rate, wherever the Pea can be grown 
in autumn. At one time late Peas were of very’ 
tall growth, which necessitated the employ¬ 
ment of long sticks to support them ; but in 
recent years raisers have given us varieties 
which do not exceed 4 feet and 5 feet in 
height, and some, such, for instance, as Sturdy, 
do not grow so tall as that. The greatest gain 
of all is in the improvement of quality that has 
been effected in late Peas, for we now have—to 
quote one instance—the splendid flavour and 
quality of the old Ne Plus Ultra combined 
with a much dwarfer habit of growth. In some 
gardens Ne Plus Ultra, however the gardener 
may try, does badly, yet when, for instance, 
such a variety as Autocrat is employed, which 
partakes largely of the foregoing variety, the 
results are satisfactory. The Pea just quoted 
is, in fact, such a fine autumn variety tliat if I 
were compelled to grow hut one sort that 
would be my selection. Other old late varieties 
have also been used for the hybridising and 
raising of new sorts with excellent results, 
some of which will he mentioned below. As 
Autocrat has already been alluded to, this is, 
as many of your readers well know, a handsome 
dark green Pea; a very heavy cropper, pods 

Captain Cuttle has been highly spoken of, and 

lias received an A.M. from the R.H.S., but, 
not having grown it, I am not in a position to 
sjteak of its merits. Among the above enumc 
rated I consider Autocrat, Sturdy, LateQaeen, 
Michaelmas, Ne Plus Ultra, and Chelsonian to 
tie the best half dozen 1’eas in cultivation, li 

required I should add Omega, six more were required I should add Omega, 
Magnum Bonum. Cioldfinder, British Qaeen, 
Captain Cuttle, and Fortyfold or Champion d 
England. If British Queen will nob succeed, 
substitute Yorkshire Hero or Walkers Per¬ 
petual Bearer for it. 

Ccltcre.—Peas generally require careful 
cultivation to hringoutnll their good qualities. 

of the roots with an abundance of water during 

Pea Clampion of England. 

I feet in height, the haulm being much 
branched, and very productive. The Peas 
are dark green in colour, and deliciously 
flavoured when cooked. 1 have heard of this 
Pea not doing well in some places, but with 
me, on a heavy loamy soil, it was a great suc¬ 
cess, and, like Autocrat, continued to yield 
well nigh to the end of October. Late Queen 
is another desirable variety, from 3 feet to 
4 feet in height. This bears large, handsome 

sown with it are past. This attains the same 
height as the last-named, as does also Magnum 
Bonum. This is most satisfactory this season, 
and has been unaffected by the drought. 
Another late Pea that should he given a trial 
by all who have to keep up a supply for as 
long as they can he had is named Michaelmas. 
It is of dwarf habit—a fact which will at once 
commend it to amateurs—is very prolific, and 
is, moreover, a good drought and mildew re¬ 
sister, and its qualities when prepared for table 
are unquestionable. I class this as being next 
to Autocrat and Sturdy a suitable Pea for 
small gardens. Laxton s Omega, although not 
so often grown now, is, all the same, an excel¬ 
lent dwarf-growing late kind, and previous to 
the introduction of Sturdy was a favourite 
with most cultivators. Among the taller 
growers Ne Plus Ultra stands pre eminent, 
but, as has alreadv been remarked, it does not 
always give satisfa :tion. However, whepe.it 

succeed no finer Pea can be grown, for 
llgljls abundantly over a longy^^ji^hljlpjl^' 

Pei Veitch’* Perfection. 

Pea Michaelmas. 

long and well filled, flavour all that can be 
wished for when cooked, and it continues to 
yield over a long period, even in a dry season. 
It grows about 4 feet high and_^ho haulm 

branches well. Chelsonian is anrfther that - ratei 
late kind, hut <© I flatty- VrOfiiJ'4j»lk 
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trenches, too, should be filled not nearer the 
ground level when returning the soil on the 
top of the manure than 3 inches to 4 inches. 
This will leave space for applying the mulch¬ 
ing material and for flooding the roots with 
water whenevor nocessary without any running 
to waste. The site for late l’eaa should lie 
free from shade of any description, and the 
rows should never stand nearer together than 
li feet apart, 12 feet being preferable, as light 
and air can then have free play on either side. 
The ground between the rows can in this case 
lie cropped with some other vegetable, such as 
autumn Cauliflowers. A. W. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Late Broad Beans.—These are useful in 
many places over a long season. Personally, 
1 enjoy a dish, when nice and young, as much 
as l’eas or Runner Beans, and I always 
endeavour to have thorn over a long period. I 
sow frequently, and this year 1 have hod them 
till the middle of September. My late sowing 
is generally made by throwing a few soeds 
amongst the late Potato drills in the field 
before earthing the Potatoes up.—J. Crook. 

Cucumber disease.—I enclose you a small Cucum¬ 

ber grown in a cool greenhouse. I have a lot more the 
same, rotting at the flower. During the past two months 

1 have had fruit on this same vine grow to a foot in length 

and then go off as enclosed one ; but on the same plant I 
have had a fine lot of fruit grow to 17 inches and is inches 

in length without showing any such signs, and have a few 
now quite 1:1 inches with no such sign. Can you give me 

ibe reason V I formerly had a frame, and this is my first 
attempt in a greenhouse.—Novii k. 

[The blackened points of the small Cucumber 
fruits set on your plant show that they arc 
severely affected by a fungoid disooso, althougl 
its scientific appellation inny not lie oasy to 
determine. No doubt this disease has I 
generated through the general absence of sun 
heat and low temperature that have so long pro 
vailed, especially that yours is an unheated 
greenhouse. Damp settles on the flowers 
when there is an absence of heat to assist pro 
per fertilisation, then as the plants grow the 
mould preys on them and soon kills them 
You will do well to remove all your plants 
now, also all the soil in the beds, then give the 
house a severe fumigation by burning sulphu 
in it to create fumes of a |iowerful anti-fungoid 
nature. If tho house be shut up after you 
have fumigated it, no trace of the fungus 
will be left. But to do this tho house must lie 
emptied of all plants, as tho sulphur fumes 
aro deadly.) 

Vegetable Marrows.—The fruit and 
vegetable committee of the Royal Horticul 
tural Society hnve invited the council of that 
body to hold in their gardens nt Chiswick next 
year an extensive trial of Vegetable Marrows, 
whilst it is known that there is an immense 
variety of what are called ornamental Gourds 
and Pumpkins or Squashes, the number of 
really edible Marrows seems not to bo well 
understood. Probably when the trial is con 
ducted at Chiswick it will lie found that there 
are some 40 or SO varieties, all of edible quality 
Because of what may lie described ns market 
proscriptions, the genernl public seldom have 
the cliance ofl'ored them to purchase or to taste 
Marrows in the bent and frostiest condition, as 
market fruits are nearly all of the long white 
or green varieties, and, an a rule, are cut too 
old and large. At the Templo Show lost May 
a pretty green round Marrow, the name of 
which 1 forget, was exhibited, but it seemed 
to have in it seme of the texture of the Ohio 
Squash, a delicious variety eaten young. Since 
then I have been able to taste this variety, and 
found its flesh to be much su]ierior to tnnt of 
the market varieties. We want not large 
fruiters, hut varieties that bear very freely 
Such ones as Pen-y-byd, Hibberd’s Cream 
Moore's Prolific, and others are of this cliarac 
ter, hut somehow they are not widely grown 
the popular favour being for the long fruiters 
We have to train the public taste in favour 
rather of smaller fruits cut young and cooked 
whole, even the rind not being removed. I 
that way the true merits and flavour of the 
fruits are strictly preserved. It is to be hoped 
that the Marrow trial at Chiswick, if the 
council sanction it and every' useful variety be 
represented, will do something to educate the 
public at large in reference to Vpgqtable 
Marrow variety and eg^U^no^-j—A. 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

ROBBS. 

HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSE FRAU 
KARL DRUSCHKI. 

This is probably the finest white Rose in cul¬ 
tivation. The growth of the plant is strong 
and sturdy, flowering at every shoot; and 
after the first flush is over it immediately makes 
a second growth, which in turn flowers abun¬ 
dantly, and with fine weather in late autumn 
even a third crop of blooms mny be antici¬ 
pated. The Rose is pure white, hut in tho 
very young bud state a slight splash of blush 
is noticed on the outside petals. This entirely 
disappears os tho flower expands, and when in 
the three-quarter expanded form (tho most 
perfect phase of its possible beauty) no Rose is 
so white or more exquisitely shaped. The 
petals aro of great substance, consequently of 
goal lasting*power, over growing larger and 
more rounded as the flower develops. The 
plant requires a little attention in tho way of 

then replant in Novemlier. It is extremely 
risky to move Rases when in full loaf, hut 
doubtless tho plants would not have sutiered 
so much if hoeled in as mentioned. Wo should 
advise you to cut back tho current season’s 
shoots at once to within about 6 inches or 
9 inches of their base, and remove all foliage. 
In the spring a further slight shortening should 
take place.] 

Rose Jeannie Dickson (H.P.).—The old 
and formerly popular Victor Verdier must sub¬ 
mit to being ousted from our collection in 
favour of the above-named Rose. It is a 
splendid bold flower, huge petals, and of a 
most pleasing colour, rosy-pink with silvery 
shading. The petals, being so stout, can 
withstand rain to a greater degree than many 
Roses, and on this account it is useful. It is 
of a much better habit of growth thnn Victor 
Verdier, and it makes an excellent companion 
to vigorous H.P. Rases of tho typo of Mrs. 
John Laing, Ulrich Brunnor, etc. 1 hope 
raisers will not go on sending us scontloss 
Hoses, for, however .splendid they are, they do 
not fully satisfy. Unfortunately, Jeannie 

A flno white H.P. Rose—Frau Karl Drnschkl. 

disbudding, ns it is prone to flower almost too 
abundantly. Tho clusters of buds should lie 
thinned in order that individual flowers may 
have sufficient room to open and develop with¬ 
out injuring each other. 

This variety received an award of merit from 
the floral committee of the Royal Horticul¬ 
tural Society, London, when exhibited by 
Benjamin R. Cant and Sons, tlie Old Rose 
Gardens, Colchester. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

;8t.~Could you kindly 
" ‘ ‘ ‘lo move In 

tret Dickson, 
adriM me with regard to mycoses? I had io move In 

August to a new house. 1 took up a Margat 
Aug. (luinolsseau, some Mosses, T.’ldeal, a China Rose, a 

Crimson Rambler, and some others, the names of which 1 
have lost 1 dug them up very carefully and put them in 

a puddle of clay and water, and planted them In a day or 
two. The foliage of all of them withered almost immedi¬ 

ately, and they look very badly. What ought 1 to do ? 

Ought I cut them down or leave them till the spring? 
The stems still appear green and Arm. I shall be very 

much obliged for some advice.—Mbs. E. Brows. 

[The correct procedure would have been to 
heel is the plants under a north hedge or wall, 

ime shortening back their growths, 
heel in the 

tgir 

Dickson must bo classed among the fragrant- 
less Rosos. It strikos freely from cuttings, 
and even little yearling plants produce massive 
flowers. It is splendid for pot culture.— 
Rosa. , _ 

A good autumn blooming Rose.— 
Roses that blossom well in autumn are valu¬ 
able, and, as an autumn bloomer, Heinrich 
Schultlieis holds a foremost position. In a 
border I have standards of this kind, and at 
tho end of September 1 counted from sixty to 
seventy blooms open or to open on one plant. 
The flowers open well, not being so full as 
those of some other kinds. It is a good grower 
with mo, having clean glossy foliage and strong 
shoots, on which are often hunches of from 
three to seven blooms. Another recommon 
dation is that it is not liable to mildew. My 
custom is to go over tho plants in August, 
syringing with an insecticide, this prevent¬ 
ing mildew attacking the foliage. This Rose 
has a lovely scent; I have a few blooms 
on my table as I am penning these lines, and 
the perfume is delicious. I often think too 
little attention is given to kinds that have this 

Qha^aWr$iw>oK. 
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GARDEN PESTS AND FRIENDS. 

CUCUMBER AND MELON LEAF BLOTCH 

(CERCOSPORA MELONIS). 

Seeing the widespread destruction that lias 
taken place in our market nurseries from this 
disease, the following article from the Journal 

of the Board of Agriculture will, we hope, prove 
useful to our readers :— 

This fungus, although first observed and 
described as a new species so recently as IKiHi, 
has spread with remarkable rapidity, and at 
the present moment is the most destructive Earasite with which the cultivator of Cucum- 

ers and Melons has to contend. In several 
instances growers report an annual loss of 
£1,000, whereas others have had to abandon 
the cultivation of these plants owing to the 
repeated destruction of their entire stock, in 
places where the fungu9 has secured a firm 
foothold. The foliage is the part attacked. 
The first indication of the presence of the 
disease is the appearance of a few small, 
scattered, pale green snots on the upper 
surface of the leaf. The spots gradually 
increase in size and also in number, and often 
run together, gradually passing through grey 
to a brownish or ochreous colour. If at this 
stage the upper surface of a diseased spot be 
examined with a pocket-lens, it will be seen to 
be covered with delicate upright brown 
threads, each bearing a conidium at its tip. 
This represents the fruiting portion of the 
fungus, the mycelium or hypliao being buried 
in the substance of the leaf. The minute 
conidia or reproductive bodies arc carried from 
diseased to healthy leaves by currents of air, 
insects, clothing, etc., or by spraying, and if 
the leaf surface is moist such conidia germinate 
and the germ-tubes enter the tissues of the 
leaf directly. Very frequently a leaf becomes 
quite dry and crumbles to the ground within 
24 hours of the first infection. Such dead 
fallen leaves are much more responsible for the 
rapid spread of the epidemic than are the 
conidia which pass directly from one leaf to 
another. When the dry fragments of a dis¬ 
eased leaf fall on damp earth, the mycelium pre¬ 
sent in the tissues quickly commences growth 
and forms an exceedingly delicate cobwob-like 
mycelium which runs on the surface of the soil 
and produces myriads of very minute conidia 
which are dispersed by currents of air, and 
infect the leaves in a manner similar to that of 
the larger conidia borne on the leaves. The 
mycelium in the soil originating from diseased 
fallen leaves continues to extend and produce 
conidia so long as the requisite conditions as to 
moisture and temperature are present. When 
these conditions fail, the mycelium passes into 
a resting condition, but readily assumes 
renewed activity when stimulated by returning 
moisture and heat. By this means the fungus 
survives from one senson to another in the 
soil, and the disease is almost certain to recur 
year after year in a house that is once infected, 
unless the soil is thoroughly sterilised. 

It is important to remember that thedisea.se 
under consideration can only assume the pro- 
portions of a destructive epidemic when 
attacking plants grown under gloss, and where 
a high temperature and an excess of moisture 
are present. Such conditions, accompanied 
by a deficiency of light, result in the produc¬ 
tion of “soft” foliage, and it is only such soft 
foliage that the fungus can attack. Experi¬ 
ments carried out at Kew prove that the 
fungus cannot inoculate leaves that have 
developed under “ lights,” or in the open air. 
Plants that are badly diseased, if removed to 
the open air produce new foliage, which 
remains perfectly healthy. The disease is 
entirely an artificial creation, rendered possible 
by the rushing mode of cultivation followed. 
The seed remains perfectly free from disease, 
hence there is no fear of its introduction from 
this source, and its sudden appearance in a new 
locality remained inexplicable until indicated 
by the following incident:—An establishment 
in Hertfordshire sending consignments of 
Cucumbers to Covent Garden Market, remained 
free from the disease until the commencement 
of the present season, when on one occasion 
some empty “ flats ” or packing boxes that had 
contained Cucumbers, sent from a place where 
the disease was known to be rampant, were by 

mistake returned from Covent Garden to the 
Herts establishment, where from that date the 
disease appeared and is now practically beyond 
control. To tost the possibility of this means 
of introducing the disease, an empty box that 
ha»l contained diseased Cucumber leaves sent 
to Kew for determination, was placed over a 
young Vegetable Marrow plant that was 
growing under glass ; within three days every 
leaf was destroyed by the disease. Another 
Marrow plant growing in the open and 
subjected to similar treatment did not contract 
the disease. 

Preventive measpres.—If the foliage is 
fairly hard the disease cannot assume the 
dimensions of an epidemic, and even if it 
appears it can be kept well in hand by spray¬ 
ing. To accomplish this end a fair supply of j 
air should be admitted so that the atmosphere 
is not constantly saturated with moisture. It j 
is wise to spray in anticipation of the disease, 
using a solution of potassium sulphide- *2 oz. 1 
to 3 gallons of water, adding 2 ox. of soft soap. 
It is very important that the under surface of 
the leaves be thoroughly wetted with the 
solution. If the disease is present, the soil 
should also be drenched with the solution. 
Diseased leaves should be removed and burned 
before they decay and fall to the ground. 
After a diseased crop has been removed the 
soil should be thoroughly drenched with a 
solution of “Jeyes’ Fluid,” in the projiortion 
of an ounce to a gallon of rain-water. As to 
the danger of infection arising from spores 
being conveyed in packing cases as recorded 
above, no suggestions can be offered ; neverthe¬ 
less, the matter is one claiming the attention 
of cultivators, and as the wholesale mixing up 
of such hampers appears to be the rule rather 
than the exception, it is probable that many 
diseases other than the one under consideration 
have by this means been first introduced to a 
new locality. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Aphides on Blrch-tree.—I shall hi- obliged if you 

can tell me what is the matter with the Birch-tree in my 

garden ? It appears to be in some way blighted, and has 

leaved in a very poor manner this year. As it is about 

SO feet in height and a great ornament to the garden, I 
am anxious not to lose it.—E. W. Davikh. 

[The leaves of your Birch-tree appear to have 
been attacked by one of the aphides, some of 
the dead skins of which are still adhering to 
them. They usually live on the under sides of 
the leaves, so that the honev-dew which they 
secrete falls on the upper surfaces of the leaves 
below them. Several kinds of fungi grow in 
this honeydew, which gives the blackish ap¬ 
pearance to the leaves. Is your tree in such a 
position that it is under the influence of the 
smoke from the railway works?—G. S. S.] 

Insects In garden.—What are these insects ? Are 

they likely to be injurious to plants? How should they 
lie got rid of ? They were found in holes In u w-all and 

floor of outhouse where there had been a Mushroom-lied. 
-F. E. B. 

[The small worms you enclose are quite 
likely to injure plants. They belong to the 
family Enchytrieid®, which is nearly allied to 
the earthworms. Certain members of this 
family are certainly very destructive to plants, 
but the species are so difficult to distinguish 
one from the other that I cannot be sure if 
the species you have found is an injurious one 
or not, but I should certainly act as if it 
were. I do not find any record of any experi¬ 
ments having been made with a view to 
destroying them. I made one on some that 
were sent me a few months ago. I soaked the 
soil they were in with lime-water, and found 
that they all died within five minutes. If you 
were to water the floor of your outhouse with 
boiling water, a solution of carbolic acid, lime- 
water, or any of the weed killers, so that the 
liquid soaked into the cracks where the worms 
are, you would no doubt kill them. The 
holes in the wall should be syringed with one 
of the above. These worms would not travel 
far, but might be carried about.—G. S. S.] 

Insects injuring plants (M. j. K.). 
—When you speak of centipedes injuring 
your plants, I suppose you mean snake- 
millipedes, for centipedes are carnivorous, 
and do not injure plants in any way. The 
snake millipedes are very injurious to plants, 
as they generally attack the roots just 
below- the collar of the plant, aud one 
species, the spotted snake millipede, is also 

very fond of ripe Strawberries, and may 
at times be found feeding on them in large 
numbers. They are very difficult creatures to 
destroy, as their skins are so horny that it is 
almost impossible to get any insecticide to 
have any effect on them. They may be trapped 
by burying small slices of Potato, Turnip, 
Carrot, or Mangold near the plants they are 
attacking. Stick a small wooden skewer into 
each so as to be able to find it easily, and 
examine the baits every morning. The snake 
millipedes may be distinguished from the centi¬ 
pedes by the rate at which they move; the 
former, in spite of their very numerous legs, 
travel very slowly, while the centipedes scurry 
off with great rapidity when disturbed.— 
G. S. S. 

Growth on Rose-tree.—What is the nature of iim 

growth found on two different Penzance Briers; Would 
it te injurious to the tree? It is the first year ol th« 

Brier here, and it has done welL—Cotswold. 

[The growths you find on the Briers are 
caused by the grubs of one of the gall-flies— 
the Rose gall-fly (Rhodites rosse). This insect, 
as a rule, only attacks Briers. It seldom is 
the cause of any real injury to the plant, but 
I have seen wild Roses growing in unfavour¬ 
able positions so covered with it that the 
plants were nearly dead. These galls grow at 
times considerably- larger than your specimens, 
and have been found 3 inches in diameter. II 
you cut one open you will find that it contain* 
a number of cells, in each of which is either a 
grub or a gall-fly, according to the time of 
year. The |>arent gall-fly lavs her eggs in the 
stems, and sometimes in the stalks of the 
leaves. When the grubs hatch they legs 
feeding on the tissues of the plant, this setting 
up a very peculiar growth, which assumes the 
form of a ball of Moss, the centre of which is 

more or less woody, and contains a number of 

cells. These galls are commonly known by 
the name of “ Robins’ pincushions” or “ Bede 
guars.” Formerly they, as well as many much 
more nauseous curiosities, were used in medi¬ 
cine, but I-do not know for what complaint' 
they were supposed to be beneficial. The gall 
Hies are small, four-winged insects, belonging 
to the same family as those which form the 
different kinds of galls on the Oaks. Should 
this insect increase to such an extent as to 
become a nuisance, it may be destroyed by- 
cutting off the galls and burning tlem.- 
G. S. S.] 

Caterpillars on Gooseberry-buBhes. - Win 

you kindly name the enclosed caterpillars? The) can* 
In spring upon my Gooseberry-bushes, then upon Red u*i 
White Currant*, but not Block, and stripped off every lei! 

They have just now reappeared on the Gooseberries I 

notice they always come when an east wind has bees 

blowing for several days. They do not appear to turn 

into any butterfly or moth, but simply disappear when i 

bush is stripped; but I notice tiny black specks on the 

leaves, which I imagine are their eggs. Please tell o* 
what butterfly or moth lays these eggs, also what 1 can do 

to clear my garden of these ptsl s ? Would it be advisable 
to lift all the Gooseberries, and dig and lime the ground 

before replanting them? Also, is there any wash or 

mixture I could paint or spray the trees with ?—W. E. W. 

[The caterpillars that you found injuring 
your Gooseberry and Currant bushes are the 
grubs of the “Gooseberry saw-fly” (Nema- 
tus ribesi). It is, unfortunately, a very com 
mon pest. That the pests always appear with an 
east wind must bo merely a coincidence, for 
they are hatched from eggs laid by the female 
saw-fly several days before and are so small at 
first that they are not likely to be noticed for a 
few days. There are two or more broods o! 
this insect during the season. Those that you 

find now are the last brood. When they are 
full-grown they will drop to the ground and 
bury themselves about 2 inches or 3 inches 
from the surface and become chrysalides, each 
within a small cocoon. The most effectual 
way of destroying these insects is during the 
winter to remove about 3 inches of the soil 
from beneath the bushes—this soil will con¬ 
tain the cocoons—and burn or bury it not 
less than 1 foot below the surface. If this 
is done properly your bushes should not he 
infested again next year, unless the saw-flies 
from a neighbour’s garden visit you. If they 
do, and your bushes are attacked next year, as 
soon as you are aware of the presence of the 
grubs spray the leaves on both sides with 
paraffin emulsion, or any insecticide containing 
soft-soap. If the fruit is nearly large enough 
for cooking and is to be used for that purpose, 
veu cannot use any insecticide for fear of giv¬ 
ing it an unpleasant flavour or making it 
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unwholesome, in which case it is a good 
thing to give the bush a good jarring shake, 
which will bring many to the ground, where 
they may be easily disjiosed of. The back of a 
spade makes a very handy implement, or 
they may be picked otf by hand.—G. S. S. J 

INDOOR PLANTS 

DOUBLE BEGONIA DOROTHY 

HARDWICK. 

Tiik double - flowered Tuberous Begonia 
Dorothy Hardwick is one of the loveliest 
things in its own way yet seen. It was 
raised and sent out some three years ago by 
my friend, the Rev. Edwin Lascelles, rector 
if Newton St. Loe, near Bristol, who has 
lone far more for the improvement of these 
teautiful autumn-blooming ornaments of the 
Teenhouse than any of the many raisers who 
*ve tried their hand at them. Its colour is 

part leaf soil, the remaining portion consisting j 
of fibrous yellow loam. Sufficient rough sand I 
should be added to retain the comjwst in 
an open and porous state. Turn the plants 
out of the pots, and after removing all decayed 
matter replace the plants into the newly-pre¬ 
pared pots, then work the new compost care¬ 
fully among the roots, making it moderately 
firm. The surface may be banked towards the 
centre with Sphagnum Moss. Water thoroughly 
as soon as repotting is complete and replnce in 
a moist position of the stove. Shade from the 
direct rays of the sun and syringe freely in 
bright weather. Once in two'years should be 
sufficiently often to repot the plants. They 
produce their flowers during the early summer. 
When autumn arrives these plants complete 
their growth and remain practically in a 
dormant stage for some months. During this 
period the plants will be benefited by removal 
to a drier and rather more airy position than 
the stove, but if they cannot lie conveniently 

sherds to retain the compost in an open and 
porous condition. All the old compost and 
decaying matter should be removed, and the 
new compost must be pressed moderately firm 
about the roots and base of tho plant, filling to 
the depth of about an inch below the rim with 
the compost, and the remaining s)>ace with 
chopped living Sphagnum Moss, mounding 
slightly to the centre. Water, wherever leaf- 
soil is used in the cultivation of Orchids, must 
be applied with care, the leaves absorbing and 
retaining a quantity of moisture from the atmos¬ 
phere. The plants will not requiro anything 
like the quantity of water that was necessary 
when the compost of peat and Sphagnum Moss 
in equal portions was used. I find it best to 
give the plants a thorough watering as soon as 
they have been repotted, using rain water and 
pouring it through a moderately coarse rase on 
the water-can. Sprinkling the surface of the 
Moss when it appears dry is all the water that 

i will be required afterwards. Spray the plants 

Double Begonia Dorothy Hardwick. From a photograph by 0. A. Champion. 

e aost delicate shade of rosy-blush, its 
tals have a most beautifully frilled edge, 
d it is an exceedingly free and continuous 
oomer. W. E. Gvmiii.kton. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Rood scarlet Pelargoniums.—will you kindly 
o* the largest-flowered scarlet Geraniums (Zonal), not 

ulet-vermilion or orange-scarlet, but pure scarlet and 
'<le ?-M. J. K. 

Very large single-flowered scarlet Zonal Pelargoniums 
e Lord Hopetoun, Lord Strathconn, Nicholas It, and 

ie Sirdar, while Hall Caine, soft rosy-scarlet, is a particu- 

Hy floe variety. 1 

Anthurium Scherzerianum (Sami. 
'■ HnrUty).—This is an aroid and not an 
'rehid. Through the spring and summer 
souths this requires stove temperature. Re- 
’Otting, where necessary, should be done in 
arly spring. The pots used should not be 
00 large, and filled to one-third their depth 
fith clean broken potsherds. The compost 
I ould consist of fibrous peat, two parts, on 

removed, the plants should be kept drier at the 
roots, only sufficient moisture being given to 
retain the leaves in their normal condition and 
prevent the surface Moss from decaying. With 
the return of spring renewed vitality will 
appear. The plants should then be more 
liberally treated.—H. J. C. 

Maxlllarla grandlflora.—I have lost had some 
plants of this given me, and shall be glad if you will kindly 
givene a few hints as to it* cultivation, heat rtejuind, 
l**t compost for it, etc. ?—.Saul. C. Bi cklky. 

[There is no more suitable Orchid for cold 
or Odontoglossum-house cultivation than this 
species. It is one of the eariest plants to 
manage, even when grown in a cold greenhouse 
with only sufficient heat to exclude frost. It 
is best accommodated in pots, which should be 
filled to one-third their depth with chopped 
Bracken-roots, such as will be discarded when 
picking the peat. The potting compost should 
consist of good (Oak) leaf soil, two parts to one 
of fibrous peat, with a little chopped Sphagnum, 

‘ ’ h sand or finely broken pot- 1, two parts, ona^ahdsuflicient joug 
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at intervals of about once a fortnight with 
some insecticide, to keep them from all kinds 
of insect pests to which the plants are subject. 
Tho plants should be placed at the cool end of 
tho house or in a position where they have con¬ 
stant moisture about them. Maxillariagrandi- 
flora requires a liberal amount of air.—Hi J. C.] 

Pentas carnea.— In a greenhouse the 
other day some plants of Rentas carnea were 
being staked and tied up preparatory to winter 
blooming. Though liking heat, one may grow 
this plant in a moderately warm temperature, 
and its pale pink blossoms are very acceptable. 
It likes a compost of light loam, leaf-mould 
and sand, plenty of moisture when in full 
growth, ana, if brought on in succession, 
plants may be had in flower at almost any time 
of the year. Cuttings of half ripened wood 
covered "by a bell glass strike freely in a little 
bottom-heat. Although an easy subject, few 
jieople grow it now. It is one of our nest soft- 
growing shrubs, and needs frequent stopping 
to main tain E.b’,i j^hy babi t. —To w n s m a x. 
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dormant and laid in & cool, shady border till 
wanted. Owing to the fact that grafted 
of Clematis sometimes die off in an unaccount 
able manner, attention has been directed t'¬ 
other means of propagating this beautiful ob- 
of plants. 

Cuttings and layers have been resorted u, 
and each lias its advocates. For cutting 
select the young shoots when about 4 indy- 
long with a small heel of the old wood, ud 
insert them around the edges of clean. 
drained pots in sandy soil. Then place the.?, 
in a close propagatingcase in a warm gr«ei 
house, where, with the treatment given to tU 
general run of soft-wooded cuttings, snei u 
Fuchsias, Heliotrope, etc., they will soon nxt 
In potting them off, the extremely brink 
naturo of tho young roots must be borne i; 
mind. Layering may be carried out no* by 
burying one or two of the long, flexible showi 
that are most conveniently situated for th 
purpose. Tho stem should lie lightly tongsei 

E. MircuoNATt s (syn., Vittadenia triloba).— 
This pretty little plant with it} abundance of 
Daisy-like blossoms forms patches 2 feet across 
that in late summer and early autumn are 
smothered with vari coloured pink and white 
blossoms. The patches of leaves are quite close 
to the soil, while the flower stems attain to 
ii inches or S inches high. 

E. MI'I.TJRADIATI’S.—This differs from the 
rest of the family in the great numlier of its 
ray florets, which are of a purplish shade and 
the disc yellow. The plant grows from I foot 
to 2 feet high. 

E. Royi.ki.—A dwarf growing and tufted 
species also from the Himalayas, with hundsome 
flower horn's of a bluish purple huo, each about 
2 inches across, and disposed in a loose corymb. 
It is about !l inches high, and an excellent 
plant for the rock-garden in good deep soil. 

E. si k< loses. This is the best known and 
most widely grown of the whole family of tho 
Flea-banes. Tho plant, from its easy" culture 
and the quantity of blossoms that it produces 
for months in succession, is well deserv ing of the 
popularity it en joys. A variety known as E. s. 
superbus, or splendens, as it is sometimes 
called, is of a lighter hue, and is perhaps the 
most free flowering of this group. Another 
distinct kind, E. s. glaucus, referred to in lists 
as a yjossible hybrid, is doubtless but a good 
form of the plant under notice, the florets of 
the ray deep purple. Tho folinge in this is of 
si glaucous grey tint, the plant being of the 
same height and equally free flowering. The 
typienlspecies inhabits North Western America, 
and has long been known to cultivation. 

ERK:ERON (FLEA-BANE). 

Michaelmas Daisy-like plants of dwarf growth, 
similar in general apyiearance, and having pink 
or purple flowers with yellow centre. They' 
flourish in any garden soil, but a few of them 
are seen to best advantage in the rock-garden. 
The following are among the best in the 
family 

E. Ai KAvriAi i s. This, when doing well, is 
not more than !l inches high. In the rock- 

TREATMENT OF VARIOUS LiLIF. 
Kixi’iv say what soil and treatment are best for L 
candidum, I., auratum, Tiger Lilies, u>d T. 

Pavonia for planting outside in border? Also, 
the bull’s should he planted .' And if left in iht r 

root quickly. They should lie planted at 
a depth that there is from 2 inches to 3 it*)* 
of soil above the topmost portion of tlickli 
After this no lifting will lie necessary, v- 
loss this Lily is disturlxxl the I letter, lorit« 
in good condition it will stand in ones;-' 
flower well year after year. Lilium annua 

INCREASING THE CLEMATIS. 
Wine, is the correct time to take niUinys of the Clema¬ 

tis, and "hat is the mode of procedure? An answer in 

the columns of your valuaMe journal will greatly oblige.—1 
T. M «\WKLI„ 

|The usual stock on which the different 
varieties of Clematis are grafted is the roots of 
Clematis Vital ha (Traveller's Joy). Tlieopera- 

Krigeron imiltirndinlus. 

lion is generally carried out in the following 
manner: Assuming that the plants are in pots, 
a plant or two is towards the end of February 
taken into the greenhouse, where they at onac 

garden or in the front of (lie border the 
plants should he in groups. Slugs arc partial 
to this kind during llie winter, and will 
speedily devour it if left to itself. The 
species is of close tufted growth after the 
manner of tho alpine Starwort, while the 
growth is not so abundant, as to permit of 
frequent division. It may be raised freely 
from seeds, which if sown at intervals during 
the spring months, will prolong the flowering 
|>eriod. 

E. CAVCASions.—This grows about 2 feet 
high, and bears masses of rosy-purple heads of 
flowers. These are not large, but their abun¬ 
dance produces a very pretty effect in the 
border. 

E. ulabkllus.—A free-growing species from 
tho North United States, bearing a cluster of 
purple flower-heads on stems nriout 15 inches 
high. It is a useful bonier kind, readily 
distinguished by tho numerous florets com- 
jiosing the ray encircling a vellow disc. 

E. ii la net's (sjn.. Aster bonarionsis).—This 
is one of the bast of this genus. The species 
usually sold under tho above name i9 a form of 
E. speciosus. For the rock-garden this Is one 
of tho Hnofit of nil. The ray florets arc much 

broader than usual, as also the flower-heads. 
It is a vigorous sub - shrubby evergreen 
species with free-spreading branched habit, 
and when well established will attain IS inches 
high and 2 feot aeroas. The sturdy lilac- 
purple flower-heads appear on leafy stems a 
little above the rosettes of leaves. It is an 
easily grown species, and may he increased 

him enough grafting can be begun. Each 
shoot will form more than one scion, as the two 
opposite leaves and the pieco of stem below 
arc quite sufficient for one graft. The siring- 
in... n_i..._... _ _i ..._i. __t. 

spring frosts and cold winds. The M* 
should lie planted at about the same dc|<! 
those of Lilium candidum. For all lb- 
can never depend u|>on L. auratum, and it» 
occasionally l»o fouud to thrive under coo 
tions very different from those ahovegivet ! 
not lift the bulbs in the winter, as they re* 
disturbance when once established, bliii 
tigrinum (the Tiger Lily) is best treated mw 
as recommended for £* candidum. 

like, fleshy roots are used .as stocks, each bit 
that is sufficiently stout to take tho graft being 

that is to say, one with the lower portion cut 
off—as all the fibrous parts must be retained. 
The lower portion of the scion must be 
fashioned like a wedge with a keen knife, and 
the stock split sufficiently far to receive it. It 
is then tied securely in its place with soft 
grafting cotton. Then each one is potted 
singly into a small pot at such a depth that the 
point of union is just covered with tho soil. In 

he carried out, the long, 
-.1 .I .1 : 11 

order that this can he carried out, the long, 
string like root is twisted round the pot till it 

Then they are is at the required depth, 
plunged into a close propngating-case with a 
gentle bottom-heat, and will quickly become 
established. A good deal of the success or 
ofclicrwiao of the operation will depend upon 

the after treatment, such as shading from sun¬ 
shine and preventing the young succulent 
leaves from damping off. This decay which 
sometimes sets in is caused by the air of the 
propagating case being too much charged with 
moisture ; hence the lights should lie raised a 
little at times to allow it to escape, but at the 
same time the grafted plants must lie kept 
close enough to prevent shrivellin; . ig. A little 
practice and close observation will show better 
than words how this is to bo done. When a 
union is effected, which will he seen by the 
plants starting into growth, air must be 
gradually given till the plants are inured to 
full exposure. The roots should be taken into 
the prop&gating-house a few days before they 
are required for grafting. While this details 
tho practice generally employed, grafting of 
the snoots produced out-of-doors may be done 
later in the season. For this, while a close 
nropagating-casc is (as with the others) needed, 
nottom-heat can be dispensed with. The roots 
intended for stocks should be lifted while still 

Erieeron kutantUcu*. 

the bulbs arc considerably smaller than 
of this last-named species, they way be p' 
nl much the same depth. Tigriilia F*v> 
a more tender subject, t hat needs to w 
in the autumn and stored in a spot 
frost, and also from mice, as too* ! • 
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ary food of the bulbs, and will soon destroy a 

msiderable number. The bulbs should be 
eated like those of the Gladiolus—that is, 
ted in the autumn, as the leaves show signs 
going to rest, and laid on a sunny shelf in 

ier to thoroughly ripen them. After this 
jy are better laid in dry sand, as if kept out 
/long they are apt to shrivel, and placed 
ere just free from frost, but nothing more, 
lenrise if kept warm they will start too 
■lv. A warm, sheltered border suits this 
gridia best, and the bulbs may be planted 
ire early in April unless extreme weather 
vails. Put the bulbs 3 inches deep.] 

are in flower. The decurved, small-flowering 
brunches of the so-called French Southern¬ 
wood (Artemisia) are singular; the white 
foliage of the plant makes it rather pretty ; 
its scent is less powerful than in the common 
kind. Ripe fruit is on Digitalis lutca. This 

NOTES FROM AN IRISH GARDEN. 

x, in the first week of October, it is 
isint to enjoy such things as Dahlias 
armed by frost. The pretty, free-flowering 
iety Admiration—neither show nor pompone 
imetimes comes all scarlet; Mrs. Langtry 
i varies. Anemone japonica is still well in 
er. It is almost as easily affected by frost 
hblias. This being a rather late locality, 

.lyhocks are still in their prime, some hav- 
u foot or more of their stems in bud. The 
es are green and healthy in the flowering 
on of the stems, and the blooms are the 
st doubles I have seen for years, reminding 
of their former beauty. White or prim- 
coloured blossoms have a fine appearance 

ng the reds. Sunflowers are blossoming, 
■os of flowers being borne by Soleil d’Or. 
oma Uvaria glaucescens still sends up its 
vy spikes of scarlet and yellow tubular 
soms. Though Phloxes are mostly over, 
s growing in a little shade are yet fresh 

beautiful. Of light-eyed varieties, one 
daily of a good red shade, over;» feet high, 
above three dozen bunches of flowers, 
sprays of little yellow blossoms of Soli dago 
pretty for variety’s sake. There are yet 
e fresh blossoms on little branches of 
illea The Pearl. Chrysanthemum maxi- 
n has a flower yet, but this plant is too like 
lar-flowering species of the fields to be given 
much space. C. ullginosum, In bud while 
rite, has more of the character of a flower 
sit it, and is a useful subject late. Cam¬ 
illas may lie seen giving blossoms yet, as C. 

sieifolia, calycanthema, C. rotundifolia, and 
5 C. Medium, which reminds me how beauti- 
in its day a bed was of some twenty 
eties, in colours and degrees of doubleness, 
rlasting Peas have grown too much to leaf 
year. Eupatorium ageratoides is in flower, 

ydaiis lutea or its seedlings are fresh in 
tgeand flowering freely. Perennial Corn¬ 
ers, red, white, and blue varieties, are still 
“ning. Lychnis diurna fl. pl. Flos-cuculi 
*> Hypericums, Prunella grandiflora, Linum 
honense, and a yellow Lysimachia are giv- 
ibout their last blossoms. The last two 

■6 verv beautiful in their day. Perennial 

margined C. p. integripetala is pretty. Con¬ 
volvulus minor, blue, purple-blue, white, and 
pink, with a deep zone round the eye, are all 
pretty. Its twining relative, the Morning 
Glory, is also an old acquaintance. Nastur¬ 
tiums, Chrysanthemums, an annual Silene 

(like S. orientalis a little), double 
orange Eschscholtzia, and Calendula 
in variety may also be mentioned. 
Cornflower will keep blossoming unti 1 
killed by frost. There are now, be¬ 
sides the blue shades of this useful 
nnnunl, so many other colours, from 
red to white, or from blue to white, 
or wine coloured to very dark, which 
render it all the more useful and 
pleasing. Sweet Peas are blossom¬ 
ing, weather of a favourable charac¬ 
ter having developed fresh growth 
in the plants. The pink - coloured 
Hawkweed is rather pretty—more so 
than the white ; it is an old-fashioned 
annual. This is a time of the year 
that some variegated plants have nice 
foliage developed. Hardy Ferns have 
given good fronds this year. 

When sowing some seeds of Rici- 
nus zanzibarensis I was struck with 

^ .^,1 II. i: J ... .1 .1... 

that it had grown from a green- 
Erigeron macranthua leaved zoned sucker of William Saun¬ 

ders. This golden tricolor is prettily 
marked with red inside the gold 

Foxglove has its stem during growth always margin, and as the leaf is flat the colours 
bent down at the top unlike our common one, are well seen. The silver tricolor Mrs. T. 
which is erect. The yellowish, tubular, Dickson makes also a neat variegated plant, 
brown-spotted blossoms, hairy within, are its convex leaves also displaying well the 
rather pretty. I once grew a small-flowered, pink inside the broad white margin. A tri- 

r.ngeron giaucus. 

Hereof the Nov®-Anglia; type are beginning 
and rather smaller-flowered kinds, 

intcd in shelter, these will not le k lied by 
e earliest frosts. Some of the dw erf, creep- 
g reeted kinds are not worth g row ifg; h 

"‘M.StaticelatifaliaandHeleniumaut irnnale 

brownish coloured species—Grecian, I think. 
Montbretia is at its best. A sweet scented 
Cyclamen has not long gone out of bloom. 
Colchicums have been in flower for some time, 
though more are coming up—white, lilac, rose, 
and double kinds. The common C. tcsselatum 
sometimes has seven divisions to the flower. 

It is interesting to see these and 
Crocuses proper pushing up out of 
the bare earth without the usual 
accompaniment of leaves. Muscari 
conicum, Heavenly blue, has leaves 
now more than 0 inches high, and a 
long time will elapse before its blos¬ 
soms develop. A fine Crocus is C. 
spociosus, usually the first of the 
autumnal kinds to appear. Its blos¬ 
soms are long, of a good blue, and 
elegantly lined internally, and it has 
an ornamental, much-branched, scar 
let stigma. Daisies have renewed 
themselves, axd are giving blos¬ 
soms. A common Wallflower has a 
bunch of blossoms open, and the 
scent makes one think of other spring 
flowers now dormant. One Snow¬ 
drop Anemone has a young silver 
flower-bud drooping from out its 
three-leaved involucre. A plant of 
Myosotis dissititlora is also blossom¬ 
ing. Some annuals have yet a little 
of the showy element in them. 
Shirley Poppies keep oponing their 
scarlet, pink, white, or edged blos¬ 

soms. Large plants of the double French 
Poppies, growing in rich soil, and lying down, 

sending up ^umbers of blossoms, red self 
with white margins 

color Fuchsia is in good leaf now ; it 
almost as well not to let its red blossoms come 
to perfection. It is late for the rose-coloured 
Phenomenal to be flowering when others are 
over almost, including Wave of Life. I still 
like to grow Rose of Castille. 

Irish Reaper. 

Erigeron speciosus. 

and C. puld 

Arctotis grandis.—As some of your 
readers ace asking, about the cultivation of this 
plant, I be^fii ’say '{SUP I have grown it very 

la are*itrflovver.iai**°Juiie) 
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under the east wall of a greenhouse, in rather 
a dry border. It has flowered profusely all 
the summer, and I have to-day (October 11) 
gathered a large bunch which, though the 
flowers were nearly closed when cut, have 
opened in a sunny window.—GLearninylon. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Date Palm seeds germinating In the open 

air.—On October 2nd, while weeding a btd of ('arnations, 

1 found three seed linn Date Palms, about 1 j inches high, 

with roots 4 inches long. The lied is sheltered from the 

north hy a wall. The Date stones had evidently come 
from the rubbish-heap amongst some leaf-mould. Is it 

not unusual for Palms to grow from the seed in the open 

ground, with nothing to keep them warm? — Talbot, 
Uonilon. 

The Californian Fuchsia (Zauschnerla 
caJifornlCti) not flowering.—I have had a plant of 
this for about four years, planted in light, dry soil, facing 

south, sheltered from the north by a clump of Pampas 
lirass, and exposed all day to the sun. It increases in 

si/e and throws up stems annually 15 inches or more in 

height, but has never flowered. Can you.kindly let me 
know- what is wrong and how to make it bloom r—h. 

Krowsk. 

[This is a somewhat capricious plant, often 
refusing to bloom in soils and situations seem¬ 
ingly well suited to it, and again blooming 
freely in a flat bed of damp, heavy loam, which 
one would imagine quite unsuited to it. Per¬ 
haps the best position for this plant is a sunny 
spot in the rock-garden, in a mixture of sandy- 
loam. We have seen it growing freely and 
blooming profusely when planted between the 
stones of n retaining wall. In your case we 
should advise its removal to a more elevated 
and sunnier position into poor soil, while a 
restricted root-run might also tend to induce it 
to flower. | 

Plants for border.—Please advise as ho suitable 

plants (perennials) for shrubbery border, aspect south¬ 

east. The border has large Klm-trees in close vicinity, 

which take a good deal out of the soil. Would R. rugosa 
or any varieties of Broom flourish under these conditions*' 

I want to get a bright effect.—E. M. 

[There are many things you may plant in 
Such a border—Lupins, seething Delphiniums, 
Bocconia cordata, Pyret bruin uliginosum 
Helianthus Miss Hellish, H. multiflorus maxi 
mss, Anemono japonioa ullm, Michaelma.-- 
Daisies, any of the Flag Irises, many Campanu¬ 
las, especially C. lati folia, C. grand is, C. lacti 
flora, etc., Kudbeekia Golden Glow, Pfeonia 
officinalis tl.-pi., a group or two of Eremurus 
robustus,such Liliunisnsumbellatum, croceum, 
Martagon, candidum, Iris sibirica in variety, 
Achillea Eupatorium, Acanthus mollis, Aspho 
delus, Helenium nudiflorum, retl and white 
Perennial Pea, Oriental Poppies, Buphthal- 
mum speciosum. Polygonum cuspidatum. etc. 
Rosa rugosa, and such things as Brooms, For- 
sythia suspensa, could be planted as far as 
possible from the tree roots, which you may 
probably discourage by opening at some dis¬ 
tance off a trench and cutting off with a spade 
all of a small, fibrous nature. ] 

Llllum auratum decaying.—Will you kindly 
toll me why my I.ilium auratum bulbs rot or become dis¬ 

eased on the outer layers, so that I have to get fresh ones 

every year ? Is there a cure for it, and what soil is best 

to pot them in V—Scotch Rkadkr. 

[If your Lily bulbs only decayed on the 
outer scales of the bulbs there would be no 
need for renewing the stock each year. It is, 
however, clear that something more than this 
takes place, and we doubt not it is the old and 
frequently ventilated cause of no basal roots 
having been produced since the planting. 
These Lilias mature quite in midsummer in 
Japan, and, as is natural with not a few Lilies 
besides this one, the new roots—i.e., the basal 
roots already referred to—are produced at 
once. Then at lifting time, and in process of 
preparation for shipment to this and other 
countries, the bulbs are denuded of all their 
roots, chiefly, however, to facilitate packing. 
As there is but one series of main basal roots 
produced each year, it follows the bulbs arrive 
in this country minus the very essential to a 
permanent existence—i.e., main roots. In 
these circumstances the ultimate growth and 
subsequent flowering, if any, are wholly depen¬ 
dent on the stem roots that form in a great 
mass immediately above the bulb. Meanwhile 
the bulb has more or less exhausted itself i n 
the output of the stem, and the hulb, incapable 
of gathering support by the natural process of 
roots from the soil, frequently collapses at the 
most critical time—viz., flowering. It is this 
state of things so frequentlwT5Ceurring in mid¬ 
summer tha^j^pf^gj-f-efenifedl t0k$^ 

whereas the true cause is as stated. This, how¬ 
ever, does not occur to the amateur, who is 
often deceived by the great mass of stem roots 
near the surface, and considers the plant te be 
well rooted in consequence. We have planted 
this Lily by the acre in the hope of securing 
enough to form the nucleus for a home-grown 
stock, but the few surviving bulbs were so 
crippled as to never recover fully, and gradu¬ 
ally dwindled away. At the present time in a 
small plantation there is a solitary bulb remain¬ 
ing of what was planted two years ago. As 
yet no flower has been produced, but this 
season there aro two stems, which afford some 
proof of active basal roots below. This plant 
will be allowed to remain, and in time it may 
recover. A good clump of established L. aura¬ 
tum is always worth looking at, hut such is 
rare. Indeed, we are strongly of opinion the 
bulbs of this s|>eeies do not arrive in so good 
condition as formerly, and, remembering that 
shiploads reach I-null HI each year, the loss 
must be enormous. The only cure is the inven¬ 
tion of a method of packing whereby the roots 
can be preserved to the bulb intact. When 
this is accomplished good clumps of these 
Lilies will lie frequent in our gardens, hut not 
till then. | 

be beneficial in winter in a rather windv txsitiw, 
Cots*old. ‘ ^ * 

A ROCK BORDER. 

The bonier shown in the illustration has only 
been made two years, and was converted into a 

[From your description, the Yucca wouH 

appear to lie Y. gloriosa. Probably the phni 
has been broken down with snow "in winte 
The leaves lieing very stiff, the snow gather 
the crowns and eventually breaks the pis;- 
down. Plants with a two or three-forked h&i 
often suffer to such an extent that the remove 

of the large head-crowns is a necessity. Oil 
plants of this character require support, ft 
any such accident has occurred to your pin: 
this would account for the lowness of ti* 
breaks or growth and their being crowded ak 
Any of the old steins may be cut away with i. 
saw at any time now with impunity, piaster.:; 
the cut with soft-tempered clay. Any crowds 
shoots may he pulled off the main stem, ano j 

secured with a heel attached may be rooted 

planting firmly in a jxit. The plant is <(3.4 
hardy, and in your district would not rep is 
protection. Indeed, it rarely suffers from in 
cause except that stated above, but tin- t 
disastrous where old groups are affected.' 

Alonsoa Warscewiczii.—This Cems! 
American half-hardy annual has beta rej 
beautiful lately, the plants being liters!!, 
clothed with the small pretty crimson ikssw, 
which, combined with the graceful habit :- 
growth, place it in the first rank amongphy 
that are raised annually for garden emkft- 
menb. 1 sow' the seed in pans in gentle k: 

Ro.-k bonier against a wall, from a photograph sent by Mrs. Hughes, Ilalchoolin, Co. Doiin 

rock garden as it- was a failure us an ordinary 
border, being too much shaded and having bad 
soil. I was making a croquet court, and hod 
the surplus soil placed here, leaving some parts 
rather low and flat, and raising others consider¬ 
ably. These latter I made rather stony, and 
planted things which require good drainage, 
while those which like moisture I kept below. 
The border is never w ithout bloom from the 
time the first Aconite comas out in the begin¬ 
ning of January till the last Autumn Crocus 
and Colcliicum die away in December. Of 
course, spring is its best time ; then it is a mass 
of Primroses of various sorts, Polyanthuses, 
Tulips, alpine Anemone, Anemone nemorosa, 
Auricula, particularly the bright yellow, which 
is most effective, Hepatica, Rock Cress, purple, 
mauve, and reddish Aubrietias, Alyssum, Aren- 
aria, which covers many of the stones, and is a 
mass of little starry white flowers, and many 
other plants. J|. H. 

during March and prick the seedlings oli is 

lioxes when large enough. In duo course tk 
aro hardened and eventually planted out at'- 

latter end of Mav in groups of from nine 

twelve plants, allowing a distance of a b 
between each. Grown in this way they f» 
good sized clumps and so partly support» 
other, a few .sticks round the outride being i 

that is needed in this direction.—A W. 

Yucca.—1 have n Yucca, obtained in Mav last bv re¬ 

moval from a neighbouring lawn ; similar soli and situa¬ 

tion. Hasi a variety ol short steins not over 12 inches in 
length, with thick tufts of lance-shaped leaves, three 

stems of 11 inches circumference, three smaller stems 

8 inches to 0 inches, and two young growths, one with 

complete stem and heal, the other a vigorous leafv shoot 
springing from same root as ttie last named. Age of 

plant quite unknown. It looks crowded, and the younger 

growths have hardly room to develop. Can old stem lie 
cut out without injury, and what season best for the 

operation? There is a stump of an old stem rilhiciiimust 

at some time have died or been cut down. There is no 
definite shelter around the plant) ^ 

Double white Narcissus falling.-I b,'V 
lied of double white Narcissus, generally a vert lo:> - 
lied, but the leaves are so long io dying, and (here w * 
many bulbs in the bed, I can plant nothim: foriw-f 
and the lied is unsightly. I thought of taking a ft* «*-*' 
Narcissi out and planting a few Gladiolus Bren--h)ev• 
The lied is surrounded by Box. Would they do mi'«I 
with the Narcissus? I have three small plants of t 
lasting White Pea. The lied is rather shvkd sm 11 • 
rather a dry garden, hut I think a patch of bright 
would be nice, especially as there is a farkgrouw 
clipped Yew.—Kctta. 

[In a year like this, characterised bygwen|! 
dulnass and a shortness of sunlight, tbedout-; 
white Narciss is always slow in going to rfe'- 
Indeed, we have known it to retain perfect:) 
fresh foliage even after July, the foliage 
receiving continued support by the ever-renev 
ing roots at the base. At this time of year tie 
bulbs will have emitted a large number of oe- 
root-fibres, anil to now interfere anti repl*1"- 
would certainly not- improve the flowering o! 
those moved. As it is not possible to deal wi[t 
the Gladiolus at this time, we think your oetts 
plan will be to wait until the flowering ol tU 

llMtW®lKiWer next spring, when yon w) 
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ileal with the bed at once. As the bed is so 
full, why not make a second bed, and in doing 
so make arrangements accordingly? If you 
can arrange a second bed, it would be a good 
plan to plant the Narcissus quite S inches 
deep, which is sufficient to allow another crop 
being planted on the surface. Tuberous Bego- 
„ins form a capital crop for summer display, 
,nd are bright withal, easily wintered in boxes 

o! sand, and may be started in boxes in April 
and planted in mid-June. Another plan, and 
likely to give good permanent results, would 
I* to plant rather thinly bulbs of Lilium tigri- 
num Fortunei in conjunction with the Nar¬ 
cissus. In such case there would be no need 
to plant deeper than 0 inches, and the Lilies 
would give better permanent results than the 
scarlet Gladioli. If, however, you only 
wished for a few of the Gladioli, it would be 
quite easy to plant the roots of these in 
February with the help of a small handfork. 
If planted 3 inches deep this would suffice, 
for a good, effective, jiermnnent lied, however, 
we can recommend the Lilies and Narcissus. ] 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

SEASONABLE NOTES. 

We have now entered on a critical period of 
the plants' growth, and housing will in mast 
cases be in full swing, provided, of course, that 
the buds are well set. On no account put a 
plant under cover unless the buds can be dis¬ 
cerned. Where the plants had plenty of 
room in their summer quarters the wood hits Ki pretty well, and, all things con- 

1, the bloom prospects should be about 
the average. I speak from a decorative joint 
of view. Where several hundreds of plants arc 
grown, the bousing sometimes takes consider¬ 
able time, all the fiots requiring fo bo washed 
Wore taking them inside. In view of this, 1 
think a capital plan to adopt is to start clean¬ 
ing the pots a few days previously, arranging 
them afterwards in a sunny position, facing 
ninth if possible. This has the double advan- 
tageof the plants l>eing handy for lifting in, 
tod it also gives them a more suitable |>osition 
iw covering them at night with canvas or 
tiSuiy as protection from slight frosts. This 
awing, of course, will only bo required 
where the plants have not set I heir buds. I 
find some varieties will be nearly three weeks 
later in setting than was formerly the case, 
and this, no doubt, will have its advantages 
from a market gardener's point of view. 
Mildew seems to be prevalent, and an effort 
Jtould lie made to remove every trace before 
taking the plants inside, otherwise the whole 
collection may be disfigured. Liquid-manure 
may now be given with safety, as all the 
virtues in the soil will ho spent ere this, and 
something must he given every eight or ten 
■lays to keep the roots active. In giving 
stimulants of any kind it is always safer to 
err on the weak side. Be sure and have a tub 
liandy, filled with rain water, having a hag of 
*oot suspended in it. This is an indispensable 
invigorator to the plant in many ways. 

Brillijf-o/- IfVir, X. II. 1). Mi Ivkk. 

CRIMSON EARLY-FLOWERING 

VARIETIES. 
A fkw years ago early flowering crimson 
Chrysanthemums did not exist—at least in that 
section confined to the Japanese flowers. 
Harvest Home, introduced about 1 M95 or 1X9*1, 
was the first in this colour. Previous to this 
period there was a goodly number of orange- 
coloured flowers, and others, too, possessing 
warm shades of colour. I tarvest Home is of a 
bright and rich shade of crimson, tipped golden- 
yellow, and comes into flower at any time after 
mid September, and. when propagated early 
and grown on freely, even earlier. These plants, 
like other early-flowering kinds, will continue 
to blossom until really severe weather conics. 
The height of the plant varies from 2J feet to 
•H feet, and the habit is good. In so far .as its 
free flowering characteristics go, it may lie re¬ 
garded with favour. Ryecroft Crimson, intro¬ 
duced in 1901, was looked upon ns another 
acquisition. Its colour is a shade of deep 
chestnut-crimson, and the plant, which has a 
good habit and attains to n height of about 
3 feet, flowers freelv. Unfortunately /€Ti 

Digitized by 

flowers are very thin, and, unless the plant he 
grown strougly or freely disbudded, the blooms 
leave much to be desired. In Goacher's Crimson 
we have a superb variety, and one which all 
interested in the early-flowering Chrysanthe¬ 
mums should grow. The flowers of this variety- 
are much larger than those of most of the early- 
flowering Japanese kinds, and each one is 
developed on a long, stout, erect footstalk, 
without the need of disbudding. The colour 
is n deep rich crimson, and tho long florets, 
which are of medium width, have a beautiful 
golden-bronze reverse. Under artificial light 
these flowors are very rich and effective. The 
plant attains to a height of about 3 feet, and is 
a recognised September-blossoming kind. A 
curious discovery made this season is that of a 
new variety of continental origin, and distri¬ 
buted under the name of Mons. J. B. Chauvin. 
The blooms of this variety are as nearly alike 
to those of Goacher's Crimson as possible, and 
I very much doubt whether, if the blooms were 
arranged in vases, tide by side, it would bo 

possible to distinguish them. Careful com 
parison has been made between them, and the 
only distinction, so far as I could truce, was a 
slight difference in the leafage, and possibly a 
week's difference in the time of coming into 
flower. This latter, however, is hardly worth 
considering. Whatever may be thought of 
these two sorts because of their similarity, they 
aie undoubted acquisitions. A few days ago 1 
saw a seedling name*I Mrs. W. Sydenham, of a 
charming, free flowering, deep, rich crimson. 
Tho plant gave promise of making a good 
border sort, as its blossoms were of a reflexed 
Japanese kind, which throw off’ the rain, and 
last well in wet weather. The colour in this 
instance was very rich, and the plant, besides 
being a profuse bloomer, also possesses a nice 
branching and sturdy habit. There are two or 
three late October flowering kinds which should 
not he regarded as typical early’ sorts, as their 
period of blooming is much too late in this 
climate. The sorts referred to are Ruby King 
syn. Crimson Oueen, M. F. L. Usmayer, Mile. 
Sabatier, Mme. Max Duffose, nnil others of 
kindred shades of colour. E. *!. 

Chrysanthemums — early - flower¬ 
ing kinds.—Never have those plants been 
seen in better condition than during tho past 
month, and there is the promise of a grand 
display for some time to come. In August 
several of the best sorts began to bloom. At 
that time Mine. Marie Masse and its sports 
were in flower. Mauve-pink blossoms were 
represented by the parent plant just alluded 
to, cerise-pink, tipped gold blossoms, by 
Rabbic Burns, eroamy-white flowers by Ralph 
Curtis, crimson and bronze blossoms by Crim¬ 
son Marie Masse, and rich yellow by Horace 
Martin. Tho above nmy ho regarded as ideal 
for bonier culture, possessing as they do a 
stunly, branching style of growth, and very- 
free - flowering. Other excellent sorts are 
Francois Yuil'ermet, lilac - pink, free and 
branching; Mme. Casimir-Perrier, pink and 
white, wonderfully profuse, anti with a capital 
habit; Harvest Home, still one of the liest 
crimson kinds : Ixmion Oueen, a mass of deep 
yellow blossoms of good form ; Henri Yvon, 
yellow, tinted rose, large and full blooms, nnd 
very continuous in its flowering: and Harold 
Olivier, a pretty- soft pink sort and quite new. 
— K. (i. 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

Good hardy Azaleas.—Could you recoin mend 

about 1- modern sorln of Azaleas, mentioning colours? I 

have a garden where they grow well, and I hate a good 

variety, but I wish to plant a few more of the most recent 
sorts, not indica.—K. S. Haxkimos. 

[In the production of most of the newer 
hardy Azaleas, the Chinese A. mollis has played 
a part, the effect of this species being seen in 
the larger flowers and more compact liabit oj 
many’ of them. A few of the host are: 
Alphonse Lavallee, bright orange: Anthony 
Koster, bright yellow, perhaps the finest hardy 
Azalea we have; Charles Darwin, bright red ; 
Comte de Corner, bright pink ; Dr. Pasteur, 
orange red ; Frire Orban, creamy white ; Hugo 
Koster, salmoti-red ; J. J. de Yink, soft rose; 
Mme. Anthony Koster, orange - pink; M. 
Pesbois, rosy-scarlet; Peter Koster, orange ; 

d \V.JE.Itiumbleton, golden-yellow]. 

QARDBN WORK. 

Conservatory.—This is the time of the 
Chrysanthemum under glass, and well grown 
plants thinly placed are certainly very effec¬ 
tive. For decoration one does not want many 
varieties, and many of those grown for exhibi¬ 
tion are not suitable for indoor decoration. 
White, yellow, red, or crimson, bronze, and 
pink-flowered kinds, arranged in groups of one 
colour, are the most attractive, with plenty of 
Ferns and tine-foliaged plants to tone down the 
brightness. Really well grown, bushy speci¬ 
mens look well isolated among fine leaved 
plants, and in a large house there is scope for 
variety of treatment. Scarlet Salvias will now 
bo coming into bloom, nnd are very bright, 
and in a well ventilated house the flowers will 
last for soino time. After taking Chrysanthe¬ 
mums to the conservatory tho vaporiser should 
be used to clear off any insects which may lie 
upon the foliage or buds. There is not likely 
to bo many at first, but they increase rapidly, 
and they spoil the flowers when they have 
increased and multiplied among the jietals, 
which they will do rapidly if tho precaution 
has not been taken to clear them out before 
the flowers expand. last year 1 was 
troubled with the rust on the foliage, this year 
the plants are perfectly clean, and, so far as I 
have seen, there is less rust about generally. 
When grown into large bushes tho Euja- 
toriums, especially E. odoratuin, are beautiful 
plants for winter blooming in a largo house. 
They are very easily managed. I have had 
plants three or four years old, which have been 
cut hack annually after flowering and planted 
out in May, that when lifted in September 
were jierfect specimens 4 feet to ."> feet in 
diameter, and later on were covered with 
their white, somewhat fluffy panicles of blos¬ 
soms. It is, perhaps, not just the flower a 
lady would select for cutting, hut when a large 
house has to ho filled nnd the Chrysanthemums 
are getting shabby this cornea in well with the 
Salvias and forced things. Very charming 
just now are groups of Begonias, the most 
useful being (lloire do Lorraine. Place them 
thinly among Fein.'. The different vmielier* 
of Pteris are tho best for this work, because 
they are lasting in a low temperature, anil 
until the Chrysanthemums are over the fires 
must bo kept down, though enough heat must 
he given to dissipate damp, which soon spoils 
the flowers. 

Stove.—For the present I lie night tempera¬ 
ture will range I>etween IJddegs. and *i.*i degs., 
or a little lower if there should he a sudden 
fall in the outside temperature. We do not 
want to push things to extremes at present, 
and pretty well all stove plants will do in the 
temperature named. Very little ventilation is 
require*! when November comes in till the days 
lengthen again after Christmas. Even t ho best 
constructed houses are not air tight, and it is not 
desirable that they should ho, as the fresh air 
filtering through the la[is of the glass keeps 
the internal atmosphere pure without unduly 
lowering the temperature. Of course, on a 
bright day, if the thermometer runs up to 
xn degs. a little ventilation can lie given along 
theridge, but tropical plants do not want sudden 
changes. Keep Draca-nas ami other coloured- 
leaved plants near tho glass. Palms and Ferns 
will ho hotter whoro tho light fnlla upon them 

in n subdued degree, under creepers or other¬ 
wise. Of course, no shading will lie required 
now, and the water supply, both nt the roots 
of the plants and in the atmosphere, must lie 
regulated according to temperature. On a 
bright sunny day plants will dry rapidly and 
will require to be watered with care. Among 
the small things of pretty growth which are 
useful aro Centradenia rosea, Rivina humilis, 
Ficus radicans variegata (pretty basket plant), 
Cvperus nltemifolius variegatus (pretty table 
plant), Sultan’s Balsam (Impatiens Sultani), 
Pentas carnea, P. rosea and alba, and Strepto- 
carpus in variety. The last-named is a tower 
of strength in good hands, as very large plants 
may be had if enough pot room is given. 

Orchard house. -If the trees are grown 
in pots they will now be outside, and by this 
time all those trees which require larger pots 
should have been shifted on, and others which 
it is not intended to repot this season should 

| havchadJ ^Slmu'clltof the old soil as possiblo 
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picked out from the surface and the pots filled 
up again with good turfy loam fortified with 
bone-meal and manure, and the whole rammed 
in firmly. The trees should then be placed on 
boards, or something that will keep out worms, 
and before frost sets in the pots should be 
sheltered with long litter or Bracken to keep 
the roots comfortable. At the present time 
the orchard house has probably been turned 
into a plant house. The common course is to 
fill the house with Chrysanthemums. I know 
more than one successful grower who nlways 
grows his prize blooms in the orch ird house, the 
Peach-trees being taken out as soon as the fruits 
are gathered, and kept out till the beginning 
of January. Of course, during the autumn, 
when the weather is damp enough, fire must 
be used to keep the atmosphere reasonably dry, 
and on fine days the ventilation is free. Heaps 
of new unslaked lime are found useful in 
Chrysanthemum houses for drying the atmos¬ 
phere and keep down the cost for fuel, and the 
slaked lime can be used for the land, and a 
frc?tli brought iu. 

Mushroom-house.—There is still plenty 
of Mushrooms outside when the beds are pro¬ 
tected and carefully managed; but there is 
never any glut of Mushrooms in winter, and 
the inside beds should be encouraged, and more 
beds made up as the manure accumulates. Be 
careful in selecting the manure, and obtain it 
only from stables where the horses have hard 
food and are in good health. The manure 
from a horse or horses which are under a 
course of medicine and bran mashes may at 
any time destroy the prospect of a crop, 
therefore the source of the manure supply 
must be carefully considered. It is rather too 
soon yet to begin forcing Seakale, but as soon 
as the crowns are rijie the roots may be lifted 
and kept ready to be introduced from time to 
time. Rhubarb also may soon be started. As 
the Apple crop is a light one, there will be a 
demand for Rhubarb by-and-bye. 

Window gardening.—Hyacinths may 
now be placed in glasses, and stood in a dark 
cupboard for a month or so to make roots. 
The single-flowered varieties are best for the 
purpose. Ileplacc the water as it evapurutes, 
so as to keep it near the base of the bulbs. 
The Chinese Sacred Lily may be started in 
bowls, surrounded by a little soil kept in place 
by pebbles. Crocuses, Snowdrops, early 
Tulips, and Narcissi should be jxjtted for the 
room and plunged in ashes or fibre outside for 
six weeks. 

Outdoor garden.—Cuttings of Calceo¬ 
larias will strike freely now in loamy soil, with 
a sprinkling of sand oil the top, in any close 
col<i-frame. l>o not crowd the cuttings. To 
have sturdy plants they should not be closer 
than 3 inches. This will be room enough for 
the winter, and in February, or early in March, 
transplant to other frames where protection 
can be given, and plant out finally towards the 
end of April, so tluit the plants may get estab¬ 
lished before the hot weather comes. Calceo¬ 
larias have lost caste of late years, chiefly 
through their not being reliable, but as no 
oilier plant that gives just the soft shade of 
yellow of the Calceolaria—especially C. am- 
plexicaulis—it cannot quite be done without. 
The taste for ribbon borders and large masses 
of bright colours has. to a large extent, died 
out, and therefore Calceolarias are not required 
in large numbers, though a few are necessary, 
and the late struck cuttings, taken when the 
shoots are soft, make the best plants. Cuttings 
of Euonymus, Ivies, and Aucubas, will strike 
now in cold-frames kept close in a shady spot. 
All Gladioli should be lifted, dried, and stored 
in a cool but frost proof room, as soon as the 
growth is ripe. Dahlias also, when cut by 
frost, and Salvia patens, should lie lifted and 
the roots packed in sand. No one has too much 
of tho Salvia, and every root should be taken 
care of and started in spring, and the ends of 
the young shoots rooted as cuttings. Seeds 
may also be saved and sown in heat in spring. 
Among the cheapest plants for creating masses 
in tho borders are Wallflowers and Forget-me- 
nots. 

Fruit garden.—The time for planting 
fruit-trees is drawing near, and intending 
planters will ere this have selected and pre¬ 
pared the sites, or at anyrate, the work will be 
in progross, and I need hardlwjj^y that the 

Digitized by LjOOg 

preparation should bo thorough. For plant¬ 
ing on a large scale the steam cultivator to 
tear up the land will do good work, and the 
land should be gone over nt least twice in 
opposite directions, so as to completely break 
it up. Any further preparation can ne done 
by horse labour. The spado does good work, 
but it is very expensive, and to plant land 
with fruit-trees to make a profit we must keep 
down the initial cost. Planters of Apples 
should depend chiefly upon good market sorts, 
and my selection for half-a-dozen will be: 
Bismarck, Newton Wonder, Lane's Prince 
Albert, Bramley’s Seedling, Cox’s Orange 
Pippin, and Bamack’s Beauty. If early sorts 
are wanted, we should fall back upon those of 
the Codlin family, of which Lord Suttield, 
Lord (irosvenor, Mank's Codlin, and Ecklin- 
ville Seedling are types. Plant early and 
plant well. Probably a mixture of dwarf trees 
on Paradise and standards on the Crab will 
give the best results. The standards should be 
about 24 feet apart, and the dwarfs filled in 
between 10 feet and 12 feetapart. By the time 
the dwarfs are failing the standards will have 
occupied the ground and may be left ten or 
fifteen years longer. The life of a tree depends 
in some measure upon the character of the soil, 
and the treatment given, especially in the 
matter of top-dressing. 

Vegetable garden.—This has been a 
good season for Tate Peas, especially for such 
kinds as Ne Plus Ultra and the old tall Marrows 
of the British Queen types, which have made 

second growth. Late Cauliflowers also have 
been, and will be for some time, good, if the 
weather continues mild. In this matter of 
Peas, Cauliflowers, and French Beans we are 
very much at the mercy of the weather. One 
night's sharp frost may destroy everything 
tender unless protected, but it is ditticult to 
apply protection, except on a small scale. 
Cauliflowers can have the leaves broken down 
or tied over the hearts, or the plants may be 
lifted with balls and set in a deep cold pit, or 
be planted in trenches where shelter can easily 
lie given. The earthing up of Celery should 
be finished as soon as possible, as there is not 
much growth after October. Transplant 
autumn-sown Onions ; sometimes Shallots 
are planted in autumn for early use. They 
succeed well in well drained soils, but in damn, 
heavy soils leave the planting till March. 
Brown Cos Lettuces set out now upon drained 
borders will be about right for standing the 
winter, and the plants need not be large. If 
slugs or snails are likely to be troublesome, scat¬ 
ter some sifted ashes among the plants. Finish 
taking up and storing all roots likely to bo in¬ 
jured by frost. Clear away all exhausted crops 
of Tomatoes. The outside crops have not 
been satisfactory everywhere, but I know 
several dry, sunny spots where the crop has 
paid well. There has been but little disease 
and the price has been higher than last year. 

E. Hoiiday. 

THB COMING WEEK'S WORK. 

under glass, and having got the occupants oi 
the plant-houses arranged, we are going 
through them with the vaporiser, so that we 
may begin the season of shortening days clean. 
Now a days there is a good deal oi moving 

plants about from different houses to con¬ 
servatory, and unless all are clean to begin 

with things soon get mixed, and then waste 
creeps in. Pruned Vines in earlv house. 
Selected a few of the best ripened cuttings for 
propagating, and laid them in till January. 

Oclolii.r Suth.—We are still busy making 
preparations for a good outdoor show'in spring! 
Several beds badly infested with the snake 
millipede have l>een excavated 2 feet deep, 
the soil carted away, and the beds filled with 
loam from an old pasture and some old manure. 
The reason for this was it was impossible to 
grow bulbs in the beds. Tulip, Hyacinths 
Lilies, and other bulbs were killed time after 
time, though gas-lime and other things were 
tried and found useless. Now we hope we 
shall succeed. 

October SIM.—Made up a hot-bed for forcing 
Asparagus. The plants were cut down «ome 
time ago to prepare the roots for lifting. 

Tuberous Begonias taken from the beds hair 
been atom! close together in the border in the 

orchard-house. We find they keep well 
in this place. We have kept them well under 

the stage in a cool nlant-house ; in fact, all the 

plants which have flowered in the conservator; 
will be stored in pots in that position, with the 

pots laid on the side if there is much dr; 
from tho stage. We have a piece of tod 
marked out for trenching, where men cany; 
to fill in spare time. 

November IM.—Some attention has had to 
be given to the drain which keeps the stoke 

holes dry. The outfall in process of timesed 
other causes had become blocked, and all 
important drains require looking to from tin. 

to time, especially where trees are grown.’ 
near and the roots penetrate the drains. For 
draining stokeholes we have found it necessary 
to use glazed pipes, and see that the joints 
are secured properly with cement. All «: 
full-grown Lettuces remaining outside ha'4 

hoan covered lightly with dry leaves, with'• 
thin covering of Bracken on top to keep th 

loaves in position. 

BIRDS. 

Extracts from a Garden Diary. 

October 37th.—Shifted on a further bntch of 
Cinerarias and Primulas. Potted off herba¬ 
ceous Calceolarias from boxes. Planted more 
bulbs in beds and borders, chiefly inTnasses of 
one colour. Planted a lot of Crocuses, Nar¬ 
cissi, and Snowdrops under trees on lawn. 
Mowed lawns for last time. Cleaned and put 
away mowing machines for winter. The roller 
and the broom will keep lawns and walks in 
condition now. Commenced making additions 
to rock garden with a view to classify various 
plants. 

October 28th.—Finished all the root-pruning 
of fruit-trees we intend doing this season. 
The Apples we intend planting shortly are anrf dav —S S G 
Vr.Mt,,,, n.-1.’„ J' ' 

Death of Canary (J. if. I'./—This very 
old bird appears to have died from atrophy.> 
progressive wasting of the body, for which 
there is no cure unless the treatment be under 

taken at its very commencement, although, 
a rule, it does not cause speedy death, for i 
bird so affected may live for months. In thi- 
case the digestive organs being worn out from 
age, the food failed to nourish the system 
properly, hence the ravenous and constant |ar 

taking of seed. You appear to have fed it 
judiciously, and to have given it every atlea 
tion, but its age was against it. The only 
fault in the feeding was the rather large pre- 
portion of Hemp-seed, which should always U 
given with a verv sparing hand to Canaries- 
S. S. G. 
-(Antique).—Inflammation of theluns- 

appears to have been the immediate cause of 
death in this case, due, in all probability, to» 
chill. Much care is necessary in spring»«» 
autumn to protect Canaries from sudden 
changes of temperature and cold currents « 
air. ‘ Lung trouble is one of the most frequmt 
complaints to which cage-birds are subject, 
owing, in great measure, to our changeable 
climate. The only remedy to be depended 
upon in cases of ‘this kind is to keen the 
patient in a high temperature, which shou.u 
be regularly ana constantly maintained night 

Beauty, Lanes Prince Albert, Worcester The Prize Winners this week are: I. 
Pearmain, Cox’s Orange Pippin, and Fearn’s Mrs. Deane, Fairfields, Fareham, Hants, for 
Pippin. Finished planting cuttings of Roses Corner in Fairfields Garden ; 2. Miss Sophie 

of various hardy kinds. The cuttings were M. Wallace, Ardnamore, Lough Eske, Donegal, 
taken off, prepared, and laid in last month, f0r Lilium giganteum. 
waiting for an opportunity to plant. Most of 
the Apples and Pears, except a few very late -,. _ .... . — Request to readers of “Garden 
sorts, have been gathered. Strawberries in ing."—Readers, both amateur and in the tnw, 

pots have all been looked over to remove mill kindly remember that tee are always eery 

runners, and the pots plunged in ashes. j glad to see interesting specimens of plant* or 

October 29th.—This is the season when an \Jlowers to illustrate, if th/ry mill kindly **“ 
effort should lie made to get rid of our office in as good a state aspoMtw- 
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OORRESPONDENOE. 

Qawtlona.—Queries and answers art inserted in 
OiuwnM free of charge if correspondents follow that 
rules: AO communications should be dearly and concisely 
written on one tide of the paper only, and addressed to 
He Editor of Osavtsmto, 17, Fumsval-street, Holbom, 
London, B.C. Letter! on business should be sent to 
He PnmHU. The name and address of the tender are 
required in addition to any designation he may desire to 
be uted in the paper. When more than one query it sent, 
each should be on a separate piece of paper, and not more 
Han three queries should be sent at a time. Correspon¬ 
ds should bear in mind that, at Oakobhihs has to be 
ml to press some time in advance of date, queries cannot 
fc'myj be replied to in the issue immediately follouring 
Ht receipt of their communication. We do not reply to 
queries by post 

Naming ftult.—Readers sohe desire our help in 
iB«iw fmt should bear in mind that several specimens 
ia diferent stages of colour and size of the tame kind 
jreaUy assist tn its determination. We have received 
from several correspondents single Specimens of fruits 
for naming, these in many cases being unripe and other- 
rise poor. The difference between varieties of fruits are, 
is many cates, so tri/linq that it is necessary that three 
, feamens of each kind should be sent. We can undertake 
to name, only four varieties at a time, and these only when 
He above directions are observed. 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 
A yellow Clematis (J. Cully)— The Clematis to 

■rtich you refer ia no douht C. graveolens, which in 
i.i.-luid grows to a height of 20 feet planted at the foot of 

vxoe old Holly-trees. In colour it is very good in the 

unmm and until very late, Rowers and seeds Being very 
ttastiful 

Niphetoe In cool greenhouse (Mrs. H. Broun«). 
'rry little pruning is required for this Koee, if you desire 

t! to.-rowinto a large plant. If the ahoots are crowded 

oor or two may be removed from the centre, and the 
rro«th» last produced, if well ripened, pruned back to a 
i i < plump eye. This would be beat done early in the new 

jnr. II at any time the plant is growing too tall for its 

paition, then you may prune it back severely when 

souths are at rest. It will not be necessary to repot each 

yrar, atop-dressing being quite sufficient. A handful of 
Mne meal mixed with the compost used for top-dressing 
•ill I* of much advantage. 

Tennis lawn (A. Boo).— The reason why the Grass 

dil not grow on the portion of your tennis lawn, which 
joe levelled up with clay, was that then the clay was very 

poor and incapable of sustaining plant life. Very likely 

lie airfare is now sweeter, and it is not improbable would 
erw Grass were seed sown on it. But you may do great 

tood all the same if you will fork off some 3 inches of the 

■by surface, remove it, and replace it with screened soil 
Iromthe kitchen garden. If so much soil cannot be found, 
into remove but an Inch of the clay. If doing that be not 
iwsble, then well stir the clay surface 2 inches or 3 inches 

*«p.5ive it then a good dressing of lime and soot, and 
thui, alter the soil has been well pulverised by froet, rake 

it veil over, level it, then get proper lawn Grass seed and 

«• il, doing it in April. If well rolled on a dry day 

-•n*th soon follows, and shortly a good lawn is formed. 

Treatment of OHoxlnl&s (Henry Holberry)—\.» 
the leaves commence to turn yellow previous to dyiDg 

loro do not stand them under the stage, as is so often 
d:oe, but give them all the light and air possible at that 

period. During the winter they may be either allowed to 

t-nuin in the pots they have grown in. or turned out, 
•taken clear of soil, and laid in a box of dry sand or soil. 

Toe structure they are kept in during the winter should 

not fall Mow 45 degs. at any time. Do not place too 
Mir the hot-water pipes, and if the soil gets very dry it 
mu he damped. At the end of February or early part of 

such the tubers must be potted, but be careful not to 

overwater before they start into growth. The best soil in 
’*hich to grow them in is a light loam, mixed with leaf- 

twild, rotten manure, and sand. They can also be pro- 

Ptraled from leaves, but the best way is to raise from 
«fd in the spring. 

Renovating old gardon (.4 matenr) —Vie cannot 

a-reptyour offer of a prize, and there is no need for it in 

jeun-ase. What you propose to do, getting the ground 
benched, and in the process casting out all refuse that 

•’ll not be productive, is the only proper way to deal 
•illi the ground. If you dress lb well with crushed un- 

■ i ked lime as the trenching proceeds so much the better. 

'":t trenching done at once, and in doing so keep the 

frerent top soil to the surface, well breaking up the sub- 
«**• tbv spring, before cropping, odd a. dressing of 
Jan-decayed stable-manure, and then, if the hoe be kept 

J™y '"ed amongst the crops, you should have good ones 

“-'thing grown. As your stone wall is on the south 
"w ol the garden, its inner face looks north. On that 

;** f®o could plant Morello Cherries, Red Currants, and 
,'»*l*me«. keeping them trained and nailed ; or, if pre- 
■rrred, you can plant climbing Rosea 

Raising Briers from seed (B.)—The pods must 

Ty ** allowed to get dry. Stick the stalk end into some 
"•®p sand placed in pots, and stand on a shelf In the 
• ^ennouse or pit free from frost. Then in January pre- 

V»rc home 5-inch pot* by half filling them with ’small 

™then fill up with sandy soil, consisting of sifted 

8arw*- this firmly and sow seeds about 
•n h deep and as much apart, Pluntre the pots in a«hes 

“P to their rims in a cold-frame, protecting them from 

, %tre *«*ther. Usually the seedlings appear in eight or 
Ji ’veeks. As soon as they show their third leaf prick 

‘ ln~ small pots and return to the pit, keeping them 
the zlass. Do not water them much or they will 

imp off. Care must be taken to afford plenty of air on 

•k occasions. About June you may plant out 
* codlings from their pots, but they will need 

bir* win 8000 destroy all your labours. 
ik2v° m ,rame be on the look-out for woodlice, as 

vtIy Partial to little Hose plants, and worms, too, 
often draw them under the soil 

t!^I7^,tsheFlu-ms^cla88lflcatlon °r var/ltb'f 
"• p-)—Your list embracev eeyferelzMiptepf Ihis-L 

- iron flower and is not limited- to Japanese and Ns—f 

curved sorts, as you suggest. The only incurved varieties 

in your selection are Major Bonaffon and Baron Hirech. 

The first-mentioned is a rather late variety, and the latter 

a late October-flowering kind. Japanese varieties are 
represented by the following : Thomas Wilkins, W. H. 

Lincoln, Mine. Carnot, Phiubus, Lady Hanham, Swanley 

Giant, Queen of the Kxe, and Mrs. F. A. Bevan. Crimson 
Pride, Mme. C. Dcsgranges (not White Desgrange). O. J. 

Quintus, White Quintus, Yellow Lady Selborne (not Yellow 

Lady Matheson), Ryecroft Scarlet, Etoile de Feu, Queen of 
the Earlies, lady Selborne, Source d'Or, and Ivory arc 
free-flowering semi-early and midseason kinds. All except 

the last-mentioned variety should flower in late October 
and early November, and should not be severely disbudded. 

Jules Fourn we do not know. Miss Mary Anderson ib a 
small-flowered single sort, and is one of the prettiest and 

best of this section. Early November ia its period of 
flowering. 

TREES AND 8HRCBS. 

Treatment of Hydrangeas (O'Donnell A. Boo) 
-We presume that the Hydrangeas referred to by you are 

the variety of H. Ilortensia, known as Thomas Hogg, while, 

on the other hand, they may be the deciduous H. paniculata 

grandiflora. If they are Thomas Hogg you did not do 
wrong to cut them down to within three eyes of the base 

as soon os their flowers were over : hut if If. paniculata 
grandiflora, the pruning should not be done till the leaves 

nave fallen. 

Split bark on trees (Fairfard)—It is most pro¬ 
bable that the Plum, Apple, and Paulownia trees on your 

lawn have felt the effects of the unusual moisture which 
has fallen during the summer. Previous dry seasons had 

doubtless caused the bark to harden unduly and become 

set, so that when the greater rainfall of the present season 

caused the formation of a greater thickness of inner bark, 

or what is known as the cambium layer, which ultimately 
becomes hard wood, thus forcing the bark to split open to 

give room for this inner Uyer to develop. We see no 

reason whatever for alarm in relation to your trees 
Probably the splitting- is far less on either than is com¬ 

monly seen on the Birch, for instance, and the cambium 

layer will soon fill the interstices If you fear the cracks 
may become harbours for insects, give the stems a good 
thick coat of lime, soot, and cow-dung, with some soft 

soap, made as a paste and painted over the bark. 

FRUIT. 

Increasing the Logan Berry (Sherwood)—This 
is easily increased by division of the roots, and if this is 

done now, and the pieces grown on in small pots and 

planted out in March, the plants will stand a good chance 

of doing well. 

Gathering Pears (B.)—It does not answer to pick 
Pears unripe, for they shrivel and are not worth much. 

On the other hand, it is not well to allow the late Pears to 
hang too loog. Pitmaston Duchess is not a late Pear, and 

should be gathered as soon as I he pips begin to get brown. 

Marichal de la Cour is also an October Pear, late varie¬ 
ties, such as Josephine de Malines and Knight's Monarch, 
snouid De gathered about the end of September ; there is 
nothing gained by letting them hang later. 

Pruning an Almond-tree (B.)—Nothing was 

more natural than that your recently planted Almond- 
tree in making new shoots should create them vertically. 

If you want to get a dense head shorten back the present 

season's shoots to hilly one-half their length so soon as the 
leaves fall. That will cause the branches to break freely 

in the spring. The Almond naturally produces a spread¬ 

ing head, and even if your tree were untouched the 

branches would in time become spreading. But you will 
help to that end all the sooner if you will presently prune 

the tree as adyised. 

VEGETABLES. 

Gas-llme (Anxious)— To ground that is now free of 

crops, and which you propose to dress, gas-lime should be 
applied at once at the rate of 2 bushels to 3 rods of ground. 
Put down in heaps of a bushel, and then spread evenly 

over the surface. The lumps, if large, should be well 

broken up. Exposure to the weather will help to pul¬ 

verise it. After you have thus exposed it for a month 

you may dig it in. Cropping must not take place till 
February or March, when, if you think it necessary, you 

may apply manure before preparing it for sowing or plant¬ 
ing, as the case may be. 

SHORT REPLIES. 
H'. K.—Kindly make your query plainer, giving size of 

garden, district from which you write, etc.-B.—Prune 

>our Privet hedge towards the end of October.-.V. 

O'Shea.—Yea Lift and replant the tree, adding fresh 
Boil with very little manure in it-Iw/uirer — 1. We 
suppose you mean Statlce latifolia, with wide-spreading 

flower-stems, bearing a profusion of small purplish-blue 

flowers. 2, Cut it away at once. 3, Freshly-slaked lime 

would be far better than the gas-lime in such a soil as you 
have. Richard Thurnhnm.—Write to any of the whole¬ 

sale seedsmen.-11. Hayward,—The only thing you can 
do is to trap them or shoot them.-Snowdrop.—1, See 

article in a coming issue re Peaches. 2. Morello, a 

cooking Cherry, is the only Chem- that will succeed on 

a north wall.—-P. C. P. L.—“Soils and Manures," by 

Monro. Cassell and Co.-Norfolk.—Sunflower seedsare 
used for poultry. We have never heard of their being 

given to pigs.-Scotus —If the weed destroyer had been 

properly applied, you should have had no more trouble 
with the weeds.-Mrs. Mynor.—Xou will find an illus¬ 

tration of Begonia Turnford llall, a form of B. Qloire de 
Ixjrraine. in our issue of Nov. 23. 1901, p. 505, with full 

instructions as to culture. This can he had of the 

publisher, price ljd.-X. F. D.—See reply to “Not- 
6ellor” in ourissue of Sept 6,1902, p. 359.-Postman.— 
1, Do not understand your query. 2, Yes, using Hya¬ 

cinths, Tulips, Daffodils, Crocuses, etc. 3, Try Wallflowers 
and Forget-me-not mixed with the bulbs.-M. H.—You 

can use any of the artificial manures, which can be had 

from any horticultural sundriesnmn. Horse - manure 
would answer the some purpose if you can get it-T. T. 
—“The Book of the Apple" Is published by Mr. John Lane, 
_ « — • random We think the price is 2s. (Id. 

formation; a fasciated stem and of 

F.—Kindly send the fronds hers fonr 

do our best to name them foiJyoa] 

-E. F. (ioddy.—Vie have never published any such 

articles os you refer to.-If. J. A'.—Worms are injurious 

to pot plants in that they alwaysstop the drainage. Water 

with lime-water to bring them to tne surface, when they 
may be destroyed.-Madge,—1, You must not mutilate 

the bulbs in any way ; plant as they are. 2, Only cut off 

any of the broken pieces of roots, and take care to have 

the hole big enough, so that you can well spread out those 
that are left_M. L.—If you want dwarf plants you 

may grow Alyssum, Arabia, Androsace, Aubrietia. Cam¬ 
panulas, Dianthus, lberis. Phlox subulala in variety, 

Sedurns, Saxifrages, Thymes, Veronicas, and many others 
of a like nature.-Amateur Gardener. — It is quite 

impossible to say , so many things, such as district, near¬ 

ness to town, and demand (or such produce as you men¬ 

tion, having to tie considered. Besides which, without 
practical experience in maiket work and owing to the 

severe competition now-a-diys, such an undertaking is, to 

say the least, very risky. Even a roan with knowledge of 
such work often fails-Francis Edwards.—Vie have no 

knowledge of the book to which you refer.-George H. 
Smith.—It is quite impossible to advise you what to do 

without seeing the ground. Your best plan will be to 
consult a gardener in the neighbourhood.-Charles 
If illiamwn.—The shoot of Nasturtium which you send is 

what is known as " fasciated," this frequently occurring 
in various forms of Lilium. more particularly L auratum. 
-Chrj/inntheinum.—You will find a list and descriptions 

of Early Chrysanthemums in our issue of Oct. 18, p. 43H, 

-A. A. C.—See reply to Mrs Walton re Box-edging, in 

our issue of Oct. II, p. 425. You can cut the Yew down 
in the spring, and the Laurustinus immediately after 

flowering.-C. S. M. Coulthard.—hppiy to Messrs. 

Barr and Son, King-street, Covent-garden. You will find 
an exhaustive article and illustrations dealing with Kritil- 

laries in our issue of Nov. 28, 1901. p. 507, which can tie 

had of the publisher, post free, for ljd.——5. You 

cannot do better than use soot-water. Hang a bag of soot 
in a barrel of water, and use the water when clear.- 

Bobus.—Seems to be a very good Apple in the way of 

Nelson Codlin, with which we hope to compare if.- 

G. M. Sandars.—If you had given us any idea as to where 
the plant was growing it would have Iieen far easier to 

have verified the specimen which you sent. Kindly send 
again, and we will examine iL 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 

Any communications respecting plants or fruits 
sent to name should always accompany the parcel, 
which should be addressed to the Editor of Gardxsinq 
Illustrated, 17, Fumival-street, Holbom, London, B.C. 
A number should also be. firmly affixed to each specimen 
of flowers or fruit sent for naming. Ho more than four 
kinds of fruits or dowers for naming should be sent at 
one time. 

Names of plants. — If. B. R.—Aster Amelins 
bcssarabicus.-A. P.—l, Acer Negundo variegatum ; 2, 
Send In flower; 3, Berberis Aquifohum ; 4, Berberis Dar- 
wini.-Mrs. Thicker.—Vic cannot undertake to name 

florists’ flowers.-If. H. Brown.— 1, Aster Iievis; 2, 

Aster Novai-Anglis var.; 3. Specimen insufficient; 4, Poor 

form of Aster acris.-L. C. M.—'The deciduous Cypress 
(Taxodium diatichum).-B. P. B.—The Great Japan 

Knotweed (Polygonum cuspldatum). See last week's 

issue.-Croydon.— 1, Seems to be a drawn-up specimen 

of the Golden Saxifrage; kindly send flowers ; 2, A hybrid 

Dianthus; cannot name without flowers. The leaves have 
been attacked by the Marguerite Daisy-fly. several of 

which we found in the leaves.-R. Greening.—Cock spur 

Thom (CraUegus Crus-galli).-11. Lucas.—Craliegus 
Crus-galli pyracanthifolia. —- Ally Sloper. — 1, Aster 

NovavAnglin- ruber: 2, A. Novi-Belgii var.; 3, A. ericoides; 

4, A. diflusus horizontalis; 5, A. cordifolius var. ; u, 
Pyre thrum uliginosum. -S. Sutton. — 1, Begonia 
metallica; 2, Ophiopogon Jaburan variegatum ; 3, Im- 

patiens Suitanl ; 4, Sedum carneum variegatum ; 5, 

Sempervivum Haworthi; 0, Send in flower; 7, Tne Mexican 

Orange-flower (Choisya temata); 8. Oxalis corniculata 
rubra.-Frank Piper.—I, Loasa hispida; 2, Chrysan¬ 

themum maximum; 3, Acer Negundo variegatum; 4, 

Virginian Sumach (Rhus typhinaX-M. J. r'oc.ke*.—1, 

Yellow, Rudheckia Newmani ; 2, Pvrethrum uliginosum. 
-Ireland. — 4, Adiantum cuneatum ; 8, Rudbeckia 

Newmonni; 12, Aster Amelins ; 16, Stachys lanata_ 

L. Lawrence.—Red leaf, probably The Poison Ivy (Rhus 

toxicodendron), sent out by many people as Ampelopsis 

Hoggi ; the other shoot is the Cockspnr Thorn (Craliegus 
Crus-galli).-Edward T. Opie. — Scabiosa atronurpurea. 

Sow the seed in the open early in April, and thin out as 

may be necessary'.-if. R. Price.—We cannot undertake 

to name florists' flowers.-Eentinqe.—Veronica rupestrio. 
-J. D. 1). M.—Specimen insufficient.-H. S.—Via 
should say the illustration represents Pyrethrum 
uliginosum. 

Names Of fruit.—A'. Bonne.—Colville Rouge.- 
Hutson, Clacton.—1, Nelson Codlin ; 3, Cellini Pippin ; 
4. Durondeau.-J. Stroud, Berks.—Pears: I, Beurri- 

Superfin ; 2, Beurri Diel; 3, Marichal de la Cour : Apple . 
2. Not recognised, probably a local variety.-John 
Tilburn.—1, Lane's Prince Albert; 2, Margil ; 3, Kerry 

Pippin.-Blozham.—Apple, Worcester Pearniain ; Pear, 
Beurri Clairgeau.-If. R. Woodrow.—All the numbers 

had become detached. Large green, Lord Suffield ; 

smaller green, Keswick Codli n; Pearmain-shaped, Reinette 

Grise ; brown and green, not recognised.-G. C.—1, 
Blenheim Orange; 2, Emperor Alexander; 3, Small's 

Admirable; 4, Cox’s Pomona.-Miss Prnfold.—Kindly 
•end better specimen and also fruit-A. W. — Apple, 
Winter Ilawthornden; Pears: 1, Not recognised; 2, 

Winter Nelis.-D. Masters. — Pear Marie Izrnise dTccle. 

-ilardon's Hill.—Apples : small fruit, Hall-door ; large 
fruit, Bedfordshire Foundling. 

Catalogues received.—W. J. Caparne, Bohais. 
Guernsey.—List of Xew Hybrid Alpine and Xcw Inter¬ 
mediate Irises —-Geo. Jackman and Son, Woking.— 
Catalogue of ' “ ' ' ~ ~ ‘ 

Clare, ~ 
burn ; 

'.ague of Plants.-1. Goody, Belcbamp, St. Paul, 

, Suffolk.—latest Novelties.-J. M. Thor- 

ahd lift1,1 Niw York!—Price List of American Seeds. 
en^rd-cafa(05W 
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STOR PLEASURE AND PROFIT JOHN R. FLOWER’S 
CLEARANCE SALE 

HARDY & RELIABLE PLANTS. 

JOHN R. FLOWER’S 
CLEARANCE SALE 

go profitable mot 
'r*sy to grow. 

Acres oi Saleable Tree* RELIABLE PLANTS. 
C5TA11 Good Plants. No rubbish sent out. All 

carriage paid to arrive fresh to your door. 

CASH PRICE LIST now ready (gratis) of 
reliable Bulbs that will bloom, also sp fng- 
flowering Plants. Roses. Shrubs. Fruit Trees 
for autumn planting. 

Special offer of Camellias and Azaleas, for 
winter flowering, very cheap. well net with buds. Sec Cata¬ 

login'. 50 varieties in stock. 
Bulbs for Christmas and New Year. I’loom 

iudoora Plant now in pots and bloom in a few weeks. 
WllMte Roman Hyacinths, deliriously sued, 12 for 

1b. 3d., 1b 6d . larg-st. - 
Pai>cr-whitc and Double Roman Narcissus. 

12 for yd.; 24 for l». fid : 100. Ss. 
Scarlet D. V. Thol Tulips. The most brilliant 

easily-grown winter bloomer. 12 for 8d : SO. 2a. 6tL; 100, 5s ; 
also i be best early la dder, very dwarf. 

12 Michaelmas Daisies, m fi ouite different colour*. 
3b fi for 2b strong sorts, ineluding Robert Parker (finest 
mauve). I July Trevelyan (imre white), ami other varieties. 

White Everlasting Peas, proved tnm, haying 
bln... here M.«l nsi-fnl Climber for trellis In summer 
and tlowers grand for wreath werk. and almost |»-rpetual 
M.. liners, 3 for 2s. 'Id Also bright rose colour. 3 for 2s 

Harpalium rigidus I Dwarf Sunflowers), 3 ft... yellow, 
dark centre; 6 strong plants. Is. i'kL ; 12 for 2b. 6d.; increase 
rapitlly ; uioat iineful f«»r suiting 

Campanula Backhousci. large wlntc bull flower*, 
li du in i2s. 3*1.; 12 for 4s ; an improved ninety of Campanula 

1 A Grand New Pink. Ernest Ladhams. very 
large, blush-while, laeed in i-s-iil re deep crimson, large as a 
Malm Bison Carnation, iwrpeiunl blnumer, 3 for 2s. 3d.; 6 turfs 

A lovely hanlyljorderplant is theSpirteafilipendula. 
double white flowers, very Imaiilifnl. height 6 inches ; hem- 
lik, foliage, evergreen, unite an amateurs plant Strong root*. 
3 for Is. 6d., free ; 6 for 2*. 3d Very uneoDiinon. 

Lovely Carnations, 12in fi • dour*, grand for •'lilting, 
named sorts, not labelled. 12 for 3s. 6d., im-luding aalmon- 
pink. white. IVotoc edge-1, ete . strong plant*. 

The Favourite Flower. IMUlBl.f. FRENCH 

t3T {'ash Price I.ist new ready of reliable Bulls, (that w-ill 
bloom): al«" Hardy Plants, Roses. Slimbs. Fruit Trees, for 
autumn planting. 

All orders booked next 21 days for Flowering Shrubs. 
12s. fid. value for 10a.; also 25s. value for 20s. This is tor 

shrubs only. 

TH1 UEST PROCURABLE 
Litis Free 

The Best Wallflowers for Spring Raid. ning. I'M for 
* ■* all jjirong, Inuipplanlod plitnlK, ii«*t <1 rawi 1 

Blond Red, the most popular dark rod and 
; also Cranford Bounty, the line*! yellow, 
buds are yellow as well as flowers, making 

saute price. 

Vers, in t kinds. 3s.'.si : ,'sifor2s : including 
Roll and Cranford Beamy; also Miss P 

; ami Ruby Hem, li pretty purple violet. 
beautiful; all transplanted, bushy 

3s. Ud.; 50 for i 
out of seed Red 
sweetest s*-eute 
lovely shade; tl 
it more off eel iv, 

100 Wallfli 
the above Blur 

Carter, primro, 
smooth, shiny surface, very 
plants. 

Blue Forgct-mc-nots. Tic liesl edging plant for 
spring IkwIs is the dwarf blue Korget-me-not . very compact 
and intense blue. 50 strong iransplanlod plants. 2s. 3.1 . 100. 
ts. til. W. sell thousands ul these annually lor this purpose 

Canterbury Bells. Id colour*, mired. Single and 
Double, very lean!it'd, 12 for Is.3d.: 24.2*. 3.1 : 100 fur 7s. 

Herbaceous Phloxes, best named kinds. 12 in 12 
grand sorts, all different and beautiful colours, very bright 
and large pips, tor f* ; 12 mixed, without name*, 2s. Id., very 

gnt»l sorts, names lost. 

is the RIGHT TIME to PLANT 
i- the beautiful MADONNA 1.11,Y (or I,ilium van 

didum), Indore the bult>s start into growth or shrivel. Splen¬ 
did for garden display among Roses, thriving in any county 
in the British Isles; perfectly hardy. Can also be used for 
forcing f. Flowering Bulbs. 2s. 3d.: 12 for 4s ; extra large 
Bulbs for forcing. 6 (or 3s.; 12 for 5s. Our Bulbs are ail 

slrong flowering Bulbs. 

Sweet Violets for winter blooming. can be 
potted and forced in frame or greenhouse for early bloom or 
planted outside! they are beginning to bloom linw. Admiral 
Avollan, deep purple, very large and sweet single flower, 
earliest to bloom: Californian,light purple, immense flower 
on long stalk*, a* large as small Pansies, extra fragrant: 
Devoniensis, a very free bloomer, and very sweet. 12, in 

HI INDREDS ofTHOUSAND* 

Boshes in -ariely Packing tni 
(Carriage free for Cash with orde. 

*■*,“ pel do/. 1)0 - pel 100 I . Kill -4 it other ifurstry SIkF I 

■IB carriage fommrd, 

OSES,N POTS From 15/-a dot 
tl H Ornamental Trees. 91 Acre*, 

iliilfl * Bnperb Collection of 
Herbaceous Plants 

B|H Pour Acres of Glass. 
, Clematis ,BO.OOO> from 15 -Oos, 

; .jfll A F.—.Single Plants are told si 
. V fib slightly increased/rues. 

,' jfl CENERAL CATALOCUl 

H*|»sgss| of gsnsrr Stovk.1 
artiiUesbr p/odsesd. wsUiit>< l 
•*=• koodred, of lUsstrwtIMa,’ 

■ si..; t-ci Viluoi le m'erawueaI 3 SBab her OU receipt of SJ. for p/vugi j 
sm Please mention this l’apcr- I 

RICHARD SMITH &CP. worcestfr 1 

500,000 BULBS 
filr Watkln * . ... . . * . . 
Horscroldll .. 
Double Daffodils ... .. ... 5 

' Single Lent Lkllots 
k Trumpet Narcissus 

Clot-y of Lcdrn, - 
Kmij: Edward VII (new) 

Sweet Scented Phc-sani fy< 

price. Princess of Wales, deep blue, a lovely Violet, habit 
like Californian, but superior in bloom, even larger still, and 
exceptionally sweat and early bloomer; h, foot, the boet 
Violet out: 12 for 5s.: 6 for 2s. lit.; and the best double Violet out; "12 for 5s.; 6 for 2s. 6d.; and the best double 
Violet, sweet scented, Do Panne, lavender. I he, best winter 
bloomer, very fragrant, same price: or can be had assorted, 
name rates. Thin is the best Mint* to plant \iol* is; nil art- 

very strong. 

Sprint? Flowers.- Our lively Polyanthus receive great 
praise. Very *lroim’ year-vUl plant*; pure while, with yellow 
eye; this i» i» grand Udder: very large trusses of Howciy. 12 

tor In. 6-1.; 24 for 2b. 9-i.; per 100. 12s. 

Our grand mixed Polyanthus, including while. Scllow, reds crimson, and gold-laced, 12 for Is. &1.; 24 f«*r 
i. 6.1.; per 10*). 10*. These are nil very strong. Gold-laced 

separate, same price. 

The largest White Pink Her Maiesty. far 
nh a 1 of any other variety: a niarvollcnn flower, beautifully 
scented 6 for 2*. fid.; 12 for Is. These are nice clumps, not 

routed cuttiogs, 

Paddington Pink, a red Pink with dark centre; a 
great favourite for catling. 6 for 2s. 31 ; 12 for 4s. 

Double Potentlllas. flowers like velvet, very bright 

5** 76 1000 
' Snowdrops - 5 - A 7 6 1000 

Mixed NarclMui 5 - 1000 
Strawberry Plant* 1 - ICO. 

MHO fOK LISTS SCFOftfc 0KDE* 1*0 llU»KUL 

Djllodil 
Ngruriev 

THE CHALLENGE 

HOT-AIR AND WATER 
HEATING APPARATUS, 

Adapted for Oil, Cool, and Gas. Twice as effeeUre u tM , 

Mi tube*, whereby a larger halfH 
Kj surface is obtained J" 

water, and ronseqnmtlT » “• 
expenditure of fuel. Pncslr® 

218. Tho celobrat«d Asbest** 
Water Wick Store. 2S«. J>- 
Stoves for Greenhouses ft® 

^*3s-6<L 
dialogue, irith Testimonials, Jta M 

tMftrlMMn 139, CHEAPSIDE, E.C 

THE PRINCESS 

Price from 16 6 Comi*lbt*. V I 

«s» wuvswa:* __ 

BULBS FOR PRESENT PLANTING. 

Grand Hyacinths for bedding. 2*. per dor... mixed 
eolours. Tulips, single or double, mixed, 8d. per dor.: 
tiret-class sorts only, 4s. fid. per 100. 

Crocuses, any colour, Is. 31. per 100. Snowdrops, 
2s. fid. loo. Mixed Daffodils and Narcissus, for 
shrubbery, 50 for Is. 6*1.: 100for3s. Parrot Tulips, most 
gaudy colours, and flower* like parrot s-beak, very bright, 50, 
2s.; 100. 3s fid. Special Hyacinths, largo Bulbs for 
exhibition, all named, 12sorts, 4s. or 6s.: 24 sorts, 7*. 6d- or 10*. 

flower*, only mauve in colour: a fine climber. 2a each; 

also 2a. fid. .... 
Clematis montana. pure white Mar blossoms, much 

in demand. Is. 3d.; 3 for 3s. Good strong plants. Extra 

large, Is. fid each. 
Clematis Flammula, useful climber for arbours or 

covering roofs of buildings, feathery cream flowers. 3 plauts, 
2a. 6d.', larger. Is. each. 

Strong Evergroon Honeysuckles.stronggrowers. 
Is. 3d. each; 3 for 3s. Large plants. 

Japanese Honeysuckle, yellow foliage, self-dingers, 
very bright. Is. 3d. each: 3 for Ss. 

Special Offer for Camellias and Azaleas. 50 

sorts in stock, see Catalogue, gratis. 

JOHN R. FU 

SEA VIEW MURSERY. RA’ 
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VEGETABLES. 

WINTER CUCUxMBERS. 

>« To have fruit fib for cutting nt Christmas, the 
[plants ought to be put out before the end o* 

October. An earlier sowing in August and 

r planted out as soon as ready should provide 
fruit up to that date. It is a great mistake to 

pM crop too soon, not only too soon, but far too 

heavy. Far bettor allow a few to mature on 
each plant and keep the plant growing, though 

1 • it ®ay be slowly, than allow all that show to 

— remain on and exhaust the plant in a couple of 
months, and then, it may be, have no fruit for 

I a like time. A good strain of Telegraph is 

haul to beat, either for winter or summer use, 
and the plants will at almost every joint show 

three or more fruits, which if left on would soon 

destroy the plant’s vitality during the dark 
days of winter. .No hard or fast line can he 

hid down as to number of fruit to leave on. 
The grower must he guided by the strength of 
his plants and the daily requirements of the 

w place, my ex|>eTience being that if two fruits 
J are available each day, one for the kitchen and 

' < other for the pantry, not much complaint 
’ u likely to he lodged against him as to the 

ftpply- But to do this, plenty of light, also 
he&t, is necessary, the bine should he within a 
ioot of the glass roof, and the plant not pinched 
until about three parts up the trellis, and not 
showed to fruit until the trellis is well nigh 
covered, one fruit only to inature at a joint. 
The fruits should be cut when of a usable size 
nnd their stems placed in an inch of water, 
where they will keep plump for three or four 
days. The soil should not be of a too heavy 

S nature. Fibrous loam two parts, one part leaf- 
wil, and one part peat, with a littlo sifted 
fresh horse-droppings, will support the crop 
well if a top-dressing of loam and fresh horse- 
droppings he applied as soon as the roots 
[-ermeate the hillock the Cucumber was 
planted in, and a weekly watering with weak 
manure from the farmyard drainings of the 
•am© temperature as the house, which should 
not register much below ti-'i degs, during the 
widest night, with a day temperature of 
•'! ,Jegs-> rising to so degs. or a little more 
with sun-heat. Syringe the foliage gently in 
he morning about 9 am., unless exceptionally 

cold or wet, and on fine days again about 
- p.m., distributing ulenty of moisture about 
'•‘•ills and floors of the house several times a 
diy with a view to warding off red-spicier, so 
miurious to this plant. Too close pinching 
"hould be avoided during winter, and dust 
with flowers of sulphur immediately mildew 
-hows itself, and light fumigations will soon 
eradicate aphides. Very little ventilation is 
required during the winter months, just a 
crack at the apex of the house about mid day 

• nen bright for an hour or so, to sweeten the 
?!r’ will suffice, avoiding cold draughts at 
-imes as well as over-watenng,.f-a tjie.rcfcfc, 
letting the soil show signs of dryness Ufd 
■‘pplying it. Eaot Devon, 

CELERY. 

Many have the impression that this vegetable 
cannot be grown to perfection without a deal 
of farmyard or stable-manuie dug into the 
trench below before putting out the plants. 
That such is not the case wits proved here last 
season by half-a-do/.en rows, each nearly forty- 
yards in length, all grown with the assistance 
of artificial manures scattered between the 
plants on three different occasions during 
summer and well watered in afterwards, using 
a coarse rose to the can the first time going 
over. I never had better Celery than last 
winter grown thus, and I always stir the soil 
between the plants ten days or so after putting 
out, as the ground gets very hard with trend¬ 
ing on when planting and the frequent appli¬ 
cations of water. Soot is a fine manure for 
dusting over the foliage of Celery early in the 
moriihig while covered with moisture,‘and to a 
great extent wanls off the Celery-fly so detri 
mental to the crop. Early in June this year, 
when taking out the trench for fiist crop, I fell 
short of decayed manure, and had to destroy 
the winter piece of Spinach for the purpose, 
and after taking out two good spadesfull of 
soil, I had a good layer of this green vegetable Eut at the bottom, and a foot of soil placed 

aek over this, giving all a good soaking of 
water towards evening, and putting out the 
plants next morning. When this began to 
decay it apjieured just as if a mole had been 
working in the trench. I had it well trodden 
down, and a little fresh soil put in as the 
plants looked a trifle yellow. After this atten¬ 
tion they soon altered colour, and now look 
grand without any other manure except the 
Spinach. .1. M. B. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Saving Cauliflower-seed.—It. some¬ 
times happens that there turns up an occa¬ 
sional plant or root of extra merit which it is 
advisable to seed. This occurred in my case 
with an early Cauliflower some four years nan. 
I then resolved to save the plant. Although it 
only gave a few seeds there were enough for a 
sowing the next autumn. This was done, and 
the plants kept separate. Last spring out of 

in one patch, there was not a single rogue. 
This year I saved eight heads, but from these 
I shall not obtain half an ounce of seed. 1 find 
it is useless to seed Cauliflower in a low garden 
unless one does so from very early plants, 
especially in a cold summer like"the past. Some 
heads that formed in the middle of July were 
left, but these were not in time enough for the 
seed to be ripened. ,J. Crook. 

Planting Cabbages. It is usually diffi¬ 
cult for those who purchase Cabbage plants to 
be certain ns to the variety obtained and its 
general chai acter of growth. For that reason 
it is best for those wanting specially early-, 
sinall-hearting varieties, such as April, Ellam's, 
First and Best, and similar ones, to obtain a 
packet of seed and to raise their own plants. 
They then know what they are planting. But 
ven then, if there lie no discretion employed, 

th^njlili/S be put out at the regulation, 
inefjHtaTms 2 feet apart, there is gAii • 

waste onground. Fur the varieties named and 

other small-hearting early ones, rows need not 
be more than 13 inclies apart, and the plants 
12 inclies apart in the rows. Where ground is 
scarce they may even go in a little closer. 
But where room enough for using a hoe freely 
amongst the plants is allowed, then weeds aro 
more easily kept under and the soil is well 
stirred. After cutting in the spring, if pre¬ 
viously well manured, a crop of late Potatoes 
can be made to follow.—A. 1>. *. 

Fungus on Seakale.-I should be glad if von 
would inform me what is the nature o( the disease troin 
which the enclosed leaves of Seakale arc suffering'' Thev 
were strong, healthy crowns when planted last winter. A 
few of the plants are not affected, hut have large, healthv 
leaves, though somewhat devoured by slugs. Should I 
destroy this plantation and begin aga'in, or is there an¬ 
other remedy ?—F. T. Luna 

[It is very evident that your Seakale is 
seriously affected and injured by a fungus, the 
name of which can only be determined by a 
fungoid expert. Vour best course will he' fo 
remove and destroy ali the leaves as they fall 
off', then to smother the crowns and soil about 
them thickly with freshly slacked lime. Then, 
after Christmas, cover up the crowns with 
pots, heaps of ashes, or porous soil, in which 
the new- growths from the crow ns can blanch. 
When these heads are cuf lift the roots, destroy 
them, and crop the ground with something elso 
not of the Cabbage family : Potatoes, perhaps, 
would be best. Purchase from some nursery¬ 
man small crown carrying roots, or else root cut¬ 
tings, .» inches long. It the former, however, 
cut the crowns off or otherw ise they will bolt 
to flower. Plant these or the cuttings with a 
dibber on trenched and well manured ground, 
in rows 2t( inches apart. These should then 
give you a fine lot of Seakale crowns to lift 
and blanch in a collar, or to leave in the soil 
and be blanched by covering up. | 

Manuring garden.—As a constant reader and suit- 
scriher to Garuknivii, | should be much obliged if \ou 
would kindly advise me as tothebest manure for autumnal 
dressing of my vegetable garden i M v garden is, roughlv 
speaking, about 4» yards by 25 vanls, very rich soil 
—regular red Devonshire soil. It faces due south, and, 
being on aslope, is well il rained. Last tear I dressed it 
"•Hi form,arU-nuuiure, cow and pig. ond tne results with 
vegetables hat e lieen excellent, except in the case of 
Potatoes. We had very little disease, but the crop was 
ight. My gardener says tve must have something to 

lighten the soil this year, instead of putting in more farm¬ 
yard-manure, and 1 should Is- much obliged if you would 
advise me as to how to dress it ? My gardener recommends 
rotten tan. but, after what t have read in hack numbers of 
G tRUKNlNd, I fancy tan has no manuring property at all. 
I should say that the garden, which 1 took over last 
September year, has never had any dressing on it but 
farmyard-manure, soperhapssomo kind of artificial manure 
(if such exists), that would both lighten the soil and manure 
the ground, woul 1 lie worth trying. I cannot afford to 
run to any great expense.—Devonian. 

[It is evident, seeing that your old garden 
lias been for so many years dressed with 
animal manure,thata„changetosomeof ad i verse 
nature w ould >>e desirable. The soil should he 
full of humus, and a heavy dressing of lime 
and soot, half a bushel each per rod. would do 
great good. If applied, get it dug in during 
the winter, or you can purchase from some 
dealer in artificial manures si:;- 'phosphate 
(bone-flour) and potash (Kainit), cqmd qnnni 
tics, and enough to give a dressing combined 
of (i Oin0<inaidf,rgetting it put in if it has been 

jrpshed jatvd jnjiK^jcand-jdug in during 
intbix 1 Ths-smi-, j?o'»loubt, contains 

fPurc,,ftse fish 
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guano, excellent manure in dry form, and give 
that at the rate of 7 lb. per rod. Either of 
these things, ami all are cheap and portable, 
should form capital manure dressings for next 
season’s crops.] 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

SNOWY MESPILUS (AMELANCHIER). 

When clothed in a mantle of snow-white 
bloom in early April, this forms a beautiful 
picture in the spring garden. There are 
two kinds of Snowy Mespilus—the American 
A. canadensis (here figured), and the European 
A. vulgaris—while the many varieties one sees 
in garden? may be classed under either of 
these two. They are all medium-sized trees. 
The European form is a delightful tree, never 
failing to produce a mass of bloom, and lasting 
a loog time in beauty. Of A oann/lensis there 
are several varieties, including Botryapium, 

Roses there is for tlie garden a goodly number 
of fine things whose autumn display of fruits is 
very striking. The Japan Rose, with its great 
Apple-like fruits, is in the zenith of its lieauty 
in autumn, and nothing could be finer than the 
scarlet fruits in clusters among the rich yellow- 
leave i. The Water Elder everywhere on the 
margins of our Sussex woods is borne down 
with the weight of its profuse clusters of coral 
berries, and proves that we lose something in 
neglecting it and giving preference to an 
abnormal form that has no interest whatever 
beyond the week or two it remains in bloom. 
Cotoneasters are at their best in autumn, and 
there is variety among them, too, with raicro- 
phylla for clothing banks and rocks ; Simoni to 
associate with other shrubs, its long wands 
covered with berries, and the tree like frigida 
and afiinis, which have their berries in great 
flat clusters at the ends of the shoots. Hollie3 
and Hawthorns are hosts in themselves for 

The Sr.owy Mespilus (Amelanchier canadensis) in an Essex garden. 

Self-cllnglng plant Tor wall.-ilea* ttnmra* 
name ofaself-dinging plant that keeps tidj the year toaai. 
of rapid growth, for a wall .1 feet (5 inches hi|<h, and 3 yu* 
long, facing the east, in my front garden? I am not pu 
ticular whether it flowers or not, so long as it appear 
nice and tidy the year round. The principal object is u, 
cover the wall, which is very conspicuous. State tim- ui 
plant, etc.—I. Hu,ton. 

[The best thing you can plant on suck a wall 
is Ampelonsis Veitchi (Vitis inconstansi,which 
clings to the wall without any nailing. It b 
deciduous. Plant at once, giving it somegwi 

it ha has plenty of soil to start in, and see that 
water during the summer.] 

Leycesteria formosa. -At the present 
time this is one of the most noteworthy shrubs 
i n bloom. The secret of success lies in its 
having free exposure, so that the wood be¬ 
comes fully ripened. It is not particular as lo 
the kind of soil it will thrive in, as I hate 
several specimens growing in nothing better 
than solid clay intermixed with stones. Tin 
long bunches of purple or claret-coloured 
berries which follow quickly on the flower.c; 
really enhance its beauty. 1 have scores of 

plants springing up in various positions, ud 
which must owe their origin to the deposit 
from birds, which later on become very partial 
to the berries. It 13 recommendei as a capita! 
covert plant on account of the berries, of which 
pheasants are extremely fond.—Y. 

The Water Elder in fruit.— Fromm.1- 
summer to mid-winter this shrub is delight/ei 
It is possible to see its relationship wililk 
Snow ball-tree of our gardens when it is ia 
flower, but all through the latter part oi the 
summer, and, in fact, right into the winter, a 
a berry-bearing shrub itlias few equals, and all 
who see it are struck with its beauty ad 
astonished when informed that it is a mike 
shrub. Bushes by the waterside, as well ss 
those in the woods, are laden with clusters oi 
rich red berries. It richly deserves bringiogto 
the front. Although tolerably common in 
woods in some districts, this does not minimi* 
its value. In any case, most of those whose 
it laden with berries by the side of 
resolve to obtain and plant it iu Llieii garfc- 
This is the best possible testimony of its beat) 
and worth. 

florida, ovalifolia, sanguinea, and otlier3, 
though how far these are distinct is doubtful. 

The Snowy Mespilus grows freely in any 
soil, but dislikes exposure, especially to east 
winds, when flowering. 

WATERING, 

small garden in which 

AUTUMN BERRIES. 

The autumn berries and fruits of many plants 
are so brilliant and beautiful, offering such 
rich opportunities for special and seasonable 
effects, that one wonders more attention is not 
given them, and good things boldly planted 
for the development and enjoyment of this 
feature. Special prominence should be given 
to those things that are full of variety 
and seasonable changes in preference to the 
broad expanse of common Box and Laurel or 
the muddle:!, tangled masses that pass as 
ornamental shrubberies in public and private 
parks and gardens. 

The Sweet Brier has several aspects of 
beauty—the budding of the leaves, the delicai 
beauty of the flowers, andthej tho^aiter 
of its heps in aStiiifjl^9-Jii-OY,hV,nTgi4t Ji d 
charm of all, for they usuallyliang on 

autumn and winter effects, and few things are 
more brilliant in the sun on an October day 
than the Spindle tree laden with pendulous 
fruits. From the wild Roses that are happy 
in heavy clay to the Pernettyas, rambling 
shrubs much varied in colour of fruit and lovers 
of peat and sand, there are berry-bearing 
shrubs for all situations, and an abundance of 
them to enable the planter to use them in a 
bold, free wav. 

I have a small garden in which 1 more 
especially delight to grow a few standard Ro-e- 
and clumps of Sweet l’eas, but 1 am a bos; 
man, and, when a long spell of hot, dry westhc 
comes, my brief leisure time is more than fully 
occupied in watering. Early in the spring - 
this year I picked up in the local market !>» a 
few shillings a small, second-hand gaoler, 
engine, and I was delighted one day, when t 
end of the hose-pipe fell to the ground, ir 
notice that it almost immediately acted ss ‘ 
syphon. This happened during the few w- 
lays we had early in the summer, and m; 
Roses were beginning to look a little unhappy 
so I promptly filled the engine and wheeleij 
close to a Rose-tree, laid the nozzle of the.nes 
at the root, and went in to breakfast. Betorei 
left home for my office the engine was empty' 
the water had gone straight down to the root- 
without disturbing the soil at all, and the p&W 
of wetted surface wus not larger than thecrorn 

of a hat. I had time to refill the engine, t«- 
it to another Rose-tree, and again leave 1; 
with the same result. This meant half ■*"i™;; 
or more Roses and dumps of Sweet Peas ’ffl 
watered each day, in addition to the ordinary 
work with the water can, and I was thorough 
pleased with my discovery. Perhaps some 
your many readers, who appreciate the «' 

hen time is limited) of water. * 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Magnolia conspicua for walls.— 
Recently, when at Hack wood Park, near 
Basingstoke, I was impressed with the value of 
this for a wall. In the kitchen garden there is 
a magnificent specimen against a wall facing 
east. It is li> yards long and about 12 feet 
high, and growing above the wall. So well 
clothed is this wall that no portion of it can b 
seen. I have never seen it in more vigorou * 
condition. In large gardens many walls may 

culty (when iiiud is — . ,., 
effectually, and without making an anagm* 
mess of the ground, may be able to make - 
of this hint, and, if they can and do, l am<] • 

sure they will not regret it. i3'R 

Ajp used for growing the fine tre9s andQfli@iljS|IGS®dii an opportunity of getting cu jfl 

xu™ to on 
“ IRRAMA-fHAMPAinM 

Tufted Pansies.—Many pwpic 
that these cannot be propagated after » 
the middle of October. As a matter oi w • 

the best cuttings are often produced long j 
this time, and up to the end ol the J • 
have struck them in cold frames in son 
loam, or in the border, where some h _ j 
tection could be given them in baa « 
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PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

THE VIOLET. 
Not in the rich sanlit pastures, the home of 
the Daisy and Buttercup, do we find the Violet, 
but rather on some sheltered bank, nestling in 
leafy copse, or else reposing at the foot of some 
protecting monarch of the wood. A marked 
preference for moderation oi temperature and 
other conditions is shown by the Violet in its 
native state, and for this reason the orchard is 
often a most suitable place for the cultivation 
of this flower, affording as it does protection 
both from the severities of a hard winter or the 
scorching sun of a hot summer, yet permitting 
welcome rays of sunshine to filter through the 
leafless branches of the trees. Coming to a 
choice of 

Kinds, the somewhat limited range of colour 
once obtainable in the Violet has of late years 

is the old favourite Czar, perhaps the hardiest 
of all Violets, but Luxonno, a handsome variety 
of large size, aud having somewhat pointed 
petals, is an advance in this direction, and, 
with Wellsiana, ought to be given a place in 
every garden. One or two more varieties 
amongst the new sorts may be mentioned. In 
St. Helena we have a variety producing blooms 
of a delicate but somewhat undecided light 
blue tint. California, a well known variety, 
introduced from America some ten or twelve 
years ago, certainly marked an advance on the 
Violets of previous times, but in point of quality 
and quantity of blooms it cannot be compared 
to V. Princess of Wales, which may be con 
sidered as a standard of its type. In the 

Cl'I.Tl n ation of tho Violet, yearly and early 
division of the plants is imi>ortant, even 
though one may reluctantly have to sacrifice a 
few of tho later blooms. To allow plants to 
liecome crowded and weakened bv the rapidly 
growing foliage of spring, or to defer planting 
until too late for the young rootlets to become 

maintaining the foliage in a healthy state. 
If uatural shelter should be absent, anj 

trouble spent in slnuling the plants during hot 

weather with Laurel or other branches will bo 
well repaid. Frequent, weeding and light sur¬ 

face working of the soil are essential, the latter 

promoting a healthy growth and checking too 
rapid evaporation in times of drought. Avoid 

by all means the error—a not uncommon one— 

of those would-be cultivators whose idea of 
irrowing the Violet is to plant it and “ leave it 

alone.” Henkv T. Hrrro.N, F.R.H S. 

Donugluulee, Co. Dorni. 

FLOWERS IN SWITZERLAND IN JUNE. 
I * n t oRTVN atki.v, T am not a botanist, only a 

flower lover, and I shall describe, as well as I 

can, the flowers that pleased me most, in the 
hope of interesting others like myself. 

Very early in the morning near Pontarlier I 
looked out and saw quantities of white Nar 
cissi, the tirst I had seen growing wUd, look- 

Violet Princess oi Wales. From a photograph by Miss Chichester, Arlington Court, Barnstaple. 

greatly extended, and while I still prefer properly established before dry weather sets 
tho deeD rich tint of La France, or the lighter in, is to court, disaster. Tho soil, too, demands 

r • « -<■ r. -- -r -*•*■«»:— ft.:. ,.i—i,r i.„ n™., an(] well- 

been 

attention. This should be deep 
drained, and while avoiding over-riclmess the 
ground must have an ample store of humus, 
supplied preferably by a generous admixture 
of leaf-mould rather than by any stimulating 
manure, the effect of which induces a soft ana 
too rapid growth of foliage, often resulting in 

point of size this variety"cannot be compared unripened crowns carrying but few or poor 
to Victoria Regina or the kinds already men- blooms, besides leaving the plant weak and 

and more transparent shade of Princess of 
Wales, yet for those who desire a greater 
variety of colour there is ample choice. 
Amiral Avellan, the claret-purple blooms of 
which, gradually increasing in their ruddy 
tinge as”the season udvances, brings to mind 
Milton's term of “the glowing Violet." T~ In 

noned, but nevertheless a place should be susceptible to various diseases and attacks of 
given it wherever Violets are grown. Besides 
being prolific and hardy, and probably one of 

insects. In heavy or retentive soils a liberal 
addition of sand is often advisable or even 

the older V. odorata in its irregularity of shape 
rather than the more evenly formed blooms of 
recent introduction, some of which seem to 
vie with the Pansy in roundness of outline. 
Anent this latter point, I have gathered, from 
well-grown outdoor plants of Princess of Wales, 
blooms, which, when pressed down on a florin, 
were sufficiently large to completely cover it. 
One of the earliest still to flower in the autumn 

equals well-decayed leaf-mould—but, in the 
event of this being scarce, spent hot-beds may 
advantageously be utilised as a substitute 
for the latter, or to augment deficiencies. 
A natural shelter for Violets is a hedgerow, 
somewhat bare near the ground, in which the 
plants get currents of air, which are beneficial 
m keeping down attacks of red spider and 

Digitized by 

autumn in keeping 

Google 

ing lovely in the dewy (Irass, with a back¬ 
ground of Pine-trees. Nearing Lausanne tho 
meadows seemed ready to bo cut for hay, and 
were full of flowers. I remarked especially a 
very showy purple-blue flower, with spikes 
about a foot or more in height, and a beautiful 
large yellow Dais}- growing singly. The 
purple blue flower was ubiquitous in the low¬ 
lands and semi-highlands of the Rhone \ alley, 
Val d'lliez, Zermatt Valley, etc., and I noticed 
it also coining back through France. It had a 
square stalk, and was evidently a Salvia. 

I never saw the big yellow Daisy except from 
the train, so could not find out what it was, as 
I could not see its leaves. The most con¬ 
spicuous flower besides the Salvia and the 
yellow Daisy was a beautiful rosy-pink, spiked 
Vetch, which was very abundant iu the low¬ 
land meadows. It was very hot on June 5th 
at Ouchy. All the Roses, and many trees and 
shrubs that one only sees iu the south of 
Euglaud, such as Paulownias. Rom> Acacias, 
etc., were in full bloom. Along the margin of 
the lake on the esplanade I admired the groups 
of flowering shrubs and dark-leave-1 Filberts, 

Original from 

UNIVFRSITY OF II I INOIS AT 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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Prunus, etc. There were some beautiful and 
uncommon Spineas and Weigelas. We went 
to Bouveret next day, on our way to Champery. 
The villages by the lake were bowers of (lowers, 
the houses covered with Hoses, anil the quays 
shaded by flowering trees. Above Montrcux, 
and towards the Kochers de Nave, the hills 
seemed as if covered with hoar frost in places. 
With the glass I could see that they were 
patches of the white Narcissus. I heard after¬ 
wards that the Feast of the Narcissus was held 
about a month later than usual this year. At 
the usual time there was no sign of the flowers. 
Waiting at Bouveret for the train, I had a 
good opportunity of examining the purple 
Salvia, which was very line there. I drove 
front Monterey to Champery, through the beau¬ 
tiful Val d iliez, rising'all the time. As 
soon ns 1 got above the vineyards the 
fields and banks were covered with the flowers. 
A large purple Geranium grew among the 
Grass all through the valley, contrasting with 
a creamy-white umbelliferous plant that was in 
such profusion that it looked like foam among 
the green (irass. The hay must have more 
flowers than Crass in it. There were several 
sorts of Campanula in it (l recognised C. 
glomerata and C. rhomhoidalis); blue round 
headed Phyteumns, a greenish-white sort; 
Astrantias, pink and white ; a very fine purple 
Orchis, creamy-white Habenarias, dark wine 
red Columbines, tall, featherv mauve Plantains, 
large blue Mountain Cornflowers, the before- 
mentioned rose-coloured Vetch, and a very 
protty rosy pink umbelliferous plant, besides 
many others. On the damp, rocky banks 
Spirica Aruncus was in bud, and the two- 
tlowered alpine Honeysuckle. At Champery 
the valley is rather narrow and shut in by the 
Dent du Midi and other high mountains. 
Down by the river, the Vi-'-ze, the Ferns are 
wonderful. I was told thnt in one 
place 1T> species can lie found in .'id yards. 
Under the trees and in the open glades by the 
river, Trollius europauis was very tine, also the 
purple Tooth wort (Dentaria digitata) and its 
whtte form, Dentaria pinuata, handsome 
plants, something like Honesty, but witli 
prettier leaves. The meadows were full of the 
leaves and seed-vessels of Colchioum autum- 
nale; these were abundant wherever I went, 
except in very high places, and must 1)8 a 
wonderful sight when in (lower. I found 
Asarum europi um growing round damp rocks 
in the woods with its insignificant brown 
flowers. The ground was e irpeted with Wood 
Anemones dying down. A nat ive told me they 
were blue ones, but they looked like our 
familiar white ones. The little yellow Viola 
biflora was very common everywhere. The 
red-berried Elder (Sambucus racemosus), which 
was in flower wherever I went, is very beau- 
tiful in the autumn. The weather was wet and 
disappointing while I was at Champery, so 1 
did not walk far enough to get St. Bruno's 
Lilies, Lilies of the Valley, and alpine Hoses, 
though they were found by otheis. There 
were very fine clumps of the yellow Gentian 
and Veratrum album coming up in the fields. 
Our common English Daisy was not to he 
found, though Buttercups of many sorts were 
abundant, including Ranunculus aconitifolius. 
There was a larger Daisy on a long, slender 
stalk in damp places, called Bellldiastrum 
Michelii. 

On the 14th of June I left Champery, and 
went to the RLffel Alp. The vegetation was 
not nearly so forward in the Zermatt Valley as 
in the Val d'lliez. Going up in the funicular 
railway to the Rill’el Alp l was delighted to find 
Anemone sulphurea in the Fine wood. Directly 
I arrived I went down into the wood and found 
it carpeted in places with Anemone vernalis, 
with large, drooping, downy buds of many 
colours, varying from coppery-rose to purple 
and white ; and here and there, under a shrub, 
one fully open, a lovely white star, witli centre 
of golden stamens. Of all the lovely flowers 1 
saw, these pleased me most, and they were 
everywhere—out on the bare mountain sides 
as well as under the trees, varying in size and 
colour according to their position. The flowers 
of Anemone sulphurea were not fine ; I lutve 
found them in other parts of Switzerland quite 
double the size. Round the Hotel Riffel Alp 
the snow had melted, though there was plenty 
even lower down. The Grass ^as’wlnte wi ' 
Crocuses and il fe94PPuLs-^t| ^G 

like leaves, probably Ranunculus pyren.eus, 
with here and there patches of large purple 
Violas and tiny Soldanellas. Next morning I 
went up by the railway (the highest in Europe) 
through deep snow cuttings to the Gorner 
Grat. 1 waded from the station to the top, 
through a narrow, winding cutting in the 
snow, the sun blazing overhead. Between the 
restaurant and the railway station was a little 
patch of lmrc rock where the snow had lately 
melted, and on it I found several tiny plants. A 
beautiful wine purple flower was out on a sort 
of grey Moss : in some of the crevices I found 
it many times afterwards in different places, 
sometimes pale pink, sometimes deep purple. 
The flowers seemed very large for the size of the 
plant. It was Saxifraga oppositifolia. Upon 
the mountain behind Riffel Alp all sorts of 
delightful little plants grew. I found fresh 
onc-i in flower on each sunny day. There were 
Gentians, large and small, Gentians acaulis 
mid Gentians vernalis (the latter such n lovely 
sky blue), Anemone vernalis, AnemoneHalleri, 
Androsacc carnea, Androsace obtusifolia, An 
if rosace Vituliana, with flowers like tiny golden 
Primulas, and many sorts of Sedums already 
pointing up for flowering, from a large brown- 
tipped one, I ke our English Houseleek, to the 
tiny cobweb Semjiervivum arnchnoideum. In 
damp places the ground was pink with Primula 
farinosa, with here and there a white one. 
Two Geums—Geum montanum and a smaller 
one—grew on the hillside, and Draba ai/.oides 
made it yellow in many places, and it was 
about everywhere. Daphne Mi/.ereum grew in 
hollows among broken rocks. 

One dnv I walked to tho Schwartz See—a 
good climb down and up again from the Riffel 
Alp, as it is on the flank of the Matterhorn. 
Tho valley between was blue with Forget mo- 
nots and yellow with Globe-flowers. A little 
higher up, the rocks and hanks were gay with 
Cheirantlius alpinus and with purple alpine 
Asters, very deep ill colour. I also found 
Biscutellu and many other flowers. In the 
shady cracks of Mossy rocks there were colonies 
of rosy-mauve Primula vi.scorn and of a small 
white Iberis. Higher again, tho guide showed 
me some plants of Edclwoiss, but it was not in 
flower. In a few places I found Lloydia 
serotina, but it was not common. There were 
very deep blue Veronicas in the valley, and tine 
blue Globularias. In the Pine-woods there was 
thick undergrowth of tho alpine “Rose’’ 
I PJiododendron ferrugineum), not yet in bloom, 
and Bearherry, with white and rosy-pink 
Arbutus like flowers. Hanging over n damp 
rock on the hillside was a sheet of Dryas oeto- 
[ictala in full bloom, almost a yard in length. 

During the nine days 1 was at the (titl'd 
Alp the flowers came out very quickly, and 
before 1 left the ground was blue with 
Gentians in places, and there were quantities 
of the sweot-scented purple Violas. A tiny 
Azalea (A. procumbens), with pink flowers, 
covered the stony ground in patches on the 
mountain-side. 

Down at Zermatt an interesting alpine 
garden is being made. It is already full of 
alpine plants, but very few were then in bloom. 
Tho most striking was Atragene alpina, with 
its gracoful wreaths of purple or palest pinky- 
ort*am Clematis llowers. There was a lovely 

mauve Androsace, hut I found it was a 
Himalayan species. 

When I left on June 23rd, going from 
Zermatt to Visp, the meadows were nearly as 
flowery as those at Champery had been. In 
places there were quantities of a bright 
magenta Labiate, and the Scahiouses were 
bright [link instead of mauve. On the grey 
stony banks Saponaria ocymoides grew in rosy 
cushions. Down the Rhone Valley and 
through Switzerland and part of France the 
purple Salvia was as gay as ever ; it evidently 
has a long blooming season. Crossing France, 
the country was not so flowery, except about 
l’ontarlier, where there was still plenty of 
white Narcissi, Globe-flowers, purple Colum¬ 
bines, etc. Between Pontarlier and Paris and 
on to Calais it was very hot, and the great 
stretches of dark red Poppies and blue Corn¬ 
flowers were gorgeous. Where they were 
mixed the result yvas a . wonderful purple 
effect. During the whole journey from Zer¬ 
matt to Calais I only saw two small patches pt 
^meysuekle, perhaps because there ureStf(ft)H- 
jeriges. E. J. L 

HOW NOT TO LEARN GARDENING. 

TO THE EIHTOR OF “ UAKDEMTO lUXSTKATZV 

Sir, In the current number of one oiyos: 
contem|>or:iries there is a review oi a uonk 
called “ Villa (hardens," in which the following 
luminous statement occurs: 

“ I .ess than twelve months ago on taking poneteior, j i 
new house with a piece o( irround of unusuil sia lor, 

suburban v illa I thought it wise to consult some .it 

well-known authors in order to get an idea of whsitois 
for the best. I had heard of hemp s well-known ‘ Ho* w 

Lay Out a Carden,' but, tieing out of print, 1 could w; 

come across a second hand copy. I have several hundi-i 

gardening books in mv library, but in not one cave • 

there such a thing as a design for laying outagirie 

great or small. At this juncture i friend lent nr 
Mr. Robinson's • English Flower Garden.' in which Uw: 

are several plans, but these are mostly of large gardes- 
the country. However, I got from that work a kt 
which helped me considerably in my dilBculty; tilth > 

an expensive hook, and in many ease* would ansvtrrCthi 

or no purpose, especially in small gardens of Iron 5ft jt 
to inn teet in length, sueh as the suburhaa mm'Ri 

usually gets allotted to him.'' 
That -a man with a hundred garde 

in his library should not feel eonq 
out a garden is less surprising 
sup|»ositioii that the possession of [_ 
books is in any way related to a caj ^ 
making good use of them. A man witht 
thirst for plans is, to my thinking, in 
way. There are too many garden 
books. Knowledge of plants is theft 
needful to plan gardens large or si 
writer’s naive admission that he 
“The English Flower Garden" a hi 
helped him considerably, shows that I 
scinusly he has a perception of what tis ■ 
learnt from a good gardening hook—asm*, 
the wit to make your own (dans. The intmh 
torv essays of “ The Eugli.sh Flower (T 
must, I imagine, leave most readers wif 
of added power and insight that wo 
satisfied with the slavish imitation of any of 
plans. Small gardens arc easier to make tit 
large ones, and the remedy for the {ixi&i 
monotony of villa gardcus, which the write: 
eomplains of, is not the study of plam$ beti 
better education and tho resultiii 
)>erceptions. The essays in "The 
1‘lower G arden are an education in the 
I doubt if the most diffident “sot r 
amateur " who absorbs them will think bet¬ 
hought his knowledge dearly, and experiax: 
leads me to believe that the many case? ft 
which tho hook “would answer little of 
purpose" will he sought for in vain. ' 

Owner of a Small Oabdkv. 

CARNATIONS FROM CUTTINGS. 

One cannot agree with the views of Mr. 
Groom, at page 349. as to rooting the above fa* 
cuttings, and, in particular, the method** 
forth on the very laudable score of WW 
saving. It is shown in the note referred to that 
three distinct operations are necessary, qsjc 
apart from the very essential one of *’takirs. 
tne cuttings in tho usual way.'- The tire- 
items are “trimming," “splitting the stems 
and “inserting a small stone to keep the c-' 
open." Provided labour saving is really »' 
essential item in the matter, all threearoquit' 
unnecessary : indeed, the last two are notw!. 
very tedious, hut a deliberate waste of tw- 
rathor than that it is advocated as—vt- H 

labour saving method. It were quite easy h> 
make three cuttings to tho ordinary joint 
these three items are being carried out, «'• 
amateurs, equally with professional men, h»v* 
to study time and other things. The on-, 
really quick and certain way of treatingCWittP 
in the open is as follows : From any Targe t« 1 
that contains many growths that could not « 
layered in time, let anyone take and strip - 
from the parent plant, each with a 
attached, as many pieces as are requite1 
Taking the growth in the thumb and 
finger of the right hand, aud giv ing a dig'-' 
yet sharp, downward pull, the piece will come 
away with a perfect heel almost every hw 
Now make a little trench as though setting ft 
Box edging, and so deep as to admit the -'-v 
called cuttings being buried up to the If ”? 
tuft, and insert them without trimming, stem- 
splitting, or stone wedges. A little pure «■>- 
or very sandy soil may be put in each trench* 
option, and may depend on the nature01 h-'_ 
soil. There is, however, no need ‘°r sn 

sJnfdjtMffed bed of soil at all. As the eu.fir-" 

dnuLWfs ftrtrencl1-und while hc,J ,u 

IRRANA-fHAMPAinN 
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isition by the left hand, draw sufficient soil 
f h the right hand to keep them fairly erect, 
d, finally, finish off with the spade while also 
eparing a second trench. A good gentle 
?ad with the foot when the trench is two- 
irds tilled with soil is a necessity. Not only 
th is a quick way, but a way also that ensures 
ttings of the size of layers, and quite large 
ougli for spring planting. By this means 
veral hundred may he inserted in an hour, 
'icreas, by the method Mr. broom suggests, 
would not be possible to take and make one 

pecker. You may wonder, but in the summer (so-called) 
I saw one pecking away vigorously at about -1 a.m., (hough 
I confess I have not seen another since. True, I do not 
often look out as early as (hat, and now it may be that 1 
shall not see the excavator, as the hedgehog is a late 
evening and night feeder. I know 1 have hedgehogs here. 
-C. K. S._ 

I.ILIUM AURATUM AT KEW. 

In some few instances known to us there are 
permanent clumps of this Lily growing and 
flowering well ench year. Some of these occur 
at Kcw, where this fine Lily does well planted 

Golden-rayed Lily grown properly among peat-loving shrubs. Kcw, autemn, 1002. 

‘undred cuttings. Again, Mr. broom has only 
coted cuttings in the end in any case, while 
he pieces 1 have referred possess all the hulk 
if layers. Most of the ordinary border kinds 
oot well in this way, as also the Malmaison 
'€i'tion, when good open air material is avail- 
d>le. There is nothing new in the method -in 
act, the idea is an old one. E. Jenkins. 

Hampton /Jill. 

Holes in lawn.—I am glad to note “ Inglenook’s > 
^creation u to these being the work of a hedgehog. [ 
iu; He so. I have found several, morpjng‘aft<(r (rjirgnin| 
o'some time, and have attributed thenrto a green ' 

in the l els among the Rhododendrons. This 
is the ideal iiome for this Lily, and though it 
cannot he said the conditions are absolutely 
essential to success, yet so much greater 
is the success attained when thus associated 
with shrubs and the companionship of 
roots below ground, that it is the method 
followed by those who desire to succeed 
with it. Thus it is we see each year a 
goodly supply of this Lily in the Rhododen¬ 
dron-beds on the lawn at Kew. Fresh 
dantations are made from time to time, 

p er a good display is maintain 
rower>3if*-CTme. Some of the advnnts 

of shrubs are suitability of soil, freedom from 
stagnant moisture, protection to the young 
shoots in spring from frost, and, not least, the 
protection which is afforded the stem-roots of 
the Lily from the heat of the sun in summer. 
From the cultural side these are most 
important, and, being afforded by the planting 
of the two things in one bed, are not merely 
good from the standpoint of artistic gardening, 
hut equally so economically. 

In the planting of this Lily it is well to 
avoid manure of any kind below the bulbs ; 
indeeel, it is not wanted where a good depth of 
suitable soil is present, and such soils as go to 
make a good Rhododendron-bed are the most 
suitable for the Lily in question. Where no 
such bed is at hand, a peat and loam mixture, 
with much sand, is excellent, or a very sandy 
loam is equally so. Where close soils obtain, 
it is well to remove a portion and replace it 
with material of greater porosity. In this way, 
and by covering the soil almost wholly with 
sand, good drainage is maintained about the 
bulbs. This is perhaps as far as the cultivator 
can go—at least, until some method can be 
devised for shipment that will dispense with 
the wholesale root mutilation now practised. 

There are several forms of this Lily that in 
noble appearance, in massiveness of their 
flowers, and in purity in some instances quite 
surpass the typical kind. These are known by 
the following distinctive names : Platypbj Hum, 
with very large and massive flowers, perhaps 
the noblest form of all; rubro-vittatnm, the 
red-banded Lily, very striking; and those 
chaste and beautiful white forms known as 
virginale and Wittei, the former of which is 
generally regarded as the white form of 
platyphyllum. All are beautiful and fragrant, 
and well worth the attention of the gardener. 
Dry bulbs may be planted at any time until 
March, or even later than this, and, if only to 
assist the great mass of stem-roots that are 
produced, it is well to see that the bulbs are 
set nearly or quite 0 inches deep. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Tropteolum canarlense sporting.—I am send¬ 

ing you a flower to ask your opinion. 1 have grown T. 
ranarienec for over 20 rears, and it is the first time I have 
seen the flower change to something like a Hop. 1 aUo 
enclose you a piece of Canary Creeper rained from same 
seed and at the same time. You will see the ?<ed on (he 
Hop-like plant is quite different from the original.—Jessir, 
Rowlands. 

IA very curious and interesting malformation, and one 
which you should endeavour to perpetuale. 1 

Petunias.—I shall he much obliged if you will give me 
the lieneflt of your advice on the following : Ho Petunias 
usually flower well in a loose, sandy soil? I have hail 
several planted in my garden, and those in good, light 
loam are about three times the size, hut few blooms, of 
those in the sandy soil, which are full of bloom. If sandy 
sail is the best, would you enrich it or leave it rather poor'! 
I have a quantiiv of manure offered me which is mixed 
with sawdust. l)oyou think it advisable to use this as a 
general fertiliser Y— M. A. F. 

[The spots chosen for Petunias should lie 
open and sunny and the soil deep and rich, for 
in low, damp situations they mildew and 
canker as soon as the first cold nights of 
autumn set in. They produce a charming 
effect in masses, and are well suited for large 
vases or baskets of mixed plants. We would 
not advise you to use such manure, as it will 
cause fungus. J 

Planting borders.—1 have a border facing south 
which is fully exposed to the sun and well sheltered from 
north and e; St winds: there is a hedge at the back of it 
The gardener describes the soil ns " gravelly peaty." Are 
there any Rcse-trie* that would do there (long-flowering 
ones preferred)? If Roses would not do- there, could you 
kindly tell me of one or two perennials or annuals I hot 
would perhaps do ? 2, There is a v< rv clay <y damp border, 
facing west, in an angle of the house. The border is up 
against the house and sheltered from the north wind; 
parts of it are exposed to the sun for a few hours every¬ 
day. Would Irises do there (—Sybil R Bernard. 

[We do not think that Roses will do much 
good in the soil described as “ gravelly peaty," 
but such hardy things as Coreopsis, Oaillurdiu, 
English and Spanish bulbous Irises, Alstrie- 
meritis, Crown Imperials, Heleniums, Harpn- 
liums. Day Lilies, Pyrethrums, Lilium umbel- 
latuin, L. croeenm, L. tigrinum, Galtonia 
candicans, Michaelmas Daisies, Tritomas, and 
such plants would do quite well. In the damp 
and clayey border many things would do. and 
also Irises of the Flag section. I. Kampferi 
shouldfiMi chiefly Selected. Of the former you 
should keep to the strong growere, like pallida, 

If 
to the strong growers, like pallida, 
n^a| 3f^ene, Chclles, 
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Dr. Bernice, Wme. Chereau, Mrs. (’has. Dar¬ 
win, while strong seedling clumps of the other 
group will he host. You could also plant I. 
sibirica orientalis, a very fine plant nearly 
4 feet high, and graceful witliaL If you wish 
for other good plants, you should try the 
herbaceous l’hloxes in variety, Spinea Aruncus, 
S. venusta, Narcissus poetieus fi.-pl., Lenten 
and Christinas Roses, and the like. There are 
many other things that could be named, but 
the above massed together would make a fine 
show. Indeed, the three sets of Irises would 
form a very satisfying group, and where 
irregular groups are valued these should be 
favoured: indeed, the foliage is handsome at 
anj' time. If you plant you should think 
about it soon, as we by no means favour plant¬ 
ing Iris Ka-mpferi, for example, in mid¬ 
winter.] 

Lilium auratum failing < F. J/J.— 
No Lily vet known to cultivators bus so long 
remained a universal favourite as this. Rut 
with nil its lieauty, its noble appearanee and 
unequalled fragrance, it disappoints quite a 
large number of those who plant it year by 
year. Like many other good Lilies this comes 
to us from Ja|NUi each year, for the simple 
reason that wo cannot grow it in this country. 
This may or may not he the fault of the 
British, though in my own mind I am fully 
persuaded that the ingenuity of the Japanese 
would also he taxed to the utmost were they 
to try and cultivate successfully with what 
little of life there is remaining in the bulbs of 
Lilium auratum as they reacli this country. 
Externally there is an amount of apparent 
soundness in the fairly hard dry bulbs, and 
we obtain a fresh supply in the full hope of 
success. The more notable successes, however, 
only carry one to the flowering stage of this 
tine Lily, and if for our outlay and trouble we 
obtain one good flowering we must be fully 
satisfied. Large numbers of the failures are 
attributed each year to soil, insutlieient drain¬ 
age, fungus through starting the bulbs in 
Oocoa-libre, and other causes, but these are 
more or less imaginary, and all ace beside 
the mark. The clnet cause ot the loss oi 
hundreds of thousands of bulks each year is 
the direct outcome of a barbarous method of 
dealing with the bulbs in their native home 
prior to preparing them for shipment to this 
country, and consists in the first place in the 
bulbs lieing denuded of all their roots. As 
tin’s Ljl.v produces but the one set of roots 
below the bulb, the hull) is thrown upon its 
own resources for its subsequent growth 
and flowering, and virtually exhausts itself 
in doing so. It is in these circumstances 
therefore that those who wish to succeed must 
obtain fresh supplies of the bulbs eacli year, 
and fortunately for the vast throng who 
admire this kind the price is not at all High. 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

SPRING-FLOWERING BULBS IN POTS. 

A cheat point in the pot culture of Hyacinths 
and other bulbs is often overlooked—namely, 
a good supply of roots before placing them in 
a forcing-house, or otherwise putting them 
under glass to flower. To cnjure success this 
is absolutely necessary. We often hear those 
who soil the bulbs blamed when really the 
grower is at fault. We have noticed persons 
potting up Hyacinths and Tulips and at once 
standing the same in a forcing pit, with the 
result that they either rotted or refused to 
flower. It is necessary that the bulbs named, 
with Narcissi, which are not the least impor¬ 
tant among spring-flowering subjects, should 
be potted without delay, and a lengthy season 
be thereby given to become well rooted previous 
to coming into bloom. 

Soil.—Hyacinths, etc., like a rich, open 
compost. Use a mixture of one bushel of loam, 
half a bushel of well-rotted cow manure, and a 
like quantity of road sweepings, to which last 
bulbous plants are very partial. A a inch 
potful of soot may be added to the above 
quantity of soil with capital effect. The soil, 
if at all inclined to be pasty, may be turned in 
the sun to dry, and if very dry, water should be 
sprinkled on it whilst being mixed. 

Pottixo.—The size of pot used for one 
Hyacinth bulb is the jiopular tA-k^ch or .Vinci 
This is not. ordy n. ootivonionjf mz.«r\v-i r ~u 

Digitized 

large enough for exhibition. Three Hyacinths 
placed in an S-inch pot answer well for con¬ 
servatory decoration. Tulips for exhibition 
are generally grown three bulbs in a pot. For 
the dccoratiou of vases in rooms three or four 
bulbs are often placed in the smaller 4-inch pot 
because of its convenience. In the case of 
Narcissi the bulbs are put into the pots as 
thickly as possible. Sometimes throe bulbs of 
the Polyanthus kinds are sufficiently large to 
fill one 6 inches in diameter. When potting 
use one good crock over the hole and then a 
portion oi the rough part of the compost, and 
fill the pot so that about half of the bulb is on 
the surface. Do not fill the pot with soil and 
then push the bulbs into it, but make a hole to 
receive the same with the lingers, and press the 
soil firmly around it. If the former he done 
the compost is too firm, and when roots are 
made they sometimes push the bulb out of 
place, when injury to it becomes easy. After 
potting stand them on a firm bottom in frames, 
so that the lights may he readily put on in the 
case of continued wet weather, when there is a 
likelihood of the soil getting soddened. It is n 
good plan to invert a small pot over the luilb 
of each Hyacinth. This will keep the bloom- 
spike clean and often prevent its rotting, but 
with Tulips and Narcissi such a precaution is 
not necessary, as those are not so ready to show 
bloom before leaves. Cover the whole with 
about 4 inches of Cocoa-nut-fibre or sand. I >o 
not on any account use ashes. Sulphurous 
matter resting in these may be the cause of 
utter failure. The bulbs should remain in the 
dark until the end of the year. This does not, 
of course, apply to the early Roman among 
Hyacinths, the Paper-white among Narcissi, 
or Tulip Due Van Thol of that ilk, which may 
be had in flower before that time, but to tho 
general list of varieties, which are much better 
if not forced into bloom by the aid of fire-beat. 
In January take the (tots from their covering 
and put them into other cool-frames, but inure 
them to the light and air in a gradual manner, 
and in the meantime carefully protect them 
from frost. When the young growths arc well 
used to these, the [tots may be stood on green¬ 
house shelves as near as [(ossible to the glass, 
where abundance of air may reach them and 
where the temperature is kept to between 
4d degs. and do degs. In this position the 
leaves will lie sturdy. Water may now lie fiven if the soil is at all dry: lint although 
[yacinths, for instance, develop in water 

alone, it must lie sparingly given when tho 
roots are in soil and there is little top growth. 
As the growth develops there will he greater 
calls for moisture, and when the blooms show, 
it is not an easy matter to over water Tulips 
or Narcissi. From the time the flowers show 
colour give tho plants manure water. If 
treated as advised, there will be abundance of 
roots, and they will be in a condition to 
ros|>ond to feodiug. Sulphate of ammonia, 
used at the rate of an ounco to .‘1 gallons of 
water, may be employed with safety, and is a 
first-rate stimulant ; so also is soot -water. 

FORCING HARDY PERENNIALS IN 

POTS. 
Wiiat hardy perennials do you advise storting in heat in 
March, and transferring to a cool-house or frame as soon 
as they are up? The following are some of those I am 
thinking particularly of : Adonis vcmalis, Anchusaitalics, 
Antheniis. Arenari’a, Armerin, Aster (dwarf kinds), 
Atibrielia, Campanula (dwarf), hardy Cyclamen, Del- 
f hi ilium, Krigeron, Erinus, Kreinurus, Cypsophila, lberis, 
ivearvillea, I.inaria. Lobelia, Lychnis, Mimtilue, Monarda, 

I’hlox (subulala species), Polentilla, I'yrethruni. Saxilraga, 
Scabiosa, Set 1 urn. Tlialictruui minim. I am afraid this is 
a very long list, but I wanted to give you a good idea of 
the perennials I am thinking of.—j >evox. 

[Some hardy plants may be forced with 
impunity, while others not only detest arti¬ 
ficial heat in any degree, but even object to 
glass i.e.. cold-house or cold-frame. This 
may seem an exaggeration, but it is not so, and 
the plants make better progress in the open 
air. We do not agree witli your method in 
this matter, simply because the principle is 
wrong. You may start certain plants in a 
cold-house, well ventilated, if you will, and 
introduce them to i nereased warmth at a later 
period, but to start them in heat and put 
them into cool or cold quarters as soon as 
you have in heat excited them into growth 
is wrong If you really want some)[hardy I to-say what is the name from such a specimen 
"Mnnts in advance of outdjjiiL1 ic wav I. It hi^jiibm_b^e|j attacked by tkrip? and rc 

to succeed is to (lot up in autumn, plunge ia 
ashes or in ouen frames in winter, and 
duco to cool-house and heat by easy stages. 
You will note this is the very opposite « 
your plan. Not a few plants are benefitoi 
by being flowered in a cold-house, aodu ib. 
subjects are well established in their powst 
pans, bloom well. In this category we indo-ii 
all the early bulbous Irises—.reticuky, 
Histrio, Heldreichi, persica, Bokeriana, kisto 
oides, Dan ford ia?, etc. Leucojutn venous, 
spring flowering Cyclamens, C. Coani, C. 
Atkinsi, etc. Adonis vernalis, A. amurwes, 
Megasea cordifolia purpurea, M. ciliata, $ia 
fraga Bo\ dii, S. Burseriana and its variety 
S. apiculata, S. oppositifolia in vane!? 
Morisia livpog.ca, together with pansof CLa* 
doxa, Muscari, Snowdrops, and the Hall* 
codiiims, or Hoop Petticoat Narcissus, iroaJf 
form a most interesting array without forcing 
and, therefore, without risk. Then g h|g 
batch for succession may include Antral* 
in variety, Lychnis alpinh, ar.y oi the Primus 
Siolioldi group, also r. rosea, 1’. denticnisis, 
1*. cashmeriana, Uorydalis thalictrifoba, Dui 
ictrum adiantifolium, T. minus, Tiarellsrout 
folia, Iris pumila in variety, I. nuilicaulLy J* 
Doronieums, Ho|>atieas, Gentiana vetua, tui 
fraga Cotyledon, S. longifolia, die dpi 
Phloxes, and Inter on the Coluui1 
and other Irises, Candytuft, Genti 
and many more. All of these, by it 
them successionally into the cold" 
the frame or pit, would keep'up (he 
sion of flowering till there were ji 
in the open. If greater variety' 
some of the more showy Truin[ 
would supply tho want. What yon 
embrace is the naturally early flowers ojspri:.; 
and get these into go«xl tufts in 
as though specially grown for 
And wliat you have to avoid i 
number of late summer floweri 
Monarda, Lychnis, Scabiosa, 
Lobelia, Ancliusa, etc., with 
Delphiniums, Eremuri, 1 'vre thru ins, 
last three of which cannot endure 
tures at all. If you work on these; 
cold-house in spring may lie fall 
treasures, and in early summer r 
more showy subjects. It is a plan, 
lnted to save your beat and.-i 
disappointment into the bargain.] 

NOTES AND RE PEI. 
Begonia Martiana gracilis is a 

kind now in bloom. A fine specimen'' 

unusually handsome. The leaves are of 
silile green, which brings into bold i 
coloured flowers. shading off to white 
the segments. They are about- the size of ft 
borne freely. 

Growing bulbs in a glass bo 
bulls grown in water or damp Mosa. 
lions in Gardknint. o( ' •-tober is, have 
grow, where, should they be kept till they 
what degree pf heat '—O’. 

I When th4 bulbs have well rooted,_ 
sunny window. They ought to have been in Xdirt 

i»rd until they had formed plenty of root*, 

U* 

I tom 

boa 
these they will certainly fail to develop the Hoatri 

Lotus pellorrhynchus.—<’an any of jour rt» 
tell ine how this plant is cultivated, and whether it ‘ • 
annual, biennial, or perennial I have several He* p*5-* 
in pots raised from seed this spring. Theyb»ver.f. « 
flowered, and are now shedding their hair-like Id s 
Ought they to l>e cut lack and kept dry *11 Uf 
under glass, or kept growing V I have seen it w* 
over walls in Teneriffe, where, I suppose, it is left 11 
the winter.—G. 

[This is virtually a greenhouse undor-skrok 
therefore of perennial duration. The |to'1 
should be kept growing steadily all thewin’.c 
Tod it it off after the manner of bulbous tbit? 
would mean to kill it. At the same time» 
certain degree of root dryness iu the 
season has a very sweetening effect upon 5* 
soil, and in turn keeps up a healthy f» 
action. As the plants were only raise',.'j 
spring, little pruning should be required- 
Shorten the longest trails now, and in 
January or later give a little shift to the P>® ■ 
which, with liberal treatment, should ao»i. 
during tho coming year. 

Davallla failing.—I will be much obliged k; 
lation as to the cause of a Hare's-foot lem 

root appears uuile healthy, hot tni 
the enclosed. What is the tot mach¬ 

ination 
much T The 
soon go like the i 
these Ferns'!—Beta 

[The frond you send is evidently that of vf 
of the deciduous Davallias, but it is impoas 1 
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iWer. During the resting period the deciduous 
irsUu should not be allowed to become dry, 
it the soil should be just kept moist. If pot- 
ng is necessary, this should bo done as soon 
the young fronds begin to move, and as the 

owths start see that the plants are kept well 
> to the light. During growth the plants 
ke abundance of water, but as the fronds 
gin to fade then gradually withdraw the 
ater supply. ] 

Growing1 Guernsey Lilies (Nerlnes).—Would 
,ii kindly tell me the name of enclosed flower in your 
»t ixue ? There are six more like it on the umbel, 
deb is oo a stalk about lb inches hitth. I conclude it is 
Jnk Agapanthus. but 1 cannot find mention of one of 
it colour, so should like to know. It is a bulb I got 
ui South Africa more than 2 years ago, and this is the 
■t tin.e it has flowered. It is a lovely colour. I hope it 
y reach you in good condition. The leaves are only 
iches or 5 inches long as yet, and do not seem to have any 
meetion with the flower-stalk. It is in a 48 pot in the I 
■Kibouse. 'What should I do with it when the flower is 1 
ift-K. M. IIawlky. 

[Nerine sarniensis is the name of your plant, 
■e culture is very simple, and the produc- 
m of the gorgeous flowers is certain, pro- 
led the following details be borne in mind. 

often get ruined by being placed under a 
stage when not growing. By the above it 
will be seen that the Nerines have a dry sea¬ 
son of some months. It is important to see the 
flower-spikes before watering, or the leaves will 
start to grow and the spikes will not appear. 
Potting should be done as seldom as possible. 
The Nerines when repotted are generally 
thrown one year out of bloom. They thrive 
for years in the same pot, piling one bulb 
on another, and thus greatly increasing the 
number of spikes to each plant. The best soil 
for them is turfy yellow loam without admix¬ 
ture of any kind ; this, when the plants get 
well rooted into it, will last and keep them 
in good condition for years. ] 

O HRY8ANTHBMUM8. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS OUTDOORS. 
Altiiocgh Chrysanthemums are imported in 
great numbers from the Continent and 
America, in addition to the many seedlings 
raised at home, we do not seem to make 

more vigorous than in the middle of the plant. 
Pieces of roots make nice bushes the first year 
if a little fresh soil is placed about them. The 
ground must, previous to setting these pieces 
out, have been well dug and some rotten 
manure added. Care must be taken that the 
soil is not made too rich or the growth will 
not ripen. To induce a stocky, lirm growth, 
make the soil when planting firm round the 
roots. When planting Chrysanthemums in 
the open avoid an aspect facing either north or 
west, and which is shaded by trees. The best 
position is a border facing south, with on the 
north and east sides shrubs or other protection. 
If the plants are well attended to during the 
summer a plentiful supply of blooms will be 
forthcoming, which, if the weather is at all 
unfavourable, will repay protection from early 
and sudden frosts. 

The variety we figure to-day is, as a rule, in 
bloom in September, and is one of the best 
sorts for outdoor culture. The colour is a 
bright pink-lilac fading with age to almost 
white. It grows, as a rule, about 2 feet high. 
Louis Lemaire, a rosy-bronze sport from this, 
is a fine addition to the early varieties. 
There are now two white forms of the type, 
one called White Grunerwald, a seedling, and 
Parisiana, a sport much more vigorous than 
the parent. Mrs. R. Mollinson is a yellow 
sport, while in Henri Yvon we have a grand 
addition to the set, this being rosy-salmon on 
a yellow ground. T. 

Chrysanthemum Mods. G. Grunerwald. 

'erines are cold greenhouse plants requiring a 
iry atmosphere all the year round. The 
itatment for one year (which should he 
epeated annually) is as follows : The Nerines 
Mgin to flower in the end of August and 
ttotiiiue to bloom throughout the autumn, 
buriog flowering and afterwards throughout 
the winter and spring, the Nerines should be 
freely watered until the leaves by turning 
yellow show that the resting time has arrived. 
Throughout the remainder of the summer, 
while the plants are leafless, not one drop of 
water should be given until the flower-spikes 
appear, or in exceptional cases until the bulb, 
jjy 'ts persisting in pushing up leaves at the 
flowering time, shows that it does not mean 
to bloom, in which case the plant must be 
watered and grown again until the next year. 

the sun, light, and air possible should be 
Itiven to them at all times. During the rest- 
|ng season a shelf in a sunny part of a greeny 
''Ouse or cold-frame where air can bo Ireelfv 
'vltnitted without letting in tbo rrdfiZifiiTtsf heV 
admirably. These, like many other bulbs, 

much headway in raising really hardy outdoor 
garden kinds that will live through the win¬ 
ter for some yeais and make their growth and 
develop a crop of bloom without any protec¬ 
tion. At the present time a good selection of 
varieties that in reasonable seasons will pro¬ 
duce a good crop of blooms can be had, much, 
of course, depending on the weather at the 
time they are at their best. Where there is a 
demand for cut flowers some of the best kinds 
might be planted in quantity in the kitchen 
garden, choosing for them a warm border. 
In out-of-the-way gardens one often finds in 
bloom plants of sorts that are hardly ever 
met with nowadays. Many are Pompons, 
which, owing to their reflexed petals, throw off 
the wet and are thus well adapted for outdoor 
culture. 

CrLTGRE.— Plants which have been growing 
in the same place for years get worn out. 

^uch shouldJje dug up and divided, discard¬ 
ing^^ '•OftfiB/of the roots if plenty of stock is 

jjyiVifcJr®Vi_tbo outer parts of the clutojtU 
where thC^icker like growths are always Tar 

SEASONABLE NOTES. 

The display which the early-flowering kinds 
have made during the past three months is 
coming to a close, yet the freshness of the 
flowers may be preserved to some extent, if 
damaged and spent blossoms lie removed and 
old and useless shoots cut out from the plants. 
This will give the collection a fresher appear¬ 
ance and also encourage the development of 
basal shoots, which peculiarity is most pro¬ 
nounced in the case of the best of the early 
sorts. Should open weather continue, many of 
the late October flowering varieties, which 
cannot very well be included among the early- 
flowering Chrysanthemums, will give an inter¬ 
esting and bright display. Such sorts as Mmc. 
La Comtesse Foucher de Cariel, with its 
golden-orange flowers ; Godfrey's Pet, the new 
bright yellow, free-flowering dwarf plant ; 
Harmony, a splendid novelty, of a rich orange- 
apricot colour ; and Etoile de Feu, an excellent 
crimson, of a rich and bright shade of colour, 
will do much to link the period when the 
earlies finish and the mid-season varieties begin 
their display. This type of plant is worth 
looking after, as they provide excellent material 
for indoor decoration in late October and early 
November. A few additional sorts of proved 
merit are Bouquet de Feu, bronzy-terra-cotta ; 
Vivid, fiery red ; Ettie Mitchell, bronzy- 
yellow ; Gladys Roult, pure white, very 
pretty; James Salter, pink; Lady Selbome, 
white; Jules Mary, crimson; Mons. Wiliam 
Holmes,crimson with golden reverse ; P.j ec: oft 
Glory, golden-yellow; Nellie Brown, deep- 
bronze sport from the last-named ; and Soleil 
d’Octobre, yellow. The mid season, or Novem¬ 
ber-flowering kinds, which have been under 
glass for some weeks now, demand our atten¬ 
tion at this season. Blooms intended for the 
November exhibitions are fast developing, and 
some of the earlier kinds are almost fully ex¬ 
panded. The question of feeding is still an 
nll-impottant one, and care should bo observed 
in its application. Some growers advocate 
feeding their plants until the blooms are 
finished, but this is not at all necessary. The 
use of manure-water after the blooms are about 
two-thirds developed predisposes them to 
dampness, which should be guarded against. 
Therefore withhold manures when the blooms 
are two-thiids expanded, doing this gradually. 
Green-fly is often troublesome, more particu¬ 
larly in'gless-houses which are ill-ventilated. 
Do not wait for this pest to multiply to any 
great extent, but fumigate without delay. The 
only safe and reliable material with which to 
fumigate Chi vsanthemums when in full bloom 
is the old ana familiar Tobacco paper. With 
this material the: plants may be fumigated for 
twentjMimfyfi^s OT^alf an-hour without the 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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this jtest, they will soon be quite unlit for use, 
either as exhibition blooms or' cut flowers. 
Blooms showing evidence of damning should 
have the damaged petals removed by the aid 
of tweezers; they may be pulled out quite 
easily and the bloom saved. Japanese blooms 
with hard centres should have the offending 
centre released by the aid of specially designed 
forceps, which any Chrysanthemum specialist 
can supply. By the same means rough and 
irregularly formed florets should be pulled out, 
in this way insuring an even development of 
the bloom. In the ease of incurved blooms, 
grown for exhibition, as far as possible dress 
these while they are on the plants. This will 
prove a great saving of time just previous to 
date of exhibition. In all cases where it is 
(wssible release the tics holding the shoots of 
the plants in an upright position, and allow 
the blooms to overhang in such a manner that 
the apex of each one jioints downwards. By 
these means deeper and more even and globular 
blooms may be obtained. Seared and decaying 
foliage should be picked oil' and burnt. W hen 
watering has to bo done the morning should be 
chosen, and excessive moisture should be w iped 
from the floor subsequently. Look out for 
drip from the roof of the greenhouse, or some 
of the best blooms may lie spoilt: prepare 
boards, cups, and tubes in readiness for the 
shows. E. G. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Liquid-manure for Chrysanthemums.—I 

would warn growers against using liquid-manure too 
Ireely. Although it no doubt increases the size ol Ihe 
blooms, it decreases the quality ol the cuttings, which 
come weak and flabby, and of little use where a healthy 
stock of plants is desired.—D. C. McIvkr, Bridge-oj'-Wcir, 

October - flowering Chrysanthe¬ 
mums. -A mistake which is rnnde too often 
with these (and I speak from experience) is too 
early propagation. I have met growers who 
invariably put their cuttings in as soon as they 
can be had, which is generally about November. 
This, I am certain, is neither desirable nor 
neooHoary to the successful culture of these 
plants. I have two hatches of plants each of 
Mme. C. Dcsgrange and Geo. Wermig. The 
cuttings were inserted on January 2Hth of this 
year, half-a-dozen round the side of a 4-inch 
l<ot. These, when rooted, were potted singly, 
and shifted finally to the (i-inch and 7-inch 
size. These plants arc now (October 1.7th) in 
full bloom, well clad with foliage right down 
to the pot, the height of the plants from the 
surface of the soil to the topmost blooms being 
111 inches in the Desgrange and 4 inches less 
in the Wermig section respective!}’. That, 
I think, speaks well for late propagation, and 
the beauty is enhanced, as no sticks are 
necessary. The average number of developed 
blooms varied from .17 inches to 40 inches, and 
that on single plants. One can easily imagine 
the effect when three cuttings are grown on ns 
one plant, using a ll-inch j>ot for the final shift. 
A new variety, Horace Martin, a sport from 
that well-known sort Crimson Marie Masse, 
promises to be a grand acquisition, blooming 
earlier than any of the Desgrange family,— 
D. <i. McIver, N.B. 

ROOM AND WINDOW. 

Barberry berries. The richly-coloured 
berries of the common Barberry, borne in long, 
drooping clusters, have a very pretty effect 
when used for table decoration.' Hardy kinds 
of flowers, fruit, and foliage undoubtedly get 
more popular year by year, and this is as it 
should -be, as the pleasures of hardy subjects 
can be enjoyed by nearly everyone; whereas 
hothouse plants are for a limited few. To 
return to the common Barberry, the great pro¬ 
fusion of its berries this season may be espcci 
ally noticed, while 1 was recently much struck 
with a nursery bed of the smaller B. Thun- 
bergi, which in a sunny spot was a mass of 
scarlet leaves and berries. This Barberry is 
certainly a very beautiful shrub, which, though 
now pretty and well known, is not half enough 
planted.—T. 

ROBBS. 

ROSES OVER ARCH. 

There are few more charming pluuts than 
climbing Roses for covering pillar, arch, or 
pergola. Many are the beautiful pictures 
a Ho ixl ed by these fragrant flowers, sometimes 
garlanding a cottage porch, clambering over 
the roof and shrouding the very chimney in a 
shower of bloom, at other times thrusting long 
flower-studded sprays from among a mass of 
ramjMuit climbers : or, again, as in our illustra¬ 
tion, growing and flowering freely when loosely 
trained on a pergola. Given a deep and rich 
root-run these climbing Hoses will succeed 
almost anywhere. Even in a north asjiect, if 
the position is sheltered from cutting March 
winds, Roses will (lower and often produce 
blooms of exquisite colour. W. A. Richardson 
in such a position frequently gives flowers far 
t-ichor in tint than thoye borne on plants in tbc 
full sun. There arc few more delightful 
pictures than Revo d'Or in the zenith of its 
beauty, while Caroline Ivustor, Mine. Berard, 

it retains its foliage quite as long as tb » j 
j called evergreen varieties. It is exceedi,!, ' 

vigorous, rambling quite as ireely as the Cm 
son Rambler. The flowers, almost single,^ 
of a rosv-crimson colour, but, as in mo*: of 1 
these single varieties, the buds are louj=a: 
handsome. If you want a yellow, yon 
plant Aglaia, a yellow Rambler.] 

Rose Longworth Rambler as a bust - 
your issue ol September 7, 1901, you were so good •• 
Kive me advice as to planting a Rose-bed. In there.*) 
are three plants ol each variety. Would you do» 
tell me the proper treatment lor the three plants ol [*7 
worth Rambler ? They have made very lone rhwj-. 
long that the plants seem somewhat out ol plane ** 
the other bush Roses. Please also sav how thr to 
l.yonnaise should Ire dealt with ? They have ertnn i<® 
ousfy. This bed (37 feet by * (eet) was oarpeteisjiTO 
of the best sorts of Tufted’ Pansies, and has 1-ett vhri 
picture the whole summer.—R. I*. 

[ In order to keep this Rose dwarf it si«,j 
be cut back hard each year. Of course, u 9 

host when afforded more space titan yon 1® 
able bo give it, then the pruning would betfi 
more moderate nature. The Gloire Lyonais 
is really seen at its best when allowed to ra 
:ts a pillar Rose, or trained against a loffTti, 

Hlairii No. 2, Lamarque,Climbing Devonionsis, 
and the old, but still useful, Gloire de Dijon 
are well suited for such a position. 

The Prize Winners this week are: 1, 
Mrs. Heath, Uunley, Bovey Tracey, for Laurt 
tinus; 2, Mrs. Otler, West (/ritlstead T.i 
Horsham, for &)H^ft2®d>f<X>n\. iDl ' 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Rose Mme. Victor Verdier.—This 

lino old crimson Rose has been remarkably 
good this autumn. A large bush just now is 
quite gny with the shapely blossoms, rich in 
colour and also fragrant. When we have n 
Rose that combines the good qualities named 
above with that of vigorous growth, its value 
is manifest. Doubtless the parent of several 
red Roses, I am not aware of any of its 
offspring superior to Ella Gordon. This is 
unquestionably of this parentage, although of 
even more vigorous growth. Rosa. 

Crimson Kosefor pillar.—What crimson oryellovv 
Rose would you recommend lor growing up a 5-feet stake 
near the door, facing west, and shielded by a wall? I do 
not want Turner's Crimson Rambler, as I have several of 
this a little lower down.—W. O. Mixtkk. 

[For a crimson you cannot- do 
•/tPlant Rcine Olga de Wmioml, 
LVjjnight almost be called 

but as you have this variety in 
growths may be cut back each year 
17 inches of their base, and one or I 
oldest shoots cut quite down to I 
Perhaps, to keep the bed of I 
uniform, vou could plant the former va 
a pillar Rose in another part of the 
introducing in its place the lovely valid* 
Mme. Jules Grolez or Corallinn.] 

Roses fop pillars and arches -i 
complaint against the Rambler Rosts wt*l 
their season of flowering is rather a .'hort » 
This cannot be denied, but they comMBp 
for this by their lavish display. Aineiv*** 
over, may bo ilono by the planter to relievetfi 

pillars anil arches of their forlorn appearioK 
in autumn by planting a perpetual kind to¬ 
gether with a summer one. It is true in¬ 
growths would be very dense, but some 
he sacrificed to accommodate the two kinds "■ 
an autumnal-blooming Rose could be pb-'-'e- 
on one side of the arch and tho siimKt 
I iloomcr on the other side. Personally, 1 
prefer the two planted together. Forirst-w' 
Crimson Rambler and Gruss an Teplifr- : 
Frlicito-I’erpetue and Mine. Alfred Car#*- 
or Aglaia and Mme". Berard. If two contn] 
ing varieties are preferred there is *i' ( 
material at disposal. Recently I saw « f'Cj 
on which the Rambler Roses wore u’ 
planted, but on the columns autumuak- 
as Gloire des Rosonianes, Fabvier, Arrco-J 
etc., were placed, and marie a pretty etfi-' 
Rosa.__ 

Request to readers of “Garde3 
ing.”—Reader*, both amateur ami in mt If 
wlU kindly remember that tee art tlhwy< rv^ 
kul to fee. interesting *f#eiintn* of 
oteern to ui\ixtratr, if they "-HI kindly - 
UW W Q AS o/fe in as good a ‘dolt «*(**'■ 
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FRUIT. 

APPLE TOWER OF GLAMIS. 
Tins variety is much grown in Scotland and 
the northern counties of England. In shape 
it is conical, the ridges being very prominent, 
ns may be seen in the illustration. At first 
the skin is pale green, slightly flushed with 
dull red, the colour varying according to the 
soil in which it is grown. When stored it 
changes to a pleasing yellow. The flesh is 
firm and crisp, and when cooked has a sharp 
flavour. It can be kept well into February, 
and in a good fruit-room even later still. On 
account of its spreading habit the tree is not 
suited for growing as a pyramid, but might 
well be grown as a spreading bush if pruned 
in sufficiently for the first two or three years 
to enable it to form a well-shaped tree. It 
does well as an orchard standard, the habit of 
growth not fitting it for the dwarfing stocks. 
The Crab is the ideal stock for it, 
aud even when grown as a bush in 
the garden it is best to work it on 
this. 

CANKERED PEAR-TREES. 
|Reim.y to “Bidpxa.”) 

Yone Pear-trees are suffering from 
a severe attack of canker, a disease 
which affects certain varieties fur 
mor-« than others. It nearly always 
arises from the fact that the roots 
go deep into a poor or sour subsoil, 
where they do not find the food or 
soiL ingredients essential to the 
forming of sound, healthy wood 

, Ii 3-'ou could open a trench 2 feet 
wiole and deep round each of your 
diseased trees, .'i feet from the stems, 

-rv> eld make a clean severance of all 
rockta found that are large, then 
w»wld work under the halls of roots 
and cat off as clean as possible with 
i broad, sharp chisel, fixed on a 
loang Ash handle, all downward 

niart*,'refilling the trench with soil, 
you would check that tendency to 
r. maker at once. When the trenches 
ir—« filled in remove the top soil 

aLmout the trees, replace with fresh 
so- il, and add a dressing of short 
nuainure. just lightly forking it in. 
Tfce effect will he to cause the roots 
to make fresh growth near the sur- 
fa--ce, and those will produce sound, 
healthy wood. Before doin" the 
noof pruning out hard Rack all the 
crankered points of the branches, 
removing and burning them. You 
may benefit the trees also if, in 
the •winter, but not when it is frosty, 
you make up a wash of fresh lime, 
soft-soap, and sulphur-paste with 
water, and will syringe the trees 
with that, so as to coat all the 
branches ; that will help to kill can¬ 
ker and insects. The mere cutting 
hack of these decayed shoots each 
winter is of no use. The evil lies in the roots, 
and it is they which mast he dealt with. It 
will do good also if, in tho spring, \ lb. per 

tree of bone-flour and Kainit be forked in over 
the roots. Do the root-pruning at once. 

soaks well into tho border, good, rather than 
harm, will ho done, especially if there was any 
black-fly on the trees. Heat the water to 
about 120 degs., this condition being insisted 
upon if the remedy is to have n fair trial, and 
to every .1 gallons of this add a lump of soft- 
soap about the size of a hen's egg and (i oz. or 
three wineglassfuls of ordinary petroleum, or 
paraffin, as it is generally, but wrongly, termed. 
The oil must not he permitted to float on the 
surface of the receptacle, but should he kept 
mixed with the water, this being done either 
by returning every second syringeful (after 
the mixing has been accomplished by means 
of the syringe) forcibly hack into the rocep 
tacle, or else by keeping two syringes at 
work, one distributing and the other keeping 
the oil mixed with the water. This mixture 
should he used in no half hearted manner, it 
being of the greatest importance that- every 
branch and shoot he thoroughly wetted by it. 
There is no necessity to syringe the trees 

Apple Tower of Glamis. 

with clear water a few hours after using the 
petroleum mixture, and if one application of 
bho latter docs not thoroughly clear the trees of 

scale, a second doso should bo given. If it 
does not also destroy thrips and red-spider as 
well as scale, mealy-bug, and aphides, it will, 
at all events, get rid of the greater part of 
them. 

Planting Vine in small greenhouse. —I have 
a greenhouse, size s feet by 11 feet, heightfeet «'■ inches 
in front, and T feet at back. The greenhouse faces west, 
north end abutting on dwelling-house. The east wind is also 
well broken, so that it is in a very warm position. It is 
heated by a dry Hue, 4-inch pipe, running along front, south 
to north. Am thinking of planting a Vine in same, l’lease 
say if house is suitable? In what position should the Vine 
lie planted, and best kind to succeed?—Pnms. 

[The height of your house, both hack and 
front, is not favourable for the growth and 
convenient treatment of Grapes. Still, there 
is no particular reason why you should not 
plant a Vine and that it may succeed. In 
such a house, with a suitable turf-made border, 
we should plant one Vine—the best for your 
purpose being Black Hamburgh—in the centre 

s of the hause, and in your cose it would be 
whitewashed, syringe theQjtrfs^gfi'eply fc ith^i tin(a¥T^ther you planted at the I 
petroleum, soft-soap, and water, mid if wtA Traini^tniyVrowtlis right and left to fi 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Six good eating Apples.—I shall he greatly 

obliged if you will inform me in your valuable columns 
what are the best six (eating) Apples to plant in my 
garden, which has south-west exposure? Also whether I 
might safe))' plant these as late as middle of next month? 
—J. W. Wakk. 

iTry Lady Sudeley. Ailington Pippin, King of the 
Pippins, Cox's "range Pippin, Blenheim, and Kibston. If 
you want a very late kind try Stunner Pippin. | 

Brown scale on Peach-trees (F. 
—Brushing and scrubbing the trees with 
strong insecticides are both laborious and 
only partially effective ; whereas the petroleum 
remedy, if persevered with, effectually clears 
the trees of this troublesome pest. After the 
pruning is completed, the trees loosened some¬ 
what, and the borders cleared of all rubbish, 
the wood-work and glass cleaned and the 

main rods and the ultimate fruiting canes at 
.'1 feet apart down over the roof wire trellis 
towards the front, or at the bot tom of the roof, 
and carry these growths upwards. The latter 
is nearly always adopted in ordinary eases of 
planting. This is known as the extension sys¬ 
tem, and very well it answers when the soil 
and house are suitable, and care is taken ulti¬ 
mately that the crop is not overdone. We 
have seen instances of Grapes growing much 
more satisfactorily on the extension than the 
single roil system, while the border lasts 
longer, because it is not so soon filled with 
roots, and less water is required for the same 
reason. Tho point of the growing Vine should 
he pinched when it is within about (« inches of 
the roof wire: this will cause the issue ol two 
leaders, which can be trained horizontally right 
and left. These in turn will give other shoots, 
from which, by selection, can be obtained 
growths tluit are to form the future hearing 
roils. Three feet apart for these is a very good 
distance.] 

Fruit-trees for heavy land.—As I am about to 
plant an orchard in Cambridgeshire, I shall l-e glad if you 
will assist me in a selection of sorts most suitable to soil 
and situation ? It is brass land, w ith a heavy soil and a 
subsoil of gault. I have had holes dug 1 yard wide and 
2 feet deep, and gault removed and replaced by lighter 
soil, which is now ready for planting. I shall be glad if 
you will name six dessert Apples, sixteen kitchen Apples, 
two dessert Mums, four kitchen Mums, and six Pears, all 
standards?—". Dias. 

[Several Apples of the greatest excellence 
might fail on very heavy land. Still, I know 
good Cox’s Orange l’ippin and Ribston are 
grown in Cambridgeshire, and in the present 
case I should plant one or two of each. Only 
in planting I should keep the roots well up, 
even to the extent of raising a mound a little 
above the surface. The following half-dozen 
should do well, if not planted too deep—Six 

kitchen Apples: Lord Suflield, Warner's 
King, Bismarck, Newtown Wonder, Stirling 
Castle, Time's Prince Alliert, Duchess of Olden¬ 
burg, Cellini Pippin, Pott's Seedling, Northern 
Greening, Brantley’s Seedling, Blenheim 
Orange, Small's Admirable, New Hawthorn 
den, and Alfristou. Two dessert Plums-. Coe's 
Golden Drop and Transparent Gage. Four 
kitchen Plums: Early Rivers, Victoria, Prince 
Englebert, and Pond's Seedling. Six Pears: 
Williams' Bon Chretien, Louise Bonne of 
Jersey, Bourn’- d'Amanlis, Doyenne da Comice, 
and Josephine de Malines. ] 

Bitter PeacheB.—I should he glad if you w ill tell me 
how it is that some Peaches grown under glass, bn! 
scarcely "forced," have this year suddenly become very 
bitter,'so much so that they remind one of taking a dose 
of <|iiinine? They are ripe and well colon toil, so it can 
hardly Ive the want of sun this reason. Is this an 
uncommon experience? I should he glad of reasons, and 
means of preventingit another year.— Mviiriiis. 

[Iii the absence of details regarding the 
nature of the soil in which your Peach-trees 
are growing, whether the base of the border is 
concreted, and the general treatment the trees 
receive in the way of watering and the use of 
either chemical or liquid-manures, it is some¬ 
what difficult to account for your Peaches 
acquiring the hitter flavour you complain of. 
It may be brought about by either of the fol¬ 
lowing causes : (a) the application of too strong 
doses of either liquid or chemical manures : <hj 
through the roots having got out of hand and 
descended into and feeding on some deleterious 
substance in the subsoil. Of course, this is 
conjectural, but if you think the difficulty is 
caused through overdosing with manures, the 
remedy is obvious. On the other hand, if you 
think the roots are at fault, the trees should he 
lifted this autumn. The way to do this will be 
to open out a trench some 4 feet distant from 
the stem and about 2 feet (> inches deep, 
making this wide enough, so that there will be 
room to woik conveniently when throwing out 
the soil. From this trench, a? a commence¬ 
ment, gradually work towards the stem by 
removing the soil from among the roots with a 
five-tinea steel fork until there is a base of soil 
about 2 feet l» inches in diameter, taking the 
stem as a centre. Then proceed to tunnel 
under the hall, doing one half first, and cut 
clean away all roots that fend to take a down¬ 
ward direction, doing this with » knife, and 
cutrinaj fcl^nSpgffrjClose up to the hall. When 

'one,, till up the opening under the ball 
wSFtHelfWWj)to fresh soil, and 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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rum it very firmly as the filling is being done. 
Then do the other half in the same manner, 
and If properly carried out the ball will not be 
moved out of position in the least, and if this, 
as we strongly suspect is the case, is the cause of 
your trouble,'the fruits should have their pro¬ 
per flavour another season. 1 

GARDEN PESTS AND FRIENDS, 

THE FELTED BEECH COCCUS. 
The scale insect known as the Felted Beech 
Coccus (Cryptococcus fagil, as a rule, 
chiefly attacks the trunks of Beech-trees, but 
sometimes ascends into the boughs. The 
females produce larva.- in September; these 
envelop themselves in a white cottony secre 
tion and then cast o)T their antenna- and legs 
and remain for the rest of their life devoid of 
such appendages. The adult female is a 
small orange yellow sac, surrounded by a white 
mass ; these white masses often unite and form 
large felted patches, beneath which the larva- 
burrow and develop. These scale insects suck 
out the sap very greedily, and often do much 
harm when present in large quantities. In 
time they cause the bark to peel olT the tree, 
after which decay and death of the tree may 
ensue. It has recently been reported to the 
Board as damaging trees at Castle Eden, 
Durham. Large numbers of trees are attacked 
by this insect in Surrey, and it is also common 
in Cheshire, Huntingdonshire, and probably 
occurs in greater or less abundance wherever 
the Beech grows in Europe. Trees attacked 
by the insect should immediately be sprayed 
with strong paraffin emulsion twice, at an 
interval of two days. In the winter they 
should be sprayed with the caustic alkali wash. 
.Scrubbing the trunks of the trees is too costly 
a method if the attack is severe, and thorough 
spraying with warm paraffin emulsion is quite 
effective- If the trees are cut down the bark 
should be burnt at once. It would appear 
that the Weeping Beech, of which two kinds 
are grafted ou the common Beech, is not 
affected by this coccus. The stock may be 
attacked, but not the “weeping" scion. The 
insect does not appear to be attacked by birds, 
and very rarely by insect parasites.—Journo,' 
of lln Hoard oj AyricnUnrc. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Diseased Violets (M. Tm-for).—Your 

Violets are attacked by the Violet smut fungus 
(Urocystis viola), a not uncommon disease, but 
one that does not do much injury to the plants 
as a rule. If you cut one of the excrescences 
open you will find that there are a number of 
small, dark specks in rows. These will, as 
they ripen, come to the surface as a mass of 
soot-like spores, which fly about with the least 
wind and infect other plants. The best way 
of destroying this fungus is by cutting off and 
burning all the infested leaves and stems 
before the spores are ripe. Fungicides are of 
no use, as the fungus lives on the internal 
tissues of the plant, and so cannot be reached. 
—G. S. S. 

Maggot In rears.—I have two Pear-tree* which 
bloseom and show a heavy crop of fruit, which when about 
the size of, or a little larger than Acorn?, drop? off. I find 
at that Stage there is a worm In the eye of the fruit. 
What 1 want to know is how to prevent this? The one 
tree is against an east wall, and the other in the garden in 
the open. Both are healthy and make a lot of wood. The 
one is near to a Fir-tree.—I. \V. H. 

[Your Pears have been attacked byfhegrubs 
of the “ Pear gnat midge” (Diplacus pyrivora). 
The fly is quite small, not measuring more than 
J-inch across the wings. It is much like a 
small gnat in general appearance, though it 
belongs to quite a different family. It lays its 
eggs in the opening blossoms. The grubs are 
said to hatch in tne course of four days, and 
immediately make their way to the core of the 
future fruit and begin to feed. Naturally the 
fruit so attacked never comes to perfection. 
When full-grown the grubs leave, the Pears 
falling to the ground if the fruit is still on the 
tree, or merely crawling out of them if they are 
on the ground. Theythen bury themselves an 
inch or so below the surface, and become 
chrysalides, from which the flies spring early 
the next spring. The trees should be well 
shaken so as to cause .as many m thoTitibc 
Pears to fall as 

they may be gathered and '.burnt or buried 
deeply in the ground. A heavy dressing of 
Kainit (about \ a ton per acre) applied under 
the trees in duly or August has been found 
very efficient in destroying this pest. The 
removal of the surface soil to the depth of 
2 inches would have the same effect, but the 
earth taken away must be buried deeply or 
burnt, so as to destroy the chrysalides.) 

Ladybirds in greenhouse.—('an anyone tell me 
how to net ri'l of lady birds in a newly-painted green house ? 
I have hundreds of them, and they are making their 
appearan.e iu the house by way of the conservatory.— 
H. G. W. 

[You can kill the ladybirds by burning 
sulphur in the house, but if the fumes are 
sufficiently strong to kill them, they will cer¬ 
tainly injure the plants. The little beetles are 
searching for some sheltered place to pass the | 
w inter in, and will in all probability congre¬ 
gate together in some corner for that purpose. 
If they do they can easily be removed; but 
why interfere with them ? They are perfectly 
harmless, and they and their grubs are of the 
greatest possible service in destroying aphides, 
i should never think of molesting them in any 
way, but always give them every encourage¬ 
ment. They will amply repay you next spring 
for any accommodation you may give them.— 
G. S. S.] _ 

GARDEN WORK. 

Conservatory.—Well grown Gannas are 
very useful through the summer and autumn 
in providing us with n special feature both in 
flowers and foliage. They want plenty of pot- 
room and rich turfy soil to do them well, good 
drainage also must be given, as these large- 
leaved plants want plenty of moisture whilst 
growing and flowering. Good named sorts are 
cheap enough now, though seedlings from a 
good selection of kinds arc wotth growing. 
Some have bronzy foliage, and those are almost 
as effective as Draca-nos. Among the newer 
named sorts the following are good : America, 
reddish-purple ; Dukeof Marlborough, maroon, 
very dark coloured flower ; Edouard Andre, 
marbled salmon ; John White, red flowers and 
variegated foliage; La.France, bronzy-red; 
Korun, salmon-red, centre dashed with yellow ; 
Africa, orange-red; Burbank, yellow, large 
flower ; Italia, golden bordered flower, very 
tine form ; Rose Unique, rose, good flowers. 
When started in heat they will be in good form 
by midsummer, and will continue in condition 
till the autumn if given manure-water. These 
and other things of distinct appearance will 
relieve the sameness of the ma-ses of Chrys¬ 
anthemums, and though the latter are very 
bright and effective from a colour point of view, 
they are monotonous to all but the Chrysnnthe 
mum enthusiast. Of course, we appreciate 
these beautiful flowers, hut the human mind 
wants variety. To do most things really well 
it is necessary to have several growing hous&s 
to get the plants near the flowering stage, and 
then move to the conservatory. The hard 
wooded plants, for instance, will do in the 
conservatory whilst in bloom, but at other 
seasons they want special treatment to keep 
them in condition. Cinerarias, Primulas, and 
Cyclamens require special treatment during 
growth, but they make lovely little groups 
when in flower, especially when mixed with 
Ferns or graceful fine-foliaged plants. Above 
all things do not crowd anything, and make a 
free use of fine foliaged plants. Baskets sus¬ 
pended should be as bright and effective as 
possible now. Among suitable plants nro the 
Epiphyllums, which will soon be in flower. 
Pink Begonias, with the sides of the baskets 
draped with light coloured fine leaved plants, 
are charming. Sedum carneum variegatum is 
a good plant for covering sides and bottom of 
baskets, and as the plant is quite hardy it will 
thrive in a cold house, but it does well in a 
heated structure also. The variegated form 
of Ficus radicans is a desirable thing to have 
in quantity, as it may be used in several 
ways. 

Forcing-house. — Wo are not forcing 
much yet, but preparations are being made to 
start a few Hoses, bulbs, and other things. 
Every experienced forcer is aware of the fact 
[bat though a genial temperature will do 

’, it will not bring blooms out .o 
r plant if the flowers are 

waiting for the warmth and moisture to brins 
them forth. The principal part of the flower 
and fruit-forcer's work is done the previous 
summer. In starting pot-Vines it is customary 
to start at a low temperature and gradually 
work upwards. In a general way this ;= 
doubtless right, but I have generally found thj 
result is far better if a longer rest is given ssj 
the start made a little more briskly. Especially 
is this the ease with pot-Vines, Figs, etc., aol 
it helps those who have only one forcing-house 
and desire to grow a number of things there 
For instance, one may have started a few 
French Beans and a few plants of Cucumber- 
or Tomatoes, and they may be coming iuw 
bearing in November, and, when the time 
comes to introduce the pot-Vines, they gene: 
ally have to put up with the temperature 
which suits the things already started. If fl* 
Vine rods have been well ripened and rested, 
they will start very well in a temperatureoi 
'> • dogs, to GO (legs. The great point is gel 
ting the eyes to break, ar.d this is done f.y 

keeping the canes in a horizontal position go 
the bed of leaves and frequently damped. If 
any canes are slow in breaking, twisting them 
round a few times liberates the sap and sets it 
in motion at once. Asparagus, if the roots are 
strong, can be forced in a warm-house, pined 
close together in boxes or flat baskets, sii 
kept moist. 

Late Peach-house.—This has not ba 
an ideal -season for ripening wood in tea¬ 
houses, and if the wood appears green ml 
unripe a little fire-heat will be useful. fft 
know fuel is dear, and, judging from the rest¬ 
less condition of the miners, is not likely tote 
any cheaper. Still, fire must be used, if new? 
sary, to obtain the desired result. Free veati- 
lation will do something, but it is tk 
circulation of warm air that is wanted tori|« 
the wood of fruit-trees. 

Bottling Grapes.—When vineries ire 
required for wintering bedding and otic 
plants which require watering from time W 
time, if only a few bunches of Hamburghs 
other thin-skinned Grapes are left hangingi 
early or mid-season houses, it will be better to 
cut the Grapes and bottle them iu the usuil 
way, and keep them in a dry room with» 
steady temperature of 51) deg.', or so. We 
houses will, of course, be left as they are for 

t!io present, keeping the atmosphere dry at-i 
the house reasonably ventilated, with a litfle 
warmth in the pipes to keep the air in motio/.. 
No Vine-leaf should be permitted to touch tk 
glass from this onwards to cause drip in the 

house. Where possible, inside Vine-border- 
should be covered with clean litter to keep 
down dust and check evaporation. There* - 
then be less moistu re to condense on the gk-- 
and drip ubout the house, and, consequent;', 
there will be less decay among the berries 
Outside borders should be covered with a god 
thickness of tree-leaves, and over the leaves 
shutters should be placed to throw off hea-y 
rains. 

Cold-frames.—These will now lte lilki 
with various crops coming on slowly, Violets 
for potting, Strawberries for forcing, Caul- 
flowers with hearts in course of formation, 
or young plants just pricked out from tlw 
autumn sowings to come on for the £«*;' 
spring and summer crops. Bulbs intended I-' 
forcing and other plants waiting for tie 
forcing-house will also find shelter here for' 
time. Auriculas, Carnations, and other plan'' 
which only require a small amount of shelter 
will find a home in a frame. 

Hotbed making;. —With plenty of le*rcs 
and stable-manure the making of hotbeds i*1- 
easy and simple matter. There is not mu> 
forcing going on just yet, but beds for forejpi 
Asparagus and Seakale may be made up. 1 
proportion of loaves and stable-manure shorn 
be one-half of each, and the blending should 
as jierfect as possible, and then the heat will •< 
steady and serviceable. The beds at t*j' 
season should be about 4 feet high, and 
pretty firmly built. ? 

Window gardening. — One of 
brightest and best plants at this season 
Scarborough Lily. It is not difficult to m;ly 
age, and like a good many window-plant* • 
-enjoya-a season out-of-doors to mature gro" •• 
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in September. The Norfolk Island Pine 
(Araucaria excelsa) is a very useful room 
plant that is getting common now. Palms of 
various kinds never were so much in evidence 
as now Kentias are the most useful, but 
the plant for the town house is the Aspidistra. 
Treat it naturally and it is indestructible. 

Outdoor garden.—Roses may be planted 
now if the beds are ready. The soil should be 
well broken up, and if possible have a little 
[food loam placed round the roots when plant¬ 
ing. A little lime and soot worked into the 
land at the last turn over has a beneficial effect. 
It sweetens and cleanses the land, and all 
plants make clean, healthy growth after its 
application. If planted early in November, 
the plants will begin to make roots imme¬ 
diately. If the plants have made much growth, 
the largest shoots should l>e shortened a foot 
or so to relieve the wind pressure. The roots 
also may be shortened a little to encourage the 
production of fibre. It benefits bush Hoses to 
replant occasionally in fresh well-worked soil, 
especially where mildew has been prevalent. 
Transplanting gives the plant a new lease of 
life, and this, of course, will be followed by 
harder pruning than usual. This is a good 
season to renew and replant herbaceous bor¬ 
ders. This treatment is necessary every three 
or four years, and this gives an opportunity 
iorre-arranging the plants and adding anything 
new. Where there is a number of borders to 
plant each might he treated differently: as 
regards planting, the grouping system gives 
die best general effect. But collections of 
individual plants are exceedingly interesting to 
the plant-grower who loves nis flowers apart 
trom the effect created. Give prompt attention 
to bulb planting in beds and borders. 

Fruit garden.—The early vinery and first 
Peach house should be got ready for work now. 
There is not so much early Grape forcing done 
now as w;ts necessary before the thick-skinned 
Grapes became so common, and the first lot of 
early Grapes is very often grown in pots, and 
as a fresh lot of Vines is grown every year for 
forcing, the second house need not oo started 
l«fore January. When the canes are well 
tipened, Vines in pots force very easily, and 
if well nourished during growth very good 
fruit can be grown in pots. A low spau-roofed 
tiouse is the most suitable, and if the pots can 
be plunged in a t>ed of leaves on each side the 
house, very good, results are obtained, though 
1 once had a lean-to house which did pot-Vines 
very well. There was a broad shelf along the 
luck, and one set of Vines was plunged in the 
narrow front pit, filled with leaves, and the 
Tines on the top shelf were trained down. 
Both sets did equally well, though tho berries 
on the plunged plants were always the larger, 
as the roots worked out of the pots into the 
leaf bed. This is the time to plant Rasp¬ 
berries. There is no lack of good varieties 
now. For dessert plant Superlative. Beehive 
and Norwich Wonder are also good. Do the 
land well, as- though Raspberries are surface 
rooting, tiie roots will run down for their food 
if the land has been well prepared. Autumn 
Raspberries are bearing well, and the fruit 
come9 in very useful for tarts with late Red 
1 urranta. Thcso latter arc good on north 
wills. We have had them up till the end of 
November. 

Vegetable garden.—The earliest- 
planted Brussels Sprouts will now he coming 
in. and, as Peas will soon be over, the Sprouts 
"■ill he useful. Spinach, also, and Cauliflowers 
ire plentiful and good. Scarlet Runners and 
Trench Beans are at the time of writing 
untouched by frost in our immediate neigh¬ 
bourhood, but this state of things cannot last 
tong- French Beans coming on in pits will 
prolong the season, and a crop of dwarf Beans 
under a south wall can easily be sheltered when 
’rost is expected. But the time is close at 
mud when all tender things exposed will be 
spoiled by frost, and provision for a supply 
'rom other sources must be made. The supply 
01 salading requires some forethought and 
-oiiie means of affording shelter, as Lettuces, 
when of considerable size or w hen turning in, 
will soon decay after being frozen through. I 
have lief ore referred to the easy way in which 
■-c-ituees which aro full grown can be kept in 
condition a long time by a covering of fff 

leaves, and just a little longQtJesi^ \?p- 

to keep tho leaves in position. The Lettuces 
should be tied up when dry. There are other 
ways of protecting and blanching Endive. It 
keeps very well when covered with mounds of 
dry ashes after being tied up, and tho Endive 
blanches quickly when lifted and placed in the 
Mush room-house a few at a time when required. 
Of course, there will be Lettuces and Endive 
coming on now in frames, and it will lie an 
advantage if a heated pit is planted with 
Lettuces to come in for an emergency in case 
of bad weather. In my exj>erience these 
emergency crops always come in very useful. 
Pot a few roots of Chicory to force in the 
Mushroom-house. Have a few roots of Tar¬ 
ragon and Chicory to supply green pickings 
when required. E. Hobday. 

THE COMING WEEK’S WORK. 

Extracts from a Garden Diary. 

November 3rd. — Finished preparing the 
ground for a plantation of Apples on the 
English Paradise. They will be planted 
10 feet apart each way in blocks of twenty 
or more trees of each kind. The sorts will 
include Cox’s Orange Pippin, Newton Wonder, 
Bismarck, Allington Pippin, Worcester Pear- 
main, Stirling Castle, Lane’s Prince Albert, 
l’easgoods Nonsuch, Bramley's Seedling, and 
Barnack Beauty. Moved a lot of forcing 
shrubs to cold-house. These, for the most 
[uirt aro established in [lots, and have been 
plunged out, and include Deutzias, Rhododen¬ 
drons, Prunus triloba, etc. 

Nor-ember 4'Ji. —Evergreens are moving well 
now the ground is moist. There is always 
some of this work to do to keep things moving 
on comfortabU-, especially where new things 
aro introduced from timo to time. A bed 
has also just been prepared for Tree Pieonies. 
The site is sheltered, and peat, leaf-mould, 
old rotten turf, and sand nave been freely 
used. These are lovely things, and we are 
anxious to see them thrive. Repaired turf on 
tennis-lawn. Box edgings are also being put 
in order. In some cases the Box is taken up 
and replanted, and afterwards the gravel is 
turned over and rolled down firm. 

November 5th.—Mustard and Cress are sown 
in boxes twice a week in heat. We have still 
two houses of Tomatoes well set with fruit 
that will give us ripe fruit till after Christmas. 
Things move more slowly now, and we have 
no desire to hurry them beyond getting a 
steady, regular supply. Planted more Cab¬ 
bages and Brown Cos Lettuces on warm 
borders. Full-grown Lettuces and Endives 
are being protected in several ways—some are 
coming on in pits aud frames, others which 
are full-grown are surrounded by dry leaves. 

Non mber 0th.—We have just finished plant¬ 
ing late Tulijxs and Hyacinths in beds and 
borders. These usually make a very fine dis¬ 
play in May, better and more lasting than the 
earlier kinds. Many Tulips have been planted 
thickly in rather shallow boxes and covered at 
present with long litter. One has only to lift 
up the litter to see that progress is being made, 
and by and-bye the boxes will be placed under 
glass, and later introduced to heat. They will 
come on under the stage in a warm house. 
This growth in a subdued light gives length of 
stem. 

November 7th.—There is always work to be 
done among the herbaceous plants in the bor¬ 
ders. Having a number of borders chiefly 
occupied with hardy plants, there are generally 
a few borders that want replanting with 
a view to re-arrangement every season. Most 
of the plants are lifted, the ground manured 
and trenched, and when time has been given 
for settlement the plants are placed in jiosi- 
tion, not often in the same way, but mistakes 
in planting are corrected and a better general 
effect is .is far as possible secured. Top- 
dressed Cucumbers in bearing with warm soil. 
All water is now used at the same teni|>erature 
as the house. 

November S'h.—Re-arranged conservatory 
with a view to make the most of the Chrysan¬ 
themums. In addition there are groups of 
other things which act as foils to the great 
show of flowers. Very bright are the scarlet 
Salvias and Scarborough Lilies, and a small 

up qLT retarded Lilium longiflorum is 

into gentle heat to open the flowers and give 
length to the spikes. A few plants of Azaleas 
have been moved into a house where a little 
more warmth may be secured. We shall want 
them at Christmas. Arum Lilies also are 
moving on. 

UNITED HORTICULTURAL BENEFIT 

AND PROVIDENT SOCIETY". 

Tiie annual dinner of this society wns held at 
the Ilolbom Restaurant on t-he llitli October, 
A. W. Sutton, Esq., F.L.S., of Reading, in the 
chair. We aro pleased to see that this society 
is going forward by leaps and bounds, there 
being now 07-4 benefit members, the invested 
money being £211,0011. We hope that the wish 
of the Committee may this year he fulfilled— 
viz., to have 1,000 members. We do not think 
any society worked on similar lines could show 
an investment of £20 (ter member. During 
illness, a member on the higher scale receives 
18s. per week for six months, and half that sum 
for the remaining six months, while members 
on the lower scale receive 12s., and tis. per 
week for tho same {»eriods. A yearly balance 
sheet is issued to each member, so that at the 
end of the financial year each knows exactly 
what stands to his credit, and in the event 
of death his nominee is paid that sum, while 
at the age of 70 he may, if he chooses, with¬ 
draw his balance in a lump sum, or draw on it 
as ho thinks? fit. Lapsed members at the ago 
of GO can obtain the balance standing to their 
credit when they became lapsed members. The 
Benovolent Fund is provided by the contri¬ 
butions of Life and Honorarv members, and 
also a small annual sum pain by each Renelit 
member. Members having passed the age of 
70 can participate in this fund, while any 
member in distressed circumstances, or widows 
of members who die in needy circumstances, 
are assisted from it. The Convalescent Fund, 
which we should like to see taken more advan¬ 
tage of, was started to assist members who 
after an illness are desirous of having a change 
of air. The Management Fund deals with the 
working expenses of the society. Towards 
this each member contributes annually 2s. lid., 
the balance, when necessary, being made up 
from the interest of monies standing to the 
credit of lapsed members, and the proceeds 
from advertisements in the annual report. 
The secretary, Mr. W. Collins, !), Martindale- 
road, Balham, will be pleased to answer any 
inquiries about the society. 

LAW AND CUSTOM. 

ovod a lot of Roman HvacWth 01 

Cattle breaking through garden fence. - 
A hedge, which belongs to me, and which is a very bad 
one, divides my garden from a Held occupied by a farmer. 
His cattle broke thronuh my hedge and destroyed some 
3d0 cabbages. When I asked the fanner to make me 
compensation, he told me f should keep my hedge in 
proper repair. Can I claim damages through the countv 
court?—J. W. 

[You can recover damages through the 
county court if you are under no obligation to 
maintain a fence against the stock in this field. 
It will be for the farmer to prove that you are 
under such an obligation. When a piece of 
land is sold off from a field for building pur¬ 
poses tho purchaser usually covenants to 
maintain a fence between the piece purchased 
and the rest of the field. If your garden 
originally formed part of this field, tho pur¬ 
chaser probably entered into such a covenant, 
and, if so, you cannot recover compensation.— 
K. C. T.] 

BIRDS. 

MTV 

Parrot ailing (No Name).— This bird is 
suffering from a severe attack of indigestion, 
due, no doubt, to improper feeding : hut no 
particulars arc furnished as to general diet and 
mode of treatment. The only tiling mentioned 
is white bread, which is certainly improper 
food. Very often this trouble is the result of 
absence of small stones in the gizzard, where 
they are necessary to enable that organ to 
properly triturate its contents. There should 
always be a supply of coarse sand in the cage, 
from which the bird may select enough small 
stones to keep its digestive organs in working 
order. The grit should he put in a food-tin 
and placed inside the cage. A t here -if- vomit 
ing,Qlh^ia@bllifttraf drinking-water must he 

mafrnop'ft 
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to each ounce of water supplied three or four 
times a day. Fee 1 on Maize (which should he 
boiled till soft, and then wiped dry). Canary - 
seed, Hemp, Millet, Oats, with occasionally a 
few Nuts and pieces of Apple. Never give 
animal food in any form. Keep the bird warm, 
maintaining a comfortable teni[>erature around 
it night and day. This appears to be n bad 
case, and great care must be taken of the bird 
if its life is to be saved. S. S. G. 

OORRE8PONDENOE. 

Questions.—Queries ana answers are inserted in 
Gardening free of charge if correspondents follow these 
rules: All communications should be clearly and concisely 
written on one ride of the paper only, and addressed to 
the Editor of Gardening, 17, Furmval-street, Hoi bom, 
London, H.C. Letters on business should be sent to 
the Publisher. The name and address of the sender are 
required in addition to any designation he may desire to 
be used in the paper. When more than one query is sent, 
each should be on a separate piece of paper, and not more 
than three queries should be sent at a time. Correspon¬ 
dents should bear in mind that, as Gardening has to be 
sent to press some time in advance of dale, queries cannot 
always be replied to in the issue immediately folloiring 
the receipt of their communication. We do not reply to 
queries by post. 

Naming fruit.—Readers who desire our help in 
naming trust should bear in mind that several specimens 
in d'Jerent stages of colour and size of the. same, kind 
greatly assist in its determination. We have received 
from several correspondents single specitnens of fruits 
for namxng, these in many cases being unripe and other¬ 
wise poor. The difference between varieties of fruits are, 
fa many cases, so trifling that it is necessary that three 
specimens of each kind should be sent. We can undertake 
to name only four varieties at a lime, and these only when 
the above directions are observed. 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

Pot roots Of Dahlias (K. H. Smart). When the 
rout hat* killed the tops, cut them off ami stand the j>oU 

containing the tubers in the greenhouse, under the stage, 
till next March, when start them into growth in heat and 
|*ot on. finally planting out at the end of May. 

Greek Valerian (Polemonlum) (if. Watson) — 
A smal I family of hardy herbaceous perennials, mostly from 
America. The* are easily increased by division of the 
roots, and any garden soil will do them’ well. The best 
known is Jacob's I .adder (I’olemonimn cmruleum), which 
bears erect stems, IJ feet to 2 feet high, and a showy 
terminal corymb or panicle of flowers. 

Preserving Tuberous Begonias (Gland-ire) 
l.iftthe tubers nr soon as the top growth decays, bay the 
tubers on a shelf in the dry for a couple of weeks or so. and 
when the growth falls away from them store them in a box 
in dry sand. You must keep them in a frost-proof place. 
Next March they may be patted singly intosmall pots,and 
planted out again about the end of May. 

Marking a tennis lawn(Greca)—The court should 
l>e 78 feet long and 27 feet wide for a single-handed game, 
and fer a double-handed game. 7-S feet long and :itl feet 
wide. It is divided across the middle of the length by a 
net, which is 8 feet tl inches high at the posts, and about 
2 feet in the middle. The service lines are 21 feet from the 
net and parallel w ilh it. 

Planting the English Iris (Constant Reader)— 
This bulbous Iris is not a native plant, lint comes from the 
Pyrenees. In cottage gardens it flowers annually in light 
soil, and in a sunny situation. You ought to plant at once, 
although we have been successful wi h it planted even 
so late as December. The English Iris flowers later than 
the .Spanish and German Irises, and is at its best about the 
end of June and the early part of July. 

Iris Stylosa (Walnut).—The correct answer depends 
on the size of the plants, which we imagine are not large. 
If this is so, let them alone by all means. In any case, 
if you wish to divide the plants, do cot do it now—March 
is a far better month : indeed, we regard March anil April 
as about the best time of the whole year. Loam, leaf- 
mould, peal, and old mortar in almost equal parts will suit 
quite well, and if the root-til ires are in a restricted area 
and against a wall, so much the better. 

Ranunculus (■/. Smith).—You ought to have allowed 
your tlniiunculi In die down, and stared the Inhere away 
until planting time came round. The only thing you can 
do is to leave them as they are, and when the foliage dies 
down to lift and store them. .Some people plant in October, 
hut, unless the soil and situation are favourable, you had 
lietter defer this until February, when soled a rather 
warm, sunny place, if possible. The bed should be of good 
material, and, if the soil is heavy, plenty of sand should 
he added to assist a free drainage. 

Rabbits in the garden (A. hi.).— A good plan, 
which one of our readers found elticacious, wns to put 
tarred string tied to little stakes round the bed in which 
Carnations, etc., were growing. Rabbits ohject to the 
smell of tar. and tarred string can be had very cheaply, 
bailing this, the only thing you can do is to surround your 
garden with wire netting, burying one side about I inches 
in the soil, as, if this is not done, the rabbits w ill scratch 
under it and And their way through. In (hecase of the 
held lats, the only way is to trap or shoot them. 

Iceland Popples (W. Thompson).—The seedlings 
have been either cleared off by one of the many voracious 
caterpillars, or arc drawn in by worms. We know of no 
instance, however, where all vanish in this way, and would 
suggest in future your experimenting with soot and lime 
mixed with the soil below the seedlings, and also a further 
patch dusted over the surface with soot. A capital plan, 
when only a few clumps are required, is to sow, say. half- 
a-dozen seeds in a :i-inch pot. Two dozen such pots may 
easily be dealt with, and, if stood on a hard bottom- 
boards. stone i-r.ving, or the like—worms are kept at bay. 
An additional advantage ol this treatment is the noit 
crowding of the plants, and their u^imJle^4£''elapmanl 
and better rtowerJqgqii^^otJja^ re|^y tfc^e* a t i*e)ij 

dealing with the pots. In a few weeks the seedlings arc 
strong enough lor planting out bodily without disturb¬ 
ance of any kind. 

Gladiolus The Bride (M. H'uf.v.ii.X —Those who 
have to keep up a supplv of cut flowers should grow a 
quantity of this. In pots it is very useful for conservatory 
decoration, hut will not stand much forcing. In a light, 
sandy soil the bulbs may be left in the ground all the 
winter, covering up the’ young growth with litter, as, 
coming up early, it is liable to lie injured by frost. These 
bulbs, left in the ground, will flower earlier than those 
that are lifted and stored. Hy planting at intervals from 
now up to Christmas you can prolong the flowering 
season of this useful plant. 

Lilies (II L. A'. II.\—Yon may certainly plant the 
Lilies in the borders with every hope of success; indeed, 
there is no reason why the majority should not show a 
decided improvement. Heal with them at once. Take 
out a good hole for each potful, dig the soil deeply, say, 
15 inches or 1** inches, work in some old manure* low down, 
ami some sharp sand if the soil is heavy. Then knock the 
plant out of its pot, ami, after removing the drainage, 
plant bodily in the hole in such a way that the old ball 
will be covered to a deptlT of 8 inches. If you have any 
good soil, it will he an advantage to put some around the 
ball before filling in the ordinary soil. For I- auratum, 
no manure, or only very little, need lie used, but a good 
dressing of sand is helpful. Select for this kind a place, if 
possible, where some shade will lie given. If you can 
plant it among peat-loving shrulis, or the like, so much 
the better. 

Daisies In lawn (ff. Where there arc Iiaisies 
in a lawn, mowing should bedone ever* few days to destroy 
the flowers, and thus prevent their seeding. Your efforts 
must be directed to the pulling out of the Daisies, and 
taking care that any that may he left are prevented from 
flowering next summer. You may also help the Grass to 
extend by now dressing' your lawn with basic-slag, 1 lb. to 
the rod, working it into the roots with a rake. A dressing 
of sulphate of ammonia applied next April will he very 
beneficial. There is a lawn sand said to kill Daisies, hut it 
only burns the leaves, and does not kill the roots. You 
can relay turf now ; in fact, tiiis can lie done at any time 
now, when the weather is open and mild. Certainly you 
can dig up the lawn now and let it settle during the 
winter, breaking up the sur'ace and making firm, then 
sowing Grass-seed (not that from a hay-loft) in April. 

Fragrant Roses for greenhouse wall 
(Deeonitt) —Ol the names you niemion, Hoadicca would he 
the best for your low wall. It is a flue Rose in every way, 
and fragrant. Adam would be another good kind, and for 
a rich crimson, you could not do better than plant Liberty. 
The other kinds named would not he at all suitable fer 
this wall. If you desire greater variety, there are Beauld 
Inconstante, which gives a lovely bud, Mine. Abel Chatc- 
nay, one of the sweetest and la st of Roses, Mme. Cusin, 
somewhat dull in colour, but fragrant, and also its two 
sports. Mrs. I'ierpont Morgan or Mrs. Oliver Amts. 
Another charming Rose is Grand Duchesse Anastasie, 
and the same may he said ol Souvenir de G. DreveL For 
a good hold pink. La France and Caroline Testout should 
succeed well in the position. Two very fragrant old Rases 
now rarely met with are Mme. de St. Joseph and 
Goulault, and both are very good growers, well lilted for 
such a wall. 

FRUIT. 

Pruning Red Currants (Red Currant)— Red and 
White Currants are liable to be stripped of their buds by 
birds, and, if such is the case in your garden, you had 
lietter defer pruning until January. Red and White 
Currants, grown as hushes on a short, clear stem, should 
have the centre kept quite open, the main branches being 
about one foot apart. In order that the branches may be 
well furnished with fruiting spurs, the leading shoot on 
each should he shortened to about one-third its length, 
and, if there is room for another branch, reserve a well- 
placed shoot, which Bhorten to about one-third its length, 
and gradually build up a strong bush. All side shoots 
should Ik- spurred back to about half-an-inch of the old 
wood, the fruit being generally borne in clusters round 
these spurs. Your wall trees should be pruned on similar 
lines. 

Pear-trees not fruiting (l)oubtfnl)—We have 
seen Jargonelle and Marie Louise Pear-trees that on a wall, 
just as yours arc, have not fruited, although flowering 
regularly. Such have been induced to fruit freely by 
allowing strong shoots to break up from the upper hori¬ 
zontal branches at intervals of IS inches apart, all shoots 
below being hard pinched or pruned back to three or four 
leaf buds early in August. These top. erect shoots, the 
first winter, have been cut back to one-third their length, 

and allowed the following year Io carry one strong lead¬ 
ing shoot only, that course of treatment lieing repeated 
the following years. Then these growths have carried fine 
crops ol fruit. They soon become stout, and need no 
supiiorts. If brought over archwise to the front they can 
be tied to stout stakes n feet from the trees, and thus form 
Pear arbours. The only other remedy istoseverely prune 
the roots, a difficult job. and to hard prune all the shoots 
at the same time. 

Plums not fruiting (Scotu*).—We can readily 
understand that a Green Gage Plum will not set bloom in 
your very high, cold, northern elevation in the open, 
though on a south wall. The tree needs to he covered 
with glass; but, as the variety does badly, and you 
would, perhaps, prefer a Plum, the best for your purpose 
would be a flat-trained V ictoria. If you prefer an Apple, 
then plant Lord G rosvenor. With respect to your Victoria 
Plum-tree—probably i standard—you would do well to 
shorten the previous season's shoots, in the winter, to one 
half their length, as the points do not ripen well. But 
should the branches, in consequence, throw out young 
shoots further back, those must he, in August, cut back 
to three leaves t ' induce them to form fruiting spurn or 
buds, t’oder no circumstances should leaves be picked 
off, but shortening back these young back or side shoots 
will give the fruits ample light and air. 

VEGETABLES. 

Fungus in Potatoes (■/. Hayne)—The Potatoes 
are attacked by a fungus, which is not in a condition ..in 

Uvhich it is possible to say to what kind it belongs '. I but! f 
(Jvope it may grow, and I mav lie a^il^|)| 

more aliout it if it does. It is often imwwihle lo re». 
nise fungi unless they are in what woulu he is liovuii 
plants—'- in fruit." 

Green Tomato chutney (Hrs. wuumqM* l 
Cotton)—Pul a pint of vinegar in a preset* ing-pan' wju, 
1 Hi. of Demerara sugar, and let this boil until the fin¬ 
is dissolved. Slice an many Tomatoes into this u yoe 
to use, with the same weight of Apple*, peeled, cored.atd 
cut into quarters. 1 oi ol bruised Ginger, six re! (Vi, 
\ lb. Shallots. S Hi. Sultanas, allowing 1 lb. of Sam.- ‘id 
these spices lor each pound ol Apples anil Toiualoe 
to taste. Boil these well together, stirring all tht ti®,. 
until it is thick. like jam. and sets firm when slinkS 
dropped on to a plate. I'our into hot glass 'in Coe 
when cold, and store in a cool, dry place. 

SHORT REPLIES. 
P. />’. S.—Your plant is ( 'ryptomeria elegant. It 

far lietter planted out in the open-Kdina.—No, ifn 
can make a border and plant th- Vine* out. it «il| >.ja 
better in every- way. We shall lie pleawJ to btlfvs*} 
you decide to do so.-Cox, GlaneUy.—Yoxi caneitherki 
and force, or, if you hav e plenty of litter, force ate-, u, 
crowns are. You will find in back numbers many xiiii 
dealing with the propagation of Seakale.- 
find no insects in the box, with the exception ofxn 
small earthworms, which will do no harm- -—A C rtl 
Reader.—The only thing we can suggest is that jon m 
keeping the house too moist. Have you any fire Sr*' 
-R. M. <1.—Box to hand, but there was no insei,— 
(*’. IP.—No enclosure. Letter was found open byG.p- 
William Foster. — You ought to get the "Ken Lee 
Trees and Shrubs," in which the latest noinenclUEi i 
given. The Harden is now published at 20, Tinstri 
street, London, W.C.-f'xbridge. —Yes, theewerli, 
are planted the lietter now-, as they will lie tsulczK' 
before the severe weather is on us.-Mrs LDUnf/. 
—You will find an article dealing with “ Water (A-fcj 
In our issue of Aug. 3, 1901, p. 301. This can behalsfifc 
publisher, post free, for lid.-F. IP. Firth.-Test** 
plan will be to consult a local gardener, who cam Ik 
ground of which you speak.-Enquirer.— It vtntl'ak 
up too much of our space to answ er your qaestla bic 
The best thing you can do will lie to purebtse acopt el 
•• Vines and Vine Culture," price 5a. <id., peit lne.tw 
A. F. Barron, 13, Suit on-court-road, Chiswick, Lord®,' 
-J. S.—Your query is very indefinite. Yon tortus 
have layered your Carnation* in August, and U*aj«o 
would now lie ready to go into fresh quarter* to ibx 
next year-W. <>. Minter.—A very suitable pi** la 
such a position would lie a Heliotrope or sc hj-ta'd 
Geranium. You will find the Canterbury BelUid'aoM 
in our page*.-M. A. Tower.—Yourvariousquerio*!# 
answered fully In the article to which you refer. >» 
nurserymen could get you the bulbs. See our ruinuB 
queries.-Rots.—Set reply to “ Auon," re •• i'eastnd 
ing," in our issue of Oct. It.-Sandy.—Theaobithf 
you can do is to trench the ground to get rid o!tb;nd 
bine, at the game time adding soil ol a heavy »•*a 
the work proceeds, as also the cow-manure w!*ij 
have.-W. Chalmur.—Not a gardening qc 
Tireedside.—1, You will find an article dealing 
potting of bulbsin this week's issue, p. 464. 2, Vo 
to sow the seed at once, as in this way it will gtreae 
far better than if put away. 3, You will find unfit 
with illustrations ol Trilomas in our issue ot OH. 4. p 
You cannot do better than plant T. t'varia.— 
Reader.—Not a gardening question. You ought to "f • 
suit a solicitor.-Constant Reader.—Hindi) m «t»» 
Statice you refer to.-IP. O. JU inter.—Ye*, the Onto. 
Pyraoantha would answer very well in such a pcs'..)' 

NAMES OP PLANTS AND FRUITS. 

Names of plants.—H’. Tembiett. -'Ve 
undertake to name florists' flowers.-L. B. B-b'c - 
1, Spindle-tree (Euonymus europ-vus); 2, Cotcross 
frigida.-IP. X. T.—Common Melilot (Melilotuf o.v 
nalisX-D. C. R.—1, 2, 3, Forms of Aster Novi-BdiaA 
Aster cordifolius elegans; 5, Aster Novi-Belgil Me) 
Parker; li. Aster diffusus horizon talis.-P.J.C.-tw 
manthus pubeacens.-Xo Xante.—1, C'hryian'jM*' 
maximum ; 2, Pyrethr.im uliginosum ; 3 and i. 2"' 
Novi Belgii vars. ; 4. Aster Novi-Belgil serai-piw---' 
A. Novio-Anglim W. Bowman.-T. A'.— Polygonum I*- 
staohyuin.-Miss li. Klkington.—1, Aster eriewdi* 
Helia'nthtis rigidus Miss Mellish ; 3, Aster cordiloiiuJ v 
-C. A. H’. CnttrilL—Bougainvillea glabra—F. 
1 and 3, Adiantum cuneatuin : 2, SelaginellaRwKj* 1 

Adiantum cuneatum grandiceps. It is unfair to Mod*' 
(mail scraps.-J. Gtu'lle.—1. ('ryptomeria japes*1. - 
Please send a coning branch ; l-arix sp. : I, ReB'X*!1'1' 
sp.-IP. /f. —Berber is Aquifoliuni.-St. Johnb.J" ' 
—lledera Rmgneriana.-II. C. II. R.— Nolans Jinp " 
folia.-(i. II.—1, Raphiolepis indica. 8, Pbltbw'-5 
aureum; 8, Seiaginella Kraussiana : I, belaginelU'f •' 
4, Polystichum angulare.-H. M.— Rose fallen to p»* 

Names of fruits.—Mrs. Tidlot.—l, Applcb--**;"' 
Scarlet: 2. Pear Fondante d’ Autoinne.-X C.-L 
of the Pippins; 2 and 4, Cox's Orange Pippin; 8, tan 
Pippin. -S«nxef.—i^uite impossible to name,tb*™’® 
on receipt being quite smashed up owing to had 
-A. A. Lucas.—Specimens insufficient.-Wr' ^ 
bell.—1. Apple Eoklinvilie Seedling; 2. Proh»».' 
head.-G. Got sell. —Pear Beurrc Hardy.—s*7*™ 
/’. If ere*.—Quite impossible *o nameQroin suet 3- 
mens. See reply to “ Anon," in our issue of Oct. H-P 
re “ Pearscracking.”-Ross.—Pear Beurrc C*P“““ 
au October aud early November Pear.-Aijeel I 
—1. Yorkshire Greening; 2, fear not recogm*'1 _ 
K. Cox.—Pears ; 1, Small, Fondante d'Autonnne; i If*' 
Duchesne d' Angouldrne ; 3, Apple Scarlet Non pic- 
Unison, Clacton.—1, Keswick Codlin ; 2. Cox* 
Pippin: 3, King of the Pippins. —- M. 
Xrw/ands.—I, Selwood Reinette; 2, Queen Cana1'"' 
Bismarck ; 4, Duchess of oldenburgb. a very Ute <m<. 

Catalogues received. -Pcnnick and 
a uneries, Wicklow. - List of Shrubs andtoeeeti w _ 
Hlackmore and Langdon. Tiverton Hill .VirseO, . 
’ ' ' 7 Carnations, PiCOteee, etc.-'as- Back not'-' -- is not in a comucion m urn at, yarnaiumt, ruw«, etc.-7 7* 

: kind it belongs ;rbM£lf SOiQ York.—List of Boers, and M*1 ,cf 
l^l|^|)|^l^-^^«j«^i^ J^|l|^ij|S4^n^^furt. —List of Sore!tun fer i 
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PI-ANTS AND FLOWERS. 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

BOUVARDIAS. 

the greenhouse the different varieties are 

valuable, and where there is a demand 

he choicer class of flowers for button holes, 

ys, wreaths, and similar purposes, Bou- 
i» are extremely useful. Blooms of them 

be had to a limited extent almost through- 
tl»e year, but their regular season of 
eri ngis in the autumn and winter, when, 
wtrse, they are more appreciated than at 
o«her time. For winter flowering the 

i»gs are usually struck early in the spring, 
ed off as soon as rooted, and grown on 
Og the summer months. Different methods 
iollowed by cultivators, for by some the 
its are kept altogether in pots, and by 
m planted out in a frame (under which 
iidora they will grow with great freedom) 
carefully lifted and potted in tho autumn, 

en this last is carried out, the plants 
ikl be kept close and shaded from very 
ht sunshine till they have recovered from 
check of removal. The nurserymen that 

*• Bouvardias in large quantities, as a rule, 
> them altogether in pots, for neat flowering 
linens may be had in pots 5 inches in 
aeter ; whereas, if planted out they would 
ive so great a check to get them into pots 
lat size that the plants wou Id suffer greatly, 
large pots are, as a rule, not appreciated 

layers. Large specimens for conservatory 
‘ration where pot-room is no object can be 
to well on the planting-out system, and so 
those needed for the supply of cut blooms, 
this last purpose if the old plants are in 
spring, when all danger from frosts is 

r, planted out in a warm prejiared border, 
y can in an ordinary summer be depended 
« to give a good sprinkling of flowers, which 
very useful, for even with tho wealth of 

jm at that season. Bouvardia flowers are 
s to be appreciated. With the advent of 

first double - flowered variety, Alfred 
aner, this section of Bouvardias was thought 
have a very great future before it; but 
red Neuner still remains the only one of 
’ class grown in any quantity, for the 
ond that made its appearance—tho pink- 
vered President Garfield—was not suffi- 
atly decided in tint to make much headway ; 
ile the bright-coloured forms with double 
■ssoiiis—Hogarth fl.-pleno, Sang Lorraine, 
otor Lemoine, Triomphe de Nancy, and the 
ilowish flavescens fl. -pleno—have never been 
wvn to any great extent. Of single kinds 

white blossoms, Humboldti corymbiflora, 
'Oraewhat upright, vigorous-growing form, 
th long-tabed, Jasmine-like blossoms that 
2 deliciously scented, is good, the only draw- 
ck being that the tube of the flower is weak, 

1 iromits length liable to be broken. The 
noty Parity is of dwarfer habit and with a 
orter t0be to the flower than the preceding, 
‘•or whites are Bridal Wreath and Vreclanifi, 
hi of which are, however, liable fozbecorno1 

tinged with pink. Of bright-coloured blos¬ 
soms far and away the best is President Cleve¬ 
land, but other good ones are elegans and 
Dazzler. The salmon-pink sport from President 
Cleveland—Mrs. Green—is, except in colour, 
the counterpart of its parent; while Priory 
Beauty and rosea multiflora are also good pink- 
flowered kinds. The sulphur-tinted flavescens 
adds variety, while two species, triphylla and 
leiantha, are both pretty bright - flowered 
kinds. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
The Stag's-horn Pern.—I have a SUg's-horn Fern 

In a 48-pot which has grown well in a cool greenhouse, and 
haa perhaps a dozen leaves or fronds. Do you think it 
requires repotting ? And, if so, ia this the right time to 
do so, and what would be the most suitable soil and pot to 
put it in ? There is a brown shield covering the whole of 
the pot. I tried (unsuccessfully) to turn it out of pot, but 
could not move it.—F. Hkrvky. 

[The ordinary Stag's-hom Fern (Plnhyeeriiim 
nlcieorne) is the only species of this family that 
will thrive well under cool treatment. It may 
be grown on a block of wood without the aid of 
any soil, the spreading shell-like basal fronds 
as they decay providing the material for the 
roots to spread into. It is, however, advisable 
to give them a little extra assistance. When 
grown in pockets formed of virgin cork, fibrous 
peat and Sphagnum Moss are tho best mate 
rials, or if fixed on a block of peat the roots 
will spread through and form young plants on 
the opposite side, and eventually cover the 
whole surface of the peat. After being well 
established a little fresh material may be 
pressed in behind the fronds from time to time. 
The roots will soon take hold of the new 
Sphagnum. This Fern should be more exten¬ 
sively cultivated, for there are few that will 
succeed so well in a dry atmosphere. It may 
also be kept fairly dry at the roots. Over¬ 
watering will do moro harm than being kept on 
the dry side. In an ordinary conservatory it 
will require very little water indeed during the 
winter. It may be grown fully exposed to the 
sun, but a slight shade during very bright 
weather may ha re/vynm«nHeH, aa the fronds 
will keep a deeper green.] 

May flowers in conservatory.—I have an 
unheated conservatory facing south, and am anxious to 
have a good display of flowers in it next May. 1 should be 
much obliged if vou would give me a list of things that, if 
potted now, would make the greenhouse bright at that 
time?—Bells Islb. 

[It is unfortunate for you that in May you 
will miss all the best of the Narcissus family, 
which are admirably adapted for pots and the 
embellishment of the conservatory. You may, 
however, try such late-flowering kinds as 
Grandee, poetieus recurvus, ana Queen of 
Spain. If you can pot them ngd place outdoors 
under a north wall, so much the better. Of 
Hyacinths you have a better choice, and may 
select any colour you prefer. Tho May-flower¬ 
ing Tulips will suit you exactly, also the Parrot 
kinds, keeping all of them outside as-suggested 
above. The Spanish Irises should Spotted at 
once and placed in frame about tho end of the 
year, and, in like manner, the beautiful Azalea 
mollis, which, if similarly treated and housed 
rn>.Ianu»’-y 'jhmjld como in well. Such 

fjgqh ss AJiJljens, and the beautiful forms;' 

of Anemone liortcnsis are also Rood. Other 
useful plants are Dielytra spectabilis, Solomon’s 
Seal, and Anemone sylvestris. Frit ill aria 
Moleagris, Muscari conicum, and any of the 
beautiful varieties of Primula Sieboldi are well 
adapted to the purpose, and arc quite hardy. 
With a little care Lilacs could be added, while 
such hardy herbaceous plants as Doronicums 
and the early-flowering Columbines may all 
contribute to a good display at the timo stated. 
The whole of tho bulbous plants will be quite 
safo plunged in ashes till required. Apart 
from the plants named, somo of the early Flag 
Irises would also bo most useful if grown in 
pots.] 

Fast-growing climbers for un¬ 
heated greenhouse.—There are several 
good things for this purpose, the best being 
Passion-flowers (blue and white), Plumbago 
capensis, Habrothamnus elegans, and scarlet 
Trumpet Honeysuckle (Lonicera sempervirens). 
Of Hoses, good whites are Climbing Niphetos 
and Lamar quo, and yellow, Celine Forestier, 
Bouquet d’Or, William Allen Richardson, or 
Gloire de Dijon. A suitable compost for the 
tubs in which vou propose to plant some of the 
above would be fibrous loam, 3 parts, well- 
rotted manure 1 part, with a dash of silver- 
sand. See that tno tubs have three or four 
large holes in the bottom, and there should lie 
2 inches or 3 inches of crocks. The turfy 
pieces of loam which usually abound in good 
compost should be placed immediately upon 
crocks. Stand the tubs on bricks, so thut 
water can pass away and air enter tho soil. 
Vou can plant any of the above at once, and 
we should advise you to procure pot-grown 
plants in all cases. 

Lapageriaa.—“ Nice tilings, but they 
want a deal of heat," was the verdict of a man 
who had been shown cut blooms of Lapngcria 
rosea and L. alba. They' do not need a deal of 
heat, and, what is more, the blooms in question 
were cut from a covered-in portico between a 
greenhouse and vinery (heated by a couple of 
4-inch pipes), having a door out of it to the 
garden. The mistake that Lapagerias want a 
lot of coddling is only too common, and several 
people I know labour under the belief that their 
houses are unsuited to them, because they 
have only heat necessary for the general stock 
of greenhouse plants. It is worth remember¬ 
ing that in early autumn when blooms are 
abundant heat is seldom needed. Plant them 
in loam and peat, be sure the drainage is per¬ 
fect and the roots have plenty of room, and 
success will follow.—W. F. 

A note on Primulas.—A removal from 
cold-frame to greenhouse of these useful winter- 
flowering plants is now needful. A shelf near 
the glass, where they will not be dried up or 
too much influenced by ventilators, is the best 
place for them, and, now that blooms aro not 
far distant, one may give stimulants like cow- 
manure or weak guano-water several times a 
week with advantage. Do not, for the sake of 
getting extra plants in the house, cram them 
together, as this will result in the foliage being 
crushed. Neither is it needful or wise to apply 
too mucLheijtn 5 lA5f? light, and not over much 

rrfdpttft oT$wa3t™- 
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BOB98. Where larger and brick pillars are used for 
— uprights, there is room fora free opening of the 

ROSE CRIMSON RAMBLER. ahootfl in carrying them up. Let there be some 
sort ot proportion between the main poles or 

Thf, more naturally this Rose is allow ed to uprights and the top cross bearers, as it is not 
grow the better will it flower, as may be seen easy to replace those when decay sets in. The 
by our illustration. Where the plants have cross bearers should bo about feet apart, and 
attained a fairly large size some of the growths may l>c intersected by smaller ones longi- 
more than two years old should be cut out tud'iually, if you think lit. Endeavour to 
about February and March. Those that arc obtain all the width you can, as u narrow per- 
L_1_1 -11 _J _1 J l_ _ _»■_ i i ' , 

S'eld better blossoms in autumn from tie 
rier stock.! 

may be intersected by smaller ones longi¬ 
tudinally, if you think lit. Endeavour to 

Climbing Roses for cool greenhouse w 
south side of a bouse.-I should he «rr B0l 
obliged if you could recommend me some good dankt-' 
Uofled for above purposes. The greenhouse is M tee: ' 
Id feel, lean-to, and faces south-vest. I want tom 
live different Hoses (Teas or H.T.) on the root, m*-. 
have variety ; so they must not be too strong-gnu >v. H 

hard and well ripened should be allowed to 
remain, while any that are soft and pithy 
should be cut clean out. Upon the two-year- 
old wood will be a number of laterals from 
4 inches to 15 inches in length. If those are 
very numerous some may be entirely removed, 
leaving the others from 3 inch&s to 12 inches in 
length, according to their strength. We saw 
lately some fine plants of Crimson Rambler in 
the open garden, where this Rose is most effec¬ 
tive and thrives best. Standards of this Rose 
make a glorious showr when in bloom, as the 
growths band over naturally umbrella fayluon. 

The three newest Ramblers— A<jlaia, Eupliro- 
syne, and Thalia—do not at hrst flower so 
freely os the Crimson Rambler. Leave these 
unpruned for two or three years and they will 
flower as freely as one could wish, 
if the same treatment meted out to 
Crimson Rambler is given. 

Mrs. Erskine, Broomley, Mon¬ 
trose, N.B., says “ This photo¬ 
graph I send you I fancy might be 
considered suitable for your pages, 
as it shows what fine growth the 
Crimson Rambler will make in these 
parts. It was planted in the spring 
of 1900 over the back of my gar¬ 
dener's lodge, the situation facing 
east.” 

gola is not prepossessing. By adopting the 
trellis like sides you will not only be better j 
able to train the Roses, but you can have a 
greater variety also, l’lant strong climbers at 
the poles, and medium ones on the trellis. The 
following are useful sorts and strong growers : [ 
Mme. Berard, in lieu of < 1 loire de Dijon, of I 
which you speak ; < ,'heshunt Hybrid, early : 
Long worth Rambler, crimson, good late kind ; 
Frances Bloxnin, salmon-pink, very free ; I 
Crimson Rambler ; \Y. A. Richardson ; Aimee 
Vibert: Alister Stella Grey : I,'Ideal ; Gustave j 
Regis ; Agliria, very free and vigorous, and fine | 
foliage; Thalia, quite hardy and vigorous. 
The following will be best for the trellis 
portion: Mine. Jules Grolez : Mrs. \Y. J. Grant, 

the space will be limited. 1 should like red. Dial, t- 

yellow. Would I/lde&l do in such s place; li Yti 
Rover too free-growing for a confined place! Hw 

limbing var. ; Souv. de Mme. E. Verdier; 

far from the glass should the wire* they are train.-', c-t i. 
I also want some free-growing hardy Rosea for the sea 
side of the house—eix strong and six moderategmoik 
red, pink, and yellow (not Ayrshires)? Also, whsini, 
could you recommend to make good high boshes it 
in pots in a cool greenhouse? Could one get hall-auto 
Roses to make handsome plants, such as would -tied* 
the ground (in pots) to hide staging /—Bklu Istt 

[As you do not desire the kinds to be to 
vigorous, you will find the following selections 
good one Pink : Climbing Mrs. V>\ J. Craa 
Mme. Abel Chatenay. Yellow ; Billiard is 
Bar re, Bouquet d'Or. Red : L’ldeal or Has 
Dosir. Mme. Abol Chatenay would take ■ 
little longer to cover the roof, but it is a lord; 
Ro9e for the purpose. L’ldeal would besraj 
good one for a reddish-yellow, and its bads ik 
beautiful. The wires are usually place! ihjc 

PERGOLA FOR ROSES. 

Wili. you please advise me how to proceed 
in the above, and as to construction ? I in the above, and as to construction ? I 
wish to make a pergola from my upper 
(croquet) lawn to tennls-oourt. The dis¬ 
tance is about 18 feet, on a slight slope. 
The width I could arrange from 3 feet 
6 inches to 4 feet G inches. In this district 
nr props (called pit wood) are largely 
imported for colliery use. The lengths vary 
from ? feet to 8 feet and 11 feet to 12 feet, 
and of varying diameter. My idea is to 
put in five props on each side, 9 feet high, 
5 inches to G inches at the larger end, 
tapering about 1 inch to the top, 2 feet in 
the ground, at about 4 feet 6 inches apart ; 
then run spilt props along the top on either 
side, and over the walk from prop to prop 
crossways, to give rigidity and support. 
Now as to the Roses. There would he 
ten props. Should I plant a climbing Rose 
to each, or how many? The situation is 
rather exposed to heavy winds from the 
Bea side. Roses do very well with me if 
they have moderate shelter. I should like 
a series of climbing Roses to last well 
through summer. The south-west side of 
the pergola will be the more exposed to the 
winds, and the more delicate plants might 
go on the sheltered side. I want W. A. 
Richardson, Crimson Rambler, and Aimi'e 
Vibert, all of which do well here ; but LI loire 
de Dijon does not perfect its blooms. Are 
Aglala and Thalia quite hardy? I eee 
Kuphrosyne well spoken of.—Moxvonii. 
SI11RR. 

Crimson Rambler in the garden at Broomley, Montrose, N.B. From a photograph sent by Mrs. a Kennedy En 

3 details of construction are quite simple. Viscountess Folkestone; Namie, rosy-carmine 1 foot from the glass. It pissiWi'1-- 
ir poles you speak of will do quite well, and yellow base, perfect form ; Mme. Abel advise you to prepare a good bonier j- 
rould suggest the stouter poles for the Chatenay; lvllarney; Lady BatterseA ; L Inno- to plant the Roses, and also obtain * : 
its. T)o not. bark them, ciav© t.lmt. part, nenne. In these two sets you have some of the pot-grown plants to plant out ior t 6 
l in the earth, and this so that it may be host kinds for the purpose you have in view.] Those known as extra sized .. i 
or well dressed with Stockholm tar, say, \ -- Should there be a bench around toe * 

oats. On the top ot uprights you will mvnmo .vn your greenhouse you could train on to r 
ix a length of similar material lengthwise NOTES AhD REPLIES. lands oven less vigorous, such as L - 
■h side to carrv the cross bearers and it Rose Mme. Eugenie Boullet.-The colour of Jardins (yellow), ‘Liberty (crim-o:. 
n siae to carry tne cross Dearers, aim thl* fine Hybrid Tea i" dim Milt to describe. Catalogues *Rrjd«wmaid (Dink) These, of course, w® 
Jao ba prudent to fix these .to the up- iv it „ bright yellow, shaded rose and- amine. ™» I JLf to be crown n lartre pots. We stroo* 

tirred or well dressed with Stockholm tar, say, 
two coats. On the top o£ uprights you will 
need fix a length of similar material lengthwise 
on each side to carry the cross bearers, and it 
may also be prudent to fix these to the up¬ 
rights with hoop iron to keep them in position. 
In cutting thecro3s pieces for the top, let them 
extend at least 1 foot on either side beyond the 
actual ground width. This will give an 
importance to the whole, and at the same time 
dispense with anything of the straight line 
pattern. You will, of course, fix the top 
bearer pieces in position. If the sides can be 
enclosed, fix some of the small Larch tops 
crosswise or in diagonal form, allowing the 
mesh at least a clear 12 inches at the points. 
So placed, the Roses may be trained thereto, 
andso given that greater freedom so essential for 

Liberty (crimson). “ 
These, of course, 

give it as bright vellow, shaded rose and carmine. This, I ' ” , * iartrn note Wc^-'MY 
think, gives a wrong impression, although there is need to ba grown in large pots. - 
undoubtedly yellow p, the flowers. Yellowish-salmon recommend such Roses tor small 
seem# to me more the tint. Anyhow, it is very charming. . tll0y ueVer tan vu guo a — n. 
and one that should be in every collection. The flowers L,„,,nf„| v,ir,aarlrr,a Pink Rover is SCilWJ 
are borne ere it, which is a valuable trait of the popular beautiful blossoms, link KOver , 
Hybrid Teas.—Roha. j suitable pink Rose for indwrs, 

Roses for exhibition.—Would you name twelve | beautiful kind for an outside pin 
OSes suitable for exhibition? Tne plot ol ground 1 pro- Six strong climbers for a BOUtU 

they never fail to give a quantity i 

pose planting them on faces east, but gets the sun till 
12 o'clock. 1 should like those that are free-flowering 
and autumn bloomers. Expense is a consideration.— 
OARDEXKR. 

oix strong unmoors iui a , 

Red: Waltham Climber No. 1. W*. 
Hybrid. Pink : Mme. M trie Livailee, 
ing Captain Christy. Yellow: Mme. 
rt5i- - rs_i.:_ trrO*- 1 

the well ripening of the shoot*. This is not D.-imchki, La France, Marie Baumann, Mrj. nay, Mme. XV&vc&m. Ydto‘ witk 
usualiy done in the pergola, bat in your case, John Laing, Mr.?. Sharman Crawford, Mar- Houtfce, Soleil d Or. ThekiQ . 
and with only medium-sized uprignts, there quise Litta, Mrs. W. J. Grant, Pride of an asterisk would mike g ^ pArv> 
would of necessity ba nvich bunching t ogether Waltham, and White Lady. Procure them I your greenhouse, adding In® j 
of the maip branches whi<JTJ^ aii ob iecUl—on the seedling or cutting Brier,Gwgltejrnwft Testout, Half-Btanaaros ® 
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CTOW 

alwhe 
C, and they nro 

I er}- beautiful when in full bloom. Any of the 
inis named above would bo suitable for these. 
'he strongest growers develop beautiful semi- 
rooping heads.] 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

THE TREE-FASONY. 

tie Tree-Psony must have an open spot away 
mb the shade or shelter of trees; .but, if 
sible, it should be sheltered from north and 
.t winds, which, as a rule, prevail in spring, 
oat the time when the plant is pushing out 
new growths. If should be the aim of the 

Itivator to retard the growth as much as he 
i. and, if the locality is naturally warm, the 
ae-Pieony will require par- 
ular attention, otherwise a 
rp frost in April w ill destroy 
h growth and bloom. It is 
< practice in many places, 
l a very good one, to protect 

plants by a movable glass 
it, or by fitting up around 
m a temporary framework, 
which are placed muslin, 

_ vm, or other thin protecting 
t terial during the most 
focal time—that is, from the 
• ip when the young shoots 

in to lengthen till all fear 
rost is over. If a plant is 
taken by frost, without 
action, then the best thing 
lo is to screen it at once 

pjh the morning sun, so that 
MV thaw gradually. In 

. c list nets uo protection is 
[Wary, and this is the case 

Tally in upland gardens, 
are colder than those in 

valleys, and, therefore, 
does not start so 

jf. Scarcely any amount of 
'hiring the dead of winter 
hurt this Pieony. Some 
ie plant on the north side 

■lb, so as to retard growth, 
I situations have a 
heading effect, inasmuch 
- young wood does not 

jo through want of sufficient 
Jhino. Pceonies look best 
T- isolated on a lawn, not 
way' from a shrubbery or a 
P of some sorb, but so 
*ud that they appear to 
wme connection with one 

other, as the case may 
Being deciduous, a spot 
beehosen for them where 
■Quid be backed up by 

greens for the sake of the 
" « effect. The Tree-1’ieony 

into bloom in early 
og with very little trouble, 
io order to get fine blooms 
iorcing must be gentle, 
plants set aside for forcing 
d be strong and well 
*d, and the shoots should 
fell ripened. They will, of 
to, be in pots and in cold 
aea. About the latter part 
January or the beginning 
February a few plants should be taken 
14 house slightly heated ; for a week or 
Jhey will require no attention, as the buds 
l dormant; bat as soon as the latter 
m show signs of swelling care must be 
en that the plants do not suffer from drought, 
‘-.is stage they may be taken to a house 

ere the mean temperature ranges from50degs. 
jjdegs., and in this atmosphere the buds 

•1 swell quickly and the shoots lengthen, 
about the end of February or early in 

V’ h they will be showing bloom. During 
s‘>ght forcing period the plants should be 

Tr.ged daily if the atmosphere feels dry ; but 
,en m bloom a dry atmosphere is best in order 
preserve the flowering period as long as 

”iole, which, in a cool conservatory, will 
over twelve weeks when well managed. 

,e.v make noble vase ornaments for rooms, as i 
wr sized plant will carry from]){$ to^ozpp I1 

blooms and buds. All the sorts may bo forced 
equally well; but those which have the brightest 
or the most delicate colours are the best. Such 
sorts as Heine Elizabeth, Mme. de Vatry, 
Mine. Laffay, Lnctea, Louise Moncharlet, and 
Lord Macartney are particularly suited for 
forcing. 

The best soil for Tree-Psonies is a deep 
loam, enriched by manure. It is most important 
to plant well at the outset, for no plant resents 
root interference when once established so much 
as the Tree-Pteony, and that is whv it is so 
difficult to transplant it without ill effects. 
When planting, a hole should be dug 4 feet 
wido and a yard in depth, removing all tho soil 
if not of good loam. Put a good layer of rubble 
at the bottom for drainage, and then, with a 
layer of turfy sods on the top of this, put in the 

because they do not throw up suckers in the 
way in which tho common P. officinalis and 
others do. The grafting should be done any 
time between August and the middle of March, 
but French propagators prefer to do it between 
the second week of July and the second week 
of August, in order that the union may take 
place before winter sets in. An expert propa¬ 
gator thus describes the operation : Select (he 
says) some good tubers of some herbaceous 
Pa?ony, then slit each tuber from the crown 
downward, about 2 inches. Cut the scion in 
the shape of a wedge and insert it in the slit 
made in the tubor, taking care that the bark 
of both the tuber and scion fits exactly ; then 
bind with bast and wax in the usual way. Put 
the grafted tubers in deep pots, cover with 
soil to the top of each tuner, and place the 

Tree-Paiony Mme. Stuart Low. From a photograph sent by Mr. R. 0. Pringle, Charleton Gardens, Colingsburgb, Fife. 

soil; after a week’s interval, so as to allow the 
latter to settle, plant your P irony. The best, 
and, in fact, the only time for planting i9 
autumn, during September or October. 
Nursery plants are always kent in pots, and at 
planting time the roots should be disentangled 
and spread out. Being of slow growth, Tree- 
P,-conies require no pruning, except removing 
dead shoots. They seem to flourish in any 

pots in a frame, which must be kept close and 
rather dry. If the operation is done in July or 
August tne scion will be united by September ; 
by October the stock will have developed roots, 
so that in this way the plants are able to with¬ 
stand the winter well in a cold-frame. After 
they have made one season’s growth under 
frame treatment they should be planted out 
and treated as established plants. Layering is 

fairly good soil. In several localities the another simple way of propagating Moutans. 
largest anil handsomest trees grow on sloping If the previous year’s shoots are tongu 
banks of light and deep soil, well exposed to 
the sun and protected from fierce winds. 

Propagation.—The usual and best mode of 
increasing Tree-Preonies is by grafting them on 
the fleshy roots of the herbaceous kinds, but 
they may be also raised from seed or multiplied 
by division of the root, by layers, by cuttings, 

bud 

frevious year's shoots are tongued and 
down in the autumn they will throw pegged 

out roots the first year from each bud, and 
during the second year after layering may be 
safely removed from tho stool. Propagation 
by budding and cuttings is also carried out, 
but it is found that plants raised from cuttings 
remain in a weak state for several years. 

v_In grafting scions on roots, T)i vicli ngCthq toots ffor fine reaso of stock may he 

{vbrids from it are preferrec^j s j^^]Jf|\j^^TCnr0 biing 
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taken that each division carries a few fibrous 
roots. Seedling raising is not much practised 
in this country, because it is seldom that seeds 
are thoroughly ripened. 

CROWN ANEMONES IN SCOTLAND. 

At this season, when flowers are becoming 
scarce, I do not think people sufficiently 
appreciate this lovely plant. At present I 
have some plants, sown in the beginning of 
April, just begun to bloom and covered with 
buds. Another lot that commenced to flower 
in March, and has gone on ever since, is still 
flowering from the roots that died down early 
and have sprung up again. The blooms on it 
were splendid, 3 inches and 4 inches across and 
many more, with stems 2 feet high, in every 
variety of colour and blending of colours, dou¬ 
bles, iarge singles, fringed, etc. I have at 
present beds in all stages—seedlings which 
will bloom very early, and some later Oil. 
They are so easy to grow, and need no care 
or attention, save, of course, to remove 

At any rate, bulbs left for a few years without 
being lifted are often without flowers, proving 
that an annual lifting and replanting in 
autumn are beneficial. I know that many 
theories are advanced every year as to the 
cause of Daffodils failing to bloom, but from 
my own experience I have to acknowledge that 
my worst failures have been from bulbs left too 
long in the ground, and which have become 
thickly matted together.—W. F. D. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Pancratium maritimum.—Would you kindly 

let me know what i» the correct treatment for l-ancraUum 
maritimum'' I have had it some years in my garden in a 
warm place, where Belladonna Lilies do well, and although 
it has increased tremendously, it never (lowers. Origin¬ 
ally, lor the first year, it was in a greenhouse, and the 
second year it was planted out.—Walm t. 

[To be successful in flowering this plant, 
which, by the way, is not characterised for 
freedom of blooming, a definite season of rest, 
wherein all moisture should be rigorously 
excluded, is necessary. Grown in qui to a warm 

Tree-P®ony in a Hampshire garden. (See page 473.) 

weeds. I have any place where I wish to 
grow them richly manured, not too deep, 
as they do not root very deeply. The bed is 
allowed to lie till any heat has gone out of the 
manure. The seed is sown in rows, which I 
find a better plan than broadcast. It is rubbed 
in dry soil to separate the seeds, which stick 
very much together, and sown on the top and 
a little soil sprinkled over it. I always water 
the bed first, and after sowing and putting 
soil on, press down seeds and soil with a spade. 
If dry give a watering in the evenings. The 
seedlings soon start, and after the third leaf 
grow much more quickly than at first. When 
the plants are fully grown, and just before 
they begin to bloom, I have well-decayed 
manure put between the rows, which protects 
them in winter. My old beds also when the 
foliage dies down get a little fresh soil on the 
top and a good dressing of old manure. E. 

Roxburgh, N.R. 

the same. I am giving the bed a good ditaAnf a 
The bank, which laces east, gets a good deal o( the >He. 
noon sun, and is occasionally rather dry. Could you ftH 
me the best sorts ol Julies to plant ? 1 do not Tint to. 

give kinds.—C. M. W. 

Planting Daffodils.—“Daffodils plant yd 
close together never flnweo'-f&eely,” I 
cnea told, lfydfcj'j(0\t)|! 

place, and preferably at the foot of a sunnv 
wall, the plant should do well. With growth 
completed, place a light over it in such a way 
that the rainfall does not reach the bulbs or 
roots, and so keep it for a period of three 
months at least. We got a wholesome lesson 
in growing this species some years ago, the 
ends of several rows getting what they appeared 
to relish—by the proximity of the hot-water 
pipes. Tho bulbs were planted in frames in 
rows, and each end was so superior that the 
thing could not he overlooked. Dryness for a 
long period, when heat was turned on the plants 
not only produced good foliage, hut good spikes 
of bloom also, while those farther removed were 
of the usual pattern. Grown in pots, the plants 
should receive special attention in these parti¬ 
culars of heat and dryness, and, by keeping the 
bulbs near the surface, insure a fuller, or, at 
least, an earlier ripening. When potting or 
planting, plenty of sand or grit should be used, 
and fresh sea-sand, or such as may have been 
weathered somewhat, may be employed.] 

Lilies for planting amongst flowering 
shrubs.—I am plant ng a nanX with A v ilea V1 a fig 'Otffer 
llcwering shrubs, ai d I want 

[The following are all good kinds: Lean, 
didum, L. umbellatum, any of the forms of L 
Thunbergianum, all of which are dwarf—te., 
12 to 15 inches or so, L. pomponium venim,L 
tigrinum and its variety Fortunei and F. 1-pL, 
L. auratum, L. speciosum and its varied* 
roseum, rubrutn, and album; L. croceoo,L 
testaceum, and L. Martagon are all gooi 
easily grown, and inexpensive sorts. Plant all 
the kinds about G inches.deep, save L. at 
didum, which may be just half the dtp! 
This lost may be put in at once; theremsi.-da 
may be planted at any convenient time for ’ 
some weeks to come.] 

Artificial manures.—I should be elod ol iter¬ 
ation respecting the usefulness ol artificial manure!!«i 
flower garden .' Also, what kinda are best townie, 
which is not heavy, and how and in what proportion fcu 1 
they be applied ' Do you advise artificial manori; Si 
Rose-tieds?—S. C. K. 

[Whilst it is an undoubted fact that no 
artificial manures can adequately supply !o 
plants all the food that animal manare 
furnish, yet they are useful substitute, id 

where animal manures cannot be obtaaei. 
then of necessity they m^pt be utilised li. 
manures must contain the three primary 
food elements—phosphate, potash, and nitre 
gen—and generally, in artificial manures, 
are best found in bone-flour (superph*^:; 
Kainit (potash), and nitrate of soda orwpiu 
of ammonia (nitrogen). It is best toped** 
these separately from a manure merauK, to 
mix the two former in equal quantities,vfi 
breaking them up fine on a hard floor, and 
then to apply them early in the winter to ml 
at the rate of G lb. per rod, digging then id 
in. Apply the nitrate at the rate of 31b. paired 

in the springafter growth lias began, boangi: 
in. This should make a good dressing :■* 
Roses, but these latter generally need a mold 
of animal manure in the summer.] 

Clematis Jackmani.—I have a Omarijhi*® 
on a wall about 10 feet hiirh. which is well hirnutrt*®. 
top about 4 feet Iroin the ground. Please state wok*'-* 
cause, and how I will get it to furnish at the Wa¬ 
lk H. 

[G. Jackmani flowers on the young or sp i 
mer shoots. The aim, therefore, in pnaia? 
should be to develop vigorous young *»'-■ 
which is done by cutting the summer poi- | 
back each season as soon as the frosts hi t 
disfigured the plants, say in November, ? 
within about 6 inches of the soil, \ouoept 
to then mulch the surface with sonic row 
manure.] 

Rudbeckia Sunset.—This-one of« 
annual Rudbeckias—has done remarkably vs 
with me this season and is now in full bio®." 
As advertised, it should not have exceeds ' 
inches in height, but it is nearly 3 feet. Tk‘ 
do not mind, as the plants occupy a space ib: 
3 feet from the front of a wide herbao-' 
border and make a fine display. The pl~ ‘ 
are not at all weedy looking, but are, on-* 
contrary, bushy, very robust, and full of Wo- 
The blooms are as large as those of R- spec 
(Newmani), and instead of the ravs or 
being n fine golden-yellow, they nave a : 
brown band or stripe down the centre or 
which renders them very effective when toe • 
shines upon them. It is deserving of a:- -- 
either in the herbaceous or mixed border, B 
another strong recommendation, from - 
amateur’s point of view, is that it may be*0” 
where it is to bloom about the middle o!-v 
to be afterwards thinned out to form tnrw 
five plants in a group, leaving ample sf* 
between each for full development. I13”* 
dry weather water should be supplied 
roots, and they also appreciate an aPFf1'^. 
of weak liquid-manure now and again.— 

Oaura Dindheimerl- — This Hu - ; 
season again proved one of the best s* o ‘ 
we hare, forming good bold groups. 4 " 
3 feet from the margin of herbaceous W ; 
The flowers cannot De described as Purf 
as they have just a suspicion of » P 
on the petals ; but this, instead of detra 
from their appearance, rather enhances i • ■ 
plants, when in full flower, attain a nei. 
rathe r more than a yard, and once they 
mence to bloom the flowers succeed eac ‘ ‘ 
-mstgk succession. I have been a great ‘ 
of this -plant,since it was introduced 
illtnoIs at 
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a good number from seed each year. This is, 
1 lieliere, the best way to grow it, for although 
classed as a perennial, it is too tender to with¬ 
stand the damp and cold of our winters. Mid- 
March is a good time to sow the seed, and the 
resulting plants may be treated in precisely 
the same manner as Asters, transferring them 
to the open border about the middle of May. 
The plants will withstand a considerable 
amount of drought without being apparently 
distressed, but when afforded water whenever 
occasion arises, and treated to a mild dose of 
liquid-manure now and again, they branch 
much more freely, and produce finer spikes of 
dower. I have also used this Gaura in front of 
«hrub-beds, the flowers then showing to oxcel- 
lenteffect among'the dark foliage of Rhodo¬ 
dendrons and the like. Finally, the plant is 
not at all fastidious as to soil, as I have had it 
succeed well in heavy clayey loam.—A. W. 

Seasonable notes.—’J^his is a time when 
gardens, walks, etc., no muter how well they 

scattering a handful or two of dry sand over 
and among the tubers. Dahlia roots will take 
no harm, and, in fact, are better left until 
November has set in. The foliage, if previously 
destroyed by frost, can be cut on, leaving 
about 6 inches of stem. Cuttings in cola 
frames should be kept well aired to prevent 
damping, which not infrequently destroys a 
whole batch of stuff if not checked in time. 
By well airing is not meant that the lights 
have to be very wide open—a space of 
2 inches is ample.—D. G. Mcl. 

Humoa elegans.—On sheltered borders 
Humea elegans, with its imposing racemes, is 
very effective, but often it gets knocked about 
by rough winds and rains. Grown in a cool 
house in pots, this difficulty is got over, and 
one can prepare for next summer by sowing in 
the greenhouse now in well drained pans filled 
with loam two parts, leaf-mould and sand one 
part, making the surface even, scattering the 
seed thinly, and watering it in with a fine-rosed 

tuberous-rooted Begonias. The three succes¬ 
sive displays are most satisfactory, perhaps 
especially the Begonias. Their ricn blossoms 
rise high in tho ccntro and droop over the sides 
of the tub, almost meeting the sprays of Peri¬ 
winkle, whose dark, shining foliage makes a 
beautiful background for them, and the shade 
of the trees seems to suit them exactly. They 
do best kept in their pots and plunged. The 
Tulips were also very beautiful. This year a 
robin made her nest under their broad leaves, 
and reared her family of five quite happily.— 
C. E. S. 

A CORNER IN A HAMPSHIRE GARDEN. 

Tin: illustration represents a corner in a very 
old garden, at this time of the year made 
wonderfully beautiful by a mass of Clematis 
Flammula, with its myriads of star-like 
blossoms, covering like a white cloud the top 
of the gateway and old wall. I have found this 

A corner in a Hampshire garden. From a photogra] h sent by Mrs. Deane, Fairfield*. 

nay have been kept, look very untidy, due to 
the falling leaves. Little can be done to mend 
nutters, until a good sharp frost throws down 
the bulk, when a general clear-up should be 
made. Some people allow the leaves to lie 
as they fall, digging them into the ground 
daring the early winter. This is a mistake, as 
the leaves, instead of enriching the ground— 
the ordinary course of things—make it sour and 
quite unfit for profitable gardening. Far 
'•etter is it to cart them away to some out-of- 
ths-way corner and allow them to decay 
niturauy, when valuable leaf-soil is the out- 
c ime. After the Chrysanthemums are housed, 
Dahlias and Begonias in beds will need 
attention, presuming that cuttings of Tufted 
l'ansies, Calceolarias (shrubby), Pentstcmons, 
Autirrhinums, etc., are in, which must first be 
attended to. Begonias are better lifted as 
sion as the frost destroys the foliage. All the 
sail should bo shaken from tho roots, and the 

watering-can. A moderate temperature is season specially unfavourable to Clematises of 
sufficient for Humea elegans from start to all kinds. Many have died altogether, and 
finish. The seedlings must be taken out of the J even the strong-growing Clematis in the 
seed pan as soon as possible, potted on until picture (taken in October, 1901) is not nearly 
7-inch or 8-inch pots are reached, a good stout so good as usual. French Marigolds, Petunias, 
stake being placed to each, plant in order to Nasturtiums, on the left, with a background of 
secure the centre spike, otherwise the plants 
get top-heavy.—Lkaiukst. 

A shaded "border.—The following simple 
plan has given me so much pleasure that I 
venture to tell you of it. I have a border on 
two sides of my small garden, facing north and 
west, which is so much overshadowed by trees 
and impoverished by their roots that I cannot 
expect flowers to do well in it. Happily, it is 
thickly carpeted by the large blue Periwinkle. 
But in order to get a little more colour I have Elaced among these at intervals eight tubs (the 
alf paraffin casks so often described in your 

columns), and these are filled (1) with Crocuses 
of all colours, (2) with May-flowering Tulips, 

Dahlias, Hollyhocks, and Sunflowers, make 
this a very gay comer, an old Fig tree covering 
the wall behind the flowers. M. J)kanf.. 

Fiiirfitldn, Farcham. 

tuliers stored in boxes in a frost proof planer*! planted beneath the Crocuses, and (3), when 
put'ing. if possible, only apfiipgl^fijypfo •'fid_w{TI^ ti have ,,ccn removed, with e, only '^0 

Verbena venosa.—Some twenty or more 
years ago this was fur more grown than now. 
I have used it in the mixed border during the 
last two or three years in large masses with the 
best results. It goes on blooming far into tho 
autumn, and is most useful for cutting from. 
Some plants of it have stood out safely 
where the roots had run under some stones. 
I find it best to take up a portion of the old 
phint^^j^^p^hem in boxes in a cold-pit. 

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT 

I IRRAMA-rHAMPAinM 



CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

KEEPING CHRYSANTHEMUM 

FLOWERS. 

One of the best qualities which Chrj’santhe 

to encourage flowers of this character. Suffi- 
cient interest would lie felt in a show of natu¬ 
rally early Chrysanthemums grown in the open 
air without disbudding, as this would show the 
value of these sorts. There is a brilliant future 
for the early Chrysanthemums if raisers and 

borders in 
garden pat! 

quantity 
.ns, two i 

r by the side of the kitchen 
rows of plants in each, and 

mums possess is the long time they will distributors of new varieties will only see that 
remain fresh, either growing on the plants or the right kinds are put into commerce. We 

flowering were assisted with liquid-manure. 
They have without exception flowered most 
profusely, and have brightened ud verv am. 

remain fresh, either growing on the plants or the right kinds are put into commerce. We 
in a cut state ; still, much to the disappoint- have had instances in which plants and blooms 
inent of many growers for exhibition, they have been placed before the floral committees 
often fail to keep long enough. This is, how- of the N.C.S. and R.H.S., and the varieties 
ever, very often owin«j to not knowing how to certificated as early-flowering ones, and this 
manage them properly. Blooms are much recognition of their merits has been made in 
more difficult to keep fresh in the south of the closing days of September. On growing 
England titan they are in the northern these samo varieties and extending to the 
counties, as they develop more quickly in the plants treatment as meted out to others which 
south than in the north. The greatest trouble are really early-flowering, the result has been 
growers situated in the northern counties have very disappointing. Sorts which were certifi- 
to contend against in many seasons is the non- cated last season, at the time of writing 
development of the flowers naturally in time (October 1.3th) are not yet in flower, and if the 
for the shows. Those possessing the darkest weather remains open, cannot possibly be in 
shades of colour, namely, the chestnuts, full bloom until the end of October or early 
bronzos, and the doepeat lilacs, retain thoir daya of November. Those facta prove how 
freshness for the shortest period, while the necessary it is to have the flowers which are 
primrose, the white, and the yellow shades submitted to the respective floral committees 

profusely, aud have brightened up very con- 
siderably what is often au unattractive pan of 
the garden at this season of the year. When 
grown in the manner described, the long lines 
of plants in full flower present a beautiful 
piece of colouring, and it is really the best way 
of cultivating them if a fine and protiactei 
display is wished for. A. W. 

ORCHIDS. 

Odontogrlossum Wallisil can be grown in > cat 
bouse, 50 aegs. at night, treated in ever)- wav u l» bouse, 50 (legs, at night, treated in ever) way m l» 
Odonloglossum crispum. When the plant requires repu¬ 
ting place some Bracken-root* instead of crocks s' *U 
bottom of the pot, and use the compost as advised sUst 
It is only of botanical interest.— H. J. U 

primrose, the white, and the yellow shades submitted to the respective floral committees 
continue the longest in good condition. Some of the N.C.S. and R.H.S. exhibited in an un- 
growers cut the blooms when expanded and disbudded state, as this would necessarily 
strive to keep them a long time by placing represent the different varieties flowering from 
them in dark closets in rooms in bottles of terminal buds. It is only in this way that it 

udicious can be satisfactorily determined whether a 

Leaf-soil for Orchids.—Many thanki for yas 
reply bo my queries, especially as to the cultiiMioa 
in Belgian leaf-soil, of which I have got a sample buM, 
and propose giving it a trial. I am told to use only a s&j* 
crock for the leal-soil, and pot moderately firm. It this 
right?—Sam C. Bi'cklev. 

water, but they can be kept longer by judicious can be satisfactorily determined whether 
management upon the plants. 

To have blooms in the best possible con- The bunches ol Chrysanthemums staged in 
dition on any given date, four days previous the various competitions at the October show 
is quite soon enough to cut them. If cut of the National Chrysanthemum Society at the 

plant is an early-flowering variety. 
The hunches of Chrysanthemums staged in 

earlier the florets lose their necessary solidity, Royal Aquarium were all true early-flowering 
and in consequence are not so large as they kinds, as they were nil grown without dis- 
otherwise would be ; this is particularly notice- budding, and in consequence flowering fiom 
able in the Japanese section. It is useless to terminal buds. Mme. Marie Masse, rose-pink, 
cut the blooms after they commence to decay and its beautiful sports. Crimson Marie Masse, 
in the hope of arresting their fading ; when cut chestnut-bronze ; Ralph Curtis, creamy-white ; 
they should be perfectly developed, so that the Rabbie Burns, salmon cerise ; and Horace 
solidity of the lower florets may be maintained. Martin, rich golden yellow, were more often 
An experienced person can tell better by the in evidence than wero any other varieties, 
feel of the lower petals than anything else when These five sorts may lie said to represent the 
the blooms should be cut; they should be crisp ideal early-flowering Chrysanthemum, as the 
and solid, not soft and flabby. When this occurs plants have a sturdy branching habit of growth, 
the white varieties will soon assume a pink flower freely, and also have a good constitu- 
tinge, and in some other varieties a faint brown- tion. Their period of flowering commences in 
ness of the lower florets points to waning beauty; early August and continues well into late 
therefore, when the centre of the flower is October. Ivy Stark is a charming sort, re¬ 
developed and the lower florets fresh, the bloom minding one of Source d’Or, and may be said 
will be right, and should be cut with a long to be an early form of that excellent sort 
stem, say, 12 inches, so that a small portion Bronze Prince is but little known, and may be 
can be cut off every day. Place it in a bottle described as a rich bronze, tinted carmine. 
[ireviously filled with water, amongst which a Lemon Queen is a rich, deep, yellow flower, 
ittle salt or sulphate of ammonia has been and the plant is a profuse bloomer. Its form is 

-1 am informed that leaf-mould is now uiedinti 
cultivation of Orchid*, and a* I have seen no mender, of* 
in Gabdrxino, I shall be glad if you would give me kqe 
information regarding it—that ia to say, for what UidtA 
it is suitable, and how applied? Also as to thexrt* 
leaves from which the soil is made, and how it i« prtjum: 
1 should imagine that leaf-mould would not be verM- 
ing, and would have to be renewed frequenUy. JfiSs 
intimation of it was in a catalogue of a sale byuicta, 
which stated that Vanda cicrulea would do well in it- 
F. W. 

mixed, three-quarters of a tahlespoonful of the 
former to three half pints of water. It matters 

jood, and the flower has a long footstalk. 
Jf Harvest Home too much cannot bo said. 

not whether the water be hard or soft. Half This season it has done remarkably well, the 
the quantity of sulphate of ammonia will suf- flowers are largo and their colour a rich and 
flee. Place the bottles in a cool, slightly pleasing shade of crimson, tipped golden- 
darkenod room having a dry atmosphere, yellow. September Beauty is a bronze sort, 
Allow the blooms to romain on the plants until its height not exceeding 2 feet, and its habit is 
required, or at least two days before, when also good. Other good sorts were Chateau St. 
they may he cut with safety and treated as Victor, amaranth ; Henri Y von, rosy-salmon on 
directed. The moment the blooms are at their yellow ground : Edith Syratt, magenta ; Fran- 
best remove the plants to some cool structure cois Vuillermot, lilac-pink ; and Mile. Guin- 
which can be partly darkened and where air dudeau, pink. 
can be admitted freely. A potting-shed hav- - 
ing a northern aspect, Mushroom house not in EARLY-FLOWERING CHRYSANTHE- 
use, coach-house, or, in fact, any place having MUMS 
the necessary requirements—viz., coolness, 1 * 
dryness, and partly excluded light—will he ’' H^T a gorgeous display these have been 

EARLY CHRYSANTHEMUMS AT THE 

N.C.S. OCTOBER SHOW. 
It is only within the last few years that en 

making for tho past fow wooks, and will 
continue to do so for some little time longer, 
should there be no frost to destroy them. 
The earliest to bloom were, as a matter of 
course, the small-flowered Pompons, such as 
Piercy’s Seedling, Little Bob, Fred Pele, 

couragoment has been given to the early- White Pot (a bronze-coloured variety of the 
flowering Chrysanthemums by the National last-named), Alice Butcher, Leeds, Toreador, 
Chrysanthemum Society, at least when not Flora (yellow), L'Ami Conderchet, and Golden 
disbudded, in which form these flowers look Fleece. Following close on their heels were 
best. A few classes wore first tried as an the early Japanese varieties, such as Mme. 
experiment, and so well were they filled that Desgrange, G. Wermig, Queen of the Earlies, 
others were subsequently added. Bunches of Mme. M. Masse, also the crimson and orange- 
non-disbudded sprays of blossoms were promi- flowered forms of the last-named variety, and 
nent at the show, which began on October 7th. Gladiator, a dwarfer and, if anything, more 
Those appeared to create more interest in tho free-flowering sort than Mine. M. Masse, and 
minds of visitors than did the large, severely similar in colour. Then came Harvest Home 
disbudded exhibition specimens. The latter, and Ambrose Thomas two beautiful free- 
in most instances, were the result of an early flowering varieties), Yellow Boy, Mrs. Rice, 
oud selection of what are generally tormed Mad. C. de Brailles, Vice-President Hardy, 
mid-season or November-flowering varieties, and Crimson Queen. Tho next to open were 
As such they could not be regarded in the Countess de Cariel (an exceedingly pretty 
same light as they would be a month later, as variety), James Salter, Crimson Pride, Rye- 
many of the blooms were lacking in colour, and croft Glory, and M. A. (Saly 
of somewhat indifferent form. iLeeems a nitv t AU the above have been PTnwn in no.rr/Scr 

[Whatever may have been said by otkr 
correspondents I have had no knowledge of, but 

as many’ of your queries have been replied to 
by me, I feel that I ought to state that tho n* 
of leaf-soil in the cultivation of Orchids by 

amateurs is a very risky business. Only th« 
who are thoroughly acquainted with, and hau 
had a long experience in the cultivation a 
Orchids should attempt its use, and even then 
many good cultivators of Orchids fail *id 
it. Some writers surmise that watering is tk* 
key to the successful culture of Orchids in l«i 
soil. My own experience convinces me tta 
the situation and atmospheric conditions aide 
which the plants are grown have a great detl 
more to do with success in the cultivation of 
Orchids in leaf-soil than anythingelse. I-fcw 
proved that in the unfavourable condition' 
surrounding our large towns it i$ .jars 
to grow plants as some advise wholly ml# 
soil, especially “ Belgian leaf-soil.” Ii leof-swl 
is used at all it should be thoroughly prepaid 
“ English ” Oak or Beech-leaves, and ibe 
mixed with equal portions of fibrous pest 
Sphagnum Moss, and rough sand, sufficient u> 
retain it in a porous state. Water most even 

then be given sparingly, and with due cautios. 
It should be pressed moderately firm. With 
this caution I would advise you to keep a 
sharp look-out, and, if detrimental effects 
become apparent, immediately transfer your 
plants to the tried mixture of about equal 
portions of fibrous peat and Sphagnum Mo*— 
H. J. C.] 

Masdevallia picta.—This i9 a scarce 
and rather difficult subject to manage- If 
small size necessitates its being planted in 
shallow pans, so that it can be suspended clew 
to the roof glass. It is a small-flowered kind, 
so that it only displays its flowers to the best 
advantage when hung up where it can be sec--1- 
The pan should lie filled one-third with broken 
crocks, the potting compost consisting of equal 
portions of fibrous peat and Sphagnum Moss 
pressed moderately firm. It will do very *wj 
in the cool-house during the warm month**’ 
the year, but from, say, October to March it 
should be placed in a house that does not i--- 
bolow 55 dogs, during winter. The whole ol 
the small-growing Masdevallias are best gro« 
under warmer conditions during the winter 
months of the vear. —H. J. C. 

Digitized b), 

It-eepms a pity h A1 

/ Google 
All the above have been grown in narrovyj 

^ UNIVERSITY 

Request to readers of “Garden¬ 
ing."—Reader.*, both amateur and in the trade, 

mill kindly remember that ire are. always ''try 

glad to see interesting specimen* of plant) or 

flowers to illustrate, if they will kindly tend 

tfipn ip^our office in as good a stale eupoumt. 
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TREE8 AND 8HRUB8. 

E3CALLONIAS. 

Tice Escallonias are mostly natives oi South 
America—chiefly Chili, lirazil, and Peru. 
Unfortunately, they are not quite hardy, save 
in favoured districts close to the sea, and even 
then they are often cut down in severe winters, 
but shoot up again from the bottom in the 
returning spring. Escallonias are, as a rule, 
o: rapid growth and being easily propagated 
they have become common garden shrubs and 
can always be safely recommended for walls. 
The following are the best of the family : — 

E. Exoniensis is a hybrid whose parentage 
is unknown. It is of compact habit and 
flowers freely. The tube of the flower is pink, 
the expanded portion of a paler hue. 

E. Lanoleyessis.—This, a hybrid between 
E. Philippiana and the form of ft. msorant.ha— 
known in gardens as E. m. sanguines—is 
a pretty addition to hybrid shrubs. It has 
the growth and character of E. Philippiana 
with a profusion of rosy-pink blossoms in small 
trasses upon every shoot. The leaves are dark 
shining green. There are few finer shrubs 
than the popular 

can l>e easily increased by cuttings put into a 
cold-frame towards the end of the summer. 

E. fterocladon is a very free-flowering kind 
with white and pink flowers, while 

E. punctata has dark red flowers somewhat 
resembling those of E. rubra. 

GARDEN PESTS AND FRIENDS. 

Black Currant-mlte.—I have a number of Black 
Currant-bushes, which are full of those round buds 
which f call useless. I would be very pleased If you could 
Iflve me any information how to restore them to a healthy 
condition ? They were replanted and thoroughly manured 
a year or two since, but they have gradually grown worse. 
I suggest pulling them cut. If so, should the same ground 
be planted with Black Currant-bushes V— If lack Currant. 

[Your Currant-bushes have been attacked 
by the Black Currant-mite that can only be seen 
with a strong glass or microscope. Once a 
bud is attacked not only is it practically 
dnshmyivl, hut it. in a centre for the breeding 

and diffusion of the mite. For these reasons 
it is advisable to gather any buds that are 
burst and burn them. That it may be difficult 
to combat this pest by bud-picking only in a 
large breadth is probable, but in small gardens 
it has been successfully done. All who grow 
Black Currants should examine the bushes now 

search it well. If the p'ant be in a pot it is 
best to lay it on its side : then there wnl be no 
chance of the beetles falling into the earth in 
the pot, and, perhaps, escaping detection, for 
thev remain perfectly quiet as if dead for some 
little time. Small bundles of hay or dried 
Moss tied to the stems of plants or laid on the 
earth make good traps, as the weevils find 
them convenient places to hide in.] 

Amerlcan-bllght on Apple-trees. — I have 
enclosed a piece oO an Apple-tree, which seems to •>« 
bwarmed with the insects os on specimen enclosed. Will 
you please state cause, remedy (if any), at I am afraid of 
losing the whole of them?—Yorso Enoint.kr. 

[Your tree3 are attacked by the “ American 
blight” (Schizonettra lanigera), a very common 
pest on Apple-trees. You do not mention the 
sizeof the trees, hut if they besmall enough to 
reach all the infected parts, the best thing that 
you can do is scrape off all the rough bark at 
the part where the insects are, and then rub 
some paraffin emulsion on the part with a stiff 
brush, working it well into anv cracks, etc., in 
which the insects may hide. If there be parts 
of the trees that you cannot reach, spray them 
with the paraffin emulsion, and in the winter 
spray the trees with a caustic wash.—G. S. S.] 

Gooseberry caterpillar. — Will you 
kindly allow me to tell “ W. E. W.,” in reply 

to his inquiry in Gardening Illus¬ 

trated for October 25 th, about the 
“ Gooseberry caterpillar,’’ of the 
simple and effective nlan I adopt 
here to get rid of tnis tiresome 
pest ? I use carbolic acid powiler, 
the same as used for disinfecting 
purposes, which I sprinkle on the 
ground under the bushes as far as 
the branches extend all round. 
Sprinkle it on about as thickly as 
one would spread gaslimo, or just 
lightly covering the ground with 
the powder. Then, with a round 
stick or piece of cane, jar the 
branches so that the insects drop 
into the powder. The bushes must 
be shaken several (rimes. It is best 
to do this in fine weather, so that 
the powder remains dry for a few 
d/.ys. There is no chance for the 
insecta to get down into the earth 
to breed. The above has been 
my plan for many years, and never 
without success. Last year (1901) 
my bushes were badly infested. 
I adopted the above plan, and this 
year my bushes were all heulthy, 
laden with fruit, but not one 
caterpillar to be seen. The powder 
will not injure the roots of the 
bushes if dusted over just to 
whiten the ground lightly, and 
one dressing is sufficient for the 
season. There is no need to dig 
out and bum soil or spraj the 
bushes.—Fred Wright. 

Escallonia Philippiana 

E. Macrantha, which is found in many 
English gardens, especially near the coast. 
We know also of several fine specimens on 
walls as far north as Aberdeen which have 
never suffered in anyway, having been slightly 
protected during the winter. The dark green 
glossy loaves of thin givo it a handsomo appoor 

ance all the winter, while clusters of crimson- 
red flowers adorn it in summer for several 
weeks. There is a variety of this called 
sanguinea, with deeper-coloured flowers. Some¬ 
what similar to it is E. rubra, but the foliage 
is not so glossy and the flowers are paler. 

E. MONTEVIDENSIS (syn. E. floribunda) bears 
large clusters of white flowers. It is a late- 
blooming kind, and the flowers are liable to be 
destroyed by frost. Flowering, however, at a 
season when few other shrubs are in bloom it is 
all the more valuable. There are many seed¬ 
ling forms of this in seaside gardens, Ingrami 
being the best, and hardier than E. macrantha. 

E. Philippiana.—This, introduced from 
Valdivia in 1873, is the hardiest of all, and a 
valuable summer-flowering shrub. It is a free- 
mowing, rather spreading, much branched 
bush with small dark-green foliage, and after 
midsummer is thickly studded with little 
white blossoms, forming when in full blfiom 
juite a mass of that tint. It does bes/in 
airly open loam that is always fairly iiioi 

and again early in the year, and if they pick 
off all the infested buds great good will follow, 
and in time the mite may be stamped out.] 

Grubs among Oyolamen roots.—The enclosed 
grubs were found on Che underside of a Cyclamen corm, 
tney having eaten away the whole of the roots. Can you 
tail mo w-h»t thoy oro, and how thoy may bo RUardod 

against?—R. B. Rooms. 

I 

[The grubs that you find at the rests of your 
Ferns are those of the “black Viae-weevil” 
(Otiorrhynchus sulcatus), or its very near 
relative, the “clay - coloured weevil” (O. 
picipes). These grubs are very destructive to 
the roots of Ferns, Primulas, Cyclamens, 
Begonias, and various other plants. There is 
no means of getting rid of them but picking 
them out from among the rests. The bo9t way 
of destroying this insect i9 by killing the 
weevils. This is not a very easy task, as they 
are only to be found at night; curing the day 
the^ hide themselves so cleverly that it is very 

- difficult to find them. They feed on the foliage 
I of various plants—Vines, Rises, Ferns, etc. 
The easiest way to catch them is to put, while 
it is daylight, a white cloth under the plant 
they are attacking, and then, after dark, to 

j suddenly throw a bright light on the plant. 
This will generally make the beetles fall, when 
.thev Asull atyonce be seen on the cloth. If i h jy 

Q nAv tVLgive the plant a good pz 

VEGETABLE 8. 

LATE PEAS. 

Much as we abuse the vagaries of the past 
summer, 1902 will long be remembered as most 
congenial to tho well being of leguminous 

planb9, especially on light or gravelly soils, 
where during very het, dry summers they are 
often a complete failure from July onwards, 
owing to the attacks of ihrip or mildew, which, 
unless battled with in their first stages, soon 
cripple the growth, ficm which the plants 
seldom recover. Gardeners who have depended 
upon artificial manures for this crop cannot but 
huve been well satisfied with the results, as the 
frequent showers throughout, the season soon 
washed to the roots the properties of any surface 
dressing. As main crop varieties Criterion 
and Ne Plus Ultra stood us in good stead 
throughout August and early September as 
heavy cropping Peas of fine flavour. Glory of 
Devon again did well, fully maintaining all the 
raisers claim for it, while for the latest sui p'y 
I roly chiefly upon Autocrat, a good Pea in 
every respect, and on acountof its moderate 
heignt easily netted where hirls ate a trouble, 
whue the haulm is not so liable to bs blown 
about) HJcUiilfc04F varieties that reach 6 f ,-ot or 
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hinder the pods from tilling so quickly as they 
otherwise would do. We aro still (Oct. ±ind) 
gathering a nice dish twice or thrice a week, 
out the sun having less power and the days 
getting shorter, and rather many wet, dull 
days, the pods do not fill the basket like they 
diu a month since. On July l.r>th I sowed 
Grad us, Chelsea Gem, and Carter's Daisy ns a 
chance crop. The first has given us a few 
gatherings, but the other two aid nothing. 

J. M. B. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Allington l’ippin maybe substituted for it with 
every chance of its proving a success. Its 
keeping qualities are all that can be desired, as 
some specimens stored and tested late in 
January were found excellent, the flavour not 
having deteriorated in the slightest degree. 

A. W. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Manuring Raspberries.—I shall be clad it you 

will give me some information as to the beat way of 
manuring Raspberries when grown by several acres? Spit 
manure is bad to get and costly to apply. What artificial 

Add a sprinkling of nitrate of soda early in 
June, and hoe it in, giving 31b. per rod. Fish 
guano, at the rate of 7 lb. per rod, is a very 
good dressing. Never dig deep amongst Rasp¬ 
berries, or even use a spade—a fork is bat 
Do not wait for the leaves to fall before cutting 
out all weak or superfluous canes.] 

Two good free-bearing dessert 
Plums.—After many years' experience and 
close observation of Plums, I have come to 
regard Kirke’s and Jefferson as two of the 
best dessert kinds grown, all points con¬ 

Forcing Rhubarb In frames. -I have tried to 
force Rhubarb in a small frame, covering the crowns with 
stable-manure, but without success. As soon as the 
growths were a few inches up they damped off.—Crer. 

[You should have placed a few inches of short 
manure in the bottom of the frame, and on that 
packed the Rhubarb roots closely, then filled 
in with soil, watered well, and covered up the 
frame with mats to keep out the light. Any 
dark, close place answers for forcing Rhubarb, 

but quickness of growth will entirely depend 
on the heat you have at command.] 

Onion-seed.—Rather indifferent reports 
are made as to the Onion-seed crop this season, 
consequent on the unusual wetness of the 
weather, for Onion bulbs do not like too much 
wet when planted for seed production. Still 
farthor, the frequent heavy rainfall has caused 
much of the bloom to set imperfectly, and 
where fungus prevailed a further factor of 
injury was found. No doubt there are ample 
stocks of the previous season’s seed on hand, 
but growers generally like seed of the present 
year for sowing. The growers of great bulbs, 
who save their own seed, always use fresh. 
Still, they generally purchase some also, as it 
is now becoming gooa practice to vary seed, 
as too great dependence on one and a home- 
raised stock is not good policy. However, 
whilst with some bulbs, especially of the 
Crimson Globe, I have had poor results, from 
some very fine bulbs of Excelsior sent me, each 
of which carried from eight to ten heads of 
seed, though because of the rain not so per¬ 
fectly sot aa in dry woothor would havo boon 
the case, I had good results.—A. D. 

FRUIT. 

APPLE ALLINGTON PIPPIN. 

When first brought undor the notice of tho 
Fruit Committee of the Royal Horticultural 
Society this dessert Apple was exhibited under 
the name of South Lincoln Beauty, and was 
then certificated as such. The purchasers, 
Messrs. G. Bunyard and Co., however, thought 
well to change the name to that of Allington 
Pippin, and under that name it has so far had 
a very successful career. It is not all the new 
varieties of Apples which are from time to time 
introduced that possess the needful qualifica¬ 
tions to render them popular with fruit 
growers generally, hence the reason why so 
many are unheard of a few years after being 
first introduced to the public. This is, how¬ 
ever, not the case with Allington Pippin, for it 
excited vreat interest the first time it was 
exhibited, which has increased the more 
growers have become familiar with its free- 
cropping capabilities and the excellent quality 
of tne fruit, until it is now very largely grown 
in various parts of the country both for market 
and home consumption. It is, generally 
speaking, medium in size (although the first 
time it bore with me some of the fruits were 
quite large), the skin is dull yellow and beauti¬ 
fully streaked wi tli red on the side facing tho 
sun, and its whole appearance is such as to at 
once command attention. It has a rather deep- 
set eye, a long, slender stalk set in a deep 
round basin, which gives the fruits a semi- 
pendent character as seen growing, while the 
flavour is rich, but quite distinct from that of 
either Ribston or Cox’s Orange Pippins. The 
variety has a capital constitution, as it both 
grows and bears freely ; in fact, so prolific is it 
tnat quite young trees will carry a good few 
examples. As a bush for the garden and 
orchard Allington Pippin can bo highly recom¬ 
mended, and there is no doubt that it will 
hIso succeed grown as a standard. Where 

Bush-trees of Apple Allington Pippin. From a photograph by G. A. Champion. 

manure would answer well, with spit manure given every 
fourth year or so ?—C. B. 

[Even better than heavy spit manure for 
Raspberries is good woll-docayed garden 
refuse. Anything that will if put into a heap 
to decay, and is often turned to help it 
decay, will make for Raspberries the best of 
dressing. It should be spread about bet ween 
the rows in the winter, and be but very lightly 
forked in. In the case of artificial manures, 
E:hase from anyone who deals in them 

c-slag, Kainit, and nitrate of soda. Mix 
the two first together, and strew it about 
between the Raspberries at the rate of 61b. per 
rod, just lightly forking it in. Do that s 

sidered. I am aware that many of the Gsp* 
are better in flavour, hut you have to consider 
the size, added to which Gages are not » 
reliable croppers. From a flavour point « 
view both these are hard to beat when well 
grown and well ripened. Nothing can be more 
handsome than a dish of these, either on the 
dinner or exhibition table, and for the latter 
purpose I doubt if any two kinds are so fre¬ 
quently seen. Some think them tender, but 
I have never found them so. I have them 
growing in a low-lying garden on walls an 
Jefferson as a standard in orchard, 
they crop as well as any I grow. Added to 

, . - - —-—— — -,—-K- ——so soon this, they have hotter keeping powers than 
'-'Ox s range Pippin grows but-iwjifferently 86 the leaves are off and the pruning is | rfBfifFcMvd.s when gathered.—J- Cbook. 
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GARDEN WORK. 

Conservatory.—This house will now be 
terv bright with Chrysanthemums and other 
.hings. As regards arrangement, have as 
nsny features and as many changes as 
jossibla Chrysanthemums must be well 
(Town to bear isolation. Legj^y plants must 
le grouped, but good specimens isolated 
moug Ferns and fine-foliaeed plants are very 
ffective. If in groups the colours should either 
e placed so as to narmonise, or else to form 
ontraste. Indiscriminate mixtures sometimes 
fiend the person of critical taste. The 
rrangeraent must be thought over and studied 
ithu view to produce the best colour effects, 

'ha climbers will now have been much 
Iriucod, but sprays of scarlet Tropieolum, 
'id the variegated Cobtea scandens banking 

| »ut are light and graceful, and give a little 
.lour in the upper part of the house. 

^1° lists tilled with Cyclamens, Chinoeo Prim 
as, and Begonias, with the sides and bottom 
the basket draped with foliage are effective, 

or cool-house the variegated Periwinkle and 
ime silver-leaved Ivies may be used with 

Snsiderable effect. The broad-leaved Ivy 
ideirien9i8 variegata) is quite as useful 
der glass in winter decorations as more 
pensive tender things. The main thing to 
.-ep in mind in the management of a conser- 
itory or show-house is not to throw more 
iter about than is absolutely necessary in 
nter, to do all the watering in the morning, 
d to open the ventilators early to dry up the 
rap. Keep down fires, especially during the 

jpao the Chrysanthemums are in flower, and 
c ..en the weather is mild leave a little air 

' all night. The early-struck Pelargoniums 
* d the old cut-down plants will now be in 
, y-ir flowering pots. The best loam obtain- 

enriched with about one fourth of old 
ik'nure, some sand, a little bone-meal, and 
* lash of soot will grow these plants admir- 
.ly. Firm potting is essential, and the 
1 lots should stand on a stage near the glass 

8d be watered very carefully. The house 
•IrmW be well ventilated without oreating a 

Weight, and a little fire used to keep up a 
lyght temperature of 45 degs. Tree-Carnations 
F je very useful now, and may be well grown 
.^ ler similar conditions to the Pelargoniums, 

v same treatment will suit Zonal Geraniums, 
have a splendid show of these now from 

rats in 5-inch pots that wore cut down for 
k in July, ana left to break outside in the 
'lino. Our collection includes most of the 
and newest varieties, and previous to 

rag them do so well now, I was under 
■ impression they would not flower so well 
winter. 

stove.—Let Caladiums go gradually to 
by withholding water. The pots may bo 

I d on their sides under the stage. We nave 
■i serally succeeded in keeping them in this 

though, of course, there are other ways. 
. raetimes they are shaken out, and the corns 
Jv eked in sand, but they should nob he 

■jsed to a low temperature. We have 
etimes purchased new varieties from 

ntinental growers, and they' generally come 
the shape of small dry offsets or corms, so 

‘ this purpose they must have been dried 
The great tiling is to get them well 

raed by a gradual drying-off. Achimenes 
’ easily kept. They will do very well 
E***1 on their sides under a stage in a warm 

eeuhouse. The Gesneras will take the 
“®> to some extent, of the summer-flowering 
ilhous plants. When grown in pans the 
ferent forms of Gesnera zebrina and cinna- 
“■uuare very attractive, and single specimens 
4inch or 5-inch pots make useful plants for 

* table for a change. Their velvety foliage 
wl bright flowers are distinct from'those of 
'v other plants which flower at this season, 
•'‘arm, low, close pit is the best place for 

and similar plants. Night temperature 
J;m8 bh® rapidly shortening days need not 
Jceoi 65 degs., in some cases 60 degs. will be 

Fuel is dear, and an extra 5 degs. 
~-*es some inroad in the coke bill. The 

hre heat the less water will be required. 
er® be plenty of flowers, including a 

** 'Jrchida, now. 

Pruning wall -trees.—As soon as tho 
are dm™ —----;— 

be done. In some cases where the spurs are 
crowded a gradual thinning should commence 
and be cat-ned on from year to year. Old Pear 
and Plum-trees are often barren in the centre 
from the spurs being so crowded as to reduce 
the size of the foliage and weaken the growth, 
which reduces the size and strength of the 
buds. It is a good plan when this stage has 
been reached in the case of Plum-trees to lay 
in young shoots between the older rods or 
branches. These young shoots when ripened 
will boar freely. The same treatment may be 
adopted with Apricots. Sometimes in old 
gardens the trees are of inferior kinds, and 
these may be cut back and grafted with better 
sorts. It would pay to regraft some of these 
old Pear-trees with such kinds as Doyenne- du 
Comice, Marie Louise, and Glou Morceau. 
Some of these large, old trees which I have in 
my mind’s eye might be made to carry several 
kinds. Bergamotte d'Esperen is a delicious 
late Pear. It bears freely on the Quince, but 
I have had it good on a cut back old tree on a 
south wall. All these good late dessert Pears 
should have a good aspect. In pruning Marie 
Louise it is well to bear in mind that the 
blossom buda are often found on the ends of 
long spurs, so that this tree should not be 
pruned so close as other kinds which carry the 
fruit-spurs nearer home. 

Forcing Asparagus in hot beds.— 
This is the simplest way, though Asparagus 
may be forced wherever there is a genial 
warmth. I have forced it in boxes in the 
Mushroom-house, and in boxes and flat baskets 
in the stove or any forcing-house. Like all 
other forcing work, the main thing is to secure 
strong roots with well developed crowns which 
have not been previously excited. Young, 
well-grown roots four years old will produce 
very fine heads, and these young plants are 
easily started. The hot-bed system is the best 
in country places where there is plenty of 
tree-leaves, as the heat costs nothing beyond 
the labour, a consideration now fuel is dear, 
and the result is so good, the warmth being so 
genial. 

Early- Pooch-house. —When trees have 
been forced several seasons they are always 
ready to start when the usual time comes 
round, and not nearly so much forcing is 
required ; therefore the early house should be 
in readiness now for the start—the walls lime- 
washed, and the borders top dressed, and their 
condition as to dryness or otherwise seen to. 
Peaches will take a good deal of nourishment 
when cropped heavily. Very little fire-heat 
will be required at first, a» 45 degs. at night 
need not be exceeded till the buds show signs 
of moving. 

Window gardening. — Roman Hya¬ 
cinths that were potted early may be taken 
from plunging bed indoors. Colchicums or 
Autumn Crocuses are pretty in pots, and 
Primulas of various kinds will be in flower 
nearly all winter. Berry-bearing plants are 
rather pretty, and there is plenty of winter¬ 
flowering Heaths that will succeed in a cool, 
light, well-ventilated room where the water-pot 
is used with judgment. There are still some 
flowers on Zonal Geraniums, and the Chrysan¬ 
themums are full of bloom now. 

Outdoor garden.—Finish planting bulbs 
as soon as possible. The Autumn Crocuses 
{Colchicums) are now very bright in groups in 
sheltered parts of the borders. Stembergia 
lutea also is very bright and the flowers are 
lasting. It wants a deep, well-drained soil, in 
sunny position. Lift the roots of Dahlias and 
Gladioli, dry them, and store in cool place safe 
from frost. Daisies, Pansies, and Violas are 
cheap, and make a good show. Early-sown 
Pansies are in bloom now. For bedding, seed¬ 
lings are oven more effective than plants raised 
from cuttings. Our Pansies in beds are now 
very bright, and if the weather is mild will 
continue to flower most of the winter. All the 
usual hardy plants may be planted now for 
spring blooming. Shrubs and trees of all 
kinds may also be plauced. One never has too 
many Roses, and there are so many ways of 
using them. Rambler Roses are now much 
planted, and the Crimson Rambler seems 
inclined to flower in the autumn. I notice 
several clusters of buds on some of our plants 

- — __ —l^rkich flowered freely in tho summer. The 
are down the necessary gpipjng^sJiQuld^dou^r^bic-i^^ip^Ptiorse is a desirable thing to I 

have in the front of dark-leaved shrubs or on 
tho rockery (elevated a littlo). Sweeping and 
rolling must be attended to now if lawns and 
walks are to be kept in order, but do not 
remove leaves from the shrubbery. 

Fruit garden.—Plantations of Straw¬ 
berries should be freed from weeds and runners, 
if not already done, and a top-dressing of 
manuregiven between the rows. The advantage 
of planting a. few rows of plants for the 
production of runners i9 very great. The 
runners may be planted now, if not already 
done. Our rule is to plant 1 foot apart in the 
rows and 2 feet from row to row. Half the 
plants may bo removed after the first crop has 
been gathered. Coe’s Golden Drop and other 
late Plums will keep some time on the shelves 
in a cool, dry fruit-room after being gathered, 
if they are not bruised or damaged in any 
way. Those who are thinking of planting 
Figs outside should select a warm, sunnv wall 
of 12 foot or more high, and mako a border 
4 feet or 5 feet wide on an impervious founda¬ 
tion, the position to be well drained. Figs are 
among the easiest fruits to grow, if the roots 
are properly controlled. Wide or extensive 
borders are not required, as liquid-manure can 
be given when the Figs are swelling off, and on 
heavy soils make the Dorder above the natural 
level, and check the roots if they attempt to 
leave the bed prepared for them. Tho same 
course should be adopted with outdoor Vines, 
and the fruit will ripen better and the crops be 
heavier. 

Vegetable garden.—This is a late sea¬ 
son in every sense of the word. Rhubarb and 
Seakale are late with us in casting off their 
foliage, and some time must be allowed for 
rest before lifting for forcing, or, at any rate, 
if lifted, the roots may remain outside for a 
time to rest. As a rule, there is nothing 
gained by placing things in heat for forcing 
before they nave been got ready, and this rest¬ 
ing by exposure is a part of tho work. All 
vacant land should be trenched 2 feet or 3 feet 
deep and thrown up rough to let in the air to 
break it up and fertilise it. Those who leave 
their land covered with weeds during Lhu 
winter lose a good deal in the way of fertility. 
This is the season to improve heavy land by 
adding sand, ashes, burnt earth, and street 
sweepings which contain a good deal of grit; 
but where the roads are repaired with granite 
the sweepings set liard and are not so suitable. 
This is not the season for using artificial 
manures, but basic-slag or anything slow of 
action may be used now. We have obtained 
good results from using basic-slag now and 
nitrate of soda in spring and early summer. 
Turnips fit for use keep well if pulled up and 
the bulbs covered with earth in a trench, leav¬ 
ing the tope outside. Turnip-rooted Celery 
may be kept in the same way. Pareley for 
winter use should be in a position to be easily 
covered. E. Hobdav. 

THE COMING WEEK'S WORK. 

Extracts from a Garden Diary. 

November 10th.— Dahlias have been lifted, and 
when dried will be stood away on the border 
inside a late Peach-house. This is made a 
general sUire-huuso fur this and similar things 
which require to be kept cool, at the same time 
safe from fro9t. All the late Gladioli have 
been lifted, and when dried will be stored 
away. Some years ago I lost a lot of good 
bulbs by storing them in ono of the garden 
sheds. They were killed by frost, and I atn 
not likely to forget it. 

Xoivmbtr 11th.—We have a heap of dry 
Bracken laid up in an open shed ready for 
sheltering anything when fro9tcomes. Planted 
more French Beans in pots in a warm-house. 
We have commenced pruning fruit-trees and 
bushes, and shall continue the work at every 
favourable opportunity till finished. We gener¬ 
ally manage to get all the work done before 
Christmas, as there are so many things requir¬ 
ing attention when the days lengthen. 

November 18th.—Gathered the last of the 
Apples and Pears. We have still a few Plums 
of Blue Imperatrice on a tree on a north wall. 
This is the latest variety we have. Some roots 
of early Rhpbwb hayp been taken up, and will 
bo placed in the Mushroom-house. Successional 
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roots will be started from time to time as 
required. Sowed Sweet Peas in pots. They 
will be kept quite cool. A row has been sown 
outside also. 

November 13th.— All the tender plants from 
beds and borders have been lifted and potted. 
A good many of the old Geraniums have been 
potted up for spring propagation, as spring- 
struck plants, if helped on in heat, will bo 
equal to autumn-struck stuff grown cool, and 
it is always possible to get enough cuttings in 
the early autumn. Arrears of work in planting 
fruit-trees, Roses, etc., are being brought up 
as fast as possible. 

November lfth.—Moved a few bulbs of Nar¬ 
cissus, Tulips, and Hyacinths to a warm house 
to hasten blooming. All hardy shrubs intended 
for forcing have been placed under cover. The 
pots of Peaches standing outside have been 
surrounded with dry Bracken to protect from 
frost. Early-sown Pansies are now very bright 
in the beds and borders. We have a good 
stock of the new double Arabis from cuttings 
rooted during the autumn, and shall plant it 
in masses. 

November loth.—Rearranged conservatory to 
make room in a prominent position for groups 
of Tree-Carnations and Zonal Geraniums, 
which are now very bright. Duplicates of 
choice alpine plants, of which some are kept in 
pots, have been plunged in ashes in frames, 
though the lights will not be put on till bad 
weather comes. Stirred the soil among the 
Violets now flowering in frames, and gave 
liquid-manure. 

better if vou had stated in what form tax is 
demanded and under what schedule. My demanded and under what schedule. My 
answer refers to landlord's property tax, 
schedule A of the income tax. If you had 
any money borrowed on the place, and you 
paid interest on the loan, you might be taxed 
on the mortgage interest, but you could deduct 
the tax when you paid the interest.—K. C. T.] 

BIRDS. 

LAW AND CUSTOM. 

Death of young Canary (J. Simmon*). 
—The lungs of this very prettily-marked bird 
were in a state of inflammation, but the 
immediate cause of death was disease of the 
liver, which was quite incapable of discharging 
its natural functions in the system, the wonder 
being that the sufferer should have survived so 
long as it did. This trouble was, in all proba¬ 
bility, brought about, as in the case of number- 
loss young birds, through an extensive use of 

egg-food. It is all-important to get young 
Canaries on to seed, and to discontinue the 
egg-food with as little delay as possible, for if 
allowed the opportunity they are pretty certain 
to take more of this than is good for them, and 
soon become surfeited and contract disease of 
the liver and bowels. As to the lung trouble, 
it may have been caused through the bird 
having taken cold at the moulting period— 
this frequently happens through lack of care 
in keeping young Canaries free from draughts 
and changes of temperature at this critical 
period. As soon as a Canary shows signs of 
moulting, the cage should be carefully covered 
up from draughts, especially at night, while a 
few Groats and a little Maw-seed may be 
added to the usual diet A piece of cnalk 

the plant rather earlier than usual, but It la better this it. 
growths become really hard than go on gtowinz tie 
the fall, as this Rose will frequently do. l'ou oust ha 
the plant somewhat dry at the root for a time Ai sS 
as you see the eyes or buds commence to swell nthet 
prominently, you can water occasionally; but one raj 
soaking would be belter than driblets 

Rosea on soath wall not flowering (jfi. 
Hut son. Fast End)—The Roses on south wall that tv. 
not made much growth this season must be iBehi 
to remain as they are at present. Prune back growths ' 
spring to good plump eyes to encourage new wool, u! 
although you may not obtain much blossom iisinwH 
summer, you will ultimately do so if the young w»; , 
retained each year, merely cutting out that which ie sir 
out or dead. The W. A. Richardson will blossom weiioer 
year if you bend over ite growths slightly ud de 
prune them, beyond removing extreme points The *i 
of I.ily of the Valley should receive an annual topdrw., 
in autumn of short manure or rich soil, and the Cion 
border would benefit by a like application. 

Protecting Roses In winter (Dio Brie, 
East End).—Nothing Is better for this purpovs that 
Draw this around each plant to a depth of j inch* , 
U inches, but should the bushes be planted close torti- 
you had better bring some soil from another part if r< 
garden. Tea and other half-hardy Roses » proce- 
would come through the w inter safely. Probably dry 

tope w-ould be cut down to the soil, but beneath ths & 
wood would be sound. Rome dry straw or Bracket f-r. 
will do good if stuck in among the branches in add::.; ; 
the soil, but this should be removed during mild sub¬ 
standard Teas should either be lifted and heeled in cv 
a north wall and protected by boards or hurdles in rut.-’, 
or their heads stuffed with dry straw or Bracken Ftra 

Evergreen Roses for arch 
proposed arrangement would answer welL Coodkaif 
Roses for the purpose and that retain their foliage i -t 
time would be: Filicitd- Perpetue, white; Lowtxi 
Rambler, red; Aglaia, yellowish-white; and Hetot '.i 

de Wurtemburg, red. The best Honeysuckles rail . 
I- brachypoda and I- flexuoaa. Clematis Fionas iv 
C. F. rubra are both very lovely and fragrant hr 
blossom in July and August. An early kind rook * 
montana, and a later sort, C. graveoleno. Yon ad 
introduce a plant, perhaps, of C, Jackmani in ate 
obtain some blue colour, and a good white coopu i 

The Wild Birds’ Protection Acts 
(A. R. A. ft.).— On Sept. 19th you went out 
intending to catch some birds with bird-lime, 
and you took with you a tame linnet and a 
goldfinch that you afid your family have had goldfinch that you ahd your family have had 
lor eight years. As you were commencing 
ojierations a policeman came up and took 

few Groats and a little Maw-seed may be 
added to the usual diet A piece of cnalk 
or old mortar should he supplied, and a rusty 
nail put in the drinking water to furnish a 
mild tonic. Linseed is very useful in helping 
birds over their moult, and toast-water is 
sometimes given.—S. 8. G. 

possession of the goldfinch and took it away 
with him. You have three times requested its 
return, but the man says he cannot return it 
without the consent of hi9 sergeant. The 
police have requested the occupier of the land 
to take proceedings against you, but he has 
refused, saying you were doing no harm. At 
the most he could only have sued you in the 
county court for damages for trespass, and he 
acted wisely in refusing. You committed no 
offence against the criminal law, and the 
policeman had no power to take possession of 
the goldfinch. My advice is that you sue the 
policeman in the county court for damages and 
for the recovery of the goldfinch, and if you 
employ a solicitor you are certain to win your 
case.—K. C. T. 

OORRE8PONDENOE. 

duesuona—uuertet ana annum an tntmea mi 
G auroras free of charge if correspondents follow thest 
rule*: AU communications thould be clearly and concisely 
written on one tide of the paper only, and addressed to 
the Epitob of GaapmMDfa, 17, Wurmval-street, Holbom, 
London, E C. Letter* on business thould be tent to 
the Publish am The name and address of ths tender are 
required in addition to any designation he may desire to 
be used in the paper. When more than one query it tent, 
each thould be on a teparate piece of paper, and not more 
than three queries thould be tent at a time. Correspon¬ 
dent! thould bear in mind that, a* Gakdinus hat to be 
tent to prest tome time in adoanoe of date, queriet cannot 
always be replied to In the issue immediately following 
the receipt of their communication. Wide not reply to 
queries by post. 

A gardener's tenancy.—I am a Jobbing gardener, 
and attended to a garden and greenhouse for a gentleman 
who died some six yean ago. At his death I took the 
house, garden, and 'greenhouse of his executors at the 
weekly rent of Gs. They knew that I took it for the 
purpose of growing plants for my trade, but they charged 
me nothing for a few plants then in the greenhouse, 
although I offered to pay for them. I am now thinking 
of giving up the place, and I have eight or ten times as 
many plants in the greenhouse as there were when I took 
it. How many plants must I leave V—II. H. 

[You are not. bound ho leave any plants— 
those that remained when you entered were 
given to you by the executors. If the place is 
still owned by the executors, it might be an 
act of courtesy on your part to leave just as 
many as you found on entry, but if the place 
now belongs to other owners, there is no reason 
why you should leave any plants in the green¬ 
house.—K. C. T.] 

Income tax.—I bought a small part of a Held of 
freehold land, and converted this part into a garden and 
built a greenhouse upon it. Subsequently, on removing 
from the neighbourhood, I put up a notice that the plot 
was for sale, and, out of pure charity, allowed a poor man 
to use it rent free, on the condition that he gave it up at 
any time on demand. I have paid the rates on the land, 
and now am, for the first time for 16 years, required to pay 

Naming fruit.—Readers who desire our help in 
naming fruU should bear In mind that teoeral specimens 
in different stage* of colour and tile of the tame kind 
greatly assist «n its determination. We have received 
'rom several correspondent* tingle specimens of fruits 
for naming, these in many cates being unripe and other¬ 
wise poor. The difference between varieties of fruit* are, 
in many cases, to trifling that it it necessary that three 
specimens of each kind should be sent. We can undertake 
to name only four varieties at a time, and these only when 
the above directions art observed. 

and now am, lor the flrst time lor 16 years, required to pay 
income tax upon it. Con the demand for income tax be 
enforced ?—Nortiiwood. 

[No, you derive no income from the land, so 
you cannot be taxed for it. Perhaps your 
tenant might be compelled to pay income 
tax if his income from all sources amounted 
to £16 1 a year, but it seem9 clear you cannot 
be taxed. Neither can you be compelled to 
pay rates, although your tenant could bo 
compelled to pay them, as'TJls occuoatioS js 
clearly ^ i^lj^01 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 
Early Chrysanthemums (Ignorant).—Procure 

the Chrysanthemums and Begonias In the spring, and 
plant in the open air in May We have given Hate of the 
best varieties in several of our late issues, which you had 
better consult before purchasing the plants in the* coming 
spring. 

Rose Reve d Or as a standard (Inquirer) — 
This Rose makes a glorious head, but is rather shy in 
flowering. We think more suitable yellow or orange- 
coloured kinds for standards are W. A. Richardson, 
Bouquet d'Or, Billiard and Barrl, or Mme. Pierre Cochet. 

Rambler Rose with Injured growths 
(A. M. B.).—The brown appearance of the growths 
is caused by the wind, os we can detect no disease. It 
looks as though the growths had swayed about, and thus 
became chafed. Upon slightly scraping the bark we found 
it quite green beneath. You need not be alarmed at the 
appearance of the shoots, os they will quickly lose this. 

Rose Reve d'Or not flowering C.V. A. F.)— 
For the flrst two or three years this Rose is a very shy- 
bloomer. When the growths become well matured and 
produce good stout laterals, these latter produce other 
laterals, which furnish the blossom. To assist the blos¬ 
soming, the branches should be spread out as much as 
practicable, bending them to the right or left, and even 
partly bowing them over. This variety, being so very 
vigorous, should be planted where it has plenty of space. 
If used on a trellis, train its growths something after the 
style of an espalier fruit-tree 

C. HenryL Ths two last do not furnish the mat i 
growth of the other kinds, although their flowtninio! 
showy. 

Datura (Rosie).—Planted out in a bed or bated 
any kind, and allowed plenty of room and stadixt f 
moisture, this will soon form a handsome ipecmn 
long and white flower* are freely produced, tad I: d 
often continue in bloom till the end of the y«t. lIt 
blooming, the plant ahould be pruned each yeti 
the pruning is done the plant should be allowed top!-7 

at the roots, otherwise bleeding will follow. Itik.t« 
well in the open air during the summer, chooaoti*c 
(sheltered position with plenty of •unehine, pUaMf ■ 
towards the end of May in a rather light, f rustic 
lifted in the autumn, potted and placed in s tw» 
house, the plants will do good service for manr jaa 
the flower garden. 

Covering delicate plants (C. R. r.i-fm 
not aware that protectors are made other ihu ; 'J 
places where they are used. Some are mult d p 
vanised iron wire, having fouT straight pieces 
in the soil, and side and width pieces fiatenri lark* 
with smaller wire. At a height convenient, ike ■«* 
flrst turned outward slightly, aod returned, say, ; nj 
In this way a groove is formed, into which theghsj| 
be placedl It la not a convenient method *«***■ 
seeing that the plants that require covering mxra-tff 
much in size. For all ordinary purposes, a dieetriM 
lodged on the rock garden stones, and kept in 
another stone, does equally well—all that is rtqsdl 
thdt wet shall be thrown off, and a free current a' uW 
secured to the plant 

Description of flowers (fVroaY-So iu an 
know, there is no book dealing with the descnfW* 
florists’ flowers, such as you name. At the 
every florist issuing a catalogue usually appendr iwjjj 
lions to such groups as are catalogued by him. k™ 
Instances, where s large group is specialised, the dsl* 
tions may also be mode a feature. All the Urge ni’te* 
men issue such catalogues, and, os the vorklies 
frequently changing, these are, of necessity, man Pn 
date than any work could possibly be. IloufiiS' 
Carnations and florists' flowers may assist you. 
confined to one or two groups only. Any Boris ojjW 
vou with plants should be able, if called upon, WF',H 
descriptions of the same. I 

Bougainvillea Sanderiana (Sortkirli]-^ 
charming form of R glabra succeed* well in Ok 
house, especially when clothing the light, tansy 
some similar position. It may also be grown in buk " 
by tying the long, flexible shoots to s few sticks, *o- W 
specimens are sometimes grown in this way- ™j 
treatment is this : As soon as the flowering season »• 3 

which In a cool-house will not be till the autumn i*-**! 
advanced, the plants should tie kept somewhat 
the root, in order to thoroughly ripen the wool . 
In this way the plants will, on the return of *pnng • 
the increased temperature and additional moutort. - 
out freely and produce their flowering ahoou i'^em 
protuai on. The flowers of this Bougainvillea are , 
Insignificant, but are surrounded by large togoFc* _ 
bracts, which supply the place of blossoms, W .g 
menee to develop soon after midsummer, and ■ 
the autumn. The more thev are exposed to ligot *“° 
shine, the brighter will be the colour of thebrac-.a 

Rose Marechal Nlel In Greenhouse (Thorpe) 
—Apparently your plant is ripening off, and aa 
Nature has now no further use for the old folisg?, it Is 
lolling. The somewhat unnatural and dry heat of your 
1 reeriho i*e at this season of 

TREE3 AND SHRUBS. 

Plants under Beech-trees (B. 
You appear to pot»ef« a rather difficult P'*ceL0<I^?f. 
deal with saUafactc rily. The Daphne and the W? 
Valley are among lie least likely to succeed ‘■j 
however, try such > hi lgs as the Candy tuft (wM* 
kinds),' the St. Jol n's Wort or Hypericum, -^*3 
Pride (which may be planted more or leas M a ■ 

. plant), the Arabia, snd Aubrietias in sevens! "bR _ 
Of bulbous plants yru could now plant SkilW. VUTTJ 

imrm^^'a' Frit,uw'i"' “d ,h*u : 
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blpr.niih, inch things u Bug loss, Evening Primrose, 
U'llUlaaen, Scapdragons, »nd the like. To these maybe 
>idtd the Armerias, Thymus lanuginostis, Ilelianthe- 
n.ims, Cemtiums, Achilleaa (dwarf kinds), Alyssum 
■ utile, Vincas, Saponaria, Drabas, A cams in variety, and 
ouny more. If sufflcienlly open and warm, the alpine 
pinks and Dianthuses generally should do quite well 

Rhododendron, moving (C. E. A.).—If prepared 
1 for lifting, the plant should move quite well. Dig a trench 

rctind about it at not nearer than 2 feet from its stem, and 
in such a way that all root fibres outside this limit are cut 
tleinattiy : then return the soil, and wait till April next, 
Wore moring the plant. In April dig out the same 
Deach, and, when the plant is loosened, work off some of 
Uk top or surface soil with hand-fork or similar thing. 
Dii sill facilitate the moving and prevent the ball break- 
ir„- in hair. Finally, before lifting It out, work a mat 
Rout the ball of roots, and so take it to its fresh quartern. 
The hole should be in readiness, and should be so ganged 
Hal ihc plant when in position rests in a slight sauccr- 
iruled hole to admit of thorough watering for a few 
«ttka Indeed, upon this and overhead moisture, 
io.tthfr with a good peaty mixture or very sandy loam 
Vout the old ball, will the plant depend for its fresh 
<urt We take it the plant has been some vears in its 

upTwent position. 
FRUIT. 

Wood Leopard-motn {.Cross-patchy—Your Iruit- 
srw h»ve been attacked by the Wood Leopard-moth, 
•bichoften is very destructive to fruit-trees. The moth 
hys its eggs on the bark, and the caterpillars eat their 
mr into the tree. If the caterpillar cannot be reached 

s sire, paraffin-oil or tar should be injected into the 
“kolr, which should then be closed with a pellet of clay. 

Pruning Vines (S’. Newton).—‘Out off all the 
Batenls, and do not depend on any of them. Some 
snao.crs advise leaving long spurs at pruning time, but 

lhaii a mistake. It is far better to cut the laterals off to 
!*o«re», and then, when the Vine starts into growth, it 

wfcauy ts rub off the weaker one. For the health of the 
A or, u well as for the neater appearance, it is always 
«t to prune so as to have the spurs close home. You 
nfht to cut down to the bottom one or two of the Rose 
«ots that have flowered, and in this way encourage the 

; p4knt to break from the bottom. 

VEGETABLES. 
The Celery-maggot (Moron).—Your Celery and 

rlcriachave been attacked by the Celery-maggot, which, 
I yon examine the leaves, you -will find between the 
i*u» If not speedily checked, it will entirely destroy 
b< plants, especially if you hate allowed them to become 
t) *t the roots Broadcast sprinklings of soot and lime 
■ill often prevent the flies depositing their eggs in the 
rain, but when once the maggot has developed, nothing 
it rigid hand-picking will eradicate it, as it conceals 
t«If between the tissues of the leaves, and defies all 
•binary insecticides. You ought to go over your plants 
wy carefully, and, wherever seen, destroy the maggot 
koctiaus one picking over suffices, but if a second attack 
• aide this must he repeated. 

Making a kitchen garden (Beleidere Road, 
Litcardy—As your ground is at present in a very rough, 
uneven state, you should have it well levelled and’ cleaned 
from weeds, then either deeply dug or, better still, 
trenched, carefully keeping the lower soil well down in 
the process. If in doing chat you could mix with the clay 
a few inches thickness of street-sweepings, which contain 
a good deal of grit and horse-droppings, it would do great 
good. Failing that, give a heavy dressing of soot. If you 
wish to make paths, throw out the soil after they have 
been properly marked out, 6 inches or 9 inches deep, fill in 
with clinkers or rubble, and on that gravel or ashes. Some 
kind of edging, such as boards or tiles, should be putdown 
beside each path. Get fruit-trees planted so soon as the 
ground has been made ready and the paths set out. Plant 
preferably in rows across the garden, rather than beside 
the paths. Before sowing vegetable seeds in the spring, 
have the ground well forked over and first dressed with 
fish-guano or gritty manure, such as is earlier advised. 
Clay soil needs plenty of grit and fibre put into it. 

BHORT REPLIES. 
II. 0.—Are you quite sure you have got the Ampelopsis 

Veitchi ? We have never heard of it not clinging to a wall. 
-Blew*.—We do not think you will succeed. We saw 
the same thing tried just lately, and the cultivation was a 
failure.-Constant Reader.—Vine-leaves to hand, but it 
is quite impossible, so late in the season, to form any 
opinion as to the trouble.-T. A".—From the specimen 
leaf sent we should imagine that there is something wrong 
with the roots, they being either too dry or the drainage 
of the particular plant is at fault.-F. S.— Try putting 
your Dahlia-tubers in sand in a box. When you lift them 
stand them upside down for a few hours, so that the water 
can drain out of them.-II. E. B.—Seeing your plant is 
healthy and, as you say, doing well, you should leave it as 
it is. It will do no good to move it into a smaller pot.- 
31 im• Bodson.—Apply to T. Smith, Newry.-31. L. K.— 
We know of no book dealing with the distillation of 
flowers.-IT. K.—You ought to have repeated the query 
when you sent the information as to the part of the 
country you write from.-T. Kennet Were,—You cannot 
do better than plant some of the many forms of Heli- 
anthus, Michaelmas Daisies, and Liliums in variety. See 
article, “ Liliesat Kew,” in last week's issue--Winter.— 
Consult our advertisement columns.-Claude Flight.— 
Yes, you can use horn-shavings, mixed with the soil, for 
pot plants, such as Geraniums, Fuchsias, Cinerarias, etc.. 
and you will find it answer well-Kelly. — You ought to 
sow such things in boxes, pans, or pots, prick them out, 
and then, when strong enough, put them into their per¬ 
manent q uarters. Leave your fruit-trees as they are. Very 
likely your I'lum-tree wants root pruning. The curling of 
the Peach-tree leaves was owing to insect pests. You 
ought to have washed it well with some insecticide.- 
5. C. R.—If you cannot obtain peat, use the next best 
material—viz., leaf-soil, which must be well mixed with 
the soil you have. Azaleas of ail kinds must have peat to 
do well.-Floral !lent ns.—The only book we know of is 
“ Table I*ei-oration." hy law. hut we learn that, it is out of 

print. You may, however, be able to find a second-hand 
copy on a bookstall. We know of no book dealing with 
the other matters you inquire about.-T. II. M.—Your 
Chrysanthemums have evidently been attacked by mildew, 
and you have applied the only remedy.-J. Britler.— 
Roses will do no good in such soil as you send, and you 
will have to prepare stations for them.-E. B.— Scrape 
it off with a hoe ; or you might try one of the many weed¬ 
killers now advertised.-E. O'U.—You had better defer 
moving your llare's-foot Fern until the spring, when the 
growth is on the move.-T. -V.—Write to the Director 
of the Royal Gardens, Kew. 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 

Names of plants.— L. Nash.—Eccremocarnusscabor. 
-Northleigh.—Double Ragged Robin (Lychnis Fioe- 
Cuculi fl.-pLj.-G. W.,Beckenham.—1,Oval-leaved Privet 
(Ligustrum oralifolium) ; 2, Evidently a Forsythia, but 
must see flowers ; 3, Andromeda japonica ; 1, Cupreesus 
Lawsoni erecta viridis.-C. Fyke.—I, The Scarlet-fruited 
Thom (CraUogus coocinea), from North America.-J. E. 
Bodson.—We cannot name florists'flowers.-Mitt Xotl 
Walker.— Quite impossible to say from such a small scrap 
as you send.-R. II. S.—1, Aster Nov»v Anglia- W. Bow¬ 
man ; 2, A. Mme. Cacheux, as far as we can judge from 
your specimen; 3. Aster Nova--Anglia- ptilchelltis.- 
A. G. L.—Helianthus rigidus Miss Meliiah.-Marie.— 
Clematis Viticella rubra.-Robert Canterbury.—Bird 
Cherry (Prunus Padus). -J. K. — Viper's Bugloss 
(Echiuin vulgare). - G. C. — 1, Sedum Ewerei; 2, 
Lonicara aureo-reticulata; 3, Ekeagnus pungens.- 
E. Brawn.—Leycesteria formosa. 

Names of fruits.—-S. C.—1, Sandringham ; 2, 
Leathercoat Russet; 3, Flanders' Pippin; 4, Scarlet 
Nonpareil.-L. A. S.—Apple Egremont Russet.-W. 
Campbell.—Pears : Smooth, Doyenne liousaoch; Rough, 
Josephine de Marines.--J. C. L., Aberystwyth.—1, 
Small's Admirable ; 2, Lady’s Finger ; 2, D'Aroy Spice : 4, 
Yorkshire Beauty.-II. J. Graham, Dorset.—1, Pit- 
maston Duchess; 2, Durondeau ; 3, Beurrc Clairgeau ; 4, 
Calebosse.-U. Camden.—No numbers affixed.- 
Stajord.—Specimen insufficient; not, however, laiuise 
Bonne of Jersey.-T. 31.. Fetminster.—Evidently a local 
sort, not recognised.-John St mail. —Apples : 1, New¬ 
ton Wonder; 2, Rymer. Pears: 1, Brown BeurrC ; 
2, Doyenne du Comice. 

Catalogues received. -Dammann and Co., Naples, 
Italy.—General Price List.-Ernst Denary. Erfurt.— 
List of Novelties, etc.-Amos Perry, Hardy Plant Farm, 
Winchmore Hill, I/mdon, N.—Catalogue of Hardy Border 
amt Rnck Plants. 

The Prize Winners this week are: 1, 
Mrs. H. Peters, Bill Hill, Wokingham, for 
part of group of Lilium giganteum ; 2, Mr. 
John Bolara, Bilton House, Lesbury, for Jar¬ 
gonelle Pear-tree on house. 
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Kelm&ijs LOVELY 
NEW 

The most delightful product of the XXth Cen¬ 
tury. The flower for the NEW CENTURY. No 
Garden is complete without them. Most deco¬ 
rative as a Cnt Flower, and gloriously benutiful 
in Beds and Borders. They are Hardy as the 
Dock, and charming in the infinite number of 
tints in flower and foliage, and should be 
planted now to secure flowers next season. Pzeonics 
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THE FASHION 

KELWAY’S P/EONIES were ADMIRED and SPECIALLY PRAISED by Her late Gracious 

Majesty QUEEN VICTORIA, and also by Her Majesty QUEEN ALEXANDRA. 

DOUBLE OR SINCLE-FLOWERED AS DESIRED. STRONG PLANTS ONLY. ALL ARE NAMED. 
Collection A, 18/- per doz. (100 for £6 6s.).— Purple, purple-crimson, cherry-red, rose, and lilac-rose colours are 

included in equal proportions. 

Collection B, 24/- per doz. (50 for £4 4s.).—Purple, purple-crimson, crimson, cherry-red, deep amethyst, rich rose, 
rose, lilac-rose, rose-pink, and peach in equal proportions are included, and shades of white in less proportion. 

Collection C, 30 - per doz. (50 for £5 5s.).—The above colours, with the addition of maroon-crimson, faint blush, 
delicate cream and white, and sorts with fragrance are selected. 

Collection D, 42/- per doz. (50 for £7 7s.).—The most fragrant sorts, purest whites, and most delicate combinations of 
creamy-yellow, and white and blush, are added to the brightest of the above colours, and purple and lilac tints omitted. 

Collect on E, 60/- per doz. Grandest novelties of the finest form and most delicate enchanting colours. 

CARRIAGE PAID WITH CHEQUE FOR ORDER IF THIS PAPER BE MENTIONED. 

KELWAY & SON, 
146 GOLD AND SILVER 

The Royal 
Horticulturists. LANGPORT, SOMERSET. 

MEDALS-LONDQN, PARIS, CHICAGO, ETC. 

Original frorr 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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GARDEN & PLANT PHOTOGRAPHS, 1902. 
The Editor of Gardening Illustrated 
announces Photographic Competition for tho 
season of 1902. 

Class 1.—Small Gardens.—A prize of Five 
Guineas and a Second Prize of Three Guineas 
for the best ten photographs or sketches of 
picturesque small gardens, including town and 
villa gardens, rectory, farmhouse, or cottage 
gardens. 

Class 2.— Flowers and Shrubs of the Open 
Air.—A prize of Five Guineas and a Second 
Prize of Three Guineas to the sender of the 
best series of not less than twelve photographs 
of the above. These may include wild plants 
or bushes, or any plant, flower, or shrub 
grown in the open air, including also half 
hardy plants put out for the summer, and 
either single specimens or groups, or the 
effects resulting therefrom, in beds or borders. 
Shoote also of rare or beautiful plants photo¬ 
graphed in the house may be included in this 
class. 

Class 3.—Indoor Flowers and Plants.—A 
prize of Five Guineas and a Second Prize ef 
Three Guineas for the best series of indoor 
plants—greenhouse, stove plants, Orchids, or 
any other plant not of the open air—either 
single shoots, plants, or specimens, or the effects 
resulting from good grouping or other arrange¬ 
ments of such plants separately or in associa¬ 
tion with others. Ferns or groups of Ferns in 
houses may be included in this class. 

Class 4.—Best Garden Fruits and Vege¬ 
tables.—A prize of Five Guineas and a 
Second Prize of Two Guineas for not loss than 
twelve photographs of the best kinds of garden 
fruits and vegetables, Grapes, Peaches, Apples, 
Pears, Plums, Cherries, or any other fruit 
grown in Britain, to bo shown singly or on the 
branches. Overcrowding, as in dishes at 
shows, should be avoided. The aim should be 
to show well the form of each kind, and as far 
as may be life-size. The object of this is to 

Hardy plants a speciality. — 
My Collection of Herbaceous Plants contains many of 

the finest varieties, not only of the newer Introductions, 
but also of the old favourites, whi'h are too seldom 
seen nowadays, but winch served to make the English 
gardens beautiful years ago. For those who require a succes¬ 
sion of flowers the herbaceous border is an absolute necessity, 
for by a judicious selection quantities of bloom may tie had 
for at least, nine months in the year, and often with very 
little attention the plants will improve annually. My plants 
arc dug straight from the open ground, and so. being healthy 
and well established, are certain to produce best results. 1 
make no chary, for packing. All plants sent post /ret. Below 
are noted a few out of the many described in my Catalogue, 
which is sent post free on application.—N. LOWI8, The 
Porennial Nurseries, Loversdown. Bridgwater._ 

A CHILLEA PTARMICA FL.-PL.—Produces 
quantities of double white Bowers, splendid for wreath 

or bouquet making, height about 2 It.: 3 for Is. 3d., post free. 
Cuntaurea macroceplmla, fine, hold Thistlc-like flowers; 
succeeds anywhere, but prefers a damp position; height 
3 to 4 ft.; 4 for Is. 3d., post free.—N. LOW18, The Perennial 
Nurseries, Levorsdown. Bridgwater.__ 

rj OR EQPSIS G R AN DIFLO RA. —This flower 
is indispensable where cut bloom is in request, producing 

as it does its liriUiant yellow blooms in great profusion for 
weeks; height 3 to 4 ft.; 3 for Is., post free Chrysogonum 
virgmianum, an uncommon plant from North America, 
golden-yellow, blooms in May; height 6 in. to 1 ft.; 3 for 
Ts 3d N UIW1S The Perennial Nurseries. I-cvcrsdown. 
Bridgwater_ 

though wo do noo want to exuiuue retu 
novelties when they are such. 

Class 5.—General Subjects.—A prize of 
Five Guineas will be awarded for the best 
twelve photographs of any garden subject not 
included in the previous classes, such as water 
gardens, waterside effect*, rock gardens, pictur¬ 
esque effects in gardens, vanes, cut flowers, 
table decorations, and pretty garden structures. 

All competitors not winning a prize will for 
each photograph chosen receive the sum of half 
a guinea. In order to give ample time to ^e good photographs the competition will 

t open until November 29th, 1902. 
What to avoid.—Cut flowers or plants should, 

not be arranged in vases with patterns on them. 

Backgrounds should be plain, so as not to come 

into competition with flowers. Figures of men 

or women, barrows, watering-pots, rakes, hoes, 

rollers, and other implements, iron railings, 

wire, or iron supports of any kind, labels, and 

all like objects should be omitted from these 
photographs. Dwarf towers are ineffective when 

taken directly from abbve. The camera should 
be brought low doom for such. AU photographs 

should be mounted singly, and not several on a 

card. They should not be mounted on cards with 

Hack backs, and the photographs should not be less 

in size than 5 inches by 4 inches. The svljects 

should not he overcrowded. The. following are 

the rules to be observed by all competitors 

FntsT —The photographs may be of objects in the posses¬ 
sion of either the sender or others : but the source whence 
they are obtained must be stated, and none the copyright 
of which is open to question must be sent. There is no 
limit as to number, and no fee to pay. The Editor w to 
have the right of engraving and publishing any of the 
chosen photographs. The photographs may he printed on 
any good paper that shows the subjects clearly. Platmo■ 
types and,bromides should not be sent, but those on albu- 
menized and printing out papers are preferred for 
engraving. AU photograph* should be properly toned. 

Second. - The name and address of the sender, together 
with the name and description of the. objects shown, should 
be plainly written in ini on the bad of each photograph. 
Care should be taken to avoid the ink being seen on the face 
cf the photograph. This is very important. 

Third.—AW communications relating to the competition 
must be addressed to the Editor, 17, Fumival-street, 
Bolbom, London, E.C.. and the dost for which the 
photographs are intended should be marked on the parcel. 

photograph* 

splendid varieties, end 10 grand names, 21s.; half, 12s. 6d.; 

qHYACINTH COLLHCTION.-100 fine bulbs. I n 
5 separate colours, double and single, 21s.. hall, 12s. bd.. 

"onrraAI' COLIiECTION.-Aiiemoiie.Daffo- 

dil. Doc 'ft- tooth Violet, Jonquil. Montbretia, Snowdrop (50 
each), and Crocus, Cladioliw (dwarf). Grape Hyacinth 
Spanish Iris. Ixia. Ranunculus (Persian and French), 
Hpmrxxix. Tritelcla(l00c»oh).l,200bulbe,21s.; half, 12s. 6d.; 

quarters, and Packing Free. 
All kinds of Rare and Beautiful Plants at Popular Prices. 

New List now traily. 

EAST ANGLIAN PLANT CO., 
_GREAT TOTHAM. ESSEX._ 

RELIABLE BULBS. 

&ALEGA OFFICINALIS (Goat's Rue).—A 
useful perennial of very rapid and strong growth, show 

ing many racemes of mauve, Pea-shaped flowers; 4 for Is. 34, 
post free. The white variety, same price.—N. I.OWIS, The 
Perennial Nurseries, Leversdown, Bridgwater._ 

TA7HITE ROCKET is one of our most fragrant 
H flowers. 6 for Is. 4d.. post free. Isvverwler Plants, 

particularly fine, 3 for Is. 34. post free. Gaillardia grandi- 
flora. nice plants of this favourite flower. 4 for la. 3d.; 9 for 
2s. 3d., post free.— N. LOW lb, Tho Perennial Nurseries, 
Leversdown, Bridgwater. _ 

T IN ARIA REPENS ALBA, one of the most 
-Li easily cultivated flowers, and one which ought to be in 
every garden; produces numberless sprays of pearly white 
flowers. 3 for Is. 4d.,_post free. Linum flsrum.-This 
beautiful little yellow Flax is worthy of more extensive 
culture; seldom grows more than a foot high. 3 for Is. 34, 
post froo N. LOWIS, The Perennial Nurseries, Leversdown, 
Bridgwater_ _ 

FELAND POPPIE8, 2s. per doz. Poly¬ 
anthus (splendid strain). 2s. 6d. per (lot. Sweet Williams, 

2s. 3d. per do*. Rrotnpton Stocks, 20 for Is. 3d. Canterbury 
Bolls, 30 for 1*. 6d. Wallflowers: Golden King, 30 for Is. fid. 
Single, mixed (grand mixture), 30 for Is.; Dwarf double, 
mixed, 30 for Is. tkl. All above tlrst-claas stuff, no rubbish, 
and all post free —N. LOWI3, The Perennial Nurseries, 
Iacrcrsdown, Bridgwater._ 

SF BULBS. 
BEST AND CHEAPEST EVER OFFERED. 

new . bimoiiuiu -- 
jost free, be. 64 Cash returned I. 
GARSON. Government Contractor. 

e9 

500.000 BULBS 
■ W Atkin a. ... *-• 5-4 74 ICO 
oraefeldll ... 

louble Daffodils _ S-atO-iOtn 
Single Lent Lilies a a lo 
Trumpet Narcissus ._ _ 7 610a 
Glory or Leiden, run rtwr Box,, | . 

King Edward VII inew) I - escl 
Sweet Scented Phtrunl E>€ 
l „ 5 - * 7 6 iooa 

Snowdrops 5-4 76 1003 
Mixed Narcissus 5 . 100O 
Strawberry Plants | - 100. 

11(0 lex LUTS xric.i oxeisixt UUXHtlt 

r 

Cross & Son, 5*^ Wisbec 
5 

FOSTER & PEARSON, 
BEESTON, NOTTS. Ltd. 

L0NGIFL0RUM GIGANTEUM, 
pure white, nweet scented, lone TnmiDcb-flhaixxl Lily. 
«rund greenhouse variety, or he grown outdoors. 

BULBS 7 TO 10 INCHESIROUNO. 

SPECIAL CHEAP OFFER. 
3a. per dozen, post free; I 
10a. 6d. for 50. carr. paid. 

BULB AND BOSE LISTS FBEE 

SMAIL & CO., Bulb Merchants, 
23, LIME-STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

GREENHOUSES. 
8ft. by 6ft. ..£3 b» 
9ft. „ 6ft. .. 3 15 

10ft. „ 7ft. .. 4, 15 
12ft. 8ft. .. 5 14 
15ft. .. 10ft. .. 8 0 
^ SubBtantiall^ made 

BRAHAM A PIPER,<0.Foxberry-rd., Brockley,London.S B. 

■DLUCHERS. — 5,000 pairs sewn A 
■D Bluchers, quite new; gplendidleather soles. Will 

Write M Fr"£. 
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FRUIT. 

LATE GRAPES. 

Tire past season has been none too favourable 

I for (irapo growers. The spring was a fort¬ 

night late, and we did not have sufficient hot 

weather during the summer to mako up for the 
loss of time. In houses where no fire has been 

itised Black Hamburghs were only colouring 

jin the last week of September, whereas last 

"year I was cutting good ripo fruit at that 

In spite of the unfavourable summer, 
.■rapes have been, and are now, so plentiful 

■ji n the London and provincial markets, that 
J ’ rriees have reached a lower levol than has 
•aitherto been the case. Some years ago I 

ventured to predict that good English Grapes 
-YJrould be sold for one shilling per pound in 
--Vent Garden Markot. The prediction has 

>een verified, for last winter really good 
jdAlio&ntes were disposed of in December at that 

price, and there does not appear to be any 
I*p.'Mpwt of improvement this season. Whether 
u these low prices will continue I cannot say, but 

flien one takes into consideration the vast 
Jjunount of glass that has been devoted to 
inrape growing during the last ten years or so, 
.'here does not seem much prospect of Alicante 
'Jid Gros Colman making from Is. (id. to ‘2s. (id. 

„ « pound, as was the case several years ago. 
II 'Yhnt can bo expected when one man alone 
,severs seven acres of land w;th vineries 7 In 

H parts of the country big glass-houses, such 
8 the past generation would never have 
reamt of, have been, and are being, erected, 
nd the greater portion of those are planted 

>ith Vines, crops of Tomatoes being 
"then from them until the Vines have 

overed the roof. A friend of mine, who had 
wo houses, 376 feet long each by 25 feet wide, 

^,-As now put up six more, each one 125 feet 
Jug by 2o feet wide. There can be no doubt 

,hat the production of late Grapes has been 
ijtry profitable during the last twenty years, 
,f<it the time when there was much money in 
^tripes has pa&sed, and he who now invests 
•^oney in vineries will have to be content with 

•fjjjir interest on his outlay. 
The best paying Grape is undoubtedly the 

Muscat— that is to say, where the soil suits it 
(feil enough to allow the grower to annually 
i**'- from the Vines a good weight of fruit. 
!*-9oie who have a soil naturally favourable 
*1 have no difficulty in keeping their Vines 
'? a sufficiently high state of health to enable 
iem to bear during the first twenty years of 

,-teir life bunches running from lib. to 3 lb. in 
'eight. Unfortunately, all soils do not suit 
jtos Grape, and when this is the case the Vines 
jttickly deteriorate, and the bunches coma 
gt-row-shouldered, do not always sot well, and 

11 to take on that rich amber tint that recorn- 
=mls them to the salesman and fruiterer, 

fc'tor far grow tho Alicante or Gros 
golman, and grow them well, than produce 

uscats that are lacking in colour and 
"our. The Muscat loves a loamy soil, 
it heavy, and well drained. It will 

- we“ ia f'ghter soils, 

has to be very careful in the matter of crop- strawy litter. These waterings help to settle 
ning. If the Vines when the}’ come into full 
bearing are allowed to carry all the bunches 
they form, they are sure to deteriorate. I have 
known more than one good bouse of Muscats 
to bo quite ruined by incautious cropping, and 
in one case the Vines had to bo rooted out. 

Owing to its good keeping, heavy-cropping 
qualities, sizo, and nppearance. Gros Colman 
has been so largely planted during tho 
last few years that really good prices for fine 
samples seem to lie a thing of the past. Some 
five years ago Gros Colman realised 30 per 
cent, to 50 per eent. more than Alicante— 
now there is very little difference, nnd this I 
know, that good Alicantes will make more than 
indifferently-grown Gros Colman. I fancy that 
some have made a mistake in planting so many 
of the Gros Colman, which, in soils naturally 
favourable, is a grand Grape, taking on a high 
colour, and forming bunches of from 2 lb. to 
4 lb., with enormous borrion. In some soils 
considerable difficulty is experienced in colour¬ 
ing this Grape, and badly - coloured Gros 
Colman is a drug in the markot. The worst of 
it is that unless the berries tako on their proper 
colour they will not keep well, so that tho 
grower has to get rid of thorn long before ho 
can expect to see any rise in the price. I once 
knew of a case where tho greater portion of a 
large house had to be sold at 4d. per lb. The 
house was not so well heated as it should have 
been, the season was rather bad, so that the 
berries generally were of n dull red at the close 
of tho growing season. Tho grower was glad 
to sell the whole lot at Christmas for less 
than 6d. per lb. This Grape should bo started 
about the latter end of February in the north 
of England, and not later than the middle of 
March in the wanner counties, so that the 
berries got thoroughly ripened. Without the 
necessary amount of saccharine juice they will 
not keep through the dullest months of the 
year. The worst of Gros Colman is that it has, 
in an even greater degree than other varieties, 
a tendency to push its roots into the subsoil. 
This is very marked in the case of light soils, 
bub may in a measure be counteracted by 

judicious root-pruning every four or five years. 
Both this Grape and the Alicante may be sub¬ 
jected to root pruning, but one must be very 
careful with respect to tho Muscat, as this 
Grape does not make roots so freely as the 
black kinds do. * J. C. B. 

THE PLANTING SEASON. 

It is a decided gain to get young trees from 
the nurseries and plant them properly before 
the winter fairly sets in. Before the late 
heavy rains, the ground, both in the open and 
in particular against walls, was much too dry 
for transplanting operations to he carried out 
without risk of failure, and it is doubtful if 
the borders sheltered by walls are yet well 
moistened. Before, therefore, trees are moved 
the border should be examined and water 
given freely if the soil is found at all dry, 
while if the soil that surrounds the roots after 
planting is done is also dry, or even on the dry 
ide, a good fo&king ought to be given before 

tbff^Ln \#afaf®vellod over and mulched with i t^^iji^ftvelli 

the soil well about the roots, doing this more 
effectually and better in even’ way than it can 
he done by trampling. Especially should 
water he given when trees are moved while yet 
some of the leaves are green. Allowance must 
always be made for a settlement of the newly- 
moved soil, and it should also he remembered 
that there is a tendency for the soil of a bonier 
to increase in depth farthest away from a walk. 
If, therefore, the trees are not planted rather 
high, the collars being kept well above tho 
ordinary ground level, there is every likeli¬ 
hood of their becoming too deeply buried, not 
thriving or proving so profitable as desirable 
accordingly. More particularly is high plant¬ 
ing advisable in the case of trees on cold, 
heavy soils. The roots are only too liable to 
strike downwards into cold or poor subsoils; 
whereas they render the best service when kept 
active on or near to the surface. A rich com¬ 
post should not lie given to quite young trees, 
as this may promote a too rank, unfruitful 
growth. On the other hand, when fairly large 
trees are moved from strong ground, many 
roots being unavoidably, and in some cases 
recklessly damaged, undue exposure to drying 
winds also doing much injury, then they must 
not he given a poor soil, or they are not likely 
to grow satisfactorily next season. Sometimes 
the trees received have been already badly 
started in the nurseries, and must lie grown 
out of it before they prove profitable. If 
newly-purchased trees cannot l>e properly 
planted soon after arriving, then ought they 
to be laid in thinly by the heels, taking good 
care to surround the roots with good fine soil 
in a moist state. Laying whole bundles of 
them in together will not do, as in this case 
the bulk of tho roots docs not come into con¬ 
tact with the soil. 

VINES FAILING. 
Will you kindly inform me through the medium of your 
paper, Uardknixo Ii.li strated, what should be done with 
my lirape-Vines? For the past two or three years the 
fruit has lieen getting poorer and smaller in size, especially 
this season's crop, which has been a (airly large one. but 
the Grapes very irregular in size and only about half on a 
bunch reaching maturity. 1 have two houses, one con¬ 
taining six Vines about twenty years old, the other three 
about 10 years, black Grapes, all, I believe, of one sort. 
Some are rooted inside in deep bed, and others rooted 
outside. The gardener has of late taken to keep other 
potted plants in the same houses at different periods of 
the vear. Would such action be detrimental to the health 
of the Vines, also skinning the rods annually? The 
houses are well ventilated and, of course, heated. I shall 
be greatly obliged if you will advise me whether you think 
these Vines can be brought round, and in what way? Or 
if not, how, when, and with what kinds 1 should replace 
the old ones?—H. V. R. 

[The cause of the partial failure of your 
Vines is duo to their faulty root action. Vines 
have a natural tendency to ramble away from 
tho border, no matter how good this may bo, 
unless their treatment is of the very best. 
There are many Vine borders that are given 
an annual complement of manure dressings and 
water but which contain very few active roots, 
and these are at such a depth that they derive 
no benefit from surface tillage. ^>urs’present 
to us ft similar state, and we should not ho 
surprised if fp^hd on examination that tho 

.ad gone deeply into the subsoil, and with i roots had gone deeply into the 
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“ Defoliating Vines,” by •!. Crook. 1 think we 
can let light into our vineries by shortening the 
shoots back to three eyes without injuring the 
Vines in any way. J. Crook says it is no 
uncommon thing to go into vineries in Septem¬ 
ber and then see Vines stripped of their 
foliage. He does not mention if these Vines 
have been hard forced, or have been heavily 
fruited. I think that would be more the cause 

probably right away from the border altogether, forming fruit-buds, and there is very little 
You do not intimate a desire to have more useless wood to remove. The best antidote 
kinds of Grapes, but as a means of succession to gross, unfruitful wood is a very tirm and not 
it is well to employ more variety. The better o^er-manured soil at first, varying the pruning 
course would be to root out the oldest Vine) with the varieties. If it grows strongly, leave the 
and replant, after having made an entirely new annual shoots double the length of those of a 
border. This can be done piecemeal—that is kind that produces little growth, and do not aim 
to say, a yard wide would suffice for two years, at uniformity of growth, for almost every variety 
and an additional yard could be added in has its distinctive character. Root-pruning is 
alternate years until the space was filled, doubtless necessary sometimes, and will, if 
Good turfy, calcareous loam is that best suited skilfully done, change an over-luxuriant tree 
to your purpose, and it is advisable when into a very fruitful one. Gooseberries and 
making a border to do it well, because once Currants are often left too long in one place, 
made it lasts a good many years. Lime-rubble for the finest berries are produced by young, 
is a valuable addition to the loam, and so are vigorous trees. James Groom, Oonj/ort. 
bones, 1 inch or larger. Beyond this and a -- 
little artificial Vine manure, nothing should be vudivc.u * \t 
required at present. Some employ loose A1 1LE SANDRINGHAM, 
manure, but it is not usually necessary. If This solid, white-fleslied Apple is valuable for 
your younger Vines are Black Hamburghs, cooking from November to March, its good 
then we should plant the other house with flavour and juicy, tender flesh making it when 
Alicante, Appley Towers, and Gros Colman. A I fully ripe a very refreshing dessert fruit 
Vine of Black Hamburgh may be added, and when juicy Apples are scarce. It bears freely, 

Seedling Peaches.-! have two Peach ims two 
years old which my children have frown irom Kota 
They are about 4 feet high and very healthy. Sbcrald 
they be pruned now or in spring, and will they frail with¬ 
out budding, and when? One lacee west and the other 
ea9t.—K. O. 

[We presume your trees have grown where 
the stones were originally planted, and have 
had no training. Assuming this to be so, and 
that they have grown upward on a single stem, 
they may be cut down to within a foot of the 
soil in February next. By cutting them down 
thus, several lateral growths, that in time may 

be trained to the wall in the form of an open 
fan, will lie formed. Seedlings are slow to 
come into bearing, but there is no need to bod 
them in order to procure fruit, "e have 
recently seen growing against a wall several 
seedling Peaches and Nectarines, that are from 
three to four years old, which this year bore 
just a few fruits—some would have a dotes, 

others not more than two or three, "e 
find the trees flower freely enough, bat ifor some reason they do not set a® 
fruits like trees worked on other Mods. 
This, however, may be a failing cdy 
when so young. They grow free:; 
enough, and in some cases too strong:;, 
and need much attention in spring a»i 
summer in dealing with the supertuoss 

FINE FRUIT FROM YOUNG TREES. 

In no department of the garden has more 
change been noticeable during the past few 
years than in that connected with the cultiva¬ 
tion of hardy fruits. In my young days, if any¬ 
one planted Pears it was said he was planting 
for his heirs. Thanks to greater knowledge of 
grafting on stocks suited tor producing fruitful 
trees, we now get the very finest fruit from 
trees that only a few years back would have 
been hardly out of the trainer's hands. One of 
the first things in the way of pruning, in my 
early days, was to cut newly planted trees 
quite close back to the graft, so that several 
years elapsed before there was any bearing 
wood at all. 

A good late Apple—Sandringham. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Strawberry St. Joseph rotting.-I have sent 
samples ot St. Joseph Strawberry, showing decayed state 
of fruit, and shall be obliged if you can tell me the easiest 
remedy? The plants have fruited continuously in open 
ground from June, and ripened perfectly until about three 
week9 ago. I.alterty, however, a large number of the 
berries on each plant have decayed. I have still a quantity 
of fruit, ripe and unripe, most of it at present healthy, but 
some Bhowing signs of turning bad. As I And this the 

Now the work of preparing 
fruitful trees is much better understood, and it 
is quite a common thing in the autumn to see 
young trees in the nursery rows carrying a 
good crop of fruit, quite small trees being 
usually as well set with fruit buds us the 
older bearing trees are. If you wish trees that 
will carry the finest fruits, you must constantly 
replace any that begin to fail with young trees. 
I have not got a fruit-tree of any kind that is 
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heritably suffer if expose*! to cold currents of 
air. If you cannot plant a hedge, could you fix 
weather-boards to the back of your trellis fence, 
as those would not occupy space ? This matter 
should have serious attention. Your soil seems 
to be admirably suited for fruit-trees, but mast 
likely the addition to it of some wood-ashes, 
old lime-rubbish, and soot would be better for 
the trees than at first adding any animal- 
manure. You should plant, of eating Apples : 
King of the Pippins and Cox’s Orange Pippin. 
Of cooking Apples : Lord Grosvenor and Lord 
Derby. Of Pears : Louise Bonne and Catillac, 
a stewing Pear ; and of Plums: Rivers' Early, 
Victoria, and Monarch. It may be too cold for 
Cherries, especially as, if not warm enough, the 
‘hoots do not ri pen, a nd blight is rapid ly created. 
•Jet the grountLdeeply dug 4 feet wide in front 
of the trellis, and plant at once, but not too 
deeply. Leave the trees to settle for a month 
before yon tie them to the trellis, or even prune 
them.] 

Apple Blenheim Orange.—The excel¬ 
lent illustration (page 437)correctly represents 
good specimens of this popular Apple, and 
“T.” does well to warn amateurs who have 
got a limited space against grow¬ 
ing this, for unless it can get 
plenty of room to extend it is 
useless. Unfortunately, this is 
not the only good Apple that is 
uselss for small gardens, and in¬ 
tending planters should consult 
reliable works on fruit culture 
before selecting any kind, how¬ 
ever good it may be, if it has 
not been proved to succeed in 
their own locality, and above all 
to be fruitful in a small state. I 
have fruiting trees of a very largo 
number of kinds of Apples, but 
should never recommend for small 
gardens Blenheim Orange, Peas- 
ds Nonsuch, or Bramley's 

ling;, simply because they will 
not fruit in a size suitable to 
amateurs’ gardens. I am well 
aware how handsome they look 
in collections of fruit, but each 
needs special culture to get the 
fine fruit to perfection, and the 
ordinary amateur wants a tree 
well set with fruit buds, to begin 
with, and that will grow into a 
p»d shaped bush and yield a 
regular crop every year. If tho 
compilersoffruitcatalogues would 
tel! their customers what sorts to 
avoid, they would do them a 
greater service than telling them 
what to plant. Really good free- 
cronping Apples that succeed 
with reasonaole care are too nu¬ 
merous, and the good varieties 
that have never had a name would 
fill large volumes. I frequently 
*ee leads of Apples that come 
to this locality from the New 
Forest orchards, the majority of 
the trees being chance seedings 
or very old and well-known varieties. 
Broom, Goaport. 

Transplanting fruit-trees.—There is 
ample evidence that summer shoots on fruit- 
trees, even on walls, will ripen rather later than 
usual. But the lifting or replanting of fruit- 
trees need not bo delayed in consequence. It 
will, in many cases, do trees good if they now 
receive some root check so as to cause the flow 
oi the sap to materially cease, the wood harden, 
and the leaves to fall. It is so much better 
that operation should take place under the 
influence of ripening, rather than be forced by- 
frost. Then it is a very good plan to have leaves 
on trees when they are transplanted, because 
these exercise some useful influence in pro¬ 
motingquick root-action, and that is of material 
value in helping to establish trees early in the 
winter. The sooner the planting is done also, 
' ie warmer Is the soil, and warmth at the 
roots also helps to promote quick rooting. The 
°tu practice of running a Birch-broom over 
wall-trees to cause the leaves to fall is not 
desirable in ordinary seasons, and certainly 
not in the case of trees it is proposed to trans¬ 
plant. But this autumn some assistance in re¬ 
moving the leaves on permanent trees ma 
desirable.—A. D. Digitized by' 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

J. 

LAURUSTINUS (VIBURNUM TINUS). 

Tins beautiful and fragrant evergreen thrives 
over a large area of Great Britain and Ireland, 
especially near the sea and on warm and 
gravelly soil, though occasionally injured by 
severe frost even in the districts south of 
London. In sunny districts it (lowers freely, 
and we noted some fine bushes in full bloom on 
November 1 in a warden near Ealing, the soil 
being gravelly and well drained. It will keep 
up a succession of bloom until March. 

There are several varieties of Laurustinus, 
the best being the form here figured : 

V. t. lccidum, in which the leaves are larger, 
shining, and almost smooth on both sides, tho 
flower-trusses also much larger. This is found 
to be less hardy than the type, and on this 
account should always have a sheltered and 
sunny spot.. Annt.hor variety is 

V. t. hirtum, in which the leaves and 

branches are hairy, while in the ease of 
V. -r. roRPURKUM the leaves are suffused 

with a dull purple tinge. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Raising Gorse.—I am about to lay out and plant 

a site in the country. The soil is light and the spot some¬ 
what wild, and 1 wish to preserve its character. I am 
therefore thinking of planting Gorse hedges, and shall feel 
greatly obliged if you will kindly give me the following 
information in your next issue : 1, Best mode to propa¬ 
gate Gorse, cither cuttings or seeds ? tSeed it certainly 
the best, sowing thin in the tjninn, but if you have any 
Gorse in your did net, you xcitl probably find you no plants 
in their vicinity which can be transplantal.) 2. How to 
plant—in one or more rows, and distance apart? (The 
great point is to sow or plant thickly.) 3, Is any special 
preparation of the ground required? (Rone whatever.) 
4, About how many j ears would it take to get up a hedge, 
say, 4 feet high' (You will have good growth tla first 
year and go<xt hedges in two or three years.) Site is now 
Grans land, about is inches of light, friable learn and then 
sandy loam. Goree grows splendidly on the site now. 
(You hare the best possible condition for Gorse to orow.) 
—Suffolk. 

Evergreen shrubs,—I should be very pleased if 
j you would tell me the twelve best evergreen shrubs—com¬ 

pact varieties are preferred—that will make good sped- 
mens? Do you think Cryptomcria japonica is hardy 
enough to stand the winter outside here?—A. Y. L., 
Leicester. 

[Without knowing the purpose for which 
your evergreens are needed, nnd whether you 
wish Conifers to be included, it is rather a 
difficult matter to advise. If vour soil is suit- 

Vibumum Tinus lucidum. From a photograph by Mrs. Heath, Dunlev, Bovey Tracey. 

Tho Laurustinus is also very useful for fore- . able, Rhododendrons must be included in the 
ing into bloom early in the year. Anyone who list, but if it is necessary to omit them the 
has a warm house may employ tho Laurus- following may be relied on to all succeed in 
tinus to great, nd vantngo, ns the plants may be ordinary soil. Aucubas. both green and varie- 
stood in a light shed or cold-frame, and intro- gated, and if you plant a male and female 
duced to heat as required. Where there are plant together you will have a crop of their 
draughty corridors to decorate these forced bright-coloured berries; Berberis Darwini, 
plants will be found very useful, as they 
last a long time in flower, and do not suffer 
when exposed to changes of temperature. It 
would bo well to grow some of these always in 

6 feet to 8 feet high, orange flowers, May; 
B. stenophylla, li feet, golden-yellow blossoms, 
May; B. Aquifolium, 4 feet, rich yellow 
flowers, March and April; Eheagnus pungens 

pots or tubs, as, apart from the enjoyment to variegata, 5 feet to (J feet, a pretty variegated- 
be derived from them early in the year, they leaved shrub ; Euonymus japonieus, and its 
serve as a guarantee against exceptionally variegated varieties, 3 feet to 0 feet; Hollies 
severe winters, when tho outdoor plants are (Ilex) of sorts, including green and variegated, 
often cut down. The trusses of bloom, too, while Ilex erenata is a pretty little Japanese 
are very useful for cutting, a single truss with evergreen, with tiny deep green leaves; 
a background of its own foliage, a Geranium 
leaf, or a sprig of Maidenliair Fern, being much 
esteemed as a buttonhole. It is well, alter tho 
flowers have fully opened, to move the plants 
to a cooler structure, where they will remain in 
good condition for several weeks. Little plants 
lifted from the borders, potted in spring, and 
attended to during the summer, giving them 

jsition to thoroughly ripen the 
in well the following season for 

sunny 
rowth, C 

evergreen, witn tiny deep screen leaves; 
Olearia Hansti, a dense rounded bush, 3 feet to 
4 feet high, clothed with deep green Box-like 
leaves, and bearing in July little white starry 
blossoms : Osmanthus illicifolius, a Holly-like 
shrub, whose deep green leaves are tinged 
with purple: Skimmia Foremanni, a delight¬ 
ful shrub 2 feet to 3 feet high, that bears its 
bright red berries in great profusion. As you 
9j>eak of the Oryptomeria, We think perhaps 
tha0yquF-ajqe6t(ipa; refers to Conifers, in which 

’" fi, follewipg sh,ojil<i8uit_you : Cupressus 
UNIVE 
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Lawsoniana compact*, C. Lawsoniana gracilis, 
C. Lawsoniana nana, Prumnopitys ologans, 
Hetinospora filifera, R. obtusa compact*, 
R. plumosa, R. plumosa aurea, R. squarrosa, 
Taxus adpreasa. Thuja orientalis aurea, and 
Thujopeis dolabrata. You need have no doubt 
that Cryptomeria japonic* is quite hardy 
enough to stand the winter outside with you.] 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

BOBBB, 

MY EXPERIENCE WITH ROSE 

CUTTINGS. 

As I have gained all my knowledge of garden¬ 
ing from your paper and descriptions given 
therein by amateurs I contribute my experi¬ 
ence for others’ benefit. Last year, in the end 
of October, I put in twelve cuttings of the 
Crimson Rambler Rose and six of Gloire de 
Dijon. All the former have grown into good 
plants with from three to six good shoots, two 
of which are over 3 feot in length. Only two 
of the latter have grown, but one of them is a 
specimen, several growths, and one very strong, 
3 feet 6 inches in length. Why I am surprised 
at my success is that I took no trouble with the 
cuttings. I simply cut up some growths of the 
year into about 12 inches long, forced the spade 
into the ordinary garden soil, pushed the 
cuttings well down, and stamped my foot on 
each side. Possibly this is the correct way; 
at any rate, it has resulted in success. I have 
to-day (Oct. 30)—just twelve months since 
putting them in—potted them into 8-inch pots, 
so as to be able to plant them at any time. I 
shall bury the pots in ashes, and leave them 
out in the open ready for transplanting into 
permanent positions. I have also been very 
fortunate in budding. In July and August 
of last year I budded twelve Briers, ten of 
which bloomed this year—viz., two Gloire de 
Dijon, one W. A. Richardson, one Baroness 
Rothschild, three Mrs. Paul, two Dupuy 
Jamain, and one John Stuart Mill. I have 
ulso budded ten inure this veiir, tint! they huve 

all taken, including two Crimson Rambler, 
which I tried for experiment. I think anyone 
who loves Roses, and has only a small garden, 
might beautify his house, if even he only grew 
two or three of tho Ramblora on tho walls, by 
putting in a cutting or two now against the 
side of the house ; by next year he may have 
some 2 feet or 3 feet of growth, and in two 
years a good space may be covered with 
some bloom (some of my cuttings before men¬ 
tioned bloomed this year, but I pinched them 
off). My friends may say: “ This is all very 
well on paper, but where is anyone to get the 
cuttings to start with 1*’ Well, at this time of fear, anyone who has Roses of the Rambler 

ind has always superfluous shoots, which must 
be cut away, or, at any rate, could be dispensed 
with. These he would be glad to give to 
anyone who might ask for them. 

L/andajT, S. Halts. C. Perry. 

CHINA ROSES. 

Among the China and Hybrid China Roses are 
to be found some of the most constant and free- 
flowering of all tho Rosea, as thoy aro seldom 

out of bloom from the commencement of the 
early summer months until the autumn—in 
fact, they never cease flowering altogether 
until overtaken by severe weather. This con¬ 
stant and prolonged habit of flowering renders 
these Roses peculiarly suitable for growing 
in masses in large beds or borders or for cover¬ 
ing banks. They are mostly free or vigorous 
growers, and quickly cover a good space. 
They are as hardy as the Hybrid Teas, and 
require but a moderate amount of pruning 
each spring. The same amount of protection 
afforded the class of Rose just alluded to, 
answers for the Chinas, whether it takes the 
form of loose litter. Bracken, or drawing the 
soil up to a certain height round the stems or 
cluster of stems composing each separate bush. 
Like Tea Roses and their hybrids. Chinas like 
generous treatment—such as a good dressing of 
well-rotted manure placed on the surface as a 
mulch in late autumn, and dug in after the 

also beneficial, and this may take the form of 
equal parts of fine bone-meal and dried blood, 
with a small proportion of muriate of potash 
added. When mixed, just enough of this may 
be sprinkled on the surface of the soil to colour 
it, and it should at once be hoed or raked in, 
or, what is better, watered home with diluted 
sewage. Such a dressing as described may be 
administered twice, and in the case of poor 
soils thrice, during the season with advantage. 

Some of the China Roses vie with Tea 
varieties in the exquisite colouring of their 
blossoms, more particularly when in the bud 
state, for they are then charming, and never 
fail to arrest attention. Queen Mab, Lauretta 
Messimy, and Mme. Eugene Resal are perhaps 
the most beautiful of all the Chinas, the first 
having apricot-coloured flowers shaded with 
rose, the next may be described as rose shaded 
with yellow, and the last mentioned is variable 
—sometimes salmon shaded with pink and 
yellow, and at others coppery-rea suffused 
with rose. DukeofVurk lias beautiful rosy 
pink flowers, which are produced in great 
profusion. In Ducher we have a creamy-white 
variety, forming a nice contrast to the rich 
velvety-crimson flowers of Cramoisie-Super- 
ieure, which is too well known to need further 
description. Archduke Cliarles has rose- 
coloured blossoms suffused with crimson, and 
then there is the common or Blush China, 
better known perhaps under its old title of the 
Monthly Rose. The next two to be named, Mrs. 
Bosanquet and Armosa, are classed as Hybrid 
Bourbons, but they associate so well with the 
Chinas, and produce such large quantities of 
blossoms withal, that this must be my apology 
for including them in my list. Mrs. Bosanquet 
has beautiful delicate flesh-coloured flowers, 
and Armosa, lilac-pink, is a grand variety 
for massing. Aurore, a yellow flower suffused 
with salmon, is exceedingly pretty, as is 
Jean Bach Sisley, which yields large silvery 
rose-coloured blossoms. A. W. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

The Seven Sisters Rose.—This, one of 
onr old Roses, bearing clusters of white blos¬ 
soms, is of vigorous growth, and soon covers a 
wall or trellis. I have one over a lattice fence, 
and in the past summer it has been much 
admired. All the pruning it gets is a shorten¬ 
ing of the ends of the strongest shoots each 
year, and this treatment seems to suit it. 
Where other Roses would die this old variety 
thrives, and if tho blossoms are not fine as 
some count them, they make a good show.— 
W. F. D. 

Perpetual-flowering- Roses for exposed 
Situation.—Will you kindly (five me names of China 
and Perpetual-flowering Hoses suitable for planting in an 
exposed bed with a bleak, north aspect? Will Laurette 
Messimy be too tender a Rose ?—Sitfolr. 

(Laurette Messimy would be a very good 
kind and quite hardy enough for the situation. 
If earthod up about the base in winter one need 
have no fear of such Roses succeeding. A few 
other good kinds are the common Monthly, 
Jean Bach Sisley, Armosa or Hermosa, Mrs. 
Bosanquet, Augustine Guinoisseau, La France, 
Caroline Testout, Camoens, Grace Darling, 
Viscountess Folkestone, Mme. Pernet Ducher, 
Mine. Abel Chatenay, Ferdinand Jarnin, Mme. 
Wagram, and Grass an Teplitz.] 

Pruning Rose Solell a Or.—hlndly let me know 
if the new Rose Soleii d'Or should be pruned same as a 
11. P. ?—D. W. 

[This may be pruned at the proper time 
somewhat in the same manner as one would a 
vigorous-growing H.P.—that is to say, leave 
its new wood about 7 inches or 8 inches in 
length, and any lateral growths cut back to 
three or four eyes. I believe it will prove to 
be a useful pillar Rose, and perhaps in this 
form or as a hedge Rose we shall see it at its 
best, but it also makes a fine standard. The 
flower is rather too double to expand well in a 
wet season, so that we may not see it in its full 
glory until a hot summer occurs again. Under 
glass every flower opens well. The fragrance 
is pleasing, «vnd has gained this Rose many 
admirers this season.—Rosa.] 

Rose W. A. Richardson.—I saw quite 
recently in a cemetery some excellent plants of 
this favourite Rose employed as miniature 
arches over graves, and the bending of the 

pruning is performed in the sprint' Artificial shoots compelled a freer blossoming than some- 
manure afforded during the growing B^icd is the case with this variety. These 

Digitized by VjO glC UNIVERSITY 

arches were covered with dozens of the orange- 
coloured buds, and beautiful they looial in 
the autumn days. W. A. Richardson is espe 
daily good for a chalky subsoil, and blooms 
more freely where the roots cannot penetrate 
too deeply. It is not necessary to peg down 
the growths, as by pruning moderately they 
blossom very freely. I think this Rose should 
always be on the Brier stock in some form or 
other.—Rosa. 

Rose Crimson Perpetual.—This very 
old Rose, known as Lee’s Perpetual, also a* 
Rose du Roi, has been flowering very freelv 
this autumn. Although when compared with 
our modern Hybrid Perpetuals the variety 
would scarcely be tolerated to-day, yet when 
sent out by Lee early last century it was in 
much demand, as, of course, then autumn 
Roses were very few in number. The form oi 
the flowers is cupped, and the colour is s 

bright crimson. A very pretty striped fonnoi 
this Rose was sent out some few years agn 
under the nathe of Panache de Lyon. The 
flowers were as prettily marked as a Carnation 
and sweet scented. Can anyone say why the 
group to which this Rose belongs is called R. 
Portlandica or Portland Rose? I cannottind 
any authority for this, and there mav be others 
interested in the matter. If old Roses drop 
out of cultivation it is often helpful in knowing 
their history, in order to assist the raiser and 
hybridiser in their work.—Rosa. 

CHRY8ANTHHMUM8. 

NATURALLY - GROWN CHRYSANTHE 

MUMS. 

The term “ naturally grown " is usually given 
to Chrysanthemums that are made to develop s 
bushy form and which are not subjected to the 
severe disbudding necessary if flowers of exhi 
bition quality are desired. It is, however, a 
misnomer, for, strictly speaking, a naturally 
grown plant would have neither its shoo'.- 
stopped nor any of its flower-buds removal, 
both of which operations are nearly alwty 
practiricd. In growing Chryimn them urns i 
what may be termed tire exhibition type, the 
sole object in view is to obtain flowers atone* 
of tho largest size and as near as possible of d* 
form that has been set up by tho florist as an 
ideal one. In the cultivation of that class with 
which the present observations deal, the aim 
is entirely different; it is, in a word, the 
beauty and effectiveness of the plant as a whole 
rather than those of the individual flower. In 
growing this class of plants it is of grea: 
importance that each should be clothed with 
foliage almost or quite to the base of its stems, 
and that whilst the shoots should bedispa*' 
and supported so as to secure sufficient 
symmetry of form, the stiff outlines and 
unwieldiness of the “specimen” plant of the 
exhibition should be as carefully avoided. 
With regard to the flowers themselves, the aim 
should bo to obtain them large enough to show 
the true and distinctive character of the 
variety, and yet in sufficient number to fully 
furnish the plant, thus avoiding the wasteful 
process which accrues from restricting the 
energies of the plant to the production of two 
or three flowers. 

It is questionable whether by enoourspng 

so exclusively as exhibitions do the big fio»fr 
and the conventional specimen plant, the true 

interests of horticulture are furthered as much 
as would be done by adopting a system ot 
culture that requires as much real gardening 
skill to obtain the best results, and which, 
from an artistic standpoint at least, are 

infinitely more pleasing. The groups of plants 

seen at even our best shows, with their care 

fully sloped surfaces, look brilliant and gor¬ 
geous enough at the top ; but to the inqnisiti'O 
eye that searches below there is revealed a 
huddled mass of long stalks and pots (“|e 
latter not unfrequently stood one above 
another), which is to the last degree unsightly- 
Looked at singly, such plants are hideous, a" 
even when massed together in a formal sloping 
bank, which is the only arrangement they are 

presentable in, the few square yards of com 

they give cannot be said to be an adequa 
return for all the expense and labour i « 
have entailed during the previous twe- <■ 
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OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

HARDY CRINUMS. 
Is English gardens Crinums are frequently 
grown in pots in hothouses, but so restricted 
they give one a poor idea of their value, hence 
it is encouraging to know that in the south of 
England ana in Ireland they can be grown to 
west perfection in the open air. One of the 
best known is C. capense syn. Amaryllis longi- 
iolia, which grows from 2 feet to 3 feet high, 
lowering in the late summer, and bearing its 
srge, funnel-shaped blooms in umbels of 10 or 

A deep rich border between the buttresses of a 
wall sujts them perfectly, or a warm corner 
near a heated greenhouse or plant stove. Dig 
a large hole and fill it up with good turfy loam, 
coarse sand, peat-fibre, and leaf-mould, well 
mixed. Crude manure should never be used ; 
but if some good bones can be added, these 
will prove of great assistance. Care must be 
taken when the border is low-lying or wet that 
the drainage is good, this being formed of 
18 inches or a foot of rough stones or brick- 
rubble. When established and in fine growth 
abundance of water in the summer is necessary 
if the weather is dry. In very cold situations 

obvious is that the plant must be in itself 
handsome and somewhat showy. The next, 
and one of the most important, is that it should 
remain a good while in flower. Plants that are 
in flower a few days only and then are done 
are of little use in the mixed border, unless 
their foliage is unusually handsome and per¬ 
sistent, in which case this is so valuable a 
quality that it may redeem the plant. 

The choice of kinds being decided on, the 
way in which they- are arranged then becomes 
the matter of chief importance. It seems a 
natural arrangement to use the creeping and 
short-growing plants in front and the next in 

Crinum Powelli in Mr. Oumbleton's garden at Belgrove, Queenstown, Co. Cork. 

15 on a stout stem. There are now several 
varieties in addition to C. capense which have 
proved quite hardy, these being C. Moorei and 
its variety C. M. album and C. Powelli, of 
"hich there is also a white form. C. Powelli 
® the result of a cross between C. capense 
mdC. Moorei. Many seedlings were raised, 
'll varying in colour from deep rose-crimson in 
-he bud to pure white. Practically speaking, 
;here are three distinct forms of C. Powelli— 
bz., a dark rosy flower, a light rose form, and 
' pure white kind ; each scape is from 2 feet to 
* feet in height and bears from seven to 15 
lowers. If the clumps are doing well from 
ive to 20 spikes are thrown up each season. 

Once well planted Crinums ar$besjtdeft £}pn^ 

a little heap of leaves should be placed over the 
bulbs, the tops of which should not be less than 
8 inches below the surface. 

THE MIXED BORDER BEAUTIFUL. 

It is not altogether an easy matter to keep a 
mixed border well furnished throughout the 
flowery months of the year, aqd to avoid 
unsightly gaps, but there are ways of doing it, 
and even beginners should not be afraid of 
facing this fact, and of thinking out ways and 
contriving methods so as to have as few empty 
places as may be. There are some common- 

mse considerations that will be a guide to the 
o'CiJiira9 to use. The first and most 

stature behind them, and the tall ones at the 
back. This is obviously a good general rule, 
but if not varied with judicious exceptions the 
result will be very monotonous. Nowand then 
some of the tall backward groups should break 
forward. Think of the way in which the 
lateral spurs of a mountain chain descend 
into the valley or plain. They all do come 
down to the level, but in how varied and 
beautiful a way. Think of this and then 
think of the dull and ugly slope of a slate roof, 
and then think of your bonier and apply the 
lesson. Then try and get hold of some definite 
scheme of colouring, to get richness and bril- 
liancy®?^ dighijty>|-4t saves much troubleand 

a regular 
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scheme of simple progression of colour from *L. s. Melpomene. These range from feet sunlight is so great that their flowering is 
end to end, so that if you have a yellow- to 4i feet high. What we suggest is that of assured in almost any aspect you may select, 
flowered thing to plant you put it in the yellow the herbaceous things you obtain three plants The only difference is one of time in opening, 
place and so on. In no wav can you got so of each, and so form a small group, while the Alstrcemerias, Hyacinthus candicans, such 
much real power of colour, i»y which is meant bulbous plants, which aro marked thus *, may bulbous things as Crown Imperials, Fritillaria 
strength, richness, and brilliancy, as by'begin- intersect the other groups and appear slightly Meleagris, Daffodils, May - flowering Tuliw, 
ning very’ quietly at the ends of the border in front of them. By planting three or six in Colchicuim, and Crocus species, may all U 
with cool-coloured bluish foliage and flowers of a group having a ground area, say’, of 1*2 inches expected to thrive, provided a good bed oi 
tender colouring, white, pule blue, and palest or 18 inches a good show would result in fairly rich soil is at command. Lilium cat- 
sulphur-yellow, and even with these, palest autumn. By reason of its fine colour, we didutn, L. Martagon, L. testaceum, L pyre 
pink; beginning quite piano, then feeling the suggest two groups of the Aster N.-B. naicum, L. Harrisi, L. chalcedooicum, 
way to full, ana from that to strong yellows ; Ariadne. 11 is one of the best of the Michael- L. croceuin, L. tigrinum, etc., may also fc* way to full, anil from that to strong yellows ; Ariadne. It is one of the best of the Michael- 
then by a gradual crescendo to rich orange, mas Daisies. 
and from that to the forte and fortissimo of In the next line you could arrange such 

L. croceum, L. tigrinum, etc., may also be 
planted.] 

The Burning Bush (Dictamnus Fran 
scarlets and strong blood crimsons, and then things as ‘Galtonia candicans, red and white neiia),_One of the best known of old time 

especially desirable in the case of strong blue 
flowers; but in the mixed border the way 
of having the rich and brilliant harmony 
approached by’ more delioate colouring can 

scarcely be improved upon, and so only can alba, a few Delphiniums, such ns conspicua, gooil deep soil and left alone. A border wii 
the vice of garish vulgar 

Plants of the same 
grouped, so that tho red 

frish vulgarity be avoided. Landseer, Lifeguardsman, etc. These may be the red and white forms in bloom in Job a 
the same colouring aro inter- arranged similarly to the first, and -J.V feet from attractive, and all who wish to add this oil 

Landseer, Lifeguardsman, etc. These may be t|ie re<i and white forms in bloom in Job it 

grouped, so that tho red "roup, whether early them in the row. . fashioned subject should secure plants nor, 
or late, is always a red group, and so on In a third row, or nearly a front row so far getting them in during open weather. It a 

fashioned subject should secure plants nos. 

throughout. There are ways of tilling gaps by as the tidier things are concerned, the follow- one of th0 few plants that needs no support 
training plants down to fill tho spaces. For ing may appear: Aster Amellus, A. A. Rivers- 0f any kind._W. F 
this use, Everlasting Peas, tall perennial lea, A. A. Distinction, A. lievigatus, A. acris, _ ., 
Sunflowers, Rudbeckias, and Dahlias are I Incarvillea Delavayi, Anthericum Liliostntm I 
especially accommodating. majus, liemerocallis tlnva, 11. ilidilendormana, "***' —- _... ^ 

Nothing is so destructive of good effect id Itudbeckia Newmani, Primula denticulata, P. Recount of their being more useful for colly 
majus, liemerocallis flava, H. Middendoriliana, 

Single Pyrethrums. -I grow msm tt 
the single sorts of Pyrethrums, mainly a 

the mixed border as the old unthinking mixed <1. Cashmeriana, P. rosea, P. Sioboldi in throe ^ ^ nothing of their delicate cob.^. 
up way. Plants of the same kind, instead of varieties, Arnebia echioides, Seneeio Doroni- 1 erliaps this is one reason why of late ji*p 

being "dotted at equal intervals, should he cum. lloronicum austriacum, Iris Mrs. Darwin, more of the single varieties have been gw»t. 
& . . 1 . . ... . ... . . . . . A rlaalor trtl.f mu *hot. U'hflrt. Annlllfl flnr!. V. • * 

one alone if only it is in its right place. “ such as Old Clove", Ruby Castle,' Uriah Pike, able (or their iwpularity. As dune flower? 
Of course there are other ways of arranging Alice Ayres, and’ others.. The Carnations Pyrethrums are useful, but many putoffu-ti1 

the details of a mixed bonier, and many devices would bo best soveral in a group, and the too late procuring them. on is the MSt u® 
that may bo used to enhance its effect at the remainder as previously recommended. In tho P]a“t "? °Pen weather, and amongst sop 
different seasons, but these suggestions will be spaces lietween these plant such Daffodils as the following are charming : amor, car:. 
a good basis of operation to anyone who is 
without experience and desires general instruc¬ 
tions.—The Garden. 

THE OLD BLACK AND WHITE PINK. 

‘Cynosure, ’Frank Miles, and ‘maximus, with alrs- cruce r ina 
such other bulbous things as 'Fritillaria Melea- ro,fl° °orls? 
erris and alba, ‘Crown Imperials, Mny-flower- Carmen Sylva, b 

lav, deep 
man, rose corise •, Elsie Gertrude, pals 

Carmen Sylva, blush-white.—1Townsman. 

A faaciated stem of Tropaeoto 
gris and alba, ‘Crown Imperials, Mny-flower- 
ing*Tulips,‘SpanishIrises in variety,and such- ■ ij 1 1 ] 1 , r _ _ in'; auiiu>. ouauisiiiusoa 111 tauun ,u.uu nuv;u- * * “r—- 

As old and valued correspondent of ours is ljko. T)ien jn tho ;mmedinte front tho bed tuberosum.—I send you an extraonim-) 

description of it:— 
in gooil rooted cuttings all over t' 

,y, putting wide, other stems have the same grow.- 
he ground The stems begin to flatten almost from tie 

“ The old ‘ Black nnd W hite ’ Pink that I am when ttie horaler is planted, and allowing them ground. The plant has not produced ass?.? 
always looking for is like a single kind called form a „eneral carpet to tho entire bed. bloom. Is it probable that the root bnlte.il 
Beauty, in double, not too double, not more you couu fn this way plant in blocks of one it has formed any, will be liable to theaffi 
than two more rows of petals, perhaps only coiolJr, anil with tho now growth and tho bulbs defect?—T. B. W. S 
one, as the dark blotch shows plainly. I have pushing through and flowering a very pretty [No, it will not affect the roots in any 
enouireil for it in the papers over and overngain, elToct would r^it. The front portion may bo way.] 
and many people have kindly sent blooms and Hprinkl©ci with Snowdrops Chionodoxa, Mus- Wallflowers.—I have three larjce boxes of 
plants, butthe right thmghas never come, except car; Snowflake, Anemones, and so forth, which flowers, All with two and three leavee and 11 inch 
once from Scotland, a rather weak plant that I would provido an ever-changing picture. Some “ get them “ 
unfortunately lost. Nearly all that were sent very showy midsummer flowers are omitted— ^ l ,. L,:nn will mnlmni the* 
wore laced or somehow coloured at tho edge. ,h(ie for julv etc-as vou reouest Bulbs [Nomethod of cultivation will makeoltt» 
The real Black and White is nothing but black ® rked *T seedlings good flowering plante by the w 
and white, a black blotch in the middle, so ar° __ stated. The plants are obviously a rerolt ot» 
dark a red-black that it telLs as black, and all 4 100 lato sowing, or the seeds have not «£ 

tated quickly. All you can do now is to wiifc 
• 1 1.1. : e . 1 ’ ,.l 1 f 

the rest white, no lacing, no pink tinting any- A/UTJC8 AJSL) KHit'Hms. tated quickly. All you can do now is to 
where. The whole habit of the plant is like Rudbeckia pinnata. — For a garden tbo plant8 'n a frame or light, giving1 
tk.i uf tu i.i„„„ „„.i , .i , • j r_more root room hv nlantin" out: otherwise- • 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

-of months one may depend upon the yellow seeds sown now or to the end of theyea. 

PERENNIALS AND BULBS. blossoms, which arc useful for cutting in early ™^eou“cf^k ^hfeh^s thTSmt 

1 siiortD be much °blieed i( ,v°u w°uM tfUe in your most Aden's i caiweconimend "it and Tt is at this item of all for any quick-growing annual-a 
useful paper, G srdkxino lutrsTRATK.o, a list o( perennial ganiens i can recoiumenu it, aim in is uo uns 
plants and bulbs which would give fairly continuous season when it can 1)0 propagated by division uieuumio. I 
flowering during all months (except June and July), in a of tho roots.—W. F. ThaUctrum.—I have a box of Thalidrcm 
bed about 36 feet by 7 feet, running north and'south, t The seedlings are well up, and doing well if itwaj*.; 
sheltered from all winds, but not getting much early Border facing east. Ma> I troublejou to giieme the two top leaves of the seedlings being eaten ordrotf-- 

morniDg or late evening s.1,1. The bed ru,» along one o'f *>“t“J'y'ZT'e'V, “^"n^'nd^Ur "w "l ^ off a'‘d onb 1 hiVe 
the warks, ami is seen from one of the drawing-room Thftfr neC ln ns aun * «oodlice lately. Would they be the cause! Ttx ^ 
windows, therefore I wish to keep it as bright as possible. * t- th k‘ T 1 order gete 1 to no 8Un-— thing is happening to a box of Pyrethrum aareua-4 
The soil i9 limestone, but we have plenty of peat. Climate . box of 1’ansies. Kindly advise me what to do.-i- 
damp, west of Ireland. I shall be grateful for suggestions. 
—Aosta. C. CorumooK. 

[You will, perhaps, do well to arrange the 

[Any of the species of Spiriea, of Astilbe, Owe. ■ 
Japanese Anemones, Kniphofias, Michaelmas [The woodlice may be res[K)nsib!e w ‘ 
Daisies, Day Lilies, Lenten and Christmas damage to the Pansies and I’yretlirura-. _ 

plants you may emj 
thus multiflorus p. 

*•''* *uouunvv,iw ion 1 . 10300, A. UUUU1C1 UtUO, \Jl lUUtat Poppies , | xuo n wuuow wv **-rr ^ « . 
)lo}* the following: Heliari' Perennial Pea, Montbretias, Ileleniums, single evening by laying slices of Potatoes ■ 
lenus, H. m. Soleil d’Or, and double Pyrethrums, Gaillardias, and, Meanwhile, elevate the boxes of vouag P--n' 
_._ XT • i . , , . .r ........ m__ 1.,sAiicerOl 

tunei, *L. speciosum album/*TT s^c: 

Digitized by VjO 
the least, and in their dav tho aratiu@t &f l iiiAy be trapped at will.] 
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RAMONDIA (ROSETTE MULLEIN). 

As interesting Pvrenean plant, with leaves in 
rosettes close to the ground, the flowers purple- 
violetincolour, with orange-yellow centre, 1 inch 
to H inches across, on stems 2 inches to 6 inches 

things that much dislikes removal, and should 
be planted where it can remain without dis¬ 
turbance, and where it can enjoy plenty of sun, 
a free circulation of air, and ample room to 
extend. Given these conditions, a small 
plant will develop in the course of three years 

cask first, then adding the sulphate. Then 
get a rosed watering-can, and apply the mixture 
to the lawn over a space of 15 square yards. 
Apply it as soon as made. It should also ho 
made with soft, or rain water, avoiding, if 
possiblo, that in which there is any lime. This 
may be done at any time during the year. 
When the Moss turns black the sulphate is 
known to be acting. If the solution is too 
weak, the Moss will only turn red, and another 
application is necessary. Moss, as a rule, 
indicates poorness of soil, and it is well after 
the Moss is destroyed to apply a good top¬ 
dressing of loamy soil, manure, and wood- 
ashes. Another way is to rake the Mossy 
parts well over with an iron rake, so as to clear 
off as much of the Moss as possible. If the 
ground is poor, give a dressing of good soil and 
sow in the spring some Grass seed, taking care 
not to use that from a hay loft. 

Christmas Roses. — The scarcity of 
flowers in the open air in the depth of winter is 
responsible for the blooms of the Hellebores 
being so greatly valued. During a mild winter 
flowers may be gathered freely, but during 
periods of frost and snow blooms that would 
otherwise be pure are marred. It is, under 
those circumstances, well to remember in 
planting that the most sheltered quarter the 
garden affords should lie set apart for them, a 
place where, if the weather prove unfavourable, 
it will be an easy matter to place over the bed 
a frame with one or two lights. So treated, it 
will be an easy matter in the worst of weather 
to gather blooms pure and clean. Christmas 
Roses may be grown in most gardens, provided 
they are given a deep, well-drained soil, and 
when once planted it is not advisable to disturb 
them too frequently. A good friable loam, 
into which has been worked some cow-manure, 
is the best compost for them ; but I have seen 
them blooming freely when planted in ordinary 
garden soil when the drainage has been right. 
The latter point with regard to the Hellebore 
is often overlooked, and I am convinced that 
many causes of failure with them are due solely 
to this and to removing the plants too fre¬ 
quently. Although the white-tiowering sorts 

The Rosette Mullein (Ramondia pyrenaica) in the rock garden at York. 
From a photograph by Mr. Elliott. 

long, in spring and early summer. There has into a fine specimen a yard or more across, and 
11 ^en a good deal of writing about its cultiva- which will carry in the course of the summer 
tion, but it is really not difficult; growing in some hundreds of blooms.—J. C. B. 
oool peat borders, on the lower ledges of the Hardy annuals.—I planted a bed with about 
rock-garden, or in moist chinks. It is found twenty kinds of hardy annuals and hardy perennials about 
in the vail e\ soft bo Pvrenees nn the face of the middle of September. Wallflowers,Candytuft, Chrvs- 

“ TTY01 ryrenees, on trie lace Of tlllhemum (hardy annual), Virginian Stock. Calliopjia, and 
steep and rather shady rocks. There IS R rare Prince's Feather ore well up, but the others are not up 
white variety which does well in borders of yet Will they all survive the winter? I have a cool con- 
American shrubs in peat soil. Other varieties servatory.—E. T. Orir. 
are R. Heldreichi, R. serbica, and R. serbica 
Var- Natalia?, the last two found in Servia, and 
which wiLl be found described in our issue of 
Aov. 6, 1901, p. 484. 

[It is quite possible the seeds of the hardy 
perennials will not vegetate before spring, and 
that some of the annuals will succumb to the 
first severe frost. Virginian Stock, for 
example, or again, the Chrysanthemums, 
particularly if these be of the C. tricolor strain, 
would not endure frost. We hardly see your 
motive in this matter. Some few hard}’ 
annuals may be made to flower earlier by 
autumn sowing, but of those named the only 
ones likely Jo survive are Wallflowers, Candy- 

The others may 

Lychnis vespertina fl.-pl.—Although 
l lLS J>as been in cultivation a good many years, 
A is by no means common. This is probably 
dne to the fact that it is not so easily increased 
as hardy flowers generally. No seeds are pro¬ 
duced, and the root-stock increases so slowly - , 
that propagation by division can scarcelv be an“. Princes Feather, 
feckoned on. A certain measure of success survive if transferred to cold-frame, hut any 
attends propagation from cuttings. If the beated structure would be bad. A few 
young shoots that push from the crown in feds sown in January in a pot, and trans¬ 
iting are taken off at the base when about fer,red bodily to where to flower, would pro- 
inches long, and inserted round the sides of vide a far more reliable as well as early display. 
7 'uch pots, keeping them in a cold-frame, Indeed, we are surprised this last method does 
,,|oso and shaded, a certain proportion will not find greater favour, the trouble being so 
Juke roots. For a light, poor, porous soil I V0IT slight. ] 
hkL°* £e" better things than this Lychnis. MOSS in lawn (II. O. F. and Jocko).— 

S hears periods of hot, dry weather remarkably Get some sulphate of iron, and mix it in the 
producing with freedom its pure double proportion of lib. of sulphate to 2 gallons of 

''liite Rardenia-like blooms all through the water. The solution should he made in a 
‘°west months of the year. It is one of thosc—wooden casty putting the plain water into the 
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Ramondia pyrenaica aVba. 

are mostly in demand—notably H. niger and 
H. angustifolius—H. eolchieus (red) and H. 
maximus(tinged pink) should not be forgotten. 
They are best increased by division, an 
operation which should be performed in July. 

-w^psf'ffcm 
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INDOOR PLANTS, 

ZONAL GERANIUMS IN WINTER. 

For winter blooming .strike the cuttings in 
March in heat in small pots singly. The best 
position for the cuttings is on a board placed 
over the hot-water pipes in a rather warm 
house. Select robust shoots which have been 
grown in heat. In a fortnight the cuttings 
will be rooted, and there ought to be no failure. 
Shift into SJ-inch pots, and grow on a shelf 
near the glass in an intermediate house, and 
when the plants have fairly started growth 
after repotting rub out the terminal buds. By 
June the plants will be ready for 5-inch pots, 
and when the roots have reached the sides of 
the pots place outside on a coal-ash bed and 
remove all flower-buds till September. Young 
plants produce the finest trusses, and the above 
method is, in my opinion, the best for obtaining 
really fine truases. For earlier blooming I have 
frequently taken autumn-struck plants, and 
grown them on into 5.inch i>ots and lot thorn 
bloom in spring, as these things have to be 
looked at from a commercial point of view. By 
the end of June the plants will bo outside 
ripening, and shortly afterwards they are cut 
down and the cuttings inserted. These cut¬ 
tings are potted off as soon as rooted, or they 
may be struck in a bed outside and potted up 
its soon as rooted and shifted on into 4-inch 
pots, in which ]>oks they will be in flower on a 
shelf near the glass from Christinas onwards. 
The old plants that have been cut down in 
June will break strongly if left in the sunshine 
outside and not over watered, and will flower 
very freely on a shelf near the glass up till 
Christmas if required, and if shifted into (i-inch 
pots will form very large specimens for the 
conservatory, or will be very useful for pro¬ 
ducing cuttings for stock. There is a demand 
for these bright, broad - petalled flowers, 
especially when produced by plants of 
sturdy habit. This sturdy habit is mainly 
a matter of cultivation. The soil should con¬ 
sist of the best yellow loam two-thirds and 
one-third leaf-mould or very old cow or stablo- 
manure, with enough sharp sand to make it 
open and sweet). There is suine advantage in 
mixing a little soot or charcoal dust with the 
soil, as there is less danger of overwatering 
when the plants are making roots freely. Firm 
1 Kitting is very essential, and for winter-flower¬ 
ing the plants should have been ripened out¬ 
side and the pots must be well tilled with 
healthy roots. Weak liquid-manure may be 
given when the plants are approaching the 
flowering stage and have filled the pots with 
roots. The best winter temperature for these 
plants when in bloom is about 50 degs. at 
night; a degree or two either way is not 
important. The position should be a light one 
near the glass, and the atmosphere of the house 
should be reasonably dry, or, at any rate, not 
saturated. Ventilate freely on fine days, and 
give water only when the plants are dry. 
Watering is an important matter, especially if 
the drainage of the pots has been carelessly 
done. We have a large collection, and are 
continually adding thereto and weeding out 
those which have been superseded. The 
following is a selection from our collection, 
and some others equally good might be 
added : King of Purples, Edith Strachan, Ian 
McLaren, salmon; Chaucer, cerise; Mark 
Twain, carmine on white ground; Andrew 
Lang, Sir H. Irving, Pink Domino, Jerome 
K. Jerome, reddish orauge ; Heric, crimson- 
scarlet; Lucrece, rosy-pinky white blotches on 
upper petals; Snowdrop, Lord Iddesley, 
Lancelot, Lady Reed, Athlete, Mrs. Miller, 
Magnificent, H. Cannell, Sunbeam, Duchess of 
Marlborough, King of Crimsons, Bluebeard, 
Rudvnrd Kipling, dark crimson-purple ; Olivia, 
cerise ; Sir Percival, white; and Duchess of 
Buckingham, rose. The above are all singles. 
We find the doubles, with the exception of 
Mme. Rozaine, white, and Raspail Improved, 
scarlet, not so much called for. The last- 
named is excellent for bedding, and is also 
a good winter bloomer. E. Hobday. 

[With the above notes we received a very 
fine lot of flowers, consisting of most of the 
varieties mentioned above. The trusses were 
large, the individual pips also being excellent, 
and the colours rich and varied. We wonder 
the Zonal Pelargonium is not more grown for 
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winter decoration, as what could lie brighter 
than a house tilled with well-grown plants of 
the many line varieties now in cultivation ?] 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
India-rubber plant.—<-an you kindly tell me what 

to do to an India-rubber plant which is crowing up too 
near my drawing-room ceiling ? It is within an inch or so 
of 8 feet high, and as it is well covered with leaves looks 
very handsome. A branch appeared this spring 1 foot 
Cinches from the soil, and has now three leaves, and I 
have fancied indications of other such branches before, 
which have, however, not come to anything.—Ribbkr 
Plant. 

[The only thing yon can do is to cut back 
your India-rubber plant, and, unfortunately, 
that will disfigure it for some considerable 
time. Wo presume that it consists of but a 
single stem, with the exception of the shoot 
referred to as being IS inches from the soil. 
Wo should advise in April next cutting it down 
to about 4 feet, which will doubtless cause the 
production of new shoots, and throw a good 
deal of vigour into the one that has already 
uuulc its appearance. If, after cutting down, 

Passifloras a free root-run, as they arc 
feeders, and, if planted in jx>ts, soon exhaust 
the nutriment of the soil. Constance Elliot i 
might add, is a capital sort for a glass pot4 
where it can be kept under control—Dtt&y. 

Keeping Geranlums.-I have three dozen i;L. 
mums which have been flowering, some in pole and 
others in my garden. Will they !,e any good next\n, 
I have no greenhouse or frame. What treatment do ih« 
require?—W. K. R. 

[It is little use trying to keep your outdo* 
plants, we fear. You ought to have lifted 
them, and, after carefully trimming them up, 
potted them in September into as small pots 
as they would go, and stood them in a suncr 
window, {jotting them on in the spring wj 
planting out in the usual way. It is now fa- 
late to do anything with them, as very likeh 
frost will have touched them. Those in re* 
you can trim up and stand in the window 
keeping them fairly dry through the winter! 
and when they break into growth next sprite 
plotting on as may be necessary.] 

Aspidistras.—A friend of mine has sent m* ■ („ 
Aspidistras and India-rubber plants to look after tor -j* 

Zonal Pelargonium Duchess of Buckingham. 

you can place it in a warm greenhouse for a 
time, the production of new shoots will be 
hastened thereby. We know a plant that was 
too tall for the room, and was then treated as 
above recommended, which is now (four years 
after) a fine specimen with half a dozen bran¬ 
ches, all well clothed with handsome leaves. 
It stands in a large bay window, and, of 
course, occupies a considerable space.] 

Passifloras.—Many houses contain Passi- 
floi-as, like c.crulea and Constance Elliot, that 
would be much bettor if they were planted in 
some sheltered position out-of-doors—say, on a 
south wall. One sometimes finds them cover¬ 
ing the whole of the greenhouse roof, thus 
admitting very little light to the place, and 
consequently other plants suffer. On the 
other hand, there are less rampant growers, 
such as princeps, Imperatrice Eugenie (with 
pink and white blossoms), fulgens (brilliant 
scarlet), and kermesina (deep crimson), that 
delight in the warmth a greenhouse affords, 
but do not fill the roof with abnormal growth, 
as do the first named two. It is best 

winter, as his house is closed. They are small plants »■ 
not in good condition, but hare been icpotUU 
gardener into 8-inch and 9-inch pots, which appear W» 
to be altogether too large. Would it be advisable w reps 
them into smaller pots, say 0-inch, as such large pja ‘~ 
very clumsy for table use, or is it too late for this *a#s 
I keep them in the greenhouse from 45 degs. to *'d(s>. 
although the Chrysanthemums taking up somnchr«c 
just now they have to be crowded into a rather dirk 
corner for the present.—South Stavford. 

[You ought to put the plants into the 
smallest pots you can get the roots into. I' 
was a mistake to put them into such large 
pots, more especially as the plants were in bad 
health. Give them the best position in the 
house you can, and be verv careful with the 
watering-pot. Even then it is doubtful if vos 
will be able to keep the India-rubber plant.] 

Cypripedium insigne.—This, as dj 
who grow it know, needs nothing beyond 
ordinary greenhouse treatment— i.e., where 
mixed collections of plants are kept, and 
houses are heated from October to April, there 
one may succeed with it. It flowers for months 
together, and individual blooms when cut will 

Fibrous loam 

le 
to. gi ve keep good for a month or more. 
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soii peat, in pots well crocked, are necessary, 

end one need not rc|>ot very often. When 
root-hound give stimulants a little of toner. A 

little charcoal added to the corniest is also 

desirable.—Townsman. 

GARDEN WORK. 

Conservatory.—Primula obconicn makes 

a pretty group among Maidenhair Ferns r.ow. 

It lias received a bad name in somo instances 

from those who havo delicate skins, but I 
imagine very few people .sulfur in this way, and, 

of course, they need not grow them. Seeds 

®wn early in spring in heat will make good 
flowering plants in 5-inch and 6-inch pots now, 

and in a light position they will bloom all the 

winter. There is a very pretty Primula of the 

Chinese section which has star-shaped flowers— 
itellata, I think it is called. It has a more 

irateful style of growth than the common 

orm, and the flowers are more lasting, and 
hcrefore useful for filling small vases for the 

able. As a rule, the single Chinese Primula is 

lot of much use for cutting, as the flowers so 

_oon fall. The star-shaped variety of the 

kreenhonso Cineraria is another useful break 
way from the old form, exceedingly valuablo 

or the conservatory and for cutting. The Kants are easily raised from seeds or offsets in 
•ring, and if grown on freely, and shifted into 

•inch pots, plants a yard high and ns much in 

umeter may be obtained. There is a con- 

dera'blo variety of colour, though I have not 

sen quite so much variety as in the old- 
isliioned class. I am afraid this type will not 

d of much use to the market grower. The 

lunt is hardly sufficiently compact in habit, 

plough of late years there lias been a tendency 

o break away from the 5-inch pot, or, in other 

ronls, larger plants are'wanted, and so the 
inch and even larger pots come into use. 

.dies of the longiflorum section recently 

mported should be [lotted and plunged for a 

une in ashes or Cocoa-nut-fibre in a cool-house 

r pit to make roots. These Lilies are chen[>er 
han they were, and bulbs from Japan are in 

rood condition—at least, so far as I have seen. 

This is a most useful Lily, and, by using 
etarded bulbs, it may be had in bloom all the 

year round. I was in a large establishment a 

short time ago, and saw a large number of 
^■ulbs coming on for flowering at Christmas. 

Ve still grow a few of Harrisi, nut our principal 
ktock is the giant variety of longiflorum. 

.ilium lancifolium should be gradually ripened 

•IT. 

Stove.—There is, or should bo, plenty of 
Colour in this houso now. Besides Begonias, 

’oinsettias, and Euphorbias, there will be a 

Orchids where Orchids are grown, and 

jfno-t people with a warm-house will grow a few 
lendrobes, Cyprijiediums, Calanthes, etc., 

kich flower more or less in w inter in heat. 

[Manettia bicolor is a pretty little twining 

lant ; it is rather of a modest nature, and is 

retty in a basket with the flowering sprays 
Imaging down. It is easily propagated in 

sandy [ieat under a bell-glass. There will be 

plenty of Eucharis Lilies now. Weak liquid- 

manure w ill bring up tlie flower-spikes speedily. 

Where there is a number of plants it is uuite 

possible to have a continuous supply of these 
flowers by introducing them in succession. I 

have seen them do well planted in beds of 
turfy soil in positions where there is a com¬ 

mand of bottom-heat, but where it can be 

turned off whilst the plants are resting. 

Gardenias which have well ri|ienod will soon 

flower in a warm, moist atmosphere, with weak 

liquid-manure twice a week or so. Of course, 

it is useless giving stimulunts to plants which 

have not filled the pots with roots. The only 

time when the full benefit of liquid-manure 
rran be seen is when the roots are abundant and 

ire seeking for food. Ipoiniva Horsfulli.-e is a 

bright,-flowered climbing plant; each flower, 

like most of the Ipoma-as, only lasts one day, 

but fresh blooms open every morning, so there 

is always a brightness present in the houso. 

Night temperature now 65 degs., a little air to 

be given at SO degs. 

The unheated greenhouse will be very 

bright now with Chrysanthemums, and to keep 

the flowers as long as possible air must lie left 
on night and day. We have had no frost to do w. 

any harm vet, but a damp, stagnant at 0*55^ kept till 

Digitized by VjO 

phere will soon spoil the blossoms, therefore 
constant ventilation is important. To follow 

the Chrysanthemums, there should be two or 
three good flowering hushes of laurustinus, 

and for Christmas the Christmas liases should 

lie a special feature. I have seen in tubs grand 
clumps full of flower at Christmas. If a 

few well grown roots were purchased now and 
potted in old rotten turf with some old cow- 

manure and enough broken charcoal and sand 

to keep it open and sweet, the plants will 
flower freely this season, and it will bo money 

bettor spent than buying things which may 

give a little temporary colour and then die. 
Coprasma Baueriana is a pretty golden 

Ja|iunese shrub that only requires protection 

in winter. The Pernettyas are very pretty 
berry-bearing plants, very suitable for the 

cold house. 

Violets in frames.—Stir the surface 
when necessary, and remove everything in the 

shape of dead or damaged leaves. Give air 
very freely when mild, both night and day, but 

keep out cold rains. If the soil is dry moisten 

it with liquid-manure which has been exposed 

to the atmosphere for some time, or add a little 
hot water from the boiler to raise its tempera¬ 

ture. The hardiest kinds of Violets do not 

require anything in the nature of forcing, but 

the Neapolitans are more tender than the 

Russian family, and a little warmth will help 
them. If the plants have been well grown 

they will flower under any circumstances, but 

a little warm liquid is a help when the weather 

is cold. We always find Violets do well after 

Melons when a little of the summer warmth 
is left in the bed. 

Winter Cucumbers. Clear houses may 
be planted for succession at any time. I have 

tried several kinds for winter bearing, but I 

think a good form of Telegraph will be the 

most profitable. Cucumbers are a long time 

wearing out but they do wear out. For 
many years we have been growing Lockie's 

Perfection, but it has not been quite so 

vigorous during the last year or two as 

formerly. Emerald Beauty is one of the 
Telegraph crosses, and is a very prolific kind. 

Winter Cucumbers require careful manage¬ 
ment, especially in the matter of top-dressings 

and watering. Do all the pruning required 
with the finger and thumb. Night tempera¬ 

ture 65 degs. to 68 degs. 

Window gardening:.—Get the window- 

boxes filled outside. Bulbs, sucli as Tulips, 
Hyacinths, Snowdrops, Squills, and Crocuses, 

may either bo used alone or in mixture with 

other things. A cheap early spring effect may 

be had with golden Wallflowers and Forget- 
me-nots. The berry-bearing Pernettyas and 

Narcissi are a break away from the common 

arrangements. Pansies will flower through 
the autumn and winter. I fancy there is not 

so much demand for small shrubs as there was 

in our district; they so' soon turn brown when 

exposed to cold winds. Hardy evergreen 

Ferns are useful in shady positions. 

Outdoor garden.—Gather up leaves and 
plnco in heap to make leaf-mould. We gener¬ 

ally use them first to make hot-beds, as the 

heat can be utilised for forcing various things 
and the fermentation causes rapid decay. 

I^af-mould may lie used for many choice 

shrubs and flowers, and it forms a good mulch 

for Lilies, Fuchsias, or any other tender-rooted 
plant which is loft in tho ground through the 

winter. Dry Bracken is a very good protec¬ 
tion for any plant which needs shelter from 

cold. Wien the roots are made comfortable 

the tops are not likely to suffer so much. Moss- 

litter manure is a good mulch for bulb borders, 

and it may be left on the surface till the bulbs 

are starting into growth in spring and then he 

forked in. Borders containing many bulbs 

should not bo disturbed now. This is one of 

the principal causes why bulbs disappear. When 

the border i9 disturbed now the loose soil 

holds the water and the tenqicrature is lowered. 
Herbaceous borders are lietter mulched and 

left undisturbed till February. In replanting 
herbaceous borders, if the soil is of a clayey 

nature, lay the plants in and throw the soil up 

roughly for the atmosphere to work upon, and 

replant in Fobruary. Uideas the replanting 

can bo done in Octoi>er, it is better to wait till 

spring, and all new plants bought in should be 

ill 

Fruit garden.—This is the season for 
pruning fruit-trees and bushes, except Nuts 

and Figs, which should he left till after Christ¬ 

mas. Gooselierries and Currants are some¬ 
times left, where birds are troublesome, till 

soring, but I have never udopted that plan, as 

the bushes are usually in a sorry plight when 
tho birds have worked their will u|»n them. 

Bettor prune, and dress with lime and soot to 

keep off tho birds. Besides keeping off tho 

birds, tho dressing has some value in cleansing 
the bark of tho trees and bushes. Neglected 

wall-trees with long rough old spurs may have 

some of the old spurs removed. Work of this 
kind is best spread over several years. We 

generally liegin with tho Pears, and then follow 

on with Plums, Cherries, and tho Apricots and 

Peaches last, except Figs, which in cold dis¬ 

tricts are generally covered till February or 
later. Some kinds of Pears bear fruit on the 

ends of rather long spurs. Marie Louise crops 

in this way. It is not difficult to tell the buds 
which are likely to produce blossoms by their 

shape. Blossom-buds are round and plump, 

wood-buds are more elongated, though occa¬ 

sionally one finds buds which appear to have 
been arrested in their growth before tho work 

has been fully accomplished, and then tho buds 

either fail to produce blossoms or tho flowers 

are imperfect and fail to set. There is no 
difference of opinion amongst fruit growers 

about pruning wall-trees. It is in the free- 

growing bushes and pyramidal trees that 

mistakes are made. 

Vegetable garden. — More Cabbages 
may be planted, and the earliest plants may 

have a little soil drawn up to them. Lettuces 
may be planted on warm borders to come in for 

spring. The Bath Cos is a fuvourite kind. 

There is a Cabbage-Lettuce grown in' the 

neighbourhood of Norwich called The Texter, 

a good hardy Lettuce that turns in quickly. 
Paris Market Cabbage is a success under glass. 

Clear off all exhausted plants, including 

Tomatoes, Peas, Cauliflowers, etc., and turn up 

the land roughly to benefit from exposure to 

tho atmosphere. If there comes very severe 
weather the green crops are likely to suffer, as 

they are soft and sappy. Those who have not 
heeled in their Broccoli may still do so if they 
wish to be safe under all conditions of weather. 

What a time the weeds havo had lately! 

Weedy land should he cleared either by digging 

the weods in, or clearing them off and mixing 
lime in the heap to hasten decomposition. 

Dressings of lime are beneficial to old gardens 

that have been freely manured. It is easy to 
make mistakes in manuring, especially as 

regards tho best time to apply it, and the right 

crops to plant on freshly-manured land. Potato 
lana may be freely manured, and should also 

be deeply worked.’ Plants having long, taper¬ 

ing roots, such as Beet and Carrots, are better 

without manure. The usual course is to set 

apart for root crops land which has lieon 
liberally manured for the previous crop. Light, 

sandy land should not he manured in the 

autumn. E. Hobday. 

THIS DOMING WEEK'S WORK. 

Extracts from a Garden Diary. 
Xoivmher 17th.—We are busy now pruning 

the fruit-trees and bushes, and this work will 

be in hand regularly for some time. Of course, 
special men who have been trained fox' the 
work will be employed on this job. A good 

pruner is the most useful man in the fruit 

garden, as it usually happens ho is above the 

average in intelligence, and is also good at 
other work. It is difficult to keep the un¬ 

trained man from doing too much. In pruning 

wall trees an old spur here and there is 
removed to encourage the production of young 

spurs near home. 

Xorenihtr ISth.—All Dahlia roots have been 

dried and stored away ; special care has liecn 

taken to secure tho labels to the stems, as it is 
very annoying to loso the names. Salvia 

patens, of which we want a large stock, has 

lieen packed in sand safe from frost. Gladioli 

have been cleaned and placed in drawers in a 

frost-proof place. Double Daffodils starting in 

[iota nave been inovod to a heated house; 

these want a good deal of water when starting. 
Xorember l’Mh.—The early Chrysanthemums 

are m(£vbd;frein the conservatory as the flowers 
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.(altered «po(. under which treatment the root* will soon 
t»kt possession of the new soil. Then when frost conies 
remove them to an ordinary frame or a greenhouse. As 
soon as they commence to grow see that the plants have 
u much air and light as possible. You will find as a rule 
[hit bulbs kept over from the preceding year flower some- 
■.hat earlier than freshly imported bulbs. 

Daisies In lawn (Iris).—You may rid the lawn of 
luisy roots by grabbing them out. This may be done at 
any convenient time now or during winter. Then in 

about March, you may fork up the bore patches 
v-d work in some fresh soil. Any good garden soil free 
tfwed* will do, and in April or May sow freely same 

Grass seed. This you must protect from birds with 
! tew branches of trees or nets. If the lawn generally is 
»• jet a load of very old manure and another of fine 

a!, and dress the lawn all over, sweeping it in well to the 
oota with a hard broom. A lawn requires attention in 
hii way annually, particularly if it is much trodden on 
»S worn in summer. 

Amaryllis (A’. 5- fl.).—If your bulbs are those of the 
retnhouse Amaryllis, or Hippeastrum, as they are now 
died, you will require to keep the soil rather dry from 
r* to the end of January, when a rather more moist 
edition may be the rule. Firm potting with good soil, 
S not over rich, is what these things require. With 

• $iu of growth appearing, take care that the plant does 
X sutler from lack of moisture, and on the other hand 

-rid the commonest error of all—viz., that of giving 
_tic drops of water incessantly. These little drops more 
"lickly render the soil sour than aught else. The flower- 

g depends very much on the size of the bulb and the 
ly in which it was grown last season. You cannot err, 
■wever, in following the above treatment with that 
ren in a previous issue. 

Pyrethrums, Phloxes, and Delphiniums 
. ft.)—Of the first you do not say whether single or 
cUf fiowered kinds are required.’ We give some of 
dt Singles: Mrs Bateman Brown, Hamlet, Sherlock, 
ointa, Monarch, Snowdrift, Princess Marie, Pascal. 

Aphrodite, J. N. Twerdy, Ne Plug Ultra, 
ms Relway, Wega, Pericles, Mont "Blanc, Capt. Nareg, 
rl Vogt, Melton, Imchess of Teck, and Lady Kildare, 
loxcs: Bayadere, Syphilde, Mrs. E. H. Jenkins, 
rinet, Cot|nelicot, Jocelyn, Countess of Aberdeen, Roi 
i Roses, Bacchante, Etna, Edith, Wm. Robinson, and 
Ayr. Delphiniums : Sir John Forrest, Imperial 
jesty. Rev. J. Stubbs, Sir George Newnes, Flying Fox, 

W. Scott, Persimmon, I.ife Guardsman, Duke of 
inaught, True Blue, Capt. Percy Scott, Britain's Pride, 
ree last are mostly novelties, and at present are dear. 

. (preceding lists are of the beet kinds in commerce, and 
y ie bad at the usual rates. 

reasonably be expected to bloom in a couple of years 
or so. 

Keeping Grapes (IF. H. IF.).—The very fact of 
your bottling your Grapes when mildew was on them 
accounts for the failure. Grapes to be kept must have 
special provision made for them. Dryness is the first con¬ 
sideration, and the Grape-room Bhould also be heated, so 
that it may be possible to drive out damp if necessary. 
When once Grapes are placed in a room, the less frequently 
it is opened the better, as the admission of damp air must 
be carefully avoided. 

VEGETABLES. 
Celery decaying (C. //.).—From the appearance 

of the stick of Celery that you send, we should imagine 
1 hat the seed has been sown too early, and that the seed¬ 
lings had been allowed to remain too long in the seed-bed. 
The head showed that the plants had bolted, and that in 
earthing up some soil had been allowed to get into the 
heart, thus causing the centre to decay. When earthing 
up it is always advisable to tie a piece of matting round 
the plant to prevent the soil getting into the centre of the 

manure may be applied at any time while the 
St is in a growing state with advantage. The majority 
hirdy plants are benefited by its use, Peonies, Irises, 
*«w, i’yrcthrums, and all such tn particular. Lilies 
not require it, and unless it were old clumps growing 
on; shrubs where the soil is more or less exhausted, we 
•M not use it. Even then the plants would be better 
iftei *nd replanted. Weak doses may be given once or 
» in each week. A good liquid may lie made by 
•dm; * bushel of manure in a tub or tank, stirring it 
fl fort short time. By also adding two pecks of soot, 
«d in* coarse bag and only loosely tied, this may be 
Jed up anl down to discharge its virtues. The liquid 
filing from the above should be equal to 36 gallons, and 
) te employed at halt strength. By supplementing the 
sure xith fresh from time to time, a good all-round 
dity may be kept up. 

)lsa grandlflora (Australia). — This, known as 
be Pride of Table Mountain,” should be potted in a 
Jure of light turfy loam and fibrous peat, mixed with 
«'harp sand and nodu les of charcoal, the pots being 
1 drained. This should be done about Christmas or 
n earlier, as the plants begin to root during the winter 
nthi During this time they may be kept in a cold- 
me, the frost being carefully excluded, or at the cool 
lofan odontoglossum-houee. In the summer plunge 
' pots in moist material in the frame, when plenty of 
°uy be admitted, and a thin shading from the sun can 
oven. A moderate supply of water should be given to 
•roots, and when the weather is bright in the early 
voy and the growth active, gentle syringing twice in the 
• will do good, as this prevents red-spider and black 
ip*, both of which prey upon it and do much damage, 
i king the plants. Any plant nurseryman should be 
«to get you plants of this Disa. 

SHORT REPLIES. 

J. C.—See reply to Augta. C. Coulbrook re “ Perennials 
and Bulbs," p. 488.-Henry St rat ley —You can get 
plants of Lcyccsteria formooa from any nurseryman who 
grows trees and shrubs.-H. E. B.—Move your Lilac to 
a sunny position, so that the wood can get well ripened, 
and do not cut in any way.-T. Harris.—You will find 
an article dealing with the Hollyhock in our issue of 
Sept. 6, p. 364, and also a note on the same in the issue of 
Sept. 27, p. 397.—IF. il. Cooper.—Ro. mulch with Cocoa- 
nut-fibre or, if you can get it, Moss-litter-manure. The 
farmyard-manure is not necessary.-E. TisdalL—You 
will not be able to keep your Pelargoniums as you 
suggest. Sawdust is one of the worst mediums you could 
use for storing plants in. Ses reply to “ W. K. R,” p. 49a 
-Scotux.—You ought to get one of the many weed- 
killers now advertised, and follow the directions sent 
therewith. They may be applied at any time.-E. L. C. 
—No need to trouble about the loose bark on outdoor 
N ines, unless there are any insects present and you wish 
todress with any insecticide, in which case pull it off, 
but do not scrape the rode in anyway.-Enquirer.— 
The origin of the name is what you suggest.-Major 
Victor's Wi/e.—We know of no one who makes such 
hurdles as you refer to.-G. Hurray.—Give the manure 
now, and apply the artificial manures to assist the crops 
that you put into the ground. If you manure well now, 
we see no reason for using artificial manure in the spring. 
-Elsie —The only thing you can do is, when mildew 
attacks the plants next season, to at once apply some 
insecticide to destroy it. .See our article on " Growing 
Violets,” in the issue of Nov. 1, p. 401.-Constant 
Reader.—See reply to "Cree," in our issue of Nov. 8, 
p. 478, re “ Forcing Rhubarb."--E. Gee.—See reply to 
“ Antique,” re "Canary dying," in our issue of Oct 25, 
p. 456, and to " Anon," re “ Pears Crocking," in the issue 
of Oct 11, p. 4U2. Paddy.— ltobday’s "Villa Garden¬ 
ing," from this office, price 0s. 6d. We do not quite 
understand your other query. If you want to buy the 
seeds, try M.M. Vilmorin et Cie, Paris, or llaage and 
Schmidt, Erfurt-E. C. A.—Try Possiflora Cti-rulea and 
its white form, Clematis indivisa, o’r Lapageria rosea, which 
last must have a peaty soil and plenty of drainage. We 
take it you can plant these out-Mrs. Delany.—You 
cannot do better than HU the bed with some of the later- 
flowering Narcissi, such as N. poeticus or N. p. ornatua 
The spaces you have marked may also be filled with some 
of the many forms of Narcissus, or, if you prefer it try 
Tufted Pansies : see reply to J. R. Phillips. In the rock 
garden, Narcissi springing from a bed of such as Aubrietia, 
Arabis, Alyssum, Forget-me-not, etc., would look well. 
-H. A. M.—Try Emerald Green Ivy, one of tfie best 
strong-growing kinds. We doubt however, if it will 
succeed on a tarred wall.-Anxious One.—Vie should 
think one of the many contrivances you will find adver¬ 
tised in our columns would answer. Coogee.—We 
suppose you mean the Planet Jr. hoe, a very useful and 
labour-saving appliance.-Iris.—Unless you really want 
to get up a large stock, the best plan is to destroy the old 
rhizomes, onlf keeping those which have developed 
leaves.-J. Wolfe.—See reply to " Monmouthshire," re 
" Pergola for Roses," in our issue of Nov. 8, p. 472.- 
Ignoramus.—You had better get “Hobday’s Villa 
Gardening,” from this office, price 6s. 6d. 

I to get you plants of this Disa. 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

rhe Tamarisk, propagating (Seaside).—'This 
(aOly increased by cuttings put under a handlight, 
(ten in the open air in spring or autumn. Any 

noon soil to which has been added plenty of sand will 
**er well 

Creeper for unsightly building (lri*\—There 
( many creepers for covering unsightly buildings. 
lB inconstans, the large-leaved Virginian Creeper; 
-Hopsis hederacea, Clematis montana, many beautiful 

Die hardy Vines, Vitis Coignetti.n and others. All 
handsome foliage and are quick in growth also. 

Irish Yews too tall (E. O. H.\—The upright or 
’“l lews can, if too tall, be easily shortenedl without 
faring them in the least. Their habit of growth is 
immnar, and the upright shoots are but sparingly 
■w bed. so if the tallest ones arc cut back and a piece or 
'oof wire passed around the upper part, it will serve to 
"T the minor shoots in their place and preserve the 
>;™ habit of the specimen. This may be done now, and 
carefully carried out it will be difficult to see that the 

. t* have been shortened back at all. We cannot 
rtjraund the necessity of training and cutting Irish 

to a point, as they naturally assume that shape. 

FRUIT. 
Seedling Orange-tree (E. 0. //.).—Your Orange- 
bt rill doubtless flower in time, perhaps in eight or tea 
'arelrom now, hence it will be necessary to exercise a 
Mwsierable amount of patience. It will not need any 
Hitting, but early in the spring before growth commences 

better way wilt be to pick out the points of the three 
wots la order to induce a more bushy habit of growth. 

Plant may be used as a stock on ,whch to graft * 
noot risen from a mature flowering pMfit^hdAhitiiriaj^ 

r 

“Globe Polish" Celluloid Balls 
SUITABLE FOR 

PING-PONG 
OR 

TABLE TENNIS 
12 for 6d., Post Free. 

These Balls are in every way 
equal to the best Match Balls, 
sold at six times the price. They 
bear the same relation to other 
balls for the same purpose as 
does Globe Polish to other 
polishes, being much cheaper 
and more effective. All orders 
executed strictly in rotation. 

RAIMES & CO., LTD., 
Tredegap-road, Bow, London, E. 

Halfpenny Stamps prejerred. 

ROSES (30,000) NOW READY. 
For present planting, in over 300 Best Varie¬ 

ties in Cultivation. List Post Free. 
Price (our selection)—G for 3s.: 12 for 5s. 6d.: 50 for Qls.; 

100 for 35s. Carriage paid and Packing free. 
Purchaser’s selection—Large Selected Plants, 7s. 6d. doz. 

Package and Carriage paid. List free. 
12 Grand Varieties. 7s.. Carriage Paid. 

A. K. Williams. II.r. 
Baroness Rothschild, It.r. 
Maman Cochct (Tea) 
Captain Christy. II.P. 
Caroline TuUmt, ii.t. 
Ulrich Brunner, It.p. 

White I.a France. It T 
Duke of Edinburgh, II. t’, 
Madame Berarel (Teal 
Gloire l.yonnaisc. ii.t. 
Earl of r>uff<-riu, ii. r. 
La Franco. II.T. 

Large Selected Plants 2 lots. 12 6; 3 lots. 18 • 
Climbers with Enormous Long Shoots. 

MarOchat Nlel. W. A. Richardson. ItOve d’Or, Gloire do 
Dijon (pink or yellow!. Climbing Niphetos, Climbing De.oni- 
ensis, Kaiserin Augusta Victoria. Crimson Rambler. 4c. 

is. 6d. each; 6 for 5s. or 7s. 6d. Carnage forward. 
Mention this Polder. Tends sup/tlied. Tsrms. Cash trithorder. 

AT At r. ATT FN KoM Growers. 
. J. 06 Lt. ALtliCiil, Heigham.Norwlol 

WATER LILIES, RARE AQUATICS 

AMERICAN PLANTS, BULBS, & SEEDS. 
Our Special British CATALOGUE, quoting 

prices, including free delivery to any address 

in Great Britain or Ireland, mailed free on 

application. 

HENRY A. DREER, 
Specialist In Plants, 

PHILADELPHIA, PA., U-S.A. 
NAMES OP PLANTS AND FRUITS. 

Names of plants.—J as. McGeahy (on box).—20, 
Quite impossible to name from dried-up, withered leaves ; 

Aflier rnrdifolius var.-Major Victor's Wife.— 
Berberis Aquifolium.-Mrs. Ross.—Aster diffusus hori- 
zontalia-Mrs. E. Saunders.—Salvia farinacea.- 
T. P.—Monstera deliciosa.-J. Cocks.—Evidently a 
washed-out bloom of Georges Nabonnard.-Ridttna.— 

Specimen too dried up to be able to identify correctly.- 
L. R.—Cotoneaster frigida.-Stanley Chipperfield.— 
1, Veronica spicata; 2, Lilium tigrinum Fortunei; 3, 
Solidago (Golden Rod); 4, Send in flower.-Australia.— 
Elieagnus pungens. 

Names of fruit.—Mr*. Standsing.—Apple Mire de 
Menage.-II. Chitd. — 1, Winter Ilawthornden ; 2, 
Probably small Cellini; 3 and 4, King of the Pippins.—- 
C. .1/.—Evidently the common Damson. Snould like to 
have seen the young growtha-IF. L. Fox.—1, Court 
Pendu Flat; 2, Strawberry Pippin.-IF. Wylie.—Pear 
Autumn Bergamot-Gwendoline.—Evidently Josephine 
de Malines, but difficult to say from one specimen only. 

VERY SPECIAL OFFER-MUST CLEAR. 
70.000 BULBS of many sorts, such os H o<.-tilths, Tulips. 

Narcissus. Daffodils, and all mixed. Bags buret in coming 
over, so we cannot salt them to name or colour. To clear 
immediately, will send sample 100 Bulbs 2» : 2 lots, 3s. 9d. 
Thcso are not rubbish, but flowering Bulbs. Give rail 
addres*. —G. F. LETTS, Bulb Merchant. West Hadilon, Rugby. 

MANURES. 
NOW READY. 

Catalogues received.—Harlan P. Kelsey, Boston, 
Mrum.—Hardy American Plants and Carolina Mountain 
Flowers.-Haage and Schmidt, Erfurt.—\nr el ties in 
Seeds for I90i.-I-ittle and Batlantvne, Carlisle.—List 
of Ornamental and Fore t Trees, Roses, ,t-c. - 
W. and T. Samson, Kilmarnock. — Catalogue of Fruit and 
Ornamental Trees. Roses, J-c.-W. Smith and Son, 
Aberdeen.—Seedling and Transplanted Trees, Roses, Ac. 
-Jas. Cocker and Sons, Aberdeen.—flow'. Hardy 
Herbaceous Plants. Fruit-trees.- Shrubs. Ac.-Howden 

-*!*i Co., Inverness.—L’4( of Fruit and Ornamental 
Trear^kse.\ Cheal and Sons, Crawley, Sussex. 

. —Apdi.'jjrp'A/ricfcand Shrubs, Fruit-trees, Ac, | 

Dencrlptlvo carriage paid Price Sheet 
Of Special Manures for Lawns. Vines, Chrys¬ 
anthemums. 4c. Pure Bono Meals, Basic Slag, 
Superphosphate. Kxinil. Sul Ammonta. Nitrate Soda, 
Pure Dissolved Bonos, Sul-Potash, Muriate Potash, 
Dried Blood. Sill-Lime. Sul-Iron. Peruvian Guano, 
Cocoa-fibre Refuse, Charcoal. SUvor Sand, 4c. 

THE SILICATE CO., LTD., HEMEL HEMP8TEAD. 

London’ OrrtcK: 16, St. Helen'8-rlack, E.C. 

•PARPAULIN.—I have a great quantity of 
A large pieces of Tarpaulin, some new, but ail of the best 
Navy canvas, purchased from Government, useful for covers 
for carts, waggons, and machinery, at 25s. per cwt. • lot 
suitable ter co'crr for.bcildings, »t 12s. per cwt. Cash 
returned ii aos! approved of.—H. J. GASSON, Government 
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t2 so profitable t»S 
sasy to grow. 

HRIMSON CLOVE CARNATION.—This is 
Vf still the great favourite, and I offer good and well-rootod 
plants at 6 for Is. 9d., or 3s. 3*1. per doz.. carriage free. 

ASPARAGUS SPREXGERI. The comii 
decorative Asparagus. A noblemans gardener says 

prefers it to As|*aragus plutnosu*. Very easy to grew, i.... 
realty good thing. Fine young plants, just right for poll 

on. 2s. 3*1. doz., or 15s. 100, carriage paid. 

fJLEMATIS. — Plant now. A grand lot 
Vf plants, 4 to 5 ft. high, traiel quite safely, in following 
varieties: Duchess of Edinburgh, double white: Jaekmanii 
suiHjrha, violet-purple: Jaeknianii alba, single white: Mine. 
E>i Andre, bright red; Fairy Oueen. palo tlesh ' • 
Enchantress, double white, tlushcd with rose. 3 for 4s lid., 
or 6 for 7s (ki, carriage paid. CARNATIONS, Marguerite varieties. It is 

surprising how well these do in puts in a greenhouse for 
waller 1,1mm They are quile i-olial !.. the Tree varieties. 
and potted up now will bloom all the winter Fine strong, 
transplanted plants. Is. 6*1 per doz . or 25 for 2s 9d . ear free. 

BEGONIAS, fibrous rooted, of the Semper- 

tl-irons type For greenhouse decoration in the winter 
these are unequalled, as they continue to bloom all through 
the scatoti. The plants I offer are strong and healthy, speci* ‘ 
ally grown for winter bloom, ami embrace ail shades of 

colour; per doz . 2s 4d., or 25 for 4s. 6d„ carriage free. A 
rcniarkat.lv cheap offer 

"| O LARGE PLANTS, consisting of Amlia-s, 
j-tl Crevilleas. I'alllis,Cyperus, en .seloi tod for immediate 
decoration of tables, drawing room*. windows, etc . carriage 
free for 2s. 4d. This is a special offer, and cannot remain 
niig open. - 

900 CARDEN CABBAGE, in (i kinds for a*. s*i 
Ayjyj ruccormoii. HironK plant*, named, mrefulEy packed 
an«l furring*' for In 9(1. 

AA/'ALLF LOWERS, fine strong plants, l"*1, 
" ' in 5 be't kinds grown. 2s. 9d . earriage free. 

pANSlES. Finest large flowering strain, 
strong plants, white. l»lue, hlauk. yellow, or r«-*l shades 

separate. $0. Is. 3d.: per 100. 3s. 3«l ; or .ill colours mixed. 3s. 
j**r 100. carriage paid. 

n A NTHR B UR5' B ELLS. — Very superior 
strain of this popular j>lnnt, strong: plants. !•- *>d. do/ . 

carriage paid. 

inf) FINE STRAWBERRY PLANTS, in 4 
J-L/L/ beat kinds. • arly, medium, and laic Et um tarieii* 
3* Gtl . nr 53 for 3s. 101., carria«e free. 

TTOLLYHOCKS. -(’haters finest double, very 
strong plants, Is. 9*1. doz.. carriage free. 

PERENNIAL SUN FLOWERS.-So much 
*<linircd, and niir-h a grnntl nuluiun flower. 1*2 Hue 

plant*, in variety. Is. 9il., earriage free. 

OT. JOHNS WORT (Hy|iericum).—Very 
popular: prodo-es quantities of large yellow tlowers Ft 

harder*. hare places, grow ing under trees, on hank*, etc , mi 
e*iualle<l. Fine strong plants, 25 for 2*. 6*1 . carriage paid. S1LENE PENDU LA COMPACTA, a lovely 

dwarf pink flower for spring blooming. Fine plant*, 
2v 6.1 100. carriage paid. 

ANTENNAKIA TOMENTOSUM.-Onc of 
-ea- the finest silver foliage e*lging plants grown. Grows 
only 2 in. high. 1* 9d. doz., carriage fn e. 

•PUREE BEST HARDY PERENNIALS for 
■l *nltingare Galllardia, CoreopsK and French Pyre thrum 
They are perfectly hardy, will grow anywhere, and produce 
quantities of brilliant bloom, which last* a long time when 
gathered. Fine plants of either. Is. 9d. doz., or 6 of each for 
2s 6*L. carriage free. 

Of) SHRUBS and TREES, Evergreen and 
U\J Ddcidiioiui, 2 ft. to G ft. high, in groat variety (aliout 12 
kinds), 6». G«l. ix*r mil. carriage paid. 

1 O CLIMBING PLANTS of sorts, Honey- 
suckles, Jasmine.'. Virginian Creepers, etc. (6 kindn 

altogether). 2s. 9»1 , carriage free 

IO HANDSOME HARDY EVERGREEN 
SHRUBS, assorted for pols and boxes. 2.*. Ikl.. carriage 
These, are also suitable for porches and cold green- 
i during the winter if put in iwt*. 

OSES.—Very large plants of Marechal Niel, 
1 (doire <lv Diion. Niphetos, W. A. Richardson, Is. 9<L 

•a-h, carnage i«ai«l. 

TAPAXK.SK WINEBERRIES, 8cL each, 5s. 
.. doz.; I ./van Berries, la. Ski. each; the White Blink 
and a Currant, 2 for Is.; 100 Alpine Straw berry-plant*, 2a. 3<1.; the 

ig -StrawlH rr> HaspU-rry. ‘2 for Is. 3*1. : the Blue Spira-a, 2 for 
Is G*l. ; the Maiden-hair Tree. 2 for 1h. 6*1. ; the Date Plum. 
•Init•* hardy. Is. 3*1 each; the Double-dowering Kibes, scarlet 
i loom*. 2 for Is. Gtl ; tho curious Grcen-flovrcring Rom-. 
blooms a green co'our. 1*. 3d. each ; the S<*arlet Idly of the 
Vail y (1 louchera), H for Is. ti»L All the above are quite 

•lour • han,V Carefully parkuil ami carriage free. 

OWEET BRIERS. Tho real old-fashioned 
U kind, which i* s** highly scented. Should fio in every 
garden Very strong plants, 2s. 9*1. doz,; 50 for Si, carriage 

SKLPHI Nil'MS. very fine plants, tho 1 mat 

strain. 2s 2d. doz., carriage free. 

ClARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.—Finest 
aimed varieties; cannot be surpamed: strong, well- 

rooted layers. A dozen, in 12 best kind*, 5s. 6*1., or 6 for 3s„ 
earriage paid. CARNATIONS. Large plants raised from 

t he finest seed ever saved, I*. 6*1 doz., or 25 for 2s. 3d., 

pTiLOX,1 PERENNIAL. Very choice vane- 
ties; strong plant.*. 2.*. !*d doz., carnage paid VP >LKTS.—Splendid clumps, specially-grown 
for w inter blooming. Pol or pul in frames now. Thou- 

Sami* sold last season. Best kinds are: Amiral Avellan. 
ioz : Cointe Brazza, double while. 3s. fid. doz.; Czar. 

2s ikl doz.; California. 2s. ikl. doz.; Marie Louise. 2s. 6*1 
doz ; Mrs .f. .1 A si or, 3* 6*1. doz; Princess of Wale*. 2*. 6*1. 
doz. carriage pal*l. CINERARIAS.- Finest large-flowering and 

moat brilliant colour*; is Hd. doz., or IS. 2s. 9*1.. carriage 
prill. 

■pRIMULA SINENSIS, best strain, grand 
-*■ fringed Mowers, fine plants, la. Gd. doz.; 25 for 2s. 9d. 
I'KIMI I.A OBCONIOA. tnine mice. 

"DEGONIAS, perpetual-blooming, of Gloire de 
l/irraine tyiie, grand for winter, fine plant*, assorted 

colours. 2* fid. doz , rarriage paid. BROMPTdN STOCKS, very best strain, 
1*. 9d. 'Ioz.. carriage paid. HOLLY HOCKS, Chater's fine double, 2s. 3d. 
ilo*.. carnage paiil. PANSIES, Trimardeau Giant, very fine, 50, 

IV. ; 100, 3.' r*|., (•rriatco |>aid. SWEET WILLIAMS, best large-flowering, 
50 for 2s. 3d. PALMS, Kentias and Latanias, grand plants, 
12 to 15 in high. 6 for 3*. 3d . earriage laid. 

nVCLAMKN PERSICUM, very (rest largo 
U Howcring strain. 1* 9*1. doz... carriage laid. 

pypERUS A LTERNIF0L1US, a grand room 
^ plant. ♦» for Is 3d., carriage paid. 

G ASS<JILTED PLANTS for table or room 
'-I de*-oral ion, including Palm*. Aralia*, ©to., for In. Od., 
carriage paid. 

THk BEST PROCURABLE 
Lit It Fret 

carriage /orrvajxL 

nPOTS From 15/. a dot. 
Ornamental Tree,, 91 Act** 

m Superb Col action of 
Herbaceou, Pluu 

Four Acre* of Glau. 
Cl,malii .80.000/ from 16-Co. 

N-B.—Single Plants artt/Jen 
t’-ighely mcstaiedpntet. 

GENERAL CATALOCUl 

w»<*'«<. mu* 
d illume. 

ana tutl of »ata,14» lnfnniwto 
tree on receipt of id. for 

IVa*e rucnUon ttm 
HMfTU firo -- 

500,000 BULBS. 
filr W.lkln .. ... . « , , 5.* 
Horvcreldll . 5-6 

Double Daffodil, ... 5-610 Btllnnl. i_.nl LIU.. .. - 3, 

tnpet Norcisiu* ... .* 761 
>ry or Leiden, *iu» cKorr Ik..u fi. u 
Cine Edward VII lacw) | - c.ct 
Sweet Scented Phc unt Eye 

5-6 7t«« 
Snowdrop, 5-676 
MKcd Nurclmu* 5 - KOO ■ 
Strawberry flams , . 100. 

u*o ■*■• urn allot mtittiK tiaiun 

12 by 10 14 by 12 20byl2 20byl4 *tf» 
14 by 10 16 by 12 18 by 14 20 by 16 Dgk 
16by 10 18 by 12 18 by 16 4h»16 *J»2. 

100 feot boxe* \ , _ , 100 feet bore* \ Srdt 
4th8.15-oz. / 12,'- 4the, 21-oz. /14/6 

Not* *;iux< rw ant aiae .it slight adroace m 
in large or rmaU qunnlitiea. Special Lino*. ■ ■ 
10 by 8. 12 by 8, 13 by 9. 15-oz., 10»_; 21<t. 
1*. extra for 3rd*. Putty, 28 lk. 2i 6d Paint y, 
bars. Nalls and Roofing Felt. Iron onJ 
Gutters. Oil and Varnish, lrom stoct p: 
tree on rail in London. Package free. Ail fu*f 
direct from stock at my warehouse (not from '“' Jl 
fully examioed. and guaranteed to he in Hound conugz*"’-™ 
handing to railway co. Intending purchaser* mil» "L 
consider the advantage of buying (llrect, from no-1 “ .. 
house. All glass is carefully packed, put direct on**" 

free. 

house 
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VEGETABLES. 

RAISING TOMATOES. 

iUDd tell tne the best time for sowing Tomato seeds to 

. t! the plants on as early as possible in greenhouse. 
i» ihimnra temperature 4.'> degs. in winter, also what kinds 

;~ojou recommend ?—Hoi-Kiri.. 

[Where convenience exists for the steady 
rogress of seedling Tomatoes there is a gain 

i.-i autumn over that of earl}' spring sowing, 
•hen the object of the grower is that of secur- 
ig ripe fruit at the earliest possible date. 

M&nts raised in autumn are hardier, can be 
Tfcen cool treatment, and they respond well 
I >warmer treatment and repotting as spring 

xnes round. By many it might be supposed 
D. “t the present is an unusually early period 
“■■> sow Tomatoes for obtaining ripe fruit next 

ifflmer, and so it undoubtedly is. That, 
owever, is not the point. The aim of every 
tower is t/i ohtain n maximum crop with n 
nnimum of uncertainty and labour. Some 
lay say, why sow seed in autumn when it can 
• juntas well left until January or February? 
In answer may be found in many a market 
•Isery whore Tomatoes are grown by the ton. 
larket growers are not likely to err in sowing 
I the autumn if this could be deferred with 
ie certainty of the same end being gained by 

.jwing in the spring. At the same time, it 
msi not be thought that the amateur's solitary 

greenhouse, heated only in the worst weather, 
likely to furnish the conditions to make 

Jtomn sowing a success. Tomatoes mu9t 
we a little more warmth than obtains in 
»ny such structures, and yret there are many 
> placed that the right conditions are avail- 
Me. One important point to observe is to 
«p the plants near the glass and elevated on 
shelf. Unless this is done they soon become 
rawn and in a measure spoilt. A shallow 
oi, say, 1 J inches deep, would be even better 
tan pots for sowing in, and if the seeds are so 
isposed that every plant stands quite clear of 
* neighbour, early repotting is unnecessary. 
«af mould or Cocoa-nut-fibre mixed liberally 
’ the soil will ensure a better ball of roots 
hen transplanted, and when this is done in 

enter place the stems against the sides of the 
»ts and bury up to the seed-leaf in the soil. 
,n the spring everyone knows how quickly 
tomatoes suitably accommodated grow; but 
n the autumn the ease is different, as progress 
i slower. In this way a sturdy growth is 
^lt up, so that when the time for real work 
-ommences the plant is well doxelopcd and an 
»rlier9etis secured. Toobtain this, restricted 
rant-space, plenty of light, careful watering 
' d ventilation must beattended to. Tomatoes 

mo now such an every-day necessity that 
Gforta are made to acquirea supply over as long 
II period as is possible, and though at the time of 
the earliest ripened fruit there is abundance of 
'^ported Tomatoes, the home-gnnvn fruit is 
much preferred. The month of October is pro- 
‘•inly the best time for seed-sowing, there 
“®nK then sufficient sun-heat to help on the 
plants in their early stages of growth, which, 
°> necessity, is slower than in March. 

In point of early ripening fJjereria,r-perfiat_ 
none better than Earliest of 'All, und Ear? 

Ruby is earlier than some. Variety, however, 
is not so much a matter of concern, because 
any sort adapts itself to autumn sowing, and 
even if they are slightly slower in ripening, 
Becker's XL All, Lister's Prolific, and Holmes' 
Supreme are varieties I should choose, because 
of their freedom and smoothness of outline. 
These are all of medium size, the first-named 
being the largest fruited of the three, and, 
though scarcely large enough to satisfy some 
exhibitors, it is nevertheless good for every 
other purpose.—W. S.] 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Forcing Rhubarb.—I have been forcing Rhubarb 
tor the Iftvt two year*, taking the roots tip from garden 

about this lime and putting them in my greenhouse, 

which I keep at about 60 dega I have iieen succe;sftil in 

forcing the Rhubarb, but when I planted the roots back 

in the garden about April they all died. I have always 

thought they should live and produce some sticks the 

following year.—8. J. 

[Each year you must plant some seedlings 
or divisions, and so keep up a constant supply. 
Your latest forced roots could be divided for 
planting, taking care that they are well 
hardened of! before planting out. To continue 
forcing you must have at least a quarter of 
an acre of ground at disposal, and so be able to 
make a plantation every year. The crowns 
will be of no use for forcing until the third 
year. Tho first year you must not pull any 
stalks, and even during the second year only a 
few stalks are used, while in the third year a 
fair crop may be obtained. ] 

Tomato-houses.—I am about to take the roofs oil 

some cow-sheds, lower the walls, and convert them into 
Tomato and Cucumber-house*, about SOU feet. I propose 

lowering the walls to 3 feet 6 inches, the ridge 9 feet from 

ground level, the borders about 8 feet wide, with paths 

3 feet 0 inches, and two rows of 4-inch pipes down each 

side. Total width of ground covered, 40 feet Would it 

be advisable to have glam partitions down the centre to 

form separate houses? Would you also kindlv tell me 
what depth of soil should be placed in the l»orders? I can 

obtain any amount of turf from the road sides, also heaps 

of road scrapings anil sweepings. Would they, singly or 

mixed, make a suitable soil for growing the above crops? 

Any suggestions you may make will l»e highly appreciated. 

—Francois. 

[.So far on wo gather from your description, 
the method of reconstruction i9 quite correct. 
It is quite unnecessary to have a partition in 
the house, but in lieu thereof, and for greater 
convenience generally, wo should prefer nouses 
of ion foot long to others of double that length. 
In these crops there is of necessity a change of 
soil required now und then, and wheeling 
every barrowful, say, 100 feet from the centre 
to the door where houses are 2011 feet long, 
makes a long, laborious task of the work. 
These long houses, too, are not so convenient 
in many ways. In heating, for instance, 
where a 200 feet range exists, a small rise all 
the way throws the flow pipe very high up, but 
with houses 100 feet long the range may be 
right and left of boiler, and worked con¬ 
veniently as well as heated with greater 
uniformity. Many people have put up long 
houses in the past at great cost, and they 
would not do so again, Decause the error is 
clear and the cost of working obviously greater 

n in smaller places. If the borders for soil 
ci° '•'OK'fjunH level, 12 inches or 18 inches 
1 wiu3be ample for the borders, plaeiiy^ 

?ood layer of cow-manure at 12 inches deep. 
ho turf you sjieak of would do quite well, but 

we should nrefer it for use after it had been 
some months stacked, and as you appear to 
have a good supply at command, we suggest 
you stack it, mixing with it a fourth part of 
manure, together with bone-meal, soot, and 
lime in separate layers. In this way, and by- 
turning the heap once at least in six months, 
you M ill have at command a mass of invaluable 
material, which on your own showing can be 
added to at leisure. Thus prepared the soil is 
much more nutritious for the crops.] 

Growing Mushrooms (Anxiotu). — 
Mushrooms are not difficult to cultivate by 
those who have had experience and have a good 
supply of suitablo manure and good spawn. 
You should begin on a small scale till you have 
mastered some of tho difficulties of the subject. 
To ensure regular success there must he a 
good supply of manure from stables where the 
norses have hard, dry food only, care being 
taken that no manure from sick horses is used. 
After the longest litter has been shaken out the 
short manure must be turned every three days 
for a fortnight to drive off some of the surplus 
moisture. When in a hurry the experienced 
grower will mix one in four or five of dryish 
loam with the manure to absorb the moisture, 
and in this way the beds may be made up in 
three or four days after the manure comes to 
hand. The beds in a cellar should be of a 
mnnageable size. If round the wall sides 3 feet 
wide and from 12 inches to l.r> inches deep will 
bo necessary. Build the beds up firmly, and 
when the temperature is fairly steady at some¬ 
thing like 8.") clegs. (eve need not be particular 
as to a degree or two) the bricks of new spaM-n 
should be broken up into pieces 2 inches in 
diameter and inserted 2 inches to 3 inches deep 
and 9 inches apart all over the surface of the 
bed, and when the l>ed has been formed again 
nnd no apj>earance of the heat rising above 
90 degs., place on the bod H inches of loamy- 
soil and beat down firmly. In a cellar it may 
not lie necessary to cover the beds, though 
generally a covering of coarse hay is beneficial 
in keeping the bed in an equable condition of 
heat and moisture. 

Protecting vegetables from frost. 
—Care will now have to be taken that lettuce 
and Endive which are l>eing preserved in 
framos aro not injured by’ frost, as where these 
nre of fairly large size decay sets in very- 
rapid ly if frost is allowed to reach them. In 
the case of severe weather the lights should 
have a thick covering of litter or Bracken 
placed upon them, and if the frost continues, 
allow it to remain on until it has passed away. 
The sides of the frames will also require 
some litter placed around. On the other hand, 
ventilation will have to be attended to on all 
fine days. Cauliflowers will also need protect¬ 
ing, but these must not be unduly coddled. 
Parsley will also require attention. Once let 
Parsley become injured by n severe frost or 
beaten down by snow, decay will rapidly set 
in. Parsley must not upon any account be 
coddled, a free circulation of air l>eing essential 
during daWR- 0jrrQ,wM^ weather. Protection 
from Irost and snow and a free circulation of 
^jyl^tPpther gifiefjiay A?®ded. 

URBANA-CI IAMPAIGN 



It has made a good deal of new wood this year. TREES AND 8HRUB8, It has made a good deal of new wood this year. Would 

it he necessary to cut this back before transplanting? — 
Mart M. Axdrkws. 

[No need to cut the plant back in any way. 
You ought to move it at once, taking care that 
the hole into which you put it is sufficiently 
large to allow of the roots being spread well roan age and need a great deal of c-ccu,,,, 
out. Cut off any damaged pieces of root and rnent and careful treatment to induce them 
water well in, putting a mulching of rotten produce pseudo-bulbs of normal 

likely to develop secondary growth. Such 
growth, if started before the end of Aueuu 
with due encouragement will generally ripen 
a satisfactory manner. Growths appeariu-- 
after that period are generally difficult to 

need a great deal 'of encourage 

—i to 
. —1 size and to 

get them thoroughly rijoned. One of the 
principal items iu the treatment of plants 
developing winter growth is to see that they 
are placed in the wannest house available, and 
in such a position that they may obtain ti 
maximum amount of light. ’ Careful watering 
also is necessary, or the moisture accumulate 
inside the bracts which surround the pseudo 
bulb, and quick ly turns the outer covering 
black at the base, tills frequently leading to 
the ultimate decay of the pseudo bulb. This 
latter difficulty generally occurs when plant- 
are grown under such conditions that the; 
cannot obtain sufficient light to properly ripet 
the base of the pseudo-bulb. It is a good pW 
to suspend plants with secondary growti 
close to the roof-glass. 

My remarks on C. Warscewiczii will apply 
also to the other species mentioned, and to tie 
hybrids which usually flower in autumn s 
early winter. I would advise you to place 
plants of these kinds under cooler and dria 
conditions immediately after the etowii 
reaches maturity, or after flowering. It is a 
better plan still to mark the particular kini 
which are producing secondary growth al 
place them under cooler conditions 90 as to tea 
the plants dormant and retard growth for two 
or three weeks. This generally produce; more 
satisfactory results. It has, no doubt, been i 
trying season for all kinds of plants, and things 
generally are unusually late. I am inclined 10 

think too liberal treatment must have been the 
cause from which you complain. I lire k< 
much further north, but have been afraid of the 
results that would be obtained from tk 
unusual late starting owing to the cold spris 
and summer with very little sunshine. 
last few weeks, however, and the contiso 
tion of milder weather have brought ar? 
favourable results than could reasons'-.; 
have been expected. It will be deandi 
perhaps, to keep the plants cooler topreva 
the difficulty of which you complain otcurria 
another season. Cattleya Trian.t-, C. Moss 
C. Mendeli, and others, often flower withou: 
producing flower-sheaths, so that if )-ou cu 
ripen the pseudo-bulbs properly, yon may g* 
the benefit of both growths flowering in propfc' 
season.—H. .1. C. I 

A SEASIDE SHRUB (DESPONTAIXEA 

SPINOSA). 

In' many districts of England, especially near 
the sea, this Chilian shrub will both grow and 
H )wer in a satisfactory manner, but where such 

Desfontainea spinosa. 

is not the case it is well worth fie protection of 
a greenhouse, as its blossoms are very striking 
and distinct in character. The plant is of a 
sturdy, freely-branched habit of growth, with 
foliage very much like that of a Holly, while 
the drooping, tubular-shaped blossoms are 
scarlet tipped with yellow. In Devon, Corn¬ 
wall, and many parts of Ireland it is at home, 
and so is the Fire Bush (Embothnum cocci- 
neum) from tho same region, which, when 
laden with its clusters of brilliant Honeysuckle¬ 
like blossoms, is such a gorgeous sight as to 
recall some native of the Tropics. The lies- 
fontainea may be propagated by means of 
cuttings taken when the young growth is about 
half-ripened, inserted into well drained pots of 
sandy soil, and kept close in a temperature 
slightly higher than that in which they are 
grown. T. 

CUPPING TREES AND SHRUBS. 

At this time of the year, when gardens are 
being cleared of summer bedding plants and 
tidied up ready for the winter season, it is very 
distressing to see the many beautiful hardy 
Evergreens that make gardens bright and 
cheerful having nearly all the growth they 
hive made during the past summer so reduced. 
It is all very well to clear off decaying plants, 
or the luxuriant shoots of climbers or trailers, 
bat why Evergreens, that are planted for their 
warm, cheerful effect in winter, should be 
so barbarously treated just as the winter is 
coming on passes my comprehension. In this 
locility the many varieties of Euonymus, both 
green and variegated, are very much in 
evidence, and very beautiful they look clothed 
with glossy, shining foliage; but they seem a 
mark for the shears, for in nearly all the 
public parks or promenades one finds men 
Dusy at work clipping them into forms that 
are really eyesores to anyone who delights in 
naturally - grown trees or shrubs. If it i9 
necessary to restrict them to any specified 
h fight or size it could just as well be done 
by thinning out the shoots with a knife, and 
leaving the younger shoots with the foliage 
intact. This clipping mania is copied by 
nearly all the owners of small gardens, who 
seem to consider it the correct thing to do. In 
this way no trace is left of the naturally 
beautiful form that the shrubs would assume if 
left to develop their growth in a natural 
manner. James Gkoom, Gotmorl. 

manure over the roots so as to retain the 
moisture. Dig out a trench about 2 feet fiom 
the trunk, and then work underneath the ball 
of soil, taking care to get as much soil with 
the roots as vou can. It is a good plan to put 
a mat round the hall of soil to keep it firm 
while being moved.] 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

Snowflake3. The Spring SnoalUe 
(Leucojum vernum) should bj found in et*J 

The- Lily of the Field (Sternbergia lutes). (8 e p»gr* *’ ) 

Moving a Guelder Rose.—I wl«h to transplant 
a large standard Uuelder Rose. Can jott-^lvise me the 

liest means to adopts and the best timjf of y -ario da ksr 
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established never fail to bloom, their green- 
tipped white bells, produced on somewhat stiff 
stalks, having a very pretty effect in the 
lwrdere. L. carpaticum, blooming a little 
later, has larger blooms. The Summer Snow¬ 
flake (L. wstivum), also white, may be planted 
in the autumn.—Leahukst. 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

STERNBERGIA (LILY OF THE FIELD). 

Preitv and very interesting hardy bulbs, 
which deserve to be better known. The autumn 
Crocuses help to carry us through the dull 
months, but the flowers of the Sternbergias, 
being of much firmer texture, are able to with¬ 
stand a far greater amount of bad weather than 
those of the Crocuses, and are thus better 
adapted for our climate. One source of failure 
with Sternbergias and other bulbs is moving 
them at the wrong time, or before growth has 
fully developed. What they want is thorough 
ripening in summer and slight protection, such 

S. lutea.—This is the winter Daffodil of 
Parkinson and a pretty hardy plant, best on 
some gravelly soils. The absence of seed on 
this bulb in a cultivated state is remarkable, 
seeing how plentiful it is and how freely it 
flowers in many parts of the country. The 
bulbs must bo large before they will bloom 
freely. There is a narrow-leaved form of this 
named angustifolia, which flowers very freely 
and is of rather more vigorous growth than 
S. lutea. 

S. or.f.ca, from the mountains of Greece, has 
very narrow leaves and broad perianth 
segments. 

S. sicri.A is a form with narrower leaves and 
segments than the type, while the Cretan 
variety has considerably larger flowers. 

S. MAi RANTHA, introduced by Mr. Whittull 
from the mountains of Smyrna, Ls, as will be 
seen by our illustration, a very handsome form. 
The leaves are each about an inch broad when 
fully developed, flowers bright yellow, appear¬ 
ing in the autumn. 

The rarer kinds should have a place in our 

| ness of ice prevailed. Walking some distance 
■ from the pond you are sensible of a pleasing 

Almond perfume being wafted to you. The 
oblong leaves spread out on the surface and the 
buds rise a few inches higher, covered by a 
green conical cap, which the expanding flower 
pushes off. These very pretty and peculiar 
white fragrant blooms are produced for many 
months. I enclose a few, which I trust will 
reach you in such a condition that when placed 
in water they will diffuse a pleasant perfume in 

: your office. Every flower throws off about 
fifty seeds; these are contained in filmy 
envelopes and for a short time float about on the 
surface, then burst their cases and sink to the 
bottom, and when doing so a small shoot about 
one-third of an inch long is already visible. 

My mode of growing the Aponogeton may 
possibly interest your readers. I procure all 

j empty paraffin-oil cask, saw it in half to 
1 make two tubs, then drop a piece of lighted 
paper in to burn out the remains of the oil. 
When the flame gets low sprinkle water from a 
can to prevent the tub itself being burnt. I 

The large-flowered Lily of the Field (Sternbergia macrantha). 

as dry litter, during the winter. In sand}- bulb borders, or on rocky borders in gritty or 
loams, and fully exposed to the sun, the bulbs open soil, associated with the rarer Narcissi 
will get the necessary ripening without being and the choicer hardy bulbs. The effect pro- 
liftea, and the best plan will be to leave them ducod by S. lutea when grouped near the 
undisturbed until they attain flowering size, shelter of wt 
We have even known the plants thrive on stiff are in bloom, 
soils without being moved. _ 

S. colchiciflora.—This is one of the old 

bulb borders, or on rocky borders in gritty or . then sink the tub in the ground till the edge is 
open soil, associated with the rarer Narcissi about 3 inches above the soil, put about 
and the choicer hardy bulbs. The effect pro- 9 inches of ordinary garden soil in, insert the 
ducod by S. lutea when grouped near the plant in the centre, and fill up the tub with 
shelter of walls is very fine when the plants j water. No further attention is required beyond 
are in bloom. ! filling- up the tub occasionally to compensate 
- for evaporation. I have seen the Aponogeton 

garden plants, having been cultivated by THE CAPE POND WEED (APONOGETON 
Clusius and Parkinson. It is described as D1STACHVON). 
fragrant, and perfuming, with its Jessamine- This beautiful, interesting, and sweetly- 

the Bosphorus. The leaves are narrow, and and so generally cultivated as it deserves. It 
come with the fruit in spring ; and the is suitable for tne smallest garden, hardy, and 
sulphur-yellow flowers appear in autumn at requires only a minimum of attention. When 
about the same time as those of S. lutea. It is first introduced into this country from the 

nerally cultivated as it deserves. It 
e for tne smallest garden, hardy, and 

flowering in a large inverted bell-glass placed 
on an office table. It grows at hew in the 
outdoor tank contiguous to that containing 
the beautiful Nympha-as. 

A. B. Herbkkt. 

Alorden, Surrey, Nov. 8th, 190*. 

THE TREE-F.EONIES. 

found on dry, exposed positions in the Cau- Cape of Good Hope, many years ago, it was The Moutan Peony of northern China and 
casus and Crimea, and is hardy in this deemed scarcely suitable for our climate, and Japan is one of the handsomest of all our 
country. S. dalmatica and S. pulchella are in the Edinburgh Botanic Garden was grown shrubby garden flowers. It was introduced as 
varieties. i under glass, but by some accident, or perhaps long ago as 1789, and very noble specimens 

S. Fisciieriana is nearly allied, and has the designedly, a few seeds found their way into ] exist here and there in old English and Irish 
habit of S. lutea, from which it differs chiefly the open pond, where the plants soon spread gardens. It has long been cultivated in the habit of S. lutea, from which it differs chiefly the open pond, where the plants soon spread gardens. It has long b 
in flowering in spring instead of in tho over a considerable space, and proved that they | gardens of China, ana of 
autumn. reqnirecLiloMotection, even when some thick- 1 nKeiSqecllijilg vanoties of t 
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lens of China, ana of late years many very 
sioectlijiig" varitjties of the most varied colours 
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salmon, 1,lac-purple, or crimson flowers, with Miss W.U.not, Lady Brodie, Lord Lister, Pres, baskets filled with the same plants *ny 
or without darker markings at the base of Carnot, Talma, Phryne, Jane Misme, Jules been allowed to grow in a S wav ,W 
the.r sat.n bke petals There are single, sen.,- Barbier, and Louis Grandeau. These take in ing no traces of tying. Such picture 
double, and full double forms. The fine old a wide rano-e of colour, which ir. is nnn^p^  _ 

i ki i r irT 11 i “i, earmer, ana L.OU18 tirandeau. These take in ing no traces of tying. Such picture Vw 
double, and full double forms. The fine old a wide range of colour, which it is unnecessary what can be done in Seemingly mSuSu 
specimens of P. Moutau, to befound in gardens to attempt to describe. Their great value is positions.-J. Ckook. 87 Un,a'0arablt 
wherein they were planted, in some cases a found not only in the grandeur of their colours An autumn notfl from nnimreroii 
century or more ago, are often o feet to 8 feet and spikes, but the succession of flower which what stfik^one in 
... height and huTeet to 1., feet in diameter, is maintained, and by cutting the early flowers autumn^£ toectcTX of thaT ^ 
groduc.„?,„go<>d).„rafro«,-Uo2(«.ormore oU,.r, are produced for l,ter di.pto,. Pent- 2,d tt.'iS,- rf.SSJXS 

I. moat be clearly reeogaiaed, however, that tSZEXX&ItZ *£*$£ 

these old examples were not grafted, but have Pentstemons look best planted in beds alone, splendour given to few flowers ° 
always existed on their own roots, propagation either in separate colours or mixed together IK thev Ca^ to disnl™ tW T1 
being ejected either by layering tielower In the flower garden they may very weTl take X orance scarlet 
branches or by the careful division of old the place of Geraniums and Calceolarias, which v, _? _j! !) f**111®"' oranenes or oy tne caretui division of old tne place ot tieraniums and Calceolarias, which combinations of tints cm«-Ha i^ « = 
clumps. It is important to. remember this, need so much labour to carry them through the ,nones have bloomed ’and faded. IJlCJkSL' y.umps. is important, to rememoer tnis. neeu so muen laoour to carry them through the mones have bloomed and faded .1 , 

minor troubles and losses innumerable have 
been experienced in their cultivation. The 
plants flower well the first season, carrying from 
one to three or more flowers, and then evert' 

.-» us. Almost the last Rose of summer has she! 
‘to scented petals, and the beautiful Belladonna 

NOTES AND REPLIES. kibes have sprung leafless from the earth like 
Preserving Honesty.—Having repeatedly seen Mushrooms and withered. The seasons seen. one to tnree or more flowers, and then every W“*U aouesty.—naving repeatedly seen ... , ... -— 

succeeding year is marked more nr l««s l,v f-iii co"V“d,otory views of the value of Honesty seeds for I’l&ymg at hlde-and seek this year. Here are 
ZiTuZ lit g,nt&..l,g!r..‘!;,ylfl-«?, ?PriD£ flowers and summer blhoms, deep Woe arcs in growth and in flowering. All this is very re^ti^Tu^fu. ior‘the d'ent&n(G acau is)^aXlnine l)ZSr 

disappointing. Some cultivators have ill part are fully ripe pull up the plant and hang it up to . ffLL kIi 1 1 „ * , j , ■ 

tubs or pots, or in mounding up their stems SO intact, displaying its silvery sheen in all its beauty.—A piir:Kt r. _ , ’..t , 
high, that roots have been induced to appear Rkaukk ok •'Uarosm.vq." pX ke nf it . ^ 

above the union between the wild stock and Decayed vegetable matter as manure.- f the a loVr 
the voune scion The demand in Tanan i* J*»v,nK seen in one;of your late issues oLOaroksiso •• that lamplight colour, are very useful for CUttlt? 
tne young scion. itie demand in Japan is this has been useful as manure in growing Celery and Tardy autumn Chrysanthemums will train,* 
now so great that one can scarcely expect the Stmwberrlea" I have had a deep trench made, and a orl winter and make the fW„r 

iwiw uivisions or layers on tneir own be left fallow for some time?-Mrs. Dklankv. later kinds will not onen this Vm>r —A F 
roots. As it is, the grafting suits growers and |\ou ought to have put the material you speak of into r , ■ I il 11 ft* 
dealers in Japan, who make these plants to ? heap an5 mixed it with Hme, and when deSyed spread Br0"nk> Ty<rardreath, Cornwall, Nor. Mk. 

sell, rather than to grow on permanently and or XKrtgfne ta*i?thfS5irth wufta to. *°W *«*atuxn -With reference to the 
form lartre and healrhv hi»hM in or plant an) thing in It the growth will be too gross. J note in Gardkm.no Illi-stratud respecting lie dear 
°rm an.j healthy bushes in the open t a*e Dahlias —If is somewhat out of the of lhe bulbs ol UHum aura turn, bu picking an the 

air, as their older prototypes have done in ® 'nrTf fl 1 *V» somewhat out of the flower-buds as soon as they appear the first year bm 
many places. It is a great pity that grafting F?ua °^‘®r °‘ things to have Dahlias in full tried / 1 have noticed this practice is reoommemfcd with 

as a means of increase has been resorted to in , otn at the end of the first week in Novem- other bulbs to increase their vigour. Is there any objenii 
Jr “ ,t.T n • ,1 60 ln her, as Dahlias are usually the first to tell us “ »PPlving the some system to I.ilium auratum' he 
the case of the Tree-1’n-ony, seeing that it may ,,,‘1 f!■ 7 J • xti 1 evident with the majority of growers a sacrifice hu 10U 
be layered so easily, and thatthe plants growing t{*at frost been in the air. Not only are made, and to low the first lot of bloom would be ibe 1* 
on theii own roots live so much longer! fho plants still alive, but growing luxuriantly, o( two evils. Bxstmaa. 

Layered Psonies, like layered Rhododendrons, fr sending up a crowd of buds to continue [ In the case of this species the removal of the 
are free from suckers, wnieh are often, even if “he flowering for some time, unless we get a flower-buds would avail nothing. This i< 

to so treat them that they are sure that the 'n^‘ ,Joi7>ort- With the above Lilium there is no weaknes- 
scions are rooted above the graft line before carnations.—I have 24 Carnations planted in two whatever. On the other hand, the bulbs in the 

they think of planting them outside, and, faTfeuTis a l^briok^i^th/n^er'^Su Process of preparation for shipment to thin 
moreover, to harden otl the plants carefully the ^mVdlaUnc^f'Z' a" ^edenuded of their new crop ofn^t 
before the experiment is made. Tree-Pn onias an<i the tirasa 1 have planted some yellow Crocuses, and fibres, and thereby bereft of the means of con 
are quite hardy in deep, rich, warm soils near het"'wn the other row-and the wall some bulbaof Spanish veying food and sustenance to the bulb, and, 
the sea almost everywhere, but especially aspect at'p™, and 1 nixt»uy m plan'r^ jn turn, of producing each year that new«n 
so in the south and western parts of the (?'v* or Bix) Chrysanthemums between the rows of Carna- 001,0 that contains the embryo flower 
British Islands. The real danger comes with li?n8» removing some of these, if necessary, in order to spike. Because these are not produced in the 

8prjnF f™la March and April, Wifl^ou^ m^flX^Sa^e^ur^i fifh^nd^oistor'i b? rca90a °ffhf'' 
hence it is advisable to select a sheltered posi- have any injurious effect upon the Carnation., and, if so, Snt> anrt m°'sture, the flowering spike of the 
tion for them where they are shaded from the wh»t would you advise me to plant to brighten the beds previous year's growth has issued forth, nothing 
sunshine of the early morning, which other- i“nJlKihf“,iw'?.,non^8? A>“. wo''D.toe application of but a few scales or outer bulb leaves remain, 
wise is very likely to blacken their early IT^ * “r'!a 'ons K 'l'"1' and this remnant speedily collapses. The 
appearing flower-buds and foliage. A south- I Iho Chry-santhemums will be too vigorous central core in this species flowers once and 
western exposure suits them best, and we have ^ ,.rVure . < arnntlons’ “OI;0 oapoc'ally once only, a new flowering crown being formed 
noted splendid specimens in such aspects.— „„vk voT- iv«st . ^y layers each year in a natural way. By the prows* 
Field. '' . ' next year. We would advise you to put in as mentioned above the means of supply is 
-- a groundwork some Tufted I ansies, which will entirely removed, hence no now flower centre 

PENTSTEMONS FROM qffi. r namfi, a?,9pUiy ™nr« ™ summer and well is formed after the bulb reaches this country. 
A EN Ibl bMONS PROM SEED I . NAMED into the autumn. Chrysanthemums to do well The flower-spike we see in the year of planting 

KINDS. must have a space of from 2J feet to 3 feet is pre-existent, having been fonned in the boll 
There are few, if any, hardy border plants between each plant. Mulch your Carnations and existing in embryo before the bulbs were 
more easily ruised from seed than Pentste- well with rotten manure next spring or imme- harvested in Japan. It is this process which 

rnons, and from a garden point of view I have dlately' you have put in the Pansies, if you is ruptured by the denuding of all roots, these 
come to regard them as of great value. I have decide to use them as we suggest.] including, unfortunately, the newly emitted 
always pinned my faith to seedlings, and have A beautiful balcony garden.—Those crop of roots that issue with the maturing of 
previously been satisfied with the quality and who have a taste for a garden often produce dio growth each year.—E. J.] 
variety of colours obtained by those means, some fine pictures, and often under the mo9t Helianthus Miss Mellish. — Some 
Lately, however, some of my ideals have been unfavourable conditions. This was brought people object to this kind on account of it* 
somewhat ruthlessly shattered, for on inspect most forcibly to my notice at the close of great height. It is a glorious autumn flower 
ing a breadth of named kinds in a provincial September, when visiting Camberley, Surrey, and has manv recommendations, and no garden 
nursery 1 find my seedling stock was poor in In the street near the railway station there are of any size can afford to be without it. I have 
comparison, and I went away with somewhat several shops, and over one of these I saw a it growing in the kitchen garden at the end of a 
mixed feelings. In the named kinds there beautifully-arranged balcony. It faces the border which has not been dug for four or five 
were none without immense hells, towering street and is subjected to a large amount of years. This has stood in this position all the 
SIllkpQ nnri anlcniliJ „>->ln„ro ---I ...1,1. -_I. r_i_ I:_ .1 , 1 i .. .. _1__ 

jL10 iearn.’ DUl tney were in the nanging aown several leet. The kinds used though it thrives in such a position it enjoys a 
minority. The following are a few which to were Mme. Crousie and Souv. de Chas. Turner, rich larder, and this I noted at the close of 
me were the most striking : Cipt. Mafchand, I At iequal distances were plants of scurlgylfSej/tet^b^F; in a garden where it is used as a 
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liackground for other hardy plants. In the 
garden referred to the roots are lifted every 
grille, the four strongest being planted back 
ind the others destroyed.—J. Crook. 

CACTUS DAHLIAS-YELLOW 

VARIETIES. 

Cms shade of colour is much appreciated in 
'actus Dahlias, but up to the last year or two 
: was none too plentiful, and, maybe, there 
r« faults in the newer ones that can only be 
smedied by time. Undoubtedly there has 
ten great improvement recently. For a long 
me the best yellow was 
Lady Penzance. This is clear and nice in 

Mrs. Edward Mawlkv.—Probably this is 
the finest yellow Cactus Dahlia we have. In 
the arrangement of the florets it is not so light 
as the last named, but in other respects it is an 
improvement. The colour is clear and rich. 
It has a splendid flower-stem, long and stout 
enough to hold the largest bloom. The flower 
itself is always double to the centre, and it can 
lie grown to a huge size. A kind not yet in 
commerce is 

Ida, and as exhibited isa very charming one. 
The colour is richer than seen in any one of 
those named, and it has a very long floret. 
It is not wise to recommend a variety unless 
one has grown it, but in this case we have a 
sort well worth noting. H. S. 

submerge in a barrel of water for some days 
before using. The soil in which I grow them 
is composed of about two parts turfy loam, 
some well-rotted horse matiure, leaf-mould, and 
sand. This I mix thoroughly and then roast by 
placing it in an old pan or server on the range 
until it becomes almost bone dry—this kilLs all 
worms, etc. : I then add a little wood ashes, 
mode by burning hedge clippings, and which 
liave small bits of charcoal in them. Having 
a pony I luive arranged to convey its urine 
from tne stall into a tank outside the stable, 
and occasionally I give all my plants a good 
soaking of it after fully dilutiug it and find 

| they all like it. One of my Fuchsias, single, 
1 with white and purplo flowers (not Rose of 

A good yellow Cactus Dahlia—Mrs. J. 3. Crewe. 

our, lut the fatal defect of this kind is that Fuchsias failing.—I note the complaint Castile) has l>een in bloom almost continuously 
1 blossoms hide themselves in the leaves. of your correspondent, and am rather surprised, since Christmas, and has now hundreds of 
'Ifcs. Turner, another old variety, is showy as, having a considerable number myself, my flowers on it.—A. Maze. 

the garden on account of its good flower- complaint is that they are doing too well. Calceolaria amplexicaulis. — When 
ro. The fuult, however, of this is that the Perhaps he does not treat them properly : they planted out during the summer this species is, 
rams are heavy in appearance, yet the colour do well with me (most of them at least) in the at a time that the others are nearly exhausted, 
bright and clear. open air if well fed, but they don't do well in a just at its best, and for late flowering there are 
Ethel is perfect in shape of bloom and habit draught; mine are of both the single and none to equal it. A quarter of a century ago 
plant, being especially free flowering, but double sorts. Your correspondent may allow this Calceolaria was far more common than it 

e colour is not decided or pleasing. them to get too dry at the roots, in which case is nowadays. Being rather a tall grower led, 
Mrs. J. J. Crowe (here figured) is indeed a it is very hard to wet the ball of soil and roots, we suppose, to its neglect, but now that the 
inning yellow. The colour is good, and the When they get too dry at the roots I place the formally arranged flower beds are less popular 
ape ot the flower elegant. It is comprised of pot in a bucket of tepid water (I never use than formerly, and in many places are to a 
ng, narrow, ribbon-like florets, as seen in cold water from the tap), entirely submerging great extent superseded by a mixed arrange- 
panese Chrysanthemums. It can be culti- the pot, and allow it to be so submerged until ment, it will be found very useful, and in late 
ted to produce blossoms 6 inches across, and all the small bubbles which come up have dis- summor and early autumn the sulphur-yellow 
much in depth ; and when grown in the appeared. When they begin to grow early in blossoms are very bright and cheerful. It is a 

iinarv way still retains its characteristics, .—tjie year, I -jfeed them with dduted liquid- free, vigorous grower, hardier than some of the 
le flower-stem is long and wiry, thus hpldinrf matntra, ceiwdcwed of horse droppings and soot, garden^ckrienes, arid does not die oft' suddenly 
e l*!oom erect. The variety is easy wgtowVLlIilhAfc .ofietivL place in the same bag |ILLINOIS AT 
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GARDEN PESTS AND FRIENDS. | be obtained by adding fifteen gallons of soft rally noticed in September, bat there is u 
water to the three gallons of emulsion, but it earlier attack, usually not so serious, which 

The following interesting notes, which, we being sufficient, 
hope, will be found useful to our readers, have (<l) Boil twe 

* water to the three gallons of emulsion, but it earlier attack, usually not so serious, which 
. is as well to test its effect on the leaves. For takes place in June The slag-worms are the 
ORCHARD PEbTS AND HOW iO winter use a much stronger mixture is per- grubs of the Pear saw-fly, a glossy black 

COMBAT THEM. missible, five to ten gallons of additional water insect, not at all striking in appliance, about 
The following interesting notes, which, we being sufficient. A-inch in length. The ordinary observer would 
hope, will be found useful to our readers, have (<!) Boil twelve pounds of Quassia-chips, take it for a black fly, though m reality it dos 
been taken from a pamphlet on “ Orchard and and add the extract to a hundred gallons of n,ot be*ong t° the Diptera or true flies, bat to 
Bush-fruit Pests and how to Combat them,” water. Six or seven pounds of soft-soap may the Hymenoptera, the order which contain- 
by Cecil Wrarburton, M.A., F.Z.S., Zoologist be advantageously added to the wash. the bees and wasps. If examined carefully, it 
to the Royal Agricultural Society, ami (••) A useful wash for winter use only, to will be found to have four wings, like a b» 
published by John Murray’, Albemarle-street. kill hibernating insects and their eggs, or to T ,-X are c , r and transparent except ton 

Certain Apple pests spend the winter in clean tree-trunks smothered by Moss or Lichen, darkish mark on the front wrings. Anotbs 
hiding-places in the bark of the trees. This is may be made thus: Dissolve separately in peculiarity, common to all the saw-flies, is tit 
the case with the Codlin-moth, which hiber- water one pound of caustic soda and one pound absence of a ‘‘waist, or constriction betwee 
nates as a chrysalis, and with the Apple- of crude potash. Mix the solutions, stirring the f^°nt and hlnd 01 tac “dy- I* 
blossom-weevil, which [lasses the winter in the up three-quarters of a pound of soft-soap in the saw "les are 80 called ‘jecaU9e the fenair 
beetle form. A favourite shelter is a crack, mixture. Add sufficient water to make ten possess ^ a remarkable saw appanitu-i wui. 
roofed over by a flake of loose bark. It is gallons. Tho best time for its application is which they cut holes m leaves or wood font- 
advisable to destroy such shelter, and to expose the middle of February. reception of their eggs. The 1 ear saw-fly ret! 
these pests to the alternate frosts and thaws of a 9ma*‘ "°'e f. , ar or Cherry-leaf, as: 
1,-ini.r I.,, a,,.-ntkim. «iw» „„.i ...—  LEAF PBSTS. inserts an asm. which is oval and whiten-, winter by scraping the trunks, and removing, 
as far as possible, all tlie loose bark. The as far as possible, all the loose bark. The 
operation is still more successful if followed by 
a dressing of some suitable insecticide, well 

reception of thei r eggs. The Tear saw-flv ret* 
a small hole in a Pear or Cherry-leaf, *>: 
inserts an egg, which is oval and white, a:. 

I which takes about a week to hatch. The it- The Winter - moth. which takes about a week to hatch. The it- 
Hosts of caterpillars may sometimes lie which cause the early attacks are an tie witj 

found devouring the leaves and even the afc tJ'e end. and in June their eg. 
scrubbed into the cracks with a stiff brush blossoms of orchard trees in the spring. hatcl? out into tiny grubs which are at tv. 
j : „iL.  Ta. _• * a i. 1 jnr. * i ? i. -n i i i t u-hitiwli mit I wv'nmp nftrlr.orfvui an/i el ■- during the winter. It is against the various Several different kinds will probably he pre- whitish, but soon become dark-green and slim 
insects which attack the leaves in spring and sent, but they all do harm in the same and much thicker in front than behind, h: 
summer that washes and sprays are chiefly way, and as soon as they are observed in any f®*** on t"e upper portion of the leal. 5&, 
used. They cannot, of course, be applied numbers the trees should fie sprayed with one when many are present, give out a 
while the trees are in blossom, for fear of of the mixtures (a) or (>') If’most of the disagreeable smell. Bythe beginning oil j; 
destroying or keeping aw ay the insects which caterpillars are “ loopers ”—arching their backs they are fully grown—about A-mch in liigtt 
are necessary to fertilise the flowers, but trees as they crawl along—it may be concluded that and "°w t“e.v droP f0 fc“e ground, intonu 
are sprayed before the blossom has opened or the “ Winter-moth ” is at work. The “ March- burrow to a depth of about 21 TO 
after the fruit has set. moth” and the “ Mottled Umber ” also have wher0 the.v enclose themselves in smalleatria 

There are two quite different classes of “looper” caterpillars, but as all three have cocoons, from which the saw-flies come oatr 
insecticides used for this purpose. One class practically the same life-history the particular the end of July. It is these flies which ctux 
is intended to kill the insect directly, while species is of little importance. The important the September attack on the Pear andChtnj 
the other class brings about the destruction point in the life-history of the Winter-moth loaves, acting precisely like their parents, i 
of the insect indirectly, by poisoning the and its allies is this, that only the male moth grubs from the second brood, when tally tti 
leaves on which it is feeding. It is clear that can fly, the female having such ridiculously (>n September or October), seek the paw 
this latter class is of no use against sucking small and stunted wings that they are of no aga'n’ and cocoons remain there till 
insects, for the poison will not reach the sap on use to it. Indeed, the females would not be “,es come out in the following May. 
which they feed, but it is very effective against taken for moths at all by the ordinary observer. Remedy.—Lime is the substance wfochha 
all the caterpillar tribe, which feed upon the their fat, almost wingless bodies anil long legs been most successfully used against this |*s 
substance of the leaf. It is also clear that it giving them quite a spider-like appearance, when the caterpillars are feeding on the la-■* 
would be sheer waste to deluge a tree w ith The caterpillars, at first so small as to be It may be used dry or as a wash. Intheiv 
a leaf poisoning; insecticide. It should be almost invisible, feed on tho leaves till they cn.sc, it is dusted ovor the leaves as a pc'S* 
delivered as a line spray, so tliat the poison are fully grown. Those of the Winter-moth The lime-wash is made by stirring a pea 
may be sprinkled evenly over all the leaves. are then about 1 inch in length, green, with lime and two pounds of soft-soap into the 

It will bo convenient to give at once the narrow white lines along the sides, and with gallons of water. The dusting, orthesprantf. 
ingredients of a few of the most useful and brown heads. They then leave the tree, must be repeated two or three times at >1' 
readily prepared washes, so that they may be usually letting themselves down by a thread, I intervals, as the first a ^ . application is throxs J 
simply referred to under the various insect I and crawl to some sheltered place, where they I by the grubs with tne slime they enfe 
pests instead of being re described in each turn to chrysalids. From those chrysalids most I Early morning or evening is the Host timsh' 
case. of the moths come out in the following the operation, which should notbepertor- 

I.—Leaf-poison inc! insecticides. autumn, though some do not emerge till the while the sun is powerful. The final dustiaz 

(a) Take half-a-pound of Paris (or emerald) wrinter is past. Now the female moths, after or spraying should be followed by a 
green and stir well in a hundred gallons of leaving the chrysalis, have to reach the twigs washing-down with a garden engine, 
water, adding a pound of lime. Distribute in and buds of the fruit-trees in order to lay their Prevention.—The grubs spend the 
a fine spray over the foliage, taking care to eggs, and, as they cannot flv, they are obliged winter in cocoons in the ground ben*n 
stir the mixture frequently, or the Paris-green to crawl up the trunks. If by any means they infected trees, and are thus at the mercy of “ 
will sink to the bottom. ‘ can be prevented from doing this there will, of fruit-grower from October to May. The 

N.B.—Paris-green is sold as a paste and as course, ne no Winter-moth eggs on the trees to treatment will depend on the nature ot 
a powder. The paste is safer, not being so hatch out into caterpillars in the following orchard. If the ground is bare, the 
liable to blow about and be inhaled, if the spring. The plan of banding the trees with may be removed to a depth of 3 inches ani 
powder is used, it should be pulverised before a sticky substance in the autumn does, to a burned or buried deeply. Simply digging up 
mixing, unless very fine in grain. large extent, prevent the ascent of the female and exposing the cocoons to the inclemency 

fbJ Take six ounces of arsenate of soda and moths, aud greatly reduces the number of of the weather and to birds are of me. 
dissolve in a littla water, pouring the solution caterpillars in the following year. Bands of Grass, a heavy dressing of kaiuit beneatl 
into a hundred gallons of soft water. Also grease-proof paper are tied round the trunks trees might have a good effect, 
dissolve eighteen ounces of acetate of lead some feet from the ground—high enough to be Red-spider. 

(“sugar of lead") in a little water, and pom- clear of any fruit-bushes below—and these are _. ___ , _‘ 
the solution into tho hundred gallons contain- smeared with some ndhesivo substance which The leases of Ihimson a - 
ing the arsenate of soda. Stir frequently does not readily dry up, such as cart-grease or ar° 9U.bJ°ct the attacks of thw 
during use, and deliver as a fine spray. A one of the numerous preparations in the market. 'lot- drI seasons. From t cir 
little soft-soap added to tho mixture will help The moths begin to come out in the middle of burnt appearance the disease } 
it to adhere to the leaves. October, and continue to emerge all through knoWQ “ fire-blast. Thousand* - 

Caption.—The mixtures (a) and (b) are the autumn, so that tho trees should be banded microscopic creatures may be see ^ 
highly poisonous, and must not be left care- by the second week in October, and the sticky dust uniier the oaves, among* , j 
lessly about, nor must the vessels in which material renewed as soon as it shows signs of hne, sUk th,rcads whlch “V sPm’ n.,, 
the/arc mixed be used for other purposes drying up. Hundreds of wingless tamale 8P’der* wh,.ch is in reality one of thespm 
without careful cleansing. Care must be taken moths are often caught upon a single band, spends “ie un . b , 
not to inhale the arsenic powders. Fruit must together with several males, doubtless attracted crevices in wood whether growing ..,j—■ 
not be sprayed within a few weeks of by the presence of the other sex. The sticky fenemg timber. It comes out m the 
gathering. matter should bo renewed in the spring to M»y and attacks the leaves of 

II.-Direct insecticides. intercept the March-moth and such of the G^b^l^uc^TtKj 

fc) Dissolve half-a-pound of soft-soap in one 2^25.“ ^ ° fin^ web which choles up tL leaf-pU '■ 
gallon of soft water. Add this to two gallons * n lays eggs in the web, and multiplies rapw) 
of paraffin (kerosene) oil, and stir thoroughly. Pear and Cherry saw-key (Seco-worms). the young being at first six-legged, bat ilu-- 

This gives a “ kerosene emulsion," which must The leaves of the Pear and Cherry, and some- wards eight-legged like their parents- '* 
be diluted for use. The strength of the mix- times of other fruit-trees, are occasionally only in especially dry weather that 
ture will depend partly on the quality of the found to be injured in a very characteristic oreatlv destructive, their numbers ms* 

sprayed—whether tender and delicate leaves, called slug-worms. The upper surface of the I Treatment.—Either of the washes fcj o: 

strong and vigorous foliage-or bare winter loaves is entirely eaten away, the veins and the | will be found useful against this 
branches. An average streii^OiTorJoltagejJilU lower surface being left. The attack ls'^enb'- I SuIphur, however, seems to 1« ■' 
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effective against mites, and n good wash is 
nude by boiling one pound of flour of 9ulphur 
and two pounds of fresh lime in four gallons of 
irater. If it is inconvenient to boil the wash, 
the need for this may be avoided by using 
solphuret of lime, four ounces of the sulphuret 
anJttro ounces of soft soap being mixed and 
added to a gallon of hot water. The spraying 
will probably have to be repeated, ns the eggs 
are not readily killed, and more mites will 
lutcli out after one brood has been destroyed. 

Insects In O&rnatlon-bed.—1 have Just planted 
ifmh bit ot land with choice Carnations, and there are 

nuy of enclosed insects ia the soil. Will they hurt the 

i 'motions, and will you kindly say what is best to do to 

katbem'-J. R II. 

[The grubs you enclose are those of a small fly 
belonging to the genus Anthomya, and they no 
doubt feed on the roots of plants. As each 
species generally confines itself to one kind of 
plint, if no plants of the nature of Carnations 
have just been grown on the ground I do not 

ROBBS. 

ROSE MRS. B. R. CANT. 

This, which was awarded the Gold Medal of 
the National Rose Society at the Temple Show 
in 1901, is said to be a seedling from Papa 
Gontier crossed with Isabella Sprunt. It 
somewhat resembles the former in smoothness 
of petal, and there is a yellow shade at the 
base of the deep coloured petals that it 
probably takes from the other parent. It is 
deep rose on the outer fietals, and in the 
autumn frequently assumes a rich red colour, 
the inner petals soft silvery rose, suffused with 
huff at the base. The young growths are 
bronzy-red in colour, thus contrasting well 
with the older foliage. It is of vigorous 
growth and very free-blooming. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Pruning Harriscnl Rose.—Will you kindly tell 

me if the yellow Brier K ine llarrieoni, growing on ita 

Rose Mrs. B. B. Cant. 

think you need be afraid of your plants being 
attacked. Moreover, the grubs are probably 
“early, if not quite, full grown, and will soon 
become chrysalids. If you would say what 
W*S the last crop grown on the ground I 
could apeak more positively.—G. S. S.] 

Insect In Violet-bed.—I shall be greatly obliged 

“ t*11 me the cure for this pest, which has infested 
“I 'Jolet-beds and frame this year. They have been 
treated as they are every year, and this is the first time I 

noticed every leaf riddled through with this cater- 

Ptuar, and even the blooms themselves eaten. I enclose 

specimens of pest, leaf, and flower, and shall be glad of 
Wp in tbs matter.—White Pink. 

[The caterpillars attacking your Violets are 
those of a moth, but the only specimen I could 
nnd in the box was so injured and discoloured 
u) being knocked about in the post that it was 
quite impossible to name it. The caterpillars 
when fully grown will bury themselves in the 
'oil. By remaking the beds later on and 
ottering the old soil so that the chrysalids 
would be exposed to the weather and thebirda*! 
you will probably not suffer again next seaf^nTt 

9. s.] uTgitizecT by VJ 

own roots, ought to have the old growth cut down or 

left quite to nature ? I find plenty of new tuckers, but 

some old ones die off.—M. I. Y. 

(If you are quite sure that the Roses are on their own 

roots, cut out the old and exhausted wood in order to 
encourage the young growths .from the base, which will 

be the Rose Harrison! 1 

China Roses falling.—I have planted a small bed 

against the house wall, under a bay window facing east, 

with pink China Roses. The soil—clayey loam—is rich 
and good; at least, I have grown both Dahlias and Wall¬ 

flowers in this bed to perfection, and I chose the Roses 

because I wanted something permanent and constantly In 
bloom under the window. They have not done well, 

having been spoilt all the summer by mildew, and now 

with green flv. Can you kindly suggest the cause and 

remedy?—!. P. T. 

| Your Roses, being under the wall, have evidently 

become dry at the roots, thus earning the mildew. What 

they want Is evidently a good soaking of water, with a 

mulch of good rotten manure on the surface.) 

Canker on M&rechal Nlel Rose.—I planted a 

Marvchal Kiel Rose a twelvemonth last May. It made 

three rather weak shoots, each about 5 feet long, but it 
only had three or four blooms this year, and now the 

piart is seemingly decaying at the collar. I hid the plant 

in a pot IroiJ one of our principal Rose growers, and 1 

iiaHi a tf3| IcOor it. digging out the original soil to a 

SejJl. c<St Ut. filling up with good loam and wrfD 

decayed stable manure. The position ia the south west 
corner of a conservatory, oulakie. 1 shall be eaceeuingly 

obliged if you can tell me the cause ot failure.—C. P. 

[Your Mar&hal Niel Rose has evidently 
been attacked by canker, which so frequently 
spoih this Rose. It is usually supposed to he 
caused by the luxuriant growth of the Rose 
exceeding tliat of the stock, and a partial 
remedy has been found in slitting the bark of 
the stock from the cankered part to the root. 
If this is done so that the wood is not injured 
in any way the disease will be checked if not 
cured. Another plan that has proved effica¬ 
cious is to place some wire netting round the 
stem, extending from the cankered part down 
to the ground line. Leave a space inside and 
fill in with potting soil, there being about an 
inch thick of soil all around the stem. Then 
tie over all the wire some Sphagnum Moss. 
Keep this Mos9 well syringed and roots will 
soon emanate from the cankered part, and in 
this way probably prolong the life of the 
plant.] 

Rose Mme. Abel Chatenay. — This 
beautiful Ro3e has now established itself as one 
of our best garden varieties. Its only fault i9 
a tendency to mildew, otherwise in colour, 
form, and growth it leaves nothing to be 
desired. Just now, on maiden plants, the 
blooms are superb—even more lovely than in 
July. As with many Roses, the colour is 
deeper in autumn. All salmon coloured Roses 
are attractive, but with Mme. Abel Chatenay 
the silvery edge of the reflexed petals gives the 
flower a most unique appearance. Tnen, too, 
it is fragrant, which is a distinct advantage 
when so many lovely Roses are scentless.— 
Rosa. 

Rose Ma Tullpe (Hybrid Tea).—This 
fine semi - double Rose has gained many 
admirers thi9 last summer. The flowers, as its 
name implies, resemble those of a Tulip, the 
splendid deep petals, rosy-crimson in colour, 
being very showy. It sends up strong shoots 
each 2J feet to 3 feet high, which bear splendid 
trusses of flowers, often as many as five full- 
sized flowers being open at the same time. As 
with many of the trioe the corymbs of blossom 
are fully 1 foot across. Ma Tulipe appears to 
owe its existence to Princess Bonnie, a lovely, 
fragrant Rose everyone should grow, and one 
of the best sent to us from America.—Rosa. 

Climbing or extra vigorous types 
Of popular Roses.—Amateurs should he 
on the look-out for these, as they frequently 
occur in gardens and perhaps pass unnoticed. 
A Climbing Caroline Testout has been 
announced. If this proves even more vigorous 
than the type, it will be an acquisition. 
Climbing forms of the perpetual-nowering 
Polyantha Roses would be splendid acquisi¬ 
tions, as they would give just what is wanting, 
autumn-blooming Roses bearing clusters of 
small blossoms of the Crimson Rambler type. 
Many have already proved what a good thing 
the climbing form of Mrs. W. J. Grant is, and 
it is being used with much success where a 
good bold grower is required. The one draw¬ 
back to the otherwise lovely Mrs. W. J. Grant 
is that it is rather a poor grower as a cut-hack. 
—Rosa. 

Rose Cheshunt Hybrid.—For a sunny 
wall or archway this Rose is worth growing. 
The cherry-carmine buds or fully - opened 
blossoms are extremely pretty, and when, as in 
my own case, it is sometimes seen growing 
with Gloire de Dijon, the effect when blooming 
together is charming. Sometimes I have heard 
it spoken of as being subject to mildew, hut 
when planted in a south aspect this does not 
obtain. Those who are uncertain what to 
grow on south borders should give this Rose a 
trial. -W. F. 

Rose Mamie.—I have been much pleased 
with this Rose lately. At one time I tnought 
its colour a little washy, but whatever it lacks 
in clearness of tint it makes up for in beauty 
of form. It reminds me of a Cheshunt Hybrid, 
only of much better shape and colour. The 
growth is not so vigorous, but quite strong for 
a non-climber. It could well be used as a 
half climber for a low wall. This Rose has 
been frequently shown under the name of 
Mrs. Conway Jones, and is one of the many 
good Roses received from Ireland. It is sweet- 
seen fiedj (^vhich is a.nother valuable quality.— 
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INDOOR PLANTS. 

DOUBLE BEGONIAS. 
Among the double Begonias there is, I think, a 

greater variety of colour than is found in the 
single forms. In form, again, how varied are 
the double kinds, some of the flowers resem¬ 
bling a Rose, others a Hollyhock, while others, 
again, are like a Camellia. Others, again, con¬ 
sist of a large-number of distinct florets, each 
in itself a perfectly double flower. Another 
valunble characteristic of the double Begonia 
is tho duration of its blooms. Even under the 
best conditions the single flowers only last a few 
days, while the double flowers remain in good 
condition for weeks. Double Begonias nave 
finer and more fibrous roots, and on this 
account the plants must be potted more Hrmly 
in a soil rather finer than the coarser-rooting 
singles re pi ire. Tho best compost is good 

flower garden, as rain injures them but little, 
t Jive them a sheltered )>osition. In using them 
for the open-air one great point is to have 
kinds in which the flowers are well thrown up 
above the leaves, taking also into consideration 
the shape, size, and absence of coarseness. 

T. 

PLANTS FOR CONSERVATORY. 
I havk a conservatory leading out of and attached to my 

drawing-room, the roof and front being glass and the two 
Bides brick walls. There is no artificial heat but an oil- 

stove, lit at such times as is necessary to keep out the 

frost. Will you kindly advise on the following points: 
1, A list of (lowering plants which (like Campanula) hang 

and droop over the sides of the pots, to hide the pots and 

the edge of the shelf, and to be placed in the front row of 
the shelf. 2, A list of varieties of suitable plants which 

will afford a succession of flowers during the whole or a 

Ereater part of the year. I do not want a list of varieties, 
ut merely a general list of species. 3, The most suitable 

climbing flowers to grow up the walls and over the roof. 

Would Mareehal Kiel Rose, Passion - flower, Clematis, 
and Ijtpageria rosea do?—F.hm, CVoj/rfnn. 

A double-flowered Begonia. 

[Trailing plants host suited to theubove ure : 
Campanula isophylla alba and Mayii, C. fragilis, 

icb 

sound fibrous loam, with about half its hulk of 
sweet leaf-soil, some decayed hotbed manure, 
and rough, grift/ material. When the roots 
have well occupie 1 the soil an occasional dose 
of soot-water or diluted guano will be very 
useful. Nothing, however, I have found is so 
good os diluted liquid-manure. 

The plants should always be grown close to 
the glass, ventilating freely both day and 
night during favourable weather, with a slight 
shade from strone sun in the middle of the day. 
The double forms seldom attain their full 
development the first yenr, the plants being 
stronger, the blooms much larger, fuller, and 
more double tho second year. Care must be 
taken in growing double Begonias not to over¬ 
feed, as this is liable to produce only single 
or partly-double blooms. 

The double forms are also very-TJSeful in th< 
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C. garganica and alba, which includo the^lest 
of trailing Campanulas. Other plants are: 
Lysimachia nummularia, Saxifraga sarmentosa, 
T.innrin Cymbalarin. Thee© are hardy. In 

summer you may add Lophospermum scandens, 
Cobrea scandens, Tropteolum Lobbi, and Ivy¬ 
leaved Pelargoniums, etc. Your list of plants 
for decoration will be rather sparse of flowering 
for some time in winter with only frost 
excluded. You may, however, indulge in 
Christmas Rosas liberally, and certainly there 
is nothing finer for mid-winter bloom. The 
plants should be grown outside in pots, pans, 
or tubs in a shady place till required. Another 
favourite is the fragrant Violet in pots, and 
you may also in pans grow the Tufted 
Pansies, few things being more beautiful mid 
free. In bulbous things for spring you may 
have Squills, Chionodoxa, Cyclamen, Hoop 
Petticoat and otherNarcissi, Hyacinths, Tulips, 
Muscaris, Fritillarias, Spanish Irises, etc. 
In shrubs you could have the berried Au- 
cubas. also Skimmias, the golden Euonymus 
and Retinospora, etc. Dielytra specta'bilis, 
Doronicums, Iris nudicaulis and pumila in 
variety, I. germanica, Hepaticas. Anemones. 
Cinerarias, herbaceous Calceolarias, Clove and 
other Carnations, Tea and H.P. Roses inCp6$n 

Fuclisias, Ivy and other Pelargonium* 
Hydrangeas. Spira-as, and the like. Then in I 
summer you may have quite ablnzeofBeso 
nias with some of the plants just named 
Following these would be Vallotas, the early 
autumn Crocuses, Liliums.such as longiflwum 
Harrisi, L. speciosum in variety, L. croceum 
L. umbellatum. Columbines are very beautiiu 
in early summer in pots, while the Chimncv 1 
Campanula, C. pyramidalls in variety, and the 
fine Canterbury Bells, if well grown, would he 
very beautiful. For the autumn and esrv 
winter a selection of Chrysanthemums vrouk 
be most suitable, and, with some well pwrc 
pot plants of Michaelmas Daisies, afford a gj; 
and varied assortment. For climbing pUnt- 
Clematis indivisa lobata, and the forms« 
C. lanuginosa, with Marshal Niel Rose, tl* 
Passion-flower, Abutilon Golden Fleece, white 
and red Lapageria, Rose Catherine Menus" 
and The Briae and Bridesmaid, would providei 

charming set. To work a col 

scrvatoiy of this kind satislb 
torily, it would be needful to : 
have a pit or frame to prole? i 
successional batches of plant* 
and likewise another set o: . 
hardy plants in pans and p«* 
that could be introduced s' i 
flowering time. The variety 
obtainable in this way is tot i 
considerable, and, in some in i 
stances. Azalea mollis, teei i 
ample, the colours available in: 
not obtainable in any ate i 
flowering subject. To 'get inU 
proper working order is bat t 
question of time and persev&- 
ance.] 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Agathaea coelestls.-Tk- 

is a valuable plant for late i: 
tumn decoration. When plants: 
out it is apt to run away to 
leaf, the crop of flowers tef 
corresjxmdingly scanty, to 
kept in pots all through ik 
summer the growth is sturdy, 
short-jointed, and flowers at 

produced in quantity. Weiave 
such a limited choice of blue 
flowered plants for conservatory 
decoration during the autimv 
and winter months that ore 
ought not to neglect this Ags 
tha>a, which in a temperature 
of flO degs. will keep on biwm 
ing. Like the Paris Daisy, 
there seems to be no limit to 
the amount of flowers it wi 
yeld, provided the culture is 
right. Cuttings put in ia 
spring will make good spec; 
mens bv September, keeping 
all the buds picked off till tbs: 

month. From October onward* 

the plants will make a nice show, and k 
spring a]-*) if encouraged with a little liquid 
manure. Through the summer the plant- 
should have a sunny position, so that the woof 
may be thoroughly hardened. 

inaia-ruODer plant.—i should be glad to kocj im¬ 
proper seas,in for transplanting an India-rubber ;u: 
which has become very pot-bound. Us heightisl¬ 
and the diameter ol the pot io which it is grc*> 5 

i 9 inches, and the height also !) inches. I should ikoto 
glad to know what is the most suitable soil to plant it it' 
—F. E. Cosivas-Ttcker. 

IShift it in the spring into a larger pot, using 
post of sandy loam, leaf-soil, and rotten manure, is! !< 
careful with the watering until the roots begin to 
freely into the new soil.) 

Galvanised pipes for heating, - "ill ;*;• 
kindly say if pipes made of galvanised sheet iron sm 
answer the same purpose as metal pipes for heat-ng * 
house 6 feet square' I intend using gas to best w»t«f >E 
small copper boiler.—Paxdox. 

[Wo have no experience of galvanised iron 
pipes in heating with hot water, but we .see 
not the least objection to them so far as the 
material itself is concerned. The pipes would 
of necessity be required to be of heavier metal 
than the ordinary galvanised sheets, otherwi.-e 
the water constantly in them and the incessant 
wear by corrosion may speedily tell upon the 
lighter and thinner pipes.] 

Primula obconlca poisonous.-This Has led w 
much discussion at different times owing to Its 
when: handled, in some cases causing an irritation a Ut' 
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iluu, while others who handle it are quite unaffected by 
IU In the spring I grew about 100 from seed, potted 

them, and they became good plants. I was not affected 
bv poison. I repotted them. About two weeks after this 

1 had small, irritating pustules on the wrist and face, with 

swelling of the eyelids, one eye being nearly closed. 1 

consulted a physician. He pronounced it obconica 

poisoning. He also said that other Primulas gave off this 
poison ; not all, but some of them.—Yewcliff. 

|ffe have handled plants of this and have felt no ill- 

effect*. The irritation can easily be prevented by wear¬ 

ing gloves when working among the plants.! 

OBR78AKTHBHUUB. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS AT THE 
AQUARIUM. 

On Tuesday, Nov. 4, I visited the Aquarium 
to see the Chrysanthemum Show. I went with 
anticipations of great things; I left with a 
tense of disgusted repletion of big things. 
Anything more barbarous than the bloated 
blooms, which were displayed in all their 
round-bellied nudity, I never beheld. Chrysan¬ 
themum growers take infinite pains and display 
infinite skill in making God's most beautiful 
creations ugly. Even the single Chrysanthe¬ 
mums are being ruined by this insane passion 
for size. If you had an exhibition of the most 
beautiful and useful horses, would you prefer 
tun-bellied beasts of twenty hands? Are 
twenty-stone men the most beautiful of their 
species? But whatever the ugliness of the 
flowers, it was as nothing to the nideousness of 
their environment. Vulgarity, dirt, and 
painted squalor were the prevailing notes of 
the place. I left thanking Heaven that such 
an insult to the Abbey has been purchased by 
a religious body', and will no longer bo asso 
ciatea with the most risky forms of acrobatism, 
sensationalism, and other evils. The show 
was an object lesson as to the necessity for a 
building set apart to the service of horti¬ 
culture. Herbert Millington. 

FRUIT. 

THE GREAT NORTH COUNTRY PEAR 

(JARGONELLE). 

It Is much to be desired that a race of Pears as 
good as this for north country climates could 
te raised. It is the best variety for Scotland 
and the north of England, and does well fifty 
miles north of Aberdeen as well as in many 
other parts of the country. For quality no 
Tear in its season can be compared to the 
Jargonelle. Certainly it is very liable to decay 
at the core when ripe, but August and Sep¬ 
tember varieties have the same tendency. As 
the Jargonelle approaches ripeness great care 
should be taken in the gathering as soon as 
ready, and if “ caught ” in good condition the- 
flavour is excellent. The best position for it 
is trained to the side of a house, or on the 
gable end of a building where there is room for 
extension, for it is impatient of the knife, and 
not until the tree has covered a considerable 
space and the spurs become old will it fruit 
freely. We know of a tree which, when 
trained to a wall and pruned in the usual way, 
never bore any fruit, but since the branches 
have l>een allowed to overtop the wall and 
grow away freely fine crops have been gathered 
annually. 

As now is the time for planting fruit-trees, 
anyone having a gable end or house wall to 
cover cannot do better than plant a tree or two 
of Jargonelle, taking the precaution to well 
prepare the ground in the first place. T. 

MAKING A PEACH-HOUSE. 

(Reply to “H. G. W.”) 

The structuro at your command should make 
an ideal cool Peach-house, and the lights being 
movable will all be in favour of the trees, ana 
should be takon off as soon as the wood is 
thoroughly ripened and the leaves begin to fall. 
These should not be replaced until the buds 
are well advanced in spring, thus retarding 
the flowering period to as late a date as 
possible, as you have no artificial heat to keep 
out frost. First get the roof wired by screwing 
into each rafter galvanised supports for carry¬ 
ing the wire. These should be 15 inches Ion; 
with an eye for the wire to pass throi 
Three inches will be sutficigijt f^Egthe| eyi 

screw into the rafters, leaving 12 inches clear 
from the latter, and, surmising these are 
3 inches from where the glass-lights are fixed, 
the trees, when trained, will he 15 inches from 
the glass, where the growths, as well as the 
fruit, will reap the benefit of the light and sun. 
These wires or rods should be } inch in 
diameter for Peach-training, and should run 
horizontally—that is, lengthways of the struc¬ 
ture—and have a thread at one or both ends, so 
that a nut may be put on to tigli ten the same, 
or, bettor still, let the rods go right through 
both ends of the house and bo tightened from 
the outside. 

Next set about having a suitable border for 
the trees, after making sure efficient drainage 
is secured, 9 inches of broken brick-bats, rough 
at the bottom, the top 3 inches should be 
smaller, and, if considered necessary, a 3-inch 
drain-pipe should run along tho entire length 
of the border a few inches below the drainage, 
and have a convenient fall, also outlet. Twenty 
inches to 24 inches of loamy soil, with a good 
percentage of lime and mortar rubble, wood 
ashes, and, if the loam is poor, a littlo Yine- 

the best Strawberries tor succession. In the 
answer to it 1 see no mention made of St. 
Joseph Strawberry. I got some small rooted 
runners of it last year from an advertise¬ 
ment in Gardening Illustrated, and this 
month have gathered several dishes of ripe 
Strawberries lrom them in the open air. The 
last were gathered on October 22. The plants 
have still a good quantity of fruit on them, but 
probably there will not lie sufficient sunshine 
to ripen the berries. They are of a good size 
and well flavoured. My garden is on a high 
hill, much exposed to the east, in the north of 
Ireland.—T. R. St. G.] 

Planting fruit-trees.—I propose to plant 2.T fruit- 

trees, compoeed of Apples, l’cars, Plums, and Cherries, in 

meadow land, on light sandy soil. Should like to know 
what proportion of each kind, and the names of the best 

varieties of each ?—Orchard. 

[As you do not state in your query whether 
you propose planting standard, pyramid, or 
bush trees, I append two lists, the first con¬ 
sisting of varieties suitable to grow as stan¬ 
dards, and the second of such sorts as will 
succeed either as bushes or pyramids. With 
regard to tho proportion of each to plant, we 

Part of a Jargonelle Pear-tree in fruit. Prom » photograph sent by Mr. John Bolam, 

Bilton House, Lesbury, Northumberland. 

think you could not do better than plant 
nine Apples, seeing that this fruit is generally 
in greatest demand, six each of Plums and 
Pears, nnd four of Cherries. List No. 1, 
Ai>ph*: Beauty of Bath or Juneating, King 

Lord Grosvenor for it), Warner s King, Cox's 
l’omona, Kentish Fillbaakct, Lane's Prince 
Albert; Wellington. Pears: Williams’ Bon 
Chretien, Bourn- d’Amanlis, Pitmaston 
Duchess, Louise Bonne or Beurrc Hardy, 
Emilo d'Heyst, Josephine de Malines. Plums: 
Rivers’ Early Prolific, Cox's Emperor, Jeffer¬ 
son, Victoria, Yellow Magnum Bonum, Pond's 
Seedling. If a Damson is desired, substitute 
Shropshire Prince Damson for Yellow Magnum 
Bonum. Cherries: Early Rivers’, May Duke, 
Amber Heart, Black Eagle, If a cooking 
Cherry is required substitute Morello for 
Black Eagle. All of the foregoing are constant 
and heavy croppers, and should succeed well 
on your light, sandy soil. List No. 2Apples : 

Laay Sudeley, King of Pippins, Ribston 
Cox s Orange Pippin, Cox's Pomona, Lc 

manure added. It is unwise to make the 
border too rich, or the trees grow too strong. 
Far I tetter feed from above as soon as a crop is 
secured. Mako the soil quite firm and plant 
forthwith, and, assuming that the front wall .. . _ 
is not more than 3 feet in height, fan-trained of Pippins, Cox’s Orange Pippin, Lord Sutfield 
trees are the best to plant; if much above this, (if the latter cankers in your district substitute 
standard trees, having a clear stem of 3 feet, 
are bettor. After planting, merely make 
the growths secure from wind, the pruning 
and tying of same being deferred until early 
in February. You may plant threo trees, tho 
two end ones being 5 feet clear of the 
ends of the house, tho third tree in tho 
centre of these. Plant Halo's Early. Royal 
George, and either Violette Ilativo or Dymond 
Peaches, or, should Nectarines bo preferred, 
Early Rivers’, Lord Napior, Elrugo, or Pitmas¬ 
ton Orange. A Rose may well be pi an toil at 
each end. Climbing Niphetos, Paulino Labonte, 
Marie Yan Houtte, L'ldeal. Mrs. John Laing, 
and Caroline Testout are all good kinds, and 
free, continuous bloomers. 

B68t Strawberries for succession. Cox s Orange Pippin, Cox's Pomona, Lord 
—I read if “ Notes and Replies ” in Garden- Sutffel'ljjOpi-Ucfr^ ^irosvenor (see remarks above), 

ed of October 18, a query as to Warners King, New Northern Greening, 
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Lane’s Prince Albert, Beauty of Kent. Penn: 
Williams’ Bon Chretien or Souvenir du Congres, 
Beurre d'Atnanlis, Pitm&ston, Marie Louise, 
Doyenne du Comice, Josephine de Malines. 
Plum.*: Rivers’ Early Prolific, The Czar, Belle 
de Louvain, Denniston’s Superb, Jeft’crson, 
Victoria, Monarch or Late Black Orleans. 
Cherries: Early Rivers', May Duke, Belle 
d’Orleans, Late Black Bigarreau. Morello may 
take the place of Belle d’Orleans should a 
cooking Cherry be required.] 

QABDBN WORK. 

Conservatory. — The Chrysanthemums 
are now at their best, and if the blooms have 
been fed up with stimulants to a large size, the 
ventilation must be carefully managed to keep 
them from damping, and there must be a little 
warmth in the pipes. The smaller, more 
naturally-grown blooms will stand more hard¬ 
ship, and last in condition longer. Those who 
grow large blooms will now be looking out for 
tne strong, robust cuttings. They will strike 
bast in small single pots in a frame where a 
little warmth can be had if required. I have 
rooted the cuttings in a frame placed in a cold- 
house ; but if severe frost sets in before the 
rooting is completed the work is painfully slow, 
and it is better to have the command of 
warmth, even though it may not be necessary 
to use it. Some of the old varieties are lovely 
for cutting. Wo find ladies never seem tired 
of Lady Selbome. Wm. Holmes and Source 
d’Or. Ryccroft Glory and Pho'busare useful for 
cutting. Many of the exhibition kinds are of 
no use for cutting, as these large-flowered 
varieties, when stopped several times to 
develop more flowers, and not disbudded much, 
are too weak in the neck, and will not stand 
erect without wire. Late varieties should be 
kept cool, and, of course, they will not be in 
the conservatory, but in the coolest house 
available. They will want a little warmth to 
develop the flowers, but whilst the buds are 
forming keep them cool and freely ventilated. 
Tree-Carnations are l>eautiful now for cutting, 
and their fragrance is delightful. Well-grown 
Violets in pots, with a few small pots of 
Grasses amongst them, are also useful. 
There is a graceful little Carex from Japan 
that does well in small pots, and is very pretty 
for mixing with such things as Violets, Cycla¬ 
mens, and Roman Hyacinths. The last are 
now coming into bloom without much forcing. 
Primulas also are making pretty groups now, 
but such things are lost in a lofty house unless 
there are stands to fill in some part of the 
house. The watering mu9t be in careful hands 
now, as damp arising from careless watering 
will do harm among the flowers, and too much 
fire-heat in such mild weather will not only be 
wasteful, but will exhaust the flowers, and 
cause them to fade before their time. 

Stove.—Very often it is necessary to take 
some of the stove plants to the conservatory 
when in flower to assist in brightening it up, 
and if the stove is kept anything over GO degs. 
at night, it is well to cool them down if possi¬ 
ble in the intermediate-house if it can be done. 
We nre all more or lees the victims of circum¬ 
stances, and have to make the best of things 
sometimes with limited means. To keep a 
large conservatory gay during winter, the 
stove and forcing-houses have to be drawn 
upon, and when it is possible to cool the plants 
down a little in an intermediate temperature 
the flowers last much longer. Some of the 
brightest plants in the stove now will be the 
Poinsettias, and these may be taken to the 
conservatory and formed into groups with fine- 
foliaged plants. A few plants of the variegated 
Japanese Grass (Eulalia) work in well with 
brightly coloured flowers. At present the con¬ 
servatory is pretty well occupied with Chrys¬ 
anthemums, out these will soon bo thinned, 
and then the temperature can be raised a little, 
and stove plants of many kinds in flower will 
be more at home. I have moved large pots of 
Eucharis Lilies to the conservatory, where they 
have remained in condition for some time. 
The stove in the meantime may be filled up 
with Gardenias, Orchids, and’ other things 
moving on to the flowering stage. I have, 
sometimes, when the demand fo£_^rum Lilies |^i 
and Tea Roses has Wn urgen 

Digitize? 

into the stove to push on the flowers. A 
gardener must be resourceful. 

Pruning Peaches under glass.— 
Usually Peaches make abundance of wood 
under glass, and there is a good deal to cut 
away. As a rule, much of this thinning has 
been done during growth. A little more is 
generally done as soon as the fruit is gathered, 
and what remains to be done now is to ensure 
that the trellis is furnished with fruitful wood, 
cutting the surplus away. Every tree will, of 
course, be loosened from the trellis, with the 
exception of a few ties to the main branches 
to keep thorn in position 'whilst being operated 
u[>on. Under glass the Peach bears its crop on 
the young shoots. It will bear on spurs, but 
it is better to take the crop from tne young 
wood only. Besides thinning out the young 
wood.agood knifeman will remove everything in 
the nature of spurs or excrescences that might 
harbour insects, and when the tree is pruned 
and washed with an insecticide the training 
may begin, and the branches should be so 
arranged that every part of the trellis is 
furnished with bearing wood. When the wood 
is well ripened, the only reason for shorten¬ 
ing is to fit the shoot into its position. In 
the case of young trees with plenty of space 
to fill, the shoots may be left a good length. 
It is mainly a question of wood ripening. I 
have left the wood on young trees two or 
more feet long, only shortening back to where 
the wood is firm and ripe. 

Perns under glass. If Maidenhairs are 
getting shabby, or are losing fronds, it will be 
better to keep them drier at the root, and after 
a time cut down and let them rest in a cool 
house for a time. Towards the spring a new 
and vigorous growth will start away, and 
then the plants may be repotted or divided if 
more stock is required, though young plants 
raised from spores are more vigorous than old 
ones divided. Ferns should now have all the 
light possible, and enough water should be 
given to keep the growth active. Spores that 
were sown in autumn will now be ready for 
breaking up into small patches or colonies, 
which maybe still further redueod when potted 
oil. At present thoy will be planted in the 
usual small, shallow boxes, and be grown on 
shelves near the glass in a warm house. A 
suitable temperature for greenhouse Ferns 
now will lie 50 degs. Tropical species will 
require 10 degs. to 15 degs. more. This refers 
to night temperatures only. 

Window gardening. - There is a 
demand for dwarf Chrysanthemums in 5-inch 
or G-inch pots for rooms and window decora¬ 
tion. These plants are from late-struck cuttings 
of suitable kinds cut down early in June and 
stopped once after, and grown outside in an 
open situation, helped, when the pots arc filled 
with roots, with liquid-manure. Such plants 
do well in window-boxes outside. The water¬ 
ing of plants in rooms must be done with 
judgment, giving enough to moisten all the soil 
when necessary, and then wait till the soil is 
dry before watering again. Use the sponge to 
keep the foliage clean. 

Outdoor garden.—Romove all suckers 
and Brier shoots from recently-budded Roses. 
Cuttings of the Manetti and Brier should now 
be planted to raise stock for budding. Cuttings 
which are well rooted should be transplanted 
in rows 2J. feet to 3 feet apart to get established 
for budding next season. Standard Briers 
should be collected, and, after the roots are 
trimmed, planted in rows 3 feet apart. Plant 
firmly, and mulch with long manure. When 
E)lanted, the tops should be cut to the right 
■eight, usually 3 feet to 4 feet. A few long, 

stout, stra:ght stems may be planted for bud¬ 
ding weeping Roses upon. Crimson Rambler 
makes a good weeper, and Paul's Carmine 
Pillar is very bright for the time it lasts. 
Aitnee Vibert, Celine Forestier, and Cheshunt 
Hybrid are good on tall Briers. Laurette 
Messimy, White Duchess, Cramoisie-Superieur, 
Fellenlerg, and the old Red China make splen¬ 
did groups against a background of shrubs, or, 
in fact, anywhere. These are a few of the 
plants which cannot very well be wrongly 
placed, because thoy will thrive anywhere in 
sheltered spots. Bamboos and Grasses may be 
grouped together. They appear at their Lest 

■ear water. Very pretty effects can be 
■ratted by taking advantage of any sources af 
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water, such as a stream flowing near, to open 
it out and make posiLions for Water Lilies and 
other suitable plants. Turfing, planting, and 
earthwork generally are going on well no*, 
and should be pushed forward whilst the 
weather is suitable. 

Fruit garden.—Select cuttings of all 
kinds of bush fruits. Cut off close to a joint, 
and remove all buds but three at the upper end, 
and then plant firmly. The cuttings should 
not be less than 1 foot long. Good Gooseberries 
for market work are Crown Bob, Whitesmith, 
Keepsake, Industry, Lancashire Lad, and 
Whitesmith. Cuttings of most of the Codlin 
and a few other Apples cut off now in good 
sized truncheons 3 feet or more lone, and 
planted firmly in a shady border, will lorn 
roots during the winter. English Paradise- 
stocks may De planted now for working next 
season, either grafting or budding. It there 
should l>e any difficulty in obtaining these 
stocks, they can be obtained from most of the 
French nurseries where a speciality is made ol 
fruit-tree stocks. Stout cutting of Mulberries 
may be rooted if planted firmly in the shade 
and mulched to keep the soil moist and oi 
equable temperature. The weather is Terr 
suitable for planting and pruning, and this 
work should proceed as fast as possible. The 
autumn is a good time to apply basic-slag and 
phosphate of lime to fruit trees where such 
substances are required. More stimulate 
manures, should such bo necessary, will t* 
better given nearer the time when thefns 
are swelling, but top-dressings of such tbisf* 
as old turf, wood-ashes, and a little old manure 
may be given at any time when available Cite 
surface dressings and keep the roots from 
running down. This is specially necessary for 

trees on dwarfing stocks. 

Vegetable garden.—Forced Seakale i* 
always appreciated, and though growth to 
continued late, the crowns are ripe enough for 

forcing now. There are several ways of doing 
this. Sometimes, where it is required in 
quantity, a good-sized hotbed may be made, 
and planted with crowns 4 inches or 5 inebe 
apart. It may also be forced iu deep bora, 

covered at the top to exclude light The 

boxes may stand under the stage in a wara 
house, and the Mushroom-house offers an east 

means ofkeopingupn succession of good blanched 

Seakale, but it should be grown in a sweet, 
pure atmosphere, otherwise the Kale may have 
an earthy taste. The same remark applies te 
the forcing of Rhubarb, which usually come 
on quickly in the Mushroom-house. Asparagus 
will soon'start now in a genial temperature 
Cauliflowers are abundant and good. There 

has been no frost to hurt, but all green crop 
are sappy, and if severe weather comes they 

will suffer. I should recommend that all late 

Broccoli be heeled over at once in the usual 
way, the stems being covered with earth 
French Beans are not a very paying crop in 
winter, as things move so slowly, but a dwari 
kind like Ne Plus Ultra may be planted in 0 inch 
pots and grown on shelves near the glass. It is 
not possible to do anything with Peas in heat, 
but dwarf early Peas sown now iu pots aid 
brought on quietly in a cool, light house, "ill 
come in early and provide a dish or two. 

K. Hfmntv. 

THIS COMING WEEK'S WORK. 

Extracts from a Garden Diary. 
November :/,th.—From this onwards we stall 

look closely after the Chrysanthemum cuttings- 
A strong cutting, as a rule, will make a strong 
plant, and though December or even •lannar) 
in some cases may bo time enough to begin 
taking cuttings, it is never wise to un® a 
good cutting when one has the chance. Roman 
Hyacinths are now in bloom. They have m* 
scarcely any forcing, but were potted early 
Lily of the Valley is now coming forwaraios 
warm-pit darkened. 

November 25th.—Recently-planted trees are 
always staked, if they require it, as soon as 
planted, care being taken that the trees are 
not bound up too lightly’. I believe the mono" 
of the wind, if it does not disturb the roots, is 
beneficial. The finest Apples have teen 
gathered from the bush trees on the, hug t'' 
Paradise stock, but as the trees get older, 
vriiits 1 are inferior. The remedy for tha 
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rind is to feed on the surface, and encourage 
the roots to keep within reach of the solar heat. 
Beds are being filled with Toa Roses rather 
thickly to form masses. 

November 26th.—Vaporised plant-houses to Set rid of the flios. Groat care is oxercised 
mt no plants infosted with flies ore taken into 

the conservatory. Special attention is being Even to the planting of climbing or Rambler 
jses in suitable positions, such as on arches. 

Framework is made of Larch j>oles to represent 
a screen, or tall hedge. The bottom is filled in 
partly with China Roses and free growing 
Teas. With such materials we huve had no 
difficulty in filling in a screen 10 feet high in 
two years. 

November ??'h.—We have still a lot of 
Tomatoes in cool-houses. They ripen best on 
the plants, and we are reluctant to clear them 
out, but the houses are wanted for other things. 
Our heaviest cropping Tomato now is Lauren- 
son's No. .1, a very free setter. This, of course, 
accounts for its heavy crop, but it is not an 
early kind. Seakalo and Rhubarb roots have 
been lifted ready for forcing. Made up another 
bed for Asparagus forcing. Mushroom-beds 
are always in course of preparation, as the 
house is kept rilled up. 

November 28th.—Made a new plantation of 
< Gooseberries. Wo lately saw a largo planta¬ 
tion of Gooseberries covered in permanently 
with wire netting, and for years they {had 
been very successful. The Gooseberries were 
trained to wire trellises, and the fruits were 
fine and well flavoured. There was no trouble 
with birds, and no caterpillars. Started pot 
vinery. The side pits arc filled with loaves, 
which are fermenting a little, but there is not 
much heat, nor is much required at present. 
The pots are plunged in the leaf-beds. 

November 20lh.—Shifted a few of the larger 
( 'inerarias into 6-inch pots. Wo are growing 
them very thinly on a coal ash bed in a cool- 
house. Fires will bo used when necessary, and 
the vaporiser used when the first green-fly is 
noticed. The pruning of fruit-trees is in 
progress, and we are anxious to get through 
this work before Christmas if possible. The 
bushes are pruned, and will be dressed with a 
mixture of soft-soap, lime, and soot before the 
birds usually begin thoir attack. 

BEES. 

Bee food. -Can you tell me how many seconds or 
minutes I ought to boil the auvar when making soft Bee- 
candy for Wintering Bees? I have had bo many failures, 

and fear to try again this year, hut find it ia somewhat 
expensive to buy ready made. Should the syrup boil hard 
or gently f Even two minutes seem sometimes too much, 

and I get a hard tolTee-like cake, which if my molars find 
tough, what must it be to the Bees’ mandibles ?—Mybriiis. 

[You will find that the Boos will easily con¬ 
sume your “hard toffee-like cake.” Beo candy 
should be in this condition when projierly 
made—when sticky and soft it has not been 
sufficiently boiled. After the syrup has been 
placer! upon the fire it should lie well-stirred, 
that all the sugar may be melted before boiling 
point is reached. As soon as the boiling com¬ 
mences tho stirring should couso. The actual 
Boiling should occupy two minutes, when the 
saucepan may be withdrawn from the fire and 
a little of tho syrup dropped on to a cool 
surface. If it liegins at once to set so that in 
a few seconds it will draw out as a thread, the 
mass is done enough. The pan should then be 
set in a trough of cold water. The stirring 
may now continue until the mass begins first 
to get dim in colour, and then to thicken to the 
consistency of thin porridge. It may then be 
|K»arod into moulds, and should bo sufficiently 
set within an hour to be ready for use. While 
they are still somewhat warm the cakes may be 
placed upon the tops of the frames, and covered 
with the quilts. Or frames may be filled with 
candy-cake and inserted in the hive at the sides 
of the cluster. In either position the Bees will 
consume the food as fast as they need it.— 
S- S. G.J _ 

POULTRY. 

Pullets’ eggs for hatching (Longford). 
—You could not depend upon showy, healthy 
chickens from the eggs of pullets mated—s^itn 
a cockerel of this season, while breeding froinJ 
related birds should be!enti^fWavbldaa. JIq/ 

selecting eggs for hatching it is important that 
the parent birds are of mature age ; if not 
under a year and a half old so much the better. 
A plan followed by some poultry breeders, and 
which is found to answer well, and to result in 
the production of strong, healthy chickens, is 
to run cocks in their second year with pullets, 
and cockerels with hens in their second and 
third year. It should be noted that in-breed- 
ing weakens the stamina of tho birds, causes 
them to deteriorate in size, and the egg 
joroduciug power to become greatly reduced.— 

BIRDS. 

Java Sparrow (F. A. L.).—You did 
quite right in putting this bird to a speedy and 
painless death, as there was no chanco of its 
recovery, for it was evidently suffering from 
paralysis, and as this progresses the patient 
becomes less able to use its logs or wings, and 
death occurs either from exhaustion or from 
difficulty in swallowing its food, resulting in 
choking. As you have found other birds show¬ 
ing somewhat similar symptoms, it maybe that 
your aviary is too exposed to the full rays of 
the summer sun. The direct action of the 
solar heat upon tho birds for any length of 
time would do also likely to cause what is 
known as heat-apoplexy, or sunstroke. This, 
if not resulting in sudden death, would cause 
paralysis or serous apoplexy. Birds in an 
aviary under glass frequently suffer in this 
way, unless ample shade be provided. It would 
have been more satisfactory hail you furnished 
particulars as to position of aviary, food, 
treatment, and so forth.—S. S. G. 

The Goldfinch (Fringilla carduelis) 
(S. F. /’.).—Orchards, shrubberies, groves, 
and copses are the usual summer resorts of this 
species. The nest is very frequently built in 
the branches of an old Moss covered Apple- 
tree and is a masterpiece of bird architecture, 
being constructed of Moss, Lichens, and stalks 
of Grass, and lined with hair, wool, and Thistle¬ 
down, while the outside is so omhcllished with 
Lichens that it becomes difficult to distinguish 
it from the branch upon which it is built 
The eggs are pale greenish-blue, spotted and 
streaked at tho larger end with purple and 
brown, and are usually five in number. The 
food of the Goldfinch consists of tho seeds of 
the Thistle, Dandelion, Groundsel, etc.; the 
young being fed on seeds maceratod in the 
crop. Three broods are reared in the breeding 
season, and by the beginning of October most 
of the young birds have attained their adult 
plumage and commence their migration south¬ 
wards. A great many, however, remain in this 
country throughout the year, associating du ring 
the winter ill small flocks, which [icmmbu- 
lato the fields and hedges in search of food, 
visiting such plants as tho Thistle. Teasel, and 
others which afford them subsistence. As a 
cage-bird the Goldfinch, from its beauty of 
plumage, its gracefulness, and its singular 
docility, is a great favourite. Very beautiful 
mule birds are produced by pairing a cock 
Goldfinch with a lien Canary. Young Gold 
finches can he reared upon breadcrumbs soaked 
in milk, with a little scalded Rape and Poppy 
seed, but groat care and attention are needed in 
order to rear them successfully. Tho adult 
birds should be fed upon Rape, Canary, and 
Thistle seeds, with a little Hemp, while for 
green food, lettuce, Watercress, and Groundsel 
are all good at times, and are much relished. 
The difference between the sexes is very slight; 
in the hen, however, the crimson “blaze "does 
not extend above the eye, while tho black 
feathers upon the head are edged with brown, 
and she is slightly smaller than tho male.— 
S. S. G. 

The Bullfinch (Pyrrhula vulgaris).—This 
handsome bird is common in the wooded dis¬ 
tricts of our island, and also frequents orchards, 
shrubberies, copses, and large gardens. It 
feeds largely upon Privet berries, Dock seeds, 
Plantains, etc., during tho autumn and winter, 
but in early spring becomes very troublesome 
in gardens and orchards from its habit of de¬ 
stroying the young buds of fruit-trees. It also 
attacks the Sloe, Whitethorn, Birch, and Larch 
in the same manner. The Bullfinch rears two 
bioade fipihe season, and the nest, which is 
Vei'jpJafcAcly constructed, and consi^|\j<^/|S 

shallow platform of small sticks and fine roots, 
lined with horse-hair, is usually concealed in a 
dense bush, but sometimes is placed ou the 
flat branch of a Pine or Silver Fir. There are 
generally five eggs, which arc of a pale blue, 
speckled und st reaked with purple at the larger 
end. The young do not acquire tho bright 
plumage of the adult bird till after their first 
moult. The plumage of tho hen is somewhat 
similar to that of the male, only lliat the 
bright rod of the breast, and the grey of the 
hack, aro dull brown. As a cage-bird the 
Bullfinch is a great favourite, as it becomes not 
only tame and familiar, but very affectionate to 
those who food it, and, although its natural 
song consists of hut a low, plaintive unduln 
tion, it will, when brought up by hand, learn 
with great readiness the songs of other birds, 
and even distinct airs and tunes, if its instruc¬ 
tion he persevered in. In confinement, the 
Bullfinch should ho fed upon black Rape seed, 
scalded, to which may be added Canary-seed in 
small quantities, with occasionally a stalk of 
ripe Plan tain-seed, a few Privet berries, a little 
plain biscuit, a piece of Apple or boiled Carrot, 
and a small quantity of Watercress; tho 
greatest treat, however, is a few twigs of some 
Fruit-tree, from which the bird will pick the 
buds with great relish. It is not safe to supply 
Hemp seed in quantity, as this has a tendency 
to darken the plumage : in fact, some Bull¬ 
finches have been known to become quite black 
from feeding too freely upon this seed. From 
twelve to twenty seeds a day may, however, ho 
given with safety. These birds are very sus¬ 
ceptible to the influence of heat, which affects 
them injuriously. They should, therefore, 
never be kept in a high artificial temperaturo 
—S. S. G. 

Feeding kittens (//. H. It. /*.).- The 
feeding of 3'our kittens is greatly at fault. 
Milk only, with a little bread soaked in it, is 
not a sufficiently nourishing diet for young, 
growing cats. They should have a little lean, 
cooked mutton or fieef once a day, to which 
somo boiled green vegetables should lie added 
two or three timos a week, the greens being 
chopped up with the meat. This should form 
the -mid-day meal. For breakfast they may 
have jwrridge or brown broad and milk', while 
for supper, bread soaked in good gravy would 
prove Beneficial. As a change of diet they may 
have boiled fish once or twice a week. A few 
small pieces of slightly-cooked liver may also 
bo given now and then. Boiled rice and gravy 
is good for them. Grass forms a natural 
aperient, and should be provided where cats 
have not access to it out oi-doors. They prefer 
the larger and coarser kinds of Grass. Clean, 
fresh water should always he available. Young 
kittens just removed from their mother may 
have any of tho manufactured infant's food 
■nixed with warm milk. Your kittens are at 
an age when they require particular care and 
attention, and to help them through this 
critical stage they may require a diet of a still 
more nourishing character, such as shredded, 
raw, lean meat or meat extract, or an egg beat 
up in milk and sweetened.—S. S. G. 

LAW AND CUSTOM. 

Income tax.-Thanks for your reply, on pose Is", 

lo my ■pirstion. You were right—the demand was under 
schedule A. The property ia not mortgaged.—Noaruwou". 

[My reply was slightly misleading. If an 
assessment to income tax" is once made it may 
lie onforcod unless rectified on appeal, and so, 
although tho refund of the wrongful assessment 
might do obtained on application, it will he 

better for you to appeal to the commissioners 
and have the matter put right, or payment may 
be enforced from the occupier of the plot, and 
ho may have some trouble to secure repayment. 
At one time, the owner of promises let to a 
tenant, and assessed in the tenant’s name, was 
in a doubtful position as to appeal, but that 
matter was put right by tho Finance Act of 
|S!>6. Probably if you communicated with the 
surveyor of taxes, stating all the facts, he 
would rectify tho matter without puttiug you 
to the trouble of an appeal.—K. C. T.J 

The Prise Winners this week are: 1, 
Miss Mabel Gaisford, The Grove, Dunboyne, 
for. Rose Mme. Alfred Carriere: 2, Rev. G. S. 
Whitehead, Bedule, Yorks, for Yellow Tree- 
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CORRESPONDENCE. in September, 1901, were well rooted two months later, the top one to be taken upright as leader, the two othen 
and if amateurs would try for themselves, they would be one on each side, taken out and tied laterally to form tit 

.___j -.. a, able to put out six plants for every one at the present lower tiers of branches. These shoots should mate ea* 
i XXXd™- tSZwtheZ time- ™e system is bo simple, yet so good and reliable, some 3-feet growth. The leader would in the follow™ 
laaounre free oj charge y/oorrmomaemu foucoe these ,ha[ „0 one need at all B|lorl 0[ KOod bushy planta for winter have to be cut back to 12 inches, taking for* 
uIm ; All communications should be clearly atplant ing out, and if once tried there is every possibility shooU and treating those as before, and so on wh teu 

^ o( its being continued.-!- .1. until the tree was furnished with side branches. Thertl 

^Ut^Vt^^D^be^l fo Flower border (/rfeWWe do not grasp your 
lie Publisher. The name and address of the lender are meaning. \ our statement that the branches of an eloh^ye^untlTThe^de b^^wm rr^ 
squired in addition to any designation he may desire to Apple-tree so much overhang the border that ordinary 'rtetie» vw name ItTmak 
eased in the paper. When more than one query is senf, subjects are a fa.lure would suggest general poorness of ™ o„^ldha?eh^n remov^n^r 
aeh should beona separate piece o/ paper, and not more the soil, lienee we fail to see why you think of planting The clay and ties should have been removed long liner, 
kan three queries should be sent at a time. Correspon- Laurels, the more so as the “ border commands a VEGETABLES, 
ents thould bear in mind that, as Gardsxiso has to be prominent position in front of house. You say nothing _ _ . 
ml to press some time in advance aj date, queries cannot as to length of txirder, or whether any portion is more Raising Tomatoes (/’andonj.-For the rsum; of 
/ways be replied to in the issue immediately following favourably placed. On the face of it, the Apple-tree Tomato seeds In January a temperature of 65 ten. or 

receipt of their communication. We do not reply to appears the offender, and if it cannot be removed, it may 70 deg* >■ required; the Brat will do quit* well ll steadily 
ueries by post. certainly be both pruned and thinned of some of its maintained. To do this there should be two pipes, each 

rt^der. who desire m.r heir, in branches that the plants named may do better. Unless of 4-inch diameter, arranged along the front, the side, asd 
this can be done, we fear you will not realise the brilliant the back, or the front and the two sides if more cot. 

££ ^XcTThfsJXk^d effect in summer which you require. There are many venienL Possibly you oould take pipes in »t one 
* hardy plants that do quite well in shady place* if the traverse the front, the side, the back, and along theory 

GofgoocPbuihy pUmts'for 

KK^n^rlhcre i8 cver-v po-ibi,ity the Edito. of GARDSKW8, 17, Eumival-rtreet, Holbom, 01bem« continued.-ft. J. 
London, B.C. Letters on business should be sent to Flower border (/m).-»e do not grasp your 
the Publishkr. The name and address of the sender are meaning. lour statement that the branches of an 
required in addition to any designation he may desire to Apple-tree so much overhang the border that ordinary 
be used in the paper. When more than one query is sent, subjects are a failure would suggest general poorness of 
each should be on a separate piece of paper, and not more the soil, lienee we fail to see why you think of planting 
than three queries should be sent at a time. Correspon- Laurels, the more so as the “ border commands a 
dents should bear in mind that, as Gardssikq has to be prominent position in front of house. \ ou say nothing 
sent to press some time in advance of date, queries cannot as to length of border, or whether any portion is more 
always be replied to in the issue immediately folic,wing favourably placed. On the face of it, the Apple-tree 
the receipt of their communication. We do not reply to appears the offender, and jf it cannot be^removed, it may 
queries by post. 

in different stages of colour and size of the same kind F"f\t 3”n 
greatly assist m its determination. We have received P**",18 
from several correspondents single specimens of fruits 5°11 uc goou,. 

wise poor. The difference between varieties of fruits are, 
in many cases, so trifling that it is necessary that three 
specimens of each kind should be sent. We can undertake 
to name only four varieties at a time, and these only when 

’nX' cZlmenTn f fruits soil be good, and we imagine the soil is at fault somewhat, side, and then conduct the return pipe to the Metis; 
other- Therefore, to attempt shrubs would only end in failure, place. It the house can be encompassed in this sit, 

fr-.i,, „r, Cannot von give us some more definite particulars, pipes of 3-tnch diameter would suffice. Beyond this it ii 
liTneeaaan that thru especially as regards the class of soil, its depth, and the more a question of keeping up the heat in the pipes Wist 
.ssnhwXInunder^ exent of the border ? If the Apple-trees are valuable, the respect W moisture, the. seeds require very little it tfa 

the above directions are observed. 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

time, and these oidy when Mea of a Laurel hedge at their 1 stage: in fact, much moisture Is the greatest enemy, n 
many seedlings damping off. During the two first moolla 

TREES AND SHRUBS. of the year floors should not require damping more than 
Eacallonla. propag'ating (IF. King).—This is once daily, and at no time should it be requisite todacp 

easily increased from cuttings ol the young, rather Ann down thrice in a day for this crop, 
shoots, put into sandy soil with a little peat and road-grit, _ 

Dahlias from seed (S. L. S.).-Gather the seed at under a handlight in summer, or you can use younger 
once, dry and clean, and put away in a drawer until next shoots, putting them into pots and placing under a beU- 
Februarv, when sow in heat in boxes or pots. When ready, glass m the greenhouse. 

SHORT RHPLIH8. 

A. B.—Such as Phloxes, Anemone japonic*, Mich»«:=u r ebruary, wnen sow in neat in ooxes or pots. «nen ready, ... -*>«• , . A. E.—Such as Phloxes, Anemone japonic*, aududiM Kt off the seedlings singly into small pots. Potonasmay Pruning common white Jasmine (Amateur), Sunflowers—in fact, any hardy plant*—would* 
necessary. Anally having them in 48-pots, and then —This is evidently a case of over-pruning, thus causing a weB in such a position. Plant at once, if you can, laujf 

plant out in good soil at the end of May. too vigorous growth. This Jasmine does not, aa a rule, gpace# for gome 0f the earlv-flowering Chrysanthemum!, 
Pelargonium cuttings (IT. Kino).—Put these on require much pruning, but When it does, late summer or uladioU| etc.--V. A—No, you cannot do as j* 

a shelf in the greenhouse and water carefully during the early spring is the best time to do it It lieing a •ummer- gU(fgegU Under the circumstance®, the ooly thing itid 
winter, potting off singly into small pots early next dowering plant, pruning should always be done after the can ^ done ig t0 cut down and grub up the tree.— 
March, or, if you can command a little heat, in February, flowering season is over. Simply cut out the old wood A // _we have the Ampelopsis growing on a paiw! 
If you have’no greenhouse you can stand them in a and cut back the more vigorous shoots. surface, and see no reason why yours should not do Si- 
window in a room, taking care that the frost does not The Durmast Oak <yuercussos8iliflora)(K. C.\— a-ige.-M. C. Drayton.—We do not quite undentol 
reach them, and in the spring pot off singlv. This is often included with Q. pedunculata— the British your query- By the steam, do vou mean the fumesIrat 

T llv of the Valiev (B B \_These if lifted in Oak—but is distinct, from a planter's point of view-, not the lamp? If so. such are injurious to planta—Lis. T 41— .1 (),» Vnllnv (Q 11 Y_These if lifted in Oak—but is distinct, iroui a planter s puma ui vraw, uut trie lamp - II SO. suen are injurious ui pianw.-u.or.. 
rlmmJ m.v h^forYt-unJer h'v the hand or if too dense bein« 80 ,one lived or quite so noble a tree. It has a _We know of no book dealing with the subject jonnto 

™v&InthwnlaSte lUs Mraighter and more cylindrical stem and form of tree to.-Dr. Havelock.-See reply to Black'C«nuu> 
not^ She'^52 Aat fom Vh„V ^ connecting ma^ bn? «'en than the common Oak, has a deeper green, denser Black Currant-mite.” in our issue of Nov. p »“ 
The rtoloSf^rons^fcBm nr shoots hist below tie surface1 foliatge. and gives more covert. The leaves, too, are a Unfortunately, your bushes have been allocked bjiu 
rw ^ferine these ^ Strongest crowns are obtihiaMe liulc lon^er than those °f our native Oak, these sometimes pest.-Taljitha.-Your plant is eaten up with tbr{» 

^ »ndKthe-eare the onesforlowering nexT year ln miw winters remaining on the tree till the others come. ¥o cure this you must syringe with Tobscco-wW et 
T^ th^ner^w?h crownH Will su^eST tLm in their 11 “lao dintra ,rom * P^11'^'11^ in tblt ^ will thrive on |amivate the house, if possible, in which it is ktov.rc 

gravelly soils, while the common Oak is best on heavy Try ft on a warm wall in the open.-A Subscrite” 
nowering a } ear later. soils. The wood, too. of the Durmast Oak is less tough “ Gardening.’'—Kindly send three specimens, and the«! 

Clematis Jackmanl (/' M. Dully).— This is a and less resisting than that of the common Oak, it having will try and help vou.-Early Bird.—Set reply W 
large-flowered autumn and summer bloomer, flowering on a Btraighter fibre and finer grain. •« R L. Routh,” re " Worms in lawn," in oar iwa d 
the young or summer shoots. The aitu, therefore, in Azalea molllS ln pots (South Stafori^-U Nov. 16, p. 492.-Pampas.-We have neverbearddtii 
pruning should be to develop vigorous young shoots, r^““‘a”d flowered altogether in pots the plants will Pampas (Vrasa being grown in tubs, and donblt if it snA 
which Is done by cuulng the miiumer grown, back each " , rar(,(lll potting i„ a soil principally composed of do thus, as It is too strong-growing. icwUldoatU- s 
season as soon as frost has cut down the plants-say in , a[»d whf„ the flowering is over they you in the open.-L. R.-The Fuchsias you Htrlori 
November-to within about i. inches of the soil. The lnngf„Vt be at once exposed to cold, cutting winds, but not stand outdoors in the winter. They are only wjdta 
surface should then be mulched with some good rotten ,radually hardened oil. If this is well done the whole of the flower garden in summer.-—./. Dalmer^-Try R 
manure. the leaves will be retained in good condition, and when Veitch and Sons, Exeter, who will no doubt be 

To distinguish Brier from Rose foliage all danger from frosts is over the plants may be plunged procure what you want.—Luu.— 1, Your Appwooja 
(Rustic). —The common hedae Itriors are quite distinct out-of-doors in an open spot. A bed of Oocoa-nut-flbre- to keep well in the cellar. Simply lay them on v* 
from cultivated Hoses in leaf and flower. The leaves of refuse is the best plunging material, as it tends to keep shelves, using neither sawdust nor bran. -.Spnnmtsxw 
the Brier are about one half the size of the majority of lhe r00t8 jn ft uniform state of moisture. During the lime between the lines of Strawberries, and then *w> 
those of Roses. Each leaf is of a long lance shape, summer the plants must be carefully watered, and oeca- the time comes you can straw down the beds. 3,lmp®i- 
prettily serrated, wood light green and covered with 9j0nally a little weak liquid-manure given. In this way ble to say unless you tell us something of yoor son ■■■ 
numerous brown prickles. The Manetti, another foster the flower-buds will set quite freely, and the blossoms on whether heavy or light-W. A. is., aeol.—whoitb) 
stock for Roses, has very light green leaves and reddish established plants remain fresh for a longer period than what Jessamine you refer to. I,*ave your ko*sus trickles. If the shoots you send spring from the plant those that are just lifted from the open ground and taken spring, say March.-A. M. T.—Evidently ooe wh¬ 
ilst below the graft, then undoubtedly they arc those of into the greenhouse. Planting out and forcing in Maples (Acer), but why send such dned-up leaiesr 

the Manetti, on which your Roses are evidently worked. alternate years are also practised with advantage by_ 
Pruning newly planted Roses (S. W.\—Next many, hut'in either case the principal road to success is _ _____ . „ --ttt-o 

March will be the best month in which to prune the Roses to see that the plants are properly supplied with water NAHBS O™ PLANTS AND Fltuiio- 
you have just planted. It is advisable to prune such throughout the summer, and are not crowded up, as a N * r>lonto.—Lilia Rome,—Your plant Uthe 
Roses rather severely the first season ; by this we mean free circulation of air is very necessary to the formation Spurry (Spereula arvenais).-M. A. byCr 
cutting them well down to the ground. This induces new of flower-bud*. „ o( p1'* (cydonia) japonica, said to mike»'«r 
growth from the base In the case of the climbing vane- FRUIT. fine preserve.-Adam.-1, Saxifraga ForUinei ; t, 'jW 
tmo tviP khnn* Rhnu d ip «<• pt'tM ant uu . hard b^'k mil p . _ ... . „ .. .T... _i _ritulMtL-—IM 

’ hand nr if f/v^pnw beinpf so long lived or quit« so noble a tree. It has a —We know of no book dealing with the subject jounkt 
In these nlants it is straighter and more cylindrical stem and form of tree to.-Dr. Havelock.—Set reply to "Black Carnot.*" 

cnnnecHnc mass hut even than the common Oik, has a deeper green, denser Black Currant-mite,” in our issue of Nov. 8, p. <~ 

Manuring Raspberri- 

great strengti. u. me m-re c*. r-..... in alld not at all a strong-growing cooking Apple is 
are rarely more than two. It is of slender growth, and o.iiiL,,. rs.ilc - sn Gsn is ihe pirlier Manx Codlin Plant 

iflant^iB^iSur ^i inches ^gh^'li'hexagoiiaYs1'*'si rmig8 ^ VI toot apart 
growing kind from the Southern United States, often Paraffin emulsion (ft. arii^i/X—This ^n^eaBily 

plant such Mane Masse ; 3, Koi des precoces ; *, ojwaiu™ 
mg Straw- cient.-M. M. Acferg-Tlie Bottle-brush pta»(*» 
crowns and aideros floribundal.-E. C.—ImpossiMeto nuaemWy 

acorns; .1 and 4, Specimens insufficient.-»• Vl 
Wo onnlrl Ar/U.—Kindly send specimens in bluoui. 

bush-trees in their rows from 10 feet to 12 feet apart. received. — “The Narcissus at tho ^ 

growing kind from the Southern United States, often Paraffin emulsion (E. Bendy).—pis can easily By A \yuaon, M.A. Dunedin: R. J-St*rt 
reaching feet or 4 feet high, flowers pale to deep lilac, be made in the following way : Mix 1 quart of soft-soap in C(J 
The stems are much forked and furnished with long and 2 quarts of boiling water, while hot add 1 pint of piratfln-- 
broad leaves. It is best to grow it in a south border, oil, churn this well up with a syringe for ten minutes _ . 0rDhan Pund.-”' 
where a deep sandy loam is at command. then dilute ten or twelve tunes with water, and add a The Royal Gardeners Orpnanj 

R ) —Themethod quarter of a pint of turpentine. When applying the mix- Right Honourable the Earl Carrington (^ 
Carnations from cuttings (a. ft.), ine method i syringes in use. one with which sented to preside at the next anniversary Jest, 

recommended by me n a recent tssue is quite «“°"‘b^ one ‘ r^n can apply the mixture to the fruit-trees, whUe charity, which will Uke place at the Hotel Ceu 

Swfe-aissMMW 
apparently delighting in the abundant heavy dews and Training espalier Apple-trees (Balcombe\- dwt uaualJ^oUVOWAd^i. 
uniform moisture at this season of the year. A great The training of espalier-trees is slow work, but with f' 'X^,mnd^n Uo^l^OX the 10th Sov.. Ap¬ 
point is that of securing a good hiel to each piece, and, patience is later well repaid. You do not tell us the terrM*. 8U»niJ, CoMoodaj Seven'new metnten 
secondly, ol inserting the cutting, so-called, quite firmly height of the stocks you have grafted with Apples, but if O II. Uurtis in cb® <*a'r„, ®e , .vli, vesr aptcM 
and right up to the leafy portion. Such cuttings root, they are low down, os they should be, you will have to cut ele.-ted. making a total of ty-MX te -1 sD fbe B,-t 
readily, and are fit to plant in permaflTfrplaces V thg bsck your summer graft growth to about ■O .Sw^-JoITh'Smooth l»r?«i:i 
end of March. Indeep, r,|b«ji^h^lBlifce^i«jkt ra. ifcli ^fglh. Then, next spring, three buds should breakout, fund, the amount of sick pay for the rot 

” 'JNl 7EP\SI—f”^ C3r II— I—11J(31S /\i 
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fumtatilni 
Plum Coe's Golden Drop 

FRUIT. 
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und Crimson Rambler on Wire worm in gurden .. Mil 

bush, and there is no comparison in the two 
samples of the fruit. In the latter case a 
uniform dull russet covers the whole surface: 
from the wall espaliers the skin is clear, with 
the characteristic freckles scattered evenly 
over the whole, and in a ripe state the yellow 
"round colour renders them handsome, dis¬ 
tinct, and striking. Though so handsome in 
outline and colour, Beurre liicl does not coin - 
pare for flavour with some other sorts in use at 
the same time—Beurre Supertin, Beurre 
Hardy, and Doyenne du Cornice, for instance. 

In a Dorset garden 1 recently observed as 
fine a crop of Bears as anyone could wish, the 
collection being fairly- extensive, and the 
individual fruits good in every respect. 
Directeur Hardy, Beurre Balteb JVre, Emile 
de Heyst, Thompson's, Marguerite Marillat, 
Clou Morceau, Doyenne d'AIcncon, Doyenne 
du Cornice. Conseiller de la Cour. Durondeau. 
Magnate, Basse Crassane, General Todtlelton, 
Ganscl's Bergamot, Marie Louise, Mmo. 
Treyvo, Winter Nelis, Zephirin (Iregoire, and 
Pitmaston Duchess were a selection of the best 
dessert sorts, and there was a heavy crop of 
Beurre Clairgeau. These were all wall-grown 
fruits, and thus were seen in their best 
character. While some were grown in espalier 
form, others were triple cordon trained, a 
method that may he applied to Bears with con 
siderable advantage when an extended list is 
required on restricted space. The garden iu 
question was but a small one, yet, beside 
Bears, every available space was devoted to 
Apples, Blums, and other fruits, and a con¬ 
siderable quantity gathered as a year’s total. 
The fruit - room was provided with open 
trellised shelves, and under the bottom range 
of shelves were sliding drawers in which many 
of the l’ears are stored. This arrangement 
was found convenient for storing small lots, 
hastening ripening iu the early sorts, and 
helping at the same time to retard the latest 
kinds by keeping them dark and uniformly 
cool, and it was also easy to examine the fruit 
from time to time with a view to their use or 
the detection of damaged or decaying speci¬ 
mens. Darkness and uniformity of tempera- 
ture are very helpful in preserving Bears over 
a long season. There is often more than suffi¬ 
cient in October and November, but when this 
time is gone then a general scarcity of ripe 
fruit is experienced. Attention has latterly 
been devoted to the popularising of later- 
maturing kinds, which cannot hut fie a gain to 
the dessert table in winter. Where a collec¬ 
tion of Bears, whether it lie extensive or 
limited, be grown, the object should he to plant 
a selection of sorts that will provide ripe fruit 
over as great a length of time as fiossible. 

THE BEAR CROP. 

riu. crop of Bears is unusually good this year 
u many places, and in some instances the fruit 

1 s lino in size, though colour is not so pro- 
lounced as in sunnier seasons. By many it is 
.opposed that Bears require a bright summor 
a develop their full flavour. I have not this 
utumn heard any complaint as to quality in 
'ears so far, but perhaps it is in the maincrop 
nd late fruits in which this may he more 
urked. If there is any truth in the theory 
h.u Bears must have sun, the opportunity will 

. ion he afforded of proving it in the maincrop 
arts now on the verge of ripening. Duchesse 
Angoul.’-me with me has hut little to rceom 

■end it, and my resolution, almost confirmed. 
i to head the tre«s down and graft with a 

etterone. So uniformly good isthe Pearcrop 
' dth me that it is scarcely possible to individ- 

«li*. Marie Louise and Doyenne du Comice, 
lot always free as garden trees, are this season 
mch above their average. Mario Louise 
L'ccle Ls one that is most regular in bearing— 

■is year it almost requiring its branches to he 
imported in the case of young trees. Of 
eckle, the smallest, but iu my opinion the 
Mstof all in quality, I was able to gather 
•nte a good crop. In most years tomtits and 

^.asps sample the greater portion, rendering 
*etn worthless for storing. For some unex- 
‘lined reason the tits have given hut very 
'/tie trouble this year, or last. Starlings, 

" om the dry nature of the soil in the first part 
October, found a shortness of natural food, 

hich caused them to repair to the garden and 
tick the Pears. 

" here no proper fruit room exists, boxes of 
eying sizes, but preferably those holding a 
ngle layer, may be used for the storing of 
sirs, and always place a label with each 
-'bug the name—at least, with unfamiliar 
irieties—at the time of gathering. A little 
Up plaster applied to small holes hornd in the 
a‘t by birds or wasps will preserve the Pears 
001 premature decay, which quickly sets in 
ter they are taken to the fruit store. It is 
ilvisable to store decayed fruits with sound 
'es, for one decayed Pear will soon contami- 
ite one or two others. It is remarkable how 
II Bears have developed within the last few 

«hs. In August they were undersized com- 
ued with othor years, due no doubt to the 
tarding influence of spring and early summer 
either. 1 recently saw some uncommonly 
nc Pitmaston Duchess and General Todtlelien 
ears growing on wall-trained espaliers. In 
eptember they would weigh nearly 2 lh. each, 

by tbe time the}’ are gathered they will 
,ive increased probably by several ounces. 

It is possible to materially prolong the 
inhering and maturity of Pears grown on a 
’II. and it is not a little curious that, in my 

?Se' at any rate, birds abstain from attacking 
i‘em, "’bile the fruit on the tree in the open 

•! ten seriously sutlers. While quality is fineljM-rwiety to sirlersedc 
'•••eloped on the trees in the open,, sizeand fin'iU ftnrfBktf j*K¥i[lIIfct is so useful over so long n 

■iish aro much more conspicuonS^onTnie \viill\f3Wbd as while I his is aoknov ledgtij!, 
'*'‘e Beurre Diel both on a wall and as a the fact nrtrst not he lost sight of that the 

PLUM COE'S GOLDEN DROP. 

Tins, one of the latest among dessert Blums, 
possesses probably the highest quality of them 
all. It certainly is without a rival, and it 
would seem scarcely possible for any new 

it. There is scarcely 

weather and other incidents must all he in its 
favour. Wasps, hornets, and hluelmttle flies, 
by the time Coe's is in full season, are much 
on the wane, by reason of the cold nights and 
sunless days. Size and quality may vary con¬ 
siderably in this as in all other Blums when 
the trees aro aged and the soil impoverished in 
which they have to grow. N oting trees give 
large-sized, handsome, and even luscious 
fruits, far outdistancing the old specimens when 
comparisons are correctly made. The great 
amount of sugar contained in this fruit enables 
growers to set aside selected specimens for late 
winter dessert. It is by no means uncommon 
for well-kept fruits to be available for the 
dessert late in November. To do this, however, 
much care and judgment must he brought to 
bear upon them, such as careful gathering, 
wrapping separately in soft tissue pa|>cr, and 
storing in a dry. warm room in a drawer, 
cupboard, or box. Only a single layer must be 
allowed. In mid-November, when Apples, 
Bears, and Grapes are the staple fruits, Blums 
arc much welcomed, especially such as Coe's. 
From California quantities of this virietycome 
at the same time as the English fruits are in 
seasou, each in a separate piece of tissue 
wrapjicr. The quality .1 found on trial to he 
much inferior to that of our own fruit gathered 
fresh from the tree. Every garden, however 
restricted, should have a space on its 
boundary wall for one tree, it not more, of 
Coe's Golden Drop, because it is the best, as is 
Cox's among Apples and Doyenne du Cornice 
in Bear?. Wu.rs. 

OLD FRUIT TREES. 

(Reit.yto “G. G., Jr nr.") 

We gather from the description you give of 
the soil of your new garden as being dark, 
sticky stuff, always damp, that it badly needs 
draining, and unless you can so treat it we fear 
you will not havo with the ground much 
success. To make a good job of the draining, 
one main drain, falling from 11 feet down to 
-f feot. deep, and loading into soino other drain 
or outlet, seems absolutely needful. The drain 
should he of 4 inch round pipes, and have some 
Furze or rubble over it to enable the water to 
soak into the pipes. From the description you 
give it would seem as if your old, half dead, and 
tall, gaunt fruit-trees were worthless, and are 
incapable of being improved. Even if ever so 
carefully pruned, so long ns the roots are 
running in your wet, sticky soil, which seems 
to he half hog. there is no chance that they 
will become fruitful. Were your ground 
drained as advised, also trenched so that the 
subsoil was broken up rough, then left where 
it was, and plenty of lime or old mortar-refuse, 
wood-ashes, road or street sweepings, and 
other gritty ingredients added, it might 
greatly improve. Evidently it is of great 
importance that you add at once half a bushel 
of fresh lime per rod. Even if you put heaps 
of two-thirds of ft bushel jier rod, it would not 
lie too much. Let it ho quite fresh, cover it 
an inch(^fij(^[t|>g^hi:|Sg^f| and let it slack, then, 

' done, \sf read if about and at once dig it 
1 m ®:Rn|u|tDLO'ISkAT'O'"' garden 

.}mU/JM JtfUKhMlvp it down, as it 
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does more harm than good. Probably it 
would sell for enough to pay the cost of the 
taking down. Too many trees harbour birds. 
Destroy nests in the spring, and that will help 
to keep them down. Their company is often 
very dearly pu rchased when they do so much 
harm to crops. 

THREE COOK PEARS. 

Foil use during the latter half of October and 
earl} November, Beurre Superlin, Mario Louise, 
nnd l’itmaston form a trio that please most 
connoisseurs, the first, perhaps, best of the 
three. In most years all prove good with me, 
though it is not on every soil Pitmoston is 
found satisfactory : this is to be regretted, as 
it is much the noblest fruit, and makes a very 
telling dish for exhibition or the dessert-table, 
while for market it always fetches a good price. 

far and near to be par excellence, and does 
equally well on a west or east aspect. Thi9 is the 
season for planting, procuring trees two vears 
from the bud and worked on the Pear. They 
may bear earlier on the Quince, but some 
varieties make but little growth, and never 
seem able to fill their allotcd space, even when 
annually top-dressed with a good com post. 

East Dkvos. 

| With the alwive note we received some very 
handsome fruits of the varieties named. Reurre 
Supcrlin was excellent in every way—in fact, 
tlio finest samples wo have seen of this Pear. 
The l’itmaston was very large, as also was 
Marie Louise.—Et>.] 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Protecting Vine borders. — Where 
the Vines carrying the latest hunches ate root¬ 

Pear Beurri Superlin. 

Unfortunately, Pears, when ripe, do not keep 
any length of time ; if they did the fruit would 
be much more valuable. iSourrc Superlin does 
well as a cordon trained around an iron trellis 
in the open in the West of England, though 
the finest specimens are generally had from a 
wall facing west. I suppose it is a matter of 
taste as to which form the Pear should be 
trained in when planted against walls, though 
my experience is that much finer fruit can be 
had from fan-trained trees than from those 
trained horizontally. Not only this, a wall. 

ing principally in outside borders, these latter 
ought to be covered with either shutters, strips 
of galvanised iron, spare lights, or other 
material that will ward off heavy rains, Grapes 
not keeping well when the borders are badly 
saturated. Vines that are to be started early 
ought to have their roots solely or principally 
inside the house, but if the front walls are 
arched or the roots have access to an outside 
border, that is where they will mostly be 
found. Till such time, therefore, as mild hot¬ 
beds are formed o x these outside borders, they 

12 feet or 14 feet in height, is much sooner | ought to be rather heavily covered with fresh 
covered than when horizontal training is the j leaves kept in position by either a straw 
rule, and if the trees make too strong a growth, thatching, boards, or shutters, this being done 
root-pruning or entire replanting will rectify j to prevent an undue lowering of the tempern- 
this evil, if carried out every'feW years until t.urc. In the case of Vines that 
good crops ^r^L^^i^0ij^-tarted much before the e 

is no necessity for covering these with eiU*. 
manure, leaves, or other material, as they would 
be all the better exposed to the sweeteair,.- 
influences of frosts, winds, sunshine, and rain. 
All ex loosed stems, whether or not forcing is to 
ho resorted to, should be carefully protect* 
with hay Rands, cr else be enclosed in how 
large enough tn hold a good ]ucking of dr) 
sawdust. Frosts do not injure the steins wlrij* 
the Vines are at rest, hut would quick 
rupture the sap vessels directly the sap coni- 
menccs to flow. If done now there wifi tin: 
ho no risks run. 

Second crops of Plums.-The ** , 
now near its close has been more than nsui 
erratic as regards the weather, but, 
whole, it has been favourable for | 
Fruit crons were in nearly all cases 
average, noth in quantity and quality 
very low temperature in May 
destroyed the hopes of a heavy cr 
the curly port of spring looked like 

The young fruits that looked like 
continued to drop off, until the 01 

were really well laden were the 
with me i>erfected a heavy crop 
fruit. All kinds of stone frui 
Cherries and Plums, drop]icd ol 
sprinkling was loft. Many trees 
second time and set a good nu 
midsummer, with the result that 
half-grown fruits were no nov 
when the others were ripe. I gi 
gallon from one tree in Novel 

Top-dressing Strawberri 
of more than one or two seasons’ 
greatly benefited at this season 
a good top dressing. This lias 
once to light or thin soils, or w 
a-o apt to suffer much from di 
h ivo been noticed that the older 
first to collapse during a dry 
obviate this or to lessen it considerably, i 
dressing of suitable compost v ill be founds 
great benefit, this assisting in the fonnitad 
surface-loots near the collar of the plants II 
will also have been observed that as Star 
berries grow old, hard woody stems are force 
and it is these which are the first tooilta 
under a heavy strain of bright sunshine t 
drought. In very many cases the jfca 
quickly flag, and when this is the cs^ - 
hopes of securing a crop of fruit are t~- 

Before adding the top-dressing the MW® 
should be very lightly pricked over. W a < 
deep enough to disturb any of the roots- 1 
dressing of soot should be first applied. 3i 
top-dressing should consist of burned pi& 

refuse, some well-decayed manure, and at 
other soil that may be at hand. Old lbj* 
and Cucumber soil, surface soil from J* 
borders, or nny thing similar is what isnfttd, 
the w hole being mixed and spread ore: d* 
surfuce, working it also well in abonj ;J 
crowns. If a depth of 2 inches or thereat** 
could be given, it would be both lata: d 
material well spent. 

Apple, London or Five-ciwi^ 
Pippin, is so called from the five 
angles or ribs which originate on the swtf* 
the fruit and terminate at the eye. AllMy 
a very old variety, it is still one of theta1* 
Into use, and 1 know of no Apple to WP*? 
for the dessert in the months of Mar“ 
Api il. Roundish in shape, somewhatfbtttw) 
and haring the ribs or angles already 
tioned, skin clear yellow when ripe, * * 
beautiful red flush on the exposed ad*: fr 
small and closed ; flesh yellowish-white, tefj 
S, and pleasantly flavoured, is a soBt®-** 

description of a typical specimen- A* 

cropper it is first-rate, and one of the re*™* 
ties that has really yielded well th»«* 
lu a cool store it will keep good until - 
but is at its best when user! any time hi - -'- 
January and April. In addition to its 
a good table Apple, it is excellent ° 
either boiled or hiked. It may be gj® “ 
either as an orchard standard or a- ® 
tree with excellent results. As a . 
the habit of growth is rather pyramid*- -; 
the branches are inclined to be pendulotc-^ 
that the lowermost ones need to ne v 
shortened hack to keep them out of the n 
of stock. Those about to plant should *** ■-{ 
pqcludo London I’inpin in their list if they 
.otdfliVQSa.— A. W. __ 

URRAMA-fHAMPAinM 
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PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

OUTDOOB PLANTS. 

LI LIU M LONGIFLORUM IN 

SOUTH DEVON. 

The small measure of success that attends the 
edorta to grow Lilium longiflorum and its 

section, culminating in the Indian Lilium 
giganteum, that kikes some seven years to 
reach flowering size. 

Feeling suro that “somehow” the culture 
was also to blame, I tried the Lilies in the way 
shown in the photograph, and 1 think I have 
succeeded ; at any rate, the Lilies go on year 
after year with a most satisfactory increase. 
They were planted in irregular groups of from 
three to six bulbs two and three years ago. 

bulbs ; in front of them there is a long row of 
some hundred Incarvillea Delavayai, fringed 
by white Japanese 1'inks. The bonier is about 
loi> feet lone. It has a quaint little fence of 
Bamboo on toe path side, .'Ml inches high, with 
tall Bamboos every I feet for Clematis to grow 
on, a thing of the future, as mine is not a 
Clematis soil, lucking lime ; it is new red sand¬ 
stone, very warm and dry, yet fertile. The 
Lilies are plnnted in black peat, and every 

winter have about 1 inches deep of sifted 
leaf-mould spread over them to nourish 
them and protect from spring frosts. 
The border has been widened this au¬ 
tumn to allow ICO L. Alexandra to ho 
planted between the Incarvilleas and 
Pinks. These Lilies flowered splendidly 
with me this summer in another part of 
the Japanese garden, but were so placed 
that they turned their flowers away from 
the path to the sue, so iliil not show to 
advantage. 

Whenever a bulb was found to “ hreuk 
up,” the young bulbs wero planted in a 
trench filled with peat in the kitchen 
garden. Some put in two years ago 
threw up dwarf flower-stems this sum¬ 
mer, with one bloom ; very creditable, 
considering they were not nearly so large 
as a lady's thimble when put in. One 
interesting fact, these baby bulbs do 
not show above ground (I mean, do not 
throw up foliage) till they send up 
flower-stems. Just a few have one little 
leaf, like a small “ blind ” Tulip leaf, but 
the majority have not even this, though 
they steadily grow at the root. 

Dairlinh, S. Devon, A. Bayi.dox. 

Lilium longiflorum i" a South l>e\on garden. 

varieties in England is due, 1 fancy, to the 
general rule of treating all the Lilies classed as 
" -Japanese ” alike. I have not had a wide 
experience, but I have proved that Lilium 
auratum, L. speciosum, and L. longiflorum 
need totally different treatment. The general 
advice, “ Plant in partial shado amongst 
low-growing shrubs,” is quite rjght for L. 
-luratum, a woodland Lily, but it is only 
tartly right for L. speciosum, as this Lily 
loves sunlight, and 1 have found it quito 
wrong for L. longiflorum, which seems 
to need much sun, full exposure, and un¬ 
limited quantities of water, if free from 
lime. Anyone can flower imported bulbs 
— that is, given sound bulbs and a peaty 
soil, but it is the growing of this most 
beautiful Lily that is the difficulty. I 
have a theory of iny own that its native 
habitat is in' open, fertile, moist plains 
along watercourses, or in alluvial soil, ns 
in the delta of streams, the natural foil 
Uing the porous, fertile, volcanic rock, 
covered by organic soil carried there by 
rain or nver—well-drained, yet always 
moist. Again, it is quite one of the 
earliest Lilies to flower, and one of the 
most interesting writers on Japan has 
said that there are “Fort}- wet days in 
■bine in the Land of tiie Chrysanthe¬ 
mum.” L. longiflorum is the only Lily 
1 water in dry weather. This summer 
it has luxuriated in the constant rain 
which has ruined the L. speciosum 
and L. auratum. In native pictures of 
this Lily, grown for commercial purj. oses, 
it is always in open fields, like the Tulip 
fanns of Holland. I first tried growing it 
with a carpet of Funkias amongst low 
shrubs, in a sunny place. I had a grand 
show of flowers the first year, but the 
bulbs mostly “broke up” after flower 
>ng. Planting in partial shade was worse, 
foi every bulb “broke up.” From one 
pitch of twelve flowering bulbs I had 
about 100 small bulb3, varying in size 
from a big Pea to a Hazel-nut. This ten¬ 
dency to break up after once flowering into 
many small bulbs is one of the troubles/'?)- 
' ultivating this Lily, but lrjftWtte&iMDPBljb 
natural to all, or nearly alt, of the Trump 

Some of the groups had twelve flowering stems 
this season besides a good many young growths; 
in one case twenty-three in all. A narrow 
border divided the Japanese garden from a wide iiath, running from N.E. to S.W. Somegiant 
lex trees, JBJ feet away, quite shielded them 

HARDY SCILLAS. 
In the early spring few bulbs are more 
valuable in the garden than the Scillas, 
of which several species are hardy- The 
earliest to bloom is 

S. niFoLH.the flower-spikeoften appear¬ 
ing above the ground towards the end of 

February or opening days of March. In the 
type the flowers are of a deep blue, from four 
to eight being carried on a spike some 5 inches 
in height. The form known as S. pnccox is 
rather earlier to bloom than the type, and has 
slightly larger flowers. There are many 

Scilla hUpanica in the wild garden. Prom a photograph by Miss Gaisford, Dunboyne. 

from east wind, also from all morning sun, a varieties of S. bifolia—namely, the white S. 
very necessary precaution with a Lily that bifolia nlhn. the flesh-coloured S. b. carnea, 

iirts intoJ;jrowth so early in the year as this and®l|rfgjb?&|f¥rb[TT^,ra- Lately two improved 
fu" strength of the woAQ-.n.Lfprmajfaiued Eiuk JBfijUflv .in)'! White t.hi.xn 

is allowed to cover or sha4AWVbK^lllefcnU^sfcldUl^^*»sA*re not yet pro- 

UkBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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curable, except by special favour. S. bifolia 
should be left undisturbed, when it seeds 
freely like its relative the Chionodoxa, and in 
a few years is surrounded with hosts of self- 
sown seedlings. S. taurica is another form of 
S. bifolia, with more numerous and larger 
flowers, as many as twenty being sometimes 
borne on a single scape. This Scilla is not 
exacting as to position, succeeding as well in 
the shade as in sunshine, as is the case with 
other species of the genus. 

The Siberian Squill (S. sibirica) is another 
very beautiful early-flowering species, the 
colour of its flowers, a bright porcelain-blue, 
seen in some of the best of the Delphiniums, 
being more telling than that of any other 
species. It prefers a somewhat light, porous 
soil. Of late years a white variety, S. sibirica 
alba, has been raised, but although this is an 
acquisition, it is, as is the case with many 
white-flowered varieties of well-known types, 
inferior in effect to its delightfully-coloured 
parent. 

The Star Hyacinth (S. amcena) is a strong- 

growing species, producing its blue flowers in 

April. Its foliage is nearly a foot in length, 

and is of a pale yellow-green colour. It is well 

adapted for edging shrubberies. 

S. NUTANS, popularly known in England 
by the erroneous title of Bluebell, is, though 
a common wild flower, the most graoeful 
of the whole race. Who is there that has 
not been fascinated at the charming picture 
presented by a wood carpeted os with the 
azure of the sky by closely-set myriads of its 
arching blue scapes ? No more beautiful sight 
can be imagined than that afforded by the 
Wood Hyacinths in full flower in early June, 
beneath the trees around Queen’s Cottage, 
Kew Gardens, where for hundreds of yards 
they form a sheet of shimmering blue—a 
sight at the door of every Londoner. Much as 
hus been said in praise of other Scillas for 
naturaJising, it is certain that none are so 
valuable for this purpose as our English Wood 
Hyacinth, for none can approach it in grace of 
poise. White and rose-coloured forms of 
Scilla nutans are often met with, but though 
pretty and interesting as curiosities, the right¬ 
ful tint of the “ Bluebell ” is to be preferred. 

S. hispanica, also known as S. campanulata 
(see illustration), is a profuse flowerer, and is 
easily naturalised in the wild garden. It is, as 
may lie seen from the picture, very ornamental 
as an edging for a narrow path backed by 
evergreens, and is charming when associated 
with London Pride (Saxifraga umbrosa), whose 
delicate flesh-white flower-sprays contrast so 
well with the sturdy blue scapes of the Scillas. 
S. hispanica bears upright flower - scapes, 
which, though handsome in the moss, lack the 
grace of the bending scapes of S. nutans. 
There is a white, variety of S. hispanica which 
is in much request for market work. 

S. italica bears pale blue flowers, with 
darker coloured stamens, on spikes 10 inches 
in height, one spike sometimes holding as 
many as twenty or thirty flowers, which are 
sweetly scented. It thrives best in a light 
sandy loam in a sheltered position. 

S. peruviana is not, as might be imagined, 
a native of Peru, but of the Mediterranean 
region. Its foliage is broad and Yucca-like in 
shape, and it bears a dense pyramidal head of 
uurnle-blue flowers, very closely set, the flower- 
neads being often over 6 inches in diameter at 
the base. It is more curious than beautiful. 
It grows in quantity on the steep rocky slopes 
at Gibraltar, and should, in this country, l>e 
planted in shaly soil in a sunny but sheltered 
position. S. W. F. 

THE MIXED BORDER BEAUTIFUL. 

TO THE EDITOR OF “GARDENING ILLUSTRATED.” 

Sir,—As a great admirer of hardy flowers, I 
have read with interest several excellent 
articles on the arrangement of herbaceous 
mixed borders which have appeared in recent 
numbers of Gardening Illustrated. As there 
are proverbially “ two sides to every question,” 
perhaps you will allow me to air another theory 
on the “Mixed Border Beautiful.” I have 
every sympathy with those who are trying, by 
advocating “schemes of colour,” to pervert the 
painful mixing of such colouis as scarlet and 
magenta, or strong and crudeblimSahdreds • b 
it seems to me thatjthereis sc.nfedai^p- of 

“colour scheme” theory being done to death. 
One point that is thoroughly insisted upon is 
that “ plants of the same colouring are inter- 
grouped, so that the red group, whether early 
or late, is always a red group, and so on 
throughout.” Now, jiersonally, 1 cannot ima¬ 
gine anything more depressing and monotonous 
than the thought, when looking at some spot 
in my garden in early spring, that the red 
group would always be red—red in the fresh 
days of spring, red through the hot summer 
months, red still in the autumn, until a kindly 
frost came and by force blotted out its un¬ 
changing redness. By following this plan of 
intergrouping colours, the brood general effect 
of the border would always lie the same, 
spring, summer, and autumn. What could lie 
more at variance with the model “ colour 
scheme ” of Nature ? I take as an instance the 
stretch of wild moor and forest over which it 
is my privilege to look at all seasons of the 
year. There, in spring, is a “ colour scheme ” 
of gold—one sheet of yellow Gorse. This 
changes to the strong summer crimson of the 
Bell-Heather, mixed with the grey green of the 
Gorse bushes; then the softer pink of the Ling, 
which in turn gives place to the russet and 
purple brown of the winter. And the wood, 
for its part, passes through the pink flush of 
the leaf buds, the vivid young green, the 
duller, deeper tones of summer, and the glory 
of autumn tints, to the bare, leafless beauty of 
winter. How much of the wonderful charm 
would be left if the forest were always green, 
the slope always golden, the moor always 
purple and pink ? 

At the risk of taking up too much space, I 
should like to give briefly my idea for following 
this lesson of Nature. The lirst broad effect in 
the border would be a yellow one—Daffodils 
of all sorts and shades, planted in groups of 
about a dozen, some 10 feet apart, all down the 
border. These would be followed by Doroni- 
cum, and Polyanthus of suitable shades. Very 
soon a note of blue and white would be intro¬ 
duced by Forget-me-nots, White Arabis, 
Scilla campanulata, and Narcissus poeticus. 
As the yellow died away, pink would bo mixed 
with the blue and white by May-flowering 
Tulips. London Pride, herbaceous Pa-onios, 
etc. These would go on until the dominant 
note i9 given by the Roses. This is perhaps the 
easiest time, for if scarlet, strong yellow, and 
magenta are rigidly excluded, it is difficult to 
go wrong. White is always permissible, and 
Pinks, followed by Madonna Lilies, Marguerites, 
and a host of others, will give point to the haze 
of pink and blue. Hoses, Delphiniums, Colum¬ 
bines, Sweet Williams, Shirley Poppies, and 
nearly all the old-fashioned annuals will har¬ 
monise together, and be followed by pink and 
crimson Hollyhocks and herbaceous Phloxes. 
Pale yellow and sulphur shudes will also mix 
well. Gradually the sky-blue and rose-pink 
summer time will change into the mauve, 
violet, and purple of the season of Asters. 
No matter if the period overlaps a little ; the 
new tints will not quarrel with their prede¬ 
cessors. Then, by the time the pink is well 
out of the way, the perennial Sunflowers, and 
the orange, flame, and scarlet of the Cactus 
Dahlias and Tritomas may enliven the autumn 
days. Only, if these are desired, it may be 
safer to leave out the later flowering pinks, 
such as Hollyhocks and Phloxes, in case any 
should linger on and jar with the succeeding 
scarlets. Finally, tawny-red and bronze, 
sulphur, yellow, and white Chrysanthemums 
will carry the brightness of the border well on 
into winter. In this way an ever-changing 
general effect is produced in harmony with 
the moods of the different seasons. Of the 
difficulties of carrying out such an ideal suc¬ 
cessfully I am well aware from my own experi¬ 
ence ; but 1 believe they may, with care and 
thought, be overcome. L. D. L. 

PLANTING TUFTED PANSIES. 
Will you please tell me the begt time of year to plant out 
Tufted Psnsiea, and also the names of some of the best 
blue varietiei? Would Pansies bloom from seed the same 
year as sown ?—J. It. Phillips. 

[Tufled Pansies may be planted out at almost 
any set so a, so long as the weather is fairly dry 
and frrsts are not severe. Plant in the spring 
for ©ally summer and autumn displays, and in 
tji^ case of plants intended to flower taI'tfyb' 

■dy border as early as poss^l^n^^jaring- 

time, wo prefer to put out the plants during 
the early days of October. A November and 
even a December planting, when the weather ha 
been free from severe frosts, has given m 
splendid results, and for this reason, assuming 
that you can obtain plants of what you want 
at once, you may plant with every confidence 
of being successful. In the meantime get the 
soil in order. First deeply dig the beds and 
borders which it is intended to plant, and at 
the same time incorporate some good rotten- 
manure. Leave the surface-9oil fairly rough 
until you are ready to plant. If you desire a 
free and early display plant rather close; 
together than usual—li inches apart shoold 
answer very well. Should large blooms be 
preferred, 9 inches or 1 foot should separate 
each plant. Plant firmly. Blue Tufted Panses 
are not by any means plentiful, many of the 
varieties being tinted purple or violet, and 
sometimes lavender. The following, however, 
may suit you ;— 

Archie Grant.—This old variety is somc 
times met with under the name of Admiration, 
and a slightly improved form of this popular 
kind is now being distributed under the name 
of William Haig. The colour is nearer u 
indigo-blue than any other shade of blue. The 
flowers are large and possess plenty of sab- 
stance, and have what some consider a blemak 
—a black blotch in the centre. Habit rathe 
coarse and not by any means creeping. 

Max Kolb.—A free-flowering plant wilii 
fair habit and good constitution. The bloatm 
are borne on long and stout footstalks, ml 

above the foliage, and when at its best tb* 
plants are much admired. Colour a deep bite 

Mrs. C. Turner.—This variety is not ten 

generally catalogued now, but if plants can ba 
procured, a free display of deep blue blossom- 
can be had another season. It is a good sdf 
coloured flower. 

Truk Blue.—A very old sort, which in van 
past was highly regarded. Its colour, a ridi 
blue, is effective, but the objection to th* 
flowers is the heavy rays or pencillings wind 
run into the eye of the bloom. 

Bi.uu Gown.—If this charming sort caoh 
obtained, nothing better in the way of brigtl 
blue can well be planted. The circular flows' 
are rayless, and are faintly tinted mauve, uti 
when the plants are massed the effect is tot 
pretty. It is very free-flowering and of fine 

Admiral of the Blues.—This is a rayks 
variety, and the colour is a deeper shade of bloc 
than most others. The neat yellow eye 
heightens the beauty of the self-colouiw 
flowers. Its habit is not all that the grown 
would desire. 

M. P. Robertson.—A novelty sent ont IsK 
spring, is not so good a self as the last-named 
and the colour may be described as purplish 
blue, paling towards the centre of the flown- 
As a free-flowering rayless kind it is good. 

Augustine.—An 1897 seedling, very similar 
to Blue Gown, but with a better bloom, awl 
also more robust constitution. 

Blue Diamond.—Something like True Blue 
in colour, but the flowers are larger and met 
circular. 

Britannia.—This is another seedling fa® 

Blue Gown, having flowers of good substance. 
and a wonderfully comjvact habit of grouth. 
The colour of the flowers is darker than that« 
the parent. 

John Shires.—Another pretty blue flower, 
tinted mauve, and a seedling from Blue Gown. 
Habit equal to that of the parent plant, sr.J 

constitution more robust. Neat ravless eye. 
Pigmy.—A pretty miniature-flowered kiw. 

and specially adapted for edgings to large 
borders. The plant flowers freely, and the 
colour of the blossoms is a deep heliotrope blue, 

with a neat yellow eye. , , 
Kino ok the Blues.—This may lie regaroj1 

as the best of all the blue - coloured Kinds 
Unfortunately, it is but little known, and the 
stock is in the hands of a few persons. Ti.f 
late Dr. Stuart was the raiser of this. Toe 
colour is a true blue, with a neat yellow eye, 
and the blooms are ray less. The plant comes 
into flower rather later than most other sorts, 
but keeps up a display well into the autumn. 

Pansies iaised in the early spring and subse¬ 
quently, say in April or May, planted outdoor- 

s.hoWdlbloom freely in Julv or e'en ember 

ot- wm&NF"*- 
URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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THE .MORE VIGOROUS WATER LILIES. 

The Marliacea forms mark the introduction of 
hybrid Water Lilies and include the very best 
kinds. Although other varieties have been 
raised, these hybrids hold their own for general 
utility, being vigorous and strong in growth, 
flowers large and very effective when the 
plants are massed or planted as single 
specimens. 

N. Marliacea first flowered at Kew in July, 
1887. the blooms being of a rich canary-yellow. 
The leaves are marbled with reddish-brown on 
the surface, and blotched with purple on the 
lower side. In 

N. Marliacea ai.bida the flowers arc very S. milk white, the outside petals flaked with 
at the base, stamens sulphur-yellow. 

in general appearance and size, but the flowers 
are of a brighter pink. The inside of the sepals 
is tinted with pink, stamens sulphur-yellow. 

N. M. rubra punctata.—The flowers of this 
are deep rose-purple and delicately marbled, 
the sepaLs dark olivo green behind and pale 
rosy-lilac in front. In 

N. M. sanuuinea the flowers are deep car¬ 

mine with conspicuous orange-red stamens. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Renovating cottage garden (Norice). 
—Whatever may be the condition of the soil in 
your new garden, it is best to assume that it is 
poor and not deeply worked, as that is the 
average state of gardens when fresh taken over, 
as a rule. If you can do so, have all the 

N.vmpha* Marliacea carnea in Mr. Gumbleton’a garden at Belgrove, Queenstown, Co. Cork. 

This is one of the most vigorous Water Lilies 
« e have. 

N- M. carnka.—In this, a flower of which is 
here shown, the blooms are very large, the 
''olour, as implied by the name, flesh-pink, 
stamens sulphur-yellow. 

M. Chromatella is one of the finest 
hybrids we have, the flowers soft yellow in 
colour, with a deeper centre, stamens sulphur- 
yellow. 

N- M. flammka varies in colour, which 
consists of innumerable red dots on a white 
poind, the outer petals appearing pink and 
deepening to a wine-red in the centre. The 
stamens are bright red, leaves marked with 
ene-tnut-brown on the surface. 

M. ionea.—In this the flowers are of a 
J^y crimson colour, stamens bright orange, 
fnis is a splendid variety for producing an 
el|ect in the distance, the colour being so 
‘"tense. 6 

^ M. rosea.—This resembloifjN.'cterni 

kitchen garden ground trenched from 20 inches 
to 24 inches deep, breaking up the bottom-spit 
of soil, and leaving it there, but adding some 
manure before you put the next top-spit of soil 
on to it. Then, if you could take advantage of 
frost later, would wheel on a further dressing 
of manure, and so soon as the ground was 
thawed would well fork that in, the garden 
would be in fine condition for cropping in the 
spring. If the soil be stiff, exposure to frost 
docs it good. The flower borders should have 
all plants taken out, be manured and deeply 
dug, then be replanted. Probably many of 
the herbaceous plants, if large, would require 
dividing before being replanted. Privets 
should be lifted and replanted now; then at 
the end of March cut them hard back, and they 
will break afresh low down. 

Border plants for June and July, etc. 
Perennial Border).—From your letter we con- 

:lu4e *he^ljqi4er needs deep digging and 

soil, and the remark as to manuring, etc., is 
the outcome of this. In respect to plants, 
there are many things you may add. where 
Michaelmas Daisies fail to bloom there is not 
much hope of other things in similar circum¬ 
stances—that is to say, it would be useless on 
our jiart recommending n good assortment of 
plants unless the border is in condition to grow 
them. The plants mentioned below will bo 
best planted in the early part of March 
ensuing. In the meantime we suggest you 
thoroughly trench the soil, giving a heavy 
dressing of manure as the work proceeds. If 
you treat the liorder thus you will find there 
is no need to discard the Michaelmas Daisies. 
It may be, however, the kinds are not the 
best, and the soil being exhausted would soon 
uccount for their poor flowering. For the time 

stated you will find the fol¬ 
lowing suitable: Gaillardia 
grandiflora, Aquilegia chry- 
sanbha, Holcnium liolandeii, 
H. Hoopesii, Stenactis spe- 
ciosa, senecio Doronicum, 
Hemerocallis in variety. 
Coreopsis lanceolata, C. 
grandiflora, Centaurea mon¬ 
tuna vars., Delphinum Bella¬ 
donna and six other 
Del phinums in variety, single 
and double Pyrethrums. 
Other good plants should 
include Alstm-moria aurea, 
Rudbeckia Newmani, Aster 
Amellus, A. Novi - Belgii 
densus, A. la-vigatus, A. 
cordifolius elegans, Cam¬ 
panula Van Houttei, C. Brandis, C. g. alba, Lathyrus 

.tifolius tubus, Kniphofia 
aloides, Chrysanthemum 
maximum, and German 
Irises. To those may be 
added Carnations in half-a- 
dozen good kinds, a few 
clusters of Sweet Peas, and 
a similar supply of Gladiolus. 
Such Lilies as tigrinum. 
t. splendens, Martagon, 
u mbel latum, spe ciosu m, etc., 
will afford much variety and 
beauty. Tubers of Anemone 
coronaria may also be planted 
at the same time. There is 
no limit to the material that 
could be employed at such 
a time. 

Wallflowers.—These 
seem as popular as ever. At 
this lime of year, when beds, 
borders, and window-boxes 
are being cleared of their 
summer occupants, it is the 
Wallflower that quite natur¬ 
ally suggests itself as one of 
the first things to start upon. 
Even a small garden needs 
a good many to fill all the 
bare spaces. Now that there 
are so many shades of colour 
one may have a pretty dis¬ 
play of Wallflowers alone. 
Amongst all the new comers 
the old, well-tried Blood Red 
and clear yellow Golden 

King hold their own. The great point to aim 
at in the cultivation of Wallflowers is to have 
the plants dwarf and bushy, with many side 
branches, close to the soil, and to got this 
the seed should be sown thinly in April or 
May on poor, light soil, in quite an 0|>en 
spot, where they are not drawn up by any 
overhanging trees. As soon as they are large 
enough to handle they should be dibbled into 
rows 1 foot apart each way, and the central 
shoot pinched out, to cause side shoots to 
develop more freely. Beyond keeping clean, 
they will require no further attention until the 
time comes to put them into their flowering 
quarters, w hen, if they have done well, they will 
be perfectly round specimens, with buds almost 
ready to burst. They should be very carefully 
lifted with a fork, so as to get the roots intact, 
for although they are such strong-rooting 
plants that they generally survive the rough 
otdenfJbrQpflfl'iiK^fli ana sticking in again, 

enWEK sffTOf'ffiWTO CA? 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 

r.-J. G. 
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INDOOR PLANTS. 

POTTED BULBS. 

It is not too easy to make those who have hart 
little experience in bulb culture, anil wish to 
grow some successfully in pots, to understand 
the rationale of putting the pots when filled 
with bulbs in a dark place, or covering up with 
ashes or Cocoa-nut-fibre refuse outdoors for a 
few weeks before exposing the pots to light and 
air. If those who do not understand the reason 
for doing this, but lift from the borders n few 
bulbs of any description just as the points of 
the leaves are coming through the ground, they 
would then observe that these bulbs have ail 
made strong roots, showing that root action 
has some time proceded leaf or crown growth. 
Outdoor bulbs are invariably planted deeper 
than in pots, also the atmosphere is, as a rule, 
cooler than is the soil. Bulbs in pots stood 
indoors usually find things reversed, and if the 
top or loaf growth precede root action, then 
the flowers and leaves produced will be 
relatively weak. When bulbs are in pots thev 
should be at once stood outdoors on a hara, 
dry floor of ashes, gravel, asphalte, or slates, or 
otherwise worms will get into the pots from 
the ground. Sifted coal-ashes is capital and 
cheap material to cover them up with, filling 
in between the pots, and over all some 3 inches 
thick. Where a number of pots is so treated, 
and the earlier for some the better, then after 
six weeks of such treatment a few can be got 
under gloss each week or fortnight, as outdoor 
growth, especially in cold weather, will be very 
slow. When taken under glass the pots should 
be first put into a very moderate warmth, then 
into greater heat after a few days' exposure. 
Market growers who grow thousands or bulbs 
in boxes for forcing under glass treat all in 
this way. Even Hyacinths in glasses should 
lie placed in a dark cupboard in a cool room 
for a few weeks to cause roots to be formed 
ore exposing them to the light. 

LEAN-TO (1REENHOUSE. 
(Rki’t.y to “ Mary.”) 

Yon could arrange it in this way. Carry a 
bed 3 feet G inches wide along the entire front 
part, devote a similar width to the path, which 
will admit of a 3 feet door, and you have 7 feet 
or nearly this for the main stage at back. 
Dividing this into three equal-sized step stages 
will render it more convenient. For the front 
the best stage is composed of 1-inch barrel iron 
pipe -and wood bearers 4 inches by 2J inches or 
thereabouts let into the front wall, say 3 inches, 
to form a stay, the iron barrel sunk 6 inches 
in ground, sot on brick, and fixed on concrete, 
and countersunk in wood, say 11 inches deep, 
the hole set back G inches from face. This iron 
upright and wooden bearer are best covered 
with corrugated iron sheets, nailed on, and 
constituting a practically indestructible stage. 
It should be 3 feet high when finished. By- 
using iron sheets of 22 gauge, the bearers could 
be placed 5 feet apart. Sifted coal-ashes on 
these sheets make one of the finest stages for 
plant growing we know of. The back stage 
may be of the same iron uprights and wood 
bearers, but the stage will of necessity have to 
be made of wood laths. Sliding lights for 
front would do quite well if you can make sure 
of perfectly seasoned wood in the manufacture, 
otherwise the ordinary deals will so swell up 
with moisture as to give much trouble in open¬ 
ing, etc. In other ways they are as useful as 
any. If you wish for Ferns, the better plan 
would be to construct a glass partition at the 
end opposite from door, and by darkening the 
glass outside a more humid condition could be 
maintained. A partition, say 5 feet wide, 
having a 3 feet stage and a 2 feet pathway 
would grow many good Ferns quite well. The 
best position for a Peach-tree would then be in 
the centre at the front, bringing the stem and 
head up through an aperture in front stage, 
and accommodating the roots in a prepared 
bed of soil below the stage. By training the 
branches near the roof you may grow as fine 
fruit as is possible. Indeed,one plant weean call 
to mind in just such a position and in a house 
not much larger than yours as a whole, has for 
years produced an average of some Ion dozen 
fine fruits. Tho house is heatetTTTlqKgver, 
the gardener IQg^lSi^Dletioniigdj^l^ 

is ample room for success in your case by- 
getting a good tree and planting it well. A 
good and always dry |»atliway can lie made 
with a bed of concrete, say G inches in thick¬ 
ness, to lie covered with sharp sand, granite 
chips, and cement ganged up to two and 
one. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Acacias.—The grower of Acacias who has 
had his plants standing out-of-doors should 
now see that they are taken inside without 
further delay, as one night's frost will ruin the 
chances of bloom. The house where Primulas 
and Pelargoniums, etc., are wintered will 
suffice for Acacias, and early in tho year one 
may get any amount of yellow bloom. A. 
pulchella and A. Drummondi are two of the 
most useful sorts.—W. F. 1). 

Posslflora bleeding.—I have a Poaeiflora ricrulea 
planted in the lack border of conservatory, which, on 

ot viewing so Iasi, bad completely'covered root 
and aide (■lass, therefore was advised last week to cut it 
bock to tiie hard wood, which I did to within -I feet from 
the ground. Consequence is, ever since it has bled pro¬ 
fusely. I should he much obliged for advice as to its 
treatment, as I am afraid it will die. II not. is it likely 
to break out again in the spring?—It. W. M. 

fit was a mistake to cut your plant down 
as you have done. You could have thinned it 
out in such a way that light could reach the 
plants underneath. If you were compelled to 
cut it down, then you should have left it till 
the growth was beginning to move in the 
spring. In the meantime, keep it fairly dry 
at the roots until you find that tho bleeding 
has ceased.] 

Begonia fuchsioides. — While some 
classes of Begonias have at the present day- 
attained a high degree of popularity, others are 
allowed to a great extent to pass unnoticed, 
and among these last must lie mentioned B. 
fuchsioides, which is a really handsome species, 
though the individual blossoms are but small. 
It is one of the fibrous rooted section, and in a 
warm greenhouse will, under favourable con¬ 
ditions, reach a height of G feet. This Begonia 
is, for such a structure, one of tho best pillar 
plants that we possess. The leaves are ovate, 
about 1J inches long, of a deep shining green 
when mature, though in a young state they are 
tinged with red. The bright scarlet flowers 
are borne in large drooping panicles, and 
where favourably situated will keep up more 
or less of a successsion for a considerable 
period. 

Lantanas are useful either for greenhouse 
or conservatory decoration, their brightly- 
coloured blossoms being attractive, and quite 
distinctfrom those of their associates. Somehow 
or other, however, Lan tanas have, in most places, 
nearly dropped out of cultivation ; yet, apart 
from their value as flowering plants at this time 
of the year, they form pretty little bushes when 
planted out of-doors during the summer, where 
they continue to flower for months together. 
Their culture is not different from that usually- 
given to Fuchsias. Tho one enemy to guard 
against is red-spider, which is likely to attack 
them during hot, dry weather in summer. If 
cuttings are struck in spring, and stopped once 
or twice during the season, they form bushy- 
little plants in 5-inch and 6-inch pots, full of 
bloom-hurts, by the autumn. Seedlings raised 
early in the year and grown on freely will also 
bloom well in the late summer months. 

Nasturtiums in pots.—Until last year 
I had never seen Nasturtiums grown in |K>ts, 
but wishing a change of plant and of flower for 
house decoration I resolved to try the Nastur¬ 
tium. The seeds were sown in 5-inch pots in 
June, and stood outdoors until the end of 
September, or rather until frost deemed it 
advisable to remove them to a place of safety. 
This date for sowing proved too early for the 
purpose I had in view, though it may not be so 
in every instance. They came into bloom 
under the coolest conditions I could afford 
them in October. This year, instead of June, 
the latter part of July was chosen to put in the 
seeds—four in each pot. Outdoors the plants 
advanced more slowly, duo to the cooler 
weather, and at the end of September they are 
beginning to open a few flowers, a crimson and 
a yellowkind being grown. I maintain that, 
though they may be common, they nro useful 
' j winter when all is dull and HowerlcSfl^iB 

oors and their natural s^j.^i^yi^ ^ 

supply of flowers for cutting will be maintain*,] 
until Christmas, and they have a pretty effect 

arranged in small vases, accom|ianie<l by their 

own foliage. It would presumably be too hte 
now to sow seels even for an early spring dis 
play—there is not sutficient sunshine to give 
strength to the plant in its early stages Ant 
this note may remind readers of the possibili 
ties of a pleasing display at a trifling cost- 
w. s. 

Fumigating plant houses and pits. 
—At this season of the year there is irequests 
an increase of aphides' and thrips, but am 
particularly the former. This will occur in 
nearly all houses, be they warm, temperate, or 
cold. This should be nipped in the bod, for ii 
never pays to defer fumigation when even only 

a few insects liave to lie destroyed. When t 
case becomes a bad one, a strong dose is oiten 
given and a repetition within twenty-low 
Honrs : the repetition may be all very well,bet 

the strong dose is no more needed than in tit 
case of a few insects only. It takes no man 
actual strength to kill 1,000 than it does to kill 

100. Frequent fumigations soas to make then s- 
distasteful as possible for the insects are by hr 
the better plan. Everything in the hon-e or 
pit should be as dry as it is practicable to 
make them. By this it is not, of count, 
inferred that dryness at the roots is intended; 
it is rather that of the foliage and among-', tb 
plants. Moisture acts as a deterrent to iis 
free circulation of the smoke, and when : 
exists upon the plants the result will not h 
so effectual. It is not so much that the smeie 
will act injuriously where there is moisture* 
that it should reach all parts of the plants 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

A M A TE U HS' CH R YS ANTHEM I MS. 

No doubt many readers of this paper are it 

tho same position as I am, and that is, Isai 
considerable grower of Chrysanthemums, os 
for exhibition,” and I am too far away ins 
nurseries and other places where they sis 

grown in quantity to avail myself of a visit tc 

select varieties for my purpose. A visit to a 

show enables me to see a few huge bloom-, 
and that is all. Some of your contributes 

would do a real service if they would give» 
list of fifty to a hundred Japanese varietie 
which would give blooms, under an ordinary 

amateur's mode of growth, of a fair size, three 

to four to a plant, and not difficult U) gnw 
this last being a nine qua non. As an example 

I may mention Soleil d'Octobre, to my mine 

the beau ideal of what an amateur's phot 
should be, in growth, habit, and bloom. On 
the other hand I should exclude Emily SiLsbary 

which has a bad habit of growth, and is to) 
weak in the neck to be satisfactory, and Mme 
Carnot and its varieties, all of which are to) 
uncertain—in fact, I find really good adiitef 
scarce. Western King and Jiiveum are. oi 

course, good, but they are late, and cutting- 

are scarcely, if at all, produced. Mere decors 

tive varieties are not what my query aims at 

obtaining a good list of. 
North Ci*rewou>. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Chrysanthemums damping off.-Can 
suggest a reason lor the failure ol my Chrianthfusss 
l"p to the time of the opening ol the flowers the wo»J*» 
(oliage never looked better, as is the case stilL A» **“ 
as the flow ers began to open the outside petals d»ai|*j 
0(1, and ol eighty odd plant*. In hardly one insUa-'W 
the flowers live to expand. Partial damping ct of oat-*)' 
petals has happened to me before, but never such 
complete failure, or such a rotting away of the centres« 
the blooms.—A Vatrur. 

[Complaints of Chrysanthemum to*** 
damping are common this season, bro0.-^' 
on, no doubt, by the growth being ttfto 
ripened owing to the unfavourable and s™ 
less season we have had. Faulty ventilation 
will also often cause damping. Enough venti¬ 
lation can bo afforded by opening the '-op 
lights only. Sufficient (ire-heat should be«- 
ployed to keep the glass dry inside 8011 
render the atmosphere pleasant' but not to1 
hot and dry. Overfeeding, again, may be the 
cause, as the roots are killed 9nd unable to 
do their work. It is always advisable to da 
tfifeO Catering early in the morning, « 1 i1- 

1,0 dried up "efore' 
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evening. If any floret exhibits signs of decay 
at once pull the same out, as damping is catch¬ 
ing, ana the whole flower will speedily be 
ruined.) 

Chrysanthemum, incurved, Mrs. 
George Rundle and its sports.—At 
the recent Sheffield Chrysanthemum Society's 
show incurved Chrysanthemum blooms were 
well represented, and to growers in the south 
would be a great surprise. The most interest¬ 
ing class, however, is tliat devoted to six 
blooms of Mrs. George Rundle and its sports. 
In the competition referred to, there have to 
be shown two blooms each of Mrs. George 
Rundle, white: Mr. George Glenny, j>ale 
yellow: and Mrs. Dixon, rich yellow: and 
the board on which they are display ed has to 
be covered with Moss. The blooms have to 
be cut with stems not less than 7 inches or 
more than 9 inches in length, and also have to 
be shown with their own foliage. Each season 
the competition is good. Thorc wero nino 

exhibits on the 14th instant, and the majority 
of the blooms wero excellent. They were a 

properly representing this and other small 
flowered types of the Chrysanthemum that 
makes our exhibitions so monotonous and un¬ 
interesting. The large flowers are encouraged 
to such an extent that little or no notice 
is taken of the quaint Anemone-flowered 
Pompons. There is no more opportune occasion 
than the present for pressing the claims of 
these flowers. If the Chrysanthemum shows 
ure to remain jiopular witli the general public, 
novelty in this way must be provided. These 
flowers, if properly represented at shows, 
should bo an onjcct lesson to growers who 
desire to make the most of the different types 
of these flowers for decoration.—C. A. H. 

ROOM AND WINDOW. 

A GOOD ROOM PLANT (ANTHERICUM 

VARIEG ATUM.) 
Tiii3 handsome half-hardy plant (here figured) 
is well worth attention for furnishing small 
vases, pots, etc., for conservatory ana room 

A good room plant (Anthericum variegatum). 

splendid testimony to the value of these three 
beautiful sorts for decoration, and as their 
culture is distinctly easy, readers of Garden¬ 
ing Illustrated should include them in their 
futuro selections.—W. V. T. 

Single Chrysanthemum Miss Rose. 
—This comes of a much deeper colour, I find, 
when given outdoor culture than when grown 
in pots, it then being quite a rose-pink, 
whereas under glass it is hut pale pink. It 
is of bushy habit, and does not exceed 
IS inches in height, the plants being quite 
covered with medium-sized blossom. For the 
front row of Chrysanthemum borders Miss 
Rose and King of Siam are both useful on 
account of their dwarf habit and freedom of 
flowering.—A. W. 

The Anemone-flowered Pompons.— 
I fail to see why the beautiful little Anemone- 
flowered Pompons are, so to speak, ousted 
from the exhibitions of Chrysanthemum 
societies in all parts of the country. Only one 
class is provided in the schedule of the N.C.S. 
at their November show, and this of such a 
character that little can bo done to display"’ 
their charming qualities. UftdkiJhei fo<?kv>f-. 

decoration. It was introduced from the Cape 
in 1875. In variegation and habit of growth 
it resembles the well-known Pandanus Veitchi. 
It is. however, far more easily grown, and its 
foliage never fails, if given fair treatment, to 
assume a bright grass-green colour, beautifully 
striped and margined with creamy-white. It 
does well in good loamy soil, to which have 
been added some sand and leaf-mould. Care 
should he taken that the pots are well drained, 
as abundance of water is necessary when the 
plant is growing freely. 

SMALL POT PLANTS FOR HOUSE 

FURNISHING. 
Everyone should endeavour to keep his 
rooms gay with flowers, es|>ecially through the 
winter months, w hen things are not so attrac¬ 
tive outside. I am convinced that nothing 
makes rooms look more cheerful than plants 
and cut flowers. Some may say it i9 an 
expensive matter, but it is astonishing what 
may he done nt a little cost. It is not the 
most exjiensive material that is tho most 
durmaxul ornamental, and there are few who 

ViygV'fev-Of any size hut inay havcjg'ay 

rooms all through the year. I know of no way 
of doing this better than growing many kinds of 
plants in small pots, and many of the most 
common are highly ornamental. At this 
season few things arc more attractive than 
small plants of Zonal Geraniums, in .'1-inch 
and 4-inch pots. I have some now of 
West Rrighton Gem, etc. These can ho 
turned out of the pots ami dropped into the 
vase as they are. I put them into some small 
vases used for cut flowers in summer, and if 
changed occasionally they last a long time. 
Coronillas, small Genistas! Cyclamens, Violets 
taken up in clumps, Solanums, and Ophio- 
Kns I have found useful. Then wo have 

ula obconica and P. sinensis. Nothing 
is more useful and ornamental, and when sown 
late and grown on without a check they throw 
up a strong spike in a 3-inch pot. P. stellata 
throws up the spikes high out of the leafage. 
Many other flowering plants may he named, 
but I must montion a fow fine folingcd plants. 

Abutilon Thomsoni, when rooted late and grown in an open position is beautiful. 
oleuses are also serviceable. Panicum varie¬ 

gatum, when several cuttings arc rooted round 
the pot and pinched, make fine subjects. 
Lately I took a good plant in a 4-inch pot, 
placed it in a vase in the drawing-room on a 
raised position, where it hung all round the 
vase with good effect. Grevilloa robustn, 
Aralias, Euonymuses, Coprosma Baueri, and 
many of tho scented Pelargoniums aro especi¬ 
ally suited for this work. Scarlet Salvias, if 
good cuttings are put in three round a 4-inch 
or 5-inch pot eaily in duly, come in well to 
give colour. Nor must I omit the numerous 
Ferns that arc so useful for this work, and 
many well nigh hardy plants may be used in 
this way. In proof of this I may name plants 
of the smaller growing Funkias, especially 
the variegated forms, Lily of the Valley, 
bulbs of all kinds, although I prefer to grow 
these in boxes, etc., taking them out when in 
bloom and putting Moss iu vases to keep them 
in position. I must not omit to name Cine¬ 
rarias, which are beautiful. The most inqiortant 
part, in the culture of plants in this way is that, 
they should not be starved in any way. Every¬ 
one can use some of the fertilisers now 
advertised, and by changing the food of a plant 
once or twice weekly it is astonishing what 
fine plants can be grown in small pots. 

J. Crook. 

FERNS FOR ROOMS. 

Some of these are very useful for vases to stand 
on brackets or drawing and sitting-room 
tables, if we consider their graceful effect and 
the length of time (with a little care) that they 
will remain in good condition. A judicious 
selection of Ferns is, however, necessary to 
ensure success, as they do not all do equally 
well under such conditions, nor are they all 
adapted by their habit of growth for this kind 
of work. Given the right kinds, the plants 
must receive careful preparation, for if they 
are taken straight from a moist, warm glass¬ 
house, their period of service will he a very 
brief one. If, on the other hand, grown to the 
required size in a genial tem|>erature, and then 
gradually inured to full exposure in a cool 
Seenhouse, the fronds will get harden ed and 

ey will last many weeks, or even months, 
with care in watering and occasional syringing 
with clean, warm, soft water overhead to wash 
off the dust that is sure to settle on them. In 
transferring the plants to the vases shake away 
the soil, so as to get all tho roots entire, then 
put a layer of crocks, broken up fine, at tho 
bottom, over a hole drilled previously in the 
vase, then work the roots carefully into the 
vase with very finely-sifted soil, pressing 
down firmly and finishing off with a layer 
of fresh, green Moss. Give a good wateiing 
after setting the vase in its saucer. By this 
means really effective plants may be got to live 
for a long time, and even make good growth in 
dwelling-rooms. The small vases, that are 
made in various coloured earthenware, can 
hardly be expected to do more than sustain the 
plant of the size it is when transferred from 
the pot in which it was growing, but if larger 
ones, in proportion to the size of the plants 
required, arc used, there is no reason wh}’ 
i»reel3f<ifiS61cl!indsnshould not only live, hut 

AvUwe -roo,m' 
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Asplenimn hulliiferuna isagnod Fein for linin'- 
) n*r-boskets o-r vases set on brackets, as its lone, 
arching fronds, with tiny little einhrvo plants 
set thickly along them, have a very striking 
cllect. l’erliaps the best of all for small vases 
arc the numerous varieties of l'teris or Ribbon 
l ern, such as 1’. longifolia, P. serrulata, and 
Jill the crested varieties allied to it. Then 
t hero is the variegated Pteris cretica. P. tre 
™ jt.s y°u,,K state is very good, and when 
too large lor a room, if shifted on it makes a line 
specimen. Some of the hardiest Adiantums. 
•such as A. formosum and A. capilius- Veneris, 
answ er well, and Rlechnum braziliense and the 
smallest Loinana giblia look very prettv, as 
their Tree tern-like habit, although in roinia 
cure, makes a uice contrast to the more -rare- 
tully (Hooping kinds. 

ROBBS, 

ROSE-S) IX COLD GREENHOUSES. 

(Rtjrr.v to “Stafford.") 

' 1,1 arc '"cry wise to devote a cold green¬ 
house to Rose growing in a district that is un- 
suited to successful Rose culture outdoors 
t.loire do Di jon, one of the best old Hoses for 
the purpose, should not receive much pruning. 
, , ln.np growths made this summer should 
he laid in almost their entire length, if there 
is space ; otherwise, it would be better to dis¬ 
card some of the older growths in order to pro 
vide space for the new. The short lateral 
growths proceeding from the main stem may 
he cut back to four or live eyes, or even less. 
Y\ e should not recommend you to commence 
pruning too early. February is a very good 
time for Roses in a cold house. Plants pur¬ 
chased in pots, if of the dwarf growing kinds, 
should be pruned back to about half their 
length, the weaker ones being pruned the 
most severely. Climbing kinds may have 
their long growths twined around three sticks. 
I hey w ill then blossom freely from almost 
e\cry eye: it not during the spring and early 
summer, they will do so in autumn. 

1 he H.P.'s you mention need not be re- 
IKitted each year. Jt you see that the drain¬ 
age is not choked and ton-dress them atm.co, 
the plants should be all right until next 
summer. We usually like to rejiot such Roses 
in July. 1 hey then have several weeks in 
which to make new roots and become estab¬ 
lished. 1„ pruning the Hybrid Perpotuals 
retain about 4 inches or o inches on each shoot 
produced this season, unless it is soft and 
pi til V. 

ROSES IN NOVEMBER. 
From the beginning of July right up till now, 
No\ ember I, th, my Roses have made a splendid 

and VJL! 'w4tO|,bl00m l,ei"g th° H-vbrid Tcas anil Tea.-, which never seem to rest if the 
weather is at nil mild, but keep pushing up 
their buds as fast as the old blooms are removed, 

Ce C. "f° M °CeS beinF K- A- Victoria, 
CocUt f Ml?®' C*iatenay, Manian 
Coebet and its white form, and Enchantress. 

the beginning of the Rose season was late it 
has now amply made up for the deficiency 

Rose Mine. Pierre Cochet has given me much 

cTw!,nn "l UTyn °'TH0Uth wall> not nailed to 
l!l'fb rW °" a "ido-mcsbeU lattice 

Sth ,nC r Tl,is admits air to 
i . 8ldoa> and is infinitely 1,otter than 

br eks” T! &ml leaVCS to,*ebing the 
hi.cks. The Rose mentioned is a splendid 
orange-yellow, grand for buttonholes, and 
when m the bud, or half-open, does not lose its 

dnP°sUr Dr , 0ln° -Vll,te, “ A- Richardson 
w°,, „1rlS.rTn0r 10 the Iat(or Ro8e ^ every way—a little larger, well-formed pointed buds 
a vigorous grower, shoots In feet to I-> feet 

rS"1”0? frCC £?“ mildcw in fact, 
As nth J - fc» confidently recommended. 
As other instances or the lateness of the season 
nay be mentioned the fact that two boxeTof 

pretty n°£ f,0r competition), and very 
prottj they looked, were shown by .Messrs 

mum Show vat tllf Hitcl,in Cd.rvsantW 
mum Show on November 14th, and attracted 
considerable attention. No frosts of „nv 
severity have yet occurred, and the borders 
are still pay with many ’flowerssml,as 
Dahl,as, Verbenas, Scabious, (,'allioLis 
Tobacco, and, of course. ouWoo^ 

Digitized by I 

mums, which have done splendidly, although 
most varieties appear a month or more late; 
Harvest Homo, an early one, is in bloom now, 
also (,»ucen of the Earlies. Sweet Peas, too, 
are also in bloom, and only a few days ago the 
hist dish of <been Peas was picked from a row 
ol Autocrat sown in May. Although everyone 
was grumbling at the cold spring and east 
w-inds we had in April, May, and jiart- of June, 
the lew foregoing remarks will prove wc have 
been fully compensated on that score. 

SI.,; , Jlfrla. }| p J| 

AUTUMN-FLOWERING PILLAR ROSES. 
The pillar form seems the more natural style 
of grow th for many of our vigorous-growing 
Roses. Perhaps the finest effect is produced 
iy the early (lowering kinds, such ;,s Crimson 

Rambler, K-licit/-Porpetue, etc-., but if we lose 
t ns elicet somewhat in the autimmaLs, there is 
the additional value of blossom at. a season of 
the year w hen the summer Roses are flowerless. 
Now that Rose gardens mainly consist of the 
free- growing kinds, anything that lends 
additional charm to the rosary should be 
welcome. This, I believe, cun be secured by 
tiio planting of some of the varieties 
enumerated below, either on pillars or grouped 
in beds to remove any Hat appearance which 
all dwaif plants would produce. Many or all 
ol them would also be splendid as standards if 
procurable, otherwise planters would do well 
to provide themselves with such kinds by 
budding some standard Briers in the reserve 
garden. What could he more l»eautiful than 
a (me pillar of (lloiro dc Dijon? 1 have one 
now 111 view ns I write, and it has been more 
or loss covered with bloom all the summer. 
Bending a few of its strong growths will cause 
a more abundant blossoming on the same lines 
tout, pegging down the shoots will do with hush 
Plants. A worthy companion to this lovely 
Rose is Kaiserin Friedrich, which in autumn 
puts on that pretty pink Hush that is so much 
admired. Then, too, there are Mme. Berard. 
Bouquet d Or, Belie Lyonnaise, and Mine. 
Moreau also of this race that vie with each 
other m beauty of blossom. The last is, in my 
opinion, a far more beautiful Rose for outdoor 
growth than the much praised Sunrise. How¬ 
ever beautiful Sunrise may he under glass, I 
have heard no one commend it for outside 
culture. Of course, its habit is quite different, 
but if we can obtain blossom as beautiful on a 
strong growing standard or pillar Rase, such 
us Mm°. Moreau, so much the better. Mme 
Allred Carriere and Reine Marie Henrietta 
would make a fine pair, they both being extra 
vigorous and about equal in habit, the one a 
showy creamy-white, well set off by its Grass- 
green foliage, and the other, when allowed 
freedom, a magnificent pillar Rose with light 
crimson, egg-shaped flowers. This Rose is 
olten condemned, hut I think unjustifiably. 
It is true mildew often sadly mars the foliage 
but this can be remedied by timely application 
ol a curative, as advised in a recent issue by 
your able correspondent., J. Crook. Some 
other good bright-coloured pillar Roses for 
autumn are Francois Crousse, Noella Nabon- 
nand Longworth Rambler, Souv. do Mme. .J. 
Metral, \\ altham Climbers No. 1 and .1, and of 
less vigour, although quite strong enough for 
pillars, Ella Cordon, Ulrich Brunner, (Iruss an 
ieplitz, and Corallina. 

5 V‘k Roses of all shades are always welcome 
03 P*llars- The old Blush China is not planted 
nearly so frequently ns it might ho for this 
purpose. How it would liven up the base even 
of a pergola, where, perhaps, a.summer bloomer 
has nothing to give at this season of the year 
tthy is not the beautiful Mme. Mario Larallco 
more often planted ? J consider it one of the 
loveliest of semi double Roses, and Fink Rover 
too is one of the sweetest, with a charming 
hud, if, perhaps, rather uninteresting open 
blossoms. The rich colour and stately filossom 
ol Climbing Mrs W. J. Grant provide the 
grower with a splendid pillar of rich pink 
flowers, not so numerous as in summer, hut yet 

r°57 va, ua j o (’.o|den yellow is obtainable in 
Billiard and Barre, and, to my mind, it is one 
of our best novelties. Gustave Regis is also 
good, and one must, not omit YVm. Allen 
Richardson. White Roses, always useful, have 

phasing effect in our somewhat grey autifflfiig 
vfoespeeially interesting are *' - - 

approaches. Amu-e Vibcrt is still one of th* 
best, and a very pretty kind, with yellow Ul 
and white o|>en flowe-s, is Alister Stella (ino 
This Rose seems to jiossess a deal of the in. 
N oisettc-charactcr. Another little known Ikw 
that has scarcely ceased flowering nil summa 
and autumn is K. Pissardii, evidently allied - 
R. moschata. Its semi-double flowers are vm 
pretty, and they possess a strong Musk-lib 
fragrance. It makes a very interestin'' W 
pillar Rose. Hybrid Musk Roses, sucl/. 
Rivers and Eliza YY erry, are good autnram!. 
which are seen best as pillars. 1 had almost 
overlooked two lieautiful kinds—Rardou Jol. 
and Gloire des Kosomanes. Both make liK 
pillars of moderate height. The Rugosa R,*e. 
especially the newer kinds, such as Conrad F 
Meyer, the Noisette Ferpetuals, as Mme. Altai 
do Kougemont, anil t he Bourtions, such 
Mine. Pierre Ogcr, are all worth attenii,-, 
making pretty centre objects for hob 
autumnal.-., or isolated about the grounds 

Rost. 

POTTING ROSES. 

The present is a suitable time to iiotsome 
the free-blooming Roses for forcing tnf|. 
mouths hence. Dwarf or hush plants frnmtb 
open ground are by far the liest for thepurpx 
II plants are purchased from a reliable snurct 
taking care to order “ selected for pottin*, 
this plan of obtaining a supply of pot nUii- 
will l*c found both economical and satiafaetcr 
Some of the very freest bloomers, such asii. 
Monthlies, in all their wealth of novel eoloum 
esjicoially among recent novelties: the nrtm 
little Dwarf Polyanthas, and some of the tree 
decorative Tcas and Hybrid Teas, such as 1W 
Gontier, Caroline Testout, Liberty, Corall-as 
A.igustine Guinoisseau, La France, Mrs. W.-I. 
<jrant, etc., can he use<l to much advantage - 
tlic flower-garden in the summer, and espeeiaii 
nrc they useful to fill up beds in which bii 
bulbs have flowered. 

This summer we so used pi nts of the 
Crimson Chinas, Fabvier and Cramoisie Superi 
cur plunging the pots quite below the surfs. 
of the soli. The plants blossomed glonouvT 
II given a good soaking before plunging. tU 
[ilants apparently obtain sufficient water alter 
wards from the soil or rains. Another [Ji: 
wc have adopted with much success is that of 
removing the first crop of buds as soon as thev 
are visible, at the same time cutting hick Ike 
shoots an inch or two. This arrests the growl's 
for a time, but very soon new growths start, 
these blossoming just as the first crop of out 
door Roses is waning. 

Of course all these Roses are grown entire!' 
out-of-doors the first year after potting. Onr 
plan is to select good bushy plants of such 
sorts as we have found useful, trim back their 
growths to about half their length, anti slightly 
trim the_roots, then pot up into 8-inch pots, <x 
at least 7-inch. A compost of loam ami well 
rotted manure is used, two parts of the forme: 
to one of tho latter, and we also add crushed 
hones and wood-ashes in small quantities 
Glean pots, plenty of crocks, and firm pottim: 
ensure success. YY'e never attempt to force 
such i.hints the first year. Such as we do not 
set out as mentionedabovo are plunged in beds 
in a sunny position in .Tune (having previous!' 
kept the plants sheltered by hedges), and they 
are then carefully looked over every (lav, to see 
no injury is done by too rapid ovaporalioh. 
W eak liquid-manure is applied once or twice a 
week, when buds are of the size of marl>Ie>- 
On the H.J\, H.T., and Tea varieties Moom* 
of quite exhibition size are possible. 

1 lie amateur whose soil is quite unfitted for 
Rosas may find in the plan advocated a means 
of growing a few beautiful Roses inexjiensivcly. 
even if lie does not require them for his green 
house. Especially would I commend this 
practice to dwellers near large cities. Any 
handy man could construct a temporary glass 
roof with which to merely shield the plants, 
and there is nothing to prevent him cleansing 
the foliage every other day from harmful 
deposits. Rosa. 

.VOTES AND RErLIES. 
Rosea Merveille de Lyon and Crim¬ 

son; Rambler.- I do not think we fullv 
ii^hkedihh value of jhe Hybrid Perpetual' for thev ^l- - WI va,uc of the Hybrid Perpetual 
Of -laim for them the 
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tively cold, wet autumn as well, half-hardy 
subjects, such as the one under notice, should 
severe frost occur, may suffer severely if left 
too long in the ground. Carrots are much 
hardier, but it is" advisable to lift maincrop 
varieties now growth is finished. Sowings 
made in July are best left in the ground, 
affording a light protection of half decayed 
leaf-soil or Bracken should hard frost threaten. 
I have stored both Beet and Carrots under a 
north wall, stacking the roots close up, sprink¬ 
ling a little dry sand or ashes over each layer, 
keeping the crowns outward, and nailing over¬ 
head a flat board to carry off the rain, and in 
the severest winter placing a thick layer of 
straw in front of the stack. Here the roots 
kept very plump and no growth set in until 
quite on in the spring. The roots remaining 
so dormant must of necessity be of much better 
flavour than those that require to be rubbed 

! over twn or three times during the winter. 
The cooler these eatable roots can lie kept after 
housing the better, care being taken that mice 
do not work them, which they often will 
during hard weather. Veitch’s Model Cairot 
is ham to beat for a gentleman's table, having 
such a small amount of core, while for the July 
sowing I rely upon this variety and Sutton s 
Early Gem. East Devon. 

SEED POTATOES IN WINTER. 

When Potatoes are being grown or harvested 
much anxiety is shown in regard to their 

I welfare. But when under cover it is thought 
they are right for mouths, and little or no 
concern is felt for their safety or attention 
devoted to the care of the seed so long as it 
does not actually decay. In my opinion, how¬ 
ever, great benefit results from attending well 
to seed Potatoes in winter, no matter how 
sound they appeared to be when stored. In 
looking them over once a month or so until 
planting time, it will be found that some of 
them aro decaying. When stored in heaps, as 
they have to be in many instances, one or two 
decaying in the centre, and allowed to remain 
there, will soon cause others to perish. This 
must lie guarded against where sound seed is 
valued, and a general turning over and picking 
out of had tubers at frequent intervals are the 
only way to keep the seed in good condition. 
Small and medium-sized tubers generally keep 
better than very large ones, and those who 
selected their tubers at digging-up time will 
have fewer decaying ones amongst them than 
if the whole—large and small—had been 
stored up together. 

Seed Potatoes may be kept very well in the 

continuous blossoming of the Teas and Hybrid 
Teas, hut many, for the short time they arc in 
flower, are unequalled for effective display. I 
have in mind some glorious beds of Mcrveillc 
,le Lyon, that stately sport from Baroness 
Rothschild. What a splendid contrast this 
Res> would l>e planted among pillars of Crim- 

SPANISH ONIONS. 

Under this heading may safely he included a 
large number of forms differing very little, if 
at all, from each other, hut all of good shape 

Onion Brown Spanish. 

son Rambler! If the latter were disposed and very 
thinly, so that each pillar developed in its own 
glorious fashion, a number of Merveille de 
Lvon could be planted quite thickly to give 
tSe best contrast, for this Rose may bo hard- 
pruned to much advantage. If two or three 
yearling growths are retained, and these cut 
Wk to five or six eyes, a truly glorious blos¬ 
soming is secured. I think some of our public 
(ark manager's should grow Roses more than 
they do. The expense and trouble would 
doubtless be greater, but our national tlower 
seems to be almost ignored in such places. 

Roses for cold greenhouse.- -1, Kindly give me 
the name? and colours of the most satisfactory Roses for 
pit* in a small cool-house? I only want blooms for use 
in the house without any, or with very little, expenditure 
of (net 2. Names and colours ot climbing Roses for the 
iron pillars of a large cool-house, where 1 propose growing 
Figs, Cherries, etc., in pots, utilising the root supports 
and end watt for Roses 1 The house being very sunny the 
Roses would be early in hloom, I hope. 3, Advice respect¬ 
ing a long, single trellis, iron, small beds at foot of trellis; 
intervening arche3 have flower-baskets; lawn in front; 

BEETROOT AND CARROTS. 
These two roots should >>e lifted and st >red 
earlv in November, especially Beet, though this 
will withstand more frost than a great many 

Onion White Spanish. 

dark, hut they will do equally well, and often 
better, in the light. The objection to a dark, 
olosQrdaceass its!)tendency to force the tubers 
• . _ mi.. .1_i. ____ 

imagine. The foliage is a great protection 
to the roots, but it is unwise to leave them in 
the gyounil long after November comes in, as 
(jvj .MK*LJt^2ihar|> touches of frost, and. jthis 
seosonfrawng to so little sun and a compara* 

lany are rather 
all conditions, 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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but they are less so when kept cool and in the Have the ground trenched and manured at 
light. Robuat green shoots will never push once, allowing it to lie rough until you wish 
out so rapidly as drawn-out white ones. The to sow your Peas.] 
latter are absolutely worthless, and should —- latter are absolutely worthless, and should 
never be encouraged. When they grow to any 
great longth the seed cannot be planted with 
them attached to it, and in breaking them 
off a good deal of harm is done. The best of 

QA&DHN WORK. 

Conservatory.—Damp is the great enemy 
all seed Potatoes are those which never require now, and the chiet thing to aim at is to keep 
to be disbudded. The first shoots or main the atmosphere sufficiently dry without using 
eves are the strongest as a rule, and when these too much fire-heat. Careful watering and eyes are the strongest as a rule, and when these too much fire-heat. Careful watering and 
have to be broken off owing to coming too soon, efficient ventilation will do much to preserve 
those which follow are always weaker; and if the flowers—especially Chrysanthemums—in 
the seed can be stored so as to retard growth condition as long as possible. Except in wet, 
until as late as possible, and then produce it windy, or frosty weather, the ridge ventilators 
of a robust character, strong stems and a good should never be altogether closed. This will 
crop are sure to be the result. Some of the prevent tho moisture condensing on the glass 
best Potato growers never put one of their and dripping about among the flowers. There 
seed Potatoes on the top of each other, or will be more or less warmth in the pipes, ac- 
more than two layers deep at most, and this is cording to the atmospheric conditions outside, 
a good way of storing seed in winter. As the so that the air may always be kept in circula- 
slielves iu l'rui t rooms aie emptied they might lion. Small or moderate-sized bluouis keep 
be profitably refilled with layers of the best much longer than large ones which have had a 
seed Potatoes, and any spare rooms or lofts may period of high feeding. If one intends to ex- 
be used in the same way—cool places, well hibit Chrysanthemums, tho cuttings must be 
lighted, but free from frost. In mild weather struck early—i.e., from the end of November 
a good deal of air should be admitted, and in to the middle of January. A strong, healthy 
times of severe frost they should be covered up cutting rooted in January and grown on 
in some way. T. steadily will make a better plant and produce 
- larger blooms titan a weakly cutting struck in 

CAULIFLOWER. November. But if we do not intend to exhibit, 
_ , . , . " . ’ then take strong cuttings whenever and wher- 
The last week in August, or even the first evor th are * ^ foi7nd> between l>ecember 
week in September will be found a suitable an(, A oreven later, if plants are wanted 
date to sow seeds to supply heads for next for grouping in (i-inch pots, Carrying one good 
June, early or late according to the season ,,loo*n had very good blooms on seed- 
Dnlls, 1 foot apart and shallow should be ,- of which tho seeds were -sown in February 
drawn, choosing a sheltered corner for the pur- n on in heat till Aprii, ft„d then 
pose, moistening the same before sowing the hard(fnod off and ,aced 0uUu(',0. Seedlings 
seed, if at all dry, and cover.ng with the dry f a ^ 9tra/n make useful decorative 
soil got out Keep a sharp look out for slugs , tf^h one might never rai.se a plant 
as soon as the seedlmgs appear, dusting w ith *ood elloug»rto obtain a certificate. Camellias, 
freshiy slaked line occasionally wil usually ff ^ * th WM made early, will soon be 
ward off slugs. When large enough to handle showin® colour . but Camellias are not wanted 
the little plants should be dibbled out into tiU the Chrysanthemums are nearly over, and 
nursery lines 6 inches, apart• «" cold l»te or by ^ timJ 0ne begins to long for Camellias, 
whore two or three light shallow frames can 1*3 Genistas and the usual winter-flower- 
placed over them when much frost threatens greenhouse plants ; and later on will come 
or plant in batches of five, where they «^n be u« *orced t,lin^_.bulbs. Lilac3> Spiraeas. etc. 
covered with l.andhghts or cl.«hes W cm Ljlacg force weU in the dark till the 
The one aim the gardener has is to keep them & ^ ^ d and i{ the bloom9 
as hardy as possible, und even when the lights . J ...JZ _„i„ ti,„„ 

as the development goes on and the bunches 
become visible, increase to 60 degs. ani 
advance to 65 degs. when the Vines are in 
bloom. The last figure should not be es 
ceoded, and this means that the thermometer 
will fall to 60 degs. about sunrise in the morn 
ing. As soon as the Vines are showing colour 
in the foliage, ventilation will be carefullv 
attended to, beginning in a small way early is 
the morning and closing early in the alter 
noon. 

Forcing Asparagus.-With plenty of 
strong four-year-old roots which have 
permitted to grow freely, and next to nothing 
cut therefrom, there will be no difficulty is 
cutting Asparagus in three weeks. The 
simplest way of forcing is to make up a bed 
of leaves and manure in sufficient bulk to [to 
duce a warmth of 75 deg. to SO deg., or event 
little more, but a very strong heat is not de¬ 
sirable, as hard forcing weakens the growth 
When the bed Is In a suitable condition, it* 
roots are taken up and placed in the frame-, 
close together, on a layer of leaf-mould 2 inche. 
thick, and a covering of 6 inches of light auti; 
soil is placed over the roots, and a goodsoakio: 
of warm water given to settle it down. I 
watch-stick is then placed in the frame to tell it- 
temperature from time to time. The frame i- 
matted up till the heads of Asparagus in ? 
coming through the soil, when light and air l 
may be gradually admitted. Asparagus sir 
be forced in boxes or flat baskets in air, 

as hardy as ppnble, and even when the lights wanted fo/cutting only, they must bo 
have to be put on m severe weather « pushed Qn jn d>rk> f have had 
to leave a 1. tie ventilation on or the plants [ h Mushroom-house till the flowers 

SX?SrIff'JSSfSjStfS th“ “”d'r 
lays hold of them. In this favoured part of the shaded for a time. 
country, seed sown on the 9th of September, Forcing-house.—There is always work 
and duly pricked out 6 inches apart each way 10 oe done in a forcing house at this season, 
on a very warm sheltered Iwraler, withstood Things move slowly now, and a start should 
the winter safely without any protection what he made wi th flowering plants, such as Azaleas, 
ever; these planted out in the open garden Spineas, Lilacs, Tea and other Roses, ete. 
towards the middle of March gave us remark- Double Daffodils that were potted in August 
ably good heads about the middle of June, the are moving. Arum Lilies may have liquid- 
variety being Earlv London, followed by the manure us soon as the pots are full of roots. 
same variety and Autumn Giant, sown in a Lilium Harrisi is growing freely and must 
little heat at the beginning of February. have all the light possible to keep the plants 

East Devon. dwarf and robust. Do not use too much tire- 

._ heat; 60 degs. at night should not be exceeded 
Weeds In kitchen garden.-Weeds have been at present. They will respond more freely to a 

allowed to K«t the upper hand in my kitchen marden, and little more warmth when 8om0 progress has 
niy gardener has merely dug them in whilst digging- hggn made. It may be mentioned that it is of as as aaisnari”»».» » i««, 1™ „ot ^ 
rooted and undisturbed. Will they prow through eurfaow 

spin? They are not more than 5 inches or 6 inches 
below surface. Would it have been belter to jenab them 

least, twelve month*** preparation. 

Forcing pot - Vines. — Strong well- 
out, burn them, and u« the ashes for manure r—R. I. Y. ripened canes of Black Hamburgh or Foster's 

[You ought to have trenched the ground deeply, bury- Seedling Grapes may bo started any time now 
lug when doing this the weeds ; or you could have hoed jn a temperature of 50 degs. If there is a bed 

?f IrTi".'thM»u T pruning of trees, vegetable refuse, etc., and then spread in the bed to encourage the roots. Ine rods 
the ashes on the ground.] should be turned down to induce back eyes to 

Peas falling.—I cannot grow Peas in my garden. break regularly. As a rule, when the wood is 
Can you help me hy telling me whether I could And out well ripened and the atmosphere is kept moist 
ihe cause bv getting the soil analysed, and whether in . . * mi l. .1*. . 
that case it would be likely that I could alter it effects [>y using the syringe, there will be no difficulty 
ally ¥ I have tried lime and plenty of good manure with* in inducing the buds to burst strongly and 
out success. Then, last summer, I had some soil carted produce fruit. Very little ventilation ia 

ztgrss,rs, »■«.u»i»™.«. «p«di°g„ 
had a good crop, but the other rows were failures as as the V ines are concerned, but, as a rule, 
usual.—E. w. u. when tho pot-Vine-house is started there are 

[From your letter we should say that the other things in the house besides the Vines, 
ground wants trenching to a depth of 18 and the matter becomes a compromise between 
inches or 2 feet, incorporating as the work the Vines and other things, and the best f;oes on plenty of manure. If your soil is should 1*3 done to meet the wants of all things, 
ight, use cow manure, as this helps to retain A good deal of work may be done in a small 

the moisture, but, if heavy, then staole manure forcing-house besides forcing a few Grapes in 
will answer. What you want is depth of soil, it. If the garden . is in the hands of a good 
as is apparent from the crouS'Vbuhad whcli jnan 50 degs. at night will do till tho'ile^Mes 
you added the^r^tif^saij ,f lltoey.Qare bursting forth, then rai«^^>^ jd^pyiiji^ 

warm house. It may be started in the Mak- 
room-house; and we have often forced it a ; 
shallow boxes in a Cucumber-house. 

Early Potatoes in pots.—Good set-« 
Duke of York or any other early kind msybe 
started In pots—three sets in a In-inch pot ic 
a dry, light house. Place some drainage 
the pots, and use sandy loam and leaf-mould 
or very old manure, such as is usually focci 
in old hotbeds. Only one crown eye shwi: 
be left to each set, as one-stemmed piano « 
earlier than when more stems are left, and the 
tubers are more even in size. 

Window gardening.—Cactuses will* 
quire no water now till the days begin 0 

lengthen again. Geraniums and other plant- 
in a cool room will require very little wile 
now. Palms and other fine foliaged phtu 
may be frequently sponged, and, when an. 
sufficient water mu3t be given to moisten all 
the roots. Hyacinths coming on in gUssc 
must have the water renewed as required. 

Outdoor garden. — This is the season w 
tree-planting, and a little more variety may 1* 
desirable in many places where there is spat* 
to plant. The Scarlet Oak is a grand tree 
when it has attained size. The Wnite-learei 
Poplar (P. Bolleana), is a very handsome ar.J 
distinct tree. The Birch is a very charms: 
tree, either isolated or in groups. Plan..' 
thinly among Rhododendrons with clump-M 
Lilies of various kinds it has a pretty and inter 
eating effect. There is more variety in Beeoiie- 
than is generally supj>osed. Several years 
I obtained a collection from a continental 
nursery, and though there was a good deal o! 
sameness among them the collection 
interesting. Everybody should plant at least 
four varieties—the common Silver, \ouogs 
Weeping, lnciniata, and th© Pnrplfi-lea't"' 
variety. The Purple Beech, of course, every 
body plants, and the Fern-leaved Beech is an 
interesting tree. For exposed positions the 
Austrian Pine is excellent, but buy the trees 

from a nursery where things are regally 
transplanted, and do not have them too large 
For wind-swept places our native shrill's icJ 
trees are indispensable. Hollies, Yews, 
Boxes are thoroughly rel iable, and there if * 
good deal of variety, especially among Holm- 
Winter residences should have abundance « 
Hollies about the grounds. Among Comic.4 
the Cedar of Lebanon and the Atlantic Cel-' 
are exceedingly hardy and useful trees, ei:r« 
for avenues or grouping, or as isolated 
mens on the lawn. 

Fruit garden.—Tho weather has 
very' suitable for pruning and planting, am 
every effort should be made to get this woi 
forward before Christmas. There is '|0t a 
shadow- of a doubt if we want handsome 
Apples quickly after planting, we must pco 
OTOfff trees on the English Paradise >t>w - 
The ^Apples at the shows are on im 
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bash trees, l’luut from 1<> foot to 12 feet 
apart, and if there is any idea of marketing 
anv of the fruit, do not plant many kinds. 
Probably six kinds would pay bettor than 
more, and at anyrate I should not plant 
more than a dozen. Do not forget Newton 
Wonder. Blenheim Orange is a good Apple 
for those who can wait, and Cox's Orange 
Pippin for a warm, deep loam. One of the 
things which many people forget is to 
feed the trees when when they are bearing 
freely, and a top-dressing of really good sou 
with a little bone-meal added will encourage 
the roots to remain near the surface, and that 
is the chief advantage of the surface-rooting 
stock. Do not plant anything within 4 feet 
of a fruit-tree. Even more space should be 
given, if possiblo, to wall trees. When the 
wall borders are cropped close up, the trees 
must suffer. In planting, be careful not to 
bury the collars of the trees. We may plant a 
Rose on the Manetti deep enough to cover the 
-lock, but fruit-trees must not bo buried. 

Vegetable garden.—When taking up 
Srakale for forcing, trim off the rootlets or 
thongs and cut them into sets, 4 inches or so 
long, and lay them in damp sand or earth till 
February or March. By that time they will 
have formed small crowns at the thick end of 
the thong or cutting, and when planted, green 
leaves will soon appear. A little later the 
crowns can be thinned to one on each root. If £ted in good, well-worked land early in 

:h, in rows 15 inches apart and 12 inches 
ipart in the rows, good crowns suitable for 
orcing will be obtained by the autumn. Up 
■o the present there has been no frost. In 
nany gardens Cauliflowers are abundant and 

. ine, and French Beans, in some warm situa- 
ions, are still untouched by frost. Of course 
his cannot continue, and in the event of a 
harp snap coming suddenly the tender things 
nust be sheltered. Lettuces in the open will 
land a very poor chnnce, and Cauliflowers 
^protected will soon become a brown slimy 
pass. All root crops in the ground which are 
ikely to be injured by frost should be lifted at 
uce. Parsnips and Jerusalem Artichokes will 
ake no harm. I have heard several people 
raise the Chinese Artichoke, but though it is 
11 right the roots are too small to be enthu- 
iastic about. E. Hobday. 

THU COMING WEEK'S WORK 

Extracts from a Garden Diary, 

lumber 1st.—We have still some pruning 
3 do, and many wall trees to train. For this 
itter work we find the Golden Osier or Willow 
cry useful for securing the large branches, 
nd as the Willows are plentiful on the place, 
*re is economy in using them, and many of 
10 ties will last two years, which is quite long 
3ongh. Took up Rhubarb for forcing in 
lushroom-house. Started a few sets of early 
otatoes for frame planting. We find beds of 
aves and stable-manure very suitable. 
Ihcember Sud.—We have just finished plant- 

Roses, except a few Teas which are in pots 
ad will be kept over till the spring. We have 
lanted Roses much later than this, but there 
‘an advantage in getting the planting done 
j near November as possible. The early- 
kmted Roses have begun to make roots, and 
■il! soon be well established. We have potted 
P a good many of our old scarlet and other 
■eraniums. Most of the largest leaves were 
at off, and the plants when potted were 
laced in a teni|>erature of 50 degs. Every 
'ant is now making growth, and there will be 
good stock of cuttings. 
Ikomlnr .W.—Some common things, such 

a Laurels and Oval-leav ed Privets, have been 
?®oved from a recently planted shrubbery, 
■or the future we shall discontinue the plant- 
ng of nurses, but fill in between the permanent 
eatures with herbaceous plants, such as 
uichaelmas Daisies, tall Phloxes, etc., in 
.'roups of one colour, and by the sides of the 
•'alks, or within sight of them, do more with 
oulbs and Primroses. Planted a group of 
“’over Birch at one corner of a lawn. A group 
'!three tree of the Scarlet Oak has also been 
planted. 

Ibeembtr 4/h.—Started a fresh lot of Seakale 
roots ‘P the Mushroom-house. Everything is 
-"eetin the M ushroom- houso,-whero., Rhubar'' 

and Seakale are lioing forced, or the flavour 
may lie injured. Rhubarb especially will take 
on an earthy flavour if grown in a tainted 
atmosphere. Tree Carnation Mmo. Franco is 
a vigorous, healthy winter bloomer, and is 
easily propagated from cuttings in heat in 
February. looked over fruit stores. The 
finest and l»cst Apples have come from the 
bush-trees on the Paradise-stock. These are 
freely top-dressed with rich compost. 

December 5th.—All our bulb-beds and bor¬ 
ders have been top-dressed with a mixture 
of old potting soil and Moss-litter-manure. 
This will remain till the bulbs are coming 
through, and will then be lightly buried! 
Last year we noticed some of the large 
patches of Narcissus in the wilderness 
failed to bloom well. These, when the 
growth ripened, were lifted, and were found 
much too thick to flower well. The bulbs 
have now again been planted thinner in fresh 
soil, and we hope to see them flower abun¬ 
dantly again. 

December 6th.—Rearranged conservatory, 
and removed all plants no longer effective. 
We have still plenty of Chrysanthemums; somo 
of the late sorts are only just showing buds. 
Besides these, Scarlet Salvias and Scarboro’ 
Lilies inquantityareverybright. Then,inaddi¬ 
tion, there are numerous odds and ends of things 
which come and go constantly, and help to 
give variety, and we know how charming 
variety is in a conservatory. The watering is 
always done in the morning now, and a little 
ventilation given at the same time to get out 
the damp. 

BEES 

Foreign Bees.—C. J. l’adbury, in writing 
to you about foreign Bees, November 15, 
p.492, says, “I did not get Carniolans, as they 
have a bad name for swarming.” I have had 
several stocks of Carniolans for some years, and 
find that they only swarm in alternate years. 
The year that they swarm I get no super 
honey. They are in Neighbour's Cottage 
Hives, with glass windows in the side, and I 
put bell glasses and box supers on the top, 
which are well filled every other year. One 
hive is octagon-shaped, ana has a large octagon 
wood and glass super to fit it, which holds 
35 lb. I have twice had this quite full. They 
are extremely hardy Bees, and I never feed 
them. They are also excellent workers, and I 
am never without super honey from one or 
other of the stocks that have not swarmed 
during the summer. I had English Bees at 
one time, but I find the Carniolans more hardy, 
strong, and healthy, and certainly better 
workers. E. Godom-hin Osboknk, Coteieold 
District, Gloucestershire. 

BIRDS. 

Bullfinch (E. S. IF.).—Yes ; it is bad for 
any bird to be kept in a room where gas is 
burned, and Bullfinches being very susceptible 
to the influence of heat, which affects them 
injuriously, require to be kept in a cool atmo¬ 
sphere to preserve them in health. Your bird 
could not have had better treatment in the 
matter of diet, and there can be little doubt 
that tho gas was the cause of its death. Yuu, 
of course, supplied it with grit, sand, and 
plenty of water. Besides causing the loss of 
feathers through skin irritation, the heat from 
gas brings nbout what is commonly called by 
bird-keepers asthma, but which is really an 
irritation of tho bronchial tubes from the in¬ 
fluence of the hot, dry air. A good diet for 
Bullfinches is black Rape-seed, scalded, to 
which should be added a little Canary-seed, 
and just a few grains of Hemp occasionally. 
These birds in their wild state are very partial 
to buds of fruit-trees, and in a state of cap¬ 
tivity should be supplied from time to time 
with a small bunen of twigs of any kind of 
fruit tree, which will tend to keep them in 
health. A piece of Apple to peck at is greatly 
appreciated by these birds, especially if it con¬ 
tains pips, of which they are exceedingly fond. 
They may also have occasionally a stalk of 
Plaintain-secd, a few Privet berries, a piece 

boiled Catyot, and a little Watercress to 

Death of Hartz Mountain Canary 
(Nile).—This bird was excessively fat, and its 
sudden death appears to havo been duo to an 
apoplectic seizure, which is often tho fate of a 
biro in this condition. This over-fatness may 
have arisen from its having partaken freely of 
food too rich in nitrogenous compounds, and 
the Maw seed wus probably the cause of the 
trouble. A constant supply of this seed 
should not lie allowed, but only a small 
quantity occasionally. When constantly gi ven, 
although it be mixed with the other seeds, 
Canaries are apt to cousume an undue pro¬ 
portion, and Buffer accordingly. On the 
shortness of breath being observed it would 
have been well to havo put the bird upon 
short commons, and to have discontinued the 
Hartz Mountain bread and Maw-secd for a 
time, while encouraging the sufferer to take 
as much exercise as possible. There is always 
a disinclination on the part of a bird suffering 
from obesity to move about or take sufficient 
exorcise, which, of courso, incroaacs the 
trouble. Where plenty of exercise can be 
obtained,'as in a garden aviary, birds remain in 
perfect health, and may be allowed to indulge 
freely in various seeds that would prove in¬ 
jurious to caged birds. The plumage of this 
Canary was in very fine condition.—S. S. G. 

AQUARIA. 

Wintering Goldfish (“ Yewcliff.”)— 
These fish will survive the winter in ponds if 
the precaution be taken, in the event of fro6ts, 
to keep the ico broken in places to admit air. 
It would, no doubt, save much trouble and 
anxiety to winter your Goldfish under cover. 
A greenhouse with a temperature of from 50 
degs. to 60 degs. would suit them well, but care 
must be taken to shade the water from the 
direct rays of the sun, for, although light is 
necessary to the production of oxygen and to 
the growth of aquatic plants, an excess of 
light encourages tue development of conferva, 
which not only appears on tho sides of the 
aquarium, but will grow also upon the stems of 
aquatic plants, besides making the water thick 
and unpleasant to tho eye. For food give your 

fish a little vermicelli now and then, broken 
rather small, and a tiny worm or two occasion¬ 
ally. Dried lean beef, shredded very fine, is 
an excellent food for Goldfish ; they devour it 
greedily, and thrive upon it exceedingly well.— 

DAW AND CUSTOM. 
Quitting tenants and fruit-trees. — I am 

changing my residence. Have I the right to take away 
with me the fruit-trees, Strawberry plants. Raspberry- 
canes, Rose-tree*, and the flowers which I have planted ? 
-7. 7. 

[No: you cannot remove any of these things. 
When once planted, such are annexed to the 
freehold and belong to the landlord. But a 
landlord will usually allow a tenant to remove 
flowers, if permission be asked. He may 
refuse if he thinks proper so to do.—K. C. T.] 

Ruinous property left to tenants for life.— 
Some time ago some property was left to my sisters for 
their lives only. It was then In such bad repair that a 
half-year’s rent only did a small part of what was neces¬ 
sary. It is in a very bad state, and the heir refuses to 
assist. If my sisters' have to put it into anything like 
decent repair, it will absorb the whole Income they derive 
from it. Could they borrow on mortgage for the purpose 
of repairs without the consent of the heir? The property 
was left to my sisters to maintain them.—Glkxiiai.k. 

[This question should bo asked of a solicitor 
who can inspect the will under which the pro¬ 
perty passed. Without knowing the terms of 
the devise it is impossible to say whut powers 
the sisters possess to charge the pro|>erty. 
They may certainly mortgago their own 
interests, but us the security would be quest reli¬ 

able, this courso might not help them much. 
You should consult a solicitor.—K. C. T.j 

Position of an outgoing tenant.-On April Sth 
last, 1 took a house, with a small garden, comprising some 
200 square yards, in the front. On half of this garden there 
then stood lOu Rose-trees; the other half was liras*. I 
paid my landlord on my entry £* for the Rose-tiets in 
question, and I sent the note he gave roe to Somerset 
House, and had it stamped there. 1 have received notice 
to give up the garden on Feb. 2, lflOS. Can I sell the 
Rose-trees to the value of £1 and remove the remainder ? 
—Beoonia. 

[ Your statement isincoinplete: you shouldhave 
sent u copy of the note tho landlord gave you, 
and yoth.sbouldi Ip^ve.snid whether there was 

understanding that you were to be at l any understanding tiiat you wen 
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liberty to sell or remov 

a valuation for them 
think vou mav claim payment lor them when ol a sanitary authority 11 a nuisance to uwuu economical in me end, ana tue long shoots usually obua- 
you quit, and the payment should be on the is caused. Further, that no matter how long able upon each plants reader the*.very valuable. 

hasie of their value at that time : but 1 do not clean or unpolluted water may have been Aspidlstra leaves splitting (/. R. C. 
Oasis OI cneir \aiue au mai wu*° • ’’ ,_, c ,!,« A in. Possibly the Aspidistra w potted too deeplv, ot il mr. be 
think you can sell or remove the trees if the discharged into a neighbour s ditch, the Uis th(lt ttie drainage isat fault, in which ewe the 

him, as you cannot enter to remove them after your neighbour now proposes to connect eMtnirte the drainage os noon as yon can, and rectilrim 
irivinp-UD possession—K C T.l another drain with your ditch, but he lias no had. If you cannot repot, try giving the plant! iiai- 
k fell''' ... rj„|,t to do this, although you may be unable artificial manure, watering it in and ay-ringing oterhui 

Contract to purchase property .-On Nov. 7th , , : lo Cllt „ii fche old drain ; and if 10 encourage fresh growth from the base. 
I signed an agreement to purchase a piece of land and to I . , 1, j Fuchsias In winter (J. Jamieton',- 

av proceed i 

Wi ll; Ul ?uiuuiuno »»iiiv-11 10 - , . * 

mons issued by the County Court on the entry probably have uio dcoi 
of a plaint. Ifyourquestiou really means. Can neighbour.— K t_ J | 

the seller seize my goods and sell them without - 

bringing any action against me r The answer GORRESPO 
is: No, he cannot do this. He must bring an — 

action, and you may defend it. 1 do not know Questions,—Querist “rid 
what vour defence may be, but if you > 
AafanA it chnnlrl lie bv a solicitor_K C T.l rules: All communications should be dearly and amoset,/ ground is heavy and wet. 
defend, it s o y ■ written on one tide of the paper only, and addrated tt Banksian Rose not blooming <Ca-a)-lliuu 

Agreement for a lease of lives the editor of garde-iwo, n, Fumwa-artet, u*™™. noses become too crowded, iho laterals whbih W:ss 
r k /» r \ Vnn nnlv 31wk onfi nucstion. and London, R-C. heller* on business shoxua be sent tc canoot d ex-el op properly. You should cut out dorfc.'tfct 
0. on only ask one quest on, a a Pubush.r. The name and address oj’the tender are sumnier, say in June ail the soft, sappy shoots, sMc; 

OU do GARDUrtKO 

robably have the desired ollect ujion your evidently too thick. Lift them if the weather boj*, 
•iirlibour_K (J T I now. and replant, putting a dozen conns in each posts. 

e J spreading this number over a space 0! 12 inches, iM 
-letting the bulbs he Irom 4 inches to 0 inches below tae 

finDDCnoniincHM surface. If the weather is bid you can leave thenli 
UUnnCarUrV UCrVUCi February. Take care to plant only Ihe htron^es? e*«-« 

- in prominent places, putting the smaller ones in iraen- 
QueatlouB.—Queries and answers are inserted in part ol the ganlen to grow into flowering conn*. See Ik 
ARDRNiNO free of charge if correspondents follow these the soil is well drained, as failures often follow when tv 

rules: All communications should be clearly and ooncisel:i round is heavy and wet. 

Banksian Rose not blooming lOa-ol-li: « 

>, ■ . ___ , _i„ r ubububb. summer, say in June, an uie sou, sappy snoots, irau; 
that IS this—Is the agreement property required in addition fo any designation he may desire tc [hose thac remajn, spreading them out as mnch am 

duty, and of the penalty of CIO. It is im sent to press sometimein advance of date, queries caniiot slin Rogee require a warm wall and dry border »a.- 
material for one what purpose the first named always 6« replied to in the issue immediately foUowing or t|lree year8> growth to bloom in perfection, 

lessee holds the land so long as he docs not ‘tZZZt commnnlcatlon’ ^*~**^“ Rose Marechal Kiel in small greenhc^ 

commit any breach of the agreement, and the Naming frult.-fisadsr* who desire our help in S'(i1Jj,i[hS.i‘i odiSSle*teuton ttaiim* 
fact that he uses the land ior grazing purposes ,Mming fruit should bear in mind that several specimens int0 Krowlh unlji February or March. MarechalSidwi 
only does not constitute any breach of the in different stories of colour and site of the same kind olhfr Hoses when dormant would tie able to wither'.; 

Tho agreement itself will bear the 'Jreatly assist in its determination. We have received (ew fiegree8 Q| frost, but as soon as new giowUsiv 
agreement. 1 ne agreement ltseii \from several correspondents single, specimens of fruits „Hvancc,i shout an inch, then the temperature sheer.:-* 

communication. We do not reply tc Rose Marechal Niel in small greenhrc=- 

signature of the lessor and will bo held by the fnr naming, these in many cases being unripe and other■ (aJjf"de^o 
lessees; what you hold is merely the duplicate wise poor. The difference between varieties of fruits are, houge lo lhi8 Utnpc 
sieued by the lessees. This is a case in which **» many eases, so trifling thgd u necessary that three for „ rise of about , 
,6 , J . . ,_ . . „„ 1 „ specimens of each kind should be sent. We can undertake _jva|Ke,j \ye |iav. 

the lessees should require a. formal lease to be t0 only far varieties at a time, and these only when lnll jn a house wh( 

executed, and the reversioners should most, the above directions are observed. given, so that you r 
certainly consult a solicitor and act on his --—- we should not advl 

advice, although there seems no ground upon PLANTS AND FLOWBR8. toTtarfKwdo 

other Hoses when dormant would tie able to withc.-l. 
__ . „ . , , , .. few degrees of frost, but as soon as new growth! tv 
- from several correspondents single specimens of fruits advancc,i ahout an inch, then the temperature toiln 

u,° for naming, these in many cases being unnpe and other- [a]| below lu degs. at night. The nearer you can kapu* 
icate wise poor. The difference between varieties of JruUs are, house to this temperature by night the better, iflewf. , 
vhich in many cases, so trifling that it is necessary that three (or a rise of about pi Hogs, by day until growihs in 1 

advanced. We have grown Marechal Niel very mv 
fully in a house where no artificial heat whatever hu >1 

given, so that you need not fear but that it «ills»(a 
We should not advise you lo keep the lamp ilighi 
unless the weather lie very frosty. Some thicker ■ 
straw hurdles laid on roof at night will keep outik ^ _ _ v_ —— --- straw nuraiea iaiu on rooi ai mini «iu »ecp . 

which tlie agreement can be set aside.— prunlng old Rose-bushes (South Stafford).- frost. 
K. C. T. Unless you desire to grow the plants in pillar lorn the Chrysanthemums — wlien to stop planta 

Hawker's licences. - I am ..commencing, the must be wTu«d. not 1however. unUl March, to bloom in September (Constant 

r *1^1^ .1 f • -.i i ] may also »>e given during the winter or in showery as Fwdinbnrgh also increases the difficulty. Neveftbt* 
[I think that in neither case would any weather. Apply next April a dressing of sulphate of try the following treatment : Pinch out the point c.}- 

licence be required, as you would be 11 tlie real ammonia at the rate of 2 lb. per rod. plants of Mrs. Geo. Mileham, Mrs. J. Greenfield, sjd** 

maker or worker*’ of the goods or merchandise Solanum capsicastrum fruiting (F. J. G.>— Nellie Pockett about the in 

sold, and you may sell such by yourself, by 

your Children, and by your servants usually 'nV^ opsu a^duringlhc summer W m.lucethcm to Pinch the plants at end of Mareh o,.d retam sjs ^ | 
residing With you, without becoming liable to flowerand prSdure lorries, and then when the berries budi ' our prospects of success will . 

take out 
these things in an urban district within which weeds on lawn (A. B. Smith).—We fear there is > 
,1_■ n Fr»llc nro hiL-m nr no better wav than handweeding for getting rid of the 

possible, growing I 

Lillum candldum (J. D. Si>npi"ti)-k -:< 
flowering size in this Lily, single crowns, wcuM ' 
S inchei diameter. A bulb ol this size or one akin .re¬ 
produce a spike 1! feet high, and carry six ot 
flowers. Hut there are double ami triple cwme “V 
this famous Lily, which frequently carry i*° 01 
flower-stems, and flowers in proportion. In resfr all persons except licensed hawkers, who sell }>,; oll^h lime to .my 

or expose for sale, elsewhere than in the market 2 ,j,iiong ol water. Stir the mixture about from time to lo U8 lhat improves so'much as this vkr - r 
or iu their own shop or dwelbng house, ally time, and if vou find all the lime is dissolved, add some iished some two or more years. In fact, ihe bolluifW 
article in respect of which tolls are charged in more until the water cannot take up m‘5Je:h K ' flowering may have a :;-feelspike orless; twoye»nJ*P 

he market, P liable to a pe-lty £t as « £- «* 'StfSSl&X?# 

licensed hawker is exempt from this penalty, turbid. best variety of this Lily Is known as L. c. maximmave 
many persons in a similar position to your- Rose Leonle Lamesch (FT. IIMy)—The mal- „ot only its tiller growth, but bolder and more k--* 

A drainage question (o'. II. if.).- «fc' 
From your statement, and the sketch annexed, 

I gather that you have built a house near the adm 

boundary of your property, and that along a two. 
v>nn me piams> aim uncowu v. ^ _ 
proceed as follows : Well shake away all soil, 

have seen in this paper that such may be Roses tor greennouse iacuig Wmi ■» ren *“*• spired »» -' 

stopped,, no matter ».10", «r(T'rnistaken" 
have existed, but in this you are mistaken. jjiphetoB, and Monaieur Dear; and for the roof the follow- everything can in any degree compare 
You have doubtless seen it stated in these j„g kinds would be admirable, especially an you do not utility or safety. Owing to the cro« rooting*; ^ ^ 
columns that, 110 matter how le«g sewage may wish them to shade those on the back wall: QraF Abgl| jjn^these plant-, there is much unneens . 

Digitized by VjOOQlC IIMIV/FR^ITY OF II I IMDK AT 

ill in this way obtain an early display next Boring. Do may bc necessary to gently drive the liandforfcs 
ot protect in any way. In the case of the Antirrhinums hammer, and they should be inserted the Wu ' 
nd rentstemonH, it is well to clean the l*cds in the spring thcir prongs. When this is done take hclJ w f 
nd top-drens with leaf-soil and short manure. Uu will wilh Cjther hand and gently wrench outward 
hen get a plentiful harvest of blooin in'the summer. bitv direction. In this way the trunk portiot« 

Roses for greenhouse facing west (Dublin}, i* rent asunder even with the "> 

ie back wall : Mine. Abel I in these plants, there 

Original from 
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linW »re divided by the inexperienced. Treated as above, 
o sever, the operation may be performed expeditiously 
cd well. Hardly any other hardy plant possesses so 
>ti:h a trunk root a9 the Pasony, and especially so if the 
lasts are of long standing. A good deal of the bard trunk 
-rfiwi is quite useless, as no fresh root-tibre is emitted 
eretrom. After division of this kind the plant reeom- 
riKWiW rooting from the base of the crown-buds. 
Standard Heliotropes {Xortoich).—The tall 
elioiropes seen in many public parks and gardens are 
own on from strong cuttings, rooted early in thespring, 
these make quick growth, and in heat throw up one 

idiDg shoot. As side shoots break these are pinched 
l, nid when bloom shows in the leader, that too is 
v:t<d and a fresh leader formed, this process being 
(tied until the plants are 1 feet in height. They are 
xe readily induced to grow up to this height if they are 
o: in pots in a greenhouse, where they get abundance 
light and air, also plenty of water, with occasional doses 
liquid-manure. Once the planls have attained the 
aired height, they are in the spring following started 
ureath under glass, then hardened off, and early in 
f ire put out into the bed3 or plunged in the lawn, 
e must I* taken thnt the plants do not sulTcr from 
ncs-during the summer, an occasional dose of liquid- 
mre being also very beneficial. 

VEGETABLES. 
v’lreworm In garden (Despair).—You should 
I; at once a dressing of gas-lime at the rate ol 
>heb to three rods of ground. Where the ground is 
tj. spread the lime about as evenly as you can, and 
'i eiposed to the air for four or five weeks it will 
t down and may he spread more evenly. Then dig it 
6>tte there arc growing crops spread it as before, but 
ot dig it in. .Simply allow it to he washed in until 
•roiacoineoir the ground, then dig it in. Uround 
dieted must not be cropped until the spring, 

orctng Rhubarb in the open air (/■’. Il l— 
ire mine pots or boxes with movable tops. a»A place 

)meach crown to be forced. Then cover them ail 
with fresh stable filter, or a coating of leaves and 
miitd together. If you want Rhubarb by Christ- 

you must cover up some crowns at once, and as soon 

as the first hatch has started into growth cover a few 
more crowns to keep up a succession until Rhubarb conics 
naturally in March, when a little litter spread over the 
crowns will forward the growth at least a fortnight before 
those lhat are left uncovered. 

SHORT REPLIES. 
fi 'e. I'inJreil.—The removal has checked the flower. 

See notes on Catlleyas in our issue of Nov. p. i;*;.- 
S. //.—The dates are wrong. The “ Week's Work " isoon- 
tinned from one year's end to the other. We always go to 
press a week in advance—that is to say, the issue' for the 
22 nd went to press on the loth.-O. Donnell a Boo.—1, 
Yes, you can keep the Maiden hair in vour conservatory 
during the winter, hut you must not give it much water 
from now until the end of March. 2, Leave the Rose as it 
is. It will stand in the cold-frame all the winter. .;. Pot 
I’alms in the spring, using good yellow loam with plenty 
of sand mixed with it.-Madame I.i.jonier. — l>o you 
mean early-flowering Chrysanthemums? If to, lists ami 
full descriptions have been given in recent numliers.- 
J. Atkin*. — “Chrysanthemums and Their Culture,” 
by K. Molyneux. Tenth edition. Bucks,— Any nursery¬ 
man will he pleased lo send you his catalogue.-BceUr. 
—Water the plants with weak lime-water, when the worms 
will come to the surface and can he destroyed.-1<. /•;, 
Johnson,—Yes, any of the plants mentioned in the list on 
p. 493 will answer your purpose. Any tree and shrub 
nurseryman will supply you, Casa.—We do not under¬ 
stand your query.-11. X. Devon. Sec letter in this 
week's issue on the subject, p. 51U.-Cecil 11 ill.—3, The 
way is to plant groups of six or more, according to space, 
and not to have single specimens all over the border. 
See article in this week's issue, p. 510.-.4. c.— If 
shoots are v ery thick, thin them out in order to st rengthen 
thoee left, which will make good cuttings. _', Do vou 
mean Viola (Tufted Pansy) seed ! 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS, 
Names of plants.—F. L. S.—1, Pentstemon var. ; 

2, Specimen insufficient; 3. Phlox Drummondi.—s. 
Ifw/. iv.—1. N'ephrolepis exaltata; 2, Asplenium hulbi- 
ferum. We cannot undertake to name Roses.-A". 

Ttiaekr.—Cereussp.. hut cannot say which without sering 
flowers.-!»'. 11. B. — 1, Euonymus japonicus l.itifclms 
allius; 2, Begonia, tielonging to the Rex family; 3, 
Asparagus Sprengi ri; J. Adiantum concinnum latum.- 
f. J. B — Kindly send in flower. Title. —I, Chrysanthe¬ 
mum Pygmalion ; 2, C. Prince cf Grange ; 3, Aster eordi- 
folius-(1. ./"lies.—l, Hypericum calycinuin ; '2, Marvel 
of Peru (Mirabilis Jalapa); :t, Anemone; 4, Ground Ivy 
probably.--IP. J.—Difficult, to soy from leaves only, 
which resemble those of Cassia floritmnda-Krin/.— 
The Tamarisk (Tamariv gallicA).-B. II. Ik— t, S.-diim 
rupestre; 2, Seropervivum montamim : 3, Saxifrngn 
hypnoidcs: 4, Veronica re pens.-K. T. S.— 1, Begonia 
metallica; '2, Linaria reticulata alba; 3, Diplacus gluti- 
nosus. 

Names of fruits.—C. A S. M.-Pear Doyenne du 
Cornice.——Kedar.—Your Apple is, we think, the French 
Crab, hut it is difficult to say when only one specimen is 
sent- Try root pruning the tree to brine it into blaring. 
-.W. R. It.—Pear t'rassanc.-Billie /bV/. - Specimens 
insufficient.-—-Xihlrll.—Apple Yorkshire Beauty. I’car, 
specimens insufficient-George I 'p'on— I*ear Louise 
llonne of Jersey.-Sjtrinntield. - Pear lluvshe's Prince 
Consort.-C../. /•'. Bias Dram.—1, Ileinette deCanada ; 
2, Ilambledon deux Ans ; 3, Alfriston. 

Catalogues received. -John Forbes, Hawick, 
N. H. -List '/ 'I'n > *. Sin i'ti-, ft ni<-tree*, ere--Hcgg 
and Wood, Coldstream and Duns, N.B.-Aid Xnr.-. ni 
Stock. 

National Dahlia Society.—The annual meeting 
of tli1 Society will he held at the Hotel Windsor on 
Dec. Hi. The 19)3 exhibition will take place on Sept. 
1 and 2, at the Drill Hall, Westminster. There will be a 
conference on the judging of Cactus Dahlias on the after¬ 
noon of the first day. Lord llchesler haskinrilv consented 
to 1-c-onie a patron ot the society.—J. F. Hi nsox, Hon. 
Secretary. 

Photographic Competition.—Hv 
lo rtniind our remit r* I Ini the I’holo-jra/th 
Coin/tilil ion float m to il’ll/, nml till iiilt itilhnj 

competitors shou/tl send in at once. 

AN ENTIRELY NEW DICTIONARY OF GARDENING. 
JUST njBUSHEID. 

Complete In TWO VOLUMES. Half-leather, Gilt Top, price 30s. net. 

assell’s Dictionary of Practical Gardening. 
An Illustrated Encyclopaedia of Practical Horticulture for all Classes. 

Edited by WALTER P. WRIGHT, 
crticullwral Superintendent under the. Km! Connli, Council, Author of “ Pictorial Practical Cardaiin-j," Editor of “ Tin (larehw rf ,tc.. 

With COLOURED PLATES and several hundreds of Illustrations from Photographs taken direct from Nature. 

tJ!m ll";t'onary has j*,e.m?Vt' of l,,eln" ",holly distinct from all other gardening hooks, encyclopedic or otherwise, and, what is of still 

de'r^of^popularhy^— nr. M/?, executl°" as to IeilV0 110 douht in our mind as to it proving highly useful and attaining to :i 

CASSELL & CO., Ltd., London; and till Booksellers, 

G. W. RILEY, F.R.H.S., 
Rustic and Horticultural Works, 

NORWOOD ROAD HERNE HILL, S.E. 
For A 

CREENHOUSES, 

Rustic Work . 

8ft. by 5 ft. on rail £3 10 0 j 12 ft. by 8 ft. on rail £6 0 0 
Oft. by 6 ft, „ -I 0 0 15 ft. by 10 ft. 8 10 0 

10 ft. by 7 ft. 5 0 0 13) ft. by 10 ft, ,. 12 0 0 

f GREENHOUSES 
fr VArh.lD EFFICIENTLY 
5 BY CAS 
RECULAR TEMPERATURE 

MAINTAINED 
WITHOUT ATTENTION 

EASILY FIXED 
SMALL COST 
NO TROUBLE 

I,?, EWART’S 
\ ‘ALBANY* 
k\ BOILER 

Always in art ion at 

fL 346 euston rd 
IB •'fite . NW 

SUITABLE FOR 

’INC-PONG 
OR 

ABLE TENNIS 
Absolutely the Largest Stock in 

London. 

NAVVY BARROWS 
9s. 6cl. each. 

Also Ladders. Barrows, 
Dor Kennels, &c. 

uiese balls are in every way 

Hl'al to the best Match Balls, 
did al six times the price. They 

ear the same relation lo other 

allh for the same purpose as 

;oes< Globe Polish to other 

•olishes, being much cheaper 

nd more effective. All orders 

xecuted strictly in rotation. 

RAIMES & CO., LTD., 
Tredegar-road, Bow, London, E. 

Halfpenny Stamps prejerred. 

GOOD CHEAP GLASS. 
Alien is in stock, targe or small guantUie*, in lie foll-nrinn sins 

12 lor 10 14 by 13 20 l.y 13 31 l.y 14 20 hy 18 
14 by 10 Ifi by 12 18 hy 14 20 by 1R 22 by 18 
16 by 10 18 hy 12 18 by 16 4 by 16 24 by 18 

100 feet boxes) 100 feet boxes \ «. 3rdsquality, 
4ths. 15-or. / 12/- 4ths, 21-or. J 14/6 1 6 per hoxoitra 

Note —Glass cut to art? rise at eliuh! advance on abort prices, 
in large or small tuantilies. Special Lines.—8 by6,9hy2 
10 by 8. 12 by 8, 13 hy 9, 15-or , 10s ; 21-oz , 12s per lot'. 
It. extra for 3rds. Putty, 23 lb;. 2*. 6d. Paint, Sash- 
bars. Nails and Roofing Felt. Iron and Zinc 
Gutters, Oil and Varnish, lrom stock. Pul 
free on rail in London. Package free. All glass is sent 
direct from stock at my warehouse (not from wharf), care¬ 
fully examined, and guaranteed to he in sound condition before 
banding to railway co. Intending purchasers will do well to 
consider the advantage of buying direct from stock at ware¬ 
house. All glass is carefully packed, put direct on rail, risk of 
breakage very slight. Before placing orders wnth agent, Sease write for wholesale prices to—J. B. ROBINSON, 

holesale OlaMJWdplDnldpra' Mrrrhant, 31, Moor-lano, 
London. Ei.v, 'advertiser in llvis paper lew 

Cal! and see the Hoods in Showyard and select from ttock. 
Catalogues. 3d. stamps. 

Any article supplied on Hire Purchase System. 

Few shop-oiled. 10 >: 6. 58s. 6d.; 12 x 8. 78s. 6d.: 
14 10. *5 78. 6d.; 20 x 10, £6 178. 6d., span roof, 
extra strong woodwork, and 21-t»z, glass. Ortlinary uiako 
. henis-r, Approval.-BABTON'S. 6anford st„ .Vew oross. 

"DELIABLE MF.N WANTED as Agents.— 
-*-b Liberal terms and exceptional opportunities (or iroprov- 
inji—ue-'lion Wouldjsuit elderly man of active habit,,. 
Sfnd a-fipst--!>nl_Xi.| parricnlars to—"SUITABI.K., •• o 
■eacunft . 1. tO>-:ltfrrf:a!l-.-itr.-et, K.C. 
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DESIDERATUM 

• i idJaM# 

HEATING 
APPAR AjyS ASrixto 

StourbriDGE 

COMPETITION DEFIED. 
„ , Span-roof Greenhouse, 

r MWawWauvi. Jl Constructed of round, wji«v 
sooed Timber, with billjlM 

\ door, staging, Tcn'.iUuiri. irl 
tjttrtp/j/necessary ironwork. Paint*1,. 
'fP’.l f ] W FT and pa' free on rail in Lools 

Glass a11 a-**- 
7ft- by 5ft.. £2 12a; 9 ft bj *_ 
£3 16a; 12ft. by 8ft, £5 lk. 
15ft- by 9ft., £S; 25ft. bj W; 
ill; 50ft, byl0fL.£24 

Market Gardeners' 
Forcing House. wwi, , 

Framework of well-sea- I 
som-d red deal. 21-oz. glass fr^sZTc5s32i&kVf{ V iv 
throughout. 20ft. by 9ft., So w* 
£8 . 30ft. I>x 12ft., £|4; ”'»wr ^"^3* 
50ft. hy 12ft., £23: 100ft. '3^SBr^l 
by 12ft., £42. 

A “ Dcfiancc" Hot-Water 
■T? M: Apparatus. 
1Y~|~> ■ Complete with 4-in. hot-w-v 
ffl - JVBl pines, Joints and ccnnrctmi! >' 

brickwork ne<ded. FhrkwMt 
,.. .. 1 V.if by 6ft., £3: 12ft. by 8ft. £1 H, 

■BB?- 15ft. by 10ft.. £4 5-l: 30ft. by a. 
- l £5 Sa; 25ft. by 10ft., £4Sa 

' ESTIMATES FREE A3 
merits arranged and qaoutwa 
submit ted for houses of - - 
size and design, sUo tor sin 

lions or repairs to existing structures. 

SEND FOR ZaXST. 
d. WILLIS & CO., 

92. Pcckbam Rye. London. S.E. 

GENUINE 
BARGAINS. SOLD 

OWING to the (treat continual increase of our business, 

we now find our works too small to cope with the 

enormous number of orders sent to us during the 

busy seasons, and intend next spring to make very exten 
site alterations, ttc., and to save expense c4 removal ar.d 

goods getting damaged during rebuilding, have decided 

to clear the whole of our present stock in all departments 
much below- usual prices. 

SEND FOR PRICE LIST 

CONTAINING 

FORCING HOUSES, 
GREENHOUSES, 
CONSERVATORIES, 
ODD CONSERVATORIES AND 

GREENHOUSES, 
CUCUMBER FRAMES, 
GARDEN LIGHTS, 
PROPAGATORS, 
TRELLIS, 
TRELLIS ARCHES, 
WIRE ARCHES, 
FLOWER STANDS, 
GARDEN BARROWS, 
LAWN MOWERS, 
HORTICULTURAL TIMBER, 
HORTICULTURAL GLASS, 
HOSE, 
HOT-WATER APPARATUS, 
HOT-AIR HEATERS, 
RUSTIC HOUSES, 
SEATS AND VASES, 
WATER BARROWS, 
CISTERNS, 
TERRA-COTTA VASES, 
GARDEN ROLLERS, 
MANURES, 
PEA GUARDS, 
IRON CHURCHES, 
IRON BUNGALOWS, 
IRON STABLES, 
LOOSE BOXES, 
IRON HUTS, 
SPORTS PAVILIONS, 
PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDIOS, 
IRON SHEETS, 
PROPAGATORS, 
FOSTER MOTHERS, 
EGG BOXES, 
CHICKEN COOPS, 
NEST BOXES, 
POULTRY HOUSES, 
POULTRY HURDLES, 
DRINKING FOUNTAINS, 
EGG PRODUCER, 
EGG TESTERS 
ROUP PILLS, 
PIGEON & DOVE COTES, 
WIRE NETTING, 
ROOFING FELT, 
JET VARNISH, 
LADDERS & STEPS, 
BILLIARD TABLES, 
SEWING MACHINES, 
CYCLES, 
RESTAURANT TABLES, 
LATHES, 
DRAIN & CHIMNEY SWEEPS’ 

MACHINES, 
TENTS, 
HOT-WATER BOILERS, &c . &c. 

SEND FOR PRICE LISI\ 
Post free upon application. 

Extracts rsox Lriters rtf-.CKivao : — 
" My gardener says he never had such a stove before, 

so easy to work, and does its work so well" " Does its 
work splendidly, and is certainly the least trouble of any 
stove 1 ever had.” "My mauls manage it." "The last 
No. 2 I had from you always goes 24 hours at a stretch." 
" I never look at it but once a day. and hare a good even 
heal the whole 24 hours." 

For prices, particulars, and Estimates for 
Complete Apparatus, apply 

12 HOURS STOVE SYNDICATE, LTD- 
66, VICTORIA ST., LONDON. S.W. 

WELL-KNOWN 

GARDEN FRAMES 

VERY USEFUL FOR MANY PURPOSES. 

217 size. 6ft. by 4ft.. to be sold at a gmili 
reduced price, viz.. £1 10s. cash: usual pr.ct 
37s. 

Each made with good seasoned material, and iluaivfi 
21oz. horticultural glass, and painted three coaUof fa*1-- 
irvloui. 

Carriage Paid on orders of tm or non. 

beautiful Illustrated I.ist of Orcenhoti«e*. eta. PouFnt 

EffTAHI.IBlIF.U OVF.R 50 YEARS. 

PREEDY’S HORTICULTURAL WORKS, 
KELROSS ROAD, HIGHBURY,N. 

/v IMPROVED BEATRICE 

ft GREENHOUSE BOILERS 
Complete Apparatus from $9s. 

r^' A Modem 8uocciul Groat Imj*^** 
J I \ over old type boilen. Tbe 
J IV makes greenhouse work a pleamra 0* 

■> okmg for the day. one «tokm* lorw 
V night. Even draught, even teopmam 
\ even pleasure. Guaranteed doutfc u* 

Bale of any o'.her holler. To iai«nli=cF* 
K \ chasers Illustrated Catalogue post w- 

Bupplied with various arrangements of Pipes. 
Catalogues (free) of Boilers, Pipes, Radiators, Ao. 

CHAS. P. KINNELL &C0.j LTD., 
SILVER MEDAL 

HORSE-SHOE pOILER 
(KINNELL’S PATENT). 

St.Tins OK BolLKK, SHOW INO ACTION OK UoT BLAST. 

THIS CHAIiIxENU" 
HOT-AIR AND WATER 

HEATING APPARATUS. 
Adapted for Oil. Coal, and Hag. Twice M “ “• 

beet ever offered to the piiblia 
- jk Consist* of double 

■A a MS. tubes, whereby * larger hta • ThW ^7 tunes, wneieuj ■■ - 
W’ surface is obtamed *«t * 

expendit ure of fuel Pr * - 
21s. Thc.rclcbralel Ad-> , 

■- JZL. JK ■ Water Wick Stove, SSf.™ 
jkk Stoves for GrwnbOM*. I - 

3s. 6d. 
Strut/** niutrattd Catalogue, with Tatimomtjl, 

Patents 10 398. j- 

& 10,674.1 

&tna t l iiumratm --• . . 
w. POORE & CO., Hot-water Kngbutri, 139, CHEAPSIPM^ 

GOOD WOOD! CHEAP WOOD!! 
AWARDED 3 FIRST PRIZES IN OPEN COMPETITION. 
Guaranteed If) IlflUDO Without 

to Burn. • ^ fiUUllO Attention. 
Send roa I-int with Fvi.i. Inkoiimation, PostFkks. 

OfHces, Warehouses, and Works: 

SOUTHWARK ST., LONDON, S.E. 

"suitable for garden WORK. 

TRELLIS, Greenhouses, Sash Bars, 
Paints, etc. 

CLASS FROM 7/- PER BOX. 
Catalogue! Jrtt on appOtaikm- wy 

THE CHEAP WOOD COMPANY, 
16 * 17. n*VONHItmK-«J.. BlKHoreoATI, lOKDO . 

FLOWER POTS, 
Ab supplied to the Parks and Hardens o, 

HlB Maiosty King Edward VII. 
Wbitk fob Price List. 

FLOWER POTS—FLOWER POTS 
12 8-in., 20 6-in., 60 5-in.. 50 «n..M 

kale Puts. iVssmt. iariWt ,rec.-T. PKATT. WOT 

ROYAL POTTERIES, 
W eston-euper-Maro. igina 
,wer PoT 
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VEGETABLES. 

, LUXURIANT WINTER GREENS. 

‘ ‘hike seems to be in every direction robust, 

'deed luxuriant, growth on the part of all 
inter green stu If. Very much of it, especially 

iru--eli Sprouts, Savoy Cabbages, and Cole- 

"orls, are too gross and early, and are hearting 

otherwise turning in much before wanted, 
j lie season was so favourable to growth that 

flints put out as usual in the summer met 

jjiilh no check, and now that the autumn is 
proving to be open and mild, growth is really 

jxuriant. Did we have no severe weather 
iter no harm would result; but we cannot 

] <pect to get through the winter without 
tperiencing some severe frosts, and a few of 
iosc would do these coarse, sappy greens 
rcat liarm. Those who planted later, say in 
ugust and September, preferring to have 
huts lew gross, therefore much hardier, 
nil coming in later when most needed, will 

.i ome off much the best. The chief danger now 
‘« with white Broccolis, which are alw ays the 
note susceptible to injury the grosser in 

rowtli they are. All these will be benefited 
rid hardened if they be laid over on to their 

;i<les in their rows, beginning at one end of 
"ach row and tilting the plants over on to their 

ides all one way with tne aid of a fork, then 
rapping a spit of soil on to the stem to keep 
ach one prostrate. Any others, whether 
abbage, Kale, Sprouts, or what not, can he 
hfcckai by partially lifting them with a fork 
ram out of the ground, so as to materially 
h-'turh the roots, then dropping them into 

'heir places again. Generally, in putting out 
'biter green stuffs sowings are made too early, 
t is all very well to get Giant Cauliflower and 

wme Brussels S[»routs seed sown in March, but 
or Kales, Savoys, late white and Sprouting 

•■Broccolis, and late Brussels Sprouts it is 
better to make sowings in May and .Tune, as it 
dkiuld be the aim of the grower to cater more 
■or the second half of the winter than the first 
talk Some things, especially white Broccolis 
and Brussels Sprouts, put out on to hard 
pound after Strawberries or Onions, often 
Income all the hardier. A. 1). 

VEGETABLE REFUSE. 

Tut: value of a plentiful supply of manure i. 
Inown to all gardeners, and as stahle-manure 
ls not always available for dressing the land, 
recourse must l>e had to oth< r ways o? obtaining 
trie requisite amount of fertilising material, 
texetable-refuse, of which a great deal is 
termed throughout the year, but especially in 
the autumn and early months, may either be 
allowed to go to waste or it can he converted 
'"to valuable manure. Of I ho materials w hich 
'■nine under this heading, tree-leaves are 
amongst M*e most valuable. Now is a good 
tunc to collect them for the purposo in view. 
In doing this in parks and pleasure groun " 
they are sometimes throw n h^fe;,' ftljgpj.j tjyyu 

where, so longasthey are out of sight, and when 
deposited in this way they ultimately form 
small heaps of decayed matter which may he 
removed and used for some purposes in the 
garden in spring, hut this kintl of material 
alone is never good manure, and cannot com¬ 
pete with specially prepared refuse. As the 
leaves ore gathered they should all he taken to 
that part of the garden set apnrt for manure 
heaps, and this spot should be a general reeep 
t-acle for them throughout the collecting period. 
At the same time all old Pea straw, decayed 
leaves, and all kinds of Cabbage ami Cauli¬ 
flower-stumps from which the heads have been 
cut, should be brought from the kitchen 
garden and thrown into a heap close to 
the leaves. Light stable manure should also 
lie brought here, and, indeed, everything 
else in the way of refuse. The whole should 
then be mixed up in one large heap to decay. 
As there may be a good deal of matter which 
would not readily decay, it is a good plan as 
soon as the heap has been made up to make 
the top of it a receptacle for all kinds of slops 
anti soap suds from the dwelling-house. This 
will enrich the leaves and induce decomposi¬ 
tion. In about a month the whole should be 
turned over, keeping the freshest of the mute 
rial at the bottom and the most decayed on the 
top. By January or throughout the spring 
this will make one of the finest heaps of 
manure anyone could desire for digging or 
trenching into vegetable quarters or dressing 
flower-beds. 

All the year round it is a good plan 
to make a point of gathering every kisd 
of vegetable refuse in a heap by itself, and it 
is surpiising how valuable it will lie found in 
the course of time- Weeds or any other refuse 
containing a quantity of seed which would 
germinate in the ground where not wanted 
should never be mixed up with anything 
useful. 

TRENCHING AND DIGGING. 

Trenching is a matter of much importance in 
the treatment of garden ground, particularly 
that part devoted to vegetables, and it ought 
to be done well anil wisely. It requires both 
judgment and experience to decide how much, 
if any, of the subsoil should be placed upon 
the top. Subsoils vary so much that no certain 
rule or correct guide can Ikj laid down u[>on 
this point. There is one o|>eration that is 
applicable to every variety of subsoil (which 
neglected no trenching can l>e said to he 
efficiently carried out), that is, loosening anti 
breaking up the bottom of the trench. The 
more thoroughly that is done the greater will 
be the ultimate benefit resulting therefrom. 
Another very important jioint to lie considered 
is the proper season in which to trench. No 
doubt autumn is the best time for such work, 
and the earlier it is done the lietter, before the 
surface soil parts with the heat obtained from 
the summer sun. The next consideration of 
importance is the 

Application he M\M*RF.duringtheo|ieration 
of trenching. Many [icople never trench in 

pure, whist, on the other hand, some think 
\t If manure le buried dey^- 

in the trench it is well to use it in the green 
state, thus giving the ground the full benefit. 
If trenching lie done in the autumn the manure 
will by the following summer bo decomposed, 
and sliould the weather then be dry, deep- 
rooting plants will very soou go in search of 
it and be greatly benefited thereby. There 
are, however, people who prefer putting the 
manure near the surface, with a view to benefit 
the soil underneath by the washing in of the 
manure by rain. This question, however, 
must lie settled according to opinion or cir¬ 
cumstances. The 

Proper depth to trf.ncii must dejiend upon 
the natural depth and character of the soil, and 
nlso the depth that has been gone to in previous 
trenchings. If the subsoil be bad. no |tortion 
of it should be brought to the surface, but n 
few- inches of it inay with advantage be stirred 
and left there for a time, and the essence of the 
manure washed down by rains liecomes mixed 
with, and graduully improves, it by the time 
the land again requires trenching. In two or 
three years these few inches of bottom-soil can 
lie brought to the top, and a little more of the 
liottom loosened up and left as before. Where 
the subsoil is ordinary clay, a couple of inches, 
at this and every subsequent time the land is 
trenched, may with advantage be brought to 
the top: but where this is done the work 
should be carried out in the autumn or early 
winter, so as to allow of the clay getting 
mellow and in a fit state to lie forked in prev¬ 
ious to the time of cropping. In digging or 
trenching in autumn and winter the ground 
can scarcely be thrown up too roughly. As 
large a surface as jiossible should he exposed to 
the action of the atmosphere. No time should 
be wasted in attempting to break it down : 
rain and frost will do this. 

Tomatoes not setting.—I noLice in 
your issue of 15th ult. remarks by .1. ('rook as 
to Tomatoes setl ine badly in the West of Eng¬ 
land. I agree with him to a certain extent 
that they have not done well this year, bnt 
am happy to say that in my garden I was 
able to gather ripe “ open air grown ” fruit for 
more than five weeks, but had nothing iu way 
of crop to compare with the last three years, 
and am sorry to say that, as my Potatoes had 
disease, a number of the Tomatoes lmd also 
suffered. My Tomatoes are grown quite in the 
open, tied to iron stakes, and I find that plants 
quite in the o|k>ii do Iretter than those planted 
against a south wall, nnd such has lieeu my 
experience, not only this year, but in previous 
seasons. They set a heavier crop anti ripen 
earlier, and are less liable to attacks from the 
birds, which have develojxsl an unhealthy 
taste for Tomatoes. At j re sent 1 have a 
fair amount of fruit of geed size rqiening 
indoors. By these remarks I do not wish to 
imply that 1 have had a really geo 1 crop ; in 
fact, it has only been ah< ut a seventh or 
eighth of w hat 1 have had in previous years, 
and I know in foino gardens in ibis neigli- 
hourliood out of dotrs Tomatoes havo lieeu 
practically an utter failure, duo no doubt 
to thoOcry mylof^naMe weather we havo lmd. 

^’SfllYOF ILLINOIS AT 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

CACTUS DAHLIAS. 

NuMEP.ors new Cactus Dahlias are being sent 
out every year, and at the autumn shows their 
cut blooms are an important feature. The 
present fashion in Cactus Dahlias, which is 
much to be regretted on the score of garden 
effect, has led to the ousting of the broader- 
petalled varieties by forms possessing narrow, 
tubular petals. Although it must be fully 
recognised that many of these flowers are 
individually very beautiful, the beauty of a 
single flower on a show board is no proof that 
the plant which bore it has any value for 
garden decoration. Even if the present day 
Cactus Dahlias produced their flowers freely 
and carried well above the foliage on long 
stems, which a large proportion of them ilo 
not, the narrow - petal led blossoms cannot 
collectively create the same striking eHect as 
those with wider petals. What the owner of a 
garden requires is not plants that will bear a 
few blooms to win prizes at showSn£>ut that 
will afford an ornamental feature when grow¬ 
ing in the garden, anil nothing is to be learnt 
on this point from visits to the largest and 
best shows. Even at nurseries it is often 

.impossible to ascertain the natural habit of 
varieties, as these are frequently grown for the 
production of exhibition blooms and treated 
with thnt object solely in view, being thinned 
in order that they may bear a few perfect 
Bowel'S. A sparse scattering of the best of 
blooms is useless for purposes of display, what 
is wanted being plants that will give grand 
breadths of bright colour in the early autumn. 
The type of Dahlia that is required to produce 
a brilliant show in the borders is well repre¬ 
sented by Glare of the Garden, a comparatively 
old variety, classed among the decorative sec¬ 
tion in the few lists still retaining its name. 
This amply justified its title, being, when in 
full bloom, a blaze of vivid scarlet, but its 
flowers iinilmilifo/liy Incited muob of the refine¬ 
ment of the premier show blossoms of to day. 
These latter are unsurpassed for indoor arrange¬ 
ment, but this and garden effect are two very 
different things, and the plant that is excellent 
for providing fiowers for the house may be use¬ 
less for furnishing the borders. If some 
hybridiser, taking Glare of the Garden as his 
pattern, were to raise a race of Dahlias as free 
fiowering and having the same excellent habit 
in many bright colours, the autumn garden 
would gain largely in attractiveness. 

Cactus Dahlias should not lie planted in 
heavily-manured soil, as this encourages growth 
at the expense of flowers, a fatal fault, as 
profuseness of bloom is the chief desideratum. 
Plants to he of use in the garden should carry 
their flowers on tall stems well above the 
foliage, but in many varieties that bear exhibi¬ 
tion blooms these are half hidden by the leaves. 
These two features—namely, the abundance 
and good carriage of the flowers—are the chief 
requisites of the Cactus Dahlia from a decora¬ 
tive point of view. The same varieties do not 
invariably behave identically in different soils, 
so that what is recommended by one grower 
may not realise expectations in another 
locality, but judging one district with another, 
the following kinds appear fairly reliable: 
Ajax, orange, suffused with salmon huff; 
Bessio Mitchell, bright orange-yellow, blended 
with red, pink, and salmon; Britannia, 
apricot-salmon ; Columbia, crimson, with petals 
tipped white; Florodora, deep crimson; 
Florence, yellowish-orange, very good ; Gabriel, 
red, with white tips, petals much incurved, 
free flowerer; Gloriosa, bright crimson, old, 

orange-scarlet, good in every way; P. W. 
Tulloch, salmon red, shaded maroon ; Richard 
I lean, dark red, with petals tipped white: 
Starfish, brilliant orange scarlet; The Clown, 
brick-red, upper half of petal white : Uncle 
Tom, crimson-black, good ; Vesta, rosy pink. 

_8. W. F. 

FLAG IRISES AND LUPINES. 
These are common flowers, but it is to common 
flowers that gardens owe their chief charm, and 
in the early summer thousands U|ion thousands 
of Flag Irises and Lupines dower with their 
beauty all manner of gardens throughout the 
length and breadth of the British Isles, from 
the tiny cottage plot to the noble pleasaunce 
of the stately mansion. Happily these plants, 
unlike such things as Ostrowskia magnifies, 
Gerbera Jamesoni, Colchicum speciosum album, 
and some of the newer seedling Daffodils, are 
within reach of the jiooresk pocket, and, also 
happily, they arc of tl.o casic.-.t possible 
culture. Herbaceous Lupines when once 
planted spring up year after year, perfecting 
their long spikes of white or blue blossoms, and 
succeed in any soil, though attaining their 
noblest proportions in that which is deep and 
rich. The Tree-Lupine (see our illustration, 
p. r>23) often reaches a height of S feet, with a 
like diameter, and being smothered with pale 
yellow flower-spikes ; there are also white and 
pale blue forms of this plant. When they 

FLOWERS ALL THE YEAR. 

“ I\ the Royal ordering of gardens there ought 

to be gardens for all the months of the year, 

so says Lord Bacon, yet it is but seldom 

done, though where “grounds " are fairly extea- 
1 sive it is comparatively easy. For gardening 
purposes winter begins in November. Fo: 

\ many reasons the 
Winter harden is better away from tie 

“dressed" grounds, and in my garden si 
Oaklands it is in the open kitchen gardes 
Near the bottom of my garden is a row o: 
pyramidal I'ear-trees, making a good sue 
screen to the Violet-bed beyond them. A fairly 

large lawn slopes gently to a row of old Sot 
trees, under whoso wide-spreading branches « 
planted several thousand Galanthus Ekesi 
The lower branches of the Nut trees touch the 

| ground in the summer, so as to complete!; 

shade the Snowdrops, yet when the leaves at 
shed the branches rise up several feet and thu- 
protect tho dainty flowers from mo-.t of the 

rain, frost, and snow, yet permitting them to 
enjoy all the winter sunshine, for they hoe 

south. A thick hedge of Mahonia forms U: 
fourth side of this winter garden. There is i 
border at its feet for autumn Cyclamen ; the* 
continue flowering till after Christmas. At the 
foot of a Yew hedge the winter flowerit; 
Jasmine is planted, with double Primrwe. 
red. lavender, yellow, and white, between flies 
and the path. Several Witch Hazels are on it 

r. 
Irises and I.upines. From a photograph sent by Miss Harrison, The Old House, 

Whitburn, Sunderland-on-Weir. 

the best white ; Lottie Dean, yellow, shading 
to buff; Lucius, deep orange; Lyric, yellow, 
with scarlet tips to the petals; Magnificent, 
rosy-orange, shaded salmon ; Mary Service, 
heliotrope-pink, shaded yellow; Mayor Tup- 

Edward Mawley, yellow, 
J. J. Crowe, vellow ; Mrs. 

Digitized by 

reach a large size they often die, hut plants 
are easily raised from seed, and if a few seed¬ 
lings are kept in tho reserve garden, the dead 
plant is easily replaced. Flag or, as they are 
more commonly called, German Irises appear 
indifferent to soil and site, and may he seen 
blooming equally well on a steep railway I 
embankment, baked by the sun to an almost 
brick-like hardness, and in the deep, moist soil 
beneath a standard Apple tree in a cottage 
garden. The commonest form is the purple- 
blue, but there are numbers of charming 
named varieties, many of which are as beauti¬ 
ful as the Orchids of the hothouse. Of these 
the following is a good selection : Princess of 
Wales, the best white ; Ilavcsccns, pale yellow ; 
aurea, deep yellow, this variety must not be 
confounded with the tall-growing species of 
the same name ; atro-purpurea. deepest violet; 
florentina, pearl-grey; pallida and pallida 
dalmatica, different shades of lavender, 
sweetly - scented: Mine. Chcreau, white, 
fringed with blue; Bridesmaid, white and 
lavender : Yictorine, white and violet; Apollo, 
yellow and crimson: Queen of tho May, rosy- 
lilac ; Arnols, purple and fawn : Darius, yellow 
and chocolate; and Celeste, pale blue. Flag 
Irises occasionally suffer from rotting of the 
tubers. When this occurs the rotten part 
should be scraped away ami the [>art dusted 
with powdered charcoal, after which granite 
sand should he placed over the cut tuherj,,:.. 

UNIVERSITY OF 

lawn, with Chionodoxas planted about- tte 
and quantities of Autumn and WinterCioci*' 
Snowflakes, and winter Aconites in the bn*. 
For the three winter months there will be 
lack of flowers, for the autumn Violets will • 
in bloom in November. A large “pitch 
Christmas Roses should be at one end of it* 

Violet bed. The catkins of the Hazels, t: ■ 
bronze leaves of the Mnhonias, and the l - 
sprays of tho Jasmine and the Witch Hu* 
with Violets and Christinas Roses, will mak« * 
lovely winter bouquet. In my . 

SPKINH harden, warm, dry, and shelter 
by a Laurel hedge, all the half-hardy 
and shrubs are planted in groups or.*‘ 
specimens on tho Grass. A border, I'-M 
by !> feet, follows the line of the heug?- 
witli a [Kith between. Such shrubs as Csip-- 

teria, Alielias, Buddlcias, are plantedI in 
border, every spare inch being tilled 
bulbs, Yuccas, and Kniphofias (Torch I-il'y> - 
The newer Daffodils, particularly the «• l 
trumpet ones, Tulipa retrollexa, 
Ostrowskyana, Kolpakowskyana, vindifioo- 
Greigi, and many others, all kinds of “_ 
Crocus, spring-blooming Sternbergis-s*1"'1 
rias, all the early-flowering bullions lrl9esi5 
I. stylosa, I. puinila, and I. p. hybrid#, I 
cintlis, not only the better-known Dutch.mi 
beautiful species, Muscaris, dwarf Scillas, ' 
Scilla nutans, arc only a few of the #• 
grown. Sheets of Anemone ajiennina ■ 
Av blanda, with Forget-me-nots, Alyssum. J 
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great lieds of Wallflowers in every colour, keep 
this garden beautiful for the three spring 
months. Amongst the young trees and shrubs 
planted here are 1’aulownia, Judas-trees, Melia 
Azedaruch, double flowering Peaches, Cherries, 
Almonds, Apples, Heaths, Lilacs, Tree- 
Peonies, and a large group of • Jenista fragrans, 
til early spring bloomers. When May comes, 
this garden is not so desolate, for the bulbs go 
quietly to rest, Mexican and Californian bulbs 
taking their place, the shrubs giving a well- 
furnished look. No summer flowers are planted, 
it being too hot for them, except in one large 
bed (where Wallflowers grew during the win¬ 
ter). This has standard Plumbagos, with a 
carpet of pink Ivy-leaved Geraniums. 

The woods come down to the house on 
the south side, and here, in the cool, is 
the glory of these old gardens, the Rhodo¬ 
dendrons — hundreds of them, from the 
young bushes planted last autumn to the 
•At feet high trees of R. arboreum. In the most 
sheltered spot are the Sikkim Rhododendrons, 
and near in an open space is the little rock 
garden. All kinds of Primroses, Primulas of 
many kinds, Auriculas, the tiny Daffodils, 
Fritillarias, late Snowdrops, Snowflakes, 
Hepaticas, ulso H. angulosa, many varieties of 
Anemones, Trilliums, Blood Root, spring Cycla¬ 
mens, Dog’s tooth Violets, Aubrietias, double 
Arahis, double Meadow Saxifrage, need a 
cooler soil aud more shade than the “ spring " 
gatden can give. The glorious Poppy Ane¬ 
mones want a different soil and site, so they 
find a home in the ‘‘Iris garden.” A wide 
pith leads to it, bordered by groups of spring- 
flowering shrubs. Peaches, Almonds, Plums, 
double Sloes, Apples, Cherries, Magnolias, 
flowering Currants, Forsythias, and Berberis 
are a few of them, with Rose hushes between. 
On either side lie orchards of Almonds, Apples, 
Mums, and Cherries, with double Gorsq and 
yellow Broom between, with single Roses, like 
the hybrid Sweet Briers, climbing amongst 
their branches. The fruit-trees are standards. 

Sauntering back, one sees for the first time 
the seas of Daffodils in the woods. Each 
family is planted separately in drifts—here 
Star Daffodils, there bicolor and white “ Trum¬ 
pets.” A fairly large planting of N. cerauus, 
albicans, W. Goldring, mosenatus, and other 
white ones is doing well. May brings almost 
too much. All the later Daffodils and the 
later Rhododendrons are in their splendotfr, 
but tho special gardens of the month are the 
Tulip field and Iris garden. Past the rock 
garden, where tho Auriculas are at their best, 
through the Daffodils, Azaleas, and Rhododen¬ 
drons, a wood path leads up to the Tulips. 
Thousands of May Tulips, 2 feet to 3 feet 
high---Darwin, Cottage, Roses, Violet, 
Bvblcemens, Bizarres, Rembrandt, and Parrot, 
with wide stretches of yellows. A border, 
lot* feet long, of single Preonies, with German 
Irises behind them, fronts the Tulips. The 
woods creep close on three sides, tho south-east 
face being Grass. It is a positive relief to tho 
eyes to go to tho soft blues, yellows, and 
whites of the Spanish Irises. 

•lune is the month of Rases, which hold 
full sway’ in the Rose garden, the excep¬ 
tion being Pinks, and May is their month. 
The pinks are planted on the edges of the beds. 
Towards the end of May is trie carnival of 
Pieonies and different Flag Irises. These are 
in the Iris garden, and the late spring (or early 
summer) shrubs are coming out—Deutz.ins, 
iVeigelas, Mock Oranges, etc. A bed of some 
•0** IVonies, double and single, is beautiful. 
In the middle are tho Spanish Irises, the many 
feet wide belt of German Iris swaying down 
one side—pink, yellow, blue, purple, white, 
hundreds of different shades and tones. The 
English Irises arc pushing up their flat buds, 
ao»r in the drained bottom of a pond the 
•IftpaneSe ' ones are appearing. Close to the 
house is a wide path coverei I by’ a pergola of 
Hoses, Clematises, Honeysuckles, anil vines. 
This forms the face and entrance to the Lily 
garden, the N.W. side being one of the walls 
of the garden, the end of the house being S.W., 
a shrubbery and paling keeping out the N.E. 
wind. Two-thirds of this garden is turf, with 
a narrow-border under the walls and along the 
pergola. “Lilies everywhere,” and nothing 
else but a few shrubs and trees, chosen for their 
t-eautiful autumn tints, prevail, for this is 
an autumn than a summer gaix^^g^Apipelop. 

sis on the walls, Azalea mollis, Berberis Thun- 
bergi, Rosa rugosa (white type), and Japanese 
Maples for shrubs, with Sugar Maples, 
Medlars, and scarlet Oaks for trees. A long, 
wide belt of L. oandidum, with L. longiflotum 
in front, fills the border by the pergola. 
Tiger Lilies, L. croreuin and L. pompnnium, 
with L. elegans, L. Batemani, and L. Wallnrei 
in front, till the border under tho wall between 
the Maples planted here. In I lie groups of 
shrubs are Li limn speoiosum, L. Browni, L. 
japonicum, L. Krnmeri, L.testaceum, L.sulphu- 
reuin, L. auratiim ruhro-vittutum, and L. a. 
Wittci. The cultivated part of this garden is 
planted with Bamboos and Chrysanthemums, 
with quantities of L. auratum in groups. On the 
edge facing south are the various Turk’s Cap 
Lilies in groups, with L. Alexandra in front, 
L. ruliellum being in the shady border under 
the house wall. The Lily garden will ho in 
perfection during the latter [»rt of July till 

by forming special gardens for each season. 
This “royal ordering of gardens” in no way 
interferes with the formal bedding out or tho 
herbaceous borders, though, space and position 
permitting, I hero should lie two long, wide 
borders leading from one part of the grounds 
to another, hacked by shrubs, in a sheltered, 
shady spot. Ono is for Delphiniums, the other 
Phloxes, with Gladioli (hut not G. Brenchley- 
ensis, the scarlet of whose flowers ruins the 
tints of the Phlox) and Hyacinthus candicans. 

Ont/umls, Ihin/i-h. A. B.\VI.tins'. 

Yellow Tree-Lupine in the herbaceous howler. From a photograph sent by 
Rev. G. 3. Whitehead, I led ale, Yorks. (See page Mi.) 

the end of September, lmt only L. speeiosum 
will he still in bloom then. Before this, how¬ 
ever, the Asters will bo in full flower. All the 
Asters are lute-flowering ones mid mostly tall; 
they are carefully trained like specimen Chrys¬ 
anthemums, all surplus shoots being thinned 
out. A belt of Heleniums, flowering nt the 
same time, gives the high note of colour. By 
the middle of October the Chrysanthemums are 
in bloom, and very pleasant it is to saunter in 
this warm, sheltered spot during tho mild 
October days, admiring tlic richly coloured 
flowers, set off by the Bamboos anil the glow¬ 
ing colours of the Ampelopsis, for here, on the 
sun-warmed “ cob,” tho leaves hang long. The 
Chrysanthemums are trained fan-.sha)>e, like 
the Fuchsias in cottage windows, and being 
set at every angle, the flowers are well shown. 

I have tried to show how flowers may lie lmd 
in jierfectiin all the year, not by attempting 

lind in ono n«|ieot and soil 

GROWING AURICULAS IN POTS. 
I him. lie much olili-.-nl it you will kindly give me tame 
hint* on growing Auricula*. I have "ome good vnrietir*, 
and succeed in growing healthv plant*, but do not get the 
trusses ot bloom I ought. The individual blooms art- Hue. 
hut there are never more than three or tour at molt on 
one stem. I feel convineed I make some mistake, hut, 
cannot determine what it is. At first I thought I over¬ 
potted them, so this June I put them into decidedly 

smaller pot*, and they are 
in a good compost of loam 
and old stable-manure, and 
for the time of year look 
wonderfully healthy. Per¬ 
haps I ought only to allow 
one stem on each plant, 
pinching off the others a* 
they grow? So far I have 
always allowed two or three. 
I understood that alpines 
should lie aide to carry two 
good trusses on each plant, 
hut the same failure applies 
to both kinds, and I grow 
both. I have seen the 
plants nearly hidden by the 
fine trusses of bloom, and I 
wish to produce the same, 
and as I succeed in having 
very healthy plants, I think 
I must make some cultural 
mistake, and will be most 
grateful for any advice on 
the ■ithJecL Auriculas are 
my special hobby, and I 
am most anxious to pro¬ 
duce some fine trusses of 
bloom Ibis coming spring.— 
Sxowtin s Kmoiit. 

[High class namcil 
show Auriculas, such 
as self ami edged 
flowers, to which we 
infer from your note 
you refer, grow rather 
slowly and do not al- 
wuys bloom, even 
where they have good 
leafage -indeed, it is 
possible by too high 
culture and feeding to 
create leafage of too 
coarse a kind, and not 
flower - producing 
crowns. These plants 
need ns compost two 
thirds of good well de¬ 
cayed old pasture or 
turfy loam, tho other 
portion l icing com¬ 
posed of well decayed 
cow-manure, or old 
hothed - manure, tho¬ 
roughly rotted leaf-soil 
and sharp white sand. 
These ingredients 
should be well mixed 
and even a little soot 
may bo added. The 
best time lor potting 
is in the spring, just 

after the bloom is over, as it is then new 
roots arc made. In doing that it may he need¬ 
ful sometimes to shake out all the old soil, to 
cut away n portion of the root-stem that may 
have become useless, and thus to encourage the 
production of new roots, which are thrown out 
just beneath the leaves. When the plants are 
so treated it is well to get them first into rather 
small pots—such as are known as large filfe, 
or about HI inches across the top. If the 
plants lie veiy strong, it may lie needful to 
put them into li inch |»ts. In all cases never 
over|iot, rather under pot, as Auriculas arc not 
strong rooters, l’erhapsyour plants have been 
in rather too large |>ots, they may not lie in 
good firm soil, or they may bo at times over¬ 
watered. 

During tho winter, when they rest, tho soil 
in the |>ots needs to lie hut just kept 
moistQ|-jgi^[J|Hgjypay that now in rather 

tlcrfully well, 
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we see no reason why, if you give them a shift, 
into others a si/.e larger in March, they should 
not flower well in April. None of the fine show 
6r alpine varieties bloom too freely. As exhi¬ 
bited, the former seldom carry but one stem 
and truss of flowers—perhaps from five to seven 
pips. Alpines commonly carry two or even 
three trusses of from five to nine pip3. None 
of the finest show varieties are strong growers 
in the sense that border Auriculas are. We 

nailed in as far as it has become well ripened, 
beyond which it may be cut away, tilling in all 
the vacant spaces with that which is left. 
Ville de Lyon and Viticella rubra belong to the 
Yiticella section, and flower on the young or 
summer shoots. The aim, therefore, should 
be to encourage young, vigorous shoots by 
cutting down the summer growth each season, 
as soon as the frosts have disfigured the plants, 
to within 6 inches of the soil. You should then 

The Blood^Root (Sanguin&ria canadensis). 

have seen myriads of Auriculas of the show 
forms in pots, but have never seen the plants 
nearly hidden by flower. Commoner varie¬ 
ties of three or four-year-old plants in 6-inch 
or 7-inch pots may produce six or seven trusses, 
but not the best show or alpine varieties. The 
plants should be wintered in a cold-frame, over 
which a mat or two should be thrown in hard 
weather. Keep the plants on stages and rather 
near the glass. Frost does the plants no harm, 
but does disturb the roots, sometimes breaking 

the pots. Failings cold-frame, then winter on 
the top shelf of a cool greenhouse. At all 
times give plenty of air.] 

SANGUINARIA CANADENSIS (BLOOD 
ROOT). 

A distinct N. American plant with thick 
underground stems from which spring large 
greyish leaves, cut into wavy or toothed lobes, 
and full of an orange-red and acrid juice. Tho 
stems, from 4 inches to X inches high, each 
bear a solitary and handsome white flower in 
March. It grows best in moist places and in 
rich soil, but, like many other plants, it has a 
dislike to certain soils, and is not always easy 
to establish, the most likely places being peaty 
or leafy hollows. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Weeds In lawn.—How can I ri<l a croquet lawn of 

Plantains? Two winters ago I had all the roots taken up 

!>/ a boy with a knife, and last summer they came up as Clentiftally as ever. The lawn has l«een dressed with salt, 

ut with no Rood effect, Hoes anyone recommend a 

weed-killer, and, if so, which is the best way to use it so 
nnr. tn kill or injure thp lawn ?— Dtwm.iw. 

[The boy when he cut out the Plantains did 
not go deep enough. The plants should always 
be cut off quite below the collar, taking the 
lawn in 6-feet widths, marked out by a line on 
either side, so as to bo quite sure that all tho 
ground is carefully dealt with. After the 
lawn has been carefully gone over, it should be 
top-dressed with some good loam)- soil, rotten 
manure, and wood-ashes, to encourage the 
Grass to spread and fill up the holes left by the 
clearing out of the Plantains.] 

Pruning Clematises.— Would you kindly tell me 

w.ien and how the following Clematises should lie pruned? 
Djcheaa of Edinburgh, Ka ry queen, lime. Ilaronne Viel- 

lard, La France, beauty of Worcester, Ville de Lyon, Viti- 
cjlla rubra, lanuginosacandida. All are growing outdoors. 

—J. L. M., Rhyl. 

[The varieties Fairy Queen, La France, 
Beauty of Worcester, and lanuginosa Candida 

mulch the surface with some good rotten 
manure, watering freely, when dry in the 
spring, with an occasional dose of liquid- 
manure. Duchess of Edinburgh belongs to 
the llorida section, and mu3t be treated in the 
same way as the lanuginosa forms.] 

Clearing: beds and borders.—When 
we get into November it is found that in every 
garden there is a deal of clearing up to he done : 
especially is this so where summer subjects 
liavo been mainly planted. The sooner the 
beds and borders are cleared and the soil turned 
over to sweeten the better. In herbaceous 
borders, also, cutting away of dead stalks to 
let the light in about the surface, and forking 
over, and perhaps mulching with manure, will 
assist the plants. Owing to so much moisture 
this season grubs are very prevalent, and one 
way of dislodging them is by removing .someof 
this now unnecessary growth. — Woodbast- 

w ICK. 

Top-dressing Lily of the Valley.— 
Now that a general cleaning up of herbaceous 
borders is taking place, a little 
attention should lie given to 
beds of Lily of the Valley. 
As a rule, Lily of tlio Valley 
receives but scant attention, 
and beyond relieving the 
plants of dead foliage and tho 
soil of weeds — and this in 
many instances is deferred 
till spring—they are left year 
after year until the crowns 
and part of the root stock be¬ 
come elevated above ground 
level. This b quite wrong, 

for if a bed of these Lilies 
which has been naturalised iu 
a wood for some years is exam¬ 
ined, it will be found that the 
crowns are nearly, if not 
quite, covered by the accu¬ 
mulation of leaf-mould result¬ 
ing from the decaying of the 
leaves which fall from the 
trees. These form a winter 
covering in the first instance, 
and when they decay the soil 
becomesenriched, to the benefit 
of the roots, which form a net¬ 
work in all directions just under the surface. In 
a garden, more often than not. the surface Boil 
becomes 
and clean 

and passed through a 1-inch sieve to relieve it 
of st icks and stones, etc. A 2-inch layer ol 
this should be spread evenly over the surface 
as soon as the beds have been cleaned — 
A. IV. 

Senecio pulcher.—No herbaceous border 
is complete without this handsome and rather 
late-flowering Groundsel. Its large, rich, 
purplish-crimson flowers, with golden-coloured 
discs, are most attractive. It is quite hardv, 
and will succeed in any ordinary garden soil, 
but on account of its fate flowering it should 
lie accorded a sunny, open position, as shade 
renders the flowering 
attains a height of 5C 

riod unduly late. It 
eet, and is, thereiore, 

useful for planting near the front of the bonier. 
Aster acris.—This is one of the most 

useful of the Starworts, and several clump- 
should be grown in borders where hardy 
flowers are in request for cutting in earh 
autumn. It blooms very early in September, 
and its colour, a purple-lilac, is not found very 
much in gardens at that time of the year. The 
hardiness of Starworts is well known, there 
fore there need be no diffidence on the part of 
anyone w ishing to procure plants and shifting 
them now, provided, of course, that the 
ground is not absolutely frost bound. A little 
rotted manure dug in when planted will 
ensure good strong specimens by next flower 
ing season.— Lkahtrst. 

Planting- Spanish Irises with other 
bulbs.—Many people are now beginning ic 
wake up to the fact that a few shilling- 
expended in the purchase of Spanish Iri*- 
is a good investment if one desires to lave 
beautiful blossoms for cutting in June, and 
as now is the time to plant, may I point out 
that other bulbs planted with them will not 
hinder them. One may for example, plant 
alternately in the bed Narcissi or Scillas, 
which bloom and finish long before the Irises 
are ready. Some may argue that Irises are 
soon over—that may be so, but they are 
extremely beautiful whilst they last; out if 
planted with other bulbs as suggested, tie 
arrangement will be found to answer. For 
the rest of the summer Mignonette may be 
sown in April.—Lk.aiiokst. 

1NULAS. 
IF you ran refer me to an article published in Oranisi>-- 
on Inulas I shall be much obliged, as I have loom! 
through this years and the two previous tears o( i«u 
paper, and fail to find any mention, except i n a casual wit 
If not dealt w ith by you for some time I should be (rbl il 

through the medium of Uardexino I lli'sibxtkd, yomodJ 
give an article oil the plant in question — Isi’H. 

[Perennial Composites, few of which are 
important for tlie garden. I. Helenium 
(Elecampane), a vigorous British plant, Sleet 
or 4 feet high, with a stout stem, large leave*. 

Inula glanduloja. 

and yellow flowers, is well suited for plantms: 
_ __,... with other large-leavei plants, oras an isolated 

is gradually lessened by the weeding specimen on rough slopes or wild place*. jn 
aning, and nothing is ro'.urned to make good soil. I. Oculus Christi grows.11 

belong to the lanuginosa section, and should be good the loss, hence the necessity and wisdom 2 feet high, and bears orange flowers in summ • 

pruned in February or March, removing only of making this top-dressing an annual affair. I. Balicina, montana, and glandulosa a 
the weak, straggling, and overcrowded bran ,|'1-f~- **— *•>«« —— ilui Easi,v pr0 
dies. The strong one-year-old^ 

Digitized by 

There is nothing bettor foe the purpose than 
ayed old hotbed material, well chQrp§f 

similar, the last lieing the finest. 
cpaf££tBd by division or ‘eed.J 
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INDOOR PLANTS. 

PELARGONIUM GUSTAVE OIRARDIN. 

This is the best of a set sent to me by Francois 
flerbeaux, of Nancy, and is a fine distinct 
bicolor with large, well-filled trusses and very 
brightly coloured flowers. 

W. E. Gcmuleto.v. 

PLANT FORCING BY ETHER. 

We have on several occasions drawn attention 
to the remarkable discovery of forcing plants 
by ether, made by M. Johann sen, and to the 
interesting experiments which have been made 
by various persons in the same direction. It 
is now no longer a question of experiment, but 
one of application rather. The experiments 
made by M. Frederic Harms, one of the best 
known forcers in Hamburg, who owns several 
acres of ground under glass, are of the highest 
practical importance, as they were undertaken 
with the object of testing the results of the 
first experiments. For the pur|x>se of obser¬ 
vation, the bushes are enclosed in a hermeti¬ 
cally-closed box. Pure sulphuric ether is used, 
not alcoholised ether, which is more expensive, 
or ether of petrol. The ether is in¬ 
jected into a wide receptacle, which is 
open to allow of evaporation, and hangs 
inside the box by means of a funnel 
inserted in an opening in the top of 
the apparatus. The ether fumes being 
heavier than the air find their way 
downwards, and would penetrate oven 
the soil surrounding the roots of the 
plants if not prevented by the soil 
being kept very dry and covered with 
sand. Tho aimount of ether admin¬ 
istered varies with the season and tho 
kind of plant. By inserting small 
plants l>etwecn tho larger ones, M. 
Harms was able to find room for 
seventy plant at a time. The bushes 
remained generally forty-eight hours 
in ether vapour, but in the caso of 
plants less susceptible to the action 
of ether a longer time was allowed. 
The temperature within the receptacle 
had also to be considered, seeing that 
at 23 degs. Fahr. for the first twenty- 
four hours tlie ether has no effect and 
at 85 degs. Fahr. the plants are over¬ 
whelmed. The ether needs for its 
effective action a temperature of BO 
degs. to 65 degs. Fahr., allowing a fall 
of temperature to 50 degs. in the night 
time. 

As ether vapour is very inflammable, 
care should be taken not to approach 
it with any flame that is not hermeti¬ 
cally enclosed. After being etherised, 
the plants are transferred from the re¬ 
ceptacle to a greonhouso warmed to a 
temperature of 02 degs. to 6S degs. 
Fahr., as for ordinary forcing. In three 
or four days the flower-buds o|>cn, eight 
days later the clusters aro fully de- 
veio[>ed, and six days afterwards tho 
flowers are fully open. Plants so etherised 
present a handsome apparance, and the sickly 
look which is sometimes seen on forced 
plants is absent. On the contrary, tho flower- 
lieads are abundant and strong, and the foliage 
of a healthy green, which is not the case with 
non-ethorised plants. The use of an apparatus 
of small size is applicable to small Lilaes forced 
in |K»ts, as is the custom in < ierrnany. For the 
tall plants a special receptacle has to be built 
in brick and cement. It is found that the 
adoption of this process means a great saving of 
labour, materia), and time. The French 
florists have had reason this year to regret 
their neglect of the discovery, when, owing to 
ihe abnormal summer, the Lilacs destined for 
forcing, although grown in the open air in 
order to prolong their rest, have continued 
more or less in growth owing to tho continuous 
rains. 

In most cases the buds are badly formed 
and incompletely developed, the flower thyrses 
make a poor show, and the clusters will be 
short. The ether-forcing system l>eing inde¬ 
pendent of had seasons makes such results 
impossible, and Lilacs which aro unfit _for 
forcing can lie got to flower well. 

Albert MAiT®^tiee# Iffy'-*"' 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Heating a greenhouse.—I am thinking of ntilis- 

inc Home hot water from the work* for heating a green 
hoitne. M3- idea was to rondm-t the water backward* and 

forwards under the floor in prelt>- deep hrick channels, so 
that a large quantity of water would alwavs be under it, 

which would retain a heat from the time the works dose 

on Saturday till Monday morniiur. The question is, would 
a temperature of 90 dees, to 100 degs. in the water tie 

sufficient to Rive satisfactory results'! Could any of your 
readers give me any information on this subject f—R. 
Brown. 

| We fear such a plan would be of little nse, as we fall to 

see how the circulation could be carried on. Resides, if 

the weather should happen to lie very severe the water 
would get too cold. It would lie far better to heat your 

house in the ordinary way with a boiler and hot-water 

pipes, | 

Boronla megagtlgmo.—I have had some seeds of 
the following sent me from Australia: Roronia mega¬ 
stigma, Clianthus LUmpieri, Telopea speciosissima. Would 

he much obliged for airv instructions you ma>- give me in 

your valuable paper, which I take in regularl>-. Their 
present and afler treatment I would like to know at your 
leisure ?—W. C. T. Stovkid. 

(in the case of seeds just received from Aus¬ 
tralia, your better way will be to keep them 
until next March before sowing, as the tiny 
seedlings would in the depth of winter have a 
hard struggle to survive. Boronia megastigma 
grows best in sandy peat, which, owing to tho 

tho delicate roots, otherwise they will perish. 
A space of about tliroe-quarters of an inch 
should be nllowed lie tween the little plants, 
which, as soon as they have taken hold of the 
new soil, should have their tops pinched out, 
in order to encourage a bushy habit of growth. 
The next shift will be singly into small pot=, 
and after they are established therein the 
young plants may be given ordinary green¬ 
house t reatment, The flowers of this Boronia 
are small, dull-coloured, hut deliciously fra¬ 
grant, which latter feature causes it to be an 
universal favourite. It blooms during the 
spring months. You will find directions as to 
raising tho other two under tho headings 
“Clianthus Dampiori,” and “Telopea," p. 533.] 

Bulbs in pots.—Many amateurs fail to 
get their bulbs to start freely into growth. 
In the majority of cases of failure that I have 
investigated, tho cause has l>een too much 
kindness. The too careful cultivator pots or 
boxes his bulbs in rather dry soil and stores 
them under cover where the heavy autumnal 
rains cannot get at them, and, in many cases, frnts them at once into the glass-houses or 
rames whore the temperature is too high for 

them before they are well rootod, with the 

New French hicolor Pelargonium Gustave Qirardin. 

minute character of tho seed, should bo passed 
through a sieve with {-inch mesh. A 5-inch 
pot is very suitable for sowing the seed in, and 
it should be quite clean and half filled with 
broken crocks, over which place a layer of the 
rougher portions of the peat, and, finally, the 
prepared part, which must be pressed down 

result that they start weakly into growth, or 
fail to start at all. If they were set out-of-doors 
and covered with ashes, Cocoa-fibre, or dry 
leaves until they fairly started into actual leaf 
growth, and when the roots could be seen 
pushing through the pots, there would be very 
few failures. I find at the present timo in tho 

firmly and’ mode quite smooth. Then water ojien air without any protection at all, the 
through a lino rose, and while tho surface is Roman Hyacinths, Narcissi, Tulips, etc., are 
still wet sprinkle tho seed thinly thereon, pushing up as if spring had already arrived, 
Slightly cover with a little fine, very sandy and where some of them had an excessive lot of 
peat, and placo a square of glass over the pot. rain water, they were the healthiest and most 
This glass must he allowed for in filling tho (>ot advanced of all.—J. G., (Souftort. 

with soil, which should he kept al>out .} inch Isolepis gracilis. This is one of the 
below tho rim. A shady part of an inter- most valuable of greon edging plants for 
mediate house, or the warmest portion of the conservatory or greenhouse stages in the win 
greenhouse, is the best place for the seed, ter, as it delights in cool, moist places, ami 
which, carefully attended to in the matter of must not on any account l>c allowed to get dry 
watering, should germinate in a month or six for any length of time, or its gracoful dark- 
weeks, according to its age. Directly the tiny 
seedlings make tneir appearance the glass must 
be removed, and the young plants inured to 
the ordinary atmosphere of the structure in 
which they are growing. When about J inch 
high they will need pricking off into other 
pots, which should ho prepared exactly as for 
sowing*. TTlio soil mustljc made firm, and great 

green [>endulous leaves assume a yellow tint. 
For decoration it is most useful in rather small 
pots of from 3 inches to 5 inches in diameter, 
and a good stock may soon be obtained either 
from seed, or by dividing old plants. A cool, 
shaded place, with light, rich soil, and an 
abundanco of water at the root, aro all that is 

Jr)oWrperfeot masses of this pretty 

t.at it isthoroughlyAT 
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CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

PREPARIN'!'; FOR NEXT SEASON. 

N<> sooner are the flowers faded than a start 
has to l>e made to prepare the plants for next 
year’s supply of bloom. To grow Chrysanthe¬ 
mums really well a long season of growth is 
absolutely necessary. Bv obtaining satisfactory 
cuttings a good foundation is laid. Some 
varieties are shy in producing anj- cuttings; 
some discretion then is necessary m such cases 
in cutting down the old flower-stems. In 
the case of shy producers of cuttings do not 
cut the stem down lower than to within *2 feet 
of the soil. Although the most desirable 
cuttings are those that push through the soil 
some distance from the stem, stem cuttings 
are better than none at all. In some cases 
where these stubborn varieties fail to throw up 
cuttings direct from the base, they often give 
cuttings from the stems after the plant is cut 
down to the height named. The objection to 
stem cuttings is that they are liable to form 
flower-buds instead of growth after they are 
rooted. Many varieties give cuttings in 
abundance direct from the base without the 
slightest trace of premature budding. Such 
as these then should be cut down to within an 
inch or so of the soil. It very often happens 
that these free growing kinds have far too many 
growths springing up from the base to afford a 
sufficiency of space for each to develop properly. 
Where such is the case it is much the best plan 
to thin out these weakly growths and give 
more room to others, so that when the time 
arrives for taking the cutting! they will be 
sturdy and strong instead of being weak and 
attenuated in growth. Directly the plants are 
cut down the old stools should have a position 
assigned them where they will be close to the 
glass in a cool-house or frame, simply pro¬ 
tected from frost ami damp. Noplace answers 
better than a vinery or Peach-house at rest, as 
here the Chrysanthemums obtain abundance of 
light and air, which induces a stocky growth. 

I 'are is necessary in supplying the old stools 
with water ; too much is injurious, creating a 
paleness in the young leaves, which is objection¬ 
able. When the leaves are rendered so pale in 
colour, a long period often elapses before they 
regain their wonted vigour and colour. It is 
surprising how little water is needed to induce 
growth to be made from the base after the 
plants are cut down. Where the roots are 
washed bare on the surface they should tie 
covered with a portion of sandy compost, 
adding to it decayed leaf-mould, this having a 
decided tendency to encourage from the base rwth that is firm and in every way desirable. 

stubborn casts, where growth positively 
refuses to move at the base, it is necessary 
sometimes to rectify the drainage if this has 
got out of order, and even to plunge the pots 
in a gentle bottom heat and syringe the stems 
several times daily before a start into growth 
will be perceptible. The slightest sign of green¬ 
fly should lie dealt with at once by fumigating 
the house with Tobacco smoke or by dusting 
the plants individually with Tobacco-powder 
and syringing them afterwards to cleanse 
the leaves of noth powder and fly. Air upon 
all favourable occasions will induce a stocky 
growth. 

- It is desirable to take a cutting at any 

time, provided it is a good one, and from a shy 
grower. Personally, I am not in favour of 
early propagation, as it is neither desirable 
nor necessary. There are many varieties 
(exhibition) that require early propagation to 
ensure bud formation at tlie proper time, but 
when the object is the decoration of the home 
or conservatory, the beginning of the year is 
soon enough. Then good, strong cuttings 
which will root readily nnd make sturdy, 
strong plants in a short time are abundant, 
and if an experiment has been tried with a few 
put in in November or December, the January 
struck cuttings will be as far advanced, and in 
many instances ahead of the others put in 
early. I would warn amateurs not to let their 
enthusiasm carry them too far while at the 
November exhibitions. They perhaps see a 
grand bloom, and eoncludo that they must 
have the variety in their collection, but after 
they do get a plant, and grow it on, they are 
disappointed. I think this large Kloobysvste 
of growing Chrysg»»Hi ereqoksbip 

ing the future of this glorious flower. The 
system of inserting three cuttings round the 
sides of a ‘2J-inch or 3-inch pot is a splendid 
one for those who grow mainly for cut-bloom 
and decoration. These can be grown on as 
one plant. The labour is almost mV, and 
damage to the tiny roots is reduced to a 
minimum. A nice fibrous compost, with a 
good dash of river sand, forms admirable root 
ing material. When the cuttings are inserted, 
stand the pots on a stage near the glass, pre¬ 
ferably on a l»ed of ashes. Use no close frame, 
which encourages damping, but shade with 
newspapers from sun until rooted. A slight 
sprinkling is all the cuttings will require until 
growing nicely, when they may be shifted on 
in the usual way. D. G. Mcl. 

Brltlye-of- IIVfr, X. B. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS AT THE 

AQUARIUM. 
I was delighted to find Herbert Millington 
(p. 5(13) entering a protest against what I 
always consider the insane craze for monster 
blooms, and delighted to find you publish such 
a protest. To me as a keen lover of flowers it 
is saddening to see a collection of mops on so 
many poles.— F. Alexander. 

-I quite agree with the remarks of Her¬ 
bert Millington (p. 503) in reference to the ex¬ 
hibition of Chrysanthemums at the Aquarium. 
It seems a great pity that mere size should 
seem to be the predominating feature of show 
blooms. Is there no beauty in any of our 
varieties—some of which are old—and which 
were once seen at exhibitions, but now, owing 
to their being ousted by larger, and, in some 
instances, coarser-built blooms, are classed as 
“decorative " sorts? Surely there is room for 
cla.sses of this latter group, many of them 
being yet grown by persons who prefer mode¬ 
rate-sized flowers in quantity rather than a 
few huge heads, which are really of little 
service apart from the exhibition-table. I am 
quite certain that this fever for new sorts 
every year, possessing greater size than others, 
is doing much to make people lielittle the good 
qualities of other worthy varieties that cannot 
possibly come up to the mop-like heads. No 
wonder that some who once grew for show 
have given up doing so, because of the rage 
for new sorts of this character. “ Let those 
grow for size who like, give me a score of 
decent blossoms to a plant,” said a late ex 
hibitor; “you get more satisfaction out of 
them.” And I agree with him.—Townsman. 

- Under the heading of “Chrysanthe¬ 
mums,'’ in the issue of Nov. 22 (p. 503) is a 
bitter onslaught upon the recent great show- 
held at the Aquarium. This exhibition was 
voted by leading authorities as reflecting not 
a little credit on the skill of the various ex¬ 
hibitors. Mr. Herbert Millington, however, 
would have us believe it was quite otherwise 
“ bloated blooms ... in round-bellied 
nudity ” is his own description. But when 
he further says, “ even the single Chrysanthe¬ 
mums are being ruined by this insane pas 
sion for size," he displays ignorance of the 
now recognised section of large flowered 
singles. His remark as “ to the hideousness 
of their environment” is mere platitude.—H. J. 
Gillingham. 

CHANGES IN THE METHODS OF 

EXHIBITING LARGE BLOOMS. 

The methods of exhibiting large blooms in 
vases initiated a few years ago by the N.C.S. 
is now adopted largely throughout the country. 
Scarcely an exhibition could be named where a 
claas for large blooms staged in vases is not now 
found. Both the incurved and the Japanese 
types of the flower are now exhibited in this 
way. The great vase classes at the Aquarium 
for both incurved and Japanese flowers stipu¬ 
late that five blooms are to be shown in each 
vase, and the blooms are to be so arranged that 
they face nil round, in this way illustrating the 
decorative value of large blooms. At some of 
the provincial shows this season three large 
Japanese blooms have been staged in each vase, 
and appear to be quite enough in a vase of 
medium size. On the other hand, the smaller 

ibular flowers of the incurved Chrysanthe- 
imlave been shown four in a vase. Arranged 
$2jis way, without any of thfij 

always observed with blooms shown on boards, 
they look more interesting and less formal than 
usual. There is still room for improvement, 
however; each type of the flower may, with 
advantage, be treated similarly. The National 
Society has set an example in this direction, 
but even their methods might be improved 
upon. In the case of severely disbudded Pom¬ 
pons. why could not these be shown at least a 
dozen in a vase? Six vases with a dozen 
blooms in each, and in distinct shades of 
colour, would make a most interesting exhibit 
The large-flowered Anemones might also be 
exhibited in this way ; half-a-dozen blooms in 
each vase, and three or six vases in each class, 
would represent thesequaint flowers much better 
than by the system which now obtains. The 
singles, both large-flowered and small-flowered, 
might be treated in the same way as that 
suggested for the Pompons, and provide! 
liberal prizes were forthcoming, competitors 
would lie found, and the sameness which 
characterises the shows at the present time 
would not lie seen. W. V. T. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Single Chrysanthemum King of Siarn- 

Thia ia a very fine dark crimson variety that I had trtl 
me last y ear, and it has proved quite a gem and a jrreil 
acquisition in this particular colour. It is of dwarf, bush, 
habit, and succeeds well outdoors in an ordinary bolder, 
there growing to about the same height as Mme. Muir 
Masse.—A. W. 

Chrysanthemum Crimson Source 
d’Or. This is a terra-cotta crimson sport, but 
superior to the parent variety. At the time oi 
writingl have in bloom in a cool greenhouse the 
parent plant, Source d’Or (old gold), Lizzie 
Adcock (rich yellow sport), and the variety 
under notice, but none will compare for effect 
with Crimson Source d'Or. The vigour of this 
plant appears to be more pronounced than is the 
case with the other members of this family, 
and w hen the buds have been thinned they are 
very handsome.—E. G. 

Freely-flowered Pompons.—A floe 
illustration of the value of the pretty little 
Pompons, when naturally grown and without 
disbudding, was recently seen at one of the 
leading northern Chrysanthemum shows. The 
stiff and formal disbudded Pompons will not 
compare with these freely flowered plants when 
used for decoration. On the occasion referred 
to, six hunches of Pompons were asked for, 
and the grace and elegance of the numerous 
sprays contained in each exhibit showed how 
much is lost through not growing more of 
these plants. Many of the Pompons have 
been in commerce a long time, but as they are 
not often asked for at exhibitions, they have 
undoubtedly decliued in favour. If the com 
mittees of the numerous societies throughout 
the country, instead of encouraging the large 
mops, as represented by the Japanese section, 
were to provide more classes in which the 
beauty and elegance of Chrysanthemum* 
could* be illustrated, exhibitions would prove 
more interesting than they are at present. 
Their decorative qualities are unequalled lor 
the numerous small vases used throughout the 
house. For the larger vases they may been! 
in long sprays, and in this way nothing formal 
or stiff can possibly be produced.—C. A. H. 

Late Chrysanthemums.-Chrysanthe¬ 
mums are this season later than usual in form 
ing their flower-buds, which for the late kinds 
is a distinct gain. This season, owing 
principally to lack of sunshine and the cool, 
show ery weather, the plants kept growing.and 
now in November we have Dahlias in full 
bloom, and late Chrysanthemums only begin 
ning to show their flower-buds, even in the 
south of England. After this date a sharp 
look out must be kept. If it keeps mild, the 
longer the plants are in the open air the better, 
but with a decided change to frosty nights, 
they must at once be removed under cover. H 
grown in pots the work is soon done, but the 
majority that are grown for cut flowers are 
the open ground, nnd must be lifted with vow 
balls of soil and replanted in cold-house borders, 
where they will be kept as freely ventilated a* 
possible, except when sharp frost is imminent 
Happily the Chrysanthemum is amongst the 
liestof all plants for transplanting when nearlv 

.tBajuirCbToom. If the roots are not broken 

fn^ K00'* poakin- 01 VS er 
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given to settle the soil around the roots 
again, the plants will not suffer if syringed for 
two or three days. Then they may be freely 
ventilated, and the atmosphere kept cool and 
dry.— James Gkoom, (Jo*j>ort. 

BOSB8. 

ROSE FRAU KARL DRUSCHKI. 

Herr Lambrrt, of Trier, Germany, is to be 

congratulated on the production of this 
splendid Rose, a bud and fully-opened flower of 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
One of the best Hybrid Teas. — Caroline 

Testout is one ol the best ol our Hybrid Teas, bright satin 
rose in colour. It is nearly always in bloom from June to 
October, and this year far into November, for on Novem¬ 
ber 4»h I cut a superb bloom in the open, and what is of 
equal importance, it is a vigorous grower.—LSAlirur. 

Manuring Roses (A. J. \Y.).—If you 
do not object to the labour, the very best me¬ 
thod of feeding Roses is to remove an inch or 
two of soil all around each plant, and spread 
out one J. peck to 1 peck of solid manure, cover¬ 
ing this over with part of the soil removed, 
using the surplus soil to mould up the base of 

to Vines and fruit-trees. Bone meal or fish 
guano is a good artificial manure to use in the 
spring, washing it well in if the weather is at 
all dry. 

Rosee on south wall —I have just planted a new 
Roue-bed with a Bouth wall behind it about 5 feet high. I 
fancy I have made two mistakes, on which I should like 
your opinion, lat, I have planted a Crimson Rambler and 
a Longworth Rambler against the wall, and I am now told 
they do not do at all against a south wall. 2nd, I have 
planted some Gloire I.yonnaise plants amongst the ordin¬ 
ary H.T. and H.P. dwarfs, and I am now told that the 
Uloire l.yonnalse should not lie pruned at all, or very 
lightly, and I am afraid they will look very straggly 
amongst the other dwarfs. Would you move the 

Bud and fully developed bloom of Rose Frau Karl Druschki. From a photograph by 0. A. Champion. 

'Inch we figure to day. It is said to bo a 
roes between Merveille de Lyon and Caro- 
me Testout, and it is remarkable that the 
bwer should be so pure white, as one would 
Jpect blooms from such a cross to have a shading 

11 pink or blush. The only colour noticeable is 
w l^e outer petals of the buds, which are 
nted rosy pink, but tho high-centred fully 

opened flower is pure white. The only fault it 
“s H that it has no fragranco. Up to the 
present we have had no Hybrid Perpetual so 
pure m colour. It is free in growth and ah 
Wooms very freely. UigitlZea by 

the plants, if Tea Roses, to keep them pro¬ 
tected from severe frosts. This method of 
applying the manure would prevent injury to 
the surface roots in spring, which is always a 
danger to guard against when burying the 
surface dressing of manure. If you were to 
examine some plants so treated, say in May, 
you would find this manure all alive with tiny 
little rootlets, a proof that the plants appreciate 
the treatment, then when the time comes to 

jye liquid mapuro the rootlets are present to 
to Mil’sc jtw llt>is the surface feeding roots 

Rambler* at once and grow them up polea and wire*, or 
would you leave them 1 In thia smoky place we do Dot run 
much risk of sunstroke. If I move the Hamblen, could I 
take the Uloire l.yonnaise from their present places and 
put them up against the wall in the place of the Ramblen! 
I should prefer to leave things as they are if in the least 
advisable. I have seen Ramblen in Ihia part of the world 
doing well against walls, but I am a perfect novice at any¬ 
thing connected with gardening, and if you could give me 
your advice I shall l>e obliged.—T. P. B. 

[It is quite true that Crimson Rambler does 
not flourish against a south wall, unless the 
wall be low and a lattice work placed above 
upon wliicfi flfie growths of the Rose can 

u*e to tho Rose ns they ilpyw^fd lie ^j^ljle^p replant at 
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once, placing the plants either near an arch or 
against a pole to form a tloral pillar. The latter 
is a capital way of displaying its beauty. I)o 
not move the Longworth Rambler, as it is a 
tine Rose for south, east, or west wall. You 
have been somewhat misinformed about the 
Gloire Lyonnaise Rose. It will blossom even 
though pruned back to seven or eight eyes each 
season, but where wall space of moderate 
height is available this lovely variety is a most 
suitable one to plant, thereon. As you will lie 
removing the Crimson Rambler from the south 
wall, the Gloire Lyonnaise would take its place 
very well, and have a very suitable companion 
in Longworth Rambler. Many more grand 
varieties could be planted against low walls 
than is commonly done. Anna Ollivier. Marie 
Van Houtte, Mme. Latnhard, etc., wo have 
had of considerable height, the growths, of 
course, being merely thinned and the sturdy 
shoots sutiered to remain as long as possible. 
You will probably need another Rose in the 
place of Gloire Lyonnaise. Try Mme. Pernet 
l>ucher. We believe you will be charmed with 
it, for, although not a very double flower, it 
is lovely in bud and also when fully expanded. 1 

Protecting half-standard Rose-trees. — I 
have just planted some half-standard ltoses, a list of 
which I append. Witt you kindly let me know whether it 
is necessary to protect the heads o( all or some o( them 
during the cold weather'.' I may add that, pending your 
reply, I have stuffed the Marie Van Houtte with straw and 
hound it inside with the same, tying the whole with wool. 
I have also a Heine Marie ltenrieite and W. A. Richardson, 
halt-standard, planted in the sprint,'. L’Ideal, Marie Van 
Houtte, ha France, Oloire de Dijon, and I’rinceCamillede 
Rohan are what I have planted.—Nun- Snt riio.viK. 

|Of the seven kinds named only three need 
winter protection, viz., L'Ideal, Marie Van 
Houtte, and \V. A. Richardson. Stutling the 
heads with straw, or other non conducting 
material, is a very good one, hut we should 
advise you to remove it during mild intervals. 
A damp, stuffy condition causes more injury 
I/) the growths than a low degrees of frost. It is 
the zero frosts one should be prepared to 
combat as regards the Tea scented and kindred 
tribes, and a stock of material should be kept 
near at hand to insert in the heads when 
such severe weather threatens. As we have 
repeatedly pointed out, bush-plants of these 
tribes may be effectually protected by a cover¬ 
ing of earth some (i inches deep around the 
base of the plants, and dry Fern or Bracken, 
straw, or evergreen boughs stuck in among the 
branches. Hardy Hoses, such as Gloire do 
Dijon, I’rince Camille de Rohan, and La France, 
require no protection.] 

FERNS. 

HARDY FERNS IN WINTER. 
Many of our most beautiful hardy Ferns suffer 
if exposed during the winter. When under 
cultivation it often occurs that they do not get 
the protection they find in their natural habi¬ 
tats. The leaves from deciduous trees provide 
both protection in winter and suitable material 
for the new roots to start into in spring. 
Grasses and other herbage also assist in pro¬ 
tecting the crowns during the winter. Many 
who try to cultivate hardy Ferns forget that 
they are depriving them of the protection they 
find under natural conditions, and, conse¬ 
quently, do not succeed. Of course, it it not 
necessary to allow Grass and all kinds of weeds 
to grow up among the Ferns, yet something 
should be done in the autumn to make up for 
this deficiency. A good mulching of leaves 
may be recommended ; either new leaves or 
those half-decayed may be used. The latter 
are best, as they provide more nourishment for 
the young roots in spring. If the plants are 
much exposed they should have a covering of 
dried Bracken or other light material. Bracken 
is about the best thing that can be used, as it 
will gradually decay, and by the time the Ferns 
start into growth the young fronds will bo able 
to push through. Bpring frosts are often 
destructive to hardy Ferns. Many of onr 
British Ferns are worthy of cultivation under 
glass, more especially the beautiful varieties of 
the Lady Fern. The exquisite beauty of 

growth, giving them warmth during the 
autumn and early part of the winter will excite 
them and materially weaken them. 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

PLANTS UNDER TREES. 
I n c. r a lot of spare "round under Oaks and s ot- li Kirs, 
and sheltered from the north liy a thick l.nirel hedge, 
li feet high. Will yon kindly tell me what flowering 
shrubs, flower*, and tilths I rail put in now to get a suc¬ 
cession of l.loom all the year round, as it faces tho house 
ami I want it to look bright? The space to be planted is 
35 yards long and s feet wide.—H-mk. 

[ \Ye take it the piece of ground is within the 
slutde of the Oaks und Scotch Firs, and not 
that tho trees are directly overhead. If 
so, there arc many things suitable. If. on 
the other hand, the Oaks and Firs constitute 
a sort of plantation, the case is different. We 
assume the former, however, by reason of the 
hedge of Laurels. In such case, you may 
select uf flowering shrubs any of the VVeigelus, 
Lilacs, Forsytliia suspensa, Rosa rugosa and its 
varieties, Pyrus japonica. Magnolia conspicua. 
M. Soulangeana, Kibes in variety, Genista 
nra-eox, Spartium junceum, and Pyrus Malus 
tloribunda, of which several examples may be 
planted by reason of their groat beauty in tho 
early spring. A plant or two of the Scarlet 
Thorn, and file pretty, though short-lived, 
flowering Bird Cherry (1’runus Padus), to¬ 
gether with Bcrberis, Allium, Acer Negundo 
variegatum, Double Cherry, Andromeda, and 
Azalea mollis, would give you a great variety 
as well as a long season of flower in these 
things alone. Of flowering plants and herba¬ 
ceous filings in particular, you may employ 
any of the Sunflowers. The Pampas (i rass and 
Arundo conspicua, with one or two groups of 
Bamboos, would also be clfootivo. Other 
useful tall plants are the Michaelmas Daisies, 
the Novi Belgii and Nova Anglia- forms parti¬ 
cularly, with Polygonum inollc, Boceonia 
cordata, Ercinurns robustus, E. himalaicus, 
Delphiniums, Tritoma Uvaria, Rudlicckia 
Golden Glow, and lleleniums. These are 
mostly tall things of from -'ll feet to f» feet in 
height, and in large group* produce a telling 

effect. Divarfer subjects of feet to .'{ feet 
would include Aster Amellus in variety, A. 
acris, A. N.-B. densus, Alstricmeria aurea, 
Stcnactis speciosa. Day Lilies generally. 
P.-eonies, I .on ten Roses, Flag Irises. Japan 
Anemones, the white and red Perennial Pea, 
Helenium pumilum, H. autumnlc. Columbines, 
Pentstemons, Liliuin croecum, L. candidum, 
L. tigrinum, Galtonia candicans, and the like. 
Of still dwarfer growth nre Heueheras, Iris 
| mini la, I. nudicaulis, Aubrietias, Doublo 
Arabis, Campanula carpatica. Perennial Candy¬ 
tuft, Saxifraga Wallacei, S. granulate plena, 
S. ccratophylla, Mogosea cordifolia pur¬ 
purea, M. crassifolia, etc. Of bulbous plants 
you may now plant Wood Anemones, 
Cyclamen, any of the host of Dalfodils, which 
in your case may be planted freely. In much 
the same way a free use could be made of 
Muscaris, lamcojnms, Anemones of the horten- 
sis group, nlso A. coronnria, Tulips, parti¬ 
cularly those of the Gestier and Parrot kinds, 
and other things. For the first year Fox¬ 
gloves and Evening Primroses would be very 
pretty if rather thinly interspersed throughout 
tho hortlcrn, and would come at a timo when 

their presence would be of service. In short, 
there is no lack of material for such a place, 
and with good culture the borders ma;- be 
made quite a success. If sufficiently sunny 
you may find room for a few good Pillar Roses, 
or such a Rose as Crimson Rambler on strong 
|K»les would be very striking amid the 
abundant greenery present at its time of 
flowering. The whole of the things could be 
planted forthwith.] 

Solanum jasminoides in autumn. - 
I planted a number of this in the spring ot 
this year to quickly cover some trellis-wort 
which I had just formed. I knew it was a 
beautiful climber, but the way the young 
plants flower late in the year charms mt 
Of all the plants in the garden it is the 

freshest and moat beautiful on the first dir 
of November. Even the late Roses, whiii 
are so nice, have not the freshness awl grace 
of this lovely plant. It is fully exposed.—V. 11. 

Wistaria and Jasmine not bloomtng.-i 
have a Wistaria and a white Jessamine on a wall Its; 
north-west, in a wide, sloping bed. They do no'. Hone 

and Ihe Wistaria looks unhealthy. Can you kindly gin 
me any advice as to treatment?—Casa. 

[The position has a good deal to do with the 
non-flowering of your Wistaria and Jessamine, 
both of which flower freely enough when grow 
in a sunny sjwt, as the wool is then thorough!: 
ripened, which cannot be the case with your-, 
for as you say they face tho north-west the; 
will get very little direct annshine Pninine 
is also greatly against the flowering of .less 
mine, which never blooms so well as when 
allowed to ramble at will over an arch, 
verandah, outhouse, or in some similar positive. 
With regard to the unhealthy state of the 
Wistaria the roots must be at fault. Possibly, 
owing to the sloping nature of the bed, they o 
not get sutiieient nourishment, and often whe; 
walls are built all kinds of old brick rubble ire 
buried at the base, and this is by no mean- s 

desirable rooting medium for such n gw 
feeding subject as the Wistaria. If yourpUu 
is small the lustier way will be to lift it aa>\ 
replant, after taking out three or four harrow 

loads of the soil and replacing it by some g«l 

eonqiost, such as chopped turves from . 
meadow, a little thoroughly decayed leaf 
mould, and some manure. When plintm; 
tread the soil firmly and arrange it si tb 
there is a liasin around the stem to allow * 
watering, if necessary. If this is done the 
plant will probably be rather late in startire 
into growth next spring, but as soon as it do? 
tart the young shoots will make rapid progre~. 

Should the plant be too large to lift you might 
try milling a basin around t.lin stem toalku 
for artificial watering, and if this is done *L- 
necessary during the growing season, we thief 
tho unhealthy state of the plant will disappear 

Shrubs from cuttings.—Catlings o: 
rent many shrubs will root well if placed 

the open ground. A fairly sheltered positie*, 
in an open, somewhat sandy soil that doe-1 

ulTer from drought during the summer, is be: 
for the purpose. A heel of old wood is V 

necessary to their well-doing, yet, at the sac 
time, fairly stout shoots must ha cha»; 
otherwise, many will perish. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Pollarding an Oak.—As a reader of Oabukmxii. 
will .you kindly reply to the following : Will an (lak stand 
topping? Will it shoot out, like an Elm and other trees, 
form a head, and hide the places where the limits were 
cut? I have two old trees which have grown to a good 

Ferns. When grown under glass care should 
be taken not to excite them" into premature 
growth. Although a littlewill do po 
harm in the spring while th 

Digitized by 

..._-_* •’ height, and, lieing near a wall (about 7 feet high), I should 
Atuyrium (Asplenium) h dix-fu-mtna plumosnm like to lower them, and so reduce the strain: but before 
is not excelled, it equalled, in any of the exotic doing m> I want to I* quite sure that they will shoot out. 

* 5r glass care should 1 ‘ ” 
jm into premature 
eiept will do -mo 

^Q'i' Sjjfg 

etc. The trees form a blind, and also a shade for a small 
dairy.—Alpha. 

[Yes. you can with perfect safety cut down the inks. 
Po this m January or February, hut it is to I « jyg'tetted 
that such an operation is needful. I “ ITVnwfen 

UNIVERSITY OF ILUnOIS AT 

THE NEW HORTICULTURAL HALL 

With eager anticipation we opened thel-G 
of plans of the Royal Horticultural Society 
projiosed buildings in Vincent-sjuare. 
deeply regret that we can only view them wit. 
a sens© of disappointment. The result is« 
building entirely commonplace, absolute; 
wanting in all architectural feeling. Theoolv 
ingenuity it displays is in giving a mavitr.os 
of spice to the Exhibition Hall, but it 
entirely without charm, such charm asisool.r 
given by the clever planning, careful dem¬ 
and lino sense of proportion that the arch-.tec' 
who is master of his craft gives to a building 
thus endowing it with the qualities of jew': 
and gracious beneficence, while not in the 
slightest degree depriving it of utility. I®lK 
proposed plans what have we? The 
barrel of n railway station, masked by a sew*; 
rate railway hotel on the road front! In - 
Exhibition Hall we regret the iron root awt'i 
ugliness of it all, all tne more because it - •*> 
absolutely needless. Outside wo regret ? ' 
want of 'simple dignity and proportion, t« 
curiously unhappy fenestration, the lari'’ 
every quality a building should possess to t-' 
called good. Wo hoped to see such a huiH 
as would do credit to the Society, and can on. 
express regret when we see plans that we Cj!l 
only think unworthy of tho Royal Horne= 
tural Society's [vosition and purpose: wasca 
of good money, whose same amount m:? 
easily have brought both additional court 

frfcgqre and infinitely greater honour.—? 
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ance. Plants, in order to be the best suited 
for table uses, should be grown on from the 
seedling state or from quite small divisions, so 
that the growth is concentrated in the one 
crown. Plants intended for this purpose 
should be set aside so as to preserve them 
intact. They should not be overpotted in any 
case ; this is a mistake. Where it is possible 
a marginal line of Selaginelln denticulata may 
with advantage be pricked in around the rim 
of the pot, but its growth should not be 
allowed to exceed reasonable limits. 

BOOM AND WINDOW. 

PANICUM VARIEGATUM 

VTheRK indoor decoration is carried out on a 
large scale, plants of a trailing or pendulous 
habit of growth are necessary for furnishing 
vases and Btards, and this Grass is invaluable 
ior the purpose, its habit of growth and distinct 
variegation being perfect. To get a good 
specimen, insert three cuttings in a small pot - 
say. a 60—and, as soon as they get a few inches 
long, peg them down close on to the soil, when 
they throw up a number of side shoots and 
form excellent plants without any further Pampas Grass. —The plumes of the 
training. If larger plants are desired, these Pampas (irass are known to many, and at 
can he potted on from the small |>ots ns may be Christmas time are frequently used in the 

Panicum variegalum as a vase plant. 

necessary. For the fronts of stages in warm- 
houses plants in 48-pots are very effective. 

FERNS AS TABLE PLANTS. 

M 'NY Ferns, some of which are quite unique in 
their way, are very suitable as table plants. 
Take, for instance, a well-grown Silver or 
Golden Gymnogramma, or the same of Adion¬ 
to m Farleyense ; these are each ciuito distinct 
from anything else that is usually grown or 
accepted as table plants. In many ways Ferns 
are exceedingly useful when in pots from 
•'1 inches to 0 inches in diameter. In order, 
however, to have such plants in the best condi¬ 
tion they should not be crowded together or be 
in any way overshadowed by other and larger 
plants. What is wanted is a symmetrical 
well-balanced plant not in any case drawn on 
one side. Again, plants of dense growth are 
not so desirable on the whole: for instance, a 
plant of Adiantum Farleyense or of A. cunea- 
tum when in this condition (the whole of 
surf ace of the soil probity itjgesteUyM^tl 
rhizomes) would present too heavy an appeal 

home in many a scheme for decoration. How 
few grow it when one comes to look round 
amongst our acquaintances. It is, however, 
easy of culture, often thriving on poor, sandy 
soils, where other subjects plnntod out fail. 
On carriage drives and in shrubberies amongst 
shrubs, etc., its feathery plumes show up to 
advantage. Let it once become established, 
it needs little troublo beyond an occasional 
top-dressing of manure in winter.—Towns¬ 

man. _ 

Primula obconica. For a light, sunny 
window or cool greenhouse, Primula obconica 
still maintains its |iopularity, notwithstanding 
the objections of a lew as to its liability to 
impart a rash to the skin by contact with the 
fob age at certain times of the year. It blooms 
for months together, and its blossoms are 
useful for making up into coat and dress sprays. 
Seed should bo sown in February in the same 
manner as one would Primula sinensis, grow 

in coUIdruinos until autumn. So treated 
jliVits,vCJ |f(r?liish plenty of bloom duringjlj^ 

FRUIT. 

GRAZING IN ORCHARDS SPRAYED 
WITH POISONOUS WASHES. 

PoisoN'ocs solutions are used on the farm for 
various purposes, such as the destruction of 
animal parasites (sheep dips), the prevention 
and cure of animal diseases (copper sulphate in 
the treatment of foot rot), the destruction of 
weeds (“ weed killers " und sprays for destroy¬ 
ing Charlock), the destruction of insects on 
plants (fruit-tree “washes"), in the form of 
poisonous baits for the destruction of injurious 
insects (scattering poisoned Clover, Lucerne, 
etc., over fields for the destruction of surface 
caterpillars). Poisons are also used in other 
forms, for instance, powder (Hellebore), or 
vapour (cyanide of potassium fumes). Though 
cases have been recorded of animals having 
died through eating Grass contaminated by the 
dripping of recently-dipped sheep, and it is 
conceivable that injury might also arise when 
copper sulphate is employed as a foot dressing 
without due precaution, yet with ordinary care 
the poisoning of pasture in this way should bo 
impossible. There is no recorded case, so far 
as is known, of injury having been caused to 
live stock by their breaking into fields where 
the crop has been recently sprayed with a 
solution of copper sulphate. 

“Washes” applied to standard fruit trees 
can only, except by accident, get into the 
system of animals in large quantities, when 
the ground underneath the trees grows a crop 
of (irass or other fodder crop on which some 
of the solution may fall and be eaten with 
the crop. How much of the solution may 
reach the ground will depend upon a variety 
of circumstances, such as the quantity of 
“wash" applied, tho state of foliage, the 
density of stocking of the trees, etc. These 
factors are difficult to estimate, hut it might 
appear probable, under certain circumstances, 
at least, that herbage in orchards treated 
with arsenious compounds, such as “ Paris 
Green” or “London Purple,” might become 
so poisonous as to be dangerous to live stock, 
although no case of such poisoning appears 
to have been recorded. That no evil results 
would follow this method of destroying orchard Iiesfcs had been already antici|>ated, and this 
lad, in fact, been experimental'y tested in 

ths United States, where Professor Snow 
sprayed Clover with an ordinary Paris Green 
wash Slid then immediately fed his horse on it 
without any ill effects. 

In view, however, of the great increase in 
recent years in the practice of “ spraying ” in 
this country, the Board of Agriculture con 
sidered it desirable to make arrangements with 
the South-Eastern Agricultural College, Wye. 
to investigate the matter, and an experiment 
to test tne effect of pasturing stock in an 
orchard sprayed with an arsenical solution was 
accordingly carried out during the past season 
by that college. On May 23 rd, 11102, twoacres 
oi young fruit-trees were sprayed with Paris 
Green ; not only were the trees thus treated, 
but the Grass between the trees was also 
sprayed. The wash used was prepared by 
mixing .1 lb. of Paris Green (Blundell's paite) 
and 3 lb. of lime with GOO gallons of water. 
About 3 lb. of Paris Green was thus sprayed 
over the two acres, 600 gallons of wash being 
put upon the trees and ground, which is rather 
more than would have been normally employed, 
and considerably more of the wash went on the 
Grass than would have been the case in an older 
orchard, or where hand machines were used for 
young trees. The machine used was a one- 
horse “ Mistifier,” which sends out a dense and 
even spray. The plot was sprayed between 
1 p.m. and 4 p.m. on a warm, cloud}’, still day, 
the ground beneath the trees being covered 
with a good growth of Grass. No special care 
was taken, and as the wash was mixed on the 
plot, several concentrated patches resulted 
where the machine was tilled from the 
mixing receptacle. While the washing was 
in progress twenty Kent ewes were turned 
on the land and at once commenced eat 
ing the Met Grass. The sheep Mere exam 
ined from day to day. On May 24th all the 
animals were quite normal, feeding and 
chew0g |-^5n the following day the 

were again visited, when some of them 
rather AT*-1"’ were scour 
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ing. On the 2Gth the only further alteration 
in their condition was that a few more 
appeared to scour. Several sheep, however, 
in the same orchard, on Gross which had not 
been sprayed, showed similar symptoms. On 
all subsequent dates, when visited, the sheep 
presented quite a normal and healthy appear¬ 
ance. The last examination took place on 
June 7th, and the sheep were found to be in 
excellent condition. They were then removed 
from the treated plot. 

The result of this experiment corroborates 
the observations of practical men and also the 
results and conclusions derived from similar 
trials . conducted years agq in America — 
namely, that stock rftay be kept on land where 
trees are washed with nrseuites.—Journal of 

the Board of Agriculture. 

BARK SPLITTING. 

Ri:> r.sTi.Y Mr. G. Woodward, of Barham 
Court Gardens, whose trees and fruit suffered 
so terribly from the hailstorm that devastated 
the district of Wateringbury, Kent, exhibited 
specimens of shoots or branches cut from trpes 
which showed the effects of the hailstones on 
the bark in splitting it down vertically. The 
object of showing these branches was to ascer¬ 
tain how best to deal with such injury. The 
chief danger in such case is that the severe 
splitting may lead to canker, seeing that every 
wound opens up excellent openings for the 
access of the canker fungus. Mr. Wood ward 
desiroi to learn how best to deal with the 
trouble, whether it was best to prune back 
entirely to sound bark, or to coat over 
the injured bark with some air-excluding 
substance. As the branches were passed 
on to the Royal Horticultural Society's 
scientific committee, it will bo interesting to 
learn what advice that body may have given. 
But seeing that all the splitting in the bark 
was vertical and not transversoly, I pointed 
out that apart from the possible incursion of 
the spores of the canker fungus, there was little 
doubt but that nature would soon close up and 
heal the injuries, because sap flow would not be 

at all checked. Hud the splitting run round 
the shoots or branches so as to divide the bark 
entirely and have stopped sap flow, all the 
shoots might soon die. Mr. Woodward pro¬ 
posed to coat the injured branches with a 
mixture of cowdung or clay, sulphur paste, and 
paraffin, which would exclude spores and air, 
yet not check the production of inner bark 
growth, leaving the rest to nature. I suggested 
that it would create special interest in the 
experiment were some of the trees—they are 
chiefly bush Apples—cut hard back and some 
left untouched or undressed. The injury is of 
an unusual character, but as it may occur to 
anyone else at any time, the ultimate effect of 
remedial or other treatment can hardly be 
made too widely known. 

How very diverse is the cause of bark¬ 
splitting referred to by a correspondent, on 
page 129, who shows that his trees have had 
their bark split on the hot or sunny sides. The 
injury in this case, there can be no doubt, is 
due to scorching, the sap in the woody cells 
being so heated that it hurst the cellular tissue, 
and thus caused the cracking. Where that 
form of injury is prevalent, although it is so in 
very few places, it is obvious that some protec¬ 
tion should be given to the bark on the sunny 
side. That could be done by tying some Furze 
or Fir-branches round the stems during hot 
weather. When visiting Mr. Woodward’s 
fruit garden last year I noticed a precautionary 
measure on his part such as 1 do not remember 
to have seen elsewhere. He had pieces of Cork- 
bark fixed close to the front or sunny sides of 
the main or lower stems of all the wall fruit- 
trees that faced the sun. He holds that just 
at that point of the tree where the sap flow 
is concentrated scald or scorching is apt 
to take place, leading to the flagging and ulti¬ 
mate death of some branches, and, in time, of 
the entire tree. In any case, whether that 
assumption be correct or not, furnishing this 
stem-protection did present itself to me as a 
very simple yet practical one. There is another 
occasion when bark protection is essential, 
though not from sun-heat, but from frost. It 
is when Vines that are plante<L-OH an outsider 
border are forced in to.growth iisiilatbr i.cfifK)] 
early. Then bMIS&PtftS sXdjOre:,.Ifcl 

roots is centred in these exposed stems it is 
important they should have protection from 
frosts until the outer temperature has matori 
ally risen. That could be done by winding 
hay-bands round the stems. Vines early 
force-1, having had their stems frosted, have 
flagged badlv, and at times are severely injured. 
]_ A. D. 

FIGS. 

Tin: theory set forth in the communica¬ 
tion from “II. N. t!,, Bath,” on page 423, 
seems to me to be very far removed from 
actual fact.. Barren Figs have been known 
since Bible times, but their barrenness often is 
the outcome of unsuitable surroundings, 
climate, or culture. Though your correspon¬ 
dent cultivates one hundred trees under vary¬ 
ing conditions he limits his selection of varie¬ 
ties to three certainly a small one for so large 
a number of plants. As pointer! out in the 
uoto.i uu page 383, there is a flue collection of 
varieties grown in the Royal Horticultural 
Society’s gardens, and when examining these 
I could not distinguish between them in 
their freedom of fruiting. Nor could one fail 
to be struck with the small size of the pots so 
many of the plants occupy. Figs may very 
easily bo rendered unfruitful by encouraging 
luxuriance with unlimited root space. Their 
very nature is to produce fine foliage, and to 
get useful crops demands restraint of this 
untoward vigour. To define Figs that never 
bear any fruit as males, and those which drop, 
even in fine weather, as females, stems absurd. 
Probably all and every kind of Fig known to 
cultivation would display such trails were the 
cultural conditions such as to encourage rank 
growth on the one hand, or a starved state on 
the other. When restricted in pots there is no 
plant that calls for more feeding than the Fig, 
that is, if fruit is the primary object of its 
growth, and, as is pointed out on page 3S3, 
two, and even three, crops may be had during 
the season, according to their treatment and 
variety. How, then, can “ n. N. G." reconcile 
his far-fetched theories in the face of such 
plain truth1*V It would bo well to ascertain in 

what respect culture has failed to produce 
mature fruits, and if “H. N. (!." will act upon 
the advice given on the page quoted above, he 
will in the course of time find that his theories 
will have misled him. S. 

PLUMS-YOUNG VERSUS OLT) TREES. 

Observations extending over a lengthened 
period show the value of young Plum-trees 
compared with that of old ones. In a hot, dry 
season, or a dull, sunless one, the young and 
healthy specimen will mature its fruit, which 
will be of a good size, while the old and decrepit 
tree will, at any rate, in the case of some kinds, 
give that which is only fit for cooking, and not 
very good for that even. As I write I have in 
mind trees that for some years—how many I 
cannot ascertain —have cropped annually. This 
season, and for some preceding ones, the fruit 
has been unsatisfactory as regards size and 
quality, not as regards extent of crop, for 
thinning had to be resorted to in order to 
reduce it to a normal state. Probably, in 
some of these instances the over cropping of 
the trees in their early stages contrimited to 
the loss of vigour. The variety Jefferson is 
particularly oifending in this respect, and 
though in a young state, and bearing a reason¬ 
able crop, the individual fruits of this are large, 
handsomely coloured, and altogether attractive, 
yet, when over-loaded, or from an old tree, 
quality, which is a marked attribute of the 
kind, is wanting. Well-grown, perfectly 
ripened, and full coloured fruits of Jefferson 
are excellent, but all this can be changed, and, 
instead, mediocrity follow, if, when the tree is 
advancing in years, a heavy crop is permitted. 
Another summer Plum. Kirke’.s, which is of the 
highest value and quality, can be just as easily 
red need to an almost worthless state. Three 
years ago, when ordering trees for my own use, 
1 procured some of Jefferson and Kirke’s Plums 
for a neighbouring cottage gardener, and, at 
the same time, supervised their planting and 
after-treatment. An early crop was expected, 
and, what is more pleasant, was realised, the 
fruit being fine in every way. QridLn eWhen it is remembered that there is abund-i 

ce of good cooking Plums itj xlisiirdhef 

retain a tree of a dessert kind whose fruit is 
only fit for cooking, and so disappoint year bv 
year when its crop is gathered. Trees are not 

expensive to purchase in these days, for if the 

means do not allow of the purchase o( those 
which are trained, maidens, which are much 

cheaper, are available. To the inexperienced, 

however, the maiden-tree often become? a 
stumbling block. It is better to be a little 

too severe than forbearing when pruning the 

maiden tree, as if a good foundation is not lad 
in the first instance it is not easily brought 

about afterwards. For this reason, though a 
little more costly, the trained tree has all-round 

advantages when placed in the hands of the 
inexperienced. In the planting of trees it 
sometimes occurs that blank spaces are avail 
able on walls where a young tree may U 
brought on preparatory to its taking the pLu> 

of an old one later, and thus while time I? in 
this way saved, a crop, it may be for two or 
oven three years, is secured from the old one. 
When temporary or permanent planting i- 
done, fresh soil ought always to he provide) 
though the change may be made from ground 
but a few paces away. Good garden soil i< 
strong enough and quite suitable for growia? 
Plums when some lime rubble and burnt earth 
are added to it. Rich turfy loam may stimu¬ 
late too vigorous a growth, and the addition of 
manure would certainly cause this. Theke 
autumn is the best time for moving l’luns. 

and it is advisable in the year after plantar 
not to allow the treos to bear a crop, sit 
this way the trees become well estxl>H0»i 
for future bearing. An east, west, or south 
wall suits Plums, and in some cases a north 
aspect may be utilised to advantage. 

___ W. S. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Insects on wall trees. —I have a walled gild*, 

with Cherries, Currants, Pearhes, Nectarines, I'eararo! 
Plums on the wall. This year I was troubled with ii» 
pests of all kinds. What- kind of winter wash do }_oc 
recommend tor use to spray on ? I al90 propose ImiK 
the walls whitewashed. Would it be advisable to nil 
some insect destroyer with the wash? II whit'- 
f! II.. 

[ A most valuable wash for wall or, indeel, 
any fruit-trees, to be applied in the winter, cm- 

sists of caustic soda and commercial potash, i: 
the proportion of 1 lb. of each to 1' * gallons of 
water. Both soon dissolve in boiling water, 
and -it can then be syringed on to the tree 
whilst hot. If to it be adrfed 1 lb. of soft-soap 
for each Ift gallons, the liquid is all the more 
adhesive, ’i ou can give such a washing « 
once, or, at least, so soon as you have prune) 
the trees. When you do that, collect dl 

pruning.* and burn them, or otherwise yournn 
still leave near by many clusters of insect eg.' 
With respect to lime-whiting the walls sr.i 
trees, that may follow, but we prefer syringiijj 
it on thickly rather than using a brush, «w 
adding some clay anil sulphur to colour the 
wash. The hotter that is applied the 
better. It will peel off in the spring. Use1 
fine rase to the syringe for the first-name, 
solution, and a coarse one for the latter.] 

Replanting vinery.—I have rooted out «»«>** 
Vines, and intend to put in their place two new >iws* 
Peach, a Nectarine, and a Plum, all in barrels "tal 
t ines should be put in to (trow with these fruits, 
what is the liest compost for each ? I think of puuiss^ 
Black Hamburgh Vinca, but do not know if the same rev- 

will do for these as for the Peach, Nectarine, and l’lum.- 
W. J. 

[We do not think you will succeed in the 
attempt to grow Peaches, Nectarines, and I'luo* 
in company with Vines, and the Vines woo.- 
notlongeoutinueto beof service toy ou restrict*) 

to tubs. You do not say, but we presumeyouf 
house to be a lean-to, having a lofty back wii- 
In such case you might, if you limited tt« 
number of Vines On the roof so that 
light passed between them to the lack ws.k 

grow a Peach and Nectarine trained on the w.u 
We would remind you, in the hands of the 
inexperienced Plums aro uncertain fruits, am- 
therefore advise you to save yourself disap¬ 
pointment. Black Hamburgh is the best ill- 
round Grape to grow ; the Peach and Xectani* 

should be selected to suit your per-on*. 
requirement—early, mid-season, or late. 1 
best soil for each is a good turfy, calcareot- 

loara, with which are incorj>oratod lime nmole 
and crushed bones. Should the turf be from 
jjoor ground, a little short horse-dropp«Bp 
:rni 1(1 Click* fill lit If I if.lilll All sllOUBl ice of good cooking- Plums It) *1^43 i! addition. All should 
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made firm, whether you use tubs or make a 
border. The latter course would be much the 
best, because more lasting, and what is 
important in the absence of a qualified gardener 
15 the attention needed from day to day. In 
tabs fruit-trees soon suffer, if they do not hope¬ 
lessly fail, unless water is given frequently in 
hot weather, and unless feeding with stimula 
ting liquids is regularly practised. Much of 
this can be saved if a well constructed border 
is provided at the outset. Probably your 
object in adopting tubs is a saving of initial 
cost, a course we cannot recommend, except, as 
before mentioned, there is qualified daily 
attendance. When Vines are grown in an 
ordinary manner over a roof trellis there is no 
other fruit-tree that will succeed in the same 
house, because of the shade imparted by the 
overhead Vine foliage. With fewer Vines, and 
these rigidly trainee! so that between each there 
is a clear space for the admission of light and 
sin, then Peaches and Nectarines may be 
grown, but even then they would be better on 
the wall than in pots or tubs. You need not 
make a full-sized and complete border at once, 
but make it at the rate of a yard width each 
year, or every alternate year, which will render 

The most they do is to remove much or all of 
I the undergrowth or that which is so near the 
' ground that the fruit cannot be kept clean, a 
little foreshortening sometimes delayed till the 
fruit is large enough to pick and market, and 
scarcely any thinning-out being practised. It 
is the hard pruning that causes the formation 
of very much more young wood than is desir¬ 
able, and the market grower's bushes, though 

[ large, are never such impenetrable thickets 
of growth as might perhaps lie imagined. 

1 Pears and Plums for walls.-Please tell me of 
some good Pear and Plum-trees to plant against, south 
wall. Mane I»uise excepted? Standard Plum-trees never 
bear in this garden.—K. K. Lloyd. 

[ [Of Pears, plant Louise Bonne, Josephine do 
Alalines, Doyenne du Comice, and Winter 
Xelis. Of Plums, if you want cooking kinds. 
Rivers Early Prolific, Victoria, and Czar ; if 
dessert kinds, plant Denniston’s Superb, Green 
Cage, and Coo’s Golden Drop.] 

APPLE AUTUMN PEARMAIN. 

This Apple, frequentlymet with in old orchards 
in the west of England, is, I consider, one of 

Apple Autumn Pearmain. From a fruit tent by Uics Solomon, Central Avenue, Covent Oardm. 

the work more easy, and the results, with 
projier attention, more certain.] 
. Canker In Apple-trees.—I enclose two cuttings 

bane's Prince Albert Apple, about four years old. 
80me.very much in the condition of en- 

j®»d,and being ignorant of the cause, etc., I am anxious 
!* **»« information. Trees were planted earlv last 
■arch, and were clean and healthy-looking. This sea- 
J00 " growth looks all right, hut in some places springs 
hom branches showing a slightly similar condition os 
"► losed. Your opinion and advice would lie a favour to 
—A.wioi s Ovr. 

Hour trees are evidently sudoring from 
ranker caused by the roots getting down into 
a wet. cold subsoil. Open a trench round the 
tree, sever the deep going roots, then refill the 
trench with some good fibrous loam, and place 
over the roots a dressing of manure.] 

Pruning Gooseberries.—Early pruning 
B a mistake where birds are known to he 
troublesome, removing a considerable portion 
'j| the young wood rendering the clearance of 
bmls on the rest of the bush easy and certain. 
In all such cases pruning should ho delayed 
either till the mast critical period, this being 
« ncn the buds are just moving, is past, or even 
a little Inter. Market growers do not pntfii 
nearly so hard as most prjivoto growers, ina, 
-hey usually obtain heavier crops accordinghr 

the best late dessert Apples in cultivation. It 
is of fine quality and hnndsome appearance. 
Like the majority of late dessert Apples, a 
warm soil is needed to bring out its highest 
qualities. It does well either as a bush or 
orchard standard, hut the leading shoots must 
he shortened sufficiently in the earlier stages of 
the tree's growth, or the growth will be 
rambling. T. 

Pruning Black Currants.—Thinning 
out and foreshortening are principallywhat have 
to lie done, the fruit being borne on the young 
wood formed tho summer previous. In order 
to keep the hushes well within bounds, cut 
hack the straggling outside and leading 
branches to better placed inner shoots, ana 
then thin out the remainder of the young 
shoots so as to have them thinly distributed all 
over the hush. Quite young bushas should he 
freely cut back for at least two winter prun- 
ings, this being thesurest way of layingagood 
foundation. Always keep the centres a little 
thin. Cuttings modo now from young wood 

id insgrtM not less than 6 inches apart in 
S bjfiikiira asunder on an outside border 

II ni/rlw probablj- all strike root and JoBra 

about three good shoots next summer. The 
shoots selected should be long, firm, anil 
straight, be shortened to a length of 12 inches 
to 15 inches according to their vigour, lie cut 
clean across below the lowest joint, and have 
all but the three or four uppermost buds cut 
out and be then firmly dibbled in to a depth of 
6 inches. _ 

QARDBN WORK. 

Conservatory.—One of the mast striking 
shrubs in the conservatory now is Luculia 
gratissima. It is not often one sees a good 
specimen in a pot, but plant it out in a bed of 
turfy loam and peat and the plant thrives 
amazingly and produces immense trusses of 
rase-coloured flowers at this season, which 
continue some time in condition and are 
pleasantly fragrant. Give it plenty of water 
during growth, with weak soot-water when 
flower-beads are forming, and cut rather hard 
back after blooming. It is not a very easy 
thing to strike from cuttings, hut succeeds 
better when layered. Cuttings of the young 
shoots which break away after pruning, taken 
off with a heel of old wood, inserted in pots of 
sandy peat under a bell glass, will root in time, 
but must not be hurried. It is hast to keep 
the cuttings in a moderately cool house, till 
the bottoms of the cuttings are callused over, 
ami then give a little heat in a closo propaga¬ 
ting case, but it is very inqiortunt for the bell- 
glass to ho wiped dry inside every morning, or 
the condensed moisture will damp off the cut¬ 
tings. This is important in tho case of nil 
cuttings rooted untlcr gloss, cs[iecinlly in the 
confined atmosphere of a bell-glass. One can 
always gather a few Roses, if free growing Teas 
and Noisettes are planted out in the border. 
Raiseriu Augusta Victoria is producing very 
line blossoms now. Safrano is nearly always 
in bloom, and the buds are very beautiful. 
Lamarque is a beautiful Rosein a light position 
under glass. Those who have failed with the 
Indian Daphnes in pots might plant one of 
each kind in a good bed of loam and peat or 
leaf mould and sand. The bed must lie well 
drained. I have had very charming bushes 
planted out which filled a large house with 
fragrance for a long time in winter. They 
grow very freely planted out, and, of course, E'reduce more flowers. The red variety, 

). rubra, grows more freely than tho white, 
though the flowers are not quite so large. 
Abutilons in variety are very useful winter¬ 
flowering plants. These also do better planted 
out, and trained over arches or otherwise. 

Stove.—A well-managed stove is a delight¬ 
ful feature in a garden for those who can hear 
the moist, warm atmosphere of tho tropics. 
There are times when one has to use more heat 
and moisture than are necessary for ordinary 
purposes. A sudden demand may nriso for 
some particular flower and the tem|>eraturo 
has to lie raised to produce it. There is a great 
advantage in the jiossession of a small, close 
place for such work, and then tho ordinary 
stove may remain at the normal temperature 
of 60 degs., or a little more at night, whilst 
the small forcing-house may be run up to 
"Odegs. or 75 degs. to give n filip to such things 
.s Lily of the Valley, Tuberoses, Gardenias, 

etc. Many things, such as Caladiums, Achi- 
menes, and Gloxinias, will now bo resting or 
approaching that stage. Caladiums must 
remain in the warmth, hut Gloxinias and 
Achimenes, if kept dry, will do in a lower 
temperature. The summer-flowering climbers, 
such as Allamandas and Bougainvilleas, will ho 
kept drier at the roots, hut though these are 
now Howerless there are other climbers in 
bloom now, including the scarlet Passiflora 
princejis. Hova carnosa often flowers in 
winter. Jasininum gracillimum is seldom alto- Eether flowerless where it thrives. 1 have seen 

[exacentris Mysorensis prettily in flower at 
this season, and Ipom.va Horsfalli.v is very 
bright just now. and the old Begonia fuchsoides, 
planted out in a light position, will flower all 
the winter. The brightest plant in the stove, 
if planted out and permitted to ramble, is 
Euphorbia jacquinin-ftom. This is often a poor, 
straggling thing in a jiot, but plant it out in a 
light position and give it froeoom, and it is a ^ 
different thing altogether. ' , 

Rose-house. Where Roses are planted 
eithei' tntflitw fralferAbe roof or grown 
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as bushes, the lights should betaken off in July 
to ripen the wood, and anyone building houses 
for Roses, if he means to plant them in beds, 
should have movable lights. If the plants are 
grown in pots the}’ can be moved into the open, 
plunged in ashes, and left for a time to rest and 
rocuperato. There are some advantages in 
having the plants in pots, as the house can 
be used for another purpose from the first of 
July to October — time enough to take a 
crop of Tomatoes if it is necessary to make the 
most of things. Then, again, if the plants are 
grown in pots, the beds in November may 
be filled with leaves and the plants partially, 
if not wholly, plunged in the leaf-bed. This 
little bit of genial root - warmth adds im¬ 
mensely to the vigour of the plant and the 
consequent si/.o and number of the blossoms, 
and there is less trouble with insects and 
mildew. I need hardly sav that everything 
about the Rose-house should be clean. Mildew 
siiores and insect eggs may remain in and about 
the house, and before the Roses are brought 
back the woodwork and walLs should be 
thoroughly cleaned. Of course, the vaporiser 
will make short work of the green fly, but a 
strong effort should be made to clear out every 
trace of mildew. 

Forcing Strawberries. -It is of no use 
attempting to force these very early unless the 
crowns are well developed and rii>ened. and the 
pots full of roots. A low pit furnished with a 
bed of fermenting leaves, with a night tempe 
rature of 50degs. to begin with, is an excellent 
starting place for Strawberries at this or any 
other season. Be careful with the water-pot 
at the beginning, or there may be leaf growth 
too much in advance of the blossoms. Ventilate 
to meet the rise of terrqierature, and fertilise 
daily with camel's hair brush or the rabbit's- 
tail when the blossoms open, and thin to a 
do/.en fruits when enough has been set. 

Window gardening. -Keep Cactuses 
and other succulents dry during winter. 
Fine foliaged plants, such as Ferns, l’alms, 
and Aspidistras, will require less water, still, 
when water is necessary, a thorough soar¬ 
ing must be given. When a plant hni been 
allowed to get too dry submerge it in a pail 
for a time till the air bubbles cease to rise. 
Bulbs coming on must be kept moist. 

Outdoor garden.—There lias been a 
wonderful autumn bloom of Tea Roses. I)r. 
drill. La France, and the Hybrid Teas have 
been very fine, flood drainage is very im- Kortant for Roses, especially for Teas, as it 

elps the maturation of the growth, and con¬ 
sequently by hardening the plants makes them 
less susceptible to injury from a low tempera¬ 
ture. There is more in this matter of drain¬ 
age and its hardening effect upon Tea Roses 
than what is generally thought. Of course, 
when the drainage is perfect there must be a 
considerable depth of good soil, or the plants 
may suffer from drought. If we get severe 
weather, as a precautionary measure dwarf 
trees may he earthed up a little, say, 4 inches 
or 5 inches. If the tops get badly frozen they 
will break very strongly from the bottom. An 
inch of good loam will be a great help to beds 
of Carnations recently planted in checking the 
lifting power of the frost. Many plants die 
from disturbance by frost rupturing the roots. 
Box edgings tn ay be replanted when the 
weather is suitable, and if Moss-grown or 
weedy walks are turned over and well rolled 
down a neat and tidy appearance will be 
secured at a comparatively small cost. Box 
edgings are not so much used now in town 
gardens. Staffordshire tiles are more lasting. 
Those who appreciate the picturesque may use 
rough, hard stones, and plant dwarf, creeping 
plants inside, to grow over and partially cover 
them. All alpine plants or other hardy plants 
in pots should be plunged to the rim in ashes, 
and, if possible, covered with old lights. 

Fruit garden.—The autumn is the best 
time to lift Vine roots and re-make the borders. 
The work is too heavy to do it before it is 
necessary, but when there is a falling off in the 
produce of the Vines it is time to see what is 
wrong with the roots, and the bold course is 
generally the l>est. Those who have had 
much to do with Vines under glass do not 
hesitate to lift the roots and re-make the 
borders when its necessity becomes evident. 
Vines are hardy.^^-sujTprmfj 

recover from any little injury done to the roots 
during renovating operations. If the borders 
are wide, they need not lie all made at once. 
Six feet of good soil is enough to start with. 
Any land that will grow good Wheat and 
Beans will grow good fruit, but for Vine borders 
take the top C inches from a sheep pasture. 
This alone when in a mellow condition 
will grow good Grapes, but, to obtain the best 
results, add k ewt. of bone-meal and a couple 
of bushels of old plaster to each cartload. 
Anything in the nature of chemicals can be 
given later if one believes in them, and they 
are useful at times. When pruning Vines, 
select a few of the cuttings and lay them in for 
propagating. It is well to keep heavy rains 
off Strawberries in pots, but they must not be 
permitted to suffer from drought. 

Vegetable garden.—Make up Mush¬ 
room-beds from time to time as vacancies 
occur in the house. Keep all the spices filled 
and there will not ho much fire heat required, 
as the warmth of the lied* will he sufficient to 
keep up the requisite temperature. Open-air 
lieds are still hearing freely. Waterproof 
covering must be used now, and, when any bed 
requires water, give it warm and fortify it 
with a little salt occasionally, with a littlo 
nitrate of soda or other stimulant as a change. 
Clear up the rubbish yard, and convert all cut¬ 
tings, hedge trimmings, etc., into manure by 
smother-burning. Make this heap as large as 
possible by adding lumps of clay to the lire, or 
anything that will smoulder or decay. There 
is plentyof leaves and other material for making 
up hot-beds for forcing Rhubarb, Seakale, and 
Asparagus,or makingup lightbedsfor lettuces, 
Radishes, etc. Early Potatoes may soon he 
started in boxes or in single pots for turning 
out on hot beds by and nye. For good and 
early crojw we find nothing superior to Duke 
of York. All we know who nave grown it 
give it a good name as a forcer and for 
planting outside. For early planting, sets 
should l>e placed crown upwards in shallow 
trays or boxes, and stood in a light position 
safe from frost. Sow a few Tomato seeds of a 
good early kind thinly in shallow boxes on a 
shelf in warm house. E. Hobday. 

THE OOMINQ WEEK’S WORK, 

Extracts from a Garden Diary. 

Du-ember Silt.—An soon as the wall trees are 
pruned and trained they are thoroughly 
washed with a solution of soft soap and paraffin 
oil. The offspring of the flies are concealed 
either on the wood or in the wall, and a thorough 
washing will get rid of a good many. One of 
the walls which has been broken about with 
much knocking in of nails will l>e pointed and 
washed over with lime and sulphur. 

December Uth.—Looked over late Grapes to 
remove bad berries. There are no plants in 
this house, nor will be until the Grapes are cut, 
and the inside borders are covered with dry 
litter to keep down and cheek evaporation. 
Pulled up the largest of the Turnips and laid 
the roots in trenches deep enough t,o cover the 
bulbs, the foliage being exposed. This is the 
best way to store Turnips in winter. 

December 10th.- The fruit store is often 
looked over to remove decaying specimens. 
The best late Pears have been carefully placed 
in drawers and shallow boxes, and kept dark. 
Potted a few Tuberoses for early blooming. 
Others will he potted in succession, and as 
Tuberose blossoms are wanted they will soon 
l>e placed in heat. A few of the earliest and 
liesl prewired shrubs in pots have been placed 
in beat for forcing into blossom. 

December Uth.—Lawns are rolled after rain, 
when the turf is soft. A mossy or weedy walk 
is turned over, the gravel raked into position, 
the surface trodden, and then rolled down 
firmly. Sometimes it may be necessary to add 
a sprinkling of fresh gravel before or during 
the rolling. Globe Artichokes have been 
covered with litter and a light covering of soil 
placed over the litter to keep it in position. 
The Globe Artichoke is not perfectly hardy in 
this country. 

December 12th.— Bulbs and forcing shrubs 
re being gradually moved forward to bloom raj 

conservatory. Good str<|ij^ 

Bleeding Heart (l)ielytra, to use its old name), 
if well established in (lots, will bloom without 
much forcing. It is not ever}-plant that will 
stand forcing, but this will if established. 
Rhododendrons in bud may now be potted up, 
kept cool for the present, and then grown on 
in neat for conservatory. 

December l.lth.—Moss-litter-manure has been 
used freely as a mulch among herbaceous 
plants, bulbs, etc. Potato-clamps have been 
covered with long litter to keep out frost. 
Sets for planting are being placed in shallow 
boxes, early kinds only at present. We are 
.still finding new positions for Roses, especially 
climbers that will take off the stillness of the 
place. .Started a few dozen Royal Sovereign 
Strawberry in a gentle heat for early crop. 

LAW AND CUSTOM. 

Entry to repair fence. A fence of Oxk p»lm« 
belonging to the owner of garden No. 1 separates ginks 
No. 1 from garden No. 2, and has been in Its present fo* 
(ion over 22 years. When the fence was made gsnkc 
No. 2 was a Cram field, and since that time the fence hi- 
been repaired w hen necessary by its ow ner, w ho enters! 
upon the field for this purpose when he found it neresiir. 
to do so. The fence now requires repair, and such repain 
cannot he executed without entering garden No. 2. Hi> 
the owner of No. 1 the right to enter upon garden Na 
for this purpose, entering that garden from a side pasue 
at a reasonable hour of the day, and without seeking pti 
mission so to do? It an action of trespass were broedn 
by the owner of garden No. 2, in what court would ibe 
action lie tried?—Au-il.i. 

[Upon the facts stated it would almost see® 

that a right of entry for the purpose of repair 
when repair is necessary must be presumed to 
have been granted to the owner of garden 
No. 1. But it does not follow that, although 
repairs are necessary, the entrance must !« 
from an extraneous entrance to garden No. t 

Generally speaking, entry from garden No. 1 
will be quite feasiDie either over or through the 
fence in question, and indeed it is quite 

possible that the repairs are capable of being 

executed without entry upon garden No. i. In 
that event I think the owner or occupier ol 
garden No. -1 might bring an action of trespass 
against til© owner of No. 1, and such action 

would ordinarily be tried in the county court. 
The owner of No. 1 should not attempt to enter 
No. ’2 unless such entry is absolutely necessary 
It would not be a defence to urge tnat it would 
inconvenience him to do the work from hb 
own garden. K. C. T.) 

Tne Ground Game Act.—Farmers and the 
trapping Of rabbits.—Can a shooting tenant 
the occupier of the land from trapping rabbits when tb- 
occupier has the permission of his landlord to trip rabbi? 
where, when, and how he chooses?—8sohso»k. 

fTho Ground Game Act of 1SS> gives so 
occupier of land the right to kill and tale 
rabbits on such land, and no matter whether 
the rabbits are or are not reserved to the land 
lord or his shooting tenant, or whether die 
occupier has or has not jiermission from his 
landlord to kill rabbits, he may kill rabbits if 
lie chooses, and no one can prevent him. He 
may kill them by shooting, trapping, ferreting, 
coursing, netting, or in almost any way possi¬ 
ble except by poisoning ; but as to trapping, 
he may set traps in rabbit holes only, he nut 
not set traps in open ground. When the 
occupier possesses only the rights given him 
by the Ground Game Act, and apart lrom that 
Act has no right to the rabbits (as if the right 
to the rabbits is expressly reserved to the land 
lord in the agreement of tenancy), he may kill 
and take ground game—that is, hares and 
rabbits—only by himself, by the members of 

his household resident on the land in his occu¬ 
pation, by persons employer! by him in his 
ordinary service on the land, and bv one other 
person (such as u professional rabbit-catcher; 
boiiti /ii/i employed for reward in the taking*’ 
ground game. And the occupier mustp** 
each person who kills ground game for him > 
written authority so to do. Further, only the 

occupier himself and one other person may DU 
ground game with firearms, and that other 
person must be specially authorised in writing 
by the occupier to kill ground game with fire¬ 
arms. Now I rather imagine from your ques¬ 
tion that you wish to kill rabbits in soma "A' 
not permitted by the Ground Game Act, as 
for instance, by setting traps in open groan ' 
by a number of people not members ofyom 
hhusehcsld or ordinarily employed by you oa 

the land, anil if this be the case and you want 
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further advice on the matter, you must say 
exactly what you want to do, and what it is 
the sporting tenant objects to. I may as well 
add that, while the rights given the occupier 
by the Ground Game Act are indefeasible—that 
is to say, ho cannot be deprived of such rights 
by any agreement or stipulation—they are not 
absolute; they are concurrent—that is to say, 
they exist or run together with the rights 
[K»scssed bv any other person, and so both you 
and the shooting tenant may have and exer¬ 
cise the right to kill and take rabbits und 
hares.—K. C. T.] 

CORRESPONDENCE-. 

Questions.—Queries and answers are inserted in 
Gard skins free of charge if correspondents follow these 
rales: AU communications should be clearly and concisely 
mitten on one ride 0/ the paper only, and addressed to 
the Editor of Qardhxikq, 17, Fumival-street, Bolbom, 
Lmuton, B.C. Letters on easiness should be sent to 
the Pcbusiirr. The name and address of the sender are 
required in addition to any designation he may desire to 
be used in the paper. When more than one query is sent, 
each should be on a separate piece 0/ paper, and not more 
than three queries should be sent at a time. Correspon¬ 
dents should bear in mind that, as Garurnimq has to be 
lent to press some time in advance qf date, queries cannot 
always be replied to in the issue immediately following 
the receipt of their communication. We do not reply to 
queries by post. 

Naming tmlt.—Readers who desire our help in 
namiiig fruit should bear in mind that several specimens 
in diderent stages of colour and sue of the same kind 
V'aily assist «n its determination. We have received 
from several correspondents single specimens of fruits 
for naming, these in many cases being unripe and other¬ 
wise poor. The difference between varieties of fruits are, 
in many cases, so trijling that U is necessary that three 
specimens of each kind should be sent. We can undertake 
tv name only four varieties at a time, and these only when 
the above directions are observed. 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

Rose Baltimore Belle (IT. I>.\- This Roue is not 
much crown in England, but in America it has :i good 
reputation. It ij beat grown os a climber, leaving it un- 

prnned, simple allowing it to grow in its own way. The 
flowers are pale Slush, variegated carmine, rose, amt white. 

They are very double, produced in clusters, and when well 

i •uMishcd it is a maos ol bloom. 

English Iris from seed (P. B. C.).—Sow the seeds 

in sandy loam, covering the seed about a quarter ot an 
inch. Make the surface level and linn,and on this spread 

some sand, and then sow tho seed. It will not germinate 
till next spring. See that the soil docs not get too wet or 

the seeds will decay. If you have only a lew seeds, you 
could sow them in a pot or pan, covering this with a sheet 

ol glass, and standing in the greenhouso or in a cold- 

frame. 

Slug-Infested soil (/Icor).—Slugs are found to 

hattiour most about the bases of walls, and it will be a 
-ood plan il you lork away several inches of soil from near 

the walls, and dress thickly with fresh slaked lime, then 

replace the soil. Your licst remedy, when they are out 
feeding in the evening, is to dust the crops freely with 

Iresh lime and soot, as that soon kills the pests. Leave 

your Hoses as they are until March, and then cut down 
as your friend advises you. 

Moss on lawn (P. EW/com'*-)—In the early spring 

tear up the Moss with a long-toothed rake, doing this at 

1 wire, allowing a week to intervene. In the early part of 
March dress tho ground with good loam, some rotten 

manure, and wood-ashes, with al>oul one sixth part ot 
lime ; then sow with a mixture of good Crass seed, not 

that from a hay loft. You will not lie aide to use the lawn 

lor tenuis till laic in the season; in fact, it would lie 
belter to cease playing tennis on it lor a season. 

Forcing bulbs (I". O. N.).—Where bulbs have been 
potted late, and (lowers arc wanted as early as possible, 

there is always a temptation to place them in heat earlier 
lion one ought to do, and so, instead of good spikes of 

flowers resulting, only indifferent blossoms appear. Lost 
lime cannot lie made up. as several weeks should elapse 

from the time of potting to the period when the bulbs are 
'■rought into heat, so that roots may have well formed, 
and it is therefore much better to have good late (lowers 

than weakly early one*—I.eaiii kst. 

Rose Mareclial Nlel In greenhouse («’. 0.\— 
It will lie advisable to keep tile plant on the dry side until 
new growths are about an inch long, then you may give 

the liorder a good soaking ot water. The cooler you can 
keep the plant now the better; but when new growths 

appear from the long canes you must lie very careful ns to 
ventilation, so that no cold draughts which would chill 

the plant are caused. Very little pruning is needed 

beyond removing the unripened ends of the long rods and 
shortening back the lateral growths to two or three eyes 

irom the main stems. 

Heuchera seedlings (Wantage}.—It were better 
hid the young plants liccn pricked out some time back 

into other boxes singly at a short distance apart This, 
indeed, may be done now, keeping the boxes in a frame 

for the winter, und planting out in March. II you now 
pri' k out or transplant into shallow boxes, say 2 inches 

apart, you will in spring he able to plant the seedlings in 

.roups or in a bed to prove them. By doing what is sug¬ 
gested, you will be enabled to transfer the young plants 

with small tufts of roots, and so gain materially in point 
ol time and sizeol plant In the transplanting a dozen 

may lie arranged over an area of, say, 2} feet, and thus 
form a showy group. The Mowers arc nearly bell shaped 

and about J inch in length, numerously disposed on stems _ 

- leet high or so. The colour ranges from white ajuTpink I nVnnrV 

to brilliant scarlet. , T 

Telopea specloslsslma (W. '-cS 
should be sown in about two parts of peat to one of loam, 1 or hit 

and rather less than one part ol sand. In the case of a 
5-inch pot put the crocks to about one-third of its height, 
and fill with tho prepared soil. On this sow the seeds, 
and cover with about a quarter of an inch of the same 
compost, place in a shady part of the intermediate-house 
or the warmest part of llie greenhouse, and keep watered. 
When the young plants come up and form two or three 
leaves beside the cotyledons, pot them singly into small 
pots, using the same kind of compost. The Wanton is 
essentially a greenhouse plant, but it may be placed out¬ 
side during the summer. You will, in all probability, have 
to wait some years lor this to bloom ; indeed, as far as our 
knowledge extends, it hag only flowered two or three 
times in this country. 

CUanthus Damplerl (IT. C. Store/-a-This is a 
very difficult plant to grow in a satisfactory manner. The 
seed should be sow*n singly in small pots in a mixture of 
equal parts of loam and peat, with half a part of sand. 
The reason of sowing singly in small pots is that the roots 
are so impatient of being disturbed that if sown together 
and potted oft afterwards most of them would be likely to 
die. If you have plenty of seed, a good plan is to sow two 
or three in each pot, and directly the plants are suffi¬ 
ciently advanced to detect the most vigorous, pull out the 
others, and leave the best in sole possession. A genial, yet 
airy greenhouse is the best place for this Clianthus, and as 
soon as the young plants are sufficiently advanced they 
should be shifted into pots 4J inches or 5 inches in 
diameter. Much the same soil, except that a rather I 
amount of sand is needed, will suit them well. As the 
plants grow they may, if necessary, be shifted into (i-inch 
pots, or they can 1* flowered in ft-fnch ones. As the pots 
get full of "roots a little weak liquid-manure will be of 
service. The flowers arc so beautiful as to well repay any 
little extra trouble taken in the cultivation of IhisClian- 
thus. 

Rose plants Infested with mildew (KUie).— 
An excellent recipe for the cure of this troublesome 
fungus is as follows ; 2 lb. quicklime, I lit sulphur, 2 lb. 
soft-soap, I gallons of water, boil for three hours; add 
J pint of paraffin when left off boiling. To use ; A small 
thumh-potful to 21 gallons of water. Apply with a good 
syringe. This would not be of much use during the rest 
ir.g season ; hut you should prepare some another spring 
in readiness to apply as soon as the fungus manifests 
itself, line and soot sprinkled over the beds would do 
no harm to the small plants If applied in moderation, and 
it would be of much value to the herbaceous border. 
Before dressing the Rose-beds remove about { inch of the 
surface soil and burn it, then apply again to the beds, 
taking care to burn at same lime any mildewed growths, 
which arc usually found at the extreme ends of growths 
of some varieties, such as Mme. G. Luisset, Her Majesty, 
etc. We arc gradually obtaining a mildew-proof race of 
Hoses, and additions to their number will be warmly 
weloomed by Hose lovers, 

Plants for beds (A. />. C. D.).—¥or the centre bed 
B we would suggest a margin of yellow Crocus, filling the 
centre with Tdlip Yellow Prince, and freely planting a 
Tufted Pansy on the surface. In the side beds. C and D, 
you could plant white Tufted Pansies, with scarlet Tulips ; 
while in 1-order A white Crocuses may be plantel, with 
Auhrictia or the double white Arabia. In place of the 
Tulips Anemone coronaria will make a most showy bed 
and flower well. These arc also very cheap by the lffi, 
and may be planted 6 inches apart and 4 inches deep. In 
summer you have the option of many annuals, such as 
Iberis or Candytuft, Dianthus. Asters, Stocks, Zinnias, 
Mignonette, etc., eUx, or Ivy Pelargoniums, or Verbenas 
pegged down, or tuberous Begonias in a mixture, single 
kinds being especially good for bedding. These last are 
well suited for late planting, and for flowering after 
the other things named. Any good soil, with manure 
added and deeply dug. will grow these things quite well. 
You should have nodifliculty In growing the Hose Crimson 
Hambler. It requires a deep rich soil, and should be 
planted against a wall with south-west aspect or trained 
to a tall stake or support. The variety should be grown 
on freely, and when long rods are formed allow these to 
flower without pruning. 

LUlum longlflorum the second year (fine/). 
—However this Lily may be treated, you cannot expect it 
to flower as well I he second season as the first. The 
greatest measure of success is obtained by standing the 
plants out-of-doors in a sunny spot after the blossoms arc 
past. They must be watered when necessary till about 
the middle’ of September (or even earlier), when many of 
them will show signs of going to rest. Alter this no more 
water will be needed, and as the stems die down turn them 
out o( the pots, remove as much soil from the bulb* as 
you possibly can without injuring the roots, and repot. 
Alter this they may be stood in a sheltered spot out-of- 
doors or in a cold-frame. This latter is the better, as the 
lights help to keep off heavy rain, and water must be 
sparingly given till the roots are again active. Later or 
they may be shifted into the greenhouse. Many culti 
valors obtain a fresh supply each year, and plant out the 
old bulbs after flowering in the herbaceous border, in the 
foreground of shrubs or similar spots. In the case of your 
plants you had lielter see that the drainage is right, clear 
away some of the surface soil, and add some good rich 
material, standing them on a shelf in the greenhouse. 

Propagating Pinks (/?. G. Stone).—The propaga¬ 
tion of the Pink is effected in a variety of ways, each 
and all having their advocates. Perhaps tho most 
common way is by taking cuttings, or what are more 
generally known as pipings, striking these in pots of line 
sandy soil Others adopt the more rough-and-ready, 
though not so satisfactory, plan of dividing old clumps 
into tiny tufts and planting these out in well-prepared 
beds where they are to flower. These separated portions 
root fairly quickly from the base and produce a good 
many blooms the following season. The beet plants are 
bod by simply layering in the same way ns Carnation*. 
little extra time and care are needed, a9 the old clumps 
are somewhat dense and need thinning out, so as to 
allow of the fine leafy, sandy soil being worked in and the 
knife used. Some who require only n few plants place 
soli round the old clumps and layer only from the edge* 
Stems having several healthy grow ths on are selected, and 
thus fine rfocky plants are secured for early autumn trans 

■ |i.avering is best done when the plants are two 
. Itcfjrc the growths become crowded, and the 
tlAflowering the better. For cuttings, Alii®; 
Ight behind a north wall is the best, and it is 

imperative that plenty of coarse sand or road-grit lie 
mixed with the compost. Early propagation is very 

important, so that the plants he set out in the autumn, 

ana thus get established before the winter. 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

The Holly-fly {Mrs. Dodson\ — Your Holly is 

attacked bv the grubs of the Holly-fly (Phytomyza aqui- 
folium). It is a very difficult pest to deal with, as no 

insecticide can be made to reach the grubs, safely 
ensconced as they are between the skins of the leaves, 

which are very hard and stiff, and the transformations of 
the insect are all undergone within the leaf. The flies lay 

their eggs under the skin of the leaves in May or June. If 

the exact time of the appearance of the flies could be 
found out, it might be possible to prevent them from lay¬ 
ing their eggs by spraying the leaves with paraffin 

emulsion, taking care to spray both sides. The leaves 

would have to be kept under the influence of the wash for 
several days. The only other remedy is picking off the 

infested leaves and burning them, which would lie almost 

as difficult to accomplish as the spraying. 

FRUIT. 

Keeping Nuts (North Wales).—Thoroughly dry the 

Nuts, then store them in large earthenware or stone jars 
with lids, and on top of the Nuts put 3 inches of sand or 

Cocoa-fibre, and keep the jars in a cool cellar. In this 
way wc have seen Nuts kept till they come in again. 

A winter wash for fruit-trees (S D. 0‘Brien\ 
—For making a small quantity dissolve 1 lb. of caustic 

soda in a gallon of water, then add } lb. of commercial 
potash (pearlash), stir well, then mix lioth, adding enough 

water to make 5 gallons of solution. Apply to the 

branches and stems of the trees with a syringe or engine 

when the trees are dormant. 

American blight on Apple-trees IT. M. By— 
Your trees are attacked by this pest, for which paraffin is 
the best cure. Put at the rate of J pint of paraffin to 

3 gallons of water, thoroughly agitating it with a syringe 
for a few minutes previous to applying it, one man con¬ 

tinuing to do this, while another man syringes the trees 

with the mixture. The following summer treat the trees 
in the same wav when the leaves have fallen. As a pre¬ 

ventive have the trees syringed every autumn with a 
similar mixture. Those whose Apple-trees are infested 

with this very injurious pest should syringe them at once 

with a similar mixture. 

Diseased Grapes IS.).—Your Orane sample, as 

sent, presents a pitiable aspect. Beyond shanking, as 
seen In the withered stems, the berries are largely failing 

to mature and ripen, ft is evident the root-action is at 
fault. Your border has, no doubt, become damp and 

sour, especially if, as you say. over-saturated with a leak¬ 
age of water. ‘That should be stopped. Then the surface 

of the liorder should be carefully forked off, roots lifted, 

the bottom soil deeply broken up, and have wood-ashes 
and lime refuse freely worked into it; then the roots 

rclaid. using about them some fresh soil, and adding hme- 

ruhbish or wood-ashes to the top soil. 

VEGETABLES. 

Forcing Seakale (ItatsA—You ought to have 

put some of the crowns into a large pot or box. If in 
pots you should invert another of the sime size over the 

one in which the roots are planted. You should have 
then placed in a temperature of from 55 deg*. to GO degs. 

If in boxes they should be deep enough for the roots to 
Bland upright, and there should be sufficient depth for 

the Kale to grow to its full length before it reaches the 
lid of the box. Keep up a succession by introducing into 

heat a few crowns as may be necessary. 

Seed Potatoes (Subscriber, Kerry).—As you do not 

say how many Potatoes for seed you obtained for Is. .Id., 

we are unable to judge whether your price was high or 
low. But few seedsmen could select all tubers of one size 

unless an extra price was paid for the sample. They have 
to purchase their stocks from the growers Just as lifted, 

and thev must sell. Your best course will be to set all 

tho tubers in loves, as you proposed, keep them in ample 
light and air, hut from frost during the winter; then 

when planting lime comes, cut the large tubers into about 
3-ounce pieces, lay those out thinly, and well dust with 

slnked lime to dry off the cut surface. Do that two days 

before planting. As to the very small tubers, either plant 
those 9 inchos opart in the rows, or put two together. Of 

course, they are really too small for good seed, but they 
need not be wasted. Puritan Potatoes ehould be planted 

in rows 24 inches apart, and 12 inches a|>art in the rows. 

Some Potatoes give relatively few small tubers for seed, 

the general stock being of large size. 

Application Of gas-lime (Cymro).-Gas-lime is 

not a manure. It acts as a sweetener or purifier of sour 
soil; it kills moulds of fungus, such, for instance, as pro¬ 
duce* club in Cabbages ; and it destroys grub, wire worm, 

and other insect life. If you think insect*, grubs, or eggs 
arc wintering in the soil about your fruit-trees, a dressing 

of the lime, 1 lb. to the souare yard, well broken up and 
allowed to lie two or three weeks before being forked in, 

may do good. But as your trees have been recently root- 
pruned, follow in May with a surface of half-decayed 

manure as a summer mulch and lo wash in. You can 

apply gas-lime at once to any vacant ground if it is sour 
or needs some agency to destroy fungoid or insect life. If 

not. then it will do no good. A proper dressing is at the 

rate of 2 bushel* to 3 rode of ground, allowed to Ue for a 
month, well pulverised, then dug in. It does not help 
poor ground, which would be helped by a manure dress¬ 

ing. Apply superphosphate and kainit (potash), and dig 

it in, at the rate ol 0 lk per rod, in January, and 3 Ik per 
rod of sulphate ammonia alter the crop has mode partial 

growth. _ 

8HORT RHPLIBP. 

Maidstone.—I, You had better wait until the trees get 

established. 2, The two stocks are one and the same 
thing The Doucin, however, has somewhat darker wood. 

_B. G. Stone. —Kindly give us the size of your garden. 

and also the nature of the soil, and then we can better 
advise you.-Acoz.—Leave your Roses alone till March. 

and Iren shorten «< you suggest-J. S. //.—In such a 
position you cannot get any flowering plant to siicceed, as 

OKs IwodJ jSVf never 1W ripened ,sufficiently. The only 

plant* you can use-are some cl trie strong-growing fries, 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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which you must fasten to the wall to start them, or 
Ampclopsis Vcitchi, which is self-clinging.-A. J. 0.~ 
See reply to “ W. J.,” re “ Replanting vinery," p. 5311.- 
M. A. H.—The Desfontainea is not grafted on the Privet. 
This plant will not grow away from the warmer sea-shore 
gardens. If you oould send us a piece of each plant, then 
we would be better able to help you.-1'. 0. B.—See 
note dealing with the subject in our issue of Nov. 29, 
p. 512.-1. M.—Merely cut off the flowers and stand on 
a shelf in the greenhouse for the winter, increasing by 
cuttings in the spring, and potting on those you already 
have.-II. II. Birch.—'Wait in both cases till the spring. 
Plant out your Chrysanthemums early in May.-E. 
Bains.—See reply to your query, which was answered in 
our issue of OcU I, p. 108.-J/or.—There is no weed¬ 
killer that you can use. Sec that the weeds arc cut off 
below the collar, and then top-dress the lawn w ith some 
rich soil to help the Grass. Not!ingham.—Very diffi¬ 
cult to assign anv reason w ithout further particulars as to 
toil, etc.——F.S. Bromi.—Hobday’s "Villa Gardening,’’ 
from this office, post free for fiy. fid.-E. II. Smart.— 

Plant the Gladioli and Hyacintlms candicans at the end 
of next March or early in April, and get in the others at 
once. Leave the liyacinthus in the ground. They will 
all do in any good garden soil.-Prior. —Plant out your 
early-flowering Chrysanthemums early in May. You will 
find a list of the best sorts in our issue of Oct. 18, p. 4SS. 
Tils eooner you can plant your Roses the better.- 
/’. B. Benson.—Vie hope to deal with the best kinds in a 
coming issue.-Vatintobcr.—You will find a note as to 
relaying Box in our issue of Oct. 11, p. 125. 

NAMES 07 PLANTS AND FRUITS. 
V Any communication* respecting plants or fruits 

sent to name should always accompany the parcel, 
which should be addressed to the Editor of Gardening 
ltbusTRatrd, 17, Furnival-strect, Holborn, Lomlon, E.C. 
A number should also be firmly affixed to each specimen 

of )lowers or fruit seiU for naming. No more than four 
kinds of fruits or /lowers for naming should be sent at 
one time. 

Names of plants.—Bed Lily.—Your plant is the 
Snake-plant (Arum IJracunculus), from South Europe. 
You cannot change the plant in anyway.-Amos.—1, 
Adiantum grAcillimum ; 2, A. Karleyense ; 3, Habrotham- 
nus elegans.-R. C. C.—Variegated New Zealand Klux 
(Phortnium tenax variegatum).-1". M. — Impatiens 
Suttani. The house is too cold, as this Balsam wants a 
stove. Keep it in the stove and propagate from cuttings 
next spring.-Bury.—Salvia lleeri.-Philip.—One of 
the many forms of the Crown Anemone (A. coronaria).- 
O'. Jones.—1, Aconitum sp. ; 2, Abutilon ; 3, Acorns of 
the common (>.vk; 1, Adiantum Capillus-Veneria—- 
E. S. (F. — Aster cordifolius elegans. - Marne.— 
—I, Asparagus decumbens, easily" increased by division 
in the spring ; 2, Centaiirca ragusina. 

Names Of fruits. — T. Bur roughen. — I, Hunt, 

bane’s Prince Albert; 2, Crisp, Yorkshire Greening. 

Alfred Salt.—1, Three fruits seem to 1* small Emperor 
Alexander, the other two are different: 2. Rvmer.—— 
iff. M. Ererard.—1, Yorkshire Greening; 2, Kcklmvillc 
Seedling; 3, Specimen insufficient; 1, Waltham Abbey 

Seedling. As we have so often said, it is very difficult to 

name fruit when only one specimen is sent. See our 

rules.-E. C. T.—Duehessc d'Angouleme.-Hertford¬ 
shire.—1,. Winter llawthornden ; 2, Not recognised.- 

II. K. A.—1, Red llawthornden ; 2, fteauty of Hants.- 
Hope K. Burke.—1 and 2, Not recognised ; 3, Autumn 
Pearmain ; 1, Small Mere de Menage. It is very difficult 
to determine names when only one specimen of each is 
sent. 

Catalogues received.—Wood and Ingram, Hunt¬ 
ingdon.—Special Neriseil Catalogue o f N ursery Stock.- 
The Horticultural Company, Cheadle-llulme, Cheshire.— 
Lid of Seeds and Plants for t'si.t. F. Rainier, Vucil- 

lingburg.—Spcciaf Trade <>ffei of Extra Choice Flower 

Seeds mid Noeellies for I'srl. 

Request to readers of “Garden¬ 
ing.”—Haulers, Loth amateur and in the trade, 

wiH kindly remember that me, arc a/ovtys very 

ejlad to sec interesting s/tccimcn-i of plants or 

/lowers to illustrate, if they will kindly smd 

them to our office in us ijocl a stale as possible. 

CHILDREN’S PARTIES 
are a delight to the young folk, and a source ol anxious 
thought to the Mother. But the Maternal mind may he 
relieved of much anxiety if Chivers’ Table Jellies are 
e.preyaty ordered for tho fcaate. They are puro and 
wholesome, and are flavoured with ripe Fruit Juices. Hr. 
Andrew Wilson, an authority on foods, says: ‘‘Chivers’ 
Jellies cannot be surpassed." Your Grocer stocks them 
in various flavours in pints and quarts. Cambridge 
lemonade is a safe and welcome beverage after romping. 
“ It beats all.” Chivers and Son, Limited, Histon, Cam¬ 
bridge. First English Fruit, Growers’ Jam Factory. 

Hyacinths, 6s. 6d., ioa. ea., ios. Tulips, 
la. 9d., 2s. 6d., 3». fid. Daffodils or Narcissus, Is. 9d„ 

2s. 6d.. 5). por 100- Crocus, 5s , 7b. 6d. Iris, is. 6d-, 7s. 6d. 
per 1.000. 5s. orders carr. paid. Catalogue free.—W. 
PERRY, 5, Brickhill-lane. Upper Thames-atreet. Lonilon. 

W ALLFLOWERS, largo, 5 best named 
sorts, Is. 6d. 100. Herbaceous plants. 12 named sorts, 

Is. 3d. Best Cabbages, Ac., 8d. 100. All post free.-D. 
BOXHKDGE, Box hedge Farm. Banbury._ 

pHEAP LOTS.— 9 Car. Salamander, Is. ; 6 
Lf Car. White Clove, Is.; 6 Car. Crimson Clove, Is.: 6 Car 
Raby Castle, Is.; 0 Pink Albino. Is.; 10 Pink Mr. George, Is. 
9 Pink Sam Barlow, Is.; 12 White Phloxes, Is.; 50 Spanish 
Iris, la.; 6Pink Paddington, Is.; 12 St. Bright Anemones. Is,; 
12 Clue Delphiniums. Is.; 20 Narcissus Cynosure. Is. 6 iota 
5s.; the 13 lots. 10s„ all car. frec.-J. LANGFORD, Tho 
Nurseries. Withicgton, Manchester._ 

ROSES, SHRUBS, PALMS, AZALEAS. 
rPHE following I have to offer are simply 

splendid value. Onierat once, get the beat. Grand time 
for planting.—Dwarf Roses. H P.. strong and bushy, true to 
name, 6d. each; 5s. 6d. doz. Teas, such as Liberty, Papa, 
Ruby Gold, Sunrise, The Bride, Ideal, Niphetoa, Rfive d'Or, 
Grace Darling, many others. Is. oach; »s. do*. Turner» 
Crimson Rambler, fine trees. Is. each: ditto, 5 to G feet high, 
very bushy. Is. fid. each. Pink Ramblers, novelty, tiue trees. 
Is. 3d. each. Lovely White Rambler, Is. 3d. each. Latest 
novelty, "The Yellow Rambler,” grand trees. 1 s. 3*1. each. 
W. A. Richardson. Marshal Ntel. Ninheres, Gloire de Dijon, 
La Heine, and other splendid Climbing Roses, fine strong 
trees (what!) only Is. each; worth 3s. fid. Standard Roses, 
all leading kinds, grand heads, Is. 6<1. each. Gooseberry 
Trees, 4 years old. grand fruiters, all to name, 4s. Gd. doz. 
Currants, Red. White, or Black, 4 yoars-old bushes, 2a-6d. doz. 
Prirel otaiifolium, 2 to 4 feet, 6s. 100. Kibes, or Flowering 
Currants, grand for hedges, Gl. each. American Bln. Marry, 
4d. each. Guelder Roses, double, !kl. each. E'aney Khnibs, 
for Dots or windows, fid. each; 4s. do*. Bay, sweet, fine large 
plants. Is. each ; smaller, 6d. each. Cherry, double bloom. 
Is each. Double Pink or Red May, grand bushes, Is. 3d each. 
Clematis montana, 4d. each. Yellow Clematis, novelty, 4d. 
each. WhitcseentedCleniatis,3d. each. Blue Clematis, fust 
climbing, 3d. ca*-h. White and Red Lilacs, fine trees, 3d. and 
fill. each. Double Scarlet Lilac, is. each. Maiden hair Fern 
Trees, very hardy, 4d. each. Aropolopsis Vcitchi, self-climb¬ 
ing, 4d. each, Deut/.iae. fine bushy plants, 4d. each. Ivy, 
Irish, 2d. eaen. Magnolia grandinora, nnc plants, is. each; 
small plants, Gd. each. Ampeloiisis Vcitchi. in large pots, 
well caned. Ikl. and Is. each. Clematis, all named sorts, in 
pots, Is. each. Mountain Ash, 4 to 6 feet high, fid. each. 
Acacia Trees, 3d. each. Lavender Trees, very bushy. 2d. and 
3d. oach. Honeysuckles, in splendid sort*. 4d. each. Isihumuin 
Trees, 3 years old, 4d. each. Jessamine, white mid yellow. 
3-ycar-old plants. 4d. each. Tulip Trees, 4d. each. Mock 
Orange, fino trees, 4tl. each. Bpira-aTrees, 4d. each. .Southern¬ 
wood, or Old Man. 3d. each. Sweet Briers, strong plants, 2d. 
each. Wistaria sinensis, fid. each. Camellia Trees, well sol 
with bud. Is, fil- each. Xmas Roses, full bloom, 3d. each, 
sold thousands last year. Rosemary, bushy frees, 2d. each. 
Hydrangeas, Thomas Hogg, fine plants, fsl. and 9d. eaeti; 
smaller, 3*1. each, in,inn tine large bushy Rhododendrons, in 
many colours, well set with bud. good stuff, 1st. and 9d. each. 
6.000 Azalea illdiea, for greenhouse, splendid stuff, bushy 
plants, full bud, Is. 6il. cacti; 3 fnr 4s ; or extra relecf-sl 
plants, very large, 2s. each; 6 for 10s.; these are a marvel. 
70.000 l’ahns, all fine, clean, healthy stuff (this is a chance 
seldom met with), 3*1.. 6*1., 9*1., Is., Is. fid.. 2s., 2s. Gd., 3s. each. 
These Palms arc a marvel; must clear, room wanted. 10,000 
Ficus elastics, or India-rubber-plants, grand for table or hall, 
grand plants, 9*1., Is., and la. 6d. each. 50,000 Fancy Ferns, 
for potsand baskets, 8. Is. Pl.v-o an order. I am sure we shall 
please you. All orders carefully packed, riackagcs free. All 
orders from 10s. upwanls "carnage paid (give rail address). 

G. F. LETTS, F.R.H.S., 
The Nursorios. WEST HADDON, RUGBY. 

1 ¥ ^ ^ , 
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MARKET and V a 

PRIVATE GROWERS. ^ 

Ornamental Tfeeg, ^hPub0 
Ac. Descriptive Catalogues Post Free. 

J. CHEAL & SONS, 
Crawley, Sussex. 

READY IN JANUARY. 
Now 80-page 

SPRING CATALOGUE 
or 

Scods. Plants. A Sundries. 

ARMITAGE BROS., Ltd,' 
High st, NOTTINGHAM. 

pOLYANTHA ROSES.—Clusters 
-L dowers in spring, the following beautiful var 

of lovelv 
varieties: Cccilc 

Brunner. Marie Paine, Perle <1« Rouges. I 
I’acqueretto, Migoonette,'White Pet, au 
varieties, strong i>tent3. fte_ yd,; 4, foi 2s. GdfTVii' 
FOX, Floral Dy V iV. JV7 

FOR ROOKS, PIGEONS, RABBITS. 

Bingle liar ret, hammerless, breech-loading Hhol Gun*. con¬ 
verted from Government Rifles, and fitted to toko 12-gauge 
CK shot cartridges ; specially bored by ani unproved process 
for long range and great penetration. Unequalled for all 
tong distance shooting, 15s. each. Double-bancllcd tueech- 
loaders from 33s. Air Guns, 12s. 6d. Walking-stick Guns, 
12s. 6d. A’arm Guns, 7s. 6*!. Send 3 stamps for Price List.- 
MIDI.AND GUN CO, Bath-street. Birmingham. _ 

A BARGAIN, 9a. 6d.—Powerful 4-guinea 
BINOCULAR; 8 lenses, 30-mile range, nickel-silver eye¬ 

shades. leather sling case and straps. Ditto, extra powerful, 
10 lenses, 12s. fid. Sent for inspection before payment.- 
McCarthy. Pawnbroker. 44i. Archway-road. London. N. 

A BARGAIN, lOsT 6d.—Gent’s magnificent 18- 
carat gold-cased KEYLESS HUNTER; compact model, 

Jewelled lever balance, perfect timekeeper, 10 years war¬ 
ranty. Also Gent’s fashionable 18-carat rolled gold(stamped) 
DOUBLE ALBERT (curb), sacrifice, 10s. 6d. Either or both 
sent for inspection before payment.—MCCARTHY, Pawn¬ 
broker, 44i, Archway-road. I-ondon, N. 

"DOILER, large Tortoise, No. 7, for SALE; 
-D c03t £12 10s.; price, £-3; heat 403 ft. 4 inch pipe.— 
W. F. ASKEW, Storrs. Wlnd- ruierc. 

Fertilizer, tins Is. PLO WERETTF. -G rand 
-L ta.-fc. Agents wanted every town and village. Parti¬ 
culars—FLOWERETTE COY . PorUouachan. Scotland. 

^u,metpeo.yamhal 15 L UCHERST — 5,000 
, awTSflniature. The SI Bluchers, quite new; spit 

CLEARANCE OFFER. 
First Quality Only. 6s. Orders Carriage Paid. 

HYACINTHS. Named, 1st size. 3*. per <lox; 2n-l 
2s. do*.; bedding, grand bulbs, blue, white, red, or uniui 
la. do*.: 50. 4s. ’ 

SINGLE TULIPS. 1st size.—Anus, 2afid.; BacvhiK 
2s. Gd.; Belle Alliance. 3*. Gd.; Canary Bird. 3s. 6*1.; Oxtvr** 
Maid, 3s.; Due Van Thoi. f-arlet. 3s.; Fabiola, J*. fit; 
Keizerkroon, 3s. Gd.; L inimaculee, 2s fid.; la Heine, 2s.fil: 
I’oltebakker. white or yellow. 4s. Gd ; Princess Marisnn*. V' 
Proserpine, 6s. Gd.; Rose Gns de Lin, 4s. Gd.: Rosa Mairii, 
2s. Gd.; Stan*lar<l Royal, 3s. Gd.; Thomas Moore, 3*. fit; or 
mixed, 2s. 6d. All per 1U0. 

DOUBLE TULIPS.-Duke of York. 3a; LaCaadiv.. 
3s. ; Rex rubronim, 3e. 6*1.; Kut.ra maxima, 5*.; Touraeaol, 
3s. 6d.: mixed, 3s per 100. 

PARROT TULIPB, mixed, 3a. 100. 

DAFFODILS. ISrandec, Emperor. Goldeo Kpw, 
Henry' Irving, obvallaris, Sir Watkin. all Is. doz. V?jiSk«, 
oriiatiui. Double White, fid. do*, lznt Lilies.Si. 100. 

CROCUS. Finest mixed, 9d. 103; 5s. 1,000; lQaux-j 
sort*, la. 3*1. 103; 10». 1,000. 

These prices will effect a quick sale. 

SEND AT ONCE. 

ARTHUR E. GRICE & GO, 
Dudley Road, BIRMINGHAM. 

WINTER-FLOWERING PLANTS. 
12 Cy olamen pcrslcum Klffantonm. in e wie^w, 

for potting on. 4fl. A grand lot in large flowerin* lots (it 
blooming in November onwards, 9s. and 12s. per dor. 

6 Azalea indica, all named, >m-liiiling2douU* vrite 
very fine plants, one mass of flower-huds. 10s. fid. and 15. 

6 Camellias, name*! varieties, all finest double rerietk^ 
to include 2 double white, full flower-buds, Ira. 

Primula sinensis iimbriata. grand plants in Mrk 
polo, 9s. per doz. 

Primula sinensis stellata. the new PnmuUb 
cutting, in 5-inch pot*. 9b. per do*. 

LilaC8,spc-ially prepared for forcing, grand plaiiu.folld 
tlower-buds, 2s. fit. each. 

Lily Of the Valley, very l«-sl. IV.. ion; Is. Iierdox 
Dcntzla frrncllis, very lino plants that will Irim- 

*»f liluom, Is. bd. earfi : ;x-r 6. 8s. 
Vlburnnm opulus (finowball). full of butb, h fil 

each; 6 for 12b. __ 
Sperinl Lid "J Wisler-fioorring Plants on opplimlia*. 

A. J. A. BRUCE, 
The Nurseries, 

GHORLTOH-CUM-HARDY, MANCHESTER. 

THE BEST SWEET PEAS,| 
Including LATEST NOVELTIES. 

AT HALF USUAL PRICES. 

New Book heady Jam ary 2m*. 

DO BIES (No. 1), C H ESTERI 

DPCQ  21 st Season.-La France, Gen. J*"tw 
nUOkOi minot, Capt. Christy. V. BninM 
(ccrisc). Old Blush, Old CrimiKm, White Moss, Ited (bxa 
Wills' Evergreen, Kclicite. Crimson Rambler, A. Yl«n 
(white), 3, any selection, Is. 9*1., free ; 6, 3s.: 12, 5*. fib 

HARDY PERENNIALS. Giillardia, Corax* 
(iiolflun-julluw), Iwkfp; >Vlmo Marcncnlc, Anrhusa 
Slich V.x\py ^I'urple), loelaml Poppy. MoHthrelia, DcI^M'in»» 
M wnrf and tall), lVnlsIcmon l»ari>a'. »is (ronil red). 
foraiif;c).ll5rpaliuui. rk»roni«Mim(yellow), Orifiital Pujiiy. All 
’2d. each. K bd. orders free. 3«. worih. any eelectm w 
2e. 3d., free; &». for 4s.; 12b. 6d. for 7e. bd.; 25f. for IXU 

Hardy Crccponi. &c.—H«df rlinfrinc Vmriniftn(>«T«. 
Cli'inaJir, white, wentotl; do., Binall purnic; do., >ifAi* 
(Tra»cller'« Joy); Insh Ivy, Dcutzia, doui'le pink. 
■*raiiKC. Var. Vinea. Yellow Jessamine. All^d.ea^dj 2f w. 
worth for 2s. free; Ca. for 4b. ALi 13d. ordere frre. 
arrival Kuarutitccd 

6 Climbine Roses. 6d.. fre«. 
Ampclopgts Vcitchli, 2, 6rl., free; 6. Is.; 1?.bSd. 

RE*- C. BUCK, SSSS. NORWICH. 
WILLIAM BARRON & SON, 

Landscape Gardeners A Nurserymen. 

Invite iiil.-ndiiig planters to inspect, their uunT-JIsl 
Slts-k of Ornamental amt Forest Trees, Rhododendron*. 
Roses, and Fruit 1 rcos. 

Send for Catalogues aud Liol of Public and Print' 

Works carried out by l hem. 

Elvaston Nurseries, BQRROWASH. DERBE 

nre sewn Army 
ather soles. WilVnpnd 

pair, any size, post free. 5s. Gd. Cash returned' if hot 

V^proved of.—H. J. GARSON. Govwnci*dji| pug^«^»p|ajr*.,- 

MANURES. 
NOW READY. 

Descrlptivo carriozre paid Price 
Of Special Manures for Lawn*, »ines, Cnrjv 
anthemums, &c. Pure Bone Meala, Bwic 
RuperphoBphate. Kalnit. Sul-Ammonia. 
Pure Dissolved Bones, Snl-Polash. MuriJUf PotaM, 
Dried HUxxI. Sul-Lime. Sul-lrcc. Pcniriw Ouaoo, 
Cocoa-tibre Refuse, Charcoal, Silrer Sand, 

THE SILICATE CO., LTD., HEMEL HEMPSTEAB. 
TjOIsdox Office : 1G, 8t. HxLXN -S-rLiCX, E-0. 
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PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

0HRY8ANTHBMUMS. 

LARGE CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 
To THE EDITOR OF “ GARDEN ISO II.LPSTRATF.il.” 

Sir,—A good many of your readers will, I 
think, agree with Mr. Millington in his 
criticism of Chrysanthemum shows, in spite of 
the protest it raised last week. I have before 
me now a batch of catalogues of new varieties. 
Almost all belong to the Japanese class. 
“Immense bloom," “very large flower,” “a 
monster," “ very popular, being a large flower," 
"9 inches across,” “large, handsome flower" 
and "white, rivalling Mme. Carnot in size," 
are descriptions of tho high-priced novel¬ 
ties. Every amateur knows full well from 
past experience how miserably so many of 
these will fail to please when he grows them— 
how he will turn with disgust from looking 
upon their two or three lanky stems and their, 
as likely as not, coarse, uninteresting blooms 
•I feet and more above the pot, to rest his eyes 
upon the profusion of Petite Amie, Phmbus, 
Framfield Beauty, Purity, and Mary Anderson 
that have not been grown for the shows. 
(irowers raise to sell; they sell to live. They 
must raise what exhibitors, who are their best 
customers, know the shows require of them. 
Effort in every direction hut in the race for big 
■lapanese blooms is discouraged by the practice 
of the shows. Colour and torm are sacrificed 
on the attar of si<3. Let me illustrate what 
1 mean by a reference to tho November 
Aquarium Show. Among the multitude of 
-lapanese blooms thero was not ono good 
crimson to be seen. Though yellows were 
staged by the score there was not a shade 
among them we had not been accustomed to 
for years. The eye was wearied with the 
monotony. I recollect well seeing Hooper 
Pearson for the first time at the Aquarium 
a few years since. It stcod in the trade exhibit 
of a prominent raiser. To judge by the 
remarks of the visitors it was one of the 
delights of the show. At the recent exhibition 
it was represented by, I believe, ono bloom. 
Exhibitors cannot afford to grow it, it lacks 
the all-important qualification of size. One 
might multiply illustrations from the Japan 
ese class of this stifling of tffort towards 
development of colojr and form by the 
practice of the shows. 

To pass to the Anemones. Is it not, to put 
it m.ldly, a matter for regret that Clio com¬ 
mittee of the premier show of the world should 
give no encouragement to tho development of 
these exquisite ttowirs? They can lavish 
money upon their big Japanese, but for the 
Anemones they can offer but a paltry sum, 
with the result that the exhibit in this class is 
gradually becoming ii-sig rifleant, and progress 
Li at a standstill. Much the same may bo said 
of the singles. The exhibit in this class was 
very disappointing. Those who grow them in 
quantity will bear me out that they offer many 
possibilities for an effective display. The 
Aquarium coul l not avail themselvesXiTTliiy, 
of them. The exhibit -fi(e 

was the qualification for the prize. I visited 
the small hall late in the day. There in “dim 
religious light” the specimens in pots were 
show'n. If anywhere, it is in this class some 
attempt might be made to encourage the love 
of tho beautiful. And what was the show ? A 
collection of antiquated varieties tied and 
staked to look as unnatural as possible—as 
unlike the things of beauty pot-plants should 
lie, as skill and ingenuity could make them. 
But these monstrosities wore awarded the 
priz.es. It was a flower show, and one felt a 
relief to turn to the Carrots and Onions. 

There are signs that Chrysanthemum 
societies are passing through a period of 
financial difficulties, and this is not to be 
wondered at. The public are a little satiated 

ith the monotony of the shows. People want 
to see more change in these annual displays. 
People who love the beautiful in nature want 
evidence of taste. People who care for none of 
these things want a little more variety for their 
shillings. The Chrysanthemum is without a 
rival among our cultivated plants; the possi¬ 
bilities it holds out to tho raiser who will but 
study it seriously are endless. He can give 
us for our conservatories dwarf plants covered 
with bloom. Ho can give us lor our tables 
cut-flowers that will charm tho eye with colour 
and form. 11c can give us for our shows such 
a display as will rival the gardens of summer 
for variety. He can, but he does not. He is 
bound down to the routine of the Medes and 
Persians of our societies. C. .1. Grist. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS NEW EARLY- 

FLOWERING VARIETIES. 
(Reply to “ Novice.") . 

Several of the varieties mentioned in your 
list can scarcely be regarded as early varieties, 
and the list herewith embraces the best of 
these added to the early-flowering section 
during the last two seasons. We have given 
a preference to varieties which aro free- 
flowering and also branching in their style of 
growth, although by so doing we may lie 
including some varieties known to develop 
rather larger flowers than the majority of 
sorts. 

Horace Martin.—This, a sport from the 
well-known Mme. Marie Masse, is rich yellow 
in colour. In growth the plant is ideal, an 1 
also freo flowering. Each flower having a long 
flower-stalk adds very materially to its value. 
Height .1 feet ; in flower from August till 
October. 

Ryecroft Pink.' The colour of this is a 
beautiful and telling shade of bright pink. It 
is of sturdy habit, height about ‘2 feet. Period 
of flowering mid-September to mid-October. 

Leonard Pet«.—But for the appearance of 
Horace Martin, this variety would have 
elicited the highest praise. As, however, it is 
quite distinct from the variety just referred to, 
its inclusion in this list is justified. The 
colour is a clear, bright, and effective yellow, 
and the habit is very bushy, and tho flowers 
aro developed in the greatest profusion. 
Height :t feet, in flower during September and 
et'i-lvXfJtpber. 

1 fcj* ffes von. This, one of the 

develops charming blossoms of a pleasing 
shade of flesh-pink, and is a welcome break 
from the lilac and mauve shades of colour 
which at one time prevailed. Tho flowers 
may be regarded as pure self coloured. Height 
about 2 feet. Period of flowering September 
and later. 

Goaciier's Crimson.—This variety should 
be grown for its colour, which is ricn, bright, 
crimson, with a golden-bronz.e reverse. The 
flowers are large, and each one is borne on a 
long, stout, erect footstalk, which should add 
materially to their value, either for cutting or 
for border culture. Habit not so branching as 
in most others, yet distinctly good. Height 
about 3 feet. In flower September and October. 

Chateau St. Victor.—This variety is not 
so much a novelty as uro tho others described 
here. Tho colour is a bright amaranth, and 
the plant, which has a nice bushy habit and is 
about 3 feet 6 inches in height, makes a brave 
display throughout September and early 
October. 

Orange Masse.—Although not quite so 
early flowering as one could wish, this makes 
a very largo and handsome hush, and is 
literally covered with charming flowors of a 
rich apricot colour, tipped orange. When 
grown without disbudding from terminal buds, 
the sprays of bloom are invaluable for decora¬ 
tion. Height 4 feet. Period of flowering 
October. The name may lead some growers 
to s appose this variety is a sport from Mme. 
Marie Masse or its sports, hut this is not the 
casa. Numing the plant in this way is very 
misleading. 

Doris Peto.—A distinct gain to tho pure 
white early kinds. This plant develops flowers 
equal in form to those of Myehetl White, an 1 
in so far as regards constitution is quite on a (>ar 
with Market White, Avhich has always lieen 
highly thought of in this respect. Throughout 
September and October this plant, Avhich is less 
than .'1 feet high, is seen at its best. 

Nokbkkt ProKEZ..—Although introduced 
about twelve years ago, this varioty must 
still be looked upon as a novelty. The plant 
was lost sight of for many years, and has only 
recently been found again. Truly it is a beau¬ 
tiful flower, the colour being a rich golden- 
salmon, and the blooms are large. Height just, 
under 3 feet. In flowor late September and 
October. 

Crimson Makik Masse.—This is another 
sport from Mme. Marie Masse, ami the colour 
when the Uooms are first opened is a fine chest 
nut. As the flowers age they pass to a deep 
bronze colour. In every otner respect the 
plant is identical with the parent variety. 

Irene Hcnt.—This plant bears a profusion 
of lovely chestnut and gold blossoms, liaving 
rather long and twisted florets. To be seen at 
its best this plant should be slightly dis¬ 
budded. Height about 3t feet. In flower 
September. 

Mons. Lons Lion.net.—Another ono of the 
older sorts, which may still be looked upon as a 
novelty. The bushy plant bears a profusion of 
charming blossoms of a flesh-pink colour. 
Heighli 'Period of flowering Soptemher. 
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Chrysanthemums with an open 
centre (J. H. H.J.—Your experience is quite 
common with beginners, and need not 
discourage you in the least. Several reasons 
could be given why the blooms of your Chrys¬ 
anthemums have failed to develop. One of the 
chief reasons why Chrysanthemum blooms 
open with an eye is want of good culture, 
and this is why so many novices fail in this 
particular. A beginner cannot bo expected 
to know much during his first season as a 
cultivator, but practical experience, supple¬ 
mented by information gathered from journals 
devoted to gardening, generally will give 
indefinitely better results in the second season. 
Your plants very probably ore Japanese varie¬ 
ties of somewhat difficult culture, and to 
succeed with plants of this description, a 
long season of steady growth is absolutely 
essential. For this reason, therefore, com¬ 
mence to propagate by inserting nice healthy 
cuttings as soon as they can bo obtained. The 
earliest days of December should answer 
your purpose admirably. First procure some 
good loam of somewhat light texture, and 
equally good decayed leaf-soil. Take of these 

ROBBS. 

OLD FASHIONED CLIMBING ROSES. 
Kindly give me a list of the real old-fashioned Roses 

Cluster and others, which are now becoming rare?— 

Madams I.IOONIfR. 

[Now-a-days it is all the rage to plant 
Rambler Roses, but who would not desire some 
of the old Noisettes which give us of their 
beauty in the late autumn as well as in June? 
Growers for sale find it almost impossible to 
maintain large collections of Roses, for it does 
not pay to grow what does not sell. There¬ 
fore, it would appear that we are in danger 
of losing many old Roses if these Ramblers 
are to take their place. It is true some of 
the best of the old favourites are still 
to be obtained, for instance, the delightful 
Airn-'e Vibert, which will give its snowy blos¬ 
soms even in November. But how we miss 
such as Desprez a tleurs jaune, a beautiful 
mixture of red, buff and yellow, and as hardy 
and sweet as ft Is good. Lamarque, being 
somewhat tender, is perhaps overshadowed by 
Mme. Alfred Carriere, but the latter, splendid 
ns it is, docs not compare with Lamarque in 

raised by Ducher in 1879, and if it is not 
identical with Cooling’s Yellow Noisette, it 
certainly bears a very close resemblance to it. 
Many other old Noisettes I can recall, such as 
Caroline Murniesse, Jeanne d’Arc, La Bicte, 
Mme. Massofc, Miss Glegg, Triomphe de 
Rennes, etc., all of which seem to be fast 
disappearing. The last is really too good to 
lose, but it is capricious, and is, perhaps, more 
fitted for greenhouse culture than outdoors. 1 
am sorry to see these old Roses disappearing, 
for they made the walls bright with blossom 
in the autumn months when so many indi¬ 
viduals are at their country homes. It is true 
we have a host of Teas and Noisettes to take 
their place, but they somehow lack the profuse 
blossoming of these older Noisettes. Before 1 
leave the Teas and Noisettes I would remind 
planters that they need not fear lieing able to 
obtain some really good wall Roses in the 
recent additions to these groups, and although 
one is rather loth to lose old acquaintances, 
yet if there are others that are improvements, 

. then we should be thankful for them. All who 
lant such as Climbing Kaiserin Augusta 
’ictorio, Billiard and Barn?, Noella Nabon- 

pla 
Vi- 

Root of Giant Lily (h. giganteum), showing the offsets. 

two soils equal proportions, and pass through 
a sieve having a J-inch mesh. Add very 
liberally coarse silver-sand, and mix the whole 
heap in a thorough manner. Use thumb-pots, 
and insert the cuttings singly in these, press¬ 
ing the soil firmly around the base of each 
cutting. Stand the pots in a frame or glass- 
covered box, watering in the cuttings 
previously. The small frame or box should be 
stood on the greenhouse bench, and the 
temperature kept at about 45 degs. When 
rooted, remove the young plants to the green¬ 
house shelf and keep them growing sturdily. 
Repot as needed, and give the plants haruy 
and consistent treatment until housing time in 
the autumn. 

Chrysanthemum Dorothy Pywell. 
—This is a refined and handsome Japanese 
bloom, and is quite free from that coarseness 
which characterises some of the newer intro¬ 
ductions. I recently saw about 150 plants of 
this superb variety, each plant carrying three 
or four large and handsome blooms. The 
colour may be described as ivory-white, and 
the florets, which are long and fairly broad, 
build up a bloom of considerable depth. The 
height of this plant is about G feef. Any 
amateur can grow ^ plL-4E. fj* 

shapeliness of bud. Solfaterre, when given a nand, Fanny Stolwerck, Mme. Jules Siegfried, 
sunny wall, is not only most rampant in growth Francoi.se Crousse, the last a very brilliant 
but flowers freely. Ophirie is certainly not to 
be compared with William Allen Richardson, 
but yet it ought to have a place for its reddish 
copper - coloured quaintly - formed blossoms. 
Earl of Eldon was a good wall Rose, 
and in its day considered of great merit. 

Rose and highly commended, Dr. Rouges, etc, 
will not regret, so doing. 

We used to grow a grand Rose, named Belle 
de Bordeaux. If it was somewhat deficient in 
brightness, it was extremely hardy. Another 
excellent half climber was Sombrieul. Of 

Even within the last ten years this Rose course, this is still obtainable, and I would 
has, by crossing, given us a very beauti¬ 
ful variety named Beaute Inconstant®, for 
I am informed by M. Pernet - Ducher that 
ho was fortunate enough to cross a seed¬ 
ling of Earl of Eldon and Mme. Falcot, 
which resulted as 1 have already pointed out. 
That Beaute Inconstante will play a conspicu¬ 
ous part in stamping its unique colouring upon 
many future novelties seems very certain. 
Fortune’s Yellow, sometimes known as Beauty 
of Glazenwood, has certainly been saved from 
oblivion by some few individuals, who have two really good old climbers that every one 
planted this fine Rose under glass and exhibited should make an at tempt to obtain. Fir^t, 
its blossoms at the spring shows. It is with- there is the old Double Yellow or Yellow Pt° 
out doubt one of the most remarkable climbers vencc. 1 know there are readers of Gardenin'* 
we possess, but must have a dry, sunny posi- who succeed well with this erratic Rose. 1 
lion, preferably under glass. We often find wish they would tell us how they manage it. 

old Rose resemble a new-comer. I have os^e -,^-,|sa\|eseen the specimen at Burgh ley Honse. 
^h»d now. I refer to Joseph EfernacBj,. ' and. the .late JMr. Gilbert even gave 

commend it for its snowy blossoms, which are 
freely produced in autumn. Unless it be for 
lofty walls I think we miss a grand opportunity 
in not planting the strong-growing Tea Roses 
usually grouped with the dwarf section. J 
refer to Marie Van Houtte, Anna Ollivier, ami 
such like, not forgetting Souvenir d’un Ami, 
of which Dean Hole says he once had on a wall 
a specimen 7 feet high, in which a thrush built 
her nest. 

Perhaps I may be allowed to refer to one or 
lly good 

seph iiernachi, anti the late -Mr. Gil 
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buds, but beyond the lirst year 1 could not 
succeed with it. Is it a chalky soil this Rose 
requires t It is such a wonderful yellow that 
it is worth trying to grow even if failure 
follows. Can Blairii No. ‘2, the common Blush 
China, the old Crimson China, and others of 
this class be surpassed when treated well 1 

Ulium giganteum in an Iriah garden. From a photograph 
by Mias Sophie M. Wallace, Ardnanorc, I-ough Kske, 
Co. Donegal. 

■iome of the old-fashioned Hybrid Chinese, 
mch as Charles Lawson, Coupe d’Hebe, &c., 
yardly come under our review, os they are 
really pillar Roses. Albeit, they are splendid 
for wooden fences, where good, hardy kinds 
ire desired. But here, again, the H.P.’s have 
superseded them for even this purposo. 

I do not imagine there is any danger of the 
Ayrshire and Sempervirens Roses falling into 
oblivion. I find them as much sought after 
to-day as ever they were. Of course I do not 
mean all the kinds. Among these tribes there 
are several that resemble each other too 
closely. It is not collections we want but 
selections. So that if we plant Ruga, Dundee 
Rambler, Bennet's Seedling, Alice Gray, and 
'^ueen of the Belgians, we have as many of the 
first-named tribe as can possibly be required, 
and Fvlicite-Perpetuo, Flora, and Myrianthes 
renonculo are the best of the Sempervirens 
group. 

Of the Multi flora group, the Seven Sisters 
seems to bo difficult to obtain. I believe the 
De la Grifleraie is as near as possible a replica 
of this old Rose. Laure Davoust is pretty, 
but surpassed by Euphrosyno. Mme. d’Arblay 
is very rampant, and altogether a good Rose 
for wild garden or pillar. The Prairie Roses 
are not in much request in this country, 
noithor do I think we miss anything by their 
absence. The Banksian Roses, white and 
yellow, are still popular, but require to bo 
cither planted under glass or given a warm 
wall. Planters should bo on the alert ngaiiH 
a spurious thorny-wooded kindjOftCH sold lfor_ 
the white Banksian. It is really rortunian 

and not to be compared with the lovelv violet- 
scented double white. Old Roses wortli retain¬ 
ing are Bourbon Acidalie, and also Gloirc 
des Rosomanes. Finally, I would commend 
La France de '89 to all who desire a largo, 
profuse blooming Rose for moderate wall. 
This Rose, although not old, is gaining favour 

in spite of its name. When looked up to, 
its huge blossoms appear like so many 
rosy-crimson Pa-onies.—Rosa.] 

Rose La Prance late In November In 
Notts.—I beg to forward photograph of a bed of 
La France taken last Friday. As a proof of the 
mild weather, I thought you might And It of in¬ 

terest—J. Kbtsouw 11 out. Nor. 27, 1902. 

|Thc blooms shown are well formed ami nu¬ 

merous.—Ku. I 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

LI LI CM GIGANTEUM. 
A colony of this Lily, with six or more 
bulbs in flower, as in our illustration, 
forms as stately and unique a garden 
picture as can be conceived. Such a dis¬ 
play, however, must not be looked for 
during the first season or two after plant¬ 
ing ; but when the bulbs are well estab¬ 
lished and throwing up their lofty flower- 
spikes, the grower is amply repaid for 
waiting. The bed should be formod, by 
choice, in a sheltered situation, where 
deciduous trees, at a little distance, throw 
a partial shade and intercept rough 
winds, and should be fully .3 feet in depth. 
Decayed vegetable matter and fibrous 
loam form the most? desirable compost, 
while an annual top-dressing of well- 
rotted hot bed manure and leaf-mould 
adds to the vigour of the plants. If so- 
called “flowering” bulbs are procured, 
and they happen to bloom tho year after iilanting, their flower-spikes rarely exceed 
rom 4 feet to 6 feet in height; w hereas, 

if, as is most probable, 
their blooming season 
is delayed, they attain 
a far greater stature, 
often exceeding 10 feet 
or 11 feet in height. In 
purchasing bulbs for 
such a bed as described 
it is well to refrain 
from procuring those 
of the largest size, for 
the reason set forth 
above. From ono to 
two dozen small to me¬ 
dium-sized bulbs will 
produce a grand effect 
when fully established, 

as they will be before they 
throw up their flower-spikes. 
The flowering bulbs when 
they die, ns they invariably 
do after blossoming, will be 
found to have produced off¬ 
sets (see illustration on oppo¬ 
site page), which, if lifted 
and replanted, will, in the 
course of four years or so, 
themselves bloom, and the 
bed, being thus filled with 
bulbs of varying size, will 
annually contain flowering 
specimens. 

Lilium gigantoum is seen 
in but few gardens, and, in 
those in which it occurs, it 
is often represented by but 
one or two flowering plants, 
the effect of which is not to 
be compared to that pro¬ 
duced by half-a-dozen or 
more stately flower-spires, 
ranging from 8 feet to 1*1 
feet in height, standing in 
close proximity. The long, 
ivory-white blossoms, stained 
with purple in the interior, 
ten to twenty of which are 
often borne on a single flower-head, omit a 
delicious vanilla perfume. 

Raising from seed.—Our experience with 
the seed of|Lilium giganteum is that not more 

t., and frequently leas, can bo 
-, and, wue 

siders the large quantity yielded bv a single 
plant, this represents a goodly number. The 
seeds may be sown in pans in a mixture of 
loam, peat, and sand. They should be covered 
with about a quarter of nn inch of lino soil, and 
placed in the greenhouse or in a garden frame. 
Bottom-heat is not at all necessary for them ; 
in fact, they are better without it, a9 it tends 
to weaken the young plants. The seed maybe 
expected to germinate in the spring, and when 
the seedlings are large enough to handle they 
should bo pricked oil into other pans or boxes, 
using the same kind of soil. The following 
season they can bo planted out in a sheltered 
spot, and care must be taken that they do not 
suffer from drought during the summer. In 
the raising of this Lily from seeds a consider 
able amount of patience is necessary, as the 
young plants will take seven or eight years to 
attain flowering size. 

THE BELLADONNA LILY (AMARYLLIS 

BELLADONNA). 

Tins may not be a success too for north, but 
where it does succeed it is most useful from the 
earl}- part of September to well nigh tho end 
of October. Owing to the precarious summer 
I was unable to cut until the middle of the 
former month this year, while in some seasons 
flowers have been ready b}’ the first Monday in 
August. Even in the west the warmest posi 
tion must be chosen for it, and where the bulbs 
can be planted within G inches of a wall and no 
roots of tree or even shrubs to trespass any¬ 
where near, and the aspect pretty much south, 
I find them most satisfactory. It resents too 
much interference with, and will go on for 
several years with very little aid in tho way of 
manure or fresh soil, though no doubt could a 
little loam and bone meal bo given each year 
better results would follow. In my case, a 
row of Anemones is planted about 6 inches in 
front of the Belladonna, so that unless the 
latter shows signs of deteriorating no assistance 

orminate. 

Part of group of Lilium gigantoum. From a photograph aont.hy 
Mr*. It Peters, Bill llill, Wokingham. _ 

in tho form of fresh soil is afforded. Where it 
is considered necessary, early in the month 
of Decemlier I find is a good time to 
assisUtlicm JnatJUL new growth commences, 
anil irthSogm Hdttswary to take them up mi l 

one lffllV^S1W$HffilN0n"AF 
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pass out of flower. Anemones were planted 
in front to flower early, which they do, 
especially fulgens, when very little foliage has 
been made by the Belladonna, but later in the 
spring it smothers the former, and, of course, 
to its disadvantage, as it cannot ripen properly, 
though it blooms better than one would 
expect under such adverse circumstances. 
Another good plant to put in front of the Bella¬ 
donnas is Zephyranthes Candida (the Peruvian 
Swamp Lily), recently figured in these pages. 
The flowers are pure white, borne singly, and 
at their best early in September. I planted it 
in this position on account of its Grass-like 
foliage, which to some extent compensates for 
the absence of the Belladonna foliage, which is 
its only drawback when grown in any promi¬ 
nent position. When the foliage begins to 
fade in early summer it should be allowed to 
ripen ofl'thoroughly before removing it. 

in arranging the spikes a little foliage of 
Iris or Olivia sets off the flowers nicely if about 
a dozen are set up in a large vase. During 
summer, when in growth and the weather hot 
and dry, frequent waterings should be given, 
and again as soon as the spikes begin to push 
up, as it is often dust-dry at the foot of a south 
wall, even should rain fall every week or so. 
if the bulbs have been several years planted, a 
little weak manure-wator occasionally would 
prove beneficial. Of late years an improved 
lorm of this noble Lily has cropped up, which 
intending planters would do well to secure. 

East Devon. 

HERBACEOUS LOBELIAS. 
ExrriT in a few favoured districts these 
Lobelias will not survive our winters outdoors, 
and must be lifted and stored in a greenhouse 
until the return of spring, when they may 
again be placed where required to blossom. If 
not nlready lifted, the matter should be no 
longer delayed, and a convenient way of doing 
it is to place the roots, after relieving them of 
surplus soil, close together in boxes, filling in 
the interstices with light compost afterwards, 
giving the boxes a snake now and again to 
make sure tkcrc uro no hollow spaces left. An 

excellent place to keep them through the 
winter is on an airy shelf in a cold greenhouse. 
Here they will keep in capital condition and 
free from their greatest enemy, damp, and in 
spring they can be split up, if it is desired to 
increase the stock, or they may remain intact 
till planting time arrives. The greatest 
favourites are L. cardinalis, L. c. Firefly, and 
L. fulgens Queen Victoria, a distinguishing 
feature of the last being its glossy deep bronze 
foliage. L. Queen Victoria has brilliant ver 
milion flowers, and grows to a height of from 
:i feet to -1 feet. The colour of the flowers of 
the first two named sorts is bright scarlet, and 
they grow to the same height. There are also 
several other varieties, such as L. f. Gerardii, 
rosy-violet; L. f. Rivoirei, ro9y-scarlet: L. 
syphilitica, pale blue. Among the newer 
varieties deserving of mention are Carmine 
Gem, bright carmine; Distinction, crimson, 
abided with purple ; .lupiter, rose-purple ; and 
ford Ardilaun, crimson-scarlet. 

Established plants may be bought, or a stock 
can be raised from seed of the better known 
and more popular sorts, which should be sown 
in heat early in the new year. These seedlings 
make nice plants and flower the first year, but 
it is in the second season that the plants make 
a full display and attain their proper height. 
Mixed with the white .Japanese Anemone in a 
bed, or planted in clumps of nine to twelve 
midway between the back and front of herba¬ 
ceous borders, they create a brilliant and 
dazzling effect, and flower at a time when this 
particular colour is none too plentiful. 

__A. \V. 

THE MIXED BORDER BEAUTIFUL. 
TO THE EDITOR OF “ GARDENING ILLUSTRATED.” 

Sir,—The letter of “ L. D. L.,” in your issue 
of Nov. -29, very strongly commends itself to 
me, and the writer has my sympathy. I, too, 
am a lover of the mixed Border beautiful, but 
the numerous paragraphs I have met with, 
advocating “colour schemes,” have had as 
liepressing an effect upon me as constant 
blotches of one colour iu th^a^nu^spot 

think them right. I have some fairly large 
beds in Grass, which in spring are delightful 
with the rich gold of Forsythia suspense, the 
bright red9 and pinks of Ribes sanguineum 
and Cydonias, which later give place to glorious 
groups of white Madonna Lilies, and I find the 
change altogether charming. Then, again, 
with a large group of various Brooms—white, 
yellow, etc.—when their blooming is over, the 
bed glows with Tiger Lilies, and, later still, is 
aflame with Tritomns. I have also a large 
herbaceous border which is edged with Daflo- 
diIs, Mrs. Sinkins l’ink, an 1 Montbretias. In 
spring this edging is gay throughout its entire 
length with the yellow of the Daffodils ; later, 
I get the fragrant white of countless Pinks, 
and, later still, the orange-red and yellow of 
the Montbretias. 

I have not striven for the “constant colour 
scheme," yet I find few jarring notes between 
either of these edgings and the varied colours of 
the larger plants deeper in the border. .1 may¬ 
be wrong, but it seems to me the effects I get 
are the lovelier because my colours move about, 
so to speak. Nothing would weary me more 
than to look from my windows and always see 
the same splash of colour in one sjx>t. The 
gorgeous colourings of my Azalea beds are no 
whit less beautiful because they are followed 
by the white of Lilium longiflorum ; L. specio- 
sum Kra-tzeri, etc., and, later still, by the Burple of the Menziesia polifolia edgings. The 

owers of the field grow where they may, and 
who is so bold as to say such natural grouping 
is wrong? 

I think if we paid more attention to the 
artistic grouping of flowers and flowering shrubs 
in fine form, without the endless striving for 
one range of colour in one spot throughout a 
season, gardeners would do better. Of course, 
no one with an atom of taste would argue that 
such violent contrasts as brilliant blues and 
vivid scarlets planted together are correct or 
agreeable, but there is a medium course, and 
the wise man will strive to follow it. One may- 
do worse than take a few ideas from the skies, 
and emulate them in their ever-varying colour 
effects. B. \V. A. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Carnations falling.—Finding bolder C arnations 

went off badly last winter, I am anxious to make another 
start. The soil Is a medium loam. Would a good dressing 
o( marl or clay improve it? 1 mean to (allow the bed this 
winter and plant in the spring.—H. M. I*. 

[Your best plan will be to have the border 
trenched, adding as the work goes on a liberal 
dressing of well-rotted manure, a little mortar 
rubbish, and some road-scrapings. A little 
bone-dust may be added at the same time. 
Perhaps the cause of the plants going ofl' was 
wireworm. If this be the case you ought to 
dress the ground with gas-lime.] 

Top-dressing lawn.—Would dressing advised for 
golf-green answer for lawn, in issue of Nov. 29, p. MS? 
The iawn is in fair condition now, and has previously, I 
am told, been dressed with hone-manure. It is not very- 
fine Grass, and here and there wiry, coarse stems make 
rampant growth, as do Dandelions. One part, where, 
probably, soil is shallow, gets brown in summer. Would 
cow-manure do good on this part —M. Surrn. 

| You ought to dig out the rough Grass and 
also the Dandelions, filling up the spaces with 
fine soil. Then top-dress the whole of the 
lawn with the mixture recommended for the 
golf green. The part which gets brown you 
ought to take the turf off and dig up, well 
incorporating some good manure and relaying 
the turf. Top dress this part as well. You 
could in the spring lightly top-dress again and 
sow some good Grass-seed.] 

The Barren Strawberry (Waldsteinia 
trifolia).—This seems to succeed in almost any 
kind of soil and situation. It is suitable for 
planting at the extreme edge of herbaceous 
borders and in front of the rock-garden, as in 
such positions its bright yellow flowers are seen 
to the greatest advantage. The plants should 
be set out in groups of not less than five or 
seven, when they quickly spread. On a south 
border it comes into flower at the end of May, 
and ten days later on one having a western 
aspect. There is another variety named 
\V. geoides, but the above is, in my opinion, 
by far the prettier of the two.—A. W. 

Echeverias in winter.—These plants, 
frequently seen as edgings to flower-beds j jp. 
ummer, ai e not so tender as many people 

imagine, end anyone wh^J j^effd- :r(in0 

under a wall sheltered from the east will be 
able to winter them, provided in exceptions!!-, 
severe weather some little extra covering b 
afforded by placing mats over the lights. 1 
often see them in greenhouses occupying plact- 
where other things perhaps more useful might 
be found room for. Echeverias do not want 
heat, but simply keeping from frost and damp, 
and for years I wintered them in cold-frame- 
in boxes filled with sand, withholding wate 
entirely. A cool, dry potting-shed willan=*er 
the purpose.—Lf.ahurst. 

The New Zealand Flax (Phormium Unu).-Ui 
any of your readers inform me if they find this pas- 

succeed with them in the open air? I have alotol 
young plants that stood fully exposed through the put 

two winters and have grown into handsome plants, bo; u 

not sure if they will withstand any very severe lro«>, •* 
we have not had any such to try their hardiness. Ira 
their fine, leathery leaves, one would suppose that thn 
would stan 1 a rather low temperature.—J vib, Gt.-v 

Gmjmrt. 

fin warm gardens in the south and west;: 
England and Ireland this does very well in tie 
open air, given a light, deep soil. The vane 
gated variety is also pleasing in theopen sirin 
warm situations in the south of England ao-i 
Ireland, and, in any case, it will do onto- 
doors in the summer. There used to be a plant 
in the R.H.S. Gardens, Chiswick in a horde 
against a wall facing north, which stood seven! 
winters. In the same border were also seven! 
Camellias which flowered freely every spring , 

Tree-leaves. It is a matter for surpra 
that so few persons who have gardens, sal 
especially grow pot plants or flowers in border- 

or beds, should not collect at this time -of war 
leaves that have fallen from trees, as these, 
when in due time well decayed, form mos 
valuable manure or potting soil. There sh 
many opportunities to secure these leave- 
where trees overhang roads. With a couple « 
boanls, IS inches by 6 inches each, one in»- 

hand, and a wheelbarrow, or a box or hade- 
on wheels, it is possible to collect, in the cows 
of a couple of weeks, quite a large heap, making 
with them a square but not too deep stack, li ! 
is a good plan to mix with the leaves hone 
droppings from the roads, and then, inmate: 
up the heap, to dust freely with soot and nit 
moisten with house-slops. Also well soak ti* 
heap from time to time with this liquid, 
the heap can be turned once in two month-, 
it will greatly help it to decay.—A. I). 

Watering Violets in frames is 
winter.—It is no uncommon thing to ss 
a question as to watering Violets in winters 
garden papers. This is more easily asked the 
answered, especially when no information ‘ 
given as to the conditions under which the: 
are growing. Those who frequent garden- 
know how varied is the culture of this favour 

ite flower. At the close of September i»i 
early in October I visited several gardens over 
a wide area. In one place in Kent I found a 

a good garden some Melon-pits had just bee 
filled with both double ana single Violet- 
These pits faced south with a sharp pitch, and 
asking my friend regarding the behaviour ’! 
the big long-leaved single Kinds, he said ne 

reduced the leafage when the plants were f*1 
into the pits, and they were a great succes A 
few days after I saw in another well know 
garden in Hampshire many garden fra-'* 
tilled with double kinds. These were par1-: 
filled with soil, bringing the foliage up to tv 
glass. These were placed in the front of saw 
vineries w here the roots were inside In 
of these cases it would be advisable to water-: 
Violets through the winter. I adopt a dmt 
rent treatment. 1 have some shallow gams 
frames that are used on leaf-beds for •'losing 
etc., during summer. During October t—*- 
are prepared by putting soil over the leaves. 

Tow ards the close of that month the plants t-e 

lifted from their summer quarters with 
balls (preserving all young roots), placing twe 
in these frames, and bringing the 
close up to the glass. I never allow the eg!® 
to remain on the Violets till I am obliged 
this retarding them, and also keeping tf* 

leafage hard and damp-proof. This year ff-- 
lights were not put on till November 1—- 
What makes Violets damp in many instance^ 
shutting them up during the antumn. D?5?? 
the time the lights are kept off the * im¬ 
plants receive aU rain, and should there tv c 
raid thorough waterings are g'veD ‘ 

ftffsoil. During the past tbrK 
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winters no water has been given them during 
the last six weeks of the old year and the first 
eight weeks in the New Year. The situation 
is low and damp.—J. Crook. 

WHITE CACTUS DAHLIAS. 
White in any flower is a colour raisers are 
always ambitious to obtain, and it is a shade 
usually the most difficult to get in conjunction 
with other qualities. The first really good 
variety was 

Kkyne's White, still cultivated largely, but 
at best uncertain. 

Green's White came with a great flourish. 
This, after a season, was discarded—at least, 
for exhibition. It has a free-flowering and good 
habit of growth, whilst the colour of the flower 

National Dahlia Society, and an award of merit 
from the Royal Horticultural Society. 

H. S. 

INDOOR PLANTS, 

CHINESE PRIMULAS. 
Very common now at autumn flower shows 
are classes for both single and double Chinese 
Primulas. But a few days since I was interested 
to see at the Sutton (Surrey) show a class for 
seed-raised semi-doubles, and there were some 
half-a-dozen collections of six plants each 
shown. Generally, the specimens were capital, 
but mast of the competitors exhibited one 
variety only, the most favoured Wing white 
and carmine. Seeing that such beautiful 

been some five months in bloom. The plants 
are dropped into rather larger pots, fine, sharp 
soil put round them, then the side growths 
neatly notched, and layered into it. When 
well rooted these are cut off, potted singly, and 
grown on near the glass until, in either 6-inch 
or 7-inch pots, they in due course become 
superb specimens. A. D. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Perpetual-flowering Carnations.—Please Rive 

me names and colours of twelve good Carnations to grow 
in pots under (rlass? I want perpetual-flowering sorts, or 
those that will give longest period ol flowering, and prolific 
bloomers. How old will the plants be before they com¬ 
mence to flower?— old Si ns* riser. 

[You will find the following dozen varieties 
free-flowering: Winter Cheer, a brilliant 

Cactus Dahlia Albion. From a flower exhibited by Messrs. Burrell & Co., Cambridge, 

is good. This for garden decoration still has varieties of the semi-double type can thus he scarlet with a shade of crimson; Reginald 
its uses. raised from seed, such a class merits all possible Godfrey, rich salmon-pink, a large flower of 

Lord Roberts.—This variety is by far the encouragement. At Kingston wo have classes good shape, a strong grower, and sturdy habit; 
most elegant and true Cactus-like sort we have, for both double and for single Primulas, hut Flora Hill, one of tli6 best whites and sweetly 
In growth it is excellent. The stem is good, the former are to bo real doubles, and, of scented, as well as free-flowering; William 
although the blooms aro somewhat pendent, course, propagated plants. Of both classes at Robinson, a rich scarlet of fine form; Mrs. 

1 he flowers are not pure white. There is room, the recent show the plants taking first prizes Leopold do Rothschild, a beautiful salmon-pink 
therefore, for improvement. were remarkably good. It lias always been to flower ; Exmouth Gem, a salmon-blush, blooms 

Eva is a new variety with pure white me matter for wonder that the best doubles I freely, and the plant has a good constitution ; 
blossoms, and if it i9 as good in the hands of see at any show invariably come from Leather- La Neigc, a pure white, not so large as some 
others as exhibited by the raiser it will be head. It does not follow that the air of that but very free. Christmas Cheer is good, with 
welcome. district gives growers special advantages, rich salmon flowers freely produced ; Mary 

Albion.—This (see illustration), raised by What is probable is that all have well learned Godfrey is a grand white, and the plant very 
Messrs. Burrell and Co., Howe House Nurseries, the secret of culture. Where plants measure sturdy; Deutsche Brant is a verypuro white 
Cambridge, is, I think, the choicest new white from leaf to leaf some 18 inches, and the fragrant flower; Mrs. Thos. W. Lawson, of 
variety yet seen. The flower is pure white, heads of bloom are as relatively broad American origin, has a fine pink flower of good 
the centre slightly creamy-white. It has very and massive, without being in the least size, and the plant vigorous and free-flowering; 
long, elegantly-formed florets, and being of drawn, it is evident that the cultivation Yule-tide is a rich glowing scarlet of fine form 
good habit and carrying the flowers on sfcifl» of double Primulas is well understood, and subststfSCOj and the plant very free. The 
stems, will be very usefulrjn thegprden.f It /PVpausually takes place towards plants will bo in full bbom in nine months 
leeeived a first class certificate from ehe* Sne c-iuivffV^ebruary, after the planWjw?V‘Srt&lp*¥t.©^:iij[t^ M4w®gsjTf taken off with 
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heel attached from the flowering growths of 
plants early in January, merely removing a little 
of the under Grass and placing half-a-dozen 
cuttings around the side of a 3-inch pot filled 
with light sandy soil. Place under a bell or 
hand-light in a temperature of 60 degs., with a 
little bottom-heat, and shade from the sun. In 
three or four weeks they should be fit to \lace 
singly in the same sized pot, keeping in the 
same temperature and near the glass roof until 
April, when stand in a cold-frame. Repot 
when necessary, and pinch out the point of the 
shoot soon after potting off the first time, and 
again when established in the pots they are 
to flower in—namely, 5 k inches and 0] inches 
in diameter. Cuttings can also be put in 
during October and treated similarly as above. 
These would make larger plants, having twelve 
months to build up the growths instead of nine 
as before mentioned.] 

Hardy plants in pots.—Many hardy 
plants that are of particular service in the 
borders in spring and early summer may be 
used to advantage in the greenhouse by pot¬ 
ting them in October, and nfter they have 
become established bringing them into gentle 
heat. For such a purpose one thinks of 
Spiraas, Campanulas, Dielytras, Forget-me- 
nots, Doronicums, and Irises. I think we are 
disposer! to overlook altogether plants of a 
hardy nature when potting bulbs, etc., and 
that is the reason why in many houses in 
spring, apart from bulbs, there is a want of 
variety ; but this may be remedied by planting 
into pots in autumn some of those mentioned. 
—W. F. I). 

Growing Cyclamen.—I should be irlad if you or 
one of your readers could give me some information with 
regard to growing Persian Cyclamen ? My conns, which 
are two years old, were repotted in the early autumn, 
when they began to make leaf, in a compost five parts peat, 
tour parts loam, three parts leaf-mould, and some sand and 
old mortar-rubbish, and are standing in an airy greenhouse 
on ashes about 2 feet from the glass; temperature from 
65 degs. to 00 degs., but sinking last week during the cold 
nights to 50 degs. The house is well ventilated every day 
when the weather is mild. The leaves, however, are 
coming small and weak, and flowers small, many of them 
dying off before even advanced enough to show colour. 
My plants have not been allowed to get dry, but have, if 
anything, been kept rather damp. Should they be given 
liquid-manure or weak, diluted guano as soon as they 
begin to root? 1 see plants in shops full of sturdy leaves 
and large flowers. I had the same experience with the 
same corns lost year, having a fair number of Bower buds, 
about half of which developed into small Bowers, and the 
other half withered away. Any information will much 
oblige—C. L 

[This plant requires very careful watering as 
soon as the flower buds appear : it should not 
be allowed to touch the buds from the end of 
September onwards, and the plants require all 
the light it is possible to give them. Shelves 
within 1 foot of the glass roof are the best posi¬ 
tion for this plant until the flowers are well up 
among the foliage, when they may be removed 
to the staging, and even there the plant should 
be raised on a flower pot so that air can play 
around it. In potting Cyclamen i, the corms 
ought to be kept well up, so that the crown of 
the corm stands clear of the soil, and, if this is 
the fault with yours, remove a little of the soil 
with a label, and keep the plants a trifle drier 
at the root. Plants with plenty of roots 
working down around the sides of the pot are 
benefited by an occasional dose of manure- 
water, not strong, say, twice a week ; weak 
guano-water is suitable for a change. Examine 
the centre of the plants every few days this 
time of year, removing at once any decaying 
matter, or it soon contaminates flower buds, 
also the young leaves. Cyclamens do not 
require peat when you have good fibrous loam 
and good leaf-mould, the two latter in about 
equal parts, tho loam predominating, if any 
thing, adding a G-inch potful of bone-meal to 
every bushel of soil, using plenty of coarse 
silver-sand to keep the whole porous. The 
temperature appears about right, though 
during cold nights the plants would take no 
harm if the thermometer fell to 40 degs., but, as 
before said, the plant dislikes a stuffy atmos¬ 
phere when once the flowers begin to push up, 
and the finest specimens arc to be found 
growing where plenty of fresh air on every 
favourolile occasion can play arountj them. 
Sometimes the tiny small yellow thnps will 
attack these plants and cause the flower buds 
to shrivel : fumigating once a fofiqight with 
XL vaporising compound will gpneraltv c 
them.] Digitized by\jO l 

GARDEN PESTS AND FRIENDS. 

THE MARGUERITE DAISY-FLY 
(PIIYTOMYZA AFF1NIS). 

I have been very much troubled with the leaf-mining 
grub during Ibis' season ; Chrysanthemums, Cinerarias, 
anil Marguerites alike have suffered. I shall be very much 
obliged if you will give me a description of the fly which 
produces this grub? Uoes it lay its eggs during the winter 
months, or only in summer ? Hoes the grub !>ecome a per¬ 
fect fly during winter, urdcr glass! mean? I am sure the 
history of this pest will be welcomed by your readers in 
this district at the present time.—J. T. B., Bolton. 

[The leaves of various plants belonging to 
the natural order Composite, or Daisy-like giants, particularly those of Marguerite Daisies, 

hrysanthemums, and Cinerarias, are often 
much injured by the grubs of this destructive 
fly, which burrow into tho leaves and feed on 
their inner substance. When many leaves are 
attacked in this way the plants are not only 
rendered unsightly, but suffer in health very 
considerably by so' many of their leaves having 
been rendered useless. The attacks of these 
grubs may at once be recognised by portions 
of the leaves losing their colour and appearing 
blistered. In the figure the darker parts of 
the leaves are those which the grubs have not 
yet reached, and the oval blisters show the 

V 

vXOjJ^ 1 .ammujb 

size in the course of a fortnight or three week* 
They then work their heads through the skin 
of the leaf, and become chrysalides, from which 
the flies emerge in due course If the gruii 
did not make provision in this way for the 
escape of tho fly into the open air as soon as it 
leaves the chrysalis, it would not be able to 
make its way out of the leaf. There are severa! 
broods of this insect during the summer, so 
that it is very important to kill as many of the 
grubs of the first brood os possible. The 
Marguerite Daisy-fly i6 a small insect, about 
1-10 inch in length, and measures not quite a 
I inch across tho wings. Tho general colour 
of the fly is blackish-brown, but the head be¬ 
tween the eyes, which are red, is paler, and so 
are the edges of each joint of the body—the 
knees. The head and body are sparingly 
covered with stiff black hairs. The grubs are 
of a pale, transparent green colour, and when 
full grown are about 1-10 inch in length. 
They liave no legs. The chrysalides are about 
the same length as the gruos, but are some 
what stouter. The joints are very well 
defined.] 

Paraffin emulsion (F. IV. J.— There are 
various recipes for making paratlin emulsion 
which vary in their proportions, according to 
the purposes to which they are going to be put 
Some plants will not bear such a strong dose 
of paraffin as others, some resent too much 
soap, so that no hard and fast rule can be laid 
down in. the matter. The recipe in most 
general use is that known as “ Cook’s.’- Dis¬ 
solve 1 quart of soft-soap in 2 quarts of boiling 
water, while hot add 1 pint of paraffin-oil, ana 
mix the two together till an emulsion is 
formed by stirring or working it through a 
syringe for five or ten minutes, when an emul 
sion should be perfect. Dilute this with ten 
times its volume of water, more or less accord¬ 
ing to circumstances.—G. S. S. 

Common gnat (Bloxhatn).—The insects 
you forwarded are specimens of the females of 
one of our common gnats. The bite of these 
insects, as you say, is very irritating. It is a 
curious fact that it is only the female gnats 
that bite and suck blood. The mouths ot the 
males are so formed that they cannot pierce 
the human skin. Several kinds of male moths 
have practically no mouths at all. It- is also 
singular that, considering the enormous num 
hers of female gnats and midges that exist 
without over getting the chance of tasting 
blood, the comparatively few that do gorge 
themselves with a food that is unknown to 
them, and which their ancestors for, perhaps, 
many generations have not tasted. How can 
they know that blood is fit for food?—G. S. S. 

Fi*. 1, Marguerite Daisy-fly (Phytomyza atllnia); 
2, grub of; 3, chrysalis of (ail magnified); 4, 
leaf mined by grub. 

positions of the grubs, and the small black dots 
their droppings. The most certain method of 
destroying this insect is to go carefully over 
the plants as soon as it is noticed that they are 
attacked, and pick oft' any leaves which are so 
badly infested as to be rendered useless ; these 
should immediately be burned. In the other 
leaves the grubs may be killed by pinching 
them firmly at the place where the grubs are. 
By placing the plant towards the light so that 
you can look through tho leaves, the position 
of the grubs will bo easily seen. When the 
grubs are very young their position can only be 
detected by a small, greenish, transparent 
spot, about 1-10 inch in diameter, in which is 
tho grub, and running a needle through the 
leaf at this point woula probably kill the grub. 
When plants which have been infested are cut 
down after flowering, the parts cut off should 
be burnt, and not thrown on to the rubbish 
heap, for if any of the grubs are full grown they 
will undergo their transformations just a? if the C* nt were still growing. Various washes have 

n recommended, but it is very questionable 
if they are of any practical value, for if used of 
sufficient strength to kill the grubs, through 
the skin of the leaf, they would probably injure 
tho sound leaves. The fly usually makes its 

pearance in the spring, and lays its eggs on 
- undersides of the leave*, probably jdst 

ir the skin. Tho grubs 

VEGETABLES. 

SEED POTATOES. 
I differ, with all deference, from your corres Kndent, “T.,” p. 515, when he says that seed 

tat-oes may l>e kept very well in the dart. 
That might be true enough were the tern 
perature of the store low, so as to preclude 
premature sprouting, but it is more difficult on 
the whole to keep tne temperature of a dark, 
and, therefore, close, place low, than one that 
is fully exposed to the light and, naturally, to 
the air. Just now natural temperature is 
high, and it is not possible to keep a Potato 
store low with an external temperature high. 
For that reason it is of the first importance 
seed tubers should be in the light, because 
should, under such conditions, premature 
growth follow, and it is almost certain to do 
so, then the shoots are stout and green, and do 
not elongate or become waste. I have niy 
own seed tubers in a very light store, where 
ample air is always admitted unless the 
weather bids fair to be severe. If so, then the 
temperature falls, growth is arrested, and the 
tubers remain at rest. Our winters are so 
varied and changeable that we seldom get a 
week's continuance of the same weather, and 
when higher temperature follows the cold, the*1 
there is on the part of the seed tubers a quid- 
rebound, and growth begins again, even more 
rapidly than before. To check these oscd« 
tions of temperature I leave tho window' 
closed fb't^a few days, 1 losing in the cold until 
't^pirffi^rl^^l^u^ temperatures gradually 
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iecord. It is of the first importance that an 
iqu&ble temperature be maintained so fur as 
aossible, but that cannot always be so, hence 
t is important that when shoots grow they 
ihould be in full light and have plenty of air. 
already early ripening tubers are pushing, 
ind if we have a mild winter, as seems 
■cry probable, late varieties will soon be start- 
ng growth also. Few things in Potato culture 
re of greater importance than is the keeping 
f the seed tubers under the best possiblo con- 
itions during the winter. A. D. 

PROTECTING CELERY. 

(Reply to “Middleton.’’) 
HE decay of Celery is more often than 
>C due to other causes than frost. During 
severe or prolonged frost a little protection 
of great assistance, but the continual cover- 
g and uncovering of the rows which some 
op!e subject their Celery to must be in- 
rious. It is very annoying after trouble has 
en taken to have good Celery to find that at 

and snow were to follow directly afterwards, 
it would lie very close, and afterwards when a 
thaw set in, it would become a wet and sodden 
mass, and the Celery would suffer accordingly. 
Damp is the worst enemy to Celery. Celery will 
suffer more than usual from damn this season 
on account of the very open weather which wc 
have experienced. 

Whatever form of protection is used it must 
bo so arranged that both light and air can have 
free access. Covering over with a cap by 
having two boards nailed together thus R has 
been frequently recommended. Celery that 
has been forced into a coarse growth by heavy 
applications of liquid-manure and the too tree 
use of artificial fertilisers is always the first to 
succumb. 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

VIBURNUM TOMENTOSUM. 
This is closely allied to the Japanese V. plica- 
tum, from which it differs chiefly in its more 

London atmosphere will prove too much for 
many of them. Again, the height of the fence 
will prevent the employment of vigorous 
climbers, as they would need so much cutting 
to keep them within bounds that few, if any, 
flowers would result therefrom. 

You have the choice among other subjects of 
the many beautiful varieties of Clematis, among 
which the range in colour is now great; while 
Jasminum nudiflorum is valuable from the fact 
that its golden hlossomsarebornein mid-winter, 
and its noar relative the common white Jasmine 
i9 a summer flower, and n universal favourite. 
The cut-leaved Crape-Vine and the purple- 
leaved form are both very pretty. Others that 
can be recommended are Cotoncaster horizon- 
talis and C. microphylla, neat berry-bearing 
shrubs : Crat.-vgus Pvracantha (Fire Thorn), 
whose scarlet berries form such a showy winter 
feature ; Cydonia or Pyrus japonica, of which 
the varieties vary in colour from white to 
crimson, and bloom in the winter and spring 
months: Forsythia suspensa, with bright 

Viburnum tomentoaum at Coombe Wood. From a photograph by 0. A. Champion, 

iainter the greater part has decayed, 
ere is no doubt, that the form of earthing 
ich is adopted has much to do with early 
»y- By earthing too early, the blanching 
done much too soon : consequently after a 
ie decay commences, let protection from 
«t be ever so efficient. In Celery that is 
-‘(■•protected fermentation sets in through 
•o'-of air and close confinement. Celery, to 
eP well, must be well moulded up. The 
les should be well sloped up and made fairly 
ooth, th© soil being also well worked in 
’nnd the top of each plant, all of which i 
ould, when earthing is finished, be exposed 

G inches. Heavy coverings of litter or 
Wien laid along the tops of the rows cannot 
11 u -0 an ’niur*ous effect, nnd late Celery 
d be in a worse condition at the turn of the 

tel even ** frcely exposed. 
I be best plan, if the weather should become 

‘duly severe and there is no covering of 
low> “ to lay some dry litter or Bracken Fern ' 

the sides of the rows and then to shake a 
be of the very lightest and driest loosely i 
ong the top. If a heavy cover® g] fctezpujt i;op \ 

hairy leaves and in its sterile flowers being con- 
fined, as in V. Opulus, to th© outer part of tho 

inflorescence. The habit, as may be seen by 
our illustration, is spreading, the branches 
having a somewhat table-like aspect. The 
flowers are borne freely’, those at the circum¬ 
ference of the umbel being five or six in 
number, and forming a very elegant collar 
encircling the central flowers, which are very 
small. It is by some said to be not so hardy 
as V. plicatum. 

CREEPERS FOR FENCE. 

I should bo so much obliged if you would give in your 
most useful paper a list of suitable creepers for growing 
upon a (1-feet matchboard fencing which goes round three 
sides of a garden, the soil being a very dry one ? I shall 
be grateful for suggestions.—C. M. S. 

[There are a great many beautiful plants of 
a shrubby character suitable for growing up 
your fencing, but, of course, they would need 
to be secured thereto. One’s thoughts naturally 
turn among other subjects to Roses, but if the 
(garden is situatl^at tho address from whence 
vouMl er 0vif«ticn we are afraid that th 

yellow blossoms in early spring; Viburnum 
pliotttuin (Japanos© Snowball Troe), flowers in 
May ; Euonymus jnponicus aureo variegatus, 
argentco variegatus, and radicans variegatus, 
all three pretty variegated leaved kinds of 
Euonymus. The only plant that will attach 
itself without any support is Yitis inconstars, 
far better known ns Ampelopsis Veitchi, which 
is so freely planted in suburban districts. The 
numerous Ivies, too, are available for the 
purpose you mention, and for the shaded 
portion of your fence they are particularly 
valuable. 

Of climbing subjects other than those of a 
shrubby character mention might be made of 
the Everlasting Pea, which is always admired : 
Apios tuberosa, with curious purple flowers : 
and Calystegia pubescens flore pleno, a pretty 
double pink Bindweed. You could also, if you 
like, put out during the summer somo of tho 
better Tropicolums, Convolvulus, Mina lobatn, 
and that pretty climbing Dahlia, Hidalgoa 
Wercklei. \Ve note your remark upon the 

e soil bein^ykpTtfrlyflSWt! to counteract this as 

deep,y 
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dug before the climbers are planted, and some 
cow-manure incorporated therewith, as thi9 i9 
by far the best stimulant for dry soils. Again, 
in planting, a saucer-shaped depression may be 
left around the 9tem of each, as this greatly 
facilitates artificial watering, which may be 
necessary till the plants become established.] 

was the cause of your Fig-trees losing their 
leaves and fruit. In fact, it is to be feared 
that all the plants you have in the house have 
been killed.] 

FRUIT. 

MILDEW ON VINES. 
THE vinery of this rectory, to which I came in August, 
contains several Vines, all of a hardy nature. Mildew had 
set in when I came, and all the fruit had to be destroyed. 
I attribute the mildew, whether rightly or not I do not 
know, to want of attention to the border—to the fact that 
the fruit was not thinned out at the proper lime, and that 
my gardener, who never had much success with the Vines, 
kept a barrel of water in the vinery and another tank 
outside which constantly overflowed, as it caught the 
rain-water from the vinery roof, and saturated the soil. I 
burned sulphur, and kept some in open jians in the house, 
but llic unfy a|«pMCut icault wao that the leaves and fruit 

of a good Fig-tree on the vinery were destroyed. I wish 
to know what I should do to (1) the border; (2), the Vine 
itself; (3), the walls and glass ; (4), the floor, and when 

mums in pots.—India. 
[Your Vines are evidently in a bad way, and 

we would strongly advise you to lift the roots 
of the Vines, carefully working away the soil 
with a five-tined fork, preserving all the roots 
as the work proceeds, and tying them up in 
pieces of bag or mitting after damping the 
roots. Then after getting out nil the soil, 
examine the drainage and 8ee whether the 
water can freely pass through the same, and if 
it is found to be at fault, remove it and pass it 
through an inch sieve to get out all the small, 
when you may return the same, which should 
he 8 inches or 9 inches in depth, after making 
quite sure the water, after passing through the 
border, has an outlet. If not naturally, place 
.‘t-inch drain pipes 4 feet to G feet apart at the 
Itottom of the drainage. These must lead to a 
main drain outside your border, having a gentle 
fall to the lowest point. Next, get some 
Grassy turves 2 inches thick, and pt 
the drainage, Grass side downwards. These will 
prevent the finest portions of the soil from 
getting amongst the drainage. Your new 
border should be from 1 foot 9 inches to 2 feet 
deep, and if you could procure enough maiden 
loam from a pasture to make it entirely new, 
so much the better, or if this is inconvenient 
and you could get one-half new loam and mix 
with the old soil, such a compost would last 
several years, working in a fair percentage of 
old plaster, limerubbl3, or charcoal, well mix 
ing all together and filling in when not too 
wet, well firming the soil until within 6 inches 
or 8 inches of the border's level. Next, place 
the Vines in position, laying out the roots 
evenly over the newly-prepared border, first 
cutting away any bruised or mutilated pieces, 
then fill in with the soil, make firm, and tie the 
Vines loosely to the trellis, and do not apply 
water to the border until the Vines are break 
ing nicely. Such work would have been better 
carried out at the end of October, when with 
foliage attached the roots of the Vines would 
soon have laid hold of the new soil. As it is 
you had lietter defer the work until March. 
In the meantime get your Vines pruned 
scrubbing with soapy water at a temperature 

of UK) (legs., then make a thickish paste of 
flowers of sulphur and paint every particle of 
the Vine, well working itin between thespurs. 
The woodwork, also glass, should he tho¬ 
roughly washed down before tackling the Vines, 
or liefore the new border is put in. It is more 
than likely that the c instantly overflowing 
tank on to the border during early spring and 
summer caused, or greatly augmented, the 
rapid spread of mildew. Keep a constant 
watch over the Vine3 as soon as in leaf, and 
should it again appear, dust with flowers of 
sulphur immediately. You d > not say whether 
your house is heated or not. Of course, mildew 
is more likely to attack the Vine in unheated 
houses, and greater care is necessary as regards 
moisture about such structures. 

You made a great mistake in burning sul¬ 
phur in the house. Sulphur must not be 
ignited in any w&y, as that would to a cer¬ 
tainty not only destroy the mildew, but^ the 
Vines also. We have seyfT'Vmes so - 
and destr^y^.t-iz^e[3^utjintt^]4 h 

FRUIT GATHERING AND PACKING FOR 
SALE BY SMALL GROWERS AND 

COTTAGERS. 

Fun the purpose of eliciting some practical 
information with respect to fruit gathering and 
packing for sale, the Fruiterers’ Company, of 
Tendon, recently offered the valuable prize of 
25 guineas, and a gold medal for the best essay 
on it, not exceeding 25,iN*> words in length. 
The judges of the eight essays sent in were 
Messrs. Assbee, manager of Covent Garden 
Market, Mr. G. Gordon, of the Uartlmev* 
Magazine, and Mr. A. Dean, of the R.H S. 
fruit committee. The object aimed at was the 
production of an essay such as was lucid, 
practical, and woll written, and that would bo 

creditable to the company to publish at a low 
cost. The fortunate winner was Mr. R. Lewis 
Castle, managor of the Duke of Bedford's 
Experimental Fruit Farm at Ridgmount, Bed¬ 
fordshire, and who has had considerable expe¬ 
rience in packing fruit in small utensils for 
sending to all parts of the kingdom. There 
can be no doubt that fruit culture by small 
growers is in this country materially hampered 
because of the difficulty of finding suitable 
markets for small quantities. This the small 
grower rarely can do in largo markets, not 
only because of the cost, but also because of 
the distance. What is needed is that small 
growers should co-operate, have their fruit in 
the season collected, marked, then in bulk 
taken or sent to the nearest markets. For that 
purpose it is most important that they should 
gather their fruit with the greatest care, 
assort or grade it into best and seconds, so that 
the top layer in all cases fully represents the 
bulk, and also that the fruit be put into neat, 
cheap, and non-returnable packages of wicker 
or wood, and be in small quantities, such as will 
suit private purchasers, who could in that way 
obtain tlieir fruit direct from the grower with¬ 
out the aid of any dealer or middleman. In 
tho prize essay named all the matters essential 
to success in the directions desired are referred 
to clearly, and are assisted by simple drawings 
Even the making of bags, boxes, and baskets 
at home is described, the work being such as 
small growers and cottagers can well undertake 
in the winter months. In some places small 
growers can find markets close at hand. In 
other cases they can work up a trade by adver¬ 
tising, then in well-packed utensils sending by 
carrier or by rail. Of course, good fruit can 
only be obtained by good culture and growing 
the best varieties. A. D. 

lines set up in the nursery. The extremities o! 
leading shoots may be shortened if the branchc 
are not uniformly disposed, and in cuttings 
Peach shoot it is always desirable to cut to > 
wood or a triple bud, or not to cut it it all. 
Weak shoots are always best cut back some 
what hard, for if allowed to grow unwind 
they do not break evenly, and the basal buds, 
which are the most important ones, will fail to | 
break at all. The object in training tr«‘ 
should be to make sure of getting them well im 
nished at the base. The pruning may he doc: 
at any time from now till next February 
Before nailing the trees make sure the soil's. ! 
settled and firm, for it sometimes happens tlai 

after a tree is fixed to the wall the soil, if u 
all hollow, will settle down and leave the rom 
unsupported, with the inevitable re-ui:- 
collapse.j 

St. Joseph Strawberry.—In a icc. 
number damp is given as the cause of mild:. 
attacking this. Ido not think this is the cane 

In this district hardly a fruit has come to p: | 
fection, even in the very dry years we hs« i 
recently had —in fact, growers have roXe. i 
them up wholesale. The district I write free ; 
is a limestone one; I have heard of thi 
variety doing well on dry, sandy soils. I hire 
tried it under glass, and^ cannot get a inu; 
without it is mildewed.—North Cotswuu. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Mailing trees to walls.—I have fruit-tree* grow 

Alpine Strawberries In greenhouse -ito 
a lew dozen plants ot alpine Strawberries—St Aowisti 
Padoue and St. Joseph—which were potted apUel^v 
and are now well established. Would the* not- 
succeed if forced on Really in an oidioary gneabtv 
placing them ineide, say, in February or March, aaiite' 
all blooms showing before that time be picked ofl -L 4 

[These introduced in February or Maxi 
should succeed very well under ordinary gree 
house treatment. Much, however, depecJ* 
on the greenhouse itself os to what succe-; ■ 
likely to be obtained. With a nice light tb: 
warm greenhouse, having shelves to swai 
them on, these perpetual Strawberrie- br 
some can be grown during the winter mantis, 
but though some succeed, others would iiii 
There is every willingness on the part oi tb 
Strawberries to fruit that is to say, 
spikes are formed freely, and fruits swell up t. 
a certain size—but when they approach :b 

ing on a stone wall and And a difliculty in tying them to 
it. The mortar will not hold nails, and I cannot get nails 
to drive into the stone—they all turn tip. I suppose 1 
must use wire ; blit I do not like it, as it cuts the trees 
Please advise me. Is there any nail that will drive into 
and bold in stone?—H. Siiawcrosm. 

[If your wall is built of soft stone then 
the cast wall nails should answer, hut we 
should advise you to have the wall properly 
pointed and wired, giving the wires two coats 
of white-lead paint. By this system nails and 
shreds are dispensed with, the walls are not 
injured in any way, and insects are 
harboured. The tying of the trees, too, can be 
done more quickly than by the old system of 
nailing, j 

Pruning newly-planted trees.—When, and 
how much, should I prune fan-trained Peach, Apricot, 
Plum, and (deaeert) Cherries which were planted In the 

middle of this month against a wall? In pruning Peach- 
trees, should they always be cut to a triple bud ?—K. W. 

[There is always a certain amount of doubt 
in the minds of amateur growers as to tho 
amount of pruning that should be done in the 
case of newly-planted trees. The question 
depends entirely on the state of the trees them¬ 
selves to be operated on. Some received from 
the nursery are from their treatment there in 
such a state that no pruning is called for at all, 
and a tree that a nurseryman has been devoting 
time and labour to to mould it into a good shape 
certainly ought not to need much aid from the 
new owner. In the case of a train&driQi&phoI 
better course can be tal^^j j^yig 

ripening period they slow down and do at- 
always realise the anticipations of thegrose 
When in March the days lengthen, andik 
sun has more power, there are more life >: 
progress in Strawberries of every sort. it 
would lie as well to tern sve the present for® 
trusses of flower from those you prop*; h 
fruit in March, and some of those trviUS 
freely now could, if you so wish, be kj* 
steadily moving in the greenhouse. 
may then get a few ripe fruits early inl,; 
New Year. Those to remain for Ule: « 
should have some protection from frost 
(>ots, if nothing else can be done, shoe1.! w 
plunged in ashes, leaves, or Cocoa-fibre, ot 
pots may suffer as well as the root- ska1 
frost set in with any degree of severity.) 

QARDBN WORK. 

not' till the flowers are on the point of exp«*J|y- 
A light, airy house' ' " ~ ' 

Conservatory.—Pelargoniums, 
those for early blooming, should be iD ^ 
flowering pots. When potted Late they don" 
flower so well, and the growth is les-n »•' 
and dwarf. Firm potting is essential tow*; 
dom of flowering. Where the plants ars 
done they do not appear in the consen^1 

is the place forPelargom'“^v 
with a night temperature of 45 (legs. 
now. and till tho days lengthen water M y' 
given only when dry, and then all the 
be moistened. A keen watch should * k. 
upon insect life, and the vaporiser uw 
the first fly is seen. Under such condition- "■ 
Pelargonium is a tower of strength in tin ' 
servatory. and will give a brilliancy 
the Chry> a ithemuin at less cost Give Geo;- 
Arum Lilies, Cinerarias, and other 
comingintoflowerweak liquid-mmure. 
going to recommend any special kin 1 of 
—chemical or otherwise—to make ‘H0 
manure. Those who have a farmyard to- • 
a deer park, or .sheep pasture to ran R* ” 
generally obtain what Mtimuluits they rep 
without incurring much expense. ^ . 
chemical or j.roj rietary manures are all ra ‘ 

liiwdfti.-/t~* if iJ,ere* ^Merj 1; 
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for them they might doubtless become cheaper. 
All are good for certain plants and purposes, 
and when it is necessary to make a supreme 
effort to win a prize sulphate of ammonia will 
l« useful in giving the finishing touches to the 
blossoms. Cleanliness is as important in plant 
houses as in the structure whore human beings 
live. Dea«l leaves should be removed at sight, 
green, slimy pots should be washed, and 
(orders should often be freshened up with the 
rake. Those and other little matters, which the 
wod cultivator understands the value of, must 
hive attention from time to time, Hi sweep¬ 
ing paths in the conservatory avoid raising 
dust, which often clings to the leaves and 
stops up the pores and gives the plants a for¬ 
lorn appearance. 

Ferns under glass.—A good collection 
of Ferns has a special interest in winter when 

' in good condition, and the way to have and 
keep Ferns in good condition is to have a young 
plant or two of each kind coil tin unity coming 

in, and to discard the plants of the same 
ariety or species when they get old and out of 

condition. Of course, now that Ferns are so 
nuch used for indoor decoration, there will 
■rolably be many duplicates of certain kinds 
•nibble for that work. These for the most 
art will be found among the greenhouse 
pecies. Where there is much indoor decora- 

reing to do thoro is not likely to bo too many 
laidenhairs, especially of the old familiar 
jpes—cuueatum and elegans. Maidenhairs 
a small sizes are useful for table decoration, 
nd. if they suffer injury, they soon recover 
•hen taken back to a warm-house. Among the 
terises, eretica major and cretica cristata are 
lost useful, because they can be kept in con- 
ition longer than most. Pteris tremula and 
'. argyrea arc exceedingly useful for a change; 
he last-named has broad, variegated fronds, 
ere striking, but will not last so long in a 
oom as the hardier forms of l’terises first 
amod. Phlebodium aureum has a striking 
ppearance, but will not last so long in a low 
smperature as others named. One of the 
lost useful and hardiest of Ferns is known 
mongcostermongers ns f lic Holly Fern (Cyrto- 
lium falcatum). I have seen this Fern in 
heltered places doing well outside. It is one 
f the few Ferns that keep in condition where 
as is burnt, because of the hardness of its 
Mtage. If the thrips get established on its 
ard, glossy points, the green matter is soon 
aten away. This is the one enemy to this very 
sefal Fern. Moro loam is used for this class 
l Fern than was usual years ago, and the 
lants in consequence produce more robust and 
ardy foliage, which renders them useful to the 
verage grower. 

Early Peach-house.-This house will 
°*’ be ready for starting, and if the trees have 
«n forced in previous years the buds will 
tart at the right time without much forcing, 
leanliness everywhere is most important, 
recs. (mint, glass, and walls should have 
udergone the usually preparatory routine of 

..leaning. The border, also, should have been 
■enovated, so far as the surface is concerned at 
ny rate. It is always a good plan in the case 
’ all fruit-houses to remove, at least onco a 
■ar. the exhausted soil from the surface of in- 
'de borders, and replace it with good loam, 
unified with bone-meal or some other suitable 
nanure. The red-spider is often a troublesome 
■nemy in the early Peach-house, and some 
•ains should bo taken to clear it out now, to 
-ye labour and trouble in summer. One cause 
'I the presence of rod-spider is dryness at the 
oot, and every dry spot in the Peach borders 

•hould be hunted for and moistened now, even 
' in using the fork some little disturbance of 
no roots should take place. Any little damage 
' soon made (.rood if the soil is thereby made 
“ore suitable for the roots to work in. A tem¬ 
perature of 43 dogs, at night will be high 
enough to start with from tire-heat. During 

jate mild weather our houses have often 
ood between 45 degs. and 50 degs. without 

lire-heat; but this does no harm. Use the 
syringe as often as is necessary to keep the 
atmosphere sufficiently humid to give strength 

the swelling buds, and ventilate at 60 degs. 

Late Grapes.—Perfect ripening is neces- 
ia,y to long keeping. This has not been 
tood season for ripening late Grapes, especial], 
"here Gres Colmau and LadyDlHraiiied me 

started late. It is better to uso firo in the 
spring than put it off till the days nre shorten¬ 
ing in October. All that can lie done now is to 
keep tho atmosphere of the house dry ; fire- 
heat will not avail much now beyond what is 
necessary to dry up damp. 

Window gardening.—A stand iu a 
light position arranged with Chinese Primulas, 
Cyclamen, and Roman Hyacinths, with a fringe 
of Ferns, is always pretty and interesting, and 
the fragrance is grateful without being too 
powerful. 

Outdoor garden.—Roses may still be 
planted. The introduction of Rambler Roses 
has led to the planting of Rose screens or 
hedges in many gardens, and beautiful they 
arc. They may bo used to form backgrounds 
anywhere. All one has to do, after having 
selected the site, is to trench and prepare a 
sjiaco a yard or so wide and plnntsuitable Rosos. 
For tall screens, 10 feet or moro high, the tall 
Rambler Roses should bo used, the base being 
filled in with Chinas or Polyantha Roses. 
Hybrid Sweet Briers arc also being planted to 
form hedges. I saw a hedge of this character 
the other day, very thickly covered with scarlet 
H.P.’s, very bright and attractive. In the 
summer this hedge was even more attractive, 
with its various coloured blossoms, several 
varieties having lxxrn planted. Thoso who 
have dwarf walls to cover will find the various 
forms of Euonymus very dressy and effective. 
Tho Laurustinus makes a very effective shrub 
for a wall up to S feet or 9 feet. It is best to 
start with quite a young plant. Berberis steno- 
phylla is a specially valuable wall shrub, and 
there are now' several varieties of l’yrus 
japouicu well adapted for covering low walls. 
For covering low terrace walls aud the side 
walls of tho stops, the various forms of 
Cotoueaster are very suitable, because they want 
no training, and consequently always look 
natural. Cedrus atlantica and its variety 
glauca are among the most beautiful of lawn 
trees, and are hardy. 

Fruit garden.—Poaches may lie pruned 
on open walls now when the weather is not 
frosty. These are generally loft to the last, 
because it is necessary to cut to a wood-hud, 
and this is seen better when the buds are 
getting a little prominent, otherwise there is 
no reason for delay, though when there is much 
prossure of work something has to l>e post¬ 
poned. I never knew a gardener that was good 
for anything that over had much leisure at any 
season. During tho autumn the pruning of the 
roots of theover-luxuriaut trees needs attention, 
but for trees of a moderate size I prefer lifting 
and replanting, bringing the roots a little 
uoarer the surface. When we dig round a tree 
and cut the roots which are running down, we 
chock them for the time 1 icing, hut it does not 
alter their downward course m the same way 
that lifting does. Then when the roots have 
been attended to the branches receive their 
annual thinning and shortening. There is no 
difference of opinion about the treatment of 
wall-trees and espaliers, hut there is still too 
much knife-work done to pyramids and hush 
trees. This is more seen now in suburban 
gardens than where a good man is placed in 
charge. Even in the case of wall trees it is an 
advantage to rearrange trees when crowded on 
a wall, and give ©aclx troo more space to oovar 

rather than cut back. 

Vegetable garden.—when taking up 
Seakale for forcing, tho thongs cr small roots 
removed from tho strong stems should be cut 
into lengths of 4 inches or 5 inches, and laid in 
sand outside, and a little litter laid lightly 
over them. During the winter crowns will 
form at tho upper end of the roots, and if 
planted in February or March in rows about 
15 inches amrt, strong crowns suitable for 
forcing will he available next year. All avail¬ 
able frames will now he in use for sheltering 
such things as Cauliflowers, Chervil, Parsley, 
or for forcing Asparagus, or anything else for 
which a demand may he expected. In country 
places, where there arc many trees, the leaves 
form a valuable crop worth gathering and 
taking care of for forcing, and afterwards are 
valuable as a manure. It will require a warm- 
house to produce French Beans now, and the 

ts or boxes should occupy a position near 
• fie.'-ulg-'-Sj .-VfI'-i'ho individual pilots not 

choicer kinds of vegetables will bo for Mush¬ 
rooms, Seakale, ana /Asparagus. Those may 
l>e produced at a reasonable cost, but French 
Beans are costly to produce in the dead of 
winter. In consequence of the scarcity of good 
Apples, Rhubarb should pay to force early, and 
thoso who have plenty of strong roots might 
start at once. E. Hobday. 

THH COMING WHISK'S WORK. 

Extracts from a Garden Diary. 

December 8th. Vaporised Cinerarias and 
Pelargoniums. Finished potting Hyacinths 
and plunged in fibre in cold-frame, with lights 
off for tho present. A few Strawberries have 
l>eou started in a leaf bed in a pit, where there 
is a gentle fermentation going on. Tho water¬ 
ing will ho carefully done, as an excess of 
moisture will cause too much leaf development. 
Mico have been helping themselves to the red 
berries of Solanums, and traps having failed, 
and tho matter being urgent, wo have beon 
obliged to use poison. This has checked their 
work. 

December 0th.—As soon as pruned, Goose¬ 
berries and Currant-bushes were dressed with 
lime and soot, scattered over tho trees when the 
branches wore damp. Tho dressing has some 
value as a cleansing and manuring agent be¬ 
sides its deterrent effect upon the birds. Roses 
in pots and also thoso planted out undor glass 
have boon pruned and top-dressed. A few 
have been potted up from outside for late 
blooming and to come in for early flowering next 
yoar. 

December !0'h.—Endives are taken to tho 
Mushroom-house a few at a time to blanch. 
Rhubarb and Scakalo roots are introduced at 
necessary intervals to ensure a succession. 
When a Mushroom-bed ceases to bear, the 
material is removed and the space filled up 
again from open shod near where it has been 
formontod in readiness. We aro still using 
retarded Lily of the Valley crowns for forcing, 
although our autumn stock has come to hand. 

iJerrmhrr 11th.—I thought, a few days ago. 
we had finished planting Roses, but fresh 
sites have been found for pillar Hoses and 
Ramblers, and those are so beautiful and free, 
one is tempted to plant them wherever a 
support can lie found. Wo have generally a 
pieco of ground waiting for trenching. There 
are days when tho ground is too wet for 
surface work, hut trenching can lie carried 
out, oven in wet weather. Rearranged stove 
to give growing plants more room. 

December Uth.—Carted in a lot of turfy Irani 
from the surface of a pasture, and placed in 
ridge-shaped heaps. One heap has been mixed 
with alternate layers of horse-droppings for 
Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Chrysanthemums, 
and other things. This, when chopped down 
in six months’ time, will be ready for uso. Pot- 
Vino house is kept at a- temperaturo of 
Mi degs. at night. Buds are swelling. A 
little air is given at 65 decs, when the sun 
shines. Figs in pots have ueen pruned and 
top-dressed. 

December loth.—In bad weather the sponge 
is used among Palms and fine-foliaged plants. 
Liquid-manure is given to Camellias swelling 
buds. Fern spores which have come up 
thickly have been transplanted in patches 
or colonios into shallow boxes and kept on 
shelves in warm house for the present. When 
the days lengthen the patches will be broken 
up and extended. Mustard and Cress are 
sown in shallow boxes twice a week in warm 
house. Seeds are not covered. 

LAW AND CUSTOM. 

THE GARDENER AND THE CITIZEN. 

Court of King’s Bench. Maxfield r. Ross. 

Mr. Oarbow observed that this was an action 
brought by the plaintiff, a gardener, to recover 
of the defendant the sum of £11, the balance of 
£26 for fitting up his garden at the back of his 
house. The defendant had paid £6 into Court, 
and contended he had been overcharged the 

the learned other £5. Tho plaintiff, said 
counsel, was one of the most eminent in his 

H.i cs. .-arjL-^/ho individual plants not I antient Qiii^hdnoilrMilo profession; ho had 
Mb VjMlijriiicipul demand now for t^J^giu order 
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ornnmont of oTiAnn’q.sminrA nn.l it waq no showing (rrowth, you should remove them from the plung- kind, of a lovely shade ol canary-yellow colour. Tbi* 
01 nament Ol 'Joed! s-square, ana 16 MS no ing material ond placc thcm on a 8he!( |n a cool greenhouse plant is of very culture, and may be crown todewkp 
small proot ot his superior ability that no haa near the glass. Water moderately, and, as the shoot* large blooms, either in the orthodox manner, or on rinr,: 
the cultivation and improvement of those advance, give liquid-manure»t alternate waterings. Water stems in ti-inch pot*. As a plant tor decoration 
sweet and pleasant gardens, more fresh than ie« aher the flowere fade, and, as the leaves show signs of variety is also largely grown. Ralph Uatton is one of U 
., _ „ _c r. . , i . • r . i • i__ _ yellowing, withhold water altogether, and keep the bulb* newer incurved sorts, and is a bloom of large size ani cf 
the nower Ot irein, the air ol w hich gave mila- qUjte dry untji the potting season comes round again. excellent form. The colour is a purple-lilac, with raw¬ 
ness to the sprincr, and the scent of whose _,__ „_-_... reverse to the very smooth florets. To fee this varieit x- et*. To fee this variety k 

9 of Xovember, thepho 
towards the Utter pxr. cf 
retained. E-ertume t-O tho very soul: 111 Short, ho had large, white, Irumpet-ehapcd 1-looms are very handsome, ,, , and *«Ymd cvownSwU retained. K 

eon selected, by the noble lord who presided .nl as the plant itself is a numerate grower, the flower- March, andecoODdcrown bad, retained. 
- tL. ,, . f i,. \ stalks do not run up so high as is the case with many Roses With divided centres (If. CoeAffl—On; 
in the < ourt opposite (the Court Ot ( hancerj ) kin(ls . the flowcrSi therefore, arc not so likely to become strong doses of liquid-manure would certainly be one was 
to decorate the enamelled spot in which his bruised in Btormy weather. This Lily likes a good, sound of the defective blossoms, and the want of artifitisl t* 
lordship unbent his mind, after the painful loam to grow in, and prefers a partially-shaded, somewhat to enable #he very double kinds to expand wooli ie 
labours Of his professional dutV : to speak in cool situation. There are many varieties of it. ™thw. 
.1.-_1_‘ 1.. .J_A r_i Sww>t Peas In winter (PnrnUnA—There s »'old very double varieties such as M. Cochet,Oatbune 
plainer language, lie was gardenor to Lord nI ,h0 risk of severe weather and mice and other pest* aiermet, r-ione ae Lyon, etc out sinus sues uearccv 

Lldon, and, consequently, must be supposed to destroying Sweet Peas which have been sown now. You Testout, lime, Iloste, Anna OUivier, Mrs. ft. J. Crank I* 
be a man of character, and ono who would not can assist them by protecting with coal-ashes along each ■' ranee, etc., are always easy of culture. Ol comae, tb» 

and mice aid other peel* Mrrmet. Etoilc de Lvon, etc . but kinds such uCm£-.- 
■ e been sown now. You Testout, lime, Iloste, Anna Olhvier, Mrs. ft. J. Cram, lx 

square : and, being desirous of uniting in his thus keeping up a succession of bloom. only fair to say that the same Rose is not so delecti-- 

town house the pleasures of a country one, Treatment of Oleander (L. Huntley).-The woSratfe seve^ly,'andde^out^the^pUn^S 
applied to tno plaintiff to afTorcl him, by tho IS naturally A tail, lr*wo. crowing himh. and if ; I1CWM,owth u«»v act the fall benefit of o»io and Air. 

exerciso of his art, all tho advantages of a rue ,klp,’^p\"Vf\he?ong^^ : Rose Marechal Nlel as a bush plant ('■ >. 
iiiurbe. He xvas one Ol those Lonuon-country rtowers are borne. In all probability, the failure of the —Although wo prefer a 6hort standard Brier for thiiko* 
gentlemen who wished to have— flowers to open is due to the non-ripening of the wood, the bush or dwarf form will succeed almost equally u«e. 

•• within thoir „ ,iia ,i.nin .v,,,i,- Leave the flowers as they are. and give it as sunny a posi- provided it be on a Brier root, or on it* own rooU,ci 
Thidr flow- V vanlcns aiulh>mirCeri n afem^s^ ’ tion M YOU can. In the summer stand it outdoors in a planted in a good border. Splendid plants may l* pc- 
Kaift tv rf0'™' -nny place and water freely. chased, grafted, on the Brier, 

gentlemen who wished to have— 
“ Within their walls their shady grots and groves, 

Their flow’ry gardens and their green alcoves; 
In midst of winter to enjoy the spring, 
And hear the captive birds in cages sing : 
The city air perfumed with sylvan sweets. 
And rural walks combin'd with crowded streets." 

Such was the ambition of the defendant, ar 
the plaintiff had completely gratified it. 1 
had converted the limited space behind tl 

Flowering Stephanotls florlbunda In greenhouse, culture. These usually have growttu itai 
I small pots (A. This may be done by obtaining JO feet to 1-feet long, and, being »ell-ri|>ened, Dre[i-r. 
strong young plants and growing them on in a moderate S’™. _®7lne..????.. J. ^ 

«mu couverwu L.ie iim,u-u qiaceu muu u, the main stem, and early in September the plant* should superfluous moisture. ft here artltlcui he« » 
defendants house into the most delightful be removed indoors, and their shoot* be tied up to * trellis 'lded, we always sdvise planting this Rom miMe, it.s 
_„i.„ • -..ul.lr. Im.l.oc Totcnmlnn .... ,k. ~i.« ,, „ „„,,ii„i ;,f a half-standard. The hedge Brter seems to poHM- 5 c 

(liaboly found n verdict for the plnintiff.- 

Timot, iso;. 

OORRESPONDENOE. 

garden imaginable—Rose-bushes, Jessamine, near the glass. If a little heat be applied in Xovember C 
and sweet flowering shrubs were planted along ®hooW wil* l>(j emitted at every joint, all of which will LKOrof,9P^RoBg M Mar6chil Niep 

agreeable xvalks and alleys green; and what- o^cr pro use y. .. , .. 

ever could charm the sense, of the defendant, or ^ . 
make him imagine lumsolt another Rinaldo, in outside wall in favourable localities in southern and Araucaria railing (JfonAeiy ai » 
tho Bowers of Armida, was profusely provide*!, western counties, and it will cover a considerable space of J-hi* ^ r>. 

Having completed his task. l.O naturally ex- |bJht*"^i^h*so?L Ind, i?^-Ttered lfbera?lydming Pie grow- numbers during the severe winter of Ls® au<i uinne^ 
liected to be paid, but the defendant, though in„ it wi]| Boon cover a large since and flower worthy of it* popularity in the garden, being rally 
he had expressed himself lierfectly satisfied freelv. If afforded some protection it will survive an tree, of a climate quite different from oura. W« tor 
While the ft-ork was going forward, refused to ordinary wunter. Piant* of it may be easily raiMd from Jjoth'"!? » help your specimen, as it is.pp.-w 

t,;.„ i - ’ i__ seed, which Bhould be sown during spring in a frame or an out aeaa. 
remunerate him, alleging that his charge ft as bandiight. Cuttings also strike readily in a brisk heat in FRUIT 
exorbitant. . Lord ElIonborougH made Tho variegated form must he raised from cut- heaviest Gooseberries (A. Bur^-Ji. 

a few observations to the jury, who imnte- . well-known that very fine fruits are produced for ntS 
ilmt-oly found a vorclicb for the plnmtif).— Own root Robos (Di>pI«I-Kmw on thoir own t|0n in i.ancashire mid Yorkshire, but this l«oolydi»tVr 
Time* ISO1 roots” have many advantages over those that are budded, exce8sive thinning and special cultivation. We dost 

’ the most important being their ability to reproduce them- lhink the varjcty has so much to do with raze u m- 
- selves from the base, even though a Bharp winter cuts down think. We are not anxious to encourage Oooseicr 

OORRESPONDENOE. the growths to the ground, ft e do not recommend own-roct c„it,are for the production of huge berries, u it 3 b: 
- Roses (or very heavy soil. By throwing up a eucccssion ol better to produce tho fruits in abundance for marks r 

QUMtlona—Querlet and onsiwr* are fnssrtsd in shoots, a more continuous blooming is assured, and. w hen home lme. Besides, the richest flavour is alwsyitoL 
Saunsure fne of chant oorremcrvUntg follow these once established, the plant* grow and flower freely. Tea ose fruits that are relatively small, yet abutdv : 
rules: AU eommunicatirms thould be dearly and otmcitehj Rose* are especially good on own roots, but as these in our produced. 
written on one side of the paper only, ana addressed to climate must of necessity lie produced under glass, they Prunlmi Vines (Heatin'! Vinery).—Yon can pru 
the Editor of dAUDiix-ma, 17, Pumival-street, Holbom, shcu.d either be planted in summer or late in spring. vines at once. Cut off all the shoots on w-WcTa 
London, B.C. Letters on business should be sent to Forcing Gladiolus ColvllleiThe Bride (7’okiX |ruit has been to one eve or bud from the main eteoi « 
the PCBU8UBR. The name and address of the semler are —This plant requires a varying degree of moisture, if you care to, vou mav leave two buds, and rub o8 is 
required in addition to any designation he may desire to according to grow th and the season—little at first, to be weaker one when the’ Vines start into growth is « 
be used in the paper. When more than one query is sent, increased with growth, and tho soil maintained fairly spring. If there are any insects in the house, yon oc." 
each should be on a separate j iec-of paper, and not more moist up to the appearance of first blooms Towards the ^ wa8h down all the paint and glass, and also drrai t“ 
than three queries should be sent at a time. Correspon- end ol April ample supplies are eiseiitial. If the soil is rods with some insecticide. AU you need do in the" 
dents should bear in mind that, as Oardkoko has to be g0o<l there is no need tor artificial manure, but if used it firjnlf j9 to keep out frost, a temperature of about 
tent to press some time in advance, of dale, queries cannot i» best in solution—guano, for example. The plants should to 45 deg*, being quite sufficient for your Pelanfor::-- 
alwayt be replied to in the issue immediately following flower during April with fair treatment, in which we eto_ \vra.n something round the piece of stem 
the receipt of their communication. We do not reply U include the avoidance of too high a temperature. You will that ;s exposed, otherwise frost may injure the Vine 
queries by post. find a great lapse of time between the production of the the sap begins to rise. An old mat or piece of esnrsi < 

Naming fruit.—Readers who denre our help in last leaf and any sign of the coming flower-spike, and it is answer the purpose. 
naming fruit should bear in mind that several specimens at this period that many mistakes are made in the culture a .rr n in >„ 
in dijjerent stages of colour and size of the same kind 0! this fistful plant Manuring ApFde-trees 

greatly assist in its determination. We have received Chry8antllemurag_a good bronze Japanese Uke^^oun»D«e'frrom^threeto'tcS'y^puiM.L *wi U*c 

for'namina^these insnantlcaselbeiixTunr^e a°ui o(A^ sort- dwarf-growing and spiky (A. tY-;*ry- fore have roots a long way below’the surface, it is oteJ 

in many cases, so trifling that it is necessary that three ll |k-,n„sl ,ie a decorative one. and, in consequence, a °ft> umiau'v thTape ^tTon^imui -' 
specimens of each tin,/ should be sent. We can undertake snecimen • and. n the second „lace we 

QUMtlona—Ouerdet and answers are inserted in shoots, a more continuous blooming is assured, and, when home lme. Besides, the richest flavour is always (oof: 
Card Rama free of charge if correspondents follow these once established, the plant* grow and flower Ireely. Tea those fruits that are relatively small, yet sbuudv: 
rules: AO communications should be. clearly and concisely Roses are especially good on own root*, but as these in our produced. 
written on one side of the paper only, ana addressed to climate must of necessity lie produced under gloss, they Pruning Vines (Heating Vinery).—Yon can prrj 
the Editor of Oardks-ino, 17, Pumioal-street, HUbom, shcu.d either be planted in summer or late in spring. yof|r vine9 ft once. Cut off all the shoot* on whida 

is, so trjting that 
specimens of each kind should be sent. We can 
to name only four varieties at a time, and these 
the above directions are observed. 

PT JVTH AWITT WT war pip a k’i'icf. This is not a bloom with pointed florets, yet it has ,vilh advantage 1 lb. of sulphate of ammonia in May. R" 
; , ,,, rUJ7iaKB- . . stiff and straight florets of the kind likely to suit you. The js n dressing at-about the rote of Id lb. per rod. 

Michaelmas Daisies (h- S. W ).—r.oo>I varieties colour is cheetnut-hronze. A vani ty with twisted florets for vegetables, fl lb. would snffice. Apply the fw -n 
are : Aster Amelins, A. A. I'essarabiciis, A. acris, A. cordi- 
folius elegans, A. Cooinbe-l'ishaere, A. la-vis, A. Novae- 

Bowman, A. Novi-Belgii Robert Barker, 0jd gold. 

- d'Or, and, when grown freely, should develop named manures at once. Oive Pears just the mm¬ 
ol a *' spiky " kind. The colour in this case is an the root* near the surface, 0110 half the qusntity 

A. Shortii, A. Chapinani, A. diffusus horizontalis, and 
A. ericoidcs. 

Chrysanthemums - when to propagate 
early sorts( .Verier).—There is a tendency on the part of VEGETABLES, 

art vour (ubera of Achi- some growers tocominence the propagation ol early Chrys- Caterpillars on Cabbages (Belle /fW-ft* 
y in boxes filled with leaf- anihemums no v, but such early work is a mistake. As a oniy remedy is to catch the moths before theydsp^ 
ime other light nmterinl, rule, the old plants are not in good condition nt the close their eggs which thev do in the summer on th* Hems P= 
>il, well-rotted leal-mould, of iheir flowering season, and, 111 consequence, it would be leaves, or handpick tke caterpillars. Another rtme-J a 

suffice. As it is, we fear the roots have gone dt«l'. 

Achlmenes (IF. IT.X—Start vour tubers of Achi- some growers tocominence the propagation ol! early Chrys- 
meues and Tyda-a next February in boxes filled w ith leaf- anihemums now, but such early work is a mistake. As a 
mould. Cocoa-nut-fibre, or some other light nmterinl, rule, the old plants are not in good condition at the close 
potting afterwards into turfy soil, well-rotted leal-mould, of their flowering season, and, iu consequence, it would he 
and sand. If you wish to grow the Achimenes in baskets, better to shake the old stools out of their pots and plant 

30 III tne summer vu : 
caterpillars. Another r«rae-y J 

and sand. If you wish to grow the Achimenes in baskets, belter to shake the old stools out of their pots and plant (0 use fine salt, sprinkling it freely over the y Jilace the tubers all round so that at the blooming season them out in frames or on the bench of a cool greenh u*e, evening tiien washing it off the next morulas*- - 
ittle of the framework may he seen for flowers. leaving them thus until January. By the last-mentioned „i».r little of the framework may he seen for flowers. leaving them thus until January. By the last-mentioned cicar water ' 
Rosea for seaside (L. Sicenievl-Where the soil period new growth of a most desirable kind will be found 

Is good there should he no difficulty in cultivating breaking away around the base ol the old stem. Itisfrom 
Roses in close proximity to the sea There may be a small cuttings of this kind that real progress is made. During 
amount of truth in the statement that thesaltspray in the January, February, and March, cuttings, if inserted with j. Wingr 
air has a somewhat deleterious effect on the plants, but we care, will root quickly enough, and, if pot tel on a-- soon as [)ec. g, p. 5- 
have generally found that where Roses by the sea have ready, will develop into sturdy little plants in a short very difficul 

SHORT RBPLIBS. 
amount of truth in the statement that thesaltspray in the January, lehruary, and March, cuttings, if inserted with A. Wing rove.—See reply to “ Dawdles," in oar . 
air has a somewhat deleterious effect on the plants, hut we care, will root quickly enough, and, if potted on a* soon as Dec. 0, p.’524, re 11-Weeds in lawn.”-if. flrotni.—1 
have generally found that where Itoses by the sea have ready, will develop into sturdy little plants in a short very difficult to advise without seeing the Vine. Aft - 
fail ed, the shallow and chalky soil has been responsible time. It is surprising what a number of plants can be advice of some practical man In yonrlocallty.- ' " 
Recently we found Roses flourishing beautifully around raised frem a few old stools treated as here prescribed, shirtei/.—The Ivy will cling, bat you will have to bv- 
Eastbourne, some masses of such lovely kinds as William Shallow boxes are useful for propagation, so. too, are fl-inch by nailing it at first. The Euonymus must b* n»‘-y‘ 
Allen Richardson, Lnurette Messlmy, Perle d'Or, etc., and 5-inch pots. The cuttings, il dibbled in lj inches the wall. It makes a good wall covering.-Camsf* 

o^fv^^'tr'DF'rLt^Gis'1 
URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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-We cannot undertake to name Potatoes.-Paddy.— 
See article inpresent issue, re " Lilium giganteum," p. 537. 
_C. A. Phipps.—Tbe competition only closed on the 
■Jtb. Result Will bff announced in our pages in due 
course.-E. W.—No; keep the faggots out and substi¬ 
tute brick-rubble or rough stones. The wood as it decays 
»ill only breed fungus.-Meta.—Not a gardening ques- 
tioa-Mab.—1, You will find a note dealing with 
"Raising Ferns from seed ” in our issue of Oct. 1V>. 1 ' 1, 
p. Ml, which can be had of tbe publisher, price ltd. 2, 
bee note in issue of Feb. 15 of this year, p. 671, re " Raising 
Tuberous Begonias.”-IF. H. Mason.—Try Amos Perry, 
Wincbmore Hill, Ixmdon, N., who showed the Poppies 
vou mean. W. Godfrey, Exmouth, also showed Oriental 
Poppies-IF. J.—i, “ V.M.H.” stands for Victoria 
Medal of Honour ; 3, You can fasten Roses to the fence 
voii mention, and they will, we think, taka no harm, as the 
i reosots will have soaked into the wood.-.-1. Burns. - 
bee reply to “T. Maxwell," re " Increasing Clematis," in 
our issue of Oct. 25, p. 452. You will find an article on the 
best dark H.P. Rosea in our issue of Sept. 20, p. 3S5. 
These numbers can be had of the publisher, price ltd. 
l-A. L. Plumbridge.—You had better get someone 

r neighbourhood who is used to such work.-S. 0. 
lot you manage to burn all the refuse you speak of, 

sal apply the ashes to the ground ? II not, withhold the 
dressing of farmyard-manure for one year, and give a good 
dressing of freshly-slaked lime.-II. E. Moore.—" The 
English Flower Garden, " from this omce, price ids. oo., 
poet free.-Gwendolen.—It will be advisable to leave 
them till the spring.-Inkstand.—1, The paint when 
thoroughly dry will not injure the plants. 2, Raise the 
pipes lust off the ground on two hricks, taking care that 
tbe bricks have a solid foundation. 

ioyoorne; 

-Cannot j 

NAMEJ8 OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 
Names of plants.—Bob.—You have evidently got 

vour names mixed. 1 appears to be Mrs. W. Traflord, and 
2, Charles Davie, badly grown.-Belle Isle.—Helianthus 
ngidus var. Miss Mellish.-Sarnia.—1, Adiantum con- 
annum latum ; 2, Adiantum concinnum ; 3, Begonia incar- 
nita var. maculosa ; 4, Arecasp.-Faireross.—Asparagus 
plamoaus.-E. Seggrore,— The Dittany of Crete (Origa¬ 
num Dictamnus). 

Names of fruits.—,/. It. Ilinekley.—l, King of the 
Pippins; 2, Northern Greening.-IF. Wright.—land 2, 
Evidentl; Evidently small fruits of Northern Greening.-Oxford. 
-Small fruits of Ecklinville seedling. In sending fruit for 
name it is well to semi really good specimens.—-y 
T. Brown, Bnrford, Oxon.—l, John Apple; 2, 
.U'sAdr Codlin ; 3. Adam's Pearmain ; 4, Small's 

Mank's 
mirable. 

Rotting leather.—Will you kindly tell me il you 
can recommend any method by which leather scraps can 
be made to rot more quickly ? I use a quantity of fine 
leather dust as manure, but large pieces can be bought 
mere cheaply, and, if they can be made quicker in act ion 
by the addition of acid’or other means, a considerable 
saving in manure bills would be effected. Should you be 
unable to givo Ilia any information, do you know anyone 
who could ?—H. B. Pollard. 

THE HOLLY BOUGH 
has already been marked for the adornment of the home, 
and paterfamilias is perhaps thinking of his last struggles 
with the sprays of shining leaves and glistening berries. 
Rut Mother is a trifle perplexed about the menu for the 
hiidrens parties. As, however, Chivers' Jellies are sure 

to And a place iu her list, she need not worry about the 
rest. The “Gentlewoman" says: “Chivers’ Jellies are 
ridicate luxuries." They are absolutely pure, and are 
favoured with ripe Fruit Juice®. Ask the (irocer, and 
von will And he stocks them in various flavours in pint 
and quart packets. For a perfect beverage tor the 
veungsters, Cambridge F.emonade is the thing. ‘ It 
beat* all." Chivers and Sons, Limited, Histon. Cambridge. 
First English Fruit Growers' Jam Factory. 

CHARMING XMAS GIFTS. 

CAMPBELL’S GENUINE 

COLUMBIA CRAPHOPHONES 
and COLUMBIA RECORDS are the best In 
the World. Gained the Grand Prix. Paris 
Exhibition. 1900. „ _ . 
A Fascinating & Unrivalled F.ntertainer for the Home Circle. 

CAMPBELL’S 
rmiH nwn Columbia 

records ^ & k CRAPHOPHONE 
RECORDS f** C ,5 ,K. I|CSI Talking \ 

Singing Machine in 
J the market. 

■SiMMial Xmas Price 
to readers of Gau- 

I iieninu, £2 15s, 
! Carriage Paid, with 
3 Records free. Sold 

| only by Campbell and 
Co.. Musical Instru- 

I meat Makers. 116, 
j Trongate, Glasgow. 

i Ena’', over SO Year 8 J 
X.B.-Beware of worthless German imitations extensively 

sdtertired, which ore mere toys. _ 

The following are Campbell's leading cheap good lines in 
"C.I.”) TALKING MACHINES. (COUPON. 
The ” T.yr-n." Granhonhonc. with 2 Records .. 15 0 
The “Gem” do. with Recorder & 2 Records 16 0 
The “Favourite" do. do. do. 2 2 0 

The above sent carriage paid in Gnat Britain. 

Beware of the German-made rubbish ro extensively adver- 
lised by nondescript dealers. We are Musical Instrument 
Makers A Talking Machine Experts, and understand ail about 

CAMPBELL & CO., 116 “A,"jTR^UGfcTS;!CLAStJJJW, 

(Two GOOD GIFT BOOKS?) 
5/- each, nett. Post free, packed In box, 5/6 each. B 

Easily Grown 

I Hardy Perennials. I 
The Amateurs 

GREENHOUSE. 
By T. W. SANDERS, F.L.S., 

Editor of “ Amateur Gardening,” Ac. 

A Complete Cuide to the Construction, Heating, 
and Management of Greenhouses, and the 

Cultivation of Greenhouse Plants. 

Fully Illustrated. 

Bv G. H. VOS. B.A. 
Editorially supervised by T. W. SANDERS, F.L.S., 

Editor of “ Amateur Gardening,” Ac. 

DIRECTIONS FOR CULTURE AND 
PROPAGATION. 

NOTES ON HABITS AND USES. 
ORDER, SPECIES, ENGLISH NAMES, Eto. 

255 Illustrations from Nature. 

TO IV. H. and L. CoidjlKUKiuuc, 142 mid 149, Aldcrsgato Street, London, E.C. 

Please send ms a copy of. 

by post, for which I enclose remittance of.. 

Name. 

Date. Address... 

“GlobePolish” Celluloid Balls 
SUITABLE FOR 

PING-PONG 
OR 

TABLE TENNIS 
12 for 6d., Post Free. 

These Balls are in every way 
equal to the best Match Balls, 
sold at six times the price. They 
bear the same relation to other 
balls for the same purpose as 
does Globe Polish to other 
polishes, being much cheaper 
and more effective. All orders 
executed strictly in rotation. 

RAIMES & CO., LTD., 
Tredegar-road, Bow, London, E. 

Halfpenny Slumps preferred. 

G. W. RILEY, F.R.H.S., 
Rustic and Horticultural Works, 

NORWOOD ROAD, HERNE HILL, S.E. 
For 

CREENHOUSES, 

Garden 
Frames, tea., 

and 

RastloWork 
of every 

Description. 
gft. by 5 ft. on rail A3 10 01 12 ft. by 8 ft. on rail AS 0 0 
9ft by 6 ft. „ „ 1 0 0 15 ft. by 10 ft. 8 10 0 

To ft. by 7 ft. " 5 0 0 I 20 ft. by 10 ft. ,, „ 12 0 0 

Absolutely the Largest Stock in 
London. 

NAVVY BARROWS 
9s. 6d. each. 

Also Ladders. Borrows. 
Do* Kennels, Ac. 

CREENHOUSES 
WARMED EFFICIENTLY 

BY CAS 
RECULAR TEMPERATURE 

MAINTAINED 
WITHOUT ATTENTION 

EASILY FIXED 

SMALL COST 

NO TROUBLE 

EWART'S 
‘ALBANY’ 

BOILER 
Always in action at 

346 EUST0N RD 
Write r NW 
/or"List k* Art 

FLOWER POTS-FLOWER POTS. 
13 8-in., 20 6-in., 505-in., 50 4-in., 50 3-in., packed in crate 

* jut on rail for 7*. 6d. 1902 New Illustrated 
.Pot*, Saucer*. Seed-pan". Rhubarb and Sea- 
;c.,pottfree.—T. PRATT. Pottery,’^ ' - 

Call and sec the Goods in Showyard and select from f tock. 
Catalogues. 3d. stamps. 

Any article supplied on Hire Purchase System. 

IMPROVED BEATRICE 

GREENHOUSE BOILERS 
Complete Apparatus from 69s. 

A Modern Suocees. Great Improvement 
over old type boilers. The " Beatrioe" 
makes greenhouse work s pleasure. One 
stoking for the day, one stoking for the 
night. Even draught, even temperature, 
even pleasure. Guaranteed double the 
sale of any other boiler. To intending pur¬ 
chasers Illustrated Catalogue post free. 

RICHARD POTTS & CO., 
G Dept., Caledonian Works. 

BLACKBURN. 

THE “WESTON” HEATINC APPARATUS 
(GAS OB OIL). 

The Cheapest and most Efficient means of Heating Green¬ 
houses, Conservatories, eto., of any size. 

Price complete from 22s. 6d. 

DARBY & SONS, Weston-st., 
OrjcX* 

CAR K Dud'ey (Near K.xo s tltoes Metropolitan i 

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 

W.O. 
METROPOLITAN RAILWAY STATION.) 
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DESIDERATUM 

TUOOR ST. 
WHlTEfRIARSE FENLQN&SON 

MAKERS OF THE 

FAMOUS FEN LON GEYSER 

^^HEATINC . 
A P PAR ATUS as fixed 

PERI AL BOILER 
Cataloguo'on application. 

Extracts from Letters Received:— 
"My gardener says he never had such a store before, 

so easy to work, and does Us work so well." " Does its 
work splendidly, and is cert ainly the least trouble of any 
store 1 ever had." "My maids manage it." "The last 
No. 2 I had from you always goes 21 hours at a stretch." 
“ I nerer look at it but once a day, and hare a good even 
heat the whole 24 hours." 

For prices, particulars, and Estimate* for 
Complete Apparatus, apply 

12 HOURS STOVE SYNDICATE, LTD- 
66. VICTORIA ST., LONDON, S.W. 

HOT'WATER 
APPARATUS 

FOR WARM INC. GREENHOUSES O 

CHAS. P. KINNELL&CO., LTD 
SILVER MEDAL 

HORSE-SHOE ROILEI [ TniSmsr&HosrJmsFACTVR* Heater hade 
I NO SMOKE NO Smell — 
NO BACK DRAUGHT'NO FUME can rossiBU 

ana house To Burn Gas or Oil (KINNELL'S PATENT). 
Section of Boiler, showiso action of Hot Blast. 

Patents 10398. 

& .10,674. 

AWARDED 3 FIRST PRIZES IN 

GZTurT 12 HOU 
Send for List with Full Inf< 

Offices, Warehouses, i 

SOUTHWARK ST., I 

TARPAULIN.—I have a 
-*■ large pieces of Tarpaulin, some 
Nary canvas, purchased from Goren 
for carte, waggons, and machlncr 
suitable for covers for buildings, 
.returned if not approved of.—H. J. 
Contractor, Rye. 

BOULTON&PAUL, 
HORTICULTURAL NORWICH. 
No. 73. SPAN-ROOF CARDEN FRAME. 

FOR ROOKS, PIGEONS. RABBITS. 

Single barrel, bammerless, breech-loading Shot Guns, mn- 
verted from Government Riflce, and fitted to lake 15-r*,-r 
CFahol cartridges; specially bored by an improved trow* 
for long range and great penetration. Unequalled for w 
long distance shooting, 15s. each. DoubIe-l>arrelled bmcb 
loaders from 39*. Air Guns, 12s. 6d. WaUring-etick Gam, 
12a. 6d. A’arm Guns. 7s. 6d. Send 3 stamps for Price 1*L- 
MIDLAND GUN CO. Bath street. Birmingham. 

Ifl. by 6ft.£2 11 6 I 12ft. by 6ft.£5 12 6 
8ft. by >5ft. 1 2 0 I 16ft. by 6ft. 7 6 0 

No. 75. MELON & CUCUMBER FRAME. 

If! by 6ft. £1 17 0 I 1211 by 6fl.£3 19 0 
8ft. by 6ft. 2 18 0 I 16ft. by 6ft. 5 0 O 

No. 77. VIOET FRAME. 6ft by 4ft.. - 01 C 
similar to No. 75, with two lights. ) ul U 

RUSTIC WORK OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS. 

CARRIAGE PAID 
-in Ivuplana. 

d I UUA 1,200 BOILERS. 

LjOOgfe' 

RLUCHERS. — 5,000 pairs sewn Arm) 
PEN COMPETITION. D Bluchers, quite new; splendid leather sole*. Sm,v,„, , one pair, any size, post free, 5s. 6d. Cash returned if 

Without approved of.-H. J. GABSON, Government Contractor.Bj* 

Attention.- 

nation, Post Free. HLASS, FELT, COLOURS.-Glass, 4 ll 
d Works: VJ 9 by 7,14s. 6d.; 10 by 9. 19 L per 200 ft. box; all me* f 
IN DON C E stock up to 21 by 18. FELT. 3s. 3d. per s !»«*■* 
JIN DUN, £>,&. and up de„rered frep OAK VARNISH, Is- » ’ 1 

5s 3d. per gall, l’ackages free. 

great quantity of _EGLETON BROS., Cr^to.- 

menL useful°foV'c3 vers “(PSEFKI SKW™ COVERS^- 
. at 25s. per cat • lot Covers for binding each volume of l«A*I*»L 
it 12s. per cwt Cash horn VoL I. up to the present time are on sale. rrwi» 
GASSON! Government each; post, free. Is. !M. each. Of all BootoeUers. orfr* 

Ul fgl i FublisWhg Office: 17. Fumival-strect, Hdboru.London.tt. 

UNIVERSITY OF ILLIMOIS AT 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 

HARTLEY & SDGDEN, Ltd. 

WROUGHT IRON BOILERS 
FOB HEATING FOR 

HORTICULTURAL WORK. IMPERIAL” 
FOUNTAIN PEN 

We give with each Pen. without 
EXTRA CHARGE. 

A LADY'S OB GENT'S 

KEYLESS, OXYDISED 
Gun-Metal WATCH. 

WARRANTED. 

Dust & Damn Proof, 
with Latest 

Improvement*. 
NOTE.—A High- 

Patent Gpeenhonse BOILERS. I The special merits of our Boilers are— 
l.-LonK Burning:. 
2.- Even Temperature. 
3.—No Trouble. 
4.-The Feeders being 

hlncod can be pulled for¬ 
ward when desired, com¬ 
pletely owposlmr firo-bo xt. 

In these particulars our 
F Boilers are beyond oompe- 

tition. 

f Guaranteed Minimum 
»“•. Burning 12 Hours 
BjgjlL Without Attention. 

Kfr It goes without saying that 
the large reserve of fuel in 
the Feeder insure* burning 

Ft gUJIHW "1 for at least four times longer 
t si ;.:gm_J than is possible with ordinary 

boilers. Unsatisfactory 
Boilers can be replaced in a 

r hours work without moving existing pipes. 
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Chrysanthemum Beau’y 
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uiiiuU'iira 
Chrysanthemum*, law 
Chrysanthemum* on 

single stems in ♦» in.ii 
or i-inch potn .. 

ChrysanthcnmuiH, 111U 
on. 

Chrysanthemums — The 
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Cinquefoil (Potent ilia).. 
Clematis, the scarlet .. 
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Currant huohw. prim¬ 
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holias). hybrid.. 
Mower, hanly, not«** .. 
Flowcra. cut, un*uitablo 

\ases for. 
Flowcra in the house .. 
Foxgloves. 
Fruit . 
Fruit garden 
Fruit not ri|>cnin2 .. 

(Urdon diary, extra U 
from a. 

Gardening, t id* .. 
Harden work 
Oaura Lindhoiuifri 
(■ooaehetrius. hedge of 
Grape l*dy Dowii* 
Crapes, keeping .. 
Greenhorn* oil stotclor 
VlelianthcniiiuiH.. 
Hollies, clipping . 
Indoor plants 
Kamil, the use of 
Igtwand custom.. 
Moss litter manure 
Mushroom house 
Outdoor garden .. 
Outdoor plants .. 
Parsley unsatisfactory 
Parsnip*. decayed 
Poaches, curl in .. 
Pear Pit masUm .. 

Periled)*- incr«‘*Mnz . 
Phlox, the h^rha* oou.n 
Phloxes, dwait .. 
riants and Nou on* 
Plum trees, pruning .. 
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ICoso Arnnwa .. 
Rom* l.n Fram e d« -*• . 
Rose Mor.'-iial Nicl in 

greenhouse 
Rose Xavier OlilKi 
Roses . 
Roses, hardy climbing 
Roses, pruning newly- 
planted. 

Rose*, six. for pou in 
small greenhouse 

R* KVi, noil for .. 
Roses, twenty good stan¬ 

dard . 

I pOM- Spin* h m eip^* 
lions 

fito«»* . 
Tomatoes, estly . 
Touiat»ws, etc . gr^n* 

i i - for 
Tr»-e Uirderod walks .. 
Trres and tdind-i 
i r ; • 4uni tabaa i m 
Cm ted Horn-uh or. I 

Benrrtt and Provider.' 
H'wioly. 

Vegetable garden 
Vcg.i ables, the mild 

autumn, and iiaeffo t 
on. 

Vine*, defoliating 
Vine* in pots 
Wallflower Earliest of 

AU . 
Week g work, the coming 
Window gardening 

£•/ 
V»f 
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FRUIT. 

APPLE CULTURE IN S. WALES. 

. V' years ngo_I (.ought tlio following trees, 
1 sleeting them tnysolf the previous summer at 
I local nursery: Two “ Alfriston ” and two 
• NewHawthornden” (standards),ono“Stirling 
’ 'a.»tle,"one “lx>rd Sutfield,”aud one “Keswick 
I odliii" (hushes). Of the two best, after 
•r hating 1 lieii out .ill the side branches. The Irces were by the side of the |>ath, an<l I cut 

».vy all that were—ns I may term it—behind 
|ihcm. as my idea was to form them into 
I sjnliors. When expanded some of them 
j) in ti feet to 7 feet from one side to the other, 

trial to bend one branch on Lord Suttield, 
hi.h grew right out from tho front and 

.napped it nearly oil. However, I did not like 
tsiue it, so, by chance, I stufled some clay all 

JyouiKi the break, and tied it up; to day it is 
Aele-'t branch on the tree. The soil in this 

atdin is a good loam, with clay about 1-5 inches 
elow. Before patting in the trees 1 was ad¬ 

vised to place bricks and stones in the holes, 
■Dd put the roots on them. This I did : I have 

SWetully pruned these two trees every year, 
o July I cut away almost every new growth 
o two or three eves finishing in November— 

1 iid 1 have kept extending ami adding new 
h--»ts. Tho brunches on “ fiord Siillicld" 
mmlicr now seven on one side and eight on tho 

, I ter, and average about VI inches apart, and 
imi'nro S feet in length on each side of the 
ank. This lues bloomed well every year, and 

™4t«i the fruit has to he thinned before it is fit 
J; or use. The Keswick Codlin has eight 
'. *ui.ches on each side, and nearly all are N feet 

length. This has never fnile*l to produce a 
crop. This year has been tho worst: hut 

picking. The trees of Alfriston I have 
<01 pnined at all. They only liear a good crop 

sv* ry alternate year, this being their good ono. 
Stirling Castle I have kept well under with tho 
uul'c every year, nnd have not had one bad 
:ro[i. This year, although it is only 7 feet in 
fieight. and about I feet through at the bottom, 

••I have picked over a bushel, besides quite as 
' mi.ay that fell. The New Hawthomden (ono 

: especially) has always cropped well. I prune 
' these very little, only to keep them of a good 
rshape. Last year on one tree I had some very three specimens—two were a pound oach—and 

this year 1 weights 1 nine of the largest, and 
they turned the scale at lb. Imst November 
11 ought at a sale in Cardiff six cordon Applo- 
trees, which I planted—ns I did the others— 

'threeon ono side of tho path, and three oppo¬ 
site on other side. My idea is to arch them 
ever the path in time. They are only 15 iuches 
Apart. They were sadly knocked about in the 
-»le room and in their journey to me, but for 
ull that I had sixtv-seven fruits on tho six— 
Kiventeen on Yorkshire Beauty, fourteen on 
Lady Sudeley, eleven on Newton Wonder, 
eight on Warner’s King, sixteen on Lane’s 
i'rtace Albert, and one on Peasgood’s Nonsuch, 
this one weighed a pound. 1 attribute the 
cropping of these to their being kept moist 
it the roots. I give them a good bucket of __ 
dops and soap suds every week all througtrH»»i"«l fxn-8h*j*e. 

Digitized by\jOOQlC 

the year, and in April manure-water, and 
never uso tho spado nearer than 1 feet from 
the trunk. C. I’kkky. 

Unwbiff. 

PEAK 1’IT.M ASTON. 
As regards size, I think this may l>o truly 
styled the king of 1’oars, for no other kind that 
I know can ccni|>cto with it, given s|>ccial 
treatment in its season of growth. In my 
notes on Pears (page -">«*7) rcfcrcttco is made to 
some which in September of this year weighod 
nearly '1 lb. each. From this same tree I havo 
in former years scon enormous I’oars ; in fact, 
tho largest I can ever rememlier to have met 
with, if my memory serves mo correctly, 
tunic*! tho scale at .’1 lb. each. Now while the 
grower would naturally feel very proud of his 
marked achievement, many were heard to say, 
what is tho value of such fruits? They 
certainly are not fitted for the dessert table, 
except as an ornament, which in substance was 
probably true : but who, it may be said, would 
not be proud of such giants could he point to 
the tree in his own garden which bore them ? 
Judged from a quality point of view Pitnias- 
ton cannot be considered first-rate. There are 
many judges of fruit at autumn shows.who 
will pass over Pitraaston as being beneath their 
standard of quality. F.veu as lately as tho 
third week of November this year, I overheard 
caustic remarks Iroin onlookers who criticised 
the judgment in a collection of Pears where 
this variety was included, and which gainod a 
favourable position. Opinions differ widely in 
the matter of quality in Pears, and this, too, 
as affecting varieties usually above the average. 
I will give one case in support of this remark. 
A gardener sending fruit to the family who 
were away from homo received a messago com¬ 
plaining of tho quality of the Pears he was 
sending. Tho variety was Bcurro Su|>crlin, 
and tho fruits typical m si/.oand maturity, and 
as I was privileged to try them myself I could 
vouch for their superiority. Its name cer¬ 
tainly ought to place it above complaint. This 
and ritmaston are two out of throe so highly 
spoken of by your able correspondent, “ Hast 
Devon,” on page SW, one who not only grows 
Pears well, but who knows also what the 
points of a good Pear should lie. I had never 
before heard a complaint made against Beunv 
Superfin as regards its quality. These .’1 lb. 
Pitmaston Pears were the outcome of a courso 
of irrigation, tho water given being slightly 
diluted with drainings from a cow-yard. Tho 
natural soil was fertile, overlying gravel. Tho 
surface roots wero preserved by a mulching of 
strawy manure, and the tree a young and 
healthy one. IV. S. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Grape Lady Downe’S.-When at niolon lately, I 

observed a line lot of late Grape*. Lady llowne * »a« in 
line condition, though the bonne is not in the heat 
position for its growth, tn former years Mr. Mayoc has 
been troubled with scalding, but this year he resolved to 
give more air, closing the house much later in the after¬ 
noon. This has been productive of much good.—J Crook. 

Pruning Plum-trees —I have just planted some 
young Plum-trees (mostly Victoria) against a garden wall 
They have each six or oe\cn branches about a yard long 

The gardener wishes to rut them 

all back to aliout 3 inches from the root Is he right ' 
should they not be left as they are. to form the tree and 
rather encouraged lo grow longer? I have two standard 
Plums, planted four years ago. They have flowered two 
or three limes, but no fruit ripened. This summer a great 
manv branches were a yard long. I cut them hack a 
thinl of their length and trimmed the trees to hilance. 
them nicely. Could you kindly direct me how to prune 
the young trees the first few years'- Iturr. 

[Even if your Victoria Plum-trees planlcl 
against a wall had not ltoon just planlcl, yet 
lieingyoung, and having to lie pruned to niitko 
[•ermanent trees, would have to l>o pruned 
somewhat hard. But when trees are newly 
planted and roots nro, of course, pruned, nnd 
roducod also, it is of the first im|K»rtatico that 
tho head or branches he reduced also, to inuko 
root and bond equal. For that reason it is 
needful that tho branches on them made dining 
tho season lie shortened back to about !• inche- 
to 10 inches each, tho weaker onos being 
shortest. Were tho branches left us they now 
are, there would be poor root action, as the new 
shoots made from every bud would be went;. 
By cutting back to a few lower buds, these are 
induced to send out several strong shoots, nnd 
these react on the roots and cause them to 
make strong growth also. It is a matter of 
the first importance with young trees to cutise 
them to become well established at the outset. 
With regard to pruning your standard Plums, 
four years planted, hard pruning is hardly the 
course to adopt to secure fruitfulness. These 
t rees are now well rooted and carry goo*l beads. 
Tho proper treatment for them, therefore, is 
spurring hack weak inner shoots, tli-iso which 
break from tho sides of tho main branches, to 
two or throe buds, and tho leading strong 
shoots about one-third of their length—that is, 
of shoots .’5 feet long, cutting them back to 
•J feet. That removes points that may not bo 
well ripened. Later, as the heads bccomo 
larger, all that is needful is to keep the brunches 
moderately thinned, leaving tho shoots alone, 
ns thoy will then lie probably less strong. 
Very hard pruning of well rooted trees tends to 
cause them to reproduce wood-shoots. Light 
pruning then induces fruiting, and fruiting 
becomes tho best of all pruners. ] 

Fruit not ripening.—My fruit-trees. I'exr*. Plum*. 
Peaches, and Nectarines, have been rather a failure this 
year, and the fruit has not ripened, although allowed to 
remain on the trees later than usual I think they must 
require a change of treatment. < 'in you give the name of 
any manure or chemical likely to benefit them —T. W., 
llailiiirii. 

[Although the past summer 1ms not been an 
ideal one Yo or outdoor fruit in general, we havo 
heard but few complaints as to the fruif not 
ripening pm|>orly, except in tho ease of vory 
late Peaches, mid tho wet, sunless autumn 
would account for this: but in the matter of 
Pears and Plums we must look to some other 
cause. You mention about manures or chemi¬ 
cals, so conclude the trees are not bo healthy as 
they should be. If this is the case, we would 
advise yon to prick up with a garden-fork tho 
top 3 inches of the soil the trees are growing in, 
and take ‘out a trench 1 foot wide, 18 inches 
deep, 4 feet away from the bole of tree, taking 
every care of all fibrous roots, and replacing 
the former soil with good turfy loam, with a 
fair sprinkling of wood-ashes, bone-meal, and u 

little of lime or mortar' 
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rubble for the stono-fruits. Make the soil 
quite firm, but do not undertake such work 
during wet or frosty weather. Wo could have 
advocated more drastic treatment of your trees, 
had fuller d tails been sent, so assume that 
they have gi .’en general satisfaction up to the 
past season. Crop lightly next summer, and 
endeavour to keep the trees free of insects, and 
if the trees show signs of improvement, you 
may assist them by giviDg manurial water¬ 
ings two or three times during the growing 
period. A light sprinkling of guano or 
Thompson’s Vine-manure occasionally, well 
watering them in, would benefit the trees. 
Avoid all this feeding if the trees show signs of 
growing too strongly, which they are not likely 
to under the treatment advocated above. < let 
the trees pruned, cleaned, and put in order, 
after seeing to the roots, avoiding treading 
much on the borders. ] 

APPLE PEASGOOD’S NONSUCH. 

This is too well known to need a lengthy 
description. It is good for either dessert or 
cooking use, and is at its best early in Novem¬ 
ber. It docs best as a bush or espalier, while 

ply a question of two evils—either go without 
the Chrysanthemums or reduc3t'no leafage—and 
I know more than one instance where the culti¬ 
vator, in his anxiety to give his Chrysanthe¬ 
mums every bit of light, has reduced the leaf- 
ago below three eyes, and this on Vines where 
the foliage was very green. I am far from 
believing that to reduce to three eyes when the 
foliage is fresh and green is good for the Vines. 
The best Grapes that I have ever seen and the 
largest sized Vines were those on which the 
foliage was allowed to ri|>en naturally.— 
J. Ck *ok._ 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

South African bulbs.—In your Issue of Oarorxixu, 
dated < lot. fi, ji. tin, you kindly replied to a query of 

mine, rr “South African bulbs." You stated that the 

dillerent kinds cf C'vrtanthus do not require drying oil. 
Please tell me it all the rest are to lie wholly dried OH, and 
the I lest temperature the year round .'—Jack. 

| As stated in the reply to your previous 
question two years ago, the different species 

folia (which we had beautifully in flower is 
October in the warmest part of the green 
house) should even in the winter be kept iotas 
what moister than the others, and in tl»- 
summer it should be watered freely. In you- 
previous communication you mentioned tail. 
temperature of 50 degs. to 55 degs. could t* 
maintained during the winter, and if such . 
still the case it will be suitable for all tin 
plants you mention. The wannest part of 
the greenhouse is just the place for them, an I 
as spring advances the day temperature my. 
with sun heat, run up to 65 degs. or 70 dec¬ 
or even more. By the middle of May fire bat 

may be discontinued till the cold antes. . 
nights set in.] 

Eucharls amazonica falling.—Kindly ret i_ 
the rruon why the leaves of Eucharis amizonicA die o(.. 
fast as they crow, so that there are only three or four - i 
.'.inch pot at a time ? I am told the plants hare amr 
Howe red. They are potted in equal part* loam and 
mould, with a little sand (min. temp. M degs} Wei 
heat do they require, also soil? Should they- be dried f 
and when? Any information will oblige—Amo. 

[It is quite obvious on the face of it th-t 
your plants of above are in a low and weakened 
state. From your description, we imagine tLa 
bulbs have very few, if any, good root fibres 
attached to them. This is t he main rea-oii of' 
the foliage failing to develop. These thu.q 
are due to a variety of circumstances, thoegh 
chiefly overmuch water and too little heat. It 
is in these conditions that the bulbs beccne 
a prey to the mite, and then it is almost ss 
cheap to throw them to the fire-heap Srk 
years ago, however, we had just tu:n slot 
neglected bulbs, nearly 310 pots etch l"ind'- 
in diameter being quite full of bulbs, ;c 
hardly a green 16af upon them. These dsn'.- 
hud occupied a front stage in a Gardenia-noc* 
und apart from a very generous wateris" :ar 
the Eucharis alone, the plants came m for mu'5 
of the moisture that in syringing fell fromtbt 
Gardenias. An examination of many |ei- 
revealed a very sour condition of soil, and 
being winter time, ar.d no good loam avail*bit 
(or repotting, other me ins nad to be adopo. 
It so happened, however, that a long bed in i 
propagating house was well supplied wifi 
bottom-heat, and no sooner was this reali-d 
than the whole of the pots of bulbs was quid 
transferred. The pots were immediately planed 
to half their depth in tan bark and fibre-reft* 
and no water w as given to the roots. The wo 
were set down on a bottom-heat that rare!; 
fell below 85 degs. Top-heat, meanwhile, '.»■ 
at 70 degs. to 75 degs., and a semircos 
atmospheie maintained. Fiom the mornei'd. 

introduction to this bottom-heat, the syrny 
was used at least three times each day, ait- 
withstanding it was mid-winter. In a v«r 
short time one or two good leaves append’, 
not weakly, but strong and permanent and« 
a good colour, and in six weeks the plant- is 
so developed that three times the origia- 
ilunging room was required for them. Per- 
>aps the most remarkable thing in brincm: 
this large and valuable lot buck to health «• 
the fact that in all those weeks the plant* 1m 
never been watered at the root at all. Tbi 
light spray of the syringo was all the moi- cr.- 

iven, and the spray from it was so fine ils 
ardly any water would travel to the bulb. 

While wo do not believe in liottom-heot wh«f 
the bulbs are in good health, wo have every 
reason to regard it as the best of roesr- tv 
bring sickly und poor plants back to heiiff 
This large lot had been kept far too wet and 
much too cold. Your plants appear in a 
similarly weak state, and we strongly advise 
you to do what is already stated, u you can. 
If you have not the bottom-heat, increase the 
temperature to 7« degs. nnd treat generally 45 
follows : If no bottom-heat, raise the plan> 
on pots so that, the base of the pot is clear of 
the stage. Suspend all root-watering for 
several weeks, and until you have really fine 
foliage. Where no bottom heat exists the 
syringo must not be employed as we hare 
stated above. The soil you mention is qoite 
good and suitable, and we have little doui: 
your failure is due to too much root moi-mre 
und too low a temperature. In a temperature 
of 65 degs., very little water at the root i‘ 
required at any time, but it is not a safe tem¬ 
perature by any means. Given a temperature 
of 75 degs., and the pots of bulbs—that 
healthy plants — standing on open woode" 

free watering is ouly Decessiry where 

Apple I'eaesocxi's Nonsuch. 

in cold localities a west wall would l>o well 
occupied by a tree of it. In some seasons 
the fruits colour grandly, when they have a 
noble appearance. The tree is inclined to 
grow strongly, so should bo root-pruned every 
year or so, should such lie the case. 

East Devos. 

Curl in Peaches. For the last few years 
the outdoor Peach and Nectarine-trees have 
suffered from excessive attacks of the disease 
known, I believe, as “ curl.’’ This appears 
now to be attributed to a fungus growth more 
than to the effect of cold winds. The trees 
here are on the south wall of a very sheltered S'arden, and are protected in spring by double 
olds of netting. They receive a wash of a 

mixture of sunlight soap, paraffin, etc., before 
the blooms show. There is usually a splendid 
show of bloom, and at first a healthy growth 
of foliage, but later the “ curl ” sets in and the 
trees become almost bare of leaves. Perhaps 
somo of your correspondents may have dis¬ 
covered an effective preventive. I should 
be grateful to hear of any.—G. H. N. 

Defoliating Vines. -Tho Vines I had in 
mv eye at the time of writing had neither been 
hard-forced nor heavily cropped^ It was si: 

Digitized by 

of Cyrtanthus do not require drying of! during 
the winter, but, of course, as they are iu a 
partially dormant state they do not need ss 
much water ns when growing freely: indeed, 
enough should bo given to keep tho soil 
fairly moist, but no more. We have several 
pots of C. lutescens, C. McKeni, and C. parvi- 
florus that have been treated in this way in a 
structure where a temperature of .VI degs. to 
60 degs. is maintained, and most of them are 
just now commencing to push up their flower- 
spikes, 60 that liefore January is out the 
earliest should be in bloom. Of the others, 
Oinum Moorei nnd Bowiea volubilis, both of 
which have large fleshy bulbs, will, unless they 
are in a part icularly dry part of the greenhouse, 
not need any water till the commencement of 
February, and then only just sufficient to 
maintain the soil in a slightly moist condition 

I till grow th recommences. The Gladiolus, too, 
may be kept dry, while tho following are all 
the better if the soil is kept slightly moist, not 
by anv means wet, hut just enough to prevent 
them becoming parched up : Ka?mpferia natal- 
ensis, Haemunthus natulensis, lla-inantlius hir- 
sutus, Littonia modesta, Gloriosa virescens, 

I Sandersonia aurantiaca, Anoiganthus brevi. 
! florus. Begonia geranioides, Eucomis undulate, 
and Eulopia speciosa. The Stenoglottis lop^i. 
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growth is rapid. With the foliage matured, 
mucli less water is required, and for a long 
lerioJ, but no actual •• drying off ” must ever 
lie practised. A good rule is, that with a tem- 
i.jriture of not more than 65 degs., root- 
noisture is not much required, and at this 
empcrature the plants would be safer if not 
catered for a month. For growing plants, 
u-vever, a temperature of 75 degs is a much 
aier one, for it is not possible in these lower 
emj*ratures to gauge the degree of moisture, 
juch less easy is it when tho pots are asso- 
iatel with other things in the greenhouse. If 
ou can follow the instance recorded here, you 
iould be able to improve your plants quickly.] 

austnilasicum will stand vory well outdoors in 
the summer time if not- exposed to the full sun. 
(ireat care should be taken to keep away slugs 
and woodlice, which are exceedingly fond of the 
young fronds. The best way to prevent these I jests getting at tho plants is by placing the 
atter over a pan of water on three inverted 

pots, so as to prevent the bottom of the pot 
touching the water, hut at the same time 
lenving a liquid barrier of'.! inches all round to 
keep otf all intruders. 

FERNS. 

BIRDS-NEST FERNS (ASPLEN1UM 
NIDUS). 

not: plants are easily grown into large, 
uid-ome specimens ; their roots require good 
cJ careful drainage, because if this becomes 
Jgged the chances are that the plants w ill 
row up de’ormcd fronds, which spoil their 
autv, and render them eyesores instead of 

WINTER TREATMENT OF MAIDEN 

HAIR FERNS. 

Ai.i. the Maidenhair Ftrns require a period of 
rest, and in none is this more evident than in 
A. cuneatum. Plants which have been growing 
freely during the latter part of the summer 
ar.d autumn should be well exposed, and when 
the fronds are well matured the cooler the 
plants can be kept the better. If gradually 
hardened off and kept fairly dry, they will 
keep well where the temperature does not full 
below in degs. Fahr., tho fronds changing to 
the pale-green hue which florists prefer. It is 
no doubt owing to the fact that they have found 

The Australian Bird'c-nest Fern (Asplcnlum Nidus auiln.lotici.ni). 

luxents. The soil must be made sandy, and 
ould consist of light turfy loam and peat, 
th some leaf-mould and good sharp sand. 
A. Nidus.—An interesting East Indian 
ecies, popularly known as the Bird's-nest 
••m, from the remarkably peculiar manner of 
i growth ; produces entire fronds about 

the pale-green fronds so much more durable 
than the deeper green ones that the change 
has been brought about. For early spring use 
another batch of plants should bo grown ; 
these should be kept in cold pits and as dry as 
possible without injury to tho roots. They 
may then be started in warmth late in the 

inches in length and 4 inches in breadth, autumn, and under fair conditions will make 
hich rise up from tho crown, leaving quite a good fronds, and either for cutting from or 
•flow centre at their base, formed by the as pot plants will como in for use about 
onds of equal breadth throughout, growing February and March. Like those for autumn 
irizontally at first before taking up their work, these should be hardened off otter the 
.right course, thus leaving a large, open fronds are fully developed It is useless to 

,nlre try to get good results from plants which 
A. Nil.us apstkalasicum.—This fine ever- have ten kept growing throughout tho year ; 
een plant (here illustrated) is a native of tho growth those will moke during the last 
ew South Woles, and may ijossibly bo only u tl rce months of the year will be weak and im- 
lrietv of the preceding species, from which )>erfect, and they wi also have become so 
differs greatly in its fronds being of larger exhausted that it will be lato in the spring 

intensions and of an elliptic lanceolate shape, before they will make any progress. All 
iste&d of being of a uniform breadth. Besides Adiantums should be kept moderately cool ami 
ie above characters there is one point essen dry at this season, and will then, it given a 
a'lv distinct; the fronds, instead of growing little more warmth, mako good growth as soon 
orizontally at first, are produced all round the I m the days begin to lengthen Where the 
li/.oine and take an upright direction at the I pots are well filled with roots a little artificial 
rsr, start, so as to leave the crown elevated manure may be given occasionally while they 
id exposed, thus making the hollow centiy~*re growing, j . 
.ore funnel - shaped. Although 7requirinfr Akhot ./Otneatum still holds hrst pi ace 
ove heat to grow and develop property iiV-jfcmmg .•fiuuwKMir Ferns for decoration, thej'e 

11 ring the best part of the year, A. Nidus are sevenH-dthers which are for many pur|>oses 

preferable. A. elegans, which has large ami 
more spreading fronds, is now extensively 
grown. A. scutum is alsovaluablo for cutting, 
the large spreading fronds being very effectho 
and lasting longer than those of most of the 
Maiden-hairs. In the spring this makes a very 
pretty plant for decoration. The j-oung fronds 
ot plants grown in a light open position aru 
prettily tinted. Ot the smallergrowing 
Maiden hairs, A. mundiilum is the most useful. 
It mukes a very compact and pretty plant, 
and the trends are of a useful size for button¬ 
hole bouquets or any other purpose where |ier- 
fect little fronds are desirable. In winter this 
requires some care, as it is much inclined to 
damp off. Tho plants should he stood up on 
pots and have sufficient room for the air t • 
circulate among them, and in watering car.- 
should lie taken not to wet the fronds. 

ROOM AND WINDOW. 

FLOWERS IN THE HOUSE. 
Probablv more flowers and plants are required 
for decoration nl this season of the } ear than 
at any other. For a fortnight before and as 
long after Christmas, there is a constant roun 1 
of festivities of one sort or another. In order 
to make the most of everything some little 
ingenuity is necessary in the use of the flowers, 
whilst if it be frosty weather additional care is 
neelful to preserve the plants, which are taken 
out of their growing quarters from coming to 
any In r n. At such times it is an all important 
matter to have a good supply of such plants as 
need no. l>o afterwards Kept for use .another 
season. Those can then ha consign© I to tho 
rubbish-heap, save only sufficient to work up 
the stock another year. As much as |>osHihle 
plants of comparatively hardy constitution 
should enter into the arrangements so as to 
preserve others that aro of a more tender 
character from injury. More depends upon 
proper care and attention in the preservation 
of decorative plants than is at times credited 
thereto, whilst in the use of cut flowers some 
considerable amount of forethought is neces¬ 
sary both in the selection and tho i mposition 
at the material at command. 

Fi.oweri.mi rlants, etc. — With nothing 
more than the average convenience of a weti- 
ordered garden, it is possible to hate Poinse: • 
tias of good quality, tbe old Valia y amt 
P. plenissima (tho double form) being t le best 
late kinds. With a reserve for next year's 
stock it will not matter if a few of these do 
come to grief; this they will not do very 
quickly provided they are well-rooted plants 
and that they are not over-watered. Primulas, 
both single and double, nre invaluable, but the 
plants should not be in large pots, these 
4J inches in diameter being quire large enough. 
The same applies to Cyclamens, except in the 
case of extra good plants, which may be used 
when in 6-inch pots. Erica hyemalis and E. 
gracilis autumnalis will be just in their full 
beauty ; so also will the earlier of the Ejjacrises. 
These will all last well if looked after carefully. 
Turning to bulbs, we can obtain an invalunble 
supply from Roman Hyacinths and Due van 
Tliol Tulips (various colours), but notably the 
scarlet and the yellow. As decorative plants 
these should be kept as dwarf as possible, 
whilst 4 f inch pots will be far more useful than 
larger ones. Turning to berried plants, the 
most important as well as the hardiest yet in 
season are tho Solanums, which if well estab¬ 
lished will stand well. Beiried Aucubas will 
also be useful. Both Riviaa humilis and 
Ardisia crenulata are valuable as a change in 
the form of berried plants. 

Unsuitable vases for cut flowers. 
—Those who have much to do with arranging 
cut flowers must have noticed how unsuitable 
many of the vases, etc., are for this purpose. 
Frequently one has to arrange large flowers in 
long, narrow receptacles. Many of them that 
are wide at the mouth taper to the bottom, so 
that only a few of the stalks can touch the 
bottom, and as only a few of the stems can 
reach the bottom, and as these generally hold 
only a/amalLquantitv of water, tho flowers 
soon flag. A fWorse type is those with wide 

ftitfjJ^^^Q^i.eok. Only 
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at top and bottom, and in the centre not more 
than an incli wide. How is it possible to get 
enough stems into this space to make the vase 
look well ? Much of the material made to 
hold cut flowers is more ornamental than 
useful. Surely those who value flowers are not 
concerned with the appearance of the vases ? 
If we can have nice-looking vessels and equally 
useful then there is a gain. The same may be 
said against a large number of the ornamental 
pots to put plants into. Vessels that are 
simple in make, with a broad base, and that 
hold a good supply of water are the most 
suitable.—.1. ('kook. 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

ARABIS (ROCK CRESS). 
Wirif.sr the common Arabia albida will always 
)»o found in cot.tap*© garden** and in market 
gardens where propagated in immense quanti¬ 
ties every autumn, it will long also find a place 
in ordinary gardens not only as an early border 
flower, but also for growing on rockwork. For 
flowering, the green form is much better than 
the silver-leaved or variegated variety, though 
that too grows strong and flowers freely. If 
needed for its leafage, then the flowers should 
be gathered. But for edgings and especially 
for its foliage none are lietter than the close, 
compact, and almost rosette-like golden varie¬ 
gated, sometimes called mollis variegata. This 
should not be allowed to bloom, indeed does 
not do so much. The plants should he lifted and 
he replanted every October, both to have them 
very evenly placed and to increase the stock. 
The variety does not increase fast, but in a few 
years a very fine stock of plants may be secured. 
Once obtained it will be hard to lose if but 
ordinary care be taken to keep the plants safe. 

HARDY FLOWER NOTES. 

Hkli.eborcs maximus.—The giant-flowered 
Christmas Rose is undoubtedly the finest late 
autumn-flowering hardv plant we have. When 
conditions are suitable, one may have first- . 
class blooms from the latter end of October the plants make an early well-ripened growth, 
up to January. 1 have at the present time This will hasten the formation of the flower 

if the glass is shaded from the time the buds 
appear, the pink tinge will disappear. I 
think the flowers are most beautiful, as they 
expand naturally in the open air, but it is a 
pity to expose them to the influences of our 
uncertain climate. Cold winds, heavy rains, 
and snow destroy the beauty of the flowers, 
so that some provision should be made for 
sheltering them. Like all members of the 
family this variety loves a little shade during 
the hottest month of the year. It should he 
planted where the sun goes oil by midday. 
Heavy, moisture-bolding soil should get a 
liberal dressing of leaf mould, anil very light 
sandy soil should be enriched with good loam. 

I’iiI.vuomtm Biiknonis is another autumn¬ 
blooming plant of considerable merit. It is in 
the way of some native Knotweeds, the foliage 
being dark green and carjieting the ground 
thickly. The flower-spikes, thrown up some 
is inches above the leaves,,are rosy-pink, 
deepening in colour as the season advances, 
becoming quite crimson by the end of October. 
They are quite weather proof, heavy rains 
having no effect on them and autumnal frosts 
seem to intensify their brightness. This Knot- 
weed should be planted where the underground 
stems can run without hindrance, and where 
the plant can remain undisturbed for some 
years. It is one of those things that do not 
care for frequent root disturbance. It likes 
moisture, but will do very well in a sunny 
position on light soil. 

Fi.umisaoo Lahi'Est.k.—I made acquaintance 
with this plant some forty years ago. hut can 
say that I have not seen it in really good form 
more than three times. It is by no means a 
ditticult thing to cultivate, but it frequently 
disappoints, and comes in time to the rubbish- 
heap, especially in the colder districts of CJreat 
Britain. In tho south of England the flowers 
do not begin to open before the middle of 
September. This season with me they were 
only expanding the first week in October, and 
are, therefore, liable to be cut off by hard 
frosts. It is, therefore, necessary to select a 
warm, sunny, well-sheltered position, so that 

The White Rook Cress (Arabia albidu). From a photograph l.i 
Miss Vaughan, Whittington I.oilge, Worcester. 

(Nov. 7th) 
blooms, and they will continue to throw up 
until February. The pink tinge which dis¬ 
tinguishes the flowers of this variety is very 
pleasing. In tho open air is very pi 
nounccd, the reverse of the pftals btrui 
stained, hut wrafihl wi£ffiri?>Vs Vi-Tlfc1/<I . 
hand lights the blooms come much purei^-did 

buds and cause the plants to bloom 
more freely than when growth .s 
made in a shady position. Under 
unfavourable conditions the bright 
blue flowers are produced so 
sparsely that this Plumbago has 
little decorative value, but when 
soil and aspect are suitable a mass 
of a couple of feet square forms a 
pleasing object at a time when blue 
flowers are very scarce. In heavy, 
moisture-holding soils tho Plum¬ 
bago is not happy; it likes a free, 
rather light soil, in which tho roots 
can work freely, and in which the 
underground stems can extend. 
Where the rooting medium is favour¬ 
able a small plant will in the course 
of two or three seasons form a good- 
sized clump. Shelter from cold 
winds is desirable, as the flowers 
opening so late, are liable to he 
much cut when fully exposed to 
easterly and northerly winds. At 
the time of writing (Nov. 24th) I 
have a clump at the foot of a Holly 
hedge, and on which some bright 
blue blooms still linger. This Plum¬ 
bago grows about a foot high ; the 
leaves arc of a rich green, but take 
on a reddisli-hrown tint as autumn 
advances. It is curious that only 
the upper jiortion of the leaves 
colours, the lower part remaining 
quite green. This contrast, especi 
ally when there arc some blooms 
on the plant, is very pleasing. 
This plant is worth growing for the 
colour effect it produces in late 
autumn, and those who care for or 
have use for coloured foliage should 

make note of it. To ensure good growth it is 
well to top dress annually with leaf-mould or 
well-rotted manure. .1. (Vikxiiii.i.. 

H;/lh <i. 

time blossoming in a manner that affords tie 
liveliest satisfaction. The fact of its bloomiti- 
so freely outdoors at this season of the rear, 

when flowers are scarce, and following so tlWiv 
on the heels of the border varieties of Chni 
anthemums, must he m3’ apology for 
calling attention to it.—A. W. 

BLUE CUPIDONE (CATANANCHE 

OiF.RULEA). 

(Rkui.v to “Porcri*.") 

CaTAN *NI Ilf ' If RITI.RA (sco illustration, i- 

old border plant, about 2 feet high, flowed 

The Blue Cupidone (Catanoche OErulei). 

in summer. The flowers are a line blue, aim 
grows freely in corners and on margins oil 
shrubberies. There are a. white variety, which ; 
is as common as the blue, and a bicolor one. ■ 
It is a native of Italy and the South of France, 
growing quickly in any soil, and is easlj J 
raised from seed. 

DWARF PHLOXES. 

In the autumn of Mini I planted a number o’ 

Wallflower Earliest of All. - 
i character for 

other varieties, th 

Earliest of All. --^Trtfe to purpose named in the opening sentences 0! un 
floweringNIV&MRf ©f M-IN(AT w P- 
is Wallflower is at-tliemresent. lilapjnauA-e .flowers, and the other 1. 

these attractive spring-flowering subjects 
the rock garden. These blossomed in 
course most freely, and have since grown ini'1 Cl sized clumps, and give promise of a ’ 

d display next season. Each plant va?-f 

out in a “pocket" tilled with prepared soil.', 
site for each being carefully selected, so 1 •’ 
they would, when established, lie able to h 
play their trailing growths on and clothe tin 
face of the rock forming the front 01 im 
“pockets.” This they have done in a n*' 
satisfactory manner, and have largely a-- • 
in hiding the inevitable bald appearand 
newly - constructed rockwork. Among : 
varieties deserving of special mention «e ■ 
anuena, a low-growing plant which is enun-: 
covered with light pink blossoms early in Msi. 
P. reptuns flowers later than the preceding, 

colour being rosy-purple. It flowers quite 1* 
freely, but in habit of growth it is more 
and trailing, and does not form dense clna.f 
P. subulata has purplish-pink flowers with 
dark eye or centre, and grows into a spread- 
mass not exceeding ti inches in height, fi'i- 
flowered after the others were past their l*-* 
and is valuable, if only to prolong theseasw- 
P. Nelson i, or P. s. alba, is a very effect1', 
variety having white flowers with pink 
while P. nivalis is pure white, and flowersir 
the greatest profusion. This last is of y ; 
prostrate growth, and is, in fact, thedvsn?- 
of all. P. procumbens has pale lilao ff°*V 
and sends out long, wiry, trailing 
quickly hiding stones and rocks in :ftt’ 
proximity. P. frondosa is another den*' 
prostrate - growing sort having kg"' 
coloured flower's, and is a worthy comIB“' . 
to P. am.cna. The next two are more <*■; 
growers, and. although admirably adaptca ' ■ 

tig on rockeries, are not so usetnl tor 1 nm of [hi- 
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the colour in this case being deep rose, and is 
most effective. The individual flowers of both 
varieties are much larger than any of the 
above, and are borne in panicles, while the 
leaves are very large, compared with those of 
the trailing kinds, they being round at the 
base, and from about midway or half their 
length they narrow off to a point. Those two 
varieties can also bo employed for the embel¬ 
lishment of the fronts of flower borders with 
most satisfactory results. They all appreciate 
a light rich soil, and during hot, dry weather 
should not be allowed to suffer from want of 
water. On the approach of winter it is time 
well spent to afford the plants a light mulching 
of leaf soil or, what is still better, Cocoa-nut- 
fibre, which prevents frost and snow from 
injuring them to any appreciable extent, while 
it encourages roots to form wherever the 
growths come into contact with the soil. 
_ A. W. 

THE HERBACEOUS PHLOX. 
Tins handsome plant, particularly valuable in 
the garden owin<j to the bright effect it pro 
duces during the summer and 
early autumn, between the seasons 
of the spring-flowering subjects 
such as Rhododendrons, Azaleas, 
Lupines, Delphiniums, and such¬ 
like plants, and of the autumn¬ 
blooming Michaelmas Daisies oi 
Starworts, and perennial Sun¬ 
flowers, is, unfortunately,' but 
rarely accorded the liberal treat¬ 
ment that its merits deserve. In 
the majority of gardens the erro¬ 
neous impression apparently pre¬ 
vails that herbaceous Phloxes will 
succeed anywhere, and one conse¬ 
quently sees them languishing in 
shrubberies, barely keeping alive 
during hot, dry summers in un- 
manured, shallow beds, or strug¬ 
gling for existence in close proxi¬ 
mity to plants of rampant growth 
whose far - reaching root - fibres 
absorb all the nutriment that 
should be reserved for the Phloxes 
alone. Such treatment is unworthy 
of such a decorative plant as the 
herbaceous Phlox, which, to be 
seen at its best, requires every 
whit as liberal allowance of food 
and moisture as do herbaceous 
I’.t-onies and Delphiniums. In 
light soil this is specially impera¬ 
tive, and a heavy dressing of cow- 
manure should be placed at a 
depth of 12 inches to 13 inches, 
which w ill tend to keep the ground 
cool and eventually feed the roots, 
while, in filling up, the soil should 
be mixed with a good proportion 
of well rotted hot - bed manure. 
In addition to this provision of 
rich food copious supplies of water 
will be needed in dry weather, 
for manj- of the Phlox roots are 
but just beneath the surface, and 
the upper rootlets soon shrivel if 
exposed to the burning rays of the 
sun day after day without being 
moistened. For this reason it is 
advisable to have the beds so 
constructed that the water does 
not run off them, but will sink into the soil. 
In heavy, holding soil these precautions are 
not so necessary, but even in this case the 
more lilieral the treatment the more satis¬ 
factory will bo the display. 

Phloxes are far more ornamental in their 
etiect when they are massed in separate colours 
so that they will afford breadths of one colour 
than if forms of varied tints are planted to¬ 
gether, when they give the impression of a 
•spotty medley of hues very different from the 
grand coloured-mosses of crimson, salmon, or 
w hite which are provided when the former plan 
is adopted. Badly-coloured Phloxes of washed 
out purple, dull magenta, and allied tints are 
often seen, but thero is no reason why these 
should exist in any garden of to-day when 
varieties of the best colours are so easily 
obtainable. AH dull or crudely coloured * 
should be banished from, the garden, ai/Il 
but the best introduced. : Of these/tl 

some hundreds, but the few here mentioned 
will be found good in their respective colours. 
Util: Coquclicot, vermilion suffused with 
orange; Etna, nlmost idential with the last 
named, but perhaps not quite so bright; 
Flambeau, large flowers of fiery orange red. 
Pink : Baronno de Kessel Zeutsch, salmon- 
pink ; Le Soleil, rose-pink, white eye ; William 
Robinson, cerise-rose, crimson eye. JPurplt : 
Greluchette, bright purple, white centre; 
Lord Raleigh, deep violet; Sesostris, violet- 
purple. Lifui-: Esclarmonde, soft lilac ; Lucie 
Baitet, pale lilac-blue, white centre. White: 
Mrs. E. H. -Jenkins, splendid white; Avalanche, 
Miss Robertson, very large Howcr, white with 
coloured eye; Madame Antoine Denis, white 
with crimson eye ; Countess of Aberdeen, white 
with pink eye ; Fille de 1'Air, white carmine 
eve. In light soils herbaceous Phloxes may be 
planted either in the autumn or the spring, but 
in heavy soils spring planting is preferable. A 
mulching of rotten manure in June, and 
frequent waterings with weak liquid-manure 
from that time until the blooms are about to 
expand will increase the height of the Bower- 

niums. As far as it went my plan was very 
successful, but I quickly saw that my tubs had 
a “future” if managed with care and skill. 
The first winter the tubs, as scon from the 
house, were an eyesore when the kindly 
trails of Ivy-leaved Geraniums were destroyed 
by frost and then consigned to the rubbish- 
heap. The green paint, in all its hideous 
crudeness, could not l>e endured for so many 
months. The effect produced by several naked 
tubs was too artificial and formal to please 
anyone, and 1 therefore planted Ivy round 
them, and by the second winter the offending 
paint or form of the tubs could scarcely lie 
seen. 1 bad some of the beds turfed over and 
others filled with shrubs, leaving any Rose- 
trees suitably placed. Then I cunningly 
introduced two or three tubs, covering the 
sides with Ivy of different sorts, Ampcloiisis 
Yeitchi, Periwinkle, etc., keeping to ever¬ 
green creepers as much as jiossible for the sake 
of the appearance in winter. Ampelopsis 
Yeitchi is, however, too beautiful in summer 
and autumn to be discarded. 

The tubs can be kept bright and gay both in 

Phlox Tapis hlanc in Mr. Gumbletons garden at Belgrove, Queenstown, Ireland. 

stems and the sizo of the individual blossoms, spring and summer with very little care 
Phloxes may be propagated by cutting- beyond watering. Ibis is more than can lie 
taken off the old plants in the autumn, these said for plants in a Iwrder, where a can ot 
being the growths that shoot from the stem water serves only toi apnnkle the 
after the flower-head is removod, and kept 
under glass through the winter, or by those 
made after growth has started in the spring, 
which latter must lie kept for a month or so in 
a frame before being planted out. Side growths 
appearing from the ground near the parent 
plant may be severed with good roots and soon 
make nice plants. Old stools may also lie 
divided and replanted. S. YY. F. 

TUB GARDENING. 
IIwinu a flower garden too large for me to 
keep up in anything like good order with the 
limited amount of labour at my command, I 
b'eaa.ltwoor three years ago, to brighten up , —»- 

VsdgjrclAL corners by tube filled ytyfa ifyfRSW* CffllEfSiPRf""1 

whereas the same quantity given to flowers in 
a tub goes home to their roots no mein con¬ 
sideration this in u dry season. In starting 
the tubs care must lie used. A surface ol fine 
ashes must lie first laid on the ground to keep 
out worms; then the tub, in the bottom oi 
which at least a dozen holes must have been 
drilled, is placed in jiosition, large crocks 
placed on each hole, and further a layer of 
broken crocks to ensure efficient drainage. On 
the crocKs place a layer of rough, unscreened 
soil, so that the tub is filled to one thin! of its 
depth, after which fill up nearly to the top 
with good garden soil, which, if possible, has 
been mixed with leaf mould, silver-sand, and 
Qr'ell-rdwed^ ininurc. Unless the drainage l-o 

d you 
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will be disappointed in the quality and quan¬ 
tity of your flowers. 

It would be beyond the scope of tb s ,'ettor 
to enumerate all the plants which may be 
advantageously used in succession in these 
tubs. Crocuses, Daffodils, and Hyacinths are 
amongst the bulbs which answer well; and 
close planting will give a better result. The 
brilliancy of a tub of yellow Crocuses peeping 
up in spring from what appears to be a clump 
or Ivy is very charming. At the end of May 
have your Zonal Ivy leaved Pelargoniums, 
Heliotropes, Fuchsias, etc , ready, and after 
stirring up the soil when the bulbs have been 
removed, and renovating it by the addition of 
a little manure and any good compost, take 
the plants out of their pots and plant the Ivy- 
leaved Pelargoniums round the edge of the 
tub to allow them to trail down into the 
Ivy; then the Zonals, reserving a properly 
trained upright Ivy - leaved Pelargonium 
for the centre of the tub. Six Ivy leaved 
Geraniums will be none too many for a tub, 
and the same number of Zonals. The arrange¬ 
ment of colours will he a matter of individual 
taste. A tub filled with Asters later in the 
season makes a good show, as also Stocks and 
many other annuals, which often fail in effect 
when scattered broadcast in a flower-bed. No 
one with any gardening capabilities at all can 
fail to secure brilliant patches of colour at a 
minimum of labour in gardens large or small, 
ivy soon covers the tubs, starting off on its 
own account over the ground, and when it 
becomes too rampant-is easily clipped into 
shape. The soil in the tubs’ during a dry 
season does not become so dry as might be 
expected, the Ivy or creeper outside helping 
largely to prevent evai>oration. 1 cannot con¬ 
clude without giving two pieces of advice. 
Hide the tubs by creepers as quickly as you 
can, foicin; the growth by doses of liquid- 
manure. Never throw away a paraffin cask, 
but have it sawn in half, and fill it witli flower¬ 
ing plants. . Nix. 

Jferls. 

BoUVAKDIA LONG I FLORA OUTDOORS. 

I do not think it is as widely known as it 
should be that this variety of Bouvardia can 
be easily induced to afford a great wealth of its 
beautiful white fragrant blossoms outdoors 
through the late summer and autumn months, 
and that without much trouble. Such is, how¬ 
ever, the case, and the precaution is taken to 
select a site for the plants where they will be 
sheltered from the north and east, such, for 
instance, as a border in front of a greenhouse 
or a range of glasshouses. Here, if planted in 
a light, rich compost and afforded ample 
supplies of water during dry weather, they 
will thrive and make such growth as will 
astonish those who have not hitherto attempted 
growing them in this way, while from the 
middle of August until the middle of October 
—when they are best lifted aud taken indoors 
—they will produce their trusses of long, 
tubular-shaped flowers in the greatest pro 
fusion. Of courso, many will say we have an 
abundance of flowers at that period without 
troubling to grow anything so choice as 
Bouvardias, but although such may be the 
case, a border filled with them forms bo beau 
tiful and pleasing- an object both to the eye 
and senses at the season mentioned, that if 
they could but behold them such objections 
would at once bo dissipated. They give 
no more trouble in the way of labour and 
attention, and, in fact, do not require nearlv 
so much care as many summer bedding plants, 
and all that is necessary is to keep them 
moist at the roots, and free from weeds by 
occasionally stirring the soil. A compost 
made up of loam, leaf-mould, and spent Mush¬ 
room dung in equal parts, with a liberal 
addition of river-sand or road-grit, suits them 
exactly, and in it the roots will ramble so 
freely that they can bo lifted with balls of soil 
large enough to fill 10-inch pots by October. 
1 use “cut-backs’’ for this purposej and plant 
them in a border fronting a Reach-house rather 
close together, so that they ultimately form 
quite a low hedge. Planting was done early 
in .Tune, when the shoots were about 5 inches 
in length, and by the middle of August they 
had grown to such an extent that tjrtrgrowth.s i 
were quite3 feet high^g^(j;^gh[^a^tLj0:?s ,| 

through. Since then, although quantities of 
flowers have been cut for house decoration, the 
bonier has l<cen quite a feature in the garden 
and has comic in lor a large share of admira¬ 
tion. The plants continue to afford flowers for 
some time after being lifted, if accorded warm 
greenhouse treatment. After the}’ cease to 
bloom they should he gradually dried of! and 
kept quite cool until March next, when they 
may he gently started into fresh growth, and 
finally hardened off so that they may be trans¬ 
ferred to their summer quarters early in the 
month of June. 

Most varieties of Bouvardias make excellent 
growth if planted out in the summer months ; 
in fact, man}’ gardeners grow their stock in 
this way for autumn and winter blooming, but 
none of thorn make such growth and produce 
such a profusion and continuity of bloom as 
does the variety under notice. Such a success 
has it been the past two seasons that provision 
for making n still greater display with it nil! 
lie made between now and next summer. 
Those who are called ujion to furnish 
abundant supply of scented white flowers in 
late summer and autumn months should make 
a point of growing this Bouvardia on the lines 
indicated, and they will not., I venture to 
think, he disappointed. A. \V. 

HERBACEOUS BORDERS. 

Ik evidence were needed (o convince anyone of 
the superiority of borders of hardy herbaceous 
plants over summer bedders, one has only to 
learn a lesson from the past season. In not a 
few gardens where Pelargoniums, Calceolarias, 
Lobelias have hel[)ed to form the display, the 
dull, wet weather we have had has contributed 
to abnormal growth, with.a falling off in bloom. 
On borders, however, where hardy plants have 
been, this has not obtained in anything like 
the same degree, and, generally speaking, not¬ 
withstanding much adverse weather, hardy 
flowers have been as plentiful as ever; indeed, 
in some respects the rain has proved beneficial, 
particularly in the case of Pyrethrums aud 
Campanulas which wero cut down after then 
first flowers. These furnished many useful 
blossoms in September, which one cannot 
always guarantee in a dry season. But now 
the glory of our herbaceous borders is [last, 
and we are face to face with the season when 
planting may he done. There is pleasure to he 
found in a garden at all times—in the autumn, 
when the plants are resting, as well as in the 
summer, when their blossoms are on every 
hand. Just at present few flowers are to he 
seen, hut now is the time to extend borders and 
enlarge one’s collection. Specimens possibly 
wo saw in bloom last summer will be added, 
dumps in our own borders that long have 
needed dividing will be dug up and split, and 
so the beauty of the garden will he further 
enhanced. It is a good plan to go over all 
herbaceous plants at this season and renew any 
labels that are nearly obliterated, so that dur¬ 
ing the winter there will he no possibility of our 
disturbing plants in mistake. One may instance 
Pyrethrumi, Starworts, Chrysanthemums, and 
Phloxes that benefit frequently in being 
divided. We, doubtless, each have our own 
ideas as to the 

Aim VNOEMBN-r or IIEKBACXOrs 1-I.AiS IS. 

ft is nice to have as long as possible some 
dowers in the borders. In too many gar¬ 
dens there is a galaxy of blossoms from 
June to September, but in the interval there 
is an entire absence of bloom ; but this need 
not be, having regard to the many that flower 
early and late i n the season. We close the year 
with the Hellebore, whose blossoms open pure, 
even amid frost and snow. Why not augment 
the display by introducing one or two shrubs 
likethe V\ inter Sweet (Cliimonanthus fragrans), 
or the yellow Jasminum (nudiflorum), especially 
if we have a wall at our disposal ? Then early 
bulbous things, as Aconites. Scillas, and Chion- 
odoxas, will keep borders bright for many 
weeks. In the colour scheme of one’s borders, 
too, it is largely a matter of taste. Pa-onies, 
Oriental Poppies, or Kniphofias would not 
offend some if planted in close proximity to the 
walk, whereas others would consider them ill- 
placed in any other position than a distant one, 
where thei 

method and order should he manifest in every 
garden, one should remember that the best 
effects aro not produced by endeavouring to 
grow every plant in a straight line. Some 
plants need full exposure to light to bring out 
prominently every detail, and some flowers with 
quiet tints need to be ulanted on the fore-front 
of the borders. With certain flowers their 
beauty is considerably enhanced when others 
intervene. It should ever be a question of 
harmony, and not of great contrasts. After 
all, what are really the happiest recollections 
of gardens we have seen ? The blaze and gar 
ishness of some place whore crude designs in 
carpet bedding exist for a time? I thiidc no:. 
Rather is it, to my mind, the garden where 
hardy plants bloom in succession, and come 
again year after year. Woodbastwick. 

tints are somewhat sul du id. ...___ __ 
Agliiu one should, if possible, avoir! having tocPj (jdhrtJerfipfigood hall of 

f the same colour in the 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Agrostemma coronaria Walkeri - 

This is a hybrid between A. coronaria and A. 
flos Jovis, and is a great improvement on both, 

an I the offspring having a neat, compact habit of 
growth, and possessing the good feature of 
lasting in flower until late autumn. The 
flowers open a rosy-crimson, and deepen in 
colour to purplish-crimson before fading, and a 
clump in full bloom can he seen a longdistance 
oft. The height is IS inches, consequently it 
can he planted in the front row with telling 
effect. A. W. 

Gaura Lindheimeri.—How beautiful 
and free-flowering this has been during the past 
season. In has. in fact, been in flower more or 
less since the middle of June, and only sue 
cumbed when cut off by the sharp frosis 
experienced the third week in.November. All 
having a herbaceous border should make :t 
point of growing it, not as an isolated plant, 
but in clumps, when they will he found self 
supporting, or only needing four or five stakes 
and strings round the outside. It then reward' 
the owners with great quantities of spikes of 
the beautiful white and slightly rose tinted 
blossoms, and gives a long succession of them 
into the bargain_A. W. 

Hellantliemums—Arc Ihew, in your opinion, 
worth sowing ai har.lv perennials, say io April next. Mil 
do they look well on comparatively- small rockeries 1 
shoul i get a packet Of mixed seed.—F. Aiexasdwi. 

[Tho Helianthemum isaplantof sub-shrubby 
habit, rather procumbent, and spreading freely. 
The blossoms are rather moie than 1 inch 
across, mostly single, and appear several at the 
tips of the rather wiry stems. The plants are 
very hardy and true perennials. We should 
not be tempted to use them on quite small 
rockeries (there are so many better things), 
but on those of a rougher type in a less 
frequented part of tho garden. Seeds of these 
may be sown any time during winter, and the 
earlier the better, for at times they are of un¬ 
certain germination. Any’ good seedsman will 
supply the seeds.] 

Treating seedlings of biennials-I h»>f 
recently bought •• Hardy Flowers " (Wm. Robinson), ihv 
admirable clearness of the instruction in which rend.rs it 
infinitely more valuable than the small sum (la Gd.) it 
cost me. I notice in the sowing of hardy jierennials it 
favours the plan of leaving the seedlings in the seed-bet 
until autumn transplantation. Would you have the kind- 
nets to say if, in your Judgment, this should be adopted 
in the ease of hardy biennials, such as Honesty, Canternaiy 
Bell', anil Sweet Williams? As vou know, roine'autbon- 
ties counsel these being transplanted once into resene 
beds before being finally planted out.—F. Alkxaxder. 

[Exactly what is best to he done with all 
seedlings and with quick-growing plants in 
particular, depends on the seedlings alone, and 
especially as regards size and age. To keep 
certain things of naturally quick growth con¬ 
fined in the seed-pots or boxes for a prolonged 
period would, in not a few instances, mean 
partial ruin. This is due to the inability of 
the plants to develop afterwards. Seedlings 
sown in the open ground and quite thinly 
would not generally come under this head, 
and with the plants named, as Honesty, Sweet 
Williams, etc., by reason of the soft nature of 
the stems, these would take no harm. Tfce 
same things in pots or shallow boxes would 
simply be starved if allowed to remain in such 
receptacles. An excellent plan with all these 
quick-growing subjects is to transplant when 
quite small into a prepared bed in the open, 
giving room for development, so that when the 
time jarrives for transplanting to permanent 

earth and a tult of 
material check.] 

UKBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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IYBRI1> FLAME- 
FLOWERS (KNIl’HO- 

FIAS). 
Lor beautiful hybrids 
ave, within the past few 
ear?, been raised, but if 
e only had the old Kni- 
ihofia Uvaria it is a plant 
.liable of yielding very 
ne effects when planted in 
roup along with other 
litaole vegetation. All 
le hardy kinds do well in 
»p, well-drained soil, 
nee well planted Knipho- 
is form an effective mass 
colour, and their beauty 
visible at a long dis- 

nce. A bold group of 
tune-flowers, 1 wicked or 
"rtly surrounded by 
imhoos, is, in October, 
ien in bloom, very eflec- 
e. 
We are indebted to Max Leichtlin for many 
the hybrid forms, while others have given 
such varieties as John Waterer, Otto Mann, 
x Leichtlin, and others. All these owe 
ir origin to the red-flowered species, and do 
vary’much from the typical forms. Since 
introduction of yellow-flowered species, a 

v field was opened up to the hybridiser. The 
vailing colour in all these now hybrids is 
low n all shades, varying through orange to 
imsi n-3 tarlet. In habit the plants vary as 

:h as in the colour and form of the flower 
tes. In some the foliage is narrow and 
iduous, and the spikes not more than 3 feet 
h, while in others the leaves are massive, 
ie 3 inches or 4 inches broad, the flower- 
its reaching a height of 7 feet. The variety 
figure to-day is a very fine hybrid. Other 
d kinds are Star of Baden-Baden, with 
.w-yellow spikes more than 7 feet high; 
iir, orange-yellow, very free flowering; 
hesis, deep yellow*; Obelisk, pure golden- 
oir, strong spikes, often producing two or 
* smaller spikes; Leda, in which the 
ers are coral-red tinged with orange ; and 
:ador, deep red. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

I AMATEUR’S CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

HE EDITOR OF “ GARDENING ILLUSTRATED.'’ 

K- I feel so much sympathy with “ North 
wold" (Nov. 29th, page 512), that I feel 
pted to give him the benefit of my expe¬ 
ct- I am such an ardent lover of the 
umn Queen, that until this yenr I have 
med my Chrysanthemums in a long hay 
low facing south-west, and although I did 
“ grow for exhibition,” two years ago they 
' so good that I entered a stand at our 
v ard giined first prize in the amateurs’ 
t The troublo was that a new stock had to 
»ught every spring, as in a cold-frame 1 
d t o. strike'sutticiently early. So in April 
•grown plants in 60's ready for their next 
t were purchased, and thus a good start 
made. Indeed, no one need be deterred 

i growing a few, even without a green- 
se, as summer treatment is the same in 
i cases. I have a greenhouse now, how- 
’■ so do not have to sacrifice my stock as 
ierto. I, of course, saved a few in frames, 
ed cuttings, as early as I could, blooming 
plants in 6-inch pots with unexpectedly 

d results. The limited number I have been 
■ to accommodate has compelled me to 
fcea very careful selection. They must ho 
iwarf, strong habit, good clear colours, 
I easy doers, and yet withal capable of 
ducing large blooms. In this respect 
’ misleading to a novice a visit to a show 

M'e see Mmo. Carnot or Mrs. II. Weeks 
fll their massive, yet chaste beauty. We 
not know how many plants of each the 
ducer grew to obtain these grand blooms 
i time,’’ or how he manipulated them. We 
them, with the result, probably, that the 

t produces a bloom like a “Catherine 
*1," and the other shows a bud on a 
et high plant about Christmas, n j[|thei]eforei 
end a short list of such as I have toun J to 

LATE CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

I shall be very glad if you will kindly give me 
the names of the best late Chrysanthemums for 
market?—St’BscRiBER. 

T. [As the number of life kinds has 
increased considerably during the last 
few years, it is rather diffic ult to say 
which are the very best. I do not, 
however, see how L. Canning can be 
dispensed with. It is not quite so 
vigorous as could he desired, and 
florists complain that the flowers do 
not keep well, but one can always 
depend upon getting a supply of good 
blooms through January. Mme. Ad. 
Chatin is much in favour with maiket 
growers just now. It is of dwarf, 
compact habit, and tho flowers are 
largo and finely-formed. The Into 
white of the future is probably 
Tuckswood White, raised from seed 
saved in Australia. As regards habit 
of growth, quality, and quantity of 
bloom it appears to be almost per¬ 
fection, plants in 8-inch pots pro¬ 
ducing up to fifty good blooms. It 
is of easy culture, does not take 
mildew, and the bloom9 are almost 
damp-proof. It would be difficult to 
name a Chrysanthemum endowed wit li 
more good points than this one. 
Boule do Neige is an old and very- 
useful variety for cutting in Decem¬ 
ber, but it cannot be relied on after 
Christmas. I cannot recommend in 

do well under ordinary treatment (do not trans- for the London markets, the blooms are 
late this to mean spasmodic attention), and too formal and not large enough, but n 
without scientific cultural knowledge. the provinces, where the standard is not 

Tot whites,Tl head the list unhesitatingly quite certylnlJ’ advise a 
‘ 'lif-Oitf? Bvron, then Miss Nellie few planl» ISfein^J grown. It produces a 

It, Henry, and Snowdrift. l)ure und 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 

Kuiphofia hybrid* Triumph. From a photograph by 
G. A. Champion. 

believe Miss Elsie Fulton will prote 
an ainuteur's friend ; it is exquisite, 
flood yellows are President Nonin, 
Lord Ludlow, M. L. Remy, and Mabel 
Morgan. Pink or lilac: Mrs. Coombes, 
Mrs. Barkley, Mrs. George Mileharo, 
and Louise. Amaranth shades: M-. 
T. Carrington und Millicent Richnid- 
son. Of dark varieties I have tried 
a nd d iscarded m any. W. Seward is of 
a wood colour but weak in the stem, 
John Shrimpton a strong-growing 
variety useful for decoration. In 
selecting a typical amateur's bloom 
I look for one which does not produce 
quilled petals too freely, or one in 
which the dark colour is inside and 
is lost. For example, the Hon. 
W. F. I). Smith, unless well grown, 
shows so many quilled petals as to 
look more golden than Ormiston. 
So also Lady Roberts. At a local 
florist’s last week I saw a bloom on :t 
dwarf plant of Violet Lady* Beuu- 
mont, which seems just what wc 
want; a large reflexing bloom, well 
filled centre, showing all the crimson, 
etc. I was assured it is a good doer. 
Having tried W. R. Church I can 
strongly recommend it. It will he 
noted 1 do not mention V. Morel and 
its spoits, as probably every collec¬ 
tion includes these standard sorts. 

Tho foregoing is a limited list, but 
I have tried them all, and know their 
merits. Struck sufficiently early they 
will break naturally. If not, 1 pinch 
in early April for second crown-bud. 
This puzzles a beginner, and I hesitate 
to mention “ buds,” so usually advise, 
if there is no sign of second 
break end of Juno or early July, to 
pinch ugain then, and a hud is sure 
to appear during August or early 
September in good time. Ther e is 
such a chatm for some in incurved 
that I advise all to try a few. Mme. 
Fcrlab, C. H. Curtin, Hanwoll (Ilorv, 
and Fred Palmer are a range of 
colours and easy- to grow. In con¬ 
clusion, large blooms can only- he 
produced on well grown plants, no 
matter how good the variety. 

Annie E. Whitehiu-sk. 

Bn!Mill H(nth, Binuluijliain. 
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good for wreaths. It is of remarkably easy 
culture, and is apparently mildew proof. This 
is a variety that will do very well planted 
out for the summer, lifting and potting, or 
planting under glass in October, 'i ellow is a 
favourite colour, and, fortunately, there are Plenty of varieties that can be relied on to 
urnish a good supply of bloom at a time when 

Chrysanthemums are most valuable. M • H. 
Lincoln cannot be passed over, it is so reliable 
for Christmas and beginning of the year. 
Specimens in Sincb pots carrying three 
dozen good blooms produce a fine effect, and 
one may have nice dwarf plants in (i inch pots, 
with half-a-dozen really fine flowers on them 
and of a suitable height for room and window- 
decoration in midwinter. Holden Gate is 
another dwarf-habited variety, fine in colour 
and that can t>c depended on ; and the same 
maybe said of Ceorgina Pitcher, a Japanese 
incurved, dwarf ami sturdy in growth. Captain 

Bellamy is not so much grown as some other 
yellows, but it is very good, and somewhat dis¬ 
tinct from other late yellows. Christmas Cold 
finds favour with some, and King of the l’lumes 
is, on account of the light, informal appear¬ 
ance of the flowers, very valuable for cutting. 
Beauty of Sholing has rich bronze-orange 
flow ers, and is much grown for market. I-ord 
Brooke, a Japanese incurved, is also in favour 
with market growers; the reddish bronze blooms 
are very attractive, and may be had in good 
condition at the New Year. There are not 
many pink or red varieties that can bo had in 
good condition late in the year. Framfield 
Pink is the one most in favour with the London 
market men ; it is vigorous, free, and 
thoroughly reliable. Matthew Hodgson, 
although not so well known, is equally reliable, 
and the flowers are very bright. It is a really 
good thing, and should be grown wherever late 
flowers aro in demand. For a good many years 
1 have grown that useful variety, Cullingfordi, 
for late cutting. I stop the plants for the last 
time early in July, and, by keeping them out¬ 
side, with a little protection from early frosts, 
until the second week in October, I get plenty 

of bloom at the close of December. For cutting 
through January I should advise some Golden 
Gems to be grown : it is, in my estimation, still 
the most reliable for that season.—J. 0. B. 1 

iKitassium, dissolving half an ounce of the 
latter in a gallon of water. The glasshouses 
in which the affected plants had been housed 
should also be sponged with a solution of 
sulphate of iron, ns plants might easily become 
contaminated otherwise. Leaves in a dormant 
condition, which, of course, applies to the 
resting spores, might be sprayed with sulphide 
of potassium solution in the early spring, in 
this way pre venting the development of spores. 
Mr. Cousins, in his “ Chemistry of the Garden, 
advises the following remedy : Dissolve I lb. of 
bluestone (copper sulphate) in in gallons of 
water: boil I lb. of lime and 1 lb. of treacle in 
a quart of water lor lialf-an hour ; when this is 
cold, pour it into the I" gallons containing the 
blue-stone. Young plants should bo carefully 
immersed in this solution in the spring, and in 
May and early August the plants should be 
syringed. You should take your plants in 
hand without delay, and if the ftdvico given 
here lie followed, you should lie free from this 
trouble next season.—E. G.] 

petals of great substance, building up a (Wr 
of great depth and solidity. The coloui is 
rich canary-yellow. Some of the blooms wkea 
finishing opened in the centre, the petal; 
reflexing and showing the richer yellow insid* 
colouring.—W. V. T. 

ROBBS. 

NOTES AND BE PLIES. 

RUST ON CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

A sort of canker hn« lately appeared on the leav e* of my 
<'hrysanlhemiims, which perforates the leaf, causing them 
to drop off the plant It has appeared among plants 
which were new cuttings this season. Is it “ leaf-nut," 
ns my gardener has not seen it before, and will the disease 
extend to new plants taken from cuttingst heaves 
enclosed.—I’lt I7.KT, Kendal. 

| Your plants are evidently attacked by the 
fungoid disease known as Chrysanthemum 
leaf-rust, and if you desire to get rid of it, we 
would advise you to burn the whole of the 
plants as they are cut down. This disease so 
easily perpetuates itself, that infinite pains 
have to be taken to destroy every particle 
of growth which at present is in anyway 
contaminated. Mr. Massie, of Kew, says 
this rust was known us I’uccinia Hieracii, 
having in the first instance been discovered 
on plants of the Hieracium or Hawk weed, 
lie said Chrysanthemum growers were largely 
to blame for the spread of this fungus, 
as they crowded their plants together so much, 
and overcrowding gave the disease such a 
splendid opportunity to perpetuate itself. The 
fungus originates in the tissue of the leaves, 
and chiefly on the under side of the leaf, hut 
there are occasions when the pustules appear 
on the upper surface. The pimple-like pustule 
when it reaches maturity exudes the dark 
brown dust, which is none other than the 
liberated spores of the disease. When the 
foliage is in a moist condition the liberated 
spores increase rapidly, and in a little while 
find their way into the tissues of the leaves, 
and this in the course of time repeats itself. 
Myriads of spores will develop from one 
affected leaf, and for this reason you will see 
the necessity of taking every measure to 
eradicate it. 

As we have already said, you should pick off' 
all affected foliage, and this, together with the 
old stems, should be burnt. Mr. Massie 
advised the removal of nlFsiiltpicious plants to 
a structure; bjyj thejjnselvas, -ai£fVhe 
be sprayed Yvith a soluCTmr of su 

THE N.C.S. DECEMBER SHOW. 

Han ino in view the trenchant remarks regard¬ 
ing the November Show of the National Chrys¬ 
anthemum Society at the Royal Aquarium, 
which appeared in a recent issue of Garden-- 

in-u Iu.rsTKATED, one hesitates before express¬ 
ing oneself freely of what was to be seen at the 
December exhibition of this same society. 
Although there were plenty of “ big things,” 
which your indignant correspondent also 
described as “ bloated blooms,” these did not 
predominate to the same extent as before. 
Bunches of large blooms, however, were freely 
displayed, but not in so “ bloated” a condition 
as one is accustomed to see them at the earlier 
show in November. There were several classes 
of a decorative character, in which the schedule 
asked for “ a vase of Chrysanthemums taste¬ 
fully arranged with any kind of foliage.” In 
these classes the “big things” received the 
approbation of the judges, the premier awards 
being made in favour of heavy-looking arrange¬ 
ments, in which the “ round-bellied nudity' of 
the overgrown blooms was most pronounced. 
There was one delightful exception to the 
general rule, and that was in a class for a vase 
of Pompons arranged for effect. The ten or 
eleven exhibits made a pleasing contrast to all 
the other course-looking blooms, arranged as 
they were, in most instances, with considerable 
taste and skill. Pompon-Anemones and the 
ordinary Pompon sorts, both the large-flowered 
and small flowered types, were seen to advan¬ 
tage when arranged in this way. The small - 
fl owe red singles were also most interesting, and 
being arranged in the brown earthenware 
vases and freely displayed, convinced visitors 
of their decorative value. The acknowledged 
lateness of the present season urobably accounts 
for the want of a good display of small- 
flowered Pompons and spidery kinds. Last 
.season they wore in splendid form, and it is a 
matter for regret that the results were so poor 
on the present occasion. Every grower and 
exhibitor who values cleanliness and decency 
will accord your correspondent hearty thanks 
for voicing their feeling respecting the build¬ 
ing in which these shows have been held all too 
long. Many closely identified with the N.C.S. 
will be only too pleased to see the exhibitions 
of the society held in a building free from the 
“painted squalor” which has been one of the 
great drawbacks in the present place of meet 

The arrangement of the exhibitions leaves 
much to be desired. There seems to be an 
utter absence of system, and no attempt what¬ 
ever is made to create an artistic and beautiful 
floral picture in this show as a whole. Lot us 
hope that, in removing to new quarters the 
N.C.S. governing body will commence anew 
and better regime. C. A. R. 

Chrysanthemum Beauty of Leigh. 
—Coming at the close of the exhibition season, 
seems to point to the fact of this kind being 
somewhat Into in flowering. When placed 
before the N.( '.S. floral committee on Tuesday, 
December 2nd last, this variety was deemed 
worthy of a first-class certificate. 

the 
I Chrysanthemum, and UKa 

Rose Marechal Niel in greenhouse.-! kv- 
& small greenhouse in which I grow all sorts o! liter, 
including Gloxinia and I'ritnula, etc. Tee Rose I refer t: 
was put in in November last year, and had three fckues 
on it in the spring, and then it started making Kocd.ml 
is still doing si, growing about Sinches to 10 inchesi*«i 
until it has covered the entire roof of the fre-rh *. 
Tim heat varies between 45 degv. to55dei».,«»K.t-i 
(in degs., but very rarely, if I can help it. What retch 
\ou think I flia’I get, or am I, like many other uuveut 
doomed to disappointment?-G. 1If.*bkrt Uibi. 

[When this Rose is grown in a greenhoK 
containing mixed subjects, the greatest <io 
culty the amateur has to contend with i= t; 
give the plant a resting period. Obviously, 
to ripen off the wood in autumn would new- 
sitate the admission of abundance oi air, wind. 
would Ire unsuitable to the other occuianti 
the structure. Of course, if the Rose be 
in a pot or tub, it could be removed outaif 
for a few weeks, and this would he the 
plan to adopt. About September twine the 
growths around three sticks in the pot or i«t> 
and stand the plant upon some bricks c to 
aspect where t he full benefits of the sea sin 
available. At the end of October return w tic 
greenhouse. Keen the temperature as k>* * 
is consistent with the health of the otU 
subjects, and in December slightly prune the 
growths, retaining the ripest shoots alms' 
their entire length. You cannot, of cook 
adopt this treatment now, but youcinw.it 

hold water fora time, which will have the 
of ripening the wood. The ends of the gw* 
ing shoots should also be pinched out at 
About the beginning of the New \ ear cut an; 
all soft, pithy wood, retaining that which ‘ 
hard. Any small lateral shoots springing too 
the main branches cut back to two or tnw 
eyes, then spread out the growths so that lift 
is not impeded. This will he both beneaw. 
to the Rose and other subjects.] 

Soil for Roses.—What can I do to p¬ 
soil? Where I propose planting the Rose* I havetk. 
huge old Rhododendrons pulled out. They serin » - 
overhung and soured the soil forminy years. 1 
Stocks I planted below them In the bed this sock . 
not do well. I am told that how-manure to 
liberally applied every autumn. The soil _ 
insects. I Aoiild have liked lime orM-Bme^*- -, 
this autumn, but was afraid of injuring the M -v , 
are just sprouting and which form the eoge -j 
Sloping lied s. My gardener baa put on w<e- 
stable litter as a protection to bulbs, etc.. bultta*- 
little virtue in it. I can get cow-manure euu)■“ 
mould (Oak), or even rotted turves for an addiucm- 
ing later on. Is there a chemical nwm. 
advise; 1 enclose sample of the soil. 
applied in spring and dug in then when the 
showing?—ASOS. _ 

[If the sample sent is a fair represent!'® 
the bulk, we should advise you to re®0* , 
entirely to a depth of 2 feet, and replace 
trood soil from another part of the gard» 
you have a good supply of the rotted wj' 
these would he just the thing, using t'< ! ^ 
of turves to one j>art of cow maunre. e 
not care for rotted leaven for - - 
only in a very small proportion to owe 
tenal. Rather than attempt to grow k-k 
the present soil you had much rats*--- ‘ 
the expense of procuring two or 
loads of top spit from land where t 
operations are going on. No artificial 
can take the place of good soil. The) jw 
oil a spurious vigour for one season. ,k 
after-effect is very disappointing. '•«' blhe, 
country lanes and examine the soil 
wild Brier is growing, and endeavour 
this ns far as practicable then ma)) 
to obtain good Roses.] 

Hardy climbing Rosea-'v“, ;> 
vigorous and hardy Roses for climbers and 10 ^ |(N, 
garden facing soulh. hutgctUng muihcoW _ > 

west There are two old *>»*« •" ,r:n' !l 
flowered fairly this summer, but I “•‘"‘V'f jjj-iV-'- > 
and have been neglected. This is »» gau1'1 
the hills. I should like some autumn * 
such as will flower well next summer. > i i ie I 

[The following dozen climbe*iw« J 
-good selection : Cheshunt H> ‘ ,^ h \l«-; 
Dijon, Pink Rover, haisorin D>ed"e 

.twwQIS ATRicharcbwn- 
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worth Rambler, Mme. Isaac Periere, Robusta, 
Purity, and Mrs. Anthony Waterer: and 
ns bushes we can recommend the following ns 
beiug hardy and suitable to your locality : — 
(•race Darling. Caroline Testout, Clio. Captain 
Christy, La France, Mrs. John Laing, Dr. 
Andry, Dupuy -Tamain, Ulrich Ilrunncr, 
Gross an Teplitz, Marie d'Orleans, Marie Van 
Houtte.] 

Six Rosea for pots In small greenhouse — 
Kindly give me names of the test six pot-ltoses to grou in 

ing directly they are pruned, and when new 
growths are just breaking give them a good 
watering. After this water very carefully, 
the syringing being almost sufficient moisture 
until foliago is well developed. If you 
commence by giving plenty of air both 
at side and top, you will have very little 
trouble with mildew, and the syringing with 
cold water on every favourable occasion will 
still further ward oil this fungus, as it has a 
tendency to harden the foliage. He on the 

kx..;, as *•«•*«»***#. »™i 
immediately fumigate the house. This must 
be done in the evening. You will tind the 
plants will require from twelve to fourteen 
weeks to get them into bloom from the time 
they are pruned, but w hen growths are well 
advanced the plants will bear more forcing 
should you require them earlier. When flower - 
buds are seen tic out the growths to small 
sticks, in order to atl'orcl ample light and air to 

you a range of colour—whito, yellow, pink, and ‘>'0 foliage, and they may then have weak 
crimson. Kaiserin Augusta Victoria is rather doses liquid manure about onco a week at 

lirgo I'looms preferred for cutting and buttonholes, and 
free-flowering. As the house is small they will require to he 

dwarf growers ? Would l.iherty, K. A Victoria, I'erle des 
Judins, and Nlphetos he suitable? Hints as to general 

culture will oblige. In winter I can keep house healed 

lo t.idegs. to .VO I legs, in severe weather.—Out M ksikiiikk. 

| Liberty, I’erle des Jnrdins, and Niphetos 
would lie excellent. Three others we should 
recommend are Mine. Ilostc, Mine. Jules 
Grolcz, anti l’ajia Gontier. This would give 

Augusta 
a late Rose, and, being so very double, some¬ 
what difficult to exparnl in midwinter, unless 
in great heat. It is a splendid kind, but one 
we could hardly advise you to attempt. Al¬ 
though you ask for pot-Roses, it is just possible, 
in this small structure, that you could prepare 
a lied in the centre, so that plants could he 
planted out. If this is practicable yon would 

lirst, then, as buds swell, twice a week. 1 

Rose La France de '89 (H.T.).—A 
magnificent Rose, marred by its absurd name, 
which misleads many individuals, they mis¬ 
taking it for the old La Franco. The colour is 
brilliant reel, flowers of immense size, drooping, 
and Pa-ony-liko in form. To see this showy 
Rose to perfection one should plant it against 

consequently you cannot cut these hack as 
advocated above. An alternative plan in 
order to make the most of the growths now 
upon the plants is to leave them untouched 
with the knife, and when they start into new 
growth to rub oil’ the bottom shoots, which will 
have a tendency to make them break higher 
up. The varieties upon the south wall will be 
all the better if the growths me cut back to 
about half their present length, but you must 
not do this until end of February or be¬ 
ginning of March. 1 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

Tree bordered walks. Engraved for Cakukmng Im.i straihd from 

Mr. G. P. Stanton, Townlandj, l.indOeld, Sim 

photograph sent by 

achieve greater success. It is surprising to 
what vigour such plants will attain when thus 
pluutcd out, but you need not fear the kinds 
aimed would grow too high. Supposing, then, 
that- you are able to make a bed for the Roses, 
the tirst step will be to remove the old soil to a 
depth of 2 feet li inches or 3 feet. Put in the 
bottom G inches of rubble, such as broken 
bricks, clinkers, or large stones. Then procure 
some turves, anti placo a layer of these grass 
s do down. Fill up the remainder of the bed 
with good loam, two parts, and well-decayed 
manure, one part, adding about a 6-inch ]«ot.ful 
of 4-inch 1 tones to each barrowful of the 
compost. This may seem rather an elaborate 
preparation for a few Roses, but wo can 
assure you it pays best to begin well. 
' ou can plant out bushes grown in the 
open ground, but the very best would be 
those grown in S inch piols under glass lie 
careful, however, to procure them on the Rrier, 
unless own root plants are obtainable. The 
Manetti-stock is very useful for one season, 
but Tea Roses grafted upon it are very short 
lived, although they force better for the one 
year. If, however, you elect to grow the 
plants in pots, we should advise you to obtain 
these extra sized established plants in 8 inch 
|«ts. The treatment in both cases would lie 
to prune moderately next month and 
house as cool as possiblep, nroyuled no 
enters, until new growths are«Don't airmcl ... 
length. Syringe the plants every fine morn- 

a wall, for it makes quite a good climlicr. The 
foliage and growth arc very distinct, and 
clearly prove it to lie a Hybrid Tea. It has 
lieen particularly good this autumn, and I can 
recommend the variety as being one worth 
growing, especially where a showy Rose is 
desired. It objects to the Manetti as a stock, 
seemingly thriving best on the De la (Jrifferaie. 
Doubtless it would bo a great success on its 
own roots.—Rosa. 

Pruning newly-planted Roses.—1 have just 
planted the following Rose«—Mareihal Niel, Niphetos, 
Gross an Teplitz, Module l.amturJ, l/hleal, Climbing 

l.a France—out side a eool greenhouse and intend bringing 

the rodi in and (raining over the roof, flow and when 

should I prune them? Also the following on the south 
wall of the house-Senipervirens, i Tinhinr <'ramoisle- 
Siiperleure, Carmine Pillar, lievonieavs, Mrs. \V. (I. 

Grant, Illairii No. 2. Crimson Rambler, Yellow Rambler, 
and various Ayrshire Roses,— I!ki.u: Isi.f. 

[Tlie varieties planted near the greenhouse 
with a view to bringing them inside would lie 
best if eut back next March to about half their 
present length, but we fear with such kinds 
as Mine. Lamhard, unless you have planted 
extra strong plants, you would he unable to 
bring the growths inside the structure. .Such 
varieties as the last-named are excellent for 
climbing moderate heights, but when used for 
the purpose you have in view it is always best 
to make a border inside and plant selected pot- 
grown plants which have growths 2 feet to 

fce'iifll lUuhrth. Of course, such kinds ns ulw 

TREE BORDERED WALKS. 
1 s most gardens there occur spots either bor¬ 
dering or within sight of frequently used paths 
where, although the ordinary herbaceous bor¬ 
der would be out of place, the informal 
grouping of flowering and tine foliaged plants 
would add greatly to the etl'eot. Strong grow¬ 
ing subjects of both kinds aro eminently 
adapted for such places and where only partial 
shade is thrown by deciduous trees flowering 
plants may be massed with excellent results in 
the opener spots. Serried ranks of while 
Foxgloves bearing aloft tall snowy spires have 
a charming appearance in such a site, and 
groups of white Honesty (I.unaria) are also 
telling, tireat Mulleins with grev-green foliage 
and towering yellow flower-spikes are noble 
plants, and the Flag Irises will givo colour in 
the early summer, while in the spring, before 
the leaves of the trees expand, the stronger of 
the golden trumpet Daffodils will display their 
glowing yellow. Solomon s Seal is a graceful 
plant and succeeds under trees, especially if the 
soil be somewhat moist, and many of the 
Michaelmas Daisies appreciate partial shade. 
Bee Balm or Bergamot (Monaraa didymu) is 
most effective when massed in a ]iosition where 
it can enjoy full sunshine for some hours of the 
day, and provides a breadth of rich crimson ; 
while Campanula lutifolia and its white variety. 
Geranium pratense, Centaurea macrocephalo, 
Scubiosa elata, Boceuiiia curUata, Telekiu 
speciosa, and other strong-growing perennials 
are well suited by the surroundings of the semi 
wild garden, provided theyget a fair amount of 
sunshine. Of fine foliaged plants we have the 
Yuccas, Acanthus latifolius, Heracleum gignn- 
teum, only suitable for a wild spot, the Globe 
Artichoke, a plant grand in form and soft in 
colouring, Silphium perfoliatum, the Compass 
plant. Rhubarbs, of which one of the !>cst is 
Rheum Emodi, Crnmbe cordifolia, Angelica, 
Funkias, Molosjtermum circutarium, and many 
others. Where paths lead from the well-kept 
pleasure ground to the wild garden, the plant¬ 
ing of their verges and surroundings should lie 
arranged so as to gradually lose the appearance 
of formality until it merges into the absolute 
freedom of natural grouping. S. W. F. 

Desfontainea spinosa grafted on 
Privet. —I looked eagerly for the answer 
and am disappointed, for you have, for a 
wonder, altogether missed the mark. 1 do 
not want "help” aliout the shrub—it is 
growing very well. What I called attention 
to was the fact of a great woody shot t 
of Privet growing out of its root stem, just 
below the soil, anti then the Desfonlainen 
l>earing Privet fiowers (in clusters, not spikes). 
Surely these two things aie worth}’of note ? 
They seem to me extraordinary, and naturally 
the former just suggested the idea of grafting, 

how eke could it occur? I should lie 
pleased to see some remark or explanation 
such as you often give to correspondents on 
things not more peculiar. 1 could not send 
specimens of l>otn plants. I hewed off the 
Privet hough and am not aware that any other 
has grown out, as I have not seen it very lately. 
-M. A. H. 
[It is quite impossible for us to form any 

correct idea unless you send us specimens of 
both the plants you refer to, but we do not 
think that the Desfontainea is grafted on the 
Privet.—Ed.] 

Request to readers of “Garden¬ 
ing."—Readers, both amateur and in the. traile, 

thal r are nJ,r,]v\ ''frv 
. . . .Jan to^sec tnttrc.ittnq spenmens ot plants or 

L’Ideal, etc., are pr<i\)$(jtj<V[jfR'S'H~¥> kindiy 
ths some 3 feet to 5 feet in lengtl^ ^a stair as possible. 
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VEGETABLES. 

EDI BLE-STE M M E D PL A N T3. 
•IrsT now a plant of exceeding value, the 
Celery, is being largely consumed for its 
blanched and delicately-flavoured, crisp eating 
stems. Very soon we shall be employing the 
rdanelied stems of Rhubarb in tarts, stewed or 
otherwise, presented at table as a pleasant 
sweet. So, too, will be the white stems of the 
leafage of Seakale.n remarkably valuable winter 
product, also of Asparagus, whicli, if but 
partially blanched, gives quite delicious food. 
Beyond these, very nice for stowing, are the 
solid white stems of Leeks, when well blanched, 
and even the equally well-blanched leaf-stems 
of Chicory form delightful salading. When it 
is remarked that some of these vegetables can 
be had in gardens all the year round, and all 
are most wholesome food, we need not be 
too fearful of famine. Very recently mention 
has been made of an Australian Rhubarb now 
being grown here, that changes the order of the 
seasons and makes its stem growth naturally 
in the autumn and the winter. This is just as 
good a variety as is any of our summer 
Rhubarbs, and is called the Christmas 
Rhubarb. It is but needful to turn over thints of it in October tubs without tops or 

ottoms to protect it from frosts, and later, 
if the winter be more severe, to pack litter or 
Fern round the tubs, to keep the stems natu¬ 
rally growing. With ordinary Rhubarbs, if it 
be wished to have some early forced, a few of 
the strongest roots may be lifted, be put close 
t ogether in a warm, dark place, with soil about 
the roots, and well watered ; growth rapidly 
f illows. But this should be done only where 
there is a large stock of roots, and some 
smaller or divided ones are put out into trash 
s iil every year to keep up the supply. Wh ire 
roots are few, covering them up with tubs and 
a thick coating of warm manure and tree- 
leaves is the best way to force early stem 
growth. Seakale, a singularly useful stein 
plant, is easily produced in quantity. A sowing 
of seed thinly in drills, 20 inches apart, in 
April, on good, deep, well-manured soil, the 
seedlings being thinner! out to 12 inches apart, 
will give over 1.10 plants to the rod. If these 
be lifted in the winter after the leaves have 
ripened they will be found to have many side 
roots. These should all be cut oil close to the 
main stem and be laid one way, then the main 
roots and crowns laid into soil thickly, ready 
for use, to blanch in a dark, warm place, and 
in soil during the winter, as wanted. Each 
root will give a good head of blanched steins, 
and when that is cut the roots may be thrown 
away, fresh ones taking their places. The 
root pieces should he marie into cuttings 
5 inches long, and be laid in thickly in the 
ground for the winter, the tops just covered 
with soil. There the tops and bottoms will 
callus over. Then they should be planted 
just as advised for the seedlings in April. 
Asparagus is best partially blanched by causing 
the stems to come up through some 5 inches 
toll inches thickness of soil, only the tender tops 
boin^ greened. Leeks need treating as Celery 
is—that is, planted out into trenches, and as 
they grow earthed up. Then, when well 

blanched, the steins stewed are delicious. 
A. T). 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Twin Cucumbers.—I enclose herewith as a curio¬ 
sity a photo ol a twin Cucumber, which grew in my garden 
this summer at Wingfield House, near Trowbridge. In one 
photograph I took it in the frame, in the other picked and 
held by the gardener.—(Lady) Lily V. Caitcaxd. 

(Twin fruits occur occasionally In all phases of 
Cucumber culture.—Eii 1 

Lifting Rhubarb roots.—I have at>ont a hundred 
good roots of Rhubarb, which I Intend to lift and force, 
a id, as a constant reader of your valuable paper, should 
feel greatly obliged if you would kindly inform me, in an 
early issue of same, how they should be kept when lifted — 
if left on the ground in the open, or kept in the dry before 
being forced?—J. K. M., Tamen on 

(Lift the roots and place them nn ler a wail or in some 
sheltered position, co.cring up vit’isoil and some litter, 
so that, in case of severe weather, you can get them when 
you want to put any into heat for succession.! 

Globe Artichokes from seed.—In 
severe winters these have suffered badly, and 
in many cases seed sowing has botmTesarted to. 

for the productive)!■ 0\1 t\js-fi^tJtdv■ L 
able to obtain plants from seen it it can l(e 

lieljicd, as the seedlings are often so jioor that 
it |lays well to obtain suckers or offsets, even 
if the expense is much greater. The great 
objection to plants from seed is their inferior 
quality". Those who only have room for a 
limited quantity and are getting short of 
plants would do well to carefully detach the 
small suckers of this year's growth before 
covering up the plants. These may be potted 
up and kept in cold frames, anil will make 
nice plants for spring planting if n small ball 
of earth is taken with the roots at the time oi 
[lotting. Little water will be required during 
the winter. 

Spinach in exposed positions.—How 
much better this vegetable stands severe 
weather if not coddle! in any way and kept 
clean and thin. For early sowing in the spring 
a sheltered s[>ot may be beneficial, but for the 
winter supply coddling is a mistake. A well- 
drained quarter is much better than shelter 
overhead. Of course, with winter Spinarh 
more depends upon the time of sowing tl an 
upon the variety, as nearly every kind is 
hardy. It is the excessive wet combined with 
insect attacks at the root that often injures 
the plant. Sowing on Ann land is of great 
advantage, the growth being hardier, the 
foliage thicker, and less liable to injury. 

Moss-lltter-manure. —Can you advise me haw to 
make the best use of Mosa-litter-manure in the garden ? I 
tip it into a place about (i feet deep and it keeps hoi. Mv 
gardener complains that it heats too fast for hotlieds, and 
then goes off. I have abut d uire of i lak leaves, and a few 
Beech leaves. Would it be a good plan to mix leaves 
with it in the heap '—Cm. II. Jom.h. 

[The better way to treat the above will lie to 
mix the manure and the Oak and other leaves 
in layers, and with every layer of a thickness 
of !l inches well water it. A better place than 
the [tit, unless the latter is roomy, would be 
any open place tha) is rather lower than the 
general surroundings, so that the entire heap 
could bo turned at least once every ten days. 
The great heat and the sudden subsidence of it 
are due to a lack of moisture in the heap. 
Mingled with the leaves, thoroughly moistened 
and incorporated, a steady and uniform heat 
suitable for hot bed could lie maintained for a 
long time. How long depends not a little on 
the making of the bed and, of course, the 
thickness also. Moisture, however, must exist 
in a degiee sufficient not merely fo generate 
the required heat, but with the subsidence of 
this to set up a process of decomposition also. 
Minus moisture the heart of a manure-heap 
will soon become a dry mass, impervious to 
further decay or greater warmth. ] 

Celery.—This is good this year, the wet 
season having suited it. The crop for late 
spring supply ought soon to be earthed up 
now, as much frost plays havoc with it, especi¬ 
ally after a wot, mild autumn like the present, 
with the exception of a few frosty mornings 
the third week in November. A fine, dry day 
must be chosen; in fact, several days will lie 
necessary on heavy soil ere such work can be 
undertaken, and it will bo prudent to scatter a 
little lime between the plants, as slugs are 
abundant. Let this be the final moulding, as 
the plants make very little more growth from 
this date, smoothing the soil with the back of 
the spade so that rain will quickly run off. 

The mild autumn and its effect on 
vegetables.—I do not remember in my 
gardening experience of over 40 years having 
seen the summer vegetables hold out so late in 
the season. This will do much to reduce the 
need for using roots, etc., giving a fine store of 
these, should we have a severo winter. 1 had 

continuous supply of Peas from mid-June 
till the close of the second week in November. 
This arose from growing somewhat dwarf kinds 
on a rich, warm border, close by the glass¬ 
houses. Runner Beans were sent to the 
dining-room on the 18th of November, and 
although these were late in coming into use in 
summer, this was compensated for by their 
lateness. The late supply was obtained from 
a sowing made on deeply-worked land at the 
end of the first week in July. Some may say 
this was too late to sow. I am aware it would 
be useless in a general wav, but surely a small 
sowing is not ruinous, and certainly it is worth 

ying to continue the supply of this, the 
it of all Beans? New Zealand Spinaclifc 

m, has been most aliundantyand/ihe!]js|'tor 
save the intumn-sown kinds till colth Kmie-v 

It is to be regretted this is not more grown, 
for no Spinacli is so productive, and 1 never 
hear an)- complaints of its flavour. Noiv, -3tth 
of November, 1 have many good patches under 
haudlights. Nothing could be more satisfac¬ 
tory than the Autumn Cauliflower and tho 
Self-protecting Broccoli. In early summi r the 
plants made but little progress, but when their 
roots got down into the bottom spit, where the 
food was, thev made headway, and produc-i d 
enormous hearls. When the cold began, middle 
of November, I took up all that, were headed 
in and placed them together, heeling them 
info the soil, and covering with mats in co’d 
weather. From these I shall have a supply till 
the new year. Lettuces liave been splendid, 
both in my own garden and several others 1 
have visited. Hicks' Hardy Cos I grow for 
Lutunn.—J. Crook. 

Gre« nh >use for Tomatoes, etc.—I am eoinjt io 
l>u III a Kicciili'iui'c for £EOwiiiK ToiiiAtoca a, il > Hill „ 
Kliulnrli and rai-inx rower-seeds. The hocie w.l! it- i 
’ •ail-too, 14 by !>, 74 at the hark, and 44 at the front The 
fr mt will he half glass and half board, ‘and I am going io 
In it it. lulling a flow and return pipe along front Tbr 
h mse w 11 face sonth and will haie sun early and la'e. 
Hi you think I shall be successful with it. and when shill 
I have fo start Tomatoes for profit?—ExgunF.li. 

[We have not the least desire to discourage 
your very laudable effoits in growing these 
plants for profit, but the uumber of plants you 
could grow in such re house as you describe 
will be very small. The only possible chance 
for “ profitat all in these days of overwhelm¬ 
ing competition is that of ripe fruit in May, ir 
even earlier. To obtain this the plants are 
already of fair size and in their fruiting-pot* 
This early-fruiting batch requires a good tcal 
of heat in winter, and this would not be for h 
coining rom the amount of piping you inteid 
putting down. Had the house had quite twiie 
the amount of piping the necessary heat may, 
with good stoking, lie forthcoming. In the 
circumstances you will be only ab c to gets 
summer crop. For this the seed nayl>csown 
in January or early February, in rather div 
soil, keeping the house as warm as you can. 
As the seedlings come up and attain 2 inches 
in length, prick them oft into pots, say, four in 
a 5-inch pot, placing them around the inside of 
the pot. If you sow the seeds at I inch apait 
in shallow boxes the plants coultl remain much 
longer before potting off. This is important, 
am! maDy seedlings perish in the spring of 
the year, especially when made too wet. In 
your case your best plan will lie to plant one 
row at the front and train the plants up near 
the glass roof. By taking up only the main rod 
or vine you could plant at 1 fooapart. Ion 
may also fruit a few in 9-ir.ch pots placed on 
the floor, not allowing more than four bunches 
of fruit fo each plant. No shading whatever 
will lie required for the Tomatoes.] 

Artichokes —Jerusalem and the 
Globe.—The former, with me, has produced 
very fine tubers this season, owing probably to 
the frequent showersduring the past summer. I 
still cling to the old purple variety, this being 
preferred to the white one recently introduced. 
If not already done, the growths should be ent 
close to the ground, and after taking up a 
supply for a week or so, and placing in the 
root-store, the quarter should have 3 inches or 
4 inches of partly-decayed leaf sail scattered 
over as a mulch, not that this tuber is likely 
to get spoilt by frost, but should severe 
weather set in the roots can be much easier 
taken up than is possible when the ground is 
frozen hard. The Globe, on the other hand, is 
often much damaged, if not actually killed 
outright, in some of the cold northern counties 
unless precautions have been taken to pot ups 
reserve stock, keeping these in a brick pH. 
plunging the pots in leaves or coal-rushes, and 
covering the glass lights during much frost, 
but exposing the plants to full ventilation 
whenever the weather is favourable H 
plunged as advocated, with an inch or so 
placed over the pot, no water will be neces¬ 
sary for the next two months. In warmer 
localities all that is necessary is to pack 
strawy litter, Bracken, or fresh-fallen leaves 
well in among tho old stools, putting a to* 
forked or branched sticks around to keep tjie 
wind from blowing such protection about tie 
gapdep. This should remain until March or 
uruib Severe frosts are no longer the ° ^ er|- 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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as it may be overlooked when King Frost 
appears in earnest, and I do not find such 
protection do any harm during the next 
three months.—J. M. B. 

GARDEN WORK. 

Conservatory.—A little more pressure 
must now be placed upon the forcing depart¬ 
ment. Bulbs must be moved into heat. Double 
and 8ingle Narcissi that were potted early 
and have filled pots with roots may have a tem¬ 
perature of 60 degs. and be well supplied with 
moisture, with liquid-manure once or twice a 
week. If the bulbs are allowed to get too dry 
ihe flower-buds may die and wither without 
opei ing. The Italian Hyacinths in various 
coh un are very useful, and come in soon after 
the Romans, which, though called Romans, are 
usually grown in France. The Bleeding Heart 
Dielytra) forces well when thoroughly estab¬ 

lished in 0-inch pots. The roots of this plant 
can bo bought very cheaply on the Continent, 
an! though these imported roots will not force 
the first season, thov will flower very well in a 
cool-house, and if hardened off and plunged 
out during the summer, they may be had in 
bloom early the following season. This is a 
very useful" plant for the unheatecl conserva¬ 
tory. Tree Carnations are now very sweet and 
nice where well done. They must have the 
best loam mixed with a little very old manure 
and enough sand to keep the soil open and 
sweet. I do not care much for nostrums of 
any kind, but a dash of soot and a littlo bone- 
meal at the last shift will be useful. Free 
drainage and firm potting are necessary, and a 
light positi m when coming into flower; in 
fact, light in abundance is at all times neces- 
-iry to obtain the best results. The Orange- 
tree has almost disappeared from the modern 
conservatory. It is sometimes found in old- 
fashioned places in the country, and very sweet 
and refreshing its fragrance is, and when the 
plants are largo one can generally have bios 
soms and fruit on the same tree at the same 
time. The Orange is not at all difficult to cul 
tivate. To grow good < (ranges there must. 1 >*’ 
warmth, but for decoration an ordinary green¬ 
house temperature will do. I think I have 
read somewhere that Orange-trees from seeds 
are more profitable to the Orange grower than 
grafted trees. Under artificial conditions, 
though Orauge-trees are very easily raised from 
^ceds, they are a long time coming into bear¬ 
ing uuless grafted. But what a charming 
background to a large conservatory seedling 
Oranges would make, and some day they would 
flower and bear fruit in abundance. They 
should be planted in good loam and helped 
after they begin to bear. 

Stove. — Heat and moisture will push 
things forward, but in cold weather it will be 
hitter not to waste the fire in securing high 
tenperatures. Anything over 60 degs. may be 
considered a high temperature when the 
thermometer outside registers nightly 10 degs. 
or 12 degs. of frost. If it were possible to use 
coders outside the glass at night-, it would save 
fuel, and the plants would be benefited thereby, 
a* the conditions of growth would be more 
genial. When work is at a standstill outside, 
use the spare hands to sponge plants and wash 
pots in the houses. Stakes can also be pre¬ 
pared, but Bamboos and wood sticks ca* be 
'ought so cheaply that, unless there are plan¬ 
tations of Hazel available, it will be cheaper to 
buy sticks, and labels also can be boug'-.t more 
cheaply than they can be made at home. 
Drainage materials can be prepared for potting 
pv-and-bye. This will save time when the 
busy season comes round. In the management 
of firos, flues and chimneys should bo regularly 
cleaned. Whon flues around boilers are per¬ 
mitted to get encrusted with soot, some of the 
fire must be wasted. A good deal of fuel is 
wasted by having boilers too small for the 
work, or erring in making provision for suffi¬ 
cient lengths of piping where forcing has to be 
fiona Gardenias and Eucharis Lilies will be 
coming into bloom now where the plants have 
''oen rested sufficiently before placing in heat. 

Keeping Grapes.—When the bunches of 
''rapes in any house are much reduced in 
numbers, it would be more economical to cul, 
'-he few bunches remaining, and place |he (/ids 

of the shoots in bottles of water in the Grape 
room. Then the Vines can be pruned and the 
house cleaned, inside borders renovated, and 
the houses used for storing bedding plants, 
Geraniuns, etc. Alicante and Gros Colmnn 
Grapes may be left on the Vines another 
month yet. The best temperature for keeping 
Grapes is about 45 degs. 

Mushroom-house.—If the temperature 
falls below 50 degs. the Mushrooms will not 
grow very fast—55 degs. is a suitable tempe¬ 
rature for production, and in a well-constructcd 
house this temperature can bo kept up, except 
in severe weather, without fire-neat, but, of 
course, during frost fires must be lighted if Kssible, or production will cease. There will 

a demand for Rhubarb, and relays of strong 
roots should be placed in the Mushroom-house. 
They will do in any corner, or in groups on the 
path. Rhubarb may also be forced in any warm 
structure. It comes best in the dark. The 
same remark applies to Seakale and Chicory, or 
Dandelions, which are useful for winter salads, 
and are not much trouble to produce. 

Early Tomatoes.—Sowed a few seeds 
very thinly in pots or boxes in a warm bouse 
on shelves near the glass. There is plenty of 
good kinds that will set well in heat if treated 
carefully. The earliest crop is best grown in 
pots in a mixture of good loam and a little old 
manuro and a sprinkling of bone-meal. Pot 
firmly, and leave space on the top for top¬ 
dressing. We have sometimes, when growing 
in less than 10-inch pots, run a strip of zinc 
round the top of the pot to hold the rich 
top-dressing. The young plants should be 
shifted on twice before the final potting into 
fruiting pots—first into .'{-inch pots, and then 
into 5-inch j o s, and when these are filled with 
roots the days will be getting longer, and if 
potted into flinch (Kits and on the floor of a 
span-roofed house they will set and swell the 
fruit. 

Window gardening. — When severe 
weal her sets in move the plants to the centre 
of the room every night and cover with several 
thicknesses of paper. Keep everything on the 
c-ido of drynesa ut the root during frost. 

Plants wintered in the spare room should lie 
placed upon an old carpet in the centre of the 
room and covered with paper. They will take 
no harm if covered for several weeks. 

Outdoor garden.—Bulb beds should now 
be comfortable with a mulch of Moss-litter- 
manure, or something that will enrich the 
soil and shelter the young growth coming 
through. Hitherto wo have not had much 
frost, and the Carnations that were planted 
in October, early in the month, have got fairly 
established, and will to a great extent be able 
to resist the lifting power of the frost when 
it conies. An inch or so of good loam on the 
surface will bo a great help if it Ls free from 
wirewoimi, and after a frost of any severity 
a little pressure may be brought to bear 
round the plants to firm them again. All 
recently-planted things should be examined 
after frost and made hrm. This is a suitable 
time to apply top-dressing to weak lawns. 
Quick-acting stimulants should not be given 
now, as the rains may destroy their effect 
before they have time to work. Bone-meal 
and basic slag rosy be applied now. Wood- 
asbes, garden rubbish, which has been charred, 
passed through a sieve, may with advantage 
be applied to lawns where the Grass is thin 
and weak, and something quicker in its action 
given in February or March. Soot is a cheap 
and useful munuro, and .'{lb. of nitrate of 
soda per square rod will be effective any time 
in spring. Use the roller when the surface is 
soft, but it is possible to use the roller too 
much where the Grasses are weak and thin. 
It is necessary, for the sake of neatness, to 
remove the dead tops from hardy plants in the 
borders, though this craving after neatness 
may in some cases do harm by removing 
Nature's covering, in case of severe weather 
sotting in. 

Fruit garden.—Though the autumn is 
th} best season for planting fruit-trees and 
bu ihes, there are often good reasons for plant¬ 
ing later, and any time when tho weather is 
open hardy fruits of all kinds may be planted, 
Strawberries perhaps excepted, as after the 

ember we prefer to wait until 

February. Of course, tho rooted runners are 
planted in a nursery bed and making roots, 
and will lift with balls, and may be moved any 
time in spring when the land is in good 
condition for planting. All Strawberry plan¬ 
tations not yot mulched may have attention at 
once. The Strawberry, under ordinary circum¬ 
stances, is perfectly hardy, but sometimes, 
during the noeing and cleaning in autumn, 
some of the surface roots may be exposed, and 
a top-dressing of manure is very beneficial now 
or earlier. There is still some pruning to do 
in many gardens, and though iierhaps it may 
not be desirable to prune when the thermometer 
falls below 20 degs., there is no reason for 
stopping tho work when tho frost is not so 
severe, as when the earth is stiffened by frost 
tho work can bo easily done without treading 
the land into a quagmire. In tho midland 
and northern counties Figs outside should lie 
sheltered in some simple way during severe 
frost. The covering may consist of evergreen 
bruuches, which while sheltering tho wood will 
not altogether exclude all circulation. New 
plantations of Raspberries should bo cut down 
to within a few inches of the ground the first 
year to get established and make strong canes 
for next season. 

Vegetable garden. -Ill frosty weather 
wheel manure on to the land ready for digging in 
when the frost goes. Trenching may be done, 
even if tho land is a bit frozen, though it is not 
wise, especially if tho laud is of a clayey 
nature, to bury snow or frozen earth far from 
the surface. If weeds or decaying rubbish are 
trenched into the land, this should lie wheeled 
on as soon as the frost sets in, and then the 
trenching may proceed, even if the frost is very 
severe. Jerusalem Artichokes left in the 
ground should have a covering of littery 
manure placed over them, and the roots can he 
lifted any time as required. There will be a 
great loss among Cauliflowers and early Broc¬ 
coli if the precaution was not taken to lift tho 
plants with (wills and plant in deep pits or 
trenches. But the wise man keeps an eye on 
the weather office, and when news arrives of 
cold weather on the Continent, no time should 
to loot ill m:\Uiug things lafo. As a rulo, tho 

low temperature reaches Germany and France 
licfore we feel it, and we have generally two or 
three days to get things in order ready for the 
low temperature when it comes. This is the 
time to make preparations for forcing various 
crops in frames on tho hot-tied system. Get a 
heap of stable-manure and tree-leaves shaken 
together ready for hods of Potatoes, Carrots, 
Radishes, Lettuces, otc. E. Homi.w. 

THE DOMINO WEEK'S WORK 

Extracts from a Garden Diary. 

December J.'nrl.—During frostyorbad weather 
generally, Pea-sticks are carted home and 
prepared for use. Bamboo canes are cheap 
now, and these are used to somo extent, but 
young Hazel rods are even cheaper in country Iilaces, and arc used for many plants, and in 
>ad weather they are prepared and tied in 

bundles to save time in the busy season. This 
is a time, too, when plants in stoves and else¬ 
where are sponged with an insecticide to get 
rid of mealy-bug, if any are present, and 
there are not many collections of stove plants 
altogether free. 

December 2Jnl.—Sowed seeds of Lobelias of 
several kinds. We do not altogether depend 
upon seedlings, but we want several thousand, 
and seedlings from carefully-selected plants arc 
good enough. Tho seed-boxes are placed on a 
shelf in a warm-house. Cyclamens and Primulas 
are now making a good show of colour, and 
make pretty groups iii the conservatory. Wo 
sow Cyclamen seeds early in August, thinly, in 
boxes, and keep the plants moving slowly in 
heat on shelves near the glass. Yearling plants 
produce the largest flowers. 

December —There is always a lot of 
decoration to do at this season, nnd the demand 
for plants and cut-flowers is ver^- considerable ; 
good hardy Palms, especially kentias, arc the 
most useful for Christmas decorations. With 
a few good-sized Palms and Chrysanthemums, 
both ol which are hardy enough to last for some 
time, the tender things can be kept in the 
houses -for, us& at another season. Among 
hardy tbrngr which may lie grown in i>ots, we 
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(iml many of the Japanese shrubs very useful. 
.Moved bulbs, Spineas, and Rhododendrons 
from cold-pits to house. 

Dxanber .''itIt. -Vaporised Cucumber-house, 
ns a fly or two was noticed. The Cineraria- 
house also was vaporised at the same time. 
Balmy nights are selected for this work. 
Mixed a lot of stable - manure and leaves 
together in a heap, ready for making hot-beds. 
Cut the remainder of the Hamburgh Crapes 
and bottled them. Pruned the Vines. Shall 
get the Vines washed, the house cleaned, and 
the borders top-dressed, as the house will he 
used for storing Geraniums. 

I>■ iiibir .'lilt.—All spare time is devoted to 
trenching vacant ground, preparing manure- 
heaps for wheeling on the land in frosty 
weather. Fig-trees on walls have been shel¬ 
tered with Spruce branches. Night tempera- 
turo in pot-Vino house is .'Ml dogs, at night: 
buds are swelling. Early l’cach - house, 
t"i degs. Cucumber-house, lid degs. No air is 
given now to Cucumbers, and a little warm 
compost is scattered over beds occasionally. 
Potted more French Beans, which aro brought 
on on shelves near the glass wherever there is 
room in warm - houses. Mushroom - house, 
.V> degs. : bods aro covered with hay to keep in 
warmth and moisture. 

LAW AND CUSTOM. 

Nature and conditions of tenancy 
(Sit* " .r).— It is very difficult to givo you an 
answer without referring to the facts, but in 
my opinion the usual rule docs not apply, and 
a jury would be directed to tind that you held 
under a yearly tenancy, without any agreement 
whatever except as to rent. Neither your 
landlord nor yourself would lie bound to do the 
icpairs (if such became necessary) to which you 
allude. The tenancy would be determinable 
at the end of any year of the tenancy by either 
parly giving to the other half a year s notice 
lor that purpose. In such a case as this it was 
most unwise to leave any of the terms or 
conditions of the tenancy “ in abeyance," as 
it becomes an open question whether the 
proposer of tlie conditions, etc., did or did not 
actually waive or withdraw them. My opinion 
on the facts stated is given with considerable 
diffidence.—K. C. T. 

Trespassing sheep.—My garden and my neigh- 
tour's garrttn run parallel to a Grass Held occupied by a 
t inner, my neighbour's garden being between the field 
<*'id my garden. The farmer's sheep passed through the 
dividing fence and entered the gardens, and did much 
damage lo my crops, but. practically speaking, did not 
injure my neighbour's ro|W. This was not the lirst time 
• he sheep had teen out, and when I remonstrated the 
farmer merely said he did not want to lie troubled about 
the matter. On this las', occasion the sheep destroyed a 
whole bed ol Cabbage plants, which cannot lie repfaced, 
an t it was about ten o'clock at night when I found them 
in my garden. It was useless lodrivc them back into the 
farmer's field, as they would return again lo the gardens, 
and as his premises aro it miles distant, it was impractic¬ 
able to take the sheep there at that hour, so I drove them 
into a private road near and left them there. The next 
morning my neighbour told him what had been done. 
He never came near me, anil after a week had passed I 
wrote to him, telling him he ought lo have come and 
offered me sonic compensation, but he replied that I 
should have gone to him. I then said that if we could 
not settle the matter I should sue him for damages. Will 
you tell me the proper procedure to commence an action 
in the county court to recover damages ? What expenses 
will he incurred ' Must I employ a solicitorV Can I re¬ 
cover the full value the Cabbage plants would have 
jiossessed next spring, or is my claim limited to the cost 
of tho wood and th© labour of preparing and aowin^' the 

ground? Was I bound to drive out the sheep, or should 
I have left them till the farmer came for them? Can he 
sue me for driving the sheep into this private road?— 
R. B. 

[The first question that arises is this: To 
whom does the fence between your neighbour's 
garden and the field belong? If it belongs to 
the farmer, there is no question as to his 
liability to vou. But if it belongs to your 
neighbour, then it is a question whether your 
neighbour is bound to maintain the fence 
against the farmer’s stock ? If lie is so bound, 
your neighbour is the person responsible for 
the trespass of the sheep, and you should sue 
your neighbour. If, however, vour neighbour 
is under no obligation to maintain a fence 
against the farmer's stock, the farmer is liable 
to you in damages. If you wish to enter an 
action against the farmer, you should make up 
your mind what sum you will claim as damages, 
and you may then go to t he office of the registrar 
of the local county court and simply state that 
you wish to enter an action to ry^ovtr rlaim-jc . 

Digitized by L-jQOQ 

front the farmer. The registrar or his clerk it utters a pleasing warble. The male of this 
will fill up a plaint note and givo you any species in his summer plumage isa very elegant 
instructions that may be necessary. Vou will bird, the head being black, the chin and throat 
be charged a small sum for the entry of the orange-fawn; hack grey and black, beauti. 
plaint, the amount of the charge varying with fullv scalloped ; wing-coverts black, tipped 
the amount of damages claimed, and if the with fawn, while bars of yellowish-white cross 
case goes to trial you will have to [xiy a further the wings : the tail black and somewhat forked, 
charge (poundage) when the case comes on, Iu winter its plumage is not so bright, and the 
called the hearing fee. It is unnecessary to black on the head is mixed with yellowish- 
employ a solicitor, hut it may ho advisable to brown. It exceeds somewhat the Chaffinch in 
do so if there is any dispute about the liability size, being (ij inches in length, of which the 
to maintain the fence. The measure of damages tail measures 2.1 inches. The hen is somewhat 
will be the actual pecuniary loss to you plus a smaller than the male, and is duller in the 
further sum for annoyance : it will not noces- tints of her plumage, which does not- vary 
sarily he tho probable value of the Cabbages throughout the year. Tho young resemble the 
next spring, because you may he able to put female iu plumage. Although this bird docs 
the land to some use in the meantime, hut the not readily become tame in confinement, nor 
damages will not ho confined t o the cost of seed easily accustomed to its surroundings, it will, 
and labour. Vou were not obliged to remove with pro|>er care and attention, survive many 
the sheep from your garden, hut you acted years. It will eat all kinds of seeds, but Hemp 
properly in removing them. As you know to must ho sparingly supplied, as this seed has a 
whom tlie sheep belonged, you were bound not tendency to cause over-fatness. In its wild 
to put them in a place of peril : it seems, how state the Brambling adds insects and berriesto 
ever, that they sustained no injury in the road, its diet, and in captivity will enjoy better 
and so their owner has no cause of action health where a like variety of food can be 
against you, but the owner of this private road supplied. These birds seldom breed with us, 
might sue you if lie chose.—K. C. T.J hut on their return to their home in the fur 

north construct their nest in tho fork of a Fir 
BEES or Birch—a handsome structure composed oi 
- Moss, Lichen, hark of the Fir-tree, and lined 

Preparing wax from old combs with feathers and wool. The eggs are oi a 
(J. H.J. By I lie use of the wax extractor all greenish tint, spotted and streaked with 
the waste and trouble incidental to the various reddish-brown, and are usually five or six in 
old-fashioned processes of preparing wax arc number. A good-sized cage should ho pru 
avoided, and by the improved method the wax vided for this bird, for. being of a resiles, 
produced is of a good colour, and free from all nature, it likes plenty of excrci.se.—S. S. 0. 
impurities. The exhauster consists of an outer 
tin cylinder, very much resembling an ordinary POTT! TRY 
potato stoamor, having a tin ilish inside, pru- rUUJjlxvx. 
vided with a spoilt. _ Bel ween the dish and the ... „„i ,, u.™ th.. ' , . Ducks (/.-Hi ijni.l) It in safer not Ox allow mart thin 
outer cylinder tho bot tom is pierced to admit WirPC ks to one drake if the eggs ire require! lo 
steam. A basket of |>crforatcd zinc fits oxer aeltiiur. In its wild state the duck pairs with a sin;!' 
the tin dish. This basket being filled with mate.-s. s. U. 
old combs, the whole is placed over a Breeding Hamburglis for show- 
saucepnii half filled with water, and put on the Tliero aro several varieties of this family, which 
tiro. The steam passing through t he |>crforatcd are known as t he Pencilled, Spangled, aid 
zinc, melts every particle of wax, which oozes Black, with tho sub varieties of Gold ;u«l 
through and drops into the dish, and through Silver in I lie two former. The Black is the 
the spout into a basin or other receptacle, largest, and produces a greater number of eig, 
which has the inside oiled, and contains about than either of the others, although all art 
2 inches of hot water to keep the wax from excellent layers, the fact of their being non 
adhering. If an extractor is not used the sitters allowing them more time than mo.-! 
combs may be put into a clean saucepan, with breeds for egg-productiou. The best to bred 
as much soft water as m.tv he necessary to up for show form is the Golden Pencilled. To 
prevent the wax burning. Place the saucepan Insure success, however, it i3 important the 
oxer a slow fire, and stir occasionally until the the stock birds be judiciously mated by ero 
combs arc melted, then .strain through a fine ing a cock of a tleep red-bay with hensof a rich 
canvas hag into a tub of cold water, laying the golden hay. The nude should have a Short 
hag u|khi a piece of smooth hoard ot such a hack ami prominent breast, and he bold in cat- 
lcngtli that ono Oinl will rest at tho bottom of riage. The comb should he large, even n 
the tub. Thou compress the hag of hot wax shape, and gracefully tapering to a point at th 
with a wooden roller; tho wax will ooze through hack, and firmly fixed on the head. An 
and run down tho hoard into the cold water, important point is si>otlcs.s white ear-lobe-- 
anel set in thin flakes upon its surface. When These should lie smooth, and as round in shap: 
all is finished collect the wax from the surface as possible, logs moderately long and slate-blue 
of the water, put it again into a clean sauce- in colour, nock arched, and covered with -iu 
pan, with a little water, and melt very carefully abundant hackle of a rich, deep bay colour. Tin 
over a slow lire, taking oil'the scum as it rises, tail should ho full, with long, broad tickles 
When sufficiently melted, pour it into wetted and carried rather upright, hut gracefully, 
moulds, and let it cool slowly to avoid cracking, w bile tho side Util feathers should also be arched 
Still another way, where a large quantity of and in keeping with the sickles. The feather* 
comb has to be melted, is to put the broken- of the tail should he black, and the sicklesaai 
up combs into a copper, pressing them into as side feathers evenly edged with red-brown 
small a compass as possible. Then cover a sharply defined. Tho heat), hackle, breast- 
wooden hoop, the diameter of the copper, with saddle-hackle, and thighs should ho of a dffi 
cheeso cloth, which place over the combs, rad-hay. without pencilling or marks of any 
keeping them down by weights. Tho copper kind. The inside web of the flight feather* 
being nearly fillet! with water and brought to should be black, and the secondaries barrel 
boiling point, the wax separates from the refuse with black, every separate feather having •» 
and rises through the cheese cloth to the top black spot at the end. Tho under parts of fin: 
of the water. When cold it can ho taken olT body should he covered with brown-reJ 
in a solid mass, re melted, and poured into plumage, every feather being pencilled 
moulds.—S. S. G. barred with black. In the hen the liackle oc 

the neck must ho a clear golden-hay, and ti e 
BIRDS. whole of the remaining plumage of the Sana 

—— colour, but each feather evenly pencilled « 
The Brambling Pinch (Fringilht monti black, tho markings being as clear and distmt' 

fringilla) (F. L. O.j.—This handsome bird isa as possible, and appearing to stand out fro® 
winter visitor to this country, being a native of the ground colour. The comb should be neat 
the mountain districts of the northern regions firm, and small, square in front, and tapering 
of Europe. Although it seeks its food in wild toa spike at the hack, and having the appeal 
districts, feeding on Beech-mast and the seeds ance of a piece of coral, with numerous saw- 
of Grasses, in severe weather it visits tho low- spikes throughout. The wattles should be 
lands, where it may be seen in small flocks, small and well rounded. A 'veil pencilled tv 
frequent ly in the company of Chaffinches. The is often difficult to obtain, while the brea-’ 
Bramhiing is a favourite as a eHjre-bird more frequently proves very faulty in its markings 
on account of the beauty of its plumage than Spotted luickles are also great defects, although 
Touts talent for song, although in the sppffl$it!<lryf<$)ffiinon.— S. S. G. 
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CORRESPONDENCE. 

Questions.—Querist and answers art inserted in 
OiinBine fn* of charge if correspondents follow these 
nla: AU communications should be clearly and concisely 
nriUen on one tide of the paper only, and addressed to 
'hi Editor of Gardening, 17, Fumtval-street, Bolbom, 
Ionian, H.C. Letters on business should be sent to 
hi PmiRHMt The name and address of the tender are 
■cqsired in addition to any designation he may desire to 
.- used in the paper. When more than one query is sent, 
a-.\ should be on a separate j iee: of paper, and not more 
kin three queries should be sent at a time. Correspon- 
'entl fhouU bear in mind that, as Gardening has to be 
em to press some time in advance of date, queries cannot 
linyi be replied to in the issue immediately following 
<• receipt of their communication. Wo do not reply to 
sates by post 
Naming fruit.—Readers who desire our help in 
jninq frmt should bear in mind that several specimens 
i liferent stages of colour and size of the same kind 
rtiuy assist m its determination. We have received 
r» several correspondents single specimens of fruits 
■r naming, these in many cases being unripe and other- 
i<t per. The difference between varieties of fruits are, 
i many cases, so trifling that it is necessary that three 
eeimens of each kind should be sent. We can undertake 
name only four neirieliejt at a time, and. these only when 

e clove directions are observed. 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 
Cinquefoil (Potcntilla)(/’oirup).—The double l’oten- 
!>( are von- showy, lasting in perfection, both on the 
wits and when cut, longer than the single sorts. There 
s creat number of named kinds, all of which can tie 
taintd from any of the large hardy plant nurseries. 
*e represent every shade of size and colour that it is 
sibte to obtain. I’otentlllas luxuriate in a light, deep 
ilaad exposed position. 

Tropwolum tuberosum (St. B. Maurice).—This 
i lu’.erous rootcd climber from Peru, w ith slender stems 
tel lo I feet bieh, and bearing in summer a profusion of 
i»y scarlet and yellow flowers. It should be grown in 
-n ipoUcn the poorest of soils, allowing its tranches to 
•1 along the ground, or supporting them in some way. 
it is not hardy in all soils it is advisable to lift in the 
amn, store in a dry place, and plant out in the spring. 

Ill-stove for greenhouse (/>.).—If your oil stove 
kes the plants dirty, it is clear you do not manage it 
Kelly. To have the wick too high will cause a nasty 
:I1 and a sooty settlement upon all the occupants. If 
low, you burn just as much oil, and again get an 

Jrious and nasty smell. Quite a small stove should 
l a house S feet by 6 feet. The question of wooden 
h is immaterial. 

’ottlng bulbs (•/. P. T.)-It is getting very late, 
jcu may still pot up Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissi, etc., 
aging I hem in Cocoa-fibre or ashes until the pots have 
ome will tiled with roots, and placing them in heat as 
ixantlhom Tho temperature yon give is too hich, as 
dll draw them up and spoil them. You will find an 
kle dealing with the culture of Nani«i in jardinvres 
oat issue of May 25, 1901, which can be had of the 
Dl'sber, price lid. 

Che Scarlet Clematis (C. coccinea) (Wood 
c.wv),-Tbi8 is a distinct and beautiful ipecies. Its 

trow- from 6 feet to 10 feet high, and, as a rule, in 
uoaotry die back to the ground in winter. It is a 
iteofTexaa, the Bowers varying in colour from rosy- 
ncoe lo tcarlet. Toey are swollen at the bate, but 
row towards the top. where, however, the tips of the 
»b are recurved. These sepals are very thick and 
levhat leitbery and each over an inch long. We have 
er figured it. 

wenty g-ootl standard Roses (Wnreestershire\ 
he following are nil good and proved kinds: (ton rad F. 
'er, Caroline Testout. Charles Lolebvro, Dr. Audrey, 
Wy'amain, Duke of Edinburgh, General Jacqueminot, 
cede Dijon, Grace barling, La France, Mme. lombard, 
“uiCochet, Marie Van Iloutte, Mrs. John Laing, Mrs. 

Sharman Crawford, Souvenir de S. A. Prince, 
ich Brunner-, Viscountess Folkestone, White Maman 
iet, and William Allen Richardson. 

Marguerite Carnations falling (Manxman).— 
m « not the least doubt you have been keeping your 
ots too moist and close, not allowing sufficient air to 
P the plants cool and free from damp. To cultivate 
•nations well, you must always stand them where the 
"an circulate freely among the plants. The front stage 
ter gteenhouse would be very suitable if you could 

e front ventilation. It is a mistake to place among 
« plants, as they arc sure to damp oil owing to the 
tsture arising from other things 
*ose Xavier Olibo (Wood Anemone). —This is not 
ali a good Roee for the novice to grow. It is of a very 
jutif'il colour, and when seen at the Rose shows a spien- 
1 Mourn, but its growth is so weak that unless it can be 
Cel annually it is not worth the trouble to cultivate. 
S?od rich land, if budded on the Brier and allowed to 

"wo where budded without transplanting, this and a 
f “'her bad growers succeed fairly well for a year or two. 
f following are first -rat e dark Roses, and can be depended 
■te to grow well—namely, Abel Carritre, Baron do Ron- 

Charles I.efebvre, and Prince Camille de Rohan, 
foxgloves (Rosie).—No, they will not bloom in the 
mmer treated as you say. The seed being so small 
“ best sown in pans or boxes under glass early in May. 

'he young plantsare well up, they should be placed 
u-of-dooro to get thoroughly hardened before being put 
<o their flowering quarters.' It is always advisable to 
* seed annually, and if seed is plentiful, scatter it 
’■"odi or copses where it is wished to establish the 

“{*; Self-sown seedlings come up everywhere in the 
nshbourhood of a flowering plant, and in many cases 
•:n idlings are the best, being strong and vigorous. 

Chrysanthemums on single stems In 
V i r0r ^ncb pots (An Old Reader, Waltham- 
..['“ ‘he Tariet'es, which we give in detail in another 
XL10 » question of yours, may he treated as 
‘ 1 w*: Those in the first of the three series should he 
•opagated in late March, and the flret buds subsequently* 

1? 'hould l>e retained. ThpxcuLtings-jof-thil 
!J“ ln the E*Coud series ahould 'oe inserteci about’ 

the third week in April, or a trifle earlier, and the last lot 
should be taken in hand during the closing days of April 

or first few days in May. When once theso cuttings 

become rooted the young plants must lie handled care¬ 

fully, and, when established, should be grown on with all 
possible vigour. 

Potting Camellias (B. Jones).— Camellias arc best 

repotted as soon as the bloom is off and new growth is 

pushing. They are rather impatient of root disturbance, 

and will do a long time in the same soil, if helped with a 
slight dressing of soot, or soot-water. They must be well 

drained, for, although enjoying abundance of water while 

growing, the least suspicion of stagnation is fatal to their 

thriving. Use a compost of fibrous or turfy loam, with a 
little peat. A dash of sharp sand, not too fine a compost, 

and firm potting are great aids. Camellias often fail 
through change ot position and temperature. A cool and 

moist bottom, with plenty of overhead syringing and the 

avoidance of a sodden soil, are important. 

Malmalson Carnations falling (G. K. T.).— A 
light, airy structure is very necessary for this class of 

Carnations, and failure lo open is caused by a moist, 

stagnant atmosphere. The buds arc so hard and massive 
that decay often lets in at thia season before the flowers 

expand, even in structures that are built especially for 

their accommodation. The Malmalson section of Carna¬ 

tions is not naturally winter-flowering, being at their best, 
as a rule, in June and July, at which time the wann, 

summer weather assists the expansion of the blossoms. 

For this purpose they are layered as soon after flowering 

as possible, and shifted on when sufficiently strong to be 
wintered in their flowering pots (G inches in diameter) in a 

greenhouse temperature, where there is a little fire-heat 

in order to keep up a circulation of air. If old plants are 

kept over they should, in September, he cleaned and 

repotted, taking away as much of the old soil as can be 

done without seriously disturbing the roots. 

Rose Armosa (Wood A lid none).—In its way there 
are few more beautiful autumnal Roses than this good old 

variety. Although grouped with Iho Bourbons, for all 

practical purposes it is a Bengal or Monthly Rose. There 
it not quite the continuous blossoming we get in the old 

Blush Monthly, for during August the plants are almost 
devoid of bloom. The}-, however, make up for it later in 

the season, when every Rose Is so much valued. With 

this Rose, aa w.th many of tbe Teas, the continuity of 

blossoming may be assisted by cutting of! the flowers with 
a fa'rly long stem as toon as the truss has developed. 

Some growths may even be cut hack be'ore they 

develop if the plant is bearing a profusion, as it should do. 

Thc colour of Armosa reminds one of the If P. Mrs. Sbar- 
man Crawford. Toe form if very regular, and it is fairly 

double. Perhaps no Rote is more lovely when used fer 

table decoration. 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

Clipping Hollies (H. 0. U.).—The best time for 

cutting Hollies is early in the spring, about the end ol 

February, before they have begun to grow. Never clip 

them with a shears, but cut them in with a sharp knife. 

Increasing Pornettyoo (£.. It.).— Perncttyao ate 
easily increased by layering the roots in autumn, or by- 

sowing the seeds in spring in sandy peal in cold-frames, 

or in gentle heat in pots, afterwards pricking out the 

seedlings carefully when well above the surface of the 

soil. 

FRUIT. 

Hedge of Gooseberries (£.).— It is not likely 
that you will be able to get hushes of a bearing size trained 
in the way you propose. There i*. however, no difficulty 

in starting with young trees to bring them into the form 
you want, as any nurseryman would make a suitable selec¬ 
tion for you. Early Sulphur will probably mnke the best 
cordon form, as the grow th is stiff ; hut others will not be 

difficult if you commence training the branches while they 

are young.’ 

Vines ln pots (A.).—Seven-inch pots are not large 
enough for Vines to fruit in. If they are strong the pots 

should not be less than 11 inches across tbo top; the 

weaker canes would do in pots an inch less. When the 
canes are well ripened—say, towards the end of September 

—they should be stood out-of-doors at the foot of a south 
wall and freely supplied with water during hot and dry- 

weather. The pots ought to be protected from frost 
during the winter with leaves or partly-decay ed manure. 

Pruning young Currant bushes til. E. U. 
Sloes).— Generally, with newly-planted things, bushes or 

otherwise, it is best to allow a few weeks to elapse from 
the planting until the pruning is done. That not only- 

enables the soil to become settled and firm, but the roots 

to push down growth, and, in that way, become partially 
established in the soil. Then, when the pruning is done, 

and the end of February or early in March is soon enough, 
new grow it, bwii follows, and toot action and wood grow th 

are alike good. Your object in pruning these young bushes 
is to enable proper heads to he formed ; hence, in cutting 

back the existing shoots to about one-third their present 

length you compel tile lower buds to break into three 

times the number of shoots, thus laying the foundation ol 

good bushes. Those may tho following winter be cut 

back to otc-half their length. Black Currants, later, 
need not be shortened—only just topped, and kept fa'rly 

thin. Of Red Currants, summer shoots, after a good hush 

is formed, should be quite hard cut back each year, as 

these fruit only on spurs on old wood. 

VEGETABLES. 

MoBs-litter-manure (R. A’. ,S.).—Tho value of 

Moss-litter is found in its capacity to al«orb animal 
manure, which it does thoroughly, and if, after such use, 
it is put into a heap, turned two or three times to cause it 

to sweeten, but not to heat, then it answers fairly well for 
mulching, but it is not so valuable for digging into the 

ground as strawy litter. 

The use of Kalnlt (A. S. G.\—You ask “in what 
proportion Kainit should be mixed with (1) ordinary- 

garden soil ; (2) with manure in order to sterilise.” Be 

confess our inability to understand your meaning, and 

shall be glad if you will explain. Kainit is a potassic 
manure of much use in various soils and for particular 

crops, and the proportion in which it should be used will 
Uapetul on the soil and on the crop lor which it is applied. 

ButjQp' iti^NiJi^h sterilising may he we fail to com- 

Parsley unsatisfactory (A.)—Parsley suffers 
from drought in poor soil, and a check sometimes leads to 
canker or insect attacks. Wood-ashes has a good effect in 
keeping Parsley free from canker at the collar, and water¬ 
ing with soap-suds tends to prevent attacks from insects. 
It is too late to soyv again now, but it is possible if some of 
the root* were taken up, dipped in strong liquid-manure, 
and planted in a frame, they would start away in the fresh 
soil and make a lot of useful growth. If the plants are 
cleared where they stand of all discoloured leaves, and 
well soaked with soot-water, a beneficial change will he 
effected. 

Decayed Parsnips (W. D.)—'The brown spots seen 
on your Parsnips are the products ot a fungus, usually 
generated in the soil by too much wet, or too rich dressings 
of manure. It is well not to have Parsnip soil too highly 
manured, as large roots not only are likely to be thus 
affected, but they arc relatively softer and more watery 
than arc roots rather smaller, and grown somewhat ' loser 
together. To have Parsnips good when cooke J they should 
never be too large to boil whole, and should be merelv 
scraped and not peeled, or cut through the centre, if 
your roots arc still in the ground give them a thorough 
dense dusting with fresh slacked lime. Also another 
autumn give a couple of such lime dressings a month 
apart, hoeing in tho lime between the roots. That helps 
to destroy the fungus and sweeten the soil. 

SHORT REPLIES. 
Wood Anemone.—No, Clematis indivisa is a greenhouse 

plant and will not do in the open air.-WinterhilL—Seo 
note on " Tree-leaves ” in issue of December 13th, p. .Vis. 
-Aster.—Yes, cut it down and it will start from the 
root-stock in the spring.-SI. M. McMillan.—Impossible 
to name from specimen sent, which had fallen to pieces. 
——Knouv.—Do not understand your query.-Kerry.— 
It is very probable that the Chrysanthemums were named 
differently, but, unfortunately, they fccrn to have been 
all the same sort. Had you verified the colours the 
previous season V Roeeson their own roots will not behave 
as you say. Thoso grafted may do so, the stock taking 
the place of the gratt in many cases if the stickers arc not 
pulled off.-1>. S. T.—You will find an article dealing 
with "Raising Ferns from seed " in the issue of <>eL lath, 
1901, which can be had of the publisher, price lid. We 
doubt if you c*n buy Fern-spores.-A. K. Lahgtan.— 
Yes, wc believe so, but only In the case of some persons. 
-Manxman. — 1, See reply to “I,. Huntley,’* re 
“Treatment of 'Meander,” in our issue of Dec. 13th, p. Ml. 
2, Yes, plane off the surface and rub over with white-lead 
paint. I, Put in the cuttings of your Chrysanthemums at 
once. These you will find springing up front the old slool. 
When you have got sufficient stock throw the old plants 
away. See article “ Preparing for next season," in our 
issue of Dec. 6th, p. 528.-Thomas.—Die only thing you 
can do is to grub them up. If not, they will all spring 
from the bottom again.-J. W. IP. - See article on 
"The Mistletoe,” with illustration, in our issue of 
Jan. Hh, 1981, which can he had of the publisher, 
price i-d Ptmled.—A farming, not a gardening, ques¬ 
tion. 'Ve have handed your query to the editor ot Farm 
and Howe.-Xottingham.—We shall he glad if you will 
kindly Rive us.the original query, and we will try tind help 
you.-Toby.—You ought to put on a good dressing of 
rotten manure, and allow the winter rains to wash the 
goodness from this into the soil. Weak liquid-manure in 
the spring, when the plants are in full growth, will do 
good.-Standard.—See reply to “ Worcestershire,” re 
"Twenty good standard Roses,” on this page. 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 

Names of plants.—Nias F. L. Clark.—The Hose- 
in-llose Polyanthus.-Oxfordshire. — I, Phlehodium 
aureum ; 2, Adiantuin concinmtm latum ; 3, ITcris 
scrru'ute cristate ; 1, l.ihania florihunda. Thaoks for such 
fine specimens. 

Names of fruits.—G'O. Gmldard.—Apple Kentish 
FillbaskcL-J. W. Marshall.—Probably Aifriston. 

Book received.—Q/Kriaf Catalogue of the Xational 
Rose Society. Fifth and revised edition. 

Catalogues received. — Dicksons, Chester.— 
Catalogue of General Xursrry Stock.-linage and 
Schmidt, Erfurt.— Trade Seed Catalogue for l‘".\- 
Ernst Denary, Erfurt.-General Trade Catalogue of 
Seeds for -S. F. Richmond, Osset, Yorks.-A*. 
criptiee Catalogue of Chrysanthemum».-Yilirorin, 
Andrieux ctl'ie, I, Quai de la Mrgitseric, Paris.—Catalogue 
of Seeds. 

United Horticultural Benefit and 
Provident Society.—Tito monthly com¬ 
mittee meeting of this society was held at the 
Caledonian Hotel, Adelphi terrace. Strand, on 
Monday evening last. Mr. C. H. Curtis pre¬ 
sided. Twelve members wore reported on the 
sick fund. Seven new members were elected. 
Two members were granted Cl 10s. each 
from tho convalescent fund. A cheque for 
.€.19 ISs. was granted to a lapsed member, 
being tbo amount standing to his credit in the 
ledger. 

A FAMILIAR NAME 
awakens old memories. Do you remember the children's 
party of thirty yearsago when the jelly wouldn't " Jell," 
as cook said in an awestruck whisper to her mistress. 
We never think ol Table Jellies without remembering that 
tragic event. Such a thing could not have happened if 
Chivers’ Jellies had been, but they were not to be had 
then. There is that to our advantage now. These 
Jellies are absolutely pure and reliable, and are flavoured 
with ripe Fruit Juices. Sold at the Grocers in pint and 
quart packets. For the children's parlies you should 
have Cambridge;J/emonada- “It beats all.” Olivers 
and Sons, vLintilcdl1 Uistciii, Cambridge. First English 
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I' It goes withont saying that 

HEATING APPARATUS: 
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S/x rial Boilers made to order. EstUuitafim 

THOMAS GREEN & SON, LTD 
SMITHFIELD IRONWORKS, NORTH ST., m 

AND 
New Surrey Works. Southwark Street 

London. S.E. 
Kindly note our London juste addrex, • 

hare re more! from B/ackfriars Road Is 1 
mtilah/e premise* in Soulhicarlfc Strefl. 

Please write for Catalogue. 

§ ■ 1S THE BEST 
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SUPERIOR FINISH! 
GREAT EFFICIENCY! 
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R. JENKINS & CO., ROTHERHAM 

The following are Campbell's leading cheap good lines in 

Gardening| TALKINC MACHINES. [COUPON. 
The “Lyra” Graphophone, with 2 Records .. 15 0 
Tho"Gcm" do. with Recorder & 2 Records 15 0 
The “ Favourite" do. do. do. 2 2 0 

Tin abort rent carriage paid in Great Britain. 

Beware of the Gorman-raado rubbish ro extensively adver¬ 
tised by nondescript dealers. We are Musical Instrument 
Makers & Talking Machine Experts, and understand all about 
the goods we sell 10,000 !.ondon-inade Records to select from 
at la. each. Send for our Xeic Prire List/or 1903 qf ail kinds c/ 
Musical Instrument! and Talking Machine*. Sold only by 

CAMPBELL & CO., 116, TR0NCATE, CLASC0W. 

8r.sD fob List with Full Information’, Post Frf.e. 
Offices. Warehouses, aiul Works : 

SOUTHWARK ST., LONDON, S.E. 
BARGAIN, 10s. 6d. -Gent’s 
carat gold-cased KEYLESS HUNTER: «**£•, 
slled lever balance, perfect timekeeper. lo~ 
:y. ALSO Cent's fashionable IJcaratrobed 
URLE ALBERT (curb), sacrifice, HJ-W. 
: for insneetion before payment—McCAn* 

"DUGS'. RUGS !!—Good all wool, Oft. long, 
-Lb 6 ft. wide, and weigh over four pounds. Government 
grey. Only been used a little. Much better than common 
new. 1 will send one post free for Sv. Etuni—H. J. GASCON, 
Government Contractor, Rye. f > __ 1 
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] PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

0HRT8ANTHBUUUB. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS FOR COLD 

GREENHOUSE. 
I he much obliged i( you would give me a selection 
"l Japan*** Chrysanthemums suitable (or flowering in a 

I >iW greenhouse? I do not want to grow exhibition ? (towel*, but bush plants with fifteen to twenty fair-sized 
'•Inoma I wan I good, decided colours, not washy tints. 
Hill I he aide to groxv sorts like Mrs. Coomhes, Mr. L. 
>my, I’haibtu, Miss A. Byron, ami others, or do th« big 

exhibition sorts lend themselves to such treatment? " lien 
—uii;ht I ta buy the cuttings? 1 hate room for thirty or 

forty plants, but I think fifteen sorts would be enough. I 
■ have viviand Morel, Lady ll inham, t'harles Davis, I'reai- 
’• dent Sonin. I.vly Kidgway, Source d'(»r. Mine. Henri, 

*rw 8 17. Probyn, anti Mine. rie Kevin, but they were nota 
motx**. 1 planted them out and potted them when the 
'lowers showed colour. They were all pinched end of Juno, 
aid mine before that. Some have unite small buds Btill. 

i, Any ol above you think worth growing next year, please 
J-mciude iii your selection. They will be grown in pots 
|T next year.—Drcohativk, Ire/amt. 

[Orotrers aro at last beginning to soo that 
-•the real value of the flowers is determined 
- "lore by fcho freedom of flowering of tho plants 

flian in the development of one or two exhibi¬ 
tion blooms which, for decoration, have little 
tocommoml thorn. The sorts which we describe 
have been growi 1 in this way, and have points 

✓ of merit, in so fur as regards colour and form, 
over many others. There is nothing like com¬ 
mencing in good time. To make big plants 

#Kidy propagation is important. Therefore, 
procure cuttings as soon as possible and insert 
ibese singly into thumb |>obs, using good 
librous loam aud leaf-mould in equal j>arU, 
t itling thereto, very freely, coarse silver-sand 
or clean road <grit. Pinch out the points of 

• your plants towards the latter part of March 
.'•"ml take up three or four of the strongest 

.••hoots. During June they should each break 
•?naturally, and at this time two new shoots 
* should be retained on each of those which were 

l iken up subsequent to the pinching in March. 
• rom this point lot the plants grow on to the 
terminal-buds, selecting three shoots and a 
'mu on eadf one. These terminal-buds always 

✓ develop blooms of beautiful colour and good 
form ; the blooms also keep fresh for a long 

^tinie, and rarely, if ever, are known to damp, 
the following varieties may bo obtained 
cheaply :— 

Miss Alice Byron is a pure white flower, 
the plant, which attains a height of about 

•i leet, has a good constitution. 
Moss. Cu. Molin' is of a rich yellowish- 

orange colour, and on terminal buds very bril- 
"mt. The plant is of easy culture, and in 
height slightly over 3 feet. 

Mas. C. Bowk.—This is a well known late 
''lute Japanese kind, and one of the best for 
Lto work. Waxy-white aptly describes the 
colour, and the height of the plant is from 
I leet to 3 foot. 

Mia. Coombes.—One of the easiest plants to 
ofow, developing pretty, rosy flesh - pink 
"looms of a pleasing kind. Height about 
•> feet. 

Mrs. George Mileham.—An introduction of 
I spring, aud a decided acquisition. Colour 

pleasing rose-pink, with silvery-reverse. Hei 
-out -i«,t. Digitized by 

uui ua x 

M Its. G KEEN FIELD.—Introduced two seasons 
since, and an advance uf>on Pluebus. Tho 
colour is a deep rich shade of yellow, and the 
form is distinctly pretty. Good constitution. 
Height between -I feet and 3 foot. 

N.C.S. .1 ini lee. —Th’s is a Japanese in¬ 
curved, and the colour is a dainty shade of 
silvery-mauve. The plant is of easy culture, 
and grows rather more than 3 feet high. 

S'ii.kii. d'Oi.Tobkk. For late October and 
early November displays this canary-yellow 
flower should stand you in good stead. It is 
of easy culture, (>ossossos a good cjn.sl itution, 
and seldom exceeds 3 feet in height. 

Hkhn/.k Soi.kil d'Oftorkk.- This is a lovely 
soft shade of bronze, and is the same in ovory 
rcsiHiet but colour as tho parent variety 
described ahovo. 

Crimson Soi kce d'Or.—This variety is to ho 
preferred to the parent owing t.o t.lin glorious 
colour of the sport. The colour may bo 
described as rich crimson terra-cotta, paling 
somewhat with age. Habib good. Height 
about 4 feet. 

Lizzie Adcock.—This is a rich yellow sport 
from .Source d'Or, and a decided acquisition to 
tho decorative section of these plants. Habit, 
constitution, and height identical with those 
of the last-named. 

Western King.—This develops lovely white 
blooms of gool form, flood habit, froo, and 
robust. Rather late. Height 3 feet. 

Viviand Morel.—No collection would Iks 
complete without this easily-grown plant. 
Grown on carefully from free-growing cuttings 
tho plants of this variety and its sports do well. 
Colour silvery iuauve-pink. Height rather 
more than 3 l'ect. 

Charles Davis.—This is a rosy-bronze sport 
from the last named, and requires exactly 
similar treatment. Height also identical. 

Lady Haniiam.—This variety will develop 
blooms of a charming golden rosy-cerise, 
although the colour sometimes is cerise on a 
buff ground. This completes a charming trio, 
known generally as the Viviand Morel lamily 
of plants. 

Charles Longley.—Foritscolour, which isa 
rich rosy-purple, this plant should be grown. 
It is rather tall, however, attaining a height 
of about (i feet. 

Comte F. Lckanl—Although this beautiful 
Japanese kind has been in commerce for some 
time, it has lost none of its charms. The colour 
is a very pretty rosy-pink, and the drooping form 
of the blooms is also mo3t dainty. Height 
betxveen 3 feet aud 4 feet. 

William Seward.—A deep rich crimson, 
onco very popular for exhibition, but being too 
small for that purpose now is rarely met with. 
This is of easy culture, and on terminal buds is 
slightly above 5 feet in height. 

John Shrimpton.—This is a bright rich 
crimson Japanese, succeeding remarkably well 
when grown freely. Very dwarf and sturdy, 
seldom exceeding 4 feet in height. 

Yellow La Triomfhantk.—A rich yellow 
and free-flowering. It is a sport from the old 
La Triomphante, which is still largely grown 
fc>r market.! Height rather less than 5 feet. 
' vfc i^j0Ai^kcellentfree-floweringJa 

with flat and rather broad petals. Colour 
chestnut-bronze, with bronze reverse. Good 
branching habit. Height aliout 3 foot or 
rather less. 

Louise.—Aprotty incurved bloomof Japanese 
form, and when grown freely a valuable 
decorative plant. Colour flesh-pink. Height 
about 4 feet on terminal buds. 

Lord Salisiu ky.—The blooms of fcliis aro 
pretty when tho plant is grown in bush form, 
their colour Going doep yellow, freely suffu-ed 
crimson. Height about 3 feet. 

Muss. Wm. Holmes.—A plant of the easiest 
culturo, and useful for late October disphye. 
Colour rich crimson, tipped gold. Height 
about 4 feet.—E. G.J 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS —SOME OF THE 

BEST EXHIBITION JAPANESE NOV- 

ELTIES. 
Most of tho undermentioned Japanese varieties 
have either rccoivod an award of merit from the 
Royal Horticultural Society, or afirst-clusscerti- 
licato of the National Chrysanthemum Society. 
In some casos a commendation has been made 
in their favour. In a few instances the 
blooms from an exhibition standpoint are so 
moritorious, that, had they been exhibited 
when at their best, there is little doubt they 
would have been recognised with an award of 
some sort. 

George Mileham This is a very large and 
liaudsonio Japanese bloom, with long reflexed 
florets of medium width, making a spreading 
flower and slightly drooping. The colour is a 
rich glowing olarot-crimson with pale bronze 
reverse, the latter showing on tho ends of the 
lower petals. F.C.C., N.C.S. 

Henry 1’erkins.—This bloom has been 
shown in alt conditions. From an early bud 
selection tho colour is reddish-crimson on a 
deop yellow ground, while that from a late 
socond crown bud selection is a rich crimson 
self. Tho petals are very long and broad, and 
build up a bloomof great depth, some S inches, 
and proiwrtionato breadth. The reverse is a 
golden bronze colour. This variety has been 
certificated in the provinces. 

Miss Mildred Ware.—An English raised 
seedling of great promise, certificated by the 
N.C.S. 27th October last. This is a seedling 
from Mme. Carnot, and resembles in form that 
superb sort. The blooms have been aptly 
described ns a Lady Hanham-coloured Mme. 
Carnot, and as such should be appreciated by 
exhibitors. The florets are of medium size, 
and have a golden reverse. Grown either in 
tho orthodox manner, or in fl inch or 7-inch 
pot-s, the plant is a great success, coming 
good on all buds. 

The Hon. Mrs. A. Acland.—1This is a lovely 
rich yollow Japanese bloom, in colour midway 
between Edith Tabor and the rich hutter- ? el low R. Hooper Pearson. The florets are 
airly broad and long, incurving at the tips 

and building up a reflexing bloom of even form 
and good quality. A.M., K.H.S. 

Miss Olive Miller.—An English - raised 
seed 1 Pnglarge, full, and deep, of 
Dleasimerioxm. .WiPK,J«a8 ,»"d broad itTtttgATd 
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How to fix a sport. — No doubt 
many good Chrysanthemum sports are lost 
because of the lack of knowledge respecting 
the treatment necessary to fix them. This 
fixing of sports is not by any means diffi¬ 
cult, and should be carried out in the 
following manner: Should the plant be 
growing in a pot, the plant should lie 
shaken out, and the soil slightly loosened. 
It should then be denuded of all shoots, 
except the branch on which the sport has 
developed. Until the bloom is spent it 
should be permitted to remain, but after this 
it is better to remove it. Retain the whole 
of the shoot on which the sport was produced, 
taking care also to retain the leaves intact. 
As the plant lies on its side, cover the roots, 
stem, and shoots with any light and gritty 
compost. Cocoa-nut-fibre refuse, kept just 
moist, answers onually well and is less dis¬ 
agreeable to handle than the ordinary light 
compost. If the plant can be plunged 
where a gent le bottom heat can be maintained, 
so much the better. The axils of the leaves, 
but not the leaves themselves, should be 
covered with the fibre, as this induces new 
shoots to break away at their base. Under 
ordinary conditions the new shoots will not be 
long before they make their appearance. 
When they have attuined a length of ubout 
-i inches detach them, with a sharp knife, at 
one joint removed from the main stem. Trim 
o9 the cuttings just below a joinV and insert 
them in some bght siid^ri^y^orwjj^^ei ,|g 
singly in thum 

C> pripediuw insiKiiu llarefleld Halt variety. From a photograph taken in Messrs. Low i 
at Kush llill Park, Knfield. 

that time to be identical. Mr. Ashworth, having 
considerably improved his plant, exhibited it 
again on December 13th, 1898, when the coveted 
first-class certificate was awarded to the plant, 
under the name of C. insigne “ Harcliold Hall 
variety.’’ It is the largest of its race, and it is 
a pity, therefore, that the original name was not 
adhered to, for none more appropriate could bo 
found. Some have given it as their opinion that 
this variety lacks the refinement of most other 
kinds among the numerous desirable varieties 
of C. insigne that have become so prominent in 
Orchid collections duringtho last few years. Let 
this be us it may, that like G. insigne Sandera* 
among the yellows, C. i. " Haretiold Hall 
variety” holds its own amongthe coloured kinds 
cannot be denied, and notwithstanding the fact 
that wholesale division has been made, the 
plant has retained its natural vigour, and it 
blooms far more freely than the older kinds, free- 

[ flowering as the latter are found to be. Togkovv 
fEb nroportions of the flower,. 

Lpieulars are taken from a bio 

•Vi degs., rising to (Ml degs. Where such (>'•' 

ditions are maintained tlio plants arc 
nearly so difficult to manage: the watch";.' 
may oc done with far less restriction than i- 
required with a lower degree of temperatnre- 
I have found also that the varieties of_l- 
insigne are gross feeders and require repotli"? 
annually while in a small state, when grown h 
a largo si/,e less frequent {lotting will bo iiw 
sary. The {lotting compost used must ft 
governed by the conditions under which tbs 
plants have to be cultivated. In the neip 
bourliood of London and other smoky district' 
tlio compost must bo of a porous nature, •' 
that an over abundant supply of moisture is 
not retained about the roots of the pkc'. 
during dull or foggy weather. Peat, Sphagnum 
Moss, and a little leaf-soil intermixed with 
plenty of rough sand I have found the be-’ 
material to use in unfavourable districts such 

igi " mentioned above. In more favoural'.e 
fibrous loam in liberal proper 

to the above compost with 
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florets and grooved, incurving and curling at 
the ti ps. The colour may lie described as a 
distinct shade of pale rosy-pink oil a silvery 
white ground, and with a silvery-white reverse 
When finished tho blooms are quite 9inches 
deep, and correspondingly broad. The plant 
is of easy culture, and will develop at least five 
handsome blooms on each plant. F.C.U., 
N.C.S. 

F. S. Vai.lis.—A large and refilled Japanese 
bloom. This variety is of continental origin, 
and bids fair to take a leading position. The 
colour is a deep canary yellow, and the flower, 
xvhich is of deep build, is of oven form and 
drooping. Some growers say it is too near 
G. J. Warren. Certificated at tlio Sheffield 
Show, November 14th last. 

Miss Nkllie Fulton.—This is a splendid 
typo of Japanese incurved, having broad 
petals of great length, building up a beautiful 
bloom of lovely form. It may be regarded as 
an advance u]>on Miss Alice Byron, which it 
somewhat resembles. Colour pleasing shade 
of creamy-white. A.M., K.H.S. 

Mmk. Paula Radaei.ll—This is a con¬ 

tinental introduction of siqicrb quality. 

The petals aro broad and very long, slightly 

twisting and curling, and developing a 
bloom of high quality and of elegant form : 

colour soft pearly-pink on a cream ground 

xvith a yellowish centre. F.C.C., N.C.S. ; 
A M., R.H.S. 

Geokcl Pbnkoku. Another of the Japa¬ 
nese flowers of tho seuson. A very large, 
heavy-looking bloom, with long and broad 
strap-like petals of splendid substance curl 
ing prettily at the tijxs, and sometimes show¬ 
ing the rich golden reverse. Colour deep 
ricn crimson. F.C.C., N.C.S. 

Edith Smith.—A very chaste, glossy, 
creamy - white Japaneso of oven form, 
having long, fairly broad (ictals slightly 
twisted and curled, and formiug a graceful 
and drooping bloom of good quality. Cer¬ 
tificated at Sheffield Show. 

Mr. T. W. Piickett. In Mr. R. C. Pul¬ 
ling's group at tho Royal Aquarium Show, 
on November -1th last, a vase was filled with 
this handsome Jnpanese flower. It is a 
very full bloom of even, drooping form and 
deep build, with petals of medium breadth : 
colour deep cannry-yollow. The plant 1ms 
a good habit. This variety. I bclievo, re¬ 
ceived an award of merit last season. 

Duke of Devonshire.—A large Japanese 
bloom of graceful and elegant build, having 
long, curling, and twisting florets, and 
making a charming exhibition flower. Colour 
yellow in the centre, paling at the edges 
and tinted rosy-red. The N.C.S. Committco 
desired to see this variety again. W. V. 

the edge of a .S-inch pot. When prupugaled 
and rooted grow on with all vigour. Tho suc¬ 
ceeding seoson should see each of the propa- 
galed pieces bearing bloom:, similar to the 
sport.—W. V. T. 

OROHIU8. 

CYPR1PF.DIUM INSIGNE HAKEFIELIi 
HALL VARIETY. 

The lirst public record of the existence ol 

t'ypripredium insigno llarefleld Hall variety, 
so tar as wc can gather, was tliat the plant was 
lirst exhibited at the Royal Horticultural 
Society's meeting at the Drill Hall, on Decem¬ 
ber lath, 1897, as C. insignegiganteum. It was 
exhibited by Mr. E. Ashworth, of llarefleld 
Hull, < hoshirc. A second plant was also ex¬ 
hibited by the late Major Mason, from his col¬ 
lection at ,-Thc Firs,” Warwick, which, when 
placed before the Orchid committee, scorned at 

plant being in a a-inch j»ot: The dorsal sejal 
is 21 inches across and about the same in 
length, but reflexiug at tho top causes it to 
appear shorter. Tho up|»or portion aud oute> 
margins have a broad baud of white, tbs 
central area green suffusod with yellow, tin 
largo blotclungs on the central area are dee{- 
brown, those on the white, purple, as in (.'. i. 
punctatum violaceum. The petals arc each an 
inch broad, greenish -yellow, heavily suffused 
with polished brown, the lower sepal greet), 
suflusod with yellow and spotted with Drown 
and purple. 

Liko most other varieties of C. insigue, tin 
conditions under which the plants are groin 
had considerable effect oil tho substance and 
quality of the blossoms. Many recommend 
that C. insigne and its forms should lie grown 
i n a cold - house. 1 do not ad vocate their culture 
in tho stove, but I find they do best when they 
can ho accommodated in a house where tie 
normal xvinter conditions arc maintained a‘. 
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Young growths on stems of Dendroblum for garden work, lias its cheap ugliness soon 
nobile.--Wonklyou kindh tr|i "itnbii isthercaaon °f shrouded from view by the gracious mantle of 

advantage. The material should bo pressed roll afar. The great drops fall perpendicularly up the Hoses, thoroughly turns the bed O'er, adds fresh 
moderately firm about the roots of the plant, in the windless air, nnd every leaf is vocal in *>i|. and replants them the following day. This, of course, 
keeping the rhizome a Ht'lo below the ™ of the gljd e.in-.ong .white Iregenneo, the. h.vo SST. XiZ. 
the por* ana mounding the compost slightly long sluml>crea in leaf and blossom awako and prunes in spring, and waters falrlv copiously with the hose 
towards the centre. The pots used should be fill the still atmosphere with perfume. The in summer. Last autumn he did not lift the Hoses, and 

a.l£!,edc^U°sne't5ird^eir "i"' fyCCt ^ inrS°18tealS t!,r"Ul,'l U'e SK^WE ^u'ST t“o" Z'gaK ££ clean broken crocks. As soon as potting is dripping foliage, the damp earth exhales a with a gravelly day subsoil. The dimate is not dry. 
completed, thoroughly water the plants with grateful odour, and on the lawns “ the soft rain rainfall a high average. The main characteristic is much 
rain water, using a moderately coarse rose on that heals the mown, the manv-wounded Grass, *!' y TO"le*' weather without actual rain, but a moist 
the can. The compost should 1* kept moist, soothing it with the sweetness of all music, the uu Z i^hb me3l 3d b.'Zv^M. under" IT 
but not wet, until the plant becomes thoroughly hush that lives between music .and silence, rircuroatanctfl, and if so, when' Other people, whose 
rooted, then more liberal watering may be descending like a benediction, draws fnrtli l!ot.s *re not fussed over, wem to get •plainitirs of 
afforded. The best season in which to repot balmy scents from every freshened blade. Mofl“ 
the varieties of C. insigtie is as early as possible Arliours should be simply constructed, all [As you well remark, the treatment of the 
after they have ilowcred in the New Year, needless ornamentation is to be deprecated, Hoses is both unnatural and |>eculiur. \Yc 
Hoot action generally commences as soon as though where strong-growing climbers are recommend transplanting at intervals of three 
the flowering period is over, and the nlants arc allowed to ramble at will over the structure, or four years where the plants apjiear to 
thus enabled to liecome established without imperfections of design are speedily hidden, require it, hut when they grow freely we 
any apparent distress. If. .1. C. and even an erection of corrugated iron, the always advise our readers to let well alone. 
- most offensive material that can be imagined Some of our best bush plants of the Hybrid 

Young growths on stems of Dendroblum for garden work, lias its cheap ugliness soon Perpetual tribe have not been transplanted 
nobUe.—Would you kindly tell me what is the rcauon of shrouded from view by the gracious mantle of since they were planted some twenty years ago. 
£ Z^uZr^^Zrg(rac^"boring plants. Of flowering subjects for It is true we have a good deep .soil and the 
x s. II. covering arbours, climbing Roses, Jasmine, borders were well pro|mred, and also receive 

[There are various causes which induce young Clematises of sorts, Mcnisjiermum canadense, an annual top dressing of farmyard-manure, 
growths to appear along the stems or pseudo^ Wistaria, Tecoma radieans, in the warmer which benefits them considerably. It appears 
r.ulhsof liendrobiums. Like many others who districts, Solan inn j.asininoides and Physsianute to us that the fault regarding the plants you 
'end us queries, you omit to mention under albens, with the fragrant-blossomed Stauntonin mention is cither in the method of pruning 
what conditions your plants are cultivated, latifolia may be mentioned, while of climbers adopted, or in the unsuitability of the varieties. 
We eannot, therefore, without knowledge of 
the system of culture, be of much assistance to 
you, and can only reply to you in an unsatis¬ 
factory, or at any rate an indefinite manner. 
We append the following onuses, hoping that 
you may’ lie able to ascertain where your treat¬ 
ment has been amiss. One of the prineijial 
causes will be found in treating the plants too 
kindly—that is, affording too much heat and 
moisture at a season when the plants should lie 
resting. This brings about unripened wood and 
premature growth. A second cause is brought 
about by Bringing plants that have been 
thoroughly ripened, and liecause thoy' show 
'light indications of the flower huds from the 
cool conditions in which thoy have been resting, 
directly into the hot, humid conditions of the 
stove. The result is that the buds become too 
vigorous from the sudden change, and the 
intended flower buds are under too liberal 
treatment developed into growth. Another 
cause will be found in not taking care in 
applying moisture grndunlly when the plants 
are removed from thoir resting quarters 
into the warm house. The plants require little 
more moisture than the humid conditions of the 
atmosphore to sustain them in their normal 
conditions at the present season. If the pseudo- 
bulbs aro found to be shrinking, a slight dip in 
tepid-water soon revives them. It is never safe 
to water Dendrobiums flowering early in the 
year until the buds are sufficiently unfolded, 
so that the flower buds can be distinctly dis¬ 
tinguished. After that time more liberal 
treatment may be afforded. It appears to us ' A UreM, r0Vered arbour. From a photograph by Mr. .Ian. K. Tyler, Halstead, K»ex. 
that your Dendrobiums have been too liberally 
treated, or they would not liavo their flowers 

tn is earl v' season ° "^eb ru ary*an if March*! rtD he *l,oso attractiveness is due to their foliage or jmfajjM» '• *■ ty-"!.4 

A Itosc covered arbour. From a photograph by Mr. .Ian. K. Tyler, Halstead, Essex. 

Ulis early 'season, February amf March are . he 
•■otter senson.—H. J. (’.] there arc the Vines, of which V. Coignetim nnd 

V. vinifera purpurea, the Claret Vino, aro 
valuable on account of their autumnal colour- 

or perhaps l>oth. There are many Hybrid 
l'crpetuals that flower very sparsely in autumn, 
but others, such as Mrs. John Laing, Marquise 
do Castellano. Alfred K. Williams, Ella 

R08198. ing, as arc the Virginian Creepers, now also Cordon, Victor Verdior, Victor Hugo, Chnrles 
i'adhpu-iddaiibu classed among the Vines, and although these Lefebvro, etc., give us at that season, and also 
GARDEN AKIIOUKS. have the demerit of lieing bare of leaves in the in summer, a rich display of beautiful flowers. 

Sr\!MKR-nonsKs, gozeebos, arbours, and such- winter, this is scarcely an objection in the case The correct method in pruning this tribe is to 
like resting places, are amongst the most 0f a summer-house which is untenanted in the cut clean away the old wood—that is, growths 
valuable of garden structures, since they provide cold weather. Aristoloehia Sipho, the Dutch- three years old and more but t he one 
retreats where shelter from the burning rays of man's Pipe, is a handsome climber with and two - year - old shoots aro retained a 
the midsummer sun is afforded while per- enormous leaves, and the Ivies will form a good length, say 12 inches to Hi inches for 
initting views of the lawns, flower-1 lorders, and perennial covering of glossy green. the vigorous kinds, and the more moderaie. milting views of the lawns, flower-1 lorders, and perennial covering of glossy green. the vigorous kinds, and the more moderaie, 
surrounding features of the garden to be ° S. \V. F. such as Baroness Rothschild, may he cut 
obtained by their occupants. The general - down close te the ground, if you like, and.they 
effect of a garden can often be better studied NOTE•? AND REPLIES flower freely. The tiibe certainly is partial to 

by sitting quietly in an arbour than by a tour g fragrant' Rose3 f0P'trellis.-! shall I- il «{"£?? rSv 
oi the grounds where every fresh stand point 0bii(fed if yoQ will give me the names of six scented climb- method adopted of putting a bed of cla\ 
reveals a new prospect. Although the primary ing lioees for training on a trellis-work facing south t I beneath the better soil at all a good one, as it 
object of summer-houses is the verv necessary want, if possible, six different colours, and to he free- must tend to hinder the free outlet of super- 

' __U-J-.1__ .u_- I,looming.—Ciori.i.'UAi.K. „__ ,i.» „in„i;n„ 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
s.»...8 huichjim un ui wui Six fragrant Roses for trellis.-! shall he “ 

ol the grounds where every fresh stand-point obliged if yoQ will give me the names of six scented diml>- method adopted of putting 
reveals a new prospect. Although the primary ing Hoses for training on a trellis-work facing south '' I beneath the better soil at all 

one of affording shado in the summer, they ure ,,,0ominR.—C17 

*s» -**«» fro,,, rain, and it h 
questionable if there is any sensation connected are all good, and would grow and flower fr« el>. i 
with the garden more delightful than that Roses not blooming In autumn.—i 
experienced by anyone under cover in the open gardener fails to produce what 1 consider a 
air when after long weeks of drought, the .irst ffiTSSM 
heavy thunder-shower falls upon the parched K01lW |ike have your opinion. Ilis nn 
earth. The lambent flame ol sheet-lightning follows He makes a hed of clay about 2 feel 
gleams momentarily amid the purple-black be'01'' the surfa e, puts very good soil on 
clouds, the distant'muttering* of thuifTer*-> 
those “ voices Calling OltClOi ttynk -|4 lior !\l>out (he hej^innimr of NmmV 

lluous water, the retention of which has 
Alfr-ff < ariii r"' doubtless caused the rotted roots. It would lie 

ri el), i ' much better if an inch or two of clay were 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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tant item of cultivation being frequent 
stirring of the surface-soil, which would 
prevent undue evaporation of moisture. As 
you are anxious to obtain nutumn bloom you 
should most certainly plant some of the freest- 
growing and hardiest of the Teas, such as 
Caroline Testout, Grace Darling, Clara Watson, 
Alme. Wagram, Augustine Guinoisseau, Vis 
countess Folkestone, etc. 1 

ROOM AND WINDOW. 

POINSETTIA PULCHERRIMA. 

From November to the end of January flowers 
are scarce and valued accordingly. However, 
during this dull time the Poinsettia is to be 
had in perfection. The gorgeously-coloured 
“bracts” of the mast intense scarlet are 
attractive above everything during theshortest 
days, and even a few of them are capable of 
brightening up stove, conservatory, or rooms 
in the most pleasing manner. Everyone who 
has a hot-bed, frame, and greenhouse should 
try to grow some of these. The flowers, 
as a rule, are over by the end of January, 
and from that time until the beginning of 
May the plants will remain dormant under 
the plant stag© of a warm house. They will 
not need any water or other attent ion at all at 
this time. About the beginning of May they 

bright sunshine for a few days; afterwards 
the y will bear all the light possible. From the 
last |>ot.ting until the middle of Septemlier 
they do remarkably well in a cold frame, 
and they should never be grown in a 
strong heat at any time in summer, as 
this causes them to make long, straggling 
growths, which are neither ornamental nor 
useful. Dwiu f, sturdy shoots always produce 
the finest heads, and short plants are always 
more valuable than long ones. Another way of 
securing serviceable plants is to cut the old 
stems down to altout a foot from the bottom, 
and allow all the side shoots which sprout out 
to grow. In this way some of them may have 
six, eight, ten, or twelve shoots, and ns each 
of thaso will produce a showy head, very 
attractive plants are the result. When they 
are treated in this way it is best to repot the 
old plants as soon as the young shoots arc a 
few inches long, and they may be potted again 
when growth is more advanced. As a rule, 
those branching specimens Mower well in 
S inch and 10-inch jkjUs, and ajiart from 
allowing the shoots to remain on instead of 
taking them as cuttings, and the putting them 
into pots, these plants are subject to just the 
same treatment as those raised from cuttings. 
In the autumn they nro taken into a warmer 
and drier atmosphere, and here they soon 
develop their brilliant heads. Throughout all 

threes and in single Howers had been worked in 
as rosettes : similar rosettes were then stuck on 
at the corners. This tendency to ovcrciowdin? 
is generally rampant at (lower shows. Again 
and again have 1 seer, the most chaste decora 
tions absolutely spoilt because decorators did 
not know when to stop. Not only is 

Too mfch material rsEii, hut the material 
is too much mixed. Nothing tends to product 
monotony so effectually as the employment m 
all kinds of plants and flowers at once. It 
hardly too much to say that each decoration 
should consist of one or a few plants only. 
Not that only one flower may he used, thou4 
that often produces the most satisfactory 
results, but the flowers, foliage, and plain- 
employed in any given decoration should 
harmonise. Many flowers, however, are stron1' 
enough to stand alone, such, for cramp-;, 
as Roses, Camellias, Lilacs, Valley Lilies 
Lilies, Cyclamens. Lapagcrias, Stephana;-, 
Passion-flowers, Gardenias, and hosts of oilier 
plants. With abundance of their own foliage 
and a few Ferns or Palms for extra greener 
the most exquisite table decorations may W 
formed. With abundanco of verdure it i- 
astonishing how effective even white flower- 
may appear on a dinner table, esjieeially as the 
may readily be fringed with bright- Coles-. 
Ircsine, Alternathcra, or other leaves. Wlut 
better tahlo decoration for Christmas dm. 

Poinsettias In vases. 

are brought out from beneath the stages, 
watered thoroughly, and then placed in a frame 
or house where the temperature is about Co degs. 
Here they will speedily begin to grow, and 
emit young shoots all up the stems. When these 
are about 2 inches in length they are taken 
off as cuttings ; each one is detached with a 
“heel”— i.e., n very little piece of the old 
wood attached—and they should then be 
inserted into the smallest-sized Ql-ineh jxitw, 
filled with a half-and-half mixture of loaf-soil 
and sand. They are then plunged up to the rim 
of the pot in Cocoa-fibre in a hot-bed or 
Cucumber-house, where the bottom-heat is 
about 70 degs. Here they are not allowed to 
suffer from want of water, although they do not 
require mucli of this until the roots arc formed, 
and they nro also shaded from bright sunshine. 
Roots are soon mode, and they arc then with¬ 
drawn from the bottom-heat and placed on a 
shelf in the pit, and in a week or so after this 
shifted into larger-sized pots. From 2Linch 
pots they are generally put into 3-inch "ones, 
and from the latter into li-ineh or 7-inch ones, 
and in this size they arc allowed to bloom the 
first year. In 

Potting, use a rough mixture of turfy loam, 
sand, and leaf-soil. Proper drainage is of the 
utmost importance, and firm potting adds to 
success in culture. Poinsettias lose much sap 
when injured, and this, having a weakening 
tendency, must be avoided asmucliaspossibie. 
After potting, keep close andfsKaded/front 

Digitized by VjO V 

the period of their growth the greatest atten¬ 
tion should be given to watering Poinsettias at 
the roots, as allowing them to become dry in 
any way causes the leaves to fall prematurely, 
and then the heads are |ioor. 

TABLE DECORATION FOR CHRISTMAS. 
Having long been an advocate for simplicity 
and lightncj-m in table decoration, I would 
venture to offer a few remarks on the subject. 
There seems a natural tendency to run to excess 
in this matter. Many think that the greater 
the quantity' of beautiful plants, flowers, or 
leaves on a table, the better tho decoration. 
There can hardly be a greater mistake. As an 
illustration, I once saw a decoration in progress, 
Three light glasses occupied the centre of tho 
table : they were tastefully and sparingly filled 
with n light hand, and fringed with light Fern 
fronds. Springing out from these towards the 
finger-glasses, which were filled with choice 
flowers, were light, delicate sprigs of Ivy, so thin 
as to end in mere points of verdure. These were 
sparsely used, and the effect was charming—a 
perfect blending of lightness and simplicity. 
Strolling in an hour or two later, the decorators 
werestill at work finishing - i.e.., utterly spoiling 
their work. At the jioint.s where the graceful 
twiglets ol Ivy vanished towards the finger- 
glasses a stiff continuous double line of Coleus 

.leaves had been laid on the cloth : and .-all 
lanjong the Ivy, Chrysanthemum blooms "hi 

K- UNIVERSITY 

thickly-berried sprays of Holly ami Mistletoe- 
supported with small bunches of leaves aid 
sprays of Ivy of different colours? For rosette* 
on the table Christmas Roses and Cameiln* 
might alternate. 

It is the taste in the arrangement, oti 

the cost nor tho mass of material employe!, 
that tells in Christmas and other decoration.-: 
and it may be added tliat tho higher »- 
purer the taste, the more spariug of matcriv- 
and vice itrud. A few touches of the peaci; 
suffice the painter with genius, but theme-' 
dabbler’s brush is ever in motion between ibe 
palette and the canvas. It is very muchsotiu 
table decoration. A few bold touches pleas' 
while a multiplicity of intricate details laml- u- 
in confusion and disappointment. 

And what is true of dinner tallies and room* 
is even more so of churches. The amoun; 
“ love's labour ” absolutely lost on these at th* 
festive season is appalling. Destined to - 

| viewed chiefly from a distance,vthe greater put 
I of the labour involved is seen imperfectly or co¬ 
at all. Simple designs executed in dnrar4-' 
material are by far the mast suitable. Holly. 
Ivy, Mistletoe, Yew, Box, should form t!. 
staple, the warp of them all: while mor 
perishable or scarce materials, such as flowef- 
and berries, may be used more sparingly a51-'1 
woof to show up prominently in inscriptions or 
designs. For the furnishing of fonts, &«-, them 
is (no .more useful plant than the Ethiopian 
tlily in flower, used with abundance of its one 

OF ILLINOIS AT 
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leaves. It also Tins the merit of bearing the 

cold and draught of churches hotter than 

almost any other plant. Plants in pots, as 
Yens, Hollies, Cupressus, Retinosporns, 

Laurustinus, Euonymus, Box, Bays, Myrtles, 

Acacias, Bum trees, <Ve., are also invaluable, as j 

well as the more hardy Palms, Yuccas, Aloes, 

Ferns, kc. In warmer churches, Azaleas, | 

Camellias, forcc<l Rliododendrons, Lilacs, and 

any other greenhouse or stove plants may ho I 

used. Few plants arc more effective than good 
specimens of Heath and Epacris; while 

Chinese Primroses, Bouvardias, Cyclamens, 

forced Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissi, anil 

Crocuses furnish any amount of colour that 

may lie needed. But to mix all theso in one 
church arrangement would he to invito failure. 

Chrysanthemums are not named, as though 

several of the later Japanese and other varieties 

may still Iks in flower at Christmas, they seem 

tn suggest a dead past rather than a joyous | 

present or a ho|>cful faturo. This may bo a 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

NYMPH.K.A TUBEROSA ANI> ITS 

VARIETIES. 

Tiif. pure whitetulierous Water Lily from North 

America is one of the most beautiful of the 

wild species known to cultivation. The plant 

|tossesscs many good i|ualitics that should com¬ 
mend it to all lovers of aquatic plants. It is 

hardy and free growing, succeeding well in 
open water in many parts of the British Isles, 

and produces its largo white blossoms during 

the latter |«rt of July, and from this time 

onward into the early autumn months. While 

perhaps it may Ik; said to he less ram(>ant than 

some of the newer hybrid kinds, it is yet a 

vigorous growing plant, and produces hand¬ 

some leaves, each 1'2 inches across, or possibly 

more than this. The plant has not the thick 

strong fleshy rhizome or stem jieculiar to a 
largenumlier of Nympha-as, but in place thereof 

N. t. Ru nardsiini, a variety with very 

Imndsomo pure white and very double flowers. 
The white of the jietals is very lieautiful, and 

not less so the globe like symmetry of form. 

This is produced by the inclination to droop of 

the outer sepals and petals, while the way the 

flowers are held just out of tho water renders it 
at once conspicuous. This latter kind np|>ears 

in the illustration, and is not merely a novelty 
but a decided acquisition. 

These tul>erous forms of the Water Lilies may 
be increased by division, which in the case of 

plants of any size can be done at any time 

when the plants aro dormant. Indeed, in this 

these aquatics arc not very exacting, and wo 
have taken them in full leafage and divided 

them when occasion demanded. All the same, 

there is some [tossible danger to the foliage at 

such a time, and for this reason tho work is 

liest |ierfonned when no such risk is likely. A 

depth of two feet of water is often found ample 

for tho requirements of a large numlier, and 

Xymphas* tuberosa Richard soni. 

mere fancy, and it must bo admitted that , a rather dense mass of tuberous roots. Happily these among them. Loam of a heavy nature is 
• 'hrysanthemums last long and aro showy in the plant is obtainable at a cheap rate, so there the l>est, and with the root-fibres fastening on 

I hristmas or other decorations. But a decora- ‘ ♦*— •**—1 "fc * “* 

'ion of loaves and I terries only is far proferablo 
to one in which flowers already partially faded I growing in tanks or fountain basins, and in 

form any part. I). I these latter are very pleasing when in flower. 

Including tho typical species there aro only 

is little reason why it may not figure in all to the rich mud deposited at the bottom, 

collections. Small plants of it aro suited to a |ieriod of greater vigour and freedom of 
' ‘ flowering is assured. E. J. 

Montbretias.—These corms, hailing from about four kinds, but all of these aro worth 

the Cape, are exceedingly useful for furnishing growing. 

quantities of cut bloom for table decoration, N. tchkrosa has largo white flowers some 
and, as they come into flower at the end of the 4 inches or 0 inches across, the sepal and petal 

-summer and are not expensive, one is justified arrangement being much the same as in the owi 

in planting them freely. They are best common largo white Water Lily and others, the 

grown on a warm, well drained south border 

mine have done best in a similar position—they 

are sun-loving and not shade-loving plants, ns 

some appear to think, from tho numerous in¬ 

quiries one hears of them. The corms aro best 

taken up in autumn, when the foliage hns dried, 

and re planted in March, as, if left too long 

they become entangle 1 and do not bloom so 

well. I do not suggest that they will not si 
the winter, ... . < 

ittie harm 

o not suggest that they xvill not N. t. 

HARDY FLOWERING PLANTS FOR 

SHADY POSITIONS. 

(Rki'i.v to R. J. Ci.kments.) 

Tiikkk are many spots in gardens which, 

owing to their lieing in partial shade during 

the summor, are left in a state of neglect 

through tho want of knowledge on the part of 

the owners as to what will succeed in such 

positions. Tho following list, which is based 

on actual ex|>ericncc, may therefore l>o helpful 

to such, as from among the plants to l*e 

enumerated a selection can be made, if there 

is not room to grow tho whole of them, which 

will flower from May till the end of October. 

.avescens is a pale yellow variety, There arc more subjects suitable for this pur- 

• distinct by reason of the colour. poSel'tlS»,iflmnfi£>IK\ngine, and there is no reason 

{ the group perhaps is (J NIVE ions of borders, 

Thero is a delicate scent to the flowers which 

gracefully float amid the leafage and just clear 

of tho water. 
N. t. rosea, as the name implies, has flowers 

of an exquisite soft rose shade, large and hand¬ 

some withal. This is a beautiful variety, 

worth}’ of a place in tho most select assort¬ 

ment. 
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ami the like, should not lie made to look I n ight the more robust growing of the Starworts or shoots, some of which have roots attached hut 
instead of leaving them bare and uncared for. Michaelmas Daisies may lie planted. Lastly, this is immaterial, and pot them singly’into 
The majority of the plants that will be men- there are Cimicifuga racemosa, with white small pots, and place them in a cold frame, 
tionod, once they are established, may remain in feathery flowers, the three following varieties Here they remain all the winter, and bv sprine 
position for several seasons, and, in short, they of Helenium (the Sneeze weed), H. mucro- they have plenty of roots, and can then be 
should bo treated in much the same manner as uatum, H. gnmdiceplialum, and H. striatum, planted out at a convenient time and in anv 
are other herbaceous plants. Foremost of these and Chrysanthemum uliginosum. A. W. desired spot, ft also ripens seed freelv, ani 
are Aquilegias, which blossom as freely in semi- - can lie raise.! easily. There is a variety oi ,> 

position for several seasons, and, in short, they ot Helenium (the bncezeweed), H. mucro- they have plenty of roots, and can then be 
should bo treated in much the same manner its natum, H. gnmdiceplialum, and H. striatum, planted out at a convenient time and in anv 
are other herbaceous plants. Foremost of these and Chrysanthemum uliginosum. A. W. desired spot, ft also ripens seed freelv, ani 
are Aquilegias, which blossom as freely in semi- - can lie raise.! easily. There is a variety oi it 
shade as out in the open, and from a packet of YllOt 'KS named Torreyi which has taller flower spike*, 
seed many beautiful and various coloured , \ and the flowers are of .a deeper red colour.’ 
varieties may be had. The handsome Doro- Thk Hollyhock needs a plentiful supply of This plant is also known as Chelone barbata- 
nicuins or Leopard's Bane also succeed well in rich food and deep soil to grow in, and it is jn factt jn nurserymen’s catalogues it appear* 
partial shade, two good varieties being well to trench the ground in time to allow of more frequently under this last name than that 
D. plantagineum excelsum and D. caucasicum. its being well exposed to the frosts of winter. nf I’entstemon. It is calleil the Bearded IV m 

meutns or I<eopard s Bane also succeed well in rich loon ana deep sou to grow in, ana it is jn fact, in nurserymen’s catalogues it appear* 
partial shade, two good varieties being well to trench the ground in time to allow of more frequently under this last name than that 
J). plantagineum excelsum and D. caucasicum. its being well exposed to the frosts of winter. 0f pentstemon. It is called the Bearded Pent 
In a moist position a selection o! Trollius or «live a gooil dressing of rich manuro, and if the stemon in consequence of several hair-like 
Globe-flowers may be planted. These are ground has grown Hollyhocks previously, it growths upon the petals near the mouth of the 
very handsome and flower early, good kinds should be freshened up by the addition of some flower. 
being T. asiaticus, T. europa-us, T. aurantia good loam. A grower of my acquaintance used ‘ - 
cus, and T. caucasicu.s. A group of the Lenten to trench the ground about 2 feet deep in NOTES AND REPLIES 
Rose or Helleborus orientalis in variety, if November or December; a layer of manure was a_ __,T , , 
planted where they will not lie too much over- placed in the bottom of the trench and another JJff S^SuLPen^ thik. Wwhl 
shadowed in summer, will prove interesting in layer 9 inches or a loot below the surface, but sow additional Crass seeds in the sprine, and what would 
the latter end of April and early in May. with the top layer was placed a good thick you put on to eoriih the soil?—K. J. Clrmrnih. 
There arc some beautiful varieties among layer of loam from decayed turves, and at tin the month of April dress the lawn with a mixture of 
them, the colour of the flowers ranging from planting time in the spring some of this loam 
t he pure white of II. Professor Schleicter with the addition of it little manure was placed Grass seed on it. Take care that the seed is not from . 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

the latter end of April and early in May. 
There are some beautiful varieties among 
them, the colour of the flowers ranging from 
the pure white of H. Professor Sehleieter 

Sowing Grass seed.—In preparing a new lawn the 
seeds have not been sown sufficiently thick. Would you 
sow additional Crass seeds in the sprine, and what would 
you pul on to enri h the soil?—R. J. Clrurnth. 

| In the month of April dres9 the lawn with a mixture of 
loam, wood-ashes, and some rotten manure pm through i 
sieve to clear out all the rough matter, and then sow jw„ 
Grass seed on it. Take care that the seed is not from i 

and Willy Schmidt, to the rosy-purple of around the ball of roots and gave the plants a hay loft. If birds are troublesome, you should prou.-i it 
H. Inspector Hart wig and II. (Iretcheti 
lleiiietnann. Spirteas of such varieties as S. 
japoniea, S. astilhoides, S. Aruncus, S. 
palmata, S. palmata clegans, and S. Ulmaria 
(the Meudow Sweet) should also he grown, 
selecting a spot for all where the soil is inclined 

good start. " *>rae *»>'•! 
There are two classes of plants—i.r., those New Zealand Flax (1’homiiuni tenaxV—I luu a 

raised from eyes or cuttings taken from the very tine plant in my garden here, 12 feet to H teethiA 
° It was planted some ten years ago. and has never torn 

growing plants in the summer, oven lwfore the knowledge been sheltered at all. Camellias flower imh 
flowers are expanded, and cuttings taken from here, I may add.—Col. A. Collins, C.R, limb*: 
the old plants in the early spring. An old 

(the Meudow Sweet) should also he grown, flowers are expanded, anil cuttings taken from here. I may add. — Col. A. Collins, C.R. flutin' 
selecting a spot for all where the soil is inclined the old plants in the early spring. An old 
to bo moist rather than the reverse. The Can- stool will produce from three or four to a dozen - in New Zealand this flourishes in a mean temw 
terbury Bells of all colours make a line show growths or even more, and these if taken off ^^loim or loam.^ln "ting'iLid icTtlnds VhTmsfc 
while in bloom, and each colour should be with a heel attached in the spring will usually well.in southerly aspect, at Hayling Island and Weymomi 
planted in masses. These must, of CQurse.be root well if planted in small flower pots singly, It should he protected when exposed thcrniomtiir 
treated as biennials and a fresh stock planted plunging the pot in a gentle bottom-heat in ^Sthem^sSUle.dbTucking^“f«l^‘ 
where they arc to bloom ev ery autumn. Other the forcing house, ihe summer propagated mg.—J. I., South Uayling. 
species of Bellflowers which succeed in shade plants arc usually wintered in cold-frames and my.0 haphnnonua hnwlnr In winter 
are C. grandis, C. alliarimfolia, C. glomerata, they are always well ahead of the spring-struck _^?ren®™^e?Wus^pl^tTa™™, 

g alha. C. g. dahunca, O. act.flora, C. per- ones. I he latter also bloom Inter ; usually two tho autumn fs regard<xl as the best time. 
Mciol.a alba, and (J pyramidal.*. These arc or throe weeks between their time of flowering. generally 9peaUi * t0 tidy up nnd cuta™ 
most etlectivc when planted in clumps, and last ll.is .s important when the object is to ol.ta.n anv sui^rfiuous stalks, etc., also to male 
a long time in flower Centrantl.us ruber and goal single blooms or spikes for exhibition, for (liC-isions where necessary. Those who em.li 
its white variety arc line subjects for massing, if the lower floxyers arc gone, they cannot do not (lo what they wj9hed"at that time will lr 
and flower most freely, oven when subjected to much good on the exhibition tabic In order ,)Cst a(lvised l0 j^ve the matter until sjit.ng. 

treated as biennials, and a fresh stock planted plunging tho pot in a gentle bottom-heat in 
where they are to bloom every autumn. Other the forcing house. The summer propagated 
species of Bellflowers which succeed in shade plants are usually wintered in cold-frames and species ot Keimowers winch succcea in snauc 
are C. grandis, C. alliaria-folia, C. glomerata, 
( g. alba, C. g. dahurica, ('. lactitlora, C. per- 

tliey are always well ahead of the spring-struck 
ones. The latter also bloom later ; usually two 

sicitolia ulba, and C. pyramidalis. Those arc or three weeks betw een their time of flowering, 
most effective when planted in clumps, and last This is important when the object is to obtain 

select from, hut all of tl.c.n may be employed Horn the glass roof of a vinery or 1 •mcl. liouse. thnt ought not l 0 |)C me«l,|Ietl with unless or* 
lor the purpose under consideration A hue, The frost is merely excluded by a fire during is bless£, witll a |iarticularlv good memnr, : 
st.atolv-looking subject when in flower is sharp frosts. The disease if .Ms amongst the but beyond mulching the borders now, abv 
•Jrarahe cord.fol.a, and it docs not mind partial leaves does not spread much in winter, not further work should I* left until spring 
shade. This, when in flower, reaches a height until the cuttings are placed in heat, when it LryiirRsT 
of 5 feet, the colour of the flowers 1 icing a pule spreads rapidly. Tho single-flowered Holly- “ ' . 
creamy-white. Telekiaspeciosaisanotherta.il hock is not much admired, hut we saw Grasses.—Ornamental (massesido not, 
growing subject suitable for shady places, and during the past season some fine plants in a gen®ral rule, play a very important part y 
creamy-white. Telekia speciosa is another tall hock is not much admired, hut we saw Grasses.—Ornamental Grasses do not, a. 
growing subject suitable for shady places, and during the past season some fine plants in a general rul,e1\ 1 ' -v a '.er-v important part i" 
so is the Rosinweed (Silphium iierfoliatum). cottage garden: the sjiikes tall and well gpdens. We are rather more incline - 
which also lias light yellow flowers, and grows flowered and producing an excellent effect. vie'v Grasses of any description as intruaer- 
ahout 4 feet high. The Day Lilies (Hemer The florist goes in for the largest, fullest ?nc* I,u" UP before they can nose., 
ocallis) of such varieties as H. llava, H. auran- flowers he can get nnd would not grow the but some of tno more delicate kinds, w 
tiaca major, and H. Kwanso fl.-pl. may also he single-flowered \-arieties. The single-flowered usc” ,ln *’“® make-up of Sweet l eas, ropp - 
employed. To afford relief to so many of the Dahlia is now very popular, so also are Roses etc., impart a gracefulness to the arrangemen. 
yellow and orange-tinted flowers, Lvthrums, in with single flowers. One day single flowered especially sorts like Agrostis nebulosa ( 1 
"variety, will he found useful. Hollyhocks may become popular, hut wo may . Grass), Bnza gracilis (the comla. 

The Willow Herb (Epilohium angustifoliuiii) admire both without favouring too much the Dnaking Grass), found in meadows, or > 
will afford a mass of purple when in flower, one or the other. larger form B. maxima. But quite atat 
This also needs a moist position. Saiioimna -. fro"' thc'r value 1,1 summer, they are uscfnl to 
..flicinalis (the fSoap wort), nnd Eupdorium pur winter decoration, and to grow a bed,«)<< 
pureum (the Hemp Agrimonv), both afford T,IE BhARDLD 1 ENTSTEMON about 4 s.juaro yawls or 5 square yards, 
nm i.lisl, coloured flowers, and" neither is par- <!’. BARBATUS). may get a collection that will serve a usclui 

will affonl a mass of purple when in flower. 
This also needs a moist position. Sa|K>naria 
oflicinalis (the Soapwort),and Eupatorium pur- 
pureum (the Hemp Agrimony), both afford 
jmrplisli coloured flowers, and neither is par¬ 
ticular ns to soil and situation. The Monks- Tins lovely species is much more beautiful than purpose from November onwanls. Hereaa.. 
hood (Aconitum Napellus, A. autumnale, A. many of "the named and so-called improved few btipa pinnata (long white I eathery - 
j.y.amUlalc, ami A. j.tponicum), all afford florisU.' varieties of I'ctstemons of the p.«sent Rorrleum jnlvafcnm, (ftq...rrcl-tA.l). Er«n^ 
flowers varying from lavendcr-blue to purple : day. If its merits were better known it would (Lovo t.rass), Coix lachryma (.loDs-tears), 
while A. ochroleucum lias yellow, and A. certainly he much more extensively grown. In a fevv tliat deserx-e to be grown, heed 
Nuiiellus album white flowers. These are duly, and through the greater part "of August, be sown m April for blooming and gathene 
exceedingly fine subjects for semi-shade and it produces an effect that is brilliant hut relined, the following year, and the stalks sho 
remain in flower for a considerable period, the graceful beauty of the plant being not the cut their full length when ripe, and no 
Other suitable plants that may he mentioned least of its charms. It does not make a bushy remain longer, drying them in the 
are Foxgloves, Liatris, very handsome ; Action plant like the Pentstemons that most people townsm an. _ 

(Baneherry), vety pretty when in fruit; the arc familiar with, hut its shoots cluster in a Rhod&ntlie Mangles!.—It is imposv 
Mulleins (Verhascum), narticularly V. Clmixi tuft u(>on the ground. The flower-spikes reach to over-estimate the value of this useful annu> 
and V. phlotnoides, Tiitoma Uvaria (Red- a height of from 2 feet to I feet, hut neverthe- to the amateur witli a small greenhouse!" 
hot Poker), Montbiotias in variety; Phyto- less are strong and self-supporting. The spring, where a moderately warm temperate:: 
lacca decandra (the Virginian Pokewort), very flowers arc from I inch to 2 inches in length, of can be kopt up. Rhodanthes are caq’to gro». 
handsome when in fruit; Golden Hods a pretty coral-red colour, and most profuse and if seed is sown in February in shall®* 
(Solidago) and (F.notliera Latnaickiana. When upon the spike. Success with the plant, how- boxes or pans of loam and leaf-mould in ww 
room can he found for them Polygonums ever, depends upon the observance of certain some coarse silver-sand is mixed, kept m ! ‘ 
(Knotweed) of such varieties as sachalinense details of culture. It must not he planted and propagator, or near the pipes, germination v- 
and amplexicaule, the former giving white left to take care of itself, as many hardy plants soon take place. Subsequently they will n«a 
and the latter red flowers in autumn, should he are. The probability in such a case is that the pottingoff into pots of a handy size—sjy jV1" 1 
employed. The different varieties of Helinn- old plants will get weak and die. On the other —each containing fifteen to eighteenseedl'T 
thus and Hnrpalium should be accommo hand, it resents disturbance at the root. The these, as they grow, will need some sligm SV. 
dated if there is ample space at command, plan is, when the plants go out of flower, early port to prevent the stems swaying °"er'6 , 
and in a few of the least snady spots some of Bi September, to pull away some of theGifdel't^iofpc three twigs to each pot, around w 
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dated if there is ample space at command, 
and in a few of the least shady spots some of I 
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-aIlia may be entwined, will keep them in 
xisition. Rhodanthe Mangles!, the pink form, 
ieems the more popular, but I think the white 
ilossoma of R. alba are quite as effective. Both 
hould t>e cultivated where graceful blooms are 
•anted for window or table.—Townsman-. 

A FINE CACTUS DAHLIA- IDA. 

v the variety we figure, to day we have a 
leeper and purer yellow than in Mrs. Edward 
•lawleyand Mrs. J. .1. Crowe. It also comes 
nto bloom before these. The dower is of true 

parts of New Zealand which I have seen, and, 
I believe, fiourishes (though it is more stunted) 
in the higher and colder regions among the 
mountains and fairly near the snowline. It 
grows to a considerable size ; I should think 
the dower stalk often reaches i> feet or S feet in 
height.—A. H. Hoimoi se, /!,.)■ 

Scillas -The frequency with which Sciila 
sibirica is referred to as the early Sciila almost 
loads one to suppose that S. bifolia is entirely 
overlooked as one of our first dowering bulbs : 
indeed, oftener than not it may Ins seen bloom 
ing in advance of sibirica, and should be 

XNDOOB PLANTS, 

HYACINTHS IN POTS AND GLASSES. 

A oenti.kman having kindly undertaken to 
furnish the bulbs, I wtis the other day invited 
by the committee of nn adult school in King¬ 
ston to give to the ineinliera amongst whom 
the bulbs were to be distributed a brief address 
on the proper treatment, of Hyacinths in 
glasses and in pots for domestic culture and 
decoration. The suggestion was a particularly 
pleasing one, anil the large attendance showed 

A new yellow Cactus Dahlia—Ida. from a flower sent lij M-ssrs. Burrell 4 Co., Cambrulrfe. 

1 .ictus shape, tne plant of good habit and 
•ery Iree blooming, reaching a height of about 
: feet. It is an acquisition to the yellow 
' looming varieties. It was raised by Messrs, 
durrell 4 Co., of Cambridge. 

Pliormium tenax (p. 538).- This plant 
''illstand a great deal of cold. It delights in a 
'limp situation and deep, rich soil; in fact, it is a 

plant. There is plenty of frost and 
*■> parts of New Zealand, but the country 

css much more sun and warmth on the whole 
man England has, so that plant life has a 
on*er period of growth and absorption thaiL 

m England. Phormium tenax flourishes in n/l 
Digitized by\_ 

planted in the wild garden, and under trees — how much interest the subject bad aroused, 
indeed, any place where it is not likely to lie Specially was interest added because the 
disturbed. This obtains in a large measure results of the distribution, the culture, and the 
with many members of the Sciila family, but in address were to be seen next spring in the form 
particular bifolia does best when left to itself, of a Hyacinth competition. 
Some years ago I planted bull>9 of the common In Glasses. For glass culture I took with 
Wood Hyacinth (S. nutans) amongst Ferns in me both the old tubular and the broad dual I 
a corner of my* garden, nnd as they have not glasses, greatly preferring the latter as best 
been shifted more than once or twice, quite a and also as cheap, seeing that they can l>e pur- 
colony of them blooms in May. The Spanish chased at from 2s. fid. to 31. per dozen. There 
Sciila (S. hispanica) is also a favourite of many, broad glasses are in no danger of toppling 
and this, like the previous sort, is a May- over, and can be used as flower vases when not 
blooming one, fitted for woodland wulks, utilised for Hyacinth culture. With these 

carriage drivas, and places w here once planting was also an example ot the brass wire support 
suifi*ev-if Iihjkst. with a^lrang^nMc; rfi> admirable for the pur 
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pose required. A few pieces of cliurcoal, some have l>een brought on too rapidly j indeed, it is 
water, and the bulbs, completed all that was very difficult to get home grown crowns in TREE8 AND 8HRUB8. 
needful for the glass demonstration. Bulbs in (lower by Christmas. The crowns that arc so 
glasses should have the water taken from a generally employed for early forcing are grown 
main, or be very fresh rain-water, which should principally in the neighbourhood ot Berlin 
just touch their bases when placed in pos 

TUB HOLLY. 

I scrrosE that Holly is chiefly associated in 
the minds of most. English people with ti. j-—--- — c—v-v.. ... |-- where they ripen earlier than with us, and fhe minds of most. English people with the 

tion. A small piece of charcoal in each glass consequently are less dilhculb to start into >"te.nor our houses and churches »t 
does good. Stand the glasses now in a dark growth. This custom has been followed for a Christmas time, when the bright scoria 
place where there is nmiile air until plenty of long time, but within the last few years the berries, contrasting with the deep green 
roots are made, then place them in tho light as forcing of the Lily of the Valley has been the prickly leaf, form such an agreeable feotare 
advised for the pot-bulbs. For completely revolutionised, and the splendid !n the decorations. As an ornamental shrahu 

Pot crr.Ti’RK 1 had one clean and one dirty examples'which are now so numerous in all ls seen in gardens and parks, and it nuke-1 

•'• inch pot—the latter to show in what con- tho florists’ sliojis of London are the product of 'cr>' useful hedge, standing the shears well 
dition pots should not bo used — also retarded crowns—that is to say, those which, 1 ts straight shoots are cut from hedges andotbe 
some compost, one half turfy loam the rest in the ordinary course of nature,’ should have I Placcs> '"id are unrivalled for making carrio* 
good decayed leaf-soil, old hotbed manure, (lowered last spring, but, being kept frozen in 
some sharp white sand, and some crocks. large refrigerators, they remained dormant till 

whips, the branches, when trimmed otf, leavin': 
large refrigerators, they remained dormant till ^nots.to vary the monotony of the long handle, 
they were removed therefrom and brought on . . 18 the Holly and its uses where the sen 
in j^ontlo liout, to which thov readily respond. rich. Hut where wo como to light, modi 
'Tl.„ ...1.*_.. i i " 1 e soil. in favoiirn i>1p situntinne th* ll.v 

Iii showing how to pofc Hyacinths, it was they were removed therefrom and brought on ‘/ucfl 18 tnc Holly and its uses where the «i 
needful to make clear the nature of the drain- in gentle boat, to which they readily respond. ,s rich. Hut where wo come to light, sand.* 
age required, which need not ho much when it Tho advantage of using retarded crowns for s°l1, ,n favouralile situations, the Holly 
is covered with portions of the coarser parts of flowering about Christmas time is that they do £r0"s to a height of -si feet or more, and ha 
the compost. The soil should not l>e too not require so much heat as tho others, and, companion °‘ the Dak in the fore-: 
firmly pressed beneath the bulbs, as when consequently, the blooms remain fresh fora t,m[Jer it produces is very valuable; it i- 
fchrowing down roots If these do not freely lunger period than those which have been hard " Into, close p-aincd, and hard, and of spedJ 
penetrate the soil they partially lift the bulbs, forced, whilo the foliage makes its appearance uso.to the cabinet-maker, particularly formbl 
Tho tops of the bulbs should just bo visible simultaneously with tho flowers; hut in tho 'vo , *t is sometimes used for wocxl-engrariri? 
above the soil. When the soil is moderately ease of the non-retarded ones, tho flowers push 'n phtce °t Box ; italso forms excellent handle, 
moist, as it should lie, but by no moans wet, it up before any of tho leaves. Of course, the Bml-Iime is made from the tat 
is unnecessary to give the newly-potted bulbs retarded crowns are somewhat dearer than '' ‘thin a mile from my house in South Hump 
water. The best course now is to stand the the others, as the erection of huge refrigerators s l,re are several fine Holly trees, some of great 
pots on slates or hoards beneath a wall or and necessary machinery involves a consider- aR0\ 1 ho girth of the largest is 4 feet 10iaclt* 
fence .in.liccnvcrtl.cn, c.n.nc'4 incl.cc u.ici- able oiit.lnv 1 at the height of a man's chest. The tree, whia fence, and to cover them some .‘1 inches thick able outlay.] 
with either sifted coal-ashes from the house Heating apparatus. — I have a warm-water 
grates, or with Cocoa-nut fibre refuse. This is apparatus (or my -miall ureenlumse, consisting of toiler 
done to exclude light for a time, as then root “.“d 3-.i,lc*1 pipes. 0 feet and return, all made of znc or 
notion is nil the m,icl.-cr nn.l „rcc«l.« lcof. tHV U "tended to_ be heated t.y _ a lamp Immine 

at the height of a man’s chest. The tree, whia 
is growing on a northern slope has a fine 

tin?3of* boiler h«“f- J find its h«\Bhb by nieasnretnffl 
■adc ot z no or with the sextant, to be, to the summit 3 
lamp immfn? the crown, about -HI feet, and to the tq> o'. 

is nossihlfi to tokc n few- nt .. time from out •'hininey. would it do u> heat by gas with a “water little use as timber; there is a hole m the love 
doors into a Greenhouse or frame and thus lM,iler small j-Uused (or boiling water'; lam part of tho trunk -tho result of defect.* uoors into a greennouse or irame, ana thus aware i hat g*. i* supposed to be had for plants, hut the i 
push some into bloom earlier than others. It moisture from the water might mitigate the ill effects of Prunlng» whether by nature or the hand ol 
is best to put them into a cold frame or green- thc <lr>' heat of the pas.—S. Eowarph. man by which the rain enters, and 1 ttuwt 
house for a week at lirst, then shift them into [We are of opinion that the best petroleum is my stick into a mass of black rot made the 
moderate warm tli. A sudden transference from less harmful than gas would be. From your tree- 1 his rot must discolour the wood of :1; 
a cold position to a warm one is often harmful, remarks as to soot, etc., it would appear you trun*4j ar‘<* ln time will render the tree mb.; 
When Hyacinths in jxits are to bo floweret! in have been using a cheap kind. This, however, to lie broken oil by the wind when the 0A; 
a room window, tho change from outdoors after would have little to do with its inadequate surrounding it have been cut down. 
the pots have become fairly full of roots into powers, to rectify which a stronger flame, or a 
an ordinary room is trifling. In such places it number of them, would he requisite. This 
to nno/lful to ntnnf) tl.o »/, i r. Wdlllfl Ko QA Wlf.lt fllA fTiia mul Clink 

The habit of Holly trees to spring from old 
trunks is very noticeable in this neighbour 

is needful to stand the pots quite near alight would be even so with the gas, and such draw- hood, and the Holly stations, as 1 may rad 
south window, when they can have air, but not backs are ever present when the whole of the bJ,em> W'J*1 hght sandy soil on a slope where 
be exposed to cold draughts. A. 1). heating apparatus is within tho house. Is the sun aoes not.get at the roots, are no doal: 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

heating apparatus is within tho house. Is the sun does not get at the roots, are no doal: 
there no possibility of altering this? For we Kreat antiquity, the trees on them hew 
see in any ease, whether gas or oil, a larger remnants of the primeval forest. The Holly 
flame [lower is necessary, and in this there is a though omitted from some books on forestry 

attacked my Geraniums, i 
Haul to what the cause is 
struck this autumn and w 
arc now looking in very 
turning yellow and then ( 
kept during the last six 
built. The house has bee 
temperature being lietiv* 
usually 50 degs. Fa.hr. I 
you could inform me ca 

It is a misfortune that in many plaiv 

■houl^he*emp?ov*d?e There araatfout aJwpUnuTf^the you can do. The purest oil may help you in its growth. Evelyn says, ‘ ‘ not dunging.wli 
house.—w. A. w. tho matter, and, as you are aware, the quality it abhors. —u. A. Daijbknv, hu'llon.'l 

[According to your note, the Pelargoniums of this as well as the gas is extremely variable, Hants, in “Nature Notes. 
seem to have been given suitable treatment, and bad gas would, in its increased quantity, 
but, judging by the specimen sent, a better be quite ns injurious as the oil. Our advice is Desfontainea spinosa grafted on 
circulation of air would he an advantage, tirst try the best oil procurable, and exercise Privet.—This, which is alluded to bv to- 
There does not, however, appear to ho any- care with wick and burner that those ho kept correspondent “ M. A. H.,” is, if correct, mx 

thing very serious the matter, as in many clean.] extraordinary, but my idea is that it admits^' 
districts Pelargoniums of this class invariably Campanula isophy 11a—There is no a simple explanation. 1 do not think it is tl* 
lose all, or nearly all, of their leaves during tho better window plant in cultivation than this Desfontainea at all, but Os man thus illicifcfe 
winter months. This is especially noticeable Campanula. It only requires ordinary care to a Holly-like shrub which belongs to the aw 
in the London district,, us r.lio snlnhnrv forrs i.-;.... .._e_• m_i_:_- natural order lOlnnnua ns the Privet, and a: in tho London district, as thc sulphury fogs bring it to perfection. The beginner in plant n!Ullral order (Oleacete) as the Trivet, and j; 
[day havoc with thc leaves, particularly if they culture cannot do better than take it in hand, ono time used be often propagated by gnu 
are at all tender through having been kept for it will yield a great amount of pica- inff 0,1 to ’ts commoner relative. I ha« 
rather too close or moist. We saw a house of sure for a small amount of labour. This frequently seen the Osmanthus with shoots is 
plants tho other day (it is true, in a less favour- species is classed amono- hardy flowers but Privet at thc base, but the Desfontainea ("bf- 
able neighbourhood than yours) which was it is only under certain conditions tliat it belongs to a totally different natural order 
simply a mass of bare stems, yet no uneasiness is satisfactory in thc open ground. It must be never- Again, the flowers of the O.smant ‘“j 
was experienced as to matters being righted sheltered from cold winds. The soil must be arc borne in the autumn, and are well de-vrl'- 
with the return of spring. We observe that very free, the drainage perfect, and even then by your correspondent as being like those o. 
the bark of vours is in good condition, and have in n time of very hard frost the crowns should the Privet, but in clusters, not spikes. True, 
no doubt that before the month of March is have some protection. This Campanula is t'*'e clusters are -small, but tho flowers thw 
over you will have no ground to complain, easily increased by division, but oil no account selves ilre sweetly scented, i do not kne* 
_'.':C.OIi Z:°,I01,iT:' .W?tfr to,k0!)Pthe.801! slightly should the plants lie divider! before the young y°ur correspondent’s locality, but while is- 
moist during the winter, but fresh air should growths push from the crowns. If divided in Osmanthus is quite hardy in England: 
be admitted whenever possible.] 

Lily of the Valley falling.—1 enclose two -T. C., Ryfln-.t. 
specimens of forced Lilies ol the Valley, and should be very 
grateful if yon would kindly tell me thc reason that so 
many of the twlla have failed ? Thc Lilies were lifted from Rnmipqt 

a state of rest they aro apt to die off.— Desfontainea is tender, except in particular > 
.T. C., favoured spots, and it succeeds best near to* 

__ sea. This, I hope, will serve to dissipate t&* 
mystery surrounding “ M. A. H.V plant, ™t 

Request to readers Of “Garden- if any further elucidation of the matter v 

blind, as per enclosed specimens, is that they I (he. 

DigiH7Pd hy Google 
1 them to our office in as good a state as possible. I otherwise of my theory.—W. T. 

.1 ^ OriqinaTTrom original from 

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT 

11R R A M A-0 H A M PA I n M 
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FRUIT. 

APPLE LANE S PRINCE ALBERT. 

Tins is a grand Apple, and pretty well known 
to day as a most prolific cropper, and requir¬ 
ing a free hand in thinning most seasons. 
In fact, unle.ss this is carried out the growth 
would soon bo unsatisfactory, consequent^’ the 
vaiiety is not much grown as a standard, 
hut is found in most gardens as a bush or 
11) ramid. I have heard some good gardeners 
condemn this as jioor in llavour when cooked, 
Iml such is not my opinion. It is an exhibition 
fruit of no mean order when well cultivated. 

Devonian. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Raspberries.—I have noted your many instructions 

wilt) resard to ltanplierries, hut am perplexed ax lo the 

imUuent of mine. I have two rows, put in singly Its’ 
a itumn. These l»re well, hut are still single canes, so 
that I cannot thin them as you advise. Should I cut them 

lack or U p them—they are altout 4 feet high—and, if so, 

ViwM I do it now or in the spring? I have others (old, 

number of early Kinds. I should not object to having 

two or more of good varieties. Would Cherries or I'lums 

succeed on either wall as upright cordons, and if so, 
what kinds?—Hoarrs. 

[The following varieties of Apples should 
succeed on the wall with a north-west aspect, 
anil would give a succession of fruit well into 
midsummer. Wo do not quite gather what 
you mean by oblique upright cordons? 
Possibly your intention is to train cordons in 
an oblique or slanting position, so as to make 
the most of the wall space at your command. 
For late dessert plant at IS inches apart 
li (.'ox's Orange Pippin, .'1 Hubbard's Pcarmain, 
2 Allington Pippin. 1 Egiemont Russet, 
1 Clay gate Pcarmain, 2 Scarlet Nonjwircil, 
1 Lord Burleigh, 1 Fcarn's Pippin, anil 
I Sturmcr Pippin. Cooking: 2 Beauty of 
Kent, 2 Lane’s Prince Alliert, 2 Bow llill 
Pippin, 1 Mere do Menage, I Newton Wonder, 
I Bratnley's Seedling, I Alfriston, 1 Old 
Winter N'on|«ireil, 1 Chelmsford Wonder, 

•_? llnmbling's Seedling, and 1 Rymer .'!(> 

I trees in all. Or if double cordons, half that 
1 number of trees, l'or the south-east wall 

A good late Apple— lane's Prince Albert 

b'l-hv ones), which the gardener has thinned lo three or 

lout omen lo c:u It .tool, and cut hack lo aliout a feet in 
I'V'ghl, and lied to stakes, lie has done this this week. 

Should it not have been done earlier or left till spring, lest 
u>e rain and snow enler the canes and split them ? Kindly 
xlvUe me.—Pri nimi Rahi-i-.kkriks. 

[Your gardener has done quite right. If your 
Rasplierriee, planted in tho autumn of 1901, 
kul done proporly, there should have been a 
number of canes from the stools to take the 
place of tho<c which fruited. Do wo under¬ 
hand you to mean that tho only canes nro those 
which bore the fruit, and that no young ones 
nave grown to take their place? You must 
understand that all the ernes which bore fruit 
must be cut out. This is always best done 
immediately tho crop lias been gathered, so as 
l(i get tho next year's Insuring ernes projicrlv 
iijenod.] 

Cordons for walls.—I have a wall with a north- 
»<pect in my garden measuring M feel, on which 

h> train some cordon trees. I do not think 
resrj would succeed on this aspect. What dessert and 

'ovking Apples would you recommend for this wall as 
’Or.’ons? f mean oblique upright cordons. Also What 

,wonl<i you recommend as oblique single cordon* 

. , 1 *>oih-east wail 42 feet in length ? I should pr./er 

We kiods in each case, as I 

plant the following Pears, the distance apart 
is given above: 1 Doyenne du Cornice, 2 
Knight's Monarch, 4 Winter Nelis, 2 Easter 
Beurrc, 2 Xouvclle Fulvic, 3 .losephine dc 
Malincs, 2 Marie Benoist, 1 Olivier do Serrcs, 
2 l’asso Crassnnc, 1 Doyenne do Alencon, 
I President Barabe. Plums, also Cherries, 
would thrive on either wall, especially Plums 
on tho north west wall. Any of the cooking 
varieties should do well there, and proluibly 
Holden Drop dessert Plum if not too far north. 
Cherries nrc not much grown as cordons, but 
we see no reason why they should not succeed 
on the south-east aspect, choosing the sweet 
kinds that bear principally on tho spur. The 
Morello is not suitable if heavy crops are 
looked for, as it is only by laying in young 
wood each year that this can l>e achieved, and 
with cordons this is impossible. J 

Weighing v. measuring Apples. 
— Those who have to market Apples in 
different parts of the country have found how 
varied are the conditions under which they 
ire bouglitfind sold. I often think what 

universal standard l>o adopted. Those con¬ 
versant w ith CovcntCarden understand sieves, 
half-sieves, bushels, and other terms, hut in 
the country each district seems to have a 
method of its own. Hero, in the west, it is 
very difficult to get purchasers to understand 
how many they are to have for a bushel, and if 
you use the word peek, then they want to know 
how much tho Apples nre to weigh. Only a 
few days ago a gardener, when purchasing from 
me. said, ‘‘I must have 14 lb. to the jieek, or 
."ill lh. to tho bushel.'’ Before I agreed to this I 
put several kinds into the scales, and found 
that sonic would only go 12 lh. to tho peck, 
while others weighed 14 lb. I-nrgc, xolt Kinds 
are light conqiarcd to medium-sized, hard 
kinds such ius Ribston, Stunner, etc. Person¬ 
ally I would rather Apples were sold by weight. 
This method is used by the men with the 
harrows in the London streets, and this is 
undoubtedly tho fairest way. J. C'kimik. 

Pruning wall fruit-trees-—I have tome goot 
Prai’h, Nectarine, and Plum-trees on walls, also Apphson 
espaliers in garden borders. My gardi-ntr lias not pruned 

or trained them in any way this year, and there are long 
shoots on all I he trees, some on the Plums quite -I leer 

aliove the wall. I should lie graleftil for advice as to 
present anil future treatment ? Casa. 

[As some of your fruit-trees have made shoots 
4 feet long aliove the wall, it is evident that 
the roots nro making far too strong growth 
consonant with the limited area your wall gives 
to the heads. Your liest course is to have all 
these strong growths hard cut hack, and then 
have trenches, 2 feet wide and deep, opened 
round in front, of tho roots of each tree, 4 fc«i 
from tho stem, cutting clean oil all roots there, 
and also grubbing under the roots with a sharp 
spade or broad, sharp chisel on a long handle, 
and cutting oil'all roots that grow downwards. 
That will check sap flow so lar that tho trei' 
will not again throw coarse shoots, but will 
begin to form fruit-buds or spurs, and thus, a 
year later, become fruitful. This may seem to 
you to he drastic treatment, hut it is absolutely 
needful if you wish the trees to lie kept to their 
present wall areas. No doubt your gardener 
lias realised that constant hard pruning yearly 
only leads to the production of fresh, strong 
wood shoots, anil little or no fruit. If you will 
not take the course advised, then you must l»e 
content to thin out the shoots a little, ami Ui 
just top those left, then lot tho trees grow out 
from the walls or trellises and become rather 
hushes than trained trees. Where roots are 
very strong, heads must have ample room. 
Hardeners who well understand the treatment 
of wall-trees as of others, constantly havo to 
root prune thoso which make too robust woo.I 
growth, sometimes in the way advised, and 
sometimes by ununiling the trees from the 
walls, lifting them, pruning the roots, and 
replanting them. That process checks rank 
sap How, and also helps to bring the trees into 
a bearing condition.] 

Pear-trees cankered.—Thoui;h 1 have annually 
root-pruned three IVar-lrees that I have on Pear-«tock. 

and applied the chemical dressing recommended by- 
Mr. Kiiers, they still continue lo canker, line hears a 

few I*, ars ami the others do not . The I reel are 

Napoleon Savinien, I’.iurrc Kiel or Hardy (I am not sure 
whleh), and Marie l.niuse dTeele. Is there anythin); 

further that can lie done to them?— Holm s. 

[If root-pruning has not improved matters, 
wo would adviso you to lift the trees entirely, 
unless too large or old, and cut away all 
diseased wood and scrub with a brush, using 
soft-soap for the purpose. If you lift them sec 
what the sub-soil is like—probably not well 
drained, a sure forerunner of canker. In that 
caso it would juty to put broken brick-bats lo 
the depth of 0 inches, allowing 2 feet to 
2J, feet of soil for replanting the trees again, 
first putting some grassy turves over the druir- 
nge. The trees ought not to require to Ikj 
root-pruned as often ns you say. Arc you feed¬ 
ing them too much, do you think, causing 
them to make far too much gross wood, and 
this, perhaps, does not get ripened well enough 
to form blossom-buds ? Wo rather think this 
may bo tho fault of your trees. In that 
case do not enrich the soil when replanting. A 
little wood-ashes or limo ruhblc mixed with it 
would do no harm, and avoid too deep plant¬ 
ing, keeping the roots as near the surface as 
possible, making the soil very firm and mulch¬ 
ing with long strawy litter, and using tho 
knife a little loss for a year or two. Do not 
carry Out t^ja |yfprk"when wet or frosty, hut 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 

for the tree.] 
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VEGETABLES. 

AILS A CRAIG ONION. 

The illustration which accompanies this note 
is that of a very fine lot of bulbs of Ailsu Craig 
Onion, averaging *■. lb. each, sent me a year 
since, and which I got photographed. No 
doubt the bulbs lose something in size in the 
photograph because standing on a soft 
cushion. These splendid samples were the 
product first of carefully saved seed from other 
fine bulbs, specially selected to show deep 
globular form, solidity, weight, and bright¬ 
ness, then of a sowing made early in January 
in shallow pans, that were stood in a green¬ 
house near the light, and where there was 
gentle warmth. The seedlings some six weeks 
later were carefully lifted and dibbled out. into 
shallow boxes filled with good soil, at:2 inches 
apart, then grown on in ample light and air to 
keep them sturdy, later got into a cold-frame 
to harden, and then at the end of April 
planted out wide apart in well trenched and 
enriched soil, where finally these splendid 
hulks resulted. A. I>. 

FORCING RHUBARB. 

Garuknkrs consider it pretty good work if 
produce can he gathered by Christmas day. 

put to keep it dark and the wind from lowering 
the temperature. A pot of water and the 
syringe should he kept inside to damp the 
crowns each morning, and I may add there is 
no better place to force Seakale than here. It 
is an inexpensive shed, but will require a little 
repair most years probably as the boards soon 
decay. In May all the leaves should lie cleared 
away from the boards ; this, worked hack in 
autumn along with strawy stable manure, will 
make an excellent heap of stuff to dig into the 

round alter being turned a couple of times, 
liubarb may also ho brought forward by 

covering the crowns with boxes or pots made 
for the purpose and surrounding the same with 
heating material, made up of three parts 
leaves and one part stable-manure, throwing 
them into a heap for ten days before covering the 
crowns. The heating material should extend 
from !l inches to 12 inches outside the pot 
and the same above, and test sticks should he 
stuck in and tried occasionally, for if it gets 
too lint tho crowns would got liurnt. Khould 

the test sticks prove uncomfortable to the 
hand when withdrawn from the bed, the 
material must be pulled away from tho 
crowns for a day or two, at any rate the top 
covering, replacing as soon ns the rank heal, 
has escaped. It is also a good plan to place a 
hit of wood an inch thick under the lid or 
covering of the pots for the heat to escape in 

excellent flavour when cooked. Ideal is 
a Marrowfat, the pods borne in r&a. 

and well filled, the Peas being of a dark 
green colour and deliciously flavoured when 
cooked. It is a fine cropper, and whit 
is still more in its favour is its eark 
maturing, as it is ready for use quite teD 
days in advance of William 1. The next 
variety to claim attention is Duchess of York" 
and this came into use a week later than Ideal 
and two or three days in advanced' William 1 
both being sown on the same date. Duehes- 
of Y ork is a very heavy cropper, the nod- 
long, well filled, anil yielding from eight to 
nine dark green Peas which, when well cooked, 
proved to be infinitely sujierior to any of th- 
round-seeded varieties for flavour. It has vat 
distinct broad foliage, and grows to about 
4 feet in height It also gained an award «' 
merit in 1901. The next, though not byaat 
means a new variety, is an improved form oi 
that old favourite main crop Pea, Dr. McLean 
Several .sowings of ill is were made, anil a heart 
crop of highly flavoured Peas was secured iii 
eaeli ease. The improvement on the old font 
of this Pea is in the slightly larger pod. Tin- 
variety, as is well known, grows about .lien 
in height, and for superior table qualities » 
Pea can surpass it in its season. The nett sod 
last on my list is Autocrat, and this has 
become such an universal favourite, that it t. 

"nion Ailsa Craig. 

It can ho had sooner, hut it is generally of a 
spindly nature, and of little substance. For 
the earliest supplies it is best to raise the 
roots and introduce into a temperature of 

,leSs- «■-» dogs. Rhubarb enjoys a 
fair amount of moisture, being kept quite 
dark for the produce to he blanched, (food 
crowns should I* relied on for early work, 
placing some light soil over the fleshy roots, 
and H forwarded under staging in heated 
houses, large pots or tubs should he put over 
the crowns. Those having a properly con 
s true ted Mushroom - house will have little 
difficulty in forwarding the crops, hut where 
such a convenience is not at hand, a good plan 
will be found in having a little hut about 
*'* ‘eefc ‘°ng, •’ feet high, 9 feet wide, using 12 
pasts.. inches square, 4 either side, and 4 in 
the centre, nailing rough 2 inch slabs around, 
except an opening on the soutli side to get in 
and out with a door, and over the top allowing 
a space of from 2 inches to :t inches between 
each, so that when packed around with fresh 
leaves .! feet thick tho heat may penetrate 
where the roots are. On the top' place some 
strawy litter first to keep the leaves from 
falling in, and about tho same quantity of 
leaves, treading all very firm, and over this a 
thick covering of reeds or wheaten straw to 
carry off heavy rains, while where tho little 
door is a couple of bundles of. 

case it gels a trifle too warm. Four to six 
weeks must elapse ere produce can be gathered 
under the latter method, it tle|>eiiding a good 
deal on the weather ; the colder it is the longer 
beforo any can ho [lulled. When taking the 
stalks see that the centre growth is not broken 
off, or the supply will ho lessened. 

Kvst Dp.vuv. 

Digitized by Vie1' 

TUB BEST PEAS IN 19H2. 

Avinxi! the dozen varieties of Peas grown by 
me during the past- season there were a few that 
were so satisfactory that a note thereon may 
he acceptable to many, particularly as the 
time for making out seed orders is drawing 
nigh. Beginning with the first earlies, or 
such as come into use early in the season, a 
first-rate dwarf variety named Harbinger, and 
a taller one, growing to between 22 feet and 
Hf. feet in height, and named Ideal, arc worthy 
of special commendation. Both are new, anil 
received tho distinction of an award of merit 
Irom the R.H.S. in 19111. Harbinger is some¬ 
what like American Wonder in appearance, 
hut superior to it in every respect, and is a 
wonderful cropper. As seen by me, w hen on 
trial at Chiswick, the haulm was literally 
loaded with pods, and it bore in the same 
satisfactory manner with me last springs r 

’ are well filled, and- the Pea= nr 

UNIVERSITY OF 

IJRRANA-CHAMPAIGN 

unnecessary to enlarge upon its merits here 
This Pen, since its introduction, has loo 
thoroughly tested : for it has had vaiyit! 
climatic conditions to contend with, bothasia 
drought tind tho reverse, and through all h>- 
maintained its character as being one oi tk 
host late cropping Peas ever introduced. 

A. tt\ 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Savoy Cabbage and frost. Acconiire 

to past experience, we may reasonably expel 
severe frost after this rainy spell. If so, man' 
green crops will suffer. ' These may be pre 
served fora long time by selecting a dry day 
and taking them up carefully, not allowing 
them to get dirty, and laying them in sothu 
they hardly touch each other, and so that the? 
can be covered in severe cold with matsorany 
thing loose to keep out severe frost.—1. 

Asparagus-beds in winter. 1 G®> 
and manure l»eds of Asparagus in winter, si1 
in spring,” was the advice of an old grower, 
and if the former operation has not alreaJ 
been done, no time should be lost. This will 
mean the cutting away of the old stalks alnwti 
down to the crowns, or, at least, just leaving 
sufficient to denote the whereabouts of the 
plants, then give the bed a layer of good:sl 

!a manure. I say fat, as the winter nun- 
' yvill wash the nutriment to the roots. It®"1 
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not matter if over all some strawy material is 
' placed, as in spring, when catting commences, 

one may get about the bed and cut the heads 
much cleaner. This practice I have seen 
adopted in the Evesham district.—\Vooi>- 

'' msTwicE. 

Turnip White Gem. As a variety that 
. quickly becomes fit for use this can be highly 

tecommended. Sown on a south border the 
first week in February, roots were ready for 
pulling nuitc curly in May. It is of oblong 
-tape unci excellent in quality when served at 

,, die table. White bem is also admirably 
adapted for growing in a frame or brick pit on 
a mild hot bed for earliest supply.—A. W. 

Sutton'8 Globe Beet.—This is a lirsl- 
nte Beet to grow for summer and autumn use, 
and obviates the necessity for growing and 
storing such a large quantity of the long- 
noted kinds, as it can bo had ready for table 
quite early in the summer. The Globe is a 
vast improvement on the older Egyptian or 
Turnip-rooted Beet in every way, and by 
nuking two sowings a supply of useful si/.eel 
rots can be had in first-rate condition from 
early summer till end of November.—A. W. 

Garden refuse. — There are gardens 
in which, from October to March, up|»rontly 
liUlo or no interest is taken, and where vege¬ 
table refuse is left to decay, and useless matter 
remains about until seed sowing time conics 

— round again. That it is undesirable to ucglcct 
a garden entirely in this way many will 
admit, and where such as Cabbage-stumps, 
Potato-tops, etc., with weeds, which may have 
run riot, exist, it will be wise to clear the ground 
at once, putting the ihhritt into a heap with a 
quantity of unslakcd lime, covering the whole 
with soil, and thus aiding speedy decomposi¬ 
tion. This will be fount) useful for digging 
mlo the ground next spring preparatory to 
planting or sowing vegetables. All vacant 
"round will benefit by being turned over 
without further delay. - Lkaiirkst. 

The Yam as a vegetable During 
the period of stress which our sugar-growing 
Colonics in the West Indies are passing through, 
rending the abolition of the foreigu sugar 
'•ounties, the attention of the planters nas natu¬ 
rally been given to other produce. In Barbados 

, great success has been achieved in the cultiva- 
{ |!l>n of Sweet Potatoes and Yarns of the very 

best quality, and an endeavour is now being 
’ made to introduce these into this country. 

The Sweet Potato is a cheap and palatable 
vegetable, but a good Yam is a positivo luxury, 
buringa long residence in London I imported 
•wen! barrels every year for my own use. and 
oat ol the numerous guests who tasted them at 
my tablo, there was not one who did not 
highly appreciate them. I may add that hero 
the flavour is oven more delicious than in the 
"est Indies, as butter, which is a vital in¬ 
gredient to a well cooked Yam, is so much 
hotter. I am returning to Barbados almost 
immediately, but any information on this sub 
ject will be given by Messrs. W. Pink and Sons, 
of Portsmouth, who are importing regular 
'applies. Receipts for various ways of cooking 
both Sweet Potatoes and Yams arc sent out 
with every parcel—Hon. F. M. Allkvnk 
i Memberof the Legislative Council of Barbados). 

Big Brussels Sprouts aro a mistake, 
and this year this has been forcibly brought to 
my notice. In a large patch of many names, 
'‘-'me of sorts sent tor trial aro a delusion 
from the fact of thoir being more like small 
Savoy Cabbages. Although wc have had 
-carcely any frost, these monsters arc rotten 
m the centro. When gathering, I cut several 
u|>eii and found them in this condition, whilo 
the close, bullet-like types aro perfectly sound. 
Added to this, these giants liavo no flavour 
compared with that of the smaller onos. Only 
recently I sent samples of both to a leading 
seed morcliant asking him to try them, and 
he wrote me a few days since confirming my 
opinion. Some may say they till the bushel, 
but this is a lame argument. If the sprouts 

taken from a stem of each type and 
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weighed, it will tie found that often the small 
hard ones are the heavier. Those who have 
*’ purchase them have to do so by 

Conservatory.—There must beno3carcitv 
of flowers at Christmas, and on to the New 
'i car there should )>c plenty' of Chrysanthe¬ 
mums. Growing these flowers for decoration 
is something like growing Apples for market. 
Wc do not want very many varieties, but wo 
want them suitable for the purpose. It is 
never wise to discard an old kind till something 
lietter in the same colour and habit of growth 
has bceu obtained and proved. It will bo wise 
also to look upon many of the new introduc¬ 
tions with suspicion till they have been 
thoroughly tested. Many of the new varieties 
are dostined to disappear in a year or two, 
and with very few exceptions the exhibition 
flowers are of no use for decorative work, aud, 
of course, for conservatory work and cutting. 
Wo need not begin the propagation yet. 
February, or oven March, will be time enough 
to take cuttings, but the strongest only should 
be selected. Whites, yellows, and bronzes aro 
tbo colours most in demand. Begonias just 
now are very bright-, and, litre again, one or 
two of the old kinds aro useful. FucKsioidcs 
aud iusignis are useful hardy kiuds. Of courso 
there is always room for a good batch of < Moire 
do Lorraine. Its habit is graceful and free, and 
the flowers last well. The fragrance of Mignon¬ 
ette is delightful. Violets also, and Roman 
Hyacinths make Bwect groups mixed with small 
Ferns. Now that the crowns of Lily of tho 
Valley arc rotarded, the forcing liocomcs 
an easy matter, undone docs not want to begin 
with tho present season's crowns immediately 
they coine to hand from Germany. Poinsettias, 
both the scarlet and tho white, aro useful, and 
arc not iliflicult to produco where there is a 
good stove. The retarding business lias been a 
great success with tho Trumpet Lilies, and the 
samo may be said of tho herbaceous Spirica, 
which does not appear to suffer for having been 
held buck. Some of the newer forms of Helio¬ 
tropes arc flowering freely. Guttings struck in 
spring and grown on quietly through the 
summer, pinched a time or two, are now very 
sweet, and look like lasting some timo. Of 
course, tho plants arc in small pots, but arc 
sturdy, and on a sbclf or stage near the glass. 
Cyclamens, Primulas, and Cinerarias are good 
amateurs' plants, and may now, when sown 
early enough, be nicely in flower. Then, be¬ 
sides these, which are usually grown in quan¬ 
tity, there aro odds and ends of things which 
are not so columnar, but which always attract 
attention. A good specimen of tho old Cytisus 
tili|>cs is s|K>cially interesting, and tho yellow- 
flowered Genista fragraus is now plentiful. 

Stove.—Those who grow a few Orchids of 
the commoner ty|>cs will probably liavo a fow 
flowers now. .Some Dcndrobiums, including 
1>. nobile, may bo had in flower. Cypripcdiums, 
Odontoglots, Lycaste, Phajus, ana others will 
bo coming on without much boat. Among 
other flowers not difficult to manage aro 
Thyrsacanthus rutilans, several Epiphyllums, 
Justicias, Begonias, Plumbago roseu, Poinsettias, 
and Euphorbias. Tho brightness or otherwise 
of many of tho above and others dejiends upon 
their treatment, both as regards growth and 
ripening. I remember seeing Thyrsacanthus 
rutilans planted out in a small stove some 
years ago, and trained up a rafter, and when 
in flower during tho winter the bright blossoms 
at the end of the thread-like stems had a very 
quaint but pleasing effect. The flowers wero 
of no use for cutting, and that is proL-ibly I hc 
reason why it is so seldom met with. Tho 
amount of water required at this season will 
depend upon tho tiro-heat used. Plants in pots 
standing near hot-water pi|>cs will dry very 
fast, and must bo watched daily. There is no 
necessity for high temperatures now : 0" degs. 
at night will be quite nigh enough, and if the 
sun shines in the morning the tires should be 
banked up with ashes early. If the syringe is 
much used be careful about the purity of the 
water, or confine the syringe to the walls and 
stages. 

Forcing-house.—Where early flow ers and 
French Beans are required, this house will be 
full now of things coming on. Most interest- 

weight generally, except in places like Bath, ing is the young growth at this early season 
"here they pull up and market the sterip "5f-shrnbsjikLJowering plants. Among the 
entire, a plan that I consOei WSStifill/ K ^tmliBnay be started now, if veil 
several ways.—J. C. '"nf -tarilrdirfr^i poT.-,are Azalea ., Lhododeudr 

Spir.ias, Deul/.ias, Roses, Lilacs, Dielylras, Lilv 
of the Valley, Solomon's Seal, Laburnums, 
Thorns tho two last should bo brought on 
quietly in a Peach house. Tho various forms 
of Kibes force well. Wcigclas also aro very 
useful aud arc nice for cutting, but should not 
be rushed. Honeysuckles of I ho common Ivpo 
lorcc very easily and arc very sweet-. As 1 
have often sanl, all these things require a 
season's preparation, except, perhaps, the Rhu 
doriendron. These arc usually planted back 
in tho beds after flowering, and others potted 
up which arc showing plenty of buds. 

Cucumbers in winter.-To keep tbe.-o 
growing through tho dull days requires care. 
Tho roots aro the most im|iortant things to 
consider, and a good bottom-heat must lie 
kept up. Seventy-five degs. to HT> degs. will 
give a good rango, and between these liguics 
no harm can come, and if tho roots are healthy 
aud vigorous, there will l>c fruit showing in 
plenty; but do not permit too many to develop 
if Llioplunls aro to pass safely through February. 
When the days begin to lengthen, Gucumlnr- 
plunts which have been bearing fruit all the 
winter begin to feel the strain, and if tho plants 
liavo been run out too much, nothing can suve 
them, and under any circumstances young 
plants should l>o in readiness cither to plant 
another house or to replant the same home. 
But where Cucumbers must bo had in winter 
I hero should lie at least two houses, ore 
planted early iti September and tho other 
planted towards the end of the year, to be pre¬ 
pared for all eventualities. For winter Cucum 
tiers I should prefer two or three small houses. 
Top-dressings will lio specially valuable now. 

Pines. —Successions which are expected 
to start fruit early in the New Year should be 
kept on the side of dryness at the root, now 
not so dry, of course, as to injure tho colour, 
but the growth should be steadied by a partial 
withholding of water. All water used now, 
and. in fact, at all times, should lie of the same 
temperature ius the house, l’lniits in fruit 
should lie kept separate from tho successions, 
as they will require more heat, and liquid- 
niaiiurc can be given from timo to time as 
required. Night tcnqicraturo for fruiting 
houses, ti-'i degs. to 7" degs. ; successions, 
6<> degs. to 6’» degs. A slock of good loain 
should l>c cartel in ready for potting in 
spring. 

Window gardening. Very pretty aio 
some of tho hardy foliage plants, especially the 
gold and silver Euony muses. In good-sized 
niishcs they aro useful for Christmas decora 
lions. Tho silver ami golden Tree-Ivies aiu 
charming, ami there is a golden Periwinkle, 
named Yincu clcgaulissima, which is very 
useful when large enough to uso for a basket 
or to droop from a bracket, mid the best nl 
those variegated shrubs, Ivies, Vincas, etc , 
they are hardy, and if the foliage fails, wn 
can move them back to tbo cold frame and 
bring in others without cost. 

Outdoor garden. Roll law ns and w all . 
after frost. Common hardy Evergreens, such 
as Yews and Laurels, may l>c pruned if licce- 
sary, but where cutting down is necessary n 
will be safer to leave the work till March. 
The best Laurel for forming undergrowth in 
shrubberies and for planting on Iwmks is the 
round-leaved variety, named in catalogues 
rotundifolia. It is much hardier Ilian the 
common forms. The broad-leaved kind is also 
hardier and better than the common sort, la 
spite of the objection which has been taken to 
Ijaurels there is still a largo demand for them, 
chiefly owing. 1 suppose, to their cheapness. 
For winter effect the best shrubs arc Hollies. 
It used to lie considered that tho best time to 
plant Hollies was in spring, but 1 liavo moved 
Hollies at all seasons, and when well grown 
and kept regularly transplanted the}- move 
lietter than manv other things. A group of 
golden leaved Hollies on the lawn in winter, 
either with or without berries, is always 
effective. Aucubas. when well berried, ure 
effective and bright. To ensure plenty of 
berries we must, of coui.-e, plant the male u ■ 
well as the female varieties. There are both 
variegated and green males, as well as females, 
with green and variegated foliage. Another 
race oOplatfll©MW&lnis invaluable for winter 

IrittKir^rtwa » a good 
and the “old 
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and silver forms are very useful ornaments in 
pots for the cool conservatory. See that all 
standard Roses are securely staked. 

Fruit garden. -If there are any fruit- 
trees of an inferior kind, cither in garden or 
orchard, of sufficient vigour to carry a new 
head tho old heads may he sawn oil' soon, and 
left till spring for re grafting. A vigorous old 
tree which has plenty of lifo in it may, when 
grafted with a good kind, have another long 
period of usefulness tacked on to it. The 
fruitgrower who wants to renovate his 
orchard and garden must lie firm and resolute. 
Many an old, worthless tree is left to cumber 
the ground because of the conservative instincts 
of the nation. I believe in keeping all that is 
good and useful, but when a thing—tree or 
anything else—fails to pay for its keep, cut 
it down and re-graft, or grub up and re plant. 
There is any amount of this kind of work to 
do before fruit growing will he a satisfactory 
business, either for market or home use. This 
is a matter which concerns everybody. The 
Japanese Wineberry is no longer a novelty. 
It has proved a very useful fruit, and is quite 
hardy. The same may ho said of the Logan 
Berry, which is not quite so well known, hut 
is destined to become popular. Both are free 
of growth and will require somo kind of sup- 
]iort. Tho pruning consists in cutting out 
somo of the old growths to make room for the 
young stems winch arc annually made. There 
is somo pruning to do, which should have 
attention. 

Vegetable garden.-The frost, though 
for the early season severe, did not last long 
enough to do much harm, but still, when the 
greens are in a very sappy condition, 20 (legs, 
of frost cannot lust lung without inflicting 
injury. Personally, I do not want to sec an old- 
fashioned winter : a long winter means terrible 
suffering, not only to the vegetables, hut to 
human beings, especially those who never lay 
hy anything for a rainy day. I never remember 
a time when so many men were out of work as 
now. This is doubtless owing to the men 
coming homo from South Africa who have 
not yet found settled employment. With so 
much land only half-cultivated and so many 
men idle, tho remedy seems to he in getting 
the men back to the laud—hut there is tho 
difficulty. Tho deepening of tho soil by 
trenching is work for the wintry weather, 
hut it the soil is clayey do not bury snow or 
frozen catth where the frost has penetruted 
deeply. But the frost is a good pulveriser, 
and a rough surface, even if ono has to break 
it up with a pick, lias a beneficial effect. Reed 
Potatoes for early planting should he sorted, 
and good sets placed in shallow trays or boxes 
that will just hold one layer when placed crown 
upwards, ll the sides of tho trays are made 
of lath to admit light the trays may ho placed 
several deep, to economise space, or if studs 
arc inserted in each corner of tho tray 
- inches or so above tho sides, the same ob ject 
will ho attained. K. Hnnn.vY. 

THE COMING WEEKS WORK. 

Extracts from a Garden Diary. 

December JOth.—W'e make it a rule to 
thoroughly clean with soap and warm water 
all [lainteil surfaces inside all nlunt and fruit 
houses at least once a year when the houses 
are not repainted. This is usually done dur¬ 
ing bad weather in winter. If a house re¬ 
quires to be repainted inside our own hands 
usually do the work when the house cun 
he cleared. No great amount of skill 
is required to paint inside wood in glass-houses 
in working establishments where the principal 
object is to preserve I ho wood and clear out 
insects. Bulbs and other plants intended for 
forcing are now continually moving on from 
the cool-house to the conservatory, thioughthe 
forcing houses. 

December 30th.—Chrysanthemums which have 
done flowering have been cut down and moved 
to cool pit, to produce cuttings for later propa¬ 
gation. Of course, all strong cuttings are 
taken from time to time as they appear on the 
varieties required. We shall grow fewer of 
the big blooms and . more of( those'vr stcu 
sized flowers whifeHSftjJg^ufr^dVuDilicA-atio’ 

and though from force of habit we never like 
to miss a good cutting, the bulk of our stock 
will not be inserted before tho end of January 
and later. 

Jjrrrmhcr .Hut.—In o|>en weather we arc husy 
trainiug wall-trees. We like to see wall trees 
trained correctly. It is no more trouble and 
does not take any more time to train at eoual 
distances apart and in tho right direction than 
to nail the shoots in without any regard to 
system, and correct training equalises the 
How of sap. Whenever the branches of a tree 
are crowded in tho centre and the bottom of 
tho wall badly furnished, the trainer docs not 
understand his business, and should bo turned 
loose with a spado. 

January l*t.— We have made rough plans of 
kitchen garden and flower garden where bed¬ 
ding-out is carried out. In the kitchen garden 
each plot is marked out for a |«irticular crop, 
and in tho manuring and cultivating opera¬ 
tions this plan will lie under observation. 
Rians of flower gardens, with each lied marked 
with the name of the plant intended for it. 
help the propagator during the spring when 
providing stock, and wc want to economise 
labour and vet, have enough plants for each 
design. This season we have a liotter stock 
than usual of most things, and with the spring 
propagation tho stock can be easily increased. 

January .‘ml.—Several old Apple and Rear- 
trees of inferior kinds have been beheaded for 
regrafting. The Apricots on our south wall 
had become too crowded. One old tree was 
condemned and the others opened out, so that 
each might have more spice to till, as I dislike 
having to keep stubbing back leading shoots. 
All Reach-trees have been initialled, with (he 
exception of enough shreds on the main 
branches to keep them in position. All 
Reaches arc loosened from tho walls and re¬ 
trained annually. This makes clean work, as 
every branch is washed before retraining. 

January .!nl.—Wc have been busy in the 
shrubbery with a part of our stalT. Laurels 
used for undergrow th aro kept low by annual 
pruning where tho trees are large. We like to 
see the trunks rising out of the dark green 
foliage, and so the Laurels arc kept low. 
Broupsof Cedars with an undergrowth of Ber- 
beris Aqnifolium arc very effective. The 
Berboris is pruned every season after flower¬ 
ing, and this keeps it in condition, and it 
blossoms freely, and tho young bronze-coloured 
leafage during tho spring and suminer is 
charming. 

LAW AND CUSTOM. 

Nuisance from ashes. —A heap of dean ashis in 
placet on pr vale pro|ieriy on Hie roadirdc within the 

boundary o( a town, and Ihc in-pcotor of nuisances has 

reipiested its removal. Similar hea|>» have stood I here lor 

over sixty sears, and my neighbours raise no objection. 
Is the heap a nuisance? t an I be compelled to remove 

it?—Twine. 

not agree with him that you are the statutory 
occupier : but your payment of the rates cri 
dently raises his suspicions. As the surveyor 
decliucR to correct the assessment your liest 
course is to pay tho tax when it becomes doe! 
and to appeal to the Commissioners nest 
year- You ought to have appealed this year" 
but it will pretty certainly be now too late in 

your district.— K. C. T.J 

Compensation for glasshouses erected in 
market garden, i.xst rprinv I took about tj 

of market Harden on a lease lor five ware, and latl i? 

out-going tenant by valuation for Strawberry p|ui( 

fruit-trees, etc. It 1 » reel some irtasshons<« in tbe gaMtc 

could 1 claim compensation for them when I quiti-d: Dr 
should I haie to remove them?— K. 1L 

(If in your lease tho holding isdescrilw.1« 
a market garden, or if it is stated therein that 
the holding is let to you as a market gardtt, 
or that it may ho treated or cultivated a-» 
market garden, you will on quitting be able to 
claim compensation for any glasshouses, tic. 
that you liavo croctcl. Your claim will have to 
he made under the Agricultural Holding Ad 
of 11)'HI.—K. C. T.J 

BIRDS. 

Canary troubled with Insect pests.-l bn 
a canary which peck.- itself till raw, and now hai a Un¬ 
bare place on the back. At Brut 1 could nee nothin:. Kl 

with the help of a m*jrnif>inir jdass, see there are nur- 

insects, some red and »ome black. I have IritdoiR 

on a little ointment, which seems to give eli:ht relkO 
was afraid to use much from fear of poisoning thekrf 

Neither does it seem possible to rub it in proper: 

account of the feathers, f give a little green fool r.t 
little or no Hemp, the principal diet being Cunary-Ket I 

have put the bird inio a fresh cage, and he often bi 

nath. t have not had him Ion?. I shall be much otfcrri 

if you can tell me of a cure?—F. S. Kxox. 

( A heap of ashes that contains neither night- 
soil nor any other refuse, and is (ici fectly clean 
and free from organic matter or dust, will not 
he a nuisance to health: but apparently the 
heap is in an urban district, and the bye-laws 
may provide for its enforced removal, whether 
it ho a luiisimco or not. 1 tlioroforo advice you 
to comply with the notice. As tho heap is ap- 
iiarently placed at the side of a highway, tho 
highway authority may deal with if, irresj*ec- 
tivo to nuisances to health.— K. (J. T.] 

Agreement for tenancy of nursery 
ground (11. />'. It.).—The agreement you sent 
is a very informal document—apparently it is 
only signed by yourself and is unstamped, and 
it does not even mention the rent. It is practi¬ 
cally worthless. As the place is heavily 
mortgaged, I should say your position is most 
precarious, aud I advise you to consult a 
solicitor with the view of obtaining a proper 
agreoment with option of leaso for a term, and 
you should get the mortgagee to join in tho 
agreement. If the solicitor cannot obtain such 
for you, your best plan will lie to quit the 
place on July 31st next.—K. C. T. 

Income tax.—Actin? on your nui-sestion in vour 
issue of November 22nd, 1 wrote to the surveyor of taxes, 

and I enclose you copy of his reply.—Nortiiwood. 

[In that reply the surveyor says that from 
our letter you appear to be the “ statutory 
(53upier'’ of the land, and he points out that XT; 

pay the local rates npoiUuU\i&(d5 IlfloCDi] 

| An old or neglected wood cage is often in¬ 
fested with parasites, which cause distress anl 
irritation to the inmate. Yon must scald lb 
cage with boiling water, well scrubbing wit-S 
strong soda and soap, and then rinsing wnh 
clear fresh water. When quite dry carefully 
paint every crack and crcvico with Fir-tax 
oil. The mites upon the bird can be destroys: 
by dusting it with Rjiutluuiu powder. Fault 
may ho used, and will do no harm. The lid 
must be gently hut firmly held in one hitzi. 
and w ith a small camel-hair brush dipped is 
the oil touch it here and there whilst movie: 

up the feathers, using only a small quautitvof 
paraffin, so as not to soil the feathers, lftis 
cage is not very valuable it would bo well it- 
destroy it aud put your bird into a new one.) 

Canary ( Wultinylon*J.—This bird mss 
hnvo taken a severe chill, resulting in infior. 
mation of tho lungs. At this season of tin 
year cage-birds require great care in guarduc 
them as much as possible from cold draugkt 
and sudden changes of teinjicrature. It e 
well to cover cages at night, allow ing, at d* 
same time, free ventilation without draught: 
to avoid hanging cages in windows, and to 
take care that a bird is quickly dried afier 
bathing ; to insure this its cage may be placed 
near a fire for a time. The bath should nott* 
given more than twice a week during tk 
winter, and the water should ho made lota- 
warm, and removed soon from the cage to pie- 
vent the bird from wetting its plumage t®-1 
much. J n this ooec there was also inflame:- 

tion of tho bowels, which may he, likewise,' 
result of a chill, but sometimes it arises fro® 
(Ntrtakingot diet of too stiuiulutiugachared#- 
It would be well to put your other birds on 
plain diet, and supply them with a little 
freshly made bread-aud-mi lk occasionally 
S. S. G. 

Keeping tortoise through the win. 
ter (J. M. Young).—On the approach of cell 
weather tortoises become very sluggish, seard 
out a soft corner in the garden, bury them¬ 
selves for the winter, ami remain dormant, 
oftentimes till the return of spring, although 
should there be a spell of mild weather, the' 
revive, and take a little food. Unless the so-, 
of the garden is very light aud dry it would™ 
well to put your tortoise in a hamper or box 
filled with hay or dry Mass, and let it pass d;: 
winter in a cool room, feeding it with a htt-e 
bread-and-milk whenever it awakes from i~- 
winter's sleep. T hese little creatures are 

Lettuce and Dandelion leaves. »»“• 
—»n*T. yegetarjana^do not feed upon the s|ur" 

garMBaA'aommonly supposed. 
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CORRESPONDENCE. 

Uneetlona.—Queries and answers art inserted in 
tnuuuia free of charge if correspondents follow these 
ruin: AU communications should be clearly and concisely 
written on one side of the paper only, and addressed to 
the Editor of Gakdrxmo, 17, Pumioal-street, Holbom, 
London, K.C. Letters on business should be sent to 
'hr PriUMiu. The name and address of the sender are 
~ipured in addition to any designation he may desire to 
* umt in the paper. When more than one query is sent, 
•ech should be on a separate jiect of paper, and not more 
hen three queries should be sent at a timel Corrtspon 
bolt should bear in miiid that, as Gardsniro has to be 
rnt to press some time in advance of date., queries cannot 
■Leays be replied to in the issue immediately folioicing 
U receipt of their communication. We do not reply to 
series by post. 
Naming fruit.— Readers who desire our help in 
lining fnat should bear in mind that several specimens 
) (liferent stapes of colour and size of the. same, kind 
really assist tn its determination. We have received 
-no* several correspondents single specimens of fruits 
ir naming, these in many cases being unripe and other- 
•ist poor. The difference between varieties of fruits are, 
i many cases, so trifling that it is necessary that three 
rumens of each kind should be tent. We can undertake 

urn* only four varieties at a time, and these only when 
c above directions are observed. 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

Improving a lawn (A. AX—Have all the weeds 

-id Daisies removed from the lawn in March, then lop- 
ess with a rich, light soil put on J-inch in thickness, 

oply to A good seedhouse, stating the size of the lawn, 
■tare of soil, position, die. On receipt of order a renova- 

m seed mixture will be sent, arranged in suitable 

uautiesof Grasses and Clovers, which, if sown thickly, 
illuke a good lawn for croquet in the summer. 

Oestrum aurantiacum if. A. R.).—For training 

pillars or rafters of a greenhouse this fine climber is 
ceedingly welt adapted. It is an autumn-flowering 

int, and one o( the simplest culture. It should he 
inted out in n lied of rich, well-drained soil, and be cut 
rd hack in spring. Thus treated, it will not fail to pro- 

•*every autumn a profusion of rich golden blossoms 

long, drooping terminal bunches, which contrast finely 

ih the deep-green foliage. 

Agroatla pulchella (C-X—This very pretty Gross 
tn annual, and grows from 9 inches to 1 foot high. Sow 

rh y ear at the end of May in smalt clumps on the 

ft* turn or Mower-border, and. covered slightly with 
ssoil.it will grow freely and he very acceptable for 

tting at a time when the beauty of many things onl- 
le is falling. It requires no more care while growing 

an keeping free from weeds, and a few small stakes and 

me nutting placed round the clumps to prevent, the 

nt from blowing it to the ground. 

Plants failing (.Cheviot).—We take it the failure of 
e Aspieniums and other Ferns is due to the con- 
ruction of the verandah, and particularly through not 

wing sufficient light from above. Meat cannot 
’mpeasate for lack of light. As we read your letter 
e we not sure whether the roof of the verandah is of 

If so, the failure cannot lie as slated, and must be 

nr lo some other and local causes—either too much or 
e little water. The minimum heat given should suffice 

haves of frost, but if the plants were very wet they may 
drr rust, rially. It is difficult to assign the true cause of 

dare without any material to guide us in such a case. 

Potting newly-imported Azaleas {A mateur). 
Main newly.imported Azaleas, after having been potted, 

e often placed in a cold house till wanted to bloom, and 
tsn cold and iualtention lo watering they lose their 
tire roots. Did you take the precaution, liefore(lotting, 

see that the balls of soil were thoroughly moist t If not, 

is at once explains the cause of failure. You ought to 
"r given the plants a thorough soaking after potting and 

*»1 them in a warm, moist house, gently syringing them 
■ice a day until the roots began to work in the new Boil, 

“I taking care that the soil, by overwatering, does not 
it too wet 

Plants for forcing {Cheviot)—The l.ilics you 
ration would lie quite snfe now if placed in the green- 
'use, hot in the temperature named there would not be 

“ch forcing. .Some Tree Carnations, and Tea Rases 

"table would he of the flint: Wilder Cheer, scarlet; 

• S*U, rote-pink ; Daybreak, delicate pink; Uriah 

(**• crimson; Mdllc. Carle, white; Mrs. S. J. Brooks, 
ml< : General Macro, dark crimson ; Mrs. Thos. Dawson, 
« magenta ; Governor Roosevelt, crimson. Of If ones 

uUMe, Souvenir d'un Anii, pink ; Xiphetos, while ; 
ferine Mormet, soft pink; l’erlo des-lardins, yellow; 

, rt-Vl •owlet, arc all good. The hilium candi him may 
• left in the pot* and soil of last year, but I- aura turn 
lould he turned out for examination. This should be 

°ae even if required only for flowering in the ordinary 
outse. 

Pampas Grass (Gynerium argenteum) (Henry k‘. 
Thin plant varies from seeds, and is also variable 

'J reason of the sexes, which ate separated, one sex, 

male or female, only on each plant. It is doubtful 

’nether you would be able to obtain them in this way, 
“it you may inquire of the best nurserymen. We have no 

,;'i>o*ledge of any firm keeping them as descr bed. The 

vrution of which yon speak is no doubt due to the 

7‘t’b “d it Is the female which is the more handsome of 
'* l*o. and likew ise the more lasting. There are one or 

'*o varieties, as G. a, roseum, and we believe also a 

i'*Sc* Pun’ll-!1 plumes. Apart from these, G. 
’avium “ a fine new species with silvpry-rose plumes. 
U‘"J? all in all, however, it is doubtful if a better all- 

JormT Pllnt exi,u thin lhe ^P'0*1 sPecies in beat 

. In frame (cheriot).—Your frame i« geae- 
100 hot for the thing* named, and for Violets, 

. Kliaien, Fuchsias. and Hydrangea*. The Fuch'ias may 

i ?,’fn«d back if ungainly, but pruning generally- 

innu deferred for a few weeks The Hydrangeas 
,-T* "“‘.be cut down, the points of the shoots are 

*)t’nK the flower-trusses in due course. Tm 

i IaT-0!* is riKht ,or bulb* if well-rooted, if not, 
oo high, and 50 degs. to 55 dejf^jgy^uldjf’p tjfy1 

safer. In any case give plenty ol water to the roots of 

all bulbous plants that are in a forcing temperature. 

In the position indicated you could ventilate day and 
night, and should do so if you arc not able to modify 

the heat, as stated. The temperature you name would 
be quite right for bull's potlel in September, but not 

for those in November. 

Scale on Rose-trees (F. ft).—The pest you find on 
your Roses is vale (Coccus roea<X To destroy it, spray or 

syringe with paraffin emulsion nr Quassia extract and 
suft-soap; or, belter, sponge the wood with any of the 

above. In the course of a few days wash over again to 

make sure cf killing any that may have escaped the first 
application. 

Coke versus coal {!>.).—Whether coke or coal lie 
the best article of combustion in furnaces <le|iends very 

much on the nature of the furnace and the heat that may¬ 

be required. All growers for market who have large 
ranges of houses, many of which are for forcing, and who 

have large, long furnaces, use Anthracite hard steam coal in 
preference to coke, as giving greater heat. For upright 

boilers, no doubt, well-broken coke is best, because it is 
less liable to bake or clog. If you want to keep up a green¬ 

house temperature only, we should advise well-broken 

coke, but if you want greater heat at night, then some 
well-broken hard coal may be added with great advantage. 

Coal Rives the quicker and fiercer heat, needing rather 
more attention in stoking. Coke is rather slower and 
more enduring. So much depends, too, on the setting ol 

boilers, and whether they are active or sluggish. That is 
as near as we can determine the matter for yon. 

Tuberous-rooted Nasturtium {A Gromr)— 
Tropa-olum tuberosum flowers well against a wall, with 

either south-west or south-eastern aspect, in light, well- 
drained soil, where it should have an occasional watering 

in very dry weather. It will run up to over S feet high. 

Its toilers increase rapidly in the ground, but care should 
be taken lo lift them liefore the frost has penetrated the 

soil. It should lie planted out in lhe open ground, near a 
wall, and Mip|iort should he afforded it for cltnUiiug. 

Protect it from wind, let it have plenty of sun, and 

encourage it to run up the wall through other climbing 
plants, or over rabbit-netting, and it will look well, 

with its orange and yellow flowers, through the autumn. 
The only difficulty in its culture is with respect to the 

preservation of the tubers through the winter, as they are 

inclined to damp away in places where other roots, such 

as Dahlias, Gladioli, Begonias, etc., keep well. 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

White Jasmine not blooming (F. AX—This 
olten occurs through ov erpminng. Nothing has been said 

as to liovv the plant has been growing, hut if freely, and it 

his been hard pruned, therein lies the cause. Pruning 
such as is necessary should be performed at any lime 

during the winter months, but it should only consist of 
cutting out the w eaker and unripened shoots. The strong 

shoots should be left unshortenetl, or hav e only their tips 

taken off, and then they will produce flowers the following 
season. If they are cut back they will he sure to break 

into vigorous growth again. Plants which are most 
neglected as records pruning, such as tho:c upon road¬ 
side cottages, flower the most freely. 

Propagation of Hollies and Yews (Anon).— 
Cuttings of these strike only with difficulty, the usual 

method of propagating them being by seeds for tlio 

common kinds, and the others are budded or grafted 
thereon. Holl^-berrics should lie gathered when ripe and 

mixed with a little svnd in a cool, moist place in order to 

separate the seeds from the pulp. They may lie sown in 
the spring in a sheltered spot out-of-door*. Most of the 

seeds will germinate the se-ond year. When the plants 

are about the thickness of a lead pencil, they may in July 
bo budded near the ground with the choicer varieties. 

The common Yews may lie raise'1 in much the same way. 
Cuttings of the Yew arc not quite so difficult to strike as 

those of the Holly, the best way being to mix some sand 
with the soil of a sheltered border, press it down firmly, 

dibble the cuttings thcreiu, and then cover with a hand- 

light. 
FRUIT. 

Blenholm Orange Apple (V. J-X—No doubt 
your lUenOeim Orange Apple-tree is old, and its roots 

have gone deep and wide. If you care lo take so milch 
trouble you can help it greatly by opening a trench 2 feet 

wide and '-*0 inches deep all round (he tree, V feet from 

the stein. Into that put some quite fresh, good soil from 
the vegetable quarters, mixing with it some half-decayed 

manure and a sprinkling ol honc-mcal. That will create 
new and active root-action at once. If also von would 

strip off 6 iie-hes of the surface-soil within the trench, 

give a good dressing of animal-manure and bone-dust 
sprinkled in with it, then re-cover with fresh soil, the 

effect in a coup'c of years should he very great in creating 

a crop of line fniiL Moderately thin the head ol the tree 
before doing anything to the roots. Also later well coat 

the stems and branches with hot liuie-waeh. 

Putting In Vine-eyes (A C. .S'.X—The beginning 
of February is as good a time as any to put in the eyes. 

Having selected your wood, cut the eyes or huds to about 
an inch or a little more in length—that is to s«y, about 

half an inch on each side of the eye. The best way is to 

put each eye singly into small 3-inch pots, which should 
nave some broken crocks at the bottom, and then 

filled up with soil composed of one-half fresh turfy loam 

and one-half leaf-mould, not too rotten, and plenty of 
sand. When the pot is full, taking care not to press down 

the soil too firmly, make a hole in the soil, which should 

be filled with silver-sand. Place the prepared eye on this, 
pressing it down until the top ol the bod is level with the 

top of the soil. Plunge in a hot-bed having a bottom tem¬ 

perature of about B5 degs. to 70 degs. The soil should be 
gently watered after putting ia the eyes, and be kept 

moist, taking care that it does not become toddened. 

Planting fruit-trees and Roses (Annual Sub- 
seritjer)—It is not wise to plant fruit-trees or Roses when 
the soil is very wet, as if trodden down then it later hakes 
hard, and is i«ad for the roots. It is far better to do the 

work when soil is pleasantly workable, as it Bhould he at 

this time of the year in open, mild weather. If the toil 

be very dry. then water should be given freely after 
nting is done- but it should be allowed to percolate 

•h the soil lenfjy, and not be at all trodden inta 
nV ob ®*tnt is a good pl»n to soak them vjej: 

in a tub of water or a pond before planting. When soil is 

very wet it is sticky, and, of course, moves in lumps. 
When it is moderately wet it will work freely, and will lie 

light and fine about the root*. Even in spring planting it 
is wise to allow the soil to settle gradually, especially if 

the roots have been well soaked liefore giving a eoaklng of 

water. 

VEGETABLES. 
Renovating clay tsoll (Yewdiff).—h%a rule, coal- 

ashes are the poorest possible material to put into gnrdrn 

soil. When coal of inferior quality burns to a white ash, 
if that lie run through a sieve and worked into the 

ground some good may lie done to such a stiff soil as 
yours in helping lo keep it a little friable, otherwise it ha* 

lit tie or no fertility. As you say your ground is fuff of 
wire-worm, we advise that you get gas-lime, spread it 

over the ground at the rate of three-fourths of a bushel 

per rod, break it well to pieces, let it lie for three week*, 
then dig it in. That should do great good. So, loo, will 

a heavy- dressing of soot dug in at once. Your soil rather 

needs gritty matter to help keep it open or porous, such 
as street-sweepings, which include plenty of horse-drop¬ 

pings. Ditch or roadside trimmings mixed with lime and 
put into a heap lo decay are good. So. too. is straw- 

manure from a stable, rotted leaves, or decayed garden 
refuse. In spite of the thinness of the soil, break up the 

bottom soil and leave it there to improve. 

Cucumbers (M.\—It was wrong lo plant four 
Cucumbers into a frame 0 feet by 5} feet. Two plants 
would have lieen ample, and even these would have needed 

a lot of thinning, especially taking out non-fruitful 
shoots. You seem to have had rather too many fruits on 

the plants. Ten or a dozen set at a time on one plant 
would have been ample. To take off the lights in the 
middle of the day and water was wrong. It would have 

been better to have kept them on during the day, giving 

a little shade if needful, and water when required aliout 
five o'clock, shutting down dose, as that generates a 
moist air, which the plants like. So much depends, how¬ 

ever. on the nature of the soil employed, the character of 

the water, etc., that either of these causes might have 
led to the failure ol your plants. 

Planting Asparagus roots (Cl"niary).—I\, is 
well that you have lilled your 21 leet deep trenebt-s, on 

which you propose to plant Asparagus, with so much 
soft dn aying material thuscarlv, as now it ran settle w ell 

down lielorc planting time. That should lur with you 

early in April. It the material in the trenches has sunk, 
add some soil to the trenches liefore you plant. Whether 

the roots lie two years or three years from urd matters 
little if they be strong, but if you find the Ihiee-year-otd 

ones extra strong, then get those and plant them. Put 
in one row lo a trench only, placing roots fully If inchea 

lo 2D inches apart in broad furrows from » inches lo 
5 inches deep. You must not cut that year of planting, 

and only very moderately Ihe following year. The soil is 
usualiv some 5 inches thick over the root*, and the 

stem*, when aliout an inch or two through the ground, 
should lie cut carefully as low down as jioseiblc. 

For six people a bundle cf fifty good heads should be 

sufficient. 

SHORT REPLIES. 

Retie hie.—You had better consult our advertisement 

columns.-T. Wroe.—Any seedsman could procure for 
yon White Elephant Potato.-It. >1. O.—OI course, if 

the soil is dry you must water in the trees, but no need 

to do so if the soil is fairly moist. Never plant when the 
ground is wet and slickv.-Constant Reader.—In all 
probability there is not sufficient rise in the flow pipe to 

cause the water lo circulate. If the pi|>es are dead level 
all the wav round the house there will lie no circulation. 

-.V. hi hie II ilia is. —See reply under “ Short Replies.' 
in our DsilO of Dee. 20, p. (*.'•!>.—-—J. A—Apply to Messrs. 
W. and J. Birkenhead, Fern Nursery, Sa’e, nr. Man¬ 

chester.-William Poster.—Sotry we know- of no such 
places in the districts you mention.-Mrs. Hodgson.— 

See reply to -Suffolk," in our issue of Nov. 15, re 

“Raising Gorse.” Apply to Mil. Vilmorin ft fie, 
I. i.iuai de la Mfgisserie, Paris. IP. /.’. J. Rnrks.— 
Your plants are being spoiled liy the fumes of the oil- 

stove.-T. J. Goo-Hake.- We have had the same thing 

in our own |ionds. anil we do not find it inimical to Water 
l.ilics. It disappears entirely in some seasons. Wo have 

hail none of it this y ear.-Rnystnil A mateur.—Yon 
cannot do better than get a good plain saddle boiler, 

which, If well set., is lioth economical and efficient.- 

A. C. Rieerhrad.—Impossible lo advise unless you can 

give us the name of the plant you refer to. 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 

*,* Any communications respecting plants or fruits 
sent to name, shoubt always accompany the jHired, 
which should be addresse,! tn the Emtor of Gardrmno 

Illcstratro, 17, Fumical-strcet, Holbom, London, K.C. 
A number should also be fir inly affzcd to each specimen 
of flowers or fruit sent for ntiminq. So more than four 
kinds of fruits or flowers for naming should be sent at 
one time. 

Names of plants. — Thos. Morgan. — Skinimia 
japooi -A-.»irt.J. M. Scarfe.—Leaves very much dried 
up. Evidently a Fig. hut impossible to decide without 

Iroit.-O. b-nlull a Boo.—1, Euonymus jsponicus 
auieo maculatus; 2. Rctinospora pisilera; -I. Buicher'a 
Broom (Itusous aculeatusj.-Mrs. Ij. C. Marshall — 
Tr chomanes reniforme.-R. Greening. — Colomastcr 
frigida 

Names of fruits.—C. E. Kill—Apples; 1. Probably 
Nor'olk Beau fin, specimens very poor; 2, Specimens 
insufficient. 

Catalogues received.—Barr and Son*, 12 and 13, 
King-street, Covent Garden. W C. — Annual Cash Clear, 

once Salt of Rulbs and Cheap O/tr of Hardy reiennials. 
_Sutton and Sons, Reading.—Amateur's Guide in 

c , HorticultureJof B",t-—J. Veitch ami Sons. -Catalogue 

v of Seed*.rtM* , f Chrysanthemums, and 
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PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPETITION, 1902 

“GlobePolish”Celluloid Balls 
'SUITABLE FOR 

PING-PONG 
OR 

TABLE TENNIS 
12 for 6d., Post Free. 

PRIZE AWARDS. 

Chi.i- l— Smali, Gardens. 
1st Prize •'» Guivkas to M- 

Cl"imhi r* Court, '/• "'!■• ’•hin i/ 

•Jm> Prize—3 Guineas to Mr,. 
tfo/r, WiiUtiH-ou- Th"no. 

HALIFAX. 

WROUGHT IRON BOILERS 
FOR HEATING FOR 

HORTICULTURAL WORK, 

Cbi*i ~~ Fl.itUERS \NI» SlIKUIlS «U THE (Hi 

Air. 

1st Prize—5 Guineas t>> Mr. N. II . 
FHZH HUBERT, llri/ii.hiri, A- , „ 

S. 1)' roili 

•_’ni> Prize—3 Guineas to M< A 

WALLACE, Lough Eib, Co. I> 
In hunt. 

E\tk\ Prizes. 

Miss Stocks, ciirc of Rev. .}. lleriRini.iii, I IT, 
Ditchling-road, Brighton.—Oloaria Gunninnn : 
Altli.-va frutex ; Solaiium jasmiuoidos. 

Mr. A. G. Lawson, 32, Ashley road, Croucli 
lull, N.—Spray of Clematis montana ; Rose 
Gustave Regis ; Border of Asters. 

Mrs. Kounet Wore, ('otlands, Sid mouth, 
Devon.—Border of Michaelmas Daisies : Corner 
in Hauley Garden ; Bamboos at Cotiands. 

Mies Cliicliestcr, Arlington Court, Barn 
staple. Snowdrops ; A Fern-bank. 

E. L. Bland, Woodbank, White Abbey, < 'u. 
Antrim. — Choisya Lcrnata ; Acanthus lati 
fob us. 

Mr. Thomas Taylor, Crowsley Park, Henley 
on-Thames.—Spiraea aria-folia ; Rose W. A. 
Richardson. 

Mrs. T.eslio Williams, Swanwiek Cottage, 
Bath.— Doronicums under Pear trees. 

IMPERIAL BOILER 
Catalogue on application. 

RAIMES & CO., LTD., 
Tredegar-road, Bow, London, E 

5^1-^ i 

TrfO?W.ROBHE 
DENNIS IRON WOMS 

STOURBRIDGL 

f |,l*e''la' merit* of our Boiler, .re - 

o jyS 1. Long Burning. 

r3 IQ if Even Temperature, * f n IS S.-No Troublo. 
S SB ■ • The Feeders being 
g iESB 9 hinged can be pulled lor- 
g jg ward when desired, com- 

p* Kjfig a Plotcly exposing fire-box. 

I . hi thru* particular* our 
.re u->,md ooaipe- 

fcjocgSjjPMjjf §’• Guaranteed Minimum 

:c A Without Attention. 

HE- Roes without Baying thi.l 

•*VwP . I He largii reservo of fuel in 
T • the Feeder insure. burning 

' I ■ - ‘ I for at least lour times longer 
v ^ than is possible with ordinary 

hollers. Unsatisfactory 
Boilers can be replaced in a 

few hours work without moving existing pipe*. 

Chi**.;—Indoor Fi.«»vvkks ash Pi.ants. 

1st Prize .» Guineas t<> .1/r. E. LOW 
llfi HUt/f'trtf llill, Dlihlill. 

2m > Pm ZK— Xnl umirth •/. 

Extra Prizes. 

Miss Chichester, Arlington Court, Barn 
staple. Bougainvillea glabra; Streptocarpus 
Paucratiums. 

Miss Violet Barnard, At, Portland place 
London, W. Hibiscus radiat-us; Stephannti- 
Qoribunda. 

Mrs. K. I.. Hltui'l, Woodbank, White Abbey 
Co. Antrim. Zephyrauthes cariuata. PRACTICALLY 

EVERLASTING. 
Write for Samples and nearest 

Dealers to 

D. ANDERSON & SON, Ltd., 
Dept. G. 

LACAN FELT WORKS, BELFAST. 

Extracts from Letters Received:— 

"My gardener says ho never had such a store before, 
so easy to work, and does its work so well." " Ikies its 
work splendidly, and is certainly the least trouble of any 
Stove I i >er had." ' My maids manage it." "The last 
No 2 I had from you always goes 2-1 hours at a stretch." 
" I never look at it but once a day. and have a good even 
heat the whole 21 hours." 

Extra I'iuzes. 

Miss L. Hamilton, I >.iktbor|rc, Windermere. 
— Raspberries : Dwurf French Beans. 

Miss M. Barnard. 23, l'ortlnnd placo, 
Loudon, W. —Plum Gol'len Gage; Dwari 
Beans. 

For prices, particulars, and Kstlmatus lor 
Complete Apparatus, apply 

12 HOURS STOVE SYNDICATE, LTD-. 
66. VICTORIA ST.. LONDON. S.W. 

o**-General Si iuki ts. 

Prize of 5 Guineas to Mi** J/»»•//«. 
Si rn*c Dirlms, A'< mil* Collagi, II >r*hnm 

FENLON’S HOTZ 
FOR WARM INC GREENHOUSES V 

FOR ROOKS, PICEONS, RABBITS, 
Extra Prizes. 

Mr. Thomas Taylor, Crowsley Park, Henley 
on-Tlmmcs.—Clematis montana : Pa-onies in 
the Grass ; View in the Wild Garden. 

Mr. .T. Hummel, XS, Salcot road, Wands¬ 
worth Common.—Vase of Plumbago capcnsis ; 
Vaso of Godotia. 

Mrs. Streallield, care of Miss Next conic, 
Thurston Lodge, Thurston, Bury St. Edmund . 
—A Mixed Border. 

Single barrel, hammering. brooch-loading Shot Gunn, con 
verted from Government Killed, and lilted to take 12-gauge 
CF *hol cartridge*; Pi*ccinlly bored by an improved proc*v.«» 
for long rango an.l treat itonetrmtion. UmNjuallod for al: 
long dixtaiK o ahootiiig. 15s». each. I)ouhli*-bnm.*lled breech- 
loaders from 3S».«. Air Guns, 1 ‘2a. Gd. Walking-stick Guns, 
12s. Gd. A'arin Guns, 7h. 0*1 Send 3 stamps for Price Lut. 
MIDLAND GUN GO.. Bath-*treet, Birmingham. 

f MSAnsr&NosTSATiSFACTmlkAm run 
I no smoke no Smell — 

NO BACK DRAUGHT'NOFUHEcAifteitn 
chtcr house To Burn Gas or Oil 
COLO8SILVCR MEDALS AWARDED 

— Good all wool, (> ft. long, 
-h nirr four ,■**iuids. t;ott'nitn**’tl 

. Iltth-. Much bettor than cuuhm-m 
t If' lor 3*. Front- II. J. UASSUN, 

THE GREATEST WONDERorTHE AGE 

MADE IN VARIOUS SIZES 
hath Copper Boiler prom iOT 
Thovssvos Sold * Cats apt. CL a I set 

DLUCHKKS. — 5,000 pairs sewn Army 
Ilbi-hers, quite new; splendid leather sole*. Will send 

one pair, any Bile, post free, fw. 6d. Cash returned if not 
»ppr i ned ,,f 11 .1. (i A SSO X. Ib.vermiient t.'.mtrm-tor. Kye. 

IOC—GENT'S MAGNIFICENT GOLD- 
±EJ U. CASED KEYLESS HUNTER ; compact model. 
1 ‘ rf***-' Lim**keeper (\v,»? ranted). Also f&ebioDubls 13 carat 
rolled gold IlOUBLK ALBKKT (Mamped). wicrirt'c. 10a. ^1. 

at quantity 01 
but dl ol d* 

useful for*-"?; 

AULIN road. London. 

larKe pieces of Torriaulin, some new, 
Nary canva*. purchased from Govcmmcn 
for carts, waggons, and machinery, at 
suitable for coreni for building*. *t IJJ 
K.turned If not approved of.—H J. GA&^u. 

ARDEMM BINDING COVERS.— 
^ Covers for binding each volume of GAKDKN’nto 

from Vol. L up to the present time are on sale, Bri o Is. Ol. 
Of all BookKUers, ot-fron>*Jie 

Publt 
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Mika Sautxl 
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rtl<s spoiled .. ... 

,u»tk,» pretty 
r-sha*. berried, lor 
nndowi . 
irbcrrj. common 
Berberis vulgaris) .. 
uu. lorring dwarf .. 
,'jonia Gloire de 

iaflosw, the Peach 
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Brugmansia •uareoletu 
Cabbage clul. 
Carnation* 
Celery failing 
Chrysanthemums 
Chrysanthemum* at the 

Aquarium 
Chrysanthemum* 

bloomi exhibited at 
the N.C.8. November 
8how. 

Chrysanthemums in 
rases and baskets .. 

Chrysanthemums, largo 
Chrysanthemums, old.. 
Chrysanthemums, single 
Cissus discolor 
Conservatory 
Cypripedium spertahilo 
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ESI 
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Deul/Ja gracilis .. 
Kero*, watering.. 
Fig-tree, growing a 
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Flower border .. 
Fruit . 
Fruit garden 
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Fruit-trees, root - prtin- 

Rarden diary, extracts 
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Grapes, early 
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FRUIT. 

SOME FRUIT NOTES. 
■ow that all fruit from garden and orchard 

o been 1mrvested, fchoro is time to reflect 

) iho past season and its influence on the 
/lit crops. Never was there such a full and 

^nndant promise of fruit as just prior to 
d at tho time of flowering. Hopes were 

jittered, however, when, following tho 
ftt rcrael v cold spring weather, tho embryo 

lits fell thickly to tho ground. Some dis- 
cts and gardens fared much better than 

■jicrs, hut, on tho whole, there is a general 
arth as affecting Apples, and this was also 
le of Plums. Pears were more fully cropped 
indeed, so far as I can gather, there was a very 

. od average crop everywhere, there Iieing 
tie to choose between one variety and another' 
their cropping. The Apple crop was a most 
riable one, some trees being thickly laden, 
bile others were almost or quite bare of fruit, 
t our garden there was a very marked instance 
’theuncertainty of these fruit-bearing traits, 
tree of Court Pendu Plat, called by some the 

Wise Apple,” by reason of its lateness in 
twering, has a branch of the variety Wealthy 
afted upon it. Though the troo is in the 

of condition, the “Wise Apple” was 
‘.direlv barren, while the single cordon of 
;”ealthy was so well laden with bright and 
" -ndsome fruits that it needed support. Cox's 

rengc, Ribston Pippin, Blenheim, Claygate 
armain, Reinette du Canada, Poasgood's Non- 
ch, and Fearn's Pippin are some that with 
e bore very sparingly. Ecklinville, a most 
«ful Apple for home use, maintained its 
aracter for regular cropping. This with me 
« not failed to give an annual crop for the 
ist ten years, and often it has been heavy 
ther than light. Observation confirmed the 

pinion formed long since that the early kinds 
Fo more regular in their bearing than late 
mds, because the crop is gathered in time for 
ie tree to prepare itself for another year. 
"ith the fruit all gathered in, the opportu¬ 

nity, both with Apples and Pears, is now 
Horded, the grower of comparing individual 
leritg. Pears, more than Apples, are so 
viable in quality that no one garden can be 
>und to suit all and every kind. In the fruitr 
tore qualities can be compared and notes 
>ade for future guidance. An important point 
" u 1 f?row‘n8 's that both trees aud fruit 
“ght to he kept strictly under name. Unfor- 
«V, however, this is a rule frequently 

ii* I have been iu many gardens, and 
‘null ones in particular, where no effort is 
nade to keep the trees true to name, and it 
o variably happens that inquiries are made 
imong friends or visitors for names of fruits, 
when the blame attaches to the growers for 
Wowing the names to be lost at the time of or 
list after they are received from the nursery, 
alanv allow the nursery label to remain until 

"> name is obliterated, and then when autumn 
-omes round fruit is despatched to the Editor 
with the hope of its being named. In the 
ewildering number of sorts of almost all kin 
'nuts, how is it possible for ty 

able to correctly identify them? Then- aro 
certain kinds that have distinct characteristics 
which can easily be recognised. There aro 
others that even the most expert pomologist 
stumbles over, simply because differing soils, 
stocks, and treatment produce characters not 
in universal harmony, Ouite recently I looked 
into tho fruit-room of a friond, and found Pears 
much confused in storing. No less than three 
lots, kept carefully separate, were found to bo 
ono variety instead of throo, and non© boro a 
label to identify thorn. My plan is to keep a 
book wherein aro written tho name and number 
of every tree bordering tho garden paths and 
on tho walls. If I did not do this, how could 
I accurately keep the names of several hundreds 
of trees in my mind the year round for I find 
it quite as necessary to know tho trees in 
their winter nudeness as in their summer 
dress. Recording the names by number in a 
book is much more simple and reliable than 
using labels, except metallic ones of large 
size. Wood labels soon perish, and small 
zinc or metallic ones are difficult to find when 
the trees are in leaf. W. S., Tro»'l>ri>l>je. 

ROOT PRUNING FRUIT-TREES. 
Garden trees, through tho restraint brought 
to bear upon them by tho annual course of 
branch pruning, aro much given to grossness 
and its subsequent ally, barrenness. When 
tho summer shoots are vigorous there is usually 
a corresponding strength of thong-liko roots, 
aud these two forces are strictly opposed to 
fruit bearing. Apples and Pears aro those 
most given to those undesirable traits, and 
give the mo3t trouble. This invariably comes 
from deep burrowing roots, which go down 
into the subsoil instead of remaining near the 
surface. While tree planting is still in pro 
gress, it may be useful to relate how effective 
is a barrowload of lime-rubble at the base of an 
Apple or a Pear-tree, placed at a depth suffi¬ 
cient to allow 18 inches or 2 feet of soil for the 
roots to move into. The dry lime-rubble 
prevents the roots striking downward. Thi9 
was discovered in quite an accidental manner, 
and the one who provided a dry lime base did 
so not with the ooject which it proved after 
wards to serve. Trees so treated never 
required root pruning, because the growth was 
never of bo gross a nature as to call for it, and 
so long as this moderate summer growth con • 
tinuea, so long was a crop of Pears of good 
quality forthcoming. Lime-rubble is some¬ 
times to be had easily enough, and many fail 
to realiso its value. Latterly I have procured 
soveral loads from some old demolished cottages 
quite six miles nway. For mixing with the 
soil about fruit-trees and Vines this is far 
more valuable than fresh lime, direct from the 
kiln, because it is more lasting and slower in its 
action. 

Root-pruning is laborious work, especially 
when the soil is very wet or heavy, but 
when well done there is no doubt about its 
value. Trees once well and carefully root- 
pruned last some time in a healthy state before 
a repetition of such work is needed. Often the 

it offending| root is one that strikes down 
the tree, and unless . t, qglJ^Pbole of 

this is cut through tho severance of all other 
roots avails nothing, for the growth of tho tree 
will bo maintained with almost tho same 
vigour so long as this root is |>ormittod to pro¬ 
ceed unchecked. As largo a ball of soil as i.s 
possible should bo retained with all available 
fibrous roots preserved. The more of these 
present, the better aro tho chances of an early 
crop. I^irgo trees having but a few thong- 
roots to support them suffer badly whou those 
are all severed, especially should tho summer 
following be a dry, hot one. In any and 
every case it is advantageous to provide -a 
mulch of some kind around tho base of troes 
thus opornted on ns a means of conserving 
moisture, and a surfacing of manure about tho 
tree stems helps to keep tho roots active and 
fibrous. Should the state of the summer call 
for such aid, it is well to remombor to give an 
occasional soaking with clear water, and tho 
presence of a manure mulch will economise this 
m every way. Root-pruning I have found 
capital work for frosty mornings when it is too 
cold for light work needing less exertion. I 
have found that from trees with their roots 
deop in the subsoil, even if they fruit freely, 
neither Apples nor Pears satisfy, because 
disease spots develop in the fruit when they 
are on tho verge of ripening, if not bofore, 
rendering them of no value, oocause decay so 
quickly sets in. To have good fruit, eithor of 
Apples or Poors, tho roots of tho trees must be 
active surface, fibrous ones, otherwise tho crop 
will be much reduced in value. Somo sorts 
are greater offenders than others, it is truo, but 
even the best can be readily spoiled if the con¬ 
ditions are not right. This year great losses 
have been found in the Pear-room, due to the 
sunless summer, aggravated, no doubt, by the 
depth at which the roots have been working. 

When dealing with trees in clayey soil, some 
additions calculated to make it lighter and 
more easily drained ought, if possible, to be 
provided. Lime-rubble, burnt ballast, leaf- 
mould, or even house cinders will each help to 
correct this when mixed with the staple soil 
about the roots. If some of the clay can be 
wheeled away and replaced with surface soil, 
so much the better, aud in any case the sod 
replaced beneath the ball of roots should bo 
made firm, so that when settled no fissures are 
encouraged. Poor soil, too, would repay a 
little well-rot ted manure, bone-meal, or artifi 
cially compounded manure incorporated with 
it, and soil long occupied with t-reo-roots must 
naturally become impoverished. In this, how¬ 
ever, moderation must bo the rule. S. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Pruning three-year-old Apple-trees.—I send 

photographs of three of mv Apple-wee* planted three 

years ago. They have not been pruned since they were Flan ted. Would you advise their being done now?— 

x Dorn. 
[It is unfortunate that your standard Apple- 

trees were not pruned soon after being planted. 
The photos sent show how much of the branches 
left unpruned is now bare. Cox’s Orange 
Pippin needs a taller, stout stake to draw the 
stem upright,, then .have three or four of the 
larger branches cut back one third their 
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it wiis full of fruit, and I was told by the 
grower it never failed to give a big crop. Cer 
tainly it had one on it at the time of my visit. 
I could hardly have thought it would have 
made so fine a standard. The wood was short 
and produced the fruit-buds on long spurs. 
It never received any pruning, the free 
cropping keeping the growth in check. What 
astonished me most was to see so fine a tree 
growing in such a poor, hungry soil.—J. 
Crook. 

gatu) is one of the best of all room plant*, and 
stands first in my selection. The reason 
that the leaves are leathery, and practically 
impervious to dust. The flowers are ten 
curious, not attractive, and produced on tl» 
surface of the soil. Loam mixed with peat L< 
a good soil, and provide good drainage. After 
potting stand tne plants in the greenhouse i( 
possible to assist them to become more qwcklv 
established. A great fault is constantly repo; 
ting plants, which is not required," is i 
rule, in the case of such things as these, tbe 

less they are disturbed at the roots the belter. 
A great check is imposed by this constant dis¬ 
turbance, and they never increase properly, h 
is essential to sponge the leaves frequent!? 
with tepid water to remove dust and dirt Inn 
the surface. Once a week at least this should 

he done. 

India-rubber plant {Ficus elastics) is tlx 

next best room plant for winter. It is not b 
useful nor so vigorous as the Aspidistra, ji 
there is a certain objectionable stiffness ate 
it, but it often thrives where it is impositk 
to grow flowers. A good loam and peat sod 
and a moderate amount of drainage must b* 
given. But the most important thing, a; a 
the case of the Aspidistra, is to spongstfe 
leaves at frequent intervals to remove dust 
.md dirt. ‘ When the foliage begins to tun 
yellow a little soot-water will be bendidil 
but there is really little attention required, 
simply not to overpot or repot too ofta ml 
water very carefulfy during the win ter Katin. 

The Ophiopogon is another good mate* 
or room plant, though usually kept in a great 
house or conservatory. But it may be bronght 
into the room, and its wealth of narrow gree 
and creamy-white variegated leafage is very 
attractive, especially when set off by spites d 
sapphire-blue flowers. It grows freely in k 
ordinary loamy soil, and when used in tht 

greenhouse is very pleasing in a terra-oxk 
vase or window-box, so to say, on a greenhorn 
shelf. 

Three excellent Ferns for rooms are Pure 
cretica, its variety albo-lineata, and P. trenuk 
I do not think it is possiblo to got a mors« 
ful trio, all being so vigorous, and not like tie 
majority of Ferns, averse to cultivation a 
rooms. They succeed in ordinary peatyte 
and greatly dislike an over-supply of water 

Dr.ac.ena indivisa is another useful p!v 
hard to kill, and always fresh in aspect wks 
the foliage is kept properly sponged, sm * 
this small selection may be added the 
Palm, Corvpha australis, Grevillea robust*, t- 
Norfolk Island Pine (Araucaria excels), ret; 

pretty when small and distinct in aspect, u! 
the Sedge (Cyperus alternifolius) and its'it s 
gated variety, which require more menu* 
than any of the other plants mentioned. Its 
graceful, free-growing, and pretty when Saw 
on a small table so that its fanciful growl: 
is in no way cramped. All the foregoing ki» 
I have grown for years in rooms, and dares 
the winter especially they succeed better mu’ 
anything else I have tried. f 

Pruning Vines. As soon as the major 
portion of the foliage has fallen the pruning 
should be dono, as this reduces the chances of 
bleeding when the Vines start into growth in 
the spring. Supposing the Vines are trained 
on single rods up the roof, all side shoots or 
laterals should be cut back to one or two good 
buds. Sometimes the first bud nearest the 
main rod is small; if so, cut to the next bud, 
which, as a rule, is largo and good and pro¬ 
duces the finest bunches. If the side shoots colouring of this plant make it 
have been too crowded, some of the weaker for the decoration < * 
and worst placed may he cut clean away ; j easily forced or givi 
1 foot to is inches apart is a nice distance for trouble. Six or e 
the spurs or side shoots. If the Vines are into a 6 inch pot in 

PLANTS AND FLOWER8. 

ROOM AND WINDOW. 

tolier and kept in a cold 

Solomon’s Seal forced. 

Achimenes.— For a warm house, *»* 
one desires to make a display with husui 
baskets, some of them should be planted mK 
Achimenes. One of the prettiest W* 
arrangements 1 saw last year was in 1 
Cucumber house, where a home made wood® 
baskob had been planted with these showy am 
charming blossoms. They looked extremely 
healthy, and. perhaps, one reason wastbnG » 
frequent syringings the Cucumbers W'® 
bring about a moist atmosphere suite — 
Achimenes to perfection. —Woodbastwbx 

Growing Spiraeas in pots.-^'- 
there who cannot admire a well-grown fy~/ 
Spirrea, say japonica or astilboiaes florin::' 
carrying numerous spikes of bloom in sp™? 
Those who would have bheir light and chant 
ing flowers in April and May need not at ‘ ‘ 
distant date give up the idea, for clumps Pr’-_ 
cured now, potted, and brought into he* ? 
weeks hence, will come in useful- lor *- - 
and window decoration it is question*? 
whether amongst white flowers there are ° 
that command a larger sale than 
When growing freely they require *** * 
dance of water, but until growth 
mepced water should be sparingly a<l 

Thf. Parlour Palm (Aspidistra luriaa varie- • 
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INDOOR PLANTS. 

PELARGONIUM DAUMIER. 

Tills which we figure to day was raised by 

better habit and a much more profuse bloomer. 
Its beautiful bell-shaped flowers of a bright 
yellow colour are produced from the axils of 
the leaves at nearly all times of the year. 
Abutilons are easily propagated from cuttings, 

Monl Lemoine, of Nancy, and is said to be one which root freely at almost all seasons, although 

Spotted HtUiyonlum Daumier. 

the brightest and most distinct of the 
■tted Zonal*. 

FITTONIAS. 

nioraiH Fittonias are stove plants and 
el in the heat found therein, they may 
grown in the greenhouse during the greater 
t of the summer and autumn, ana bear 
• in mind that they are extremely beau- 
tl in appearance, having prettily-veined and 
ted fojiage, are dwarf and most useful for 
>wmg in pans and baskets, or in pots for the 
ntsof stages, one sometimes asks the ques 
>n as to whether they are known ss much as 
ev ought to be. Light loam 
1 leaf-mould are tne eom- 
* thev need, the warmest 
1 of the house, and a moist, 
tly - shaded atmosphere. 
■! strike very freely, and 
se who grow Coleuses or 
uinias can grow these 
*7. fine foliaged plants. 

LKAHURST. 

REE GOOD WINTER 
ELLOW - FLOWERING 

’LANTS. 

ij.'.h flowers are not plen- 
list this time of the year ; 
anyone having an ordi- 

7 greenhouse or a cool 
iservatory may without 
I difficulty have a grand 
play of Abutilon Golden 
ten and Linum trigynum, 
1 wherever the tempera- 

of a house can be kept 
a minimum of GO degs. 
nng the winter, a third 
>nt, the lovely Linum tetra- 
num, may w'ith advantage 
added to the list. Little 

td be said here about the 
wtilon, as other varieties 
th flowers white, pink, and 
d of various tints are well 
■own and found in nearly 
'erv private garden whero 
Jt flowers are in demand 
«nng the winter. There, 
Oder a generous treatment 
_ Planted out in the bor 

cr of a greenhouse or of the conservatory, 
1 against a wall or as pillar plants, they 
? ln grea.t abundance their lovely flowers, 
'.are go well adapted for bouquets and 
able decoration. 

Ati th.on Gulden Quef.n is 

wot on the better known BouTe'd'Oh'bW 

those struck in early spring are the best. They 
may also be considered clean plants, the only 
insect to which they are subject being the 
green-fly, which is readily destroyed either by- 
fumigating or by syringing the plants, especi¬ 
ally the underside of the foliage, where the 
vermin generally collects, with a weak decoc¬ 
tion of Quassia chips, which leaves no un¬ 
pleasant smell and is very effective. 

Lintm tricynum is the popular name for 
Reinwardtia trigyna, a neat-flowering plant of 
shrubby habit, native of the mountainous parts, 
of the East Indies. Although of equally easy! 
culture, this plant requires a little more atten-j- 
tion than the foregoing, but at this time of the! 

furnished plants in -H-inch pots, which during 
the winter greatly assist in the decoration of 
the greenhouse and conservatory. The shoots 
from plants which have been cut back soon 
after they have done flowering form the best 
cuttings, which should be inserted in a sandy 
compost and kept in a close propagating frame, 
where they root readily, after which they 
should be potted singly in a mixture of fibrous 
loam, partly decayed leaf-mould, and silver 
sand in equal parts. To ensure free growth it 
is advisable to add a small quantity of some 
fertiliser to the above-named compost. When 
rooted, and until they are fairly well estab¬ 
lished in the pots in which they are to flower, 
the young plants I>enefit by being kept in an 
intermediate temperature, while in autumn a 
position in a low frame to which plenty of 
air and sun can be admitted is best, as it is 
necessary to ripen the last-made wood to favour 
the formation of the flower-buds. During 
their growiug season the plants must be fre¬ 
quently pinched to ensure their growing into a 
compact shape. The last pinching, however, 
should take place not later than the end of 
.lulv, or there is a danger of not allowing 
sufficient time for the formation of the flower- 
buds, especially if it should happen to he a 
rainy season. A temperature of 50 degs. to 
.15 degs. is that in which the flowers open best 
and aro least likely to damp off. On account 
of its being suhjeot to red-spider, Linum trigy 
num must he frequently syringed, and care 
should lie taken that the water reaches the 
under part of the foliage. During the hot 
weather, from July to September, when the 
planks are best stood outside altogether, it is 
advisable to give them three or even four 
syringings a any. preference being given to 
rain water whenever procurable. After flower¬ 
ing the plants may be cut back and subjected 
to similar treatment, but it is preferable to 
propagate and grow fresh plants every year. 
If not pinched, Linum trigynum forms a 
straggling, unshapely bush, varying from 2 
feet to .‘1 feet in height. 

Linum tetrauynum is another beautiful 
j yellow flowering plant of shrubby habit, but 
it must lie grown in a warm house all the year 
round. If wo only judge by the outward 
appearance, we find that it has a great aflinity 

Fittonia »ry\ roneura. 

year its flowers, of a rich orange-yellow colour, 
amply repay the cultivator for any extra care 
bestowed upon it. Linum trigynum is essenti¬ 
ally a groenhou.se plant, and does be9t in pots. 
-R is easily increased from cuttings inode in 
MgR^ai ,(|Tfii^I>and these if properly treated 

with the plant just described; indeed, the 
differences are mostly botanical, inasmuch as 
its flowers, as the specific name tetragynum 
implies, are four-styled ; whereas those of L. 

As ft deoorativa 
plant for winter it is o; reat^value as the 

in 
properly treated plant lor winter i( is ol as great value as 

of the season bushy, w<jj[J(\J |c^R;SjtFY'fl©^HJ_l2‘Bit©l&^\T’roduced 
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greater abundance, are disposed in large fas¬ 
cicle-like racemes at the summit of the 
branches and branchlets; they are of a very 
pleasing pale primrose-yellow colour, and 
often 1 inch in diameter. The plant i9 some¬ 
times literally covered with its delicate Con¬ 
volvulus-like tiowers. The propagation of 

A stone edging. 

Linum tetragynum is not limited to cuttings 
only, as this pretty species produces under 
ground suckers, by which it may also readily 
be increased. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Abutllon Savitzl.—Aliiitilons increase readily i! 

cuttings of half-ripened wood are placed in a bed of 
sand, beneath which hot-water-pipes nin, or if dibbled 
into pots of sandy loam in February and kept under a 
bell-glass in a warm house. The one under notice is a 
charming variegated sort, very useful for grouping 
amongst plants in a conservatory, or for window and 
table decoration.—I.kaih'kst. 

Primula obconlca.—I have a dozen l’rimula 
obconica in their flowering pots. The leaves all seem 
to turn yellow or have yellow blotches, and some of them 
decay right off. My greenhouse is only heated with an 
oil store, and is damp generally. I air well when there is 
a chance. All the other plants do very well. Any infor 
mation will be thankfully received ?—F. R. Cooper. 

(You are evidently keeping your plants too cool and 
damp. An intermediate temperature of about 50 den. 
with just enough flre-heat to dispel the damp suits this 
Primula beet. ] 

Greenhouse.—What should the autumn, winter, and 
spring (i.r., when wc have fires) temperature of a mixed 
greenhouse be ? It contains common Ferns, Maidenhairs, 
(Meanders, Geraniums, Azaleas, Rose, Heliotrope,' 
Camellia, and in it we strike cuttings. It is divided ini 
the middle. Should air be always admitted? I gather, 
from a previous answer thatit has been too damp and close 
for Marguerite Carnations.—Manxman. 

IMaintain a temperature of about 45 degs., and when 
the weather is mild admit air. We conclude that your! 
house is heated.) 

Begonia Gloire de Lorraine.—Mr.' 
Alayno grows this Begonia in quantity at Bicton.j 
and I lately noted some tine plants of it. Many! 
of these were from 18 inches to 2 feet across,! 
and growing in 6-inch pots. Those in 48-size 
pots were equally good. The colour was good 
and the plants sturdy, and n mass of bloom. 
It is impossible to over-estimate the value 
of this Begonia for winter blooming.—.1. C. 1 

Paaslflora triloba.—I have a plant of this in 
small hot-house with night temperature now minimum 
CO degs. My plant has never blossomed, yet is about 
two years old, and trained close to glass on wires I 
am keeping same almost dry now. Is this correct 
treatment, and do blooms come from it, or young wood ? 
When should I prune, and how, to get bloom next 
summer? And should the plant be repotted, and when ? 
It has now filled a pot 14 inches in diameter full of 
roots.—Blak Williams. 

[We should not advise you to repot it, as 
being now somewhat pot-bound it is more 
likely to flower next summer than if repotted, 
as this would probably lead to fresh growth 
instead of flowers. The soil should be kept 
moderately dry during the winter, but not 
enough to injure the routs, airifvthis is donethe 
plant takesj-^np tc^rec^gj ti 

chock. If you have sufficient head-room we 
should advise limiting the pruning to the 
removal of any exhausted shoots, as it is the 
main ones to which you must look for flowers. 
The blossoms of this Passi flora are about 
.1 inches across, and of a pleasing violet-purple 
hue, the crown of threads in the centre being 

very conspicuous, and in 
colourjvio'et handed with 
white.] 

Scarlet Salvias.—Would 
it be possible for me to grow 
■Scarlet Salvias for greenhouse 
decoration next year? I ihink 
I said before that our climate 
is cold, damp, and smoky, and 
the greenhouse slightly shaded 
by trees and shrubs contains 
a mixed collection. What 
would the treatment for Sal¬ 
vias be, and how and when 
should we begin?—Manxman. 

[If you have any old 
plants place in a good, 

light position in the 
greenhouse — that is to 
say, a structure whose 
minimum temperature is 
about 45 degs. Give 
sufficient water to keep 
the soil slightly moist, 
hut no more ; indeed, the 
object is to maintain the 
plants in a quiet state 
till the spring, when 
young shoots will be 
pushed out freely. These 
shoots will strike without 
difficulty if taken off at 
a length of about 3 inches, 
dibbled into pots of sandy 
soil, and placed in a close 
propagating-ca.se in the 

warmest pait of the greenhouse. Of course, 
these cuttings must he shaded from the sun 
till rooted. When potted off pinch out the 
growing points in order to encourage a bushy 
habit, and, directly the roots take hold of the 
new soil, give plenty of air. Pot on as mny bo 
-necessary, and grow in the open air during the 

summer, bringing them into the greenhouse in 
the autumn where they will come into flower. 
Ono thing to he particularly careful about 
during the early stages of this Salvia under 
glass is to see that the foliage does not get 
affected by red-spider, as it soon causes a good 
deal of damage. Too dry an atmosphere is 
especially favourable to the development of this 
pest.] 

Brugmansla suaveolena.—I have a plant of above 
growing at back of greenhouse in narrow border, 
minimum night temperature 46 dege. with hot-water- 
pipea The above plant is still in bloom to a small 
extent, but is losing its leaves. What I want to know 
is, when should it be cut back for encouraging young 
growth for blooming next year? And, further, does it 
matter how severely I cut it back ? The “ Encyclopedia 
of Hardening," page SS, says, “Cut or prune September— 
October."—Blan Williams. 

[The Brugmansia should he kept fairly dry 
throughout the winter in order to thoroughly 
ripen the wood. This will result in all the 

old and exhausted wood, and cut back tie 
vigorous shoots to within one or two eyes tree 
their base, always, of course, bearing’in inii-d 
that one object of pruning is to ensure # 

symmetrical a shaped plant as possible. Wits 
the return of spring more water may begiva. 
and on bright days a syringing will ti 
Iteneficial.] 

OUTDOOR FLAHTB, 

GARDEN EDGINGS. 

In large grounds where borders an-1 Hot.;; 
beds are cut in a wide expanse of turf but io 
edgings are needed, but in the average giria 
they are a very important feature, though 

frequently neglected. In the majority, pu 
ticularly in tne country, a Grass verge _• 
employed. Anything more unsuitable, troth* 
some, and generally inartistic it would k 
difficult to find. It is usually from 1 fooiL 
2 feet wide, the width being largely regulsre 

by the blades of the mowing machine. The 
unsuitableness of this Grass verge lies in tie 
fact that, owing to the constant necessity fcr 

mowing, rolling, and trimming the edges, i 
flowering plants must be kept nearly 6 ioche* 
away from the edges of the beds, so formirg i 

hard line; also the Grass gets soiled duns' 
gardening operations in the winter, and is 
summer it is often brown and worn Ironies 
walked on, unless the plan of putter to 
hoops a In public gardens is adojtel & 
veritable cause of stumbling to the minre 
If there were Grass verges to the lag, 
narrow beds that form my Rose earl*, 
there would lie a littlo over a mile of Cns 
edging to mow and trim every fortnight 

Certainly no one can claim any beauty i i 
narrow strip of more or less ragged tort a 

flat between a flower-bed and a gravel pi 
Even where the turf is beautifully kept, dw 

as velvet and with edges true, it is at *68 

out of all proportion to the resulting edst 

Of course, some of these drawbacks apply: 
beds cut in turf, but here the offect L« tets 
besides which, when it is all Grass, peep-; ” 
not walk in one place, so that it is not tom, 
and ono presupposes a' large enough star to 
keep it in order and to see that the edge- lt 

not “broken down" by being trodden : 
Whilst speaking of this mast unsightly rest' 
of treading on the edge whilst soft, it is « 
every gartlener who knows how to repair 
quickly and well. Instead of cutting osuk 
crushed section and adding mould unis > 
lift the edge, without cutting the turf,*®1 
sharp spade slipped under flat, and insert * 
wedge of any old piece of turf cut to ties' 

required. A pat or two with the spade • 
settle everything in place again, and ther- ‘ 
no fear of sinking, like there is with !»* 
earth, and, more important still, the edge • 
firm turf. Box edging has nothing to ree« 

mend it, save “ancient use;" it is very trou'-e 
some to keep in order, as it shows » 
inclination to die out in patches, and it 

leaves falling, but you need not concern 
yourself about that. Then, in the latter part 
of February or early in March the plant 
be pruned. In earning this out cut'awsv any 
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grows bare at the base. Besides being 
harbour for vermin, it is a nursery tor ' 
particularly for Couch Grass. It * ‘ « 
robber of the soil, and practically * 
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low-growing things behind it, and is stiff and 
formal. It was only in its place when Italian 
gardening was in vogue. Ornamental tiles are 
impossible, besides not fulfilling the prime 
necessity of being permanent, as they are 
easily broken, and the frost causes them to 
crumble. The only ornamental, useful, and 
cheap edging is formed by evergreen creeping 
plants growing over a stone edging that, 
once set, is no more trouble. Any stone 
will do. “ The stone of the district,” say 
the few writers on the subject, “sandstone 
blocks for choice, but on no uccount use dints, 
bricks, or clinkers.” No one would who could 
get sandstone, but the question of expense 
rules the garden even more than elsewhere, and 
in a chalk district flints are the only stones 
available. These soon lose the raw, new look, 
and though they do not absorb water, they, at 
any rate, do not crumble. Bricks are had for 
this reason, still they have the great advantage 
of taking up moisture like a sponge ; a 4i lb. 
brick, put into a pail of water for some hours, 
will w-oigh I) lb. In a hot, dry position this is 
an advantage, as all moisture is absorbed, to be 
returned to the plants during heat. Clinkers 
are the last choice, but even these can bo made 
passible by dipping them into a mixture of 
colour-wash with some sand in it. A dull red 
—the tone of red sandstone—is the best. If 
the edging is properly planted and well looked 
after there should he but little of the stone 
showing in from six to twelve months, so, if 
either of the last two must he used, the 
unsightliness will be but for a short time. 
Where well-shaped blocks of sandstone can be 
used, of course no one would try and quite 
cover them : but not so with “ makeshifts.” 

which will pash their roots down amongst the 
deep-laid earth under the stones, finding there, 
in even the hottest, driest weather, coolness UO|,„,Uua, tuoy unw up 10-incn to is-incti 
and moisture ; and as so many creeping plants 1 stems with six to twelve flowers. On 

mean they go steadily on, flowering all the 
summer, but, when the cool rains come in 
September, they throw up 15-inch to 13-inch 

A box-wood edging. 

throw out roots from their branches, if they get 
amongst ground that they like, it will lie found 
that they will root into tho fino gravel very 
freely, so keeping themselves secure over the 
stones. 

An edging of white Pinks. 

Whatever is chosen, or used, must ho 
used with a real knowledge of “ why.” 
Quite two-thirds of the stone should be sunk in 
the ground. The reason for this is not so 
much firmness as to make a cool root-run 
during hot, dry weather, and a protection 
against frost and excessive moisture in winter. 
Sandstone makes an ideal stone for rock- 
plants, as it holds a groat deal of moisture, 
drawing it from the ground even in summer. 
The Sandworts are quite independent of soil, 
if there is any sandstone for them to grow on ; 
the lesser Saxifragas are tho same. The best 
time to set the stone is when the bed is made, 
but if this is in situ, dig a narrow trench between 
it and the path, rather deeper than the stones 
are to go. Put in the bottom 2 inches to 
■* inches of good gritty earth, setting the 
stones on to this, letting them vary in height 
from 2 inches to G inches above the level of the 
I'ed. At this time they should touch, or, fail- 
mg this, a small bit of stone must be wedged 
“t the back, otherwise the mould will wash 
through during heavy rains. Well ram some 
more of the gritty earth rou nd the stones at the 
back, and some fine gravel in tho front, or 
path side, even though there has to be a gutter, 
this care being taken because of the plants, 

The plants that are suitable must of neces¬ 
sity he regulated by considerations of soil, 
climate, and position, besides the all-important 
one of expense. Where dressed blocks of sand¬ 
stone are used, “ border gardening ” becomes a 
pleasure, second only to good “wall garden¬ 
ing,” and is more than enough to occupy “ the 
leisure” of even an energetic amateur, for in 
a largo garden those edgings are measured by 
the mile, my before quoted Rose garden having 
over half a mile, yet I count it small. To the 
much - to - be - envied owner of such stone 
edgings all things are possible. To the best 
of encrusted Saxifragas, fragile mountain 
Pinks, rare Primulas, colonies of Ramondia 
pyrenaica alba, lovely drifts of Phlox, there is 
no limit. There is no necessity for covering Sail the “stone.” Foremost come l’inks. 

eir soft grey-green foliage looks like bloom 
during the winter, and their flowers are 
ever welcome. Somehow I have become 
possessed of a Pink that is really marvellous. 
The “grass” is nearly as strong as in Carna¬ 
tions. In May the wide belt is white with big 
flowers like a perfectly grown Mrs. Sinkin9, a 
tinge of green at their heart. June transforms 
them into a white flower with faint red mark¬ 
ings, but October finds them Carnations ! I 

October 20 I gathered a handful of perfect 
blooms. I simply dibble in the cuttings 
2 inches apart, about September, as close to my 
flint border as I can. A year after tho stone is 
hidden by a 12-inch wide'lielt. I have a run of 
150 feet of this Pink. All of the Dianthus 
family are beautiful. Nearly all of tho Saxi¬ 
fragas arc good, hut tho Mossy and London 
Pride sections are the most useful. Of the 
former, S. trifureata (the Stags-hom Saxi 
fraga) is, perhaps, the liest, the old London 
Pride l>eing hard to heat. Where a wido 
border is wanted, the giant-leaved Soxifraga 
(S. crassifolia) is unrivalled, as anyone who 
has seen it at Mentone will agree. Double 
Primroses, Aubrietins, Auriculas, Primula 
denticulata, Violas (the American vars., such 
as V. ])edata and V. cornuta), Tufted Pansies, 
Veronica rupestris, the double white Arabia, 
Lithospermum prostratum, Phlox, Hepatica, 
Sedums, Sempervivums in variety, ana Gen¬ 
tians are a few of the best. Not everyone 
has seen the Violet “ California” as an edging 
miles in length. I saw it once, and have never 
forgotten it—an enormous Orange “grove” a 
couple of milos above Nice, the trees planted 
in large oblong beds, each with a foot wide 
border of this Violet in full bloom. Where a 
wider border is needed for shrubberies, the 
various Ivies, gold and silver-leaved as well as 
the plain, are good, particularly for cool 
borders, when Snowdrops are beautiful planted 
amongst tho Ivy. Where a little trouble is not 
objected to, various half-hardy or deciduous 
things can Ik: used. As an illustration, large 
pink Oxalis for the summer, with Myosotis 
dissitiflora for winter and spring, or Anemone 
and dwarf Nasturtiums. Dwarf bulbs make 
good edgings. All the Scillas, Chionodoxas, 

Foam-flower (Tiarclla cordifolia) as an ediiinx- 

ocus, “species” Hyacinths, and the Mus- 
ris, Triteleias, Sparaxis, Sternbergias, and 

Crocus, 
caris, . . „ 
Autumn Crocuses are a few. A good edging for 
a sunny shrubbery is yellow Alyssum, with 
either Parrot Tulips or Spanish Irises planted 
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amongst it. Thrifts and Sweet. Williams are 
good. ^ For a fruit garden Alpine Strawberries 
and Violets are among the best, and the 
Thymes for the kitchen garden. 

Dairtinh, S. Devon. A. RaVI.DON. 

PANCRATIUM MARITIMUM. 
As a i-onaUnl reader of your valuable ami helpful 

l-aper, Gardknimi Ili.ihtkatku, I venture to ask 

whether you or any of your readers ran kindly 
K>ve me any informalion i-omerninif I'aneralluni 

murltiiimni? Early this sprinir n friend sent me 

some seeds, supposed to he the rI«vv. They came 

from Ajaccio, but were live or ei\ years old. However, 
the gardener sowed them in heat and they all came up, 

he then put them in a cold-hnu-*-, and in the summer 
plaied the pans out-of-doors, thinking that the leaves 

would die down. This they did not do, so in the autumn 

he pricked them into larger pans, and now has them in a 

cold-house. The leaves are narrow, something like lawn 

Grass, but are thick, about 3 inches long, and in colour 
rather bright green, fan you kindly tell me how they 

ought to lie treated; whether they will do out-of-doors, 
and at what age the seedlings may be expected to 

blossom 7 I shall be very grateful for any information, ns I 

do not know the Lily at all, or of what shape, si/.’, or colour 
the flowers generally are, or at what tune of tear the 
plants bloom ?—A. E. K. 

LAs the seedlings are now pricked off, you 
had better leave them in the larger pans and 
transplant them again in early spring, when 
you should select the warmest site you possess, 
and there place a temporary frame wherein to Elant the seedlings. Well planted they will 

a safe enough till at least three years old, or 
even four years old. Let your frame be about 
1 foot deep, and give the light a sharp pitch to 
south or south-west. Make up the soil of the 
frame 6 inches above outside level, using old 
potting-mould, if no better material is available, 
and abundance of sand or grit intermixed. 
Make this Ann and plant the small bulbs in 
shallow drills at a short distance asunder. Keep 
the small bulbs quite close to the surface, with 
what roots they have in a straight-cut trench. 
From your description of the seedlings you 
have the true plant; with age, however, the 
leaves will lengthen to 12 inches or 15 inches, 
and nearly U inches broad. If you consider 
you are quite favoured in respect to climate it 
is possible this species may do in the open, 
with certain modifications. ' The bulbs should 
be buried 3 inches deep, and planted in a sunny 
bed of well-drained loam and plenty of sand; for 
example, a narrow border against a warm wall, 
though even here a glass-frame would be infi¬ 
nitely better for them. This species is less 
hardy generally than P. illyricum or even P. 
equestre. Both of these grow and flower in 
certain parts of England in the o|>en, but P. 
maritimum less so. 

What is needed in the case of P. inari- 
timum even more than the others, we believe, 
is an absolute rest in summer, say from May 
to August, when growth appears, as a rule. 
T.h.e FrowinP and resting periods are controlled 
chiefly by the treatment accorded. This also 
wiU be responsible for the bulbs arriving 
quickly or the reverse at the flowering stage. 
It is not likely, however, they will flower in 
less than eight j’ears. Meanwhile, grow the 
bulbs as well as possible. Keep them in 
growth so long as the leaves remain green, 
and keep them without water entirely when 
the foliage is ripened off. And not merely 
without water, but airy and dry withal above. 
In brief, these veiy definite periods are the 
best means of cultivating these plants known 
at the present time. The time of flowerin'' is 
generally early summer or late summer. Tve 
have had bulbs in bloom in the same frame, and 
therefore receiving the same treatment at both 
seasons. In positions where the bulbs receive 
water more or less continuously the plants 
remain evorgrecn, or nearly so, and may go on 
indefinitely without any attempt to flower, this 
being brought about best by the artificial 
method above stated. The species is by no 
means free or certain in its flowering, how¬ 
ever. 

The flowers are white and extremely frag¬ 
rant. Prom nearly the centre of the bulb the 
flower stem issues and attains 15 inches in 
length or so, and at this level are a number of 
flower buds arranged in an erect umbel. The 
individual blossoms are composed of a long 
tube. At the end of this tune the blossoms 
open out after the manner of a single Tube¬ 
rose, much longer and larger, however, and 
more elegant in form ] 
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VIOLET CULTURE. 

I have seen various notes as to growing and 
watering Violets in gardening and other 
journals. My method of culture for both 
single ami double varieties is as follows: 
I take the young rooted runners that have not 
flowered from the old plants that have done 
blooming in April or first week in May, dibble 
them into a border facing oast or west. 
9 inches apart each way, water them in well, 
and continue the watering throughout the 
summer. Never let them want for water at 
any time in their growing period. Keep them 
hoed, not too deeply, and pinch all the longest 
runners from them. Syringe them in the 
afternoon of hot, dry days with clear rain¬ 
water, and occasionally mix a little soot-water 
with the rain-water; also, once every three 
weeks, use a little farmyard-manure-water with 
the clear water. If they are planted in 
some good garden soil, which has been given a 
dressing of cow-manure and soot, you will be 
rewarded with some good clumps by the end of 
September. At this time make your beds up 
for them in frames, using good loam, leaf-soil, 
burnt earth, soot, and a little bone-meal; mix 
well up together. Place in frame to a height 
that will allow about 2 inches space clear from 
the lights. Plant the Violets in this mixture 
9 inches apart each way, water them in 
thoroughly, keep the lights off them night and 
day, excepting in wet weather ; then run the 
lights over them, lifting them sideways, 
which will admit air top and bottom of frame. 
Mat them over to keep frost out, pick all dead, 
damped leaves from them, stir the surface 
with a label to keep Moss down : then I think 
the Violets will reward you with their sweet 
blossoms from October to April. 

Geo. Maw. 
A'«is/ Hill Garden*, Port Jade, Bri'jhton. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Carnations. — 1 have some beds of Carnations 
planted out law spring from layers taken the previous 

autumn. They flowered very badly, but made plenty of 
healthy looking grass. Hoping they will flower better 

next year I am leaving them as they are. Should a top¬ 

dressing lie applied ? If so, when, and of what? Carna¬ 
tions usually do well here. Can the soil have been too 
rich? Manxman. 

[The only thing you can do is to sprinkle some fine soil 
among the layers, and if very thick thin them out slightly. 

» ou.ought to have propagated a fresh stock from layers, 

as young plants are always far more reliable than old 

A pretty aquatic.—Since my remarks 
on the Cape Pond Weed appeared in your 
paper I have received two or three requests 
for further information respecting this plant, 
and perhaps some of your readers may liko to 
know that we have in many of our brooks and 
streams an indigenous aquatic well worth 
growing in tubs in our gardens. I allude to 
the nurple Loosestrife (Lythrum Salicaria). In 
a tub I hare had it throwing up fifty of its 
pretty racemes of flowers, about 2 feet high, 
and much admired by many who were not 
familiar with it in its wild state, and the 
autumnal foliage, of a reddish-brown shade, 
is also beautiful. Small yellow seeds are pro¬ 
duced in abundance. Blue tits seem fond of 
these, and are often seen climbing up the 
sprays searching for them. The Loosestrife 
is perenmul and requires no care in growing 
beyond seeing that the tub is well supplied 
with water, and the roots spread till they soon 
quite fill the receptacle.—A. B. Herhert, 
MortUn, Surrey. 

The Peach-leaved Bellflower. — 
Amongst the many beautiful Campanulas, 
none are more popular than C. porsicifolia, the 
Peach leaved Bellflower, and for »>eds and 
borders it is largely grown, having a pro¬ 
minent place in not a few country gardens 
where hardy plants are specialised. This 
variety is often to be seen planted in rows, or 
grouped together as “ second line ” subjects, 
backed up in many instances by tall-growing 
Delphiniums, etc., and in June and July such 
gardens are al ways effecti ve. The blue variety 
is possibly the least grown, inasmuch as the 
white sort is in greater demand where cut 
flowers are wanted, but both have their place 
in borders where hardy flowers are cared for. 
All Campanulas love a sunny situation, good 
soil well manured in the autumn, and need 
division aliout every two years. Some that I 

lected to divide for several years became 

weak in the centre of the clumps and died off in 
the winter, whilst plants in small groupefronn, 
biennial division bloomed much better. Many 
who grow Campanulas seem to think that they 
will do with any kind of treatment, hence one 
sometimes finds them planted in out-of-the- 
way corners, under trees, etc., but to get the 
best results from them they must have a sunny 
aspect, and, as stated, a rich soil. Old au»U 
should be pulled to pieces in March, re plan tel 
in fresh positions, as, by so doing, one will gw 
much stronger bloom spikes. We often forget 
how useful Campanulas are for |iota, and for 
cool houses they should be borne in mind. 
WlHIIlBASTWICK. 

New Zealand Flax.—I have just come 
across a query in jour issue of 13th ult. 
concerning the growing of the New Zealand 
Flax (Phormium teoax) in the open air. As I 
have had some little experience with this Flant, especially with the variegated variety, 

beg to say that I have found that it may Ee 
safely planted out in this climate (Eastcliff, 
Bournemouth) if a little protection of litter or 
Bracken is given to it during the first winter. 
The leaves sometimes shrivel and turn black 
with frost, but recover again. It is very 
effective on a lawn. The common green 

Phormium" is still hardier.—H. Moms 
Bennett. 

LILIES IN THE GARDEN. 

These noble garden flowers have only widen 

recent years been planted largely in the bes 
possible way, and that is among shrubs. At 

one time they were considered suitable for poo 

only; but under these conditions the finest 
growth and bloom wore never obtained 
Planted in the open, however, among Rhodo 
dendrons they are thoroughly at home. We 
were once much struck by the appearance of 
L. elegans, or L. Thunbergianum, as it is more 
often called, planted among dwarf, dark 
leaved shrubs, Kalmias, Stc. The contrast of 
leafage and flower was rich and telling. We 
may make use of almost every Lily in this 
way, even L. longiflorum, which is often 
supposed to succeed only in a pot in the green¬ 
house. 

L. EI.KCANS is a splendid early Lily, while 

there are many varieties differing widely in 
habit and colour of the flowers. The tallest 

should be planted among the shrubs, and in 

large spreading masses there are always open 

ings through which can ascend the stately 
spikes of brilliantly-coloured flowers, reserving 
the dwarf kinds, those that grow only from 

1 foot to 18 inches in height, for the outside. 
Such varieties as the apricot-coloured aluu 
ceum atro sanguineum (deep-crimson, height 
1J feet), Van Houttei, fulgens. Prince of 
Orange (orange), and cruentum (crimson), are 
all of dwarf growth, and adapted for edging 
peaty beds filled with shrubs. In growing the 

Lily in this form there is very little trouble. 
The soil that suite such shrubs as the Rhodo 
dendron also agrees with the Lily, and the 

growth protects the tender rising stems in 

early spring, when, except for this protection, 
they would suffer from frosts. A top-dressing 
of manure each year will keep both shrub 
and Lilies in vigour, but it must not be due in. 

Lilifm TESTACErM (Nankeen Lily), figured on 

t 581, is a distinct and fine Lily tnat does well 
in the soil that will suit Rhododendrons. The 
best Lily, however, for planting in this fashion 
is L. auratum. The large masses of Rhodo 
dendrons on either side of the main walk are 
generally a picture of colour in autumn at 
Kew Gardens, the bold spikes of this 
Japanese Lily apjiearing in profusion, the 
flowers large, numerous, and finely-coloured, 
finer far than anything we can obtain in pots. 
It is under these conditions that the full 
beauty of the variously coloured flowers is 
obtained. The bulbs are in the soil that 
suits them, and the growth is screened from 
heavy rains, cold winds, and late frosts. Those 

who have no large clumps of shrubs to plant 
it in should choose a sheltered situation, not 

exposed to the full glare of the midday sun, 
and where the soil is rich and well drained. It 
will succeed in ordinary garden material, if 
this is well manured, but it likes best an 
admixture of peat and loam. The finest 
results with Lilian* auratum have been 
obtalified by planting it among Rhododendrons, 
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id when once established amongst them 
lere is no need to disturb the roots for 
veral years. Varieties of Lilium auratum 
■e many. Rhododendrons, or clumps of some 
nd, abound in every garden, but present a 
onotonous effect when their season of flower- 
g is over, unless relieved by a rich display of 
oom, as.here advised. It relieves the scenery 
lameness, and gives colour in the nutumn. 

jme thought is now given to the autumn 
ason of the year, and rich effects are gained 
; the free use of Michaelmas Daisies and 
dies. Writing of Liliums reminds us that 
e common 
L. caniuditm seems to have recovered in part 
jm the disease that threatened to obliterate 
and the finest results have been obtained 

rough massing the clumps together. In one 
est of England garden that we remember, 
aced on the side of a hill and fully exposed, 
ere were large colonies presenting a sheet of 
irest white, and very beautiful on a cool 
ily day. Such an effect should be repeated in 
rge places where there are ample scope and 
portunity for bold breaks of colour. It is a 
mmon and miserable plan to dot the Lily- 
re and there in borders. A single spike 
ve* little notion of the 
11 beauty of several 
aether; and if it is 
t possible to plant 
cm among shrubs 
m distinct groups of 
jm in large beds 
ir the house. Two or 
ee years ago we saw 
na*9 of the Swamp 
y (L superbum, a 
tely North American 
civs I, and this was 
ightful. It is very 
I in growth, fully 6 
tor more; the stems 
purple in colour, a 

ti contrast to the gay 
vers, borne in a ter- 
ml cluster. This Lily 
y he grown among 
ubs, eujuys u peaty 
I, and is charming 
itself. 

The Canadian Lily 

canadense). - - Oran ge 
1 brown spotted flow- 

of this, borne on 
ader stems, are wel- 
ne in late summer, 
ecially when appear - 

from amongst an 
lergrowth of shrubs, 
succeeds well in 

’don, and should 
1 wade use of in 

parks and open 
c®, which require 
5ur in the declin- 

days of summer. 
3 Orange Lily, L. 
uricum and L. 
'Icedonicum are good garden Lilies, but 
latter is best seen in northern counties or 

"'.'hire, where it is common in cottage 
'lens, and of finer growth than in more 
'thern districts. Few Lilies thrive more 
e‘jr than L. Martagon, the variety dalma 
um in particular. It is an exceedingly 
mtiful form, very telling when allowed to 
.B? n lurgei clump, or establish itself in the 
wer parts of the garden. L. M. album is a 

1 de companion to it, and, like all the 
msof the Martagon Lily, quite hardy, very 
*,n growth and bloom, preferring shade, 

not refusing to grow in tne sunlight. 
'ere are a few groups that should be con- 

e,w* when planting Lilies in the open. 
Q°ng these may be mentioned L. pardalinum 
6 l anther Lily), with stems rising to a height 

leot, and seen to best advantage with 
' r* 88 a groundwork. L. pomponium, too, 
? not be forgotten, as also the forms of 
uneifolmni. The autumn is the season for 
- ^ney remain longer in bloom than any 
‘ r *'ily, commencing in September and 

'ng many weeks in full beauty. A gay 
■session is kept up by the forms of L. 

oum, the earliest of which begin to flower 
: ?&ust. the latest lasting till the end, of 
tob«. 6 Digmzea oy 

ROBBS. 

SOME GOOD NEW ROSES FOR POTS. 

Probably old-established kinds, such as 
Catherine Mermet, Bridesmaid, The Bride, 
Perle des dardins, will not be superseded as 
forcing Roses in our time, but the years 1H01 
and 15*0-2 have given us some particularly good 
novelties that are steadily making their way 
to the front. One of the very best of recent 
novelties is 

Frac Kari, Drcschki, so well illustrated in 
Gardening of Dec. 6. I should not so much 
recommend it for hard forcing, believing it to 
be a variety that will bo seen at its best in a 
gentle temperature. One of the grandest 
blossoms we had last season was upon a speci¬ 
men of this fine Rose. For markot it will 
prove invaluable, especially where the Ameri¬ 
can style of long-stemmed blooms is in request. 
It really seems as though Dein Holo would see 
what he prophesied when he referred to “our 
children's children plucking their snow-white 
Marie Baumann—pure as sunshine dancing on 
a white dove’s wings.” The form, perhaps, is 
scarcely so regular as in Marie Baumann, but 

The Nankeen Lily (Lilium testaceum). 

certainly the shape of Frau Karl Druschki is 
very beautiful. 

Mme. Antoine Mari has l>een admired by 
all who have scon the Rose. It is one of the 
most distinct varieties we have had for many 
years. The raiser is M. Mari, of the Nice 
Public Park, and from such a beautiful dis¬ 
trict other good kinds should be forthcoming. 
1 believe 

Mme. Vermorel is also from the same 
raiser. It is just that fine deep, full flower so 
doar to the heart of the exhibitor, and it has 
the yellowish colour of Jean Bucher, with n 
shading of rose. The growth is strong, and 
we have in this variety a first-rate novelty. 

Dr. F. Gpyon seems to be a near relative, 
perhaps from the same seed pod as the last- 
mentioned, but yet sufficiently distinct to be 
worth growing. 

Ben Cant.—The rich, glowing colour and 
grand form of this, together with a vigorous 
growth, are all points that go to the making of 
a good pot-Rose. 

Lady Roberts comes of a good stock. It is 
reputedly a sport of Anna Olhvier, and all who 
have grown pot-Roses know what a fine kind 
th^ latter is under glass. It is only recently 

/the sport;"6-feabi^ of Anna Ollivier has been 
aLhsmgV_many Rose growers believe 

Mme. Hoste to be one of its first sports. The 
sturdy habit of all three should ensure them a 
place in the most select collection of pot- 
Roses. 

Mildred Grant is a magnificent Rose, grand 
in petal and upright in habit. 

Pauline Ber.sk/. and Prince d>: Bulgarin 
are two fine additions to the Hybrid Teas, the 
one after the stylo of Mme. Cadcau Ramey, 
only flatter, and the other resembling Souvenir 
du President Carnot. They both come from a 
raiser who has given us some of the best Hybrid 
Teas in cultivation. 

Perle Von Godesbero and Duchess of 
Portland are of the Kaiserin Augusta Vic¬ 
toria type, the former claiming to be a yellow- 
sport, out as seen very littlo yellow is present; 
the other evidently a glorified Kaiserin, which 
will perhaps eventually take the place of the 
parent. 

Boadicea, when grown in heat, is very 
beautiful and highly fragrant. Its open 
flowers have a tendency to fade, but in the bud 
state there is no more beautiful kind than this 
one. 

Lady Battersea is perhaps seen at its best 
in the forcing- ouse, where its bright rosy- 

crimson colour and tine 
long stems carrying ex¬ 
quisite buds are very 
w elcome. It is reputedly 
a cross between Mme. 
Abel Chatenay and Mrs. 
W. J. Grant, so that 
should 1)0 sufficient 
guarantee that the Rose 
is a good one. 

Mme. Jean Dhpcy I 
much like. It is a fine 
sturdy grower, with 
l>eautiful bold flowers of 
a rosy-yellow colour. 

Mme Marie Crdibier 
and William Askew 
are evidently seedlings 
or sports of Caroline 
Testout, and, as such, 
welcome and distinct 
additions to a populur 
group. 

Robert Scott has 
evidently come to stay. 
It is ono of tho few- 
good novelties from the 
states, and it has the 
free-flowering and con 
tinuous habit of the true 
Teas. 

Soi.f.ii. d’Or is a Rose 
of remarkable individu¬ 
ality, capable of great 
things as a pot variety. 

Souvenir df. Mme. 

ClIKDANK GtJINOISSEAP 

should lie good, if only 
to compensate for its 
long name. That it is 
good I can testify. It 
is a fine flower of a 

very bright red colour. 
Souvenir df. Pierre Nutting at present 

falls far short of its reputation, but, notwith¬ 
standing, it is a Rose of great possibilities. 

The above are the cream of the novelties of 
the last two years. Hus a. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

A long lived Marechal Niel Rose.— 
This fine Hose is, as a rule, short lived, but one 
occasionally meets with an exception. The 
firet plant 1 ever saw of this with good bloomH 
on it was upwards of thirty-five years ago, and 
the plant still flowers well every season. This 
plant is grown by Mr. Adams, a jeweller, in 
Sherborne. When quite a youth, and serving 
in a large garden near, my chief took me over 
to seo it in bloom. This was the second year 
of its blooming. In the early part of this year, 
in a conversation with its owner, he told me it 
had bloomed abundantly every year, and, one 
year, when it was at its very best, he sold £8 
worth of blooms from it, and this was not an 
exceptional crop. It is planted out in a lean to 
house. At first this house had no heat, but 
now- for some years it has been slightly heated. 
It is workedgjfilthelBtiier, and where the union 

4 rtfWteftWF iCfcra 9ize of the 
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stock. It is worthy of note how some amateurs nese might very well he reduced in order to NOTES AND REPLIES, 
succeed when they have a love for gardening, effect this. The undue attention given to the single Chrysanthemums.—Could jot kioOr 
_J. Crook. Japanese section is ousting these pretty flowers give me the names ol some good single ChrysMthsmuti 

t>nQ„ Primnnn Rambler in bloom from the exhibitions, and this cannot be dis- »nd It any grower m»lM a speciality ol then? Ih».i 
xvOSe UrlmSOU tvamoier 111 uiuuui. _ c . one, and it has stood frost, ram, and wind ont-oMsci. 

—It may interest vour readers to know that puted in face of the fact that 1 H (looms ^ we„ j aD1 anxiou3 to get a variety of «*wn- 

1 have a Crimson Rambler now in bloom, represented both the Urge-flowered Anemones c. o.o'Bun. flynn. 

shnll be glad to know if it is not very unusual m novemiw asi. iw same reumtJ‘3 “rrv yellow sport, Miss A. Holden, is also g»i 
for this Rose to bloom a second time, and so e<lual f?Fc? th® Anemone Pompons. Miss Chrissie, bright terra-cotta, is brilli&n’ 
late in the season ? It has never done so in Theso beautiful free flowering Uirysanthe- while the flowers are young. Buttercup bear- 
the five years I have been here. SeveraLofour jnums were represented by twelve small many-flowered erect sprays of rather small 
Chinas, Teas, and Hybrid Perpetuals are still bunches on the last occasion, against double r0und blooms, butter-yellow in colour. Emit 
blossoming, although the blooms are small and this number in 1900. This is a matter for Wells is one of the very best, with bright ra* 
almost scentless. The following is a list of those regret, and interest in those lovely flowers medium-sized flowers that stand erect on lots almost scentless. The following is a list of those ~ - .. , . , , --t 
Roses now in bloom : Viscountess Folkestone, should bo stimulated by providing more sprays. Prolific is rather large The flower-. 
Horace Vernet, Marquis of Salisbury, Caroline classes and ollering liberal prizes. The which open blush-coloured, mottled with whik, 
Testout, General Schablikine, Perled'Or, Louis l'ompons appear to be holding their own fairly soon change to a paler hue, and are then ten 
Philippe, Sanguinoa, Mrs. Bosanquet, La well, but 114 hunches are, after all, a meagre much like those of Mary Anderson in form u-i 

Vesuve, Ulrich Brunner, Souvenir de Mai- display. Much cannot lie said for the singly, colour, but larger. This is a very free variety, 
njaison, Mme. Eugene Resal, LaurettoMessimy, as November is really too early to see them in Snowdrift is a useful white variety. Forth* 
and Irene Watt.—C. M. B. Wii.her, TatUum*. goodly numbers anti at their best. The rigidly who like very dark crimsons Annie Tweed rJi 

should ho stimulated 

and Irene Watt. 
lit nr Uodatming. 

C. M. B. Wii.her, Tallunu- 

0HRY8ANTHBMUM8. 

BLOOMS EXHIBITED AT THE N.C.S. 
NOVEMBER SHOW. 

goodly numbers and at their best. The rigidly who like very dark crimsons Annie Twoedwili 
disbudded blooms which aro usually exhibited prove a charming variety, very much like Mar 
are made to look so formal, and the machine- Anderson in habit, form, and size. Usefullu-. 
like regularity of their setting up detract* varieties are Admiral T. Symonds and Kat- 
from their beauty. 

Those responsible for 
Williams, both large-flowered yellows. Mrs 

schedule of a. E. Stubbs, cream3'-white, of good font 
ouwwo xj.vutoiijai* ***** the National Chrysanthemum Society have with fairly long, narrow-pointed petals; Frui 

NOVEMBER SHOW. much to learn. All who are interested in field Beauty, rich crimson; Jane, white 
Thf. following figures, which relate to the further popularising the Chrysanthemum look Yellow Jane; and Purity, white, are alsogtoi 
number of blooms exhibited in the classes at to the National Society to set an example to Large Chrysanthemums. - Mr. C 
the great show of the National Chrysanthemum other Chrysanthemum societies throughout the Qrjgt (pag0 5351 very correctlv define lie 
Society in November last, will no doubt prove country’. \\ ith the new move, which is now feeiingsof many lovers of beautiful flower - 
of considerable interest to readers of Garden- inevitable, the N.C. S. might well begin a new bjs relna,.ks concerning the monotony a tie 

ikh Illustrated. A bunch of Pompons or era of usefulness. The antiquated ideas which bj blooms at the Aquarium ami ate 

singles is counted as one bloom. Blooms have characterised its movements alt too long autumr)ai shows of this popular Hors, 
exhibited in— will have to give way to newer ideas, and the There L, not the slightest doubt that the 

vmh 10.11 lorw more enlightened and up-to-date methods of financiai crisig to which he refers will beau 
- l7or 7,-,, ^ ^hiTnt'ng, m which, of course, all sections of much more acute, unless steps are taken a 
incurved 471 Vt • s«4 the flower should have due consideration.and intr(xluce more variety> for tLe 9imple re«c 
Reflexed 21 is m the display, in consequence, be thoroughly re- that when you have seen one show of th* 

‘is *'l presentative, should be the rule. The society monster blooms you have seen them all, ict 
Pompons 1 iu “ ii* now ft ■P»«nd,d opportunity for making a th vary so little as to become wen 

inh 11.1.USTRated. A bunch of I ' 
singles is counted as one bloom 
exhihited in— 

1902 19U1 19THI 

Japanese 1797 2448 2112 

Incurved 471 687 • Nil 

Reflexed 21 4S 00 

I-arze Anemones His 132 204 

Anemone Pompons 12 IS 24 

Pompons 

Singles 

114 81 ins 
IS 24 24 

Totsd 2844 337S 3390 

clean sweep of—and ridding itself of—out-of- Tnere is no doubt tliat big liloor-. 

From the figures given above it will l>e seen 
there was a groat falling off in the total number 
of blooms exhibitor! on tlio lost occasion an 

compared with other years. This does not 
necessarily mean that the Chr3'sauthemum has 

date and antiquated methods of exhibiting cut wjth long stalka an(i foliage, set in n* 
Chrysanthemums of all types and of all sizes. uke the of the viaitors much moreth 

otWf!!i __ A' K‘ the flat boxes, and when we turn to is 
to total numbe groups we find the big bloom plants far le* 
This does'not CHRYSANTHEMUMS IN VASES AND effective than the naturally-grown and » 

RAaKt-Tsi disbudded onos. The majority of pronot* 
■Zw nnl.lio BASKETS. shows find a difficulty iu keeping uP * 

1P. ' Mnni as the introduction of the vase into com- interest in these shows, and have to u: 

necessarily mean that the Chrysanthemum has BASKETS. ZTfaiTdHM 

Muni os the introduction of the vase into com- interest in these shows, and have to 
The met ick e. g 0 petitions at shows was hailed with satisfaction classes for miscellaneous groups of pte:- 

I ± as a welcome change from the hard lines seen table plants, winter flowering Vm*** 

in lon» ranges of show lioxe*, yet it is now Cyclamens, Primulas, etc., and not the I* 
instead of on the flat and uninteresting gree found that nohow, apparently, can bjg rotund effective aid is given by the Begonias ol' it 

ThrLlv nyrlJrTnri^Hhn^ ®op-like blossomi I* made to look, however Gloire de limine type asp* P>^ 
were considered the only proper and orthodox ‘ .pleasing or beautiful. The inherent J. G„ Gosport. 
way of displaying the beauty and charm of *_- ’’ ‘ .. _ . 
these largo blooms Blooms' when setup in objection lies more in tl.o size of the flowers old Chrysanthemums (■ 
vases mlo a far more attractive dianlav than tban in tho setting up or the pi ice of vase or jf y0U have room in a cold-frame or pet 
when’they are arranged on the boards. When l’aaket employed for the purposo. A singular house, do not be in too great a hurry to thro* 
arranged^in vases tlio space occupied by the contrasfc> 80 far M elegance, grace, and beauty 0i,j 9tools of Chrysanthemums away, eve 
exhibfts is far larger conseauentfv so many are concerned, to these big sliow blooms, how- you have taken what cuttings you **»’•' 
hlooms are not reouired to make a’reallv fine ever arranged, was seen in the charming basket accidents will happen. Old plants will witte-' 
display The falling off in the Japanese and of ('Inysanthemumsset up by Miss Ea_sterbrook, in a cold-frame if covered up on frosty nip* 
tafiSd SLn?KattSbufe ^wkham Kent at thel^t meeteng of the 3Vhere decorative Chrysanthemunvs arej- 
the lateness of the flowering season Manv R°yal Horticultural Society. Here quite often these old plants turn out the best. -- 
growers could not got theif blooms'finished modium-size-l .louble w.thbeautifulpurewhite bloom earlier than those from cuttings^- 
s„ tlipientl v narlv for the rliief mebmnolitan 8,n?^es» an(^ SOm© °* tho thread petalled should be planted out in the holders ID A3 
SSTSd'S'« S -Jta pl~ms foliage mvle up stirtng t£, „n .bout Ihc roo« -d ij 
was less severe than usual. By a reference to " fthe at^lycharmmgarrangement duci?g a ,ltt e fresh will induce mam - 
the roflexed section in the table of figures, it was well north an illustration, if but to ^ backward to send up suckers, but «v 
will bo seen how they are declining in how to do tli ngs .sm11larly. N0 vase or treatment should l« the general rule-" 
popularity. Poor an wa/the display of tbia basket of big fat hlooms could JlOSSlbly look SO RASTXVICK. 
tyfe of the flower in 1900, when only sixty beautiful as tins basket did No doubt, because Chrysanthemums at the AquanUD 
blooms were exhibited, the display on the last 0 th.° P^'ail.ng erne for large blooms as seen _In 'fercnce to Chrysanthemums at tk 

occasion was limited to twenty four hlooms- f Aquarium, I fail to understand how pe^ 
two boards of a dozen blooms in each. At to repnl these big flowers fciful, w iLt who attend exhibitions can expect to 1 

their liest these refloxe.1 hlooms aro very 3maller onos g?t '’ery little recognition. It is, of 8|na„ bloo instead o( the magnitkr 
formal. The quaint blossoms of the large >« «o a grave m.stake Medium-sized Japanese, specimens grown under skilful and ' 
Anemones and Japaneso Anemones also show a P.ret^ 1 ompons, Anemone 1 ompons, and treatment. Exhibitions are not market- 

considerable falling off, as compared with the s,nK}.“ ™.ake np vhen tastefuUy used graceful cufcflowere, but are held to improve floncolw 
exhibition hold in 1900. A drop from 204 to cognations that far excel any that fat anc) test the skill of the gardener. _ There - 
108 in two years is a serious matter, and points f"'vers can P™^HC®- A crusade against big n0 akju displayed in producing small Ho**- 
to some lack of interest by the executive, or blooms to lw "'cv.teble as taste becomes what has made our Autumn -,'ueen so pop«* Wi BUUKJ lava »»» uiw/iwo i/j i/i»u oaovuvmo, ui T l AH niiwiua IlUIUCUUr AUWIIlUl w r » v 

to the want of moro liberal prizes, to tempt more rc,:me<1- "■ and what has caused it to make w 
growers to cultivate and exhibit them. The [The arrangement above roferrod to was one progress? Is it not the exhibitions, where ^ 
Anemone Chrysanthemums, to my mind, are of the most dainty we have ever seen, the public meet to sec this well-grown flower, 

• -»wu*o V|uiimu uuu vuuuuo iu uiivu iui mi, uud iuviivuuiu w i/ng wtwiuo IUV ouvnu rt ICRCM. xib a ittuii omv/« -- , . .. 

they are so elegant in their build and so useful in vases. The basket shown at the Royal there were classes for cut blooms ana p 
for decoration that the N.C.S. might well Horticultural Society was filled with fine white andisbudded, but the public took hamiv^ 
give more encouragement to these sections, singlo Chrysanthemums, associated with the notice of them, their minds being «n[r^. 
More classes should be provided, and also thread petalled white blooms of the Mrs. Filkins the large ones. To my mind, Oovent 
more liberal prizes offered, and, if it is neces- type and Fern fronds, a light and elegant effect and not the Aqnarium, is the place i«r 
sary, the number of clasyslteyqted todjJpa, being in this way secured. —Ed ] Original flbVers.—Essex. 

Digitized byV^OOglC UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT 
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VEGETABLES. 
KITCHEN GARDEN WALKS. 

Or old, the kitchen garden used to be devoted 
exclusively to the culture of vegetables, and in 
the present day more are perhaps to be found 
that lack flowering plants among their occu¬ 
pants than possess them. Now, however, 
that cut flowers are used so largely for 
indoor decoration, it is almost a necessity that 
some plot of ground should be set aside for the 
production of these flowers, for if it be not the 
continual drain on beds and borders will soon 
have an effect on the display. Unless there 
happens to be spare ground which may be 
utilised, the reserve beds are generally formed 
in the kitchen garden. Sometimes a small 
portion in one of the corners was allotted to 
them, and they were, in a way, kept out of 
sight, but by degrees the fashion of growing 
flowers in the kitchen garden, which first 

ing flowers on either side, and arches were here 
and there thrown across the path on which 
were trained climbing Roses, Honeysuckles, 
Clematises, Jasmines, Vines, or other orna¬ 
mental clamberers, and thus the kitchen 
garden assumed a fairer guise, until at the 
present day there be those which in interest 
to enthusiasts in gardening exceed the plea¬ 
sure-grounds to which they are an appenaage, 
so well-filled are the wide borders that edge 
the walks with all descriptions of hardy 
flowering plant' -Lilies, Campanulas, Lupines, 
Sweet Williams, Alstncmerias, Piconies, 
Poppies, Pansies, and a host of other dwarf 
and tall-growing subjects—while the arches 
are garlanded with bloom-sprays, and in the 
springtide the surrounding branches hold a 
shell-pink drift of Apple-blossoms—“blossoms 
as tender in colouring and delicate in fragrance 
as the rarest exotic”—that spreads like a sun- 
kissed cloud above the earth. S. W. F. 

Middle walk in kitchen garden. From a photograph sent by Mr*. A. K. Wykeham-Marlin, 

Pardon, near Swindon. 

arose from the desirability of having blos¬ 
soms for cutting in some spot where their 
removal from the lieds would remain unnoticed, 
has extended until many of theso gardens are 
beautiful with blossoming things through all 
the seasons of the year. Long beds of Tulips, 
breadths of self Carnations, crimson, white, 
®nd pink, satin Lavateras, and shot-silk Salpi- 
glossis, white Foxgloves, scarlet Gladioli, 
chaste Madonna Lilies, arching shoots of 
Solomons Seal, Christmas Roses, and all 
’RAnner of lovely flowers associate with vege¬ 
tables, manyof which, were they not vegetables, 
would be accounted of coual value in decora¬ 
tion as the denizens of bed and border, such as 
the feathery Asparagus, the twining, scarlet- 
blossomed French Bean, and the Globe Arti¬ 
choke, with its cool grey curving leaves nobly 
fashioned as Acanthus, and its towering violet- 
bjue flower-crown. By degrees, as the custom 
°f having flowers in the kitchen garden 
an endeavour was made to render t he c 
walk, at all events, morepfeaeRtableby 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Forcing Dwarf Beans.—I Intend growing Dwarf 
Beans in Oil'-umber-houses for early spring crop. Ought 

the Heaos to be sown at once I Is Cansdum Wonder the 
best sort to grow f My plan is to grow Beans in |«ts 

down centre of the houses as a catch crop, while 
Cucumbers arc coming on.—T. Wiutixa 

[You may sow these now at any time. We 
may now expect more sun, and the days will 
gradually get longer after the middle of the 
month, November, December, and January 
being the worst time for a supply of these to 
be kept up. Where the requisite heat, 60 degs 
to 7o degs., can be maintained during the 
night, with a rise of •"> degs. to 10 degs. in the 
day, according to the weather, no difficulty 
should be experiences! in getting these to 
fruit. Six to eight weeks will elapse liefore they 
are fit for use, and such an early crop is best 
grown in pots 8 inches in diameter. Light, 
rich soil is necessary, and the pots should be 
well drained, as Dwarf Beans require a 

citifyllsupply of water after the plants are 
sll WlAfished in the pots, and 

waterings once or twice weekly after the 
blossoms are set will materially help the fruit 
to swell. See that the Cucumbers do not 
shade the Beans after they are through the 
soil; neither should they be more than 2 fee t 
away from the glass roof, or the plants will be 
spindly and the crop unsatisfactory. Place 
ten or a dozen Beans in each pot, thinning 
down to six before crowding takes place. Some 
only about half fill the pots with soil at first, 
earthing the Beans up as growth advances, 
but I could never see the wisdom of this. 
When they have made their first true pair of 
leaves nip out the point of the shoot, which 
will cause them to branch, and before the 
tender stalks have a chance to bend over place 
supports around the edge of the pot, such as 
a half worn out birch broom, or three sticks 
18 inches long, and tie cord around to keep 
them erect. The plants must be syringed 
once or twice daily, gently until the foliage 
strengthens, up to the time the flowers open, 
when discontinue until set, when again ply 
it well underneath the foliage, or reel spider 
will soon cripple them. As regards varieties, 
sow Veitch’s Early Favourite, or Ne Plus Ultra 
and Canadian Wonder in a month's time. 1 

Celery falling.—I am sending you a root of I'elery 
in the hope that in your valuable paper vou will kindly 

give me tome idea of the reaeon ol its failure. The soil 
in which it waa grown is light, the trenches were well 

manured before the planting in August, and it hss been 
well earthed-up.—Atlas. 

[We can only conclude from the appearance 
of the head of Celery that you send that the 
seed was sown too early, that the plants re¬ 
mained too long in tho seed lied, becoming 
drawn and weak. You also planted out far 
too Inte. The Celery ought to have lieen put 
out at the end of May. The plant showed the 
centre hail run to flower, caused by its having 
received a check, also that in earthing 
up soil had lieen allowed to get into the heart, 
thus checking growth and setting up decay. 
Did you earth up when the soil was wet ? It 
would have been well had you sprinkled some 
lime over the soil and amoDgst the plants ere 
you earthed up the Celery. The lime would 
have helped to considerably dry the soil.] 

Cleaning weedy ground.-Kindly give me vour 
advice about some land (half an acre), which I took 

possession of last winter, and being weedy. Hoiks and 

Thistles reigning supreme, I had it trenched so as to 
get the roots out. This } ear I planted it with vegetables 

and some flowers, hoping to clean the land with the 
hoe during this summer, but owing to the rain and short¬ 

ness of hands, the weeds again conquered, but most 
that are left now are shallow-rooted weeds like liroundsel, 

Cbickweed, as 1 specially waged war against the deep 
rooters like Docks. I want to tow all the land with Grass, 

but I fear it is too full of seeds dropped again this year for 
me to venture to sow this spring as I had intended. I 

have been wondering if the best way of cleaning really 

woukl be to sow with Vetches as a smothering crop, as I 
was advitetl by a friend in the first instance, hut 

whose advice I did not take. What do you think? I 
shall be short of labour, 1 know, and need to save work as 

much as 1 can. other advice has been to grow Potatoes 

and Turnips, but I would rather not have either of tho** 
crops. If you approve of the Vetches, would you tell me, 

(IX when I ought to sow, and (2X how much seed I should 
need, and (:t). also how to sow—in drills or broadcast like 
Grass and raked in?— Crovdos. 

[It is unfortunate that whilst doing so much 
to free your ground from deep rooting or 
perennial weeds, you should havo allowed 
annual weeds to grow so abundantly. Still, 
the season was unfavourable to seed-pro¬ 
duction, and it may lie that not much of what 
was cast will grow. It would have been best 
to have sown Tares in October; now you had 
better wait till the weather is open in February. 
Even for that sowing we should not ail vise you 
to dig, fork, or plough tho ground, or to stir it 
more than 2 inches deep. If you work it 
deeper you will bury the weed seeds, and 
instead of being smothered by tho Tares they 
will, when the ground is re-dug later, be 
brought up and will grow abundantly. A crop 
of Tares sown in February could hardly be got 
off before the end of May, and it is then rather 
late to break up and well pulverise the ground 
to sow Grass seed beforo hot, dry weather sets 
in. Probably your best course will l»e to give 
a dressing of manure shortly, to havo the 
surface soil and manure buried down ID inches, 
and you may find a clean surface soil in April 
to sow with Grass seeds. Vetch seed may be 
sown broadcast, evenly, half a pound per rod. ] 

Se&kale.—Where the crowns are yearly 
lifted for forcing, no time should be lost in 
getting them up, reserving all thong-like roots 
of rr.aaipnjps^e [^0^^season's planting. 
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making these into cuttings on wet days. Cut 
the larger end square across, the bottom 
end slanting, tie in bundles of fifty, and lay in 
sand or earth, out-of-doors, with 2 inches or 
3 inches of soil over the the top. The crowns 
should also be laid in the soil in a sheltered 
corner where they can bo easily got at in case 
of sharp weather, a little strawy litter being 
shaken over them in case of hard frost. A 
fresh supply should be introduced into a tem¬ 
perature of 55 degs. to 60 degs., keeping the 
crowns dark, so that blanching may take {dace. 
Lily White is taking the place of the older 
variety, being much whiter both before and 
after cooking.—East Devon. 

TREE8 AND SHRUBS. 

SHRUBS FOR EXPOSED POSITION. 

Would you oblige me by Riving-: 1, the name* of shrubs 
and small trees which would grow well in a border exposed 

to rather strong wind ? 2, The names of plants suitable 
lor a hedge to run along a wooden Fence, to grow quickly'! 
—Cliwv. 

[The following will suit your requirements: 
Ereryretn.—Berberis Darwini, 5 feet to ti feet 
high, orange flowers, May ; Berberis Aqui- 
fofiurn, 4 feet to 5 feet, golden-yellow, February, 
March, and April; Buxus sempervirens (com¬ 
mon Box) ; Cerasus Laurocerasus rotundi- 
folia, one of the best and hardiest of the com¬ 
mon Laurels; Cotoneaster microphylla and 
C. rotundifolia, dwarf shrubs with red berries 
in winter ; Ligustrum ovalifolium variegatum, 
the best form of Golden-leaved Privet; Ilex 
(Holly), man}-varieties; Cupreasus Lawsoniana, 
of which several of the dwarfer forms reach a 
height of 3 feet to 6 feet; Juniperus Sabina, 
a pretty, spreading bush; Osmanthus in 
variety, all Holly-like shrubs, some with green 
and others with variegated leaves; Tax us 
baccata (common Yew), of which there are 
several distinct forms. 

Dtridnoiu). —Amelanchier canadensis (Snowy 
Mespilus), 10 feet to 15 feet, clouds of white 
flowers in May ; Berberis sinensis, 4 feet, and 
B.' vulgaris, 5 feet to (i feet, remarkable for 
their autumnal display of bright red berries; 
Cerasus Avium multiplex (Double Wood Cherry), 
Cerasus Padus (Bird Cherry), and Cerasus 
serrulata (Chinese Cherry); Colutea arbores 
cens, 6 feet, the yellow flowers in June, 
and large bladder-like pods later on, 
are very noticeable; Cornua Mas, 6 feet, 
little tufts of yellow flowers in February; 
Cornus Spa-thi, 4 feet, golden variegated 
leaves, Cornus stolonifera, 4 feet, bright red 
bark ; Cotoneaster horizontalis, 2 feet, a 
spreading shrub, whose scarlet berries form a 
bright autumn feature ; Crata?gus C'rus-galli 
(Cockspur Thorn), Crataegus Oxyacantha 
(common Hawthorn), and its several charming 
varieties, Crataegus tanacetifolia (Tansy-leaved 
Thorn), the latest flowering of all the Thorns ; 
Cytisus seoparius (common Broom), and its 
varieties, 5 feet to 6 feet high, flowers in May ; 
Euonymus europ.-cus (Spindle Tree), 10 feet to 
15 feet, whose drooping clusters of soft red 
fruits are very pretty ; Forsythia suspensa, 
cut back every year this forms a bush 6 feet to 
10 foet high, with golden flowers in Marcli 
and April ; Genista hispaniea, G. tinctoria 
fiore-pleno, and G. virgata, all members of 
the Broom family, from 3 feet to 5 feet high, 
flowering in June ; Laburnum, one of the must 
delightful low-growing trees that we have ; 
Magnolia obovata, 6 feet to S feet, purple 
flowers in May and June ; Philadelphus coro- 
narius, P. coronarius flore-pleno, and P. grandi- 
florus, all members of the Mock Orange family, 
from 0 feet to in feet high, with white blos¬ 
soms ; Potentilla fruticosa, yellow flowers in 
July; Prunus Myrobalana (Cherry Plum), 
Prunus Pissardi (purple-leaved Plum), and 
Prunus spinosa flore - pleno (Double - 
flowered Sloe) are all good ; Ptelea trifo- 
liata, « feet to 8 feet, laden with flattened 
seed-pods in the autumn; Pyrus Malus flori- 
bunda, 6 feet to 10 feet, rose-coloured blossoms 
in May; Rhus Cotinus (Venetian Sumach), 
5 feet to 8 feet, flowers like bunches of purplish 
hairs in July; Ribes, Flowering Currants, of 
different tints; Roses of sorts; Spartium 
junceum (Spanish Broom). 5 feet to 8 feet, 
golden Pea shaped flowers in Jnlyand August; 
Spirtea aria-folia, S. arguta, S. callosa, S. . 
opulifolia, and S. prunifolia flore-pleno, are all see 
free flowering shrubs from 4 feefto Aw fc-trUiU 

Digitized by\j0(jvr 

high ; Symphoricarpus racemosus (Snowberry), 
5 feet to 6 feet, remarkable for its large white 
berries in autumn ; Syringa vulgaris (Lilac), of 
which there are several varieties, both single 
and double; Tamarixgallica (Tamarisk), so well 
known as a seaside shrub, but which also grows 
well inland ; Viburnum Opulus iGuelder Rose), 
8 feet to 15 feet, whose snowball-like clusters of 
blossoms are borne in May or June; and 
Weigelas of different sorts, which are, taken 
altogether, a delightful class of flowering 
shrubs, whose blossoms vary from white to 
deep crimson. There are several subjects 
available for hedges, but some of the best are 
of rather slow growth. The most likely to 
suit you are Thuja gigantea or Cupressus 
Lawsoniana (both memliors of the I'ypress 
family), which are quick growers, while they 
also retain their colour woll. Both also submit 
readily to cutting.] 

QARDBN WORK. 

Conservatory. —In furnishing new con 
servatories one of the most imj»ortant features 
is the wall plants and climbers. I once had 
charge of a conservatory where the back wall 
was covered with Camellias. The house was 
broad and lofty, with a span-roof. The front 
was nearly all glass and the back wall was 
10 feet high ; and against this wall the 
Camellia grew and flowered very freely, and 
always had a dressy appearance. An adjoin¬ 
ing division was covered in a similar way with 
the Citron family, including Oranges, Limes, 
Shaddocks, etc. In planting Camellias, or any 
other plants, with hard wood stems, it is neces 
sarv to be careful not to bury the steins. I 
remember an instance that came under my 
notice where a new conservatory had been 
planted with Camellias, Acacias, and other 
hard-wooded plants, and it was necessary to 
take them all up and replant because the" soil 
settled, and in pulling up the beds the hard- 
wooded stems were buried too deeply and soon 
liegan to show its effect. For covering pillars Tea 
Rases of the free-growing kinds (Hybrid Teas) 
are useful for cutting. Luculia gratissima 
makes a good wall plant, and for light positions 
Acacias, Jasmines, Habrothamnus elegans, 
and H. fascicularis. Swainsonia galegifolia alba 
against a pillar is effective. One of the 
prettiest little twining plants for a light Eosition against a wall or on a pillar i9 Sollya 

eterophylla. It has sky-blue flowers and 
twines very speedily round anything near. It 
makes a pretty specimen in a pot on a wire 
trainer. Years ago plant growers would occa¬ 
sionally include it in their collections of stove 
and greenhouse plants at the shows. One of 
the most beautiful climbers for a cool conserva¬ 
tory is the Lapageria, especially the white 
variety, as the flowers are so valuable for work 
ing up in a cut state. The borders and beds 
in the conservatory where the planting out 
system is adopted should he well drained and 
composed of the best loam obtainable, mixed 
with good peat and loaf-mould, and sand 
enough to keep it open, but care should be 
taken in using leaf-mould that all the bits of 
stick are sifted out. These fragments of 
wood, or even Beech Nut husks, are apt to 
breed fungus, which, if the border gets dry at 
any bimo, will attack the 1 dots of blie plants and 
prove very injurious. Fifty degs. at night is 
a suitable temperature now for the conserva¬ 
tory where plants in bloom are kept. When we 
have to depend largely upon forced flowers, 
we shall not object to a degreo or two more if 
it can be obtained without unduly heating the 
pipes. Do all watering in the morning now. 

Stove.—Materials for repotting various 

plants should be prepared in readiness for work 
next month. Rough fibrous peat will bo re¬ 

quired for the fine-Toliaged planks, such as Mar- 

antas, Aloea9ias, Anthuriums, etc. Charcoal, 

loam, and clean, sharp sand will be required, 

also drainage materials in several sizes, for 
drainin<*-poks. This forms the foundation of 

all gooa plant culture, and is specially neces¬ 

sary for choice things in the stove. Anthuriums, 

for instance, want a porous root run—in fact, 

all plants must have free drainage if they are 

to thrive. Gesneras, if well done, will be useful 
now, especially the zebrina and einnabarina 

sections. The last-named look well in artificial 

and nice planks may be grown i” ' 

pots. Pandanus Veitchii is useful, either in 

small pots or as specimens. The only objection 
to them as table plants is that the hooked 

spines on the edges of the leaves are apt to 
catch hold of anything near them. 

Early Strawberries.—No time should 
be lost now in starting Strawberries if ripe fruit 
is wanted in March. They come very strongly 
partially plunged in n bed of fermenting leave; 
in a low pit. When the flowers begin to ex¬ 
pand they can bo moved to shelves near the 
glass, in a temperature of 55 degs., to set the 
fruit, a camel s hair brush or a rahhit’s-tail 
being used to distribute the pollen when enough 
fruits have been set for a crop. All remaining 
blossoms may be removed, and liquid manure 
may be given if largo fruits are required. A 
dozen large fruiks on each plant are considered 
a good crop. The watering should be carefully 
done till the blossoms show, as, if too much is 
given, the leaves move at the expense of the 
flower-spikes. If green-fly appeals on the 
plants they should be vaporised, and if the 
syringe is used on fine days red 9pider will 
be kept down. In many places Strawberrie; 
are regarded as a catch crop, and are grown on 
shelves or stages under Vines and Peaches 
and very good results are generally obtaiuel 
in this way when the plants are well cared for. 
It takes a long time to produce a crop of Straw 
berries. The planks are usually started early 
in June for the firat crop, and are kept moving 
on through the summer, rested in the autumn, 
and then started in a temperature between 
45 degs. and 60 degs. under glass to produce 
fruit. 

Orchard-house. — Now that the Chip 
anthemums are over, the Peach and other trees 

in pots should be returned to the house, the 

hoise having been previously thoroughly 

cleaned, and wall surfaces whitewashed. 

After the trees are housed the necessarv 

pruning should be given, and the tree- 

washed with an insecticide. Gishurst com 

pound is a safe thing to use. In pruning, 

enough young wood should be left to bears 

crop of fruit as near the main stem as possible 
so that the trees may always keep in compact 

shape. This constitutes the chief art of the 

pruner. Anybody can use a knife, but to 

manage Peach and other fruit-trees in pot; 

something else is wanted, which is ben 

summed up in the word—judgment. A gool 

knifeman will entirely alter the character of a 

tree very often witnout cutting much off. 

When a tree has been summer-pruned there 

is, perhaps, not much to do in winter, and yet 

the knife must go through the trees. 

Early Grapes.—If the first crop is taken 

from pot-Vinos, and the Vines are strong and 

reliable, there is not the same necessity for 

starting the permanent Vines very early. 
Still, a house of Hamburgh and Sweet 

water should be got ready now, and close! 

ready for starting. I need hardly say how 

important it is to start clean, and with the 

inside border in a thoroughly moist condition. 
If the rooks are outside I believe in helping 

them with a bed of warm leaves and manure on 
the surface. 

Window gardening.—We have had s 
rather sharp frost. Our thermometer registered 
20 degs. of frost on December i»th, but that was 

the only frost that would be likely to damage 

anything in a dwelling-house except plant- 

in flower and Ferns, which must have water 

enough for healthy growth. Other things will 
bo better on the side of dryness for another 

month or so. Cactuses and Aloes may be kept 

quite dry for a time. This is their resting¬ 

time and excitement will be bad for them. 
Very few plants now will require water oftener 
than once a week. 

Outdoor garden.—Ill planting shrub¬ 

beries nearly everybody plants too thickly. 

If the matter is left in the hands of a 

nurseryman to show some immediate effect, 
too many things are generally planted, 

and in the near future, if thinning Ls neglected, 

which it frequently is, many of the best 

specimens are seriously injured by overcrowd¬ 

ing. Again, mistakes are often made in 
planting trees and shrubs which require a good 

deal of space for full development too near the 

hogSe'ftpd' too close to a walk or carriage toad, 

necessitating jeino^aj-or severe cutting hack st 
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a lulo [>eriod. Wo havo given up the idea of 
planting common shrubs as nurses among the 
iHjtter things. If in hlouk situations shelter is 
(lesiruble, plant a few Austrian l’ines round the 
margin on the windward side. By the seaside 
the Canadian Poplar may be mixod with the 
Austrian Pines, the Poplars to bo cut out when 
the Pines got up with a bolt of this kind as a 
wind brook. There is no necessity to plant 
common things as nurses among the better 
things, tho spaces between to bo filled with 
hardy plants and bulbs. Clumps of Daffodils, 
Bluebells, and Snowdrops havo a charming 
effect among the choice shrubs and trees so 
long as their presence is desirod, and when 
overgrown they could be mover! elsewhere ; 
then there is no necessity for hard defined 
margins to a shrubbery, unless tho shrubs are 
to be used as a background. In many cases 
tho effect would ho liottor if tho turf mot the 
f'rowth of tho shrubs, and was studdod with 
iulbs and a few clumps of suitable hardy 

plants. 

Fruit garden -Now that the greater 
part of tho pruning is done, tho trees, ostioci- 
ally Plums and Cherries, which may have 
been attacked by insects early in the season, 
should l>o washed with an insecticide. Most 
gardeners have their favourite dressings for 
trees in winter. Petroleum in some form is a 
good doal used, (iishurafe compound, though 
an old remedy, is still useful, os|>ecially tor 
dressing trees infested with scalo or American 
blight. Sunlight soap mixed with paraffin 
oil is a good cloansing agent, and, of course, 
fresh limo either as a wash or dusted over 
the trees when tho branches are damp has 
somo value in sovoral ways, osjiocially in its 
effect upon tho roots when it ultimately 
descends iuto the soil. Limo is a necessity 
for fruit culture, especially for stone fruits. I 
have several times referred to the way in 
which the roots of fruit trees are driven down 
into tho subsoil by planting vcgotablos, such as 
Potatoes and green crops, very near to them. 
This is a great evil even to trees grafted on 
free stocks, but it is ruinous to those trees on 
dwarfing stocks. Certainly nothing should be 
planted nearer to wall trees than t feet, und 
ospaliers and bush Pears, Apples, and Plums 
should havo a clear circlo of at least 3 feet 
from the main stem. Some of the best Plums 
lor planting are Victoria, Rivers’ Early 
Prolific, Monarch, Transparent, and Oulin’s 
Bolden Gages: Kirkcs' and tiisborn for cook¬ 
ing and jam making. 

Vegetable garden.—A stock of roots 
of various kinds, and roots which are 
likely to be wanted, should be taken up 
and laid in the soil in some place oasdy 
accessible during winter. Horseradish, Tur¬ 
nips, Salsify, and Parsnips are among the 
things which are generally left in the ground 
till frost is expected, and then have to be lifted 
hastily. If taken up in good time the roots of 
such things as Horseradish and Salsify may 
be laid in on a north border and a little long 
litter thrown over to keen the roots from drying 
too much. It is usual to leave Jerusalem 
Artichokes in tho ground and cover with 
litter. During periods of open weather 
Seakale and Asparagus roots may be taken up 
and laid in ready for use os required. In tho 
event of a long frost coming, and all things 
arc jiossible, it will not be a satisfactory 
excuse to say tho frost is so hard tho roots 
cannot bo liftod for forcing. Tho UO dogs, on 
(he night of Saturday, tho fitli ult., havo done 
some injury to Cauliflowers where exposed ; 
but otherwise the greens have not sustained 
much damage. This is so far fortunate, as greens 
are very sappy, and would perish under a long 
frost even if not very severe. Fork over the 
Gooseberry and other fruit quarters os soon os 
the pruuing is finished. I think it is a mis¬ 
take to leuvo the bushes unpruned for the 
birds to work upon during winter, as lime, 
soot, and soft-soap are ohoap. E. Hobday. 

TEH CJOMINO WEEK’S WORK. 

Extract* from a Garden Diary. 

January 5th.—With the advent of the New 
Year the soed catalogues are coming in and a 
selection has to be made. We usuallj^teab a 
fow novelties, but our,muin reliance Ls uportCi 
the well-tried kinds, especialiy^as^reganraJidus^ 

Chelsea Gem has been sown outside on tho 
south border, and this and one other kind have 
Immmi sown in |>ots to como on iiuickly and pro¬ 
duce a dish or two early utulor glass. Peas 
do not force in tho same way as the Kidney 
Bean, but they will do well in a cool, light 
house. 

January nth.—-A range of hotbods has boon 
made up and covered with shallow pans for 
Potatoes. Horn Carrots, Radishes, and Lottuces. 
A fow of Voitch'sforcingCauliflowers lmvol>een 
shifted on into 41-incn pots, and will get a 
further shift into fi-inch |>ots when the roots 
have occupiod all tho soil. We find these come 
in usoful in May without much forcing. We 
want many French Boans in March, April, and 
May, and every vacant spot on shelf or stage 
is filled with pots of Boans through the 
spring; then tho woather becomes hot and 
tlio pits como into use. 

January 7th.—On fine days tho hoe is used 
among Onions, Spinach, lettuce, Ac. Earth 
has been drawn up to tho Cabbages, and on tho 
warm border, whore a few rows are planted 
to come in early. A string of matting will lie 
passed loosely round the largost plants shortly. 
A batch of Tom Thumb Savoy planted thickly 
in tho way of Coleworts has been much 
appreciated. Sowed several boxes of Ailsa 
Craig Onions for transplanting about April. 
We nave usually had good crops of very fine 
Onions from the early sowing. 

January 8th.—Planted a lot of stout cut¬ 
tings of Mulberry-tree. We have mulched 
the surface with littery manure, and they will 
be watered and kopt moist in spring. Some 
of the cuttings are stout branches, and if thoy 
can lie inducod to root, which I think thoy can, 
they will form fruiting trees early. Cumellias 
ana Azaleas are now in flowor in tho conserva¬ 
tory, and are very bright and effective. We 
have still some Chrysanthemums in bloom, but 
tho season is noarly over with thorn. For 
yellow Bowers now there are Genistas and 
early-blooming Acacias, with early-flowering 
Narcissi. Sweeping, rolling, and other routine 
work receive regular attention. 

January 9th.—Liquid manure in a weak, 
cloar state is given to Mushroom bods in bear¬ 
ing. Salt is used in the wator occasionally os a 
stimulant. Beds are covered with coarse hay, 
to keep the moisture and heat in the beds. 
Outside beds are still bearing freely. These 
are covered with straw and a waterproof sheet 
or straw muts. There is not much potting to 
do now, but loam has been carted in und the 
stock of peat and sand has been replenished. 
In the matter of potting soils, we find it 
economical to get the best stuff available. 

January 10th.—Advantage has been taken 
of frosty weather to wheel the manure on the 
land which requires help, but a reserve supply 
is always held back for the land now under 
crop and for mulching purposes. Artificials are 
used to a limited extent to push on special 
crops. Mixtures are often more useful than 
one manure used alone, but we do not intend to 
spend too much upon artificials. As a rule the 
very high priced manures do not pay to use 
largely, ana for open-air gardening stable or 
yard manure will supply your noeds. 

Sweetening Rhubarb-wine.—During July tut 
I mule some Rhiiborbwlne (0|f»Jlon») from a recipe aehere 

stateil: "To 7 lb. ot ripe fruit add 1 gallon of water, let it 
aland ten days. Strain oft crushed fruit, and to each 
gallon of liquid add lk of lump sugar. After fermen¬ 
tation .-a»k It, and further uld 1 Ik of sugar per gallon.” 

All this I have done. I nJW propose adding about 
I ounces of isinglass for fining pun>oses, so I drew oft a 
small quantity, and on tasting I Bml it is much loo lark 

Can 1 again add some sugar, or what do you advise f— 

H. Back. 

[Your best course will be to boil 6 lb. of loaf- 
sugar in a gallon of water ; if that prove suffi¬ 
cient to dissolve it, then, when half cool, udd 
tho syrup to the G gallons of wine made. It 
would do sufficient to well sweeten it. 
Generally, in recipes the quantity of sugar 
advised to bo used is too little, and tho result 
is excessivo tartness. Tho addition of tho 
syrup should not induco secondary fomenta¬ 
tion. ] 

Request to readers of “Garden- 
inff.”—Reader*, both amateur and in the trade, 
will kindly remember that we are always very 
glad to wee interesting specimen» of plants or 
f.or'0 IapHlu-'tratc, if they will kindly send 
tr.cuuiiim-office in as good a state as j 

LAW AND OUSTOM 

A neighbour's hedge. — on s*pi. 2tilh I took a 
piece of 2 acres of laud. Tne hedge on the west s'de of 
the piece belongs to the owner of the adjoining land, and 

has lieen allowed to run wild. In some placealt is Id feel 
wide from my side to the centre, and the customary 

width here is 3 feet for a ditch. I have requested the 
owner of the fence to cut it hack, but he refuses, and he 
tells me I mutt not touch it. Can I cut it perpendicq ■ 
larly 7 It so, who mu-t I war the expense'/—A. P. 

[You may cut off such part of tho hedge as 
overhangs your land, but you must take care 
to cut perpendicularly from the boundary. 
Whore the boundary is I cannot say—that 
must bo decided locally, probably 4) feet 
from the centre of tho nod go, if tho land is 
light and dry. Perhaps the line of the ditch 
may be still perceptible ; if so, your side of the 
ditch is tho boundary. If you cut tho hedge 
you must bear the expense, and the severed 
|iortions must lie placed at your neighbour's 
side of tho boundary.—K. <’. T. J 

The right or a hedger to take the dead 
wood he cute.—I engaged a man to split a hedge, and 
he took away some of the wood. He tells my gardener 

that all dead wood cut out of a fence belongs by right to 
the man who cuts it. Is this so, or is the man throwing 

dust In the eyes ol my gardener? It there lie such a cun 
tom, has the man the right to take the wood without my 

consent, the matter not having been mentioned when the 
contract was made!—Constamt Rkarkr, 8. 

[The property in the dead wood is in you, 
both lioforo it is cut and afterwards—the 
hedger has no logal title to it. There is no 
custom bearing on tho matter—that is, no 
general custom—but almost everywhere a 
hedger is allowed to take for his own use such 
of tne dead wood he has cutout as he can curry 
away. But he would not be allowed to cart 
such away, or to sell it; and tho very limited 
custom thus defined is not binding tqion the 
fence owner—he may 6top the hedger taking 
any wood, if he chooses to do so. K. C. T. J 

BIRDS. 

Food for Bullfinch (If.).—Whore the 
larger block Rape-seed is given to Bullfinches 
it is scalded to remove its natural acidity. 
After scalding it should bo rubbed in a dry 
cloth before being supplied to tho bird. You 
need not truublo about scalding the smaller 
kind of Rape, which is of a purplish-hue, and 
more generally used in bird-keeping, and 
known as summer Rape. This, with a little 
Canary-seed added, together with a few grains 
of Hemp seed, will prove a good diet for your 
bird, while a stalk of ripe Plantain-scod, a few 
Privet berries, or a piece of Apple from time 
to time, will tend to keep it in good health.— 
S. S. G. 

The Wheatear (Saxicola <vnanthe).— 
This handsome bird in confinement will con¬ 
tinue in song the greater part of the year. It 
is one of our earliest visitors, generally making 
its appearance towards the end of March, 
frequenting moors, downs, commons, and 
fallow lands, building its nest on the ground, 
often under stonos in old quurrios. The nest 
is composed of Moss and dry vegetable fibre, 
and lined with hair or wool; tho eggs ate 
usually five in number, of a pale blue. The 
plumage of tho Wheatear is very beautiful. 
In the adult male tho top of the hoad and back 
are of a fine grey ; a white lino paasos from the 
back above the eye, succeeded by a black 
band, which surrounds the eye and occupies 
the oar coverts. The lowor part of the wick 
and two-thirds of tho tail are white, while tl.o 
tip of tho tail and the two middle feathers aio 
black ; chest, delicate fawn colour, fading into 
white: wings, black. Tho plumage of the 
female is of a duller tint. The habits of this 
bird much resemble those of the Stonechat, 
taking low, but smooth and very rapid flights 
from one resting place to another, and running 
with great alertness ovor tho short Grass of tho 
downs and commons which it frequents. On 
tho approach of winter thousands of these 
birds collect on the downs of Sussex, previous 
to their departure to wanner climes ; at this 
season (as well as on thoir arrival in the spring) 
large numbers are captured for tho sake of 
their flesh, which is considered very delicate. 
The foot! of the Wheatear consists of insects, 
especially of the beetle tribe, larva;, etc., 
which in their captive state should bo supplied 
to these.birds^..although the general diet may 
consist’of raw lean meat, finely minced, with 

mmmPrtsHIWKWMfrwit-s. s. B. 
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GARDENING ILLUSTRATED. 

OORRE8PON DE NOE. 

QuMtlona.—Queries and answers mrt inserted in 
Gaedwvdm free of charge if correspondents follow these 
rule*: AU communication! tkouid be clearly and eoneitely 
written on one tide of the Riper only, and addretsed to 
the Editor of GiEDZxma, 17, Funuval-strest, Bolbom, 
London, H.C. Lottery on business thould be tent to 
the Pdruborr. The name and address of the tender are 
required in addition to any designation he may desire to 
be used in the paper. When more than one query is sent, 
each should be on a separate pieci of paper, and not more 
than three queries should be sent at a time. Correspon¬ 
dents should bear in mind that, as Gamuim has to be 
lent to press some time in advance of date, queries cannot 
always be replied to in the issue immediately following 
the receipt of their communication. We do not reply to 
queries by post. 

Naming fruit.—Readers who desire our help in 
naming fruit should bear in mind that several specimens 
in different stapes of colour and site of the same kind 
greatly assist in its determination. We have received 
from several correspondents single specimens of fruits 
for naming, these in many eases being unripe and other¬ 
wise poor. The difference between varieties of fruUs are, 
in many cases, so trifling that i< is necessary that three 
specimens of each kind should be sent. We can undertake 
to name only four varieties at a tune, and these only when 
the above directions are observed. 

PLANTS AND FLO WEIRS. 
Plant leavo3 going brown at the tips (J. S.\ 

—Too cold water, also overhead watering at this season, 
would have the effect of turning leaves as those sent. You 

do not mention what heat you keep up, but if you have no 

artificial heat, you have either watered loo freely or given 
too much ventilation. 

Oyprlpadium spectablle (.4.).- This can be 
grown in a pot, but a sunny window would be the worst 

possible position for it. This terrestrial Orchid requires a 

moist, shady situation, and the arid atmosphere of a sunny 

window would be fatal to iu successful culture. Specimens 
that arc flowered in pots are grown in cold-frame) and iu 

the open where moisture anl shade can be readily 

Supplied. 

Olssus discolor (F.)—If you cut the plant back in 

spring it will break away freely. The trimmings might be 
made into cuttings, and if inserted In sandy soil and 

placed in a close case they emit roots in about a fort¬ 
night. The plant grows well in ordinary soil so long as 

it is sweet and the pots well-drained. During winter the 

plant should be kept on the dry side. 

Streptocarpi IJ.\ — These do very well in an 
ordinary greenhouse temperature during winter, and 

enjoy a moist bottom without too wet a compost and over¬ 

head’ watering. Keep them thus until the end of February, 

Or early in March it very cold and dull ; then repot into a 

compost of peat, turfy loam, and leaf-soil, in equal propor¬ 
tion., with a dash of oha-rp sand added. Do no^ivcrpot, 

and take great care not to injure the foliage. From this 

Itage they do well in a temperature of 66 dogs. toTDdegs., 

but will thrive in one of 6 degs to lOdegs. less. 

Treatment of Lilies and other bulbs (C.\— 
Pot the Lilies at once in well-drained pots in a compost of 
sandy loam, rotten manure, and a little peat, if conve- 

filent. Bury the bulbs about 2 inches below the soil, and 
place the pots in a cool greenhouse or frame. Do not 

water until growth commences, unless the soil gets very 

dry. If the pots arc not filled more than three-parts full 
of soil (when potting), you can Dll up with good, rich 

material when the pots are full of roots. 

Abutllon lnslgne (A. T.I—This, also known as 

Abutilon igneum, is one of the best of winter-flowering 

Slants, and does well trained up the rafters of a warm 
nd light greenhouse. Its bell-shaped (lowers, which are 

of a rich red colour, veined with velvety-maroon markings, 

hang down in a graceful manner, its blooms and buds 

Hand out free from the foliage, a quality in which other 
dpedes of Abutilon are deficient. It will grow well In any 

good sandy soil, and a little weak manure-water or clear 
(bot-water, applied when the plant Is in full bloom, is of 

great assistant". 

Ixlas in pots (A. E.\—These may be well grown in 

pots. Plant them firmly at once—si* bulbs in a 5-inch 
pot—in a compost of sandy-loam and leaf-mould. Place 
tho pote in a cold-frame or on a shelf in a cold part of the 

greenhouse. Keep the soil rather dry at first, but give 

waterknore freely when the plants are In full growth. In 

April most of the varieties will flower, ar.d will be very 

•refill, as they are quite different in appearance from 

most plants in bloom at that season. When they have 
done flowering gradually dry them off, and allow them to 

rest till autumn, when they should be repotted as 

before. 

Marvel of Peru (Mirabllis Jalaps) (A).—This plant 
m vkes a well shaped bash, and no situation is too hot and 

dry for it to grow in. Sow the seed in March in heat or 
out-of-doors in May, and the plants will bloom the same 

s immer. The old bulbj must be taken up when the 

ft-ems die down at the approach of winter, and be stored 

pi a cellar or other dry place safe from frost, old plants 

that flowered early will frequently be found to have seed- 
lings spring up around them in the autumn, and if these 

Rare carefully taken up and stored away in a little soil they 

will make good plants for next year. Although they 
stand drought so well, yet, like all other plants, the 
Marvel of Peru will succeed better if planted in rich 

soil, and kept fairly moist. 

Watering Ferns (P. If.).—Twice a week, or Kssibly less frequently, will be often enough to water 

aiden-hair Ferns. Apply the water over the soil till it 

runs through at the bottom of the pot Do not wet the 

fronds now. Water of the same temperature as the room 

Is best. They must be kept in a room where the frost 
will not enter. If the fronds axe withering away much 

lass water should be given. Probably the soil has become 
close and sour ; if so, withhold water for several weeks, 

but do not allow the soil to get quite dust-dry. When the 

plants have rested for a time new growth will shoot up; 
then cut the old fronds away and shake-ov^ and repot In 
fresh porous soil containing plenty of /and iiycteaii, writ 

drained pots. The r ?[«r. Jrg3ihoil3d bVdone In M \re iU 

Roses'for greenhouse (»'. N.\—w. Allen 
Richardson iRose is a grand orange-coloured variety for 

the greenhouse ; Man hal Niel is still unbeaten for a deep 

yellow, and Heine Marie Ilenriette is a good deep crimson. 

We would prefer Clematis indivisa lobita in the other 
corner. TQis is a pretty white, starlike blossom, a good 

climber, and very profuse bloomer. 

Brompton stocks (If.)-—To have these line bien¬ 
nial Slocks at their liest, seed should be sown outdoors in 

the month of May. When the plants are strong they may 
l*e transplanted to where wanted to bloom, but unless your 

position is a warm one, it is wise to plant either under the 

shelter of shrubs, or of a bouse, wall, or fence. These 
■Stocks, though reputedly hardy, yet oftentimes are killed 

by severe frosts, especially if the plants have grown very 

strong. We have. In year* past, found it to lie a good 
plan after pulling out the strongest plants from the seed- 

i>ed, to later pot up manv of the rest into large sixties. 

Gel them well rooted, then shift them into (Pinch or 7-inch 

note, and in that way keep them in a cool greenhouse or 

rame for the winter, planting out early In April. 

Acacia armata (F. W. Cooper).—There seems to 
us some doubt regarding your Acacia, for you 

say the plant is from the open ground, whereas Acacia 

armata is essentially an evergreen greenhouse shrub or 

small tree, native of Australia. It conforms well to 
culture in pots, ond neat little bushes in pots from 

5 inches to (1 inches in diameter, are grown in quantity 

by those who make a speciality of (lowering plants for 

Covent Garden Market. Their period of blooming is 

during the months of April and May, consequantly, if 

true to name, your plant must on no account be pruned 
now. as every shoot taken off will lessen the production 

of flowers—indeed, in its culture no pruning is needed, 

except to shorten back any shoots that show a tendency 

to grow out of shape, and this must be done directly the 

flowering season is past. The treatment needed for this 
Acacia is a good light position in the greenhouse, and 

water when necessary. Throughout the summer it may 
be stood or plunged out-of-doors. If potting is necessary 

this should be done as soon after flowering as possible, 

but at the same time it should be borne in mind that a Klant will keep in health for two or three years without 
eing repotted. 

Flower border (T. Cunningham').—'There is nothin? 
materially wrong in your suggested plan, so far as it goes. 

Its weak point is the little bloom that would be forth¬ 
coming. There are many other things that would do 
quite well and give but little trouble in keeping them in 

order. For example, in addition to the Snowdrops and 

Bluebells, you could, of bulbous things, plant such as 

Muscari, Fritillaria Melcagris in variety, F. imperialis, 
also Narcissus poeticus lilemis, N. p. ornatui, N. inconi- 
parabilis Cynosure, N. I Stella, N. princops, V. Ifors- 

flcldl, N. Sir Watkin, etc., with Triteleias, Anemone 

hortensie, A. apennioa, Chionodoxa l.ucilim, Dog's-tooth 

Violets, and others. OI plants, not bulbous rooted, 

l-enten Roses, Christmas Roses, llepaticas would do well 

These last are not suited, however, to your plan, of sow. 
iug draw-seed, anl we mink a more effective way would 

be to carpet the border with flowering plants, such as 

Tufted Pansies in variety, Saxifraga Waflacei, S. granu¬ 

late plena, and others. The ulearia is a pretty flowering 
shrub and dwarf growing, and for this reason we think a 
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gea paniculate grandiflora, ‘Porsyttaia suipeoia, Kotov- 
mus, Berberis Darwini, B. Thunbergii, ‘Lilac, ‘Gadder 

Rose, 'Rhilodelphus gnudifiorus, ‘Weigela, etc Ttoe 

with asterisks are deciduous. If you wish strictly for 
evergreens, you are confined to Hollies, l.iureb, Area bay 
and the like, some of the flowering deciduous shrubs in 

very beautiful, however, and should be freely planted. 

shrub and dwarf growing, and for this reason we think a Eod Holly like llodginm or Golden (Jueen would lie 

tter, in view of the high wall to which you refer. If 

you are still in doubt, write again, giving some idea of 

the things you were thinking of planting in front. In any 
case, the Hollies would be better than the i ilearia, even 

though you adopt your plan of sowing Grass, then by 

adding some of the bulbs mentioned, »’ pretty effect will 
be secured. 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

Common Barberry (Berberis vulgaris) (B.).—This 
is a British deciduous sbruh, growing to a height of 

6 feet or 10 feet, and bearing clusters of bright scarlet 

oblong berries. It forms a noble object on the margins 

of shrubberies, or planted in groups on sloping banks 

and other conspicuous positions. Young plants are best, 

as old ones are apt to become " leggy " and unsightly. 

This Barberry will grow in any moist garden soil. 

Berried Aucubas for windows (5.).—Yes, 
small, compact plants of the various forms of Aucuba, 

when well furnished with berries, are much valued in 

London during w inter for window decoration. The way 

in which they are chiefly obtained is by fertilising, 
when in flower, old-established plants with mole pollen, 

and then layering in Isght, sandy soil, good-sized 

branches with bu-hy heads being selected for the purpose 

and pegged down. In a short time they strike root, 

when they are severed from the old plant, and in 
autumn are lifted, potted, and placed indoors tricolour 
their berries. Standard plants are obtained by grafting 
on the common Aucuba. 

Deutzla gracilis (F. W. Cooper).—The old Rower 

shoots ought to lie cut down as soon as their beauty is 
past, juat bow far depending on the young growths 

which should be breaking away from the base of the 

plant. You ought to keep your plants for a month in 

a cold-frame, watering as the plants require, after which 

introduce to the greenhouse, and as the bloom-buds 
appear to a warmer place. On no account give the 

plants a wanner place than the greenhouse till the 

flower-buds appear, as freehly-potted plants thus early 

forced have a tendency to go blind, hence the need for 
well-established plants and ripened growth. 

Shrubs for town garden {ltyrrhis)—'We think 
the Azalea or Rhododendron would succeed for some 

considerable time, particularly il you liberally treated the 

soil with good leaf-mould. Peat is not absolutely essential 
These plants are frequently grown where no peat exist*. 

Indeed, we remember some of the gardens that formerly 

abutted on the Clapham High-road had many plants In the 

ordinary borders, and these were auite a success. We 

therefore give you names of six kina*. various colours 
Atroeanguineum, intense blood-red, and very hardy; 

album grandiflorum. blush-white, fine truss ; The Queen, 
fine white; Mrs. R. S. Holford, salmon-red; roeeum 

elegans, Hendersoni, dark purplish-claret. If you try 

Azaleas, your better plan will be to ask your nursery¬ 
man for strong plants of Azalea mollis, either seedlings or, 

nmped kinds. These are not evergreen, however. Some 

\her good shrubs are Osman thueji^^^pJijJjdRjS- 

very beautiful, however, and should be freely planted. 

FRUIT. 

Pruning (G l—Winter pruning of fruit-trees may be 

done at once, and at any time for the next two month*. 
There is really no difference as to kinds. The leaves ban 

fallen, the wood is ripe, and the trees, therefore, mar be 

pruned at any time. Of course, the sooner done tin 

quicker the soil about the trees maybe forked over or dot 

as desired. Prune Currants and Gooseberries also now 

Growing a Fig-tree (*/.k—We do not think von 

would succeed with a Fig-tree in such a structure Can 

you not plant one in a warm south-west comer! Yos 

could then give all necessary winter protection by portiallt 

sheltering with a mat during severe frost Too rich a soil 
will produce coarse growth rather than fruit. Wait nntil 

spring, and then procure a plant in a pot, and turn tha 

out into the open soiL 

Apples spotted (Vaneteolium). —Tbs spottini on 

your fruits is the product of a fungus, and it would dn 
the trees great good if you would make up a wash of 
soft soap, sulphur, anl a little fine clay, aod scow 

either coat the trees all over with that by means of i 

brush, or else syringe it on to the tiees thickly. H joo 
could, and while that was damp, also smother the 

trees with freah slakei lime, you would do very modi 
to free them from the fuDgue spore*. Perhaps the rood 

have gone down into bod soil, and in that case you sbouH 
open a deep, wide trench 1 feet to 5 feet from the 

stem of the tree, severing all downward roots and filing 

in with some good soil. Also remove a lew inebea d 
the top-soil over the roots, and give a dressing of vtt 
decayed manure, covering over with some gool writ 

loam. 

VEGETABLES. 

Cabbage club (S. B l—The best admitted mss!' 

for clubbing is, without doubt, gas-lime. That should t* 
applied to vacant ground at once, at the rate of 2 bortek 

to 3 rods, if clubbing is very bad. If il be not, tim 

put 1 bushel to 2 rods of ground. After lying on the 

ground from four to six weeks, dig the dressing In. E-ee 

a good dressing at the same rate of fresh lime is good ata 
Rather than plant any of the Cabbage tribe, plant Pota 

toes, Seakale, or Rhubarb, or row Onions, Parsnips, or Fee! 

indeed, anything other than Cabbage. By doing io lot a 

couple of years the club trouble may disappear. Ptai ot 

Beans also may be sown with advantage. 

Seakale blanching OP.).—If you had suted *hu 
were the conditions under which you were growing Sra- 

kale we could have given you a more practical reply- I! 

yours is being grown in the form of permanent plant; 

then all you have to do is to cover over the crowns with 
fine soil or ashes, in mounds some 8 inches deep, ud 
over thoeo lay any long; atraw-mar.iire or leaves yoo m»» 

have to spare, if that be done in February you sboifc 

have well-blanched Seakale ready to cat during Apr,. 

Where Seakale is grown annually from root-enttiep ta 

lift in the winter, forced heads may be had blanch'd a 
warmth from Christmas onwards, and the latest left fa tta 
ground may be ridged over with soil, and the stem gro*tt» 

will lie lit to cut if so treated in April and May. 

SHORT RHPLIB8. 

Staffordshire.—.See reply to "Subscriber," in our »» 

of December goth, page 553, re “ late Chrysanthemum; 
-Brantiortoion.—Ste reply to “ R J. Clement; rr 

" Plants for shady positions,1' in our issueof PecemberHi. 
page 565.-Garden Border.—See reply to "K. J- 
Clenient*," rc " Hardy flowering plants (or shady p«- 
tiong," in our issue of December 27th, page kb.— 
Thomas Clarkr. —Apply to Mr. John Eagleton, secrettry 
Fruiterer’s Company, 40, Chancery-lane, I-codon. Kf. 
-M. Pemberton.—The knobs you refer to will 
until you cut them off.-Miss D. Bigge.-'iqa *jB6w 
an article dealing with ' Mushrooms and tbeir cultart 
iu our issue of December 21st, 1901, page 557. Tbisan 
be had of the publisher, price ljd., post free. 

NAMH8 OF PLANTS AND FBOITB. 

Names of plants.—Edith B. Saunders, Brifl"' 

—Eucalyptus ficlfolia.-Spring[held.—Pernettyi mw> 
uadi.-A Yvowj Brjinner.—1, Abutilon Thom*" 

2, Abutilon T'homeoni fl.-pL 
Names of fralts.—Rsr. P. Banton. Cambi.-1, b*1 

Broom Park ; 2, Ram hour Franc ; 3, t'Jchesss dhlag* 
16me? (rotten); 4. Lord Hiodlip; 5, Betty Oeew 
6, Lane's Prince Albert. 

Catalogues received.—Jae. A. Harris, a 
borough-street. Devonport_List of Vegetable and f . 
Seeds.-Dobbie and Co., Rothesay.-Catalog* J* 
Competitor's Guide.-Toogood and Sons, Sooth»mpt»«- 
—List of Seeds.-Cooper. Taber aod Co.. !» »»*■ 
Southwark-street, London, S.E.—Wholesale LuIoJSkcs 

--F. Roenier, Quedlinburg- - Wholwte Lid of 

Flower Seeds. _ _ 

THE YOUNC FOLKS’ FESTIVAL, 
with il* innocent gaiety and boieterom e")0.™'0' 
come round again. Whatever perplexities MOUkti' 

about the entertainment of their guests they ha™*“-» 

so pleasing and satisfactory. Chivers'Jelliw*?*®*3^! 

pure and delicious, and are flavoured mth 

Juices. Your Grocer sells them in 
in various flavours. Don’t forget to provide ;. 
Lemcnsda for the little folk. It is so safe f 
Ciiivers and Sons, Limited, Histon, am triage, 

bklg^^.^^r^am Factory. 
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PLANT8 AND FLOWERS. 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

HERBACEOUS LOBELIAS. 

'hr majority of growers, both amateur 
mi professional, appear to think that it 
i cold and damp that cause the winter 
i«es of herbaceous Lobelias, and I notice 
■iat “A. W.” writes on page 538: “Except 

-i a few favoured districts these Lobe- 
*** will not survive our winters out-of- 
oors." Now the habitat of the Lobelia 
inlinalis is in swampy ground on the verges 

,i North American woods, where it exi>eriences 
egrees of cold anil moisture greater than it is 
ver likely to meet with under the cultural 
mditions it usually enjoys in the British Isles. 

Jy experience of the plant is that it succeeds 
ir better in heavy, damp soil near water than 

does in light, porous compost. When I 
,vcd where the latter conditions prevailed and 

here the coldest winter frost rarely exceeded 
degj, I invariably lost almost all the plants 

f herbaceous Lobelias which were left undis- 
urbed in the open bed. Later I moved to 
nother locality where the Lobelias were 

..tinted in heavy loam, inclining to clay, close 
k) water. Here they withstood *23 degs. of 

ost unharmed, although totally unprotected, 
id not a single plant was lost in the severe 
eather which marked the opening months of 

when for many weeks the ground was 
■Mia hard. In the coldest part of Suffolk, 
hich, os anyone who knows that county will 
Unit, is very cold indeed, these Ixibelias came 
■rough the hitter winter of 1891-93, already 
luded to, absolutely unharmed without the 
nit protection, so that some other reasons 
■an cold and damp must he sought to 
■count for their failing to survive the winter 
i this country. My own experience points to 
gbt soil, either of a shaly or sandy nature, 

;Smg the cause of their failure, and where such 
noil is present I should advise the i inporta - 
°n of a barrow-load or two of clayey loam, 
id the planting of the Lobelias in that. 

S. W. F. 

PLANTS FOR BEDDING. 

(Reply to “D.”) 

id: only way to improve the central bed would 
e to discard the Pelargonium Henry Jacoby as 
ie centre item, and in its stead employ 
uberous Begonias of a crimson or scarlet shade, 
e suggest this a9 you have two Pelargoniums 

igether. If you adopt this view, we think it 
dl materially improve matters. In such case 

ou would require to keep the Silver-leaved 
elargoniutn (Geranium) os small-growing and 
ompact as possible. Tuberous Begonias may 
’e had in many shades of colour, and for 
>«lding the best way is to start them in pots 
iiid plant out in the first week of June. They 
,re wintered quite easily in sand, and should 
*■ placed in some frost proof building. It is 
'?fortunate you have not given the size of any 

1 ie hut the Begonias may be put out 
1 nuts inches apart—i.e., from stem to stem 

Digitized by 

For the side beds the Echeveria would do as 
margin quite well, and the Pyrethrum could 
follow, although the latter is rather common¬ 
place. You may keep it small by pinching. 
The red-leaved plant you wish for is Altornan- 
thera paronyebioides rubra. It is a tender 
plant, and you may not safely bed it out before 
June. You may get the plants as early as 
(lossible, and grow them on freely till that 
time. The “stiff kind of Moss with yellow 
flowers” is probably the yellow flowered Stone 
crop (Sedum acre). \ our arrangement for 
hack border will do quite well, and if you could 
add a few Fuchsias and Tuberous Begonias 
here and there you would much improve the 
flowering, besides adding variety. The Bego¬ 
nias continue flowering to the end of October, 
or, indeed, until frost apiiears. We think you 
are leaving the sowing of the Cerastium rather 
late, and the end of January would he better. 
This, however, depends u|>on the convenience 
you have for raising such things quickly. 
A fovv clumps secured uo# »<juld, in experi¬ 
enced hands, produce a large number of plants 
before the bodding-out season came round. As 
you are interested in carpet I tedding, wo would 
advise you to get a few plants of some of the 
following, and increase them for another year 
for the work you have in view : Antennaria 
Candida, white leaved, about 1 inch high; 
Saxifrage hypnoidos elegaus, dark green, 
dense, Moss-like, 3 inches high ; Herniaria 
glabra, dark green, 1 inch high ; Sod urn glau- 
cum, glaucous blue colour, more effective than 
in Echeveria, the plant of a dense Moss-like 
carpet growth. Those are not only all perfectly 
hardy, but easy to increase: in fact, every 
fragment will grow, and you would see at once 
what position each was suited for. The plants 
named are very cheap, and are frequently 
advertised in our columns by hardy plant 
growers. The < iolden Thyme is also at times 
employed for this work, and, like the others 
named, is used for its foliage only. 

INCREASING TREE-P.EONIE3. 
I will be much obliged if you can tell me the best way to 

propagate Tree-Peonies 7 I have two fine hushes on my 
(awn. 0»n I raise othcrn'fioiu cuttings t—II. M. T. 

[Tree-Pwonies may he increased either by 
cuttings, seeds, division, layering, or graft¬ 
ing, this last being the method usually 
employed, for plants raised in this way make 
more satisfactory progress during the earlier 
stages than those increased by the other 
methods. In grafting, the stock emploj-ed is 
usually a stout, fleshy root of one of the her¬ 
baceous kinds, and the scion a young growing 
shoot of the current season. The be9t time of 
the year for grafting Tree-Peonies is during 
the month of August, when all that is required 
is to take a tuber having on it as many fibrous 
roots as possible, and having fashioned the 
scion in the form of a wedge, the upper part of 
the fleshy root must he split for a certain 
distance, and the wedge-shaped base of the 
scion inserted therein. It must then be tied 
securely in position, and the point of union 
covered with grafting wax or clay in order to 
_*inder all air-tyght. Of course, in inserting the 

re should lie taken that the 

bark of both stock and scion fits perfectly, and 
should there be any great difference between 
the two in size, the wedge-shaped portion of 
the scion may he so fashioned that an exact 
union is effected only on one side. After 
grafting, the plants must he potted sufficiently 
deep in the soil to completely cover the point 
of union, and then they must he placed in a 
frame which is kept close and shaded till a 
union is complete ; but during that interval 
especial care must be taken not to overwater 
them. The most suitable scions nre the good, 
clean shoots without flowers, hut, of course, 
when required to increase any particular 
variety to the fullest possible extent, tho shoots 
that have flowered may also he employed. P. 
ulbiflora and any of its numerous varieties 
supply the best of stocks for grafting. After 
a union is complete plenty of air must be given, 
hut the better way is to winter the plants in a 
frame, as they are then protected, not only 
from sharp frosts, hut also from heavy rains, 
which in their curlier stages must l*eespecially 

guarded against. Another way of increasing 
Tree Pn-omes that may ho sometimes effec¬ 
tually carried out is to split up the plant after 
the manner of a herbaceous subject; but, of 
courso, this can only lie dono when the plant 
has been buried rather deeply in the soil, and 
its soveral divisions have each roots of their 
own. layering may ulso he successfully 
carried out for the increase of these Pa-onie.i, 
and this is best done in the autumn, when the Krtion of the branch that is to ho buried mast 

partially cut through, and a tongue formed. 
Tho branch or branches thus layered will 
require to he held securely in position by stout 
pegs, and attention should he paid during the 
following summer to keep the soil sufficiently 
moist to hasten the formation of roots. When 
seeds are obtainable, which is seldom the case, 
they should he sown in pans of sandy loam and 
placed in a frame, where, however, they will 
generally lie a good while before they ger¬ 
minate, and even after this they make but 
slow progress during their earliest stages. 
See also article on the Tree-P;eony, in our 
issue of Nov. 8, p. 473. ] 

(ga5nr^|^r 

CHRISTMAS WREATHS AND CROSSES. 
How common now is the practice of placing on 
the graves of deceased relatives at Christmas 
wreaths or crosses composed chiefly of Ivy- 
leaves, with small sprays of well - berried 
Holly fixed into these, hut standing erect, mast 
of the point leaves being removed. Many 
thousands of these mementos are now made and 
.sold, and as they remain fairly fresh and greeu 
for a month, and are cheap, are very popular. 
The favourite leaves are those of the common 
wild or wood Ivy, as at this time of the year 
they assumo flaked and distinctly pleasing 
hues. They are usually gathered and tied into 
hunches of twelve and so disposed of to the 
florists. The Holly is much the best when cut 
in sprigs of from 9 inches to 1*2 inches long, 
then packed into crates or into light flat 
wicker baskets, as then every portion can ho 
utilised, there is no waste, nor are there large, 
woo<ly branches to encumber florists and be a 
nuisance-later'. 3 Nt6> ft berry, when so packed, 
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is removed, and the trees or bushes from which 
cut are not mutilated but simply pruned, and 
soon berry again. It would be a great gain to 
purchasers were all Holly sent to market in 
that way. When laid in neatly all round the 
crates, baskets, or light boxes, it is sur¬ 
prising how much can thus bo put into a small 
compass. Dried flowers of one of the Statices 
have been much used this year and greatly 
liked when some well-berried Holly or colouied 
Evei lastings from the Cape are introduced with 
the silvery S tat ice to give colour. Somewhat 
novel are chaplets, really heart-shaped wreaths, 
made of maroon-dyed leaves, resembling in 
size leaves of good sturdy Laurels. These are 
necessarily expensive, but find admirers. Of 
course, the greatest demand is for Holly and 
Ivy wreaths. The only forms other than 
round wreaths are crowns and chaplets, these 
being the favourite designs. For funeral 
wreaths, etc., nothing is now more in demand 
than white Chrysanthc- 
mum*, .still jtlentiful ami 

so beautiful. A. 1>. 

THE WHITE BUSH 

POPPY (ROMNEYA 

COULTERI) 
Tit is line Californian Poppv- 
wort has other good quali¬ 
ties besides that of supreme 
and stately beauty as an 
outdoor plant. Flowering 
ns it will from May to No¬ 
vember, when the size of 
the flower decreases as cold 
days and nights check the 
development of the many 
yet unopened buds, it may 
well be considered one of 
the best of plants for yield¬ 
ing a long succession of 
bloom. It lasts well in 
water, and its delicate per¬ 
fume is moat acceptable in 
a room. The texture of 
the petals is very delicate 
—Indeed, half transparent ; 
they never lose the crum¬ 
pled folds that in the case 
of most Poppies betoken n 
newly-opened state. The 
bold centre of yellow sta¬ 
mens given tno utmost 
colour value to the dainty 
milk-white of the petals, 
with which the pale glau 
cous, deeply-cut leaves are 
in quiet harmony. The 
flowers are borne mainly 
on the points of the new 
shoots and on laterals near 
the points, more sparingly 
on the lower laterals. 

It does best on soils such 
as a warm peaty sand, 
blooming in such from 
June to October. Where it 
will not succeed in the open 
it would do so in many 
places against a wall with 
a southern aspect, as in 
the illustration we give to-day. No one need 
doubt the fitness of this noble plant for English 
gardens. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Mauve and yellow perennials for autumn. 

—I shall be most grateful for advice as to what herbace- 
ou» plants lo use for a border I wish to he all mauve and 
yel'ow in autumn ? What other autumn - flowering 
mauve perennials are there besides Michaelmas-Daisies?— 
Bl*l. 

[If you do uot interpret the former colour too 
literally, we think you may include the Italian 
Starworts, Aster Amellus, A. A. bessarabicus 
and its many varieties, with the Michaelmas 
Daisies proper. Apart from these, you will 
not obtain a very numerous company in this 
particular colour. One of the best things is 
Scabiosa caucasiea, and, by securing strong tlants, a good show should be forthcoming, 

tatice latifolia is excellent (2 feet), and Eryn- S'um amethystinum (3js feet), E. planum (3 feet), 
. alpinum (3 feet), and E. tripartitum, are of 

the steel-blue tones that woul*L$ome in this set, 
p«rhups. 

Ritro and E. ruthenicus, both 3$ feet high, 
and with certain pretensions to blue. In the 
Bellflowers or Campanulas there is much 
material at varying seasons, but for autumn 
the best would be C. lactiflora c<> rulea, a plant 
4 feet high, and very free. A very charming 
thing is the new Lathyrus pubescens, an 
exquisite bit of colouring, but, perhaps, not too 
hardy. Delphinium Belladonna (2 feet) you 
may purchase in autumn. There are purplish 
and slate colours, as also intermediates of both, 
in the herbaceous Phloxes, but no mauve. One 
of the very finest of blue flowers is Veronica 
subsessilis, worthy of extensive cultivation. 
These are some of the more striking, but there 
are others of dwarf habit, as the Tufted 
Pansies, Creeping Veronicas, etc. Of yellow 
flowers there is plenty, and especially in the 
two large groups of Helianthus and Heleniums. 
Of the former, there are at least a dozen kinds, 
and half this number of the latter. All are 

The white Bush Poppy (Rmnneva Coulteri). From a photograph by 
Mira T. Niblett, I'pham, Ledbury. 

good and show}', its well as free-flowering. 
Oilier plauln uie Goi cujjsis giuudifioLU, Achillea 

Eupatorium, Onillardia Vivian Urey, Lupinus 
arboreus, < Knothera macrocarpa, <E. frut-icosa, 
Rudbeckia Golden Glow, R. californica, 
R. laciniata, R. Newmanii, etc., Verbascum in 
several kinds, and others. Quite a large 
number in the yellow set are vigorous in 
growth, and would require plenty of room. 
Apart from those named are the Day Lilies, 
but few extend to autumn among the yellow 
kinds; perhaps one of the latest of these to 
bloom is Hemerocallis Thunbergi (2 feet). 
Kniphotia Chloris, K. citrina, K. Luchesis, are 
the most yellow of the Red-hot-poker family ; 
K. Solfaterre is also of a yellow tone. These, 
wo think, will afford you much material to 
work up for the present, and all are showy and 
effective.] 

Shading hardy plants.—There are 
some kinds of hardy perennials, such as Prim¬ 
roses, especially the double-flowered kinds, 
Polyanthuses, Christmas Roses, etc. 
like hot sunshine. Young seedli 
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certainly grow more freely if screened from the 
burning sun in July and August. Hr 
difficulty I have experienced Ls in finding. 

way of giving the required shelter in an a-, 
and inexpensive manner. If mats or cam;, 
are used, a framework of some sort isindispem 
able, and the construction of this involve* 
more labour than one can in a general •*. 
afford. The best thing I have found for thi- 
purpose is sprays of Birch. In the spring la¬ 
in a store of Birch faggots and select tfcj 
twiggy parts of them. Should a period c. 
very hot, dry weather set in, it Ls an es* 
matter to lay some of this material on anyth ', 
that may need a little shade, and on theVeto:; 
of moist, dull weather there is no need : 
remove it, as sufficient light will be admitted: 

keep the foliage from becoming weaklv. Is... 
surprising how well many hardy things doo.: 
this slight shelter. In the case of Hellebore- 
and the hardy Primulas it seems to he jp: 
what they need. In a very hot, dry sunm, 
one cannot givo everything that nccd> ii 

constant supply of moisture at the roots,;::., 
many hardy things do not require a gm 
amount of it if they do not get theveryhot- 
on them. They thrive just as wall in par: 
shade with the soil in a semi-dry conditio: _• 
when in full exposure and constantly water 
in a parching time. Violet culture in an 
[daces is troublesome and often unsathfir: ; 
by reason of red-spider attacking the phr-. 
lint a little shade will do more to keep ks 
t han a great amount of attention will la 
watering-pot. Young seedlings raised m 
in summer make much more rapid groin; 
the great heat of the sun is warded off.-B 

Low growing perennials.—Would ,r«o L* 
tell me what are the beat low-growing permit' 
carpeting a herbaceous border ? I want ydioa r/ . 
blooming ones, blue and pink Bummer htoociici 
> ellow and red autumn ones. I want all the hue p. 
Iietween the large clumps of perennial plants cover - 
IS-KMIM. 

[We are in sympathy with you in yourde-rt 
to carpet the ground between the clump 
bold herbaceous plants. In this way the:. 
frequently objectionable surface is hid irs 
view, and in its stead, if well treated, a v*r 
nhle ground-work of flowering plants is s-ev 
A possible objection to this carpeting, ii '• 
rigidly observed, is that the working s|8« 
minimised for those things requiring period 
attention. There is, however, no reason iff* 
cramming the surface that no room exists 
necessary work. On the other hand, a t 
carpet of plants is not only acceptable - 
very desirable. You ask "for “ yellow 
spring blooming,” and we believe nothing• 
well fills the place as the good yellow Tattc 
Pansies. These are to be had in several 
and planted in groups arc most effective. 1 
some years ago planter! freely on this plan,. 
tire wealth of bloom was very great. Sea 
good kinds are: Bullion, Ardwell Oem, Ls' 
f-lcho. Golden Gem, Grievei, and Less 
Queen. These may be planted at any tut- 
good ground in open weather. Obtain 
rooted cuttings as opposed to mere diviskt* 
and when planted and growing freely re®- 
the point of each shoot to cause the plants 
break. In this way the plants may be put R- 

at C inches asunder. We think you will A 
have to fall back upon the Tufted Pansies * 
the summer “ blue,” for we call to mind: 
carpeting perennial that, would answer 
purpiose. The only plants we have in 
are Campanula muralis and C. tarbirut 
while we are in worse case tor the sub® 
“ pink.” In the late spring months theco- - 
could have been supplied by the dwarf l’hlofc- 
but these complete their flowering in 
For yellow in autumn we recommend Acuity 
aurea and A. tomentosa, very nearly 
habit of growth, and both yellow flowered*: 
about S inches high. For the red we t:.- 
you will have to be content with Zsuscluw 
californica and Z. c. splendens. Polyg1] -- 
Brunonis may also be serviceable. Two or t* 
best carpet plants in thi9 shade are 
muscoides purpurea and S. Rho-i, the bio*- • 
being reddish-carmine and spotted red 
specti vely. These, however, are spring no*' 
ing. What we regard as an essential to a ?-•' 
carpeting plant of a perennial character)-*- 
that is easily and quickly inereaseo, 
coupled with this a plant not impatient o * 
turbance. Many good carpeting 1 

1 onii tted by reason of the rigid colour cowlm*- 
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CHRYSANTHEMUM MAXIMUM AND 
ALLIED FORMS (GREAT OX-EYE 
DAISY). 

Thkkk are now many beautiful varieties of 
these Perennial Marguerites, as they aro fre¬ 
quently called, anil the best kinds make a very 
tine display in the garden for a long period 
during the summer months. It is not many 

ears since the somewhat coarse-growing C. 
atifolium was the principal kind found in lists 

of hardy plants, and then it was offered as 
C. maximum. Presently, however, a dwarfer 
and certainly a more refined and beautiful 
plant generally came into notice as the true 

to some extent, is dependent upon circum¬ 
stances, and especially in respect to the depth 
of the soil. In an}' case, however, where the 
finest flower-heads are required the plants 
should be freely broken up every two years. 
The best time to do this is in early Septem¬ 
ber or early in March. For very light soils 
September is best, and the plants quickly 
obtain a fresh root hold. In the more heavy 
and cold soils the early part of the year will 
answer quite well. Where a large stock of any 
one kind is required this is best done by 
means of cuttings in spring, the cuttings in the 
slight warmth of a dung frame rooting freely. 
The following are some of the best varieties in 

I the tips of the florets deeply cut into narrow 
segments. A fine pure white and very free- 
flowering. 

C. M. 'CJ. H. Sack.—This is also a distinct 
form with the deeply notched florets of the 
last-named kind. 

C. m. okandiflori-m is one of the best of 
these plants, the broad florets pure white and 
very line in form. 

I C. m. Dri'iiF.ss of Aberi orn i9 a fimbriated 
j kind, witli snow white and very handsome 
j flowers. 

C. m. Earl Roberts is one of the finest yet 
j raised of these plants. In 
I C. m. Mai ru k Pku hard, a very large and 
showy kind, the flowers are very bold and 
telling. 

C. m. James Cocker is a variety with more 
rounded flowers and distinct from the rest. 

C. m. Triumhi is one of the latest, and has 
enormous pure white blossoms. 

(,'. m. Princess Hkvrv (flowers of which are 
represented in the illustration) is also a fine 
addition to the group. 

All of these are forms of C. maximum, anil 
distinct from these are the forms of C. lati- 
folium, which flower later and continue longer 
into tho autumn months. Two of the most 
notable are known as C. 1. “ Top Sawyer," and 
C. 1. graudiflorum, fine plants attaining nearly, 
or quite, 4 feet in height, loaded with pure 
white flowers. In a mass or large bed these 
are most effective. E. J. 

Chrysanthemum maximum Princess Henry in Mr. Quintile ton's garden at Bel^rove, Co. Cork. 

C. maximum. It is, in all probability, duo to 
a mixture of these two by cross-breeding and 
seedling raising that we owe not a few of the 
good forms that are now found in gardens. 
Like many other plants, however, for which in 
the past there has been a demand, the varieties 
of these Ox-eye Daisies are too much alike, and 
by no means all of them, or even the one half 
of them would be required in any one garden. 
These plants are very easily grown and 
increased. In respect to the former, the plants 
may be grown to perfection in any good ordi¬ 
nary garden soil, and if precaution is at all 
necessary it is that the soil should not be over¬ 
rich. A more important matter than that of 
excessively rich soil is frequent division- - that 
is to say, at intervals of about two years. This, 

cultivation, the flower-heads often measuring 
as much as ."> inches or even G inches across 

C. MAXiMr.M.—This is a reputed Pyrenean 
species and of neat habit, rarely exceeding 2 feet 
high when in flower. The flowers are produced 
on erect, slightly-branching stems, and are 
about 3 inches across. Of this kind there is 
quite a number of beautiful forms, all alike 
useful for the garden and for cutting. The 
principal varieties are : — 

C. m. “ Mi'nstead variety,” pure white, and 
about 3 inches in diameter. Vory good for 
cutting. 

C. M. kreoans is rather less wide in the 
[ictals or rays, and the flowers are about 
3 inches across. A vory gr.icoful plant. 

C. M. FILU'ORME is a distinct plant, having 

0 HRYBANTHBMUM8. 

NOT A B LE CHRY S A NTHEMUM3. 
In the following notes I have jotted down the 
names of varieties, particularly those the 
blooms of which appourod to mo the most 
striking at recent exhibitions. Some of them 
aro new, hut the majority I have grown, and 
can therefore point out any characteristic in 
habit of growth. There are, I know, readers 
who do not admire giant flowers ; still, the 
fact remains that most people who cultivate 
Chrysanthemums require flowers as big as it 
is possible to obtain them. Too many of the 
varieties (anil popular ones) have little grace 
inform to recommend them, the petals being 
too short. Tho long-petallcd ones appeal to 
me most, or those handsome Japaneso of un 
incurving nature. In both of these respects 
the sorts named are the best, and neither are 
they wanting in rich or delicate colours. 

Princess Alice i>e Monaco.—This splendid 
variety has l>een renamed Miss Elsie Fulton, 
and is much admired. Bearing the last name, 
too, it has been certificated by the Royal 
Horticultural Society. This is unfair to the 
raiser, who loses the credit of producing such 
a magnificent kind. M. Nonin U the raiser, 
and tne colour is white. It is of incurving 
shape, very large, and beautifully formed. 
Every bud opens well, and from late struck 
cuttings one may get it at its best on plants 
no more than 2 feet high. The foliage is ex¬ 
cellent. Being tho first to mention this variety 
—two years ago—from a comjiaratively poor 
flower i am glad it has exceeded anticipations. 

Mr. F. S. Vai.lis.—This variety is better 
than ti. J. Warren, hitherto considered the 
finest yellow for exhibition. The latter is 

! difficult to grow, whoroas tho newer is easy. 
It is dwarf, the blooms are very large, yet of 
most graceful formation. It is one of M. 
Cal vat's productions. 

Madame Paoi.o Radaei.li is a grand in¬ 
curving flower; colour rosy-white, not at all 
faded, as many of such tints look. The bloom 
is^ remarkable for size and elegance, and the 
variety is of sturdy growth and easy to grow. 
The system of late-struck cut tings, each plant 
to carry one bloom, suit9 it admirably. 

Madame Wai.df.ck Rosseaf.—This is an¬ 
other bloom of incurving shape, and really 
marvellous in size. Colours deep crimson 
and bronze, the latter tint, of course, predomi- 

i nating. Such a variety, which is of easy cul¬ 
ture, will be much esteemed when it gets more 
plentiful. 

Miss Mildred Ware is an English seedling 
of much beauty. The florets droop and are 
of great length; colour a distinct shade of 
light brick-red, and very telling. Many regard 
this as the choicest new kind of the year. 

Georoe Penford.—This, too, is an Englidi 
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seedling, and, I think, a splendid gain. 
The colour is rich, deep crimson, reminding 
one of the older Wm. Seward. It is large, 
with drooping formation of petals, which have 
an elegant twist, and exhibit a little of the 
gold reverse. For some time the desire of 
raisers has been to improve the crimson sorts. 
This, then, is a real improvement. 

Duchess of Sutherland was raised by Mr. 
Penford, who obtained the last-named, and it 
is magnificent. The petals are of extra length, 
drooping and curling in the most graceful 
manner possible, and building up a large 
bloom ; colour intense yellow, a deeper shade 
than in any I know. It is a good grower and 
a decided gain. 

General Hutton.—This is remarkable for 
size, and with that drooping shape so much 
esteemed. Bright bronzy-yellow will describe 
the tints, whilst the growth is all that can be 
desired. This sort does well from late-rooted 
cuttings, a modo of culture suitable to the 
amateur with limited room. It is an Austra¬ 
lian seedling. 

Sir Charles Skei.v is another Australian 
seedling. I have only seen one big flower of 
it, but it appears to me a magnificent addition, 
being one of the choicest forms of the drooping 
habit of flower yet noted. The colour is a nice 
shade of purple-rose. 

Mafkkimi Hero.—This kind lias been ex¬ 
hibited frequently in fine form. It is a largo, 
spreading Japanese bloom of a deep red 
colour. The only fault it has is a tall habit of 
growth. The same fault applies to 

Madame Hkrreweue, a white flower ob¬ 
tained by a shoot of Australie “ sporting.” 
The flower is grand. 

Mrs. G. Mii.eiiam, an English seedling, is 
quite the best pink Chrysanthemum yet intro¬ 
duced. In size as well as shape it is excellent. 
The habit of the plant, too, is dwarf. 

Mrs. Greenfield may bo regarded as an 
improvement on Phn-bus, which has been a 
favourite for so many years. The colour is 
richer, the (letuls have more substance, and the 
plant is, if anything, a better grower. 

S. T. Wrioht.—This crimson variety is one 
of the new sorts of the year. It is splendid 
in size, form, and colour, and will be much 
esteemed. 

Mrs. T. W. Puckett has fully borne out the 
high opinion formed of • it last year. The 
easiest of all Chrysanthumums to grow, it is 
especially adapted for amateur cultivators. A 
plant will produce half-a-dozen finer blooms 
than if restricted to three. From very late 
struck cuttings I have fine blooms on plants 
barely a foot high. Colour a light shade of 
yellow, and the form of the bloom drooping. 

Mrs. H. Emmertun is another yellow or 
straw colour. This is a fine variety in every 
way. Large, handsome in shape, with excellent 
foliage, it is among the easiest of sorbs to 
grow. 

Henry Perkins.—This new variety is notable 
for its great length of petals, which, being 
numerous, build up a handsome flower of large 
size. Colour a bright deep crimson. 

Bessie Godfrey is among the most charming 
of all yellows, the size of the flower, and the 
shape, too, are remarkable; the colour being 
soft and refined. This has a desirable habit of 
growth. 

Ethel. Fitzroy may be described us an 
orange-coloured flower. It is the most distinct 
and nest of the shade. The florets incurve 
slightly. A dwarf and easy grower. 

Godfrey’s Pride.—In this flower the florets 
are long and spreading, but have a peculiar 
curl at the points which gives a distinct apjvear- 
ance to the flower. It is noble looking 
exhibited in a vase. Habit of the plant sturdy. 
Colour a light shade of red. 

W. R. Church.—This variety is now pretty 
well known, but is named on account of the large 
number of fine blooms noted. It can lie over¬ 
grown, then it is coarse, but nothing in 
Chrysanthemums is more striking than this, 
when the crimson colour is just relieved by the 
yellow tips to tho petals. 

Miss Alice Byron is indeed a splendid 
white variety. It i9 always goed. The incurv¬ 
ing petals make up a massive flower generally 
admired. 

MarquisV. Vknosta.—Thiskindwasnotedin 
fine form, much better than I luy'S'Seen it since 

Digitized by 

its introduction two or three years back. It is 
a huge drooping bloom of a purple-rose shade. 
Amateur growers appear to exhibit this well. 
Why it is some sorts do better with amateur 
cultivation than with others I do not know, 
hut absolutely the brightest Chrysanthemum 
in the large show at the Aquarium was in a 
stand of one such grower. The variety was 
Royal Standard, a sort most of us have dis¬ 
carded because so uncertain. Yet, here it was 
almost scarlet in its intenso shade. The last 
to note is 

Sir H. Kitchener, not because of its novelty, 
but a bloom of it was the largest Chrysanthe¬ 
mum I have seen. It measured 10 inches by 
9 inches as growing on the plant. H. S. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Single Chrysanthemums. — How 

beautiful these are, either as plants for room 
decoration or in a cut state for placing in 
vases: and. no matter how they may be em¬ 
ployed, they always arrest attention and excite 
admiration. There have been many additions 
of late, but tho following are still hard to beat 
when given good culture : Mary Anderson, 
Annie Holden, Irene, Eucharis, Golden Star, 
Miss Rose, Cannell's Perfection, Framfield 
Beauty, and King of Siam. In the nine varie¬ 
ties enumerated the colours range from pure 
white of Irene and Eucharis to the dark maroon 
of Framfield Beauty and King of Siam, Golden 
Star being a fine buttercup-yellow. If propa¬ 
gated in March line bushy plants will result, 
that begin to flower in November, and follow 
on in succession until Christmas.—A. W. 

Chrysanthemum Gladys Roult.— 
This is occasionally referred to, but it is very 
little known. The plant lias been in commerce 
for some years, and here and there a market 
grower has recognised its dainty form and 
chaste characteristics, and has sent it to 
market with good results. The blooms are 
pure white, witli long, narrow jietals, and they 
are produced on the plant quite freely. To be 
seen at their best,however, the plant should lie 
disbudded, or ]iartially so at least. As its 
habit if. good, and it« height in about -‘I foot, it 
deserves extended culture. In ordinary seasons 
from a late crown-bud selection the plant conies 
into flower in October, but the abnormal season 
through which we aro now (mid-November) 
passing the flowers from terminal-buds are only 
partially developed. A note should tie made 
of this plant.—W. V. T. 

Chrysanthemum novelties of recog¬ 
nised merit.—This season novelties have 
not been so numerous as usual during the 
flowering period, nnd at no time during the 
exhibition season lias n large number of new 
sorts been staged for adjudication by the floral 
committees of the N.C.S. or R. H.S. at any one 
meeting. Raisers and introducers appear to 
understand much better than formerly what is 
required of them when submitting novelties for 
tho judgment of the resjicctive committees. 
Because of this fact, blooms of poor quality, 
and those, too, of medium size, have seldom 
been seen, so far, this season. For exhibition 
purposes, size, and this as large as possible, 
still appears to be tho chief object desired, and 
however refined and pleasing in colour the 
novelties may lie, if they lack size they are 
almost entirely ignored. Occasionally a bloom 
of medium size gains a commendation for its 
colour, but these instances are very rare indeed. 
It is curious to notico how the judgment of a 
committee of experts may bo influenced by the 
order in which the blooms aro submitted to 
them. Should a very large bloom of good form 
and striking colour be the first to be adjudi¬ 
cated upon at any one particular sitting, it 
invariably gains the coveted distinction of a 
first class certificate, and a high standard is 
consequently set up. Other varieties, subse¬ 
quently submitted at the same meeting, are 
expected to attain tho same standard as the 
first one, and any novelty, however meritorious 
it may be, failing only in the merest particular, 
seldom receives recognition nt the committee’s 
hands. The chances are, that, had flowers of a 
lower standard of quality been put up in the 
earlier period of the same meeting, they might 
have been recognised with an award of some 
sort, although such recognition may not have 

n quite unanimous.—E. G. 

UNIVERSITY 

ROSES. 

LONG FLOWERING ROSES IN 19ti 

Such an autumn for Roses as that of 1992 h« 
seldom, I suppose, been known. All, orne&rlj 
all, have done well; but some among them 
undoubtedly carry off the palm for beauty m-1 

persistence in blooming. I will begin with the 
glorious Reve d'Or. It is barely three yews 
old, planted late in the autumn of 1899. li no* 
covers a space two yards each way, and its 
great brown shoots are running up into the 
fence to mingle with a vigorous Crimson 
Rambler, thereby promising much pleasuro 
next year. From June to November it hu 
been covered with hundreds of its fragnM 
tan-coloured blossoms, and if they have waned 
for a moment, the rich foliage has ninja 
made it a delightful object; while, beyond Ik 
Longworth Rambler, with its serai-dooMf 
clear scarlet crimson flowers, has run riot cm 
the fence and the Furze bushes. But.surpas, 
ltig even Ri ve d Or in beauty, is a bush oi 
Marie Van Houtte on the other side oi ti.i 
straight path from the gate to the home. A 
plant of three years growth shows six: 
well-shaped blooms in the middle of Otto's- 
with promise of as many more to follow. But 
an even higher place must bo assigned loth- 
more solid Madame Lambard, with sunt 
twenty noble blossoms on one brown shoot d 
last summer’s growth, somewhat [«ter tk 
the July,flowers, but of astonishing size, » 
stunce, and fragrance. 

So far I have not succeeded as my neighbor- 
the cottagers do with standards—my gardes a 
too windswept to suit them yet; but a coqb 
standing on each side of the path are the h 
ceptions, and match each other for shell pJ 
blossoms, shape, size, aud persistence in Mm* 
ing. They are Mrs. Sharman Crawford ujI 
Madame Caroline Test out. From late June u> 
the third week in November they were wr-t: 
without a flower, and though one is a Hybvi 
Perpetual nnd the other a Hybrid Tea, thercb 
but little to choose between them. Madut? 
Pierre Coc-het, a smaller \Y. A. Richards*, 
with excellently-shaped buds which do ml 
change colour, and Isabella Sprunt ha 
lasted well in these holders. So has IV. A. 
Richardson under the south window, whrrt 
Climbing Captain Christy mingles enonnoa- 
pink globes with its golden flowers, hJ 
with the copper and pink of the fi 
old-fashioned, and now neglected NoiwKi 
Ophiiie. 

It is my endeavour to collect in this mo 
garden the Roses I remember as a child at tic 
old home a mile away. I rejoice to seesigM 
that a taste is gradually reviving for some oi 
the lovely parents of our gorgeous exhibition 
Roses of to day. On the w est wall of the how 
is another of these beautiful and fragrant oil 
Roses, so seldom seen now that I hunted 
through a dozen catalogues before I coon 
secure it—the Noisette Jaune Desprez, iwsm 
by M. Desprez about 1825, and which should 
be found in every Rose-garden. It needs gow 
food and a little protection of Bracken about 
the roots and lower shoots in winter ; but Pti 
in my Cave of the Winds it has growu up ti¬ 
the eaves in less than three years, and bhrip? 
June and chill October alike have seeo it? 
sweet-sconted, rosy copper flowers hanging 
large clusters from the end of every nf» 
branch. 

The ever-floweiing Gruss an Teplit' -i! 
beyond is a crimson Hybrid Tea, which ran no; 
be too highly praised for colour, sweetness 
handsome foliage, and abundant blossom, 
find that against a wall the flowers are larger 
and richer than on dwarfs or standards in the 
open, but this inay be merely accidental. 

Let us now move on to the long Tea 
border, nnd see which of the little plant*— pm 
out in December, 1901— are the latest am 
strongest bloomers. Heading the list is tne 
delicious Mme. Abel Chatenay, with FrencHS 
Kruger, Grace Darling, and -lean Ducher 
among the pale pinks and peach colours- 
Gustave Regis, Etoile de Lyon, Chateau oe- 
Bergeries, the superb Mme. Ravarv, "ithon 
doubt one of the very finest Hybrid Teas oi t 1 
last three years, Coquette de Lyon, am 
Kaiserin Augusta Victoria among the cream, 

lahdryeiiows ; Mme. de Watteville, patelemu 
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xlged with pink : Gustave Nnbonnnnd, 
Sai'rano, Com tease Eva do Starhemberg, and 
Mme. Chauvry among the apricots and 
rnlmons ; the China pinks, fragrant and attrac¬ 
tive, of Luciolo, Mme. Jules Grolc/, Hello 
Sicbrecht, Killnrney, and Amabilis n Hose, 
by-fcho-way, not weil enough known hero yet: 
the fiery red and copper of Baron de Hoffmann, 
rillier, Dr. Rouges, and Souvenir do Catherine 
l iuillot: the dark reds, Lo Mcti’oro, Francois 
Dnbrenil, M. Dosir, and grand semi-double 
Bnrdou Job. With such a sot of Tea Roses in 

ROSE MME. ALFRED CARRIERE. 

With such a wealth of Roses suited for all 
purposes and situations, comparative nogloct 
will doubtless lie the lot of certain kinds, as it 
is of this, a fine plant of which wo figure to-day, 
from a photograph of a plant in an Irish 
garden. Anyone, however, who can find space 
for it on a wall or fenco will not regret doing 
so, ns it blooms early and late. Its [wle white 
flesh flowers are pretty, and tho scent is 
delicious. If one wore to choose tho sweetest 

shoots about a foot in length for the Roses to 
be tied to. Connecting chains are easily 

I arranged. If possible, plant a fast-growing 
summer Rose against each pillar, and, in order 
that the pillar shall not lie entirely devoid cs 

\ blossom, nn autumnal bloomer of less vigouj 
! may bo planted also against each pillar. For 
i the former we suggest Crimson Rambler, Flora, 

Electra, Queen Alexandra, Euphrosyne, ard 
Fclicitv-l’crpctue ; and for tho latter, Ainu-e 
Vibort, Longworth Rambler, Grass on Teplitz, 
Gloiro lies Rosomanes, Alistcr Stella Gray, and 

Pink Rover.J 

i a iiholoyraph 

re, Dunboyne. The Orov 

Octolier and November one may well be 
content. 

But besides these the China Roses were in 
flower till the December frost came; the old 
common pink or blush China, beloved alike in 
cottage and prince, tho velvet red Crnmoisie- 
3ap4rieur, with Lauretta Messimy and Mine. 
Eugcno Rcsal, pink and red, suffused with 
yellow and orange; while tho littlo Noisette 
Abater Stella Gray, with great clusters of 
flowers like a smull palo \V. A. Richardson, 
must by no means be forgotten, for it blooms 
late amt early.—Rose G. K inchi.ky in “/ 

TtUjraph." Digitized by 

by Miss Mabel Oalnford, 

anil want lo plant lour 
chains from pillar to pillar at the lack. How high anil of 
what thickness should the pillars be. and what Is best 
to use for pillars ? The front of the border is planted with 

II. P. lions, edited with dwarf I’olyantha Roses —I.ivsk- 

roou 

Roses for smoky district. 
— Could tou tell me of one or two 

I-Hmhinif and pot Itoers (red, pink, 
and while), most likely lo thrive In 

a itreenhouse I I do not mind how 
common they are. The air Is too 
smoky for outdoor Roses. I sup- 

|Mwe It is too late to plant row, hut 
perhaps I could pet them in early 

•pring?— Makxmax. 

|Where one is obliged to 
consider local nuisances, such 
as smoko, it is much hotter 
to grow tho Roses under 
glass, as you propose to do. 
The plants cun lie obtained 
at once. Thoso grown in 
jiots would bo tho best to 
purchase. You can ask 
your nursciymun to send 
them out of their pots to 
save carriage. Good climb¬ 
ing kinds lor such a district 
are /.’></: Chcshunt Hy¬ 
brid, Monsieur Dosir. /'ini: 

Climbing Cupt. Christy, 
Climbing Belle Siebrccht. 
While : Purity, Mmo. Alfred 
Carriere. For note — lied : 
Gapt. Hayward, General 
Jacqueminot, Ulrich Brun¬ 
ner. /‘ink : Caroline Tes- 
Iout, Mrs. W. J. Grant, 
La France. While: Boule 
de Neige, Mcrvcillode Lyon, 
und Mine. Plantier.| 

Roses for cold greenhouse —I have a lean-to 
• old ifreenhcutc, (acinic touth, III which I Krovv Tomatovs 
in boxes, trained to ihe it of Thin greeidiouM can he 

well ventilated, hut l« very warm in rummer from the 
heat of the tun. I amdtuirous of Krcwiui.- Ko*e» ill S lcch 
j lots, and alto Ibrte climbers in the Inride border, ai d 

lrained to Ihe hack wall, which is tij feet hlth. I would 
la obliged If von would let me know If the following 
varieties sre suitable for the nurpore, and alsowhcu I may 
e»pe(t thi m lo flower If blanlrd tbli or Ihe following 
month? i limbers for back wall: limns an Tenllt/,\a 
France de 'S9, Climbing I'erle des .lardinr, or Billiard and 
liarii'f Fir 8lroh pot«: GoHave Regie, Mme. Jules 

Hroier, Killarncv. U. Nahonnand, Mine. I’ernet Llncher, 
Mme. l.'hauvry, Minpilse l.iilo, Moinnii Ccrhel, Maiifuis 

of Sallkhury, Nlplu-tn*, White l-ady, and Sonv. de 
Catherine «ull!otN-A si’wit'Kieaa mu Ties Yeans. 

[The selection of varieties you propose to 
grow in this unheated structure would be a 
very suitable one, with thofollowingexceptions: 
Instead of Gruss nn Teplitz, wo should advise, 
for the bock wall, Climbing Hello Siobrecht. 
The former, alt bough a Uuutiful dccoriitivo 
Rose for the garden, is scarcely suitublo for 
culturo nnder glass. The other two for tho 
wall would bo Iji France do 'NO and Hilliard 
and Barre. The latter is a splendid kind, and 
must sooner or later bo in every garden. 
Climbing Perlo des .lardins would lie much tco 

shoots, together rnmi>aiit for a wall only 0 feet (i inches high, 
with those that are If it is your intention to continue to grew 
unripened, and Tomatoes upon tho roof, we cannot promise 
some of the small you any groat success with Roses, as they 
twiggy wood in demnnd all the light one can give them. A 
the centre of the partinl shade would not matter very much 
plant. during the summer months. For growing in 

•s inch pots, of the list you submit, we can 
recommend Killarney, Mme. Pernet-Ducher, 
Marquise Litta, White Duly, Mmo. Jules 
Grolc/., Maman Cocliot, Nipliotos; but, instead 
of the other kinds, wo would name Mme. Iloste, 
Papa Gontior, Mmo. Ravary, Mme. Cadeau 
Ramey, and Belle Siebrecht. Plants already 
established in pots you would obtain in flower 
during April and May, but if you have speci¬ 
mens from tho ojien ground, tlioy would not 

of Roses, this 
would have to be 
included. It is 
certainly tho best 
white climbing 
variety wo possess 
that has quality 
of blossom com¬ 
bined with a vigo¬ 
rous constitution. 
It is difficult to 
say in which class 
it ought to lie 
placed, os it par¬ 
takes of the ram¬ 
bling character of 
Ibo Noisettes, but 
the blossoms are 
mnro like thoso of 
tho true Tea - 
scented. Little or 
no pruning is 
necessary lieyond 
the annual 10- 
moval of worn-out 

plan 

Pillar Roses-l 
have a Roue border 

about 48 list lot 

or live pillar Rom*, 

lot if. 
with 

[It is not ndvisablo to have tho pillars loo __ __ _ 
high, as they are bare for a considerable time, jvo . ou niuc|, return’'until the autumn, as it 
and appear nnytliing but picturesque. We is bcMt 1)run0 |,ar(i tho first year. | 
consider 7 feet out of the ground a suitable mobs Roses (A\ A. Prena-u).— l.lttle <iem i* a charm- 
height for the fast-growing Roses. for jn(r miniature Ron-, with small, double crimson and 
stability irou standards ate best, but they well mossed flowers; crinuon Globe, the buds well 

,l,„uld Lvr, prongs or iron foot .1 thoir l»». to JJ-i;-*, SZSTSStfii ZSkTlSS 
render tlicli more stable agninst gales. Uirch inaneMJ'tiaNfl8l>l(f0fiH»«niboiirg, crimson ; and whits 
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GARDEN PESTS AND FRIENDS. 

AMERICAN BLIGHT (SCHIZONEURA 
LANIGERA). 

Wiu. you kindly ilrw-ribe in Qardrnixo American blight 
on fruit-trees? K. B. 

[TLis well-known pest is one of the worst foes 
which cultivators of Apple lrees have to con¬ 
tend with. When once this insect Becomes 
established in an orchard it is very difficult, if 
not impossible, to cotnplfetely eradicate it, and 
the damage it does to the trees is very con¬ 
siderable ; at times trees have been entirely 
kdled by these little insects, so that measures 
should he at nnoe taken for their destruction 
as soon as any are discovered on a tree, for 
they spread very quickly, the eggs and quite 
young larva- being easily blown, with small 
pieces of the cottony substance with which the 
colony is covered, from one tree to another. 

The best means of destroying this insect 
ftp;>4»!»ra to I.,- by scraping oil the louse rough 

bark from the stems and branches, and 
removing the earth from the hasc >•! the stems 
and roots. Before the scraping is commenced, 
n sheet or cloth should be laid on the ground, 
so that everything which is scrjqie.l from the 
tree can he collected anil burnt. The tree- 
should then be well scrubbed with a hard 
brush and oue of the following mixtures which 
are much recommended by various persons: 
Coarse petroleum oil; \ amnumiaeal liquor lo 
*j water: strong brine; soapsuds: Tobacco- 
water (1 lb. Tobacco to 4 gallons of waten : or 
the trees may be painted with |«-ck quick 
lime, J lb. flowers of sulphur, { lb. of lamp¬ 
black, mixed with hot water (ill of the thick 
ness of paint and used when warm : or 7 lh. of 
soft-soap to 1 111. of train oil, two or three 
handfuls of soot and flowers ol sulphur, mixed 
with a pailful of lime-water : then add sulii 
cient clay until it is about as thick as butter. 
When the compound dries it u 111 very probably 
crack : the cracks should he tilled up with clav. 
Syringe the trees, using a fine rose, with 1 lit. 
of soda dissolved in a gallon of rain water and 
well mix with 1 pint of spirits of turpentine : 
then add !l gallons of water. A small brush 
dipped in turpentine and brushed over the 
insects is a very effectual way of killing them 
if they have not spread much on a tree. Which¬ 
ever of the above methods is used, care should 
be taken that the insecticide is well worked 
into the crevices and rough places in the hark, 
for it is in such places thai the eggs and the 
young are likely to be found if tins operation 
is not properly performed. 

This insect usually selects some part of the 
tree where there is an inequality in the bark, 
and there forms a regular colony, which may¬ 
be easily detected by the white cottony down 
with which these insects cover themselves. 
These white patches make the tree look as if it 
were covered with mildew in those parts. The 
insects, by constantly puncturing the bark 
with their probosces and drawing off the sap, 
bring the tree into an unhealthy condition, and 
cause the parts attacked to swell and form 
warts and knobs. 

The severest weather does not appear to kill 
the American blight. It is supposed by many 
that they usually pass the winter beneath the 
surface of the soil, feeding on the roots of the 
trees, and no doubt they occasionally do so. 
but it seems very doubtful if this be their 
ordinary habit. Probably what more usually 
takes place to insure this insect from becoming 
extinct is, that a few females in each colony 
survive the winter on the stems or branches of 
the trees, and commence to propagate their 
species as soon as the sap begins to rise in the 
trees, and eggs laid the previous autumn 
hatching about the same time, fresh specimens 
are produced. As before mentioned, this 
insect soon spreads from tree to tree when once 
it is introduced into an orchard, for the eggs 
and young larva-, attached to small pieces 
of the cottony substance, are easily' wafted 
about by the wind, and some of the females are 
winged and able to fly from one tree to another. 
The American blight belongs to the same 
family (the Aphidida-) as the common Rase 
aphis and the Peach aphis, and, like them, will 
breed for several generations without the inter¬ 
vention of the male. The genus Schizoneura 
contains six species. The females in the wind¬ 
less state of S. lanigera, theepeci 

DigmzecFby^ ‘ 

consideration, are, when full grown, about one- 
tenth of an inch long and tolerably plump, 
with the joints of the body well defined. They 
are of a slaty or leaden black or dark brown 
colour, the front portion of the body sparingly 
covered with small short tufts of a cottony 
like material, the after-part thickly covered 
with it, and forming a long train behind the 
insect of about its own lengih. This covering 
is doubtless a great protection to the insect 
against unfavourable weather and the attacks 
of parasitic insects and carnivorous grubs. 
The young larva- are pale yellow in colour and 
they gradually attain the colour of the adult 
insect, I 

.VOTES AXD REPLIES. 

Chrysalis In lima.—I send you some specimens ol 
s chrysalis, « hieh I found in lar«e -inantities in a heap of 
lime which was placed in a shed in my garden about six 
months since. It you can tell me to what insect they 
belong I shall be much obliged? They are something like 
the chrysalis ol the Marguerite Daisy-fly, figured in your 
number of CiARiutMNCi ItirsiniixM recently, Imt not 
quite the same.—('u mkm \\ au>hox. 

| The chrysalides you sent arc those of a small 
fly belonging to the genus Anthomyia, as far 
as 1 can judge: hut chrysalides are often so 
much alike, though belonging to different 
genera, that it is impossible to he certain as to 
their identity. In every case the flies bad 

Ameri- an blight in various stages of development. 

Fig. 1, Wingless Female (magnified); Figs. 2 and 3, 
Lara a: (magnified): Fig. 4. Apple branch with Ameri¬ 
can blighi (natural size). 

they drop off the plant on which they are 
feeding and lie quite motionless, as if i«d. 
You should lay a white sheet under the phut 
while it is still light, and about an hour cr 
after dark go into the house with a bright 
light, which will cause the weevils to fall u 

once. If it does not, shake the plant well sots 
to make them fall down.] 

The Carnation-maggot.-£an yoa Wl at u* 
best way lo prevent the attacks of tbs CamaUoo-EMQsg 
of which 1 have found considerable numbers lately m the 
stems? In the " English Flower Garden" it uti they 
should be searched for in the spring, while the young 
grub is still in the leaf, from which it reaches Ihuteix 
I should like to know a little more precisely when tokok 
for them, and would be grateful for any other inlenu.^ 
you could give me about them.—Lixcour. 

[This is a small yellowish-white maggot, 
which works its wav under the outer skit o( 
the leaf until it reaches the shoot, down which 
it eats until it reaches the main stem of tl* 
plant, into which it bores, eating out the 
heart of the plant and eventually killing it 
No insecticide will touch the pest, and it 
must be searched lor and destroyed, usings 
pin for the purpose. The maggot shouldic 
caught, if possible, before it reaches the min 
stem. When there are any signs of the nuggot, 
the plants should be gone over carefully every 
day.] 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

escaped from the chrysalides. One thing 
puzzles me very much, which is, how they came 
to be amongst the lime. Were there any 
vegetables or plants hanging above the lime in 
the shed from which they could have fallen ? 
For no larva; would have "become chrysalides in 
the lime, and even if it were possible that they 
could, then would come the question . From 
whence came the larva; ? fan you throw any 
light on this point?—G. S. S.] 

Hart'a-tongue falling.—I have a flue, well-grown 
Hart's-tongue Kern, which wag remarkably healthy tip to 
a week ago, eince when it has flagged, and the leaves have 
lost their firmness, although it has received the same- 
care and attention as before. On taking it out of its pot 
to examine the roots I found a number of small white, 
semi-transparent grubs, each about { inch in length, and 
thin, somewhat like a small worm in shape. Can you or 
any of your readers tell me how to get rid of these pests 
without injury to the plant, and what is the cause of 
them? The plant was potted at the same time as a 
number of others, which all seem quite healthy.—Dora 
Firtii. 

[Your Fern ha-v been attacked by the grubs 
of the Vine-weevil, which prey on the roots of 
Ferns, Cyclamens, Primulas, etc. When full 
grown they are about half-an-inch long, white, 
with brownish heads, and very much wrinkled. 
They cannot be reached by any insecticide so 
as to kill them, the best thing to do being 
to pick them out from among the roots. 
The weevils only feed at night, so that,jt,ja 

sdlpVery difficult to find them. When duro 
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ECHEVERIA RETUSA. 
Is greenhouses where a temperature of sirai 
flu degs. is maintained, this will bloonidl 
in winter, and will flower on all through lh 
spring. In cool-houses, from which hwt uti 
damp only are excluded by fire-heat, it do* 
not commence to flower much before Muck, 
lasting in bloom up to May. It is a mm 
habited, showy little plant that is well worth 
the attention of those who like to have 
something bright and rather out of the endian 
way when there is not much in the shape s' 
flowers outside. The bright orange florets« 
rigid stems that spring from neat rosettes of 
foliage are so numerous that when in in!, 
bloom good plants make a brave show, sad tk 
colour is so distinct as to form a wekwpeow 
Irast to the various shades of pink andvhitf 
that frequently predominate in tneconsemUfj 
in winter and spring. A large batch of pints 
in full bloom has a very cheerful appearing 

Cri.TURK —In April the plants ahtrnW k 
pulled to pieces. Let the soil dry out first, *• 
then the greater portion of it can be shste 
away without injury to the roots, and th 
plants get the benefit of a body of h*s; 
compost. It is not, however, very imports 
that any great quantity of old roots be reUinec 
as, like'all the members of the family,rootesre 
thrown out all up the stem, and being ofavwj 
succulent nature, the foliage does not swe 
much until these new roots are made. Whet 
repotted the stems should be covered with the 
new soil quite up to the leaves. Sandy .me 
with some sand added is the best soil, and 
drainage should be given, as allplants of» 
succulent nature are very susceptible to sis? 
nant moisture at the roots. Let the ph»i> 
have all the sunshine and air possible through 
the spring and early summer, and in July P*; 
them in the open air in a sunny situation. 
be careful to bring them in before the middle 
of September, as this Echeverio i) o'1*' 
tender, and if the points of the blooming sum- 
are frosted but slightly, the flowers wi‘- 
expand later on. A good roasting in the 
is what this little succulent requires, and two 
it will yield a good harvest of bloom. 

I know of hut one drawback to the grow¬ 
th is plant, and that is the grub of the olso- 
Vine-weevil, which eats its way into the stem-' 
and just as the flowers should be expanding!^ 
whole plant collapses. My plants were so mix- 

infested that at one time I thought I m» 
give up its culture, hut I found a way out 
the difficulty that has never since 
Instead of repotting in spring, I shitti fdants out in June, and wash all the old - ■ 
rom the roots, so that, if possible, no 

particle of it is left. This should not be d 
before the latter end of the month, as.by 
time the woevil has deposited its eggs 
washing the soil away the eggs PefMP’’| 
newly-hatched grubs go with it Thecro 
are then laid in in light soil in a frame i 
full'sun and kept watered. By the co 
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and failing to take on that intense crimson - 

scarlet tint which renders them so effective for 
decoration. In the London market gardens 

they are grown in low, span-roofed houses 

facing east and west, with plenty of air and 
light in the later stages of growth, so that the 

wood gets firm and the leaves acquire sub¬ 

stance. Good loam, with n lilieral admixture 

of leal soil, with some manure for the last 

shift, is the compost usually employed. 

Although Poinsettiasare in demand all through 

the winter, Christmas is the time when prices 

usually rule highest.— C., Byflttt. 

Plants after forcing. - Though ono 

cannot reasonably expect the plants forced into 

bloom early one season to dower again the 

succeeding year, it naturally follows that a 

recuperative treatment immediately after they 
have dowered is essential. How frequently 

forced plants are neglected, instead of being 

carefully nursed ! Azaleas, Heaths, Epaci ises, 

(lenistas, Spineas, and Lilacs, all valued 
whilst in flower, are only too often left in some 
out-of-the-way corner of the house, or removed 

to frames out of-doors much too early, and, as 

a consequence, suffer from extremes of tern- 

taken up and potted. atmosphere outside, as well a 

Watering.—The roots being of a tine, hair- of the room, should govern 

like nature, a little more care in watering is the use of the water-pot. 

required than with the many winter and early Aspidistras is best done in F> 
spring-blooming plants. Plants of a succulent but this should not bo until 

nature are very impatient of much moisture at full of roots and really need 

the roots in winter, and Echeveria retusa is no man. 
exception to that rule. Plants that are getting Lilies in flower._To 

an intermediate temperature to bring them be a matter for su 

along may of course he watered with tolerable s,)leudid dowering example 
freedom ; but where the thermometer drops to 

below 40 degs. water should only be given 

when the soil gets dry. T. 

nuama season q{ starting int0 growth, hence those 

(Reply to “ F. G. L. ) ;n flower now would out-of-doors have bloomed 

Next to the Poinsettia, the Euphorbia is one in the previous summer and autumn. They 

of the brightest subjects wo have for this need about three months from being removed 

^eitfion of the year. It is rather more difficult from the freezing chamber and potted before 
Uj manage tliun the PoiiiseLUa, us the slender ttie flowers expand. A few years since it would 

roots are liable to perish if allowed to become have been considered impossible to have such 

dry or if kept too wet. It is very important quantities of these Lilies in bloom at Christmas, 

to have strong cuttings, and this can only be but now the liues of demarcation between 

done by looking after the old 

plants after the newel's have been 

cut. When dowering is over, the 

plants are somewhat shabby- 

looking, and on this account thej’ 

are often consigned to some ob¬ 

scure corner and neglected. The 

earlier in the year cuttings can 

tie had the better. If taken off 

close to the old stem with a slight 

heel, and inserted in pots filled 

with peat, leaf-mould, and plenty 

of sharp sand, and stood in a 

propagating case, they will soon 

form roots. I like to put the 

cuttings singly into small pots, 

as then there is no danger of the 

tender fibres being injured in any 

way. When ready for potting off, 

some loam and a little manure 
may be added to the mixture just 

mentioned. Early-struck plants 
may bo stopped onco or twice, 

hut those rooted later in the sea¬ 

son may be grown three in a pot. 

This Euphorbia must not be 

ripened off; the moro freely the 
plants are grown, the longer will 

lie the sprays of bloom. When 

required only for cutting it may 

lie planted out with advantage, 
especially if a position where 

there is a little bottom-heat can 

be given. Give the plants plenty 

of drainage, using a rough, 

porous compost. It must bo well 

exposed to the light, and with 

good treatment will stand full ex¬ 

posure to the sun. In the sum¬ 

mer artificial heat is not neces¬ 
sary, but as soon as the nights 

begin to get chilly a little fire- 

heat- must be applied. If left in 

a cold-house, the mischief will 

show itself as soon as placed in 
heat, when the leaves will quickly fall, thus 

spoiling the appearance of the plants. T. 

A fine winter-flowering plant (Euphorbia jacquiniieflora). 

NOTES ANN REPLIES. 
Calanthe Veitchi. — This most useful 

Orchid is not grown so much as it deserves for 

catting throughout December and January. 

Spikes nearly 4 feet long with three dozen 

fully expanded blooms are no mean sight at 

Christmas time when flowers are so much in 

request. The flowers remain in good con¬ 

dition quite three weeks when cut if only 

the water is changed twice a week and 

the end of the stalk shortened a little. In a 

later issue I will give cultural details.— 

J. M. B. 
[With the above note we received some very 

handsome spikes about 3 feet long, the flowers 

of good size and richly coloured.—Ed.] 

Aspidistras.—When someone asked me 

to look at an Aspidistra that “ needed potting 

badly,'’ I was told, I found that the mischief 

did not lie in this direction, but in the fact that 

it had been over-watered and had become 

yellow. There is a danger during the winter 

mouths of window plants such osf these- 
DigitizecTby 
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more after the colour of the old Neapolitan, 
but much more robust in growth. Marie 
Louise is a good all-round double variety and 
will take a lot of beating. The White Comte 
de Brazza or Cannell's White appears much 
hardier in its growth than Marie Louise, and 
scarcely ever shows much disease, and is most 
useful, especially where white (lowers are in 
demand.—J. M. B. 

word in praise of any one variety, it should 
prove of some service to those planters who 
may be undecided as to which varieties are 
best to plant. It thrives as a bush, but on 
cold soils is much better when given wall I 
treatment, and is especially line on the Quince 
as a cordon. It becomes fit for use during 
January, and sometimes will keep plump until 
March. With me it does equally well as an 
espalier.—J. M. B. 

FRUIT. 
PLANTING VINE. 

APPLE NEWTON WONDER. 

In this we have a grand cooking Apple, large 
id size, of fine colour, and the tree a great 
bearer. It should be largely planted, as it 
remains sound up to midsummer in a cool 
fruit-room. The fruit much resembles both its 
parents, Blenheim and Wellington. The tree 
bears freely as a bush, anl requires freely 
thinning most seasons. I also have it as an 
orchard standard, but the trees being small as 
yet, I cannot say much about it as regards this 
style of tree. J. M. B. 

PRUNING PEARS. 
Those who have not commenced this work may 
now do so, and persevere with it whenever the 
weather permits, or 
otherwise there will 
most probably be too 
much to do in the 
spring for all to be pro¬ 
perly performed. The 
start should be made 
with Pears, and if there 
is not a mulching of 
ashes or strawy litter 
in front of the trees, let 
boards be used for 
standing upon, unduly 
trampling upon wet 
fruit borders having a 
most injurious elfect. 
In the case of strong, 
well established trees, 
and which, say, have 
covered nearly or quite 

as much wall space as 
they will ever do, prun 
ing is a very simple 
operation. It is theso 
trees, however, that 
very often are too 
lightly pruned. If, ow¬ 
ing to a too sparing 
use of the knife, the 
spurs are allowed to 
project 6 inches or more 
from the main bran¬ 
ches, then much of the 
benefit that ought to 
be derived from the 
walls is lost. The fruit 
spurs ought to cluster 
round the branches 
and spring out not 
more than J inches from the wall, and in conse¬ 
quence bo less liable to injury from frosts, the 
fruit attaining a larger size and ripening better. 
Trees largely furnished with long, ugly spurs 
ought to either have these gradually sawn off 
to within 1 inch of the branches, or else fore¬ 
shortened to & back break much nearer the 
wall. In most instances this would be duly 
followed by a strong break of young shoots and 
fruit spurs, and wnich the cultivator should 
take good care to keep more within bounds in 
the future. Supposing the trees were summer 
pruned, spurs being left to a length of about 
‘2 inches, the latter ought now to be further 
reduced to a length of 1 inch, in some 
instances, or where short spurs already exist 
in goodly numbers, to be cut quite hard back. 
Nothing is guined by crowding the spurs ; 
therefore thin out where they smother each 
other when in leaf. If fruit-buds are scarce, 
leave some of the short shoots there may be 
with a fruit-bud at the end intact, cutting 
these back after the fruit has been gathered 
from them next season. Where thore are any 
strong shoots available for furnishing blank 
space lay these in to their full length. 

Will you be good enough to advise me what to do re 
Grape-N ine It is an old Vine, been growing in the open, 
and this year carried 100 bunches of fruit. It has been 
given to me, and I have just replanted it in my own 
garden. I have taken four rods into my lean-to green¬ 
house, leaving five rods out-ide, trained to the wall. 
Would you advise me to cut oB the five outside rods to 
strengthen the rods inside the house ' I have planted for 
fruit, not foliage. Would half a bucket of blood benefit 
the Vine? May I expect any Grapes next year?—H. 
Clarkson. 

[We never remember having seen a Vine 
growing partly indoors and out, off per your 

illustration, and do not think it would lye wise 
to attempt such, seeing that the Vine rods 
under glass, even if your house is not heated, 
would naturally start into growth earlier than 
those on the outsido wall, consequently to the 
detriment of the latter. Therefore, it would 

Apple Newton Wonder. 

lie bolter to cut off these five rods where you 
suggest while the weather remains mild, 
painting over the cut surface of each wound 
with jyainter's knotting or styptic prepared for 
the purpose. We do not gather from jour 
enquirj’ whether you prepared your lyorder 
belore replanting the Vine. Such should have 
been done by seeing that thorough drainage 
was ensured, if not naturally, then otherwise, 
by taking out the soil J feet deep and about 
0 feet wide, and the same in length. Then 
place 3 inch diainpifies along the pit, furthest 
from the wall, allowing a fall of a few inches 
for the water to pass away at one end, which 
should have an outlet into a larger or main 
drain. Over this place 9 inches to 12 inches of 
broken stone or brickbats, the top 3 inches 
being smaller than the bulk, which will keep 
the soil from being washed into the drainage. 
Then, if obtainable, procure grassy tunes 
about 2 inches thick and lay Grass-side down¬ 
wards, when all will be ready for the soil, 
which, with your ordinary garden soil, would 
be the better if a load of the same loamy 
turves were chopped up and mixed together, 
adding 2 bushels of bone-meal, the same of 
soot, and two ordinary garden barrowfuls of 
brickbats, broken to the size of Walnuts. In Pear Easter Beurre. -Late Pears are . ..__ 

none too plentiful, and when onepai^say a good -• planting, lay out the roots, keeping them^^pujL 

Digitized by LiOOgle 

■j inches from the surface. Do not allow the 
Vines to carry fruit the coming summer, bat 
encourage all the growth you can, though not 
overcrowding it. If you do not care to mate 
a new border, the blood may be put on die old 
border when the Vine is in active growth, ay 
about midsummer, and let it be well washed 
in, after covering with a few inches of soiL It 
seems to us that it would have been better hid 
vou planted your Vine at the front of your 
house and taken the rods in through'irri 
trained them up the roof, than downwards, &s 
per illustration. ] 

VEGETABLES. 

MANURING TOMATO GROUND. 

(Reply to “ Market Gardener.") 

Tiik artificial manures you name—sulphate cf 
potash one-part and superphosphate two 
parts—should make an excellent dressing (or 
ground, put on at the rate of 41 cwt. per acre 
for Tomatoes. Those plants need relatively 
very little of nitrogenous manures, such a- 
nitrate of soda, as that tends to create coarse 
leafage. But in manuring ground much 
depends on the general nature of it and the 
crops, as well as dressing previously given, (to 
that head you must be the best judge. If you 
have grown Tomatoes in the same ground pre¬ 
viously and they have )»een diseased, we far 
a recurrence of the disease is probable oak 
any circumstances. With respect to coma; 
ing the Tdmato fungus, there is no beta 
fungicide than the Bordeaux or sulphate oi 
copper mixture. Dissolve 2 lb. of sulphate oi 
«opper (bluestone) in a wooden tub containing 
4 gallons of boiling water. Dissolve - lh 
of fresh lime in a pail in 2 gallons oi 
water. When the latter is clear pour it 
into the tub with the other. Then, when 
the bluestone is dissolved, add Ui gallon- 
more of water. It may be well to dissolve into 
it a couple of pounds of common treacle. When 
the liquid is quite clear it is ready for use. 
I live all the plants a gentle spraying ordering 
with this solution. That should be done beioit 
fruits are formed. A second spraying may be 
given a fortnight later, and yet a third some 
three weeks later. If the quantity named » 
not enough, then make more in the same pro¬ 
portion. The solution is poisonous, but ii not 
used after the fruits colour, it is not likely « 
do harm. Tomatoes under glass should iw 
have too much water, nor too rich soil, and 
have plenty’ of light and air. So treated, aid 
ihe soil has grow n other crops previously, the 
plants should lie healthy. 

Shallots.—Will you te kind enough to tell rue tr 
Garlrninu how to treat Shallots to get them to peodos 
and ripen seed, il il can lie done in thU country 
Shallot. 

[The Shallot very seldom produces seed. The bait* 
when planted in spring speedily divide into » re¬ 
number ol cloves, which remain attached to a cobek 
disc, and in a few mon tin become as strong as the parrel 
bulb. | 

Horse-radish unsatisfactory. -1 •' 
obliged if any of your readers could tell me the cause c. 
my Horse-radish assuming such a muddy, dark colour, aal 
being so tough and sticky? It was all rigtai till t«° 
ago. The ground was then well dug and manured, and tt« 
Horse-radish replanted. It has not been manured sa 
but has been replanted. Any information will be 
received, aa it is in great demand.— W. P. H., Awburt*. 

[A Ilorse-radish plantation to bo satisfactory 

should be jrartially renewed every year b; 
replanting. This should be done in a pie« 
of well-manured and deeply ■ dug ground 
placing small pieces of roots in a slanting 
direction 3 feet apart and from 12 inches to 
18 inches in the rows, and about (i inches deep 
The ground should be kept free from weeds, 
and in very dry, hot weather abundance oi 
water, if available, may be given with 
advantage. ] 

Celerlac —This is much neglected, few 
using the roots for other than flavouring 
soups. If, however, the roots are boiled till 
quite tender in a little gravy, they forth an 
excellent vegetable, the flavour being distinct 
and pleasing. They are also very good when 
boiled and served with white sauce. Oeleriac i- 
one of the bast of our winter vegetables, ant 
if the improved continental varieties 
more generally grown in England they weal 
become (Xipular. The roots can be kept during 
Jbhe-winter with Carrots and other roots. 

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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OARDBN WORK. 

Conservatory.—There are two families 
of plants which are useful in the conservatory 
now. One is the Acacias, which are showing 
simsofflowering: indeed, Acaciaplatypterahas 
been in bloom some time and A. Drummondi 
will soon follow. Others, such as armata, 
Riceaua, grandis, verticillata, etc., will come 
in succession. A. grandis makes a good wall 
plant, and A. Riceana is very effective trained 
along a rafter or a tie rod if the house is lofty 
and free growth can ho encouraged. The 
Acacias are very easily cultivated, either in 
pots or planted out in the border. If planted 
out the soil should not he too licht or rich, as 
they grow so freely, flood yellow loam two- 
thirds, with one-third of old leaf-mould or good 
peat and sand, will grow Acacias well, either 
in pots or planted out. The other family to 
which allusion has been made is the Bamboos, 
which are very useful for backgrounds, and may 
take the place to some extent of the Palms, 
though, of course, the latter cannot Iks done 
without, though in a large house there is room 
for much variety. The early sown Cinerarias 
will now be in flower, and well grown plants 
are very effective. These will, of course, be 
grown in a low house or pit, and before they 
are taken to the conservatory they should lie 
vapourised to get rid of any stray flies which 
may lie upon the foliage, and special care 
should be taken that no insect-laden plants are 
taken to the conservatory, as it is usually much 
more difficult to clear them out of a lofty house 
than a small one, and if the conservatory is 
connected with the dwelling-house, great cure 
must be exercised in . using the vapouriser so 
that the fumes do not penetrato the house. 
Camellias, when well done, seem to supply a 
want now. It is com|Mirntively easy to force 
into bloom plants of various things which have 
l>een prepared for the work, hut a well growu 
Camellia, fi feet or moro high, either in a tub 
or planted in the liorder, requires nothing to 
set it oft when in bloom. The reason Camellias 
have not been so much grown of late years is 
they are rather stiff and cannot be cut with 
long stalks, but anyone with a large bouse to 
fill will find n limited number of good plants 
>ery useful just now to give elevation to the 
house now that the Chrysanthemums have for 
the most |>art been moved out. l)o the water¬ 
ing in the morning, and give a little ventila¬ 
tion to let the damp out. Night temperature 
4-i degs. to 5t» dogs. 

Stove.—Orchids starting into growth will 
require more moisture. If on blocks or in 
haskets, dip them in a tank ; renew the Sphag¬ 
num on blocks. Stanhopeas require very care¬ 
ful handling, as the flower-spikes often strike 
downwards and come out through the bottom 
of the basket. If there is a brisk bottom heat 
anywhere, old plants of Dracwnas may be cut 
down and the stems cut into single joints aud 
inserted in sandy peat and plunged in heat. 
A very large stock may bo worked up from a 
few old plants. Under suitable conditions, 
Crotons and Ficus olastica may be propagated 
now, but it is better to wait a few weeks if 
there is not plenty of bottom-heat.. As the 
days lengthen, Allamandas and other plants 
which have been resting with the roots in a dry 
state may be pruned, and the roots moistened, 
and a little later repotted. In the meantime 
stocks of potting soils should he laid in an open 
shed ready for use when required. Begonias 
are very bright in the stove now, and early 
next month cuttings of the young shoots should 
he taken, and when established in pots some of 
the oldest plants of the sumo kinds may bo got 
rid of. Never keep old plants of these soft- 
wooded things too long, as younger plants 
produce finer flowers, but in the case of hard 
wooded plants, which are of slower growth 
old plants, if in good, healthy condition, are 
the best. An old Franciscea or Gardenia will 
produce many flowers, and should he encour¬ 
aged. Use the water-pot with judgment, 
tapping each pot to ascertain its condition. 

Early Peach house.—Do not be in a 
hurry. It will not pay to rush anything at 
this early season, and it is specially unwise 
to rush Peaches. Trees which have 
forced in previous years wFillnofcrequire 
rushing. Fifty degs. when the blossoms lire 
opening will suffice; 2 degs. or 3 degs. more 

in the early part of the evening will do no 
harm, and 2 degs. or 3 dogs, less at sunrise will 
bo the natural course. Keep the air in motion 
by vontilation when the sun shinos, and tap 

iO trollis or distribute tho |K>llen in some 
other way when it is dry. If the rabbit's-tail 
or the camel's-hair brush is used, j>ay most 
attention to the blossoms on the upper side of 
the branches, so as to got the crop as much as 
possible in the sunshine. Of course, when the 
trees are in blossom the atmosphere of the 
house will be kept drier and more buoyant to 
bring the pollen to a condition for easy dis¬ 
tribution. Close early in the afternoon, and 
keep down tires in the daytime. 

Early Tomatoes. This is a good time 
to sow the seed of a good early kind. The 
seeds should lie sown very thinly in boxes or 
pots, and placed on a shelf in a warm house 
near the glass where the plants can lie sturdily 
grown from the first. Weakly, drawn-up 
plants never produce the weight of fruit which 
tho sturdy, well built-up plants do. Many 
growers fruit tho early plants in pots, but they 
do as well in troughs, and it is more 
economical both in tho materials and laliour, 
08i»ecially in the matter of watering and top¬ 
dressing. Early Tomatoes want plenty of 
warmth and liglit. Wo usually grow them in 
span-roofed houses trained under the rcof. 
The body of the house can then be used for 
bedding plants or other things coming on that 
may require warmth. The tonqierature at 
night may range between 55 degs. and 65 degs., 
which means that there will not be nil that 
amount of fluctuation ; but, say the earliest 
house is worked at a night tenqierature of 
65 degs., others which are following may be 
50 degs. or 60 degs. The whole matter is 
worked as a compromise to suit other things 
besides Tomatoes. A mixture of good loam 
and a little old mAnuro will suit Tomatoes at 
tho start. What more is required can l>o 
given when the first truss of fruits is sot and 
swelling. 

Forcing Seakale and Rhubarb.— 
The old-fashioned way of forcing Seakalo and 
Rhubarb under pots where the roots grew, so 
far as theaualityof tho produce was concerned, 
cannot bo beaten whero there is plenty of tree- 
leaves in tho country, hut it is a laborious 
method, and the modern plan of lifting the 
roots and forcing in the Mushroom house or 
elsewhere is now commonly adopted whero a 
good doal of produco is required. 

Window gardening. — Hyacinths in 
glasses should be moved from tho dark cup¬ 
board at the first signs of growth above the 
bulbs, and by that time the roots will have 
descended into the water. A little charcoal 
will keep the water pure. Deficiencies of the 
water from evaporation must he made good 
from time to time. Narcissi and other bulbs 
started in pots may be taken out of pots and 
planted in Moss in bowls at any time. 

Outdoor garden.—This is the usual time, 
when other things are not pressing, for making 
alterations. I never yet knew a man or woman 
that was fond of their gardens that was not 
constantly striving after some improvement 
of some kind. Beautifying here and adding a 
fresh feature elsewhere, introducing new 
shrubs and trees or hardy flowers, and prepar 
ing sites for various things always give inter¬ 
esting work in open weather in winter. No 
garden is ever so jierfect as a good gardener 
wants it to be. But, apart from this, there is 
always work of a routine character, which 
must not l>e delayed or neglected. Box or 
other edgings can be replanted or re|>aired, 
gravel walks turned over and put into shape 
and made firm by rolling. Tennis or other 
lawns can be repaired. Old worn-out shrubs 
or trees can be grubbed, aud the site trenched 
and made suitable for choice trees or shrubs. 
If the grounds are large and of picturesque 
character, there is always interesting work to 
be done in preparing sites for now trees. 
I’.Tonies, both herbaceous and tree, make lovelv 
groups in what is termed the “wilderness.'' 
Hardy Heaths and kindred subjects are very 
interesting in some wild spots. The Rhodo¬ 
dendron jamily, where the soil and position 

ila^ are among the most effective 
the garden and wood. There 

things which ure always attractive, 

Hollies. The Birch and the Beech socm to 
blend well with evergreen trees ami shrubs. 

Fruit garden. —Those who have pruning 
or training to do should got on with it at every 
favourable opportunity. It is a mistake to dig 
with the spade over the roots of fruit trees, 
especially when they are grafted on surface¬ 
rooting stocks. Trees and bushes which have 
reached a bearing age and crop freely may have 
help in the way of top-dressing. It is a very 
easy matter to pick out those trees which 
require help. Of course, trees which are making 
wood freely do not require anything extra in 
tho way of nourishment. There is generally 
something to do at this season in suppressing 
insect pests. Tho larva1 or eggs of flies and 
moths are secreted somewhere, and should he 
destroyed by applying the necessary remedies. 
I huvo no doubt the eggs of green-ny and red- 
spider are hidden away in the bark of the spurs 
or buds, and a wash of any simple insecticide 
of sufficient strength will clear oft most of these 
if done efficiently. Insecticides are all reason¬ 
ably cheap, and, if used warm, according to 
directions, will save a good deal of labour 
during the growing season. Introduce Straw¬ 
berries to tho forcing-houses fortnightly to 
keep up a succession. The flowers must lie 
fertilised to ensure setting, and the plants 
should occupy a position near the glass. Early 
Peaches must also be fertilised individually if 
they flower at this early season. 

Vegetable garden.-Those who have 
plenty of convenience for forcing will now be 
starting early Potatoes. The best place for 
them is a warm pit filled with stahlc-manure 
and leaves ; or an ordinary liot-lied covered 
with a frame, where the Potatoes as they grow 
can be near the glass, is very suitable. Horn 
Carrots sown on a bed of leaves where there is 
a genial warmth will soon germinate. Very 
often a crop of Radishes may bo sewn thinly 
among the Carrots, to lie drawn out liefore the 
Carrots are largo enough to thin—indeed, 
forced Carrots, unless sown very thickly, do 
not want much thinning, as by the time they 
are Vinch in diameter the largest may lie 
drawn out for uso. There are no better 
Lettuce* than those produced on a bed ol 
leaves and manure under glass. Seeds sown 
now will come in oarly, especially if an early 
kind, such as the Paris Market Cabbage, is 
sown. Sow an early Pea in pots or in some 
othor way under glass for planting out in April. 
A few rows may lie sown outside on a sunny 
border in front of a forcing-house, or at the 
foot of a south wall. Most jieople have their 
favourite kinds. Chelsea Gem is a good dwarf 
kind, and a good selection of William I. is 
equal to most Gradus is a good Pea, and 
there are many others. Asparagus, Seakale, 
and Mushrooms should be plentiful now, and 
tho gardener who keeps up a good supply will 
have but little trouble with the cook. Salsify, 
Celery, and Artichokes are not difficult to 
produce in quantity. E. Hobhav. 

THE DOMING WEEK'S WORK. 

Extracts from a Garden Diary. 

January Ulh.—Sowed early Peas in pots and 
Early Longpod Beans in boxes for transplant¬ 
ing. Beans transplant well. Advantage is 
taken of mild weather to take tho lights alto¬ 
gether off cold-frames filled with Violets, 
Cauliflowers, and other plants. The materials 
for making Mushroom-beds are being con¬ 
stantly collected so that exhausted beds may 
lie cleared out and the sjiaccs refilled. Sowed 
several kinds of Tomatoes for planting in 
early houses or growing in pots. Sowed a few 
Cucumber and Melon seeds. 

January lJllt.—Sowed Peas on early border. 
We always plant a few early Cabbages on a 
warm border to come in before the main crop. 
They are planted about 9 inches or 10 inches 
apart, and every encouragement is given for 
rapid growth. Tho Peas were dressed with 
red lead previous to sowing to prevent them 
being taken by birds or mice. A few rows 
of the dwarf Fan or Cluster Beans were planted 
at the same time. Sowed several boxes with 
AilsaCrrig Oniojaa in a little warmth indoors. 
Locked over fruit, stores. Late Pears are 

trawed a few at W Iti'aSe to t- warm-house to 
among these are Rhododendrons “<'d N 
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January 1-f'h,— Planted h lot of cuttings of ten 
bush fruits and Briers, the latter for budding. 
The cuttings were prepared some time ago |ul 
and laid in ready for planting at a convenient vin 
season. We always like to get all cuttings hw 
selected and made early, so that the work of Jj 
healing and callusing wounds may begin. All . 
Vines in early or second early houses have been it, 
prunod, and the late houses will soon now bo tern 

cleared and the remainder of the Grapes !’j 
bottled. sol 

Jnnu'irif t-fh. Disbudded pot V incs, leav- toe 
ing only those shoots which are showing good g» 
bunches : night temperatures now fit) degs. E 
65 degs. Flowers will soon be open on Ham j 
burghs and Foster’s Seedling. Orchard-house i 
has been cleaned, and the trees in pots arranged, let 
pruned, and washed ready for a quiet start. “ 
All inside borders of fruit houses have been lrc 
moistened where drv, and top dressed with in 
good loam and bone meal. Mustard and < ress a- 
are brought on by succossional sowings in ^ 
boxes in heat. un 

.laini'iry /<;//».—All bushes and fruit trees 
likely to be attacked by bullfinches or other ba 
birds have been dressed with a mixture of soot 'an 
and lime early in the morning when damp, so ce 
that the dressing may stick. Heaths in the iji 
conservatory arc grouped at the coolest end, 
and aro very carefully watered. Azaleas in |-„ 
bloom are now making a good show, and other a, 
things arc coming on fast, so that all danger la 
of j, dearth of flowers lias been removed. " 
Fuchsias and other plants, from which cuttings a, 
are wanted, have been placed in beat. w 

January ll'h.— Lily of the Valley is started d< 
in batches in a close, warm pit, kept dark at « 
first till flower spikes appear. If grown in di 
I Hits, an inverted |>ot is placed over each till p 
the flower spikes are well on their way. I-eaves a> 
are never removed from shrubberies, but are £ 
forked in, thus keeping all things in condition. l( 
Prepared a bed in a partially shaded spot for it 
turning out the Christmas Roses now flowering “j 
in jiots, when they have to lie taken out. The ,, 
proparution cousisbs in flftflpfinillg tho hoil. Jlinl c: 
working in plenty of old leaf-mould and some 
sand. 

—1-- — ii 

OORRE8PONDENOE. * 

Quontlons. Queries and anitwri are inserted in r 
OituniN free of charge if oorrespondents follow these 
rules: All communications should lie clearly and concisely 
written on one side of the paper only, and addressed to j 
I he EDITOR Of OARPRHIHO, 17, Fumival-st reel, Iloibom, 
London. 8.C. letters on business should be sent to 
the Pi'Bt-ntiRR. The, name and address of the sender are 
required in addition to any designation he may desire to . 
be used in the paper. When more than one query is sent, 
each should lie on a separate j iec ■ of paper, and not more 
than three queries should be sent at a time. Correspon¬ 
dents should bear in mind that, as Gardrniko has to be 
sent to press some time in advance of date, queries cannot - 
always be replied to in the issue immediately following j 
the receipt of their communication. We do not reply to ( 
queries by post. , 

Naming fruit.—Readers who desire cur help in , 
naming fruit should bear in mind that several speciinens , 
in different stages of colour and size of the same Kind 
greatly assist m its determination. We have received 
from several correspondents single specimens of fruits 
for naming, these in many cases being unripe and other¬ 
wise poor. The difference between varieties of fruits are, 
in many cases, so trifling that it is necessary that three, 
specimens of each kind should be sent We can undertake 
to name only four varieties at a time, and these only when 
the above directions arc observed. 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

Impatlens Sultanl IS.).—This iB a very easy Plant 
to grow. During winter it needs a temperature of .V> dogs, 
to 60 degs. Young growth roots very freely early in the 
spring. Do not grow in too large a pot. This is one of 
those plants which thrive best when the roots are partly 
restricted. Give a rich compost. Leaf-soil and good loam 
in equal proportions, with a little well-decayed manure 
and coarge sand, make a good compost. 

Cutting back Stephanotla (-4.) -You must not 
prune the Stephanotis. It is the long growths you have 
now that will flower from the axils of the leaves. If you 
cut away these growths you sacrifice blossom, and merely 
get more flowerless wood of the fame character. 
Allamandas should be proned in January or February, I 
cutting the previous year's shoots back to within two or 
three joints of the old wood. 

Potting Amaryllises (G. F.).—With the advent 
of the New Year these require attention, In the way of 
repotting and placing in a gentle heat. Repotting must 
be carefully done, using good soil that is fairly moist. 
When you have turned out the bulbs examine the base of 
each and remove all decayed and decaying matter. 
Then place some potting soil in the pots in the form of a 
cone, the top of the code as high as the rim of the pot. 
place the bulb on this cone, with the roots hanging down 
the side, flit up w ith soil and press finaly. Treated thus 
the bulb will be about half its depth auto! Iheeo'l- The} 
place the pots iin^tandad, itho %>ttamfh» ol dliVl 
should be about 8S eegir not tho y 
month begins to appear, as growth Increases lowxuhe 

temperature of the house until bv the time the flowers Peach-trees dying (C.)I-Atlyour Peach-trees hate 

Lawn In bad condition (4. J.B (doling).—Your o]d ^ would be but ^ court failure. It w p»«:bu 
lawn is evidently in a very poor condition, the »oii heinf? Jhat the may potaah, and be too full o! iron, 
quite exhausted. The only thin? you can do istona\e but that cannol be told except by personal inspeniotu 
it dug up deeply, incorporat ng at the Mine time some |n making the border add, if you can, aome wood-*ih« 
?oo<1 cow-manure. L»o this at once and have it returiea, and BOOf jjgo a yttle bone-meal Ai the trees grow they 
if >ou can ?et any ^ood turf io your district, it net, let wll] benefil by a f0rked-in light dreasin? once a yeir d 
it lie rou?h till April, then break it well down ana aaa 8ulpbatc 0f pbtaah or gypsum, for potash is a very impw 
some more rotten manure, working toil in with a long- t ejemenl jn hotfa wood and frail 
toothed rake. Tread it well, level it, and then sowsome cracklnK (ltd—"hen fears crack it ii 
good Grass-sccrl not that fromi a hailo t, ' conclusive evidence Sat the root* are in sour or cnite 
generally full of weed seeds. Protect it from birds until and (aU ^ Hnd thc needful food dementi Witt 
the seed begins to germinate re,pect to your Peach, Nectarine, Apricot, and Plum-tmj 

Lily or the Valley (B ). — What arc styled lhou2h on'Walte, yet they suffer from the same caiae. It 
'• Berlin ” or single crowns are best Get them now, ana wou,d 1|e a drMtic course to take, bat the only remedyor 
let a slight frost hive ace-ess to the tops. It Is a good plan ((e fouud jn unnailing the trees, lifting them, caralull,- 
to set them into ashes and light soil, or t •jcoa-niii-nore preurv|„~ everv possible piece of lateral root, cntUn; 
and loam, with the tops Jnst showing through. A'ter a clean off al( downward roots, then replanting. Befac*. 
frost, lift in hatches, pot into any light compost, and place dQ- thati throw out several inches depth of thc uniter 
in a strong heat of To degs. to -o degs. If you keep them 40i[“ and wheel jt awav, replacing with fresh toil from the 
il.rk in a propMistingr^cMc until the flowcr^pikes are well vegetav,Ie quarter, then replanting, keening the too 

forward, the l>ells and spikes will be larger and longer. rathef nearer tht. surface than before. Also replace the 
Expose to light when half opened. They do not force w eu jn eacl) cl«e with fresh, and before filling in ton 
until after a fro3t, and need much water. it we)| pulverised. If you can add some wood ashes, bow 

Lime dressing IF. J.\—A lime dressing can dust, and lime-rubbish, it will b« heipluL After Own- 
bardlv fail to do vour stiff soil much good. Except where hM settled down, nail the trees afresh looselv. and lay i 
chalk prevails it is rare that soil is overdone with lune, mulching of long manure over the roots. The final njiitrg 
and this is really a valuable food constituent for plants had best be done in March. 
generally. Still, it w ill be unwise to employ it too freely. trnes for a wood fence (C. IF. G-W 
Dive at the rale of 1 bushel to 3 rcAs as thc lune is feoceta nearly-duee^uUl 

late in thc evening, as, ll fresh, it kills these pe.ls °noUlcr^d wi thaphis. You can plant against your j l» 
r*P,dIv- wood fence hori/.ontaUraiocd Pears, each tree harm: Sn 

root, whereas for all ordinary purposes one stout stom cooking ; and Jefferson and Coe's Golden I1:-;, 
is enough. We do not understand why you should have dpgg<,rt varieties. With respect to fixing them, urn 
difliculty in keeping the roots that others do not nni. ,j and IM)aU project on the garden side, you had beW 
Preferably lift thc roots now. shake them as free froin soil haye 8[OIlt galvanised iron wire stretched along the In': 
as you can, removing any that clings with the aid of R Q, t,)e ^ securing it to these, and drawing it nr, Eoi' led stick. Turn them hot loin upward® to dram Uie ^ ^ These wires ehou Id Ic rt inches apart, and i 

ollow Btemp, then, when fairly dry, put tm»m as tiose CQUp|e 0f coat8 Qf dull-coloured i*aioU Tie th* fibn 
together as you can in shallow boxes, and nil in round . iKprlion of the ties between them and the air? 
them w ith fairly dry soil or fine ashes, and stand in R cool. "IM1" -- 
drv place where frost does not penetrate. Thi re the root- axrrtxIT URIPT TIM 
should keep well, and from them in the spring, when BHOKT KiSi-ljIiUB. 
placed in a frame or greenhouse, no difficulty should be Subscriber.— Apply to Anthony Waterer, Nurseinw 
experienced in getting good cuttings. Woking.-Flora.— Plant vour Privet-hedge at one- — 

K. r. Weston.—Plant one of the good Water Lilies, f;' 
TREES AND SHRUBS. 

f silver--land. Be careful that the roots arc Nov 190f_ p :,„Sj and aiSu January 11, 1902,p * 
in the transplanting, and spread them out hQtll 0j which can |)e bad (ronl the publisher.-K‘. 
the new compost. The ground around the y01, , 3n buy paint ready mixed for use quile aschn? 
tter be mulched during the winter. M vou ca„ ii yourself. Any oil merchant in ; 

neighbourhood could supply you.-Leila Tdlotf 
. 6 .. ,.v X. Il-V.m Pkvlkvidi I- 

are evidently in an unneauny conaiuon. u ™ advisable to colour it with some sutpnur ana sow, i 
remains open, lift it at once, clear away the old soil, ana |he better to destroy the insect pests.-Bdfc-» 
replace it with fibrous loam, to which add some leal-mouia notp) on uegonij Gloire de I-orrainc in our isvi-v 
and a dash of silver-land. Be careful that the roots arc N(JV_ iWli p. ftiyn, and also djmuary 11, 1902, p 
not injurel in the transplanting, and spread them out hotll o( whi,.h ran |)e bad from the publisher.-H. 
carefully in the new compost. The ground around the you can buy paint ready mixed for use qui te as dm? 
plant had better be mulched during the winter. M vo„ ca„ TO'x it yourself. Any oil merchant in ; 

n.rpm neighbourhood could supply you.-Leila Titlet*•- 
FKUfT. See article with illustration of Hybrid PhyllocacU i» w 

Black Hamburgh Vines (6.).—You did wrong jasue o( s,.pt i-srj, p. 36J.-T. IF.—You caonx 
in taking two shoot* or laterals from one spur, lne better than get “Vines and Vine Culture" from m 
strongest only should have been saved and the w-eaker author A y uarron, is, Sutton court-road, 1 bmr' 
pulled out. Evidently you have overcropped, n ine „ri,.e r,j. r„l., post free.-Bolmetdale.—\e% theid\'- 
border has become close, just fork over the lurface |,avc will answer well. Plant at once.-F. K. A 
l inches deep, and then spread over a dressing ol iresn jbe Chrysanthemum.” by K. Mol.vneux.-Awsb - 
soil mixed with wood ashes,bone meal, and soot,alsosome Na u w:oujd (or gu, h a house bs necessary to h»"* 
fine mortar rubbish or sharp sand. That should in the smal, boiicr wjth hot-water pipes round the hous - 
spring greatlv help to form new roots, lei only one-nail ()w Court.—1. If the weather is open plant all thc tc :■ 

le crop you have had this season remain next y ear, lou vou mention at once. 2. Mix the lime and Boot in?;1 
will probably find finer berries and hunches, and they will .>r0p0rlj0USi and 8trevv it over thc biiBhes while ov; 
get better colour or finish. Divide the Agapanthus in the spring. 4, Liliuoi « 

Pear-tree (IF.).—A north wall is hardly thc best didiim. Tho best time to plant is when the flown 
position for a Pear-tree, as the wood and buds need more ha>e died down, say early in the month of August-- 
warmth than can be thus obtained to thoroughly ripen M. A. T.—The colours wall improve as the sun gsj«_ 
them. II vou could lift the tree with great care and power.--Y. The best plan will be to huyteefl^ 
remove to an east or west wall, it might do better, t ail- which can be had more cheaply, and with less los ¬ 
ing that. It may be better to lift the tree entirely and than you can raise them yourself.-justice.— 
replant at once' where it now is, as it seems evident the gardening query. 
roots have gono loo deep. When the tree is lifted. CUt Off --- 
all roots that strike downwards. ^'80. in repianting do NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 
not bury the roots deep, neither add manure, hut alter _ 
planting lav a mulch of long manure about over the 
roots. 1 .save nailing until the soil is settled, and pruning Names of platltD.—Phyllis.—Hellebores mg« 
should be moderate and done at the same time. s. K. K.—I, Asparagus dccumbens ; b, Juslptra 

Wall Plum-trees (.4.) —The laying in of the chineneia; 12, Aucuba japonic*; 16, Ptensjetf^ 
' summer shoot* on wall Plum-trees that are kept for cristata- Your Asparagus is covered with 

producing fruit, should have been done at the end of the best plan will be to cut it down and burn it, MIo - 
1 summer to promote ripening. However, you should plant to start from the bottom.——/. C. .cm_ - 
' do so now, but onlv a few of the strongest. Da not l, Ovpnpedium villosum; Cjpnpedium ■ 

attemptto lay in aov that break out from the front of the 3, Cotoneaster ep , please send in fruit; 4. nen; ( 
I main branches, only from the sides. Cut all others hard Spruce (Abies canadensis).—:«• A. w.-1 ana -. 
, ha,.)! Generally Plums fruit from spurs, though also forms of the Red Cedar (Juuiperus virgimana) 
i from well-ripened young wood. Ol the shoot nailed in, slant Reader.-S, Cannot say from such arlfi 
v shorten back one-tfird at least. Cutback to about two leaves; 10. Antennana marganta-^o. ... . 

buds or eies all otoer shoots. With plums the wood Names of fruit.—IF. IF. IF.—Quite imposs — 
, must not be so thickly laid in as with Peaches and Cherries, name from such a dried up specimen. 
r Do not allow clustering shoots to form and project out --- , . 

several inches from the tree. Catalogues received.-W. W ells and to., jn- 
t Black Currant-mite (Piiph-Z' IX—U the buds on Redhill, Surrey.—Special List of Chrymidhemus’- ^ 
if your Black Currant-bushes are broad, big, and burst, Webbibous, Stourbridge.—SpniwCa/atoymL _ 
It then we fear they are suffering from a bad attack of the J. Forbee, Hawick -I cjctableaad WmivriSesdLW 
L Currant-mite, and tte case is a tad one. When such and Sons, Reading.—Seed Guide for .... _ 
if buds a) these are few only, and they are picked and burnt, Chester.--1 spefaWc aid flower Seals for is __ 
r. often much good is done: but when bushes are badly 1 E. P. Hixon and Son*, Huk—Seed Lut Jo _ 
a infested we regret to say there seems to be no other course Slut* and Groot, kokhuiMn, Holland.— Lui oj 
t. open but to grub up the bushes and bum them. Could S. Dobie and boil, Heathfleld Cardens, nr. .0 - 
m you send along some of the buds in a little tin or Amateurs1 GardenAnnual for190J.-LittJevja vf- 
.. I,,., re.?, uxck,, miie.icfeated or tvne. Carlisle. —I enetabte and Flower Seeds.-- 

I "Dud tntt dref8ln}(8 nny j otrvin uwlrtRj. u I 
iinnAMA n i a iiinAimi 
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VEGETABLES. 

PARSNIPS. 
I.M03T invariably in high - class gardens 
arsnips are grown too large and long ; hence 
ie.se roots find when presented at table poor 
ipreciation. The prevailing tendency to 
refer long, large roots at exhibitions to smaller 
les is primarily responsible for this produc- 
on of what is, after all, undesirable table 
aterial. It is often the case that roots cer- 
■inly of the most perfect form, ranging from 
• inches to .'10 inches long, and straight as 
ell can be, are seen at exhibitions. But 
trough these long roots almost always runs a 
>re of rather woody matter that is not edible, 
hilst the surrounding flesh is little better 

—ian so much watery pulp, devoid of allsweet- 
2 sss, flavour, or solidity. To produce roots of 

-it nature for consumption is no gain, 
deed, it is the reverse, much as they may be 
(mired at exhLbltlons. Parsnip soil should 
ways he deeply worked, because depth is 
sential to the production of any vegetable 
■ota All tapering roots, of which the Par- 
ip is an admirable example, should ho quite 
je from side roots and lie dejiendent entirely 
its deep poin t or tap-root for obtaining its 

edful supply of food from the soil, hence the 
el for deep working of the ground. The 
il should not lie enriched with fresh manure 
ig in just before the seed is sown. Far better 
. Parsnips follow some diverse crop, such as 
dery, Peas, Spinach, or small Cabbages, that 

,ts well manured previously’. The primary 
-dition to the soil when it is being trenched 
•ring the winter should be bone-flour and 
linit, :$ lb. per rod, mixed, well incorporated 
to the subsoil. The groat aim of the culti- 
tor should be to obtain plenty of quite 
odium siv.ed. solid, handsome roots, ranging in 
shy matter from in inches to Id inches long, 
oad in the shoulder, and free from side roots, 
ich as these, when properly cooked, are not 
ilv delicious, hut they are very nutritious, the 

"•-sh lieing less watery than large roots are. 
^ One of the best of all Parnips is Tender and 
rinie, a selection from the Hollow-crown 

L' .riety. It is whiter, of richer flavour, and so 
r the most nutritious Parsnip in cultivation. 
Iiat shows how far the seedsman can help in 
,e desired direction, although Parsnip varie- 
ss are very few. It is quite early enough 
■ sow seed at the end of March in the south, 
id a fortnight later in the north, sowing in 
iallow drills Id inches apart. When theseed- 
ags are ‘2 inches in height, thin to ti inches 
.art, keeping the hoe freely used between the 
ms during the summer. Little else can he 
jne then until roots are needed for use, and 
ovember is soon enough to begin doing so. 
arsnipa may be lifted as needed, but if really 
.ird weather prevails, then a portion of the 
ad should be covered with long litter. Scrape 
is roots only and cook them whole, gently 
itting the water boil away and leaving them 
lmost dry in the pot. A. 1). 

SowlDg early Peis.—It was an old 
tshioned custom, and far from being a 
ne, when early Peas werE spyyln.efcb 

hand a quantity of dry sifted coal-ashes, and to 
dress these along over the rows after covering 
with soil, forming u neat nud not deep ridge. 
The effect of such a surfacing was to chock the 
frost, and to throw off heavy rains or snow 
water when thaws followed snow. If such 
forms of protection to newly-sown l’eas were 
regarded as essential in the old days, when only 
hard rounds, much hardier in character 
generally than are modem Peas, were sown, 
what in the way of protection may not bo 
needed now when in gardens at least almost 
only the somewhat wrinkled Marrows are sown 7 
Another excellent feature of this form of ash 
covering is that so soon as the tops of the Pea 
plants show through, if a rake be lightly run 
through the ashes all the tops are at once 
liberated, and whilst less liable to harm then 
by birds, leafage all the sooner appears, and 
the plants grow away strongly. Sowing deep 
is not a good practice, as a weight of soil 
often injures the plant stems —A. I). 

POTATOES IN POTS. 

This is a convenient way of forwarding a few 
enrly dishes before those in pits or frames are 
ready, and [Kite are usually to be had when the 
Chrysanthemums are being turned out. Ten- 
inch pots are suitable for this work, three parts 
filling them with good loam with a little bone- 
meal or wood-ashes mixed with it. Put one 
tuber into each pot, moulding up the plants 
when about 6 inches of growth have been 
made. A temperature of 50 degs. to 55 (legs, 
will do, and where a Peach-house or vinery is 
started at the New Year, it will be found a 
very suitable place to stand the pots. No 
water will 1k> necessary until the tulrers push 
through the soil, and when in full growth a 
plentiful supply must be given. As the Peach 
or Vine reqairo inoro beat 1 move the pots 
into another house closed about the middle of 
February, eventually into an nnheatod house 
early in March, where full ventilation can be 
given. The haulm must lie supported with 
branched sticks or strands of rattia placed 
around. I have tried many varieties for this 
early crop, and none has given hotter returns 
than the true tyi>e of Sharpe s Victor, of 
dwarf habit, and the flavourgood. It requires 
eight or ten weeks before the tubers aro ht for 
table use, and the soil should be kept on the 
dry side when it is seen that the naulm is 
ripening, which will assist in imparting a 
Itetter flavour to the Potato. The tuliers are 
better if started a bit l>efore planting in a pot, 
standing them upright in shallow boxes on a 
shelf, shaking down a little leaf-soil among 
them for the roots to lay hold of, and trails 
ferring to the pots before they have a chance 
to get matted together. .1. M. B. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Mushrooms In paddock.—1 have a small paddock 

of about 2 acres, in which I am anxiou9 to naturalise 

Mushroom*. Could you advise me on the method of pro¬ 

cedure? What number of brick* I should require? How 

and in what month to plant the spawn, and how Ion* after 

planting would they be ready to gather?—W. B. 

JThoijxfJts^ep is to procure spawn that will 
tiTa^jylljen placed in a suitable m 

Eurly June is an excellent time to insert 
the spawn in pastures, breaking it into 
lumps about the size of a lieu's egg, then 
raising the turf with a spade, and plucing a 
lump underneath about 3 inches or 4 inches 
from tho surface. Take care to make the soil 
quite firm again by well treading or beating 
it down with the back of a s|»odo, otherwise 
the spawn will not run freely into the sur¬ 
rounding soil, and is liable to entirely fail. 
The distance between the lumps of spawn may 
vary from 2 yards to 6 yards opart each way. 
When the spawn has once got established, the 
field may he expected to yield Mushrooms for 
many years afterwards if given a dressing of 
agricultural salt every season at the end of 
March or early in April. J 

Green Cape Broccoli. —I send you two 
specimens of a (ireen Broccoli which may be of 
interest. It appears to be unknown in England, 
but it is grown and used almost exclusively in 
Southern Italy. There it ia considered to have 
a different and far superior flavour to ordinary 
Broccoli. I agree so full}- on this that I have 
given up growing the ordinary kind, except for 
May and June. Even Cauliflowers appear to 
me insipid by comparison with this Creen 
Broccoli, but after all this is a matter of taste. 
I get seed from Italy, and can grow it almost, 
all the year.—Sir George Errisoto.v, Hamx- 

port, Oorey, Wexford. 

[The variety you send is, we think, what is 
known as the Green (.'ape Broccoli, a greenish 
columnar-headed form which comes into use 
during October and November.—Ed.) 

Ground for Peas.—No time should he 
lost in preparing the plot that is to be cropped 

ith Peas. Last, spring an article from my 
l>eii apiieared in ttieso |»ges, advising tho 
ground to be well dressed with decayed farm 
yard or sfalile-inanurc, and 1 see no reason to 
alter my opinion upon this |>oinf.. If the 
ground can he double dug, burying the manure 
between the two spits, so much the better for 
the crop, and on heavy soils it should I* 
ridged, when it breaks down very much better 
at sowing time. For the earliest crop a warm, 
sheltered liorder or corner should be chosen, and 
preference given to the dwarf varieties, such 
as Sutton's Harbinger, Carter's Daisy, Chelsea 
Gem, English Wonder, and the like. Do not 
sow too close from row to row : 3 feet is none 
too much for the sun and air to play around 
them. I like to get these into the ground 
before the end of January, being guided by the 
weather and the state of the soil. In drawing 
drills see that the bottom is quite flat and the 
Peas sown evenly, not jumbled together, as is 
often the case. Where mice are troublesome, 
roll the Peas in red lead that has been 
moistened with paraffin, and set figure 4 mouse 
traps on either side of the row as soon as they 
break the soil, baited with bacon or a crust of 
cheese. To follow these dWhrf varieties, sow 
a month later Exonion, Gradus, Glory of 
Devon, Criterion, or Duke of Albany. For the 
latest Pea crop let the ground he trenched 
ot feet deep, and well manured, so that in case 
of a hot, dry summer and autumn, tho roots 
wilChASfi sbmethfng of a substantial nature to 
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PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

OUTDOOR 1*1. A NTH. 

COI-CHICL'M (MEADOU SAFFRON). 

When ihe Meadow Saffrons begin flowering 
tho approach or the presence of autumn is well 
known. Coming at this time, too, not a little 
increases their value, from tho garden point of 
view, for then it is that flowering bulbous 
plants are by no means plentiful. This is 
especially true of the dwarfer things in the 
garden, for of tall subjects there is a good 
supply. Not merely in their time of flowering 
are the Colehicums valuable, but anyone may 
succeed with them. Among suitable places 
may be mentioned the rock garden, the wild 
garden, tho border, and, as implied in the 
popular name, in the (trass. In any of these 
places the ruddy tones of purplish-rose, or the 
paler shades, wherein we mostly find the 
chequered meinliers of the race, are ever pleas¬ 
ing, more so if freely grouped. In the (trass, 
or furnishing a bank in front of shrubs, these 
Meadow Saffrons look well when in flower ; nor 
is the lolder leafage of some kinds to l>o 
regarded ns meaningless. Again, we have the 
marked characteristic of this line leafage 
appearing after the flowering, a wise provision 
of Nature, when we remember the wonderful 
disproportion let ween the two -flowers at 
!• inches high, and the leaf tuft of an established 
group of C. speciosum more than 1 feet high, 
and fully as much across. 

Where to it.ant.—I firmly believe that, as 
a rule, we are too conservative in our recom¬ 
mendation for “ light sandy soil" for these 
plants. I do not say Ihe Colehicums dislike it, 
hut to those who have never seen the more vigor¬ 
ous sorts growing in good still' clay soil, or, 
again, in Crass in ihe vicinity of a bog garden, 
the thing would come as a sort of revelation. 
In certain instances these plants are more 
influenced by sub-soils than by the actual soil 
in which the bulbs are set. "Perhaps the one 
place not suited to these plants is the lawn, 
which is constantly being cut. and rolled. In 
such a place the sod liecomes very close and 
consolidated. In this class of soil most bulb¬ 
ous plants cut a sorry figure, and are not a 
success. The best, lime for planting is August. 

course of a month, always sup|>osing the 
immediate replanting is not convenient. Dry 
conns may lie replanted far into the autumn 
months, but these Isle planted ones take some 
time to recover. The genus Colchicuiu, geo¬ 
graphically, has a somewhat wide distribution, 

<'ol. lii.-mii I’urkinsoni, 

Croup of Colehicums, 

Largo quantities are, however, planted after 
Fiat time, but such lie la ted work is not actual 
evidence. When transplanting and division 
of the established groups in tho garden are a 
necessity, the best time for lifting the bulbs is 
in July, when the foliage is matured. 
This done, the 

the majority being natives of Southern and 
Central Europe, while others are found in 
Northern Africa, Persia, and even the Hima¬ 
layas. The following are some of the best 
kinds — 

C. ai.i'intm.—A pretty dwarf s|>eeics: the 
flowers vary from rosy-purple to nearly blush- 
white. The plnnt is about 4 inches high, 
flowering in early spring or e'en in uinter. 
accompanied by the foliage. 1 his species is 
somewhat freely distribute! 
through Southern Europe. 

C'. ACTCMXAI.K.—This, with 
its many varieties, is one of 
the most useful of all for 
naturalising. Its free flower¬ 
ing, ready increase, and gene¬ 
rally vigorous constitution fit 
it well for the climate of Brit¬ 
ain. Indeed, C. autumnale is 
a true British wilding, and 
distinct from the well-known 
typical kind is a variety 
flowering in spring, C. a. ver- 
num, chiefly distinguished by 
tho narrower segments to the 
flower and paler colour. Apart 
from those are the white, the 
rare double white - flowered 
form, the double of tho type, 
roseurn, and rosenin plenum, 
etc. Native of Central and 
Western Eurojie. 

C. Bivo.v.*:.—A fairly vigo¬ 
rous-growing species, produc¬ 
ing large rosy-lilac flowers 
that are only delicately tessol- 
lated. Autumn - flowering, 
with foliage appearing late in 
spring. The leaves are dis¬ 
tinctly linear. Southern Eu¬ 
rope. 

C. byzantin dm, also called 
C. latifoliura byzantinum, is 
a very old species and one of 
the most vigorous. The 
flowers are of a Beautiful rose 
colour, and compare favour¬ 
ably with those of a small 
speciosum. The corm is large, uud he foliage 
even more vigorous than in typical soeciosum. 
A most profuse autumn bloomer. Native of 

I Asia Minor, Greece, etc. 
C. cilicicdm is very near the above, narrower, 

nperhape, in the segments, and lacking ©w»j| 
of tho jierfect form, y^tj^ij>^£ K?3 

and mast profuse flowering. Flowering in 
autumn. Cilicia. 

C. CROCTfi-ORTM.—It is not improbable that 
this is a near relative, it not indeed srna<\ 
■nous with C. alpinutn or C. montanum II I- 
a winter or spring-flowering kind of tbont 
4 inches high, free blooming, of a parjJui. 
tone, freely striped externally. 

C. DkcatSxei.—A distinctly coloured sp*c.« 
between flesh or pale rose. A rather «ri 
autumn flowering kind from Palestine. 

C. HYDROPHnXM.—A new kind and on.tt 
free flowering. The flowers, reddish pine in 
colour, sweetly scented, and about 3 incht- 
high, are prod’uced in spring. The species is 
found in damp spots in its native home in Asia 
Minor. 

C. Hadsskcschtii.—A rare species Iron 
Persia, flowering in autumn. Flowers on nr-: 
opening nearly white, afterwards changing ’o 
a good purplish tone. 

C. Parkinsoni. — Among the cheqnertd 
forms this is one of the most distinct, while 
coming quite close to C. variegatum. In ltd 
time, however, it is more easily distinguished 
than when in flower, the leaves "being dismal 
horizontally or nearly so, and more undnlitel, 
iii place of the more erect, less undaktei 
leaves of C. variegatum. The petals sc. 
roflexed and prettily chequered wiih r>: 
purple and white. This kind in some local ti ¬ 
ts tender, and, coming from the Greek Arch 
pelago, should receive a light winter cover-', 
in severe weather. C. tessellatum and 1 
aggripinnm are synonymous with this kin! 

C. Sibthorpii.—This is one of the lut l- 
somest of all, and certainly the finest o: th.- 
chequered section. The plant is as jet rart 
gardens. It is one of the most beautiful oi ik 
race, the predominant colour being rose. th 
broad segments freely chequered with purpi: 
The species comes to us from Greece & 
Macedonia, where in the mountainous reetr 
it is found at varying altitudes to a lieignl 
from 4,(100 feet to 5,000 feet above sea level. 

C. srKCiosrsi.—This I regard as the fits 
the Colehicums. Tho type is surpassed hr N 
variety rubrum, and I have also heard of another 
('. s. maximum. In each of these tho cokai 
usually a purplish-rose, is very warm look , 
in the'antnmn. It is a vigorous-stowing tit 

Coldiicum autumnale. 

and generally suited in most gardens. -A 
rich soil, where moisture at leaf-time (** * 
given, suits it best Indeed, upon the nj_ 
development of leaves do we get the 
flowers. The flowers are often 9 inches wp 

i ,shd sometimes more, and well supported ■: 
-fV-stropg.tube- There Is a pure white «nei.. 
uFTLltnuts Ar 
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where air can roach it. In ii fow days it will 
pieces. Now take and give a light 

of this plant, but it is very scarce. The typo Grass, in a sunny aspect and in no wuy pro- where air c 
is from the Caucasus, and, happily, is n good teeted. It has flowered twice, and ripened crumble to 
doer and fairly cheap. seed, which on sowing has come up into dressing over the surface-soil, and particu- 

C. variegatpm.—This is a very old garden strong young plants. I have also, for the last larly in those parts whore the slugs most 
plant. The flowers come in autumn, are rosy- two years, hart a plant of Clematis balearica on do congregato—viz., round about the tufts of 
purple and much chequered. 

Other kinds are C. umbrosum, 0. amabile, 
C. Bornmulleri, C. giganteum, a present-day 
novelty I have not yet seen, 0. Troodi, and 
C. Steveni, a spring or winter-flowering species 
from the Orient. E. J. 

PLANTING THE CLEMATIS. 

K\ j.KV nurseryman and every florist know of 
the loss of plants of the Clematis, both by 
themselvesand their customers. This loss is more 
likely to occur when the plants arc set in the 
autumn than when done in spring, having in 
mind the large-flowered sorts principally. 
These are largely grafted on C. Flnmmula, and 
the fleshy roots of this stock do not take kindly 
to fall transplanting. Why this is I cannot 
say, and it may not be so generally ; but it has 
been my experience that to set out the plants 
in the nutumn is almost equivalent to throwing 
them away. That the cold soil has something 
to do with it is believer), because when potted 
md placed in n greenhouse the result is 
Afferent. Careless planters cause the death of 
nany Clematises by not spreading out the 
*oots. They set them in a bunch, as if the 
■luster was ono root, resulting in the inner 
tnes getting not a particle of soil to touch 
hem. These roots rot, and tho whole mass 
iccomos diseased. The roots should bo well 
tpread out, so that each is encased in soil, 
sand is good for covering them with, ns it 
ivorks in woll around the roots. Many trees, 
•vergreens, such as Hemlock and Arbor-vita', 
-specially, are often destroyed in tho same way. 
They have large clusters of small roots, mat- 
ike in appearanco, and it needs great care to 

-iave the soil reach every one. .1. Meeiian, 

ii lhr “ I'/nri.!*' I'xrlmiii)i ." 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Name of Pink.--Would It be possible tor the writer 

if that excellent article, "Garden Edgings," p. .''70, lo 
' <lve through your column* name of l*ink there described 

i«nd where procurable?— M. I*. 

-Would the writer ol tho interesting article on 

" Harden Edging*," In your paper ot .Ian. S, kindly inform 

your reader* of the name ot the Pink described ns 
■flowering all the summer," also where obtainable? I 

don a border along n drive somo IDO yard* Ionic, which Is 
lovely- for a time, but attrr the flowers are at an end look* 

Imiiily till the Pinks are cut- lack. The longer lasting 
■ink described must he a decided advantage. Co 

south wall, ft is now in bloom, and last 
year it flowered in Febru¬ 
ary. — A. B. Tkestrail, 
SoulhdrtU, Cliff don, Som- r- 
ftl. 

Sowing croquot- 
lawn (CanirJ.—Tho prac¬ 
tice of burning is chiefly 
adopted for clayey soil, and 
for the purpose of so far 
changing its texture that 
afterwards it is not so re¬ 
tentive of moisture. Even 
then it becomes but a body 
of from 2 inches to 3 inches 
thick, or even leas per acre. 
If your soil is of a light 
porous nature, then you 
would find it difficult to 
burn it, as it would run so 
close together. Clay put up 
to burn in lumps admits a 
free circulation of air, and 
also of fire-heat amongst it. 
You would, for the purpose 
in view, find it needful to 
burn a thickness of surface- 
soil of fully l inches, and 
that would mean a great 
bulk. To do it well, it is 
needful to mako a tiro of 
wood, on that, put coal in lumps ami coke, 
then when woll alight pack about, it the soil 
in clumps, adding to it from time to time 
until all had boon burned. But when done and 
rospread, we are not sure that Grass-seed will 
germinate in it freely, and if it bo needful to 
add unburned soil, then nil your labour will be 
lost if the added soil contain weed seed*. \Vo 
should prefer to make the base for tho lawn by 
well forking, levelling, and treading, then 
raking coarsely the soil, doing that a month 
before it is time to sow the seed, and the 
middle of April is early enough for that. Time 
enough would then lie given tor any weed seeds 
in tho soil to germinate, and if n day or two 
prior to sowing tho seed the surface wore woll 
hoed over, tho weeds would partially dry, then 
lie rakod.off. The Grissscod should when sown 
have the soil to itself, and bo woll abend of any 
weeds that might follow, which could be pulled 

J out after they .become huge enough. 

perennials, etc. Prior to doing this, free the 

Colchlcum nlpimim, 

The New Zealand Flax. -In reply to 
t ie rjuestioas asked in your pager regarding the 

I Vave 
h-vr it between fiveand ten[jtoarsipkifttety 

Slugs 111 garden.— Slugl are very bat here in 
summer. Can I dust round the actual bulb* and also all 

herbaceous plants with mixture ot soot and lime ! They 

eat all the yqung shoots,—AM 4TRPR. 

kplan will be to obtain at once tjme 

tlolchicum antunmale rnseum. 

Such things afford the best shelter for slug-> 
Itenout tho dressing of lime a fortnight honco, 
ancl by the use of tho lime alone you will get rid 
of largo numliors. It is more effective in this 
way than when mixed with soot. Sprinkle a 
little in tho crowns of tho plants also, though 
chiefly about tho base of the plant. ] 

Leggy Wallflowers. -I have some Wallflowers 
and other plants which are very leggy. Ctm I plant such 

veiy deep in the ground to counteract the legginets, or is 

it detrimental to do so ’—Am itrir. 

[If the atoms aro sufficiently pliuble, a hotter 
plan will ho to Ixmd thorn round and peg thorn 
into the earth, or you may lay the, stems in side 
ways, so that thore would lie no great depth oi 
soil above them. I >eep burying of the stems is 
certainly not desirable, less so whore heavy 
soils obtain. Any expedient is bettor than 
this.l 

English and Sp&nlBh Irises.—I have a lot of 
English and Spanish Iris bulbs, but my soil is wet, clayey, 
and holding. When shall I plant the bulbs? _ I thought 

February. East vear many rotted trom being in the wet, 

sticky ground all winter. What treatment should thev 
have alter flowering?— Amvtf.I'R. 

[These Irises should have been planted weeks 
ago. If you keep them till February many 
will bo worthless—a dry rot takes them. Your 
soil is obviously not suited to tlioso plants, and 
your only chance of success would bo to mix 
sand and old mortar very freely with the soil. 
If, in conjunction with this, you could plant 
3 inches deep in a position sheltered from 
south west rninfall, a better opportunity would 
be afforded of a good flowering. It is a mistake 
to keep theso Irises long in the dry Btnte in 
fact, we believo moro roots aro lost in this wo v 
than when planted in November. If you 
cannot do as suggested, tho next best thing is 
to cover tho bulbs deeply with sand. In the 
end of .Tuly tho bulbs may be lifted, cleaned, 
and placed in sand till required for autumn 
planting.! 

Delphinium Blue Butterfly. Al»u' 
two years ago 1 noticed in your pni>er an 
account of a new annual Delphinium “Blue 
Butterfly.” Last spring I got a packet of the 
seed and raised some, tilling with them two 
small lieds in my garden. I was charmed with 
thorn, especially as ono often runs short of good 
blue flowers. This Delphinium is perhaps not 
quite of so rich a blue as our old favourite Salvia 
patens, but it is a lovoly colour all tho same. 
Growing only about 1 foot high, it is a good 
plant for a flower-bed. Any of your l oaders who 
try it will, I think, find a welcome addition to 
their gardens in " Blue Butterfly.”—Amatkur. 

Dlanthus deltoides, cutting down (Rockeiyt 
—All the old stems may he cut off the straggly Dlanthus, 

which-U-RMbuhliy ItAlfltoi'Ics. This may be done at any 
pact tuft ot growth assuring a 

fcs 'p|ftCinsifc in ft 1,ox in ir*MJ W ye“' 
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CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

THE FUTURE EXHIBITIONS OF 

THE NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM 
SOCIETY. 

The Executive Committee of the N.C.S. have 
decided to hold their coming exhibitions at 
tho Crystal Palace. At least, so I gather from 
the report of the last meeting held to discuss 
the question of the future of this society. 
What a relief this piece of news will be to those 
who have so long desired the removal of the 
exhibition to a building where they could ask 
their friends to come and see the displays made 
in October, November, and December for many 
years past. It is diiiicult for old habitues to 
realise that the tiat has gone forth, and that 
the “Aquarium” has seen tho last of the 
National Society's shows. The association of 
the National ('hrysanthemum Society with 
tho Royal Aquarium has, no doubt, been 
mutually advantageous. Almost, without 
exception, the members of the N.C.S. would 
probably recognise the fact that the great 
popularity of the flower has been achieved by 
associating its fortunes with those of the 
Aquarium. The National < 'hrysanthemum 
Society for several years past has been 
subsidised to the extent of £375 per annum, 
and in many other ways has benefited. 
Because of this fact the prizes have been 
increased in number, and in valuo too—the 
total value of prizes and medals awarded 
reaching about £575. Whether this money 
has been wisely applied is a matter which has 
disturbed tho minds of several writers in 
<! arden I no Illustrated within the last month 
or two. The big, unwieldy blooms of some of 
the varieties have received far more attention 
than they really merit, to the exclusion of some 
of tho more interesting and pleasing types of 
the Chrysanthemum. Let us hope that with 
the change which is now inevitable there may 
he a complete alteration in the character of the 
exhibitions. 

The remarks of “Essex" in Gakdemnc 
Ii.i.caTKATED for January 3rd last seem to 
point to the want of knowledge respecting 
what is required of Chrysanthemum societies 
and their exhibitions. To say that Co vent 
Garden is the only place for small flowers is 
ridiculous. He rightly says that exhibitions 
“are held to improve floriculture, and to test 
the skill of the gardener.” To say “there is 
no skill in producing small flowers ” is absurd. 
I maintain that to grow a hatch of plants to 
produce a free display of medium - sized 
disbudded blooms of good character — not 
miserable, weak-necked blooms with little to 
admire in the plant and its foliage—requires the 
best skill. “Essex” asks, “What has made 
the Autumn Queen so popular ?" and answers, 
“Is it not the exhibitions?" The exhibitions 
have certainly popularised the cultivation and 
exhibition of large, severely-disbudded blooms, 
hut the growers of these blooms are hut a tithe 
of the large finny of cultivators who find 
the keenest pleasure in growing the kind of 
blooms to which “Essex" refers rather dis¬ 
paragingly. 

^ All who have had the best interests of the 
N.C.S. at heart are hoping the executive com- 
mitico will ?scb their house in urder und 
rearrange their schedule. According to the 
report of the meeting, to which I have already 
referred, the Crystal I’alace Company are 
offering, in addition to a certain number of 
medals, some £200. As this shows a difference 
of £175 or thereabouts in the amount, pre¬ 
viously received to supplement the society’s 
prize list, the greatest care will have to he 
exercised in the compilation of the schedule of 
prizes for the next series of shows. Many of 
the “ big bloom ” classes might with advantage 
lie left out. as there is far too much repetition 
in the existing schedule. All who arc inter¬ 
ested in the Chrysanthemum, not necessarily 
from the point of view of large, disbudded 
flowers only, hut rather for its general 
usefulness for decoration, will hope that, the 
freely-grown, disbudded, and partially dis¬ 
budded blooms may receive the encouragement 
this type of flower deserves. Let these be 
encouraged and also be properly exhibited, and 
it is safe to predict an incroaseikpopularity for 
the Autumn ™^l^ 'e g| 

cannot find pleasure in the “mops on poles,” ] should be plunged in the soil on the ureeu- 
which now so largely predominate at the shows, j house benches, etc., these should give an 
would appreciate the many uses to which the excellent crop of cuttings just as the davs 
inediurn-sized flowers could Ire put. The begin to lengthen. The fresh and healthy 
exquisite form and lovely colours of sorts condition of these new growths enables one 
which are too small for the large bloom to start the season's work of propagation 
classes would then he more often seen and with success assured. Assuming the cutting: 
their excellent traits deservedly brought to the are not coddled during their period of prop,, 
front. gation, it is quite safe to assert that scarcely 3 

What a pity it is the society has decided to failure will have to be recorded during the 
charge, in addition to a member’s subscription, rooting process. The cuttings should ha 
a fee for each class in which such members dibbled into shallow boxes, and if tho tempers- 
exhibit. Experience of shows extending over ture of the glasshouse can be maintained at 
many years, and in societies of a varied about 50 degs. they will quickly root, and be 
character, goes to prove that this charge acts considerably assisted by the more genh. 
as n great deterrent. An old friend, who was atmospheric conditions prevailing outside 
once honorary secretary of a very influential The old stools will continue to give successive 
Chrysanthemum society, has always been most crops of cuttings, and this may be allone.l 
emphatic in protesting against anylhing that 
might deter growers from exhibiting. 11 is 
experience was similar to that ex pressed above, 
and if the present idea of the N.C.S. is 
persisted in, there is good reason for believing 
there will lie a considerable falling off’in the 
competitors. As a well-known grower truly 
said, “the expenses of getting up and down 
from the I’alace will be considerable, and if in 
addition one has to pay to exhibit, 1 am sure 
it will end in failure, because men will not 
show there at all." This, surely, is a remark 

until a sutlieienev nf plants has lieen obtained 
'_ E. II. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
A new late Japanese Chrysanthe¬ 

mum— Mrs. Swinburne. — The variety 
under notice is another of the choice kinds 
raised by Mr. H. Weeks, of Thrumpton Hall 
Gardens, Derby. This Japanese flower is 
refined and chaste, having very long, medimr 
to broad petals of good substance, which 

- prettily twist and incurve at the ends, making 
of an ominous character, and one which the a flower of undoubted high quality. Itmnlc 
committee will do well to consider. described as a pure glistening white, usi- 

W. V. T. such will be of value for late displays. Iti- 
the result of a crass between Miss Alice Bjw 
—which is recognised as one of the beet port 
white mid-season sorts—and Mme. R. Cedlmry. 
a beautiful late-flowering white sort. Frotr 
plants housed at the beginning of October,i: 
which time the crown-buds were retained 
lovely blooms were gathered about a fortnight 
before Christmas, and these continued to mue 
a brave show right into the New Year.—E C. 

Chrysanthemums in vases ana 
baskets. I quite agree with “A. D.. 
January .'ird, page 582, in his remarks wit; 
reference to “big, fat” blooms usually e& 
bited at Chrysanthemum shows. There 
comparison between the.'c so - called log" 

quality flowers and those of the 

EARLY-FLOWERING CHRYSANTHE¬ 

MUMS. 

Wiiat to no with the oi.n stools. 

These do not need the long period of growth 
that many seem to suppose is necessary. Far 
better wait a little while, and in the meantime 
take every precaution to ensure the satisfactory 
development of a good crop of fresh growths on 
the old stools. Cuttings of this kind will make . 
all the difference between success and failure. 
In many gardens the old stools are still in their 
flowering quarters, and these old plants have 
had a very rough time of it lately. Notwith¬ 
standing this lact, one s prospects may be 
improved by timely lifting of these old stools, . » . „ , --ir 
placing them in boxes, or, better still, planting sP>dery, I ompon and decorative Chryssntk 
them out on the greenhouse benches. Those murns> 01 which we see far too few.i 
who do not possess a glasshouse may accom- owlng 10 the action of the Chryaanthamc 
plish the same object by utilising the cold- societies catering for these large blooms H*t 
frames, or, better still, the heated pit-frame, the pretty blossoms just referred to 
Any soil of a light and gritty kind will do to scantily provided for. Societies will hire it 
embed the plants in, and if a good watering mend their ways if the flower is to maintain 
with clear water, from a can with a fine rose, popularity, ami more classy of a deantiu 
can be applied, fresh, short-jointed growths character will have to be the rule. Anyone 
will soon develop. Many of the early-flowering who has seen a free display of deconare 
Chrysanthemums are rather shy in producing exhibits, in which small and mediom-aif 
cuttings, and others, too, are likely to die il I blooms are used, will admit that for exlub.tiO; 
left out during a protracted frost. These and [or provid.ng more general interest th- 
plants should Tie the first, to he lifted, and class has many advantages. Apart from Oik 
special care should be taken in planting them tdie cu i,ree' ®ower,n& kiwi' 
in the better positions on the greenhouse Ivenoh encouraged. \\ . \ . T. 
or elsewhere. In this category ap[>ear such Chrysanthemums — plants Bhy in 
varieties as Mychett White, \lons. Gustave producing cuttings. Some sorts are 
Grunerwald, and its sports Henri S'von, naturally shy in developing cutt ings, and the* 
M. Louis Lemaire, and Mrs. R. Mnllinson in same varieties not infrequently are among u let 
the Japanese section : and among tho Pompons, are regarded as the best kinds for exhibition. 
Lyon, and its sport Alice Butcher, represent There are also, in most collections of Chrysan- 
two of the sorts needing special care for a time, themums, plants which appear to give hut 
Ultimately, these plants grow along vigorously, the faintest indication oi developing cut- 
ancl produce a splendid crop of cuttings. < tings within the period bast suited to Uieu 
Mme. Marie Masse and itss|>orts, Ralph Curtis, requirements, and as they may he reganlel *• 
Crimson Marie Masse, Rahbie Burns, and indispensable by certain growers, means shoul i 
Horace Martin, represent the hardiest of the I >o taken to encourage the production of ne* 
outdoor kinds. One plant in a season will growth. To this end, shake out the plant* 
develop a mass of shoots, many of them with from their flowering pots. If the grower has > 
numerous roots adhering, sufficient to supply portion of his greenhouse bench to spare, anJ 
the needs of a neighbourhood. Many of these can plunge a few old stools in some light 
old stools measure between 2 feet and .‘1 feet in compost on this, he will lie able to raise s 
diameter, anil no matter how severe the winter goodly quantity of stock in a little while 
may he, they generally come through it Before plunging the old stools, as just sue- 
exceedingly well. Readers of Gardenixc, in gested, the hall of soil and roots should be 
taking in hand the cultivation of plants of considerably reduced, and what remains of the 
Mme. Marie Masse and its sports, should old hall of soil should also he slightly loosened 
remember that these plants may he increased Should the old stool be very drv, give it» 
by division quite easily. This is encouraging thorough soaking with slightly tepid watei, 
for readers who have no glasshouse or frames, and after this has drained sufficiently the 
It would he better, of course, to leave the 
division of the plants until the spring. April 
would he quite early enough, and if the Slants be divided with a little care the 

ivided portions will soon start freely into 

embedding of tho old roots should be pi'-' 
ceeded with. Maintain a temperature of about 
50 degs. to 55 degs. Where the use of a S"c 
bench or the side of a propagating-house, un¬ 
its accompanying bottom heat, can be utilised. 

JWth. Origirlcsb tough the better. A genial temperature k 
deferring again to the oy^t^c^ csylpph^ac|^^i^t|^e^Ijeeping the soil just moist, 
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not wet, produces fresh and clean growth in a 
short time. Old stools may also lie reduced 
and repotted into 6-inch pots. This latter 
method is useful in the case of those growers 
who cannot conveniently adopt either of the 
other methods boforo described. By following 
any one of the three courses suggested shy 
sorts can bo induced to break out into fresh 
growth, and cuttings of this kind generally 
root readily.—E. G. 

TREE8 AND 8HRUBS. 

THE NEW ZEALAND DAISY BUSH 
(OLEARIA HAASTI). 

Tuts is Lardy in most parts of England, and 
we remember having seen some very line siieci- 
mens in the villa gardens round Aberdeen, 

. where it grows vigorously and flowers freely 
. every year. If planted in large groups it has a 
- Iieautiful effect when covered with its tliou- 
i sands of Aster-like flowers. Even out of bloom 

it is attractive. In New Zealand, where it is 
a: found at an altitude of about 4,tNS< feet, it 

forms a small shrubby tree. The flowers, as 

It is iierhaps 1‘hiladolphus Sataumi, as noted 
on the label. I turn to the Kew Gardens 
handbook, and lind it has nine other aliases. 
If a tree boars on its label at Kew the name 
Amelanchier canadensis, the handbook warns 
mo that the tree also bears eighteen other 
names. Spir.xa canescens has twenty-four 
other names. The multiplication of examples 
would l>e easy. The nomenclature of the 
flowering Cherries, for instunco, is in a hojreless 
state of confusion. The only certain way of 
getting what one wants is to wait until the 
trees and shrubs aro in flowor, and then make 
n selection at tho nursery. All this is very 
troublesome. Is it too much to nsk one or two 
of tho best of our nurserymen to make n com 
inencement towards bringing their stock into 
accord with the Kew Gardens nomenclature ' 
This would. I suppose, involve a good deal of 
labour and some cost, but the result would lie 
well worth the troublo. A commencement 
might be made with the family of Rosacea', 
which includes some of the ornamental gems 
of our gardens, Prunus, Amygdalus, Arme- 
niaca, t'erasus, Padus, Lauroceiasus, Pyrus 
Malus, etc. I know very little of Conifers," but 

New Zi ibnil Daiiy linsli (filrariu ll»a«lit From a will Uj Miss Supine M. Wall 
(.mil'll K*kr, Co. Dom-gai. 

may bo scon by our illustration, aro Very 
numerous, in terminal corymbs, tho ray florets 
I inch long, white, the disc yellow. The 
plants, as a rule, bloom in August, and remain 
in perfection several weeks. It ap|iears to 
succeed in any kind of soil, provided it is 
not a rank clay, nnd soon forms a dense bush. 
It is advisable after flowering to pick off the 
flower-heads, as it would be a great to\ on the 
bushes to allow them to produce seed. In cold 
districts it is best planted where it can have 
the friendly shelter of other and taller growing 
plants. T. 

1 can ~eo by looking through tho lists of one or 
two of our very liest, nurserymen that they are 
not free from the old confusions between 
Pinus, Picen, and Abies. ToRyi'AV. 

[This is just what our best nursorymen are 
now doing, but it is very dilticult to get all to 
follow the Kew list. The Continental growers, 
too, in many cusos do not follow the same 
nomenclature as our English growers, and it 
would be ditlioult to get them to do so.—Eli.) 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Propagating the Mistletoe.-In your inane* o( 
Jan. 11 anil Oh. 5, you had some notes on Mistletoe 

NOMENCLATURE OF PLANTS. culture, from which it appears the seed must not lie sown 
__ .. » i • , till March or April. In this district, however, little 

that more attention is being given to Mistletoe is found, and one can hardly obtain ripe 

flowering trees and shrubs for the brightening seed at that time. Will seed saved from the boughs 

of gardens and grounds, it seems desirable in answer the purpose, or will the berries then he 

the interests both of buyers ami nurserymen 
that trade catalogues should he revised, so as 
to bring them into accord with some standard 
nomenclature. As matters stand at present, 
names in catalogues are absolutely bewildering. 
What has happened to the writer of this note 
must have happened to many gardeners before, preserve" tho berries, or anyone who has a tree 
and will trouble many moro in tho futurof^t with Mistletoe on it would send you some 

too dry to adhere to the lark ? What would he the result 
of sowing early in January ? Kindly let me al»o know 

whether the method of sowing is simply to squash the 

berrv on to under side of bough and protect as instructed ? 
—T. C. Ushir. 

[If you put on the seeds now thev are not 
quite ripe and probably will fail. You can 

seo some beautiful 
many moro in the futurof^F with Mistletoe 

iful .thingfQ^n flowciT ^ewj 0i ri. 0>| @*ri ril, which is tho boat tir 

increase it. Never cut a slit in the bark into 
which to insert the seeds, hut simply apply 
them to clean hark, protecting with a piece 
of line muslin. Raising tho Mistletoe from 
seed is a slow process, ns no external sign of 
the growth is visible until a yoar after the seed 
has fallen away. If you examine the place 
then you will find that the bark isswolling just 
beneath the Hpot whereon tho seed was placed, 
and in the second year the young shoots 
appear. ] 

Upright low-growing Oonlferr..—Arc there 
any upright-grow-lnir, well-shaped Conifers, whose growth 
is limited to feet or 0 feet In height ?— II. C. \V. 

[There are very few Conifers that just con¬ 
form to your requirements, the nearest being 
Cephiilotaxus [icdunrulnta fastigiata,.Iuniporus 
communis hibernien compressn, Rotinosporu 
leptoclada, Retinospora obtusa pyramidalis, 
and Biota (Thuja) orientals elegantissimn. 
Some kinds that are very amenable to pruning, 
such as the medium-growing forms of Cupres- 
sus Lawsoniana ana several of the Retinas* 
poms, may be kept to the specified height for 
some years if the principal branches are 
shortened back when necessary.] 

Carpeting plants for bank. — 
What are the beat evergreen carpeting 
plants for a bank, to grow in large spaces 

between and in front of Conifers' The 

Conifers are low, and the plants would get 
plenty of aunt—11. C. W. 

[Evergreen plants of a shrubby 
character suitable for the purpose 
you name, are : Cotoneoster micro- 
phylla, Cotoneaster thymifolia, 
Euonymus rudicuns variegata, and 
tho variety Silver Gem, Ivies of 
various kinds, Holinntheinums(Rock 
Roses), of which thero aro many 
Iieautiful flowering forms, Vinca 
major (thePeriwinkle), Vinca major 
elegantissima, and Vinca minor, of 
which there aro many varieties. 
Tho Rose of Sharon (Hypericum 
cnlycinum) is almost evergreen, and 
is such a delightful low growing 
shrub that it must not he omitted 
from any list, however select. It 
is certainly one of the finest of all 
the Hypericums. Such a position, 
too, would suit tho various hardy 
Heaths, and if the soil is of a heavy 
natuie it may be made suitable for 
them by incorporating with it a 
jiortion of vegetable matter in the 
shape of either good decayed leaf- 
mould or peat. There is a con¬ 
siderable choice of these Heaths, 
all of which delight in a sunny- 
spot. Specially worthy of mention 
are the Ling or Heather and its 
numerous varieties, all of which 
flower during the autumn months, 
the Grey Heath (Erica cinerea) 
that blooms about midsummer, St. 
Dabu-c'n Heath (Dabiecia polifolin), 
whoso purple blossoms are borne 
from early summer till late in the 
autumn, and the same may lie said 
of its white variety (alba). Erica 

carnca, that pretty Heat h that dowers soon al ter 
Christmas, must, as well os its white variety, 
he included in the list, while Erica ciliuris, 
K. tetralix, nnd E. vngnns are all good. Of 
Conifers, Juniperus Sabina prostrata, .1 uni - 
penis Sabina tamnriscifolia, and the Weeping 
Yew (Taxus Dovastoni), if on its own roots, 
may he all recommended.] 

Outdoor climbers for various 
aspects.—Some quick growing, robust 
climbing plants fail, for the reason that they 
are put into wrong positions. Take as one 
example amongst Roses, Crimson Rambler. No 
one who lias had much experience with it 
would recommend its lieing planted on a 
south wall. Vet generally I have seen it so Sown, but, of course, both flowers and 

liage soon blister in the hot sun. A north 
west or even an enst aspect is better for this 
Rose. William Allen Richardson is another 
Rose that bleaches very much when grown on 
a hot wall, and besides this the buds are 
unduly hurried. Plant on north and north¬ 
west walls Ivies in variety, Ampelopsis, 
Jasminum nudiflorum, hut do not confino the 
lnst($9j$jj93^sjjeoft-i as on south walls early 

ie,,lfisnijiie,!ire„nyost acceptable. 
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On north and north-east walls the Flame much as possible the progress of red spider, 
d the like, which are almost sure to fiowertTrop.eolum speeiosum) is often to lie seen thrips, and the like, which are almost sure to 

u blaze of colour: for east walls, too, Honey- infest them. An occasional watering overhead 
suckles, Cydonia juponica.and Kerria jnponica, with clear soot-water will also conduce to the 
with Clematises, are suiter!. We know, too, same end. Best, of all, perhaps, is an 
that often in east aspects strong growing occasional syringing with Quassia chips and 
Roses like Gloirede Dijon. Mme. Berard, ancl soft-soap, take a O-inch potful of the Quassia 

e to the HOSES AS ISOLATED SPECIMENS 
, 1S an BETWEEN FIR-TREES, 

dps and (Repi.v to “ Begikker.’) 

«tuas^m xHERj: j9 abundant variety for such a purp Roses like Gloirede Dijon, Mme. Berard and soft-soap. Take a 0 inch potful of the Quassia There i9 abundant variety for such a purpcee 
Airnee Ubert otten excite admiration. On a chips and p ace in an old saucepan w.th soft Foremost among the g/oupa are 4 ^ 
corner ot a west wall 1 have a Clematis belong- water and boil steadily till the whole of the or jftpane^ r^. Great improve 
mg to the lanuginosa group-lord Nevdl— chips have sunk to the bottom; then dram it ment9 hftV0 heen made in ttis tribe fnric. 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

which never fails to bloom well.—Le ahcrst. otf and add a large teaspoonful of soft-soap, recent years. In some cases we have lost the 
- stirring we» till dissolved adding sufficient charming display of fruit or seed-pods, but, on 

INDOOR PLANTS. cold soft water to make two gallons of the the other hand, wo have gained more exquisite 
- whole, but if not sufficient, increase the bi0390ms. Varieties such as Conrad F. Meyer, 

f 1 TM RING PT ANTS IN THF proportion of chips and soap till enough has the delicate coloured Mercedes—as beautiful as 
rYiWQcnv ATOR been made to give a good syringing all round. a Tea Rose the snowy white Blanc double de 
CONnERt ATORi . Provide abundance of air on al favourable fourbeti the brilliant Mrs. Anthony Watorer, 

Tii k climbers in the conservator)', if not already occasions, and daily while the plants are m and the single pink and white should notbe 
thinned out or pruned according to their frames at clasingtime give them a nice omjtted. Other good Roses for such an object e< 

(LIMBING PLANTS IN THF. 

conservatory. 

Tiii; climbers in the conservator)', if not already occasions, and daily while the plants are in and the'single pink and 
thinned out or pruned according to their frames at clasingtime give them a nice omitted. Other good Rose 

and the single pink and white should not be 
omitted. Other good Roses for such an objects* 
you have in view, supposing the space available 

vo tueiu. liniiBciiuuiKiio piunuif; .n ..... ™ ..—y —--...-js fairly considerable, are: Dawn, Robusta, 
a mistake; thus to prune Habrothamnus from time to time the most forward may he gajr Rosamond, The Garland, Climbing Belle 
clogans now would be utterly wrong; rather introduced into warmth as required. Siehrecht Koine 01 era do WurtemhurT Po!v 

several needs, should have this attention given sprinkling overhead with a fine rose. This you bave jn vjew_ pu 
to them. Indiscriminate pruning is altogether will also tend to keep insect enemies in check. > • 

save every shoot and prune immediately after 
the flowering season in the spring. Another 
instance is the well-known hut none too 
frequently grown Bougainvillea spectabilis, 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Creepers for a balcony.—I should like to know ~ 

what creepers would tie suitable to erow in boxes on a Carmine 1 illar, l enzance Briers, Celestial, 
south balcony next summer ? 1 want something to cover and Maiden’s Blush, the Dawson Rose, Leucht 
the walls ol the house well. Is it any use trying Solannm Glnir*. Diion—in fnet. snv virniMi 

Siehrecht, Koine Olga de Wurtemburg, Poly- 
antha grandiflora, the smaLl - flowered but 
exquisite Polyantha simplex, Macrantha, 
Bardou .lob, altaioa, Paul's Single White, 

from the terminals of the previous year : here, the walls ol the house u-ell. Is it any use trying Solannm st«rn, Gloire de Dijon—in fact, anv vigorous 
again, pruning would ho wrong. Instancas jasminoides in aIk»xv—w. J. 111. kind that appeals to your taste. AstoCrim. 
need not he multiplier! beyond these two. I [" e hardly think Solanum jasminoides SQn Ramblerand other ramblers on post, need not he multiplier! beyond these two. .- — - -1-- • „ - , . son Rambler and other ramblers on post, 
Lapagerias should he carefully thinned, merely sufficiently quick - growing. Better plants lhis js the ideai position for them. Thar 
taking away the weaker or spray-like shoots, would lie t obma scandens and its variegnted ()eaut pannot be better displayed, provide! 
See that this plant rloes not get dry at the form, C. s. variegate, together with Climbing al Js tbe j9 well preiiared before plan: 
roots: it should never sutler from this cause. Nasturtium, the Canary Creeper (Tropmolnm • jt woujd not, do to just take out s 

Look closely after young shoots, which in oanariense), thickly planted in line, or some p™deful of soil and put in the plants. You 
favourable positions may soon he pushing up good two year-old plants of Ivy-leaved I’elar- take out a considerable amount o( the 
from the base, and guard against slugs and gomum. These Inst are very free.] 80il, mix witb it ^ welldeoaved manure, 
even snails; these shoots appear sometimes Carnation Deutche Bruant.—I have then return ngain to the hole, leaving out 
farther away than one w ould tor the moment heard it stated that this is what is termed a just sufficient to enable you to place the root-i 
tLink of looking. Where large or medium- >• miffy ” doer, hut with me it is all that- can lie about 7 inches or 8 inches beneath the surface. 
sized plants are in pots or tubs and there is desired. Having propagated it last spring The turf can lie returned again if this 
any idea of planting out, it had lietter he freely, with a view to test its capabilities as a desirable. You must take care to provide 
at iended to at once, using rough loam and winter bloomer. I am now in a position to say g0od substantial posts. Nothing is better 
peal, tnrfv and fibrous, with a liberal addition that it is quite first-rate, for it is as free as than young I .arch-trees with their lateral 
of road-scrapings or silver sand. Plumbago Milo. Carle, while the individual blooms are branches sawn off about 7 inches or 8 inche- 
cajiensis may he pruned hard and be thinned thrice ns largo. The flowers are clove-scented, from the stem. Good stout Bamboo canes will 
freely, too much wood if left being a check to pure white, beautifully formed, and of the do also. When tho plants have attained 
strong growth, which in the best for Honoring. greatest value for button-hole making ut the considerable height two stakes are then dee 
Tacnonias should he pruned moderately, spur present season. Plants with about five 
pruning rather than cutting hard hack being expanded blooms on them are very valuable for spurs put to them to keep them steady. Arm* 
advisable. Solanum jasminoides should he house decoration just now, and the flowers ,,iere of wood tied on to the two stakes will 
cut hack freely, otherwise it becomes master being so sweet-scented render them doubly fo 
of the situation. (‘olm a scandens requires valuable.—A. W. 

Plants with about five ftblo, placed about 1 foot aiiart, and some stool 
thcTTi nrovnrv vnluahle for snurs n„t to them to keep them steady. Aero* 

eep them the better in position. 

similar treatment, hut the best check to this Spot In Carnations.—fan you tell me how to cure 
climber is to drape its shoots, letting them OS spot, In Carnations ? 1 have a larse number of Maltrnvsoris, I RoS6 MiSS Glegg.—I read an article on 

lownwards, thinning out and they have got spot badly. They have been in co.d- old-fashioned climbing Roses in CiARnKMX'i 
nrnop»ds Rasp, in con- ,rames, with plenty of air and very little moisture at the _f TWemher 1 -Itl, lflftO which 
proceeds, noses in con r0Qt_ The diseage appfared Just alter the lavers were H.t.PSTRATED ot December Mtti, iw.r wtueii 
not kept absolutely cool p0,ted up at the end of September. Can you recommend gave me great pleasure. Rose Miss Glegg w&« 
a manage at times, being ">e a book on the culture of .Malmaisons —A. Vkxabi.es exhibited last dune at Southampton Rose Show, 

far as possible hang downwards, thinning out nnd the 
the rest as growth proceeds. Roses in con- r^e9'- 
servatories which are not kept absolutely cool p0ited 
are rather awkward to manage at times, being "■* a br 
predisposed to start into growth too soon. To •'vrkk. 
remedy this in a measure it is best to keep _[As 
them quite on the dry side for the time being. with 
Anv climbers which are known to be a trine throw 

gave me great pleasure. Rose Miss Glegg 
exhibited last dune at Southampton Rose Show, 
several standards of that variety being one mass 

to be badly affected 10f bloom. I think this Rose deserves larger ml remedy this in a measure it is best to keep [As your plants seem to he badly affected 0f bloom. I think this Rose deserves larger ml 
them quite on the dry side for the time being. w>th *“>9 disease, we would advise you to tivation. I know of a plant that hasoeenin 
Anv climbers which are known to be a trine throw away the very worst ones, and, if an old garden for over twenty years, and has 
tender should, if [yxssiblo, be dropped from the possible, remove the others to a greenhouse or produced flowers every season.— Oi.n B**® 
roof to where it is a little warmer. Thus similar structure, where a little fireheat can he Lover, Southainfioii. 
treated, thev may be kept safely. The white turned on during wet or foggy days, so as to _ . KnvrpmHfir — T ate in the 
scale often troubles conservatory climber* that dispel superfluous moisture. In a house the se^feo9ne Say ofLn galher a goxl manv 
are of a hard woody character Wherever this ^ varieties in even betL form Ilian they 

ie should he lost in attacking when in cold frames, and this, we think, is yar,eties in even oetter iorm uia 
ation whilst work in other partly the reason your plants are so had. In frequently assume during the mon ■ • 
imnlllte an.l nrLiL cold’pits or frames it is next to impossible to for. ow ing to a Jong continuance of mild. 

pest exists no time should be lost in attacl 
it with determination whilst work in n 
quarters is not so immediate and pressing. 

TI'BEROSBS. sure forerunner of this dreaded disease. Do 
Few flowers are more valued in autumn and not wrater until really necessary, and then use 

I’uiu idii/3 ur i nun w id in iiv-ni iaj i mu w - ° 

keep the Grass dry, consequently the plants showery weather, Roses in general started into 
are laden with moisture day and night-a active growth in the autumn, and tods « 
sure forerunner of this dreaded disease. Do 'm.ous stages of development are still pbrt- 

rooiu. „o0 ful. Gloire de Dnon on walls or in the open 

iui nuvu <i-» IUD un«iu. win »U1B. ii e nuuiu tun uii win mii.ni patches 
Tuberoses, it. must ho admitted, are suited to and t hen dust the entire stock with a mixture colour as an autumnal than as a midsui 
this class of work, and alike useful are they of soot and sulphur, washing this off after a hose. J. <•., Oosporl. 

in wreaths, crosses, or bouquets. It is now couple of days, laying the plants on their side Erratic flowering of Scotch anti 
possible to have them in bloom almost all the and syringing with clean water, repeating tho Austrian Brier Roses —It really toob 
year round, and though, of course, in common dose twice or even thrice. Wo have known as though a perpetual race could be evolved by 
with all flowers, they open very slowly in the this to be effectual in many cases. Give the careful crossing. I have always thought it 
depth of winter, yet it is satisfactory to know plants abundance of ventilation on fine days, strange that no additions have been mado to 
that a fair jiercentage of their blooms expands and the night temperature should he from the Perpetual Scotch Rose known as Stan well 
tfilpruKIr U'pll Tn Opnnrp f.lio (Inu’Ar.Qnil'AQ III frlorro nnonwlinrr 1a ironlliAr Pornatnol TKiu rtiriflfv rumoin^ ffllinp. \*0t li 

growth, and if the pots are stood closely to- allowing plenty of space between each one, shows it is possible to have autumnal flowerso( 
gether little harm should result. At this overcrowding being another cause of this the Persian Yellow type, 90 that perhaps a 
time also keep them free of the side growths Carnation going wrong in the way yours have similar character could be given to the pretty 
that form about the bulbs to the detriment of done. We do not know any one book on little Scotch Roses, and I am sure if we had an 
the floworing stem and blooms. Give the Malmaisons alone, but the “Carnation Manual ” autumnal-blooming Harrisonii it would be J 
plants abundant supplies of water at the root should answer your purpose, as all classes of much value, not merely for its wonderful harni 
and weak liquid manure every other day. Carnations and their diseases are fully dealt ness, but also for its lovely diminutive form and 
Syringe freely and regularly, so tyrbvcheck as «ith in it.] Ohg dn^ensf fjolour. —Rosa. 

Digitized by LaOOglC UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT 
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NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Adiantum Parleyense iu hanging 

aasketa.—At Bicton, in a lean to house, 
aoing north, I saw this used with fine effect 
is a hanging plant, a purpose I have not seen 
t used for before. Several plants hung from 
he roof. These were in 6 inch and 7-inch pots, 
mil so vigorous were they that the fronds 
aung over, completely covering the pots, 
Underneath, on tho bed, was a fine lot of Ferns 
if many kinds, mixed with the showy Impa 
liens Sultani and fine plants of Cypripedium 
H nrrisianum. —C. 

Nephrolepis exaltata.—This is one of 
die most valuable of Ferns for amateurs who 
lave little artificial heat. It is equally good 
ts a pot plant or for hanging-baskets—in fact, 
or the latter purpose it has very few rivals, 
or while its tall fronds fill the central portions 
>f the basket, the older fronds droop down over 
he edges, and after they get well established 
.ho base of tho basket is completely hidden by 
ronds that give a very pretty effect when seen 
rom below. —J. G., (io*]iort. 

Growing the Klllarney Fern (Tricbomanea 
.vlicana).—I should he grateful tor any information about 

a<« for growing Filmy Ferns. Those I have seen arc 

excellent base on which to allow the rhizomes 
to ramble. ] 
- A month or two ngo 1 noticed that a 

question was asked in this papier as to how this 
Fern should be grown. The answer gave the 
usual treatment. I now wish to suggest 
treatment which I have tried and found 
successful. This method is vastly preferable 
to that of enclosing it in a dark glass case, where 
its beauty can only be seen when the glass 
structure is removed. I was recently given a 
piece of this Fern, which had grown in a struc¬ 
ture of the above description for the last twenty 
or thirty years. I planted it in the approved 
material in an Orchid-pan, and stood it on the 
floor of my greenhouse in such a way as to be 
well shaded from the strong light, as the house 

and over this is suspended a hosepipe con¬ 
nected with tho water supply, and the water is 
allowed to drip slightly : the drop coming into 
contact with tbe water surface below causes a 
fine spray to disperse all round to a distance of 
a foot or so. This keeps the fronds of the 
Triehomanes in a nice damp state, and pro¬ 
duces in an artificial way the conditions in 
which it grows in tho wild' state near dripping 

Apple Gascoigne's Scarlet. 

ike miniature greir.liouses and stand in window?. I 
*lieve they are called “ Waroian cases." I have a be&uti- 
ul Killamey Fern, which needs more room than it can 
iAve under a largt bell-glass.—X .M. I. R 

| All this requires for growing successfully in 
be dwelling-house is a close glass ease in 
which a sufficient quantity of moisture can 
icrmancntly be a Horded, attention in keeping 
•he sun's rays from it, and in supplying it with 
he necessary amount of water at the roots. 
Moisture this Fern must have, as the delicate 
ronds if exposed to draught or tho effects of 
umlight for evon a very short time would com- 
iletely shrivel up. Heat is equally disastrous. 

kVe have known planks of this species that were 
or a whole fortnight frozen into a solid block 
>f ice, and when under the influence of the 
thaw the fronds gradually recovered their 
former positions, these plants had not suffered 
from tho rigours of the temperature to which 
they hod been exposed. The Killarney Fern 
is provided with rhizomes or stems of a woolly 
nature, which trail on the ground and whiefi 
possess a very strongly-marked power of 
adhesion. This species thrives best when the 
rhizomes are in close proximity to a stone of 
a porous nature, such as sandstono, to which 
they will cling with great tenacity. When 
stone is used it is necessary that a little 
peat of a sandy fibrous nature should be placed 
at its base to establish the plant. Small pied* 
of fibrous peat, charcoal, an3 i ctodi8 Cforrn Xj 

caves and waterfalls. Under these conditions 
the Fern is doing well and has made many new 
fronds. The simplicity of this arrangement is 
such that anvone can try it, and a liarrel or 
kink overhead would supply the necessary drip 
should the premises not he connected with a 
regular supply. The Filmy Ferns are a very 
interesting group of planks to grow.—J. R. G. 

FRUIT. 

RLISTF.R OR CURL IN PEACHES. 

Tins is caused by a fungus (Exoaseus defor¬ 
mans), and is much more in evidence after cold, 
cutting winds and severe frosks, therefore we 
must still conclude it is these two evils that 
cause it, and no pains should be spared in 
early spring to prevent its appearance, which 
is best done by protecting the tender growths 
with hexagon or other similar material, erect¬ 
ing this before the flowers unfold, and keeping 
ou until genial weather seks in. When this 
kind of protection is used some means must be 
devised to roll it up on mild, sunny days, hut 
no harm will ensue if it is kept down on cold, 
boisterous days or when below freezing point. 
It seems somewhat puzzling to account for this 
in “ G. H. N.’s ” case (p. 548), as he appears to 
have takerc every precaution. Usually a 
'double ‘hi^cnenf of 4-inch mesh netting affords 
j%Vu)l' for this fruit, except in |t^j 

very coldest localities, when the hexagon 
netting is the better. That cold winds arc the 
chief cause of the curled leafage I had ample 
proof in these gardens last spring in the case of 
two young trees trained on a west wall. 
Owing to an oversight on my part no protec¬ 
tion was afforded. As in “G. H. N.'s case, 
the young foliage looked the picture of health 
for a few weeks, hut after a time all the leaves 
got more or less affected, and in time dropped 
off, and the trees looked very had. I am not 
sure now whether one will ever make a tree. 
•In the other hand, a tree of Gladstone was left 
unprotected on a south wall, and here and 
there a leaf was blistered, whilo on the Peach 
wall proper, sixty yards long and facing due 
east, not more than a score of leaves was 
affected. These trees were protected with n 
double thickness of 4-inch mesh netting, which 
was put up March 15th, the glass coping being 
put on n week earlier. The nets were taken 
down May 15th, and the glass coping taken 
away the first week in June. If " G. H. N." 
kikes similar precautions it seems difficult to 
account for tho sorry plight his trees get into 
year after year. On a small scale the uffected 
leaves may be picked off, but it worries the 
gardener not a little when all more or less 
follow suit and his most promising crop is a 
failure. A suggested preventive is to spray 
the trees with a solution made by dissolving 
11 oz. of carbonate of copper in a quart of 
liquid ammonia, diluted with 90 quarts of 
water, once liefore the buds unfold, and once 
or twice after the fruit is set. I have not used 
it myself, so cannot say if it really does 
provent the blister. As before stated.’! have 
always found that the gradual removal of the 
affected leaves is the best remedy, except Iasi 
spring on the two trees on the west wall. 
This was owing, 1 consider, to the exception- 
all}- cold spring we had. Your correspondent 
should try this latter remedy on its firsi 
appearance and persevere with it, unless a 
sure preventive is forthcoming in these pages. 

East Dkuin. 

APPLE GASCOIGNE’S SCARLET. 
This, as its name implies, is a hnndsome, rich 

coloured fruit, ami suikiblc for either dessert 
or kitchen. It is a most prolific bearer on the 
Paradise-stock. Avoid too close pruning, and 
the crop will lie right. I have it as a standard 
in the orchard, and though tho tree is small ns 
vet, it had a nice crop the past season. Should 
the tree under garden culture make too much 
wood, root-pruning is preferable to using the 
knife too freely, and this advice stands good 
in the culture of all fruits. This Apple is 
seen to advantage in Kent, and in colour is 
much like Baumnnn’s Red Reinette. 

J. M. B 

GLASSHOUSES FOR MARKET GROWER. 

I have bought a shop with tome ground attached, end 

think ot putting up e gl.-uishouee about 70 feet long, rirted in two, one for Cucumbers, the other for Tomutoes. 

would like a little advice as to the best description of 
house, most economical boiler (would like it large enough 
to heat another house if required later), quantity of 

piping ' I have thought of a span-roof with path down 

centre and beds on each side. Would it be possible to 
have it so as to force Rbuliarb, Seakale, etc., under the 
beds' I would like some suggestions as to crops to 

succeed Tomatoesand Cucumbers? What should lie coat 

of the house complete put up by builders? I am a 
gardener, but have had no experience in growing for 
market — Sohkkset. 

[Had you given us some idea of tho size of 
fhe piece of ground attached to the shop if 
would have helped us materially. < »ne house 
79 feet long, cut in two to suit two crops, 
means that you have nothing for market at 
any time, for you cannot do much in a hou-e 
.15 feet long ; less, indeed, if you wish for a 
house so narrow that the path is to run 
through the centre. The liest style of markel 
house is one 20 feet wide, and you must bear in 
mind that a less high wall carries a house of 
this size than in the case of a house only 
10 feet wide. Such n house would contain 
two side beds and a larger and wider central 
bed. Or you could erect a double-roofed 
structure on one set of ground walls, with a 
central wide plank in the middle to act as 
gutter. This, perhaps, would be your best 
plan. In such a structure the outside walls 
would ralpUri* to feffiTect high out of ground: 

piers in 
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each 10 feet run of wall. The central gutter 
would be supported on 9-incli brick piers. We 
suggest this type of house as you wish to grow 
things under the stages, und only in this way 
is the space available. In this kind of house 
the staging may consist of inch iron barrel, on 
which tne wood croasbourcrs rest, those at the 
outside walls being let into the brickwork. 
Wood crossbearers are made of quartering 
3 by 2h, and oa the underside, set G inches 
back from front line, a hole is sunk 
with centre bit to receive the inch iron 
barrel forming the upright. These uprights 
occur at ever}’ 9 feet or so. The cover¬ 
ing for stage is of galvanised iron sheets, 
and the whole constitutes one of the simplest 
and cheapest stagings, and is well-nigh indes¬ 
tructible, as so little woodwork is exposed to 
moisture. The iron uprights are set on a pier 
of bricks, fixed in concrete, and sunk in the 
ground G inches. Wood uprights would be 
cheaper, of course. Four rows of 4-inch piping 
would be required to each house, and about 
12 feet wide outside would be suitable. If we 
had a choice in the matter, we should prefer 
the wide house first stated, with a dark shed 
erected elsewhere for Mushroom growing and 
for forcing Seakale, Rhubarb, etc. As to cost, 
either the wide or compound structure would 
differ but little at the finish. But a better way 
than employing builders, if you can arrange 
the details of the structure yourself, would lie 
to employ a bricklayer to do the brickwork for 
so much, and a carpenter for the woodwork, 
which can all be purchased ready for fixing. 
The hot-water work also should bo done in like 
manner. Of course, if you cannot arrange the 
work it will cost you more. With no know- 
lelge of the cost of material in your district, 
we give as an average rate for a market house 
of say 20 feet wide, neated, about 30s. per foot 
run. A good, reliable boiler is the horizontal 
tubular, which is easily repaired in sections 
when occasion arises. Home good crops to 
follow those named by you would lie Tuberoses, 
bulbs in variety, Solanums in pots, Chrysan¬ 
themums, and Ferns for cutting. ] 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Highly-coloured early Apples.—Kindly men 

tion a lew ol the very earliest eating Apples that are a 
Hood red colour? Only mention those that you can 
really recommend, please, as I am very anxious to have 
a lew really food ones —Noeaii. 

|iiood highly-coloured early Apples are Worcester 
IVarmain, l.ady Sudeley, Devonshire quarrenden, Joan 
eting-, Beauty of Bath, Duchess of Gloucester, and Red 
Astrachan.) 

Pear Winter Nells.—This season, 
when Pears are none too plentiful, Winter 
Nelis, though ripening a little earlier than 
usual, has proved valuable for filling up what 
would otherwise have been a gap in the supply. 
The fruits are rather small, but the flavour is 
excellent, as is usually the case with this fine 
old sort, and therefore much appreciated for 
the dessert. The trees from which the fruits 
were gatherer! are old and diagonally trained, 
and were partially spur pruned last winter. In 
warm districts Winter Nelis will succeed as 
standard, pyramid, or bush, hut on cold soils 
should always have the protection afforded by 
a wall, drafted on the (Quince-stock it bears 
well as a cordon, and the fruit also then comes 
larger.—A. W. 

Late Apples and Pears. — I shall be much 
obliged if you will Kindly, through the medium of your 
valuable paper, givr me the names al (1) I'our good late 
fears (or use about! 'hristmas time : (?) four good cooking 
Apples (or use luring the winter ; (8) Two good cooking 
Cherries? The soil here is aliont i (eel deep, rather 
heavy, and the subsoil chalk. The situation is high and 
exposed.—I,fv. 

[As you do not state how you wish to grow 
the trees, wo give below a list suitable for all 
purposes for you to select, from. Four wall 
Pears, to come in about Christmas: 1, Beum- 
d'Anjou; 2, Winter Nelis; :t, Beum' do 
Jonghe or Nouvelle Fulvie : 4, ('.lout Morceau. 
Four bush or pycamid Pears: 1, Huyshe's 
Prince of Wales ; 2, Winter Nelis ; 3, Beum- 
d'Aremberg ; 4, Josephine de Mali nos. Four 
Pears as standards: 1, Winter Nelis: 2, 
Knight’9 Monarch ; 3, Beurn- d'Aremberg ; 4, 
Josephine de Malines. Four good cooking 
Apples for winter use, as bushes or pyramids, 
are: 1, Beauty of Kent; 2, Now Northern 
Greening; 3, Lane's Prince Albert; 4, Alfris- 
ton. Four Apples as standoff: L Beauty jjflfr 
Kent or Kentish ^illb^et n . 

3, Belle de Pontoise; 4, Newton Wonder or 
Wellington. Two good cooking Cherries are 
Morello and Kentish Red, wnich succeed 
equally well either as wall, bush, or standard 
trees.) 

GARDHN WORK. 

Conservatory.—There are still a few late 
Chrysanthemums, which are very useful for 
cutting. Some of the very late sorts have not 
done so well this season, especially if stopped 
late, as the wood has not ripened. We nave 
some plants now in bud—white and yellow. 
The flowers will not be large, but will never¬ 
theless be useful. Daffodils are now coming in, 
and Roman Hyacinths have been plentiful for 
a long time. We find Cyclamens very useful 
for filling specimen glasses. Sometimes we 
use their own foliage, hut it is rather too large 
and stiff. Small sprays of the scented leaved 
GeiaiiiuiuA me very useful fur thin work, aud if 
a few plants are planted in the border of the 
conservatory they will grow against a wall and 
supply foliage for picking all winter for a 
change. The Indian Daphnes are very sweet, 
but it is not every one who succeeds with 
them. I have had them do well in yellow loam, 
with a little leaf-mould and sand, and a little 
crushed charcoal placed in the bottom of the 
pots as drainage. The finest plants I have 
ever seen were growing in a bed of loam, peat, 
and sand, peat predominating, in a light conser¬ 
vatory. One reason why these plants look so 
thin of growth is that the ladies will cut off 
every hit of flower the plant produces, and, 
of course, with each cluster of blossoms go both 
wood and foliage, this weakening the plants. 
The only remedy for this, if the flowers must 
be cut, is to plant a few out, or if grown in pots, 
to have them in larger numbers. They may be 
propagated from cuttings of half-ripe wood 
under a bell-glass, and kept cool till callused, 
and then moved to a little warmth, or they may 
be grafted on the Mezereon or the Spurge 
Laurel. Cuttings of Chrysanthemums should 
be taken from time to time as strong ground 
shoots or suckers are produced. Where only a 
few planks are wanted, they may l>e struck in 
single pots, but for wholesale work shallow 
boxes filled with sandy soil aro suitable. The 
cuttings must be potted off as soon as 
rooted. It is hardly necessary to save all the 
exhausted plants as they come from the conser 
vatory, especially of such soft-wooded things 
as Salvias and Begonias, as if the cuttings 
are struck early and grown on freely, 
the young plants will be better than old out- 
down stuff for next season. Give ventilation 
freely in mild weather, but keep out cold 
winds. 

Forcing-house.—Where there is plenty 
of forcing material, in the shape of plants 
established in pots, and one or two good warm- 
houses, there will be no difficulty in obtaining 
plenty of flowering plants for the conservatory 
and also for cutting. For cutting there is 
nothing just now superior to Lily of the 
Valley, Roman and Italian Hyacinths. 1 like 
the Italian at this season better than the 
Roman. They produce moro spikes, and the 
spikes are longer and the flowers keep well. 
The bulbs are cheap, and this year they are 
very fine, whilst the Romans are verv inferior. 
A year or two ago f purchased Uttar bulbs 
in the wholesale market at fids, ptr thousan 1 
than could be obtained for 90s. this season. 
Paper white Narcissi are cheap onougli, and 
force easily, but the flowers from the South of 
France are so cheap that very few grow them 
now. It is not easy to have too many of the 
bright, showy single and double Narcissi 
where cut flowers are in demand. Bulbs that 
were potted in August will now tie in dower, 
and, if started in boxes, the bulbs con be 
lifted out as they come into bloom and used to 
All bowls or any other purpose, simply filling 
in the bowl with damp Moss. Tulips can be 
used in the same way ; but these should be 
brought on under the stage till the stems have 
been lengthened out a bit, and then moved to 
a cooler house. Especially is this necessary 
if the flowers are required for cutting, where 
long stems are necessary. The forcing-house 
should be kept constantly filled up with plants 
from another house with a lower temperature, 
"'he temperature of the f • 1 

regulated by the demand, and in some measate 
also by the crops coming on. As a rule, it i> 
not generally necessary to have a higher night 
temperature than 60 degs., but if there are two 
houses used for forcing, one may be a little ic 
advance of the other. Rhododendrons 
Kalmias, Azaleas, both Indian and others 
Lilacs, l’runus triloba, standard and buv 
Roses, Deutzias, in fact, all hardy shrubs 
which have been well grown and ripened, will 
force. One of the best forcing shrubs is 
Weigela rosea, but it should not be rushed ia 
a high temperature, and the flowers are useful 
for cutting. I remember when this plant ra? 

first introduced I grew it under glass, and i: 
made very handsome specimens; in fact, 1 
have never seen it so good outside as 1 bad i’ 
then in pots. The water-pot and thesjrioj* 
must lie used with judgment, and as much 
fresh air admitted on bright days as can le 
done without und uly lowering the temperature. 
Close early in the afternoon. 

Early Grapes.—Keep the atmosphere 
drier when the Vines are in bloom. Bka 
Hamburgh and Foster’s Seedling usually 
freely if the atmospheric conditions are suit 
able. When the pollen is ready for distribution 
a tap on each cane with a padded stick, oreres 
with the hand, will scatter the pollen when :: 
is ri[>e. I liave generally found these simple 
means sufficient, but sometimes a camel’s hk- 
brush is used, or a long-stemmed inflorescec.-? 
of the Bam pas Grass lightly passed over & 
planks will suffice. Sub-laterals should le 
stopped to one leaf, and the berries should re 
thinned as soon as they are large enough: 
show which are likely to take the lead. Th¬ 
is important, as the berry which obtain-« 
early lead always keeps it. Temperature todtr-. 
at night, falling to 60 degs. at sunrise: ait v 

be given in very small quantities at 7-> degx v 

SO degs. ; closing early enough in the afterarc 
to run the thermometer up to S3 degs. or ere 

90 degs. will do no harm. Thi* will save tod 
and cause the hunches to spread out 

Figs in pots.—These may be growr t 
any house where either a forcing or a 
moderate temporaturo is maintained i Ko! 
there should be no fluctuation. The wore 
should go on steadily from the first, nottreatei 
to a high temperature for a few weeks, tie 
dropped down to ">0 degs. or less. Fifty deg* 
at night is a good starting figure, hat &s tb 
growth proceeds the temperature shod 
advance till (m degs. is reached. Figs in p» 
have been grown in a Pine stove, and in aln^ 
any kind of forcing-house, with more or » 
success. Of course, they are best in a house ■ 
themselves, but this cannot always be given:- 
them. Figs should never be watered w:'-1 
cold water, anil, after the fruits are furl; 
swelling, liquid-manure may be given free 
Figs will succeed under pretty well the 
conditions as Grapes : in tact., good crop- hare 
been grown under Vines in pots, and ij* 

planted out on the hack wall, or trained upw 
ends of the house. 

Window garden.—The chief Bower* w 
will l»e bulbs, Cyclamens, and Primulas P 
other day I saw a well-grown plant of Cypnp 
dium insigne in flower in a window, and " 
plant had been so grown for some years, hep 
mo veil in summer to a coolirame in lj 
garden. 

Outdoor garden.—Those who donnt * 
Sweet Peas in autumn may sow a few -<T 
very thinly in i>ots in a cool house t0 I , 
out when the weather is suitable in 
Sweet Peas transplant very well. Gu'" 
Roses should have a little dry mellow e- : 
placed round the stems when frost conn'.1 
before. For clothing a steep lank 
nothing equal to the Wichuriana Rose*, 
newer forms are improvements on the tyj* 
One of the best is Jersey Beauty. I | 
autumn and winter the scarlet fruits stand! 
above the glossy foliage, and are very aftrai-- • 
The plants grow rapidly, and their pf®P*t_ 
tion is easily effected by cuttings or art ; 
The latter method is very easily accompli^; 
as the branches creep along the P® ' 
After frost all small or recently-planted 11 .. 
should be examined and the sou P . 

firmly around the stems. During Open *** 
planting can be carried on, and all * 
earthwork, mc'i as the formation ol w 

for Ferns, or any «“» 
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special feature which it uiny bo desirable to 
create. Boforo ijluiiting creepers to cover tlio 
si emb of trees, the soil close to the trees should 
ho improved to civo the plants « start. If 
Hoses are pluutoa, seloct the most vigorous 
climbing or Rambler for the purpose. Car 
urine Pillar does >vell in such positions. 

Fruit garden.—All fruit houses should bo 
thoroughly cleaned before the buds have the 
least inclination to start. This is doubly 
necessary where there has been red-spider or 
mildew during tho past season. Mealy-bug 
again is a terrible pest iu a vinery, and where 
Vinos are infestod a strong effort should !>e 
made to clear it out, and when everything iu 
the house hus been thoroughly cleansed with 
sonn-and-wuter and hot lime-wash and sulphur, 
and tho surfuce of the border renewed, a 
close watch must bo kept upon the Vines all 
through next summer for stray insects. At 
least, such has been my experience. I 
am satisfied that mealy-bug can be cleared 
out in one season if a strong effort is made, 

-! but stove plants must bo kept out of the vinery. 
- Mildew is very often caused by dryness at the 

root, und in very bad cases one of the first 
things to bo done should lie to examino tho 
condition of the borders. It often happens 
when an inside bordor has been permitted to 
get dust-dry that the water will not ponotrato 

' - the dry spot till tho soil has been broken uii, 
s:;— and where tho roots have been lifted and mado 

■’ 'comfortable, tho inildow tnay bo more easily 
'• combated and driven out. It is not often 

uiafthere is any spare liquid-manure, unless one 
• has access to a farmyard tank, but if tliere is 
a-it may be profitably utilised among fruit-trees 

: <- .v*nd bushes which are well laden with fruit- 
f.'uhuds. A good way of doing this is to mako 
t, .(f iholes with a crowbar to rocoivo tho liquid. 

— Vegetable garden. Most of the seed 
A] - lists arc now in, and if not already dono seed 
M_ ardors should bo made out and sout in. If any 
ii -"jld seeds uro loft ovor from last year it will lie 

mi'-vmi very easy matter to lest them by sowing a 
l_Ty«jl"indrod seeds or so of ouch kind in I tots, ami 
'. f ^counting the |icrccntn''e of growth. bast 

season was not a goon ripening season, and 
. jgg many of tbo now seeds wore not got, in in good 

1:I^condition, and tho price will boa littlo higher, 
and 1 notice some seedsmen recommend tho 

. " seeds to be sown a little thicker. As a rule, 
- .-many sow the seeds too thickly, and not only 

waste the seeds, but, unless thinned in good 
time, injure tho crop. Hut, under any cireuin- 
stances, it is a mistake to sow seeds which 

:; 5'' j-hiivo Itoen tosted too thickly, as oven if thinned 
promptly the plants uro more or less weakened 

i*1^' from overcrowding. The early borders should 
■M* l>e forked over again, and made ready for 
^ ' -cropping. If very lino Onions are wanted, sow 
>i. -t - a box or two of seeds now and place in heat, 

’.and harden off for planting out on well-manured 
(siiii ground in April. This is a good plan for uny- 
\ri£ ■r one who has been troubled with tbo Onion 
11/ r maggot, or where a low vory fine Onions are 
itbi ‘‘ wanted for exhibition. ( aulinowors, both early 
|U« and late, may bo sown now in heat to follow 
-Jit- the autumn-sow n crop, or to supplement tho 

latter should any failures occur. I’ontinuo to 
.otatoes, ('arrots, 

E. Hoiiiiav. 

, ■ mivjniii uny iitiiuuw nvn 

mi*ko up hot-heds for l’n 
1. j-i*: It-ulislies, lettuce, Ac. 

«*** 
THE COMING WEEK’S WORK. 

Extracts from a Garden Diary. 

January IfMi, -We have commenced potting 
oil young cuttings rooted in autumn, and shall 

11 i Kivothem a little heat to start them, ami in 
,l6^y * March, or as soon as the weather is safo, they 

■,1 Mill 1)0 liuived to cool-pits and frames. This 
"ill give iouui in houses for |ioltiug oil tho 

11 sl’riuK woled cuttings, which will require 
•! attention. All plants from which cuttings arc 

.’ranf*d are now receiving more warmth to 
jitf hasten tho growth and produce cuttings abuu- 
•*" /<' ''anUy. Sow©d more Tomato and Cucumber- 
i ««»» m warm,-pits. 

J’'Hilary jith.—Uniiailed Peaches on walls 
/:■*.!' *. jwdy for pruning and cleaning. Wo have 
* tWfb ‘eon overhauling seed Potatoes, and some of 

,he.oar'.V kinds have boen placed in trays as far 
“? metrays permitted, the remainder being laid 

ajd*. V “inly on the floor of a stable not ut proeont in 
S?®* "hero they will be safe from frost, 

hi P™* more French Beans in 6 inch note for 
,,5iiV‘' breing. Space is left in the pot for/earthnut 
i(lttiv 'ip; only four Roans Bid) Iplai&d tti) e\jh.~i 

tf#5* 

use this size because it is a convenient one for 
tho shelves. Wo generally plant No Plus Ultra 
for first crop, and thou Canadian Wonder. 

January list.—Sowed wore Mignonette for 
blooming in pots. Planted cuttings of Honey¬ 
suckles, Jasmines, Ivies, etc. Planted the last 
lot of Briers for budding, and mulched with 
stablo-manure. Rearranged conservatories, 
and filled vacant places with plants from 
forcing-houses. Baskets tilled with Begonias 
are still very bright. Bushy plants of < .loire 
de Lorraine are excellent for this work, t he base 
of the basket being covered with creeping 
pluuts. Vinca olegantissima is useful for this 
work iu winter. Shifted on Ivy (ieruuiums, 
und moved to warm-house for early flowering. 

January 22nd.—Planted a few early l’ota 
toes in a border in front of a forcing-house. 
This bed comes iu before the frame Potatoes 
are ull finished. They will bo sheltered if 
frost comes. This is done by hooping the bed 
over with long Ash or lfu/.el rods tied together, 
and when frost is expected the bed is covered 
with frigi-doino. The borders in front of the 
house nro very useful for other early crops, 
such as Cauliflowers, Carrots, Lettuces, 
Radishes, etc., and later crops of early things 
will be planted early next month on the 
borders in front of a south wall. Put iu u lot 
of Vino-oyes in sods of turf on pipes in early 
vinery. 

January Mini.—Relays of Strawberry plants 
uro placed in warm-house every fortniglit, so 
that there may be no break in tho supply. All 
vacant land is dug or trenched as soon as 
possible after tho crops are cleared. Tho 
niTangemont of the season’s cropping has been 
marked on a plan. This, in fact, was done 
boforo tho laud was manured to avoid mistakes, 
as land lor tap-rooted plants is not manured 
now. All shrubbery borders are lieing forked 
ovor lightly, as .Snowdrops and Acomtos aro 
now visible. 

January ‘}lh. — Moved liioio Rhubarb und 
Soakalo to Mushroom house. A few route of 
Chicory have also boon (Hilled und placed in 
tho dark. Mushrooms aro fairly plentiful 
now. Tho best wa v to ensuro a const ant 
supply is to keep all lied s(iacos lillod up, and 
then if one bed does only moderately there is 
auothor close behind it that will compensate 
us ; at. least, 1 have found it so. Plenty of 
white, crisp Seakale will lie appreciated now, 
and there is never likely to bo too much 
Asparagus. Broccoli turning in will requiro 
watching now. 

BIRDS. 

Two dead Canaries (Mi*- !>» Uni..-.,,). 
Both those birds woro very thin, and bud 

evidently been ailing for 601110 time. Tbo 
internal organs wore in a very diseased state, 
the immediate cause of death appearing to be 
consumption of the liowols, which may bo 
attributed to the effects of a severe chill or 
unsuitable food. No particulars aro furnished 
as to diet and general treatment of tho birds. 
Many of the bird seed mixtures as sold in 
parkete contain Inga, and this seed if partnkon 
of in anyqunntity is very injurious, containing as 
it docs much oil, and an uctivo principle (inga- 
tine) which is poisonous. Tho staplo diet 
should be Canary-seed. Other seeds should bo 
added, such as Rape, tho best being the 
smaller kind, which is of a purple or reddish 
hue. This, licing cooling, may iio given with 
safety. A little white Millot-sceci may lie 
given occasionally, while Linsood is very useful 
in helping these birds over llioir luoultiug 
— indeed, a littlo may be givou at any Lime. 
Hemp-seed should be used sparingly, as it is of 
a very fattening nature. The small kind of 
Hemp, of a bright grey colour, is tho best. 
Tho green food may cousist of liroundso), 
Chick weed, Dandelion, and Lettuce, but should 
lie given in small quantities, and fresh, 
although not immediately after gathering. 
Any not consumed within a couple of hours or 
so should bo removed from the cage, stale green 
food being injurious. A piece of cuttlefish- 
bone placed betwoen the wires of tho cage for 
birds to nibhlo at tends to koep them in good 
health. Tho old-fashioned plan of putting a 
rusty nail in the drinking water is very good, 
cs the: ekn mild tonic is provided. It would 
bi^jfclHgable to regulate the diet 

remaining bird. Put it ou plaiu food, giving a 
little fresh bread and milk occasionally, but on 
no account sweets of any kind.—8. 8. <!. 

POULTRY. 

Turkeys laying In the winter.—! bar* two 
hens (last yesr’s birds). They each brought up a brood of 
young ones, and they both started laying again about the 
middle ol October, and have continued (with now and 
then a day’s interval) ever nines, and I had up to 
December Hth 52 egg*, la not this very unutual v. K. 
DyintAuith. 

Death of Orpington Oock ( Ennuirr r). 
—There was a large collection of fluid iu the 
cavities of the l*xiy of this bird. This com¬ 
plaint, known us ascites, or abdominal dropsy, 
according to tho situation occupiod, is of rare 
occurrence amoDg poultry, and, us it generally 
arises from a diseased state of tho internal 
organs, it is iucurable. It would be well to 
change the diet of your fowls, as u constant 
use of Indian Corn is sure to bring about 
disoase. A warm meal in tbo morning is the 
right thing during winter, especially- but to 
give Indian Corn us a second meal, duv after 
Huy, is ultogetlior wrong. This should bo dis¬ 
continued, or very much reduced in quuntity, 
and good, sound Harley, Wheat, or Buckwheat 
substituted, and given in turns. A frequent 
change of food is much to bo recommended, 
being far bettor than tho constant uso of ono 
kind of grain. The more exercise your fowls 
can get the better will lie their liealth. If 
they are not on a Crass-run, supply them with 
iilenty of vegetables, both raw and cookod.— 

AQUARIA. 

Plante for fish-pond — I shall I* obliged if you 
<an tell me the Dame ol some aquatic plant (or a Hub-pond 
about 1 foot deep, with Inetructions how and when to 
plant? The pond gets a fair amount of light, but no sun¬ 
shine. The fernery in whk-h the pond is ie kept at 
budegs. to .Vi dege. m winter. Tho water is rather hard. 
The tiih die a'ler a few months, which I think is from 
want of a plant. They are fed on vermicelli.—E. s. 

| You will find your fish will Is? more healthy 
if the (Kind is furnished with a few aquatic 
plants, but no fish will live lung in hard water. 
Clear |ioiid water or river water should be 
supplied. The bottom of tho pond should lie 
covered with about an inch of coarse sand, well 
washed to remove all impurities ; upon this 
should bo pluccd a thin layer of shinglo or 
coarso gravel. Then should lie added tho 
aquatic plants, such as the Water Crowfoot, 
the Water Millfoil, tho Anachuris. To start 
theso they only requiro a stone to bo tied to 
tbo roots, and some sand added to keep thorn 
iu position. It would bo woll to introduce a 
few water snails to your pond, as some specios 
of these feed upon the green growth that 
collects iqion the sides of tho pond and ujioii 

decayed vegetable mntter, and are con¬ 
sequently very serviceable in koopiug all clean 
und bright, whilo their eggs and fry provide 
tho fish with food. It is woll to bo careful in 
tho selection of those, as some of them will 
consume the healthy growing plante. A very 
suitable species is Blanorbis corneus, the shell 
of which is flat-coiled in shape, of a dark red¬ 
dish brown colour, sometimes almost black, 
mil alioul an inch in diameter. It is to Iio 
found in slow-running or stagnant water.— 
S. S. fi.] _ 

LAW AND CUSTOM. 

A gardeners claim for compensation.-! 
have taken a houac mid garden on a luac for five yearn. 
The garden ia in a very neglected atate, not having 
teen cultivated fur two yearn. II I improve the pU e 
can I claim compciitalion on quilting.' I proiioee to erect 
a lean to groenhouec against one of tin- walls, and grow 
plant* in it to ecll. i an I remove it on the expiration ol 
my lease r What kind of heating apparatus could I put 
in which would te removable T—Cankt Scot. 

[If ill tho lease the place is described us a 
market garden, or if the lease permits you to 
cultivate the (dace as a market garden, you 
may on quitting claim compensation for the 
greenhouse and heating apjiaratus, but vour 
right to remove it would be doubtful. II the 
lease does not describe tho place as a market 
gaidcn and contains no provision for cultiva¬ 
tion as a market garden, you may on quitting 
remove tho greenhouse and heating apparatua 
us trade fixtures, although you could not claim 
compensation for them. Vou could not, on 
quitting 1 compensation for “ general 

’j [Ojjjl^ g^dei^-pK. C. T. 1 
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CORRESPONDENCE. 

Questions.—Queries and atwmen art inserted in 
Oiasmwnre free of charge if oorrespondents follow these 
rules: AB oommunicalions «Aould be dearly and oonaitehj 
written on one tide of the paper only, and addressed te 
the Cditoi of GiiDixiso, 17, Fumival-street, Bolbom, 
London, 3.0. Letter, on business should be tent tc 
the Pobushm. The- name and address of the tender an 
required in addition to any designation he may desire tc 
be need in the paper. When more than one query is tent, 
each should be on a separate piece of paper, and not more 
than three queries should be sent at a time. Correspon¬ 
dents should bear in mind that, as Gaadinuio has fo be 
sent to press some time in advance of date, queries cannot 
always be replied to in the issue immediately following 
the receipt of their communication. We do not reply to 
queries try post. 

Naming fruit.—Readers who desire our kelp In 
naming fruit should bear in mind that several specimens 
in different stages of colour and sice of the same kind 
greatly assist in its determination. We have received 
from several correspondents single specimens of fruiti 
for naming, these in many cases being unripe and other¬ 
wise poor. The difference bet ween varieties of fruits are, 
in many cases, so trifling that it is necessary that three 
specimens of each kind should be sent. We can undertake 
to name only four varieties at a time, and these only xohen 

the above directions are observed. 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 
Fungus in soli (/■'. G'Jidrhild). —The sample ol 

soil that you send la badly infested with the spawn of some 
fungus that lives on decaying vegetable matter, ft 
probably originated from some decaying wood which was 
infested by the fungus. We would advise you to clear it 
out and substitute some fresh loamy material, over this 
placing a mulch of some rotten manure to encourage the 
growth of the roots. 

Old stools of Chrysanthemums (F.).—Yes: 
the old stools of Chrysanthemums are available ; but they 
are never so satisfactory as newly-struck plants, "n old 
plants you will get only crowded and small, Inferior 
blossoms, whereas newly-struck cuttings prcduce large 
flowers and healthy plants. The shoots thrown up from 
the roots of your Pompous are available for striking at 
any time between now and March. 

Pelleea adlantloldes (ft. U. P.).—Your specimen 
was very badly attacked with thrips, which cause the 
disfigurement of the fronds. Vapourising with the XI. 
vapoiieer will kill them without injuring the young 
growth. The atmosphere of your greenhouse is un¬ 
doubtedly- too dry for this Kern, which accounts for the 
insect pests making such headway. We ehould certainly 
reconftnend you to try removing it into your cooler 
structure, where your troubles with it will probably 
v anisic 

Lithospermum purpureo - cceruleum 
Rockery). —The I.ithospcrmum may be cut down to the 

gruuml at once, and could hav e been oo treated in October 

or even earlier. It is a true perennial, producing 
annually its stems and blossoms, the former decaying 
when flowering is completed. Fresh shoots in a tuft 
appear at the base. Beyond a mulching of calcareous soil 
inch year firmly placed about the base, the plant requires 
no further special care. This may be done w-hen flowering 
is past. The central crown tuft should not bo so 
covered. 

Relaying Box (CtnVn).—It often happens that Box 
is neglected and not kept hard clipped, the result being 
that it gels tall and ragged. Prow back from the edge all 
(he gravel some 1- incheB wide, then take the Box away 
and lay it in by the roots. Fork up the ground where it 
grew, adding some fresh soil and manure. .Strain a line, 
chop down a straight furrow some ti inches deep, have the 
Box, if very lanky, hard trimmed, tops and roots, to about 
: indies, retaining some of the roots, then plant it thinly 
and evenly so as to form a perfect edge. I'at back the 
Boil against it, tread firmly, and then replace the grav el. 

Bulbs In pots (/•'.).—Daffodils and Tulips put into 
pots and stood outdoors, covered up with ashes, should 
there remain until the crowns have thrown up quite an 
inch and the pots are found to be fairly full of roots. 
Then you can take them into a greenhouse or frame, 
cither at intervals, as you may want to bring them on, or 
all at once. Do not subject them to heal, if you propose 
to do so, directly; rather do it gradually. The time of 
blooming will materially depend on the warmth given, 
but if the house or frame be cool, your bulbs will not 
bloom for some time. Keep them near the glass, or the 
leav es will bo drawn. 

Chrysanthemum blooms damping In 
centre (J. if.).—The cause of your blooms failing to 
open in the centre, and afterwards damping, is, we should 
think, probably due to the low temperature maintained in 
your greenhouse. The Japanese flowers more particu¬ 
larly need a temperature of about 5" degs. to develop 
satisfactorily, and if the weather be damp and foggy, and 
a free circulation of air through the greenhouse be not 
allowed, the blooms are very likely to damp oil in the 
manner you describe. Again, drip from the root will 
sometimes fall on the blooms, and this lit a very short 
time will render them useless. 

Cocoa-nut-fibre (.Rockery). — The Cocoa-nut-fibre 
sent is the ordinary fibre refuse obtainable. The longer 
Bore is used for manufacturing purposes. If you wish tor 
a coarse sample, your best plan will be to sift what you 
have and retaiu the rough. By using a quite fine sieve 
and getting rid of all the fine dust, you would have a 
useful article in the residue. We think if you mix the 
ordinary fibre, such as you have, with an equal amount of 
rather dry, fibrous turf, and a similar quantity of old 
mortar pa-sed through a j-inch sieve, mixing the whole 
together, you would have an excellent mulch for your 
rock plants. The material should be firmly placed around 
the tuft as a mulch, and not upon the tufts of leaves. 

Rosea for low fence (Beginner).—Seeing that 
there is a bank near your fence, you could plant nothing 
more suitable than the charming Wichuriana Roses.  _,__,_„_ _ 
These would quickly cover the hurdles and trail over the of these when getting bare at the base are often freely 
other side and down the bank, simpoging the latterfs clipped over with shears io October, when they j break 
upon your premises.. Six beet |v arletksa r.rc /ersjvy jtgam from the stems, hut they flower less welrine’next! 
Beauty, Oard^g|O0@£] ftnee^ fy\otJ; summer. UNIVERSITY 0 

Wichuriana rubra, and Rene Andre. They will not flower 
a second time In the ramc year, but they make ample 
amends for this in the rich profusion of their glisteuing 
foliage, which is almost evergreen. Should you, however, 
deeire Rosea that bloom in autumn as well as summer, 
Cheshunt Hybrid, Abode Vibert, W. A- Richardson, 
Ulrich Brunner, Conrad F. Mey er, and Longworth 
Rambler would be very suitable. 

Asparagus plumosus from seed (Coila) — 

Fre-h see' of this will germinate freely in a good hot-bed 
in the spring. The best soil in which to sow it is sandy 
peat, which must be kept constantly but modera'ely 
moist. As soon as you can handle the seedlings, prick 
them out singly into small pots, u>ing sandy peat and 
leaf-mould, returning them to a moderate hot-bed until 
they are well established and growing freely. This 
Asparagus does best in the warm, moist atmosphere of a 
cool stov e or intermediate-house, lightly shading it from 
hot sun. If you have any old plant* ana wish to increase 
your stock, yon can do so by division. A crown or two 
with a few roots attached will goon make a strong plant 
in a warm-house. It also does well in an unheated green- 
house during the summer. 

Rose cuttings striking in water (F. F.\— 
Such cuttings as hav e roots as you describe would be best 
potted oil into thumb pots in a sandy compost, taking 
care that no manure is present in the compost. Place the 
cultiDgs when potted under a bell-glass or a small frame 
constructed with four panes of glass. Remove the glass 
each day for a few minutes, and wipe ofi any moisture 
condensed thereon. From this small pot repot into next 
size when roots are freely formed, and then plant out in 
the open in May if weather is genial. Of course, you need 
not keep the potted cuttings under the glass more than 
about two or three weeks, but they ehould be placed on a 
shelf near the glass. Although they must not be allowed 
to become dry at the root, very little water will be 
required. Spraying ov er with a fine sprayer on sunny 
mornings will supply them with as much water as they 
require for a considerable time. 

Brugmansla orborea (F. C. Barmp).—It is auitc 
natural for the Brugmansla to lose all or nearly all its 
leaves during the winter, at which time it will not need 
much water, but enough must bo given to keep the soil 
slightly moist. In order to flower it in a satisfactory 
manner, it vv ill need a |>ot or tub from 15 inches to 
Is inches in diameter, or even larger. Being a liberal 
feeder a mixture of two parts loam to one part of well 
decayed manure, with a little sand, will suit it well. 
Should the loam be ol a heavy nature, a little leaf-mould 
may, in addition to the above, be mixed with it. It will 
be much better out-of-doors during the summer than 
under glass. Early In June it can without risk be stood 
out iu a sunny spot. Of course, it will need attention in 
the matter of water, and as the pot gets full of roots a 
little liquid-manure occasionally is beneficial. 

Campanula lsophylla alba (R-ckay).— The 
Campanula may be Bhorn ol all its stems close to the 
crown tuft if you wish, but by so doing you will not have 
the length nf flowering trails for annLher year, though the 
plant may flower freely enough from the crown growths, 
it is uot in all districts, however, that the plant will sur¬ 
vive the winter. It may do so in your case if protected 
from much wet. Any of the fresh green tips will root 
readily if made into cuttings of 1 inches loug or less. 
Prick these bite or shoots when cut to a joint with a knife 
into pure sand or very sandy soil, placing the pota on the 
greenhouse ehe'f. and give one gotxl watering and no more 
for a week. The system of constantly sprinkling such 
things overhead is often very bad. A good way is to get 
some clean pots well drained and three parts filled with 
sandy soil. Above this place some pure sand, and make 
firm." Prick the fresh green tips into the sand and treat 
as slated. Only the fresh points are suitable : at least, 
these arc much the best. Each one will make a good 
plant if grown on quickly after having been rooted. 

Nepbrolepis (Rockery).—It is most likely the bore- 
ness referred to is the result of over-dryness. This Kern 
is a vigorous grower, making large quantities of root 
fibres, and anything approaching root-dryness would be 
detrimental to its well-being. Cleanliness, of course, is 
very desirable, and the mealy-bug should be kept in check. 
We do not, however, regard this as a primary cause. It 
is quite possible in the repotting of the plant the old ball 
of earth was not loosened sufficiently, and may even have 
not been wet enough at the time. It is lest when 
repotting old established plants of such things that a 
thorough soaking of the ball should be given, and the 
repotting done when the water had drained away. In 
this way the plant is sustained until new roots get away. 
II the plant is very bare and rough looking, the worst 
froude may be cut out. Do not now keep the plant too 
wet, but iu the growing season take care it does not suffer 
from lack ol moisture. As the plants aro infested with 
the bug, we would suggest cutting out and burning the 
worst fronds, or giving a mild fumigation. If this were 
done now and again before the new fronds appear, you 
may perchance get rid of or reduce the mealy-bug, which 
in early spring increases at a tremendous rate. Sponging 
with soft-soap to which some paraffin has been added, 
mixing the whole w ith rain-water, would also be good. 
One tablespoon of toap dissolved in a quart of water and 
one dessertspoonful of the oil make a good mixture. A 
temperature rather warmer than that of ordinary green¬ 
house is best for this plant, say 55 degs. If lower than 
this keep the plant fairly dry. 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

Plants for border (IF. M. A'.).—The following 
should answer your purpose: .tsculus, Amelauchier, 
fatal pa, Double Cherries, Cotoneaeter, Craticgus, Ilalesia, 
Kielreutcria, Laburnum, Magnolia, Maine, Mespilue, 
Pavia, Prunus, and Viburnum. 

Pruning Rock Cistus (Rc.kay).—In respect to 
the Cistus, we are not sure from your description whether 
the plants referred to are Gum Cistus—i.e., Cistus 
proper, or Rock Cistus, so called—i.e., Heliantbemum. If 
the variously coloured forms of the latter, pruning may¬ 
be done now at any time, though we do not consider 
S inch plants to be in need of pruning at all. Old hushes 

FRUIT. 
Manuring fruit-trees (If.).—Only when init. 

trees are in a stunted, starved condition would at til 
justify the removing of 6 inches of the top soil ot« tt- 
trees for a radius of 3 feet from the stems, and iiHit, 
l inches of stable-manure, re-covering with soil Ifvoar 
trees were in fair growth previously there is dxnger tta 
such manure-dressings may drive them Into coarse, Irak, 
less wood-production, and render their latter state son* 
than the first. 

Apples for Exmoor (it. G. Clark\—The (oUow,w 
Apples should stand you in good stead: Cookin, 
Keawb-k Codlin, Lord Suffield. Potts' Seedling, EcUa- 
ville, Tom Putt. Duchess of Oldenburg, Cox's Pooreo. 
Frogmore Prolific, Warner's King, Golden Spire, sfirtrz 
Castle, Seaton House. Cellini Pippin, Lord Grosvennr, oai 
Bismarck. Dessert: Mr. Gladstone, Irish Peach, Deron 
shire Quarrenden, Beauty of Bath, Lady Sudeley, VTorca 
ter Pearroain, Red Artrachan, Rivers' Early Peach, Kerr 
Pippin, James Grieve, and CardinaL We would sdrw 
you to procure bush trees on the Paradise-stock, plaabK 
12 feet to 15 feet apart, and securing the trees to Key 
stakes the first few years or until established. Goel 
early Pears are found in Beurre C.ifiard, Williaqa' B» 
Chrctieu, Louise Bonne of Jersey, and Ileum- d'Anaih 
grafted oil the free stock. 

Fruit-trees In Bmall garden (A. ii ).-Aii®r 
long strip of garden ground which you propose to dud* 
equally with a path down the centre runs north on) 
south, you should plant your fruit-trees on the east ri¬ 
ot the path, as then you w ill exclude but little noth' 
from the western half. You may plant, say, six studud 
trees down the middle of the strip. The** may be of 
Apples Cox's Orange Pippin. Stirling Castle, Docks d 
Oldenburg, and Lane's Prince Albert, one Plum, Yirtora 
and one Damson, Farleigh Prolific. These wall fcv ram 
20 feet apart. On each side of these plant bush Apple ot 
Pears on the Paradise or Quince-6tocks, the Pears rath* 
east side, and between you can have rows of Gooee'«r.e 
Currant*, Raspberries, and Strawberries. Rows c! that 
bushes may be li feet apart. Raspberries I feet, i-i 
•Strawberries 3 feet- If you like, a row or twoofk* 
Plum-trees may be planted instead ol the dirat! tuba 
Preferably fill one side with fruit, keeping the other kill 
solely to v egetables. 

Planting Logan Berry (Hassarency—It tr.p 
on your west wall a fair amount of sunshine, there a k> 
reason why both the Logan Berry and the Japanese 
berry should not do very well against it- Both tie- 
Brambles like ample sunshine to ripen the growths usdi 
fairly holding soil. But you could hard.lv nail the fcsf 
strong shoots made each year to the wall, and it M»klt* 
better if you could fix on its face a wire trellis 3 rot* 
from the wall, the wires l> inches apart, to w hich the k:: 
Bramble like grow ths could be tied. Failing the 
would be better to plant 3 feet from the wall, and tnr 
the loug shoots to tall, stout slakes, flatwise, hl( o> 
espalier tree. When wood has cropped for a year or in 
it is best to cut sonic of those portions out in the ratst 
to make room for the strongest of the previous Kao;- 
shoots. Spur back to one bud any small (iiic-ekv^ 
Give mulches ol manure in the summer. Three or lev 
plants to be trained flatwise are ample for your kef' 
wall. 

SHORT REPLIES. 
Lancashire Latt.— Not a gardening query-/•*»• ' 

Williams.—t/uitc impossible to say.-A. W. O-’ - 
Any secdsmau will procure for you the Tomato or 
inquire about. You will also find it advertised h t- 
columns. See article on “ Raising Tomatoes," a 
issue of Nov. 22, p. l:>5. We do not reply io qoeneatj 
post.-Amateur.—Kindly read our rules xstcqos* 
scut by correspondents.-F. Rich.—Not atallaeaai 
We have frequently figured such specimens-—A *•” 
You will find an illustration with full de*cripfior. is eo 
issue of Jan. 10.-L. if. U. if.—Kindly repeal )W 
query.-P. /.—Your best plan will be torus* 
from’seed, and then you will get exactly whatyoo 
No one grows such forms as you mention.-A. E.:y : 
—The biennial Gentians are not, we think, in caltniiK 
-Francois.—AU depends on the size and contfcc: 
the bulbs. Bulbs arc, as a rule, sold by the dona— 
W. Jcnkin and Twenty Years' Reader.—CbryssBlhasai 
Tuckswood White can be had of Mr. R. Holmes. Ti.s- 
wood Farm, Norwich.-Fair Play.—The mater c 
mention ia of no value whatever for a lawn. 

NAMES OF. PLANTS AND FBUIT8. 

Nameo of plants.—IF. IF. — I, Velio* 
Garanin ringens; 2, Epipbyllum truncaxuui 
ft. K. r.— 1, Adiantum cuncatum Pocotti; -J. Mnrr.r 

hispidulutn; I'cllsa adiantioides.-U. /I'linf.-w 
Arbutus l nedo; 2, l.eyceateria formosa: S, CiipF®* 
thyoides. 

Names of fruits.-/'. /-.'- Pro'.hero.-Caddo* JV 
pin.-fforah.—1, Mere dc Menage; 2, Not re.ogr.-e 
-Sheph. rd.- Kindly number each fruit. US'D"; 
impossible to be certain to which Iruit the figuresr 
when you put the numbers on the box.--Vrrs bi/-'* 
1, Wadhurst Pippin ; .', Stunner Pippin: 3, MW';',. 
Greening; t, Not i cognised.-fc'/fruBclgretc.-'' 
Feam's Pippin__ 

Book received.—“Chrysanthemums and Hs* ; 

Grow Them to Perfection,” by E. If. Potter, t-t-c 
Published by the British Fertiliser Co., 5, Canmwsrn 
Birkenhead.’ 

Catalogues received. — 
Erfurt—General Catalogue of &rds am Pum* 
-\V. J. Godfrey. Lxmoutb. Devon.—Caf<2w 
and Meat Chry*a"*hn»niM.-B. Soddv, -R * 

road, b.L-Sccd List for ini.-John P*d 
West Norwood, London, fc’.E.—Setd ; . 
Sons, 12 and 13, King-street, Coveut Garten,, . 
Guide for 100J.-Edmondson Bros.. 10, «“*«««' 
Dublin.—List of Seeds for 190).-Rivoire, Ptre « - 
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STRAWBERRY BEDS IN WINTER. 

Dcrixg tho winter months, especially after 
severe frosts and cold, drying east winds, the 
Strawberry-bed often bears a forlorn appear¬ 
ance when loft in a natural state. A little 
surfaco cultivation may improve it, though in 

the case of old established beds sotno judgment 
is necessary in dealing with the roots of the 
plants. Winter treatment differs according to 
tho means and convenience of cultivators. 
Some like to sco the manuring done early, 
others leave it until late in tho season, and 
some apply no manure at all. Tho last cer¬ 
tainly is not tho course to be commended, 
liecauso poverty of tho soil is sure to set up 
mediocrity in the crop. Spring manuring may 
suit some land, while earlier applications are 
better for others. An open, gravelly soil is of 
necessity poor unless kept well fed, hut it 
would bo a waste of effort to bo in great haste 
in applying manure to such land, because it 
is soon conveyed by rain to the drains or 
lower stratum of tho soil. Manures, it will he 
seen, netsd to bo given consistent with tho 
nature of the soil to which they aro applied. 
Heavy soil would be made colder and retentive 
of water by an early winter mulch, especially 
of cow-manure; the latter is better for light 
soils, and can be put on earlier, bocauso by its 
compact nature it is transmitted to the soil 
more slowly than horse-manure. When this is 
put on in a fresh state, incorporated with 
strawy litter, it needs some length of time for 
it to become washed clean enough for the 
ripening fruit to rest upon. There is no doubt 
about the benefits following the application of 
cow-manure on poor or shallow soils, but there 
must be sufficient strawy matter in it to com 
bine a fertilising manure and a protection for 
the fruit. In soil of ordinary quality horse 
manure fresh from the stables is used to good 
purpose. Tho greater proportion there is of 
droppings tho greater value they possess for 
the plants and the land. In the meantime, 
pending tho winter mulch, tho surface can be 
skimmed with the spado, when soodling weeds 
which may lie present can he turned in. Tho 
ground should not be disturbed more than an 
inch in depth. This surface digging will be 
found useful in that it makos neat xvhat has 
been an eyesore in tho garden probably for 
some lengthened time. If artificial manures 
are employed, or a dressing of burnt rofuse, 
wood-ashes, or soot is given, and it may bo 
repeated these all have a value in adding 
fertility to the soil, they are each placed more 
easily within reach of tho roots by adopting 
surface tillage. Deep digging, which I have 
sometimes seen in amateurs’ Strawberry beds, 
is fatal to good crops, because by nature the 
Strawberry is surface rooting, and there 
certainly must be a loss if these are cut off 
by deep digging. When occasion requires it, 
Strawberry runners can lie replanted early in 
the New Year with marked success, provided 
it is done with care, and every possible root 
preserved. ___ YV. S. 

CANKER IN APPLE-TREES. 
TO TUB EDITOR OK “ GARDENING ILLUSTRATED.” 

Sir, Iii your issuo of .January 10th there is 
a very interesting articlo on “ Amoricnn-blight 
in fruit-trees.” Is this post the same as that 
known as c-inkor? Again, in your issue of 
July fith, 1902, there was a letter signed 
“0. D. Hunt,” giving a remedy for canker. 
He stated it consisted in painting the affected 
part with a paste made of clay mixed with 
chlorydic acid. I wrote to a druggist ordering 
some of the acid, and I received the reply: 
“ Yours received, but as we take it chlorydic 
acid would bo hydrochloric acid, which wo 
have heard of being used for this purpose 
viz., disoaso in Apple-trees -we could not, of 
course, jiost any, as it is an article not sent in 
this way, in addition to which, of course, it 
must not he used concentrated, but would 
have to be diluted several times, otherwise it 
would damago the trees.” Would Mr. Hunt, 
or some of your other correspondents, kindly 
say is this hydrochloric acid tho corroct 
articlo, and what quantity of water should bo 
added ? If this is so certain a cure for canker 
as Mr. Hunt asserts, it would bo a great boon 
to fruit-growers in this district, as canker on 
Apple-trees is widespread. Sam. I). Lytle. 

Moghira, Co. D-rry, Ireland. 

(No. American-blight isquitedifferent from 
canker.—Ed.] 

We 

GOOSEBERRY BUSHES. 

(Reply to "N. Devon.”) 

your Gooseberry.bushes 

Digitized by Goog 

attacked by red-spider last summer, as you 
say they were denuded of foliage, though it 
is usually during very hot and dry summers 
that this occurs. Get tho necessary pruning 
done, keeping the centre of the bushes fairly 
open, shortening the vory longest shoots to an 
upright bud, ]>endulous varieties to an inside 
hud, spurring the bottom shoots well back, us 
tho fruit on these young shoots, which often¬ 
times reach the ground when laden with fruit, 
gets very dirty. After the prunings aro cleared 
away, get some fresh-slaked limo toned down 
with a little soot, passing all through a fine 
mesh sieve, und add sufficient water to mako 
it pass through the nozzle of a garden syringe 
or fruit-tree sprayer, if you have one. (,’hooso 
a dry, calm day, and well syringe ovory 
jiart of tho bush. This will not only kill 
what red-spider may bo lurking on the wood, 
it will also prevent the birds (though it may 
require to bo done two or even three times) 
from picking out tho buds, which they did 
with us the first week in tho New Y ear. Then 
manure the quarter and fork in the same, when 
all will be clean for tho spring. On the other 
hand, your mention of Hellebore-powder rather 
points to the Gooseberry saw-fly, or caterpillar, 
which, if left undisturbed, in early spring 
auickly devours the foliage, leaving the bushes 
devoid of all leaves, consequently the fruit does 
not ripen. These flies, which they are at first, 
appear in March sometimes and usually in 
April. The eggs are deposited on the under 
side of the leaves, and as soon as hatched, ia 

ie 

about ten days, commence to eat away at tho 
foliage—then is tho time to wage war into tho 
camp by searching for the tiny catorpillars and 
picking off tho few leaves nt’ first commences 1 
on, placing a bag or two under tho bush to catch 
those that fall, or the bush may ho well shaken 
nnd tho caterpillars smashed up, or tho hushes 
may be syringed with Hellebore, putting 1 oz. 
or n littlo more into 4 gallons of cold water, 
well mixing together, or dusting with tho 
Hellebore powder, hut. as this is more or leas 
poisonous, eareshould boexercised when gather- 
ing tho berries, that should any trace remain 
the fruit is well washed before using. In very 
bad cases it is wise to take awny the soil, say 
4 inches of the surface around each bush, and 
bury it deep in a trench in another part of 
the garden, replacing with fresh soil, or give 
a heavy dressing of quick lime now and dig 
it pretty deeply in the hope of burying 
the cocoons, and early in March beat down tho 
soil very firm around each bush and thus 
endeavour to prevent tho flics from coming 
through the soil, should any bo ubout. In our 
case, should they appear, we always put four 
men to look carefully over each hush, and 
destroy every one that can bo seen, and it is 
seldom we have to search tho socond time. 

_J. M. 13. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Mildew on Vines.—I have some Vine* In a cool- 

house which had mildew badly thia vear. and I am lold 
they have had it for some years. The Vines are s.bout 
fifty years old. The border Is a rich loam. The roots arr 
very deep, and there does not appear to be any dralnagr. 
Considering Ihe age of the Vine*, should you advise the 
rooti being lifted and the border drained, or should they 
be left alone ?—E. W16LIAMS-FMUDIAX. 

[The ago of your Vines and tho nature of tho 
border are fatal to the prospect of much 
improvement. \\Te cun scarcely comfort you 
that by an attempt at root lifting you would bo 
successful. With Vines so old tho roots 
probably have gono yards away from tho 
actual Vino liordor, ana tho fact of tho roots 
being deep and tho border ill drained makes it 
difficult to cotnbul mildew. If tho border is 
inside the house, we should advise the layering 
of a rod or two on to tho surface, so is to 
encourage an independent root service, “.f all 
tho rods are so large that this course is imj ossi- 
bio, cut down ono or two to a convenient 
jioint, which will causo the issue of a now f ane. 
Allow this to grow up the roof the first /oar, 
and in tho following winter when the haves 
have fallen gradually bring its point down to 
the border, fix it there by a peg, and CO’ or a 
portion, say a foot, with new turfy loam mixed 
with a little bone meal. Vines when they aro 
so old and ill rooted need expert treatracit to 
bring them round, but layering as desc ibcd 
has been the means of entirely renovating some 
that had hitherto been almost worthless. 
Sulphate of iron powdered nnd spread o i the 
surface of tho border, an ounce to the si |uaro 
yard, is a good antidote for mildew given wice 
a year. Much, too, may bo tlone by ci reful 
ventilation to prevent or to encourag) its 
presence. Drought in the liorder or an op| osite 
extreme will cause it; so, too, will a lose, 
stuffy atmosphere. Air should alwaj 9 lie 
admitted into the house before the suu has 
iqinaiTrom 
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raised the temjajrature 5 clogs, in the morning: 
indeed, in summer it is even safer to leave a 
little ventilation on all night. In the mean¬ 
time, procure a mildew specific and dross the 
rods while they are dormant, first removing 
loose bark, tendrils, air-roots, or any appen¬ 
dages there may happen to be; in short, clear 
away everything possible in the house that 
will enoournge the mildew spores. Probably 
if you examine your border you may find but 
lew fibrous roots on the surface. If this is so, 
then search for the large thong-like roots, cut 
some V-shaped notches in them here and 
there, and surround them with fresh soil; by 
these means you could replenish lost roots and 
restore vigour to your aged Vines.] 

Growing Melons.-1 have l*en trying to yrow 
Melons lor the last two years, and have mostly failed. 1 
can only (jet a!)OUt one fruit on each plant. If there are 
two, one of them is not more than half the size of the 
other. They are irrown under glass, with plenty of sun 
all dav. Tne soil is fibrous loam. Can vou give me a 
hint? If the roots came at all within the influence of the 
light would that injure the plant?—R. H. E. 

[To grow Melons well requires some prac¬ 
tical knowledge. Vou give us no information 
as to the treatment you have applied, but we 
may say that Melon flowers require to be 
fertilised to ensure the resultant fruit to 
follow. Sometimes by chance Melons will 
flower, swell up their fruits, and advance to a 
mature stage, but this is more by accident than 
custom. Lime is most important in the growth 
of Melons. Without it in some form they do 
not everywhere succeed. The fact of the 
roots coming to the surface would not injuri¬ 
ously affect them, but usually when this 
happens we advise a light top-dro3sing of fresh 
soil to encourage a further extension of this 
surface root-action. Unless, too, the fertile 
flowers ure Open three or four at a time, there 
is almost a certainty’that the first fruit tc^set 
and swell will cause the rest to collapse. It is 
important always to so regulate the growth 
that several flowers are open together. This 
can be done by pinching the shoots to 
encourage fruiting lateral growths. They 
should never be allowed to become dry or, on 
the other hand, be over-wet at the roots when 
grown without artificial heat. Manure-water 
or anything over-stimulating is fatal if given 
in their earliest stages of growth. This should 
be withheld always until sufficient fruits are 
set and swelling to give a promised crop, say 
three to a plant.] 

Wash for Apricots, Cherries, and 
Peaches (X. 'Devon).—Loosen all your trees 
from the wall and thin out the wood if ill- 
ripened or unduly crowded, which it may' be 
after such a cold, sunless summer as last, 
though the best time to use the knife on the 
Apricot and Cherry is during summer, and all 
that should be necessary now would bo to 
shorten hack the hreastwood or those shoots 
pinched to form spurs beyond where they were 
shortened in summer. The Peach bearing 
principally upon wood made the previous 
year, it is necessary to train in a certain 
amount to take the place of any that ought 
to lie cut clean out soon after the fruit is 
gathered in early autumn. As a wash for such 
trees we always use sulphur, soft-soap, and a 
little Quassia extract. Take a four gallon pot 
or pail and make a thin wash, thoroughly 
mixing the soap and sulphur together, squeez¬ 
ing it up with the hands and adding half a 
pint of the Quassia, keeping it well stirred 
while painting the trees, which should be done 
with a soft painter's brush, pulling the latter 
tuwards you on wood bristling with fruit-buds, 
or if used tho othor way the buds are more 
likely to get rubbed oft'. ’ Keep a watchful eye 
on the trees for aphis, especially on the Cherry 
and Peach : they are often found before any 
foliage is visible. Dust with Tobacco-powder 
on its first appearance, as if allowed to get a 
footing early in the season it is a difficult 
matter to eradicate them after ; in fact, the 
trees ought to be inspected every week, twice 
would be better, as it is very much easier to 
get rid of these enemies lieforo the young 
foliage and flowers expand than it is 'after. 
After training the trees, loosen the surface 
border with a fork, take away 2 inches or 
3 inches of the loose soil, and replace with 
good loam well mixed with lime or mortar 
rubble, wood-ashes, and a littlei5onfc-meal. and’ 
J^'v®a mulchin£fl^ggwelljrc^te^ur ;Q 

PLANTS AND^ FLOWERS. 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

LIATRIS. 
If not wholly neglected so far as their culti¬ 
vation in British gardeus is concerned, this 

■II. . > 
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J.iatris sraiuimtolia dubia. 

is neglected in proportion to its merits, end 
still more in regard to the exceptional tone oi 
colour as seen in the few species of which the 
genus is comprised. It is a group of North 
American plants of probably some half dozer 
or so species, that in forni no less than in 
colouring liear a strong resemblance to each 
other. It is just possible that in the fir-; 
named characteristic— i r., form—we get i 
glimpse of what in the garden picture may be 
regarded as formal, and in the semi-towering 
inflorescences, though perhaps more especially 
in their extended columnar outline, may we 
find cause for complaint. But in thee 
Liatrises this peculiar form of the flowering 
spike is so distinctly a part of the genus that 
it would appear a reason for their literal culti¬ 
vation. The term “ liberal" is here employe; 
in lieu of grouping, though by eommo:. 
consent the irregular group is among the best 
nrnnment*) of tho hiirdy plant garden. And i: 

in these Liatrises, when grouped, we get a 
formal assembly, so do wo by the same token 
obtain exceptional colour contrasts in the 
garden as rare as the colour tone itself among 
good hardy flowers. We have no plan;; 
t hat can compare with these in the early 
autumn. No gardener would attempt to 
dispute the value—the exceptional value—of a 
group, thinly planted, of Liatris some 10 feet 
or more across. Rather, if such a group were 
seen, would any good gardener anxiously 
inquire what it was that produces so wans; 
shade of colour just at the moment when it 
tones with the many-hued leafage of trees and 
shrubs all so well known in the garden. The 
scraps—the shortened spikes—of these thing- 
so generally seen at exhibitions, serve ba: 
little to attract those ever on the alert for the 
useful and beautiful. If, however, the sell 
same plant were cut at something near ground 
level, and so displayed somewhat of its true 
character, there would assuredly be more 
demand for these things than is now the case 
Now and again we see the right thing done, 
singularly enough with the kind given in tbs 
illustration to day, which »t both the Fra-. 

Show at the Crystal Palace in October last ano 
at a subsequent.meeting at the Drill Hall, ws« 
set up in excellent condition. Indeed, there 
was something like 4 feet of its blooming stem 
on view, and as more than half of this length 
was the flowering portion, the effectiveness oi i 
well-disposed group needed no further demon 
stration. As garden plants these t hings are nt-: 

_ uiiyiiiojjrecHF 

^hall genus of composite plants, kiiovyirras n pAU th 
“Button Snake Root," “ Bl^iWg Sidr,5Uc.,1 OctdUr. 

not unlike so many crowns of Seakale in 
corporated in one. i'or some few inches deep 
these crown - thongs or root - stocks remain 
intact, when the root fibres are more freely 
distributed. All the kinds are readily 

increased by division of the root-stock—an 
operation best performed in early spring—or by 
seeds that may be sown soon after maturing 
There is so little difference in some of tbs 
kinds from tho garden standpoint that we do 

not propose to detail them, albeit botanicallf 
the species are quite distinct. The genera 

leaf character is long lanceolate or shortly 
lanceolate, now recurving, at other times rigid. 
In tho flowering romo nhado of purple, usually 

of a reddish tone, is seen, the spikes usually 
columnar or cylindrical. One peculiarity oi 
the flowering in these plants is noteworthy- 
viz., the tendency to commence opening at the 
upper parts, and descending instead of the 
generally reverse way. The following are the 
best kinds : 

L. eleoaks, 3 feet to 4 feet high, Sower1 
purple on erect spikes. 

L. ciRA.MisiFor.iA, 3 feet, purple Sowers. 
L. DDBtA (see illustration), height •’> fed 

or more, flowers purple in long cylindrical 
spikes. 

L. rvcxosTACHVA, one of the most showy and 
desirable, 5 feet. 

L. scakiosa.—This is, perhaps, the large1:• 
flowered kind, 4 feet high. 

L. bpicata has dense, close spikes, and grows 

3 feet or more high. 
L. soi arrosa, flowers bright purple, stems 

lSSl feet bigh. 
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CACTUS DAHLIA KRIEMHILDA. 

Is this new Cactus Dahlia we have a flower of 
perfect Cactus form, with a tendency to curl 
inward. The colour of the outer florets is a 
beautiful clear rose-pink, the centre florets 
(>early-white. The flowers are borne on long, 
stiff stems, and show well above the foliage. 

needed at all for the herbaceous things, but in Generally speaking, road-scrapings are service- 
all proliability it would be requisite for the able by reason of making more workable 
Roses, ami for these the best plan would be to certain classes of close heavy soils, and are 
have dug it into the soil at planting time, that thus useful.] 
is, provided the Roses are of the H.P. class. Polyanthuses. — It is interesting to 
If of tho T. or H.T. class, a good mulching observe how very freely strong plants of garden 
may be given now instead, though for the Polyanthuses have been throwing up flowers 
latter we would prefer digging n very old during the open weather wo have for some 

time experienced. How few 
plants, whether raised from 
seed or propagated by division, 
will do that at this time of the 
year. Because the summer was 
so cool and generally damp, 
Polyanthuses retained their 
leafage wonderfully well, hence 
now the plants are more than 
usually robust, and fiave strong 
flowering crowns. Some pre¬ 
mature bloom does not at all 
detract from the plant's capaci¬ 
ties to flower freely later in the 
year, especially from the middle 
of March until the middle of 
May. Seeing that by making 
a sowing of seed early in April, 
on good soil, it is possible to 
secure scores of strong plants to tiut out in July, and which will 
doom finely the following 

spring, it is a matter for wonder 
tnat Polyanthuses of tho fine 
border strains now in commerce 
are not plentiful in all gardens. 
To get extra strong flowering 
plants the best course is to sow 
seed outdoors in August on a 
sheltered border, thus liaving 
lino seedlings to transplant 
early in May.—A. D. 

Herbaceous Lobelias. 
I quite agree with what 
“ S. \V. F.” ndvunces in your 
current issue as to these plants. 
Here, in Hampton, I have 
always had trouble in keeping 
them through the winter, not¬ 
withstanding the staple soil of 
the district is what is gene¬ 
rally termed a light, warm, 
sandy loam overlying gravel. 
In other parts of the country, 
and where dry soil obtains, the 
plants usually pass the winter 
quite well, the tufts showing 
no signs of distress when the 
hard weather of the winter is 
|>ast. Frequently I have bought 
stock to replace that I have 
lost here, and for years my 
source of supply was a west 
midland town, where the soil, 
judging by that adhering to 
the tufts, may have consti¬ 
tuted good brick earth. I do 
not remember losing any plants 
in localities where the soil is 
opposite to what it is here, but 
I think other things go hand- 
in-hand with the soil in these 
matters. About Birmingham, 
for example, I had no trouble 
with these lobelias, and not 
only was tho soil heavy, but wo 
were at a different elevation. 
Nearly or quite 450 feet higher 
was this district as compared 
to Hampton, and I believe this 
difference has more—far more— 
to do with failure and success 
than any soil. I have had 
much the same experience with 
double white Rockets — plants 
that are vigorous in the extreme 
in some places, but which in 
our light soil here can hardly 
be kept alive. — E. Jenkins, 

//illusion Hill. 

Cactus Dahlia Kricmhil.fa. from a photograph by G. A. Champ'on. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Top-dreBSlngr border. — I have a small town Eirden, the borders of which were well dug last autumn 
eforo being planted with Roses, Lilies, bulbs, and her¬ 

baceous plants. I shill be glad to know whether road- 
scrapings would be a suitable top-dressing to put on now, 
as no manure was used when the digging was done. The 
soil is fairly heavy. Is it necessary for the Rosprtorhave 
"table-manure ?—M. J. B, L. I / "X 

[It would depend entireiyJ^“ cotmJMwt 
of the soil in tne border whether manure was 

manure. Much, however, depends upon the 
amount of soil at disposal, and with a great 
depth of soil available manure becomes a 
secondary consideration. Road-scrapings are 
useful in some soils and for affording better 
drainage generally. As a rule, however, they 
are to® weedy to be much employed for mulch- 
u grv If/^ou have knowledge of the quality of 
thptoJ^ecrapings and the clas9 of rt^dft the}' 

thiS““p:URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 

Twitch Grass.—I thought it might be interesting 
for your readers to know the forcing powfr o( Twitch, 
which you will see by the two bulbs enclosed. In digging 
over a very old bed I came across two bulbs, through the 
centre ol which you will see that the Twitch has forced 
its way.— Lawmxcr Morlry 

Levelling and planting (Jf. «A-We are not 
aware of the existence ol any uniform charge per man in 
such matters, which ol necessity vary with cirrum- 

---0-- _ _ ‘•f’j'fr A« a rule, the more satisfactory way of levelling 
rapings and the class of mans I MlejQ C d planting 1)1 by contract, t& varieties of plants ana 
mm. this should helD YOU to decide. shruU and their numbers and sires being clearly defined. 
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CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS FOR GROUPING. 
When to insert the ccttincs. 

(Reply to “ An Oi.i> Reader,” Walthamstow.) 
Your object appears to be that of keeping 
your plants as sturdy as possible, and you also 
prefer to cultivate the thirty varieties you 
mention, with the object of retaining first 
crown-buds. Speaking generally, first crown- 
buds in the season of l'.Hti have given by far the 
best results. This is quite contrary to the 
usual experience, and if you were to treat your 
plants next season in the same way, it is just 
possible failure would follow. You hope to 
keep your plants dwarf by propagating the 
different sorts as late as possible, hoping 
thereby to defer the development of the first 
crown-buds to tome extent. In this you may, 
to a certain degree, succeed, and in order to 
n££i8tyou wo suggest that you treat your plants 

as follows:—Insertcuttingsof Mrs. .1. C. Neville, 
Mr. T. Carrington, Henry Weeks, Miss Elsie 
Fulton, Mrs. J. Bryant, Charles Longley, 
Duchess of Sutherland, Ethel Fitzroy (late), 
George Carjienter, Meredith, Madame I’aola 
Radaelli, Mafeking Hero, W. H. Whitehouse 
(late), Mrs. Henry Emmerton, and Princess 
Alice de Monaco, in the latter part of January, 
and, when rooted, pot on and grow them 
strongly. Let each plant break naturally, and 
secure the first buds (first crowns) when they 
develop on the resulting shoots. As far as we 
can judge, the buds should appear at a suit¬ 
able period. Any plants which have not made 
a natural break by the latter part of May 
should be pinched or stopped, and three of the 
strongest succeeding shoots taken up. The 
following sorts—Mrs. Greenfield, George Laur¬ 
ence, Bessie Godfrey, Mrs. T. W. Pockett, 
Calvat’s ’Jilt, Lord Alverston, Exmouth Crimson, 
Lord Ludlow, Princess Brancovan, and Mrs. E. 
Thirkell—should be propagated in mid-Feb¬ 
ruary, and subsequently accorded treatment 
sir.-.ilar to that prescribed in the first instance 
The third and last series represents Mrs. 
Mileham, W. R. Church, Mrs. J. Lewis, 
Miss Alice Byron, and the Princess, the 
cuttings of which should be inserted in early 
March, securing first crown buds, as recom¬ 
mended for the earlier series. Give the plants 
plenty of room on the standing ground all 
through the summer and early autumn, and 
when the time comes for housing them, avoid 
crowding. By these means the foliage should 
be retained on the plants down to the pots, and 
in such a position they should be ideal for the 
purpose you require them. E. G. 

LATE-FLOWERING CHRYSANTHE¬ 

MUMS. 

The value of Chrysanthemums for cutting at 
Christmas can hardly be over estimated, and 
they are, in fact, almost indispensable where 
large quantities of flowers are required at that 
season for house and church decoration. 
Such being the case, they are now grown in 
great numbers in many private gardens as well 
as by market growers to flower at that par¬ 
ticular period, and to have a house of Chrys¬ 
anthemums in full bloom the last week or so in 
the year is as easy as earlier in the season. Of 
course, owing to the efforts of our Chrysanthe¬ 
mum raisers, we have at the present time a 
much wider range of late-flowering varieties to 
select from, and in addition to this it has been 
proved by actual experience that many of the 
large-bloomed Japanese or exhibition sorts are, 
when specially grown, particularly useful for 
this purpose, so there is no difficulty in this 
direction. The two chief essentials to observe 
in the cultivation of these late-flowering Chrys¬ 
anthemums are not to propagate the cuttings 
earlier than mid-March, and to keep the plants 
outdoors as long as possible before housing 
them. I erect a temporary structure over my 
plants, consisting of posts to form uprights, on 
which laths and wires are fastened, the whole 
when finished forming a kind of skeleton span- 
roofed house. Mats are used to afford the 
necessary amount of protection at night, and 
on several occasions the mats had to be left on 
during the day, and here the bulk of the plants 
remains until the second week inHBecember, 
when they are housed. By this ill will iySkfee id 
that as far as accommodation is eofflaMfcSeKtnoy- 

make little or no difference, because by the developing well from any bud, and giving good 

time they need housing the bulk of the large- blooms when grown in the orthodox fashion 

flowered varieties will have passed out of or on single stems in (J-inch pots; colour 

bloom and the stools be removed elsewhere for amber-yellow, slightly richer in the centre, 

propagating, so that they simply take the The petals ate long and drooping, and oi 

place of the latter and prolong the Chrysanthe- medium width, and build up a full bloom of 

mum season well into the New Year. large size and even and drooping form. An 

Regarding the most suitable of the large- ideal exhibition bloom, 

flowered Japanese varieties to grow for late Lady Conyers.—Little has been seen of this 
flowering, the following have yielded splendid variety, but it will doubtless play an important 

results, and can, therefore, be highly recom- part in future exhibitions. It is an English 

mended—viz., Madeline Davis, H. Weeks, R. raised seedling, and may be described as full 

Hooper Pearson, Chatsworth, Bonnie Dundee, and of massive build, the petals broad and of 

and Mutual Friend. When to these are added splendid substance, incursing at the ends, 

the true late bloomers, such as L. Canning, Those who have seen the blooms speak of their 

Niveum, Roseum superbum, Souvenir (To being somewhat in the way ef those of Mrs. 

Petite Ami, Caprice de Printemps, Princess Geo. Mileham, but larger and with more 

Victoria, Rubrum perfectum, Boule de Neige, substance than that variety; colour inside, 

W. H. Lincoln, Mrs. S. Filkins, and the three and this is always apparent, good rosy-pink, 
following single - flowered sorts — Eucharis, with a silvery-white reverse. 

Golden .Star, and Cannell's Perfection, it can Exmouth Rival.—A very striking Japanese 
bo seen wliut a really brilliant display may bo reflexed bloom of good form, petals evenly 

bad. Of course, the large-bloomed sorts come arranged and drooping, and of medium width, 

quite out of character grown in this way, but The colour is a rich crimson, 
in the estimation of many this is looked upon Viscountess Cran bourn k.—This is the 

rather as a gain than as a defect, as they are finest yellow of the season. In the open classt- 
considered to possess a higher decorative value for six blooms of one variety, this was the best 

than when grown as single blooms for exhibi- at the great November show of the NX' S. las; 

tion ; at any rate, there can be no question as season. The petals are long and droopir,;. 

to their utility where quantities of flowers are broad, and of good substance, and they areals 

in demand at the festive season. A. W. slightly pointed, and intermingle pleasingly. 
_ Cart. Percy Scott.—This is an incurve! 

SOME JAPANESE NOVELTIES OF THE Japanese bloom worth noting The bloom i. 

\>\vt sr .cnv large antl of massive build, and also of go*I 
1 Abi Sfe.AS>UjN. substance, petals of medium width, curling and 

The undermentioned list of new Chrysanthe- incurving at the ends; colour rich, clear 
mums should follow the selection of novelties yellow. 

described in the issue of Garden ino Ii.i.rs- Wilfred H. Godfrey.—A very nice Japanese 

trated for I)eceml>er27th last. Twelve sujierb flower, with long, somewhat drooping petal* c< 

exhibition varieties were described in detail on medium width ami jioiiited, incurving at tiie 

the occasion referred to, and the present set is tips ; colour rich, iosy, chestnut-crimson, jritfc 

also worth attention. bright golden - bronze reverse. A striking 
Miss E. Richards.—A large Japanese bloom flower, 

of a clear yellow colour, reminding one of the Counters of Arran.—Another lovely ud 

blooms of Edith Tabor, but not so long in the refined Japanese, petals quite 8 inches lag, 

petals as the flowers of that excellent vatiety. and also broad, developing blooms of drooping 

The pc-tnls are broad and of gccxl substance, form quite !> inches across ; colour cerise-nuk 
Two plants were shown before the N.C.S. floral on a pale erenmy-huff ground. W. Y. 
committee on September 22nd last, these being _ 

dwarf and sturdy. 
Nelly Blare.—This is not an exhibition Chrysanthemums — Stopping Md 

variety, but useful for decoration in late Sep- timing (Mtimer).— The dates given behj 

tember and early October. The colour is a for stopping your plants, and the kind of bodi 

lovely terra cotta crimson, with a golden you are to retain in each instance, are gh« 

reverse to the fairly broad petals. It is said especially for growers in the Midlands, whkft 

to he a seedling from Mme. C. Desgrange, will answer vour purpose just as welL Grown 

though far superior in every respect to that in the neighbourhood of London, and Am 
variety. Height between :i feet and 4 feet, also further south, should commence open- 
It was exhibited before the N.C.S. floral com- tions a week or so later than the dates given in 

mittee on October 7th last, and was awarded this reply. If this rule be carefully observed 

a F.C.C. the interests of both districts will be studied. 

Black Prince.—The blooms of this are too Chas. navis—when to stop or pinch plants, nstenl 
small for exhibition, but for conservatory break which buds to reUin, any buds in late Aa*W, 

decoration, and in cases where a free display *PnSrenM 0**18*-Jtay7t*i, first crown, 5 feet, 
of medium-sized blooms is desired, a special Jane Motyneux — March, la t week, second crest, 
note should be made of this variety. The ,eet- . ... . , .3 

colour is . rich deep crimson, with golden S.T&ISSSSC.S 

reverse. In appearance the blooms somew hat N c.S. Jubilee - March, last week, second cwm, 
resemble those of Edwin Molyneux. Height Meet. 
about J feet, free flowering. Awarded F.C.C., ' jeeana—May 21st, first crown, 4J feet. 
xt r> o . i . 6 ’ President Borel—March, last week, second crow, 
N.C.S., October ith last. Meet 

Mary Perkins.—A very refined type of Pride of Madford—May 21st, first crown, «feet, 
incurved - Japanese, petals long and fairly Rayonxnte—natural break, second crown, 5 feet, 

broad, slightly curling and incurving at the !£.. 
ends, Colour a beautiful canary-yellow. Lse- 5 feet. 
ful for the earlier exhibitions. Awarded a Soleil d’Octobre—natural break, second crown, 5 feet. 
F.C.C. by the N.C.S. < ictober 7th last. So"£ ** J™** Anile-natural break, any bud. in late 

Sir William A< land. —This is a largo T^se’ward-natural break, second crown, 5 feet- 
flower of even and drooping form, with long Mon9. WillUra Holmes—natural bre*k, any buds in Ule 
(8 inches twisted petals. Colour reddish- August, 4 feet. .... ■ ,,,_ 
1„_„ ^ Roi des Preeoces—natural break, terminal (decorum? 
uron/.e. variety), 3J feet 

Cot’NTKSS OK Harrow BY.—In the blooms of Vesuvius—natural break, terminal (dpconli' C wWA 
this variety we have what may be regarded as 3 feet. 
a chaste and beautiful type of exhibition Lecy Oheesnian-March, Iwt week, second cron. 

Japanese. The petals are long and drooping, J vi viand Morel—natural break, any buds in late August 
slightly curling and incurving at the ends; 5 feet. 
colour a lovely shade of soft pink, lined and Mr. L. Fn;ett—about May 21st, first crown, 4jfc«t. 

suffused with a deeper shade of the same Het “" ' “ 1 

colour, with a yellowish centre. The blooms Alice Byron— May, last week, first crown, 6 feet 
are very large and full. Edith Tabor—May 21st, first crown, 6 feet 

Grandeur.—This is said to be a seedling &taPra»-May.W week, fim crown. 6 feet.-* 0. 

from Mons. Chenon de Leche, and it must be 
admitted the blooms partake of the form of Request to readers of “Garden- 
that excellent sort; colour rich chestnut, ing.”—Readers, both amateur and in the trad'. 
deepening towards the centre, with a bronze will kindly remember that tee are alaays very PU Oti SfAl #0^ interesting specimens of plants or 

. Harry Emmerton.— Tbi,s la an Aus.^ ftowers to illustrate, if they will kindly 
raised seedling of gceasl VproumsJ them to LowIqgtM XnAw good a state asposobU. 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 

Request to readers of “Garden- 
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ROSES. 

ROSES AND FOXGLOVES. 
n many portions of the garden the happiest 
'fleets are gained by informal planting, and 
mmerous herbaceous perennials, annuals, and 
liennials, as well as flowering shrubs and trees, 
re specially adapted for enhancing the beauty 
f the semi-wild garden. In the accompanying 
I lustration we notice the charming effect of 
rhite Foxgloves flowering against a verdant 
lackgrouna, while in the open space in the 
oreground bush Roses are blossoming pro- 
usely. Until a few years ago old-fashioned 
loses, such ns Maiden’s Blush, York and 
.ancaster, and the Cabbage Rose, all of which 
nake fine bushes, were rarely seen outside 
ottage gardens ; but now that the fashion for 
o called “ Garden Roses ’’ has set in, these'old 

the summer, when they are laden with count¬ 
less flowers. The tall-growing Evening Prim¬ 
rose ((Enothera Lamarckiana) is a fine plant for 
the informal garden, and is very effective, as 
the sun sinks, grouped at the margin of shrub- 
berry and coppice, or in open spaces verging 
a woodland path. The Bergamot or Bee Balm 
(Monarda didyma) is valuable for its deep 
crimson colour, and if a large mass 20 yards or 
so in length, and 3yards or 4 yards in breadth, 
is planted, it has a bright effect in the land¬ 
scape, even from afar. White Honesty 
(Lunaria)and the single Rocket are two good 
plants for massing, forming clouds of white if 
viewed at a little distance. The white Japan¬ 
ese Anemone is an excellent plant for the 
informal garden, since its flowers are beautiful, 
and if once well established it possesses suffi¬ 
cient vigour to hold its own in the absolutely 
wild ganlen in the face of the strongest oppo- 

many pages of Gardening Illustrated would 
be requisite if a full list were to be given. 
Though space does not admit of a consideration 
of dwarf plants, attention may be druwu to 
Erysimum Peroffskianum, an annual with 
brilliant orange flowers growing from I foot to 
18 inches in height, which will succeed on 
slopes of i>oor soil if a packet of seed is sow n 
broadcast and the surface soil lightly raked 
over after the sowing is completed. 

_S. W. F. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Liquid-manure applied in winter. 

It is not generally known thut Roses benefit 
considerably by copious applications of sewage 
or other liquid-manure poured on the ground 
during the resting |ieriod. It is lamentablo to 
witness the waste in some establishments of 
good liquid-manure that could be used now as 

a fertiliser to beds of Roses. Lightly 
fork up the surface beforehand, then 
pour it on the ground, not immedi¬ 
ately near the plants but between the 
rows. The spring rains will take 
down the fertilising material ready for 
the requirements of the plants when 
needed. Such applications are safe, 
whereas there is always an element of 
danger in the indiscriminate use of 
liquid-manure when the plants are 
growing, besides which the liquid is 
more readily applied now than later on. 
If a more reasonable method of man¬ 
uring were adopted there would be no 
need to resort to doubtful artificial 
stimulants which appear so enticing 
in print, but which, if recklessly used, 
are a source of positive danger.— 
Rosa. 

Protecting Roses. -The recent 
spell of wintry weather must have 
made many Rose-growers feel anxious 
os to its probable effect upon their 
plants in the open ground, especially 
the Tea Roses. Many are the devices 
of the cultivator for keeping the frost 
at bay and providing a warm covering 
during the winter months. Plenty of 
dry leaves or Brncken is the remedy 
advised, but to those who, like my¬ 
self, live just on the outskirts of Lon- 
don the latter article is not readilv 
obtainable, but there is a very good 
substitute, nlthough I have not seen 
it mentioned by your valued contri¬ 
butor “ Rosa," or any of vour other 
correspondents. It is the long rough 
Cocoa-nut-fibre refuse from 4 inches 
to 6 inches in length, which, if care¬ 
fully spread between the rows of our 
Tea Roses, affords them a splendid 
protection, os the fibre in this condi¬ 
tion throws off the heavy rnins and 
does not, liko the ordinary fibre, con 
solidate, which is a most important 
factor. This long rough fibre is sold by 
weight, and as it is very light a con¬ 
siderable quantity can be obtained for 
a few shillings. I should much like to 
know whether any of your readers 
have tried this stuff as a protective, 
and if so, with what result ?—Fihre. 

Roses and Foxgloves. From a photograph sent by Mrs. Dumas, Rosedalc.^Walton-or.-Thames. Rose Sir Joseph PaxtOn. — 
Among all the interesting and pro¬ 
fitable contributions which "Rosa" 

ivourites are again sought after, and have sition. It has been known to conquer even t he has supplied on Roses anti their culture. I 
)und their way back into many a garden. Coltsfoot, one of our most rampant weeds, cannot recall any mention of one variety 
'he Cabbage Rose stands unrivalled for |>er- where the leaves of the latter were from time which has served me better than that which 
ime, and a large bush thickly set with flower to time picked off. Solomon's Seal is easily fora long time has been grown by me, I 
preads its fragrance afar on the summer air. naturalised in open spaces in woods, and refer to the old H.P. Sir Joseph Paxton. I think 
uch great bushes, over whose heads many succeeds in moist soil by the side of rivulets. I must have got my plant forty years ago. and 
sasons have passed, may often be found in the It is pretty when bearing its pairs of drooping for a long time I did not do it justice, but 
umble plot of the cottager, whence, loaded flowers, and in the autumn its dying foliage seven or eight years since I took it in hand, 
rith blossom in “ the month of the Roses,” assumes attractive tints. The grand Acanthus split up the clump into which it had grown, 
ley waft a welcome greeting of the most latifolius is a noble plant, far better fitted for and made four or five plants of it. It has 
elieious of scents to the passer-by. Many of the semi-wild garden than for the border. Its repaid me liberally for cultivation. From 
le more vigorous Hybrid Perpetuals, Teas, deeply-cut, arching leaves are perfect in early June, if not before, to the end of 
nd Hybrid Teas, if intelligently treated, will contour and poise, and in vigorous specimens November it is never without blooms; somc- 
>rm good-sized bushes, and, although the the flower-spikes are thrown up to a height of times a long;, strong shoot of the previous year 
iandard Rose as ordinarily seen cannot be 7 feet or more. Perennial Starworts or is laced with them. Old as it is, it is well 
ommended for artistic effect, such a strong- Michaelmas Daisies are indispensable among worth notice for cutting for the house, 
rowing variety as Gloire de Dijon will make autumn-flowering plants, and the strongest of Teas and their hybrids do not answer so 
head .'> feet and more through and afford anthem will hold their own well in the wild well with me as Hybrid Perpetuals. Varie- 
leasing picture, while some of the summer r garden. TIm3(plants already mentioned do not ties of the former seem to have been raised 
owering Roses grown as ‘tandardaivid fornVJig'leJfa t*raobvJhe strong-growing subject? and: rtsont^put, of late a?*™ jffP “ button - 
normous heads, beautiful for a few weeks in suitable f<t\se in the informal ganlen, but hole " purposes, regardless of perfiime, so that 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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Shakespeare could not now use the Rose as the 

embodiment of sweetness. Mrs. \V. J. Grant 

is very usoful with its umbel-like inflorescence, 

each bud with a sufficiently long stalk. But 

for fragrance a9 well as for late blooming, 

commend mo to the H.P.’s. I had four or 

live of them l>ofore me the first week in 
l>ocember, among them Ulrich Brunner, and 

on Doc. 5, after the frost and cold of 

yesterday (mark the date), cut quite a 

pretty parti ally-expanded bud of Annie Wood, 

of the richest colour, llow strange it is that 

the celebrated “ Her Majesty " will not expand 
here, indoors or out, or. as 1 have ascertained, 

in the gardens of a nobleman in the South of 
Devon.—C. R. S.. South I 'onion//, I hr. lit It. 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

these when brought on cold. Last autumn a 

large plant stood in a big, dark room here 

for six weeks and continued opening its blooms. 

These Azaleas may be had in bloom the greater 

part of the year if their growth is arranged 

accordingly. I have had them for eight 

months, being favourites here. They are not 

ditlicult to mannge provided they are not 
allowed to suffer from want of water nnd are 

kept clear of thrip.—J. Crook. 

Campanula pyramidalis. — I am send¬ 
ing a photograph of Campanula pjramidalis 

alba, grown according to the directions given 

in Gardening Ii.i.istratkd of July Oth, 1901. 

The seeds were sown in February of that year, 

but I did not know howto treat them until the 

article appeared. The photograph is, I fear, 

3-inch pots, filled with silver-sand and leaf-soil 

in about equal parts, and put in a close case, 

avoiding too much moisture, or the tender 

shoots may damp. In choosing thecutting- 
avoid any that are showing flower, as the* 

fail to throw up shoots from the base and never 

make good bushy plants. Some increase their 

stock by the leaves, placing these in pans of 

similnr compost, but not keeping close as in 
the case of cuttings. I have had better result* 

from cuttings than from leaves, so stick to this 

process for increasing my stock each spring.- 

J. M. B. 

Anoiganthus breviflorus.—Some « 

the South African bulbs do not readily conform 
to pot culture, a charge which cannot be 

brought against this Anoiganthus, as with 

THE GRASS GUM-TREE 

(XANTHORRH.EA HASTILIS). 

The Australian Grass Gum trees, of which 

there are about a dozen known species, are 

rarely seen in cultivation in European gardens. 

They are really sub arborescent Rushes, with 

more or less sharp angled leaves, each 18 inches 

to 2 feet long, borne in tufts at the top of the 

Fern-like stems, 2 feet to 20 feet in height. 

The flowers are very small and whitish, borne 
on dense spikes 2 feet to 10 feet high. The 

stems exude a dark-red or brown resin, which 

was at one time used in the making of picric 
acid. Two species, X. hastilis and X. quad- 

rangulata, have been grown in the Trinity 
College Botanic Gardens, Dublin, our illus¬ 

tration showing a plant of the former which 

flowered last year for the second time since 

it has been in the gardens thoro. Some very 

fine specimens of tne Grass Gum-tree, and of 
which wo had charge for some time, wore 

sent from Australia to the Colonial Exhibition 

which was held in the gardens at South 

Kensington in 188ff. They were received in 

large tubs, and were growing in what seemed 

to be pure sand. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Old potting soil.—Someone asked me the 
other day what I did with my old potting soil 

— , soil, once used. My reply that 1 never 

usjJ it again for potting seemed to cause 

surprise. The fact that I am in a position to 
get what loam I require without much trouble 

accounts for it, hut I think to use over again 

for potting, soil that has stood in a pot (>erhaps 

for a year or two is unwise. The nest use for 

old pottine soil in my opinion is not in the 

house, but out of-doors in the border where it 
can be incorporated with stronger material. 

Some plants lose vigour after a time in pots, 

through tho soil having become spent.— 

Townsman. 

Justicia calycotricha.—This is a valu¬ 

able winter blooming plant, tho colour of the 
flowers being scarce among plants of this 

class. It forms an upright, sparsely-branched 
specimen, nnd is terminated by a cluster of 

pleasing yellow flowers. Tho calyx segments 

are long and narrow, and, being gathered 

together in a compact head, form quite an 

effective feature, which is enhanced by the 
flowers that protrude therefrom. The indi¬ 

vidual flowers are only al>out an inch long, and 
remarkable for their pubescent character. It 

is of easy culture, but as the plants are apt to 

become leggy, frequent propagation is neces¬ 

sary to ensure good specimens. Cuttings of 

tho young growths strike readily during the 

spring, and, if grown on freely during the 

summer, will make good flowering specimens 
the following winter. 

Indian Azaleas for house furnish¬ 
ing.—Indian Azaleas have much to recom¬ 

mend them to small growers: not the least is 

that the}1 may he obtained at a very small cost, 

and from now onward for the next three months 

may he l>ought of any florist or at the auction 

rooms. Last year, calling on a friend in a large 

garden he showed mo plants in fl inch pots a 
mass of bloom, and he told mo they did not 

cost 2s. each. Another merit these have is 

that they are not nuick growing, taking up a 
lot of Brace; added to thi/'tfTe\- win heal 
several degrees of frost" henllrw at fcStj 
Few things stand house furnishtngCettertfnfcn 

TIk- Gr-v Gum-tree ot Australia (Xanthorrhiea hastilis), which Bloomed in 1902 in the Trinity 
Golleire Botanic Gardens. 

too small for printing, hut may give you some 

idea of tho beauty ot the plants, though not of 

their size. The tallest measures 11 feot from 

the ground, including pot, the others 8 feet 

and !l feet. Placed in a stone entrance hall 
they were greatly admired by visitors, and 

remained there from July 27th to October !lth 

of last year. The old blooms wero picked off 

as thej’ withered, and the plants were watered 

twice a week with soot and water.—(Mrs.) 

reasonable care and attention it will bothgn™ 
and flower well. The fact that its usual?®* 

of blooming is during the first two month-■ 
the year is another point in its favour. J 
forms a solid brownish bulb, from whence tf 

erect leaves are pushed up to a height of abw 

a foot. They are just overtopped by the 
flower, scape, which is terminated by a lo*1' 

umbel of blossoms. The individual flower- e* 

nearly a couple of inches long, but so curious.- 

constructed that they appear at most to be ta- 

half opened. They are of a pleasing hgj1- 

orange-yellow colour. It succeeds with ow- 

E. D. Baird, Vn*He Main*. Dony/a*. Lanark. 

[Well grown plants, but reduction too great 
for reproduction.—Ed.] 

Increasing Begonia Gloire de Lor- nary greenhouse treatment, and daring the 
raine.—A few of the earliest to bloom should growing season should be watered freely, ta¬ 

bs cut fairly hard back and kept on the dry must be kept dry when dormant. A comp* 

I side, but syringed daily, when new gVd^tn' mad6up of two-thirds good loam to one-tw^ 

rwill soon push. The cuttingsrahcurfchljeitakerr, pro’ll (decayed leaf-mould, and a liberal dash« 

ofl when about 3 inches long,1 arid -inWUd irr sitver-^and, aril! suit this Anoiganthus welt 
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WOODWARDIA RADICALS. 

This, of which an illustration is here given, is 
one of the noblest of the few plants belonging 
to the genus. It is a native of Europe, being 
found, it is said, in Spain and Italy, but is 
more generally regarded as a native of Madeira 
and the Azores. It is certainly the best Fern 
that can be used for a large vase or pedestal. 
When planted a little above the line of vision, 
its broad, rich, bright green, pendulous fronds 

I'have a beautiful effect, or planted in an 
elevated pocket in the fernery (as here shown) 
it is quite as effective. This Woodward in is 
easily grown, requiring good drainage and 
soil consisting of turfy loam and peat in about 
equal parts, to which must be added a fair 

proportion of sharp sand. When growing 
Affiecly abundance of water is necessary, so as to 
peep the large fronds in good condition. It 
\ill do quite well in a cool fernery, care being 

aken it is not given too hot a position, as then 
lie fronds are liable to the attacks of black 
lirips, which spoil their appearance, changing 
hem to a nasty brown colour. It obtains its 
pecific name from its root- 
ng and foiming a joung 
•lant near the tip of the 

Mrond. We have seen plants 
Jjvith fronds of considerable 

ngth. The rhizome is 
rceping, and clothed with 
rge brown, chaffy scales. 

T. 

VEQETABLE8. 

lFORCING ASPARAGUS. 

Mins is one of the easiest 
Vegetables to bring forward, 
J Ind may be had in season 
;-rom November until heads 

ij'.ire cut from the open in 

’April. It is useless to expect 
ood grass, unless loots of 
hree or more years’ growth 
re to be had, and then 
ueh better results would 
forthcoming had no cut- 

iug been practised from 
iiese said roots after the 
iddleot May the previous 

err. Many ways are de- 
sed by gardeners to bring 

,u this delicious vegetable, 
put none are more satisfac¬ 
tory than the old hot-bed 
System of three parts freshly 
Collected leaves (Beech, 
I’ak, and Spanish Chestnut- 
Ire the best and most last- 
■iigl, and one part long 

table litter—the last more 
or keeping the bed together 
than heating, as a good bed 
>f new leaves will maintain a good lasting beat 
.hroughout the spring, unless the winter is 
exceptionally cold, with much snow, and then 
-lew linings to tho frame occasionally will put. 

ijnatters right. After the crowns are exhausted 
md cleared out tho bed in the frame should be 
leeply forked up, working in fresh leaves and 
i little short manure from the stable, when 
mother batch of roots may be introduced. A 
muple or :t inches of leaf-soil should be put 
>ver the bed, and about 4 inches of the same 
naterial over the crowns, first passing it 
hrough an inch sieve. Pack the crowns 
-losely together and keep the frame closed 
mtil the grass appears, when give a chink of 
iir whenever the weather is favourable. Cover 
the glass lights with mats at night whether 
frost threatens or not. When forced in this 
way it is seldom any water is necessary, but 
should it be, let it reach 85 degs. or 9rt degs. 
applied with a rose can, and not heavy water¬ 
ings, or they would cool the bed. A space of 
I" inches or 1-2 inches must be allowed from 
the glass for the produce to push up. 

__ .1. M. B. 

Cucumbers.—To be able to cut fruit 
May next, it is necessary to sot® ss6& and\ral_ 
the requisite number of plants forthwith. Sow 

tho seeds singly in small pots—large thumbs 
for preference—tilled with nice sharp soil, in 
which leaf-mould largely predominates, and 
place in a propagating case on a hot-bed or 
over the hot-wator pipes, covering the pots 
with a sheet of glass in the two latter cases. If 
the soil is in a moist condition, water will not 
be required until the seeds have germinated, 
the application of much water at this early 
season causing the seeds to decay instead of 
germinate. When through the soil, remove 
the plants to a light position in the warmest 
part of the house—a shelf over the hot-water 
pipes being an excellent position—and shift 
them on into 48 sized pots so soon as the plants 
have made a pair of true leaves, using as com¬ 
post on this occasion nice turfy loam, with a 
little spent Mushroom-dung and leal mould 
added. Place a stick for the support of the 
plants, and tic them thereto and return them 
to the shelf. Ferfurm tlic potting in the house 
in which the plants are growing, and use the 
compost in a warm state to avoid chilling the 
roots. In the meantime, prepare the house or 
pit in which they are to be grown, taking the 
precaution to give the structure a thorough 
cleansing. With regard to varieties, most 

Woodwardia radicans. 

gardeners have their favourites, but for early 
fruiting one of the prolific, early bearing kinds, 
such as Roehford's Market, Market Favourite, 
and Everyday, give the best, results.—G. P. A. 

Early Carrots —Where young Carrots 
are in demand as early in the season as they can 
l>e produced, no time should be lost in making 
up a hot-bed on which to grow them, unless a 
heated pit can be set apart for the purpose. 
The hot-bed should consist largely of tree- 
leaves, and be well consolidated by treading as 
it is made up. After placing the frame in 
position, put in from 9 inches to 12 inches of 
light rich soil, and after the heat has subsided 
sow the seed either broadcast or in drills drawn 
about 9 inches apart. Suitable varieties for 
this purpose are the various types of Forcing 
French Horn offered by the leading seed firms, 
one named Inimitable being particularly good 
and early in coming into use.—G. P. 

Early Cauliflowers. — Owing to the 
mild weather, autumn-raised Cauliflowers are 
in rather too forward a condition, and the 
earliest plants will, unless they receive the 
needful check from colder weather, hardly be 

;th pkm ling. In any case it is well to be 
‘ batch of younger plants, and 

iw seed now of one of the compact, 

quickly-maturing varieties, which are termed 
forcing Cauliflowers. Sow the seed thinly in a 
l>an or box, and raise them in a cool green¬ 
house, placing them close up to the light to 
ensure dwarf, stocky plants, and prick off into 
other boxes or a frame when Large enough to 
handle.—A. W. 

Broad or Long pod Beans.-Whilst 
few persons now sow Long-pod Beans in the 
early winter, they can be sown at any time 
now, provided the soil be dry enough to enable 
drills to be drawn without unduly hardening 
the ground. Whilst it is sometimes advised to 
sow these Beans thus early on warm borders, 
it must not be overlooked that ere the plants 
carry- pods warm weather will have set in, and a 
south border may then prove to be much too hot 
for them in June. Better sow out in the open 
quarters of the garden, where the plants will 
have better chance to resist heat later on. 
These Beans do best when ground is trenched 
and manure buried down to induce deep root¬ 
ing. Failing general trenching, then it is 
well to make trenches for each row, as for 
Celery, putting the manure deep. In thisca.se 
the trenches can be nearly filled with soil, and 
the rest can be added after the plants have got 
into bloom, and if the soil be dry have had 
before the rest is added a good soaking of 
water. Sow the Beans thinly—that is, lully 
0 inches apart. Two very fine varieties are 
Green Long-pod and Green Giant.—A. 1>. 

GARDEN PESTS AND FRIENDS. 

THE CURRANT BUB MITE. 

Foi'ktf.en' years ago, when we came to our 
present garden, the Black Currant trees were 
thick with this pest ; we picked them off, 
spending an hour or so at odd times, and got a 
large crop of good fruit. Thinking we could 
clear it out, we dug the trees out, burnt them, 
and got a new stock from a place where it had 
not appeared, planting them in new ground as 
far as possible from where the Currants had 
been before. In three years they were as bad 
as the old stock, and we kept on the system 
of hand-picking, the result being that every 
year we had enormous crops of fine fruit, the 
branches having to be supported to prevent 
breaking down with the weight. Our next 
neighbour tried cutting down and burning, 
with the result of total loss of crop for two 
years, and a small one for one or two years 
after; but t he pest reappeared at once as 
soon as the plants began to bear. Practically 
three years' crops were totally lost without 
the slightest benefit, whilst we had and have 
very heavy crops every year except the last, 
when the flowers were destroyed 113- late and 
hard frosts. We have tried anil seen tried for 
the last fourteen years everything which has 
been recommended, and all the experience goes 
to show that nothing more is needed than 
hand-picking at odd times. What we lose in 
numbers of bunches is gained in the size of the 
remainder; and the crops are, with the one 
exception mentioned, asheaxy as the trees will 
or can cany with the help of props. We 
could not wish for better crops or finer fruit, 
and tho present system is very little trouble. 
If anything, it is a' distinct advantage, like the 
thinning of Grapes ; what wo loso in numbers 
we gain in size and quality of fruit.—Thomas 

Fletcher, Gmppenhall, Cheshire, in “ (.'«»•- 
cfalter* Chronicle.’’ 

Blight on leaves.—Can you kindly tell me whether 
the blight aflectins these two leaves is one and the same 
thing, and also the name of It and the remedy ?— L B. 

[The two leaves you sent are not a I lee ted by 
the same “ blight.” The Geranium-leaf is 
attacked by a fungus belonging to the genus 
Cercosporn, I believe, but tne tungus is not in 
a concfition in which it can bo named with 
certainty. Pick off the infected leaves and 
burn them, and keep a good watch on the 
plants, and as soon as you see the slightest 
reapi>earance of the pest, spray tho plants 
with dilute Bordeaux-inixturo once a week till 
there are no further signs of it. The leaf of 
the India-rubber plant has apparently been 
subjected to some change of temperature or 
drip. I cannot find traces of any fungus, and 
tjj®ebpye-mentioned causes often discolour the 
leftvesof this plafifc-—ClVoPsf] 
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Conservatory.—Freesias are not parti 
cularly showy, but they are sweet, and conse¬ 
quently attractive lor the drawing room, ami a 
group in the conservatory never lacks admirers. 
They are easily grown and flowered if the bulbs 
are fine and well-ripened in the sunshine. The 
best place for this ripening is on a shelf near the 
glass, and in this condition they can remain 
till they have had a good roasting in the sun¬ 
shine, and early in August the bulbs should be 
repotted, placing about eight or nine bulbs in 
each 5-inch pot. They may bo started in a 
cold frame with the lights on till some progress 
has been made. When taken indoors place on 
shelves near the glass, where there is a night 
temperature of 50 degs. if wanted in flower. 
But they will flower just as well in a lower 
temperature, only, of course, they will not be so 
early. Among variegated shrubs which may 
be grown in pots suitable for a cool conser¬ 
vatory, Coprosma Biueriana variegata is 
worthy of notice. It is rather slow of growth, 
but having secured it it will annually increase in 
size and usefulness. The best way to propa¬ 
gate this plant is to set out an old plant in 
May and peg it close down into the soil, which 
should be of a light sandy nature. Every bit 
of shoot, where it comes into contact with the 
soil, will form roots. I have seen failures 
with cuttings, and when they root they are a 
long time about it. Eurya latifolia variegata 
requires somewhat similar treatment, and 
when grown to specimen size is very useful as 
a foil to other things. There is plenty of 
flowers now in Azaleas, Camellias, Lilacs, 
Deutzias, Arum Lilies, Mignonette, etc. 
Liquid-manure in a weak, clear condition may 
be given to any plant coming forward for 
bloom, and which has filled the pot with roots. 
Chorozema Lowii and others are very useful 
winter-flowering plants, and the Epacrises are 
coming on now. Genista fragrans lasts a long 
time in the conservatory, but it is one of the 
worst plants to take indoors, especially where 
gas ia burnt. Those who have only grown this 
plant in a pot have no idea what can he done 
with it planted out in the conservatory, and 
when planted out it never ceases altogether to 
blossom winter or summer. Cut back winter¬ 
flowering Heaths when they go out of bloom. 
This has not been a good season for Erica 
hyemalis. The wood failed to ripen well and 
flowers are thin. 

Stove.—We want more sunshine, and 
doubtless with more sunshine will come frosty 
nights, but anything is better for the plant- 
grower than the dark, gloomy days of the past 
month. Where the temperature of the stove 
has ruled low the plants will now be in a better 
position to respond to warmth. It wastes the 
energies of the plants to force hard when there 
is no light to harden the growth. The quiet 
season is now near its close, and with more 
sunshine more activity will be visible, not 
only in the condition of the plants, hut among 
insect pests if any are present on them. The 
experienced man knows how to deal with 
these, and he knows also that a supreme effort 
should be made now to get rid of mealy-bug. 
Personally, I dislike brown scale worse than 
bug, and if I had any plants badly infested 
with scale I should destroy them at once and 
start again with clean plants. The vaporiser 
will destroy most of the insects in the stove if 
used occasionally. Including a few Orchids, 
there will bo a good show of flowering stuff 
now, and the bright foliaged plants which are 
now so numerous will add their quota of colour. 
Early-starting Gloxinias will be moving now. 
I have hod them in flower in February, and 
they are more useful then than later. Seeds of 
these and Begonias may he sown 
shortly. 

Early Melons.—A low, warm house may 
be planted any time ffiow. There must be a 
bottom heat of 85 degs. or so to start with, and 
a top heat of 65 degs. to 70 degs. at night. 
Very little ventilation will bo required at 
present, but, still, as the days lengthen, air 
must be given to ensure sturdy growth. 
Melons want a rather strong, adhesive loam to 
do them well. They will grow in lighter soil, 

the fruits are swelling, especially if the crop ia 
heavy, liquid-manure can be given. One or 
two good top dressings of the same kind of 
loam can be given during growth and pressed 
firmly round the plants. Every Melon-grower 
has his favourite sorts, and at least one good 
scarlet and one good green-fleshed variety 
should be grown. 

Roses under glass.—A house of Roses 
breaking into growth is always interesting. 
There are so many shades of colour among the 
young growths, and this is more noticeable 
when the plants are in pots und grown in a 
house where is a l>ed of leaves in a pit, and the 
pots plunged or partly plunged therein. If I 
were building a house for Roses in pots I 
should build a span-roofed structure with 
rather a flat roof and a pit to be filled with 
leaves in the centre. It is a good many years 
since I first saw Roses grown in this way, and 
I have never seen them so well done under 
other conditions, nor yet so free from insects 
and mildew. Roses recently potted up will 
not stand forcing, but they will flower well if 
pruned rather hard back and allowed to come 
on quietly, especially if helped iu a leaf-bed. 

Vines in bloom want careful manage¬ 
ment. Shake the rods daily, or distribute the 
pollen in some other way. Night temperature, 
65 degs. Give air when required at the 
highest point of the roof only. There inu9t be 
no cold draught through the young foliage. 
The syringe should be laid by for a time, but 
the atmosphere of the house should not be 
abnormally dry or overheated, or the flowers 
may not set so well. Genial conditions are best 
for a perfect set. 

Window gardening.—Ferns, especi¬ 
ally Maiden hairs, are usually kept drier during 
winter. Sometimes the Maiden - hairs are 
dried off, and if the temperature is low the 
new fronds come away strongly when the days 
lengthen and are improved by the rest, but the 
time is coming now when a little more water 
will be required ; at any rate, as soon as 
growth is visible moisture will be required, and 
tho chill should bo taken off the water for 
indoor plants now. 

Outdoor garden.—At this season, when 
other things are not so pressing, and one is 
taking stock of the resources in the way of 
bedding-plants, one generally glances at the 
seed lists as they come to hand to see if we can 
utilise anything in the way of annuals and 
perennials that will flower the first season if 
sown in heat. Lobelia fulgens Victoria makes 

beautiful mass, and comes true from seed, 
and if sown in February and helped in heat the K" tits will he ready to go out in May. Several 

utiful crosses have been obtained, but they 
are rather scarce yet. Sweet Peas sown thinly 
now, or singly in small pots and planted out 
when the weather is suitable in March, will 
flower early. Navy Blue, Lovely, Maid of 
Honour, Mars, Mont Blanc, Mrs. Eckford, 
Novelty, Othello, Orange Prince, Peach 
Blossom, Prince Edward of York, Sadie 
Burpee, Venus, Waverley, Prince of Wales, 
are among the best. But thore are now far too 
many varieties. There are many beautiful 
varieties now of hardy Primroses, including 
white, blue, and other shades of colour, and 
there is a Polyanthus Primrose, which is good 
either for massing in the border or for growing 
in the cool house. Primula rosea may be 
grown from seed, and this is a delightful 
plant on a shady rockery, or in a pot in a cool 
nou9e. Sow the seed in gentle heat, and when 
large enough prick out on a shady border, and 
the plants will flower twelve months from 
sowing. Wo generally sow blue bedding 
lobelias in autumn, and grow them on steadily 
in the seed-boxes till February, and then prick 
off. Many delay sowing till January or 
February, and give more heat. Many seeds, 
such as of Lobelias, Petunias, and Begonias, are 
minute and should be covered lightly, the soil 
in the pots or pans being pressed down firmly 
and evenly before sowing the seeds, and again 
after the covering lias been applied. We 
generally cover fine seeds with sand, and 
sprinkle with warm water from a fine-rosed 
pot, and then place on shelf in warm house till 
germination takes place. 

is always valuable, but it is wonderfol ho* 
long it takes for a new Pear to get known. 
The truth is, planters, at least very few oi 
them, plant Pears they know little or nothing 
about, and the Pears I am now planting ani 
intend recommending are not new. If 1 had 
room I should like to try more of the new 
varieties, about which 1 know so little 1 
should like also to raise seedlings from the bes 
varieties, even though I might never see thee 
bear fruit. The raiser of seedling Pears know- 
that when his seedlings bear fruit, as thet 
will some day in the future, if the fruit is 
worthless he will have a strong, robust stock 
upon which he can place a head of Doyennrda 
Comice, or Marie Louise, or any other gooi 
variety that will bear in a short time bushel- 
of fruit—supposing, of course, tho soil is suit 
able. A good, deep loam, reasonably drained, 
is the best soil for Pears on 1’ear-stocL 
Where the soil is naturally cool and moist, 
the Quince is a good stock for the Pear, bo; 
all Pears do not do well upon it. Marie Louis, 
for instance, is not often found on the quince. 
Among the best known Pears are Doyenmi da 
Cornice, Marie Louise, Jargonelle, Williami 
Bon Chretien, Pitmnston Duchess, Clapp- 
Favourite, Glou Morceau, Durondeau, Looi-e 
Bonne. The planting and pruning of Peat 
should bo on its way and completed as soon i- 
possible. If fruit is wanted on pyramids 4j 
not over-prune the branches but look to & 
roots. 

Vege table garden. - The proper roto ; 
of crops and the proper application of manor- 
are important matters, and should, in a sawt, 
be linked together. It has been said that whet 
the manure supply is abundant, the labotn 
efficient, rotation becomes less urgent. X) 
doubt there is something in this, though it • 
quite possible to make too much of it. "s 
know that Potatoes and Onions have bee 
grown year after year upon tho earns Ua- 
without showing much deterioration, buttbew 
two crops occupy the land but a comparttini: 
short time. Potatoes are planted in MirS 
and lifted in September or October—a met 
matter of six months. Onions are cleared of 
in even iess time, and as the land getterJ.; 
remains dormant the remainder of the year ' 
gets thoroughly rested. But when land ‘ 
planted with Cabbages or other greens jar 
after year, the soil gets no rest with::! 
a rotation. The simplest rotation is PoUtt 
and then Greens, afterwards Peas, Beans, ui 
Celery, then tap-rooted plants, such as Carnfc 
Parsnips, Salsify, Beet, etc. Of course, a suit 
able rotation should be marked on the ph' 
before the land is manured, so that a proper 
site can be secured for the tap-rooted plants, 
otherwise the latter may be spoilt by forkrrg 
out, as it is termed. If land is manured roc 
tap-rooted things the manure should be buriri 
very deeply. The finest lot of Salsify I bare 
ever seen was sown over manure, but tie 
manure had been placed in the bottom of» 
trench. E. Hobimt. 

but the finish is not often satisfactory. Good I Fruit garden.—There is room feftrinre 
yeUow hjam mixed wRh ia little Bokr-n eCTiji good Pears—I do not mean exactly_mqre kinds 
all that is required at the strtCJ Rs'er,-wKpftVof Pears, although, of course’, e. ig6&R&WBe(0 

THE COMING WEEK'S WORK. 

Extracts from a Garden Diary. 
Jann iri/ 2.1th.—Put in cuttings of Tree-Car- 

nations in sandy soil in heat. Auriculas art 
kept free from dead leaves and dry, or neanj 
so, at the root; but with longer days «** 
water will be given, and soil is being p* 
ready for repotting. Carnations ia frames 
kept on the side of dryness at the roof in 
dark weather we have had. Plants arc/® 
from disease. All cold-frames are openedfuJy 
in mild weather when not raining. Pbos- 
Mint and Tarragon in heat for using green. 

January 27th.—Before Cinerarias get .2 
ward in bloom the plants are vaporised- -1 
little higher temperature when the. flowers a* 
opening improves the colour and addstostf 
of blooms. Light top-dressings of warm 
are given to Cucumbers rather frequently M* 
Planted a warm, low house with Melons. - 
usually start with a scarlet fleshed tuts. 
a9 the growth is hardier, and we think ^ 
fruits set better. Wc have grown a select.^ 
from Scarlet Gem for many years. 

January 28th.—Special care is taken wit£ 
the conservatory now in keeping the atm-' 
phere genial and everything clean and in ot* 
faded plants being removed often and ol i plants being 
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THE MAINTENANCE OF BOUNDARY 

FENCES. 

--v brought in. Bulbs and forced things gene- 
tin «kvt - rally are coming on fast now. Made up more 

hot beds for Asparagus, Potatoes, Lettuces, 
tmi A ^ ' etc. Planted Potatoes in early border. Sowed 

i, pliSr*, Horn Carrots, Lettuces, etc., undor liko con¬ 
sul i ‘ ditions outsido. Planted several beds of Giant 
ilrwetac^1 R 00081 and other autumn-sown Onions. 

I ictdaj -January Tronchod and manured a 
Iw, list rj; plot of land for Asparagus. VVe intend plant- 

ing in rows 3 feet apart and 18 inches botween 
fa av, T plants. Tho seeds will be sown immediately 

(nit IV^ singly in small pots, and be grown in gentle 
tha b warmth under glass till May, and then planted 
<04j,,. 4' out, watered, and mulched. Planted Peas 

and Long-[iod Beans on warm border. Sowed 
'■wtVai-.f'1 Basil and Sweet Marjoram in pots in heat to 
f. xVa" *. pthor groen for use oarly. Radishes havo 

been sown on warm border and covored with 
straw. 

, j _ January .loth.—Finished potting show and 
, ,-fancy Pelargoniums. Placed a collection of 

":s' new Fuchsias in hoat to induco growth for 
cuttings. Sowed seeds of Petunias, Verbenas, 
etc., in hoat. Sub-tropicals, such ns Castor- 
oils, Solanums, and other tino leaved things 

'JMiSatci, t|,at requiro time, have also been sown in a 
warm house and will bo grown on in heat. 

Hw Mt, (T« Trained Poaches on south wall. Put in cut- 
y.;« , ti-4 . tiugs of Geraniums of various kinds in heat, 
le,'"X L-* a January .tint.—Vines in second house are 
TV pica!Bi now breaking, and tho weak eyes that are not 

bexttii^ait required havo been rubbed off. Peaches have 
- Ifinisna fet well in earliest house, und a few of tho 
r-pro* x mix surplus shoots have been disbudded. Night 

lemperaturo now50 dees, to55 dogs. Air given 
etabltfUitJ ’ - freely on line days. Water is rather hard, so 
i And tie poperi.-^ **3 ring© is not usod much, but paths and 
trttiiBOBBc borders are damped freely when required. 
dwe«t» !*•«, More Strawberries have been moved to forcing- 

m ‘ house- _ 
rVlIM W»f 

mnnu.: LAW AND CUSTOM. 

Wfcuwtf - 

’. Ovpaje:..vs(|>e<-. SOth), in reply to a question about “Tres- 
aOKiff-**" ' l«n|sheep,” you ray : "II the (cnee belong* to your 
oj PoU» Ct neighbour, then It i* a (|Ucation whether your neighbour 
.y-(ff 0 !'u lH>Pn<1 to maintain the Icnce against the farmer's stock.” 
, ° ■■ . j lr Ihis correct law f I have eeen several report* ol actions 
list 3-- in the county court* where damage* have been sued for 
£* tioe ta«! under*iinilar circumstances, and in each case the judg- 
AumntlkSB® m,n* *u’ ^*en *or ,he Plaintiff. In one or two caae* the 
“c kiM** ***d: " H used to he coneidered law that the owner 
ifOSIp.' “• oI the fence waa liable for it* repair, and if a neighbour's 
fill! Ukaffl* Jnrep or cattle trespassed and did damage through the 

■i, ^ ;f- !'h*d mate of the fence the owner of the fence was liable 
*> l“ the damage, but such is not the law, a* every owner I* 
A. I*™. hound by law to fence against his own cattle or sheep." 
lirtta*-ltT" **’• question loan important one to country residents, and 

,ha l ** obliged for an early reply.—W. J. 8. 

Bats [The advice given was to inquire whether 
lbgjjkni:*,*tlie owner of the fence was under any liability 

liaj 3 ggrt'to maintain it against stock belonging to the 
JrL^bffOccupier of tho adjoining land, and the advice 
", itafa;l>",M perfectly sound. You evidently assume 
' „not i> tb»fc the county court judge meant that under 

c'rou,nHtHnces wa8 the owner of a fence 
^ maintain that feuce against stock 
pi/- *®r ^(lawfully on the adjoining land, and, if that is 
a **' ..your assumption, it is inaccurate, as the county 
1*1 ^ 1 ' court judge would not and could not mean any 

such thing. Tho words you quote may warrant 
^vour assumption, but there would be some 

I OOltf®'"qualification or reservation in tho judgment 
which you have omitted to mention and which 

^jfaii^may not have been set out in tho report you 
seen- Ordinary news[>aper re[>orts of 

» ‘'L'gi -i* judgments arc vory rarely comploto or trust- 
a - worthy, although the rejxirt of the facts of the 
fW° ^ (. case may bo perfectly accurate and the broad 
e *■* jj1 effect of the judgment may be correctly given. 
II ** ‘r‘", ,v The common law rule is, and always has 
{tptWwu0i'been, that the owner of stock must keep his 

stock from struying, und if through his default 
ibtf “ V-y tlie stock tresjwss on the land ol another and 

f do damage there, the owner of the stock is 
liable in damages. This is a statement of tho 

frule in its broadest form, but to tho rule there 
certain exceptions which in praetico arc 

bW° *0UI1<*to ,xs exceedingly numerous. The owner 
LyfiP' uf 11 fence may be bound to repairand maintain 

1 -rtf* * . t!,at fence against stock lawfully on the adjoin- 
WjjMITj ing land in vurious ways, tho principal of which 
■ ttrl8e (1) By statute. (2) By grant or covenant, 
W^lii^or contruct. (3) By prescription. To deal 

with these se|«irately : (I) Where the oblica- 
jj tion is statutory. A familiar example is the 

0*L obligation upon railway companies^who are 
hound by the Railway Clauses (/onsoljdatio. 

WfV Digitized by VjO 

Act, 1845, and by their special Acts, to make 
and for over maintain fences against the stock 
lawfully upon the lands adjoining their rail¬ 
ways. There aro other companies and cor| ora¬ 
tions and owners of undertakings similarly 
bound by statute. There is another class of 
statutory obligations which is of even greater 
importance to the ordinary landowner. A 
largo jiart of the country has been cnclosod 
under tho old Enclosuro Acts, and these 
requirod that the several allotments awardod 
thereunder should to fenced and ditched by 
tho allottees or other person or persons directed 
so to do by tho Enclosuro Commissioners, and 
that such fences and ditches should bo for ever 
afterwards maintained by such allottees or 
other persons and their successors in title. 
(2) Obligations by express grant or covenant. 
There arc many cases where land has been 
sold or granted, and it has been an express 
condition of the grant or sale that a certain 
fence (or fences) shall be erected and for ever 
maintained by the grantor or tho gruntoo (as tho 
case may he) and by his successors in title. 
Or it may bo that tho condition was that 
certain existing fences should be forever here¬ 
after so maintained. Covenants of this kind 
aro often inserted in conveyances, and are, of 
course, binding upon tho covenanter and his 
successors in title. Then, too. what may bo 
called an obligation by a simple contract may 
arise, perhaps binding onlv upon the parties 
themselves, and not upon tneir successors. A 
familiar example of a common obligation by 
contract arises where two persons hire adjoin¬ 
ing lands under the same landowner, and the 
dividing fence belongs to the land of one of 
them. If both tenants enter into contracts 
with their landlords to keep in proper and 
ollicieut repair all the fences on the lands let to 
them, the contract ensures also for the Iwnefit 
of the tenants, and tho one who tnkos tho land 
with the dividing fence is hound to maintain 
that fonco against his neighbour’s stock. This 
proposition has been doubted, but it has been 
upheld by more than one county court judge 
in cases where this has been the issue between 
two parties. (3) Prescriptive obligations. 
These are comparatively raro and arouilticult 
to prove. Shortly put, it may be said these 
can only arise where the owner of a fence docs 
not requiro it for the purpose of his own stock, 
but has maintained it for at least twenty years 
for the benefit of las neighbour, and has from 
time to time during that period repaired the 
fence at the request of his neighliour. 

Sufficient has now been said to justify to tho 
full the advice given on page 558, to inquire ns 
to the liability. For instance, it may be that 
the gardeu in question formed juirt ol' an allot¬ 
ment alloted under an enclosure award, and 
the very fence through which the sheep 
passed may havo been directed to bo for 
over maintained by tho allottoe and his 
successors in title. If so, the occupier of the 
garden is bound to maintain tho fenco, and not 
only can he recover no damages from the 
furmor, but ho is liable to tho farmer for any 
injury the sheep sustain in their trespuss. For 
instance, if they eat any poisonous shrubs or 
plants, and arc jioisonod thereby, tho farmer 
may recover damages from the occupier of the 
garden. It may bo that the garden originally 
Formed fart of tho field and wus sold off by 
a previous owner, and tho purchaser coven¬ 
anted to maintain a fence between tho garden 
und the field. This binds tho present owner 
and occupier of tho garden. And if neither of 
the positions just instanced arises, but, say, 
thirty years ago, the land where the garden 
stands was ordinary land, and the owner sold 
off a building plot, and the purchaser formed a 
garden und built a house and erected a fenco 
(or maintained au existing fence), and has 
ever since maintained a feuce between the 
garden and the field, and has repaired that 
lence from time to time at tho request of the 
occupier of the field, tho obligation ar ises and 
will continue. It will be no answer to any 
action by the farmer that the present owner 
or occupier has only recently obtained pos¬ 
session, and was unaware of any such obliga¬ 
tion ; if the obligation exists, it is binding 
and is perpetual. This question has been 
shortly discussed in these columns some time 
ago, out as it is of considerable import- 

to the many readers of this paper in 
and to the occupiers of gardens in 

particular, and there is a very great amount 
of misapprehension on the subject, it has been 
fully doalt with on this occasion.—K. ( ’. T. ] 

A gardener's notice. — I »m rngsgnl u a 
thoroughly experienced working hrsff gxrtltnn (one m»n 
under me) at ‘JW. a week, paid weekly, with house, coals, 
light, and vegetables found. There was no stipulation as 
to notice, written or verbal. Am t entitled to a month * 
notice, or to only a week's notice f— Asxiot's. 

|The point is a littlo doubtful, but I think 
tho circumstances do not warrant a week's 
notice, nnd if you aro dismissed on a week's 
notice, you may claim three weeks' furthor 
pay.-K. C. T.] 

Release of mortgage.-Some time ago I borrowed 
some money, and gave a mortgage of a house and garden ; 
three years ago I paid off the mortgage to the executrix 
ot the mortgagee, and was given in return a receipt 
stamped with a penny stamp. I am told that I ought to 
have had a release or reassignment ol the mortgaged 
property. Uthissol’ It so, what must I do?—J. Ik 

[Yes, the property should have been recon- 
voyod to you. Tho omission will not poril 
your title, as botween the executrix and your¬ 
self, but it may bo of consequence if you wish to 
soli or ro mortgugo the property. You can still 
havo a reconveyance effected, hut tho wholo 
cost of reconveyance will fall upon you, as it 
would have done even if it had Men effocted 
when the mortgage money was repaid. — 
K.C.T.J 

BIRDS. 

Death of Canary (C. Kirk.).—This was 
u case of phthisis, a form of tuberculosis 
attacking the lungs, in the substance of which 
small Millet like bodies of cheesy consistence 
and of a yellowish-grey colour wore found. 
This disease is often met with in cage-birds 
as a soquol to liver complaint, nnd in this 
caso tho liver was far from being in a healthy 
stato. A bird suffering from phthisis passes 
badly through tho moulting season, has a dry, 
husky cough, and shows symptoms of gradual 
emaciation. There is no euro for this com¬ 
plaint—tho patient slowly wasting away. 
From the dull plumage of this hi id itnppcuis 
to have been kept in an impure, smoky 
atmosphere. To maintain the health of cage- 
birds abundance of fresh air is essential, 
together with tho best food nnd pure water, 
while a supply of sharp grit-sand should 
never be omitted. —S. S. <». 

BOOKS. 

“TREES AND SHRUBS FOR ENGLISH 
GARDENS.”* 

Tins volume, which belongs to tho “ Country 
Life " Library, is specially devoted to a phase 
of gardening which has, perhaps, not hitherto 
had adequate treatment in the numerous 
gnrdcn books that havo appeared of late years. 
At this time of day it appears to lie still 
necessary to teach people tnat they can have 
shrubs quite as hardy and vastly more attrac¬ 
tive than I^turol and Privet, and, of course, 
admitting of much greater variety of treat¬ 
ment. With this aim tho book may be 
cordially recommended for study by owners of 
gardens great and small—in particular those 
who are responsible for tho laying out of public 
gardens. Not tho least useful part of the lmok 
is tho tables of flowering trees and shrubs suit¬ 
able for the British Isles. The book is nicely 
printed and profusely illustrated with repro¬ 
ductions from photographs. 

United Horticultural Benefit and 
Provident Society. The monthly «»m- 
■nittco meeting of this society was held at 
the Caledonian Hotel, Adolphi-terruco, Strand, 
on Monday, January 12th. Mr C. II. Curtis 
presided. Twelve new members were elected : 
four of these, however, Iioing over 35 years of 
ago, are elected subject to the production of 
their birth certificate. Nino numbers were 
repotted on the sick fund. The death certifi¬ 
cate of the lute Mr. W. S. C'ornford was 
produced, and the amount standing to his 
credit in tho ledger was directed to bo paid to 
his nominee. Messrs. W. Gunner and T. II. 
Puzoy were re-elected to audit tho accounts for 
the jiast year. 

r'lTfpt* and,Shrubs tor Knglish Gardens,” by K. T. 
N»Mnes, l.ld, CobkJ Jueorge 
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OORRE8PON DENOK. 

Questions.—Queries and answers are inserted in as you can. You say nothin'; of the temperature in 
QaiDHraa free of charge if correspondents follow these which the plant* are grown. If the plants have never 
rules: AH communications should be dec. iiy and concisely been in a lower temperature than 10 'legs, this is not the 

for an infury »o great and *o unusual, and if many plants thinned. A goo-1 soaking of water now may do mwh 
are so injured we would like to see a specimen as complete good inside, but not outside. 
as you can. You say nothing of the temperature in ywitirtfs 
which the plants are grown. If the plants have never . . , . . 
been in a lower temperature than lO 'legs, this is not the Improving dry land (•> •Itshire)—Salt nas bs 

written on one tide of the paper only, and addressed to cause of failute. Much wetness at i his low temperature ' ‘‘r5 sparingly used on garden soil, as otherwise it wcell 
the Editor of Oardsxqio, IT, Funwoal-strcet, Holbom, would not be for good, however. 'Ye imagine the stem become harmful to crops. \ on may strew about between 
London, B.C. Letters on business should be sent to has been injured in some war. rows of any vegetables about 3 lb. of well crushed salt pee 
the PtiBUSHRR. The name and address of the sender are q00h Cactus Dahlias (J Cm *toin —Twentv roJ' aPP }'lng 11 *'hen the weather hasi become It 
required, in addition loony designation he may dcsiretc ^SdSSleSS. “ K^edonlf?ri^on-sLletVilrl AF. ‘'e'J'v^ld" 1^,5 wdh 
^ased 'n the paper. When more than one query ts sent, Perkins, sulphur vellow and white ; Mrs. Mortimer. in throwing^oiU the tre«+- 
each should be on a separate piectcf paper, and not more B«lmon red Mrs. Hobart orange and salmon • Richard 6U.P’oU- ‘l1 throw ing out the top soil from a trench . bet 
than three vueriea should be sent at a time. Correspond : MmEdward Mawl^ Hue vedow *!??. 
dents should bear in mend that, as GaRDurue has to be 

queries by post. ,-„ ,- _ ... ... crimson; mein nniie, norv-wniic; rigllling -uac, in the same ia-av On aennnii an 
Naming trnlt.—Readers who iestre our help in fiery ,-rimson ; Mrs. II. .1. Jones, scarlet, edged cream; hould'endureil™5i forlonger*!h^nifte 

naming frmt should bear in mind that several specimens Ringdove, pink-fawn or dove colour; I-ord Roberts, J°"'d if ^iOTcromi'were^wrfl^uD *. 
in diferent stapes of ertour and sue of ^ same kind white; Eclipse, sulphur-yellow: Arachne. centre white. ..." ‘ij ££..„To Mil weS's 1 
greatly assist in its determination. We have received 
from several correspondents single specimens of fruits 
for naming, these in many cases being unripe and other¬ 
wise poor. The difference betxceen varieties of fruits are, 
in many cases, so trifling that it is necessary that three 

etals margined crimson ; Fusilier, salmon-pink ; Keyne'a 
Finite; and Lady Penzance, purest yellow. 

decayed and wet manure, especially cow manure, aid 
throwing on to that the next top spit of 12 inebesbep 
and 2 feet wide, breaking up the bottom of that trench, 
manuring it, and serving all the rest of 1 bresbth d 
ground in the 6ame way. On ground so treated crops 
would endure drought for longer than if it were only just 
dug. If, after crops were well up, and had'leeo 
thoroughly hoed between to kill weeds and loosen the 
surface, you could then give a mulch or coat of manure, 
very much indeed would be done to help retain moisture 

Gazania rlngens (IF. IF.).—This is only hardy in the soil during the summer. 
in many cases, so trifling that it is necessary that three enough for our summers. It is most useful on warm 
specimens of each kind should be sent. We can undertake *»•«. ar'd should always be placed in open sunny spots and 
to name only tour varieties at a time, and these only when among dwarf plants. < uttmgs strike freely in a cold- 
the above directions are observed. frame ln August, but later require bottom-heat. I nlcss 

sous, ana snouia aiwnvs oepiaoeuin open sunny spout aiiu oDonm ovdt two 
among dwarf plants, flattings strike freely In a cold- _ . ., 
frame in August, but later require bottom-beat, fnlcss „ A- WnyAr.-Soil to hand quite dried up : wccetnd net 
struck very earlv, spring-struck plants are almost worth- 1'"1 any-worms.-P nor.-The only thing you can do a 
less, so that it is best to put in the stock in August and *« »et the bushes.—-Cornflower.-Sorry « are uiutii 
let them stand in cutting-pots till potting-off time in trace the article to which von refer.-Constant F. -In. PLANTS AND 9LOWB1RB let them stand in cutting-pots till potting-off time in „ “ ren-r. wm-w01. 
spring. They will then come well into flower when put -'ou will find the article you refer to fa ow omtd 

Treatment of Chrysanthemums (B.).—It is ont jn May; whereas, if they are topped for spnng I,ec- l5. I*®*--Cto. Clark.— Apply to the Emomi,' 
always best to root fresh plants each year, and the cuttings, both lots will be email and late. Short young Fencing Co., Billiter House, Billiter-streel, E.C.—f'.IT. 
growths now pushing up will give good cuttings. Do not tons should be used for cuttings, and may be inserted Hams.—We should say that •• Hobday s Villa Gard-t 
attempt to root them until the middle of next month ; pretty thickly- in the cutting-pots. When established, in*." from this office, price 0). 6d., would armrotra 
and when you have secured sufficient, we would advise they must be just protected from frost, and kept in dry, purpose. We know of no books dealing aptdallv *0. 
you to throw away the old stools. Young plants take up airy quarters If kept warm they grow too much, and are the subjects you mention. If in doubt, we are >ln;i 
much less room, and are not so much trouble. in 9pring poor, lanky plants that can hardly be handled ; g'ad to help readers. Kindly read our rules is ti 

Ammonia (.Foliage).—The various preparations ol but cool, airy treatment keeps them short and sturdy. correspondence.——Dudley.—Yes, the Aspidistra tarn 
the kind you mention would certainly be of some benefit, ' *'11 fin<f the flowers on established plants juetootb* 
as they would supply ammonia, which has a good effect TREES AND SHRUBS. surface of the soil.-1. o. M.—Why not try inte.rvo 

on the folfage of plants; but they are sold, for household plantlng Privet <fl. g. Smith). - You can plant it “y ourtirnaceT.o 'Turn toui 
at any time now when the weather is open. votir h 

Mistletoe (/*. J.).—You should sow the seed at any stoves, 
time when ripe—say, from February to April, according 
to circumstances. Rut the seeds just under the hark on jj , 

your house is large we would not advise the used & 

* . , . . coiv „ the undersidt of the branch of the Apple-tree on which 
Azalea indica (Church Stretton) - Six choice wigh t0 crow it. or prP8s them on the bark (on the Names 

single scarlet-flowered Azalea indica are : Ste la orange- undcri(ide) a£d protm u^m ,rom birda. Grafting may ''"“VP; ' 
scarlet; Hambeau, crimson; Countess of Beaifort, be cried out in May. Moat failures are due to sowing fresh bloom, 
vermilion ; Eugene Hazel, orange-scarlet Duchess nnri to neglecting to afford protection from =- - 
Adelaide de Nassau, flamed scarlet, I* V ictoire orange- birii‘ whl h aIe very (o,„, o( reeds. Adelaide de Nassau, flamed scarlet; La Victoire, orange- 
scarlet. Six choice single white-flowering varieties are: 
Louise Vervatne, early flowering; Princess Alice, pure 
white; Konigen der Weissen, alabaster-white; Mile. 
Marie Planchon, very large flower ; Mile. Marie Lcfebvre, 
pure white; Mine. Hermann Seidel, very large and 
handsome. 

ge~ birds, which are very fond of the reeds. 

ure Transplanting Jasmlnum nudiflorum 
He. (Ben).—Given good open weather, the sooner your 
re. Jasmine is transplanted the better, though in the event 

. Hermann Seidel, very large and of frost you must wait till it is all completely cleared 
awav. When transplanting, the very strong shoots may 

lining (Priori—We presume your jp.Hwrtwed. but jo.not cut the riant hack toolhad. 

stage and getting but little water. Leave them thus ihe All carefully handpicked, new. and E. 

SWEET PEAS. 
Aberystwyth, March 9th. 1902: “ Mrs. E P. has izir nr 

FIRST PRIZE with your Sweet Peas at the Abeqvrr- 
Sliow against great competi. ion. Mrs. E. P. alw tot. FIE.-T 
PRIZE for liest Garden Bouquet with your Sweet P-u 

a-1 niiruble eebtin^ to the winter 

‘growing plant, and we think 
stage and getting but little water. Leave them thus tor™ ™ admirable String to the winter All carefully handpicked, new. and Eoghdi from 
until early in March, when they may be pruned hard back, JaBmfnei but it is a slow-growing plant, and we think TUC UnDT 0(1 'S 5lPFP.IAI I HW (1FFFR' 
and after standing a few days to heal be placed in atem- that ’tably thl. Kirc Thorn (Crari.-gus Pvracantha) IHt llUnl. bU. O OrCUIAL LUlf Urrtll. 
perature of 55deg». Here, with an.owtah5''*rh**J would suit your purpose best. The bright red berries of BEST AMD CHEAPEST IN THE TRADL 

deJri.freRma^t^^|lightfi°increasedh^^Thev mavbe Dotted lhis Thorn ,orln “ ,"‘a"ti,ul a"lu,nn and "inter feature. p,lnhase by weight just what yon require moisture maj be slight l\ increased. They m»> be potted anr| alTorrl a marked change from the golden flowers of more economical than collections of so many nefc 

0n»q»bn ^hl h« m,w nmfCIk the Ja«mine. Cotoneaster microphylla is naturally of a gj,T Carriage paid on orders of fa. w^arii 
until the roots have begun to run freely. r,„P,,in.r or snreading habit of growth, and needs to Ik- aJ ^ .... a* ^ 

red berries of 

until the roots nave Degun 10 run ireeiy. creeping or spreading habit of growth, and needs to lie 
Potting Liliums (Flora).—Pot the bulbs as soon as secured to the wall or fence that it is intended to clothe, 

you can get them. Drain the pots well, and about three The Penzance Sweet Briers in the position named cannot 

3d. per ounce; 2d. per half-ounce. 

Alico Eckford. cream A 

pirts fill them with a mixture of light fibrous loam, peat, (an to please, 
well-rotted manure, leaf-mould, and some coarse sand. 
Cover the bulbs with 3 inches of soil, which should be 
(airly moist, as no water must be given after potting. Table A] 

il to please. Aurora, orange-salmon 
FRUIT. Blanche Burpee, pm 

Table Apples (Chnreh Stretton)-Si\ best \arieties BtHroaCrn, deep maroon 

Mikado, oraugeetree 
Mias B.Ferry.n-ii>. • 
Lady M. Currie. 

Now ConateM. fa- 
euder 

Oriental. orangeataM 
Primrose. laleytlw 
Princess Beatrice. «• 

Place the pots on a hard ash bottom, and cover with a table Apples, to grow as espaliers, 800 feet above sea Butterfly’"biteAlavender Oriel 
good thickness of leaf-mould or Cocoa-fibre. When the level, are Kerry Pippin, Bed Ingestne, Cox s Pomona, ctss. Aberdeen, white A Prim 
plants have made about an inch of growth remove them King ol the Pippins, Adam s Pearmain, Court 1 endu I lat. pink . plants have made about an inch of growth remove them n>«g 01 tne 1 ippins, auni » 1 wiram, court ■ enuu 1 iat. nlr,k 
to a sunny greenhouse, and water sparingly for a time. Vine resting (B.)—In asking how long a Yine Ctss. Radnor, mamc a 

Mossy wall ln house (A.k-ff your Cucumber should be allowed to rest, you ask a question that has Chancellor, orange pink 
house is now empty, you can burn in it, when close shut considerable interest. We know, for instance, of houses Crown Jewel, rose ami 
up, sulphur dusted freelv over red-hot cinders, but the of Grapes kept hanging until March, the gloss being 
moment it is laid on the fire you must get outside. If the covered by sheets to exclude the sun's rays, and new Dorothy Tennant, rosy 
house be close shut for twelve hours, everything living in growth has began ere the entire crop has been cut. It is mjure 
it, vegetable or insect, should be killed. Or you may hard to understand where the rest comes in there. If you Duke Of Y°rk, pi"k . 
apply whitewash made with water in which Boft-soap and have tender plants in your greenhouse you must keep up E. Ecktora, mse. -inpcu 
soda have been liberally mixed. The whitewash should, a temperature of from If, degs. to 50 degs. of warmth. If E. Uenaerson, 

however, be dabbed on whilst boiling hot, if possible. We you have none, then throw open the house when the 
fear, however, that the wall has not had any damp course weather is open, just closing it in very hard weather, 
of slate put into it, and that if you kill the Moss for a Fire up a little at night early in March, and then start the 
time, it will soon grow again. Vine generally. 

Tulips (A. R\-The cause of tbc flower-stems of Mildewed Grapes (K>-If your vinery is heated 

Hon. F. Bouverle. corsl- 

Inviuclblo Blue, blue 
Invincible Scarlet, scar¬ 

let 

bringing them along more gently all would ha-e been brickwork witn me mixture kept wen surrea; men, so Mald of Honour, blue. M.-:jor .M.PJeJ-s- 
well with them. If you require Tulips at this time of ?00n M d?De- »hut UP the house close for twenty-four white ground Is. 4d.: 1 ll. -P*-W- 
vear. select only the very earliest flowering or forcing hours. Also prune tour 'me hard back to good buds Mars.flervenmson 
varieties another season, such as the Due van Thol varie- near,lhe main, 8l:cm8 • "cn *‘e'1 'vash the steins with Kor fuU description of above, and all the best nmO* * 
lies and others. Wouverman is a splendid sort, and is a soft-soap solotion, and whilst damp dust toe wood our Guide, 
what may be termed a mkfaeason flower, and not suited thickly with sulphur. Well lime-white all the brickwork, CUCUMBER.-The Hort. Co.'B “ Champion » 
(or hard forcing. thoroughly clean ^^. ^. .f l^ible. pmnt wood^ thcfl.jgU^ltivwiom^^Pkt^fa..^ r[f_ 

his haii'lsome variety is unequalled for exhibitioner'-*!* 
id size, fiiui flesh, splendid colour, and abundant 'Wf1, 

or hard forcing. 

Cineraria leaves. Insects In (M. K. B.\—Your 
work. Have all the trimmings burnt. Next spring and 

September, and the subsequent- treatment so far as stai 
appears correct. But there is a muyiTnftire definite eai 

Digitized 
is a inuoiTuftre definite cat 

i by CjOOg 

<!an mulch inside bonier if you like to help feed the.roots, | 
but a tfood mulch will do more »,rocd after the l^^hulmej untl 
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NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 
Names of plants.—IF. A. Bins.—1, Crpripafe 
llosum; 2, Flower too shrivelled up; please «nd 

and Red Riding Hood. i»- 
and white 

rosy Royal Rose, rosejri 
Salopian, inulbem-roi 
Stella Morsoc rr»a,,-iii 

ped edge 
hite. Triumph. <iaiW«u . 

Now lAmorlcan Seed- 
-orsl- linKS, miied. 1 or. « 

1 oz., 4d. 
Je Cupid varieties, niud.pk’* Cupidvanetics, nui« p‘- 

3d.; J oz., 4ii; 1 oz. w 
TUc Hort. Co.'® Clun- 

pion liixtnre $ & 
newest unefl;’*- 
ing varieties only* •' 
. iully n*oommrI>ieL ! 1 ; 
2*1.: lo/-,3d.;4i»r :»- 

Is. 4d.: HN .f2r.eJ- 

Uinerana leaves, insects m KM. E.n.y—iour nimmer should mildew appear, heat pipes, and wash This handsome variety is unequalled for’exhibitione 
Cineraria leaves have been atUcked by the Marguerite with BUiphur-wash, an advised. This is .-leaner and! ^ood *iz*\ flmi HeRh. splendid colour, and RbuiKUot W 
Daisy-fly, which burrows in the leaves of these Daisies, more efflcadous than dusting the Gra,«;8 and leaves with 1‘kta. 6-t :u.d is. tu IWOC mr 
Cmerariaa, and other composite plants, and feeds on the su|phur other GOOD THINGS our 
inner surface. When many leaves are attacked in this Vine dressing (d.).-l nless it be a matter ol great 1903-NEW, ENLARCED, IILUSTRATEO-1903 
w-ay the plants are not only rendered ouiightly, but they neccwity do not think of starting your Vines into growth pmnr Tn TJC n.nnCIJ 0. P RFF MHflUSE. 
also suner in health. The best way of destroying this unUl February. If von do so now.vou will have thegrowth, I GUIDb uAnUtrl OL unttHHUU 
pest is to cut off the infested leaves and bum them or, if ]eave9_ anci bunches developing in the dullest of weather. The most valuable, up-to-date, and ecouoofciw’ 
the attack has only just commenced, to pinch the leaves all(1 tbat wju cause them to be weaker than if started published. Abounds with useful information, cuh™^- 
where the grubs are. Synnging with an insecticide Iui|y a month later, as the days wril then be lengthening lions, valuable hints, and ensures suec<® by trMb+g - 
avalis little, as this would not reach the grubs but if and the sun will be getting power. Gistaurst-cbmpound purchase c^erjthmg of the very 
done at the rght time !t might probably prevent the flies is a capital dressing for Vine-rods, but we advise adding J>ir^^nUe ’tTeatiW^ 
laying their eggs. to it some clay and paraffin paste. Failing that, put 2 lb. 2en,tmen s gaXn.. amiteurs. ,-ic . an-1 iwlod.'' *2 

Arum Lily decaying (A Reader, Yarmouth)— of dry clay soil, free from stone, into a pan, add to it ”f [he n0^, varieties of Dahlias, Roses- 
We can only surmise that the atem has been in some way i pint of paraffin, and make the soil absorb it. Then add Fuchsias. Pelargoniums. Geraniums. Viou5- 
injured in its early days, and the present decay is the 2 lb. or so of Oishurst-compound and some warm water, etc. £dT Gratis Kid Post Free, o* 
natural outcome of the developing growth. Hadyousent and well mix the whole, painting the Vine-rods well with unnTinill TIIMI Pfl 
us a plant we could probably have arrived at something a half-worn paint-brush, but not dressing the eyves or j Hr H|1K I 11,111 I UKAL UUii 
more definite. It was quite correct to pot it in buds; wash thesecarc-fullyirilh soapy-water only. You 1 11 *■ « ■*'*'*■ • » ’... 
September, and the subsequent treatment so far as stated can mulch inside border if you like to help feed the.roots, I _ (Late of PUC Afll F-HIII MF CHESHInti 
appears correct. But there is a iiiuyfTnfcre definite oaule but a good mulch will do more good after the Gr.u'cS iiften 1-cveiHihulme.J UnuHULL liUlim-i 
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Al*ir«Mneria». growing 
Anemone jnpoiiiru 

Quwii (’harlot le .. 
Apple.*, the larger 
Apple tree* t rained .. 

A-p*iJtfit*. 
A» i-i«li:vfrun with ihort 

leaf xlrtlka 
bulk, covering a ftteep.. 
Ke^trool failing.. 
Birds . 
Holies, hurieti rattle .. 
Horde lit, hiTltarcotnt .. 
Bonleni, plumy town ,. 
Bougainvillea glabra .. 
Broccoli. Green Cope .. 
Celery running to need 
Chrysanthemum* 
Chrysanthemums, ama¬ 

teur*’ . 
Chrysanthemum* rlu**i- 

fled . 

| Chrysanthemums on 
single stems in 6-inch 
or 7-inch pot a .. 

Chrysanthemums, Pom rjtifl . 
rysanI.hem unis 

when to insert cult ings 
for a first " crown ’• 

1 hiul select ion .. 
ClimBers, fad-growing, 

for Open palisade 
I Coltsfoot in garden 
Conservatory 
Creeper* for house 
Dahlias, (.'act us .. 
Desfontnnea, axu|)poAe«l 
Kchinacea purpurea 

fsyn. KudU'ckiu pur¬ 
purea) and its varie¬ 
ties .. .. 

Erica mediterranea hy. 
hrida . 

-*♦ «&xicr i t 
'rrc :b At tj 
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VEGETABLES. 

EARLY PEAS. 

It is the ambition of every owner of a garden 
to have Peas ready for gathering us early in 

tho season os position and climatic conditions 
will allow, and to achieve which it is necessary 
to sow tho seed during the present month. 
The weather, unfortunately for those who 
cannot raise the seed under a frame or cold- 
pit, will not always allow of the seed being 
sown outdoors during January, and the only 
thing is to wait till a favourable opportunity 
presents itself, and then sow without further 
delay. On tho other hand, if a pit, frame, or a 
Peach-house or vinery that is resting is at 
command, then the seed can at once bo sown. 
This may be done in various ways, either in 
pots and boxes or on turves, tho first and lost 
methods being preferred by me. Five and 
II inch pots are suitablo sizes in which to sow 
Peas. Boxes should not bo more than 0 inches 
in width and ubout 2 feet in length, and made 
so that one if not both ends can be detached, 
to allow of tho plants with tho moss of soil 
about tho roots being easily slid out into the 
drills when planting time arrives. Turves 
must !>e cut specially for Pea sowing, and 
should be of a uniform thickness of not less 
tliau a inches, 1 foot in width, ami 3 feet in 
length. Three drills, one down the centre 
and one near to the outsides of each turf, 
should lie scooped out to the depth of 2 inches 
with a trowel. In these drills tne seed should 
l>e sown thinly and covered with a light, rich 
compost. For pots and boxes tho latter 
should consist of two-thirds loam, and the 
remainder equal parts leaf-mould and spent 
.Mushroom-dung. Five sound scods will bo an 
ample quantity to sow in each pot, and, with 
regard to the boxes and tun es, sow them also 
in much tho sumo proportion. If tho compost 
is moist, water will not ho required for some 
few days, and tho position tho pots, boxes, or 
turves aro placed in, so long as it is quite cool, 
will not signify much until germination takes 
place, after which they must nave all tho light 
and air available to ensuro dwarf sturdy growth. 
As soon os the plunts need support, place 
pieces of partially worn-out Birch brooms round 
the pots, and on either side of tho drills, as tho 
case inny bo, and this should sutlico if they aro 
given quito cool treatment, and afforded plenty 
of air on every favourable occasion until tlioy 
aic planted out. When sowing on turves is 
adopted, it should he remembered that each 
turf at planting time is cut up und divided into 
three strips, each having u row of Pea plants in 
it One turf will, therefore, furnish enough 
Peas to plant a row 3 yards long, and this 
should be taken into consideration when calcu¬ 
lating the number of turves required. The 
outdoor sowing ought to he done in the warmest 
spot in the garden, such as a raised border 
facing due south, covering the seed with some 
fine, dry soil if the staple is at all heavy or 
adhesive. As regards tho distance apart at 
which the drills should lie, this will be governed 
by the height of tho variety /selected, and 

INDHX. 

Epipiiylluma, growing.. 
Fern, Maitien - hair, 

fronila of 
Ferns unit hulls* in 
boskets. 

Fruil . 
Fruit tyunlen 
Fin-hums. 
(.anion diary, extracts 

from a. 
Harden edgings .. 
Garden in Cheshire .. 
Carden |ie»ts and friends 
Carden work 
(.round, frame ,. ,. 
Holly, im-reating (lie .. 
Indoor plants .. .. 
Uw und custom.. 
Leaf curl. 
Lillum Hamoni.. 
I.da-lias, herbaceous .. 
Marauta Warroewiczii.. 

Mistletoe, propagating 
the . 

Mutisla, the 
Nut -bushes, pruning .. 
Oleanders. 
Onions, gtual keeping .. 
Cslrowskya 11111,'tiilirit.. 
Outdoor ganlen .. 
Outdoor plan's .. 
I'uimx Victoria- .. 
Pear-tree slug .. 
Pears from 1 -ns It r. wall 

tree* . 
Pearson Apple stocks,. 
Peas, early ., 
Peas, six g oil market.. 
Peas. Sweet, 
Pellionia pul,lira 
Pepper Bush (Clelltru 

alnlfoUa), lltu Hweet 
Phloxes, porenn'ol .. 
Plants and flow ers .. 

Plants, I wilding. In 
winter.622 

Plants for IteJft ., .. t‘,27 
Plants tor eon! house .. 622 
Potato Onions, plant¬ 

ing .628 
Primula Sh-boldi .. 622 
Proiiagatiog house .. 625 
Pyrethrums, single .. 620 
KaspU-rnex, manuring 625 
Kose W. A. Richardson, 
pruning.621 

Itoses .621 
Roses for I-ort-h Irellis 621 
Roses for sheltered 

garden .. . .. 621 
Itoscs. newly - planted, 

liquid-manure for .. 621 
Roses, pruning newly. 
planted.621 

Roses, standard, dying 
at lop.627 

Roses, pruning standard 
Roses, standard, upon 

lawn . 
Hrilla tiiarilima .. 
Seed sowing 
Heeds, sat ing 
Hhntlis for sandy soil ,. 
Hwatnsonia galeglfolia 

alba . 
Tree-trunk, decay of ., 
Trees and shmlst 
Ugly comer* 
Vegetable garden 
Veget aides ., 
Vegetables, supplying 

family with ,. ,, 
Vinery, late 
Week s work, the com¬ 

ing . 
Window gardening 
Yew hedges, how to im¬ 

prove faulty • • .. 

thorn or not. In tho lattor cane lot tho Pons a sunny border, and thinned out to 3 inches 
stand 0 feet asunder, und then two rows of ourly apart, to be transplanted next spring. Con- 
Potatoes may be planted between, or the Dover’s Colossal is as good as any, anti is still 
ground can be utilised for oarly Spinach, largely grown. East Devon. 

Lettuces, Shorthorn Carrots, Early Com and - 
Milan Turnips, etc. If the plot is to bo devoted non,.ro 
to Poas alone, allow very dwarf sorts, such as NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Harbinger, 18 inches between tho rows, and the Green Gape Broccoli (p. 507).— I have 
taller ones from .1 feet to 4 feet. A. W. grown this for many years, and shall again 
_ this. I always get my seed from Italy, then 

> np adarittq you can rely on it being true. I find on many 
AO A a ■ a. plants you can get side Broccoli heads, only 

Where home grown crowns are extensively smaller than the centre one. In my opinion 
forced, tho gardener must annually sow as well the flavour is much more delicious than in the 
os plant a quarter to meet the demand, and as ordinary English Broccoli. The leaves are of 
tho preparation of tho ground is moro than dark blue tint, the flower tho same, differing 
half the battle, no pains should be spared to jn this respect from any other kind. From 
get this in good heart by the time planting ROwn in early part of March I cut ut 
time comes round. This choice vegetable Michaelmas. Tho (lower should not remain 
requires an open, sunny spot having a dry sub- till frost. Being a tender kind it is of little 
soil, artificially so, if not naturally, as, if much use afterwards. The Italian name is Yiolette 
water is allowed to settle about the root* de Navidad.— E. Yokes, King*tcorthy. 

during tho rosting period, many of the said Supplylnft family with vegetables.-Would 
roots die away, and tho result is, little or no it he poaaible, in a kitchen garden of 1 acre, to grow 
Gross of any value. Asparagus will grow in enough Poutoes-u well as other vegeUblee-to supply 
almost any soil, but that which suits it best is -1^ ntucj 
good loam, not too retentive, with abundance «ed ioit»u> rod? I ant told that Duke of York and 
of farmvord or stable-manure well incorporated Myati'a Aahleaf do well here, and think of getting 
with it, and the ground trenched from 2 feet to > j' to Dau- and The Crofter at. well. Do you iblnk that 
ea f i i*. % . f they would do well on thin noil, which in muatly of a light. 
.{ feet deep, working in a good percentage of lo#niy ,IK(lire, or will you recommend others instead r 
manure at the bottom, and again at IS inches What proportion should I have of early and late kinds •— 
from the surface. If artificial druinage is neces- Ut-i'it Lias. 

sary, place at the bottom of each trench 6 inches | No exact answer can lie given to the question 
of garden refuse, such ns Broccoli and Cabbage- as to whether a family of live persons can get a 
stumps, fruit-troo prunings, etc., and, over supply of vegetables all the year round from 
this, a good layer of long, strawy litter half an acre of ground. So much will de|>end 
before returning the soil. Where the soil is on tho fertility of the soil, the way cropped 
stiff, it should ho ridged so that frost and wind and cultivated, the nature of the season, and 
may pulverise the same by tho time it is neces- the vegetable requirements of tho people. But, 
sary to work it down. all the same, we think that such an area of 

Planting is best done towards tho end of ground should suffice for the purpose, because 
March or early in April just, as growth is if well trenched nnd manured, then kept freely 
getting nctivo, setting out the plants 1 foot cropped, tho produce of half an acre of ground 
a|»art in rows running north nnd south 2 feet can bo considerable. Potatoes, to have a 
asunder, taking tho precaution that tho roots supply nil the year, or nearly so, should occupy 
are not. allowed to got dried up while tho work fully ono third of tho ground, or sny at least 
proceeds, and that no injury is done to root or 30 out of tho SO rods. If you could obtain so 
growth when lifting, which must ho performed moderate a crop as an average of two bushels 
with a fivo-pronged fork. Drills 4 inches to of good tubers por rod, that would moan 
6 inches deep should bo got out for tho plants, do bushels—a large quantity. But to obtain 
making the side nearest the line per|>ondicular, such a crop you must grow but few of the early 
to rost the crown of the plant against, and Ashlcnf section. If you plant of those Duke 

ASPARAGUS. 

Whether the l{^rfcped0^ve ii 

evenly spreading out the roots, koeping .the of York and Myntt's Ashloaf, you would need 
crown 2 inches or 3 inches below the surface, 1J |>ecks of tul>cr8 j»r rod, and if large ones bo 
and making the soil firm about the roots with planted, then fully 2 pecks per rod. These 
tho foot as tho work proceeds, finally raking plant in rows at 2 feet apart: also plant two 
over the surface und cleaning up the alloys, rods with Beauty of Hebron or Early Puritan, 
One or two-year-old crowns are the tost for both early and heavier croppers ; then six 
planting a permanent tod, and no produce rods with Windsor Castle, anti tho remainder 
should lx) taken from them until they have with the Crofter and Up-to Date, as you sug 
finished two seasons' growth, neither must they gest. TheRO lost should to in rows fully 
to lifted for forcing under that time. 5) inches apart. Your soil ought to grow good 

Sowing the seed. — This may he done Potatoes, the varieties named dome well, 
towards the end of February if the soil is in The rest of the ground you would have to 
working condition, ami where there is plenty apportion between Peas, Broad, Dwarf 
of ground at command it may to sown direct and Runner Beans; various roots, suclt as 
into the permanent bed, dibbling in three or Carrots, Parsnips, Beet, Onions, Leeks: also 
four seeds together 1 foot apart, retaining the Cauliflowers, Broccoli, Cabbages, Winter 
strongest seedlings as soon as the little plants Greens of diverse descriptions, Rhubarb, Sea- 
enn be laid hold of for thinning. Tho rows kale, Asparagus, Herbs, Marrows, Tomatoes, 
should to 2 feet apart as for planting. Thef Nwpg judgment in the quantities 
IsLfft may also to sown in drills 1 foot apart on sown or planted. In all these matters a study 
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of the columns of UaRdknixm Illustrated, 

under the head weekly of “Garden Work," 
should render you valuable help in the crop 

P'ng] __ 

TREE8 AND 8HRUBS. 

THE SWEET PEPPER BUSH (CLETHRA 

ALNIFOLIA). 

Tuts North AmerioAii plant, intro<luced to 
British gardens in 1731, although a very orna¬ 
mental, perfectly hardy', and free-growing 
shrub, reaching a height of from 3 feet to 5 feet, 
is rarely seen unless in choice collections in our 
large nurseries and botanic gardens. The 
flowers, which are white and oppressively fra¬ 
grant, are produced in short racemes at the tips 

plant the garden almost entirely with trees and shrubs''— 
!*ERFLEXEl>. 

[Many flowering bhrals and trees do well on HAtidy noil, 
tetter than in heavy soils. The Scotch Kir and Bines also 
do well, with the exception of the Spruce, which requires 
a damp soil.) 

A supposed Desfontainea. — I am 
greatly pleased that your correspondent 
“ W. T." has taken up the question of my 
friend's supposed “Desfontainea.” I think 
there can be no doubt that “ W. T.’s ” explana¬ 
tion is the right one, and that the shrub is an 
Osmanlhus. What he says tallies in every 
point with what I saw myself in the church¬ 
yard at East Budleigh,2 miles inland. I shall 
not be there for some time, but shall be pleased 
to send a spring shoot from the shrub later on, 
when I daresay “ W.,T." will not have for¬ 
gotten tho_incident. “ Desfontainea spinosa ” 

The Sweet Pepper Bush (Clethra alnifolia). From a photograph by G. A. Champion. 

of the branches early in September. It is a 
moisture-loving plant, and should therefore be 
grown in a damp spot in the bog garden. It 
will also succeed fairly well in rather damp 
loam, to which a small quantity of leaf-mould 
has been added, and given a sheltered position. 
Pruning is important; indeed, to grow this 
Clethra well, it should be cut hard back at 
stated intervals. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Propagating the Mistletoe.—In answer to 
“J. C. Usher," page 001, .lanuary 17th, I have large 
quantities of Mistletoe (jrowini; on Apple and Thorn trees. 
The berries will be ripe in .March or April. 1 shall be able 
to supply any quantity of berries for propagating.— 
Thomas Tetley, Postmaster, Rocester, Staff*. 

Shrubs for sandy soli —I have purchased a plot 
of land on a hill, part of which is a sand-pit, and, in 
fact, the ground is nearly all sand. Would you kindly 
advise me through the medium of yourgaper what tr 
and shrubs will do well in such sandjfswl, as I wish 

Digitized by 

does flourish here. I have seen a large and 
beautiful shrub of it in flower on a friend’s 
lawn, and not near the sea—perhaps half a 
mile from it.—M. A. H., R. SaiterlOH, Devon. 

Decay of tree-trunk.—1 should value your opinion 
on following: 1, Best method of arresting trunk decay in 
forest trees, fruit-trees ' I have a handsome I.irlodendron 
tulipiferum which is holed by decay, result of branches 
having been cut off, and water lodging in apertures eo 
created, i, A Prunua insignia had leader recently broken 
off, and ite gum persistently exudes. Can tar, paint, or 
anything he applied to effectually correct exudation?— 
Inquiry. 

[We remember, when visiting Bicton, Dovon 
shire, a few years since, seeing in the Arbore¬ 
tum several of the Conifers whose branches had 
t>een broken or cut off. The wounds, after 
being smoothed over with a plane or chisel, 
were painted over with Stockholm tar, care 
being taken that it did not come into contact 
with the bark. If these wounds are examined 
once or twice a year it will be noted hoy, 

bark all around the cut surface endeavours to 

heal the wound. The Stockholm tar, to r. 
reat extent, protects the wood from funk: 

ecay, and also prevents the water or anv 
fungus settling there. We also noted that in 

some bad cases the wounds had been 6Ued up 

with cement first—notably an old Cratsgus, 
where a large branch had well nigh split the 

stem of the tree right down the centre, and jet 

the tree looks the picture of health, and is full 

of flower every summer. Fruit-trees having 
very large branches broken off may be treated 
in like manner. In the case of the Finns 

insignis, endeavour to train up a new leader by 
placing a stout stake to the main trank, but 
making sure it does uot cut the hark by pLiciug 
between the tree and stake stout pieces of 
canvas or gutta-percha, and then, if the tree 

is not too old or tne branches too stiff or brittle, 
trently pull in the nearest branch on the top. 

We have known this to be successful in sever-! 
cases.] 

Erica mediterranea hybrida.-Tl.i- 
eomparati vely new yet most delightful hardy 
Heath, ushers in the New Y ear with itsmas-^ 
of rosy-purple blossoms, and till they expand 
again about Christmas next, there is little if 
any time without some members of the Heath 
family contributing to the floral display ont-of 
doors. Following on the just-named forms 
come the pretty little Erica carnea or herbs 
cea, and its white variety (alba). Long before 
these are over we have the typical Eria 
mediterranea, with the larger-growing End 
codonodes, or lusitanica as it is often calls!. 
The St. Dalxec’s Heath (Dab-ecia poll loin, 
unfolds the first of its urn-shaped rosy-purple 
blossoms by the month of May, and maiattin- 
a succession till the autumn. The white varitiy 
is equally free-flowering. After this comes the 
Grey Heath (Erica cinerea), with ite nun 
varieties, usually at their best about mid 
summer, while the latter part of August sue 
the early autumn see the greatest glut of all. 
there being the Ling, or Heather (Eria 
vulgaris), with its varieties innumer&ble- 
Erica ciliaris, Erica tetralix. Erica vagans. aai 
Erica muttiflora. Considering the great beaaij 
of tho Heath family and tno foot that tkt 

members of it will succeed in many place- 
unsuitable for most shrubs, it is surprising that 
we do not see them more generally planted 
—X. 

How to improve faulty Yew 
hedges.—It frequently happens that Yen- 
when planted to form ornamental hedges wild 
do not give such satisfaction hereafter as tie; 
should do, through the bushes failing to dll 
up and forming a perfect screen from the bite 
upwards. This invariably arises from want oi 
careful selection of the bushes at planting 
time, for if they are well furnished will' 
branches, as they should be down to the groond 

line, the objection mentioned cannot occur, 
and the hedge will not present a gappy appear 
ance, such as it does when unsuitable plant, 
are used. By the latter is meant drawn or 
attenuated bushes which have got into this 

condition through being too crowded in the 
nursery lines, and as a natural sequence ba't 
last a goodly portion of their lowenno-t 
branches. Such are most unsuitable for hedge 

planting, and if used, no matter how good the 

soil ana situation may be, it takes years to 
remedy tlie defects. Where hedges have w 
found with bushes of this description, the only 

way out of the difficulty is to grapple with it 
as soon as the growths are of sufficient length 

to allow of their being manipulated and drawn 
to where required to fill up the vacancies 
The most convenient branches should, w 1 
matter of course, be utilised, securing the® 

with tarred twine to short stakes driven hrml.v 

into the ground. The hedge should be «* 
me need with at one end and gone thorough!) 
through, first on one side and then on the other, 

throughout its entire length, and if the branches 
are secured in the manner indicated, they *“ 
become set by the time the twine and stake-- 
decay and not move out of position again, n 
this is carefully and methodically earned on 
the hedge will in time present an unbroken 
surface or face, but, of course, it is much belter 
to employ well furnished examples at the ou • 

set, and obviate the necessity for resorting 
the training and tying of branches to hide up 

inequalities.—A. W. 
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PLANT8 AND^ FLOWER8. 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

ECHINACEA PURPUREA (SYN. RUD 
BECK IA PURPUREA) AND ITS VARIE¬ 

TIES. 

This is a native of Louisiana, and has been 
known since 1799. From seed several interest¬ 

take is made is that so many of us want bloom , 
aa long as possible, and when plants are spent 
out wo begin to think of seed. Seed harvested j 
under such conditions is seldom, if ever, satis- ] 
factory, and if one is desirous of saving one's 
own seed, then particular plants should lie 
reserved for the purpose. I think, however, 
for a moderate-sized garden it is best to procure 
a fresh supply overy year from a good source. 
My experience is that it is cheapest in the end. I 

Rudlieckia (Echinacea) purpurea. 

ing forms of this plant have been obtained, 
these offering some variety in colour, and, in 
fact, a sensible improvement on the type. 
Even prior to these very distinct gains the 
two following forms were known—viz.. E. p. 
intermedia, with flowers moro displayed, 
rounder and more tufted than those of the 
type; and E. p. serotina, a rough-stemmed 
form with narrow florets. Of the new varie¬ 
ties, we give special mention to the two 
following : 

E. p. rosea e 1.EOANS, a hardy kind, bearing 

many blooms of a handsome light rose colour, 
the florets sometimes edged with yellow, and 

E. v. atro-purpurea, with flowers deep red- 
purple iu colour. We think that as the result 
of hybridisation and intelligent selection other 
variations will shortly make their appearance. 

Like all Rudbeckias, this plant requires, in 
order to thrive, a good, deep, and well-drained 
soil, and not too much exposure to the sun. It 
is useful for borders to shrubberies, and looks 
well also in isolated tufts of three plants on the 
lawn, or it can bo grown in the kitchen gardon 
for cutting. As a cut flower it is a welcome 
addition to the plants, of which there are still 
too few available for this purpose. It is 
increased by division in autumn, or preferably 
in spring, and from seed. Sow the seed as early 
as May in heated frames if flowers the same 
year are desired, or in June, and preferably in 
cool-houses, and then transplant to the nursery’ 
for planting out in the autumn, or rather in the 
spring. This species is naturally variable, and 
among seedling plants of it there is much 
diversity of colour, varying from rose to purple. 
One may, therefore, expect to see varieties of 
this handsome plant occurring naturally. 

Jules Rudolph (Rente Horttcofe). 

ANEMONE JAPONICA QUEEN 

CHARLOTTE. 

For many years the forms of Anemone japonica 
wero three, and gavo no sign of any increase in 
their numbers. Within the last few years, 
however, the three old kinds, the rod, white, 
and pink, have been materially augmented, 
and in the pink and white forms more particu¬ 
larly. It is with the former of these two colours 
that we are now concerned—viz., the 
pink, which is distinguished by the 
name given above. Not only is this a 
novelty, it is a decided gain to garden 
plants, and to autumn flowers in par 
ticular. The variety has been before 
the public now for a year or two, and 
like all the forms of this race, the plants 
require to bo fairly established before 
the full value or beauty is seen. It has 
been so with the present kind, which in 
not a few instances attained somewhat 
of its full beauty in the past year. 
Compared with the others of this shade 
of colour, Queen Charlotte surpasses 
them all, the blossoms being much 
larger, the petals moro numerous, and 
moro distinctly oliovate and rounded at 
the mnrgin. The colour is a good rose- fiink shade, the handsome saucer shaped 
ilossoms about 3 inches acro>s. and pro¬ 

duced as freely as in the other kinds. 
The plant is very vigorous in its growth, 
and with liberal treatment will attain 
from 4 feet to C feet high. This worthy 
addition to good garden plants received 
the award of merit from the Royal Hor¬ 
ticultural Society in October last, when 
it was shown in excellent condition. 

E. J. 

like flowers, is indeed an attractive plant, 
and having, like the Gloriosu, a prehensile 
tendril to every leaf, it climbs with great 
facility. My old friend and former neighbour, 
Anderson Henry, of Clematis fame, had it 
growing over the front of his house for years, 
and the seeds dropped on tho liorder under¬ 
neath and vegetated freely. Ho gave me 
seedlings to train round my dining-room win¬ 
dow. I should think there could not be much 

difficulty in procuring seeds from 
Peru or other parts of South America. 
I well remember Mr. Heniy speaking 
of some florist friend going to the 
Andes and remarking, “ Yes, he is 
off to tho land of the Mutisia.” 
Perhaps some of your readers may 
be able to inform me how seeds of 
this pretty climber can be obtained ? 
I once saw near Edinburgh quite a 
square yard of a house wall a mass of 
these flowers.—A. B. Herbert, J for- 
rfea, Surrey. 

CARDEN EDGINGS. 
I am not an admirer of flowering 
plants as edgings for garden paths 
could we but find some hardy ever¬ 
green plants that in blooming did so 
for a long season, and in so doing 
did not leave behind unsightly dead 
flowers and stems. A Box edging 
is decried because it always needs 
clipping once a year; but where is 
tho flowering plant that does not 
neod to have its dead flower stems 
cut over once at least in the year? 
The complaint that Box edgings 
harbour vermin is true equally of all 
edging plants, whilst those which 
spread and grow close to the ground 
are worse in that respect than Box 
is. The former are close growing 
and spreading, the latter is narrow, 
neat, and relatively does not offer 
any great amount of cover for slugs 
and similar pests. Of living or plant 
edgings tho three best are turf. Box, 
and Ivy. Turf edgings should be 
proportioned to the width of the paths 

and borders they divide, but should never l*e 
less than 8 inches, so as to enable a narrow 
lawn-mower to be run over them once a week. 
If edged with shears once in two weeks, such 
edgings are neat, neutral, and give little 
trouble. Box edgings should not exceed 
4 inches broad or 5 inches in height, and 
instead of having a flat top, should nave the 
sides bevelled, so that the top forms a some¬ 
what sharp ridge. No edging can well be 

Anemone japonica Queen Charlotte. 

Saving seeds. -Whether after taking The Mutisia.—It has often sur- 
everything into consideration there is very prised me that I never see in any nur- 
much to be gained in saving seeds, and espe- soryman’s catalogue a notice of the Mutisia, neater than is this, and it is not excessively 
cially flower seeds, is a question, I suppose, either as plants or seeds. In the “ English stiff or formal after the summer growth has 
upon which there will always be a differenpe^ Flower Garden ” three species are mentioned, been -made. Ivy should be of any small - 
of opinion. Gathered early, there are some but I Amxflmjiiar only with one, M. decur- leaved, close-growing variety, though none is 
flower seeds one may save': imajAeiw, tlfca, with ’its bright orange, 
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medssome pegging into position during its 
earlier growth to got it well into line, hut 
once growth is good, only an occasional side 
trimming is needed to produce a very pleasing 
edging that should be from 10 inches to 
12 inches wide. 

Of flowering plants, few are better to make 
a neat edging than are the Mossv Sedums, 
such as the green Lydium or the silvery 
glaucum. To have these in good form the soil 
for the edging should be slightly ridged, the 
Sedum lieing in the early spring dibbled into 
the apox in tiny clumps (j inches apart. Very 
soon the clumps extend and touch each other. 
It is then needful only to chop down the 
edges with a spade once a year. Such edgings 
will keep good for three or four years. Next 
come Mossy Saxifragas, although these do not 
always make so even a growth. Then comes 
common Thrift, a charming greon-leaved plant, 
but giving some trouble as the flowers die off, 
and also in damping off, or otherwise disap¬ 
pearing. Common Pinks aro for a long time 
untidy and need edging hard usually twice a 
year. A broad edging of any plants when in 
full bloom is formal, and kills, to a large 
extent, choicer flowers that may be blooming 
in the borders. London Pride gives a fairly 
compact base, but in bloom is very weedy and 
untidy. Aubrietia and Arabia will also make 
fair edgings, both needing some trimming of 
edges and flower stems. Auriculas are far 
from being objectionable edging plants, espe¬ 
cially if the soil for them be slightly elevated. 
The flowers in decay can readily be gathered 
off, and the edges of the plants need little 
trimming. Daisies seldom keep perfect as 
plants frequently die. 

There are other plants more or less suitable. 
It should be a primary consideration with 
garden path edging plants that they be fairly 
enduring, need little attention, maintain a 
good face, and be generally so far neutral that 
they do not kill border flowers with an excess 
of bloom. Of course, to be enduring they 
must bo quite hardy. D. 

GROWING ALSTRCKMERIAS. 
Wn.l.t.hp Witflp rtf llmnxvniil kindly givp mp infnrmstinn 
on the culture of AlstriemeriM? When and where they 
should lie planted—in the open ground or in conservatory? 
—E. J. Sprint. 

[Alstmmerias must have a thoroughly well- 
drained soil to prevent the tuberous roots from 
suffering from an excess of moisture. The best 
placo is n south border, or along the front of a 
wall having a warm aspect, where, if the soil is 
not light and dry, it should be made so. Dig 
out the ground to the depth of 3 feet, and 
spread 6 inches or so of brick rubbish over the 
bottom of the border. Shake over the drainage 
a coating of half-rotten leaves or short littery 
manure to prevent the soil from running 
through the interstices of the bricks ana 
stopping up the drainage. If the natural soil 
be stiff, a portion should be exchanged for an 
equal quantity of leaf-soil, other light vegetable 
mould and a barrow-load of sand should be 
well mixed. The plants should be procured in 
pots, as thoy rarely succeed from divisions, and, 
once planted, should never be interfered with. 
Place them in rows about 18 inches apart, and 
with 1 foot from plant to plant. If planted 
during the winter, they should be placed from 
6 inches to 9 inches deep, so as to keep them 
from front ; and a fow inchoa of Half rotton 
leaves shaken over the soil. Should there be 
any dilhculty in obtaining established plants 
in jiots to start with, seed may be had ; and 
this sow in pots or in beds where the plants 
are to remain. The seeds, being as large as 
Peas, may be sown 2 inches or 3 inches deep ; 
with three or four seeds in a patch. If well 
treuted, they will begin to bloom at a year old, 
and if not disturbed will increase in strength 
and beauty every season. When grown in 
masses in this way they are very beautiful, as 
every stem furnishes a large number of flowers, 
varying much in their colour markings. While 
growing and blooming they should have occa¬ 
sional watering, otherwise they get too dry, 
and ripen off prematurely. A good mulching 
of old Mushroom-dung or of leaf-soil is a great 
assistance while in bloom. When going out of 
flower carefully remove the seed-heads, other 
wise the plants are apt to become exhausted, 
as almost every flower sets. In removing the 
pods do not shorten the stem9^o» reduce the' 

leaves in any way, as all are needed to ripen their flowering stalks cut away in November 
the tubers and form fresh crowns for the follow- and mulched with stable-litter. Moreover, 
ing year. The stems should therefore not be Phloxes are easy to propagate. The best pkii 
cut down but die away naturally. Anyone is by taking cuttings of young shoots, dibbling 
having deep light sandy soil resting on a dry them into pans or a bed of sandy soil. This 
bottom may grow these beautiful flowering may be carried on any time in the summer, and 
plants without preparation ; all that is neces- plants thus procured are much stronger dun 
sary being to pick out a well-sheltered spot, where propagation is effected by division of 
ana to give the surface a slight mulching on roots. If one can spare a frame and make np 
the approach of severe weather. No trouble is a bed of leaf-moula and sandy loam, s nice 
involved in staking and tying, for the stems stock of plants may soon be got together for 
are strong enough to support themselves, Ul-:— f'"—:— - I_ -1- ‘‘ are strong enough to support themselves, blooming the following year. In planting 
unless in very exi*osod situations. They are them out in the garden, one should, if possible, 
quite worth cultivating for cut flowers, as they give them a deep soil enriched with rotted 
last long when cut. The species in cultivation dung, as they pay one well for liberal treat- 

and deep red in colour. ... ... tints being sott, ana harmoBising better wit:; 
Other good kinds are the hardy variable- the furnishing of a room. I have this on tie 

coloured A. versicolor (A. peruviana), and auth0rity of a lady who has had conadeabl* 
St. Martin s-flower (A pulchra), this, however, experience in the floral arrangements of tables 
requiring protection. ] With this view I agree, as however beaafllui 

of Ooltofoot root* running on tho clay. What will be the I1*' 

beet to crop the garden with to make it pay, and get rid in 
of theColtefootf-W. J. C. th 

etc.—W. F. D. 

Digitized by Googl 

Sive them a deep soil enriched with rotted 
uug, os they pay one well for liberal treat- last long when cut. The species in cultivation dung, as they pay one well for liberal treat- 

are :— ment and benefit greatly by a cool bottom, 
A. acrantiaca (A. aurea), a vigorous-grow- especially in a dry season.—Woodbastwick. 

ing Chilian kind, 2 feet to 4 feet high, flower- Sweet Peas.—Questions are often asked 

ing in summer and autumn. The flowers aro as to the best time to sow Sweet Peas, but no 
large, orange-yellow, streaked with red, umbels hard-and-fast rule can be followed, so mucb 
of from ten to fifteen blooms terminating the depending upon the locality and season. A 
stems. ... . person in the south of England can, of course, 

A. chii.ensis.—This is a quite hardy kind commence to sow much earlier than one in the 
from Chili, with many varieties that give a north, but both can bo preparing the ground 
wide range of colours from almost white to deep by digging it over, exposing it to frost, sad 
orange and red. thus making it as light and friable as possible. 

A. eelegrina.—Not so tall or robust as the Further than this, a stack of well-rotted dung 
last; but the flowers are larger, whitish, and should be got together for use prior to sowing, 
beautifully streaked and veined with purple. Last year could not be considered an ideal 
There are several varieties, including a white season for Sweet Peas, as they made in many 
one, which requires protection. When well- places too much growth at the expense of 
grown it is a fine pot plant, compact and blossoms in consequence of the wet. Some of 
crowned with almost pure white flowers. It is mine, sown in March, did not bloom uj 
called the Lily of the Incas. earlier than seed sown in May.—Leahcrst. 

A. psittacina (A. braziliensis). — Grows Single Pyrethrums.—Single Prati 
about 4 feet high, each stem being terminated rum9 are preferable to double ones for unto; 
by an umbel of from seven to nine flowers, decoration, for the simple reason that they in 
smaller than either of the preceding, and green lighter, and more varied in colour, some of tk 

- some of the double sorts may be, they m 
NOTES AND REPLIES. clumsy-looking in comparison with the mgk 

OoltsfooCIn garden.—Will you kindly tell me the f ^s. Most ot us think of growing Pyretfam 
belt way to kill Colutoot in a garden ? The garden is from division, but seldom think 01 UH fc 
many years old, and nothing has been done to it for years, expensive way of propagating from seed. TL- 

may be done iy sowing in a frame in M«h,c: may be done by sowing m & lrame in aump,* 
in beds in the open air in June. Planteniv! 

of the Coltsfootf—W. J. C. " thus will commence to bloom next yttt- 
[The best course would be to trench the Townsman. 

ground and pick out all the roots you can. Herbaceous Lobelias.—Will the writer «f to 
After that keep the plants hoed off severely, valuable and interestlm? not* on herbaceou* LoWBh 

. „ . . ___,_your issue of January 10th, kindly say WMBWW! 
especially the flowers, but in any case chop off if exposed to cold wind when the yon* *«• 
with a hoe every bit that shows. That will are coming up’-Crlta. 

kill it in time. No crop will kill Coltsfoot, as [Herbaceous Lobelias form rosettes of Isstt 
being so early it gets the start of crops. There around the tall stems in the autumn. W)*- 
are no other means of destroying it than we the flowering-stems are cleared away thaktre 
have advised.] of these rosettes, generally of a deep aim* 

Ugly corners.—Many an ugly corner in colour, may be seen lying close to the pwnA 
a garden that for long has been an eyesore, In this condition they remain until the w*nnt-' 
because perhaps the situation is a sunless one weather in the spring, when the shoots ut 
and few plants will grow there, may be thrown up. In the severe winter of 1895, trbe 
changed and made attractive if only one goes for many weeks the ground was frozen haul, 
to work in the right way. Let us take the the little leaves of the Lobelias, which had 
worst view of the case, and imagine no sun- only been divided and replanted two mouths 
shine ever visits the corner in your garden, previously, and were totally unprotected, 
which you have given up in despair: there is shrivelled, lost their colour, and appeal 
yet a remedy. Why not try a hardy fernery ? dead, blooms of Christmas Rose9 in bud uxi 
You may set about it at once, and so get it into half expanded lay proneon the hard earth, ard 
shape for spring, when hardy Ferns can be even the Polypody in the fork of an Elm «s 
planted. In country districts, at all events, brown and withered. When, after msej 
one may often procure limestone or sandstone weary weeksof waiting genial warmth returns, 
ah a ranannahle cost, and these, placed in the Polypody's leaves slowly gathered grew 
desired positions with soil filled in between the stalks of the Christmas Rases stiffens! 
each, will be suitable for planting Ferns, Ivies, stood erect, the buds expanding as if they mu 

not lain in a frozen trance for over two months 

Perennial Phloxe8.—What a beautiful and the leaves of the Lobelias graduid) 
effect herbaceous Phloxes have in a I order of regained their shining crimson, the ptanu 
haidy flowers. When in bloom, too, they flowering grandly in the autumn. This pro * 
remain in good condition for some time, and that herbaceousi Lobelias can withstand set 
when cut they are exceedingly handsome; frost without injury, while the voung sboo^ 
last, but not least, though one does not notice plants that have come through the winter ia 
it referred to very often, they have an agree- the open, unprotected, take no harm iromws 
able odour, a sweetness somewhat resembling coldest of spring winds.] 
the: smell of honey. The earliest of them (P. Showy town borders.—What io ere* 
suHrutieosn) flower in May and June, and are to make a flower border in a town showy is * 
dwarfer than the autumn-blooming sorts (P. problem that many have to face, lu sow 
decussata), which commence to open in July districts to attempt to grow some of our hsn \ 
and August. These latter are, however, the plants is only fraught with expenseanddisap- 
showiest, and, indeed, aro regarded as a pointment, but one can do a gieat dt&l 1 
distinct feature to a garden in autumn. If brighten up a place by showy _aDn^' 
anyone is at a loss to know what to plant for Godetias, Snapdragons, Shirley Poppies, ^ 
back-row subjects for autumn blooming, I nonette, Clarki&s, Coreopsis, Candytufts W? 
would suggest these, as they give little trouble but little and make a good display, sow 
the year though. Clumps in my garden and in the meantime make the 
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light and sweet by turning it over, and, if 
necessary, adding manure. Town gardens 
need not be the poor-looking places often seen 
if only more annuals were sown.—Townsman. 

HERBACEOUS BORDERS. 
For many years hardy perennials were almost 
entirely banished from our gardens, their qu 

^ “* places being taken by tender bedding plants, Pi 
which needed the shelter of glass during the bli 

xiapiua 

at it 

here encroaching over the gravel of the path¬ 
way, here showing a glimpse of the edging j 

stone of the border, with a rigid row of gluzeu 
tiles or the almost equully still bordering line 
of clipped Box. Edgings are best uiado of 
rough country stono, immediately hohind 
which dwarf growing subjects with a spread¬ 
ing habit should bo planted, whon they will 

uickly hide the stones from sight. White 
‘inks ure excellent for this purpose, as their 

blue-green foliage is always pleasing to the 
eve, and when in (lower they are snowy with 

glass duriug the 
ea ogiaihni*,’" wintor’ and made no display in the open until 
f tf* , J™** midsummer was past, after which tune they I blossoms whoso delightful ‘jierfume tills the 

og, u tier a?r P10'1' 04*. ,lt (,ur*f°®s of bright colour, mostly air. Othor good plants lor covering edging 
_ mgoomotrical jjatterns, for some throe months | stones are Iberis, I.onion Pride, lleliantho- 

- lialnm l»mm hm.llv r«mov«l from *k» l-t. mumfl> Arabis, Aubrietia, Aronaria montauu, 
Alyssum saxatilo, Mossy Saxifrages, and low- 

in geometrical patterns, for somo three months 
before being finally removed from the bods. 

‘ J - When things wore at their worst, howovor, a 
sweet Peu-K*. reaction, chiefly owing to tho efforts of the 
M tie best* author of “The English Flower Garden,” set 
'i iailis ruii, in, and little by little the value of beautiful 
*»!i« tpikla:: Hardy plants that required no glass protection 
sooiitkcMMln during tho winter, but when once set in the 
XBactltnririwi **1 increased in loveliness from yoar to year, 
th, bat bock mu nr began to bo recognised. By slow degrees, for 
diggiq; if our, ra* nurserymen, finding that there was no doinnnd 
sad^nuifiiB* f°r perennials had almost coasod to cultivate 
tber 'Autk i 
old be get tonckrire: 
t r«r nuaiire 
a farlMlleitn 
w uondanti 
■haanHik 
»nkM k 

wtkistirotfc 

ingle Ppnirai 
itit [rtBiium 

ntM,kiiiP|l 
ter, mi ww* 
i bias aft, rf 

farnatej & * *_ 

rMnnntMUioW 
1 this vise I ipt 
I of lb km*0*' 

'SSSa 

growing 
back-row plants, and Hollyhocks, where those 
are not troubled with tho disease, have a lino 
effect when grouped, tho single yollow Altha-n 
ticifolia being a pretty s|iocies. Lupines, 
Galogu, Bocconia cordata, Spira a Aruncus and 
S. palmata, Oriental Poppies, and tall Irises, 
with the moro vigorous Sturworts or Michuel- 
mas Daisies and perennial Sunflowers in the 

From a photograph by llrs. Ward, Chambers Court, Tewkesbury. 

and W , 
I'lel' W fcl,e hardy plants resumed their auluinn, are valuable perennials 
hk«a» i position in tho garden, and as they towards the hack of the border. 
d**^*.. increased in favour, their ranks were augmented —'-' - «— ** - - 

for positions 
and bright 

colour may bo obtained by the uso of Cactus 

a ' herbaceous border, or borders, tho supply of 
Ik plants is fully equalled by tho demand. 
»d flK‘r Earl v summer is perhaps the season of the 
ng gT*®''ye*'’ year whon the mixed border attains its great- 

1 691 loveliness, and this is evidently tho time 
that the photograph of tho Worcestershire 
manor-house garden, hero reproducer!, was 

its white and double white varieties, as well as 
the semi-double C. p. Moerheimi and Back¬ 
house's fine new variety, whilo the allied 
Platycodons, P. grandittorum and P. Maries!, 
and their white forms are particularly hand¬ 
some. S. W. F. 

Sweet Peas. These have for some years 
past lmd a greater amount of attention bestowed h»it 

1 . taken. On the right hand n long array of 1 on thorn than any plant that is annually raised 
'0( ’Trf/ Flag Irises in full blossom stretches away into from seed, and the inquiry already for seed for 

the distance, while in tho broad border upon sowing shows no sign of falling off. The 
t*ie °PPosite si<*° of t^10 I»th Delphiniums, number of varieties now enumerated in cata- 

**.s*5',V Irises, and other flowering subjects of various logues is almost bewildering. For specialists 
0 1 !,eif?I|l'S present a charming example of they all have their merits, but for the ordinary 
'S informal grouping. Tho dwarf plants veil- \ amateur with a small garden a good mixture 

ing tho verge of tho path with spreading will produce nearly all the colours imaginable, 
cushions of bloom and foliage show tho and if a good successional stock of these is kept 
proper way of treating the odgos of walks. 1 up throughout the season, with a fow rows or 
Compare this wavoring lino of lowly flowers, clumps of puro white, scarlet, and othor self 

colours, they will produce not only a good 
effect in the garden, hut all that can he desired 
in vases when picked. If not already done, 
seed should bo sown at once, for the plants 
need to get deeply rooted before tho warm 
weather comes on, and to last in bloom for any 
length of time tho soil must bo deeply culti¬ 
vated and well munured. Tho best rows I have 
over had were propared like Celery trenches, by 
taking out the soil one spit wide and two spits 
deep, tilling the bottom with good rotten 
manure, then returning enough soil to nearly 
fill the trench, scattering the seeds rather 
thinly over the surface, and covering so that 
tho top of tho row was a little below the 
ordinury level. Mulching, watering, and 
staking os soon as tho plants aro well above tho 
soil arc tho main points of culture, and the 
flowers look best if some tops with buds and 
leaves are gathered with them. — J. G., Qotport. 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

SEED SOWING. 

At the commencement of the now year no time 
should bo lost in sowing a few choice flower 

seeds. Seeds of a choice strain of 
Gloxinias should bo sown thus 
early; tho young plants thereby 
raised will with good attention 
surpass a stock of old bulbs and 
flower profusely from June on¬ 
wards to tho lato autumn. With 
the splendid selections of these 
beautiful plants now in cultiva¬ 
tion, named varieties are not so 
much in reouest, with the excep¬ 
tion probably of the pure white 
kinds. A |>acket of seed, if divided 
and sown ut intervals of a few 
weeks,|will give an ubundant stock, 
from which selections may ho 
made whilst iu bloom for reten¬ 
tion another season for early 
flowering. The object of sowing at 
two different times is not to guard 
against failure so much as to 
prolong tho season of blooming. 
In sowing extra early there is 
rather moro risk of a good crop 
of seedlings being obtained, hut 
when secured tho gain is obvious. 

A fair amount of bottom-heat is 
a groat assistance early in the 
season for raising these and other 
seeds requiring somewhat similar 
treatment. I have pipes for bot¬ 
tom lieut running through a pro¬ 
pagating pit, overlaid with Cocoa- 
nut-fibre resting on slates. By 
this meanH a genial boat is secured 
averaging from 7~>degs. to85digs. 
For tiicso and all other minute 
kinds of seeds I always profo :• to 
cover tho pot or pan with a u ino 
of gluss, which if cut in tho sh ipe 
of a hexagon will he all the belter 
for round pans. This is m ich 
better than confining the seed-]ian 
in a close pit or frame by which 

a greater amount of atmospheric moist ire 
is precipitated upon tho soil, in some ct sea 
to form a thin film which may oventui lly 
ho productive of a minute form of fung rid 
growth. A soil with a good admixture of 
silver-sand is the best. I prefer it to c in¬ 
sist of sandy loam and leaf-mould in ah mt 
equal parts. A great depth of soil is lot 
beneficial; rather make up well with drains {e, 
leaving a space of about half an inch betw en 
the top of the soil when the seed is sown i nd 
tho glass which covers it. Hardly any wt :er 
will lie needed until the seed lias germina cd 
when covered with glass, a good water Dg 
having been given previous to the seed fce ng 
sown. As soon as it iR seen that tho seeds .re 
germinating, a close watch should he kept t at 
none of tho seedlings are lost by damp ; a li lie 
air admitted during tho day will genen ly 
counteract this. Seeds of tho tuberous roo ed 
Begonias should also he sown early in Janut y, 
and those who intend growing StrepUx ir- 
puses should now sow some of the seed. B th 
of these just named will succeed well in he 
first stages under tho same conditions as 
advised for tho Gloxinias. If Amar) iis 
seed of a choice strain is not yet so' n, 
no tiino ought to ho lost in seeing to 
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it. The compact variety of the common 
Musk is easily raised and comes true from 
seed. If sown early, good plants for bed¬ 
ding out will be had by May. An early 
sowing of the seed of Torenia Foumieri will 
give a useful lot of plants for flowering in Juno, 
even after having had one or two pinehings to 
obtain stocky growth. The stove Periwinkles 
(Vinca alba, V. rosea, and V. oculftta) should 
also Iks sown early to got good plants the same 
year. Seeds of the winter-flowering Begonias 
of tho B. insignia and Knowsloyana type 
should also be sown ns soon as ripe : this will 
not l>e many weeks. The seed-pods in many 
instances will be already of full si/e. As soon 
as the seedlings of these Begonias are safe, the 
older plants may be dispensed with to a great 
extent. J. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Fuchsias.—Those who have old plants of Fuchsias 

should, without further delay, look them up, for now is a 
convenient time to cut them back, bring them into heat, 
and propagate from the new growth whioh will speedily 
result. Cuttings thus taken will soon root if placed in a 
warm pit, and can then be put in boxes or potted ae 
desired. Such plants make capital utock, either for the 
flower borders or conservatory.—I.rahchst. 

Creepers for house.— I have a glasshouse, where a 
little heat is kept. In the centre it was planted with 
Ferns, which do well. There are six supports holding the 
roof, on one of which a Smilax grows well. What flower¬ 
ing creepers would you advise for the other five supports1' 
The supports are iron. And when would you plant the 
creepers? I do not want Rosea—W. D. 

| You cannot do better than try a Fuchsia, Clematis 
Indivisa, Habrothamus elegans, Paseiflora Constance 
Elliot, Lapageria rosea, and Plumbago capensis.) 

Primula Sieboldi.—This Primula de¬ 
serves greater attention than what is usually 
paid to it, as one may grow it well in an 
unheated greenhouse. The plants are beat 
potted in November, as in the winter they 
form strong roots, and are much better shifted 
then than in spring. Where plants are grow¬ 
ing in sheltered nooks out-of-doors it is of great 
benefit to them if a hand-light can be placed 
over them, and the first spring sunshine 
brings them into bloom. Plants in pots should 
be placed in summer on a cool north border.— 
Woodbastwk K. 

Bedding plants in winter.—In houses 
mainly devoted to tho keeping of bedding 
plants during winter there is often a waste of 
coal, etc., and an unnecessary amount of heat. 
This obtains largely in amateurs' greenhouses. 
Only the other night, when the air was mild, a 
large fire was being kept up in a house where 
there was no need for one at all, as the plants 
consisted of Pelargoniums and Fuchsias, etc., 
only requiring to ho kept free from damp and 
frost. Tho leggy appearance in spring of not 
a few plants is due to this cause alone, and 
during mild weather keeping the pipes warm 
to dispel damp is all that is really wanted.— 
Townsman. 

Swainsonia galegifolia alba.-This, 
also known as the New Zealand Vetch, is 
a capital subject for clothing a |>ortion of the 
back wall of a greenhouse, for planting in an 
odd corner of a Peach-house, or in similar posi 
tions. It may be grown in large [tots, hut 
succeeds much better planted out in a border 
of prepared compost, as it then grows more 
luxuriantly, and produces its flowers with 5reater freedom, both tho size of the flowor and 

le strength of the spike then being consider¬ 
ably enhanced. It begins to bloom about the 
beginning of May, and from then and onwards 
it is seldom without flowers until late autumn 
is reached. A compost of two-thirds loam and 
onc-third leaf-mould, with a liberal addition of 
coarse sand, suit its requirements admirably. 
When in full growth the roots demand an 
abundance of moisture, and timely attention 
must he given to the regulating and tying in of 
the young growths ere they become entangled 
and untidy-looking. During the winter mouths 
the plants should be given a thorough rest, 
consequently but little water at the roots is 
then needed. Before the plants start into 
growth they should ho relieved of quite two- 
thirds of the previous season's growth, which 
makes them break strongly and imparts extra 
vigour to them. As it is a free rooter it is 
always prudent to afford a top dressing of fresh 
compost each season as soon as the pruning and 
tying are completed. The flower spike and 

robust. They are very useful for cutting, as 
they may be employed for bouquet making, 
dinner-table anddrawing-room decoration, with 
excellent effect, particularly if cut with a piece 
of stem and accompanying foliage. After the 
plants have done flowering the young shoots 
may he used in various wavs, not the least of 
which is in mixing them with cut flowers in 
vases, ll loosely and informally disposed they 
greatly add to the general effect of any arrange 
ment, and such us it is almost impossible to 
obtain with the shoots and foliage of any other 
plant at this season of the year.—A. W. 

Ferns and bulbs In baskets.—I am anxious to 
know when Fern* and bulbs should be planted in baskets 
and pots to be up in spring, and if they should he put 
in together or transplanted to the baskets later on ? II 
it is too late this winter, could they be brought on by 
forcing ?—Bkgisnkr. 

(A puzzling question, for nothing whatever 
is said us to the positions the baskets are to 
occupy. Concerning the bulbs, all thoughts 
of them may be at once dismissed, us they 
should have been potted at least a couple of 
months ago, and if you were to obtain Dulbs 
now they would be too much exhausted from 
being out of the ground so long to flower in a 
satisfactory manner. The generally grown 
classes of bulbs, such us Hyacinths, Tulips, 
Narcissi, nnd such things, should be potted 
by tho end of October, or soon after at the 
latest, and then stood out-of-doors and covered 
with coal-ashes or Cocoa nut-refuse to induce 
the formation of roots. When they are well 
rooted the pots should he removed from the 
covering material and taken into the green¬ 
house, when the plants will gradually develop 
and flower satisfactorily. If you desire to 
have baskets of Ferns in the greenhouse and 
possess young thriving plants available for the 
purpose, you can line tno baskets with Moss, 
so that they resemble n bird’s-nest, and plant 
the Ferns therein, using a mixture of loam and 
leaf-mould or peat and a little sand for the 
purpose. This should he done early in March, 
as tne plants will then grow away freely with¬ 
out a check. Again, hanging-boskets may be 
utilised for a summer display of flowering 
subjects, as if planted with such things as Ivy¬ 
leaved Pelargoniums, Tuberous Begonias, 
Lobelias, Tropa-oluma, and such things, they 
will he very beautiful all the summer if care¬ 
fully attended to in the matter of water, etc. 
Young growing plants of these things can he 
obtained very cheaply in May, when they can 
bo at onco planted in the baskets. You will 
find it a good plan to stand them on the stage 
of the greenhouse at first, as it is (tetter to 
allow them to get somowliat established before 
hanging them up.) 

Plants for cool-house —I shall be obliged if you 
could tell me the most suitable plants, bulbs, etc., for me 
(an amatein) to grow? I have a cool-house, with a tempe¬ 
rature of <5 (legs to 50 dega. (more with sun-heat), and 
frames. I am particularly anxious to grow Primulas, 
Liliums, Freesias, and Violets. These are what I find 
most difficult, f do not mean that I ask for cultural 
instructions about these things, as I watch for anything 
referring to what I grow in (.arosnixo, and when found 
make a note of it.—CiiRvnrr. 

[In such a structure as you name there 
should be no difficulty in succeeding with 
Primulas, Liliums, and Freesias, but Violets 
are scarcely likely to give satisfaction, as they 
need plenty of air, and in a dry atmosphere 
rod-spidor will attack the leaves. The Primula 
seed should be sown early in tho summer for 
winter and spring blooming. Beside the 
ordinary Chinese Primula there are others that 
can he recommended, particularly the little 
golden Himalayan Primula floribunda, the 
sulphur tinted Primula verticillata, and the 
mauvo or lavender-coloured P. ohconica. This 
last is a most persistent flowerer, hut when 
handled by some persons tho leaves cause an 
irritation of the skin. Freesia bulbs are sent 
to this country usually in the month of August, 
and their potting should not be delayed after 
the middle of September. A convenient way 
of treating them is to put about eight bulbs in 
a 5-incli pot, give hut little water till they 
start into growth, and plenty of li^ht nnd air 
whenever possible during their growing period 
Liliums should be potted now,' or, at all events, 
with as little delay as possible. The most 
likely to give satisfaction are Lilium longi- 
florum, L. speciosum in variety, and L. 
auratum. After being potted, the cooler they 
are kept short of actual frost the better until 

LiOOg 
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blossoms are similar in appearance to those of ___ _________ _______ 
the Everlasting Pea, but are^-upt quite so-| the new roots have taken possession of), the 
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soiL Lilium longiflorum is particularly liable 
to be attacked by aphides or green fly, which 
collect in the crown or expanding leaves, and 
unless one is aware of this peculiarity, they 
often greatly injure the undeveloped buds 
before their presence is suspected. \ aporisin? 
with the XL vaporiser is the most effectual wav 
of getting rid of these i)ests. Of Lilium 
speciosum there are several beautiful varieties 
notably album, a white flower with brownish 
tinged buds; Krietzeri, green bnds, flower 
whito, with a greenish centre : rosemn, pink; 
and Melpomene, carmine with a white eageto 
the petals. Of L. auratum there is a good deal 
of variation among the ordinary importations. 
It is rather on awkward season to sugget 
plants for your house, as there are so many 
beautiful bulbous and other spring-flowering 
plants that should have been potted some time 
ago—for instance, the more generally grown 
bulbs, such as Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissi of 
different sorts, and such things, while some of 
the hardy shrubs are delightful when brought 
on under glass, the best being Azalea mollis 
Lilacs, Deutzia gracilis, and Lemoinei. The 
different herbaceous Spin*-aa which are sent to 
this country from Holland in large number* 
for forcing are cheap, easily grown, and 
delightful when in flower, but they should have 
beon potted at least a month ago. For the 
forthcoming summer you may grow the 
numerous quick growing subjects that flo«er 
at that season, such as Tuberous Begonias (oi 

hich dormant tubers may be bought cheaply 
now), Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Heliotrope, 
Flowering Cannas, and a host of other things 
A few Chrysanthemums, the sc&rlet Salvis 
splendens, and the blue Salvia azurea grand: 
flora may he grown out-of-doors during the 
summer and taken under glass in the autumn, 
when their flowers will be much appreciated.; 

Aspidistras with short leaf stalks-I lux 
many of these plant*, some with aa many aa fifty learn 
But on moat of the plant* the leaves are very ihort (so 
stem to them). Will any reader of thia paper let me »noi 

what I can do to make them grow taller? Da they 
require heavy or light soil ? I wish to have a large o* a 
a window looking south. But I fancy they do letta 
without so much light.— R. J. Hawkkr. 

[The Aspidistras that one sees in shops hsvt 
been grown in heat, which has a tendency to 
lengthen the leaf stalks, but even when growi 
altogether in the dwelling-house there is seldom 
cause to complain in this respect. Your plant- 
must be thoroughly starved for them to behave 
in this way, ana wo should advise a general 
repotting with tho advent of the month of 
April. The largo masses will in all probability 
ho the bettor if divided, as there is a tendency 
for tho rhizomes to come to tho edge, and the 
centre is thereby completely starved. In the 
case of those plants with as many as fifty 
leaves, they will be all the better if divided 
into two or three, and repotted in good, sweet 
soil. There is a great tendency to put the 
Aspidistras in two large pots, and if such i* 
the case with vours you will probably find the 
roots in a far from healthy condition. In pot- 
tiug fec that the pots are' clean and effectually 
drained with broken crocks or oyster shell* 
placed concave side downwards, and take away 
as much of the old soil as possible. A suitable 
compost is from one half to two-thirds loam, 
according to its consistence, and theremaiudet 
peat or good leaf-mould, with enough silver- 
sand to do readily seen throughout the cod 

post when thoroughly mixed. Pot moderately 
firm, and afterwards give enough water to 
keep the soil fairly moist, but avoid excess 
Above all, never allow water to stand in the 
saucers, as this is a fruitful source of injury- 
Aspidistras do well in full light, hut dislike 
exposure to the sun’s rays.] 

Oleanders.—Many do not succeed with 
Oleanders, but anyone with an ordinary greet 
house where a geueral stock of plants is kept 
can grow them. Some people turn them out- 
of-doors after they have done blooming, and in 
many instances this means that they sufo 
from want of moisture at the roots, and « 
failure to bloom them often ensues. It i* * 
good plan to let them have a course of open- 
air treatment, as it ripens the wood, but they 
should be brought under glass again before the 
nights get cold in September. Just at present 
Oleanders will need a warm, moist heat; 
indeed, the want of a little extra warmth is a 
common source of buds dropping off — Tows*- 
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POMPON CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

For. freedom of flowering the Pompons have 
a special value. In the past the Pompons 
have more often been referred to in disparaging 
terms, and yet there is no class which gives a 
better return for a period extending over 
many months. To be soon at their best 
the plants should bo partially disbudded. 
Some sorts require to be more severely dealt 
with in this respect than others. Where the 
buds ore developed in clusters, which are too 
dense and compact, these should lie thinned 
out sutticiently to ouubloeach bloom todovelop 
without crowding. Many of the plants are 
sturdy and branching in their style of growth, 
and give excellent results. The following 
represent a few of the bettor Ponqions— 

Wii.i.iam Westlake.—In this the flowors 
are larger than in many other sorts, and their 
colour is golden-yollow, sometimes tinged red. 
The plant is a profuse bloomer, flowers de¬ 
veloping from almost every joint. In flower 
mid season. Hoight about 3J feet. 

welcome. It is of dwarf and sturdy growth. 
Height about 2 feet. 

Prince okOrange.—In this instance, orange- 
amber aptly describes the colour. Heiglit 
about 4 foot. Mid-season. 

Bi.ai'K Douoi.as.—For its rich, dark crimson 
colour, this, which has somewhat fimbriated 
petals, should bo in all collections. In this 
case good culture is required, and careful dis¬ 
budding also is necdod. A well-grown plant 
will attain a height of about 4 foot. A useful 
mid-season variety. Keep a sharp look out for 
mildew iu the growing season. 

Doi.i.Y.—This is not by any moans a large 
Pompon flower, but its quality is excellent. 
The colour of the blooms is a lovely canary- 
yellow, anil the (totals are fimbriated. Hoight 
about Hi feet. Mid-season-flowering variety. 

President.—This is a very old variety, nnd 
often soon in flowor in cottage-gardens, and 
public gardons also. It is freo-floworiug und 
robust, and comes into bloom in the early mid¬ 
season. Height 3 foot. 

SiKi'K Mei.a.nik. —Although this is a hybrid 
Pompon, it is still highly regarded in this 
section. It is a profuse oloomer, and the plant 

Chrynaiitlit-muiu Pompon Suiur Melanie. 

Wii.i.iam Kennedy. — An excellent com¬ 
panion to the last-named, being equal in every 
respect to that variety. The colour is a lovely 
purple-crimson. Hoight about 3 feet. 

Mlle. Ei.isk Dordan.—This, when finished, 
is represented by a perfect ball of neatly- 
lormoa and compact petals. Colour, pale 
rose-pink. It is a neat and pleasing flower 
when partially disbudded. In bloom in late 
October and early November. Height about 
3 feet. 

Osikis.—A refined flower of good form. 
Colour soft rosy-pink, edged gold. The plant 
is free flowering, and also has a nice habit of Sowth. A good, reliable mid-season sort, 

eight about 3J feet or rather less. 

Rosinante.— Although a very old sort, this 
is still worth growing. It is very free-flower¬ 
ing, but to see the blush-rose blossoms at their 
best the plant Bhouhl be somewhat freely dis¬ 
budded, as it produces its buds in dense 
clusters. Height rather less than 3 feet. 
Mid-season variety. 

EvNsroRD Okm.—This is a pretty variety 
which merits more recognition than it usually 
receives from growers. The colour may lie, 
described as purple-rose, an^j as suchshoulcfbo 

are pure white. In bloom during the latter 
half of October and oarly November. Height 
about 3 feet. 

Pyiimalign. —This is a pretty flowor of good 
form, and useful when partially disbudded. It 
is not seen so often now, us was the case at one 
time. Colour deep rase ; height about 3 feet. 
Period of flowering, mid-season. 

Small-flowered Pompons. 

Snowdrop.—None of the Pompons equal 
this variety and its sports for cutting. If the 
plants be pinchod two or three times during 
the growing season they make capital bushes. 
The very slightest disbudding is sufficient. 
Pure white. Hoight 3 feet. In flower late 
November and December. 

Primrose League.—This is a pretty prim¬ 
rose-yellow sport from Snowdrop, and except 
for its colour is exactly similar in every respect 
to the parent plant. 

Katie Mannings.—Tho colour is a very rosy- 

bronze, tho form of tho dainty little blossoms 
very pleasing. Hoight about 3 ft. Mid-season. 

Ykluiw Gem.—In this the blossoms, which 
are develop! in the greatest profusion, are of 

iw colour, and the petals are 

fimbriated. When the plant is partially dis¬ 
budded the result is very good. In flower 
aliout the second week in October till the same 
time in November. Height feet. 
■ Little Pet.—Littlo is Irriown of this variety. 
A bunch was exhibited at one of tho N.C.S. 
December shows. It is a small, neat flower, 
and the colour may bo described as blush. 
Hoight aliout 4 feet. Late mid-season. 

Purity.—This is another of the little minia¬ 
ture sorts, and, to be seen at its best, should 
bo cut from plants which have been only par¬ 
tially disbudded. Plnnts treated in this way 
develop lieautiful sprays. Height rather more 
than 2 feet. Late mid season. E. CS. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Chrysanthemums classified (// P. V. 

Thu four varieties Mm C. ilown, Mile. Thciem I'.m- 
kouvko, Miuc. Philippe Kivolre, ami I .drier reprvueul 
a splendid ipiarlelU- of late-flowering white .lapmu-no 
Cliryuinthouiuuis. They should he .-Imwlllcd <ui .lupam-io 
reflexed, in wrhlch form they are usually seen when grown 
freely for decoration. 

Chrysanthemums -when to insert 
cuttings for a first “crown"-bud 
selection (An Old /had"', Walthamstow J.— 
Your object appears to bo that of keeping the 
plants dwarf, and with this object in view, you 
desire your plants to make a natural “ break ” 
and develop first “crown ’’-buds at a suitable 
period. We take it you want the blooms at 
their best in the oarly days of November next. 
The first series should tie taken in hand at 
once, and the cuttings inserted without delay. 
The varieties in this category are represented 
by Ethel Fitzroy, W. H. Whitehouso, Mme. 
Nagelmackers, Charles Longley, Mrs. J. 
Bryant, and Mme. Paola Kadaelli. Cuttings 
of those in the second series may be inserted 
in mid-February, tho following answering well 
under this treatment: Miss Elsie Fulton, 
George Lawrence, W. R. Church, Calvat’s ’99, 
Mrs. Greenfield, Bessie Godfrey, Henry Weeks, 
Mrs. J. Lewis, Lord Ludlow, George Car- 
!>enter, Mrs. E. G. Fox, Princess Monaco, Mr. 
T. Carrington, Mrs. E. Thirkell, Lord 
Alverston, Exmouth Crimson, Mrs. J. C. 
Neville, Duchess of Sutherland, Meredith, 
Princess B. de Brancova, and Mafeking Hero. 
A March propagation should suit the following, 
which wo will regard as tho third series : Mrs. 
George Mileham, Mrs. Grcontiold, Mrs. T. W. 
Pockett, Mrs. Harry Emmerton, Miss Alice 
Byron, Tho Princess, and Mine. Waldeck 
Rosseau. It is just posaiblo that 1903 may bo 
of such a character that our ideas may bo com¬ 
pletely upset. For this reason we would 
advise you to pinch tho point out of anj 
your plants which may not have mart 
natural “ break ” by tho end of May or tlio 
Ittginning of June at tho latest. Secure first 
“ crown -buds in each caso. — E. G. 

Amateurs’ Chrysanthemums.— 
“ North Cotswold," who clnims to 1)0 a consid¬ 
erable grower of Chrysanthemums, and yet 
an amateur in knowledge, asks if some con¬ 
tributor would {jive a list of fifty to a hundred 
■In[minose varieties that will give blooms under 
an amateur’s mode of growth, of a fair size, 
three or four to a plant. Now 1 consider this 
to lie a task altogether unnecessary and, from 
an amateur reader s point of view, bewildering. 
What is the average reader of Gardening 

Illustrated to do with a collection of even 
fifty varieties if he grows, as ho should do, an 
least two, and of some sorts more than two, 
plants of each ? Tho capacity of many n 
gentleman’s garden would not find space for 
such a number of plants, and why, I would ask, 
should an amateur grower confine himself to 
Japanese varieties alone? Surely this section 
does not afford all tho interest there is to bn 
found or obtained from Chrysanthemum grow¬ 
ing. From a decorativo point of view, I hold 
the single Chrysanthemum, the Pompon, and 
Anemone Pompon to be infinitely superior tn 
many of the Japanese varieties. Is tnere not 
something to admire in the refinement of a 
Clias. Curtis, or the purity of a Ma Perfection, 
both dwarf and easy doors?—S. 

Request to readers of “Garden¬ 
ing."—Readers, both amateur and in the trade, 
will kindly remember that we are always very 
glad to see interesting sjtecimcns of plants 
/towers to illustrate, if they will kiiully semi 
them iffW^^ificd^Wus good a state, as possible. 

ny of 
do a 
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ROSES. 
Pruning newly-planted Rosea.—I planted 

some Hoses To November, and want to know il they should 

ROSES FOR SHELTERED GARDEN. 
) plai 
the sheltered garden and in situation open to the sun (or 

three • quarters ol the day), as most fully satis¬ 
fying the following conditions 1 want six for planting 
against; wooden palings r. feet high, and three dozen tor 
the border in front of the same. They must lie on their 
own roots, at moderate prices, of very healthy, robust 
constitution, sure and abundant bloomers, and of decided 
beauty of colour and form. I do not care about baling an 
equal number of each of the different colours. I w ant the 
most attractive and reliable. -What are the most suitable 
situations for the Penzance Brier Roses, and what ie the 
most effective way of planting them? Are they lieat in 
shady or sunny positions? As isolated 
climbers, or as trailers?—Octi.anIikr. 

bushes, or as 

| We lair, from the tone of your letter, that 
you would be most difficult to please. Of what 
you would consider beauty of colour and form, 
another individual might have quite ft contrary 
opinion. Many people go into raptures at the 
exquisite shape and smallness of tno Polyantha 
Roses, others are charmed at the negtijr style 
ot the newer Teus unil Monthlies. Then, again, 
the prize bloom is the ideal of many, they over¬ 
looking the fact that perhaps only one flower 
has been allowed to develop on the one plant, 

in cutting this one bloom very 
the plant has been left. Therefore, 

when you ask for Roses, moderate in price, 
robust growers, abundant bloomers, and pos¬ 
sessing beauty of colour and form, and then 
desire them upon their own roots, we imagine 
you are asking rather too much. It would be 
far better to make your own selection from 
specimens that you can see growing in a 
nursery or private garden, or, if you place 
yourself in the hands of a good, reliable 
nurseryman, you would have no cause to regret 
his selection. We name the following as being 
six good kinds for the palings: Monsieur Desir, 
Germaine Trochon, Billiard et Baric, Gloire 
Lvouimise, Climbing Mrs. W. J. Grant, and 
Gloire de Margottin, and for the border you 
should select, mainly from tho Hybrid Tea 
group, such varieties as Mme. Abel Chatenay, 
Clara Watson, etc., but, for brilliant colour and 
fragrance, tho Hybrid l’orpetuals, of the type 
of A. K. Williams and Mrs. John Laing, should 
be well represented. As to the best method of 
disposing tho Penzance Briers, there is no more 
effective style than as isolated bushes, or, say, in 
groups of three or five of a kind. V'ou can see 
beds arranged after this manner at Kew 
Gardens, and they are charming in June when 
bespangled with their exquisite blossoms. 
Most certainly give them a sunny position, if 
practicable. ] 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Liquid-manure for newly-planted Roses.— 

1 want your advice about the use of liquid-manure (or 
newly-planted Rose*? When could I use it (or them after 
being planted? Also kindly let me know what time I 
ought to use it (or established Itoees?—H. It 

[Do not apply any liquid-manure to the 
newly-planted Roses until they show bloom, 
and even then it should bo very weak. A light 
sprinkling of some good fertiliser, applied at 
tho end of May, and hoed in just before rain, 
will lie beneficial. Established Roses may 
receive liquid-manure in May, and once a wee 
onwards until the colour is seen in the flowers. 
Much benefit accrues to tho plants if liquid 
manure he applied now, or at least as soon as 
the frost is out of the ground. A store of 
fertilising food is thus made available for the 
future requirements of the plants.] 

Pruning Rose W. A. Richardson.—I have In 
my garden, on a wall facing west, a William Allen Richard 
non Rcse. It was planted there iwo years ago. Last year 
it bore only about twenty Roses, and these were jioor, but 
It has thrown out some good shoots. The ground was 
carefully prepared before planting, and has received 
attention since. I want to try it another year, and 
think of cutting it hack rather hard, leaving only the best 
ot last year's shoots and jutt topping them. Will ttiat tie 
right?—H. 

[By all means preserve the strong shoots 
almost in their entirety, but do not be too 
lavish in cutting away the other wood. Spread 
out this plant as much as possible, and then, 
where the growths appear crowded, cut n few 
clean out. The remaining laterals shorten 
more or less according to their strength. 
Instead of twenty blooms, you ought to obtain 
two hundred or more, if you manage this 
properly. After the first (Towering you may 
advantageously cut away some growths, and 
this will considerably help you to obtai 
another fine crop next year.] 

Digitized by 

be pruned in March of this year or not ?—H. H. 

[It is best to prune newly-planted Roses the 
first season, but not quite on the same lines as 
when they have become established. Cut close 
all soft, pithy wood to tho base in the case of 
dwarfs and standards, and cut the hard wood 
back to half its present length. The Hybrid 
Perpetuals may he pruned middle of March, 
but the Teas and Hybrid Teas end of March 
and early in April.] 

Pruning standard Rosea.—I ha\e Nipheto* 
■d Souvenir d un Ami Rosea growing in my green¬ 

house. The greenhouse, which has fire-heat enough to 
keep out froat, faces east, and these Itoscs are against the 
west wall, grown on anther high standards so that they 
may Is* above the stage. They Mere planted in November, 
1901, and bore a fell Roses last summer. They have made 
long but not strong shoots. Will il be right to cut them 
back a good deal, and il so now or In March ? Should 1 
prune nou- or in March some Rosesliought last November, 
some being in the garden and some in pots in the green¬ 
house?—If. 

[As regards tho two standard Tea Roses 
planted out under glass, w© think flier© is 
something wrong with their roots, or they 
would have made more progress. However, as 
they are alive you should cut them back rather 
hard, say to within five or six eyes of their 
base, and endeavour to help them at the root 
by preventing the water dripping upon them. 
Stir up the soil and sweeten by sprinkling on a 
little lime. The pot-Roses you may prune 
now, but the established and newly - planted 
leave until March.] 

Larch trellis for Roses—I am making a small 
Roue garden, and propose enclosing it on two sides with a 
7 lest high Larch trellis— I-areh poles split and bark left on 
for the sake of appearance, as it will lie seen from windows 
of sitting-rooms. But I am told the bark will harbour 
insects, and therefore spoil the climbing Roses I had 
intended training on it. Would 6 inches apart from out¬ 
side to outside make too much draught?—Rust. 

[It is quite unnecessary to remove the bark 
from the palings. Wo have never found any 
trouble from insect visitations owing to the 
bark being retained. It is a good plan to gi ve 
the plants a syringing now and then with 
petroleum emulsion, which effectually disperses 
injurious insects, and also arrests mildew 
spores upon the plants. Six inches to !> inches 
apart for the palings -will bo right. You ncctl 
not fear trouble from draught. Of course, you 
will only plant the hardier climbing and 
rambling Roses thereon.] 

spores. These burst through the skin of iht 
leaf, which give it the peculiar whitish 

velvety appearance so characteristic of this 

disease. When quite ripe these cells bam, 
and the s|tores are liberated into the air, and 
are carried about by the wind. It is clear tint 

except by cutting off the infected short* 
nothing can lie done to prevent the leave 

being infected from the shoots, but it is sup¬ 
posed that this is very rarely the ease, and for 
the very good reason that, by taking proper 

precautions to destroy the spores, the aise» 
can, as a rule, lie kept under control. Tig 
Peach orchards in America, which are frc 
quently of a very large size, suffer very mud 
from “leaf curl,'’ hut it is found there that 

GARDEN PESTS AND FRIENDS. 

the disease can lie kept off hy spraying the 

trees just before the buds begin to open with 
Bordeaux mixture, this killing the spores ju*t 

as they are germinating, which is the time the 
fungicide has most effect on them. It i* 

better to do it at this time than later, when 

the leaves are beginning to open, ss then it is 
quite possible that they may have already tea 
infested, and the spraying would then be o: 

little or no use, and the tender foliage might 
be injured by the fungicide. I am not awire 
that this remedy has been tried in English 
but I should strongly advise “G. H. N.,"or 
anyone whose trees suffer from this pest, to 

try it. Bordeaux mixture gives the trees a 
white coating, on account of the lime that is 

in it, but this is rather useful than otherwia. 
as it can easily be seen whether the sprajic? 
has been properly done, for it is very essemai 

that every bud, and the shoots on which the; 

are, should be reached by tho fungicide. 
G. S.3. 

FRUIT. 

i you to obtain I an 

Google 

LEAF CURL. 

“East Devon” is quite right in attributing 
tho cause of “ Leaf curl ” to a fungus (Exoas- 
cus deformans), hut he has not given 

G. H. N.” much consolation in the way of 
explaining how to deal with the pest. There 
can be no doubt that cold, wet weather in the 
spiring, particularly if it follows much milder 
weather, is very favourable to tho growth of 
the fungus, as the leaves become saturated 
and softened, their transpiration is arrested, 
and the vigour of the tree is considerably 
lessoned, conditions in which tlie fungus revels. 
When trees have boon once attacked, and tho 
weather is unfavourable to their growth, I very 
much question if such slight protection as that 
afforded by J.-inch netting is sufficient to pre¬ 
vent unfavourable weather having a detri¬ 
mental effect on the trees, and so rendering 
them more liable to suffer from the attacks of 
this fungus. Tho leaves may become infested 
from two sources. Sometimes the mycelium, 
or spawn, remains dormant in tho shoots, and 
in the spring grows into the leaves, causing 
the cells infested to increase considerably in 
size. As the midribs and larger veins are not 
affected they remain of their normal size, con¬ 
sequently the softer parts of the leaves arc 
obliged to assume the well known crumpled 
and puckered condition which is known hy the 
name of “ the curl.” At other times the leaves 
become infested from spores which have re¬ 
mained during the winter on the shoots near 
the young buds. It seems tolerably certain 
that the leaves become infested at a very early 
stage. The germ tube which issues from the 
spore creeps across the leaf until it finds one of 
the stoma, or pores, into which it enters, and 
at once finding itself in a more or less con¬ 
genial position, according to tho condition of 
the leaf, it increases rapidly by branching 
among the rolls of the leaf, those near, the 

rfacc in due course forming cells contiUiWjW^c 
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PEARS FROM BUSH VERSCS 
WALL TREES. 

I have read with interest the notes U 
“ W. S.” on Pears in a recent issue. I knovtle 
garden well over which he presides. I an of 

opinion that more light would be diffuse:a 
the behaviour of Pears if corresponds.' 
would follow “ W. S.,” who should go faith: 

and name the kind of soil and stocks tie 

Pears are growing on, when they differ so 
much in flavour in the same garden. Regard 
ing Beurre Diel, 1 quite agree with “ W. S., 
having had it in just the same conditira 
in a garden on a light soil in Hampshiit 
When in West Norfolk this Pear used togro* 
to a good size, and the skin was smooth iron, 
bush trees, and kept well till the close of tin 

year. I have it growing on a north wall, boi 
the fruit is only tit for stewing. I am of the 

same opinion as “ W. S.” that Duches- 

d’Angouleme is overpraised. With me the 

fruit from walls is large, but very poor is 

flavour. On comparing it with fruit from the 

continent I find mine are much cleaner in the 

skin. The continental fruits are evident!; 
from hush trees, and their flavour is far better. 

Olou Moreeau, grown as a bush in Norfolk, i* 

of the highest flavour, and the fruit is dean 

During the past season one of the very 
illustrations 1 have ever hail of the ad ran tap 
of trying many kinds, both as wall and bash 
trees, has lieen with Louise Bonne of Jersey. 

I have an old tree in the open, and some twelve 
years ago I had the soil removed around the 

roots and good soil added. This brought it* 

own reward, as this tree lias since then given 
me fruit of average size, but always rough in 

the skin. In point of flavour no kiodinthi- 

garden can outdistance it, and I prefer the 
smallest of these before large, clean fruit irom 
wall-trees, which are worthless. I remember ?- 
was the same with trees in a large garden in 
Buckinghamshire many years ago. Emile 

d'Heyst, with me as a bush, is a success. The 
same may be said of Alexander Lambrc, white 
Hacon's "incomparable, growing by its side, x* 
not worth the room it occupies. 1 have ester- 
fruit grown in this way in Norfolk fcmj 
good. At a keeper's house on this ests>* 
there is a grand tree. The fruit grows to tf 
enormous size, but is tasteless, although ir* 
tree is against a wall. The soil it is growing mis 
a strong loam, and it is on the Pear-stock 
Josephine de Malines is worthless here iron 
a wall—it was the same in North Hants, wni c 
fruit from bush-trees was fine. Beurr. Bo*>» 
Isbi&Klid from a low wall; the same may 
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said of Bourni Hardy. I never had Old 
Colmar so good as this year from a west wall, 
and although an old kind, it surpasses many 
more modern sorts. In some places Pitmaston 
is thought highly of, but with mo it is 
only lit to stew, and this from a cordon tree 
on east wall on Quince-stock. Recently, at 
Hack wood Park, 1 found it was only second 
rate. Marie Louise in this garden, from a fine, 
large tree on west wall, is of poor flavour, while 
in a garden within sight, fruit from trees in the 
open is splendid, although rough looking. 
Winter Nolis is always of line flavour. This 
year tny fruit was hue both in colour and 
flavour. Anothor good kind is Ollivier do 
Serres ; with mo the troos will not grow on tho 
Quince-stock ; but this autumn, at llackwood, 
1 saw it doing well as a cordon. .1. Cicook. 

Fortlr. A hin t/, Chit ril. 

THE LARGER APPLES. 

Tiiesk form a considerable class of them¬ 
selves, and by far tho larger number of thorn 
bolong to the cooking soction. This is, in fact, 
as it should be, for nothing beyond a medium- 
si/ed fruit is desirable for tho dessert. The 
larger Apples aro most useful iu their respec- 

culture, and is less liable to diseaso than some 
kinds. Belonging to the same category is 
Golden Noble, and, considering the many 
years it lias boen in cultivation, a kind which 
should rocoivo far moro recognition than it has 
hitherto done. Cox's Pomona is another reli¬ 
able kind for autumn use, and small examples 
of this when well coloured may be used for the 
dessert. Stirling Castle and Ecklinvillo Seed¬ 
ling are two free-bearing varieties. Stone's 
Apple is of handsome appearance, bearing 
early, and not making too much wood. 
Waltham Abbey Seedling is another first class 
Applo; this was formerly confounded with 
Golden Noblo, but it is quito distinct from 
that kind. As an early sort Alexander can be 
recommended as a good orchard variety. 
Winter or Red Hawthornden is larger than the 
old kind, and is also a good cropper. Alfriston 
is an excellent late kind. Tw o first rate 
Apples are Bismarck and Sandringham. I’oas- rjood's Nonsuch is a very fine-looking Apple, 
mt it cannot lie considered a good kooping 

variety. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Pear - tree slug.—To prevent the ravagea ol 
eluira next eunimer on my Pear espalier*, a friend has 

Apple Warner's King. 

tive seasons cither for baking whole or for tho .vRIiwl cauatk--aoda (3 n>, tod trallon*ol water), applied 
well-known dumplings. Apples of large sizo ,low- ** thl‘,not .,?.ver5' dangers* article T Your 
(or rather under) are not so much wasted in ' ap'>rov:,l or *dvlce w111 ,,muh v»'ued-w- 
(siring, relatively speaking, as tho smaller 
ones ; hence they aro in that respect rather 
desirable than otherwise. When speaking of 
“larger” Apples we do not allude to thoso of 
abnormal size, brought about by other than 
ordinary methods of cultivation. These may 

[Tho proper recipe for making a solution of 
caustic soda and (>otash is, 1 lb. of the former, 
not to be touched by the hand, put into a tub 
containing a gallon of hot water to dissolve, 
adding to it J lb. of pearl-ash or crude potash, 
and after dissolving 1 lb. of soft-soap in a 

in Their' way bo’aii v‘cry"weir'and a.s‘s|«cimons f?“llon of bo,Ilin£ w‘‘ter. <*dd tliatand 10 gallons 
of high-class cultivation reflect credit uix>n the °‘ Wftter* ^ 18 then fit to use. Spray it 
growers of such, but such fruits will not, when K°ntly over trees now, as it is very destructive 
extra attention in lnbour is considered, pro- to insects, Moss, or any form of hie. As, how- 
portionntoly reconqionse the cultivator. Thoso c,ver> fcf*e chrysalides ol tho Tear slug winter in 
Apples which attain to a largo sizo without t,J,e soil, the solution may have no ellect on 
more than ordinary attention are certainly 
most desirablo, when tho sorts are of a rela¬ 
tively good constitution, and at the same time 
reliable croppers. Of such is Warner's King, 
known also as 1). T. Fish and Nolson's Glory, 
well illustrated in the accompanying figure. 
This Applo is in good condition for use from 
October to January. When generally shown 
in October at tho autumn fruit shows it is of a 
fresh green colour, but a fow weeks later on 
the fruit changes to a rich yellow shade. Tho 
tree is a vigorous grower and a good bearer, ___ 
being suited to either pyramid or Standard The othwtfro rowi have had no manure at alL 
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them. Better remove to a depth of from 
3 inches to 4 inches the soil over the roots, 
bury elsewhere, and replace with fresh. If the 
slug appears next summer, dust the trees 
freely in the evening with fresh slacked lime, 
giving a second dusting two or three even¬ 
ings later. After a few days syringo hard 
with clean water to thoroughly cleanse the 
treos.] 

Manuring Raspberries.—I han- four rows ol oti 
Raspberry*-canea which bear well, but liie IruU small. I 
have given two ol the row* a mulching of etable-manure. 
Can I do anything else for them—give chemical fertilisers? 

" ” Ukelnit, 

bone-meal, or sulphate of ammonia are any good, please 
say what ipiantity to use, and when to apply Bus Lias. 

[It is possible that your fruit is small because 
an old and poor variety. The manuring you 
have given tho rows may do good. Perhaps fou allow the canes to stand far too thickly, 

f in clumps, from five to six are enough to 
each clump, and these canes should bo fully 
4 feet in height and stout. In good soils tho 
canes sometimes aro left when pruned from 
5 feet to 0 feot in height. If you would like 
to try another variety, then got young canes 
of Superlative, our nnost Raspliorry. As to 
chemical fertilisers, make up a mixture of 
bono-incal and kainit in equal parts, using 
this nt onco, and just forking it in at the rate 
of (ilb. jier rod of ground. You may sprinkle 
on the same area 3 lb. of sulphate of ammonia, 
crushod fino, during June, whon growth has 
begun. Mulchings of stable-manure applied 
during the summer help the plants greatly in 
hot, <lry weather.) 

GARDEN WORK. 

Conservatory.—The Abutilon family is a 
very usoful one at this season in tho conserva¬ 
tory. Tho only fault to find with them is their 
tendency to become leggy and naked below. 
This can be obviated to some extent by hard 
pruning in July or a little later. This pro¬ 
duces a lot of small shoots which burst into 
blossom in tho autumn and continuo through 
the winter. One of the most useful varieties is 
Boule de Neige, a rather close habited kind ; 
at least, closer than many of them, with a 
profusion of pure white dowel's. Canary Bird 
is a good yellow kind. Theso two we find the 
most useful, but there are many others with 
red, salmon, and rose-coloured flowers, but 
they are not so free as the two named above. 
The golden-leaved form, Thompsoni, makes a 
very pretty plant iu a pot, ana is still more 
useful in the garden outside in summer. 1 
have had it exposed to G dees. of frost without 
injury. Baskets whon well filled aro very 
attractive in the conservatory. Lochonalias 
(Capo Cowslips) planted thickly round wiro 
baskets and well mossed are very protty. Tho 
bulbs should be planted thickly just as they 
begin to grow. Many plants not usually 
associated with basket work may be used for 
filling baskets in winter and early spring. 
Bringing things up to the light is a great 
oncourogomont to growth, and in lofty houses 
such things as Primulas, Ktroptocarpi, Bego¬ 
nias, and various Ferns, Grasses, anu Mosses, 
if tastefully used, will bo vory attractive. 
Skilful or tasteful arrangement has a good deal 
to do with the general effect. Many good 
plant growers are rathor poor hands at setting 
their plants oil' to the best advantage, and this 
requires study. We do not so much want n 
heavy hank of bloom as lightness and grace. 
It is well to have plenty of blossoms, but we 
want to tone down with light, elegant foliage. 
Of course, Palms will do a good deal, and tho 
Kontias arc among the best for this purpose, 
or to take into the house. Besides Pnlms, the 
Bamboos and Japanese Grasses are very suit¬ 
able for taking off tho far too common stillness 
of conservatory arrangement. There is abun¬ 
dance of cheap materials within the reach of 
the gardener if only moderate means are Rlacea at his disposal. At the time of writing 

io weather is severe, and it will lie better not 
to strain the apparatus for tho sake of a degree 
or two of heat, but frost must be kept out. 

Propagatlng-houee.—This is ono of the 
most useful houses in tho garden now. There 
should bo plenty of bottom-heat, either from 
hot-water pipes laid in rubblo in tho bottom of 
the bed, or else an iron tank should run along 
under each bed and be connected with tho 
boilers. For speedy work I like the tank 
best, but any method which produces a brisk 
bottom-heat will suffice. The bed can be filled 
in with Cocoa-nut-fibre or sand. I have used 
both, but the heat rises best through sand, 
though the fibre retains it longer and is more 
genial. This is tho time for putting in 
cuttings. During February and March any¬ 
thing and everything can be rooted from 
cuttings or raised from seeds in a low span- 
roofed structure fitted with bottom-heat bods. 
Many thousands of plants cun be raised in a 
small, properly-constructed house if there aro 
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other warm-houses to receive the plants as they 
leave the propagating bed. drafting also is 
another means of propagation which can be 
successfully carried on in such a house. Roses 
may be grafted on roots of the common Brier, 
potted so as to cover the union, and plunged 
in bottom heat there will be very few failures. 
Towards the end of February I have dug up 
young Brier roots from the hedges just as the 
buds were swelling, grafted them with Roses 
of various kinds, and have had good plants 
ready to plant out in June. 

Late vinery.—All Grapes hanging on the 
Vines may now be cut and bottled in the 
usual way. A dry, dark room with a tem{>era- 
ture of 4.) degs. or so will do for a Grape-room. 
Place a bit or two of charcoal in the water to 
keep it pure, and look round the bunches once 
a week, but, as a rule, there is less waste from 
decay in the Grape-room than when Grapes are 
left hanging on the Vines. After the Grapes 
are all cut, prune the Vines, wash the rods 
with Gishurst compound, using a brush, and 
topdress the inside borders with good loam and 
bone-meal. If there has been any shanking, or 
if the Vines are losing tone and the roots are 
in a bad way, they may be partially or wholly 
lifted and new borders made, and the roots 
placed properly and laid therein. Vines soon 
recover from the effects of lifting if the work 
is done carefully and promptly. If the borders 
or any part thereof are outside, cover with 
leaves and litter when the borders are com¬ 
pleted. It is not often necessary when making 
fresh borders to till in all the space at once. A 
bed of suitable soil 8 feet wide will be sufficient 
for several years. The remainder can be added 
as required. A Vine border must be well 
drained, and in heavy soils should be kept 
above the natural level. 

Frame ground.—Where much forcing is 
carried on with hotbeds there is some saving in 
running the ranges of beds close together, so 
that one range of beds joins the next, and so on. 
There will be space enough between for a man 
to move when attending to the crops, and the 
heat will be more regular, and there will be less 
need for linings or renewals. The frames for 
Potatoes can be grouped together. Carrots, 
Radishes, and lettuces may form another 
group, and if Melons and Cucumbers are grown 
on beds, then groups will be deeper and wider, 
as these require more warmth. Among the 
cold frames such things as Violets, Cauliflowers, 
Carnations, and half-nardy plants should have 
all the air possible when the weather is mild, 
but keep out rain. Plants plunged in ashes or 
Cocoa-nut-fibre require scarcely any water in 
such weather as we have had lately. Of course, 
the time is coming when moisture will be 
required, but the time is not yet. Spire frames, 
if any (which is not likely), may be moved to a 
shed and repainted. 

Window gardening.—There will be 
bulbs of several kinds in bloom now, includ¬ 
ing Freesias, which are among the easiest to 
have in the window. The bulbs must be potted 
early in August to flower now. Tobacco 
powder is useful for plants attacked with 
green-fly. A little dusted over the insects will 
make short work of them, and it can be 
sponged off with the dead insects. There is 
still need for care in the uso of the water- 
pot. 

Outdoor garden.—Tea Roses should be 
earthed up during frosty weather. It the 
collar of the plant is preserved the upper part 
is not of much consequence. Standards may 
be sheltered with a spray or two of Bracken 
drawn through the head to break the force of 
the cold wind. I think Bracken is better than 
Yew branches, which are sometimes too 
heavy, and check the circulation. Sow Sweet 
Peas in pots for planting out by-and-bye. 
Hollyhock seeds are best sown outside about 
May, as the plants are hardier; but seeds sown 
now in heat and grown on quietly will produce 
flowering plants by August. The single- 
flowered plants are very bright, and appear to 
be more robust than the doubles. If the seeds 
are carefully saved from distinct coloura the 
seedlings come fairly true to colour. In prun¬ 
ing wall Roses cut away some of the old wood 
to make room for the young strong shoots, 
which should be laid in nearly full length, only 
the soft points lieing removed. At the time 
of writing the frost is rather severe, and as soon 
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as the thaw comes all recently set out plants 
should be examined and the soil made firm 
round the stems. Frost has great lifting 
power, and this lifting lacerates the roots. 

Fruit garden.— A wall may be quickly 
covered with cordon Pears on the Quince; 
either single or double-branched cordons may 
be planted. There is a disadvantage in having 
very large Pear-trees, especially if the wall 
space is limited. In a garden occupied with 
large trees, many of the Pears, especially the 
early autumn kinds, decay before they can be 
used ; but with cordons a much larger variety 
may be grown, and the season extended. Very 
few of the late Pears are grown in small 
gardens. One of the best-flavoured late Pears 
—Bergamotte de Esperen—does well on the 
Quince. I have had it very good on a west 
wall. Winter Nelia, Josephine de Malines, and 
Beuriv Ranee are good late kinds, but Beurrc 
Ranee should have a good aspect—south, if 
poasible. Another way of growing Pears on 
wires is to stretch the wires about 15 inches or 
IS inches from the ground, and tram horizon¬ 
tally. I have seen a south border covered with 
wires in this way, and the trees planted along 
the centre of the border and trained each way 
at right angles. I was in a garden a short 
time ago where a long line of Pears, chiefly 
early kinds, had been trained vertically, and 
was bearing freely, especially such kinds as 
Bon Chretien and Bourn- Giffard. All pruning 
and training should now be finished. 

Vegetable garden. —Those who have not 
sown Tomatoes for planting under glass in 
warm-houses should lose no time. Start them 
in a temperature of 60 degs., and grow them in 
a light position near the glass. Grow them as 
sturdily as possible until well established in 
5-inch pots, and then transfer to troughs, pots, 
boxes, or whatever method of culture Ls adopted. 
Always have a few young Cucumber plants 
coming on now. A good form of Telegraph is 
as useful as any fop early work. Continue to 
gather manure reasonably fresh from the stable 
for Mushroom-beds. Open air beds must be 
well covered with dry litter. If water is 
required, have it warm, and add a little stimu¬ 
lant. Salt is a stimulant for Mushrooms, used 
in moderation. In bad weather wheel on 
manure, and prepare Pea-sticks. Send in seed 
lists, and, when the seeds arrive, unpack, and 
keep ready for use in a cool, airy room. There 
is no advantage in sowing anything till the 
land is in a suitable condition. It is a good plan 
to have a heap of warm, dry soil under cover for 
the purpose of covering small seeds. This can 
be arranged in the clearing up of the rubbish- 
yard. This is a good season for making up 
not-beds for all kinds of forcing. Do not 
forget to sow a few seeds of a good kind of 
Onion, also Leeks, Cauliflowers, and Brussels 
Sprouts in boxes in heat, to lie afterwards 
hardened off and planted out. E. Hobday. 

THE COMING WEEK’S WORK. 

Extracts from a Garden Diary. 

February 2nd.—Sowed a few seeds of a good 
strain of Brussels Sprouts’ in a box for early 
planting. A few seeds of Leeks and Cauli¬ 
flowers have also been sown, and Ailsa Craig 
Onion is now coming up in boxes for planting 
outside early in April. This is a sure way of 
getting a good crop that will be aafo from the 

maggot. Strawberries in bloom are looked 
over daily to fertilise the blossoms. Peaches 
in bloom are also receiving attention in a 
similar way. 

February 3rd.—Advantage has been taken of 
frost to wheel on manure and smother-burn 
any rubbish and cuttings which have accumu¬ 
lated in the place assigned for them. Pea-sticks 
have been prepared. We find cuttings of the 
young shoots of Apples and other trees useful 
for stakes for various things. These are tied 
in bundles and dressed ready for use in bad 
weather. Seeds of Begonias and other things 
have been sown in heat, the pans covered with 
glass. 

February /,th.—Fern spores of various kinds 
sown in autumn in warm-house are now being 
transplanted into shallow boxes, still keeping 
them in heat. Lilies, Bermuda and others, 
now making growth freely, require watching, 
for green-fly will make its appearance in .the 

centre of the plants. We find a pinch oi 
Tobacco-powder dropped amoDg the insects 
very efficacious, and the remedy is cheap. As 
fast as Azaleas come into bloom the; are 
moved to the conservatory. The foroiog- 
house is kept constantly filled up now. 

February 3th. — After frost all recently 

{slanted things are looked over and soil made 
firm round the stems. Lawns and walks are 
rolled. Our Tea Rosas were all earthed up 
sufficiently to protect the collar before frost 
set in, and will remain in this condition till the 

spring till the Roses are pruned. A south 

wall covered with Roses will have the pruning 

seen to .as soon as the weather is favourable! 

All the long strong shoots will be trained in 

and some of the old wood cut out. 

February 3th.—Early crops of most thin»- 

required have been sown in small quantities, 
but we shall wait for other sowings till the 

land is in good workable condition. Crops oi 

Early Potatoes, Carrots, Lettuces, and 
Radishes are coming on in warm frame-. 
There are no better lettuces than those grovn 
on a bed of leaves in a frame, where there it 

just warmth enough for steady growth. 

Cuttings of bedding Lobelias are being rooted 

in boxes in heat. Dusted a little more lime 

and soot over Gooseberry and Currant-bushes 

to keep off birds. 

February 7th.—The plot of ground intended 

for Onions has received a further dressing oi 
short manure, and been forked over. In thi- 

condition it will remain till the Onions an 

planted. We always raise a fresh batch a 

Asparagus annually for forcing. The quickest 
method is to sow seeds in small pots singly, 

and plant out end of April or May when the 

weather is suitable. If we had room enough 

under glass, we should raise all our plants ia 

this way, as so much time is gained thereby,ud 
the plants never look back, but we cannot 
always do this. 

BIRDS. 

OUTDOOR AVIARY. 

(Reply to “H. Brown.”) 

Canaries bred in an outdoor aviary are aim;? 
stronger than those reared in breeding-cage*, 
and the reason is evident, as both parents and 
offspring obtain better air and more eserci-e 
in the former. You must not, however, po’. 
your birds up till the weather is warm and 
settled, say about the middle of May. The 
best time for pairing your birds would U 
towards the end of April, and it is well to 
mate a two-year-old hen with a yearling cock, 

as the maturity of the hen will help her in any 
unfavourable changes in the weather after 
laying has commenced. The birds will pair 
better if each occupies a separate cage (hut Slaced side by side) for a time before intro 

ucing them to the aviary. Two or three ne-t 

boxes or wicker baskets should be placed i» 
various positions ; sometimes an evergreen, 
such as a Fir or Box, growing in a pot or tut. 

will attract the builder, and the nest will be 
constructed in its branches, adding much to 
the interest of the aviary. Some old mortar 

should bo pounded and mixed with the gnt- 

sand for the floor of the aviary, to assist in the 

elaboration of the shells of the eggs. Material? 
for building must also be supplied, either Slaced in a small net-bag or strewn upon the 

oor for the birds to gather up. These nay 
consist of dry Moss as a staple, mixed with i 

little soft meadow hay, cow-hair, ami line 

short wool, and just one or two small downy 
feathers to finish off with. The hen is usually 

the nest builder, the male acting the part« 
labourer, bringing the materials to his mate. 

A pair of Canaries will breed two or three 
times in the season, the number of eggs vary 
ing from four to six. The period of incubatiot 

is thirteen davs, and when the chicks art 

hatched the male supplies tiiem with food, 
continues to do so till about the thirteenth. 
day, when they begin to peck alone, the ben 
continuing to brood over her young as long 

they remain unfledged. Just before the jwnsr 
ure hatched the following supplies should be 
given, in addition to the ordinary food: a 
quarter of a hard-boiled egg, minced fine ““ 
rubbed through a sieve, and mixed with s htrie 
stele bread, steeped in water, and afterwwus 
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OORRESPONDENOE. well pressed, or stele bun crumbs. When the OORRESPONDENOE. would be small. Or, in conjunction with projecting 

young birds are aday °rtwo old a small Queetlona.—Querlm and oniwert are inserted in Juniperue Sabina, Cotoneaster microph'yila, slid* \Pucca 
quantity ot Rape-seed should be added, which aamnamns free ttf charge \f correspondents follow that recurra, Y. Mamcntosa, and others. In euch a way that 
lias been boiled or scalded, and then washed to rula: AU eommunieationt should be clearly and eoneisely distinctly art U tic effect would result. Then, again, me 
remove its noriirmriv • this should also he toritten on one tide of the paper only, and addrated to nearly evergreen Roeca as Wichurtana may be plan 
retnoie Its acrimony .this Should awo DO ^ 0, PwSai-sfreef, Bolbom, with Clematis Jaokmani to clothe the bank, or with a I 

Although the young birds begin to peck at should be on a separate pieos qf paper, and not mart are many ways ot treating such a spot, and one ot the 
about three weeks old, the cock continues to than three queries should be tent at a time. Corrtspon- simplest is the Junipers, Cotoneasters. etc., mentioned 
feed them till they are fully able to cater for dents should bear in mind that, as Oarduuhs has to be above. With a little modification a good rockery bank 
themselves • the hen often hnirins tn nest n train tent to prat tome time in adoanoe of dale, queries cannot could have been formed, and, planted tor the moet part 
themselves , tho hen otten begins to nest again ^ ^ re^ud t0 in the ^ following with subject* of trailing habit, would look well 
when tbo young have arrived at this age. l^et the receipt of their communication. We do not reply 10 p™™ .. 1™ m .. „. 
your aviary face south, and be well sheltered ; queries by post. KiE^i?!!E«!n*?Smwn ^VoSdtrd »„? nSi 

it need not stand so high off the ground as Naming usually budded upon lateral branches of the irild 
4 feet, and the lower it is the more sheltered ^ £?ZTth?££liZ Br'er ncar lhe l0P- «° thal th* »<*"> w»uld be entirely 
it is likely to be. Take care to always cover pefflf&JtTitf d%ZiZ&T t^ZTeee^ ** **«; »’« y-gr t,the 
tho front at night with some thick material, from several correspondent, single, specimens of fruits ^^fats nothing1 huf wlM Brier*n| nuibeUMlete^nlm 
and, above all, beware of cats.. The half-inch ^ bud on to. it*next summer. Your*1 best plan would he 
mesh wire-netting will be suitable for covering in nS^'oasa, ,0 trifling that it it necessary that thru l°1'akeT0''> ‘J&jSf'JL ,*th«*UbyJ!p*Ci1' 
the front of your aviary. S. S. G. ^ntentofeachHndZotUd 6e*ent We can undertake 'jffiiSi IZdJuZ menakeT°hb rflUdfa 

the above directions are observed. 
mer. Bush Koses will grow much better than standards 
near large cities and towns. When standards are planted 
only the very freest-growing kinds should be procured, for 
nothing is so unsightly as a Brier with a puny, stunted 
head 

LAW AM D CUSTOM. - uu«, uio •«, unov-KiunauK kiuubdiiuuiu ur |inKimil, lor 
_ PLANTS AND FLOWERS. nothing is so unsightly as a Brier with a puny, stunted 

Trespassing fowle.—I rent some pieces of ground Panov Victorina (Constant Rradrr\—[Thi« will hCai1 
lor gardening purpOTOB, and at the side of them I. some oHin°a?>^^ . Garden In Cheshire (D M /•esQ.-frcm personal 
brass land, on which the occupier turns his poultry. My caii,,d „e„erai Dotting soil—that is about eoual parts of knowledge of the district lo which you refer, we believe 
lence i. of wire netting and of barbed wire, and is not in SsnuaS^Si oHraf Iraki wftb a'ntUc sand P lhat a ver>' ■<* of trees and shrub, may be grown 
very good order, and my neighbour’s fowls come into my „ U peat' °L‘e" mo" , a "Kle 8ana’ „ , , with success. Certainly you may include Magnolia con- 
garden and Id lure my crops. I have complained to my Maranta Warscewlczil (Coimtant Reader,— spicua, M. etellata, and Arbutus and Qarrya elliptica, if in 
neiffhbeur, and he says I have no claim agaiosl him. Is Maranta requires a compost of a rough nature, such well-drained soil. If the soil is sandy loam many of the 

Garden in Cheshire (/>. M. /VWV—From personal 

very good order, and my neighbour's fowls come into my 
garden and Injure my crops. I have complained to my 
neighbour, ana he says I have no claim against him. Is 
this so? Or must I fence against his poultry ?—H. D. this sof Or must I fence against his poultry ?-H. D. »g P**b ®n<l fibrous loam pulled to pieces with the hand Heath family will do quite well. As to the herbaceous 

[You are not required to fence against your ^ * It needs a shady position we would, without hesitation, plant almost anjj 
• 11 t?1 . • 6 . J in the stove. thing we desired. We would not place the large array of 

neighbours poultry ; under no circumstances Pelllonla pulchra (.Constant Reader).—A pretty herbaceous things at the mercy of a garden composed ot 

v—not require a great depth of soil. It grows best in the trenching, manuring, and suchlike, in particular, he 
may recover the damages by action in the shade. properly attended to. If the soil is freshly-dug pasture- 
county court.—K. C. T.] Bougainvillea glabra (Constant Reader).—This land, you may tie well advised to leave Carnations alone 

,s, si , ti is much hardier than i, generally supposed. It may be lor a year or more, and Lilies also, on account of wire- 
Cat and doves (A. C. ( ,).—Dove* are kept fairly dry in a warm greenhouse during the winter, worm, if these abound. In other respects we believe you 

not destroyed by the “watching” of a cat, so started in the spring after the manner of a Fuchsia, at are in a county where much gardening success awaits a 
wo nroanmo vnn r menninrr is thnttlm csthna which time a little more heat is beneficial, and by the end consistent, intelligent method of planting with selection, 
we presume your meaning IS that the cat has of M removed ^In lo the greenhouse. Some large You need not hesitate in putting to us any question on 
actually killed them. It you catch the cat in specimens of this plunged in the turf at Hyde Park with gardening concerning which you are in doubt, 
the actof injuring the birds you will bo entitled the otber bedding plant* flower well towards the end Cactus Dahlias (U. B.\—You have hard y acted 
to take measures to save them, but you will of the summer. wisely in leaving these In the roil, and unless in a spot 

can, however, sue the owner of the cat for culture, but should be planted out in some good, deep, frost penetrating to the crown by means of the easy access 
(kmauftB for n rnfc has nn ninrs riirhi tn well-worked soil, with which a little manure has teen through the old and hollow stem, and often this liecoming 
inmages, tor a coo nas no more ngnt to incorporat€d It is perfectly hardy, and does not come full of water freeres and ruins the crown-buda. As you 
trespass than Other animals, and It IS one irom North America, but is a native of Turkestan, in wish to increase them, it Is the more unfortunate the 
owner’s duty to keep it within bounds. Central Asia. plants are in the ground, as lifting 1* absolutely essential 

“stjsm s.f £j-i ^ s. sS r sssvs.’sftssa rtx s 
not come until 9.30, and sometimes later, and some days • »» >■ tney nave oeen wen expoeea ana are not out niece* In some instances a atrone hud with 
he does not come at alL I have told him that if he does «« ^ey have become mature the fronds naturally ,PX“ ^ «,- ,,Vd ”d the« f<,ror Terv 
not work as leng as I do he cannot expect to receive half ""A"1"lool*!r ' “ ,^7 utofacrora votm vltZu. 7l1*’t “ early“o IheS- 
the contract money, and he says he shall not expect to, while still soft. After being separated from the plant, . . however but in the case of very strong stools we 
but I cannot orove thia statement, a, ihere were no they may be kept for some time if allowed to float in a buds jet however, Dut in tne case on ery wrong stools we 
nut 1 cannot prove inis statement, as there were no Ji. mi-i.uv have made six or even more young plant* from each. If 
sitnerees. lam entonng in a book the full time each o* re. eptacle filled with water. _ vou want a quantity ot plant* your only way is by cut- 

erties ot Maiden-hair 
hlch the plants have been root, clumps will suffice, carefully shaking away all wi! 
well exposed and are not out »"d noting where the crown-huds are, then pulling the 
iture the fronds naturally Pl'»nt* to P"cea. In some Instances a strong bud with 

[Y°ur bebter plan will. be to arrange to *" 3 ‘nChe# '°n8 
receive the whole of the price of the contract, the first buds subsequently developing in the apex of the u0‘e,Ulem . an‘ t"‘ta" 8““d-^ 
and to afterwards pav him a share propor- growth, t'nder normal conditions the buds should appear Plants for beaB (C. »•>—If the bed you refer to 
tinnate to the time he fiau worked If for anv « * P«'iod suited to the different aorta « on the lawn is that shown at toe eastern corner of uuuaie to toe unis ue nas worxeu. 11 tor any > _ plan, we would recommend you to piant m early as poesi- 
reason J’OU are unable to do this, and he . Standard Rosea upon lawn (1 leilgwircon).— It ble in March some Tufted Pansies In colours all over the 

receives half the contract money and refuses to ^ 
handover to you the further share to which and these are vital element* that must be provided It [J* ^„We ^toon^ld p'e p^w Tuberous Begol 
you are entitled, you may recover the same by success is desired. We prefer to ree.small beds prepared n;a., eithrr in mixed coloura or seta of colours. These 
action in the county court. The book you are J!0,1!. e*ch. 8tfm' an<? caimeted w.ith Tufted Pansies. plant either thinly among the Pansies, or allow 
keeninp will be of 'the greatest service if von ^olh.ln- lo[’lt more beauldu!, and toe •hallow-rooting -Ihem rHep||lcc thr pan8,i altogether. If you do the 
I P . ^ • , Pansies will not rob the Roses, hut rather ar t as a cool t(,e Pansies should be cut over as soon as the first 
have to bring uu ucLuu, us it will be a record mulch, some fine manure and »U added now and flush 0, bloagom i8 paBt, and presently they will (lower 
of the time worked by each. K. C. T. J then arc beneficial alike to the Roses and the Pansies. again, this time forming a groundwork to the Begonias. 

r.wt«n«,onll r«v.wScilla maxltlma (I’oun3«frr).-This. also known Thus treated, with the Pansies as 1 sort of permanent 
uaruener and unrysantnemuma. as rrginea maritima, forms a large onion-like bulb, margin, you will have a bed not only Interesting and gay 

A singular story was told to Judge Mansel which flowers usually towards the end of the summer in summer, hut effective till the arrival ot revere frost a 

•couing men 111 mie iworieriutui uisoricp, such pitted in a mixture 01 two-i niras 10am to one-imru leai- porch, seeing it Is so muen raisen aoove me oioinary 
Thomas Squires, a eardonor, for till damages, mould, and a sprinkling of sand. Give but little water level, would appear to afford a good opening for some free- 
aliened to Love been anffered Ikmirnh lk« till the leave* commence to push up, when more mois- flowering alpinee, such a* the Aubrietlas, alpine Phloxes, 
alleged to nave been Buttered through the ture WU1 be required. During the winter keep dry tor a double white AAbie to form a groundwork, and mail 
defendant negligently or wrongfully removing tjme. bnlbous plant* as Fritillorias, Spanlto Irises, Anemones, 
the terminal buds from 280 Chrysanthemum Lllium Hansoni (Younatter\—This i* perfectly and Atotrremeria*. Hybrid Columbine* and Poppies 
plants. Squires had been ill the plaintiff's hardy, but licing one of the earliest of Lilies to start into would also grow quit* weU in avmh a jdao*. If you 
employment as head gardener but loft in Son growth, the young shoot* and leaves are liable to be think this too much, you could plant the caipet things 

| loyment as Head gardener, out tote in Sop- i j e^ hy lat£ (ro8ta and cutting wind* if they are in the firet-named In conjunction with some of the Mosey Saxi- 
tember last because he refused to do somowork hence lhev shouM he planted where partially pro. fragas, with Daffodils and Crown Anemones fit low to 
ho (lescribcvl as a “labourer's job.” It was tccted by shrub*, such as is usually done in the case of make a siiccemion. 
alleged that boforo leaving ho told an under- Lilium auratum. a Khodoviendro'n - iwvi is one of die Growing Bplphyllums (W. F.).—After the 
cardennr tl.nt l,n si,mil.1 “.mt eve,, will, il.e beat places for them. A bed of this Lily has for some flowering season Is over the plant* should have a period of 
gardener that lie should get cion with the ' ,**„ very beautiful at Kew, the bulbs being re8t being kept drier at the roots and in a somewhat 
OKI man, and should destroy all his own planted among some evergreen shrube about •! feet high, low er temperature. Having flowered in an Intermediate 
“stuff” on the premises. When tho now Load which protect the young ehoote during their earlier house, the warm part of the greenhouse will suit them, 
gardener came ho found the terminal buds had •t*S£ ,,“t. before flowering the MUmJkU •"«*» *»* Potting Is hert done in March or April a very suitable 
lkfnn romm.n/l r ’l.n.  nhrube, which in their turn form an annurnh'e setting for compoat for the purpose beinc two-thirds pood yellow 
>eeu removed from the Chrysunthemums. the charming, yellow, gracefully-disposed blossoms. loam to one third pounded brick rubble and soil bricks, 
Iho defendant denied the charge, and sug- Covering a Steep bank (Rnida). —There are with a liberal admixture of sand. A little well decayed 
gested that the plaintiff had done it himself several wavs in which such a slope maybe advan- leaf-mould may with advantage be added if the loam is of 
by “ putting his own finger in the pie.” The togcously clothed, and many plants are suitable for the a heavy nature In potting. Idie Mil should be pressed 
Indira knv.,... r„_ ., r ,, nurDOSe For instance, cuttings or small plant* of vinca down firmly, and great care must be taken to keep the 
ludge, however, made an order for the full £r p^w|nkle. or. again. Ivv planted freelv'over the slope, plant well secured to a stake or stake*, as if this is not 
amount claimed. would n„irkly form a -overing, and the after attention done the weight of the branches is apt io cause them to 
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map off. After potting, the plants must be kept warmer, 
with occisional syringing*, in order to encourage a free 
growth, while the supply of water at the roots may be 
increased, but care should be taken not to overwater. 
The pots must be thoroughly well drained. A* the plants 
increase in size they may remain for years without repot¬ 
ting, provided precautions are taken when potting them 
in the flrst place to keep the drainage open. Old-estab¬ 
lished plants will be benefited by a little feeding in the 
shape of weak liquid-manure during the growing season, 
and also Just before the flowers develop. After the 
growth is completed the plants may be removed to a 
sunny greenhouse in order to ripen the wood and set the 
flOWe’r-buds, giving them at that period somewhat less 
water than when in full growth. The earliest may be 
taken into a little heat by the middle of September, and if 
a few at a time are so treated a succession may be kept up 
for a considerable period. 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

Increasing the Holly (K. /).).—Seeing you can 
procure no berries, your Holly can bo increased from 
cuttings, which should be made of the ripened shoots of 
the current year's growth. These should be planted in a 
bed of sandy soil in a sheltered border, covered with hand- 
lights and shaded on bright days. 

Fast-srowlng climbers for open pallsafle 
(IK. Andrews). — Uomidering that the aspect is a 
northerly one, we only recommend such plants as will grow 
in this position. Of' flowering creepers you could plant: 
Wistaria sinensis, Honeysuckle, Jasminum nudiflorum, 
l’yracantha Lmlandi, Clematis Jackmani and C. montan a. 
Everlasting Pea (pink or white), Gloire de Dijon, Ches- 
hunt Hybrid, Aimee Vibert, Flora, and Feliclte-Perpetue 
Roses, and Pyrus japonic* of sorts. This last is not fast¬ 
growing, but almost indispensable on account of its early 
bloesoining and brilliant colour. Virginian Creeper, Ivies, 
and Berberis stenophylla are excellent- There are also 
many deciduous-flowering Bhrubs, such as Syringas 
(Lilacs), Philadelphuses (Mock Orange), flowering Cur¬ 
rants, Weigelas, etc., that are suitable for low fences or 
palisading. 

FRUIT. 
Apple-trees trained (J. Carswell).—There is no 

reason why the trees should not succeed, and if so treated 
that the fruit should ndt be of the best quality also. You 
do not say whether you wish for dessert or cooking 
fruits, however, so we give you some of each. It would 
be advisable to have the wires quite 5 feet high, and to 
make a start with quite young trees that could be trained 
in the way you mention without risk. I ndeed, it may be 
possible, if yon enquire of the nurseries near you, to 
obtain some espalier-trained trees, which are the most 
suitable for training in the way you with. Good dessert 
kinds are: Cox's Orange, Beauty of Bath, American 
Mother, Claygate Pearmain, Golden Reinette, Scarlet 
Nonpareil. The following are good cooking sorts: 
Emperor Alexander, Cox’s Pomona, Ecklinville Seedling, 
Lord Derby, Lane's Prince Albert, and Warner’s King. 

.Pruning: Nut,-Duanes {J. c.).—in pruning on 
either side of your walks the Cob Nut-bushes which seem 
to have become unduly high, we should have preferred 
to have cut out hard down as near the ground as possi¬ 
ble some of the largest or oldest of the branches, then to 
have shortened back to 6 feet others evidently younger, 
spurring in on them weak growths, and leaving a few 
stronger shoots two-thirds their length. « If there are 
nujneroua shoots or suckers springing from the roots, 
all weak ones of these ahonld be cut clean out, and just a 
few, say half-a-dozen of the best, encouraged to grow into 
branches, cutting them back one-third. Strong young 
shoots do not fruit until they have become older and 
branch out, or get up into light and air. Of those 
already pruned, we should advise cutting some of the 
older stems close down to thin them, leaving others and 
treating suckers as advised. Nodoubtthe trees having l>een 
long planted, a heavy dressing of manure placed about 
each would do them great good. 

Pears on Apple-stockB (IF. O').—The chief 
reason why Pears should not be budded or grafted oil 
Apnie-atocks is that the two fruit* do not well assimilate, 
and when euch cross-budding has been done the reeult 
always has been disappointing. We have heard of inter¬ 
crossing the Pear on to the Apple by fertilising flowers of 
the latter with pollen from the former, but the results 
again have been of doubtful character, and, if any, really 
then quite worthless. The Apple 1b Pyrus Malua and the 
Pear I'yrue communis. Toere is far closer identity 
between the Pear and the Quince (Cydonla vulgaris) than 
between Apple and Pear, as the Pear does well on Quince- 
stocks. Other than the Paradise-stock (Pyrus pruicox), 
we know of no other stock than the common Crab or 
Apple seed raised stock on which Apples will thrive. 
Perhaps another valid reason for not thus using Pear- 
stocks for Apples is that they are not valued, as Apple- 
stocks can be had in great abundance and very cheap. 
There can be no better way to spoil any good Pear than 
by working it on to the Apple. Far better work it On to 
the Quince. 

VEGETABLES. 

Celery running to seed (A. Croft).—Very early- 
sown and planted Celery invariably bolts, which yours 
has done. It seed be sown about May—always soon 
enough for all ordinary purposes—then it does not bolt. 
Still, much depends on how the plant* are treated, as if 
allowed to become thick, etarved and weak in the pots or 
pans, the plants will bolt away early. 

Beetroot falling (6. J.X—As to your Beet being 
hard when cooked, that was perhaps due to variety or 
to poor soil. The latter cause is moit probable. Gene¬ 
rally we find all varieties are good now. For Beet the.soil 
should have been well manured for a previous crop, 
then be in the winter dug quite, deep, and again in 
April be forked over afresh, sowing the seed middle of 
May in rows 12 inches apart, thinning out to 6 inches 
apart. Keep the soil between the rows well hoed during 
tne summer. 

Planting Potato Onions (G. J.). —The best 
time for you to plant bulbs or offsets, as usually- 
called, of Potato or underground Onions, will be " 
middle of February, as yours is a eold/mstfic> Hr ve 

£>v|i th i soil well manured aid deep'.y dug. s 
face eome wood-ashes and soot befol 

be in rows 10 inches apart, and the bulbs In the rows 
be 12 inches apart. Press them well into the soil, so 
that the tops Just show. Later, when good growth has 
resulted, draw away some of the loose soil with the 
hand round each cluster, as that will promote swelling. 

Six good market Peas (M.J. CX—In Lancashire, 
and where there is plenty of water, you can hardly do 
better than sow for a first early for market sale William 
Hurst. It grows about 20 inches in height unstaked, 
and could be sown thinly, in rows 2 feet apart. You 
would find to follow that English Wonder, Bown in rows 
20 inches apart, remarkably prolific, followed by The Daisy, 
in rows 30 inches apart, dwarf and a great cropper. Of 
3-feet Peas sow Senator, Triumph, and the Gladstone, three 
splendid croppers and coming in succession. These latter, 
If not staked, grow to about 30 inches in height. Be sure 
you get the true varieties. 

Burled cattle bones (H. E. Johnson).—If the flesh 
of the animals buried in your garden ground, and which 
possibly died from some disease, has so far decayed that it 
has left the bones fairly clean, your best course would be 
to have all the bones thrown out to let them well dry, 
then get them broken up as small as possible with big 
hammers, and to then use the broken mine as manure. 
The finest, or dust, would soon become useful as food, the 
larger portions would decay in time and become food also. 
If the buried animalo arc in a putrid ptato, your host 

course would be to well smother them with fresh lime and 
well cover up with soil. Such an excess of flesh in the 
process of decay would do more harm than good to vege¬ 
table crops, unless veiy deeply buried. We do not mean 
it would make the crops unwholesome so much as coarse, 
rank, and, doubtless, very unprofitable. Deep trenching of 
the ground would do more good than this coarse feeding. 

Good keeping Onions (Fima).—Generally it is 
found that the oval or globe-shaped Onions keep better 
than the flatter ones do. For that reason James' Keep¬ 
ing, Bedfordshire Champion, Sutton's Globe, Cranston's 
Excelsior, or others of similar form habitually keep well 
into the winter. But too much must not be assumed on 
that head, as we have seen plenty of flatter Onions keep¬ 
ing well quite late. So much really depends on how the 
bulbs have matured or ripened. They are often, on strong 
rich Boils, helped to do that by having their necks gently 
pressed between finger and thumb during August, and 
the tops laid over on to one side. Still, in doing that care 
must be taken not to break the necks. If the season be 
damp, Onions grow late, do not ripen well, and therefore 
keep badly, fi your spring* be fairly early in county 
Down you may sow seed thinly in shallow drills, 12 inches 
apart, drawn on soil that has been well manured and 
deeply dug previously, making the sowing at the end of 
March. Thin the plant* to 4 inches apart later and keep 
clean from weeds. 

SHORT REPLIES. 

CTeeiof.—Put in the cuttings of the plants you mention 
during February and March. They must have a warm 
house or a hot.haA.-7)—We have never seen any bad 
results follow from pruning fruit-1 rees during hard frost. 
-E. D.—See article " Blister or Curl in Peaches," in our 
issue of January 17th, page 603.-B. You will And 
it very useful for mixing with all sorts of potting soil, and 
top-dressing all kinds of aoft-wooded pot plants. We have 
also used it largely when making Vine and Peach borders. 
-Sla-i.—We have handed your query to the Editor of 
Farm and Home, who will deal with it in an early issue. 
-Amateur.— Quite impossible for us to advise without 
seeing the place. Consult the practical man of whom you 
speak. It would be far better to make a fresh Asparagus- 
bed in your new garden, lifting the crowns you have now 
and forcing them.-P. S. Lingficld.—Your best plan will 
be to obtain employment in eome nursery where trees 
and shrubs are largely grown for sale-A. G. Stringer.— 
Not a gardening query. Write to the Editor of Farm and 
Home, 17, Furnival-strect, E.C.-E. iV. —Certainly not. 
The manure you refer to will only cause fungus, and is of 
no value whatever.-Shrub.—Prune early in April.- 
Young Xomee.—See reply to “A. M.," in our issue of 
January 17th, p. 606. See article on “ Garden Edgings," 
in our issue ol January 3rd, p. 578.-J. T. Horner.— 
Apply to Messrs. Barr and Sons, 12, King-street, Covent 
Garden, W.C. _ 

NAMES OP PLANTS AND FRUITS. 
Names of plants. — Vine, — 1, Carex japonic* 

gracilis; 2, Generally known in gardens as Tradescantia 
discolor, but its true botanical name is Rhino discolor.- 
F. E. A. V. B.—V/e can only suggest that the plant 
Inquired about may be Agathosma. perhaps A. rugosa, a 
near ally of the Diosmos.-J. Beans.—Chrysanthemum 
Mia. Pilkine.-H'. *7. Toicn^cnd.—impossible to 

name from such materiaL-Constant Reader.—I, Panax 
Victoria-; 2, Marauta Warscewiczii; 3, Pellionia pulchra ; 
4, Bougainvillea glabra. See p. 627 for treatment. 

Name of fruit.—Mr*. KeeviL—Apple Glory of the 
West. _ 

Catalogues received.—Win. Samson and Co.. 
Kilmarnock, X.B.— Spring Catalogue of Choice Seeds and 
Plants.-W. Atlee Bur)iee, Philadelphia.—1 'egetable. 
Flower, and Farm Seeds for l'Mi.-Gilbert and Son, 
Dyke, Bourne, Lincoln.—Gold Medal Street Peas and List 
of Flower and Vegetable Seeds.——W. B. Hartland, (kirk, 
Ireland.— List of Garden Seeds.-M. Cuthbertson, 
Rothesay.—Seed and Plant Catalogue.-Vilmorin et 
Cie, Paris.—General Catalogue.-Frank Dicks and Co., 
68, Deansgate, Manchester. —List of Plotter and Vegetable 

Seeds.-1-acton Bros., Bedford.—Need Catalogue for lOO.t. 
-Pope and Sons, Birmingham.— List of Seeds for 190J 
-Blackmore and Langdon. Bath.—List of Carnations, 
Picolees, etc., and List of Begonias.-Thompson and 
Morgan, Ipswich.—Catalogue of Flower and Vegetable 
Seeds for 1903.-W. Smith and Son, Aberdeen.—Spring 
Catalogue of Seeds. Plants, etc.-Robert Holmes, Nor¬ 
wich.— Catalogue of Chrysanthemums.-Haage and 
Schmidt, Erfurt.—List of Seeds and Plants.-F. A. 
Koacoe. Steeple Morden, Royston.— Price List of Sweet 
and Cooking Pea Seed.-T. S. Ware, Ltd.. Feltham, 
Middlesex.—Spring Catalogue of Flower and 1 'egctgble 
Seeds, also Begonias, Lilies, Gladioli, etc.-Hobbies, 
fvorfolk Nurseries, Dereham.—Gardcp,Gujd*fprJii04^—— 
Bowden and Co., Inverness.—Gard<j»|!4r<f«tfeAirif] Y v 

THE 
Season of Spring follows the passing of 
Christmas, and ere long owners of gardens riil 
be oagerly discussing the Seed Catalogue* 
preparatory to making their selections of Seeds. 
If you have not yet sent for John K. Kinc. 4 
Sons’ Spring Catalogue for 1903, we recoin 
mend you to do so at once; it will be sent 
post free on receipt of a postcard to eithei 
Coggeshall or Reading. John K. Kin.. 4 
Sons are Seedsmen by Royal Sealed Warrant 
to His Majesty the King, and their Seeds are 
woll known in almost every part of the 

EARTH 
In this exhaustive and beautifully illustrated 
Catalogue, every variety of Vegetable, Flower, 
and Potato worth cultivating is fully described. 
The question for those who have not grown 
John K. King & Sons' Home-grown Seeds is, 

SHALL 
we continue to sow low-priced and inferior 
Seeds which frequently fail to germinate; 
high-priced Seeds which are no totter than 
others; or those grown on the groat Es-ei 
Seed Farms of John K. Kino k Sons, whict 
are supplied to their customers at about half 
the price usually charged? If you want; oat 
gardens to 

YIELD 
the best return, a constant supply of fe* 
choicest Vegetables and the most beanhfai 
Flowers, with crops of the best disease rest¬ 
ing Potatoes, you cannot do better than send 
for John K. King k Sons’ Catalogue. For 
110 years John K. King & Sons’ Seeds We 
enjoyed a high reputation ; thousands of Tes¬ 
timonials testifying to their excellence We 
been received. As a sample the following is 
worth recording. Miss Cooper, Forncett St. 
Mary, writes : “ The Seeds supplied by 
Messrs. John K. King k Sons in tneir £2i- 
Collection have given 

HER 

JOHNK. KING* 
Seedsmen by Royal Sealed Warrant 

to His Majesty The King. 

COGGESHALL, ESSEX; AND 
F - . READING, BERKS. 

complete satisfaction.” Whether for the Urge 
garden of the Mansion, the smaller gardense! 
the Rectory or Villa, the humble allotmer; 
of the Cottager or Artisan, good Seeds at s 
moderate price are indispensable. To the care 
and skill shown bv Messrs. John K. Kim * 
Sons in sending out, the Highest Class Sad¬ 
at the lowest growers' prices is to 1® attribut'd 
the continued 

INCREASE 
of their Business, which now extends to atatet 
every part of the World. 

URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
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PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

O HRYBANTHHJMUMS. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS DETERIORATING. 
Till, haste which in the past has characterised 
all operations in the culture of exhibition 
Chrysanthemums is largely responsible for the 
weakened constitution of many of the varieties, 
which from time to time have taken a high! 
jiosition at the leading exhibitions. A new ] 
variety is in the first season grown to its, 
fullest extent. As most exhibitors know full 
well, a promising novelty, no matter whether 
it be a seedling or a plant of a few years' 
standing, is grown for “ all it is worth,” in the 
language of the grower. From the very out¬ 
set a strain is put upon the energies of the 

” plant, and all through the growing season the 
same course uf liealineiit in ubseived, This, 

being followed by a period of some six to 
eight weeks’treatment in a glasshouse, often 
overcrowded with plants, weakens the plant. 
For some months the plants are highly fed, so 
that when the time comes round for procuring 
stock, cuttings of a most undesirable kind are 
the only ones obtainable. But for the feverish 
haste to commence another season's work, 
plants grown in the manner just described 
could be treated in a way to restore, to some 

, extent, at least, their lost constitution. Some 
of the leading growers plant out stock of the 
better sorts, hut with the novelties they have 
no chance of doing so. When the few stock 
plants coine into their possession, the Chrysan¬ 
themum specialists, to meet the demand for 
novelties made upon them, put in every 
cutting, and in the succeeding flowering 
reason growers wonder why the new sorts fail 
to reach the standard seen during the previous 
reason, and also so faithfully described in the 
gardening journals. The process of deteriora¬ 
tion which begins so early in the life of the 
plants i3 continued in the two or three 
■succeeding seasons, and unless the constitution 
of each one is oxooptionally robust and 

vigorous, the variety, so to speak, goe3 to the 
walL What else can we expect, nfter giving 
the plants so severe a system of culture ? It is 
unreasonable to expect anything else than 
failure, and so long as the present system of Pu"ly propagation "is followed, so long will 

ults be unsatisfactory. 

It is not possible for every grower to plant 
out in his garden a batch of exhibition sorts, 
and many are not prepared to take that trouble. 
It cannot be denied, however, that it is a wise 
course to adopt, and it briDgs its own reward. 
If it is not possible to grow stock plants in the 
open border as suggested, other means, though 
not so good, may be taken to achieve somewhat 
similar results. Plants which have been sub- Kited to high culture should, after flowering, 

cut down and either have the ball of earth 
and roots reduced, and be potted up into 0-inch 
or other smaller pots, using good soil for the 
purpose, or they should bo plunged in soil in 
frames, or, better still, in soil of a fairly li 
character on the side benches -of,Aheuglij 
houses. The latter position feane Better o 

and so long as the plants are not excited into years or so of showing, because old varieties 
quick growth by a high temperature, the | have become plentiful and cheap. That is 
resulting growths, which should develop in the 
early days of the year and just as the days 
begin to lengthen, should be all the grower 
desires. Cuttings from such plants may lie put 
in with the reasonable prospect of producing 
satisfactory results. Instead of lanky and 
unsightly plants developing, those of dwarf to 
medium growth should be the result. These 
latter, too, are easier to hardle, and also retain 
their foliage much better. I have just seen 
a batch of plants treated in the manner 
described, ana these are now freely developing 
growths of a sturdy kind. A .January and 
February propagation is quite early enough for 
all purposes. C. H. N. 

CHRYSANTHEMUM BLOOMS IN VASES. 

Wiiat is wanted at exhibitions in connection 
with vase classes for cut Chrysanthemums is 
more of that free-and-easy style of setting up 
the flowers seen in our own homes. When it is 
required that so many blooms only he shown in 
a vase to be judged chiefly as exhibition flowers 
and without any other foliage, then it is inevi¬ 
table that the clnss or classes will become as 
monotonous and objectionable as arc the board 
classes. I could hut notice in our own show 
here in Kingston last November, that by far 
the prettiest vases of blooms were those of 
amateurs and cottagers, who had not only a 
free hand as to flowers and arrangements, but 
also brought their own vases, all being more or 
leas diverse. These were far more pleasing 
than were the largo show bloom classes. It 
seems to be very evident, judging by what 
has been written, that tho public or amateur 
taste, so far as Chrysanthemum shows is 
concerned, is rebelling against the big or fat 
flowers in vases, and is asking for something 
much more pleasing, decorative, and artistic. 
The fat flower classes are the fond children of 
those whose highest aim in flower culture is to 
win good prizes. These exhibitors must be 
given to understand that such ideas in relation 
to flowers are becoming repulsive. There is 
now, in relation to Carnations, a great rebellion 
against dressing the flowers and showing them 
with paper collars. The same thing is crop¬ 
ping up in connection with the showing of 
Roses —still so terribly formal in tbeir boxes. 
So also with Dahlias, even the beautiful Cactus 
forms being shown in rigid wire frames in 
the most unnatural wax’, so that people are 
getting tired of seeing them so displayed, 
and are calling for more natural methods of 
showing them. But of all flowers none seem 
naturally better suited for vase display than 
Chrysanthemums do, as they have long, stiff 
stems and can be set up in almost any lengths, 
thus admitting, especially in conjunction with 
draping foliage, most pleasing and graceful 
arrangements. Show committees cannot too 
readily lend their attention to what the public 
ask, and cater less for the old stereotyped 
lumpy blooms which for so long have lieen the 
exhibitors’ favourites. One unpleasant feature 

f the bigbtoom competitions is that the trade 
4 ii flSi riAisiness to knock out varieties 

plentiful and cheap, 
done by forcing on growers new varieties that 
can hardly bo said now to show advance 
or diversity on the old ones, hut which can bo 
charged high prices for, and if some will not 
foolishly purchase them others will. Chrysan¬ 
themum showing has been a fine trade boom, 
but it has seen its best days, happily. A 
correspondent, *• Essex,” sneers at market 
blooms. He is welcome to do so, hut his sneer 
will only help stay the growth of public 
taste for more beauty and less bigness in 
Chrysanthemums. A Df.an. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Plants to carry 20 or 30 blooms.—I wl»h to 

grow a few Chrysanthemums with from 20 to 30 blooms 
each on a separate stem, and would be glad to know the 
name* of six of the most suitable kinds (different colours) 
and how to manage them from the time the cuttings are 
struck ?—York shirk. 

[Had you inserted cuttings of the varieties 
you intend to grow a month earlier you would 
nave enhanced your prospects of success. 
Still, provided you commence operations with¬ 
out delay, and use some -bottom-heat to hasten 
the rooting, you may make up for some of the 
lost time. The most suitable kinds for your 
purposo, in different colours, are: Lizzie 
Adcock, rich yellow; Crimson Source d’Or, 
orange-crimson ; White (biintus. pure white ; 
l’ink Selborne, lilac pink; Bionze Soleil 
d’Octohre, bronzy fawn ; and William Seward, 
a deep rich crimson. Each of the above- 
mentioned sorbs is of easy culture, and given 
proper treatment should make a line display. 
When the plants are about (5 inches high take 
out tho point of tho growth. Keep the plants 
rather dry at the roots for a few days to assist 
in the development of new shoots in the axils 
of the leaves. From the several new shoots 
select two or three of the stronger, growing 
these on, and rub out the weaker ones. Pot 
on the young plants into largor pots from time 
to time, using those 0 inches in diameter in 
which to flower them. Never pot on a plant 
until It has Ailed Its pot with roots, and never 
pinch a plant at tho same time that it is being 
repotted. At least a week should elapse 
between the two operations. After the first 
stopping, already described in detail, you 
should pinch out the point of each succeeding 
0 inches to S inches oi growth, giving the final 
pinching about the third week in June. This 
must necessarily develop plants of a bushy 
character. We would advise you to partially 
disbud your plants, and if you prefer to have 
flowers of medium size on stiff, erect stems, 
retain only one bud on each shoot. Through¬ 
out the summer and early autumn give the 
plants a good open sunny position, standing 
them on boards, slates, tiles, or anj thing of 
this kind to prevent the ingress of worms. 
Insert strong stakes or Bamboo canes for the 
support of tho branching growths, lightly 
looping these to the stakes with raffia. l>o not 
feed the plants until the flowering pots are 
well filled with roots. House the plants 
duringiithprte^tfreeot >n September. Green- 
flyvAf present;-may be eradicated by dusting 

-Ll\I fw^rArp i ° favourites after a coupW I w V^thjJbbtcid^ttderlUtWbVi^T.] 
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OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

MICHAUX’S BELLFLOWER 
(MICHAUXIA). 

The Michauxias may for all practical purposes 
be regarded as biennials. In certain instances, 

rendered more porous by the addition of grit, 
old mortar, or charcoal, or s&nd. A deep soil, 
so that the roots may quickly spread, is the 
most likely to give good results. Leaf-soil 
may l>e used, but no manure, unless it be of a 
kind that can be rubbed through a fine sieve. 
Treated in this way there is every hope of 
growing these striking and exceptional plants 
with success. 

M. campantloides.—Fully developed, the 
spire of flowers of this kind will reach as much 
as 7 feet or 8 feet high, hence the need for a 
sheltered position and early attention in 
staking, etc. The flowers are white, slightly 
tinged on the outside with purple or lilac, the 
division of the corolla much reflexed. At the 
time of the ojiening of the flowers the plant 
and the upper parts of the inflorescence in par¬ 
ticular are of a viscid or clammy nature. The 
flowers are more or less drooping, and arranged 
at intervals on the stem. This species has 
lieen long known to cultivation, having been 
brought from the Levant in 1787. 

M. Tchihatciieffii.—This handsome and 
striking species is so much of a novelty that 
only a few have as yet grown it. The branch¬ 
ing character and the complete flowering por¬ 
tion of the inflorescence are so well shown in 
the accompanying illustration that further 
description is not necessary. In addition to 
the fine flowering, however, the plant is 
attractive by reason of the greyish loaves, 
which are covered with a soft short white 
down. This tomentose character is a feature 
throughout the plant. The leaves are far more 
abundant than in the first-named species. The 
flowers are white. This noble species was 
found in the Cicilian Taurus by M. Siche, at 
an elevation of some 5,000 feet, the plants 
growing chiefly among rocks, and usually in 

TUFTED PANSIES (VIOLAS). 

Winter preparation of beds and Boeder. 

To grow these plants satisfactorily year liter 
year, not only must the flowering quarters!* 
changed from time to time, but deep culture 
is absolutely necessary. Some persons appear 
to think the Tufted Pansies are surface-rooting, 
or at most shallow-rooting plants, and, becau* 
of this, ordinary culture will answer very well 
The Tufted Pansies revel in soil which hi; 
been well tilled and deeply dug. Deep culture 
invariably brings its own reward in healthy 
and robust plants, which flower profusely xai 
keep the garden gay for many month.-. A; 

this season the grower should be busy pre 
paring his beds and borders for the next di¬ 
play. It is an immense advantage to get the 

garden dug, and deeply dug too, in the winter 

months. In most situations, where the garde; 
is not absolutely in the bottom of a valley, the 
Boil should work comfortably, unleee tk 
weather be exceptionally wet and the soil also 
of heavy' texture. I always make it a rule to 
dig two spits deep, incorporating at the she 
time thoroughly good manure. In years mu 

>jy.. when blooms of exceptional quality were 

desired, the soil has been even more deeply 
tilled, and the advantage in so doinz hi- 
amply justified the extra work and trouble 
taken. The surface soil should be left in i 
rough condition. In the case of poor uf 
impoverished soil this treatment vastly c 

roves it. Garden soil in which the tafac 
ansies have been grown several years it 

succession may to a large degree be much in 

roved by these means, and in gardens of limited 
imensions, where it is not possible to changs 

the soil for these plants, surely it is rartt 
while taking pains in its preparation for neii 
season’s display. When left in a rough coc 

Michauxia Tohihalcheflli. From a photograph by 

Mr. II. S. Fish, Edinburgh. 

however, it may be that the plants do not 
attain to flowering size the first year, and, 
therefore, do not bloom. The plants invari¬ 
ably perish with the ripening of the seeds. 
These remarks are made to prevent disap¬ 
pointment arising from regarding any of the 
npecies as truly perennial. To be successful 
in the ciltivation of Michauxias, a system of 
quick growth is essential from the very first. 
The object of this is to secure the fullest 
possible development in the first season. The 
plants are easily raised from seeds, which may 
be sown in pots or pans of sandy soil during 
the early part of the year. If sown in slight 
warmth and under glass, which may be helpful, 
care should be taken to prick off any seedlings 
as these attain sufficient size. By this method 
and the subsequent growing on singly in pots, 
plants of good size may be secured for planting 
out in May or early in .Tune. Plants not large 
enough for planting out by the end of July 
would perhaps be better grown on in pots and 
given irime protection lor the winter. To 
obviate this sow the seeds prior to March, or 
in frames or pits in autumn. The Michauxias 
are essentially adapted for grouping among 
thinly-planted shrubs, so that their towering 
spires of white flowers may rise above the 
shrubs and be seen to adva 
sandy nature [Si ways watm aid 
best. Soils 1103 or tnis aes 

Soil of 
1 -&n£$ 

Mi.'haux’a Bellflower (Mi-hauxia campanuloides). 

the mountainous portions. Attaining lo 7 feet dition on the surface, as previously advocai*- 
high and more, it is not difficult to picture the the frost breaks up thi heavy foil i:- 
fine effect of such a plant, with its closely- pulverises it. In addition, insect pests, ■■■ 
arranged, almost columnar spike of sbpftesn infest the soil, are eradicated, a"• . 
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sandy nature is greatly improved by the 
addition of old and well-rotted cow manure. 
In most suburban and country gardens this 
material is not by any means difficult to 
obtain, many farmers and cowkeepers in the 
immediate neighbourhood of one’s gardens 
usually being pleased to provide a supply for a 
comparatively small consideration. Soil heavy 
in texture should be treated to a liberal dress¬ 
ing of well-rotted horse manure. Experience 
has proved that this is better than incorporating 
fresh stable litter. When the planting time 
again comes round, from the middle to the end 
of March, all that needs to be done is to 
lightly fork over the surface soil of the beds 
and borders, and rake them over preparatory 
to planting out. D. B. Crane. 

Iliyhgatc, iV. 

LIL1UM LONGIFLORUM INSULARE. 
Without showing any marked divergence from 
the normal form, varietal names nave been 

many features in which it differed from any 
other longiflorum were claimed for it, yet, after ( 
a season or two in this country, all these points 
vanished. Whatever a further acquaintance 
may lead to, there is no question that these 
imported bulbs represent one of the best forms 
of Lilium longiflorum, particularly for a cool- 
house, or for growing out-of-doors. Of the 
bulbs which flower in this country, we draw our 
supplies from Japan, Holland, Bermuda, and 
South Africa, as well as from the Pacific 
Islands. 
- L. longiflorum (or Harrisi)var. insulare 

is very free-blooming. Three bulbs sent up 
seven stems about 21 feet high, which bore 211 
beautiful flowers.—W. E. G. 

HERBACEOUS PLANTS ON GRASS. 
Many species belonging to this class of hardy 

plants would create a much finer effect if grown 
singly or in bold clumps on the Grass, where 

prefers liberal treatment, and for it give agood 
return. A firm, holding soil is more suitable 
for the general body of these plants than a 
light sandy one, although some few may need 
a little attention to give the best results. 
The stations where all are to be planted should 
be deeply trenched ; if the soil is poor, some 
partly decomposed farmyard-manure and old 
potting-soil ought to be added, and will well 
re|>ay the extra labour incurred in giving a 
moro luxuriant growth, which means an en¬ 
hanced appearance. All the plants here men¬ 
tioned are tho bettor for copious soakings of 
water ut the roots if the weather be hot and 
dry during the summer months. Some of the 
species have not sufficient foliage near their 
base to hide the soil in which they are growing. 
This might bo improved by covering the sur 
face soil with some of the many low-growing 
hardy plants, such as Seduin glaucum and S. 
Lydium, Herftiaria glabra, Antennaria tomen 
tosu, or Veronica repens, all of which are of 

I.ilium longiflorum insulare in Mr. W. E. Gumhleton'a garden at Pelgrove. From a photograph hy G. A. Champion. 

plentifully showered upon the varieties, or 
supposed varieties, of Lilium longiflorum, one 
of the latest being that at the head of this 
note. As flowered from imported bulbs, it is 
certainly full of promise, for the growth is 
sturdy and robust, two or three stems being 
often pushed up from one bulb, while the 
flowers, of which several are borne on a stem, 
are unusually expanded, and of a thick wax¬ 
like substance. Taking an isolated flower, one 
» reminded of a particularly good form of the 
Japanese variety Wilsoni. The name of insulare 
is but a garden appellation, having its origin in 
the fact that it was imported by a well-known 
firm of nurserymen from an island in the Pacific 
Ocean, where, judging by results, it has found 
a congenial home. Whether this will prove to 

a geographical form, whose points of 
difference will disappear under cultivation, 
remains to be seen, for when first Lilium larfgi* 
florum Harrisi was sent here from-. Bermuda. 

they could obtain more freedom for both foliage 
and flower alike than they very often receive 
now, huddled together in a much too narrow 
border, where the true character of the plant 
is altogether obscured. Besides, a feature in 
the garden might be very easily added, which 
would give increased interest. If such an idea 
were more generally carried out and the Grass 
kept short, the plants would give even a finer 
effect than they do now where employed in the 
wild garden, where it is necessary to allow the 
Grass to run to keep up the true character of 
that part of the garden. Many of our finest 
herbaceous plants are remarkable as much for 
their foliage as for the flower itself ; long Grass 
would altogether spoil the effect. In that case, 
therefore. Grass which is kept short is prefe r 
able under the above conditions. How the 
ilants shall be arranged is more of a matter 
ir personliljjisto than for minute instructions 

quick growth and of suitable colours to form 
an agreeable contrast with the plants above. 

Trlekia si-ectosissima, or, as some prefer to 
call it, Buphthalmum, is a capital subject for 
growing on Grass. The habit of the plant is 
vigorous, having large drooping leaves, which 
cannot be seen when surrounded by other 
things in the herbaceous border. Stout flower- 
spikes 4 feet long are freely produced, having 
blooms much resembling .Japanese Anemone 
Chrysanthemums in their formation; the 
colour is orange-yellow. 

Poi.yoonu.m cuspiuatum is just the plant for 
this purpose: the growth has an outward 
tendency, deep greeu ; tho drooping, feathery 
panicle like flowers are creamy-white, freely 
produced. If larger growth is required, 
P. sachalinense may be planted, which will 
quickly run up 10 feet high. The former 
varietyjlpes hpfcgrow more than 5 feet high. 

” “■ -called tho This section of hardy 
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Plume Poppy, if planted in a bold clump 
would give a noble effect, growing, as it does, 
from 6 Feet to 8 feet. The glaucous colour of 
the underside of the leaves gives it more variety. 
The flower-spikes from strong roots are fully 
3 feet loDg, creamy-white in colour. 

Fcchsjas of the Riccartoni, microphylla 
macrostemma, and fulgens types are excellent 
subjects for growing on the Grass. Well¬ 
shaped bushes upwards of 8 feet in diameter 
can be quickly obtained. In this way this 
class of Fuchsia is seen to the greatest advan¬ 
tage. The bulk of the varieties flowers 
profusely the whole of the summer and they are 
among the easiest plants to increase; the 
wonder is they are not more cultivated than at 
present. Rarely are they seen beyond cottage 
gardens if one excepts botanical collections of 
hardy plants. 

Acanthus mollis and A. spinosissimus, 

commonly called Bear's breech, are very suit¬ 
able for growing on Grass. The foliage is 
broad, deeply laeiniated ; they have white and 
purple flowers and grow about a yard high. 

Act.ea spicata (Baneberry) would give 
extended variety if planted in conjunction with 
other things named. The foliage is bold, and 
the numerous flower-spikes which strong plants 
freely throw up have a good effect, so uncom¬ 
mon are they in form. 

Tritoma olaucescens and T. Uvaria are 
second to none for this method of garden orna¬ 
mentation ; the bright orange and red of the 
flower-heads make an agreeable contrast with 
the deep green of the foliage and the Grass. 
T. glaucescens opens its flowers first, and they 
are more freely produced than those of the 
older Uvaria, of which it is a form, and a 
good one, too, for extending the flowering 
season of these showy Flame-flowers. 

Erynojums would be useful to extend the 
flowering season, and their bright-blue flowers 
are at all times appreciated. The small- 
flowered amethystinum is free ; therefore, 
worth a place. The deeper - coloured and 
stronger-growing Oliverianum is perhaps the 
bust of tho gonus. 

Inula macrophyi.la and Inui.a ui.andulosa 

would be quite at home on the Grass, their 
deep orange coloured flowers contrasting so 
well with the Grass. 

Montbretia Pottsi and the newer crocos- 
miieflora are well suited to this form of culture ; 
the semi-drooping habit of the narrow leaves 
fits them well for growing on Grass; the 
orange and red flowers, too, are freely pro¬ 
duced and pleasing. 

8olomon's Seal (Polygonatum multiflorum 
majus) is another hardy plant well suited to 
this form of culture; in good soil the stems 
increase in strength annually, and produce a 
greater profusion of the peculiarly coloured 
greenish flowers, which are very sweet-scented ; 
the berries, which are afterwards produced in 
quantity, render this plant still more interest¬ 
ing. 

Spir.ea Aruncus (the large Goat’a-beard) 
has handsome foliage and showy, graceful 
drooping plumes of almost white flowers— 
certainly a desirable plant for growing on 
Grass. 

Thia list does not by any means oxhaust 

the stock of suitable plants for this form 
of hardy gardening, but has been given to 
afford a general idea of a plan which cannot 
fail to prove interesting. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Flowers from Ireland.—Enclosed collection of 

flowers all picked from the open this day (January' 221 I 
would be pleased if you could name the “ Rose,” which I 
think could lie Justly called “ the Last Rose of Summer." 
I bought It last spring, a dwarf Perpetual, as a Baroness 
Rothschild. It bloomed from July till now, these buds 
being the last I cut 3ft blooms, which I consider excep¬ 
tional for a first year, and the little tree is still growing. 
Probably the climate here has something to do with the 
extended season, judging by the Mignonette, eta.—T. M. 
Maguire, Kimjtcourl, Bran. 

[With the above note were sent some Rose buds (cer¬ 
tainly not Baroness Rothschild), Mignonette, dark and 
yellow Wallflower, and lava term arborea variegata.) 

Perennial Lobelias.—A correspondent 
in a recent issue makes some suggestions trying 
to account for the behaviour of the perennial 
Ix>belias in winter. In some places people find 
that they cannot, or think the/'Sftinqt, leav 
lobelias in the[]^ppni)grqujnd fcroufrhV -t 

winter. Your correspondent mentions having 
these plants unprotected throughout the severe 
winter of 1893, and no harm resulted, while on 
the other hand we hear of people losing their Slants in a comparatively open winter. In 

lorfolk I have left spare plants in the ground, 
and they have, as a rule, taken no harm, but I 
could never depend upon them shooting up 
again in the spring. I believe that it is not 
intense and continuous cold that hurts the 
plants, so much as u changeable season—a 
season in which one never gets one tempera¬ 
ture for any length of time. Mast of the 
damage is done by the late spring frosts after 
the plant has started into growth.—G. E. P. 

ROBBS. 

ROSES UNDER GLASS. 
Where Roses are grown in cold houses or in 
those only moderately heated, it is quite time 
to see about pruning the plants. Should they 
be just received from the nurseryman, they 
are, as a rule, thoroughly ripened and the 
pots full of roots. It is always advisable 
with such plants to remove about an inch of 
the surface soil, replacing this with a little 
new compost consisting of good loam and well- 
rotted manure in about equal proportions. 
Remove all sticks and prune the growths back 
to good plump eyes. Something depends upon 
one’s object as to how the pruning should be 
done. If we desire to form them into speci¬ 
mens with a view to exhibiting say next year, 
rather hard pruning must l>e resorted to, the 
ripe stout growths cut back to four or five 
eyes, and, if possible, with the ton eye on 
each shoot facing outward. A good start is 
thus made towaras forming a shapely plant. 
Where quantity instead of quality of blossom is 
desired, then a much more moderate pruning 
will suffice. In all cases keep the centre of 
the plant open. This can he assisted by care¬ 
ful tying out. As soon as the pruning is 
completed tie a piece of string beneath the rim 
of the pot, then bring down the growths 
slightly l>y means of n piece of twisted raflia 
secured to the shoot and string beneath the 
rim. When thus prepared, put the plants 
upon inverted pots and bring them as near the 
light as practicable. No water will be needed 
at.the root until new shoots have pushed about 
half an inch, then it is advisable to give a 
good soaking, repeating the watering in two 
consecutive mornings, hut prior to this the 
plants should be syringed with cold water 
every fine morning immediately after pruning. 
Abundance of air must be afforded from the 
commencement. If this is adhered to mildew 
troubles will he minimised. When cutting 
east winds prevail, tho side air should be shut 
off from the side whence they come. I prefer 
to keep a crack of air at the top on nearly 
every night, the exceptions being during 
frosty weather. Even then, when artificial 
heat can be given, a buoyant atmosphere is 
preferable to a stuffy one. What Roses do 
not like is a check of any kind. A uniform 
system of treatment is the one that leads to 
success. 

Where one can devote one house or more 
entirely to Roses, success is almost assured, 
but tho Hybrid I’orpotuals do not go well 

with the Tea-scented, the latter requiring a 
higher temperature. Such of the Hybrid Teas 
as approach the Teas in habit can be grown 
with the latter, and these—such as Captain 
Christy—having more of the Hybrid Perpetual 
nature, should he grown with the Hybrid 
Perpetuals. Crimson Rambler grown in pots 
pays for a sprinkling of some good artificial 
manure at the time of pruning, taking care to 
well water it in. Another application is given 
when the buds commence to swell. This is a 
Rose in which the grower’s skill is made very 
manifest. Splendid trusses, well-coloured, are 
quite possible from youDg plants if the above 
practice be adopted. Old specimens should be 
relieved of a lot of their worn-out wood. The 
one and two-year-old shoots give the best 
quality of blossom. These Roses, and others 
of the same ilk, such as Dorothy Perkins, are 
invaluable for decoration. If their long shoots 
are twined around three Bamboo-canes they 
make beautiful objects for recesses and similar 

sitions, and last a long time in flotrigr. 
mg much addicted to red- 

must be freely plied, directing the water 
well beneath, not above, the foliage. Yellowiib 
looking leaves, if examined with a magnifying, 
glass, will be found to be covered with red- 
spider beneath. 

In preparing a selection of pot-Roses do not 
omit the pretty little Polyanthas, PerledOr, 
Eugenie Lamesch, Gloire des Poly&ntha. 
Schneewitchen, etc. They group beautifully 
with the Crimson Rambler. Small plants even 
in fi-inch pots come in mast useful for this Kurpo.se, or as table plants. So also do the 

lonthly Roses, Queen Mab, Lauretta Messimv, 
Aurore, Cora, Cramoisie-Superieur, Fabrier, 
Little Pet, etc. In large gardens Pillar Rose 
and standards in pots give the gardener much 
valuable material for the conservatory, and the 
fragrant Pen/ance Briers and other single 
kinds have a beauty all their own. R«u. 

NOTES AND RET LIES. 

Hybrid Sweet Briers.—Hybrid Sweet Bmnut 
capital subjects where one desires to form a ms a 
block in a garden. Not s few have discarded :> 
common Privet and Quick, and more than one dlvidis* 
fence in a garden I have seen was composed of (tier 
charming flowering Briers. No one can form any ile» 
as to the beauty and freedom with which they Uac 
during May and June, and they may still be plttud 
when the weather is suitable. It should be borne iamirt, 
howe\ er. that these Briers do not need pruning to osor* 
blossoms On the other hand, the less the knifsisskds 
this respect, the better.—Lsaiurs*. 

Rose Her Majesty failing.—Can tL 
fact be explained—that Her Majesty wiU <Jd 
nothing hero, either out-of doors or in? 1 
write from the West of England, and a noble 
man’s gardener tells me it is the same with 
him. The flowers just slightly show their 
centres and then rot off. Someone has told me 
that this Rose requires more heat than itwooW 
get in, say, such a cold summer as the hat,bo: 
it has been next to La Rosiere in a season with 
sun hot enough to burn the petals of (fca: 
variety. After—when we get them—thueor 
four fine days in succession, we still 
beautiful examples of H.P.'s—for in 
Ulrich Brunner, Captain Hayward, and( 
Cordel. Teas will not expand, and Ior«ee 
reason several have done very badly kK 
season. One, L’ldeale, planted in 1901, be 
just kept alive, and Comtesse de Nadnillacfl* 
same. I have potted the former. It hadioot' 
enough for a small Gooseberry bueb. Alta 
gether the past season has been distressing. 
Some Apple-trees appear dying. Bush fruii- 
were not up to the mark in flavour, while 
weeds have quite beaten me.—C. R. & 

Roses for bank.—1 have just been oblige! it 
course of levelling to mmke a bank about 6 feet high 
It looki due south, but it expoaed to fouth-wtstisla. It 
Is a dry place but porous soii. Would Wichuriant Bon 
be suitable? If so. should they be printed on topuftasi. 
and how far apart ? And thouid bank be turfed ores, 
and if not should It not be carpeted with evergmnalk{ 
Sixifragas, etc? If Wichuriaoa is not suitable, itKjn 
lions for planting other things would be welcome!, “j 
do not desire a Urasa hank, as I am sure here itstcB 
never be green in summer, and makes labour in-cuUira it 
—Flint. 

[Rosa Wichuriana and its hybrids are admir¬ 
ably adapted to the purpose you require them 
We should advise you to plant at the base tod 
train the growth upward. They will push om 
shoots near the roots, but those not required 
can be cut away. If the bank is fairly widest 
the top, say, 2 feet, you could plant some 

plants there also about 5 feet apart, but ve 
fear the dry position would be against their 
success. However, the plants are very cheap- 
and you would still have those at the base to 
ultimately cover the bank. The Wichuriani 
Roses make enormous growth in a season. 
have shoots now upon Jersey Beauty over 
10 feet long. All this wood was produced Ust 
season. A four-year-old plant coven an &r®* 
of quite 100 square feet. Just now its glisten¬ 
ing green foliage is beautiful, and is quiteun- 
injured by recent frosts. As a start we should 
recommend planting those at the base of the 
bank 4 feet apart. You need not turf the 
bank, as if the Rases do well they will som 

hide the bare ground.] 

Request to readers of ‘•Garden¬ 
ing.”—Readers, both amateur and in the trail', 

iciU kindly remember that ire are aheays rerv 
glad to see interesting specimen* of plant’ 

floiOeftSlo illustrate, if they will kindly SB* 

them to cur qf.ee as goal a state as potato 
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ORCHIDS. 

MILTON IAS. 

Tins genus consists of a large variety of plants, 
some of the species having scores of Darned 
varieties, though the number of actually 
distinct species is small. They are epiphytal 
plants, natives of South America, some of 
them being of close tufted habit, others having 
the pseudo-bulbs occurring at varying distances 
on short creeping rhizomes. Their culture 
varies a little in the different species, the 
Candida, Clowesi, cuneata, and Regnelli varie¬ 
ties being, perhaps, the easiest to grow and 
(lower well. These like a good sound compost, 
consisting of peat fibre cleared of every bit of 
sand and earth with Sphagnum in about equal 
proportions. Mix with this plenty of very 
finely broken crocks and charcoal, but not large 
lumps. The roots are small, and thoueh liking 
a compost that air can enter freely, they are 
not so satisfactory if it is too loose. In potting 
let the compost be pressed very firmly, first 
filling the lower two-thirds at least with 
drainage material. For a little while after 

i kind to that mentioned for the Clowesi section. 
| Where roots are fairly plentiful they may 
easily be fixed in pots or baskets, but badly- 
rooted ones are more easily accommodated 
on rafts, as a wire may be used for fixing 
them. Very little difference is needed in the 
summer and winter temperature for these 
Orchids, and they thrive well in the cooler 
part of the Cattleya house. Plenty of water is 
needed while growth is active, and while 
at rest the compost must be kept just 
moist. Nearly all the kinds mentioned 
above have a pale yellow tint in the foliage, but 

I this is quite natural to most of them and not a 
sign of ill-health. M. cuneata is greener—in 
fact, it should be of quite a deep green if 
perfectly healthy—but the others, and espe- 

j cially spectabilis, will always be poor in colour, 
j M. vexillaria, M. Rocz.li, and M. l'hala-nopsis 
used to be included in Odonloglossum, but 
they aro now usually called Miltonia. The 
first-named is one of the grandest of Orchids, 
and so well known that no description is 
needed, and its culture may be said to present 
no great difficulty. It does best in medium¬ 
sized pots, in a compost not heavy enough to 

Miltonia spectabilis Moreliana. From a photograph by Mr. Geo. E. Low, 2, Glenageiry Hill, Kingstown, Dublin. 

repotting it is not advisable to keep the com¬ 
post very moist, though it needs frequent 
watering, owing to its running dry so quickly, 
but after this the roots must be kept very 
moist until the young pseudo-bulbs are quite 
finished. Even in winter they must be kept 
moist, requiring even then as much moisture as 
some Orchids do in summer. The best position 
for this class of Miltonia is a light one, but not 
where direct sunlight can reach the plants. 
The plants vary considerably in their time of 
dowering and resting, M. Clowesi blooming, for 
instance, sometimes in July and August, at 
others in December, and this will, of course, 
be kept in mind in all cultural operations. 

Quite a distinct section is that comprised by 
M. spectabilis, M. Moreliana, and M. anceps. 
The p3eudo-bulbs occur on stout creeping 
rhizomes and the roots are small, though very 
persistent in most coses. All in this class 
abhor anything like closeness in the compost, 
and al -t > dislike much material about the roots. 
Oa trellised rafts or in shallow baskets they 
are usually satisfactory, and they may with 
care be grown in well-drained pots. About a» 
inch of material is ample for small and medi/m- 
size 1 plants, and this may consist of a slm*-- 

get close or to hold moistui o unduly, yet fairly 
substantial. It should be repotted some time 
after growth commences, just as the roots are 
forming, and until this occurs they may be 
kept well on the dry side after blooming. 
Wnen the young pseuuo-bulbsare finishing and 
the bloom-spikes forming, the plants require 
plenty of moisture. An intermediate or 
Cattleya-house temperature suite it best, the 
growth and flower being much finer than if 
grown in a cool-house. Much the same treat¬ 
ment is needed by the other two kinds named 
in this class, but both of these do with more 
heat all the year round than M. vexillaria. 
The following comprise the leading kinds :— 

M. anckps is a dwarf and pretty kind, pro 
ducing its blossoms singly on the scapes, and 
these are olive-green and brown of varying 
shades, with purple markings on the outer 
segments, the lip being white, spotted and 
barred with red. It comes from Brazil, whence 
it was introduced in 1851, and is by no moans 
a common species. 

M. Candida is a useful, free-flowering, and 
easily grown kind,and in its best forms oneofthe 

i list pf» autumn-flowering Orchids. It 
loyte JpUtes of blossoms, eight or nine1 bp 

each, these being large individually. The 
sepals and petals are yellowish, barred with 
reddish-brown, the lip pure white in the 
typical form, but having many variations. It 
is a native of Brazil, and was introduced iu 
1830. 

M. Clowesi is not unlike the last named in 
habit and general appearance, and thrives 
under similar cultural conditions. The blooms 
are large, the scape many-flowered, the outer 
segments chocolate-brown with spots of yellow. 
The lip is almost heart-shaped, pure white in 
the front, the base a deep vinous purple. This 
is not so variable as some other kinds, yet there 
are many which have received varietal names. 
This also comes from Brazil, and was intro¬ 
duced in 1843. 

M. CUNEATA is one of the best known kinds 
from the same country. The spikes bear altout 
half a dozen flowers, these being prettily 
undulated on the sepals and petals, brown and 
green in colour ; the lip white, spotted with 
rosy-purple. Its proper flowering season is in 
early spring, but it sometimes blooms again in 
autumn. 

M. Moreliana is a beautiful species, usually 
classed as a variety of M. 
spectabilis, but there are 
so many sub-varieties that 
it seems quite entitled to 
be kept apart. The spikes 
bear single flowers in late 
autumn, these being large, 
deep purple on the sepals 
and petals, the lip lighter, 
often with radiating lines 
of a deeper hue. The 
varieties differ consider¬ 
ably in colour and size, 
the flowers of the best 
forms being each over 
4 inches across. 

M. Phai.a:xopsis is a 
dwarf tufted plant, with 
pale green narrow leaves 
and pseudo - bulbs, the 
scapes rising from these 
ana carrying a few flowers 
on each. These are white, 
with lines of purple in the 
centre of the lip. It occurs 
naturally at considerable 
elevations in New G renada, 
whence it was introduced 
in 1850. 

M. Roezli and M. vkx- 

IM.ARIA are very nearly 
related kinds, both lovely 
in bloom and well worth 
every care to bring them 
to perfection. The former 
bears pure white flowers 
with a purple centre, and 
there are several named 
varieties. 

M. spectabilis, the type 
of the genus, was intro¬ 
duced in 1837 from Brazil, 
and is still one of the most 
useful Orchids grown. The 

single-flowered scapes rise about 8 inches high, 
the outer segments are white at first, after¬ 
wards becoming a pale yellow, the lip varying 
considerably in the different varieties, but 
usually being of some tint of purple. 

Oalllcarpa purpurea -Judging by the 
remarks overheard at the November show of 
the National Chrysanthemum Society, where 
a well berried specimen of this Callicar)>a 
figured in one of the miscellaneous groups, it 
was a decided puzzle to many gardeners, yet it 
ought not to be, as such an ornamental shrub 
as this well merits more attention than it gets 
now-adays. It is an old plant in garden?, 
having been introduced from India in 1822, 
and at one time was more grown than it is now. 
Pruned back hard in early spring the plant 
will, in the temperature of an intermediate- 
house or the cool part of the stove, break fre« ly 
into growth, when the production of loi g- 
flowering shoots should be encouraged, as it 
is these that bear the autumnal display. 1 he 
little whitish blossoms which are borne in 
clusters in thpf^xils of nearly every lei f on 
these long, wand-hke shoots, nre in themselves 
ir.siggihccnQ^ut the^Q jJbccoeded by beiries 
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which, when ripe, are of a bright violet colour. 
Another desirable feature is that berries which 
ripen in the autumn often remain fresh till the 
spring. Cuttings root readily—indeed, it is, 
taken altogether, a plant of easy culture.—X. 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

GRASSES IN POTS. 

Where pot plants are required for decoration 
throughout the year the object aimed at is, of 
course, to supply as great a variety as possible. 
Several of our hardy Grasses readily lend 
themselves to pot culture, and by their moans 
some light and pleasing groups can bo formed 
in the greenhouse during the summer months, 
added to which they are extremely useful. 
Being at their best during the summer just 
when the greenhouse is usually supplied with 
a great wealth of flowering plants, these 
Grasses serve to tone down any strong colour 
which often prevails at that season of the year. 
Where nee-led only for cutting from, the seed 
may be sown in the open ground during the 
showery weather of April, when it will soon 
germinate and grow away froely. In pots, 
however, these Grasses are most appre¬ 
ciated before the outdoor ones are sufficiently 
advanced to be effective. To ensure this, a 
good plan is to sow the seed from the middle 
of February to a corresponding period in 
March, according to the weather and other 
considerations, for should it be very cold and 
dull nothing is gained by sowing it then, as 
given bright, open weather it quickly germi¬ 
nates. 

There are two methods of treating these 
Grasses in pots, one being to prick them off 
when large enough to handle, and the other to 
sow them in pots in which they are to flower. 
This latter plan is the better, the principal 
consideration being not to sow the seed too 
thickly, as when the plants are overcrowded 
much of their beauty is lost. Pots of any size 
may be used, but the most useful are those 
5 inches or 6 inches in diameter, as they are 
handier than lnrger anes. A small amount of 
drainage, yet sufficient to be effectual, with a 
good bolding soil suits the various Grasses. 
To accomplish this, ono good crook in the 
bottom of the pot is enough, when the soil 
may bo put in and pressed down fairly firmly, 
leaving in the case of those with minute seeds 
a space of about half an inch from the rim of 
the pot, and rather more for the larger ones. 
Loam lightoned with a little decayed manure 
and sand will form a very suitable compost. 
The seed having been thinly sown and lightly 
covered, the pots may be placed i n a cold frame 
and k opt pretty close ti 11 ger mi nati on takes place, 
which, with bright weather, will not be long. 
Plenty of air should be given to encourage as 
sturdy a growth as possible, but even then in 
most cases some slight support will bo neces¬ 
sary for the plants as they grow up. The 
practice so popular with market growers for 
the support of many plants is to insert four 
sticks at equal distances apart around the 
elgo of the |>ot, and pass a piece of stout 
thread or matting from one to the other, 
giving it a twist around each stick to hold 
all in position. If this be done directly the 
plants are tall enough, the foliage which is 
produced afterwards will hide both sticks and 
ties, while at the same time the plants will 
be prevented from falling about. As the pots 
get full of roots the plants must not be 
allowed to suffer from want of water, otherwise 
the foliage will soon get sickly. 

Some of the best Grasses for this treatment 
are the dwarf-growing Agrostis pulchella, the 
taller, yet even more delicate, A. nebulosa, and 
both forms of the Quaker or Totter Grass 
(Briza maxima and B. minor). Hordeum 

. jubatum, the long Barley-liko awns of which 
are of a purplish tint when young, but when 
mature soon fall to pieces, will also be found 
useful. Lagurus ovatus, with its white downy 
heads supported on slender stalks, also does 
well in pots, and is very distinct from anything 
else, while t> these may be added the loose¬ 
growing Bromus brizteformis. Seeds of the 
above aro readily obtained, and most seedsmen 
now keep a well assorted collection of orna-1 

mental Grasses, as many are available fut! 
sowing in the open groundfmat—w:!1 
succeed in pots.igitizea by VjO V L 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Hyacinths In pots.—I have some Hyacinths in 

pots, and 1 am keeping them in a dry, dark cupboard 
with silver-sand on the top. They have pushed up above 
the soil. Please say how to treat them tor the future f— 
Weekly Reaper. 

LIf your Hyacinths have well filled the pots 
with roots you may stand them in the window 
or on a greenhouse shelf. It would have been 
far better if you had plunged them in the open 
in Cocoa-fibre or coal ashes. They aro prob¬ 
ably very dry, and we fear the spikes will be 
very poor.] 

Hyacinth culture.—Kindly give exact directions 
for culture of Hyacinths in potsr The gardener insist* 
on keeping them buried under mountains of ashes till 
ma-iy inches high. 1 feel sure this is wrong.—H. C. 
Wilson. 

(Your gardener is quite right. Hyacinths, 
after being potted, should he plunged in the 
open air in ashes, where they should remain 
until the pots have become well filled with 
roots, when they may he brought into the 
greenhouse as near the glass as possible. 
Unless well-rooted, failure is sure to follow, 
many people laying the blame on the seeds¬ 
man for such failure, while at the same time 
the fault lies in the treatment meted out to 
the bulbs after they have been potted ] 

Unheated glasshouses v. severe 
frost.—In the southern counties, where the 
frost is generally les3 severe than in the 
midland and northern districts, of late years 
an enormous lot of unheated glasshouses has 
been erected, principally for the growth of 
Tomatoes in summer, and in our ordinary 
winters forming a convenient shelter for 
Chrysanthemums, salads, and various other 
crops that need keeping dry rather than warm. 
We lately had some exceptionally severe frosts 
for the early part of December, with the result 
that the majority of the Chrysanthemums for 
the Christmas trade were spoilt. This will mean 
very serious loss to the class of small market 
gardeners who live on the outskirts of large 
towns. Unheated glasshouses are, in my 
opinion, of much more use in early spring for 
forwarding various crops than they are for 
really winter protection, for as soon as the 
sun’s rays begin to make themselves felt, and 
the days to lengthen, you may plant or sow 
any crop with safety a month in advance of 
the open-air sowing. In the very shortest 
days tho cold greenhouse is a delusion, for 
because the plants are under glass one is apt 
to think they are safe, hut when the thermo¬ 
meter runs down rapidly in the open air one 
will find that its fellow in the unheated house 
is following pretty closely, and that a sheet of 
glass is but a poor protection in severe 
weather.—James Groom, <1 import. 

Freeela refracta —In growing this a 
mistake is often made in keeping the plants 
in too high a temperature, as the foliage 
becomes weak and Grass-like, and falls over 
unless supported—a remark which also applies 
to tho flower stems. A good light |K>sition in 
a structure where a temperature of 4.5 degs. to 
50 degs. is maintained will suit this Frcesia, 
as under such conditions the growth will he 
sturdy and the foliage of good colour. Con 
siderable numbers of bulbs are imported into 
this country, hut it is not always the largest 
that give the best results, for tho biggest I 
ever saw were grown in Bermuda, yet 1 could 
not succeed in flowering them in a satisfactory 
manner. Those from the South of France and 
the Channel Islands, as a rule, give good results. 
About eight bulbs in a.5-inch pot form effective 
specimens. As the pots get full of roots a 
little soot-water occasionally is of service. 
Carefully attended to in the matter of water 
after the flowering season, and given a good 
light position in the greenhouse, tne bulbs will 

time offered for sale, but I have as yet seen no 
announcement of the delicate pink Freesia 
Armstrongi, which, though little known, has 
flowered in this country. Beautiful as they 
are, these last two are wanting in perfume.—T. 

Winter flowers for personal wear. 
—It follows, as a matter of course, that those 
desirous of having a supply of flowers for 
personal wear during the winter can only 
ensure a continuance by having access to t 

/hpuse properly heated. There are rare exefiji 
V&ona, like the Hellebore, 

blossoms are to bo had out-of-doors in the 
depth of winter under a handlight, but for a 
supply of blooms we must look to other things 
under glass. One of the most useful for 
making up into sprays, etc., is the Bouvardis. 
It is with me now in full beauty. There are, 
for instance, the double white Alfred Neuner, 
President Garfield, double pink, and singles 
like President Cleveland, red, and Candida 
sima, white. Chrysanthemums will naturally 
suggest themselves to the minds of many, and 
the later the varieties the more acceptable 
as the winter goes on—size of bloom is no; 

aimed at, so much as neat blossoms for the 
coat. What neater for wear could one have 
than the sprays of Chrysanthemum Snon- 

drop, now so rarely seen? Azaleas, Ronua 
Hyacinths, double Primulas, Cyclamens, 
Heliotropes, Abutilons, are all suited to the 
purpose mentioned, whilst Roses in pots or on 

the roof will provide many choice blooms as tie 
spring wears on. The growing of the subjects 
mentioned to have flowers all winter entails 
more in the matter of preparation and provi¬ 
ding for a succession than keeping the noose 

up to a high temperature—indeed, it is rather 

the house where a uniform heat is found when; 
winter blooms are mostly found.— Leauckst. 

Browallia elata for winter.-In the 
autumn and winter blue flowers are not too 
abundant, more especially for cutting. Tb- 
plant, although only an annual, is a most» 
ful blue-flowered plant to cat from. It fed 
the easiest culture and may be had in blooa 
the greater portion of the year, provided seed 

is sown at different times! It is very usefal 
during the autumn and winter months. last 
year I had it in bloom through the winter 
and till March in a warm greenhouse. Wha 
the plants are nicely grown they are usefal fa- 
placing in vases. Any plant that can be 
grown quickly and that has such useful 

qualities should be better known. The bsr 
way is to sow a little seed in July. Wien 
strong enough, prick out the seedlings, potisg 
three round a 3-inch pot. Place in a d* 
frame for a few days, after which ream 
them to a warm spot in the open air. Wh* 
the pots are full of roots, pot into 4] inch, 
6-inch, or SJ-inch pots, as the case maybe. 
They are then placed in a cold frame, and when 
the weather becomes too cold and damp 
removed to a greenhouse shelf, using every 
effort to keep them dwarf. Should a few h 
needed early, they are removed into ahou-e 

with a temperature of 50 degs. by night. The 
plants should be pinched according to the sre 

they aro needed and time they arc wanted in 
bloom. This Browallia is not particular a' io 
soil. Loam, old Mushroom manure, and su>). 
two parts of loam to one of manure, adding 
sand enough to keep it open, grow it well —I'- 

Bouvardias planted out.—“ A. 
note on Bouvardia longiflora in a recer! 
issue of this paper is instructive. It shea- 

that at least one variety can be mvie g-»: 
use of in the open-air. Planting oat canals! 
be practised by those who do not care to be 

troubled with the labour involved by ft- 
culture. Lifted carefully in early autumn srJ 
put into pots just largo enough to contair 
the roots, they will bloom all through the 
late autumn and early winter months, "he: 
Bouvardias are grown in pots all through tb; 
season they must have skilful treatment ani 
lot of attention more than most amateurs art 

able to give them ; but planting oat in suiu’t« 
soil at the right time is sure to give gooi 
results. The best way is to set them oat in 
frames, as in this way several weeks 
gained, and one can make sure that theytwc? 
growths are not checked by spring frosts. The 
soil should be nice and free, with a little wei 
rotted manure or some concentrated manare 
in it. If the plants have been wintered ia» 
cool greenhouse they may be planted in Apn 
keeping on the lights with free ventilatw 
until the end of June, when they may 
removed altogether, if so desired. In thfe «J 
they will make a strong growth, and :n s 
general way a much larger quantity of 
will be produced than by pot culture. "n;: 
lifted in the first week in September 
should be put into pots just large enougr. 

..contain the roots, placing in a frame and kt*/ 
'ing rather close until new roots are nuns. 

) carpfully. — J. C. B. 
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QARDHN POSTS AND FRD9NDS. 

Plague of WOOdllOe.—My Melon and Cucumber- 
houses are very much troubled with woodlice. The 
woodlice only appeared last year (or the first time. They 
est the roots o( the Melon and Cucumber plant*, and als» 
tret In at the bottom of the pots containing the Kerns and 
flowers and eat away at the roots. They have also eaten the 
fiowrrs of Hyacinths Just as the b'oom was on the point of 
bursting out. The other week I had everything shifted, 
and burnt a good deal of sulphur in the two houses, 
which when closed up are almost hermetically sealed. 
This does not appear to have destroyed the pesta What 
is the (1) best way of getting rid of the woodlice, and (2) 
when they arc got rid of wont la the best way of keeping 
clear of them?—WuiTKRi'rsT. 

[Woodlice are most injurious posts in Molon- 
housos. They vory probably congregate in 
considerable numbers between the soil and the 
sides of the wall. If this be the case numbers 
may be killed by pouring boiling water over 
them, or many may be caught by laying 
pieces of slate, or tile, on the soil, as they 
are fond of hiding under such things during 
the day. These traps should be examined 
every morning and replaced as near ns possi¬ 
ble in the same position. Woodlice are such 
hard scaly things that no insecticide used as a 
wash will kill them. They may be poisoned 

have no doubt done thoir share, though it has 
boen a much smaller one. The best thing that 
you can do is to give the ground a Tieavy 
dressing of gas lime, and fallow it as long as 
possible. I should not grow Cabbages, Tur¬ 
nips, or any plants of that description on the 
ground that an infested crop has been grown 
on, for at least two years. —G. S. S.] 

Apple-tree unhealthy.-llerewlth the head of a 
young standard Apple-tree (Gascoigne's 8c»rlei). I have 
cut off the side ahoota, so aa to facilitate sending by poet. 
You will notice that the bark is coming away in flakes, aa 
it were, ami the tree la doid. I only planted It two years 
ago In my aniall Grass orchard. Can you Inform mo what 
disease it is suffering from, and bow I can prevent the 
spreading of same any further, aa three other trees are 
attacked in the same way? ( discovered several small 
white maggots under the bark of tho tree. — Ulair 
Williams. 

[Tho head of the Applo-tree that you sent 
was attacked by the grubs of the fruit-tree 
Bark-beetle (Scolytus rugulosus), which was no 
doubt the cause of the death of the tree. This 
insect is very closely related to the Scolytus 
that at times does so much injury to Elm-trees, 
but it is considerably smaller, measuring not 
more than one-tenth of an inch in lengtn, or 
about a third of the length of the Elm Scolytus. 

FRUIT. 

THE USE OF LIQUID MANURES IN 
WINTER. 

With overflowing tanks aud heavy rainfall, 
many do not give a passing thought to the 
use of liquid-manures which may be charging 
the waste pipe insloud of supplying fertility to 
the garden soil. During the winter months, 
where thcro are store tanks to rccoive drain 
ings from tho cow-yard, stable, or piggerios, 
these soon bocomo filled with a liquid which 
may, or may not, have a value. At this 
sooson, while thore is amplo moisturo in tho 
soil, there is not so much need for diluting this 
clear water as in summer, because the actual 
presence of rain water in tho soil at once 
affords tho necessary toning down of its 
strength, and consequently removes risk of 
danger to tree or plant roots. There are few fjardens wherein is found all the necessary 
ertility of soil that is required for trees and 

crops. Fruit-tree roots penetrate to soil 
beyond tho influence of surface tillage, and 
the older the tree, the greater is the area of 

Miltonia vexilluria. (See page 633.) 

by mixing phosphorus paste with Barley-meal. 
The mixture should lie placed in small heaps 
on bite of tile or glass. It is said that pieces 
of Potato boiled in water with a little arsenic 
will poison them.) 

Maggots In garden soil.—Tho soil of my garden 
ha. hev-onis infested with .mall while maggots, which 
have attacked the root* of all my Cabbages, Cauliflowers, 
Savoys, and Carrots, destroying the whole crop. ImiI 
spring the ground was fairly heavily manured with stable- 
manure. The subsoil is gravel and sand. The garden is 
in a somewhat exposed position and the climate inild and 
damp. 1 send you two Cauliflower roots showing the 
damage done by the maggots, and I should esteem it a 
great favour if you could advise me what treatment to 
pursue to cleanse the soil ?—H. A. V. M. 

[I won unable to find any maggots in the 
soil about the Cauliflower-roots that you sent. 
I examined them very carefully, and am not at 
all surprised that they did not do well, for they 
were badly clubbed, besidos being attackod by 
the grubs of the “ Turnip gall weevil ” (Ceuto- 
rhynchus aulcicollis), which hod formed galls 
on them, slugs, and one of tho Poduridiu or 
41 springt&ila.' This species, however, does 
not jump away when disturbed. lhe?e are 
little narrow insects about | of an inch in 
length. Perhaps it is these insects whichyou 
allude to as maggots ? As far as I can/fc 
it is the “club-root fungiififtjthat baab« 
main cause of tho mischief. Tho other 

This insect does not bore much into the wood, 
but makes its galleries just between the wood 
and the bark. I was unable to find any of the 
beetles, but there were a good many grubs still 
in their tunnels. The most effective way of 
destroying this insoct is by burning tho infested 
treos, if they are iu very bad condition, or 
cutting off and burning the affected parts. As 
the beetles are winged they can easily pass 
from one tree to another in an orchard, so that 
drastic measures should be at once taken to 
prevent the pest from spreading, and it is 
seldom that a tree, when once attacked, ever 
really recovers. In the majority of cases wood¬ 
boring insects only attack trees that are not in 
very vigorous growth, as a large amount of 
sap in tho tissues of the tree kills them. It has 
boon found useful to paro off tho outer bark so 
as to induce a flow of sap to the bark, t.nd at 
tho same time to manure the troo so as to bring 
it into a healthy condition. In order to pievtnt 
any of the trees in your orchard, which are now 
free from this pest, from being attacked you 
should use every means in your power to keep 
them in perfect health, and in May and June, 
when the beetles are about, spray the stems 
ind btailctas that are likely to be attacked 

:tl '-«Pi[iks - green or paraffin - emu 

roots placed beyond and out of reach of tho 
annual surfaco manuring. To sucli trees a 
good soaking of sewerage of any kind once or 
twice during winter would bo of infinite valuo, 
because by this action somo mnnurial elements 
are supplied that cannot reach them by any 
other means. Young treos already ovtr- 
luxuriant in leaf growth need no such help. 
It would be wasteful and injurious to give 
manures in such a case, but those trees which 
are regular in bearing, whether young or 
old, would be materially benefited by two or 
three soakings during the winter. Raspberries, 
Strawberries, Gooseberries, Currants, Apples, 
Pears, Apricots, Plums, Peaches, or, indeed, 
any fruit-tree or plant may have this liquid 
food given them to advantage. Strawberries 
are strictly surface-rooting plants, and toon 
absorb much of tho manutial projwrties from 
the soil, nnd even young plants put out so late 
as the autumn of last year would be favourably 
influenced by this manure irrigation, though, 
necessarily, the older plantations should be the 
first to be so favoured. Nor are fruit trees 
the only subjects for which this food is 
adapted. The Asparagus-bed will at once 
afford ohlinstAhctj where similar aid would be 

9"!rh09? WvV Tiald- 
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Asparagus roots of long standing know the 
great extent there is of hungry, feeding roots, 
and the depth to which they burrow in search 
of fresh food. It would be a boon, undoubtedly, 
to many an Asparagus-bed to have two or three 
soakings of any kind of liquid-manure in 
winter, and the sooner this is done the better, 
for the presence of water from the recent rains 
would assist the passage of the richer liquid 
to the roots below. There is also the question 
of evaporation that suggests itself, the differ¬ 
ence between that of January and March or 
April being very marked—at least, when 
typical weather is experienced in these months. 
We have seen wonderful changes wrought in 
the growth of Spring Cabbages following the 
application of liquids of this kind. 

In dealing with liquid-manures, it is well to 
remember tne kind and to use discretion. We 
should not apply the drainings from stables 
undilutod to tho roots of any surface crop. 

because the ammonia in stable liquids is very 
powerful. Injury more than good might 
follow such a course. In the case of Cabbages 
and Strawberries, for instance, tho manure 
would be better poured from the sjiout of a 
water-pot down the centre of the lines, and 
not close up to the plants. From here it 
would gravitate laterally to the roots, and the 
more easily when there is ample moisture 
already present in tho soil. From the cow- 
yard and piggeries the liquid has not the 
burning influence, but in every case it is better 
to use discretion and avoid extremes. I feel 
convinced that very many readers of Garpkx- 

iNd Ii.i.cstratkd refrain from using such 
valuable aids to successful gardening from the 
feeling that in winter watering of the soil 
would be a wasteful effort, and the valuable 
contents of the receiving tanks are allowed to 
feed and pollute the nearest stream or river, 
while they would be so much better filtered 
through the garden soil. My advice then is, 
where practicable, to at once avert this waste 
by applying it to the land. It matters not 
what crop it may be growing, any kind would 
be benefited ; but where there is the greatest 
poverty or the demand is most pressing is 
where it is of most value. W. S. 

MELONS. 
Towards the end of January is a good time to 
sow for an early crop where a temperature of 
03 degs. to 70 clegs, can be maintained during 
the night, advancing to 80 degs. with sun heat 
during bright days. Fibrous loam, with a litlle 
leaf-soil, forms a good compost for the recep¬ 
tion of the seeds, which should be sown in 
2.\-inch pots, placing two seeds in each, pulling 
out the weaker plant before the rough leaf is 
produced. The soil should be made firm in the 
pots before the seeds are sown and atterwards 
plunged in a propagating pit or in a cutting 
box filled with Cocoa nut-fibre and stood over 
the pipes with a couple of bricks to carry the 
box. Here no water will be required until 
the seeds have germinated, and then great care 
must be exercised in the matter or the little 
plants soon succumb. Keep them near the 
glass roof, as if they once get elongated—that 
is, drawn up spindly—they seldom ripen a 
good crop. In the meantime get tho house 
thoroughly washed down—glass, woodwork, 
etc.—the walls whitewashed, and the beds 
which are to take the plants, whether in pots 
or planted out, emptied of the old material and 
refilled with freshly gathered leaves, which 
will be found to give quite enough bottom heat 
where hot-water pijies run underneath, which 
should be the case for early crops. In lieu of 
such, about half the material may be stable 

- litter, mixing both well a couple of times 
within 14 days before putting in, and tread¬ 
ing the pits very firmly. The surface of the 
bed or pot should not be more than 2 feet from 
the glass roof. In case the house should not 
be ready by the time the plants are tit, repot 
into 5-inch, warming the soil first. Good hold¬ 
ing loam, with a little bone-meal or wood- 
ashes, makes a good com (tost for the Melon, 
and this must be made very firm. Do not 
plant deep, not deeper thau when in the small 
pot, but press the soil firmly around the ball of 
roots without disturbing the same, and do not 
apply water for a few days. If it is intended 
to carry up a single cordon,/{Sfiftit#) inches' 
asunder, or if [tuprai |§ten$ Aosoi^ai ii dQs 
will be none too much from plaTttrto plant, ermi 

VALUE OF SEAWEED FOR FRUIT- 

TREES. 

these must be pinched at the second true leaf kitchen. No finer fruit could possibly be seen 
a week before or after planting out. No stop- than on these walls at the time of my visit, 
pinp of tho main shoots should take place until large, bright, and without a speck, and, what 
within 6 inches of the allotted head room, but is more, each fruit ripened perfectly without 
the laterals or side shoots at the base may be any damage by the pests named above. Sea- 
stopped at the first leaf. These will push out weed was used in the place of stable-manure 
others, and some show a female blossom which for mulching. 
will be open about the same time as those on Seaweed varies considerably, some being far 
laterals further up the trellis, and should be too coarse and heavy for the different purposes 
fertilised at the same time, if possible—at any mentioned above, unless it has first had suffi- 
rate, not more than a day must intervene or cient time for partial decomposition. Prefer- 
the fruits will not swell away together. The ence is given to that of a finer and lighter 
plants should be syringed twice daily up to the character, which when collected generally con- 
time they show fruit, then discontinue until tains a fair amount of sand, making it more 
a set has been secured. When the fruits are suitable in every way for use in the garden.— 
swelling a fair amount of water at the root is p.] 
necessary, keeping it away from tho stem or - 
canker will be the result. Weak guano water NOTES AND REPLIES. 
twice or thrice a week will prove beneficial, . , _ ‘ . 
and do not over crop. Two to four fruits am ^P?1® ,Pranflin 8,.Golide“ PiPP1D,r 
amplo for oarly crops, and must »e sup Though not very large, this Apple is generally 
ported in good time with square pieces of much appreciate! for its brisk aromatic flavour 
board wired at each corner. East Itevox. and on account of its yellowish-white flesh 
_ being always juicy and crisp eating. As many 

are no doubt aware, the colour of the fruits is 
VALUE OF SF,AY\ EED FOR I RUIT- deep golden-yellow, and the skin is irregularly 

TREES. dotted with small dark brown spots, but differ 

I siioi'lii tie find if you would give me Information on the ing from Old Golden Pippin in being slightly 
two following questions:—1, Is Seaweed a good manure larger and less conical in form. It is a first- 
foraiu-ar.iei' produce and orchard? ^ wi.aiis the best rnte dessert fruit, and the tree may be SUCCC*- 
method of dealing with and applying Seaweed T—L. >>. f .. . . t r .. 
Bknnktt, k Ulema, Co. Cork. fully grown either as a bush, pyramid, 

[Seaweed for various garden crops is seldom espalier, or orchard standard.—A. \Y. 

used so freely as it might be, especially by Plums falling.—Three seasons ago I purchase) ■ 
those whoso gardens are situated near to the K»rden containing, with other things, two Plum-trees». 
^ B j ,. . . ... ,__ ,, over large, and each season both have had a verr hrirr 

coast. Many, no doubt, in the midlands would 8Upp|y 0f blossom, which in turn set for Plums, but aba 
be only too pleased to lay in a store for Aspa- ihe sire of Beans they all fall off, with the result that ah 
ragus and Seakale plantations, hut the distance Plums oB two trees ripened. Can you surest a 
entails too much outlay for Seaweed to be used remedy or t is . . 

generally for such purposes, while others who J *0Ur8 13 a cas® 100 ™uch root growth, 
can obtain large quantities for the mere cost of T,he are probably too deep, and vourbasi 
carting appear to ignore its value. Those who P1*" wdl 1)0 to lilt the trees, cut back the 
have not tried Seaweed in their orchards or strong and replant nearer the surface, 
fruit gardens would be surprised at the benefi- covering with a moderate thickness of shot: 
cial effect it has on the trees, especially Apples manure. October is the best month to do this, 
and Pears, when, of course, it is used with care J»ut having missed that month do so at coca 

and moderation. This is particularly the case <*»ve the trT whc“ rfPlant,lnK burnt 
during dry seasons. -My first impreasion-and refuse, some lime rubble, and turfy soil bn i 
it waf not a slight one—was gained at Bern- ™°adow say a, Wowload to each fa*, 
bridge. Isle of Wight, on land reclaimed from Cover the soil with rich manure in May, ud 
the tea. The soil is undoubtedly to a great water freely when the fruit has set.] 
extent composed of thoroughly decayed Sea- Grapes cracking.—win you please advise nr bos 
weed and sand, and the way all vegetation to treat my Grape-Vine, a round white Rascal! Itami 

•PP-V? iV* » norvellouB; and it J22. IS 
occurred to me that lor light soils and tor us© it was cut back, and now ttere is nothing bat nev*o&i 
during a very dry season Seaweed would on the Vine. It always bears a good quantity of Grip*, 
undoubtedly prove more valuable as a mulch the bonchei are well formed : bat when n«trb 
", 1 . - , ,, , . ., the fruit cracks, and then goes mouldy. The house u d& 
than any other material generally used tor the artificially heated, and there is plenty of »«-nlil»iion-i 
purpose. Apart from any manurial properties door at either end, front lights, and three top lights.— 
it contains, it i3, like salt, moisture-holding as A- K- c- 
well as feeding, the value and importance of [Extremes either of atmospheric or root 
which should not be ignored by those whose moisture are common causes of Grapes crack- 
fruit-trees are growing in too porous soils and ing, brought about by irregular ventilating or 
where the rainfall is light. I certainly never a heavy watering when the border has been 
saw more healthy trees', or better samples of allowed to get dry previously. White Grape 
Apples, though, of course, the climate and are much given to this failing, some kind? 
situation are also very favourable for their more than others, due, perhaps, somewhat to 
production. I should not advise burying fresh the thinness of their skins. Thev can, ho»- 
Seaweed near to the roots of established trees ever, be successfully produced without the 
or incorporating it with the soil in forming a trouble complained of provided the requisite 
new orchard or fruit garden, but frequent treatment is given. At the time of ripening 
mulchings of tho surface ground are, I am many good gardeners make a point of never 
sure, a safe means of stimulating growth and closing tho roof ventilators quite close, bn: 
sustaining the trees under the try ing influence leave sufficient air on at all times to allo« 
of a loDg drought. By this means it would moist air to pass off. You are placed in some 
gradually find its way into the lower stratum, difficulty in not having a heating apparatus 
and undoubtedly improve its staple. This may not bo needed in regular use; but 

These views were 1 urther strengthened when should the season be wet and sunless, like that 
recently visiting a large garden in Sussex. In of last year, there are periods when a little 
these gardens the outdoor culture both of fire-heat keeps Grapes more safely. Possibly 
Peaches and Nectarines is gone in for largely, you have erred in thinking your crop saier 
the grand walls and mild climate proving very with closed ventilators in doubtful weather, 
favourable to their well-doing. Some of the Should this have been your practice, then» 
borders are on rather sharp slopes, causing remedy is easily devised. Even when it rains, 
rain to run off freely and the work of watering if the ventilators are so constructed as to 
thoroughly somewhat difficult. For many exclude rain, they are best left a little open, 
years the gardener resorted to heavy mulchings and on no account shut them down when 
of stable litter, not only round the trees them- there are sun and moisture enough in the 
selves, but also all over the borders, which are house to cause excessive humidity to rise. In 
usually cropped with something dwarf, such as catchy weather it is most treacherous to close 
French Beans, etc. Tho effect of this was the house during the day ; a sudden outburst 
that it not only formed a harbour for sparrows of sunshine is sure to burst the Grape skins, 
and other birds, but, what was worse, wood The same rule applies to the border. Jim to 
lice, earwigs, weevils, and beetles found it a keep up an even state of moisture, and never 
safe lurking-place by day, while they made the let it become dry. A heavy watering or » 
softening fruit of Peaches and Nectarines on thunderstorm following a diy state of the sou 
the walls their feeding-ground at night, fflaiiy: fii^tnros any thin-skinned Grapes by reason o. 

causcd b-vasudaen ,u“ 
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been much injured by cold winds or frost, and for forcing can be had in plenty by sowing seed 
is most valuable for affordingasupply of succu- in shallow drills ‘2 inches apart on trenched or 
lont Greens nfter all the rest have run to seed, woll-mnnurod soil in April, later thinning tho 
When Broccoli, Cabbage, and other Kales plants out to 12 inchos apart, and keeping them BORECOLE OR KALE. 

There are few more hardy and generally ser¬ 
viceable vegetables than Borecole or Kale. 
Room for one or several forms ought to be 
found in every well-managed garden, and if 
not actually considered a high-class vegetable, 
Kale cannot well be dispensed with. In very 
severe winters, Broccoli, Savoys, and notunfre- 
({uently Brussels Sprouts are badly injured by 
frosts, but it is not often the Borecoles are 
destroyed, some of the varieties being nearly as 
hardy as it is possible for a green succulent vege¬ 
table to 1ms. Their culture and requirements nro 
of tho simplist character. As a rule, late in April 
or the tirst week in May is quite soon enough 
to sow tho .seed. If raised much earlier the 
plants become starved and leggy in the seod- else lift vour present roots, divide them into 
beds, and such cannot reasonably be expected portionshaving each but one or two crowns, 
to do so well as the sturdier later raised with some root attached to each, and plant 
batches. Naturally, the earlier tho plants are thoso as before advised. Roots of Rhubarb for 
established where they are to grow to their forcing should be large, from three to four 
full size, the stronger and more productive years old, having some nine to twelve good 
they become. A few only are able to give a crowns. After being forced these may be 
piece of ground wholly up to this crop, and the divided and replantod to increase tho stock, 
plants must therefore be either planted between To have plenty of roots it is needful to plant 

'ood clean through the summer. In the winter, 
Kale after all tho leaves have decayed, the roots can 
I. bo lifted carefully, all side onos hard trimmed 

off and put aside to make root cuttings for the 
jg_ following year’s stock, then tho roots laid in 
' ‘ thickly into the ground ready for use as 

required. 

True Scotch Kale. 
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badly as cold, piercing winds; therefore, 
when planting to withstand the winter, choose 
a (fawn, sheltered corner for at least part of the 
crop.—J. M. B. 

GARDEN WORK. 

Conservatory.—We have still a few 
blooms of late flowering Chrysanthemums left, 
and very useful they are, especially for cutting. 
Cuttings are still being taken, though, of 
course, all the early cuttings are rooted. But 
this time, or even later, is- -time enough to 
take cuttings for decoration—in fact, cuttings 
for late-blooming anil small jtot work will be 
taken months hence. It is best to place them 
where they can get a little warmth. When 
the rooting lingers it has a weakening effect 
upon the plants. Where only a few plants are 
wanted, strike in small pots singly, Dut when 
grown in a wholesale way strike in shallow 
boxes in light sandy soil, and pot off as soon 
as rooted. Cuttings of the young shoots of 
Fuchsias, when ‘2 inches or 3 inches long, will 
strike quickly in bottom heat now. Old plants 
should be pruned into shape, and placed in heat 
to sturt them into growth, and as soon as the 
young shoots are fairly started, shake out ind 
repot, still keeping the plants in heat and using 
the syringe freely on fine days. Fuchsias 
planted out in the conservatory are very orna¬ 
mental. if free growing kinds are selected. 
They may be trained up the rafters or treated 
as pyramids or standards. For the most part 
the plants will have been pruned back now, 
and when they break, any shoots which show 
a tendency to run away and become robbers 
should be pinched, so that all the shoots may 
come away together and form a symmetrical 
head. More freedom may be permitted later. 
The Acacias, even in a cool-house, will now be 
in flower. A. Drummondi, a dwarf species, is 
very effective now. After flowering, prune 
back more or less according to the condition of 
the plants. The first Coleus I remember was 
introduced many yeara ago under the generic 
name of Plectanthera. The latest are recent 
introductions from Control Africa, and are 

named Coleus thyrsoi-dens and C Mahoni respec¬ 
tively. The former has blue flowers and will 
probably be found the more useful for the 
conservatory. They are not difficult to culti¬ 
vate. Cuttings root easily in spring, and the 
same treatment which suits the winter-flower¬ 
ing Salvias will produce sturdy flowering 
plants of these new Coleuses. I anticipate 
there will be a large demand for them, os 
they bloom at a time when flowers are scarce 
Arum Lilies coming into flower will benefit 
from frequent applications of liquid-manure. 
A good group of these will be a special feature 
now. 

Stove.—Most people who grow Orchids 
will have a few in bloom now, includin 
Cypripediums, Dendrobiums, Calanthes, an 
others which are not difficult to grow. The 
chief difficulty with inexperienced growers is 
the selection of the potting material, which 
should consist of the best fibrous peat and 
Sphagnum Moss, with fragments of charcoal, 
and in some instances dried flakes of cow- 
manure. The drainage also should be of the 
freest character. Special pots, pans, and 
boxes are made for Orchids, and these should 

lie used for most of the species, though Cypri¬ 
pediums, Dendrobium nobile, and others of the 
terrestial species do fairly well in ordinary pots 
when well drained and the potting miterial of 
a rough and fibrous nature. The season is at 
hand when the general collection of stove 
plants, especially the summer-flowering things 
such as Allamandas, etc , should be repotted. 
It is not advisable to use pots of too large a 
size, as if the drainage is right, liquid-manure 
may be usei freely when the flower buds 
appear. In dealing with plants now in large 
pots, some reduction of the balls may be 
made so that the plants may again go into 
the same sized pot, though this should either 
be new or thoroughly scrubbed out and 
made clean and sweet. Fine-leaved plants, 
such as Antirrhinums, Marantas, etc., may 
now be repotted, and if an increase of stock is 
required the root-crowns may be divided. Ii 
the Eucharis Lilies require repotting this is a 
suitable time, though 90 long-^s the bulba 
have room in .togrow £here/i8M'o i ^*s 

sity for it, as by a free use of liquid manure 
the bulbs will flower very freely when pot-1 
bound. The same treatment will suit Clivias 
or Himantophyllums, which are usually brought | 
forward in the cool stove till flower-spikes 
appear, and then moved to the conservatory. 
Night temperature 60 degs. or a little more. 
Air to be given at 75 degs. to SO degs. 

Cucumbers. Plants which have been in 
bearing mast of the winter will require very 
careful management now, especially as regards 
freedom from insects and mildew. Green-fly 
can easily be kept under by using the 
vaporiser occasionally. Red - spider should 
never be permitted to enter the Cucumber- 
house, and, if there, may l>e got rid of by using 
more moisture in the atmosphere and damping 
down with guano-water or liquid manure in 
some other form. Of course, whatever is used 
should be very weak, as a strong dose of 
ammonia might injure the foliage. Another 
matter which demands attention now is the 
necessity for frequent light top-dressings of 
warm, rich soil. There must, of course, be a 
comfortable bottom-heat, and for the present, 
at least, very little ventilation will be required, 
as no glasshouse is altogether airtight. New 
houses may be planted in succession, and those 
who grow their Cucumbers on hot-beds in 
frames may now m ike up their beds, lieginning 
first, unless there is a spare propagating house, 
with a bed for raising the plants. 

Disbudding early Peaches.—As soon 
as the fruits are set and swelling the regula¬ 
tion and thinning of the young wood will 
require attention. This i9 best done in a 
tentative manner, so that no check may be 
given. When this work is done there should 
be one shoot near the base of each bearing 
shoot, and to each of the latter a leader must 
be left, though this may be stopped later in 
the season it necessary to avoid over-crowding, 
but the shoot near the base is the really 
important one, and should be trained in 
uustopped. Some of the young fruits may be 
taken off when crowded, especially from the 
underside of the branches, but the time for the 
liual thinning in not ^eb. Maintain. & genial 

atmosphere in the house, either by syringing 
or damping borders and paths. Liquid 
manure may be given with the chill off when 
the borders are dry. 

Window gardening.—Watering is the 
most important work at this season. The days 
are lengthening, and plants in pots will 
require more water, especially where the 
plants have plenty of roots. Genistas, being 
full of roots, may have a little weak liquid 
manure occasionally. One reason why these 
plants often fail in a room is, they do not get 
sufficient nourishment, and the flowers drop off 
and the leaves lose colour. The same thing 
occurs with Heaths and Acacias, though the 
latter are not difficult to manage. 

Outdoor garden —Now that the fioit 
has left for the time being, all recently planted 
things, especially small things, should lie gone 
over and the soil made firm round the collars. 
It will, of course, be better to wait till the 
surface is getting dry before treading on the 
land, especially if the soil is of a heavy, 
adhesive nature. With mild weather very 
often come the snails and slugs, and they have 
a way of secreting themselves just under the 
soil lound the collars of such things 
Pyrethrums, Phloxes, etc., and they generally 
are more troublesome among the choicer, 
delicate varieties. The best protection in the 
case of individual plants is a circle of ashes 
placed round early in the autumn liefore the 
snails take up their quarters to wait for the 
starting of the young shoot0. Where Tea 
Roses or other tender plants have been shel¬ 
tered by a small mound of dry eaith, ashes, or 
Cocoa-nut-fibre, the frost has done no harm. 
All kinds of planting may be done and works 
of improvemei t ca Tied out. There is much to 
interest one in m .king alterations, especially 
in creating new features. Everyman, whethei 
owner or gaidener, has some kind of desire to 
leave his mark upon the place which has given 
him shelter and employment for a number of 
years, and there is p'enty of work to be done. 

Fruit garden.—Any Peaches not yet 
pruned and washed should have attention.; (-Ob 

jitot crowd the branches. A healthy tree will 

always, in an average season, set more fruit? 
than can be left to ripen, and if the bearing 
branches are trained at an average distance oi 

6 inches, there will be plenty of fruits to tale 
off, and, what is of equal importance, there will 
be ample space to train in the young wood that 

will bear the next year's crops. There are two 

evils the Peach grower must guard against, and 
these are—leaving on too much wood, and 
permitting the green fly to get established 
amoDg the foliage before taking measures for 
their destruction. The best and chenpes: 
remedy for gretn or black-fly on Peaches 
outside is Tobacco-powder. Under glass the 
vaporiser can be used, and this makes shor. 
work of all kinds of aphides. The pruning d 
Nuts and Filberts is generally left till afterths 
male and female blossoms appear, for the par 
pose of leaving the catkins or male blossoms fer 
fertilisation. Nuts are generally pruned sj n 

to leave the centre open and surrounded will 
feathery spray, which bears freely. All suckers 
are removed from main stems. It is too ewl; 
yet to altogether uncover Figs on walls, but 

the covering may be thinned to let the air 
circulate freely. Keep up a succession of forced 
Strawberries by introducing relays of plants. 

Vegetable garden.—The sowing of 
early crops on the warm south border will 
be seasonable any time now when the soil :> 
in a workable condition, but I have » 
sympathy with those who have fixed dajs If 
sowing any particular crop. At the same tire 
those who take advantage of the weatherv.. 
find suitable opportunities to sow thevario* 
crops, so that Urey may come in at the right time. 

Prepare the ground for Onions, so that tier 
may go in towards the end of the month or 
early in March. Many of the best growers 
sow at least a pait of the crop in boxes under f loss and plant out early in April. Earij 

’eas and Beans are also started in seven! 
ways under glass to supplement the crew 
sown outside to make things sure. Cadi 
flowers, Leeks, and Brussels Sprouta shesd 
also be started in a small measure uks 
glass, the Cauliflowers in heat, and the otat-s 
cooler to come on steadily. Hotbeds na;’* 
made up for Cucumbers and Melons an/i» 
now. Cabbage plants and Lettuces standiig 
in the seed-beds may be set out to succeed 
those planted in autumn. The manure that 
was wheeled on the land during the frostnav 
now be dug or trenched in, though, as fir 
possible, trenching should be done rn autumn* 
early in the winter to give time for the 
weather to act upon it, and for consolidation. 

_ E. Hobdav. 

THH COMING WEEKS WORK 

Extracts from a Garden Diary. 
February Oth.—Sowed Cauliflowers in beat 

After a mild winter the early autumn sow Clants, or some of them, may bolt premature!/, 
ut these spring raised plants if grown on 

unchecked always do well. Finished washini 
and training Peaches on -walls. The crop ij 
taken from young wood only, not spurs, i» 
this is trained at rather wide intervals M 
leave plenty of room for the young wood of fl* 
present season. Strong ri pe shoots have brec 
collected and laid now on north aspect to U 
ready for grafting. 

February loth.—Cuttings of various plant- 
are being taken and propagated in heat A K* nts from which cuttings are taken b»vs 

n warmed up a little to ensure fresh pang 
shoots for cuttings. Sowed early Longp1- 
Beans outside, also more early Peas, including 
Gradus, which does well with us. Both Pe*» 
and Beans are to a limited extent started 
under glass, as no means of securing an «-'lv 
crop must be neglected. Mustard and Crts- 
are sown regularly in heat. 

February 11th.—As fast as Asparagus « 
cleared from the forcing beds a few metes oi 
good loam are mixed with the lighter soilj- 
the frames, and Potatoes which have been 
already started are planted. In one frau* 
Lettuces have been sown. Thsse will • 
thinned out, and some transplanted elsewhere. 
To my mind there is no Lettuee equal to» 
frame-grown Lettuce in the early spring. 
Abundance of ventilation will be given when 
needed. Begonia tubers which have tee 

, packed in Cocoa-fibre have been started 

jmLLINOIS AT 
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February lJth. — More cuttings of Chrysan¬ 
themums are being put in ; of course, most of 
the cuttings required to produce big flowers 
are rooted, but the number of these nas been 
reduced, and more attention will be given to 
moderate-sized blossoms, and there is time 
enough for cuttings of these yet. March is 
soon enough for late kinds. Peaches under 
glass, where the Peaches are set, have been 
gone over and a few young shoots thinned, and 
badly placed fruits removed. Syringe is used 
freely’ now on fine days. 

February 1-Uk.—Planted a warm-pit with Ne 
Plus Ultra French Beans to succeed those 
coming on in houses. Strawberries in blossom 
are looked over daily, using a rabbit's-tail to 
fertilise the blossoms until enough are set and 
swelling for a crop, and then all small fruit and 
late blossoms are removed. A little 6tick is 
placed to support each cluster of fruits to keep 
them oft' the soil and awny from the taints of 
any liquid-manure which may bo used. Sowed 
more Cucumber and Melon seed. 

February l.ffh.—Moved Onions raised in 
boxes to cool-frame to harden. More Rhubarb 
and Seakale have been moved to Mushroom 
house. Early Rhubarb is now moving outside 
under tubs and pots without heat other than 
that obtained from the sun. A new plantation 
of Rhubarb hss been made to obtain roots in 
due time for forcing. A piece of land has been 
got ready for planting Seakale cuttings or 
thongs taken from crowns lifted for forcing, 
and which have been laid in sand and are now 
forcing crowns. 

POULTRY. 

The Indian Runner Duck.—Where a 
free range can be had, this Duck is unequalled 

; as an egg producer. Commencing to lay at an 
early age (between five and six months), it 
continues regularly right through the autumn 
and winter, even during the coldest weather. 
Being particularly hardy, both the ducklings 

, and the mature birds thrive wherever they 
have their liberty; in confinement, however, 
they do not succeed. This species will obtain 
the greater part of its living, being an excel¬ 
lent forager, roaming about all day in search 
of worms and slugs. The young ones get 
their adult plumage at about six weeks of age, 
and mature so quickly that they are ready for 
table at about eight weeks. This is not a large 
Buck, but, being small in bone, has plenty of 
meat on the breast, and the flesh is of fine 
flavour. The eggs of this bird are large, con¬ 
sidering its size. Pure bred Indian Runners 
have a long neck ; tho head bronzy-green, with 
a narrow line of white encircling the base of 
the beak at its junction with the head ; 
shoulders, back, aud breast fawn, the upper 
part of the drake’s breast being tinged with 
reddish-brown, while that of the lemale is 
dark brown, the feathers being edged with 
fawn. Tho wings are white, the legs orange- 
red, and tho beak dark green. When on the 
move this bird runs very fast, holds itself very 
upright, and has not the waddle so character 
istic of most waterfowl. —0. S. S. 

BIRDS. 

BREEDING FOREIGN BIRDS. 
(Reply to “ Qi erist.") 

Bi uuekigaiis are, perha|«, the most satis¬ 
factory kind of foreign birds to breed in 
confinement, being very hardy and always 
doing well in an outdoor aviary. They are 
natives of South Australia, and belong to the 
Parrot family, but are quite small, the body 
not being really much larger than that of a 
Canary, although its long tail gives it quite a 
different appearance. The plumage is bright 
green, the back and wings being marked with 
dark, undulating lines, the fore part of the 
head light yellow, while the naked skin about 

1 ihe beak is sky-blue in the malo and cream 
; colour in the female, excepting at nesting time, 

when it assumes a brown tint. They do not 
usually commence breeding till August—that 
is, after they have moulted, and frequently 
continue to rear broods till quite into Decem¬ 
ber. The eggs vary in number up to eight or 
nine, and are hatched in about sixteen day- 
but in succession, as thahen sitefromltl 

time of laying the first egg. Oats and soaked 
bread are added to the usual diet when there 
are young ones to be reared, the ordinary food 
for the adult birds being C*nary-seea and 
Millet. Theee birds require no building mate¬ 
rials, but will readily take to a Cocoa-nut 
husk in which to lay and rear their young if 
provided for them, being suspended or placed 
in a snug corner with the aperture at one 
end turned towards the light. A very free 
breeder in the aviary is the < frange-cheeked 
Waxbill, a charming little bird, its general 
colour being brown on the upper parts, and 
greyish-white underneath, the leathers on the 
rump aro red, and the tail nearly black, while 
a reddish-orange patch surrounds the eye; 
the legs and feet of a flesh tint. The nest is 
readily constructed in the nearest available 
receptacle, be it a nest box, small cage, Cocoa- 
nut husk, or shrub. The young are reared 
upon ants'-eggs, aud tho old birds subsist for 
the most part on Millet. The pretty Zebra 
Finch with its purple-spotted sides, chestnut- 
coloured ear-patches, and coral red beak, also 
breeds very freely in confinement, producing 
three or four broods in the season. Another 
free breeder in the aviary is the Java Sparrow 
It produces two or three broods during the 
breeding season, and the young are reared 
upon fresh bread and milk and ante’-eggs, the 
diet of the old birds being Millet and Canary- 
seed. There are two varieties of this species - 
the leaden-blue and the white. Cardinals are 
satisfactory aviary birds and breed freely, but 
should be allowed the whole of the aviary to 
themselves, as they are very quarrelsome 
during the breeding season, and any companions 
in the aviary weaker than themselves are liable 
to be very much persecuted. The Cardinal 
rears two broods in the season, the young vary¬ 
ing from three to five in number, and are easily 
reared on ants’-eggs and insects of any kina, 
but require a great quantity of food. It is well 
to furnish the aviary containing these birds 
with two or three pot shrubs, such as Box or 
Fir, as in these they will construct their nests. 
The food of the adult birds should consist of 
Millet and Canary-seed in addition to insects, 
ants'-eggs, and ripe fruit. S S. G. 

LAW AND CUSTOM. 

A gardener's contract (K. C.).—You 
were engaged as gardener at 223. a week, but 
your wages have since been raised to 24s. a 
week. No house was provided by your em¬ 
ployer and you rented a house from a third 
party. Your employer has now purchased a 
iiouse for his gardener, and the purchase was 
completed on Saturday, January 3rd. The 
same day he told you to move into the house 
on Monday the 5th, but it seems that you have 
not yet moved. You say you shall not be able 
to move for some time “because the tenant 
who is in the house has six weeks' notice.” I 
do not exactly know what this expression 
means, but if it means that the present tenant 
of the house your master has purchased is 
under notice to quit, but that the notice will 
not expire for six weeks, it is clear that you 
cannot remove into the house until the tenant 
goes out. And no matter whether he is under 
notice or not, you cannot be compelled to at- 
tempttoenteruntilhehas gone out. It is no part 
of your business to get him out—that is your 
master's affair. You say that there is an 
agreement that your wages shall be reduced to 
111 per week, and that you are to have the 
house rent free, and that although you have 
not yet gi t possession, your master has stopped 
4s. a week, and has paid only 2Ua. a week. 
But he cannot do this, and until such time as 
he can give you possession he must pay you 
24s. a week.' He may, of course, give you 
notice to determine your service, aud on its 
expiration you and he may enter into a new 
contract on any terms agreed upon ; but until 
he can give you possession of the house, or 
until he determines the existing contract by 
proper notice, he must continue to pay 24s. a 
week. There is a further matter which may 
be of importance : your master must allow you 
time to aetermine the tenancy of the house you 
occupy if he did not give you sufficient notice 
before January 3rd. I do not know what pre- 

the determination of your own tenancy by a 
notice given for that purpose os soon as you 
received the intimation from your employer, no 
deduction from your wages can be made. But, 
of course, if your employer has given you 
notice to determine your service, and that 
notice has expired, or if you and* he have 
entered into a new agreement, the preceding 
answer does not apply.—K. C. T. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

QueeUO&a.—Owens* and answer* art inserted <n 
JiiDiriM fret of charge if eerrtspondent! follow then 
rule*: A U communication* tkould be dec r!y and concisely 
written on one tide of Ike paper orUp, and addressed to 
'■ke Editox of OeKDUina, 17, Fum\t alt* reel, Hof born, 
Condon, K.C. Letters on business should be tent lo 
'ke Fubusbxx. Tke name and oddrcee of the under are 
required in addition to any designation ke may desire to 
be used in tie paper. When more tkan one query it tent, 
•eck tkould be on a teparale j ice- of paper, and not more 
tkan tkree queries tkould be tent at a lime. Correspon- 
tents tkould bear in mind that, as OAXomrae kas to be 
tent to y. esi tome time in adoanee of date, queries cannot 
always be replied to in tke issue immediately following 
Ike receipt of their communication. We do not reply to 
queries by poet. 

Naming fruit.—Readers wko desire our help in 
naming fruit tkould bear in mind tkat several specimens 
in diferent stages of oolour and sis* of Ike same kind 
neatly assist in its determination. We kave received 
from several correspondents single specimens of fruits 
for naming, these in many eases being unripe and other¬ 
wise poor. Tke diferenoe between varieties of fruits are, 
in many eases, so trifling tkat it is necessary tkat three 
tpecimens of each kind should be sent. We oan undertake 
to name only four varieties at a lime, and these only when 
tke above directions are observed. 

PLANTS AND FLO WNBA 
Removing paint from glass (b'a.t 11,ly,cell). 

—You can remove tbie either with a cloth dipped in tur¬ 
pentine and nibbed over the paint or with strong pearlssh, 
euch aa it need lor c leaning printing type. II turpentine 
ie uited the clan will need cleaning afterward* with water 
in which a little washing eoda has been disaolved. 

Pot Roses not flowering {CkeviotX—It ie poeeible 
the growthe are what ie known ae “ blind thetie to eev, 
they will not bloeeom until eucceeded by another growth. 
Bui it ie rather eerly to eay lor certain that the preeent 
young growthe are flowerlee*. You muet not prune them 
j-'et yet—wait until the young wood hoe become Arm. 
When you obeerve the topmost eyes or bud* commence to 
etart out into growth, and no flower-bude appear, then 
w-iU be e good time to cut bock the eboot*. eay to about 
9 inches from their bare-. Do not repot egein until the 
summer-time. 

Roses from cuttings (ftmia White).—If you have 
such a thing as a frame or a bed of leaves where a gentle 
heat can be maintained, the cuttings could be potted in 
March into small 00 pots and plunged in Cocoa-nut-Sbre 
refute in such a frame. Some of the cutting* may only 
have the white wart-like substance at base, which is 
termed "callus," end from which roo'e eventually appear. 
This gentle bottom-heat would be of great assistance to 
such. A slight syringing over each fin* day would te of 
much help to the plants, but water at the roots must he 
very carefully applied, and when it is given It should be 
made lukewarm. The plants could be planted out from 
the pots in May or J une. 

Carnation spot (.Mabel Bildyard and Lady L. 
Kgerton).—Your Carnations have been attacked by what 
is known as “ spot," due to unsuitable soil or overcrowd¬ 
ing, this Utter being evidently the cause in the case of 
jour plants No cure hoe as yet been fouad (or iL Cut 
off all the diseased leaves and burn them; in fact, we 
should not hesitate to pull up such plants as the one you 
send and at once burn it. Growing the plants (or two 
years in one place is a mistake, as Carnations ought to 
have fresh ground every year, or, at all events, the soil be 
renewed beiore replanting. The spot is always worst in a 
wet, cold season, and the Did Cloie is very liable to its 
attacks. 

Crowing plants (A. B.\—Almost impossible to 
answer In a satisfactory manner, and your better way 
would he to get some practical gardener to see your 
plants snd sdiise thereon. With regard lo the watering, 
the plants rhoul i only be watered when they require it, 
and then rnough must be given to thoroughly Wit the 
bell of earth. On no account muet any wrater be allowed 
to stand in lie saucer, as this keeps the soil in a sodden 
condition. Let the plant* have AS much light AS iiossible 
Potting U t* st done in the spring. Soil composed of 
equal ports ol good loom snd leafmould, with s quarter 
of e port of sand, will suit ell the plants you mention. 
Cut off oil withered leaves and dead shoots. No Isrtiliaers 
of stiy kind thou Id be need unless the roots of the plants 
ere io a healthy condition, end yours are scarcely likely 
to be in that state. 

Manuring garden ground (W. AT.).—Common 
Bracken is poor manure. Tiee leaves when well decayed 
make very good manure, and Seaweed, If hej'-decayed, ie 
fair manure. B.t in using these things it is wisest to mix 
them in e heap, turning them two or thrte times at 
intervale of s month, end at each turning adding a good 
smother of soot. At the final turning, which rhonld be a 
couple of weeks before using, add to each cartload 12 IK 
of bone Hour (phosphate) and the same of kait.il (potash) 
If that be well mixed with the heap when finally turned 
it rapidly incorporates with it, end then the w hole may be 
dieased on the ground at the rale of a cartload to each 
1 reds of ground. But where artificial manure alone is 
used, especially in flower borders, the proportion of 6 lb. 
of the two manures named, forked in and at once, is not 
too much. But with that give 3 lb. of nitrate of sods per 
rod in the spring—eay, end of May or in June. Plante 
cannot well take up more than a certain proportion of 
manure, the rest being so far waste. Give the ground a 
good drewiot’ibf iitable-manure once in three years if you vious iDtiirktion you have had, but until such _ 

^g^apset. as would bo Qp ^y 
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Gleaning weedy lawn ground {Myrrhup.—A* 
vou say il is not possible to have your proposed lawn 
ground manured and the weed crop on it dug in with the 
manure deeply, your only course to tit the ground to 
receive Grass seed in Aprfl-wbich was, we believe, the 
purport of your original question—is to have all the weeds 
now on it pulled or hoed, then cleared off, and the surface 
jus' pointed a couple of inches to break it well and fine, 
leaving it fallow, when any surface weed seeds will soon 
germinate. When growth has resulted have aU hoed 
over and the weeds removed, then re-hoe as deep as 
possible again, and at once sow Grass seed. That should 
tie done end of April. If with that you tow,at the rate of 
2 lb per rod, finely crushed sulphate of ammonia, obtained 
from the gas works, the Grass growth should be very 
quick, and no doubt then would smother any weeds that 
might grow later. It is unfortunate that j our ground is 
so foul with weeds, and turfing would in such case t>c tne 
Baler mode of forming a lawn. 

Plants for rock garden (A'. F.(.-Quite a large 
number of plants of the free-growing sort arc not at an 
fastidious, such, for instance, as the whole family of 
Aubrietias, a large number of the dwarf Cain|aoulas, a 
variety if Gentians, while such as G. asdepiadea and 
Andrewsi prefer a moister place and some shade also. 
You could, however, make a feature of Sempervivums, 
Sedums, Saxifrages of several sections, the dwarf Irises, 
such as pumila, nudicaulis, olbiensis, stylosa, and a few of 
the bulbous Irises, which cannot now be plained, us the 
season is too far advanepd. O.her suitable things ma\ De 
found in the dwarf Phloxes, the alpine Pinsa, alpine 
Poppiei and Polygonums, Megaseas, Arnebia, Thymus, 
Iberts, Tropieolum polypbyllum, Arenanas, alpine Asters, 
(Kootheras, Anemones in variety, Adonis, a selection ot 
hardy Opuntias, Ilelianthemums, and many more. Many 
of the smaller fcu'.bous plants—Scilla», Chionodoxa Snow¬ 
drops, Musearis. I-eucojums, the dwarf Daffodils, and 
others-if pluited in the autumn will produce a fine effect 
in the early spring months. All this, however, depends 
upyn the extent of the work, and of this we have no infor- 

iiiatiou. 
Chrysanthemums Mrs. H. Weeks and 

K. Hooper Pearson as bush plants for late 
displays («- >'■ *f. S.).-Tne former is a very late- 
flowering kind, While the latter is a mid-seaaon or 
November-flowering variety. As you desire to make 
hu-hy plants, you should insert the cuttings «ithout 
delav. As soon os the latter are rooted, pot them up and 
grow on with all possible vigour. When the young plants 
are some 6 inches to 8 inches in height, pinch out the 
point of each one, and grow on the strongest shoot*. 
When these shoots attain a length of about 6inches, they 
in turn should be pinched, and the operation repeated 
from Lime to time until the last pinching has been done. 
Pinch plants of -Mrs. H. Weiks for the last time in the first 
week of July, and in the cane of R. Hooper 1 earson, the 
last pinching should be carried out about the third week 
of the same month. The plants should he grown on 
to the terminal buds, and when the latter develop retain 
one hud only on each shoot. Tnis treatment should give 
vou nice blossoms, on stout, erect footstalks. Ho not 
house the plants until ihe middle of October, or even 
later, should the weather he nnld or free from frosts. 
With the advent of cold weather, place the plants under 
cover at once, keeping them cool until the buds begin to 
show colour. A genial temperature when the buds begin 
to unfold is most desirable, as this assists in the develop- 
meet of the blooms, and also prevents damping. At all 
times see that the house is adequately ventilated. 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 
cumbers for arches (Rtnffc).—vigorous climb¬ 

ing or rambling plants suitable to cover rustic arches and 
Bummer-houses are: Virginian Creeper, Celastrus scan- 
dens, the stronger growing Clematises, such as Hair 
montana, and Vitafba, Honeysuckles, hj-cium barb 
Cut-leaved Grape-Vine, Wistaria sinensis, Horsythl 
pensa, white Jasmine, and above all some of the more 
vigorous and free-flowering climbing Rosea 

FRUIT. 
A Rood hardy Apple (J. BA—We fear that even 

the hardiest of Apples will not do well in the position you 
propose to plant-150 yards from a brickyard on one side 
ard 300 yards from a colliery on the other, and from both 
you get quantities of sulphureous smoke. It Is a position 
that may well cause to suffer the hardiest of trees. If, 
however, vou determine to plant, you may select from 
three varieties — Waltham Abbey Seedling. Newton 
Wonder, and Bramlev's Seedling, all fine free-cropping 
kitchen Apples and ranking as distinctly hardy. Tne 
last is, hiwjver, a very strong grower, and on standard 
trees worked on the Crab-stock, the class of tree we pre 
Bume you propose to pUnt, is late coming into bearing 
Probably you would do well to plant some of each of tne 
two first named. 
Japanese Wlneberry and Logan Berry 

tMa*iarene\—Unfortunately, out of nurseries, not much 
is yet known of the habit and strength of the Logan Berry 
in this country. Bat being a Blackberry, we hive natur¬ 
ally assumed that it needed the space usually allotted to 
the ordinary strong-growing Blackberries, such as the 
Parsley-leaved variety, for instance, one of the very best. 
The Japanese Wineberry is, we know, a strong grower, 
needing ample room. We should certainly plant these 
Brambles at equal distances apart, carrying the strongest 
growths after they have formed away on each eide and 
the weaker ones upright Otherwise treat both kinds Iust as we have before advised. The fruit of the 
terry is large, rather long, and black. That of the Wine- 

berry is very red, but rather small, sharp, and not suited 
for dessert Really, it is more ornamental as a climber 
than it is useful as a fruit producer. 

VEGETABLES. 

Manuring Asparagus-beds (Bine Am.).—Ves, 
vou may use chemical manures for your Asparagus-beds 
thin sea'ou, as they had a, dressing of farmyard manure 
last year. The following is a good mixture to use: 
Take*of superphosphate 6 lb.; Kainit 14 lb. Mix both 
well together and apply at the rate of '• lb. to the square 
J ard next month. When the heads begin to appear apply 
nitrate of soda or common salt-preferably that flrst- 
nauiei—at the rate of 2J jz to square yard, and repeat 
the dose on two other occasions whUCthe plants are in Hill 
growth during t^Q 

not prove very beneficial, and the otter manures named 
are superior to sulphate of ammonia for Asparagus. 

Potato plant grafted on Tomato plant 
(J. CA—When a few years ago Tomato plants were grafted 
on Potato plants grown in pots. It was found, although 
in a I mited way, that whilst the Tomato tops produced 
Tomato fruits, the Potato roots produced Potatoes. On 
the other hand. Potato p'anta grafted on to Tomato plants 
only caused the Potato top. to produce green swellings, 
like small Potatoes, at the leaf joints, but there were no 
Potatoes These experiments were made more from mere 
curiosity than from hope of securii g any bentfleial results. 
It, wa. found that whilst the Tomato leaves could elaborate 
Potato-forming sip and pass it into the Potato plant item 
below ihe union or graft. Potato leaves, whilst elaborating 
Potato-forming eap, could not post it into the Tomato 
plant below the union or graft. The above experiment 
was conducted by Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Reading. 

Fowl-manure for Onions (B. V. W).—Fowl- 
manure should be well mixed with loot and twice lta own 
bulk of Boil, lie thrown into a heap, and turned two or 
three times to get- it all well incorporated before the whole 
is dressed on the soil. F.ven then it should be deeply dug 
in, a month before seeds be sown or plants put out on to 
the soil. Vou should have sowed your Onion seed for 
transplanting early in February and thinly, *° tbatyon 
could have strong plants fully , inches to 8 inches in 
height, with balls of soil attached, to put out. Maggot 
would not injure those, especially if at once well dusted 
with soot. Good stable-manure, turned and well mixed 
and moistened with house sewage or slops two or three 
times to get it half decayed and sweet, then dug in a few 
weeks before sowing the seed, is best for all crops. 
Coarse stuff should lie buried deep down under the crops. 

Cleaning and manuring garden (A Jf-V— 
Your garden, 80 feet by 60 feet, is about 20 rods. The 
usual dressing of guano would he about 6 lb- P«r "»■ 
You could apply so much as that now and well dig It in, 
then give a dressing of half that quantity amongst the 
crops in June and hoe it in. You do not state what your 
sack of guano weighs. Before you apply the pig-manure, 
if you have not done so, turn it two or three times fir-t, 
as that sweetens iU Use soot with that freely. Use it 
th'nly and bury it well down. You cannot too thoroughly 
cleanse the ground of the Bindweed roots before cropping, 
and if any should grow later, then use the hoc freely, so 
as to keep" down growths. If Turnip seed grows hoe and 
kill the plant*. Guano should be used very sparingly 
with Cucumbers. A mere sprinkle over the roots once a 
month to he washed in when watering ia enough. 

FAMOUS FOR 110 YEARS. 

ECONOMY t'hne GARDEN. 
JOHN K. 

KING & SONS' 
COLLECTIONS OF 

VEGETABLE SEEDS 
PRODUCE 

THE BEST RESULTS 
at the LOWEST COST. 

SHORT REPLIES. 

21/* BOX AMATEUR obCLERCYMAK 
I A Ct'OTOMKK WKITO. 

^ARIUAJtE •'So well ttAidted that I send to 
FREfc-. | yOU again." 

10/6 BOX FOR THE VILLA GARDEN. 
CARRIAGE 1 A Customer "RHi*- . 

FREE I I never ha*i any ao gooa nrtow. 

5/- BOX FOR THE BIJOU CARDEN. 
I •■H.re^n^.r^rn- 

2/6 BOX FOR THE COTTAGE CARDEN. 

C. M. Purr—See article "Hardy flowering plants for 
shady positions” in our issue of Dec. 27, 1902, p. 56.’, 
which can be had of the publisher, post free. ltd. - 
A. B.~You are keeping the house too close and 
warm, and also watering too freely.-B. P. if.—DJ not 
on any account use the old rotten wood, as it will only 
breed fungus and cause no end of troub.e. Try In your 
pond some of the bettor Water Lilies, which ought to do 
welL-Anxtou* One.—We Koow ot no suet. Clematis 
vou .peak of.-/>. M.— Any bookseller in your neigh¬ 
bourhood could get for you whatever books you require if 
you tell him what you want.-V. U.—See artic e in our 
issue of Feb. 22. 1902, " How to obtain an early supply of 
Sweet Peas." Thlscan be had of the publisher, pnee IJd., 
post free. I) ihlias ought to I* planted out at the end of 
May. and must be given a sunny, well-manured posit.on. 
_ly, g. K.—We know of no book such as you mention. 
The best book is " Vines and Vine Culture,” by A. F. 
BarroD, price 5s. 61, poet free.-A. S.—See reply to H. 
Brown in our issue of Jan. 31, re " Outdoor aviary. 
K. A. R —The only thing you can do is to keep the surface 
freely stirred and pereevere with the soot anil lime-dress¬ 
ing.-—Kn./Hirer —Apply to Messrs. Ja«. Carter and Co., 
237, 238, U gh Holborn, W.C.-.Nonce.-You had better 
consult our ..ages, where such small houses as yon want 
are advertised.-Bagdala.—It might be done if great 
care is taken ; but on the whole wc would sdriM you to 
let it alone.-Arthur P. Cook.—N ou cannot do better 
than plant She best of the Tea-scented Hoses, which 
bloom early and also continue until lato in the season.— 
Sector.—We know of no book that will answer your pur¬ 
pose. If at any time you are in doubt we are always 
ready to assist to the best of our ability.—Kent.— 
You had best consult our advertisement columns.— 
Blight. — Your Currant-bushes are attacked by the 
Currant-mite. See our issue of Jan. 24, D- «!»•——Sour* 
Stafford.—1, Your best plan will be to leave a chink of air 
on the frame. 2 You should submit your thermometers 
to some maker of the same, who will verify the same for 
vou_W. S. Taylor.—Unless >°ur 8°'l 19 ver>' heavy 
clay, coal-ashes are of no value. They only in such a case 
help to lighten the soil, and it would he far better to give 
a good dressing of lime. If, on the other hand, your soil 
is light apply a good dressing of cow-manure.—(c/rry 
—1, See reply to A. Croft in our issue of Jan. Jl, p. 628, re 
••Celery running to seed." 2, Tne soil was not *t all suit- 
able for Savoys, which require a good stiff, loamy soil to 
do well.——J. y.-Fin it with Tea Roses, with Tufted 
Panries planted freely over the surface.-a. V. U.— 
Apply to Messrs. Dickson’s, Limited, Chester, or Anthony 
Waterer, Khaphill, Woking, Surrey.—A. Lang on.— 
•• Bee Keeping, book of." by W. B. Webster, post free, 
la 2d. L. Upcott Gill. 170, Strand, London. We shall 
always be pleased to help you when you are in doubt.- 
Staffordshire Knot.-'ten ought to plant Spine a Aruncus, 
which flowers in June ; a Ulmaria blooming in Augs, 
and S. filipendula and its double form which flower In 
September!-J. C. Bloomfield— Do you mean the indoor 
or the hardy Tradescantias? _ 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS. 
Names of plants.—A Subscriber.—Kindlysendyour 

specimens with numbers affixed to each, otherwise it is 
impossible to distinguish them. 

[THE' 

ciiidticv i A Customer write-; 
FREE 1 "I hare never found any to ejuljw 

Particulars of CONTESTS and SPRING CATAMOrt 
beautifully illustrated, pod free on application. 

JOHN K. KING & SONS, 
Seedsmen to His Majesty the King, by Royal Warnd 

GOCCESHALL, Essex; & READING Berks. 

MAGNIFICENT HARDY PERENNIALS M 
SPRING-FLOWERINC PLANTS. 

TO FLOWER THIS YEAR. 
VEGETABLE A STRAWBERRY PLANTS 
V —All grown and wintered in theopon Frn Uoi enci 

exceptional^strong and healthy; best 
beautifully picked, an l guaranteed to *m«c 
condition. If not satisfied, money 
plants are at once sent tack. PuictaRm cm 
themselves. Liberal discount. Cash with order. 

s. d. 
1 3 

1 3 

1 6 

1 3 

9 Oaillard ia grandiflora 
6 Coreopsisgrandilloru 

20 Pansies Trimardeau 
20 Violas, yellow and 

white bedding .. 
50 Wallflowers, Blood 

Red. Cloth of Gold, 
large, bushy, trans¬ 
planted plants 

20 Sweet Williams. 
Hunts Snperb 

15 Canterbuiy Bells, 
Dean's Hybrids .. 1 

12Hollyhocks .. -.1 
3) Cornflowers, blue an d 

mixed -• J 
15 Valerian, crimson .. 1 
15 Pinks, sweet scented 

white.. •• , I 
6 French Marguerites 1 

30 Sileae compacts, sgl. 
and dbl. crimson . .• 1 

30 Forget me-nots al- 
pcstris - • .. 1 

12 Harpalium (Perennial 
Sunflower) rigidum 
and Miss Mellish .. 1 

15 Poppies, large scarlet 
6 Kngeron 
6 Genm. scarlet 
6 Physalis FranchctL, 

new giant variety 1 
12 Achillea purraica .. 1 

•• Everlasting Pea, 
white.. 

12 Honesty, purple and 
white.‘ 

6 Delphiniums formo- 
sum. grandiflora, 
and hybridum .. 1 

30 Double Daisies .. 1 
6 C.ypsophila pvmcu- 

lata .. •• .... * 
12 Iris (gsrd.li Orchid) 1 
9 Anemones, mixed .. 1 

T 3 
1 3 

3 
3 

1 3 

6 Fuchsis. hardy ; 
6 French Honepo.-ll- 1 

20 Cerastium tofflente 
sum .. • •• J I 

G Gaillardia hybn<l»- j ; 
G Coreopsis lanecoala 1 - 

20 Pansies, grand oiici . 
show varieties .. ‘ • 

15 Antirrhinums,d**n . 
and t*U - v : 

15 Aquilexia.dH.4SfL 1 • 
20 Sweet Williams Hoc , 

born Glory .. •■ 1 ' 
20 Canterbury Behi . 

double and snffc , 
12Foxgloves.yel *“*b j ; 
12 Carnations, goedsao . : 

15 Scabious .. - . 
15 Dian'hus. double^ ■ . 
6Pyrethramhybr»'ra 

20 Arabis alpina ■ 
30 Silene compact* . 

white . - 1 
30 Forcet-me-nets Vic- 

toria .. | • 
15 Poppies. Onenial .. 
12 Iceland Poppies •• j : 
6 Stenactis • 
9 Doromcim Hsipur . 

Crete - i ■ 
20 Aubriciia forr^' . 
9 Antbemis tmetro* 
6 Everlasting ft*, rw : . 
6 Chelone bsrtott ■■ ■ ■ 
9 ChrysantheaiuD , 

maxununi - • ; 
6Lychnischalcedooxa j 
9 Lupins, mixed - j 
6 Rudbeckia .. •• , 
9 Pentstemon. 
9 Iris, largeOeroan, 

12 MontbretiM- mue' . 
15 Brompton Stocks -j 
15 Polyanthus, mud f 
12 Herbs, assorted 

Catalogues received.—W. Walters, 10 Water . 
lane, Gt. Tower-street, H.C.—Cataloaue of Lath, Boiler 
Blind*, etc.-Dobie and Mason, Manchester.—Vegetable 
awl Flower Seed*.-W. C. Mountain. Bulb Grower. 
Constantinople.—Prado Offer of (r 
I. Goody, Belchamp Paul, Clare, Suffolk. 

I Anemones, mum .. * - . _ . ' 
Slrnwlicrrics, strong fmitbig pUnU, BoyM j " fA u 

Joseph Paxton. Laxt-ms NIobfcs^^EUama 
Cabbage Plants. Mein s No. 1. Dvhsnvc^ l,,,,,,-. i 
Enhcld, Cocoa Nut, Drumh. "d; ”"1 Tripib: ^ 
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FRUIT. 

THE VINERY IN WINTER. 

By this date all leaves will have fallen from the 
Vines. This, then, is the time for pruning, 

which is best completed at the earliest date 
following the leaf-fail. Pruned early, there is 

time for the surface cuts to dry and heal before 
the sap becomes active again in early spring. 

Late pruning brings trouble in what is known 

as bleeding, because this once set up is most 
difficult to suppress. With Viuo3 well- 
matured, and pruned as early as their state 
of rest allows, there is seldom any trouble 
from bleed iDg. As a preventive, many 
gardeners apply styptic or painter's knotting 

them to the roof wires and allowing the points 
of the rods to hang in such a manner that they 
almost touch the ground, or bending them 
round in hoop fashion, the object in every 
case being to check the sap from rushing to 
the extremities. Care is necessary in bending 
them that the inner bark does not get ruptured. 
Once the buds have bursted ana commenced 
growth tie the rods in their places, but in doing 
so allow ample space for swelling. W. S. 

immediately after pruning. The pruning once 
completed, proceed to clean the rods by trim¬ 
ming off air-roots, loose bark, and dead spurs, 
but unless there lurk any Vine pescs, such 
as mealy-bug, red-spider, or thrips in the 
bark, do not strip this off clean, as so mauy 
are disposed to do as a custom more often 
thin necessity. When any of these insects 
have been in evidence during the summer—- 
and particularly mealy-bug—then more drastic 
steps must be taken to clear them out. The 
removal of all loose bark is the first necessity, 
and then a dressing of an insecticide calculated 
to destroy it without injury to the rods. 
Whatever is used needs to be well and 
thoro ighly rubbed in with a brush, being most 
careful that no injury is done to the dormant 
buds in the course of the work. It is 
necessary when insects have given trouble to 
first well clean the Vines, and then to deal 
with the house generally. Plants often are a 
means of introducing noxious insects, aud 
where necessity compels the joint occupation 
by plants and Vines, some little effort should 
be made in winter to clear out their old haunts. 
Mealy-bug secretes itself in any possible 
crevice in the roof, plant stages, walls, etc. 
Those having a hose or garden-engine, and a 
good force of water can do much good by 
applying hoc or cold water with the strongest 
forco possible. This will dislodge many. 
Previous to this all plants should be removed, 
so that they do not receive an overdose of 
water. They can be dealt with separately 
before being reintroduced. If the border be 
an inside one, one important detail is to remove 
a little of the surface soil, replacing it with 
fresh, preferably that obtained from decayed 
turf, cut and stacked in the past spring or 
summer. Add to this some lime rubble, burnt 
refuse, and a little horse-droppings, and, if 
possible, a coating of artificial Vine-manure. 
Ascertain whether the border contains suffi¬ 
cient moisture, and if not give a moderate 
soaking some time prior to the restarting 
of the vinery. In the case of old established 
Vines, and the border well occupied with 
roots, there is a gain in the application of 
liquid-manure derived from the stables, pig¬ 
geries, or cow-yard. Soot i9 also good for 
Vines. Some canes, particularly young ones, 
are troublesome, starting irregularly in spring. 
This can be partially obviated by slinging 

MANURING THE FRUIT GARDEN. 

Tins does not meet with the attention it should 
do, for unless the soil possesses extraordinary 
fertility it is impossible for the trees and bushes 
to continueyieloing heavy cropsof fruit annually 
without assistance of some description. This 
is best afforded in the shape of well-rotted 
manure to Currants, Gooselierries, Raspberries, 
Apples on the Paradise and Doucin stocks, 
Pears, particularly those on the (Quince, and to 
Cherries, no matter what the kind of stock 
may be. All of the foregoing may have a good 
dressing of manure to be dug in round aTxiut 
the roots in the case of Currants and Goose¬ 
berries, and to be spread and left on the 
surface in regard to Raspberries. Respecting 
Apples, Pears, and Cherrias, it is always advis¬ 
able to spread the manure to as wide a distance 
as the branches of the trees may extend, and 
then to lightly prick it in with a five-tined fork, 
just covering the manure and no more. Some¬ 
times even this cannot be done owing to the 
great quantity of roots lying just under the 
surface of the soil. It woula be the height of 
folly to disturb or injure these, therefore under 
such conditions it must suffice to place the 
manure on tho surface, and to cast a little soil 
over it to hold it down, and to prevent birds 
from scratching it about. Wall Pear-trees, 
especially cordons, that are worked on the 
Quince, are always benefited by being attended 
to in this way yearly, and where the soil iu the 
alley has become hard and exhausted through 
constant traffic it pays to remove the top 
3 inches and replace with good loam and a 
fair percentage of wood-ashes and a little 
lime-rubble added to ensure porosity. If the 
trees need feeding, and the roots are within a 
few inches of the surface, this will give them 
the needful filip. The same kind of treatment 
will suit Plums, Morello and dessert Cherries, 
and in the last-named case do not neglect to 
add calcareous matter if a top dressing of fresh 
compost in addition to the manure is required. 
Apricots and Peaches should always have a 
light dressing of lime rubble spread on the 
alleys, even if fresh soil is not needed, for 
being such moisture-loving subjects during 
the summer months, it is requisite that water 
can sink in quickly, which it cannot do if 
the surface soil isof too heavy and closea nature. 
Advantage should be taken of frosty weather 
to get tne manure wheeled on to tho open 
ground and the alleys, and the proper quan¬ 
tity of compost should also be mixed in 
readiness for applying in the manner indi¬ 
cated above, as soon as the trees have received 
attention in the way of pruning, nailing, or 
tying, as the case may be. Should the weather 

continue mild and there be no prospect of hard 
frost occurring, use planks, on which to wboel 
the manure and compost to where it is wanted 
rather than delay the work until late in the 
season, when there is a risk of its being done 
in an imperfect manner through other matters 
demanding attention at the same time. If 
lime-rubble or “scraps" cannot bo obtuined, 
bone-meal should be substituted for it, sprink¬ 
ling enough of this on the surface of the ground 
to whiten it, and for fresh compost use a 
7-inch potful to each barrow-load of soil. 
Wood-ashes or charred refuse is easily obtained 
by burning up prunings, road sweepings, 
vegetable refuse, etc. A. W. 

DESSERT PLUMS AND GAGES AS 

CORDONS. 

Thf. introductory remarks anent the subject 
of Pears as cordons apjiearing in a recent 
issue apply with equal force to dessert Plums 
and Gages, when grown on tho same principle, 
os far as regards their suitability and useful¬ 
ness for clothing walls to obtain greater variety 
where wall spaeo is limited, also for planting 
to fill up blank spaces, either on walls or fences. 
But with regard to the question of soil, matters 
differ, as it does not pay to afford these cordon 
Plums the same rich compost that is required 
for Pears on the Quince, otherwise they will 
make nothing but rank growth, fail to bear, 
and disappoint the planter. In planting care 
must be taken to exclude animal manures, 
either in enriching the staple, if that is con¬ 
sidered sufficiently good without further 
preparation, or in the mixing of a special com¬ 
post, and to use bone meal instead. A good 
compost for cordon Plums is two-thirds sound 
loam and the remaining third charred refuse, 
with a fair percentage of lime rubble or scraps 
broken small added, using the latter rather 
liberally if tho loam is heavy and retentive. 
The bone-meal may bo used in the proportion 
of 1 cwt. to 1 ton of the prepared compost, and 
after this is added keep the moss well covered 
and secure from rain. It is also a good plau to 
prepare the compost somo little lime in 
advauce, as a slight fermentation usually takes 
place when all the ingredients are mixed 
together. In such compost Plums mako u 
much shorter - jointed growth and more 
medium-sized wood, consequently they come 
more quickly into bearing than when planted 
in soil containing richer constituents. Even 
when all this care is taken, it becomes neces¬ 
sary to lift and transplant some of the varieties 
to check their inclination to make gross 
growth. This lifting and the replanting of 
them at once in the same spot are so simplo and 
can be done so expeditiously that it need not 
act as a deterrent to anyone desirous of culti¬ 
vating choice Plums and Gages in this way, 
for. generally speaking, the one lifting suffices 
to throw them into a fruitful state, and they 
give no further trouble in this direction. 

One other matter before enumerating the 
best varieties to select from is the necessity to 
feed the trees when in full bearing. If this is 
neglected they soon become st&rveu, make poor 
growth, and produce fruit of inferior quality. 
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The stimulant may be applied in the form of a securely into place by means of lengths of ing into the cold subsoil, or in consequenceo( 
mulching of half-rotted manure, to be placed raffia, or some other suitable material, the soil in the border being sour and inert: 

over the roots after the fruits begin to swell, as Smaller grafts need only to have their bottom most likely the former cause, according to your 

the condition and extent of the crop can then ends cut sloping or wedge-shaped to a length note. The best remedy for this is to lift the 

be more easily ascertained,, and the risk of of from -1 inches to 5 inches, then the bark of roots of the Vines and lay them out afresh in 

alf irding manure to trees carrying partial or no the stock or limb to be grafted slit down so new, sweet compost, after clearing out all the 
crops at all is obviated. Where liquid-manure far with a sharp knife, the bark opened or old material and concreting the base of the 

is plentiful it may be used with beneficial removed from the wood just there by forcing border to prevent a recurrence of the evil, 

results, and the sains with the nrtificially-com- into it a piece of pointed wood, the graft Seeing that lifting cannot be dore until 

pounded “fruit” manures, if used according forced firmly into the place, then tied round autumn, your beet course would be to hasten 

to the directions which usually accompany securely. The old practice of placing some the ripening of the Grapes this season, so that 

them. Rivers’ Early Prolific, Stint, Oullin's clay, which has been just mixed with one- they may be cleared off the Vines not later thin 
t>oiaen wage, lienniston s Superb, Belgian third its bulk of beaten horse droppings, mixed mid-September, and then lift the roots at once. 

Purple, New Early Transparent Gage, Green and kneaded over and about the graft to As full directions for carrying out this opera- 

Gage, BryanstonGage, Comte d’Atthem'sGage, exclude air and rain is u good one, and should tion would take up considerable space in this 

Bonne Bouche, Anna Spath, Angelina Burdett, be done neatly. If in finishing off the clay- reply, an article dealing specially on this 
Purple Gage, Boulouf, .Jefferson, Koine Claudo ing tho worker s hands be dipped onco or twice subject will appear in the columns of Uakde\. 

de Bavay, Late Transparent Gage, Coe’s into water, the smoothing off is very complete. ino shortly, wherein you will find every neces- 

Golden Drop, Late Orange, and Primate are That coating can remain until the swelling of sary detail treated upon. On the other hand, 

good varieties grown as cordoni. Rivers' the graft later breaks it up; then also the ties should you deem tne Vines not worth the 

Early Prolific is included owing to its being should be cut. But to prevent strong winds trouble of lifting, then we advi-e you toroo-, 
the earliest of Plums to ripen, and when fully from blowing tho gmfto out, n stout ntiok them nut. and replant, and the present in in 

so is then very sweet and agreeably flavoured, should be tied to the main stem below the excellent time to do it. In this case no half 

Among the other varieties named will be found grafts, and to that the young shoots from the measures will suffice, and we strongly advi-e 

the choicest and richest flavoured Plums and grafts be tied, as in that way injury is avoided, you to clear out the whole of the old border, 

Gages in cultivation. G. P. Grafting wax painted on whilst hot over the and concrete the bottom if you find that has 

-ties and wounds to exclude air and wet is also not been done. The total depth of the border, 

TDr-E- r.D an effective protection. Grafting is, as a rule, including the drainage, need not exceed 3 feet, 
SIRING r KL.IT-TREE GRAFTING. done about tne middle of ApriL Inany case,the so that you may fill up the bottom somewhat 

There are so many comparatively worthless work should be done just as leaf-buds begin to before concreting if the excavation when cleared 

trees growing in gardens and orchards all over swell, as then the sap is becoming active, out exceeds that depth. Provide an outlet it 

the kingdom that it is to be deplored the Tree-heads to be finally removed may be hard one corner—the lowest—to carry off water, anil 

of any crops on the trees operated upon for two of grafting is to be performed, 
or three years, but when the 

work has been well done it later 

means a greater improvement in I 

the bearing and quality of fruit 

on the trees as compared with ■ TtiflnV if 
what has been previously seen. 1 

Literally, myriads of trees can 

be through grafting made into 

new trees. Cuite old trees in a J '*» 

state of semi-decay aie of no II f fH 

value for this purpose. Better I [ d 
gmh them out and hnrn them, 1 | ifm 
replacing Apples and Pears with | 65 

Plums. The trees that are much ’ ft 

infested with American-blight, | ill 

have gnarled stems, or seem to ) tM 
suffer much from canker, may L pyl 
also be best grubbed u p and , | ,*, 

burned. But there would still I £ 

lie left so many clean, healthy -—t[A ^-r. ~ ~ - — -'.ri YlVtf 
trees that only need to be worked 

with superior varieties to render 

them profitable. old fru;ttre€j cut ,|own and ready (or re-grafting. 

The first thing to do, if not compost in Place, a nen cnop up tne rema ^ • 
previously done, should be to at n?“°° smallj an,d 10 cartload addj c*t 
once cut from the trees of the good varieties NOTES AND REPLIES. ?f bon.6'”lea,l * cJvt- °f 

it is proposed to use as grafting scions, stout, Peach-buds dropping.-I have a Peachtree und. r ljjJT^bble ° Mix wen*together and make up 
strong young shoots, not taken from inner > my care. I am not quite certain as to variety-it may be lime-rubble. Mix well together, and make up 
stem Vowths. but from branches well ex- I Hale’. Early. The fruit ripens.in August. The tree, the border while the ingredients are dry. 

the front to conduct the water to the outlet 

already mentioned. This would not be required 

at present, as the border, which is best made 

up in sections, need not be wider than 3 fat 

the first year. The following year another 

strip or section may be added, and repeat this 
etch year until the boundary wall is reached. 

On the concrete place clean drainage, 9 inches 

deep, consisting of broken bricks in two sizes, 

the largest or whole bats at the bottom, aid 

the smaller, of similar size to road metal, a 
the top, and about 4 feet in width. On th< 
place turves, (trass side downwards, nr n thin 

layer of oaten straw, to prevent the compcrt 

from getting amongst ana choking the drain¬ 

age. Vou will not require a great quin 

tity of compost to start with. The toil 

of this should be sound, calcareous loim, 
or, in other words, virgin loam, which is 

the top 3 inches cut from an old sheep 

fed pasture or deer park. Put on one side 

sufficient whole turves for covering the drainsge 

with, also to build up a wall to form the front 

of the border with, and to hold the body of 
compost in place. Then chop up the remainder, 

not too small, and to each cartload add \ cwt. 

of bone-meal, J cwt. of £-inch bones, one 

barrowload of wood-ashes, and the same cf 

stem growths, but from branches well ex¬ 

posed to the light. These should vary in in* wood and lull of bloom-bods, which fall In the apring. jT ^consolidate It hv tread in? for the 
size from that of a man’s finger or less, and 1 have followed the instructions given in Gardkmso as io ‘n’ ,and consolidate it by treading, 
heat least 12 inches long. Eacli variety should pruning, lime, manure etc., etc. I have covered with border can hardly be made too firm. Alio 

„ bundle he Inhnllnrl thnnhnvA netting. The been worked the blosaoma. I also used the week or ten days to elapse after the border » 

and had eiKht Pfache8 ,or my —s*** at ,the\pi€ ich 
keep'fresh'and quiescent^tmtil ftfUttThe*Hapha8 A* ^ Proba?,’.e. that your Peach is one 9 Tpple^es poncing smlll freit-i ^ 
keep tresn ana quiescent until after tnesapnas | 0f the American van sties, which are very sub- be extremely grateful if you would give me -omeadn« 
begun to move in the trees to he grafted, ject to bud dropp’ng ; or it may be that the as regards my Apple-trees. They are Blenheim Onset. 

Grafts should be more or less stout, according border was too div in the autumn and the Ring I'ippin, Wellington, and Duenesss Favorite. » 
to the breadth of the stems to he worked ■. f ’ ■ . ? few I do not know the name of. They besr s largeq««- 
to tne nreaatn oi tne stems to uei worked. requisite moisture to • the proper nourishment uty,as a rule, every year, but they are mostly mull fni- 

Large limbs or stems some 4 inches broad will Qf tj,e buds not being forthcoming in the spring The trees are mostly io to 20 years old they tai r.». 

require three of the stoutest grafts each the buds fail to properly develop, dropping The soil Is clay I read your answer to ••HJI. H- ;" 
Larger ones may require four grafts, and nff in aenres when the trees acain become ««* of December IS, and to‘M. J. on 
smuller nn» lint t wn In Miwulimr nM Iwm OH in scores When tne trees again become Would this treatment be advisable? It would be a pn' 
smaller ones but two. In beheading old trees active.] expense to root-prune, as 1 only have a youth of MM* 

growing on a south wall, is healthy, makes very nice bear- spreading the Compost evenly as it is wheeled 
,ng woodandfull of bloom-buds, whlchtollntbeepring j and consolidate it by treading, for the 
I have followed the Instructions given in Gardkmxo as to , ' . , ,, , " iu._. , 
nrunimr. lime, manure, etc., etc. I have covered with border can hardly be made too firm. Allow » 

it is far wiser always to nut hick near to the 

top of the miin stem, just above where the 

branches fork out from the stem, rather than 

— „ „ . _ , _, . garden, who would not be able to tackle this by himwll. 
Grapes falling.—I should be glad if you would * . ■ trm, _F v ii 

advise me as to the treatment of Vines? I have two “‘"fre are about ju trees. I- v. ll. 
drape-Vines in a greenhouse about 18 feet square. They [Vour Apple trees bearing such a quanuq branenes fork oat irom tne stem, ratner tnan Grape-Vines in a greenhouse about 18 feet square. They l Vour Apple trees bearing such a quaruij 

to leave arms some 3 feet to 4 feet long, as is are planted in a bed outside about 12 feet by o feet, 0f fruit proves to us that they do not require 
sometimes done, needing so many smaller J>y a JV*'1- surface of the i«d iieing about root-prunine, and we think that tbecau-eof 

grafts being inserted. Such working never 24 yew obi "They ha’veVver'doiie wefl, ai?d*they the fruits being small arises either from the 
results in the production of heads of the good, have done worse still the last few years. The Grapes trees standing in need of a general thinning oi 
robust, massive kind that is seen when the appear to be doing well unUiihey bqfin to ripeo. when a the heads (branch nruuine), or that they may 

dr r s.v.b««» tw.-*--; 
\V here large limbs are worked with extra water pipes which are used in severe weather only. I have staat fruit beanng and need feeding at me 
stout grafts, wedge grafting—that is, opening sometimes thought the trouble was caused by dryness at roots. If then, the heads of the trees ate 
the bark of the stem wide 4 inches down, cut- lh® rooto> ^ut could not have been the cause last crowded w;tf, w00d or branches through which 

ting oat a small wedge-shaped piece of wood notice that you sometimes recommend replanting. Would sunlight and air cannot penetrate, or but 
within the bark, making the bvse of the graft, you adviw it in thiscaee.and if so, when?—Eaht Anouak. imperfectly, to the inner parts, the way “ 

which may be 7 inches long, wedge shaped [The fact of your Grapes doing well until the proceed is as fo’Jows: With a sharp saw begin 

also, just to fit the cut, driving it into the colouring stage is reacned shows that it is a fjy first taking out the dead and allbraDche- 

position firmly, drawing the bark^ser it, and t>ad case of shanking, caused either through a^df[any portions of wood that cross and ru 

when the other ty/fi)* ;h Ll^rooti having got out of control by descerd^ against eaclv other. nnd which tend to block up 
1 case of shanking, caused either thr 

iVwts having got out of control by des< 
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the centre of tlio trees. Alter this the 

remainder of the branches should bo judiciously 

thinnod, so that thoy stand cloar of Often 
other, retaining thoso which grow in an 

outward direction in preference to any that 
may be inclined to grow towards the centre, 

and when finished the heads should bo just 
thin enough that both light and air can have 

froo play in tho interior of the trees two most 

important factors in fruit culture. It is just 

possible that Romo of the branches retained 
may need shortening back somewhat to pre¬ 

serve an oven balance of growth, and if this is 
necessary, cut to whoro a spur or young growth 

oinanatos from tho branch. If tho trees and 

varieties are mossy or covered with Lichen, 

spray them with alkali solution, or dust them 

well with equal quantities of freshly slaked 
limo and soot when damp after rain, choosing a 

still day for applying it. On tho other hand, 
should tho pruning liavo lmd proper 
attention, and a root stimulant only be 
requirod, sot about it in tho following 

manner: First remove tho soil round 
about the trees (to as far as the branches 
extend) carefully with a fork, until a good fow 

roots are met with. Then apply a dressing of 

and raised under the same conditions as 

advised for Cucumbors. . Rather more loam 

may bo used for tho seed (iota, and nothing 

olse when shifting tho seedlings into larger 
sized pots. If Iho (>ot system of growing the 

earliest crop finds favour, get tho |>ots prepared 
in duo course, and, again, on the other hand, 

if tho planting out system is proforrod, got tho 

houso or pit cleaned and tho bod made up, if 
pits overlying hot-water pipes to afford liottom- 

heat aro not present, using Oak or Beech- 

leaves for the purpose. Such a bed is valua¬ 

ble at this season, and can be utilised for many 
purposes until tho Melons are ready for plant¬ 

ing out. Liko Cucumbers, most growers have 

their pet varieties, but if it can be procured 
true, there is nothing to surpass Davonham 

Early for first crop, ns it is not only a good 

cropper, but it arrives at maturity more 

quickly than any other Melon I am acquainted 
with.—A. W. 

APPLE MERE DE MENAGE. 

This is ft large flattish fruit, taking on a rich 

dark crimson colour most seasons. It makes a 
very telling dish on the exhibition table as a 

Apple Mere d-* Meiiiifc 

i well-rotted manure, 4 inches thick, placing this 

: right over the roots, tread it firmly, and then 

j return tho soil. A better method still, if you 
•' have tho material at command, is to make a 

*5 compost consisting of one-half rotted manure, 
, and tho other half fibrous loam and charred 
« refuse, such as the residue left after burning 
' prunings, sweepings, otc., and as this latter 

j, contains a cert ain amount of potash, is valuable 

manure for Apples. Mix this together, and 

4 apply a dressing of it (i inches thick over tho 
i‘ roots, and cover this with as much of the 

staple as is required to bring all up to the 
proper lovel. If the trees aro growing on 

*' Grass, place tho top spit Grass side downwards 

> either on the manure or compost when tilling 
/ in, os the roots will in time take possession of 

r and appreciate this when they push upwards. 
> Much may also bo done by applying chemical 

. manure on the surface during tho growing 

i soaaon, but tho abovo remedies are by far tho 

I best if tho trees are, as we imagino them to be, 

I full of wood and stunted, or incapable of making 

I little or no new growth, and we strongly advise 
i you to proceed with tho work on the linos 

i indicated os early as possible.] 

Melons. -Whoro MelOicitaeii b^b«J ___ 
early in May, the seed shoum bo sown at once" 

cooking variety. We have it now (first week 

in February) in fine condition, though this has 
not been an ideal season for keeping fruit. 

Tho treo finishes up grand fruit on tho 

Paradise, but is inclined to spread rather much, 

so that most of our t rees aro grown in tho bush 
style. It does well as a standard, and will be 

found to crop best on old trees. If grafted on 

the l’ear stock or regrafted on healthy young 

orchard trees, it soon forms a remunerative 
treo, but should it grow too rampant, it is host 

to transplant each season until fruit-bearing 

wood is formed, when root pruning every few 

years will keep the tree fruitful. 

East Devon. 

Wyken or Warwickshire Pippin.— 
An old favourite Apple in the midlands, fruit¬ 

ing woll as a standard, and about right from 

Christmas onwards, the flesh being very tender 

and easy of digestion. It crops every othor 

year with me, and is much in request for the 

table. Tho fruit is not particularly large but 
good, of dessert size, and has a yellowish green 

appearance. Espalier or bush treos crop woll 

xtatsHMdftt treatment, and no fruit con- 
regret adding this 

lowovtcJhmall a collection.—East Dev 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
The Sweet Pepper Bush (Clethra alnl(oli»).-In 

our issue of Jan. SI. Urn Illustration of the above was nred from a photograph sent by Miss Sophie M. 
ce, louith Etta, (lo. Donegal, anil not os there 

■UUd. 

Forcing Lilac and Guelder Rose.—Will you 
kindly tell me whether Lilac and Guelder Itoso can he 
forced in the same way os Denim, or is any special treat¬ 
ment required ? I have been told that Lilac must be put 
into a warm, dark cellar until the flower-hudi can he seen, 
otherwise I .lull not all leaf and no bloom. My plant* of 
l.llao were taken up atioiU a month ago ami potted, and 
are still standing on a lied of ashes In the open it round.-Is 
nut Dark. 

[ Both Lilac and Guelder Rose can he forced 
in tho same way as Deutzia gracilis that is to 

say, no special treatment is required. Lilac is 

ofton forced in the dark, but tliat is when it is 
noodod to bo in bloom very early. At this 

season there is no difficulty whatever in the 
matter, provided, of course, tho plants are 
woll set with bloom buds. You may tako 

the plants that are potted under glass at once, 

but a temperature of 4.‘> dogs, to SO dogs. will 
be sufficient for a start ] 

Oedrus Deodara unhealthy.-I enclose photo 
of trunk of Cedrus Deodara, which is losing a great quan¬ 
tity of sap from wounds about 10 feet from the ground. 
My employer U anxious not to lose the tree. The sap as 
It flows down seems to lie in a slate of fermentation. I 
have not been here long, but f am told the tree has been 
like it about twelve months. I should lie greatly obliged 
if you could make any suggestion as to cause and cure ’ - 
Dkodasa. 

| Your Deodar seems to bo in a bad state, and 

wo question if there is any effectual remedy. 

Tho better way will be to trim off any decaying 
matter from the wounds with a sharp knife, 

and thoroughly dress the place with gas-tar. 

This should be kept to the wound only, and 

not carried over the healthy bark. Two or 
tliroo applications may check tho discharge. 

Tho cause of the trouble is difficult to soy. 
Perhaps the subsoil is in a stagnant condition, 

in which case a slight accident to tho bark of 

tho trunk has gono from bad to worse.] 

The Golden Tree-Ivy.—There is a buah Ivy, quite 
golden, which, by gra'ting in a certain wav, produces low- 
growing plants a few Inches high. I shall he much obliged 
if you can t.U me how to proceed — what root* to get and 
what grafta* I am told it takes two years to come to 
perfection.—G. E. K. 

[There is a form of the Tree Ivy with pretty 

golden foliago known as Hcdern arborcscens 

loliis aureis. It is usually propagated by 
grafting, but not because it exercises a dwarf¬ 

ing influence on the plant. The reason is, the 

Tree Ivy in its various forms does not strike 
readily from cuttings; hence in nursorics, 

where the object is to obtain saleable plants in 

as short a time ns possible, they are frequently Safted. Still, cuttings can be struck, though 

ey take a long time, and plants obtained in 

this way aro preferable to tho grafted ones. 
For grafting, young healthy plants of the 

common Ivy are chosen os stocks. These are 

cut down to a height of 5 inches to 0 inches, 

and then grafted as near the root as possible. 
Sido grafting is usually employed, and when 

the operation is comploto, and the scion titd 
securely in position, they are potted at such a 

depth that the point of union is fully covered 
with the soil. After this they are placed in a 

cose frame and kept shaded till tho union is 

clomploto. From May to August is a good 
timo for grafting tho Golden-leaved Ivy.) 

Trees and shrubs for gardens 
(•/. E. KttxallJ.—Aa the autumnal tints of tho 
Sugar Maplo are more or less yellow, they 

cannot bo considered likely to clash with those 

of tho Scarlet Oak. When trees have been 

planted some years they will need but very 
little attention. Certainly the soil about the 

roots should not be dug, but in poor soils, 

especially, the trees are benefited by a mulch 

of decayed loaves or something in that way. 
In the case of young trees they should certainly 

bo kept cloar of Lichens, but in the case of an 

old specimen they add to its picturesque 

appearance. The number of trees suitable lor 

fairly largo gardens is, exclusive of Conifers, 

very considerable, a few very desirable ones 
being as follows: Acer dasyenrpum (Silver 

Maple); Acer ponnsylvanicum (Moose-wood), 

remarkable for its striped bark; Acer platan- 

oidcs.i Norway Maple); Acer rubrum (Scarlet 

floworea9llRq»le)rP'Rcor sacclmrinum (Sugar 
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Horse Chestnut); Ailanthus glandulosa (Tree 
of Heaven), long pinnate leaves, keeps green 
throughout hot summers ; Amelanchier cana¬ 
densis (Snowy Mespilus), a low tree, but a 
beautiful flowering one: Amygdalus (Almond), 
charming flowers in early spring; Betula 
(Birch) in its different forms ; Catalpa bignon- 
oides, flowers in July: Corasus (Cherry) in 
different forms; Crata-gus (Thorn), a great 
number of beautiful kinds; F&gus (Beech); 
Fraxinus (Ash); Laburnum: Liquidatnbar 
styraciflua, remarkable for its rich autumn 
tints : Liriodendron tulipiferum (Tulip Tree); 
Magnolias of sorts : Morus nigra (Mulberry): 
Fraxinus Ornus (Flowering Ash); Platanus 
(Plane); Pyrus of sorts; Quercus (Oak); 
Robinia Pseud-Acacia and its varieties, retain 
the brightness of their leafage throughout the 
hottest summers; Tilia (Lime); and Ulmus 
(the Elm). Of evergreen trees, exclusive of 
Conifers, the best are : Arbutus Unedo, and its 
variety Croomei with scarlet flowers; Ilex 
(Holly) in various forms; Magnolia grandi- 
flora, and Qoercua Ilex (Evorgrcen Oak). All 
of the above are beautiful and not particular 
in their requirements, but if you had stated a 
definite number we should have been able to 
have helped you in a more satisfactory manner. 
However, should you require any point further 
elucidated we shall be pleased to give our 
attention to it. 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

ROOM AND WINDOW. 

COCOS WEDDELLIANA FOR ROOMS. 
Amo no die many Palms which are highly 
ornamental when young is this Cocos, and for 
the embellishment of the warm-house it is very- 
popular. A general idea prevails that because 
it is a native of Brazil stove culture is abso¬ 
lutely necessary for its well-doing. Such is, 
however, by no means the case, as it is a 
thoroughly good room plant, and one that 
flourishes with me in a room where a fire is 
only occasionally lighted. Of course, the 
precaution is taken of shifting the plant to the 
centre of the room during frosty weather. My 
plant has stood tor the last three years under 
such conditions, and 1 am acquainted with one 
that has been for the last ten years so treated, 
and now forms a beautiful specimen. Very 
important items concerning Palms kept in a 
dwelling-house are, firstly, to see that the 
leaves are frequently sponged clean, and, 
secondly, to take care in watering, for the soil 
should never be allowed to get very dry, and at 
the same time an excess of moisture is just as 
injurious. Above all, do not allow water to 
remain in the ornamental pot or saucer in 
which the plant stands. The mortality 
among Palms kept indoors is very great, and 
this is, apart from the irregular treatment they 
often meet with, largely caused by the condi¬ 
tions under which their early life has been 
passed, as in nurseries, where they are grown 
in quantity, the object is to get saleable 
specimens in as short a time as possible, hence 
they are pushed on in a warm, moist atmos¬ 
phere, and consequently suffer greatly when 
they are removed therefrom to less favourable 
conditions. If these Palms were grown cooler 
from the first, or gradually inured to the 
altered conditions of things, the mortality 
among them would be far less. W. T. 

Pine foliaged plants in rooms.—All 
fine foliaged plants that are kept in dwelling 
rooms benefit by a little extra attention at 
this, the dullest part of the year, especially in 
rooms where fires and gas are much used. It 
is surprising what an amount of dust and soot 
will accumulate on the leaves of Palms, 
Aralias, India-rubber plants. Aspidistras, and 
similar subjects having a broad surface, and to 
keep such plants in a normal condition is often 
a puzzle to those who have little or no glass 
accommodation. A deal may be done, however, 
by simply using soap and water and a sponge, 
and then washing off with clear water. A 
change of room, too, perhaps, where the little 
sunlight wo have reaches the plants earlier, 
often makes a wonderful difference, not 
omitting, of course, to open HuTxWnclow fora'I dA 
short time eacl^il<jj 

ROSES. 

Climbing Roses on old trees.—I have some old 
Austrian Pines which I wish to utilise as props for Rose*. 
I find that when their branches are injured they make no 
fresh growth. Would the Ramblers succeed in such a 
position, or would the root* of the trees rob them? If so, 
••an I do anything now to kill the roots, and still keep the 
trees llrnily fixed? As my garden is absolutely unshel¬ 
tered, firm stuking is of the utmost importance. Tbe 
garden is open to N., W., and S.. about 200 feet above the 
sea, so the exposure is great, hut in summer Tropseolum 
specio.suin blooms splendid ly on the N. side of house, facing 
the sea.—I/s llti.v. 

[ What magnificent objects Roses are on old 
trees—that is, when proper sorts are chosen 
and a little trouble is taken in planting them, 
os then they grow freely and send their long 
shoots up and over every branch where they 
can find support. Any tree going into decay, 
or that is half dead or shabby, will do, as all 
that is wanted is a support for the Roses. The 
way to give the Roses a good start is to well 
break up the ground wliero they nr© to b« 

planted and to work in a heavy dressing of 
rotten manure. If, however, the soil is jioor 
and bad, it is advisable to dig out a large hole 
and put in some fresh soil, as inurh depends on 
the way the Roses are treated at first and the 
attention they get at that time. Any of the 
hardy climbers are the best to use, and they 
look well when the colours are blended, such 
as Cheshunt Hybrid and Aimi'-e Vibert, while 
Clematises and pale coloured Roses make a 
fine contrast.] 

Cocoa-nut-flbpe refuse as a protec¬ 
tion.—1 have not used the long fibre alluded 
to by your correspondent in Gardening, p. Oil, 
at least, not as a protecting material, but 
having had occasion to employ it this season 
for packing, I can well believe this fibre would 
be an excellent substitute for Bracken Fern. A 
hundredweight of it would go a long way, and 
it could not fail to be very useful, especially 
for standard Tea Roses. I never hesitate, 
however, to recommend dry straw to nil who 
find a difficulty in obtaining Bracken. Take a 
truss of straw and cut it in half with a hay- 
knife, then stand some of it among the 
brunches. Til is is better tliuu shaking on the 
straw with a fork. If earth is well drawn up 
to the base of the plants previous to applying 
the straw, bush Tea Roses will pass through 
any average winter unharmed. Avoid the use 
of any material when in a damp condition. 
The growths of Tea Roses suffer much injury 
from this cause alone. It would be better 
merely to earth up the plants. Evergreen 
boughs stuck in among the branches of the 
Roses are also excellent material, common Yew, 
Spruce, Fir, or Arbor-vitre being the best.— 
Rosa. 

Tea Rosea In cool greenhouse—Some Tea 
Roses potted last year In 9-inch pots were after blooming 
placed outside to ripen. When the frost came a fortnight 
ago I placed them in a cool greenhouse with a lamp to 
keep out the frost, which has not been used since the froat 
departed. I find the Roses are pushing on very quickly, 
and a b ideal and Catherine Mermet are getting into leaf. 
Must I place them outside asain to keep them backward, 
or must I keep them as cool as possible inside, and prune 
them rather earlier than usual? 1 suppose in the natural 
order of thlnis they should be pruned In March? The 
temperature for some days during the frost was from 
21 decs, ti to dezs. ; to day the thermometer in the shade 
outside shows M degs. Having been potted last year, 
probably they will not require repotting this year?—Bikk- 
DAI.K. 

[ Your boot plan will bo to prune tho plants 

at once. Cut them back to plump, dormant 
eyes, taking care to leave the ripened growths 
of L’Ideal as long as possible, and afterwards, 
by twining them around three sticks stuck in 
the pot, you will obtain much more blossom 
than if grown erect. As the plants are rather 
forward, paint over the cut ends of the growths 
with some painter's knotting to prevent loss of 
sap, or “ bleeding,'' as it is technically termed. 
It is much better to prune now than defer it until 
March ; but you must endeavour to keep out 
frost when the new growths are advancing. 
If you keep the temperature low now the plants 
will break into new growth very steadily, and 
be better able to stand a low temperature next 
month. The plants will not require repotting 
again until midsummer, and even then it may¬ 
be advisable to defer the work until another 
year. This will depend upon the condition of 
the roots. If the pots are full of roots, then 
repotting is beneficial, but much harm i^often 

ne to Roses by repotting too frequenyjfiQjf 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

EVERLASTING FLOWERS. 
A good supply of the different kinds of Ever¬ 

lasting-flowers cannot fail to be appreciate], 

especially at this season, and by those who have 

riot the means of obtaining fresh ones. Nicely 

made-up bouquets of variously-coloured Ever¬ 
lastings, with a few dried Grasses, etc., ate 
very- effective, and do duty throughout the 

whole of the winter, or with care sometime 
longer still. The 

Helicii kysvms are still among tbe most 

useful and popular of all the different descrip¬ 

tions of Everlastings, and fortunately the 
plants thrive nearly, if not quite, as well in a 

smoky back yard as under the most favourable 

surroundings. The plants are hardy annuli 

and easily raised from seed; but as they 

require a rather long season of growth, it is 

desirable to sow the seeds as early in the year 
as possible, so that a little artificial heat in 

which to raise the plants is very desirable. 

Sow, then, in February or March, rather later 

in town than in country places, using any 

light, rich soil, and placing the pan or wi in 

any moderately warm frame or greenhouse. 

I’rick off the plants singly when fit, and when 

a certain amount of growth has been made 

harden them off, and finally plant out at tbe 

end of April or May in good, rich soil, at 1' 

i nches or '2 feet apart. Such early raised plana 

will make fine bushes before the end of dt 

summer, and produce quantities of the while, 
golden, bronze, pink, scarlet, or crimson 

blossoms. Those must be gathered -withgood 

long stalks—when little (if any ) more than half 

expanded, and always on a dry and sunny day. 

Tie them up in small bunches, which hang 

heads downward in a sunny window or other 

dry place, until the stalks become stiff as wire, 

when the flowers may be bunched. If left on 

the plant until fully expanded, the flowers art 

overblown when dry, as they open a goad dal 

in the drying. It is a good plan to gads 

some in various stages, but none more thin hi/ 

expanded. The seed is sometimes sown in 
iuiLuinii in iht; u(ieu air, and uu light waimwl 

this answers well; hut it does not answer for 

town gardeners, where the ordeal of winter is 

often too much for the plants. Those who 
cannot grow Helichrysums in any other way- 

will And they make very nice pot-plants, out 

plant in each 5-inch or (j-inch pot. The 
Rhodantiiks are very graceful, the pink an! 

white forms being chiefly grown. The plant' 

are, however, more slender and delicate thin 
the last, and need more care as well as to be 

planted closer. Sow in March or April, prick 

ing off and planting out .« inches apart wh?n 
strong enough. These are largely grown in 

pots for the London markets, a doren to 

twenty plants being placed in each ii-ineb fot- 

Acroclisicms, white and rose, are very 

pretty ; they are half-hardy annuals, as easily 

grown as Asters, and there is also a fine double 

flowered form. Like the Helichrysums, tbe 

flowers must be gathered before they expand 

fully. 
Xeranthkmcm ANSCt’M produces flower' of 

a bright violet-purple colour, and will be found 

very useful. It is a hardy annual, and may be 

treated the same as the Helichrysum. There is 
also a form with double white flowers The 

old-fashioned 
Honesty (Lunaria biennis) is another very 

useful plant in this connection, though in this 

case it is not tho flowers, but the silvery while 

inner membrane of the large oval seed-pod that 

is the lasting and useful portion of the pfint 

This is a biennial, and must be sown in April 
to flower and “pod" the following summer. It 

is best to sow where the plants can remain, m 

they do not relish being disturbed. As soon 

as the outer skins of the seed-pods become 

loose, cut the spikes bodily and remove both 
them and the seeds carefully; if left too Ion.? 

they become discoloured by wet. " 
cut tho spikes should be put in a dry cup 

board, safe from dust, until wanted for room 

decoration, when they can be arranged very 

effectively with dried Grasses, etc. 

Bush Sweet Peas. —I luring the last sum¬ 

mer this type of Sweet Pea was found in a le* 

- --..r-.0 — _VIJ,. fgaJSRBih I hed six kinds sent me to try 
unsuitable periods of the7-inch pots in lehruiry, 
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■ringing them forward in cold pit. When 

trong enough, they were planted out in 

leeply-worked soil without disturbing the 
oots. On the approach of summer they 

vere mulched and spray stakes put to them 
vhen growth had advanced sufficiently. I 

hought these would have bloomed somewhat 

•lose to the ground. But this was not the caso. 
rhey grew from :i feet to 4 feet high and 

■ loomed freely to the very tips, but the colours 

vere poor compared to those of the tall-growing 

or in®. I would not grow them if I had 
iccommodation for the tull ones, and I doubt if 

hese or the Cupid type will ever be grown to 
my extent, the size of bloom being so much 

■gainst them.—J. Crook. 

GYNERIUM ARGENTEUM (PAMPAS 

CRASS). 

rms nobleGrass, 4 feet to 14 feet high, accord- 
ng to soil or district, is most precious for our 

and watered copiously in hot, dry weather. Of 

this there are several forms, including 
G. AROENTEUM AUREn-l.INEATUM, in which 

the habit is generally not so strong, the leaves 
narrower than in the type, and arching so that 

the tips reach the ground, and 
G. aroknteum Rendati.fri, in which the 

plumes are more one-sided than in the original 

form. Its chief value lies in the great free¬ 
dom of flowering, as also in its robust growth. 

G. jniiATUM as yothas not liecn tried much, 

except in favoured sjiots. The leaves rescmblo 
those of G. argenteum, but aro of a deeper 

green, and droop elegantly at the extremities. 
From the centre of the tuft, and exceeding it 

by •! feet or 3 feet, arise numerous stems, each 

bearing an immense loose panicle of long fila¬ 
mentous silvery flowers, of a rosy tint with 

silvery sheen. It is a native of Ecuador, and 
I comes earlier into bloom than G. argenteum. 

Tho sexes are borne on separate plants in all 
the species, and the plumes of male flowers aro 

643 

POISONOUS PLANTS. 

Some of the most dangerous plants that are to 
be found in English hedgerows and fields 

possess properties that make them of great 

value medicinally. The Deadly Nightshade 
(Atropa Belladonna), the Aconite or Monks¬ 

hood (Aconitum Napellus), the Meadow Saffron 

(Colchicuin autumnale), tho common spotted 
Hemlock (Conium maculatum) are all powerful 

for good in skilful hands, and equally powerful 

for evil when consumed without knowledge of 
theirchoructer. Belladonna isobtained from the 

Deadly Nightshade ; aconite from tho Monk's- 

hood ; colchicum wine is made from the seed 
and root of the Meadow Saffron ; Succas 

conii is prepared from the juico of the Hem¬ 

lock ; digitalis is obtained from the leaves of 

the Foxglove (Digitalis purpureu). 
The Deaki.v Niciitsiiahe grows wild in 

most parts of England. It is usually found 
in tho hedges of shady lanes /uid planta- 

Tho Pampas Grass (C.vaorlum orxenteuiu). From a pliototcraph gent by Sir 0. Errington, Bt., Rnmitori Park, Gurry, Co. Wexford. 

gardens, but in many districts suffers from 

severe winters, and wo seldom sco such a lino 
group of it as that we figure to-day. There is 

reason to believe that somo varieties aro better 
in habit than others and flower earlier. In 

such cases it would lie better to patiently 

divide them than to trust to feedlings. It 

should bo planted fur moro extensively than nt 
present, and given very deop and good soil. 

The soils of many gardens are insufficient to 

give it tho highest vigour, and no plant better 
ro|>ays a thorough preparation, es|>ecinlly sinco 

one preparation suffices for many years. If 
convenient, give it a somewhat sheltered posi¬ 

tion, so as to prevent as much as possiblo that 

coaseless searing awny of the foliage which 

occurs wherever it is much exposed to the 
wind ; and because, when backed by shrubs, 

its bright silvery plumes aro less liablo loJ 
injured. It should be planted ^bouktho bcilin- 

ning of April, mulched wiih rotten man 

neitl.or so hnndsotno ntr so durable os the 

plumes of female flowers. 
Sir Gcorgo Errington, to whom wo nre in¬ 

debted for tho photograph from which our 

illustration is prepared, has kindly sent us tho 
following notes as to tho plant figured 

“Tho illustration is from a photograph, 

dated Christmas, 1U02, of a group of Pampas 
Grass at Ramsfoit, Goroy, Ireland. The 

climate and soil aro so suitable that tho I’am- 

pas Grass grows ovor 'id feet high, and in a 

calm winter, like this ono, lasts well into 
February without being much dishovcllcd. 

There aro three or four varieties here, but tho 
common ono I think most effective. The Now 

Zealand Flax (l’hormiuin) also grows hero to 

tions and about ruins. Tho llowors aro 

bell shaped. In colour they aro purple or 

lilac. The berries aro a rich deep black and 
very sweet. The odour of the whole plant is 

nauseous and oppressive, and in this way it 

gives wnrning of its vonomous nature. The 
Deadly Nightshade ought to be uprooted and 

removed from all places that stock have access 

to, otherwise, sooner or Inter, a serious loss 

may ho sustained. 
The Aconite is also called MonkJs Hood and 

Wolfs bane. Tho flowers aio deep hluo in 
colour. Monk's Hood can easily bo recognised 

because one sepal of the calyx is in tho form 

of u hood. It is not. generally believed to be 
a native plant. It is found growing wild in 

a great sizo, and constantly flowers. There some parts of England, but is more Irequently 

is no peat, but there is also entire absence of seen in cottage gardens and in shrubberies, 

lime, so thpt Rhododendrons thrivo wonder- Lindley : said that |Jio Aeonito yields to no 

/Sit', '*#ff|,lst)ungo to say, in a sort of cold plant in tho virulent poison of its roots. All 

1 * lV UNIMony people 
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liavo been poisoned by carelessly eating the 
root of the Aconite in mistake for Horse¬ 
radish ; in colour and in shape the roots of 
these two plants differ considerably. The 
power that Aconite possesses of controlling 
inflammation and cutting short the accom 
panying fever is said to lie marvellous: it is of 
marked servico iu erysipelas. Poisonous plants 
are frequently grown in gardens for the suke 
of their flowers. If the garden hap|iens to lie 
situated near n stream or river, it is the dan¬ 
gerous practice of some people to throw plants 
of this kind into the water. They are thus 
carried to fields through which the stream 
flows, and occasionally take root in the banks, 
and thus become a source of danger to stock 
that may easily be overlooked. 

Meadow Saffron is a native of England, 
and is found growing in pastures and meadows 
in many parts of the country. I have seen 
large beds of it in pastures adjoining the 
Sevorn, and. also on an estate near Ludlow. 
The son of the owner of this estate pointed 
out a field where a number of cattle were Eoisoned and died in consequence of eating the 

leadow Saffron that grew there. A few years 
ago I was warned by a farmer not to rent a 
pasture near Shrewsoury that was advertised 
to be let, the reason given being that it was 
“ unlucky land.” A dealer in cows, he 
said, who occupied the pasture for many 
3'ears lost heavily by the tenancy, man? 
newly - purchased cows having died sud¬ 
denly. The cause of this mortality, though 
it was attributed simply to bad luck, is doubt¬ 
less explained by the fact that the pasture 
contained a bed of Meadow Saffron. The 
Meadow Saffron is rather like the Crocus in 
appearance; the flowers are purple in colour, 
and do not appear till the autumn. The leaves 
appear in spring. The plant is dangerous for 
cattle, both when it springs out of the ground 
and when it is in bloom. Drying does not 
destroy its poisonous property. Hay contain¬ 
ing Meadow Saffron is said to “ purge horses 
and all stock that eat it.” Oolchicum wine, 
which is made from the root and seed of the 
Meadow Saffron, is said to be the most valu¬ 
able remedy we possess for the treatment of 
gout. From the leaves of the 

Foxglove the well-known drug digitalis is 
obtained. Digitalis is useful both in heart 
cases and in dropsy. Dr. English, of Sleights, 
recommends Foxglove leaves, after being 
steeped in boiling water, as an external appli¬ 
cation in the case of heart pain. I cm testify 
that the leaves used in this way are eliicacious. 
The 

Common spotted Hemlock is a biennial, and 
varies from 3 feet to ti feet in height, according 
to the soil in which it grows. The Hemlock is 
umbelliferous, the flower-stalks growing like 
the framework of an open umbrella. There are 
purple blotches or spots on the stem, which is 
erect, hollow, and perfectly smooth. The root 
leaves are large and deeply cut. The flowers 
are white, and, on being bruised, give out an 
odour like mice. Hemlo-k was the state 
poison of ancient Athens. The death of 
Socrates was caused by pc i .on obtained from 
this plant. Cancerous ulcers, according to a 
medical authority, are often relieved by 
preparation obtained from the juice. Although 
Hemlock is very injurious to stock when con¬ 
sumed green, it loses much of its poisonous 
properties when dried, as in hay. 

Fool's Paksi.ky is described by my brother, 
Mr. John Turnbull, as follows — 

“ This is also an umbelliferous plant. It has 
three little bristle shaped leaves hanging down 
from the top of each branch of the umbel just 
under the flowers, giving a bearded look. It 
cannot be mistaken when once seen. A most 
dangerous plant I found it here (Great Lin¬ 
ford), infesting our Horseradish-bod. This 
plant ha9 caused many accidents, its leaves 
having been mistaken for Parsley. The flowers 
of the Parsley are yellow, and the stem of the 
Parsley, when bruised, is free from the dis¬ 
agreeable odour that characterises the Fool's 
Parsley. The root contains a virulent poison.” 

Yew (Taxus baccata) is a dangerously 
poisonous tree. When plants have an dl odour 
or flavour, animals naturally avoid eating the 
foliage, but the Yew gives no^wRrning of th 
kind. Every part. pC the (free ix^ur.is 
Tiio leaves wl.ei. old afe morVaUogert 

when they first appear. The Rev. Professor 
Henslow, in his interesting work on 

Poisonous Plants in Field and Garden ” 
(published in 1901 by the Society for Promot¬ 
ing Christian Knowledge), records the case of 
throo horses that were to have been sold at a 
country fair. On their way the horses were 
tethered to the railings of a churchyard, ovor 
which some Yew lioughs wore hanging. The 
horses ate the leaves, and all throe (lied. Not¬ 
withstanding the well known evil reputation 
that the Yew has in this respect, the clippings 
of Y'ew-hodges are frequently deposited on 
rubbish-heaps situated where stock have access 
to them. A considerable number of cattle on 
a Leicestershire farm were poisoned as the 
result of this thoughtless practice. There is 
one other plant. 

The Labirscm, a tree found in gardens all 

over the kingdom, that I think is desirable to 

call special attention to, as so many children 
have been made seriously ill by eating the 

green pods and seeds. 

There are many other poisonous plants 
besides those I have named, amongst others : 
Black Nightshade, Woody Nightshade, Hem¬ 
lock, Water Drop wort, great Water Parsnip, 
Water Hemlock or Cowbane, Henbane, Spear- 
wort, Fetid Hellebore. Columbine, Lesser 
Stitchwort, Sheep’s Sorrel, and Black Bryony. 
Having regard to the large number of men, 
women, and children, and of farm animals that 
have been poisoned in England by eating 
noxious roots and berries, the importance of 
mparting accurate knowledge on this subject 

to country children cannot be doubted. 
Robert E. Ti rn bi i.i., in Th* Fi-ld. 

SWEET PEAS. 
These are deservedly’ popular, and their popu¬ 
larity is likely to extend in consequence of the 
great improvements that have been mode in a 
comparatively short period. There are now in 
existence many varieties so beautiful and strik¬ 
ing that they liave been named, but this has 
been carried a little too far, for there is no deny¬ 
ing the fact that shades barely perceptible 
characterise varieties totally different in name. 
There are a great many that are too much 
alike. There is always a danger of this hap¬ 
pening. Though we are glad to accept any¬ 
thing new and distinct, and welcome it by 
a name under which we can henceforth be sure 
of obtaining it, if namiug is pursued too freely 
confusion results. It wfll be so among Sweet 
Peas; in fact, it is so now, for a great 
many have no opportunities to try and find 
out the distinct ones, and thus they are not 
known to many. Sweet Peas are so easily 
grown that they may truly be called every¬ 
body’s flower. We ought to find a place for 
them somewhere, be the garden ever so small, 
and if any unsightly object is to be screened 
from view for the summer, what is there better 
than these? Nqxt to their exceeding beauty 
when growing, we must take into account 

Their valve and rsEFCi.SE.ss for cutting. 
They may be cut in unlimited quantities, and 
it is wise to do so. If the flowers are not cut 
they fade and produce seed, and, unless seed 
pods are removed,’ the flowering season is a 
short one. When I cut them I do not merely 
cut the flower-spike, but the shoot as well. In 
the first place, it is not possible to arrange 
Sweet Peas prettily and informally unless they 
are cut in this way. No foliage suits them so 
well as their own. Although at first it appears 
to be a sacrifice—a ruthless destruction of 
future blossoms—a9 a matter of fact, the very 
practice ensures continuity of bloom. The 
shoot that is thus stopped breaks out into mam1 
laterals, and these are quickly in flower. It 
is only by hard cutting that we find out what 
an amazing quantity of bloom a small row of 
Sweet Peas will produce, and the results are 
even better than come from merely picking off 
the seed-pods, as in this case the climbing 
shoots keep lengthening without branching, 
and unless provided with very tall sticks they 
reach the top and fall over. By persistent 
cutting the plants are never out of reach, and 
though we strip the row of flowers to-day, 
before a week is past they are abundant again. 
Those that have many friends to whom they 
like to give flowers can be generous indeed if 

/fchhev grow Sweet Peas. Not only do they look 
I'Uvell and last when cut, bi^tj 

and, above all, their refreshing sweetness is 
universally appreciated, as there is nothing 
faint, heavy, or oppressive in their scent 
Their successful culture is summed up in af:-* 
words. First, prepare the ground thorouzhlv 
by digging and enriching it with manure. 
Sow early in February if weather permit*, but 
in any case in March. l>o not sow too thickly, 
as the plants branch freely. Birds and sines 
must be watched for ; dusting the plants with 
soot when damp with dew or rain makes the 
shoots distasteful to either class of depredator*, 
and, in addition, promotes healthy growth. 
Stakes should be given before the plants art 
too tall, and then all that remains Is to ke« 
them from seeding, and they are a source d Eileasure and enjoyment for five month* at 

east. H. 

TUFTED PANSIES. 
Early .spring propagation. 

Few persons are aware that Tufted Panse* 
may be propagated with ease from cutting* ir 
late winter and early spring. Where stock 
scarce in the autumn it is a good plan to leave 
the old stools undisturbed until the earliest 
days of February. The old clump* have 
recovered from the spell of severe wests?: 
recently experienced, and are now breaki^ 
freely into growth. Cold-frames are ready i« 
their reception, and nice light and gritty si 
has been prepared into which to dibble :s 
cuttings. I prefer a layer of this compost oie 
soil which nas been deeply dug and s’, 
sequently levelled down. A layer of this light 
and grittj’ soil to a depth of quite 4 inche-> 
necessary. The soil should be made fair!; 
firm. Cold-frames that are shallow are prefer 
able to all others for this work, the oraim: 
deep frames being less easy to manage. I 
possible, the soil in the deeper cold-fm- 
should be raised near to the glass by rink;:.' 
the sides of the frames to the necessary deptl 
At this season I lift the plants bodily, as: 
after carefully relieving the roots of u b*4 
soil as possible divide the clumps into apuy 
pieces as possible. Assuming the old c- 
elongated growths were cut back last auts— 
the snoots are now stout and short jointed,** 
the plant should break up into pieces quit* 
easily, each piece having plenty of roof1 
adhering. A few of the older pieces areBfab 
to hav e a number of very long and cause ieo’.- 
firmly attached, in which case the rootesboak 
be cut back to some extent, so that they as 
be the better handled. Such drastic treat® : 
of these older pieces should give no can* f* 
alarm, as they soon make vigorous root actio: 
If two frames can be utilised, place the 

rooted portions in one frame. Do not beafm- 
of planting these divided portions of the ok 

plants deeply, as they succeed so much better 

when treated in this way. The shoot* whies 
are broken off in course of dividing up the tfd 

clumps should be inserted in a small frame ' 
themselves. Before inserting these broke 
shoots they should be made into proper cst 
tings, cutting the shoot immediately below * 
joint and trimming off the two or three lowe 
leaves. When ready for insertion in the to: 
ting-bed the shoot should not be more th* 
3 inches in length. Cuttings measorr: 
between 2 inches and 3 inches in length are 
best. Dibble in the cuttings, pressing the s 
firmly at the base of each one, and take cia 
that the cutting does not “hang.’ Dealw’- 
one variety at a time, and label each one be*ore 
proceeding with another. The cold frame into 
which the divided portions of the old pUm 
are put will not need to be watered for soo? 
time. It is wise to keep the frame close for » 
few days, after which admit just a “crack - 
air. As these pieces begin to grow, more 
should be given, increasing the quantity ir— 
time to time. With the advent of moregcnj* 
weather the lights may be entirely re®0'®1' 
and when the plants appear to be dry p: 
them a thorough watering. The cnttiegi 
should receive very similar treatment, onn 
their case they should be watered, using a 
rosed can, anil it will also be necessary to 
the frame close rather longer. Bv tn 
means it should be possible to nave a batch i 
healthy and vigorous plants ready for plan 1 
cut in their flowering quarters in good time 

WSsw D. B. Cxi'f- 
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YUCCAS. 

iibse noble plants, with their distinct foliage 
id tall spires of ivory-white hells, are of 
estimable value in the garden, since they 
itnbine hardinoss with sub-tropical effect, and 
hen once planted increase in dimensions and 
jauty from year to year. Where suflicient 
jace is available. Yuccas are never out of 
lace, and are useful for a variety of sites, 
erhaps they never create such a striking 
icture as when forming a large group on the 
rasa backed by evergreens. The numerous 
jads of varying size composed of sword 
iaped, spike-pointed loavos, some standing 
feet above the ground-level, and others rest 
g their lower blades upon the dross, uro 
cturesque in their outlinos and grouping at 
l seasons of the year, and become particu- 
rly attractive when in the uutumn a do/.cn or 

tall flower-spikes tower aloft above the 
rong grey-green foliage. As a break in a 
ng herbaceous border Y uccas are valuable, a 
oup of three or more plants coming well 
rward in the border giving a sense of 
formality by arresting the oyo travelling 
>wn the long line of flowers with the relief of 
•ble foliugo. As single plants on a lawn 
uccas are decorative, and as the centre of a 
<1 a plant forms an effective foil to the flat 
illiancy of Zonal Pelargoniums and Tuberous 
egoni&9. Yuccas look well in the rock 

from that species, for in addition to its arching 
folinge being totally distinct from the stiff 
loaves of the latter, the individual (lowers uro 
far moro sparingly set on the spikes. It is almost 
as robust a grower as Y. gloriosa, and may bo 
similarly treated whon selecting sites. It is 
sometimes known as Y. recurva. 

Y'. Fii.AMENTOSA.—This is a dwarfer species, 
seldom exceeding 5 feet in height. Its specific 
name is due to the thread-like filaments that 
hang from the edges of the sharply-pointed 
leaves, which together have earned for it the 
title of Adam’s Neodle. It is a very free 
bloomer, and generally flowers annually, and 
being of loss vigorous growth is suitable for 
<|uito narrow borders, and for jtositions where 
the two former species would be inadmissible 
on account of their size. This and the next- 
named species are Yuccas for small gardens, 
and in spacious grounds they should be 
added to those already mentioned in this note. 

Y. Fl.ACClDA.—This is by some thought to be 
merely a variety of the last-named, but it 
differs from it in that the older leaves are 
abruptly bent so that they appear almost 

| broken, it is also somewhat dwarfer, rarely 
exceeding 4 feet in height. Tho flower Eianicles of tho two latter species are moro 
irunching than those of Y. gloriosa and 

1 Y. pcndula. All the four boro named are 
nativos of North America. S. W. F. 

lawn which takes two men with a lawn mower three hours 
to cut. How do you advise me to deal with itY It forms 
a very attractive feature of tho garden, and I am loth to 
let it grow wild. It haa some tine old trees on It—a 
Chestnut, a Mulberry, and a Silver It rch. Would it tc 
possible to turn sheep on it without damaging the (lower 
beds, separated by a gravel path?—Rkctok. 

[Your position is apparently an unfortunato 
one. It would indeed be a pity to allow tho 
garden to run wild, and the only possible way 
is to keep the Gross cut, which is equivalent 
to more labour, which we imagine you wish to 
avoid. By naturalising the cheaper bulbs in 
the Gruss you have at onco a good excuse for 
a semi-wild condition and rural beauty ntsmnll 
cost. In this way, by once mowing tho Grass 
early in the season you could allow it to go 
until tlioro wero no moro flowers to open on tho 
Grass. If you allow sheop thereon it will bo 
necessary to protect the bods in some way. If 
sheep are admitted to the green pasture wo 
cannot advise you to plant bulbs in the Grass. 
If you have no other use for the unimul, a donkey 
controlled by lads should bo able to do tho 
mowing finite easily. What we object to in tho 
sheop is the fact of their leaving all such rough 
Grasses as Cocksfoot, etc. This in time would 
ho most unsightly in itself. Hods planted with 
shrubs would modify tho spaco but not tho cost 
or tho labour for tho time Doing. We wish you 
had given us moro particulars of tho surround¬ 
ings to guide us.] 

Yuccas on the Grass. 

urden, and make a telling contrast to the 
warf subjects with which such a site is for the 

•lost part filled ; in fact, it may be said that 
'ell-developed specimens of these hardy plants 
re, whatever may be their surroundings, as 
■ orthy of admiration as any tender sub- 
ropical subject that can only be removed from 
glass-house to tho opon garden for a fow 

aonths in tho sumtnor. There are many 
pecios of Yucca, but for all practical purposes 
ite following four will sullico for garden 
lecoration. 

Y. OLOUIOSA.—This is n fine species, somo- 
itnes attaining a height of HI feet. Its tall 
.nd imposing Bower-spike is composed of many 
tundreds of pendent ivory-white blossoms very 
dosely set which form a solid spire of flower, 
ts leaves are rigid, wide, and terminated by a 
iharp spike. Though hnndsomo as a singlo 
>lant, it is seen at its best when a dozen or 
nore arc planted in an informal group, each 
plant being distant 0 feet from its nearest 
tcighbour. When theso have grown to a 
flowering size they form an exceedingly hand¬ 
some foaturo in the landscape and eventually 
grow into an impenetrable mass with branching 
stems and chertaiu-de-frite of sword-leaves, 
from which, in the flowering season, numerous 
tall bloom-spikes arise. 

Y. pendcla.—1This, the subject of the 
accompanying illustration, is perhaps the most 
beautiful of all the Yuccas, its curving leaves. Giving the plant a very graceful appearance, 
t is considered by some anthcjrltib'i inSrel 

form of Y. glorio«a, but differs considerably 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
A purple Clematis, a Jackmani, I think, which U 

usually u it down in February, 1« putting out such long new 
shoot* Irom roots, and on old wood on top of arch, that I 
hesitate to cut It down this spring. Will it liloom as (reely 
if lelt alone ?-C. M. II. 

[Provided the Clematis is really a Jackmani, 
or of this type, it will flower quite as well, 
possibly more freely, on the let-alone principle 
than when pruned. The flowers individually, 
however, may be a little less fine. The strong 
and now growths from the base should recoivo 
overy oncour.igotnnnt, as those in grafted 
plants, provided they isstto from the scion or 
trunk portion, as opposed to tho grafted or 
underground portion, virtually renew the lease 
of lifo to tho plant. It may not be easy to 
distinguish whore such shoots issue from, and 
if dooply planted it can only !» decidod by 
differences of leafage. If the foliage from 
these now shoots now pushing from the roots is 
distinctly smaller than in the top growth, and 
not smaller only but decidedly inferior, you 
may bo justified in assuming the ground 
shoots to bo those of tho stock and not the 
scion. When the two are in growth tho differ 
onco will be obvious, and tho removal of tho 
ground shoots should bo at onco docided upon. 
One of tho main objects in tho annual pruning 
of thoso Clomatisos is that of socuring clean 
growth, free from dead wood and such encum¬ 
brances. There are hosts of instances, how 
over, where the plant has been grown on year 
after year without pruning at all, and though 
forming a tangled, more or loss impenetrable 
mass, flowers well on the outermost shoots 

.ch year. ] 1 

C* e jftwjfen.— I have a garden of from two 
,, rcMjCilKnMje without a gardener, and wit(H 

very lnuchViJe of iny own to give to it. There ii a large" 

GARDEN PESTS AND FRIENDS. 

CANKER IN FRUIT TREES. 
TO T1IE EDITOR OF " GARDENING ILLUSTRATED.” 

Sir,—1 think that your correspondent, Mr. 
Sam D. Lytle, would do well to write to the 
Secretary, Board of Agriculture, 4, Whitohall- 
ploce, London, S.W. (no need to stamp tho 
lettor), asking for leaflet No. 5ti, issued in 
August, 1899, on “ Canker in trees." It is 
woll illustrated, and is sent gratis. Tho 
note in your issuo of 5th duly (No. 1217, p. 240) 
was merely a reference to a French gardening 
review, and what tho M. Huet there quoted 
may mean by " chlorydic acid ” is not clear. 
The Board of Agriculture recipes are simple : 
l lb. sulphate of iron to 1 gallon of water, or 
else 1 lb. sulphate of copper to 5 galloas, to bo 
applied two or three times during the winter. 
Since canker is quite likely to follow attacks 
of plant lice, whether American woolly aphis 
or any other sort, this treatment is pretty sure 
to do good. During wintor tho aphis pests are 
out of sight, but if their lurking-places are 
smothorea with soft-soap now there will ho 
fowor to deal with in tho summer, whon the 
treatment given in your article of tho loth 
January ought to do justice to thorn. There 
is nothing tho American sort curls up in 
quicker than the petroleum or “ lcoroseno " of 
its native land, applied as you recommended. 
They do more harm in a month than canker 
fungus does in five years, I fancy, as they fly 
and are blown by wind from treo to tree, and 
multiply so very fast: besides that, they carry 
spores of tho canker too. May I add that 
popular names are peculiarly misleading. 
Blight meant originally decay causod by 
lightning, but we upply it to insect posts. 
Mildew meant honeydow, but is now used U> 
mean a fungus growth. So also canker in 
origin impliod an eating away by mites or 
insects thought similar to crabs, now it means 
the fungus Nectria. A Regular Reader. 

Pests In garden —Last year my garden was badly 
infested with ant*, earwig*, aplder*. etc. Would a druning 
of lime be of any good ; If so, how much per square yard ' 
Would it injure any bulb* I planted last year?—Pai t 
Nsyrox. 

[A dressing of lime would not bo of any use 
in destroying tho insects you mention. Unless 
it was a very heavy one it would have no effect 
upon the ants. Any earwigs that wero in tho 
ground would simply move away to sotno other 
shelter, which they would probably find at no 
great distance off, and the spiders, on second 
thoughts, you would hardly wish to molest, as 
thoy are perfectly harmless in gardens and kill 
a large number of insects. The simplest way 
to destroy ants is to find out where their nests 
are, and then when the insects have retired for 
the night, to oppn them with a spade and pour 
in boilWg9WftWr<3mthe nest ho formed too 

Sts* 
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If the nests are in lawns, the Grass must l>e 
rolled back from the entrance to the nest for a 
foot or so. Tho inmates of a nest are so 
numerous that it is almost impossible to destroy 
them all by trapping them. When the earwigs 
begin to be troublesomo again, lay pieces of 
folded sacking about on the ground near the 
plants they infest, and hollow stems, such as 
those of Beans, Sunflowers, etc., among the 
shoots and leaves, and examine tho tra|>s every 
morning.— G. S. S. 1 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

GROWING AMARYLLIS, ETC. 
Wot, you through your correspondence column gay when 
Is the time to buy and pot Hippeastruins or Amaryllis, 
Arum Lilies, and Caladiums? If your space allows,’ will 
you add a few cultural directions ?—W. II. Oxutr. 

[Hippeastruins or Amaryllis, and Caladiums, 
may bo bought and potted nt once. Tho 
advantage of purchasing them now is that 
being still dormant they can be sent for a con¬ 
siderable distance at a littlo ex[iense. Arum 
Lilies, on the other hand, are in full growth, 
so that you can only obtain them established 
in pots. They are never really dormant, hut 
their resting period is from midsummer 
onwards for a month or so. In the case of 
tho 

Hippeastkcms, a suitable soil for them may 
l>e formed of two parts loam to one part 
leaf mould, and half a part of sand, the whole 
being well incorporated together. For ordi¬ 
nary-sized bulbs pots 5 inches and (i inches in 
diameter are ample. These pots should bo 
clean and effectually but not excessively 
drained—say one good crock placed concave 
side downwards over tho hole, with a few 
smaller pieces above it. In potting press the 
soil moderately firm, and leave just the upper 
portion of the neck of the bulb exposed. After 
potting very little water will be needed till 
growth recommences, but as the leaves and 
flowers develop far more will be required. 
They will need a tem|>erature of 55 degs. to 
05 degs., with a corresponding inorease os tho 
sun gains strength. After flowering they must 
be encouraged to make good growth, and in the 
latter half of the summer be well exposed to 
full sunshine in order to thoroughly ripen the 
bulbs. As the leaves turn yellow lass water 
must be given, and during the winter they 
mav be kept perfectly dry. 

Caladiums vary considerably in the size of 
their corms, hence no particular size of pot 
can be recommended. As a rule, however, 
pots 3 inches to 4 inches in diameter are large 
enough to start them at first, as it is much 
better to treat them in this way and shift 
into larger pots as they require it than to pot 
them into the large pots at first. As with the 
Hippeastruins, very little water will be needed 
till they start. Caladiums are essentially 
stove plants and will need a temperaturo of 
Wi degs. to 70 degs. During the summer a 
reasonable but not excessive amount of shad¬ 
ing is beneficial. 

Arum Lilies are quite greenhouse plants— 
that is to say, a temperature of 45 degs. to 
0<> degs. will suit them. If you purchase them 
now as growing plants, except keeping well 
supplied with water they will give but little 
trouble. Bv June they will have lost their 
freshness, when they may he stood out-of-doors 
in a sunny spot. Under this treatment they 
will become partially dormant, and about the 
end of July may be shaken clear of the old soil 
and repotted. They can be again stood out-of- 
doors and kept watered when they will grow 
away freely. Take them under cover when 
the nights get cold.] 

Tuberoses.—Those who wish to grow 
Tuberoses should procure now the American 
bulbs, selecting those that are tho strongest, 
using a compost of loam, peat, and sand, with 
some well-rotted manure. If the compost is in 
a fairly moist and workable condition at the 
time of planting there will be no necessity to 
water at all until growth lias commenced, and, 
as soon as this is evident, then they may be 
placed in a pit or propagator where a minimum 
temjieratuie of tin degs. to 65 degs. is main¬ 
tained, plunging the pots in sonny light warifl 
material as Coo mi - nu t-fi bra .i f Li oonJiS w 
early. WheaPpowtn Ms vlSsH>\otai 

water may be sunpbed liberally, and when hurried in their growth. Leaf-mould and oil 
buds show they will derive considerable assist- loam, with a good proportion of silvers 
ance if liquid-manure is given, but moisture finely sifted, the roughest placed at the boUec 
must not lie overdone. Regard must, of course, of a well-crocked pot or pan and the fioest t 
be paid to the tenqieraturo in which the the top, is the compost best suited to thtir 
Tuberoses arc growing-n temperaturo of requirements, scattering tho seeds thinly, aw 
bo degs. suits them to perfection, as in this thus guarding against overcrowding m 
they bloom freely. They dislike sudden * 
changes, and that is why some fail to succeed 
with them, especially with the South African 
bulbs which are potted in early autumn for 
winter blooming. For button-holes, bouquets, 
etc., they make charming additions.—Towns¬ 

man. 

THE SWAINSONIAS. 
'> deRs 

Ich ke« '■-i dcRg. F., I have a Swainaonia (white) which keep* 
K rowing all winter, but not HowerinR in winter. It has six 
or seven runners 5 feet or *i feet long. Must I cut them 
down now and treat it as an herbaceous plant, or tie them 
Up to wires?—A. II. 

[The Swainsonias are pretty, free-flowering 
plants, whose Pea-shaped blossoms vary in 
colour from white to pink and a kind of reduish- 
purple. S. galegifolia and its variety alba are touch each other, and by this time the seas; 
the best, and will either flower freely in fairly leaf has appeared. With this in view,®: 
small pots, or under more liberal treatment should prepare small pots, still giving plenty • 
develop into climbing or, more properly, of drainage material and using the prerioiR; 
rambling plants that may be employed for mentioned compost. Place one plant in tv: 
furnishing a rafter in a greenhouse or for a 1 pot, and put tnem in a cold-frame, standis,- 

thus w u 
first stage. See that before sowing tTie soil i? 
neither too wet nor too dry. After making it 
level the seeds may be placed thereon, ax 
gently watered in with a fine-rosed pot; of 
course, if the soil is damp no moisture need i* 
given for a few days. Place the pans on the 
staging in a cool-house—one, say, withaixri 
or north-west aspect—or in a cold-frame si 
north border. Over the pan or pot it is best it 
place a sheet of glass, covered on ouesidevil 
whiting or paste, or a sheet of paper, to preve:. 
moisture evaporating too quickly, just learn; 
sufficient space to admit air. When the plir> 
are near tho covering it should at on©e 
removed, taking care that the seedling* i. 
not want for water. When should they U 
removed from the pans? When they begin to | 

Swainsonia galegifolia'alba. 

similar purpose. A healthy specimen will 
flower from midsummer or even earlier, so that 
the season of blooming is spread over a con¬ 
siderable period. The flowers, which are pro¬ 
duced in erect racemes from the uxilsof the 
leaves, are nearly as large as those of a Sweet 
Pea. Seeds are often easily obtained, and the 
Swainsonia will strike readily from cuttings, 
which is by far tho bettor plan where dwarf 
plants are required. They may, however, be 
kept and flowered year after year if cut back 
in the spring and repotted when they have 
started into growth. All through the growing 

them on a bed of ashes, and thus prevent a-' 

chance of their Ivecoming prematurely dry 
For the second removal, which should » 
immediately it is seen the roots are well root 
the pot, one may add to the compost 
decayed cow or horse-dung—the former if it e: 
be obtained, as it is cooler—and in shiftfe 
them the “ collar ” of the plant should not tv 
buried, aa it predisposes bo damping off. 

In September a change from the frame *> 
be necesssary, as from about the middle 
the month tho nights becomo cool. To tto 

, o . - “ i F end room should be prepared for t hem in A* 
season the bwainsonias require abundance of gTeenhousei and instead of arranging the 
water, but in the autumn, when they cease wUh other plants> it is much fetter w hs« 
growing, and during the winter, only give them aI1 together where their wants may - 

enough to keep the soil fairly moisU You have easily looked after. Do not keep the vent 
evidently watered your plant during tho - 
winter when it should have been allowed to 
rest.] 

lators closed and pack them together, bat gi” 
them what room can ho sjwired, and jo- 
enough fire heat to keep damp out of 
place. Watering should be done in the mart 
ing, and the water ought to be tep;- HERBACEOUS CALCEOLARIAS. „,K, vllo ^. . 

Is nine cases out of ten failure to grow these During the winter maintain a steady gw** 
beautiful showy plants may generally be attri- Those who have plants in their house* w 
buted to giving too much heat and overcrowd- will be well advised in giving them a stimuli' 
ing. To have them in bloom early in May, seed twice a week—not too strong—weak 
should bo sown the previous June, in order to manure or guano. Presently the dower-st*-- 
give the plants the longest period of growth, will be showing above the foliage, and 
instead of, as is not infrequently done, making should be tied to thin stakes. Do notattea,- 
a sowing in July and August, and pushing the to hurry the plants into bloom by 
plants along under glass. It is alwayst^jbemperature of tho house. I wouldit* ; 

[remember that in connection wifch thp growing'^havea group in flower in Maybvmamt . 
ca&e/oi 55 dees, than have toe men&x pef herbaceous Calceolarias tiitiy/ [ ict ) ra ten 
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hlossom in April in an atmosphere of 65 dogs, 
with green-tty lurking under every leaf. 
Herbaceous Calceolarias aro amongst the hand¬ 
somest of our greenhouse flowers, but many 
" coddle" them, instead of maintaining a cool 
treatment from seed-sowing to blooming time. 

Lkahpkht. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Pranolscea.—I have a nice plant of Kranciecea which 

was full of bud, but after a few or the flowere had opened 
most of the buds fell off. It is in a stove facing west, and 
catches a good deal of wind, sothatthe temperature varies 
a good deal. Will you kindly tell me the treatment 
necaasary, and If It requires feeding ?-A. II. 

[The Franciscoa is essentially a stove plant, 
and douhtless the reason of tho buds dropping 
is that tiro plant has sustained a severe chock 
of some kiud, in all probability caused by a 
considerable drop in temperature, which, 
according to your note, varies a good deal. 
Ttie coldest period of tho day is often in early 
morning, and as the fire is then usually at its 
lowest ebb, it is more than probable that the 
mischief was done at that time. The tempera¬ 
ture even in winter Bhould not fall below 
•15 degs. The cultural requirements of the 
Franciscea aro the same as are needed for the 
majority of stove plants—that is to say, a 
compost of equal parts of peat and loam, with 
a liberal sprinkling of sand, and shading from 
bright sunshino (luring tho summer months. 
If thoroughly well rooted a little weak liquid- 
manure may be given occasionally (say three 
or four times) during tho suinmor when iu full 
growth, but even without this tho plants may 
be kept in good condition.] 

Camellias.—I have seven Camellias which 
have long, straggling branches, naked all the way up 
except at the points. If 1 cut them hack now, can I get 
them to throw flower-buds for next year? How con I 
plant the cuttings to succeed in getting them to grow ?— 
A R 

[You may cut back your Camellias as soon 
as possible, or if you require the present crop 
of flowers it should bo tiono directly they are 
over. After cutting back give only enough 
water to keep the soil fairly moist, but a dew- 
ing over witli the syringe three or four times a 
day, particularly if the weather is bright, will 
be very beneficial. However well they break 
out after the operation, you cannot expect 
anything more than a solitary bloom or two 

t next year. Camellia cuttings are extremely 
I difficult to strike, and we cannot hold out 

1 much hope of your attaining any great measure (of success in this respect. The best chuuce 
will bo to form the cuttings of the tops of the 
last year's shoots. Six inches is a very suit¬ 
able length for them, and if cut off at a joint 
and tho bsttom loaf or two removed, they are 
then fit for insertion. For this purpose take 
somo clean 5-inch pota, put broken crocks in 
tho bottom to one-third of their depth, then 
fill with a mixture of equal parts of loam and 
sand, passed through a quarter of an inch 
sieve. Press this down very firmly, dibble the 
cuttings therein, give a good watering through 
a fine rose, and then cover with a bell glass, or 
place in a close propagating case in a shady 
jxirt of the greenhouse. After a couple of 
months or so a little more heat will be l>ene- 
ficial, but you must bo prepared for failures.] 

Hydrangea Hortenala.—1 bought recently nt a 
sale sonic Hydrangea Hortenala in pots, and shall ho glad 
if vou will give me aoine hlnU an to culture? They are, I 
believe, groan feeders, but seem to me to he very pot- 
bound. Would It ho wiae to repot now? They aro jiat 
coming into leaf at tho tips ; they have not been pruned 
for some time. Would you ndvise planting out later on, 
pluDging, or growing on in a cold houae? — R O. 

[As your Hydrangeas are so much pot-bound, 
it will be wise to repot at once, but, as the 

> leaves at the tips are just starting, do not dis¬ 
turb the roots to any great extent. A suitable 
compost may be formed of two parts loam to 
one part each of leaf-mould or peat and well- 
decayed manure, with a little sand. In potting, 
press the soil down moderately firm, and leave 
a good space at tho top for watering, as during 
tho summer months copiouH supplies will bo 
needed. Wo presume tne plants to which you 
refer are growing in tho cold-house, in which 
case the better way will be to keop them there 
till the month of May, when all danger from 
frosts being over they can be plunged out-of- 
doors, taking care that they are not allowed to 
suffer from want of water. Your letter is 
headed from the south coast, where 
Hydrangea should be harc'y, audAIfSUch $ tl 
case you may, if you prefer it, plant them 

but as they have already started while under 
glass, the planting should not be done till all 
danger from frosts is over. If kopt altogether 
in pots, a little weak liquid manure during tho 
growing season is hcnoficial. ] 

Striking Gardenias.—M.v Gardenias arc beginning 
to grow. Would you kindly tell me the proper method of 
striking same, as 1 am very unsuccessful In striking them ? 
—Rkadkb. 

[Gardenias may be readily propagated from 
cuttings at any time during the spring months. 
Shoots of medium vigour make tho best cut¬ 
tings. These should be cut off cleanly just 
below a joint, removing tho bottom pair of 
jeaves. A very suitable length for tho cutting 
is about 4 inches. They should bo insertod into 
small pots fillod with a compost consisting of 
equal parts of loam, leaf-mould or treat, and 
silver-sand, made moderately firm. After this, 
place them in a close propngating-house in tho 
stove, or, at all events, where a minimum tem¬ 
perature of 65 degs. is maintained. They will 
root in about a month, when more air must be 
given, and the plants gradually inured to the 

mealy-bug, and srnlo, hut all these can readily 
be kept in check by any of the numerous 
insecticides that are now obtainable.] 

BROWALLIA SI’ECIOSA MAJOR. 
This, which wo figure to-day, may ho had in 
bloom at all seasons, but during tho winter 
months it is, perhaps, most appreciated, 
though at that time, should tho weather bo 
dull, tho Howors aro scarcely so bright iu colour 
as those that expand in tho summer. It is a 
plant of easy culture, nnd oasily increased 
either from cuttings or scod. Cuttings of tho 
growing shoots striko root as freely as a 
Fuchsia, while seed which frequently ripens 
gorrninutos quickly. Good spocimotiH may bo 
grown in pots 5 inches or 11 inches in diameter. 
When raised from scod, about half a dozen 
plants pricked into a single pot and grown on 
without further disturbance are very effective. 
Cuttings are best grown three in a pot. The 
flowers, which aro produceil in great profusion, 
are of a beautiful shade of blue with a light 

lirowallia apeciooa major. From a photograph by Mr. Geo. K. Low. 

ordinary atmosphere of tho structure in which 
they hove been. Then, in a week or two, shift 
into pots 4J inches in diameter, and pinch the 
points of the young shoots from time to time, 
in order to lay the foundation of a good, bushy 
plant. If they are grown on freely in a stove 
temperature the plants will by tho end of Juno 
be ready to shift into 6-inch pots. By the end 
of August they must be kept somewhat cooler; 
a minimum temperature of 5.1 dogs, will 
suit them in the autumn and winter, when, on 
tho return of spring, tho flowers will soon 
open. This is the quickest way of obtaining ?;ood floworing plants ; hut where conveniences 
or this do not oxist tho Gardenia muy bo grown 

in tho warmost part of tho gteenhouso, but its 
rate of progreas is then,of course,.slower. Under 
this cool treatment it will tako two seasons to 
form effective specimens. It is by no means 
necessary to have young plants every year, for 
they may be kept for many years in a perfectly 
satisfactory state. A compost of two-thirds 
loam, otioihird leaf-mould, with a little rough 

d 10 cow-manure, will suit Gardenias 
fell. They are liable to be attacked by aphides/ 

centre— that is, when first ojion, for nfter a 
time thoy liocomo paler, and, singularly 
enough, also increase in size. A mixture of 
loam, leaf-mould, manure, and sand will suit 
this Browallia well. As tho pots get full of 
roots occasional doses of liquid-manure are 
very beneficial, the flowering season being 
greatly prolonged thereby. 

Sparmannia africana.—A couple of 
starved plants of this Sparmannia are in the 
warmest part of the greenhouse, each bearing 
several clusters of their uncommon yet charm¬ 
ing blossoms. Those, which aro borne several 
in a loose head, are about an inch and a half 
across, and composed of four white [totals of a 
delicate satiny lustre. By fur the showiest 
portion of the inlloresconce, however, consists 
of the largo globular cluster of stamens, tho 
bjsal half of which is of a rich golden-yellow, 
while tho upper portion is crimson-purple—a 
very marked contrast. It is by no means a 
nov0^ijhaf)i^K)heon introduced from South 
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with great freedom, but many fail to flower it 
in a satisfactory manner. The principal 
reason of this is the plants are grown too freely, 
perhaps, in a more or less shady structure. In 
this way they soon form large bushes, clothed 
with luxuriant heart-shaped foliage, but thin 
in texture, while flowers are very few. To 
ensure a good display of blossoms the plants 
should, during the latter part of the summer, 
!>e stood out-of-doors in a snot fully exposed to 
the sun in order to thoroughly ripen the wood. 
They will not need repotting every year, but, 
if necessary, may be assisted during the grow¬ 
ing season by a little manure-water. Being 
naturally a largo shrub or small tree, pots 
10 inches to I loot in diameter are about the 
smallest size in which effective specimens can 
be grown. Early spring is the usual season of 
flowering, but the clusters of bloom on my 
plants now are very welcome.—W. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

A good late Chrysanthemum- 
Mine. Felix Perrin.—During the latter 
part of December there is no Chrysanthemum 
of a pink colour to compare with the Japanese 
Mme. Felix Perrin. Some trade growers 
describe the colour as soft rose-pink, But this 
is hardly correct. As a matter of fact, when 
grown in the country, the colour is a very 
lovely shade of soft pink. This kind is now 
largely grown for market, and at this late 
season bunches of bloom may be seen in almost 
every florist's shop. This variety should be 
grown to develop its blooms freely, and with 
this object in view, should be stopped or 
pinched several times during the growing 
season. No pinching or stopping should, how¬ 
ever, take place after the early days of July. 
The plant has a good constitution, and grows 
about 4 feet high.—C. A. H. 

Late-flowering Chrysanthemums falling. 
—I cannot succeed with late Chrysanthemum*, notably 
Princess Victoria and W. II. Lincoln. I usually root cut¬ 
tings about February, and pot on by decrees into flower¬ 
ing pots end of May, leaving outside till October, sometimes, 
as this season, later. They do well all the summer, but, 
when removed into cool greenhouse, buds invariably so 
blind. I feed them alonx with others from July onwards, 
and the only reason I can suggest for failure Is that when 
atmosphere gets damper, with more rain, less manure 
must be used, and that, consequently, buds are starved. 
Is this so, and how can it be avoided ?—Axiateir. 

[We are at a loss to explain the cause of your 
failure with the late-flowering Chrysanthe¬ 
mums. At any time during the present month 
or in March insert cuttings of any late- 
flowering kinds you may have stock of. Give 
the cuttings and young plants subsequently 
fairly cool treatment. Pot them up from time 
to time as they need it, and three or four times 
during the growing season pinch out the point 
of the shoots of the plants. Never stop or 
pinch the plants at the same time that they are 
repotted. We are quite satisfied you made a 
mistake in finally potting vour plants so early 
as May. We should be disposed to leave the 
final jiotting until quite the end of June or 
July even. The last pinching should take 
place towards the end of July. Give the plants 
a good open position during the summer and 
early autumn, in this way encouraging the 
dovolopmont of sturdy, woll ripened -wood, 

without which you cannot expect to achieve 
success. No manure-water should be given 
until the pots are well filled with roots, and at 
first the doses should be weak and often 
applied. Terminal buds in the ordinary course 
of events should develop late in September or 
early October, and, if the plants are nice 
and bushy, they should be disbudded to one 
bud on each shoot. Keep the plants outdoors as 
long as possible, only removing them under glass 
when frosty weather threatens. Ventilate the 
house freely, always avoiding draughts. While 
the buds are swelling satisfactorily keep the 
house in a cool condition. Alt that is needed 
is to see that frost is excluded. As the buds 
progress and many of them begin to show 
colour it will be necessary to keep the air of 
the greenhouse in a more buoyant condition. 
You must keep the hot-water pip3s sufficiently 
warm to dispel moisture and also to assist the 
development of the unfolding florets. Observ 
this system of culture, and, 
think, succeedingjtized by 

VEGETABLES. 

FORCING ASPARAGUS. 
This may be forced in many ways, and had 
from November onward. Some people think it 
is an expensive commodity, but this is not so 
if room can be found to grow the roots. These 
may lie raised from seed, but where space is a 
consideration I prefer to purchase good three- 
year old roots. These, if planted in good soil 
in rows 20 inches apart and a foot from plant 
to plant, make fine crowns in two or three Crs. In this way a good many roots may bo 

from a small space. I prefer these strong 
young roots to weak old ones that have been 
exhausted by cutting. Radishes or Lettuces 
may l>e grown between the rows the first year, 
as these come off quickly. In this way the 
Asparagus does not occupy the ground long. 
Land that has been trenched for Onions or 
used for Celery does not need much prepara¬ 
tion beyond levelling. To linve good forced 
Asparagus it is important the roots should tie 
strong, and that no grass has been cut the 
previous year. In this way all the strength is 
concentrated in the crowns. The more roots 
can be had when lifting the better the results. 

Given good roots, forcing is a simple matter, 
seeing they may be brought forward in any 
glass structure, placed on a bed of leaves, or 
anything that produces a gentle heat, with 
rough boards round to keep the soil and roots 
in position. On these garden lights or any 
glass frame may be placed. Lacking these, 
shutters or even mats will do. This rough- 
and-ready method is only suitable for late 
crops, seeing Asparagus must have light to 
produce flavour. I have seen splendid Grass 
grown in vineries by placing the roots on the 
border and covering with leaf-mould. When 
the Vines are started at the beginning of the 
year, it i9 easy to bring it on, as the moisture 
and heat that are suited to the Vines are just 
the thing, and by the time the Vines are in 
bloom tne Asparagus is aliout over. Some 
three years ago, when visiting Rood Ashton, 
near Trowbridge, in early spring, I was 
impressed with the way Mr. Strugnell was 
forcing Asparagus under the front of a stage 
in a warm plant-house. Although some of the 
roots were near the hot-water pipes, they did 
not affect it, seeing it had a good covering of 
material that held water. In a general way, 
hot-beds in pits and frames are brought into 
use for this crop, which is an easy and simple 
method. I obtain a supply by placing roots 
on a bed in the centre of a vinery, and in this 
way I bring forward this with the late G rapes. 
I usually fill this bed about the middle of 
January, and in about three weeks I am able 
to cut the first dish. For years I disliked 
seeing the bare soil that covered the roots, and 
I resolved to try sowing a quick-growing 
Radish on the surface at the time of covering 
the roots. As these beds are raised 3 feet to 
4 feet above the level, they are well up to the 
light. From this I soon obtained a good 
supply of tender root9. J. Ckook. 
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NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Early Cabbages.—Where these were put out in 

shallow trenches—and it is much the better plan to do this 
than plant on the level—the soil should be pulled around 
the plants. This will steady the plants against winds, and 
shelter them should hard frost or cutting east winds set 
in, the latter always playing more havoc with green stuff 
than actual frost. 

Using a bed Of leaves.—I have a bed of leaves 
2 feet deep in a long trench covered with a few Inches of 
soil, In which I propose to start a few vegetables. When 
done with, should I fork it up and spread it over beds, or 
grow a crop of Onions on it as advised by a neighbour ?— 
Moray. 

[On the bed of leaves in a trench on which 
you have but a few inches of soil you will 
presently, as the leaves decay, find it needful 
to place more soil before you plant it, or it will 
be too shallow. Grow Runner Beans for 
choice on the trench, then next winter throw 
out decayed leaves to dig in on other ground, 
and refill the trench with fresh wet leaves and 
treat it as before.] 

Drills for Peas.—I should be very much obliged if 
you would kindly tell me through (Jardenino what length 
of drill 1 quart of early Peas should be msde to sow, also 
tfce length of drill 1 quart of late Peas should sow 1—W. S. 

[Usually a quart of early Peas is sufficient 
, sow a row 115 feet in length, while Sie 
ike quantity of a late varichyndw® thpuno 

may well do a row 130 feet long. It is wise to 
sow a bit thicker in early spring, because the 
mice are a much greater nuisance during 
February and March than they are in the 
summer months, and it sometimes happens 
that the weather in these two months proves 
exceptionally cold and wet, which is against 
germination of seeds in the open garden, 
Later sown crops are not so handicapped, and 
the individual plant does very much better 
when the haulm is allowed plenty of space to 
spread about, and it is also better for the roots 
when not unduly crowded with those of its 
neighbours, and the plants continue to crop 
much longer, when light, sun, and air car 
penetrate well among the branches. last 
season being very much against a good banes: 
of seeds, it is advisable to sow a trifle thicker, 
and not commit seeds to the ground in tea 
great a hurry. Far better results will accrue if 
such work be postponed until the soil is in > 
more mngonial itAte.] 

Brussels Sprouts clubbed.—I have hid i my 
poor crop this year. The garden was virgin soil six yon 
ago. A great many are quit* clubbed at ihe root I sMoif 
be grateful for advice on the subject?—!. Aurid Jo.Mv 

[Whether the clubbing of Brussels Sprout 
plants, of which you complain, be due to x 
tiny maggot or to a fungus, the best proven 
tive is an application of gas-lime, at therateoi 
about a busnel per two rods. Spread about 
evenly, well broken, then allow to lie a 

posed to the weather, and later dig it in. I; 
is best to do this in November, allowing tie 
lime to lie exposed for four weeks, then digging 

in. If you cannot get gas-lime, then dress the 
ground on which you propose to plant tie 
Sprouts with ordinary lime. That can be used 
just before the planting is done. Pot dost 

bushels of lime fresh from the kiln in heaps (or 
each two rods, and cover up thinly with soi 
It will soon slack ; then spread it about 
and dig in. Do not plant Sprouts where 
they have grown this winter, but in fresh 
ground. When you have the plants, look owr 

the roots, and if you see any swellings on the: 
cut them off. Dip the roots into a solatia « 
soft-soap, soot, and clay, well stirred, Mm 
you plant. Havo tho ground dooply dug, ici giant end of June, or as soon after as possible 

russels Sprouts like a fairly firm soiL] 
Storing stable-manure.—Kindly tell raswhuk 

do with ordinary etable-manure which contain* > 
of straw ? By keeping it, will it ever become reallyiwfc 
Ought one to have a cement pit for it, and if io, bo« 
should it be made? Should the manure be kept wt’i 
cover, no that rain and sun cannot affect it? If yoocup 
into the subject thoroughly, you will benefit many of 
readers, who, like me, are very vague on the subject-1. 
Tirr-Siiawcross. 

[When stable-manure contains an excess d 

long straw, the wisest course to take is w 
shake out a quantity of this, allow it to dry. 

then either use it to bed pigs, cows, or horse 

again, or else make a stack of it on a dry base 
and cover it from rain, so that it can be used 
to shake over seed-beds or early Potatoes, or 
lightly over outside Vine borders, or for any 

similar uses. If not so removed from tfce 

manure the proportion of straw is to the r& 

manure far too great. If left with the rest, 

then the best course is to turn the heat 

frequently, casting over it all sorts of houq 
slops or water to cause the straw to more 
rapidly decay, as until it is in an advance* 

stage of decomposition it is practically useless 
os manure. When stable or any uther annua* 
manure has to be stored in the open, it shook: 

always be on a hard floor, such as one of cot 

crete or cement, the floor being a little hollo* 

or concave, so as to retain any liquid that may 
exude from the manure. If a pipe were lad 
from the heap to a big tub or cistern sunk ic 
the ground, the whole of this liquid could be 
caught and utilised, really at any time of the 
year except in haid frost, as liquid-manure 
It would mast likely need to have its bua 
doubled, or even trebled, by the additionr-1 
water before being used. Even if the manure 
be so stored it should bo turned now and the 
not only to check fermentation, but also to 
ensure equable mixing and decomposition. I 
manure cannot be so treated, then it is 
to store it under a shed, but even thu 
frequent turnings are needful. So covert-: 
there is practically no loss. On the othe. 
hand, in the open, what fertile property >- 
washed out of it is secured and utilised m t «■ 
liquid-manure, which is, after all, one ot t* 
moist efvykl/s of manuring crops, j 
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GARDEN WORK. 

Conservatory.—Ono of tho best forcing 
shrubs is l’runus triloba floro-pleno. Good- 
sized bushes may bo had in ti-inch nnd 7-inch 
pots, and it does not require a very high tem¬ 
perature to get them into flowor in January. 
After flowering, prune back and get the new 
growth mado and a little firm boforo plunging 
them outside. Just tho same treatment 
usually given to Deutzias will suit tho Prunus 
family. Bulbs are making a bravo show. 
Narcissi are very effective, and those who arc 
forcing English-grown bulbs find thorn os uso 
ful as those imported from Holland. The most 
disup|iointing bulbs this yoar have been tho 
Roman Hyacinths, which have not only been 
inferior, but much higher in price. The small 
Italian Hyacinths aro not only cheaper, but 
come nearly as early, and are altogether much 
better and finer, and may bo had in several 
colours. Solomon’s Seal forces easily, and, 
being a British plant, may easily be grown at 
home in any good ordinary soil. Herbaceous 
Spira-as recently imported will soon bo in 
bloom and make a charming group. Those 
kept in cold storage chambers have been in 
flowor some timo, but this adds to the cost. A 
bulb or plant which has boon rotardod in this 
way starts away with much less heat than 
others not retarded, so that there is something 
gained in the matter of fuel and time. 

- Standard plants of Roses, Scarlet Thorns, 
Laburnums, and Almonds when established in 
pots will force easily in a Peach-house at work, 
and such things aro very effective among the 
dwarfer plants in the conservatory borders. 
There is a very heavy domand now for cut 
flowors, and to a large extent this has to be 
met by forcing bulbs and other things. I have 
already mentioned Solomon’s Seal, and to this 
might be added the Bleeding Heart (Dielytra 
spectabilis). Long sprays of tnis and Solomon’s 
Seal are lovely in tall glasses. Of course, Lily 
of the Valley and the Narcissus family will 
supply many beautiful flowers for cutting, and 
they aro very popular overywhero. With 
longer days wo may reasonably expect moro 
sunshine, and more water will be required. It 
will be better for some time yet to do the 
watering in the morning, though this will not 
prevent a look round early in the afternoon if 
any plant requires it. 

Propagating: summer - flowering: 
plants.—Those who have no regular props 
gating-house may do a good deal of useful 
work in an ordinary hotbed with the pots 
plunged in leaves or Cocoa-nut-fibre. All soft- 
wooded plants, except Geraniums, will do well 
in a warm hotbed. Cucumber and Melon- 
frames are generally utilised for the growth of 
young stuff and raising seedlings till the 
Cucumbers and Melons require the space. The 
temporary tenants will do no harm if not kept 
in too long. When we used to do a good deal 
of work in this way new beds wore continually 
being mode for different things, so that there 
was always room for moving things on. This 
is necessary if much work of tho kind has to be 
dono. It is important also that a close watch 
should be kept for insects. Cuttings with 
succulont steins, such as Geraniums, will damp 
off if placed in tho hotbed, but every cutting 
will strike if planted in sandy soil in shallow 
boxes, and placed near the hot-water pipes. 
Our boxes of Geranium cuttings are standing 
on the pipes, with a 3-inch board under them 
resting on the pipes. Those who have only a 
few cuttings may Nibble them into pots, but 
with thousands to doal with boxes save both 
timo and space, and by the time the cuttings 
require potting off other houses will be ready 
for them, with the necessary warmth to give 
them a start. 

Ferns under glass —Maiden hair and 
other Ferns which have more or le3s been at 
rest are now on the move, and if it is intended 
to divide any to increase stock the work should 
be done now or soon, and as soon us this is done 
give a little more heat to push them into 
growth. Young plants of various kinds in 
pots may have a shift. Seedlings in boxes 
should be potted off when large enough. If 
left starving in boxes they will want time to 
rocovor from tho chock. Adinntum Farloyojjsc ] fill in 1 
in iy bo divided into singlo crowns,, 

Digitized 

Work in the early vinery.—The 
young shoots should not be crowded. Ample 
room should bo left for the full development of 
tho foliage. For this purposo tho young shoots 
should l>o roducod to somothing liko 15 inchos 
apart on each side of the rod. This may be 
taken as tho average distanco where a full 
crop is required. As soon as two leaves can 
be seen beyond the bunch, the terminal bud 
should 1k> rubbed or pinched out. When tho 
main rods aro trainod vory near each other ono 
louf only will be left beyond tho bunch, but two 
are better if there is room. Black Hamburgh 
and Sweetwater aro good setters, and if tne 
rods are tapped with the hand or a podded 
stick when the pollen is dry and ripe, there 
will be a good set. Thinning may begin as 
soon as the berries are large enough to show 
which are taking the load. Sublaterals below 
the bunches should be rubbed out, and others 
pinched to one leaf. 

Mushroom-house. —Now beds should lie 
made up as tho old ones ceaso to boar. Enough 
has been said from time to timo regarding tno 
selection aud preparation of the manuro, which 
should be from hard-fed horses in good health, 
and the manure during its preparation should 
not bo washed by rains. Spawn also should lie 
good, preforably now, and should lie insortod 
in firm liods when the temperature is steady at 
about 85 dogs. Firmness in tho beds is ossential 
to obtain tho boat results, and the covering of 
earth, which should be about H inchos thick, 
should be beaten firm with tho back of the 
spade. A covering of hay is useful in keoping 
in the warmth ana moisture, though for a time 
after spawning the thermometer or watch-stick 
should be tested often, as sometimes the tem¬ 
perature may rise too high if too much cover 
ing is used. 

Cold-frames.—Givo air frooly on mild 
days. Remove dead loaves from Auriculas and 
prepare compost for repotting. Good loam 
and a little leaf-mould and old cow-manure, 
with some coarse sand, will do this family well. 
Sow seeds of the l’rimula family in boxes, and 
givo a littlo warmth to hasten germination. 
Keep Carnations on tho side of dryness at the 
root, but with lengthening days and moro 
sunshine more water will be required. 

Outdoor garden.—Roses on south walls 
intended for early flowering, if not already 
pruned, may have attention now. Cut away 
all weak shoots and enough of tho old wood to 
leave enough space to train in the strong young 
wood of the past year, as this will bear the 
finest blossoms. When all are pruned and 
trained a syringing with an insecticide will 
be useful in getting rid of tho eggs of insects. 
A Rose which has been severely attacked by 
insects takes a long time to recover, and 
prevention is better than cure in this case. 
There is plenty of time to plant Roses and 
other plants on walls, arches, or pillars. I 
am not saying that November is not a better 
time, but I ao not desire to fix a limit to 
tho time, as very often the site is not ready 
in the autumn, and I would rather plant in 
March if the site were well prepared than put 
off till the autumn. It is merely a question of 
giving a little moro attention to tho plants in 
(fry weather through tho spring. Stir tho soil 
among autumn-planted Carnations and Pinks 
when the surface is dry. Nothing encourages 
growth so much at this or any other season as 
stirring tho surface to let in the air. Bulb 
bordors, now that the plants for the most part 
are coming through, may be stirred up also. 
Box edgings may be roplunted and walks 
turned over and regravelled where necessary. 
Repair worn places on lawns, and top-dress 
with basic-slag and nitrate of soda, or some 
other stimulant. We find ordinary weed killer 
vory good for killing Plantains on lawns. 

Fruit garden —The quarter given up to 
bush fruits, as soon as the bushes are pruned 
and dressed with lime and soot to keep off the 
birds, should be manured and forked over to 
let in the air to sweeten and pulverise the 
surface. Sometimes bush fruits are grown by 
the side of the walks. Gooseberries are some 
times trained to wire trellises, and this is a 
good plan where the fruit is required for 
dessert. Red and White Currants are often 
planted on tho north sides of garden walks to 

ween tho permanent trees of Plums 
and the fruits on the north wall 

loyonse I fill in lietweon 

Gcfcgre 

come in well for late uso with the autumn¬ 
bearing Raspberries. But where many bush- 
fruits are grown it becomos necessary to group 
thorn togethor in ono plot at regular distances 
opart, as under such conditions thoy usually 
bear better. Finish pruning and training 
Raspberries. Tho mode of training is a matter 
for individual decision. I have had good 
rosults by ndopting the field method hy grow¬ 
ing the canos sturdy in an open |iositioii, well 
mulched and pruned down to 3 foot. In 
pruning Blackberries and tho lx>gnn Borry tho 
weak shoots should bo removed and the strong 
young canes left a considerable length for 
fruiting. There is yet timo to plant both bush 
and other fruits. It may not always bo con¬ 
venient to plant in autumn, and if tho ground 
is not in condition for planting it will bo bettor 
to wait till it is. 

Vegetable garden.—Old gardens are 
much benefited by a dressing of lime. Gas- 
lime may bo used any where, oven among grow¬ 
ing crops, at tho rate of a [tound per square 
yard. On vacant ground doublo tho quantity 
or more may bo used. Ordinary air-slaked 
lime may bo used at the rate of a bushel per 
square rod. Slugs and snails will be giving 
trouble now in mild weather. Such gardens 
are usuully surrounded by tall hodgos, or heaps 
of rubbish may be left lying about, near the 
garden, and those form suitable breeding 
places for tho pests. If a general clear up 
is given there will be a reduction in their 
numbers. Lime and soot used in mild, damp 
weather during spring will bo useful. Tho 
weathor is better now for sowing and planting 
nnd us soon as the surface is dry early crops 
of Peas. Beans, Potatoes, Cabbages, Lettucos, 
Horn Carrots, and Radishes may bo sown 
or planted. New plantations of Horse radish 
may be inode, ana the ground trenched and 
manured for Globe Artichokes. Those who 
wish for early heads of Globe Artichokos usually 
pot up a few roots and start them under glnss 
and plant out when tho weathor is warm nnd 
settled in April. l>raw a little oarth up to tho 
early Cabbages, and stir tho soil everywhere. 

E. Hobday. 

THB DOMING WEEK'S WORK. 

Extract* from a Garden Diary. 
February lath.—Wo want plenty of early 

Peas, therefore several sowings nnvo been 
mode, and the earliest are up and doing well. 
A ridge of soil has been drawn up on each sido 
of the rows. Grad us is a favourite with us, 
though not quite so early as several others. 
We leave the early border now and sow long 
rows across the quarters. Put in cuttings of 
soft-wooded stove or warm-house plants, in¬ 
cluding Euphorbia jacquiniaiflora, Begonias, 
Justioias, Ac. The propagating-home is kept 
full up now. 

February 16th.— Early Potatoes are being 
planted now in sunny, opon positions. Cauli¬ 
flowers under handlights havo boen dusted with 
soot and earthed up a little. Other Cauli¬ 
flowers are comiDg on—some in cold-frames, 
others in heat for succession, and just a few of 
Voitch's Forcing in ti-inch pots in pit for early 
uso. These do not get very largo, but tho 
hourts are white and close. Liquid-manure is 
given as soon as the roots are numerous 
enough to use it. Planted out root cuttings of 
Scakale. 

February t?th.—There is always work to dj 
in the vineries and Peach houses, especially 
where there are several of each. Potted trees 
in orchard-house are coming on quietly, and 
the blossoms will soon be open. Simply tapping 
the stems with a padded stick will scatter the 
pollen when it is ary and ready, if the house is 
sufficiently ventilated. Rivers’ Early Nectarine 
is a valuable kind ; so also is Lord Napior, 
which comes in succession. Among Peaches 
in pots the old Royal George still keeps its 
place. Insects are easily dealt with by 
vaporising 

February ISth —Sowed seeds of Petunids, 
Verbenas, Zinnias, and Phlox Drummoudi in 
heat. Replanted a long herbaceous border 
which bad been trenched and manured. This, 
of course, necessitated taking all things up. 
Somo of tho common things have licon dis¬ 
carded, and other plants of bettor character 
intnwlflw?! The11 arrangement of tho plant* 
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has been chiefly in groups of contrasting 

colours, a few spiral-growing things being 
dotted about among the groups. Finished 

OORRE8PONDENOE. greenhouse. This variety flower* early in the yeu boa 
W 'he old or opened wood, *o you Don not eat it Wwl 

and answers are inserted to Any pruning required may be done immediately utn 
e if correspondent* foliow three dowering. 

Questions.—Querist and onstssrs are inserted to 
tunmsa free of charge if correspondent* folio* there 

traininir Peaches on walls. Removed more of rules: All communications should be clearly and concisely Aspidistra (Rdwin).-ll is not at *U neceuw to 
training l cacnes on wans.„ written on one tide of the {taper orgy, and addreeted to remove the Aspidistra flowers, as their weakening effect* 
the covers from Figs on walls. tKf Editob 

February I'"h.—Put in more cuttings of Lonelon, if.._ _ ___,_ . . __ 
various kinds of bedding plants. Shifted on the Publish**. The name and address of the tender are and we can only suggest two or three probable cased 

1 onrl nut in more required in addition to any designation he may desire to TDe watering once a week may not, be sufficient, tbe-jh, 
early-struck Chrysanthemums and put in more (hf whfn more (Aan ^ C[WT}i u ^ m]l g^akinfri it ia amp<e, but unueual a*K 
cuttings for late blooming. Mrawberries in eacll should be on a separate piece of paper, and not more may prevail that cause the soil to dry rapidly. Ague, the 

the Editob of QABDKieuia, 17, Pumival-street, BoOtom, are very small indeed. Why one o! the leaves at <cnr 

London, H.C. Letter* on business thould be lent to p|»nt turns yellow it is impossible to say with certaiut. 
The name and 

not more may prevail that cause the soil to dry rapidly. Ague, the 

lrom cold-frames irorn time to time aa icijuiicn, g^toay* be replied to in the issue immediately following have been exposed to the turns ibereol; ilso,themi*fef 
as when gathering there must be no break in the receipt gf their communication. W e do not reply to is readily accounted for. We hue also eeen > ingle In a 
the supply till they are ready outside. Covered queries by post. perish from taking a candle or lighted lamp in lean; * 
. !«.,! ABr.nriao-us with old lights to hasten Naming fruit.—Reader* who desire our help tn something dove t« the Asp.dutra, and il either ol tbtv 
a beil ot Asparagus w ltli out life, naming fruit should bear in mind that teverai specimen* is held below the leaf for only a very short time, it will m -.- * , 13 . . . i i i c _ r_s naming fruit should bear in mina tsar several specimens is neiu mv n., .. . = 
the growth and protect the heads from frost. jn di^r„u stanet 0j colour and tits of the tame kind greatly injured, if not sctuslly killed. 

February filth,—Earthed up early Potatoes in greatly assist %n its determination. We have received soil for aquatics (Knuts/ord).—We would 6m February .'Oils.—Earthed up early 1 otatoes in greatly assist in its determination. We have received Soli for aquatics (Knuts/ord).—We would tn 
frames The earth had been placed between freon several correspondents tingle specimen* of fruit* saturate the tubs with paiaffiq-oil, pouring in a quat« 
. i__ * „ l. „,,rm l.cfnrc nine in tv it afvaiust /or naming, these in many case* being unnpeand other- more, and painting the sides till all was absorbed. No; 
the rows to get warm before placing It against rAe di,„cnce between varieties of fruit* are, place a few shavings inside and set fire to them. trie, 
the Potatoes. Sowed .Spinach between rows Ol in many case*, so trifling that it it necessary that three we|i ablate, and before the fire catches the wood too meet 
Poas. Thinned young Carrots in frames, specimens of each kind should be sent. We can undertake turn the tubs upside down and so smother the fire Tb 
Miidn mi hot-beds lor the Asparagus and more to name only four varieties at atime, and these only when will thoroughly char the inside, and destroy fungus, cc, 
Alacte up not ueus tor uu> , , , , the above direction* art observed. in the wood. Pitch would be infinitely better than hr‘a 
Potatoes. One small frame on a hot-bed has 
been fillet! with Lily ot the Valley crowns. 

The fratno will be matted up till some progress 
PLANTS AND FLOWHRR 

painting the inside of the tubs, and it must best bd3« 
point when put on so as to run thinly. Six inches da, 
will do quite well for Nymphaa and Aponcgetoc, ui 

. , j Thoco worm hot beds suit the Tropaeolum for Stage (C M. H.\—The best Nas- twice this for Menyanthes. If your refuse-heap » br. lit 
has been made. These warm hot <-1 s . turtiumfor this purpose is the rich-coloured climbing form dd potting soil of the past, this may be added Irte; ? 
Lily of the Valley, esjtecmlly when the flowers known M Tropwolum Lobbianum, as it it slender in not. we would not use lU The rain-water will be Us« 
ire required in quantity. growth, and will drape a stage in a pleasing and informal the other supply is very hard. Such water umdly cm- ire required in quantity. growth, and will drape a stage in a pleasing and informal tbe other supply is very hard. Such water unallj cm 

^ *__ manner. The best nurservmen offer several forms In their tains a large proportion of lime, which is injurioua Tty 
seed catalogues, and a very superior kind if true Is Trop»- Aponogeton, for instance, rarely does much good ia in; 

AQUARIA. olum Lobbianum Brilliant, Beed of which cm be purchased hard water. 
** ’ at a moderate price. Scarlet Salvias (Amateur) —For keepn: ip i 

,, Arum leaf damaged (Miss Garrett).—The leaf bright display in the conservatory from early sous 
Fresh water snails (J. M. —tor sent appears to be very thin in texture, as i( it had been until Christmas the above are the best we have Notes 

cnnsumin-T decaved vegetable matter and grown in a structure where very litlle a.r was given, and could exceed in brilliancy the long racemeaat eiBm- 
consuming uecajeu with moisture collecting on the leaves, they, from their lack scarlet, the tube and calyx being equally bnrtt. lota 
keepi ng the water Ot the aquarium in a w iiuie- Q( 9ubgUnce> quickly decayed. Do you use an oil lamp to tunatelv, the flowers soon drop when exposed to a ciuor 
some condition you would find the species keep out the frost, as Arums quickly resentthis? A sturdy cf temperature; therefore, they cannot bs recouuBtoit 
Plnnnrhiw rornaus VCfV useful. TllO shell of plant with good, solid leaves will retain it* foliage under ior cutting. There is little ditliculty in their culture!! 
f, . °r .. ‘ al,nlv. ,m<l i« of a adverse conditions much better than one that has been a |,-w plants are well cared for through the winter^ 
this snail 18 flat-coiled in shape, anci is oi a „rolvn u jlbout a free circulation of air. will give plenty of cuttings early in the spring. Takr'Jn 

dark reddish -brown colour, while the bociy ts Hvacinths after blooming (Tulip).-Stand the first cuttings as soon as they are ready, and theseaflrr.v 
black above and greyish underneath. Another pea outride in some sheltered place and cover them and good strong cuttings later on. The best plan* sr 
snail which is a favourite with aquarium keepers Ihe plant* with light litter, so that they may be protected obtained from the strong grow.ing tops.»he 
■ a l winkle” iPnlndina vivi- from frost. Or you may stand them in a frame, watering about the end of May, will make tineplants by 
IS the fresh water winkle (1 aluclma mm the foUagehas died down. It is of no use By taking tbe tops of young plantsUis ea^er to keep t-* 
para). This snail has an oblong shell of a on thee« for forcing again, and, when the weather plants free from red-spider, which is theirgreaieitiK* 
brownish-green tint. Another useful snail is pets settled about April, you should plant them out In a The plant* may be grown 'f.® 

Bythinia intaculata. This is smaller than 

the above, the shell being conical, of a } ello’VVish trnuMp pyramids if given plenty of room, and will come idig^w 
horn colour. You would no doubt be able to - Plowers from seed (Huriiiy*)-You do not slate S.ThSeiSta'uS* 
obtain these of any dealer in necessaries for the require annuals acd biennials or perennials. :m blwm'for aV^g Ume 
niiuariiim. —S. S. «. In each set there are many thal flower about midsummer, t,n“® “_u>c,„nn.e-. S. S. ti. but "to' git them in ‘pertecVion the seedUngo .l.ould U Bedding 

raised at home. You donot. «_whelher you. tame mendyoato,tdo^B3»ma ri 

LAW AND CUSTOM. 
>r greenhouse or other convenience for raising such plants, a successful bedding yrang^ent for Ju^. 
live a few more particulars, and we will try to help you. earhv ^ei>t^jnber Trie rjDteentjlIjis,^ik^ ^l* Pen“lt_la^m 

A gardener s plants.-! am a single-handed gar- 
The ground should at once be dug deeply—at least 
IS inches deep—and heavily manured as the work pro¬ 

year ago, will give a flush of bloom in July, and oases 
blooms at intervals. A more succession^ flowerin:i« 
would be Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums, pegged down Sjtt; ‘ 

'^PasBion-flower not blooming (C.W. .V.).—Your 

TY^antt 

Payment x tvj... . .... , *—r— . - . . ... ... wc would unhesitatingly have recommendtd rut 
t'the to the parson’s solicitor, costing me Id. for letter and shoots. This should be done at once. We presume it is pan9icJ punting good rooted cuttings quite early in Hv* 
Id. for cheque? Is he not bound to call or send for it in the common blue Pi sslon-llowsr. in which case you may-, of and ;atertiog Tuberous Begonias in mirtaM 
the fame way as any tax or debt is collected ?-C. T. if you like, plant it out-of-doors, choosing for the purpose lhe middle of May or earlier. Or you may plant, 3 i»:t» | 

fThis point has never been decided in a court a wRl1 facing south or 8<’'l^‘*'®9t' ,n thl® “** 1 deep, the Begonias in March, with mixed liladuik & * 
f b . ,r . ,,Pnern 1 opinion is that the APnl *s a good time to move it. Lemoinel and Childsii sets, finally dibbling in the r»rl 

of law, but, tlio general opinion IS Moving Camelllaa (Kingsley).—Camellias can ho plants of Tufted Pansies over the bed when th* dir ■ 
tithepayer is only bound to attend at me place ahifte<l from a bed In the greenhouse if the opera- thingsare set. In this way you would have a bed s»rr'; 
out of which tho tithe issues or in someplace tion is carefully carried out, but you are not at all likely beautiful for a long time, while the bulbous plant* »«'- 
convenient thereto. So if the tithe is demanded to get plants of the sire you mention intojtubs 2 feet Beared for, do just as well. 
. . ., i i:... von should take square, particularly after the roots have had free run m a Palms and Ferns for greenhouse (.1 
in the parish where you ll e, J , bed of soil. It would, in all probability, be necessary to _i>aim8 that will stmyour purpose are: in” 
it Or send it to that place, but if you are asked mutilate the roots considerably to get them into tubs ol Baueri ^reea aanida. Chamierops excelsa, Cbi*"? 
to send it elsewhere you may deduct the cost that size, with, perhaps, fatal results. As far as one can humili’ Coc0g Weddelliana, Corypha australis, 

rko romithince You are mistakeu in sup- sav without seeing the piants, tubs.! feet square wouldlhe iieimoreana Kentia Korsteriana, Izitania boite» 
of the remittance. N ou are mistageu u s y qdto small enough. The autumn or early winter is a good },®\. °-x r ’icoU, PhltnU tenuis! and Rhapi* Im¬ 
posing that it is the duty of a creditor to „me to carry out the removal, but in this case you must j0"mia Kerns : Adiantum cunealum (Maidenhait), Ato 
collect his debt ; the contrary IS the law, and make up your mind to lose a seasonI S flowering, and next tum decorun, Adiantum fulvuna, Asplenium bulbi(en3 
everv debtor is bound to seek out his creditor to that period they may be shifted immediately the Agplenimndjmorphum,BlechnurnoccidentaIe,CyrMoir 
c j ...... 1,:„ . 1,. nf (1 IIP To this rule blossoms are over folcotum, Dovalllo bulloto, Dicboonia antarctics, l‘XK‘ 

and pay h . ' I rent is Furnishing conservatory (H. K.).—ll the hack aspera. l.astrea decomposite, I.astrea lepida,Isstes;^ 
there are certain exceptions, as where rent is [, r0Ugh brick, good cement should sufHce to fix the Nephrolepis cordate compact*, Onychium J*™*1;11. 
not reservod under any written instrument, C|i„kers. The uppermost pockets should be j eel from polypodium aureura, Polystichum capense, 
and in tho case of rates.—K. C. T.] the top of the wall. You could certainly arrange a shelf setosum, Ptcris cretica. Pteris cretioa albo-lioeaU, rer 
anu ill . as suggested, but it appears to us that it would be very longifolia Manesi, Pteris mlemata, Plens serrolatJ. r._- 
Wire on botindary.—t own the house where I dar|( (Qr anv orchid. The most likely to thrive there serrulate cristate, Pteris serrulata maxima. Fleru 

live, and my neighbour oa-upies and ovvns the adjoining jg Cypripediiim insigne. Climbers ma> be planted in the |au Ma>i. Pteris tremula, and Pteri* Wimseta^ iL 
house. The gardens are divided b> a wooden ra'bng. indicated, but in the tcnuwrature mentioned you plants are : Aralia Sieboldi, with leathery, Kig-like .a.o 
hall of which belongs to each o( us, and the lenoeiis wi,| not. „et much bloom in the winter. Clematis indivisa and its variegated variety ; Araucaria exceLa, AspJf;' 
affixed to thecentre of both houses. Cats and fowls'i^ ter ,g ^ ^ c||ml)inl|, piant (or a greenhouse. The flowers lurida, and its variegated form ; Clivia (Imantopi'L 
my garden, and aTe a source otriiuisancfe ( an I. without are w)nU. and borne ;n spring. A Pastion flower such as mlniata, dark green, strap-shaped leave*, and cluSrn 
my neighbourscousent, place w,re "e™l’8 “J,™Mtop Passillora Imperatrice Eugenie, will do well for the oppo- terra-cotU-linted blossoms now opening ; CsWJt-- 
the railings to keep the fowls and cats out .—Cyxom. ,ite bed. The centre space may be occupied by a table- (Draoena) australis, Cordyline rubra, Isolepis 

flf half the length of the fence belongs to like stage, with the sides 2 feet 6 inches high, and the drooping tufts of dark green Grass-like leaves; Opttopsri 
vou and the other half to your neighbour you central position a step higher. Such a stage a local Jaburan variegatum. and dphiopogon 
you aim o J wltknnt ki« carpenter could easily erect for you variegatum. Grass-like plants, with white ana - 
cannot erect wireupon hu halfj itho it s Treatment of clematises (An ll Years Reader), variegation respectively, 

consent. If the whole length Of tne fence —CJlervatis Duchess of Albany, which IS one of the pretty TREES AND SHRUBS. 

inform vour neighbour of your intention, but not intend to separate them, but if divided, which should 

if the fowls bA* to hJyoei may recover J* 

33 In Yew-trees (Wed 
>f the Yew should certainly been! 

II always be an eyesore, if. 
portions, there are any uglj I 
vercome by tying two or three « w 
hes in such a way that they h;d '' ( 
11 y hide the defects. 
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manured. Waa thin overdcne? U is difficult to : ay 
1 ran be done to bencHt the plant, but probably, witn 
return of spring, It will push forth new shoots ami 
■lately recover. If the root* have had a heavy coaling 
lannre. we should advise you to remove a considerable 
.ion of it. For Present Sowing 

FRUIT. 

rafting wax (J. C. Bloomfield). —Thie everybody 
■Id keep on hand ready for use whenever needed, it 
ig valuable for various other purposes beeidta grafting, 
unds made In pruning large trees will heal over much 
ner if coated with this wax. and if a piece of bark is 
dentally stripped from a tree, the place should be covered 
r with it and the wood will remain sound and healthy 
lerneatb. The following is a good recipe lor making 
fling wax : Melt In a basin 1 lb. of tallow, 2 lb. of bom'- 
,, and 4 lb. of resin, stir well together and keep in a 
I place in the dish it was melted in. You can also buy 
fting wax (Mastic I.'bonime le fort) in tins ready pre- 
cd from fid. upwards. 

VEGETABLES. 
leleriac (Mora//).—If you allow your Celeriac plants 
remain, no doubt they will all go to (lower rather than 
til their bulbs. Probably you planted too late to enable 
>per bulbs to be produced. Best sow- seed In a shallow- 
i in March, place It In a greenhouse or frame, raising 
nts in that way, and thus getting them out in good 
is. 
Lamb's Lettuce or Corn salad (Morog).—In the 
■e of l.amb's Iiettocc or Corn salad the plants are usually 
lied, washed, then used as salading. Of course, it is 
in to you to cut them off if you prefer. If you gathered 
e leaves, the plants would be ol no further use. Being 
annual, frequent sowings of seed are needed to keep up 
upply. Generally, this Is not a largely grown salad. 
Jrowlng Spinach (Battingt).—Spiralh is brat 
vn in drills 10 inches or 12 inches apart. It Is advisable, 
order to have a continuous supply, to make succccaional 
lings every fortnight, especially in the spring and 
inner, when the plants run to seed quickly. If the 
athcr is dry, frequent and plentiful waterings are 
wmiry to ensure an abundant growth and good quality 
the leaves. The ground, too, must be deeply dug and 
ILmauored. The first sowing may lie made early in 
rch, but in such a district as vours a small sowing may- 
made in February. 
ialt and carbonate of soda (R. J.).—Salt is a 
tul ingredient to utilise partly as manure and partly 
a retainer of moi-ture on dry, porous soils, but we 
uld hesitate to use it on still soils, except in the lorm 
>ne light sprinkling oil the surface of the soil to be at 
* hoed in when the soil is dry in the summer. It is a 
I manure, and should not be applied in the winter or 
ly spring. As to carbonate of soda, we know; nothing 
is manurial properties, and should regard it as too 
Sly to be used as manure. It Is never quoted or com- 
lded for that purpose by merchants. Nitrate ol soils 
very diverse article, and though a quick-acting salt. 

. capital dressing for growing crops, which speedily 
l<e it. If you employ these mixed ingredients as you 
ition, do not do so until May or June, and then at the 
• of about 4 lb. per rod, sown between the crops and 
i in. We I hall be glad to learn what result you find. 

CYPRIPEDIUMS.— Hood van., named, well- 
rooted phnte, 6 van*.. 6*. ; 9 van*. 10a. . 12 vara., 15e.; 15 

rar*.. 20*.. i>oat free, cash. ROGERS. I/od»worth. Pet worth 

fORTlN'S GIANT and Jannoch's Giant 
■C Lilies of Vallcr/J beat varieties, strongcruwna SO, 2a 6d.; 
100. 4a.. post free. caah.-ROGERri. Lodaworth. Petworth. 

]P LMAISOft CARNATIONS a Speciality. 
-IjU- —Six grand varieties distinct, for 2a.: two of each for 
5a.- E. C. GOBLE, F.N.O.8., Walcot Nursery, Ryd.-, I.W. 

ffROP.EOLUM TUBfeROstiM.—Beautiful 
scarlet and orange climber, coafly grown, brilliant 

flowers all summer, 5 for la. free.—LANGTRY, Bryanaford. 

SUTTON’S 
Green Gem - Per quart, 3 G 

" Your Green Gem Pea has been wonder¬ 
ful -Sown inpotsduring February and planted out at the 
i ocimting of April, it ha* cropped remarkably well Mr. 
Steele IS delighted with tho flavour and size or the Teas. 
—Mr. A Kuwait ns, Gardner to G. 1L Stkklk, E*v. 

A 1 - - - Per quart, 2 6 
“Your A1 Pea Is a wonderfully heavy 

croppor. 1 have never seen such Peas la-fore combined 
with such good flavour."—Mr. 0. Foot. Uardm-r I: 

M. Jinucrn, E*q. _ 

SUTTON & SONS,I5ffi£ 
KEADI1VG. 

Cabbage*. 4 best tort*. and lettuces, la. 1W; all post iree.— 
BOXHEDGE, Boxhedge Farm. Banbury._ 

T ILIUM AURATUM (tho splendid Golden 
-L| rayed Uly of Japan), white with gold stripes : very fine, 
large bulbs, just arrived from Japan. « for 2*. «d ; 12 for 
4«. 4d.: or 25 for B* . carriage paid.-C. R- SHILLING, Bulb 
Merchant. Winclilleld. Hanta 

QPECIAL.—6 Grand Tiger Lilies, and fi Lilium 
‘J speeiosum. anti 6 Pearl Tolu-rosea, splendid bulbs, for 
2s 64., carriage |>aid.—C R. SHILLING. Bulb Merchant, 
Winch field. Hanta._ 

A MPELOPSIS VE1TCIUI, trne 3 year old, 
tl 2s. 61- dox.; 6. Is. 6d. Wistaria alba. 2. U. 3d.; do. 
blue. 3, la 3d. Hignoaia nulieaiis. scarlet.4. la 2d. Clematis 
graveolens. yellow. 3. is 3d. Variefatel Ivk-S. Skiver Queen, 
marginala. variegata. Riogocnana, 61 each. All free. Note 
addreaq — HENRY k CO . Now-road. Bourne End. Bucka 

ROSES.-21st Season. 
fa France. C. Chriaty. Gen. Jarejuorainot, If. Bninner. White 
Musa. Crimson and Yellow Ramblers, Wills' Evergreen. 
Feliclld-l’erpetuel, Red Gloire. W. Richardson, Old BluKh, 
Old Crimsons. Any 3. la SkL. free; 6, 3a ; 12. 5s. 6 Climbing 
Rosea, rail paid. 2s. 6d. 

Hardv Climbers, Ac. White scented Clematis; 
',1 purple; do.. •'Travellers Joy; Irian Ivy, White 
ow Jessamines, Wistaria, Var. Honeysuckle. Self- 
Virginian Creeper, Deuuia (double pink) 6. any 

. Is. 8d.. free; 12.fe.10d. 

e. They will not, however, latt long in tho small pole, do., 
o keep thorn in good health they must ho potted on. and 
J. w. H'. — Your soil Is very poor .and hungry, and we 

not wonder at your Potatoes failing. Give it a good 
.•sing of manure and trench it In well. If you can get 
cow-manure, this will be tho best for such a soil as 
have.-C. W. M.—You cannot do bctlcr than try 

ie of the Rambler Roses, such as Aslaia, Thalia, Flora, 
che, and Felicite-I’erperue.-WeetvSle.—You will 
articles dealing with " Wall gardening ’’ in our issue 

vug. 24,1001, p. 342, Aug. 31, 1001, p. 380, and a fully- 
•trated article on the same subject Dec. 2d, 1001, all of 
eh may be had o' the publisher.-F. S. //.—All hardy 
uaceotis plant* will do in such a soil, with the excepticu 
hose plants that are half-hardy, and shrubs that 
lire a peaty soil, such as Rhr dodendrons, Azaleas, Hal- 
•, etc.-Cyead.— You liad betttr write to some of our 

..donseedsmen.-F. IF B.—You must have the mesh 
leas than 1 inch.-C. A. S.—Wc consider they are 
same.-K. L. Blphitutone.—W e should say that you 
e introduced them to heat lieforc any roots had been 

'lied. They should have been plunged in ashes till they 
_ become well rooted.-Amateur Inquirer.—}, For 

purpose you refer to, Siatice latifolia is the betler 
' it. Plant it IS inches apart both ways. 2, We suppose 

mean the Early Nantes Carrot, which is almost devoid 
ore.-Header.—We do not know what you refer to os 
aryllir lutea.-L. R. T.—Your plant has been 

: Vkvd by thripa Syringe it well with Tobacco-water. 
-Arum -See reply to Miss Garrett re "Arum leaf 
lage/l," p. 852.-Albert.—We do not kuow lhe raiser 
,he Cabbage you mention.-A. H. flaw//.—Not at all 

. MUaL We have figured such specimens fiequen'ly. 

PRODIGIOSUS TOMATO 
of smooth fruit, finishing with alii mous trusses-- -r-...--- . 

nasty eye. We grew three ton* in our Nurseries last season, 
and received far better price for this variety than any other. 
Fruit deep rich colour, grand flavour, medium aire. remark¬ 
able free setter. We are receiving daily testimonial* from 
last years delighted custom ere, with inquiries for seeds and Suita We can offer seed in la 3d. and fe. M. pack eta 

rong transplanted planU. 2a dot. 50 for 6a, 100 (or fe.; not 
I Jan la 4a dot Carriage paid. Full cultural directions free 
with order*. We can guarantee the above variety to be onr 
of the earliert and moat disease resisting grown. Orders for 
plants booked now for delivery in March. 

E. CAYE, 24, CARLTON NURSERIES, LOWESTOFT. 

Onnn NEW RONES fot SALE, suitable 
,UUU for See-la or Potatoes; size, 14 x 8J x 2). ends 

ncn. sides I inch thick ; tied in bundles. Price 7s. 3d. per 
0; if nailed together. '.Hi. per 100 extra. Any size made to 
dor J. WII.Utll'K. Bov Maker. Ponu-friu : 

'VERY TENANT HIS OWN LANDLORD. 
I —Send a post caul (mentioning this paper) for further 
irticulars to W. W. HENHAM, Eaq.,72. Bithofegate street 
ithoul, Loudon, E.C. 

is given by tho /Wy Doetor to Chivora’ Gold Medal Jelhes. It also says: ineyarc 
pure and free from any kind of adulteration.” Tke H'*m,H«'r Budget remarks. 
“ Messrs. Chi vers have a right to bo proud of their Jelhes. 

SILVER-LINED PANS. 
Every tiossible precaution is taken in the preparation of Chtvers JdUwJ® *”"*rS 

absolute purity. Home Noire describes the process as one of exquisite cleanliness. 
They are flavoured with Ripe Fruit Juices. 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUITS, 
lames of plants.—F. L. S.—Winter Aeon te(Kran- 
ihvemalis). You ought to have sent us «ome leaver. 

■-W. T. C.—1, Wall Pellitory (Pariitaria officinalis); 
S achy a Betonica. -S. Sutton.—I, Tradeacantia 
rina ; 2, Cyperus alternifolius ; 3, Habrothamnus 
fans ; 4, Ptcris argyrea ; 5, Spec men insufficient; (1, 
leping Jenny (Lyainiachia nummularis).-W. J. Birtt. 
. Pleris scaoerula; 2, One of the Cypriped'um villosum 

CHIVERS & SONS, Ltd., Fruit Growers, HISTON, CAMBS N’ame of fruit.—C. G. K.—Kindly read our rules as 
naming fruit. 

Catalogues received.-Jaa Cocker and Sons, 130, 
ion-street, Aberdeen.—Catalogue of Vegetable unit 
«eer Seeda, ete,-(,'baa. W. !tre«dmorc, 120, High- 
ect, Winchester.—Fxbibitor'e Guide aiul Seed Cala- 

-VUmortn et Cle, Paris.— General Catalogue of 
etc.-Mr. John Forbai, llawick, N. B.—Cafofyraq 

Floruit' Flatten, ete. 
Digitized by 
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J. DERRICK’S 
roses nssr) 

Satisfaction Guaranteed. 

25 Grand H.P. Roses: Ror. a. Chealcs, Ma'l. Joub*rt, 
Sir Garnet WoUelr-y, M O. Joigncaitx, Per fori ion dcs 
Blanches. Magna Charla. York anil lancasl p-r. Jules Mar- 
goltin. Mai. 1. Perricre, C. Lawson, Mr*. John Laing Louis 
Van Uouttc, Merveille <ie Lyon. S. Vaisse, Countess of 
Oxford, It, Boost ct tin. Marquise do CaUoilane. AM 
C-rriore. Doebeaa of It'-, 1 foril. Chas. Darwin, Boiu-i" John¬ 
son, lJuko of Wellington, Mad. Gabriel Luizel, Chas. 
le-'vhvre. 6 for 3s.: 12 for 5s. 6*1.: 25 for 10s. 6d. 

12 CharmlmrTea Roses: Mario Van Houiie. H. Metz, 
L (deal, Celine Forestier, Mud. Lauibard, Francisea 
Kroger. Mad. Eugene Vordier. Etoile do Lyon, Juxurette 
Missituy. Hntnere. Mad. Berard, Bride. 6 forts.; 12 for 7s. 

15 Superb Climbing Roses: Aiine* Vinert, Crimson 
Rambler, Chttshiiut Hybrid, Bouquet d'Or, Mad. Berard, 
Kouv. de Mad. Lauibard, Alister Stella Gray. Kfive d'Or, 
Ki-ine Marie Henriette. Mad. A. Carriero, Deromensis, 
lycine O. de Wurtemburg, Gloire de Dijon, Beauty of 
KuroDO. 1 J. Marque. Any 6 for 6s.; 12 for ltB. 

12 Ilybtid Tea Bores. 7s.; 6 for 4s. 
12 f him* R*.ses. 5s.; 6 for 2s. 9d. 
6 Variegated Iviei, Gold and Silver, 2a. 3d. 
6 Moss Roses: Linen. Crested, Pink, Stnpetl, etc., 3a. 
(v Japanese Roses ; Rugosa. Mad. G. Bruant, etc., 3*>. 
11 Austrian Brio's, yellowest of all Roles. 3s. 3d. 
« A...,..i.,|, is V. „ hi,.,. If olios,og. B A 3 ywr |>lao>e. ft, C.l. 
(1 Fine Assorted Evergreen Shrub*and Conifene, 2s.Ski.; 12.5s. 

Descriptive Catalogues ok 300 Varieties is 
Tiiousakim ok Ski.endiu Treks, Post Free. 

J. DERRICK, ROSE CROWER, PORTISHEAD. 

FOR ECONOMICAL AND PROFITABLE 
CARDENINC. 

RELIABLE 

FLOWER & VEGETABLE 
SEEDS. 

The finest procurable. 

FAMOUS GOLD MEDAL 

TUBEROUS BEGONIAS 
For Bedding:, PotCulture, &Exhibition. 

GLADIOLI, LILIES, and other mis¬ 
cellaneous Bulbs for present planting. 

Nttv Illustrated- Cala/oyue free by pod. 

THOS. S. WARE (1902), LTD., 

| SHILLING’S SEEDS 
are the best lor Amateurs and Gardeners. 

Specimen Testimonial lost received from: - i 
(». Miller. Ks'i ,Snap Mill Hounc, Smanlin. Kent Jan. l*th. 
190,'J **I dan well with your Seed* at our *how Uft year I 
look 12 Fir*t Prizes, 8Second, and8Third wuh exhibit*grown 
from your .Seed." 

OWEET PEAS.—Any of the following splen- 
did kind, supplied in packet* at Twopence each, each 

packet containing 10U Seeds and o*cr: Sadi* Burpo-, S.lo 
pian. Lady Criael Hamilton, Count of s Cslogan, Ceo’ge 
f»'*rdon. Klaii'-hi* Btirpop, dorgeom. Navy Hluc, Maw, Mr4. 
Dugdale, Liidy Mary Currie. Emily Hemlerww. Prince of 
Wales, Lovely, Countess of Powis, Aurora, etc. Kindly note 
All the latest and best Kweet Peas in Packets at Twopence 
each. and containing 100 Seeds in a Packet. 

ASTERS. — Unsurpassable strains of the 
■vJ- highest excellence. All Twopence per Padd. such as 
Ball tr Jewel Aster, Victoria, Chrysanthemum flowered. 
Comet, Mignon, P.cony - flowered. Perfection, Triumjih, 
Betteridgc's Quilled, etc. 

mEN-WEEK STOCKS, Marigold, Balsam, 
-1- Zinnias, Phlox Diummondi, in 2d Packets, and a trial 
against any strain in the Kingdom is solicited. 

T1 W OPENCE Per 1 ’AC K ET.—Flower Seeds of 
superb txcellencc. all over the Kingdom, r.u« h:»s 

Begonia. CnN-eolaria, Carnation, Cineraria. I>.»hlU, Cin-ks 
•‘oijiIi, lleliuiro]»e, lUimy, Petunia, Primula. Te* oiua Simthi, 
tie., etc. 

•TOMATOES.—Best kinds, 2*1. and (id. per 
-J- Packet. Shilling's King. Winter B-auiy. <'..i.ferri**-.-, 
Up-to I>a*e, Holme*' Supreme, Sutton's Pe f«•«*tx«>i», (Soldeii 
■Nugget. The Peach, et*\ 

rjUCUM BF.RS.— Best kinds in fnl. Packots.— 
The Rc-hford. Shillings Amateurs Own. Telegraph, 

i/xikiesPcrfection, Sutton a Cluster. AU-the-Year-Round, ic. 

ANION.—Selected Ailsa Craig, very s|>eciul 
v-r and stlcut Hock for exhibition. Heed guaranteed to !.< 
saved from Onions weighing 3 lb. to 4 lb. each. Cd. and Is 
per Packet. 

SUPPLYING thoChoiccst Seedsin Economical 
^ PackeiR h.ta keen our speciality for years. Catalogue 
containing particular- «»f every seed you require for your 
garden, wit ha sample Packet, pout free. Will send any otthc 
above rnentione-l Seed* post free on receipt of remittance. 

C. R. SHILLING, 
Seed Merchant, 

WINCHFIELD, HANTS. 
“ MARVELLOUS VALUE, BOTH FOR QUANTITY AND 

QUALITY," is what everyone eava about 

SHILLING’S 
HALF-CROWN COLLECTION OF SEEDS. 

It contains 16 kinds of Vegetable K**ods. including Peis, 
Beans, Onion, Cucumber. Cauliflower. Tomato, and lOothers, 
and 100 page Gardening Guide. The Cheajiest and l*cst 2s. 6d. 
Collection of High class Vegetable Heeds ever offered. 
Posl free. 2s. 6*1. 

C. R. SHILUNC, SEEDSMAN. WINCHFIELD, HANTS. 

EXHIBITION SWEET PEAS.k 
The “ CESTRIAN ” Collection. 

20 Named Sorts (1,000 Seeds). 28. 6d.. Freo. 

The Best and ninet I.itieral Selection ever olTered. i 

Cocclnea. new scarlet 
Salopian, deep crimson 
Gen. Gordon, rich crim¬ 

son 
Prince Ed. of York, scarlet 

and rose 
Miss Wll’.mott, coral 

pink 
Gorgeous, rich deep orange 
Prince of Wales, deep rose 
Prima Donna, pink 
Lo'tie Hutchins, creamy- 

pink 
Dorothy Tennant, rosy 

mauve 

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE 
(172 PAGES) 

CONTAINS THE BEST EXISTING COLLECTIONS OF 

ALL FLORISTS’ FLOWERS & 
HARDY PLANTS, 

Including his world-renowned “ GOLD 
itiEDAi." rfinTsibitiuns, rubOACS, so. 
3Vil h carefully revised Descriptions, Cultural Directions, 

Colour, lie ght. Time of Flowering, British or common 
Names. Price, kc„ &c. 

Exports unanimously accord "FORBES' CATALOGUE ' 
the unique and consplcnouadistinction of being the best and 
lim..l reliably accurate Up-to-date Rcfe- ence Book extant. 

IT IS FREE ON APPLICATION. 

JOHN FORBES, *v ..HAWICK, SCOTLAND 

TEA ROSES—BEST VARIETIES. 
In 5 and 6-inch pots, Is. 6d. each; in 7 and 9-inch pota. 

2s. Bd. and 3s. 6.1 
MARECHA1* NIEL. extra strong for greenhouse, 

3*. 6d. and 5s. 
VINES, strong planting Canes. Black Ham¬ 

burgh and other leading varieties, 4s. and 5s. each. 

GARAWAY & CO., 
Durdham Down Nurseries. BRISTOL. 

Lady G. Hamilton, helio¬ 
trope 

B tick Knight, rich maroon 
Othello, deepest maroon 
Duke of Westminster, rosy 

violet 
Navy Blue, dark blue 
Blanche Burpee, giant 

white 
Sadie Burpee, pearl while 
Hon. Mrs. E. Kenyon, 

yellow 
Lady M. O. Gore, 

apricot 
America, red striped 

Our Customer* hist yeAr won First Prize* all over the 
country with the above variolic*. 

Descriptive Book, with Photos, Free. 

DO BIES (No. 1), C H ESTER 

BULBS ! BULBS ! ! 
AREAT CLEARANCE SALE.—Rare opjior- 

I unity to buy cheap; must be cleared : worth double ; 
good flowering rize, not small rubbish, which can lie supplied 
at any price. Hyacinths, red, white, yellow. 9J. and Is. dor.; 
5s. and tie. 100; 20s. 500. Tulips, scarlet, white, yellow, Is. 9d. 
100. Crocuses, white, yellow, blue, Is. ICO; 6e. 1.000 Rnow- 
•IroDB, very flue. Is. 6J. 100; 10s. 1,000. Daffodils, double 
yellow and siuglo, Narcissi, Pheasant Eye. Double White. 
Butter and Kgg>, all Is. 9d. 100; 12s. 1.000 Anemones, 
Aconites. Bluel>ells. Gladioli, whoc and scarlet. Irises, Jon¬ 
quils, Ranunculus, all 2a. 11)0. Tuberous Begonias, choice 
mixed, 2s. doz : 10s. 100. 

LUy Of Valley, strong roots, 2s. 6d. ICO; 12s. 6d. 1,000. 
3s. Bd. orders free, and la-ge Catalogue. Useful exchanges of 
articles or provisions taken to value if prefei red. 

GARDEN GUIDE FOR 1903 
IS NOW READY. 
-■'□VERY YEAR tie 

■LJ valuable poblkati* , 
eagerly sought after b 

./ . fteur Gardeiien and ttkei 
i/Knt)lP3 who are interested it rv> 

( ioe- The usual n-aater i 
page* is devoted esduEui 

nrvChl rn. M> cultural hint*, ahsi b- 

GARDEN GUlDf SSugKto^^ 
>ng experts. In sddu« 

lyvU cultural noiea. the 
contain* a fully iU«ri*. 
•■nd descriptive iri* & * 

few< SSJJT5SS 
MOT- Stock, and. in fact, ‘ Ftr- 

thing for the Gsrita" 
price is Is., I«t for > to- 

1-I l ime we are wejarod hk 
this "Garden Gtbde’-srw 

Am.ueur Gardener s Handbook-free for actual c<*- 
post age—3d. 
Some Examples of tho BARGAINScontaliH 

Id GARDEN GUIDE: 
HOBBIE S GIANT SWEET PEAS. 

Our Giant Sweet Peas were awarded the Gold Midaltvc' 
N S P. Society in July last, being the reconl tior inktu 
sive )car-. We send fen packets each of shoo! ,V, 
falsml 5*tl in all) free for Is. 2d. cash. Navy Blue 5x1' 
Burpr e, Countess of Lathom. Gorgeous. Firefly. Lardy Gts 
Ham Ito >. Black Knight, Chancellor,CountessCadopt t 
Print c of Wales. 

Collection “B."—Six varieties, all iniroduetloeioft 
year, alnut 50 feeds in each packet, free for?* radt C 
oinea, Hon. Mrs. K. Kenyon. Miss Willmott, LadyOrae 
Core, George Gordon, aid Mont Blanc. 

The two Collo dions, as alsive, free, for 3, rafh. 
Dorothy Ecklord. Our whi'e sport IremMigr: 

molt, for which wo obtained four F.C C s and iheAI 
the R. H 8. last year. Per packet, Is. id. (ten r«d*l 

12 TEA ROSES, free, for 6s. 64. ca»h. «Y 
Maman Coc.het. Pe-rle lies Jardim. Anna Olivier. Pi 
Nabonnand. Papa Gontter. Simp. Berard. Souv de Catbr— 
Guillol, G. Nabonnand. Marie Van Houtte. Etotle delft 
Docteur Grill, and Marie d'Orleans. 

F°r other COLLECTIONS xee CARDEN C9IDE. 
HOBBIES LIMITED 

(with which is incorporated JOHN GREEN, LLBiL 
Norfolk Nurseries, DEREHAE 

fSrs SWEET PEAS 
DEINO one of tho largest (bond-lid') Engiu 
■D Growers, and having grown about 10 acres o! thdtew 
vHiieties,. we picked out the Lc-^t of each colour. * 
distinct varieties. (Notes of our fields sweated 
gardening paper* ) 
100 Seeds of each. 5s. 6d.: 50 Seeds of eset* 
Blue (deep), Navy Blue Pink and White, Tnusjr 
Blue (Ugh*.). Emily Eckford Y'ellow, Hon Mo Kkti 
Blue and White, Maid of Primrose tinted, i*-* 

Honour Hutchins 
Blush, Duchess of Sutherland Purple. M, narcb 
Crimson. Mars Rosy-pink, Caiherinr Tran 
Indigo, Duke of Clarence Rosy-pink (fhadedl. Cooes 
lavender. Lady G. Hamilton of Shrewsbury 
Lilac. lady Skelmersdale Rose, Prince of yak; 
Magenta. Captivatiou Rose (shadedh la hip*' 
Maroon. Othello Rosy-scailet. CocciM* 
Mauve, Duke of Westminster Salmon, Venus 
Mauve (delicate). Lady Nina Striped Blue, Pnn«» 

Balfour Wales 
Orange. I-idy M Currie Striped Red. Mrs. J. 
Orange-pink, Mi«« Willmott berlain 
Salmon. Gorgeoua Striped Red (deepl A«a* 
ruik, Luiely White. Sadie BuryM 

Above are Ihe best of each colour. 

12 CHOICEST VARIETIES 
Miss Willmott, orange pink: Hon. Mrs. Kenyon. 

Ijoly G. Hamilton, lavender: Othello, manxm: iaw 
Hutchins, buff; Duke of W«lminster, mauve CW” 
rosy - scarlet: DuchetS of Westminster, aahnonj t*~ 
Burpco, white; Navy Bin-, blue; Mrs. J Oniotenk- 
striped; Mrs. Dugdale, rose, rpst free.2s. fid. 

Write for Catn/oync, Pod Free. 
3ES. W. KING Sc CO, 

Sweet Pea Growors and Specialist** 

COGGESHALL, E S S E)L_ 

E. CAVE. 24, CARLTON NURSERIES, LOWESTOFT. Jl WILLIAM BARRON & SON, 
ARMITACES’ SELECT STOCK OF 

GRADUS PEAS. 
Per pint, lOd. I quart. Is. 6d. Other Seeds equally 

03 moderate in price, without prejudice to quality. 
Write for Catalogue before placing order* elsewhere. 

ARMITAGE BROS., Ltd., 
High Street, NOTTINGHAM. 

Landscape Gardeners A Nurserymen 
Inrite intending planters to inspect their anrhu'- 
Stock of Ornamental and Forest Trees, KhododeMita* 
Roses, and Fruit T rees. 

Send for Catalogues sod Ust of Public and W* 
Works carried out by them. 

Elvaston Nurseries. BORROW, 

£1,000 OFFERED IN IB 
Prizes at Every Horticultural Shov. 
I 1Q1 First Won by Mr. O. Pilling. BUii 
| I O I Prises in 1M2 with oar Seed* 

mm •* 
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VEGETABLES. 

SEED POTATOES. 
Ai.THomii we are having a comparatively open 

winter, it is satisfactory to find seed Potatoes 
aro keeping well. When in past seasons we 
had hot, dry summers, which ripened the 

tubers 5-ery early, and left them often imma¬ 
ture, the past summer being both moister and 
cooler, evidently so far as reproductiveness is 

concerned, croated more sappy tubers, and less 
disposed to dry or shrivel, also less ripened. 
The result is now seen in tubers that are fully- 
exposed to light and air, even in a temjierature 
oi 45 dees., Keeping fairly dormant. In past 
winters 1 have had the tubers bearing shoots 
several weeks earlier, thus giving material 
trouble to keep restful. When shoots are thus 

; early formed also, they are usually weaker than 
are those from which" more sappy tubers grow 

! later. It must, not lie assumed that tubers hax-ing 
more rather than less sap or water in thorn are 
less fitted for seed than are those fuller of starch 
granules. A dry tuber lacks capacity to throw- 
stout, han I shoots ; a sappy tuber not only does 
so later, but can produce stouter shoots. I 
deduce from the present condition of Potato 
tubers as kept well exposed to light and air 
for ultimate planting, that we shall see next 
May or dune far less of those bare patches 
such as marked the Potato breadths of last 
year, allied to which it is hoped may be much 
more robust growth. Should that be 90. it 
will be something to be thankful for to a 
cool, wet summer, for the Potato stocks thus 
planted will recu|>ernte and again show 
evidences of normal strength and productix-e- 
ness. 

Generally those who plant Potatoes do so far 
too early. They forget that although the stock 
of this exotic has been with us 3H0 years it has 
gained nothing in hardiness. Planting the 
tubers in cold soil in March may do the tuber 
itself little appreciable harm, hut it doos 
militate greatly against the production of 
robust shoots, as the blanched ones yet in 
darkness in the soil are very tender, 
and do naturally suffer because of the lack of 
warmth such tender products need. Even 
when the shoots have forced their way through 
the cold soil into daylight, and have began to 
form leafage, they have to face white frosts, 
which to them are most destructive, and if hut 
once thus iniured the plants never again become 
strong or are so tuber productix-e. If seed 
tubers be now placed in shallow boxes, with 
their eye or bud ends upward, set close 
together, then kept in ample light and air, yet 
free from frost, they will push one or two 
stout, firm shoots or sprouts, and these in 
light will not exceed an inch in length. Then 
if kept so stored till the end of April, by which 
time the soil will probably have become several 
degrees warmer than it was in March, and 
when growth does follow, as it will from those 
sprouted tubers quite rapidly, the tops will 
escape harm from frost, and thus ensure-tbat 
the plants will, uninjured, he-ena^led^ tJ pro/ 
duce in the autumn liberal croprof tuoeraN-^ir 

warm borders, where it is possible to furnish 
some shelter for the tender tops on frosty 
nights in the spring, it is safe to plant some 
early variety even at the end of February, but 
that should he done only on south borders 
that aro well sheltered and whore the soil has 
been slightly warmed by having a dressiug of 
half-heated stable manure dug in as the plant¬ 
ing proceeds. For main crops it is much the 
wisest to hax-o ground for them trenched, the 
manure dressing being buried down in the 
subsoil. That helps to impart some warmth to 
it. and later induces the roots of the Potato 
plants to go deep. A dressing of potash and 
superphosphate, mixed and well crushed, put 
on the ground and forked in on the surface a 
few weeks before planting is done, does great 
good. Planting should be in rows of good 
average width—that is, according to strength 
of tops—from 30 inches to :U> inches apart, the 
tubers from 14 inches to 16 inches apart in the 
rows, and buriod just about 4 inches under the 
soil, which should before covering be well 
broken and pulverised, so as to lie light on the 
sets._A. !>. 

VEITC1F3 SELF PROTECTING 

BROCCOLI. 
One of the mo3t valuable—indeed, a most 
indispensable Broccoli is Veitch's Self-protect¬ 
ing Autumn, and no seed order would be.com¬ 
plete that did not include it. Since its intro¬ 
duction, now a good many years ago, others 
similar hax-e come to light, but a good selection 
of the original still remains without a rival for 
the late autumn ami early winter months. Its 
hardiness is wonderful. Only this past season, 
alter a spell of severe frost and cold, cutting 
winds, I came aero as heads undamaged and 
pure in colour, much to my surprise, and which 
proved the more useful because unexpected. 
To get a supply ox-er a long season more than 
ono sowing is needful; not that a succession is 
denied those who depend on one sowing. It is, 
however, not from one solitary sowing that 
one is furnished with heads ox-er a good portion 
of the winter. It is necessary to carefully 
select your stock, for there are good and 
inferior strains in commerce, though not, per¬ 
haps, in this more than in other kinds. The 
Seif-protecting, sown at the same time as the 
Autumn Giant, forms a connecting link in the 
season of Cauliflow ers and Broccolis, and when 
this is past there are few really reliable varie¬ 
ties that can follow on for kitchen use for a 
time. Should the weather be normal it is not 
difficult to have a supply quite up to Christ¬ 
mas, and should the stock of plants hold out 
anti the weather remain favourable heads may 
he had during January. Its name supplies the 
secret of its hardiness, for no matter now good 
a Broccoli may be as regards growth and 
quality, unless the flower is protected with 
enfolding leaves it quickly falls a victim to 
severe or even moderate frosts. In some kinds, 
as soon as frost touches them the leaves fall 
away and expose the flower to the weather. It 
need not bo said that those aro the first to 
succumb.! During the season I sow at inter- 
"Vls f^Sij fiftirch until June small batches of 
-Seif-ipetcccing, and by these means getJ Nee/ 

though not perhaps large, heads in daily- 
succession from October until Christmas, if 
not later. W. S. 

NOTES A -YD HEP LIES. 

Garden soil.—t aliall be much obliged it you trill 

advise roe what to do with a piece ot ground, a specimen of 
the soil of which I enclose’ It slopes south aodeast, and is 
fully exposed to the sun, and sheltered from the north and 

north-east winds by a trail. For the last Iwoyeart, durirg 
which time it hat been dug and manured after each crop, 

nothing has grown well—Carrots, Spinach, and Potatoes 
were failures. The last dressing was goo.I old farmyard 
manure, the one tietore not very old long stable. I 

wanted it trenched last year, but my gardener said It was 

unnecessary, as the soil was so sandy and poroua It has 
not been trenched for at least .even years. The subeoil Is 
good in the rest of the garden, and it all yields good 

crops. I shall be grateful for an answer as soon as your 
space will allow. —X. W. XV. 

[The sample of soil sent shows it to be of n 
loamy marl, porous when dry, aud apt to l*ocome 
sticky when wet, when, of course, it should not 
be worked. We ex|>ect you have beneath a 
deop chalk base. Why your gardener should 
object to trench the ground, breaking up the 
subsoil well, other HI inches to I J inches, we 
cannot understand, us trenching is ono of the 
most important factors in vegetable culture. 
Probably you bury your manure too shallow, 
wher&s, to encourage roots to go deep, especi¬ 
ally in the summer, when the weather is hot 
and dry, manure should be mixed with the 
subsoil in the trenching. It is very probable 
that this year your soil would benefit by an 
application, dug or forked in at once, of super¬ 
phosphate and Kainit, at the rate of 5 1b. per 
rod, in equal portions, and adding a dressing of 
sulphate of ammonia, 3 lb. per rod, over the 
surfaco after crop growth has begun. Your 
9ubsoil may !>e porous, but it needs breaking 
up, aerating, ami manuring for the good of the 
crops. | 

Temperatures for Mushrooms. - 
Xow that xx-e have got into what Ls generally 
tho coldest period oi the year, Mushroom beds 
will not keep in bearing unless a genial anti 
equable temperature can be maintained within 
the structure. Where a rogular supply of 
Mushrooms is looked for and no attempt is 
made to keep up a genial warmth, the supply 
will naturally fall off suddenly. The beds 
may not lie spoiled and they may even l>ear 
again when a genial time arrives for their so 
doing, but a growing temperature must be 
maintained if Mushrooms are to be secured. 
For this reason, if the temperature can -be 
maintained at 35 degs. or a few degrees lower 
in very cold weather, there need be but little 
fear of the Mushrooms failing—that is, other 
conditions being right. Very often a growing 
temperature may be maintained by tho aid of 
fermenting material, .a heap of this being 
placed within the structure and turned occa¬ 
sionally, the ammonia which is given off being 
x-ery beneficial. In unheated sheds and such¬ 
like places where bods are made up, the tem¬ 
perature must be kept up by cox criugs of drv 
litter or hay. If it becomes damp through 
contact with the bed, it should bo turned 
occasionally, placing the drier outer covering 
nea^fctaji^eijl.fr-Ifrptis is not done, the spawn 
is apt to lie drawn through into the damp 
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GARDEN WORK. 

Conservatory.—Bulbs of Lilium Harrisi 
that were potted early will now be coining 
forward, even where only moderately forced. 
If some use is made of retarded bulbs, one need 
never be without white Lilies now, and the 
flowers are almost indispensable for wreath 
making and other decorative work. Luculia 
gratissima, which has done flowering, may be 
pruned back. If grown as bushes in the 
borders the plants may be cut rather hard back, 
but when trained to a wall the pruning may 
be leas severe, as the young shoots may be 
trained in if there is a wall surface to cover. 
Strong-growing climbers, such as Tacsonias and 
Passion-flowers, are breaking into growth, and 
the young shoots should be thinned, and those 
left trained in. Heliotropes planted in the 
border should be pruned in more or less, accord¬ 
ing to tho space to bo covered. Young plants 
of Heliotropes for early flowering in pots 
should be shifted on and helped in a warm- 
house near the glass. Sometimes young plants 
are selected now and trained as standards for 
summer flowering. Some of tho newer varie¬ 
ties have very large flowers. Lord Roberts has 
very fine flowers, and Queen of Whites is a good 
companion to it. Cuttings rooted now and 5rown freely in heat will make fine plants by 

une. The early-flowering white Marguerites 
are useful, and will soon be coming into bloom. 
Forget-me-nots and white Pinks gently forced 
are charming for grouping round the margins 
of the stages or txjrdera, and the flowers are 
useful for filling small glasses in the drawing¬ 
room or on the dining table. The tempera¬ 
ture that will suit plants from the forcing- 
house will not be much under ."Si degs. at night. 
Cuttings of Tree-Carnations will strike now in 
sandy soil in heat. They may bo rooted in pans 
of damp sand very rapidly if the pans are 
placed over a flue or hot-water pipe, so that the 
temperature remains constant. The conditions 
as to moisture must also be equable. Shift 
herbaceous Calceolarias into flowering pots and 
grow cool, but safe from frost. Cinerarias are 
very useful now, and are among the cheapest 
things we have, and may easily be made into 
large specimens by giving plenty of pot room 
and good soil. When well grown, thegreen-fly 
is not so troublesome. Freer use may now be 
made of liquid-manure in a weak state. Soot- 
water, when clear, is good for most things. 

Stove.—Such summer-flowering bulbs as 
Gloxinias and Achimenes may now be started 
in brisk heat, and seeds of the former may be 
sown. Seedlings from a good strain produce 
very fine flowers, and there is more vigour in 
seedlings than in plants raised from cuttings. 
The propagation of Gloxinias from cuttings can 
be carnea on by taking off the leaves and 
inserting the leaf stalk in sandy peat in a warm 
pit, or the leaves may be laid on pans filled 
with sandy peat. The midribs of the Leaves 
are severed in several places, and the leaves 
at these points held down securely on the sand 
by means of small wire pegs. Bulbs will form 
where the leaves have been cut, and rest upon 
the sand, and this is an easy way of working 
up stock from named varieties. Begonias may 
he rooter! from leaf nuttings in r similar 

manner. A further instalment of Pearl Tube¬ 
roses should be potted and brought forward in 
heat as required. The dwarf forms of Cannas, 
now so much grown both in the conservatory 
and outside, may be divided and brought on in 
heat for early flowering. When some growth 
has been made they can be moved to a cooler 
house. Seeds of Palms of various kinds may 
be started now either in pots or boxes, or they 
will grow if laid on the surface of the propa¬ 
gating bed. They can be potted up when they 
start into growth. 

Orchard-house-—The buds are swelling 
fast now, and it will be best, unless the weather 
is very mild, to give all the ventilation from 
the roof of the house, and not open the front 
lights till the weather gets quite mild. Harm 
has been done by permitting a cold rush of air 
through the trees just as the flower-buds are 
bursting and the young growth showing the Csn points of the leaves. More water will 

required now, as the roots are active, and 
mu9t be supported. Do not/CFUwd the treei 
Let each have space (enough forGtte i i iOtb 
circulate freely. When the brtwAnW ipeir^P 

the stem of each tree every day when the pollen foundation can easily be lifted and shortens! 
is dry with a padded stick to distribute the The same course can be adopted with Peach« 
pollen. There is not much difficulty in setting and Apricots where the subsoil is clav. The 
the fruit at this season. Disbudding should be depth at which the foundation is placed ms=t 
done in a tentative way and spread over several depend upon the character of the subsoil 
weeks, and the same course should be followed drainage, etc. But when the soil is bad the 
in thinning the fruit. roots can easily be kept out of it, and the cost 

Late vinery.—In the usual course, late need not be excessive. Those who are think 

start, a little, as it will be better to do more possible, as the buds are swelling. Itisdii 
of the work at this end of the season and not cult to give an opinion upon next year s fruii 
have to fire up at the end of tho summer or prospects. The wood in many places «n 
autumn to ripen the fruita. Muscats must badly ripened, and blooms will set badly, if « 
have fire-heut if they are to finish properly, and all. 
the start should be made at onoe. Of course, Vegetable garden.—There is one pita 
Vines started now will not require so much 0f advice which may be given with advantage 
fire heat as those started two months earlier, now, and that is: Do not tread on the bad 
and 50 degs. will be high enough to start when it is wet. If seeds have to be sowtea 
with, and to keep up this temperature, or even the earlv borders, and the sower cannot m, 
more, very little nre-hent will be required, let him'use a board and move it along as the 
At this season, in mild weather, the thermo work proceeds. This is a very old plan when 
mater often stands above 50 degs. at night 
without fire. It is during the cold, damp 
weather that fire-heat is wanted. 

work proceeds. This is a very old plan thee 
planting out small plants, such as Lettuces, aid 
or sowing small seeds on dump land. In bus: 

gardens the seeds for many crops will remain,; 
ittle longer in the seed bags, unless tLt Tomatoes —In the early house the plants little longer in the seed bags, unless tb 

have now made considerable growth, and the weather should compel us to come ont ini 
first trusses of blossoms are appearing. The sow. Onions may be sown towards the »i 
first crop, anyway, should be grown m pots, of the month, but if anyone wants big Onion- 
and there will be time enough to fill the house he will have sown tho 6eeds in a box, and they 
ngnin with the second lot of plants to come in will now be on a shelf in the greenhrcs 
liter, so as to succeed the open-air crop and gathering strength ready for planting os: s 

bear through the autumn and winter. If a April. Parsnips may be sown now. ud 
house can be given up to Tomatoes, two crops Salsify shortly. Plant out Seakale cutting 
should be produced in any season to make them in rows 15 inches apart and 12 inches from act 
pay. other. The land both for this crop and Asp, 

Window gardening.—A few pots of ragus should be deep and in good heart Silt 
Forget-me-not can be brought on in the cold forms a good dressing for both plants,sod my 
frames through the winter, and moved to the be used at the rate of 1 lb. per square yard and 
window now with Snowdrops, Crocuses, and forked in. I like to plant Asparagus when the 
Narcissus. Canterbury Bells will come later, growth is just moving, which is not before the 
Tho various forms of hardy Primulas are lovely «nd of March or beginning of April, an-i.:i 
in the window now. Among tender plants plants have to> be purchased, get them as m 

Cinerarias are bright and effective. Tho only home as possible and plant on arnval, bur it i‘ 
trouble with them is to keep down green fly. 
If they cannot be smoked or vaporised turn the 
plants upside down and dust a little Tobacco- 
powder among the leaves. 

Outdoor garden.—Beds intended for 
choice Carnations should have the last turn 
over with the fork. A sprinkling of soot just 
previous to forking will be useful. Fresh loam, ^ and ■maoai early kinds. There mu: 
if obtainable, is a bettor dressing than manure. ^ many ^rfy peas. Longpod Beans L»u 
lam assuming the soil! m the beds is not poor. al(JO ^ freel' plantedi ^ flatter crops.» 
I).sense ofton attacks the over-manured plants. a rule are not { the ^ ones. The 
Hybrid Columbines are lovely things in the hoe is U9«d freel7 among the rows of Spinach, 
borders. Those who have no stock may sow Winter Onions, Lettuces, and Cabbages. Mon 
seeds now in a little warmth, and grow on 0f the two last have been set out from the seed 
under glass till strong and then plant out in ^ and Beods ha7e both under 
groups. Those who want bright, cheap masses glass aQd outside, too, for succession. Took up 
of flowers in beds and borders may .sow the la9t o{ the Jerusalem Artichokes id 
Antirrhinums in heat now. Pnck off into 8etactad 8ets for planting, 
boxes when large enough, and plant out, when February A.—Covered rows of Beak* 
sufficiently hardened by exposure, in cold- outside with sandy soil for blanching 1 fW 
frames. Great improvement has been effected d in a ridge 9hape. One Asparagus-W 
in these plants of late years. The self colours has been covered with spare lights to fomri 
are best for general effect, and if the seeds are the growth. This comes in between the 
carefully saved the seedlings come fairly true. f0rcing-bed and the unprotected crop-beds or. 
Dahlias may be started in heat and seeds sown TAmoiJo niantimr in ex! 

home as possible and plant on arrival, burn' 
best to raise Asparagus plants at home. 
may bo sown now. E. Honin'. 

THE COMING WEEKS WORK. 

Extract* from « Garden Diary. 

F- bruary 13rd.—Sowed more Peas, including 
early and second early kinds. There are neu: 
too many early Peas. Loogpod Beans bavt 
also been freely planted, as the latter crops. * 

side. Sowed Tomatoes for planting in ere! 
houses and on south walls outside. 

Dahlias may be started m heat and seeds sown 
to raise new varieties. Finish planting late 
flowering T-iliRR anri prepare beds for Ramin. Grapea i„ 'ea.Urat'hou'ne me now being tW 
culuses. These have been neglected of late These ue Hamburgh and Foster’s Seedling- 
years, but they make lovely masses. Like all Spinach is sown as a catch crop between rc«* 
the Buttercup family they want moisture, and 0f pWftn the Buttercup family they want moisture, and 0( pM. 
to meet this need place a layer of cow-manure, February 15th.—Lawns and walks are rolled 
about 10 inches or so in depth, in the bed. „ • — .... - i ...... . as ofton as is necessary to maintain an even 
\\ hen the beds are ready draw drills b inches 9urfftce generally after rain or frost, when tie 
apart and 2 inches deep, and plant the bulbs, surface requires preasure. Finished 
ckws downward, » inches or so apart. All fruit,trees with an insecticide We 
, . , _ .- . - .... surface requires pressure. Finished washag 

ckws downward, » inches or so apart. All fruit-trees with an insecticide We find a® 
kinds of planting may be done now. W hen uaeful in reducing insect enemies. 
planting now and onwards settle the soil climbers have been pruned and tied in «d 
round the roots with water. thoroughly soaked with an insecticide. 

Prillt garden. — Morello Cherries and February 261k.—Pruned Ivy on buildings- 
cooking Plums are the most profitable fruits to and where used as edgings or to cover gw:- Elant on the north walls, and the spaces under trees the same treatment is given 1° 

etween the trees may be filled with Red and ensure a close, green growth all through 
White Currants. To grow good Figs away summer. Some evergreens that had been®' 
from the south coast the roots must be kept too large for the position have been cut ra:-^ 
within reach. This can be done either by hard back, and a few old Laurels have r";f: 

and grouting them in with lime, which will be been placed round Potatoes in frames, 
cheaper than concrete. This foundation under February 1'th.—The conservatory ha* 
each tree should be 5 feet square, and iOfrt aMY rearranged, and the places of faded 

-future time the trees make (toq,R*agk; growth -filled with otberf-just expanding their no'rt-' 
The roots which have passed the UfepTdf the W1-Hyacinths and Narcissi are 
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conspicuous. Hyacinths are arranged in 
groups of one colour. Lilacs are very useful 
now, and ares easily forced when established in 
pots. Japanese and Indian Azaleas and the 
old Azalea pontica, being so sweet, are all 
effective. Of course, as fast as one batch 
leaves the forcing-house another takes its place. 

Febnuny ..Wh.—Propagating in most of its 
forms is continually going on. A good deal of 
the work that was formerly done in pots is now- 
done in shallow boxes. All such plants as 
Alternanthera, Coleus, Iresine. etc., required 
for bedding do well in boxes, and it saves 
space. We have commenced repotting our 
collection of stove plants, and suitable cuttings 
are taken when required to keep up stock, j 
Most things will root freely during the next 
two months if kept close in a brisk bottom- 
heat. 

FRUIT. 

APPLE BELLE DU BOIS. 

This, one of our best cooking Apples, is often 
grown under the names of Gloria Mundi and 

Baltimore. As our illustration shows, it is a 
very fine fruit, and used to do well at Chiswick 
when grown on the Paradise-stock. It is a 
favourite Apple with exhibitors, owing to its 
large size, its season being from October to 
Christmas. Belle du Bois is a large, pale 
green fruit with flattened base, angular, some¬ 
times oblong, flesh firm, with a somewhat acid 
flavour. It is best, used early in the season, as 
it soon loses its briskness. Many object to it 
88 being a shy bearer, which in some soils is 
true when worked on the Crab, but on the 
Paradise we have never found it fail. Grown 
*n bush or pyramid form it makes a handsome 
tree, but the bush is the better, as the fruit 
can be more easily thinned in this way, and no 
?n® will regret having a tree of this Apple 
>n bush form in the garden. 

BUSH FRUIT-TREES. 

If anyone not too ndvanced in years wishes to 
embark in the culture of bush fruits—Apples 
especially—and wants to obtain trees fairly 
cheap, he can hardly do better than purchase 
roaidons suitable for making bush - t 
worked on the Paradise-stock,, which mAy 
had from 9j. to Ids. per dozen.’1 zThbse'o.\ 

planted .‘1 feet apart in fairly good ground, and young trees have evidenced. That shows how- 
may so remain for two years. After planted well frequent transplanting tends to create 
now, though best a few weeks later, the single what all fruit growers need—early fruitfulness 
shoots or stems on each maiden should be cut in their trees. A. D. 
back to some 9 inches from the bud insertion. ■ 
They will form probably throe or four shoots vnTiru i vn i.i>ur /iv 
from each stem, and those should be encouraged „ . " 
by giving liberal waterings and a mulching of from a^SFv^ictoru““Un,-tree me"* 
manure over tlio roots in the summer to make month ago, which 1 utraiirhtway planted. The average 
strong growth. The following year these of them U about :x: Inche* hlirn, and of good, atout 
shoots may be in torn harf oofbaok to say, ££» SStff S 
1_ inches length Ot branch, and each one after, and could they be grafted the following season if 
breaking into two or three shoots will thus budding failed this reason ?—8 w. 
practically lav the sure foundation of a proper [These should be fit for budding next July, 
bush-tree. Early that winter the trees, then provided they go on satisfactorily. See that 
well worth 2s. each, w ill need to be lifted they do not suffer from the want of water later 
and replanted in entirely fresh soil; indeed, on, should the weather set in hot and dry- 
now they will be ready to furnish the ground during May and June. Cut back the growths 
they are intended to permanently occupy, to within ti inches of the ground, a little before 
But, being yet so small, the trees may be budding takes place. Should the buds fail, the 
planted in rows 12 feet apart, and the trees in stocks may be grafted next spring. Why 
the rows 6 feet apart. So planted and more not head down now at once, and graft this 
moderately pruned each year they can all spring as soon as the sap is well on the move, 
remain for two years, the intermediate ground so as to gain time, the Plum doiDg equally as 
being otherwise cropped. Then, if other well when grafted as when budded?] 
ground be ready, every other tree can be lifted Treating Strawberry-bed.—I mule a M of 

young Strawberry plants about a year atfo, and put a 

L-reat deal of manure into the bed at the time. I gave 
none since then, but during the summer-time and autumn 

I covered the beds with dry straw from the manure heap. 
It is still on them, and looks very wet. kindly tell me 

should it now be taken oil. and If this is the proper lime 

to dig in fresh manure between the lines, and when should 
straw again be put on the beds?—(J. M. S. 

[Provided your straw dressing applied to 
your Strawberry bed last summer did not cover 
the plants, but allowed the leaves to be fully 
exposed to light and air, no harm was done, 
and perhaps some good. But leaving it 
amongst the plants now can only result in 
causing the soil to be wet nnd cold. Remove it 
at once, let the soil dry a little, then to allow 
air to fienetrnte, with a fork just point over 
the surface from 2 inches to 3 inches in de^th 
to sweeten it, but do not dig, by any means, as 
that would harm the roots greatly. The plains 
cannot now need more manure as you seem to 
have dressed them very liberally. So soon as 
the plants have bloomed, lay about carefully 
under the leaves and trusses of forming fruit 
some clean straw or dry straw-litter just to 
keep the fruit from the soil and clean. After 
gathering the fruit and clearing off all runners 
in the summer, then you may apply a dressing 
of manure to he washed in.] 

Winter pruning.- Now is the time to 
get on with this important work, for although 
most cultivators have different ideas as to the 
extent to which pruning should be carried, few 
would go so far as to say that it can be dis¬ 
pensed with altogether. The first thing to do 
in pruning is to begin in the centre ana clear 
out all useless spurs and cross-pieces, so that 
the light and air can penetrate right into the 
centre, then thin out any pieces that seem to 
be overcrowding their neighbours and shorten 
the leading annual growths to about half their 
length. Any that are required for forming 
new fruiting spurs must be shortened to three 
or four buds. Of course, this refers to bearing 
trees. Younger trees that are forming heads 

and be replanted, still in rows 12 feet apart, must have the leading growths left two-thirds 
and each tree 12 feet from the other in the of their length, so that they may form the 
row. The check thus given will prove very main branches of the tree. The grower should 
advantageous in inducing the young trees to know the habit and peculiar growth of each 
carry fruit, and, in the cose of the latest trans- kind and regulate the pruning accordingly .as 
planted, it is probable that gross root or wood some kinds fruit on the tips of the young wood 
growth never would result. Of the trees left, better than on spurs.—J. G., Go*/torl. 

should some seem to be too gross, it will be Bush fruit planting.—When carrying 
wise to lift them carefully and replant them, out the annual planting operations the bush 
as they, too, will greatly benefit by the check, fruits should not be overlooked or neglected. 
When very young trees, aud especially maidens Undoubtedly October and November are the 
but one year from the bud, are planted perma- beat months for this work, but all are not able 
ncntly, they are apt to become too deep-rooted to get through the work so early, and very 
for fruit production. little if any difference will be seen ultimately 

It mav be said that all that has been in bushes planted early or late in the winter so 
advised means considerable labour. That may long as mild and open weather is chosen for 
be so, but it lias, on the other hand, two the work. Currant and Gooseberry bushes are 
important compensations. First, the plan often kept cumbering the ground for years 
advised recognises the fact that economy in the after they have passed their prime, ana the 
use of land, which in the interim may be same remark applies, in perhaps a less degree, 
producing other and profitable crops, is impor- to Raspberries. No doubt this is often the 
tant until the trees become productive. The result of having no available young bushes to 
second is, that the transplanting not only take the place of the old ones, but cuttings are 
saves great waste of labour later in root pruning so easily struck and brought on to bearing size 
big trees, but tends to induce earlier fruiting, that this should be no excuse. There may be 
and thus the extra cost for labour is well a slight lessening of the bulk of fruit from 

-ja'drv I H»ave often noticed in nurseries the vourighushes, butthe fruit will bemuchhnerand 

.’V.Sdllkf.re.-oi ity of fruiting ye«rl>’[5|^^ p«rfir^Cffl^l N 6V| ^W° clearnnC>S of 
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plots may not be wise, but a row or two at 
least could be destroyed yearly. Very old 
stools of Raspberries get their roots matted 
together, this and the dead remains of previous 
growth making good progress impossible. As 
plantations are made to last a few years, the 
ground should be trenched and heavily manu red. 
Raw manure, however, is not good for the 
roots, and where this has to be used a good 
plan is to crop the ground once after trenching 
and before planting the bushes. This answers 
a two fold purpose, as it enables the manure to 
become mellow and gives the ground a chance 
to settle. All manuring done after planting 
should be in the form of an annual mulching, 
and no digging should ever be permitted 
between the bushes. 

Planting Apples.—The right time to 
advocate the claims of any class of fruit is 
during the planting season, so that intending 
planters may be able to form some idea as to 
which are the most reliable varieties as regards 
quality, cropping, and the length of time the 
fruit will keep fit for use. It must be borne in 
mind that soil has not a little to do with each 
item mentioned, but much may, and is done 
in supplying to the soil whatever element may 
be found wanting. Not only this, I consider it 
should be clearly stated by those writing for 
the benefit of others, what kinds of soil they 
find certain varieties a success in when 
advocating their extended culture. The fruits 
sent with this were grown on a good deep loam, 
resting on the old red sandstone—an ideal soil 
for the Apple. Lane's Prince Albert was not 
so fine last season as is usual with this variety 
on standards. Last year the trees were 
literally loaded, and thinning of the fruit was 
put off from time to time, uutil it was too late, 
hence the indifferent fruit. One can tackle 
bush or pyramid trees, but to thin out fruit 
on a large-headed standard tree means labour, 
and just then it is a busy season. The accom¬ 
panying fruits were grown on bush, espalier, 
and standard trees respectively.—Devonian. 

[With the above note wo received some very 
fine, highly-coloured specimens of Peasgood's 
Nonsuch, Newtown Wonder, Lane's Prince 
Albert, and liascoigne’s Scarlet. Peasgood's 
Nonsuch and Gascoigne's Scarlet were especi¬ 
ally fine, showing that even in an unfavour¬ 
able season the soil has much to do with the 
high colour invariably found in Apples grown 
in the West of England, more especially South 
Devon.—Ed.] 

Pruning Apricots.—Assuming the trees 
were well attended to as regards pinching in 
the early summer months, little pruning with 
the knife will Ije required beyond shortening 
hack to the second or third ba°al buds, shoots 
so operated on to form spurs, and shortening to 
about one-third their length ill-ripened or very 
robust shoots, though the latter should have 
been done in the summer, and the tree root- 
pruned in October or November if considered 
necessary. Cut out any dead branches or spurs 
before training in the past season’s wood, in 
case the tree requires readjusting. It is neces¬ 
sary to lay in annually a certain amount of 
young wood without crowding, as the finost 
Apricots are got from these shoots, though 
good fruits are had from spurs which should 
be kept as near the wall as possible, 
as the trees flowering so early in the year 
are liable to get much more damaged by 
frost when standing out too prominently from 
the face of the wall. Be careful the shoots do 
not come into contact with the nail, which soon 
causes gumming. Newly-planted trees must 
be cut back before the buds advance, shorten¬ 
ing maiden trees to within 9 inches of the 
union of scion and stock. It is much better to 
transplant young trees annually when making 
strong growth than to cut too much with the 
knife. The border, which should be quite 
4 feet in width, requires the same treatmentas 
advocated for Peaches, after the necessary 
pruning, cleaning up, etc., have been done.— 
East Devon. 

Request to readers of “Garden¬ 
ing-”;—Readers, both amateur and in the trade, 
will kindly remember that we are aheays very 
glad to see _ interesting specimens of plants or 

flowers to illustrate, if they wiR—hindly send 
them to our office in as aood a sfrt^a^y se ^ 

GARDEN PESTS AND FRIENDS. 

GALLS ON OAK LEAVES. 
Amoxo se'f-sown Oiks (common) one tree, about 12 feet 

high, is covered like the enclosed. I should be glad to 

know the cause, and whether it is an insect or fungus, 

and the name?* It does not seem to Injure the tree at all, 

as the summer growths appear to he healthy.—Somerset. 

[The strange growths which you found on a 
small Oak-tree are galls formed by the grubs of 
gall-flies. You have sent specimens of two 
different kinds -. the scaly and somewhat conical 
ones are very common on small Oaks, and par¬ 
ticularly on those growing in positions in which 
their growth is to some extent stunted. They 
are commonly known as Artichoke or Hop- 
galls, on account of their resemblance when 
fresh (in miniature) to a Globe Artichoke or a 
Hop. The scientific name of the fly whose 
grubs form them is Andricus pilosus. Both 
males and females are produced from these 
galls. The tatter lay their eggs singly in the 
buds of the Oak in June or July. The action 
of the grubs, which are hatched from these 
eggs, in feeding on the buds, causes them to 
assume the shape of the galls instead of form¬ 
ing a leaf or shoot: if one of these galls be cut 
open about the beginning of August, it will be 
found that slightly embedded in the woody 
base of the gall is a small, somewhat oval gall, 
about one-eighth of an inch in length. This is 
the true gall, and contains the grub ; a little 
later in the season this falls to the ground, and 
the grub in due course undergoes its transform¬ 
ations. In April the fly makes its way out of 
the gall. The flies from these galls are all 
females, and, instead of laying their eggs as 
their mothers did in the buds, they lay them 
in the male flowers of the Oak, where their 
grubs form little oval, hairy galls, very unlike 
those from which their mothers came. From 
these galls in June or July, according to the 
season, emerge flies of both sexes, and the 
females lay their eggs in the buds as their 
grandmothers did. 

The round gall which was cut open is quite a 
different gall. It is also formed by the grubs 
of a gall-fly. They are generally known as 
Oak-Apple-galls, and are among our largest 
galls, measuring sometimes as much as 11 inches 
in diameter. These galls are formed by the 
grubs of a fly known as Biorhiza aptera, which 
lays its eggs in considerable numbers in an 
Oak-bud, frequently selecting the terminal-bud 
on a shoot. The grubs undergo their trans¬ 
formations in the galls which remain on the 
tree. The flies which emerge from these galls 
are both males and females, the latter not 
winged, or having only very rudimentary ones. 
They crawl down the stems and make their way 
into the ground, where they lay their eggs in 
the roots. The galls which result vary con¬ 
siderably in size from that of a Pea to 
J-inch in diameter. The flies which aro 
produced from these galls are all females, and 
usually make their appearance in December or 
January. They make their way to the surface 
and climb up the trees until a suitable bud is 
reached, when they deposit their eggs in it, and 
it eventually becomes an Oak-Apple. With 
many other gall-flies, as with those I have 
alluded to, two generations are necessary 
before the metamorphoses of the species are 
complete. This “ alternation of generations” 
is very unusual, but there are other instances 
in the animal world. In both tho Artichoke 
and Oak-Apple-galls it will be often found that 
other insects make use of them as breeding 
places, so that several different kinds may be 
bred from one gall.—G. S. S.] 

XOTES AX D REPLIES. 

Leaf CurL—I will be very glad if you can inform me 
if the leaf curl mentioned in Gardkxixo, Jan. 31, is what 

attacks Rose-trees—it has puzzled a good many round 

here—and, if so, where the Bordeaux mixture can be 
obtained, if suitable for them ?—Chesiiirk. 

[No; the leaf curl of Roses is caused by a maggot, which 

can be found enveloped in the leaf. Only handpicking will 

avail to clear off this pest. We have given the recipe for 

making Bordeaux mixture frequently in our pages.) 

Insects in Rose-bed (II. II.). — The 
insects which you sent are the grubs of a 
small fly belonging to the family Anthomyidie, 
many members of which are injurious to the 
roots of plants, particularly to various kinds of 
Cabbage. They do not, as a rule, attack 
plants which have onlv fibrous roots. You do 
jotsuggest that they have injured your Roses. 
pShy of these grubs feed on ' 

table matter. Perhaps your Roses have been 
heavily manured or mulched, in which ca^e 
the grubs have probably fed on the manure. 
You would be quite safe in sowing Peas later 
on, as the grubs would by the time the Peai 
germinated have become chrysalides, in which 
condition the insect is perfectly harmless,— 
G. S. S.j 

Grubs In soil.—As I am much troubled with the 
enclosed grubs, could you give me any Idea of iu duc, 
and what are fhe beat remedies? I have them in pou :i 
well a« outside. I have lost a lot of Cinerarias throoefc 
them. The plants seem to droop aa U dry. then alowi 
die. The enclosed were among Rhubarb, and are mmpl 
swarming there. What could I do not to harm the Rht 
barb?—I. lli'Tiiiixsnx. 

[The insects at the roots of your P.hnbarbarc 
grubs of a fly, but 1 am sorry to say I cannot 
give you its name. It is very difficult to de¬ 
stroy grubs when at the roots of plants with- 
out injuring the latter. Many insecticide, 
such as paraffin emulsion, tobacco-water, etc., 
would no doubt kill them if it could be made 
to reach them properly, but passing through 
an inch of soil takes much of the strength oat 
of the liquid, and even then it is a question if 
any reach es the grubs so as to cover them. 
Unless you find that they are actually feeding 
on the roots of the Rhubarb it is possible that 

they are living on the vegetable matter sur 
rounding the Rhubarb. If Cinerarias orothe 
plants in pots are attacked, as soon as they 
show the slightest signs of flagging 
should be shaken out and the grubs removed. I 
cannot suggest any better remedy, though it i 
a tiresome one.—G. S. S ) 

The Apple-blossom weevtl-l.iv vir l u 
fair show of Apple blossom, but no Apples. Tr,e I 
of bloom died off on the trees. 1 noticed thej 
maggot* in them. I also noticed a ?ood many Siea l 
the trees, large flie9 like bluebottles, only grt; er i 
If you can advise me what to do, so that I n 
chance of getting a few Apples this year, yo 
oblige—Bnonra. 

[From what you say, we expect yo_ 
blossoms have been attacked by the 
the Apple blossom weevil. The 
gnaw a small hole in the centre of the! 
bud, in which is deposited an egg, 
hatched in a few days, the grub at i 
ning to feed on the interior of the 
becoming a chrysalis under the 
unopened petals. It would beadvis 
the Duds show any signs of openiii 
the stem and branches with a ea 
for the weevilg often pass the winb 
cracks of the loose bark. They 
under any rubbish at the foot of the 
in the Grass, so that by keeping that 
round the roots much may be done to 
an attack. A good recipe for the cau 
is as follows: Put 1 lb. of caustic 
a gallon of water, then add . lb. _ 
potash, stir until all has dissolved, then ill 
nine gallons of water. Last of all, add l"y - 
of soft-soap that has been dissolved in : 
water, stir again, and when all is well mi 
is ready for use. Be careful that none of the 
wash touches the hands.] 

Warms In soil.—I am sorry the little insKO«b-i 
I enclosed to you a week or two ago gotdriedupin trie 
1 enclose you to-day some more of the same kind, 
trust will reach you in a good state of preservation 
shall feel grateful if you will kindly tell me what they an 
an d their cause and cure '• They are most destrucuit v 

plant life, especially soft-wooded plants I never “ 
anything like them till about twelve months ago in" 
garden or j lant-honses.—A. Wriuiit. 

[Y our second consignment of pests reached 
me in good order. They are small worn- 
nearly related to the earthworms, bat belong 
ing to another family — the Enchytrreid.v. 
Several members of this family are verv 
injurious to the roots of plants. If placed in 
lime-water they die in the course of three 
minutes, so I imagine they might lie killed ■ j 
soaking the roots of the plants with this liquid 
which should not injure the latter. In the eas 
of plants in pots, when repotting them care 
should be taken to prevent any of the soil wh;c: 
might contain the worms or their eggs in¬ 
coming into contact with the soil that is ao: 

infested on the potting bench. It would •- 
better to turn the soil on to a sheet of paf« 
than on to the bench, where some of the pe*-- 
might get into cracks, etc., and afterwardsgft 
amongst uncontamioated soil. I cannot h"- 
any accounts of . experiments haviog 
made to destroy these creatures, and I have 
had no opportunity of trying any myseli. 
except that of the lime-water, which seere- 
vqj-y rguocessfal if the worms can be broagr - 

jnt<y contact with it.—G. S. S.l 
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TREES AND SHRUBS. 

FLOWERING SHRUBS. 
Fi.owerixo shrubs, of which there is an ever- 
increasing supply comprising many lovely new 
species and varieties, are, when rightly used, 
capable of rendering our gardens interesting 
and charming from midwinter until autumn. 
Especially is this the case in the warmer 
localities of our islands where many tender 
subjects remarkable for the beauty of their 
ioliage or Mowers flourish unprotected in the 
open air. Such a spot is represented in the 
accompanying illustration, which shows in the 
foreground on tho left hand an example of the 
sword-lonvod Cordylino australis, backed by a 
vista of blossoming Rhododendrons. At 
i 'hristmos-tide and through January the 
Winter Sweet (C'himonanthus fragrans) bears 
its deliciously fragrant yellowish flowers, in¬ 
conspicuous when the shrub is trained to a 
wall, as is the usual custom, but a pretty sight 
when grown in bush form with a background 
of some dark evergreen, such as Yew. Another 
striking winter blooming shrub is Hamamelis 
arborea, whoso bare branchlots are thickly 
studded with flowers resembling narrow twisted 

shrub perceptibly diminishes, and of those that 
bloom in August the list is decidedly limited ; 
but the fewer their number the greater their 
value, and such as Arnlia spinosa, Pavia 
macrostachya, Hibiscus syriacus, Cleroden- 
dron trichotomum, and Indigofera Uernrdiana, 
in a warm site, are doubly welcome. 

Any note on flowering shrubs would be in¬ 
complete without a reference to Rhododendrons, 
a host in themselves. Though hundreds of 
thousands of Rhododendrons are grown in the 
British Isles, and many of the rarer species 
and varieties flourish in widely • separated 
districts, it is in southern Cornwall that these Crious flowering shrubs can be studied to the 

t advantngo. Their floworing season extends 
from Octoler, when R. Nobleanum venustnm 
commences to bloom, until enrly June, at 
which time the grand R. Nuttalli, with white 
blossoms 5 inches in diameter, and R. I)al- 
housia-, with large yellowish-white flowers, muy 
be seen in tho open. Among tho most notable 
examples in Cornwall are the great R. Falconeri, 
at Tregothnan, 22 feet in height and .'in feet in 
diameter, which in 1902 bore over 1,000 bloom- 
trusses ; R. argenteum or grando, Hi feet in 
height, in tho samo gardens, which lust year 
carried over 300 bloom-trusses ; the splondid 

A garden vale of hardy flowering shrubs. From a photograph sent by Miss Sophie M. Wallace, Atdnamore 

trips of gold leaf. Towards the end of 
•ebruury and in the earliest days of March 
s'uttalia corasiformis commences to perfect its 
hooping racemes of small white blossoms, 
losely followed by the Cornelian Cherry 
Cornus mas), whoso little flowers, their petals 
tending out like wheolspokfs, cloud the 
hoots with pale yellow. 1‘runus Davidiana, 
>oth in its white nnd rose-coloured forms, is 
renerally in flower in January, ns is that noble 
tenth Erica codonodes, which often exceeds a 
leight of <> feet, and the sweetly-scented bush 
loneysuckle, Lonicern fragrantissima. In the 
outh-west the great Camellia bushes are in 
lower more or less from November to May, 
ind when at the zenith of their display, their 
-hoots drooping beneath a wealth of blossom, 
vhitc, pink, or crimson, present a charming 
licture. Camellias are hardier than laurels, 
>ut in the colder districts their flowers, 
»rno in the winter and early spring, are 
ilmost certain to be rondered unsightly 
>y frost. Tho Almond-blossom, expanded 
;re yet spring has dispossessed winter, 
s followed by numerous other early- j 

lowering shrubs, whose ranks are ever aug- 
nented as the days lengthen, until the gardens 
ire embowered in their prodigal blossoming? 
4s the summer matures, ffbweifibSCtree and 

R. Aucklandi or Griflithianum, at Killiow, 
13 feet in height nnd 22 feet in diameter, now 
nearly 40 years old, that last year was 
smothered in its great white blossoms : the 
unequnlled specimens of R. arboreum and its 
hybrids, some of them over 23 feet in height 
and 30 feet in diameter, at Tromough, whore 
fino examples of R. Falconeri, K. Aucklandi, 
and other rare species are also to bo seen. Of 
other handsome species and varieties to be met 
with as large bushes in the open are the crimson 
R. barbatum and R. Shilsoni, R. fulgens 
(almost scarlet), the pale yellow, honey-scented 

bark to stop its cells. This reminds us of a 
Magnum Bonum Plum we saw growing against 
a wall in the same garden alluded to rr 

Conifers. It wns a very old tree, whose centre 
was entirely decayed—in fact, a large hole 
right through the stem—und the only thing 
that sustained the tree, which bore heavy 
crops, was a very small piece of bark on the 
one side of the tree, which had been treated as 
above with good results. ] 

Hedges of Yew and Beech.—The com¬ 
bination of the above well known plants makes 
a splondid hedge, and one that muy bo quickly 
raised. All who have planted Beech are aware 
how it is apt to becomo thin at the base, but 
by mingling with tho plantation a number of 
common Yew, tho latter supplies an excel¬ 
lent base. How our Rose guldens could be 
shielded from cold north and east Musts if 
such a hedgo were planted in the aspects 
named. In May and June nothing in the 
foliage way appears more lovely than the 
tender Beech foliage, and in autumn and 
winter the russetty-brown is also picturesque. 
—Rosa. 

The Sea Buckthorn (Hippophn> rhnm 
noidts). Shrubs in flower being at this time of 

the year very few, those 
with ornamental fruits 
now assort themselves, 
there being a great choice 
of these open to the 
planter. In the colour 
of its berries, however, 
the Sea Buckthorn stands 
out almost alone, as they 
are of a bright orange 
tint, without any of the 
shades of rod which are 
so prevalent. The Sen 
Buckthorn is in itself a 
handsome loose-growing 
shrub, thickly clothed 
with silvery Willow-liko 
loaves, while the shoots 
of the previous year are 
closely packed lor some 
distance with these 
bright coloured berries, 
which are about the size 
of Peas. It is essentially 
a moisture-loving plant, 
and is never so happy as 
when planted close to the 
water, so that the roots 
can obtain as much mois¬ 
ture os they need. In 
planting this delightful 
shrub it should be Dome 
in mind that the male 
and female flowers nre 
produced on different 
plants, hence to ensure 
berries the two sexes 
must be planted close to 

!.ouk1i E*ke. each other. If planted in 
a group one male plant 
will be sufficient to 

ensure the fertilisation of half a dozen females. 
— X. 

A supposed Desfontainea — I shall be 
pleased to receive the specimen referred to by 
“ M. A. H.,” page filn, at any time, there 
being no danger ol it slipping my memory, as, 
strange to say, tho greater portion of my 
schoolboy days (now, alas 1 a long while ago) 
was spent at East Budleigh, in which village 
the churchyard occupies such a prominent 
position. More than tnis, my youthful love of 
flowering trees and shrubs wns first awakened, 
and then further stimulated, by a particularly 
fine specimen of the Orange Ball Tree (Buddleia 

lobosa), which, forty years ago, flourished in 
o neighbouring hamlet of Kcrsbrook. — 

W. T. 

XOTES A XI) IMPLIES. 
Decay on tree trunk.—In reading thi* week* 

(Iari-kmm), I And, in anawer to query “Decay on tree 
trunk “ In note* and repllra, that you alate that Stockholm 
tar ought not to touch bark of tree* Does thia apply to 

fruit-trees, and, if so, please give reasons ?-N. W 

[Yes, the remarks given upon this subject 
in our issue for the 31st January apply to fruit 
trees as well as Conifers, and our reason in so 
advising is that we have always found the bark 

omagqfl|u«ps heal over very much quicker 
ijg^has been placed over tn 

Shirley Poppies.- No flower borders, 
where sunshine reaches, need be wanting 
for gnyness in tho summer so long as 
Shirley Poppy seed is obtainable. Presently 
will be the time to mnko a sowing which should 
be very thin, as if this is not done the seedlings 
smother each other. The fine seeds will not 
need more than just covering with soil. Thin¬ 
ning the plantfl is almost a necessity, as it is 
those h&yibgStlhe'Qd&t room which afford the 

shouId be 
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sown on n partly shaded border, as it is from 
plants grown there that one may obtain blooms 
that do not drop their petals prematurely.— 
WooIlKASTWICK. 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 

ROOM AND WINDOW. 

PLANTS IN ROOMS AND WINDOWS. 
Woi'l.o you kindly let me know some ol the best plants 

for indoors, and how to manage them without a green¬ 

house? I should be so much obliged if you could give me 

same hint*.—I'kki'lexed. 

[To grow plants in dwelling rooms and 
windows, in houses where gas i9 used and 
fires are regularly kept throughout the winter, 
further than this, to maintain them in good 
health, though often attended with difficulties, 
is not altogether impossible, as some people 
appear to think, provided certain common- 
sense rules are followed. In the first place, 
plants intended for rooms should be obtained 
when young, as it invariably happens that 
failures occur to those that are full}- grown — 
generally'speaking with specimens forced into 
bloom with one special object—viz., for sale— 
and the changed conditions of temperature 
of the warm, humid atmosphere of a green¬ 
house, to the dry and not infrequently impure 
air of a room, quickly bring about an altera¬ 
tion for the worse. One may mention Fuchsias, 
( oleuses. Pelargoniums, Heliotropes, Heaths, 
Azaleas, etc , as examples of this—plants that 
present a beautiful appearance when offered 
for sale, but soon deteriorate by so radical a 
change, and in many instances where one 
has no greenhouse in which to place them, 
so that they may have a chance of recupera¬ 
ting, they die off. In order to minimise loss 
the wisest course to adopt is to procure 
plants when quite young, so that they may 
become acclimatised early to the conditions of 
the rooms. 

What are the best fine-foliaged plants, and 
when is the proper time to obtain them, are 
questions frequently asked. None give greater 
satisfaction than smooth-leaved subjects like 
Aralias, Ficus elastica, and Aspidistras. To 
this list of fine-foliaged plants one may add 
Asparaguses, like plumosus or nanus, and 
Cyperus alternifolius, whilst hardy Ferns and 
Silver and Golden Ivies, trained on frames, 
are often found useful in rooms where much 
sunlight cannot enter. If these are obtained 
young, potted on as they require it, the 
chances are that success will follow, other 
cultural directions, of course, being adhered 
to, whereas fully developed plants from green¬ 
houses often turn yellow after a few weeks 
in their new surroundings. 

With regard to flowering plants for a room, 
there are many suitable hardy’ flowers. Cam¬ 
panulas, Spirasas, Pyrethrums, Chrysanthemum 
maximum, Irises, Lathvrus latifolius albu9 
(for halls and odd corners! are a few of the 
many plants that may be potted up. Then, 
again, what cannot one do towards beautify¬ 
ing a room with bulbs? In the autumn, 
Hyacinths, Tulips, Spincis, Crocuses, Snow¬ 
drops, Scillas, and Narcissi, if potted and 
brought into the window when growth is show¬ 
ing, will make a place charming weeks before 
outdoor blossoms open, the chief difficulty 
being the keeping of the pots and plants in 
a dwelling house before they can be brought 
into a window. There are not many houses 
where space cannot be found for them, 
perhaps a spare room, and anyone specially 
interested in plants and flowers will find a way 
to achieve the object in view. 

To keep plants healthy, keep the atmosphere 
as pure as possible by admitting fresh air every 
day, remove them occasionally to other 
rooms where gas is not burnt, water only when 
they need it, shade them from hot sunshine 
by drawing blinds, attend to them daily—in 
other words, treat them in a reasonable 
manner. Fuchsias, Balsams, and Mimuluses 
make good window-plants, the two latter being 
raised from seed in March, but often suffer 
through inattention in shading them from 
hot sun. The one also who desires a show of 
autumn flowers in the window is scarcely 
likely to overlook procuring a few of the early 

borders until September, when they will lift 
with little or no harm. You may not have a 
scrap of “ glass," but, nevertheless, vou may 
keep your window gay for many months in the 
year by a little scheming and planning. J 

Freesias as window-plants.-It is 
quite possible to grow this fragrant flower 
successfully in rooms. Specimens with seven 
or eight good spikes may easily be had in May 
or June, if a few necessary details are attended 
to. In the first place it is incumbent that 
good, strong bulbs are obtained. The bulbs that 
are offered at a very cheap rate are seldom of 
much good—they either throw up weak flower- 
spikes, or do not bloom at all. Get them from 
a reliable source, pay a fair price for them, and 
you will get some satisfaction from their 
culture. Five bulbs may be put into a 4finch 
pot, or eight into a fi-inch pot, the compost to 
consist of loam with a liberal addition of leaf- 
soil. They should be potted about the middle 
of August, and the bast way is to stand them 
in the open-air in the full sunshine, watering 
only when dry, and very moderately until the 
end of September. In this way the bulbs will 
start freely, and make short, sturdy growths 
of a couple of inches before it is time to put 
them indoors. On no account must they’ he 
wintered in a close, constantly-heated apart¬ 
ment—they must be kept where air -can be 
admitted in fine weather, for Freesias continue 
to make steady growth all the winter in a 
temperature ot from 4> degs. to 50 deg-. 
Water only when dry and moderately, until 
the bright days come, and then more freely. 
A little weak manure-water should be given 
when the flower-spikes appear. After bloom¬ 
ing, water until the foliage dies away, and then 
stand the pots where they are fully exposed 
to the sun. This is absolutely necessary.— 
Bvu.kkt. 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

T H Y RS AC ANT H U 3 RUTILANS. 
I have Borne plant* of Thjrsacantlius rutilan* with plenty 

of foliage. What heat do they require, and what treatment 

to induce them to flower ?—Readrb. 

(At the present day many of our fine flower¬ 
ing old plants are in danger of being lost, the 
plant about which you inquire being one of 
them. Some thirty'years ago this used to be 
found in every garden where there was a stove. 
It blooms during the first three or four months 
of the year. The flowers, which are tubular in 
shape and rich bright crimson in colour, are 
borne in long drooping panicles, so that a plant 
of it when about a yard high is more effective 
than when dwarf. It usually runs up with a 
straight stem that loses the leaves towards the 
lower, part, and consequently the flowers are 
the more noticeable. It lasts some time in 
bloom, the spikes coming in succession when 
the plant is strong. For cutting the flowers 
last well, and arc very useful for suspending 
over the sides of tall vpergnes. After flowering 
give the plants a slight rest, keeping them dry 
at the roots. What little pruning is necessary 
should then be done. 

Pottinc. is best done when growth is start¬ 
ing, using turfy loam chiefly with some good 
peat. It is well to strike a few cuttings 
every vear to keep up the stock. These should 
be trained on a single stem until about 2 feet 
high, when a head may be formed. As soon as 
the warmer weather comes round say, any time 
in May—the plants can be kept in a house where 
the temperature is less than in a stove. In 
favourable localities the plants are quite safe 
out-of-doors from June to September, keeping 
them In a sunny place. Brown scale is the 
worst enemy the Thyrsaeanthus has. Care 
should be taken to keep this down, otherwise 
the plant will be spoiled. 1 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 

Acacias from seed.—In buying some Mimosa the 

other day I was fortunate enough to get a piece with a 

seed-pod on. Will you kindly tell me If I can raise these 

reeds in a greenhouse, and the best treatment for them?— 

E. C. B. 

[We fear your seed is of little value, as it Is not ripe. 
You can, however, try sowing the seeds in sandy peat in 

February or March, and standing on a hotbed. Soak the 

and potting 

seeds in warm water several hours before sowing. 
..Ku.y yu u-m,uU,|liUvu,.uK»^, . GeranlumB dylng off.-Will you kindly Inform 

flowering sorts of C11 ry sa n tlyCfTta ms^ in Mft^. ]_gie the reason fort lie rotting away of (leraniumslhave In 
ereenhou*e heated by a smal 

start by turning Uack at the top of the plan;, and 
gradually work down to the roots. If the top t* cm 
away a mildew seems to adhere, and rotting again laiti 
place I have sent cuttings to more correctly desert* 
what 1 mean.—K. M. 

I Are you quite sure that none of the fumes can rent 
the plants, as, if so, this would probably be the ca» 4 

failure T Or it may be that you are keeping them too set 
at the roots, the atmosphere also being damp and do* 

Carnation Deutche Bruant- h a 

recent issue of Gardenino, “A. \V.”praises 
the above tree or winter-flowering kind. The 
thing that surprises me in the note referred to 
is that the variety in question is, according to 
“ A. \\\,” “ quite first rate." 1 would not even 
class it so high as second rate : indeed, I would 
not give it room to day, for I know of no white 
Carnation that produces so many blind buds 
and so much material that is useless. The 
experience of “A. \Y.’’ is limited, however, 
and it would also appear he has disbudded his 
plants by the reference to “ about five bio:— - 
expanded on a plant." Those are probably 
the first or crown-buds. If not disbndriei 
these will not only be the first, but the tot 
any value. It is a type of Carnation . 
never regard as “first class,’" for the petal i 
form is quite third class, and not less so in 
smallness. “A. \V. compares this kind 
Mile. Carle. There are man}’ who fail (rob 
this latter with success. Those who do, h 
ever, know that in Mile. Carle almost evi-.- 
flower will expand, while in Deutche Beau 
the lateral blossoms, when these open agp 
are one-sided and inferior. If “ A. W/jAf 
wants a winter-flowering Carnation ■Ml 
“ quite first rate,"’ he has only to get* 
S. J. Brooks.—E .1. 

Gloriosas.—It is doubtful whettas 
have amongst warm greenhouse planUbbap 
that are more gorgeous when in blossom |L’ 
the subject of this note, the < Uoriosa, 
depending from the roof of a conservator* 
flowers are most attractive. One cHtoS 
that the Gloriosa is easy to grow ia ; 
sense we may speak of Clematises 
floras, as, being of a tuberous 
plants require more careful treatux 
all that they do not need so mi 
many people imagine ; indeed, in ' 
a minimum heat of 55 degs. to 60 
up, there the Gloriosa will flourish, 
flowering season is over and the 
and foliage have been cut away, 
should be laid on their sides until 
of reach of damp and frost. In 
tubers should be carefully taken] 
pots, the old soil removed, and 
compost of peat, loam, leaf-mould,: 
with cow-manure in equal jiarts, 
care being taken to see that drainage^ 
Place the pots in the brisk heat of a[_ 
and avoid giving much moisture ui_ 
has commenced, after which water nay 
given liberally. A moist, humid aMH 
suits (doriosas. Training of the shotnB 
rafters should commence early, as if 
there is a liability of them b 
Gloriosa superba is one of the best 
flowers being orange-red and 
W. F. C. 

Lachenalias in pots. 
Laelienalias are, yet of late years 
to liave fallen into disrepute, if one raaj 
by the comparative few that are now met 
They require to be potted in good rich mater* 
and grown on all winter in a cool green»®* 
temperature well up to the roof gla^ 
least coddling causes the foliage to beam* 
drawn and flabby, and the flower spikes 
pondingly poor. Two parts good holding 
and one part thoroughly decayed manure » 
them well. Weak liquid manure may aim w 
given three times a week with advantage *«o 
the bloom-spikes are developing in the 
For arranging in baskets with CycUme> 
Primulas, ana small Ferns they are e-' 
useful. Some gardeners grow them in ore* 
mental wire baskets in a compost of 
Moss, and manure. The young plans *« 
pricked into the top, bottom, and sides « 
basket, which is then suspended from the w 
of greenhouse or conservatory, and reguu 
watered throughout the winter. In Marchy* 
April their gracoful mottled foliage and gw - 
flower-spikes form a pleasiug contrast and are 
very elegant. After flowering, the P“"* 
(should be placed out-of-doors at the ha* ^ 
wall where only a small amount ol sure1 * 
“ II I IMAir A T 

w They I wall vm only j 
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reaches thorn, and be allowed to take care of 
themselves until September, and when half an 
inch of new growth has been made they should 
be shaken out, the flowering bulbs separated 
from the small new offshoots, and repotted. 
When the plants are left in the same pots two 
years in succession both foliage and flowers 
will be meagre. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

CHRYSANTHEMUM PHtEBUS. 
Thoi oii not a new variety, this is still much 
grown, partly on account of its clear yellow 
colour and sturdiness of growth when the 
plant is allowed to carry but three blooms from 
the first crown-bud. It was thought when 
Modesto appeared Phu*bus would be ousted, 

“big or fat” exhibition flowers which sustain 
the interest in Chrysanthemums and are the 
mainstay of the shows. What I do object to is 
the statement “that the trade make it their 
business to knock out varieties that have been 
favourites after a couple of years bccauso old 
varieties have become plentiful and cheap.” 
As a trade grower and raiser I must take excep¬ 
tion to it. “A. Doan” adds further, "that 
it is done by forcing on growers now varieties 
that can hardly tie said now to show advance 
or diversity on the old ones,” and also, 
“Chrysanthemum showing has been a fine 
trade boom, but it has seen its best days, 
happily.” Quite true all the introductions do 
not turn out trumps, but is it not the same 
among Roses, Peas, Melons, and other flowers, 
vegetables, and fruits? The trade must 
retain a variety long after it is superseded 

but though the colour is a deep golden-yellow, 
the plant is not nearly so strong in growth. 
The flower of Phcbus is of good depth when 
well gro wn. In growth it resembles A valanche, 
and it is a great pitv that more of the newer 
varieties do not take after this, as some of 
them are far too tall. J. M. B. 

CHRYSANTHEMUM BLOOMS IN VASES, {- 
“ A. Dkas ” has expressed his opinion on page 
629, and whilst agreeing with much of what is 
stated, I must take exception to his remarks 
in respect to the raisers. I quite agree with 
him that the exhibition of blooms in vases 
should bo encouraged, but join issue with him > 
respecting the remark that the public are 
rebelling against the “ big or fat exhibition 
flowers 'v in vases. I ciuite appreciate^tKe 
medium - sized flowers known a,»; “ marke 
stuff,” but it is beyond aisputlrtliarrt il 

last two years, and the last mentioned dozen 
are practically novelties of the past soason. 
Is there another plaut which sustains the 
same interest, and it was never keener than 
at the present time ! The public (or growers) 
are not foolish enough to pay year after year 
several shillings for a variety when an old 
one equally good can bo purchased for the 
same number of pence. w j GoDKREV. 

[Is it not a fact that an exhibitor, if he wishes 
to bo in the front rank, has n far bettor chance • 
if he includes in his twenty-four or forty-eight 
blooms all the novelties of the past year—we 
mean those kinds that have been recognised 
either by the N.C.S., or the RH.S. ? Size 
now seems to be the rule, and unless a flower 
has this to recom nend it, nny other good 
points it may have are ignored. Raisers 

concentrate their efforts 
on size, and we have 
frequently seen an other¬ 
wise good bloom in 
every way passed over 
because this attribute, 
so necossary in the eyes 
of many, is wanting.— 
Ed.]_ 

Amateurs' Chry¬ 
santhemums. — It 
seems somewhat pre¬ 
sumptuous on the part 
of “S.” to say now 
many or how few Chrys¬ 
anthemums an amateur 
should grow. Surely 
that matter is decided 
by taste, time, and space 
of each individual. I 
easily grow fifty to 
sixty plants, and have 
done for twenty or more 
years, formerly exhib¬ 
iting ; but, as I said 
in the query you were rod enougn to insert, 

am now right away 
from any place where 
they are grown in quan¬ 
tity, consequently, nave 
no means of seeing new 
varieties in growth, 
and making my own 
selection. Neither have 
I sufficient knowledge 
to know the capacity of 
a plant by seeing a 
mere name in cata¬ 
logues, which,' by the 
way, seem compiled for 
exhibitors only. Every 
grower knows there nro 
kinds which only the 
very highest culture will 
bring to a satisfactory 
bloom. On the other 
hand, there are many 
varieties up to exhibi¬ 
tion standard which 
will give a very satis¬ 
factory result without 
making too much de 
mand on one s time and 
strength. Hence my 
query. As to the num¬ 

ber, that is a mere detail, so I will amend it 
by saying any new (I emphasise new) varieties 
which answer this description. —North Cots- 

WOI.D.__ 

Lobelia cardinalia.— I note the article 
on herbaceous Lobelias by “ S. W. F.” in 

advance on the older ones? I w.U mention your issue of January 
twenty-four Japanese sent out during the past L cardmal.s .s indigenous here on the borders 
three seasons, and ask “ A. Dean ” to name the of swamps, where coarse Crosses crowd around 

PIijc'jus, a useful Chrysanthemum for market. 

because some growers will demand it, and it is 
only when a variety is not asked for that the 
trade grower can discard it. I have to retain 
scores of out-of-date kinds because thoy are 
ordered, and it would be useless to “ knock 
out ” any popular and good variety because it 
was old. Do not now varieties show any 
advance on the older ones? I will mention 

same number sent out previously that are equal 
to these: W. R. Church, Mrs. G. Mileham, 
Mrs. Greenfield, Mafeking Hero, Kimberley, 
Henry Stowe, Chas. Longley, Mme. Herrewigo, 
Loveliness, Lily Mountford, Miss Alice Byron, 
Calvat’s Sun, Mrs. Bagnald Wilde, Mme. 
Paolo Radoelli, General Hutton, Bessie God¬ 
frey, Ethel Fitzroy, Duchess of Sutherland, 
Sensation Godfrey's Pride, Mrs. E. Hummed, 

it. Sometimes during our winter months the 
thermometer falls to 23 degs. below zero, yet 
this species and its allied form L. syphilitica do 
not succumb. L. cardinalia is a shallow rooted 
plant, and when brought into my garden and 
planted either in a rather stiff clay loam or in 
the finer black soil in which it is found native, 
it is heaved up with the frozen soil and dies. 

Lav 
Iff --- . . . 
lying an inverted sod over the plants in the 

Exmouth Crimson, and Ben fall WtfaUlnfcB' them through the winter 

iWotMVit of the,e are introductions^f^1 W1“ °‘ 
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the old plants in a cold-framo, tear to pieces 
and pot in the early spring, and plant out later 
on. My impression is that it is not the severe 
cold affecting the plant itself that winter kills 
it, but the upheaving of the shallow roots, 
which in their habitat nro held down by the 
numerous interlacing roots of the noighlwuring 
Grasses.—H. C. Euan, Egaiulah-, Itiyli/nnil 
Park, Illinois, U.S.A. 

ORCHIDS. 

ODONTOGLOSSUM CRISPUM. 
OnoNTOdiAisSi'M i rism'm was lirst discovered 
in 1842, near Pocho, in the province of Hogota, 
by Carl Theodor Ifartweg, when collecting for 
the Royal Horticultural Society of London, 
and was described from llartweg s specimens 
by Dr. Lindley under the above name. Blunt 
secured plants in 186.'f while collecting for 
Messrs. Hugh Low and Co. Tho first plant 

months. 1 do not want to convoy that during 
periods of severe frost the falling of the tern- 

| perature to 40 degs. inside the house will do 
I tho plants harm, provided the atmosphere is 

dry and the plants also dry at the roots. In 
the hands of an exjioriencoa man no harm will 
happen with tho low reading of tho tern- 
|>erature for a short time. Tho noarer wo keep 
tho plants to 55 degs. by the use of artificial 
heat, if under or by ventilation when tho tem 
perature rises, the better. In summer the 
difficulty arises of keeping tho plants suffi¬ 
ciently cool. A house with a north aspect is 
generally found tho most suitable for these 
>lnnts during the summer. A span roofed 
iouso will meet all requirements from Septem¬ 

ber to April. A cool, pure atmosphere, the 
latter heavily charged with moisture whenever 
the normal conditions of 55 degs. are reached, 
is one of the principal requirements of Odonto- 
glossum orispum. Froo ventilation as soon 
ns the normal conditions are reached and tho 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

NOTES AND HE PLIES. 

The Shasta Daisy.—Can you or any of your 
reader* give ine any particular* from personal experitrc» 
of the .Shut* llaiay (Chrysanthemum Irucanthraan. 

h.vbrlduui)f One catalogue describe* the flower a* t loot 
in circumference, and another nearly a foot hi diamtttr- 

a rather wide difference. Are the outaide white floret* 
lontr, or i» all the flower taken up with a large centre c< 

tubular floret* ;—A. O. Savilk. 

Value of carbon.—Can you tell me w hether broken 
piece* of carbon are of any use a* a fertiliser either in tie 
fruit or flower garden T—KALl.vn. 

|Thc stuff you mention would not !>e of the ahghle* 
value In any way to the noil, riant* obtain their cirb 
from the carbonic acid ([*" contained in the atmosphere 

and in the air of the soil, and these media furnish t 
unlimited supply.—C. E. FutM-PiiosoitK 1 

Water rats.—I am greatly troubled by there pau. 
which infest the lake in my garden, and shall be thank!-.! 
for reliable information how to get rid of them. Tin 

have made huge runs in my beds of Japanese Iris, the 
bulbs of which they devour, and disorder follow* ihr.r 
visits to my Marliac Water Uiliew ; in fact, anything choky 

Odonloglosaum crispuin. Front a photograph b> G. A. Champion. 

to flower was in Mr. John Day's collection at 
Tottenham. Mr. Batemnn failing to recognise 
the plants sent home by Weir, who collected 
for tho Royal Horticultural Socioty, mistook 
thorn for a new species, and named them O. 
Alexandra*, in compliment to our present 
Dueon (at that time Princess of Wales). 
Reichenbach fell into a similar error in respect 
to Messrs. Low’s plants, and gave them the 
name of Odontoglossum Blunt i. 

O. crisitm is an alpine species, found in 
its nativo habitat at an altitudoof 7,.'iiN) feet to 
8,8i ki feet elevation, and therefore requires i 
cool-house treatment. I want readers to | 
understand my definition of “cool-house." I 
saw in one of tho gardening papers recently 
an article written by some one who recom¬ 
mends certuin species of Orchids for cool-house 
culture and gives a temperature of 45 degs. 
sufficient for winter requirements. With a 
general statement of this kind I cannot agree. 
The normal temperature for /ny*cool-hcm 
Orchid should ^ tflu\jg-rf4e 

outside state of the weather [ieimits is also 
important. 

Pottimi of established plants is liest done 
in the autumn about September, but ns tho 
plants do not all mako growth at the same 
period, they must be dealt with when they 
are emitting, or about to emit, new roots 
from the base of the developing growth. The 
compost I find suitable is n mixture of Oak 
or Beech leaf soil, fibrous brown pent, and 
chopped Sphagnum Moss, with sufficient rough 

seems to paiticuloily attract them, and they are increuiM 

to such an extent that the position, from a garden r; 
point of view, is l>c<'oruinK serious. — M. 

I We And common gin-traps will catch them, and in tin 
way you can exterminate them more readily than yoa »" 

the common rat by the same mean*. Cat* help. *nd ah' 
weasels, it you can afford to have a nest ot there »’ 

way near. The rats are enilly shot with a rat gon. I 

Clematises falling.—Will you plea«e say ti» 

nature ol the soil required for the successful growing tf 

Clematis? I have tried a great many kind* of tbit pi*”5- 
and with the exception ot Jackinani they hive all toiW 
When lir»t planted they grew well, hut as soon s* Ike? 

coppc. o,, mg.. .... moss, w.u. m«a«... Rtuilu.a a height of from .7 feet to )6 tee. they died **.J, 

sand tO render tho compost pOfOUH, surfacing ami did not come again. My garden wa* an old orchard, 
tho top with Sphagnum, and pressing moder- 1 with rather heavy loam, which, in the winter, is inctnefl 
ately firm. In the pots Bracken-roots take tho I J° bc wet- Thinking that the failure was due to tt>; 

pl“° of the usual potsherds to the depth of SZS&LSS S'.hSp^'SS.T’VUS 
about one-third. Hie plants are procured at both autumn and spring planting, but without success - 
a moderate outlay either as unflowered semi- Paddy. 

established plants, or in an imported state for [A light loamy soil is the best for Clematises, 
a moderate outlay of a few shillings. Why I and if there is any lime in it all the better 
adviso purchasing imported and untloworod Thorough drainago is indispensable, and want 
ilants is because one never knows what such of this is possibly tho cause of your failure 
limits may bc worth until tho flowers Mwtfl1 iMtenfSiSiB must also be paid to feeding, using 

■anded. UNI'^'E^^TY ©PMtilffJ01$ ^“pulching of cow manure, 
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whilst on such as yours a dressing of leaf- 
inould would tie useful. It may be, too, that 
all your plants have been grafted. The stock 
used is C. Viticella, and though a vigorous 
growth is obtained at first, they perish in the 
end.] 

Planting a flower border.—1 enclose you a 
rough tracing Irora plan ol a portion of my garden, which 

la aituotcil In the country, and where a atlfllah aoll ohtalna. 
Hoses, Strawberries, and all kinds of shrulw, etc., thrive 

well. I am a constant reader of your |>aper, and also of 
your books, and I therefore know that my plan of a 
formal garden will not meet with your approval, but 1 

feel sure you will help me in a little matter where I find 

some dllllculty, and that is in furnishing at not loo great 
an expense the long border " A “ with herbaceous plants. 

As you will note, there is a tall pergola at the back, 
which, however, has only Just been planted with climbing 
Hoses, etc., and although eventually they will look all 

right, at the moment they are gaunt acd not pretty. 
Will the taller herbaceous plants dolract from the pergola ? 

ould all the plants be now put in, or is it not too early 
'or some and too late for others (bulbs, etc.)'/—P. It. M. 

I'llKLrrt, 

[You nre misled, like so many others, 
bv the loose talk of the formal garden, and a 
rtraighb border by a straight wall may and 
phould be planted picturesquely. If a garden 
ivith a straight outline bo formal, then all the 
icautiful cottage gardens of England would be 
o; bu| it is nonsense. Hardy flowers, wo 
hould say, would do very well in the place you 

describe. ’ There is no royal road to get them. 
|M any are easily raised from seod, many may 
|>e got in cottago gardens, many are offered 

!> quantity by somo of the trade houses, whoso 
^ otices you will see in our columns, and many 
|tay be got by exchanging with friends. ] 

Tank leaking.—I hsve a sma'1 pond in my garden, 

rlangular shaped, having sides 16 feet long, ft is 
feet deep, snd is rormed of concrete and cement, but I 

m troubled by Its continual cracking. 1 wake up in the 
_iorning to find that all the water has run away during 
■lie night and left the Water I.ilies, eta, dry. As soon as 

have one place sealed up It cracks In another, with the 
une result: and last year, when I was away from home, 

lie aquatics and fish were all destroyed. As it forms, 
.hen filled, a very effective ornament to the garden, I 

Intend this spring to have it properly remade, if this Is 
osoible without running the risk of its further breaking, 

iris on somewhat sloping ground, and has three large 

| t-ees round it. 1 am wondering whether I could have it 
ned with zinc or tin. t shall be very much obliged to 

oil for any advice you can give me, through the medium 
f your valuable paper, on the subject.—I’oxn, f'/'/s’r 

p'tiru'i'od, S. 67. 

[Aa we know by experience that many 
unnels exist underground in or near jour 
ocality, we have thought the continued break- 
ng maj’ be due to this and the continued 
mediation produced. This would need be very 
treat to afreet it in tho way described, how- 

I ,ver, and wo rathor attribute tho cause to 
Itefective work, and mainly due to lack of 
I trength in the materials employed. If the 
leakage is due to any subsidence of tho ground, 
■ vhich, with a large amount of water continu- 

I'.y percolating through the soil, increases 
alher than otherwise, the idcu of lining with 
rnc would bo of no uso whatever. Such 

Jnafcerial must needs be joint*!, and the seams 
yould quickly open with pressuro. Lead is 
ho only safe article in this direction, but it is 

l astly and, of course, exposed to tho same 
ibjection us tho last. In capable hands thero 

ihould be no great difficulty in making a per¬ 
fectly water-tight compartment for the plants, 
,nd it may be done in the following munnor : 
n making tho excavation for tho pond, a 
urther depth of !• inches should he removed to 
idinit of a bed of well-tompered clay being 
irst tightly rammed in position. Even a foot 
n thickness of this for the bottom nnd 2 feet 
tigh at tho sides would bo better, but less than 
• inches in a treacherous soil is not udvisnblo. 
Ivor this bed of clay may be placed the 

of cement ana ballast of 
A bottom of !* inches 

in thickness, tapering to (> inches at -2 feet high 
in tho sides, should ho given. Tho upper part 
may bo rendered in a less strong manner. 
Each of these parts should bo fairly set before 
the new material is added above. Finally, the 
concrete should be covered with an inch coat 
ing of cement and washed river sund in equal 
parts, and this, again, more for finish than 
safety, bo floated neatly in neat cement. Wo 
have every confidence that a perfectly water¬ 
tight place can be made in this way. If there 
is'any cause for fear through the nearness of 
tho large trees, a trench may bo cut at a sufo 
distance from tree and tank, and_ in this 
sovor all roots 
you as to the added beauty 

oncrete, composed 
iwo-and-one strength. 

aquatics to the garden scenery, and trust you 
maj' succeed in your endeavours to make it 
quite satisfactory.] 

Violet Princess of Wales —From Mr. 
A. B. Mills, Roseville, Lismore, Waterford, 
cotno some verj' fine flowers of this handsome 
Violet, nearlj' as largo as some of the Violetta 

GLADIOLUS HYBRIDUS PRINCEPS. 
Tuts was first put into general cultivation bj’ 
llcrr Max Leichtlin somo threo or four years 
since, at tho high figure of 2m. a bulb : but, 
like liigh-pricea seedling Daffodils, those who 
buy at the first often find it is cheapest in the 
end. It certninlv is so in this case, for it 

Now hvbrid Gladiolus (O. princcpa), raised by Mr. W. Van Kieet. From a photograph of a spike groin last 

summer in Messrs. Wallace's nursery at Colchester. 

forms of Tufted Pansy. On tho older t; 
S’ 

Princess of Wales 9hows a marked improve 
moot, both as regards colour and length of 
flower-stem. Tho stems in the case of the 
flowers sent wero quito (i inches in length. intense bright scarlet, with white markings in 
When thi size of tho individual flowers is thoAhroat. i Lmeosurcd carefully some of my 

flowore'iosfc'sumifier, and they wero ll inches 

reproduces itself by means of bulbils ns froely 
as somo of tho seedling O. Lomoinci. It has 
a most vigorous constitution, growing 1 feet 
to .I feet high, tho flower-spikes, fully 2 feet 
long, bearing some twenty darge flowers of an 

tree and tank, and in this way* When th» size of tno lnaiviauui nowers is 
timtnro found. We ngroe titn /Tto isi l^flJ.d^nmy lie rogarded as an abundant flowers•lasrsummer, and they w 
ddodbeauty ancllinterest of tflhse>UN At1"' e littlo doubt 
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that in a few years this grand new hybrid will 
find its way into most gardens, and by reason 
of its rapid increase will become as popular as 
the old G. Brenchleyensis. The raiser of this 
fine acquisition was an American gentleman, 
Mr. W. Van Fleet, who read a paper on the 
hybridisation of Gladioli before the Inter¬ 
national Plant Breeding Conference, held in 
New York last September. In the course of 
his paper he mentioned G. princeps, and I 
cannot do better than quote his remarks : 

“My European correspondent! report indifferent results 
from crossing cruentus with other species and garden 
varieties, the seedlings being inferior to the parents in 
substance or colouring. This it my own experience in the 
main, but the first batch of hybridised seedlings yielded 
the magnificent variety since known as O. hjbridus 
princeps. It came from seed of G. cruentua x G. 
Childsi. It is not necessary to describe princeps further 
than to say it almost exactly reproduces cruentus in its 
scarlet-crimson colouring, with white and cream feather¬ 
ings in the lower segments, but the Hat, circular flower is 
expanded to II inches in diameter both ways ; the plant is 
doubled in size in ail its parts, retaining the dark green, 
lusfroix.. and profuse foliage, and is of a vigour of grow th 
and easy increase hitherto unknown in the genus. It 
appears to succeed wherever tried, and can doubtless be 
grown anywhere ond in any soil. A peculiarity of G. 
cruentus in developing its flower-spikes alter the flrat buds 
open is fully retained. When the spike first appears it 
is short and blunt, looking oe if only a few blooms would 
develop, but growth proceeds until often nineteen to 
twenty-two of these immense flowers are open, the last 
being about as large and perfect as the first. This pro¬ 
gressive growth continues in water, if frequently changed, 
almost as perfectly os on the plant. From two to four 
blooms are fully expanded at the same time, thus giving 
a flowering period of nearly five weeks for a plot of 
princeps, taking into consideration the successive side 
spikes and extra flowering growth lent up from strong 
corms. During this period, from the first of August to 
near the middle of September, a bed nf this variety equals 
in brilliancy an equal expanse of Scarlet Salvias." 

Colchester. R. Wallace. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

QUMtlODB.—Queries and answers are inserted to 
8 Sanaaurw free of charge if correspondent* follow tAese 
rules : AU communication* should be clearly and ecneisely 
written on one tide of the paper only, and addressed to 
tAe Burros of QABDimne, 17, Pumioal-street, Bolbom, 
London, K.C. Letter* on business thould be lent to 
the Publish uu The name and address of the tender are 
required in addition to any designation he may desire to 
bs used in ths paper. When tnnre than one query is tent, 
each thould be on a leparate piece of paper, and not more 
than three queries thould be sent at a time. Correspon¬ 
dents should bear in mind that, as Cardbhihs ha* to be 
tent to press some time in advance of date, querist cannot 
always be replied to in the issue immediately following 
Che receipt of their communication. We do not reply to 
querist try post. 

Warning fruit.—Readers who desire our help in 
naming fruit thould bear in mind that teveral specimens 
in different stages of colour and site of the tame kind 
greatly assist in its determination. Ire have received 
from several correspondent* tingle specimens of fruit* 
for naming, these in many easel being unripe and other¬ 
wise poor. The difference between varieties of fruits are, 
in many eases, so trifling that it is necessary that three 
specimens of each kind should be sent. We oan undertake 
to name only four varieties at a tints, and CAese only when 
the above directions are observed. 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 
Ambrosia mexlcana (J. R.) is a half hardy- 

annual with beautifully veined leaves. It has a peculiar 
but pleasant scent, and grows about 2 feet high. Its 
■tents are covered with small flowers quite to the top. It 
is said to thrive best in a rich sandy soil, with full ex 
posure to the sun. 

A weedy lawn (C. K. R. ft.).—Seeing your lawn is 
in such a poor condition, the best thing would be to have 
it dug up deeply, picking out when doing so all the bad 
weeds, adding at the same time some good manure. 
Having allnwed it trt settle, make It firm and level, and 
procure some good lawn Grass seed and sow it down early 
in April. No surface treatment will do any good. The 
Moss shows that the land is very wet, and would be bene 
fited by being drained. 

Amaryllis leaf diseased (H. A. Waller).—Thi» 
Amaryllis disease has puzzled many, and given rise to 
good deal of controversy, but it is now general y recog 
nised that it is caused by an excess of moijture, parlieu 
larly just as the bulbs are starting into growth. 
Collections where it has given a great deal of trouble have 
been restored to a healthy- condition simply by a sparing 
use of the water-can till the plants were in active 
growth. 

Llllum aura turn and L. candidum (R. M. C.X 
—1, You cannot do better than plant some of the strong 
growing Ivies. 2, Your query is very indefinite. You do 
not say whether your bulbs have flowered or not. Neither 
do you say when you potted them. If you potted them 
in the autumn leave them alone, and in all probability 
they will flower in due course. In any case, it is too late 
to pot now, and the only thing you can do is to feed them 
when they are coming into bloom. 

Bchlnocystls lobata (J. F.).—The Echinocystls 
mbraces about fifteen species of stove, greenhouse, or 

hardy prostrate, or climbing annual or perennial herbs, 
all American. In K lobata the flowers are greenish-white 
small, and produced from July to September. It is 
hardy climber, thriving In a moist, rich soil, and is easily- 
raised from seed. Any gritty, loamyjoil will answer 
i he Saxifrages, giving them a g . 
garden. Digitized by 

loamvjoil will answer-Jo 

Cyclamens after flowering (A. B. CA—The 
plants that have done blooming should be stood in a cold- 
frame and watered as carefully as if in bloom. They mult 
be covered with a mat if there are signs of frost. Do not 
rowd the plants, and as the plants show signs of going to 

rest the water should be lessened, very little being neces¬ 
sary during June and July. After this, if kept a little 
molster the young leaves will soon start, when the corms 
may be shaken clear of the old soil and repotted in a mix¬ 
ture of loam, leaf-mould, and sand. 

Pelargoniums repotting (A. B. C.f—ht no 
doubt your plants will be leggy, we should suggest cutting 
them down rather than shifting them on at present 
After having l>een cut down they should lie kept rather 
dry and in a light position till the young shoots make 
their appearance, when they may be shaken nearly clear 
of the old soil and repotted, i'ut them into as small pots as 
the roots can be conveniently got into, shifting on as msy 
he necessary. You may trim the roots a little. 

Roman Hyacinths (Dalchnuzie\—As soon as 
potted these should tie given a good watering, and when 
the surface is dry they may be covered with ashes that 
have been weathered in the open for some time, quite half 
the battle isovercome by potting as soon as the bulbs come 
to hand, which is usually during the month of August. A 
great point is to have the bulbs well rooted before intro¬ 
ducing to heat, as without this the spikes will lie poor 
and innii'nlfliwnl. 

Genistas (O'Donnell a Boo).—These may be cut back 
after flowering, as they will readily push forth new shoots, 
especially if they are kept close and syringed occasionally, 
.should they require repotting, reduce the balls of soil, 
repot, and keep them under glass for a few weeks until 
they become well rooted. They may be stood in the open 
air during the summer, being careful as to watering, os if 
allowed to become in the least dry the planti are likely to 
lose their foliage. 

Tradeseantlas (J. C. Blu,vmrld\—Tbe creeping 
species of Tradescanlia are very useful for draping hang¬ 
ing-baskets containing other plants. They are also well 
adapted lor growing as an edging to plant stoves or trail¬ 
ing over roekwork in the stove. The shoots root like 
weeds at aoy season if given a moderate heat and shaded 
from the sun. When rooted they may te potted off 
tingly, and when fairly established put into their perma¬ 
nent quarter*. Two good varieties are T. diuuior and T. 
discolor variegata. 

Deutzla gracilis after blooming (Tozteth>— 
Deulziat that have been forced or flowered in the green¬ 
house should be gradually hardened off, so that when all 
danger of froit is past they may be stood out-of-doors. 
At that time any old ami exhausted wood should be cut 
out in order to allow room for the development of young 
and vigorous shoots, while, if necessary, the plants mav 
be repotted. The great point is to have the wood well 
ripened by standing them in a sunny position during the 
summer, taking care that during growth they never suffer 
from want of water. Deutziza will stand (or years in the 
same pots and flower well each season, provided they are 
occasionally watsrod with liquid-raanuro during ths grow. 

Ing period. 
Plumbago growing (Grateful).—Want of air and 

consequently a damp, stagnant atniovphere seem to be at 
the root of your difficulty, and until this is remedied you 
cannot hope for much success. Is your Plumbago in a 
pot? If so, H is a good time to repot'it, and after this be 
particularly careful not to overwater till the roots take 
possession of the new soil. As spring advances lyringe 
occasionally- and maintain a free circulation of air when¬ 
ever ihe weather is favourable. Is the blight to which 

ou refer a form of InsectIf so, vaporise with the X L AU 
Vaporiser. If mildew, sulphur will help to check it, but 
renewed vigour will do more. 

Spiraea (Hotels japonica) (IE. Clark).—You can pur¬ 
chase the clumps very cheaply in the autumn, when they 
should be potted and stood in a cold-frame, covering them 
with ashes. Introduce them into heat as you want them, 
taking care that when in full growth they never want for 
water. It is a good plan to stand them in a pan of water 
when growing freely. When flowering is over stand them 
in a cold-frame, watering Ireely until the folisge has 
ripened. You esn then divide them and set them out in 
good rich toil, keeping them well mulched with rotten 
manure, and watering freely during the summer. Let 
them remain thus for two or three seasons, when they 
may be lifted and again used for forcing. 

Renovating lawn (Batlemere).—When referring 
to tny previous reply it is well to mention the date of 
the publication. When you are advised to pare off and 
burn foul or weedy turf, of course, it is purposed to in¬ 
dicate that these turves must lie exposed to the weather 
to dry, and then before lieingbumeil hnve as much of the 

soil os possible removed from them. If, however, there be 
in the turf, all the fame, more Grass than weeds, by far the 
best plan is to peg away and cut the weeds out, as then 
you could by top dressing with tine foil, sowing good seed 
over it in April, well raking and rolling it in, in lime get a 
really good lawn. The cost of paring off the turf, burning 
it, spreading the ashes, reforking the soil, and resowing 
it with Grass seed, will be considerable, and even then 
there may come up as many weeds as before. Sulphate 
of ammonia, applied in May, is acapital Grass manure. 

Chrysanthemums—growing plants on the 
decorative system (Amateur).—we have looked 
through the list of thirty-four varieties submitted to us 
for an opinion of their merits for decoration, and 
find that the majority of them are essentially exhibition 
kinds Many exhibition Japanese kinds are quite unsuited 
for developing freely-flowered plants, although, of course, 
there are among them varieties equally well adapted for 
decoration as well as for exhibition. The likely sorts 
in your collection are subjoined, and no time should be 
lo,t Id commencing their propagation. Retain and pro¬ 
pagate, therefore, the following varieties: Australian 
Gold, Viviand Morel. Charles Davis, Lady Hanham. 
Golden Gate (late), N.C.8. Jubilee, Phubue, CoL VV. B. 
Smith, Florence Davis, Niveum, Gloire du Rocher, W. H. 
Lincoln, Lord Hrooke (late), Rayonnante, and Thomas 
Wilkins Decorative Chrysanthemums should be grown 
on to the terminal buds, as this ensures a free display of 
blossoms, and those resulting from a terminal bud 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 
Staphylea colchlca forced irortaD.-trui 

this plant requires is a thorough ripening ol the »«<j 
which is done by keeping the plant under glia iia 
flowering until frost has gone, and then plicBg is , 
sunny position outdoors, watering and syringing tsh 
during hot weather. If you have a good itockoljfua 
it would be well to plant out one-half etch jeu is i 
well prepared bed, forcing the other half. It'giics 'It 
same treatment as Azalea mollis the plants mat be ir/ 
in pots for several yean by top-dressing and repet 
every third or fourth year. 

FRUIT. 

Grafting Plum and Vine (iforier).—The pr-w 
time for grafting a Plum-tree is the middle a! April. Ji 
that er.d youahould obtain some stout ycung ihoouba 
a tree of the variety you propose to graft on to jour ijj 
Plum-tree, tie them into a bundle, and bun CiixLi 
their bottom ends In the ground in a shady place. S;, 
doing you keep the grafts testing longer than they ate 
wise would be if left on the trees. You may behu: : 
wild Plum-tree now back to within 2 feet of wta> jr. 
propose to graft it. Whether that will be on two a tb* 
branches or on to a single stem you do not ray. Ba •• 
ensure success, rather than attempting to period k 
try ing an operation, you had far better get ns* in. 
gardener to do it for you, as it is to easy to tail Tu 
respect lu Vine grafting, that should he done a ue 
tame time. Vines, however, are usually inirtk- 
that is, bringing the young stem of a Vise b > p 
close to s low down green branch from a Vbe.fc^i 
portion of the bark from each, tying the cot parti [qc&T 
and in time they grow and become united. 

VEGETABLES. 
Growing Mint (Taber).—In growing Mint i i 

advisable to have beds in two aspects—one on i wrt 
border for early spring use, and the other oo i -o. 
border to produce green Mint in summer. It donte: ■ 
rather light well-drained soil, and the addition i tat 
scrapings or old mortar-rubbish is better than nuti-i 
stiff, adhesive soil. Mint is easily increased by di'sr 
the roots when growth is starting inapring, or by cstup 
which may be taken with a root attached when the ;o=t 
shoots are :i inches or l Inches long. When taknst v 
tings thrust s knife into the ground, severing the jfc 
ground stem. The little shoots will then come an; re 
plenty of roots, and may be at once piloted in a a*1*: 
0 inches apart each way. A top-dreering ol lei!** 
the spring Just l^fore the young shoot* ipftn * ir 
helpful. _ 

SHORT RJBPLIBS. 
P. B. S.—See article on " Garden edgings ’ in ca: *» 

of Jan. 3 of this year, p. 578.-J. E. Doivri/'.-fR 
article on “ Outdoor aviary " in our iaiue d lu .1 
p. 620. 2, •• Pigeon Keeping for Amateun,"frkt,l;f*. 
la 2d. L. Upcott GUI, 171, Strand. We do act IW» 
queries by post.-R. M. P.— The only thing;"*'* 
is to persevere, and directly any scale appeal: 
wash it off.-R. P.—All weed klllen are posxart 
have to be carefully- used.-City of Fort-S'cvt" 
no idea, as we have no knowledge of the wiro'hnc Kin your district.-'. K.—See note in «i ** * 

22, 1902.-Bertram Mile*.—Set article id ca 
ol Nov. 9,1901, which may be had of the jcWahc. pc 
ljd. You ought also to get a copy ol "The Ehb 
Flower Garden," in which the subject is fully <*•“ 

■Hydrangea.—From the appearance of the »'« ■ 
thould say that the fumes of sulphur from the Sau-x' 
have been the cause of the mishap. We hi« »• 
same thing happen several times.-Flora.-! co*- 
do better 'ban follow the advice given to D*. 
” Hoses for bank," in our itsue ol Feb. T, p. a 
Gmres.—You cannot do better than get a vinet; 
Reine Olga, the finest Grape we have leen taw® 
culture.-Tyro.—1 cwt per acre roughly ij-w 
rod ; 5 cwt. (a dressing often given) about I lb. 
If you can mix some old potting soil with 
the better. 2, Cut your Coronilla back '“““j”?.'- 

Cnee 09. ucl* post iree.-wo— — - 
fst seedsmen, whowUl be able to advise yoa.—'r’- 

—Just the position for the many beautiful 
either planted out or in pots-R. 
you mean the Belladonna Lily (Amaryllis Be*-*" ; 
You will find it figured and treatment given In 
of Nov. 2, 1901, p. 469.-J. C. F.-Appty M 
Perry, Winchmore-hill, London, N. 

NAMES OF PLANTS AND FRUI^ 
Names Of plants.-Cornubia.-EvidentlyiB 

verticillata.-James Scoff.—The common M*"' 
liroom (Ruscus aculeatus). -O’DoniuV * 
Specimens insufficient.-Maud.—Eestoc* 
/'. B. 5.-The Sweet Alyssum (Alyseummiriwnnct^ 
increased by cuttings.-eston.—'Tbebpr.ng>®V 
(Leucojum vemnm)-J. C. Bloomtula. jy'__ 
you refer to is no doubt Adiantum - 
T'ceedside.—l, Polystichum aculeatum; - 
angular® Kitoonii* ; 3, I.astrea Filii-mal cr.fUU *.■« 
poaium vulgar* semilacerum. 

Names of fruit.-Mr*. W. J-ria?Z?Vtas-. 
‘..Golden Noble; 2, Welford Park Nonsuch, X "• 
way Magnum Bonum. Pear Winter Orange. 

Catalogues recelved.-Kelwiy 
ort.—Manual for IX/.i.-E. H. Taylor, port.—amiuwjui -— ... —j — • _ 

—Illustrated Catalogue of Bfekeeptri »«•“', , 
Roozen and Son, Haarlem, Holland.-Seed **i £ 
for 1U03. 

The Fire at Vi-Oocoe Factory-^!1' S 
iniiih thp chairman nf Dr Tlbbl€9 »l-OWO*' , Smith, tbe chairman of Dr. Tibbies' • "'-''TV, y, oc 

So many enquiries^ *“Te .JTJLSs fire ill* 
Vi-Oocoa customers as to whether tbe recen. • , 
Watford factory will make any difference10 Ljj'r/. 
Vi-Cocoa, that we should esteem it » . .. 
state that all demands for the same esa be I -■ - - «F - - "7An rt UN-B |- ll-AW M MCUiailUB IWI bill 

jkJ selection are rarely known to suffer from dampingiol the lleutin the slightest delay from the [*>"rv. 
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FRUIT. 

PRUNING THE PEACH ANI) 
NECTARINE. 

UK pruning of these may well be undertaken 
i mild weather, though where surplus wood 
as cut out after the fruit was cleared in early 
ltumn very little will be required. In case 
iis was not carried out at the proper time, 
iese remarks will apply. I prefer to cut out 
n necessary wood before the trees are taken 
om the wall, as one can the better judge 
hich shoots can be dispensed with. It should 

o the pruner's aim to keep the wall well 
yvered with wood made the previous year, as 

is on this, when well ripened, the finest 
--uits are borne. Ill-ripened or badly-placed 

>oots should be cut out, also those that bore 
uit last season, shortening to a wood-bud 

,oy likely to form spurs close to the wall, 
he pruning done, loosen the trees and wash 
.ery particle of wood with a good lather 
lade of soft-soap and flowers of sulphur, 
sing a soft hair-brush, such as painter's use, 
rawing the same towards you on the bearing 

vood so as not to knock off the flower-buds, 
f the wall requires repointing it should he 
one before training begins, but where the 
.alls are wired, merely colouring will suffice, 
nd in replacing the trees get all the main 
iranches in position first, which should be 
qually adjusted right and left from the centre, 
o as to form a fan, which is the best mode 
or all stone fruits. Next lay in the young 
rood, which should be about 3 inches asunder, 
nd no objection can be offered to covering old 
nd bare branches with young wood, especially 
icar the base of trees. In nailing or tying 
ice plenty of space is left in shred or raffia, 
■sing no more nails than are absolutely neces¬ 
sary to get the branches in position. After the 
raining is finished, clear up all rubbish and 
ork up the border inches or .‘1 inches deep, 
ind remove the soil, replacing with fresh 

- oam, a little lime or mortar rubble, wood-ashes, 
mil l>onc-meal, all well mixed together. 

_J. M. B. 

v PEACH STONES SPLITTING. 
I ii wk a cool I’each-hoaae with four trees that ripen in 
iteteasion. I found lost summer that liefore the fruit was 
|uite ripe it fell off, and that ill nearly every vase the 
.tone was split and it was more or less mouldy. I should 
lie much obliged if you rould tell me the cause and the 
remedy through your excellent paper?—It. S. P. 

(Some kinds of Peaches are more addicted 
to stone splitting than others, though it 
happens sometimes in a variety not commonly 
given to that failing. To imperfect fertilisa¬ 
tion of the flowers may he traced the origin of 
some such cases. Stone-splitting is not an 
outcome of indifferent health; indeed, the 
reverse is more likely to be the case. When 
Poaches are flowering it is never safe to trust 
to chanco in the setting, for without being 
fertilised with their own pollen or with that 
of other flowers by the aid of a camel s-hair 
pencil, rabbit's tail, or something of a similar 
character, the fruit may swell away for a time, 
even to ripening, ana then drop from pre¬ 
mature softening accelerated by the unsound 
stouo. In this condition the fruit sometime^1 JNul 

falls and appears ripe, but an examination 
shows that it is soft only on one side, the 
other being congested and hard. It is among 
the early sorts that these troubles most 
frequently occur. 

In too rich liorders some Peaches drop when 
nearing the ripening period, and if they remain 
until they can be gathered they invariably 
ripen some time before the remainder of the 
crop is ready, which the expert grower at once 
recognises as a symptom of stone-splitting. 
Freshly slacked lime applied in quantity suffi¬ 
cient to whiten the surface is a good remedy 
in such cases, giving it once or twice during 
the growing season. With trees that are 
over - luxuriant, root - pruning, lifting, and 
placing the roots nearer the surface correct 
more than the one evil, bringing with it the 
lessened tendencies tp splitting of the stone. 
Overhead shade from other trees hinders 
proper ripening of the wood, and without this 
neither perfect setting nor stoning can be 
assured. Extremes of root-moisture or drought 
are both inimical to the progress of the tree’s 
growth in summer, and should be as far as 
possible avoided, as also should strong doses of 
animal or artificial manure, because they 
stimulate an excess of vigour which is undesir¬ 
able. With a comparatively new border and 
healthy trees clear water is all-sufficient. It 
is for older trees in liorders fully occupied 
with roots and carrying heavy loads that 
feeding is necessary. Lime, however, may be 
given in small quantity with advantage to 
Peaches, as this assists the formation of the 
seed-shell or stone. Unripened wood caused 
from overhead shade, imperfect fertilisation of 
the flowers, or an absence of lime in sufficient 
quantity may, however, give the clue to the 
failure complained of. Carefully lifting the 
trees and replanting will correct grossness, 
the autumn, when the leaves liegin to fall, 
being the most suitable time. A mistake that 
is often made is neglecting the watering of the 
borders and syringing the trees after the crop 
is cleared.] 
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FILBERTS. 

A \vei.f.-ordered garden is not complete with¬ 
out a few bushes, and it is not yet too late for 
planting. In making a selection include the 
Cosford and Pearson's Prolific, which produce 
male catkins more freely than some kinds. 
Any good garden soil will grow Nuts, and in 
planting allow a space of !• feet to 12 feet 
between each hush, choosing those having a 
clean stem of 1 foot or more, or else a thicket 
of suckers will persistently push up, and if 
not cut out annually the bushes soon get 
crowded and produce but little fruit. If 
planted now, defer any pruning until next 
spring, hut established hushes should soon 
have their annual thinning now tho tiny red 
or pink femalo flowers are to ho seen, reserving 
as many twigs as possible having fruit-blossom 
on, neither must too clean a sweep of the 
catkins be made, as on the two depends a great 
deal what sort of a crop we get. Should the 
male catkins be few anil far between, it would 
repay to cut a few twigs of the common hedge 
Nut and tic on the hushes while in flower. In 

thinning endeavour to keep the centre of tho 
bush well open, so that sun may ripen tho 
growths, as Nuts bear on wood made tho 
previous year. Any robust shoots should be 
cut back to quite half their length, this tend¬ 
ing to make several branches break out, which, 
if well ripened, cannot fail to have plenty of 
fruit-blossoms on next year. Branches inclined 
to cross each other should be removed, but if 
looked over each spring little of this should be 
necessary. A stock may easily be increased 
by layering in autumn and by cuttings pre¬ 
pared in a similar way to Currants or Goose¬ 
berries. It is best not to rely on seedlings, as 
they are liable to deteriorate. Nuts keep 
plump for a long time if placed in earthen¬ 
ware jars and a little sand placed with them 
after they are freed from their husks and 
thoroughly dry. East Devon. 

THE BEST CURRANTS. 
Currants, more especially the black and red 
varieties, are grown largely for market, and 
are also in request in most private gardens. 
In most cottage gardens, too, space is usually 
found for a few Currant bushes. The whito- 
fruited Currant, compared with the black and 
red varieties, is cultivated but sparsely. It is, 
however, useful for the dessert, and is also 
valuable for clarifying Red Currant jelly. 

Black Currants.—A great advance has 
been made, both in size of berry and length of 
bunch, among those introduced of Into years, 
and there are now many sterling sorts of this 
description. Of these there are Baldwins 
Champion, a large-berried, heavy-cropping 
kind, good either for market or garden cultiva¬ 
tion. This is also known and grown under 
the name of Carter's Champion in some 
localities Lee’s Prolific is another highly- 
esteemed Black Currant which bears heavily, 
the fruit being large and sweet. Then there 
are Naples. Ogden's, and Victorin. all worthy 
of cultivation, and a new kind named 
Paragon, or Boskoop Giant, is s]ioken 
most highly of, and should he given 
a trial. Black Currants prefer a uioisl, 
not a stagnant soil, such as a deep holding 
loam, and the site for them can hardly 
l>o mode too rich. Plenty of well-rotted 
manure should lie dug in and inooqionttod if 
the subsoil has not lieen disturbed or broken 
up for some time. Then trench the plot 
two spits deep uiul work a quantity of manure 
in with the liottom as well as the top 
spits. Once planted, all that is required is to 
keep the ground clean, well mulching the sur 
face every winter so soon as the bushes have 
been pruned. Pruning consists in thinning 
out the heads of the bushes—removing the 
oldest of the wood after it attains full size, 
and shortening hack nny shoots that are too 
long. Never spur the young or side growths 
in,as with Red Currants, for instance, astjiecrop 
is always produced on these. By cutting out 
a certain proportion of the old wood annually 
and by keeping the roots in an active condi 
tion, the bushes will then be always well 
furnished with vigorous fruitful wviod. 

Rki> Currants. Among the rod - fruiti-d 
kinds American Winulcr is a vorv large new 

OriginaTfrom 
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berried sort tlmt stands high in the estimation 
of market growers in the West Midlands. It 
is a vigorous grower, bright red in colour, and 
flesh firm, which renders it a good traveller. 
Raby Castle is still one of the best for general 
use, the bunches being very long, Terries 
large, dark red in colour, and hanging and 
keeping in good condition till late in the sea¬ 
son. This is one of, if not the best, variety to 
grow on a north wall for very late supply. 
Cherry, nlso known as La Versuiliaise, is an ex ¬ 
ceedingly large Currant, and is, moreover, very 
prolific. Where large quantities of Currants 
are required for cooking and preserving, this is 
the best kind to grow. Comet or Fay’s Prolific 
•s another large fruited kind, the bunches 
being unusually long ami the fruit not so acid 
as that of the Cherry. This is an abundant 
bearer, and should be in every garden. Red 
Dutch or Grape is a very prolific old variety, 
but does not compare with any of the foregoing 
for size of berry or length of hunch, and is not 
now so largely planted as formerly. The two 
best whito hinoa arc White Dutch and Trans¬ 
parent, the latter being, if anything, the finer 
Currant of the two, anil more handsome from 
the fact of its semi-transparent skin disclosing 
the seeds and becoming quite a golden colour 
when fully ripe. Any ordinary garden soil, C'iding it is enriched with manure, will suit 

and White Currants, and it always pays 
to treat them liberally in this direction after 
they are once established, when they continue 
to yield heavily for years. I once had a break 
of Raby Castle that had occupied the same 
site and bore continuous crops of fruit for 
nearly twenty years. The pruning of these 
varies considerably from that of Black 
Currants, inasmuch as once the bushes are 
properly furnished with main branches, all 
side shoots must be stopped to form spurs, 
and when this has been accomplished, the 
growths emanating from the spurs should be 
cut back to three or four buds every winter. 
A little more latitude may be allowed with 
regard to the shoots issuing from the ends of 
the main branches, as, if it i9 desired to extend 
such branches, they may be left one-half or 
two-thirds their entire length. It is also good 
practice to remove nn old branch now and 
again and to train a young one in its place, 
this keeping the bushes in a healthy condition. 

_____ A. W. 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Watering fruit-trees under glass.—When 

should fruit-tree* under glue not have water?—Frpit. 

[ There is really no set time when fruit-trees 
under glass should not have water. Very much 
less is, of course, required during the winter 
months when the trees are resting, but even 
then no good cultivator would hesitate to apply 
it if he found his borders were approaching 
dryness. As a rule, borders, if properly con¬ 
structed, will remain in a moist condition from 
two to three months in the depth of winter, 
but it is far the best and wisest plan to ascer¬ 
tain their condition every few weeks, and to 
act accordingly.] 

Pruning a maiden Peach-tree.-I bought a 
maiden Peach-tree lout autumn, and have not yet pruned 

Jf- *t *“» (our fan-trained branches about A yard long. 
Sbonld I shorten them in March, and how much?— 
F. M. G. F. 

f As vegetation is in a forward condition, you 
may prune your maiden Peach-tree at once. 
With regard to the distonco to which each 
branch should be shortened back, it is good 
practice, when the shoots on a maiden Peach 
are vigorous and the wood well ripened, to 
merely tip them, and to lay them out in a 
nearly horizontal or oblique position (which 
leaves the centre open), and then the shoots 
break throughout their entire length, which 
enables the grower to quickly clothe his tree 
with branches, and a whole season's growth 
is then gained. Seeing that the branches on 
your tree are but 18 inches in length, and 
therefore, we fear, but weak in growth, we 
would advise you to shorten them back to 
within four buds, counting from the base of 
each shoot. These buds, when they break, 
will supply you with plenty of shoots with 
which to lay the foundation of the tree this 
season.] 

PPAAfflnB fruit-trees.—I have three Peach-trees 
(ICoyai George and Hale's Early) that I planted in Decem¬ 

ber last on the wall at the back of an unheated lean-to 
conservatory, with a view to training them up the wall 

(12 feet by 20 feet). How and when should I prune? 
They are nice fan-shaped trees with some six rods about 
4 feet long on each. I have also some standard cooking 
Pear-trees and Victoria Plums planted in the open in 
r>ecember. How should these be pruned? The Pears 
have a stem about 4 feet, and then four or five good 
branches about 3 feet long coming out at the top of the 
stem. The Plums are on stems about S feet bigb, and 
have a little neit of weak branches at the top.—Bkllk 
IliLK. 

[If the growth of the Peach-trees is of last 
year and has reached a length of 4 feet, the 
tree is very’ vigorous, and probably would have 
few fibrous roots aud a tendency towards those 
of a thong-like nature. If this’ is so the trees 
would repay somewhat more severe pruning so as 
to cause them to break from near the base, which 
they would not do well if lightly pruned. 
Should this not be the case the shoots could 
l>e shortened to about ouo half their length. 
The principal object in dealing with young 
trained trees is to first get a good foundation, 
and once they are established and growth 
becomes more freo prune less and tie in the 
shoots, in some cases without shortening, in 
others with only moderate pruning. Disbud¬ 
ding and summer pinching may l>e marie the 
better means of control, as by pinching the 
vigorous shoots the weaker ones gain an advan¬ 
tage. Many good gardeners find that standard 
trees are best left unpruned the first year, 
except so far as thinning-out of those branches 
that are crowded. The stronger and main 
shoots are, when left unprunea, a support to 
tho roots, and help to set up a freer root 
action. Once they have become well-rooted, 
pruning may be modified to suit the tree. If 
they were not of good shape some would cut 
them back to, say, 1 foot from the point of issue, 
and by those means a well-l>alanced head may 
bo set up. Much depends on root treatment. 
They do not need manure if good fresh soil, a 
little burnt refuse, and leaf-mould can be used 
at planting time.] 

Liquid-manure for fruit-treea-When may 
this be applied to Peaches, Nectarines, and other wall 
fruit-trees, either under gi&» or out-of-doors?—Fecit. 

[Your query opens up a wide question, as 
liquid-manure is not, we fear, used to anything 
like the extent that it might be, neither during 
the growing season nor in tho winter months. 
Provided the drainage is good and tho trooa 
fully established, Peach and Nectarine-trees 
unefer glass are greatly benefited if the border 
is thoroughly moistened throughout with 
liquid-manure, diluted little or much, accord¬ 
ing to its strength, during the winter, and in the 
case of a late house this may yet be done. As 
a general rule, winter applications are best 
given while the trees are at rest, either in or 
outdoors, say, during the latter part of Novem¬ 
ber and any time in December. Outdoors you 
may use it in the winter season for old but 
healthy trees of Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, 
and Pears on walls, the two latter fruits out 
in the open, also Apples, Raspberries, and 
hush fruits of all kinds, with excellent results. 
During the growing season liquid, diluted as 
advised, may lie used under glass after Peach- 
trees have set their fruits, but they will 
derive the greatest benefit from its employment 
after the fruits have stoned, when it may be 

the new. The same thing should be done witl 
wall-trees. Wherever there i9 room for 
young tree let one be planted, and the retnov.; 
in two or three years’ time will just give tbn 
check that will throw the tree into bearing. 

Pear Bergamotte Bsperen. - Fits 
samples of this Pear came before the R.H t 
fruit committee at the Drill Hall on t!» 
13th ult. They were evidently wall gm«r- 
and from Gnnton Park, Suffolk. Seme 
time since efforts were made by some member, 
of the committee to obtain lor this 1‘earir 
award of merit as a recognition of its merit :• 
a late variety. Although defeated, it was u 
them specially interesting to see it present 
at so late a period in such fine form and of sir. 
excellent quality. The fruits were of medic-; 
size, broadly rouud, having moderately lot,- 
stems, and fairly handsome. Many gardent.-- 
have shown this Pear well and speak highly ohi 
It is evident that it is well entitled to ran\ a-, 
good late Pear with Winter Nelis, Ben- 
Ranee, Easter Bourn’-. .Trmopliinp rle Mainl¬ 
and Olivier des Serres. I Ate Pears, as a rule.' 
need wall culture, otherwise the fruits are up 
to be rather disappointing.—A. 1). 

Apple Rymer.—I gathered last veat i 
heavy crop of remarkably fine fruit of th> 
excellent cooking Apple from an orchard fat 
dard. Although the past season has i * 
anything but a sunny one, the majority of 
fruits were well coloured, and exhibited u»: 
polished appearance which is characteristic c 
this variety. It is somewhat similar t;. 
Wellington or Normanton Wonder at fe 
sight, but a close inspection reveals the lac 
that Rymer is slightly different in shape, ud 
that it has a beautiful reddish-brown cheek- 
depth of colour that Wellington never assno;- 
—and a very short stalk. It has a ydloxi-h. 
tirm flesh and sub-acid flavour, a sure indie, 
tion of its cooking qualities, and is in lessor 
during December and January. It is a csfiu. 
cropping Apple when grown as a standiri n 
the orchard, the liabit of growth then being 
spreading, and the crop is, therefore, not - 
liable to be damaged by high windi ft- 
Apple also succeeds remarkably well a tk 
Midlands, and T have nn several occasions w: 
very highly coloured and fine specimens gwi 
in the neighbourhood of Birmingham, udini 
district largely affected by smoke. It into 
known under the name of Green Cosangs, but 
the above is the more popular one, and as act 
I have known it for tne past thirty years as i 
first-rate cooking Apple.—A. W. 

Currants on north walls.—It is the 
gardener’s duty to prolong the hardy fail 
supply, so that mixea dishes may be had over 
as long a period during the summer and 
autumn as the season will allow. This is b« 
achieved by planting on late [xisitions, and, 
while not claiming that flavour is quite » 
good as in fruit grown in the full sun, never 
theless, Currants and Gooseberries are very 
passable for dessert when favoured with hoi, 
dry weather during the months of August, 
September, and October. I have known the 
R«xl Currant hang on well into November is 
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fT. iv^f p L i , U^. ar® about I fruit is most accentable in the kitchen, an, 
to npen. Figs also come under this category, 
and in their case it is best to wait until the 
fruits are taking what is termed the last 
swelling before applying it in lilieral doses. 
You may also use it during the growing 
season outdoors for the kinds of fruit already 
named, with Apricots added to the list, from 
the time the trees swell off their crops till they 
are nearly ripe, at the same time remembering 
in the case of stone fruits that it is safest and 
best to apply it in larger quantities after the 
stones have set than before. ] 

Planting: fruit-trees.—If one wishes to 
plant a garden or a wall with bearing fruit- 
trees it will cost a deal of money, hut young 
trees may he purchased very cheaply if bought 
in quantity, and anyone having room might 
buy the stocks and work his own trees, or, if 
he did not care to do that, maiden trees might 
be bought in at a cheap rate, and be planted 
either in a nursery bed or thinly round or 
across the vegetable garden, and they would, 
without costing anything for their keep, he 
growing into money. In this matter of fruit- 
tree planting there is much delay—so much 
waiting till the old is removed before plaatino’ 

fruit is most acceptable in the kitchen, u*. 
comes in useful to mix with autumn-fruitier 
Raspberries, Logan Berry, etc. Black Carnot* 
I have grown in this position, but the Redart 
more valuable, the BlaoU unfortunately 
dropping when fully ripe, but not so with the 
Rea or White even. The White Currants are 
not so useful as the Red, neither are they so 
sweet, even when grown in the open quarter. 
Three or more shoots can lie trained up, 
shortening hack the leading shoot to about 
one-third its length at the winter pruning 
until the allotted height is filled, and keeping 
all side shoots spurred in as with those in the 
open. To keep these late fruits, netting mu.-i 
be put on soon after colouring commences, or 
the birds will sample them even ere you aw 
aware of it. Currants enjoy a good, rich soil, 
so a top-dressing should be given yearly and 
lightly forked in after the necessary priming 
and cleaning-up have been done, ana if liquid 
manure be applied while the fruits are 
swelling, and a mulch of strawy stable-manure 
be given, fine berries, clean growth, free of red 
spider, should be the result Keep an eye (but 
caterpillars do not get a footing, or they soon 
dp^Iot of harm,—East Devon. 
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TREES AND SHRUBS. 

CEDARS IN A THAMES VALLEY 
GARDEN. 

The multiplicity of catalogues and fine names 
very often calls attention from the good old 
things. Half-hardy Conifers and their varie¬ 
ties, pyramidal, prostrate,' and all the rest of 
it, things of doubtful good in various shapes, 
have oluowed out the.handsomest Pine over 
In-ought, to England, and the ('edar of Lebanon, 

in severe winds and snowstorms, which so 
often destroy it when standing by itself, it is 
much more likely to esca(>c disaster. For shade 
in summer ana shelter in winter there is 
nothing like it, and we hope it will never be 
neglected in garden planting of the best kind. 
Like most of the Pinos, the Cedar of I-obanon 
is better planted young, although usually 
planted rattier as a specimen—an expensive and 
not always successful way. Rabbits are very 
fond of the young plants, and it must be care 
fully protected whore they nliound. 

Herberts Aquifollnm (Mahonia), and the Tree I vie*. We 
/ear Rerberie Ilarwini and B. stenophvlla would not 
succeed, as these prefer a lighter, sandy loam.) 

Lifting Araucaria.—Would you kindly let me 
know the best time to shift an Araucaria’ It is about 
6 feet high, and I would like to get it shifted this spring 
if possible. When Is the best time to cut Box edgings?— 
A. H. 0. 

[You ought to 
by 
tfu 

prepare your Araucaria now 
sn round it about .1 feet from 

soil to which hasbeen added plentyofTeaf moultf. 
This will oncourage fibrous roots, and then 

you can lift in the spring of 
1904. Be careful tfiat you 
have a good ball of soil when 
lifting, as otherwise failure 
will follow. You ought to 
keep it well watered until the 
young roots have got a hold 
of the fresh soil. Cut your 
Box in April.] 

Cedars of l.ehanon in Thames Valley garden. Prom a photograph sent by Mr. P. Hargreaves, IS, Dean Street, Hounslow. 

like some other good old things, looks as if it 
were out of fashion now, owing to the many 
new t|iings ottered in the shape of trees. 
Here is a tree which after trial of two 

NOTES AND REPLIES. 
Evergreen shrubs for clay soil.—I should lie 

much obliged if you would give me a list of evergreen 
shrubs likely to grow on a smoky and draughty site? 

PLANTS AND 
FLOWERS. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

EARLY - FLOWERING 
CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

Seasonable work. 

It is a mistake to insert the 
cuttings soon after the plants 
have ceased flowering in the 
late autumn. Much better 
results may be obtained by 
encouraging the old stools to 
produce a quantity of nice 
healthy and stocky growths 
by the second or third week 
in February. To achieve this 
object it is important that 
somo of the old stools should 
be lifted and plunged in some 
light and gritty compost on 
the greenhouse benen ; or, 
failing this, a cold-frame may 
lie used. In the latter case 
the development of the new 
shoots will not lie so rapid as 
in the case of those placed in 
the cool greenhouse ; never¬ 
theless, advantage may lie 
gained by either method. I 
propagate the early sorts from 
the end of the second or third 
week in February and many 
succeeding weeks. The in¬ 
creasing length of day as the 
month progresses is impor¬ 
tant. Cuttings put in during 
the dull and dark days of early 
and mid-winter must of ne 
cessity remain in a some¬ 
what dormant condition, and 
the quality and condition of 
the cuttings, too, cannot be 
nearly so good as in those 
developing later, when the 
plants have regained the 
vigour which was lost during 
their flowering period. The 
flowering must tax the con¬ 
stitution of the plants, and 
unless ample time l>e given 
to them to recuperate it seems 
unreasonable to expect them 
to do well in the succeeding 
season. Those early-flowering 
varieties do not want cod¬ 
dling. The cuttings may cither 
l>e inserted in shallow boxes 

loam ami leaf-mould in equal 
parts and plenty of coarse silver-sand, all 
having been passed through a sieve with a 
rather fine mesh, or they may be inserted 

containing 

hundred years is as happy'in our climate as in our hospital buildings lit- north wd with wid Awe ha around the edge of 3-inch or 5-inch pots. 
\xr . ‘ ‘V • ... . vnrv Rt.rnni' current of air beturen tneill in Wind\ tin_- _ l_— Af nlnnta ia rnnninwl a 

i. Wi its own. We exempt the town, and yet it makes | ^hw^Some oTthe border* »re large, SO feet to 70 feet ,ct the town, ana yet it maxes , we;thcr; some of th8 && £2" Xtb 70 ?£t ^ere a large number of plants is r^ui rod a 
a hard fight in botn Paris and London, in spite ion*, and so feet to 30 feet wide. We have a lm-Renumber kind of shallow trough may be made up on the 
of the smuts: but in the open country no of deciduous flowering shrubs in them, but they look so greenhouse bench, not far from the hot-water 
I,I bare in the winter that I wish to introduce more ever- This trough may be made of a length 

E£ 
- native tree is hat In gardens generally {ipier. 

tree, although its finest effect is, wo 
think, in such a group as is shown in our 

. illustration. Where it has the companion¬ 
ship of its own kind, and is held together a»-a (Among sHtahl 
group, its shade and dignjl^r are n(| ^ess^ind -ijrrry 

The soil is a poor heavy loam over clay, hut we I P1Pes; 
of stable-manure and old road 

This trough may be made of a length 
-sweepings* tomtit the requirements of the propagator, and 
other*? i if the compost be filled in to the depth of 

eens. 

Would Tree-Ivies and Box-trees do among others?'- I if the compost 
should like to use Berlieris Aquifolium, Darwioi, and about 3 inches it will answer the purpose 
stenophylla, but am doubtful if they will stand the bitter jnten<Jed very well. The cuttings should be 
wind.—M. A. B dibbled in in rows, and as each new 

varSwqifialtiken in hand a label with variety 9 -taken 
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its name should he put in, and thus 
avoid confusion. A distance between each 
cutting of about 2 inches, and slightly less than 
o inches between the rows of cuttings, is suffi¬ 
cient. Each cutting should be about 3 inches 
long. Out through with a sharp knife, and trim 
oft the lower leaf close to the stem of the 
cutting. Make a hole of sufficient depth to 
embed the cutting to the second joint- Before 
making the hole, sprinkle some silver-sand on 
the surface of the soil, and by these means 
ensure a small amount of sand being carried 
down to the bottom of the hole on which the 
cutting should rest. Press the soil firmly 
around the base of each cutting, or it may be 
left suspended in the hole, and, in consequence, 
is sure to damp off. There is no need to cover 
the cuttings with glass. With the tempera¬ 
ture maintained at about 45 degs. to 50 dees., 
the cuttings should be nicely rooted within 
three weeks. In a few special cases the time 
may, perhaps, be rather longer. During the 
rooting, when llie noil liecumea MuiuewlmC less 
moist than is considered desirable, it is well 
to give another watering, and an occasional 
sprinkling overhead when the surface soil is 
dry is also an ad vantage. The propagation 
of the early sorts may be continued right 
through the spring and until May, or even 
later. C. H. N. 

varieties of hardy Cyclamens very pretty in 
colour, various wild Crocuses like C. Tommas- 
sinianus and its forms, some early Eastern Irises 
ami Seilla taurica, and a very handsome lot of 
Lenten Roses. Helleborus, early Heaths, Prim¬ 
roses, Hepatica, and two Daffodils, cyclamineus 
and minimus. These ought to show us that 
in a good collection of hardy flowers beauty is 
hardly ever absent nine months out of the 
twelve. 

Raising Primroses. —Will you kindly tell me bow 

to raise Primroses In quantity lor a thin wood in my 

garden? For two years running I have sown seed, the 

first year in boxes in a frame, the second in the open 
ground in the end of April, nnd it did not come up. This 
was the common Primrose, hut japonica failed also. 1 

grudge robbing the woods.—Hallcropt. 
[Be sure your seed is good, and sow in April 

in leafy soil on a shady bonier. You may also, 
as soon as the seed i9 ripe, which generally 
takes place about midsummer, sow in boxes or 
pans, planting out the seedlings in the open 
ground, and thus having strong plants to 
flower tho following spring. We think yon 

would be more successful with the garden 
Primroses, good seed of which can always be 
had in the trade. Primrose seeds have very 

.11 

Chrysanthemums—sturdy plants 
(Cnnucnou).—We are disposed to believe the 
reason for your plants being weak and drawn 
is because you fail to ventilate your cool green¬ 
house satisfactorily. It is not necessary in 
their early history to treat the plants to the 
“air-tight’- method which you adopt. This 
in itself is undoubtedly the beginning of the 
trouble, and although you have no artificial 
heat, except on frosty nights, there are periods 
of bright sunshine at intervals during the day 
which increase the temperature very consider¬ 
ably. Under such conditions the young plants 
become drawn and weakly. The soil when 
first repotting the young plants should be firm. 
The greenhouse should, at all times, be freely 
ventilated, taking care, of course, to avoid 
draughts. Tho young plants, too, should be 

arranged on shelves as near to the glass roof 
as possible. It would be far better, however, 
to transfer the young plants to cold-frames, 
where a far hardier and more sturdy character 
of growth may he encouraged. This is whu 
you should strive after, and if you are without 
a cold-frame you would be well advised to pro 
cure one without delay. Plants in cold-frames 
can be kept up near to the glass, and ail 
is easily afforded. Just a “ crack ” of air, or a 
very liberal supply may be given, according to 
the weather. The varieties mentioned in your 
letter represent several of the taller sorts, and 
on this account you cannot very well expect to 
raise from them a batch of sturdy plants. As 
there are so many excellent dwarf to medium 
plants possessing a sturdy habit of growth, 
and these, too, capable of developing blooms 
equal in point of merit to those mentioned in 
your query, wo should 1)0 disposed to acquire 
a collection of these more suitable kinds. We 
shall ho pleased to give you a selection if you 
desire us to do so.—E. O. 

OUTDOOR PLANTS. 

NOTES AXI) REPLIES. 
Plants for fllled-up pond.—Will yon advise me 

as to the best way of planting a cleared space—a filled-np 

pond—in the middle of a hell of high trees? What torts of 

evergreens, Ferns, bulbs, etc., so as to have a screen of 
shrubs with a carpet of flowers'—E. T. Marshall. 

[You cannot do better, if the soil is com IKisedof leaf-mould, than plant Rhododendrons, 
lardy Azaleas, intermingling with these any 

of tho Liliums, such as L. superbum, L. par 
dalinum, fee., with Epilobium, Spinvas, &c. 
Among Ferns any of tne hardy varieties will 
answer, including, of course, the Royal Fern 
(Osmunda regalis), while you can plant DafFo 
dils, Snowdrops, &c., along the edge.] 

Flowers in February In the Thames 
Valley.—The mild weather has brought the 
flowers a little earlier, not so much on the cold 
and windy hills and clay flats as in the Thames 
Valley, from which Messrs. Barr at Long 
Ditton send us a large collection of their, 
nlpino and early .flowers. arly flowers, including, severall nkv 

Digitized by VjOOvLC 

hard cases, and should the soil become at 
dry, failure to germinate is sure to follow.] 

A summer garden.—Will you give me some ideas 

for a new piece of walled garden I am converting from a 
kitchen one into a summer flower garden? It will open by 

an arch into the rosary. It is to have a sun dial in the 

centre. Masses of colour together are wanted, but the 

comer beds seem too large for one thing. Then single 
showy plants are wanted coming out of the liras*. There 

is a border at east side, 7<i feet by 10 feet, wants filling, 

Box as a background. I want it quite a summer garden 
—no Phlox or Michaelmas Daisies, Dahlias, or those sort of 

autumn things.—M. 8. 

[Read the chapters in tho “ English Flower 
Garden on tho “ Summer Garden Beautiful." 
Plant Monthly and Tea Roses and the best of 
the half hard}- bedding plants. In the corner 
beds you could have groups (say six or twelve 
plants) of the best of the Tea Roses, with an 
undergrowth of Tufted Pansies. Carnations 
also would answer well.] 

Sowing lawn Grass seed.—I have a piece of 

ground Ids square yards, which is intended for a lawn. It 
has been well dug over and rolled and levelled, and lain 

open all the winter. Can you tell me how much Grass 

seed I ought to eet for it. so that I mar have a respectable 
looking lawn this summer? Any hints as to making the 

iawn will be acceptable. Also, would March be too early 
to begin, the climate here being somewhat mild ? Thank¬ 

ing you very much for your helpful answer a week or two 

ago."—C. W., Worthing. 

[No doubt, in your comparatively warm 
district, you may sow Grass seed for a lawn so 
early as March, but generally April is soon 
enough. You should obtain 2 lb. of lawn seed, 
and in ordering state whether your soil be 
light or heavy, loamy or chalky, that you may 
have Grasses suited for the soil. Before you 
sow, assuming, as you say, that the soil is 
settled and well levelled, stir tho surface with 
the point of a fork, or else with a long toothed 
iron rake, then sow the seed with the greatest 
care when the weather is quiet, so that it falls 
on the ground jierfectly even, then lightly rake 
over and well roll it in. Birds must be kept 
from scratching and eating the seed. Growth 
should follow in a week, and in a month you 
should have a thoroughly green lawn. The 
first mowing should be with a scythe.] 

Dividing hardy plants.—I have beds and 
liorilers of Saxifraga Wallace!, Tiarclla vordifolia, Arabia, 

etc., that have grown very straggling and untidv, not 
having been divided and replanted during a long absence 

from home on my part When is the liest time to lift and 
replant underthese circumstances?—BIaidrxcomrk. 

| All of tho plants named by you may bo 
taken in hand at once. The Arabis and Saxi¬ 
fraga Wallacei, indeed, submit to division and 
replanting at any time during early spring 
tho Tiarella likewise, though in this case 
being, in some few instances, inclined to send 
up quite early in soring its flower spikes, it is 
advisable to take this plant first in hand. You 
will find little difficulty in increasing it, hut 
we may warn you not to cut through the tufts 
in any haphazard way, as, owing to its mode of 
rooting and growth, a large number of root 
fibres may in this way t>e sacrificed. By lift¬ 
ing the clumps and washing away the soil, you 
will find that it is easier to pull this plant to 
pieces than to attempt to cut it up. We 
strongly advise the former mode, and if the 
short rhizomatous growths are firmly replanted 
you have done the best possible. In certain 
instances the young outlying shoots root freely, 
and this may be so in your old established 

’ ,nts. But at any time when March is with us 

you may start, and the sooner the better. The 
other plants are less difficult to please in this 
matter, and may be taken in hand almost at 
any time.] 

Californian Bash Poppy (.Romney* Coultw.i- 
I wish to plant the Californian Ba6h Pcppr (Romney; 

Coulteri), but as the plant is reputedly tender, I ibou’o 
be glad if, on bearing the detaila of the position, you 

would tell me if it would be likely to succeedThe sal is 
light, warm, and of fair depth (about 2 feet), inclined to 

be gritty, and well drained. Its one iault is that it doe- 
not retain the moisture well enough during periods of 

drought, but thie is provided against by deep trenchioj, t 

layer of manure well down in the bottom, and sorfve 
mulchings. Phloxes have succeeded remarkably in it, 

Koees do well with an admixture of somewhat stiller soil, 
and Sweet Peas bloomed continuously until October, bolh 

during last summer, which was wet, and tlie summer 

before, which was dry. The position intended for the 
Romneys is s lied of irregular outline (all my wall spsce 'is 

filled up) facing south, but not receiving the Bun until 

about eleven o'clock at this time of the year. It is abom 
12 feet across in its widest part, and of a similar raeasurr 
in the perpendicular direction. It is well sheltered ot 

the north and eaet by high hanks, toppled by thick hedpi 

some in yards distant, but exposed to the north-wn: 

wind, the prevalent current here during the winter. The 
climate is, however, very mild, the sea btUix aboui r«u 
miles off. It is a rare occurrence for the mercury to fall 

more than 1 degs. below freezing point That has cot 

happened yet this winter, and only on one occasion w 

it down to the 28 degs.—Rosmrva. 

[We see no reason why the Romneya should 
not succeed. It is quite hardy in genial soil-, 
enjoying l>est a warm loam. It does best on 
warm soils in different parts of the country, so 
that no one need doubt the fitness of this noble 
plant for English gardens. The best winter 
protection is a mulch over the roots of some 
ight porous material, such as Cocoa-nut-fibre 

During very hard frost a mat may be placid 
over tne branches, but this should be removal 
as soon as the weather becomes less severe.) 

Manuring flower border and RoBea-M 
you kindly advise me as to the above? The soilbtii,. 
The herlmceotis long Bouth bed is so full I c&naotdijli 
much. It has had a fair quantity of horse-mannre u i 
top dressing every season, and I fancy it maybe tea: 
this spring to give it some artificial manure. Whatdopn 
advise? The RoseB are in a long bed by tbcmha 
Can 1 put bone-meal or nitrate of soda down the «Dr 
between the rows, forking it in? I want you toed™ 
me to use that manure which will give the best mail-, 
and it is because the herbaceous things are so doeelhtl 
think they will possibly do better if I can feed tbeavd 
I find moat things do well here, especially Rosea, off 
have all the best kinds, though my garden is small, he 1 
love every inch of it, and enjoy your paper UsW 
every week.—(Mrs.) J. W. Em vet. 

[One very important item is omitted—til, 

the length of time since the Roses and other 
things were planted. Usually in soib of i 
clayey character the roots run deep, and tbe 
ordinary surface mulch accorded freely to the 
lighter classes of soils would avail but little in 
this case. We therefore advise that for the 
herbaceous plant border a dressing of air- 
slaked lime l>e given at once, sowing it 
thinly between the plants and not too near the 
crowns. If any difficulty is felt in obtaining tbe 
lime, a good dressing‘of soot may be given. 
Sow on the surface in each case and lightly Kint in with a fork. This should be done 

fore miel-March. A month latir another 
dressing may be given from what is recom¬ 
mended hereafter. Obtain 1 cwt each ot 
bone-meal, kainit, and blood manure, miring 
thoroughly together, and then add three 
barrowloads of comparatively dry potting 
soil. Thoroughly incorporate soil ana man 
ure in one heap by several times turning 
over, and place in a rather dry shed. After 
two days this mixture may be used as i 
top dressing for all your bods. Tho shove 
quantities would afford three liberal dressings 
for April, May, and June. If possible, apply 
the dressing before rain, and if rain doe* not 
quickly follow, then wash in the man ure with 
a heavy watering from hose pipe. The Rol¬ 
and herbaceous things may all be liberally 
treated, and if in .July you could apply 3 
liberal soaking of liquid stable manure you 
should have the success you desire to obtain. 

Godetias.—Godetias are not grown nearly 
so much as they ought to be, considering bo* 
full of blossoms, ranging from pure white to 
the deepest crimson, they are for weey 
together. They are particularly adapted tor 
growing in masses, and I recommend them to 
the notice of those whose garden soil is F°°r 
Godetias give a better display in a town 
garden than most annuals, and if each pknt is 
given sufficient room to grow, then one ms) 
expect a good display. Seed may be sown m 
the open air in April, thinning freely when 

.‘puntf! are large enough to handle. —Towns* "• 
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widest part only ,' incli broad. The margin is soil need not l>e sandy. Any good fibrous 
distinctly notched. The whole plant is covered loam, with a little manure finely sifted added 
with a thiekish meal or farina. In tho winter thereto, will ilo quite well. Make the soil 
season nil that is visible of this pretty-eyed modoratoly firm and level, and use t>ots, say, 
species is a few imbricated mealy buds on the 7 inches or S inches in diameter. These may 
surface, that in the older plants cluster together be filled nearly threo parts full of tho soil, anil 
quite closely. Tho yearling crown may givo at this level tho seeds may bo thinly placed, 
but one spiko of flowers, but, with this ilowor- It is important in tho raising of there plants 
ing over, as many as three or six crowns may from seeds that the pots bo sunk in tho water 
be seen, each of which will flower later in tho suilicicntly deep to just cover the seeds, hcnco 
year. Thus it will bo scon that this good tho reason for not tilling tho pots with the soil, 
alpine is also a good perennial; indeed, it As the seedlings np|>onr -and in tho case of N. 
may worthily bo classed among tho bast alpine Lotus, N. L. dentata, and N. cu-rulea it is but 
Primulas. The plant succeeds quite well in a quastion of weeks tho pots may be sunk a 

PRIMULA FRONDOSA AND OTHERS. 

Tiif. excellent illustiution that aooomjjunias 
t'iO-0 remarks shows a group of this alpine 
Primrose, providing an object lasson in the freo 
grouping of alpine flowers that is worthy of 

Tin- Bird's eye Primrose (P. fariuosa). 

imitation. We note some miniature growing 
alpine plant in blossom, and sco all the beauty 
it reveals by a close inspection, but in tho 
majority of instances no adequate measures 
are taken to reproduce the ono great assential 
of all alpincs in their mountain homo—viz., a 
free, natural grouping in colonias and tho liko. 

to space required, N. Lotus and N. L. 
dentata are largo-leaved kinds, and send 
their lcavos far and wido whoro oppor 
tunity is afforded At tho same timo a 
good flowering may bo secured in a 
way similar to that for N. cu-rulea; 

indeod, tho great essential to quick dovolop- 
mont and an early flowering is hont and wutor, 
as already stated. A tank 2 foot in dopth 
will answer, and if |tossiblo to arrange for 
a circular tank in tho stove, no bettor placo 
could bo given. Tho following are all hardy 
kinds of the colour you wish for: N. odorata 

An alpine Primrose (P. frond nun). From a photograph sent hy Mr. 1>. S. Kish, Kdinhurgh. 

How suitable is P. frondosa for this method siicoios, and when in flower, colonisoil as it 
Vof grouping tho picture shows, and in turn should l»o, it forms a sumptuous array of rich 
proves also that tho species is easily raised purple that tho yellow oyo but renders the more 
from seeds. In certain of tho smaller growing intenso. It is a truo British mountain plant, 
,class of alpines, and in tho spoeies of Primulas found wild in damp pasture land in tho north 
in particular, tho raising of tho plants from of Scotland. This fondnoss for pasture soil 
sood is by far tho best method of increasing should not bo lost sight of when tho plant is 
the stock. Indeed, it is only in this way that under cultivation, and, in truth, tho kinds 

.a flowering group such as is now seen could bo named aliovo all have a preforcnco for rich, 
.produced. Soeds, therefore, are of tho greatest moist loam and of good dopth. 
value, and should be prosorved in ovory In growing thoso l’rimrosos from soeds it is 
instance, if only for tho rapid incrcaso of any woll to sow them in early autumn, especially 
one kind, and more especially on account of homo-saved seeds. Where the soeds have 
tho greater vigour of tho young seedlings whon to be purchased tho present time is oxcollont, 
compared with divided examples. Ot thoso and with progress following a successful batch 
species producing seeds freely, dividing tho of seedlings, capital plants will bo forthcoming 
old plants may bo regarded as n waste of timo during the season. It is advisable, periodic- 
almost, and it is not advised for tho above, or ally, to raise seedlings of these last two kinds, 
even suggested as worth tho trouble. Seeds as in this way only is a good flowering group 
are abundantly produced and young plants maintained from year to year. E. ,T. 
easily raised. In the same category with the - 
ubove-named kind are two other species that Raising Water Lilies from seed.-l have 
f .« _ .•_* _____. *rnotnii some Water l.uv seeds of ihe following varieties : Nym- 
forall practical purposes ma) be treated in pha.a dentata> LolU9f n. alba, and N. crerulca. Will 
the Same way. These are 1. scotica and r. you be kind enough to give me directions for the raising 
farinosa, and the three constitute a most pleas- of same? I shall also he glad to know how long it will be 

ing set in any rock garden where they are treated 

with a generous hand. _ . will lUnd the frost? Can you also irive me the name of 
P. kkondosa.—This attains to (5 inches high, a rose-coloured sort for growth outdoors?—A. I.. Plum. 

or, perhaps, rather more occasionally where «rio«k- 
soil and other things are favourable to its well- [Only one kind named by you, Nymphn-a 
being. Tho blossoms are about J inch across alba, is quite hardy ; the otbors uro tondor, and 
iadividually, of a pale lilac, and sometime^«->N. Lotus, with its varioty dentata, requires, to 
rosy lilac hue is seen in tho.youngOTi ftawefs. ibPil otqrjT«stte», almost a stovo temperature. 
Tho leaves, which are firm and thick' for thwcJ'rhe recxCiu: kVtlio kinds should bo sown ii[tj[H; | 
size, are 3 inches or 4 inches long, and in tho usual wfcyAn pans of soil, but in this coso tho 

The Scotch Bird's-eye Primrose (P. acotiea). 

rosea, N. o. rubra, which is pure rose in colour, 
N. o. rosacpaiJr^gfaR1' N. o. oxquisita, rose- 
carmine, yin ^hls^Marliac hybrids, which are 
fp«piarl^ciit rhdw<)fsl |#ffp| qtrATmany richly- 

M. iusou, coloured sorw. N. TK carnon, 

orbana-cHampaign 
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ROSES. 

SEASONABLE NOTES. 

It will not bo too curly to dig in tbo tnimuro 
which was applied to the liases in November. 
Less harm will bo done now by the use of the 
spade among the plants. 1 do not favour deep 
digging among Rases at nny time, osiiocinlly 
where the plants aro on Brier cut ting or Manctti 
stock. If on own roots, ami the plants aro in 
a light soil, the spado should never bo used 
among such. A far better plan to adopt is to 
remove a shovelful or two of the soil from 
about each plant, place somo well-decomposed 
cow or pig manure in the cavity raudo, nnd 
return most of tho soil. An annual application 
such as this will generally prove etiiciont if 
supplemented by summor Icoding with liquid- 
innnuro. 

Bedded Briers, both dwarf and standard, 
should now be cut buck. The standard Briers 
are usually budded u|ton threo lateral branches. 
All other growths aro now removed, and these 
three shortened back to within .’1 inches 

M. ignea, the last of a deep rose-crimson hue. 
If you could find room for more than one, we 
recommend the second and lost named.] 

CACTI’S DAHLIA WINSOME. 

Tm<, which was given an Award of Merit by 
tho R.H.S. when shown by Hobbies, Limited, 
Dereham, on Sept. 23rd last year, is pure 
white in colour, with the exception of the 
faintest tinge of yellowish-green towards tho 
baso of tho centre {totals of the flower, and is 
the first incurved variety in this colour. Tho 
petals are long and of good substance. Every 
Idoom is producod boldly above tho foliage 
ujion a long, wiry, stout footstalk. 

Iceland Poppies.— These are very attrac¬ 
tive when planted in groups in tho bordors, nnd 
their blossoms are delightful whon arranged 
in specimen glasses. Their colours are white, 
yellow, nnd orange-scarlet. Seed sown at once 
in heat will provide plants, somo'ut loust of 
which will bloom in the autumn,(nndjwill winter 
safely on a sheltered border. Then, too, there 
nro the alpine l’oppies, with 
blooms similar to those of tho 
Iceland Poppy, but having a 
greater variety of colours. These 
being dwarf are (mrticularly 
suited for tho rock garden. 
These also inuy be raised from 
seed sown now. Then ono can 
not lose sight of tho perennial 
hybrids, and tho Giant Poppies, 
which rango in colour from 
]ialest pink to deepest crimson, 
and from white to orango, anil 
make a border quite showy, oven 
when one cannot make much uso 
of them when cut on account of 
their rathor objectionable aroma. 
Who after growing them would 
care to be without tho bright 
orange - scarlet blooms of tho 
Oriental Poppy in .Tune? Some 
times one needs bright colours 
in the garden. Poppies, I main¬ 
tain, will meet such a want. The 
fear is last ono should overdo 
tho thing in tho introduction of 
glowing coloured flowers in tho 
border.—W. F. D. 

Pancratium inaritimum. 
—“A. E. K.” asked on page 580 
for information about the above 
plant. I fear there is but little 
hope of flowering this beautiful 
bulb in tho open, even in tho 
warmest and most favoured spots 
in England. It is but rarely seen, 
and in the few gardens in which 
it is to be met with, which are 
those where rare anfl tender 
plants are made a speciality, it 
seldom or never flowers. I grow 
Pancratium illyricum and have 
seen the species in flower also in 
other gardens, but have never 
attempted P. maritimum on 
account of its generally unsatis¬ 
factory behaviour. Sandy soil at 
the foot of a south wall is most conducive tc 
success in the case of tho former, and from 
the nature of its habitat the same conditions 
should be tho mast suitable for the latter, but 
there is small likelihood of blooming it except 
under gloss shelter.—S. W. F. 

Campanula persicifolia.—A corre- 
spondent drew attention a few weeks ngo to 
the Poach leaved Bellflower, but referred only 
to the original purple typo and its white 
variety. Neither of theso is, however, so ox 
tens! vely grown as tho double white, a favourite 
flower, often cultivated in large quantities for 
cutting, tho blossoms lieing very lnsting. Two 
forms of comparatively recent introduction 
deserve especial mention, as they are far 
superior in every way to the older varieties. 
Theso are C. jiersicifolia Moerhoimi, with very 
largo semi-double white flowers, quite twico 
the size of those of the ordinary doublo white, 
which ofton blooms woll into the autumn, and 
Hackhoune’a variety, which bears singlo whito 
bells of groat size and whoso floiyer-Hpike is 
sometimes nearly 3 feot in heigh]fThp-cuU:’rp 
of l ieio is qulto avgbnplo as lhfl&of-A%cj) ild'A 
and less showy relatives. -8. \VtT7 C 

side, and let both press their heel against the 
Brier simultaneously. After this treading 
dig up the alloys to admit air and sunlight. 
Tho •'round trenched up for dwarf slocks will 
now lie in workable condition for planting 
seedling Briors. Where it is found at all 
dillicult to procuro these, common Sweet 
Briers, planted out, answer equally as well for 
Tea anti Hybrid Tea Roses. They should not 
be larger than an ordinary pen-holder. Set 
thorn out in rows 2 feot 0 inches apart, and use 
a dibbor.sufficiently long to prevent roots from 
curling. Do not attempt nny work on tho 
land when it is wet. Better far wait until the 
surface bus dried. 

CrrriNus inserted in tho autumn will ho 

found considerably raised out of the ground. 
They should bo carefully gone over and pushed 
down, so that their baso rests on soil. Where 
land has not yet been dug, it should bo nt once 
ridged up ready for later planting in March. 
This is more especially necessary with heavy 
soils. 1 have planted out Rosos end of Morrli 
and early April, nnd they have succeeded re 
mark ably well and flowered rather later than 

or -I inches of the inserted bud. There 
is usually found a small portion of the 
Brier stein at tho extreme end that has dieil 
back to the lateral branch. This dead stem 
must now be out out, taking care to have a 
sharp pruning saw and secateurs for the pur¬ 
pose, also smoothing over the jagged edges 
with a sharp knife. Tho dwarf Briors 
huddoil with Teas huvo their tops trimmed 
back right to the baso, nnd finally cut back 
closo to the bud nt tho end of March or early 
in April. This prevents the buds from start¬ 
ing, to lie ruthlessly cut back by frost. Whon 
tho buds are cut back, shallow digging down 
the alleys should bo {lerformod. Do not 
oxposo the buds more than can bo helped. If 
tho soil is turned on to them they will not 
sudor, provided it ho not a heavy clod—in fact, 
the buds aro much hotter covered up until 
May. They will probably push through tho 
soil, but should a heavy frast cut them buck 
tho base buds will bo safe. 

, Standard Briers planted this last autumn 

the established plants - consequently of mm' 
value on that account. 1‘lanting may now he 
done with every prospect of success. All who 
have missed adding to their Rose garden die 
many lovely decorative kinds now so popular 
should do so at onco. Kinds like Mmo. AUI 
Cliatonay, Mine. Jules (i role/-, Killnmey, 
Corallinu, Carolino Testout, Mme. E. Boullet, 
Mine. Antoine Mari, etc., should he found in 
every collection, not as single specimens, hot 
in groups of throo, five, or more, according 
to space available. I would also recoin 
menu tho planting of some of tho charm 
ing dwarf Teas, Chinas, and Folyantha 
Roses against any odd bits of wall space 
available. l’rinces.so do Sagan I have 
seen 3 feot to -I feet high in such a position. 
Naturally, a south or west aspect should 
chosen, and good soil provided and thoroughly 
drained. I think we often mnko a mistake in 

planting tho rnmpuut growers when thoseol 
moro moderate vigour would bo more suitable- 
If yyet can in a few years have a Mario ' »n 

Souvenir 

feet to 
plant Mme. 
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Berard and tho like, merely because of a 
[|uickcr growth? In planting Roses for per¬ 
golas at this season of tho year, and where 
expense is no object, I would udviso pot grown 
plants for tho purpose. These have usually 
growths some 6 feet to 10 feet long, and -need 
not bo pruned buck, us is the case with plants 
from the ground, for the ball of earth will 
enable the plants to support this growth, 
i rimson Rambler planted in this way does 
well the first season. I would also cormnond 
to landowners tho desirability of planting 
hedges of Roses about their estates. Surely, it 
we can do anything to add to tho lieauty of 
the landsca|)0 at a trilling cost it is a worthy 
act. I bolievo wo aro far behind our American 
friends in this respect. I have boon informed 
that it is not at all unusunl to find a hedge of 
Crimson Rambler by tho public highway. I 
should like to say a word relative to the 
W'ichuriana Roses as ornamental plants in our 
gardens. I mean not merely as trailing 
ramblers, but in pillar form. Plant one 
against an iron or wood pillar and allow it to 
gracefully droop over, nnd I can promise any¬ 
one who plants such, a very beautiful and 
elegant column of growth. Something might 
he invented for these Roses in the form of a [looped column, so that tho growths may hang 
'ruoofully downwards after attaining tho 
eipiirod height. As weepers budded on tall 
toms they make jicrfect and beautiful objects. 

R< >SA. 

XOTES A X/> IMPLIES. 
Feeding Rosob In pots.-l read with much 

merest your excellent article on llosos under glass," by 
It.in." Should be glad ol further information as to 

whether and when manure-water ihould be applied to 

Ntablished plants in pols in a cold-house. 1 have some 
no dozen (mostly Teas) bought at a sale Irom private 

.-'miens recently, and they have now hcen pruned and are 

ruling nicely. Growths are inches Iona in some cases. 
Your advice will lie much appreciated.- K, C. 

III the pots are well tilled with roots you can (five liquid- 

ii inure weak and often as soon as the Imds have formed, 
i;hholJing when you can 9ee the colour in the buds. I (Pruning Roses planted last November.— 
,ut November I planted about seventy Hoses of various 

unit*, chielly climbers, II IV*, nnd ll.T.’s. I'p to the 

resent all Icok healthy and strong. I have used methods 
I protection as suggested at various times in your paper, 
ut I read further that I should prune them about March. 
. this really re-cssary, except in the ease of w-eak or 
■ dead i nds," as they were considerably cut back when 

/ .1 itited ? Thinking you for many tilings learned already. 

R IL If. 
i | March is the best month to pruno such 

ptoses, pruning them rather hard—that is, 
utting the growths back about half way and 
bus laying a good foundation. Next year cut 
iut only the weak wood. In the case of the 
limbing Roses one shoot should bo selected 
tell year and cut hard back to tho ground, 
his insuring a constant supply of now wood 
torn below, and thus tho bareness at the 
lottom, so often seen in climbing Rosas, is 
voided. ] 
Roses for pillars.-Please give me the names of 

■ ght. good hardy Roses, suitable for pillars ti feet high? 
si is good, also situation, except that it is a little 

sposeil to wimt There are only four pillars, and I would 
ke two of contrasting colours for each pillar, or one good 

Conner flowerer, such as The Garland or I,ongworth 
Cunhler, and one autumn flowerer.—S. S. 

Wo should advise you to plant alternately 
i Rambler Roso and one of the Toa, Noisette, 
ir Hybrid Toa tribe, so that your pillars would 
tot be entirely devoid of blossom in tho 
iiitumn. The freest-growing and hardiest of 
hose latter tribes are Reine Marie Henriette, 
lloiro do Dijon, Mme. Alfred Corriere, 

"iouvenir do Mine Joseph Metral, Jaune 
I 'ospro/.i Mario Robert. Revo d'Or, (.'limbing 
Ilevoniensis, and Climbing Kaiserin Augusta 
V ictoria aro wonderfully vigorous, but, we 
ear, not sulliciently hardy for the position. 
Reine < >iga de Wnrtemburg is a grand kind, 
nit not vory free as an autumnal. Six other 
excellent kinds that would clotho the pillars 
'•ut would not reach far beyond are I.ongworth 
Rambler, Mme. Berard, \V. A. Richardson, 
Waltham Climber No. 1, Pink Rover, and 
E. Voyrat Hermanns. The best Ramblers for 
vonr purpose aro Crimson Rambler, Aglaia, 
Thalia, Fiona, Psycho, and Fvlicitv-Porpetue.’] 

Roses for bank —Why does not your 
correspondent, “Flint,” try the new Wichu- 
riana hybrids, such as Athene Barbier and 
Rene Andre? These are crosses between 
R. Wichuriaua and Tea Roses, the first-named 
having for parents R. Wichuriana and Shir! 
llibbord, and tho latter 

1 Ideal. Both these varieties have all tho 
vigorous character of the Wichuriana Roses, 
but far finer foliage and larger semi-double 
flowers. There are other varieties of these 
hybrids, such as Auguste Barbier, Francois 
Fouchard, Adelaide Moulle, etc., which as yet 
have not made their appearance in tho cutn- 
logues of the Rose growers of this country. 
This is quite a new class of Roses, nnd for the 
rock garden, rough banks, nnd similar pur¬ 
poses simply superb. 1 strongly recommend 
“ Flint ” to give tho varieties I have mentioned 
a trial. M. 

INDOOR PLANTS. 

LINDENBE RGIA (i RAN 1)1 FLORA. 

This pretty but uncommon subject was vory 
noticeable among a group of plants exhibited 
by Messrs. James Voitch and Sons, Limited, 
at tho meeting of tho Royal Horticultural 
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I.iiiilriilu-rgla grandillora. 

Society on September 2, and visitors to Row 
during the autumn and early part of tho pre¬ 
sent winter may have noticed it in good con¬ 
dition in tho cool end of tho T range there. 
It is n plant of a sub shrubby character, and of 
a somewhat straggling habit, which necessi¬ 
tates stopping when young in order to induce 
a bushy style of growth, in which condition it 
bears a considerable resemblance to some of 
tho Salvias, though tho flowers arc a good 
deal in the way of those of tho common Musk 
(to which, indeed, it is nearly related), but 
considerably larger. The colour is a clear, 
bright yellow, a very effective tint during the 
dull weather often experienced at its blooming 
period. This Lindenbergin is a native of the 
Himalayas, where it occurs at an elevation of 
‘2,IKK) feet to 0,1 KH) feet, and is in this country 
essentially rf plant for tho cool greenhouse. 

ivon algontlo heat and kept somewhat 
Jl^Scd till rooted. During tlio 

summer it may be grown in a cold frame, or 
even outside. If the cuttings are potted off 
when rooted and shifted into larger pots when 
necessary, they will by the autumn be well 
established in pots «! inches in diameter, and 
good for at least three months’ flowering. 
Though it has been known to botanists for 
some years, this Lindenbergia is at present rare 
in garden- ; but now that, attention has onco 
l»een directed to its merits it will soon bo bettor 
known. T. 

XOTES AXD HEP LI US. 
Growing Chinese Primulas.—Will you kindly 

Ifll mo how to (trow Primula sinensis (or conservatory to 
flower in December! I sowed seed Iasi February, and 

tcarccly any came up. and those that did come up never 
seemed to grow, and, not being worth keeping, were 
thrown away.—H. 

[To grow Primulas so as to have a good dis¬ 
play in November and December, seed should be 
sown in heat in February or March in boxes or 
pans of soil comjiosed of loam three parts to 

two of leaf-Roil, with a 
small quantity of silver- 
sand, keeping them in the 
house whore tho minimum 
temperaturo is about 
!>■> degs. If a small hand- 
light can lie brought into 
use it will bo found advan¬ 
tageous to place it over 
the pans until tho seed¬ 
lings are large enough for 
pricking off, when thumb- 
pots should bo got ready, 
potting again later when it 
is seen tlioy aro in need o f 
a further shift. When pot¬ 
ting use a littlo decayed 
cow-manure, or sprinkle a 
little guano amongst the 
compost, but cow manure 
is to be preferred, as it 
iR cool. Nothing is bettor 
for Primulas than a coo 
pit, where tho plants may 
be stood on sand or ashes, 
and where shade may ho 
given thorn during tho 
middle of the day. Shade, 
as much as sunshine, is 
necessary for tho ultimate 
success, and, of course, as 
soon as tho weathor )>or 
mits in May the lights 
may he removed altogeiht r 
until September. Almost 
boforo they aro removed 
into tho pots intended to 
bloom them in, which may 
be anything from .Vineh to 
7-inch, according to tho 
wish of the grower, flower 
buds will show up at in¬ 
tervals in the summer, 
which should not bo re¬ 
tained, as to do this would 
be at tho exponsc of bloom 
in winter, besides weaken¬ 
ing the plants. As tho 
autumn approaches ono 
should be prepared to give 
th cm st i mu lan ts. 1 n placi i ig 
them in position in the 

greenhouse it cannot be emphasised too 
much that a light position in the bouse where 
air may be admitted is tho very best spot ono 
can assign them, and plants from seed sown in 
February and March will commonco to bloom 
towards November, and keep up a good dis¬ 
play until January or February.] 

Asparagus foliage light green. -I hai e some 
Asparagus plants, but cannot get the foliage to assume 
the light green shade that is so much in vogue. I see in 

the shop windows some Is almost yellow. Can you tell 
me how it is done, and what soil, neat, and feeding are 

required to produce it like that?—II. J. 

[When in a healthy state the Asparagus is 
naturally of a pleasing light green tint, hence, 
to obtain this, it is necessary to keep the 
plants in good condition. A very suitable soil 
tor tho Asparagus is fibrous loam two parts, 
pent or leaf mould ono part, well-decayed 
manuro ono part, and half a part of sand, tho 
whole thoroughly incorporated together. The 
temperature required is a minimum of JO dogs, 
during the winter, rising to 00 degs. on 
bright d&ys,| ifRlR course, n oorrosponding 

—ig|W';^5,7^d.what iH 
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known as an intermediate house—that is to 
say, warmer than a greenhouse and cooler than 
a stove—is most suitable to the Asparagus. 
Feeding should only be given when the |>ots 
are full of healthy roots, and then it must not 
be overdone. A pinch of some artificial manure, 
or a little manure-water about every three 
weeks will be sufficient. The long sprays that 
one sees in the better class shop-windows are 
usually obtained from planted out specimens 
—that is to say, a well-drained border is pre 
pared for their reception, and good plants of 
Asparagus planted therein, the twining shoots 
being trained up strings, after the manner 
usually followed in the case of Myrsiphyllum 
asparagoides, popularly known as Smilax. ] 

Top-dressing plants.—I have in a bed in my con¬ 

servatory, which faces S., but has no artificial heat except 
an oil-stove at night to keep out frost, two Plumbagos, 

two huge Ivy Geraniums, an Abutilon, and a very large 

Asparagus Kern. The b<sj has been made three years, and 
I think, although the plants are doing well, that I ought 

to renew it a little. Would you kindly tell me how I 

should do this? I have at my disposal leaf-mould, loam, 
liiuc, and Band. I should add that at tho foot of the 

climbing plants are three large common Ferns.—G. A. I. 
(Clear off a little of the surface soil, being careful that 

?ou do not injure the roots of the plants in any way. 

hen mix the leaf-mould, loam, and sand, adding at the 

same time some rotten manure, and top-dress the 
border well with this.) 

Arum Lilies.—Many who grow Arum 
Lilies lose sight at least of two important 
factors in their cultivation, and they are these : 
(1) Comparatively cool treatment; (2) a period 
of outdoor growth. It is, I think, a mistake 
to unduly force plants into bloom by placing 
them in a high temperature, which, so far as 
these Richardias are concerned, is likely to 
weaken them and make them an easy prey to 
green-fly, to which they are subject. I long 
since formed an opinion that planting in a 
shady part of the garden during tho summer 
months, where they were fed with liquid- 
manure and liberally supplied with water, was 
the right course to pursue, as the plants 
which had been kept in the house were weak 
and puny in comparison. Those grown out-of- 
doors were repotted in September and again 
brought under glass, being kept cool and free 
from frost until March, when they were 
brought into gentle heat and supplied with 
stimulants. The spathes produced from them 
were in every way superior to those on plants 
which had been kept in the house the year 
round.—Woodbastwick. 

Pelargoniums.—It oftons happens when 
Pelargoniums are kept in pots in the green¬ 
house from year to year that they exhibit a 
leggy and altogether an undesirable appear¬ 
ance. This is brought about very often by 
their being mixed up with taller-growing sub¬ 
jects, and so they become “ drawn.” A few 
short, bushy plants are to he preferred to a 
number like those described, and should any¬ 
one possess plants that really ought to have 
been cut down last autumn, they will bo well 
advised to bring the knife into use now. 1 
have noticed invariably that whenever Pelar¬ 
goniums have been allowed to get into this 
leggy condition the pots containing them have 
been covered over with that greenness which is 
a true indication that there is something 
radically wrong with the drainage. Plants in 
such a state should, in addition to their being 
cut back, be repotted, removing most of the 
old compost and shifting them into clean pots, 
using n little old turf, with leaf-mould, sand, 
and bone meal, keeping them rather close for 
a few weeks until new growth takes place. 
Such plants, if stood out in the open in July 
and August, will give such a supply of bloom 
in the autumn as will astonish those who have 
l>ecn accustomed to look upon them as almost 
“ having had their day.” If, as suggested, 
cutting hack is done at once, tho cuttings 
which are worth retaining will root quickly 
with a little bottom-heat, and will doubtless lie 
found useful for filling spaces in the borders in 
June and July rendered vacant by failures that 
will occur at times, no matter how careful one 
may be.—Woodbastwick. 

Mimulus.—Although, strictly speaking, 
the well-known Monkey-flowers are perennials, 

covered and kept moist in boxes or pans of 
very light soil will soon produce plants in a 
warm greenhouse ready for {lotting off in April. 
They are exceedingly show}-, and must at all 
times be kept well supplied with water. Once 
let them get dry and their beauty is soon 
marred. They are, however, lovers of sun¬ 
shine, and no doubt this is one reason why 
they do so well in cottage windows. Mimu- 
lusos also form a convenient groundwork for 
standard Roses.—Leahtrst. 

ORCHIDS. 

ANGR.FCUM SESQUIPEDALE. 

Tuf. illustration of this Orchid shows the plant 
when in flower last January in the gardens at 
Carton, Co. Kildare. The plant was over 4 feet 
high, with two growths, and carried ten spikes 
with 38 flowers. The thick, waxy flowers of 
this Madagascar Orchid, their ivory whiteness, 
and their extraordinary form are wonderful. 

The Angru-cums are all epiphytal in habit. The 
specific name -sesquipedale—means a foot and 
a half, and refers to the long spur. Tho plant 
is grown at the warm end of the Orchid-house, 
with a night temperature not under fid degs. 

Anscr»'iim sesquipedale. From a photograph sent by 
Mr. V. deO. Hughes, Cnrrvgrane, Kdgevvorthstown. 

by day; 63 degs. to 68 degs. during the winter 
months. In summer the temperature at night 
is 65 degs. ; by day, TO degs. to 80 degs. The 
potting compost consists of Sphagnum, rough 
crocks, and lumps of charcoal. Tho plant is 
never freely watered, but kept in a moderately 
damp state, not allowing it, to get dry even iu 
winter, although much less water is then 
required. V. dk C. HrrsHES. 

sets in remove into a cold pit or house. Tbex 
young plants will bloom through most of 
winter. They thrive heat in a sandy Iom.- 
DoRSET. _ 

GARDEN PESTS AND FRIENDS. 

Fruit-tree Bark-beetle (A Irra nd/ rl - Vow tv* 
tree is attacked by the grubs o( the Irait-tree Eirk-'wi 
(Scolytun rugulosus), mentioned in Gsbmmno, par- 
I have nothing to add to what I there wrote, nrep i, 
say that it is of no use trying to kill the gnih>v.il.;; 
insecticide, as the Utter would have no effect on the p;. 
through the hark.—G. S. S. 

The common ant (A Con-innt /.W-o 
—The insects you sent in a glass bottle se 
specimens of the common garden ant (1a-::- 
niger). This species varies very much in ss. 

your specimens were quite small odes. Is: 

ants, like all other insects which have attain- 
their (jcrfect condition, never grow. It i- 
only i n their immature states that they iccra- 
in size.—G. S. S. 

Grubs in Held (Cam).—The grub* ™ 
sent are those of the common Cockckt 
(Melolontha vulgaris). They are decidedly in 
jurious, as they feed on the roots of nr,x- 
plants, ami arc very voracious. This iiwc 
takes three years to undergo its transform 
tions, and the amount of food it consnn®? 
very considerable. The Cockchafers feei oo 
the leaves of trees, and in this country se&a 
do any appreciable harm to them, but oc rs 
Continent, where they are at times very acf 
more numerous than they arc here, they irjrii 
the trees very much. There are no men? s 
destroying this insect except by turniK i. 
the ground and killing all you can find. N 
insecticide would have any effect on ibei 
Rooks and Pewits are very useful in desire; 
ing them.—G. S. S. 

Rose scale (H. M. T.).— Your Rown 
badly infested with the “White Rose-ok 
(Aulacaspis rosre). I should cut away as car 
as possible of the affected shoots and ter 
them, and then spray the plant or pain: lie 
shoots over with paraffin emulsion, moes 
follows : Boil i lb. of soft-soap in 1 jJ&a c! 
soft water. When thoroughly- dissolved, oi 
while quite hot, add 1 gallon of params.»M 
churn the ingredients together with a syrait 
until the mixture becomes white and cies; 
In this condition it may be kept forsome tiK 
and if properly made the paraffin will if 
separate from the soap. Before using, difen 
it with nine times the quantity ot whs 
When applying it, either with a brush or fjny 
be careful not to leave any part untouched1 
the insecticide. It is well to use it before ' * 
buds ojien, for otherwise this mixture might > 
too strong for the opening leaves, which ^ 
naturally very tender.—G. S. S. 

Black Currant mite.—I enclose a b«K". 
a Black Currant bush, which seem to be affMc 
some sort of disease. As you will notice, the wx- 
already begun to swell, but in the summer 
form into a knot, resembling a Rose about tooper- 
never get into leaf, however, and seem to reman 
all summer. The wood seems to be health? i-'‘- 

although I have sent a small piece which *«s 
affected. —Constant Reader. 

[We fear you have not fully read your Gv 
dkning Illustrated. If you had you 

not fail to have noticed numerous refere-Kv 
to tho Black Currant mite (Phvtopus F.^- 
It is that very tiny insect which has mii* 
your Black Currant bushes. Every bud * 
is swollen or hurst is a nest of these mites ^ 
tho best remedy is to pick thoso oil and ;' 
them. Wo judge by the appearance 
piece of shoot sent that your bushes s'1. 
need thinning. l)o that first, cutting 0U;; 
crowded or weak branches, then pick o3 c~- 
fully, as advised, every burst or swollM 
burning those and the prunings. That - 

partially- check the insect this year; you o-- 
however, follow up tho bud-picking . ' 

Coronilla glauca in small pots.— need thinning. l>o that first, CUU411L «»■- 

Since Chrysanthemums have becomeso jxipular crowded or weak branches, then pick o- 
this old plant has not been seen so much, fully, as advised, every burst or swollen 
which is to he regretted. The Coronilla blooms burning thoso and the prunings. 
over a much longer jicriod than Chrysanthe- partially check the insect this year; v • 
munis and will bear the damp much better, however, follow up tho bucl-pic'‘ _ 
This is of considerable importance to those winter, doing it early. Any external 
with cold or only slightly heated houses.' Few tions seem to be of no use in helping^, _ 
things are more ornamental than nice, small the mite. If you can, remove a tea ^ 
plants of this for placing in prominent the top soil over the roots an“,.reR _ , c: 
positions, and especially for associating with fresh soil and some manure. 11,‘ - 
Ferns, Euonymuses, Veronicas, etc. A good wood seems to be none too npe, ■ ^ iuwniVDj-llUWCI.f UlO JR3reilllUVl3, A Ol 113, uiunvo, i giumvu.’| kiev. - » f-7. . ' , . » * j . 

they may be easily raised from seed and way to grow these small plants is to root need for thinning the bushes iree. ■ 
flowered the same year if sown in heat in cuttings in the autumn, potting them off early 
March. Mimuluses are hardy and bloom freely in the yoar. When the pots are full of roots 
in the open air. It is, however, for indoor pot the plants into 4-inch, 5-inch, or 6-inch 
blooming that a sowin 
the present month. ! 

Digitized 

iwing is suggested during 

ed b7CoT7^tC 

cuLLings in isiiu uuifuuiii, iiioui uu cin 

in the yoar. When the pots are full of roots Value of refuse from making ac«>-,r^ 

pot tho plants into 4-inch, 5-inch, or 6-inch ^.Tn^ia St'inTvL™ «» Xnurei 
pots, growing them in the open, in a sunny experience it is most useful in killinffsluss,*^ 
position, through the summer. WfifitCffGBtfrQ-BSQriRER. 

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT 
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VEGETABLES. 

WORK IN FROSTY WEATHER. 
When the weather is very frosty then is the 
time to press forward manure wheeling. 
Then it can be done cleanly, with less than 
half the effort required when tho ground is 
wot and |<asty, and, moreover, tho land is so 
much hotter without tho puddling attendant 
on wot weathor wheeling. Tho manure on the 
ground, the work is practically half done. 
Cardens infested with insect posts are the 
hotter for digging and moving about in frosty 
weather, and it is the host opportunity for 
trenching for spocial crops. Some will say do 
not bury frozen soil because it will make the 
ground cold, but I have not found in medium 
and light soils that any injury is done, but 
lather a benefit, because of tho extra depth to 
which tho ground is pulvorised and swoetonod 
by frost. Tho surface of ground that has boon 
recently dug, and on which, maybe, much rain 
has fallen, we go over and break up with pick¬ 
axe if too hard for forks, which atonco exposes 
on additional depth of surface soil to tho action 
of frost. When frost is past, this soil crumbles 
down finely, and is in primo condition for seed 
sowing. Clayey soils are, perhaps, not so well 
for this extra frosting. Those who have had 
a long oxporionco doclaio that spring digging 
gives the best returns on the clay. When 
tho wind is not too cold, and thore is 
a little sunshino, pruning of garden trees can 
be dono much more cleanly when there is just 
enough frost to harden the soil. It would not 
l»o a good practice, when the wood is hard 
frozon, to pruno. Frosty weather makes tho 
gardener koon on covering up his Celory rows, 
Potato clamp, Endive, nnd other things likely 
to suller, and provide for everyday use by dig¬ 
ging up sufficient root vegetables to carry him 
over a frosty period. It is a good plan to spread 
some manure over tho ground occupied by 
roots, as this prevents the frost penetrating 
deeply, and makes it easier to obtain vegetables 
should tho frost be prolonged. Nowly-planted 
trees, shrubs, or Roses noed some provision to 
Keep their roots safe : if strawy manure cannot 
bo given, loaves or clippings from shrubs will 
nllbtd temporary protection. Anything newly 
planted re[>ays a covering of some non-conduct¬ 
ing substance—leaf-mould, animal manure, dry 
leaves, Bracken, and Cocoa-nut-fibre are each 
'Ovcrallv of great vuluo should nowly-pluntod, 
though hard v, subjects l>e overtaken by severe 
won trier. Tne dry stems might bo gathered up 
from herbaceous borders, where this has not 
dready been done, and burned, and returned to 
the soil while yet dry and fresh. Some 
fertility by these means would bo restorer! to 
die soil, and tho same may bo said of tho fruit- 
tree prunings; they can easily be gathered up 
when frosty, and those of no value as stakos, 
nuttings, or grafts, charred in a slow fire. 

W. 

SPRING-SOWN ONIONS. 

I k there is one vegetable the gardener prides 
himself upon growing well it is the Onion, 
nor does it end here, as the cottager and 
amateur alike nre always eager to point out 
their Onion bod to those interested in vege¬ 
table culture. A clean, well-grown, and well- 
ripened plot of Onions always proves a source 
of pleasure to the grower. The ground should 
have boon dug early in tho year, but it somo- 
tiinos happens such work goto unavoidably 
lelayod, nonco tho remarks givon here at so 
late a date. Tho ground for Onions cannot 
well be too rich or too deeply dug, trenched if 
the soil allows ; if not, then it should bedoublo 
dug or bastard trenched, ns it is often called, 
burying part of tho manure with the second 
spit, ami tho remainder between the two, 
lidging tho soil or throwing it up roughly as 
digging proceeds. Manure from tho piggery 
takes a lot of boating for this crop, except it 
bo that from the cow-yard, though many of us 
have to do without either, and rely upon 
ordinary stablo-manuro and decayed loaf-soil 
thoroughly incorporated together, and tho 
application of some approved artificial manure 
while tho crop is in active growth. Gardeners 
of the old school thought if the seed were n 
committed to the ground before the, 21st/of 
February, the crop would Lite;; any thing 

satisfactory, but quite as heavy crops are 
harvested to-day if not sown until the second 
week in March. Soot, as every gardoner 
knows, is un excellent fortilisor for Onions, 
and I always scatter a moderate layer over the 
plot boforo breaking down with the fork, with 
the addition of a thin coat before the rakes are 
put over it. The soil must bo in good working 
order oro this work is undertaken, as it requires 
a deal of preparation boforo and after sowing 
the seed, and to attempt to put tho crop in on 
heavy soil while at all wet is to court disaster. 
The soil ought not to adhere to tho feet much 
while tho work is being carried out. Light or 
sandy soils cannot well be too firm, nnd a 
bright, windy day should be chosen to prepare 
it by forking back the piece early in the morn¬ 
ing (especially retentive soils), and allowing it 
to stand over until tho noxt day if fine weather 
is likely to last. Givo a socond forking, then 
tread tho ground over thoroughly before raking 
off tho stones, etc. I prefer treading to rolling, 
which many advise, as I consider the ground 
can be made more even with tho feet. Noxt 
draw tho drills, which should not exceed 
an inch in depth. A throc-cornorod or tri¬ 
angular hoe is tho best tool for this, and tho 
rows are better if running north and south, 
and must be T2 inches or 14 inches asunder. 
As regards 

S iwiMi, an evil to guard against is using too 
much seed, which is frequently done. Tho 
labour required when thinning 1ms to bo dono 
to what is nocossary when thinly disposed in 
the row is very great. Fill in the drills with 
tho foot and tread tho whole plot ovor again 
before the final raking is givon, making the 
edgos neat with tho spado. A fairly calm 
day is necessary for sowing, or tho seed is 
liable to get blown about. Showery weather 
is best for thinning the crop, which should bo 
undertaken as soon as the plants are large 
enough to handle, and it may be nocossary to 
lift tho soil a bit with a pointed stick in some 
cases, but this should bo made firm again with 
tho fingers, allowing a space of 4 inches or 
5 inches between each plant. In the early 
morning, while the foliage is wot with dew, 
dust ovor with soot once a week or so, which 
will greatly lionofit tho crop and assist, if not 
actually word off tho Onion • fly. Weak 
manurial waterings occasionally will help to 
swell tho bulbs, when, towards September, the 
grower should be rewarded with firm, solid 
bullis that ought to keep well into oarly 
Hummor. J. M. B. 

Samphire.—The story is often related of 
a party of shipwrecked people climbing up the 
rocks until they discovered a tuft of Samphire, 
and then they knew they were safo, for tho 
Samphire never grows whore tho tidocan roach 
it. Is the above statement true? My opinion 
differs from this, as I have the recollection of 
gathering Samphire at tho head of Morocainbe 
Bay, on a jairt of tho hoach covered by tho 
tide at ovory time of high water. Wild Celery 
grows in the same loculity. Is this tho plant 
from which our garden Colery has been culti¬ 
vated ?—T. Edwards, Oldham. 

[By the seashore the Samphiro is gathered 
from the rocks, where it grows naturally. 
Yes, tho Colery of our gardens is a cultivated 
varioty of the wild Celory (Apium gravoolens). 
-Ed.] 

Tomatoes in unheated houses.—In 
tho South of England a very largo number of 
glass-houses are erected without any artificial 
heat, those being mostly employed tor Toma¬ 
toes during tho summer, and for any catch 
crop that needs protection in the winter. 
The time has now arrived for starting opera¬ 
tions, oven in cold-houses, as the borders need 
dooply cultivating ami lilicrally manuring, 
nddmg also a good proportion of now soil. 
Thore is no othor crop with which I am 
acquainted that exhausts the soil so much as 
Tomatoes. To get tho plants strong, the seed 
should bo sown at once in gentle heat, and the 
seedlings grown on into dwarf, sturdy plants, 
rcrnly lor putting out noxt month. Sow the 
seed in good now loam, and keep tho seedlings 
moving gently. Do not give guano or othor 
highly stimulating manures until tho fruit is 

t nnd swelling, or the chances are that ovor- 
jrii»nt-*rbw^h will chock the production of 
m.'- 'V regards varieties, it is bettei[ to 

roly on good well-known sorts than to risk tho 
loss of a crop by trying novelties. Cliemin 
Rouge and Ham Green nre good useful kinds. 
—J. Q., liovjmrt. 

GARDEN WORK. 

Conservatory. — Hanging Campanulas, 
C. isophylla, blue and white, and others, nro 
among tho useful, oasily grown subjects which 
can be grown in either the large or small con¬ 
servatory or the poor man’s cottage window. 
They nre pretty in a basket, and equally good 
in a pot standing on a bracket in the room. 
All trio indoor Camiiaiiulns may be increased 
by cuttings or seeds or by division of the 
crowns. Cuttings rooted now will flower 
during the summer if helped on for some time 
in hoat and shifted into largor pots when 
necessary. There are various greenhouso and 
conservatory plants which may be raised from 
seeds, nnd this is the time to sow. Among 
these are Balsams and Cockscombs. Balsams 
will grow anywhere if there are heat, moisture, 
and Tight. Tho last is important to koop tho 
plants dwarf and sturdy. Wo generally sow 
in a hot-bed, and move the plants to a drier, 
but still fairly warm, atmosphere for a time 
before potting off. Equal parts of loam and 
leaf-mould, or very old manure and some sand, 
will grow all this class of plants well. Tho 
quality of tho blossoms depends a great deal 
upon the parentage : especially is this the 
caso with tho Cockscombs. It is not the 
ordinary purchased Cockscomb-secds that will 
produco the largo combs exhibited nt the 
shows. I havo gonorally obtained n small 
supply of seeds from nn exhibiting friend, but 
this largo, highly-fed bloom does not produco 
many seeds, ana therefore thoy do not often 
reach the seedsman. The Germans used to 
have a very docorative strain of Cockscombs, 
not abnormally large but pretty and interest¬ 
ing ; the plant, instead of throwing all its 
force into one large comb, developed quite a 
number of smaller ones that wero very pretty, 
nnd there was considerable varioty in colour. 
This house now will bo very gay with various 
spring flowers. Years ago wo had many of the 
New Holland plants in flowor at this season, 
now we grow Narcissi by the thousand, Lily 
of tho Valley, Spirn-as, Azaleas, Rhodo¬ 
dendrons, and other forced things in large 
numbors. Well-grown Lilacs are very useful 
now, and Arum Lilies, either in groups or 
dotted about, are striking. Basket-plants may 
be had in flower all the year round bv working 
on a system of change, which is not difficult or 
expensive to carry out. 

The stove —This is the best season for 
propnguting all plants under glass. Plant lifo 
seems more alert, and cuttings root quicker 
and with more power. It is not necessary to 
particularise anything. One may tako tho 
wholo range of the stovo and tako cuttings 
from any plant which has young shoots 2 inches 
or 3 inches long. Bouvardias which havo boon 
rested and cut back will be breaking into 
growth, and when the young shoots are 2 inches 
long thoy can lie cut just beneath a joint, the 
bottom pair of loaves removed and inserted in 
pots or paiiH of sandy soil and plunged in a 
good bottom-heat. As regards potting off 
rooted cuttings, they should bo lifted out of 
the striking bed and hardened for a few days 
before boing disturlied at the root, and after 
they are potted off, should bo returned to tho 
beef for a time to got them started into growth 
to avoid giving a check. Somo plants are now 
going to rest, others are just waking up to a 
now Tife. Among the former are the Poinset- 
tias and Euphorbias, and Gloxinias and Achi- 
monos are just commencing anothor season's 
work. The last-namod were mado much of 
years ago; at many shows a class was created 
for them, and very handsome specimens thoy 
made when well done. A little two year-old 
cow-manure will be an advantage in the com- 
l>ost at the last shift when largo specimens nro 
mado up. 

Early Peaches-regulation of the Srowth.—The proper thinning of tho young 
oots (commonly termod disbudding) is among 

the most important operations in Peach culture. 
Under glass ware not compelled to think so 

vftly shjelter of the 
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foliage to tho young fruits as in the open air; 
still, to avoid checks by tho removal of too 
much foliage at once, the work is host <louo 
gradually. This extends for several weeks, 
beginning, of course, by the removal of all 
baaly-placed shoots which cannot be used for 
training in to fill up open spaces. So long as 
there is vacant spaco on the trellis free growth 
should be permitted in this direction, but in 
the case of a full grown, well furnished tree, 
the number of shoots required when tho thin¬ 
ning is completed is surprisingly small. One 
good shoot near to base of each bearing shoot 
is generally all that is required. The leader, 
also, must be retained, though, if space up¬ 
wards is limited, tho leader may bo pinched 
when a foot of growth is made. 

Early Tomatoes.—Whether grown in 
pots or planted in troughs or boxes, the soil 
should be open and sweet, though made firm 
by pressure or ramming. We want sturdy 
growth that will set its blossoms, and firmness 
of the soil assists this in hardening the fibres 
of tho growth. Good sound loam, enriched 
with soot and some bone-meal, will be suitable. 
Room can be left for top-dressing if in pots or 
boxes, and when the bottom trusses arc set 
those top-dressings of rich material will add 
much to the weight of the crop and do away 
in some measure with the necessity for no much 
liquid manure, which, if used in excess, leads 
to cracked fruits in the final swelling. The 
question as to which is tho best early Tomato 
is mainly a matter of opinion. I have had 
good crops of Early Ruby and Comet. Tho 
latter 1 am growing this season. The old Red 
was a heavy cropper, but its shape will not do 
now. them in Rouge is a good Tomato. Up 
to-Date is not bad, but I want something a 
little larger. Freedom I have had for a num¬ 
ber of years, but it is not quite early enough. 
Holmes’ Supreme is very free, but, like Up-to- 
L)ato, rather small. For late work, Lawron- 
son's No. 3 is the heaviest cropper I have had 
yet, though it is rather coarse in appearance. 
There is, however, any number of varieties to 
select from. Keep all growth pinched from 
main stems, and the leading shoots trained in 
regularly. Keep the roots reasonably moist 
and vontilate freely in warm weather. 

Figs in pots. -Thin tho young shoots 
freely, and when livo leaves have been made 
pinch tho cuds of the shoots sufticiontly to 
destroy the tissues and stop further growth. 
Tho second crop will start from the axils of the 
leaves of those young shoots. Tho cause of 
fruit-dropping gonerally arises from irregu¬ 
larity in the treatment, especially as regards 
watering and temperature. Anything in the 
nature of a chill, oitber from using cold water 
or a rush of cold air through tho house, may 
cause the fruit to drop. 

Window garden.—Boxes outside may 
be gay with bulbs or hardy spring flowers, 
such as Tufted Pansies, Primroses, Wall¬ 
flowers, Forget-me-nots, and autumn sown 
annuals, such as Ncmophila and Saponaria, 
with trailing Ivies and Periwinkles to hang 
over box. All those things are cheap, and 
can, later on, be replaced with others that will 
last through the summer. Boxes can be 
planted now with Musk, or some other form of 
Mimulus for shady windows. Other boxes can 
be sown with Mignonette by those who desire 
fragrance. In all cases good soil should be 
used. 

Outdoor garden.—All those who have 
large flower gardens to fill are now busy work¬ 
ing up stock. Cuttings of everything in the 
soft-wooded way will root now in heat, Gera¬ 
niums in a dry atmosphere, and Heliotropes, 
Verbenas, and other things in tho hotbed, 
kept close and shaded for a time. Tuberous 
arid other Begonias are being largely used 
for filling beds now, and may be raised from 
seeds 3own in heat and grown on in a warm 
pit for some time. Tubers of Begonias in 
separate colours may be bought as cheaply as 
Geraniums now. Petunias and Verbenas are 
easily raised from seeds, and the plants are 
more robust and do not involve so much 
trouble as cuttings. Seeds should be sown in 
heat now, and the seedlings pricked off as soon 
as strong enough and started again in heat. 
These and other things showbV not bo kei* in 
a high tem^^^|o^r|hary^|cc^«j^ 

grown under cooler conditions. The dwarf 
Gamuts make splendid beds on the lawn. These 
are easily propagated by division, but should 
have beat enough to start them into growth. Of 
course they can be raised from seeds, but seed¬ 
lings do not make such a nice group, as the 
growth is not regular or sulliciently refined for 
the work. There is yet time lo sow seeds of 
the various fme-foliutred plants used for sub¬ 
tropical bedding. Tho large-leaved plants 
must have time and warmth to get strong 
before planting time. Hardy edging plants 
maybe replanted now. The House Looks have 
disappeared from manyganlcns. Golden Thyme 
makes a neat edging. 

Fruit garden. Flower-buds on fruit- 
trees, especially Pears, are in some gardens 
almost ready to burst. The Rear crop is, I 
fancy, in a critical condition, unless some way 
can be devised for sheltering the blossoms. 
Plums and Apples arc still backward, but Pear- 
trees always seem excitable in mild springs. 
Everything in the way of suitable material for 
affording shelter should be got ready. It is the 
cold winds and the storms of sleet which do 
most of the damage. It would be compara¬ 
tively easy to arrest tho frost, which descends 
perpendicularly from the clouds, by erecting 
copings over the trees on walls, and drawing a 
double thickness of fishing nets over pyramids 
and busli-trees. At the present time, and in 
the near future, tho Pears, Apricots, and 
Peaches arc the trees wc must first think about. 
To keep up a supply of forced Strawberries, 
fresh plants with plump crowns must be intro¬ 
duced every ten or fourteen days. The latest 
batch that forms tho link between the crop 
under glass and those altogether outside may 
come on in cold pit, or be growing on a south 
border sheltered by frames. I should like to 
know how tlioso who have adopted what are 
termed “ travelling houses” find them answer ? 
No doubt good crops could bo grown under 
glass in this way by a compciont man, but will 
it pay for the increased outlay and extra wear 
and tear ? Houses may travel easily when new, 
and all things work smoothly, but what is the 
result after five or six years? 

Vegetable garden.—Tno land which has 
been turned up during the win ter "works splen¬ 
didly now, and a good many amateurs are busy 
in the garden. Of course, the practical gar¬ 
dener always has his hands full, and will have 
liis seed bags out sowing various small crops of 
airly things. The main thing, of course, is to 
got tho land into condition, reasonably manured 
to suit the various crops. No one would apply 
fresh manure to land intended for Carrots or 
other tap-rooted plants, neither should the 
plants which bear pods receive much nitrogen, 
as they can gather what they require from the 
atmosphere, and nitrogen runs the plants into 
straw, and reduces the pods. Basic slag was 
first brought into notice as a manure for Grass 
land, but it is now being used for Potatoes and 
other crops, and its price being reasonable, it is 
likely to be more called for as a dressing for 
land deficient in potash and phosphates. 
Many of the proprietary chemical manures are 
too high priced for profitable use in our change¬ 
able climate, where the absence of rain at a 
particular season may render the manure of no 
avail. One of tho most valuable crops in the 
garden now is tho Winter Spinach, but the 
result is often spoiled by sowing too much seed 
and leaving tho crop unthinued. I often see 
it in this condition in moderate-sized gardens. 
The good gardener, of course, knows better. 

E. Hobday. 

THE COMING WEEK S WORK. 

give them as t’r 

Ketrucl* from " Hard' n Diary. 

March Jnd.— Pruned back Ivy on walls and 
edgings. Several overgrown shrubs in the 
backgrounds of shrubberies have been cut back 
—some of the oldest have been grubbed to 
make room for hotter things. Details of this 
kind of work are done every season. In some 
cases openings are made for choice Conifers, 
Hollies, or coloured-leaved trees, as the Purple 
Beech, Scarlet Oak, or Silver Poplar- (P. 
Bolleana). The roller is used often now on 
lawns and walks. 

March Jed.—Moved from M iishrtgjfn-lipgSe 
Rhubarb-roots which have been forced/', The 
roots are placed outside foPM'iinCruO^heitecbd 

with a little long litter. By-and-bye tbe 
strongest crowns will be planted out a^xir. to 
make stock. Sowed several kinds of (Jnirg;. 
including White Globe and Janas-' Lccj 
Keeping. For earlier use we sow in bores 
plant out in April. This follows the autoz 
sown plants. Parsnips also have been soil - 
Early Carrofs in the frame aro now nearly " 
to draw. Successions are sown on the "■io.-i [ 
border. Radishes are plentiful. 

March -t'h.—I’eas ami Beans which Lu 
been started under glass have been pin ¬ 
out, the l’cos protected by a few eveigrus 
branches on the windward side of the m»-. 
Sowed Asparajjus-soeds to raiso young j.i 
for transplanting. Removed covering i;- . 
Globe Artichokes, and forked in *•11 the | 
material to improve the soil round thepL:- 
By-and-bye, when they begin to grow, sucks | 
will bo taken from the old plants and i*» , 
plantations mado. We plant a row or so t-.n J 
j-ear, and clear oil some of the old stool-. 

March Jlh.—Potted off autumn struck a: ' 
tings of Geraniums. Heliotropes, Fuchs; I 
and Marguerites arc shifted into 5-inch po:- • ! 
early blooming, and cuttings of the 
shoots are also taken and rooted in hot : j 
Pruned back winter-flowering Heaths v. 
have done blooming. The vaporiser is u- 
wherever a green-fly is seen under glass c< , 
damp, still nights. Late Peach house is 1 : 
drier when trees aro in bloom and the v- 
lation is free, without- draughts. 

March i;ih.—Gloxinia anti Begonia bulbs. , 
tubers have been started, the former in p 
and tho Begonias in boxes. Planted a si 
span-roofed house with Melons. Tempera .- j 
at night <>5 dogs., air given at 8n deg-. - 
moist atmosphere is maintained. Cleared 
the winter bearing Cucumbers as an-: 
lot is now in bearing, and preparation- 
being made for planting others. Early T 
toes are boing grown in pots. 

March 7th. — Thinned early Grapes -V 
forcing-houses are closed early to shut 
some of the sunshine and save fire-heat,^-- 
ing down at the same time. Put in W .- 
of Tree-Carnations and White Pinks. I 
latter are now coming into flower and » t 
useful for cutting. Hydrangeas and 
plants coming into bloom arc given ftp 
manure. Shifted on young plants of w 
kinsls. Put in cuttings of Gardenias and c'. 
stove plants. 

LAW AND CUSTOM. 

Witnessing a will (&. S.y—A wit** o • 
cannot derive any benefit from its provision! * 

he is concerned any legacy will be void, bat - 

whole will not be void, and the other provision. - 
executed, will stand good. A husband cannot «" 

benefit from a will witneseed by his site. 

individual who has anything to bequeath shouldI «• 

to employ a solicitor to draw up a will. It » 

foolish and extravagant “ economy.” 

A gardener s house.—I am a groom-:**"' 

and occupy a house sub-let to me by my m»Kr 
annual rent o( payable quarterly, and II* 

quarter’s rent is due on March 25th. I am lev - 
service in April, and ho tells me I mutl leave the nc> 

the same time, but there was never any stipuluio'; 

must leave the house when my service terminate! 
rated for the house. Can I claim a quarters no:- 

can he turn me out when my service expire- -J 

Reader. 

[On the facts stated you are a yearly te- 
and are entitled to half a year's notice to | 
and the notice must expire with the end 
year of the tenancy. If your master 
desired to retain the power of compellini 
to quit when your service expired he 
have made an express stipulation to 
effect.—K. C. T.] 

Agreement for letting house and gar - 
— A b-llow-servant has had bequeathed lo hsrbj r- 

master a house and garden. She wishes to W 

suitable tenant, and wants a form of agree®*”1 

same to him at the rent of Cl per four «**“j ' . 
paying rates and taxes, and she wishes it to «W;' 

in the agreement that he is not to sub-let any par 

property, and that four weeks’ notice is “ ’ - 

either side to determine tenancy, and that the «“- • 

kcep the house in tenantable repiir. She « “ 
reaa or to sign her name. In what maneer a,J- 

affix her mark'! Can I witness her mart7 ' /. i 
gardener by trade, and am over 21 years o' i,* 

house-owner.—OfXM. 

[Tho following form will suit your purp 

“ Agreement mado this — day ot —•, 
between A. B., of —, hereinafter^ cu®‘ 

■landlady, of the one part, and L. ' 
ter called the' tenant, of ^ '!l, 
fife Aandladv hereby lute iD' 
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tonnnt takes all that dwelling-house and gar¬ 
den, with the appurtenances, situate at - -, in 
the parish of —, and known as —, for the 
term of four woeks from the —day of — next, 
and thenceforth upon a four-weekly tenancy, 
at the rental of live shillings per week, to he 
paid monthly, the first payment to be inado on 
the — day of —. The tenant agrees to pay 
the said rent in the mannor and at the times 
aforesaid, free and clear of all outgoings, and 
to pay all rates and taxes and impositions and 
assessments made or charged upon the said 
promises. The tenant further agrees not to 
sub let or assign or part with the possession of 
any part of tho premises, and that he will 
keep tho house in good and teuautablo repair. 
Tho tenancy to bo determined on uuy duy by 
four weeks' notico previously jjiveu by oithcr 
of tho parties to tho othor. (Signed) 

“ A. B. 
“ 0, I>.” 

The landlady should mako a cross against 
her name, and you may sign as a witness.— 
K. C. T. | 

A question of letting and sub-let 
ting ( J'i/n>iii''i).—A. cannot determino the 
tenancy of tho allotment ground by a quarter's 
notice, but I cannot, from the information 
ltofore me, say precisely what notico is neces¬ 
sary. If you want advice on tho point, you 
must send an exact copy of tho whole of the 
agreement, and you must say what rent is paid 
for the land in question. I presume that tho 
rent reserved in tho agreement is in respect of 
the dwelling-house, greenhouse, etc., and that 
a separate rent is paid for tho land. In ull 
probability tho tenancy of tho laud can only 
bo determined by a year’s notice, oxpiring with 
a year of tenancy, but whenever the owners of 
tho land determino A.'s tenancy by u projier 
notice, H. and ('. may bo compelled to quit 
also. K. C. T. 

BIRDS. 

Canary troubled with insects (.1 »->»<)• 
—Air old wooden cage is often infestod 
with parasites which cause distress and irrita 
Iron to tho inmate. You must scald tho cago 
with boiling water, well scrubbing with stron 
soda and soap and then rinsing with clean 
water. Whon quitodry carofully paint tho cago 
with Fir tree oil. Tho mites upon tho bird 
can ho destroyed by dusting it with Pvreth- 
rum-powdor, or paraflin-oil may be used. To 
do this hold the bird lirmly in ono baud, and, 
with a small ciunol hair brush, dipjicd into tho 
oil, touch it here and there whilst blowing up 
the feathers, taking care to use hut a small 
quantity of paralliu, so that tho foathors do not 
becomo soiled. If tho cage is not vory valuable 
it would bo advisable to destroy it and provide 
your bird with a new one. 

Treatment of Nonpareil (F. It.). 
This handsome bird should ho fed u|x>n driod 
auts'-eggs, rqic fruit, groats, and Millet. The 
Nonpareil, boing mainly insectivorous, cannot 
thrive on a diet, of scod alono, and the injudi 
cious feoding has in this case causod tho con¬ 
stipation and lits. It is remarkablo that the 
bird should havo remaiuod so long in health 
upon a diet of Canary and Millet. It would 
bo well to givo it a cago to itself, suitably 
regulate the diet-, and, to avert tho lits, give 
two grains of bromido of potnssinm in a littlo 
syrun. The Pin tail or Kust Indian Nonpareil 
should have, in addition to the ubovc diet, a 
liberal allowance of Paddy Rice—that is to say, 
Rico in the husk.- S. S. G. 

Mule brooding (<). IP. /,.). Very beauti¬ 
ful mule birds are produced by mating a 
inale < Joldfiuch with a hen Canary. It would 
ho well to remove the ('hattinch trom tho cage 
before 'ho breeding season commences. The 
nroti o'teil moulting of the hen Canary may 
be cm-e-l lyv her being kept in an artificial, 
over heated temperature, and as such loss 
leathers weakens the constitution it would be 
advisable to provide her with a mild tome by 
putting a rusty nail or a little saffron in the 
drinking water. It is too early in tho season 
for the birds to pair, but about tho beginning 
••f April you may oncourngo this by supplying 
them every other day or so with a liUta^iuru- 
boiled egg, minced fine., and novvderel O.sl >el7hp 

biscuit in equal parwptiMtmfjf W ptnclVifJnufA 

scod, together about a teaspoonful. Some old 
mortar should thon be pounded and mixed 
with the grit-sand, and building materials 
provided, which may consist of dry moss ns n 
staple, together with a littlo soft meadow-liny 
and cow-hair. For green food givo Groundsel, 
Lettuce, and Dandelion flowers.—S. S. G. 

Treatment of Canary (V. V.).—You 
should, if [lossihlo, induco your Canary to par 
take of a larger proportion of Canary-scod. It 
is much moro likely to remain in good health 
if fed upon a variety of seeds than if nllowed 
to partuko of RiqiO'Soed only. It would lie 
well jo gradually lesson tho supply of tho latter 
till the staple diet bocomos plain Canary seed 

tho bird will consume more of this as tho 
allowance of Riqio sood is docroased -and then 
every othor day add a pinch of German Rape. 
On the days you do not give tho Rape tilace a 
pieco of Applo between tho wires of tne cage 
for the'bird to nibblo. A littlo l’opjiy-scod 
or crushed Hemp may be supplied occasionally. 
Forgrocn foodgivotlio flowering tops of Ground- 
sol, Watorcross, or Chick weed!- S. S. G. 

Death of Goldfinch (A. Marina /W- 
souk).—Consumption of the bowels caused the 
deatli of your Goldfinch, which must havo 
boon in a very unhealthy condition whon it 
cumo into your possession. This compluint 
would ariso from tho bird having been impro¬ 
perly fed—its feeding greedily was the result 
of tho disease from which it was suffering. 
Tho food for Goldfinches should consist of 
Canary-seed, tho small summer Rape, and 
Hemp-seed, together with Thistle-seed (or tho 
heads whon ripe), riuntaiii, and the floworing 
tops of Groundsel. Homp - scod may bo 
supplied more freely to cagod Goldfinches 
than to any other birds, but care should bo 
taken to decrease tho quantity towards tho 
moulting time, or tho nlumngo is liable to 
becomo darkened, and tho natural beauty of 
the bird lessened. If properly treated, these 
birds will live long in confinement, and lire 
fairly hardy. Being lively birds and requiring 
much exorcise a largo cago should bo provided 
for them—a square, wooden-topoed cugo is the 
most suitable. Sharp grit-sana must not be 
forgotten, while fresh water for drinking must 
bo supplied daily, and for Ivithing two or three 
times a week. This appeared to be a young 
bird, nnd was in vory good plumage.—8. S. G. 

POULTRY. 

Scaly logs in fowls (ohi Snh*rr;i,. , ).— 
N on should woll scrub your fowl s logs dnily 
with soap and warm water, then rub in zinc 
ointmont. You must use your own judgment 
ns to tho amount of scrubbing required, ns 
some fowls nro affected inoro than others. It 
would bo well to treat in this way all birds that 
may lie suffering, nnd wo would advise you to 
limownsh and thoroughly clean tho roosting 
iilaccs and porches occupied by tho ailing 
birds. 

Water glass for preserving eggs 
fir. T. Broil’ll).—Water-glass, or silicate of 
soda, is nn oxcollent thing for kcoping eggs 
fresh for a long time. It is sold by most 
chemists, and ns it is put up in varying 
strength, tho directions of tho vendor should, 
of courso, I>o followed as to quantity to bo 
used. Tho usual proportions are, however, 
1A lb. of water glass to 1 gallon of water. It 
should bo mixed in an enrthonwaro vessel. 
S. S. G. 

Indian Runners ( !L /’. Il7*/n» J.—The 
drake should havo a narrow line of white 
dividing the luso of tho hill from tho head 
markings, and tho cap from check markings. 
The colour of the breast should be divided 
evenly from the white. The neck should ho 
long, and tho bond of a bronzy-green colour; 
the legs and feet bright yellow and beak dirk 
green. The colour ol the shoulders and topi of 
vving.s should form a heart flattened on the 
buck. The chief features by which pure bred 
birds can bo recognised arc l-ho long and 
slender neck, the quick and active run, the 
upright carriage, und tho uarrovv body.— 
S. S. G. 

Table birds and egg producers 
(Xurmi' h ).—lloudans and 1'11111011111 Rocks aro 

binos thoshapo, sizo, and quality of flush of tho 
Dorking, with earlier maturity, is a prolific ogg- 
producer, while the chickens are hardy and 
rapid in feathering. This breed is generally 
white (some individuals having black 8|>oUi 
about tho sizo of a shilling), bearded, and 
has top - knots of black ana white fea hers 
falling backward. The comb is somov hut. 
romiirkuhlo, boing composed of two Hatton-1 
spikes of long and rectangular form, opening 
from right to left, which are thick nnd fleshy ; 
a third spike grows between these two, having 
tho sliapo of nn irrogular Strawberry, while 
another, quite detached from tho others, about 
the si/o of a l*ca, shows between the nostrils 
and tho beak. Tho Plymouth Rock is hardy 
and vigorous, being good at winter egg-produc¬ 
tion, and, consequently, profitable; tho 
chickens of this breed grow quickly and soon 
attain muturity, the pullots often laying at 
live months. Doing good foragers nnd small 
outers, they furnish more flesh at n less cost 
than many table varieties. The hens aro good 
sitters, and careful, patient mothers. Some 
cross bred fowls also possoss tho desirublo 
qualities of being good both for egg-producing 
and for table purposes, such as n cross between 
the Malay or Game aud the Brahma.— S. S. G. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 
QaeatlotUL —Querist and swwn mrt inserted in 

dARDimira free of charge i/ correspondents folioM these 
ruler: All communication* ehould be dee rly and concisely 
written on one tide 0/ the paper only, and addressed to 
the Editor 0/ Gardknmo, 17, Fumwaljtreet, Holbom, 
London, tt.C, Letter! on business ihould be tent to 
the PtiRusiiRR. The name and addrtu of the tender are 
required in addition to any designation he may desire to 
be weed in the paper. When more than one query u mut, 
each ehould be on a teparate piece oj paper, aiul not mere 
than three queries ehould be sent at a time. Correspon¬ 
dent* should bear in mind that, as Gardrxiko Aim to be 
lent to press some time in advance oj date, queries cannot 
always be replied to in the issue immediately following 
the receipt 0} their communication. We do not reply to 
queries by post. 

Naming fruit.—Reader* who desire our help in 
naming fruit should bear in mind that several specimen. 
In diferenl stages of colour and size of the same kind 
i/really assist in its determination. We have received 
.Horn several correspondents single specimens of fruits 
for naming, these in many eases being unripe and other¬ 
wise poor. The difference between varieties of fruits are, 
in many cases, so tr(/ting that it is necessary that three 
specimens of each kind should be sent. We can undertake 
to name only four varieties at a time, and these only when 
the above directions are observed. 

PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 
Good Pompon Dahlias (IP. J/.».—Twelv :wi 

varieties are George Brinkman and Snowflake, while ; 

Emily Iloppcr, yellow; E. K. Jungker, pale yellow; 
Bacchus, starlet: \rthur West, crimson; Ncrissa, rose; 

Captain Uoyton and Douglas, maroon; Distinction and 
Demon, shades of crimson. 

Tulips falling (Helen Shaw).—We imagine your 

culture is lit fault. Very probably you placed them 
in the stove, which was far too hot tor them liefore sulll- 

cient roots had hern formed. They ought to have been 
plunged in the open air in ashes or Cocoa-nut-fibre, so as 
to encourage the formation of plenty of roots before the 

top growth started. 

Streptocarpl (Flora). — Plant* that have dons 
flowering should be kept moderately dry In a greenhouse 

temperature till the middle of March or thereabouts, w hen 
they must be shaken clear of the old soil and repotted in 

a mixture ol equal parts of leaf-mould and loam, w ith a 

liberal dash of silver sand. Be sparing of the water until 

growth begins. 

The Karaka Nut (Corynocarpus Imvigata) (Mrs. 
Hargrrares).— This Is a nalivo of New Zealand, with 
white lloweru in terminal panicles, fruit somewhat 

ri fctuhllng a Plum. It grows well in peat und loam, with 
silver sand added, and will do well in a warm greenhouse ; 

in fact, the same treatment as is given to the Ardisia will 
suit it. The other plant you ask about wo do uol know. 

Cineraria leaves unhealthy (A Constant 
Rttvlrr).—Your Cineraria leal has been attacked by Iho 

grub of tho Marguerite Daisy-fly. The best way. if the 
plant has been attacked severely, Is to cut off the leaves 

and burn them, or if the attack has only just begun, to 
pinch the leaves at the place where the gratis are. 
Syringing with an iuseeticVle can do little good, as it 

would not reach the grubs. It might, however, prevent 

the flies laying their eggs if the Insecticide could he 

applied at the right time. 

Genista fraRrans. striking (A. n. C ) —'The 

hall ripe shoots if the Genistas will strike trrelv .1 In¬ 
serted in sandy soil and the pot plunged In a hotbed or 

propsgatlng pll. They may be also struck during the 
summer if the cuttings have a bell glass put over them 

nnd the glass shaded ; lull they lake nioeh longer lo rod 
III this way Ilian they do 111 heat, t'ut down (he old 
plants directly they have linn lied flowering, and when the 

young shoot# commence to grow repot, using a compost 
of equal parts ol loam and leaf-mould, with a sprinkling 

cf sand. Stand them out-of-doors during the summer in 
a sunny position, so us to ripen the wood well, nnd thus 

, aose the formation of flower-buds. 

Potting Tuberous Begonlaa (/■"») -One-year- 
rfjjlft'JbibKjiMycrmuitnhle for growing on. Pol them a'. 

considered tho host Woods combiiliug ’ (mb' pots, shifting them on a., may lie 
UmfiJLRud eating qualities. Tho Ho^jk^|y»|^<!j^|^ri0pf lh*-v "*"• olir’' 
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need an increased size of pot at first and also later on. 
A mixture of equal parte of loam and leaf-mould, accord¬ 

ing to its coniistency, will suit Tuberous Begonias, while 
as the pots (fet full of rooU » little liquid-manure will 

be bcnencial. Do notallow your plants to carry- any seed 

pods as these are very weakening. 

Ericas after flowering (Mrs. K. SI. Bird).—Cat 
the plants into shape, shortening back the long, vigorous 

shoots to one-third their length, then place them in 
the greenhouse, where they will start into growth. As 

soon a9 the young shoots have grown about half-an-inch, 
repot into sandy peat, pressed very firmly. Keep them 

in the greenhouse or in a frame kept close till they 
have recovered from the check, then stand them in 

the open, watering carefully till the cold nights come, 

when remove to the greenhouse. 

Clematises from cuttings (L. II. White).—The 

usual stock on which Clematises are grafted is the roofs 
of the Traveller's Joy (Clematis Vitalba). In increasing 

from cuttings selcot the young shoots when about 
4 inches long, with a small heel of the eld wood, and 

insert them round the edges of clean, well-drained pots 

in sandy soil. Then place in a propagating-case in a 
warm greenhouse, treating in the same way as cuttings 
of Fuchsias, etc. Layering may also be done now, bury¬ 

ing some of the flexible shoots that are handy for the 

purpose. Tongue the stem below each joint and bury 
not too deeply in the soil. 

Plants for greenhouse (R. L. Allman).—Had 

the question been more explicit it would be possible to 
answer it in a more satisfactory manner, but a selection of 

a dozen greenhouse plants without any clue to your require¬ 
ments, or to the facilities you have for their culture isalmost 

impossible to give. If for maintaining a display during the 
coming season, perhaps you would prefer such subjects as 
Tuberous Begooias, Pelargoniums of different sorts, par¬ 
ticularly the double-flowered Ivy-leaved class. Fuchsias, 

Heliotrope, Abutilons, flowering Cannas, Liiium longi- 

florum, Liiium speciosum. and Liiium auratum, with 
Passiflora 1 rape rat rice Eugenie, the white - flowered 

Passiflora Constance Elliot, and Plumbago caj*ensis, with 

pretty light blue flowers. If we have not fallen in with 
your views please give a more detailed account of your 
requirements. 

Furnishing a window-box (J. A. H'.)-If you 

could put in the front of your window-liox in Slay, or so 
soon as you could after the Crocuses were out of bloom, 

a few plants of the hardy Creeping Jenny, then obtained 

a dozen or so of Pansies of two or three colours, but espe¬ 
cially white, and amidst those planted some three or four 

small white and red Fuchsias, your box, although on a 

north window-sill, Bhould look gay for the summer. It is 
not wise to plant too many kinds of plants, but a few such 

as those named, done well, give the best effects. You 
should, ere you replant, turn out all the old soil, 

thoroughly wash the box, then refill with quite fresh soil, 

largely of fresh loam, with some well decayed manure, 
leaf-soil, and sand added. Sec that the holes in the 

bottom of the box are open, and place a little rubble 
drainage in the bottom before filling with soil. When so 

doing, place the rougher portions over the drainage first. 
The middle of Manchester is hardly a good place for 
flowers. 

Growing Daphne lndlca (.V. A. G.\-After 
flowering keep the Daphne in a greenhouse—that is to say, 

a structure with a night temperature of 45 degs. to 

-Mi degs., with a rise of 10 degs. or so during the daytime. 
It should be given sufficient water to keep the soil mode¬ 

rately moist, and is greatly benefited by an occasional 
syringing during bright weather. It will often stand for 

two or three years without repotting, but when necessary 

this operation should be carried out directly the flowers 
fade. A good soil for this Daphne is a raix’lure of equal 
parts of loam and peat, with a liberal sprinkling of saml. 

When the spring frosts are past it may be gradually 

hardened off and stood out-of-doors. This is not an easy 
plant to strike from cuttings- The best cuttings are the 

ahoofs of the current season's wood, taken about July 
when they have become fairly woody. Dibble these into 
well-drained pots filled with sandy peat, and stand, after 

having well-watered them, in a little bottom-heat. This 

Daphne, too, can be increased by layers. In nurseries it 

is grafted on the Spurge Laurel or the Mezereum, but 
such plant] often die off suddenly. 

TREES AND SHRUBS. 

Pruning Pyrus japonlca (A. K. L.\—This will 
always flower better when allowed to grow naturally 

than when closely pruned. Such lining tho case, it should 
only be cut back so far as is really necessary to keep it 

within bounds. Any old or exhausted shoots should be 
cut clean out, as by so doing the young, clean growths on 

which depends a good deal of the future display is 
encouraged. A good time for doing this is as soon as the 

flowering period is over, as then there is a long growing 
period before it. You may, if you do not wish the plant 
to grow too far away from the wall, shorten in the season’s 

shoots, and thus induce the formation of spurs or flower- 

buds. This can be done, of course, immediately after 
flowering. Lay in the best of the young wood, and spur 

back any that is weak. 

FRUIT. 

Soil for Strawberries (F. B. AM—Any falrly 

good loamy soil does -Strawberries well. If yours is too 
light and porous, as is so much of the soil about Rich¬ 

mond, the addition to it of some clay from deep drains or 
sewers, spread on the surface - inches or 3 inches thick 

early in the winter, allowed to lie two months, then dug 

in and well mixed with the soil, some half-decayed manure 
being added, should do great good. Failing that, you 

should obtain, if you can, one or two cartloads of loam 

from a field where new houses are being erected. A 
few bushels of fresh soil would be of little use added 
to a breadth of ground from 2 rods to 3 rods in area 

To have any material effect you need much more. If 

got from where building is proceeding, a few carloads 

should not cost very much. You can obtain plants 
from any nursery in your neighbourhood. Runners of 
last year dibbled out thinly then should be extra 

strong well-rooted plants now. 

Fruit-trees on walls (U. M. S'.) —As your note 
refers to Reach as well as Plum and Pear-trees, we assume 

that you have your trees against walls, and flat-trained. 
As they were planted but fourteen months since, we hope 

then that you gave them a fairly hard pruning. If so, 
it will be the grow-ths of last summer you now 
refer to. Those sbocts may well be cut back to from 

one half to two-thirds their length, as if left full 
length back buds would not break, and the branches 

would thus be rather bare. Peaches fruit from young 

wood as well as from spurs,'and in pruning them the 

best or stoutest of the shoots should be nailed to the 
wall and be partially shortened, weak ones being cut out. 

Any that break out from the fronts of branches should 
be cut clean out also. Treat Plums in the same way. 

These chiefly fruit from spurs, which are formed natu¬ 

rally, or by cutting back in July young shoots to four 
leaves, then in the winter to two buds, and these event¬ 

ually form rooting spurs. Pears need similar treatment. 
Apply manure to the trees in May after the soil has 

become warm, anil then only as a surface mulch. 

VEGETABLES. 

Growing Land Cress to. Johnson).—'The culture 

of this is very easy. The seed may be sown during the 
whole of the spring, summer, and autumn in any kind of 

garden soil. Successional sowings are not necessary, as 

there is no fear of the plants running to seed too soon. Its 
produce is not so valuable ai that of the Water Cress or 

the common Garden Cress, as the leaves are always 

hardish, and their pungent flavour is always accompanied 
by a certain amount of bitterness. 

Manuring garden (K. L. D.\—lt you have already 
given your garden a fair dressing of manure, the proposed 

dressing of artificial manures seems rather superfluous. 

M ost probably you would have obtained far better crops 
had your ground been trenched 2 feet deep, leaving the 

bottom soil below, hut well broken up, and adding the 

animal manure to that before putting the top sp t of soil 
on to it; that would have encouraged the roots to go deep 
in search of the manure, and they would have sustained 
crops in dry weather so very much better. Then you 

could have forked into the upper soil a dressing of about 
5 lb. per rod, of artificial manures. You have in your 

order of these overdone the phosphate, as superphosphate 
and bone-flour are practically the same. The phosphate 

and potash (Kainil), well mixed and crushed, should be 
cast evenly over the ground at the rate of 4 lb. per rod of 

Stisquare yards al once, and lie well forked in ; then add 

a dressing of Ij lb. of sulphate of ammonia soon alter crop 
growth has begur, well hoeing it in. 

Growing Cucumbers (J. 0. D.\—You could 
raise Cucumber plants from Bend in a cool greenhouse, but 

not very well yet. You must wait till the middle of April, 
when the sun gives warmth. Sow eight seeds in a 5-inch 
Ct, equally distant, in good, fine soil, burying them a 

tie. It would help the seeds to grow if you stood the 

pot in a larger one, then placed a piece of glass over that, 
as it would help to box in the sun warmth. You would 

need four plants for your frame. These should be first 
got into l-inch pots singly, or be in pairs in 5-inch pots, 

and have become strong before they are planted out. If 
you can fill your pit with some stable-manure and tree- 

leaves, well mixed and trodden down hard up to within 
12 inches of the glass, then on that put 2 inches of turfy- 

loam, and in the centre of each light a mound 5 inches 
deep, you Bhould put out the plants into those mounds, 

two in each. Between the dung below anil the sun-heat 

above you should find ample warmth then for Cucum¬ 
bers. 

NAMES OF'PLANTS AND FRUITS. 

Names of plants.—Samutt Trite,—Kindly send a 
specimen, and we will name it for vou.-F. L. A—1, 
Cyrus japonica; 2. Common llepatica (Anemone 
ilepalica). -—TVi/i/vrfr;/.—(yiite impossible to name from 

only one flower.—Flash.—Ituscus racemosus. 

E-M) OF VOLUME XXIV. 

SHORT REPLIES. 

K. P. -S'. —We doubt very much if you afll be able to 

move your Nectarine-tree with any hope of success to I.te 
in the season. If you do you must be prepared to 

sacrifice all hopes of a crop.-Jf. C. L-Leave the 
mulching as it is. or if you object to the manure you c*o 

sprinkle some soil over it.-M. B.—Your teat [dan mil 
be to write to some large grower of fruit-tree*, vjch as 
G. Bunyard and Co., Maidstone.-J. Jf.—App'y to 

Amos Perry, Winchmore-hili, N.-Mrs. L. B, I mine 

Malone —Very possibly it is owing to the unfavourable 
season we had which prevented the wood becoming 

properly ripened.-Hotcdenshirc.—You can buy weed". 
killer ready- prepared cheaper than you can uiake it 

Consult our advertisement columns.-C. T.—Vie sop 

pose you mean Doronicum, which is known as Leopold • 
bane.-J. B. 0.—See replv to J. It. Clements in our 

issue of Dec. ’7, 1902, p. 505, re “Hardy Ho.v,hoc 

Plants lor shady positions." Of course, ary e.f the hardy 
native Ferns will do well.-Bn'/uirer.—Vit can find 

nothing on the Black Currant shoots that you send._ 

D. >I. O. PeeL—Yfe have no knowledge of what the role 
in your neighbourhood is.-K. Wynnes.—You ought to 
have protected your blooms with bandligbu in some in, 

as then they would develop well and be fine in colour.' 

They have evidently been preyed on by slugs and ii jund 
by storms.-Sirs. E. SI. Birch. — See article on 
Asparagus, in our issue of Jam 31, p. 017.-Jimiw- 
Consult our advertising columns.-A Lover oj Bloom. 

—quite impossible to advise unless you can give uiKine 

more information as to what conveniences you hive lor 
raising and growing plants.-J. H. Wrigley.—Xou need 

not be alarmed, only take care that you do not buy in 
any trees that are suffering from American blight.— 

A Constant Header.—tin you mean an outdeor or u 

indoor Hibiscus !-Acton.—The only cure is to fumigate 
the house in which the plants are.-Mac.—See reph to 

“Inquiry," in our issueol Jan. 31, p. tils, and aiso rVph 
to “S. \V.,"in the issue of Feb. 21, p. 659.-Reader.- 

You will find an article dealing with the Lily cl tbe 

Field (Sternbergia) in our issue of Nov. 22,1->}2, p. t:.;, 
which can be had of the publisher, post tree, lid.—'. 

Harold Sharrcross.—You will find a fully Mutinied 

article dealing with wall gardens in our is-ue of lire. 
1901, p. 573, which can be had ol the publisher, post In., 

1 jd.-M. J. A'.—You had best write to the Sectturv, 
Zoological Society, Regent's Park. London. N.W—ft. y 

—Yes, vou might plant the Myrtle, butil th< soil is heavy 

you will have to add some material to lighten it. alai 

taking care that the position is well drained II th- 
weather is very severe, you will have to protect during 

the winter.-A axiom.—Why not leave the cmp.'t 

alone altogether ? It will die on Nos. 1 and 2, seeing that 
you will, bv cutting the part covering No. 3, havcte.ere! 

the connection with the root*. You cannot cctnpel the 
owner ol No. 4 to cut it off No. 3, but you can do >o your- 

seif. It is a pity you cannot allow'a little "give ir»i 

take.” The litter of leaves is very slight and onlv in tbe 
autumn, and yet you intend spoiling the effect of am 

of creeper-clad houses by laying bare the one in lie 
centre.-Jir*. Harvey.—See reply to H. C. Wilson r 
Hyacinth culture in our issue ol Feb. 7, p.634. You kip: 

your Hyacinths far too warm when first potted, and i: is 
not at all surprising that ihev have failed.-WUloe. 

You ought to get a copy of " The English Flower Gardtn,’ 

in which the subject is fully dealt with. We have a'» 
dealt with the subject in our issue of Feb. 1, KM2, p ' ll 

(with illustration), which can be had of the publisher, 
price 1 jd. See article re “Christmas Roses," in comin,- 

issue.-B. K.—"Table Decoration,’’ by Wrr Los. 
Chapman and llail, publishers, London.——OlotiMli.- 

Not a gardening question.-Tulip.—The Hvscinlhs vou 

have grown in water are of no value for' next year • 
flowering. You can, of course, lay them in boxes of soil, 

watering till the foliage dies down, and then treat in the 

same way as recommended for Hyacinths in pots.— 
A. C. G.—The manure you refer to is of no value, as the 
wood-shavings will only breed fungus and cause you a 

deal of trouble.-B. G. Thomson. —Far better deltr the 

pruning till the early weeks of March.-Tidm-See 
reply to your query re Ferns, in our issue of Feb. 11, 
p. 653, under "Short Replies.” 

Catalog-ues received.—Sutton and Son*. Kvadm.-, 
—Banner s Year Book and Grazier's Manual-W IL 

Hudson, 31, Chiswick High-road, W.—Lid oj Bulls. 
Lilies, Seeds, and Plants.--Cartons, Warrington- 

Sew and Improved Breeds of Pann Seeds for W< — 
Amos Perry, Winchmore-hili," N.—Supplement to Parti 

1 and 2 re " Hardy Border and Rock Plants '-Little 

and liallantyne, Carlisle.—Agricultural Seeds. 

United Horticultural Benefit and Provi¬ 
dent Society.—The annual general meeting of this 
society will be held at the Caledonian Hotel, on Monday. 

March 9th next, at 8 pm. Mr. John Green, of I'ereham, 
Norfolk, has kindly consented to preside. 
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